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Minerals Yearbook, 1942, presents the'achievements of the mineral © = 
- industries of the United States during their first full year of World. © °°: 

War II. It is a record of outstanding accomplishment to which the | 
.......Nation can -point with pride and satisfaction. It also provides con- ©... 
—s-vineing testimony on the vital importance of our great mineral wealth oe 
.. to the national security, for without our abundant mineral resources 

sg ~our unparalleled industrial strength would be impossible, and with- — 
a Se-opt our magnificent industrial machine the unprecedented production = «% 

- Cy ft munitions durmg 1942 could not have been attained. Thus in =, 
_. \¥ large measure our success in war on land or sea or intheairreflectsour 

ability to provide those materials indispensable to modern warfare— 
—°. * metals and fuels and the other nonmetallic minerals. = 8 8 ©§ a 

, YO Statistically the production of minerals in 1942 soared to new peaks 5” 
in both quantity and value. For the first time in history, the aggre- == >» 

7 gate value of mineral output exceeded $7,000,000,000. Certanm . =~. 
= branches of mining reported declines from the rates established in 

+b, e 1941, but production of: many commodities reached new records; = 
‘gy some of which probably will stand for many years or may never be eg 

_ "equaled. Nevertheless, demand exceeded supplies, and the pressure ER 
Oo for even greater output intensified as the year progressed. At the =: 

2 close of 1942, it was evident that production of many minerals would oy 
- - be limited by manpower shortages, while exhaustion of the reserves Oo 

. » © of a few commodities caused anxiety as to our ability to maintain cur- is 
- rent rates of production. a Fe ES 
ae ~The Bureau of Mines played am increasingly vital role m the war 
a program during 1942. Extensive exploration of mineral deposits 
-.. £2 was continued; new and improved methods of mineral beneficiation  .-_. » 

__}_and recovery were developed; surveys of the production, distribution, = 
... #&consumption, and stocks of essential minerals were extended in scope ae: 

an 3 and frequency; health and safety measures were furthered to reduce =‘ * 
_. © valuable time lost in the mines and mills from illness and injuries; 

| provisions were made to protect the production, supply, storage, and ol 
-". transportation of indispensable minerals and mineral products from oy 
a the mines, quarries, mills, and smelters; and closer contact was at 

oo effected with Federal war agencies and private war industries in a 
| prosecuting the war. Most of these activities are only briefly men- —S—. 

| - tioned in this volume, which is’ concerned principally with the ac- os 
; complishments of the Bureau in economics and statistics. More Jo re 

complete data regarding the Bureau’s work in technology, health, — . 
and safety can be found in the annual reports of the Secretary of the oo 

. Interior and in other publications of the Bureau of Mines, although eo 
) censorship precludes publication at this time of many of the results of Oe 

| investigations of strategic and critical minerals. | 
oo Distribution of the 1942 edition of Minerals Yearbook, as with the _— 

| 1941 volume, will be restricted to Government offices engaged in war ss 
work. Many of the chapters of the 1941 volume dealing with non- 
strategic commodities, minus complete data on foreign trade, were : 

7 released for public distribution, but because of the refusal of the a 

| | IIL



Be IW BOREWORD 

censorship authorities to permit publication of foreign trade statistics = 
“s. . most of these chapters for 1942 will be withheld. Only afewchapters, = — 
“» from which foreign trade statistics have been elimimated, because they = 

have little significance, will be available for general distribution. To = - 
a partly offset this disadvantage, the Bureau of Mines has expanded its 
- usual published Mineral Industry Survey reports to include many of =. 
|. the statistical details on production, consumption, and stocks of the = 
..... nonstrategic minerals that are customarily. distributed to industry = ~— 
... and the public in the preprint chapters of Minerals Yearbook... Min- 
~~. erals Yearbook will, of course, be available to the public after the war = — 
-. "or whenever censorship restrictions arerelaxed. = | aes 
“Phe mineral industries are to be commended for their cooperation. ss - 
»- - in responding to Bureau of Mines surveys in spite of the numerous  ——-. 
“> -handicaps and urgent production schedules under.which they operated —s_—- 
~. -". jn.1942.:. Thanks are gratefully extended to the thousands of mine, = 

mill, and. smelter operators, distributors, consumers, public officials 
.. » and agencies, and trade journals who made generous contributions of =: 
, * data and advice, without which this volume could not be compiled. — = © 
~~. Tn. this connection, especial mention should be made of the coopera- —s_—. 

tion. of State officials who have assisted in collecting mineral statistics 
“within their respective jurisdictions, thus eliminating duplication and Ss 
~.-: Improving. coverage and accuracy of data. State agents cooperating ==. 
-- in the 1942 canvass were: Stewart J. Lloyd, acting State geologist,, > _™ 

University, Ala.; Herman Gunter, State geologist, Tallahassee, Fla.; 9 = 
“Garland Peyton, director, division of mines, mining, and geology, = » 
-... department of natural resources, Atlanta, Ga.; M. M. Leighton, ¢hief, ss 
oy > -° and Walter H. Voskuil, mineral economist, State geological survey == 
~--. division; Urbana, Ill.; A. C. Trowbridge, director, lowa Geological  — 
“. - Survey, Iowa City, Iowa; Raymond C. Moore, State geologist, Law- —s_ 
«renee, Kans.; Edward B. Mathews, director, department of geology, = 
bey mines, and water resources, board of natural resources, Baltimore,Md.; 
m=" R.A. Smith, State geologist, Lansing, Mich.; H. A. Buehler, State =~ 
“ geologist, Rolla, Mo.; Meredith E. Johnson, State geologist, Trenton, _ ‘ 
—  N.J.; C. A. Hartnagel, State geologist, New York State Museum, - 

Albany, N. Y.; Jasper L. Stuckey, State geologist, Raleigh, N. C.; > 
~- . Robert H. Dott, director, Oklahoma Geological Survey, Norman, 
a Okla.; E. P. Rothrock, State geologist, Vermillion, S. Dak.; E. H. 

_ Sellards, director, bureau of economic geology, Austin, Tex.; Arthur - : 
| Bevan, State geologist, and Linwood H. Warwick, chief clerk, Virginia 

| Geological Survey, Charlottesville, Va.; Harold E. Culver, supervisor, | 
- division of geology, department of conservation and development, 

Pullman, Wash.; Paul H. Price, State geologist, Morgantown, W. Va.; | 
| and E. F. Bean, State geologist, Madison, Wis. In addition, B. D. _ 

| Stewart, department of mines, Juneau, Alaska, and Walter W. Bradley, — 
| State mineralogist, San Francisco, Calif., assisted in the compilation of | 

statistics for Alaska and California, respectively. | 
| | R. R. Sayers, Director.
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— INTRODUCTION 
oo - Considering the many difficulties of operation under wartime con- — *; 

oF ditions, the mineral industries in 1942 established a remarkable |. —: 
a record in supplying the essential needs of the United States for its NE 
~~ military operations and civilian economy. This issue of Minerals = = ~~ 

Yearbook which records and analyzes the progress of the mineral oe 

industries during the year is therefore in essence a tribute to their Oa 

achievements. ‘The present expanded volume differs from its prede- = ~ * 
--- egsors in a number of respects: It gives special attention to the sig- . 

nificance of each of the many mineral commodities in the war pro; =. 
oe gram. It discusses the effects of the many emergency regulations of .” 
. - the Government upon the normal relationships of supply and demand. > Os 
--Tt provides more comprehensive data on ore reserves. It devotes =» 

additional space, in separate chapters, to titanium and nitrogen a 

--. egompounds. It accents the international aspects of mineral explora- an 

- ° tion, development, reserves, output, procurement, and use. ey 
a Because Minerals Yearbook, 1942, contains information on stra-- = =, 

-. tegic and critical minerals, including full foreign trade data which =, 
’ eensorship authorities have directed be withheld from the enemy, the © 

- volume has been classified as confidential. A few chapters dealmg ~~ = 
ss with nonstrategic commodities in which foreign trade is compara- Oe 

tively insignificant are being distributed to the public in preprmt ==. 
a form without 1942 data on imports and exports. In the 1941 volume ae 

oS only 14 chapters were withheld from publication—those covering the ~ =. 
ge highly strategic and critical items. ‘The extension of censorship in es 
a the 1942 volume results largely from the ban on foreign trade figures. | 
«Statistical data for 1942 other than imports and exports for the non- oo 

strategic minerals have been released through the Bureau’s Mineral is 
Industry Survey-service:-——------—>---> 

«Acknowledgments. —Thanks are gratefully extended to the Bitu- = 
a minous Coal Division, United States Department of the Interior, for cof 

- its valuable contribution to the Yearbook in preparing the chapter a 
| covering the bituminous-coal industry. This division has supplied ow 

_' the chapter each year since the division was established in 1937. ks 
The data on imports and exports in Minerals Yearbook were. ob- tt 

| tained through the cooperation of the United States Department of og 

: ~ Commerce. : : | ae 
The Bureau of Mines was enabled to obtain the vast’ amount of oe 

statistical data included in Minerals Yearbook through the good will “ 
and cooperation of those interested in the mineral industries. The Se 
Bureau appreciates more than ever the contributions of data from ue 

| the operators, distributors, consumers, public officials, trade associ- 28 
ations, and others who have so kindly given of their time and effort OE 

| to return questionnaires or supply information in other form. ob 
Credit for the value and usefulness of the volume is also given to - - 

the many members of the Bureau’s staff who assisted in the prepara- a 
tion, editing, and arrangement of the Yearbook material. Especial a 

- thanks are due the following members of the staff, who have been ~ >



Seo WEE ENTRODUCTION, 

. Most active and helpful in maintaining the high standards set for the .--_; 
_... Yearbook: Martha B. Clark, of the Economics and Statistics Service, = > : 
--.. . for preparing the statistical summary of mineral production, and for  _—s_. : 
—. ascertaining the accuracy, continuity, and uniformity of statistical = = = 
_. data; Mabel E. Winslow, of the Office of Minerals Reports, for her = 

excellent editorial work and advice; Louis F. Perry, of the Office of = 
.. Minerals Reports, for his aid in preparing the charts; Max Abel, of — 4 

ae the Economics and Statistics Service, for supervising the preparation = = © 
mo of charts and assisting in the administrative details of the Yearbook | 
~.-.-program; and to the unnamed members of the Economics and Sta- ss 
“tistics Service who helped the authors in the preparation of their ea 

Manuscripts, ee: 
ae Be -  —. CO. HE. NuEepaam. © a 4 

me : . oo, oo : : , . -. . - : wl



_ REVIEW OF THE MINERAL INDUSTRIES IN 1942 

SUMMARY OUTLINE Ce sll 
\ a os | oo | . . - Page oe lag 
ooo. > + Introduction -_.-.2222.2-2222222-- eee 1 | Government organization for war—Continued. CE Oo _ Production_-_..--.---.---------------...-.---. 2 | Office of Economie Stabilization__.......... 12. ro Sah 

- Value of mineral output..-..---..-.......... . 2] War Production Board..................... Zr so Trends in physical volume of production... 2} Office of Price Administration._____........ WB 
a “ Stocks....-2- 22 2-2-2 -2- eee 41 Board of Economic Warfare.....-......--.. 16 - es - Consumption. -_..------2--.2 eee ez------t. 5] Petroleum Administration for War..-----.. © 17 de PO Prices _-_.------------------------------------- 6| Solid Fuels Administration for War.______- Wo 
os... Employment.._..---.--222 2222. eee 7| Bureau of Mines_-_...--_-------2 eels. 18 oes oe Safety._-.-.------------- ected Geological Survey ...----22---2----------.-. 20. ee - . . Government organization for war_-....:---... 10] Reconstruction Finance Corporation.-.---. 2 = 
Se _. Office for Emergency Management _-___..__- 11} Government stock piles______.-.-..2-_222. _- 20 ge re Office of War Mobilization.......---..---..-. A Stimulation of domestic production... .-...- 2, oe Me 

INTRODUCTION, 
Tn the first year of World War II the mineral industry contributed = 

- metals, fuels, and other minerals—all indispensable for war—in quan- 
. + tities never before equaled. The physical volume of production was 4 

3 percent more than in the previous record year 1941 and 21 percent ss *. 
higher than the predepression record of 1929; it exceeded the output =. 
In the war year 1918 by 54 percent. Owing to a moderate increase _ ge 

-.. In mineral prices the value of production compared with 1941 was . rd 
_°. proportionately greater, having increased 10. percent to a new peak os 
_ Of -$7,569,500,000, or 8 percent above the former. record value of os 

$6, 984,340,000 established in 1920, when prices were abnormally high. ———_- ro 
_. The outstanding performance for 1942 was achieved despite several > 
__ factors that retarded production in some lines. Transportation bottle- ==> 
~_ necks forced severe curtailment of consumption of gasoline and fuel oil Oy 

Oe in the eastern region; as a result, the output of crude petroleum—in __ os 
_.. terms of value the largest item in the list of mineral products— < . 

~ declined slightly. Gold and silver production experienced the usual mo 
adverse effects of an ascending general price level and was also held Oe 

_.... back by scarcity of materials and manpower as well as the Govern- Ss 
ment shut-down order effective late in: the year. Price trends in + 
1942 did not favor the mineral industry, as mineral prices advanced ne 

| only 7.5 percent over 1941, whereas the general price level rose 13 8 
percent. Manpower shortages were felt in many branches besides as 

| _ precious metal mining. Preliminary figures indicate that the total cole 
| number of men employed in producing minerals in 1942 was3 percent 

| lower than in 1941. Because of the scarcity of critical materials and | 
ss Manpower, several new projects that would have increased production 

| could not be initiated. | | . 
Consumption of minerals also reached new heights in 1942 that : 

surpassed the available supply from domestic sources. Despite the | 
_ submarine menace, large quantities of foreign minerals were imported oo
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“but. could not bridge the gap between domestic supply and potential —_ 
.~ demand. Consequently drastic conservation, substitution, and re- . 
Bee strictive measures were adopted. Hssential civilianrequirementswere =, 
“ . cut deeply, and even allocations to war needs were subjected to rigid _ oo 
"surveillance and limitation. The net result of the program wasa =} 
va gain in mineral inventories for the year. Thus at the end of 1942 4 
uo the Nation’s mineral-production facilities were operating at record — — “4 
oe rates, and a substantial reserve stock provided assurance that the gat 
Be essential war needs would not be severely impaired in 1943 for lack Sg 
»  . Ofrawmaterials, |. | Se oe 8 

Be : _ PRODUCTION re | 
= Value of mineral output.—For the third consecutive year the quan- == = 4 
‘_... tity of minerals produced established a new all-time record, but the ~~ q 
:’ value of production exceeded the previous 1920 peak for the first  - UR 
«time. Likewise, 1942 was'the first-year in which the value of domestic =§ | 
v. ‘production, $7,569,500,000, reached the 7-billion mark. The former oA 
» ‘record year, 1920, $6,981,340,000, reflected the high prices of many wt 
“.« . minerals but chiefly the extraordinary prices for coal as exports ae 
~ soared because of the United Kingdom’s inability (partly because of of 
-.. strikes) to meet heavy world demands. The value of the 1942 output. se | 
Bye was 10 percent greater than in 1941 and 29 percent over the pre- od 
ee". depression level of 1929. 9° |)... ns 
“ts Although dollar value is the only common denominator for meas- a 
os urmg collectively the production of minerals of such diverse unit a 
... values as platinum and sand and gravel, it does not present.a true oN 
’*- picture of actual trends in the’ physical volume of production because 4 

Of the. influence of fluctuating prices. This fact is strikingly illus- . a 
“>. trated by comparing 1920 with 1942. The value of production in a 

the latter year was only 8 percent above that of 1920, yet the physical st 
“).. . volume of production, as measured by index numbers (in the compu-  —™ 4 

tation of which the effects of price changes are largely eliminated), _ 4 
ae was 50 percent greater. Thus the growth of the mmeralindustry <4 

Ro during this 22-year period and the industry’s war contribution are of 
m not adequately revealed by a mere statement of value of output. | ‘3 
e Of the total value of mmeral production in 1942, fuels contributed od 
— $4,084,600,000 (54 percent), metals $2,361,800,000 (31 percent), oo 

and nonmetals other than fuels $1,123,100,000 (15 percent). Figure a 
| 1 shows the growth in value of various branches of mineral production a 

: from 1880 to 1942. | 2 
All major branches of mineral production—fuels, metals, and - 

: - nonmetals—showed increased values in 1942. The value of the 3 
| output of metals advanced 11 percent over 1941 and that of non- 7 

-Inetals other than fuels 8 percent; the value of fuels rose 10 percent. | 
, Oil and gas wells contributed a large proportion of the mineral output, 

| with products valued at $2,452,700,000 in 1942—32 percent of the 
total and an increase of 5 percent over 1941. Hard- and soft-coal , 
production was valued at $1,631,900,000, or 22 percent of the value 
of all mineral products and 19 percent more than the value of the , 
1941 coal output. 

Trends in physical volume of production.—Figure 2 compares the 
: physical volume of mineral production during the last 43 years with 

industrial and agricultural production and with population growth, each |
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- expressed in terms of an index based on yearly averages for 1935-39... 
_.. The long-time trends of production during this 43-year period have  —s_—. 

a a been steadily upward, although year to year and cyclical fluctuations | me 

_ have been prominent. Production of minerals—the essential raw ~~ 
, materials for industry—has been closely correlated with the trend of  —— 

- industrial production, experiencing the same ups and downs, whereas 
| _ agricultural production has exhibited more moderate fluctuations =. 

a . and a growth line approximating the trend of population increase. = 
_....... Because production of coal for domestic use and petroleum for =. = 
_ automobile fuel, which has a pronounced effect on the trend of mineral |. 

| output; does not respond proportionately to increases in the rate of  —_ 

PLETE a: 

ee | Lf a 

< i " es 

oo a Total. mineral production | a ae 
ce N co Nya 

uw 4 ; . - j ‘ . oe 

on ° Mineral fuels / . ane Rey 

| os wr \ / Metals \/ | a) 7 . : a aes 

we / LN MSA AA TR 
Pee eT ip 
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ae | | "Figure 1.—Trends in value of mineral production in the United States, 1880-1942, | —_ | Se 
. , | - co Na 

7 manufacturing activity and is more stable, the index of industrial Gl 
| ‘production tends to exceed that of mineral production in periods of oN 

prosperity and to fall below during depressions. This characteristic eh 
. explains in part the wide gaps between the two indexes in1941land 1942. = 

—_ Another factor is the extensive use of imported mineral raw materials es 
| in these years, which is reflected in the industrial index but not in the oF 

| mineral index. It should also be noted that the Federal Reserve $+ 
Board index of mineral production does not include certain mineral oa 
products, such as aluminum and magnesium, of which war use has, 

: increased greatly. oo . | | oe 
' The production of many mineral commodities achieved new peaks 2 
in 1942. The lght metals made outstanding advances; magne- | 

| 1The following indexes have been used—volume of farm production, U. 8. Department of Agriculture; : 
mineral production, 1900-1918, from Warren Persons’ Forecasting Business Cycles; mineral production of | no 

1910-42. and industrial production, Federal Reserve Board; total population of the United States, Bureay
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- «sium output increased threefold, bauxite more than doubled, and 

“aluminum rose nearly 70 percent. Copper production broke the - 4 
» . * record established in 1916, and lead and zinc mine production also se oA 

“<. ~ dnereased but failed to reach previous records. Iron ore, tungsten, =>} 
«=. molybdenum, and vanadium surpassed the high production rates of = % 
~  . 1941, and chromite exceeded its 1918 peak. Manganese-ore pro- | ,; 
‘duction was considerably higher in 1942 than in 1941 but was below 
“<- that durmg ‘the— last war. Except for petroleum (which declined  —.- 
“from 1941) and anthracite, the output of fuels reached new highs in se 
“~~. 1941, and bituminous coal broke a record that had stood since 1918. 4 
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— FIGURE 2—Comparison of growth of physical volume of mineral production with that of agricultural and ° 
industrial production and population, 1900-1942. 

Most of the building materials also set new high.marks, reflecting the - 
heavy war construction in 1942. Production of fluorspar, lime, : 

potash, pyrites, sulfur, and salt advanced to new heights. Contrary | 
to this pronounced upward trend were the decreases noted in the 
output of gold, silver, petroleum, asphalt, feldspar, gypsum, and | 
phosphate rock. 

- STOCKS | 

Inventory-control schemes were in effect, directly or indirectly, for 
virtually all metals and important nonmetals during 1942. Idle, 
excessive, and, enemy-owned inventories were also called upon to 
help effectuate the maximum output of war equipment and bolster
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a shrinking volume of essential civilian supplies. Conservation,.sub- = 
—-- gtitution and reclamation, fluctuating imports, and rapidly changng . ° « 

Lend-Lease needs affected relative requirements. and resulted In - 
shifts of position in critical mineral lists. As a result, there wasa = = =~, 

a wide range in stock trends for individual minerals during the year, = =: 
but on the whole there was a general, and in some items,'a substantial, 

.-: InNerease in stocks. | a a ES 
‘The primary acquisition of many minerals, and other commodities =—is.. 

woos. as well, by government. agencies was. greatly extended. during the .§ —- 
>. year. These purchases can no longer. be considered.as stock-pile _—_ 

-._- aceretions but only as inflow to a reservoir from which the discharge  —s_ 
4g channeled to the most desirable destination: “In some commodities — > 

_. Industry stocks were drawn upon for current needs while Government © . 
‘holdings were. expanded; manganese ore, chromite, muscovite mica —-_; 

-.. . blocks and films, tin, molybdenum, and cadmium were typical °°” 
es examples. There was a net increase in the Nation’s total inventory =~: 
~.... Of the first three items; but stocks of tin, cadmium, and molybdenum ~~: 

declined, the last substantially. Industry and Government stocks . > 
- of copper, lead, zinc, tungsten ore, vanadium, mica splittings, mer- =«.; 
—- gury, antimony, platinum, and bauxite were larger at the end of = = 
--*-- 1942 than at the beginning. There were also increases in industry os 

—. .. gtoeks of nickel, acid-grade fluorspar, iron ore, and magnesium,  —__.. 
_' whereas stocks of metallurgical-grade fluorspar and cement were © - 
~~. lower. Consumers’ stocks of pig iron declined moderately, but there co 
aa were fairly heavy increases in consumers’ and suppliers’ stocks of = — 
..- gerap iron and steel. There was little change in stocks of anthracite, Soons 

bituminous coal again showed an increase, and stocks of petroleum == | 
showed an over-all decrease. 0 

ce CONSUMPTION a a 

-- Mineral consumption again broke all records in 1942 and was still = 
- son a rising trend at the year end. For virtually all metals and some  —... 
—~ nonmetals, unrestricted demand would have exceeded supply but was. i 

- . . held in check only by widespread curtailment of civilian uses. Even - + 
the amounts of materials for use in war essentials were subject to © 

a rigid scrutiny and limitation, and the substitution of less critical for © | 
a - more critical materials was actively pushed. . | CS os 

As the seriousness of the supply situation became apparent there > 8 
was evolved a Production Requirements Plan (P. R. P.) n-which 3=— 

_the end use of the basic material was the governing factorin making —»§-—s 
allocations. It failed, however, to achieve the anticipated balance | 

- between supply and demand. Later in the year it was announced © 
. that the P. R. P. would be succeeded in 1943 by the Controlled  .. 

| Materials Plan (C. M. P.), which would be applied initially to alumi- - oe 
: num, copper, and carbon and alloy steels. The new plan shifts ss 

control to the raw-materials source, thus requiring knowledge of oo 
‘material requirements throughout the manufacturing cycle down to = 
the end product. By controlling allocations at the source, the bal- m 

- ancing of allocations with available supply is facilitated. Respon- — 
sibility for assembling estimates of raw-material requirements was =—s| 
placed with prime contractors, who are required to plan not only for a 
their own needs but for those of their subcontractors and suppliers - 
as well. Bills of materials so determined are then submitted to a a
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; >. “prime contractor’s ‘claimant agency’ of which seven were designated ond 
s.- in the original order—Army, Navy, Maritime Commission, Board of _ : 4 
~ >. Keonomic Warfare, etc. Each claimant agency assembles its bills of =| 

materials and submits them to the War Production Board, where | 4 
“si they are balanced with available supply by a Requirements. Com-- Ck 3 
<  - mittee.and the respective controlled materials divisions of the War = 
m - Production Board. oo ee : Se 4 
an The year 1942 was characterized by a continuation of the war plant hg 
".- construction program, the near-conclusion of existing plant conversion = .—Ss_ | 
~.. and: expansion, and a rapidly accelerated growth in war production. = =» = 
».. . The thereby-expanded mineral needs are reflected by business indexes. =—S——.# 

The value of. construction contracts awarded east of the Rocky § 4 
“- .. Mountains (of which more than 80 percent were for public ownership) — 4 
“rose 37 percent from 1941 or to 8% billion dollars in 1942. .Ofthe == 4 
hao7 year’s total, only 22 percent was for residential building, including _—_-} 
cov @ part applied to war housing. Of the remainder, 35 percent was ss 4 
* ~~ for factory construction and 40 percent for public works and utilities. = 4 
ie The Federal Reserve Board index for total construction (1923-25 4 
poe equals 100) fluctuated monthly between 118 and: 206 and averaged . 48 

166 for the year. For other than residential building the index ee 
»».,  inereased from 149 in 1941 to 235, another new record. Theadjusted = 9 
i; Index of total industrial production (1935-39 equals 100) continued == i 
‘- -. the rise that began in the latter half of 1940, increased uninterruptedly = “g 
23° from 171 in January 1942 to 197-in December, and averaged 181 © 4 
/. . for the year (unadjusted) compared with 156 in 1941 and 123 m  =— “3 
“1940. > oe a a 7 Sg 
‘+ .. “Consumption of minerals established many new highs in 1942. oS 
‘. - Among the metals, aluminum, chromite, copper, iron, magnesium, _ a4 
- . Manganese ore, and other ferro-alloy elements reached new levels, | | 
oo but the use of tin, zinc, and lead declined under rigid control meagures. =. 8 
“, Of the nonmetals, cement, lime, clay, fluorspar, sulfur, sand and — “3 
..: gravel, phosphate rock, and potash exceeded previous records. In eG 
‘. the fuel group, the demand for petroleum was held slightly under the — at 
Be ' 1941 peak by transportation difficulties; use of anthracite rose appre- ar 
a ciably but still lagged behirid the record, but bituminous-coal, natural- , 4 

| - gas, and natural-gasoline consumption attained new peaks. — og 

- PRICES | | o 
| A weighted average price for 24 major mineral commodities in a 

| 1942, which comprised over 98 percent of the total value of mineral - 
: production in that year, indicates an increase of 7.5 percent in pro- | 

ducers’ unit sales realizations compared with 1941. The average 7 
increase for the 9 metals in the group was 12.6 percent, that for the : 

| 5 fuels was 5.4 percent, and that for 10 other nonmetallic minerals | 
| was 5.3 percent. The relatively greater price rise for metals reflected | 

/ premium prices paid by the Government for copper, lead, and zinc | 
: and the general pressure for increased metal production. | 

| According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the wholesale price 
index (1926 equals 100) of metals and metal products rose from 99.4 
in 1941 to 103.8 in 1942. The price index for nonferrous metals, | 
which includes some fabricated products and excludes premium 
prices paid for copper, lead, and zinc, advanced from 84.4 to 85.7. 
Quoted prices for lead, zinc, antimony, cadmium, platinum, and 
mercury averaged higher in 1942 than in 1941; those of copper and
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oe nickel were unchanged; and those of aluminum, magnesium, and tin ss. 
_ declined, the last only slightly. The index for iron and steel products | 

- advanced less than 1 percent—from 96.4 to 97 2. Prices of ferrous  “. 
_.- Yaw materials, however, were virtually unchanged. Those for pig ~~ o 

_ Iron and most grades of scrap iron and steel were fixed throughout =... 
- the year at ceiling prices; average pig iron and iron-ore prices for1942 = 

. Yemained at 1941 levels, whereas the major scrap items were lower. . —* 
| Compared with 1941, fuel prices rose moderately. The price index  __ ae 

_. for anthracite advanced from 82.7 to 85.5; bituminous coal from 104.3. 
_ to 109.7; and petroleum and its products from 57.0 to 59.8. Except — sD 

: _ for crushed stone and clay, which declined, building-material prices  ~ ue 
_ (brick and tile, cement, lime, and sand and gravel) increased, asdid —s—- 

_ prices for phosphate rock and potash. The index price for all com- _ oe 
a modities rose 13 percent or from 87.3 in 1941 to 98.8 in 1942, oe 

pe Mineral prices again lagged appreciably behind those for all com- “ee 
---- Modities m 1942; the former increased only 7.5 percent over 1941, ve 

whereas the general price level rose 13 percent. Compared with ok 
_ «1929, the general price index in 1942 had increased 3.7 percent, nd 

a whereas the index for fuels and lighting materials declined 5.4 percent van 
a (the index for petroleum and products dropped 16.1 percent), non- = = = 

ferrous metals 19.2 percent, and fertilizer materials 17.7 percent; the «= .% 
_ . iron and steel price index rose 2.4 percent. Prices for nonmetallic ~ eS 
_. minerals other than those included above averaged lower in 1942 than _ ee 

| in 1929. In comparison with prices that prevailed in the First World __- oe 
_ War, when needs were far below those of the present, the price index Mt 

| for all commodities in 1942 was about a quarter below, whereas the sx} 
| indexes for important mineral groups, iron and steel, nonferrous: ci 

- . Inetals, and petroleum and its products, were one-third to one-half wey! 
- under those of 1918. > | 3 | | a 

oo ee EMPLOYMENT Oo gees 
an In contrast to the serious unemployment in the mineral industries . —. 

| a decade ago, major segments experienced a severe shortage of labor _. oS 
~~ ~in- 1942, particularly as regards workers in nonferrous and ferro-alloy.- a 
oe fields. . The exceptional demand for most of those metals required an 8 

- increase of the labor force to permit maximum use of existing capacity. om 
- Voluntary enlistments and the draft continued to make inroads vad 

among employees, but more serious was the migration to construction 4 
| ‘projects and war-production plants, which offered higher wages and we 

| less arduous work under conditions more favorable than in the mines. ot 
Turn-over increased extraordinarily, and despite widespread hiring _. om 
the net number of employees continued to decline. This condition wh 
was aggravated by the enforced replacement of skilled workers with 4 
inexperienced and less competent men.? | | a 

- In the mining of copper, which has been designated the most critical oy 
of all the war required minerals, a shortage of labor seriously threat- a 
ened the attamment of production goals that in themselves scarcely ag 

| met essential war needs. By that time, labor shortages had alsode- «= * 
| veloped in the Tri-State and western mixed-metal mines, which were re 

attempting to increase their output of zinc, the demand for which 
a exceeded domestic production capacity; likewise in the ferro-alloys 

industry the lack of manpower was causing grave apprehension, with 7 
In recognition of the pressing need for education in safety and the rapid development of efficiency in . “ various phases of underground work, the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. initiated {a training-in-work pro- = gram at its Butte (Mont.) mines late in 1942. This program, the first of its kind, was described in the : June 1943 issue of the Mining Congress Journal, pp. 20-27. ar
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>. the situation at the world’s greatest molybdenum mine especially = 4 

' gerious. The light-metal production facilities in the West, then wel = 

on their way to completion and making an additional large drainon 
' the labor reservoir, also experienced difficulty in obtaining anadequate ===> 

“> -Jabor fore. | | So ag 
—.. Some alleviation of the labor stringency was effected by. Federal ——s 

-.- agencies. The War Manpower Commission | (W. M. C.) issued a 

stabilization of employment order, effective September 7, 1942, in the <= 
~~ 42 Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast States. This order was de- = 

—.- signed. to retard the outward flow of nonferrous mine workers (and ~— a 

phe ‘those employed in the lumber industry as well) and to reduce turn- 

ever, but it did not provide for new labor supplies. Workers inthesee =§=§— sf 

oe “critical”? occupations were required to obtain certificates of separa- = 4 

~~. tion from the United States Employment Service (U.S. E.8.) before - 4 

“seeking a job, and no employer was permitted to hire such a worker iw 

‘unless he furnished a certificate of separation. A liberal policy was sss} 

/.. pursued in granting these certificates, and it has been reported. that = = = =| 

only 30 percent were denied. The effectiveness of the stabilization “ 4 

order is said to have been sharply limited by nonobservance on the 

were part of both workers and employers and. by the lack of adequate © =~ 4 

enforcement procedure, 4 
~~. On September 10 N ational Selective Service headquarters instructed oe 

~~~ State directors to extend occupational deferment to any registrant od 

: from employment in nonferrous metal production, regardless of skill, =f 

and if any registrant left such employment to reclassify him and -with- © 4 

-.. draw his designation as a ‘necessary man.” Under these instructions = 4 

-, + Selective Service drafts declined sharply. In October, as an aid to =, 4 

.. W.™M. C.’s recruitment program, authorization was given to pay od 

transportation of western qualified workers, their families, and house- - 8 ; 

Be hold goods to nonferrous mining districts, the beneficiary being re- “4 

“quired to accept employment for not less than 90 days. Incomplete = % 

returns indicate that about 4,400 men, mostly soldiers, were thus | aA 

-'-- -moved, In November, as a result of efforts made by W.M.C., the © _° 

we construction of 2,600 housing units was authorized, and actual work sis 

started within a week after the needs of each locality were determined. = i 
: Of major importance was the action of the War Department, which 4 

: furloughed approximately 4,300 soldiers. Distribution to establish- 4 

- ments that had been approved by the U. S. E. S. was made in Oc- | oe 

| tober and November, as follows: 2,900 to copper mines, 800 to lead 4 

. and zinc mines, 250 to molybdenum mines, 90 to tungsten mines, and — 

| the remainder to miscellaneous mines. The Office of Services of | : 

Supply (now the Army Service Forces) also authorized its officers to = 

release workers employed at arsenals or other projects for mine work. 

The Gold Mine Closing Order, L-208, issued by W. P. B. on October 

8, 1942, displaced about 2,700 workers by the end of the year. Ofthese | 

a 2,100 registered with the U. S. E.5.; about 60 percent were referred - 

| to nonferrous mines and about 30 percent to other essential activi- - 

ties. Further incentive to employment was the War Labor Board | 

award of October 16, increasing wages of copper, zinc, and lead 

workers in Utah and Idaho. The increases of 50 cents or $1 a day — 

were conditioned upon continuity at work and upon certain productive 

standards. They were made retroactive to May 15 in Idaho and 

July 1 in Utah. , 7 | 

The result of these measures and those of the mine, mill, and smelter 

a operators was a gain of roughly 5 percent in the number of employees
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~~ in the Nation's copper mines for 1941, and of 2 percent in the Mis- —. — : 
_- sissippi Valley lead and zinc mines. In these sections of the mineral = = 

industry, some mines already had gone to a 7-day work week in 1941. _ oy 
__°_. The practice was considerably extended in 1942, and despite the higher' oe 
_.. rate of absenteeism that persisted throughout the year the average  =—s_8 
| _ -mumber of hours of employment per man for the year in the areas 
a mentioned above rose 7 and 13 percent, respectively. | Ce 
Pe Labor shortages in the coal industry were met in part by increasing = 
_... the number of operating days at the mines.. A 6-day week was initi- ©. ~~ 

-... ated in the soft-coal mines late in 1942 and in the anthracite mines ee 
ce) early in 1943, Bituminous-coal mines made a 12-percent gain in 

_ ' production in 1942 over 1941, with a 2-percent decline in the number _ os 
-. . of workers. Pennsylvania anthracite mines increased their output by = oe 

7 percent, with a personnel 6 percent under that of 1941. An 8-per- =. 
a cent increase in the production of coke (beehive and byproduct) was oe 
_ accomplished by a 5-percent increasefin the number of employees at == © 

the ovens. ne a vy 
_... For the industry as a whole, an all-time record of mineral production -—s—* 
-.. was accomplished with 3 percent fewer employees, but the average = 

_ humber of hours per man rose 11 percent, and the output perman- =~. 
-- hour—measured in value—remained close to the 1941 level. es 

ae - SAFETY To 
_. Accidents to persons employed in the mineral industries were more ~~ 

-,  Dumerous in 1942 than in 1941, and there was aslight increase in both —- 
- » fatality and injury rates. However, in the light of the substantial rise a 

In accident rates experienced by industry as a whole in 1942 the safety — OR 
= record of the mining industry may be considered favorable. Accord- = = 

ing to present reports, 1,878 deaths and 97,232 nonfatal lost-time _ ey 
Injuries were caused by accidents in 1942, compared with 1,622 deaths =“. 

-.' and 90,334 injuries in 1941. This increase in the absolute number of. oe 
a accidents in 1942 was not materially out of alinement with the in- = 

creased man-hours of exposure to-risk. The amount of exposure to’ | 
~ -oecupational hazards is measured by the number of man-daysorman- —... 

hours during which the employees are at work.. ‘The weighted average 9s 
_ * of the operating time of the mineral industries during 1942, according = 
__. to information available at present, was 259 days, a gain of 25 days = 

-.. per employee or 11 percent more than the average for 1941. Measured re. 
In man-hours, the amount of exposure to risk in 1942 was 1,550,000,000 ne 

- hours, an increase of 7.6 percent. Considering the number of man- ae 
hours worked and the number of accidents, the record for 1942 shows _ ae 

7 a fatality rate of 1.20 and an injury rate of 62.72 per million man-hours > 
of employment compared with 1.13 and 62.69, respectively, for 1941. as 

. Thus, the production record of 1942, though showing an increase in ae 
_ the number of accidents, was achieved without materially disturbing sy 

a the number of accidents in relation to the number of man-hours worked oo 
. in 1941. , , | we 

| _ Although higher accident-frequency rates were reported by some vay 
| branches of the mineral industries—such as lead-zinc mines in the i 

_. Mississippi Valley States, gold and silver mines, slate quarries, and = 
smelters—lower, more favorable rates were reported for some other — a, 
groups, such as copper mines, miscellaneous metal mines (a group that te 
includes mines producing metals declared “‘strategic” in the conduct of - 

| the war), marble quarries, trap-rock quarries, and beehive-coke ovens. | a 
556250482 | | |
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© A special study of accidents to men engaged in the production of  — 
=. - petroleum was conducted for the second consecutive year, 1942, and i i 
' . it revealed an accident-frequency rate of 17.97 per million man-hours = 
‘y-. of employment. This rate compares favorably with that revealed by Of 
.. & similar study covering 1941, which was 20.21 per million man-hours. 

eo | GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION FOR WAR | oo os 

In previous editions of Minerals Yearbook, Government organiza- = = 
“tion for war insofar as it related to the mineral industries has been ss. 
Be summarized under the heading National Defense Activity. This  « 
me review carries the record forward to July 11,1948, 2 
«The initial step toward industrial mobilization was taken on |; 
=... August 9, 1939, when the short-lived War Resources Board was — ee 
" ereated. In May 1940, a second step was taken with the creation of = % 
37. the Advisory Commission to the Council of National Defense to  _—_; 
“..  gupervise and expedite the Nation’s defense program. Eventually = 
<. this commission disintegrated, and out of it emerged the Office of  —._ 
». Production Management in January 1941 and the Office of Priec.—_—.s 
a Administration and Civilian Supply in April. In August 1941 the >" 
-. latter became the Office of Price Administration, and its civilian- =, 
“supply functions were transferred to the Office of Production Manage- _ a8 
~ -- ' ment. In addition to these agencies and the permanent Government ~ ae 
.. bureaus, the following temporary organizations were in existence at => “a 
«.. . the beginning of 1942 (all of them had some responsibility with regard 8 

“to the production, procurement, and distribution of mineral raw ag 

ae materials): Office for Emergency Management, Board of Economic _ ‘ 
“Warfare, Office of Scientific Research and Development, Office of 4 
a - Petroleum Coordinator for National Defense, Office of Solid Fuels “ig 
“Coordinator for War, National War Labor Board, and several sub- sss 

ae sidiaries of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. Other agencies © es 
co with functions more indirectly related to the mineral industries in- | 
ae cluded: Office of Lend-Lease Administration; Office of the Coordinator ~ } 
:. .. of Inter-American Affairs; Supply, Priorities, and Allocations Board; 
oe Office of Defense Transportation; Office of Censorship; and others of 4 
oo minor significance to the mineral industries. , os 

Reorganization and expansion of Government war administration oy 
- | for industry continued in 1942. In January, the War Production 3 

Board replaced the Office of Production Management and the Supply, ~~ 
Priorities, and Allocations Board, with Donald M. Nelson as Director og 

| replacing the dual directorship of William S. Knudsen and Sidney - 
Hillman. In the same month a Combined Raw Materials Board was - 

| set up by the United States and Great Britain, with broad responsi- | 
bility for effecting the most efficient use of the raw material resources | 
of the two nations and for collaboration with the other United Nations . 
along similar lines. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation, with 
its war subsidiaries, was transferred from the Federal Loan Agency to 
the direction and supervision of the Secretary of Commerce in Febru- | 
ary. April witnessed the creation of a War Manpower Commission, 
with Paul V. McNutt as Chairman, to establish policies and plan for : 
the most effective use of manpower, and the delegation of broad pow- 
ers to the Board of Economic Warfare in formulating policy and in | 
directing the procurement of foreign materials for war purposes; under 
this authority the Board took over full responsibility for foreign 
purchases (except financing and warehousing) from the Reconstruc-
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tion Finance Corporation in January 1943. In June 1942 the Office =. 
_ of War Information was set up to coordinate and determine policy — - «. 

_ for Government controls on information, and Congress passed a law “sg 
_-—-- ¢reating a Smaller War Plants Corporation within the War Production = ss 

Board, to insure that small business concerns will be used most effi- = © 
'  elently and effectively in the war program. ee oes 

—. By late summer it had become evident that more rigid control igs 
--—-- Measures were required to achieve stability on the economic front. LS 

An act of October 2, 1942, passed by Congress, amended the Emer-  - - -—- 
- gency Price Control Act of January 1942. The new act reaffirmed the oe 

_ .* existing authority of the Office of Price Administration and alsoauthor-. |) = 
_ ized the President to stabilize prices, wages, and salaries affecting the oo 

cost of living. On October 3 the President delegated his powers under - = : 
this statute to a Director of Economic Stabilization working through =~ 

- an Office of Economic Stabilization. Another outstanding develop- . =” 
ment during the latter half of 1942 was the delegation of much broader 5s. 

-.. powers to the Petroleum Coordinator for War and his designation as ===’ 
~* Petroleum Administrator for War. — So. - Sa ES 
a _ During the first half of 1943 few changes occurred in the Govern-- 
-- ment’s war administration for industry. In April the Office of Solid 0 0.92; 

+ Fuels Coordinator for War was succeeded by the Solid Fuels Admin- ee 
_ istration for War. Of major significance was the establishment ofan = ~ 
> Office.of War Mobilization to coordinate the Nation’s war program = = 
-.. on the industrial front, announced by the President late in May. 9 23 
... ‘The new agency was given full authority to determine policy and =—_.. ¢ 

issue orders to accomplish the maximum use of the Nation’s natural _ oe 
and industrial resources, effective use of manpower not in the armed ss **" 

- . forces, stabilization of the civilian economy, and adjustment of such Uns 
economy to war needs and conditions. a, 

_. Further information regarding the status and internal changes of the oS 
-. more important of the afore-mentioned agencies follows, and details _ ne 

of the action taken during 1942 are givenin the commodity chaptersof  —S_—_..: 
_._thisvolume. a 

a Office for Emergency Management.—This is essentially an adminis- = ©”, 
trative agency of the Executive Office designed to maintain liaison = = |. 

_.; between the President and the national war agencies and to facilitate ©. —s_* 
coordination of the activities of the latter. Although many war ge 

: functions have been established within the Office for Emergency Se 
_ Management it is essentially a clearing agency and is only remotely — ols 

related to war activities in the mineral industries. , OS 
Office of War Mobilization.—The Office of War Mobilization was ne 

established within the Office for Emergency Management by Execu- or: 
- tive Order 9347 of May 27, 1948, to provide for more effective coordi- ay 

_ nation of the Nation’s mobilization for war. The same order also oo 
created an advisory committee composed of the Director of War “= 
Mobilization, James F. Byrnes, Chairman; the Secretaries of War and ni 
Navy; the Chairman of the Munitions Assignments Board; the Chair- o 
man of the War Production Board; and the Director of Economic oo 
Stabilization. Fred Searls is Adviser on Production to the Office of So 
War Mobilization. The mineral industries will have little direct 4 
contact with the Office of War Mobilization but to the extent that | 2 
this agency determines policies and develops programs for the maxi- a 

: mum use of the Nation’s natural and industrial resources and coordi- or 
nates the activities of the action agencies, its decisions will affect or 

-"- mining considerably. | | 3
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Office of Economic Stabilization—This agency was created by 
v- Wxecutive Order 9250 on October 3, 1942, to control the inflationary —~ 

tendencies that had become. quite acute at that time. James FP. - | 
Byrnes was appointed Director of Economic Stabilization and was. = 

~ .. . gueceeded by Fred M. Vinson late in May 1943, when Byrnes became 
~.-._ Director of War Mobilization.. The Director of Economic Stabiliza~ 
‘>. tion was authorized to formulate and to develop a comprehensive —_; 
>. national economic policy relating to the control of civilian purchasing =>. 
---: power, prices, rents, wages, salaries, profits, rationing, subsidies, and 2 
-- gelated matters for the purpose of effecting greater stability on the =» 
~~. economic and industrial fronts. To advise the Director of Economic —_ 
<-+ Stabilization, an Economic Stabilization Board was established con- ss 
“* -_- gisting of the Director of Economic Stabilization as Chairman; the 4 
-.-.. Seeretaries of Treasury, Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor; the = j 
-..*° Chairman, Board of Governors, Federal Reserve System; the Director, = 
ee Bureau of the Budget; the Administrator, Office-of Price Adminis- 
—.. tration; the Chairman, National War Labor Board; and two repre- a 
_*,... sentatives each for labor, agriculture,and management. = sti 
“>. War Production Board—The War Production Board, established =, 
“in January 1942 as a successor to the Office of Production Manage- =! 
>. ment, is the chief government agency concerned with industrial pro-. 

—_- duetion for war, including war administration of metals and thenon- 
ae metallic minerals other than fuels. The organization of the Board, = 4 

as of May 1942, was briefly described in Minerals Yearbook, 1941, 4 
“,. but since that time many changes have been made. Amajorreorgan- = 
--.~ igation was announced by Chairman Donald M. Nelson on July 8, ss“ 
Bo 1942, for the purpose of tying economic and military strategies more 4 
“. .  ~ glosely together and making more effective the Board’s determination — “4 
.... of policies and programs governing the flow of materials. WilliamlL. 3 
es Batt was named Vice Chairman to serve as general assistant and 4 
--.. deputy to Nelson. All program-development work was brought to- © 4 
“. +. gether under James S. Knowlson, who was designated a Vice Chair- _ oe 
poe man for Program Determination. Other major operating units of the “4 
ao - reorganized board included a Deputy Chairman for Program Progress “ 
*.—, (Eirnest H. Kanzler) and a Director General for Operations (Amory 4 

- - Houghton). All industry and commodity divisions were transferred —E_ 
oo to the Director General for Operations with A. I. Henderson, formerly a 
- chief of the old Materials Division, in immediate charge as a Deputy a 

| Director General. On September 15, Kanzler succeeded Houghton, ; 
: resigned, as Director General for Operations. | : 

| In September 1942 two new vice chairmen were appointed. Charles 
| _E. Wilson was designated Chairman of a new Production Executive | 

, Committee as well as Vice Chairman of the War Production Board - 
and was assigned responsibility for seeing that programs and schedules | 

| for the war program were met. He thus became top production - 
| authority in the War Production Board. Ferdinand Eberstadt re- 

placed Knowlson as Vice Chairman on Program Determination, was | 
given control of the Director General for Operations, and at the same 
time took over the chairmanship of the War Production Board Re- 
quirements Committee. This gave him full responsibility for develop- 

| ing proper programs and schedules and for making materials available 
to meet them. Knowlson was transferred to other duties, while a 
new War Production Board Program Coordination Division was 
established under Eberstadt, with Donald D. Davis as Director. A.I. |
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_.. . Henderson resigned as Deputy Director General for Operations on °° 
October 31, and Knowlson resigned in January 1943. == So Og 

The adoption of the Controlled Materials Plan early in November 32s | 
-.- 1942 resulted in further reorganization of the War Production Board. =. 

The offices of Program Determination and Operations were consoli- = ©. 
~ dated under Eberstadt, with Kanzler continuing as Director General = 
. for Operations. -A Program Bureau with Davis as Director anda =. 

Facilities Bureau, Fred Searls, Director, were established directly . * 
_...... under Eberstadt. Under Kanzler four Deputy Directors General— = 

for staff, industry divisions, field operations, and distribution—were | easaen 
--- appointed. On November 18 J. A. Krug, Deputy Director General 

for Distribution, announced the establishment of a Controlled Materi- - oe 
als Plan Division, with Harold Boeschenstein as Director; he alsowas > 

~~ named Chairman of a Controlled Materials Board... At this time the {| ° 
industry and commodity branches, all of which had been reporting = ©.” 

__» . toa Deputy Director General for Industry Operations, wereregrouped. = 
‘The Iron and Steel, Tungsten and Molybdenum, Manganese and — oe 

_ Chromite, and Nickel Branches were consolidated in a new Steel Di- © 
~.. ‘vision, which, together with the Copper and Aluminum-Magnesium ee 
.. Divisions—the three divisions coming under the Controlled Materials =: = 
...  Plan—were placed directly under the Director General for Operations © 

although working closely with the Controlled Materials Plan Division. =.” 
_.. The Mining, Mica-Graphite, Tin-Lead, Zinc, and Miscellaneous Min- 
-». erals Branches were grouped in a Minerals Bureau under Joseph M. =; 
a Seribner, Director. The Chemicals, and Cork and Asbestos Branches —  */5 
_. ‘were merged with other industry branches in a Commodities Bureau, = 4 

and the Building Materials Branch was placed in a Construction and. ss 
.. - Utilities Bureau. ce es wy SUEES 

The next major reorganization of the War Production Board took = «°° 
+, place early in March 1943, following the resignation of Eberstadt and - © °° = 

the designation of Wilson as Executive Vice Chairman, with author-. a 
_-.. ity over all phases of War Production Board programs and activities. § |; 
_.._Meanwhile several minor changes had occurred. On November 23 

an Office of Production Research and Development was established, = = = -.! 
with Harvey N. Davis as Director and C. K. Leith as Chief of its — Os 

_. Metals and Minerals Branch: The announcement early in February 
_ of plans to coordinate and correlate the mineral programs of the vari- = == 

'- ous Government agencies working in this field was of particular inter- aes 
est to the mining industry. At that time a Mineral Resources Coordi- =  °: 
nating Division was established, which was to be aided by a Mineral eg 

_ » Resources Operating Committee and a Minerals and Metals Advisory oo 
= Committee. Howard I. Young was named Director of the new divi- os 

sion and Chairman of the two committees. He also succeeded rs 
_. Seribner as Director of the Mineral Bureau. | | ne 
7 The March 1943 reorganization was announced as:a “major War | 

Production Board shake-up.” Ralph J..Cordiner, formerly Director © « 
- General for War Production Scheduling, was named a Vice Chairman” oe 

and special assistant to Executive Vice Chairman Wilson. Krug became - 
_ Vice Chairman in charge of Materials Distribution and Chairman of , | 

- the Requirements Committee, Donald D. Davis was appointed Vice | a 
Chairman for Operations, and Curtis Calder, who had succeeded - 
Kanzler as Director General for Operations in January, was named . 
executive assistant to Wilson. | - 

In June 1943 two labor Vice Chairmen were named—one to handle _—E_s.
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ro Figison. with the War Manpower Commission and the other to have «= © 
;.. authority over labor production. _ | ee RS OO og 

ee _ As of July 1, 1943, the members of the War Production Board and 
rho the organization units and staff dealing with policy or administration = 
Boe 8 affecting the mineral industries were briefly as follows: =~ ee 

Bo Oe Members co Oo esd 
an Chairman oe ee ~Donald M. Nelson = = oy 
ve. Seeretary of War | a Henry L. Stimson 4 
Bo Secretary of the Navy - 4 a ee ‘Frank Knox os , od 
2 °° Seeretary of Commerce a Jesse H. Jones | ee 
vst. Seeretary of Agriculture _ | | - Claude R. Wickard 4g 
“- - Lieutenant General in Charge of War Department William S. Knudsen ~— .% 
So | Production | oe So Po a en: 
>, Administrator, Office of Price Administration Prentiss M.Brown ay i 
Re Chairman, Board of Economic Warfare —. Henry A. Wallace | os 
co... Special Assistant tothe President = |. Harry L. Hopkins  _ . oe 
She Chairman, War Manpower Commission _ Paul V. McNutt = og 
oe Director, Office of Defense Transportation Joseph B. Eastman =~ © 4 

ro Petroleum Administratorfor War _ ~  . Harold L. Ickes - 3 

Base 7 ae | Staff oo sl 
Bo Executive Office of the Chairman: De, ee ne 
ho. Office of War Utilities, Director = oe J. A. Krug te | 
ah : | Power Division, Director _.  &B.J.Sickler ng 
ea - Manufactured Gas Division, Director . Alexander Macomber os a 
ee —. Natural Gas Division, Director . Vacancy — | ak 
pe Executive Vice Chairman ee C.E. Wilson | _ | a 
go «Controller of Shipbuilding | | |  - William Francis Gibbs voll 
pie $teel Division, Director =’ : John T. Whiting oo a 

| oe .Deputy Director Co Norman W. Foy a 
Bye ~ Asst. Director for Raw Materials and Fa- Carl W. Meyers | a - a 

a Plant Facilities Branch, Chief _ Julius A. Claus Oo 4 

By Metallurgy and Conservation Branch, H.J.French — BN 
me ief : oo | at 

Boe : | Raw Materials Branch, Chief _ W. C: Kerber so 4 
ee _ Asst. Director for Production _. J. V. Honeycutt. . oo 8 
hep . Asst. Director for Program and Distribution J.L. Block  — | iB 
yO | ' Asst. Director and Chairman Production Di- C.H.Longfield —. | ot 
fo | rective Committee _ | | Sn of 

po _ Asst. Director for Manpower #H.J. Ruttenberg ~~ oa 
ae | Copper Division, Director a Harry O. King | 7 Ye 

| - Aluminum and Magnesium Division, Director A. H. Bunker a. 3 
_ Asst. Directorfor Ferro-Alloys = = Miles K. Smith | 3 
BO | Ferro-Alloys Branch, Chief OS Andrew Leith 4 

: Program Vice Chairman | | | J. A. Krug | os 
oy Program Bureau, Director John F. Fennelly “i 

— , Stock-Piling and Transportation Division, W. Y. Elliott 
= Director : 

Production Controls Bureau, Director Harold Boeschenstein : : 
| | Operations Vice Chairman | Donald D. Davis : 

Deputy Vice Chairman for Industry Operations John J. Hall | 
Deputy Vice Chairman for Field Operations ' Wade T. Childress 
Conservation Division, Director Howard Coonley 

| Salvage Division, Director Paul C. Cabot 
Redistribution Division, Director Col. C. R. Baxter 
Mineral Resources Coordinating Division, Di- Howard I. Young 

, rector 
Mineral Resources Operating Committee, Howard I. Young. 

Chairman | 
Representing Board of Economic War- Alan Bateman 

are 
Representing Reconstruction Finance H. DeWitt Smith 

Corporation 
Representing Bureau of Mines Reginald S. Dean | 
Representing War Production Board Harvey N. Davis _
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So _ Minerals and Metals Advisory Committee, HowardI. Young. | es 
a - Chairman 4 — oo | oe es 
| : _ _ Lt. Col. Joseph Woodlock, War Dept. — - ee 

: So Lt. Com. E. H. Augustus, Navy Dept. | Oo enya 
an | | Alan Bateman, Board of Economic | | oe oe 

OT _ Warfare fo an a 7 ce eri 
| oo Reginald 8. Dean, Bureau of Mines : en 

os H. DeWitt Smith, Reconstruction Fi- | re. 
, | nance Corporation. - oo | es 

| | Donnel F. Hewett, United States Geo- oe AER 
aa | logical Survey Be 8S 

CO Walter Janssen, Bureau of Foreign and | 7 ee ery 
- | : -~ Domestic Commerce - | | | | res 

a Stanley B. Adams, Office of Civilian : — ee 
a . _ Requirements, War Production = = = © po ar 

SO oe Board . | | a : 7 a 
| C. K. Leith, Office of Production Re- | Se : ees 
re . search and Development, War Pro-| a as re 

ne duction Board) = = i—i—s—i‘—S OO oo be 
| a - Elisworth R. Bennett, Facilities Bu- | - en 

CC Oo ~ reau, War Production Board a ee | and 
es Clinton Golden, Labor Production Di- — Oo nae? 

oo oe vision, War Production Board | ae 
are : W. Y. Elliott, Stockpiling and Trans- ne TS 

ee of portation Branch, War Production = 2 «©  ©—° >. oS 
| —_ .. Board.” a | —— od 

- Minerals Bureau, Director Ss HowardI. Young: eee: 
- | | | Mica and Graphite Division, Deputy M.H. Billings = 9 gh 

ee ._ . » Director = > oe CO Po oo : os 
oS ~ “Mining Division, Director oe ArthurS. Knoizen  — . eek 

an Miscellaneous Minerals Division, Di- R.J.Lund | te ves 
o — .:- reetor - ee | i, a : oS Hs, —— .. Tin and Lead Division, Director _ Erwin Vogelsang PO 
oe a Zine Division, Director | James Douglas Sts 

oe | Commodities.Bureau, Director ye - H.D.Hughes = ee 
ee ' Chemicals Division, Director = D.P.Morgan sy. re? 

So ~~. Cork, Asbestos, and Fibrous Glass Di- Fred W. Gardner . RS 
a | —-- * -wigion, Director - a | a ad 

oe Consumers Goods Bureau, Director : Lewis 8. Greenleaf, Jr. pies 
ae _Construction and Utilities Bureau, Director .- James Auten or oe 

| _ Building Materials Division, Director John L.Haynes. res 
~~ Fiquipment Bureau, Director — —_ ~ Harry A. Rapelye — NR 

—..... -Viee Chairman be oe oe . : 7 STE 
De Procurement Policy Division, Acting Director TudorBowen 2 © ee 
| Statistics Division, Director - Stacy May » oo . oo Ae 

| , Office of Production Research and Development, Harvey N. Davis a os 
- . Director © | ern 

/ Office of Progress Reports, Director Stacy May teens 
os . Office of Special Projects, Executive Officer _ A.C. C, Hill, Jr. Ce 

i: Facilities Bureau, Director Charles E. Volkhardt © = °°: 
oo _ Facilities Division, Director . William B. Murphy Aa 

Vice Chairman for Civilian Requirements = Arthur D. Whiteside ek 
_ Metals and Minerals Division, Director | S.B. Adams | kd 

‘Vice Chairman on Smaller War Plants , Brig. Gen. Robert We  o*3 
: Johnson EES 

Vice Chairman (International Supply) William L. Batt — oat 

: Office of Price Administration —The Emergency Price Control Act i 
| of 1942, approved by the President on January 30, 1942, created the boty 

Office of Price Administration as an independent agency with statutory ct 
_ authority to enforce price-control measures. Before the passage of oe 

the act it had functioned only under general executive orders. The - Le 
: act was amended on October 2, 1942, to extend its period of effective- a 

ness to June 30, 1944, and to convey broader powers to the President. - o 
As previously stated, these powers were delegated to the Office of JS
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“- Heonomic Stabilization, which thus became the agency for determining ~ =~. 
“broad economic policy. = 2 ay 

». The general policy of paying subsidies for submarginal mineral «_— 2 
--. production rather than stimulating output by general price increases 
~~ hag been continued. A General Maximum Price Regulation was 

Pe issued on April 30, 1942, effective May 11, 1942, establishing maximum 8 

<*> +. prices for all minerals for which ceilings previously had not been set 
y (except “domestic ores and ore concentrates)” based on the highest == 
~~ price charged by seller during March 1942. The exemption of ores ‘ 
» and concentrates had little significance because most of them were = 

under ‘contract to smelters under terms tied to metal prices, which ©: 
ye were fixed, or were under contract to the Government at stipulated _ a 

prices. Several revisions of the General Maximum Price Regulation _ vg 
«were issued subsequently ; details are given in the commodity chapters. - — 4 

“Prentiss M. Brown replaced Leon Henderson as Price Adminis- __ ’ ‘ 
~ “trator in January 1948, and J. K. Galbraith resigned as Deputy © ay 

Administrator of the Price Department in June 1943. “Asof Julyi, 
- 1948, the following units and executives of the Price Department were = 

“administering prices for minerals: sg 

"ss Industrial Materials Price Division: © re 
ey. Director a Clair Wileox 
Beet _ Office of Metal Mining Analysis, Director © Jessel. Maury) -  ~ | 
ip - Building Materials.Branch, Price Executive . Neil Staebler a os 
vr ‘Nonferrous Metals Branch, Price Executive .- John. D. Sumner | Se 4 

~* -. .- - Tron‘and Steel Branch, Price Executive ' Donald D. Kennedy = ad 
~ - Tndustrial Manufacturing Price Division, Director Ben Lewis, Acting for = = 3 

eas Ce ne Donald H. Wallace = 8 
os. Ghemicals and Drugs Branch, Price Executive Joseph D.Coppock = 4 
-- ,°. Buel Price Division, Director - Sumner Pike ce 
“~ Petroleum Branch, Price Executive Orville Judd - — 

es ed _ Solid Fuels Branch, Price Executive = G.G. Johnson | BS 4 

pe . Board of Economic Warfare—The most significant development. 4 
in this agency in recent months, from the viewpoint of the mineral Oo 4 

a industries, was the transfer of authority and responsibility with — a 

Be ‘respect to the procurement and production of imported commodities _ a 

i. from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to the Board of Eco- — 8 
. nomic Warfare. Under this arrangement, the Reconstruction Finance | 

-- Corporation retained only accounting, financing, and warehousing ol 
— functions in connection with purchases of foreign minerals. Further © : 

- details of this transfer, as well as the Board’s activities during the vs 
| past year, are presented in the chapter International Aspects of War = 

7 Mineral Procurement. | : | : 
| | - The foreign mineral procurement activities are largely centered in - 

| the Board’s Office of Imports, under Morris Rosenthal. The technical | 

staff of its Metals and Minerals Branch was as follows on July 1, 1943: - 

Acting Chief - Paul H. Nitze a 

Associate Chief Alan M. Bateman - 

Chief Technical Consultant . Chas. W. Wright 

Nonferrous Metals Division, Chief Spencer 8S. Shannon — 

Major Base Metals Section, Chief | Raymond Brooks : 
Minor Base Metals Section, Chief Neil O’ Donnell 

: Ferro-Alloy Metals Division, Chief Vacancy 
Major Ferro-Alloys Section, Chief Robert H. Ridgway 

- Minor Ferro-Alloys Section, Chief Hugh E. McKinstry 

Serap Metals Section, Chief Benjamin Schwartz | 

Industrial Minerals Division, Acting Chief Kurt Lowenstein | | 

Minor and Rare Metals Section, Chief James S. Baker 
Nonmetallic Minerals Section, Chief Vacancy
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Oo Technical ‘Services Division, Chief Bo Vacancy Se ly 
Analysis and Reports Section, Chief ===. = Robert K. Warner oF 

_... Heonomies Section, Chief — oo John W. Evans ees 
ne Mine Service and Equipment Section, Chief C.J. Pateneaux = = = =) ©... 
a Foreign Plant Staff, Chief | N.S. Maddock - eo gs 

4. Petroleum Administration for War—On May 28, 1941, the President = = 
—  .. designated the Secretary of the Interior as Petroleum Coordinator for 
*. National Defense. The designation was changed on April 20,1942, =: 

to the Office of Petroleum Coordinator for War, and by Executive 
Order 9276 of December 2, 1942, this agency became the Petroleum —s_...; 

. Administration for War with the Secretary of the Interior as Admin- «. 
-istrator ex officio, directly responsible to the President. The same .—: 
order greatly extended the responsibilities and powers of the Admin~ 

. istrator to establish basic policies and formulate plans and programs === *s, 
to assure for the prosecution of the war the conservation and most == *, 
effective development and utilization of petroleum resources in the 

_.. United States and to issue necessary policy and operating orders. —_-... 
_. . Formerly the Coordinator was instructed only to “make specific = = «|: 
_.. recommendations to appropriate departments.” The Petroleum = = = 
_ Administration for War has also been designated as Claimant Agency i. 
. for the petroleum industry under the Controlled Materials Plan. 
> As of July 1, 1943, the organization of the Petroleum Administration = = 

RS for War was as follows: © - a | - eee 
_ Administrator—Harold L.Iekes | . | ad 

-... Deputy Administrator—Ralph H. K Davies | Be | Se a 
-. Assistant Deputy Administrator—R. E. Allen - pe a en es 

_... Assistant Deputy Administrator—B. K. Brown > Coe 7 , a 
. °.. Assistant Deputy Administrator—E. L. DeGolyer __ a 

- Chief Counsel—J. Howard Marshall a | a oo mo ee te 
Executive Officer—E. L. Kohler. a es es 

+: Director of Organizational Planning—L. S. Fish en - ee 
-_. . Labor Counselor—F. H. Harbison oo CF IS 

_.. Production Division—Don R. Knowlton, Director | : oo 
- Refining Division—E. D. Cumming, Director , | | oe eee 

Be Transportation Division—J. R. Parten, Director | ne” 

-. . Natural Gas and Natural Gasoline Division—E. Holley Poe, Director = 
... Foreign Division—James Terry Duce, Director oe : | Oy 

~ Petroleum Reserves Division—W. B. Heroy, Director oe 
~ . Petroleum Supply Division—Vacancy _ a | ore 

oe Materials Division—Frank A. Watts, Director - | | | : ot 
, Facility Security Division—A. A. Jergins, Director ge 

-- Research Division—Edward B. Swanson, Director | | we 
Public Relations Division—Gordon M. Sessions, Director 7 — a e 
Program Division—Stewart P. Coleman | | gE 

Cooperation and counsel from the industry are obtained through mee 
_ the Petroleum Industry War Council, headed by W. R. Boyd, Jr., oe 

District Industry Committees in each of five districts into which the 0 
country has been divided, and a Foreign Operations Committee. A a 
National Conference of State Regulatory Authorities has been organ- on 
ized to coordinate the activities of the State regulatory bodies govern- oe 
ing the production of crude petroleum and natural gas, with the a 
programs of P. A. W.; and interdepartmental committees and boards 2 

- provide for clearance of matters pertaining to the activities of the . 
| various agencies of the Federal Government concerned with petro- 7 

leum. Field representation. of the Petroleum Administration is ac- . 
_ complished through five district offices, with headquarters at New — 

York, N. Y.; Chicago, Ill.; Houston, Tex.; Denver, Colo.; and Los
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Angeles, Calif. The Petroleum Administration for War also has a — | 
*  —_- yepresentative in London and through the State Department main- - oe 
pnb tains petroleum attachés in various other foreign countries. = = } ©°' 
BS Sohd Fuels Administration for War.—This agency was established _ og 
ee within the Department of the Interior by Executive Order 9332 on . oe 
-.-. April 19, 1948, to centralize the Government’s policies and'to broaden sisi “ 
“its activities relating to solid fuels. It succeeded the Office of Solid . ~ 

Fuels Coordinator for War (so designated on May 25, 1942) which Le 
-. + had been set up as the Office of Solid Fuels Coordination for National = *: 
an Defense at the request of the President to the Secretary of the Interior © 
. . 0 November 5, 1941. The Secretary of the Interior, serving ex = s 
_- Officio as Solid Fuels Administrator, is authorized to establish policies 
\ and formulate plans and programs to assure the most effective war- . # 
» time conservation, development and utilization of solid fuels, toissue  % 
“.. necessary policy and operating orders, and to appoint any necessary  —s._—. 
>... Industry committees or councils. He is directed to compile data and. - 
-“y .- yaake continuing surveys of the effect of prices on solid fuels and to _ oe 
"- recommend to the O. P. A. any needed maximum price adjustments; > i 
~.- . subject to the direction of the Chairman of the War Production / 4 
~._- Board, to provide adequate supplies of solid fuels for indirect military © 4 

and essential industrial and civilian requirements and to effect proper 
a _ distribution of critical materials allotted to the solid-fuels industries . 4 

~ by the War Production Board; to determine the areas and times for oy 
ms. the rationing of solid fuels; to recommend to the Office of Defense 8 
_. Transportation and to the War Shipping Administration action to — 3 
gol provide adequate transportation of solid fuels; to request action by =| 
we the War Manpower Commission on manpower requirements; and to 4 
Cra obtain from private or Government sources information, statistics, Ss 
** and data required to effectuate his functions. _ _ 
Bote. | By Executive Order 9340, issued May 1, 1943, the Secretary of the | 
oo Interior took possession and control of the Nation’s larger coal mines a 
a in which stoppages or strikes had occurred or were threatened.. Opera- a 
mo tion of these mines was handled by the Solid Fuels Administration 4 

through an organization set up for that purpose until the establishment oy 
~ of a coal-mines operating organization, to which that function was 
7 transferred. _ - _ oh 

| As of July 1, 1943, the organization of the Solid Fuels Admmistra-. 4 
~ tion was as follows: - 4 

. | Administrator—Harold L. Ickes — : ool 
Deputy Administrator—Howard A. Gray : : 

| Associate Deputy Administrator—Thomas J. Thomas ; 
Associate Deputy Administrator for Transportation—Fred A. Dawson - 
Assistant Deputy Administrator—Charles J. Potter | 
Assistant Deputy Administrator—Harlen M. Chapman | 
Assistant Deputy Administrator for New England—Oscar F. Ostby 

| Assistant Deputy Administrator at Seattle, Wash. Vacant | | : 
Principal Assistant to the Associate Deputy Administrator—B. B. Brown | 
Technical Advisor— William F. Hahman | 
Head Conversion Engineer—Allen W. Thorson , 
Director, Information Division—L. W. Mosby -_ 

A Solid Fuels Advisory War Council, composed of representatives of 
mine producers, mine labor, coal transportation and distribution 
agencies, and the general public, provides cooperation and counsel. It 
is headed by Dr. Walter Dill Scott of Evanston, Il., president emeritus | 
of Northwestern University, a public representative. 

Bureau of Mines.—Because of the importance of minerals in the
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_-- war program the Bureau’s normal functions were quickly placedona  =—s 
a 100-percent war basis by a slight change in emphasis, accompanied by — see 
- _ a substantial expansion in activity. While the Bureau had for years ee 

- been conducting research. on various phases of the strategic mineral = 
problem, its‘present comprehensive war program was initiated follow- = =. = 
Ing the passage of the Strategic Materials Act of 1939. Atfirstinves- = oO 
‘tigations were largely restricted to the more critical materials— fs 
Ianganese ore, chromite, tungsten, antimony, mercury, nickel, and _ ee, 

- .. tin. As the defense program gained momentum-this work was eX- 
panded. Simultaneously industry’s demands for raw materials began 

. . reaching unprecedented proportions, causing: shortages in minerals of =. 
_ which the Nation had enjoyed self-sufficiency for decades. Submarine _ 
_. warfare and shipping shortages sériously threatened imports from ones 

oe certain Western Hemisphere sources which had previously been con- -_—| Lee 
. . Sidered reasonably safe, even in war. As a result of these develop- 2s 

__ -Inents, the Bureau was obliged to extend its investigation of resources — was 
_ to include a great variety of raw materials; many of these required = * 
__ technical research to develop feasible methods of beneficiation: a 

Early in 1943 the Director of the Bureau of Mines reported that ex-- - ob 
\ ploratory crews were at work in 48 States and. Alaska and that since i (ws 

- the start of the work in 1939 over 92,000,000 tons of war minerals —__ wae 
(ore) had been charted, including 35,000,000 tons of the strategic = | 

_ minerals previously mentioned, 46,000,000 tons of iron ore, about. 
_ 9,000,000 tons of bauxite in Arkansas, 3,000,000 tons of bauxite of cs 
.. -. Various grades in other areas, 2,000,000 tons of alunite, and 1,500,000 = ° « 

a tons of magnesium ores. | oe ae oe 
_-_In ‘addition to its extensive program of exploration, laboratory . Lg 
"research, and pilot-plant testing, the Bureau’s work in other fields was . 
_ likewise oriented to war. Economic and statistical services were ex- Oe 

panded to meet the demands of the war agencies for more and more — oS 
_ data on production, consumption, stocks, and sources of minerals. © ae 

.. Helium production was rapidly increased for use in blimps, balloons, nC 
_ and other military and civilian uses. The Bureau’s_petroleum_ex-———__ 
_. perts were busily engaged in studying the numerous problems in —_— a 
. petroleum supply and in seekmg raw materials for aviation gasoline, = = * 
_. synthetic rubber, and high explosives. Bureau engineers were called 

upon to help solve coal- and coke-supply problems that threatened to ok 
_. slow war. production, and research on production of liquid fuels from | Of 
+ coal was speeded in preparation for possible petroleum shortages, ont 

Promotion of health and safety continued unabated, not only for the NG 
| protection of the workers in the mineral industry but to keep abséntee- | a 

ism through accidents at a minimum at a time when manpower was ae 
scarce. Other war jobs performed by the Bureau included adminis- ae 
tration of the Explosives Control Act and inspection of mines and at 
plants with a view to recommending precautions against sabotage and ~ 
other threats to production. | — nd 

The operating structure of the Bureau was decentralized into three 8 
regional units during 1942 to facilitate field operations on war projects a 
involving exploration and metallurgical testing, which were placed _ a 
under the direction of three regional engineers and a corps of 23 dis- v 

_ trict engineers. The Foreign Mineral Service established in 1935 was © oo 
transferred to the Department of State and converted into a Mineral 7 
Attaché Service to advise on foreign mineral problems. The Bureau .
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=... of Mines will cooperate with the new service in.a consulting and 

oes Geological Survey.—The Geological Survey staff was greatly enlarged ae 

' during 1942, and its activities were almost completely diverted towar © “ 

work. Its Geologic and Alaskan. Branches, with the exception of the = = = = 

- Military Geology Unit, which supplied vital information for the armed LK 

« ‘4 forces, were searching for war minerals in the United States, Alaska, st 

~.. and Latin America. Its Conservation Branch continued to adminis- = 

~~ ter mineral and fuel production from public lands and its expanded —=—si: 

~ mapping and map-making facilities were hard-pressed to keep abreast = 

of the, enormous direct. military demand for maps. The Water Re- 

~ sources Branch supplies data regarding water supplies for military and | 4 

~., -war-industry establishments, and-several of its geologists were com- ——«.? 

“'. missioned by the Army and assigned to solution of ground-water => 4 

. °. problems in foreign territory, 2.0 = eg 

ce --” Tn the minerals field, stress was laid on examinations of deposits. and 4 

mining properties made at the specific request of various war agencies, 4 

Bo and more than 700 reports were transmitted to them. Geologic — a 
I studies of promising regions or districts with a view toward expedit- = 

ing company development: or production directly or toward formulat- a 

_* . . ing recommendations for further exploration by the Bureau of Mines ss 

.... or the agents of the Metals Reserve Co. were carried forward asinthe = 4 

~ + previous year. To provide closer cooperation with the. Bureau of 4 

“~. ‘Mines after its decentralization, four regional offices were established - 4 

>. in Spokane, Salt Lake City, Rolla, and College Park. These were = ss 

Be staffed with geologists who could be assigned to Bureau of Mines 

_.- .- projects so as to provide geologic guidance during actual exploration = 

“. and to join in the estimation of reserves. Establishment of these | 

/-_._ vegional offices made no change in the Survey’s basic internal organiza- 

_.. tion on a commodity basis wherein groups of geologists specializeon % 

» specific mineral commodities or geologically related groups of com- =} 

ae _ Investigation in Latin America in 1942 was carried on by field 3 

ge parties in Mexico, Cuba, Panama, Venezuela, Brazil, and Argentina. _ 4 

Be ~ Reconstruction Finance Corporation.—Virtually all projects for in- — 3 

a creasing the supply of minerals for war are financed through this . 

oe agency or its subsidiaries. In general, the Corporation acts on the  « 

. requests of the War Production Board for domestic projects and the : 

- Board of Economic Warfare for foreign projects, but it maintains close 

. scrutiny over all proposals. The activities of the Corporation and its - 

7 - gubsidiaries are described in the chapter on International Aspects of | 

War Mineral Procurement. | 2 

| GOVERNMENT STOCK PILES 

| Government purchases of minerals for stock-piling, price control, , 

stimulation of production, preclusive buying, and other purposes con- 

tinued at an accelerated rate in 1942. The wide variety of minerals | 

and mineral products now being acquired by the Government and the 

extent to which the program has been expanded are indicated by the 

following list, which shows the items being purchased at various times: —
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OE ee As of end of 1941 oe Added in 1942 at Added in. January-June 1943 yee 

_. Aluminum (refined) — _.. Alumina - Amblygonite, os. ag 
ce - Antimony \: Alumina (hydrate) | _ Apatite (calcium phosphates) a 
ooo Agbestoss- Aluminum (reclaimed) . . Arsenical speiss en : ce 

' Bauxite . — a . Antimony ore Co . Bismuth ore = oa 
ca Beryllium ore . . Arsenic (crude) . — Coal PS FS 

mo Cadmium . Arsenic (trioxide) Coke (petroleum) oe es 
| Chromium ore ~ Aviation gasoline ae Diamond bort a 

So Cobalt oe  Baddeleyite = Emery ore (Turkish) - | are 
_ Copper (refined) | ~ Beryllium oxide | “Tron (pig) : Se 

;  Corundum ore. -- Bismuth... _... Manganese (electrolytic) — - . ve 
an Diamonds, industrial ~ -. Carbons (Brazilian) _ a Mica (amber phlogopite splittings) Os 

. Graphite - - Cobalt-niekel compound Mica (amber phlogopite block) . ate 
a Tridium . '  ° Cobalt oxide . .  - - °Micafilms  . | 2 Bete 

re . Jron.ore ‘ Hr ~Columbite =~ ~ Monazite sand . . a 
CO Kyanite - ne “Copper (matte) - Nickel (matte content) . a 

oo ~- Lead (refined) © . Copper ore . | : Nitrate (synthetic) | CS 
"Lead ore’ -. +» Corundum grain  Osmiridium 5 
me, Lead vanadate concentrates _—_—~Cryolite ore oe _ Platinumore §. siz ne 

ae Manganese ore Ferrochromium - Tin (reclaimed) = oY 
oo Mercury . an Ferromanganese oo Tin slags on ro 
cs Mica _ _ Ferrovanadium Topaz . ah 
a - Nickel (refined) = = Fluorspar .- | . oO ee 

ol. Nitrate ofsoda.  __ Gold ore’ __. . . ae . Re, 
oo. Platinum Le -. Jodine (erude). - oo OO | . oo as 

~ Quartz crystals ~ Iron (carbonyl) | co SS a a : ee 
. Rutile . Lead (bullion) —~ ae , | 8 

Ds Scrapiron =  . | . Magnesite (deadburned) ee a SE 
TM ore _-» Magnesium =o. Be ce 8 

eo os in Manganese-iron ore. > a - oe ere 
» --. ‘Dungstenore _ -- Molybdenite . Se oe nes 
a Zine (refined) _~ ‘Nickel (copper-refinery residues) - Oo a are 
_.° -. Zine concentrates — '- . Nickel (matte content) a re a ‘ A SR 
on Zirconium ores ~ - Osmium - Po oO | 7 ere 

CO ‘Palladium oe ie 
So - - Potash (muriate) SS a : oO fs 

me o 7 : Rhodium . ~ . a ES 
— Se ‘ Ruthenium — ne ee a een 

- oe Po - Sapphire (natural Montana) — Se 
| Stes Silver (foreign) ae fe Loe 
oo Lo a Slags (tantalum-columbium) ml - Te 

og. Spodumene oo a ; . cE 
. oe - se ‘Strontium ores (celestite) - : . . oe - aby oss 
rr a Tale (steatite) — 7 ae : ee , | ae 

oe a _ “Tantalite a nee 
AR ast metal) re eS 

co a oe .. Vanadium eB i Es 

_ Many of the commodities shown are not obtained for stock-piling oo 
purposes but are purchased by the Government to centralize buying, = = = | 

a particularly of foreign materials, to coordinate shipping, and to en: 

_____ facilitate distribution of materials _to_the_most—essential_uses.—To———_____= 
effect the distribution of materials the War Production Board pro- fs 

~- mulgated Imports Order M-63 late in December 1941; this prohibits oS 
‘any person, except Government agencies or their authorized_repre- a 

: @ sentatives, from making arrangements for importing into the United ot 
States materials listed in the order, except under contracts existing ~ 
at the effective date of the order or by special authorization from the & 
‘War Production Board. The lists were revised several times during - 
1942 and at the end of the year included most of the mineralcommodities _ 3 
being acquired by the Government. . _ | oe 

The chief procurement agent for mineral raw materials is the : 
Metals Reserve Co., although Defense Supplies Corporation also is | 
an important participant in the program. Final responsibility for a 
foreign purchases has been vested in the Board of Economic Warfare , 
since April 1942. Details of the public purchases and stock-pilng | 
activity during 1942 are given in subsequent chapters of this volume. | * 

STIMULATION OF DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | a 

Several measures were adopted in 1942 to stimulate domestic pro- 
duction of critical minerals, all with a view to avoiding the extraor- 
dinarily high prices that prevailed during World War I, or to restrict | 

- payment of high prices to submarginal producers. A premium-price a
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Bo plan for copper, lead, and zinc was announced jointly by the Office. -... 
~ of Price Administration and the Office of Production Management 
#--. (now War Production Board) in January 1942. Under the plan =» 
i - substantial premiums were paid over established ceiling prices for = — 
~~, production in excess of quotas determined by a joint committee of | 
* < the Office of Price Administration: and the War Production Board | a 
Be and approved by the Metals Reserve Co. Some of the original pre-. ; 
=». mums announced in January were raised in December 1942 andagain sisiw“? 
«-. . in February 1943, and many quotas were revised to offset rising costs = 
‘of production and to bring in additional output where possible | 
ss During 1942 premiums paid by the Government in excess of ceiling .. 4 
—. .. prices totaled approximately $22,500,000. . | a ener 
~~. As early as 1940 the Metals Reserve Co. began contracting for 4 
be large quantities of domestic ores, particularly manganese ores, 4 
feo guaranteeing a market for fixed tonnages at stipulated prices. This § 4 
“program was designed to get submarginal deposits of strategic minerals — oe 
fs - * nto production. However, it developed that some more flexible a 
‘> procedure was required to encourage small producers, so in March 
«s+ 1942 the company set.up several buying depots where small tonnages _ a 

'-.. OF critical minerals would be purchased under price schedules issued . 
“. . from time to time. The original program has been expanded, and i 
~~~ as of July 1943 about 30 purchase depots were operating in Arizona, a 

Arkansas, California, Colorado, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, = a= 
eae New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Utah, and South | Bae 
“- s Dakota. Commodities purchased at these depots included chromite, 4 
; ‘Manganese ores, mercury, tungsten ores, tin ores, antimony ores, 
.-. wanadium ores, oxidized lead-zinc ores, beryl, molybdenum ores, 
B= mica, and columbite-tantalite ores. No one depot purchases all of = 
ae these minerals, and some purchase only one or two. — os 
ae Government-owned expansion of plant capacity for war mineral oh 
Be production is handled chiefly through the Defense Plant Corporation,  =_—-* 
“- . which operates largely on recommendations from other war agencies 
a charged with responsibility for administering the war program. 'The a 
~ - plants and equipment are owned by Defense Plant Corporation and of 
po operated by private industry under lease, management contract, or ss 
a other arrangement. The Corporation receives rentals from the plants = 

and in some instances has contracts for reimbursement by the war . . 
agency sponsoring the project. In the mineral field, the chief domes- * 

a tic commitments of this agency have been in petroleum pipe lines j 
. | and in production facilities for aluminum, magnesium, steel, aviation 4 
| gasoline, tin, copper, chromite, manganese ore, and zinc. 8 

_. In addition to the extensive activities of its subsidiaries—Metals 
| Reserve Co. and Defense Plant Corporation—the Reconstruction , 

| Finance Corporation has stimulated mineral production by direct 
loans to industry. Mining loans were liberalized considerably during | 
1942. In March the Corporation announced that development loans 
on properties that give reasonable promise of success could be obtained 

| without mortgaging the property and could be repaid out of proceeds 
from production. Public Law 603, approved June 11, 1948, author- 
ized the Corporation to make loans up to $5,000 to any one borrower 
for the purpose of financing the renovating, retimbering, or other 
preliminary development of mine workings, when such loans are 
deemed by the R. F. C. to be advantageous to the war program. | | 

Prospecting and exploration assistance was given threughout the 
year by the Bureau of Mines and Geological Survey of the United
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_¢- States Department of the Interior. Both agencies have expanded’ vor 
‘their staffs to increase war mineral production and to. the extent 

~. permitted by available appropriations undertake geological investi- = =~"! 
gations and exploration of ore deposits that might contribute to the = __ op 

‘war supply of minerals. In addition, the Bureau of Mines assists ES 
~~ In determining improved methods for treating ores and in recom- SS “ok 
«mending to the War Production Board projects for increasing ey 
ees production. - a - | : eee: 
“Federal Aids for War Mineral Production, a pamphlet describing = ..,.. the various Government services for stimulating output, was issued 8 
=~ by the War Production Board on December 15, 1942 (second edition). oe
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Be _ SUMMARY OUTLINE 

aoe os. Tntroduetion.......1......---..-------------. . 25] Federal agencies engaged in foreign mineral . Sal 
wc fho*... Wederal agencies engaged in foreign mineral __investigations—Continued. = CSE 
tor | s Envestigations._----.------2.-------2----- .:26.| - U. 8, Commercial Co-_._-_--------2-------- 28 ae 
ee “Metals Reserve Co_.-.....--.-------------- 26] Defense Supplies Corporation......-.-----.. 29 0 0 uth 

The Antimony-..---._----- 222-2 22+-.-2---2--- 26|  — Russia___-.--_------- eee eee eee eee OD ag 
Coe aE .. Chromite. -._---.---------1--------------- , 26 | Defense Plant Corporation...-...----.----- 9°20) 0 
ee ‘Copper__S....--1.-2...-.----------------- | 27], Transfer of authority_and responsibility -~ = | = ee 
eorge 0° *- Oryolite....-- 2.22222 s22222.---s2---L---. 27] from Reconstruction Finance Corporation =e oS 

| ae Industrial diamonds-.-...-------+-.-----... 27 to Board of Economic Warfare__.....---. © 30 ele 
AE ’ Graphite............-..---.------------- 27] Board of Economic Warfare..-..--.-----225 “80000 yy 
Loge es Tron ore_..----_---------2---------------- 9 27 Office of .Exports...---------------------. 31 a eM 

oe . Lead. .....----------------------b---24--- 27 Office of Imports_...._--.---..------e--e, BE tl 

a | Manganese. _._&__-.-.---.------------_--. 27 | United States Department of State.------ 9 31 
SOA “Mercury....-_-.2---------2-----+------- . 27] United States Department of the Interior... 32 eee 
BS Miiea.- eee ----------------------+---- 274} Geological Survey-_----.-.---------------- 82 oad 
wei  Niekel_..--...----------------22---=------ 27] ~_ Bureau of Mimes___.-.-.---2--------------- BBs 

eeoe Platinum __..2...-----------2-----------. 27 | Other Federal agencies. __..---------------- BB 
eset _ Quartz crystals......_......-----.+------... 27|.. War Production Board_.-..-...-.-.-..--- 33 ene 7 

oe | “Silver.-.2 se) «87] ~~ Office of Coordinator of Inter-American~ = 2 8 
ee Tin.....-...-.-------2---------------+---- 28 Affairs.....-222- oe eee e eee eee eee 8B EY 

Ce Tungsten__...-..--2-------a----+--------- .28| __. Miscellaneous...-..-..-.-.--------------- 34 - — a 

Boot Wanadium ui: 222-2222. --2---------- 28: | Objectives of research .....-.------------------. 84 0 pve 

we a Canadian agreement.__-.----------------- 28h 7 co re ne a 

_ Entry into the war in December 1941 soon terminated the period’ = ss 
_. of untertainty as to the extent of this country’s actual dependence =. 
- on foreign sources for certain minerals. For a number of years there. 
» | had been some agitation in official circles for the accumulation of 

“sto anticipate mevitable shortages of many raw materials normally =i 
.- imported. This period ended with the enactment by Congress of = = 1") 

the Strategic Materials Act, Public 117, 76th Congress, 1st Session, = 

“approved June 7, 1939. The purchase from abroad or from domestic ” °% 
-.._ sources (if available) of strategic and critical materials, as defined by = = === 

_~ the Army-Navy Munitions Board, was authorized, and $100,000,000 °.; 

. was to represent the total expenditure for stock piles under this act. os 
' "<The Procurement Division, Treasury Department, was designated as _ oe 

the Federal agency to purchase and stock pile the commodities — ce 
specified. by the Army-Navy Munitions Board. ‘Limitations and _ es 

definite restrictions in the original act retarded actual acquisition of. a 
- the stock piles during the first year of operation under Public 117. Z 

‘The program received needed impetus in 1940 by enactment of oe 

_ Public 664, 76th Congress, 3d Session, approved June 25, 1940, os 

. which amended section 5 (d) of the Reconstruction Finance Corpora- oe 

-. tion Act. Public 664 overshadowed Public 117 in importance. It a 

| authorized the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to organize and on 
finance corporations “to produce, acquire, and carry strategic and ~ a 

. ‘e,0 e ° . ‘ 33 Le oe 

; critical materials as described by the President.’’ These broad : 
556250433 | | _ 25 ee -
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ce -- - powers of Public 664 were extended by an amendment (Public 108, =". 
“77th Cong., Ist Sess.) approved June 10,1941. Public 108 authorized ~~ 

the Reconstruction Finance Corporation '“‘to take such other action  —s_— 
2° ‘as the President and the Federal Loan Administrator may deem Sis 
Co- “necessary to expedite the National Defense Program.” Thus the 
*-_- Reconstruction Finance Corporation was provided with effective 4 
>»... ‘legal authority for the Government purchasing program that was. s 
. imoperation throughout 1942, 
y,-- _. Under authority of Public 664, approved June 25, 1940, the Recon- -  ~ 
;. . struction Finance Corporation created the Metals Reserve Co., the . 2& 
n.. ~ JU. &. Commercial Co., the Defense Supplies Corporation,-and the . “4 
“. Defense Plant Corporation. All of these agencies are owned, man- == 
-o" .- aged, and operated under supervision of the Reconstruction Finance. = ss. 
“,. ‘Cerporation and all have played vital roles in the acquisition of =. —_,,. 
yoo. | strategic and critical materials required in the conduct of the war by =” x 
3, . this country and the other United Nations, 2 ty 

«ss FEDERAL AGENCIES ENGAGED IN FOREIGN MINERAL = 8 * 
ao INVESTIGATIONS = s—<—S 
moo MBITALS RESERVE COMPANY + 

* < "This agency was created June 28, 1940, by the Reconstruction ' 
-».-Fimance Corporation and commenced operations with the object’ of © = & 
cx building. stock piles of strategic and critical metals and minerals.  -? 

"he program was expanded soon thereafter to include the sale of = = * 
«~~ such materials when necessary in the defense program. At first, the = + 
7s: . company contracted for the purchase of materials upon a delivered == = 
S._basis, buying all such materials as would comply with requirements =§ = * 
"a, Necessary to produce the required finished product. Later this pro- = é 
a gram was expanded by the execution of agreements with the govern- | f 
Be ments of foreign countries, particulafly in South America, whereby ay 
~. all the exportable surplus: of such countries was to be sold to the ©. % 
*-.. Metals Reserve Co. —=. a me re 
: --—. Between the date of its creation on June 28, 1940, and October 31, os 
-- 1942, Metals Reserve Co. made commitments aggregating $3,224- = 
Pe 348,323, of which $1,812,087,030 was for domestic activities and a 
- -- $1,412,261,293 for foreign transactions. Of the total commitments, = = * 

/ - $143,181,997 has been canceled, and some of the balance probably | a 
| will not be used. oo: | : 
on Antimony.—The company has contracted to purchase antimony ‘ 

— _ produced in China, Mexico, Central America, and South America A 
| (chiefly Bolivia) at an approximate cost of $12,698,000. Disburse- | 

ments for deliveries totaled $3,415,000 at the date of the latest com- 7 
: pany report.’ 
mo, Chromite —In purchasing chromite, principally for use by the steel | 

| mdustry in alloys, the company has contracted for production from 
ss seven countries outside the Western Hemisphere. Contracts for such 

| production total approximately $37,665,970. In addition, contracts 
| have been made for chromite produced in Brazil, Cuba, Alaska, and | 

. 1 See U. S. Tariff Commission, Latin America as a Source of Strategic and Other Essential Materials, 

Ror a complete report of this agency and other subsidiaries of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
see Report t of a pe struction Finance Corporation, and Its Subsidiaries in Connection With the War, .
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-. the United States at an approximate cost of $26,774,295. Disburse- i= 
_.. mnents for delivery total $11,980,000. 2 
_-. Copper.—The company has contracted to purchase copper and. cop- as 
_..-- per ore, both domestic and foreign. Most of the copper and copper 8 

_ ore comes from other countries of the Western Hemisphere. Of the ~~*"! 
oO total cost of these purchases—$328,428 ,926—$226,203,716 has been — SRS 
_-.. disbursed in payment against deliveries. The copper is sold almost _ ES 

+ as rapidly as received. Defense Plant Corporation is also financing =, the expansion of two plants in the United States, in addition to those 
oe in e. | oo | en a 
_.- Cryolite-—The company has contracted for the purchase and im- © ~ “ 

.: portation of c1yolite ore at an approximate cost of $5,308,000. ce Pala 
—.. -Industrial_ diamonds.~-The company has purchased industrial dia- pk 
_.-.  mnonds from Brazil at a cost. of $5,765,000. Of this amount, $4,250,000 “ 
_. has been disbursed for deliveries. The company has also contracted — -) ¥ 
_.~ for crushing bort from other foreign countries, at a cost of $2,275,000. — 2 
-. - Graphite-—Contracts have been made for graphite from foreign _ a 
~~. eountries at a cost of $5,480,000 (of which $683,000 has. been dis- _ ye 

_ <.. -bursed), as well as for the purchase of graphite of domestic origin. © = a 
fron ore.—The company has contracted for the purchase of domes- _ ee 

“« tic and Brazilian iron ore at an approximate cost of $21,896,000. «=. 
'... Lead.—Contracts have been made for importing refined lead from. 

_ «four foreign countries and ore and concentrates from seven countries =». 3 
- at a cost of $107,497,000. Of this amount, $47,511,000 has been - ka 

--.... disbursed for deliveries. = = © © | , et 
..... Manganese.—Contracts have been made for imports of manganese 
-. ore from 10 foreign countries as well as for domestic ore. Theamount ©. 

of all contracts will aggregate approximately $149,453,000, of which sy 
$33,058,000 has been disbursed for deliveries. = 8 -© =... a: 

._ Mercury.—Mercury is being purchased from Mexico, Canada, and oes 
~. South American countries, as well as from domestic sources. Com- — a EES 
-- mutments total $12,872,000, of which $7,521,000 has been disbursed. *: 
_- Mica.—Mica is being purchased from four foreign countries. Pur ae 

chases aggregate $9,673,000, of which $1,861,000 has been disbursed ~_ oe 
-. against deliveries. ee a 
—» Nackel.—In addition to the nickel to be produced by the facilities . . RS 
_.*.. in Cuba financed by Defense Plant Corporation, Metals Reserve Co. at 

. has contracted for nickel and nickel-cobalt speiss for import at a-cost: oe 
.. .Of $8,317,000. Of this amount, $4,124,000 has been disbursed against oe 
- deliveries. a ; ee | 

ae _Platinum.—The company has made commitments to purchase im- =“. 
' ported crude platinum at a total cost of $1,707,000. Crude platinum oie 

contains platinum, iridium, osmium, ruthenium, palladium, and gold. =| 
| _ The company has also purchased, at a cost of $128,000, iridium pro- ae 
_.. duced in Russia and requisitioned by the War Department when os 

| delivered in New York. 7 | — Sg 
| _ Quartz crystals—The company has contracted to import quartz a 

crystals from Brazil at a cost of $7,640,000. <A total of $6,929,000 ey 
_ has been disbursed for deliveries. Quartz crystals are necessary in — a 

radio manufacture. oe. 
Silver —At the request of the War Production Board, and with the - 

consent of the Secretary of the Treasury, it has been agreed to buy oS 
10,000,000 ounces of foreign silver at 45 cents an ounce and make it oe 

os _ available to industry under allocation by the War Production Board. — tos
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... >. Pin.—Agreements with the International Tin Committee, starting =~ A 
w-. * . June 28, 1940, provided for the purchase of 112,500 tons of refined © 

j;* tin produced in the Far East before December 31, 1941, for stock-pile © =z 

“purposes: » In addition, the company agreed to purchase a minimum = 
*. ef 37,500 tons during the first 6 months of 1942, provided the Inter- = ‘ee 
“. «national Scheme for the Regulation of Production and Export was = 
/-.-  yenewed for a further term beyond December 31, 1941; the scheme, ee 
'¢. ‘ hewever, was not renewed. 41,596 tons of fine tin were received ~ ss 
‘. ° under this agreement, and 12,728 tons of fine tin were received in the a 
_. . form of tin ore for smelting in the Texas tin smelter—a total of 54,324. A 
“tons before the supply was cut off through enemy action. 11,700 = - i 

‘tons of fine‘ tin have been received from China and Belgian Congo. = a 
“>... -in éres have been received from Bolivia sufficient to manufacture { 

“°° 35.000. tons of fine tin, making a total already received of slightly = 3 
-. “more than 100,000 tons. A small amounthas beensold. 2 “A 
»~. .- Defense Plant Corporation constructed the Texas tin smelter at an = | q 
‘approximate cost of $6,300,000. ‘This smelter-will produce tin ‘both os 
¥ from’ Bolivian ores and from Far Eastern alluvial ores. When the — 4 
..°. tin'smelter started operations April 5, 1942, there were in stock pile © 4% 

»-. Bolivian tin ores and Netherlands East Indies ores totaling approxi-. ” 
;. °° mately a year’s capacity for the smelter, which is operated for account = a 
2 of Metals Reserve Co. 0 . 
ses.) ungsten—The company has contracted to purchase tungsten- a 

“=<  “eontaining ores from eight foreign countries and from domestic pro- | os 

"ducers. Commitments for the domestic and imported ores aggregate... * 

~-.: $166;112,000, of which $19,220,000 has been disbursed. + Ee 
oo. Vanadium.—As practically all available ‘vanadium from foreign and ss. 

-’ ‘domestic sources is being purchased by American industry, the com- oe 
vy... pany has agreed to finance experimental test work for extracting __ 4 

F, ‘vanadium from coal, crude oils, and iron ores in countries of the — 3 
~~~ + "Western Hemisphere. Pig a PU ee I 4 
~ .  Yine—The company has contracted to purchase zinc and zinc ore = 
ap. produced in the United States and imported from eight foreign coun-- a 
Bo tries, at a cost of $57,748,000. Of this amount, $12,723,000 has been 4 

d- disbursed for deliveries. = | | ee | 4 

“Canadian agreement.—On June 29, 1942, the company executed an 
agreement with War Supplies, Ltd., a Canadian company; under its’ & 
‘terms the company will advance (from time to time) funds not exceed- 4 

- _. ing $10,000,000 to be used by the Canadian company for developing s 
ne new sources of supply of copper, zinc, lead, and other strategic and 
--——._ eritical materials and minerals required for the war effort. Under the = | 

terms of this agreement, all minerals produced from new projects - 
| developed by means of the funds advanced and also any increased | 

a production from existing projects resulting from expenditures made / 
| from such funds will be purchased by Metals Reserve Co. at cost of — | 

7 production and. delivery. When such purchases are made, the ad- | 
| - vances for development will be amortized in the cost of the materials. : 

UNITED STATES COMMERCIAL COMPANY 

This agency was created March 27, 1942. Its principal purpose , 
| is to compete in neutral countries, such as Spain, Turkey, and Argen- 

tina, with enemy powers for the purchase of any material that might 
be of use to the Axis Nations. 

The company has established a working agreement with its British . 
7 counterpart, the United Kingdom Commercial Corporation. The |
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 . » effect of this arrangement. is to enable the U.S. Commercial Co. to 3. 
utilize the facilities of the British company wherever they exist. 2 

~~. The U. S. Commercial Co. also has representatives in a number of — | * 4 
--... foreign countries, 
_.. ‘This company will sustain proportionately heavy losses. =. °° 

ee DEFENSE SUPPLIES CORPORATION) 

All procurement activities involving minerals that the war requires 
.. to, be financed by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, other...» | ..? 

_- “than those handled by Metals Reserve Co., Defense Plant Corpo- << 
> ration, and U.S. Commercial Co., are handled by Defense Supplies 
_.*. Corporation... Effective July 2, 1942, the Government assumed .. - ‘3 
---. control over virtually:all imported. materials by amendment to War — | ot 
-.. Production Board General Preference Order M-63. = = | |=. od 

Since its creation August 29, 1940, the corporation has madecom- = 
--s Mmitments aggregating $3,650,725,563, of which $2,511,303,120 is for = -# 
. gomestic and $1,139,422;443 for foreign activities. Of the total, oe 
-_. $834,347,105 has-been canceled, and much more probably will not; = «; 
_.- be-used.. Many ofthese activities will involve very substantial — a, 

-... losses. These amounts involve mineral and all other commodities == __ Ss 
and activities, SEED toga 

-. -..:Cemmitments by Defense Supplies Corporation include $1,499, =) 3 
. | 906,141 for the purchase of aviation gasoline and component:parts. §—. 

and aviation-gasoline-plant expansion, essentially a domestic expendi- .  — 
>. ture, and $100,000,000 to Russia for metals and other materials. 

_. + Aussia—Before lend-lease aid was extended to Russia, Defense ©.) 
... Supplies Corporation contracted with Amtorg Trading Corporation, ==. 
..... @ United States corporation owned by Russia, to purchase needed  —_- ¢. 
~. materials from the Soviet Union to the extent of $100,000,000 and sss! 
-.- maade an advance payment of $49,668,248, in the form of a loan, = =~ 
.. against delivery, subject to the condition that such advance payment. .~ > 

- “.. De used to purchase in this country supplies needed by the’ Soviet: | ae 

_-.- “Amtorg Trading Corporation, including cargoes delivered or that have =~, 
been sunk, include the following mineral commodities: Asbestos, = = = -** 

_... chrome ore, dead-burned magnesite, potash, and platinum. = = oe 

ro DEFENSE PLANT CORPORATION = g 

- .  ‘Phis. agency has financed and contracted to finance the construc- “4 
. .. tion, equipment, partial equipment, or expansion of 1,337 plants fer i‘ 

| _ building or fabricating ships, bombing, fighting, transport, and cargo  —S—s— 
planes, tanks, heavy guns, ordnance, magnesium, aluminum, steel, eS 

- tin, copper and other metals, synthetic rubber, high-octane aviation Ft 
gasoline, machine tools, flying schools, pipe lines, etc., at an aggregate = = 
estimated cost of $8,333,839,503; by November 1942 $2,407,294,064 =. = 
had been disbursed and $798,239,768 canceled. Most of this con- _ kh 

| struction activity has been within the United States, but the Defense . os 
Plant Corporation is financing facilities for producing additional _ ny 

a copper in Chile at an estimated cost of $4,999,850 and has agreed to a 
| finance another plant at an estimated cost of $15,000,000. It is also a 

establishing facilities, at an estimated cost of $19,300,000, for pro- == = ; 
ducing nickel in Cuba and has authorized $4,000,000 for constructing LO 
facilities for producing vanadium in Peru. a
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mye . TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITY FROM RECONSTRUCTION - % 
ie, FINANCE CORPORATION TO BOARD-OF ECONOMIC WARFARE = 
cc. - _. Effective February 25, 1943, by order* of the Chairman, Board of 
a". Economic Warfare, the authority and functions of the four subsidiary. 4 
“>. companies of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation herein de- == © & 
..°- gertbed as they pertained to imported materials, with the exception of - «4 

their responsibilities relating to ‘the corporate execution of imported 4 
i. . Materials contracts, the disbursement of funds thereunder, the GH 
fe. necessary accounting with respect to such disbursements, and the == 4 
fo. acceptance of delivery of commodities and materials,” were trans- = “J 
“o,. ~ ferred to the Office of Imports, Board of Economic Warfare. = = © 4 

ee oops BOARD OF ECONOMIC WARFARE = as 
he . oy So ve oe bee pe . ae 

eS ~The genesis of the Board as it now functions may be traced to 4 
se.» Executive Order 8839 of July 30, 1941, which established the Eco- = 
Bee nomic Defense Board. ‘for the purpose of developing and coordinating = <@ 
“policies, plans, and programs designed to protect and strengthen the =~ a 
oo international economic relations of the United States in the interest = 
~>°- . - of anternational defense.’ In order to define further the functions = § 
“and duties of the Economic Defense Board with respect to the unlimited =~ 4 
vas \> national emergency as declared by the President on May 27, 1941, © =& 
“2... the following Executive orders were promulgated: © 0 : 

“No. 8900 of September 15, 1941, transferred the duties of the «* 
.-"".. Administrator of Export Control and thus amended and extended the = =“ 
ae. > powers of the original Executive order creating the Board. == >. sy 
io No. 8926 of October 28, 1941, established the Lend-Lease Adminis-- ==, 
wee ration, 
ges, . No, 8942 of November 19, 1941, provided for administration of the 4 
tou’. pequisitioning of property required for national defense. == = | be 
eh * - No, 8982 of December 17, 1941, changed the name of the Board as. - 
. .. originally created in July 1941. — oo Ok a oe 4 
pene No. 9128 of April 13, 1942, defined additional duties and functions a 
«+ of the Economic Defense Board. ee a a 
Poo - Amendment to Executive Order 9128, issued by the President on ~ 4 
. May 20, 1942, clarified and interpreted Executive Order 9128 in q 

: respect to certain functions of the United States Department of | | i 
ae State and to relations with the Board of Economic Warfare. a a 
co Order 5, effective February 25, 1943, issued by the Vice President _ 4 

oo of the United States in his capacity of Chairman, Board of Economic 4 
_ Warfare, provided for additional delegations of authority to the 4 

. _ Board and prescribed procedures and methods with respect to- the 7 
) procurement and production of imported commodities financed 

through the subsidiary companies of the Reconstruction Finance : 
Corporation. } | | 

a Attention is directed to the full texts 4 of Executive Orders 8839 of 4 
July 30, 1941; 9128 of April 13, 1942; the statement issued by the | 
President on May 29, 1942, clarifying the relationship between the | 
Department of State and the Board of Economic Warfare; and — | 
Order 5, effective February 25, 1943, issued by the Chairman, Board 
of Economic Warfare. | | | 

3 Board of Economic Warfare, Order 5: Federal Register, vol. 8, No. 18, January 20, 1943, pp. 908-909. 4 
4 The text of all Presidential proclamations and Executive orders, and of rules and regulations issued by : 

Federal agencies that have general applicability and legal effect appear in the Federal Register, published | 
daily by the Division of the Federal Register, The National Archives, Washington, D. C. .
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: _ As a war agency the Board of Economic Warfare has been vested >. 
7 _with broad powers and responsibilities incident to the export from  ~....» 

as this country of all commodities to foreign neutrals and allied belliger-  —-. 
ents as well as to the importation of essential raw materials from such == 

_. sources. One of the principal subdivisions of the Board has as ‘its =», 
ss main objectives the control and direction of commodity export move- ..- /** 

_ . ments in such a manner that the power to supply essential materials . of 
can be used as a positive economic weapon in successful prosecution 

oo Of the war, ES 
Office of Exports—In addition to other responsibilities and with | “! 

_-__ special reference to mining and related activities, the Office of Exports ~~.) 
_- . directs the Board’s action in such a way as: To expedite the flow of 3 
oo raw materials required by friendly countries for the war effort either =~.“ 
_. In military or civilian operations; to prevent the export of raw ma-  _  <* 

_ . terials consigned to unfriendly nations or individuals; to prevent ald 
a excessive depletion of stocks of essential materials in this country; — ae 

and to aid in supplying machinery and other necessary equipment = <* 
-. for development and industrial projects in friendly foreign countries .. — ha 
“where such materials are required to further the war program. = - os 

In @ more positive way, the Office of Imports directs the Board’s #4 
activities with respect to the mineral-procurement program. © = 

o< Office of Imports.—The record of achievement in the foreign mineral On 
ae program established by the Reconstruction Finance Corporationsubsid-- 
-.- Jaries terminated, as already outlined, on February 25,1943. There- ong 
oe after—except for banking and warehousing responsibilities retained . ° -.*, 
_.. by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation—the Office of Imports,  , = 

Board of Economic Warfare, assumed responsibility for the negoti- © > 
 . °. ation, preparation, supervision, and administration, both in the © ‘,., 

_'* United States and abroad, of all existing or future imported-materials = “fp 
-. “contracts financed by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, includ- —-. : 

ing development, preclusive operations, and related activities. How- = |: 
+= ever, all negotiations abroad are conducted in complete accordance 

_-. with the provisions set forth in the statement of the President dated . ~: “I 
May 20, 1942, relating to established prerogatives of the United — aN 

-. . S$States Department of State. > SO Se 2 
os UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE Tees 

Co | , : oA 
_. As the principal responsibility of the Department is to determine - © 5. 

_. policies of this Government in its relation to international problems, it ~~ "4 
participates actively in the war program with respect to the procure- . |? 

-.. ment of essential materials from foreign countries and assumes its © 
_ obvious prerogatives in connection with the longer-range postwar 

| -economic planning program. | - a 
_. The Executive orders heretofore mentioned, which created the oad 

several subsidiary companies of the Reconstruction Finance Corpora- =." 
tion and the Board of Economic Warfare, provided for foreign repre- sy. 

- sentation of these agencies by technically trained mining experts Os 
: (engineers, geologists, and ore buyers), whose duties have been con- * 

fined more or less to their specialized fields. In most foreign countries og 
-. where the United States has negotiated for the purchase of essential = 

minerals (this is especially true in Latin America), preliminary trans- oe 
actions and final contracts with producers have been facilitated and — a 

_ concluded through the intermediary of some Government agency of oO 
| the country involved. Thus the State Department of necessity par- ==» 3
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bs - ticipated in the negotiations by procurement agencies of the United =—s_, 

|. “States Government whose direct responsibility has been acquisition of = 
>. ‘strategic materials. Although the Metals Reserve Co. did negotiate 
<a 5-year contract with Bolivian tin producers in November 1940 and 4 
* about the same time concluded arrangements for substantially the ob 
“entire copper production of Latin America, this Government in 1941 A 
» began active negotiations with the principal American republics for og 

over-all agreements whereby the exportable surplus of all ther at 
“.- - strategic materials would be made available to the United States. = = 
©... Rigid export-control systems by producing countries obviously were = _ ’ 
', essential and constituted one of the principal obstacles finally sur- —- a 
* mounted: in the successful negotiations of four over-all Government- a 

=... ».-to-Government agreements concluded during 1941, three of which were ae 
pow in operation during 1942 with Brazil, Mexico, and Chile;.a Peruvian : 
‘agreement expired in September 1942, and, although negotiations for'a = be 
“soo. new agreement were begun later in the year, no conclusive arrange- — - | a 

“ment was reached by the beginning of 1943. Separate agreements = oo 
were also in effect throughout 1942 between United StatesGovernment = =—=s_ + 

«1. «buying agencies and: individual producers of certain minerals in. 4 

-* Argentinaand Colombia. = 
v-) hroughout all these negotiations, the United States Department 4 
-- of State maintained close contact with all agencies involved and & 
“ °- retained its’ over-all responsibility for coordinating activities and = & 

efforts of the representatives of other agencies of this Government % 
“engaged in commercial or economic. work within any particular =  —s_, 
~-..  eountry. The Bureau of Mines, by a cooperative arrangement with 4 
; the State Department, provided technical assistance throughout 1942; | os 
«details are covered later in this summary. _ Oe 
wa... «To assist the Petroleum Coordinator for War and other war agencies .__ F 
i’ "in collecting current information relating to the petroleum situationin ° | 4 
Lv. key producing countries of Latin America, the State Department oh 
~ employed specialists and assigned them to certain American embassies. a 

ee a UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR - 1 

po - Geological Survey —The foreign work of the Survey has been con- ~~ | 
oo fined to Latin America, where it has participated since 1940 in the > “4 
-_ gultural relations program sponsored and financed through the United — f 

oe States Department of State. The plans and modes of handling the | | 
co projects and problems involved have been approved by that Depart- 4 

. ment and the foreign governments concerned before the assignment a 
an of geologists, usually specialists in certain strategic minerals. ‘During os 

, the fiscal year 1942 Survey geologists made detailed studies in Cuba, 4 
‘Mexico, and Brazil, and reconnaissance studies in Honduras and : 

| - Costa Rica. During the fiscal year 1943 investigations were con- 3 
ducted in Cuba, Mexico, Brazil, and Central America, and additional 8 
projects were developed in Panama and Argentina. Both the War : 

| Production Board and the Board of Economic Warfare have benefited : 
by the work of the Survey. = - 

, Bureau of Mines.—Because information regarding the mineral re- - 
- gources of Latin America was inadequate and urgent need for such | 

| data was anticipated, the Bureau in 1939 assigned one mining engineer | 
| to the area to collect such material. During the next 2 years compre- | 

hensive reports were compiled relating to the mineral production and : 
trade of Bolivia, Peru, Chile, Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, and Para- 
guay. During this period, officials of American embassies in the
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several countries of Latin America were confronted with an ever, Se 
-- °. “Inereasing number of problems and projects relating to mining, pre- oy 
_. ¢ipitated by the national defense program of this Government. The _ ~* 4 

need for reliable technical aid to enable the several embassies to func- _ ee 
_ tion more efficiently was evident, and the Bureau of Mines assumed. * oY 

_ -._- responsibility for assigning mining engineers to serve as technical ad- -- oe 
>. ° visers to American embassies in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Bolivia, = 4 

_.. Peru, and Mexico; this arrangement was in effect until July 1, 1942.00 6 8 
“The impetus of our entry into the war, with particular reference. to coe ee, i 

this country’s need for mcreased- mineral supplies, resulted in the oes 

_ almost immediate assignment of mining engineers, geologists, and- "| -__ buyers throughout Latin America in particular, as well -as in South _ Africa, Belgian Congo, and Australia, by the two agencies of this 2 
__. Government directly responsible for the mineral-procurement pro- - oat gram, namely, Metals Reserve Co. and the Board of Economic War- 

fare. Early in 1942 the United States Department of State, empow- - _ a 
_. . ered by special authorization to employ technical experts, created a 

mineral attaché service as a segment of its Auxiliary Foreign Service oR 
—.. and on July 1, 1942, assumed administrative responsibility for the _ cos 
-. Bureau’s foreign mineral specialists, who were already serving as tech- “Nd 
._. Ieal advisers ‘to our several American embassies afore-mentioned.‘ A. a 
~ cooperative arrangement between the Bureau of Mines and theState’ Ey 
-... Department has placed responsibility on the former for the technical = 
. gupervision and direction of these mineral attachés. Coincidental = “4 

‘with this arrangement, the Bureau has proposed for early adoption gs 
_ .- @ plan whereby it. will assume responsibility for more active partici- = 
_. pation in the economic studies conducted by this Government which - Le 
_... May serve as basic data essential in the planning of international = 

economic policy for the postwar period. = 8 | ei a SE 

OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES = ss sa pee 
Other than joint economic committees and raw materials boards  —=s«—._— 

______composed_of representatives of the United States_and_other United “4 
.. . Nations (of which several were created during 1942 to develop maxi- - "s 
“mum utilization of their combined resources in the production ofwar "st 
| Tequirements), a few Federal agencies of importance in the war pro- + | 

‘gram were in operation during the year whose functions and.respon-. 
_. sibilities have had a direct influence on the foreign mineral investiga- == 

tions of those establishments afore-mentioned, although they did not a 
_-- participate actively in field activities. _ | re CE 
—.» War Production Board.—Established within the Office for Emer- yg 
> geney Management by Executive Order 9024 of January 16,1942, ~—_.. if 

' this Board has exercised direction over the entire war production and _ as _* procurement program. Its recommendations have served as operat- —=s_— ‘dl 
__. ing instructions covering the mineral commodities and tonnages of === * 

each to be purchased abroad and imported by the United States to Of 
. Insure Maximum production of munitions. —_ ae a 

| Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs—Soon after its pe 
_- establishment on July 30, 1941, by Executive Order 8840, this agency oa 

| . developed a program for assisting other American republics by provid- 4 
| ing technical aid to mining agencies of such Governments. Groups _ i 

) of mining-engineers had been assigned to Brazil and Peru early in 1942, oy 
when the Board of Economic Warfare assumed over-all responsibility a 
for similar activities; in consequence, these particular functions and oy
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"-< the personnel involved were transferred to the Board of Economic ~~ =! 
Jve> Warfarein May 1942500 a 

| Miscellaneous.—Other agencies, such as the Office of Strategic yl 
Bop Services (a unit of the combined Chiefs of Staff, United States and — _ 4 
«x... Great Britain, established on February 6, 1942), the Office of Censor- a 
ge Ship, established by Executive Order 8985 of Decembér 19, 1941, = 
eo the Army-Navy Munitions Board, and the Intelligence Services of , 4 
s.°’ ~. War and Navy Departments established commodity research units to og 
eo _ analyze foreign mineral data. Major economic research and statistical .- og 
f° agencies, such as the United States Tariff Commission and the Bureau. ot 
hs of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, by special arrangements with the a 
voy >» Board of Economic Warfare directed most of their activities toward. ss s—w a 
y+ miéeting the requirements of the Board. == y 

Be 0 OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH  =— Po BE “B 

fT he vast increase in the volume and character of foreign technical, q 
a2... economic, and statistical research relating to one phase or another of = # 
“’ mnining developed during 1942 by the Federal Government had asits =. 
“ty preliminary objective attainment, as quickly as possible, of maximum: ~ a 
.» production and procurement of the raw materials essential to the _ * 
-. ' . United States and other United Nations in conducting the global war. oe a 
“.. . against the Axis Powers. Of secondary but not minor significance is = -® 
“:. the ‘definite need for these accumulated data in postwar. economic: 3 
an planning: programs, some ideas of which were manifest. during: 1942, 
=... but which early in 1943 received considerable impetus probably as'a 
“ey. Tesult.of the military successes of the Allies in the North African and — 4 
ie. <* Mediterranean areas. In this connection, many plans.and suggestions ob 
go, have been advanced that contemplate international action of one kind a 
<,°. or another with reference to mineral production and distribution, as 4 
v>. well as the equitable commercial and political control of mineral _ 3s 
#",. resources among the nations of the world. Most of the plans suggested - ~ 4 
~~. thus-far appear to stem from a desire to make effective article 4 of the - e 
~~. Atlantic Charter, which reads— oe ns 4 
So. hey will endeavor with due responsibility for their existing obligations, to 4a 
Bo further the enjoyment by all. States, great or small, victor or vanquished, of access : 
a on equal terms to the trade and to the raw materials of the world which are needed a 
a, for their economic prosperity. | oe os —— | 3 

Lo . Some ideas of the trend of thought in this direction may be gleaned ~~ 3 
‘¢.. from the following references: — a —_ . 7 4 
o Frits, Hersert (adviser on international economic affairs, U. 8. Department of : 
| State). Raw Materials, War and Post-war. Dept. of State Bull., vol. 8, 4 

| No. 200, April 24, 1943, pp. 339-347. a | My 
_ DIVISION FOR THE SOCIAL AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OF SCIENCE. Mineral | 
a Resources and the Atlantic Charter. Trans. of conference held July 24-25, 

1942; pub. by British Association for the Advancement of Science, Burling- _ ; 
: ton House, London, W. 1, in Advancement of Science, vol. 2, No. 7, October ‘ 

| 1942, pp. 187-253. | | 4 
| Leiru, C. K., Furnsss, J. W., anp Lewis, Cteona. World Minerals and World : 

Peace. Brookings Inst., Washington, January 1943, 253 pp. | 
- Corert, Percy E. Post-war Worlds. Inst. Pacific Relations, New York, 1942,
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___ STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF MINERAL PRODUCTION =; 
- _.._.._ (GENERAL UNITED STATES SUMMARY AND DETAILED PRODUCTION BY STATES) > oA 

By Marra B, Cuark anp Manran E, Meyer a 

..  Introduction_.._.2222222222 222-85 General tables......-._.-..__--.---.2. 87 meres. Se, Unit of measurement__._-..-............... 35] State tables_---___ 2-2. ese l ee lige oon Elimination of duplication. _...2..2.2-.---. 351 | | : 7. Co ee 

oe ~ This report continues the series of annual statistical summaries 3 
_... published in previous years as chapters of Mineral Resources and =~ ok 
= Mmerals'Yearbook, a on AS 

UNEP OF MEASUREMENT) = sess gh 
.. ‘The unit of measurement used by the Bureau of Mines for each 

mineral product in reports on the mineral resources is that common eS 
«to the industry concerned, and the variation in these units makes 3 
_... 1t- impracticable, if not impossible, directly to combine and compare 6 
_-, the different minerals except as to value. Although most of the SS 
fies. ‘products are measured by weight, some are measured by volume and. os 
-. some by number of “pieces,” ete.; for some no total quantity figures ae 

are available. Sl 
Ee ELIMINATION OF DUPLICATION oo as 
___._ In the totals for the United States, shown in the following “general” ot ‘tables, duplication has been eliminated wherever practicable, and in «$8 
' the State totals given in the State tables virtually all duplication has _ aaa 
_ been eliminated. For instance, in both general and State tables the _ oe 

output of coke is shown but its value is not included in the totals, NY 
_° ag the value of the coal used in its manufacture enters into the value-. * ““% 

_ + f the coal production which is included in the totals. For asphalt, oe 
-.. both native and oil are shown in the general tables, but the value of __ 3 

_ the oil asphalt is excluded from the totals as it duplicates that of the — ae: 
petroleum from which it is manufactured. For the clay industries, | a 

. no figures have been available for total clay produced. For years ~ 38 
| before 1936, the total value of clay products is included in both gen- a 
: _ eral and State totals as representing the first marketable form of the — . “E 

_ . greater part of the clay produced; the quantity and value of the clay “a 
_ mined and sold in the raw state by miners to users of clay are'shown ._* - 

a separately also, but the value is not included in the totals as itis . 
. + duplicated largely in that for clay products. For years beginning - 7 

with 1936, as the Bureau of Mines believes that a closer approach,to te 
the value of domestic clay in its first marketable form results from ee . : 

rs a the inclusion of the value of clay sold by producers and of clay products _ Sos 
other than pottery and refractories, the United States and State fk 

8
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«totals include such values for the clay industries. This change in 

"practice should be borne in mind when comparing the values beginning = =  —-.! 

“1986 with those for earlier years. a 

=. _ United States totals.—In the general tables both iron ore and pig =, 
yo iron aré shown, but the value of the pig iron rather than the iron ore q 

<. is included in the United States totals, as that is considered the better — colt 

- means of presenting the statistics for iron in its first marketable form. =~ 4 

For gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc the value of “smelter output”? a 
_-.. js included in the general totals, and to account more fully for the = 3 

i: value of the ores treated these smelter figures are supplemented by _—_ 4 

fhe. value of the byproduct sulfuric acid. The value of pigments 4 
wy .. (white lead, red lead, lithopone, litharge, and orange mineral) manu- . of 

~<. factured from metals is not included in the general tables, as the base _ ON 

Bt ~ from which they are made is included in the output of lead or zinc, _ oe ad 

«~~ whereas the value of sublimed blue lead, sublimed white lead, leaded g 

i gine oxide, and zine oxide is included, as these are made inlargepart 
~~ -direet from the ores and do not enter into the lead or zinc totals, ~~ Et 

‘<.  which.represent smelter output. 
3 

"=... State totals.—In the State ‘tables also iron ore and pig iron are both = oe 
-\1 shown. As blast-furnace products cannot be traced to the Statesin = 

--.) which the ore is mined, the value of the ore is used in the State totals, a 

".. For ores of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc no values are shown, 

"'-:--" and in fact none are recorded; instead, for each of these metals the == 

wo. -weeoverable content of the ores is used as the basis of valuation. The 4 

~... alue of the zine and lead pigments is not included in the State total, = 

= \. ‘ag the recoverable zine and lead content of the ores from which the 4 

&.. products were made is included under zinc or lead. The value of 

es the sulfuric acid produced as a byproduct of copper and zinc smelting. = 

i and gine roasting 1s: not included in the State total, as tracing this = 3 

# - -.. product back to the State producing the ore has not been possible. = A 

‘ | | | a . a oO a 

wo | | oe | | . - I 

Do . _ oe \ 

fo,



oe oe ss Minerab products of the United States, 1940-421 po eae ee 

Se SS gg ggg 
Product . — — | I 3 OO SS 

= oo Quantity op Value 7 | Quantity Sy oe Value nan Quantity. . . Value oe 4 oy? ao 

METALLIC ae pp ee | | re rd OE 
Aluminum...._..--.-.-.----....-.------short tons (2,000 pounds)..| | - 206, 280 | $75,292,000}. (28). (2:3) - . (23) GBR Qs Antimonial lead. ....-..-.---.--------i---- 2-2 eee --- 02-2] | 429,762) © @.° oof. | $40,287 1 (4) ' 451, 762 Qo, Po eas 
Antimony: - Tl. Pe pe P = foe an ee 

. Metal__...---.---------- eee ee eee - 08 rn (3) - mh a (5). . : . - @ 5) vs ‘ (2.6). _ (2.5) oo . : (2 5) : wh , A 
Ore and concentrates. ........-...--.-----------._-----2--do__-.] | +1, 124 — 72,900 | BRN BY (23) (23) ao Oey Ey 

a Bauxite... 2.222.222 2 een eee On| | 487, 186 2,578, 968 (ay fay (23) - (238) a Oy 
. Beryllium concentrates.........-..--.-.------------------.---d0_... 421 8, 724 : 158 $7,300 (2 8) : CE) < Ss 

. Cadmium: : | | a are | a an yn. 5 nee 
a Metal......-_---.--------------------------------------pounds.. 6, 467, 260 _ 4, 527, 082 - 9, 044, 417 - . 8, 498, 404 (28) (28) Bs 

In compounds............----.---------.-----------e----0----| | 205,900 | > 144, 1380 265,700 | . 207, 246 (28). (28) Dg we ; - Ohromite.___..........-----..------------------------~-Short tons._|;  ~ -. 2,982) - 28, 784 (28): (2.3). (2 3) (28) oO ee Copper,’ sales value_...........-.--.-.----.-2--.---------------d0__-: . ° 909,084 | 205,453,000 | . = —-s.s« 966, 072 | ~~: 227, 993, 000 1, 087, 991 7 $256, 766,000, 
: - Ferro-alloys.......---------------------- ene een dO. 1, 292, 660 |. 128,127,810} (28): (2.3) - RL aay Os 

. Gold BL ee eee eee troy ounces... 6,003,105 | © - 210,108,700 | =~ =, 976,419} - 209,174,600 | . 3, 741, 806 ~- 180,963,210 A ea 
ron: ms ae a a ye ee Re 

: Ore 9... oso e eee eee eee eee eee ee----Short tons-_ 84, 221,854-|- 189,086, 799°| 104, 220,473 |. 9. 249,705, 903 118,707,183 | 279,178,751 Oe 
. Pig _..--.-------------------- 22 een ene eee -0-. =] 46,958,929 | . 840,442,032 |. - 55, 228,641 |. 1, 111,811,316 | -— 59, 100, 601 | 1, 227,389,689 oie 

Lead (refined), sales value.__...--.--------.-------..-------.-d0.... 433, 065 43,307,000} ~ © 470,517 |. ~~ 53, 689, 000 467, 367 758,888,000 ~~ 4. as 
Magnesium (new ingot) ._-...------------.------.--.-----.pounds... 12, 823, 633 | 103,462,380 |< (28) 8B), (2.8) » an Cx) eee ~ 

. Manganese ore (35 percent or more Mn)_-_-_........._-...-_short tons_- / 44,936 — 1, 169,024 (2 8) (28) (23) (28) Ds 
Manganiferous ore (5 to 35 percent Mn)._.....-.---..--..-.---do.-..} |. 1, 272, 932 . 8,348, 042 (28) (2:3) (2 3) oo RBY 2 eS 

oo ercury: an , eee tf nr . oe, oe a oa 
Metal...-......---.-----.---------------flasks (76 pounds net) -- 87,777 | 6, 681, 618 (238) | G3). (23) (238) oes 
Ore... _..--------.---- eee ----- Short tons__| | . G@iy - - . (2) ¢3)) : (22) (il) - (12) _ Po 

of Molybdenum.............--..-.----.--.-.---..--+-----2---pounds._| | 25, 329, 000 | 17, 189, 000 3) a (23) fo Ga OS 
. Nickel. ....----.-------------------------.--2-----------Short tons_.| | 554 | (8). 7 (8) (3:3) . (23). 2 (8) Bo 

. Ores (crude), old tailings, ete.: . - po po oS fee oe Oe a ne a OES 
Copper..-.-..------.----- ene nee ene ee 0 69,278,000 | = 182) . 78, 453, 000 De L 92664,000 }  s(Y. Re: 

- Dry and siliceous (gold and silver) _...-.-.-.---..--.-----.do-.-.| |. 18, 700, 000 | - (12) _ 17,639, 000 f(y. _ 1:1, 649;.000: (2) eo 
Lead ......----------- enn nnn e ee nen nnn eeee ene nnnacee----0..--{ | 6, 144, 000 (2) . 6,151,000) ~~ (2%) - 7,612,000} Ss (18) re 

, Lead-copper....-.---.---.------------------- +e Oe] | - 10, 000 _ | (12) 6,000} (2) |. ~. 1,000 (2) . © eS 
Zine. -...----.----------------------1 2-222 d0----| | 9,621,000] (1), 10, 492, 000 (2) T9185, 000 (ay Ae 
ZINC-COPPO-- ---------n2--nnnerengeersccneteec ented nn 79000} ee 81,000} G8) - . .* 7,000 (12) Ce 

: Zinc-lead . . .--.------------------2--- 2022-2 2-2 ----------d0----| | 12,866,000, Yt 16,211,000] 2) | 18,827,000} (8) pa ES 
- Zinc-lead-copper.......--.--------------------------------do----| | = 4,000 4) 00 OO a) ns 

mo Platinum metals (refined) (value at New York City)..troy ounces... |. 47, 330-] 1, 986,000] © (#8) @) J ay a ee 

a See footnotes at end of table. Be Be Se a ye Bas i Oo" ae 

wp SE glee BU Gk es ee et ee Og Se a ae oe es ee Ges Satie ee ge fe ee 
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| Mineral products of the United States,.1940-42—Continued = yo SSS 

| | fo pd gpg tte ere 
, Product . I an - ged 

| Quantity... Value | Quantity’ | Value | Quantity | Value ia Les 

| METALLIC—continued ne | es es a res 
Selenium. __.....-...-----..----.---.----------------------pounds... 368, 709 (38). 681,650}. (BY 316, 618 | (18) ae Us ny RS 
Silver '4._....-...-------------------------------------- troy ounces--| 69, 585,734 | . $49, 483, 189 72, 336,029 | - $51, 488,954 56, 090, 855 » $89,886,880 = 2. wk nt 
Tantalite-columbite_.........-.-.---.----------------------poumds-_|-...---.---------- |---| 250) — 219 |. 238). (8). Oe Ae 
Tellurium .._......--------e eee nnn nee ene O88] 88,996 |. (138) 939, 983 |. (Bo 98 9B] BY 
Tin (metallic equivalent) _....-...--...-...--...........short tons... BHP 54, 900 © (2.3) ~ (8) |. (23) “(2 38) Pg EE 
Titanium concentrates: | oe oo a cee, ; Do, Bt es 
Ilmenite__.....----- 2 eee nen eee OL 20,702) 183, 686 — 21,526 | 196,522] (18) (8) eg ay ew Bs 
Rutile_.-._.--..---------.----------------------------- -0--- 2,657} . = =: 3938, 243 3,431] =: 493,782 | 2,649.) - 410,956 440 © 22 ss 

Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates) ..._.....--.------------d0.... ~ 6,319 - 6, 576, 318. | © (23) CE) . CR (a8) on <2 
Vanadium_...__.-.-.-..-.-...------.----------------------pounds-.- 2, 162, 916 1, 044, 100 (28). - 2 (38). > (48)> (23). ae eo 
Zinc,® sales value.......------.--------------------.-----Short tons_. - 689, 988 74, 338, 000 652, 599 97, 890, 000 629, 957 7 109, 613, 000 Bi a eet 
Other metallic 6_._.__.....-.----------------------------------------|------- +--+ eee 1, 192, 471 .|....--------------| 2, 031, 953 -|-.----.--.-.------ 8,641,918 B® ee 

| Total value of metallic products (approximate)...........-.--.|.---------2---2-.-{- 1, 678, 600, 000 |.-..-.--.-.--2-.2] 2,182,000, 000 |...........-..--.-] 2, 361, 800, 000 © g a a 
, . . SS _—E—E=E=E——=E—aESa=EESSEES SS —_—E—EeEeEe————————EES_—eE—e————— SSS _—=—E——————————EES E—E—E—E— . ee aye ae 

NONMETALLIC . a ep ce 2 ' od Be 
Arsenious oxide...........-.---.-----.--..-------.-------short tons... 23, 339 661, 300 | | «84,784 7. 1, 119, 320 c 16) ” ( 16) 7 Bs. Oa 

ASDOStOS..--------n2--2e-n-oonnnennnneteecnsnntteneeeecennne dO. 2-- ‘20,060 | 674, 508 | - (2 16). |. (2 16) @w) 2 16) td ah ae 
sphalt: a , BP oo oo oe | cs oo ee 
Native...._-.- 2-2 en cw enn eee ene -GO_W.: -§00;, 281 2, 766, 240 - . 691,168 3, 169, 193 ‘975,873 |. ° . | 4,279,442 3 Ob ESSE 
Oil (including road oil) 9..-...---2 022.2... ---------d0_..- ~ 6,262, 959 9 41,398,735 | (2% (29%). 4%). @ 9 ee eee 

Barite (crude) ._-...--...-..----------------- eee ee OL 409, 353 — 2, 696, 743 | ~~: 08,156 | («8 184, 284 ' 429, 484 9,678,002. es 
Boron minerals..._......-.----.----.-------------------------d0_--- 243,355 | 5, 643, 390 301, 282 . 6, 785, 662 226, 723 -. 6, 788,648 Re 
Bromine.__._...-..--------------------- += =e eee s----- pounds. | 59, 266, 275 11, 772, 515. | 68, 317,019 | «=» 11, 506,213 | 65, 880, 935: - 18,729,388 
Calcium-magnesium chloride (75 percent CaCl)...__...-short tons._|/ 99, 536 998,241 1 “ — 165,932 - 1,333,370 | . 224, 527 . 1,733,169 
COMeNt. ---------------2r-enennneenoo----Darrels (376 pounds net)..|. 182, 864, 383 193, 464,869 | 170, 365,440 | —--: 250,589, 481 | 187, 809, 208 | 286,905,197 ~~ pg 

ay: So . ne a ae eo eR 
Products (other than pottery and refractories)_................-_|--..--2----~.-----| 7 114, 000, 000 |....-.2--- 22222. 17 135, 000, 000.|....--------------|. 7 115,000,000 

0 Raw (sold by producers) _..........--..-..--------.-Short tons..| . 4,700,951 | - 18,162,485 | 7,018, 056 : 24,925,717 | 7,842, 848 24, 523, 227 pe AAR SEE 
oal: - — . oP Sof . : 2 

Bituminous ¥8__._..__-_.- 0-0 19 460, 771,500 | - 19.879, 327, 227 19 514, 149, 245 |. 19 1, 125, 362,836 | . 19580,000,000 | 19 1,360, 219,.000 . _ oe 
Pennsylvania anthracite._.........-...-..-.-.....--.-.-.-d0o....| 51, 484, 640 205, 490, 000 56, 368, 267 | - 240, 275,000 |: . 60, 327, 729 271,678,000 = 

Coke 9_____ 2.2222 eee eee eee eee eee eee ee 02 67,072,184 | 9% 273,882,410 | © 65,186,578 |  -9 852,967,237 | | 70, 568,944]  9425,613,744 .° yg 
Diatomite_._._ 2 ee eee 0! (29) . (20) | A) Fo Oe 
Emery... 2 ee ee ee - GO. ~ 1, 046° 2 9,849 P44 BE 42, 484 B77 49,418.00 eis 
Feldspar (crude)_.........-.....---.-...--long tons (2,240 pounds).-| 290, 763: | 1,271,995 |. = 388,860 |. «1, 519,456 | - 307,823 | -~ 1,516, 791 | ee: 
Fluorspar._..........-..----.--.-.----.--------=.-------short tons... - 233,600 | 4,744,808 | .. «820,669 | -  —--—-—s«dG 724,782 |). iss 860,316 | t—i(‘éi BZ, 7490 
Fuller’s earth..__... 22. --- ene eee eee nee 02. 146, 568 «44,471,083 | = 207,446 | «ii, 111,674) 204,244.) 2, 189,670 
Garnet for abrasive purposes.........-------.-.------.--------d0_..-| | . 4,716 | 259,345 | 8, 601. 871, 752 | 4,857 | : 299,008 
Gems and precious stones-__---..------------2-----------2 222 n ene eee nents Cn bee cee ese eeee eee beens eee eee 5 FD ad 
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a Graphite: hs oe | oo ee Pe 

oS morp IOUS. oon nee cweccceennnn---- 
, . . / - a . . nn cyt ho co. a : ] ne _ ne s 

oo ‘ Crystalline......-.---
------------- 

wooceseonnana-n-Short 
tons. / (20) - oo (20) - SO, a : (2 16) ve (Qa 18) : (216 . : Jo . . - - : ot ee 

| Grindstones and pulpstones---- wonena ete wec ner en cg DOMES a [-banen nnn en gana 53” voc cecbeccecececeef UY aw | ay fo GB) Ces 

Gypsum (erude).._- wenn ncenenennee----------Short tons... .. 18,323 496,448.) |” “15. 536 | —-, G¥) CP Be 

oS He patim (crude)...-..-----------2-n2
roentoorto0 

oo Sa oat . 8, 699, 015 —_ ‘8, 227,910 | ae 4 788, 534 , 546, 556 a 14, 681 539, 739 Sy : Oe 

- foding. ow Spouna | 7 G60, 855  -gpoet | =. ty : | yy 8 _— Ayp07, 988 +h BE 180 Se 

| rvanite.... neem
 she --| | 0 | ag ee | : } | | G, Bh, 180 A 

oe Lime 0 wre ennnnenennceseencenenee ree --- Short tons..|| . 4, 241 ( 98, 716 na *) 83351 OL 5 (2) oo . - 3 

7 Lithium minerals... a
 

oe 4, 886, 929 33, 956 385 - 6 079, 416 49, , 581 ~ 8,708 | 190, 750 . SS Us 

a Magnesite ETB n= --n—nannnnwnnnonoennn nnn dg won| some] gaa | 1 Tae 6,103,701 | 44 867,4dk 

a Magnes um compounds (natural) (including brucite)....._pounds..|. 216, 532,000 ort 96%. on 874,708 F  2, 6B5, 547 | 497,368 | 3, 374’ 334 & Os 

| Valcareous.-.--...---..--- 
h 1 . - pap ee Ode 8, 587,784 | 788, 514, 000 10,727,560 

/ Mi tsa CareOUs. ----=---nnennnn
nnnnnnnnnnnnneeteseneeT a

cs ort fons. - - : 2 a, aay 481 : a 183, 009 a . 175. 393 - : 194. 878 . 135 046 4 Oe - As 

- ; wee me ceceenncecece---G0.-..| | _ oR : 2 OO NOY I. _ 176,38 - \ . no UR GSS 

| "Berap...- aol) oe BBO, BBB | TTR, 018688 | 10,110], 448,440 Qn 

we wee en we een rene eee nn ene nw en == - G0... 22. 38 _ ‘asa ene lo pe aN aes 7 Do 
oo oe rst 

So pan gn 
1, 628 437 - art ee a ee - » (PW) & rn | QB) e Co ee 

ee Mineral pigment 
cans en "65S ee a Os 579 2 16) (216) EY 

- Natura pigments and manufactured fron oxide pigments . a . SO - to oe . 10, 391 S ere 

, | Zinc and lead ents 4. short tons. (23) ay a : | 
} Boe 

| Mineral and lead pigments *-- soneerecccenttsecenttt ngs g a OO a= 164, 775 19, 334, 347 . ( 08 123 oy 694 97, 827 7, 764, 232 Loe, 

a Natural gas......-.---.--------- wreceecrececcrcoren ng BA OS sold... ee) : (21) aay” | ay” pyro 218 | 21, 255,125 os bes 

~ , Natural gasoline and allied products: # cubic feet. . 2, 660, 222, 000 577, 939,000 | . 2,812, 658, 000 621, 333, 000 3 ons 00 000 . Ase 738. 000 5 rn 

atural gasoline and cycle prod _ 
os . _ ’ mu? . , 738,000. + 2s 

: Liquefied petroleum gases. ucts......--.-----------gallons..| | 2,339, 400, 000 68,261,000 | 2,688, 714, 000 105,815. 000 | 7 | : rj oN 

. Oilstones, ete. - ; wane enn n nee n nena een en a =~ d0---- (11) qu). _ "07, 196, 000 one’ 2, 708, 034, 000 | . 102,000,000 O. 

Ollstones, ete... ...-----~---n--ny-n-n-n-onro
ron7o- Short tons..| —— (*) - (20). (20) oe 13, 305, 000 _ 801, 780, 000 - 19,000,000 = Ss 

. Beno occcnenenneseeneee OTT a . - ON 4 15, 000 4.828 4 ) 04 401 (2°). 5. 930 (20) 4 . es 

otrodewin 
parrels (42 gall -oe= , «B16, 865 | BB’ BO ’ : y COD 5, 201 aE 

| Phosphate rock........-.- sennnnecensncseneee Darrel (2 gallons) - - 1, 353, 214,000 } 1, 385, 440, 000 1. 402 oon) O08 1: 602 OF Oe 71, 600 516,887 5 nse 

Potassium salts... winececnseesicontceccnsereco 77 fon LOnS. - 4, 002, 700 12, 334, 662 7, 689, 652 , 602, 000,000 | 1, 385, 479,000 | 1, 620, 000, 000 Ba 

Pumice......---- wanna nner neene reece ne nncecena ene no Short tons.- 25 303, 058 12, 562, 050 - 96 531, 346 15, 596, 273 4, 644, 240 16, 597, 492 ts oe 

| Burnlee..---------2nenenenen nooo 
fong ton 82, 407 ‘449, 914 - wi73i0| 17, 368, 237 680, 831 22,962,518. 

Balt (sodium Shiotida oon short tons. - 9 626, on oy 920,000} 117,310 |, 668, 14 7 126, 522 | 708, 199 e aa 

an ‘ wewennneeene------8 a : | ’ 1 UUY, , 3 , 464, To tae 

Gins gre ee eee ; do i, 750, bd . , “8, 619 . 2, 720, 629 _. » 83, 620, 376 13, 693, 284 | 88, 144, A . rg wees 

- and (molding, building, etc.) ‘and eravel.................do....] 
tr $90) 4,881,508} 3, 475, 111 6,113, 529 —_ ae RE 

- Sand-lime bri k.. ao gravel. .....-----.----.d0_.... 235, 548, 000 | - 105, 806, 00 - ORF o4n” ghee , 529 |. 8, 622, 487 | 6,784, 427 - SE 

. Silica (quartz) . nw eneceereecnceeeennseneee----thousands 
of brick..| | 26104,519 | 261, er ont | my 141,093,900 |. 300,724,000 | wi7ie0 «=f 

. | Ble ete oo coraap se GAAS apne Bi 865] 176,300) ) ess | S28 587 ) arg ay 

odium sa wn ann nora anew onan emennnmen nen am meny | , 45 5, 738,269 | -— 612. ’ oo , 831, 494 Ay 

“4 Stone mn salts (oar bonates and sulfates) (natural). ---.---------d0--.-| | 317, 267 3, 157, ne . Gig, so - i BM 634|  -—s«-—s«590,770| — ~—«6, 360, 2238 3 ce aes 

ay Stone 7_.....-------n2-n--n2ennnnen enn 
Gon 163, 733,040] 160, 044,115 | 183,107,960 | 195, oar 133 4, 325, 652 3,815,272 Wo 

: Sulfuric acid (60° Baumé) (byproduct)#_.....
..----.---- one 

ee y 2, 558, 742 - 40, 900, 000 | 3. 401. 410 . BA. 400. 000. 195, 884, 490 205, 002, 019 © oo ae 

. fale, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone 27 sorscorecee oF pons... , aay 337 g ee a0 "915, 989 73201; 161 | 3, 123, 4 . 58, 108, 000 A RE 

me IPOll oon enn ee eee en eee ee nn ene ronronncrrsen seers ga cere | abl, 8, 008, 416, 369 4701.302/ «387, + re 

wane nnn nn een nen een +-=-G0--.- 30, 212 , yee 387, 963 - 4,754, 076 | oe 

. See footnotes at end of table. oo Do | 366, 568 28, 301 421,746 17, 536 | 97 498 on 
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| Mineral products of the Untted States, 1940-42—-Continued -_ oo Ha ae ie Eg 

, ae Oe 1940 | oh Wad 1942 Pe a 
Product | eo ene 

. Quantity — - Value. ©}. Quantity. | Value | Quantity | Value © 2 Se 

NONMETALLIC—Ccontinued . | : - ae ee ee a ce 
Vermiculite.__....-...-..-------------------------------Short tons._|. = -22, 299 | - $137,698 | 23,488 |. - $125,444) sé, 848 $319, 931 ees 
Other nonmetallic 9°__.____-- 2-2 een ne nee en nnn ene [eee ee nee eee eee eee ~ 2, 806, 861 |-.-2-- 2 Leese] 4, 457, 215:| 2-2 ee eee eee] 4, 257,086. Se 

Total value of nonmetallic products (approximate) .......-.---]------..----------| 3, 935, 300,000 |-..2-...---...--.-] 4, 746, 000, 000 |----.-------2-2---]. 5, 207, 700,000 = eT Fass 

SUMMARY. CO _ op oe wt : we Bg 
Total value: Sees me a a ene - a poe 

Metallic. .-.--- 2-2-2 enn ee nnn nn nnn nee | eee eee en nee ee 1, 678, 600, 000 |--------2--.22--22}. 2, 182, 000, 000 |---.-- ee] 2, 361,800,000 4 ee 
Nonmetallic: . | . . : . - oo tf. es — Be “aga 

Fuels. 2-22.22 - 22-22-22 enn ee eee ecfeneeenneeene-ee=-| 8,116, 500, 000. |2-0 eee] 8,708, 100, 000 |-.-- 2.2 ee 4,084,600,000° MW 2. te 
Other... 2-2-2 ene een fee eee eee 818, 800,000 |--.-.-------------], 1, 087, 900, 000 |..........-.-....-] 1,123, 100,000 ~ qa a ee: 

Grand total approximate value of mineral products_-..-...-----]---.------------ 5, 618, 900, 000 |-..---...2-.-.-..-]° 6, 878, 000, 000 |_-----..-2-.-2----| 7, 569,500,000 one pe 

1 In this general statement certain of the figures represent shipments rather than quan- . 18 Includes brown coal and lignite, and anthracite mined elsewhere than in Pennsyl-: a nae 
tity mined, and some of the figures for 1942 are subject to revision. For details see follow- vania. a a . oo . - es 
ing chapters of this volume. 7 . 19 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value for bituminous includes selling i Pe Es 

2 Figures withheld from publication at request of Committee for War Information. expenses. Figures for 1942 are preliminary... oe os a Oo.” oR 
3 Value included in total value of metallic products. “80 ‘Value included in total value of nonmetallic products; Bureau of Mines not at liberty 6 © 9.2 
4 Figures represent antimonial lead produced at primary refineries from both domestie. to publish figures. : i oo a ; . rn rn 

and foreign primary and secondary sources; no figures for value of antimonial lead avail- "I No canvass. Estimate of value included in total value of nonmetallic products. «ot 
able. Estimate of value of primary antimony and lead contents of antimonial lead — #2 Figures cover fiscal year ended June 30 of year stated. nee nk Sa us ee 
from domestic sources included in total value of metallic products. = 23 Canvass. discontinued after 1915. Figures for fron ore sold for paint given in foot-.. - Pe 

5 Largely from foreign ore; value not included in total value. note 15, Ce ee a 
. 6 Product from domestic ores only. ; ; - %4 Sublimed blue lead, sublimed white lead, leaded zinc oxide, and zinc oxide. Me 

7 Value does not include premiums paid to miners by the Government. Total pre-_ % Equivalent as KsO. ks a 7 : oe Coe Ee 
_ miums for copper, lead, and zinc amounted to approximately $22,500,000. 7 261940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941-42: : MEE 

8 According to Bureau of the Mint. Valued at $35 per ounce. OT ‘No canvass by Bureau of the Census and no‘estimate made. a SE 
° Value not included in total value. - oe _ #7 Figures for soapstone used as dimension stone included in figures for stone. _.. ag 
10 Value calculated at nominal price—27 cents per pound. | So , ae #8 From copper and zine smelters and zine roasters and from roasting of high-sulfide == - 3 

' Figures not available. gold and silver concentrates, Oe . er 
12 Figures showing values not available. Oo , en _.. 29 Includes value of following products. Figures are shown wherever Bureau of Mines LSE eg 
13 Value included in total value of metallic products; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to is at liberty to publish them. © = © ree ee ES a 

- publish figures. . a oe 1940:. Andalusite, crude aplite, natural sulfonated bitumen, chats (3,786,906 short tons, 2 ey 
14 According to Bureau of the Mint. ; . .... . |. $572,739), dumortierite, flint lining for tube mills, pebbles for grinding, silica sand and Lo rr aS 
18 Includes value of following products. Figures are shown wherever Bureau of Mines sandstone (ground) (342,218 short. tons, $2,088,314), strontium minerals (2,348 short tons, == © 

is at liberty to publish them. . co $41,442), and sulfur ore (280 long tons, $3,203)... oo Jf SERS 
; 1940: Bismuth, cobalt, iron ore sold for paint (9,981 short tons, $45,578), and thallium. . . 1941: Andalusite, crude aplite, natural sulfonated bitumen, chats (5,291,491 short tons, te a 

1941: Bismuth, cobalt, indium, iron ore sold for paint (23,287. short tons, $101,710), $897,940), dumortierite, flint lining for tube mills, (3,411 short tons, $54,216), pebbles for Beg 
radium, thallium, uranium compounds, and zircon (174 short tons, $5,153)... grinding (13,561 short tons, $221,826), silica sand.and sandstone (ground) (487,665 sHort - Me oe 

1942: Bismuth, cobalt, gerneanium, indium, radium, thallium, and zircon. | a tons, $3,073,730), strontium minerals (4,724 short tons, $69,054), and sulfur ore (409 long — eer 
16 Value included in total value of nonmetallic products. _ co — . |. tons, $2,553). co ee A 
171940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census 1942: Andalusite, crude aplite, natural sulfonated. bitumen, dumortierite, flint lining te 

as somewhat incomplete; 1941-42: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass for tube mills (2,576 short tons, $49,967), pebbles for grinding (15,487 short toms, $245,794), 
by Bureau of the Census. SO . Silica sand and sandstone (ground) . (527,886 short tons, $3,646,643), strontium minerals 

oe . (4,041 short tons, $55,529), and sulfur. ore. . es me ee ere 
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Co - STATISTICAL SUMMARY: OF MINERAL: PRODUCTION _ 3 Se Te 

Value of mineral products of the United States, 1880-19421 ~~ = pete 8 Seger 

ee ee co -’- Nonmetallic, © 0 J es 
. Year ae Metallic TT mene, Grand total : ae 

oo oe : Pe “ Fuels?) | Other — Total: fy SS 

oS ~ 1880 1__.--.--------.-]  °$190, 881,000 | $120, 241,000 | $56, 341,000 | $176, 582,000 | ° $367,463,000 it we 

SO BBD 192, 663,000 |- 149, 798,000 | — 60, 659,000 | 210; 457, 000 403,120,000 
“18822. et} - 219, 070, 000 170, 479,000 |. 63, 557,000 | 234,036,000 | . - 453, 106, 000 oA ee oe TQBB I le.| ~~ 201, 131,000 | 185,760,000} 61, 170, 000 246, 930,000 | 448, 061, 000° 7, a “1884. ._--------.-------| "182, 784, 000 |. 168,825,000 | 58, 431,000 |. 224,256,000 | = * 407,040,000 
7 1888.2 222---------.----|. . 174,718,000 | - 183,075,000 | 61, 758,000 | 244,833,000 |. 419, 551, 000 eg oo 1886-.----------.------] 204,795,000 | . 184, 608,000 | 66, 782,000 |. 251,390,000 | - 456,185,000 = ny 

oo 1887---.---------------|. 241, 183,000} 217, 251,000 | 77, 199,000 |. . 204, 450,000]. 535,633,000 a 
18882 l.----| 242, 460; 000 | .. 231, 459, 000. 79, 880,000 |. 311,339,000 | 553,799,000 
1889. - 2. --s---f 250,823,000} "208, 297,000 | 83, 206,000 | 291, 503,000 | 642,326,000 ss 
1890. 2222-22. --2--| 308, 937, 000 | ~ 230,962,000 | 80,530,000 | . 311,492,000 |  ° 615,429,000 ss Me 

oo 1891 iil....| 280,985,000 | —- 237, 160, 000 82, 704, O60 319, 864,000 | «600,849,000 
1892.22 22 2---------|. 284, 215,000 | - 248, 344,000 | 89, 673, 000 |. . 388,017,000 | . 622,232:000 ole hy 
18082222 e2-----]. 228,654,000 | 251, 735,000 |. 70, 104,000 |. — 321,839, 000 545,493,000 

coe 1804-22. -- 2 --------] 187, 335,000 | - 235, 618,000 | 127, 202,000'| 362, 910,000 | - «550,245,000 
Oe 1895_-.-..----.--.--+--|. 248, 533, 000°] 268,438,000 | 125,720,000 | 394,158,000 | 642,691,000 =k 8 1896222222222 222-------] . 252, 575,000 | ——-268, 161,000 | 120, 305, 000 388, 466,000} 641,041,000. me, 
oe 189722222. 2l.----| 270, 434,000°} 258, 598,000 |. 127, 580, 000: 381, 178,000 | 651,612,000 ey 
8 1898... ---2] 308, 747,000 | ~. 267, 513,000 |. 150, 782,000 | - 418,295,000] _ 727,042,000 ov - 1899. ~~ -------..-------| , 484,021,000 | 340,773, 000-| 185, 302,000 |. 526,075,000 | 1,010,096,000. = 

ae 2 1900... -----.--------. 514, 232, 000 406, 376, 000 : 188, 328, 000°: 3 594,704,000 1, 108, 936,000 i co ae 

ee 100 -.-----] - 498,814,000 | 442, 409,000 | _. 218, 855; 000 |: 661, 2647000:} ».1, 155,078,000 ds oe 1902. .......-...-------| 605,017,000 |. . 469,079,000 | 253, 855,000 |. 722,934,000.|. 1,327,951,000 0. 14 8 499g 589, 253, 000 |. 634, 226,000 | 271, 902, 000°} 906,128,000 | 1, 495,381,000" 
oe YOOEL LL w------| 501,314, 000 |. 584, 043,000 | 273, 824,000} 857,867,000.)  1,359,181,000 = ae 

OO 1905. ---.--2----..-----| 702,785,000 | 602, 258,000 | . 318,722,000 | — 920,980,000 | 1, 623,765,000 8 
= 1906.2 222-222 2.----| 886,280,000 | — 652, 398,000 | 362, 202, 000 |- 1,.014,:600,000 | 1, $00, 880,000 ht 
poe 19072 eee---| 904,151,000.) ~ 789, 128, 000 376, 291,000 | 1, 165,419,000 | 2, 069, 570,000, 
be o 1908.2 2222 ee , 550, 890, 000. *-716, 034, 000. 324, 849, 000 | 1, 040, 883, 000} “1, 591,773, 000: me aah ee 1909... .---.-..-.-...} . 755,092,000 |: . 746, 204, 000 385, 811,000 | 1, 132,015,000 | .1,887,107,000 ve 
eo 19102_..2-..--...--.2-] 750,027, 000 828, 213,000 | 409,604,000 | 1, 287,817,000 | 1, 987,844,000 oe oo W91TLeele.2..----| 681, 023,000} 835, 763, 060 407, 295,000 | 1, 243,058,000 | 1,924,081,000 sg 
eo. 1912.22 eee, ----] 862, 191,000 |. 945, 541,000 | 430, 062,000 | 1,375, 603,000 | 2, 237,794,000 =. eae 
oo 1918. ____--------------| 879, 058, 000 | 1, 087, 843,000 | 466, 644,000 | 1, 554,487,000 | 2, 433,545,000 
ae 1914. ._.__.-----.-.----| 687,101,000 | 992, 837,000} 431, 234,000 | 1, 424,071,000 | 2,111,172,000 © = 

| © WGLS.~-- 222. -----------] 993, 353,000 | 972,617,000 | 428, 674,000 | 1,.401, 291,000 | 2,304,644,000, 8g oo 1916.22 -.--------] 1, 622, 129, 000 | 1, 332, 584, 000 553, 726, 000:| 1, 886, 310, 000 |. 3, 508,439,000 =. te 
TOTP. 2----------| 2,088, 914, 000 | 2, 237, 837,000 | . 665, 745,000 | 2,903, 582,000 | 4,992,496,000 
19182. ._..2------------] 2, 156, 588, 000 | 2, 736, 151,000 | 647, 969,000 | 3,384, 120,000 |. 5, 540,708,000. yy 

oe 19192 ---L----} 1,361, 099, 000 | 2, 510, 894, 000 751, 777,000 | 3, 262,671,000} 4,623,770,000. 0. 
So 1920_....._....--------} 1, 763, 675, 000 |- 4, 192,910,000 | . 1, 024, 755,000 | 5, 217,665,000 |  6,981,340,000  —-— a 

ce 554, 700,000: , 703, 470; 000-|_-— 780, 330, —3, 483, 800; “£138,500, as Tw ae 
oe 1922. __...-.-----------} _, 988, 100, 000 | 2, 737, 880,000 | | 921,310,000 | 3,659, 190;000 |  4,647,200,000 

ee 1923. ._-.....----+-----| 1, 511, 930, 000 | 3, 317, 100, 000 | 1, 157, 470,000 | 4,474, 570,000 | 5, 986,500,000, er | 1924... ._--.--] 1,238, 370, 000 | 2, 898, 630,000 | 1,173, 800,000 | 4, 072, 430,000 | 5, 305,800,000 iy / — :1925__.-.-....---------| -1, 882, 155, 000 | 3, 058, 680, 000 | 1, 236, 795,000 | 4, 295, 475,000 | 5, 677,630,000 rea 
me 1926. .....-..-.--------| 1,405, 345, 000 | 3, 541, 916, 000 | 1, 266, 339,000 | 4,808, 255,000 | 6, 213,600,000 
co 1927... ___.------+----| 1, 220, 683, 000 | 3, 060, 047,000 | 1, 249,320,000 | 4, 309,367,000 | 5, 530,000,000 iy 

7 1928_.--..-------------| 1,288, 290, 000 | 2,884, 962, 000 |+ 1, 211, 948,000 | 4,096,910,000 | 5, 385, 200, 000 a 
7 1929.22 ----------] 1, 480, 390, 000 | 3, 190, 527,000 | 1, 216, 683,000 | 4, 407,210,000 | —- 5, 887, 600, 000 oR 

:19380...--....---.------] 985, 790,000 | 2, 764, 500,000 | 1,014, 510,000.| 3,779,010,000 | 4, 764,800,000 CE 
Lo 1981.22.02 eee eee 569, 790, 000 | 1, 892, 400, 000 704, 410, 000 | . 2, 596,810,000 | 3, 166,600,000 1G 

~* 1982....22.-2----------| 285,875,000 | 1, 743, 400, 000 432, 425,000 | 2, 175,825,000 | 2, 461,700,000 
‘© 1938_...------.--------| 417, 065, 000 | 1, 683,400,000 | 454, 635,000 | 2, 138,035,000 | 2, 555, 100, 000 aR 
© 1984. 000 548, 934,000 | 2, 288, 300, 000 543,166,000 | 2, 776,466,000 | 3, 325, £00, 000 meee 1985. 2.222---.-------| 738, 130, 000 | 2, 330, 000, 000 586, 870,000 | 2, 916,870,000 |  3,650,000,000 ye 

-1986_......--.---------] 1, 081, 600, 000 | 2, 759, 200, 000 716, 000, 000 | 3, 475, 200,000 | 4, 556, 800, 000 J 
1937__....-------------| 1, 468, 200, 000 | 3, 200, 500, 000 744, 700, 000 | . 3, 945, 200,000 | 5, 413, 400, 000 ne 
1988_.._...-....--.----| 892, 600,000 | ° 2, 820, 300, 000 650, 300, 000 | 3, 470, 600, 000 |. 4, 363, 200, 000 ee 

~ 1989. ....----.----..--] 1,291,700, 000 | 2, 834, 300, 000 788, 200, 000 | 3, 622, 500,000 | 4,914, 200, 000 EY 
- 1940._..-....-.-.---.--| 1,678, 600,000 | 3, 116, 500, 000 818, 800,000 | 3, 935,300,000 | 5,613,900,000 

1941___..-.-..-....-...| 2, 132,000,000 | 3, 708, 100, 000 | 1, 037,900,000 | 4, 746,000,000 | 6,878, 000, 000 fe 
1942 8 --] 2,361, 800, 000 | 4, 084, 600,000 | 1, 123,100,000 | 5, 207,700,000 | 7, 569,500,000. oe 

nnn eeen ener e ee NN | | | Coe oe 

: Grand total.....| 50, 904,927, 000 | 91, 698, 152, 000 | 30,850, 110, 000 |122, 548, 262, 000 | 173, 453, 189, 000 om 

_ 1 Figures for earlier years not available. == . Rs 
? Coal, natural gas, natural gasoline and allied products, petroleum. . re 
* Subject to revision. 8 
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“.. The sum of the following State totals does not reach the total for = =—« > 
/.- the United States given in the preceding table partly because figures =: 
2 for certain of the products included in the United States-total are 4 
> not- available by States of origin. This fact. is brought out in the §.; 
a.“ opening text of this chapter and in the second table following. Ce 
=* "In addition, there are many factors (the more important discussed _ a 
“> * an the opening text) that account for the disagreement between the | oe 
“f~ - .- gum of the State totals and the grand total for the United States, by . - a 
i... ‘products. Chief among these are: (1) The use of iron ore valuesin 4 
a State totals and pig iron values in United States total; (2) the use of = 4 

. . maine figures for gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the State totals <4 
and mint and smelter figures (supplemented by the value of byproduct  .@ 

ee -.-  - sulfuric acid from copper and zinc smelting and zinc roasting and _ 3 
aes the value of zinc and lead pigments made in large part direct from = § “+ 
“"~ ores) in the United States total; and (3) the inclusion of estimates in a 
a: the United States total for a few products for which no canvass has) 

©) ¢ ‘been conducted for many years and for which no estimate by States 8 

‘"; Many other less important differences are involved, but both State 4 
me. and United States totals are as complete and definite as seems possiblé _ a 
‘ys... . with the data available: The practice is consistent from year to — dl 
* | year, and it is believed that the reader can determine readily just = 

¢-. what minerals are covered by the total concerned. po 
so ~. Jn every table each mineral produced is listed, and all figures are = 
So shown except those that the Bureau of Mines is not at liberty to ? 
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: Value of mineral products of the United States, 1987-41; and total, 1911-41, by States ! me a aes 

a, ee ; - 1911-41! nC nesec 

. ae . oo, Jo | Percent —— ENG State ce 1987 1938 - 1989 |  . 1940 1941 | | of total ~ g ONS 

| | . : Total value |. Rank vised | te ae 

, - . 7 | | . a 1 | : _ .. | States poo 

Alabama..........-----------------e0eenen ene en ne enenneneeeneeees----] $53, 518, 993 | $46, 296, 203 | $52, 158, 173 |. $64,998,018 | $82, 730, 210 | $1, 680, 206, 000 a) 1540 PS | Alaska... ----------- 2-22-22 n anne nnn n ene e nee e nee eee ene eeeeeeee---| 27,927,958 | 28, 796,753 | 25, 673, 566] 28, 724,221 | 26, 809,380 | 680, 502, 000 30} 62 
AriZONB...---------------------2-- =n nnn e nnn tenn nen e eee ee en ee enen-n---], 94, 564, 494 | 60, 756, 253 | 75, 087,930 |° 85, 291, 347 | 100, 472, 791] 2,771,051,000|] 12 2540 ATKANSAS. ...-.---- 20-20-00 --- nnn nnn nnn e ene nneene ween eneen een enne---+--] 25, 578, 393 | 29,395,086 |: 29,572,632 | 37,479,135 | 47,081,326 |. 876, 454, 000 29; . .80 OAS — Qalifornia....-.-..-.--.------ 22-22-22 --e enn en nnn n nee e enn en nee nee----+--| 476, 880, 603 | 490, 108, 428 | 467,612,196 | 455,672,088 | 506, 795, 395 10, 229, 545,000} 3 9. 36 poe ad Colorado.....-.-------------------- 202 --n een en nn nen e eee een eeeeeeee---] 67/338, 548 | _ 60,369, 440 | 64,144,557 | 63,188, 421 | 73, 960, 602 | 1, 789, 394, 000 19 1. 64 Sales . Connecticut... ...------------------------ 2-2-2 -e een ee eee eneeee eee ness] 8, 689,554] 3, 059,688 | 4, 306,351 | 3,914,177 | 5, 284, 955 142, 946, 000 41} +13... os 
Delawate.. ...-.-.-----------2---- 22-2 n ene ee ene eeeeeee ee eeeneneneen--| 897,362 | | 320, 621 401,333] 457, 326 | 492, 631 _ 12,377,000 |. 50 01 ob oy 
District of Columbia... .-...---.--------------------------------------| __ 522,687 | «568,717 | ~~ 591, 887 640, 480 700,000 18, 915, 000 49/. -..02 5. oe 

| | Florida. . -..---.---------------- 22-02 --- nen eee ntnen eee eeneneenee-------{ 18,811,958 | 12, 866,981 | 13, 060,453 | 14,854,206 | 19,268,779 | - 384,296,000] 34 | 1350 tte Georgia.....------------------ n-ne nnn n nn nee nen n een ee nen e ec eeeeeenennee-| 12, 684,060 | . 11, 598,421.) 14, 633,655 | - 16, 982,335.|. 21, 049, 261 348,434,000; 36| .32 | wee TdahO....----~------2------2-- sen -nnn enn oeeenenennce enc eenesenenneeen-| 40, 633, 119 | 31, 738, 606. | 33, 138, 452 | 40,799,920 | 45,673,740 | . 878,414.000; 28| ° 180 G@ . -: ° Tilinols.........--------- 0-2-2 enon enn n nen n ee nen eee een e ence eeanennee=-| 188, 437, 554 | 130, 155, 083 |. 210, 798,331 | 277,943,011 | 320, 509, 559 5, 648, 790, 000 6 5.170 PRs mo Indians....-..-..-.-----------5 20-202 n= nen een e ene e eee ee ee eee ee eeeee---| 54, 886, 756 | 47, 892,364 | 53,884,995 | 58,975,110 | 80,572, 397 | 2, 288,780,000; 14) 209 ,. 0 0 fe - TOW8......---~------ =~ 2-222 n noone nena nen nnn ncn eee nen e ee niese-s-| 26,941, 350] 24,794, 058.| 25,170,181]  26,006,904:| 28. 872,177 953, 953, 000 26 |. AZ Bs 
Kansas. ....---------------- 2 nnn nnn n eee n ene n ene n ee eee eee neenene----| 154,376, 403.| 129, 675, 438 | 122, 959, 513 | 130, 859,896 | 171,991, 685 3, 128, 410, 000 10. 286 Fo Kentucky... ....----------------- 2-20-2222 22n enone ent eeneneee----2--| 127, 423, 680 | - 106, 654,903 | 112, 840, 566 | . 131,974,410] 169,009,195 | 3, 148, 031, 000 9) 288 Se eS Louisiang..........-----2---------------- 22-22 --n nee n eee neeen--ee----]| 182, 118, 905] 172, 306, 761 | 168,903, 151 | 189, 153, 312 228, 440, 044] 2, 471,958,000} - 13 2.06. FR Lk Maine... ....-.-------------2- 22-2 2e enn nena n een ee eee eeeeeeeenen--| 4,129,391] 3,548,638 | 3, 769,791 | 4,374,976. | 4, 692, 448 139, 861,000 | 42 | - 1B 

a Maryland..............------------- 2020-2 e een een en en een eens nee eenen-| 10, 684, 854 | 9,407,723 | 11, 781, 631 | 12, 605,171 | 17, 291, 593.| 463, 086, 000 | 33 |. 420 B. Oo | : Massachusetts. .......-------------------------eeennneee eee ene e eee] 7, 818, 845 6, 666, 281.| 8,242,956 | . 7,573,122 | 9,203,169 | — 305,903, 000. 37. £28 Re , Michigan..-..---------------+---------0--0eeennne ec eeeeeeeeeeneeees--+| 119, 167,573 | 81, 380, 602 | 116, 088,154 | 124,774,581 | 142) 433,673 | - 3, 274. 370,000 | 8]. B00. yp et Minnesota. .....--.-----------------+--2---- 20s oe eee en ene eeee---------| 152, 107,070] 51, 425, 289 | 106, 455, 607-| 128, 571, 690 | 178, 790,274 | -3, 118,542,000 | - 11 2.85 0 py’ ees 
A ee | 4,821,950 | _5, 209, 547 5,192,156 | 7; 239,647 | 17, 750, 726 90,765,000 |. 44. 08. &. CSE Missourl.......-.--------- 20-222 nn en nn enn ne eee n nee e eee eee eeeeeeeoe- =e] 52,446,272) — 39, 560,739 | - 45,633, 707.| 50,324,566 | 61.545, 052 1, 941,'986, 000 | WW} LT res Montana. .__....-------------------- 22-2 een n nee n nee nneeeee--------| 82, 086,815 | — 48, 602,547 | 63, 343,802 | 79, 487,873 |. 86, 583, 460 | 2, 166, 995, 000 | 17 198° cho. Ne 

: Nebraska... ...-...---------------------n nee sn nent eee eee eeneene-ee-e-| 4,837,809 | 4,028,712 |. 4,390,291 | 4, 602, 146 | 6, 499,070 | 116,531,000 | 43 Mb RQ 
oo: Nevada... ----------n--nnnnnn renee anne nn eee enn ee eee ee nee eeeneneeeee=-| 38,871,816 | 27,031,281 | 34, 670,879 | 42,570,529 | . 46, 341, 010 | 938, 200,000 |, . .27 |: 86 8 ee 

New Hampshire. -_....---------------------------------------++-------| 1, 219, 869 | 1, 146, 606 1, 187,339 |. 1, 065, 337 | ~—_—-1, 382,606 | 68,017,000 47). .06 Ss ys : Now Jersey .-..---------------- 22-222 2-2 n een e enn e een ee een encnneeese--| 81, 467,931 | 24, 408,545 | 30, 441,.758.| 33, 653, 732, 30, 074, 518. 1, 482,903, 000 21 1,36 re 
New Mexico........-.----------------------e eens ne een eee neneenee-e--| 72,855,745 | 68,568,953 | 69, 987, 797'| 80, 969,723 | 97,849, 086 1, 080,600, 000 23 99 New York. .....----~-------0-----21 2-2-2 20n ene nee ee eee ee ee eeeee--=--| 77, 665, 874 | 73, 217,430 | 78, 409, 560 | 76,119, 505 | 91, 582, 704. | 2, 190,528,000} -° 16 200 oes Be North Carolina... .-...-------------------2nn nn een onan een eeeeee-------| L160, 444 | 14, 959, 228 | 18, 533,720] 21, 112, 732 | 18, 915, 461 257,841,000). 39 | 240 Wa 

= North Dakota. ....--...-------2---eeeeenene nee e eee e ee nneeeneeeeeee----| 2,878, 011 2, 653, 473 2, 689,627 | 2, 987, 351 3, 327,627 |. 78,925,000 | — 46 07) Se 
- ODIO... nnenennnnene ene neeneneene nen eeen ne nenennenececnscnecccsenne} 181,025, 104 | 104,812, 531 ! 120, 681,969 | 130, 655, 129 -164, 826, 884 | 5,388,654,000!.. 7 | 498 = 7 tes 

1 In this table iron ore, not pig fron, is taken as the basis of iron ‘valuation, and for other metals mine production (recoverable content of metals) is the basis, State totalsfor — cy ge . 1942 not yet available. Comparable totals for years before 1911 not available, a oe on | ee: ee 
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Value of mineral products of the United States, 1987-41, and total, 1911-41, by States—Continued = = ~ ©” LS hon goss 

| | as} goge- fo gong gogo be gpa Pee P Reroent | State | | | W987 1988 989 ff | ortotal ee 
poo Se Pe Pe Pocase | Dotabvalue | Rank ;. __ for Yo ha ey 

| | | , | Co per pp — | United = 

Oklahoma. ..----------- enn eee ne eee ee ne ed encceeeeeeenu--e------| $367, 444, 222 | $272, 860,078 | $236, 194, 064 | $235, 535, 062'| $263,.763, 923 | $9,018, 834,000} = 4/ 826 2 
Oregon... -------n enone nnn en ene ence een ene ene ee ee eeeceeececeees-| 6,609,710 | 7, 536, 408 | "8,637,047 | 11, 229,670 | 12, 830,176 | 179,224,000} 40]. 6 

: Pennsylvania........-------------- 2-2 ane nee nee eee enn ee ne ee--- | 599, 817,364 | 472,773, 327 | .. 531, 007, 890 | 618,347,805 |. :737,148, 530 | 12,362,465,000; == 1) W,3l Qe 

Rhode Island_..........---.--.------------------ eee eee eeeeeeee-eee--| 862,710 |». 911, 899 {°. - 980,916 |... 994,997 |°~. 1, 183,400 |. - 28,125,000] 48 |) 0B 
South Carolina....-...-.-_-...------------------------------ee--------| 4,022,325 |. 4,364,034] | 6, 422,979 | 5,305,597 |. . 7, 236,503 | 88,485,000} 45 f° 08 A 

_ South Dakota__...-_-.----------- eee ene eee eee eee eee n-ne e--| (28, 472,873 | 23, 583, 359° | . 24,818,621 | 28,528,825 | 24, 501,696 | ...380, 789, 000 85]. 8B A es 
Tennessee...........-.---.--- 2... ee eee ee eeenenesss----.------| 84,893,847 | 32, 428, 512 | 39,818,234 | _42,.683,407 | *'56,301,.502 | 1,013,272,000 | -° 25) °.98 We 
TOXOS 8 ene eee eee neces nn ee-| 813,290, 605 | 740,147; 465 |: 701, 972, 035 |: 725,005,009 | -868,.082,.690 | 10,977, 481,000 | ...2] 10.04 =a 2 

: Utah... eee nee eee eeeneeee--| 105, 652, 422 | 59, 236,355]. 80,127, 521 | 104, 392,989 | - 122,386, 473 | 2, 249, 087, 000 WB. 206 Be 
Vermont... ------------- oe on nn ene een nen ee eee eceeeeeeeeee=] 7,042,547 |. 6, 439, 552 |. 6,972,234.) 6,979,772 |. 8,181,670 | 302,505,000) 88 | BB 
Virginia. __........-_- 22 - ne enn e eee eee eee s-| . 46,019,085 | - 42, 370, 169 |. 43,902,881 | 50, 008, 672 | 71, 340,934) 1,077,759,000 | 24.) OF 

: Washington... ....------------------------2-e nee n eee e ene eee nenne+-| 26, 658, 257 | (21, 167, 004 | 31, 595, 704 | 28,090,188 |. 28, 507,282 | 606,504,000 | = BL] BB eg 
West Virginia_._.........-.--------------------- eee eee ene -------| 306, 590, 947 | 254, 995, 309. | 276,084, 118 | 329,891, 960 | - 425, 626, 303 | 8, 674,276,000 | © 5 TO es 
Wisconsin. ......-.--------- enone enn en ene een nn eeee-| 15, 239, 524 | ~ 10, 636, 741 | 12,704,942 | 18, 553, 683 | 17,020,722 | _. 489, 892,000 | 32 AB Rg 
Wyoming....._..---..------ 2-2 nnn nee e eee e-| 41, 087,908 | 37, 864, 363 | 39, 413,001 | . 43, 073,533 | - 52, 751,354 | 1, 294, 270, 000: 22; 1.18 Ry 

- nn Los ye ey Oo eee 
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ot, 7 Mineral products of the United States and principal producing States in 1941 _ ae Ho Be ete 

Rank . . a . a | oe _ Principal producing States ! . , 7 nS OT 
cs 7 in - Product — : — —_——— —— ere rn acns 
7 ,, Value | oe . _ In order of quantity | . fe En order of value me 

. 15 | Aluminum....._.....2..--..-.....----.----| Tennessee, New York, Washington, North Carolina__...._.-- - Rank same as for quantity.  -. oe nro in Ce a 101 | Andalusite..-.......--.-.------------------| Ca@fornia._. |. eee eee eee eens} DOD , SE a () | Antimonial lead-...---.-....-----..--------| Not separable by States__.......... 2. 0-222222222-2 2 eee Not separable by States. me . os & ode 82 | Antimony ore_.......----.----.------------| Idaho, Nevada, Alaska, Oregon...-..-.-.--...-..-:-.-.-------| Idaho, Alaska, Nevada, Montana. © | oe 83 | Aplite (crude)......._-...-.------.--.+-----| Virginia... .--_.-{ 22 eee --+----| Rank same as for quantity. OQ 56 | Arsenious oxide. ...-.-..----...-..-.-.----.| Montana, Utah‘. ve pe eel epee een nee ence] Dow BC ce Co ‘ a Vermont, Arizona, North Carolina, Georgia.....-.-.-:-.2.-.--|° Do. 0 — oe nr 2 ee 
sphait. a eee aa ee . NE - 43 Native..........-----------------------| Texas, Oklahoma, Kentucky, Alabama._-.-..--_-2.-.2-.-2c-- Utah, Kentucky, Oklahoma, Texas. BS . — 417 Oil-......--.---------------------------| Not separgble by) States......._....--..-...--.-----------.----| Not separable by States. _ oo - Fs gg oe Oe 44 | Barite (crude)....-.......-.----...---.-.--.| Missouri, Tennessee, Georgia, California-..._...........-.--.:]-Missouri, Tennessee, Georgia, Arkansas. . era 38 | Bauxite._......-.-.--.---.-----------------| Arkansas, Alabama, Virginia, Georgia.-...._... .2-:...........| Rank same as for quantity. OO , <9 .4 : 97 | Beryllium concentrates.............-...----| South Dakota, New Hampshire, Wyoming, Maine_.2.--..-..-| South Dakota, Wyoming, New Hampshire, Maine. _- ee 55 | Bismuth. --....-.--.-.-----..--------------] Not separable by| States._....---.---------.-.----.-.------.---| Not separable by States. HO . . Bees “ 99 | Bitumen (natural sulfonated) .........---..] Utah__ oo. ooo eee een nee eee Rank same as for quantity. : He a 35 } Boron minerals............--...-----.------| California.:_..._ wee eee Do. Cm CE Seg wot | 28 | Bromine. -_......-.-..----..-------.--------| North Carolina, 1 exas, Michigan, California._..............-:| Michigan, North Carolina, Texas, California..‘ BQ 37 | Cadmium.....-........--...---------------| Not separable by, States... .--..----.-..--------.---.2.---.-.--| Not separable by States. a Re 52 | Calcium-magnesium chloride_...........-..| Michigan, West Virginia, California, Ohio..............-...--| Rank same as for quantity, == mo , pie nT , . - + 6 | Cement...........--------.---..---.-------| Pennsylvania, California, New York, Texas.....-._........-..| . Do. . ee - Fo <. ene ; 59 | Chats..-......-.---.---------------.-------| Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas_..........----.-.------.:--.--.--| Missouri, Oklahoma, Kansas. co Dee 74 CHLOM EG. .----------anenananennnnnnereeees California, Oregon... .....-----.----.----2--1---.---._._----.-| Rank same as for quantity. . an 2. BBLS eee 

UB] Products (ther than pottery and re- |-.-----.-...-.----|------------- 2-2-2222 ---ee-ee---------| Ohio, Pennsylvania, California, New York. .~ na zB Penne. | .. fractories). . poe ee mf eee a CS Pe Ee — 25 O Raw (sold by producers). .-......-.-.-.| Pennsylvania, Georgia, Missouri, Ohio_.......-.-.......-..-.-| Georgia, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Missouri. EN sia oal: . Fo ee re ae Ct , mo ee , o 7 ge yee ee Bituminous. .......-...----------------] West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Kentucky..............|, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Illinois. - is oe . Pennsylvania anthracite. ._.-.........-| Pennsylvania...1.2 222.2222 2 0222 lee eee Rank same as for quantity.. oo BR a, 71 | Cobalt_.-...-.-.--.---------.....-.-...-.-.| Pennsylvania, Vermont, Nevada.._..----.2-2-----2--- eee Do. . Do Lo - oe yp Ss oe, 5 | Coke_......-...-----------.----------------| Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, New York...............---2.-- ~ -Do., 0 7 . ne 8 | Copper._........-.----...----............--| Arizona, Utah, Montana, Nevada_..-...._._...._.-....--_...- Do 7°, : oe oe eS 46 | Diatomite.............-...-..-.-...---..---| California, Oregon, Nevada, Washington.....----.22222.------) Dow. 0 BS , . . oo. - 3 ES 102 | Dumortierite_...-..---.-.-.-------.--------| Nevada. ---- 22 2{ eee cence eee eee eee eee eee eeee] | DOL FO : | RB ss = 93 | Emery....---..---.-.---....---------------| New York....:- on wan soon none ee ne epee ene e eee eee] = Dow” 7 Qe TS 
ae 51 | Feldspar (crude) ....--...-.-.---------.----| North Carolina, South Dakota, New Hampshire, Colorado-..} North Carolina, New Hampshire, South Dakota, Colorado. Qro tae we 

: 10.| Ferro-alloys.......--.-....-..-..-----------| Pennsylvania, New York, West Virginia, Ohio.._...........-.| Rank same as for quantity. cee NS Ee - 92 | Flint lining for tube mills_._...............| North Carolina, Minnesota, Texas, Tennessee........-.-..-.-- Minnesota, North Carolina, Texas, Tennessee, — eS Oke ERS 36 | Fluorspar........--------------------------| Kentucky, Illinois, New Mexico, Colorado...-.-...--.----. | Hlinois, Kentucky, New Mexico, Colorado. _—s—y eens 49 | Fuller’s earth....-...-.---------:----------! Texas, Georgia, Florida, Mlinois_....-...--.--.-......._....--.| Rank same asfor quantity.’ °° 3 = . oo eis 
oe 1 Rank of States in metal production (except aluminum, ferro-alloys, and pig iron) arranged according to’mine reports, not smelter output. - | a Ce oa oe : Separate figures for antimonial lead from: primary sources not available, ° 7. < - . Bese a a ot ox ge 
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Mineral products of the United States and principal producing States in.1941—-Continued = = oe a Uae 

Rank ee Principal producing States oe _ tye 
in ~ Product . a a a aS yo wk 

| value In order of quantity © — oe | ee Inorderofvalue §. |. ds eee 

72 | Garnet (abrasive) -._...--.--.-------------.] New York, North Carolina, Vermont, Idaho..........:....--.| New York, North Carolina, Idaho, Vermont. | oa TEES 
(3) | Gems and precious stones ...........-------| No canvass for 1941_....__2-._...-.---..---.-.-...------------.| No canvass for 1941. . : | oe Se 
7 Old pgrcrccccccccnnan antennae California, Alaska, South Dakota, Colorado_..--........--.----| Rank same as for quantity. | . ce SE 

Oo 7 raphite: Oo oe — ; : oe oe 

Amorphous. .......--------------------| Nevada. _.....-.--- 2-2 ee nn nee ee een eee cee Do | a BT Sa ae 
Crystalline........-----.---.-.---------| New York, Alabama, Georgia, Washington ._....-.-...-.--.--|. Do. - | - : a ae ee 

66 | Grindstones and pulpstones._.........-....| Ohio, West Virginia, Washington.-..-..........-.....---.-.---|. | Do. Co | a bp ee 
34 | Gypsum (crude) -_.------------------------| New York, Michigan, lowa, Texas__...-..--..:.--------------| New York, Michigan, Nevada, Iowa. _ . er = coe 
87 | Helium.__.---.----------------------------] Texas._---._2 2-22 ~- 22-2 ---------------------------} Rank same as for quantity. 7 eS 
88 | Indiuwm___.....-----_---_---...--..........| Not separable by States_...........-...-.....-.--..--..--.----| Not separable by States. — . oO, So ta 4 oe 
68 lodine (natural) _......:....--.-------------| California.....-...-..--..----------------+-------+------------} Rank same as for quantity. ee -. 

ron: — oe ‘ - oO . . oo fe eS 
7 Ore_..----------------+----------------| Minnesota, Michigan, Alabama, Pennsylvania........-..-.--.|, Minnesota, Michigan, Alabama, New York. _ oe Bi oe a 
3 Pig_....--.---.----.---.----------------| Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Dlinois_-.....-......--.-------.| Rank same as for quantity. oe ca Gao ses 

53 Sinter_.-...-.--------------------------}| Temmessee_-._-.---------------- 2-2-2 +++ eee] DO. ee Dy ae BES 
80 | Kyanite__.......--.------------------------| Virginia, California, North Carolina, Georgia. -...-...-.-.---.|' Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia, California. 4 a at 
19 | Lead.__......-----...----------------------| Missouri, Idaho, Utah, Oklahoma_--_........-.-------..------| Rank same as for quantity. Sm ‘ : oats OE BNE 
21 | Lime._...-.._.-_.--.-----...------.-.------| Ohio, Pennsylvania, Missouri, West Virginia.....-.--.-------|) Do. = © °°. De - PS 8 
86 | Lithium minerals-_-..--.....-.-------.------| South Dakota, California, North Carolina...........-.--------| .. Do. 9 >. aU es 
48 | Magnesite (crude) -.-...-.-...-----.--.-----]| Washington, California, Nevada, Texas...-....-..------------|. © Do. Oe . . ros B ee 
32 | Magnesium. .---..-...--.----.--------.----| Michigan, Texas, California......2..-.-..--=.------2---------- Do oo, oe Bes 
41 | Magnesium compounds (natural) ......-..-| Michigan, Nevada, California, Texas_...........-.--.---------|- Michigan, California, Nevada, Texas. oo | rT Ti sy 
47 | Manganese ore_......-..-------------------| Montana, Virginia, Arkansas, Georgia...._...._.1_.-_-.-.-.-.] Rank same as for quantity. Se oN os 
40 | Manganiferous ore-_......---.--------------| Minnesota, New Mexico, Nevada, Georgia_.-..-..--..-.---.--|; Minnesota, New Mexico, Montana, Nevada. - pe Res 
65 Manganiferous zinc residuum __._......-.-.| New Jersey. ....----.------.--------+--------------------...--] Rank same as for quantity... eS 

arl: 7 oO fe a en ‘ 7 . OS 
81 Calcareous-_....-...-------------.------| Michigan, Indiana, Virginia, Minnesota._._.-...-.-....------| Michigan, North Carolina, Wisconsin, Virginia. =~ en 

; 64 Greensand. .......-..-..----....----.-.| New Jersey _._...-.-.----.-----22-------+---.-----------------| Rank same as for quantity. —- a I Ne 
30 | Mercury .----------------------------------| California, Oregon, Nevada, Arkansas.......-.--------------2-|... Dow 2 | 0 I eae 
58 | Mica.__.--..--_-.-------------------.------| North Carolina, Georgia, Colorado, Virginia_....-.-:.-.-.----| North Carolina, Connecticut, New Hampshire, South Dakota. .- =. ss... 

Scrap_...------------------------------|-----0__--- +--+ ----------| North Carolina, Georgia, Virginia, South Dakota. — | Polo TS ES 
. Sheet___.------------------------------| North Carolina, New Hampshire, South Dakota, Connecticut_| North Carolina, Connecticut, New Hampshire, South Dakota. = 0 =. 

96 | Millstones......-------.-----------+-------|]-- MB -- +s nen eee ----------| North Carolina, West Virginia, New York, Virginia. — FO US 
23 | Mineral paints (zinc and lead pigments) -..| Pennsylvania, Illinois, Kansas, Ohio_-.-..-+.-.2---..----.----| Pennsylvania, Illinois, Kansas, Indiana. oe oO ES 

(3) | Mineral waters........---------------------| No canvass for 1941.._...._---.--.-----2----------------------| No canvass for 1941. mo ce . es eras 
24 | Molybdenum._........-.-..--------.----..| Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona_......-...-..--------.-|. Rank same as for quantity. _. oo. De eg 
4 | Natural gas._............-....--.---...--.-| Texas, Louisiana, California, Oklahoma_.___......-..-.-.--...| Texas, California, West Virginia, Louisiana. 7 0 Se 

14 | Natural gasoline and allied products: . a Soe ms os . | os (eee 
° Natural gasoline and cycle products._..| Texas, California, Oklahoma, Louisiana.......:.-.....-..-.-..| Rank same as for quantity. a - | . Ss 

Liquefied petroleum gases.......-...---| ‘Texas, Oklahoma, California, Ilinois:......2...-...-.-........| Texas, California, Oklahoma, West Virginia. | SS Te 
69 | Nickel.__...--.---.-------------.-.--------| Not separable by States...-..-.-.-.-.--.-----2.----.-.----....} Not separable by States. oe Ce EBay 
85 | Oilstones, etc.....--.------.----------------| Arkansas, Ohio, New Hampshire, Indiana---.......-.-..---.--| Rank same as for quantity. a 7 ay es 

. ' 95 ' Olivine............------------------------~' North Carolina... 22. ..-...-2------ ki ee ee nese eee ee ete eeeceese!) DO oO ce wad a 

be len. _ Co ge tte eo) Ag Sub ighs acs phy he gas gaia Se ty Sie od on Sas Si aes oe api ea: “ay LBs bee L, Ey ee a ne wae Sot aE ade Bead eats Ag AP Oe a eae a ee ee Ee Sg es ee ee ee eS ES



os (*) | Ores (crude), etc.: a “ on: / a od. | aan a. ao, Copper._....--.-----..------.----------| Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada................-..-.----| Value not available. oo er - Dry and siliceous (gold and silver) .....| Alaska, California, Nevada, South Dakotd._.........-....--..|. Do. Bs alas a Lead....--..---1-..-----1----.---..----| Missouri, Idaho] Utah, Montana__....-.._........_..-.....-..|- ‘Do. : a se oS Ta : Lead-copper._..........-----------.---.| Utah, Arizona, Idaho, and: Colorado and Montana............|. Do. . BC , eS 
Zinc._...-------------------------------| Oklahoma, Kansas, Tennessee, New Jersoy._..--.-.---------- Do.. oe Oa ges Zinc-copper-._-.--.---.-----------------| Arizona_..._.2- | 4028 eee eee Do. - oo - oe ag oY Zine-lead.......--.-.-------------------| Oklahoma, Kansas, Idaho, Missouri................-..-..---| Doo. 9° | _ mM LES . Line lead-copper...-.------------------] Utah . 22-2204 n= gec nnn neni eee eee nee ener ee eeee| = Dow om ) es 63 | Peat....-...-.-..--------------------------| New York, Illinois, New Jersey, Michigan.._...-..-...-.-....| Maine, New York, Iowa, Michigan. . ~ —_ er 76 | Pebbles for grinding...............-..-..-..| North Carolina,| Minnesota, Texas, Wisconsin... .-........._-|‘ North Carolina, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Texas. ee - 1 | Petroleum_-_.......-.-.---------.-------.--| Texas; Californi , OKlahoma, Ilinois...-...:........-......-..| Rank.same as for quantity..§ == . - ee oot 27 | Phosphate rock. .......--....--.----.------| ‘Florida, Tennessee, Montana, Idaho... ....--.-2-.-..----....-| Florida, Tennessee, Idaho, Montana.. - &. ie a 60 | Platinum metals. ................--.---.---| Alaska, California, Oregon, Montana...2.2.--...-...2...--.-.-| Rank same as for quantity. me ee RAR NED 26 | Potassium salts. ...---.-.-..-.------.------| New. Mexico, Oalifornia, Utah, Maryland ...2-2------e-en---- Do 2. 7 . EQ ae es a 62 | Pumice.._.....-...-.-...-------.------=---| California, Kangas, Nebraska, New: Mexico. .-.-..............] California, New Mexico, Kansas, Nebraska. - oo, . >. eee: 50 | Pyrites.........:.--.-.-.---..---------.----| ‘Tennessee, California, Virginia, New York:.......-.-..-..| Rank same as for quantity. na | 0 RNS o 89 |. Radium___....----_._-_.-.2---.---------.-} Not separable by States__.....-------2-222----2-.5----.+--.---] Not separable’by States. | : Mm oe oe 22 | Salt_-.......-..-.-..--------------..-------| .Michigan, New /York, Ohio, Louisiana._..--.-..-22.2--.-.-..-] Michigan, New York, Ohio, Kansas. __ Cd. Coe 12 | Sand and gravel._........-.......-.....-..-| California, New) York, Michigan, Ilinois........-.---......... California, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio. Co BO 57 | Selenium..__.......-...-...-...----.-.-----] Not separable b States... .-.2-22----2--------_L-.-.-...--] Not separable by States. oo BS - s&s ee , 76 | Silica (quartz)._....--.-..........-........-] Wisconsin, Nor h Carolina, California, Tennessee..-..........|- North Carolina, Wisconsin, California, Tennessee. . - 4 ot 45 | Silica sand and sandstone (ground)......-..| Illinois, New Jerséy, Ohio, Pennsylvania_-_...........-.......| Illinois, New Jersey, Ohio, West Virginia: ee Pe 20 | Silver.....-.-----.--..--.--.----.---_.-----| Idaho, Montana, Utah, Arizona._.....----.-------------------| Rank same as for quantity. __. oS DO OS 31 | Slate... .....-...--------------- 2-22 e n= oe | one ne pee ene ne ene eee iueues-----------.-| Pennsylvania, Vermont, New York, Virginia. re ied aD Set agit (carbonates and sulfates) | California, Texas, Wyoming, Utah___..2.-.........:..........| Rank same as for quantity. oe a : ‘9 Cr ES . natural). fe Ce, a _ , oe 11 | Stone. ..-....----.--------..-----.---.-----| Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio, Ilinois._.......2...-..-..--..-| Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York, Ilinois. . CT 

90 | Strontium minerals. ,..........-.--..-.--.-| California, Texas, Washington_............:.......--.---.-...} Bank same asfor quantity. |. oO - ts Oe ee a 18 | Sulfur_......-...-.-.2----.--.---------.-..| Texas, Louisiana, California._......._-.-.-__._.-._.-.-._....-.| . Do.. ' _ he — - = eee ® a. 33 | Sulfuric acid from copper and zinc smelt- | Pennsylvania, Illinois, Arizona, Tennessee_...........-...-..- Pennsylvania, Illinois, Arizona, Oklahoma, oo as ers and roasters and from roasting of high- Jo a Lo Ca . Lo, Qe a sulfide gold and silver concentrates. . - _ CO a . 3 : oe ore _ 100 | Sulfur ore. .......s...-..-.-..---.------...| Texas, Nevada, Colorado. ..2--_.-- 222222 l en eee eee Texas, Colorado, Nevada. re es OES - 39 | Tale, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone ’_| New York, North Carolina, California, Vermont..............| New York, California, Vermont, North Carolina... = — a eS . 103 | Tantalite-columbite. -...-....-.-----------.| Wyoming... .._|.-_.2_222222222220222---------.-------.------| Rank same as for quantity. oe Sone we _ 73 | Tellurium................-..-...........--.| Not separable b States...-..--.-----------.-------...----.---| Not separable by States.  —__ a . hy oS 
. 04 Thallium... 2.220222. 2-2 eee -----d0_..---.-- aren nee nn ee eee nee -- Do. . , my OSs 91 | Tin._.......-.-.-.-.-.-----.-..-.--.-----..| Alaska, New Mexico, Alabama, South Dakota___.........-._.| Rank same as for quantity, . . O- < t _-| Titanium concentrates: . - 7 CO : a De OS 78 Iimenite.....-..-..-.-..-.-.--.---..-..| Virginia, Florid wee cae nen ee eee eee ee ence eens Do. oe De oe en = eee 

67 Rutile_....-...-.-.-..--------.----..-.-| Virginia, Ark as, Florida. ..--.---..-..-22.---2-0- eee ewe Do. se - a sie Se . 70 | Tripoli_...-_.-...--.-.----..-.....-.--....-| IHlinois, ‘Missour Arkansas, Oklahoma. ..........-..---..---- Do. ee oo . a a Bg 29 | Tungsten ore......-......-..----.-.--------| California, Nev da, Idaho, Colorado....-...-.-.--.--.----...-| California, Nevada, Colorado, Idaho. 6 2 79 | Uranium compounds.................-.---.| Not separable by States_.-.-...--..........--....-....-.--.---| Not separable-by States, - - oo BO * Red : 54 | Vanadium..................-.............-| Colorado, Idaho Utah, Arizona. _.._--.-.-...-.---..-.----.---| Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Arizona. oe a 84 | Vermiculite..........-.-.-----.--.-------.-| Montana, Wyoming, North Carolina................,-.-.-...| Rank same as for quantity, : . Ee : . 16 | Zine..._.......--------.-.---.---------.-.--| Oklahoma, New/ Jersey, Idaho, ‘Kansas.....0.-..-----.-..-----| Do. - ; - ‘ . Ce awe 08 | Zircon......---------------------e------+----| Florida, California. .......2-2-2--2-2-2---eeeeeenceceneneeenee] DO. | i LG 

“a ; No canvass for 1941, ‘Value not available, — 15 Exclusive of soapstone used as. dimension stone (all from Virginia), Which is included in figures for stone, | “ OE RRe 
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Bee ee AS: ooo MINERALS YEARBOOK, 1942 9°95...) oe Pa 

te a - States and their principal mineral producitsin19411 Sa 

Be Co | Percent |. a rn oe 
Be us — if —oftotal | ae ae a 
Ree State. ... | Rank | value for _. Principal mineral products in order of value. —| a 

Bio ost od. — States | | Be I an Oe 
Pee: -... Alabama_---------------- 18 _ 1.47 | Coal, iron ore, cement, stone. - a ee he 
Bes 8 Alagkacl oo. .wll---|. 81 |. .48 | Geld, platinum metals, coal, silver, ng 
Bec | ~ Apizoma.o le -------s- |. 14 - 1.79 | Copper, gold, silver, zinc. _ . CT 
beac. 7° Arkansas.._.-.-.-.-------| . 25 .84 | Petroleum, coal, bauxite, natural gas. _ a | 
Tee oe. Califormia_.22-_--------.--. 3 9.03 | Petroleum, natural gas, gold, cement. __ ee, 
hes Colorado. _...-:---2:-----| 20 1.32 | Coal, molybdenum, gold, silver. ss | . 
fees", Connecticut_-..----.----- 44.1. .09 | Stone, clay products, sand and gravel, lime. ose 
eae veo 8 Dydlaware._.....----.----- 50 01 | Clay products, stone, sand and gravel, raw clay. eS Co a 
heels -.. --Distriet of Columbia_...--| .. 49 .01 | Clay products... «© - Oe . oe 
RR  Plorida_.-..---2--.2.-----| ~ 34  ,34 | Phosphate rock, stone, cement, sand and gravel. - a 
mens mo a c Georgia....-.2.----------- ‘ vo 33 |: sot tf Raw. clay, stone, cement, clay. products. Se : , - . ne 
Base dao foie e+ “27-| ..... 81-1 Lead, zine, silver, gold. eS 7 Se ei 
Myke  Wlimejs...22---2-222-2-----]| 5} 5.71 | Petroleum, coal, stone,cement. = = = = = a 

shove  Imdiama......222222-+---|, > 19). 1.43 | Coal, cement, petroleum, stone. oo Aly 

Qe 8 Jowas lett -------- 291. . 51 | Cement, coal, stone, clay products... Lo re ea 

ies 8” Kansas. 2.22222 22 -+--- 9:| .. 3.06 | Petroleum, natural gas, zinc, coal. ~ , cn “ag 
Bee oO "* Kentudky---2--2-.-.-----|. . 10.]" ©. 3.01 | Coal, natural gas, petroleum, stone... oe ee . a 

mas Gouisiana_.....2----2--:--}| © 7] 4.07 | Petroleum, natural gas, sulfur, natural gasoline. st at 
Be oo Maine. 12222.-1--------| . 45°]... >.08 | Stone, cement, sand and gravel, slate... | re a 
Bey Maryland__-.------------| 87 |... 3h Sand and gravel, coal, cement, stone. © oR 
mes: Massaehusetts_-.-.-+-.--- 40} .- 17} Stone, sand and gravel, clay products, lime. a x 
Boor | Michigan: .-.-2-.-.-.-----|. 12] 2.54 | Iron ore, petroleum, cement, salt... 0 AM 
Hels Minnesota. --.-.-.-----.-] 8 |. *3.18 | Iron ore, manganiferous ore, sand and gravel, stone. 2°.) ah 
weseb ow" Mississippi-—.-----.------ 36 | .. .32 | Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, clay products. = -°- = © «4 
Bo soa. Mlissouric.-.2.2---------2- 22]. 1.10] Lead, cement, stone, coal. ne 4 
My Montana. _-_....--------- 17 |: 3.54 |. Copper, zine, silver, gold. = oh oe ae 
ete" Nebraska_..2-2----------- 43 .12 | Cement, petroleum, sand and gravel, stone. - es | a a 
eye Nevada. i2-----------2-- 26}.  .83 | Copper, gold, silver, tungsten ore. | ee oe 
pease New. Hampshire.-------.-] 2 | 47 .02 | Clay products, stone, sand and gravel, feldspar. es Ny 
igeeto.  New-Jersey_-----2-.--.--.] -. 28]. ..70 | Zine, clay. products, sand and gravel, stone. - o ee 
Bp ee ‘New. Mexico._.--..------- 15 1.74 | Petroleum, copper, potassium salts, natural gas... a 4 
wee"  Nlew. York. _-:------------ 16] 1,63 | Cement, petroleum, stone,'sand and gravel. = DO r 
ee “. s. + “North Carolina. ---.---...|. | « 35 | .> ..34 | Clay products, stone, bromine, sand and gravel. ee, en 
bee... North Dakota_.-..-----.- 46 “06 | Coal, sand and gravel, clay products, stone... =i a an 
whe. Ohio 2. .-.2.------------- il : 2,94 |.Coal, clay products, natural gas, lime... ~ Se 7 “a 
ek oc... .Okehloma...-------------] 6 |. 4.70 | Petroleum, natural gas, zinc, natural gasoline. on ‘i 
Bee pelo ™S. Oregon... ..------------| © 89  ,23 | Gold, stone, cement, sand and gravel. © : hy 
wees « Pennsylvania’_.-.--------} 2 13.13 | Coal, cement, natural gas, petroleum... =. co “te 

ne nn ‘Bhode Island__-...-.----- - 48 _ ,02 | Stone, sand and gravel, clay products, lime. . a 
es South Carolina -.-.-.-..-- 42; . .13-| Stone, clay products, raw clay, sand and gravel. a 
ri sos South Dakota_-.-.---.-..} 32 . .44 | Gold, stone, cement, sand and gravel. ee ag 
Peet >. Penmessee._--------2-----| - 23 1.00 | Coal,.stone, cement, zine. ._. . ce a ae 
mp ies D@xas...-------2----------|  -1 | —-15.46 | Petroleum, natural gas, sulfur, natural gasoline. © “4 
Pee OU tab... lel eee 13 |: 2.18 | Copper, gold, coal, silver. = - = 23 . : im 

ee oo es Mermontec. 2-2-2. .-------| ' - 14 | Stone, slate, talc, asbestos. _. a a S 
Wea . Virginia.....-.2--222-2--- 21 --1,27-| Coal, stone, sand and gravel, cement. bes 2 
i Washington. _-.---..-.-.-| .. 30] . ..51 | Coal, cement, gold, sand and gravel. . - oe 
oe aS, West Virginia. -....-.--.-- _ 4 7.58 | Coal, natural gas, petroleum, stone. — oe 4 
PE Wisconsin--..-.--------.-] 33. - ,80 | Stone, iron ore, sand and gravel, cement. es 4 
Beye ..- Wyoming-._-------2------ . 24 7 .94 | Petroleum, coal, natural gas, natural gasoline. == - 4 
ae . oy = . _ _! . ___ _ : : , : i 

ne 1 In this table iron ore, not pig iron, is taken as the basis of iron valuation, and for other metals mine pro- “4 
a duction (recoverable content of metals) is the basis. Lo —_ . 4 

oe | - oS Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1982-42! |. | 4 

. , 7 Year — Gold? — Silver 2 Copper 4 Lead 4 Zine 4 

a Per fine ounce | Per fine ounce | Per pound Per pound Per pound 3 
1932__... 22-2. ee 5 $20.67-+) $0. 282 $0. 063 $0. 030 $0. 030 oe 

. 1933. _.-----...-------- eee 25. 56 350 |} . 064 . 037 . 042 a 
- 1934. ...----- eee 84.95 © 6. 646-+ . 080 . 037 . 043 © oe 

oo 1935_...--.-----.----------.- 35. 00 . 71875 . 083 . 040 . 044 “ 
1936. _..-.------------------- 35. 00 . 7745 . 092 . 046 ' 050 ae 
1987. _..-.------------------- 35. 00 . 1735 121 . 059 . 065 eh 
1938. ...-.---.--------------- 35. 00 , §.646+ . 098 . 046 . 048 ot 
1939... --------------+----- 35. 00 7 .675+ «104 - 047 . 052 . 

. 1940_-..------ ee 35. 00 8. 711+ 113 . 050 . 063 OO 
1941_...---.-_-------- eee 35. 00 8. 711+ .118 . 057 . 075 : 

a oe 1942__..---.----------------- 35.00 |- 8 711+ -121 . 067 ; . 093 

' 1 Treasury legal coinage value of gold from Jan. 18, 1837, to Jan. 31, 1934, was $20.67-++ per fine ounce. For . 
table of Prices for silver, copper, lead, and zine from 1850 to 1931, by years, see Mineral Resources, 1931, 
pt. 1, p. A115. : 

21932: Legal coinage value; 1933-34: Yearly average weighted Gcvernment price; 1935-42: Price under 
authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. 

~ 3 1932-33: Average New York price for bar silver; 1934 and 1938-42: Treasury buying price for newly mined ~ 
silver; 1935-37: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver. 

4 Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. 
5 $20.671835. 6 $0.64646464. f  4%§$0.67878787. § $0.71111111. -
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 .  SIMATISTICAL SUMMARY OF MINERAL PRODUCTION 49 _— Tg 

SPATE TABLES is 
| eo i : Mineral. production of Alabama, 1940-41 © Ce 

— oe 7 Product . Oo rr oo a wg an Oe a a oo! Quantity | Value | Quantity | Value «=~ ) 

— Aluminum... .-- 2222222222222... 2.-short tons: }i22i2 2000 (1 2) (14). Sa es . Asphalt (native) _.._..2...2-222222----2-.22---d0..--} O. @ | (1) - Q SES Sikes spon tans a Bauxite-_-.--.--22.0222-2022s2222 see. ete 1dOi 22: pee pore Pee aps epee “Oop 0) ose Ses oe Geitent..-----.--.------------------+------barrels-. 8 5, 249, 759 | 3 $7, 617,405.) 37, 610, 0380 |3$11, 142, 649 oR ae ay:. a Se ed . oe cee ag Products (other than pottery and refractories) ..:|-.._......--| #2, 394,000 |__..0-__-___- 4 2, 647, 000 ce ES ms Raw (sold by producers) --.........-shért tons..}'‘ "144,354 | 143, 363 | 179, 023 . 186,476 oe Coal_-_---..-.-- 220-2222 22------.--------do._.-] 5 15, 324, 163 | 5 36, 777, 923 | 5 15, 464, 523 | § 41,985,942 ot oe Coke... 22-22-22 een nnn -dO_ 4, 127, 378 | 2 13, 748, 837 | 4, 855, 062} 2 18, 628, 534 Ss a _ | Ferro-alloys___..--..----2--2--2-2-2e en 2nd 22] "45, 184 |. 23,422,111 | (1.2) } . -@4e. AE Oat Gold. -_----- 2.82 ee troy, ounces..}°° °° 5B} | > 178 30 4,050 2 . . ‘praphite, crystalline_.......-2222-2.2---22pounds_-|..0022 2-2 fle lie ed. (2) Mo, Oe co on: | Cm Pe pe ae Ore_._.-....-..----------1--.--.----short tons__|. 8, 210,061 | _ 12, 606,369 | 8,818,015 |- 18.090,992 = = oe cs , Pig.-------------------- 2-2-2222 = d0..--] 8, 476, 072 | 2 49, 706,851 | 3, 712, 018 | 2.64;037,109 oe - 0 Lime. -_-. eee eet ke eee 0_-- |) 284 147- 1,359,371 | - 306,836} (1,'705, 558 Oo Nose ga Manganese ore___._...-------- 222-2022 2-d0..-- So 22 A) (1) fo @. fea od - » Manganiferous ore_.-----.----22----2-2.-...-do.-.-| . . 383 GQ) 0 [eee ee eee el 2 a 

coe Scrap_...--.---:--~--------.--.--..-short tons_-] GQ). A) Q)- da. a oo Se Sheet _..-.-..-------.--2.2-2-----..._-pounds.-: F&I. (1) Qt GA os ON Age Pa Mineral waters__...-.-.--..------..---gallons sold:-| © (8) : (8s) (8) oo (8) ear _..' ° Ore (dry and siliceous) (gold and silver) short tons__| “9007 1,020) 2 @ -.. -- . Band and gravel. .-_----- 222.6222 ett. do. | . 1,840, 945° 936,724 | 2,428,995 | 1,556,457, oe Silver_..-.---.----------+----.----.--.-froy.ounces:.| 9. "3 So QT BP a 2 og ~. Stone... .- 22 iene... .-short,tons__| ; 2, 496, 480 |. 3,048,043 | 2,804,740) 3,745,651 ae we _ Tin (metallic equivalent) ---..-22 +2. 222-2. dole. weeeeee teen {eee ee (1) Po AQ Oe Ss _ Miscellaneous °.__-.___-.---------+------.--2---2--2- arro-z-e--5-| 1,114, 648 |---___-. | 8,468,526 cog 
_-..- Total value, eliminating duplications........_.|7...-.2_.-.| 64, 998, 018 |__........---| 82,730, 210 - ag 

--.. 1 Value included under **“Miscellaneous.”’ . . rs eT fo. td Lo 2-Value not included in total value for State. == 2 a 7 BS _.., ? Exclusive of puzzolan, value for which is included under “Miscellaneous.” SR a ce ~~ 41940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines. based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census ds somewhat in- mo Es — . complete; 1941: Estimate by. Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau ofthe Census. = = 9° oy aes _. 5} Aecording to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. | re oye TS 6 No canvass. . eee as 3 | Cn oe - .  T Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the Metals. | Sas . .. § Includes minerals indicated by ‘1’ and “8” above. = Be ree | 

oS - Mineral. production of Alaska, 1940-41. - Soe oot us 

7 Produce ER — Sg 7 | : | | Quantity |." Value, | Quantity} Value = = # 

Antimony ore (concentrates)...........-short tons..| Mob a oF @M ot ge Shy Arsenic. ...-------.--------------2------------do.--.| (2) (2) © @) eh Coal_.-.--..----------------- 2-2-2 -2e-------d0_2..| . 3173,970 | .8 $695, 000 4 238,960 | 4$944, 588 Sab ’ _ Copper_..------------ 222-22 L.._-_pounds: - 110, 000 12, 430 144, 000 16, 992 Fas —_ Gold _..--------+-------- 2.222222... troy ounces..| 755, 970 | +26, 458, 950 695, 467 | 24, 341, 345 - ne Lead.......---------.-----------.--....-short tons_- 79 77, 900 . 662 75,468 ch Mercury -......---..-.-........-flasks (76 pounds) .- 162 28, 653 (1) (4) + Ge . Ores (crude), ete.: ae | moe 
| _ Copper._...-..------..-.----.--+----short tons__]--..--.-.....]------.----2- 144 (5) : yoo Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)..:..-.do....| 4, 885, 023 (5) 4, 480, 364 (5) oN 

Platinum metals (crude) .___......-....troy ounces... 32, 300 1,093,000; (4) (4) - oe 
Sand and gravel_...............--..--..-short tons..| 515,011 103, 217 6 530,997 | .. 687,116 net Silver_....-------------------------..--troy ounces..| 191,679 | 136, 305 . 191, 522 136, 193 De _ Stone... -._.----------------------------short tons..|- (). (1) w-----~---~--|-----2------ | 4 Tin (metallic equivalent) ._._..._.._..:_...._.do___. 52 52, 000 (1) (4) te? . Miscellaneous Toeenee so 2s 2-2 nnn e eee nnnn nnn ee eee -------------| «66, 766 J----.----__-_| 1,207, 678 e 
- Total value, eliminating duplications_._....--.|-.-.--2-..:--| 28,724,221 |.....----___- 26, 809, 380 os 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” | oe ar , 2 Figures not available. , . , : 2, * According to the Alaskan Branch of the Geological Survey. | . Ook 
* According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. wd | 5 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. : US 6 “‘Government-and-contractor.”? Value of “Commercial” included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ aR . 7? ncludes minerals indicated by “!’’ and “8” above. | ae
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Mh | - Mineral production of Arizona, 1940-41 = ree 

See oo | Product eR A oye 

Bal ce a a _ |- Quantity Value Quantity Value | oo, of 

ea, Antimony ore (concentrates). .-:--------Short tons._| f Qo. @) (2) a 

re _ Arsenious oxide... ...-------------------------d0_--- @) (3) _ (8) +. -@) ay 

Be Asbestos........-------2--2----e--------------d0_---| 1,197 |. $149, 290 @) | ts . ~ 

Bt Bismuth..------------- waeo-----2----+----pounds--} .- . @). ~~ @) 3) (3) oo 3 

ee Oa ‘ : “lay: - So, co a oe . SR 

vol." Broduets (other than pottery and refractories)...|.-....----.-| 4306, 000 |-----.----.-.| 4 $284, 000 4 
Bae DE ‘Raw (sold by producers)_---------.-short tons..;. (©) | @) (1) 1  @. | a.” 

Mh ~ Coal. -- eee eee eee eee eee een doe} A) TD) (1 5) “dey og 

Ch dat Copper pao -nn nnn non ono oe toma 562, 338, 000 | 63, 544, 194 | 652, 634,000 | 77,010,812 ee 

Wb - Feldspar (crude)-..-----.----------------long tons__}_ () Oa @). (A) aM 

Bom Fluorspar..-...-------------------------Short tons--} = @) | @ - “@ooo-. ‘3 Le he 

ae... ..Gems and precious stones. ..-..-------~---+-+-------|----7p-e-c-2-| (8) ------------- % 2 ae 

Be ' Gold. ....----2--------------+-------- {roy ounces..| “294,807 |- 10, 318, 245 - 315,392 | 11,088,720. °° ° 8393 

We Lead._.-...--------------+--------------Short tons_-|.- - 18, 266 1,326, 600- 15, 638 1, 782, 732 oa 

BS Lime... -.---------------------2 ----+---------d0_-s-} 67, 882 |. 502, 998 58, 146 413,095 a 

poe. 4 Manganese OFe_ ..----------------------------d0-- ==] - 413; ~~ 4,940 — @) Jt @y. ei 

How. ° +. Manganiferous Ofe__-----2-------+-----,------0_2.-|,-+------5---|-----22---5-- Q)-. () ne 
Her -. "‘Mercury...---------------------flasks (76 pounds):-| 740. 130, 884 Q@ 7. @ ae 

me Mica, scrap....--------------------------Short tons... 0) Poe G@ ft. 7 ¢) ee aie 

Pee Molybdenum. ._...-.----------------------pounds_- 406, 306. ~~ @) (4) . AQ Me 

Be Ores (crude), etc.: Fe Oh ee 1 ee a4 

Bey . Copper __._----------------------+--short tons.-| 20, 284, 826 @) 24, 153, 483: ee) Ne 

feb _ .- Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)...-.---do----| _.928. 448 (7) 975, 790 M | | 4 

mee ay Dead. ene e nee eee eee eee Of 8B 8IB YM 18,482} (7). 6 ke 

pee Lead-copper....--.-----------------s-----d0.-.] 0. 44 (7) . 663 | (7) 2 Rg 
FB , Zine. _.__------------------------+ --------d0_ 22] +--+ = ------|- e---------] _ 2,148 *D) 7 a 

we wy ae Zine-copper...----------------~--20+27--72§0-7-- 79,0447 °° | -: 80,810). (y . 8 

fu Finelead. 22-2... --------2--2----2-2--2-d0_---]° 271,000] 260,473 | = @) og 
Re ee Sand and gravel. ..-.------------2-, ---------.d0_---| ©. 245,.602 | ‘114, 500 702, 889 - 335, 474 Sao 

see. S§and-lime brick- ol u.._._-----_-thousands of brick.-|°) 8) "}  @§8 | QA fe Oe ae 

oon. Siliea (quartz). --.-.------------------+-Short tons..| | GQ) (yo |. (1) 2 AY! # 

mia St. . Silwersi.---------------------------- Woy ounces..| 7,075,215 | 5, 081, 264 7, 498, 260 | | 5,332,096, - sl 

ae Stone..............---------------------Short tons..| . 1,149,000 | 1,043,101 | 455, 900 340,872 ae 
hae . . : . Sulfuric acid a woe eee ee eee - -dO_L , (E10) oo dee ( 10) , (2 10) (i 10) - “be 

Mek  Pungsten ore (60-percent concentrates)...-..-do_-..]~ 849 | . 471,546 Gy | (1) | hy 

ee Vanadium. ..._.._......-_-.------------... pounds. Qo 4 @ Q) (1) - . “4 

pi Dine. ee n---------- +--+ Short tons. . 15,456 | 1,947,456 | ss: 16, 498 2,473,950 an 

Wie Miscellaneous 1!___-...-..-.- -1---------------------|+------------ 812, 684 |..----------.|° 2,079,919 4 

Dek mo _. otal value, eliminating duplications -- :-_----|-------------|. 85, 291, 347 |-----------=-| 100, 472, 791 aa 

BY On SR | # 

Oo ' 1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” re So | . 
Bees . _ 2 Less than 1 ton; value not recorded. So 2 - a 

eo , 3 Figures not available. . oe a e 

pee eS 41940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- » i 

Po . complete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. . ; 3 

he ’ According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. Sn oe “A 

po 6 No canvass. | . oo” 
a 1 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals, _ 4 

Be — 8 1940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: No canvass by Bureau 4 

fo of the Census and no estimate made. | . a 

oa oe * From copper smelting. . . i 

-: 10 Value not included in total value for State. . ‘s 

. 11 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!” above. | ‘s 

| | | _ Mineral production of Arkansas, 1940-41 | | ] 
my . . : ; é ‘ 

a | a . 1940 1941 a 

| . Product [| oo “ 

Quantity | Value Quantity Value _ 

Barite.._._. .-.-_-_---.------_----------short tons_- (1) (4) (1) (1) ' 

Bauxite. ........-.-.-_-----------------------d0_--- 474,077 | $2, 501, 393 (4) () 

Cement. .-—-----------2---2--22-2---2e--e-- DARTS. (1) 63) (}) (@) 

ay: 
| 

Products (other than pottery and refractories) -_-.|.--..-.------ 2 792, 780 |._.-..-------| ? $1, 110, 000 

Raw (sold by producers) .....-.-----short tons -. 24, 997 13, 845 15, 249 14, 487 

Coal......._._..__.-_..----- ee eee-------------dO_.--| 31,453, 611 | 3 4, 879, 286 | 31, 574, 172 3 5, 882, 934 

Gems and precious stones_-_--.---.------------------|------------- (4) ------------- (4) 
Gypsum (crude) _.....------------------short tons-__|.------------|---------<--- (1) () 

Lead__..__.----------------.-----------------d0_--- 55 5, 500 11 1, 254 

Lime. _...._------------_---------------------d0--_- (1) (1) <') — @) 

Manganese ore.._._._____---------------------d0-_-_- 6. 308 (1) (1) (‘) | 

Manganiferous ore __..__--.------------------d0-.--- 1, 204 (1) (1) (1) 

Mercury ..----------------------flasks (76 pounds) . - 1, 159 204, 992 (1) (1) | 

Mineral waters......--.---------------gallons sold_- (*) (4) (4) (4) | 

| See footnotes at end of table.
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Bie te STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF MINERAL PRODUCTION 51 9 1.8 

co / Mineral production of Arkansas, 1940-41—Continued | - eens 

oe © Product oe | ~~ | Quantity { Value Quantity | Value (NS 

Natural gas- _-.__-____._._..-..s-.-..M eubic feet__|. 14,379,000 | $2, 622, 000 19, 148, 000 | » $2,988, 000 hag Natural gasoline and allied products: CP so eh a Oo Natural gasoline__......_............-_gallons__| 32, 096,.000 818,000 | 28,108,000 | 1,173,000 . | ey a ., wiquefied petroleum gases................do___- — C |. ©. |. 6,281,000} . 57,000 .  - Onna _. Oilstones and whetstones_.._.....-....-short.tons..|° 9 @) ce Ge A fe Qh ee — """- Ores (crude), etc.: | : tee a . pe 
. ‘ Lead _-__---- 2-2-2. 2-2 ----------_d0_.. a f , (8). : 100° ao (8) Ce re oo : Zine... -__. 22-22. -----------do_---| (8) 3 -. 1800/5 @®. re Bo Zine-lead_...-.--.-.-2..--1----.-------.--do__-|- -@) | | 1,100; (8) Ee . Petroleum....__...:__..2---2---............barrels_- 25, 775, 000 | 21, 700,000 | 26,327,000 |. 24,500,000 ee Ss sand and gravel............_...._..-..--short tons_.] | 2, 664, 178. 1,08, 701 3, 587, 906 1, 798, 307 ners 
me a ©--- ~~~ = nn ee ss nn enn fone gece ieee , eee eee eee} : - = "3 on » . Stone.-------..- 22222-22222 2_-.--L_--._-short tons_..|’ 1, 222, 690. | 1, 152, 328 | -7 1, 788,470 | 71,763,196 ~ coat _-...  ‘itanium concentrates: Rutile__......_._-.-..do__-_|- | 3 eo fo. GO: AQ). Qo ew, “oe a Tripoli-_.--..--.-.-----L--.------------+-=---40_._- AD AY a (@) _ ee —  Gine. 2-2-2 nee dO ay 440 55,440 | ~~ 206 ' 30,900 a : Miscellaneous °_______ 22a ene denen astpenee-ge--] 1, 664,870 [22-2 --- |. 7,.762, 248 ee 

Do Total value, eliminating duplications... 222-222 }.22.2022.2___] 87, 479, 185 |-------------|. 47. 081,326. : cae 
os : _ a oa ee Sed ea aC — ee 

1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” eo Gee ae wal 2 1940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Ratt Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the,Census. ~~ ce . oa 
~..  # According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. . 7 ear 
LURE 4No canvass. RE Oe es, | ea ..’ 6 Figures not available. _ pe ee 7 So oe os 6 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. _ ae ES a _ 1 Exclusive of crushed marble, value for which is included under “Miscellaneous.” oe | . Pg _* -. - .- § Includes minerals indicated by“? and“? above. ee co me Be 

Me Mineral production of California, 1940-41. | . OT as 

CO rs | 1940. feo. 94d | wy 
a a Product = TTT ope ot ye 

es | . | : _ | Quantity: | Value - |.. Quantity..| Value me “Uh 

Andalusite__---..-------.-----.--...-+-_short tons__]-.00 22222] eee Ok a is - .. Antimony ore (concentrates) -.._--2..-222222--d0_..-] 74 $3,700; (°° Tt: Qi. eg o Arsenious oxide_.......--.------2...------.---d0_-__ @o fo. Oh LO. to = Sve _ + Asbestos..--.--.------2--..--2---+--2.-2-----d0.... wrter sen n--|-------------| ot) eres ——.—_Asphalt_(native)---<- ~~ <2. 2c coct cee cceeecoee ~--| (A ~ O oe : 7 oe te Barite. . .-.-..-----------------2-----Le ee doe} @.. OF TS —_ .Boron minerals._.._.......--..22--2-222-22-_-do__._} . 248, 355 ‘5, 643, 390: 301, 282 | $6, 785, 662 ante 
_ Bromine.._...-2.-.---.-_22.-.--.......__.-pounds.- e ol QF. Q) , 8 a ag 

Calcium chloride__.......:..-.-..-.....-short tons__ (1): (1) ay 1) . Oe Cement...............-..-.------.---------barrels..| 13, 813, 362 | 17,296, 522 | 20, 186,028 |. 28,019,494 ae 
/ Chromite. ...--->------------+--+-------short tons... (@ | .@ () () oo ee ay: . ; ae — . ES 

. Products (other than pottery and refractories)...|....-........| 38, 417,000 |_.....__..__- 3 8, 649, 000 | aN Lo ' Raw (sold by producers) ___....__.--short tons__ 343, 526 926, 633 530, 140 1, 422, 511 rag —. Copper..-..------------------------.-.--.-pounds..| 12, 876,000 | 1, 454, 988 4, 886, 000 . 930,548 eo -. Diatomite_____.-.............._.....-___short tons.. @) (4) 4 () EG _.Feldspar (crude) -.---..-.---.-....-2..-~_long tons_- 2, 711 18, 254 4, 464 22, 490 ue 
_  -Fuller’s earth_----.----..------..--....-short tons..].-....2222222)-----22-.----] QC GQ) | eth Gems and precious stones... ..-.......-2--2--__-.----|.--.--------- 4 a--2--------- (4) . eR | - Gold.....-_....---------------------.. troy ounees__| 1, 455, 671 | 50, 948, 485.1" 1, 408, 793.| 49, 307, 755 a) eypsum (crude)_.-....--.--............short tons... 259, 321 |. 437,504 |}. 381,951 618, 685 ue Todine....-.--2.222-222222 2 __pounds..| ay far gy _ ie 

Iron ore___.......----------.-....-..----short tons__|_ 1, 200 (4) 69, 955 0 a | ae _ Kyanite.........-..----2-2---- eee ee dO () 0) (). 1) oy ~ Lead... ...------------ eee 0 1, 772 177, 200 3, 464 394, 896 ee Lime. .......--.-----.--2.-----2---2-------2-d0....] + 112, 522 1, 031, 362 122,375 | 1, 168, 767 ES _ Lithium mimerals__-_.____..-.22222222---_...-d0.... (1) 8 Qo @) oe . - Magnesite. ....--.-....-..2.--..--2-2.5..-----d0_2.- (1) 1 | | () ae Magnesium... ......---.-..-.----.------=-poumds__|_............}...00-- 0 (t | Q op 
Magnesium salts (natural)_.......--.--......-do.z--}. - (2) is 12, 810, 000 656, 297 ar Manganese ore--_...................-...-short tons__| ; «7 1 (4) QQ | Mt Manganiferous ore. .._.................-.--..-d0___. 97 | (4) YQ fF. C Fy _ Mercury-_.-._...-.-............-flasks (76 pounds) _- 18, 629 3, 294, 911 (t) A . oe Mica, scrap. ....---.-....--.---.--------short tons_- (1) (4) (1) () teed Mineral paints (zine and lead pigments) ._....do_... (1 8) (15) (1 5) (1 5) aes Mineral waters..............--...-.---gallons sold__| f f (4) (*) aia 

| MepybGenum .....--------------------5---— pounds. 1) 1) (!) yo. @ | Te 
Natural gas__......-.........---------M cubic feet_.| 351, 950, 000 | 90, 006, 000 | 374,905,000 | 96, 673, 000 ae 

See footnotes at end of table. | ee
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Be OYE SEES ged Bee ty oe ee ere ae ae ei ie LE RR ee 

ne -.. Mineral production of California, 1940-41—Continued a 
ec ey o - . oo. - . . 7 . i y . MN Dg " Pe get, ao 1 te 1 . : . . noes 

ee ce Py Quantity | Value | Quantity Value - > - 9 

e's. Natural gasoline and allied products: Je ft Pa a 

Be Natural gasoline____.--.-.--------------gallons- =| '587,'476, 000 * $27, 901, 000 | 577, 127,000 | $24,067,000 oe 

We ' Liquefied petroleum gases._.-.-----------do-.-| . @.. |. (2): 82, 638, 000 | - 2, 082, 000 Se 

Pe ““Copper_.-_-:_----22-.-------.----~--Short tons:.| 446,392 | () . 292,232 | (6) | Ce 

Bee Dry and siliceous (gold and silver) -.--.---d0---.| 4, 214,650]. (8) =. | 8, 968,283 | (8) a ag 

Berg es Lead... ...--------- 2 -- eee eee 0-8, 199}  (®) 18,3388] | (8) a: 

| Lead-copper----.------------;------------d0----}. So Pe Oy BT FBS Me 

Be Zine. ._..--.-----------------------------G0L ~~ | 0-2 - | -- 2 eee - 1,380]. . -@) - ene 

age oo - 4 . Zine-lead.. . ..------------------r-----457-40---- 
i wat a 181 oe (8) wewecee------ pee - - - a 

i ne Peat... ---- aeons] 4,116! 21, 110 3,618 | |. 17,898 f 

mes. Pebbles for grinding !.2 2202 dom rk | 88 
re -Petroleum.___—_-.-.--------+-+-----7--5----barrels-- ./223, 881,.000°| 216, 720, 000 | 230, 263, 000 | 239, 500,000 2=«“‘<‘ m8 

">> Platinum metais (eradé)..-.-7--7---_-troy ounces" 400] YPM 7 
foros Potassium saltS._..---.---------+-------Short'toms_-.| °° Qj dG gop ayo 

Pumice:._.:..--¢-------------- 4+ ---=---y4--d02--- a BQ, 123 |. 152,885} (77,951 |. 268, 734. oe 

RE ef Pyrites ene eee ene ee en-e dng tons. OO OM a 

Be _ Salt (sodium chloride) —_---.-..-...---.-sHort tons:=|. 469,354 | "2,200,640 | 484,682 | 2, 290, 265. 9 
pire. Sand and-gravel._.__.:---i..--------+------+-d0---- * 18, 913, 301 |. 8,988, 894 .| 7 19, 617, 609 | 7 10,988, 766 ‘a 

yore . _ Sand and sandstone (ground). --2.--.-------.d0----} BOR 89080 fF OG): | : 

gece’ 2, Silica (quartz)... -..--2--2------1--+--2-24---d0L 2} Qoob. . QQ. .. 2,526 . 36,721 OY 

eae Silver. -....22------------------------- Woy ounces..| 2,359,776.) . 1,678, 063,| . 2,154,188 |. 1, 531, 867: ig 

Re Slate...) 2-2-2 222------------ enc ene e enn eg tiesto AY eer ee agees | 58, 765 4 

a - Sodium salts (carbonates and sulfates) (natural PP Pe | en Cee - 4 

EI Short tons} 288,590 |, 2,183,110 | 218,903 | 2,224,084 
pe Stone. ...------ 2 -2e2-c- nee ee een ene ne ene dS 6, 340, 080°} 5, 048,'242' |* 8 9, 139, 390° | 8 7, 535, O17 a 

Pate Strontium minerals. --.-..-------+-------.----d0----| 287 4282) 2. Qe Qa a. 

Go  Sulfar__.-..-2---------~-----+------+----long fons... Q) od. Joo" 8, 808.7. .°. -139, 800: oO o 

eo. Sulfarie acid 9.._..----.---------------- Short tons Gy QB 4 

me Dale and: ground soapstone. ---------+---2+---d0-222[0 0 36, 282 |. 416,926} 59,208}. 811,798 ie 

ore Tripoli. /..--.-.-------+------------------+-- d0-- == @  -<f. OM) pe Bo koe Aa ao 

we angsten ore (60-percent concentrates).....---do.---|..:- 2,070 | 2,.561, 042. Qo}. 6 @ - ty 

ae © Dine ok enn s ene ene ne beeen tee ene dO 9,954 J 440 ~ 66,000. ae 

wie ‘ZirOn. .-.-------------2 --------- ~~ woe leel lilo] --t------2--- - 30 5450 “gf 

eget _... ... Miscellaneous 0) cee bo een ee ene een eee waceeteecte--|: 8,155, 586°]-.-----.-----| 20, 707, 659 . oF 

Mace ‘Total value, eliminating duplications_...---.--|-------------|/ 455, 672, 088 ae 506, 795, 395 - a 

ee Te 1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” es a ge 

Re . 2 Figuresnot available. © 0 ete a . . Be 

we 8 19402 Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census assomewhatincom- _ A 

Ligier "plete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau. of Mines as no general caitvass by Bureau ofthe Census. “a 

Hees _ 4Nocanvass. 9 . a, oie ne 7 noe be os 

J 8 Value not included in total valuefor State; an oe : oe - 

Bes 6 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. ak ne: 

Be _ °° 7“Commercial.”’, Value of “Government-and-contractor’’ included under ‘‘ Miscellaneous.” —— a 

Be _. §& Exclusive of dimension unclassified stone, value for which is included under “‘Miscellaneous.”” a 

oo 9 From roasting of high-sulfide gold and silver concentrates. | Be oe rr | 

Rac 10 Includes minerals indicated by “1,’’ “7,”’ and “8” above. a oo ~y 

. Mineral production of Colorade, 1940-41 : 4 

| re - + 1940 . 1941 ge 

_ Product — / FG 
4 

. : Quantity Value Quantity Value “A 

. _ Arsenious oxide...-..-.-----------------short tons-- (*) (4 ~Q) (4) a 

Barite...._...------------..----------,-------d0---- () (2) (2) (?) . F 

Beryllium concentrates_ ---------------------d0.--- (2) (2) wee ee ene enn-|enee wenn eee 

. Bismuth....._...._------------------------pounds. - (4) (@) ~ 3) (4) | 

- Cement -.—-——-—----e-------oeeaecneono-n--- Barrels. - (2) (?) © (2 (2) . 

ay: 
oe 

Products (other than pottery and refractories) - ~|------------- 3 $1,391,000 |_._.....-----| 3 $1, 864, 000 " 

Raw (sold by producers) _-----------short tons-- 115, 670 156, 588 164, 444 226, 644 

Coal.._.....-- ene ee ee ene eee ----d0----} 46, 588, 742 | 4 16, 644.265 | 4 6,948, 532 | 4 19, 654, 459 : 

. Coke. __.-.-.--------------------------------- d0_--- 605, 965 (2 5) 703, 003 (2 8) ; 

. Copper_.---------------------------------- pounds- . 24, 304, 000 2, 746, 352 | 13, 496, 000 1, 592, 528 . 

Feldspar (crude) _....----.---------------long tons.- 34, 105 123, 514 42, 326 147,640 

Ferro-alloys.....-.----------------------Short tons-- (2 5) (25) (2 5) (2 5) 

Fluorspar.-__._.-----------------------------d0---- 11, 082 ' 163, 285 15, 566 225, 069 

Fuller’s earth.._.._-----_--.------------------d0---- (?) (?) wee nee enn ene |--e ene : 

Gems and precious stones. --------------------------|-----z---s--"| (6) wan------t eee (8) 

Gold....-.----------------------------@oy ounces- - 367,336 | 12, 856, 760 380,029 | 13,301,015 

Gypsum (crude). .---.------------------short tons_- 24, 641 36, 787 (?) (2) 

Tron, pig-.---.----.--_------------------------d0---- (2 5) . (2 5) (2 5) (2 5) 

 _Lead....----.--------------------------------d0---- 11, 476 1, 147, 600 12, 574 1, 433, 436 . 

. . See footnotes at end of table.
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oe | > Mineral production of Colorado; 1940-41—-Continued : as 

so 7 ee fe ~ 1940 mo 1941 7 at 

es _ Product. a enn ee 

a . | : | Quantity | Value |. Quantity | Value. SH 

- ddime..._------------+-----.--+---.-----short tons.-| .. 7,944, $82,486} @) TG et 
_. Manganese ore_-_-_2----------22------L-------do_.--] - 251 QP |er fh (2) yp 

. ..'. . + Manganiferous ore .-...-...-2--22-2--2--2,----do_-.-}  . 3,699 | = @ fennel} ee ele aoe 

2 | . Scrap.....--~--------------------+-i--+---d0_.-- weed = ® a }. a 9): ode @ eke cee ate ca ee wd os Sheets ce pounds _ |i tilly: yo (#) oe 
Mineral waters--.-.-----.----.-. --------gallons sold... OMe tf Of ee Mf ® ene 

oo Molybdenum___-___-.--...--.-2-------.----pounds__| 18, 600, 897. - (Q) f QQ) -@ ee 
2 “Natural gas. .o2-._..--.-2-22--:-2...:M eubic feet__| 2, 533,000 578, 000 3,256,000 | $714, 000 a 

oe ‘Natural gasoline. _-....--.-_-.2-..¢.2--4..gallons..|° .. 380,000 | - 14,000] = 390,000 | =—s--«.18,000_—C—=e lay 
oo Mee, Nickel. _~ o—- meno e ees nee gan -Short tons__ ee ee een ween rine nee] . : (2) fe (2) ee 

— . . °. Ores (crude), ete.: Be een ee dee oho. ae 
oo 2 Copper... eee sep ee eee --2~-d0_-..| 834,312 ) . | 207,678 |  () - ons 

- Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)..-...--do.---|| 1,528,737] () ~ |- 1,572.763} °° (@ no ae 
: . . Lead_---._...------------------+---+-----d0.-.-| © -10, 199 ™ |. 7,917} (YO at 

. Lead-copper- 2-2-2 21--25 222 le5-c2es-2 i dOl.ii|) 1,037: ©) Ce 4. (7) 2 tl 
os ‘Zine. .-...-------------------------------d0-.. 27 () |. 241. OD oS 

oe Aine-lead. 2.02.22. 2- dO 283,453 | (4D) - . 434, 200 (4) 4 
oo Peat. eee eee ote -d0.2--} Q@) - (3) (ay att 

~ .  * * Petroleum__...2....2.-.----------------L--barrels..| 1,626,000 | 1,480,000 | | 2,150,000 | 2,300,000 oe 
~~ Pumice...--2- 2222-2222 s_--__-.“Short tons_- Qf. M0 8) fell ee ae 

ee Pyrites_-..---2. s2s.-.---------+-..--.---long.tons_.| 14,478 34,697 |} - 11,774) | o . ee 
2 oo. Baltleicel lie ----------short tons..] = @) @ ft . @®. -4 a te 

. _ Sand and gravel. __.....--.------2-222.-2212-do___] — 1,853,359 | ~ 508,408 |.» 8809, 270: $ 598,116 ts 4 

0 Silwer___--.--2.-----------------------troy ounces_-| 9, 710,709 |. 6,905,393 |... 7,301,697 | 5,192,318 
oo. Stone... 2.22 e---+------Sshort tons..} »:1, 089, 650 1, 067,788 | 1, 104, 820 1,073, 400 soe 

2... Sulfur ore_.--....--..--.--22-24-=:-------long toms..} 89 1,000; :-49,).- 580 CN 
i Dungsten ore (60-percent concentrates) -_short tons. - 693 822, 988 yp (3%) ree: 
— -Mamadium 2222 22.122..-ces---1----.-pounds..| 1,897,194] -@o 1. @®. | @ ng eg 

° Vermiculite._.............-._./...--..--short tons..|  - @))~ (?) woenep------- [ene neon i! it 
8 Sine. eee eee eee d0.---} 5, 060 637, 560 | 15,722 | 2,358, 300 oe 
... Miseellaneous 9. __..-.2-----------2--- eee |---|) 25, 105,109 |---| 36,897, 076 on 

, _ . Total value, eliminating duplications. ....--2.]--..---:--.-.|, 68, 188, 421. |.-....---.-.-|.. 78, 960, 602 oa oom 

ey Figures not available. 2. 0 2) a i oo Re 
/. 8 Walue included under ‘*Miscellaneous.”? 9 hn _ ue gs 

-. 81940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat intcom- as 
plete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. - . ee 

no 4 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. . - EINE 
.. .  ~ 8 Value not included in total value for State. so So. Ce ag 

>... & No canvass. _ ee, ae Se _ ee a 
- ... Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. a : NR 

_ .. | -§ “Commercial.” Value of ““Government-and-contractor” included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” - ee 
___-. | _ 8 Includes minerals indicated by ‘2’? and “8? above Lo - ’ o no 

Be fe ad i ee ppg . OE 
Mineral production of Connecticut, 1940-41 ©. i oe 

: __ 8 2 Joe eS . | _ ee 

: ee : : 1940 ~ 194d _ ak 
- oO .. . Product... - . —_ YT [Oe oO ° ® 

Oe OS : | mS | Quantity { Value Quantity: | Value oe 
| og 

Clay: : a ne " | | - . a 
7 . Products (other than pottery and refractories) ...|......-...-.-| 1 $1, 007, 612 |_-...-_--_._.] 1 $1, 521,000 “ | “i 

_°. Raw. (sold by producers) --.--.-.-----short tons_- (2). () (2) (3) ot 
Coke. .__..-.:------------------------=-------d0---- (3 3) - (23) . (28) 3 

_ -  Feldspar (crude) --.------------------:---long tons_- 24,404 | = 128, 348 13, 693 92, 397 Ts 
oo Iron ore__.------------+-----------------short tons_.|-....-.------]----- --2---- 31 0 ws 

Limhe_._-._-.--------------------2-----------do_-_- (2) () (?) 2) ee 

’ Serap..-------------------- ed. 300 |: —s - 4, 800 (2%) (2) Oe 
: Sheet. ....----------------------------- pounds. 285, 690. 40,316 (2) | (2) oe 

: Mineral waters .....-------------------gallons sold .. (4) Oe y “ 
Peat. _..----.---------------------.-----Short.tons__| —)  @) : a)" 2) 8 

| Sand and gravel -_-__-_-.--------------+.-------d0_...] 1, 646,870 | 736,317 2, 076, 977 941, 902 ms 
Stone._..-._.-_-----------------------------2-do-..-} 1, 915, 990 1,918,132 | 52,244,900 | §& 2, 435, 841 a 
Miscellaneous 8... .......---------------------------|-----------+-] 3,342, 258 |--.------..,.] 3.855, 978 2! 

Total value, eliminating duplications. ......-|--.---.------| 3,994,177 |-..--2.---.__| 5, 284, 955 Y 

11940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of “ 
Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. oo “ 

3 Value included under “‘“Miscellaneous.”’ _- ty 
8 Value not included in total value for State. , 3 

_ 4No canvass. . . . Ok 
3 Exclusive of crushed granite, value for which is included under ‘“‘Miscellaneous.’’ os 

' Includes minerals indicated by ‘?’”’ and ‘5’’ above. oy 

‘ - ' \
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hoo BA MINERALS YEARBOOK, 19420. Ee 

FEN es ~ - «+ Mineral production of Delaware, 1940-41 iS 

pee oo - re | fo 840 0 oo 
pee Be a . . . Product nnn a Ok 
ape As | — | | | Quantity | Value | Quantity | Value fas 

Boo _..* . Products (other than pottery and refractories)_..|-------------| 1 $200,000 |--.---.------| .1$225,000 a 
Bo _ Raw (sold by producers) -....--.----short tons-- @) (2): QQ). (2). . oa 

Be Sand and gravel._-..----------.--------------d0----| $167,188 | 91,913) | 168,359 | == 102, 854 one 

Bye ‘Stone__--_s-----.-----------------------------d0.---] 114,690 | -152, 318 | ——-109, 850 147,212. _ 3 
Re Miscellaneous. ----------------------------------=---|-----+-------]} 18, 100 |------------- 17, 565 on 

a “ -- *. Potal value, eliminating duplications-__.-.-~--|---------+---| 457,326 |-..-------..-| 492, 631 jek 

ey “ov 11940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat oy 
tei. |” ineomplete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau ofthe Census. ad 
bo "8 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” | __ Se Oe ee 

ne 3“Commercial.’”’ Value of ‘“‘Government-and-contractor” included under “Miscellaneous.” 4 

Bese Mineral production of the District of Columbia, 1940-41. - a 

B ce ee | Quantity | Value Quantity | Value — a 

F os Clay products (other than pottery and refractories)_|--.----------| © (1%) |z------------] 9). as 
Sieg Stone... 2b eec---u-------+----------short tons_-| . ¢) en ©) wee nee wenn nee feee eben eee a 
we’. Mliscellaneous-_.-.----------------------+--+---------|-+--------4--- $640, 480 |------------- $700,000 4 

Me a z Total value, eliminating duplications._...---..|--.---..-----| 640,480 |----...------] . 700,000 i 

ety Ih Oo , a co oe oe mo | .2y a aye 
ge oO, i A a 

Ge "1 Value included under “‘Miscellaneous.”’- .-_ a - oo Lo | 4 
ge _ _° 21940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines: based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat a 
whore ae incomplete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general] canvass by Bureau of the Census. oon 

Be | ~ Mineral production of Florida, 1940-41. — St 
Get. - a __ L I - _ : “a 

em Product \---_-rOov,TOoooooO ope 4 

se pe re -| Quantity Value | Quantity Value te 

oo © Geman. a nenaecneeeccneececseceeeeebatelsa-| ag fo @g | @ 7 : 
ita ay: ee, : - os 

fee Products (other than pottery and refractories)___|_------------| 2 $153, 000 |--.----------| 2 $224, 000 a 
Sy - Raw (sold by producers) .---..------short tons-. (1) Q) | (1) (Q) af 
re Diatomite-.-.--------------------------------d0-._- GQ) | (@) (1) (1) Og 
Bo, Ferro-alloys__...------------------------------d0----| - (1.4) (1 3) (1 3) (1 8) a 
Bh Fuller’s earth. -_....--------~-----------------do_---| @) (t) - () (1) 5 
vy _Lime____--.--...-----------------------------do-_-- 25, 038 227, 440 | 28, 265 216, 254 ON 
- . Mineral waters_.-.--------------------gallons sold-- (4) (4) (4) (4) % 
Deve Peat. _....------------------------------short tons..;. — (@) (1) () (1) 4 
a Phosphate rock_ ._.----------------------long tons..| 2, 845, 012 7, 741, 177 3, 365, 572 | 10, 234, 031 ik 

co Sand and gravel__....--------.----------short tons_-} 1, 162, 075 800, 085 1, 462, 276 949, 980 : 
: Stone__...__.-_-------------------------------d0-...] 5.2, 880, 540 | 52,750,017 | 54,065,450 | 53, 852, 539 - 

Titanium concentrates: . ” 

| Imenite__.....-----.-----------_---------do---- (1) (4) (1) (1) <i 
Rutile__.......-------_-------------------do---- (1) (1) (1) (1) 

Zircon.........-------------------------------d0-__-|-------------]------------- 144] — 4, 608 : 
Miscellaneous ¢__.......---.-------------------------|-------------| 8, 190, 127 |-------------| 3, 790, 719 

, Total value, eliminating duplications._......-.|.-.----------| 14,854, 206 |-------------| 19, 268, 779 Oe 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” 
21940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat 

: incomplete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. | os 
8 Value not included in total value for State. ‘ 
4No canvass. to 
’ Exclusive of dimension unclassified stone in 1940 and of unclassified stone in 1941, value for which is 

Oo, included under ‘‘Miscellaneous,”’ 
. 6 Includes minerals indicated by ‘1’? and ‘‘’’ above.
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a | Mineral production of Georgia, 1940-41 pos oe 

pe, Product | eo oo yo 
. ee i ; De, ‘Quantity | Value Quantity | Value =. | a 

A | oe 

\ .. Agbestos.........-..--..--------L--.-.--short tons..] 9 @) MO F @M | @ hea 
oe Barite...222-22 eae OL 92,302 | $464,500 | «104,446. | $553,445 
.- ‘Bauxite...........---.-2----2-------- eee ee-dow-eef OOM MO, Q J. @ - ee 

: CMON. --naannonnnnnnonanrenconnnnn non =iORTOLS. - , C). Q) — @) ° SN 
Clay: . 7 7 Bn a Snag Ce 

oe Products (other than pottery and refractories) ._.|_......-...--| .? 2, 582,000 |.....-..--..-| 72,689,000 a ee 
... Raw (sold by producers)-_.-.-......-short tons-- 595,010 | 4, 859, 826 823, 013 6, 609,605 L ad 
yo oad ee ---------do_..-] 842,307 | 8 100, 570 (13). 08 

oo Copper. ..---- eee +--+ s-pounds_-| 25,200}! 2, 848 J..---.------ fee eee Te, aN 
--. Fulller’s earth. .._..---..--.-----.-...-.-short tons.-| = @) (1) () - Q) . : one 

.. .. Gems and precious stones__-.-..-222----.2---------]-----2-----2-| wee eneennnnne 4 ee “4 
Gold... is. 2-2. roy ounces. - 961 | . 33,685 |. = 81L | «10, 885 a 

-... Graphite, crystalline_...............---.-.-poumds..}--..2.--.:..--[------.------{  (@) ~ Q) OT dae 
_ Tron ore—_ ue BP ep = Ob , Ce oy 

Shipped to furnaces, ete......-.....-short tons..| 112, 383'] 182,613 | 200,021 | = 598,497, 
- .. Sold for paint_........-..----.--.--5------dos...]. «14,057 | 3, 144 1,926}... 4,901 ent 

- 0, Kyanite.._.-2-2-222 22-2 - ee dow-f Qy (1) (4. oA 
~ Gime. ce ne 5 022} 18, 774.) 0 92, 281 12, 515 |... 85,825 - ky oe 

“. - - ‘Manganese ore_.._...-.......----.--..-.------0--..- 4,001 | 68,508). 4) : ee es: 
: ‘Manganiferous ore........--------------------d0-..- 211,528} 63, 761 (1) @ ok Bote 

- °° Mica: | nO | ae rs oP Pg RS 
oS Serap...----..--------- +e eee doef MP) Joo (1) . oo OA 

, Sheet. .....2..-----.....-..-...--------pounds..{. (4) fe () S A) Q) |: ols % ae 
‘2... ‘Mineral waters_-_..-....----.-----.----gallons sold.-| >. (4 (4) - (4) (4) ee 

_.  .Ore (dry and siliceous) (gold and silver)-short tons._| . 6,963; . @ . (1,641 Qe 
~- Sand and gravel._....-..--.-----------.------d0-.-- 490,136 | 231,591 |. . 615,511 | - 283,148 an, 
. Silver_........---.---------------------foy oumees..( 630 | | 448 - 88)... 27 ne 
vo, Slate... 2-1 eel fee eee Q) 0 fel e ete QS 
(os Stone... ..---.------------5----++-------Sshort tons._}. 2,507,600 | 5, 034, 288 | 2, 808, 790 | 5, 809, 755 ee) 
-... "Dale and ground soapstone. .__.----..--------do----| - 20,104] 219, 959 28, 511 364,560 oe oa 

: _ Miscellaneous 6___.__-.-.--------2-2-------2e-<+-----[-----2--2---| 2, 992, 278 |----.--------] 4,040,028 mes oy 

es Total value, eliminating duplications.........|....--2<:....| 16, 982, a 21, 049, 261. as 

. * 4 Value included under “‘Miscellaneous.”) =) a oo | a OE 
-.. 21940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- mos XA 

_ -eomplete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines ‘as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. - °°". es 
re 1 acoording to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses... Co Seed ne, 

--.  4Noecanvass. pe re rs | | a 
-, .§ Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content. inicluded under the metals. oo ae oo “y TRS 

6 Includes minerals indicated by “?” above. © = ee eR 

ee _ Mineral production of Idaho; 1940-417 . 
. ll  — — —— ° aoe . ay PS Sri 

oo _ fe 1940 fo AS 
ne Product. | oe —— a 

Dn Quantity | Value | Quantity | value = | a 
Se eae NI eo co yah 

Oo ee : : | .. - coe Oat tt 

. Antimony ore (concentrates) ......-....-shorttons..]| - ~ 302 . $18, 100 (1) Q) a ee 
_» Arsenious oxide_...--..---.--2-5.-------.-----do----|°  @ |. po (2) 3 tet 

_. Bismuth-...-...---.---------------..--.----pounds..} . @ . Ff (3) (2) Ne 
Coment.......---W-------22+----0r200--------barrels. ® }. @ —-f ot. GQ) ge 

.. “Products (other than pottery and refractories).-|...-..2---2--}. 382,000 |.............] 3 $122, 000 Y ra 
- Raw (sold by producers).........---short tons..|° (4). . Q) . (ty | Lt Bane 

. Coal_._.--.--------------------------------+-:d0_---|° (4) ) (1 4) (i 4 a 
_ Copper__-.-..-----------...------:------.-pounds..] 6, 698, 000 756, 874 | 7, 242, 000 854,556. | Lyn 

_ Diatomite_.._..-.-..--..----------------short tons.-|. (1) > (1) (1) - Q)- : a 
Garnet, abrasive.....-...-..------.--------.-.do----|  @) | #@) (1) (1) . Fig ie 
Gems and precious stones: .-..-..-...---.-----------|----------2-- (5) Leeeeee eee (8) oy 

_ Gold_...--.--..------------.----------- troy ounces... 146,480 | 5, 126, 800 149,816 | 5, 243, 560 Ne 
Lead...-...-----------------------------short tons__ 104, 834 | 10, 483, 400 104,914 | 11, 960, 196 | Ry 
Lime. ....-------------------------------+-----d0.---} @) On -120 2, 160 Bae 
Manganese 0re............-.------------------0.---|.---- 2-2 e [eee] 0) : 0 | eg 

. . Manganiferous ore..........--.--.2-----------d0----|) 361 : 0 pe 8 1) oe 
_ ‘Mereury...-...-----------------flasks (76 pounds).-| © @ > ) — @). () iss 

Ores (crude), etc.: . | . ad 
+ Copper. ....--------..----.-.-------short tons_.- 4, 931 0 | 7, 979 6) | fi 

Dry and siliceous (gold and silver) _-..-.--do_-_- 878, 993 6) 903,510} (8) , ay 
. Lead.._....-------------------------------d0...- 164, 508 (8) . 912, 251 6) re 

Lead-copper-.....-----.-------------------do.-.-} © ss BAY] (8) , 174 (6) oes 
Zine....._.-.-----------------------------d0.-2-} 01 B - 22, 551 0) ee 
Zinc-lead _. ...-....-.------------.---.----d0....| 1, 507, 922 ) | 1, 558, 215 & ot 

_. Phosphate rock..-........---------------long tons... 99, 088 441, 598 97, 274 444, 154 os 

. See footnotes at end of table. oy : | | og
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Beep Mineral production.of Idaho, 1940-41—Continued 

pe oe co ‘Product © Bn en 

gee BO - eT  Quantity | Value © Quantity | Value ooo aha 

Bey > Sand and gravel..._......---.-.----------short tons_.| 1, 943, 723°} $657, 848 2,846,752.) $882,867: 
ws, °°.  Silweruw2_------------------++-----+-- Woy ounces__| 17, 552, 240°} 12,481, 593 | 16, 672, 410 |. 11, 855, 936: ap 
woes oe Stone... ..- 222. -------------.--short tons__| - . 967,900 — 809,797 |. 767, 750 644,006 eg 
Beene Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates) -..-..-.do-.-.} +, 260} - - @ | ed AY et 
we) Manadium._....--2.22------------=------poumds-__}...-.-2.-2----|------------- @  -f A. a 
wha Qing ence eee enone geentee eee e- +e Short tons..} 70,601}. 8,895,726 | 79,084}: 11,862,600 
Be Miscellaneous 7_...-_....---- 22-22-2222 eee fe ice] 1,046,184 |ioel eee} 1,801,705 ey 
BRO ee ~ Sk Po Ce Lene ee | en ee | ee | oe 

Be _. .. ~ -Potal-value, eliminating duplications.__.2__-..|--.--202L22-.| 40,799, 920 |_-.22...-----| 45,673,740 ©. as 

ee oo I’"Value included under “‘Miscellaneous.” PSA a oe Rss ok 
ae oo 8 Biguresnotavailable, 20 0 te es 4 
mec 8.1940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines-based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- - es 
ceo. Commplete;1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census... °°: ok 
Wer i... .£ According to.Bituminous Coal Division; value includes:selling expenses. .. te ti 
pe BNocanvass. co rs we 
oo... & Not-valued_as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. . ee 
es 7 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!”’ above.: eo > eo mo Co 4 

Ges Mineral production of Illinois, 1940-41. Cae ee 

peat So sf Quantity. | Value’ | Quantity |. Value. = 

fe Pe Pw 
ROR Cemnelte 2 n--neraeenn en nino nstoeanetnn barrels. 1-4, 937,127 | 1 $7,209, 4381 | 15,958,376 |.1$8,660,104° 0° - 
Meo Olaye DO ae ee A Bt ea oe oe oO Pe uf 
Ao. . * « “Products (other than pottery and refractories) ._-|......-----.-}. 3-7, 052,000: |.-.-.----.2.-| 27,977,000 ay 
Bae . “Raw (sold by producers) .-...--...-short tons..} - 169,938 | 419, 740. 276, 016 528, 136 oN 
yee | Coal... _.-._.-2-- 2-2-2 2 eset d0__~.] 3.50, 610, 430 | 3-85, 584,043 | 3 54, 708, 284 | 3 98,990.565 Ny 
Bs : os eo 7 Coke... wee ence nen ene eee nn nnn en ene OL “8, 014, 840 | 4.18, 217, 939. - 3; 660, 878 . 4.25, 214, 769 ‘ * ae 

Bega. Ferro-alloys__..----------------------2 22 dow e A GA AB  D a 
te —  . Fluorspar.... -2222-22-s2--. eee ee ete doef. 104, 698: |. §2,3138;747 |: 188, 883. |. 8, 047, 247. gy 
BeAr oy > Fuller's earth. 2.222222 2-2 sn dol Of Os 26,676}. 209, 577 oe 
me 2 Tron, pig.-.---- 2-2 2- else 2-2 ------do....| 4,093, 623 | 4 73, 882,065 | 5, 461, 459 }£113, 558,606. 
fe oo oeade wee eee ee deticuf )» 1,608 [150,800 |). ~ 2,876 |. - 270, 864: ees 
pen’. Dime. .....--- 2-2-2. -- 2-2 2--------2--do---| -161,, 358 1,150,113 | . 246,574] 1,702,129 uf 
ei. > Mineral paints (zinc and lead pigments)_.-...do..-.} . -@5) — — 45) 45 | (45) oo ose 
He Mineral waters.....-...-. ----..--.-. gallons sold:-}- —. © (8) -f (8) ~ Os 4 
Pe ‘Natural gas__..-...-._--------.-.-:M. cubic’ feet_.| 8,359,000 | 1, 557,000 | 10, 053, 000 1,668,000 = 

ela _- Natural gasoline and allied products: __ ep ee oo a 
feo ° ' .» Natural gasoline_..__...-._-.-.----.---gallons-:| . 21, 499, 000 805,000 | 54, 872,000 2, 693, 000 a 
Pe Liquefied petroleum gases.._....-.-.-.-..do-_.-- © | (7) 38, 293, 000 1, 054, 000 us 
Pet Ores (crude), ete.: . | SO , od. . oe 
ee . Lead__._-._-.-------.2---.--.------short.tons._[. 50 (8) ween ee enn- nn [eee eee eee 4 
Bo ~Zine.....----.----------------- 2 dO §0 (8) _ 25 (8) en 
hee . Zine-lead_..-....--..------2-.-------------do_-_. 41, 830 (8) 72, 573 |. (8) . 4 
qo -Peat_...--.1-------- eee -O_-_ |---|. - ee (8) _— (3). a 
nf -Petroleum-_-__.-...-.-.-..------.-.----.----_barrels__| 147,647,000 | 156, 500,000 | 132,393.000 | 172, 100, 000 4 

oe ._  Pyrites___.....-..---....2--.-----2.---...long tons:.| «18,021 | ———_- 21, 876 12, 026 (5) a 
Be _ Sand and gravel___..__..__-._........._-short tons--_| © 10,103, 214 | 9 5,578,309 | 13.888, 985. 8, 271, 170 . a 

Sand and sandstone (ground). -..:-.-. ---...do.__. 106, 397 628, 488 131, 581 808, 402 . if 
ro Silver_......-.--.--------_-._._____.-.troy oumces.- 4, 766 3, 389 20, 340 14,464 a 
oe Stone__.._._---....--.-..-----._._..-..-short tons__| 16 9, 209, 170 | 10.7, 556,497 |10 11, 856, 340 1° 10, 706, 996 “a 
a Sulfuric acid (60° Baumé) 1!___....-....2---_--do___- 188,355 | 41,721, 565 213.749 | 41,814, 729 os 
De ‘Tripoli_. 02.2222 2 2 do__ 11, 521 155, 576 13, 833 200, 700 e 

- Zine..__--.----------------------.--.---------d0.-_- 4,818 607, 068 9, 198 1, 379, 700 2 
Miscellaneous 12__._._...---. 2.20 eee |ee-----------| 3, 410, 794 |--._-_-______-| 5, 986, 696 | 

& re | annem mento | err eee, eaten 

| Total value, eliminating duplications..........|_-.....-..---| 277, 948, O11 |--...._.....-| 320, 509, 559 4 

os 1 Exclusive of natural cement, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” ' . 
? 1940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incom- 3 

plete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. : 
3 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. . 
4 Value not included in total value for State. 

a 5 Value included under “‘Miscellaneous.’’ 
6 No canvass. oe 
’ Figures not available. 

| § Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
* “Commercial.” Value of ““Government-and-contractor’’ included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 

| 10 Exclusive of unclassified stone in 1940 and of sandstone in 1941, value for which is included under 
| **Miscellaneous,”’ : 

11 From zine smelting. 
13 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘1,’’ ‘‘5,’ ‘*°,”’ and ‘10” above. |
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Be Mineral production of Indiana, 1940-41. Ss 

ggg | 1941 es 
ae So - | ‘Product se . I OR: 

ee Be - | Quantity | Value Quantity | Value _ og 

CO Cement. oan nes barrels. ag ff @® —@ f @ 
ae ay: oe . a este 

_ Products (other than pottery and refractories)...|._......--.--|'? $4, 265, 000 |_-.--.-------| 2$5,967,000 = 
so Raw (sold by producers) -.--.----...-short tons_- 89, 230 92,712 |... 217,913 |. 176, 367 oo 

2 Coahe a... 1... d0___-| 3 18, 868, 572 | 3 28, 810, 864 | 2 22, 483, 929 | 3 38, 150, 201 ee 
SS Coke. ._------..---.-----------------------.--.d0_...]| 6,412, 716 | 4 37, 308, 469 7, 406, 724 | 4 48, 432, 824 | - 
: _. ~ Ferrovalloys._........-..---.---------1--------d0_-_-|.0 2-222} - ee (4) 

: a Gold._..-..--_.--2.---.-.---------.---troy ounces_- -§ 17§ |i... |e - ee ee Ce 
CS ‘Iron, pig.......---..-.-------.-----+----short tons..|. 5,333,915 | 4 97, 407, 801 6, 393, 223 |4135, 655,190 —~ a 

oo Dime_.. lo. eee eee ---d0___-| 84,462 | 457, 629 | 106, 407 - 688, 879 ps 
co Marl, calcareous_._-..-_.--.--.---------------dO_---|--.----------]------------- .° 30,228} 17,815 | ot fa 

_- © ‘Mineral paints (zinc and lead pigments). -__. ..do_.-- a4) O04) PO AD (i 4) Lo cd 
_... » Mineral waters_.-.....--.--.----..-.-.gallons sold..} — (5) Jt. &® | (5). =) - ky 

-  o. Natural gas_..-..-.--.-.--.-----.-....M enbic feet_.|' 1,137,000 | 661,000 | 1,522,000} § 906,000 ae 
. .» Petroleum....._-.....---------------.-.----barrels_.| 4,978,000 | 5, 200,000 | = 7, 411, 000 9, 400, 000 a 
es BTS ooo one oo pao 7---==_ long tons... 2, 734 4, 887 £3 = o : ra 

| ubbing stones and scythestones.......short tons.-}| © (2) . (1) - 1) 1) . ie 
-, Sand-and gravel_......--.-------.-------2--.-d0_--- 6, 265, 163 3, 306,165 | 8,897,976 | 4,560,652 ae 

.  .. Sand-lime brieck___._..--.-------thousands of brick..| (1.8) 8s) (6) @ ° ES 
Oe Stone......--..-.-.--.-----+------._-----shorttons_.] ? 4,498,490 | 7? 5, 822,006 5, 257, 530 6, 742, 744 a oe 
: _° . Miscellaneous 8__.._-.-.-------------+.-----------+--|-------------| 12, 636, 594. }.-..---.-----] 17, 083, 691 oo od 

" +». otal value, eliminating duplications..........|--.--------.-|. 58,975,140 |_-._---------|° 80,672,397 vias 

-..... 4 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” = 7 mo a sages 
2.1940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census assomewhatincom- ==. ° 4 

_5 .. plete; 1941; Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. oo . ee 
on ~ § According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. OA 

' . : 4 Value not included in total value for State. oe oe Te 
oe No canvass. CO , : Lo | - | ane 

61940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: No canvass by Bureau of ee 
oe the Census and no estimate made. : a : oe 

_.- 4 Exclusive of unclassified stone; value for which is included under “Miscellaneous.” a a es * ce 
. . §Includes minerals indicated by “1” and‘? above. 2. - re rs. 

oe ~ Mineral production of Iowa, 1940-41 es 

7 a Product _ 7 oo eee 
| So . | Quantity Value | Quantity | Value. Sa oe 

a Cement... ---------r--n-aaenoennanntn ne barrels. 4, 597, 781 |. $7,641,163 | 5,328,398 | $8, 659, 014 RD 
ok ay: _ sl . . ee , | CG 

' Products (other than pottery and refractories) ._.|......--..---]| 13, 649,000 |--..---------| 13, 895, 000 oo we 
. | = Raw (sold by producers)...........-short tons. . 10, 005 51, 267 | 10, 022 50, 700 ae 
-. Coal_._.-.------------------------------------d0_-.-} 23, 231,177 | 28,060, 587. | 2 2,938, 626 | 2 8,058, 700 Tg 

| Ferro-alloys...-.-----------------+------------d0_...- (34) | (34) (@4) =} = (34) RS 
-~ Gypsum (crude)... .-..--22--- ee .-dol...| 487,379 587, 223 630, 980 736, 185 AM 

a Iron, pig..-.-........--_.-----_------ + ---do__ (3 4) (3 4) 34) (34) Ce 
' - . - Mineral waters. ....-............-....-gallons sold_. (5) QQ — | (5) ©. oa 

oo Peat. ...-----------------.----.---------Short tons_. 2, 500 30,000 { = (8) (3) " 
_ Sand and gravel. ...............-.-..-....-.--do_...] 63, 464, 803 | 6 1, 852, 285 6, 271, 702 1, 728, 741 - te 
Stone.__._._.---..-.---..--.-.-----.---..-----do....] © 4,013, 740 3, 832, 070 5, 790, 920 5, 657, 585 sl 

7 Miscellaneous 7__.._....--.--------------------------|-------------] 2, 880, 942 J.-L} 4, 421, 573 J By 

‘Total’ value, eliminating duplications..........|...-.----.---| 26,006,904 |....._._.__..| 28,872,177 a 

11940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based'‘on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- | a 
complete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. i 

4 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. ry 
8 Value included under “‘Miscellaneous.” __ | on 

_ 4 Value not included in total value for State. | 8 
. § No canvass. co 

6 “Commercial.” Value of ““Government-and-contractor” included under “Miscellaneous.” | 
7 Includes minerals indicated by ‘“’’ and ‘6” above. s 

556250 —48-——_5 | | | a
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~ So Mineral production of Kansas, 1940-41 © ene 

ee oe Product : TO DT ae 
Be CO Quantity | Value. | Quantity | Value © = 

Bo Cement_....------.-+-2------------+-------barrels-.| 13,441, 612 | ! $5, 192, 160 | 1 4,734,129 |! $7, 136,933 9 >. 
Boo | Chats. -—--2neoeeaesaono-anz--Short tons-_- 163,180 | 25,747 | © 360,951 55, 447 ee 

ee lay: | Sas | | |. od oo ie 
a poe “Products (other than pottery and refractories). . |------.------| 2 1,035,000 |--.-.--_---.- 2 1; 121, 000 Ed 

ay), Raw (sold by producers) ..---.--...-short tons_.| (3) |  &) yo - B® 2. YB) es 

Be Coal) oe ene eee ee nee ee-----0... | £3, 578, 952 | 46,717,318 | 4 4,007,572 | 47,950/481 ake 

ree es Gypsum (erude).._....-------------.---------do.---|  @ | ~ @) (G3). (8) ° on fyb 

pete Lead. _....-.----------=---------------~ ------do=. -- 11, 927 1, 192, 700 14, 588 1, 657, 332. op 

PAN be Mineral paints (zinc and lead pigments) -- _-_.do. - -- (35) | (35) 35) CE) re 

Be 7... ‘Mineral waters. _....-.----.----------.gallons sold _- (8) (8) (6) () | oe 

gee 6 Natural gas ._. _aenag-t-e------.------M eubie feet_-| 90,003,000 | 31, 931,000 | 111,121,000 | 36,552,000 he 

ee _ Natural gasoline'and allied products: pe re Ses 

BRR - Natural gasoline. _.-_...---------------gallons-_| 64, 691, 000 | .. 1,295,000 | 72,876.000°|.. 2, 631, 000 aR 

teu... Liquefied petroleum gases--- - -----2-22.--d0_..- ( -% 12, 815,000 |... 410,000 ae 

we. | Ores (crude), etc; oo ef fee | er 
Hie. me — ° Gead.._.---22.------+------:-------Short tons. - - 2, 000 . 8) weeeecee ---- [eee eee eee ~ 

Bor Gime ieee -e- eee tee e--ee------ 0-2] 1, 187, 704 (8) . 4, 844,123}. 8) Wh 
ce re Zine-lead _.....-----------=-----------+---d0_.-- - 2,014,096 | . @) 2, 352, 124 |e ts 

ne Petroleum... ..-.-.---------+--------------barrels..| 66, 139,000 | 68, 700,000 | 83, 242,000 |. 95,700,000 = 

Gok >. Pumice. ..._---------------------------Short tons__} 39, 215 129,959 | . 23,659 | - 111, 835 ue 

tee J. * Pyrites_._.. .-.---------------------1----lomg tons--|...---.------]-----2- ----}| 3,902} @) - “ 

Beso oo - Salt. lee. ------------------short tons_- 684, 053° 2, 710, 847 781,014 3, 254,828 Ma 

Ape Sand and eravel___...._-.-2------------------@0....}. 2, 264,871 |. 898, 962 2,927,921 | 1,288,920. lok 

tr Stone. ..--.-----------0----e-ee----e-ee-e-- --MO.-..} 2, 880,930. | 8, 672,644] 2, 727, 290 3, 171, 598 ie 

away vot) Bime.._-------~---+-------------------------- do... 57, 032 7, 186, 032 71,403 | 10,710,450 oe 

mee oe Miscellaneous ®--....---~----------------------------]------------- 2, 760, 184 |.------------|/ 3, 852, 673 . oe 

*- Potal value, eliminating duplications...-....--|-------------| 180, 859, 896 |..-..------.: 171, 991, 685 a 

heacs 1 Exclusive of natural cement, value for which is included under “Miscellaneous.” oe Oe 

Bo 21940: Estimate by Bureau_of Mines based on figures issued by: Bureau ‘of the Census as somewhat in- ~ oa 

Be complete: 1941: Estimate by. Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. ee es 

Th ho. 3 Value included under ‘“‘Miscellaneous.” ne oe “oa 

Bon . |. 4 Aecording to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. Do oe oe : a 

“ho 3. § Value not included in total value for State. — . oe . ol 

ey vot. ~  @ No-canvass. | ; . | a a . 4 
Beast .-°. -. 7 Figures not available. — . oes . a Oe 

Gi 8 Not valued’as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals.. a 4 

e? ~. _»,  9%Ineludes minerals indicated by “’’ and “3” above. . _ ' “2 

- me, _ Mineral production of Kentucky, 1940-41 a He “ 

ye en | 1980 1941 yg 

x Product | | >) OT? A 

oo | | Quantity Value | Quantity. | Value. of 

oe | Asphalt (native).....-------------------short tons... 0) (1) Qo}. Q : 3 

eo Cement... .--—-------ere--2no-n---cneeeneee=DATTEIS.- (4) (4) Q) (1) - ‘ 

He ay: ee | | | 3 
oe - Products (other than pottery and refractories) -.|.-.-.-----. .-| ? $1, 258, 000 |--.--...---.- 2 $1, 690, 000 R 

_ . Raw (sold by producers).....-------short tons-- 345, 023 1, 328, 644 503, 427 1, 978, 222 of 

Do Coal..__-.------------------------------------G0----| 3 49, 140, 904 | 3 91, 153, 768 | 3 53, 710, 346 |116, 561,332 3 

- Coke__..__-----------------------------------d0-.-- (2 4) 4) (4) (i 4) a 

. Fluorspat-......------------------------------d0__-- 103, 939 2, 043, 866 142,862 | 2, 957, 982 

| Iron, pig__..-......--.------------------------d0----| 290, 610 (1 4) 329, 125 (i 4) “ 

Lead..-----------------.----------------------d0-_--- 360 36, 000 282 32,148 | : 

Se Lime.__-_...-----------------------------~----d0_--- (1) (1) ween -------|------------ 

Mineral waters__.........---.---------gallons sold_- (5) (5) (5) (°) 
Natural gas:_...__.........---.-..---.M eubic feet_.| 53,056,000 | 22,936,000 | 69, 067, 000 | 28, 769, 000 : 

Natural gasoline and allied products: " 

: Natural gasoline._.......-...-.---------gallons_-} 9, 539, 000 350,000 | 10, 247, 000 475, 000 " 

. Liquefied petroleum gases. - ---.-.--------d0o---- (8) (6) 25, 124, 000 1, 055, 000 - 

Ores (crude), etc.: | | 2 
Zinc__._.---.-------.-----<----------Short tons... (6) ) 1, 455 (7) , 

Zine-lead___-..-.----.--------------------d0.--- (8) (2) 14,885} = @) : 

Petroleum_.........---..-.-----------------bartels._! 5, 188, 000 5, 400, 000 4, 762, 000 6, 200, 000 * 

1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.”’ , 

/ 2 1940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incom- 

plete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. 

oo 3 According to Bituminous Coal Divison; value includes selling expenses. : 

4 Value not included in total value for State. 
5 No canvass. . | 

6 Figures not available. 
: 

| 7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. |
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ae ss STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF MINERAL PRODUCTION 59 3 °-~. a 

oe Mineral production of Kentucky, 1940-41—Continued sit Sg 

a a MOD ae ee . Product eee ——_ 
oe a 7 | . - | Quantity | Value Quantity Value9 © Ft 

Sand and gravel.___-...__......_......-short tons_.| 1, 26, 325 $815, 688 | 8 1,654,183 | $1,124,708 © ey Stone._-__-- lee --__.--d0___- - 4, 620, 750: 4,207,875 | ° 5,779,800 | 5,177,170 ns _ Zine. __.-..----2--22----2-- 2 =e =. 0. 1, 278 161, 028 497 64,050 mG . Miscellaneous 10_______.__ 2... ___------ |e 10,740, 370 |-.-...---.-.-| 14, 669,799 Se 
oo _ ‘Total value, eliminating duplications......_.._[.........__.. 131, 974, 410. |___-..._-_-._| 169, 009, 195. eS 

_ .. §&*Commercial.’’ Value of “‘Government-and-contractor” included under “Miscellaneous.” —_- ay aN * Exclusive of sandstone, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” - . | vis ""_. 10 Includes minerals indicated by “1,” 8,” and “9” above. oo a : 
: ms . : x Me! 

SS _ Mineral production of Louisiana, 1940-41 , : Chey . | TT ern " " _—_ nn —— 
re | ; ” ~ . . te “ES 

ne — | | 1940 1941 | ne. . — -. Product a tf 7 ae : | at | a 7 _ _ Quantity Value | Quantity | Value ~ oO, a 
‘ fool Oo a ernrnnrenrerrrencsanac | een rreamnsenstneea et ——_—_—— —____. , : et ce COMED. -- ncn eeenneeeneaen-eni----n+-- barrels. ®O F. @ | -@M @ a Be 

se . Products (other than pottery and refractories) _.|_........___. 4 $540, 000 |-.-..----2.--]  2.$874, 000 Oe Manga Raw (sold by producers) _-_._.._:...short tons_. 10, 189 — 96, 314 -12, 159 ~ 100, 339 og we / oo Dime. lee eee... dO wenn nen en e-- [eee eee ek CQ). - QQ. . von NEE . «Mineral waters_.................--..-_gallons sold__|"- @) 38 8 |  & Oo _ Natural gas_____..._..-..__.....-...-M cubic feet__] 343, 191, 000 | _ 63, 577,000 | 403, 855, 000 | 71, 089, 600 es Natural gasoline and allied products: 4 Se eo an ee a Natural gasoline and cycle products. ---gallons__|. 113, 741,000 | — 2, 552,000 | 201,049, 000 _ 6,376,000 — OT as +. Liquefied petroleum gases___..-----..._.-do..__] (4) (4) 24, 675, 000 388, 000 | a +. Petroleum... ...2.2 0222222222... ._.2___._barrels__|- 103, 584, 000 | 107, 500, 000 -| 115, 908, 000 132, 100, 000 tg ee re Salt_.._-.- 22.22 eee se. ...--short tons__| 1, 132, 594 2, 804, 406 1, 242,242 | 3,251,492 vet +>. Sand and gravel____._-.. 222. 2. d0__-- 2, 580, 478 1, 381, 044 3, 700,140.| 2,386, 097 he “Stone... 2.2 ---_-d0_._- 0) (!) (1) (1) | Oy # Sulfur__.___2....20--.2-......--.....--_._long tons_. «48,004 | 8, 688, 064 549, 619 8, 793, 904 a, .' Miscellaneous Boonen eee eee eee e wenn eee ene weeeceeene- en]: 2, 014, 484, ~------------| 3,081, 212 aa 
ee Total value, eliminating duplications.-_.......]_..........._| 189, 153,312 |... 228, 440, 044 . - - ey 

vo 1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” : : } : amare’ 7 1940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incom- Do EA . plete; 1941: Estimate by. Bureau ‘of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. co | arenaar iy . ‘3 No canvass. . | | | - ee 7 as 4’'Figures not available. . . - ae me, 5 Includes minerals indicated by “!” above. == | oe ae 

a _ Mineral production of Maine, 1940-41 7 oe 3 a 

; | | | / 1940 of 1941 7 oo pe Product + t — | gat ce oe Quantity Value Quantity Value a a 

Beryllium concentrates__._.............-short tons... @ . @ @ Qo | we Cement_-___---.---------.-..._...__..._.._barrels_. 1) “(fe a) _ -€l/- OS _. Clay products (other than pottery and refractories)...|.............| 1$275,000 |... 2 $417, 000 ny . Feldspar (crude)_--......--...-........._long tons_- 18, 390 84, 796 22, 566 116, 610 EE . Gems and precious stones__-..--....3-222--..2.----- woceenen ele] ® ( feeeeeneeeeee} | 8)-- Ms © Lime... ._-_. short tons_. (1) ~O@M | @a — @) -- ee -  Miea> . | x Fo oo Vy Serap-.--..-------------------------.---- 20. =. (1). M. Ff - @ | > @ on Sheet... ......----.-------------.-----.-pounds..| (1) 8 Bf oO a: Mineral waters_-_-.................-...-gallons sold_.|_ - » 8): s) - 3) (8) oe ‘Peat. _........_-.....-.....-_...--.---_.short tons_. 8, 173 118,897 | | 8,527] 178,058 7 ogs | Sand and gravel... .....-.-...--------..-...---d0_...| , 3, 836, 131-| - 878, 820 |- 3, 891, 656 935, 902 ae Silica (quartz). ....-.--------------2.....--.-.d0___- 160 538 202 722 4 Slate... .--------- 2-2-2 2 -eneeeenenene [ee eee eee 286, 660 |.--..--....-- 442, 212 Oe Stone. __..--.-------.----------4--------Short tons. #245, 580 | 41,876, 198 324,060 | 1, 295,180 - we Miscellaneous 5._.-.....-..-.-----------2-----------| eae 854, 067 |-----..-.--..| 1, 306, 764 8 
: Total value, eliminating duplications..........|............-| 4,374,976 |...._.._____| 4,602,448 oF 

- 1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” . ae * 1940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- yo complete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. AY 3 No canvass. . | ye # Exclusive of unclassified stone, value for which is included under ““Miscellaneous.”’ oa . Includes minerals indicated by “1’ and “4” above. ' fo RN
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(Mineral production of Maryland, 1940-410 

ees 7 Product J ee 
Be - ere a Quantity | Value {| Quantity | Value = |. % 

goo Asbestos. ..-.-.-------------------------short tons-- @) |. Q) foes ee eee nae 
BO CEMENE  --------ennn-nooanconorecace ose DAFTEIS. -) (1) @ . QQ) )- ns 
BAC ay: a - me a oO | : . EE 
a Products (other than pottery and refractories) -_..|--...-..-.-.-| ? $1, 856, 000 |----.-.--.-~-| 2 $2, 042, 000 ke 
wea . “ . Raw (sold by producers) -_-.-..---..-short tons--_|. 49, 036. 114,531 | 57,489 | . 149, 744 we , “ast 
pee’. Ooal..---- 1-22-22 -L +--+ +--+ -----do_--.| 3:1, 508, 433 | 33,171, 243 | 3 1, 700, 574 | 3 4,088, 426 eae 
BB Coke...-.--.----------------=----------------do--..| 1,682,701; 9 @4) 1,752,588 | . (4. oe 
Be! a .. Feldspar (crude)--.---2.------..-----..--long tons- - ® (4) Q | @g _ a 
Broo _ *. Tron, pig. -.---.----.--------------------short tons..| 2,350, 773 | (1 4) | 2,372,982} - (4). : 4 
gee Lime. eee nee eeenc--0_---| 68,745 | 855,771 | 65,624} 481,200 
f° Mineral waters..22.-2-2.-lLlLl-igallons sold] Yt YT GT TR 
gic |’ Potassium salts... .-.-------------------short tons..| _ @) Q) | ~ @) —@) | ey 
wes. oo |.) Sand and gravel__-....---.----.--------------d0--.-| 3, 426,525 | 2, 763,322 | 5, 167, 445 4,446,850. a 

foo. Biliea (quartz)_.-22222 oe do et Mt a | mt a 
Beet Blate...22-2-22------ eee eee + |--- 2 -e- @) {ou--- eee] GQ 
wes. + Stome....-----2.----2---2-.2---------.short tons-.] 1,109,960 | 1,395,373 | 1,604,430 | 2,218,478 = 
Bee a Tale and ground soapstone- ._..-..-----------d0o----]. Q@) ~ 15,628 | | 105,368. “ 
hee . Miscellaneous 6_...-.-..---.-.------2---------------- wena-s----=7-} 46, 596, 893: |------.------] 60,911,186 gh 

o ah . ...- Potal value, eliminating duplications..........|_-.-.--....-| 12, 605, 171 wbenence nce 17, 291, 523 | - of 

Pe -". + 4 Value ineluded under “Miscellaneous.” - Olen nce a 
Wee 24940: Estimate by Bureau _of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- | ane 
Be complete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. _ Ds ee 
wig ice ot - 8 Aecording to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. of, eo 

ae .. # Value not included in total value for State. -. i a . a oe gs 

oie ye SE 6 Includes minerals indicated by “i” above. re . eo et 

Bee es _- Mineral production of Massachusetis, 1940-41 = Be, a 

tee oe os oO . 1940 foo WAR ky 

te che ‘Product oe Se ees See Se 4 
Bo Co : | Quantity | Value | Quantity | Value : 

Fp os 9... ++ Products (other than pottery and refractories)__.|....--......-]  1$976,895 |-...-..-.--_-] ! $1,022, 000 A 
Pope _._ Raw (sold by producers) _..-...--.--short tons-. (2) (?) 4 @) 8 
Gee _ Coke. ..--------------------------------------d0----] 1, 130,311 | - (24) 1,161,732 | (23) ot 
bee - Feldspar (erude)_...-.........-.--...-.--Jong tons. .].....-..--.--|-.--------2-- (2) (2) a 
Bor Iron, pig..---...-----.--.---------------Short tons_. (23) | (38) | (23). (2 3) 7 ist 
Po : Lime_.._.-.-.-.--------------+--------------- 0. | 108, 797 _ 965, 333 106, 336 1,007, 773: | of 
. _Manganiferous ore_......-.-------------------d0...- 2128): (3) ne - @—. og 
wo Mineral waters_---.-.--.------=-------gallons sold _. (4) (4) (4) (4) 4 
ey  Peat..-.-..-.---------2.----------------short tons_-| - 703 | 38, 495 (2) : (2) ot 

ae _ Sand anid gravel. .-..-.-..._.---..------------do...-] 3, 563, 760 | 1,681,222 | 5,351,002| 2,674,557 
eo Sand and sandstone (ground).................do_..-] . 1, 425 6, 240 1, 352 6, 327 oe 
a - Sand-lime brick. -_-............thousands of brick-- (25) 4 (2 5) (’) (6) a 

Silica (quartz)___.........-...-..-.---.-short tons-- 786 | 4, 716 850 5, §25 a 
. Stone....-...-_- ee ---0----} 2, 176, 340 | 3, 819, 708 2, 602, 120 4, 547, 808 F 

| ~~ Miscellaneous 6____.....-.2.- 22 -e ee] 9, 486, 083 |---| 15, 178, 812 4 

me : Total value, eliminating duplications......-..- -------------| 7,578, 122 |.-.----------| 9, 293, 169 . 4 

4 1940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of : 
Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. . . 

3 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” . ; 
3 Value not included in total value for State. . 
4 No canvass. . - 
5 1940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: No canvass by Bureau. * 

' of the Census and no estimate made. 
6 Includes minerals indicated by ‘2’? above. “ 

a ’ : ”



gS RAIISTMICAL SUMMARY OF MINERAL PRODUCTION 61°... 

a : 7 - Mineral production of Michigan, 1940-41 — ras 

ae | , CS 1980. 14100 otha 
wo Product . - re er 

as a a es Quantity | Value | Quantity | Value Re 

. _ Bromine...._.......-...-.-.-.-----.-------pounds._| 14, 173,936 | $2,878,900 | 15,899,731 | $3, 906, 486. foe oh 
-. Galeium chloride.--.-...2..-.----.--.-.-short tons-_. 84,918 900, 801 148, 918 1,236,788 sg 

| Cement... -....-~-----.---2----<----------bartels..- 8, 519,416 | 11,389,191 | 9,819,218] 13,333,850 = 9... 
- ay: | ee po co, oe ey 

-....- Products (other than pottery and refractories) .._|.-.----.-----} 12,377,000. |--......---.-} 12, 925, 000 ete 
| _.. Raw (sold by producers)__.........-short tons-- (2) 4  : 3). @) Ce 

| ~ Coal....--22--2 2122-2 --------------------d0....] - 2410, 169} 31, 592, 051 3 310,775 | 31,312,777 7 
© Coke... 2222-2 eee --- 2-2-1 -------d0_...| 2,872,026 | 415,445,452 | 2, 863, 563 | 4 18, 213, 048 a 

a, Copper. .-......-------.----+--2-.---.-.-.-pounds..| 90,396,000 | 10,214,748 | 92,880,000 | 10,959,840 | ER 
oe Gems.and precious stones. -.--.-.-----------.------.]-------------|  - @® wonee--------} GO) oe 

an aypsum (crude). _-.-.------.---.---.---short tons_- 746,982 | 1,017,126 | | 805,861 {| 1,090,309 ~ Ls 

cee Ore_._..------1--------2-2--2-------------do_._.] 15,402, 206 | 40,474,951 | 17,025,813 1 43, 765, 164. x 
PHBL lee eee cee eee eee cen-2-G0....] 1,340, 402 | 4 18, 472, 588 |. 1, 360, 139 | #21, 384, 383 Bs 

Lime... seo e eee eee 02. _ 41, 814 308, 926 65,447} =: 388,104 os 
so Magnesium... 222222222222 -.2----2-.----pounds_-_} 12, 823, 633 3, 462, 380 (4%) @- . ees 
a Magnesium salts (natural): . — es 

, -..... Carbonate._...-.-.-2---c---.--eee----- dof) (2). 1,922,000} 181, 265 a 
So Obloride eee do} (2 Oo Oe 
ie _ Sulfate_......-.--.-..--21----2-------22---do--._| (2). a — @ - @) ees 
°..- .Manganiferous ore_.-....-..-------.----short tons-. 20, 851  (’) wee eens nnn ee-feeee sn nee eee ERY 
Sey Marl, calcareous... -_-..-..-.---..--.------..---do..--|  @ > — YA | 66,854) 85,684 

_ Mineral waters........-.-..-..-...-... gallons sold__| (5). 1 @ | () OE ts 
Natural gas.___....--.----------------M cubie feet..| 12,648,000 | 8,339,000 | 13,916,000 8, 722,000. Sigh 
‘Natural gasoline.__..-..-......-..--..------gallons:.} 3,919,000 |. . 162,000 | . 5, 670,000 261,000 ee 

. a Ores (crude), ete.: Copper__......-..-.-short tons__| 4, 438,219}. -. ® _ 4, 282, 448 ® ee 
8 Peat. eee eee eee d0_- 8 5,326 |  32,750|  —--11,340| — 75, 500 : ae 

°° Petroleum......--.-----.--------.--..-.--.-barrels__|. 19, 753,000 | 20,150,000 | 16,359,000 {| 21,900,000 2 int 
Salts eee le.---.L.-short tons..| 2, 863, 085 |. 7,479,905 | 3,620,649 | 10,975,872° | ts 

Sand and gravel. ._---.-.-------.----.--.-----do_...| 18, 650, 528] 4,978,006 | 15,606,215 | — 6, 190, 336 er 
'- Sand-lime briek._-..............thousands of brick-_- 714, 564 7 170, 678 | % OE ee 

oo. Billwers__.----------2l----2---.----.--troy. ounces_. 88,657 | _ 63,045) - 60, 796 48,2838 8 
 * $tome...--.------+-----.---2------.-.---short tons..| 18, 527,170 | . 6,891, 433.| 15,161,820 | 8, 349, 607 2 ae 

_... Miscellaneous 8___.-..-------222-2-------------------|-------------| 1, 891, 690 |--.----------] © 6,780,878 

De Total value, eliminating duplications..........|.....-...--..| 124, 774, 581 |.-.-.........| 142, 483, 673 Le 

Ste - 11940: Estimate by Bureau of. Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat | es 
-_.. incomplete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Cemsus. 

oe _ 2 Value included under “ Miscellaneous.’’ BC a So a 
~~ +... 3: According to Bituminous Coal. Division; value includes selling expenses. ee ay 

aan  4Value not included in total value for State. . . . a Se EE 
. |. §&Nocanvass. a - ce . gd 

, 6 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. Sos et eleg 
a 71940: Figures. obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: No canvass by Bureau wg 

_ of. the Census and no estimate made... — . ne get 
- 8 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘’’ above. : . oO - — oh 

7 _- Mineral production of Minnesota, 1940-41 an we 

oo oo, | : , 1940 ot 1941. oo, ge 
— . se Product oo ooo 

me . Quantity Value : Quantity ‘Value — : eee 

| Coment. --------2-----22--cenez-ncnne------barrels.. 7). @) @) -Q) oe 
| ay: oo —_ oe ce at 

. . Products (other than pottery and refractories)...}.-..-.-------} 2 $988,116 |.-.------.---} 2$1,119,000° = my, 
_. _°. Raw (sold by producers).....-...-.-shorttons_-}| (4) GQ). (1) (1) co oO 

Coke. _..-.-.--.--.---...--------.------------d0_..- 524, 360 | 33, 662, 908 685, 873 | 3.5, 082, 787 : ES 
| Ferro-alloys_-----.----------~-----------------@0_-_.|-------------{-------------] (9) 33). | ey 

_ Flint lining for tube millls..........-.......-..do_--- () f . () - i - a oo 
Gems and precious stones. ........-.--.-.-----------|------------- 4) wn-----------| i 
ron: . a . | wh 

Ore._..---------------.----.--------short tons..| 53, 652,633 | 118, 947,968 | 70,419,878 | 167,781, 967 - oa 
- . Pigl......-.-22.---.-.-----..-------.---d0....| «282, 728 (2 3) 369, 549 (1 3) oye 

Lime. ......---------------------+-------~------d0_--- Q) | (1) Q) (1) ak 
. _ Manganiferous ore._.-.......-.-..--..--.....-d0.._.| 1,171, 939 2, 894, 388 (4) ~ () Moe 
” ~ Marti, caleareous...--....-.----.-.-..---.-----d0...- () 21, 387 : 11, 664 . oe 

, ‘Mineral waters_....--..-...---.----.--gallons sold... (4 (4) (4) ¢) ae 
: Peat....-....-.-------.-...............-short tons.- 1, 984 19, 980 (1) pg 

. Pebbles for grinding. _...........-....-..-....d0...- (1) (1) () 1) ea) 
7 Sand and gravel.........-...--.-..--..-----..d0_...] 8,729,205 | 1,924,716 | 13, 517,069 2, 705, 534 oly 

Sand-lime brick. _.-.-...-..----thousands of brick. - (1 5) (5). & (8) os 
Stone_._...---.-..--.-...-_.-----.--.---short tons..{ 1, 119, 230 1, 987, 822 1, 002, 190 1, 811, 805 , oo 
Miscellaneous 6. ..------.--------- 22 f------------| 7, 088, 749 |-----------_-| 18, 944, 941 oo 

Total value, eliminating duplications. __......|_..-..-......| 128, 571, 690 }|-..-.--.--.-.} 178, 790, 274 oo 8 

1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” _ | ; a Me 
21940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of a 

, Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. | to 
3 Value not included in total value for State. aoe 
4 No canvass. . pe 
5 1940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: No canvass by Bureau of | oe 

the Census and no estimate made. oe 
6 Includes minerals indicated by “1”? above. ee
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Boe po Mineral production of Mississippi, 1940-41 SO oe 

BN | | | 1940 1941 | os 
Boa - Product. > | FH as 

ger, CO |. Quantity | Value Quantity | Value — Cag 

So Clay: . | OO eel od Po 
ere _ Products (other than pottery and refractories) -_.|_.....-------| _1.$787,000 |-...------...} 1$915,000 oe 
re - Raw (sold by producers) -_-...-----:-short tons- - . ) () | - 92,479 | = 420, 322 a 
ame [yon Ofe__--_------ +--+ +2 ----- +--+ --- 0. =. 56]. 38 57 OL ee 
iN. Mimeral waters__....---.-------------.galloms sold_.| (3) (3) Q). | Cat 
we Natural gas-..22.-2.-----------.------M ecubie feet_-| 6,365, 000 1, 637,000 | 4,268,000] 1,084,000 oe 

(feo Petroleum... -.-..--2----------------------barrels..} 4,400,000 | _ 3,750,000 | 15,327,000 | 14,000,000 
jabs - Sand and gravel-.....-.-----------------short tons_.| 2,319, 073 724,777 | 42,192,829 | #1, 018, 504 a 
Aes “Stone..-201---2- ee eee eenen eee eee een dO] FRO] 8 AIO $500] 9 57500 
Merve s  .. Miscellaneous 6. ~...-.2----.--L2--2-----------------|-------------| 340, 422 |....---------] - 312; 049 nae 

rn _ Total value, eliminating duplications. _.-..-.-|-------------| 7, 239, 647 |.------.-.---| 17, 750, 726 a 

wo... 11940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau ofthe Censusassomewhatincom-  —=—sw is 
Rep oo _ plete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. co So aod a 
fel + 8 Walue included under “Miscellaneous.” a Oo a 
jets. "8 Nocanvass. - ror “S 
yore ' 4 “Commercial.” Value of ‘‘Government-and-contractor”’ included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” Ce : Oe 
Be lay Exclusive of limestone in 1940 and of sandstone in 1941, value for which is included under ‘“Miscel- wg 

re . -¢ Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘,”’ “4,” and “5” above. a os . y 

Be Mineral production of Missouri, 1940-41 ae af 

mek Prodtach . : _ } } er 
ans Bo Quantity | Value | Quantity | Value = =§=§8 

we no —_— —_—- mm - 

meso. 3. Asphalt (native)......--.-....--..--..--short tons_- (2) (i) (i) YF | } 
he he Barite._....-.----..----.---------------------d0_-.- 179,455 | $1, 216,069 212,718 } $1,337, 756 a 
Agha Cement. .......-...-----------1-...-------.barrels__| 4, 867, 799 7,616,247 | 6,516,345 | 10, 272, 509. ay 
ae Ghats. -------------conranenonoenannn n= Short tons..| 1,470,849} 288,266) 2,182,372) 458, 696 og 
wei Olay: | . : . : 
ere Products (other than pottery and refractories) __|..-.--..-----| 2 2,064,000 |__..-.....-_.| 23,032, 000 i 
mee Se Raw (sold by producers) ._--....-..-short tons-- 498,150 | 1,400,932} 805,813 1, 798, 342 oe 
wpe Coad. 2222-2 eee eee eee eee e--- 2 ---d0__2.| 3 8, 096, 741 | 3 6,320,770 | 3.8, 145, 288 | 2 7, 013, 745 a 
Be Coke. _-_---.--------------1-------------------do_---]| 4) G4 | (1 4) (i 4) - oe 
pee Copper----.-----.-----------+-----------.-pounds.-_]. 1, 370,000 154, 810 2,800,000 | © 330, 400 “a 

yh _ Iron ore— es eee ood 
Beans a Sold to furnaces, etc___.._---.----..-Short tons. . 56, 243 | 123, 234 | - 15, 019 |. 35, 543 a 
Bip Ts - Sold for paint__.-..-..--.-----..----.--.--d0_-_. 8, 587 11, 177 _ 6, 671 23, 649 a 
yo -Lead_....----------2---- eee --- eee ------ 0 172,052 | 17,205,200] 165,909 | 18,913, 626 4 
oN, Lime... ---_.-----.---------------------3-----d0--.. 607, 062 3, 184, 293. 736, 200 4,106, 468 ne 
ie _. Manganese ore._....-----.-----.--------------0_-..]-------=-----]----- === (1) a ¢)) ne 
< | Mineral paints (zinc and lead pigments).___.-do___- (i 4) (4) © (i 4) (14) 3 
noe ‘Mineral waters.._...---.---_----------gallons sold__ (5) (5) (5) (8). 3 

Natural gas__._......----.....--.-----M cubic feet... 310, 000. 166, 000 196, 000 100, 000 3 
4 oO Ores (crude), etc.: — coe . 4 

oe Lead_...-_------.-------------------Short tons._] 5,837, 550 —(%) =| 8,787,322 (8) 
oo Zinc _.........----------------------------0_._- 201, 055 (8) "158, 334 (8) 4 

; Zinc-lead ....-..--------------------------d0_+.. 418, 795 (8) 896, 938. (8) oh 
- Petroleum___._._.......--..--.--._.----..--barrels__ 44, 000 34,000 | 47,000 41, 000 4 

Pyrites__....-.-.....---------------------long tons_. 29, 325 | 74, 088 |.-..----.----]------------ 
— Sand and gravel___.....-.....---..------short tons_.} 4,057,571 | 2,311,221 | 5,401,903 | 3, 220, 086 " 

Sand and sandstone (ground)_...._.--__......do_._- (1) (1) (Q) C 
. Sand-lime brick__..............-thousands of brick_- (1%) ay. (7) 7) 

— Silver___........-...-.-..-------..---..troy ounces__ 260, 314 185, 112 367, 688 261, 467 a 
Stone....-.....-..-...--.--.------------Sshort tons..} 6, 085, 790 6, 176, 867 6, 501, 460 7, 048, 207 : 

. Tripoli__--_.--_.-._----...-.-----------.-----d0_._- (1) im (1) Q) 
_ Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates) -......do___. Wy 1) (4) (4) 3 

Zine_____-.-.-_----__-----.---------------------do__. 12, 703 1, 600, 578 21, 932 3, 289, 800 : 
Miscellaneous §________....--------------_-----------]-------------| 1,876,041 |-__--..------] 2, 364, 610 : 

. Total value, eliminating duplications__.......-|...-.-....-..] 50,324, 566 |__._....___._] 61, 545, 052 : 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ —— 
2 1940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat 

incomplete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. 
8 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 

“ 4 Value not included in total value for State. 
"\ 5 No canvass. . 

: 6 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
71940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: No canvass by Bureau 

of the Census and no estimate made. 
8 Includes minerals indicated by ‘“”’ above. |
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. STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF MINERAL PRODUCTION — 63 wo a 

a | ' Mineral production of Montana, 1940-41 | ay 

oe, Product . re SR: 
es | Quantity Value Quantity Value a 

oo - Antimony ore (concentrates)_.-....-...-short tons_- 69 $3,000/ Q) cnet 1 
-  Arsenious oxide_...-...--....-.--.-..-...---.d0_..- Q) | (1) “@) Ce Ee 

oS - AsbestoS_...-.--...--.-------.----------------d0,-_- (1) — Q) wanna nwt enn n[eeee wenn see 
Bo Bismuth... _.-.--..---.-.-...-----.--------pounds..-| | (?) (2) (2) CQ 

COIN omen nnn nenn enna nn ener ne DAFTELS..< Q @) Q) — @). OEE 
oe ne | . . rn a” 
CT ‘Products (other than pottery and refractories)__{_......__.--. 3 155,000 |..--.----.-..| 3$231,000 = ©: a bm 

o il (sold by producers) ............short tons_- (2) * Q) dy  @F yo 
oal: . : : nS 

—  Bituminous..._.........-..-......-------.d0_..-] 4 2, 818, 986 | 4 4,075,528 | 43,194,931 | 4 4, 725, 392 sg 
. Lignite..........-..----------------------d0_.-- 48, 264. 86, 000 58, 793 105, 000 8 ee 
0. Copper. .......---.---,--------------------pounds._| 252, 782,000 | 28, 564, 366 | 256,072,000 } 30, 216, 496 oe ne 

, _- Gems and precious stones.__.....----_..-.--2.-----|-------------} wen nn enn nn eee () 8 anrk 
o Gold... 22 ---ee--------+---- troy ounces... 272,602 | 9,541,070) 246,475 | 8, 626,625 A 

Co Graphite, erystalline...-...............2..-pounds.-|_._....-2-...]-.--.2--22-.- (1) Q) . 77 of 
_.. Gypsum (crude). ..........2.--.-.--.-.-Short tons..|. (1) - Ql) ‘(1) — Ay ee 

0 Yea. eee eee eee ene ene eee teee ee enee---€0...-| 23,086 | 2,303,600 | 21,259 | 2, 493, 526 © Ce aN 
) Bime... ieee eee eee eee nee--O..| 18,797 | 77, 658 Q) ( a ce, 

_. Manganese ore_........----.-------~------.---d0___- 21, 664 (1) (1) a 
| . Manganiferous ore_.--....-.-.-..-.-----------d0..-- 4,051 —Q) (1) (1) re. 

_.. . Mineral waters.-.....-..........-...-.gallons sold... (5) . (5) yo fo One pt es 
_ Natural gas___.._,..--......---.----..M eubie feet__| 26,231,000 | 7,132,000 | 28, 499, 000 7, 597,000 “he af i 

. Natural gasoline and allied products: . rs os eh AE hae 
a Natural gasoline_....:...-..-.---.-..---gallons_.| 2, 603, 000 | 162,000 | . 2,517,000 |. = 6177;000 ts: Aa 

Liquefied petroleum gases_........--.-...d0_-.- @) (2) | 1,449, 000 | 81,0002 0 by 
-.-. Ores (erude), ete.: ; es Ee 

- Copper_____..--.-.--.---------------Short tons_.| 3, 287, 803 (8) 3,791,202; ~§@ 9 eae: 
rt Dry and siliceous (gold and silver) __..-...do_..-} 1, 028, 523 | (8) 940,067 |. -() 0 es 

| Dead... eee ee eee -0-- ~ 29,454) | R “ 33, 029 (8) ee 
a, ...  Lead-copper s....-.-..-...-----.--.-------d0_-.-| 71 6) . 4. (8) 0 , 
0 Fine. eee ene eee nee --d0.---| 174, 181 (8) | 182,745} Bt 

—  -§ Zine-lead..-.-.-.-.----.---2-----------+--d0.-..] — — 579, 209° (6) 695,202; (8). . reas 
Petroleum-__._-..--_-----.-..--.------.---.barrels_.| 6,728,000 | 6, 660, 000 7,526,000} 8,000,000 | oarey 

a ‘Phosphate rock. ...-...--.--.....--------long tons. “64, 239 184, 844 105,108 | 318,588 HS (Pang 
: Platinum metals (crude)-..............troy ounces._]° | 31 | (1). Q) . ae 

Pyrites.....-....------...------.-----.---long tons... (4) 1) (1) HQ) RSE 
Sand and gravel...................-..-.-short tons..| _4,978,353.| 1,953,009} 4,706,685 | 1,871,912 yg 

— .  @ilwer._....2.- 2 -2..--.-.--..----.-.. troy ounces..| 12, 361, 050 8, 790, 080 | . 12,386,925 | 8,808,480. ee 
_ Stone_.-.-.-..-- 2+. ---------short tons..| 829, 600 813,286 | 455, 680 336, 632 SS 
Gale. eee eee ee eee E02 | elie eee eee eee} } a kd 

- Tin (metallic equivalent) --.....-......--..pounds_- (1) ; Q)- 7 Q) oo GY, Ses 
Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates) ..short tons__| 50 Qo J Q@ - ) 
Vermiculite.....-..-..---...-----.-----------.d0_---} @) © Y 1) (@) oo 

8 Bine. eee eee eee eee MOLL “52,587 | 6, 625, 962 60,710 .| 9, 106, 500 oy 
.- . . Miseellaneous ?__..-..------.--2+---------- +e] +--+ e+} 2, 360, 470 |. .---| 3, 958, 309 Oy lh 

+ Total value, eliminating duplications____.....-|-...---------| 79,487, 873 ]....-------.-| 86, 583,460 — . “te 

- 1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” , _ ee 
Oo 3 epures not available. — . 4 ot are 

' 3.1940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based orf figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat 8. 
._  ineomplete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. Os 

wo 4 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. . | : Say 
. .  SNocanvass. } . . | ott 
aan ¢ Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. nent. ?) 

t Includes minerals indicated. by “1”? above. | | ‘ re oy 
: . : : , , ta 

| Mineral production of Nebraska, 1940-41 oe 

| 1940 1941 oO (Oe 
Product ——_ | ras.) 

: Quantity | Value Quantity Value | ah 
rn | | ha 

Cement. ..---------------------------------bartels.-|  ()  @  @ Q | oN 
—— ay: | . | . oe 

Products (other than pottery and refractories) ...|.....-.----.-| .2 $412,000 |.-.-.----.-..| 2 $659, 000 ae 
Raw (sold by producers)...........-short tons.- 10, 417 5, 781 11, 969 6, 048 Coe 

a Mineral waters...-.....---.-..--...---gallons sold _- 3 | ‘OM (3) ©) Od 
Petroleum._..------------------------------Darrels_- 276, 000 220, 000 1, 898,000 | 1, 600, 000 Te 
Pumice. _....-.--------------.-.---.----short tons-- (1) (1) 7, 512 54, 513 Mg 
Sand and gravel. ..-.-..-....--.-.-.-.---------do.-..| ‘ 3,051, 706. 1, 072, 935 3, 176, 701 1, 273, 066 ee 
Stone.......-.-.------------------.-----------d0---- 832, 890 906, 563 4 328, 690 4 660, 573 os 
Miscellaneous 5_............--....---.-.-.-----------|-------------| 2,074, 867 |-------------| 2,245,870 — Ly 

Total value, eliminating duplications........-.|--.---.------} 4, 692, 146 |------------- 6, 499, 070 SS 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ . a ote 
21940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- noe 

- complete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. os 
Oo canvass. a 

' 4 Exclusive of dimension limestone, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous,” us 4 
\ 5 Includes minerals indicated by ‘“!” and ‘#”’ above. . | Rs ee 

: cate 

. . , .. ae
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tte : Mineral production of Nevada, 1940-41 a ey 

ne - : Product re a rr oe 
Hee ge lg ot oe - S Quantity Value Quantity Value 2 

a Andalusite........-...-._.....--_..-_-_-short tons_- (+) GO) fee e ee eo} eee ee eee ere wo +, Antimony ore (concentrates) --.....---.-------d0-.2-} . 361 | $22,100 |. (1) (1). ta 
gol. Barite...2.-2 22222222 eee e--- eee d0e-e}  O ~ &} Jo ® | &- a 

ee .. BISMt -------aaeneeeneeeeeeeeeeeee7-+--Pounds.- @ > | (2) (?) ©) re ay 
Meare ay: 7 = | . : ee } a foe 8 lee Products (other than pottery and refractories)_..|........-.-.-|. (#3) waweee-eeeee-| | (13) oo re 
ge fe _ Raw (sold by producers) ---.---.--.--short tons_- (4) () if @® i () cot a 
me Cobalt_..2.--22.--------------------------- pounds. -}_ 2-22-22} ee 410} = @Q). . . og 
eee. Copper, .----4--------.-----------------------d0_---] 156, 908, 000 | 17, 730, 604 | 157, 822, 000} $18, 622, 996 . oe 
ie Diatomite_.........-.-.-.-..------------short tons.-} . (1) > Q) - @ -}- ay a Ng 
CF Dumortierite..._....-..----.---------+-------do.---|  @ JQ) "@ | @ 4 
igh To  Bworspar_.-2-----2---------- ee e----.----do----| «5, 808 | ¢) ee 8,967 |. @) | es 
rea Faller’s earth......._-.----22-2--------------do----] 4) @ Sf Me ede A ok 
so. |. Gems and precious stones. .-.-..-..--2--:----2--2-2- [eee eee eee Oa. , 
Bg _  Gold_..i:-.--.---------2-2---+--------troy ounces. 883, 933 | 13,487,655 | . 366,403 | 12,824,105 — a 
si. Graphite, amorphous... ..--..-..-.-.---short.tons.-}.- (1): —. Q) - Qe. oy 
kee Gypsum (crude)... -.-2-----222------------2--do_-.-} 250, 632 618,050 | 284,795 | 754,204 
Ch Jyom ore... eee OL ee © QAT E645 fgg 
Broce * Vi@ade lees eee eee eee 02 7,499 | 749, 900: | 9,623] 1,097,022 © y 
eo 8 Mime. ae --e eee nec eee eee Of Qf ay Pay eg 
a -.  ‘Magnesite_.-...--.-_-.-------.----.-------.--d0--_- Qf -@ to ®t | eh 
wi... Magnesium oxide (hydrated) (brucite).--...-.do_-.-|  ._@ @Q) GQ) pag 
OS Manganese ore... ..-------.------------2---d0_--- | 285 | QQ) | Q) Fo A) a 
eh." Mlanganiferous ore_..-....---.----.-.-----...-do__--| | 5,167) @) fF. GQ of @ on 
Be Marl, calcareous..--.-.---.-------------------d0___- }. -& — A. fo LA. 
a Mercury.-.--.-.-.--------------flasks (76 pounds)-.| -_-5, 924 |. 1,047, 778. (yo. Q) oo - of 
be Mineral waters_......4--..-.-.--.----gallons.sold_.| §. (4 to #) (4) 4). - oS oy 
aoe Ores (crude), ete.: . oO Ce oo | Se , 3 
Bote oe Gopper_...--------.-----------.-.-short tons..| 6, 158, 388 (5) 6, 850,444 |. (8) eo ie 

aaa .- : (Dry and siliceous (gold and silver).-......do....| 2,044,000 (5) 1, 788,923 |) at. 
Pe ead lee ee dowf 7,080] 8). 26,8388 |. 4 
ep Lead-copper. 22 dof of Le 8 Bae BNO Leese eee dow---| 1, 968 | OC 488 LB sy 
we Bine-lead. 2222222222222 eee eee -ee------d0----] «126, 814] 8) ; 136,942}; ©) | ae 
Bs et Sand and gravel.._---...-...-.-.....-.---.-.-d0__..| 1, 808; 924 _ §43, 036 2, 170, 145 894,721 eh 
Ae Silver-.../....-.--.-.------------.-----troy ounces_-| 5, 175,928] 3, 680, 660 {| - 5,830,238 | 4,145,947 ts 8 
Be Stone_._.--.----------.--------.--..----short tons_- 171,670 |) = 189,143 | . 183,170 |. 226, 827 aoe 
eo - - Sulfur ore___-_.--.-..-...--.-.-.--.--..-_long tons_- 41} 403 | - 60 08 oe 
Woe — Tale and pinite__.--_-.-.---------.---.-short tons..| —  Q) . - © 13, 178 126, 433 ay 
mi *  Wangsten ore (60-percent concentrates)... _...do_-_- 41,796}. Q) () Q) oy 
Bee Zine. -_--.---------2------------Led0-t 11, 833 | 1, 490, 958 15,129 |] 2,269, 350 “ag 
Be _ Miscellaneous 6___.._____..-.------2-2-----2-------|-------------| 3, 060, 242 | 2| 5,378,167 of 

Ce _ Total value, eliminating duplications-_.......:)----.--------| 42,570, 529 |_..........-.] 46, 341,010 so | 

em 1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” . . oe | 8 
yoo) BRigures not available. . . re 
be _  - . $1940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of oon 
: _.’ Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. of 
eee 4 No canvass. a . | 

co : 5 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal] content included under the metals. : os 
mo - 6 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘1’? above. . oa 

oo 7 _ Mineral production of New Hampshire, 1940-41 | 3 

| . 1940 1941 J 
. Product _aX—___—_—_a OOOO 4 

Quantity Value Quantity Value - - 

| Beryllium concentrates.............--.--short tons__|_....-..-----|----.-.------ (1) (1) . 
- Clay products (other than pottery and refractories).|......._....-| 2$204,228 |_.._.______...| 2 $389, 000 ; 

- Feldspar (crude).-.............-....._-._long tons_- 38, 589 149, 031 | . 52, 219 200, 569 
Gems and precious stones_....--...-..---.-.------.-|------------- (3) weaneneee---- (3) 
Mica: | os 

Scrap......-...-..-............-_---short tons_- (1) e (!) (1) 
Sheet_...........-..-..--..--.-.-.-.....pounds_- (4) (i ts (1) 

. Mineral waters..................._.-__gallons sold_- (8) ¢)) 3) (8) . 
Peat....---.--.-.---.------..---.-.---.-short tons__ 143 2, 116 132 1,773 : 
Sand and gravel__...........-.-.--.-.....-...do__-.} 2, 132, 525 - 266, 338 1, 894, 074 336, 538 2 

. - Seythestones_.......-......2.-.--2-2--- 22 do (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Silica (quartz). .........-..-.--2-------~------d0___|---- {eee ¢) (1) 
Stone___-....---..-2. 22 do__- 4 §1, 250 4 409, 616 4 167, 270 4 373, 157 
Miscellaneous 5.._._.....-.-..-.------------- eee |e eee 34, 008)... --__- 81, 469 

Total value, eliminating duplications..........|.........-.--| 1,065,337 |_-__.....-__.| 1, 382, 506 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.’’ . 
21940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of 

Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. 
3 No canvass. 
4 Exclusive of basalt, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous,’’ ‘ 
§ Includes minerals indicated by ‘!”’ and “4”’ above. = 

, - oH
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CO a Mineral production of New Jersey, 1940-41 : rns: 

. a a 7 mp 19400. | 1941 a eC aiiel 
a, a Product : nena (CE 

. BC - . a Quantity |. Value Quantity Value 

Comment... -.-------------anes---onc-anne-e--Darrels.- ~& (4) (1) —_) | I 
ay: : BS so ey 

_ ‘Products (other than pottery and refractories) - -|_..---.---=--| ? $6, 489, 000: |_..-.-._-_...] 2 $7,052,000, 
. Raw (sold by producers) -.-....-.---short tons_-| | 95, 186 §29, 914 137,065 . 744, 314 nel: 

Coke. ..-.----- 2-2-2 --------d0----| 1, 016, 481 (1 3) 1,031, 569 (1 8) . ey 
, _ Ferro-alloys_.-...-..--------.----------------d0_--- (a3). —(@8 | © G3  [° @8) | 

Tron ore_-...----..----.----.------------------d0_.-- 777,278 | 3,328,467.|° 746, 536 |= 3, 437,082 . ye nds 
. so Gime......--.------------------ + - - 0-2 | 28, 854 . 206, 326 (i) f . reece 

. -.. Manganiferous residuum._......---------.----d0_..- 172, 990 ) | @) of 1 EES 
Co Marl, greensand.._.........--.-.-...---.....-do...-| 6,697 | —_ 389, 888 11,120 | 619, 664 - TSS 

~...° ‘Mineral paints (zine and lead pigments) -_...--do__--|--.----------|-------------]} @9) (13) oe oe 
- ‘Mineral waters__..........-.-.--------gallons sold_- (4). . 4) — 4 (4) yy 

~. Ore (zine).....-..-.---------------------short tons_- 556, 031 (8). - 585, 463 (5) ee 
Peat eee OL. 10, 058 51,565 | | 11,697} 55,969 ees 

..'. Sand and gravel.__.---------------------.----do__--| 4,918, 350 3, 846, 902 5, 964, 869 4, 897, 039 . hy 
'... Sand and sandstone (ground)-..-.2.--...-.--.d0_-..| GQ). . — @) — aE 
oo Sand-lime brick._........:......thousands of brick.4 (8) | G8) (8) | (8) So es 

Silica (quartz)_....-.-...--.---..--------short tons... GQ) Q) |. (4) Qo. Ee 
o.  . Stone. lie... eee -------d0-- 2} 2,705, 170 2, 888, 339 | _ 3, 206, 050 3,782,086 
0 Made. ose eee e eee etn een ee eee dO] | GQ (1) neeencnneccee[eeceeeeeeeee 

oe Zine ?_..-..-.2-------------------+------- 2 - dO 8 91,406} 13,121,911 93,781 | 14,855,073 ee 
PO Miscellaneous 8___......2.--.----s.-2---.-.----------f-------------| 9,814, 788 |--2----..----| 11, 230, 738 ea 

_ Oe ne re 
a Total value, eliminating duplications........-.|--.----------| 38, 653, 782 |--.------.-:-} 39,074,518 = og 

.. -¥ Value included under “Miscellaneous.” ss Se ne a 
_- 21940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat ine = 3) 2c 

-..°. gomplete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census, = aN 
. ’’Value not included in total value for State. a Be ae! Lo ES 

an 4No canvass. Do a De : Se | an ss 
oe § Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metal. . EE 

6.1940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: No canvass by Bureau 
_  . of the Census and no estimate made. Bo | 7 . : — ee 

ee - 1 Value reported for zinc in New Jersey is estimated smelting value of fécoverable zinc content of ore after. are 
freight, haulage, smelting, and manufacturing charges are added. a . oe oo ye 

"8 Jneludes minerals indicated by ‘‘1” above. | - oe . Oo ee 

: I Mineral production of New. Mexico, 1940-41 | eee 

oo : oe : | 1940 Sf 8 
. - Product - — re pe 
a , a | Quantity | Value | Quantity Value oo ee 

mo Arsenious oxide. .....-.--_.-------------short tons_. GQ (1) |. (1) . Q) oo ve 
Bismuth -——------2---2--n-2-0---en2------- Pounds. (1) (4) - Q). @Q ae pet 

‘Clay: a — of a 
eS ‘Products (other than pottery and refractories)_..|..-----------| 2 $98,000.|-.......-...-| 2 $185,000 - a 

Raw (sold by producers) _........-.-short tons__ 11, 378 18, 322 18, 458 22, 934 ens A 
Coal. __.....2..-.-----------------------------do_.___} 31,110,615 | 23,304,046 | 21, 251,120 | °3, 788,488 ~ yale 
Copper -_._-..--.--------i..-..-----------.-pounds-_-_} 189, 696,000.} 15, 785, 648 | 146,956,000 | 17, 340, 808 vo ay 

_ Diatomite_.....-...-.-------------------short tons-.. (4) @ | (4) 4 els 
_ FPluorspar......-2:--.-.--------------------.--do.-.-] (4). (4) (4) . (4) ee 

' Fuller’s earth-_+..-.-..........---.--..---.-.-d0__.- (4 (4) (4) ; (4) ” NS 
Gems and precious stones. ___.......-.--.---.-------|-.-----------| . @ peewee ween ne (8) ol 

; Gold__....----------------------------troy ounces-__- 35,943 | = 1, 258, 005 _ 27, 845 974, 575 atl 
- Lead_.......----------------------------short tons... 8,822 382, 200 4, 668 532,152 os 

. Lime.._....-------------------=--------------d0_--- (4) (4) (*) (4) TR 
: -Manganese ore_._...-.------------------------d0__-- 60}: (4) | [-------------f--s-- eee th 

Manganiferous Ore. _..--..--------------------d0._-- 41, 255 4 4 | @® © Se 
. ica: . | a 

Scrap.....--.------.----------------------d0___- (4) (4) — A) (4) ol 
_ Sheet...-....-..--.--------------------pounds-.- (4) ts (4) (4) . 

Mineral waters.......-..--.-----------gallons sold-- (8) 5) (8) (5) os 
Molybdenum. -----------------------5;---pounds. 1, 897, 063 my) (4) 4 4 
Natural gas___..----.-..--.----.------M cubic feet..| 63,990,000 | 10,317,000 | 64,655,000 | 11, 339, 000 ts: 
Natural gasoline and allied products: oe 

. Natural gasoline__.............-..------gallons__| 55, 713, 000 879,000 | 69, 115, 000 2, 049, 000 oe 
Liquefied petroleum gases--.........------d0__.- (4) (2) 11, 885, 000 228, 000 rr 

Ores (crude), ete.: oe 
Copper._.....--------.------.-------shorttons__| 6, 606, 471 (8) 6, 975, 682 (8) e 
Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)_.......do_..- 127, 014 |: ty 108, 017 - (8) "a 
Lead _.....---..-..-.+.-------------------d0__.- 1, 901 6) 2, 261 (8) | 
Zine.._....-...---------------------------d0__.- 123,126} = (8) 148, 359 (6s) Wo? 

| Zinc-lead .-....--/----.-------------------d0_-_- 231, 391 (8) 295, 907: (6) oy 
Petroleum._.....--.--.---.--.--..-.--..--.-barrels__| 39,129,000 | 32,500,000 | 39, 569,000 | 37, 200,000 : 
Potassium salts........--.-------.------short tons__| (4) 7 433, 677 | 14,084, 716 | oO men 

Pumice____......-..--------------------------d0___- (@ ® (4) (4) wo 
Salt_....-.-.-.-.-2 2 -----d0_.. 13, 915 41, 573 16, 641 51, 514 oe 
Sand and gravel_............-.-_-.--.--.-----do....] 82,364,939 | ®1, 141,380 ] ®1, 948, 587 | §1, 269,813 - m 
Silver...........--.--------------------troy ounces..| 1, 407,839 | 1,001,180 | 1,328,317 944, 581 ns 
Stone..._.....---.-----.-..........-....shorttons..| | 362,020 223, 680 118, 180 111, 709 ae 

— See footnotes at end of table. | . . m —_
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aS a _  - . Mineral production of New Mezico, 1940-41—Continued oss 
Bec oe a 1940 fo 
Bee ~ To _. Product oo TT a te ce pe bo a ; oo. . . Quantity . Value Quantity | Value oe 

2. in (metallic equivalent)........-......short tons- M () an OQ eg pee Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates) _.......do__.- 98 (*) —  ! nr ree en Te Zinc. ._.-----.--------------------------------d0...-} 30,313 | $3, 819, 438 | . 37,862 | $5, 679, 800 _ eS ao _ Miscellaneous *___......--------.----+---------------]-------------| 10, 200, 801 |--___-.__-._.| 2,047, 496 us 
. Total value, eliminating duplications___.__._..]_......--...-] 80, 969, 723 |___.---_-.___| 97,849,088 it y 

ao \- 1 Figures not available. . . . a . a : a Bu ee _ #1940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- eee on complete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census, ae - gd 
pees _ 3 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. CO ae 
yee ‘ Value included under “Miscellaneous.” : | . a a : 4 
Bo 5 No canvass. a a : Se . | OG - 4 i 6 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. oe | 4 Be 7 Equivalent as K20. . | | co . . = oe se ° \ + 8“Government-and-contractor.” Value of ‘‘Commercial’’ included under “Miscellaneous.” an 3 wT .  # Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘4’’ and ‘8’? above. . oo , oS oe 4 
phe . ae . - ae . _ ey 
f yoo aa _ Mineral production of New York, 1940-41 Se a a 
‘ste alas a : a oY . - | . | 1940 | 1941 : | ag 

We Oo Product - Se Cran eee ee ren 
Bee eS : | | | Quantity | Value | Quantity | Value { Be Aluminum.._.____._..............-.---short tons-- _ 89, 589 |1$32, 700,000}. (22). (12) . ae Wheto ‘Cement. -._....--..--..---.2---------------barrels--] 38, 251,038 | 3 11,687,089] 11, 446, 292 3 $16,073,726 . 4 
Bo . Products (other than pottery and refractories). .-|..._..-.-.---| 45,820,000 |...---.....__] 48, 14,000 =. 4 
Gee eT Raw (sold by producers) __......-..-short tons... (2) a © (2) | a eps 7 —  CoKe..__ 2-22-22 2-2. ene e+ 0-2 2-] 5, 080, 408 | 1:29, 519, 871 5, 116, 308 | 132,808,987 - va Be Diatomite--_.-.------2---.2.--------- 2 dO. @) | @& — |. os eee Emery-_-..-----------_------------------------d0_.--} --1,046 | 9, 349 4, 876 42,484 ca 
by _. Feldspar (crude) _--._....._.....-....-.-_long tons__ (2). oe Q) “e 
ya Ferro-alloys_.__..-..-...---.--------....short tons..| - 259,303: 2 30, 719, 756 . (12) — (2). me Boos, oss" Garnet, abrasive_._-_..2...--------....----.--do..../ Q) | (2) OE of ee Gems and precious stones_____-...-..--.222------2--|-------------| (8) waco ene l eee (5) . a meow... Graphite: | | | ot — a a wee - Artificial _.........2-2.----..------....pounds._| (22) (12) (1 2) (18) oe Meet ___ Crystalline... -_.-.---.----------1----.----d0____]-.2.-222.2-.-|-.-.22-2----- (2) (2) Ue ee Gypsum (crude) -.....-.---------......-short tons_.| 798, 229 1, 037, 181 1,080,320; 1,500,307 of 

nn : on: a . . | : “a Be Orem 7 | ne fo. i pee Sold to furnaces__.......-.-.2.2-2..-.-d0....|° (9) _ (2) (2) (2) ar won)” 0d for paint....-........ do (2) GQ 9,243} 56,900 4 fe Pig-__..-..2-2.-------------------------d0__..| 8, 206, 162 | 154, 150, 107 3, 724, 989 | 1 66, 718, 244 eh Bee Lead. :_-.- 2. eee 0 1, 973 197, 300 2,100} . 239,400 | q spe ~ Lime. 2.2 eee eee -----d0_ - 64, 364 408, 645 . 62, 339 463, 230 4 eo _ Marl, caleareous.._._2_..2..2..2.-..----....-d0._..|__-....-..--|..--.- (2) (2) oo 
Bea | Scrap... 2222.22 222 e eee dO. (2) — (3) (2) 4 Be Sheet _......-.------------...-.-....-.-pounds..| (2) (2) (2) @ |. 3 ne Millstones..-._.__.---2-----222------2---------- ee] (2) wand ee n-ne nd 3, 558 . oh we _ Mineral waters. __.........._._._._...-gallons sold__ (5) (5) (5) (5) " Po Natural gas_____..........--...---.---M cubic feet__| 12, 187,000 || 8, 246,000 | 10, 456, 000 7, 853, 000 re _ . Natural gasoline........................--..gallons__ 17, 000 © 1, 000 17, 000 ~ 1,000 vs Mes Ores (crude), ete.: . . : mc ZimC____.--------.-------------.-----short tons__ 116,171 (6) 151, 808 (8) . i 7  Zine-lead...-..------- ee ---.-.----------d0__._] 316, 048 (6) ' 336, 271 (8) oy Peat_........2-------2 eee dO. 19, 352 148, 433 13, 905 105, 120 # ee Petroleum_____.._2........_...._......__-..barrels__| - 4,999,000 | 11, 600, 000 5, 185,000 | 13, 300, 000 an) | Pyrites__.....-----.-.---................-long tons__ 64, 498 233, 816 63, 958 (2) i ~ Salt__..-_..-...--..-.--------.-.--....._short tons..|. 2, 117, 671 6, 523, 775 2, 719, 586 7, 416, 734 ot Sand and gravel_____-..--...-...-...--.-....do..__| 7.13, 225, 133 | 7 7, 639, 668 | 7 14,923, 149 | 7 10, 096, 875 ~ — Sand-lime brick. ___..._......_..thousands of brick... (2 8) (2 8) (8) (8) | Silica (quartz) .............._._.__....__short tons__ (2) (2) (2) (2) Silver__.._-..-.--.-----__...._._....-.troy ounces... 35, 720 25, 401 37, 134 26, 833 . oC) | 479, 053 |__-__.--____- 685, 145 8 ; Stone_..__._.....-.---_--.-______._-____short tons._ 9, 782,120 } 10,398,401 | 10, 406,740 | 10, 806, 450 . Tale_._-_2 eee dO. - 113, 611 1, 402, 524 153, 560 1, 917, 732 _ Sine... eee 0. _ 85, 686 4, 496, 436 38, 446 5, 766, 900 Miscellaneous 9_______.--..2---------w ee] 6, 080, 854 |_..__.__.._._] 78, 083, 628 

Total value, eliminating duplications__.....__..|..........__. 76, 119, 505 |.-...._._.__-| 91, 582, 704 
NTR 

I 

1 Value not included in total value for State. 
2 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” 
3 Exclusive of natural cement, value for which is included under ‘“Miscellaneous.”’ . * 1940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- complete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no genera) canvass by Bureau of the Census. / oO canvass. 

. 6 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable meta! content included under the metals. 
™ “Commercial.” Value of “‘Government-and-contractor” included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.’’ 81940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: No canvass by Bureau of 

the Census and no estimate made. 
* Includes minerals indicated by “2,” “3,” and “?’ above.
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Se Mineral production of North Carolina, 1940-41 5 So RE 

Oe Sn a 1940 | 41 Thad 
. oe - Product oe | Or 

| | a Oo | Quantity | Value Quantity | Value ,. a ae 

— Aluminum......-...------2-----------Shorttons..]_-29, 441 [1$10,746,000/} 03 «| 3 
oe _- Asbestos_-.-.2.2222. 222-0 (2) (2) - (2) Ce ag 

| BrOMING..----------yenenrezeoeoe----------Pounds. . (2) (?)  @) (2) oo 
ay: . (ee 

a Products (other than pottery and refractories)_.|__.....-...--| 3 4,629,000 |__...........] 3$5,356,000 = 
. . Raw (sold by producers).......--...short tons..}| 14, 62U. 202, 678 (2) (2) Fi 

Copper....--.-.-.-.-------------------.---pounds._- @) | (2) | -  “() 2): nes: 
Feldspar (crude)._-....-.-.---------------long tons_. 79, 312 426, 784 100, 016 552, 386 Sy at 
Flint lining for tube mills_...........-...short tons_.|..-.--.---.--]-----------l- (?) 0 oth 

| - . Garnet, abrasive._.........--.--..--.-.-.....-do___- . (2) (2) (2) Gy. coe 
oo Gems and precious stones___.....-----2----2---2----|------2------| wee----------} OA , wal 

. Gold......--....--.-.-----.---+-------foy ounces... - 1,948 _ 68,005 8, 244 113,540 0 YL 
Kyanite.......-.-.-.-.--.---------------short tons_. (3) @) | (’) (¢) yak 

oo Gme_ eee ee ieee do] @) . (2) - ©. . (2). OE 
- Lithium minerals_.__......2..2-..2,----------@0-_-- () nn (2) @) OB tad 

Manganese ore_........-.-.------ ee --- 0 e--] ee (2) . 2) - rea 
oo Manganiferous ore...----------.---.----------d0__.. - 213] (?) ~ (x) . ace 
- ' .Marl, caleareous._.....-.---.--.-.------.-----d0__. | -----e fee ee ee () @. ° CE 
~~ Mieat a Lo oe fh 

Scrap... ----2..-.2.------1-----------------d0..-.| 11, 595 - 173, 327 (3) 2 aos os 
, Sheet ...-.-...-------------------------pounds_.| * 1,002, 646 218, 154 (2) (2) ern. 

Millstones.-..-.--...-..------------------- +--+ |e --e-- () flee 2 EE 
- |. Mineral-waters_..-..-...-----....-----gallons sold_- 4 — ~ 4) M fo |e 

oo Olivine_..-...-....-.--------------------Sshort tons._ - . 2,500 15,000; = =+4,828 | 24,401 922 a 
os Ores (crude): sist ° | | a en 2") 
a . Copper-_-..-------..-----------------------d0.__- 20, 311 (8) . 19, 402 (5) ut Pe ncn 

Oo , Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)_.......do_..- 7, 927 (8) 14, 344 (5) a 
Lo Pebbles for grinding. .__......-.-..-..--------d0._.. (?) (3) 6,099} 102,895. tg 

+ ..  §and.and gravel. _.-_-.----2.------.----------do_.._| 3, 218, 855 1, 439, 457 4, 473, 297 2, 345, 165 . Ae 
Sand and sandstone (ground)-1_-_.-...--.=.--do_.-- (2). 0) wenn nen ee ene nfeemeeneeeeee 
Silica (quartz) __-........-.--...-..---------.-d0__.- (2) ) : (2) (2) Oa 
Silver_-..-.....-..-...----....-.......-froy ounces. 6, 480. | . 4,608 | 7,439 |. 5, 290 | os 

| ‘Stone........-_------------+------------Short tons..| 8,031,300 | 4,850,277 | 3,820,200 | 4,806,628 2" 
Tale and pyrophyllite._-.-...------.---------do-_-- 39,206 |. 298,382 1. 64,783 | © 567,921 | et 
Vermiculite-_. 2.2.2.2 eee doe} «i, 040 8, 070 °@) 3): Co TARE 
Miscellaneous °_.._._-..-.---------.----- 2-22-22 wseeecs--o2--| 8, 778, 990 |_-.--------2-} 17,882,755 

a Total value, eliminating duplications__.._.... woe ceeceueee-| 21,112, 732 waceennseneee ‘18, 915, 461 OS - ey 

. "1 Value not included in total value for State. : a oe oe es 
. 2 Value included under ‘‘Miscollaneous.” . . DS ee 

31940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- =. "4, 
a, complete, 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census, | es ae 

: | ocanvass. . 7 os ea 
, _. § Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. . a — ~ “ 

Co $ Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘’’ above. oo. . ~ ee 

— ' Mineral production of North Dakota, 1940-41 | OS I 4 

. - . 1940 | _ 1941 _— ar oi 

oo Product , | —_--——>—— > - oe % iS 

| : Quantity Value | Quantity | Value — “a 

Clay: . - . | 4 

- . ‘Products (other than pottery and refractories) ..-|.......----.- (2 3) weeneenene ee (ay ne 
Raw (sold by producers)..........--short tons-. - Q) (1) (2) . GQ) ae 

fe Coa eae eee nee oe ---0.--] 2, 218, 484 | $2, 587, 000 2, 308, 888 | $2, 937,000 a 
Mineral waters........--....----.----.gallons sold_. (8) & (3) (3) "ag 
Natural-gas._..-...--.-......-...-...M cubic feet. _|_.2_-.---._--|---- 2. 47,000 | . 16, 000 ue 
Sand and gravel._........---.---.-------Short tons..| 3, 202, 167 298, 646 2, 636, 039 238, 864 | an! 
Stone_._.....---------------------------------d0.--- @) (1) 18, 590 19,713 ee 
Miscellaneous 4... +e nnn ne enn nee noe [ewe ne een e eee 101, 705 |---..-.....--| | 116,050 ms 

| Total value, eliminating duplications..........|-...-.---.---| 2,987,351 |.............] 3,327, 627 og 

: 1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” , oe 
21940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of oe 

Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. oie 
:8 No canvass. . ee 

.  4Ineludes minerals indicated by “3” above, lb 

: | . : | . ; ue p 

, , - : ood
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ee | | _... Mineral production of Ohto, 1940-400 ne 

Pi - re oe — 1940 | Ws 

ie a - Product. eh se 

Be : ee oO - : a - Quantity Value Quantity | Value | ss 

eM EN | eR | SRA | | ge 

i Jf mS , Bromine..---------------------------------pounds... GQ) -. (1) - (1) — Q@). me . ee 

Bee Calcium chloride....--------------------Short: tons:. ) . @) (4) Q)- oy 
Be Cament.-...-------e--2-2-ce------nororoe7 DARFEIS-+ 26, 841, 129 | 2 $9, 202,414 | 28,021, 857 |2$10, 657, 677° “4 

more Olay: | s : poo =. . on , mod 

poo Products (other than pottery and refractories) ..|_...-.---.---| § 24, 711, 000 |_-..--.----.-.| 5 27, 556, 000 os 

ae _- « Raw (sold by producers)---.--------short tons.-| 614, 257 |. 1,058, 016 741, 655 1, 711, 068. — 4 

yee ‘Coal. __...----.---1-------------------------+-d0---_| # 22, 771, 552 4 39, 039, 016 | 4 29, 318, 843: | 4 58, 473, 076 va a 

Pe Coke... 2... .- ee nneee ee ee eee nne------+---G0----| 7, 897, 929 | 5 38, 568,313 | 9, 284, 194 | 5 48,491,596 oe 

Fs Berrovalloys_-.-------------b--+-------+------do-.--] 189,499 | 58,793,122) 9) | G8) a 
i ae Grindstones. ...------------------------------d0----)> 8, 589. | 278,274 | (18,296 | = 426,929 oo 

ey om Gypsum. (crude) ._.------------------------+--d0_--- (1) (') : (4) do (4) oe 7) 

gosto. Tron, pig....------2-----+---------------------d0.-=-} 10, 275, 696 5193, 283,920 | 12,995, 298 |5268, 660, 861 4 

Be Lime_._.__.---.---------------------+--------d0_---| © 1, 284,877 | 10, 180, 785 1, 549,246 | 12, 482, 106 a 

eee = Marl, caleareous....--------------+-----------do----})  (@) EF | 4 Y Qo 0 E 

Ce Mineral paints: (zine and lead pigments) - .....do-.-- Gs | ,@ 5) > (14) (i 8) 7 4a 

whe eS Mineral waters. -.-.-------------------gallons sold..; @) 8). (8) Joe Oyo oe 

Been - Natural gas_.-..-.-------------------M eubic feet.) 40, 639,000 | 20,850, 000 |. 41,858,000 | 21,282,000. << 

feces. Natural gasoline__....-------.--------------gallons..| 8, 062, 000 333, 000 8,217,900 | 401,000 4 

So Peat. .....-------2-------+--------------Short tons..| |. 2, 531 24,087 | ————«i1, 495 842 

ae -  Petroleum___._..---------------------------barrels..| 3, 159, 000 4,100,000 | . 3,510,000 5, 750,.000 Ce 

ON Balt a ceeneoeeeeceneeeeeeeceeeeeee-Short tons..| — 2,080,133 | 2,781,599 | 2, 510,096 | 3,367,544 ae 
fs  Sand’and gravel_.....-.-----------------------d0----| 9, 558,904 | 7, 182, 453 12,473,145 | 9, 230, 358 * 

aoe. Band and sandstone (ground).-..--.----------do----|  @ > |. (1) A (1) SO 

{oo . _. . Seythestones, whetstones, ete.....-.----------do----} . @- | @~— GQ) | (1) oe 4 

Fes ° . Silica (quartz) --..----------------------------d0_---|-- ~~ - 2-23 --| oe n sn sen nen] GQ). GQ) 

he Btonne wet nee eee eee cence nen ene enone GO-.--| 711, 915, 520 | 710, 234, 221 | 7 13, 842, 870 | 712, 469,498 “Y 
PA Strontium minerals..-..----------------------do----| - @) ) Joe be ea neon [eee oe oe 

Bp Sulfuric acid 8.-.-...-.--2.--------------------do----|} § @ (1 5) “G5 | aS) “vo 

mys.” “Mliseellaneous 9_...--.--~.--+----------------+------- weececele----| 2,865, 443 |-.------2----| 15, 215,927 . oy 

se “ "(otal value, eliminating duplications-..-.----- wou..--------| 180, 655, 129 |--..---------| 164, 826, 884 oy 

peo. AMalue included under “Miscellaneous.” = tt - Oo , . ee 4 

Were - 3 Exclusive of natural cement, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” Co a 

ee 21940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- “ 

as. 7 gomplete;.1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. | oad 

Sie os t According to. Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. . a ag 

fee a Value not included in total value for State. . | ee | 4 

ere “ 6No canvass... . 7 se ele oe - 7 oR 

ree. Eixelasive of unclassified stone, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” —- A 

“oo 8 Brom zine-roasting operation. . nr. - . i 

Pe -. 9 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘1,” “?,’’ and “7? above. . el 

Doe - | Mineral production of Oklahoma, 1940-41 | oo 4 

Be . . . 1940 - 1941 at 

oe Product . | —— 
5 

Co a | Quantity Value Quantity Value 7 

nC 
| RE | RR | ne uf 

| Asphalt (native). ..---------------------Short tons-- (1) (1) (t) oe 

- Cement._...-------------------------------barrels_- () ) (4) (1) oo 

oe Ghats. ..---.-----o-2orennacnerennn-oe OFF tons_-| 2, 152, 877 | $308, 726 2, 748, 168 $383, 797 s 

ay: ; . 
" 

Products (other than pottery and refractories) --|....--.------ 2 532, 000 |...---------- 2 838, 000 “ 

Raw (sold by producers) ---.--------short tons- - (1) (4) (1) (2) S 

Coal... - en nen eee eee eeeeee------G0...-| 31,645,981 | 2 4,021, 760 | 31,771,108 | 2 4, 700, 104 cs 

Gypsum (crude) --...----------+:-------------d0---- 176, 166 227, 534 258, 258. 344, 489 oa 

Iron ore...._---------------------------------0---- 7. (4) 233 - ¢3) 

Lead. ..._.-----.--_---_----------------------d0---- 21, 240 2, 124, 000 25, 021 2, 852, 304 “: 

Lime_._._..-.---------------l----------------d0---- (4) (!) (1) () 

Manganese ore..-.-.--------------------------d0-.~--]-------------|------------- (!) (1) 

Manganiferous ore__..__-.--------------------@0--.-|-------------|------------- () () | 

Mineral waters_._-.---.---------------gallons sold -- (4) (4) (4) (4) : 

Natural gas__......_.-.---------------M cubic feet__| 257, 626, 000 31, 603, 000 | 234,054,000 | 29, 821,000 . 

Natural gasoline and allied products: a 

Natural gasoline...........-.--.--------gallons_-| 399, 369, 000 8, 926, 000 | 362, 247,000 | 16,084, 000 

Liquefied petroleum gases-..-------------do---- (5) (5) 91, 136, 000 2, 076, 000 

Ores (crude), etc.: — 7 

Lead_......---.-__------------------Short tons-_-|....-.-------|------------- 15, 589 (8) 

Zine. .._-.-.------------------------------do----} 5, 818, 405 (8) 6, 430, 723 (8) 

Zine-lead_...-.-.-------------------------@o.---| _ 5, 436, 995 (8) 7, 437, 677 (8) 

Petroleum....................--------------barrels..| 156, 164, 000 | 162, 500,000 | 154,702,000 | 174, 800, 000 : 

Pumice__._.-......---------------------short tons-- () (1) () ¢) 

Salt_.......-----------------------------------d0---- 0) (1) 10, 743 42, 737 | 

Sand and gravel__-..-------------------------@o----! 1, 030, 485 284, 010 1, 513, 988 627, 864 . 

See footnotes at end of table.
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pe Mineral production of Oklahoma, 1940-41—Continued es - | : , . 2s 

Ce | os / | 1940 Po 
| oe re - - Product — ye -_-->erro ae pat 
Be | Bo os | Quantity Value’ | Quantity | Value 0000 wih 

Stone_..-------------------------------Short tons..| - 1,311,640 | $1,217,525 | - 1,876,570 |. $1,945,758 Sy 
- _. Sulfuric acid 7... 2222-222 do-e--] 8) (1 8) gs | @% | ky 

os . Tripoli......---------------------------------do.---| - @) — ) ® |... Q@ DO BETSY 
(Zine. _.-- 22-222 -e n-ne enn ne eee nen een -G0---- 162, 935 | 20,529,810 |. 166,602 | 24, 990, 300 eS 

oo. Miscellaneous 9._......---..-------------------+-----|-------------] 8, 710, 883 |-------------} 4,695,858 

7 _ Total value, eliminating duplications..........|...----------| 285, 585, 062 |.-.-.--------] 263, 763,923 9° 4 

oe 1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” Oo L no a AG 
Co _* 21940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census assomewhatin-© = 

oo complete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. ~ Oe 
. _., § According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. - Os Tea 

~ . . 4 No canvass. OS . oO o — : ris 
_  §Figuresnotavailable. =. =... oe . . ; . Pe a 

a _ 6 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals.. - : a oh ae 
. 7 From zine smelting. - - oe oo oe NES 

- 8 Value not included in total value for State. - . . ape 
co - * Includes minerals indicated by “!’’ above. | oe me Oo ARG 

De °° Mineral production of Oregon, 1940-41 = - ae ag 

Na | gg tat eg 
Se - | Product oe oo. ae an cae 

a a os Oo | Quantity Value | Quantity |. Value = —_ ae 

. Antimony ore (concentrates)... ....-.--short tons... owen eta ee nnn |eeeneeeneneee Q) fay ne 
..  Arsenious oxide.........--2..---.-----.--2---do_--- (?) : - @& — @)- — &) SE 

Asbestos.........-----2-------4.-. d-2--2--2---d0_-_- |---| --------- _() : Wo 
oo, Cement..........2.------------------------barrels_-| . (1) 3 7 Q) era 

an Chromite -..----2--+-+-s---eeare---oesBhort tons. -| yo J Q ; = ¢) @Q). ee 

Products (other than pottery and refractories)...|........-.---| 4 $397,000 |-..------.---] 3 $458,000 - ae 
_~ “Raw (sold by producers) -..----.--.--short tons-.| . (1). (1) 4) PO A 

8 Soa) ese eee eee dow} A) | G4 f- G4. (i 4) re 
_ Copper. ..-..----.---------------+-.-+----_-pounds-- 176, 000 | — 19,888 |; § 166,000 19,588 et 

: _  Diatomite_........--2..----..-..--------shorttons--| (@) 2 | ° @ = | (2) . & Bay 
- . Ferro-alloys.......--.-------------------------d0----|------.------}-------------} - @ 9) ABR 

: - Gems and precious stones. _...--.----.--------------|------------- (6S) fitwee------] . ® ES 
Gold_.-..-.---..-..2-.-----.-.--------troy ounces-_- 113, 402:| 3,969,070 ‘96, 565 3,379, 775 Co es 

a - Lead_.....---..----.-.-------.----------short tons_- : 35.) 3,500} 59 . 6726. IN 
| -  Lime.__..------------.--------1--------------do----] .@) -. Q) 8,940 21,624. 20 ys 

_. Manganese ore__..-----------------------+----@0____|-..--------.-}-------------] £3 — c ot 
 _‘Mercury._......--.--_----.-----flasks (76 pounds).-| . 9,043 | 1,599, 436 1) on ¢) ae ES 

| Mineral. waters__--.....---------------gallons sold_- (5) — Oe (8) Ee 
_ Ores (crude), ete.: 7 : . : ee at 

- Copper. _..-------------------------short tons_-_| 146 (7) 629 f EE 
Dry and siliceous (gold and silver). .......do-_--- . 105, 318 (7). 97,581 | (7) ee 

— Lead_..----------------------------------d0_--- 5 3 wencnnennnne-[enneenneeeee 
Platinum metals (crude)-_-.....-.---.--troy ounces__| — 69: | 1) (1) . (4) ae 

_ + Pumice...-...--------------------------short tons_- (!) _ () - 677; 8, 544 Nn 
- Sand and gravel....-...-..------..------.----d0__..| 51, 622, 921 8 859,943 | 3,968, 395 2, 159, 470 a 

_ Silica (quartz)..---..-------------------------d0.--. 1, 600 10, 000 (1) Q) arts 
- §ilver._._.-......--.-.------__-_-.----troy ounces. -}. 219, 112 155, 813 276, 158 | 196, 379 hs 

 Stone.....------------------------------short toms..| 9 2, 757,820 | % 2, 234, 928 2, 836, 390 2, 436, 783 orgs 
Miscellaneous 10__.._.._.........-.--.----.----------]-------------| 1, 980,092 |-..---.......| 4, 768, 948 

. . -————_—_ | —___ —— — |—- —- — — | —__——— 4 
Total value, eliminating duplications_-....--.|----------+--| 11, 229,670 |--.----.-----| 12,830,176 | aa 

| _ 1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” : a é 
- # Figures not available. ; . co 
31940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- re 

| complete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. ot 
4 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. - 

_  § Value not included in total value for State. ea 
¢ No canvass. co 7 Sy 

| 7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. vi 
8 “Commercial.’’ Value of ‘‘Government-and-contractor” included under “‘Miscellaneous.”’ od 

oS 9 Exclusive of sandstone, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous,”’ - ou 
10 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘},’’ ‘‘8,” and ‘8’? above. oner
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hoe | _. Mineral production of Pennsylvania, 1940-41 i 

Bee ne . {oo 1990, : (1941 : J 
EE. et | . Product , . __—_—_—_—_—_r_—_—“xL_-—-—-—- |. od 
Bey oy - : oo ' Quantity Value | Quantity Value . 3 

ge. Asbestos...-.-..--2.-.2....2-.-...-.---.short tons... (2). (1) |-------------|-----22--2-- anne’, 
Be Bm DOMONE ---o---------ea-nwernnnenne eee a= DetTels. 2 27, 499, 786 |? $38, 350, 998 | 2 32, 868, 220 |2$45, 383,766 oad 

oR Products (other than pottery and refractories) ...|.-.---.--.---| 3 11,031, 000 |_..______.__.] 3 12, 550, 000 oS 
Ba o Baw (sold by producers)......-....-short tons_.- ~ 899,173 | ~~ 2,189, 509 1, 234, 367 | 3, 045, 688 et % 
eo Coal: | . | | , , , oer we Anthracite_......:....-.....---.------.---do....| 51, 484, 640 | 205, 490,000 | 56, 368,267 | 240, 275, 000 Dayk 
ee __ Bituminous__........---.-----------------d0_....|4116, 602, 999 |4 237, 333, 374 |4 130, 239, 683 |4 296, 912, 296 a 
Hoxg—  . Cobalt... eee ------pounds_-|- -  () (4): QQ) | CQ). ae 
Bee Coke_......---------.-------------------Short tons__] _ 17, 412, 024 | § 69, 599,076 | 21, 523, 472 | 5 97, 735, 965 oS 
Poe - - Copper 6-12 ee_-.--------------pounds_-| (4) (1) (1) Oo 3 
cee _ . Feldspar (crude)-__-.--....---------------long tons_- (1) (1) (1) GQ 
Be Ferro-alloys.____.....-....-..-----------Short tons_. 512,174 | § 56,983,213 | (18) (id | S 
Oe a = Gems and precious stones_....-----_---------------]-------------| - () © peewee elee-eef OO! . cooly 
eee Gold 6. ls 4----------- troy ounces--|  ——s—:1, 840 |. _ 64, 400 2, 422 _ 84,770 ee. 
Rae ron: a a ee so oo a oN 
tte os Ore— : dp es rn Ss 
hye . Sold to furnaces._............-.-short tons_- (!) f (1) Po Gy. oa 
ee _...§old for paint....-..-.-:-....-..------do..--|.—@t) (i 4,039) 15,680 
co Pig. e.-- 22-2 ----------------------d0_--.| 14, 571, 517 |§ 282, 666, 561 | 16, 340, 965 5344, 298, 435 ob 
Coe. Lime__....----..-.--..-------.--2-----------d0__-- 833,038 | 5, 622, 725-| - 1,003,039 | . -7, 263,779 ed 
poe : _ Mica, serap..-...-------.-2..-----.-----------d0-.-- |e] YH. ou 
‘ey “Mineral paints (zine and lead pigments)__....do_..-} (15) } G5 | Gq fa) 3 
ee Mineral waters.................._.-.--gallons sold_-: (*) to 6% - Po. a of 
Bes a ‘Natural gas___-......-.-..--.-..------M cubic feet..| 90, 725,000 | 41,733,000 | 92,819,000. |. 42,974,000 - : 
Np Natural gasoline and allied products: © : } a es 2 
ce Natural gasoline__..--...------....-.---gallons__| 15,371,000 594,000 | 15, 440, 000 705,000 
Ce _ Liquefied petroleum gases__..-...........do....|. @® (8) 671,000 |. 42,000 oa 
coy) Peat_....-2-22---2----------------------short tons__] 8, 310 23,540 |  — 5,440 12, 600 : oe 
Mee - Petroleum__.._..-.-.-.-.-.-------------._--barrels.-| 17,353,000 | 39,700,000 |. 16, 750,000 | . 42, 500,000 . . oy 
Fea > Pyvites. 2.222... -.-..------long tons_-_ (> ee @ Jf () oy 
nee, . , Sand and gravel_...-....-.....-........-short tons._| 8, 431, 656 8,000, 225 | 10, 515, 940 9,936,898 — oe 

ne ' Sand and sandstone (ground)-_.__.........---.do___- Q) | (4). (1) A) - 4 
AED Sand-lime brick. ............... thousands of brick..| (1 8) (9). (%) (%) . a3 
Bei Siliea (Quartz) .-.------.-------.----.---short tons..| (1). (4) (4). (2) mo 4 
gooey 2. Silver $l. ele .-_troy ounces.- . 18,064 9, 290 - 15,016 | . -10, 678 ae a 

Slate. cee eee eee eee eee cee eee eee femeeeene-eee-} 2,609,801 |--..--.-22---| 8, 464, 348 oa 
wa. Soapstome......... 2 ----.-..--___-._short tons_- Q@) @). —¢ (1) “) 4 
te > Stome_..--_.-2---2.--------------------------d0_.__}!0 19, 277, 690 |19 19, 855, 478 |10 28, 506, 540 |19 25,013, 400 .- id 
pecs . Sulfuric.acid (60° Baumé) __. 2.2... do....| - 299,751 | § 2,739, 724 |. 351, 722 | 5 2, 986, 120 oat 
ty Tripoli (rottenstone)_.......-.----._----------do-..-- GQ). f (4) - ly J-> Q) oo 
ai, -.. Miscellaneous 14_____..._-.----2--2-----------------|-------------| 15, 290,396 |___.-2--.____| 115,331,980 oy 

Cee . Total value, eliminating duplications_-...:.._|-..--.-.----.} 618, 347, 805 |.......--.--.| 787, 148, 530 : 

an 1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ - . oe | “s 
bee . 2 Exclusive of natural cement, value for which is included under ‘“‘Miscellaneous.” . *s 
Be 41940; Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- ed 
en complete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. | a 
. . ~ ... * # Aecording to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. | | 
me . 5 Value not included in total value for State. | . - « 
Pe - _ 6 Copper, gold, and silver were recovered from magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore, which is included as a 
mo iron ore produced. Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. | a 
mon 7 No canvass. . . a 8 
oo 8 Figures not available. 
wo 91940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: No canvass by Bureau of ce 
> the Census and no estimate made. . | a 
f _ 1 Exclusive of dimension basalt in 1940 and of marble in 1941, value for which is included under : 

| _ “Miscellaneous.”’ - — 
: 1 From zine smelting. . 

. 12 Includes minerals indicated by “1,’’ ‘2,”” and “10”? above. ; 

cs Mineral production of Rhode Island, 1940-41 : 7 

. 1940 1941 
eS Product a | 

Quantity Value Quantity Value a 

Clay products (other than pottery and refractories) ..|........-.-.- (2 2) an eee en nnnee- (1 2) * 
Coke....__...-...--.--------------------Short tons_-|. (1.3) (1 3) (1.3) (1 3) : 
Lime. __..._--2--------------------------_----d0-_-- (1) (3) (1) () | 
Mineral waters_._..........-.......-.-gallons sold_- (4) (4) (4) (4) . 

: Sand and gravel___._-._.............--short tons_- 515, 129 $333, 612 649, 289 $459, 223 : 
Stone._.-....--.-.-2 2-2-0 5 201, 380 5 511, 620 212, 580 493, 715 
Miscellaneous ¢_....._.....-----.--------------------|-------------| 1, 960, 840 |-------_--_--] 2, 142, 417 

Total value, eliminating duplications..........|_.-...-_-_--- 994,997 |........-----| 1, 133, 400 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ . . 
21940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of 

Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. 
3 Value not included in total value for State. . 
4 No canvass. . 
5 Exclusive of dimension basalt, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” 
6 Includes minerals indicated by ‘“!”’ and ‘5’? above.
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- ee Mineral production of South Carolina, 1940-41 OT aaa! 

- Be . . 19880 1941. | co 
- SS Product J NE 

_ a oO Quantity Value | Quantity | Value — oe 

Batten eee eeecceeceeeeeeesshort toms} 0) © ) Mo 
Clay: SO o ” ed . oe oo Products {other than pottery and refractories) __|:_........-_.| 2 $1, 688, 000 |......__-.-_.| 2 $1, 860; 000. ae 

| CO Raw (sold by producers)-.--.-...-short tons_- 152, 529 1,306,438 | 181, 322 1,604,047 eke Copper. .----....--.-------------.--------_ pounds. 800 — 90 1,000; NB 
Gems and precious stones. ----.---.---.---.----.---|.--------_-_-| | (3) feaene------| | 6G) J came 

oe SS Gd... -------2--0--002-2---02-----~---troy ounces. 13, 076 |. 457, 660 ~ 15, 508 542,780 - . Miea: CO ye 
a Scrap. ..------..--.....---..-......-short tons.- ¢) en ee ©) GC) (4). : oe 

- _, Sheet..-.-.-.-.-..-.------------------_-pounds-_- (1) (‘) (1) 8 . Mineral waters.......-.............-_gallons sold_- (3) (3) - (3) (3) bag ; . Ore (dry and siliceous) (gold and silver). -short tons. - 126, 607 (4) 135, 288 7) Say eS -. -—s« Sand and gravel. _..-----.--.-----.-.-.----.-.do...-| 515, 247 260,857 | 1, 125, 725 611,469 ee 
~ Silver. _.-2.-2-222- 2. ------.-troy ounces_.| 8,047 | 5, 722 6, 525 4, 640 BS hy Stone. _.----.----.----.-----------------short tons_.| 51, 233,610 | 51,570,689 | 2,055, 090 2, 574, 797 nes | , >, Miscellaneous 6__......_-.------.-----------+--------|--------e-ee-| 16, 14 | 88) 652 | gk 

, ' Total value, eliminating duplications.........-|....---.-.---| 5,308,597 |....-..--..-| 7,286,508 sw 

- 1 Value included under ‘Miscellaneous.’ DE “ae 21940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census assomewhatincom- ag 
plete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. Co RES EE -  * 8Nocanvass.. : | | - ee TN 

4 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. a te, m Sy 
mo 5 Exclusive of unclassified stone, value for which is included under “Miscellaneous.” Be ey ne _ 6 Includes minerals indicated by “1” and “8” above. 0 oo re a 

re ee | — ae rn. 
So | _ Mineral production of South Dakota, 1940-41 © I ooo 

ee een — ¥940° | | AM 
oo | Product | 4 nn et — yey 
Ce | a | "  . |. Quantity | Value Quantity | Value ge 

-. Beryllium concentrates__...............-short tons_- 74 $2, 064 - 151] » $7,067 eZ sot 
Cement___-..-...----------------.---.-----barrels_.| (1) (ty (1): A). wae 
Clay: oo — . — . Ob ee Products (other than pottery and refractories)__.|......_..___- (1 2) woe e ent enn e (G2). ree 

, Raw (sold by producers) ....._...._-short tons_- 40, 481 (274, 714 57,189 |. 401,758 ae a Coal.._.........2.-2-------------- 2 ----- 0. 66,085 88,000 70,825 | 108,000 ee Co GOPPEr. - 5 -------------------= === Pounds... . 12, 000 1,356 j.---_--_-----|L---222----. ee | 
_ ° Feldspar (crude)._..-..................-_long tons..| | 54,692 | | 157,323 | - 59, 015 170,723 et _. Gems and precious stones. ._.....2.--..------.----.---..--.------ (3) s-e---------- (3). Re 

Gold... .-_--. .-..----.--.---2.........-troy ounces__| 586, 662. | 20, 533,170 |. 600, 637 | 21, 022, 295 oS Sl 
/ ‘Gypsum (crude). .._-.............__..__short tons.- Q) (1) (*) f} an 

Iron ore sold for paint.....-.............._.....do___. 717 Q) 2, 408 -Q) Oye 
Lead. _.......----------- en --e ee ----- dO... 7 700 j.-.-----.---_|_ 2 ele Co Sas 

_- Lime. __-.------ 2 --eeeene----d0_ | Q) (1) (1) (1) eneaey 
Lithium minerals.....................--......do___- (!) (1) 3, 636 T6775 

_ > Mica: . Ls . oe Scrap .......-------22-.---....-.------do__. - 2,240 32, 074 (1) ¢3) _ he |. Sheet. _....---.2----------------------- pounds... 107, 062 12, 509. (1) p(t) wba 
' Mineral waters. -................-------gallons sold_. (3) (3) (3) (3) - Oo Natural gas__-....-.......-.--........M cubic feet_. 9, 000 3, 000 7, 000 2,000 he _ Ores (crude), ete.: : : : . Oe 

. Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)..short tons..| 1, 667, 289 £3 1, 711, 744 (4) fey 
Lead_...---.---. ---------------------. do... . 81; = (4) w-----5------{------------ an? 

- Sand and gravel_____--.....--......-.__-._..do____| 2, 910, 331 524, 842 2, 627, 059 559, 766 oy 
Sand-lime brick ...............thousands of brick_- (28). (2 8) (5) (5) ay 
Silver...........-...--..--.--.---------troy ounces..}| -:175, 514 124, 810 170,771 | «© 121,437 © wo 

- Stone..........-.------.---.----...-....short tons__ 255, 600 878, 866 6 401,550 | © 1, 189, 564 - oy 
~ Tin (metallic equivalent). ................_...do___- 2 1, 710 (1) (4) Se 

Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates) .....-..do.._.|.......--.-.-]----.------.-| (1) (1) ae, Miscellaneous '_._.--.-.-...-----------.-------------|------------- 893, 687 |--.-.----__-- 842, 311 a 

| Total value, eliminating duplications..........|.............| 28, 528, 825 [a 24, 501, 696 ge 4 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”” ; ot 
71940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of are 

Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. | a, Lf 
§ No canvass. ; s * Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. po} 
51940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: No canvass by Bureau cf nn 

the Census and no estimate made. om 
6 Exclusive of unclassified stone, value for which is included under “Miscellaneous,” we: 
? Includes minerals indicated’by ‘”’ and ‘6 above. . os . , | | ~
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a | Mineral production of Tennessee, 1940-41 = «ses: at 

M. ch : a oe fp 1940 | a 4 

Woe ee ee . ee ‘Quantity | Value §| Quantity | Value cil 

he Aluminum..___.-..._...------------.---short tons__|° 82, 256. |! $30,028,000} (#2)_~ (1.2) SE 
Beg Barite_....-...-------.-----------s--+--------do_...] . 70,767 ~ 503, 204,| - 104,511 | $779,565 ts a 
Bee 8 ON Cement. ....---2--a-+-----a-eeeeene-s-o---- barrels. - 3,766,807 | 5,655,635.| 5,623,800} 8,520,283 °° <4 
ve _ Olay: ee . ae : | eee ee So ee 

ee Products (other than pottery and refractories) -_.)--.---.--_-.-] 31,869,000 |--.--..--.---} 32,401,000. - oe 
ore Raw (sold by producers) -.--.-.-----short tons-- - 89, 582 491,271 | 159,304)  . 832,507 ee 
me Ooah wel cee -+------do_._-| 46,008, 456 | 412,024, 742 | 47,045, 271, | 4 16, 454, 539 a 
wee COKe. ee eee eee eee eee ee nee OL -99,705.| 1 618, 746 150,393 | 11,118,725 4 
woe Copper. .__..----..------+---------------.-pounds--| (2) — -&@). Qf 6 @ aa 
feos - Ferro-alloys_.-..-_.--.------------------short toms__| 38,900 | 13,041, 405 (es Ge CE) oe 
“vos. - Flint lining for tube mills... ---------.-------. d0____|--.-.--.-----|------------- (2) a) A 
feos" Fuller’s earth_..__..----------------------+---do_-_- ~ () (2) (8) TG, om 
gf Gold_.....--..--_.--------------------troy ounces:-} . ss: 78 | 6,055 | = .227| - — 7,946.. oo . 4 
Boeoe Oo Nrome ee, qo. ee oS on on oo - oe 

wee - Sold to farnaces.-......------.--short tons..| © () (2) meee n ene n nn ne [ence en ne eee og 
feces Sold for paint._.....------------------0---- - 189 £C)) Jose eee eee feel 4 
Be Pigs eileen ec ecgee eee eee do] | ER 
Belg Sinter from copper sulfide ore.__..-.-..-.-do_---] . QQ | @®.- (2). ~® | mo a 
Byki _ Lead. -...2-------.2 2-2-2 0 8% _ . 87,800 , 23 ‘2, 622 oa 
ee - Dime... 2.2. i ---- wn 0 192,133 | 1,050,199 | 289,528 | 1,354, 642 ee: 
moss. Manganese ore--- ..---------------------------d0--2.] 8,308 | $120,786 | . ..@) - - 8 oe oe 

jee s Manganiferous ore._-.--.---------------------d0_.--| 2, 606 @) ~~ @) mn) as 
ba >< 3° Mineral waters_.......----------.---.-gallons sold-.; —_- (8) ~  ®. |] () Ags 
cece Natural aS... -___..------s--2--2--ME cubic feet..| . 9,000] 3,000 |. 10,000;  . 5,000 od 
fee Ores (crude), ete: de ede eee P ot 
“gh BO, nok Copper......------------+-----------Short tons_- . 705,574 |. (8) 732,114 | |. 8 eo ag 
Beta Lead. ..-.---...-2--------2---------------do-_--| 8, 709 6 - 469 (8). ae Al 

ee Zin¢........-.----------------------------do-.--| 1,206,786 | (8) 1,300,347 | (6) og 
meg oo. Zine-lead.....-------------------------2-- do} ~, 649 (8) —. 100 () 
sos. + Petroleum.__.._....-------------+-----------barrels.- 24,000 |. 23,000 12, 000 “15, 000 at 
Hes es _- Phosphate rock_.--....-2----------------long tons.-| § (2) (?) ., () ae Ge ce _ 
w * Pyrites...-- 202222222 2io eee ----do---| @) | @) Qs) On 
cus’. Sand and gravel....-.--.-.--.-----------short tons..|' 3,104,382 | 2, 255, 287 4,811,686. | 2,829,836 | 8 
aac. Siliea (quartz)_..-..-2.---------+-------------d0_-_- @ |; @ . |. @ (2)  y 
foo Silwer_..--:---------------------------troy ounces..| 38, 610. 27, 456 39, 161 27, 848 og 
Bee Stone. ......-...-..-...:..--.-“--.-..--Short tons._| 5, 604, 170 6, 674,710 | 7,896,970 | 9,157,673 — - 8 
Boe - Sulfuric acid ?_.-..-..-...2--------1-----------do----| 7%) G24 (2) | (62) of 
pee Zinc. ....-..--.-------------------------------G0_.-- 34,796 | 4,384,206 | 36,170 | 5,425,500. # 
ge. ~~. Miscellaneous 8___._....-.~--..----------------------|+-------=----] 8, 832, 008 |-----------.-| 51, 854, 344 4 

Bo Total value, eliminating duplications_......-.-|--.----------| 42, 683, 407 a 56,301,592 a 

Pe 1 Value not included in total value for State. : . . . 8 
Ba ~ 2 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” : 7 oo . | Loe 
Poe 21940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based. on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat os 
wo incomplete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. LS 
uo 4 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. a ' 

: § No canvass. a . “a 
BO 6 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 8 

gu. 7 From copper smelting. . . - 
8 Includes minerals indicated by “2” above. | | : 

| a Mineral production of Texas, 1940-41 4 

| 1940 1941 | 
Product re | 

Co . . Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Asphalt (n&tive) ............____.......-_short tons. 158, 220 $306, 120 294, 170 $550, 206 
Barite.._..._..-._...-.-----------------------@0___- 100 450 (1) (1) 
Bromine.__..........--_-_---_-._.--.------pounds.-]......-..---.]-.---.------- (4) (4) 
OPEN. - o-oo none nenennneeenonnnann- barrels. 7, 383, 600 | 12, 198, 800 9, 842, 260 | 16, 362, 293 

: ay: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) ...|_-..--.----.-| 2.3, 173,000 |-.._.-..-.---} 24,121, 000 

O pew (sold by producers) -_..........-short tons-_.- 92, 719 407, 873 137, 937 331, 873 
oal: 

Bituminous__....._.........-....---------d0_.-- 3 14, 137 3 48, 278 3 15, 482 3 §2, 730 
Lignite...............-.......------------d0---- 606, 418 637, 000 337, 326 284, 000 

Copper. ...-...-.-...--...._-..-..--..---.-pounds-_- 60, 000 6, 780 12, 000 1, 416 
Feldspar (crude) __...........---..--..--- long tons_-.|...-..-------|------------- (2) (1) 

- Flint lining for tube mills. __.._....._.._short tons__|_..-..-------]------------- } (1) 
Fluorspar__-......----------..----------------@0_...|-------------|------------- ( (1) 
Fuller’s earth_............._-......----.-------d0_--- 34, 039 277, 229 77, 033 713, 085 
Gems and precious stones_.._._....-.-------.-------]-------------] (4) ween enn nwe- (4) 

| See footnotes at end of table.



ae Oe _ STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF MINERAL PRODUCTION | Lo 73 oo ey 

| Seen = - . Mneral-production of Texas; 1940-41—Continued oe ah 

| ce - : 1400 1941 tag 
- co . - ’ Product . | ae 

. . | ' Quantity Value ‘Quantity | Value oo Saas 

— 0 Gold... .,---.-.--2-------------------- troy ounces. - 312| $10,920 |. 306 | - $10,710 8 
. Gypsum (erude) ..........-....-.-....__short tons_. 328, 261 368, 882 446, 419 "467, 087 aS 

Helium _2 2.22. eubie feet__| $9,450,855 | | §85,061| —° (14) AD) ns 
- [ron ore.-.--..--......--.--.....---..-_-short tons. | (1). (1) (1) &® Oo AS 

So Lead... -..-2-2-222-212- ee -d0_- 205 | . 20,500 | 186 21,204 re 
_ Dime...- ee -.---------------do.-.-] - 64,274}  . 548, 180 77, 783 632,099 Sg 

a .. Magnesite...............-....----------------d0._.- (1) 4 1 8, 900 44, 500 ee 
‘Magnesium.___.__._........--.--..----.-.-pounds-.|....-.-------|------------- tf  Q AA 
Magnesium sulfate (natural) -...-..-----.-----d0--.. (’) (1) —  @) ~ Q) De Bag 

. _ Mercury. .........._.......--.--flasks (76 pounds) -- (1) , . Q) QM Lo) pe 
Mineral waters........--.--.---------.gallonssold..j . (4) (4). (*) @ ey 

_ Natura] gas-......0..................M cubie feet -_|1,063,538,000 | 151, 580,000 |1,086,312,000 | 162,344, 000 ee 
So Natural gasoline and allied products: | mo - oe ae, Co eS 
.. . . | Natural gasoline and cycle products. _--gallons-.} 932, 040,000 | 20,322, 000 |1,180,221,000 | 44,066,000 0 oy 

. _- Liquefied petroleum gases.-........-...-.d0_.-- (8). a) |. 378, 598,000 | 4,416, 000 Sips 
: Ores (crude), ete: = op doo. rer: 
0 Copper_.__o2--------.-------.--2----short tons_. a: Y) : 58] e . Aa 
- _..’ Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)._.....-do_-_- 146, 811 |. f° | 140, 739 c EN 

SO Lead... -.02-----..---- 2-2-0 — 122) . © ft .. 21 9 feu 
. Pebbles for grinding...._--.......--------.---dO....]-.-..--------|+-2-2-----2-- 0) | () oo oe 

. - Petroleum__.._..2-.--.....-.......---..--._barrels_.| 493, 209, 000.| 494, 000,000 | 505,572, 000. | 568, 000, 000 es 
- . Pumice... 2.222222 2--_-__..-_..-short tons. .[-.2.-.--.2..-|------------- @) Q)- ne 

Balt (sodium chloride)... .-....2.-..---.---.--do__e- 402, 165 | - 792, 214 |. 656, 569 1, 713, 508 a, 
“Sand and gravel. ....-.2.-2-..0..-...-.....-..d0_.-.] 6,930,975 | 3, 446,085 | 12,134, 312 6, 681, 277 - aren 

_. Silica (quartz) ...-.--....-.-2----------- 2 ---dO-._ | --.----}------L------} 1, 485. 14,345 0° 20 0 
: Silver.....-..-..---..--.-.--.--.----...troy ounces..} 1,326,150 943, 040 1,096,027 |. 779,397 ae 

a Sodium sulfate (natural) .........-......short tons... (1) se GQ). 75, 029 957, 354 Ogi 
. Stone. wees do_--_| 2, 737,690 |. 2,581,358 | 3, 497, 720 2, 908, 364 oka 

_.. | Strontium minerals_._.....--22-2-2.-----.----d0---- “Gf Q : 1, 959 31, 294 | ee 
-. « * Sulfur. ....2222222.----,---2.------------long tons__| 2, 008, 968 | 32, 148, 480 2, 842, 988 | 45, 487, 808 on SN 

os Sulfur ore____...--2.22-2-.---------- +--+. ----d0.--- 150 1,800 ~ —_. 800 1,500 age 
2.) Dripoli_.....2-222-2-2----- +--+ ----short tons._ QQ). (1). Q) | ©) sted 

~ .- Wermiculite........-...-...-------.-----------do.---}. @). | | Ieee +--+ --] --- 2 ----- =e 2 
Miscellaneous 8. -.....----.-------2n------eee eee ene e|-bee--------] 1, TT, 009 |-------------| 7,089, 640 Oe 

— - * - Notal value, eliminating duplications........--|-...-.-------]. 725,005, 009 |.-.---.-.---.| 868,082,690 — ae 

_... 1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” - Dots te 7 . ee 
a 21940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- . vats 

-... . complete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. : 7 
oe _ § According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. oo re 

4Nocanvass. | _ 7 Ss : Sa 
- 5 Figures cover fiscal year ended June 30 of year stated. Ss - oe a es 

~ 6 Figures not available. . : eo aS 
. . 7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. oo - ue 

§ Includes minerals indicated by ‘*!”? above. oe oe 

oo. oo Mineral production of Utah, 1940-41 — , SS 

- a | te 
; . oo 1940 1941 a, RY 

coe . Product | a a be OM 

So _ | Quantity Value | Quantity | Value es 

_ Arsenious oxide_-_.__-.:------.----------shorttons..| (4) (1) (1) @ Ta 
Oo Asphalt (native)...............------.--------d0_-.- 32, 000 $776, 171 36, 476 $856, 966 Oe 

‘Bismuth.._.........--.-.-..-.---.-.-.--.--pounds--| (2) Q 3) (2) rae 
Bitumen, natural sulfonated. .....-....short tons... (1) _ @ 1) @) at 

- Goment...-..---------------------+---------DarTeLs- () Q@) . 1) () . ie 
y: | : : - 8 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) ..|...-..---.---] 2 680,523 |..--.........| 3758, 000 : 

- Raw (sold by producers)-_..........-short tons-. 27, 506 98, 153 25, 366 54,019 = 
Coal._.......-----.-.----------...----------..d0_...| 43,575, 586 | 47,871,939 | 44,076,779 | 49,509, 973 _ 
Coke.......-.-------------------------.------ 0... 226, 347 (i 5) _ 246, 851 (i 5) rent 

. Copper. .-.---:---------------------+----.-pounds../ 463, 728,000 | 52,401, 264 | 533,676,000 | 62, 973, 768 . 
Fluorspar.-_-..---.-.-.-------....--..---short tons-- 142 (4) 748; = 4) 8 
Fuller’s earth..-..--...-----------------------d0----|-------------|------.------ (4) (4) % 
Gems and precious stones. .......---.---------------|--.---------- ( wo-------- ee (8) i 
Gold.........--..---.------------------troy ounces... 355,494 | 12, 442,290 356,501 | 12, 477, 585 io 
Gypsum (crude)-..----.-.--...-.---.---short tons... 45, 421 60, 055 61, 813 78, 147 _— 
ron: | 

: Ore. __..--...-------- ee -d0-- 365, 680 : (1) 397, 607 (2) oe 

Pig........-------------------------------d0--.- (1 5) (5) (1 5) a4 
Lead ......----.------------------- +--+ 75, 688 7, 568, 800 69, 601 7, 934, 514 a 
Lime. ...-...2...------------------------------d0-- 49, 413 306, 357 56,221 | 352,306 oe 
Magnesite......-..---..----------------------d0_...|---- 22+ |-------- eee 0 e ° ye 
Manganese ore........-..---------------------do---- 30 (4) 1 a oe , 
Manganiferous ore..--..-....---------.-----4-d0----| 2, 354 13, 134 ¢)) () ane 

See footnotes af end of table, “ mo 

556250—_43——_6 a ae
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fp Mineral production of Utah, 1940-41—Continued Nt 

ass Product a ee ee Ss ae ee - : | Quantity | Value Quantity | Value i 

mea "| Mercury_.....-.-...-_--.-.----_flasks (76 pounds)..|' 53| $9,374 (1) ()- os 5 
Boe OE Molybdenum --__-...._.--------------------pounds..|° 4,285,688 |. © @) - (1) (!) ey 
Me Natural gas___........-.-.--.---------M cubicfeet_.| 5, 124, 000 1,063,000 | 5,562,000 | $1, 145, 000 cyt 
re Natural gasoline__.................-----.---gallons_-| 722,000 28,000 | 808,000 | 45, 000 “ee 
Be Ores (crude), ete.: . Lo - a 
Steetg _ Copper.____.--.--.--..------.-------short tons_.| 26,301,745 | = (9) 30,444,402 | (7) : me 
woes, =”. Dry and siliceous (gold and silver) -..-----do---- 795, 123 WZ 622, 650 (7) | of 
SS ead 2. eee eee eee eee 0-8 65,072, 77,979 (7) gs 
Sey - . - Lead-copper._--.-..--.---..--------------do__-- 8, 510 @ | 6276) 0 ®t od 
Be ea! ZING nwewnveveveneeeewennceneeennnnnGO-n--f 8] ore | o 8 
Bee Zine-lead._.....-.---...-----2.--.-----...d0_-_- Tog - ae 
we. Ginedlead-copper..-.---.----.----.-----.--d0.._- } 768, 870 OQ. { +4344 Me 
govc. os + Petroleum.._....2-.-2---.---------------_--barrels_- 8,000 | 3, 000 4,000} 4,000 eR 
Sevr.. . ~ Phosphate rock. -5....-----:-------------Jong tons_-].-...---- 222] 2222222 le] 1,340 |. - 8, 535 oa ft 
ME - Potassium salts____._.--.-..-.---------short tons-- (!) (4) —. Q o Ql) 2a 
fos . Salt (sodium chloride) -_--....---.-------------do--..| . _ 71,472} 191, 263 107, 079 196, 413. a, 
eee Sand andegravel___-_--------------------.---do_...| . 1, 899, 563. 582,708 | - 2,760,025} — 935,371 : A 
Ute: - Silwer_....22---2----2.----------------troy ounces._| 12,172,299 | 8, 655, 857 | 11, 395, 485 | 8,103, 456 - od 
eeu. 6 Sodium sulfate (natural). ..._..-.-.-...-short tons_.]. Q.. Q | (en  ¢) ora 
woos. Stone. elle -------------------d0----| 1,024, 660 693,127 | 408,140} - 340,551 - a 
mathe Sulfur_-...-....--.---.-....--.-.-_-...___long tons_- (!) - GQ) Joell ieee eee ad 
gow. Sulfuric acid 8.2.22. 2222222-----_-----.-short tons--. (i 5) - (15) (15) . () n eS 
veto oS Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates) _.-..-..do_--- 14 (1) Q@) - | QQ. : 
ae ae Vanadium. .........-2-2----2-----------.-pounds.-| 169, 912 @)- ~ -(@) - - Q@y Sr 
Ble - Zine._....-------+-..------..-.---_._-.---short tons-_- 48, 788 5, 517, 288 | 42,049 | 6,307,350 — oe 
cede Miscellaneous °_....-...-.---.--------------+--------]----2--2--2--] 10, 431, 709 |--.----------| 16, 096, 221 . e 

ae _ . Total value, eliminating duplications_.......-.{--.-.--------| 104, 392, 989 |.-....--..-.-| 122, 386, 473 7 4 

ceo. A Walue included under “Miscellaneous.” ae | oo ps | 
Bee 2 Figures not available. Be . i pe . “5 
we." ss 81940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of a 
ga Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. , | oa 
Bice.  ~  . 4 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. . . “g 
heer _. § Value not included in total value for State. Lo | I ty 
ape - 6 No canvass. 7 : . oS oo we 
ee 7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. i 
ec. : - 8 From copper smelting. . a | : So 3 
Bee - * Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!”? above. oo a | et a 

mi oe Mineral production of Vermont, 1940-41 8 

me, | | | | : 1940 oy. 1941 ° 
ee = : Product Tj. | | Me 

: | , : Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Wee . a | : : 

ve Oo ASDOStOS. ---------nnane-eenne-nnnnnnan~-Short tons..}| (1) (4) (Oa (1) : 

oo Products (other than pottery and refractories) ___|....._--..-.- (G2) flee eee (1 2) | 
oe Raw (sold by producers) ............short tons_- (2) () (1) | Q) 

Cobalt.__...-_--.--.------------.----_---.- pounds. -_}.-..-2-- 22 -_|_--e eee 1, 399 (1) 
a Garnet, abrasive--......................_short tons_- ¢3) (4) (4) (4) : 

CO, Lime... _....-..--.-----.------------.--------d0_.-- 61, 026 $430, 178 67, 824 $479, 219 : 
Mica, serap___....--..-....-...-----__-----..-do._.- 290 2, 964 (1) (4). 7 
Mineral waters..................._._.-_gallons sold_- (3) (3) (3) (3) | 

. Nickel... ..._-.------------..---------.-short tons..]_...-.-..----f------22-----} (2) 
Sand and gravel-_...-..-__..._....-:..._____..do._.. 4873,325 | . 4 217,661 £601, 918 4127, 149 ; 
Slate. ..._-.---2 2222+ +e eee eee eee |-e----------| 1, 555, 230 J------------] 1, 921, 928 
Stone..............--..-......._..--_._-short tons... 5 135,680 | 53,681,752 185,840 | 4,190,112 
Tale__..... 22-2 -d0__ 38, 516 423, 368 57, 248 - 663, 468 oo 
Miscellaneous §__._...-__-.--.----- 222-222 eee ee] eee eee 668, 619 |_---.--_----. 749, 799 

| Total value, eliminating duplications....-.....|-..----------| 6,979,772 |..........---| 8,131, 670 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
21940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of 

Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. 
3 No canvass. . 
* “Government-and-contractor.” Value of “Commercial” included under “Miscellaneous.” | 
5 Exclusive of crushed sandstone, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous,’’ 
6 Includes minerals indicated by “‘1,” “4,” and “#’ above, | 

. 
8 .
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PE STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF MINERAL PRODUCTION #75 9°: 

_ oe ao Mineral production of Virginia, 1940-41 \ © a eee ¥ 

a 7 , _ 1940 1941 ES 
| Product. | og 

. : ot oe - . Quantity ' Value ‘Quantity Value: se 

_  Aplite (crude)_.............0.2.....-.... long tons... 0) . (?) @ | @Q | ee 
' Barite_._.....-...............-...-----.-short tons_- (1) — (1) in) nn 

Cauxite_-_..--- 222.222. --- eee -- 0... (Q) (1) 3 | e ae 
QOMEDE +o nnn nnnennt enn nnonnnnoe = barrels... ®- (1) OQ. (1) a ae 

Products (other than pottery and refractories) ._.|._.....----._| 2 $2, 602, 000 |......-.---..| 2 $8, 369, 000 INF 
.. Raw (sold by producers)_...........short.tons..} _ (?) Y.. (1) ee 

. Coal... oe... - ee. ----2----------.d0....] 3 15, 348, 075 | 3 29, 965, 943 | 3 18, 440, 946 | 3 42, 917, 454 | ITE 
mo, Coke..-__..-....---2---------eee- eee 2. -d0_--- 198,379 | #943,753 | 324,573 | 41,922 181 ere 

r Feldspar (crude)-.......................-long tons_- 21,705 | . - 116,531 QQ). (1) a 
Ferro-alloys_......-.--..---...--...--..-Short tons. C4) | (1 4) , °° @4 (4). AES 

- Gold_._........-..-..-.....-.-.--.....-troy ounces..| = 458 _ 316,030 | - 240) - 83400 0 2. 2 
Gypsum (crude)._....-..-...-.....-.---short tons:.| «© (Q) > (1) — @). —() yo ae 

. _ Tron: | os . oo - ss 
eo Ore...--.0.-2..--.---2---2 seen ee 0.-2-| on , 371 ~@ et 
ae Pig. ..222 eee 0. (1 4). (4) (14) 4 ae 

- Kyanite--.......00-2-22222-222 222220] Q) (4) 8, 461 116,952 ae 
- Lead. ....--....---.---.2------ 2-2-2 0. 2, 285 228, 500 | 3, 390 386, 460 OF 

. Lime. ._..2.20..2-202222 2-202 178,036 | 1,044, 229 224, 2938 1, 359, 281 Ae 
. Manganese ore_...-..........-----.-----------G0_._- 2, 482 41,286; (A) | () a ONS 

_. :» + Manganiferous ore-....---...--.-------.------d0_..- 5, 106 430,069; =). qo. @y py 
| Marl, calcareous......-...----0..22222--2-.---d0_ |. 8, 176. 7, 392 - 24, 113 23,1690 a 

a ‘Serap._.---.-..---2 2 0. (1) GQ ~ (ld). Q - poy oe 
ae _. Sheet __-....2.----2----..--------pounds.- ( . (1) @  f @ ee 

' . . Mineral waters: ..-.......-.-.-......-.gallons sold_- (8) (8) - (8) |: (5) CESS 
. ' Natural gas._._..--...-....-.....-....M eubic feet__]. 80, 000 |. 81, 000 106, 000 - 94,000 ths 

Ores (crude), ete.: a oo fo. BPA 
So ' Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)_.short tons-- 2, 480 (8) OF. (8). see ae 

i ZinC._.. 22. -.----2-a---------ee---------02 wen een nen ewe eee ene ene! | - 85. . (8) ‘ ‘ - pate 

Zinc-lead... ..-....---.--2.-------2s-2----.do...-| 599, 759 (8). 501, 555 (®) ty 
~ ' Phosphate rock.......-..-.....---.--...-long tons..| f (2). ‘() (1) a. 

Pyrites.......2.-....----.---...--------.-.---do_-.-}| (4) ¢)) — Q 4). Oe 
- Salt... 22 eles. --.-short tons._| (4). -Q) (1) (1) 7 FR 

| Sand and gravel_-.._....-...-----------.-----d0_...| 2,671,412 | 1,778,576 | 4,593,193 | 3,770,650 © ss 
- Sand and sandstone (ground) -_................d0.__- (*) Q) -, i) Gy 

| ~ _ Bilica (quartz) -. 2222-22022 ace. do_---| 4) (4) een eee n eee ee fee eee mei 
Silver... ..-.--.-.--------------....-- troy ounces.-_ ~~ 271 193 | 135 |. 96 - Ar 

— Slate... oe eee eee ee eee [eee eee Q@) flee eeei----] UES 
Stone ?...........---.--.-..-...---..--.-Short tons._| 6, 890, 640.| 6, 959, 136 9,195,450 | 9,586,541 ge 
Tale and ground soapstone ?..................do_... (4) ay! (4) Q) | TO 

' . Titanium concentrates: oe . nr’. 
Ilmenite.-.........----.-...--.--.--..._..d0__-. 8 0 (1) | (QQ) i 

- Rutile_.__------- 2-22 edo 1) 1) @Q) - (1) a wees 
Zine... .._-....------.------------------------do...-] 16,927 | ~—_-2, 132, 802 22,9138 | 3,486,950 ae 

_ Miscellaneous §___.------.---------------------------|-------------| 10, 966, 418 |.....--.---2.| 12,083,722 oe 

: Total value, eliminating duplications__........].......-.....| 50,003,672 |..-.....-.-.| 71,340, 934 oes 
LL EE ne Ss oa 

1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” —_- | OS | te 
, . 2 1940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat in- ~ opt 

complete; 1941: Estimate by. Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. oe 
* According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. | ENE 

| 4 Value not included in total value for State. 0 os, 
5 No canvass. . ; . ae Lo ont 
6 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. -e yhe 
7 Soapstone used as dimension stone included in figures for stone. a 
* Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!”? above. | : wt 

4 ‘ : . wy 

\ aks 
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Py Mineral production of Washington, 1940-41 os 

po Product | | I sat 
Ns oe 4 Coe : a . ..- |. Quantity. ‘Value | Quantity Value Do 

ane Aluminum..._...-.-.--.-...---------.--short tons..| . 4, 994 | 1 $1, 823, 000. G2) 1%) Cee 
ee Antimony ore (concentrates) .....-------------d0_---].--2----2-L--|-------------] O 7 QM  — © son 
Bes __ Arsenious oxide___._.-..-------.--------------d0__.-| Q@ | ~ @®. - (8). 3B 
Ph Goment -----w--2-a-seceedoninenaanne=nae-Darrels- (2) -() do. @ ~~ Jo @- aE 

pe _ Products (other than pottery and refractories) ...-|......:....-.| 41, 241,000 |_-.....-.-...| 4 $1, 182, 000 og 
cos >... Raw (sold by producers).....-...---short tons..} 35, 915 47, 353 81,534 | 108,737 | ore 
PS Qoal wie eee ieee eee nee ete dO} 51, 650, 352 | 5 5,221,717 | 51,841, 274 | 56,478,674 | ae 
BO. Coke... -seonnsesoeenneeeennecteeseee dor} 7a) (12) |evazezenennn|--cn-acnnane 8 
Soc.) Oopper_----------------+----+-----2-----.-pounds.-}. 19,224,000 | 2,172,312 | 17,372,000]. 2,049, 896 a 
wes Diatomite...-...-.--.-.----------.------shorttons.-.;  @. |. @ ~@. | ¢) a : 4 

re _.: Ferro-alloys_._.-..--.-------+----------------@0_-..].-.----.2.----|------+------ (22) (2) oe 

Bo Wluorspar.__..-.---_--------------------------0__.-|..--------+--|---2--.-----2} 104} - oO CO 
wegen '. Gemsand preciousstones- --..-.-.-------------------}--------2----| = fee --- =| () ae 

pose Golds. u-----2-2.----+--+------------- troy ounces-.| 82,136 | 2,874, 760 $4,176 | 2, 946, 160 . er 
ee Graphite, crystalline... .-..--..-.--------.-pounds._|_-..-.2.2.-.-|------.------ (?) 4. . ee 
pees ron oré...2----+s-------2-------.------short tons__ . 6,252 @) | 7,271) . -@).. | OT 

peice 0. Leads ---o--------- ete eee eee eee dO], 2, 555 . 255, 500 3,903 | 444,942. ok 
Boo Tbime..... 2-2 2------ +--+ ee --- e+ ---- 0-2] 58, 428 | 582, 416 62, 309 _ 656, 363 | ey 
Be Magnesite......---.------2.-.----------------d0z---| 9 Qs ?) | — 2. ~Q). Le ene 
“es Magnesium sulfate (natural)......--.---...pounds.-}. @) |. @) Joel eee] cl ee | 

pve _. Manganese ore.._._...---------.--------Short tomS.-|._-.-.--.--.-]--------=----] RB | “Ege 
Be _. Manganiferous ore.......-..:..--.------------d0..--].--.-----=.-.]------+------ yO Q oS 
Oe oy  Moreury ——— oo onnnnrrnernooo-- flasks (76 pounds) -- oC) ee Se C2) () =f Be So od 

Bees - Mineral waters--....-..-.-..------:---gallons sold_-| . (8) (8) (8) - & “ah 

ye Molybdenum. -_._..-..--.-..---------.----pounds..| . 4,624 8) wan een e nnn nns|weeceeet ane! a 
woe Natural gas. ..-22----2----.---.--..M eubicfeet..| 36,000 37,000}  —_—-:1, 000. _ 2,000 sh 
tp.) Ores (crude), ete.: oo. oe . _ Pe oe 
ae Copper. -_..-.-------..-------------Short tons..} 689,325 |» 604,565)... am 
yous" Dry and siliceous (gold and silver) _.......do--.- 204,146 | @) 180, 700°}. f oe ode 
re Lead... -...-.------------- eee dO] 100 @M J]... 2). MM) aa 

pe .. Gine-lead..2-.-.----------------++-------d0__-- 273,227 | = (7) 868,092} 
Boke ee Peat isle eee ete 2 O_- -@Q) (2) SQ (2). Ss 

beth Pulpstones.........-.-------------------------d0..-- 180 | 11, 130 | 150] 16, 065 oe 

wou Sand and gravel. .._--------------------------d0_---| 6, 987, 761 4, 278, 251 5, 583, 285 2, 476, 834 - 8 

tyke I De ~ §and-lime brick -_........------thousands of brick..; - (2%) 28) | YQ. G8) ek 

te 8 Silwer_2---.-----,.--------------------- Woy ounces. - 365, 175 259, 680. 402,030 | 285, 888 ood 

do ‘Stone__...........-..-.-_.-Short tons..| 2, 347,190 | 1,941,820] 2, 148,970 | * 1, 757,873 ng 
£ : 
met -  §trontium minerals._..---...--.-------------.d0_.-- (2) | ®t @) (?) 
Be . _ Pale and ground soapstone_-_-......---.-----.-d0_..-| . 4 1, 394 6 2, 426 . St 
Wm Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates).....-.-do_---| 74 (2) ° | () QQ). ee: 
ties. | . Zine_____...------- 2-2-2 ---- 0 11, 560 1, 456, 560 - 14,320] 2,148,000 

Beeson Miscellaneous 9__..--_-------------------------2----|-------------} 7, 709,823 |-------.-----] 30, 662, 278 yy 

ey Total value, eliminating duplications__-......|-..------.---| 28, 090, 188 |...---..-.---| 28,507, 282 | . of 

pot - 1 Value not. included in total value for State. . “4 
Wa ? Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ po 

. 3 Figures not available. = S 
oo 41940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incom- 

— plete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. Ls 
pe 5 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. - - 

6 No canvass. . . 

of 7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. mh 

sO 81949: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: No canvass by Bureau of 

‘ the Census and no estimate made. . . . * 
~- 9 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘2’” above. 

Mineral production of West Virginia, 1940-41 | 

1940 1941 _ . 

. Product . | - Ooh OO : 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Bromine.___....-..------.--.--------------pounds..} 1,152, 237 $179,011 | 1,048,178 $206, 768 
Calcium chloride_._........---....------Short tons. . 12, 103 79, 978 13, 234 71, 832 . 

oe Coment .- ----------------ene----220-------DBrrels.- (1) (4) (1) (1) 
ay: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories)...|....--.------] 2 2,451,000 |--.----------| 33, 180, 000 : 
Raw (sold by producers)_--..---.---short tons-- 55, 853 103, 989 70, 885 133, 300 

Coal_........-_-__---------------------------- 0... 3126, 437, 621 |3231, 603, 534 |3140, 250, 248 |3313, 255, 559 . 
Coke____-------------------------------------0.-..| 2, 133,003 | 46,170, 849 2, 245,307 | 4 7, 626, 823 
Ferro-alloys..__...---------------------------d0-_-_- (14) (} 4) (4) Q 4) 
Grindstones and pulpstones_-_.-.-------------d0.... 4, 604 207, 044 2, 090 102, 562 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| de STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF MINERAL PRODUCTION .§§ (@¢% 9 ©. 

a -- ... *. Maneral production of West Virginia, 1940-41—Continued 8 

a “Product mn annem annem mrss, 
. So - Quantity | Value _ Quantity _Value ©... 00 Oe 

mo _ Iron, pig-.---.----.---------------------short tons_- 941, 399 - (14) ~ 1,082,148 | (4) ee 
Gime... 2222 eee eee - 0. 278,300 | $1,727,844 |. 372,677 | $2,350,362 | as 

- Magnesium chloride (natural). -..--.-.-.-..pounmds_-|.....--.2..--]----.2--._-_- i () ee ~@) rt 
. ‘Manganese ore_._....---------------_---short tons... = 245 CA (1) (1) ey 

| - - Manganiferous ore.......-.---------.---.----.d0--_.]---...- 22-2 flee (Q) — @. gt 
Marl, calcareous---_.--.--------------=--------d0----] (4) (!) Q Fr. & Pe Ay 

/ - . Millstones.--.-.-.22--2------ e+e e-ne | ec eee ef | eee ee (1) . are. | 
- - Mineral waters...............-.---.-.-gallons sold-.- ~ (5) (8) — (8) (5) ae 

_ Natural gas. __._._-_....-..---.------M cubic feet_-_| 188, 751,000 | 76,065,000 | 207,681,000 | 81,957,000 © =. 9°..." 
: Natural gasoline and allied products: __ — oe - Ua 

-- Natural gasoline....--.---.....-.-.-..--gallons__| 58, 782, 000 1, 848,000 | 65,873,000 |. 2, 717,000 pe 
_ -. Liquefiéd petroleum gases_--:-.....-.-.--.do--.-| . ® | (8) 32,171,000 | 1,354,000 © = hs 

.. Petroleum..__...--..-.---------.----------barrels_-| 3, 444, 000 6, 400,000 | 3,433,000 |} 7,390,000 — meee: 
Rubbing stones. -.---.-..----.------.---short tons-_-|------.------|--------.---- Qo. Fo gd. pe Ae 

. Salt... ------s 2-2 -L e+ --d0-- 144, 312 701, 953 143, 780 792, 104 Ses 
oo Sand and gravel. ..-.-------_---------.-.----.d0.._-] 2, 297,610 | 2, 240, 650 2,733, 607 | 3,185,689 

| -. Sand and sandstone (ground). -..-..-.-....-.do_.... (1) Go | QO fA Fis 
. _ Stone..-.-.-.2----2----2----2 + 2 ---- 2 ----do--.-} 73,719, 950 | 73,818,788 | 74,547,200] 7 5,988,840 — ty 

. Sulfuric acid 8_ 2... -2-- eee --------do----| 4) — a4) 04 fa), a 
__ Miscellaneous °_ _ _----------------+----~------------|------~------| 31, 257, 689 |.------------] 48,275,288 

cc Total value, eliminating duplications. __...-..|.-..-------.-} 329, 891, 960 |.._--_--.----] 425, 626, 303 — ae 

- -1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” - oe Te ee 
a 21940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census assomewhatincom- =~ - Ney 

. plete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by. Bureau of the Census. — nen 
.... 8 Aecording to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. cs ss 

. 4 Value not included in total value for State. oe ee Se ae 

_ §Nocanvass. | an an . ES 
ce - 6 Figures not available. oe . aye ue 

oe -7 Exclusive of dimension limestone in 1940 and of dimension sandstone in 1941, value for whichisincluded = se) 
-. «=. * under ‘*Miscellaneous.” oO re oo o a Sat 

8 From zine smelting. Co ee : 7 - a op th 
. - 9 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘1” and ‘*7” above. - - a | a, ee 

BO _ Mineral production of Wisconsin, 1940-41 SO wise 

. ee . es - Sd. 1940 . 4D ey 
ae a - - Product. rs rns, I 

Le a a _ | Quantity Value Quantity Value ee 

RR RR 
Game... -----------n2-neneococwononnner- barrels - (4) . @) ~  @® ~ con « 

_ Olay: : eee oo ads 
oo Products (gther than pottery and refractories) -_-}.......-.----| 2$326,000 |....--.--.-.-] 2 $578,000. ct ad 

. . _ Raw (sold by producers) -._...------short tons8_.|........-..--]-----..------ () - eri 
Coke_._....------------------+---------.-----do_---}| (89) (8) (13) . (13) Loe eres 

- - _Tron ore— _ | . 
Sold to furnaces. .....-.-------------------do.---| 1,375,181 | . 3, 290,389 1, 665, 189 | 3, 998, 287 Oia 

, Sold for paint_.......-.---------.---------d0_.-- ~ 670 () . wea---------- | 2 --------- So ns 
Dead... 22-22 eee eee eee eee eee dO. 445 44, 500. 1,295 130,650 

© Goime_ 2... 2-2-0 | 65, 632 542, 749 79, 077 659, 324 RS 
Marl, calcareous. ._--.-..-.--------------.----do.---} @ (1) 4 (*) Q)> OR 
Mineral waters--_.-...-.-.-.-.-.-.-..-.gallons sold-. (4) (4) (4) - : Cy 
Ores (crude), ete.: ” | . ve 

Zine. ..._..-------------------..-----Short tons-_- 190, 326 (5) 157,068 | ~ (5) og 
| Zine-lead..-..----------+-----.------------dO.--- |---| 54, 905 8 oN 

‘ Peat... __.-.----------------------- 2-22-22 +--+ G0... eee] (1) 1) sd 
_ » Pebbles for grinding. ....-.-.-.-..---.---.----0.--.]_..--.-------|------------- & (1) mr 

: Pyrites......-----------------------------long tons-- (1) —. Q 1) (?) er 
. Sand and gravel-.-..........-.---..-.-.-short tons..| 6,742,882} 2,304,197 | 9, 263,237 | 3,398,039 nn 

Sand and sandstone (ground)... .-...-.-.---..d0.-.- (1) (1) (1) 6) , oe 
‘Sand-lime brick.................thousands of brick. - (1 8) | (1 8) (8) 8 rn) 

- . Silica (quartz) -..-:..--..-.-........_...--short tons... (1) (1) (4) © Q) oe 
. Stone..__.--.---.------.---------- ~~ -----d0-..-| 4, 330, 360 5, 030, 263 4, 376, 720 5, 666, 120 ne 

Zine. _..-..---------.-------------------------d0_--- 5, 770 727, 020 6, 238 935, 700 oe 
_ Miscellaneous ?_.............-----------2--2---------]-------------] 5, 356, 657 |---| 6, 830,786 a 

Total value, eliminating duplications..........|--..-..----..| 13, 553,683 |.............| 17,020, 722 3 

: 1 Value included under “‘Miscellaneous.”’ - a 
21940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incom- oe 

plete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. . . ook 
3 Value not included in total value for State. | ¥ 
4 No canvass. els 
§ Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. an 

, ¢ 1940: Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census; 1941: No canvass by Bureau _ 
of the Census and no estimate made. a 

7 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!”’ above. . . yo
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ce 6 7B®C~O™C*~™::””CSC ss MENERALS YPARBOOK, 1942 00° one 

an | Se : Mineral production of Wyoming, 1940-41 

ey a ot : 9400 fA Rs 
me Product | | nr ne SE 

Mee ss Quantity | Value | Quantity | Value ne 

foo” Beryllium concentrates.__.-...----------Short tons__]_....----...-]-------------|.  ® [| . @- Ay 
tee Qomant 7 -----n--eece-n-2orecnveneceecrane DEITEIB-- — Oo ~@ MOM. | @- ao 
Bbw See a | ay: : | on | on a fat 

Pee fo Products (other than pottery and refractories)...|....-.-.-----| 3 $193,000 |--.--...-...-| 3 $194,000 : og 

ek Raw (sold by producers) -.....------short tons. - 91, 714 976, 844. 145, 574 | 1,369,057 . a 
pee Coal__.....-.---------------------------------d0_-..] 3 5, 808, 042 | 3 11, 944, 261 | % 6, 646, 330 | #13, 916, 228. . ers 

fae » Copper___-_-------------------------------pounds__}. . 4, 000 - 4527 > - 8,000 44. et 

ae Feldspar (crude) _...---------------------long tons-.- 7, 833 29,128; 11,846) 43,484 . one 
4... Gems and precious stones. .-------------------------|---------;--- (4) wsenee---- ee @) as 
Pee ee Gold._._..---_-------------------------Woy ounces..| — 740 |. 25,900; - 478 _ 16,730 oe 
Poo Gypsum (crude). -----------------------short tons.-| 5, 415 |. 8, 393 (1) ° on ¢) ee 

goo} Tron Of0._.-------------------------- === -------0_.--| 981,072] 1,104,154 e og 
Nebo oo _ Mica, scrap_._-.2.--.-.-------------------+---d0_...]-------------]------------- GQ. |. @ <8 

fe. Mineral waters_......----------------.gallons sold... (4) () (© ee #4 oa 

Be Natural gas__._.-...--.---------------M cubic feet_.] | 27,346,000 | 5, 221,000 | 29,284,000 | 5, 687, 000 oa 
ase. Natural gasoline and allied products: ee oe pe S 

Boo. . Natural gasoline_........--.------------gallons..| 33, 380,000 | 1,271,000 | 33,920,000} 1,876,000 ae 
feof’. « - Liquefied -petroleum gaseS....-.-----.----d0_-.- (5) -() ~ {| - 1,560,000] — 62,000 Se 

wees, . . Ores (crude), ete.: . | fe . Po oR 
ieee - Copper__._--------------------------Short tons.-} 30 (6) AP BO a 
Wey _ Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)-.....-.do.--- 783 (8) 417 & . mi 

woe. Petroleum__....----------------------+-----barrels_.| 25, 711,000 | 20, 600, 000 ..29, 878,000 | 25,700,000 “a 
ee Sand and gravel......-..----------------short tons..| 1, 676, 954 | - 694,111 | 2,003,663 | 840,933 ne 

We Silver_.........-.---------+-.----------troy ounces.-| «114s OA 67. ot 

wero Sodium sulfate (natural)...-.-.---------shorttons.-| (| @M oof  @) _ & ON 
Fg! Stone__...-.------------------+--+-+----------d0.--- 405,140 | 875,463 | = 838,050 | 737,455 a 
wen Tantalite-columbite.......-.---------------Ppotnds__}-...--.-=----]-------------} = 5 250 | 219 . a 

wo Vermieulite......-----------------------short tons..; (2) —.  Q) OM ot 
Ca we Miscellaneous ?__...-.-------------------------------]----------+-- 1, 833, 900 woe enn nen enee <2, 307, 237 8 

Bere fetal value, eliminating duplications..........|-..----------| 48,073, 583 |-------------|, 52, 751, 354 4 

we oo . o oo : , a — a 

oe ». ~~ * 1 Walue included under “Miscellaneous.” . Co ee ae 

pd ' 24940: Estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incom- . 4 

ae ‘plete; 1941: Estimate by Bureau of Mines as no general canvass by Bureau of the Census. a 

MY "8 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. = —_— - “a 

pees | + & No canvass. a | 7 : ! ee 
fu" 8 Figures not available, : . | od 
Beka . ¢ Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. nO og 

ne 7 Includes minerals indicated by “!”’ above. — | — EB



os PART II. METALS _ OS 

| | GOLD AND SILVER , : ee: 

a | _ By C. E. NegpHam . | 7 we 

ae - — . SUMMARY OUTLINE | a SE 
| Page] - . : | Page. | - ae 

~ General summary. ........-...-.---.-......-.. 79] Mine report—Continued. : ot es 
Salient statisties_.......---..-.-.....-..-...... 80] Mine production—Continued. oo, Oe 
Government regulations and their effects..... 80 Ore production, classification, metal yield, Be _- . Domestic refinery production................. 85 and methods of recovery.............-.. 100 Oy ie 

|. Prices of gold and silver.......-----.--.--.--.. 86]. Placers._.._...--..-.-.----.-_-.-.--.......-. 108 eae 
_ United States and world monetary stocks._.. 87 ‘Dredging..._....-..---2--2 eee. «108 Ce 
Consumption and uses...-...-....-2.-------. 88. Other placer-mining methods__.------.-.. 106 \ ~ aN Imports and exports.........-.-.....-...-----. 89| Employment and production__......__..-.-... 107 i oe 

: Domestic supply.-.......-.-.-------.--------- 91] World aspects__-..-...-.---222222 ee ete. = 118 pe, we 
Mine report.__.-._22.222-------------------2- 92 World production___-.........-.-...-.-.... 118 a 

- Method of collecting statistics._............. 92]. Review by countries____...............__.. 122. eee | 
Units of measurement_...-./....-.--...-... 92 Canada -._.--..-.-------2---------------- 122 6 Be 

_. Mines producing. _..-..222-2-222-222 2-2. 92 Mexico. .......--.------------2---522eeee 2B 
_ Leading gold producers................-.. 92] | Central America__..................._... 124. . BG ee Leading silver producers_-........-...:.. 93: South America......-.....-...-----.-.... YA be ft 

- _ Number of mines_..--.....---0222222.---- 95 | > Africa. 222222222 llll----.---------. «188 kad 
.. Mine production. _.._.2.-.-2222...2....-... 96} © Oceania..._...........-__...........-.... 196 oo al — .. ) Summary..------2------2e-eeeeeeeeeee-- | | , | oo he 

GENERAL SUMMARY 20 

‘ . Gold and silver, beset by regulations, labor shortages, and economic ——. yoos 
_. factors, made a poor showing in many countries in 1942, and output Ne 

_ in the United States dropped to the lowest quantity since 1985. “NG 
_ World production of gold slumped an estimated 10 percent and silver- el 

| about 5 percent from 1941, although information fron®many foreign “=; 
_. countries on both metals is so scanty that many estimates have _ 3 

_ little value. Output of gold in North America declined about 16 ae 
_ percent. Production in the United States was reduced 26 percent, = he 

| Canada 10 percent, and Newfoundland 26 percent; Mexico, however, .. os 
reported a very slight increase. .South America recorded a decrease Oya . ° e , ee vr Wand _ Of about 10: percent. The world’s greatest gold-producing nation, og 

. the Union of South Africa, maintained its production at a high figure - oy 
in spite of difficulties, and output decreased only about 2 percent. de 

Silver output in the United States dropped less in proportion than Ss 
gold but dropped 21 percent from 1941. The increased tonnage of a8 
base-metal ores maintained production of silver better than of gold. i 
Production in Canada held up ‘well, and output differed but little owe 

_ from 1941; in Mexico it increased over 8 percent and climbed to the ~ 8 
highest figure since 1931. Production in Central and South America — - 
remained much as in 1941; in fact, South America is believed to have a 
made a slight increase. Output in the Western Hemisphere as a oa 
whole decreased about 5 percent. , : oS
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Be Salient statistics of gold and. silver in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and 
wR A989 ABE 

Bee ee ce ee wee ft, 

Blog Fe, -. Mine production, fe . ye : op . Dye 

Poo umeess | oo ' - oof. _ oe 

oe Gold..-------------| 2,170, 798 4, 673, 042 4,860,949 |. 4,750,865 | 3,457,110 = 9 

eo Silver 22777TTac 222) 61,511,087 | 64, 373, 281 70, 549, 362 67,258,997 | 54,090,765 aa 
se. Number of mines pro- — ns oo, oS oo | . a 

 Naueing gold and sik} fp oT | OS 
Sfp ver: Co a foo | — a ef : rs 

Be Lode. -..--.--------- 2, 187. 5,354 | 5,393 | '.. 4, B42 2,619 ae: 

Be Placer.-.-.--------- 1,243 [|  ~ 4,036 4,176 | 8,349 «1,758 Oe 

lg _ Ore produced, ‘short | oo oO 7 - - | ee 
ae tons: . ae a poo. Poo ee ; “2 

Be _  Gold’ore....-.-----| 7,014,646 | 16,886,630 | 16, 550, 095 15,117,117 " -9, 487, 907 . “fi 

feo oldsilver ore_-.--- 507,075 | 1212734 | 948,171 | «1,447,871 | 1,163,970 
eo _ Silver ore_-..-.----- 799,061 | 1,367,164 | 1,201,469. | = 1, 074, 548 996,828 = 

ye ool... Percentage derived oe a - 7 woe oe 

nee from . _ ood Ce ot 

Wh fe Dry and siliceous fe oo, ot | 7 

wey ores: a oe de oO pF aoe 

oF cen ~  Gold-w--eeeee-f BZ 8 BG pee 8 ae 

wee we Sillwer. ---------] 21 |. AT Ab Po, ‘Al | 87 ob 

St _ Base metal ores: en © ef . oS a fos ad 

Be » Gold...-.------[ 23 |. 7  . 12 f° — Wy. 4], ©) 24. ot 

Wee Bilwerseeeeeeef TP BL 8 | BP OB a 
Bo Plwergs i ee 
pe GM aatanenaa] 0] wf] aL att 8 4 
ae —. Silver.e-c------| = @ of  @ | BM OMe 

Bee Ee Net . industrial con- a Ce, ST Be a, 

fit 7 ~~. gumption:3 [. foc es eran: Enea ane - oO ag 

re Gold, dollars.......| 27,938,073 | . _7, 460, 600 13,306,082 | 37,001,620 | 47,204,810 
Silver, ounces.-----| 28,747,779 |. 44,613,005 | 44,498,903 | 72,482,318 | 101,308,695 

Bes. Emaports, dollars: ee ee Se oe 

eo, TN Goid ..--.--------| 201,971,673 | 8, 574,658,840 | 4,749, 467,203 | 982, 442,027 | 815,779,716 
ge Gilver__..----.----| 64,264,486. | 85,307,095 | 58,433,866 | 47,053,413 | © 41,103, 149 8 
pecs os. Exports, dollars: [| co — ee me | - a 

Boe - ~"Gold..-.--.-.------] 251, 428, 995 508,063 | — 4,994,899 | . 64,280 | 102, 126 8 
ever 2 ITTIITTTIIIT-] . 87, 559,828 | 14, 629, 792 3,674,385 | 5,673,361 | 1,999,400 2 | 

wel. Monetary stocks: ce | | ee 7 a a 

ho "Gold. dollars ..-...-|4, 339, 000,000 |17, 644,000,000 |21, 995,000,000 |22, 737,000,000 22, 726, 000, 000 . 4 
ee a - oe ‘Silver, OUNCES - - ---- 1, 417, 000, 000° 2, 927, 000, 000 3, 135, 000, 000 3, 280, 000, 000 3, 334,.000, 000 . - 4 

b.* - Price, average, dollars an - a os | . oo oa 

Bae _ perounce: - oo oe : | _ | oo Ss 

wo GONG. eee | 20, 67-4 35,00 35.00 | . 35,00 85.00 2 
|S, ne 600+] = OTB | 4+} TI 4 

Be World production, ee an | | aS 

gr Gold_..--.---------| _18, 988, 557 39,534,430 | 41,067,101 | 40,332,204 | 37,000,000" 4 
cy Silver LITIIIIIIIIIN] 254,377, 085, | 265,928,968 | 972,510,428 | 262,854,226 | 249,668,000 e 

Be 1 Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico excluded. | . . : 

So, - 2 Less than 0.5 percent. __ Co . of 

a a 3.8. Bureau of the Mint, except Bureau of Mines estimate for 1942 world production. oo 

-. ~,« GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS AND THEIR EFFECTS oo 

- Gold.—The marked slump in gold output in the United States in oo 

1942 was traceable to the effects of the war program. Even as s 

-  garly as 1941, labor began to leave the mines to seek higher wagesin 

defense industries, and the movement became much more pronounced | 

in 1942. Another factor in the decreased production was the order | 
from the War Production Board early in 1942 that excluded gold : 

and silver mines from the priority benefits of Preference Rating ; 

Order P-56. Thus, shortages of labor and equipment, coupled with | 

increased taxes and fixed prices for gold and silver, were already 

rapidly forcing down production late in 1941 and early in 1942. 

On October 8, 1942, the War Production Board issued its Limita- 

tion Order L-208, the essential part of which reads as follows: 

(a) Definitions.—For the purposes of this order (1) ‘““Nonessential mine” means 

' - any mining enterprise in which gold is produced, whether lode or placer, located
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--. in the United States, its. Territories or possessions, unless the operator of such oo 

mining enterprise is the holder of a serial number for such enterprise which has i (ss 

_... been issued under Preference Rating Order P-56. ss 
oe (2) With respect to any nonessential mine, “effective date’? means October 8, as 

1942, or the date of cancellation by the Director General for Operations of the —.., 
___ serial number for such mining enterprisé, whichever is the later. | | Su ge 

So (b) Restrictions upon production.—(1).On and after the effective date, each = %, 
_ operator of a nonessential mine shall immediately take all such steps as may be = Ss 

_ neeessary to close down, and shall close down, in the shortest possible time, the ~ Es 
operations of such mine. a re | eS oO aRe 

> (2) In no event on or after seven days from the effective date shall any opera- On ABE 
_ tor of a nonessential mine acquire, consume, or use any material, facility, or 

_. “equipment to break any new ore or to proceed with any development work or =| 
_ any new operations in or about such mine. = |. | a et 

(8) In no event on or after sixty days from the effective date shall any opera~- ‘ 
tor of a nonessential mine acquire, consume, or use any material, facility, or 9 33 
equipment to remove any ore or waste from such mine, either above or below 

_ ground, or to conduct any other operations in or about such mine, except tothe =, 
| - minimum amount necessary to maintain its buildings, machinery, and equip-  —__. ne 
- ment in repair and its access and development workings safe and accessible. ne 
_-.. (4). The provisions of this order shall not apply to any lode mine which pro- =. 

duced 1,200 tons or less of commercial ore in the year 1941, provided the rate =. 
: | of production of such mine, after the effective date, shall not exceed 100 tons per 

| month, nor to any placer mine which treated less than 1,000 cubic yards of 8 a 
__-material: in the year 1941, provided that the rate of treatment.of such placer 
ee mine, after the effective date, shall not exceed 100 cubic yards per month. © | a 

The Board also asked the mines affected to submit complete data =~ ows 
covering the minimum number of workers and the mmimum quantity) 

| of critical materials needed to keep the mines on a basis sufficient to 
pay stand-by expenses, together with information on the ages of es 

_ employees and whether stand-by operations could be maintamed = 
- with men above military age. ras 

-. On November 25, Order L-208 was amended so that equipment. 
of types listed on Schedule A, Order P-56, could no longer be sold ss 

_ without permission from the War Production Board, and the equip- 
ment was to be inventoried and reported by January 15, 1943, or 

_. within 60 days after revocation of a P—56 serial number. The lists = x 
submitted were to indicate the prices of machinery that the owner - 

_- was willing to sell or rent so that the Board could distribute the avail- = sj. 
able units to other mines where the output of needed metals couldbe =. 3 

considerably increased. — en 
On December 8 the Board announced that regulations had been =, 

- eased slightly so that a number of mines were granted permission to 
remove and mill broken ore or gravel with a small crew of men for ° % 
6 months, provided that such operations would not consume substan- = | 
tial amounts of critical materials and would employ only menwho 
were not eligible for military service or not needed in mining opera- ee 

| tions elsewhere. _ _ | _ | ak 
The avowed purpose of Order L-208 and its amendment was to — oS 

_ provide additional manpower and equipment for mines producing oS 
metals more vitally needed than gold—particularly copper mines. | AS 
To induce such a shift of labor the War Manpower Commission ruled ae 
that no former gold miner could obtain a new job west of the Missis- of 

_ sippi without the approval of the United States Employment Service, 7 
- and this Service was instructed to assign former gold miners only to ' a 

| nonferrous mining jobs, except in cases of undue hardship. | 8 
- --: In 1941 Order L-208 would have affected over 250 lode mines and & 

possibly 700 placers in the United States and Alaska, operations that = = 
employed over 20,000 men. However, by October 1942 so many of. 4
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“0+” these men had joined the armed forces or had gone intothenumerous  —s-_—| 
=. war industries that the number employed was very greatly reduced. : 
*- Of those remaining, many for various reasons were unsuited to be  —_|" 
~.__ transferred to other mining camps or were needed to maintain equip-  =— 
~~ ,. ment and properties during the closing period. | : ~ Se 
Sete _ Order L-208 provoked much discussion, both for and against the | noe 
;.. . order. One group contended vigorously that many gold-mining com- fk 
i-' munities were isolated and their economic life was more vulnerable  —_ 
-. than that of industrial centers; that so few men could be made avail- oS 
v-- able for other work by the closing order that the cost would outweigh oe 

the gam; that the Government continued to supply gold miners in. 4 
* other countries and to buy their output while the gold mines in the } 
‘”¢. + United States were singled out from a host of industries regarded as __ A 
=. nonessential and made the victims of direct action; and that, gold — - ! 
=~. . miners and their families could contribute much greater net gain to ve 
ss. the war program under a much less drastic order, 
pvr The other group asserted with equal intensity that the order testi- = & 
z”. fied eloquently to the uselessness of gold as a means of financing our ‘4 
fs, War. program; that our continued acceptance of gold from South 4 
i. Africa, Canada, and Russia was due primarily to a desire not to dis- =. 
2: rupt the domestic economy of our Allies or to put additional obstacles __ ep 
o>. in the way of their paying for needed American goods; that no such - 3 
“political expediency made it necessary to continue producing gold — a 
=... from domestic mines; that it was folly to waste manpower by extract- a 
-°" ing more gold from the earth and interring it.in Government vaults;  °— 
s—~.  that localized disturbances to the domestic economy brought about 4 
“. by elosing the gold mines would be severe but that they would be 8 
«Insignificant compared with the Nation-wide industrial dislocations oF 
Bo resulting from conversions to a wartime basis; and that: the closing ae: 
fee of gold mines should be followed by increased production of critica) =’ 
“. . . metals so urgently needed for war materials. §_— OS 
Bo Silver —Gold did not stand alone with respect to regulation and — i 
_.. heated discussion—silver came in for an even greater share, and | . 
we scarcely a month went by that some action was not taken orattempted. =~ 
po Feeling ran high at times and was vigorously expressed on the floors §——. 
fo of ongress, In committee rooms, through the press, and over the = 
_ radio. | | Oo : 

nn Early in the year agitation became strong for silver to do its full 4 
yt share in the war, and to further this objective Secretary Morgenthau 
“ announced in February that he had recommended that all silver © - 

legislation be struck off the books to get silver into greater productive 
| service. | | 
: The Treasury Department held at this time about 47,000 tons © | 

7 (1,360,000,000 ounces) of “free” or unallocated silver—that is, silver a 
not needed as coin or as a reserve against outstanding silver certifi- 
cates, which, when lent, must be returned; it cannot be consumed. | 
On April 7 the Attorney General ruled that the Treasury Department 

| could legally issue this silver to war-production plants for noncon- 
sumptive purposes, and on May 6 an agreement was made for leasing 
unpledged bullion to the Defense Plant Corporation and for delivering | 
it as needed for manufacture into nonconsumable forms. 

Silver was included under the General Maximum Price Regulation 
issued on April 28 by the Office of Price Administration, and the pro- 
vision became effective May 11 for bullion and§May 18 for articles
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sold at retail. But the ceiling price of 35% cents per ounce on bullion * = 
_... from foreign countries did not apply in Mexico, and soon considerable === 55 

So bullion was being purchased there at a substantial premium and = 8 
7 - imported into the United States. = BE 

| Increased demands by both essential and nonessential users and «©. * 
_ decline in supplies from normal sources soon created a shortage of the = 

metal, so that early in July the Bureau of Industrial Conservation ~~.“ 
| recommended that silver no longer be used as a substitute for other 9 : 

| scarce metals. The situation rapidly became worse, and on July 21... 8 
_ silver was placed on the restricted list of imports by the War Pro-.  —. ay 
_ duction Board. Under this provision the private importation, sale, 
__-—s processing, or shipment of silver beyond the place of initial storage aS 

a was prohibited, except by special authorization from the Board. _ oe = 
_. On July 29, the Board ruled (Conservatiofi Order M—199) that after = 5°. 

- ,. October Ino foreign silver could be purchased or processed for certain.  _~_—'; 
nonessential civilian uses, except to fill orders with a preference rating . — .“# 

. of A-3 or higher. Also, from July 29 to October 1. no manufacturer - <‘\? 
--- might purchase or put into process for such restricted uses foreign _ Ss 

| silver in excess of 1 month’s supply, based on his average consumption «3, 
_ for 1941 or the first half of 1942.. ne ES 

Effective August 10, the Office of Price Administration established a OS 
ceiling price of 35% cents an ounce on all imports of silver bullion. =, 

_. This attempt at price control proved unsatisfactory, so that another |=. 
+ order was issued, effective August 31, whereby importers were au- si 

_.. thorized to pay up to 45 cents an ounce for Mexican silver. Cor- - a 
| responding price increases, authorized in September, for all silver = ©" 

_. , bullion, for semifabricated -products containing silver, and for scrap 5 | 
| | siver established generally a price of 45 cents an ounce for foreign «~~ “3 

silver. ee _ | , a Sa 
| Likewise, late in August the Office of Price Administration issued = =: 

an order. providing that semifabricating companies, makers of silver. = 
_, sheets, blanks, and similar articles, could pay the Treasury price of =’; 

- 71.11 cents an ounce for silver and pass the increased cost to the ~ 9 3x 
_ fabricating consumer; the previous price level had been fixed on a Os 

basis of silver costing 35% cents an ounce. a ee: 
On September 17 Secretary Morgenthau announced that the == “=! 

__. Treasury had 5,000,000 ounces of “silver ordinary,’’ that is, silver not. © —-# 
acquired under silver monetary legislation, which could be sold out- —..._ 

_ Tight at 45 cents an ounce to industrial users with high priority ratings ~ “f 
'- on recommendation of the War Production Board: Priority orders on EE 

| hand failed to absorb all this silver. | | nt) 
_.. Demands for the release of Treasury silver continued togrow during =—_— 

) the year. The Silver Users Emergency Committee, formed early in =... 
_ September, was very active in influencing Congress and the public —- ‘* 

| toward proposed legislation that would make available to both essen- . 
tial and nonessential industries the ample supply of Treasury silver aM 
not actually in the form of coinage. At no time, however, did the | 2 
committee. advocate repeal of the Silver Purchase Act. | | “4 

_ . The sentiments of certain groups were crystallized in a number of a 
| bills introducéd in Congress late in 1942 and early in 1943. On noe 

September 14 Senator Green introduced a, bill (S. 2768) designed to — oF 
remove the restrictions on the use of silver after purchase in order that _ “ 
it might be used for consumptive as well as nonconsumptive purposes, es 
provided that no silver was to be sold at less than its cost to the <8
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.. . .- United States or at less than the then current market price, whichever - | 
-1-> was higher; also, that the Government should maintain sufficient silver =~ 
sto cover all outstanding silver certificates. The Green bill was— es 
2. amended to include minor changes, but the Senate adjourned without =. 
2". passing the bill in any. form. The Celler bill, introduced on Sep- 
«°° tember 17, proposed the repeal of all-provisions of the Silver Purchase = 
ce  ~ Acts of 1934 and 1939, but, like the Green bill, it failed to pass. = 
ho Several bills on. silver legislation were offered: in January 1943,, .. 
--. among them the Green bill (S. 35), in much the same form asin 1942; 
-., ‘the’ Celler bill (H. R. 823), essentially a Green bill for the House of ss 
« - ‘Representatives; the Treadway bill (H. R. 102), calling for outright = 
ki - pepeal of the Silver Purchase Acts; and the Murdock bill (S. 192), = 4 
1»... under which fabricators might purchase silver to be used exclusively = >, 
“> >... for consumption purposes from stocks owned by the Government. =, 
| Frequent and heated arguments on the.silver question came from 
‘>. the press and over the radio. One group took the stand that to _ 4 
er -.. continue to buy silver at prices above the world market for monetary =: 

purposes was so glaringly stupid that steps'should be taken immedi- 4 
ta. ately to repeal the Silver Purchase Acts; that the orders on silver — : 
e -. issued by the Office of Price Administration continued to maintain | 
'. .... the subsidy to our silver mines by making semifabricators pay the. 3 
«. . subsidy themselves and pass the charge to the customers; that the =} 
).. . orders increased the cost of silver to our armament industries; that. 4 
i they were a concession to the Mexican Government, which profited = = § % 
“. thereby because we failed to make proper use of the ample supply  —s_ 
<<». held by our own Treasury; that the Green bill was endorsed by the __ of 
“--  Dreasury, the armed services, the War Production Board, and many ~—-: 
«°° others; that as a substitute for tin, copper, cadmium, nickel, alumi- — 
foo. num, antimony, tungsten, and other metals, the Government silver - a4 

. _ hoard was a valuable stock pile but kept by the Treasury this hoard oO 
2. was useless; that used in airplane and other engines this silver would «| 
“ -. help sweep the Japanese from the seas; in vital parts for tanks and .  * 
~*~ trucks, it would help annihilate Hitler; but buried at West Point, 
~~ ‘4 Was a monument to folly. | I ey 3 
> ‘he other group stoutly held that the enemies of silver were seeking — 
- to use the intrinsic value of the metal for war purposes as a vehicle OS 
: to strike down silver as money; that history teaches that silver is  — 
oe the oldest and best monetary metal and that it is the only legal money 2 

of the United States today; that as an economic weapon at the peace . 
an table, our great supply of silver will be equally as potent as in war; coe 

| that an abundance of silver had been coming on the market to meet - 
- "the demands of American war industries; that complaints of imsuffi- . 

| : cient silver came not from war industries but from manufacturers of 
| - nonessential articles who were out to make a larger profit in advocating : 
_ the enactment of a law that would give them the privilege of buying : 

| United States Treasury silver that was acquired solely for use as 
money; and that so much silver is now a byproduct of base-metal 
mining that to lower the price of silver would deal a serious blow to 

, the economic stability of the base-metal mining industry.
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Ce DOMESTIC REFINERY PRODUCTION a: ae 

_.. The figures in the following table were obtained through cooper- 
. . ation between the United States Bureau of the Mint and the Bureau 

of Mines and were agreed upon after conference and adjustment = =. 

-_--- between the two Bureaus. _ a es 
‘The State totals are based upon bullion deposits in the United «= “ 

States mints and assay offices and upon returns to the Bureau of the == 
| Mint from smelting and refining companies. The State distribution | ~ 

ig adjusted further by the Bureau of Mines from its geographical —. - 

records of sources and production, both historical and current, from 
_. the producing mines and is tabulated for the mine reports discussed 

later. The data for the total production and in part for the distribu- = 

' tion are obtained from records of (1) the unrefined domestic gold and = 
.. silver deposited in the United States mints and assay offices; (2) the =: 

-. domestic gold and silver in fine bars reported by private refineries, =. =.) 
supplemented by data of content of unrefined mattes, blister copper, | cogs 

- - copper anodes, and lead bullion; and (3) the unrefined domestic gold = 
-. and silver contained in ore and matte exported for reduction. The — ee 

last item is small. Co TS es 

Gold and silver produced in the United States, 1988-42, and approximate distribution == -*, 
a of source, by States and Territories, in 1942 aE 

oo [Refinery figures supplied by U. 8. Bureau of the Mint] _ ns a 

oe | : oe {Fine ounces} Value —_—[Fine ounces) Value. - CS aghe 

988 eect eeeeee---ce t=] 5,089,811 | $178, 143, 400 | 62, 665, 335 | $40, 510, 924 ol. a 

8 ggg TT TTTITTETTTITTTTTTITTIETEITITTTIITITTITI 8} 611; 171 |. 196, 391, 000 | 65,119,513} 44,202,279 
DO 1940.._....___. eee eee nee eneeneee------------] 6,003,105 | 210, 108, 700 | 69, 585,734 | 49,483,189  ~ > oO 

8 ggg TTT IIIITIIIIIITTIIIIIIIIL | 8,976, 419 | 209, 174, 600 | 72, 336,029 | 51,438,954, 

'  Alabama.___.._...----=---------------++--------- - 1 ©. 85 Joie f eee 
os Alaska. ._..-.--_--------------------------------- 503,040 | 17,606, 400 143, 100 101,760 

Arizona_....---..--------------------------------] 256, 521 8,978,235 | 6,982,808| 4,965,552 999.4 

| California_....-..--------------------------------| 894,148 |. 31,295,180 | 1,480,560 | 1,052,848 ty 

7 Colorado.....-.----------------------------------|. - 289,623 | 10, 186,805 | 3,964,072 | 2,818,896 = = = 3s 

0. . Georgia....-..-----1--------------+-------------+ 27 {| 945 | 3} 0°. 2. : OG 
GHG CLIT TTT]. 98,795 | 3, 457, 825 | 14,195,091 | 10, 094, 287 ae: 

7 Tilinois_......--.._-----.-------.------~-------~--]---- + -----]--- +--+ 2 --- 283 — 201 a Td 

.Michigan.--...-.-...-.---------------------------]--+---------]-------------- 54, 227 | 38,561 oa 

. .- ° Wissouri.....--..-----2-------- +--+ e+ = - wee ee eee ee 27, 533~ . 19, 579 Pe “et 

Montana.......... 2s. -.--seeanceesessses.----| 156,557 | 5,479,495 | 10,897,784] 7, 749, 835 ey 
, -Nevada._..--.----------------- =e ----- =e oe ---| 209,876 | 10, 495, 660 | 4,339,118 | 3,085,595 Ce 

New Mexico- -...-..-----------------------+----- 17, 446 610, 610 893,360} 635, 278 ay 

New York. -......--...--------------------------]------------]------222-2--- 37, 306 26, 529 ree 

North Carolina......_..-.---.-----------------.--| 4,396 . 153,860 | 8,297 5,900 ° es 
Oregon... --------sao-nscecceceeeseeeseeee-se---| 80,718 | -1,775,130 | 137,947 98098 = <2 

, Pennsylvania... _.......--------.---------+------- 2, 648 92,680}: 18,577 18, 210 ay 

_. Philippine Islands..._._2.--.--.--2-22-------.-| 158,726 | 5, 555,410] 231,197]. 164,407 
South Carolina..._........---.------------------- 8, 102 283, 570 | 5, 254 3, 736 

South Dakota.................-:-.se--c-sss.22--| 885,461 | 18,741,185 | 192,121 | ‘186, 619 ok 
Tennessee..___.-----.---------------+------------ 129 4, 515 33,161] 2,581  . : 

. ot :)¢: 277 9, 695 791, 039 562, 517 — as 

Utah_.._._..------ enn nneneeneeenneeeeeee--------| 390,700 | 18, 674, 500 | 11, 276,521 | 8, 018, 859 at 

—) Wirginia 7 TTITTIITITITITITIIII I] 99 3, 465 31 2 2 fs 
Washington.-__.......----..---------------------- (74, 481 2, 606, 835 281,458 | . 271, 259 Oy 

7 Wyoming........--------------------------------] 35 | 1, 225 7 5 . of 

| | 3,741,806 | 130,963, 210 | 56,090,855 | 39, 886, 830 oe 

t Gold valued at $35. fine ounce. __ | | . cy 
3 Silver valued as follows: 1938, $0.646-+-; 1939, $0.678787-+; 1940-42, $0.7111+-. oe
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pe Gold and silver produced in the United States, 1792-1942 ae 
re be Of [From Report of the Director of the Mint. The estimate for 1792-1873 is by R. Ww. Raymond, ‘commis- 8 = 
mies loner of mining statistics, and since then by the Director of the Mint] Se 

ae Period —_—-—_—>— [| oa 
Me CS ‘Fine ounces |- Value! | Fineounces {| Value? | tae 

Wares VOR TBAT eee eecee-e--| 1,187,170 | $24, 587, 000 809,500 | $404,500 “2 ee 184872, TTT] 58, 279, 778 | 1, 204, 750,000 | 118, 568200 | 157, 749, 900 Ss 
a " : ) . . 1873-1942. 222 ee 211, 700, 035: 4, 982, 088, 500 3, 666, 522, 549 ; 2, 755, 210, 678 4 os : 2 

eee a, - 271, 166, 983 |. 6, 211, 375,500 | 3, 785, 400, 249 | 2, 913, 365, 078 as 

Re ne 1 Gold valued in 1934 and thereafter at $35 per fine ounce; prior thereto at $20.67-+-per fine ounce. Dollar — og 
We ye ‘figuresarerounded. = = 3 oe a . ep ae vl 
eo oo Silver valued in 1934 and thereafter at Government’s average buying price for domestic product: In vf 
aes 1934 and 1938 at $0.64-++per fine ounce, in 1935 at $0.71875, in 1936 at $0.7745, in 1937 at $0.7735, in’1939 at Y 
eyo. ~S« 0.678787, and in 1940-42 at $U.7II+. — a - | 4 

be The average commercial value per fine ounce of silver for the total 4 
Be . recorded domestic production is $0.770. = “4 

Bo ss PRICES OF GOLD AND SILVER = #  # } } } }&»&~&~&~&©§©6* 

©. Gold.—Under the Gold Reserve Act of 1934 the value of gold was a 
:. fixed by Presidential proclamation on January 31, 1934, at $35 per ss 
» .-  , fine troy ounce and has remained at that figure through 1942. From % 

ele | _ Price of silver in London-and in, New York, 1941-42 BO a 

See os [From the Report of the Director of the Mint] a ne | oe 
UR ‘ _ ma oo 
Pete sw Co . . _ . } _ “i 
BW | _ | London price per ounce, 0.925 | “| United | Average of 
Re ve 7 ‘fine States t Noonthly Se a 
Bescon oe, equivalent ew York vy 
we Co : oo | | |: | Average per fine | price of fine OR 
ees ae mS monthly ounce, of | bar.silver. ie 
Bo ~ - Month, exchange, ‘London ‘SE very, - 
See -_ | | | __ | New York) srica, at | (mean of ¥ 
yo | — Highest | Lowest | Average | on London Serene bid and 2 
Be a a OO | | rate of ex- | asked quo- ee Bo | | ao 7 change tations). og 

s | Co 1941 | Pence | Pence | Pence Dollars | Dollar | Dollar | a 
oe January...-.---- 2-22 ------2 le 233% 23%46| 23.2727 4, 0342 0. 42291 0. 35062 a 

Co February ........_---..-----------2. 23%6} 23814 | 23.3406 4, 0297 . 42367 - 35062 es 
oo.) Mareh. ieee 23% 233{6| 23. 4464 4.0319 |. . 42582 - 35062 | 

April... 222222222 231% 2346 | 23.5000 4. 0248 _ «42605 - 35062 . 
! — May... 22. eee 23146 2336 | 23.4574 4. 0310 . 42593 | . 35062 ‘ 

a JuNC...-- eee 236 2334 | 23.4000 4, 0316 - 42496 - 35062 an 
t | July... eee 2344 2314 | 23.3967 4, 0323 - 42496 . 35062 *, 

we , August....-- 22 - ee ee 2314 237%6| 23.4594 | 4.0318 - 42604 85062 . 
‘ September______...-._------- 22 2344 234% | 23.5000; 4.0327 - 42688 - 35062 

: October__._- eee 2344 234% | 23. 5000 4, 0329 - 42690 - 35062 
November. .__.-_-_---------_-.------- 234 2344 | 23.5000 4, 0342 . 42704 - 35084 _ 

BO December. ...-....-..-------------- 2314 - 2346 | 23.5000; 4.0350 - 42713 - 35437 o 

| 1942 , . . 
January_.___.._...---------------- BY 23% | 23.5000 4. 0350 . 42718 . 35437 
February. __...._--..-------....--_- 2314 231% | 23. 5000 4. 0350 . 42713 . 35437 
March._______. 22.222 23% 23% | 23.5000 4.0348 . 42711 - 35437 

- April. -_-2 2. ee 234% 23%%46| 23.4970 4.0350 - 42707 ~ 90437 
; May....--... 22-202 eee 23% 23% | 23.5000 4. 0350 - 42713 - 35437 

Jume__.--- ee 23% 23% | 23.5000 4. 0350 - 42713 . 35437 
July--_.- eee eee 2344 |. 23% | 23. 5000 4. 0350 . 42713 . 35437 - 
August_.-.-. 22-222 eee 2314 2314 | 23. 5000 - 4.0350 . 42713 - 35437 
September_..__..-_---__-_-.-_-_..--_- 234% 234% | 23.5000 4. 0350 . 42713 - 45062 
October__._....--.----- eee 2344 | 234%} 23.5000 4, 0350 . 42713. . 45062 
November. ......-_.__....--_---.--- 23% 23% | 23.5000 4. 0350 - 42713 - 45062 
December...._.._..._..-_-.-.------- 23% 2314 | 23.5000 4. 0350 . 42713 - 45062 

; Average, calendar year 1941___|_........_|_.._._....| 28.4390 4.0318 | - 42568 - 35095 
Average, calendar year 1942.__|..-.---.--|_-.-..-..-| 23, 4998 4. 0350 . 42713 38645



-. January 18, 1837,! through 1932, the price was $20.67-+ per ounce, | aS 
and in 1933 the legal coinage value was continued at $20.67+. The = 9s 
average weighted price per fine ounce in 1933, as computed by the ~~ @ 
Bureau of Mines, was $25.56 and in 1934, $34.95. A complete ac-  . * 

oF count of regulations pertaining to gold and silver in 1933-34 is given . i 

in the chapter on Gold and Silver in Minerals Yearbook, 1934 (pp. ee 

25-46), issued by the Bureau of Mines. , , rr 
"Silver —The Government price for newly mined domestic silver was ss = 3 

-- maintained throughout 1938 and to June 30, 1939, at $0.646464646+ =. ey 

per fine ounce. The act of Congress approved July 6, 1939, fixed the oe 

_.-_- price of domestic silver mined after July 1, 1939, at $0.711-++ per ounce. a 

- The annual average prices ? used for domestic silver from 1932 to 1939 oe 
. ‘areas follows: 1932, $0.282; 1933, $0.350; 1934, $0.646464646-+ 51935, 

—- $0.71875; 1936, $0.7745; 1937, $0.7735; 1938, $0.646464646-+ ; 1939, pee 
- $0.678787878-+ ; 1940-42, $0.7111111114+. oe he 

UNITED STATES AND WORLD MONETARY STOCKS — oe og 

_ According to figures published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin, the  —__ Y 

gold reserves of the United States totaled $22,726,000,000 at theend sah 
of 1942, a decline of $11,000,000 during the year. This reversal of os 

-. trend was caused by net sales to foreign countries exceeding the flow — - ae. 

of domestic gold. =... a 

__- Figures are not available for the gold reserves held at the end of 1942 a 
‘by central banks and governments in many other countries of the =>" 

- -world. However, by using the data available for 1942 and making = =—_ oe 

’ certain assumptions based on the latest figures available for past years, = > a 

it is believed that the total reserves of the world amount to approxi- oe 

‘mately $33,000,000,000, including stabilization funds. On this basis, co Ne 

the reserves of the United States constitute about 70 percent of the = 
-. world total. | - | I at 

2, United States Treasury silver holdings at the close of 1942.approxi- =~ wate 

-- mated 3,334,000,000 ounces, a gain of about 54,000,000 ounces over ee 

oe 1941, The holdings for 1942 represent nearly 115,000 tons of the Bo 
| metal. Oo | | } a SO a 

: The Twenty-seventh Annual Review of the Silver Market, 1942, , — od 

‘by Handy & Harman, contains the following paragraphs regarding ss. ne 

silver purchases and coinage: | | : re 8 

~ At the end of the year gold holdings of the United States were practically un- = a 
changed from the 1941 closing figures. Therefore, the year’s addition of evena rt 

scant 60,000,000 ounces to the silver holdings permitted some slight progress os 

toward the goal set by the Silver Purchase Act that ‘one-fourth of the total = oy 
monetary value of the gold and silver stocks shall be in silver.” The proportion ts 

. of silver at December 31, 1942, was 16 percent, an advance of }%o percent since ee a 

December 31, 1941. . 
ae: 

' Coinage.—Information from London indicates that the Royal Mint coined ~ ' '% 

British Treasury silver acquired from the Indian Government, but the amount is ge 

unknown. Maria Theresa thalers, for export to Abyssinia, were minted, as well + + 

as some Colonial and domestic coinage. We are also advised that the Royal ys 

Mint of Canada purchased silver from that country’s producers for current coinage ae 

_ purposes, and that “the Bank of Mexico bought metal, part of which was to be 4 

| minted for a South American country. : _ a 

According to an official statement, the amount of silver received at the United eR 

States mints during the first eleven months of 1942 for the purpose of foreign “AM 

1 For congressional acts with reference to coinage from April 2, 1792, to January 31, 1934, see Minerals 2 

Yearbook, 1937, p. 113; for gold prices in London, 1931-36, p. 114. . OTe 

2 For highest, lowest, and average price of silver in New York, 1874-1935, see Minerals Yearbook, 1937, NM 

p. 115; for ratio of silver to gold, 1687-1935, p. 121. . ‘ Ne
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oe -. “eoinage manufacture was 8,991,000 fine ounces, some of which was bought outside —-—.- 
ee Se of the ignited States. The identity of the countries obtaining this coinage was ae 

a vA new high record for domestic silver coinage was made in 1942, the 11-month | aff ov. figure of 69,100,000 ounces being 16,900,000 ounces greater than the. previous full — a 
w=: year’s record established in 1941. Of the total, 66,376,000 ounces were consumed ss 
. ..* ~ in subsidiary coinage which excludes nickels and pennies, and 2,744,000 ounces oe me were used in the new “silver” nickels. These latter coins contain 35 percent 9. us... silver, 56 percent copper, and 9 ‘percent manganese. a en ho. Under legislation enacted toward the end of December, Secretary Morgenthau Re ¢-° ° established specifications for a new, wartime l-cent coin, of the same design as) 
“the present penny, but. made of zinc-coated steel. Minting of the new. pennies ue =)» ° will commence about February 1, 1943, and subsequently a 3-cent piece, also og 2s... ., authorized under the recent law, may be put into circulation if the demand for Be Bh .-Tainor coins continues. === Ba I , a 

fen te -ONSTUMPTION AND USES = ©. a 

 Gold.—The desirable properties and uses of gold in industry. were = #..  deseribed in considerable detail in the Gold and Silver chapter, 4 
i Minerals Yearbook, 1941. In 1942 the war program called for sub- 8 
tv. stantially greater quantities of gold wire in instruments used in — of 
m- - . measuring the speeds of aircraft engines, gold-plated anodesforsound- A 
2. transmitting apparatus, gold-alloy hair springs for use in highly =~ “accurate. timepieces and marine chronometers, gold lining for special —__ a ©. pieces of base-metal equipment used in. chemical plants, gold-lined *% 
“equipment for the artificial silk industry, and gold chloride for usein 3 
=, making colored film. Greater use of gold in the war program isneces- = 
O° "sarily restricted by -the high price of the metal, and under present = vo» conditions it. cannot hope to substitute in any creat amount for A 
ae’. Critical base metals. © = oe , Be gee-- Normally, 5 to 10 percent of the world output of gold is consumed — y oy  ~ by industry; the remaining 90 to 95 percent is used for monetary 4 
@-,- . ‘purposes. Industry in the United States in 1941 consumed approxil- 
«< -.  mately. 2,000,000. ounces of gold, both old and new metal. This |. 
“os. amount was divided about as follows: Jewelry, 950,000 ounces; watch y “~~ Gases, 75,000 ounces; gold leaf, 60,000 ounces; electrical and industrial a # 
ee equipment, instruments, and medical and dental supplies, 915,000 =~ 
mo ~ ounces. oe | : | | 
ee Silver—Consumption of industrial silver continued to mount = 
- -  -yapidly in 1942, rising to an estimated gross amount of about 120,- | 
mo 900,000 ounces.’ Distribution by uses is estimated to have been as Ms 
7 follows: : | 7 7 

ss Bilverware___._-__....-.- 34, 000, 000| Brazing alloys-...----.. , 7 , Photographic goods_._.___ 19, 600, 000 Solder___.--..-.--.-__- (1) | ; | Jewelry .____--____._.___ 16, 500, é Chemical products, n. e. s_ (4) . | Bearings___...--.-..-... 10, 600, 000] Miscellaneous._..._.____ 21, 300, 000 | a Contacts._...._.._...-__ 9, 300, 000 —_——_—____— | | Insignia_-__............. 7,000, 000 Total__..-....... 120, 500, 000 | Dental and medical_._.... 2, 200, 000 
1 Included elsewhere. : 

_ Greatest gains were in the use of silver for bearings? solders, brazing 
alloys, electrical contacts, photographic goods, insignia, and denta 

| and medical supplies. These uses are expected to require much | 
greater quantities of the metal in 1943 (except for insignia), but con- | 

| sumption of silver in jewlery and silverware will drop greatly. | 
3 War Production Board, data as of May 14, 1943. oo.



GOLD AND SILVER i (BY 

_. Nearly 60. percent of the silver consumed in the United Statesin = 
-° 1942 probably went into war production; this proportion will be even ey 

greater in 1943. The large quantities used for solders and brazing —.,* 
_. alloys, electrical appliances, bearings, and other articles played a vital = = 
_. part in the production of virtually every airplane, tank, submarine, =~ & 

- battleship, cargo ship, and field kitchen and in many kinds of instru- 
_. ments, guns, bombs, torpedoes, shells, and other ,weapons. Much  __— ss, 

silver was also used in highly important military photography, and =. 
smaller amounts for medical and dental work. =” | IS 

eae Much progress was made in utilizing the minimum 1,000,000,000  , 
ounces (34,286 short tons) of “free” or nonconsumable silver loaned 

_ by the Treasury to the Defense Plant Corporation,'under agreement. ss 
~. .. Of May 6, 1942, and allocated by the War Production Board. Late —— »; 

| In 1942 the Board announced that all such silver either had been - 
_._.. loaned to war industries or commitments had been made for its use, = -* 

— .. and by January 1943:some 22,000 tons had been shipped from the . a 
.. vaults. By far the greatest part of the metal went into bus barsfor 

use in aluminum and magnesium plants, saving a substantial tonnage = s * 

The following table shows the net industrial consumption of gold = a 
-, and silver in the United States for the 10-year period 1933-42, nm- 3 
- ¢lusive, in terms of dollars for gold and fine ounces for silver. The = * 

. quantity of each metal reclaimed and recovered from various sources ss. 
--is.deducted from that issued for industrial use to give the net amount. = = 4 

Net industrial consumption of gold and silver in the United States, 1983-42! NE 

a _-- Gold(@ollars) == sss |———s Silver (fimeouncesy) 

oo Year | Returned | Issued for | Net indus- Returned | Issued for. | Net indus os 
Ss we ‘from indus-| industrial | trialcon- | fromindus-| industrial. | trialeom- ©... +s’ 

re De trialuse | use. ‘sumption | trial use |. use _ sumption Co ey 

—— 1933........._..-..-..-} 22, 808, 960 | 17,013,260 | —8, 792, 700 | 18, 532,880 | 29,343,451 | 10,810,571 
4934.7 TTTTTTTTTTTTIIIT] 75} 927; 285 | 14; 232,795 | —61, 694, 490 | 28,186,178 | 39,678,603} 11,492425 = 

© 4935.00 TTTTTTTT IIIT] 58; 390, 675 | 25, 929,497 | —32) 461,178 | 35,903,107 | 41,192,023 | 5,288,916 —=-° = 
© 1936,02TLTTITTTTTITITTIIIT] 38; 875, 770 | 32, 967,937 | —2,907,833 | 16,703,353 | 35,842,674 | 19,139321° 
7 4937 077 TTTTTTTTTTTIETIIZ] 36; 407; 945 | 39; 622,338 | 3, 214393 | 23,564,986 | 51,292,270 | 27,727,984 
' 1938__...-.-..--.-----.-.-| 30, 480, 835 | 30, 156,754 | 324,081 | 18,438,847 | 38, 620,473 | 20, 181, 626 ee 

1939__...-..--.-.-.-.--.-..| 31, 328,360 | 38,788,960 | 7,460, 600 | 24,972 260 | 69,585,265 | 44,613,008 st 
1940__.____.--...---.-..| 27, 872, 355 | 41,178,387 | 13,306,032 | 22,563,729 | 67,062,682 | 44,498,908 
1941_0077777TTTTTTITT IIIT} 80 975, 490 | 67,977,110 | 37,001, 620 | 20, 361, 256 | 92,793,574 | 72,432318 = 
YORE] 28, 447, 685 | 75, 742,495 | 47,204,810 | 20,020, 529 | 181, 419,224 | 101,898,005 

, 1U. S. Bureau of the Mint. — | 7 OO oe PS ag 

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS‘ | aR 
Value of gold and silver imported into and exported from the United States, 1941-42, =, 

. : | by classes | - Ok oh 

" , | | . Excess ofim- ~- a 
Imports Exports ports over or 

- exports | Ce 

Gold: . | oy 
Gontained in ore and base bullion_....._......--..-..-..----| $103, 492,789 | $37,004 | $103,455,785 _ 

. - Bullion refined.__..._........-.--.--..--.--..-------22.---.] 877,321, 316 19,162 | 877,302, 154 4 
United States coi_._.--..-..-....--.2--22s-s----222--2e-- 728| 8,114 "17, 386 | i 
Foreign coin........-...--..-.------------------------------ 1, 627,194 |--..----_.-- 1,627,194 ok 

| : | 982, 442, 027 64,280 | 982,377,747 . oh 
t Excess of exports, —_————— ————_-—_E ————_—__=_=_=_=_—— : ; 

_ Figures compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the Department of Commerce. : f 

556250 —483-—_7 a me
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wo.) | Value of gold and silver imported into and exported from the United Siates, 1941-42, oe 
eae Ss . ae by classes—Continued . ee es 

Re. oe oe oT | | Excessofim- * 
Bo Bo oo a - ‘ - | Imports | Exports j ports over:-: oD 

a 1941—Continued oo an ON ae 
iad “ s1< . : ‘ . . a . ot . . . te 

yee Silver; ot . oO E. . a Ae 
gre. >. Contained in ore and base bullion-_-___.....--.-----..------|_ $17,605,811 | $1,401 |. $17,604,410 =. ¥ 
Bf 8 Bullion refined --_-____..----------.---------------+---------| _ 29, 256,903 | 2,957,847}. 26, 299, 056 vel 
Bees |: United States coin___.--------.--..-------=-----------------| 188,996 |. 176,000.| 12, 996 NS 
Bee ye Foreign coin... ......--.-----=------------------------------ 1,703 | 2, 538, 113 12, 636, 410 & e 

Eps _— 7 | cB ; _ |. 47,058,413 | 5,673,361 | 41,380, 052 4 
Gee ee mo . ; —————=——_—— | Sa vy 

Bo Gold: aera : fo | a a fe es | 4 zary, . . .. Contained in ore.and base bullion.._..--_-.....-.--..-..----| _47, 413, 550 . 22,685 |. 47,890, 865 “ag 
en co / Bullion refined........-------.------------2 +--+ 2220-2 - eee 268, 005, 947 . 79, 441 I 267, 926, 506 oo 4 

Hee United States coin. -.._----.------------------------------=- ng, 200 |----------=-} | 7 2900 4 
me Foreign coil .-__-------------------------------+------2----- 359, 929 j---.--------} .. 859,929 ig 

ae wy ne a oe : 315, 779, 716 |. 102,126 | 315,677;590 4 

ee re _ Contained in ore and base bullion-.-..--....-.-.----..---.--|. 12,711,949 | 1,685 |. 12,710,381 
@eoce Bullion refined_-.-._----_--------------------------------=--| 28,002,573 | 504,105 |" 27,498, 468 4 
wai — +. United States COI. _--. 22 -- 22-25 --n neon eee e nee] 163,085 | 26,000 |. —s«:187, 085 eee 
Were . Foreign coin..._....--------------- 12-22-22 ----2-----------| 225,542 | 1,467,750 | 2 11, 242,208 | ah 

Be mo , | _ -_ : 41,103,149 | 1,999,490 | 39,103, 659 i 
Pe oe : __. : - . cue 

fey iExcessofexports. = | Be oo, iF 

Oe | vy fee . a 

ey 909 ae Po s 
fy pote oc mish E fre i ertraen ste TREE MRCT ERIS SetecSetteSrsESaR CESS Ite ‘ 
aa . < QO a mea RSET POESTUREETSESESIONS | cee, RERSEIESEN SIL SREs aE RaS TE UrSREEEE ESE ESBETE SESE Lo 

3° EXCESS EXPORTS : “a 

Pe N00 : on 
oe 1900 1905 1910 1915 "1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 - 
a _ 400 : 

0 O°. > ACESS PORTS . : 
i i 300 

= Fe 

| 100 a | 

| | Ty 
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FIGURE 1.—Gold and silver imports and exports, with net movements, 1900-1942,
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. a DOMESTIC SUPPLY °«  — *. 34 
The following tables show the sources of domestic supply of gold oe 

_ and silver, by percent, for 1936-42. It is noted that during this period - Bee 
dry and siliceous ores and placer gravels supplied 86 to 90 percent of 

: ul United States gold production, exclusive of the PhilippineIslands . - °""3 _ total United States gold production, exclusive of the ippine Islands - "3 
__ and Puerto Rico; base-metal ores supplied the remaining 10 to 14. os _ percent. On the whole, placers have increased in relative Importance Code in gold production since 1928, and dry and siliceous ores have steadily eee 
_ decreased in relative importance since 1932. a 7 In the production of silver dry and siliceous ores are less important _ AS _.. than in the production of gold, and placers are almost of no conse- . - “8 

- quence. In only 1 year during the past 20 years (1938) have dryand ke __ siliceous ores supplied as much as half of the total United States out- cS a ete . ye eer “put of silver. The low point was reached in 1928, when these ores sh 
_ supplied only 19 percent, and base-metal ores 81 percent. Ce & 

__, Mine production of gold in the United States, 1986-42, by percent from sources, and oR Ce ce re an total fine ounces 12 — a ne ha 

Ce i | ee Percent from— | pe EN 

: ft | Zinelead, | mic) a. OE al 
: | : : : : | Total fine oe hg , mo, Year — . a . (Zlnc-ecopper : oe " Dry and Co | "| ounces A SR i} pper | Lead { Zinc |lead-copper, : 2 FES 
a | Placers | siliceous _ ore ore ore | and zinc- | Oe an? ty 

Dy | | | .. | flead-copper| ns ; . so ; | a: an | ores. [. 7 - . ogi 

1986.2 eeneeeeeee--| 28.9 eo} 100] o5/ @ | 16{ 378,60 9°. 1987] ] 8} zo] 6] | Lo] aio  Y98BL TTT arg 62.1 8.0 4] @ ]- 1.6] 4,267,469 9 - oat (8 gpg STITT TITIT] ose 59.8 10.1} :3} @ LB] 4670 MOLT ~ aro} ae |. 10 4} @) —2:0| 4) 869; 949 eS | W941} 8B] 8B 11.8 51 3) df 2.0] 4,750,865 = = 9-9 % 0 AMAQITTITTTITTTITTTIIIIIIIT] 29/3 50.0 17.0 7] @). 29] 3,457,110 es 
. So — rs oat 

- | 1Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico excluded. oe . ee 
- 2 1922-35 data are shown on p. 132, Minerals Yearbook, 1937, Review of 1936. 7 = 7 NE 

8 Less than 0.1 percent. _ oe . ‘ es. 

Mine production of silver in the United States, 1986-42, by percent from sources, and oe ve 
. - an total fine ounces 12 | OS | | ae 

—— fe : Percent from— oe , | Ee * 

- | Zinc-lead, |. Coe ’ | Total fine Sp Re Year - oo zine-copper,| fe oe | Dry and Co : ounces ee on pper | Lead | Zinc |lead-copper, oe 
: | Placers siliceous on ore ore | and vine. ees 

. . lead-copper oo “Sach . . - ores a hy 
| | ff ag 

© 1986. eeeeeeeeeeeeeee| 2] ot] a2] @ |) lone] 61,152,584 he 1937__-.--.......-.--22-.2--- 12 4.0| 2285] 6.7| 08 18.9] 71,408,625 9 0° OG © 198800227 TTTIITTTTTITTTT 12 51.6| 2581 6&5|~@) 17.0 | 61,705,837 == = as (1: an 3 47.0| 26] 46] 01 19.4 | 64,373, 281 ae 1940_-._-..-...-----222--2---- 13] 4.3} 293| 45| @) 24.6 | 70, 549, 362 ~¥ 1941__-_-..--..-.2.22-------2-f 1B 4.2| 279] 56) 3 24.7 | 67,258, 997 ees: 1949. - 2277 TTTIITITTIITTII 23 37.3| 27.8| 55| 12 28.0.| 54, 090, 765 eS 
iE EEE EEE ne 

1 Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico"excluded. 7 be 2 1922-35 data are shown on p. 134, Minerals Yearbook, 1937, Review of 1986. al 3 Less than 0.1 percent. ” tot 

: . a
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Poe a re eo Pa CR 
Se METHOD OF COLLECTING STATISTICS = Se 

“The second table in this report presents the official refinery figures —_- 
*<" _ for production of gold and silver in the United States from 1938 to 

, 1942, as agreed upon by the Bureau of the Mint and the Bureau of 
“Mines. These figures record the output of gold and silver bullion == =} 
~~ \.. from domestic ore in marketable form as metals, either refined or _ a 

ye... To trace the gold and silver produced back to its source by States, aa 

. counties, and mining districts, the Bureau of Mines systematically _ aa 
yo investigates the “mine production” of ores containing gold and silver ss 

¢5 and the output of the placer mines, the total being classified by meth- _ a 
“2... ods of production and by kinds of ore, as well as by mining districts. _ a 
“The resulting figures form the basis of the mine reports. oo 

Ga. Of the two systems for ascertaining the production of gold and = 4 

“-. . . silver, one is a measure of the metallurgic industry and the other of = =s_-& 
uw...’ the mining industry; one reports the metal actually recovered in 348 
#... ... marketable form and the other the mine output and its recoverable _ a 

fe. . content. The two methods will not produce identical results, but =} 
“data for a period of years long enough to compensate for overlap or — 
ve lag should agree within allowable limits of.error, 4 

Bo  . Compared with the mine reports, the mint reports for the 38 years | 4 
-.-*. show a total excess of gold of 297,374 ounces (a difference of 0.21 A 

“. percent) and a total excess of silver of 12,848,477 ounces (a difference _ a 

Bee Gold and silver produced in the United States, 1905-42, in fine ounces, according to 4 
ee ra mant and mine returns, in terms of recovered metals - ee 

Boe ee rn oe Mint Ming st 4 
gee ea - oo Year oe OO 4 

Bo | | _ | Gold Silver |. Gold | Silver = 

aa 4905-87... eee ee-e-e---.| 114, 224, 734 | 1, 898, 028, 783 | 114, 024, 647 | 1, 887, 909, 257 4 
ws - 1938.._____............_..--.----------_-----| 8, 089,811 | 62,665,335 | 5,170,743 | 62,873, 450 4 
oo wo 1939... eee} 5, 611, 171 | 65, 119, 513 | 5, 672, 485 65, 565, 024 of 
i ~  -1640__ ee eee eee 6, 003, 105 69, 585, 734 5, 984, 163 71, 824, 746 8 
a 1941. TTT) 976419 | 72, 836,020 | 5, 881,798 | 68, 483, 333 vf 

: : 1942. TTI] aha} s06 | 56,090,855 |. 3,615,836 | 54,321,962 

i : - 140, 647, 2, 223, 826, 249 | . 140, 349, 2, 210, 977, 772 4 

co | _ UNITS OF MEASUREMENTS ° 

| All tonnage figures are short tons of 2,000 pounds “dry weight”; . — 
that is, they do not include moisture. The weight unit for gold and 
silver is the troy ounce (480 grains). The totals are calculated upon 

- the basis of recovered and recoverable fine gold and silver shown by - 
assays to be contained in ore, bullion, and other material produced. 
Prices of gold and silver are discussed in a preceding section of this 
report. | 

| MINES PRODUCING 

| LEADING GOLD PRODUCERS | 

The output of the 29 largest gold producers in the United States 
(Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico excluded) in 1942, none of which 

| produced less than 17,000 ounces, was 2,086,084 fine ounces (60 percent
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_.. of the total). Six of the companies working placer mines (five with =. 
floating connected-bucket dredges and one with a dragline dredge) ss. 

- - recovered 421,818 ounces of gold; the rest .of the output of the largest =. ss & 
producers came from lode mines. The total output of lode mines and 

_-. placers producing less than 17,000 ounces each was 1,371,026 ounces. 

Largest producers of gold in the United States in 1942, in order of output es 

a Rank| - Operator = | _—Cs State - Mining district — Sourceofgold ss 2 NE 

2.4. Homestake Mining Co.._-....| South Dakota.| Whitewood...-.....-.] Dry and siliceous gold. oie 
mae oe oo oO Coo ore. arrears 

ee _ 27] Utah Copper Co.--_...--._.---| Utah__.-......| West Mountain......-| Oopper ore. a ek PM 
. ° '.3 | United States Smelting, Re- | Alaska........| Fairbanks and Nome__}| Dredging gravel. ceria) 

os - 1 fining & Mining Co. . fe . ae eR 
me 4 | Phelps Dodge Corporation....| Arizona_....-.| Ajo, Copper Moun- | Copper ore, dry and_ oe eae 
arene a ae oe tain, Verde, Warren. siliceous gold ore, dry: 6°00. NE 

oo Po oe fe -.. | . and siliceous silver ore. ag 
os & | Golden Cycle Corporation 2...| Colorado_.....| Cripple Creek, etc_._..._ Dry and siliceous gold © = = '.% os 

oe 6 | Yuba Consolidated Gold | California.....| Callahan, Oroville,| Dredging gravel. ga ae 
So Po elds. > So Se Yuba River. oo a age 

vo 7 Alaska Juneau Gold Mining | Alaska........| Jumeau_..........-....| Dry and siliceous gold... Joes 
COR er a - oe OTe ale 

Eg 8 | Natomas Co... ---.-_--...----| California_....| Folsom.__.............| Dredging gravel... © =. | Ls ae 
- =. Q9 | Empire Star Mines Co., Ltd..|.....do_........| Browns Valley, Grass | Dry and siliceous ore. = 

Ce a _ ne oo -. Valley-Nevada City.| _._ a oe EE | 
>. 510°} Idaho Maryland Mines Cor- |._..-do._._-_...| Grass Valley-Nevada Do... ee | 

poration a _ City. fe pe 
oan _. 11 | Howe Sound Co-__._---......-|. Washington._.| Chelan Lake..........| Copperore. = °° 9 > 

os 12 | Getchell Mine, Inc___..----.--| Nevada_-.-.--| Potosi......._..-..-.--|: Dry and siliceous ore. 2 
_......_.13.| Nevada Consolidated Copper |.....do.......-.| Robinson......-..--.-| Copperore. © 0 0 ge 

_ Corporation. . _. | I oo oe ee 
. oe ~ 14) Lava Cap Gold Mining Cor- | California.....| Grass Valley-Nevada | Dry and siliceous ore. © 2 9) 25 
ae poration. fe ae City. . en © ee ao 

- :° 15 | Consolidated Coppermines | Nevada_-_..--| Robinson.............| Copper ore. ge CNTR 
Be .__ Corporation. a mo oe a a 

~... . .16 | United. States Smelting, Re- | Utah_-........| West Mountain.......| Zinc-lead_ ore, lead ore, 9° 72 
ee fining & Mining Co. oof fo. . oe dry and siliceous gold-° 

a ef sO oo silver ore. — we tah kre VISE 
co 17 | Alaska-Pacifie Consolidated | Alaska........| Willow Creek.._..-...| Dry and: siliceous gold) 68 

et -. | Mining. Co. 1 a - ore. To 
oe. 18 | Mammoth-St. Anthony, Ltd.-| Arizona_.._...| Old Hat-__.....-..--..] Zine-lead ore, dry: and= 9° ..0 0 8 
oe Bp so ; - Siliceous gold ore, 0 eR 
eG ‘Manhattan Gold Dredging | Nevada_......| Manhattan_-.........| Dredging gravel. 9 is 

os _ Co... . _ ee Ls UE ge 
oe 20 | Talache Mines, Inc. ..-...----| Idaho_........| Middle Boise_......-.] Dry and siliceous gold’ —: oe 

we OE Os a - _ Ore. | Po a 
~ os  21 | Capital Dredging Co.........-| California.._._| Folsom_.._......-..--.| Dredging gravel. Os te 
"22 | Bald Mountain Mining Co..-| South Dakota.| Trojan__........-.....| Dry and siliceous gold: =.’ aes 

ae [ae : : : —_ : ore, i 
+ * 231) Dayton Dredging Co_.--...-..| Nevada__.....| Silver City............| Dredging gravel 65 fom 

_ 24] United States Smelting, Re- | Arizona.......| San Francisco.-.......| Dry and siliceous gold 9 7° 3A, 
| fining & Mining Co. (Gold : ore. nis. 

. . 25 |.Golden Queen Mining Co-_..-.| California.....] Mojave_........-.....| Dry and siliceous ore.. recs 
Ss 26 |. Telluride Mines, Inc..........}| Colorado_.....| Upper San Miguel._-_-.- Dry. and siliceous. gold- - oS oe 

eT os . silver ore. woe i gk 
>... 27 | Knob: Hill Mines, Inc_........| Washington...| Republic..............| Dry and siliceous gold _ boas an 

| " . ore. © ees 
oo 28 | Anaconda Copper Mining Co.| Montana_.....|Summit Valley | Copper ore, zinc-lead as 
- = o . or Butte. ore, dry and siliceous So oe 

re ce silver ore. | a oe 
| 29'| Cactus Mines Co.......----.-| California_....) Mojave..............-| Dry and siliceous ore. Cp 

1 Philippine Islands excluded. - = . SO oe | | & 
2 Custom mill. Includes mainly ore from Cresson, Portland, Ajax, Vindicator, and other mines in oe 

. Cripple Creek district, Colorado, but also from other districts in Colorado. . . Ae 

i : LEADING SILVER PRODUCERS es 

- The output of silver from the 48 leading silver-producing companies og 
‘in 1942, none of which produced less than 180,000 ounces, was ny 
43,426,353 ounces—80 percent of the total mine output of the United. = ~©' 
States (Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico excluded); the remaining - 
10,523,543 ounces (placer production excluded) came from about 2,600 od 
lode mines, many of which derive a substantial net income from the ont 

| silver content. _ | Ce
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ae sae - “ . ‘ e _ « * ’ -e “ oe , : . “e “ 

pe Largest producers of silver in the United States in 1942, in order of output | os 

fae Rank Operator oh State 4° Mining district | Source ofsilver ~ ne 

gee f- - -. . 1 | Anaconda Copper Mining Co.| Montana......; Summit Valley. or | Copper ore,’ zonc-lead oe 
ame : oo . a Butte. | ore, dry and siliceous gs 
Boe _— ; | _ ; | silverore. = 89 = oe 
spose. «21 Sunshine Mining Co_.......-.| Idaho.._....._| Evolution............|: Dry and siliceous silver ae 
ANGER a “ . -ore. : wo & 

rons fay moar 3{ Phelps Dodge Corporation....| Arizona.......) Ajo, Copper Moun-| Copper ore, dry and 3% 
BRO : a | tain, Verde, War- | siliceous gold ore, dry . 8 rn | oe | ne ren. Ce __ and. siliceous silver ore. . a8 
dete 1 Utah Copper Co-__...--.---2-] Utah ..-_.-..]| West Mountain._.....| Copper ore. oe 
caste oo 6 § | United States Smelting, Re- |--.-.do.-...-..| Ophir and West | Zinc-lead-copper ore, vai 
Ng a eS | fining & Mining Co. Mountain..: zinc-lead ore, lead ore, em 
Bee ee Jo: , do a y _ dry. and siliceous. gold-- oe 
Bek a oT. | . silverore. - mene 
weyers § | Bunker Hill & Sullivan Min- | Idaho._.......| Yreka.....-.....-.-.-| Zine-lead_ ore, lead ore, ae 
es tea ing & Concentrating Co. oS dry and siliceous silver ig 
aye a —_ ore. Sa 
a Gas Bie | Coeur d’Alene Mines Corpo- j----.do..._..--| Evolution........-....| Dry and siliceous ‘silver  —. ; 
MR ration. |oore so, Nal 
Bese oo. § | Tintie Standard Mining Co...| Utah..........] Tintie............-._.| Lead ore, dry -and sili-. ot 
ei ae - oe . a - mo ceous gold-silver ore, 8 
gi. 5 | | ee - Co | .dry and siliceous silver «- 
MRI er Poe — | ore. =. os eg 

me wes “g ‘Federal Mining & Smelting | Idaho.........| Hunter and Yreka_-..| Zinc-leadore.. “4 
Bee POOR . no - a ae ee 
gt S~*™”~S*«S100: |. Hela MYining Co___-...._...-|-..--do._.--..-| Lelande___...-....-.._| Zine-lead ore, lead ore. 8 
Be gs i. Silver King Coalition Mines | Utah.........-| Uintah_..-...--------} Doo 2. os a 
Phe : Oo. . . ‘ . . : : . , oe : , - . Ne 

Bey ae _ 42°} Emperius Mining Co.!__......| Colorado_....-} Creede_...............| Dry and siliceous .silver oe 
ety rn 7 a Do — OTe 7 om 

eee oo. 18 Polaris Mining Co--...........] Idaho--....-..| Evolution_......--.-_- Do. - . = 
DB 14 } Anaconda Copper Mining Co. | Montana_-_..-.}| Hog Heaven..........] Lead ore, dry and Sili- 
Wego. oT (Blathead and West Flat- oS : a _. | - ceoussilverore, -~ 
Pee | head mines). SO RE a 
soe American Metal Co. (Presidio | Texas.._...-..| Shafter_..............-| Dry and siliceous silver ==. 
ih an ~~. 16 | Desert Silver, Inc__...........| Nevada....-..| Silver Peak...:.......]| Dry and siliceous ore. - - oN 
eape | Driumph Mining Co_._.......] Idaho-_._...-.| Warm Springs........| Zine-lead ore. ae 
Vets 5° 48.) Park City Consolidated | Utah..........| Blue Ledge.-_._.....- Do eee) 
ae pe ___Mines Co. . OR 
We te 19 | New Park Mining Co__.._....|...--do-......-| Park City-...-.-..--..| Do. _ oe 
fee Boe -20 | Magma Copper Co-____.......| Arizona-_..-..| Pioneer_.........-....| Copper ore, zinc ore.. woh 
Ao s  *  2  Shattuek-Denn Mining Cor- |-.-.-do..._....| Big Bug and Warren._| Copper ore, zinc-lead ok 
ee | poration. — ore, dry and siliceous ae 

PE oe 22 | Sherman Lead Co-__.._..._--.-} Idaho.........| Lelande...............| Lead ore. =. af 
pe 23 | Philipsburg Mining Co_...._.| Montana__...-| Flint Creek...........| Dry and siliceous gold. Jf Be oe _ _ ore, dry and siliceous © = 
ges , os | _ Silver ore. 
ee 24 | Lexington Mining Co-_..._____|-----do..._....| Montana (Neihart) .._| Lead ore, dry and sili- “ 
es ce . ceous silver ore... Me 
a _-' 25 | New Jersey Zinc Co., Empire | Colorado......| Battle Mountain......| Zinc-lead ore, dry and af 
os oe , Zine Division. . siliceous silver ore. | 

oe 26 | Anaconda Copper Mining Co. | Montana_..---| Summit Valley or | Zinc-lead ore. ora 
et - | (Emma and Ophir). . ' Butte. ve 
me 27 | Cactus Mines Co__..__......-| California....-| Mojave_-.............| Dry and siliceous ore. of 

28 Park Utah Consolidated | Utah._.....---| Park City___..........| Zine-lead ore, lead ore. a " 
3 ines Co. : 

. 29 | American Smelting & Refin- | Arizona._.....| Harshaw_.__-.........| Zine-lead ore. oo a 
oe wip (Trench and Flux 

nit). 
oo 30 | Chief Consolidated Mining | Utah__..-...--| Tintic.................| Zine-lead_ore, lead ore, 

Co. dry and siliceous gold- . 
silver ore. 

31 | Shenandoah-Dives Mining Co_| Colorado_.....| Animas_..._......._._] Zine-lead ore. 
* 32 | Lessees of the Tonopah Min- | Nevada.-_-_....| Tonopah..............| Dry and siliceous ore. 

ing Co. of Nevada. 
33 | Midnight Mining Co__....__.| Colorado_.....| Roaring Fork.........| Dry and siliceous silver 

ore. 
: 34 | Lava Cap Gold Mining Cor- | California_....| Grass Valley-Nevada | Dry and siliceous ore. 

| poration. . City. 
35 | Bristol Silver Mines Co_......| Nevada__.....| Jack Rabbit..__....._..| Copper ore. . 
36 | Sullivan Mining Co__.........| Idaho--.......| Humter._..........._.| Zine-lead ore. 
37 | Combined Metals Reduction | Utah_...+._...| Rush Valley...._.....| Zine-lead ore, lead ore. 

. Co. (West Calumet mine). 
38 | St. Joseph Lead Co.........-.| Montana__....| Barker_...............1 Zine-lead ore. 

1 Comprises output from all the Creede district including custom ore from sublessees. .
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GOLD AND SILVER aH 

__- Largest producers of silver in the United States in 1 942, in order of output—Continued =. 

Rank os Operator : ‘State | Mining district 7 Source ofsilver os 8 

| * 39 | Shoshone Mines, Inc..._.----| California.....| Resting Springs._.._..| Lead ore. eo ye _. . . 40.} Combined Metals Reduction | Utah_.........| West Mountain_.____. -Zine-lead ore, dry and eng -  F Co. (Butterfield mine). | a siliceous gold ore. | ee - _ 41.) DeLamar Milling Corpora- | Idaho.........|.Carson or French | Dry. and siliceous gold- ae 
a _. | _ tion. .. | Creek, . silver ore. | oe 42 | Telluride Mines, Inc__........| Colorado__._..} Upper San Miguel_.-- Do. oo. | he Combined. Metals Reduction | Nevada_......| Pioche._........._....] Zine-lead ore. _ RE 

| 44: Mike Horse Mining & Milling Montana......| Heddleston_.....2....} © Do. SE 
45 | Blackhawk Consolidated | New Mexico.. Mogollon....:...-..-.| Dry and siliceous: gold- | es a >... — Mines Co. _silverore. -— : oat So 46 Golden Queen Mining Co.._._| California_....| Mojave. ...._.........| Dry and siliceous ore. ds 47 Tamara : & Custer Consoli- | Idaho...._....| Placer Center.........| Zine-lead ore. ig 

 —<T - dated Mining\Co. ee | - ee Ly. _ 48 | Dayrock Mining Co--.......|...-.do_.-.....|-..-.d0...-....-.-.----] Lead ore. a 4 

Be | NUMBER OF MINES | oe se an . . . : : . . : : . . , a 7 ee . : st 7 eee 

_.. The following table indicates the number of mines that produced or gold and silver in 1941 and 1942. The placers are those in which Pe 
gold and silver in natural alloy and, in a few placers, platinum are a. 

a recovered from gravel and sand, whether by hand washing, sluicing, or 
_ hydraulicking, drifting (in frozen ground or ancient buried river 
_. Channels), or dredging. The lode mines are those yielding gold andy 6 . ' Silver from ore as distinguished from gravel, mainly from under- _ oor _ ground workings, and include those that yield ore mined chiefly for  —__ er 

-. copper, lead, or zinc, but that contribute the precious metals as A 
. _ byproducts. In. addition to the producing mines enumerated here _—__ at 

_ ‘Many properties were being prospected and developed, and many . 
_. other mining claims were being held by assessment work only. ee. 
_. The enumeration of placer mines is less satisfactory than that of  —_— as 

| lode mines, because some are operated only temporarily and are: 
-.. individually small. As far as possible the unit, as for lode mines, is _ os 

not the operator but the mining claim or group of claims. _ a 
Number of mines in the United States producing gold and silver, 1 941-42, by States oy a 

ae : pe _ | - Lode Placer Total | ae oe 

| a | 141 | 1942 | 1941 1942 | 1941 | 1942 ES 

- - - Alabama____-_----- 2 1 fief 2 Da Alaska... 22222-22222 nee eee 66 38 799 453 855. 491 Da el Arizona._-.-..-....---..-.0--.--.2-.-2 on 805 503 184| 168 989, 6B  - California....0.--222. 2. 835 434 _ 9% —488 1,659 BBR Colorado...___........--.---.----.-2.2--- 579 311 324| 68 903 87 Georgia. 2o eee 7 3 1 15 18 |. 18 os a Idaho...2227 27D ELTTITIITII 329 201} 524 236 853 ez os : Illinois__-- 2772222 TTTITITTTTIT 4| 2 |......-.--|---.------} 4} 2 So _ Michigan. ___...22-.2-2 2 1 2 j..--------|------ ee 1 Bo | Missouri... ------....-..----...-.-....-.| 3 8 [oo 3 3 eR Montana... -.....-.-.-.--.----- eee 612 369 325 170 937 539 Ov igre . Nevada. _.._...-..---.-2222---22-- 22+ eee 799 434 78 49| 877 483 hat New Mexico_...-.-.-.-.-....------.---.-. 145 | 78 103 48 248}. 6 ER New York.._.....--.------2- 22-2 1 OD jee feel 1 } gt North Carolina.......................__.. 5 7] 2 1 7 ' 8 ee “Oregon. ~._.-......2-.22.--2-------- ee 91 48 153 83 244 131 Lo oe ' Pennsylvania.......2.22. 222... I OD Jeep 1 1 a AL 
South Carolina. ..........----- 22. 7 . 4 me wmemennn| seemccaccne 7 4 a coke South Dakota.-........-.-...-.--..-.---- 10 6b 41 13° 51 18 et! | ‘Tennessee......-...--------..------------- 4 3 jeo-o. 22} ee eee 4 3 at | Texas.........-.-.-.-.-.-... wwe 9 7 9 TE Utah._...._____._....._._..--..-.--.--... 167 119 12; °}326 179 125 Pi Virginia 2222 eeeeee 1 2 1 1 2 “3 ee Washington __..............-....-----.-- 61 37 56. 18 117 «55 ke ‘Wyoming... __- 222222222222. 8 6 12 6 20 2 eee) 

| | 7 * he . | 4,542! 2,619| 3340; 1,758| 7,891| | 4,377 as
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we MEINE PRODUCTION, 
SUMMARY ace 

«>. The following table gives the mine production of gold and silverin | 
“1941 and 1942, by States, in terms of recovered metals, as calculated = 
“.. by the Bureau of Mines from reports from the producing mines. The = ©... 
EA oo" oe ; . . . : e e . . o9 . *. e . . : oe oO . aire 

,- | annual percentage gains in gold production in the years following the ~~ 

i. <  69-percent increase in the price of gold are as follows: 1934 over 1933, =, 
i ~~. 19 percent; 1935 over 1934, 18 percent; 1936 over 1935, 19 percent; == 

& -—-« 1937 over 1936, 9 percent; 1938. over 1937, 7 percent; 1939 over =? 
~ 1938, 10 percent; 1940 over 1939, 5 percent; but 1941 decreased from 

:-  --:1940, 2 percent; and 1942 decreased from 1941, 27 percent. The = 
> total gain in 1940 over 1933 was 128 percent. The output of silver == 
“i - deereased 20 percent in 1942 from 1941 but was 133 percent above 4 

eos) that m.1933. | ere re 4



: Mine production of gold and silver in the United States, 1941-42, by regions and States, in terms of recovered metals! 

a ~~ Gold ee Oo - Silver - - . OS 

: | | oe | } ee | ee | Value (at $0.71111+- REN Region and State | | Fine ounces _- Increase or Value (at $35 per ounce) Fine ounces Increase or per ounce) — eS 
. _ | «decrease fi decrease | 

. . . _ | (percent): oe a . . . (percent) Se Oe es 
| 1941 1942 . — 1041- | 1942 1941. 1942 . 1941 | 1942 a 

| Western States and Alaska: = | fo. . 7 | - Oo oo : — |. : ee ey \ Alaska... .- 22222-2222 neeenee----s-|' 604,467 |. 487, 621 -—80 | $24,341,845 | . $17,066,785 | 191,522 |. 119, 704 —37 | $136, 193 $85, 123 Oo VEE SSi Arizona..-...........--------.-.---.---------| 815,302} -258, 651 —20} 11,038, 720 8, 877,785 | 7,498,260 | 7,064, 467 ~=6| 5,332,096 | 5,0283,62E° 9 
California..-.........-..-.----.--..-_--------| 1,408,793 | 847, 997 | - —40 | 49,307,755 | 29,679,895 | 2,154,188 | 1, 450, 440 *—83 | 1,681,867] 1,031,424 9 0 . Colorado. .-.-.-....-..--.--.2..-----------.--| 380, 029 268, 627 -=29} 13,301, 015 9,401,945 | 7,801, 697 | 3,096, 211 —58 | 5,192,318 2,201,750 — ps 
Idaho. .......-...-..--------------.----------| 149, 816 95,020] - —87] 6,243,560] 3,325,700 | 16,672, 410 | 14, 644, 890. —12 | 11,855,936 | 10, 414, 144 ce 
Montana..__.-.-...--.-..---------22---------| 246,478 | 146, 892 | —40 | - 8,626,625} 5,141, 220 | 12, 386,925 | 11, 188,118 —10 | 8,808,480] 7,955,995 0 02 
Nevada. ....---..-------..--------2----------| 366, 408 295, 112 —19 | 12,824,105 | 10,328,920 | 5, 830,238 | 38,728,435| © —36| 4,145,947| 2,647,778 6 Mae | New Mexico......._....--..-.---------------- 27, 845 11, 961 —57 974, 575 418; 635 | 1, 328, 317 676, 170. -—49 | 944, 581 480,882. Ho 0. 
Oregon....._....--222-- ee eee een 96,565 | - 46,233 | 52 8, 379, 775 1, 618, 155 276,158 | —- 87,376 —68| 196,379 62,1840 Be South Dakota.._....--.........-.---.-.------| 600, 637 522, 098 —13 |. 21,022,295 | 18, 273, 430 170, 771 186, 937 +9 121, 437 132,983... 

| Texas....2.-.--2-----------------------------| 808 936 = 23 10,710 |. -: 8,260 | 1,096,027]. . 672,781}. —39 779,397 | (478,422 Pe 
Utah... eee ----------| 856,501 | 891, 544 +10 | 12,477,535 | 18, 704,040 | 11, 395, 485 | 10, 574, 955 —7 |} 8,163,456 | 7, 519, 968 4 PoE 

Washington..._...-....--2.-0------------- ee 84, 176. 75, 396 —10 2,946,160] 2,638,860} 402,030| 369,038 a. 285,888 | . 262,427 Oo oo 
Wyoming. ..-..-......--------------ny ieee ee 478 3}. —95] - — 16,730 805 | 94) - - 82 oe ) OTP BD wn Se 

. _ | 4,728,883 | 3,442,411 | 27 | 165,510,905 | 120, 484, 885 | 66, 704, 122 | 63,854,574] 19 | 47,434,042 | 38,206,586 FR 
. Eastern States: Sp pn = OEE 

-Alabama............-..---------------------- 30; 1 OT] 1,050 | 35 a: 4 —100 | 2 Pelee ae eS 
Georgia....-.-.. 02222 -- eee 311] | 30; —90] 10,-885 1,050] - 38 | 7] —82 |. o7 | . 5 Ce RMR . New York.....2...---.----- 22-2 -- ee eee nf ene ne eee ne | eee [eee cee fleece eee eee] 87, 734. 40, 012 +6] 26,883] © 28,453 2 6 new 
North Carolina..._.-.-...-.22.0----- eae e eee 3, 244 4,077 +26 |. 113, 540  142,695| 7,489] 8,259 +11 5, 290 6,878 ee 
Pennsylvania. .__...-...-----..022-.---2---- 2, 422 2,499; +3 | 84,770 | = 87, 465 15,016} - . 15,501 +3 10,678 | 2 =-ss-12,028 

. South Carolina........-.....-...--.-.-.-.--..| 15, 508 7, 824 | ‘50 | - 542,780 | - - 278,840 | 6, 625 5, 064 : —22 - 4,640 | 3,601 = 9  # ee : Tennessee. ...-.--..----- eee 227 159 |. 30] 7,945. | _ 5,565] 89,161 | ~—>s« 84, 671 | —11| © 27,848 24, 655 oS 
Virginia... -..-- 222-22 e eee eee - 240 ~- 100} | 85 8,400 | 3,815{ 185} si, 793 | $1,228} si 1,275 a 

| | | | 21,982]  14,699|  —33| 769,370 | 514,465 | 106,051 | 105,307; —1| 75,414 T4885 
, Central States: ne NT Pf Pees 

Tlinois.--....-..-------- 22-0 eee enna ee seen eee ef eee eee eee fen ele eee epee eceeeee eee e[eeeeeeeeeeeee-| > 20,340 |. 104. 99 14, 464. TA 
Michigan...........2-...2------- een nee ene [nn eee e eee fen n ee nee eene| oe een nneee|eeneeeeeeeae--|------2---2-.-t 60,796 61,674 | . +1 43, 233 43, 857 ee | Missouri_...--.....------- 2222-22-22 eee ne e| ence eee e ene e[en eee ee ee nee we weew eee cee | nen een een eee e[eeeeee--------| 867,688} 69,106. | © = —811 261, 467 49,2 

P| | nnenennrnnn-|-eeeee-neeot| nee eenee ee] eeeeeeeeeeeeee[eeeeeeeoeeee-] 448,824]. 180, 884 —71| 819,164} 93,078 
a | 7 | 4, 750, 865 | 3,457,110 | 27 | 166, 280,275 | 120, 998, 850 |: 67, 258, 997 | 54,090,765| 20 | 47,828,620] 38,464,544 9s 

1 Philippine Islands and Puerto Ricoexcluded. =. a oe co oe Ss oye 
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“Ore produced in the United States and average recovery in fine ounces of gold and 
Porn | | -  stlver per ton in 1942 ! Co eee 

Bh - a | | Goldore sj Gold-silver ore | Silver ore oe ee 

Bee | : | Average Average | Average — ne 
Bee State . ounces.per | ounces per { ounces per a ag 
Be . - Short ton Short ~ ton- Short -. ton. os 
Be _ tops | toms tons _ Aas 

be fe oo, . co Gold] Silver | ©  —_-| Gold} Silver |. | | Gold | Silver — O on 

ere : : Western States: | 4 | | | . fo | u Se 
Be -Arizona.........-| 498, 879 |0.168 | 0.25 | | 124, 668 /0.078 3.04] ” 34,395 |0.080 12. 28 ie 
me. California_..-_--] 2,062,599 | .183 | —. 49 “621 | .271 | -13.84 13,331 | .02L| 5.20 as 
ge oo ~ Colorado..-------]. 932,145 | .202} © .31 | 192,709 }..130| 2.07 88,132 | .027| 16.21. oe 
Pop. Idaho... 222. 142,952 | .248| .91| 173,389 | .043 |. 2.07 458,533 | .001 | 16, 42 a 
pRR Montana. .------ 322,140 | .215 |. . 51 77, 231 | .106 |. 6.34 134,153 1.025} 11.73 os 
Fe) Nevada.-.-----2-| 897,769 | .152] .29 | 337,974] .078 | 3.66 81,667 | 087 | 11.26 os 
yw New Mexico..-._}. | 5,718 | .202 77 | 29,997 | .187 |] 8.91] . 2,116] ..054.] 20.54 ge 
Bee, Oregon.......---| _ 29,055 | .260] 81 1,580 | .083 | 10.97] 1,085 | .195 | 38.12 ag 
cae J South Dakota...| 1,454,387 | .3859 | «12 |_--_--------.|----2 |---| ee fee ef eee oe 
aoe uo . Texas.....-.--.-_. ee a eee wwe we fw ew ew eww ee weewee eone---- 100, 052 - 002 6. 67 , oh 

te Utah......_----.|. 126,405] .163| .28| 224,420] .071| 3.92 83,409 | .037 | 11.51 OS 
oe Washington... .. _ 93,957 | . 282 1.77 |_.22.22-2- |---|. eee] fk oe 
Be _ Wyoming.-.._... 69] 186 | 02 |i. e-- 22] ---- 222 |---| eee oo 

“yo otal, Western : } : | ch .. a a 
Me a States_......]. 6,566,065 | . 230 .36 | 1,162, 589 | .083 3. 47 996, 823.| .014 13.70 oy 

ne Alaska...._.........]- 2,815,287 | .049 | - .02 1,381 | .017 60 |... ef wel 
res _ Eastern States.:...--] 106, 555 | . 111 07 |_.....-----]------]--------|------------- |---| eee ng 

Be TL .9,487,907 | 174 | .26 | 1,163,970 | 083 | 3.47] 996,823] .014| 13.7000 

a ce -» Copper ore | Leadore - | _—-”- Lead-copper ore 4 

Be G Average | | Average | | Average | ri 
ge - State - _ | ounces per ounces per . - _f ounces per p 
BON . . Short - ton . | Short ton Short ton Sd 
gt: Be tons tons tons : . ae 
ae “ - : . . / , / ‘ . : -_ oo oo . a 

Be ~- |Gold| Silver | | Gold | Silver | | _ | Gold | Silver i 

Western States: _ : | “ 
boro.” Arizona_____..-.-]| 232,856,971 [0.004 | 0.15 | 25,808 [0.084] 3.92 473 |0.0832 | 5.07 “4 
Phot | - Galifornia_--_--|'393,944| .001 | .18] 29,857 | .165] 8.31 5 | .600| 60.20 ae. 
we Colorado......--- 208 | .212 | 15.33 6,418 | .226] 9.62 92 1,091 | 22.41 4 
oe, Idaho.....-..---- 2,210 | .069 | 12.39{ 313,317|.001| 3.52 83 |..----| 148.84 oF 
eu Montana...._...| 4,338, 714 | .004 1. 43 15,936 | .149 | 11.37 [22] . x! 
ree a Nevada.._...-..-| 7,904,443 | .010 07 32,081 | .045 | 13.54 7 j..---- 6. 29 2 
a New Mexico.....| 7,631, 752 | . 001 02 | 694 | . 209. 5. 26 618 | .006 5.77 ws 
= — . Oregon...-.....- 8 | .034 i ss a ae ‘i 

. South Dakota---}.-...----..--]--.---]--------]-----------]------]--------|----------.--]------]-------- 
yo a Texas............ . 506 | .002 4,13 140 j_----.] 238.13 |---|] . 
- - Utah_.-.......-.] 33,611,061 | .009 |. .08 75, 758 | .128 | 10.38 41 |_.....| 10.27 . 
- Washington... 717,124 | .067 .20 161 j.-.-.-]| 4.42 . 6 j_-....| 110.60 . 

_ Wyoming........].--.-.-.-----|------]-------- | (25 |----.-] 2.04 |.-..--..--..-]------]-------- 

: oe ‘Total, Western . | : 
2 : Alask States__......| 87,456,991 | .007 17 500, 285 | .045 5. 85 1, 254 | .087 16. 05 : 

@..____---.....-]-------------]------|--------]--.--------]------|--------]---- eee e fee 
_ Eastern States__..._- 843,995 | .003 07. 4,627 |....--]----.---]-------------|------]-------- 

- | 7 88,300,986 | .007} .17| 504,912] .045| 5.79 1,254 | .087 | 16.05 
. ae i A PPO Ce cP A SS EY 

See footnotes at end of table.
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_- Ore produced in the United States and average recovery in fine ounces of gold and = ae 
| . .gtlver per tonin 1942'%—Continued = = © re 

aT a anne ean een Seeeeneremmeremmnenreme meee - Ag bee 

. ee - eG ‘| Zine-lead, zine-copper, ; NG OO so ——  Zincore —— and = zine-lead-copper | __ Totalore ON 

ee State | - Average Average | = | Average oe & 
ounces ounces ~ ounces — eR - —_ "| Short tons perton  )Shorttons per ton Short tons per ton ON Le 

OC | . Gold| Silver | Gold | Silver — |Gold| Silver 

: - - Western States: oo —| « es = Arizona_._......- 106,400 /0.011 |. 1.87 273, 047 10. 031 3.09 | 2 33, 920, 731 10.007 0. 21 a enak ~ California.....22. 2,089 | .004 | 1.10 752 | .007 2.05 | 2, 503,198 | .153 - 56 2 eM - - Colorado... --_2--} 590 | .010 | 4.26] 577,162] .049 |} 1.56] 1,797,386 | .137} - 1.72 a 8 _ Idaho..._-- oo. 20,561 | .011 | 6.21 | 1,789,659 | .004 | 2.99} 2.900, 704 | .017 5.05 pet 
_ Montana..-_-..-| 218,235 | (5) 680 | 571,871 | .012 | 4.36] 45,678,280 | .019 | - 1,97 5 OS . Nevada._....-.2. 47, 522 | 011. 1.84 8:,916 | .011 | 2.50 9, 383, 379 | .026 -39 a —... ° New Mexico.....| - 330, 239 | .001 “44 220, 378 | . C01 -24 | . 8,221 512 | .001 . 08 NY Oregon... -_.....|----------2--[--2.--}--2----- |---| 31, 728 | .249 2. 53 a : South Dakota...|-.....-.....-]--....|----_-- 9,997 | .017 .75:| 1,464,384 | .357 .13 eae | © Texas... ----- 2] ene n oon nn-| noo e| anon ce [nee ne non-|--2---]--------] 100,608 | 002 6.68 , — Utah... lt 16,710 | (9 14 | 6843, 851 | .060 | 6.18 | 634,981,655 | .011 |- .30 ee | Washington... __}.-....-------|--...-|-.---...| 411,690 | (8) £06 | 71,222,937] .061 0 6800 

“. . Wyoming._..-22.]..2-.220222-2).-222 feel eeeennenn-Lf-.----|----- eee 84} .181; «=. 62—CO ty 

| Total, West- _ ee 4 | tf _— ta | ern States_... (742,346 | .003 |. 85 |. 4, 780,323 | .021 | 3.16 | 102, 206,676 | .022 B20 ea Alaska... --.-...-.-.-|----4. 2220] lef. |--------] 2816, 668 | 1049 0200 70 
.. Eastern States._..-.- 2, 364, 229 ~a----]--------|- 846, 820} (5) -05 | 84.166, 226 © . 004 -03 oon YS 

Se 8,106,575 | .001 | — .20 | 5,627,143 | .018 | 2.69 | 109,189,570 | .022} .49 ee 
: ‘ . . : an : . a ah | re “re 

1 Minois, Michigan, Missouri, Philippine Islands, and Puerto Rico excluded. - Yon 
4 Includes 4,199,268 tons of copper ore leached from which no gold or silver was recovered. te | 3 Includes zine-copper ore from Arizona and zine-lead-copper ore from Utah. . Pome . 4 Includes 204,362 tons of current slag fumed which contained no gold. a oe ae ce 5 Less than 0.0005 ounce per ton. - | | | : a Ry 

ae $ Includes 87,831 tons of zine-lead slag. . . oo | Doe _ a 
St. Excludes 180,000 tons of current tailings from copper ore cyanided, not included in total ore treated in. co kd a ate. pe - | oo | So : mo NR ee .8 Excludes magnetite-pyrite-chaleopyrite ore from Pennsylvania. _ | ce a 

Gold and silver, produced in the Western States of the United States, 1848-1942, and oe 
| -- +. 4% Alaska, 1880-1942, in terms of recovered metals _ B® Ns 

_ [Original research, 1848-1903, by Chas. W. Henderson; 1904-42, by western offices, Economics and Sta- = ay a ae oe _ tisties Service] a nee 
| : : . — oS ES i a 1a car a rn eeeeeeeennEeenenene sO . Nie 

oO 7 : 1 | _ Gold | Silver . . ae 

ne omnes Value | Fine ounces Value a oh 

_ Alaska: ._..-.--.----.--.--.-+.-..] 1880-1042 | 25,689,651 | $610, 402, 387 19, 682,372 | $14,000,798 gh Arizona. ......-2--.-.----.-.----.] 1860-1942 | 10. 427, 940 252, 473,055 | 275, 752, 505 | 204,905,300 
California ....-~----.---.---------| 1848-1942 | 101, 110, 756 | 2, 240,980,112 | 104, 482, 628 84, 367, 327 SS . Colorado. ..-..--.2.-...--..--.-.-] 1858-1942 | 38, 565, 382 848, 665, 334 721, 046, 775 560, 682, 926 a Idaho. - _...---22.22--------------| 1868-1942 | .7, 724,178 178, 485, 633 484, 219.847 | 332,614, 231 ee Montana. -.....2222-122..-.-.----| 1862-1942 | 16,827,410 | 373, 412, 562 724, 391, 028 529, 152, 667 eee Nevada-......--------.------.-.. | 1859-1942 | 25,070. 558 |. 556, 031, 206 584, 429, 765 536,926,177. ome New Mexico.....-...-..-.-...-.-.| 1848-1942 2, 160.741 | 48,960, 128 65, 952, 746 51, 631, 038 8 Oregon... .-....--.--..---.--...-..| 1852-1942 | -5. 667, 021 126, 308,778 | 5, 177, 158 4,759, 521 oy South Dakota.........-.......-..] 1876-1942 | 20, 560,041 | — 501, 198, 644 9, 533,213 | «6, 781, 561 re — Texas. .....-.----------...-..----| 1985-1942 . 8,277 | 223,640 33, 186, 537 | . 23,352, 715 er Utah. .-_.....--..---------.------| 1864-1942 | 9,449,773 | 230,967,095 | 691,875,106 | 504.275, 236 ae Washington._......-----...--....| 1860-1942. | 1, 957.121 47, 254, 558 11, 591, 928 8, 203, 574 Sigal Wyoming. -.....-.-.2-..-........| 1867-1942 77, 914 1, 835, 318 74, 632 51, 752 8 

Total, Western States and : : } 8 
Alaska. -.........-....| 1848-1942 | 265, 246, 763 | 6,007, 198, 450 | 3,731, 396, 240 | 2, 861, 704, 909 “ys 

. . . . , . “a
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“’...- ORE PRODUCTION,. CLASSIFICATION, METAL YIELD, AND METHODS OF =. 

Be 7 RBCOVERY 

1.» The best index of lode mining is the quantity and metallic content — oa 

» of ore mined rather than the number of mines or operators. The 8 

<<. following tables give details of classes of ore, metal yield in fine ounces ok 

<-. of gold and silver to the ton, and gold and silver output by classesof «| 

‘ore and by methods of recovery, embracing all ores that produced os 

“gold and silver in the United States (excludmg the Philippme Islands 
-... and Puerto Rico) in 1942... The individual State chapters from which 

these tables were compiled contain additional tables and text on the 4 
subject and may be found elsewhere in this volume. oe 

s "- The classification originally adopted in 1905 on the basis of smelter _ wt 

“terminology, smelter settlement contracts, and smelter recovery has =—s_— 

-- ‘been used continuously in succeeding years, except for modifications e 
' > necessitated by the improvement.in recovery of metals and the lower- ay 

».. ing of grade of complex ores treated, accomplished by improved mill 

Reo e concentration processes. A “dry” ore is one that carries solittlelead 

i... or copper that by itself in quantity it would not satisfy the require- 

“. ments for the smelter charge in lead smelting or copper smelting, = = 

“". gespectively. The copper ores include those smelting ores that con-- 3 

“. tain 2.5 percent dry assay or more of copper (or less than this per- 
>... ¢entage if no other metal is present), or those ores concentrated 

:. °  ¢hiefly for their copper content. The lead ores are those that contain S 

“5 percent dry assay (minimum lead smelting charge requires 7.5 to 8.5 _ af 

.. -percent wet assay) or more of lead, irrespective of precious-metal = =§_ = 

“content; an ore that carries any grade of lead exclusively is calleda 3 

“ead ore. Zine smelting ores (chiefly oxides) range from 16 to 45 
'. .. percent zine; zinc concentrating ores include any grade of zinc ore that “ 
=~ makes marketable zinc concentrate, irrespective of precious-metal — ; 

Fe f content. The mixed ores are combinations of those enumerated. The a 

s--° . smelter classification applies to concentrates. — at 

ee Siliceous (silica® in excess of iron) gold, gold-silver, and silver ores s 

a containing too little copper, lead, or zinc to be classified as copper, 4 

~- Jead, zine, or mixed ores are called “dry” ores regardless of the ratio o 

"of concentration, except low-grade ore milled chiefly for its copper 4 

-..  gontent and having very little or no precious-metal content (chiefly : 

the “porphyry coppers”) and ores from which separate products of = 

-_ Jead concentrates and zinc concentrates aremade. The crude ore into | 

‘the mill in these two exceptional instances thus takes its name from — : 

: its products—a name that is also justified by the mineralogical content _ ” 

- and final recovery of metals. The “dry and siliceous ores’ thus, by | 

a elimination, include both dry siliceous and irony, but chiefly siliceous, | 

| ores valuable for their gold and silver content, regardless of method 7 

of treatment, and dry fluxing ores carrying considerable quantities of : 

- iron and manganese oxides, or iron sulfide, and very small quantities 

| of gold and silver. Dry and siliceous gold ores are those that by 

| inspection are overwhelmingly of gold content; a similar qualification | 

applies to silver ores; decision as to ‘“‘gold-silver” ore is made arbi- | 

— trarily on a basis of value, using the rule that the metal of lower value | 

is not used in the bimetal classification unless its value is equal to : 

or over one-quarter of the combined value of gold and silver.. | 

The lead, zinc, and zinc-lead ores in most districts in the Eastern 

8’ Except where mineralization approaches a matte, ores in their natural state generally contain more 

silica than iron and usually are highly siliceous.
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oe GOLD AND SILVER TOT ee 

and Central States carry no appreciable quantity of gold or silver Po 
_ Such ores are excluded from this report unless otherwise indicated, = =|. 

_. Mine production of gold in the United States wn .1942, by States and sources, in fine eee: - a ounces, wn terms of recovered metals! | ra: 

. oe oo a \ Zinc-lead, oO AY 

so oe _ Wry an €ad- | ve. copper, ce mY | - State Placers | siliceous Copper Lead ore | copper |. Zine and | Total — Oy ; oo . . ore -ore |. : zinc-lead, 2 ag Pa Ce | | : copper | | - LE 

_ Alabama_...2.2- 222 | Df e ft e ee} ee |Le-n | Po “eG . _ Alaska___..___2.---.-| 350,122} 187,499 |oo- 2 frp 487, 621 pth . 0 Arizona... 222222] 2) 836 94,310 | 144, 764 2,174. 15] 1,152} 8,400; 253651 2-3 . California..-.._......| 464,926 377, 702 - 436 . 4,916 8 9; - 5 847,997 ms a Colorado___...-..-._. 22,617 | 216, 166 - 44] 1, 451 24} | 6 28,319 | 268,627 | og ak _ Georgia.......-------.] 15 16 |--.--------|----------|-------_]----- 2} 30 oe : Idaho.........----.--] 44,580 |. 48,277 158: 313 |_--.....| - 222 6, 475 95,020 2 Montana..._.__.__._- 41, 242 | 80, 993 15, 261 2, 368 |..--.__- 101; 6,927} 146,892 © sf . Nevada._.-.....--..-| 47,354 | 166, 302 78,548 | = 1,432 |__| 587 939.) 295,112 New Mexico________. = «41,247) 5,381 |- 4,815 | 145. 4 — 238 131 11,962.00 es Ag | North Carolina__.....} . 1]. 3,975 | 101 |----------|--------}--------|-----------} 4,077 + Oregon.--__--222-2-2-| 38,386] 7895 2 |----------|--------|--------fo--e--e----| 46,988 . Pennsylvania..__..-._{-...-_-.-2/...-..- | 8 2,499 |_-----2-2 2} 22 tee} 8 2, 499 ete South Carolina__._.__}-..-.-.-_- 7,824 | .--------2|----------|-----222]------|ee eb 7884 opkad South Dakota_..-----| 83 | -521, 900 |e egs 622,098 en PO Tennessee_.._...-22_/2--2--- | » 169 Jw se} fed DGD IE 
. Texas... 22-2222 - 22. meme a nee 235 1 Jee ee eee} ee] wenn lee]. . 236 Oe ae | Utah_.--..---.--...--] 82} = 39,580 | 291,806 | 9, 727 |_______- 6 | 50,308) 301,544 _Mirginia..2-.222222..| 58 AG |---| | |e 10/ ~~ . 109 » es _ Washington..-...-.-.| 856 | 26,524 | 48,309 o-oo ff 117 75, 396 a _. Wyoming... 222222. WZ} AD | eee] e eee] eee feet} ee 23 res 

So! + 41,018, 762°] 1,729,636 | 586,988 | . 22, 526 46 | 2,271} 101,881 | 8,457,110 0 2 

Bo, 1 Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico excluded... at -.. 3? Includes zine-copper ore from Arizona and zinc-lead-copper ore from Utah. : a a) 3 From magnetite-pyrite-chaleopyrite ore. ce : _ OB Co Soot, 
Mine production of silver in the United States in 1 942, by States and sources, in fine == 

ae | ounces, in terms of recovered metals! — | a cog 

oe oo ee | | Zinelead,} | ag 
Lo Od .. Dry and Col . Lead- ; - zIn€-Cop- eg ee! ae —— . wree pDper Lead Zine | per, and oP, KS | . State Placers ‘siliceous ore. | ore. copper “ore | zinelead-.|. Total 8 

- { Copper | Cas oo 
- ores 2 wt i ag 

- Alaska_........-.----.| 50,906} 68,798 |.-._.__.._. worr------]------~-]-------]---------..] 119, 704 ee = Arizons___._--.---.-- 398 | 925, 306 | 4,993,551] 101,469 | 2,397 |198,954 | 842,392 | 7,064, 467. ge - California...........--} 40,635.| 1,086,247 |" -71,175 | 248) 240 301 | 2,304 1, 538 | 1, 450, 440 - os . Colorado-__.-.--.....- 4, 202 | 2,121,150 3, 189 61, 717 493 | 2,514 902,946 | 3,096,211 = | ce Georgia...-......--._- 1 6 |-..------..]---------}ee |e} 7. coy _ Idaho..-..-....-.-.--] 10,471 | 8,017, 492 27,390 {1,108,683 | 12,354 /127,670 | 5,345, 830 |14, 644, 890 Chg Mlinois_.___.------.--]----------]-----------]-----------]----------|-------|--- ed 104 104. wt Michigan.._........-_|._..-.----|-----------] 61, 674 | 22222] | 61, 674 oY | ‘Missouri-_--........--|--..-.---|-_--..--...]-..--.-..--| | 69,106 |__----..|_.......|__._... 69,106 De , Montana.__-........- 6, 937 | 2, 227,610 | 6,212,356 | 181, 267 |__._____| 64,830 2, 495, 118 |11, 188, 118 va . Nevada.....-......--] 19,980 | 2,418, 913 558,330 | 434, 355 44 | 87,425 204, 388 | 3, 723, 435 ear: "New Mexico....__.._- 135 | 315,135 | 156,613 | 3,653 | 3,565 [144,792 | —52°277 | 676,170 ~ — New York.-_-..--..--|---2 22-22]. |. |--------e |e ele 40, 012 40, 012 poe _ North Carolina..-.___|-.,-....-- 2, 505 5, 754 |_-o 2 eff fe 8, 259 a Oregon. ......-..-.-- 7,141 80, 218 _ A? |..--------]-------- fe fe 87, 376 af -Pennsylvania.._......|-----.--..}-..-.......| 315,501 |_.._-._.__]____..._|__._... weo--------| 215, 501 a South Carolina.__..._].-....___- 5, 064 |---|} fe], 5, 064 Sa South Dakota--._..__- 3 179, 389 |..-----..--]--.--2-2--].2---- ee eee 7, 545. 186, 937 8 Tennessee. ...-----..|----------|--------_-- 34,671 |.....-..--} 22 effet 34, 671 ro Texas._.....-...-----|_.--......] 667, 454 2, 089 3, 238 |.-.-..--|--..----]-.-.-..___.] 672, 781 Utah. __......--..---.]--...-..__| 1,875, 712 | 2,698, 515 786, 550 421 | 2,278 | 5,211,479 |10, 574, 955 ot Virginia.__..........- 1 31 |---.-.-..--)---2-2 22} fe 1, 761 1,793 - - Washington ._.._..._- 59 165, 960 176, 348 712 653 f-.-.--_- 25, 406 369, 038 ve 
Wyoming.__.._.._._. Seen nnnene } 61 |... -- one e enn eee ee eek §2 ma 

140, 869 |20, 156,991 |15,017,173 |2,994, 041 | 20,128 1630, 767 15, 130,796 |54, 090, 765 s 
- ne ” . 

. . or 1 Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico excluded. - ? Includes zine-copper in Arizona and zinc-lead-copper in Utah. 1 oo 2 From magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore. . . . ae
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oo _ GOLD AND SILVER = dB (!S 

Gold and silver produced at amalgamation and cyanidation mills in the United States - _ . and percentage of gold and silver recovered from all sources, 1988-424 9 5 ae 

o - Bullion and Pre a pttates recovered Percent of'gold and silver from all sources! os & a 

‘Year | amalgamation — Cyanidation Amalgama-| Cyanida- Smelting? | Placers § © @ - tion tion S oe hee 

| Gold | Silver | Gold Silver { Gold |Silver| Gold | Silver] Gold |Silver| Gold |Silver = a 

» 1988.__....] 984, 620 | 223,058 | 962, 788 | 4,275,154 | 23.1 | 0.4 | 22.6] 7.0] 284]9241079! of eae - 1939.-.----| 985, 717 | 243, 786 | 1, 043, 675 | 4, 556,336 | 21.1] .4/ 223] 71/280/922/286| 13 9 8 P80...) 959, 452 | 248, 112 | 1,044,014 | 5,251,162 | 19.7] 13 f 214] 715/279) 91.9] 310| 23 0 ng | TMA. ------| 916, 113 | 214, 665 | 1,005,031 | 5, 157,702 | 19.3} °3| 21.1] 727/283] 91.7] 313) 23 0°. ee - 1942.....--| 623,319 | 140,192 | 698,817 | 3,008,490 | 18.0| -2) 20.2] 5.6|32.5|93.9/203| (3  — oe 

- 1 Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Philippine Islands, and Puerto Rico excluded. _ oo oom gS : _ # Both crude ores and concentrates. . os | ee tah 

Gold and silver produced at amalgamation and cyanidation mills in the United States ea Co ae — tn 1942, by States! ae Co 

a : | totin, Percent of goldandsilver . =. 3 . 7 Amalgamation fo Cyanidation — from all sources in State a <a 

ne : Bullion re- | Ore,old| Bullion and | TN se - | -Ore, old | covered (fine | tailings,| precipitates Amalgama- Cyanidation oN, State - tailings,.| | ounces) concen-| recovered | rere Lo . | concen- _.| trates, | __ _ RS poo . , - trates, _| Sands, ° . ae ae 4 , ete.,: | slimes, . . LAER: . oo 7 Ts treated oe “ etc.,. - fo So a oS oe a (short | Gold | Silver | treated | Gold | Silver | Gold | Silver} Gold | Silver ___. tas oo an | tons) |. (short. | - . | : Ce Bye a | ed. | tons) | fo |. ox | | _ jo | | ae ee 
—  Allaska.______._......] 2,814, 8841115, 304] 21,928]... .|.___._|_ | 93.65] as.gel weewene —— Atizona.-..-----------|7265| 327/146 530, 154) 45, 713/ 103,800| “<13| @ | i&0a a7 ——— Galifornia.......-.----| 785, 945 144, 004) 29, 010,1, 006, 361/133, 710/ 395, 350| 16.981 2.00| 15.77 27:9  -< .° — -- Colorado._-____......| 717, 716| 60, 233] 15, 906| ’ 272, 889] 86, 132} “13,202| 22.49 ~<51] 32.06] 143 oe Tdaho.--.........-----| 109,072) 16, 580] 8, 831 2,700} "391/ 3,304! 17.45] 06} 41} 02 a Montana............--] | 12,773] 956] 207| 239, 166| 27,061) 66,202} 765, @) | 1842]. 150 a . Nevada _--.........--] 89,857) 8, 521]. 7, 239/1, 167, 244|134, 064/1, 506, 409 2.89.19] 45.431 40.460 °° New Mexico.-.......-| £00] 120}, 42} 28,802) 3, 195] ° 226, 787/ 1.42} 01] 28.71] 33.54 0 | Oregon....-.-------_| 565] 437/95] 6, 838 1246 204) 95} 11] 270) 8B __ South Dakota....--...) 1, 275, 138/276, 298] 56, 852|1, 433, 306/244, 491| 122, 312| 52192! 30.41 46.82] 65.43 9 <td _ GOXAS..---------------|-------252[-------|-----.-| 96,085)” 213] 545, 360)......-|.-...--| 90.25] 81.08 °°. ys Utah... 1,475} 95, 61! «94,8271 7, 426 157} 02) (2) 1.90} - (2) oR _ Washington__2-7 277277 125 264) 87/247, 782} 3,943) 18,091| 35). 02] 6.23} 490 Wyoming._..._..__._. 59 H 1}..-_~---.|-------|--------- | 47.838) 1.92). fee ete | Eastern States........] | 871-119] 87/108, 726) 11, 302/ 7,312 © 81] ‘08| 76.80, 6.94 © ~ aa 

7 5, 809, 245 623, 319|140, 192 5, 240, 830 698, 817/3, 008,490] 18.08[ .26| 20.21, 5.8 3 
__. _1 Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Philippine Islands, and Puerto Rico excluded. oo . : ee. _ 2 Less than 0.005 percent. | . ois 

: | PLACERS SR 
| . DREDGING | ne. 

Placer gold is obtained largely from gravels handled by connected- TS 
bucket floating dredges, which recovered approximately 68 percent of «tS 

- the total output from placers in the United States (Philippine Islands sss 
and Puerto Rico excluded) in 1942 and 58 percent in 1941. The quan- + 
tity of gold recovered by dredges from the inception of the industry x 
as a commercial factor in 1896 to the end of 1942 is recorded as OES 
19,074,071 ounces, originating by States as follows: California, — oy 
11,566,916 ounces; Alaska, 5,158,064 (including the production from ae 
two Becker-Hopkins single-dipper dredges and some gold by hydrau- 3 
licking); Montana, 691,083; Idaho, 612,291; Colorado, 455,195; 8
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s-»  . Oregon, 467,046; and other States, 123,476. The output in 1942 « 
= was 689,069 ounces from 102 dredges, of which California produced = = =——* 

; 310,937 ounces from 44 dredges; Alaska, 249,868 ounces from 31 as 

s. . ‘dredges; Idaho, 36,631: ounces from 10 dredges; Montana, 31,283 ~~ 
* ounces from 7 dredges; Oregon, 21,641 ounces from 6 dredges; and —=>—iss. 

ae Colorado, 14,523 ounces from 3. dredges. ae oe 

Bee TS Connected-bucket floating gold dredges operated in the United States, 1941-42, by 4 
Bele a ot a companies and districts — i Fh 

Bee, | ALASKA 

wot po re fo oe | Numberof 

We _ Company — 4 Address ). . District fe . . og 

oo; Standard Mines, Inet... een eee) Ferry.-.------------ Bonnifield-Nenana:. the {8 
ge. ANvial Golds, Inc-_._-------------:----------|] Fairbanks___-..--..-| Cirele..-----.------- 1 |} 1 “o 

mires 7. .O, J, Berry Dredging Co_---.------------------ Miller House___-----}-----d0_._..2--.------ 1 1. a 

hers Gold Placers, Inc_-__--------------------------- Fairbanks__......-..|-..--d0_....--.-------}| 1 1. ee: 

a Alaska Placer Co__.-....-.---------------------| Coumeil...-...._----| Council-Bluff_------)) 1. ~ 1 7 it 

ee ~ . Gamp Creek Dredging Co_.._.._---------------|-----@0._..------+---- -.---d0__..----------- 1 1. : ee 

OE ee Council Dredging Co___..--..2.-----.---2-----]+----d0__.------------|-----d0_--------------| 1 |------ mo mn 

woes *-" Tnland Dredging Co.___------------------------]-----d0_-------------- -----00__--.--.------- 1] 1 / eS 

bow. Ophir Gold Dredging Co.__.....__..----------_]-----d0-_.-.---_------]-.---d0...------------ rr 8 

wg  Brinker-Johnson Co__...-_---------------------| Fairbanks____----..-.| Fairbanks_..-.-..-..| 1 1 kg 

os ‘United States Smelting, Refining & Mining |-----do---.-----------|-----d0---------------)  8| 7 ae 

We Co., Fairbanks Department. Ce . a hoe | ne 

ae Arctic Circle Exploration, Inc_..._-..-.-.------| Camdle__.-.--------- Fairhaven._...-----2|. 2 2.. . q 

ee oS - Dry: Creek Dredging Co.......----------------| Deering. ..----------|--++-d0.--.-----------| 1 i a 

ee -Forsgren Dredging Co_....-.-------------------|-=+--@0__-.-----------]-.---0_-.------------|. 1 12. “a 

yy. Boundary Dredging Co__..-..--.--------------| Boundary__-----.--- ‘Fortymile__...------{ 1 ]------ . a 

io Wade Creek Dredging Co_--------------------- .Fairbanks._...._-.._]..---d0-.-.-_-------2-]. . 1 |------ a8 

wate © - Bristol Bay Mining Co_._......--:-------------| Goodmews Bay_.....| Goodnews Bay_-----|)- 1 |-----.. Css 

Bey North American Dredging Co__._--------------| Flat_..------.------- Iditarod__...-------- 1 | 1 Oy 

Reba J. E. Riley Investment Co. ______.-------------|-----d0__--.----------|-.---d0_--.--=-------- 1 1 4 

Besige: 0 Ganes Mining Co-_._.-.__----------------------| Ophir_.------------- Innoko..-...--------| ° 1. 1 A 

Bo - Moss & Larson Mining Co._._-..---.----------|----2d0_-..-----------|-----d0--------------- 1 1 a 

Bio [Nels J. Vibe__..-------..------.--------------;-|-<=--0--_------------|-.---d0_.-------------} 1 1. a 
Rie ooo - Castleton & Keenan (Kougarok Consolidated | Nome-.-_----.-.-----| Kougarok..-..--.---| 1] = 1 OE 
Hee « — Placers, Inc.). - Co . CS a . |e sl 

Ba Fox Bar Dredging Co-_._--_-------------------|-----d0___------------ ~u2--dO..-..----------| 1 1 a 

ee Ungalik Syndicate. __....__._-.-...-.----.-----|-----do___-------------| Keyuk_---.--------- 1 fees... a 

boa... American Creek Dredging Co___....-_----.-_--].----do._.._----------] Nome_.-.----------- Lje----- 

het o- Casa de Paga Gold Co-_._-------------------+---|-----d0-_--------,---- -----dO0_...2----------| 1 1 ae 

ee - Lee Brothers Dredging Co___..__.._..-.-------|. Solomon_--.-..2----|----,d0--------------- 2. 1. oe 

po Osborn Creek Dredging Co___..---------------| Nome_..-.--...-----]-----d0_-------------- Adee ee 3 

co». olbert Scott_...-._-----1.-----------------+--|-----d0-...----------- _.--d0__---.--------- 2 2 

os United States Smelting, Refining & Mining |-.-:.do._-.-----.-----|-----d0---.--=-----+--- 4 2 a 

aa Co., Nome Department. ) oO : | : 
a Livengood Placers, Inc__.....-...--------------| Livengood._..-.----| Tolovana_-.--------} © 1 |---+-- t 

ee Nome Creek Mining Co___.._._._-------------| Fairbanks___-_.-----].---.d0_._-..--------- 1 |---.-- “ 

moet - New York Alaska Gold Dredging Co_...-.--.-| Nyac....---.--.-----| Tuluksak-Aniak__.-; 2 2 8 

Se a | | | | 47] 31 | 

7 : 1 Single-dipper dredge. . | : : a :
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a Connected-bucket: floating gold dredges operated in the: United ‘States; 4941-42, by ee 
re re companies and districts—Continued | Ba at 

OO Bt ’ CALIFORNIA ~ 7 | ee: 

- o oo , of. oe os . aredges KG 
: . Company Address _ District. ee OE 

: Oo : | 7 | a op | 1941 }-1942 

| ‘Poverty Hill Partnership. ........-...--...-.-.| San Francisco.......| Brandy City #2...) 2/100 
.' Lancha Plana Gold Dredging Co_.............| Lockeford_..........| Butte Creek ?__.._..|...0--} 9 1. ee 
_.. Etna Gold Dredging Co-.~_-__-............_...| Callahan__._........] Callahan 2.22222.) 2 [eee ee 

- _. Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields..._....:....-..| San Francisco_....._]-.-..do__...22-22...-.| 1. 1 a see 
+ Gold Hill Dredging Co-._..-..------.--------.]-----d0_-_.....------.| Camanche_.........) 0.2]. 2 0 eB 

. Cosumnes Gold Dredging Co.........-._..-.._|_....d0_...........-..} Cosumnes River..-.] 1 ee ape 
' Capital Dredging Co. -_.-.-.2._22---..2-2--.--|-----d0_--..-.-....-..| Folsomiit..22..2..] 2) 2 aac oe 

| _ Lancha Plana Gold Dredging Co..___._.._-.-..|-..--d0-..-.-02-2-2--_}¢o2-d0__ ee eee] Lb nos 
Natomas Co-____......-.----------------------]-----d0__u | dO a Too ge 

Oo French Gulch Dredging Co._.........-.......|.....d0_.........._-..] French Guleh....-..] 2] 1. 00. : edie 
Cal Oro Gold Dredging Co___--............-.-]--.-.d0__........._-..| Greenhorn__........]| 1 |.-..-- ak 

a _ Thurman Gold Dredging Co......_...-..-._...|_.--.do2....0---.-_-..|] Tgo.zce--ee-eeeeee UP UB vee 
_. .. Arroyo Seco Gold Dredging Co_.._...._._2-__.|_.--.do__......--.....] Iome__......-._ LD few, 

— Lancha Plana Gold Dredging Co..-...........] Ione__..-2. 2-2-2 2-2-|_---.do.3_ 2-2. Vjeeceee 
_.. California Gold Dredging Co-_......-..........| Sam Francisco_..-___| Jenny Lind_..2-22--}. 1 [e220 
- Junetion City Mining Co...-_.......---.----.-| Junction City....-..]| Junction City_...-..) ly. le oes 
_ Yreka Gold Dredging Co__.....:.._-..-_-----:| San Francisco.......| Klamath Rico___...- Pp ke et 

_ La Grange Gold Dredging Co___.__...--.--.---]---.-d0__........----.] La Grange .2..e-} 2 Pps D0 ss 
- ~ Tuolumne Gold Dredging Co_..............-..].-..-d0_..02224-2--2--{2-2.-- Ol eee] LP Be ED 

. _. Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields... .....2......|.----d0__-..222222222-]-2--:d0-00 eee] DPD gt 
ee Roseville Gold Dredging Co___..-._-.-.----+--|-----d0__-..----2-----| Ophir. 2 Ves 

.*-. Gold Hill Dredging Co. ........22..-..----.-.|--.--dO__-....2-2_2..-} Oroville..--w-eeeeef PUT ot 
- Oroville Gold Dredging Co______....-.........| Oroville._......_-_.]_..--do_-_---------22-/ 1. Poo, ne 

-- Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields__._-.._........| San Francisco_.-_...}--22.do-.-2--..2--.---]| 4 4 Oe 
. - Klamath Dredging Co. .1....-.-.-.-----------|- Orleans. .._.........] Orleams...2.22222-2-[-eeeee}) Hg 

Rand Gold Dredging Associates. .:............| San Franeisco.......| Randsburg_..2._..--|.---.-]... 1 | nat 
. Williams Bar Dredging .Co__..-:-..-..-------.-| Marysville__........| Smartville.2.._2.2_. Ty-° 1 RS 

Merced Dredging Co__-.-.-....-...-..-..---..| San Francisco_......} Snelling_......_.:._- Pye 
. ...." San Joaquin Mining Co___.-....2..222- 2222-2} i dL fe dO elt Tp 1 RS 

_ ' Snelling Gold Dredging Co___-..-.......2-2-2.|1-2--d0_.2. 222 e2 oe} b doe] 2 2 nt 
" ~ Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields___._-..-..._-..|----.d0__-2.--------2-|-2---d0_23.- 2 --e ec] fee 

os _Carrville Gold Co_.........-..---.------.------].2-.-d0____..--...-_-| Trinity Center-..-.[0 . [> 20. ak 
-. -¥uba Consolidated Gold Fields__..__.......-..]-----0..-..----------| Yuba River...2----.} 6] 6 00" 

, _. Timberline Dredging Co..........---.--..----- Fairplay .-..-------| Beaver Creek =... PP dee 
Blue River Co-.....-:..-----------------------| Breekenridge........| Breckenridge........|------} © 20000 eH 
South Platte Dredging Co--._...-...--.------.-| Fairplay...-.-------| Fairplay..----------|- 1] 1 eet. 

a IDAHO oe St 

| Fisher-Baumhoff Co. (2 Dredges) _.....-...-..-| Centerville..........| Boise Basin_.....--.|. 2 2 Oe 
_ Boise King Placers..-......--.:-.---.-.--------| Twin Springs.......| Middle Boise_....-. 1: | a 

. Northwest Goldfields. ...-..-..--...-.-.----.--| Harvard............| Hoodoo--_.........-- 1 1 : 5 
Idaho-Canadian Dredging Co..................] Idaho City..........] Boise Basin___._.__- 1 1 et 
Snake River Mng. Co___...-...-....---..------| Sunbeam__..........| Yankee Fork_...._-_- 1 1 ns 

| H. & H. Mines_..........-......-..-.----.------| Elk City__..........| Elk City_........_.. 1 1 ot 
Idaho Warren Dredging Co...-..........-....-| North Fork.........| Gibbonsville_._....- 1 1. 
W. W. Prather --.-.----.----------------------| Warren........-----| Warren..........---]------ 1 gs 
Mt. Vernon Gold Mng. Co._........-..........| Elk City_...........| Elk City.......2. 2. 1}. 1 ! 
Warren Dredging Co_....-..-.....-------------]| Warren...-----.--.-| Pierce...-..-._....-. 2 |------ Se 
Quartz Creek Dredging Co_...............-----|, Pieree_......-.--.-~.]-----d0---2.---------- 1 j-.---- pod 

_ : | yl 10 o4 

2 Port Wine district in 1941. | - SO ot 
3’ Dredge No. 3 was reconstructed and called Dredge No, 5 and moved from fone district, Amador fe 

County, to Butte Creek district, Butte County, | Oo ee” 

| 556250—48——8 | i a
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ao Connected-bucket floating gold dredges operated in the United States, 1941-42, by 
Bee - .  gompanies and. districts—Continued , 7 ES 

Bee ae MONTANA - Be 

Boe So re Be | | |Numberof | oo So | . dredges 
Whee an Company Address _ District: fo ee 

eo ©... ‘Winston Bros. Co_.........------=-------------] Helena_.-.-........-] Clancey_.2...-------} 1] 1 a 
Wie Porter Bros. Corporation._.......-----.-.------]-.---d0.....-..-...-..| First Chance_...___. 1 4] ot 
act. *- Perry-Sehroeder Mining Co_.....-....--..-----]--..-d0...........---.| Missouri River___._. 1} 061 oly 
ate’, <. .. Emigrant Dredging Co.._..-.-.-.------..------| Emigrant..-....2...| Emigrant._.........}. 1 1 7 oun 
hoes * Star Pointer:Exploration Co..-...............-| Bearmouth..........|- First Chance._.....-- 1 1 oe 
oes. i _ Gold Creek Mng. Co-_.-2.--.---.---------------]| Deer Lodge-_....-..- Washington_._...-.-|. 1 |. Po 
“hs nan 4 , Homer Wilson (Norwegian Dredge) .---.--..--- Harrison ....--..-..- Norris & Norwegian_ ly 1 Q 

rn a NEVADA | | 4 

“Manhattan Gold Dredging Conneeeeeeneeeeeen| San Francisco... -Manhattan._.....- | 1 | i oy 

Be - OREGON = 7. | Oo 

bet. 4. ‘Western Gold Dredging Co_............-.----.| San Francisco.......] Canyon_............| 1 i a 
gg Pleasant Creek Mining Corporation.......-...-| Seattle..-...........| Gold Hill. ....._.-.- 1 1 oe 
me Porter and Co_._-__-......--.---------..-.-----| Granite._.......:...] Granite_._....... 1. 1 Al 2s 
yok ~~ s Bumshine Mining Co. (Burnt River Division)..| Baker_..............| Greenhorn__-..-.._- 1 1 . in 
Be Timms Gold Dredging Co-...........-..-.-...| Bates_.....-.....-.-|-..--d0_.-.-.----- 8. 1 1 OM 
eo Sumpter Valley Dredging Co.-......-.----.---| Sumpter. _......-...| Sumpter_...-......- 1 1 oo 
we -.. Murphy-Murray Dredging Co_-----------...-- Rouge River..--....| Gold Hill.....-...--) 1 |----.- . k 
fat . ee | ne | | | . 7 6 . S 

ie | , _ tt | | | cM Lore Ce es 

fos .- Gold produced in the United States by connected-bucket floating dredges, 1938-42, in A 
we | | ; jine ounces a SO 8 

a | Year Dredges | California | Alaska | Other States! Total | 

ggg 115 375, 296 278, 442 82, 686 736,424 : 
) 7 1939.22... 114 370,264 |. 304, 995 112, 472 787, 731 - 

1940_......----.------ 192 414, 966 354, 806 | - 134, 377 904, 149 | 
nn 1941.2 123 418, 282 307, 087 141, 636 - 867, 005 ‘ 

| 7 1949. 102 310, 937 249, 868 128, 264 689, 069 | 
. : : CT 

7 . — 

1 Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, and Oregon. | : 

OTHER PLACER-MINING METHODS | 

an From 1932 through 1942 dragline and power-shovel excavators : 
| operated in connection with dry-land floating amalgamating and | 

sluicing plants have been widely used in placer mining. In 1942 
approximately 28 percent of the total output of placer gold, excluding 
that of Alaska and the Philippine Islands, was recovered at such 

| plants, and 5 percent was produced by old-established mining | 
methods, such as hydraulicking, drift mining, sluicing, and rocking. 

.
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_ Additional information. on placer-mining methods may be found IG 
In. the State reviews in the Minerals Yearbook and Mineral Resources 
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ss Statistics on employment and production in the gold and silver a.-3% 
industry are presented for the first time in Minerals Yearbook. Data _ ae 

| are given for 1941 only; figures for 1942 are incomplete. Mine and oe 
, mill employees are classified according to the methods described in -. * jj 

_ this volume in the chapter on Employment and Accidents in the es 
' Mineral Industries. Gold, gold-silver, and silver ores are classified & ess 

on the basis of the methods described in the earlier pages of the chapter _ Oe 
-  onGold and Silver. © | - | | Bo wg 
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Employment and production in gold and silver lode mines in the United States in 1941.0 5 2 = oes 

| . GOLD: ORE Oo ae noe oe Bo ~ ee 

| | | Average numberofmen =f Ss Mathura oe Sees 
State or region Number a = rane ae To Oak. US of mines | Mine . 7 a Mine — a a a 

= a TO ~| Mill | Total {~—eM |Totah 

| Fground | Surface} Total} =| | round | Surfacot | Total | | 3 AES 

Arizona... .2---2eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeceeceeeceeneeeee-| ATL | 1,004] 285 | 1,260] 174] 1,443 | 1,563,070] 443,504.) 2,006,604) 481,173 | 2,487,837 
GAllfornla....----------n0-e0n---0ee nena ennnce nee nee cena 764 | 4,558) 1,389 | 5,947] 929] 6,876 | 9,071,197 | 2,690,599 | 11,761, 796 -| 2,140,381 | 13,902,177 BR < e 
Colorado... 2022-2 - 22 een eee 381 | 1,658 568 | 2,220] -535| 2,761 | 3,470,782 | 1,267,834 | 4,738,616 | 1,191,904 | 5,930,520 Feo tS 

att SoG] Sie A ono See 172 821 232 | 1,053 207 | 1,260} 1,544,103. 450,320 | 1,994,423 | -.334,464 | 2,328,887 8 

| Montana (incl. Wyoming)-........-----.------------------| 849. |: 1,009 |, 280 | 1,289} 206] 1,445} 1,797,535 | 490,681 | 2,288,216 | 479,456} 2,767,672 go 

NOV AG a onnnnnrnenensennecanecanaconesnsnccccn enacts: 442 | 1,176 693 | 1,869} 830] 2,199] 1,835,593} 965,266} 2,800,859 | -828,307 3,629,166 | = ene 

Few MeKl00.-..------2--0-receesesntncccetre 48 72 ee 6] 90]. 65,541 | 17,280}. 82, 821 12,500} 95,821 

A 82) _ 393 58 451 | 42} 4931 669,668 108,993 | 778,661 68,340| 847,001 yo 

South Dakota...-.....----------2-2----+2ee-e2enens eee 10) 1,869) = 984 |. 2,853 270 | 2,623 | 38,001,984 | 2,125,996.) 5,127,980 | -601,443 | 8,720,423. feo ts 

Wied a wcgocentrecocccatenstatecccccacerernrecececoresenness a4 41] — 65]. 476) 85) = BIL | 780, 472 166, 339 946, 811 81,216 | 1,028,027 G oo 4 92 

WADI RBYOM oon anno naan anne nnn nn en cn cnencne connec 32} 143] 52] 195 | 40. |. 285 | 245,597 | 74,544 | 820,141 | 99,108 | “419,29 SG 

Total ......----------eceneceeeeeneee eee ecennceeececeeeene| 2770 | 12,614] 4, 549° | 17, 163 | 2,773 | 19,936 | 24,045, 542 |. 8, 801,446 | 32, 846, 988 | 6,318, 202 | 39, 165, 280 OA ed 
Alaska........--.--------nneee enn n eee e eee eee e eee eee ee eee eeeee  B4] 832} ~—s 860 | «1,192 | 336 | 1,528 | 2,083,040 | 975,840 | 3,058,880 | 754,768 | 3,813,648 ©. © 4 

Eastern States. ..---—-------------e--eeeewesceeeeeeeeecsesteee| BL 82 Tb} | 167 87; 204 54,380 | . 366,838 | 421,218 | 105,434] 526,652 - ee ee 

| 2,845 | 13,498] 5, 024 | 18, 522 | 3, 146 | 21, 668 | 26, 182,962 | 10, 144, 124 86, 327, 086 | 7,178, 404 | 43,505,580 Me



| : | | Se | Production. a Os 

7 . | fo ae , - a | | Percent of total value | Man-hours 7 ee 2 
| | _ Ore (short tons) Oo a - from— 1 | a Tae 

ae State or region oo ot a i a ern mr rt, 
| | _ | Gold (fine | Silver (fine |p, oe fe - 7 ees 

| : ounces) | ounces) |2tal value ®) — | page | Fer ton of ore P or ounce of gold Be SB 
: | : ee ase | , ® ee ke 

. oe | Produced Milled a os — Gold Silver metals — | es 

; | | | a ; BS a | Mined | Milled |Mined| Milled = 

| Western States: - : | | ee eee 0 Pe to , a PE 
. ATIZODB....---------eeecececeecececceccec-e-e-------| 800,804 | — 774,538 | 180,298] 213,360 | $5,005,719} 911] 3.0] 69| 261] 0.62] 584] 188. Poss 

. California.._.....-.-.-.-.---------+-----------------| 3,848, 088.| 3, 828, 911 646, 386 985,692 | 23,376, 410 96.8} . 3.04. «2 3.06, . .56 7. 21 1,84. | Seg 

Colorado... 1/034/-025 | 1;225,243 | 277/160 | 401,609. | 10,218,342] 949] 28] 23] 384] .97| 698] 184 . 0 703 
Idaho-..00 TTI 7 830, 364 |” 825,343 | “62,657 | 245,418 | 2,385,221 | 919) 73] 8] 6.04] LO] 647] -L1B Boo 
Montana (incl. Wyoming) -....-..---.-----..-------- 695, 598 642, 238 140, 167 |.. 3890, 653 5, 225, 582 93.9}: . 53 .8| 3.29 075 4,31 1. 68 Se os 

Nevada. ....---..-.---------------------------------| 1, 250, 607 |. 1,215,961: | 205, 453 518,177 | 7,575,142} 949) 49] .2 2, 24 68 | 3.87) 138] & | S2uR 

New Mexico. -...-.---------------------------------- 18, 305 13,923 | - 4,360 18,036 | . 186,119 82. 0 ' 6.9. 11.1 4, 52 ’,90 3.70 | ~ 1.06 BE 

Oregon... ITE] 873748 | 80,216 | 33,542} 96,607 | 1,250,716 | 93.2) 65] 13] 887) .85] 5.98 10 mee 
South Dakota..._....-.-.-.-.-----------------------|. 1,711, 744 | 1,711,739 | 600, 544 . 170, 764 | 21, 140, 472 99.4 .6 |o2..-..] 3.00 35 6.65 (a 

. Utah....-.--.----------- o-oo eee eee ee 828, 576 252,595 | 42,171 |. 180,260} 1,635,388 | 90.3) 5.7 4.0:} 2.88 382 5.49; 451 og cr 

| ‘Washington.----.....-------.s2-20-scssssecease----| - 178,121] 130,731] 87,608 | 175,011 | 1,444,066] 90.9] 86] .5] 180| 71] Lol] 66 

se | Motel conc cecnncecceeccceccceuceeecucceceece-e--.-| 10, 483, 920-| 10, 210, 438.| 2,180,246 | 3,345,587'| 79,452,178} 96.0] 3.0] ° LO] 313] .62] 5.94] . 1.34 _ Bos 
. Alaska... ee TTI 4} 480, 364 | 4, 480,332 | 203,855 | 193,850}. 7,312,993, 97.6] 12] 212] .68} .17]- 933) 231 Eo. os 

Hastern States----.--.-----------------e ene n ee ween en eee 152,883 | . 152,833 19, 033 9,081 | 672; 762 99. 0 1,0 |....-.--| 276] .69]°14.98) 3.76 ig ok Ses 

a | | | 15,117, 117 | 14,843, 603 | 2,403,134 | 3,478,618| 87,437,938 | 96.2) 28] Lo; 240/ .48|. 618] 1.41 Hoo 

See footnotes at end of table. a oo ee ee : ee ie 
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Employment and production in gold and silver lode mines in the United States in 1941—Continued - ee ee Se 
Oo _GOLD-SILVER ORE 

| | | i Employment oo Ce - hae 

| | | Averagenumberofmen  —S_ | * -..Man-hours Oo BY 
State or region Number |—- | a aT : ea. 

| 
| of mines | Mine | > Mine | fo er 

| lunar! |! Mill | Total “Uae |.) Mill |. Total Css : | nder- | . nder- | | , | : os ere | | ground | Surface +| Total | | grouna | Surface! Total rn 

Arizona........----.-----e-e-eeeeee enon ennenceneeecnensenee $8) 250) 70) 820 | ST | 850 | = 820,806 | == 59,060 | 379,866 | 55,168 | 485,082 my California... 2.22 tet e ewan nen oenoenoneeeeeeneee et 21| 205 68}. 263) 50} - 313) 339,322) 78,952) 418,274 | 100,000| 518974 f = * | Colorado........--.-222----2-ne-n-a-necctesenoeececeeeeee| 48 282 | 91) 373) 123] 496] 569,537 | 230,646 | 800,183 | 272'440 | 1,072, 623 E ae Idaho... 22.2222 eee ne nenn ese eneeneneneeeeeeeeeeee 16]/ 23 44 67) 627 | 94) = 28,222 | = 86,116 | 114,388 | = 69,708 | 184046 Montana......-.. 22222-2222 ---nn-nenn ne enenereneeceeeee 76 208; 48 | 256) 4 | 260} 817,082] 91,882]. 408,914] 8000) 41691 © 9 Nevada.._..._.----------------2---oeeoenoe nee nenneee eee ‘141 778 169) 947 | 128} 1,075 | 1,369,123 | 205,479 | 1,664,602 | . 355,846 | 2 020, 448 t ag New Mexico... 2.22.22 2-2222-220---n-n-nonseeeeeeeeeeeeee] 88 180 (82) 212] 28.) 240 | 417,056 | = 74,384 | = 491,440] = 78,070 | 569,510 oS 50) <> 5|-  . 23 9] 82) 7]. 89] 51, 835 18,625 | 70,160] 13,000 83, 160 B ON Utah... eee ne nnn oe ene oe ene eeeeee eee 33 262 69 | 831 |...--.-}, 331 | 421,084 | 118,816 | 536, 900 |___.......-] 536, 900 peg Washington... 2222-2 22-----nne ne -noeneenoeeee eens 5 | § |_-------.- Bj f Bf 470 [le 470 |-----------| 470 Bs 
TOtal...----------nnnneeneenneeeneeeceeenccceeeenennneee] 485 | 2,225 / = 590 | 2,815 | 388 | 3,203 | 3, 834, 237 1,050,910 | 4,885,147 | 952, 230 | 5, 887, 377 § Oy 

| | 488 | 2,225] = 500 | 2,815 | 388 | 3,202 | 3,834,237 | “1,050,910 | 4,885,147 | 952,230 | 6,837,377. ~ ee 

7 a oe rn



a Production’ ~ — | . | Ce | at oS 

Ore (short tons) — a a to Percent of total value _ Man-hours : ea: 

| State or region OO G aa sttver (fine | —_—_— | rer 
: . : old (fine | Silver (fine . | He nS 

| | . ounces) | ounces) |Total value?) | | Per ton of ore Per ounce of gold ER 
. Produced | Milled ee . - Gold | Silver pase. | _. oe PRES 

| - | | - ee on pf Mined | Milled|Mined| Milled = 

Arizona.........-.------------- eee e eee e ce eeeee---| 188, 611 100,860 | 18,187 |. © 526,518 $926,065 | 49.8| 40.4 98] 2.74] 0.551] 0.70] 0.30. eit ys 
California.....--.---.------eeneeneeeecnnneneneeneee-| 117,983 | 112,107 | 28,716 | 736,469 | 1,530,966] 65.6) 342] .2| 355] 80] 185] 115) 
‘Colorado..........2---2-2-2e eee eeceeeececeeeeee-e+| 270,267 | 264,043 | 27,067 | 622,763 | 1,611,005 | 588] 27.5| 13:7] 296] 1.03) 1.23 43 OS 

o Tdaho. ooo. ono eeeeee cece cence ne nenene-| 82,465 | 81, 202 6,566 | 206,475)  409,383| 476) 51.5| .9]| 130| .86| c38} ‘a7. @ © & 
Montana..........------------------n-nnenennneene=-| 121,902 | 7, 859 11,277} 700,663 | 1,118,685 | 35.4) 44.7) 199] 38.35] 102 . 87. 460° BD 

| Nevads.......--.------2--20n-eneeeeene econ neeeee-e-| 416,981 | 382,993 |. 50,693 | 2,424,067 | 3,576,384} 496] 482] 2.2] 3.99] 1.07|  <67 20 OO 
7 New Mexico. -_-.........-.---------+--------------- 89, 430 84,711 | — 11, 598 728, 462 924,930 | 43.9] 56.0] .1] 5.50 . 92 66} 11 SF 

OreGON....-------------n--oneeonneceeceeecneecneees 9, 783 7, 363 2,583 | 166, 126 212,141| 426] 65.7]. 17] 717] 77] fae]. faz so aR 
| Utah... .-------------enneneenenennennneneenetnnees-| 109,866 |...----2--.] 12,001 | 946,277] 1,543,265 | 27.4] 436) 290] 269].-.) fbb] 

Washington_...-.---2.2-2 22222. 2o en enene nen ne anne ee 87 [oon 32} 1, 216 2,130} 524] 404] 7.2] 5.40 |....--..| ..38}-....-. OS 

TOtAl---acecnnnnnnnenneccencnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn----| 1,447,375 | 992,038 | 162,810 | 7, 149,036 | 11,849,973 | 481] 429/ 90] 338) .96/ .67) 128 me 
| : | oe ° ‘1,447,375 | 992,038 | 162,810 | 7, 149,036 | 11,849,073 | 48.1] 429/° 90] 3.98| .96/ .67]|  .23— E os 

a See footnotes at end of table. - . _ . _ a Om a



| Employment and production in gold and silver lode mines im the United States in 1941—Continued 6 
ee | SILVER ORB 

a Average number of men ne — | . SO Man-hours- oe ER - one 

State or region : . of. 7 SO Pa Psa 85 
of mines Mine es ee pS 

Ty ME | otal [tf tote 
| | woaed Surface ! Total mo ee oes fe Surface! Total fp oe = ie ee 

1 gnmmemntien seen ne moe nn ee a ree | a re er | eet | | | |] — a | —— sen seree . ee : . oe mae 

Western States: | of | = - an ae os ep 
ArizOna......--2-------2- eee eee ween eee eee e eee e reece eens 72 147/ - 39| 186] . 1] . 187] 112,596] 32,688 | 145, 284 2,000} 147,284 BF 
California........-__ 2-00 0-o- 0-2 e eee eee eee ee 19 | 9 25| 34 2| 36 ‘10, 206 14, 679 24,885 | 2,000 |-. 26,885, = ee Aa ae 
Colorad0.......-.-------------- 2-22 --eneeee nee 46| 95 22) 17 | 27 144 | _ 163,702} 37,030 | — 200,732} 62,800} 263,532 FR ek 
Idaho..... 22.2222 -- none nnn eee eee eee ee 81]. 853 125} 978] 75) 1,053 | 41,811,858}. 257,506} 2,069,364 | 157,043 | 2,226,407 
Montana... -....------------- n-ne ene enn 69} = -218. 51} 269] 31) 300] 391,809 | 116,260] 508,159 | 72,712 | 680,871 
Nevada...-----------nnnnn nen nn eee e eee n ee ee eee eee eee] «120 | BBB] 76] 481 |. D1] 452 | 468,864] 67, 560 | 831,424] 40,686] 872080 MM °. os 

, New Mexico........---.-..2-22--2eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeneeeeel 3}. W]e} BT 4] 2,880 Jel} - 2, 350 6} 2405 Se 
regon °......---.------------------- + -- o-oo nnn | ne ee | oe ee oe een fe ee fee] ee | ole eee ween nn tence ee] ooo ene fee eee wae? co8 

TCXAS . -.. 2-2 anna nnn] AY O42] 20 | 262 | BH] B17 | 801, 440 | 80,664 | 642, 104 | 136,000 | 798108 
Utah... eee eee 34] 277 37] 814 |---| 814]. 486,492 | 183,309 | 69, 801. |---| 869, 801 w meer 
Washington......__...0.0------------nee eee eee een eee oe ee ee ne 1,920] . 7,485 2,000} 9485 SB 

Total .......----------eeeeeeeeeeeceneeeeecececceeeeeeeee| 425 | 218 |. 807 | 2,615 | 214 | 2,820] 3,989,972] 711,616 | 4,701,588 | 498,266 | 8,106,864 JY. 
425 | 2,218] 397} 2,615 | 214] 2,829 | 3,980,972] 711,616 | 4,701,588 | 498,266 | 5,196,854 me



— : | | Ss oo -.. Production - ee ee ES Ta eee 

oe . Ore (sho rt tons) a of : on | of. Percent of total value: - Man-hours ~ | WS ae 

- a State or region . rr q ta (fh Silize | (a a os 
ee poo, | Go ne | Silver (fin€ |mipoy etn at ae af only PAR OS gs 

7 oO ounces) | ounces) Total value 21 . B Per ton of ore . Per ounce of gold ee Lae hy 
; on ‘ oo . . ; ‘lap | Base |. |: co Ea Ag . . Produced | Milled . - fe | Gold Silver metals |— ef} 

- ee a PP Mined | Milled | Mined} Milled 

- Western States: en re fe ee es ees pO | , eG | / Arizona.....-----------------2--eeneneeeceeeenezeeee| 86,375 |. 8,092. 713 | 455,936} $874,732) 6.7] 865] 68] 3.99] 0.50] 0.32] 0.06 Ns 
| —— California..--.-- 222222228262 | 2 182 27] 19,225 | = 17,814] 5.8 |) 76.7] - 180] 11.00) .93| 1.29 MW 

Colorado...---- 2-22-22 eee eee eneene een nenee-------| 68,471 | 45, 720 967 | 1,200,260 | 1,025,659] 3.3] 83.2] 135] 2093} 137) .17] 08 
. Idaho.__........--.---------------------------------| 490,691 | 480,902 | =_- 488: | 9,860,309] 7,672,108] .2| 915] 83)|- 422} (33) lar}. foe @ 27) 

: Montana.......--------------2---cnereeneeeeenee-| 122,684) 47,882 | 5,170 | 1,823, 971 | 1,644,374) 110] 789] 101) 414] 152) 2) og GQ 
Nevada........-------------------------------------| 116, 885 86,326 | 5,002 | 1, 242,526 | 1,074,020) 16.3] 823) 14] 467] 47] 14a] 0B) ER 
New Mexico.---.----------2--------n---------------| 82 50 |. 8 7, 732 6,255| 45] 879! 76] 833] 1.10] :30| -09 ys 
Oregon....-------------------------- ee ee nee nnn |e eee nen |---| ee | |e | eee] -e ee |ee ee |e |---|] ee Se 

: Texas *__._..------------ennnne nee nnn nenee---------| 140,739 | 140, 503 304 | 1,095,750} 811,917 13] 96.0| 271° 486; Lil) .69|  .14 Hoo. 
a Utah......------ 2-2-2222 eee eee eee] 94, 208 Jic2e ee] 8,895 | 1,256,541 | 1,327,120] 10.8] 67.3| 21.9] 6.05 |---| 145 |. g ones 

Washington..........----------=--2----------- eee ee 2,492; 2,800; 88 10,723 | 9, 704 19.1) 78.6 2.3} 3.00 . 87 OOP 22s 

| . Total... .---.-.-----22----eeeenceeneneoeneao--e---| 1,074, 689 | 800,836] 16, 872 | 16, 981,973 | 13,963,605| 42| 986.5] 931 438; .61| .28|  .04 a CUE 
| | | | 1,074,530 | 809,836 | 16, 572 | 16, 981, 973 | 13,963,695 |. 42] 865] 93] 438) 61] .2] 4 

| See footnotes at end of table. | . Oo | - | | Cs 0 Soe 
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| Employment and production in gold and silver lode mines in the United States in 1941—Continued a ha CASE 

| SUMMARY eS rr ee 

: . _ Employment _ eee, 
| | | _ Averagenumberofmen = ee Man-hours : _ ES 

Nunber |---| a e State or region a - Ss 
of mines Mine - Loe, - _ Mine | - | ee e 

| | SY Min | Dota [Mi] Total aS 
| | , ae Surface 1] Total | | . anders Surface) Total _ : gee : oes 

Western States: - fo |. ef en : Oo 3 ee 
: ATIZONG. .....-.--- 2 na n= -na2- onsen ne ene e nn nen enn eee nee 4594) = 1,410 374; 1,784} 196} 1,980] 1,996,472) 535,342 | 2,531,814 | 538,339 | 3,070,188 ey 

| California... ....--------------e-enenneneeeencenennneeee=-| $803} 4,772 | 1,472 | 6,244 | 981 | 7,225 | 9,420,725 | 2,784, 230 | 12, 204, 955 | 2,242,381 | 14,447,386 
| Colorado.....----.--------0-----e-eenneneceneeenneneeennee-| 4465 | 2, 035 681 | 2,716] 685} 3,401 | 4,204,021 | 1,535,510 | 5, 739, 531 | 1,527,144 | 7,266,675 E Aye eod 

Idaho... .0---9--ennen en nnn ene eep emcee neeeneeseeeeeee| #217 -1,697| 401. | 2,098 | 309 | 2,407 | 3,384,183 | 793,942 | 4,178,125| "561,215 | 4,730,340 GF. 
Montana (incl. Wyo.).--.------------L--------------------| #490 | 1,435 | = -829-] 1,764 | 241 | 2,005 | 2,506,516 | — 698,773 | 3,205,289 | 560,168 | 3,765,457 © Nevada... .-..------------ eee nee e eee e nee een eee neeeeeee-e-| $698 | 2,309! 938 | 3,247] 479] 3,726 | 3,668,580 | 1,328,305] 4,996,885 | 1,224 809 | 6,221,694 tg ee Ss New Mexico..__.....--.-----------n-ene en nen nen enone eee 173 265 | 45| . 310} 34] 344] 484,947 91,664 |  576,611| 90,625 | 667, 236 Oe Oregon _._...-----.-----.---- nee ne eee een eee eee 87 416; 67| 483] 49} 532} 721,203] 127,618] 848,821] 81,340] 930, 16% e ge - South Dakota__.....111.11..---------.--------2---------| -:10 | ~—:1, 369 984} 2,353 | 270] 2,623 | 3,001,984 | (2,125,996 | 5,127,980 | 601,443 | 5,729,423 SM | TCXAS.-..- 2.202 -- nee nn nnn eneeneeeeeeeeneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeel 4 242; 20} 262] 55| 317] 591,440 50,664.| - 642,104 | 156,000] 798,104 We 
Utah... _..-- 22-22-22 2-22-22 enone nee eee 91 950 Wi} 1,121) 85 | 1,156 | 1,638,048 | 415, 464 | 2,053,512) 81,216 | 2,134,728 OS Washington__._-__--_.------ ee neeee enone eneeeee nee eee| | 45| — 187 54] 211} 41) 252] 251,632] - 76,464} 328,096 | 101,108 | 429, 204 Re 

| Total... 2. -eene eee ee eeeeeceeneeceeeeeceeeeesee-| £8,577] 17,057] 5,536 | 22,593 | 3,375 | 25,968 | 31, 869, 751 | 10, 563,972 | 42, 433, 723 | 7,765,788 | 60,199,511 ~ = . 7 Alaska......-..------------- eee eee 54 832 360 | 1,192] 336] 1,528 | 2,083,040 | 975,840 | 3,058,880 | 754,768 | 3,813,648 mo Eastern States_._........22 | 21 62] 115 |" 167| 37 | 204 64, 380 | 306,838 | 421,218 | 105,434 | 626,652 
| | £8,652] 17,941 | 6,011 | 23, 962 | 3, 748 | 27,700 | 34, 007, 171 | 11, 906, 650 | 45,913,821 | 8,625,990 | 54,190,811 

en (ia ih ec ack To athe ce Aa ie ale Se ga Eb eee ee



| a 

a : a | | ' -- Production | ; : oe | - ee 

. : Ore (short tons) | . Per cent of total value - - Man-hours — | a * * » : 

. . State or region —_———_——_—____—— Gola (at silver (8 i 2 Coyotes , Go ne | Silver (fine 1. Soe ALES mo : ounces) | ounces) |! otal value ? 2 Per ton of ore Per ounce of gold pes - . Produced |. Milled | | Gold | Silver | wotals |— CN eg 
| | . Doe | __ | Mined | Milled | Mined | Milled een 

Western States: OS oe | oo } _ | | | ff . | tla Arizona._..........-..----2---- 2-2 eee eee 975, 790-| . 879, 390 144,198 | 1,195,814 | $6,306,516} 80.0 13.5 6..5 2. 59 0.61 | 1.89. 1.14 — Si se oe California....---. 22-2222. eee eae e--e-------| 8, 968, 283 | 8, 948, 170 675,129 | 1,741,386 | 24,925, 190 94.8 5.0 2 3. 08 57 5. 05 98 ge Colorado......--.--.-..----------.------------------| 1, 872, 763 1, 535, 915 305,194 | 2,224,632 | 12,855,066 | 83.1 12.3 4.6 3. 65 .99 | . 2.27 644 od 7 Adaho...---..------------eenneeeenee anne e--en---| 908,510 | 887,447 | 68, 656 | 10,411,202 | 10,466,707 | 23.0| 70.7] 6.3] 4.62| :63-|. .40 .05 @ 0 aes Montana (incl. Wyo.)............-.-.----.------ eee 940, 184 697, 979 156, 614 | 2,915,287 | 7,983, 591 68.7 | 26.0 5.3 3. 41 -80 1.04/ .47 e aes Nevada. -.....-.-------------------------------------| 1, 783, 923 | 1, 635,280 | | 261, 148 4,184,770 | | 12, 225, 647 74.8 24.3 9 2. 80 ~75 | - 1.12 40 -&. oS New Mexico..........-------- nee e eee eee 108, 017 . 98, 684 16,966 | 754,230 1,117,304} 60.0] 48.0] 2.0 5. 34 - 92 5 13 SES Oregon...-..-.....-..---------- nee ee ee neeee-e----| «97, 881 87,579 | 36,125 262, 733 1, 471,857 | 85.91 12.7 1.4 8.70 | -.93 2. 84 . «42 > eepesee South Dakota...........-.-------.----..--.---------| 1, 711, 744 | 1,711,739 |. 600, 544 176, 764 | 21,140,472 |. 99.4 -6 |.--.--..| 3.00 85 665) 678 Re SS TexAS. 2-2. nee eee eee eee eee nee 140, 739 140, 508 | 304 | 1,095,750 | . 811,917| 1.3 96.0 2.7 4: 56 Lil]. . 1.83 14 wee ae Utah.._-...20. eee -------| 622, 650 252, 595 58,157 | 2,333,078 | 4, 505, 773 45.2; 36.8 18.0 3.30.].. .32 . 86 4.51 SAAS Washington._.........-.-.--.---22.-2-.----- 8 180, 700 142,031 | 37, 593") — 186, 950 1,455,906} 90.4 9.1) 6 1.82 71 1. 46 09 ML 

| | Total.....-.--------------ee-neeeneeee-eu--------e-| 13, 008, 834 | 12, 012, 312 | 2, 350, 628 | 27, 476, 506 | 105, 265, 846 | 73.5.) 186] 2.9! 3.261 .65| 1.42| . 38 BD ay Alaska... 2.222.220 eee nee eeeeee--e----| 4, 480, 364 | -4, 480, 332 203, 855 123, 850 7,312,993 | 97.6 1.2 1.2 . 68 17}. 9.33 2.31 sj oe oe Eastern States. ...-.......----..---0--- eee eee 152, 833 “152, 833 19,033 | 9,081 | ~—- 672, 762, (99.0) 1.0}. 2.76 -69 |. 14.98] - 3.75 bg eS 

| | ___| 1% 68, 081 | 16, 645, 477 | 2, 582, 516 | 27, 609, 627 | 118,251,601| 70.8| 17.3] 29] 260; 52] 162/188 °° st 
1 Ineludes open-cut workers. oe , a, ee . RR 3 Includes value of base metals recovered. - 7 a, oO . er. ~ *Included with gold-silver ore from Oregon. | | . Es ‘ A mine producing more than 1 class of ore fs counted but once in arriving at total for all classes, : os | Te des



Employment and production in gold placer mines in the United States in 194100 S ee 

. -  Bmployment . —_ : . | -- Production st an 

State of region “Number Average number of men oe Man-hours ~ | . | . Man-hours . 5 e 2 
re ( oes) are) Total per gunes oe 

: . . . a1. . __'. _: | (ounces) | (ounces) value gold and. Bo 8 
| Drece Hyaren Other!) Total | Dredging eee - Other | = Total : i en: - Silver 

Western States: , ae | - — | a ae — . mo NE 
Arizona....-....-----.--------- 184 70 1 194 265 142,240 |, 860] ~=-:116,880 | —- 259,480 | =: 11, 931 2, 205 $419, 153 » 18.385 2 oan 
California. .._..-.--.-----------| 724 8,817 458 852 | 5,122] 7,187,253 | 576,694] - 981,123 | 8,695,070 | 718,013 | 65,475 | 25, 177,015 W1O 
Colorado......----------------- 324 - 276 131 254 661. | 444,804 | 142,632} 204,784] . 792,220-| | 30,377 5,687 | 1,067,239 1.906 Fo ae 
Idaho. ._....-.----------------- 524 437 245 438 | 1,120] . 740,496.| 193,663.| 270,554 | 1,204,713 | 72,305] 17,408 | 2,546,204). = 13. 41 Za 
Montana_....-.---------------- 825 | 435 86 257 | 728 709,993'|. 31,684 | 239,093 980,770 | 61,611 |. 10,085 | .2, 168, 521 18.69 eS 
Nevada....._..--------.-------e 78 110 3 196 309 |. 250, 483 |. 552 169,852 |. 420,887 | 36,897 |. 14,033 | 1,301, 374 8,26 Poo bee 
New Mexico._........---------- 103 38 |_...---.. 96| . 129 45,740 |.....-.=.-|. . 115, 908 161,648 | 2,488; 284] 87,282] 68.31 . EB EE 
Oregon ._........------.-------- 153 541 179 115 835 | - 1,029,120 | 146,034 |. 89,888°| 1, 265,042 | 60, 430 11, 205 |. 2,123,018.) 17.66 ee ee 
South Dakota............------ 41 |....-..-. 1 48 49 five}. 160 | 21, 560 21,720} . 9381 ~- 7] -. 8,260) >. 217.200 Boe, 

| Utah... eee] 12 14 1 17} 32} 13,280] 128 14,928 |-. 28,336/ 629); 90] ~~ 22,079}. 89.44 02 es 
Washington.......------------- 56 26 |..-------- 621 88 11, 280 |.22---.---| 22,392 | 88,672]. «840 90 18,964 | 53.45 Ss Ue 
Wyoming. ...-..--------------- 2] fee} 1B | 85 19, 200.|-..---.---| 8,208 | -22, 408 447} 80 | 18,681 |. 4509 

— Total.....--------------------| 2,636} 6,779] 1,050 | 2,544 | 9,373 | 10, 543, 989 |1,091, 907 | 2,250,170 | 13,885,966 | -995,851°| 126, 660 | 34,944,700} 9 aa7. BE 
Alaska. __.....-...----.----------- 799 2, 424 971 |. 570} 3,965 | 3,796,336 | 776,800 | .. 684,000.| 5,257, 136.| 491,581 | 67,544 | 17,253,366 | =: 9.40 . w Oa oe ae 
Eastern States...........----------- 14 13 |.--.------| 17 | 80 | 25,878 |-.--------| 6,960 | 82, 888 | 208; . 16 7,116 — 180.68 Bs 

3, 349 8, 216. 2,021 | 3,131 | 13,368 | 14, 366, 103 [1,868,707 | 2, 941, 130 19, 175,940 |1, 487,635 | 194,128 | 52,205,272] = 11.40 A a : 8 

| oe . | I oe a Re



: 7 Summary—Employment and production in all gold and silver mines in the United Statesin 1941.0) 4 

: | a | Employment Oo - '. Production | : errs : te 

. Number a Le. | Of _. | Percent of total value from— | Man-hours — eee a State or region of mines | LE goa silver -.-| <<. o_o ne perounce, = 

Men | Man-hours : fo | Total value?| 9° gold and OE 
, (ounces) (ounces) . cE, . i - Base | silver oe | , . | . _ ce a ; . Gold Silver | metals | mined a Yea e 

Western States: 7 . a of oo - 7 . 7 ; | Bs 
Arizona... ..---.----- 2 - nn ee eee 8778 | 2,049 | -2, 791, 294 |. 156, 129° 1,198,019 | $6, 725, 669 81.2 . 12.7 61); 2.06 a be 

| California..--..--------------.----.----2-----------| 81,527} 11,366 | 20,900,025 | 1,393,142 | 1,806,861 | 50, 102, 205 97.3 26) 1] 0 668 toe 
. Colorado....-.---.-.-------------------------------| 8789 |. 3, 877 6, 531, 751 835, 671 2, 230,319}. 18,922, 305 |. 84.4). 114} Ay 264 0 °° hag 

Idaho.........--.----------------------------------- 3741 8, 218 5, 382,888 | ° 141,051 |. 10, 428, 610 18,012,911 | 37.9. 57.0 5.1 0 
| Montana.....--.-------------e eon nee eee eee en ene 8815 |. 2492] 4,186,059 | . 218,226 | 2,925,322] 10,147,112) 753| 205] . 42 1, 33. Ee 

Nevada...------- nee ee nnn e ene n enn ennn-e 8776 | 3,556]  5,417,772| «298,045 |. 4,198,803 | 13, 526, 921 77.1) ° 221 Bho 622 GM ee 
New Mexico....-..--.----.------------------------- 3176. . +439 738, 259 - 18,454] - 754, 614 1, 204, 586 53.6) 445. 197 95 6 tbe ER 
Oregon ._...-..--------------- eee nnn ene eee eee 240 1, 318 2, 1138, 863 - 96,555]. . 273,988 | 3, 594, 875 94.0 5.4 - 6. 670 A at 

St South Dakota........--.---------1----------------- 51 2,402 | 65,149,700 600,637 | 170,771 | - 21,148, 732 . 99.4 6 [---22.--8e 6. 67 oO Be 
TCXAS..... on nee 4 262 642, 104. 304} 1, 098, 750 811, 917 1.3| 96.0 27 BB 
Utah... oo eee ene ee ee eeeeee-| 108 1,153 2,081,848 | . 58, 786 9,333,168} 4, 627, 852 45.4| 36.6 |. 80) 9 87 Bee 

— Washington........-.-.------2-----eae pene eee 101 299 "361,768 | 38,183 | ~~ +—«:187,040 | —‘1, 474, 870 90.5 9.0 8] 1.60 ° g eS 
Wyoming !._... 0220-22 12|  35{ — 22,408 | 447 "50 15,681 | © 99.8] 12 |------- 2 4.09 Oo. 

Motel eee ee eeeeeeeeeeeeecee-eeeeeee--u---| 6,113 | 31, 966 | 56,319,689 | 3,355,479 | 27,603,165 | 140,210,636 | 838] 140 22; Lk MW oe 
oo Alaska.....---.-------------- eee eee eee eee] 858 5,157 | = 8, 316, 016 — 695, 486 | 191, 394 24, 566, 359 |. 99. 1 - 6 3 9. 37 Ey Di SE 

| | Eastern States...........-------------------e-2e ene 35 197 | . | 454,056 "19, 236 _ 9,096 | > 679,878) 99.0) Lote |) 1608 

| : . , | | 7,001 | 37,820 | 65,089,761 | 4,070,151 | 27,803,655 | 165, 456, 873 86.1) 19] ~§ 20] 204 moe 

1 Includes employees in underground placers, small-scale hand operations, and surface shops and yards, - a SO ee wes 
2 Includes value of base metals recovered. a . . ce . Se —_ oo bye 8 
8 A mine producing more than 1 class of ore is counted but once in arriving at total for all classes, / -. a 7 woe PE 

_ Placer mines only; data on lode mines included with Montana. Co . a 
. a a a a a - a a rn
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OO > GOLD AND SILVER. 119 

oe World production of gold, 1988-42, by countries, in fine ounces eh 

oo Country — 1 1988. 1939 1940 1941 yg a 

North America: me oo |. rar 
oe .. United States: (ne —— oO co ag 

CS Continental 3___....-../...........] 4,245,368 | 4,620, 567 | 4,862,979 | 4.832,067 | — 3,583,080 ney 5 
OS Puerto Rico-_.-.----- eee] 9 35]... 29 |. oe 

oo -Canada__..._.......-...-.--.-..-----.-| 4,725,117 | 5,094,379 | 5,311,145 | 5,348,179 | 4,820,815 7 
So Central America and West Indies: : | Fe So Ens 

~ Cost& Riea_._-.-..---------------] 17, 994 18, 261 13,538 | 212, 760 MB 
ro Cuba.._.-.:...--.--------/.------- 53,889 | 43,851 § 1,251 5607 | | S196 gy 

Dominican Republie (exports) _---- 5, 275 6, 304 6,914 15, 614. Qe 
: . Guatemala___....222-.--.22-2-2L.- 5,466 | 5,058 4,447 | | 2, 560 |e OR, 

’ Hondutas......-.2.---.----.-.----| 21, 879 22, 216 23, 173 22, 822 22, 089 rea: 
. Nicaragua__.....-....--...---..----| | 44,301 100, 182 164,355 | . 209, 430 (4) | | Real 

a -  Panama.-.-._..-----------..------|. __ 6, 879 3, 774 | 2, 634 2115, = (4). - Can a 
Be Salvador. .....--...-----.-----+--- 612,065 | 616,424 6 51, 195 $32,598 | 630,197 — 2 0 0 7 ty 
an Other countries 3_........-.---.---| 48,300 - (4) - 4% 4)» (4) ad 
oo Mexico 2.22222. e-------2] 923,819 | 841,642 | 883,117 | 799, 975. 80,325 

oo : Newfoundland.......-.-.......-.-----| _ 24, 246 20, 316 21, 786 21,194} 15,780 

. oo oo 10, 085, 000 | 10, 798, 000 |. 11,397,000 | 11,347, 000 9,557; 000 Ls ae 

oo South America: poe | a oo , oe a 
So Argentina... .....2--.--------------+-- 8, 423 12,249; 42,860] 17,136 4 . 0 OE ran 

Ta ‘Bolivia_.__..--------L-----------------] 79,255 77,884 | 811,749 58,158 | .. § 5,905 A 
Brazil____.---..-----------------------] 216,600 |. 290, 096 318,985 | 2260,000} .@ | es 

— .Chile_.....2-2-222---2----------=-----| 294,083 | . 329, 453 342,830 |. 268,838 - 187, 336 jo EE 
 Colombia____-------ee--------------| 620,717 | ———-570, 017 631, 927 656,019 4 9 ee 

| ‘Eouador..2---.-.----------------------| 74,042 | 85,852]. 52,042} = 70,264) (4) 
Se ’.. Guiana: ss . os cf EE 
i -. . British....2.-22---2-------- 2+ -- | 38, 482 - 38, 473 35, 745 29,138 4... 18, 572 | 7 on 

— .., French. .._-..--------------------- 40,638 - 87, 606 32, 561 § 34,281 [° 5 25, 607. oe 
: Netherlands (Surinam)-....-.----- 14, 154. 14,812 |. 5, 921 812,000 | #4). oN 
a Peru. _.2----------- nen neon ne-------| 260, 326 269, 355 281,529 |  285,189-}. (4) ae 

: Uruguay.....-----------.-------------| 687 |.. 1,608 | ——_—-1, 762 1, 364 Q | oe 
| Venezuela...-.-.-------.--2-----------|) 114, 985 146, 608 146, 792 130,382}  (@ 

De ‘ $$ | $$ | | | ee oo oe Vy 

Co . | a | 1,592,000 | 1,802,000 | 1,886,000 | 1,773,000 1, 593, 000° a 

a Europe: a | | a aa . : sO ee 
Bulgaria__...........------------------ 200 | . 6, 690 7,330}. (4). Og 

DO _ Czechoslovakia... .....-.---------------| 10, 000 ' 10,000; 210,000; ° &# (4) (4) . on 

Foe, Finland 2. 2-2 eee 3,858 | . 4,822 |  @) | © @) A). , oe 

oo - France... ..-......-------------------.| 87, 354 885,000} = (4)  e (4) ea, 

(Germany. --n-er-22227rerresre } - 8, 650 (4) a0) (4) Oo ae oe 

OS Hungary... ..--.-.--------------------- 5, 655 5,079 | = (4) (4) . &) a 
Italy.....-.---------------------------], 5, 016 (*) (4) 3 (@) 9 mera 

- Norway....--.------------+----------- 55 (4) yoo 4) » &  -) Oy 
Portugal_.......-..-------------------- 6, 186 | 5, 948 3 10, 000 f weneewcncee-, oy 

"  * Rumania_.--..-.--.-.---..------------|. 157, 924 211,496 | . 130,760 4) wen eewecene nee 
©) Spainii..s2 2-2 e-------------------f 6, 955 $30, 000 3 15, 000 (4) (4) th 

- Sweden__..........-------------------- 234, 122 216,149 | 197,995 (4) _ $270,200 OHA 
| Switzerland.........-...--.----------- 1, 125 1, 447 ma) e 8 an Eg 

U.S. 8. R.8__ eee] 5, 286,000 | = (| «5, 787, 000 | ® | 4 Co a 
United Kingdom. ....-..------------. - 2, 428 (4) (4) wennn seen nnn |-enneeeenene oe 
Yugoslavia........--.------.---------- 78, 318 71, 503 8 75, 000 (4) (4) a a 

. 5, 844,000 | 5,665,000 | 6,310,000 | § 4. 500, 000 (4) Ss ee 

Asia: : | ie 
, Burma. .-...-----.---------------+----- 1, 209 9) (®) . . & : a 

China_-.....------.------------+-------- 4 3 8 377, 000 4 ¢ J Oe 
Manchuria 7_...-.....------------- 4) . e 4 4 fk 

. Chosen............-----------.--------| 948,447 |. 975,000 4 (4 4 wg 
Cyprus......-------------------------- § 29, 245 516, 393. 13, 621 4 4 ee, 

India, British......------------------- 821,138 | 9% 316, 504 9 289,357 | 9285,945 | 9% 257,000 BI 

_ Indochina.-......-.-------------------- 8, 745 8, 070 8, 038 (4) | ei : 
Japan_...-.-...-----------------------} 3. 760,000 | 2 836, 000. (4), (*) ) 2 ee 
Malay States: Od 

Federated_.--.-..--.--------------] 40,209] 40,283 | 35,689) (4) 4 oa 
Straits Settlements......----------| 5 | 8 6 ‘ : 2 

| Unfederated_-.......-------------- 581 880 479 4 4 oor 
Netherlands Indies......-.----.-------|  . 76,443 81, 183 89, 942 4). (4 gle 
Philippine Islands_.......-.----------- 903,265 | 1,040,146) 1,140,126 | 1,144,332 158,726. oS 
Sarawak__....----.-------------------- 18, 520 17, 261 12, 285 ¢ 4 ft 

Taiwan__.......-....-.----------------]| 145, 000 (4) ® . 4 tt a sy 

Thailand (Siam).....----------------- 13, 620 12, 711 12, 717 - 4 a 
| Tuan | aemoant| anannl aauaanal ma cod 

3, 666,000 | 3,889,000 | 4,024,000 | 3,943,000 (4) att 

See footnotes at end of table. | we
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Bas... World production of gold, 1938-42, by countries, in fine-ounces'—Continued = 

ce Country | P1988 1989 1940 | — -194E | 1942 

Sy Africa a fo moral ae ael ot ene! Oe wee... Beehuanaland..-----2---2--------2----| «19,111 | «17, 219 18,015"|. |. 14,509} 15, 441 Ts 
Wen ae Belgian Congo-..__..---.-----------.-.-| 455,264 |. 494, 642 618, 565 | 10561, 030 10499,944 0 ss 
Ce Ruanda and Urundi._._-_....2..-..| 17, 994 29,386} (4). - > (10) i ¢.) or Sere 
ee Bg Camerouns, French___.---------.---.-] _ 15, 542 (4) @ | . &#& 1 -@M 2 eRe 
Be Egypt...-------------1------ 22 --------] 2, 162 | 3, 877 7,344 |. -2, 868 4) | ath 
Bae, .. French Equatorial Africa...-.-........] . 40,028 ~ () | — | fo & . LE week oes French West Africa (exports)..........|. © 127, 220 (4) 133, 394 @ = +f (4) re 
Pe Gold Coast_-..---------2---2------- 2. 674, 927. 782,271 | ~~ 866,326 | - 886,000 4) a og 
poe Kenya Colony_-..-.---------.---------| 70,500 77,000 | 77,243]. (4) Ae es 
ae ..* Liberia (exports) _..---..----------2---} © 1,902]. 6, 536 ~ 9, 661 20, 370 () Oe na 
eee ~Madagascar_..-....2-22222-22-2 el} 18,770 | 314,000} — 11,580 10,995; -§ 4 , ee 
Be ‘Morocco, French.-_.....---..-.2.----_} 7,491 | a 4 ft (4) |. Y% oN 
oe _ Nigeria... ...2-..-.--:-----------.---| 24,815 | 25,794 |. 25, 617 Mf ag 
goo +. Portuguese East Africa...-......-.....] 11, 654 18, 386 |} 13, 386 | — 313,500  ) 
aye > Rhodesia: co a foe ee: ae Northern. .-..-.222----------2-:---| 1,002] 4,645]: Oo} Oo 4 Bee Southern ....-.-----2 222-222-222. 814,078 | 795,613 826, 485 790,442}. 760,080 
asiae. °° Sierra Leone... --..2----2.------22-2.] > ~~ 30,012 33, 657 82,676} (4 (4). Oe 
Mapa oo - South-West Africa_...-.----.-------..-.|. 1,796} 4,619 | 1,358} 804 Coe oe 
we Sudan. ile ele e-e----| 8,866 | 7, 510 |. 6, 606 |. @M oF) @® | oe 
Meo -  ‘Swaziland.....------.---.--2222-2-----} 1, 46 |] 983 |. 1, 080: 4)  @ 0 Ag 
Boece Danganyika_...--2---.----------------| 81,857 |. 130,366 |. 143,698 | 144, 312-| (4) re: 
wee. Uganda... ee 2 eee ---------| 20, 502 15,115 |} ~—s:11, 060 - 9, 505. (4) et 
Bh Union of South Africa_--.-.-------.---| 12, 161, 392. | 12, 819, 344 | 14, 037, 741 |. 14,386,361 | -14, 120, 617 - 4 So. Other countries... ae Of Ob ree 
ee Te, 14, 629,000 | 15, 490, 000 | 16, 933,000 | 17,198,000 | 16,709,000 = 4 

Bee - * Oceania: _. foe po ee oe OO | 
ac - . . Australia: oe : 1 - ep, Po od ya’. New South Wales_....-.....------|| 88,707 | 87,189} 89,839 | 88, 091}. 77, 248 © af 
ape Northern Territory_..-...22-22-2-. 12, 378 | 16, 586 22,4238) 4 Y.. oS 4 
bbb - © Queensland:---..--.---2 222-222. 151,482} 147,248 | - 154,011/- @- |. & ag 
Seco South Australia. ..--- 222222222. 5,292 |. - -3,.930 - 8,270 | 1,679 | © @. ae 
Bag Victoria. .-.----.-.---2-2--2-2----- 144,243 | - 156, 522 163,662 | 149,768; 4) a 
OE ___ Western Australia...-.....-...---.-} 1, 167,791 | 1,214,238 | 1,191,481 | 1,109,318 | 848,180 ts 
a Fiji-...-.-------- eee eee eee 92,362 | 110,000} 111,338 118,681}, °. (4) © oo eee = New Guinea__.....2--.--.----------.--| 286,183 | «246, 214 294, 794 (4) (4) 8 
bi Pr _ ‘New Zealand_.-.:---------.-..------.-|. 152,050 | —-178,955.} 195, 665 190, 000 6 oe 
REP Papua._-----....---...--------- 1 B83, 249 28,164} 35,000; (4) _ 4). 4 
Mes Dasmania.__....------------2------- ==} 22, 200 . 19, 984 19,171 | 19, 908 (*) | ” 4 

Se —_ a me 2, 106,000 | 2,209,000 | 2,281,000 | 2,075,000 | 1, 724,000 4 

Be | oo . | 87, 922,000 | 39,853, 000 | 42,831,000 | 40,836,000 | 37,000,000 e 
ar _ to 1 4 
re 1 Preliminary world gold production table prepared with revisions and adjustments by B. B. Waldbauer, _ og 
—_ _. Foreign Minerals Division, and Frederick Betz, Metal Economics Division, Bureau of Mines, in coopera- - 
wo tion with the Office of the Director of the Mint. Figures used were derived in partfrom the Statistical Year. 3» ss 
oes book of the League of Nations and from the American Bureau of Metal Statistics. No official statistics are “ 
i . _ issued by Government of U. S. 8. R., consequently figures released by the various authorities vary widely : 
a . and are irreconcilable. ‘In some countries accurate figures are not possible to obtain owing to clandestine “ 

4 rade in gold. os a 
be 2 Refinery production. _ — . &# 
vo 3 Approximate production. . a 

4 Data not available. Estimate included in total. 
* 5 Exports. ss 

Sc - 6 Imports into United States. . 
. ' 4% Purchases by the State Central Bank. 

' §Conjectural figure published by the American Bureau of Metal Statistics (New York), Annual Issue. 
§ Beginning with 1939, Burmese production included with British India. 

: 10 Beginning with 1941, production of Ruanda and Urundi included with Belgian Congo. 

eo
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hes TR ei RE Bo tn a He ae gh PR ES L. * pe AB Lies Oe BE ce ett: ie eee 

ns, | = GOED AND SILVER =. | Woo. 

a . World production of silver, 1938-42, by countries, in fine ounces + ae 

Country - 1938 1939 - 1940 1941 1942 eS 

- North America; = | | | | ae ree: 
| - United States 2.....:........] 61,688,834] 63,871,972] 68,286,535 | 71, 075, 932 55, 859, 658 - OO ah 

/ - Canada..-......-.---.-..----| 22,219,195 | 23, 163, 629]: 28, 833,752 | 21, 754, 798 20,671,986 0 
: ' ° Central America and West | | - ERA 

-. Indies: -. 7 | . a . | a 
| | ~ ‘Honduras...........-..-]. 3,835,070] 4,118,864 | 3,899,164 | 3, 488, 677 3,478,881 A 

oo ~ Other countries 3__.__._.- 965,000; .- 681,000 (4) (4) - OM | J ee Se 
- Mexico....-..---.--.-.-.--.-| 81,018,809 | 75,870,575} 82, 640,074 | 78, 363, 961 84,864,616 = ne 

| Newfoundland........-.-..-| 1, 663,623 | —_1, 421, 060 1, 494,066 |. 1,657,342] = 1,106,121 

| fC | - | 170, 891, 000 | . 169, 127,.000 | 180, 754, 000 |- 176,941,000 | 166, 581, 000 Se 

' South America: . | - _ —_ | 7 ee 
>. Argentina..2..-----.------| 2,636,361 | 3,125,756 | 3, 242, 200 3,978,400/- ( © ee 

, _. Bolivia (exports) -....-------] .. 6,378, 660 7, 241, 312 5,626, 380 | 7, 348, 695 8,121,488 eg 
| Brazil. 2.212222 |” 25, 585 “97 075 | 24, 604 21, 170 ON ae 

6 0 hile. lsicllll elise ---| 1, 875, 580 1, 180,902 | 1,515,563 | ‘1, 242, 240 WM ng 
.., Colombia...-2.....-.--------| 192, 880 242,628 | . ~— 260,310 271, 115 mC) ae a 

Eeuador....--.-------------- 89,111] 108, 331 105,000 | - 116,836 (4) ee ee od 
oo . Guiana, British.....--..-2---| 5, 060 (4) |-nn-ennnn n-ne [onennee nen ee ne] (4) et 

‘Peru. ....-2.----------------| 20, 552,816 | 18,802,075 | 19,916,774] 15,101,300} @® =... 8 

a - -. 31,251,000 | 30, 728, 000-| 30, 691,000 | 28,100,000 | 28, 512, 000 EG 

Europe: nn oS 2 es ee | ~ fo ee 
te Bulgaria (estimated) -.-_---- 13,000 | 4) ga | (4) a ) oo ae 

. -- . - Ozechoslovakia._........---- 1, 190, 326 ~ & Ff - A J. &\- (4) os a 
- —Winland..2 2202222222] 57,900} «= 61,000; (0 @ | ES 
a _ . Franee. 2-2 2o2-------2--L-- 3 565,000} 3565,000|}- (® - (4) oo So ae 

| | Germany|} 2000, MO OO 
Greece 8_....---------------- 835,000.) (4) fo 63 AY (4). oe vag 

-- + ~ Hungary.-..----2--2--------| 46, 682 51, 600 (4) 4.) (4). ey OM oe 
an Italy... ....-.-.--.-.--------- 812,481 880, 000  &) (4 ( a 

- Norway.....-..25--22-------} (250,776 | . . 295, 787 . é ~ fo & 4) Dg pee 
~. Poland... ..s..2-222--2--.-.} (62, 244 (4) | 4) ) a 

__. Portugal___....-.------------ “16, 742 (4) @M | |. ° tT @ ._ iG 
oo  Rumania...i2 222 2s--2--.-] > 819,876. | 712; 731 _ 500, 204 . 745, 543 eS 
wo - Spain.......--.2..-.---2--..-|  __- 237, 658 - / -. © (4), (4) (4) ie 
oho. $weden....-.-----.2.--.-----] 1,128,861] 1,122,865] 745,804) ). |. @& po ES 

US. SR} 8,022,000} +)”  &! @ | (4) aN 
Co - United Kingdom-.......-.--| — 107, 985 | 70,818; (4 4) : (4) er. 

.«  . Yugoslavia....-----.--------|. 2,524,123 | 2,298,684, = @ fo Mp OM 

| oe _ 28,.196,000 | 21, 978, 000 .| 5 20, 000, 000 (4) | — oe 
Asia: Se rr ]SSSEESE=aEm ee ya 

_  Burma_..-..-.-..-2..------; 5,920,000 |. 6,175,000} (4 - 4 — A Co aE 
. China..........-.----------- & OS 4) yo > oe es | ae 

Choseti.--...-----.-----2----| OQ y ) aw 0 
: OY PrUs an wnn enna 6 199, 719 6103,953 | 68,3411} (4) 7 al 

. . Federated Malay States_...-| | 3,500 3 | t 4  ¢ eM 
- ‘Hong Kong._-..-.-..-.----.-| . 111, 070 ~@ 4) 4 My og 

- . India, British.......-.------} — 22, 205 ' 22,745 | ¢ 4 Ot , Me 
Indochina...........-------- 2, 411 1, 672 | 1, 736 $  ¢ ool Be 
Japan ills l2. 2 -------} 210,100,000 © ~~ | (4) " - MH et 

_ _‘Netherlands Indies__------:.] "879, 207 618,026 | 1, 506, 166 (4 G a 
Philippine Islands_...--..-.-| 1,167,612 | ~ 1,350,099 1, 299, 199 1, 260, 097 231, 197 | ye 

Sarawak._...-.--.----------- 1, 660 900 |--.-.---------|-------------- o eee 3 
.  ” Peiwan-_...-..-2.-2..------- (4) | (4) we ewe en nnn awe [eee en ee enn eee (4 ee 

Turkey _...-...--.2-.--.-| 350,000 575, 000 575,000] i a 
' |. 21,623,000 | 28,115,000 | 22, 868, 000 (4) a Ss 

Algeria .-_-...-.-..-----.---- 7 90, 000 7 85, 000 (4) @ -}. -@ : : 5 ae 
Bechuanaland...__.-......-- 1,127; ~— 813. 1,207 949 1,267 say 
Belgian Congo........--.---- 3, 121, 559 2, 800, 000 3, 536, 582 4) 0 ee 

~ Gold Coast....-....-.-.---- 23, 000 oO () 4 2 NY 
Kenya Colony.......-..----- 11, 200 3 12, 000 13, 626 4 ‘ Soe, oe 

_ Morocco, French....-....--- 208, 880 | ) f° e 3 ee 
_ Nigeria... ....----.--.-------- (4) (4) 4) 4)  ¢t oon cada 

Portuguese East Africa......|  ~ 1, 808 2, 319 -. 1,901 3 2,000 |. ) age 

Northern...........----- 88, 237 $0, 137 (4) (4) (4) a i 
Southern............---- 166, 417 173, 556 186,080 170, 364 163, 776 oe 

‘ Sierra Leone...-.........--.. 1, 271 (4) f° 4 eh 
ce South-West Africa_.........- 8 673, 500 587, 000 7 460, 000 (4 4 a 

Tanganyika....-.. ..------ 16, 473 27, 999 35, 492 40, 143 4 my 
Tumisia.........------------- 61, 149 6) 6} 4 4 ty 
Uganda... ...---..----------- 1, 981 1, 376 1,015 1,005 4 . ae 
Union of South Africa.......| . 1,135,374} 1,182,516 | 1,202,284 | 71, 461,000 4 a 

5,652,000 | 5,389,000] 6, 130, 000 0) () | a4 

See footnotes at end of table. . | ag 
556250439 Cet
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ee | World production of silver, 1988-42, by countries, in fine ouncés’—Continued = 

ee Country 1988. 4939] 1940 tf te 

ec Oceania: | a oe ; a a BP as 

Wee _New South Wales.-....-|. 9, 558, 550 8,584, 719 | 79,000, 000— @ = kos @®. oo eli 
ne Queensland.......--..---| 3,533, 490 3,885,963 | 73,450,000; =o Fa) | ae 

Bye South Australia_.._..--- 503.) 541 2,715}... 4,660}, @) | nes: 
mee So 8 s Mietorian. ciel. eset} «5, 898 PO 6,285} 36,500); @® -f °° @ . . - gt 
Go Western Australia..-...-| 271,346 | © =. 287,489 |. =: 274,741 255,000 foe |. ee, 
wee BRL 12,880]. | 28,020] 80, 882] sd 
moe SS New. Guinea_.2s--22-- 2.2. §104,000 | - 7175,015 | ~ 199,084}. 71250001 = oY) 
Heo . .. New Zealand...-..2-2.-222--] - 357, 709 - 390,342 |. 415, 330 | =. 7.400, 000 | (4) — - ey 
Go) Basmania.._-UTTTTTTTTT} 1, 219,550 | 1,278,116 | 1,608,681 | 1,326,788) 

Boe ae oe _ 15,063,000 | 14,620,000 | 14,980,000; == - f -. @ - 4 

ue ss... °_.. Preliminary ‘world silver production table prepared with revisions and adjustments by B: B. Wald-. gl 
a. bauer, Foreign Minerals Division, and Frederick Betz, Metal Economies Division, Bureau of Mines, in ty 
ae. gooperation with the Office of the. Director of the Mint. No official statistics are issued by Government... a 
peeve Of U.S. 8. R., consequently figures released by .the various authorities vary widely and are irreconcilable. . ames 
fe s. 7  * 4 Philippine Islands excluded. ge 
Be ‘Approximate production, 8 
fee... -* Data not available.. Estimate included intotal. = Re “ie 
ge Se § ponectural figure published by the American Bureau of Metal Statistics, == nc rr 

feo American Bureau of Metal Statistics (New York), Annual Issue. tg Eee 
eis ¢s : 8 Imperial Institute (London), Statistical Summary... NR +e 

ee pre * Annual Report of the Director of the Mint (1942). ee ae wa . 4 

REVIEW BY COUNTRIES 

> Data on gold and silver mining in countries outside the United _ q 
> States were even less complete in 1942 than in 1941. Naturally, the 4 
«=... Philippine Islands, with their production of over 1,000,000 ounces of == 
s. gold mn 1941, were removed completely from the picture, and many = | 
y... Other countries have such rigid censorship regulations that little or 3 
.- ' ‘no information has been released since 1989. ss 

eo ANADA | ee ae 

Labor shortage was a primary problem in Canadian gold minesin = 
~.-—-s« 1942, but shortage of equipment was severely felt also. Operators  _—, 

en were forced to eliminate all but essential development and to hire old 8 
pe men, women, and boys in an effort to keep the Mines open.. Thou- ae 

. sands left the gold camps to join the armed forces or.to work in in- / 
_ dustrial centers farther south. It is reported that Porcupine lost — 

~~. 10,000 of its 41,000 people and Kirkland Lake 16,000 of its 23,000. 
- By the end of the year half of the gold mines in British Columbia : 

| and 16 or 17 in Ontario and Quebec were closed.. Output of ore at | 
| the great Hollinger mine in Ontario dropped from 5,200 tons daily | 

to 3,500 tons. In the fall, about 600 men from Ontario gold mines - 
| were transferred to the Sudbury nickel mines, but the movement 

appears to have been only partly successful. It is stated that 25 
percent of the men quit in a short time because of inadequate housing : 
facilities, lack of qualifications for the Sudbury camp, different 

: mining conditions, and inability to meet physical standards. How- 
| ever, these difficulties were being overcome, and indications were 

that the transfer of gold miners to base-metal mines would be more 
successful in the future. 

| No order as drastic as L-208 was issued by the Canadian Govern- 
| ment. In contrast with the United States, Canada appeared to have 

adopted the policy of gradual curtailment of gold mining, no doubt —
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ss In. recognition of the great dependence of Canadian economy on the 
_ . gold industry and the utter ruin that whole communities would face = =: 

- by a sudden shut-down. In July the Government issued an order One 
_ -prohibiting. the opening of new gold mines and limiting monthly  . «= 
tonnage in mines then open to-the average of the first 4 months ofthe =| 

| --year.. A few months later the Premier stated that action must be ==" 
— taken to curtail gold production further, that plans would be carried ay 

out in step with war requirements, and that due regard would be. 
given _the industry so that it would function soundly in the postwar cos 
period. This policy, together with Allied successes on. the war front, ens 

ss created a general feeling of optimism, so that gold stocks on the oat 
_ Toronto exchange:remained strong throughout the year. 8 poe 

Gold output in Canada in 1942 declined over 500,000 ounces from ssi? 
1941, but despite this decrease the value of gold was 47 percentofthe 9 os, 

_-» value of ail metals produced and 33 percent of the value ofallminerals = **; 
_. produced in the Dominion. Gold lodes supplied-85 percent of the _ 1 Ate 
-. total gold; placers and base-metal deposits, 15 percent. Gold and Og 
_. silver production in 1942 was distributed among the various provinces ‘9. 

— 8S follows: i. 
.- .Provinee: ,....-. Pore ce  OumCes ounces 

+. Ontario... -----.2------ 2-2-2222 --------- 2, 756, 922 4,426,977. — Quebeo_-- ITLL 1 101; 5338-3649, 992 British Columbia___2..-_ 2222222222222 2 22-22." 470, 254 10,617,278. 
oo. 6 ®Baskatchewan 22-0 eo ee (178,361. 2,603,748 oad 

re Manitoba____.-_- 2-2 ee «138,666 = 845,849 
'. Northwest Territories.__.. 22-20-88 97,089 22,488 = 9 os Yukonas..----- 22-22-22 2-2-2 ---2---------- 79,058 506,002 
CO ‘Nova Seotia_- 2-22-22 eel 12,950 fide 
© ot) Albertass.-~---------2-2--2----22eeee--e--e 8D 2 Sa 

‘ ., Potal_----~-------------------------------- 4, 829,815 20, 671, 986 ots 
-«. Ontario producedjabout{57[percentfoffCanadian output of goldin " 

_ 1942. The. gold-bearing quartz veins of the Porcupine and Kirkland wats 
Lake regions supplied 77 percent of the Province total and about 50. as 
percent: of the Dominion lode production. These two camps have | * _ ’ Increased their reserves in recent years, and the ore bodies show no . can 

- signs of exhaustion. Gold ore milled in the Province in 1942 totaled si eh 
10,548,849 tons compared with 12,129,513 tons in 1941; 14 mills oe 
closed during the year. | | pe 

_ . «The Republic of Mexico continued to hold first place as the world’s a 
_ leading silver producer in 1942 and contributed over 43 percent of the ol 

silver produced in the Western Hemisphere, compared with about 38 “ 
percentin 1941. | | oe ae ee 

__.- Hidalgo again was the leading State in Mexico in silver production, - =i 
its output amounting to about 10 percent of the world output. Credit 8 

_ for this is due mainly to Real del Monte y Pachuca, the world’s — “3 
largest silver mine. oO os 

Chihuahua, Zacatecas, and San Luis Potosf also were large pro- ne 
_» ducers of silver, most of which was a byproduct from the smelting of os 

zinc-lead ores. . Six large base-metal mines in Chihuahua were im- as: 
portant producers: The American Smeltipg and Refining Co. (three : 

. lines), El] Potosi Mining Co., the San Francisco Mines of Mexico, ae 
~ SLtd., and the Moctezuma Lead Co. In Zacatecas two large. base- oe 

metal mines—the Fresnillo Co. and Pefioles S. A.—were credited with SS
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~~. “most of the State’s output of silver. TheFresnilloCo. producesabout ~* 
.. three times as much silver as any other base-metal mine in Mexico. oe 
.---- In San Luis Potosi, silver from base metals is produced mainly at the oe 
iy mines of the American Smelting & Refining Co. at Charcas; the Kildun 
~-y Anexas at Matehuala, and the Marfa dela Pazy Anexas at La Paz. 
Bo The base-metal mine of the American Smelting & Refining Co. at. = 

ee Angangueo in Michoacan continued to be a large producer of silver. 8 
pe -_ During the last decade, base-metal ores in Mexico have assumed ss 
»- ----s {nereasing importance as sources of silver, whereas the importance of ae, 
‘. . silver ore has declined. In 1935, about 75 percent of the silverin the «© 
X _- . Republic was derived from silver ore, which now contributes only 8 

about 55 percent; base-metal ores have risen not quite to 45 percent. - 3 
As in the past, gold production was not outstanding in Mexico in 4A 

» 1942. _ The largest gold mineis Dos Estrellas en El Oro y Tlalpujahua, ss * 
s  «§.C. L. m Michoacén, although the silver mine Real del Monte y = 
.* Pachuca surpasses it in gold output. f 

we QENTRAL AMERICA® | a co 

ee Costa Rica.—Mining in Costa Rica is virtually limited to gold = 
~~ mining. All producing districts are on the western slope of the 5 

ee ‘Mountains facing the Gulf of Nicoya. All the operations are small,  —s_ 
ne the mills having a daily capacity of 5 to 50 tons of ore. Four com- ok 
“panies mined substantial quantities of ore in 1942—the Abangarez — “a 
~ holdings, the Compafiia mine, the Juchem and Sanford operations, =~ 
.. and the Bonanza mine (Rudin Co.). Total production for the  — : 
i. country in 1942 approximated a value of $500,000. This is not a oO 
‘large amount, but it is a very important item in the economy of this 4 
ee little country, | | oe Oc rr 
\ .. _ Honduras.—Some quantity of gold and silver is mined in Honduras. _ . 
sO Only two producers are recorded: The New York & Honduras. 
* Rosario Mining Co. at San Juancito and the Cia. Minera Agua Fria, 

ae §. A., near Delhi. ce oo 4 
te The Rosario mine, operating for 62 years, has a 500-ton mill and in 3 
e _ 1941 produced 3,500,000 ounces of silver and 23,000 ounces of gold. 
a The Agua Fria mine was opened in 1935; it has a 100-ton mill and in 3 
a 1941 produced 12,000 ounces of gold and 16,000 ounces of silver. Ore . 

reserves are relatively small. | - ° 
| Nicaragua.—1942 was the sixth consecutive year in which Nicara- | 

gua has led all Central American countries in gold production. The . 
eight important operating companies, listed in order of output, were , 

- a8 follows: La Luz de Los Angeles; the Neptune Gold Mining Co.; 
| Compaiiia Minera La India; Impresa de Nicaragua; Compafiia Minera _ 

del Javali (operating continuously for 80 years); San Juan Mines, Inc.; | 
| Compajiia Minas Matagalpa; and Compafiia de San Gregorio. 

Quartz ores are the most important sources of gold. Transportation 
is the major problem in prospecting for gold ores and developing them. | 

, SOUTH AMERICA 

Golding mining declined in a number of South American countries 
in 1942 because of difficulty in getting machinery and supplies from 
the United States, a shortage of ships for transporting ores and con- | 

6 Much that follows on Central and South America is taken from a series of articles on Gold and Silver in 
Latin America: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, No. 8, August 1942, pp. 75-115. a,
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centrates to United States smelters, wage competitions in certain other 
industries, fear of foreign capital to make investments at this time, —_ 3 
and the uncertain attitude of the United States toward a gold policy. = -* __. This decline tended to disrupt to some extent the internal economies. 

_ of several of these countries by reducing the amount of foreignexchange =. _ availableforimports = |. So eI 
_ : Argentina:—¥ormerly most of the gold in Argentina came from Ss. 

_. placers along the Andes, but more recently lodes have been developed. = 
. and now produce 65 to 70 percent of the total output. Production is oo oe | still ae _ The most important minejisjEl Oro, in the Province of -- oye 

_._. Brazil.—Although some gold is mined in nearly every State in 8 _. Brazil, the major part comes from Minas Gerais. ‘The Morro Velho, -# _' the largest producer, continued to increase its orereservesandisnow . < 
reported to have 8,000,000 tons blocked out. . Progress was made also — ae In minimizing the high temperature infthis mine, the deepest in the > 3 ~ world, by installing an extensive cooling and ventilating plant. The | 

_.  Motro Velho mill has a daily capacity of 1,000 tons of ore, which in aa 
_ 1942 averaged 11 grams of gold per ton. = oe 

. .. Chile—Before 1932, Chile? s annual output of gold totaled only — oe _ 30,000 ounces, derived largely from copper ores and concentrates. = =» _ ‘Since that date, the industry has expanded rapidly until it hasreached Oe 
or exceeded 300,000 ounces during at least 3 years. Lode deposits aes) 

_.. have increased in importance, and placers have declined. Much. OS 
_. encouragement has’been'given small operators; as‘a result, thousands =: 
_' of gold’ mines have beenfdiscoveredjand worked since 1932. Most of oy _ the gold veins are found in the Coast Range or along the longitudinal. st 
. + valley running the length of the country and are genetically related oe 

| to the great granodiorite intrusions so common in Chile. - Generally =. 
_ the mines are shallow and work only the zone of secondary enrichment; 

_ the ore falls in grade in the primary zone at depth. The Provinces of _ Be 
_ Atacama and Coquimbo yield the bulk of production. In 1942 gold oa 

_ ‘mining in Chile employeed about 30,000 men. Yo ae 
_ Colomiia.—Gold, next to coffee, is.the most important source of sae 

revenue in Colombia. It is stated that in 1942, 80,000 men were 
engaged in gold mining and 500,000 people derived a living from the ne 

: industry in one way or another. The importance of gold in the — Og 
economy of the country thus becomes very evident. The Department eee 
of Antioquia produced 60 percent of the total: gold; the Intendencia os 

| of Chocé ranked second. es | Oo oe, ee 
| Slightly more than half of the gold output in Colombia comes from - “4 

placers; the rest from gold lodes. -In placer operations the larger ae 
companies use dredging; the smaller ones hydraulicking. Most of eg 
the dredges are along the San Juan, Porce, Cauca, and Supia Rivers. 9! 
About 52 percent of the output comes from a few large but well- Og 
equipped foreign companies; 14 percent from medium-size companies, oe 
mostly Colombian-operated! and 34 percent from small operators. , 8 
Silver and platinum are important byproducts of gold mining. os 
Eeuador.—As in 1941, the Portovelo mine (opened in 1896) of the “3 South American Development Co. and the Macuchi mine of the a 

Cotopaxi Exploration Co. produced the bulk of Ecuador’s output of es 
gold and silver. No information is available on the six other com- 8 

| panies that did exploratory work in 1941. oe



+. Perw.—Peru easily takes first place among South American coun- 
~- ° . tries in output. of silver, In 1942, about 60 percent of the output'was => 
~~ derived from lead and copper-ores. The Cerro de Pasco Copper Cor-- 
“poration was the largest producer and handled the ores of many =~ 
—~... gmaller operators as well as its:own. In output of gold; about 61 | 
“. ” percent was supplied by gold lodes, 30 percent by base-metal ores,and 
e-'. Q9 percent by placers. The gold-mining industry employed 9,000 of =. 
i. the Nation’s 27,000 mining laborers and supplied 24 percent of the = 
» revenue accruing to the mining industry. © 
~o. Wenezuela.—iIn 1942, about 95 percent of Venezuela gold output = = 
* ~~ game from the mines of the New Goldfields and the French Mocupia 
=. in the Callao district. Small operations declined, largely because of ==! 
*” the attraction of diamond mining on Surukun River in the Great = # 
*« . Savannah: - Difficult transportation is.a serious handicap to prospect- =| 
“Ing for gold in Venezuela. © 0 4 
Bo APRICOT 

“South Africa. —The objective of South Africa was to mainfain - 4 
2. gold production during 1942 at the 1941 level, but rising'costs and the __- 4 

» reluctance of the United States and Great Britain to allocate supplies» 
.... and shipping space pushed output down slightly. South Africa con- 

‘tinued to lead by a wide margin all countries in the world in gold 
°° —s production. Output was 14,120,617 ounces compared with 14,386,361. sg 
“ounces in 1941, a, decline of less than 2 percent. To produce this. 

quantity of gold, 66,979,700 tons of ore were treated, compared with 
e5- 67,255,450 tons in 1941. The tenor of the ore has been steadily = § | 
& . ‘declining from 0.224 ounce of gold per ton in 1938 to 0.210 ounce per © A 

“. - °  Australia—The position of Australian gold mines was reported to 4 
“be uncertain in 1942. Operators claimed that the attitude of the 4 
~. .. ~ Government was unsatisfactory in that it was first. stated that the gold =? 
->* -. industry was vital to the Commonwealth and must be continued; °* 
“". ‘yet the industry had been denuded of its best men for other work or 3 

Mo for the armed forces; and the Government had established no sound - 
ee policy to serve as a basis for planning and building in the future. _,,, 
oo - Production in Western Australia slumped nearly 24 percent from the ° 
oe 1941 output. st” | oo . 

a New Guinea.—Information on New Guinea for 1942 is meager, but’ - 
Oo it is known that some gold mines were forced to close early in the year : 

| when buildings and equipment were destroyed by the invading . 
Japanese army. | | a | : 

Tasmania.—For a number of years Tasmania has produced more 
than a million ounces of silver annually. Base-metal ores are the | 
principal source, zinc-lead ores supplying over 70 percent. Base- . 
metal ores also contribute most of the gold—azinc-lead ores 53 percent 

| _ and copper ores 40 percent. | | |
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ee GENERAL SUMMARY = 
_-*. Copper may not have been the most critical metal in the war econ- 3 
Je omy in 1942; but several authorities so termed it, and without question, = 
_... .. it, was one of the top three on the list. On the whole, trendsin the =< 

copper industry in 1942 were merely continuations and accentuations = 
_... of those in evidence during 1941. Domestic mine and smeltér pro- ae 

_ duction rose again in 1942, were each 13 percent above. 1941,and were  ——_-_. ,; 
the largest annual amounts ever reported. Receipts of refined copper 

- from abroad also continued to rise, and they established a new high 
.record.. Exports of copper, though above those in 1941, were again 

_... notably low as compared. with most years in the twentieth century. © =... 
_~ Prices remained unchanged at ceilings fixed in 1941, but bonus pay- > 

ments offset the high cost of operations at some mines. Despite ° 9 
: Government consumption-restriction orders on copper and efforts of © * 

_ -the Government and others to encourage substitution of more abun- oe 
| dant materials, military and essential civilian needs again could not be __ ee 

met. Consumption once more reached staggering heights, never — Of 
+. previously attained. : oo Oe Oe 

Efforts of various Government agencies were directed more sharply . +‘ 
than ever before toward increasing copper production from mines and = Ss e 
scrap materials, toward greater imports (particularly of the higher _ ced 

_ grades of product), toward preventing consumption for all unnecessary oo 
purposes and reducing it wherever else possible, and toward confining a 

_ exports to the essential needs of our allies. a | : 8 
Aids in expanding the domestic output included exploratory work ~~ 

and drilling operations in promising areas by the Geological Survey kg 
“and Bureau of Mines, liberalization of the lending policy of the Re- | 

construction Finance Corporation in connection with mine develop- : 
ment, plant construction by the Defense Plant Corporation, bonus ou 
payments by the Metals Reserve Co. for production over established oa 

| quotas, and priority assistance of the War Production Board to the 7 
undisturbed flow of necessary materials for productive operations. oo, 

| 127 ie
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2\--- Many of these factors are described in greater length later in this = 

_... report. On the other side of the picture, reduction in unnecessary = 
‘"- gonsumption was attained principally through orders issued by the = 
».-‘War Production Board, at times in cooperation with other agencies. —_—>_. 
ae As a result of W. P. B. limitation orders, the use of copper has been “4 
"._. discontinued in thousands of civilian products, and the Army, Navy, — ae 
= and =Maritime Commission have cooperated by reducing copper ee 
"-. yequirements for many necessary items. Copper exports are also oo 

under strict control. An example of a noteworthy saving of copper is oe 
“given in the report of the Communications Equipment Division of — = 
“WP. B., which states that only about 12,000 tons will be needed in st 
; the wire-communications industry for maintenance and operation of oan 
a the domestic telephone and telegraph networks during 1943. It was a 
~_ @stimated that an equal amount of copper in the form of scrap would = 

i. be returned to the Nation’s stock vile by this industry. The com- | 
2. panies were said to have used 35,000 tons in 1942 and between 90,000 
3 and 100,000 tons in 1941. 
- As a result of the conservation measures mentioned, inventories of © a 
‘thousands of tons of copper and copper products were frozen, and the  — 
‘. Government arranged to purchase these stocks through the Copper —s 
“.*- Reeovery Corporation, formed in May 1942. A report released in 4 
=. May 1943 stated that the original estimates of idle and excessivecopper = 

to. be recovered ranged from 400 to 500 million pounds. Thus far, a 
“os. aeeording to the report, 114,000 firms had been approached under the 4 

program, and plans were being made to reach 98,000 plumbers, a 
«building contractors, and their suppliers. A total of 197 million . 
"=". pounds had been allocated, of which 56 million were sold for use in = * 
«unchanged form, 93% million were allocated for remelting, 30 million 3 
~* were directed into the regular scrap markets, and owners were au- A 
‘thorized to retain 17 million for essential production, = = 

‘The Metals Reserve Co. and the Board of Economic Warfare 4 
ee provided for the purchase of available foreign copper, particularly in Of 
-.. ~ Western Hemisphere countries; and the Maritime Commission secured = 
Pon oy all possible shipping facilities, concentrating primarily on providing  —| 
co space for bringing into the country at the least all possible amounts of é 
po , refined and blister copper. 4 | | Gg
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-.- Salient statistics of the copper.industry in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and = 3 
. | | - _  1989-42,in shorttons = = = © | |. Ce 

on wo nes v7 

ae - : |. Average | de | oat so So ae 

a : 7 | (925-20) | 989 | ED 
New copper produced— . ce eR a 

Oo ' From domestic ores, as reported by— {oo a ges egg 
Mines..-._-------------------------| 885, 826 728, 320 878,086 | 958,149 1,080,062 “Rg 

Copper ore. -_-.......-.-----~--| 59, 505, 871 | 1 55,239, 098 | 1 69, 278, 476 | ! 78, 452, 504. Qo eg 
| Average yield of copper, | ie | | | to a a 

- percent....._-...-.--.-----.- 1,44 | - 1.25|/ - 1.20 115; #£@ Pag hr 

a Smelters....-.....------------------| 892,730] 712,675 | 909,084 | 966,072] 1,087,991 
: Percent of world total...-..------| 51 30 3) @) MO ay 

— Refineries... ..-.......-..----------- 890, 767 704, 873 927, 239 975,408 | 1,064, 792 | och yl 
_. From foreign ores, matte, etc., re- | - , , pe a eae 

- |. finery reports....--......----------.| 317,287] 304,642 | 386,317 | 419, 901 349,769 Ag 
Total new refined, domestie and for- . ee 8 ae Aa 

o eign___._._----...------------------] 1, 208,054] 1,009,515 | 1,313,556 | 1,395,309) 1,414,561 3 
oe _ Secondary copper recovered from old | fp oo | eee ae 

: scrap only._....---.--:---------.-----| 347,512 286, 900 333, 890 412,699; 427,122 
Copper content of copper sulfate pro- | | eT — . Bo a 

oo duced by refiners.-.........----------| © 4, 601 _ 4,868 . 6,648 6,984 - 8,076 os Ag 
Total production, new and old and a er a oe an 2 

| ~ domestic and foreign_.....-.-...------| 1,560,167 | 1,301,283 | 1,653,089 | 1,814,992] 1,849,759 ge 
Imports (unmanufactured)3__-...-.---- 391, 212 ~ 336,297 | . 491, 842 ~ 735,545 | 757,974 

_ Refined 3__._..2...-----.-------------|  _59, 236 16,264 | 68, 337 346,904 | 305,089 
wo Exports of metallic copper 4--.-...:-.---] . 522,616] . 427,517. 427,650 | -. ...158,893'} .~ 212,300 as 
_ - Refined (ingots, bars, rods, etc.) ------ 482, 868 396,406}. 377,108 |. |. 114,753 | . . 182,467 0° cane 

_ Stocks at end of year_._-...._..--.----- 307, 200 355,500 | 334,500 | . 317,500) «319,500, 

co Refined copper. -_-------.------------- - 86, 100 95, 500 os 91,500. 7 77, 500 a es 84,.000 . . | . es 

| : Blister and materials in solution_- ---- 221, 100 - 260, 000 | 243,000} 240,000 | - 235, 500 - Ol 
. | Withdrawals from total supply on. PP 

, domestic account: . fo, | a : Pe rod 
~ Total new copper.....-.-----.--------] 778, 128 : 714, 873 ‘1,008,785 | 1,641,550 | 1, 670,683 ewe hy 

a _ Total new and old copper-.----.------|. 1, 288, 700 1, 215,000 | 1,541,000 | . 2,368,000}: 2,598,000 ee 

Price, average........cents per pound..| ——-:14.7 10. 4 11.3 ~~ U8}. $11.8 re ep 

; World smelter production, new copper.-| 1,761,000 | § 2,405,000) -@) ' @ tf @M... ef 

1 Includes old tailings; = a - . a ae 
— 2 Figures not yet available. oo . Cog ‘ Cy eT Eg BE 

3 Data include copper imported for immediate consumption plus material entering country under bond. | con 
_4 Total exports of copper, exclusive of-ore, concentrates, composition metal, and unrefined copper., Ex- =, hy 

-... glusive also of “Other manufactures of copper,” for which figures of quantity not recorded. ene a 
. 5 Exclusive of bonus: payments of the Metals Reserve Co. . a a 

a 8S Approximate. . . oS SC ae a ce 

_-__- Although our total supplies of copper failed by a substantial margin == 
to fill our own total demands, it was imperative that consideration be ls 

- given to the essential requirements of our Allies; according to Lend- ss *.% 
-_ Lease authorities, 7.2 percent of our total new supply (production plus -.:y,: 

_ imports) for 1942 was exported. | a PoE 
| Another important step in balancing supplies and'requirements was/ a 

the increasing use of substitutes. In this connection, Lt.Gen. Brehon =, 
_ B. Somervell, commanding the Army Service Forces, recently said: os 

| In the 2 years 1942-43 we shall save 400,000,000 pounds of copper, probably =: 1 SS 
-. our most precious metal today, by using steel in cartridge cases instead of brass. —.. » | 

Nearly 50 producers now are making steel shell cases. In addition, by substitu- a ae 

tion and other engineering changes, we shall save 75,000,000 pounds of copper | oe 
* * | | | | | es: 

. Because more copper was available for use than.ever before, because 3 
of the successful efforts to reduce consumption of copper in many ways cae 
through curtailing uses and substitution, and because it was almost =. 
impossible to accept the fact that even modern warfare could require = '°* 

~ guch enormous quantities of this metal, some observers felt that the By 
copper problems had been solved. In contradiction of this attitude at 

_. H.O. King, chief of the Copper Branch, War Production Board, said oe 
early in 1943: Do 7 Py 

Recent statements quoted in the press have conveyed the impression that the “, 
supply of copper is adequate to meet all military and essential civilian require- lal
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ee." ments. Widespread aceeptance of such statements would constitute a threat to 
=... our entire war. production program. The supply of copper is not adequate and nee 
ace. °. Mever will -be while this warison. * * * 0 2 2. eh 

x... ., As we got deeper into war, the Office of War Information determined — 
vo. that it was inadvisable to release information on many raw materials, _ . 
~.... . and both trade-and Government statistics were involved. Publica-  — > 
jos tion.of Bureau of Mines monthly copper mine figures was discontinued oe 
«.. following the statement for January 1942. Tradedataonsmelterand  —. 
=: refinery production and stocks, and fabricators’ figureson consumption  —_; 
“and stocks were not revealed after May. Domestic sales data were 
ai notreleased after June. eee : 
<<... In January 1942 the Copper and Zinc Branch of the War Production =; 
~ Board was separated into two branches, and in February, Harry O. os 

King was named: to head the Copper Branch. King had previously 
eos been in Government service as the division administrator of National a 
°°... Recovery Administration, from which he resigned to become managing =». Z 

..~ director of the Copper Code Authority. A Copper.ProducersAdvisory =| 
=... Committee was formed later, with King asits chairman and thefollow- ==} 
vos ng members from industry: K. C. Brownell, vice president, American 4 

Smelting & Refining Co.; Robert E. Dwyer, vice president, Anaconda 
Copper Mining Co.; Carl T. Ulrich, vice president, Kennecott Copper 

«-. Corporation; J. F.. McClelland, vice president, Phelps Dodge Cor- 4 
yoo poration; A. J. McNab, vice president, Magma Copper Co.; B. N. si 
<<. Zimmer, vice president, American Metal Co.;andA.E.Petermann,vice 
s. president, Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Copper Co. Early in 1943 7 
; »*. & Combined Copper Committee was set up by the Combined Produc- = 
moo“ tion and Resources Board and the Combined Raw Materials Board 4 
eo... toassemble and review data. on supplies and requirements ofthe United << 
eo States, the United Kingdom, and Canada in order that available metal. Y 
=. 7... be most efficiently utilized. King was made chairman of this com- =~ 
go Mnittee re 4 

«| INVESTIGATIONS OF THE BUREAU OF MINES AND GEOLOGICAL SURVEY  —_: 

“+ Prospecting for copper ores was begun in July 1942, when allotments 3 
~-.. for exploration projects were made from funds appropriated to the = 
oe - Bureau of Mines for investigation of critica] and essential minerals. F 
oa ' At the close of the calendar year 1942, 12 exploration projects had —_: 
- been. established,. involving diamond drilling at 9 deposits, surface - 

| trenching at 2, and underground sampling at 1. One project was ) 
oe completed m 1942, | a _— - 

| Among results of the prospecting in 1942 were: (1) The establish- : 
- -- ment of additional reserves of indicated ore at the Elizabeth mine of 

| the Vermont Copper Co., Orange County, Vt., amounting to 300,000 
| tons averaging over 2 percent copper. Production is expected to - 

| begin in March 1948; (2) the discovery of about 75,000 tons of indi- 
cated ore containing 2.06 percent copper and 0.3 percent cobalt at the | 
Uncle Sam mine, Blackbird district, Lemhi County, Idaho; (8) the | 
finding of some ore at depth in the Christmas mine, Gila County, Ariz. 

In the laboratory, favorable tests were made: (1) To separate tung- 
sten from copper minerals at the Empire mine, Custer County, Idaho; | 
(2) to float selectively copper and cobalt minerals at the Uncle Sam 

| mine, Lemhi County, Idaho; (8) to treat ores from the Hidden Treasure 
mine, Missoula County, Mont. _
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_»- During the calendar year 1943 the Bureau of: Mines plans to con- ss 

tinue prospecting at the Elizabeth mine, Uncle Sam mine, and Christe =. 
mas mine and to explore additional deposits when investigations now 8 a 

sin. progress are completed... The Bureau also intends to investigate  ~ “oe 
the possibilities for re-treating mill tailings at several plants. = 9. le 

--Tn the latter half of 1942 the Geological Survey greatly expanded = 
its studies of copper deposits, in accordance with its program of- 

investigating deposits of minerals currently needed for war production. __ Cares 
Although emphasis was focused on detailed studies in minor districts as 
that offer favorable possibilities for increased production, many brief > is 

| - examinations of individual copper deposits also were made durmg the = 
-  - year, often at the request of other Government agencies. Geologic ay. 

' ‘Investigations were made of copper deposits in the continental United _ ae 
States, Alaska, and several Latin American republics. «=... Ore 

At the end of 1942 investigations in the United States were in - 8 
, progress in the Elizabeth mine, Vermont; Michigan; Pastura, N. Mex.; oes 

Christmas mine and Old Hat district, Arizona; the Penn mine, © *%4 
California; Glacier Peak, Wash.; Mackay, Idaho; and the South- = «3 

eastern States. In several of these projects, Survey geologists were.  _ Le 

_ eollaborating with Bureau of Mines engineers on exploration projects. © 44, 

-.-. In Alaska during the summer of 1942, the Geological Survey inves- 
tigated nickel-copper deposits at Spirit Mountain (Copper River = =, 

--yegion), at Mirror Harbor (Chichagof Island), and at Bohemia Basin = 
-_. (Yakobi Island); copper-molybdenum deposits at Orange Hill (Copper =, # 
-- River region); iron-copper deposits of the Mount Andrew-Mamie area. oe 

and the Poorman area; (Prince of Wales Island) ; and copper-palladium ©. 

_.- deposits at the Salt Chuck mine. Reports on several earlier investi- 9. 

gations in Alaska ! were published during 1942.00 © 
Tn 1942 Survey geologists investigated copper deposits in Cuba and => eg 

_» Haiti under the auspices of the Department of State and in Colombia == 
~ and Central America under the auspices of the Board of Economic = 

a "- RECONSTRUCTION. FINANCE CORPORATION LENDING POLICY | ae : ig 

The lending policy of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was =. ss) = 

- Jiberalized in March to permit the owner or lessee of a mining property) ss 

---_-_- ¢@ borrow amounts not exceeding $20,000 to defray costs of developmg —- on 

small ore bodies containing strategic and critical metals. The loans. oa 

were to be obtainable out of R. F. C. funds, repayable out of proceeds 4 

from operations; if the initial development showed favorable results, ==. 

additional loans up to another $20,000 were to be had for further = 

development. ae pe ge 

- oo _. BONUS PAYMENTS = ay 

Government action regarding the payment of bonuses to individual 4 

producers for production of copper over established quotas, whereby 34 

the payments were made by the Metals Reserve Co. and the quotas 
were assigned by the War Production Board and the Office of Price | 

Administration, was discussed in the Copper chapter of Minerals = 

“1 Reed, J. C., and Dorr, J. V..N., I, Nickel Deposits of Bohemia Basin and Vicinity, Yakobi Island, og 

eS Sey OU Gopper Deposits pn the West Coast of Chichagof Island, Alaska: Geol. Survey = . = 

Bleed TC. and Gates, G. 0., Nickel-Copper Deposit of Snipe Bay, Baranof Island, Alaska: Geol. Survey 
Bull. 936-M, 1942, 10 pp. . . Eh 

Reed, J. C., Nickel-Copper Deposit at Funter Bay, Admiralty Island, Alaska: Geol. Survey Bull. 936-0, : aan
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4. + Yearbook, 1941. The quotas assigned were said to be so high that =. 
% there was little chance that larger producers could produce enough 
“<.- eopper to benefit. Small, high-cost, and new producers were the im- a 
=, >. tnediate beneficiaries. At the same time, the plan was sufficiently | / 
to flexible so that at any time quotas could be lowered to give greater aid, = =—> 
'. ‘without affecting the price of copper to consumers. Moreover, the = 
‘ss. quotas were established by mines or groups of mines rather than by _ 
iso gompanies, to avoid any possibility that expenditures for expansion of =» 
ss“ oneproperty might be deterred by uncertainties as tofuture production 
a. from one mine or group of mines of the same company. Many quotas a 
vy. Swere revised downward during the year. An increasing number of — 3 
“3°. @opper quotas were lowered in the last month of the year and into = 
eo . . 1943.. This action was taken largely to permit copper companies to  — = 
#-; . * absorb the additional costs of mining caused by rather general wage i 
poet _.. anereases late in the year. In recognition of the possibility of greater oak 
ae -. production gained by having an established, satisfactory price overan.  . | 
x. extended period, the Government in January 1943 extended the 
ee. premium plan to July 31, 1945. The plan was amended May 1, 1948, == 

«> to make possible additional premiums for mines that produced less “ 
ey". than 2,000 tons of copper in 1942 and which required increased revenue of 

<--to obtain maximum production. Individual mines were to be studied . 
“".° independently and special premiums to be paid for output over special  _—s_: 
fm. quotas established. The Metals Reserve Co. announced that royalty > 
<<. payments on production entitled to premium payments would be paid ss: 
o> - on ceiling prices unless the lease specifically instructed otherwise, asit 
co. was not the intent of the order to have anyone other than the actual 4 
4°... operator participate in the plan. Royalties paid by domestic mine — 
&.--.. operators for copper, lead, and zinc ores mined from leased properties 4 
# were frozen by the Office of Price Administration on April 1, 1943, =} 
Ee. °°. &trates in effect on December 31,1942. - p 

dope he | +s . LABOR CONDITIONS | 4 ed 

Be ~The labor situation at mines, mills, smelters, and refineries got  —s_ 
“~"... . progressively worse as the year advanced and reached. a low point — 3 
~- @bout August. At that time the War Labor Board was considering : 
~~ aetion in a, large number of nonferrous mine cases which it had promised ‘ 
he the miners to expedite. Local draft boards were requested to see that —_— 
- the mining program was not scotched by Army manpower require- | 
Me ments. The International Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers 

ce reported that 3,000 men would be required to raise operations to full : 
i capacity. Later in the month the War Manpower Commission sub- | 

| jected migrations of lumber and copper workers in 12 Western States 
/ (termed a “critical labor area’’) to United States control. The States 
- were Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New 

Mexico, Oregon, Texas, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. In this 
| area workers could not switch jobs (except under certain specified 

- conditions) or employers release workers without first obtaining cer- : 
| _ tificates of separation from the United States Employment Service. © 

Gold mining was virtually stopped in the hope of inducing workers 
in those mines to accept employment in strategic metal mines, and 
the Government furloughed 4,000 men from the Army provided they



entered the strategic metal mines, particularly copper mines. The 9. °° 
“..° mines were benefited, at least temporarily, by a greater number of — ix 

employees. Many of the recommended wage increases were accepted «>... 
_ by the War Labor Board and subsequently approved by the Director > 

of Economic Stabilization. The increases granted took up only part  ——«."3 
| of the slack between wages in the mining industry and in others, such ~~ = 

- as airplane factories, shipyards, etc., and. the urge to leave mining ~~” oo 
_. communities continued to be a deterrent factor in the labor situation. = -—.. e 

- So _. CONSUMPTION AND DISTRIBUTION CONTROLS © ce oe - as 

: - Copper, copper-base alloys, and copper scrap were under complete a 
priority control before the beginning of 1942. The War Production ae 
Board. issued amendments and revisions to the control orders from ES oA 

_. time to time throughout 1942. These were directed mostly toward ‘> h 
Increasing the restrictions on uses. The supply situation became so * ¥4 

| _ tight by September that the Army and Navy and the Maritime Com- ae 
- mission agreed to rigid restrictions that confined copper consumption ©. 8 

- to. vital war uses. The Production Requirements Plan (PRP) was .— - Le 
—— put into operation in the third quarter of 1942 (it was partly effective = ae 

| eginning the first quarter); its purpose was to provide stricter con-. "3 
__trols.on the distribution of scarce materials. With few exceptions it © i. 3 
-. applied to all concerns using metal valued at $5,000 during a calendar —_ oR 
-. quarter. Manufacturers were asked to. estimate their requirements. ==. \@ 

for 3 months in advance. The plan was closely tied in with end-use>  - . 
_ allocation classification. An intricate system of numerical symbols, © «.% 

was provided to identify the ultimate use to which the raw material = “aa 
-. was to be put. This plan, it was announced’ in November, was 
-. scheduled to give way to the Controlled Materials Plan (CMP).im 9 
_ part in the second quarter of 1943 foraluminum, copper,andcarbonand 2s 

—: alloy steel, “the three most. basic and critical materials,” and to be . - — -i¥* 
-. completely superseded by CMP for these products by July 1943.  -.. 24 

Under PRP each firm, large or small, prime contractor or subcontractor,, =. 
. submitted its own requirements to the War Production Board for |=: 3% 

approval and received an individual authorization to obtain materials. oyk 
- Under CMP, prime contractors were to prepare and submit a break- © ©} 

| . down of all materials required for the approved end-products on which |. foe 
-. they are working. The break-down was to comprise a “bill of © «7 

materials’? specifying not only what materials were required, but =‘ 
when they must be received to carry out the authorized program. = wid 

_ The bills of materials were to include controlled materials required —_.. he 
' by the prime contractors and their subcontractors and their suppliers. a 

and also other scarce materials listed in the outline of the plan. The 
bills of materials from prime contractors were to be assembled by  — ah 

- claimant agencies and presented to the War Production Board —— “et 
Requirements Committee and to the respective Controlled Materials = = 44 
Branches, which were to make the necessary adjustments to bring vik ve 

_- the whole program into balance with available supplies. The original Oa 
claimant agencies included the Army, Navy, Maritime Commission, = +4 
Aircraft Scheduling Unit, Office of Lend-Lease Administration, Board =. 
of Economic Warfare, and Office of Civilian Supply, but this list was ees 
promptly expanded. _— | gg 

| gt
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ms: Ceiling prices of the Office of Price Administration for electrolytic ne 
is... and-easting copper were discussed in the chapter on Copper in Min- . -. 
cs -. epals Yearbook, 1941. The principal price action on copper in 1942 |. 
rm... (which, however, did not affect the price to consumers) was the 
~e: establishment of bonus payments for overquota production, which 
ox already have been discussed under that heading. Ceilings for less = 
©)" than carlot shipments were revised in 1942;-prices for copper alloy — . 
“ro and scrap items not already covered were established by the General  =« 
#... ».Maximum Price Regulation in May 1942 at the levels prevailing in 
mee (March (many of which were changed by. subsequent orders), and the “4 

prices to be paid by the Government for copper and copper-base alloy 
»<. products in inventories frozen by various limitation and conservation = 
~~ orders were selected. Establishment of specifications and cents-per- =, 

pound prices for 16 new grades of copper scrap and copper-alloy scrap, 
igre. effective March 22, 1943, brought under specific prices the entire field. a 
x’. of. such material when sold to consumers. Ceiling prices on scrap 
“°.".~ items are discussed in the chapter on Secondary Metals—Nonferrous. =| 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION, = si, 
coo. Statistics on copper. production may be compiled upon a mine, - . 4 
is. smelter, or refinery basis. . Mine data are most accurate for showing * 
~ othe geographic distribution of production; smelter figures are:better  % 
neo. for showing the actual. recovery of metal and fairly accurate for 8 
“~~. showing the source of production; and refinery statistics give precise =. 
Loo. information regarding metal recovery but indicate only ina general  =«_— 
Meta oo way the source of crude materials treated. The chapter on Copper =~ 
“- in Mineral Resources of. United States, 1930, part 1, discusses the 
ye. differences among the three sets of figures. : Be f 

“Copper produced from domestic ores, as reported by mines, smelters, and refineries, == 
ee a oo : — 1988-42, in short tons | as ce sg 

fe ae ee | Year — oe | Mine Smelter | Refinery 3 

ggg | 57,768 | 562, 328 552, B74 - 
88. eeeeeeeeeee neon eee eee eee} -728,320 | 7123675 | 704,873 5 

. 1940... eee eee 878,086 | . 909,084 | . 927, 239 . 
a 1941-0 eee 958, 149 966, 072 975, 408 oe 
— 1942000771, 080; 062 | 1,087,991 | 1, 064, 792 4 

| . a PRIMARY COPPER , . 

| Smelier production—The recovery of copper by United States — 
smelters from ores of domestic origin totaled 1,087,991 short tons in 

- 1942—a 13-percent increase over 1941. Domestic smelter output 
| constituted 51 percent of the world production during 1925-29. The | 

proportion dropped sharply m the succeeding years until 1934, when 
| it was only 17 percent. It rose to 32 percent in 1936 and from then — 

until 1939 never fell below 25 percent, fluctuating between the two 
figures. ‘The proportion was believed to be between 31 and 35 per- 

. cent in 1940 to 1942 and to be at the top of this range in the latest year. 
The figures for smelter production are based upon confidential re- | 

turns from all smelters handling copper-bearing materials produced in 
| the United States. For Michigan the sum of furnace-refined copper 

: . . ; i
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and. copper cast into anodes for electrolytic refining is included. The ~~, 
_. figures for blister represent the fine-copper content. Somecastingand = === 

~~ electrolytic copper produced direct from. ore or matte is included-in 
oo the smelter production. Metallic and cement copper recovered by - 

| leaching is included in smelter production. = _ ee att 
The precise quantity, in pounds, of copper produced by smeltersin 

7 the United States and its value are shown by years for 1845-1930 in? 
| the Copper chapter of Mineral Resources of the United States, 1930, 9.4 

... Copper produced in the United States from domestic ores, 1988-42, by States 

eg OS _ [Smelter output, in short tons fine] OP teh oo. 

ae State a 1938 | 1930 | 1940 | toad | toe 

Ala R Lote ceeeeeneeeeeeeeeee eee eeeee eee] 16,746 {52 | ot OP 8B 
, Arizona --...-.---.--....--2-.s22-21----.--.-----] 210,176 | 262,706'| 287,267 | 328,550 | 388,304. ug 

: California..-..---.-..--..-2-2ss---seses-sseee-| 840 | 4,246.| 6546 | 4015 | Og 
+ Golorado.....-.-----.o--sesaeeeeeeoeeeceeeseseeese-| 15,282] 12,774 | 13,186 | 6,488] 91,2490 

Georgia....--.-.-.--------------- eee ne ne enneeeeeee ee} | Glenn eee] | TB [eee etl} 
St . Idaho Ope eee een nee bene enn eee nen eee eee nee : 2, 806 2, 316 - ~ 8, 690 Sm 3, 551 ce : 3, 889 . na ae 

 ‘Michigan...-2---1---0----2ssslsescoesessese-.-} 875641 | 44,701 | 45,743 |. 46,752 | 47,4700 
Missourij.....-.-...---------2-----------------------} 818 P10 |. 819} = 773 2,658 6 tees 

- Montana___--..-------2--2 2-2 - eee ------------2| 78,125 | 101,756 | 129,071 | 128,712 | 140,465 ee is 
Nevada .. 1. -. sso scenes eos soecoeesesseesscesesl-s-| 46,828 | 64,422 | 78,621 | 80,518 | 83,484 

Ss New Mexico... eee | -21, 956 37, 042 70, 484.) 73,848 | 79,598: ae 
- North Carolina.-_..._.-.-------2-.--2-----2-------- (2) - (2) (2) - GP OE 

- oF Oregon _....~.---2-1------+----2-------2---------+--- ae 44 . 48 - 101 | / = 84. oo 13. re coed 

m Pennsylvania......_..-.------2--2---------2---------} @) | 4) | (2) Oe eae 
. °° South Carolina_._.-2------- 2222-22-52 - eee eee © AP AG flees eeeeef Oe al 

| ° South Dakota....-.-.-.--------- Leena nee nee een] eee eee (6 fiee cena ee [eeeeeeee ee 
oo Tennessee. _...---.---- 221 --------- +--+ = @) | @® @. 1a MTR 

EE 5 ann PS ES |; Eo We 
Utah... .---2--cseseeoeseecsecssesseesncssessses---| 114,938 | 163,059 | 248,732 | 270,647} 317,717 0 

a Virginia. _...22--...-----.-----L-.-------- e+e --- 22 (Q) ° focccle ee eee e eee eee fee - cn 
a Washington_..-.._-----.------ ee -eeee eee en-| 6,247 | 8,378 | 10,511 | 8,667 | 8,825 

| Wyoming. .....--.._-.---------- eee eee} fee ee-enee] 2] a 
Undistributed._........-------------------.---------| 10,342 | 10,532. | 14,195 | 13,366; 13,8280 et 

ce ge | 562, 328 | 712,675. | 909,084 | 966,072 | 1,087,901 = ys 

1 Less than 1 ton. 8 - / a : Oe eee : ahd 

_. “Included under “Undistributed’’; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. = re 

: Copper produced (smelter output) in the United States, 1938-42, and total, 1845-1942 - a 

| | [Values rounded] : a as 

| | - oe | Year . - me 7 Short tons Value - | : oe 

1988. 562,328 | $110,216,000 ==. 
| 1930. _........---------2--22----2-------seneneenneneeseeeeeseeeseeneeeeeeeae-] 712,675 | 148,236,000 

| 1940... --nn san esen seen nae snennnnassetznesisstestecssszsesszessesse-----| 909,084 | 205,453,000 SY 
1941. nnn en nee ne nen eee ee eee ee eee eee ence een eee 966,072 | 227,993,000 = 8 . 48 
1942. _----.---2n- sno saesneeseesaessnesaesseeossscsizssnsssssnesas2---2-------| 1,087,991 | 1256, 766, 000 ES 
Total, 1845-1942. _._._--------------- ene n nen n nce nen en ee eenene| 29,552, 541 | 8, 736,779,000 OE 

a TE fe 
'. 1 Excludes bonus payments of Metals Reserve Co. . : : os 

Mine production.—The figures for mine production are based upon + a 
reports supplied to the Bureau of Mines by all domestic mines that =.” 
produce copper. Details of the method of collecting the statistics and oe 
reasons for the discrepancy between mine-, smelter-, and refinery-pro- .° .-' 

| duction figures are given in the Copper chapter of Mineral Resources me 
of the United States, 1930, part 1. : ue 

Mine production is more accurate than either refinery or smelter ae 
) production for showing the distribution of domestic output by States = - 

and districts. It also mdicates the production by calendar years more as
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=. exactly, because additional time is required for smelting and refining. 
<s,. Mime production in 1942 was 1,080,062 tons—an increase of 13 percent — - 
we, ‘over that in 1941 and 22 percent above the average for 1925-29. | 
. 0 Production by States and districts.—The following tables show mine — 
“and smelter production by States for 1941 and 1942 and mine output _ a 
2°, ‘| by districts for 1938-42.. In 1942 Arizona, Utah, and Montana led =~ 
"ny production with 78 percent of the smelter total compared with 75— = 
"  -. percent in 1941; adding the output of Nevada, New Mexico, and = 
=... ° Michigan to the foregoing brings the proportions to 97 percent of the “4 
> total for the country compared with 96 percent in 1941. Arizona 
fo .°. supplied 36 percent compared with 29 percent for Utah and 13 percent os 
Fee. for Montana. Montana’s share of the total was unchanged from | 3 
sees '. 1941, but the other two States showed gams. The three other most — oe 
vo... important copper-producing States (Nevada, New Mexico, and Mich- 
ee -... 1gan) represented smaller proportions of the country’s total in 1942, 
f° although all produced more copper than in 1941. Among other States, ig 
ix. there were sharp drops in output for Colorado and California. ‘These oe 
‘-.. declines were due to replacement of production of copper-iron-silver- 
BN gold ore in favor of zinc-lead ore at the Eagle mine of the New Jersey 4 
ol. Zme Co. in Colorado and closing of the Walker mine in Plumas ~~ - 

ep -. County; Calif., which left that State without an important copper 
producer... Comparison of present production with that of the past o 

“y..._ eéntury shows that Utah’s share of the country’s total is rising sharply, 4 
“a Whereas .Arizona’s is becoming static at somewhat above the earlier 4 
foc. period. Michigan and Montana are dropping markedly, while New | 2 
ge Mexico and Nevada are advancing, = a 3 

KO ° Copper produced in the United States, according to smelter and mine returns, by o 

Be ea States, 1941-42 and 1845-1942, in short tons — | ; 

BON od } , : oo ‘| 1845-1942 smelter ts | e or of. 194. | 1942 | output 

ts ve oF State 7 | 4d Smelter returns en 7 “ 

Re a | Smelter Mine [ Mine Total Percent | : 
a oe returns | returns . returns quantity | of tot: 

bee : Gf total | Quantity: a 

oe Alaska.........--..------.| 95 | 72). (Q) 33 22| — 676,816 2, 29 é 
Arizona............-...--| 328,550 | 326,317 35. 70 388, 394 393, 387 | 9, 802, 882 33. 17 : 

© California 277277777277777} “401s | 3} 948 09 1, 019 1,058 | 575, 487 1.95 
| Colorado.............-...| 6,483] 6,748 er 1, 249 1,102 | 272, 764 92 3 
: Georgia... .....-...-------|--------.-]----------]----------|------------|------------ (2) (2) : 

| Idaho......--.-.........-| 3,551 | 3,621 "36 3, 889 3, 430 95, 380 32 
: Michigan. ___.-..2--_-_-- 46, 752 46, 440 4. 36 47, 470 45,679 | 4,684, 855 15. 85 

Missouri__..__..__._---.-- 773 1, 400 . 25 2, 658 1, 300 (2) (2) 
7 ‘Montana......_........-.| 128,712 | 128,036 | 12.91 | 140,465 | 141,194 | 6, 233, 222 21.06 

| Nevada.........-.-.....| 80,518 | 78,911 7. 67 83,434 | 83,663 | 1, 536, 911 5. 20 
New Mexico...._......-.| 73,848 | 73, 478 7. 32 79, 598 80,100 | 1,089, 901 3. 69 
North Carolina. -_..-_.- (3) (3) (3) (3) @) (2). (?) 
Oregon_._...---._.-_.-.-- 84 83 .O1 113 103 11, 648 . 04 

. Pennsylvania______._.._- (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (2) (2) 
South Carolina__......-._]-.--------| © (1) 1 (4) (3) (7) 
South Dakota___.._..-._._]._-_-_-_-_]._---__.-_|----------|-------eee- 1 (2) '€) 

-  Pennessee.........--.---.| () (3) 6 () 5 250, 508 5. 88 
Texas..-.-....22 22 --- ee 7 6 01 . 104 99 (2) (2) 
Utah._.-_.-..-.._._--....-] 270,647 | 266, 838 29. 20 317, 717 306, 691 3, 985, 455 13. 49 
Virginia__......_.-_______|.---------}--- ee} eee ee fe eee 28 (2) (2) 
Washington..............| 8, 667| 8,686 778 | 8 585 8, 030 56, 801 19 
Wyoming.___..__._._.._.. 4 4 (4) 1 |--.--------- 15, 870 05 
Undistributed...........| 13,366 | 13, 566 1.28 13, 321 14,175 | 6 265, 041 690 

966,072 | 958, 149 100.00 | 1,087,991 ; 1,080,062 | 29, 552, 541 100. 00 

1 Less than 0.01 percent. 2 Included under “Undistributed”; figures not separately recorded. 
3 Included under ‘‘Undistributed’’; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. ‘4 Less than 1 ton. . 
8’ Approximate production through 1928. Figures for 1929-42 confidential and included under ‘“‘Undis- 

tributed”. 6 Includes Tennessee for 1929-42, _
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_ ss iy 1942 the Bingham: (Utah) district experienced no difficulty ns 
, , ° ~ 2° ° _—_ . , ‘ « e o- : te ON 

- maintaining its lead among the copper-producing districts of the = 4 
country for the seventh consecutive year; its output was 117 percent =~ } 

— _ higher than that of its nearest competitor, the Butte (Mont.) district. os) 
| For 7 years the Butte district ranked second in production, and its = 

| total production from the beginning of operations is far above that. | ws 
of any other district in the couritry. Following the Globe-Miami 
district, Ariz., which has ranked third for a number of years, is a ie 
group of districts that frequently changes place in importance as cop- sis 
per producers. — | | 7 a ag 

| Details of mine production, by districts and companies, n 1942 are 
__. available in the chapters of this volume dealing with the production == |) 

of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the various States. . ok 

Mine production of copper in the principal districts of the United States,| 1988-42,” a 
a re an terms of recovered copper, in short tons , Cs ae 

_ District or region | .. State - | . 1938 1989 =| 1940 | 1941 {| 1942 °° 2 ‘at 

Bigham... -.2....-.--------] Utab_..2..--.-------]| 106,049 | 167,856 | 228,505} 264,705} 304,687. ae 
Summit Valley (Butte).......| Montana__..-....-.-| . 76, 855 97,266 | 125,442 | 127, 431 140,349 
Globe-Miami_.2.....-.....---| Arizona.-...-.-.----| 44,528 | 62,400 | 70,406 | 82,419 94,265 ee 
Ely (Robinson) ......-..--.---| Nevada.-....-..--.-| 38, 501 51,590 |. 63,840 67,171 |  —_78,.063 Le 

. Oat (including Santa ; New Mexico...-----| 16, 557 42,344 | 64,991 67, 727 72,024 Fe fs 

. Ajo_._.....-....---.----------} Arizona_....--------| . 48,180 49,871 | 51,566 | 65,880 66,647° ae 
popper Mountain (Morenci) .|--..-do-..------------| 11,148] 15,878 | 13,503 | = 13, 879 60, 356 [8 

| Bis eg (Warren) ~—-o--------- _----00.....----------| 47,518 |. 54,617 | 55, 254 56,592 | . 58,278 a, 
Ray (Mineral Creek). ..-..---|-.-.-do--.-.----------| 15, 029 21, 583 31, 729 42, 400 50, 362. ener 

_ Lake Superior_......---------| Michigan.......-..-| 46; 743 43, 985 45, 198 46,440} 45,679 oe) 

| Yavapai County (mostly Je- | Arizona.__-----.----|. 29,437 | 38,203 | 38,201; 43,701) 44,942 8 «=... 
rome district). | | | So Pg wo 

Pioneer_...-...---------------|-----d0_....--.-.-.-.-| 17,167 | . 17,958 |. 18,450 | 19,121 20,702 - ase 
_- Ghelan Lake........--......-.| Washington....----| 5,931 | 8,786 | 9,288 | 8,365} 7,955 oy ER 

Cope ....----..--------.---=--| Nevada.....----.---| 6,563 |. 14,065 | 13,542 | 10,756 7,074 BS 
_ °.. YLordsburg_....-..------------| New Mexico- ...---- 3, 173 3, 184 3,278 | 3,734] 3,358 gS 

Coeur d’Alene region. ...-----] Idaho.--.--.--------| 1,888 2, 068 2,680 | 2,979 2, 993 eg 
Tintic....---.---.----2.--.-2.| Utah...----.--------| 4177] 4,418 | 1,205] 042] "888 

’ San Juan Mountains___...-.-.| Colorado__..----.---|. 1,819 | 981; 1,209 705 5389 sg 
Red Cliff (Battle Mountain) _.|.....do.-...--....----| 12, 018 11,921} 10,552 5, 609. 383... coe 
 Ophir.__..--.---------------| Utah. oo22-22-2oo 437| §2070| 1,095 m4; m2 © = 3 

«» Bunker Hill_....--.--.-------] Arizona_....--.-----|- 1,626 | . 246 8; hl 24 cae 
- "'Blumas County____..--.-.....] California......----|, 602.| 4,020] 5,203] 3,64} 38 =. 

< San Pedro_-_...-.-------------| New Mexico......-.| .. 44 336 | 1,394 719 j.--------- A 
- _ » Capper River ?.__.-.-----.---| Alaska_...-.--------| 3 14, 549 (4 @ (4) | se Be 

Swain County #...2-..200202. North Carolina. -...|. - |. 6 @ 5 ° 3 OT ae 
Lebanon (Cornwall mine) 2...| Pennsylvania......-| §( (6 3 3 = ()) Oe 

Ducktown ?.....---..........| Temmessee_._---..--- (5) - 0) | 8) 8). re 

1 Districts producing 1,000 short tons or more in any year of the period 1938-42. a og 

. 3 Not listed in order of output. | - ne 8 
3 Includes a small quantity produced elsewhere in Alaska. a en 

‘Negligible. = = | oa an. | | Oe ee _ 5 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. | , a 

Quantity and estimated recoverable content of copper-bearing ores.— ss 
The following tables list the quantity and estimated recoverable copper | oe 
content of the ore produced by mines in the United States in 1941; 
figures for 1942 are not yet available. Of the total copper produced ==... 
from copper ores in the United States in 1941, 85 percent was obtained = 2 
from ores concentrated before smelting and 10 percent from direct- - lek 
smelting ores; in addition, copper was recovered from 3,785,654 tons " oh 
of copper ore treated by straight leaching. The percentages for 1941 _ Og 
compare with 84 percent obtained from concentrated ore and 11 og 
percent from direct-smelting ores in 1940. In 1940, 3,198,904 tonsof == 

| copper ore were treated by straight leaching. | os 
Close agreement between the output as reported by smelters and the su 

recoverable quantity as reported by mines indicates that. the estimated a
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~~... recoverable tenor is close to the actual recovery. Classification of = = “. 
"= gome of the complex-western ores is difficult and more or less arbitrary. es 
~ .. . “Oopper ores” include not only those that contain 2.5 percent or more | 
~ > gopper.but also those that contain less than this percentage if they are 

-. -. waluable chiefly for copper. Mines report considerable copper from 
“ores mined primarily for other metals. These include siliceous gold 
“©. and silver ores, lead and. zinc ores, and pyritic ores. He 

oo... Copper ore, old tailings, etc., sold or treated. in the United States in 1941, with copper, = 
ee - gold, and silver content in terms of recovered metals woe 

She pe | Ore, old tail- | Copper produced |aj,...| © |Valueof 2 = 
Pe OEE ings, etc.,. a Gold pro - Silver pro- | gold and us 

fe | State : Sold oF af a | (fine. .| duced cine silver. eo EG 
te . CO - ‘treated = . ‘| ‘ounces) — er ton oe 
agi et ee -. | (short tons): | Pounds. Percent. ounces) is MT ore. ok 

ol Alaska. ccc eef 20,876 | 7.25} tt. a] gay 
eo Avizona_.-----------------, 24, 153, 483 | 1! 613, 096, 452. 1.27 |. 142,498 | 5,006,374] . 3500 cet 
ee. Qa lifornia..-.....-2-.----- 292,232 | —-—s—-'7, 418, 100 1.27}. 12,088. © 179,744 /. «1.88 ol 
oy Colorado... -2---2----], 207,678 | ~=—«-:11, 479,396 | «2.76 | 25,187 | 4,306,348 | 18.99 
eee ' . ‘Tdaho....----------------- 7,979 . 687, 128 4.31 . 696}. . 48,851 — 69 meh 
ches Mfichigan..-2-2.---2c-----| 4, 282,448 | ~-—-92, 880, 000 1.08 |_---.-----| -. 60,796 2.59 oy 
toe os ~ Montana__-.-..---------.| ° 3,791,202 | 1244, 015, 387 3.221 13,871|: 6,142,250|- 1.28 - 4s 
wee . Nevada._..--------------- 6, 850, 444 156, 649, 800 | 1.14 65,510 - 259,686 | = 86 ee 
Be ye New Mexico..-.---------.|. 6, 975,682 | 1127, 896, 610 -92] - 8,908 |. 942,884) 07 a 
Poot Oregon. ----------ee-e td :Ct«tC«D | 48, 000 3.82] 10] 2,220}. 307 4 
se Pexagw wee OO BB 8,000} =. 2.50 J... ef 92 t 98 a 
poe Otahe lo. eee 30, 444,402 | 1513,251,387| .84 | 248, 953 2,285,377} 9° 688 A 
ek Washington:...----------| «4694, 565 17, 313, 000 1.25} 46,084, 202,091| 2:53. a 

oN Wyoming. eile "42 7,902} 4 | aT 30}. > 2.17 rer, 
oo -Bastern States...-.-...---} 781,516 | 3 27,10, 735 |.-.------- BM) 44,005 J 
a ee | 78, 452, 504 | 31, 811,897,773 | 1.15 | 559,062 | 18,775,951 | 42 4 

ae ae | . 4 Excludes copper recovered: from mine-water precipitates as follows: Arizona, 34,323,752; ‘Montana, | s 
pa eS 5,503,585; New. Mexico, 16,818,294; and Utah, 13,418,668 pounds. — sot a 
ae . | § Caleulated only on ore that yielded silver. oo a a . 2 

ae 8 Copper from magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore from Pennsylvania included with that from copper ore. & 

{Copper ore, old tailings, etc., concentrated in the United States in 1941, with content 9 
foo ne oe a an terms of recovered copper BS ee od 

oe me oo a. Ore, old tail- | a - Copper: 4 
oe oe State oo ings, at erin a Couper pro from ore, 4 

| concentrate uced (pounds)| ete. (per- . | (short tons) (short tons) “ cent) og 

: © Alaska... eene eee eceee eee 100 20 13, 932 6.97 : 
Arizona...--..-------------------------~-------| 1 18, 607, 089 938,095 | 2 374, 509, 382 1.01 ve 

ee California.......-....-.-.---------------------- 291, 468 14, 934 7, 298, 500. 1.25 : 
Colorado..---.---------------------------------| > 4, 624 884 -- 192,000 | — 2. 08 oo 
Idaho_._..-.-..------.------------------ +e 3, 906 476 178,814 2.29 . 

- Michigan.._..----------:---------------------- 4, 282, 448 70, 550 | 92, 880, 000 | 1. 08 2 
o Montana.._.-.--------------------------------- 3, 790, 183 -509, 374 243, 898, 505 3. 22 

Nevada....-----------------------;-------+---- 6, 825, 565 267, 234 147, 030, 600 1. 08 
New Mexico. ..--.-.-----.--------------------- 6, 901, 193 222, 411 125, 266, 413 91 
Oregon...-.--.--------------------------------- 500 _ 72 24, 000 2. 40 

: Utah.....---.22--2.---------------------------] 30, 482, 336 789, 335 512, 546, 305 84 | 
a Washington__._--..-_.--..-..------------------ 693, 937 36, 005 17, 118, 128 1. 23 

Eastern States_...---.------------------------- 698, 363 8 72, 200 4 23, 834,000 |---.----.._. 

72, 531, 712 2,921,590 | 1,544, 785, 579 1.06 - 

_ In addition, 3,785,654 tons were treated by straight leaching. 
2 In addition, 84,127,150 pounds of copper were recovered by straight leaching. 
3 Includes concentrates from magnetite-pyrite-chaleopyrite ore from Pennsylvania. 
4 Includes copper from magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore from Pennsylvania.
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Copper ore, old tailings, etc., smelted in the United States in 1941, with content in 9 we 
terms of recovered copper, and copper produced from all sources, in terms of | os 

| .. recovered copper Be Be a 

Be |. Ore, old tailings, ete, smelted | Copperfom = 
. na oe i [ene — ___|. .all sources, ~ ne 

_ , | ate Be Ocover vro- | <..., | Slags:Smelter 
a - Short tons | “duced | Pefeent | cleanings,and = 

, a mo de , | OL COppe;r jf. recipitates os nr 

tf een fT | ound 
Alaska. 44 gos} = =oz.80] «144, 00 a 
Arizona @ 2277 TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTIT TI] 1, 760, 740 | 154,459,920 | 4.39 | 1-652, 634,000 oy 
California. 7277TTTTTTT TTI]? 764 119,600] 7.88 7,986,000 = |” 

| - Golorad0...-....22-----2-2-2222fcessesesse-se--} 208,054 | 11,287,306 | 2.78 |: 13, 496, 000 OU 
| ‘Idaho. ...-1--.--------------s---n-sneeeesnaeesee-| = 4073 |. 508,314 6.24) 97,247000 99). 
-Michigan........2..2-- 2-2 eee eee feel eee} 92. 880,000 - a 

. - Missouri._......--_-----------------------------e- |e 2-e-- | --e eee 2, 800, 000 ay 
Montana._-....._..------------------2------------ 1,019} © 121,882 5.98 | 1256, 072, 000 He 

—..  Nevada.....-.....------------------- +--+ ------ 24,879 - 9,619,200} 19.33] 157,822,000 = os 
New Mexico..2222022--7DTTTTTTTI TT] 74 489 |. 25630,197 | 1.77 | 1-146; 956, 000 ee 

2.) Oregon... 2.22 eo -eeeeeeeeeeee eee] 1209 |S 24,.000 9.30] _ 166, 000 Ce a 
 Texas_....---.-.---------------2--- 2 - ee eee 58 | 3, 000 259} © WZ OOO 

| Utah...._.-.-----.2-----ssenesneeesnessesese-f| 12,066} = 705,082]. 2.92] 1583,676,000 
-.... ‘Washington. 2027277 (7DTTTTTTTT eas | t94}g72. | 15.52] 17872000 i 
Wyoming... -2 222 eee eee n nef) 42 _. 1,902. 9. 41 8,000 rsa 

ree Eastern States-.-...--.----------------------------- 53,158 | 3,206,735 | 38.10}: | 27,182,000 ee 

rn ee 2,185,188 | 182,985,044} 4.20] 1,916, 208,000. 

. 4 Considerable copper was recovered from mine-water precipitates. nr | ee 
oo ? Mostly recovered from ores classed as dry and siliceous silver ore and zinc-lead ore. _ Poe ee 

Copper ores: produced in the United States, 1937-41, and average yield in copper, = 
- ee gold, and silver : rc , 

CO Smelting ores! | Concentrating ores 1 ce ho Total S oe | - ae | . iS 

a oO _ Yield: Yield as. Yield wis oo | Value 7 a 8 
Year ee {imcop- | imeop-|  fimcop-| perdon |perton (Perton 

a Short tons ez | Short tons er. Short tons ! ee {in gold Silver! 2 gold pe GPRS 
oo, per- oO er- ee per- : an: ee 

os ot | eent) Ld eenty | sf cent) fCounce)i(ounce)} giver = 

2 -4937___.._...] 22,768,184] 4.30 | 258,737,922} 1.15 | 261,513,148 | . 1.29 | 0.0081 | 0.327] $0.53 = | ae 
: 1938__..-.---| 22,028,000 | 4.49 | 334,374,026 | 1.17 | 287,794,988 | 1.34]. .0090; .414| = 58 

49397777772] 2)396,155] 4.61 | 50,710,026 | - 1.09:] 55,239,098} 1.25] .0085) .333] | .52 OES 
1940_-_....-.| 2179,060| 4.33] 63,900,512} 1.10] 69,278,476 | 1.20| .0078) .300/0 148 9 “ug 

44a TTT] 2) 135,138 | 4.29} 72,581,712} 1.06 | 78,452,504} 1.15 | 0071] .239 20 

1 Includes old tailings, ete. | oe Oo - : os 
a 2 Exclusive of Alaska, figures for which Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish. » os Ls - 

a _ REFINERY PRODUCTION a: 

 -'The refinery output of copper in the United States in 1942 was) 
made by 11 plants; 8 of these employed the electrolytic method,2 the .- =, 

: furnace process on Lake Superior copper, and 1 the furnace process sts 
on western ores. | ho me 

| There are five large electrolytic refineries on the Atlantic seaboard, aS 
three Lake refineries on the Great Lakes, and three electrolytic = =  -: 
refineries west of the Great Lakes—one at Great Falls, Mont.; one at — 4 
Tacoma, Wash.; and one at El Paso, Tex. In 1942, fire-refined copper os 
was produced for the first time at the Hurley plant of the Kennecott  — 

| Copper Corporation. Of the above plants, the Lake refinery of the - 
Quincy Mining Co. has been idle since 1933. | 

: In addition to the foregoing plants, that at Inspiration, Ariz., is : 
equipped to make electrolytically refined copper direct from the a 
liquors obtaimed from leaching; this copper is shipped as cathodes to - 
other refineries, where it is melted and cast into merchant shapes. oy
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~The 13 plants indicated constitute what commonly are termed 
i “regular refineries.’ Of these plants, 9 employ the electrolytic process =~ 
«+ and 4 the furnace process. The Phelps Dodge Refining Corporation  —s_—- 
) plant at El Paso used both methods in 1942. -The electrolytic plants =—_—© 
“have a rated capacity of 1,547,000 tons of refined coppera year. AS  . 

they produced 1,390,000 tons in 1942, this part of the industry was po 
~~ operated at 90 percent of capacity. __ i ‘os 

The followmg tables show the production of refined-copper at  —_ 
‘regular refining plants, classified according to source, grade, and form = ~~ 
Pees mnwhich cast. OS ee a 

‘oc .< Primary and secondary copper produced by regular refining plants in the United = 
me : _ States and imported, 1938-42, in short tons a ae 

oe ‘Primary: = ne | | a | en rn. 
Ao * Domestics! a | | — . | aN Ber Electrolytic 4.......2.....-.-.-.-..----] 516,488 | 662,409 | 883,610 | 929,711 | ° 968, 177 ag 

EV \ ‘<n 36,011 | 42, 464 43,629 | 45,697] 46,523 ee 
ai a - Casting....-..-.--2-222-2--2--2--2--eee} 78 feet ee eee eee -|------ce ee [e--------e-]| 55,092 

ies S559 574 | 704,873 | 927,239 | 975,408 | 1, 064, 792 oe 
Bee: Foreign:t ae oe oer lo eee fo | 3 
She ” Electrolytic._..2...:....--..-.-..-.--.| 289,818 | 304,642 | 386,317 | 419, 901 348, 834 % 
oe . . Casting and best select ._.......------- 24 |____--------|------------]---------e--] 5, 985 ae 
ee ’ = See 2 
Wee Refinery production, new copper_-__..-| 792,416 | 1,009,515 | 1,313,556 | 1,395,309 |. 1, 414, 561 oS a 
wo, Imports, refined copper 3__...-_--..--- 1,801 16, 264 68,337 | 346, 994 395, 039 a 

Wee Ms = ‘Total new refined copper made avail- os me oo Ts ok 
Pe able. eee eeee------s---] 794,217 | 1,025,779 | 1,381,803 | 1,742,303 | 1,809,600 ‘ 
Woa : oe, . ——— SS — —— SS SS Ee EE . mos 

EB o ~~. Seeondary: | | | | : 4 
a _ Electrolytic ¢.......--....---..-------- 92,542 | 116,613 117,669 | — 95,437 |. 83, 079 oe 
vv Casting... 2. 22o 222 eff] 4 288 2, 064 og 
re - | 92,542 | 116,613 | 117,660 | —«-99, 675 (85,148 2° 

Be Grand total-.-..-.-----.-.---------| 886,759 | 1,142,392 | 1,499,562 | 1,841,978 | 1,894, 743 
WAR fo . , ce 

ae ' 1 The separation of refined copper into metal of domestic and foreign origin is only approximate, as accurate ah 
pee separation at this stage of manufacture is not possible. | o 
ho 3 Some copper from Michigan is electrolytically refined at eastern refineries and is included as electrolytic 4 
vo copper. .. - . 7 . a, 

oe 8 Data include copper imported for immediate consumption plus material entering country under bond. 3 
me 4 Includes some secondary Lake copper. ce | " 

a Se Copper casi in forms in the United States, 1941-42 oo | . 

ae | | | 4944 | 4949 oe 
. Form | : rn I | 
_ - Short tons | Percent | Short tons | Percent 

™ Wire bars._.....-----------se-----eeeeee-eeeceeeee---------|  736,000| 49.23} 582,000] 38.81 
Cathodes... 2-22-2222] 300,500 | 20.10 | —--4647 500 30. 98 
Cakes... 02 2222] 191} 500 | 1281 | 119, 500 7.97 
Ingots.....-.-.---------------2---n2n2s2c2u-sseensse2e-2---{ 128,500 8.60 | 219, 500 14.64 
Other forms...--_.___-...-.---.------------------2------2--| 138) 500 9.26 | 114; 000 7.60 

| | 1,495,000} 100.00] 1,499,500} 100.00 

In addition to the regular refineries, numerous plants throughout | 
. _the country operate on scrap exclusively, producing metallic copper 

and a great variety of alloys. The output of these plants is not in- 
cluded in the statements of refined-copper production in the preceding 
tables but is included in the following statement of secondary-copper 
production.
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| - Copper sulfate—The production of hydrous copper sulfate or blue- od 
stone by copper refineries in the United States was 31,704 short tons =. -% 

_ having a copper content of 8,076 tons in 1942 compared with 27,417 ~~ fd 
tons having a copper content of 6,984 tonsin 1941, «=... Se 
The output of copper sulfate by plants other than the regular es 

primary refineries totaled 72,411 tons with a reported copper content =~; 
_. Of 18,390 tons in 1942 compared with 58,072 tons containing 14,684 = «3 

tons of copper in 1941. - So ES 
__Copper chemicals, including copper sulfate, were placed under = * 

| allocation control in an order effective October 1, 1942. The Officeof © 
Price Administration set the ceiling price for copper sulfate at $5 per 
100 pounds, effective April 3, 1943, for sales by manufacturers and ' ~ -..’s 

_. May 3 for sales by others. Previously the price had been $5.15 in oe 
the East and as high as $5.50 in the West. In May the order was 8 
amended to permit an increase to $5.15 for deliveries in the West.  —_. 4. 

- ‘In an article on insecticide chemical requirements for war food sup- sss. 3 
a plies McBride ? stated that over 200,000,000 pounds of copper chemi- 8 

|  eals, principally copper sulfate, are wanted for military use, for export, ©“ 
for other industries, and for insecticides. Availability of scrap, he = °& 

_ said, would determine the size of production. In 1939 51,122,000 = 
_ pounds of copper sulfate were used for agricultural purposes, andinthe =x 

| fiscal year ended September 30, 1942, 79,539,000 pounds were so used; 
86,000,000 pounds were estimated as requirements for this purpose =. 

a oe - SECONDARY COPPER — EE 
. . mo, . . . . : . ogi 

_.. Secondary copper includes material recovered from remelting old = °¥ 
i copper and copper scrap and from the treatment of copper alloys or sss. 

alloys treated without separation of the copper. The following table © 9 « 
summarizes the production of secondary copper during 1938-42. = ~» 

~ Further details appear in the chapter on Secondary Metals—Nonfer- = 
— rous. oo | Bn co 

Secondary copper produced in the United States, 1938-42, in short tons = . a 

oe a “| 1988 |* 1989 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 - cae 
. . |_| |__| ae 

Copper recovered as unalloyed copper............---| 192,400 | 151,370 | 170,889] 135,860] 1146470 8 
Copper recovered in alloys......-..--..-------.------| 167, 400 | 1348, 330 | 1361, 207 | 1 590, 527 | 1813, 108 a oy 

Total secondary copper....--------------------| 359, z 499,700 | 532,046 | 726,396 | 927,755 = |. 
From new serap_.......---.---------------------| 92,500 | 212,800 | 198,156 | 313,697 | 500, 633 ong 

| ' From old scrap-..---.----------.--------..------} 267,300 | 286,900 | 333,890 | 412,699 | 427,122 4g 
Percent of domestic mine output... ..--..----- 65 68) ~~ 61 76 { ° 86. y 

_ 1 Includes copper in chemicals as follows: 1939, 3,200 tons; 1940, 9,431 tons; 1941, 9,804 tons;[1942, 17,455 tons. a 

BO CONSUMPTION — ey 

_ Available data on consumption of copper indicate that new high anc 
record rates of use were established in 1941 and again in 1942. The my 

| calculations were made upon the basis of copper available for use, OF 
or apparent consumption. Also, in estimating apparent consumption 8 

: it has been assumed that copper used in the manufacture of primary oe 

"4 McBride, R. 8., Insecticide Chemicals Needed For War Food Supply: Chem. and Met. Eng,, vol. 50, _ wR 
- No. 3, March 1943, pp. 101-103, . oo
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«’.. fabrications of copper is copper consumed. It is likely that statistics = 
_... compiled upon a different basis (for example, by taking consumption =—§s_—> 

“-.. as includmg only copper made into automobiles, electrical equip- =. ment, ships, ete.) would show very different resulfs. Much copper 
-. leaves the country as primary fabrications and considerably more in 
“=. manufactured. products containing copper. Actual consumption data — oe 
#.. may be compiled at many points:.1m the industrial process..The = ~— 
ee, me QS l. . . . .- ., : e oe . . ) [ff -: eT tet 

. -. method of calculating the quantity of copper available for consump- . 
< “tion is shown in the following table. It should be noted that exports —s_ = 
»y .. and stocks include some refined secondary copper that cannot be 

—.. determined separately and also that actual consumption of new copper... . 
would differ from the figures shown in the table by the changes in 

<.-eomsumers’ stocks.° RS 

Me phe New refined copper withdrawn from total year’s supply on domestic account, 1988-42, a 

Be oy. oo tm short tons 4 

Be 988 fF t989 | t0 | toe ft 
Bis oe - Total supply of new copper_...---.--.---:-| 794,217 | 1,025,779 | 1,381,898 | 1,742,303 | 1,809,600 ss 

nr - Stock at beginning of year__:....-.--------|. .179,000} 181,000}. = 95,500.) 91,500 | . 77, 500. py 

eo Potal available supply_.._-----.-.-..] 978,217 | 1,206,779] 1,477,383 | 1, 833,803 | 1, 887, 100 - 5 

= Qopper exported t._..2..22----------------| 388,228 | 396,406 | 377,108 | 114,753 | 182,467 4 
os” Stock at end of year. -2-777T7--TTIT} 181,000 | 95,500 | 91,500 | 77,500] 84000 
re | 566,228] 491,906 | 468,608 | 192,283 |, 216,467 
Oo... ‘Withdrawn on domestic account.....".---| 406,994 | 714,873 | 1,008,785 | 1,641,550 | 1,670,633 a 

fo." AIneludes refined copper in ingots, bars, rods, or other forms. ae re 

vs. The usual discussion of consumption of copper by uses cannot be A 
Bre ber we . . yey Q: eo pe e —~, . ~~ oe e . . # 

mr"... given owing to inability of the American Bureau of Metal Statistics, _ y 
ee the source of previous data on this subject, to obtain and release = 
“+. information because of the war. es ee - 

Se SOCKS ee os 
os The following table gives domestic stocks of copper as reported by  —_> 
oo primary smelting and refining plants. Stocks of blister and anode | : 
oe copper in transit from smelters to refineries are included under blister : 
7 copper. oo - | 4 

a Stocks of copper at primary smelting and refining plants in the United States at. end - 
| of year, 1938-42, in short tons —_ | | 

| . Blister and Blister and 
Year Refined | materials in Year Refined | materials in 

copper process of copper process of 
refining ! refining } 

1938_._.......-_-.-.--------}| 181,000 233, 000 || 1941___---..--------------}| 77, 500 240, 000 
1939_....-___-_---.-------- 95, 500 260, 000 || 1942______-.--------L----- 84, 000 235, 500 
1940_..----.-.----.--..----| 91, 6500 243, 000 

| 1 Includes copper in transit from smelters in the United States to refineries therein. oe
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>. ‘Fotal mventories of copper in the hands of smelters and primary. “a 
. + refineries at the end of 1942 were§virtually unchanged from those 
- on hand at the beginning of the year, having gained less than 1 percent; =~ vs 

refined stocks rose 8 percent and those of blister and unfinished mate- ‘ 
_ -Tials at smelters, in transit to refineries, and at refineries fell 2 percent. © ~ 

7 _._ Figures compiled by the Copper. Institute (published in the press > 
before June) show that domestic stocks of refined, duty-free copper 

7 _ declined to 65,309 tons at the end of 1942 from 75,564 tons at the ee 
- . end of 1941 and 142,772 tons at the end of 1940. At the end of 1988 == 

_ refined stocks were more than double those on hand at the end of ne 
1940 and were more than four times those at the end of 1942. There Es 
are always differences between the stock data of the Bureau of Mines oe 

_-—-— and_those of the Copper Institute, due partly to a somewhat different __ oe 
coverage and partly to an arbitrary but permissible method used by 

_. the Copper Institute in designating the copper as domestic or foreign 8 
_ metal. This latter factor causes a time-lag difference between the __ oe 

_. twosetsoffigures. 22 _ ee Es 
According to fabricators’ statistics (also: published in the press © 

__ before June), there were large variations in their inventories in recent - a 
_ayears. Stocks of refined metal, in-process material, and primary of 
_ fabricated shapes totaled 339,376 tons at the end of 1940, declined to cB 

295,813 tons at the end of 1941, and rose to 414,668 tons at the end ssi ag 
of 1942. Meanwhile unfilled purchases of refined copper in fabri- = = - * 

_.. eators’ hands fell from 326,269 tons at the end of 1940 to 241,335 tons oe 
at the end of 1941 and to 135,481 tons at the close of 1942. Fabri- oa 

_. ¢eators’ working stocks, which rise and fall according to plant activity, Nor 
--were 240,740, 291,515, and 340,547 tons, respectively. Unfilled sales _ ee. 

_. by fabricators to customers rose from 414,892 to 547,468 to 613,005. 
tons. Even the staggering figure of 613,005 tons at the end of 1942, 

. marked a decline from the historic total of 689,177 tons at the end ~ 
of June. Copper classed as “available for sale” was.10,013 tons at = 

a the end of 1940, and —304,675 and —403,403 tons, respectively, at ine 
the close of 1941 and 1942.08 

a __ the quantity of copper delivered thus far to the Metals Reserve . __ ag 
_ Co. aggregates the equivalent of more than a good year’s production ne 

- from domestic mines. Monthly allocations are made against ‘these os 
_ stocks, and at the end of 1942 only 15 percent of the total metal = 

delivered remained in the stock ple. one 

- Reports to the Bureau of Mines from copper-selling agencies indi- a 
_ cate that 1,086,000 tons of copper were delivered to domestic and —Ss_— a 

~ foreign purchasers (excluding deliveries of foreign copper to the a 
_ Metals Reserve Co.) in 1942 at. an average price (f. 0. b. refinery) _ oly 

, of 11.8 cents a pound, unchanged from 1941 and 0.5 cent a pound 8 
higher than in 1940. The average price for 1942 is exclusive of bonuses my 

_ paid for the overquota outputs of individual.mines. Such bonuses eS 
are described later. Bonus payments added between0.3 and 0.4cent — ch 
a pound to the average realization for copper in 1942, but only a oor 

_ felatively small proportion of total production benefited and that JTS 
_ ‘which did received 5 cents a pound above the ceiling price. oe Lk
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we -°-. Average monthly quoted prices of electrolytic copper for domestic and export shipments, o a 

Bere f. o. b. refineries, in the United States, 1941-42, in cents per pound ce 

ee Cs es 194d a 9B 

ae . — ~ Month © Domestic | Domestic | Export | Domestic | Domestie.| Export . co 
wo —_ an | fob. | fob. | f.o.b. f.o.b. «| f.o.b.- f.o. b. ca 

eee Be 7 refinery! | refinery? | refinery? | refinery! | refinery? | refinery? = = = — 

ae ~ January__-.2-----------------] «1-87 | | «1.819 | ~—:10.. 257 11. 87 u.775| 115088 © 
tos? Webruary_.---.--------------| 11.87 11.794| 10.414} 11.87] 11.775 11.700 | Jk 
eo Maren UTI] 187 | 1 814 10.592 | | 11.87| . 11,775 1.700 .°8 
Po. April DTTTTTTTITII 11.87|  11.820.|. 10.952 11. 87 11.775 | ——-11. 700 oO 
Mt May TITITTTTTIITITIIT} = 87] 1.815 | 10. 950 11.87| 11.775 1.700 © 
We June TTT 11. 87 11.810| 10.950} 11.87, 11.775] 11.70 © —: 
BP July_.-.-..-.-s-;scese--u----| 187 | - 11.812 10. 950 1.87| 11.775) 700 8 © 
et. Amgustl 22D lillie 11.87| 11.778| 10.950) 11.87] © 11.775 11. 700 as 
#.°— September.2----22222222T2z} 87] 1775 | 11.027 1.87| 11.775 1.700 4 
He’. Oetober...2.------------------] 87] L775 11.367| ° 11.87] | 11.775| — - 11.700 oa 
B®  - November..---------:--------| 11.87 11. 775 11. 200 11.87| 11.775 1.700 | 
Pete. _ December--_------------------] 11.87) 11775 | 11.200] 11.87 11.775 | =—-:11.700 we 

a 2S Awerage for year...----- 11.87| 12.797] ° 10.901| ~~ 11.87 1.775 | 68 8 8©=— 

FN wy 
ae oe 1 As reported by American Metal Market Co. | oe . , Ss, ee 

»oo*'. 4 As reported by Engineering and Mining J ournal. ne a — ae 

o . . Average yearly quoted prices of electrolytic copper for domestic and export shipments; os 

eo f. 0. b. refineries, in the United States and for spot copper at London, 1933-42, in - oy 

ee cents per pound oo oo ee - 
he mo : o — : ty 

ye LE a 1933 | 1934 | 1935 | 1936 | 1987 | 1988 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 = 4 

OR Domestic f. 0. b. re- | | - | po os | - , 4 
eo finery tf 7.15 | 8.58 | 8.76 | 9.58 | 13.27 | 10.10 | 11.07 | 11.40 | 11.87 | 11.87 oe 
Pero" -- Domestic f. 0. bs. ree} 7 . Sp | / no a : aa 

i” fimery 3...” 7] 7.025 | 8. 428 | 8.649 | 9°474 | 13.167 | 10.000 | 10.965 | 11. 206 | 11.797 | 11.775 a 
Be Ae Export f.o.b.refinery?.| 6.713 | 7.271 | 7.538 | 9.230 | 13.018 | 9.695 | 10.727 | 10.770 | 10.901 | 11.684 — ; 
a -. London spot 3 3__._"-_.] 6.877 | 7.496 | 7.753 | 9.465 | 13.097 | 9.912 {410.066 | .. (8) (8) 6) 3 

he “4 Ag reported by American Metal Market Co. - OO ii 

uo 8 As reported by Engineering and Mining Journal. 7 . oe . ug 
rar - 8 Conversion of English quotations into American money based on average rates of exchange recorded a 

Be | by Federal Reserve Board of Treasury. oe . , “$ 

he ‘4 Average for 8 months; thereafter, London Metal Exchange dealings suspended for duration of war. 3 

Bo 5 No quotations. : ne | | | | | ‘ 

ae Ceiling prices were placed on electrolytic and casting copper in 1941 8 

ae and were described in the chapter of Minerals Yearbook, 1941, on this 5 

_ subject. In January 1942 the Metals Reserve Co. was authorized to 4 
_..-- buy copper produced at domestic mines, and fulfillmg certaim require- | 
Oo ments, at 5 cents above the ceiling price, or at 17 centsa pound. Pay- 

ee ments were to be made on production from February 1, 1942, and | 

| -_-were to extend over 2% years. The payments were to be made only on 
production over quotas set by the War Production Board and the | 

| - Office of Price Administration. The plan was inaugurated to stimu- - 
late production from either new or high-cost properties, or both. 

- When individual quotas were established the mines falling into pre- | 

ferred classes were found largely to have zero quotas, which entitled 
the total amounts produced to bonuses. Well-established, large prop- : 

| erties were assigned such high quotas that they were entitled to vir- 
tually no benefits. It was necessary during the year to revise a num- 

| ber of quotas to eliminate inequities. Late in the year and early in 

| 1943 it became desirable to revise downward many more to take care 

| of the generally increased costs of production. In January 19438 the 

plan was extended to July 31, 1945. On May 1, 1943, it was an-



| nounced that a special additional premium would be made available = 
| ‘to small copper mines that produced less than 2,000 tons of copper in. ©. 

| _1942:and required increased revenue to obtain maximum production. —« 
| Individual cases were. to be considered separately, and a special pre- = “eng 

_ mium was'to be paid at a rate to be fixed for each mine on production fa 
_ . In‘excess of a special quota. Premiums and quotas were subject to | ea 

| adjustments at any time or revocation on 30 days’ notice. == 83 Sg 
- The premiums for less-than-carlots sold by producers and refiners ves 

| were revised in January 1942, effective February 1. Theceiling prices. oe 
 Lel. on electrolytic, Lake, and other fire-refined copper and casting © °¥ 

| copper. were set at 12% cents and 12 cents per pound f. o. b. shipping ai 
- points, respectively. -Premiums were no longer permitted on casting 

_ copper sold by persons other than a producer or refiner. a 
_. Copper.and copper-alloy scrap prices are discussed in the chapter | Se. 

on Secondary Metals—Nonferrous. - Pa EE ds 
| _The following official maximum prices, delivered to consumers’ > ia 

_ plants, have prevailed in the London market since December 18, 1939: Se 
. | a - , . . | | Fe Per long ton | - SS : Se mo BB Eagle 

__ Electrolytic, high conductivity... -..-2-.--------2---222----. 62 0 ee 
a Fire-refined: _ . oy - . mo TE : Bn ae : - _ ay ope 

Do -. High conductivity.-..-_-.--- 2-22 ee 62 we ee | _ High grade__.--.------------------2---2----------2-- 61 10 he Minimum, 99.7 percent___.----2 2-22.22 eee. 61k ce 
Minimum, 99.2 percent__-------,-.-------------------- 60 10 -. 0. 3 

_ _Hot-rolled black wire rods. -- -------- ~--+-----~------------- 65 — 10 we at 

_. Under ordinary circumstances, excess copper smelting and. refining  —=_— coy 
| Capacities in the United States are-utilized to reduce crude materials -  — *®, 

_ from abroad’ which later are ‘shipped from the country as refined er 
_ copper or fabricated shapes. This business has been done mainly == 

without the payment of the duty, or if the duty was paid and the © ke 
- copper was subsequently exported virtually all of the expenditure _ oad 

has been refunded... The conditions once considered normal, however, oa 
_ have disappeared. First of all, war demands have, temporarily at ‘ae 

least, removed all excess capacity, and all the copper that can be og 
_ obtaimed at home or abroad is urgently needed. Copper in refined . E 

form (primarily that from Chile), which used to go directly to Europe aut 
and which was temporarily stranded without adequate outlet after = 
war was declared, was later welcomed in the United States. Every © 

. effort was made to supply adequate shipping tonnage to obtain every og 
_ available pound of refined metal—an “about face” from the pre-war oS 

| situation. As ‘a consequence, imports of refined metal reached new a 
heights in 1941 and again in 1942. Since the war started, receipts of © sh 

| copper have been largely from countries that furnished the principal § =" 
amounts of crude copper before, but, as already stated, the accent oe 
has shifted to obtaining higher grades. One important defection is - © 

_ noted in the absence of the usual copper from Yugoslavia. There has a 
been an even greater disruption of export movements. The large =~ * 
shipments to most European countries and to Japan, previously the a: 

’ Figures on imports and exports compiled by M, B, Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the os Department of Commerce, , ee 
. | | | | | ag
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ee principal destinations, have ceased. - The United Kingdom isthe one 

. >. exception, ‘as it now leads as a destination of copper from the United 

-—... States and was one of: the leading countries for many earlier years; 

co the U.S. S. R. has taken large amounts, beginning in. 1939.:.Copper 

“°- ig exported now only after careful scrutiny of the requests made and — os 
-. ” eareful. weighing of one need against. another. . Domestic require- . |. 

ments may go unfilled in favor of more urgent ones.of-our allies. = 
*.. Exports in 1941 and:1942 compared unfavorably with most other years == = 

“in the twentieth century, and it was expedient that they did so. A 23 
= noteworthy movement in 1942 was the shipment,of over 32,000 tonsof 

» .- copper wire to the U. S. 5. R., of nearly 13,000 tons to Egypt, and of 
nearly 8,000 tons to India. The export: movement would befoundto 

s-.. have been much larger than is evident from the records-for refined 

ee and primary manufactures shown in this report, ifdataonthe amounts 3 

of copper exported in such manufactured products as airplanes, tanks, = 

wy. and electrical apparatus were available separately, - = = 2 © 4 

2.» As regards imports, the outstanding development of the past 2 years _ | 

= has been: the increased receipt of refined copper to record-breaking _ oe 

“..., proportions. _ This class of imports had little significance from the time 4 
the 4-cent. tariff on copper went into effect in 1932 to the beginning of => 

“the present war. _ Refined copper began to reach the-country inin- | 

-. . ereasing quantities again in 1940, and imports were larger than ever = 
“before in 1941 and again in 1942. _ Since 1932:Chile has furnished = 

20+... virtually all of the refined copper entered, and it has come from mines a 

“ .—- eontrolled by nationals of the United States. Canada was an im- 

* portant, contributor before that time. In both 1941 and 1942 Chile =} 

‘<< -_-supplied 99 percent of the total refined copper imported. Becauseof =, 
=. ‘the absence of sufficient shipping accommodations to bring all desired 
‘. commodities into the country, there were declines in the receipts of = 
bo some of the lower grades of copper in 1942 as compared with 1941 2 

and 1940, although most grades compared favorably with other recent = 
‘years before World War II. Receipts of copper classed by the — iB 

Be Department of Commerce as “unrefined. black. blister and converter = 

_-.-- copper in pigs or converter bars’? were mainly from Chile, Mexico, = 
ss Belgian Congo, Peru, Canada, and British Africa in 1941 and 1942. : 

—— Chile supplied less of this grade of copper in 1941 than in 1940 and fell : 

a again in 1942. Peru followed the same pattern, and Canada sent 
_ only about a fourth as much in 1942 as in either 1941 or 1940. Mexico : 

. gained in 1941 and again in 1942, and Belgian Congo, whereas fur- 7 

- nishing less in 1942 than in 1941, supplied considerably-more in both ; 

| years than in 1940. Belgian Congo also sent generous amounts of - 

| regulus or black copper, being the outstanding supplier of this grade. 

| Imports from Belgian Congo in 1941 and 1942 were largely earmarked 

, for reshipment to the United Kingdom after refining. Imports of the 

lower-grade classes of concentrates and ores came mainly from Canada, | 

Cuba, Chile, and other Western Hemisphere sources in 1942, and | 

Western Hemisphere sources predominated likewise in 1941. Can- 

ada was well ahead of all others in shipping copper concentrates; | 

| receipt from this source and from Mexico make no strain on ocean 

| . shipping facilities. A noteworthy quantity of copper in concentrates 

was shipped from the Philippine Islands in 1941. Unfortunately, 

the resources of these islands added to Japan’s supplies in 1942.



eee eee en ee oe ee eee see i ee eee ne eee ee Te nS SE EEE EES 

BQ OPPER GAZ ee 

a ‘Copper (unmanufactured) imported into the United States, 1941 and 1942, by coun- Ls 
Pe So _ tries, in short tons} a , gs 

SE 1 Acganen. | black or |. black blis- - Winad ir | copper, og 

/ ee | Ore (Cop=, “fates " jeoarse copper,; ter.and . Ree ots, fit only for — hae 
os Qountry~ = | sopereon- | (copper and cement | converter nlates or | remanufac- ° ey 

. ree ee ‘| (copper |. pigs or-con- |  seale and on ee 
: ee fe ~ | content) | verterbars | = = ©§| clippings ~ = |: es 

Africa, British: ft Co en oe a a 
_ .Union-ef South. -_--.-|--..--------| |. 188 og 89 fel e een [eee eee eee Lp 

“Other South/ 2.2.2 22fe eee} OBB Joey 6,920 Jee e eee pele ee ee: 
‘ a . Argentina:.-.--..-..-.-- he 2 a . i 41. a . - 116 eo eeeecenee nent mene mec ween e peewee eee daw . oe ws Me ee 

Australia. --222---e-| 4180 fee [eee eee oe] ee een eeepc 
Belgian Congo___...----|.....---.-.-| - © .°'88} - | 45, 505> 36, 451 |_...----- ee} oe ee ee ach 

-  Bolivia....---.----------| «191 6,265 |... .2--22--|--2- see -e eee | eee eee] UD 
| Burma.._.-_--._----2---/2_.---2--.2-|------------| 0) «1,816 |----2.-2----2-|------2-----[beee eee 

— Canada_:2:---2-2----2-)0 IT | 84, BBB IBY 22,420 | 8, 912 | 1, 887 oe 
Chiles. 2.2222 ee} 1199 | 1,612; | 2] . 114,480): 343,082) 4B 00 es 
Colombia.....-i2--2.---[° © 11. 1§ Jiuu- el eee |ee eee eee} AT ok aa 

oo Ouba.ecc.-2----------] MA | 7, 948 Jet ----]----- ee ese - ee ee |e 
oo Ouragao (NWYD)-... 22-2] 22-2 |---| eee fee eee] A eee | 

_ Beuador..-----..-------] 162 8,875 |ie2 ee o----|-2n- +b. --2 lee] eee 2-2 ee |e eee ME 
- - Honduras_...---222-2222|-2.---------} |, : 186 |.---22-----2.-]--------------|----2-- eee fee ey 

- | México: oo ae] 1,180 f 7,122 |e ete] 46,186 |e ee BL ee 
“ a Lo, Newfoundland and Lab- oo 2 a ves PASOAMEEN mes > pepe eee ee a “me remanence 2 2 . “ ™ * aioe : ot . a . ” - foe 

oo 2 vador.. 22.2 cteeeep §, 811 | 2222... -2-|--- 2 --- 2-2 --]------------ . 6 eS aaa 
.-s. Panama, Republic of. - .|--:2----.2--|-2-------=--|--2-2-L-------]---- eee fee OR i ie 

Pertenece lee ee]. 448 |. = 4, 821 me 42 |. 80,840 |---e-ee-ee-] BB 
ors " Philippine Islands. .:- wt (2) a 23, 964 beeen cee eee | oo eee eee i meee me cee . 3 oo “ee a 

‘° Other countries.--------) Bf ene nrne fee oi 

BR 4,562 | _ 76,539) 47,958 | 257, 206 346, 994 2286 0 
19 EES 

0. Africa, British: fe | fo Ng 
-: -.- Union of South. ..-.--].---.-------] 16. 4,252.| 14,567 |__-..--------|2--2---------- ns 
.. o. + Other South......22-.]--.---22--2-] 321 24 4, 224 |.....-------]-----------=-- A 

_ Argentina.....--.----.2- 2). BB flee |e |---| --- eee re 
Australia.-.------------| 8,801] 40 Je ON eee 

... . Belgian Congo._.-.-----]+.----------}. @ tf. 62, 542 29, 068 |... --------]--L eee e-e BO 
Bolivia..-.....--.------- “304 —  §,120 |. eee --_-|----------- 2+] ef eee ene 

. Burms.........-.-------- ee 355 — , 1, 249° mene ee eee en eee eee eee eee awe cnn en eee Baan 

- Canada... 14 27,481 | 306 - 5, 822 ~"g20 | 590°. 8 
Z . Chile. ...-..-------.---- «604 |. 6, 691 — 8. 92, 246 391, 785 |------------2- 0 ps 

-  °. Colombia.....------2---)---------.--} 8 |-.------------|-------------- |e e e ee ee ee Sere 
Cuba.....--.---.--.--2-|--------22--| 3, 867 fief. (3) penne eeew eee 4 

_. . Curagao (NWI). -..----|------------]-----------+|---------- 2-2 - |--- eee ee fee nee n nee e eee 
_... EKeuador.._-.2-------2--]------------] 1,482), 270 |-------------- 500 j.------------- 

” ' Honduras_....-..-..--.-|.-----------|.  @ || {------+--------|------------~-|------------|-------------- a 
, . Mexico. _....-.---.----- 735 4, 986 ween ne ewe ww we 51, 846 pee enn eee en fie ee en eee ene es . ou 

‘Newfoundland and Lab- oe a : STS 
—  pador...-----.-----.+--|------------ 4,120 |..------------]--------------|------------|-------------- ey 

Panama, Republic of. --|..-.--------|------------|--------------|--------------|------------|-------------- ne: 
“Pert... anew eee] 516 5, 501 | 357 22, 300 1, 984 |__-- 22 oe eh 

7 ‘Philippine Islands. - --- (2) 2256 |_...----------]--------------|------------]-------------- oe 
Other countries- -_---_--- at A (3) 1,888 |..----------| 490 ENE 

So 5,480 | 65,303 {- 69, 000 222,072 | 395,039 1,080 od 

| bo Data include copper imported for immediate consumption plus material entering the country under” . ug 
ond. wy 

2 Some copper in “ore” and “other” from the Philippine Islands is not separately classified and is included SE 
under ‘‘concentrates.”’ | SO ~ 
SLessthanilton. . Lo | 

| Copper (unmanufactured) imported ! into the Untted States, 1938-42 — ee: 

Year Short tons || — Year li. Short tons 

499g eee | 252, 164 || 1941 ee | 788, 545 
1989___.__.---- eee eee 336, 297 || 1942... eee 757, 974 a 

, 1940_.....-,-------------------------- 491, 342 . ‘ 

a : 

1 Data include copper imported for immediate consumption plus material entering country under bond. :
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ae EXPORTS 

a __.. Total exports of copper in 1942, including those of the primary steps si: 
“of manufacture, were over a third larger than the extremely low total et 
#..° for.1941, Of our principal pre-war customers—Japan, Germany, the  —._—~ 
a. United Kingdom, Italy, France, Belgium, and Sweden—only the ~~ 
“". United Kingdom remains. Three of these countries are our enemies =~ 
“2. in the present conflict, two are under enemy domination, and the gh 
«>... sixth is an uneasy neutral surrounded by shipping and other complica- 
“> tions. +Itis a sad commentary that Japan received nearly 22,000 tons. 
“sof copper from the United States in 1941. The United Kingdom  ._* 
to. sharply increased its orders for copper in 1942 and took more of. the a 
oo ~.. refined class—the principal one—than it has since 1918. TheU.S. | a8 
.~ .  §. R., a negligible buyer before the war, received the second-largest uf 
i. quantity of copper shipped from the United States in 1942. The os 
* » . recent sharp gains in shipments of insulated and other copper wire and’ ts 
so °. eable to U.S. 8S. R., Egypt, and India (British) are worthy of note. — Zz 
mo? In 1942 over 32,000 tons were shipped to the U.S. S. R., nearly 13,000 =, 

>. to Egypt, and nearly 8,000 to India. 
,....., The following table gives the destinations of exports of copper and {4 
vs. primary manufactures in 1941 and 1942. The chapter on Copper 
~~. from Minerals Yearbook, 1941, contains a table showing exports by 
~..... .eountries for 1937 to 1940 and indicating the revolution in flow.of = § 
»..- copper from the United States since the outbreak of war in Europe. = 

Bo, - . - . Ce a 

go - / | - os . | - rae mo .



ot | . 7 Copper exported from the United States, 1941-42, by countries, in short tons oo | ne | nae 

- | | Ore, concen- -—- Refined | po : | oe ee ~ ie 

, | position |. | Old and | Pipesand | Platesand | Wire (except| Insulated | Other copper — eae metal, and | Bars, ingots, . "sh stg d ireand | manufac a eee! 

Country “cmrebned: | orate "| mots | set? | Haber” | steels” | inulteg)"| wirgand Jmonuncturs 

Argentina._._.-.-.----------------- see eee fee eee eed 892}. 8 T eee eee 63 AT) 318) . = 1,559 - ES 
Australia...........-.-----.---.-----------------|----- eee eee 8, 364 |--.-----22----|------- eee eee] BL. OB «61 806 {| a pe) ered 
Brazil.......--.--------------2----eee eneeeefe eee eee eee eee] G,-718 | - 4830 }2------22----- 80. 125° , 218 | 207. . SIRE 

: BurMa.......-.--------------------- eee e eee eee weeewercccnen= 2,000. jo nececen-eess wee nneenncaee : 7 wo “1 ween ee ene none. : . . 362° oy 472. - Be / wa, a . Oe 

Canada....-.-.----------------- ene eee eee . 4 284]. - 814, 2B 578  . 679 |. 175 1, 268 eee 
Ohile.,..- 2-2-2 nn eee en een eee ee] . 15 Bowens 39 | - 19° 548 628. ree 

, 7) Obing.2 27 6,461 | gag.) 0 108] sa 197 | 374 ||. Set 
Colombia_.....-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.....------------- |e e- nee eee 45 |. (@) ‘pect eee : 31 2 IT]. 175 } 710 me OB 
Cuba............-.-.-..--..-s-eeeeeee-eeeeee ee y Ll LTT 93] 31 | 135 |. 995 | ee 

: Egypt.....--2------2--cccescececsfcccccccscsecc[enceneeeceeese| 56 2 6 PLLIIIIITIIIT “4 8 871 8,363 II. es 
Hong Kong. .-..-.------------------------------- 2 14. . 1, |--------------| | 21° _ 10). 6 288 (?) - @Q. aE 

| India, British_..----.---.---.---.-----------2cc-|--ce---e------] 2, 487 6,889 56 166 1, 160 g17| —s-- 368 ae 
Japan....----------- ee een ene | ene en eee ee 16, 934 1,680 | - 2,972 |__..------ 2 -| ---- 2 ene nef eee eee] i a rn 

. Kwantung.....---....---------22 ene n nnn n ne enn[eee nee n nee n ed 961 1,344 86 |. |---- eee | eee “145 3 Oa 
Mexico......----.---------2-2---s2s2-seceeenoee 3 3,043 | 4] -eef BR] S*C*C«D “67 B24 |} a 
Netherlands..........---2-----+-------.---------|---------- ee. 978 | 37. |-------------- 254 ~ 652 1, 438 2,728 a cog ES 
Panama, Republic of_....-.-.-.-.-.-----------.-|-------------- 88 4 |..-.-----.2.-- 232 219 133 2, 783 ES 
Philippine Islands....-----.0-0-2-2-2-------02- “2 176| 4] °° "y 62 92 279 1, 308 | Sy 8 

| U. 8.8 .R-...-----------0encsneesnoenecseceences|-eeeeeebenecee 5,768 |---------2--2-|-----eeneneenn|neeeeeceeecnee[eceeeeeeeeecen[eceeeeeeceeee-| > 2,778 | - eee 
United Kingdom..-.---..-..-------------------- ( : 68,734] ee 1 "B|. "163 178 |} 9 °°. BS 
Other countries. 22222222222 2TIIIIII yb | 343. 387 TS] BALL 8B 944 410 |} a 

| | | 4g - 103, 602 11,151} 3,288] 2s, 182 3,782 | 7,392 27,576) - (@) 
pe Total value........-.----..----.---------------- $3,874 | $23,361,231 | $2, 934, 584 | $722, 943 $1,173, 882 |. $1, 574, 750 $2, 633, 373 | $13,901, 638 - $1, 493, 265 , oe se 

| See footnotes at end of table, a an a : - a | | So | a 

mg ena ag ee re ee ago pale ey be a re ae ee A at ee SR



| Copper exported from the United States, 1941-42, by countries, in short tons—Continued __ a, = oc a f 
TT rs, J 

| Ore, concen- Refined foo op Pf Pe oo, : nee 
"| trates, Com-e, | ns | ed FS EBA e 

Position . |. | Oldand | Pipesand | Plates‘and.| Wire (except| Insulated |Othercopper § 8 =<” Country metal, and | Bars, ingots, |. mo pes and | h | ae ea and | Ppe bse | unrefined, ‘or other Rods scrap tubes sheets _ insulated) . wire and . manufactures - bw EER 

copper (cop- forms Pe oe | . gple oe . nee 
| per content) | es po | | fa 

1942 . 3° | oo ee | . | | A 
Argentina...-..-....--.------------------------- [en eeeeeeeneeee] @) 0 | [eee eee eee — 4] 8b to 80 ~ 396. |] - - OB ee 
Australia .....-..-..---22---------- eee eee nee (4). acne eceeeeeene Se QD fee e eee eed ep BOP 128-7 1, 267 - ee hoe op nk 
Brazil..._..-.-.-------.-------------------- eee |e eee eee ieee 4,181 6G) [eeeen ete et eee] 20 ee ND, 63° 284 oS ogee 
Burma...........---------------- 2-2 ee eee | eee eee en [eee ee nee fone e cece cece n|enneecee eee eeef = J fleece] 225 4K : AS 
Canada_...__..-.----- 2 eee 2 _ 208 . Myo 2 ldo 650 | 143) 32]; ~~ 991 a. Ou NE 
Ohile.......---------- 2-2 eo ee nee eeeeeee BOT. B few--eeeeeeeeeef] TB 354 | 437 |} 
China_.....-.-.---------2--- ee eeene eee | eeeeeee 8,002 |..------------|--------------) 4) 6 342 _ 117 . Mey 
Colombia. ...-.....---------------- ene ee [eee eee eee Qo op GY pene eee eee 2 TYP . 88 145 YP a ed 
Cuba.....----------- ene ene ee [eee eee ee (Q) () 0 fenneceeeeeeeeef 0 TA < 17] 63 - BBE TP. ee 
Egypt......---.--.--- 2 eee eee ene eee 2. 6 fee el J od. @ . fo 4,015 ff .. , 8,826. OME ye 
Hong Kong... -..---.------------------- 22-20 enn |e ee ene fee ne eee [eee eee ene [peer eee rece deen eee cence [eee e eee geen [eee eeee ween! Be ee Be 

_ India, British._..............-..2..-.-.-2-..2---|--------------| SCL Lf eee 9]. 170| 2, B44 | 5, 278 | a ag OO GER 
Japan....--.--.---------------- 2 eee enn een ene enn ne [eee ee ee ee nnn [eee ee nee eee een fee eee eee [ebe eee eee eee fee eee ee ence eee e wwe n nner wenn cence en] ne So Balt se 
Kwantung...-..--..--------------2--- 2-2 - nnn eee eee nen eee eee ene [eee ener eee eee nce e nec e nee | pence ewe ee nce ee ee een e cee e [pee eee eee a Bg 

| Mexico..._.....---.---- 2 Q) -| 8,876) 0 6 fee 85]. 20). 200}. -:1,187 |}. Bp 
Netherlands. . ._--.--.---.-.---5------ +--+ +22 [eee een ene [ee eee eee ene [pee eee eee nee [pen eee eee e ene n [pene eeee teen n [pene ee eee eee ne [eee e eee ene e | peeeee ee een ne| Ee 
Panama, Republic of..........--2---------------|-- 2-2 =e een ne [eee eee nee neon cee ee een |e cee eee ee oo  ¢) es eC)  ..87 . a ~~ S ee 
Philippine Islands..._......-.----.-------------|-------- 2 ee |e ee een nen nen fee een eee een [eee cee eee ee fee eee een ewe econ cae eee n | pec e eee cece nee |eenenee see enes - A 
U.S. 8. Roo ieee [eee 15,238.) 172 fed 3,629:| 1,078 | ALB 31, 898 || EN 
United Kingdom...._........-22.2-2-- eee 3, 422 108, 683 B84) 1, 130 en, ~ 131]. > 169 |. -2,140 [fF | a ES 
Other countries.......-.-.---------------------- CO) MOE A 108: 220] 188 | 1,877 7,077 |}. ; = eS 

- 3, 424 132,141;  396| 2,934) ~~ 4,778 | 1,910 | 10, 490 |. 60,430;  @ 2 Be 
| Total value......-------------------------------| $796,062 | $29, 754; 554] $134, 686 ~~ $472, 607 |. $5, 757, 806. $905, 658.| $3, 778, 341 | $37, 210, 401 $3,759,408 ne 

! Less than 1 ton. 2 Figures for quantity not recorded. 7 eB Oo wt ST 

a Po ; ce a oo oe a OO Oo ; a : . e



En ne ee eee eee een eee on eS ae tek 

Ty ene 8 ee i Copper } exported from the United States, 1988-42. ere ae . fee 

Oo ob ee = | Short tons) ” etal os |" - Short tons : rT, fal | : 24 | he 

So SE . Year gan ff “Year. eT value ere 

os | Metallica | Total foo. if Metallic? | Total fo 

ggg: | 4oto12 | 422, 014 | $86,119,848 || 1941......-..} 158,803 | - 158, 905 | $46,196,275 
| 1939........-.| 427,517 | . 427,579 |: 96,321,365 |] 1942.._-__-_} 212,309 |. 215,733 | 78,805,208 

5 AQAOIZTTITTITE| 427, 650.] 4275944 | 108,534,217 Pf es 

1. Exclusive of “other copper manufactures’’ valued at $689,008 in 1938; $863,561 in 1939; $1,584,441 in 1940: © LEAs 
oo $1,493,265 in 1941; and $3,759,403 in 1942, age 

8 Exelusive of ore, concentrates, and composition metal; exclusive also of unrefined copper, figures for oo Saat 
ne which are not separable from those for ore and concentrates. ne Oy oa 

Brass and bronze exported from the United States, 1941-42, by classes 

| PEE ed eo, Short tons | Value | Short tons| Value. = a 

-. Gerap and old___-.-..--.--.-.-2--ss----seeeneeeene-et] 722] TN 99D | 68 | 98,888 
<0. Bars and rods_-.--<---cc22---eus enon -eeeeseeee---]| > | 8,608 | 3, 139,014.]... 10,689 | 3,719,266 

>... Plates anid sheets..-......--.-------------=----------e--} . ..80, 770. | 11,377,672 | 63,172 | 24,056,349 
> Pipes and tubes._..---22-22---2----22--2-2-se----eee nef 1,540 | 951, 789 > 2,752 | 1,784,002 

Bie fittings and valves..-...-..-..---------se---e----}. 1,827] 2,101,318] 1,694 | 1,863928 0 
_.. : Plumbers’ brass goods. _...--.-.-----------------------}|) 655 |. 792, 695 280 | 860,756 

, - Wire of brass or bronze_...-.--------------+--+--------|__,8, 769 |: 1,897,069 |. 3, 517 1, 496, 365: ae 

_... Brass wood serews_..-.-..--.--------------------------| QQ 149, 650 | Q) ~ 64, 610 oN at 
Hinges and butts of brass or bronze. -.-.----+----------- “@). 135,778 | - @) | - §6,.956 Pe ae 

_°.. ° Other hardware of brass or bronze..------.--+----------| “QQ 647,758 |. ~ B4N,2I5 
_..: - Other brass and bronze manufactures....--------------| ()) 5, 304, 237 (2) 6,098,210, 

on ee )26, 554, 705 annnnencne-| 89,948,782 

“A Weightnotrecorded. = oe aa 

— Unmanufactured brass exported from the United States, 1988-42, foe 

ee -- [Ingots, bars and rods, and plates and:sheets] _ CS , ae ie: ne 

on Year - .. | Shorttons| Value Year | Shorttons| Value. te 

1938_..-------------------- 1,823 | $677,809 || 1941........-..--..-...---] 30,497 | $14,558,425 
| 1939._-----------o2-n nena ee 6,476 | 1,946,578 || 1942...-..-..-.-.......-.-| 74,129 | 27, 860, 957 ee 
© IQAQTTTIITTITIIIIIIIIII] 90, 907 | 30; 801, 796 ~~ | OR 

ee Copper sulfate. (blue vitriol) exported from the United States, 1938-42 es | 

. / . Year Short tons Value Year Short tons| Value o / : oe 

1938... ---ae-eeenen-==--- 15,625 | $1,229,317 || 1941.......-............--] 34,511 | $2,950,714 Np 
1930._---.----------------- 14,620 | 1,157,498 || 1942.----.-_-._----| + 35,280 | 3, 443, 922 OS 

is (:)" 27,740 | 2, 203,983 . a a 
ee : eS 

- . WORLD ASPECTS OF COPPER INDUSTRY ot ae 

Figures on production of copper—and for that matter on all other ee 
- materials—have not been available for many countries since or im- Ak 

: mediately before the outbreak of World War II. Copperisonecom- = | 
modity of which the United Nations retain a preponderant share of Tg 

- the world total, however, and upon the basis of available information 8s 
it is safe to assume that more copper was produced in the world in .



PERS aN CSS eee oe ca as : - ee ae ae ak noe eS yee = “ - eS Ge 

sie 2 WB] “MINERALS YEARBOOK, 1942 = ones 

mre ~ 1942 than in any previous year... The world’s largest sources—the § . ~~ 
2. United States, Chile, Canada, Northern Rhodesia, and. Belgian 
.° .. Congo—were produeing at record or near-record levels, and copper 
-..... from these countries (and from others as well) was all directed toward 
. .. filling United Nations needs. Nevertheless, the United Nations had — Le 
‘~.. insufficient supplies to take care of their expanded war demands for —_— “ 
“-.- thilitary and essential: civilian. requirements. Certainly the Axis | 
-.. ‘Powers, much less favored with reference to copper, at least, were = > 
«hard-pressed to make ends meet. The overrunning of neighboring Sy 
“+... countries in Europe by the Germans and Italians added principally: 
“.- Yugoslav copper as new supplies. Much copper was also gained by as “/-.. Seizing inventories of metal in the conquered territory and from in- = 
“./ tensive scrap drives therein. The yield in copper and copper. products | 4 
«from conquered nations other than Yugoslavia is not of a nature to oe 

continue, however, and the situation as regards copper, therefore, must = * 
i. be rapidly worsening. Likewise Japan, despite great gains in raw. 
i - Mnaterial supplies, did not succeed in acquiring areas that-can yield 
=“. appreciable quantities of copper. The production of the Philippine ss 
»- -Tslands was the principal and doubtless only gain in-this regard,and a 
mm . under 10,000 tons of copper probably will be obtained annually from 
“that source. Unlike Germany, Japan did not conquer territory that of 
vy would yield noteworthy quantities of copper, copper alloy, and scrap 
fy. ., stocks, — a ne 

\ .



a | 7 | World mine and smelter production of copper, 1939-42, in metrictons =» Oo Oo ES 

oo ct [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer) | _ | ~ oo a Y cos! 

a & _ Mine | : oe ‘Smelter — oe ERS 

- I + 1939 | 1940 led] 184 | 080 | 1940 1941 1942 - Ss 

/ : North America: od. 7 io | | | ee So | oo oes og 
cs Oanada._....----2----- een eee 276, 157 207, 371 291, 802 _ 274, 504 1 220, 367 1 256, 294 (2) OO ee 
- We Cuba....---------- 2-22-22 en enn enn nnn eee ete eee 9, 964 9, 559 | 9, 838 QQ) jetta ween |e eee eee [eee een een eee eee ene eee ey hs 

| : MeXic0, ..------ = --ne nnn e ene n een n eee een eee een ee nee ene 44, 390 87, 602 48, 716 51, 379 39,045 | 31, 252 40,914| °. @) OES 
oe Newfoundland.......-..--------------2- we nee eee n eee eee eee 10, 841 9, 426 | 6, 651 5,666 |... 2 [enn en cn neenne|eneeeenennenen[eeeeeeeeeeeeee 

: | United States. .....-----2--n-e-c-cec-eneececnnegen-----e-----| 660,717 | 796, 582. 869,214 | — 979,811 | 608,323 | %022,364] 21,015,346) 81,111,458 

7 | | | - 1,001,569 | 1, 150,540. |". 1, 226, 221 ) 966,735 | —:1, 209, 910. (2) ME 

South America: . | 7 a DS tee Ss 

Bolivia... ----2---- ene eee ee eee e een ec eee eee een ee nee nee 44,056} £6, 660 47,274 46,876 |_---- nnn nnn [nent nee |ee eee cence nee feneeee eee 
Bravil...2------2---2---oeneen eee ece ene eee ee enceeeece eee ee ee] 14 (3) (2) — Q CUTTY on Ue 

| Chile. ...-.22-2--c-0n2--nnenecneeeeeneenceceenceeneeeeeo-e---| 880,173 | 352, 010 465,467 | g | "324, 501 | «336,861 | 453, 604 477, 733 0 RS 
Ecuador. .----------2----------0eneeneeenesnceneeneene enone 2) - 4,138 2994] ~@ vecnternntenee|ecceceeeerecec[ecteceeeeeeee-f Qo S ee 

: POF... .------2- 2-2 ene ee en ene ne ene en emer ene cec eee n enn ee en= 35, 616 43, 965 36,822 | 37, 000 34,115 | 33,678 28, 289 “29,473 5 Pee 

Se | | $78,861 | @® —O 358, 706 870,539 | 481, 883. 507, 206 3 aS 

nO Europe: : nec 

Belgium... 2-22-2222 nn en ne en ne ene eee [ec eee en eer n eee eee ene epee eee n nen ew en leenenenenneee-| 565, 850 .() -% | Q@) Ca 

Bulgaria.....-..-..--------------2n nnn nen en nen enn cece 320 560} (2) | @ veee teen eee ec[ececeecceeeees[eneeencceeeece|eceeeeeseeeeee aS 
o : CYPrUS..--onn cnn n ee ne nee e eee eee ree eeeeneene-| 24,884] (2) an) meee eer) iene n cen n ene n[ereeeeeeneee en ss 

, Finland_.-...222-222-2-2-2--ec-nennceeceeeneconeeeceeceeenee-| 11,707 | © 20, 000 618,000} (2) "33246 |) $18, 000 QT eS 
’ FYOD00..0---2ee----neevnenenncnnnectentnnneceececeseeesnnnee| |) Oo Qf & fw Qo @ () Oe 

ne LIT p80, 000 35800} @ | @ | 600) @ fF M fF M@ ves 
Hungary......---.-----2---2-neennnnc enc eencenn eee ceene ene (7) @ a) ) eeleeeceeetece|ecteeceeeeeetfeeeeeepeececee[eeeeeepeeeeee 
Italy....-.---------ne-c0na-nene cee neece cen ener e een ee ene ee ene (7) 2) 8) a oa mc) | @ @ OUT a 

| oe Norway. ..-----2----- enn een enn eee nn een een ee ee 20, 358 8 20, 000 Q) (2). 840, 615 72500). @ of. @& Se 
: Portugal...----.-.--0----sscc-seoeececeeceseeeceneeeeeeeeeee-| | (QD (2) ( D Lrncaergpctnee|anccanaaetnnnascecnggencnanfoeeecegerests 

: Rumania. ....2------------0---0----- 2 een eee eee e een e eee e | (2) — — . Q) a Q) (3) (2) Os 
— Spain._......--.---------- enn ene ene eee eee eee nee 7) (2) (A) 10, 445 9422) . @ | FRO 2 hry 

Sweden. .------------- nnn ene eee e eee eee eee] 9,610 y @) fy 11,076 612,500} (2) 6 12, 000 ee 
. U.8.8. Ree ene eee eee 11 144, 000 11.157, 000 |. (2) ts . ~ . 144,000} - 157,000} =) e rece 

United Kingdom. .-_..-.------------------------- ee ene eee eee] 8 | oe 2) 64,000} 6 4, 500. . e —Q ee 

os Yugoslavia......------------------------ ene e een ee eee eee 64, 200 @ | 2) | Qo | 4i658| 842-951} — (a) ° Ms 

- Oo | | OM | & @ f. @ © M@. | @® | @ Ms 

oe | See footnotes at end of table. oo : : | Oo - a OU ees



World mine and smelter production of copper, 1989-42, in metric tons—Continued ee = - aa 
: . {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] . pea re . — ie 

" , | | — Mine «0 7 - Smelter Cla SR 

| 1939 =| = 1940 1941 1942, 1939 1940 | 194d 1942 Be 

Asia: | : | | fo fe | a | CS oe Burma... 2-2-2. eee ee ne eee eee 6 3, 365 (@) . (2). flee eee eee t eee eee ee fee ef Oo OMS China UB Mw nnn nnn nn ne nn neg e eee ee 1 (383) 14 163 (2) ne Ly} G8) 4168;  #@ | eH NS India, British...-.-.-.---.-.------- 2-22 e eee eee nee eee (%) (?) Q) @). 6, 640° $6,900; = () (2) ee ee ee apan: Too, . 7 ara wahae Japan Proper.---.-------.----------------eeee-e ee eee ------| 611-104, 000 | 6 11-125, 000 & GD) ~ 6 104,000 | =. 6 125, 000 © (C) ON sue ‘Taiwan. ..------- 2 Beene 64,000} 44,000 t t.  @- ween nen ween enn] owen ene e eens |e eee ee eee] eee eee Des sts Netherlands Indies...__......-...-2--2--2------- eee ne 94  &) 2) ¢)) ot meee ween eee] oe eee nn | ee eee oe ee rer a Philippine Islands................-.-.1.--------------------- 7, 496 9,259} 89,900 (2) ween eee e nn enn | enenne enn nen - [ene eeeenee|ee eee A Turkey_--.------------ ee eee 15,917} 98,7381} 110,500] - (2) 5,917 | | 8, 781 10, 500 .Q) es U.S. 8. Rew eee (10) T (0). (2°) (os) fe (10) | (20) (10) “es 
| (7) ® | @® | @® |. “1658; @ |. @® | @- Po a8 

Africa: . | : | fo. re 2 rn rr in eee Algeria. ..-..--------ne------ een] OQ. @) Q@ oe nag [ett aaa ane recor aecasac|oocenc ener acet[ecewececenenee Bee Belglan Congo..--------------------------seeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee _ 122, 649 11 148, 619 6 11 165, 000 611 168,000 | . 122; 649 + 148, 619 | $165,000 | =~ «6 168, 000 a odesia: - ef . - | Co a Be os Northern. ._..-_22- 2-2 e eee ee eee ceed ) , (?) 245, 622 254,654 | 215,065 | ~~ 6 231, 330 (?) () 8 As Southern._.-....---22-2- 2. eee ne eee eee (2) . (2) @) f- (2) en nne men een nn| eee eee eee ene nee n een eeeee| nee ee weeece QQ ne South-West Africa_......-.-..-------------------------------| «8, 580 |. 1,485} - (2). (2) water nnn nnn amen neni n | nee n fee ee tees Pe Union of South Africa. _...-222-2 2 eee eee eel “10, 998 13,350; @ | . @® 14, 089 - 17,024. 816,088 | - 819,747 ~< os es 

, Mf @ fe o OQ | 88,808) MF Mm fm Oceania: Australia... .-------------------eeeeee nee eee e eee . 19,800]; GY @) 20, 219 22,680}. @) 823,000 

2,251,000) @ | @ @ | 62,182,001 3@ () OO) eee 

. 1 Copper content of blister produced. — ae re . oe ee a 2 Data not available. . : _ Se . om Dk ee ’ Smelter output from domestic and foreign ores, exclusive of scrap. Production from domestic ores only, exclusive of scrap, was as follows: 1939, 646,524 tons: 1940, 824,703 tons; 1941,,.00 876,401 tons; 1942, 987,004 tons. oo. co , oS De . ee capac t 4 Copper content of exports. ee oo ot | a | ee 4 Figures represent blister copper only. In addition to blister copper, Belgium reports a large output of refined copper which is not included above as it is believed produced Fo REE principally from crude copper from Belgian Congo and would therefore duplicate output reported under the latter country. ae a “| So aa ¢ Approximate production. tel, a , Se “. a oe 7 Estimate included in total. a et SO : Se PS § According to Yearbook of American Bureau of Metal Statistics. - | oo , me OS | | ae ear: 
§ Exclusive of material from scrap. Oo . 7 at . a _ - . Po UES 10 Output from U.S. 8. R. in Asia included under U. 8. 8. R. in Europe. TO . oO . re oe . : Ue 11 Smelter product. Co . oS Be a - Se eo CN 12 Exports of ingots and slabs. OS . rn I — an ee: 18 Less than 1 ton. — _ 7 - | . re 0 SS “4 January to August, inclusive. , oe ne . , | | ee — — 18 January to October, inclusive. ae : | - oo Be a ES
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REVIEW BY COUNTRIES BS 

oo Australia —The efforts to augment production in Australia were ae 
oe extended in 1942. Figures showing results of these efforts are not = te 

available for the mines. As labor shortages were prevalent and = = = 

difficulties were experienced in obtaining needed supplies and equip el 

ment, it may well follow that production did not gain as expected, = uA 
«jn 1942. The Government granted a further advance in price from 

a £A86 10s. to £A105 ton. The basic price to producers for theirnor- =, 

| mal output was to be £A100, with a bonus of £A5 for each tonin- 

) excess. — Do - OF a | | oss 

In November it was reported that large-scale mining of copper 

ore had begun at the Mount Isa mine, Queensland. The stripping co 

of overburden at the Mount Morgan mine was reaching a stage that ae 

should permit mining of a greater tonnage of ore. Here open-cut -_.# 
| - operations. to the 700-foot level were in prospect. Ore from the 8 

Mount Chalmers mine is to be transported to Mount Morgan for = 
eduction when production begins. In the year ended September wae 

.. ° 30, 1942, a larger tonnage of ore was treated at the Mount Lyell | oe 

mine, Tasmania, than in the previous year, but the average grade = 

-_-was lower and only a small increase in the output of'copper resulted. ae 

Ore reserves at Mount Lyell were given as 14,850,000 tons of ore, ==: 

averaging 1.14 percent copper, 0.07 ounce silver, and 0.012 ouncegold. ss} 

Preliminary surface inspection, for the Government, of South Australia = — 
mines, idle for many years, and examination of previous records for ——. 

the district led to the conclusion that absence of sufficient orein any s 
one section to permit working from one shaft prevented the revival Oe 

‘of mining. The report stated that unless geophysical surveying, in ey 

--- gonjunction with diamond drilling, can locate new ore bodies worth ~“* 

developing, it is not feasible to work the ore remaining in the mines = +. 

at, Moonta and Kadina. A diamond-drilling program was suggested. __ oy 

Belgian Congo.—Following a visit of several months in Belgian > * 

Congo, the Belgian Minister of Colonies stated that the colony was 

-- producing at the rate of about 160,000 tons of copper annually and 

| - could add 30,000 tons if new equipment were available. Latein 1942) |.” a 

a reliable authority estimated that 168,000 metric tons would be pro- Re 

duced in 1942. The estimated production capacity is reported as = *.+ 
200,000 tons. In the first. part of 1943 an extreme drought lasting On 

several months threatened a 20,000-ton drop in the production rate, =—s_..“4 

with a more serious drop in prospect if-enough coal could not be ob- = 

tained from Northern Rhodesia for the steam power plant. A booklet = 

prepared by the Belgian Information Office stated that under purchase | a 

| - agreements with the United Kingdom a minimum of 124,000 English an 

(126,000 metric) tons was to be purchased in 1941 andaminimumof = « 

| 144,000 long (146,000 metric) tons in 1942. These figures were con- ae 

trasted with the 3,766 long (3,826 metric) tons imported into the | 
- United Kingdom from Belgian Congo in 1914 and 13,178 long (13,390 af 

metric) in 1916.€:Large amounts of Belgian Congo copper began to od 

come to the United States again in 1940 following a Tull of a-number “ 

| of years. In 1941 the United States received 41,300 metric. tons of . 

 yegulus, black or coarse copper, and cement copper and 33,100 tons a 

of unrefined black blister and converter from Belgian Congo, compared x 

with 56,700 tons and 26,400 tons, respectively, in 1942. | gd
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Pen _ Bolna.—Early in 1942 a contract was entered into with the Metals. a 
is. .- Reserve Co. for the sale of all copper produced to that organization, © 
‘;.. on the samebasis as the one covering Chilean copper and other items. oO 
“Exports in 1942: aggregated 6,376 metric tons compared with 7,274 an 
iS tons in 1941, rr a 
, +. Canada.—Contrary to expectations and to forecasts in the press, _ 
‘t_~ thé production of copper in Canada did not establish new peak records  —> | 
aes in 1941 and 1942. Figures for 1940 recently made available indicate  —’ 
- > that the peak rate was established in that year, with a mine total of  —>—- 

827,797 short tons; the total for 1941 was 321,658 short tons, and for ol 
"1942, 302,690 tons. There is little doubt that successive record out-— Le 
‘puts would have been made as expected if it had not been forlabor = 
>. difficulties, such as those in the United States. 9” : oy 
iy ~~. The Bureau of Mines, Ottawa, summarized the copper operations  —_- 
¢.. in Canada recently.* That organization stated that Canada’s output. a 
iz, Of copper is obtained from the copper-nickel ores of Sudbury, Ontario; ee 
i.” the: copper-gold, copper-zine, and copper-pyrites ores of western oo 
e:°. Quebec; the copper-zinc ores of northern Manitoba; and the coppers. 
<*. ores of British Columbia. . ee SEES : 
“.. The Britannia Mining & Smelting Co. operated its mine and con-— as 
~-- centrator at Britannia Beach, British Columbia, shipping the copper 4 
“=. ° .. ¢oncentrate as previously to Tacoma, Wash. - A reduction of approxi- 
*. mately 50. percent in operations in 1942 was due to labor shortage. 
v». The production of Granby Consolidated Mining, Smelting & Power os 
sy > Co. approximated 86 percent of that in 1941. Ore reserves once more  . “gained during the year. Anyox Metals, Ltd., is conducting a diamond- 8 
‘ oo driling campaign at the Hidden Creek and adjoining properties near vs 
so Anyox. _ ee ; 
ee oe Preparations were under way for operation of the Tyee zinc-lead- . 
#-. eopper property near Chemainus, Vancouver Island, by Twin “J”? “e 
“> Mines, Ltd., under supervision of Wartime Metals Corporation, Cana- o 
"yo. dian counterpart of the Metals Reserve Co. of the United States.  ~-- 
oe Production is expected early in the summer of 1943. | : 
po At Flin Flon, Manitoba, Hudson Bay Mining & Smelting Co., : 
fe Ltd., operated its mine, concentrator, smelter, and zinc plant at 
" increased capacity. A fifth copper roaster was installed and put in | 
_... Operation, and the reverberatory furnace was enlarged. This company : 
- _ 1s said to have proved an important copper-zinc ore body atSchist 

Lake by exploratory work. A subsidiary company is equipping the | | 
Oe old Mandy mine with a 200-ton concentrating plant, ending many 
— years of idleness at this property, and production is expected in the 

| first half of 1943. Sherritt Gordon Mines, Ltd., has indicated a large 
tonnage of low-grade copper ore by diamond drilling in a section of - 

: its property north of the main ore body. The company mine and 
mill were operated at capacity. 

| The leading producer in Ontario, as usual, was the International | 
| _ Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd., which operated its Frood, Frood Open 

Pit, Creighton, Levack, and Garson mines and started sinking oper- 
ations at the Murray and Stobie mines. The concentrator at Copper 

- Cliff was operated at capacity, and the capacity was increased to 
- treat additional tonnages of ore from the Open Pit mining operations. 
Falconbridge Nickel Mines, Ltd., operated its mine and smelter at 
4Canada Bureau of Mines, Canadian Copper Operations in 1942 Reviewed: Quoted in the Northern 

| Miner, vol. 29, No. 7, May 6, 1943, p. 20.
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capacity. The capacity of the smelting plant was increased. Kam- ~ Sy 
 Kotia Porcupine Mines, Ltd., a project of Wartime Metals Corpora-- . . 
tion, is opening the Jamieson copper property in Robb Township, es 

_ 20 miles northeast of Timmins. re ne hg 
Metals Controller Geo. C. Bateman of Canada stated that the es 

- United States was aiding mining in Canada, that 17 properties were | °*; 
| being operated, and that production plans called for the recovery of _ * 

| - 46,000 tons of copper. | | : ee. 

Chile.—In an effort to supply a substantial part of the needs of the ed a 
_. United States Government for copper to feed its war machine, Chile A 

again pushed its copper-production rate into new high territory. Out- Ce 
7 put totaled 477,733 metric tons compared with the previous record = 

, tonnage of 453,594 tons in 1941, and the country safely maintained ~. -3 
its place as the second most ‘important producer in the world. The - <3 

_ Metals Reserve Co. contracted to purchase all of Chile’s output. ~~, 
| Despite efforts of various United States Government agencies to give 7 on 

all possible help toward increasing the output from Chilean mines, 
| impediments to satisfactory operation were numerous... These in- “4 

volved inadequate supplies of machinery and fuel and scarcity of © 9 7x 
| competent technical personnel. It probably affected small operations oe 
_ more seriously than large ones. The predominant copper-producing . .i% 

mines at Chuquicamata, Potrerillos, and Sewell maintained a high vs 
_ level of activity throughout the year. The Chile Exploration Co. = 

| produced 47.25 percent of the country’s total, Andes 19.17 percent, = 
and Braden 30.76 percent. Smaller producing mines in Central Chile ¢ +. 
(according to.the Annual Review number of the Engineering and Min- _—_.* 
ing Journal, February 1943) included the Tocopilla, with mills at  <% 

~ Tocopilla (800 tons) and Ovalle (700 tons); Ojancos, at Copiapé6; and — oe 
| Farellon Sanchez, Merceditas, Volcan, and Carlota, in the Maipo og 

| Valley near Santiago. The Chagres and Naltagua smelters operated = * 
| at capacity; the former handled concentrates produced in the El Cobre — 4 

and Caracoles mills and the latter received the production of the 500- — ee 
_ ton Disputada mill. The Punitaqui mine near Ovalle treated aurif- 

'  erous copper ore in a 400-ton selective flotation plant. A mewcom- ©.) 7% 
- pany was formed to exploit the Cerro Negro. mine, 40 km. from = -%& 

Cabildo, Province of Aconcagua; the Compagnie Miniéredu M’Zaitais .§ - 3 
ready to exploit the Cerrado mine; and the Carrizal Consolidated has | oy 
combined the mining claims of Carrizal under one controlling interest. = «§ ~ 
The Caja de Credito Minero was expected to blow ina matte furnace = % 

: at Carrizal.in March. _ , , - “3 
At the request of the United States Government the Chile Explora- = = = = 

| tion Co. is expanding and enlarging the mining and treatment facilities = 
| for copper production at Chuquicamata to increase its joutput as 

substantially. The project involves the expenditure of about we 
$5,000,000, to be advanced by the Defense Plant Corporation; the oa 

. advance is to be retired as the copper produced from the additional ey 
facilities is sold. — | ot 

Of the copper exported, the United States received by far the largest Os 
amounts. Copper exported as electrolytic copper totaled 264,481 4 
metric tons, of which the United States was the destination of 8 

_. 238,762 tons, Brazil 15,197, and Argentina 10,221. Standard copper : 
| - exports were 233,763 tons, of which 229,401 were for the United “ 

States and 3,732 for Uruguay. The United States was scheduled to 3 
‘receive all of the 14,176 tons of concentrates and the 1,969 tons of ore ot 

_ shipped from the country. : ae
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--.-- Keuador.—According to the Annual Report of Commerce and << 
-.,. Industries for 1942, toward the latter part of the year copper was being . 
; >... exported from the country in the form of blister copper instead of as i * 

concentrates. Exports for the year were given as 417 metric tons of —=s—> 
5 - ... copper in bars and 7,407 tons of copper concentrates. = = oe 

wo.) Batland.—The Metal Bulletin (London) of July 17, 1942, stated © Oe 
me that the Outokumpu Copper Co., overwhelmingly the principal =... | 
.-- producer in the country, produced 18,000 metric tons of copperin 1941 — 
~. and that Finland suffered a severe shortage in this metal despite the nos 
‘-. fact that normal consumption is. only 7,000 tons annually. The Re 
*- - shortage resulted fromfthe retention of only 3,000 to 4,000 tons of the oe 
~..-. total for home consumption. Obviously, with domestic consumption == «© 
7. ~ Meeds unfilled, there must have been urgent reasons for shipment of ~~ 
... such a large portion: of: the total out of the country. Germany is = 
“=<. believed to have been the destination. of the shipments.’ ee 4 
&  _ -Germany.—Speculation increases as to how Germany’s inaccessi- od 
5...” bility to adequate copper supplies is being overcome as war progresses, — i 
“- and the time factor—from a copper viewpoint at the very least— =—Ss_ 
; > * moves to Hitler’s disadvantage. Copper is one of the commodities of = 
“s. - which the United Nations control by far the preponderant share, 3 
"and even the United Nations promptly felt a pinch in regard to its =_* 
so. supplies. The Metal Bulletin (London) of December 15, 1942, makes ~ “4 
i. the following suggestions as to how Germany’s problem has been | 4 

managed thusfar, ng 
“V+ (a). She started off with large supplies of manufactured copper. and brass - 4 
“  -gomponents accumulated while the rest of the world was still blissfully anticipat- = = © % 
oy Ing peace, (b) she also held considerable stocks of raw copper at the outbreak of — oF 
ce war previously sold to her by her future enemies, (c) she captured appreciable. 2 
f&~*-. . gtoeks of virgin copper when she successfully overran various neighboring coun- os 
ee. tries, (d) she has stripped most of Europe of all kinds of copper articles, (e) she 4 
> has to some extent offset her lack of copper by substituting aluminum, zinc, “4 
ee plastics, ete. — : | : ee GS 

’ —-. “The partial solution under “‘(d)” is surely not an entirely satisfactory - : 
~.. one. Increasing amounts of scrap materials are used ordinarily by 
~~. both participants in the progress of a war. With Germany, however, oF 
... . the proportion of scrap used must necessarily be larger than in the Sd 
oe United Nations. The increased consumption of scrap materials con- “ 

ss taimine*'a wide variety of metals in widely varying proportions presents : 
~~ metallurgical problems that tend to reduce maximum efficiency and 

| capacity output. No new statistical data can be added to those | 
, presented in earlier Minerals Yearbook chapters on Copper. | - 
- Mexzico.—Mine output of copper in Mexico has gained in the past . 

. 2 years; 51,379 metric tons were produced in 1942 and 48,716 in 1941. | 
: Both years were above the records for previous years since 1931, 

though much below the annual average of 61,700 tons for 1923-81. 
No doubt the improved rate in 1942 is due in part to ments 
between Mexico and the United States signed in April, whereby the 

| Metals Reserve Co. was to purchase, for ahs period of the agreement, — 
“—topper-und other metals at pricés that were expected to stimulate 

increased production. Under this agreement the Mexican Govern- 
ment assures the mining industry of a stabilized tax policy, no increases | 
in railroad rates on mineral products, and cooperation in other ways 

| to facilitate increased production. The Mexican Government and 
| the Mexican Mining Labor organizations also gave assurances of a 

| cooperative and liberal attitude in applying labor laws and regulations 
applying to certain phases of mining operations.
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At, the request of the United ‘States Government, The Cananea 

| Consolidated Copper Co., South America, a ‘subsidiary of Greene 

- Cananea Copper Co., 1s developing an extensive body of low-grade sis 

copper ore adjacent to its present mine and plant at Cananea, Sonora. 

‘The company is constructing treatment. facilities, involving an ex- 

, penditure of approximately $12,000,000, designed to increase the = 

__-- production of copper substantially. The construction will be financed >. 

through the Metals Reserve Co. | oo aren ce, 

~ The Moctezuma Copper Co. has entered a contract with the Metals © =, 

- Reserve Co. under which the Pilares mine is to be unwatered to the =  _°°% 

 -- 2,100 level so that the lower levelscan be reconditioned and production ss, 

_ increased. Under the contract, Metals Reserve is paying the cost of =. 

that work, the cost of operating all the properties of the Moctezuma  ——isig 

oe Copper Co., and a small operating profit and receives the copper 

produced. — ee ro. 
| Early in 1943 operations of the Boleo Copper Co. in Lower Cali- 836% 

fornia were facing possible curtailment owing to difficulties in pro- =. 

- curing operating supplies. | ee E 

Northern Rhodesia.—The supposition that Northern Rhodesia was) S 

. continuing to break production records, mentioned in Minerals 2 

/- Yearbook, 1941, was not borne out by confidential data made available =» 

early in 1943. . These showed that the production of 245,622 metric  =¥% 

(241,744 long) tons for 1941 was down somewhat from the record of ._ ay 

| * 254,904 metric (250,879. long) tons in 1938 and that the output of. 3 

--—-:954,654 metric (250,634 long) tons in 1942 just about equaled that = = 

for 1938. The details, by mines, for 1941 and 1942 were as follows: © 

ns | me | ORE ABs 
oo re . ma : (Long tons) es 

a Mufulira__...-.---.----------------------------------- 8% 791 «84,5120 

-.. Nehanga_-..--------------------+--------------n- cnr 15, 804 13,528 

| | Nkana_______.--_.---------------------------------+--- 66,741 82,801 99>» 

_ Roan Antelope-----------------------------------7---7- 71,408 69,798 sg 

In a report covering mineral resources of this area, the Mineral ye ‘4 

_.. Resources Department of the Imperial Institute,> London, gives the 

_ following information on copper: , a | RY 

The Copperbelt of Northern Rhodesia is an area some 50 miles Jong and 25 9 
miles wide along the upper reaches of the Kafue river, close to the Katanga border i." 

-. of the Belgian Congo. Several copper deposits are known outside this area, = 

_#* * * but they are insignificant in size when compared with those of the. | ot 

Copperbelt and none of them is now worked. Natives and Arabs had worked oa 

copper at Luanshya and Bwana Mkubwa before the arrival of Europeans whose eee 

attentions were therefore soon attracted to these deposits. Development work _ ni 

commenced at Bwana Mkubwa in 1903 and ten years later copper concentrates . oy, 

were exported from the mine. The ores, however, were of relatively low grade oy 

compared with those mined profitably in the Katanga, and being oxidized proved a 

difficult to treat, so that when thick deposits of clean sulfide ores averaging 4 ~ a 

per cent of copper were found at Luanshya in 1925 interest in the oxidized ores — CO 

dwindled. ‘The Luanshya discovery led to the opening up of the Roan Antelope oe 

mine, and intense prospecting and geological work followed by drilling soon proved 4 

the existence of several enormous sulfide ore bodies in other parts of the Copper- oy 

belt. Despite the set-back caused by the world economic depression, copper, " 

: smelting began at Roan Antelope in 1931, at Nkana in 1932, and at Mufulira in oo 

1937. ee : 8 

- The ore deposits occur in synclinal areas in the lower beds of the Mine Series iY 

‘and are generally considered to be of epigenetic origin and related to the intrusion Oa 

of the Younger Granites, although a syngenetic theory of origin has also been ey 

advanced. ‘The ores consist of altered shales and felspathic sandstones contain- oS 

ing finely disseminated sulfides, principally chalcocite, bornite, and chalcopyrite. oR 

SE mperial Institute Bulletin, vol. 40, No. 4, October-December 1942, pp. 208-801. es:
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ct...’ Most of the deposits consist entirely of sulfides, but the Nchanga ore body con- ee oy. tains mixed sulphide and oxidized ores and the Nechanga Extension is largely = © - fi. oxidized ore, malachite being the principal mineral. The ore bodies are sharply __ OS ‘o %-- defined, gradation into the country rock being exceptional. In form the deposits Bey _ are beds, usually steeply inclined, and frequently 25 or 30 feet in thickness, but ==, >.> in the Mufulira mine three beds up to 60 feet in thickness occur, and in places a Be two coalesce to form a bed 100 feet thick. The proved reserves of the larger: os v >. deposits in June 1939, were as follows, taken in order from south to north. : oe 

eo oe a — Reserves (long tons) _ of copper mo we Roan Antelope.____-_--+.--.--222- eee 98,595,000 3.43 | A Bho Baluba_.___-__--_--------- 2 eee 19,000,000 3.47. oe m °. Nikana and Mindola___________.__....__............ 101,792,000 - 3.43. : i aa Chambishi___.__.--- 22 eee 22,000,000 3.46 _ ae - Mufulira_-_- 2222222. 96, 800, 000 4, 39 . py wo > Nehanga.-.- 222-22 eee 128, 375,000. 14, 66 - 3 
ge “J "12.58 pereent present in oxide minerals and 2.13 present in sulfide minerals, __ | 7 os . 
ye le _ Further reserves exist which have not yet been proved, and according to the _ Ba feos. Be Commissioner of Mines it is probably safe to say that there are at least 750 mil- og ye dion tons of high-grade copper ore in the Territory. The proved reserves are greater 3 “. ., than those of any other country and the ores are richer than those of the major af t.*-« eopper producers, but the annual output of copper is still exceeded by that of the oy ie. United States, Chile, and Canada, - | . I : oe 
Bee _ The producing mines are evenly spaced through the Copperbelt, the Roan ~ Be Antelope mine at Luanshya in the south, the Nkana mine 21 miles to the north- a on ~ ‘west, the Mufulira mine 20 miles north of Nkana, and N changa, where a pilot os e’ -- ynill-eommenced production in 1 939, 29 miles northwest of Nkana.. Shafts have a sc. also been sunk at the Chambishi mine between Nkana and Nehanga. ‘The Bwana 4 ee -. ' - .Mkubwa deposit at the southeast corner of the Copperbelt:was found to have «| . 
vss... relatively small ore reserves. A special ammonia leaching process was necessary an pa to treat the ore but, although more than 20,000 tons of copper were thus produced : 
Be between 1926 and 1930, the process was abandoned and the plant has been dis- — . 

.-_mantled. Each mine has its own smelter producing extremely pure blister copper, . ae and at Nkana there is an electrolytic refinery. From the start of smelting in 1931 : “ss until the outbreak of the present war, however, copper production was restricted | 3 Bees for economic reasons by agreements with other major copper producers of the = bo. ~~ world. Between 1936 and 1939 the copper production of the different mines was os was follows: | . | : i a aS 

Boo . | oe (1936 | 1937 | 1988 || 1939 ; . 

eo _. Nkana, electrolytic copper_..-.-..-.--.--.-. ------------.-----| 28,012 | 30,740] 31, 367 29, 654 4 ian Nkana, blister copper._._.-........--._.__._.___._....._....... 28, 092 54,475} 49, 514 50, 126 | Ro Roan Antelope, blister copper..----.----------------.---.---.--] 56, 448 78,249 | 71, 930 68, 904 a -Mnofulira, blister copper_._....................-................ 29, 782 44, 614 60, 220 61, 669 foe Nchanga, blister copper..........................-..-.......... onan nnn n we] eee eee ne eee eee ee 11,315 

a Total... --....---------------0--- ne nn enenenteeeeeee-----| 142,334 | 208,178 | 213,031 | 211, 668 | 

1Smelted at Nkana. . 

The quantities of ore treated during 1939 and the copper produced, together 
with their copper contents, are shown in the following table. | | 

. 
A 

Copper recovered 
| Ore treated ee 

: | Mine Blister | Electrolytic | 

| Tons vereent Tons rem Tons vepeat 

| NKana.....-.------ 2 -...21.------------| 2,469, 196 3.53 | 50,126 99.41 | 29,654 99. 95 Roan Antelope ._.-......-........-.--..| 2, 551, 161 3.15 68, 904 99.48 j..- eof . _  Mofulira__...e tt -------| 1, 640, 401 4.59 | 61, 669 99.44 [ow Nehanga.....--..--....---__. 47, 460 4.15 1, 315 99. 58 j---2--2 Jee 

Total. .-.--..-.-. 222s ------| 6, 708, 218 3.65} 182,014 99.45 | 29, 654 99. 95
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The article also contains limited descriptions of other copper > 

occurrences in Northern Rhodesia. = = © =. . a 
_.  _. Peru.—Recovery of copper from ores produced in Peru showed = ° 

. little change in 1942 from the previous year; production aggregated >. ©: 
| 37,000 metric tons (preliminary figures) compared with 36,822 tons =... ; 

in 1941. There is little expectation that a noteworthy increase in *, 

production will take place in 1943, the continuation of the 1942 rate =; 
| even being dependent on the maintenance of a reasonable flow of ©" 

supplies and equipment from the United States.. The best chance ~~ os 
for enlarged production is said to be at the Yauricocha mine of the 
principal company, the Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation, but such > "2 

_. an increase would depend on the receipt of equipment additional to . ~ “4 
that mentioned previously. The output of the principal mines in ©; 
1941 and 1942 is shown in the following table. tne 

pO Copper produced by the principal mines in Peru, 1941-42 © = oe 

Company RT| Copper | Contes” |_ Seppe 8 
a | . {| or ores _ or ores : a ent | 

a Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation: , | a ee oo os 
ae _ Casapalea concentrator......-.----.---]. 6, 232 1, 299 20. 84 4, 734 1,118 23. 62 aR 

-  ‘Msahr concentrator-_..-..--.---------.- 2, 644 . 546 20. 65 8, 364 635 |. W880 
| Morococha concentrator..--....----.--| 30, 497 6,737 |. 22.09 25, 035 5, 695 "22. 75 Ee 

Cerro de Pasco mine_.._....-.--.-----| 388,188 | | 12, 537 3.23 | 448,637] 15,119 8:37 ve EY 
. Cie, de Mines de Huaron....._...-.--...- 4, 676 1, 509 32. 27 7,776} 2,548} 32.77 . tage 

| Soc. Min. Puquicocha..-_-.......-----..--] 18, 442 3, 583 26. 28 10,781 | 3,199 29.67 © 7 
Oe Northern Peru M. & 8. Co._.......---.-.| 18, 280 4,683 | 35.26] 10,804 3, 775. 34.9450 7 

Do.....-.-- een eee. [eee ee |e eee |e eee 2 560 324 57.86 - a 
. Cia. Minera Rescate__..-------------------| 5, 771. 1, 595 2. _ 1, 768 | 481 | 27.21 

a eS seceweneee| 82,480 [of | 88808 fe 

a . 1 Preliminary. _ 2Cementcoppern . a ce 

_ The above companies produce roughly 90 percent of the total =. 
| Sweden.—According to reports, the Boliden Mining Co., outstand-- s,s 

_ ing producer in the country, is planning to increase its copper produc- = «3 
- tion to 18,000 metric tons annually, over double the 1938 rate. Iron — ---..%4 

pyrites, copper, and zinc have been found in the company mines at —_.._—., 
_ Langsele, but so far no mining has been started. Ores rich in iron oe 

pyrites and having a low copper content have been discovered and. oR 
. surveyed at Asen and Svansele, but no mining has been done. At .: 

| Bjurfors the company is mining copper pyrites; the annual production  =—_-., 
is about 70,000 tons. The company also operates the Laver copper ." 
mine near Alvabyn in the Province of Norrbotten, from which copper. 

- concentrates are transported by truck and railway to the Rénnskar er 
smelter. At Kristineberg, in the Skellefte district, about 430,000 ON 
tons of crude sulfide ore are mined annually, from which copper, — 

| zinc, and pyrite concentrates are obtained. Efforts to increase domes- oe 
tic production of copper from ores and scrap materials are believed to oo 
have left Swedish supplies notably below consumption requirements. = = = = © 

oe 
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re sd GENERAL SUMMARY eg 

__. Record-breaking receipts of foreign. lead in 1942 coupled witha : nS 
fairly steady rate of domestic production, accomplished despite rising = ~ 
costs, eased the supply situation which was outstanding in comparison ois 
with other strategic materials and completely reversed the 1941 ar 
position relative to supply versus demand. The growing availability = = = 

| of lead under Government control measures permitted partial relaxa- 
tion of these measures; this allowed increased’ use of the metal =. 

as a substitute for more critical materials, principally copper and = 
zine, that have a more direct military application than lead. coe Uo seg 

| The production of refined primary lead from domestic and foreign ee 
| _ ores decreased less than 1 percent in 1942, the over-all totalfrom both lg 

| sources being only 4,128 tons less than the 1941 output. Although. 
: consumption of refined soft lead was less in 1942, it exceeded domestic => 4 

| production but permitted most of the imports of metal to be retained 
_ In the Government stock pile which at the end of 1942 was 13 times sis#s, 

as large as at the beginning. Year-end stocks at domestic refineries 4 
_ advanced and reversed a 7-year downward trend, but consumers’ oe 
Inventories were 22 percent lower owing to the nonrelease of enough 
foreign metal to balance the deficient supply from domestic refineries. =§ © 
Total imports of lead in all forms during 1942 again broke all _ a 

) records largely because of a 30-percent increase in receipts of refined =. : 
lead over 1941; more than half of the increase came from Mexico and =e 
the balance almost entirely from Australia, Canada, and Peru. aS 
. The established price of 5.85 cents a pound for lead at New York he 
at. the beginning of 1942 advanced to 6.50 cents on January 13, at : 
which level it remained during the balance of the year; the average - - 
price for the year increased from 5.79 cents in 1941 to 6.48 cents in ~ 
1942, 2 7 | | 8 

1 This, deals primarily with the smelting, refining, and consuming phase . For. are | details of mining operations so8 saparate reports issued for the various States PsP mnasey. FO 
Oo | 163 os
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“al ° Salient statistics of the lead industry in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and oS 
Bor 7 | 1988-42, in short tons So os - 

Pi mo 1925-29 | ern | 
ce ' | (average)| 1938 | 1939 1940 | 1941 12 

© oe Production of refined primary lead: _- | | - : | : | 
oe _- Fyrom domestic ores and base bullion.-| 660,525 | 331,964 | 420,967 | 433,065 | 470,517 | — 467, 367 a 
pb -  Fyom foreign ores and base bullion...-} 123,104 | 51,705 | 63,068 | 100,114 | 100, 450 99, 472 a 

ee | | 783,629 | 383,669 | 484,035 | 533,179 | 570,967| 566,839 oe 
BAe, Recovery of secondary lead........-.-----] 280,000 | 224,900 | 241,500 | 260,346 | 397, 416 323, 001 _ 
fe Be . . m 10) : . ° / . : ; . \ 

| MIMPHiead in pigs, bars, and old_...........| 4,892.| 3,235] 7,130 | 151,568 | 274,305 | 360,254 : 
yo | Yad in base bullion__...........-----| 95,747] 15,206 | 48,902 | 19,624 | 24,704 | 37, 244 oo 
he Lead in ores and matte...........--.-] ~ 40,096 45, 370. 30, 842 | 111,300 82,115 | 81, 936 a 
ee ‘ Exports of refined pig lead_..---.-.-----.-| 98, 048 45, 866 74,392 | 249,079 | 14,359. 35,814 | oe 
Be Lead remaining in bonded warehouse.at.| . a - : re 

Sh > > “end of period.-.........-..-..-----------| 186,969 | “87,811 | 79,215 | 211,876 | 156,286] (4) oe 
“ech: + . ° Refined primary lead available for con- | © od Pe Oe ma 
ey 2 sumption. ...0----.,----.-----------<-{ 690,916 | 339,708.| 415,031 | 633,989 | 830,797 | . 927, 522. & 
ot Estimated consumption of primary and a Se, oo 

Bb pepcondary lead..------------------------ 900, 250 |. 546,000 | 667,000 | 782,000 |1,050,000 ;. = (4) _ on 

ey : New York: | of os - : uo 
a Average for year_cents per pound..|:.. 7.47 4,74 |. 5.05 6.18) 5.79] 6. 48. ot 
pio  - - Quotation at end of year....do_-..| 6.25 |. = 4.85 5.50 |. 5. 50 5. 85. - 6.50 | : 
ee London average.......-.---.---d0_.--] 5. 87 3. 33 53.09 (8) (*) () 8 
Wop Mine production of recoverable lead......| 664,230 | 369,726 | 413,979 | 457,392 | 461,426 | - 496, 239 oo 
Be World smelter production of lead -....-../1, 850, 000 |1, 874, 000 |1, 911, 000 | 4 | @& 4 os 

mo 1 Data include lead imported for immediate consumption plus material entering the country under bond. - ‘ 
Yipes tes 1 Includes 25,324 tons of foreign refined lead re-exported, according to American Bureau of Metal Sta- oh 
4... tistics; official figures not available. . —_ oo, 3 of 
ve _ - 8 Ineludes 3,874 tons of foreign lead re-exported, according to records of the Department of Commerce. | os 
Ee _ .4Data not available. . a Oo 7 Se os 
Ye o 8 Average for 8 months; London Metal Exchange dealings suspended for duration of war. 4 
Be 8 Official maximum price fixed by British Ministry of Supply at £25 perlongton, | 8 

’, ‘Figure 1 shows trends in the domestic lead industry since 1900. Q 
ws. War agency regulations—Throughout 1942 lead remained under : 
“~~. . full priority control according to General Preference Order M-38 ~~ 

originally announced in October 1941 and later extended beyond the j 
«March 1942 termination date. The order provided for a system of — 2 
“ . allocation that previously had been restricted to releases of foreign . 
~~ lead purchased and held by the Metals Reserve Co., and a ‘ ‘pooling”’ 
“arrangement was set up whereby primary producers set aside 15 
oo percent of current output each month for allocation to meet special = 

vo needs. The subsequent easing of the lead situation eliminated the | 
. need for this plan later in 1942, and the emergency 15-percent “pool” , 
a was dropped after July until further notice, according to Supple- 

mentary Order M-38-j effective July 4. 3 
Under Conservation Order M-38-c, issued January 10, 1942, uses of 

- lead were divided into three classes: A prohibited list, an unlimited 
_ list, and all other uses limited to 90 percent of the 1941 consumption 

: -ineach. In September 1942 when the shortage was less acute industry 
requested some modification of the conservation order, but not until 

| November 11, 1942, and again on January 1, and again on February 
2, 1943, were amendments to the order issued that somewhat liberalized 
the use of lead for construction purposes and as a substitute for more _ 
critical materials, such as tin, brass, and bronze. Likewise, Limita- 
tion Order L-180, affecting storage batteries, was amended January 5, 
1943, to balance consumption with available production of antimonial 
lead. Despite the continued requests for freer use of lead, further 

| liberalization of the conservation program is limited by the orders 
and conservation measures that affect other more critical metals.



| | In an effort to stimulate domestic mine production the’ Office of ae 
Production Management, jointly with the Office of Price Administra- od 
tion, on January 13, 1942, announced the details of a premium-price = =—-_ 

. plan whereby producers (miners) of lead (copper and zinc were also a 
_. included in the plan) received, through the Metals Reserve Co., 9.25 —_..- “4 

. - cents a pound for lead produced in excess of quotas based on 1941 7 
output as against the ceiling price of 6.50 cents a pound, New York,, 2) 
established on the same date. This plan, effective February 1,1942, —_._; 
covered a period of 2% years. In the Tri-State district a premium of  - ose 

_ $39.60 (later adjusted to $41.80) per ton for 80-percent lead sulfide | = 

TS leet || PSR 

a 2 600 ___and base bullion LL A. | OB v ! ey 

| 9 >t |) LORY . RF | oy se 

| Zz RS J ey 

en |e oo ~” Imports / SOs 

Oo BASRA Ye 

a New York price | | / | | 8 ° = VM Ata FE oO 

- ~ , ie ae 

‘|| 9190019051910 1915 ——*920—S—C«d925—S—C*CTBO—C«d9HT 94D 1945 | ey 
. | ) - ot 7 og 

a FIGURE 1.—Trends in the lead industry in the United States, 1900-1942. Imports include lead in ore, — : o 
- base bullion, ig lead, and scrap; exports include pigs, bars, and scrap lead exported in manufactures with ce 

benefit of draw-back. oo . : y 

concentrates was established for overquota production; this was -  =§ 4 
| equivalent to 2.7 5 cents per pound premium. pce Premium price plan 8 

| was continued without further change throughou . On Febru-. Ly 
ary 18, 1943, the scope of the Metals Reserve Co. plan was broadened as 
to include an additional premium of 2.75 cents a pound, and the effec- ae 
tive time limit was extended to July 31, 1945. Under the revised plan od 
the highest possible payment for excess production amounted to 12 og 
cents a pound, New York basis, depending upon the quotas assigned ty 
to the particular mine. | | | aS 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | , 5 

Pig lead is produced at primary plants that treat ore and a small _ i 
amount of scrap and at secondary plants that treat scrap exctusively OS 
Both types of plants may produce refined lead or antimonial lead. > & 

| Because of the large quantity of battery scrap treated at secondary ae
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"smelters, their output is essentially antimonial-lead alloys. Figures a 
.. for production of refined lead at secondary plants are given in the oe 
=~ section on Secondary Lead. : 7 — 

‘The following table shows ‘production of refined lead and antimonial _ : 
-. -. lead at primary refineries from 1938 through 1942. | a 

Boo Refined lead and antimonial lead produced at primary refineries in the United States, oe fo oe / | 1988-42, in short tons FO So Soe 

Ee | _ Refined lead mo oe : oy 

Bele So Yegr _..| From domes- | From foreign | ad. lead fee NS | ae _| tic ores and | ores and base} From scrap Total oy 
Pe ae - | base bullion bullion —_ oe , — oy 

Bo ggg. | 881,964] 1,705 24,800| 408,460 193 -s be 49397 TITTIES 420, 967 63,068} 29,011]  —-513,046 | 21,905 “ OO MQM TTTIT TITTIES TT 433,065 | 100, 114 16, 588 549, 767 29, 762 es Ro gaa TTT 470,517. |. 100,450 |  -18,454| 584) 421 40, 237 7 Be NOM UTTUETTETIIIIIIIIITIIIINITE] 467, 367 99, 472 12, 856 579, 695 61,762 7 

eo, PRIMARY LEAD Oo ee 
Refinery production.—Production of refined primary lead decreased 

~  » less than 1 percent in 1942. 7 re 4 

foe . - Refined primary lead produced in the United States, 1 988-42, by classes and sources ng 

a re | Production (short tons) by— So , : Total production ! — - E 

oe es re Class — : | Source 7 . od. ‘Value | : 

ee, - Soft lea rom or oo 8 ho Desilver-|__ Cs domestic} From erm tons Average Total 7 ee ae ed >| Dest | Undesil ores and foreign | base - price per calculated : 
pee a esu- ndesil- || base bul- ores j|- : -Vaiue = Bo 7 verized | verized lion oo bullion | pound . : 

“> gag...) 243,801 | 31,086 | 107,792 |] 331,964) 32,862} 18,843 || 38,660 | $0,046 |$35, 208, 000 " - 1939_.--| 280,356 | 65,349 | 138,330 || 420,967 | 24,652 | 38,416 || 484'-035 1047 |°45,499,000 Moe 1940._..| 336,456 | 43,400 | 153,393 || 433,065 | 83,563 | 16/551 || 533,179 |. 1050 | 63°318,000 o 1941.__.| 366,385 | 39,872 | 164,710 || 470,517 | 74,168 26,284 || 570,967 | 057 | 65,090, 000 sr 1942.7} 343,971 | 42,004 | 180,774 || 467,367 | 81,485 | 17,987 || 566,889 | [063 | 71/4227000 | 

oo ' 1 Lead content of antimonial lead excluded. | - | | . 2 Desilverized soft lead excluded. 
oe ; 3 Includes lead derived from Missouri ores and other nonargentiferous ores. —_ 

|. Sources of primary lead.—Of the total refined primary lead produced 
: in 1942, 82 percent was derived fron: domestic ores and base bullion =—§s_— 

and 18 percent from foreign, the same ratio as in 1941. Production 
| from foreign ores increased 10 percent to within 2 percent of the record | 

established in 1940, but lead refined from foreign base bullion was 
| . 382 percent less. The marked drop in output of lead from Mexican 

- base bullion is due to larger quantities of bullion being refined in 
Mexico and does not indicate a corresponding decrease in total 
Mexican output of lead. This loss was offset in part by a marked 
increase in base bullion from Australia. Details of the sources of 

) lead from domestic ores are given in the section on Mine Production. 

f 
:



Refined primary lead produced in the United States, 1938-42, by sources, in shortions a & 

oe ee Soure 1938 1939 | 1940 | 1941 42-0 

Domestic ore and base bullion.............| | 331,964 | 420,967 | 433,065 | 470, 517 467,367 

a _. Foreign ore: i a ns CN Rs ners eeeeenencee a ~ Australia...--.......-.-2-.----------.| 7,820] 7,580] =. 14,886 | 19, 561 19,688 = © 
) Canada. nee 3, 562 4,763 “9, 009 5,708} 59830 © 

' Europe... 144] 188 . 8,650 ' 1233 14. oe 
~ Mexico-...-.--202 2222-2 9, 745 227 1, 303 390 2, 403 wants 

. South America____..2-2.2.2- 22 9, 887 8, 869 34, 744 27,173 23, 127 ae 
Other foreign..--222-2222cicciiit | 2834] 3025 | 20,001 | tat | = 30,828 

rr re 32,862} 24,652] 83,563 | 74,166 | 81,485 
| _ Foreign base bullion: = —=t™S to fe Be 
a Australia... ...2.--------- 222 |i enn] nnn ee e[eeeeeee-eee-f | 8B | 6,902 

Mexico.__--_--.-------------------2-.-| 18, 268° 37,463 | 16,161 25, 358 OU 
‘South America. ..-.-.---2-222. 022.22 }e ee 9 fe. 47). 216 | Moa 

ae Other foreign._...-.-2-.---2222---22---] 575 | 944 | 390 | 48 M8 et 

re | | 18,843 | 38,416 | 16, 551 26,284] 17,987 
/ "Total foreign..............-..-.-----| 51,705 | 63,068 | 100,114 | 100,450] 99,472, 

Grand total....-..----------e-----| 388,669] . 484,035 | 533,179 | 570,067| 666,890 0 

__ Antimonial lead.—Antimonial or hard lead is an important by- —. 
- product of the refining of base bullion, but the quantity derived from* 

this source is only a small part of the country’s annual production, .. . 
_. The greater part is obtained from the smelting of antimonial-lead = 

_-——-« gerap, and some is produced by mixing metallic antimony with refined —— 
soft lead. a | | Co an SS 

Production data from lead-smelting plants that handle scrap  —s_ 
_ materials exclusively are summarized in the following section and ss = 

_ discussed in detail in the chapter on Secondary Metals—Nonferrous. =’ 
' _-—- Alarge quantity of hard-lead scrap also is treated at primary smelters _ ae 

_ and refineries; the production of antimonial lead at such plants is’ J 
. _ shown in the followmg table. Since 1939 production has increased = 

7 ‘steadily, but in general the percentage of antimony contained has. 
declined correspondingly. | | — ry 

| _ Antimonial lead produced at primary lead refineries in the United States, 1938-42 oe 

, : | Antimony content [| — Lead content by differencé (short tons) _ | as 
| Year Efoduetion Fe OO OC OOOO oe 4 

| 7 snort tons | | From do- | From | From . | a 
| | mo Short tons | “Percent | mestic ore | foreign ore scrap Total S “ 

1938.....---------| 24,128 2, 809 11.6 6, 759 3,38] 1417] 234 © 
. 1939__......------ 21,995 | - 2,031 9.2 4,117 3, 189 12, 658 19, 964 he 
1940_---22"77777T=| 29; 762 2, 944 9.9 7, 364 3,023] 16,431| | 26,818 “s 
1941._------------| 40, 287 3, 510 8.7| 14,852 8,013} 13,862 36,727 

| 1942.02 22"7TTTTTT] 5, 762] 524 | 6.8) 24,512] 12,165] 11,561 48, 238 Rg 

| _ SECONDARY LEAD | : ee 

Although some scrap lead is treated at primary plants, the major is 
portion is refined at a large number of plants that operate exclusively od 
on secondary materials. Secondary lead is recovered in the form of o 
refined lead, antimonial lead, other alloys, and chemicals. Recovery i 
at primary and other plants in 1941 and 1942 is shown in the following - = * 
table. Secondary lead recovered in 1942 was 19 percent less than in a 
1941 and was equivalent to 69 percent of the domestic refined primary wo
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&.. Jead output. Further details appear in the chapter on Secondary ~ 
“". Metals—Nonferrous. _ | a oe 

ve os Secondary lead recovered in the United States, 1941-42, in short tons | a 

ee | | oe got fase a 

on a | “As refined metal: - | oe oo _ | - 7 
carn At primary plants._.......-..-..----------------------+-----ee------ .- 18, 454 12, 856 a 
yo el _ At other plants___.-.-.-----.---------------------------------------- 61, 810 |. 65,746” oe 

-... ... Inantimoniallead: a oe | oe 7 : 
ne At primary plants....--..--.----------------------------------------] | . 13, 862 11,561 oe 

a. _ At other plants_._..-.----------------------------------eeeennne nee n ef 192, 660 -- . 158, 998 - Os 

Bere SO — a 206,522) - = -:170,580 
eo’ In otheralloys!.-.-..----------------+-------+------+-2---- 20+ --0220- sae 115, 630 83,840 © a 

co : _ Grand total: | . re | : a a 

BG Short tons.....-----.--.--....-2-----+----- +--+ ee eee 397, 416 | 323,001 
gee Value....._-------secccccccssereeeeeeccccescessencccceeseeseeeeeee| $45,305,400 | $40, 698, 100 < 

pee | t Includes some lead in chemical compounds. OO oe oS | a _ 7 3 

“a EAD PIGMENTS - a oe 

‘Lead pigments manufactured in 1942 contained 223,338 tons of oy 
-"~» » Jead—an 18-percent decrease from 1941. Of the 206,680 tons of lead. of 
. in pigments derived from refined pig lead, litharge contained 42 per- on 
a’ cent, white lead 36 percent, red lead 22 percent, and sublimed lead, - 
“leaded zine oxide, and orange mineral less than 1 percent. Leaded | 
ns zine oxide and sublimed lead are the principal pigments of which the | 
«. . Jead content is derived from ores. Details of production and con- | : 
“. sumption of lead pigments are given in the chapter on Lead and Zine a 
=. | Pigments and Zinc Salts. _ | 7 | ee ; 

‘os .. Lead in pigments produced in the United States, 1938-42, by sources, in short tons } rs 

a | _ Lead in pigments from— | Lead in pigments from— oe 

. Year Ore | | year | Ore : 

| 1. : Metal Total | ~ Metal | Total . 
| Domes- Foreign : Domes- Foreign | | 

2 -1988..2.- 12, 025 |..--.---.-| 163, 815 175, 840 || 1941°_._.) 23, 951 290 248, 674 2 273,315 
1939_....| 15,171 {..-.--.-.-| 200,390 | . 215, 561 j{| 1942_____ 15, 949 707 | 206,680 | 3 223, 338 

; 1940.....; 16,869 |..........| 196, 235 2138, 104 

. 1 Includes also lead recovered in leaded zinc oxide. , a 
OO ; 4 Includes 400 tons from scrap. , 

3 Includes 2 tons from scrap. 

MINE PRODUCTION : . 

| Mine production of lead (including that made into lead pigments) 
in the United States and Alaska increased 8 percent in 1942, the 
advance being credited to an over-all gain of 4 percent in the Western 
States and Alaska and 12 percent in the Central States, which more 
than compensated for a decline of 19 percent in the Eastern States. 
Production of lead from southeastern Missouri increased 33,090 tons 
to a total of 197,432 tons, or about 40 percent of the entire United
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States production. The output from the Tri-State region amounted 1 ENS 
. to 34,341 tons, a drop of 6,739 tons and a reversal of the trend of 1941. ss 

_-e eo - : i. e « : : “ @ - so pa eT gst 

_ A gain in southwestern Missouri was too small to balance lossesin ss 
_ the greater productive States of Oklahoma and Kansas. Idaho con- > _ =. . + ; me : ° cm: . : TR ess 

_ tinued to be the leading producer of the Western States with a 9-per- oe 
cent increase, followed by Utah and Montana with a 3-percent rise =. 

_ and 6-percent loss, respectively. The decrease in Montana’s total = == 
- production of recoverable lead was due largely to the closing in May s,s 

| of nearly all the zinc-lead mines of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. =.‘ 
. : ° _@ oe ° ... , . Z Nh | at Butte in favor of maintaining copper production in the face of > - 9 

labor shortages. Arizona produced 866 tons less than during the =. :¥ 
record year of 1941, largely because of the decline in output of zinc- ball 
lead ore from the Tennessee-Schuylkill mine at Chloride and the — | “a 

_ suspension in January of the milling of zinc-lead ore from the Hillside = 
| _ mine. In Colorado and Washington the recoverable mine production’ oa 

of lead continued to gain, but the output from Nevada, largely from oe 
the Pioche district, and from New Mexico declined. Additional... -*! 

_ details of production by mines, districts, and States may be found ==...) 
inthe State chapters. —_. Oo Ce eee Oe 

: | | Oe Se Sa 

_. Mine production of recoverable lead in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and =. 4 
os . — 1988-42, by States, in short tons” rer OS 

| Western States and Alaska: | | : foe | SES Alaska...........--------- 982 oot]. 987) 779] wea Ke 
Arizona... _02.0-..--- 9,743 | 10, 571 10, 71 13, 266 15,638-|, 14,772 an 
California....-.-......-..-|- 2,070 495| | '596| 4,772] © 3,464 TRIL  eR 

| Colorado....-..-..--.----.| 30, 112 9,455}; 8,222 11,476). 12574]. 15,181 
- [daho..._-..---2..-----..-f 141, 610 92, 177 90,981 | 104,834 104, 914 113, 909 " yt 

— Montanall2222722777727] | ig} sz 9,327|. 16,555] 23,036 |  21,259| 200 j= 
Nevada..........-.-..---. 9, 807 4,679| 4,236 7,409}. 9,623| (837% 9° 8 

: ‘ New Mexico.....--...-.-.] | 6, 730 4,949 - ~ §, 892 3,822 - 4, 668 4,608 es 
. ' Oregon. ..._.-..-.-------- 6 23 15 35. 59 | | 3 tae 

South Dakota. _..-....-.- 2 |e fee T|iennncceee] 8B ag 
7 Texas......--.---.--0.- 2. 213 | 343 | 387 205 186 i “cal 

Utah 227227777] 149,509 | 68,657 | 67, 634 75,688 | 69,601} 71,0830 
| | Washington.-..-..-----..| ‘1,328 4, 284 3,718| 25551 - 3,903 4, 851 Pa 

. Wyoming............-----|------------|------------|------------|----------2-f-------nnneep BL 
| | 370,997} 202,953 | 200,214 | 244,974 | 246,551 | 256,585 ne | 

; : ————————————— —————————— SS — ——————— SS EEE Be ey 
Central States: | 7 ' a 

, Arkansas. ._...----------- 38 7 ji-------] OB Whoo. Be sa 
Tino is. 27227 2272272272 552 175 308 1, 508 2,376]. 2,344 vhs 

Kansas....-...-..--.--..-] 26,121 | 15, 239 13,697 | 11,927] 14,538 9,419 ee 
Kentucky....--.....----- 135 101| —' 87 360 | 282 $5 
Missouri......---.--------| 202,240] 122,027] 156,281 | 172,052] 165,909 . 199,548 | of 

| Oklahoma_2222222222-2T-] 68,306 | 21,004 | 27,720] = 21,240} = 25,021]. 22806 
. Wisconsin......-.-....--- 1, 745 320 388 445 1, 225 | 775 1 Bn 

' eer | erences | omesimeneemenaveeerenacers | snteemnetnseenininemenes | aunts | eetemsentrwvsmerantintes , Yr alta 

a 280,137 | 158,873 | 198,481 | 207,687 | 209,362] 235223  |§§ «% 
Eastern States: | | Oe 

- New York.........-------|.-----------| 2,008 2, 887 1,973 2, 100 2, 434 oad 
Tennessee. .........------ 250 553 517 573 23 238 meres 
Virginia. .._--2 2222722777 8, 846 5, 338 3, 380 2, 285 3,300} 1,803 — es 
North Carolina_-.--------]-.--.--.---- 4 |.-----------|------nneennfennnennceneefeeccnneeenes 

4, 096 7, 900 6, 284 4831]. 5513| 447 8% 
: ——SSS=[ SS EEE ——E—E—E——E——EE——E—_———————EE EEE - . * dem, 

664,230 | 369,726 | 413,979 | 457,302 | 461,426) 496,230. ag 

| | | Se OE 

5562504312 , : . a ie 
) : oe
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thon . : a Mine production of recoverable. lead in the United States, by districts that produced me | 
mo L,000.tons or more during any year from 1988 to 1942, in shoritons a 

Beers 5. 0 Distries State ss |--s-:1988. || «1989 | «1940 | 04d | 8420 

Bee Southeastern Missouri re -Missouri....--..---..---| 118,870 | 153,522 | 169,803 | 164,342| 197,201 —/ 
EMR sion 5 | ee es 
bees Coeur d’Alene region..-..| Idaho.......-2.....---.-} 82,274 81, 699. 95, 609 95, 529 106, 474 De 
Bos. > Bingham.w 2.0 .21...22..| Utahs 2212222) 41,834 | 36,842 | 37,857 | 34,512 | 39,996 
moo Joplin region..........---.]|. Kansas, Southwestern | 39,400 | 44,176 | 35,311 41,080 34, 341. mo 
He ee moe , Missouri, Oklahoma. . | | a 
Be 7 ‘Park. City region._-.......] Utah....---------.---.--| 7, 258 11,631 | © 19,749 | 19,094 15, 278 eee 
See GMntie. 222221222222 2.---|-.---do-..-.-.---.-------] 9,605 |° 8,618 | 6,536 | 9, 424 10.176 =|. 
eos Butte lll. .._--| Montana_..... 2222 204} 4,708 8, 859 8,630| 7,206. °° 
eae - -Harshaw2_....2-.-2------.] Arizona_._...-2--..----- 149 | 2,287) 4,581 | - 5,541. 6, 132. oy 
omen | Metaline.............--...| Washington..._...._...- 4,009 8,509 |. 2, 495 3,819 | 4,553 — an 
feveoos "Resting Springs..._.-...-.] California. ........-.-2--}2222------]---2------1 © 870 2,581 | = 4, 044 oe 
mol Rush Valley_.....-.---2.| Utah... 2222222. | 4,619 | 3,422 | ~~ 4, 760 4, 168. 3,988 9 98 
sh Warm Springs.......-.-..| Idaho. _......22.-....-..] 7,370 5,565] 5,050! 5,334| 3,783 + 
ee Deadville....2.-2..---.-..] Colorado.--...-..2------} 1,222 | 1,088 | 794 1,112]: 3,348 OG 

ee Central_......------------| New Mexico.......-.---] 340 |. 2, 941 3, 245 . 8,902° 3,206. ae 
oo Pigghe._......----------| Nevada_.--.------------] 3,214 | 2, 964 5,520} 6, 822 2, 764 of 
pee, St. Lawrence County.....| New York...--.-----.--| 2,005. . 2, 387 1,973 | 2,100} 2,434 oye 
BE _ » Heddleston.._--.-._---.--]| Montana....-.._..-..._]---------- 7 50. 967; =. 2,290 J tage 
gee Pioneer (Rico)..-.---..---]| Colorado........-.-.----| 29}; | 752) - 1,928 2, 525 2, 282 i 
Bee eo. Red Cliff... 2.2.2 2.-------]-----d0.---- 22-2 933 1, 137 1,412 | 1,710 2, 240 es 
RE Anitnas_.-.--202-2-2------]-----d0.222- 22 eee] 996 958 2, 471 3, 045 9124 © 4 
eee Mage... --2.--------------] Montana._.....--------2-] 4,301. 8, 252 4, 108. 8, 294 1,999 933 
Seo. Smelter... 2222-2 |----do.w eee 710} 1,256] 41,363]. 41,527 1, 988 og 
wes QId Hat._....---.--------]| Arizona.-.--2--2 2-222 1,919 | 1,861 1,908 |. 2,172 1,801 : 
cies. A pper San Miguel_...----| Colorado....-....--.-.-- — 885 1, 489 1, 278 ~1,.408 |- 1, 716 oe 
yo * -.. Barker__.....2.-----------]| Montana_-..-_2.....---- 283 780 131. 221 «+1, 704 “th 
fee ey - Austinville..-_....-..---.-| Virginia_.......-.-.---.- 5,338 | 8,380 | = 12, 285 3, 390° 1661 
moe. Wallapai._..-2----------2-| Arizona...---..--..---..| 4,004 - 703 | 2,304] 2,408 | 1,656 G 
meee ** Bayhorse..-.-------------| Idaho....-----..--2-----/ 915 - 999 935 1,878 | 1,644. © 3 
aoe Ophir... eee 2 -- | Utah eee 2,013 |; 6,050 5,354 | 1,487]. 1,62 “4 
ga Port Hill. 222222._..-.-.| Idaho... 291 1111 | 1,837 1,537] 1,04 = 
pense Montana..._-.....-..-...]| Montana._....-.--.2-_--} 212 | 293 | © 955 1,601 1,025... % 
Boel. os’. Upper Mississippi Valley-| Iowa, Northern Ilinois, |. 320 388 - 453 1,345} . 908 «| 
Bo | and Wisconsin. |. . | ee on a 
a’ Hog Heaven__.....----.-.| Montana_......22.--.-.-| 1,214 2,767 | - 8,588 | 2,824 614 : 
mow.) Cafaract..22-2222 2} -dO-2 eee] «1,826. ] 1, 672 1,904 | 355 26 ms 
Wee Oro Blanco. ...........--.| Arizona ...-.....-.--.--- 4, 150 3, 568 |----..---- 1 6 ol 
fog . + Willow Creek.......-..--.| New Mexico. -....------ 4, 277 1, 800 |---- 2-2 +} een fee os 
gene : es nou fone : . . : . ] foe f- . . i 

nr . : : . we 

BO ge - ¥Total for Virginia but almost entirely from. Austinville district. , . Cos 

pee ata STOCKS ee 
ee - Producers’ stocks——Lead stocks, as reported by the American 
» >. Bureau of Metal Statistics, are shown in the following table. Stocks / 
po _ of refined and antimonial lead include metal held by all primary 
ae refiners and by most refiners of secondary material who produce | 
—. * . gommon soft lead. Foreign lead refined in the United States and | 
7 entered. for domestic consumption is included. | | 

ee Lead stocks at end of year at smelters and refineries in the United States, 1988-42 . . ¥ r ’ . 
| an short tons . 

| | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 

oO Refined pig lead_._.......-.-------------------------] 102,489 | 52,783 | 32,458 | 15,973 | 28, 815 
Antimonial lead_............--...-----.-------------| 18, 413 5, 994. 8, 468 4, 212 6, 122 

- | | 115,902 | 58,777 | 40,926 | 20,185} 34,937 
ee EES so eEeEeaE=S_eeeS O—E=E=——— eS OEE 

Lead in base bullion— 
At smelters and refineries._...........-..-..-.-..| 18, 693 10, 337 9, 166 8, 504 7, 359 
In transit to refineries. _.....-..----.------------ 2, 339 3, 521 3, 457 2, 215 1, 706 
In process at refineries_.....-.-.---.-------------| 16, 690 15, 958 18, 141 17, 709 13, 925 

37, 722 29, 816 30, 764 28, 518 22, 990 
-Lead in ore and matte and in process at smelters....| 56, 332 59, 486 71, 722 51, 446 59, 247 

| 209,956 | 148,079 | 143,412 | 100,149 117, 174
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---:* In contrast with 1941 the excess of production over shipments in = =) 
1942 resulted in an over-all gain in inventories for the year. Stocks = =, 

: of refined and antimonial lead at refineries, which totaled approxi- = 
a mately 20,200 tons at the end of 1941, steadily creased to 31,400 Ag 

tons by the end of April, followed by a general decline to 25,900 tons =, 
by the end of August. During the next 3 months increasing output. 

= more than balanced nearly constant shipments, and stocks advanced =—s_—'s 
to 35,600 tons by the end of November—the high point for the year, 2 

_ Aslight decrease in output in December coupled with a gain in ship- .. . = % 
ments reduced inventories to about 35,000 tons at the end of 1942,;a 0° 33 

| net gain of 73 percent over the total on hand at the end of 1941. = 
Stocks of lead in ore and matte and in process at smelters, in base 
bullion at smelters and refineries, and in transit to and in process at > 0 
refineries were 3 percent higher at the end-than at the beginningof —s—- oe 
1942 So Co Ba 

~ Consumers’ stocks —The data on consumers’ stocks by grades atthe | %% 
beginning and end of 1942 are shown in the following table. These = =“. 

_ results, as obtained from a consumer survey of 500 respondents, are = 
estimated to represent 85 to 90 percent of the consuming industry on . ee 
the basis of lead consumed, but the same relative percentage doesnot = OMe 

necessarily hold as regards inventories. Stocks of all gradesofdomes- = - 3 
tic lead decreased slightly, but the decided.drop in foreign lead caused ss 
an over-all decline of 22 percent by the end of 1942,, re. 

Consumers’ stocks of refined soft lead at beginning and end of 1942, by grades, in oe o eo 
co Os — _. short tons1 Se er ee, 

Sn fC | Domestie Pa 
. a 1. Forei eee 

Cn | Corroding | Chemical | ‘Common | &#4eS) SG 

Dee. 81, 1941 2 eee ace eeeeee-e--| 29,900] 17, 456 32,363 21,245 | ° 100,968 
Dee, 31, 1942_-....-..-..-.----5--------aee- 25,532 | . 16,587} 31,360 5,587] 79,0066 | ou gt 

-. 1 Based upon a survey of 500 respondents. —_— ne ed a 
oe 2 Revised figures. a oo oe a otal 

a DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION | eS 

New supply.—The calculated supply: of refined primary lead avail- = -/{ 
able for consumption in 1942 was 12 percent above that for 1941 and = “ 
34 percent above the 1925-29 average (690,916 tons). The figures = =o 
in the following table do not include variations in producers’ stocks = = <=) 

_ and do not indicate the true trend in actual consumption. Moreover, = =—=—s_ 
, the greater part of the large tonnage of imported lead which swelled 68 

the supply in 1942 is still held in Government stock piles. — : lg 

Refined primary pig lead available for"consumption in the United States, 1988-42, in a [gs 
| : short tons | | 7 Co AME 

a | 1938 1929 ‘ 1940 1941 | 1942 © oe 
| ine os 

ws 

Supply: . oO . foo ; 
: Imports.._.......--------------------- 1, 905 5,328 | 149,889] 274,189] 366, 497 0 fis 

-  Production.........-...--------------- 383, 669 484, 035 533,179 | 570, 967 566, 839 nnn? 

385,574 | 489,423 | 683,068 | 845, 156 933, 336 ae 
Withdrawn: Exports.................-.---| | 145, 866 74, 392 2 49, 079 14, 359 3 6,814 . . if 

Supply available for consumption. .-_...-- 339, 708 415, 031 633,989 | 830, 797 927, 522 “ “a 

"1 Includes small quantity of “sheets and pipes”; figures not separable. ree 
2 Includes 25,324 tons of foreign refined lead re-exported, according to American Bureau of Metal Statistics; | a RS 

official figures not available. ' . . at 
. 3 Includes 3,874 tons of foreign refined lead re-exported, according to records of the Department of Com- ye
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ee .’..- Consumption.— Although figures showing the total consumption of oe 
“lead, primary and secondary (including antimonial lead), are not = 
“ awailable for 1942 the total probably was somewhat less than the | 
“> record 1,050,000 tons consumed in 1941 as reported by the American e 
Wee Bureau of Metal Statistics. Owing to the return of large quantities = —/ 
“5. of secondary lead in discarded and obsolete articles and from the 
pee lead-consuming industries, the total consumption of pig lead greatly 
te exceeds the supply of new lead. The supply of new lead was greater _ 
‘o>... In 1942, but the actual tonnage released to consumers was consider- : 
wc. «ably less because of use restrictions, and the proportion of secondary — 
“\.  and- scrap lead to primary material was probably even higher than “ 

Be - Consumption of refined soft lead in the United States, 1941-42, by grades and uses, a 
Ro : - an short tons 1 ae | Z 

Bee gga |g a a | ro | roe 

pe . a By grades: a” ft | | “By uses—Continued. _ _ | - - 
gece Domestic: | Sf |; Collapsible tubes.........| 3, 726 9, 966 oo 
Hehe Corroding.....-.-----| 289,679 | 227,207 ||/ - Foil_-.------------------.| 51, 516 9, 3765. ce 
Wake Se Ohemical........-.-..| 150,206 | 142,213 || . Pipes, traps, and bends...; 32,946 21,395 | - 
Bite . Common-....---..-...| 257,113 | 134,101 Sheet lead.-----...-----.-| 35,480 | © 31,774 © a 
Ge So _ Foreign: All grades.......| 115,649 | 92, 568 Solder..._......-.---.----| 35,630 34, 764 
EP a - a Storage batteries..........| 73,982}; 41,135 - - § 
iu otal consumed........| 812,647 | 596,089 Terneplate........-------| 2,069| 2337 
grt Po, 0 eee ee ' Type metals..............| 2,975 943 oe 
was . . - By uses: oe ne White lead. _.--..........| 88, 230. 58,372 on 
Aer -. Ammunition. ....2.......] 32,959 48, 025 - Red lead and litharge_.._.| 143, 496 98, 667 v8 

eg o Bearing metals..........-} 10,160 12,648 || Ohemicalsand insecticides} 8,861 | 6,298 
weet # - + Cable covering._.----.---} 141,161 113, 374 | Other uses 2.__...........| 112,833 94, 904 : 
Meo Calking lead_....--....-..| 32,380 9,038 | . : js : 
wo Oo Casting metals. ....-..-.- 9, 243 8,074 Total consumed........| 812,647 596, 089 oo 

we a , 1 Based upon survey of 500 respondents; 1941 figures are revised, but 1942 figures are preliminary and #8 = 
a . ‘subject to revision. . oo ry : ° 
Ms 2 Includes consumption of lead in manufacture of tetraethy] lead, lead used for ships’ ballast, annealing, 2 
wi + galvanizing, brass and bronze, and other miscellaneous uses, | : : 

gee A consumer survey conducted by the Bureau of Mines for the 
=... second consecutive year disclosed that the consumption of refined | 
1, S0ft lead at 500 plants decreased 27 percent in 1942. Judging from | 
Be available data as regards supply, shipments, and producers’ stocks, - 
: _ receipts of 607,431 tons of refined soft lead by those consumers can- 
yoo vassed indicate that the 1942 coverage was probably 85 to 90 percent. 
oo Antimonial lead, unrefined. scrap lead, and lead in alloys are not 
: - included. The accompanying table presents a 2-year comparison by 

, grades and by uses of soft lead. Consumption of all three grades of 
: _. domestically refined lead and foreign lead declined, common lead | 
mo showing the greatest drop (48 percent). Of the total amount used in | 
A 1942 (comparative 1941 percentages in parentheses), corroding ac- 

7 counted for 38 (86) percent, chemical 24 (18) percent, common 
23 (32) percent, and all grades of foreign 15 (14) percent. Consump- _ 
tion of lead by uses decreased during 1942 except that consumed in | 
making ammunition, bearing metals, collapsible tubes, and terne- 
plate. Use in solder remained virtually unchanged. Cable covering | 

: was the largest of the principal uses of soft lead in 1942, followed in 
| order by red lead, litharge, white lead, ammunition, and storage 

_ batteries. The effect of conservation measures, use restrictions, and 
- . the general industrial change-over from peacetime to wartime economy 

is particularly apparent with respect to some of the principal uses of 
lead. The cessation of automobile manufacturing largely was respon-
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—_ sible for the drop in the consumption of lead for storage batteries ss 
and, to some extent, the decline in lead used for red lead and litharge =»; 
which also enters into the manufacture of batteries and pigments. = ~*« 

_ White lead, the most widely used lead paint pigment, showed a.con- ="; 
| siderable decline, and foil dropped markedly, largely owing to the = 4 

| restrictions placed on the consumption of lead m making foil for si (ss, 

packaging. = a | ne co Sg 
ra | PRICES eM 

: _ The two major markets for lead in the United States are New =... 
-_ York and St. Louis; much of the lead produced in this country issold =.= 

| at prices normally based upon quotations in these markets. Since =. | 43 
: suspension of the London Metal Exchange dealings in September _—E_s'5 

1939 for the duration of the war the London market has had. no - og 
actual influence on New York quotations, and the differential between  —. *7 

| St. Louis and New York prices has remained at 0.15 cent a pound, —_: oe 
an amount approximating the freight charges between the two points... 33g 

At the beginning of the year prices for pig lead were 5.70 cents at. ¢' 
| St. Louis and 5.85 cents at New York, both prices having prevailed = * 

since March 26, 1941. Effective January 13, 1942, the Office. of 9 *¥ 32 
' Price Administration established the ceiling price for lead at 6.35 © Vo 

— eents, St. Louis, and 6.50 cents, New York, at which pointitremamed «©. 4 
forthe remainder of 1942, = = — - es ‘8 

The official London maximum price of £25 per long ton, duty = =§4 
_ paid, for Empire and foreign lead, as fixed by the British Ministry ss ss, 

of Supply in December 1939, remained unchanged during 1942, we 

: Average monthly and yearly quoted prices of lead at St. Louis, New York, and oe 

| London, 1938-42, in cents per pound a 

1940 14 CY 

St. +} New | Lon- St. New Lon- St. New Lone | Oe ii 
| Louis | York: | don Louis | York don | Louis | York | don a “me 

January.......----| 632] 5.47 B35] 5.50 ( 612] 6.271) aes 
February.....-----| 4.93 | 5.08 5.45} 5.60 6.35 | 6.50 | ose 
March.-.....------ §.04{. 5.19], — -6.61 5.77 6.35 6. 50 . a 
April. -..-----+---- 4,92 5. 07 5.70 | 5.85 6.35 | 6.50 .* ae 

AY] 4.87]; 02] | 5.70 | 5.85 6.35] 6.50 ene: 
~ Sune TTT] 485] 800] @ B70] 585 |) 6.35] 6.50 |\ ¢y on 3 

| July.__.-..--------} 485] 5.00 5.70| 595 |/ 6.35 | 6.50 | oo 
| August.....-------| 470] 4.85 5.70 | 5.85 . 635} 650i}  § 9h 

| September.....----| 478| 4.93 5.70 | 5.85 6.35| 6.50 ||. ete: 
October.....-------| 5.16} 5.31 5.70| 5.85 6.35} 6.50 og 

-  November---..---- 5. 58 5.73: 5.70 5. 85 6. 35 6. 50 {f- Po SR 
December...------| 535] 5.50 5.70) 5.85) 6.35] 6.50 eee 

Average....-| 5.03} 518] () 5.64| 6.79/ @) | 633] 6483/ @ | ES. 

1 St. Louis: Metal Statistics, 1943, p. 465. New York: Metal Statistics, 1943, p. 457. a ty 
2 London Metal Exchange dealings suspended for duration of war. Official maximum price fixed by AE 

British Ministry of Supply at £25 in December 1939. re 

Fo | FOREIGN TRADE? : as 

: - The continued upward trend in imports of lead was most significant SNS 
in 1942. The total receipts of foreign material, principally as refined ons 
metal but also as lead in ore, matte, and base bullion, were sufficient = 
not only to supplement the domestic refinery production but also to , = 
allow reserve stock piling of a large tonnage of pig lead. The result of 

4 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Buresu of Mines, from records ofthe _ ose 

Department of Commerce. , es 

. | PS
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» Of this increased supply, coupled with Government control, was to 
"place lead in the position of a'substitute metal = 
«- - |. Imports.—Total imports of lead in 1942 again broke all records | - 
» largely on account of a 35-percent increase in reccipts of foreign = 
ri... refined lead over 1941. In this category Mexico furnished 52 percent, 
-... “Australia nearly 23 percent, Canada 19 percent, and Peru 6 percent —_— 
“8 Compared with 36, 16, 33, and 15. percent, respectively, in 1941. — 
"7. Nearly all imports of base bullion (97 percent) in 1942 came from 
‘2. Australia, which heretofore has furnished little or no material of this ae 
a... ¢lass. ‘Simce the war, however, lead bullion in excess of that which  —_ 
<=... could be refined in Australia has been shipped to the United States 
woos « Yather than to other metallurgical centers barred by wartime restric- = 
He o.j~. ~ tions. Lead in ores and matte came from many countries but princi- . 
sy. . pally from Newfoundland, Australia, Peru, and Canada, which # 
ge! together supplied 81 percent of the total imports of this material 8 8s 

fe ~... Total lead imported into the United States, 1938-42, by forms in which imported,in. 
Bek ONE ap oe | . shorttons! — 7 7 ee 4 

L. oy Phe vege - Lead in ore: | Lead in base | Pigs, bars, | Totallead- == # 
ae he ea mony es sand matte bullion | and old | content — , 

Pe 9B ee eee teeecteeceeeceneee| 45,870 15,208] 3,235] 63,908 383 
He 1989 TTT TTTEITT | Boga] goog | 70] 086888 te 
a ea Cae 1940.22.22 eee ene eee een ne oo 111,.300 / 19, 624 151, 588° 282, 492. ey 

Scere aakenenpeceeneeneeceneeeceecnee| 823115] 24,704 274, 395 381, 214 4 
Don bas ee 194). et eee eee eee eee ee : 81, 936 37, 244 a 369, 254 488, 434 ei 

pete Se Be we . SO co / . . Tt: / e 

ie ‘> °,. . 4 Data include lead imported for immediate consumption plus materia] entering country under bond. a: 

a of s+. [otal lead imported into the United States, in ore, base bullion, and refined, 1988-42, 4 
be | 7 -_. by countries, in short tons! cn a Lod 

ee : - a ~ a Year: | Canada | Mexico Newfound: | America ,| Europe countries Total es 

ee a 1988. - 3, 174 . 88,467 |. | 18, 426 ~ 680 g, 154 | 63,901 : 
ee, 1939_......-...-.-| 5,641 | 52, 059 i 16,527| 1,971 | . 10,684] 86, 883 : aa 1940__.-.--.----- 8,721 | 149, 493 27, 563 63, 120 3,801 | 29, 704 282, 492 os 
ho oo 1941_..............]| 95,686 | 129,446] 17, 569 69, 826 | - 175 68, 512 381,214. 
B QMQT TTT] «77,677 | 194, 820 26, 549 42, 263 52| 147,073 488, 434 

. - . 1 Data include lead imported for immediate consumption plus material entering country under bond. : 
oe _ %Includes imports from Argentina as follows—1938: 4 tons; 1939: 3,362 tons; 1940: 16,469 tons; 1941: 13,374. 
a tons; and 1942: 4,582 tons. | : 

a - Total lead imported into the United States in ore, matte, base bullion, pigs, bars, and — 
eo Od, 1938-42, by countries, in short tons! _ 

| So Country P1988 1939 | ~ 1940 1941 | 1942 | 

Inoreand matte: ~ © 9° i = oe ee 
Africa..-...--..-.--22--- 2 -e |e eee 7 7, 586 875 3,871 

. ; Argentina. .....-.--...2-222 2-2 eee. 4 8, 862 16, 469 13, 374 4, 582 . Australia -lULTSTTTTTTTTTTII |g 3a] 12 17, 472 22,634 | 20, 997 
Bolivia_........--------2- eee 7 2, 707 7,314 1, 383 
_Canada.__.-..--------2-e-----------| 33,178 5,624; 8, 666 5, 725 | 7,468 oo > Ohile__ 2227772 ETTT 2; 107 1,844 6271 | . 1,384 3, 166 
. Mexico___._._.---2_ 2-22 e eee 24, 023 3, 846 | 1, 804 5, 770 . 2, 358 
Newfoundland. ........_.-._.-.2---2__|-i-----_--_-|-----_ 27, 563 17,569 | - =. 26, 549 

© Peru. .-_.- 2 eee 9,317} 7,174 18, 383 6, 665 11, 168 
‘United Kingdom 2277777777 777777777 2 1,058 3, 498 175{ "2 
Other countries_.__.-....2- 222-222-2222] 310. | 308 881 930 . 892 

a no "| -45,370] 80,842 | 111,800 | 82,115 | 81, 986 

’ See footnote at end of table. ae . one ae Dated
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TD TB 
a Total lead imported into the United States in ore, maite, base bullion, pigs, bars, and. a 
— oo old, 1988-42, by countries, in-short tons \—Continued-. 2 a ag 

Country =] 1988 | 1989 140 | - et | 1 

| In base bullion; = Be : en oY 
Australia... 222i eee | eee ee [eee cee [eee 835 | 36, 280. eee 

_. Mexico... 2222222222 aa as 9,000 | 23,726] 
= Peru... 1_-.-2-----2--2---2-n2e-ee-| 198 a 179 SR 16 Lege 
- . Other countries.._..-..............--.- 654 — 903, «486 | 85 883. a EN 

— | 15, 296 48, 902 _ 19, 624 24,708 | 872A is 

| In pigs, bars, and old: So . ee Re  “Australia........1--------------------- 1,475 2, 727 4,266 |. 43, 631 $4,709 
Canada....-.....---.-.--2------2-- 1]... 417 55 89, 887 » 70, 089 antag 

© Mexieo 22TLIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIL-| 208 | 128,680]  90'950| 192408 Peru... 1,736 [~~ 4,051 | 18,452.) 40-ReS TS eae 
Se Other countries___....------.....------ (23) 46 . 115 69] 62 C~*” ts 

ee 8,235 | «7,189 | =—:151, 568 | 274, 395 369, 254 eae 
- oo : 63, 901 86, 883: 282, 492 381,214 | 488,434 a 

- 1 Data include lead imported for immediate consumption plus material entering the country under bond. Oo . ee 

__ . Lead} imported for consumption in the United States, 1988-42, by forms in which - oe 
oo. - | | imported _ oe a ge 

a Ty din ores. 4 ” : , | —_ a es. 
a | Lead in ores, flue | Pp gd oo rr. 

| dust, and mattes,/ ead in base |  pissand bars | Sheets, pipe, yet Es 
ne n. 8. p. f. i | ‘wise | Total he 

7 Year jo spect. value a 
ee Med fo 

a Aone Value anos Value | stort Value Short Value | (value) | Ns 

——--:1988...._| 6,722 | $543,164} 304] $31,147 | 2,001 | $84,109 | 166 [$30,906 |g23, 381 | $733,081 eg 
. 1939_..._| 12,317 | 1,063,512 |. 1, 764 166, 298 4,772 | 176,437 170 | 28,296 | 11,611, | 1,449, 541 - Ba 

-1940_....| 70,027 | 4,659, 445.| 9,992 |, 929,946 | 36,882 | 2,269,075 |. 201 | 36,444 | 12,046.| 7,910, 873 os pag 
1941.___-} 82,345 | 5,343,577 | 17,579 | 1, 743, 350 | 325,999 |23, 403, 260 47 | 15,812 | 19,389 |30,582,741 7 

. 1942_--..] 90, 633 | 5, 685, 692 | 41, 977 3, 603, 026 | 388, 533 |33, 091, 425 20 7,009.| 4,690 |42, 529, 235 ee 8 

+ 1 In addition to quantities shown (values included in total values), “reclaimed, scrap, etc.,”” imported es a 
a as _follows—1938: 189 tons, valued at $20,374; 1939: 36 tons, $3,387; 1940: 24 tons, $3,917; .1941:.1,331 tons, = = = = ° 2 al} 

OS $57,353; and 1942: 1,305 tons, $137,393. Figures for 1942 include foreign lead received by the Government ot te 
and held in stock piles.. _ . - fee eae 

Miscellaneous products, containing lead, imported for consumption in the United © cad 
_ 7 | — . + States, 1988-42 © oe oe rena) 

-| Babbitt metal, solder, white metal, and . eo od aces ia 
| oO other combinations containing lead Type metal and antimonial lead eas, 

: Year eo LO OO - oOo eee” mee a 
Gross weight | Lead content | Gross weight | Lead content NG 

_| (short tons) | (short tons) Value “(short tons) | (short tons) | Value aac 

1988... 390 771 $126, 660 433 | 374 | $38,708 ie 
1939..-..2 22 136 «45 96, 492 380 321 38, 491 © sg 

- 1940..............- 1,368) ~ 429 1, 026, 432 1, 482 1,291 | — 108, 286 ee © gq TT 702 241 711, 388 1, 657 1, 454 112, 120 re. 
| 1942.7 27777 27 972 274 66, 096 245 210 | 19,631 - eon: 

. i’ 

. . . . . . od 

_Exports.—Total exports (excluding re-exports of foreign refined lead) an 
of lead in 1942 were much less than in 1941. The marked drop from — ay 
the high level of 1939 resulted from the restrictions imposed under - 
the Export Control Act of 1940. . | | oe



ep ee eo Lead exported from the United States, 1988-42 ee 
Say : 7 coe a : . * | oe _ . oe . | _ - “ 

Be ee | 7 Pigs and bars Foreign lead | Pigs and bars Foreign lead ay 
Weg er a , __| exported in - . oe exported in ne 
Bog BS a ee manufactures | - . oo manufactures me 
oe Year Short _ with benefit - Year Short | . with benefit a 
Bie tons “Value of draw-back tons Value | ofdraw-back 
Bp Ew yu | (short tons) | ot. | 7 (short tons) eS 

wo 198g. 148, 866 1193, 354, 616 | 9,061 || 1941__.......| 14,359 | $1, 159,148 | 21,953 vot 
Be 1939..---a.--| 74,892 | 4,647, 219 | 10,379 || 1942--_-----| 1,940 | 285,354] 2628 

ne IMO] 23,755] 1,794,500) 18, 604 | , 7 : | : oe 

Bae __—--‘LIneludes sheets and pipes; figures not separable. _ | . 

ee Be Pig lead exported from the United States, 1988~42, by destinations, in short tons os 

me - os Destination 19381 |. 1939 1940? | 1941 1942 3 oe 

he eo Countries: pe oO Sd , : . “ 
Bee Belgium_.......--2.-.---.-------------| 28 588 644 |. --|--------- ° 
soe Brazil....-..--------.-2-----0---------| sD 647 1, 559 “764 | 3 
er Canada..c---------c---cseceweeeen----] OL | 34 | 12 1 
hen f tl. ~ Chile... eee 8 . 323 . 492 - 822 18. a 
eee Ching....--.----2--e-- nee nne cee enee[eeeeneececeef | 224 | 517 | 2, 385 |.......----- od 
a . : Denmark........220.--2..2--222------ wae mw nee renee . 1, 569 wwe ee ene Sew mnnweemaelewnwmonnnecen ‘, 

eee inland loll 560 | 616| +112 |_.----------|---.---2---2 A 
Be France.....-.-.-------------=---------| @ 540 4,120 |__-------e eee eee ~ 
ws oa Germany...-...-.-.-.--- 1 -- 1,092 8, 333 |...-....----|-.----------|---- eee Ss 
Be  ° Bungary...---.---22---2.------ e+ |e ee eee ee] 560 487 jo... --.---2].c--- 2 eee | a 
Mot : J&PaNn... eee eee nee 30, 203 34, 790 oo 11, 958 | 8,154 ww nece anne % 
yb Kwantung.-....-.-2-.-2---.-.------ eo 314; # 99] | 336 |....--------]----.------- : 
BRR Mexico.......-.------------c-2--------| 11, 408 2,922 5] 14 7 a 
RE Netherlands. -_..:-----------.---------|---------ae- 9,101} 2,352 |---| ~ 
he Norway...--.------------2-- oe |---| © 1, 091 [22 ---------|-------- 2. -|--+- e+ a 
pee. Panama (00 TUTTI TTT 87 238, 538 379 | 74 
epee Philippine Islands..........---.------- 1, 037 . 974 450 628 |_-.-....---- os 
Be > §§weden.......-.--.- eee] 23] # °#&7,340 ~ 301 112 224 2g 

ae United Kingdom. 277-772) | ait | - Q |__.--------- 1,379 
Me . Uruguay ..-.-.-.-..-..----..----------|------------|------------} |. 850 407 jee. = 
Bes Other countries_-.-..-...--------------| 821 | 2,021 |. 2, 538 732 186 - 
Be Pe a . . —_———_— | | | ok 

Bee 45,866 | 74,302} 23,755 | 14, 359 1, 940 : 
S). - + Continents: : | oS 
ane North America.............----------- 12, 002 3, 345 865. 574 34 0 °2—~CO 
meee . South America.....-........-.--.-..-.- 303. 1, 317 3, 078 2, 334 |. 192 ; 
we Europe.._.....----2 nee eee 1, 950 33, 152 6, 400 | 228 1, 608 
Be Asia. (00 TTT] 81,606 | 36, 122 13, 384 11, 132 4 , 
ee | ‘Africa ‘and Oceania -2722272227222220222 5 456 | "91 2 

t a | . 1 Includes sheets and pipes; figures not separable. | | . 
- 2 In addition, 25,324 tons of foreign lead were re-exported, according to American Bureau of Metal Statistics; : 
a : official figures not available. : 

.. | Co In addition, 3,874 tons of foreign lead were re-exported, according to records of the Department of 
oe ommerce. , 
= 4 Less than 1 ton. | _ 

oo | WORLD ASPECTS OF THE LEAD INDUSTRY | 

| Since 1939 the lack of production data from many of the important 
,  lead-producing countries has precluded any official statement of world 
; output. According to estimates published by the Metal Bulletin, 

| _ London, world smelter production of lead in 1941 reached 1,770,000 
7 _ metric tons, a slight gain over the 1940 estimate of 1,700,000 tons 

| from the same source. Although no figures are available for 1942, it 
| is doubtful if total smelter production has increased appreciably, if at 

| all, The Bureau of Mines estimated that in 1942 the world mine 
production of lead (recoverable lead content) amounted to roughly 

| 1,635,000 metric tons, an indication that production did not increase. 
Based on estimates by countries, about 80 percent of the world’s supply 
of lead ore by the end of 1942 was controlled by, or available to, the 
United Nations.
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| | _ World production of lead, 1937-42, in metric tons} / a te 
ee a | _ [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] ee — | | . IEG 

- Country -1937—«|| 1988 | 1989 1940 | 1941 42 

. Argentina.............-..-_--- 9,900} 10,200 14, 000 12, 864 | (2) (2) : . 
- Australia...-.-.----------.---| 282,198 | 226, 155 269,590 | 3 275,000 (2) | (2) eg 

Belgium......--.------------- 93, 310 — 94,170 | 82,000 | 255,000] 220,000 | (2) ou 
| Burma.....-.-.-.-------------|  _77,728| 80,166 | —_77,220/ 383,000] (2) (2) oes 

Canada....---..--.----...-..-| 181,162 | 181,783} 172,880 | 199,662 |. 201,976 p1170 
China. ....------------------- 31, 500 (4) (4) (2) (’) (2) Lots 

:  Chosen_---22.----------------| 5860] (A) (4)  Q) nc)) (2) ORS 
Czechoslovakia__.-...-------.|. 4,800 . (4) - (2) © (3) ene: 

oo BEANO Ao nanne-eneneronan oo : ny 188 al, 753 42,000 | 320,000) 710,000) oes 

| wastrig. ct] 'tot888 | “ae20 | 181440 | #200,000 | 2225000] 
Greece....-.----.------------- 5, 890 6,050 4, 925 (2) (2) (2) as 
Hungary...-----.-------------| ° -M47|—@) (4) (2) Om oo ke 
Indochina... ....---....---.---] 8). | 10 5 (2) . (2) an C) ‘ ee 
‘Italy_...-..---.-----.--------- 38, 938 43,287 | - 38,102 | 335,000 (2) (2) seat 

» Japan....-------..---.-..-----| 10,200} 412,000 | 212,000 | 215,000 | 317,000; ~=—s 2), OY 
Mexico-....--.---------------| 214,653 |. 273,529 | . 213,675 | 191,980 | 151,167 | 6 197,019 Sg 

. Northern Rhodesia. ..--...--- 568 277 — 163 (2) . o oe (2) Pe 
Norway.-.--.-----..---.----- 236 33| aa] a) | Oo: OES 
Pera. LIT] 19,058 | 28,478 | = 24,380 | 81,131 | 34,375 4,26 9. «5 
Poland....-------------------| 17,887] 19,978 | @) 323/000] 225,000} —@) ee. 
Rumania_-_.--_----..--.----- 6,725| 5,655] 5100| @ @ + @ Lk 
South-West Africa.....-..-.-.}. . 1,355 | 3,214 | . 4,283 . 690 j-o--- eee (2) - ard: 

— Spaine.__-------2--------=----| 81,973 | 31, 809 25,991. | 45,991} ~ (2) (2) | te 
Tunisia___..-.--.-------------| 24,758 | 23,916 | 93,421 (2) @ AM 
Union of South Africa......--|.-----------| © 19 — jie 2) | .@ — ners) 

U.S. 8. R22 222 e----| 855,000 |. (1) 875,000. (2) @ | oe 
United Kingdom...-..--....:| . 10,313 10, 000 (4) (2) - @) | @ Tee ty 
United States (refined) .?7_..-.. 423, 232 330, 963 404, 257 468, 675 494, 126. 497, 908 OF 
Yugoslavia. .....-----------.-}.. 4,038: |. 8, 646 10, 652 (2) -@) |. (?) ae a 

| '. "481,000 | 4,700,000 | 1,734,000 | @) | @ | @ 8 

A By countries where smelted, but not necessarily refined. ae : - E 
- % Data not yet available. . a ey 

- -»  .% Approximate production. a . : . ar 
4 Estimate included in total. SF oo is 
5 Exclusive of secondary material (Metallgesellschaft, Frankfort on the Main). - ie 

a I Includes:‘small tonnage of lead contained in exported ore and concentrates. Separate figures not avail- . oe 
adie. , : ; . Cet 

' 7 Figures cover lead refined from domestic and foreign ores; refined lead produced from foreign base bullion a 
_. not included. . | — me - a. 

ae | REVIEW BY COUNTRIES oe we oS 

_ _Argentina.—Production from the lead-zinc properties in the province — oe 
of Jujuy came principally from the Aguilar mine of the Compania —s_—siss *e 
Minera Aguilar S. A., subsidiary of the St. Joseph Lead Co. The oes 

: output in 1942 was curtailed owing to a shortage of fuel oil. The OE 
monthly production rate in January 1943 was estimated at 3,000 Oo A 
metric tons of lead concentrates. Total exports of lead concentrates oo 
(containing 74 percent lead, 6 percent zinc, and 50 ounces of silver)” «ss 
during January 1942 aggregated 1,950 metric tons; for the remainder _ ast 
of the year no further shipments were recorded. Stocks at the Aguilar er 

| mine and the port of Santa Fé on January 1, 19438, totaled 14,047 fs 
metric tons. : | | 8 

Ausiralia.—Mining activities in Australia in 1942 were confronted ee 
_with many adversities such as higher taxation, drafting of labor into | ot 
the armed services, and flow of miners into higher paying munitions ek 
industries. The Minerals Production Committee was authorized by 8 
the Federal Government to expedite the mining and treatment of oe 
strategic minerals by furnishing financial aid, providing equipment, od 
and helping to alleviate manpower shortages; it also engaged in mining os 
on its own account. | | : 4 

Production of lead concentrates was maintained at Mount Isa Mines, ~ oat 
Ltd. The Zinc Corporation, Ltd., reported lead lode ore reserves Lo 

| ON
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» Bolivia.—Mine production of lead in Bolivia, largely from small = 

- mines in the La Quiaca region, decreased from 15,653 metric tons 

“ead content in ore) in 1941 to 12,360 tons in 1942. All ore and 

s-. eoncentrates are exported. No further information has been received 

—  ° regarding the erection of a lead smelter in the province of Sud Chichos. 

~» .. It was reported that such a plant would be built through the use of 

.-..- funds allotted by the Bolivian Banco Minero. 2 ies 
*.- Brazil.—The Furnas mine in the Iporanga district continued to be ay 

=... the principal lead producer in 1942. Four additional deposits on the 

-..-Tporanga River, operated by another company, are reported to have -— 

2. estimated reserves of 20,000 metric tons of galena. The State of 

~~ S80 Paulo is having the mineral resources of thisentire zoneexplored. © 

«+ The small lead smelter at Apiai, Sao Paulo, produced 10 tons of lead as 

during the year, all of which was consumed in Brazil. | a od 

a Burma.—The Bawdwin lead-zine mines of the Burma Corporation 

ho. were seized by the Japanese near the end of April 1942. Assuming A 

ee - that the Japanese successfully repair the reported damage to mines, = 

"i. mill, and smelter, the potential peacetime annual output of about =. 

~ 80,000 tons of lead would become available to them. = 8 = 3 

Hoe ‘Canada.—Production of lead in Canada increased from 230,084 

short tons in 1941 to. 255,751 short tons in 1942. Thesefiguresinclude = 

‘smelter production plus lead contained in exported ore. Well over, © 

95 percent of the lead is mined _in British Columbia almost entirely = 

from the Sullivan mine of the. Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. | 3 

yoo «Sales of primary lead in Canada were placed under a system. of control | 

i, jn. 1942 whereby no producer could sell or supply primary or secondary 4 

~~ Jead. or lead-base alloys in pig or ingot form without written approval = 

Rte of the Metals Controller of Canada; lead-base type metal, babbitt, “ 

eee - and solder were excepted. Extensive exploratory drilling for new 

“deposits was done in an effort to replace the heavy drain on. existing 

“~~ pegerves. Gulf Lead Mines, Lid., was organized to continue the — 

“~~. development of lead-zine deposits on the east coast of Hudson Bay. —_- 

a ‘Ore supplies are being supplemented by numerous efforts to recover “ 

“ar lead from residues. The slag dumps at the gold mines of the Kirkland 

mo Lake and Larder Lake areas of Ontario yielded considerable lead, — 

me ‘and the Western Exploration mill produced lead concentrates from. 

oe tailings dredged from Slocan Lake. The New Calumet was expected | 

oe to have its new 300-ton zinc-lead concentrator in operation before the _ 

So end of 1942. - | : 

- | — Mezico—Mine production. of lead in Mexico increased 27 percent | 

| from 155,259 metric tons (lead content of ore) in 1941 to 197 ,019 tons | 

| - during 1942. The most important event m 1942 was the Bateman- 

| Juarez-Tellez agreement between the Metals Reserve Co., the State 

Department, and the Mexican Government, under which the Metals 

| Reserve Co. contracted to buy 250,000 tons of lead at 5.40 cents a _ 

pound each year for the duration of the war; the contract could be 

extended by mutual agreement after the war. Mexico agreed to | 

_ stabilize taxes on lead, freeze freight rates, and hold in abeyance 

Oo certain clauses in the labor laws. In spite of the agreement labor : 

difficulties arose, and at the end of the year the miners were threaten- 

ing to strike for a 25-percent wage mcrease. On December 23 a 

reciprocal trade pact with the United States reduced the duty on lead 

and lead in ore to 50 percent of the amount set by the United States 

Tariff Act of 1930. It will remain at this level until 30 days after
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the termination of the national emergency, at which time it will be =|. 
established at 20 percent below the rate set in the Tariff Act of 1980: Oe 

_. _ In-1942 the Avalos lead smelter of the American Smelting & Re- * 
fining Co. at Chihuahua treated 466,549-metric tons of ore containmg —§—: 

_ 118,401 tons of lead, compared with 362,211 tons of ore containing = ss 
_ 94,947 tons of lead in 1941, Production from the five principal mines ==. 

in the Chihuahua district increased in 1942, despite the fact that the es 
| Potosi Mining Co. exhausted its main ore body after nearly 100 years. S 

of operation. Nearly all the cooperative mining companies reverted & 
+ to private ownership and operation in 1942. The Eagle Picher Lead COE Co. and the American Smelting & Refining Co. reopened old lead-zine le te 

- Inines in the Taxco district. The El Bote mine, owned by the Socie- a? 
_ dad Cooperativa Minera “El Bote’, S. C. L., produced 30 tons of Rg 

lead a day (content in concentrates). ee Sg Be 
- | Newfoundland.—The mine production of lead in terms of lead con- | fog 

_ tent of all concentrates produced amounted to 28,007 short tons in ts ot 
7 1942 as compared with 33,166 tons in 1941. | a 

North Africa.—The North African military campaign, starting mM 2 
_ November 1942 and successfully concluded by the Allies in May =» a 

. 1943, aroused interest in raw materials thus made available to the st 
. United Nations. The largest lead producer in Morocco is the Aouli __ Che 
/ mine, 15 miles northeast of Midelt. Reserves at this property have 8 

been estimated at 60,000 tons on the basis of 75 percent lead concen- 
_- trates. The concentrating plant has a capacity of 20 tons an hour. 29 

| The lead-mining industry in Tunisia is active; production comes RS from scattered deposits in the northern half of the country from ore ag 
_. (concentrates?) reportedly averaging 60 to 70 percent lead. In oF 

normal times about 90 percent of the Tunisian lead ores are treated A 
_ at the smelter owned by the Pefiarroya Co. at Mégrine, near Tunis, ere 

which has a capacity of about 25,000 metric tons of lead annually.- =. ss | 
On May 1, 1942, 3,700 tons of lead were in stock at the smelter. For pererte 

_ the period January 1 to May 1, 1942, production of lead concentrates ss oe 
| in Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia totaled 7,839 tons. a ee: 

| Peru.—The lead content of concentrates produced in Peru during  — os 
1942 was estimated to be about 55,830 metric tons, compared with ad 

54,822 tons in 1941. This estimate is based upon the reports of  - ot 
companies producing 80 percent of the total lead output of Perue  . 4 

_ ‘Exports for 1942 included 3,117 metric tons of ore, 7,616 tons of con- ae 
 centrates, and 36,979 metric tons of refined lead compared with an ae 
estimated 8,000, 12,000, and 38,000 tons, respectively,in 1941. The ~~ | a 
largest lead producer is the Huaron mine; reserves are estimated to ee 
be 180,000 tons of positive ore and 500,000 tons of probable ore aver- 
aging 6.89 percent lead, 8.73 percent zinc, and 319 grams of silver per y 
ton. The Oroya lead smelter, with a capacity to produce 4,000 tons eh 

_ of refined lead a month, recovered 42,246 metric tons of lead in 1942 — eS 
(34,375 tons in 1941), ) wy 
Spain.—According to the official figures of the General Mining oa 

Board of Spain, the 1942 output was 51,118 metric tons of lead con- | 2 
centrates compared with 43,728 tons in 1941. The most important Be 

- deposits are in the Sierra Morena and the southeastern coast section. | et 
There are five lead smelters that reportedly can produce 32,000 to | oo 
35,000 tons of lead annually. Domestic consumption is about 23,000 os 
tons, leaving a surplus of about 12,000 tons available for export. a 
Sweden.—The suspension of virtually all imports of lead in addi- .
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=’ ~~” tion to other metals into Sweden due to the conditions of war has a 

"* ferced the Boliden Mining Co. to further intensify its efforts to pro- oe 

“>. duce the metal from Swedish deposits. — Reportedly by the summer  — 

wes OF 1948, the. company will start commercial-scale production from > 

~- the mine at Laisvall. Lead concentrates produced at this property 
ae have a lead content of 80 percent and are shipped to the Rénnskar 
=. smelter at Skelleftead. : | ae | Oo a 

vem id oe | co ee | A 

ee | | . : = me oY 

Meee ; , ; , eal 

fale | 7 a oe a “
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By A. L. Ransome ann J. H.Scoaum - as ah 

| “SUMMARY OUTLINE | a oS 
. oe | oo | Page : Page - a 

General summary-_._._._.....-.....---.--..-. | 181 ] Domestic consumption_-_-_..-....----------.. 191 ee 
Salient statistics_........-....--.----------. 182] New supply.........----.------------------ 191 | a 

_ War-agency regulations_..........----.----. 182] Consumption......-..---------------------- 1920 ne 
: Smelting capacity........--..--.----------- 183] Rolled zine_.__..---.--.-----..-.--------... 194 . a 

_ Supply of zinc concentrates_..-...---------- 173 | Prices..-....--------------------------------- 195 : rene 
Domestic production.......--..--------.----. 185} Zine-reduction plants___....-.-.-----.--.-_--. 196 ara 
Production of primary and redistilled sec- Zine smelters_..-.-.-.-.-----------------.-. . 196 hs 

. ondary slab zinc__-......------.----------  185.| _ Electrolytic plants.....-..-...-------------. 197. oo kk 
Distilled and electrolytic zinc_.......-..--... 185 | Foreign trade._..-.....--.------..------------ 197 ke 
Production of primary slab zinc by States... 186} Imports-....--.-.---.-------2---s---------- 197 ey 
Secondary zinc....--.-.---..-------.-------. 187} | Exports_-_.-_.--2--2--- 2. ----- eee 198 
Byproduct sulfuric acid..........-----.--.. 187 | World aspects of zine industry__.-..-.-.---... | 199 | . x 

. Zine dust_....2-.--------------------------. 187 World production....2...-.-.......--...... 200 nn ee) 
Zinc pigments and salts_..--..-....-.....-. 188]. Review by countries-....-..--..--..----..-. 200 TN 

| Mine production....-...---.--------------- 188 | | eS 
‘Stocks.-....-...----..---------+------ +--+ 199 oe 7 . oO * oe 

' Producers’ stocks-_-...--.---.----.-.------.. 190 ee ce 0 ee 
oo _. Consumers’ stocks--...------=-------------- 191" 7 _ a . od 

_ . GENERAL SUMMARY | | ne 

In 1942, a year of broken records resulting from the “all-out” aa 
industrial mobilization of a.nation at war, the zinc industry was out- ee 
standing in its ability to more than maintain the delicate balance  —_—s_—. » 

| between supply and demand. With the assistance of increasmg ~~ = 
_. Government regulatory measures, an expanded smelting industry = = = 

increased its output 7 percent above the 1941 record to establish once — anne, 
more an all-time high level of production and to show a marked gain | 2 

- in stocks. Conservation measures restricting the use of zinc to essen- a: 
tial needs resulted in an over-all 12-percent drop in domestic consump-— © 4s: 
tion, but consumers’ stocks advanced 6 percent. Thegeneral decrease 34 

7 in domestic shipments of zinc by smelters was largely balanced bya = “3 
gain in exports, principally for Lend-Lease accounts. The particular §. 
emphasis placed on the use of High-Grade zinc resulted in a 27-percent -. - 4 
rise in production of high-purity metal, of which increasing amounts. 
were made by redistillation of the lower grades of zinc. Partly as a us “4 
result of this and also because of use restrictions, the lower grades of = 
zinc decreased 8 percent. At the close of 1942, smelters were operating of 
at usable capacity, with additional facilities under construction — es 

_ expected to bring an already enlarged output to a peak by the middle ea 
of 1943. / . oO | Do 

Domestic mine output showed only a slight gain in 1942 despite the ane 
‘incentive of premium prices, and to fulfill requirements and operate at = 
capacity smelters continued to use foreign ore in greater amounts than od 
ever before. Total imports in 1942 exceeded all previous records, va 
as did domestic output of zinc from foreign ores, which amounted to OS 
29 percent of the total production. — 3 

The established ceiling price of 8.25 cents a pound at St. Louis for a 

Prime Western zinc was unchanged during 1942 and compares with og 
the average of 7.48 cents in 1941 and 6.34 cents in 1940. | ge 

. “1'This report deals primarily with the smelting branch of the industry. Full details of zinc mining are oe 
given in the various Btate reports. Some zinc ore is used directly in the manufacture of zinc pigments. ey 
See chapter on Lead and Zinc Pigments and Zinc Salts.) : 4 
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--.. Salient statistics of the zinc industry in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and- 
Br 2 a So Se 1988-42. oS | | BO 

we — “ ago 99 | toe tl ae | oe be Bry oo oe, cee . Ce | (average)| 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 ae 

- SO Production of primary slab zinc: | oe | fp CE 7" 
Mi " ‘By sources: - So a . ee 
a '. From domestic ores.........--short tons..| 589,648 | 436,007 | 491,058 | 589,988 | 652,599 | 629, 957 ae 
pe ~~... From foreign ores. ------------------d0-...] 12, 734 10,334 |. 16,178 | 85,287 |. 169, 421 | 261,915 - vo 

ne | | 602,882 | 446, 341 | 507, 236 | 675,275 | 822,020 | 891,872 
ee ‘By methods:. _ os : op | ee “ee ee: 

Be "" Electrolytic.......---.---percent of total__| . 21 21; = s- 25. 28 27 |. 28 cys 
ne _ Distilled......--..--.--..-----_---.d0_--- 79 79 . TH] - G2  =6©3 72 Sop ees 

coe... Production of redistilled secondary slab | a — : 

meee zgine__.....--.---.-----------.---Short tons. 43,756 | 31,613 | 50,428 | 48,917 | 59,503 | 53,195 — oe 
meee Stocks on hand at primary smelters Dec. 31 : | Sp ae 
Be Be OC short tons..| 45,575 | 157,511 | 83,728 | 19,212 | 24212] go 632 oe 
iow Primary zinc available for consumption - : ie Lot | wt 
oe Pee pel mo a Oe short tons..| 548,472 | 375,004 | 607, 464 | 677,168 | 762,265 | 735, 865 oe 

Be Prime Western at St. Louis: ep . | re a 
Bh, Average for year_...-...cents per pound__|' 6.76 4.61] 5.12) 6.34] 7.481 825 ae 

ee Highest quotation........---------.do-...} 8.90 | 5.05 6.50). 7.251) 8.25). 8.25 ie 
re - Lowest quotation --...-...--:------d0--_-} 5.40} 400. 4,50 5.50 |. 7.25 8. 25 io 
Heke _ Yearly average at London_-.._--...--do---- 6. 46 3.05} 12.89) ()  @). oe 
mo. Mine production of recoverable zinc _ | — - | ft “ we Dn ~~... short tons..| 724,720 | 516,703 | 583,807 | 665,068 | 749,125 | 768,025 2 
woo... Tri-State district Joplin) | ¥ — : A 
Bek, es -percent oftotal..; 491 ~~ 38 38 B54 CBB . sl eR 
foe Western States......--.--.------.----d0----] | 30 — 2} - 291 . B61 38 40 ooh 
Ph a Other -..--.-.-.----------------------d0-.-.] 2 B84 33 | 29 27 29 a 
Re World smelter production of zine = oo . . od 
No - oo short tons...|1, 435, 000 |1, 728, 000 |1, 800, 000 11,810,000 | @ | @ a 

Me : ns 1 Average for 8 months; London Metal Exchange dealings suspended in September. Ce 3 
my o 2Datanotavailable = = = oe Sr oo : . se WAR-AGENCY REGULATIONS | oe 4 
“Despite the excellent cooperation between the zinc industry andthe =— 
“y.. Government during 1940 and 1941, the increasingly critical status of | 
 ->.. the over-all zinc supply problem necessitated more definite control 
"measures. Under General Preference Order M-11, in effect at the =~ 
— beginning of 1942, the War Production Board controlled the supply of 3 
te slab zinc. However, this right was exercised over only a part of the 
— _ total*zine output, as the percentage requirements for the “‘pool” in--  - 
ye creased from 31 in January to 75 of High Grade and 50 of lower grades 5 
Be in May, the balance of output being distributed by the industry. On 

_ May 1 Order M-11 was amended placing slab zinc under complete 
allocation effective June 1. A subsequent amendment on February 

Oo 9, 1943, tightened the control on zinc by placing remelt zinc as well as : 
| refined metal under allocation. Because of the shortage of zinc dust | 

for war purposes that developed at the end of 1942, this material, | 
. under the ‘‘pool”’ arrangement since June 1, was placed under complete 

allocation on December 22, 1942, according to General Preference | 
Order M-~11-]. Conservation Order M-ii-b, issued July 24, re- ~ 

a stricted the use of zinc in a large number of manufactured products , 
and prohibited others, the exceptions being principally for United 

| States Government and Lend-Lease accounts. An amendment to 
this order prohibited the use of zinc after October 10 for making 

, closures for glass containers, one of the largest peacetime uses of rolled 
zinc. A later amendment dated November 26 added to the list of 
prohibited items. Other restrictions were subsequently imposed by 
General Limitation Order L-71 as amended October 2, 1942, and 
amendment 1 to General Conservation Order M-99, which referred to | 

| production of dry-cell batteries and engravers’ plates, respectively. _ 
In an effort to increase domestic mine production, the Office of 

Production Management, jointly with the Office of Price Adminis-
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tration, on January 13, 1942, announced the details of a premium- _ oan Se 
- _ price plan whereby producers (miners) of. zinc (copper and lead were og 

_ also included in the plan) received, through the Metals Reserve Co, 
_ 11 cents a pound for zinc produced in excess of quotas based upon 1941 

output as against the regular established ceiling price of 8.25 centsat = —t “4 
East St. Louis. This plan became effective February 1, 1942, for oy 
2% years. In the Tri-State district the miner ‘was paid an extra OR 

. $28.05 a ton for 60-percent concentrates, this being declared the = oe 
_ equivalent of the 2.75 cents a pound premium. Laterintheyearthe 

_ . figure was adjusted to $29.70. This plan was continued without ue 
_ further change in 1942, and although the expected increase in the rate re. 

_ of production did not materialize, the maintenance of past production, sw 
was in itself an accomplishment. On February 18, 1943, Jesse Jones,  —s_— ved 

_ Secretary of Commerce, announced that the scope of the Metals =-_— ks 
_ Reserve Co. premium-price plan had been broadened te include addi- 

_ tional premiums and that the effective time limit had been extendedto = °° 
July 31, 1945. Under the revised plan two additional premiums for Ee 

_ gine were added, bringing the highest possible payment for excess oe 
| production to a total of 16.50 cents a pound, East St. Louis basis,  §s 

_ depending on the quotas assigned to the particular zinc mine. GE 
_ Figure 1 shows trends in the zinc industry since 1900. 7 Se ORG 

oe oe | _ SMELTING CAPACITY = Ss mee 
__ Under the pressure of war requirements a record output of 945,067 

_ short tons of slab zinc was produced from ore and secondary materials a 
- in 1942. This total is somewhat short of early estimateslargely owing = Taty 

to delays in completing construction of additional smelting capacity == |. 
| caused by priority and manpower problems. The peak production ee 
_ scheduled for the latter part of 1942 will not be reached until well Ce 

into 1943. By use of this additional capacity under construction it. ~ = 
_ has been estimated that the 1948 production will reach 1,036,000 tons2 it~ Boe 
_. An important development regarding zinc production in 1942 was ~ es 

___ the expansion of facilities for redistillation of the lower grades of zinc ~ Oe 
into High-Grade metal to supplement the already expanded existing = “ 

_ plants that produce High-Grade zinc. This type of operation is = yok 
_ already being increased for 1943. > ne SE 

| ‘In all probability the scheduled total zinc productive capacity has .§ ‘A 
_ reached the peak beyond which it will be impractical to go, the prin- = 4 

cipal limiting factor being available supplies of zinc concentrates. ere 

| _ SUPPLY OF ZINC CONCENTRATES oe ee: 
In 1942 the domestic mine production of recoverable zinc increased os 

2.5 percent over 1941—a notable achievement.in view of the decline rn, 
in quality of ore available for mining. Premium prices for overquota =~ 
production stimulated the mining of high-cost ores, and although defi- , ee 
nite figures are not available it is safe to say that, to effect the small ar 
gain in output of recoverable zinc in 1942, a much larger gross weight ee 
of ore had to be mined than in 1941 because of the lower zinc content oN 
of the material milled. | ) - — Oo 
_In addition to production from mined ore, zinc was recovered from sy 

ever-increasing amounts of old tailings. The remilling of this low- os 
grade material, im many instances for the second and third time, was oS 

3 Asreported by American Zinc Institute, upon the basis of estimates by producer members that together oo x . represent approximately 98 percent of total United States production, including primary and secondary. .
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‘made possible by advances in milling technology plus the allowed | mB 
“... premium payments for the zinc produced. Plants at Helena, Mont... - 
.,..* and Tooele, Utah, added to the over-all supply in 1942 by treatmg 8 ~— 
“- lead blast-furnace slag for the recovery of zinc, and a third plant of 
_,. this type, under construction in Idaho at the end of 1942, will be oo 
i veady for operation in 19438. | co He 
s-'. An indicated decrease in production from domestic sources, to@ ~—— “i. Jarge extent determined by a declining output from the Central States, — a 

Me .o—t—t aa ff ff Po 

Be i 50 RIF | rited States percentage Nagas | | fl es 
Be = _ of world production - | L ET eter 
co TT 800 i — 

EET AP 
LE ME ee D na, wy N g | 

| 

ee we = 2 roo 7” Production from {- VAL /Exports of slabs and sheets f, : 
Pe 2 , foreign ores | / IN ete | 7 2 
Bale FG HS: 9 a cen al bh rags —. R 1. : 
me He | - a | 16 | 

TT gE TT sede "70 2 
a | zo} | Rese tonen price + —f | 125] 
Me New York price — ad —}--}- a. oo , 

o 100mfen SEPT SS ASS 45 : a | Smelter stocks, | am | ee FR 
oo Obmantramal tay ef | eal a | 1900 190519101915 «1920 1925 +1930 1935 1940 1945 | 

ce FicuRe 1.—Trends in the zinc industry in the United States, 1900-1942. Imports for consumption of slab | and sheet zinc are not shown. Before 1936 they seldom exceeded 500 tons annually, but in recent years they have increased, amounting to 7,456 tons in 1988, 31,138 tons in 1939, 10,164 tons in 1940, 40,559 tons 
oO in 1941, and 36,445 tons in 1942. 

makes the dependency on imports of foreign ores and concentrates 
greater than ever before. To keep smelters operating at their ex- 
panded capacity in 1942, it was necessary to import foreign material 
totaling an amount equal to 10 times that in 1939, and estimates of 

_ Increasing imports for 1943 and 1944 indicate that zinc produced 
| _ from foreign raw material will exceed the total metal output from 

domestic mines. The foreign supply, principally from the Western 
Hemisphere, comes largely from Mexico and Canada. Imports from 
these two countries, which supplied nearly two-thirds of the minimum 
import requirements in 1942, fortunately move by all-rail routes to
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the United States and may be counted ‘on for future supplies, with -. 5 
nearly equal assurance-as domestic production. === —isti—i—i‘;C OS ER 
The United States has encouraged further development of foreign =. 

| ore deposits by lending both technical and-financial assistanceto many >" 
‘mines in other countries through the auspices of the Board of Eco- 
nomic Warfare and the Metals Reserve Co. Definite contracts made = oak 
by the latter agency for production and delivery of specific amounts © »* 
have already resulted in gains in foreign output; assuming that nec- ~~ 4 
essary increases in water-borne imports can be relied upon, the mini- . >» :; 

-- mum requirements for 1943 are assured. re ae oe 

- DOMESTIC PRODUCTION oO Ag 
- PRODUCTION OF PRIMARY AND REDISTILLED SECONDARY SLAB ZINC © 

- The production of 891,872 short tons of primary slab zinc from “ae 
_ domestic and foreign ores in 1942 was the highest ever made and  —«—.», 

_ exceeded the previous record of 1941 by 8 percent. Thisincrease was * 
_ made possible by a 55-percent larger output from foreign ore, which =|." 

| more than balanced the 3-percent decline in production from domestic  —s_— od 
| ore. i wt ee ee 

Oo Heavy demands on a dwindling supply of zinc scrap reduced the > 
| output of redistilled slab zinc in 1942 by 11-percent. To prevent = 23 

- inadvertent duplication, figures for the output of remelted secondary -  :%% 
_ slab zine are not included with those for redistilled metal. In 1942, © ©. 

8,637 tons were recovered by remelting purchased scrap. Zinc ce 
‘rolling mills and other consumers recover considerably more than — Ae 
this from their own plant scrap, but such metal normally does not = 

_ enter the market as scrap and is therefore not measured statistically. a 

Primary and redistilled secondary slab zinc produced in the United States, 1938-42, cos 
re an short tons - ee 

oo | Primary a Total (ex- os y 

oo Domestic Foreign ! Total | ~ | by ieee | : as 

——== 436,007 | 10,334 | 446,341| 31,613 477,954 
1939__-_-.-.-----.--.------ss--------------| 491,058 | 16,178 | 507,286 | 50,428] 567,604 2s tw 
1940__-----.---.---2-ss-ssss--sss---------| 589,988 | 85,287] 675,275 | 48,917| 724,192 OSES 
1941. .-_......---------------------+------- 652, 599 169,421 |. 822,020 59, 503 $81, 523 oe 
1942. _ ..--.-------------------------------|__ 629,987 261,915 | 891,872 | 53,195 945, 067 | , 

1 Most of the foreign ores smelted in the United States in 1938 originated in Peru; in 1939, in Mexico, Peru, ae 
and Argentina; in 1940-41, principally in Mexico, Canada, Newfoundland, and Peru; and in 1942, in Mexico, — ee 
Canada, Argentina, Newfoundland, Australia, and Peru. | | | bt 

: DISTILLED AND ELECTROLYTIC ZINC | oS 
Of the primary zinc produced in 1942, 72 percent was distilled ae 

and 28 percent electrolytic compared with 73 and 27 percent in 1941. | ° -% 
: The tremendous increase in the demand for wrought-brass products «5s 

for military uses emphasized more than ever the importance of Oe 
High-Grade slab zinc. In fact, it was found necessary to greatly _ ae 
enlarge the existing capacity to produce High-Grade zine by redis- = ~+ 
tilling Selected and Prime Western grades, the supply of which was ae 
not so critical. As a result the production of Special High Grade of 
gained 14 percent and Regular High Grade 41 percent in contrast Oy 
with Prime Western production, which was 21 percent lower. To | a 
avoid duplication the lower grades of zinc consumed in this operation € 

5562504818 | Be | ae
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<,. do not appear in the production figures shown in the following table, 
“>. but the High-Grade slab zinc produced is included. Of the total 
“. 1942 production, 29 percent was Prime. Western, 27 percent Regular cok 
. High Grade, 24 percent Special High Grade, 9 percent Brass Special, fe 
v8 percent Intermediate, and 3 percent Selected. | ES 

L* Distilled and electrolytic zine, primary and secondary, produced in the United States, = © 
Bee 1938~42, in short tons : Se — woos 

ves, APPORTIONED ACCORDING TO METHOD OF REDUCTION 8 

ne Ntectirolytie| Distilled |] oe 
me ON Year primary”) primary | 4+ primary | Atsecona-| Total 8 coe moss S a a mee ee a : - a |" smelters. ary smelt- " ps . 

Boe ggg g8.a72 | 353,069} 14,008] 17,610 | ~— 477,954 
eek 49892 eee eee eee eee sez} 127,056 | 380, 180 | 23, 471 - 26,9571 — - 557, 664 . Ue 
Bee 8 AMOI]: 187,040 | 488,235 | 20,008 | 28,914 | 724, 192 a 
PS gg TTT | aaa gia | 397,707 | 27,904 | —31,599.| 881,523 “ 
Se AQARUTTTITITIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII) 252,987 | 688,885 | 20,978 | 32,217 | 945,067. a 

mys A BPORTIONED ACCORDING TO GRADE. OT 4 

Bee a ver ——_—_—_~ } GredeB ee ral Grade E ‘otal oe 
i ok _ke@ar =. trait Joo oe erme- ad. rime ; ‘OS. oe ae fea ERT Special |“ diate) | “Brass | ; of oo os 
woo igh Grade] Ordinary | Tate) gorass, Selected Western) : “ om 

wee ggg 149256 dL 88, 128 73,724 «= «| 208,846] 497,988 
ye ek 1939...-.----.--.- . 162,345 . 66,591 |. ~ =~—- 86, 274 | ' . 242, 454 557, 664 os 
geo. AQAQTTZTZETITITITIT]. 198, 119 798,940} 65,321] 80, 681 | 984131] 728,192 
See DAI} 208, 030 177,451 | 74,797 | . 78,968 | 6,152] 347,125]. 881,523 . 8 
et 1942.-...._.--__| 231,422 | 250,501 | «77,527 | . 86,176 | 26,800} 272,641] 945,067 : 

eo © _...*1For total production of secondary zine see chapter on Secondary Metals—Nonferrous. 7 - 8 

sys PRODUCTION OF PRIMARY SLAB ZINC BY STATES ©. 

~~ > Pennsylvania continued to be the leading producer of primary 4 
~. . glab zine in the United States—a distinction held without interruption =» 
- . . ° since 1934. Montana ranked next followed closely by Illinois. Of — : 
an the States for which production figures may be released, Oklahoma, 3 
ae Arkansas, and Idaho occupied the next three positions in order of : 

- decreasing importance. Arkansas and Oklahoma had less produc- ‘t 
aa tion than in 1941. Illinois was conspicuous with a 44-percent in- 

crease in 1942 output. Montana and Idaho, as usual, produced _— 
oo electrolytic zinc only. Illinois and Texas made both electrolytic 

| and distilled metal, and all other producing States confined their 
| operations to distillation alone. : 

: Primary slab zine produced in the United States, by States where smelted, 1988-42, | 
oo an short tons | | 

- | | ‘Total 
Arkan-| + sat Mon- Okla- | Pennsyl-| Other ~——-——--—— 

Year sas | Idaho Hhnois tana homa vania | States! Short 

oe | tons Value 

| 1938_......--| 20,476 | 15, 634 68, 167 77, 638 | - 68,224 | 1389, 897 56, 305 | 446,341 | $42, 849, 000 
1939_..._...-| 19, 892 | 18, 427 79, 480 | 108, 629 84,551 | 155, 598 40,659 | 507,236 | 52, 753, 000 
1940_......-.| 35,497 | 37,477 |. 101,819 | 149, 563 96,689 | 175, 352 78, 878 | 675,275 | 85,085, 000 
1941_....___| 44, 045 | 39,285 | 121,921 | 176,406 | 105,885 | 222,486 | 111,992 | $22,020 | 123, 303, 000 
1942..____-| 41,649 | 39,916 | 175,455 | 193,486 | 102,422 | 231,362 | 107,582 | 801,872 | 155, 186, 000 

| | 1 Texas and West Virginia. |
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ee - gCONDARY ZINC sss 

~ «Jn addition to the. redistilled secondary slab zinc (unalloyed) oe 

a already reported herein, some remelted slab zinc is produced, anda _ oe 

| large quantity of secondary zinc is recovered each year in the form =. | 

7 of alloys, zinc dust, zinc pigments, and zinc salts. Additional infor- 

-.-: mation on secondary zinc is given in the chapter on Secondary - .. 

_. _‘Metals—Nonferrous. oe EE 

Oe a | BYPRODUCT SULFURIC ACID — Oo re: 

_ > Sulfuric acid made from the sulfur dioxide gases produced in 

-- - roasting zine blende (sphalerite) is an important byproduct of zinc ee 

smelting. To utilize a larger proportion of their acid-producing ==, 

capacity, some plants also consume large quantities of sulfur. The ~~ oF 

- production of sulfuric acid at zinc-blende roasting plants increased 3 

percent during 1942. a ce lg 

} oO, a gts 

Sulfuric acid (60° B. basis) made at zinc-blende roasting plants in the United States, = 

7 CO 1988-48 - , og 

7 - : | : do Made from zine | Made from sulfur oo | Total? ; Oo / 8 

oe Yer | fe 1 fp Value? oe - 

oe | | Short Value? | Short tons Value? | Short tons — re a oS 

a - tons | : - | Average og 

a me , ae Total ; perton es 

1938...........-..-.-.| 466, 879 | $4, 253, 268 |- _ 30, 996 gogo 373.| 497,875 | $4,535,641 | $91 xe 

- 4939. 202772) 528, 872 | 4,765,137 | — 102,663 | _ 924, 993 631,535 | 5, 690, 130 90 9, °% 

| 4940.77) 586,912.) 5,364,376 | 134, 250. |. 1, 227, 045 721,162 | 6,591,421 | . 9.34 4S 

oo (4941__.----..---------| 672,177 |. 5, 706, 783 | 148, 257 1, 258, 702 | 820,434 | 6, 965, 485 8. 49. oo Nain 

4949... | 695, 242 | 6, 570, 037 147,513 | 1,393,998 842,755 | 7,964,035 | . 9.450 0 2 0 he 

mo ~ UIncludes acid from foreign blende. _ ae 2 At average of sales of 60° acid. ae oe : oe 

ee ING DUST Oo ng 

- Production of zinc dust in 1942 was 7 percent below the record out- ss 

put in 1941. ‘The zine content of the dust ranged from 95 to 99.5 ay 

‘percent and averaged 97.2 percent. Of the total zinc dust shipped m 

1942, 11 percent wertt to foreign countries. This percentage, based aos: 

on data submitted to the Bureau of Mines, is probably low because ay 

gales to the Treasury Department are listed-as domestic shipments, = ~~ 4 

- although the material eventually was shipped abroad to our Allies. 

Government restrictions curbing gold and silver mining resulted ina os 

sharp decline in the use of zinc dust for precipitating these metals. ON 

| Direct war uses, such as the use of dust in smoke screens andchemical- = 

| warfare reagents, continued to increase. The largest. single use for gu 

| zinc dust was in the production of sodium hydrosulfite. Production = 

and shipments during 1942 about balanced, so stocks at the endofthe =. 

year were approximately the same as at the beginning. The average aa 

price of zinc dust shipped to domestic consumers in 1942 was 10.4 oo 

cents per pound as compared with an average of 9.3 cents in 1941. us 

The raw materials used to manufacture dust are reviewed in the chap-. ye 

ter on Secondary Metals—Nonferrous, since approximately 80 per-. - oY 

cent of it is produced from scrap items, principally galvanizers’ dross. — oe 

The balance is made from zinc ore, slab zinc, and as a byproduct of ad 

| zinc refining. | aa 
| , “
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oe / a Zine dust! produced in the United States, 1938-42 | ge 

a a | |. Value — ff ae te Value. | Oo 

ae Year | tons | Average || = Year “tons icegy | Average Ree Total per . oe Total per —— oo _ .| pound po of | pound 

A 1988... eee} 11,609 | $1, 542,511 | $0,066 |] 1941... 24,499 | $4,641,580 $6.09) Boo) ggg TTTTTTTTTTTT] 16, 935 | “2 367; 861 070 |} 1942.-2-" 777777777] 29; 805 | “4; 789° 50 105 a Pye 1940.22 222 LIIIT) 20, 731 | 3, 404, 970 - 082 cp ee 

a _ i). 1 All produced by distillation. : a Be Se ag 
Boos EN PIGMENTS AND SALTS _ a 

o ~ .. The principal zine pigments are zinc oxide and lithopone, and the & 
y>--- . . principal salts are the chloride and sulfate. — These products are man-  —*. 
“ ufactured from various zinciferous materials including ore, metal, = «. -- §erap, and residues. Details of the production of zinc pigments and “4 
i>. salts are given in the chapter on Lead and Zinc Pigments and Zinc « wo Salts. ; oe | : re: 
te Oo _ MINE[PRODUCTION CE 

»° - Mine production of zinc in the United States increased only 2.5 os 
- percent during 1942 to a total of 768,025 short tons of recoverable 4 
Be zinc. The Western States advanced 28,226 tons or 10 percent, 
«=... the Central States declined 17,825 tons or 6 percent, and the = c-. Eastern States increased 8,499 tons or 4 percent. Oklahoma con- : 
«tinued to be the principal producer in the country by a wide margin, . contributing more than half of the yield from the Central States, . «. Which supplied 34 percent of the total’ mine production in 1942. : &. ‘The rapid depletion of ore reserves in the Central States lowered : 
‘*". production in all but Wisconsin, Ilinois, and Missouri. The Tri-State \ -) (Joplin) region supplied 31 percent of the total domestic production. * 
.-- compared with 35 percent in 1941. | | . ee _ All Western States except Montana and Nevada gained in produc- sie 
. © tion during 1942 and together contributed 40 percent of the domestic 
By. _ total. Idaho continued to be the largest producer in this region, with | 
ce a 10-percent increase over the previous record level of 1941. In spite : 

7 of a drop in production, Montana ranked second, followed closely by 
* | New Mexico and Utah. The output of Colorado was more than : 
oo double that of 1941. The 8-percent gain in Utah’s output was due , 
oe armost entirely to the additional production of the Tooele slag-fuming 

/ plant. | | 
, Among the Eastern States, New Jersey continued to be the leading 
yo producer and maintained its rank as second in importance in the 

| country by mining 94,040 tons of recoverable zinc. The output from 
| New York and Tennessee continued to be higher than in the past. 

_ Virginia mine production was somewhat smaller than in 1941. 
Additional data on mine production of zinc are given in the separate 

chapters covering each State. |
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Mine production of. recoverable zinc in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and. - wae 
| : 1938-42, by States, in short tons — . Ss oN ou 

- . Beg | 
| , : , 1925-29 , : ES | State | ltaverage) | 1988 1939 | 1940 | a 

Western States: = . a : oe ius 
Arizona.......--2..-- 22-2 ---- eae 2, 628 6,814 |. 6,711 15, 456 16, 493 (18, 522 gs 

. -  California.......... 2222 2..----2.---- 3,999 |..-.-.-._- «6 79 | > 440 613, eae 
~~ Colorado... 2222222212 22..----------| 82, 868 4,553 | 1,830] 5,060] 15,722 | 32,215 ee 

Idaho....--..........-.--.-----2------| 29,128 | 44,080. 47, 549 70,601 | 79,084 | 87,256 . wok 
Montana... 22. ee 72, 519 8, 844 | 34, 799 52, 587 60, 710 54, 715 | ey hy 

a Nevada...._...._2._-------.--1-------|  , 870 8, 944 6,228 | 11,833 '| 15,129 | . 10,197 a 
| New Mexico..........-.-.-.-.-.------| 28,851 | 28,236 { 29,356 | 30,313 | 37,862 |. 46,461 ~ mere) 

| South Dakota._....---.-....-----2--/-.--------|---------- {2222 |eee eee fee eeeee] 18 Ly 
Utah. 22-2 eee eee 44,385 | . 33,658 | 34, 526 43, 788 42,049 |. 45, 643 REN 

' Washington......-...-.-2-.---2-2222-]} 575 11, 402 10, 131 11,560 | 14,320] 14,398 — oo Peg 
, Ce eet ern ee et enna ei | emer een ears ee | we et en ere ee 

: . | OC 215,023 | 145,481 | 171,136 | 241,277 | 281,809"; 310,085 | ge 
0 OE 

Central States: . oe . a ang 
: Arkansas. ._.......----.-------------- 7: 152] 128}: 440} . 206 181 Ng 

Minois.......-..-.-----.--------------| 1,174 |_-2------- 334] 4,818 | 9,198 9, 389 / ie 
. Kansas_......-.----------------------|. 114,323 73,024 | 68,971 57, 032 71, 403 85,874 

. Kentucky.....----------1.----------- 644 |: 322 909. 1,278 | 427 MOP 
- Missouri._.....-...----.-.-..--.---..-| 16, 708 10,226 | 15,096 | ° 12, 703 21, 932 36,3940 
Oklahoma... ...---..---.-..----.------| 226,969 | 112,924 | 140,379 | 162,935 | 166,602 146, 510 we es 

| Wisconsin...........--.-.-..---------] 28,055 | 2,073 | -5,904| 5,770 6,238} 9,48 © a 
Sr een eee eee pee eee eee 

Oo re | 382,944 | 198,721 | 281,716 | 244,976 | 276,006 | 288,181) 9 a 

_ Eastern States: | a _ a SP, |: . 7 | meee 
New Jersey_......--------.----.--.--| 98,839 | 85,889 | 88,716 | 91,406 | 93,781} 94,040 = = “# 
New York___....----------.----------| 7,091 | 29,806 | 36,014] 35,686 | 38,446 | 45,807. ee 

7 Tennessee. ..---.---------------------| 14, 681 29, 810 32,375 | 34,796 | 36,170 | . 43,971 et 
Virginia. ....-.--.---.-.---..---------| 11,192 | 26,956 | 23,850 | 16,927| 22,913] 15,991  . af 

. ‘ : : ‘ LS | ES | RRND Se eter mens! fee eee me eee aes ae Cot some ct a: J 

oe a | 126, 753 | 172,501 | 180,955 |. 178,815 | 191,310 | 199,809 Sosy 
. . —— I —£_=£=_£_[_==2[ ———SSSS=— —E—E—E>E—>—E—E—>=[T— == —_—E—E—E————— —__ cr ge 

- — - 1 724; 720 | 516,703 | 583,807 | 665,068 | 749, 125 768, 025 - oe 

Mine production of recoverable zinc in the United States, by districts that produced ay 
a 1,000 tons or more during any year, 1938-42, in short tons — ns 

District | State | 1938. | 1939-| 1940 | 1941 | 1942 gt 

Joplin region..-...............| Kansas, Southwestern Mis- |196, 174 |224, 446 |232, 437 |258, 837 | 237,936. ce 
. - |. souri, Oklahoma. : rer 

Lo New Jersey......------.------| New Jersey... -.......---.-.---| 85, 839 | 88,716 | 91,406 | 983,781 | 94,040 = fees 
Coeur d’Alene region.........| Idaho-......-...-.-.----------] 31, 937 }| 40,065 | 62,948 | 68,321 | 78,313 2 0. | fy 

_ St. Lawrence County___......| New York............-..-..--] 29, 896 | 36,014 | 35, 686 | 38,446 | 45, 807. Po Og 
Eastern Tennessee___.__....--| Temmessee__.......-..-.-.__.--| 29,810 | 382,375 | 34,796 | 36,170 {143,971 - . oR 

- Central. __-_--.-_--._.....-.-.| New Mexico_.............-..-| 16, 695 | 23,677 | 29,573 | 34,649 | 42,374 | 2 
. Summit Valley (Butte).......| Montana_...............-...-- 942 | 20,016 | 35,899 | 38,070 | 29,313 weet 

Red Cliff. ..................-.| Colorado...2............-.--.]-...---.]_-_-_---]._2.----] 10, 880 | 22,880 co Tet seg 
7 Bingham.-__.,..--.....-.-.--] Utah__._..._........-.---.----| 28,096 | 20,861 | 21,812 | 20,496 | 22,634 Ba 

Smelter___.......-......-.---.| Montana_....1........_......-.| 6,063 | 12,689 | 14,462 | 18,751 | 20,190 te 
Austinville. .:.2..........---.] Virgimia._.._-.-.--..---.------| 26,956 | 28,850 {116,927 (122,913 | 15,793 oe “pce 
Metaline._..._________________| Washington_..-....-..-.-----| 11, 402-| 10,130 | 11, 560 | 14,201:| 13, 620 A 

’ Park City region......_.......|. Utah_.._-_....-.-.--.--...---| 5,678 | 9,054 | 17,598 | 16,177} 13,026 . - acs 
Upper Mississippi Valley_....| Iowa, Northern Illinois, Wis- | 2,073 | 5,904] 5,776] 7,956 | 11,126 7 a 

consin. . SE 
_ Pigche__.__-.------..-.-------] Nevada...-......--....--.----| 8,414 | 5,787 | 10,773 | 14,301 | 8, 957 oN 

Kentucky-Southern Dlinois__.| Kentucky-Southern Ilinois: -. 322 | 1,243 1 6,090! 7,907 | . 8,096 Cee 
Rush Valley_.-.........-.----] Utah__............-.-----.----| 1,955 | 2,370 | 2,971 | 3,726] 7,625.0 tN 

. Warm Springs._............-.| Idaho._.............-.-...----| 12,070 | 7,463 | 7,104 | 8,534} 6,260 ke 
Harshaw_......_.-.....-------| Arizona.........-.-.--.-.-.---|.--.----| 1,075 | 2,714 | 3,531 4, 825 a 
Pioneer. ....-....-.-----------]-----0-.--.-.------------------| 825 | 2,000 | 3,175 | 4,139 | 3,884 Yael 
Leadville......-.-.--.---.----| Colorado__.---.-..------------ 97 | °172 172 48 | 3,344 ne 
Magdalena...__..-.-.-.-.-.-.| New Mexico.........-.-.-.--.| 218 317 206 | 2,580 | 3,185 eng 
Pioneer (Rico)..-.............| Colorado_........2..---.---_-- 30 867 | 2,607 | 3,008 | 2,764 . gh 

_ Big Bug_._.......-...........] Arizona_.......---..2..--.----]_--.----] 110] 1,740] 1,804 2, 650 tafe 
‘Wallapai_...-.-..-..-.-.-..---]----.do--...-_-...-...--.-------| 1, 660 770 | 4,295 | 2,346 2, 244 JN 
Patagonia.__..........-----_--]-.---dO__-..----- 2 ----------|-------- |e 990 | 1, 788 1, 913 eas 
Tintic...-..............-.....| Utah. 22. 921 851 225 797 1, 708 os a 
South Mountain..........-...| Idaho_-.2.........-.--..----~-|--------]--2-----] _ 540 |. 2,201 | 1, 485 NK, 
Warren..........-......._..._} Arizoma.........02-.-22---- 2} ee 7} 1,812) 2,095 1, 449 ae 
Heddleston...-...........-...{| Montana_.._.....2-0.-..------|....----|---.----|-------- 648 1, 266 ot 
Montana. .-_..-.-----.---..---]-.---0_---.-..----.---.--------|-------- 5 713 | 1,474 489 “ele 
Animas. _...............-.-.-.| Colorado.....-22222..20.2-2-- 132 574 | 1,304 832 379 had 
Bagle.........................] Momtana__.--.---.-.--2-.--.--| 550 394 418 | 1,048 348 Tat 
Ophir__.........-....-..-.--..| Utah__....2.......-..--...--} 1,893 | 1,268} 603] (173 W9 oS , 
Cataract__..................-.| Montana..........-....---..-. 605 | 1,070 773 93 j----.--- er 
Oro Blanco. ............-.-.-.| Arizona__........-....2.......] 3,265 | 2,377] 484 }--.-----}.-- eee eg 
Willow Creek_................| New Mexico.........-.-..---.| 11, 201 | 4,925 |___....-l_.._..--l__------ ae 

1 Includes very small quantity produced elsewhere in State. am x 

af
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Be STOCKS 
pe PRODUCERS’ STOCKS 
“2. . Inventories at primary reduction plants at the end of 1942 were os 
-.. - more than triple the amount on hand at the beginning, and the 241- 
“-... percent increase raised the total to the highest pomt since 1939. os 
“Stocks held at secondary distilling plants, although comparatively 
se. ‘gmall, advanced similarly from 890 to 1,790 tons to bring the over-all Ps 
, gain to 236 percent above 1941. Of the total stocks on hand at the ee 
=. end of the year, 18,058 tons were High Grade and Intermediate, and 
~~ the remaining 66,364 tons were the lower grades, compared with ne 
wi. 18,491 fons and 6,611 tons, respectively, at the end of 1941. Nearly 
i the entire inventory gain can be accounted for by the accumulation of =; 

| PHN steadily ‘increasing stock pile hs re Ee 
-.'. This steadily increasing stock pile has been the outgrowth of the 
“°° program of conservation, particularly with regard to nonessential a 
"uses, coupled with the necessity of building up reserves to a safe = 
we working level. Nearly half of the total stock on hand at theend ofthe. ss 
“year was credited to the account of the Metals Reserve Company. ~~ 
“-. Although subject to allocation, a large proportion of the balance of =i: 
*.*.. Prime Western grade zinc probably will be refined into the higher- =. 

grade metal at some future date to help fulfill the demand for this  —s 
«. . @Yitical material, 0 es 
~- > Aeeording. to the American Zinc Institute, stocks of slab zinc 4 
v--- followed a general downward trend until the end of May and then 4 
wi. - advanced rapidly during the remaining months of the year, 

ye _-.. Stocks of zine on hand at zinc-reduction plants in the United States at end of year, = _ 4 
eo. | — 1988-42, in short tons. — | | og 

By ws 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | i941 | 1942 — 4 

ee "At primary reduction plants...........--------------| 157,511 | 83,728] 19,212] 24,012] 92,632 
a ‘At secondary distilling plants_--------2-2222222--.-] 1,915 | 2,555] 761 890 1, 790 : 
oe Co | 359,426 | 86,283 | 19,973| 25,102) 84,422 — 4 

oe Stocks of zinc ore (60 percent concentrates) in the Tri-State district 4 
| (as reported by the Tri-State Zinc and Lead Ore Producers’ Associa- 

oo tion) on January 3, 1942, were only 1,500 tons but quickly attained 
the level of 4,970 tons by January 24. Production continued to oo 

| exceed shipments until the middle of February, when stocks were | 
- 5,805 tons. This rise was followed by a slow drop to 3,331 tons on | 

— hand at the end of the first quarter. The premium-price plan covering . 
overquota mine production subsequently disturbed normal stock : 
trends by encouraging the practice of making heavy shipments at the | 
end of the month, with a resultant sharp drop in stocks. Throughout 
April, May, June, and July inventories remained fairly steady near 
3,800 tons. August saw an accumulation up to 4,600 tons, but during 
September, October, and November stocks returned to the general 
level of 3,800 tons. By the middle of December the total reached 
5,116 tons,but heavy shipments resulted in a January 2 inventory of 

| only 957 tons. | 0 
According to an American Zinc Institute survey, stocks of ore and | 

| concentrates at primary zinc reduction plants on December 31, 1942,
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“totaled 540,339 tons averaging 55 percent zinc compared with 413,427 = 
; _ tons containing 55 percent zinc at the end-of 1941. Smallerstocksof ~~ |. 

-. ore were also held at plants producing zinc oxide and zinc dust. 
_. Data on stocks of metallic zinc outside the United States continue = 

to be unavailable, owing to the disruption of international trade in =: 
_. gine ore and strict censorship imposed by the Nationsat war. = = = = |. 

~ 7 ONSUMERS’ STOCKS —s—(COess 
_... Consumers of slab zinc improved their inventory position in 1942, 

total stocks on December 31 being 6 percent above the amount on 
- hand on the corresponding date at the end of 1941. Stocksincreased . 

_ > steadily from the beginning of the year until August 31, when the ss’ 
_..- maximum of 84,900 tons was attained. This was followed by a drop ~ 

to 64,800 tons on November 30, the low point for the year. Gal- = =| 
._-Wanizers decreased their inventories by 23 percent during the year, but =—s_, =. 

| stocks at brass mills rose 57 percent. . Because of variance in coverage ss 
and certain changes in industrial classification all stock figures for = 

_ December 31, 1941, which appeared in the 1941 chapter were revised. = —=§ = 
_.. At the average monthly rate of consumption in 1942 stocks on hand -——.. 337 

at the end of 1942 were sufficient to supply consumers’ requirements |») 
+ forslightly more thani month 

ae In addition to physical stocks on hand at consumers’ plants at the ==> 
end of 1942, a total of nearly 21,000 tons of zinc was in transit to con-  . © ae 

_. sumers, held for redistillation, and in dealers’ hands.. Exclusive ofan = 
_ indeterminate amount in bonded warehouses the approximate total ==‘! 

_ slab zine in stock (including inventories at producers’ plants) on ce Ae 
.. December 31, 1942, amounted to 176,000 tons. The comparative . = °) 

figure at the end of 1941 was 106,000 tons, i 

Consumers’ stocks of slab zinc at plants at the beginning and end of 1942, by industries, =. 

a ty Short tons ee 

a | py tameloue}| | a a | | Galva canes mutts? | rolling Onis Others | Total = * 2 

: Dec. 81, 19413.....................-| 38,487| 8,205 | 20,225] 3,973] si7| 1,207] 66854 © -.) 
Dee. 31, 1942. 00022], 720} 9,086 | 31,713 | 3,063] 532] 1074] 7,197 3 

| 1 Includes producers of zinc-base die castings, zine-alloy dies, and zine-alloy rods. | . | | oa S a 
2 Includes brass mills, brass ingot makers, and brass foundries. . : 7 Te 
3 Revised figures. . - _ Oo a 

| ) | DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION a 
| | NEW SUPPLY : oe ad 

_ The following table shows the 5-year trend of primary slab zinc 
available for consumption in the United States. This calculated = 
quantity, in effect, is equivalent to the slab zinc apparently made 

: available each year for shipment to domestic consumers during the ~  .* 

yer _ oe 
In addition to primary zinc, 52,295 tons of redistilled secondary = } 

metal were made available to consumers in 1942 after allowance for as 
increased stocks at secondary smelters. | we
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Be Primary slab zinc available for consumption in the United States, 1938-42, in.short’ aa 

Bice —  f 1988 | tga | 1980 t04t 19082 i 

oe Supply: iy — _ | a me , So | ee 
aos. ° “ . Stock at smelters Jan. 1__..---.------- 79, 144 157, 511 83,728 | 19,212 | 24, 212 ee Be - Production...-......----.-------------| 446, 341 507, 236 675, 275 822, 020 891,872 oe 
Beg , Imports for consumption--....--------]|. . 7,280} 30, 960 1.16, 468 1 34, 554 136,394 
ae fa 7 . oO con. ———___— — ee _ a menace x 7 

PUN Total available-....---.-.----------- 532,715 | 695, 707 775, 471 875, 786 952, 478 aos 

noo) Withdrawn: a a : oe : at 
ge | ~ Exports...----2c.------c--2-----------| 7200/4, 515 79, 091 89, 309 133, 981 Boe 
yo) 3. Stock at smelters Dee. 31--22.--2--2-2-| 157, 511 83,728 19,212] 24,212] 82, 632 ns 

he Motel withdrawn.......-.------.----| 157,711 | _88,243 | - 98,308 | 113,521 | 216,618 

i. Available for consumption-........---.-.-.] 875,004 | 607,464 | 677,168 | 762,265 | 735, 865 oe 

ey .~~C«dGeneralimports. ss : - - . OS ee 
Bey: 2 Not separately recorded; estimated. a oe A a sk 

ee a ~~  : 0). CONSUMPTION | eH 

z... _ Approximately 600 companies, representing better than.95 percent  —s. 
aes Of the consuming industry in the United States, used 728,169 tons of ss} 
Eo. Slab zinc in 1942—-a12-percent drop from the 1941 total of 827,435 tons. 8 
= Receipts reported for this same period were 732,512 tons. The ap- ‘| 
w. - parent discrepancy between this figure and the calculated 788,160 tons s 
“oo. of primary and secondary slab zinc apparently shipped to domestic == = © 

s = .  eonsumers in 1942 may be attributed largely to variances in metalin ~* 
me transit, unaccounted-for metal stored in bonded warehouses, and in- Ss 
a. gommplete coverage of the survey. oe | a 5 
O. ~~ Industrial mobilization for total war made startling changes in 1942 
gc im the various phases of the zinc-consuming industry under close a 
“- » Government control. In comparison with 1941, zinc consumed in... 
“~~. galvanizing dropped 29 percent and in brass products gained 40 per- : 
fe . 6ent. The manufacture of zinc-base alloy was cut more than half, t 
Rom as was the use of slab zinc in zinc oxide, and rolled zinc decreased 8 OF 
“percent. Details are shown in the following table. : : i 

a Consumption of slab zinc in the United States, 1941-42, by industries, in short tons} / 

ae a Oo 1941 | 1942 . 1941 | 1942 . 

Bo _Galvanizing: 2 | Zinc oxide.........----.------| 16,128 7,977 
mo Sheets._...-.---------.-----| 129, 028 76, 106 — | > 
: Tubes and pipe._....---.-..| | 69,749 47,085 |} Zine-base alloy: - ; 
Le -  Wire_.....-.----.---.-------| 41, 408 35, 216 Die castings..--.-----------| . @ 58, 918 

Wire cloth.....--..-.-.-----| 11,307 |. 7, 320 Alloy dies and rod_...-_.-- (3) 21, 227 | 
Shapes ‘.....-...-----------| 99,362] 81,764 | 

Oo | | __}] - 150,853 | 80, 145 
, | . 350,854 | 247, 491 ame eee ens ania 

—_— |= ———!! Other uses: 

Brass products: Slush castings.--..-.------- 751 552 : 
: Sheets, tubes, etc......-....| 195,714 | 292,820 || Wet batteries......---.----| 1,767 1, 667 ! 

Ingots, castings, etc.........| 32,324 27, 126 Desilverizing lead...-...--- 1, 431 1, 251 
~ —_ Miscellaneous 5__.-_..----- 5, 564 3, 095 

| 228,038 | 319, 946 | -—__—___ 
| a | 9, 513 6, 565 

= Rolled zinc._.......----------| 72,049 | 66,045 | | see es Se 
. Total: All uses....-..----.-| 827, 435 728, 169 

1 Based upon canvass of approximately 600 companies. 
2 Includes zine used in electrogalvanizing but excludes sherardizing. . 
3 Separate figures for 1941 not available. . 
4Includes pole-line hardware, hollow ware, chains, and miscellaneous articles not elsewhere mentioned. 
5 Includes zinc used in manufacture of zine dust, bronze powder, alloys, chemicals, castings, and miscel- 

| laneous uses not elsewhere mentioned.



The consumption of zinc in sheet galvanizing fell off 41 percent,and = - a 

the amount used for this purpose was 31 percent of the total consumed = > #3 

| in all galvanizing compared with 37 percent in 1941. In contrast, = 9 = 

zine used in coating shapes (largely items for military and naval use), =“ 

although 18 percent under the 1941 figure, comprised 33 percent of === 
| the total as against 28 percent in the previous year. The balanceof = ~~ 33 

the zine used in galvanizing went into tubes and pipe, wire, and wire ert 

_ eloth, all totals being less thanin 1941. rere 
Of the total slab zinc consumed in 1942, brass mills, foundries, and = 

ingot makers absorbed 44 percent compared with 28 percent in 1941.0 # 
| _ The marked gain in zinc used for sheets and tubes, amounting to 50 is 

| percent, shows the urgent need for brass in cartridges and shell cases. ss 
The successful use of steel for certain of these items did not lessen the = ges 
need for brass; rather it augmented a supply that otherwise would oR 
have been limited by the availability of zinc and copper. _ aD 

| The vastly increased use of High-Grade slab zinc by the brass mills 6 ge 

| left a much smaller proportion available to the producers of zinc-base . ag 
alloys. Moreover, rigid military specifications prohibited the use of ee a 

| ginc-base die castings in much of the war equipment. Asa direct = «= 4 
result of the aircraft expansion program, greater quantities of zinc- ee 

, base alloys were needed for making stamping and forming dies used ss 
in fabricating certain airplane parts. Despite the marked gain of this = ag 

_ specific type of use, over-all consumption of slab zinc in zinc-base alloy = 

decreased 47 percent. = ne | Tg 
~ Zinc rolling mills showed only an 8-percent drop in slab-zinec con- ss . * 

sumption. In addition to slab zinc, the rolling mills remelt and reroll - ey 

- the metallic scrap originating during their fabricating operations. © 

: The scrap thus treated in 1942 amounted to 15,641 tons—a 7-percent —_. ot 

: gain over 1941. In addition, 2,023 tons of purchased. zinc scrap in ~ od 

the form of zinc clippings, old zinc scrap, and engravers’ plates were =i 

- melted and rolled in 1942. No comparative data for 1941 are avail- 
able. The zinc lost in such waste products as skimmings and ashes 
totaled 1,639 tons in 1942, an amount equivalent to about 2.4 percent =, 

| of the net production of rolled zinc. en , a 

Production of rolled zinc from these raw materials amounted to 
| 66,439 tons—a 6-percent decrease from 1941. The average value ad- =| ‘Ge 

vanced 6 percent from $0.115 in 1941 to $0.122 in 1942. Inventories | 4 
of rolled zinc were 1,619 tons on December 31, 1942, as compared-with _ as 

1,300 tons for the same date in 1941—an increase of 25 percent. In | of 

addition to actual shipments of rolled zinc in 1942 amounting to =, 

43,647 tons, the rolling mills consumed 38,104 tons of rolled zinc in oe 

the manufacture of 22,463 tons of fabricated products, such as battery = “4 

° : | oe



ey Rolled zine produced and quantity available for consumption in the United States, as 
Be Ce as we LGRI-4ZR ne re 

tt a NA | : 194200 re 
Fa 
BE hae Fort Po Bp ies oo oo - tons . Average| toms | | Average oe 
Bene oe a . : _ Total. per |. Total | per. Oe 

rr a | 
eee Production: a od . oo oo ae LO 
og Sheet zine not over 0.1 inch thick_| 18,823 $4, 933, 000: | $0. 131 14, 554 | $4,191,000 | $0144 - oe 
tes. Boiler. plate and sheets over 0.1 . a . - Se oe oe ingh thick. -.2.-.---------------| 3,610 __ 775,000|  .407| 3,542 | - 790,000 | 22 oo 
“fie, . Strip and ribbon zine !__.._.__..-.2]. 47,046 10,125,000 |. ~ .108 | 46,930 | 10, 610, 000 113 Ss so... Foil; rod, and wire 2_.----..---.-.| 1,084] 391,000] .180| 1,413 | 564,000] - 200 ee 
0)... otal rolled zine............../ 870, 563 | #16,224,000| #.115 | 66,439 | 16,165,000|. a2 Be 
oe Jmports.. eee eeteeceeeeeeceee| 27] 84,500 1001S | 10, 100 101 ok oss Exports__0 202 22LTTTLIT TI 4,670] 1,141,800 | 422} ~~ 3,880 | 1,013,500! “131 a ci Available for consumption__---""-""] 66, 164 |... 2” |---| ee ogo | ot fs. 2. + Walue of slab zine (all grades) __--.2-|--------2-|----2---22-.-- 2075 |. 22 eee fee} 087 ooh 
or 7" -Malue.added by rolling.......------- woe e anna en |-nenee een n ene e| 3.040 wan en nnn n-[enneee nee} 035 . a 

“© °. "1 Figures represent net production. In addition, 14,586 tons of strip and ribbon zine in 1941 and 15,641 a 
sige Be | tons in ie were rerolled from scrap originating in fabricating plants operated in connection with zine og 

pee 3 Data on foil, rod, and wire shown for the first time, Statistics for prior years excluded to prevent * 
a revealing individual company figures.’ a . a oe 7 o¢ 

vac s . ”.. -8 Potal figures for 1941 are higher than previously published owing to the addition of foil, rod, and wire.. me wee # Allowances made for change in producers’ stocks of rolled zinc; stock data obtained for first time in1942. oon 

“+... The use of slab zine for zinc oxide was cut to practically half that == © 
~~. . Of 1941. Slab zine is used to make French process oxide which repre- : 
a sented approximately 16 percent of the total oxide made in 1942.” Of 8 ye ew a ~~ “ “ 
, » the total French process oxide produced, about 58 percent was made 3 
sos. from slab zinc and the remainder from scrap. = 25 its—S a: 
re. Zine’ slab differs from most metals in that it is refined into six og 
~ grades of purity, ranging trom Special High Grade containing 99.99 = 
_ percent zine to Prime Western grades containing less than 98.75 per- 
ae cent zinc. The following table shows the grades of zinc consumed by Ss 
.._- the various industries in 1942. Of the 700,731 tons of domestic slab : 
me zinc consumed, 33 percent was Prime Western, 28 percent Special . 
wo _ High Grade, and 25 percent Regular High Grade. Nearly 83 percent 
~ -———sOf the total slab zinc used by galvanizers was Prime Western Grade in oo 
~ --- 1942; the high grades of zinc, principally in the form of anodes, : 

were used for the most part by the electrogalvanizers. As die castings 
_ ‘require the highest-purity metal, consumption by their producers is 

: limited almost entirely to High-Grade slab zinc. War demands for ‘ 
, : lead-free wrought brass products, stich as cartridge cases, were respon- =: 

, sible for 84 percent of the slab zinc used by the brass-mill group being 
| of the three highest grades. Zinc rolling mills consume very little 

slab zinc below the grade of Brass Special. |



Consumption of slab zinc in the United States, 1941-42, by grades according toinduse = > 

ae ee try, in short tons ae ae Pa oe 

ae on Special | Regular | tntor- | Brass layeciaa} Prime | woreten | et ts 
a Pe Gish. =. Get mediate| Special Selected Western | Foreign Total Oo Us 

_ “"Galvanizers......--.-...| 16,375 | 8,406 | 20,147 | 1,746] 177 | 296,992 7,011 | 350,854 ep 
Co Die casters_....-....-.-.]| 145,744 | 3, 324 618 | 2]. 1 270 | 894 | 150, 853 at 

- . Brass mills___..._.......] 42,829 | 85,974 | 34,822 | 13,678 | 5,094}. 19,801 | . 25,840 | 228,038 — gs 
: Zinz rolling mills_....-..| 1,550 | _ 22,507 | 13,151 | 20,676 | 8,325| 2,607 | © 3,143 | 72,049 oy 

Zine oxide.-....---------| 1,169 | 14,359 |....._.-|-----.--|--------|---------- 600 |} 16,128 ea 
a Other-..-.-...-.---.----| 4261 | 2,031] 812 | “81 6) 1728) 9m | 9818 

ss otal.-.------.-.-..| 211, 928 | 136, 691 | 69, 250 | 36,153 | 13,603 | 321,308 | 38,412 | 827,485 ro ee 

apse SST 
7" Galvanizers......-.-----| 7,272 | 9,189} 11,599 | 4,452] 881 | 204,622 | 9,526 | 247,401 ne: 

| | Die casters !...-.-.------| _78,227| _ 1,913 Bl ----|enceneue|eneene--ac[-ceezeneee] 80145 OF 
ou - Brass mills 9._-_-.-..-.| 103,003 | 134, 465 | 30,152 | 10,523 | 6,334 | 21,312 | 15,157 | 319,946 

: Zine rolling mills.....---| 2197 | 19, 708 | 11, 108 | 27, 477 35| 3,173| 2347} 66,045: a 
| Zine oxide......-......--| 1,879 | 6, 117 |_.------|_---.---|-------- 981 |..------| 797 

7 Other..........-..------| 1,405]. 1,807)" 889/188) 1 | 777 | 408 | 6585 =k 

Potal......--2---------| 198, 688 |- 173, 289 | 58, 753 | 42, 500 | 6,251 | 281,165 | 27,498 | 728, 169 eS 
1 Includes producers of zinc-base die castings, zinc-alloy dies, and zinc-alloy rods. ti . aes 

. 1 Includes brass mills, brass ingot makers, and brassfoundries. = _ : ES 

a PRICES ast 
‘The informal base price ceiling of 8.25 cents a pound for Prime ~- | . 

_. Western at St. Louis, established’ by the Office of Price Administration "|: 
| on October 9, 1941, was replaced by Price Schedule 81, effective — = 

January 29, 1942. As a result, control became stricter, but the 
- quotations remained unchanged. The following formal ceilings were 

established per pound f. 0. b. East St. Louis: Prime Western grade, is 

---- 8.25 cents; Selected, 8.35 cents; Brass Special, 8.50 cents; and Inter- ss ; 
mediate, 8.75 cents. Regular High-Grade and Special High-Grade | 

_-price ceilings were set at 9.25 cents delivered. ‘The base price of — oe 

- -60-percent zinc concentrates in the Joplin region remained stationary = + * 
at $55.28 per ton. In comparison’ with 1942 prices, which remained ss, 

unchanged throughout the year, the average price for Prime Western sh 

: zinc in 1941 was 7.48 cents a pound and 60-percent concentrates ab ss 

Joplin, $49.80 a ton. The premium price plan is briefly outlmed m © 
‘this chapter under the heading, War-Agency Regulations. ne | 

The official British price of £25 15s. for foreign zine delivered con- 
sumers, duty paid, and £26 10s. for domestic metal remained un- =~ a 

| changed throughout 1942. — : SO “a 

| - Price of zine and zinc concentrates, 1938-42 - - af 

oe | i938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 142 § 

Average price of common zinc at— | } fo. oy 
St. Louis (spot) _.........-..---..-------cents per pound..| 4.61 5.12 6. 34 7. 48 8. 25 : aaa 

New York... ot do.7] 499] 6.51] 6.73] 7.87| 8.68 : 
tC ES (2) (3) ye 

Excess New York over London..........--.-------------do----| 1.94 | 32.08 4) (*) (4) rn: 
Joplin 60-percent zine concentrates: oN 

Price per short ton...........--------------------dollars__| 27.83,| 34.15 41.87 | 49.80 55.28 tt 

Price of zine content_..........--.-.--.-cents per pound.-_| 2.32 2.85 3. 49 4.15} 4.61 et 

Smelter margin_..._._..-..--------------------------0_---| 2.29 2. 27 2. 85 3. 33 3. 64 Sa 
Price indexes (1925-29 average=100): ae 

Zine (New York) ...-...-.-..------------------------------ 70 77 95 111 122 Ns 

- Lead (New York).....-.--.-.--.ss2s--seeeeeeeeeeneseeee--]| 8 68 69 78 87 or 
Copper (New York) _......-------------------------------- 70 75 77 80 80 . ae 

Nonferrous metals §__.__._...------------------------------ 74 79 82 85 87 oS 

— All commodities 5_____._..__-.-..---.---------------------- 80 79 80 go | 101 ek 

' 1-Average for 8 months; London Metal Exchange dealings suspended in September. ° . 7 

: 4 Official maximum price fixed by British Ministry of supply at £25 15s., equivalent to 4.64 cents a pound a 

at the official 1941-42 rate of exchange. * Difference based upon 8-month averages. — . 

‘Not available. 5 Based upon price indexes of U. 8S. Department of Labor. ag
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2 _- . “Average monthly quoted prices of common zine (prompt delivery or spot) at St. Lowis 
met and London, and of 60-percent zine concentrates at Joplin, 1941-421 

ee | ° SO 1941 : 1942 7 Se 

oe Soe a 7 | 60-percent | Metallic zine (cents| 60-percent | Metalliczinc (cents == = _— 
Boe oo . Month — zine concen- |  ~—s per pound) zinc concen- per pound) . ; 
ee Ho trates in the |. —_.._.____| trateS inthe} foes . - | _ | Joplin region Joplinregion| = : . 
pe ~ Se | 7 (dollars per | St. Louis London (dollars per St. Louis London oe - 

A ef ae | as 
foo. . 0 January... 2-22 $48. 20 7.25 | $55. 28 - 8.25], 3 
ee ‘ February__-...-------------------| «48.22 |, 7.25 |} 55, 28 8. 25 | | Moe. March “lp 4819 7.25 | 3 55, 28 8.25 | oo 
qob os April. 2.22 ee 48.20]. 7.25 |} 7 - 55. 28 8.25 |] alee tT i an 48.20| 7.25 55.28 | . 8.25 . 
hy _Jume____.-. 2-2 48.21) . 7.25 (2), 55. 28 8.25 Q) - Rhee 8 Sally er 48.21] . 7.25 |f . 55, 28 8.25 |f 7 OF eho ‘ August. ._.-..----222----- oe 48, 22 7.25 iP 55.28 | 8.25: a 4 
Be _ .September.___-..---..---2 2-2} _ 48.39 7.25 |: . $5.28 | 8.25 TTC - me * Oetober.. 2.2 222 62.88] = 7.991] | 55.28 | = 8.25. 3 
Boe eS ~ ’ November_.._..--.- 222-22 2__--_. 55. 28 . 8.25 65.28.) 8.25 ws eres" e . ) December....--------------------| B52] 8.25 |, : 55. 28 8.25. " 

a! co. _ Average for year__.---.-_-- 49. 80 7.48 @) 55. 28 8.25 QO | . 

ae eee . wn quotations from Metal Statistics, 1942; 1942 quotations from E&MJ Metal and Mineral Markets, “ 

re ee 2 Official maximum price fixed by British Ministry of Supply at £25'15s., equivalent to 4.64 cents a pound 
Ra at the official 1941-42 rate ofexchange. Se SO : 

a ce ~ Average price received by producers for zinc, 1988-42, by grades, in cents per pound : 

Be - OO | : | | | 1988 | 1989 | 1940 | 1941 | 19422 “ 

Ba rr A Grade Art fo —— | 
my ~. Special High Grade._..._-.---2------2--- 2. eee 8.04 | — 9.00 
vie “ s  Regular High Grade___._._...----.-.--2------------------|P 5. 08 5. 34 6. 59 7.74 9.10 “ 
Pee oe ~Grade B: Intermediate.._........_...-..2.--- 2222 eee eee ee 7. 52 8. 64 oy 
Be Grades C and D: 1 ~ . 737 3 30 
saa SO rass Special___...-.._..-.----.-.- 2-2 -----e eee . . . 
By | “Belected.- iif 43 | 800] 604 { 6.64] 8.18 
Me Grade E: Prime Western____._._.__.-._....-.--------.-------| 4.71 5.08 | 6.14 7.16). 8.28 oo on All grades... .---.-------- 22-22-22 cece penne eneee eee | 48 | 82 | 63 | 75 | 87 
Mas 4 Prime Western; spot quotation at St. Louis..______..._..___.. — «46 5.1 6.3 7.5 | 8.25 : 

pe 1 American Metal Market quotes average prices of High Grade and Brass Special as follows: High “ 
mR - Grade (f. 0. b. New York)—1938, 5.74 cents; 1939, 6.16 cents; 1940, 7.38 cents; 1941, 8.48 cents; 1942, 9.25 
o _ cents. Brass Special (f. 0. b. East St. Louis)—1938, 4.71 cents; 1939, 5.22 cents; 1940, 6.44 cents; 1941, 7.68 
Bee Cents; 1942, 8.50 cents. : : - : 
ve ' Does not include overquota premium payments made by Metals Reserve Co. . 

mo ZINC-REDUCTION PLANTS 

/ _ : ZINC SMELTERS CC : 
| No change took place during 1942 in the number of zinc smelters. 

As in 1941,.there were 17 active plants, of which 13 continued to 
operate with horizontal retorts exclusively, one with both horizontal 
and vertical retorts, two with large vertical retorts, and one with 
electrothermic furnaces. The total number of retorts reported at the 

| __-horizontal-retort primary plants was 67,816, 2 percent less than the ~ 
69,552 (revised figure) at these plants on December 31, 1941. Of 
the total retorts reported, 65,508 were in use at the end of 1942—a 
minor decrease from the 65,969 in operation at the close of 1941. 
The increased output in 1942 from a numerically smaller number 
of retorts was accomplished by the use of larger retorts and increased 
efficiency of operation. Although only 97 percent of the available 

‘retorts was in operation at the end of the year, smelting operations



| were at usable capacity throughout 1942; the remainder, for the. ES 

| most part, comprised a decreasing amount of obsolete equipment _—E_ 4 
that has been idle for some time and is being replaced or reconditioned, ae ge 
‘and a certain percentage that must necessarily be closed down for ee 

‘repairs and replacement. At the end of 1942, 4,896 new retorts were ee 
a under construction. Of the 66 vertical retorts in this country, 68 

were in operation at the year’s end. | a 
oe Twelve of the primary Smelters mix scrap and residues such as 

_ gkimmings and dross with the ore before distillation. Small quantities _ Fe 
of clean metallic scrap are occasionally added to the (condensed or ss: 

_ molten) primary zinc without affecting the quality. Supplementing oe 
these 17 primary producers, 15 plants made redistilled secondary slab 8 
gine by treating scrap in 2,560 clay retorts, 112 graphite crucibles,and a 
a few special furnaces. One plant at Philadelphia plans to add 3 ae 
graphite crucibles in 1943. A part of this available production # 

capacity at secondary smelters is used to produce zinc dust and zinc : ae 

oxide in addition to slab zinc. — SO oe i 

| oe ELECTROLYTIC PLANTS si at 
| So | oO , ae 

Five electrolytic plants were in operation by the end of 1942 com- us 

pared with four in 1941. The American Smelting & Refining Co. oa 

started producing slab zinc in its new plant at Corpus Christi, Tex. © 
during October and by December was operating at about 94 percent ee 

of capacity. Lack of raw materials delayed completion of additional => e 
new cells at the East St. Louis electrolytic refinery. By the end of Es 

1942, 2,814 cells out of a total of 3,038 were in use compared with 2,502 No 

| out of 2,526 cells in 1941. ‘Theseemingly large numberof unused cells 
is probably due to the fact that some were not completed. At the = =! 

| end of 1942, 156 cells were under construction in the country, s, 

OB - FOREIGN TRADE? | eA 

: Sn IMPORTS ee eres” 

. The following tables give total zinc imports (general) in ore and = sai 

blocks, pigs, or slabs into the United States, 1940-42, and imports for ma 

| consumption. Of the 368,355 tons of zinc imported -in ore, 44 percent = =—«s_— og 
came from Mexico, 21 percent from Canada, and 9 percent from es 

, Australia. Receipts from Canada were 58 percent higher and from ss %, 
Australia almost. four times larger than in 1941. ‘imports from | “4 

Belgian Congo dropped considerably, but all other countries supplied’ - as 

more ore than in 1941. Imports of slab zinc from Mexico increased - oat 

33 percent, whereas receipts of slab zinc from Canada declined 67 Ae 
percent. | a oe “h 

. | _ 3Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the | ae 

Department of Commerce. Lt oo oe : he 

“gh
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- Line imported into the United States in ore, blocks, pigs, or slabs, 1940-42, by coun=- 
Be _ tries, tn short tons! oe ne: 

9 2 Ys 
“Opa (zinecontent): | re eyo Aegentina oe 6, 723 20, 579 23, 395 Fs 
Mie ee -- Australia. 2.2.22. 2--- eee 1, 749 - 8,983 | 32, 212 
ee - Belgian Congo-._.__.-....-------2-.---22----i_---- eee |e 12, 563 287% tes Bo Bolivia. .....:...--------------.---2--ssve-seee seen 2, 530 2687] «5 803 | 
ees os Canada....22 22222222 e ce eeeee-| 88, 998 49, 764 "78, 744 Beas Chile eee] 611 2157| «6,872 oo Hoe Mexico. 222293, 780 | 1487 208 160, 713. _ 
Be _ Newfoundland and Labrador.._..-.---.-......--.-.-.....] 28, 640 | - 7, 267° 30, 103 OG Ce Pert eee eee ee eee ene ee reeset 17,285 | 28,833 97,506 
ek 0 Spain. 2-22-22 -n nen nen enn eee eee ef eee eee eeeee| | 8, 227 | oe 
a re - Other countries_-_------.-._---.------------------------+- weeeceene-e-e-]| 24 A 

ee oo. Cs , oe ———S Se es ne 
ce. :  Bloeks, pigs, or slabs: . re a ae oe en 

ee ye Belgium -..22 222.20. 336 |.2--2--=---- ween een ne ee: 
Cece —. | Canada.- iio 22 lee eee ee eee «6,988 | 7, 236 2,392. sot 
Be Indochina, French......_-..-....---------2.---- eee ee [cee eee 1, 653 [2-2 we come —- Mexico....-.-2---- 2-0-2222 eeeeneeeen en eneneneeeeee--| 8948 | 25621 | 84 008 ee 
Zone os Other countries._........---.------2-------2---2---------- 6] 44 le Te 

eo a | | gg, 468] 84, 554 | 86, 304. S 

te a “1 Data include ore imported for immediate consumption plus material entering country under bond. of 

ei pe 7 Zine imported for consumption in the United States, 1938-42, by classes ee 2 

Tee Re) oo -|. Ores (zine con- | Blocks, pigs, or | . » |Old, dross, and |. 7: OE 
Ge oe tent) slabs. Sheets skimmings !_ ‘Zine dust r ts 1 oe 

Be me short | Short | short | short | y-7, | Short |v ... | me” - Hee - | Short . or or 11, or 1 or . oo Los Brg tons | Value | ‘tons | Value | ‘tons | Value | “tons | Value | “tons'| Value | — : 
Ff , ) *:1988..._] 4, 860 | $302, 591 | 7,230 | $480,169 | 226 |$25,989 | 96 | $8,944] 64 | $8,074 | $012,767 we  1939__._] 33, 503 |1, 304, 433 | 30, 960 [1,890,236 | “178 | 21,166 | 2031 14,0671 41 | 3,388 | 3, 233, 290 . 
we _ 1940..-.| 44, 637 |1, 108, 361 | 10,146 | 801, 331 18 | 2,796 520 | 36,689 |__...-_]_.....-.] 1,949, 177 : Pe 1941_.__|154, 520 /4, 596, 480 | 40, 288 |3, 661,549 | 271 | 54,464 | 486 | 31,695 | 140 | 21,495 | 8 365, 683 : Be 1942... .|268, 470 |10,400,541 | 36, 395 |2, 927,079 | 50 | 10, 086 | 3,342 |156,288.| 702 | 43,464 [13,537,458 == 

an ve 1 Includes dross and skimmings as follows—1939: 30 tons, valued at $1,918; 1940: 356 tons, $21,815; 1941: . 
ne 353 tons, $23,028; and 1942: 3,199 tons, $148,272. None reported in 1938. - . Loe 

Bo 194d gaa dition, manufactures of zine imported as follows—1938: $463; 1939: $1,545; 1940: $32; 1941: $1,099; ; 

— a , | EXPORTS | - 

ae The value of exports of zinc ore and manufactured articles contain- 7 
- ng zine of foreign and domestic origin (excluding galvanized products, | 
- alloys, and pigments) amounted to $24,551,255 in 1942 compared with | 

: _ $14,717,513 in 1941. Slabs, plates, or blocks continued to be the : 
— largest export group, and the total shipped to foreign countries 

| - increased 50 percent—from 89,309 tons in 1941 to 133,981 tons in 
1942. In addition to the items shown in the accompanying tables, 

_ considerable zinc is exported each year in brass, pigments, chemicals, 
| and galvanized iron and steel. Export data on zinc pigments and 
| chemicals are given in this volume in the chapter on Lead and Zinc 

Pigments and Zinc Salts. Much of the zinc used in the manufacture 
| of such products is of foreign origin, and when they are exported a 

draw-back of 99 percent of the import duty is paid on the basis of 
zinc contained in the finished product. For 1942, draw-back was 

: paid on 23,047 tons of zinc, of which 8,677 tons had been imported 
as slabs and 13,580 tons as ore. Totals for preceding years were: 
1941, 34,478 tons; 1940, 19,306 tons; 1939, 16,213 tons; 1938, 11,550 
tons; and 1937, 9,253 tons.



| Slab and. sheet zine exported from the United States, 1989-42, by destinations, in — won 
So oe | Short tons” ee es Oey “eal 

re | _ Slabs, plates, and blocks _ Sheets, strips, or other forms, es ts 

oe Destination Se a 

a ce | 1930 | 1040 | 1041 | 1042 | 1939 | 1940 | 19st | 192 0 ws 

; Argentina__............--.------| 56 890 | 862 | 404 579 504) a 

oo Australia._.-.....-...-----------|..------|--------]--------1F (1,052) 246]. 464 Bo 

8 Bragih. TTT TTT) 526 7, 891. |, 004 | 50|  96| 125 ]) - ey 
: Canada_.........-.--.----------- Bi @  |-----l] sd} 2,902 | 2,813 | 1,247 | Ogee 

—. Chile: -.. 22-2 -------- 298 428 | 196 ~ tt: 20 130 144 . anes! 

‘China__......2...---------------| © 201 | 4,115 | 1,947 [| 148} 40 102 | Be gts 
OS France. ...----------------------|--------| 8,681 |--------]} @) {---2---|-----=--]----22--]p @ Oe 

India and Dependencies--_-._....-|...-----] 9, 634 | 11, 553 |{- fF 1221 1,422 | 672 . aE 

oe Japan. ..----.-----2-----.2------| 8) 252 | 13,958 | 175. BL 7259 fc 
- Mexico... 1-2-2 --------------|--------]--------| 400 oO wenncau{onee----] . 311 . fg 

U.S.S. Ri. ue 2a eee] ----]--------] 480 TP wweenen|--o-----|--5----- 2 Gs 

United Kingdom_._._..---.--.---|--------| 36, 718 | 71,325 {f° 841 585 | - 209 |]. Oe 

Other countries...02-7-----222222] 177] 3,276 | 1,367 1,164.| 1,320 | 1,468 | oS 

| Motal.. eeeeeeeeeeeeesesee---] 4/515 | 79,091 | 89,309 {183,981 | 6,708 | 7,490 | 5,246 | 4 767 EE 

‘ : Continent: — CP oo | : | | | os) 
: - North America_.-...-.-----1---- 81) 258) 433. 3,167.| 3,127.| 1,721 Fo, ed 

oe South America.....-..--------.-| | 996 | 2, 760 | ‘ 2, 416 ae 555 997 976. ye 

‘Europe........-------=---1----+-|--;-----| 45,982 | 71,805 | q1y 952. 783 320 |) ay oS 
| Asia... 1-1-1. ..2a-2---------| 8,488 | 29,431 | 14, 304 | 741 | 1,657] 1,481 |1[ © 

- Africa... --| 640 | TT 159 | 653 | 289 | eg 
-. Oceania. ......-------3----------]--------] 20 260 HU 1, 184 273 559° _ ee 

- 1 Data not available at time of publication. vo a Se gs 
| ? Less than 1 ton. — a - oo a oo oat 

Fine ore and manufactures of zinc exported from the United States, 1988-42 EE 

oo . | Zine ore, concen- tote oe Po Oe UE Es 
fe se -| Slabs, plates, or Sheets, strips, or other : oy 

. mo ’ trates, and dross ’ ’ ’ ’ Zinc dust | . a: 
, - ‘(zine content) _ blocks of forms, n. 0.8. ~ tas a 

- Year | | | re 

| ghort | gar, | Short | vere | Short | veo | Short | vane 9 
Oo | | ‘tons | Value tons Value — tons © Value | . tons | Value ey 

1938... -.--------- 135 | $6,404) (1) (1) 15,736 | 1$908,381 | 2,253] $355,856 § 
| 1939_..-.-------- 303 | 11,253 | . 4,515 |. $470,338 | 26,708 |21,116,485| 2,384] 468516 = 9 

ggg TTT agg | 427207 | 79,091 | 9, 103,030 | 27,490 | 21,564,720 | 3,044 | 592271 
1941-22277]... _|-.---.---] 893300 | 12,712,121 | 25,246 | 21,328,516 | 2,901 | 676, 876 Res 

1942... ----------| "1g | 183,981 | 22,843,391 | 24,767 |21,289,889 | 1,772 | 417,957 — vost 

! Pigs and slabs not shown separately; included with sheets, strips, or other forms, n. 6. s. oS ag 
2 Includes ‘‘Other forms, D. e. s. (including scrap),”? as follows—1939: 259 tons, valued at $64,434; 1940: pagel 

435 tons, $143,652; 1941: 576 tons, $186,731; and 1942: 887 tons, $276,370. = - a aah 
$ Less than 1 ton. a | : S 2 

| | | sy 

| WORLD ASPECTS OF ZINC INDUSTRY Sy 

. , | | e eo . ° : e . . ~ id 

The war continued to necessitate strict censorship regarding base- os 

metal statistics from many countries. Although official zinc produc- 

tion figures were not, for the most part, available, some general infor- sis 

mation did filter through. The Bureau of Mines estimated that m = 

| 1942 the world mine production of zinc totaled about 2,044,000 short od 
tons (recoverable zinc content) and that zinc smelter capacity — Oo 

amounted to approximately 2,950,000 tons. About 75 percent ofthe = = © 

world supply of zinc ore and 54 percent of the total zine smelting oe 

capacity is in the hands of, controlled by, or available to the United a 

Nations. The inability of domestic supplies to pace a greatly ex- ao 

panded smelter capacity has aroused keen interest in all foreign Og 

deposits, of which the principal ones are discussed in the following va 

. pages. 
es
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a -. World smelter production of zinc, 1937-42, by countries where smelted, in metric tons } | . 

Be. a . oo - -. ++ [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] ne 2. os 

per Country (1937 ° | 1988 «=|, «1989S | 1940 -1941 | 1942 | 

oo Australia... | 70,869} 70,941 | 73,368 | 285,000) 83,316 
BER Belgium 4_.__----._-...----.-- 225, 580 210,400 | 185, 700 2 65, 000 (3) (3) peo Qamada... 2 LTIITTLIILI | 143,826 | 156,008 | 159,338 | 168,486 | 193,784 | 195, 760 _ Pes oa _ Czechoslovakia..-....------..} 7,336 8, 876 (8) (@) | 8) - @) BE oy France..-.-.....-------------:]. 60, 427 60, 560 60, 262 235,000 | (3) - 3) ok, Roe Germany 622222-777TTTTIIZ1_] 163,814 | 194,370 | 7212/2895 |. (78) 3) @) a eee Indochina 222 72TTTTTTTTTTT] 4 204 4,470 5,439] 26,700} (3) | ‘S4647 ©. Soe Atay alee lll lle 37,982 | 33,637 . 83, 566 2 40, 000 (3) (3) . Be Japan TIT} 45500] | «dL 55,000 | 265,000) a). es Bea Mexieo__......---_-_-_----2.-- _ 36, 587 35, 881 88, 369 33, 388 |. 31, 543 . () wos we - ‘Netherlands_._._..----.-.-._- 24, 645 25, 300 20, 500 2 6,000 (3) (3) 
Bs Northern Rhodesia....-...--| 14,256 | 10,379 12,869] 15,000; (3) | (3) 8 Yeo Norway-...--------2----------| 41,276 | 46,523 | 45,917 | 220,000] (a) 8 i ee Roland: 7222722222222222222] 107,174 | 108,071 | 117,936 | 2120000] a). Go e 
eek 0 Spain ele 1,843 7,672 13, 396 12,322 | 11,589) 103,514 a 
ao. ~=—SS~S:« Union of Soviet Socialist Re- |: Ce Co So fe | a 
pe publies....----2------2.----] 2 65,000 (8) an () (8) (3) (3) Br Be United Kingdom 6_-----"-_""] 63,138 | 56,190 | 80,440 | 260,000; @) | (| oe Wess. United States.....0-----------} 505,212 | 404,912 | 460,154 | 612,596 | 745,720 | 809, 088 4 fe Yugoslavia. 772222), 4259} 8, 956 4,182 6,025] (3) (3) oe 
pe 98,000 | 1,568,000 | 1,635,000 | 1, 643,000 | (3) QO , 1 

woos 1 Statistical data derived in part from American Bureau of Metal Statistics, Yearbook. . uy Rao 2 Estimated. . . . : As ato". >. $ Data not available. . : | a | — ‘h 
eT we 4 Includes the following tonnages of electrolytic zinc: 1937, 7,880 tons; 1938, 8,670 tons. Data not avail- y 
Does able for later years. Production of electrolytic zine began in August 1935. . a . 4 HEP oo - Included with Germany. OO A 
Mp 6 Some secondary metal included. | . . oe 
Bhp 7 Includes. Czechoslovakia. , : we 
oe . § Estimateincluded in total... . . oo co, oO 
Pe _ January to June, inclusive. a oS | ee 
ee 49 January to March, inclusive. = - | | | 4 

boo REVIEW BY COUNTRIES a oe 
eos _. Argentina.—Practically all the zinc mined in Argentina is from the : 
v- Aguilar mine of the St. Joseph Lead Co. in the Province of Jujuy, é 
“s* near the Bolivian border. Although no final data for 1942 are avail- : 
.-  . ble, the reported monthly rate of production from this property alone, < 
J... amounting to 6,000 to 6,500 metric tons of 54-percent concentrates, in- : 
oe dicates that total Argentine output was above the 66,010 tons (36,300 
bo tons zinc content) produced in 1941. Concentrates are transported , 
: to Santa Fé for shipment. Exports of this material in 1942 totaled 
we 56,430 tons, all of which went to the United States. Inventories | 
- . + reported on hand at the mine in April totaled 115,000 tons; but by > 
- November 30, this stock, available for export, had been reduced to | 
/ about 93,000 tons. An estimated 1,200 tons of concentrates a month, | 
- mostly from other smaller mines, is treated at the Puerto Vilelas 

smelter, | 
| Australia.—The total production of zinc concentrates in Australia 

| in 1942 was reported to be 387,000 long dry tons averaging about 53 
- percent zinc. No comparative data are available for 1941. In Janu- 

ary 1943 the milling rate was 166,000 long tons of ore a month. The 
| war has hindered increased mining operations by necessitating higher 

| taxation and the transfer of miners to the army and munition indus- 
tries. Several expansion efforts have been delayed when construction 
lagged. Diamond drilling has been continued at New Broken Hill 

| and has led to the location of a body of lead ore containing about 16 
percent zinc. Production of zinc concentrates was maintained at 
the Mount Isa Mines, Ltd.
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Operation of the smelter of the Electrolytic Zinc Co. at Risdon, ng 

Tasmania, was hindered by a labor shortage, and production failed 0.8 

to reach full capacity for a short time when an-adequate supply of = ee 

important operating reagent was not available. The Risdon plant | | 
| produced about 82,000 tons of metal in 1942, but none was available. 4 

to the United States. ee | , re Ge 

oe - Bolivia.—The mine production of zinc (content in ore) amounted to. ae 

) 10,909 metric tons in 1942 compared. with 6,065 metric tons in 1941. os 

. All production is exported. _ - oes 
| ~ The Huanchaca mine produces most Bolivian zinc by the cut-and--. | SS 

| fill method. Output has continued to be small, and no apparent =|") 
reserves are insight. . oe a 

| Brazil.—The main deposits of zinc ore (blende) are in the Iporanga oh 

---- yegion of the State of Séo Paulo and the Morro do Bule and Januaria =. ee 

regions of the State of Minas Gerais. Reserves have been estimated sy 

at about 30,000 metric tons containing 31 to.36 percent zinc, but no ot 

large deposits have been found. = | a Se AB 

 - Burma.—The fall of Lashio to the Japanese early in March 1942 aes 

precluded continued operation by the Burma Corporation of the mines — =. 

a at Bawdwin, and the properties were evacuated by April25.. Report- & a 

edly some damage was done to the mines, smelter, and equipment wo ‘ig 

| before evacuation, but the extent of destruction and its effect upon ey 

- gubsequent operations by the Japanese is not known. These mines 

had an annual production of about 45,000 long tons of zie. The. ee 

last available information on reserves at this mine (June 30, 1941) es 

gives an estimate of 3,130,200 tons of ore assaying 15.1 ounces ofsilver, = = 4 
19.5 percent lead, and 12.1 percent zinc. : BH 

a Canada.—The -war has brought considerable pressure on the ee 

— Canadian mining industry to expand its output. Asaresult the 1942 | a 

mine output totaled 294,101 short tons (metallic content),an li-percent = ag 

| gain over the 1941 production of 265,191 short tons. Because Canada = 
has only two refineries—one at Trail and the other at Flin Flon—its Ee 

ore production exceeds its refinery capacity. There has been consid- . § 

erable interest in building a zinc refinery in Quebec instead of sending =<, 

the concentrates to the United States. As most of the excess con- .. oS 

- gentrates are shipped to the United States, where the supply of raw Joe 
material is critical, it is not surprising that the United States hasbeen ©. 

a guarantor for expansion of mills and other facilities to increase the ‘wa 

- output of zinc. Plans for a $1,000,000 smelter to be built by the © .° 3% 

Reeves MacDonald mines south of Trail, British Columbia, and oe 

. financed by United States funds have been under discussion, but ong 
nothing definite has yet materialized. | BS a 

_- Of the total zinc mined in Canada, approximately 71 percent is © ag 

produced in British Columbia (mostly from the Sullivan mine), 20 a. 

percent from Flin Flon, and 7 percent from the Noranda district. A a a 
arge number of small, idle mines were reopened, and extensive dia- HK 

~ mond-drill prospecting was conducted. An important zine deposit - “a 

was found near the Labrador border. | ee: 

| The Sherritt Gordon Mines, Ltd., located a new sulfide-ore deposit tk 

containing 1 percent copper and the same amount of zinc. A new me 

zinc-concentrate plant is about completed, and the product will be oe 

purchased by the Metals Reserve Company with whom it has con- os 

tracted to sell 50,000 tons of 50-percent zinc concentrates within &® -\, 

556250—483-——_14 ; aye
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' 2-year period. Development work in the zinc deposit at Calumet =«_—> 
<.* [sland was speeded up, owing to the demand for concentrates for woe 
=... smelters in the United States. The New Calumet expected to“tun8. 
“. up” its new 300-ton zinc-lead concentrator before the end of December. ls 
~ .- The Golden Manitou mine is constructing a 600-ton-a-day zinc =~ 
-s eoncentrator. By October the Hudson Bay Mining & Smelting Co. 
-- had enlarged its plant to 6,200 tons daily capacity. A new shaft —— ae 
“allows a higher metallic content ore to be drawn below the 2,250 level ie 
;. in the southern section. Zinc is recovered from a 300,000-ton residue ii 
~~. pile averaging 23 percent zinc. Residues are treated with sodium  _ as 
.. chloride, and the zinc is roasted to yield zinc oxide. The company is — we 
» selling its excess zinc to. the United Kingdom at pre-war prices, with os 
“~ adjustments for increased costs. This same company has proved an om 
-.* | important copper-zine ore body at Schist Lake. Emergency Metals, | 
=. Litd., is equipping the Mandy mine with-a 200-ton concentrating  —., 
«“_ plant to treat an estimated 180,000 tons of ore averaging 20 to 38 — og 
=. percent zinc, 5 to 8 percent copper, and $5 in gold and silver perton. | 
oo. As of June 13, 1942, all imported zinc spelter and zinc in blocks, © a 
*,... . pigs, bars, or rods has been exempted from customs duty. According =~ 
-- to the Department of Munitions and Supply, approximately 95 per- os 
“<. -gent of Canada’s entire supply of zinc is devoted to essential and war os 

uses, compared with 75 percent in 1941 and 36 percent in 1940. a 
pe Japan.—There are no known zinc deposits of commercial im- _ ey 
“<>. portance in Japan proper, but extensive ore bodies are reported in “ 
“". Chosen. Japan’s estimated smelter output in 1941 was 65,000 metric 
<<... tons. In April 1943 Japan captured the Bawdwin lead-zinc mines ~~ 
.- of the Burma Corporation, which are capable of supplying 45,000 
- (long) tons of zinc a year. During 1942 a trade agreement wasmade 
ee with French Indo-China in which Japan will help develop the zinc 
~~ deposits in that country. — EE oy 
«___ Mexico.—Mine output of zinc in Mexico increased 22 percent from 
. 154,996 metric tons (metal content) in 1941 to 189,278 metric tons in - ¢ 
me _ 1942. The most important event in 1942 was the Bateman-Juarez- . 
a Tellez agreement among the Metals Reserve Company, the State : 
~~~ Department, and the Mexican Government, whereby the Metals © : 

ae Reserve Company contracted to buy 200,000 tons of zine at 8.25 - 
oo cents per pound each year for the duration of the war and extendible by — : 
a - mutual agreement after the war. Mexico agreed to stabilize taxes on. , 

swine, freeze freight rates, and hold in abeyance certain clauses in the 
: labor laws. In spite of this agreement labor difficulties appeared, - 

and at the end of the year the miners were threatening to strike for a ) 
| 25-percent wage increase. On December 23 a reciprocal trade pact | 

| between Mexico and the United States reduced the duty on slab zinc : 
and zinc in ore to 50 percent of the amount set by the United States | 
Tariff Act of 1930. The new rate places the tariff on slab zinc at | 
50.875 cents a pound and zinc in ore and concentrates at $0.750 cents. | 

The American Smelting & Refining Co. expanded its mining 
operations at Xichu, Tecolote, Taxco, and’’San Carlos. Old zine 

. mines in the Taxco district are being reopened by American Smelting 
& Refining Co. and Eagle Picher Lead Co. The Sociedad Cooperativa 
Minera “‘El Bote,’’ S. C. L., at El Bote is treating 400 tons of lead-zine 
orea day. Crude-ore production of five principal mines in the Chihua- 
hua district increased in 1942 despite the fact that Potosi Mining Co. 
exhausted its main ore body after nearly 100 years operation. Nearly
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gj the cooperative mining companies reverted to private ownership ee 

~~ and operation in 1942. It is reported that a large zinc deposit has wi 

| been discovered in the Nacozari-Pilars district. The Moctezuma ...:) 

Copper Co. will treat the ore. 7 : a 

-.-Tnadequate transportation facilities have continually handicapped se 8. 

_. the movement of materials and are a limiting factor infurther mine =! 

expansion. on - SO : a ns 

| The Federal Power Commission granted permission to export att 

Texas natural gas to the Rosita smelter of the American Smeltmg & oN 

‘Refining Co. ' It is expected that this move will boost: zine production ond 

at the only zinc smelter in Mexico an additional 2,400 to 4,800 tons aoe 

| Per year. | oO ee oe RS 

‘North Africa.—The principal zine deposits in North Africa are ns 

the Province of Constantine, Algeria, where the ores—calamine,’ = ~*~" 

- gphalerite, and galena—occur chiefly as replacement deposits in oe 
7 limestone. re oo BO ee 

~ Deposits of ore are known in Tunisia north of Béja and Tunis, and .._ . 2a 

south of Tunis is the Zaghouan concession containing calamine and 

lead ore. ‘In this same vicinity at the Djebel Ressas concession zinc Bs 

: is mined in conjunction with lead. In the West lies the Sakiet-Sidi 

--- Youssef concession, south of Ghardimaou. It is reported that an 

- electrolytic zinc plant was built in 1931 near Touireuf, but there isno = 

record of its ever having operated. The output in Tunisia has fallen = 8 
off considerably in recent years, largely owing to the depletion of . oe 

_. .kmown reserves. ee Bs 

‘The following table from Mineral .Industries of North Africa, 2 FE 

Special Supplement to Confidential Series 7, Mineral Trade Notes, ©—~ 

Fists the production, shipments, and stocks of zinc concentrates, M- 0 

: metric tons, from January 1 toMay1,1942, 9 | Be 

| a 7 | ee Production ‘Shipments - - Stocks — a oe ' LA 

gist ce eee eeeeeeceeeeeeneeeeeeeeeeeeeeef 7 BOP 88] TR 7 oes 
Algeria. ......--.--------------------------------- ne ee ee} 459 | 4, 300 _-:18, 001 oat 

7 Morocco... ----------------------------2 2202-22 20--00-- | 403 |. 800 6 Sk : agp 

| Production of concentrates, available to the United Nations since (* 

~ the successful conclusion of the North African military campaign late - oa 

in 1942 and the first months of 1943, is reportedly being shipped tothe  =—s_. Bs 

United Kingdom for treatment. Oo | ne 

 Newfoundland.—In spite of a labor shortage that prevented capac- oe 
ity operations, 94,114 short tons of zine concentrates averaging 58- ia 

| percent zine were produced in 1942. In addition 6,564 tons of zinc . un 

_ ‘Were recovered in lead and copper concentrates. The comparative a 

figures for 1941 were 116,836 tons of 52-percent zinc concentrates | oS 

and 8,745 tons of zinc recovered in lead and copper concentrates. es 

--- Norway.—Owing to the difficulty of obtaining raw materials, only — os 

3,250 tons of zinc metal were produced, from January to September ee 

1942, as against 46,000 tons in the whole year of 1939. Inaddition (°% 

to Norwegian ore some Finnish and Swedish ore was used. ae 

Northern Rhodesia—At Broken Hill, Rhodesia, the Rhodesian ad 

Broken Hill Development Co., Ltd., operates the most important ok 

zinc mine in Africa. The ore contains 30 to 55 percent zinc plus lead ag 

and is associated with vanadium-bearing material. | a8
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-.* Peru.—In 1942 the mines in this country produced 51,263 metric oS 
* "= tons of 58-percent. zinc concentrates, a substantial Increase over the 
“~. 1941 total of 40,800 tons containing 23,700 tons of extractable zimec. 
y. '. . Gine mining continued to be largely controlled by the Cerro de Pasco. | 
“... Copper Corporation which owns a zinc deposit in central Peru con- ~ a 
~ taining ore reserves estimated at 10,000,000 tons containing 17 percent Se 
“so *. - gine, 6 percent lead, and 6 ounces of silver per ton. The output from 
be . the Cerro de Pasco Casapalca mine, which decreased from 15,877 tons a 
«of concentrates-in 1940 to 13,550 tons in 1941, probably was smaller — a 
a: 10 1942. This mine has a flotation plant with a daily capacity of 800. ee 
~..... tons. The Huaron mine of the Cie de Mines de Huaron is now pro- os 
“y-. ducing at the rate of nearly 1,270 tons of 60-percent concentrates a . 
:y > taonth. In 1948 Cerro de Pasco should finish a new 800-ton. daily | 2 
S*. - gapacity concentrator, under construction. — The smelter at Oroya —: 
<°- produces about 800 tons of refined zinc annually which is consumed in 2 
wo, South America. Peruvian exports in 1942 were 247 metric tons of : 
s gine in ore, 25,220 tons in concentrates, and 942 tons of refined zinc. os 
Be _Spain.—Three mines and one smelter were reported Operating in: ~ 1941. Output of zinc concentrates in 1941 was estimated .at 73,000 = 
i. metric tons. ‘The monthly production rate of zinc concentrates early . 
fo in 1943 was between 5,500 and 6,000 tons, and the stocks on hand : 
Saye available for export were about 15,000 tons containing 58 percent zinc 
=... and7,000 tons containing 52 percent zinc. The Cie Royale Asturienne 
oes des Mines enlarged its plant and installed a special furnace to produce ot 

high-grade zinc. — | oe On : |
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OB - SUMMARY OUTLINE ~~ a 

| General summary._......-------------------- 205 | Consumption by industries—Continued. 5 ae gs 
. Salient statistics............-..------------- 207] Zinc oxide_...___..----.-.------------------ 212 po Pap 

Production._..._.........--.---.------------- 207] Leaded zine oxide......-.------------------ 212 ot 

: ‘Lead pigments.......----.---.---.-.------- 208] Lithopone._......-.---.----2-------------e- 212 hd 
Zine pigments and salts............--------. 209| Zine sulfide._........--..-.----------------- MIB 

Consumption by industries. -....---.---------_ | Zine chloride_..-...------------------------ 24 oe 
| White lead. _.....-..--.-..2-.....--.--.--.. 210] _ Zime sulfate...-.._-..-----_--------2-------. W140 oe 

Basic lead sulfate.-.....--.-..-------------- 210 ] Raw materials used in manufacture of lead and 8 
Red lead.__.__...-----.-----------=-------- . 210] _ zine pigments and zine salts..............-. °. 214 is 

Orange mineral. .........----.--L-----------| 211 | Prices__.....---.2---------------------------- © 216 | ane 
Litharge....-.------------------------------ 211 | Foreign trade. --.--------------------------- 217 sg 

| GENERAL SUMMARY - eG 

--. Activity in the pigments industry as a whole was sharply curtailed a 4 

in 1942 from the rate that prevailed in 1941. This recession was ag 

-. due not to failure of demand but rather to restrictions in supplies of = ~f 
-. metal, scrap, and ores early in the year; to curtailment intheuseof =. 

| shipping drums, cans and other containers, brushes, drying oils, =“ 
~ and other materials, as the year advanced; and also to conditions that “4 

-- yevolutionized whole.industries, such as the automobile industry— >: 
one of the principal users of pigments. Another deterring factor =. 
was the regulation of the Office of Defense Transportation requiring ==. 

. that all shipments by rail be in full carlots or at least up to the full oa 

| - marked capacity of freight cars. oe | — yh 

-. Supplies of zinc and lead metal were restricted throughout the =” 

| year, but as increasing amounts of lead became available froma 

| record rate of importation, limitations regarding its use were eased =~ pe 

in November. Large-scale production of ilmenite began in New — og 

York in August, greatly changing the outlook concerning supplies — | om 

of crude materials for the competitive titanium-pigment group. As = 

a result, restrictions on titanium pigments were lifted in December. ee 
- The restrictions, nonetheless, had been responsible for what was _ 4 

probably the only noteworthy set-back thus far to the steady advance gt 

of this group of pigments. . oo ee ne 

Consumption of the lead oxides for storage-battery manufacture -—= % 
in 1942 was considerably below the record quantities used in 1941, ar 4 

but except for that year it was higher than ever before. ‘The amounts a 
of zinc oxide and lithopone used in the manufacture of rubber dropped oR 
sharply. The outlook for future needs for this purpose is clouded trod 
by inability to gage requirements for the manufacture of synthetic oe 

rubber. The use of pigments in paints also fell sharply in 1942, Me 
except for red lead, which established a new high record. Zine ~~ : 
sulfate for paints and varnish processing was also consumed at ® ~;, 
new high rate. Curtailment in the use of pigments by the ceramics —} 
industry was marked. On the other hand, agricultural use of zinc Og 
sulfate established a new high record in 1942. 8 

According to the F. W. Dodge Corporation, new building construc- ad 
‘tion in 1942 attained a new high record rate, exceeding the previous = | 

205 IRS 
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".. record by 25 percent. The Lumber and Lumber Products Division 
*-, of the War Production Board anticipates a noteworthy reduction in 
~.* the number of board feet required by the Nation in 1943 as compared 
<... with 1942, or 31,100,000,000 compared: with 40,300,000,000. The — 
.'-- peak of war construction at army cantonments, drydocks, airports, a 
“~~. and shipyards obviously has passed. In 1942 paint materials were 
v--- largely used to fill Government needs. In its January 11,1943, issue 
»..¢, the Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter estimated that by fall of 1942 the = 
-. -... Government was taking approximately 60 percent of total paint mate- : 
-. . vlals compared with 25 percent. in 1941 and 5 percent in 1940. The tes 
=.» large proportion of steel-construction paint requirements is indicated —_— 
-. +. In part by the new high-record use of red lead in paint in 1942. This | 
Lee - pigment is the only one in the group covered by thisreport that showed  —_—-: 
“Increased use for paint manufacture; it is well-known for its usein 
=~... gteel-construction paints. Co | ee | 
= ‘During and after World War I the chemical industry in the United a 
~~ States made great progress. Dr. J.S. Long! says that the American | 

paint industry will’emerge‘/from |World War II independent of the Y 
Importation of basic commodities from foreign countries. Many of 3 

“<. the new products and processes developed since the start of the war AH 
“ . have advantages over those used before that time. er 
yo ~The flexibility of the paint-mixing industry will be tested further by cs 
“the recent (April 1943) amendment to War Production Board.Order 
— _M-71 of the Fats and Oils Section of the Department of Agriculture, 
a... ° which reduced this trade’s quota of linséed oil and of all other drying 
vs.“ gils not required immediately for direct war effort and not already = 
-...- embraced in the edible and potential food categories from 60 to 50 
va. percent of the average 1940-41 usage for the second quarter of 1943. 
x . + Original Order M-71 (effective October 1942) cut chemical and — : 
woe vegetable oils to 70 percent. In a mimeographed release on con- 
ae ‘servation in the use of linseed oil in paint, Hickson ? pointed out that — ; 
mo _ linseed oil is the most widely used drying oil in the paint industry and 
‘2 that about 79 million gallons were consumed in 1940 and about 109 a 
~. . -milhon in 1941, of which :75 to 80 percent was used in the paint and 4 
ae varnish industry. Consumption in 1942 was considered to have been | 
me higher than in 1940. Hickson said: 
me Nearly all the linseed oil used in the United States is manufactured there, but in . 
Se 1940 more than one-third of the 31 million bushels of flaxseed required was , 
| | imported, mainly from Argentina. Under present conditions practically no flax- | 

seed is imported from South America. At the same time there have been new 
" demands for the oil, in part to meet the needs of our Allies, and in part to replace | 

_ other imported oils such as tung (China wood oil) and perilla oils that were used 
, previously. | | 

Adding to the list of paint components whose need as food material is : 
considered greater than their desirability for paint and other industrial 

7 uses, the War Production Board has placed processed industrial casein 
under allocation control under Order M-307. 

In connection with the container problems that developed during | 
the year, an article by Lahey * probably will be of interest. Several 
papers on packaging problems were read at the 14th Annual Pack- 

| 1 Long, J. S., War Jogs Us Out of Our Complacency: Paint Industry Magazine, vol. 58, No. 4, April 1943, 

PF ickson, Eugene F., Conservation of Linseed Oil in Paint: Department of Commerce, Nat. Bureau of 
Standards Letter Circ. LC-717, February 10, 1943, 8 pp. 

. > puaney,, Bichard W., Chemical Containers for the Duration: Chem. Ind., vol. 52, No. 3, March 1943,
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~ aging Conference in New York early infApril and were reviewed briefly =: 

in’ the April 1943 issue of Chemical Industries (p.482). . 

"The increasing use,of fiber drums, wood barrels, glass bottles, and = * > 

a wood boxes, as well as the exercise of great care m handling steel 

- drums already in use in.the industry, have tended to offset container 
difficulties 

~ - Recently released data on the pigments industry im Canada mM 

-.--- 941 show that in that year the industry was at record levels there, ==. 

as well as in the United States. The following statistics on the 

short tons used in manufacturing in 1941 (1940 in parentheses) «© —° 3 

should be of interest: White lead (dry) 2,164 (1,642), white lead in 

gil 714 (648), basic sulfate white'lead 111 (64), litharge 729 (492), on 

red lead 648 (597), zine oxide (pure) 1,589 (1,680), zinc oxide (leaded) 2 ws 

and zine leads 2,255 (2,087), and lithopone 10,538 (8,194). rena: 

Through the Reciprocal Trade Agreement with Mexico, signed Ms 

- December, the rate of duty on zinc oxide and on leaded zinc oxide > 

containing not more than 25 percent of lead was reduced to 1¥o cents st 

-. g pound for oxide in dry form and 1% cents a pound for that mixed 

-_-with oil or water. The duty on zinc sulfate was cut to 7 centapound. — .*, 

Salient statistics of the lead and zine pigments industry of the United States, 1926-29 og 
: no (average) and 1938-42, : Ce 

7 ee | 1925-29 |  y99 ) oO Pg 
ee 1939 | 1940 | 94 1942 Sag 

-Production (sales) ofprincipal} = | . Pod, a ENS 

_. pigments: BP fg 
— White lead (dry and in | — | PP , | : eS 

oil)_-.--.-.-Short tons._|. 154,483 | 100, 218 98, 429 80, 562 113, 000. 83,6389 

os Litharge......-.-.--do-..-|’ 84,845 | 68, 711 |. 89,518 | . 89,841 | 122,280] | 91, 513 yas 

Red lead -..--------do---- - 41, 362 30, 183 - 39,976 |. . 42,200]. . 53, 838 48,369 = “4 

. . . Zine oxide...-------do.--- 154,208.| . 79,129 | 114,552 | 118,213 | 148, 833 | 99, 677 - ne 

oo Leaded zinc oxide--.do---- 26, 609 - 88, 216 42,684 | - 45, 362 68, 920 , 48, 128 BA 

-—-Yithopone..........do.---| 177,745 | 125,746 | 142,750 | 151,802 | 176,642 | 187,820 

ve Value of products: en ee — - a . a os 

It lead pigments..........-($60, 092, 000 |$28, 351, 000 |$35, 485, 000 |$32, 628, 000 |846, 572,000 | $39,393,000 
All zine pigments.....----|. 41, 314, 000 | 23, 301, 000 | 28, 794,000 | 28, 747, 000 -89, 210, 000 | 30, 785, 000 oo moh 

| Total................---|101, 406, 000} 51,652,000 | 64,279,000 | 61,375,000 | 85, 782,000 | 70,178,000 oo 
-. Value per ton received by pro- so | ee ae | po! a 

Shite Tend (a | ag es 
White lead (dry) ------.---]} 178 - 123 138 137 447 : 16000 ay 

Litharge..-.-..------+---- 176; 122; 123] — 126 6-184] —- 150 ER 

Red lead....--.---.------- 193° 137 140 141 161 - 171 oR 

Zinc oxide...-..---------- 133 | 117 117 118 125; —«-: 138 aa 
_ Leaded zinc oxide....-----]|) ° 124]. 107 | | 114 | 114 118 129. eet | 

Lithopone.....-----------| 98 79 73 «67 71 79 oe 

Foreign trade: __ a . | | oe plat 

Cc Lead pigments: | oo — | } . : oe 

| Valse of exports......] 1,346,000| 510,000] 715,000 | + 594,000 | 1,228,000) 957,000 ah 
a Value of imports......|  30,000| 10,000] 10,000] = 14,000] —12, 000 4,000 oie 

Zine pigments: . . - a 

| , Value of exports......| 2,150,000 | 339,000 | 925,000} . 1,585,000 | 3,525,000} 2, 740, 000 es 
Value of imports......] 931,000 | 285,000] 280,000} — 46,000| — 22,000 g000 8 

| Export balance.....|_ 2,635,000 | 54,000 | 1,350,000 | 2,119,000| 4,719,000] 3,685,000. oe 
. _ aa 

, Oo PRODUCTION | : | “A 

In this report, sales are used as presenting a more accurate picture oe 

of the industry than production, partly owing to the lack of statistics oo 

covering inventories at the beginning and end of the year. One factor oe 

is that at times materials classified as one item for production have & 

been sold later under another description. Thus, sales figures afford 8 

-@ more accurate measure of pigments as they go into consumption os
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ey > channels. Moreover, pigments produced under one classification at = 6 
_. a plant are sometimes employed at the plant of another company for oo 
*<.~ blending into another product covered by the lead and zinc pigments Sst 
«>. canvass. To prevent duplication, the Bureau of Mines attempts to __ | 
,. count. the product only in the form in which it enters actual use. —s_— 
“=. Basic lead sulfate used in the manufacture of leaded zinc oxide pre- = 

on sents the principal problem in this connection.. It is included in the ~ . 
' statistics in this report at the leaded zinc oxide stage, at which point . 
eit enters use in paints. Some other blending is done; but it doesnot - — 
-- affect large amounts, and—insofar as possible—the duplication in- = = 
lee volved is eliminated. Production figures are employed in this report . _ 
Bos in calculating the metal content of pigments and salts in the section ms 
Re on Raw Materials Used in Manufacture of-Lead and: Zinc Pigments — ~ 

and Zine Salts. Pigments used by producers in manufacturing prod- nay 
-. ucts at their own plants are considered here as sales. §8 - Ae 

‘The total value of sales of lead and zinc pigments in 1942 was 18 & 
i" percent below 1941, falling from $85,782,000 to $70,178,000. Itwas, © 
i». however, higher than in the 11 years before 194 1. Thehigheraverage | 
“i. prices generally received for the commodities covered. by this report 8 
“were responsible for the smaller drop in total value as compared with 8 
<- . that in the total quantity of the products. = oe “ 
por Lead pigments.—In 1941 litharge, red lead, and white lead (dry) : 

had reached new all-time peaks. The declines in these pigments, as ooh 
*,.__-well as in others in the lead group, in 1942 may be ascribed, in part at | 
"least, to artificial factors—those other than the actual demand. , | 
«.. Under the influence of the heavy Government construction program " 
4‘ Ted lead made the best showing of any pigment covered by this report; : 
; _. total sales fell only 10 percent compared with a 34-percent decline for 
»:,. . dry white lead, the other extreme in activity among the important : 
"==. pigments. Sales of both red lead and litharge in 1942 exceeded those 3 
<<. . In all other years except 1941 and were 17 and 8 percent over the. : 
ge averages for 1925-29. White lead in oil decreased 18 percent from 1941, 2 
Bo making a better showing than other lead pigments except red lead, | 
Me _ but it continued below all others in its relation to other earlier years. : 
is. Average values received by producers for all lead pigments showed 
“gains in 1942 that ranged, except for the small-tonnage orange mineral, / 
Co from $9 a ton for white lead in oil to $32 for blue lead sulfate. The 
~ _. lead-pigment group decreased 23 percent in. total quantity and 15 : 
oe percent in total value from 1941. | 
Oo Lead pigments sold by domestic manufacturers in the United States, 1941-42 | | nnn 
- | 1941 | 1942 | 

| Pigment | nore | oaUeelSt Baines | | Naluey(ae plant ox 
° tons. |---| tors (> 

a Total Average Total Average 

Basic Jead sulfate or sublimed lead: | ) 
White. .-_.....-...-.........-....| 8, 739 | $1, 122, 622 $128 7,229 | $1, 107, 157 $153 
Blue_.-.-..-.2- 222-8 1, 631 211, 816 130 1,181 191, 811 162 | Red lead__..-..--2 2222222222221. 1L] 533838 | 8, 687, 469 161 | 48,369 | 8, 254 230 171 

. Orange mineral____.......___________. 246 57, 516 234 128 30, 643 239 Litharge___..-..--__._...._-__._______| 122, 280 | 16, 416, 507 134} 91,513 | 13, 756, 868 150 
White lead: ; 

Dry_--..-.-----2-2----------_- ee 54,689 | 8, 013, 421 147 35, 865 ; 5, 743, 747 160 In of}. -e 2 eel] 58,311 | 12) 062, 375 207 | 47,774 | 10,308, 863 216 
ee 

7 1 Weight of white lead only but value of paste.
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: Lead pigments sold by domestic manufacturers in the United States, 1988-42, in ae oh 
- : short tons : | - a 

. _ ne ta Te | Basi¢ lead. sulfate |. fo eg — . | | White lead _ or sublimed lead | a| Orange | ~. es 
Oo Year -——_————_|-——_—— Red lead mineral Litharge — : = i: 

oo 7 Dry | Inofl | White | Blue ee 
— | ; 

” 
. : ce 

1938_.__-------------.-.-.------] 29,813 | 70,400] 5, 080 771 | 30,183| 127] 68,713 oes: 1939_.-.-----2------------------| 30,509} 67,920 4,688]  850| 39,976] 131] 99518 © ~~ oh | 1940-22 ee-----| 30,115 | 50, 447 5, 498 707 | 42, 200 137 89,841 © | ihe WO Le 54,680 | 58,311] 8730 | 1,631} 53,838)  246| io99 1942... 2022 LTTTTITIIITIITT| 5,865 |. 47,774] 7/229} =, 181 | 48,369 18] 9L51B 

. . ° - . . nT Bae - Line pigments and salis.—In the zinc-pigment group leaded zine 
| oxide established a new high record in 1941. It dropped 30 percentin at 

_ 1942 but remained above all previous years except 1941. This pig- aN 
ment has been increasingly popular in recent years, and another factor «| ey 

_ that permitted a better than average record in 1942 was that it wast poe 
made almost entirely from ores, supplies of which were not as short as _ ie 
of either metal or scrap (other sources of zinc in pigments). Zinc ee 
oxide: (lead-free) sales were down 33 percent from 1941. Stringent — aa 

_ supplies of zinc metal and scrap have had a marked effect on the pro- vy 
_ duction of this pigment. Sales of lithopone also were lower thanin == = 3 

'.. 1941, having fallen 22 percent. Altogether zinc pigments decreased =—=s—T ee 
28 percent in total quantity in 1942, but they dropped only 21 percent ee 

_. In total value because producers of all types received higher per-ton — es, 
average prices. — , oo | | : Og 

| Zinc pigments and salis sold by domestic manufacturers in the United States, 1941-42 © NR 
: ee EY 

Be | | Oo 1941 _ | 19420 NT 

| | Seg - | Value (at plant, ex- _ | Value (at plant, ex- : oa 
. Pigment or salt Short | Clusive of container) | Short -j clusive of container) fy 

. tons |—————_—__—____| toms |. ge 
| . : : | , a oat 

ae | | Total | Average Total | Average — ts S 
— | | | LES 
Zine oxide !._..............-..--------| 148,883 $18, 558,474 | $125 | 99,677 1$13, 746,509} «$138 Oy 
Leaded zine oxide 1___.............-..| 68,920} 8, 101, 782 118 48/128 | 6, 209, 558 129 a 
Lithopone-......-..-----..--.-..--.--| 176, 642 | 12, 550, 193 71; 187,320 | 10, 828, 924 79 | WO ot Zine chloride, 50° B= 22227] @)’ | @) | 52374 | 2, 789, 430 53 rat 

_ Zine sulfate__.-..-----------....-.----|| 19,201 | 1,424,456] "74 {| =«14,881 | 1; 179,281 B20 
: . oe 

nt Say 
1 Zine oxide containing 5 percent or more lead is classed as leaded zinc oxide. | - PS 
2 Data not available. | | | | Re 

Zine pigments and salts sold by domestic manufacturers in the United States, ee 
oe ' 1988-42, in short tons ee 

pee tay 
. . oN . a 

Year Zine oxide | sine oxide | Lithopone |, Zine. hlc-|7ine sulfate a 

1938... ---------ennen eee enneeeenenee-----| 79,129 38,216 | 125, 746 1) 7, 757 | a 1930. - 22-2222 ana) 552 42,684 | 142, 759 9 10, 157 ES 1940. --_--.--.-------n---2aneseeeeeeeeee} 143, 218 45,362 | 151,802 i 11, 937 7 1941-22224) 833 63,920 | 176,642| — (1) 19, 201 ne 1942-222 LLLLTTTITIIIIIIITTIIIIT) 993 677 48,128]  137,320| 52, 374 14, 331 oy 
TT mae 

1 Data not available. ey
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=. + Sales of zine chloride totaled 52,374 tons (50° B.) in 1942. Com- 
-.... parable data for a number of earlier years are not available. The = =~ 
~..* figures for 1942 include the equivalent zinc chloride content of chro- 
-.. tated zinc chloride and zinc ammonium chloride sold. 7 Lo 
2 Except for the high record quantity for 1941, sales of zinc sulfate =| 

were at peak levels in 1942. The total for 1942 lagged 25 percent Lo 
7... behind 1941 which, however, was 61 percent above the previousrecord, => 

attained in 1940.7 
PS CONSUMPTION BY INDUSTRIES == = 

ce White lead.—Sales of dry white lead declined 34 percent from 1941, oe 4 
= and the “in oil” variety fell 18 percent; the total was 26 percent below 2 
ae 1941 and 46 percent less than the 1925-29 average. The predominant. a 
“.- use of both classes of product is in the manufacture of paints, and 92 a 

= __- Percent was so used in 1942, 
Co : oe ; a Distribution of white lead (dry and in oil) sales, 1938-42, by industries, in short tons oO a 

oe ao aan Industry. = —~i:C 1988 a 1939 | 1940 | 1941 1 ty 

Huge, | — | Paint og ete ee ates a 95, 018 “99,380 78,137 - 100, 665 |. "76,887 S 
fg Os Ceramics... ..------.--------------------- 1, 918 1,767 | | 3,029) ~. 3,704 -. 1,812 ge 

Bo Other SIIIIIINEEEE | B27 | 43ezf 308 | 868] 9000 
Pee 390,218 | 98,429 | 80,562 | 113,000] 83, 639 a 

ie Basie lead sulfate.—Basic lead sulfate also goes mainly into paints, a 
“\ either directly or as a component of-leaded zinc oxide. ‘The statistics © 
¥»~ for basic lead sulfate do not include the quantity used for blending = 
sc: into leaded zinc oxide, the amount so used being accounted for under —. 
©, the latter pigment. In 1941 the use of basic sulfate in the manufac- st: 

G.. - ture of leaded zine oxide reached a peak total of 12,000 tons;in 1942 =k 
~ + it amounted to 6,000 tons. | oe re 

me : cee Distribution of basic lead sulfate sales, 1 988-42, by industries, in short tons 7 

: | Industry 198 | 1930 | 1040 ist | 1042 

os PalOte, cc coc cbc oe eect 5,024 5, 170 5,503| 9,285 | 7,733 a 
Rubber. _..-..-.---.----------------------- 91 140 . 128 ~~ 200 89 - 

y Storage batteries.........--..-------------- - 8 4 4 8 }--.-----.--- : 
Ober eee nneeancceeeeeeeeeeenneenenn| 6s3| sak 475 877 |" 588 

oe — . | 5, 801 5, 538. 6, 200 10, 370 841000 

. Red lead.—This pigment receded from its peak performance ‘in 
| 1941 but maintained a high rate of activity in the face of more serious / 

, declines all along the line. Sales in 1942 were 10 percent below 1941 
but, except for that year, were the highest ever recorded, surpassing | 

| even the heavy construction period in the prosperous twenties. An 
important reason for the favorable record is the performance of this 

Oo pigment in construction paints. Red lead is used principally in the 
manufacture of storage batteries. Its use for this purpose was below 
the amounts so consumed in 1939, 1940, and 1941, whereas sales for 
paint manufacture were at new high record levels in 1942. In 1939-40 
paint manufacture took 28 percent of the total red lead sold, whereas 
in 1941 and 1942 it took 37 and 43 percent.
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on ae Distribution of red lead sales, 1938-42, by industries, in short tons Bes of 

oe _ Industry oe 1988. | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 

Storage batteries... | 19,087] 24700 = 26,718] 27,405) ee 
. Paints..-------2 2222 eee ee 8, 698 | - 11, 421 ‘11,949 | =. 20, 180 21, 017° “ ee 

Ceramics__..--..-.-2- 2-2-2 ---------e le} 6B 1,123 | 1,117} «1, 593 939 et 
a Other_.......------------.----------2 ee -° 1,77 2, 723 - 2, 416 4,710 | - 2,863 a a 

: _ —_ 30,183 | 39,976 42,200 | 53, 838 48,369 9 
Se eee ‘to ee, on oe 

Orange mineral.—This pigment is produced in very small quantities. =» >. 
The manufacture of ink has been its principal application in recent = as 
years. Restrictions were placed on its use for this purpose by the = = % 
War Production Board, limiting consumption in the second quarter = 

| of 1942 to 70 percent of that used in one quarter in 1941. The above ee 
order was withdrawn in August. | | ae a 8 

ne Distribution of orange mineral sales,.1938-42, by industries, in short tons oo 

mt Industry Oo 1988 1939 1940 | 94D] 1942 mee 

. Ink manufacture._.....-..----2-----------} 20; 64, ... BL. .98fe 0 9B 0 og 
. ‘Color pigments.._...-....--..-..----.--.--| 94 407 1B} 86 LT a oe 

Other. oe. e ee] Bl. a7] 68) aa ee 

Ps 137| 246 | 128 Co 

-__ Litharge.-—Although sales of litharge in 1942 were 25 percent less ue 
. than in 1941, they were the largest on record, except for that year. oe sod 

_ Over a period of years the use of litharge in storage batteries has = Be 
_ shown an up-trend. Its use for this purpose in 1942 was less than. oS 

_ In 1941 but above all earlier years. Consumption of litharge no 4: 
Insecticides was 24 percent less than in 1941, and except for 1938 it = 9: 
had been exceeded in every year from, 1937 to 1941, inclusive. The = “gy 

| use In ceramics dropped 48 percent in 1942, but the quantity consumed. es 
| in that year probably had not been exceeded before 1940. Chrome a 

_ -pigments fell 47, oil refinmg 29, and rubber 13 percent. Consump-— ee 
tion of litharge in oil refining was only 4,771 tons in 1942, compared ss a | 

_ With 13,615 tons in 1929. In addition to the litharge used in the = 4 
- manufacture of batteries, the storage-battery manufacturers them- a 
selves make a black or suboxide of lead which they use asa substitute one 

_ for litharge. Whereas the quantity so manufactured in 1942 (55,000 gs 
_ tons) was below the peak quantity (61,000 tons) in 1941, it equaled ia 

the former record level established in 1940. Black oxide figures are ak 
not included in the Bureau of Mines totals for litharge. 2 ag 

_ Distribution of litharge sales, 1938-42, by industries, in short tons os vad 

| | Industry - 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 ae 

Storage batteries...........---..---..--...-| 32,514 | 39,754] 38,303 | 49,847 43, 630 gs 
Insecticides.___.--272--72-TTTTTTTTTT] 1,736 | = 16,435] 16,041 | 19, 403 14, 830 ON 
Ceramics..__..__1__...1.0--11-------} 8, 889 8.679| 12,072} 18, 285 9, 525 os 
‘Chrome pigments. __--..--...._.---.----.- 5, 590 9, 415 8, 456 13, 927 7, 344 es 

Oilrefining 20 2TTTTTTTTTITTT sat 7, 619 6, 876 6, 749 4,771 ES 
Rubber_...--...-.-.---2.--.-2sse22sese see 880 1, 404 1,590] 3,968 3, 460 pe 
Varnish_.----...---.---.--..-----------.--| 2 449 2) 428, 3, 003 3, 165 3, 423 eae! 
Linoleum.___._.........-.---.---22-------- 231 226 418 . 647 343 Pong 
Other...--[0UTTITTIIITTIITITIIIIITT 8, 558 3,082 | - 6,289 4, 187 ot 

—_—————|——_} |__| ae 

- 68,711 | 89,518 | 89,841] 122280]  — 9, 513 Oo nahh
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--- Zine ovide.—Zine oxide production was affected adversely by the os 
= © searcity of zinc metal and scrap. Metal and scrap supplies have been. 
*- - ~ yegtricted for several years; as a result, the proportion of zinc oxide 

“<> made from ores has advanced sharply. Zinc oxide produced by the | 
«. - American process (from ore) accounted for 58 percent in 1936; it was of 
«64 percent in 1940, 76 in 1941, and 84 in 1942. French process (from a 

Gore metal and scrap) meanwhile accounted for 42, 36, 24, and 16 percent, | eo 
y°- *. respectively, in those years. The proportion of French-process oxide 
BR made from scrap has also been on the up-trend. It amounted to a 
A 22 percent in 1936 and 45 in 1940 and 1941 but dropped back to 40 © ou 
peo, In. 1942. ee | - oS oe my 
ue . Total zinc oxide sales declined 33 percent in 1942, the amounts sold a 

;-> for use in rubber and ceramics showing the most severe drops. The = 
vs paint class performed better than all others. | OO s 

s-°- Supplementary Order M—11-a was amended in May 1942 (effective . o 
«-- June 1) to read that each producer of zinc oxide shall set aside from, 
ee -... his production each month quantities to be determined from time to), 
Beso time by the Director of Industry Operations, the remainder to be =; 

* distributed so that each customer would receive an equal percentage * 
cof the producer’s commitments to him. For some time no zinc oxide | a 
“has been set aside because of an excess already in the pool. a: 

“i. Distribution of zine oxide sales, 1938-42, by industries, in short tons é 

Beer Industry |] 1988. 1939 190 | geet | oe 
ce ee eae | cement | renee | tenentattnneneneren | eee ree coe 

oo oo Rubber...........--------e ee} 46,2661 70,187 | 70,979 | += 90,429] =a TIT 
Bee Paints. 22 TTT] 20,884 | 25,884] 23,268 | 80, 304 25, 122 os 
wade; . Floor coverings and textiles......-.....-.--| 3, 080 5, 641 4, 752 6,.991 |- 5, 224 : 

ee Ceramics... 22....----------2-------------- 4,908 | 6,572] 6, 352 8, 596 | 2, 934 oy 
Be Other..._....----------------------------+- 4,041 6,818 | = 7, 862 12,513 | . 18, 680 : 

bh oo | a : 79,129| | 114,552 | 113,213 | 148,888] 99,677 

Wo Leaded zine oxide.—Sales of leaded zinc oxide declined 30 percent ‘ 
". in 1942, which was almost as severe as the drop in sales of zinc oxide Q 
“>. (lead-free). On the basis of long-time trends, however, it has fared ' 
a - far better than the lead-free class. Except for 1941, the leaded group) 
a was higher than in any other year and was 81 percent above the annual 
ae average for 1925-29. The lead-free class, on the other hand, was 35 ) 

- --percent below the 1925-29 average. Leaded zine oxide is made | 
entirely from ores, and although these supplies were not abundant 

a they were notably larger than those for metal and scrap. Paint con- 
oo sumes virtually all of the leaded zinc oxide made. The figures for  __ 
: | leaded zinc oxide include basic lead sulfate used in blending as indi- . 

7 - cated under ‘Basic lead sulfate.” ! 

- Distribution of leaded zinc oxide sales, 1988-42, by industries, in short tons 

_ Industry | 1938 1939 | 1940 1941 1942 

Paints_......._...._..-.------------------- 37, 348 41, 519 44, 341 67, 472 47, 052 
Rubber. __.__.__._.....__.------------------|------------ 1 |_----------- 1 |_----------- 

| Other....-..--...---sssssseeeeeeeeeee ee 868 1, 164 1, 021 1,447 1,076 

| 38, 216 42, 684 45, 362 68, 920 48, 128 
en 

Lithopone—Lithopone statistics are reported on the basis of the 
| regular lithopone content of high-strength lithopone plus normal 

lithopone sold as such. Lithopone sales in 1942 held up better than
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_._ the average for the zinc-pigment group, having fallen 22 percent from 
| 1941; sales for the year 1941 were close to the level for the 1925-29. oe 

_ period. ‘The distribution of lithopone for paints—the principal use— sss 3 
- dropped 18 percent in 1942 but was above the record for the total; ig 

a sales for floor coverings and textiles were 25 percent lower and rubber - ere 
| 70 percent lower. Based on somewhat incomplete information, 

separation of the 1942 quantities shown in the following table for 3 
floor coverings and textiles indicates that 9,600 tons were used ‘for “as 
linoleum and felt-base floor coverings and the remainder for coated 0 Ag 

_. fabrics and textiles (oil cloth, shade cloth, artificial leather, and simi- © <4 
lar products). Other sales in 1942 included 3,423 tons for paper and oe 
555 (incomplete) for printing ink. Figures for an additional quantity = =. 

- for printing ink cannot be separated from the totals for paints. The PA 
| principal item under “‘other’’ uses covers exports. One company, at jf - least, has classified part of its exports according to the end use so oy 
_. that the “other” class is too small to cover total exports. —_—- ik 
oe ‘Plant capacity for the production of lithopone: was reported to  . ae 

| total 182,000 tons at the end of 1942, unchanged from 1941... og 
, Order M-128 of the War Production Board, issued in May 1942, es 
_ provided for the establishment of a monthly producers’ poolin zine ‘#4 

_ sulfide pigments, of which lithopone is the chief one. By the time __ | 
_ the order had been completed, however, the situation had eased, and og 

virtually no use was made of the power provided. The orderisbeing = © 
_ kept on the books should it be needed. _ | so ra 

| Distribution of lithopone sales, 1938-42, by industries, in short tons ca oe 

a -. . Industry 1938 1939 1940 1941 | 94a A 

| Paints, ete......--------c-2---202---------| 101,924| 113,998 | 117,078 1132,691| 1 109,216. ag Floor coverings and textiles..............2.| . 15,400| - 17, 429 18, 738 | 21, 114: 15,-775 co ages — Rubber....-222 2-2-2... 2-------------| 148 3, 189 3, 387 3,547| ‘1,047 ow Other_ 2.2222} 274 8, 146 12,602 | 19, 290 11, 282 8 Oo 7 125,746 | 142,759 | 151,802 | 176,642 | 137,320 co 4 

_ The consumption of ordinary-strength lithopone in the manufacture 3 
of titanated lithopone (which usually contains 15 percent TiO,) eae 
reached a peak in 1937, when 19,400 tons were so used; this use took a " 

_ only about half of the record amount, or 9,900 tons in 1942. The oe 
lithopone figures in the following table are included in the totals for ~ ay 
ordinary lithopone in the preceding table. — | | | N 
Titanated lithopone produced in the United States and ordinary lithopone used in . r | us manufacture, 1938-42, in short tons | | nt 

Titanated | Ordinary Titanated | Ordinary : a 
Year lithopone | lithopone Year lithopone | lithopone Jo produced used produced used. Mage 

a 20, 100 17, 000 | SS 16, 800 14, 100 “y 1939__......-__----_-_._. 16, 100 13, 700 |] 1942.22} 1, 700 9, 900 ok 1940_.....___.---------- 18, 100 15, 200 : oe 

Zinc sulfide.—In recent years as many as four plants have reported ve production of zinc sulfide, but one company has always dominated the ee 
production. For that reason the Bureau of Mines is not at liberty to es 
pubjish the figures for this pigment.. Only this one company produced a



<> Zine chloride.—Sales of zinc chloride, in terms of 50° B. solution, = 
—'--. . totaled 52,374 tons in 1942. These figures include the zinc chloride 

«equivalent of zinc ammonium chloride and chromated zinc chloride 
_.. produced. Comparable data for recent earlier years are not available. - a 

“Line sulfate-—Although sales of zinc sulfate declined 25 percentfrom 
ee 1941, they were the highest ever recorded, except for that year. One a 

mo... reason for the recent records for this salt is its increasing use for agri- Lo 

.,. cultural purposes. This use made noteworthy gains in 1942 asagainst =i 

po the declines in most other uses. | Much less zine sulfate was consumed 

‘in the manufacture of rayon, chemicals, and glue in 1942 thanin. 1941, 

»’ but the amounts so used compared favorably with other years. - Con- a 
>, sumption of zinc. sulfate in paint and varnish processing has been Ye 
“Increasing rapidly in recent years, and it reached new heightsin 1942, 
“when it rose 35 percent over 1941. Its use asa flotation reagent has ~ 

~ | also been gaining. Be 
Fhe large quantity of zinc sulfate produced as an intermediate | 

-.. | product in the manufacture of lithopone 1s excluded from the:zine- 4 

sulfate statistics. a ae 4 
“Distribution of zine sulfate sales, 1988-42, by industries, in short tons tie 

er - Industry 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942  % 

40 Agrioutture.:.....--.----ee-------eeceeeeeeeeeeeeeee-] 1, 664 | 2,168 2,366| 3,088] 4,128 & 
Oo Rayon... snssssscssssssseceseeeeeee=------| 3 85L | 8,807 | 3,649] 5,170 | 3, 149 “f 
Be ‘Chemicals. ._.--.--1---2---s--ssnseeseeeeeeeeeee-| 947 f° 2800 | BSL | 55BB | 2505S 
Coe Paints and varnish processing...-.--.---------------| 656 | = 588 1,509 1,422} 1,917 os 

po Glue. vee eee een eee o35| 172] 320) 1,208) "75:0 8 « 
A Os ' . Flotation reagent._....--.--------------------+------ 63 266 |. 241 | 312 (855. ae 

Me _. _Electrogalvanizing._._.-....------------------------- 284 556 348 | 502 219 “ 

ne Textile dyeing and printing.....-....---------------|-/_59 J----------| 54]. 180] 60 : 

Vee Others ene ceneeeeccecceeeesesesseeeeee-eef O48 «2,206 | 1,209] 1,860] 1,168 

Ke Co | a7e7 | 10,187.|° 11,937] 19,201] 14,881 

we RAW MATERIALS USED IN MANUFACTURE OF LEAD AND 

yo | ZINC PIGMENTS AND ZINC SALTS | CS 

ca Lead pigments and zinc pigments and salts are manufactured-from 

ae a variety of materials, including ore, refined metal, and such miscel- 

be laneous secondary materials as scrap and waste from various industrial = 

oo - processes. In 1942, 93 percent of the lead pigments was derived from . 

po pig lead and 7 percent from ore. <A small part of the ore used was | 

a foreign. The proportion for zinc pigments in 1942 was 79 percent = 
- from ore, 6 percent from slab zinc, and_15 percent from secondary 

me materials; 9 percent of the ore used was foreign. | 

Metal content of lead and zine pigments produced by domestic manufacturers, 1941-42, | 

| | by sources, in short tons | 

| | | 1941 1942 . 

Source . 
Lead in pig- | Zinc in pig- | Lead in pig- | Zinc in pig- 

. ments ! ments ments ! ments 

. Ore: 
Domestic____..-..------------------------- 23, 951 129, 520 15, 949 103,445 

Foreign_._..._..---.----------------------- 290 2, 464 707 9, 636 

Metal__...--....-.----------------------------- 248, 674 15, 463 206, 680 8, 252 

Secondary material 2. ._...--------------------- 400 31, 703 2 21, 663 

273, 315 179, 150 223, 338 142, 996 

1 Includes also lead recovered in leaded zinc oxide. 
2 Zinc ashes, skimmings, drosses, and old metal.
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+ - The following tables give the source of the metal used in the manu- 
oe facture of each pigment and salt. Pig lead is employed exclusively, = 
_._ either directly or indirectly, in the manufacture of white lead, litharge, = 

) red lead, and orange mineral and is used also in the manufacture of as 
| basic lead sulfate. The lead content of leaded zinc oxide made from  —s., & 

_ basic lead sulfate, which in turn was made from pig lead, is credited to ee 
pig lead in the table. Zinc oxide is the only pigment in which con- 

_ siderable slab zinc is used. Ore is employed in the manufacture of = == 

- _ zinc oxide, leaded zinc oxide, lithopone, zinc sulfate, and basic lead ss. 
sulfate. A substantial proportion of the zinc in lithopone and most  —s—- 

7 of that in zinc chloride made in the United States are derived from =~ “ae 
secondary material. A decided increase has been noted in the quan- = 
tity of secondary zinc consumed in the manufacture of zinc oxide a. 
since 1983, The scarcity of zinc metal and scrap in 1942 caused de- Jog 
clines in the proportions of zinc oxide made from these two materials == ee 
in that year, - oo nt. 

Lead content of lead and zine pigments produced by domestic manufacturers, 1941—42, ee on 
a rs _. by sources, in short tons Co 

| 9 WM 

- nn _— Lead in pigments produced me - Lead in pigments produced | SE aa 

- Pigment nr cr nee Total | re ‘Total me ok 
Cs mo 7 Ore | lq a fead in : Ore P nd fead in oo TES 

oO Second- . _ econd-| _* > NE 
| | . | ~|Pigleadlary ma-| ™ents ~|Pigleadlary ma-| ™ents or ns 

So Do- For- - | terial Do- For- terial Sa x. 

- | Mestie | eign. | | mestie} eign. | re | 2a 

‘White lead_........}.....--.|.--.---.| 86, 750 |.---.-| 86, 750'|..----+_|_-_-.-._| 73,787 |----..-_] 73, 787 a 
“Red lead..--....---]--------|--~-----] 47, 615 |_-.2-2-. 4% 615 ~-o-----]--------] 45, 228 |.-.2-2.-] 45, 228 - Os 

- - Githarge>_ 27722222 )TDLTTTI TTT 119} ogg [7272277 ]119} 099. |TTTTITTT|TTTITT7) 86; 667 |] 866670 
- Orange mineral]._.-|__-..-..}-.-.--.- 172 |---| 172 Jee} 81 j-_..---. 81 tis ee 
Basic lead sulfate..| 6,122 |_...__._] 1,126 400 | 7,648 | 4,760 |_--.___- 827 j--.-..--], 5,587 | ~ 

| ‘Leaded zine oxide_-| 17,829 | 200 | “912 |._......| 19031 | 1,189 [707 | of BT gost 
ee | 23,951 | 290 248,674 | 400 [273,315 | 15,949 | 707 (206,680 2] 223,338 == | af) 

_ Zinc content of zine pigments and salts produced by domestic manufacturers, 1941-42, oe ee 
an Oo : by sources, an short tons 7 | | os oN 

| a Me ee. 
. | Zine in pigments and salts Zine in pigments and salts. a he 

| | | produced from— Total produced from— Total - vag 

Pigment or sal6_ (-—————_| —_ zine in | | Brine in old 

: Ore |. Dig: Ore | ‘| Pls: | ey . ments ments . ee 
————| slab |Seond-| “and |———_———} slab |Second-| “ana as 

, - |Domes- . zine oherial salts | pomes- zine tevial &! salts | my 
tic Foreign tic Foreign 7 i a 

: TT Ce 
Zine oxide....-..---| 87, 999 373 | 15,435 | 12,826 |116, 633 | 74, 289 313 | 8,247] 5,585 | 88,434 oad 
Leaded zinc oxide..| 27,508 | 2,091 |_...-._.] 1,469 | 31,068 | 19,687 | 5,555 |........| 328 | 25,570 wk 

_ Lithopone.._......-| 14,013 |........|" 28 | 17,408 | 31,449 | 9/469 | 3, 768 5 | 15,750 | 28, 992 uh 
Zine sulfide.....-..) ()  [-.------]-------.[-.------] (?) (%)  J-------}-------.] Ve 
Zine chloride.......) ()  |....----/ @ (2) (2) fowl 10 | 11,777 | 11, 787 Sy 

Zinc sulfate........| 2,831 |........]--.--...] 2,840 | 5,671] 671 | 1, 250 36} 2,151} 4,108 og 

1 These figures are higher than those shown in the report on Secondary Metals—Nonferrous because they . os 
include zing recovered from byproduct sludges, residues, etc., not classified as purchased scrap material. | aed 

ata not available. . a
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Ce - ne PRICES — oO ke 

ee” The total and average values reported by producers for lead and = 
‘gine pigments are given in the tables in the first part of this report. = 

an For all of the lead pigments average values were. $9 to $32 a ton — 
“=. higher than in 1941; the small-tonnage orange mineral gained $5. oe 
*--. All of them were at their lowest points for the year in January, which 
.<  goincided with the highest levels attained in 1941. For each pigment, | - 
Bo except basic lead sulfate (white), the gains in 1942 amounted to oo 
e "> % eentapound. In general, the high points were reached in the first 2 eo 

months, and prices continued at these levels for the remainder of the yo 
e-. . year and beyond. Litharge did not reach a peak until June. Basic 
Bor surate (white) advanced % cent in April and dropped back \%¥ centin = 

oc > Pig Jead, price changes for which are. usually followed closely by e 
«| _. those for lead pigments, was under ceiling price limitations beginning =. 
me January 1942. The ceiling price for common lead, delivered New =’ 
Me ‘York, was 6.50 cents a pound. Corroding lead and chemical lead e 
». > were allowed premiums of 0.10 cent.a pound.” | | ae ng 
=." ” Average values reported for all zinc pigments sold were also higher 

“sin 1942, the gains ranging from $13 a ton for zinc oxide to $8 for litho- ¢ 
ct... ‘pone. The average value for zinc sulfate rose $8 a tonin 1942. The = 
wus yoluntary price ceilings on zinc oxide agreed to by producers, following 
a » «requests in December 1941 from the Office of Price Administration, = 

.° were given in the chapter of this series for 1941. On the whole, prices o 
«; .« throughout 1942 were % cent a pound above. those of the previous © 
he s-year. Late in March negotiations were carried on to increase the ! 
¢:... voluntary ceilings on leaded zinc oxide containing 35 percent or more os 
pe ‘  Jead to 7 cents a pound. The proposed increase was caused by ; 
= ' advances in the price of basic sulfate, a basic ingredient of leaded zinc 
ss ' oxide. Later in the month the sweeping General Maximum Price 
<- Regulation gathered all grades of zinc oxide among other chemicals, -— | 
he. gils, paints, and other commodities under its provisions. Prices under - 
‘> ' the Regulation were not to exceed the highest ones prevailingin March = * 
pe 1942. In June the Office of Price Administration established the : 
, Maximum: price of 7 cents a pound for the leaded grade mentioned —T 
7 -' above, effective June 22. Later the effective date was moved back 
ee toMayi11. A premium of % cent a pound was permitted for delivery | 
oo of oxide in barrels, another % cent for delivery of less than carlots, _ 
4 and an additional % cent for delivery in less than carlots to consumers | 
at in California, Oregon, or Washington. Price Schedule 80 of the Office | 
oo! of Price Administration, effective February 2, 1942, set a maximum : 

price of 4.25 cents a pound for the normal grade of lithopone. |
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Range of quotations on lead pigments and zine pigments and salts at New York ~ ~~? 
: | (or delivered in the East), 1989-42, in cents per pound Ss 

- Product 1989 1940 ton fees 

Basie lead ‘sulfate, or sublimed Iggd, less than carlots, | _ |. | a 
| barrels. _......-.--2:----------_fMM----+--~---------=--| 6.25 6.50 | 6.25- 6.75 | 6.50- 7.00] 7.00- 7.75 ns 
White lead, or basic lead carbona@j#iry, carlots, barrels_ 7.00 | 7.00- 7. 50 «7.50 | 7.50- 8.250 ao 

_.  Litharge, commercial, powdered, barrels_-_-....---------|- 6.25- 7.75 | 6.25- 8.25 | 7.00- 8.25 | 7.35- 9.00... as 
Red lead, dry, 95 percent or less, less than carlots, barrels.| 7.75- 9.00 | 7.75- 9.25 | 8.50- 9.25 | 8. 75-10.00. ve Lyte 

- Drange Mineral, American, small lots, barrels-----------)10. 25-11. 25 |10. 25-11. 75 |11. 00-11. 75 |11. 25-12. 50 a eed 
incoxide: : | , | ER 
American process, lead-free, bags, carlots__-....--.----| 6.25- 7.50 | 6.25- 7. 50 6.50 | - 7.25 | eee 
American process, 5 to 35 percent lead, barrels, carlots_| 6. 25- 6.38 | 6.25- 6.75 | 6.25- 6.75 | 7.00- 7.38 ae 
French process, red seal, bags, carlots.....--.--.------| 7.50 | 7. 50- 7.75 7.75 8.50 
French process, green seal, bags, carlots.....--..------] ~— 8.00 | 8.00- 8. 25 8. 25 ~ 9.00 ies 
‘French process, white seal, barrels, carlots_._......---- 8.75 | 8. 75- 9.00 9. 00 9.75 een 

_  Lithopone, domestic, 5-ton lots, bags..---.---.-..--.----| 4.00- 4.38 | 3.85- 4.00 4.10 4.500 0 7 0S 
_ Zine sulfide, less than carlots, bags, barrels.......-.-..--| 7.75- 8.88 | 7.75- 8.00 | 8.00- 8.25 | 8.50- 8.75 ©. sh 

a Zine chloride, works: oe —— 7 | a | oie 
7 Solution, tanks_........-.....---1--2--.----2eeecn-----| 2.28 2.25 | 2.25- 2. 50 2. 50 ey 

Posed, drums____.-.--.-.----------ees2csenseen-------| 4.25- 5.75 | 4.25-'5.75 | 4.25~ 6.50 | 5.00- 6.50 ae 
/ _ Zine sulfate, crystals, barrels. -....--..------------------] 2. 90- 3.65 | 2.90- 3.90 | 3.15- 4.40 | 3.65- 4. 60 ee. 

os | | a | rrr 
oe FOREIGN TRADE‘ — Nee 

“ All of the most important items in foreign trade in lead and zinc ~~. - 3s 
- pigments are in the export classification and cover white lead, red => 

lead, litharge, zinc oxide, and lithopone. Except for the items = - a 
_ specified, foreign trade in lead and zine pigments has little significance. = 6 

_ Exports of all of the important pigments in 1942 declined sharply oe 
_- from the previous year but compared favorably with the yearsimme- “2 

diately preceding 1941. Available data on imports and exports (4 
_ appear in the following tables. Oe 7 i 

: Value of foreign trade of the United States in lead and zine pigments.and salts, == og: 
BF 1941-48 : | ye at 

— 7 a | it] 4949 oe ae 

- pe . Imports | Exports | Imports | Exports ee S, os 

Lead pigments: SO . : nn a 
White lead .-------------eebcccceeceeccece- $389 $419, 630 |_--..-.--.----] $392, 812 “ a8 
Red lead_.._-...-----2--22---eee een] 250 437, 786 $182 257, 921 ee 
Litharge....----....---..--- =n |eneneeneeeeeee| 370,984 432 239,990 

- Orange mineral-----...-....---------------]-------------- (1) waeene-en--- ne] 1,887 iy 
Other lead pigments-_.............-..----- 11, 694 (4) . 3, 221 14,600 - ae 

| oe | 12,333 | 1,228,350| 3,835 957,160 a 
Zine pigments: : a | oe 

Zine oxide__.__....---.---.--.-------------- 19, 756 1, 446, 157 _ 6,128 1,001,248 - ow RR 
Lithopone_...........--.----2-- eee 9 2,079, 229 |....-.....-..- 1,782,898 at 

Zine sulfide... ........-..---..------------- 1,866} 1, 677 6, 328 | 4 

| | 21,631 | 3, 525, 386 | 7,805 | 2,740,474 s 

_ Lead and zinc salts: - = 
mo Lead arsenate____..........-.-.------------]-------------- 871, 985 |.....-.-.-..-- ~ 73,312 SoBe 

Other lead compounds. ........._..-----.-- 8,084 (1) 2, 006 (1) "lan 
. Zine ehloride....................-----.-----|-------------- (2) Joo--.--------- ' 42, 674 oR 

Zine sulfate. .....-.----------.------------- 8, 204 (1) 18, 585 53, 624 ag 
Other zine salts and compounds... _-__--.-- (4) (1) () 76,023 SE 

| 11, 238 871, 985 20, 591 245, 633 ee 
—— oS OS E— ae 

Grand tah ener 45, 202 5, 625, 721 32, 231 3, 943, 267 og 

1 Data not available. ‘ | | S 

4 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the ee 
Department of Commerce. es 

556250—43——15 ) : | oe
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cos "Lead pigments and salts imported for consumption in the United States, 1988-42 = 

BEL oe | a | ote Short tons Pn oe oe 

Pas Los - Year ie | : | — . Total Sy pee OL -|- Basie . , ae _ value a 
Gee Be | carbonate |. Red. lead |. Litharge ‘gi - yal Lead com: Be we 
wee white lead | | mer | Pons 

Do 9B eh ot at at ft a 8 g22e4 
re E989 a Bf 104 198,248 9 
Bee 1940 eee 2 fell | Life} 218,969 
wee OAT at ae 8B [enn e eee eee fe eee OT 1.15, 367 eae 
Bee er 94D eee ene cnn en nee ene — 2 _ 2 [a-----------} © 15,841 we 

etn - oe a Includes also—1938: Lead pigments, D. S. D. f., $198 (2,330 pounds), and suboxide of lead, n.'s. p: f., $5,335 | 
woo (81,884 pounds); 1939: Lead pigments, n-s. p. f., $690 (5,270 pounds), and suboxide of.ead, n. s. p.f., $6,620 ey 
Mea "(40,445 pounds); 1940: Suboxide of lead, n. s. p. f., $13,571 (71,148 pounds); 1941: Suboxide of lead, n. s. p. f., . a 
pane -.. . $11,694 (65,268 pounds); 1942: Suboxide of lead, n.'s. p. f., $3,221 (13,228 pounds). ae eS oa 
(oo -. &Lessthanilton, = : BA 

eS _ Lead pigments and salts exported from the United Siates, 1988-42. ue 4 

Bs, ne . a TD ee - Short tons | od od 
BE a Total a 
Be _ Year - Whit R ale. 0 Sublim. 7 Lead _ | value oe 
adhe g Se rn ite | Red | 7+,..,, |Orange | Sublimed:| Lead.: “s 
pete | dead | dead Litharge mineral; . lead j arsenate} i 

phe 1988 eee eeeeeeeeee-] dL 4 | 806} 2,698, | OQ) BL | $605,075 of 
Bie 1939___...------------2---------| 2,024]... 1,824] - 2,077) =) | Q) | 8564 875, 235 e 
Bees 1940-2 -2-------e------------.--| 1,360 |. 1,386 |. 1,586} @) |. @. |. °1,450) | 886,230 | ue 
Ce YOM |) 2,901 2,966 | 2,892) (2) Gf 4,797 1 2;100,885° 
poe 7 1042 eee ee] 2,249 1,391 | 1,999 717 95 |. 296] 1,080,472 

Be ee 1 Not compiled on an annual basis prior to 1942. - . co A 

AP ys. Zine pigments and salts imported for consumption in the United States, 1988-42  : 

Boo | 7 a a a os ae 4 
Pe A o4 ~ Total om) Be ‘Year Zine oxide. if 
yo | sLitho- | Zine Zine | Zine | Value | 4 
Bo - - . pone sulfide chloride | sulfate 3 
pr _ Dry In oil - . ne: 

Bo 988. 579 66 3, 932 432]. ara 392} $321,445 = 
CP - 1939..-2-..-.---2- 1,485 | - 66. 2, 641 | 7 399 325 317, 719 : 

~ 1940_.2.2...--.--- 273 | - 45 |__..--_.----- (1) 19 245: 54, 923 
CG 1941__..2 2-2 2. - 122 11 (1) re 162 29, 835 
a 16D dB 1 |_.----2----- 1 [eee 362 26, 390 

wee | 1 Less than 1 ton. | | : | 

oo os Zine pigments and salts | exported from the United States, 1938-42 : 

. Short tons Short tons : 

Year | Total value Year Total value : 
- Zinc Litho- Zine Litho- 

oxide ‘pone oxide pone 

1938.....-.--.---| 1,163| 1,734] $339,415 || 1941_.............| 8,264 | 21,527 | $3, 525, 386 
1939. 2.2222. ee 3, 485 4, 845 925, 468 |} 1942.-........._.- 6, 013 17, 036 | 22,912, 795 

_ 1940... 22-22... 3,239 | — 14,298 1, 584, 667 . 

1 Zine salts not separately recorded on an annual basis prior to 1942. . 
_. 2 Includes also: Zinc sulfide $6,328 (37,691 pounds); zine chloride, $42,674 (648,343 pounds); zinc sulfate, 

$53,624 (1,025,554 pounds); other zinc salts and compounds, $76,023 (592,029 pounds).
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— GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, AND LEAD IN ALASKA cae 

: oe (MINEREPORT) = ee 
By Cras. W. Henperson 22 OA 

SUMMARY OUTLINE es” eee: 

Mee - po — Pagef | Page 8 
.. Summary ..--.22--. 22-2 2-2 -ee eee 20 | Markos and metallurgy..-....-.-.-..-.-..... 222 : ee 

. - Calculation of value of metal production__._ 219 | Review by regions--__..---.......--~--+------ 22300 Soe 

Gold recovered from Alaska ores and gravels in 1942 totaled 9-2 
487,621 fine ounces valued at $17,066,735, compared with 695,467 Ng 

- ounces valued at $24,341,345 in 1941... The value of the gold in 1942, — 
as in 1941, was 99 percent of the total gross value of the gold, silver, =. 4 

-. copper, and lead produced. The silver,.lead, and copper produced «=: 3 
were byproducts of gold mining. The number of producing lode’ =... 

-. mines decreased from 56 in 1941 to 38 in 1942, floating connected- ong 
bucket dredges from 47 to 31, and other types of placer operations = 
from 752 to 422, a ee OE 
The outbreak of the war in December 1941 affected Alaska mining ad 

enterprises, both large and small, in several ways and, ina broadsense, ©. 
- js virtually responsible for the decrease in metal output of Alaskay se’, 

lode and placer mines. ‘The threat of enemy invasion prompted 
the expenditure of hundreds of millions of dollars for highways, — as 

_ airfields, pipe lines, Navy bases, Army cantonments, and other con- 
| _ struction necessary for the defense of the Territory. The high wages ee 

offered laborers on these projects lured many mining men from their -. 
: positions at the mines and created a serious labor shortage which =, 
- closed several of the lode mines, kept certain dredging operations from  — | °## 

opening in 1942, and forced all mining operations to work -short- on 4 
handed. Dragline operators whose property remained closed or who! 

' were unable to finish the 1942 season had no trouble in disposing of ——.- * 
_ their equipment to contractors on Government defense projects. Ot 4 

| War Production Board Gold Mining Limitation Order L-208, aE 
coming as it did on October 8, had very little effect on metal production = 
in Alaska in 1942, inasmuch as the mining season for all placer mines = -—S_—-; 
_and dredges and most lode mines usually ends in November. The - . 
, full brunt.of the order will be felt in 1943. All dredging except the ces 
Goodnews Bay platinum operations has ceased for the duration of 
the war. Only three important lode mines were active the first half oe 
of 1943, and these were permitted only under limited reprieves. Fs 

. All tonnage figures are short tons and “‘dry weight’’; that is, they a8 
| do not include moisture. ne 

_ Yardage figures used in measuring material treated in placer opera- a 
tions are ‘‘bank measure’’; that is, the material is measured in the at 

| ground before treatment. = Uns 
The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated 8 

at the following prices. : . 
| 219 : og
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Bae _ Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1938-42 - a EE 

Re Year | Golat | Silver? | Copper? | Lead! | Zint 8 89.” 
Be I ade 

ae : . | a Per fine |. Per fine ae | oe, 
Be . ounce ounce | Per pound | Per pound | Per pound a, 
Be 1938. _._.----------------------------------) $35.00 | 5 $0. 6464+ $0. 098 $0. 046 $0. 048 le 
yo ON WQBQLLILITTITITTTT TTT 8800 | 678+ 104} 0.047 1052 
pee 1040. ene eee eee eee een ee eens ee] 85.00 UTI 118 050 063 - be 
age) 994) TTTTTTTTTTITITTTTTTTT Te 35.00 T+ 118 057 075 | mol 
Pie 1940 eee eee eee] B00] NZL} 2 067; 1098 8 3 . 

ae. ey - - 1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of J anuary. 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold a 
geo. from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-++($20.671835) per fine ounce. | o \ oO 4 
By ? Treasury buying price for newly mined silver. . a. : “gee 
Be! 3 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price "St 
Bee - includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for overquota production but excludes value of foreign. we 
wg copper delivered to Metals Reserve Co. for domestic consumption... co a 
Beas . _- # 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price elt 
Beef . includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for overquota production. ae od 

Be 6 $0.67878787, oe a Lo os 3 we 
a a T$0.71111111. - oo Co y . rs i 

ign Be . . : _. . ; . __@ . @ oe ao epi . a e.~  - The following tables show the mine production of-gold, silver, = : 
*-. gopper, and lead in Alaska in.1938-42 and 1880-1942 mm terms of = | 
ie. recovered metals; the output of gold and silver in 1942, by typesof - 
*.. operation; and the output of gold, silver, copper, and lead from amal- fy 
me. gamation and cyanidation mills (with or without concentration equip- e 
Boe ment) in 1942, by regions. a eS 

globes Mane. production of gold, silver, copper, and lead in Alaska, 1988-42, and total, 4 

Ben Oo 1880-1942, in terms of recovered metals == = s 

a SB OO | - Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) a 

ie a ~ _ , | Fine ounces | . Value Fine ounces | Value 4 
yee | | | : 

ye 1938.2. eee eee eee eee 664,973 | "$23, 274, 055 479, 853. $310, 208 5 
Rte, 1939____--_-.----------------------------------- 676, 737 23, 685, 795 201,054 | - 136, 473 © " 
We 1940... eee 755, 970 26, 458, 950 191, 679 186,305 £ 
an 1941... ee 695, 467 | 24, 341,345 191, 522 | . 136, 193 ‘ 
Bt 1942 ee] 487,621 | 17,066,735 | = 119704 | 85, 198 - 
7 1880-1942... ---ee----eeen-------eeneeee--=| 25,639,651 | 610,402,387 | 19,682,372 | 14, 000, 794 . 

' . | Copper | Lead | - | 
: | | -. Year Oe TAs — —e—en—}_ Total value 

ct | Pounds Value Pounds - Value | | 

: Te 29, 098, 000 $2, 851, 604 1, 988, 000 $91, 448 $26, 527, 315 : 
: | 1939_.- 2-2 256, 000 26, 624 1, 874, 000 88, 078 23, 936, 970 

L | 1940... eee 110, 000 12, 430 I, 558, 000 77, 900 26, 685, 585 
1941.22. 144, 000 16, 992 1, 324, 000 75, 468 24, 569, 998 

| 1942... 12-2 -------- | 44,000 5, 324 830, 000 55, 610 17, 212, 792 * : 

- | $80-1942_.-.-------------------| 1685, 830 | 226, 554,306 | «1:24, 556 2,710,631 | 853, 668, 118 

1Short tons.
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Mine production of gold and silver in Alaska in 1942, by types of operation, interms =~ en 
a a , of recovered metals — | ae , a gs 

ne ee mo ~ Gold {| Silver a ke 

oe Mines ; Percent of | - Percent of =. : Pens 
/ | ~~ | Material | 4 1 |. Total | Ones 

‘Type of operation ee treated Fine total. Fine total “value° oe 

ae - | ounces [~~] ~~} ounces 7 ee 
: a, to a | [1942] 1941] | 1942 | 1941 | FO ay 

-‘_ Lede mines...............| . 38] 12,816,668 | 137,499| 28] 29| 63,798| 57| 65 | $4,861,988 © °.%% 
| | Floating connected- i of | . : OA 

| _ bucket dredges___...---- 31 | 215, 684,520 | 249,868} 51] 44] 34,695} 29] 20] 8,770,052 == © 
: Placers (dragline and dry- an ee j : a 

land dredges, hydraulic, ae . - Co 
a drift mining, and sluic- | . Ct ae 

img) iwe tec -tl---| 3422 (4). 100,254 | 21 | 27 | 16,211; 14] 15| 3,620,418 oo ee 

gg  ag7, 621 | 100 |---| 119, 704 | 100 |__| 17,151,888 
Total, 1941___....:.---.-.| 855 |-_._..-..----| 695, 467 |--....| 100 | 191,522 |......|_ 100 | 24,477,588 

1 Short tons of ore. _ 7 , o De NG 
2 Cubic yards of gravel (average recovered per yard, $0.56). 7 | ae 

- 8 Includes all types and sizes of placer operations, excluding floating connected-bucket dredges. — 1 Me 
_.. # Cubie yards of gravel; figures not available. | | - , aa a aE 

_ Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or with. es 
oe out concentration equipment) in Alaska in 1942, by regions, in terms of recovered ae 

nn metals a ee, a SF , | | oo Tok 
- * . : ...4- Reeoveredin | Concentrates smelted and recovered. . ea 

cL pg Con- | eS 
. oe '" Region ee Gold Sit on G id Si Te a a 

ee a (shor Go ver | trates 0 ilver we | Te et? 
. , . ; Copper | Lead ee! 

. tons) _ | : ‘(fine (fine | pro- (fine (fine a be 
. - ~ ounces) | ounces)| duced | ounces)! ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) eet 

| _ oo - So oe 1 -(short | a oo ea 
I a es nn 2. |_| tons) . . ae 

Cook Inlet-Susitna_...-.-----|. 32,389 | 30,705 | 1,628] 1,119| 6,844]. 573] 4,200 00 22 
-- ° Copper River_....--..-----=.} 1,420 | 1,703 | 359 88} 3531 106 200 |---------- Nie 

_. Kenai Peninsula_......-..-...; 587 | -—s554} 154) 2 40 28 |.---1----- 100 Oe 
Kuskokwim_-_..-.--...--.----| © 148. 85 |---| ef] eee SR 

- Boutheastern Alaska_...-.----|2, 770,434 | 68,094 | 16,780 | 1,586 | 14,353 | 44,196 | 37,437 | 798,849 seat 
Yukon River Basin.----.--.-|" 10,054 | 14,100] 2,972] ' 67| (378 | (460 |----------| 141000 

fa g14,9g4 | 115,304 | 21,998 | 9,862 | 21,968 | 45,372 | 41,837] 800,200 
. Potal, 1941. .._..-_-..----..--|4, 443, 260 | 165, 530 | 31,823 | 3,963 | 33,451 | 81,697 | 78,9011 1,322.18 st 

I Less than } ton. 2 _ — es ye 

_ Gold.—Floating connected-bucket dredges recovered 51 percent of = >; 
the total Alaska output of gold in 1942 compared with 44 percent mm 4% 
1941. The United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co., operatmg =." 
seven dredges in the Fairbanks district. and two in the Nome district, == §-o' 

| was the largest producer of gold from this source in the Territory in «= 
both years. Placer mines worked by dragline and dry-land dredges, = = -*% 

| bulldozers, and hydraulic giants, drifting, and sluicing together yielded _ ws 
21 percent of the total gold in 1942 compared with 27 percent n 1941.0 
A large part of the output from these types of operations came from ss. 
the Fairbanks, Circle, Council-Bluff, Iditarod (Flat), Fairhaven, es, 
Tuluksak-Aniak, and Nome districts. Lode mines contributed 28 

| percent of the total Alaska output of gold in 1942 compared with 29 | Os 
: percent in 1941. The Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Co. continued to © ey 

be much the largest producer of lode gold in Alaska. | ot 
Silver.—All the silver produced in Alaska in 1942 wasa byproduct = + 

of gold mining. | | ee 
 Copper.—The output of recoverable copper in Alaska in 1942 came a 

from dry and siliceous ores. | | ee 
‘Lead.—Most of the recovered lead output of Alaska in 1942 came a 

from lead concentrates produced at the flotation mill of the Alaska S 
Juneau Gold Mining Co. : wh
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me About 95 percent of the gold and 61 percent of the silver produced =~ 
~ * from Alaska ores and. gravels in 1942 were obtained in the form of = 
«- gold-silver bullion, which was sold finally to the Seattle Assay Office ~~ ~ 
.~ *. and the San Francisco Mint. As there are no smelters or refineries in 

Alaska, all the remaining gold and silver produced and all the lead ee 
“. and copper were obtained from high-grade ore and concentrates =~ 
“\ shipped to smelters and refineries in the States, largely to the Tacoma =. * 
*. ... .(Wash.) and Selby (Calif.) smelters. The largest purchasers (or | 
mh agents) of gold-silver bullion in the Territory and in Seattle (Wash.) os 
=... In 1942 were: The Bank of Alaska, Anchorage; the Bank of Fair- =| 
i... -banks and the First National Bank of Fairbanks, Fairbanks; the First = = 
5. National Bank of Valdez, Valdez; the Miners and Merchants Bank of | a 
a Alaska, Nome; the Miners and Merchants Bank of Iditarod, Flat;and 8 
ve the Northern Commercial Co., Seattle, Wash. The bullion purchased __ 4 
eo was either sent direct to the mints or cast into bars for shipping; in of 
fo many instances the banks acted merely as agents for the lode and. 
= placer operations, | 4 
. . ... Ore-dressing mills active in Alaska in 1942 included the 12,000-ton <3 
» Alaska Juneau amalgamation-table concentration-flotation mill and : 
as. and approximately 31 other mills, chiefly amalgamation or cyanidation 4 

plants, a few of which have some other supplementary concentrating = | 
co). equipment. With the exception of the Alaska Juneau, no millhada | 
-/. daily capacity of over 75 tons. Virtually all the lead concentrates  —ss 
~~. * . -produced in 1942 were obtained from concentration by flotation of 
2 -* the dry gold ore of the Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Co. property at = 
».... Juneau. Most of the small output of copper also came from lead 
© concentrates produced at the Alaska Juneau property. Shipments — | 

of concentrates from amalgamation or cyanidation mills having — 
mw .°. . Concentrating equipment averaged 7.68 ounces of gold and 15.85 | 
«ounces of silver to the ton; concentrates from straight concentration i 
Bee mills averaged 1.58 ounces of gold and 10.54 ounces of silver to the ton. 4 
po Many mills reported mill heads averaging more than 1 ounce of | { 
es gold tothe ton. | | oe ce 4 

pore, - Bullion of Alaska origin deposited at United States Assay Office, Seatile, Wash., 3 
oe - during year ended December 31, in fine ounces | | 

- CO a District . Gold Silver ! _ District Gold Silver ! 

Circle..___....-.......-----.-] 16,497 | 1,775 || Kuskokwim................--| 27,323 | 3, 289 ; 
Cook Inlet__........22.--..2..] 49, 457 4,616 || Nome__.__._-..--..-.........] 133, 034 14, 418 A 
Copper River___._.._.-_-.-...- 7, 322 1, 205 |j Southeastern Alaska..........| 106, 180 24, 139 ‘ 
Fagle__._..222 ee 3, 252 6,921 || Tanana 3____.......---.......| 207, 740 32, 796 i 

| Iditarod_.................-...| 73,652] 4, 664 | __ 
| Koyukuk...-...--..-.--..-...| 5, 986 774 630,413 | 94, 597 

- | - 1942 

Region Gold Silver | - Region Gold Silver 

Cook Inlet-Susitna_..........| 35, 611 2, 500 || Seward Peninsula_........-..| 68,116 7, 723 
Copper River__.._....-__.___- 8, 761 665 |; Southeastern Alaska.__.......| 71, 069 17, 309 
Kenai Peninsula._.........-- 12 3 || Yukon River Basin..........] 268, 579 42, 370 
Kuskokwim..................| 16, 543 1, 666 | ——_——- 

| 463,691 | 72,136 

. 1 Revised figures. 
31Includes manily Bonnifield, Fairbanks, Hot Springs, Kantishna and Tolovana districts in the Yukon 

Basin region.
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“Cook Inlet-Susitna region. —This region, which includes the Iliamna, = = 
---Waldez Creek, Willow Creek, and Yentna-Cache Creek districts, == 3 

- —-.- produced 27 percent of the total gold output from lode minesin Alaska ss 

| - in 1942. There were 7 producing lode mines compared with 10in 1941. e., 
"The Alaska-Pacific Consolidated Mining Co., operating the Inde- = 

_. - - pendence, Martin, Free Gold, and Ready Bullion mines nearthe head. | 
of Fishhook Creek in the Willow Creek district, continued to be the 

- Jargest producer of gold in the Cook Inlet-Susitna region and the bag 
second-largest producer of lode gold in Alaska. The company 72-ton. = . 

---- gmaleamation-flotation mill and sorting plant were operated at capac- ss, 
ity 7 days a week throughout the year. The ore treated averaged * 
1.34 ounces of gold and 0.48 ounce of silver to the ton. Because the «... 
ore contains scheelite, the War Production Board in November issued = = == 

|g special permit which enabled the company to continue its gold oper- =. 
ations until midsummer of 1943. At that time, the exact quantity of ==»; 
 -gcheelite will have been determined and necessary. alterations for its «=. ‘= 

> ‘recovery will have been made in the mill. The new installation will 9-23 
_.  inelude 2 sand tables, slime decks, and 16 flotation cells. As the tail- ay 

ings assays from the gold-recovery operations show a scheelite content =. 3x 
- of 0.5 to 2% percent, the mill procedure will be first to recover the gold, iy 

the tailing to be treated subsequently on tables and finally by flota- = = 
tion to produce tungsten concentrates, = a 

oe The Willow Creek Mining Co. operated its Lucky Shot, War Baby, = 
and Gold Bullion mines and 60-ton amalgamation-flotation-cyanida- =». 

- tion mill on Craigie Creek, 22 miles north of Wasilla, until September eet 
1942, when it ceased operations because of an acute shortage of labor. ==. 
Methods of ore treatment are described in.the Alaska chapter of  — -, 
Minerals Yearbook, 1941. 2.  - = Se 

-. Other lode-gold. producers in the Cook Inlet-Susitna region were 
the Fern Gold Leasing Co., operating its Fern and Talkeetna groupof  .—*,, 
mines and 380-ton amalgamation-flotation mill; and the Gold Cord one 
Mining Co., operating the Gold Cord lode and 20-ton amalgamation- .- 
flotation mill, and Gold Zone Mine, Inc., both of which closed in 
August because of labor shortage; = a 

| Placer operations, using principally hydraulic giants, continued to 4 
| recover gold from stream and bench gravels. Placer productioninthe = § =) 

; Yentna-Cache Creek district came from property around the Dutch = ‘¢ 
and Peters Hills, part of the southern foothills of the Alaska Range. =. 
The productive placer creeks flowing from these hills are tributariesof = 
Peters, Cache, or Granite Creeks. Among the larger producers of ~~ 4 
placer gold in the district were the Fairview Mining Co., C. M. Reeve _ oh 
& Son, Falls Creek Mining Co., and Talkeetna Mines, Inc. In the  % 
Valdez Creek district John E. Carlson worked several placers on = 3 
Valdez Creek, - Sy 

| Copper River region.—The Copper River region includes the Chisto- fk 
china, Nelchina, Nizina, Prince William Sound, and Yakataga = © = 
(including Icy Bay) districts. Cliff Goldmines, Inc., operated the MM 
Cliff mine and 24-ton amalgamation-gravity concentration mill on ee: 

| Valdez Bay, 10 miles west: of Valdez, until October, when operations oy 
ceased owing to inability to obtain sufficient supplies, equipment, and US. 
labor... Improvements at the mine in 1942 included installation of an eg 
electric hoist, a ventilating fan on the 500-foot level, anda telephone =: 

| (2
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ee? eommunication system servicing all sections of the mine. In 1942 the | ees 
ae. > property produced bullion yielding 1,617 fine ounces of gold and.338... 
i. . fine ounces of silver, and 51 tons of gold-silver concentrates containing oe 
“s-  78 ounces of gold and 22 ounces of silver. Other producers oflode gold = ~ 
‘: included the Sun Ray Mining Co. and Don C. Preston, both operating = 
~:~. in the Prince William Sound district. Yellow Band Gold Mines, Inc., = -” 
--. was unable to open its property in the Nizina district in 1942 because .- ~ 
vt Of the War Production Board amendment to Order P-56 depriving ey 

. gold and silver mines of an effective priority rating for obtaining equip- 
<>» Mnentand supplies. = ©. —. re 

Placer gravels were worked in the Copper River region in 1942 chiefly — a 
‘by hydraulicking and ground sluicing. Larger placer-gold producers = 

+... ineluded_Chititu Mines in Rex Gulch and Dan Creek Placer Mines, —s 
te Ine., on Dan Creek 25 miles east of McCarthy in the Nizina district. q 
to Kenai. Peninsula region.—The Kenai Peninsula region includes the _ = 
. 2. Moose Pass-Hope, Nuka Bay-Homer, and Turnagain Arm-Girdwood | 
<... districts. Most of the output of lode gold in the Kenai Peninsula =—s_& 
‘-S region came from the Marigold and Gilpatrick mines near the divide. | 4 
up. _. between Quartz and Canyon Creeks in the Moose Pass-Hope district; 
‘a, the Paystreak mine in the Nuka Bay-Homer district; and the Crow 2 
x... Creek Gold Corporation property at the head of Crow Creek inthe _ : 

"  'Turnagain Arm-Girdwood district. Among the producing placers os 
jo + were the Hope Mining Co. on Resurrection Creek and Stetson = 
.»- Placers, Inc., on Stetson Creek in the Moose Pass-Hope district. — os 
Be Kuskokwim region.—The Kuskokwim region includes the Bethel, 4 
=~... Goodnews Bay, McGrath, and Tuluksak-Aniak mining districts. A 
=< - Clean-up of the mill at the Nixon Fork mine, owned and operated by. 4 
‘- « -  Mespelt & Co., produced a small quantity of gold bullion, which was 

gold to the Seattle Assay Office. — ne a ee 4 
wb In the Goodnews Bay district, the Goodnews Bay Mining Co., a 
ie’. dredging for platinum, operated its dredge (equipped with 92 8-cubic 4 
>< ~ foot buckets) on Salmon River from April 25 to November 10. The ¢ 
’ company also produced platinum from its dragline operations on ~— } 
» Salmon River. The New York Alaska Gold Dredging Co. operated its | 
Pe two floating connected-bucket dredges (one with 4-cubic foot buckets ss: 
aon and the other with 2%-cubic foot buckets) from May 9 to November 3 
a 14 at its consolidated group of placer claims on upper Tuluksak River 
“a in the Tuluksak-Aniak district. BS 
a Larger producers of placer gold from dragline land dredge operations 3 

- -- ieluded the Marvel Creek Mining Co. and Garrison Co. in the Tuluk-. 
oe sak-Aniak district. _ | 7 

: Northwestern Alaska region.—A small quantity of placer gold was : 
oe recovered by sluicing on the Kobuk River in 1942. ; 

Seward Peninsula region.—Mining in the Seward Peninsula region— 
| comprising the Council-Bluff, Fairhaven, Kougarok, Koyuk, Nome, 

- Port Clarence, and Serpentine River districts—was confined to the | 
recovery of placer gold. The region had 14 floating connected-bucket 

- dredges in 1942 (compared with 22 in 1941) and numerous bulldozer, 
hydraulicking, dragline land dredging, drift mining, and ground- 

| sluicing operations. A total of 4,228,071 cubic yards of gravel con- 
taining 52,528 fine ounces of gold and 5,960 fine ounces of silver was 

| handled by the dredges of the region. The average value of the gravel 
worked;by, dredges was about 44 cents per cubic yard compared with 

. 47 cents in 1941.
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a __ The United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co., in the Nome | © 
district, was again the largest producer of gold in the region. The aS 

_. company operated two electrically powered Yuba dredges (one with Sues 
a 134 and one with 112 9-cubic foot buckets) from May 26 to October i alg 

| .15. Gravel washed in 1942 totaled 2,413,450 cubic yards compared 
- with approximately 4,000,000 in 1941. | | - ag 

Arctic Circle Exploration, Inc., operated two dredges, each with 70 ong 
| 4-cubic foot buckets, on Candle Creek in the Fairhaven district and. _ 4 

again ranked second in production of gold in the region. . ene” 
: | Lee Bros. Dredging Co., third-largest producer of placer gold in the RE 

_ region, operated two Diesel-powered floating connected-bucket dredges? 
a (one with 74 and one with 66. buckets) on the Solomon River in the _,. su 

Nome district from June to October. = : - es 
| Castleton & Keenan operated a Washington Iron Works Diesel- 3 

_ powered dredge equipped with 85 2%-cubic foot buckets on the  - “te 
| Kougarok River in the Kougarok district from May 15 to October 6. 

- Other companies operating floating connected-bucket dredges in the 3 
_ Seward Peninsula region were: The Alaska Placer Co., Camp Creek ae 

-.  - Dredging Co., and Inland Dredging Co., all in the Council-Bluff dis-. a 
trict; Dry Creek Dredging Co. and Forsgren Dredging Co., both - oO 

| _ operating on the Inmachuk River in the Fairhaven district; Fox Bar 
_ Dredging Co. in the Kougarok district; and Casa de Paga Gold Co. — oy 

_ on Beaver Creek in the Nome district. ==> res 
_. .° Larger producers of gold from placers worked by hydraulic giants, 

_ with some additional combination of bulldozers, draghines, andpump- — 
: ing equipment, were: Crabtree & Sullivan in the Council-Bluff dis- es 

trict; Mud Creek Mines in the Fairhaven district; Castleton & Keenan, we 
, Dahl Creek Mining Co., Gold Bullion, Inc., and Grant Mining Co., all 

in the Kougarok district; B. F. Gillette, Gabe Johnson & Co., and ous 
_ _ E. W. Quigley in the Nome district; and Frank L. Rice and Gilbert: a 

_ Fidjeland in the Port Clarence district. = CO 
| Southeastern Alaska region.—Southeastern Alaska—including the ~~ OK 

Admiralty Island, Chichagof Island, Hyder, Juneau, Ketchikan, and. | -: a 
_. Windham Bay districts—produced 60 percent of the total lode gold => 

7 and most of the silver, copper, and lead output of Alaska as‘a whole ok “4 
in 1942. There were 12 active mines in 1942 compared with 16 mines s 

| in 1941. | oe | a ny 
~The Alaska Juneau was the largest producer of silver andlead and _ os 

was second only to the United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co. a 
| in output of gold in Alaska in 1942. In the Twenty-Eizhth Annual i. 

Report of the Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Co., for the year ended a) 
December 31, 1942, the president’s report (dated March 4, 1943) oN 

On October 8, 1942, there was issued by the War Production Board in Washing | ee 
ton, “Limitation Order L—208,”’ the purpose of which was to close down “in the _ Oe 
shortest possible time’’ all ‘‘nonessential mine” operations, with particular refer- _ th 
ence to gold mines. The purpose of the order was the freeing of labor for use in og 
mining those metals needed for war purposes. ‘There were certain exceptions gh 
embraced in the order which made it possible for the Alaska Juneau mine to con- at 
tinue operating on a limited scale. It so happens also that your company’s opera- _ ae 
tions, taken as a single unit, are of such value in the supplying of many indis- — os 
pensable services to the Juneau community and to the military and naval forces aus 
ocated therein, as to far outweigh any benefits that might arise through their oo 

_ discontinuance. The release of manpower contemplated by the order could only TEE 
be small for the reason that our crew has already become reduced from a normal ook, 

a4
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a «full production working crew of about 1,000 men to the present crew of 350 men, —-_— ve 
so°.. the employees having been drawn away by higher wages offered inthe warindus- 8 ==—— 
“tries than the company can afford to pay. === = = OC Oe 
oo. - With this curtailed crew it is still possible to make a small operating profit. oe 
“>. Jt may be considered, of course, that operation at this reduced capacity is merely | 
“- - a matter of exhausting our ore reserves to no point, but as against this view it $§ 
Bee _ must be considered that a complete shut-down would not only involve a very oe 
oo... considerable standby expense but would also result in the loss of many of our key — a 
“» + ..men whose training, experience, and general efficiency is a highly essential factor _ 
“in the successful operation of the Alaska Juneau mine. If, for some reason arising — ee 
co out of the present emergency, mining had to be discontinued altogether, then = § § - 
~~... resumption at a later date with a crew of men green to the operation and unac- = | 
oo. quainted with each other, would have a decided adverse effect on the smoothand = |. | 
> -efficient handling of the property. From all points of view, therefore, it is most _ ee 
-.... fortunate that the operations have been continuous throughout even on a limited “25 
ci... geale; although, as far.as can now be foreseen, there will be no change in the situa- “A 
—. °. tion until the present emergency has terminated.  __ | Lo oe a 
svc ‘There has been no important change in the mine or in the plant during the a 
wu. . past year as, owing to the scarcity of labor, no new. work of any kind has been ot 
2... undertaken; in fact, the operations have consisted of merely marking time with _— 4 
co~ > all effort being made to prevent an operating loss. . ee Bo 2 ag 
PO _ As was stated in the annual report for last year, there has been an attempt =§8 4 
rs... made to find profitable mining ventures in the strategic minerals field, and, while  _— a 
“. . . much work was done in this direction and many properties examined, nothing 3 
-. +... worth while has been found. This exploratory work, however, still continues. | : 4 

During the year some plans were entered into with the Metals Reserve Co., an ef 
-.. . ageney of the Federal Government, for the treatment of. Alaska chrome ores in Re 
ro 7. Our mill at Juneau, but upon investigation they have decided that the physical | os 
i». Obstacles involved did not justify going ahead with these plans, particularly in iE 
i Wiew of the large increase in the production of chrome from other sources where 4 
oe -.. eonditions for cheap operations were much more favorable. | oe es 

&-... ‘The general superintendent’s report (dated February 1, 1943). 4 
So pays ce | - 4 
we The present war has greatly interfered with the operation of the mine. During - 3 
s).. the year 1942, the amount of rock trammed from the mine was 2,765,190 tons as_ : 
“<<. ¢@ompared to the previous year’s output of 4,354,770. ‘The difference represents 4 
cee > _ & decrease of about 4,400 tons per day on the average. The North ore body 4 
“furnished 20 percent of the year’s tonnage, the South ore body 23 percent, while i 
wos the Perseverance division of the mine supplied 57-percent of the total, | 4 
a During the year 235,750 pounds of powder were used in blasting powder drifts, — 4 
er ~ or 0.09 pound per ton trammed. Total powder consumption for primary and ~~ ‘ 
: secondary breaking was 0.28 pound per ton trammed in 1942, as against 0.29 © : 
mG pound in 1941 and 0.32 pound in 1940. This gives a tonnage ratio of 3.55 tons | 
Bo of ore per pound of powder in 1942, as against 3.45 tons in 1941. : 7 

oO The past year also saw a great reduction in the amount of development and os 
- | preparatory mining work. During the year, however, the main haulage level on 
ve 13 level in the Deep North ore body was completed between the main shaft and | 
- the principal‘oreway. All exploratory work has been discontinued. - 

: In June the operation of the mine and the mill was reduced from three shifts Oy 
/ per day to two shifts per day. In December, however, the mill was again operated 

on all three shifts, mainly in order to make more efficient use of the company’s : 
| hydroelectric power and to conserve fuel oil. | : 

_ Construction work.—The only construction work of importance during the year ; 
was that done in connection with a plan for the beneficiation of chrome ore in our | 
mill, This work consisted of building conveyors, aerial tramway, bins, ete. 

Labor.—All during the year there was a great shortage of both skilled and 
unskilled labor in the various departments. The labor turn-over was high, and | 

| the actual loss of employees was great. The number of employees at the begin- 
| ning of the year was 866 as against 478 at the end of the year. The average labor 

turn-over for the year was over 100 percent. 
In May 1942, wage increases amounting to about 12 percent were incorporated 

- into the agreement with the Juneau Mine & Mill Workers Union. 
: The average wage per day in 1942 was $7.67 as against $7.17 in 1941. 

. the overall cost per man per day was $11.93 in 1942, as compared to $11.14 
| in 1941,
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| Gold content of ore from Alaska Juneau mine, 1938-42, and total, 1893-1942  -— +2 

ee oo Oo Rock to mill from mine |-—————4}- 47 ————- 
| CS - (tons) _| Recovery per ton | Losses perton | at 

ge |. : | fine-milled |. oftailings | Content Tg 

oa . Od  ofrock 

cy | pe GC 3 | tn gal " oO from. po ES 
re So | Ore fine- oarse . | In bul- |. ena! tine | neo | ao Co “11 4 tailings -— | goncen- | Fine | Coarse} . mill ce 

ae oe milled rejected lion trates | - : | | ae 

a — -1988_.----------L----2--------| 2,478,928 | 2, 184,952 | 0.0515 | 0.0081 | 0.0090 | 0.0071 0.0308 
| 1939... -w--e------------| 2,377, 718 | 2,270,342 | . 0454 .0088 | .0083 | .0066/ .03882 °° % 

: 1940. TTT) 2, 808, 397 | 2,481,393 | .0442 |  .0089 | .0081 |) .0065) = .088L 
1941__..---------------e---------|, 2,211,211 | 2,148,559 | . 0451 .0092 | .0078 | .0063| = .0347. . oe 

Oe 1942_...--.......---.--.--.-------| 1,624,601 | 1,140, 589 | 0392 .0071 | .0079 | .0064{ .0345 — et 

. ‘Total and average, 1893-1942. _._.| 46, 052,845 | 40, 572,603 | .0503 0112 { .0118; .0084); .0429 =. La 

| Gold, silver, and lead recoveries from Alaska Juneau mine, 1893-1942 eat 

: Gold Silver | «Lead _ ne. 
| Dg |__| ————__|-—__—__—— Totalvalue i st 

ee Fine vaue | Fine | vatue | Pounds | value | "2 = 4 

- - -4893-1918.....] 34, 239.49] $707,730.15} 0) | @) ()  (t) $707,730.15. et 
, : 1914-87_____._ |2, 204, 495. 44154, 112, 836. 84| 1, 412, 388. 41| $846, 023. 53] 31, 449, 148)$1, 740, 136. 72). 56, 698,997.09, 

-_-4938_-._...-| 148, 103. 14| 5, 183, 542.98} 121, 473.25] 78,999.04) 2,152,714|° 101,945.80) 5,364,487.82. 8 
OO 1939_.........| 129, 011. 74| 4, 515,410.28] 111, 494.24] 75,165.90] 2, 040, 280) 104, 961.22] 4;605,587.40 0 

| | 1940._--......] 122; 469.96] 4, 286, 448.37| 100, 633.30] 71,154.36] 1,666,016] 89, 568.57) 4,447,171.30 = =. 
oe 1941____......| 120, 501. 24| 4, 217, 897.67] . 95,776.56]. 67,753.89] 1,464,956) 85, 268.93| 4, 370, 920. 49 rs 

1942727777 LLTL] 75, 537.00] 2, 643, 795,77, 62,298.21 44,003.46; — 938,117; 61, 318.96 2, 749,118.19 oak 

/ s-otal.._.2, 884, 388. 0175, 667, 662. 06] 1, 904, 064. 06|1, 183, 100. 18] 39, 711, 231] 2, 183, 200. 20} 79, 033,962.44 = # 

— iLost in tailings 8 8 8 8 = = © © | ca ne | 

ae Summary of production and operating costs, Alaska Juneau mine, 1914-42, - . ve 

ee so — tnelusive | a 

i a eS 2, 768, 190 tons 4,354,770 tons $6,118,194 tops 

_ OS | perton| saa, s'| Per ton} yaya ao ‘Per ton me ay 
, ee, | 1942 trammed | 1941 trammed 1914-42 trammed eS 

7 a 
_ Production (gross recovered | | : ae 3 . 3 | eee 

| ‘gold, silver, and lead | | , Neg 
__ Values): a - of _ a — 

Bullion. ___........-----.--|$2, 242, 104.03 | $0.811 $3, 509, 421.76 | $0. 806 |$62, 337,260.39 |  $0.724 4 
BO Concentrates...........-..| 507,014.16 . 183 861, 498. 73 198 | 15, 988, 971. 90 186° gs 

es — [2,749,118.19 |. .994 | 4,370,920.49 | 1.004 | 78,326,232.29] 910 
. ———— oe ooo eee OE —=—E—=—E—E—ET—E—EEE | oh f 

Costs: . : fo | a 

. Mining........-.......-.-.| 1, 095, 681. 58 . 396 | 1, 649, 946. 97 ' ,379 | 26, 269, 453. 47 -305 Ms 

Milling. _..........-.......| 791, 041.94 - 286 | 1, 005, 054. 65. - 231 | 20, 972, 055. 47 244 sgl 
Other Juneau operating - a 

and marketing costs.....| 167, 492. 84 . 061 265, 220. 42 -061 | 4,170, 038. 01 . 048 ed 

General corporation and oo . a 
. pay-rol]l taxes_......-.-..| 139, 947.19 -051 | — 220, 706. 62 .051 | 1,867, 546. 20 - 022 ae 

Total Juneau operat- os “3 

ing and marketing | tk 

-  @OStS.-.----------.-.| 2, 194, 163. 55 . 794 | 3, 140, 928. 66 722 | 58, 279,098.15 |  .619° 8 
Allother costs._......-| 56, 392. 04 .020| 77,531.84 | 018 | 3, 595, 047. 66 0420000 

Total operating costs . | | ann ws 

- and expenses. .......| 2, 250, 555. 59 -, 814 | 3, 218, 460. 50 - 740 | 56, 874, 140: 81 _ . 661 ‘" oe 

Juneau operating profit......| 554,954.64 |  .200 | 1,229,991.83| .282 | 25,047,130.14| = «2k 

Net operating profit._.......| 498, 562. 60 .180 | 1,.152, 459. 99 . 264 | 21, 452, 091. 48 . 249 uae 
Other revenue (interest, etc.) - 75, 738. 81 |...------- 50, 504.47 |.---------| 795,391.19 |_----.---- es 

Profit before depreciation, | | mag 
depletion, and income . c 
taxes.............-..-.---| 574,301.41 |_........-|_ 1, 202, 964. 46 |_.........| 22, 247, 482. 67 |-.-------- ot 

e: : ; ‘ . : : :
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-.'. The Hirst-Chichagof Mining Co. on Chichagof Island, 65 miles. 
Ly) northwest of Sitka, operated its mine and 35-ton amalgamation-. 
*s. flotation mill continuously until closed on October 15 by the Gold fd 
“= Mining Limitation Order: The mill treated 3,584 tons of gold-silver 
«ore, which yielded bullion containing 3,716 fine ounces of gold and a 
«~°. $09 fine ounces of silver, and 110 tons of gold-silver concentrates ale 
2.» . containing 726 ounces of gold, 331 ounces of silver, and a minor mo 
2). amount of copper. Bullion produced was sent. direct to the Seattle we 
f°. Assay Office, and the concentrates were shipped to the Tacoma gs 
coi”. (Wash.) smelter. re oO Sn ao 
“he Chichagof Mining Co. at Klag Bay on Chichagof Island shipped Be. 
~~. gold-silver concentrates and gold bullion recovered from milling 
i ~. Operations conducted in 1941. The company did not operate the ay 
go: Maine or millin 1942. / ae a : 8 
a. The output from other lode mines in the region was small and a 
ss. ineluded production from.the Williams mine in the Admiralty Island —-_—s,, 
a“. district; the Leroy and Rainbow lodes in the Juneau district; and the | ts 
=. Gold Standard, Lucky Jack, Jessie, Dawson, and N & T mines in the 2 
ve Ketchikan district. Bn 
= The Riverside. tungsten mine in the. Hyder district, owned and oe 
«operated by J. H. Scott, shipped lead-silver-gold concentrates to the | a 
.... Bunker Hill & Sullivan smelter at Kellogg, Idaho. Tungsten con- 8 
2 . eentrates stock-piled for a number of years because of the Jones Act a 
a of 1920 requiring shipments of concentrates to be made in American  — 
“i. vessels are now being sent to the United States on Canadian boats | 
“i Owing to a recent Department of Commerce ruling. ae - > 
ao.  Sluicing in the Juneau district in 1942 recovered small amounts of 3 
ao ° placer gold. - . a | oe ok 
ui Yukon River Basin region —The Yukon River Basin region includes 
z. the following mining districts: Bonnifield-Nenana, Chandalar, Chi-— 4 
- gana, Circle, Delta River, Eagle, Fairbanks, Fortymile,Goodpaster, =» 
eo Hot Springs, Hughes, Iditarod, Innoko, Kantishna, Koyukuk, Mar- : 
-.... . ghall, Rampart, Ruby, Tolovana, and Yukon Flats. The region — i 
oo yielded 75 percent of the total output from connected-bucket dredges 
~ "an Alaska during 1942; it again ranked third in gold recovered from 
_ lode mines. . | | 
| ~ . Fifteen floating connected-bucket dredges were operating in the 
ce region in 1942 compared with 22 in 1941. | 7 | 
- -—.. "The United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co., operating seven 
- floating connected-bucket dredges in the Fairbanks district, was much 

the largest producer of gold and silver in the Yukon River Basin region. : 
The company operated two 10-cubic foot Bethlehem dredges (with 111 | 
and 93 buckets, respectively), one 10-cubic foot Yuba dredge (with | 

, 106 buckets), one 3-cubic foot. Yuba dredge (with 68 buckets), and 
| three 6-cubic foot Bethlehem dredges (with 78, 78, and 68 buckets, | 

respectively); all the dredges were electrically operated. Other equip- 
ment used (chiefly for removing overburden) included 315 Joshua . 

| Hendy hydraulic giants, one 8- to 12-cubic yard electric-powered 
a Bucyrus 10—W dragline, and one oil-burning caterpillar bulldozer. Of 

the dredges operated in 1942, two were on Cleary Creek, two on Gold- 
| stream Creek, and one each on Cripple, Ester, and Pedro Creeks. 

The Thirty-Seventh Annual Report of the United States Smelting, 
Refining & Mining Co., for the year ended December 31, 1942 (dated 

| March 28, 1943), says— 7
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_ ... At the Alaska gold properties favorable development continued but the opera- __ OM a tions were shut down by Government order in the fall of 1942. Maintenance ed 
_ crews are keeping the dredges and plants in repair and in readiness forresumption ey 

of operations when that becomes possible. Some of the buildings and equip-. |. 4 
| ment have been leased to the Government and revenues will help: to defraysome 

| | of the shut-down expenses. - : : | a cone 

In the Circle district three dredges were again active in 1942. oh _ Alluvial Golds, Inc., operated its W. W. Johnson Co. dredge (with 72 
4-cubic foot buckets) on Woodchopper Creek from May 27 to October «3 
12. Gold Placers, Inc., operated a similar type of dredge equipped ©. 

Lo with 60 4-cubic foot buckets on Coal Creek from June 1 to October 13. A 
The C. J. Berry Dredging Co. operated its steam-powered dredge et! 

oo (ith 58 3-cubic foot buckets) and handled about 239,800 cubic yards | a 
of gravel. | | Pe , re 

- ‘In the Fairbanks district the Brinker-Johnson Co. operated its ° oad 
_ W. W. Johnson dredge (with 78 4%-cubic foot buckets) on Caribou 3/8 

Creek from May 11 to October 4, 1942. Z es oe 
- ‘The North American Dredging Co. operated its Washington Iron _ oa 

| Works dredge (with 70 3%-cubic foot buckets) on Otter Creek from ue 
Sune 1 to October 29... The J. E. Riley Investment Co. also operated © .S\%) 

_ a dredge on Otter Creek, = ag 
* |. ‘Two dredges were active in the Innoko district in 1942;the Ganes_.. 

_. Mining Co. and Moss & Larson Mining Co. operated one each on ae 
—. Ganes Creek. et oe re ee 

_... All types of placer operations—other than floating connected- 5% 
_- bucket dredges—were to be found throughout the Yukon River Basin oe 

region in 1942. oo | : | ee oe er 
_ _ The largest producers of placer gold in the Bonnifield-Nenana = oe 

district in 1942 were Dan Cole and the Gold King mine, both bulldozer ok 
. and hydraulic operations. = s| Se ip a care 
_ Among the larger producers in the Circle district using hydraulic. OS 

giants and bulldozers or draglines with screening and sluicing plants = 
_ were: The Berry Holding Co., John Frasca &Co., Half Dollar Mining att 
Co., Switch Creek Mining Co., and Deadwood Mining Co. = oe as 

In the Fairbanks district Helmer Johnson handled approximately eo 
23,000 cubic yards of gravel with two hydraulic giants and a bulldozer : ok 
at his placer on upper Cleary Creek. The Wolf Creek Mining Co.  ° ot 
operated its dragline and washing plant on Wolf Creek and continued __ ow 

_ to be an important producer of placer gold. The Faith Creek Mining 8 
_ Co. on Faith Creek and the Fish Creek Mining Co. on upper Fish — -: SS 
_Creek recovered placer gold by hydraulicking, bulldozing, and sluicing. gt 

| Other important producers in the Fairbanks district included the __ a 
_ Alder Creek Mining Co., Brown & Reeves, A. A. Zimmerman, and at: 
Fred Parker. | 7 | A 

The Wade Creek Dredging Co. confined its operations in 1942 to ne 
__. hydraulicking and bulldozing gravels at its claims on Uhler and Jack OG 

Wade Creeks from May 1 to September 12. eo 
Larger placer operators in the Hot Springs district were the Cleary oS 

Hill Mines Co., operating six hydraulic giants, one dragline, and two os 
bulldozers on Sullivan and Eureka Creeks; J. R. Frank & Co.,hy- & 
draulicking on Pioneer Creek; and Gold Mines, Ltd., operating a oe 
bulldozer and dragline on American Creek. es 

In the Iditarod district the Awe Mining Co., Granite Mining Co., mo 
Hatten, Bauquier & Turner, Peter Miscovich & Sons, Moore Creek __. A
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«= Mining Co., Turner & Remington, and Uotila & Ogriz all operated 

- during the 1942 season, using draglines, bulldozers, and hydraulics. TY 

»' ‘Hard & Uotila operated their hydraulic, bulldozer, and dragline aa 

“equipment from April to October on Beaver and Ophir Creeks. ; 

* . Degnan & Rosander and the Cripple Creek Mining Co. operated —s 

-. . gimilar equipment on Little Creek and Cripple Creek, respectively. Cad 

-.. Other large placer operators were McFarland & Hartley, S.R. Paul- > 

"gon, and Savage & Matheson. CO | oe 

os. * On Caribou Creek in the Kantishna district Caribou Mineshandled 

‘125,925 cubic yards of gravel from June 15 to September 28, using a oe 

«1% -eubie yard dragline, washing plant, and stacker mounted on 

i. erawlers. ree 
{+ The principal producer of gold in the Koyukuk district in 1942 | 

~~ again was Repo & Schwaesdall, operating hydraulic giants, bulldozers, — = 

*< and a dragline on Myrtle Creek. > ee 

a. ‘The Yukon Mining Co. did sluicing on bedrock from June:1 to ” 

“= September 15 on Buster and. Windy Creeks in the Marshall district. a 

“Johnston _& Ostnes and the Willow Creek Mining Co. worked gravels it 

along Willow Creek with hydraulics, bulldozers, and draglines. 4 

~..Other large producers among these types of placer operations in 3 

- the Yukon River Basin region in 1942 were the Long Creek Mining | 

co Co. and the Midnight Mines, Developing & Operating Co., inthe Ruby 4 

“ .. district, and the Amy Creek Mining Co., A.S. Warwick, and Parker& | 

- Son in the Tolovana district. | ne | CG 

* Lode mining in the Yukon River Basin region produced 14,478 fine © 

=. ounces of gold and 3,441 fine ounces of silver in 1942 compared with  =—- 

“°° 16,763 ounces of gold and*8,114 ounces of silverin 1941. © 9 S 

“<:. The leading producer of lode gold in the region in 1942 was Cleary | 

. Hill Mines, Inc., operating the Cleary Hill mine and amalgamation- __ s 

“ <- ~ flotation mill in the Fairbanks district 27 miles northeast of Fairbanks. : 

“The United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co. operated its — 4 

“. MeCarty mine on Fairbanks Creek until October 15; the mine is © | 

equipped. with a 10-ton amalgamation mill. The Hi Yu Mining Co. 4 

~ . _ gontinued small-scale operations at its Hi Yu mine and 50-ton amalgam- oo 

' ation mill on Fairbanks Creek until July, when the property was _ - 

ey. closed because of inadequate labor. Additional production of lode 

— - gold in the Fairbanks district in 1942 came from the Clipper, Ram- _ 

bone, Lookout, Oregon, and Wyoming claims. | 

7 | In the Kantishna district the Red Top Mining Co. operated its , 

oo Banjo mine and 50-ton jig-, table-, and flotation-concentration mill 

oO until September, when a shortage of labor forced operations to cease.
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oo The total value of the output of recoverable metals from minesin . *: 
_ Arizona was $114,525,600 in 1942. compared with $97,638,310 in. 

_ 1941—an increase of 17 percent (see fig. 1); it was the greatest value = | 
- since 1929, when the total was $155,567,133. Both the quantity and - 

_.. walue of copper and zinc increased substantially in 1942; the quantity ©; 
| of lead decreased, but the value increased owing to the higher average 

+. price of the metal. The total value of the copper was $95,199,654— 9 - > 
-. @ 24-percent gain over 1941; lead, $1,979,448—an 1l-percent gain; ‘: 

and. zine, $3,445,092 —a 39-percent gain. The value of the gold was | 
- $8,877,785—a 20-percent. loss; and silver, $5,023,621—a 6-percent =. 
loss. ‘The gold production represented 8 percent of the State total = = = 

_  .  -walue, silver 4 percent, copper 83 percent, lead 2 percent, and zinc 3 «=: 
| percent. The value of the metals recovered from copper ore was.“ 
 --—-« $108,195,449 in 1942, or 90 percent of the State total. The output 

of copper was greater in 1942 than in any year except 1929, when it. 
| was 830,628,411 pounds, and the output of zinc exceeded the record _. a 

output of 1941. | — | : ry 
Production of copper, lead, and zine (especially copper) in Arizona —s—| of 

_ In 1942 was affected by several factors: Premium prices for copper, =~ .*8 
| lead, and zinc; labor shortage; difficulty in obtaining sufficient sup- 4 
. plies; disputes on rates of pay; and inexperience and inefficiency of = 

employee replacements. The Metals Reserve Co. announced that, = =. 
| effective February 1, 1942, premiums of 5 cents a pound for copper ee 

and 2% cents a pound for both lead and zinc would be paid for these = 
_ metals produced in excess of certain fixed basic quotas. Each mine % 
- has its basic quota fixed according to 1941 production. Also, effective OS 

| December 1, 1942, the Metals Reserve Co. announced that it would ss = 
/ pay an additional premium of 2% cents a pound for lead and two. 

additional premiums of 2% cents a pound for zinc for over-quota ote 
| _ metal production. Special contracts were negotiated during the last as 

quarter of the year with Metals Reserve Co., which provided for the Ae 
mining of marginal or low-grade copper ores from certain areas of —s_ 
some of the large Arizona copper producers. | ee 

_ | 231 | ee 
. : cae okt
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* . A labor shortage began in April at the mines, mills, and smelters _ as 
’ ~~ in Arizona, resulting from men leaving to take jobs on Government es 
©... eonstruction projects and in war industries where abnormally high Us =. ‘Wages were paid. This shortage became so acute during the summer = ~ 
“that the output of ore from some of the mines was curtailed as much ony 
«+. &8 50 percent. The seriousness of the condition was recognized by 
«the War Department, which in October furloughed about 1,100 soldiers __ a 
».~ + forservice in Arizona mines. This action tended to relieve the short-__ oe, 
=. age but did not insure an adequate labor supply. The labor shortage a, 

at the Morenci open pit was partly relieved by the employment of a Be *,, Muumber of Navajo Indians. - _ a a a 
-, >The Government gold-mine closing order affected some of the gold _ a 
<., producers in Arizona, but a majority of them had shut down several — “@ “» + moonths before the order wasissued. = 8 |. 
Be All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight’’; that is, they. _ 4 ‘©. do not include moisture. | TS oo A 
-¢, The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated — a 
s+ at the following prices. OC CO . 
ee | | 7 _ ; | . . ake ae | Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1988-42 | a 

Pe Year | _ Gold! _ Silver? =| Copper? | Lead 4 Zines 4 

ero a - CS | Per fine ounce | Per fine ounce | Per pound Per pound Per pound - 4 cei 1988. eee eee] $385.00] 580.6464] $0,098 $0.046 $0. 048 4 Feo 19892 LTT "85,00 6 678+ 104] 047 5052 4 ERO 194QL LI 35.00}. - 7. 7114+]. 113 050} 063. : Me WAT TTT 35.00 7 7+} L118 057 075 wee N8MBL 35/00 7.7U1+| 121 067} 088 ; 

av. Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of J anuary 31, 19384. Treasury legal coinage value of gold ! {from Jan. 18, 1837, to Jan. 31, 1934, was $20.67+-($20.671835) per fine ounce. | . og py ? Treasury buying price for newly mined silver. So ‘ oo ; fale... | .81938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price 4 Bae includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production but excludes value of foreign é Ba - copper delivered to Metals Reserve Co. for domestic consumption. . : Mak * 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price 5 pe includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production. i ee 5 $0.64646464, | 6 $0.67878787, 7 $0.71111111. | a an 

A Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Arizona, 1988-42, and total, 
oo ae 1860-1942, in terms of recovered metals 

wo co | Mines produc- Gold (lode and placer) | Silver (ode and placer) . - Year 8 Ore (short | . en . 7 tons) | | 
| . Lode | Placer | Fine ounces | Value .Fineounces| Value ~ : 

7 1988} 885] 829 14, 203, 164 305, 043 |$10, 676, 505 | 7,479,153 | $4, 835, 008 ; 19389___. 2-2-2222] 976 | ~—-:142 | :18, 793; 260 316, 453 | 11,075,855 | 7,824,004 | 5, 310,839 : | 1940-22. 2-- 22-2 2..| 1,024 | 276 | 21,572, 175 294, 807 | 10,318,245 | 7,075,215 | 5, 031, 264 | 1941. | 805 | ~=—-184 | 25, 491, 794 315, 392 | 11,038,720 | 7,498,260 | 5, 332, 096 ; 1942... tll] 515 | ~—-163 | 33, 920, 731 253,651 | 8,877,785 | 7,064,467 | 5, 023, €21 
8 1860-1942. fe (1) 10, 427, 940 |252, 473, 055 275, 72, 605 204, 905, 390 

| 1 Figures not available. 
No
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| Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Arizona, 1988-42, and total, Ss 
1860-1942, in terms of recovered metals—Continued EB 

. a -. Copper _. . Lead | — . Zine . ee we 

Kear (|__| Total value 
of | Pounds Value | Pounds| Value Pounds | Value 4 ee. | 

1938......--.| 421, 504,000 | $41,316, 212 | 21,142,000 | $972, 582 | 11,628,000 | $558,144] $58,388,401 
: 1939_...._...| 524,224,000 | 54, 519, 296 |. 21, 542,000 | 1,012,474 | 13, 422, 000 697, 944 72, 616, 408 ee 

7 1940__._-_-..| 562, 338,000 | 68, 544, 194 | 26,532,000 | 1,326,600 | 30,912,000 | 1,947,456 | 82, 167, 759 ty 
4947777777" | 652) 634,000 | 77; 010, 812 | 31,276,000 | 1,782, 732 | 32,986,000 | 2,473,950 | 97, 638,310 Oa 
1942____......| 786, 774, 000 95,199, 654 | 29, 544,000 | 1,979, 448 | 37,044,000 | 3, 445, 092 114, 525, 600 oe a 

- ——- 1860-1942....| 2 9, 840, 182 |2, 936, 454,870 | 2 296, 826 | 34,479,098 | 7 144, 825 | 22, 587,803 | 3, 450,900,306 ay 

| _. $8hort tons. . | oe Be oe 

Gold and silver produced at placer mines in Arizona, 1938-42, in fine ounces,interms = == ag 
SS — . of recovered metals | a o _ EE & 
On Fo eR 

. oe . . . . . . : RE a \ 

| po  Dredges — oe SOR 
ne . Sluicing ! _ Drift mining pe - “| : Total oe - aS 

. Year — Co - ae Dry-land? | preg ne oo eee 

. | oe Gold {Silver} Gold | Silver| Gold |Silver| Gold |Silver| Gold [Silver = == ae 
rte | enemies | ne nenictenete | ene | aenpeenenaente: | meeeeceemeenane | enema | etme emenennenerenennen | emer | aneenteusecennewenmrremas | eeeuerannactat . Sa ye 

: . : ; . a . . Be 

4998. | 1,624 | 218 328 | 35| - @) @) | 33,033| 3380} 4,985] 628. | “aed 
-4939_..----------| 1,919] 297] 1,850} 125] (3) ((@) |. 32640! 3339] 6,409] 691. ee. 
1940_..-..-.-..--}  - 1, 625 207 646 | 41] 1,186 |. 464 2, 784 396 6,241} 1,108 = sae 

— Y94 976 | 125 77). 5 | 824] 717] 10,054 | 1,388 | 11,934 | 2, 205 OE! 
| 19422} 885 | 176 |e ee|-------| 85 5| 1,916| 217| 2,836 | 398 ay ee 

7 1 Includes placer sands treated by dry concentration plants. a | oo a, oe & Se 
_ .2A floating washing plant supplied with gravel by a dragline excavator is called a ‘“‘dragline dredge”’; a RE 
stationary or movable washing plant supplied with gravel by any type of power excavator is called a ‘‘dry- po oe.) 

e ge.”” . . woe oa 

3 Figures for dragline floating dredges include those for dry-land dredges. _ | . oe SES 

- Gold—The output of recoverable gold in Arizona in 1942 was k 
_ 253,651 fine ounces—a decrease of nearly 20 percent from 1941. 9 ax 

Gold from siliceous ores (chiefly dry and siliceous gold ore) declined oe 
more than 34 percent and that from zinc-lead ore 38 percent; gold ee 
from copper ore increased only 2 percent. Gold from placers de- — © os 

-_ ereased from 11,931 to 2,836 ounces; half of the total placer gold in ie 
1942 was recovered by dragline dredging at properties on Big Bug “4 
Creek in Yavapai County. The Copper Queen (Bisbee) branch of A 

| the Phelps Dodge Corporation continued to be the leading gold «©» }f 
| producer in Arizona; it was followed by the New Cornelia mine in =~ 4 

Pima County, the Mammoth-St. Anthony Limited property in Pmal ss 48 
County, the United Verde mine in Yavapai County, the Goldroad si. 

. o e e ° e. ° . ihe 

mine (United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co.) in Mohave hea 
County, and the Magma mine in Pinal County; these six properties ~ mat 
produced nearly 72 percent of the State total output. Copper ore ; 3 
yielded 57 percent of the State total gold, siliceous ores 37 percent, - ee 
and zinc-lead ore 3 percent. The chief gold-producing districts in 

| Arizona were the Warren, Ajo, San Francisco, Verde, Old Hat, oe 
e : e o e : ao 

. Weaver (Yavapai County), Pioneer (Superior), and Big Bug. OR 
he 

| | ay 

556250—48——16 | / | oi
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ae a - FicurE 1.—Value of mine production of gold, silver, and copper and total value of gold, silver, copper, lead, Hs 
wo _and zine in Arizona, 1870-1942. The value of lead and zinc has been less than $2,000,000 annually, except a 
me _ ina few years. : : 

Be Silver—The output of recoverable silver in Arizona in 1942 was 
Be 7,064,467 fine ounces—a decrease of 6 percent from 1941. The chief | 

en decreases were 270,508 ounces in silver from siliceous ores, 85,554 
| | ounces from zinc-lead ore, 32,237 ounces from zinc ore and zinc-copper | 

ore, and 29,516 ounces from lead ore. Copper ore yielded 71 percent : 
| of the State total silver, siliceous ores 13 percent, zinc-lead ore 12 : 

. percent, zinc ore nearly 3 percent, and lead ore 1 percent. The 
Phelps Dodge Corporation continued to be the chief silver producer 

: | in Arizona, and its output was 4 percent greater than in 1941; its 
| four properties (Copper Queen, Morenci, New Cornelia, and United 

Verde) produced 50 percent of the State gold output, 60 percent of the 
silver, and 56 percent of the copper. Other large silver producers | 

7 in Arizona in 1942 were the Magma, Trench-Flux, Iron King, and 
Shattuck Denn properties. The chief silver-producing districts were 

- the Warren (Bisbee), Verde (Jerome), Pioneer (Superior), Ajo, 
Harshaw, and Big Bug; 57 percent of the State total silver came from 

the Warren and Verde districts. oe
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-- _- Copper.—Arizona has been the largest producer of copper in the == 
_ -United States since 1907 except in 1909, when Montana held first = © -# 

| place. The output of recoverable copper in Arizona in 1942 was ~ |. o.e: 
786,774,000 pounds—an increase of more than 20 percent over 1941 

- and larger than in any year except 1929, when it was 830,628,411 —=.°% 
| _ pounds. The Globe-Miami district, with a production of 188,529,000 > ss, 

net pounds of copper, continued to be the leading copper-producng = 
area in Arizona; it was followed by the Ajo district with 133,293,800 = = 99-3 
pounds, Copper Mountain (Morenci) with 120,711,000 pounds, . °°. 

_. Warren (Bisbee) with 106,555,000 pounds, Mineral Creek (Ray) 3% 
with 100,724,000 paqunds, Verde with 87,874,000 pounds, and Pioneer sisi sg, 
(Superior) with 41,402,800. pounds. These seven districts con- . |. 

_ tributed 99 percent of the State total. copper. Copper ore and its = § 4 & 
products yielded 781,457,631 pounds of copper, as follows: 26,703,829 aj 
tons of copper ore treated by concentration yielded 63 percent; | 

_ 1,954,374 tons of copper ore shipped crude to smelters, 21 percent; =. 
and 4,199,268 tons of copper ore leached and 26,781 tons of cement ASB 
copper (from mine-water precipitates and underground leaching == 34 
operations), 16 percent. The New Cornelia property continued to) #4 
be the largest copper producer in Arizona; it was followed in order 

~- by the Morenci branch of the Phelps Dodge Corporation, Inspiration, ==. o 
-- Ray (Nevada Consolidated Copper Corporation), Copper Queen, 4 

United Verde, Miami, and Magma properties. == | 
_. Lead and zine.—The output of recoverable lead in Arizona in 1942 = == 

was 29,544,000 pounds—a decrease of more than 5 percent from the =~. & 
record output of 1941; the output of recoverable zinc was 37,044,000 ==: 

- pounds—the largest in any year in the history of the State and an ws 
- Increase of 12 percent over the record output of 1941. About 47 per-. og 

cent of the State total lead and 36 percent of the zinc came from Santa = 9-3 
Cruz County, 13 percent of the lead and 24 percent of the zinc from. sy 

-. Pinal County, and 11 percent of the lead and 12 percent of the zine =, 
from Mohave County; most of the remainder of the lead and zine 
came from Cochise and Yavapai Counties. About 75 percent of the ° gs 

_. total lead and more than 72 percent ot the total zinc came from zince- =F 
| lead ore; nearly. all the rest of the lead came from lead ore, siliceous = “5 

ores, zinc ore, and copper ore; and nearly all the rest of the zinc came ° a 
from zinc ore. The Trench-Flux group of the American Smelting & © 
Refining Co. near Patagonia in Santa Cruz County was by far the - a 
largest producer of lead in the State and the largest producer of zinc; ae 
other large producers of lead were the Mammoth-St. Anthony _ oe 
Limited property at Tiger, Tennessee mine at Chloride, Iron King  “@ 
mine at Humboldt, Shattuck Denn mine at Bisbee, and Duquesne  —s_..ift 
property near Patagonia; and other large producers of zinc were the | oe 
Magma, Iron King, Duquesne, Tennessee, Shattuck Denn, Davenport oat 
and Mammoth-St. Anthony Limited properties. __ : Me 
; | ey 

, mo “Ne 

| 3
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ae a ‘MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES | | a 

Ht Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Arizona in 1942, by counties, oe 
Bales, | — _ an terms of recovered metals - : | ou 

ee get a tes Produc: Gold (lode and placer) | Silver (lode and placer) vol, 

ay — . County eee _ _|_ _ : — 

a co | ode | Placer | Fine ounces; Value Fine ounces | Value — o 

Ae Oochiseeicwweeweeeeeeeeee-| BL] 1] «59,882 | $2,076,620 | 2, 539,779 | $1, 806, 065 ie 
yo oe - Coconino_...-...-----..----------| 6 |... 15° _ 625 127 es) rr 
moe Gila 82 |... 2,130} 74, 550 102, 915 73, 184° Ao 
ae 2) Graham... 2222-2222 e-----------f 6 fees] 22| . 740 3,877 | 2, 757 Hy 
Be Greenlee....-.-.-2----------------| 7]. 4 8, 707 199, 745 336, 202 239,077 a 
Fee Maricopa.....-.....-..----2:-..--| | 40 (St. 2, 932 102, 620 - 8,969 6, 378 “eh 
perso 9. Mohave... ..-.2---------+--2----- 97] © OT 36,246 | 1,268,610 | - 193,109 . 137,322 ia 
ger ee Pima. _...--2---------------2-----| 87 7| © 45,603 | . 1, 596, 105 514, 381 365, 782 is 
eye Ding TTT TTT) Ba usu} = 38,500 | 1,347,500 | => 889,506 | ~~ 596, 982 Be 
Re Santa Cruz.-_----.-------.------.|. 33]. 1 $16 | «18,060 | = «514, 845 366, 112 “ah 
hee Yavapai} 149 81 61,430 | 2,150,050) 1,960,529} 1,304,154 = 
Moo Yama III). a] a2. 1,218 |’ 42,630|. ” 49,698 | ” 35, 201 a 
Be | 5151 168 253,651.| 8,877,785 | 7,064,467 | 5,093,621 Ho) Motel WOH] 805] 18K] B15, 892 | 11,038,720 | 7,498, 260} 5,333008 | 

Pee et Copper _ Lead . Zine | a 

be oO Pounds _Value- | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value e 

week oo. . Oochise.-..._...| 107, 002,000 |$12, 947,242 | 2,979,000 | $199,503 | 3,534,000 | $328, 662 | $17, 358, 182 3 
BR ss Coconino...__--- 172,000 | 20,812 1,000) 67. feet ef} 92k 
wo Gila 22) 190,257, 000 | 23,021,097 | 873,000} 58,491 | 695,000 | 64,635 | 28, 201,.957 4 
Bac. Graham 2 | 8,000 968 305,400} 20,462 |----2 fee] 4987 
ae, “Greenlee ..-_----| 120, 711,000 | 14,606,031 | 11,300. _7BT |_._--..---2-|s-------2---| 15, 045, 610 3 
meee". Maricopa. __--- 178, 200 21,562] 507,300} 83,989 |... | el” 164, 549 oo 
BRO 0 Mohave...---__- 365, 200 44,189.| 3,318,300 | 222,326] 4,487,700| 417,356 | 2,089,803 5 
ete Pima__..._.._...| 134, 517,900 | 16,276,666 | — 236,000 15, 812 226, 300 21,046 | 18, 275, 411 a 
ee a Pinal__....__....| 142, 348, 000 | 17, 224,108 | 3, 980, 600 266, 700 | 8, 925, 000 830, 025 | -20, 265, 315 $ 
gr Santa Cruz____--| 1, 201, 000 145, 321 | 13,853,000 | 928,151 | 13,506,000 | 1,256,058 | .2,713,702 - i 
ao ~Yavapai__.._...| 89,881,700 | 10,875,686 | 2,624, 300 175, 828 | 5,670,000] 527,310 | 15,123,028 | 
eo ~~ Xuma... 2222} 182,000 | 15,972 | 854,800 57,272 |_---.-------|------------ 151, 165 - 

Bree 786, 774,000 | 95, 199, 654 | 29,544,000 | 1,979,448 | 37,044,000 | 3,445,092 | 114,525,600 
gaa . Total, 1941____._| 652, 634,000 | 77,010,812 | 31,276,000 | 1, 782, 732 | 32,986,000 | 2,473,950 | 97,638,310  °< 

So Gold and silver produced at lode mines in Arizona in 1942, by counties, in terms of 
Re Be - - recovered metals : | ° 

om . | | - -|- Ore sold or | . - 
me . Gold (fine | Silver (fine a County . treated 
oe a : oe (short tons) |  °Unees) ounces) | 

Be Cochise.......-2..02.. 2-2-2 1, 225, 285 = - §9,331 2, 539,779 
a Coconino...........-.----.---- ene eee eee 1, 619 15 727 

Gila... __-. 22222 eee ene ene ee ee-------| 11, 019, 394 2, 130 102, 915 
, Graham. _.... 2.22.22 eee eee eee 1, 304 22 3, 877 , 

Greenlee.__......_.-..2- eee ee eee eee eee 7, 715, 637 5, 697 | 336, 202 
Maricopa........-..---------- eee eee eee 41, 004 2, 921 8, 969 

oe Mohave.-...-------- 2-2 ee ee 269, 499 36, 192 193, 102 ' 
— Pima. ..._... 22-2222 e ene ee eee eeeee-e-| 8, 344, 994 45, 597 514, 381 

, Pinal... 22.2222. e ee eee eee ene ne eee ne---------| ~ 8, 590, 696 38, 500 839, 506 
Santa Cruz. ..._....--- 0-2-2 - neo nnn eee ee 111, 198 515 514, 845 
“Yavapai__._. 2-2-2222 ele eee eee eee ---| 1, 585, 322 58, 890 1, 960, 252 

| Yuma_.__. 2 eee ene eee 14, 779 1, 005 49, 514 

— | . 33, 920, 731 250, 815 7, 064, 069 
Total, 1941_...-. 2. eee eee-| 25, 491, 794 303, 461 7, 496, 055
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| Gold and silver produced at placer mines in ‘Arizona in 1942, by counties, in fine USS 
| co : ounces, in terms of recovered metals ng 

oe Slicing! | Drift minmg [~~] SSC SToteh 
| | County | 7 a | Dry-land 3 — preeeee ee SS 

7 | fe , |} ee 
a | Gold | Silver] Gold {Silver} Gold | Silver} Gold | Silver} Gold {Silver __ oe 

a : . . / oe Re 

Cochise... ..--...- 1 feei eee ef e] ee] bp de Cae 
Greenlee...---.--} 10 |----e-}---- eee |ee |e fee fee fp Wf ee a 

- Maricopa. ----.-- | UD fell e fee} feel fell "Wfeeee TH 
, Mohave:._.---..-] © 54 7 foie 2--|-------|----~-- |---| -- eee [ee eee} CO A ad ate 

Pima._...--------| 6 fel ee lf} e |e [Leen fb a 2 RD 
Santa Cruz__..... 1 fiw eeu}. we fe------ |---|. |e -]e eee e- Pye a 

| Yavapai_....-.:.|. 589| 55|.....-|...-| 385]. 5 1,916| 217] 2,540). 277 000 Oy 
~ Yuma....-.-.-..- 213 114 |. ef} tne} ef 213} «144 4 . Oss 

| fF 888 fae ff aes] aoe] a7] 38s] ag Total, 1941_.....-.| 976] 125 77 5| 9824)|- 717} 10,0541 1,358| 11,931} 2,208 9 ~~ ota 
‘ a poe RO 

1 Includes placer sands treated by dry concentration plants. = =— en ee mo Ny 
_ 2 A floating washing plant supplied with gravel by a dragline excavator is called a “‘dragline dredge”;a ©. 3 at 

stationary or Movable washing plant supplied with gravel by any type of power excavatoriscalleda‘‘dry- © 03 dt 
and dredge.” ee | Le eta 

| | MINING INDUSTRY oe ee ee 

In spite of a serious labor shortage during the summer months n oe 
_ the large copper-producing and zinc-lead districts in Arizona, more), # 

_ . ore was mined in 1942 than in any year in the history of the State. = 
_ The total output (33,920,731 tons) exceeded the peak year 1929 by 

8,059,959 tons. The output of copper ore was 32,856,971 tons—a = = 
_ 36-percent gain over 1941; zinc-lead ore, 265,780 tons—a 2-percent =." 
gain; lead ore, 25,898. tons—a 41-percent gain; and zinc ore and zinc- + 
copper ore, 113,667 tons—a 37-percent gain. Mostofthe gold mines “% 
in Arizona shut down before July 1, and the output of siliceous ores ss 

_. (chiefly gold ore) was 657,942 tons—a 33-percent loss from 1941. 43 
| A total of 32,717,333 tons (96 percent of the State total ore output) = 9-4 

was copper ore mined in the Globe-Miami, Ajo, Copper Mountam =~ B 
~ (Morenci), Mineral Creek (Ray), Verde (Jerome), Warren (Bisbee), 38 

and Pioneer (Superior) districts; most of the zinc-lead ore was mined ok 
in the Big Bug, Harshaw, Wallapai (Chloride), Patagonia, Old Hat = sag 

- (Oracle), and Warren (Bisbee) districts. Placer mining declined re 
considerably, owing to exhaustion of commercial dredging ground. © oo a. 
a . oo | | es 

Oo | ae 

ee 
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Be ORE CLASSIFICATION = ea Eye 

wo... ‘Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume 

ae «Ore sold or treated in Arizona in 1942, with content in terms of recovered metals 

Be “Mines| Ore | Gold | Silver | a... og | me 

| Botree | rodne} Ghort | ine.) fine, | (pounds) | (pounds)| (pounds) 
Ro Tyee and siliceous gold ore_......| _216| 498,879| 83,586| 123,520 323,807| 2,200,607, 
ep Dry and siliceous gold-silver ore..| .-- 28) «124, 668) 9,691) 379,480} . 693,829| 56, 071)_._---_.-- ee 
geds.- + Dryand siliceous silver ore......-| 36}, 34, 395]. 1,033} 422, 306 27,840; 46, 967|---------- 

BP | vergl 657, 9421 94, 310] - 925, 306| _ 1, 045, 486| 2,303,645... 
Bel oo 8 “Copper ore....------.---2--------] © 125)32, 856, 971] 144, 764) 4, 993, 551) 2 781,457,631) 318, 900]_-_--.--_-- a 
Boos" Yead ore....--.22.sscsss-2sse----|. 118)” 25,898} 2,174] ° 101,469} ”'85,'258] 4,251, 345). - of 
Bos oo. Lead-copper ore_..-----.---------] QO - 473) TB} 2,297) - 18, 733) 34, 966) .__-.-...- Bis 

oe che Pine ores 2.-----2---2---+-------| 4-106, 400} 1, 152] 198.954) 2, 128, 230) 478, 000) 9, 503, 100 ft 
we Zine-copper. ore__--. 2... --------] 2 7, 267). 10 6,377. 356, 300} 43, 640| 679,060 me 

be 4 Fineleadore..-2-7222222-TTITT] 18] _ 286, 780} 8,390] 836, 015] 1, 682, 362/22, 023, 504/26, 861, 840 4 
mo motel, lode mines..........] + 515|33, 920, 731| 250, 815] 7, 064, 069|? 786,774, 000129, 544, 000|37, 044, 000 4 
Al, Total placers..-------e-2e-eee--| 168)-nenen---| 2886) 808) -—---n-nnn-| nnn | 
Bo otal, 1941. ---------|  989)25, 491, 794] 315, 392] 7, 498, 260]8 652,634, 000|31, 276, 000)32, 986, 000 a 

ie " : a - oe -1 A mine producing moré than 1 class of ore is counted but once in arriving at total for all classes. a 
uk ogee is Bee 3 Tnclndes 129,292,755 pounds recovered from ore leached ‘and mine-water precipitates. I A 
ieee oe bala es 118,450,902 pounds recovered from ore leached and mine. water precipitates. Cog 

Me Of the 33,920,731 tons of ore produced in 1942 in Arizona, 27,102,358 + 
my. ~~ tons (80 percent): were treated at concentration plants, 4,199,268 tons, 
he’ (12 percent) at a leaching plant, 543,681 tons (2 percent) atamalgam- 
oo. ation, eyanidation, and cyanidation-concentration mills, and 2,075,424 — 3 
“o> tons (6 percent) were shipped crude to smelters. = 8 8 * ee: 
me . - « Gold ore treated at amalgamation mills decreased from 7,517 tons —- 
wl. 3n. 1941 to.765 tons in 1942 and siliceous material treated at.cyanidation | 
i. - - and cyanidation-concentration plants from 826,393 to 542,916 tons; — * 
vw" .: 1 straight cyanidation plants treated 337,350 tons of materialin 1942. 
Poo! The most.important plants were those at the Goldroad, Gold Standard, —s_. 
bee Producers Mines, Inc., Congress, Octave, Mammoth-St. Anthony | 
whip Limited, Alvarado, Yarnell, Vulture, Vivian, and Iron King properties. 
Po Nine companies reported cyaniding 386,332 tons of siliceous material | 

ae and using 51,400 pounds of sodium cyanide, 666,265 pounds of Aero 7 
oa _ Brand calcium cyanide, 56,248 pounds of zinc dust, 2,000,000 pounds — 
- of lime, 1,277 pounds of Aerosol, and 8,800 pounds of caustic soda. 2 

SO Ore treated at concentration plants in 1942 comprised chiefly 
Se 26,703,329 tons of copper ore, 265,505 tons of zinc-lead ore, 105,971 | 

tons of zinc ore, and 12,121 tons of lead ore. Copper ore from the : 
Miami property (5,922,250 tons) was treated by a combination of 

- leaching and concentration, and copper ore from the Inspiration mine 
| | was treated by straight leaching and by leaching and concentration. 

The large copper-concentration plants at Ajo, Clarkdale, Hayden, | 
Miami, Morenci, and Superior were operated at capacity in 1942, as 
well as the copper-leaching plants at Inspiration and Miami and the | 
copper smelters at Clarkdale, Douglas, Hayden, Miami, Morenci, and 

_ Superior. The rated capacity of charge of the six copper smelters 
was as follows: Clarkdale 1,400,000 tons per year, Douglas 1,600,000,
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-- Hayden 360,000, Miami 360,000, Morenci 450,000, and Superior oe AEN 
(Magma) 210,000. In 1942 these plants treated copper material =... 

. - chiefly from one property, with the exception of the Douglas plant, © =) = 
| -which treated material from various properties in Arizona, New | * 

‘Mexico, and Mexico. The new 25,000-ton concentrator at the = 
Morenci braiich of the Phelps Dodge Corporation started running 
in January, and the new 1,200-ton-per-day copper smelter at Morenci 

--- began operating in April. The 20-ton smelter at Tiger is the only = = 

~ lead smelter in Arizona, and it operated exclusively on concentrates ss 
from the mill of Mammoth-St. Anthony Limited. - Oo sy 

__-'The following tables give details of the treatment of all ores pro- oe 

duced in Arizona in 1942. Bo Ce ee th 
) | 7 tg 

Mine production of metals in Arizona in 1942, by methods of recovery, in terms.of 7h 
m oo, Sn recovered metals Se Ce ge * ee 

Do a -. | Material cae, 1 RS ae . 5 Gold _ Silver -. *. Pe 
a treated | Copper Lead Zine | Oe Mids 

| | . Method of recovery . ae : ouness) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) a : oS 

- Ore amalgamated_.....-..--.-..] — 765 307}. 146 |__.--- ee |e ee eee epee oa 
. Ore, old tailings, and current | . SO . ees ee ha 

| tailings cyanided_........-....| - 539,154 | 45,713 | | 103,800 |._:_...--.-.-|--.-..------|--~------:-- ae 
Concentrates smelted..--.-.----| 1,322,817 | 105,078 | 2, 668,316 | 495, 590, 461 | 25, 760,110 | 36,734,500) 
Ore smelted.._...--.------------] 2,075,424 | 99, 697 | 4, 291,807 | 161,890,784 | 3,'783, 890 309, 500 oe 
-Copper precipitates smelted --- - 26,781 |.-2-------|----.------| 1 41, 734, 764 |..----------|------------ RED 

- Copper ore leached ....-..------} ? 4, 199, 268 |-..._---.-|-------.---| 87, 557, 991 |.--.--------|------------. ae 

Placer....---------------------- noon ee ------ 2,836 | . 398 Janne enn ee cee |e nee en eee epee ener renee es ae 

: | |_| 253, 651 | 7,084, 467 | 786, 774,000 | 29,544,000 | 37,044,000 .. 
- Total, 1941_..-.-.---------------|------------| 315, 392 | 7, 498, 260 | 652, 634,000 | 31,276,000 | 32,986,000 

1 Distributed as follows: Cochise County, 1,067,000 pounds; Gila County, 11,441,500 pounds; Greenlee — ery, 

- County, 13,750,000 pounds; Pinal County, 14,749,964 pounds; Santa Cruz County, 1,600 pounds; and Yava- ._—s_—y eeeeas 

_. pai County, 724,700 pounds. = > Be ee Po gas 

2 Treated by straight leaching at 1 plant in Gila County. — ve a rt “es oS 

Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or 2s 
a without concentration equipment) in Arizona in 1942, by types of mills and by ee 

-- counties, in terms of recovered metals | po . | a Ee 
. . : , a : : / : oe ove 

| . AMALGAMATION MILLS Co : Oe as 2 

| Recovered in bullion Concentrates smelted and recovered metal ee oad 

/ | ‘treated a Cc cer | : ae 4 
me . treate oncen- ; 2 tae 

County hort | Gold | Silver | trates | Gold | Silver | Copper | Lead 
: ons e ne {| produce ne 6 es oa 

, ounces) | ounces) (short |.ounces) | ounces) — (pounds)| (pounds) = “ Os 

wo | tons) | a Fe a 

Cochise_-.....-.----- 2 12 3 |...-------]-----.----]----------]----------]---------- oo eae 

Maricopa....-------- 210 9 . 4}... 00 |---| ---------- eee ay 

Mohave. ..-..-------]} 207 187 99 3 13 23 |..........| 610° oe 
. Santa Cruz__..-.---- 105 9 7 2. 4 17 jiu-----ee-eeee eee . ae 

Yavapai___...------- 225 107 32 |__-.--_-- i |e wef] e- eee fis 

765 327 148 5 17 49 |..........| 610 “aa 
Total, 1941.......-.-| 7,517 888 297 73 320 145 | 1,200] — 1, 808 coy 

i 
i ee
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ke Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or | 
wees aptthout concentration equipment) in Arizona in 1942, by types of mills and by = 
Hoo. |. counties, in terms of recovered metals—Continued — - oe 

Re __ CYANIDATION MILLS Oo rs 

ee whe | Reeovered in bullion | Concentrates smelted and recovered metal a 

7 ance , Material | ran —- oo 
i re “Coun: tested G - | si : Concen- Gola Silver | Cs 
Teg - ounty - (short. ol ilver | trates 0 ilver fog: m 
Bee | tons) (fine. | (fine | produced} (fine | (fine popes (poends) Ss 
Lr foo. ounces) {| ounces) | (short | ounces) | ounces) : 

es eo 7 : tons) oe - we 

eo Coehise.....--22--.--| 250 | 10 358 |..-------.|----------------22e-feeeeee ef 
BERK Maricopa.......-..-.|/ 35, 085 1, 582 1, 358 351 720 - 3001. 865] 1,300 es 
rn oo Mohave.............| 189,843 | | 30,778 39, 580 }----------|------.---|----------]--e eee eee ae 
Wen Pima..__-----------|. 1,700 _ 807 1,208 |-..-------|----------]------.---{----------]-2-1 2-2. Xe 
i ‘Pinal -____--.------.| 147, 483 2,877 | 7,121 3,292 | 22,027} 21,150 | 11,070 | 2, 163, 000 a 
eo Yavapai...-.--------| 168,555 | 10,159 | 54, 140 470 6,141 | 7,421 | 12,426.) 69,900 

cit a 542,916 | 45,713.| 103, 800 4,113 | 28,888 | 28,871 | 24,361 | 2, 234, 200 cn 
Be - Total, 1941.._.......} 826,303 | 77,627 | 182, 503 5,978 | 37,445 | 41,856 | 34,856 | 4,455,570 
Bebo. [SSS | Se ee eee eee ee Te 
i Grand total:1942_....]......-.-.] 46,040 | 103,946 4,118 | 28,905 | 28,911 | 24,361-] 2, 234 810 a 
Be (941-22 l.-| (78, 515 | 182, 800 6,051 | 37,765 | 42,001] 36,056 | 4, 457,075 y 

Pe Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in Arizona in 1942, by counties, af 
Ho Oo — | an terms of recovered metals | | ie 

Bye — Concentrates smelted and recovered metal . a . G 
Bee | fp 4 Re C ‘treated | Concen- | gaa | gaeor | ne ; Bay 7 , ounty Treate | Concen- 4 ot oO oo 
Re | oe (short tons) trates (ino | vine Copper Lead Zine. 2 
a bie Chor Ses) | ounces) | ounces) | (pounds) | (pounds) { (pounds) 4 

ae - 3'* Coghise.....-.-.-- 22, 132 5, 958 402 43, 030 505, 278 |. 1,285, 678 3, 464,000 - : 
ee ~ Gila__....-.-.-..]} 6,763,756 | 171, 188 1, 894. 86, 514 | 88,560,151 | 502,700 | — 683, 600 J 
ges Greenlee.__.......| 7, 640, 890 267,549 | ~ 4,089 157, 971 |106, 100, 000 |........-.-.}_---------.-- 4 
Be Maricopa. -_.___._- 1,300} «163 141 959} 515 |. 143, 250 |_.----- 4 
Ae Mohave... 73,090 | . 10,390] 3,265 138, 967 169, 215 |. 3, 235, 322 4, 487, 700. i 
eee Pima l..___| 8, 338, 033 227,949} 45,068 499, 824 |134, 047, 982 |__........__]--...-------- 4 
pee Pinal_-__........_.] 3, 352, 395 302, 503 9,054 | 508, 622 |114, 889,055 | 1,765,900 | 8, 925, 000 zs 
SUR Santa Cruz..._..._| 108, 443 26, 062 229 477, 313 | 1, 169, 099 | 13,630,685 | 13,506,000. 
ee Yavapaii....--] 791,277 306,249 | 12,018} 719,883 | 50,124,005 | 2, 161, 765 5, 668, 200 i 
we Yuma 11, 042 748. 13 6, 322 800} = 800, 000 |_--.--- 2. ‘ 

Be 27, 102, 358'| 1,318,699 | 76,173 | 2, 639, 405 |495, 566, 100 | 23,525,300} 36, 734, 500 | 
ios, Total, 1941__......} 19,001,720 | 1,022,801 | 77,209 | 2, 740,172 |378, 807, 603 | 22,524,350 | 32,693, 800 

Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in Arizona in 1942, by 
vo : } classes of concentrates smelted . | 7 

_ | | Concen- Gross metal content | ; 
: Class of frat trates pro- a a : 

aSs OF concentrates uce : , : 
| (short Ce vie Copper Lead Zine | 

. tons) ounces) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 

| Dry gold....._....--.--------- 560 1, 549 2, 268 3, 457 8,214 |__..-..-.-_. 
Copper._..........-......-.-.| 1,251,630 | 66,122 | 1,706,798 | 508, 491, 234 518,555 | 3, 274, 010 
Lead.............------------- 25,468 | 32, 708 626, 002 454,094 | 22,366,797 | 2, 781, 192 
Lead-copper....__........-_-- 4,793 637 195, 440 438,751 | 4, 086, 862 973, 900 

oo Zinc._.__._.-..--------------- 37, 667 1, 182 129, 247 765,241 | 1,708,450 | 39, 321, 089 
Zinc-copper._._.___._...____-- 575 8 1, 000 42,500} - 5, 000 602, 000 
Zinc-lead._.......--.-.-------- 1, 454 55 | 3, 224 41, 793 391,337 | 1, 357, 244 
Iron.__...-.---.2------------- 670 2, 822 4, 337 5, 992 62, 342 24, 630 

1,322,817 | 105,078 | 2,668,316 | 510, 243,062 | 29, 142,557 | 48, 334, 065 
Total, 1941--._...-----.-------| 1,028,852 | 114,974} 2,782,173 | 392,814,679 | 29,511,821 | 43,318, 947
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Mine production of metals from Arizona concentrates shipped to smelters in 1942,in © ig 
| re | terms of recovered metals Oo Oa 

| ae BY COUNTIES RS 

. ; -| Concen- | . Gold Silver , | _ - oe OS | | | - | . Copper _ Lead Zine ys oe . OO ._ trates (fine (fine J OEE | a (short tons)} ounces) | ounces) | (Pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) fe 

| Cochise._..--.....-.--...--... 5, 953 402 43,030 | 505, 278 | .1, 285,678 |. 3,464,000 
. Gila. 211 171, 183. 1, 894 86,514 | . 88, 560,151 502, 700 683, 600 os oo ae Greenlee...--....--.-...-....- 267, 549 4,089 | = 157, 971 | 106, 100,000 }..---..-..- J} ENS 

Maricopa.---.....-.......-..- §14 | 861 1, 259 1, 380 144, 650 |..--..-..__- - Pook : Mohave...--...........-.--.-| 10,303 | 3,278 | 138,990 | ___ 169,215 | 3,235,932] 4,487,700 Pima. —.---------.----------| 227,949 | . 45,068 | 499,824} 134,047,982 |... Re Pinal_.---.------...--...--..-| 305,795 | 31, 081 529,772 | 114, 900, 125 | 3,928,900) 8,925,000 
_ Santa Cruz. -_.----- 2-22.28] 26, 064: 233 477, 330 1, 169,099 | 13,680, 685.| 13,506,000 | STAR 

Yavapai_...--....-------- 8. 306,719 |. 18, 159 727,304 | 50,136,431 | 2,231,665 | 5,668,200 | y ote — Yuma....----22-2--22--------| 748 13{ . 6,322 |, 800 800, 000 |------------ ag 
a | 1,322,817} 105,078 | 2,668,316 | 495,590,461 | 25,760,110 | 36, 734, 500 eae 7 Total, 1941_-.._-:-.....-------| 1,028,852 | 114,974 | 2,782,173 | 378,843, 659 | 26,981,425 | 32,693,800 aS 

- | | : BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES ee 
a . : ‘ . . : id uid ‘Dry gold_---2--222222.--.--2| 560 1,549| — . 2,268 2, 761. 6, 700 |---2------ 2. a _ , Copper. ..-...-.-.------------| | 1,251, 630 | 66,122 | 1, 706,798 | 404, 181, 808 64,190. |_...--.--_-- ar Lead__.._.-----.-.--.---------| 25,468 | 32,703 | 626,002} | 361,747 | 20,560,103 |....----__.. es ..  Lead-copper...c...2----.-....] ° 4,798 637 | 195,440 | > 359, 365.| 3,712,545 |----- ee ~ @ime...-2--22222------------.] - 37,667] 1,182 |. 129, 247 611,889 | 1, 109,047 | 35, 004, 415 a , - Zine-copper_--_...------------| 575; . 8| ~ ° 1,000 84,500} 3,300 522,360. ES , Zine-lead.-.......--..-------- 1,454) 55] 8.204 33,643 | 248,192 | 1,207,728 NG . Tron..2.-.----2---2----------|- 670 | 2,822 4,337 | - 4, 748 : 56,083 |--.-....--- ah 

oe |, 822,817 | 105,078 | 2, 668,316 | 495, 590, 461 | 25,760,110 | 36,734,500 is oak 

_ Gross metal content of Arizona crude ore shipped to smelters in 1 942, by classes ofore op 
tN . bap | } } . | le ee a . | . ° Gross metalcontent | oe oo 

/ . Cl f | (net 0 a eas ann i og 
ass of ore or : . : Coe 

. tons) | ad ie _ Copper Lead Zinc oe es ; ne . ounces) | ounces) _@ounds) (pounds) (pounds) = ; 2 | ee 

- Dry and siliceous gold_-...-.-| | 16,607 9, 157 33, 020 807,018 | 37,144 |. --.2--L. . Sara 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver-_ 56, 911 7, 994 328, 208 714, 640 74, 457 |----.--.---- OT hae Dry and siliceous silver.......| 32,944 961|  410,182| — 25,517| 17,192 |___._______- NE Copper.-..-..--.-....----.--.| 1, 954,374 | 79,420 | 3,425,115 |. 173,003,746 | 514,546|____...... So 5A Lead_-----.------------2----- 13,777 | | 2,187 98, 581 104,243 | 3,618,216 |-.-------- a Lead-copper..-..------------- 107; -° 8 1, 873 9, 446 28,849 |---- woke Zine..._.....----------------- © 429 |p 28, 400 27,468 2 Zinc-lead.....--..-------------| 275 |_-------.-} 128 |..-.-.--------| | 46, 763 104,017 oo 
ne | nt ee 

2,075,424 | 99,697 | 4,291,807 | 174,164,610 | 4,365,497] 388, 485 Ho me 
Total, 1941__...............--..| 1,870,510 | 109,972 | 4, 531,082 | 166,.596, 538 4, 960, 747 343, 601 . poe fh 

| . : : ¥ a ) | ne: 

. ee me)
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ees Mine production of metals from Arizona crude ore shipped to smelters in 1942, in es a 

pet oe | terms of recovered metals = eR 

Be ee BY COUNTIES os 

Ey oc oe - - | Ore =| Gold | Silver | Tang | oT | 
Bp . (Fi _ . Copper . Lead - Zine on 
Wey . (short (fine (fine 4: ON 
BN oe oe tons) ounces) | ounces) (pounds) (pounds) | (pounds. os 7 

S Qochise...----.-------------} 1,202,901 | 58,907 | 2,496,398 | 105,429,722 | 1,693,322] 70,000 a 
ho Coconino. -...-2-..----2------| 1,619}. 15 927). ~--.172, 000 1,000 j_..---_----- ay 

ee Gila. coe e-- eee eee eee 56,370 |. 236 16,401 | 2,697,358 | 370,300 11, 400. ee 
foe Graham__..-.-.--...-.-------| _1,304|.—-—-22 8,877 |... —--8, 000. 305, 400 |_-----2-2--2. Me 

We Greenlee._.-.----2-.-------.--| .. 74.747 | 1,608 | 178, 281}... 861, 000 11, 300 |_------2----- ee 

cies. >. Maricopa....--L-------------- 4,409| . 469| 6,348] ~ 176,820 362,750 |_----------e 
mo. Mohave....------------------] 6, 859 1,949 14,483 |. © 195, 985 82, 368 |__..--2-2_-- ORES 
ee 2 Pimalc.-------------------- 5, 261. 222}. 18,259} - 469,918 236,000 | - 226, 300 - Rass 

eee Pinal__.----------------------| 90,818 |. 4,542} 302,613 | 12,697,911 51,700 |.---2-----2- 

Pevos Santa Cruz....---------------]  _ 2,650 | 273! 37,508]. 80,801 | =: 222,315 |____---_--_- oR 

ope Yavapai._.------------------- 625,265 | 30,465 | 1,178,776 | 39, 020, 569 392, 635 1,800 _ 

eo Yamal cele eeeeeeeee----] 8,721] 989. | 48,191] 131,200 | 54, 800 |------------ sy 

re | 2,075, 424 | 99,697.| 4,291,807 | 161,890,784 | 3,783,890 | | 309, 500 | 4 

ees Potal, 1941 --.--------------] 1,870,510 | 109,972 | 4, 531, 082 | 155, 339,439 | 4, 294, 575 292, 200 : 

re BY CLASSES OF ORE Ss ne oo 4 

AAO Po Dry and siliceous gold - _-----.- _ 16,607 | 9, 157 | 33,020 | ~ 292, 503 | 24,747 |_-.--------- * 

wee OL Dry and siliceous gold-silver--| 56,911} 7,994; 328, 208 | - 673, 227 ~ §6,071 |-.--2------- a 

vows +. Dry and siliceous silver.....--|/ 32,044 |. 961) | 410,182) | 24,434) 11, 252] lle mee 

ee Gopper..------------2--+-----| 1, 954,374 | 79,420 | 3,425, 115 | 160, 808, 794 318,900 |.-.--------- as 

ee : Lead__...--------------------| 18, 777 2,157 | © 93,581 | 83,948 | 3,294,754 |--------2-2- fh 

Bee _ Lead-copper.-.--.---------+- _ 107): = 8 ~~ L573} si, 878 | | 24,066 |-------- 2... 4 

coe Zine. |i ------------------- 429 }.__--.-2-|------------|-------------- 20, 000. 226, 300 i 

ero Binelead--------------2------] 275 |.-.-------} --—-128 |-------------- 34,100 |  ——-83, 200 a: 

Be Br 2,078,424 | 99,697 | 4,201,807 | 161,890,784 | 3,783,800; 300,500 sf 

Be | | | , 8 Oo g 

Be — | oo ce a A



- : . _ REVIEW. BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS  - Be on oS Rae 

| - Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Arizona in. 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals  ==+—— eas 

a Mines pro- . | } , ob ea | . . ay 
. : ducing Ore sold or Gold (fine ounces) Silver (fine ounces). — : | oo BS 2 oe 

. County and district ___..|__ treated — | Copper) Lead Zine | Total ; Bo “| (short tons) a (pounds) (pounds) | (pounds) value > ie ge 

' | Lode | Placer , Lode | Placer | Total} Lode | Placer | Total. oe oo, va ME 

_ Cochise County: . fo oe ne . 0 — ae RB ts 
| California_........-..--------------------- Blo... 1238 1 |... 1 609 f...-----| 609 | ~—-1,800 | =: 14,800'|-.---------] - $1,688 9S 
- se Cochise.......--.-_----.-.------------- +. ee 3 |-------- 7,885 17 |-------- 17 3,631 |----.---| 38,631 | 413, 000. 17,300 | 567,000 107,040 Eo OS 

| Dos Cabezas and Tevis.....-...--.-..----- 3 |.------- 512] 138 |.------- 1388 { . 358 |-.-2..--1 - 353 7,000 4,000 |...-....---| 6, 196 Sys 
Golden Rule (Dragoon) -_...--------.--.--.- | | 98 24 |. (24 - 466 fo ile] 156 | - 200 8,000 |---------2-] BIL ee 
Hartford (Huachuca Mountains)...-.....-|- 2 1 74 3° 1} -. 4 7 | 609 J---2...-] 509 800 25,000 j---.-------| 2,218 -Q. eS 

.  Swisshelm._...-.---------22--- eee | 2,288 |. 52 |_------s| + 52 | 17,415 |_------.| 17, 416 4,600 | 701,300 |.....--.---| 61,7488 92 9. 
: Tombstone.......--...--------------- eee B foe el 3,674} 854 |.-....-.] 8541 29,319 |.-_..___| 29,319 17,900 | 399,000 |_-.__--___- 62,138. M2. Fe 

Ds ' Turquoise......-.---..----..-------------- 6 jii------] 970 50 |--------}| .. 50 3, 652 |_-....-- 3,652 | 2,700 | + 183,300 |  70,000-| — 28,465 o. eae 
Coc et no annenn nn nnnecnteeecnnneeccnnees 8 |--------| 1,210,176 | 58, 602 |.......| 58, 692 |2, 484, 135 |......._|2, 484, 185 |106, 555, 00Q | 1,626,800 | 2,897,000 | 17,092,288 fy = = 

nir oO y: . a 4d : i . ; - Sf ok 

' Francis..........-..-.-.-------.-.--------- | re or 81 |..------|--.-----]-------- 14 J... oe . 414 |- 2,000 j.--..-.---efee- eee] 252 — (Eis 
Jacob Canyon and Warm Springs. ....-..-- 3 j-------- 1,463 |  s- 18 j--------} 15 661 |------.-| - 661 159,000] § 1,000 |-..-.--._-- 20, 301 nar 

. au aree Reservation ....-.-.--------------- To jete- lee. 125 |..----.-|------.-|--------|) 2 feeeeeeee}| 211, 000 Jee eee] «1, 868 eS ae 

. Banner and Dripping Springs. .-.........- os 44, 708 171 |_...-..- 171 |. 20,260 |-..-----| 20,260 | 1,728,200 | 679,300 | _ 683,.600 337,087 Boos 
. Globe-Miami._.....-...------------------- 16 |.......-]| 10,974,497 | 1,924 j.-......] 1,924 81,644 j.-.--...| 81,644 |188, 529,000 | — 193, 700 11, 400 | 22,951,445. a AEE 

, Groon Valley sig | Bbc BR 80 pees] BOP pense] 8,000 [ean penne] AB 
Z 0 wee ew nee e eee e nee ee ween eene ween nee wee cee ce lee ce cen lec ec eee cee ee cee cece enc lene eee ccce ececececeee'l” QR. Co 

- Pioneer (Pinal Mountains)-.-.-...--...--- 4] ---- 222. 69. 4)--------| = 4 997 j.-------|- - 997 | - 1,000 |.-...2-.--2 |---| 970 - Se 
- Summit_.-...2--..--.-.-.----------2------ 1 j..---.-- 1D eee eee eee eee eee ee eee ee eee eee . 800 j--.-2------|--- eo _ 97 a E 

Graham County: ° ee ie . “ co mL. . OM 
Aravaipa---.....-----.-------------------- § |.-.-----]. 1,295. 22 |.----15- 22 8,853 |.-------| 3,858} . 6,000] 305,400 j....---....| 24,698 — B pif vest 

a q LONG SUBY.  oo-------annneennncnanaeneennns 1 feeeeeeee . 9 j.-------]----- oe f----- 24 Joleen eee] 24 2,000 |.-.-.-----.-|--.-----2--| | 6.259 Q |: ey 
. reenlee County: fp . . fo a . Ls ‘ lg i BS 

Ash Peak..._....-----..---------- eee 7 20, 756 778 |..--.---| 778 | 170,519 |..-.-.--| 170,619 |..2----2-- [eee |e eee] 148,488 ye 
. Copper Mountain (Morenci) ---..-..------ 4 |_....-..| 7,604,849 ; 4,906 |........| 4,906 | 165,645 |..---..-| 165,645 |120,711,000 | 7,600 |---.-.----.| 14,806,042 WB = 48 

Metcalf (Greenlee) ...-..-.-.-------------- 1. f.-.--2ee 82 13 |.z------] 18 BS fete lle 88.|_..__-._ 2. 3,700 |.-.--.-----| - 730: | . FS 
San Francisco. ......-.--..--.-------------|-------- 4 |i.--2---2-.|----e ee 10 10 j-----2 fee eee ee ee ee eee eee - 350 OS Sas 

Maricopa County: ne Sf | oe 2 EE 
Big Horn_....-...-.-.----------.-------+-- 3 1} | 25 12 1 13 |----- ete eee eee eed 300 |....------- 475 So 
Blue Tanks_.-.-....-.---.----.-.-.------.- | --.2-- 8. 1 fee eee eee eee . 3 : 8 |e --e lee eee eee ee ee eee ene Jenene ed 405 3 ee 

° Cave Creek.and Camp Creek. ...--.---..- 6 |..-----.]- 250 66 |--.----- 66 322 |..--.---| 822 1,300 |....-.-.--.|------2---- 2,696 
~ Ellsworth (Harqua Hala)!..........-...._- 1 j--.-- ee 4 Je eee fee ee ee eee - 800 |__w eee ee eee ee 36 ee 

Estrella Mountain.............----.------- 1 |-------- 25 | 9 24 |_---.-- 24 MEL 14a eee fe ~~ 850 ree 
New River_-.-.----------.----------------- 6B eee] 1,927) = 5B fe-------| 55 |. |. 787 feet] 787). 161, 600 |_------eee|ee ee 22,0088 2 a 
Osborn........----------~----------------- 2 |-------- 1, 624 99 |_--.---- 99 2,925 |.-..----} 2,925 | 11,800 |. 318,400 |..---.-.... 97,971 See 

| Pikes Peak (Morgan City)....--..--..---- 8 |-------- 20-20 feet 20] aa eee) 4 Leer 710 py 
‘Salt River Mountains.............-...-..- 2 lee 663 248 Jie. 248 | 201 |... 22. 201 $00 Ieee eee eee 8,859 oS ee 

See footnotes at end of table. 7 _ So So oo | . Se 4 ae QQ ee
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Arizona in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms o, recovered metals—Continued DO 
: : : - . . - _ : 8 RAS SE! 

ducing Ore sold or | old (fine ounces) ver (fine ounces) TO Ane 7 UE 
County and district _ttt*dT:C(iéitette Copper Lead Zine \ Total ee 

(short tons) —1 (pounds) . (pounds) | (pounds) value |. Se 

| Lode | Placer | Lode | Placer | Total | Lode | Placor Total | oo, | oO 

Maricopa County—Continued. So | oe ep | | - es 
San Domingo._....-_......------.--------- 2 6 9 14 Ji) Ob fale eee eee [eee [eee 200 |.-------..- $748 - A ORES 

Sunflower.........-----.-.-----.---------- 1 |. .---- 52 <n 48 38 |..-.-.-- - 88 |__-.-------- |-------- 4. |-------- ee 41,707" vo ey ee 

Vulture... ..-.----.----------- eee 12 |_...---- 35,397 | 2,273 |.--.-:--| 2,273 4,604 |........| 4,604) - 2,900 1938, 400 |----------- 96,188 © 7° es 

Wickenburg.__.........---..-.------------ - A feel 1,000}: 56 Ji... 56 114 folie. 414 joe eel |e [eee eee 2041 | Cot iky 

Winifred. _...--.-.-.--------- eee. : 8 6 |.-.----- 6 |.-------2-|---- ee ee eee nee [ee ene nee nee [oe ee eee [eee eee eee 210 (ets 

Mohave County: . : a . > - weg 
Bentley wee ccc 1 [..-.---- 36 j-..-----|--------|-------- 104 j..2----- 104 17, 900 200 |.--..------| © — 2,253 J ea 

Cedar Ridge-..........-------.------------ 1 |__-_---- 118 |--.2---.|-------.-|-------- fs en 14]. 2,700 |.-.--------|-----------] 337 i Oe aS 

Cedar Valley........--..------------------ 1 ji_.---- 10. 000 4 |..------] | 4 |. 959 j..------] 959 39,100 |-----------|-2---------| . 5, 553 . by fe EOS 

Chemehuevis...-......-..-_-.-------------|-------- 1 jew... eee} ee 17 17 |---.--.--- 7 T |e enw n nwo e [one een [ee ee nee eee _ 600 | oe PBs 

Cottonwood_......--..----------------- eee 1 |_..-.--- 2,030 | 165 |.----.--| 165] 682 |.___.--- 682 |- 88,300 |....----.2_|-----------| . 18,314 cg 

Gold Basin_...-.-..---- 22 eee 4 4 * 249 108 19 127 24 |. 24: |_..-.--- 2 |---| eee eee 4,462 we 

Greenwood.......-.--.-=------------------| © 2 |-------- 11 2 |...----- 2 14 |... 2 14). >) 100 Ju-e--- +22 |---2--- eee - 92 ts 

Indian Secret (White Hills)_........-....-. “1 ieee. 250 8 |_-.--.-- 3 1,186 |..-....2 1,166 |---..-----2-|----------- |------ +++ 927, 
Lost Basin. ......_......---...-----.------|-------- 4 |iwu 2-2 ede ee 18 48 fev eee fee eee ene [eee eee 680.0 FH ee 

Maynard and McConnico.-......-.-----.-- 2)...----| . 125 22.|__..---- 22 83 j..------| 88 ~ 100 1,800 |...--...... 962 5 oe 

Minnesota....-...-------..---------------- 6 {| 171 | «65 fee. 65 | - 802 j_----_.. 602 j--..----.--- 400 |.-..--..--- - 2,659 I 

Music Mountain...........-.------------- 5 |__-____- 259 328 |_....--.| 328. 689 |......-|. 689 |---| 2,700 [--w----e-ee | 12,182 DW 
OwenS.........------.--.-------------- =e 13 j.-.--.-- 2,976 | 498 |_....-.- 498 720 |.------- 720 |- 106,300 600 |.---------- 30, 844. OQ es 

Peacock.._.....-.---.------------s----- eee 1:|_--.--- 26 |..-.-.-.|_-------|-e--c--- 7 |. we 9 3,900 |..---------|-----------| 477. © 2a ake 

San Francisco (Oatman, Goldroad, Kathe- a a oD . 7 oe oe A rae 
rine, Vivian)...........--....--..------- 17 |.-...--- 178, 859 | 28, 570 |.....---| 28, 570 30, 804 |...----- 30, 804 |.....------.|-.-_--.---.|---------+-| 1,021,805 7 

Wallapai........-.....-------.------------ 36 |__..-.-- 70,638 | 5,406 |._..-..-|. 5,406 | 157,112 |...-----] 157,112 136, 800 | 3, 312,600 | 4, 487, 700 956, 787 bat LIE 

Weaver..._.--..----- 2-2. enn eee eee 6 |_...---- 3,861 | 1,021 j-.-...--| 1,021 232 |_...----] «282: J----- e+e |---| eee 35,900 SoS 
Pima County: ° oe os qt. en 

AJO.2- 2 neon eee nen e eee e ne ene 1 |.-.....-} 8,324,737 | 45,081 |......--| 45,081 | 489,759 |...-....| 489, 759 |183, 293, 800 |......-...-|-----------| 18,054,658 WM © =~. 
Amole._......--...-.---.2-------- =e eee 2 |. 2. 618 89 [__ Lee 89 1, 623 [.--..--- 1, 523 8,200 | 78,600 |.--------.. ~985L 00 
Arivaca.._.-..---.-------2-2--eeeee 6 3 79 | ~~ 87 2) 59 239 |_....--.| — . 239 800 [eu eee |e eee 9,271 Bey 

Baboquivari_.............---.-.---.------- 1 |---_---- 1, 700 807 |._------| - 307 1,298 |._..--.-} 1,298 |.---.-..----]---------.-|-----------] «(11,668 Soe 

Cababi (Comobabi) ...--.-----.----------- i ne (85 Qj} OO 149 Je 149 2,700} - 2,600 |.-.----.--- 9220-200 FS 

Cerro Colorado.....:........-------------- 1 |_-.----- 67 1 |_.__.- ee 1| 2,589 |..-...._] 2,589 1,200} ~=1, 700 |--------.-. 2,185. BF 

. Empire.........-.------------------------- 1 |.-2.---- 574 6 |.-..---- 6} © 720 |.---..- 720 - 2,000 77, 000 226,.300 | 27, 169 ER 
Greaterville_.........---.-.----_.----- 2+ |------ ee 1 [-2-- eee ee |ee- eee 2) 9 2 feel eee few Jenene [eee eee eee ee] (| ne Cee 

. Helvetia (Rosemont)........-------..-----| . 3 |-------- 4, 465 11 j.i.-..-- 11 | 8,681 j-.------ 3,681 | 449,000; - 3,000 |-----.----.-- 57, 497 So aes 

Old Hat ?__._.....-.-----2--e ee Bl ose- 12,149} 25 |.-..-..-|. 25} 11,091 |--......}.. 11,091 742,000 |....-------|---+------- 98, 544 | ct 
. _ Pima (Sierritas, Papago, Twin Buttes) ---- 9 |___.-.-- 166-| 8 fe.------] Bs, 028 [-----.-. 1, 028 9, 700 22,000 |----------- 3, 659 - OS ae 

Quijote. -— 2 << --<o---n2no--nn2nn-a0- 3 83 66 |.------- 2 2 “421 |. 121 | 4,000 |. . 4,700 |-----------| 955 See 
Roskruge and Waterman...........-.---.- 1 j-.-.2--- 189 1 j-------- 1{| . 1,409 |.__.-...| 1, 409 8,000 27,300 |-.--..-.--- 3, 834 eA Tas 

Silver Bell........---.--...----------------)° 1 jeue--- ee] 100 2 |.----L-- 21. 824 |.-...<..| 824 2, 000 | 19, 100 |----------. 2,178. we SES 

Bunker Hill._.......-.--.----..-.--------- 2 |_-.----- _ . 680 8 j-------| 8/.. 976.|..-..---| — 976 48,000 | 14,300 |-...-.----- 7, 740 | eS 

Casa Grande.....-.-.-..----.------------- 7 fete een el. 443 39 |.-..--..! 89! 6,362 |-_----.-- 5, 362“ 8, 200 8, 700 !...-------- 6, 753 SAS



| Cottonwood and Black Mountain. ...-...- 2 |.------- 80 16 |.-.---.- 16 52 |.------- 52 - 200 |--------- [eee ee eee 621 or as 

| | Goldfields............--------------~------ 1 |.-...-.. 6-140 oT eee eee. 7 31 |.---.-.- 81 |.--- 2 eens [pee eee ene [eee ee eed 267, oe 

Hackberry. j----2-----cnneeneereevoooo | i re 12 [evn tee eee >) 2 |...-~------- 8, 400 |..-.---.-.~ 243 eS 

Mineral Creek............--.-------------- Q |__..----| 2, 969, 644 852 |-.......| 8621 66,026 |-..-.-..| 66,025 |100, 724,000 |---...-----|-----------| 12, 264,375 pee 
- Minera] Hill. .....---.-------------------- 6 |.....--- 4,128 269 |..-.--..| 268] 1,035 |-.--.--- 1, 035 | 38, 000 26, 600 |..-..-..--. 16, 581: as 

Oo Old Hat 2.00... .- 002 wee eee eee 4 |........| 168,143 | 26,175 |........| 26,175 | 40,621 |...-.--.| 40,621 125, 600 | 3,602,600 | 1,187,000 | 1,309,184 ae 
ae Pioneer (Superior)_........---------------- 7 \__.....| 456,651 | 11,130 |.-------] 11,180 | 725,187'|.....-..| 725, 187 | 41,402,800 | 325,000 | 7,768,000 | 6, 659, 141 2 Te 
. ‘Saddle Mountain......._..---------------- 2 fw 30 4\....|. 4 246 |_.------|. 246 1, 200 |-----------|------2---- 460 OAS 

Santa Cruz County: - a : Rees 

| Harshaw....2----2-----eeee eee e eee eee | A [eee en ee 77, 182 199 |........} 190 | 848,387 |....-...| 348, 357 296, 000 |12, 264, 400 | 9,650,000 | 2,008,111 Soo oe 
Oro Blanco.......-.---------------+------- 10 1 1,811} 260)" 1 270 | - 28,149 |...--..-}]. 28,149 ~ 9,800 12,000 j-.------.-.| 31, 487. AES 
a LT feeeee---f 1 [o-e- www fee ne fon nee ee eee ne ene [een enn fone ne een Leen eee - 300 |----------. 20 Mo 9 3% 

~ Palmetto........---------------- eee ween 1 j...---.- OT www nnn w lene n enn’ Jenene eee 142 j-----e- | 142 Jie .-..-| - 1,300 j-----.---2. 188 =% Op ay 

Patagonia. .......-..-------------------++- 2 a 31, 374 88 |.---.-- 38 | 138,689 |.......-| 188, 659 886, 300 | 1, 380, 300 | 3, 826, 700 655,537 So 
ayn OM new eee eee ene 7 {wn 816} 8f.-----} ~ 8} 4,185 |---| 4,185 | 7,200'| 187,000 29, 300 19,381 wooo fe 

rightaon. ...-..-----e-------0---n00-2-o0e Qf. | 37. 1 |..------ 1 858 [2 e- 353 1, 700 7,700 |--.--------| 14,0088 gp 
Yavapai County: . - - . : : Sot 

Agua Fria.....0-.-2-.-- eee eee, > 450 | 15. |--.-...- 16 11 [2 111 _ 89,900 |...-..--~--|---- een nee 5, 432 2 OR 

. Bear Canyon......----------e---- enone eee 1 |-..-_-- 24 |_.___._.|_-----|------ 7 |... 7 1,300 |.-.--------[2----------| 162 g ANS 
Big BUG. «oon onenrnrotttrsternreteroc eee ae ——-:'10 17 - 155,910 | 7,898} 1,584) 9,482 | 316,807 114 | 316,921 260; 700 | 1,905, 700 | 5,300,000 | 1,209,363 — ae ee 

Black Canyon.......--.-.----------------- 7). dy 1,214 247 2 249 | 6,781 j----.---| 6, 781 1, 300 * 26,000 j---.------- 15,3690 ge 

. Black Hills.....--..-----.----------------- 3 |.-.----- 277) 74 j.------- 74 . 204 J. ---e 294 4,100 |-----------|----------+ 8,205 fp 
Black Rock_....-.-----------------s------ 71 wl 1, 284 172 |-..-----} 172) 189 |eweee eee 159 11,200 | 6,700 |-.--------.| 7,987 gg a 
Blue Tank. .....-.--0.---.----2- oe eee 1 8ytCt 48! 16 9 25 V7 {e-----ee fT eel |e-e eee] ee eee 887 SO fs 

| | Bullard (Pierce).......---.---------------- 8 j_--.--- 200 BB | unee 58 76|.._-_.-- 761 13,900 |--.------.-|---.-.----.| 3, 766 go ye 
' Castle Creek... 2-2-2 enn n-ne eee 7 |e. 96 7 |. aceon 7) Wifes} | 8,800] 17, 400- |. 1,889 Os Ss 

. Cherry Creek.........-.-.--.------------- 8 j_-.-.--- 258 150 |.-...--- 150 114 [Lee 114 Joe &, 331 : 

Copper Basin..........-..----------------| © § — 9 9, 425 108. 16 123 450 |-..-2u2.| . 460 456, 700. 1, 000. 66, 000 66, O91 - uy. EES 

Copper Creek........-..-.---------------- 1 ji... 4 [i022 .|-.----.-]-------- Ti eee 7. 300 |_...._---._.|.---~---.-- 4. ne 

Bureka.........-----------2---eee-eee eee 12 |_....-- 60, 066 841 |-..-....| 841 | 20,513 {.._.....| 20,613 | 1,107,700} 128,600 | 128, 000 198,674 es 
. - Hassayampa....-.----.---------2---------| «17 9 285 433] 546 979: 2, 520 128 2, 648 900} 7,600 |---------- 36,742 > 2 

| Humbug. .---020--0-2o2-s cts 1 3 “6, 7] 15 22 Wf || DN ftp 400 fee 812° 4 es 
Kirkland. .......------.---------- eee cen | ne AT 43 j..------ 43.) | 7 |u-a---- 7 fee fen ee eee La DW - 2. 

Lynx Creek. .-------+-------2-0---00002777 weeeeae-| 18. |o.2-------~-|--~----- 87 ' 87 jo--------- 14 14. jo eta f-ee- eee ed 8, 085 ee RS 

: artinez.....---------en nee n ene ee eee B |_-uw. 33,853 | 3,107 |-----.--| 8,107 | | 7,882 |---.2-.-| 7,882 |_--..----- fee eee | 4800 ON 
Peck... .---------- oon een ene a een 209 B.{--.-----}. 5 4,666 |.....--.|. 4,666. 2,300 |_...------.|-----------| 0B 77L ee 
Pine Grove.....-.------------------------ 6 j.------- 4,689 | 2,740 |--.---.-] 2,740 19,049 j--..----| 19,049 23,700 | 133,600 121,000 | 132,518 a Se 

me Pocket Creek.....-.-....--.---2---0---wee-|-------- 1 jie. lee fee------| 201 201 {_..------- 7 ed dene eee 7, 040- J Sag 

Silver Mountain..........----------------- 4 \_...--.- . 10 2 j-..----- 2 585 |.-.----| 585-|....---.---- 1,000 |--.---.--.-| . _ 558 B tl 

Tiger_.....--.---~----- 2-2 e eee ee ene eee 6 j--------|  - 263 149 |...-....| . 149 675. |.--.----| | 675 1, 700 4,300 |....-......| 6, 189 Aa 

a Mp Top... ----- n-ne eee ween neeeeeneeeeen| | 4 [eee eee 4). Lf] 1] 128 |........1 128 1, 700 1,000 |.-.--...--- 809- A 
Turkey Creek......--------------L-~------ 1 }_...---- 7]. 1 |....---- 1}. 239 |..--.--. 239 |.-..---.---- 4,000 |....--.-.-- 473 Te 

| | Verde. ..22- 22-2 nn nen nner eee 6 |... 1,242,183 | 28,429 |7--.-.--| 28,429 |1, 582, 108 |_---____|1, 682, 108 | 87, 874, 000 |.....---.--|-----------| 12,717,268 Bo os 
- Wagoner......------------- ee nee een ee fee eee 2 |_---.-------|-------- 4 4 [oo alee een ee fee ee nee enn [pee ene eee [eee een eed, 40. Gee 

Walker._........------------ ween ee ne eee 11 9 2,767 | 1,132 20 | 1,162) 13,2183; © 7| 18,220 60, 300 72, 700 85,000 |. 67,008  & ee 
Walnut Grove.....-.----------------------| 2; 1{- 7 4 1. 5 7 foe eee 7 700 |nnennne nnn fenneeceneee ts DOB 

Weaver..-------------neeeneneenenneeeeeee-| sD] 70, 620 | 13, 245. 66 | 13,301 | -13, 410. 7 | 18,417 15, 300 84,000 |--.-----.--| 482,588 ey 
| White Picacho........-----------------+--- Ble. -e-ee 1,171. § [.------ 2! 61 20,205 '..-...--! 20,295 |. 900 | 281,800 i-----------' 80,248 mo aeE 

| See footnotes at end of table. | oo a oe SO So ak 
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Arizona in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals—Continued Xx one 

| wes ro Ore sold or | Gold (fine ounces) |.  — Silver (fine ounces) - fe J} BM et 
County and district _ treated | epee : ( ead ) ( aes) Total ae 

: (short tons) | )... |... jo) Sound's) | (pound's) | (pounds) | value et 
| Lode | Placer| = — Lode | Placer | Total | Lode | Placer) Total | ae ee CE 

Yuma County: . | of od ' ed fe fe fo ct 
_ Castle Dome..........-..-----------------| 8 1 11, 053 41 111 152} 6,954| 107] 7,061 — 800} 821,400 |.-.-----] $05,472 

Cienega... ..-.-----.-------------------- oe 2 |_....--. 826 152 |_._...-. 152} BO Jee. lee 59 28, 800 |-.---------]-----------}) 8,847 
Dome (Gila City) -.........-.-------------|--------] - 10 Jeee.---.-e-|e-------| 10 10 jo. -- fee eee eee [ee fee BBO 
Ellsworth (Harqua Hala)!._._.---.--.-.-.- 26 |_------- 640: 126 |.--.---- 126 | 204 five] 204 44, 800 ~ 800. J.-.2-- eee. 10,060, Po 
Kofa....------------- eee 2 5] — 2y 44. Oy. 18 [ieee eee ee fae eee] ne eee fee eee 455 2 SS 
Laguna._...------------- eee eee enfin eee] 2 |------------fe-n- eee! 1 OL Jone eee ne |e ee ee een] eee eee [eee ee eee eee eee n ee ee 35 RS 
LaPaz......-.-.-.------ eee ene ee een [eee eed 3 |_-----.-----/o------- 5 6 fete eee fee eee | eee ee 175 ee 
La Posa....-....--.-------------- 2-2-2 1 |---..--- “TAL 1d. 7\.-------| 7 400 | 2 wee foe) 88 YESS 
Middle Camp and La Cholla._.-.-_----.-.-}_------- 10 |-----------nfeeeeneee} IB |B flee ee ele eee | Celene [eee eee 6300 ene 
Muggins Mountains............-..-.----.-}-------- 2 jo eee eee] eee 1 OL [eine eee lee ene eee fee [ee BB 
New Water-.......------------------------- 1 |.------- 35 | 0 7 fees eeeee} TT 7 [ennneeeef 7 [ec | eee ten ene e ened 250 Bi esas 
Plomosa.......-.------.----2----2-s--ee nee 8 13 1,923 | 673 Bl | 724| 42,141 7| 42,148 | 10,000 | 33,100 |----22-----] 88,740 
Santa Maria (Planet, Bill Williams).......} 9 1 [--.-2-.- 208, 0D pele} OL) 82 Jee - §2 47, 200 |..---------]--.--------| 6, 783. Po nee G8 
Trigo.....----------.---- eee eee wee eee 6 |--.-----2- feel 7 7 eenen ence wae wennne wenee----- seen rece weep ween een eee wwe mennnee oo, 245 a a yes 

Total Arizona_........-...-.--.---------| 615 | 168 | 33, 920, 731 [250,815 | 2, 836 [253,651 |7,064,069 | 898 [7,064,467 |786, 774, 000 |29, 544, 000 137, 044, 000 |114, 525, 600 | eB ee ae 

1 Ellsworth district lies in both Maricopa and Yuma Counties. oo - — Se . a Qe 
? Old Hat district lies in both Pima and Pinal Counties. © SE oo a _ ee 5 pe 

- a | Fa SO | — oO OR
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_ ~ Comment on districts with small: production has been omitted _—«. = 
| owing tolackofspace. — Oo oo ~ ap 

fo GOCHISE COUNTY = it ee 

i .—.._ .-— Cahifornia. district (Hilliop):—Nearly all the output in the California == 
| district m 1942 was crude lead ore (62 tons) from the Blue Mountain == 

| and Silver Hill properties and crude silver ore (59 tons) from the 
Paradise No. 1 claim. a aa a sor 

Cochise district.—Lessees operated the Republic mine near Dragoon’. * 
- yn 1942 and shipped 925 tons of copper ore to. various smelters in oN 

7 Arizona and 6,300 tons of zinc-copper ore to custom flotation millsin © 3 
_ Arizona and New Mexico. The rest of the district output was 112 = “4 

tons of zinc-lead ore from the Lewis property and 58 tons of copper = 
ore from the Peacock mime. = . Ce 
Dos Cabezas and Tens disirvct.—The output of the Dos Cabezas = |. 

| _ and Tevis district in 1942 was principally gold ore (500 tons) fromthe ss, 
_ Dives mine treated in a concentration mil, = 

-.-  .. Golden Rule (Dragoon) district—Lessees operated the Golden Rule)’ 
‘maine in 1942 and produced 78 tons of silver-lead-gold ore. = = ©» 2... 

__ Hartford (Huachuca Mountains) district—Virtually all the output ss 
‘in the Hartford district in 1942 was crude silver-lead ore (73 tons) =. -” 

from the Armistice group near Hereford. a 
| _ Swisshelm district (Elfrida).—Of the total ore (2,283 tons) produced. 

- in the Swisshelm district in 1942, 2,239 tons were crude silver-lead ore ss ** 
_. from the Scribner. mine; the remainder was principally high-grade =: 

- gilver ore from the Silver Leaf claim. . oe eg RR 
_. .Yombstone..districc—The Tombstone Development Co. operated = == * 

| its ‘mine continuously in 1942, shipped 1,130 tons of gold-silver ofe = =. * 
and 564 tons of silver-lead ore to the smelter at El Paso, Tex., and  ° 

-. treated 250 tons of old tailmgs (gold-silver) by cyanidation. At the =  ..-. 
end. of the year the company had to abandon its gold-silver-lead —_—.# 
“operations, owing to Government restriction,’ but started opening up is * a 
manganese areas for production. The rest of the district output was =” 

- mainly crude silver-lead ore (1,568 tons) from the Tombstone Exten- =.” 
‘gion mine operated by lessees.._ Sf en 

- _ Lurquorse district (Courtland, Pearce, Gleeson).—J. P. Giacoma ——* + 
operated the Defiance mine near Gleeson in 1942 and shipped 526 ~—_ a 

-. tons of silver-lead ore to the smelter at El Paso, Tex., and 220 tonsof = - -% 
carbonate zinc-lead ore to an eastern zinc smelter. The remainder — °~ 
of the:district output was largely crude lead ore (139 tons) from the oad 

| Mystery and Cyclone properties and gold-silver ore (82 tons) from = 
the Commonwealth mine. | os, ern: 

| Warren district (Bisbee, Warren).—The principal output in the cos 
_ Warren district in 1942 was, as usual, copper ore from the Copper oe 

| Queen branch of the Phelps Dodge Corporation; 1,111,762 tons of ore =i se 
' were shipped direct to the copper smelters at Douglas and Clarkdale, ee 

Ariz. The company also shipped 466 tons of gold-silver fluxing ore, Ng 
194 tons of zinc-lead ore, and 1,018 tons of copper precipitates. — os 

According to the company-printed annual report for 1942, develop- on 
ment and exploration during the year encountered no new large ore 3 
bodies. However, the exploration and development can be con- “2 
sidered satisfactory, especially at the Cole and Junction mines. 7 8 
In November, at the request of the War Department and the War mg 
Production Board, an agreement was negotiated with Metals Reserve == ~~
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“. - ©Gompany which provides for mining marginal ores from certain areas 
si... Of the Copper Queen Limestone property that are not economic at ==> 
Wes - .a 12-cent copper price. Metals Reserve Company pays the costof | 
uo! . this operation plus a small operating profit and receives the copper  —s_—si 
‘i. produced... These ores are shipped to the United Verde smelter at _ 1 
Be Clarkdale, as there is no furnace capacity for them at the Copper i 
~'.. Queen smelter at Douglas, = = ©. | oe fp 
se. The Shattuck Denn Mining Corporation operated its Denn mine 
«>. ‘ and 150-ton flotation mill at Bisbee continuously ;it shipped 77,857 tons 
«°°.» of copper ore to the smelter at El Paso, Tex., and treated 14,876 tons ~*~ 
’a > Of zine-lead ore in the mill. This mill also treated several thousand re 
fo... -- -tons of custom ore. The rest of the district output was 5,021 tons of 4 
=<. erude ore, mainly copper ore, from the Shattuck mine operated by 8 
co . Tessees. nS 3 
Sy ae | COCONINO COUNTY | oe 3 

ee Jacob Canyon and Warm Springs district—Lessees operated the 4 
4; . Mackin-Kennedy-Ryan group near Jacob Lake in 1942 and shipped = 
“as... 1,116 tons of carbonate ore to a smelter in Utah. Other producers of + 
«« similar ore were the Kaibab and Petoskey properties. = 8=§« it 8 
eS Mavajo Reservation district—About 125 tons of carbonate copperore = 

we were produced in 1942 from the Mardun mine east of Cameron. 8 

Be GLA COUNTY Doo 

wee” Banner and Dripping-Springs-disirict—The principal output in the =| 
» ~.. Banner and Dripping Springsjdistrict in 1942 was copper ore (39,837 = 
«* . tons) from the Christmas mine shipped direct to a smelter and zinc- -: 
s .  Jead’ore (4,043 tons) and lead ore (620 tons) from the “79” mine. The c 
rs gine-lead ore from the ‘‘79’’ mine was shipped to the Denn mill at : 
w. -. Bisbee for treatment. : | oo TG 
me Globe-Miami district —The Globe-Miami district, with a production, : 
‘eo... Of 188,529,000 net pounds of copper in 1942. (164,837,300 net poundsin 
“ " 4941), remained the chief copper-producing area in Arizona. The 
»*  -_ Inspiration property, with a yield of 104,320,491 net pounds of copper, : 
eo _. was again the largest producer of copper in the district and ranked third : 
—*' ". in the State. The Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co. reported that 
i - 4,199,268 tons of copper ore from which the slimes had been removed 
ot were treated by ferric sulfate leaching; the slimes (333,784 tons) removed 

from the ore and 503,648 tons of additional crude copper ore were treat- | 
- .ed at the concentrator to recover the sulfide copper, and the tailings 

| were treated with sulfuric acid to dissolve the oxide copper. 
CO According to the printed annual report of the company for 1942, the 
| | mine, main leaching plant, slimes leaching plant, and that part of the 
; concentrator treating slimes for the recovery of their sulfide copper 
. content operated continuously throughout the year. The original 

| flotation concentrator was altered during the year to provide treatment 
facilities for 4,000 tons of mixed crude ore a day by the leach-float 

| process. This process involves sulfuric acid leaching of the oxide cop- 
per content of the ore, precipitating the dissolved copper as cement 
copper and floating it, with the sulfide copper content of the ore, as a 
concentrate. Treatment of crude ore by this process commenced 

: July 13, 1942, and continued throughout the remainder of the year. 
Construction of a 100-ton daily capacity sulfuric acid plant was com-
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_in September and put in operation. An acute shortage of ©. 
able labor continued throughout the year. A numberofwomen = == 
employed in several sections of the plant, and their work has one 

ed satisfactory. In October the Army furloughed 100 soldiers  —_—s_, 
__.vr underground work which, in part, alleviated the labor shortage. ae 

~The Miami Copper Co. operated its mine, 18,000-ton concentrator, = 8 =«+ 
. and 3,000-ton leaching plant continuously; 5,922,250 tons of copper | wg 

ore were treated by the leach-float process (as at Inspiration). In oe 
addition, 3,778 tons of copper precipitates were produced from SS 
leaching in place, and 426 tens of molybdenum concentrate were re 

-.- yecovered from the copper ore.  —eses—‘“—sSS - vot 
+. According to the company printed annual report for 1942, operations ===: 

_ were continuous throughout the year in both the mixed and sulfide | a 
ore bodies and in leaching copper from broken gob overlying worked- A 

| out portions of the ore body. The tonnage of ore mined was the re 
largest (except 1930) in the 32-year life of the property, and copper “4 

| production was greater than in any previous year. A shortage of SG 
labor was considerably alleviated toward the end of the year through = =~ 

- the furloughing of essential mine labor from the Army and through ot 

the assistance of the United States Employment Service. In spite = —=! 
of a labor shortage, copper production was maintained at a maximum Me 
rate throughout the year at the expense of mine development, which _—_—- 4 

fell behind to such an extent that a reduction in copper production is “8 
= expected until such time as the necessary manpower becomes available ys 

to bring mine development back to normal, and every effort is being ig 
made in this direction. Exhaustion of the mixed-ore body, estimated ce 
to take place in the fall of 1942, has not yet occurred and it will ny 

_. probably continue in production through the first quarter of 1943. ike 
| The rest of the district output was largely crude copper ore (15,152 __ el 

- tons), principally from the Carlota mine near Miami. © GF Oa 

, The Castle Dome Copper Co., Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of =: 

- the Miami Copper Co., started in January 1942 to develop the Castle Oe 
Dome ore body near Miami and to erect a treatment plant. It is | ae 

-. expected that the mill will be completed and ore developed during the  =—s; 
~ summer of 1943. The mill is straight flotation; mining is conducted sis: 

by the open-cut method. _ | | ee re 
Green Valley district (Payson) —About 100 tons of gold ore were eek 

_ shipped in 1942 from the Summit mine dump near Payson and 5 tons’ 4 
of copper ore from the Copper King claim. = | gt 

Pioneer (Pinal Mountains) district —Nearly all (58 tons) the output Mt 
in the Pioneer district in 1942 was silver ore from the Bob Tail, et 
Pioneer, and Vindicator properties south of Globe. at 

| - GRAHAM COUNTY 7 : Ng 

The output of Graham County in 1942 was mainly 929 tons of af 
etude lead ore from the Aravaipa mine near Klondyke and 311 tons oe 

_ of similar ore from the Ten Strike claim, both in the Aravaipa district. uy 

_ GREENLEE COUNTY : | os 

Ash Peak district (Duncan).—The output of the Ash Peak district in eee 
1942 was 20,756 tons of silver ore shipped direct to a smelter. Leasing oi 
operations at the Ash Peak mine produced 19,041 tons, and the “a 

~ remainder, (1,715 tons) came from the Hardy mine. | On 
556250—43——17 - ok 

\ \ on
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~ .. . Oopper Mountain district (Adorencr).—The most important o 
Po. in the Copper Mountain district. contmued in 1942 to be coppe 
cad copper precipitates from the Merenci branch of the Phelps D 
=> Corporation; the output. comprised 7,640,890 tons of copper 
“>. treated by: concentration, 53,006 tons of copper ore shipped directx. 
»-- the new Morenci smelter, and 8,986 tons of copper precipitates ~~ 
> smelted. The rest of the district output was 837 tons of gold ore 
“a. ghapped to a smelter from the Climax (Emma Gomez) and ‘Gold Belt = 
- ‘properties and 116 tons of copper ore from the Keating mine. = 
ov Aecordmg to the annual report of whe Phelps Dodge Corporation =: ‘ 
<. -. for 1942, regular production from the Morenci open pit commenced ==» 
-. 6 the end of January, and the new 25,000-ton concentrator received - 
i. . ° its first ore January 30. The initial charging of the first smelter, 
.  .. furnace started in April, and full capacity of all operations occurred —«s_—| 

9m the following 6-week period. Until July a portion of the concen- = 
._. trate production was shipped to the Copper Queen smelter at Douglas. 
, +... Production ‘of copper from leaching operations was increased in 1942 
"by the output from the new Metcalf precipitation plant, which treats = — 
~—. gopper-bearing waters from the old Coronado mine. At the closeof = -{ 
“the year, 15 mining benches were operated at the open pit. In March = 

1942 the corporation concluded negotiations with the Defense Plant os 
- .-. Corporation for enlargement of operations at the Morenci open pit =< 

and reduction works and also of the capacity of the El Paso copper 
. . Yefmery. It is estimated that construction work on the program will =| 

... be completed about August 1, 1943, and that the new facilities will be 3 
“operating at capacity some time during the last quarter of the year. 

oy MARICOPA COUNTY | Se 
a. Cave Oreek and Camp Creek district—Virtually all the outputinthe 
ma Cave Creek and Camp Creek district in 1942\was gold ‘ere; most of it) 
“2. . (210 tons) was from the Maricopa mime, treated by amalgamation. | 
aoe New Rwer (Moors) district—The Orizaba Mining Co. operated the i 
»- -- Qrizaba mine in 1942 and shipped 1,898 tons of copper ore toasmelter. 

A little gold ore was shipped from the Leland, Minnie Lee, and Mocre —_— 
“. 2. properties. - : —_ | 7 
. Osborn district—A total of 1,624 tons of ore was produced from | 

ma _ two mines in the Osborn district in 1942; the output comprised 1,155 | 
Lo tons of crude lead ore from the Moon Anchor mine and 434 tons of — 
— lead ore and 35 tons of lead-copper ore from the Belmont-McNeil 

mine. - 
Salt River Mountains district —The Park View Mining Co. operated 

: the Delta mine near Phoenix 4 months in 1942; about 450 tons of 
gold ore were treated in a flotation mill, and 211 tons of similar ore 

| were shipped to a smelter. Gold ore was produced also from the 
) North Delta claim. | 

, Sunflower (Mazatzal) district—A lessee operated the Little Daisy 
mine 3 months in 1942 and shipped 52 tons of gold ore to a smelter. 

Vulture district—Gold ore (84,143 tons) from the Vulture mine 
was again the most important output in the Vulture district in 1942. 
The Kast Vulture Mining Co. operated the mine and its 300-ton
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- . eyanide and concentration mill continuously until December 15. |. 
, The rest of the district output was mainly lead ore (926 tons) from = © 

oo the Montezuma mine and silver ore (269 tons) from the Newsboy og 
(Pitt) mine. | | . - re oe 

| — Wiekenburg district —About 1,000 tons of old tailings (gold) from cet 
_ a dump near Wickenburg were treated in 1942 by cyanidation. — Ae 

a a - MOHAVE COUNTY re: 

| | — Bentley (Grand Wash) district.—Carbonate ore (36 tons) averaging 4 
_. 26 percent copper to the ton was shipped in 1942 from the Grand oh 

~  Guich mine. _ Oo oo a cote 
— —- Cedar Valley district Molybdenum Corporation of America oper- = 

| ated the Boriana mine near Yucca throughout 1942 and treated © 
--: 10,000 tons of tungsten-copper ore by gravity concentration and = - | 

flotation; copper concentrates were shipped to a smelter in Arizona ss 
, and tungsten concentrates to an eastern market. Bo ee: 

| Cottonwood district —Lessees operated the Copper Giant mine near oo 
- , Hackberry in 1942 and shipped 2,030 tons of gold-copper ore toa 

ss gmelter. So . Be hg 

- Gold Basin district —Nearly all the output of the Gold Basin diss = “* 
trict in 1942 was gold ore and old tailings treated in a.custom cyanide * * 
mill; the chief producers were the O. K., Excelsior, and Golden Link | oi 

_ properties. . Placer gold (19 fine ounces) was recovered by various  . ~ 
- ~ operators working at the Gold Basin Placers. © = © Ss 

Indian Secret (White Hills) district——A 40-ton cyanide leaching 
_. plant was built in 1942 at the White Hills property, and during the _ or 
---s- year 250 tons of silver ore were treated. = oa 
oo Maynard and McConnico districti—Mining and milling at the Bi- 
-. metal open-pit mine near Kingman ceased in January 1942; before #§°: 

closing about 100 tons of gold ore were treated by flotation. The  - 
rest of the district output was 25 tons of gold ore from the Columbus- 

| Lead Carbonate group. a nr 
-- Minnesota district—The output of ore in the Minnesota district = -, 

totaled 171 tons in 1942; most of it was gold-silver ore cyanided from =< | 
| the Horn Silver mine and gold ore cyanided from the Blue Rock  —s 

mine, — | | ke 
—- Musie Mountain district —Lessees operated the Mohawk mine near oi 

| _ Valentine in 1942 and treated 153 tons of gold ore by amalgamation 8 
and concentration. The remainder of the district output was prin- | 

- cipally rich gold ore (74 tons) from the Roosevelt mine, shipped to _ ty 
a smelter. — ee | 3 
Owens (McCracken and Potts Mountain) district—The Cleopatra 4 

- Maine was operated nearly all year by Strong & Harris, who shipped Oo 
2,798 tons of gold-copper ore to the smelter at Clarkdale. The rest ~ 
of the district output was mainly small lots of gold ore and copper” : 

gold ore produced from various claims and sold to the Wickenburg 
. re Market. - | 

| San Francisco (Qatman, Goldroad, Katherine, Vivian) district.— o 
| Production of gold in the San Francisco district was 28,570 fine ounces 

in 1942 compared with 42,098 fine ounces in 1941. More than 74 
percent of the output came from the Goldroad mine at Goldroad and 7 
most of the remainder from the Tyro mine at Katherine. The United .
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« ~. States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co. operated the Goldroad mine se 
r --eontinuously until September 20 and treated 99,298 tons of gold ore 
= «> in the company 300-ton cyanide plant. The Tyro mine and 300-ton 
is. eyanide mill of the Gold Standard Mines Corporation were operated = > 
a. throughout the year; the company treated 77,089 tons of low-grade . 
=<, gold ore from the Tyro mine and 510 tons.of custom ore. The Vivian 8 
“\..-' Mining Co. operated its 100-ton custom cyanide mill until March 1; oe 
‘about 1,450 tons of gold ore were treated, principally from the Vivian- oo 

+. Lielande-Mitchell and Pioneer properties. Other gold producers 
.c/-  jneluded the Big Jim, Burt, Gold Dust, King of Secret Pass, Minnie,  —s_—-— 
“Philadelphia, Ruth-Rattan, and Telluride properties. = = = __ a 
7 Weallapai district (Cerbat, Chloride, Mineral Park, Stockton Hill).— a 
we Approximately 70,500 tons of ore were produced in the Wallapai dis- 4 
ss trict in 1942; nearly 57 percent of it was zinc-lead ore from the Ten- oe 
=. Nessee mine, 26 percent was zinc ore from the Middle Golconda-Oro og 
=. - Plata group, and the remainder was largely gold ore from various “ 

properties. The Tennessee mine at Chloride was operated throughout 4 
‘the year by the Tennessee-Schuylkill Corporation; 40,055 tons of zinc-. £ 
= Jead ore were treated in the company 150-ton flotation mill. The oh 
“or. ‘Davenport Mining & Reduction Co. operated the Middle Golconda- | e 
‘Oro Plata group continuously until September 11, when operations = 
"oo. ceased, owing to a shortage of available labor. During the year te 
—'~-- 18,636 tons of zinc ore were treated in the company 100-ton flotation | 
Boo mill. About.2,800 tons of gold ore from the Golden Gem mine were — a 
2.” eoncentrated in a mill on the property, and 1,026 tons of similar ore : 
uw -- from the mine dump were cyanided in a custom mill. Silver ore § 

on (1,000 tons) from the C. O. D. mine was concentrated, atotal of 1,076 
2. tons of gold-silver ore from the Juno and Nighthawk mines was 3 
fo . .  eyanided, and 446 tons of zinc-lead ore from the Minnesota-Connor : 
"... property were concentrated. Other producers of gold ore included st 
We the Emerson, Flores, Hidden Treasure, O’Brien, Rambler, Red Seal, i 
.? . Rico, and Summit properties. So oo 
ee Weaver (Mocking Bird, Pilgrim, Portland) district—Output of ore | 
»-. in the Weaver district declined from 18,858 tons in 1941 to 3,861 tons = 
mo in 1942. The principal output in 1942 was 3,733 tons of gold ore 7 
oF from the Golden Door mine treatéd in the custom cyanide mill of _ 
: -. Producers Mines, Inc. This company operated its 300-ton cyanide — 
a ~ mill continuously on custom ore until May 15, when it closed | 

, permanently. a a 
mo 7 PIMA COUNTY 

| Ajo district —The New Cornelia open-pit mine, the only producer | 
So in the Ajo district in 1942, was operated at capacity throughout the 

7 year by the Phelps Dodge Corporation; 8,324,033 tons of copper ore 
| were treated by flotation, and 704 tons of crude copper ore were 

shipped direct to a smelter. The capacity of the concentrator was 
increased from 22,500 to 25,000 tons of ore a day, and the mine re- 
mained the largest producer of copper in Arizona. According to the 

| annual report of the corporation for 1942, necessary work was done 
| in the open pit with a view to meeting the increased production 

problem; double tracking was done on several of the waste dumps. 
| At the concentrator certain structural changes in milling equipment, 

designed to increase production still further, were completed and 
satisfactory results obtained.
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-.* Amole district —Virtually all the output of the Amole district m + o 
1942 was crude lead ore (607 tons) from the Old Yuma mine near: 
‘Tucson; the property was worked part of the year by the Tucson Ores, 

Milling Coo —s—‘“—s—“—i<i a 

| _ Arivaca district—Gold ore (70 tons) shipped to a smelter from the = = 

- Backbone and Oreona mines was the chief output in the Arivaca. . 

— Baboquivari district —All the output (1,700 tons) in the Baboquivarl =. 

- -. district in 1942 was gold ore from the Allison mine, operated by the _—_is,, 

| - Gold Bar Mining Co.; both the mine and 50-ton cyanide mill shut = Be 
down March 1. | - re ae 

| ~ Cababi (Comobabi) district—About 85 tons of ore were produced in ag 

-. the Cababi district in 1942; most of it was copper orefromtheSerenake oe 
mine, gold ore from the Grand Central mine, and lead ore from the © ON 

_ . Stepp claim. - oe | oe nec. 

Cerro Colorado district—Silver ore (62 tons) and lead-copper ore 4 
| (5 tons) were produced in 1942 from the Mary “G” mine, 4 

Empire district —E. P. Hilton operated the State of Maine minein  _ - os 

--- 1942 and shipped 145 tons of carbonate lead ore to El Paso, Tex.,and a 

- 429 tons of carbonate zinc ore to Coffeyville, Kans. = si ag 

- Helvetia (Rosemont) district—The Helvetia Mining & Milling Co. 2 
-. was organized in 1942 to operate the Copper World (Leader) mine; = ** 

| during the year 2,000 tons of copper ore were treated In a concentra- ee 

tion mill, and 1,599-tons of similar ore were shipped direct to a smelter. os 

| ‘Copper ore (855 tons) was shipped also from the Rosemont mine by es 
a lessee and lead-copper ore (11 tons) from the Mohawk claim. — EE 

| ~ Old Hat district (Oracle) Three mines in the Old Hat district'n wa 

Pima County produced 12,149 tons of copper ore in 1942; most SE 

(12,000 tons) of it was treated in a 100-ton flotation mill and came = ® 

from the Daily and Geeseman groups operated by Control.Mines, Inc. - . 
_- Pima (Sierritas, Papago, Twin Buttes) district—Nearly all the out- ce 

| put in the Pima district: in 1942 was crude silver-lead ore (96 tons) =} 

- from the Esperanza, High Hall, and ‘Two Friends properties and crude =). 

-- " eopper ore (65 tons) from the Armargoza, Copper Glance, and King 

properties. | | , a 
- Quijotoa district—Copper ore (35 tons) was produced in 1942from = °.3 

the Highland and Coplen mines and lead ore (30 tons) from the Tres . e 

Metals claim. / . pS 

- —- Roskruge and Waterman (Silver Hill) district—Leasing operations oe 

at the Silver Hill mine in 1942 produced 145 tons of silver-lead ore sss ## 
and 44 tons of copper ore. — . a | re 

Silver Bell district —George T. Harford operated the Arizona Copper | oe 

: & Mint property in 1942 and shipped 100 tons of silver-lead-copper = ye 

ore to a smelter. ) | oR 
| _-* PINAL COUNTY _ a. 

~ Bunker Hill district (Copper Creek)—The Bunker Hill and Magma : y 

: Chief properties were operated in 1942; 370 tons of lead-copper ore ad 

- from the Bunker Hill mine were concentrated, and 210 tons of copper os 

ore from the Magma Chief mine were shipped direct to a smelter. OB 
Casa Grande district —The output of the Casa Grande district m 

1942 comprised 253 tons of silver ore from the Silver Reef mine, 89 es 
tons of gold ore from the Old Jonah and Turning Point mines, 57 tons 4 
of copper ore from the Slate Mountain and Andrade properties, and 8 
44 tons of lead ore from the Sheridan Range and Sunrise properties. a
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Poon. Mineral Creek district. (Ray).—Nevada Consolidated Copper Cor- 
»-.. poration (subsidiary of Kennecott Copper Corporation) operated its = => 
~ goime at Ray and 12,000-ton concentrator at Hayden at capacity — 
-.2. throughout the year; 2,967,941 tons of copper ore were treated by | 

flotation, and 1,327 tons of crude copper ore and 8,371 tons of copper ia 
“>. precipitates were shipped to the smelter at Hayden. Therest of the 
.» district output was 276 tons of copper ore from the Copper Butte mine. = 
uc  Mineral Ell distruct—The principal output in the Mineral Hill oe 
» district in 1942 was gold ore (1,079 tens) shipped toa smelterfrom the = 
><. Qonsolidated Gold, Sunset, and Wedge properties. = 8 ©=«§ | Be 

Old Hat district (Oracle).—In June 1942 the Mammoth-St. Anthony ~~ 
_. . Limited installed additional flotation equipment in its 550-ton mill to) 
. ‘treat sulfide zinc-lead ore; heretofore, the mill had treated only oxidized = 
~ -- gold-silver-lead-molybdenum-vanadium ore. During the year 147,293 a 

ae _ tons of such ore were treated by gravity concentration, followed by . » 
-. -* flotation, the Hotation tailings were treated by’ cyanidation, and 4 
i. 15,700 tons of zinc-lead ore were treated by straight flotation. The 4 
' oxide lead concentrates were smelted in the company 20-ton lead = | 
-- farnace, and the sulfide lead concentrates were shipped to EI Paso, a 
4...» Tex. Gold precipitates, as well as molybdenum and vanadium prod- ss 
~ ... wets, were shipped Hast and zinc concentrates to Amarillo; Tex. The = § 
os. - yest of the district output was mainly 45 tons of crudelead orefrom the = 

— Paoneer district (Superior).—Copper ore and zinc-copper ore from 4 
~».-... the Magma mine continued in 1942 to be the principal output in the =«s_—* 
mae Pioneer district. The Magma Copper Co. operated its mine, 850-ton = —™ 
7.  -@oncentrator, and 450-ton copper smelter throughout the year, except — ‘ 
« ._. for brief shut-downs to allow for repairs. The company reported that = 
"281,288. tons of copper ore and 87,105 tons of zinc-copper ore were 
“o. - treated in the concentrator, and 77,728 tons of copper ore were sent  =—«_—> 
*. direct to the smelter. The zine concentrates (8,748 tons) were shipped : 
oo... to Amarillo, Tex, © © ee a | - 
“. , Aecording to the company printed annual report for 1942, the aver- 
mo age net cost of producing copper after deduction of gold, silver, and’ 5 
oe gine concentrate values was 9.66 cents a pound compared with 7.90 
— -- gents a pound in 1941. Development in 1942 comprised 8,647 feet of 

| drifting, 4,985 feet of raising, 749 feet of sinking, and 4,073 feet of | 
+ eross-cutting; the shaft is now down to the 4,908 level. During the a 

coe - summer months production of ore dropped because of four retarding 
a factors— excessive heat throughout the lower levels of the mine, loss — 

| of many skilled employees to other higher-paid war industries and to 7 
oo the armed forces, inexperience and inefficiency of many of the labor : 

replacements, and inability to obtain a sufficient number of labor 
| replacements of any kind from August to October. In October the | 

company obtained some experienced miners released from the Army 
/ and some gold miners from the Colorado gold mines closed by Govern- 

. ment regulations. Commencing with October production increased; : 
oe however, it took approximately 10 percent more men underground to 

attain this increase. The tonnage of zinc-copper ore mined in 1942 
. was greater than in any previous year, but during December 1942 to 

dune 1943 the zinc content of the ore has diminished greatly; the gold 
and silver content of the copper ore on the lower levels of the mine has 
also decreased seriously.
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~~. Phe rest of the district output: was mainly erude silver ore (8,096 = = 

-_. ‘tons) from the Reymert mine, crude gold ore (759 tons) fromthe Lake =~ 
| Superior & Arizona property, and silver ore (601 tons) from the °°. 

- Belmont and Queen Creek properties. 8 = ©. 

re ss SANTA CRUZ COUNTY a 

 _Harshaw district —In 1942, as in 1941, the principal output in the =: 
... Harshaw district was zine-lead-silver ore from. the Trench amd Flux 

. - groups operated by the American Smelting & Refining Co. The =.) 

- gommpany 200-ton flotation mill ran continuously and treated 76,855  . ..” 

tons of zine-lead-silver ore; it was the largest producer of lead and 
ss gine in. Arizona in 1942. The rest of the district output was crude 

_. gilver-lead ore (297 tons) from the Ameriean, Hardshell, and World’s 

_. Fair properties. a a 
-° Oro Blanco district (Ruby).—About: 1,800 tons of ore were produced 
in the Oro Blanco district in 1942; most of it. was crude silver ore =. 
(1,183 tons) from the Brick mines, gold ore (269:tons) from the Noon ——_- :. 
and Oro. Blanco properties, and gold-silver ore (237 tons) from the Old sy 

_- Soldier and Fres Amigos group. | a eg Se 
Patagonia (Duquesne) district-—Inm 1942 zinc-lead-copper ore from 

the Duquesne. mine, operated by the Callahan Zine-Lead Co., was = wd 
the most important output in the Patagonia district. The eompany = . 4 

---- 425-ton flotation mill ran continuously and treated 31,136 tons of _ ae 

_ gine-lead-copper ore (including 967 tons of custom ore); copper con- og 

-- centrates (1,432 tons) and lead-copper concentrates (1,016 tons) were =. 

shipped to El Paso, ‘Fex., and zine concentrates (4,011 tons) to Ama- es 

-. yillo, Tex. The remainder. of the district output was chiefly zme- =? 
lead-copper ore (967 tons) from the Pride of the West mine treated = =. 
inthe Duquesne mill. oe eS 

. Tyndall district —The output of the Tyndall district m 1942 was 88 

principally crude lead ore (207 tons) and zinc-lead milling ore (837 2 

tons) from. the Jefferson mine, and silver-lead ore (238 tons) fromthe = > 
Alto and Eureka properties. | a Be Or ae 

Wrightson distriet—Lead-copper ‘ore (30 tons) was produced mv * 
1942 from the Armada mine and lead ore (7 tons). from the Lead King ss s® 

7 | -.s YAVAPAT COUNTY | a | 7 4 

| Agua Fria district —All the output of the Agua Fria district im 1942 te 
was crude copper ore (450 tons) from the Burzog (Old Minor) and  —— & 
Stoddard properties east of Mayer. | a es 

Big Bug. district —The principal output in the Big Bug district in os 

1942 was, as in 1941, zinc-lead ore and gold-silver ore from the Iron King os 

| mine at Humboldt. The mine was operated continuously—the first =° 
6 months of 1942 by the Iron King Mining Co. and the last 6 months Ag 

by the Shattuck Denn Mining Corporation, which purchased the 

| property July 1; 76,757 tons of zinc-lead ore were treated intheeom- 
pany 240-ton flotation mill, 65,018 tons. of current flotation tailings ee. 

| (gold-silver) were treated by cyanidation, and 12,393 tons of crude os 
gold-silver ore were shipped to a smelter. The remainder of the 4 

district lode output was largely old tailings (1,298 tons) containmg ay 

gold, silver, and copper shipped from the Humboldt tailing dump. OY 

More than one-half of the State placer gold production in 1942 was Ey
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v--- - recovered from properties in this district; the chief producer was the is 
¢-» . Arical Mines, Inc., operating a dragline floating dredge at the Black — a 
» (Walnut, Farnum, and Shanks properties. = 8 = = = = | | | |. 
2 Black Canyon district—The Golden Turkey Mining Co., Inc., a - 
= Jarge producer of gold from 1933 to 1941, inclusive, closed its mine —>- 
ae — and 200-ton mill near Cordes in January 1942; the mill treated 1,140 ms 
“*.. - tons of gold ore in 1942. The rest of the district output was mainly : 
Ph gold-silver ore (33 tons) from the Hidden Treasure mine and silver 
ae ore (30 tons) from the Thunderbolt. mine. _ . - 
see “Black Hills district —The output of the Black Hills district in 1942 cf 

was 245 tons of gold ore from the Ambassador and D. & M. properties == 
“2 near Dewey and 32 tons of copper orefrom the Yaeger mine. Ay 
Ceo Black Rock district—The Super X (Atos) mine near Wickenburg cs 
mwas worked until May 31, 1942, and 900 tons of gold ore were treated | a 
Bee by cyanide leaching. The remainder of the district output was oe 
geen chiefly crude gold ore (876 tons) from the George Washington, Gold 
~~». Crown, and Golden Gate properties. = sts | a 
2. Blue Tank district—Leasing operations at the Franklin D. mine 3s > 
-. produced 43 tons of gold ore in 1942, and 9 fine ounces of placer gold op 
Js were recovered from claims along the Hassayampa River. —__ : . 

Bullard. (Pierce) district-—Virtually all the output in the Bullard = 
» district in 1942 was crude gold-copper ore (289 tons) from the Bullard i 
«and. Metz properties near Aguila. ce 4 
Ce Castle Creek distric—Small lots of various classes of ore were : 
» .- produced from claims in the Castle Creek district in 1942 and sold - 
oo. to. the Wickenburg Ore Market. ae ee : 
es Cherry Creek district—Eight mines in the Cherry Creek district 
=... produced a total of 258 tons of crude gold ore in 1942; the chief pro-  —s_ 
=... ducers were the Gray Eagle, Bugler, Sitting Bull, Black Hawk, and 
“= Voleano properties. ee | oe oo : 
Bool _ Copper Basin district—The Commercial mine near Skull Valley — - 
Poe was worked by a lessee in 1942, and 9,167 tons of copper ore were — 
~. - shipped to a smelter. The rest of the district lode output was mainly : 
- + _ sulfide zine ore (230 tons) from the Boston-Arizona mine and high- 
mo grade gold ore (15 tons) from the Stanley A. claim. About 15 fine | 
- ounces of placer gold were recovered from various claims. along ; 
a Copper Basin Wash. - BS 
noe _. _ Hureka district—Copper ore from the Bagdad mine, operated by | 
ao the Bagdad Copper Corporation, was the principal output in the Eureka 

district in 1942; 56,392 tons of ore were treated in the company 250- 
a ton flotation mill. The company also built a new 2,500-ton mill and | 

prepared the mine for greatly increased output in 1943. The Hillside | 
= mine—a large producer of gold, silver, lead, and zinc in 1941—was 

| shut down in January 1942; during the month about 3,000 tons of 
zinc-lead ore were treated by flotation. Later in the year a lessee 

| operated the mine and shipped 200 tons of crude gold-silver ore to a 
| smelter. The remainder of the district output was chiefly gold ore 

| (377 tons) from the April Showers, Big Stick, Bland, Crosby, Home- | 
| stake, and New Year properties. 

_ Hassayampa (Groom Creek, Hassayampa River, Senator, Prescott) 
district—Seventeen lode mines in the Hassayampa district produced 
285 tons of ore in 1942; most of it was gold ore (205 tons) shipped | 

| direct to a smelter from the Eureka, Golden Summer, Independence,
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| Oro Flame, and Railroad properties. The output of placer gold 
_ totaled 546 fine ounces, which was recovered chiefly at the Hobbs 

‘Property by a dragline floating dredge during the first 2 months of ess 

OO the year. | So ee ve Ea 

-. Kirkland district—The only output in the Kirkland district nm ag 

| - 1942 was 47 tons of gold ore from the Venus mine. oo 2 

Lynx Creek district—The output of placer gold in the Lynx Creek © os 

district decreased from 4,372 fine ounces in 1941 to 87 fine ounces in oe 

----: 1942; most of the gold in 1942 was recovered by a dry-land dredge ANS 
i in January at the Speck-Lynx Creek property. : —_ | AS 

Martinez (Congress) district—The Congress Mining Corporation, =... 
a Jarge producer of gold since 1938, closed its 300-ton cyanide mil - oy 

| May 1, 1942. During the first. 4 months of the year the mill treated A 

32,800 tons of gold ore and old tailings from the Congress property. = = — ag 

- From June 1 to the end of the year lessees worked in the mine and sg, 
shipped 378 tons of crude gold ore to a smelter. The rest of the Ss 

district output was mainly 600 tons of gold ore (concentrated) from = Se 
-. the Niagara-Congress waste dump. 7 Soe Re 

Peck district —Virtually all the output in the Peck district m 1942 = one 

. was crude silver ore (204 tons) shipped to a smelter from the Battle = we 

_. Flat and Swastika mines near Crown King. — re ed 

_. Pine Grove district (Crown King).—The most important producer => ay 

. in the Pine Grove district in 1942 was, as in 1941,the Gladiator-War = 89 

- Eagle group operated by the Gladiator Mining Co. During the first re 

7 months of the year 1,952 tons of crude gold ore were shipped direct 
| to a smelter; in August the company completed the erecting of a Nod 

50-ton mill, and during the remainder of the year 2,500 tons of zmc- et 

- |ead-gold ore were treated by flotation. Lead concentrates contain~- — - coe 

‘ing an average of 6.31 ounces of gold to the ton were shipped to EL ge 

Paso, Tex., and zinc concentrates to Amarillo, Tex. The rest of the = 
district output was mainly 206 tons of crude gold-lead ore from the Ce 

Del Pasco mine. = |: oe ena 
- Pocket Creek district:—Sluicing at the Pocket Creek Placer in 1942 SN 

recovered 201 fine ounces of gold and 7 fine ounces of silver. eh 
Tiger district —Six mines in the Tiger district produced 263 tons <=. & 

of ore in 1942; most of it was gold ore (153 tons) from the Fortuna, = if 

Pilgrim, and Snowdrift properties and silver ore (100 tons) from the ane 3 

Tiger mine. : BC _ Oe 4 

Verde district (Jerome).—The principal output in the Verde district ee 

in 1942 was, as usual, copper ore from the United Verde mine of the ©. 3 

-- Phelps Dodge Corporation. The mine and 2,100-ton concentrator ae 

were operated throughout the year; 563,140 tons of copper ore and old ed 

tailings and 413 tons of copper precipitates were shipped direct to the i 

company smelter at Clarkdale, and 649,108 tons of copper ore were og 

' treated in the concentrator. : | URE 

According to the printed annual report of the corporation for 1942 ne 

ore production at the United Verde mine was confined to the under- od 

ground areas. By the end of the year all copper mining areas above ne 

the 1,650 level had been abandoned on account of depletion of avail- 

able ores. The development program for the lower levels was pushed, 4 

and the No. 8 shaft sinking was completed to the 4,631 level An | oe 

adjustment of the production quota for the United Verde mine under a



“.. {he premium-price plan made it possible to make a moderate increase 
* 2 >- dn copper production by mining certain marginal or low-grade ores ssi: 
~*~ during the last quarter of the year. © oo eT Pe tas 
- -.* Lessees continued to work the Iron King-Equator group and  —s«. 
.»_- shipped 24,477 tons of siliceous gold-silver ore to a smelter. The rest ns 
~~. of the district output was chiefly 4,012 tons of crude ‘copper ore from 
-. the Dundee-Arizona mine and 1,337 tons of crude gold-silver ore from . 
“the Silver Plate property. ae 7 re RS 
Res _. Walker district.—The French Sheldon Mines operated the Sheldon Bo 
“property until October 20; about 1,000 tons of gold-silver ore were 
.-. treated in the 100-ton concentration mill, and 1,036 tons of-crude gold 
2)! Ore were shipped to a sthelter.. The remainder of the district Jode Oa 
~> -gutput was largely 377 tons of zinc-lead milling ore from the New 
. Strike mime and 341 tons-of high-grade gold ore shipped to a smelter oS 
é from the Champion, Emma, Good Luck, Lost Wonder, and Gro — 
2's. Plata preperties. Approximately 20 fine ounces of placer gold were sy. 
~~. peeovered from various claims on Liynx Creek near Walker, = = = 
Boe Weaver district (Octave).—The principal output in the Weaver . * 
»  _. distridt in 1942 was, as usual, gold ore from the Alvarado, Octave,and | 
-=... -Yarnell properties. However, the Octave mine, the largest producer ie 
“>. of gold in the district since 1934, was-closed m December, the Alvarado as 
Beans in June, and the Yarnell in September. The 80-ton flotation mill at: © 

the Octave mine treated 24,188 tons of gold ore, and the flotation 
«tailings (23,718 tons) were cyanided. In addition, 471 tons of crude - 
“>. gold ore were shipped to a ‘smelter. The Alvarado mine and 100-ton 4 
,» mill were worked by the Liberty Hill Gold Mines until June 30; © 
- $8,993 tons of gold ore were treated by cyanide leaching. About <= 

26,500 tons of stmilar ore from the Yarnell mine were treated also by 4 
3... eyanide leaching. The remainder of. the district lode output was 
=... Chiefly gold ore (267 tons) shipped to a smelter‘from the Monica, May  — 
“Queen, and Turtle properties. The output (56 fineounces) of placer sy 
“7. gold was recovered from various claims along Weaver Creek and at 4 
ns Rich Hill. | | | | | | i 
“White Picacho district.—Nearly all the output in the White Picacho — 

district in 1942 was silver-lead ore (1,155 tons) shipped to a smelter | 
er _ from the Diamond Joe mine near Wickenburg. | - 

a - YUMA COUNTY | = 

a | Castle Dome district.—The Arizona Lead Co. leased the Eliza 
oe DeLuce group in 1942 and built a 100-ton concentration mill on the 

property ; from August 13 to the end of the year the mill treated 11,007 
_ tons of silver-lead ore and old tailings. The rest of the district output 

| was mainly 111 fine ounces of placer gold recovered by.a Stebbins dry — 
| concentrator at the Ocatilla property. | | 

a Cienega district.—Leasing operations at the Empire Arizona and 
Mavis properties near Parker produced 826 tons of crude gold-copper 
ore in 1942, | | 

| Ellsworth district (Salome).—About 640 tons of ore were produced 
in the Ellsworth district in 1942; most of it was crude gold-copper ore 

| (436 tons) from the Centroid, Critic, Moore, Sheba, and Yuma Copper 
properties and crude gold ore (100 tons) from the Bunker Hill and 
Hercules mines. |
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---* Plomosa district.—Nearly all the lode output in the Plomosa 
oe district in 1942 was crude silver ore (984 tons) from the R.& A.mine 

_." ‘and crude gold ore (847 tons) and crude gold-copper ore (67 tons) === 

oe - from the Little Butte mine near Bouse. The output of 51 fine ounces es 
of placer gold was recovered chiefly from the Can Do (Erdman), _ OG 
Cave Creek, and Sax properties. > So Fy Fate 

Santa Maria (Planet, Bill Willams) district.—The Swansea De- _ 
velopment Co. worked the Swansea mine throughout the year and =. 
shipped 293 tons of crude copper ore to a smelter. The property is =, 

- equipped with a 250-ton flotation mill, and plans were made in * 
a December to bring the mine back to capacity production. © Ce Ss 
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_. The 39-percent. decline in the total value of California output of == <. 
gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1942 compared with 1941 does => — 
not nearly picture the disastrous effect of war on the industry. The °°; 

_- production rate in December sank below the monthly average for any ag 
: year since 1848. Gold, silver, and copper output in 1942 was below —S_. a 

| 1941 levels, but lead and zinc production rose. Higher wages, en- oe 
_ listment of miners in the armed forces, migration of miner§s to wart. 

_ industries, rising prices of supplies and equipment and difficultiesin | =. 
obtaining them, increased taxes, and the fixed prices for gold and - = **4 
silver (the most important of the five metals in California) were. 8S 
factors accelerating the downward trend, which was already underway 5 

| in 1941, Although War Production Board Order L-208 popularly . — at 
was assigned as the cause of the great decline in California’s gold  .«-*: 

_ industry, a review of the 1941-42 monthly production record doesnot . 
_ substantiate this view. The recession was virtually uninterrupted  _ cae 

| for the 2 years, and the rate of decline in October and November 1942, - —  % 
when the order was taking effect, did not deviate from the general = & 

_ 2-year pattern. (See Gol and Silver chapter of this volume for 2 =“ 
- text of Order L-208.) a. | | ee 

| Comparing 1942 with 1941, gold decreased 40 percent and silver => a4 
33 percent in both quantity and value; copper decreased 73 percent oA 
in quantity and 72 percent in value; lead increased 49 percent in. 4 
quantity and 75 percent in value; and zinc increased 39 percent in -  _ % 

. quantity and 73 percent in value. Of the total value of the five a 
metals in 1942, gold represented 93 percent, silver 3 percent, lead 2 ee 

: percent, and copper and zinc 1 percent each. 2 
Despite a 42-percent slump for 1942 in total value of production, | oo 

Nevada County continued to be the largest contributor to the metal- Ah 
| mining output of California; it supplied 18 percent of the State total os 

value of the five metals, 19 percent of the total gold, and 40 percent of a 
the lode gold. Sacramento Gounty (largely from gold dredging) con- oe 
tributed 14 percent of the total value of the five metals; Yuba County oF 

| (largely from gold dredging) and Kern County (largely from gold ore oy 
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i ~ Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine in California, 1938-42, and 
oe Oo a total, 1848-1942, in terms. of recovered metals . es 

- a ae i Mines produc: Ore, old | Gold (lode dnd placer) | Silver dodeand placer) = 
-vear mg" | tailings, - | on ne 

ns / ———| ete. (short | OOS TO eS 

a Lode | Placer | tons) Fineounces| Value _ |Fineounces}| Value Be A 

oo 1938.........../........| 927] 676 | 4,648,249 | 1,311,129 | $45,889,515 | 2,590,804 | $1, 674, 863 a . . as 
1939_.....-.---.---...-.| 1, 028 749 | 5,577,853 | 1,435, 264 50, 234, 240 | 2,599,139 | . 1, 764, 264 ae 

. 1940___.----...-..--..--} 1,030 ‘836 | 4,669,433 | 1, 455,671 50, 948, 485 |. 2,359, 776 1, 678, 063 Pe ae 

-1941__....._......_-..._] - 885 | 724} 4,280,185] 1,408,793 | 49,307,755 | 2,154,188] 1,531,867 — NG 
MAD TT} 484] 428] 2,503,198 | 847,997 | 29, 679,895 | 1,450,440:| 1, 031, 424 os 

oo 1848-1942. | | en —- Q@) |201, 110, 756 '2 240, 080, 112, 104, 482, 628 84,367,327 2 oe 

oo ep Copper > Lead , Zine | a ee yi 

Year 8 pe | Total vali nse 
| Pounds | Value {| Pounds |. Value _| Pounds| Value |. RE 

——— yggg | 3,612,000! $157,976 | 990,000] $45,540 |---|] $47,767,898 
s 1939.....----.---.] 8,360,000 | . 869,440 |. 1,052, 000 49, 444 12,000 |. $624 ~ 2,918,012 ew 

-1940__..-.....-...] 12,876,000 | 1,454,988 | 3, 544.000 177,200 | 158,000 | . 9,954] 64,268,690 9 © 2 iinty 

—-4gaa 7777777777777] “75 886,000 | 980, 548.| 6,928,000 | 304,896 | 880,000} 66,000} 52, 231,066 at 
| 1942. ----"77"7777"| 2} 116,000 | 256, 036. | 10,302,000 | - 690, 234 |1, 226,000 | 114,018 | 31, 771, 607 0S 

1848-1942... _.--] 9598, 628 192, 459, 604 | #131, 003 15, 455,155 | 353,096 | 9, 569,482 | 2,542,881,680 == 

. 4 1 Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right | os aa 
0 property. oe a aa es 

2 Figures not available. _ ae ne a : en 

. *Short tons oe Ce 7 a oe pe 

Gold produced at placer mines in California, 1988-42, by classes of mines and by os 
7 oe | _- methods of recovery, and total, 1848-1942) re 

: | oo | | M terial . Goldrecovered 
7 oo | | Mines | Washing | “t8tefat |—_—________________— 

, Class and method — produc-| plants |. ‘yeated . Average es: 

OS . | | ing? | (dredges) A _ Fine oa (A VETARC. Sg 8 yards) ounces Value per cubic. oe 

. Surface placers: | SL | a , , a 
Gravel mechanically handled: | : | 7 aa | carer 

| Connected-bucket dredges: | _ _ a 

a : 1938-.-------------------| 33 | 48 |117,080,000| 375,296] $13,135,360] $0122  —=% 
1939. ....----..-.-2------ 34 47 }421, 655, 000: 370, 264 | - 12,959, 240 |. ~107 “a 

Co 1940. _...--2-~--5--.----- - 32 46 |132,461,000 | 414, 966. 14, 523,810 | . 110 ey 
| 1041. neeeeee} BT 47 1135, 757,000 | 418,282 | 14, 639, 870. “108 ad 

. © gg TTT]. 80 44. |106, 543,000 | 310,937 | 10,882,705 | 102 ag 

. 1988..-.-..--..---------- 77 68 | 24,560,000 |; 118,108 4, 133, 780 . 168 OE 
1939._.._-.------------- 142 . 109 | 31, 618, 000 172, 519 _ G, 038, 165: 191 Be 
1940._.._...-.-------.--- 198 106 |} 42;747,000 | - 205, 181 7, 181,335 - 168 oy 

_ 1941__..-.-22..----------| 284 112 | 45, 579,000 225, 019 7,875,665 | —  .178 a 
1942. ..--..--.------..---| 122 79 | 24, 526, 000 147,906 | 4,126,710] § .168 ge 

Becker-Hopkins dredges: po - : | oy 
| 19408... ee 2 2 35,000 148 |. 5, 180 .148 ok 

ee 194l__. 3 2 52,000 244 8, 540 °164 foe 
, , 1942...22 2... ee ‘I eer et eww en 5, 000: . 23 805 .t61 o™M. v 

Suction dredges: 4 . , a 

| . 1940.3. _..---.----------- 4 4 64, 000 584 20, 440 ..319 me 
1941. ee 17 17 | 357, 000 1, 763 61, 705 173 oy 
1942. ..--2 22-22 -- -- 18 15 278,000:| | 1,419 49, 665 +. 179 “ 3 

Nonfloating washing plants: § | 5 | os 
1938...-...-..---------.- 74 71 | 3,538,000 23, 046 806, 610 . 228 Oe 
1939__._.--....-.---.---- 114 101 | 5, 512, 000 41, 694 1, 459, 290 . 265 a: 
1940... ene 131 105 | 5,908, 000 28, 232 988, 120 . 167 OP 

© 1941... ...---.----------- 85 76 | 5,656, 000 28, 703 1,004,605 | 178 & 
1942... ee - 46 40 | 1,687, 000 10, 044. 351, 540 - 215 oN 

See footnotes at énd of table. — on
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ea Gold produced at placer mines in California, 1988-42, by classes of mimes-amd—by--—- . | 
pore . methods of recovery, and total, 1848-1942 !—Continued ~~ oo | 

Bog Class and method _ produc-| plants treated : | Average : Z 

Be Hage pe a ing? | (dredges) | yards) . rime Value per cubic ow 

7." Surface placers—Continued. fo a | fo. oe 
meh Gravel hydraulically handled: a a . . - 
woe me . Hydraulic: if. a a Pope 
Bo "4988. 86 fut .} 1, 719, 000 7,061 247,135 | $0,144 / 
bes: : 1989.2 e-e-e----] 74 |uutl.---]| 921,000} 6, 059 212,065 | .230 | - 
ea , (1940.02 92 |_...._...-| - 2, 401,000 12,059 |  . 422,065} 176 er 

ne | 1941.00 ee 79 |.........-|. 2, 886, 000 10,145 | 355, 075 £123 . 
bop 194) 48 |eccl-] 1,980,000 6, 106 213,710 | 4108 

we co Small-seale-hand methods:§ — a Sp ee 
By et: | ; | | | ns : : a 
| 1988_...-------.-----22--] 292 |.-.--....] 2,863,500} 41,686 | ~—«:1, 459, 010 -. 510: oS 
Bee 1939......-...--..------} 267 J.---------]| 2,584,100 | 38,815 | «1,358,525 | . 536 a 
Bye | 1940.2. -2---2e--ee---f 278 |---| 1, 710, 200 38, 526 1, 348, 410 B83 “y 
RGo ne 8 WQALTTTUTTITTITTTTTTT 182 }IITIIIITZ 1} 599,700 29,040} 1,016,400. 635 Ys 
wo o 1942... ee eee} 119 feet] 1,152,900 | —-——-16, 079 562, 765 488 2 
eo | | | == ee = 
Bee _ Dry: : . : 7 | fo ec 
wee BBB Peed 6,500 172 6,020 | . 926 8 
Mme 1939-12. w-e------s-} 25 Juee-e.---] 11, 900 169 5, 915 | 497 de 
eG oe 1940_2 ee 17 |--..------| 10, 800 | 211 7,385 |. .684 RS 
Be Sf WAL a eed. 7800] 2201, 7,700 1.055 a 
Pe 1942 Fl 1,100 | 731° 2, 555 2.328 Ye 

ies} Onderground placers: | | ff 
Bae rifts | pe 7 : . eee 
pee 1988... 99 j....-...-.| 97,000] . 7,144 250,040} . 2.578 *, 
ge : 1989... eee eee 94 }.-..---:-] 83,000 |. «6, 525 228, 375 2.752 4 
mee AQ 96 |---| 88,000 |. «5, 045 176, 875 2. 007 Of 
ma W941. p74 [lll 90, 000 4, 597 160, 895 1.788 | ' 
we . 1942 ee 2 22,000; °° =—s2,3889; Ss“ 831, 865 3. 721 5 

hee Grand total placer: . . : 
xt 1988. ee eeee--e----] 676 |--.-.____-]149, 864, 000 572,513 | 20,037, 955. . 134 
Rife 19BO eee eee] 7749 [Lot 2. __]162, 335, 000.| 636,045 | 22, 261, 575 - ,187 4 
BE 1940... eee lee e------| 7836 |--.----_.]185, 425,000 | 704,952 | 24, 673, 320 123000, 
a 1941... cle} | 724 fe ---2|191, 984, 000 | 718,013 | 25, 130, 455 . 131 : 
Fg 1942... cee eee | 7428 [1 -_|136, 145, 000 464,926 | 16, 272, 410 120 : 

sho 1948-1942 tool eee |g (8) 65, 005, 068. |1, 410, 915, 026 (8) : 

Sg! -  Y¥orhistorie data by years see Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, p. 219. . oo 7 
Bye 2 Excludes ftimerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right to 
be property worked. 
Pit 3 First year for which this method was reported used in California. . oo 

Be _ Includes all placer operations using suction pump for delivering gravel to floating washing plant, except 
a | those producing less than 100 ounces of gold which are included under ‘‘Small-scale hand methods.” 

$ Includes all placer operations using power excavator and washing plant, both on dry land; when washing 
oe : plant is movable, outfit is termed “‘dry-land dredge.” .. 
- § Includes all operations in which hand labor is principal factor in delivering gravel to sluices, long toms, 
a . dip boxes, pans, rockers, dry washers, etc. . ; 

uO 7 A mine using more than 1 method of recovery is counted but once in arriving at total for all methods. 
; 8’ Complete data not available. 

: Gold.—An uninterrupted rise beginning in 1929 culminated in the | 
production of $50,948,485 in gold in 1940, the largest value since 1856. 
In 1941, however, a reaction set in and gained headway in 1942. 

, Monthly production declined approximately 4 percent a month fairly 
| regularly from January 1941 to May 1942, when the downward trend : 

greatly accelerated and continued at about 16 percent a month to 
December 1942. Strangely, the period when War Production Board 

oe Order L-208 was becoming effective did not mark a substantial change 
in the trend. Apparently, economic forces were curtailing gold pro- 
duction so rapidly in 1942 that exercise of Federal authority was not 

| needed to accomplish a most drastic curtailment in gold mining in 
California. Production in December was at an annual rate of 246,612 
fine ounces or $8,631,420, which, except for 1929 (when California
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— mepetd-output was valued at $8,526,703), represented the lowest level 

— gmece 1848. oe ee of Se AE 

_ The 25 leading gold-producing mines in California in 1942, listed mss 

, the following table, yielded 60 percent of the total gold output ofthe = = = 

| State. In 1942, six placers (five connected-bucket dredges andone > 

_ dragline dredge) and two lode mines (gold ore) displaced two placers 

“(connected-bucket dredges) and six lodes (five gold ore and one copper 2 ES 

ore). Of those displaced, none was working at the end of 1942. Of 

ae those on the 1942 list, only four were producing at the close of the year. 

a Twenty-five leading gold-producing. mines in California in 1942, in order of output gt 

Oo , | | | | gf re a 

a Mine District County qa Operator Sourceofgold. 

| 1 | NatomasfCo.__-..- Folsom......------] Sacramento..| 2 | Natomas Co..........|Dredge 

2| Yuba Unit._.......} Yuba River.......| Yuba-...-.--} 4 Yuba Consolidated Do. — oe as 

oe | - ; Gold Fields. ay 
3 | Idaho Maryland-| Grass Valley- | Nevada..----| 1 Idaho Maryland | Gold ore.: ee et 

7 - Brunswick. | Nevada City... _ Mines Corporation. : oe Me 

oo 4 | Empire Star mines-_|-----do...-.--------|-----0_------- 3 ‘Empire ,gtar Mines} Do © 9° 2°) a 

a | : Sf, _ |. Co, : — ee oy TT 

Oo! 5 | Lava Cap_....-----|-----do__.......----]-----do_...-...| 5 | Lava Cap Gold Min- Do. a oo kM 

fp : a "| ing Corporation. | a 

6.| Capital dredges....| Folsom...-....-...| Sacramento.-| 8 Capital Dredging Co..| Dredge. | a oa 

aan 7 | Butte Unit.......-| Oroville...........| Butte-......-| 6 | Yuba Consolidated . Do. SO ON 

| : | | ‘| — Gold Fields. » ee 
8 | Golden Queen.....| Mojave....-------] Kern...------| 9 Golden Queen Min- | Goldore. oe 

| a A Ping Com | Ca 

9 | Cactus Queen.-_.--]-.---d0-__---------- _.---d0_:.....-| 13 | Cactus Mines Co-_--- “Do. 22 

10 | Central Eureka_...| Mother Lode-_----- Amador_.-:--| 7. Central Eureka Min-| . Do. oe 

. FO {| —- ing Co, SOP oe aes 

- 11 | Eagle-Shawmut---.|-----do._....-------| Tuolumne. - -|'23 Miller & Clemson..---] Do. oo, Sloe 

12 | Garson Hill........|-----do...----.--...| Calaveras-...| 10 | Carson Hill Gold |. Do... . Los 

a : a, 7 Mining Corpora; Og 
- tio © on in gf 

43] Alabama...........| Ophir........-----| Placer.......-| 12 | Alabama California Do. at 

a | | : | : Gold Mines Co. . - eR 

14 | Original Sixteen to | Alleghany-_..-.-.--} Sierra...--.-- 17 | Original Sixteen to | Do. an fore 

. a One. | One Mine, Inc. c an ri 

15 Placer Properties | Knights Ferry....| Stanislaus-_-- 31 | Placer Properties Co.. Dragline. ee 

0. a . ao : - eas 8, 

16 | Snelling _..........| Snelling..-........| Merced.-----) 16 Snelling Gold Dredg- | Dredge. og 

i _ “an | 7 ine Co. | en 
17} Dredge No. 4......| La Grange.._...--| Stanislaus__..| 30 La Grange Gold Do ©: 0 IG 

| , : ) | DredgingCo. ff 
oo 18 | Argonaut...-...---| Mother Lode......| Amador_...--} 11 | Argonaut Mining Co_.| Gold ore. - Bs 

- ~° 419 | Siskiyou. Unit_.....| Callahan......-..- Siskiyou.-...|!26 |. Yuba Consolidated Dredge. ot 

= Gold Fields. — _ . ets 

20| Junction City | Junction City..-..| Trinity......| 33 Junction City Min- Dow 2 8 

- dredge. ing Co. . ye 

21 | Surcease....-------| Yankee Hill_._-...}. Butte.....--- 22 | Hoefling Bros.........| Gold ore. | se 

59 | Carrranch........| ‘Trinity Center_...| Trinity.....--| 29 | Carrville Gold Co_....| Dredge. of 
: 93 | Mount Gaines.....| Mother Lode......| Mariposa----| 50 Mount Gaines Min- | Gold ore. | Ok 

ing Co. . ah 

24 | Cosumnes dredge..| Cosumnes River. -| San Joaquin..| 32 |. Cosumnes Gold | Dredge. — rte. 

} | “y. Dredging Co. So ag 

25 | Kister property..-.| Oroville._-....-.--| Butte..----..| 48 Gold Hill Dredging {| Do. . ee 

. : 0. . ee 

t Corrected figure. 
- oo oS 

Silver —Most of the silver output in California in 1942 was more 8 

localized than that of the gold: the 10 leading silver-producing mines, ot 

- listed in the following table, yielded 85 percent of the State total = = 

recoverable silver in that year. The list is similar to that of 1941, % 

, except for some changes in rank and the displacement of the Starlight -  » 

mine (consolidated with its neighbor), Walker, and Grigsby mines, ONG 

which suspended operations in 1941. By December, 6 of the 10lead-| 

ing silver mines had suspended operations. | | os 

: 6562504318 | ON
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Cha Ten: leadang: silver~-praducing mines in. California in 1942; in. order of autptte---- 

OP et @| Mine | District =| County [35}  - Operator § | Soureeafsilver i (s RP ed | os : re 
ay “e ~ 1: . Cactus Queen... Mojav @..-~.- see - Ker OD. -nn = a I Cactus, Mines. Co_ — : Gold:-sil ver ore. : . : poe 2] Lava Cap. Crass Galley-Ne- Nevada.-....| 2°} Lava. Gap Gold. Min- | Gold ore. Fes 

tein! in ao vy : * ‘ , 
aye OB Columbia No, 2.___| Resting Springs: __|: nye. .._.....| 6 | Shoshone Mines, Ine. | Lead ore es Pe 4 Golden Queen... Mojave-._...._...| Kern...______} 3. Golden Queen Mining | Gold ore. . So 

veo BL Pine Creek.__.....| Bishop Creek. ____ Inyo_........| 19 | United States Vana- | Tungsten-mo- ey Ben | rn a Ce - dium Corporation. lybdenum- re Bie Meene A, ee bP Ane oo | Re __. |. copper ore.. OS ne) eawie Bp Coso..-.....--....|-...do._.....| 16 | Imperial Metals, Inc_.| Silver ore and ey arwin, . i mR , oo lead ore. . Co ae Gage, 1] Kelly..-...-2----2.] Randsburg........] San .Bernar- | 7] Frank W. Royer_-....] Silver ore. , os 
i. 8 f EmpireStar mines.| Grass Valley-Ne- | Nevada_.....|. 8 | Empire Star Mines | Gold ore. SO at 
a 9 | Alabama__-....___.| Ophir_.---2.......] Placer._.....:] 9 Alabama. ‘ California: Do... Ye By ep a , poet old Mines Co. =f oh 
fee 10 | Idaho, Maryland- | Grass. Valley-Ne- | Nevada.....-| 17 | Edahoj,. Maryland} Do. i 
Rs | Brunswick, , WadaCity, [  - -.-|° | Mines'Corporation. | Gy 

~.- Copper—Copper production in California was small in 1942 be- - 
4 __eause the Walker mine in the Genesee district of Plumas County, Q eunee : ° ‘. _ . e : eg ad . 5 ; , ; . : : wt we j ° . . - a oe which had contributed over 92 percent of the State copper in 1941, © e Ce . . . te @ 7 7 : . : pe : wot . an . _* . : woe “was imactive. The lead pper producer for 1942 was the Pi 8 coo Was active. Ehe lea, Hes copper producer for 1¥: Was the Fine | me 

mr SY RMR SSS as 

tiem . 90 hrrtrts~s=a _OOOOiOtsCSTr er “ Bee BR, pereea Re ReN ESTER Oe OC — EN er . By 
fee re |e 80. ee ESS Se Tae . i fe Teer | ; Wea : . |. RBIS eeneenes SESE ERPS CON OU RRS EES REN OU OC Reig Rae NU SUCRE ig a . E 
ey. ests TesteeeteSesetaeseela] MR ERERESSSERECEESEEEEREERRO TOONS SOS) EN SS 3 Ses Sp epee ot oS ee ons a ea ee ee ee Sahieeraaeen once ee ooh TBs 3 Bee Oe eee : Be OR ee Lo de m oi ne sis . h Bet . : e-. a seercete te eeepc ee EERE SO asus seaadaosansstoagenan topo cavcanashoschasinstaneaanacaboenod aE Aa . ut 

ae «OM Free eee Rs Cocoon ta oa eer ne eater are a mo, ‘ 
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: FIGURE 2.—Percentage of total California gold produced at lode and placer mines and by various methods . of placer mining, 1850-1942. 

. s 
° . e s - Creek mine of the United States Vanadium Corporation, in the e e ° , Bishop Creek district of Inyo County, where copper concentrate was | . . . : - . . e . recovered as a byproduct from ore worked principally for tungsten. 

, 7 a e e 7 In October, however, the Keystone Copper Co. made an initial ship- 
. . .* ° ment of copper concentrate from Copperopolis in Calaveras County; .. 

e e . e by the end of the year, the company attained the highest production e ° . 1 

* . rate of any mine in the State. Development work at copper proper-
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ss tae. .Was carried on by the Gray Eagle Copper Co. near Happy Camp - 
in Siskiyou County, where a 550-ton plant was under construction,and = 

| _ by the Mountain Copper Co., Ltd., near Kennett in Shasta County, ss, 
. with a 350-ton plant under construction. __ | _ BT a tact 
7 | Lead.—The expansion in California’s lead production from 990,000 = =_. - 

_ pounds in 1938 to 10,302,000 pounds in-1942 resulted in lead dis- 2 
| _ placing copper as the third most valuable of the five metals produced sss 

in the State. The Shoshone Mines, Inc., operator of the Columbia  —._—s 
__No. 2 mine, was the leading producer, and the Imperial Metals, Inc, 5) 

__ -@perator of a group of mines at Darwin, was the second-largest lead = = +” 
_.- producer; both operations are in Inyo County. | —_ es 

7 Zinc.—Zine production in California, although still very small == 
/. _ continued to expand for the fourth successive year. The Combined - 

: Metals Reduction Co., operator of the Colorado group in the Modoc. — ss 
_. district of Inyo County, and W. F. Huston, operator of the Carbonate sy ee 

_ King mine in the Ivanpah district of San Bernardino County, con-- 
tributed 77 percent of the State totale ee 

: a MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES = — Oe 

_ Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine in California in 1942, by = 
oe as _ counties, in terms of recovered metals — as eB 

os | , SO Qt Be | Oe as 
. _ |. Mines pro- | ee wd 

County 
a : Lode Placer ’ one ‘Value - nme Value » ot. | Value | ee 

Alpine ef ee a] $898 fee ee) a BBB 
Atnador.-----..-.-----| 14] 25] 39,418! 1,379,630 | 10,056 | $351,960 | “49,4741 1,781,500 = 

| Butte..2-2----------] «3 | 88. | 73363] ~~” 257,705 | 53,553 | 1,874,355} 60,916 | 2132,060 9 .2."% 
| Calaveras.......--.-.-| 28] 27] 16,638] 582,330] 11,366 | 397,810| 28,004] 980,140 ~~ 9.4 

Del Norte...-.2-..--.-] 22... 1 j...2-----|--2- 2-2-2 ---] 8] 175 Bf ° 1S Ft al 
: Eldorado_.-2.-----.---| 22} 28} 6,145 | 215,075 | 12,020] 424,715 | 18,104 | 686,720 

Fresno... 2-2-2 |e nee 6 fod ed, 166 | 40,810 |  =—s-:1, 166... 40,810 2 0 on 
‘Humboldt. 3 105 | 4,020} 140, 700 4,023] 140,805 oad 
Imperial_......---.-.-% 4! |] 126 4; 410 4] 1, 680 “174 ) 6,090 
Inyo...---------------| 42 1} 11,703 409, 605 | 7 245 11,710 | 409,850 . aera 
Ker.....-----------| 58 7| 56,554] 41,979,390 360 12, 600: 56,914 | 1,991,990 — ay 
Los Angeles....----.--| 8] 4] '356| ° 12400|  198]'. 4,305 479 16,7650 
Madera......-.-------| 5| 16. o7{ 945]. 690] —-24 150 717) 25,098 
Mariposa...--.---.----| 42 14 | 20, 503 717, 605. 8, 789 307, 615 29,292 | 1,025,220 ©. ey 
“Merced ____-_2------ woe 6 web nwee nel ence eee ween 20, 053 . 701, 855 , - 20, 053 701, 855 : . * aa 

oe Mono_.--.----..---.-| 21 1,881 64,085] 2 70 | 1,833 | - ‘68,155 “re 
—. Newadal lil] 4 | a7 | 154,927] 5,422,445] 6,666 | 233,310 | 161,593 | 5,655,755 4 

‘ . Orange... 2.2. 2 nee nae : 5 175 bana ne eee a eer ‘5 . 175 " ra 

Placer......---..--.---] 10 36 | 14,929 522,515 | 8, 362 292,670 | 28, 201 815,185 =k 
-  Phamas oo} 9 | 2] 6,867] 240,345 | 1.2081 45,480] 8 165 | 88H tg 

| Riverside__..-..--...- 8 2) 337 11, 795 11. 885]. 348) 12,180" oN 
Sactamento.....-------| 2] 15 6 210 | 125,114 | 4,378,990 | 125,120 | 4,379,200. ot 
San Bernardino...-..-| 44 5} 9,640] 387, 400 25 875 9,665] 388.2% = = 99 4 

| San Diego__.....-.--.. 3 7): 245 | --------] --..------e- 7| 245 sy 
San Francisco..__----- ween (®) eee wwe ewe] meee ec em ene 4 . ’ 140 ' 4 440 . he 

San Joaquin__...-._--]_._.-.- 10 jee ee fele elt 18, 103 633, 605 18,103 | ‘683,605 US 
San Luis Obispo__..._-|-..-..- 1 jee ee] ee 7 a 440 4]. 140 a 
Santa Barbara and | ey 
Shasta $_.....-.....-] 18 16 | 4,192 146,720 | 17, 847 607,145 | 21, 539 753, 365 oy 

Sierra... 13 31 | 11, 787 412,545 | 6,243 218, 505 . 18, 030 631, 060 er 
Siskiyow__...._.-..-..- 29 49 1, 078 37, 555 | 37,685 | 1,318,975 38, 758 | 1,386, 590 ae 

. Stanislaus_..........--].-.._-- 5 |--...----|------------| 27, 795 972, 825 . 27, 795 972, 825 ad 
Trinity...............-| 16 38 740 25,900 | 23, 457 820, 995 24, 197 $46,895 wy 
Tulare............-.__- : 4 new eoe 184 4, 690 | ee ey | oe ee ee She , 134 4, 690 , , : 

Tudlumne.....--.-----| 24 71 11,739] 410,865 934 32,600 | 12,673 | 443,555 ea 
Yuba...-...-----------| 2] 10 | 6,004] — 210,140 | 69,501 | 2,435,685 | 75,695 | 2,645,825 — A 

| 4341 428 | 383,071 | 18,407,485 | 464,926 | 16,272,410 | 847,997 | 29, 679, 895 anf 
Total, 1941............] 835 | 724 | 690, 780 | 24,177, 300 | 718, 013 | 25, 130,455 | 1, 408, 708 | 49,307, 755 a 

See footnotes at end of table. : | oe .
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ae Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in California in 1942, by OB 
Bel . counties, in terms of recovered meials—Continued a oan 

Ree | | Byer : | 

mo eT | co ; Lode — - Placer. > Total 
MP - County __ | wa 

Be a |° Fine |) Fine — Fine | - a ae = = ounces | Value ounces | Value ounces Value : 

neh  Alpine._..22--2---------------} 3 $2 |_-.-..--...-]---.---.---- 8 - $20 
oan - Amador._-..-----------------|__9, 881 6, 991 1,260}. $896. 11,091| —-7, 887 on 

oe Butte. tee ------- | 15, 999 | 11, 377 4,351 |. 3,094 20, 350 14, 471... os 
Mee ge ~ Calaveras......-.-------------| °° 4214] 5,130 | — 1, 166 829 8, 380 5, 959 . ore 
he |... Del Norte. .--.---------------|----------=-|-----+---=-- 3 2: 3] 2 te 
wee. Eldorado. ..--.--------------- _ 647 4] . . 460 - 1,637; °®+1,164| . 2,284]° += 1,624 my. 
Ber Sa ‘Fresno..-.+...----------------|------------|------------ 201; °#»#8143 201 143° Xv 
Se Humboldt.-_...-_-.-.-.--.--.- 14 10 | 623 443 |. 637 453 a 
ORAS Imperial_-_._.:-------..------- - 169 | | 120 |.-----------}-.--------.- 169 |. 120 | we 
elo os ow Imyo. le eee 338, 367 | 287, 061 1] - 1 333, 368 _ 287, 062 - yk 
Be Kern_....-..-----------------|  - -597, 614. 424, 970: 69 491 597, 683 | 425, 019 a 
Pe Los Angeles.....2-.---.-------| 28{ 148 2 15} 229 | — : 168 oa 
oes 0 0 Mfadera..c...2e- lee eee fo 52 37 | 190 — AS]. 227... 172 Fs 
Bye es Mariposa .-...------------+--- 7,875 | = —- 5, 600 1,744} 1,240 9, 619 6, 840 - a 
Moe ~ Mereed_..-..--2.-.------2--+-|------------|------------ 1, 942 |. 1, 381 “1, 942 | 1, 381 oh 
ra . Mono...--_--- 2-2-2. ee 15, 580] 11,079 |. 1 - Lt 15, 581 11, 080: . oa 
fob -Nevada._.....-.-..------------ 300, 240 213, 504 723 - §14] 300,963}. 214,018 | we 
Gare.» Ovange...---.----------------- 8,323 | 2,863 |.-..- 2.1 -_]------------ 3, 323 2, 363 Le 
wee Placer... e------e----------] 0, 517 21, 701 . 994 | . 207 * .31, 511 22, 408 ya 
ee Plymas__. 2222... 838 ~ 596 121 86. 959 682 ws 
ce... Riverside__..--.------------- 130} | 128 Lp. 1 |. 1{ = 129 s 
We Sacramento___...-------------] OL 1; 6,386; °}&4,541. 6, 387 | 4, 542 ty 
fae OT San Bernardino........----.-- 65, 717 | 46, 732 |.-..--------|----=----.--| 65, 717 46, 732 i 
weet? . . Sam Diego..-.--.-...---------] 8, o 7 en a . 8 . 2 
fe... San Franeisco.-_....--.-------|------------|------------|------2 eno --|------2- nce: |------ 2g ene |e ee eee no lve 
Mees San Joaquin. .._-..-...-...---|------------|------------| «41,762 | - 4,253 |. 1, 762 1, 253 oe 
ee’ og) Bam Luis Obispo__.._-...-.---|----------+-|--------=---]------=-----|------2-<25-|-----22-2cce]e--ee-en- see | . : 
peo. Santa Barbara and Shasta 3...} = 18, 195 9, 383 2, 001 1,428 15, 196 10, 806 . Ae 
a, . Sierra_..........----.--...---- 2,129 1, 514 502 357 | 2,631 ~ 4,871 - 
hie  Siskiyou__....-....-..-------- 315 224 | 5, 573 4 3, 963 5, 888 4,187 . 
rn - Stanislaus.....--.------------]------------|------------|. 2, 544 1,809! . 2,544 1,809 \ 
beso. 0.) Trinity. ..-------.------------ 308 219 2, 506 1, 782 2, 814 2,001 . 
we.) Pullare.__-22------------------ 87 41 |__.----___=.|----------.-| 57 ‘Al : 
pe olummne._._-.-------------- 3, 588 2, 516 . 83 59 3, 621 2, 575 . 
wae Yb... eee ------ 871 619 | 4, 230 3, 008 5, 101 3, 627 “ 

Be So 7 1, 409, 805 | 1, 002, 528 40, 6385 | 28,896 | 1,450,440 | 1,031, 424 oo 
Ba Total, 1941-__._._--.----------| 2,088, 718 |. 1, 485, 307° 65, 475 |. 46,560 | 2,154,188 | 1,531,867 ~~ 

Pas Copper . Lead yo Zinc | 7 
ba an _ |S Total . i County — —— value 

. - Pounds Value Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | . . " 

BO Alpine. ....._.._........-|__....------]_----_----|------------]--..------|----------]------- + - $597 - 
. Amador_.........-...---- 4, 000 $484 2,000|. $134 |__..--.-._|.....---..| 1, 740, 095 

, . Butte._._......-......--.|-------- oe --|---------e|--eeeeeee ee | nee ef eee eee] eeeeee---] 2, 146, 531 | 
NO . Calaveras. .__.........--- 532, 000 64, 372 j-.----------]--------.- 8, 600 $744 1, 051, 215 

, Del Norte__.._..._.___-___]....-----_--| -------- 02] 22 - e  ee| -ee] e ee 177 | 

oo Eldorado__...._.........- 2, 000 242 |__..-_-.----}_.--.-..--|-.--..--.-|---------- 638, 656 
; /. ‘Fresno. _.-.--.....--.-.-|--.---------]..--------|------------] ----------]--- +--+] e+e 40, 953 

Humboldt......_-.....--| . 6,000 726 |__--.--..---]-----.----]-------.~--|]---------- 141, 984 | 
- Imperial. _....---.--.----|------------|----------|------------|----------|----------]------2--- 6, 210 _ 
Inyo.......-.-.-..-----.. 740, 000 89, 540 | 10,170,000 | 681,390 | 754,000 70, 122 1, 487, 964 
Kern.....--...-.-.-..--- 2, 000 242 8, 000 536 |_...-.-.-.|----------| 2, 417, 787 

, Los Angeles__...........-|_.-....-.---]_---------|------------]------.---]----------]---------- 16, 928 
‘ Madera.-__.........-.---- 66,000 | 7,986 |_.-.-.------|-------.--|-----.----]---------- 33, 253 

. -  Mariposa..._..-.------. 18, 000 2,178 16, 000 1, 072 |_.-------_|_--.-.----| 1, 085, 310 
Merced. .........-..-.---|.-----------|----------|------------|---------- |---| = -- 703, 236 
Mono. ._._....._.......__.|_...---.----}]----------|------------ |---| oe eee eee eee ee 75, 235 
Nevada.-..__.....-------- 14, 000 1,694} 14,000 938 |__....---.|_.-...--.-| 5, 872, 405 

, Orange____....._....._.--|----.---__--]---------- 4, 000 268 6, 000 558 3, 364 
Placer_...-..-..-----.---- 6, 000 726 24, 000 1, 608 |......-.-]-.-------- 839, 927 
Plumas. -__....._...._-.._|_--.--------]-_-------- 2, 000 134 |__- flee 286, 591 
Riverside. _.....-..--__-- 2, 000 242 |_.._-.---._.]_.--.-----]----------|---------- 12, 551 
Sacramento__.__.......__|.-----------]-------~--|------------]----------]----------]----------] 4388, 742 
San Bernardino-_..__._-- 154, 000 18, 634 60, 000 4,020 | 458, C00 42, 594 450, 255 
San Diego__.__.__._._._..|..----.-----|-.--------|------------|----------]----------}---------- 247 

, . San Francisco_...........]_....-.-----|----------|------------|----------|----------]---------- 140 
San Joaquin...___._._.___|__-_--...---]_----..---|------------|----------|----------|---------- 634, 858 
San Luis Obispo_.....__.]_..------.--|----------|------------|----------]----------]---------- . 140 

See footnotes at end of table. ; .
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“Mine production of gold, -silver, copper, lead, and zine in California in 1942, by a SOE 
| | oo counties, in terms of recovered metals—Continued ne 

| | | | a | _ Copper sf. Lead Zinc So oe - 

oo ‘Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value- Lo ys 

| ‘Santa Barbara and | | | | | ens 
"Shasta #_..._.......-.--}' 562,600 | $68, 002 2,000| © $134 |_2....-.-[...-----..]  $883807 

| Sierra....-.-.-.....------]------------]----------] ------------|----------]----------]----2-e---] 682,928. ts 
Siskiyou... .......-.-.--.- 4, 000 484 |_.._....-.--]-_--------]----e feel ,3861, 208 ge 

- Stanislaus_.........-.-.--]-.-------~--]----------]------------]---------- |---| eee 974, 634 Oo 
Trinity .._...-..--------|------------|-----<----|------------ | eee ene ee ee ne eee [eee eee] 848, 896 oY 

a Tulare. ...._...-.. |e ee ee ee ne] oe oe ee |] ee 4,731 Ms 
Tuolumne. ___.-..--=----] 4,000] . 484 J-i-.L 2] ee] ee 446, 614 to 

| Yuba. ......------------|------------|----------|--------779-|-22---- ==] nnn | een] 8 eS 

> 12,116,000 |” 256, 036 | 10,302,000 | 690, 234 |1, 226, 000 | $114,018 | 31,771,607 
Bota, 1941../........--.-] 7, 886,000 | 930, 548 | 6,928,000 | 394,896 | 880,000 | 66,000} 52,231,066 =e 

dk Bxclades itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right to ~ ra 

- e Output from property not classed as a “‘mine.” : . | ner 
ae 3 Combined to avoid disclosure of individual output. - a . ae oe 

a _ MINING INDUSTRY rr 

, The tonnage of material from lode mines in California treated In- © 
1942 decreased 42 percent compared with 1941, and the yardage abs 
placer mines decreased 29 percent; the output of lode gold declined ss}: 

_ 45 percent and that of placer gold 35 percent. The average recover- 
able. gold content of gravels declined 8 percent. Of the State total =... 

Oe gold output in 1942,.45 percent was from lode mines and 55 percent = *: 
from placers; this represented the highest placer: lode ratiosmce 1900, ——.. s 

' when separate annual data were first compiled, andalmost certamly == 
-. the highest since large-scale hydraulicking was terminated by the  ... 

Sawyer Decisionof 1884. OS Co OS 
_ _-Dredges of the connected-bucket type washed 78 percent of the «© °° 

gravel mined and recovered 67 percent of the State total placer goldin yy 

_-Dragline dredging, which had had such a spectacular rise during the 
| years following its inception in California in 1933, reacted most un- ==» --8 

favorably to war conditions; gold production by this method decreased = “igs 
| 48 percent. The great demand for dragline excavators and forlabor |. = 

skilled in earth-moving caused rapid abandonment of dragline-dredge a 
operations. The following table gives partial data on equipment $$: 

- in the dragline industry over a 4-year period; information on bucket =n 
| size was supplied for 52 dredges inj1939, 89jin}194094,in 1941, and 

| 72 in 1942. | es 

Number of boats Number of boats : ee 
Size of buckets|_ CCCs Size of Duckets | , ont 
(cubic yards) . (cubic yards) . {7 hes 

1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 re 

1Y_-------------|-------- 1 |oo-u--f-----. |] 194----------- 2 3 8 Be 
6....--------- == i |...[ 2 1|[ 1g] az] 5] 19 17 oe 
§..-.----.-------]-------- 2 6 7 {| 1%-----------.-- 5 9 6 4 a 

orccsecccreefeeeeng] BE feeeseecfecnons ff AL 8) 8] - 
3.-.---.---..-| -3| 4) 5| 2 Qo Ee 8} 6 ved 
Ql 4 s| 19 12 || $..2---e| 2] Bf ae 
2h... one 2 1 1 Lf} 36.---.---------|-------- A fii tee. 2M 
Qo neaen-----| 10 15 13 9 oy 
———eeeeeeeeeSSSSFSFS ad
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-: .. Other placer-mining methods all showed decreases in quantity of 
ee avel washed and gold recovered. The only gold credited to the — fone 
Re Bocker-Hopkins type of dredging resulted from the clean-up of a = © 
-" - dredge,, which suspended operations in 1941. Nonfloating washing =. 
wee plants to which gravel was delivered by mechanical means (dragline os 
.°. =  exeavators, power shovels, slackline excavators, trucks, bulldozers) L 
“: treated much less gravel in 1942 than in 1941. Many of these oper- oS 
... gters found that their equipment could.be employed more profitablyon 
acl» war contracts; competition for labor skilled in operating earth- = 
“moving machines was very keen. Ce - 
—... Suetion dredging, which to date in California has been confined 
-.__ almost-entirely to Fresno and Madera Counties, seemed to be expand- = 
~ ing early in 1942, but by the end of the year these operations were {& 
.. .. Jargely suspended. . The prospect that new techniques developed in =. 
—. -elatively small scale suction dredging would be applied more widely 
eee in California after the warseemed favorable. = = = © = | . & 
““.. Hydraulic mining at established mines found itself singularly free 2 
“s+. from shortages of materials and power, but labor conditions caused a 
~-. marked reductions in operations. Very few hydraulic mines reopened 8 
.°. for the 1942-43 season. Gold production from small-scalehand meth- = 
. eds was sharply curtailed: In normal times, a large number of such 
7: operations are carried on independently by marginal workers, but the =. 
> Inereasing labor shortage in California in 1942 caused many small- 
-»---  geale hand miners to abandon the streams and dry diggings for 

employment at wages. Drift mining, once very productive in Cali- 
fornia, also declined owing to warconditions. = ©  —. 8 

“.~ - Qonsumption of quicksilver at California placer mines totaled =~ 
=)» 13,944 pounds in 1942 compared with 19,949 pounds in 1941. The 
'* following quantities of gold were recovered to the pound of quick- —— 
oS: silver used in 1942 (1941 figures in parentheses): Connected-bucket = 
oa. dredging, 34 ounces (40); dragline dredging, 40 ounces (37); suction : 
~ . .. dredging, 15 ounces (13); nonfloating washing plants with mechanical 
7, gravel handling, 17 ounces (42); hydraulicking, 16 ounces (22); small- 
Se ‘agate hand operation, 18 ounces (15); and drift miming, 146 ounces © | 

So . ( ) + QRE CLASSIFICATION | Sd | 

Of the 2,503,198 tons of ore (including 625,564 tons of old tailings) _ 
sold or treated in 1942, 82 percent was dry gold ore and old tailings, 
16 percent copper ore (including a large quantity of ore valued more 

- . for its tungsten and molybdenum than copper), 1 percent lead ore, 
| and most of the remainder dry silver ore. } 

| : Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume on 
Gold and Silver. | |
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Ore and old tailings sold or treated in California in 1942, with content in terms of = 
a es recovered metals 7 aS 

SO OO dT Nraterist sold or} of fo. | fo ae eu 

ae | Source = wenmeenemen—nn] Gold =| Silver. |. Copper |. Lead Zire 

OO | Short tons |Shorttons|Fineounces|Fineounces| Pounds | Pounds | Pounds ees 
‘ Dry and-siliceous gold-ore_-| 1,487,480 | 625,119 | 377,249 | 1, 608,308 189, 500 . 66,200 }--.--22-- oe 

Dry and silicéous gold- ee , |. . | oO ee, 
silver ore..___--.--------| 621. |__---.-.- 168) 8,397] . 3,700 600 |_.------- at 

Dry and siliceous silver ore. 12, 886 445] . . 285 69, 342 | 4,500 | — 594,000 6, 000 - oye 

oe an 1, 450, 987 | 625, 564.| 377,702 | 1,086,247 |  194,700| 660,800} 6,000 - ~~ % 
| Copper ore t...-...--------| 393, 944 [2-2-2 486 71,175 | 21,898,800{ 6,600 |-------- 

Lead ore..-......----------] 29/857 |-------.-] 4,916 | 248,240 | 20,100 | 9,454,400 |-- 
ee Lead-copper ore.---..------ § j--.------] 3 301 ~ 300 1,600 j.------.. he 

7 ‘Zine ore.---. 2-2-2] 2,089 foe 9| - 2,304]  1,000{ 47,200] 957,000 7-4 
. Zine-lead ore---.-----------| 752 |--- pS 1,538 1,100 | 181,400 | 263,000 == oy 

| Total, lode mines....| 1,877, 634 | 625,564 | 383,071 | 1,409,805 | 2 2, 116,000 |10, 302,000 [1,226,000 ~~. .« 
: Total, plavers.__.....------|-----------]---------] 464,926 |. 40,685 |---. --:-----].----------]--------- oe 

rs | 1,877, 634 | 625, B64 |. 847,997 | 1, 450,-440 | * 2,116, 000 10, 302,000 11,226,000 
7 Total, 1941._____________._.] 3, 435, 109 | 845, 076 : 31,408, 793 |3 2,154,188 | 37,886,000 4 6,928,000 | 880,000 eS 

Includes ore valued principally for tungsten and molybdenum. BO ee 
. 2 Includes 71,100 pounds from precipitates. . - pe re: 

, 3-Includes metals reqvered from tungsten ore. | ae BO a oe is 

— MEETALLURGIC INDUSTRY = (i ssts—‘“‘“—C‘i‘i<i—S 
During 1942, as in former years, most of the ore and virtually all os 

the old tailmgs were treated at amalgamation and cyanidation mills .. % 
(with or without concentrating equipment); 80 percent of the total =. 
ore and old tailings was treated at such mills in 1942. Almost all = 
the. remaining ore was treated at concentrating mills; only 60,395 tons 
of crude ore were shipped for direct smelting. -Smelters also recerved = 

) 21,314 tons of flotation concentrates and 288 tons of gravity con- ~~ > 
- eentrates from California mine operators. Comparing (1942 with  .. 

_ 1941, material treated at amalgamation millsdecreased 63 percent, = / 
material treated at cyanidation mills decreased 55:percent, and ~*~: 

. quantity of crude ore and old tailings smelted increased 35 percent; © 
_ ” the quantities of ore concentrated in 1941 and 1942 arenotcomparable 

because a substantial quantity of tungsten ore was included m the  _—_ 
, latter year and excluded in the former. | eM 
-- Quicksilver consumption at California amalgamation mills totaled = = ~¥ 

8,040 pounds, used in the treatment of 785,945.tons of material to 
-- recover 144,004 ounces of gold and 29,010 ounces of silver in 1942. al 

In the treatment of 503,551 tons of ore, 135,896 tons of old tailings, oe 
_ and 5,918 tons of concentrates to recover 106,092 ounces of gold and 

344,476 ounces of silver, cyanide consumption was 110,701 pounds of 
91-percent sodium cyanide and 744,246 pounds of commercial calcium sit. 

~ cyanide (50-percent NaCN equivalent); in terms of 98-percent ot 
| NaCN, the consumption was 467,475 pounds or 0.72 pound to the = 

7 ton. A substantial part of the cyanide was consumed at custom — oy 
mills m California. a re 

Companies producing most of California’s lode gold in 1942 owned ae 
and operated their own metallurgical plants, but a number of custom _ fe 

_ mills were active. The leading operators of metallurgical plants re- Ms 
ceiving custom material were: Burton Bros., Inc., Rosamond, Kern cos 
County; Golden Queen Mining Co., Mojave, Kern County; Mineral 4 
Reduction Co., Benton, Mono County; .and FW. Royer, Red Moun- Oe 
tain, San Bernardino County. All these mills were cyanidation plants of.
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~~. and accepted ore and old tailings for treatment. The Idaho Mary- 
<, + land Mines Corporation and Empire Star Mines Co., Ltd., Grass os 
*, Malley, Nevada County, cyanided some lots of concentrates. ‘The | o 

gine oxide plant of the Pacific Zc Oxide Co. (formerly Western Zinc — oe 
“~~. Oxide Co.), Richmond, Contra Costa County, which had treated - #£- 
» ° oxidized zinc ores in 1941, suspended operations early in 1942. The = | 
wi... largest metallurgical custom plant in California—the Selby lead plant — — 
oof the American Smelting & Refining Co. at Selby, Contra Costa a 
=... County—continued to be the State’s only smelter. By the end of 

~ the year, all these custom plants except the Selby smelter had sus- Ss 
od oe ‘ ° 4 ’ / : : : ai 

~.°. pended operations. | : , | | a | a 

boc’. Mine production of metals in California in 1942, by methods of recovery, in terms of ae 
Ro Pe - co recovered metals — | | : 5 

eo - — — Method of recovery | “rented | Gold | Silver | Copper . Lead qo zine | s 

oe an Ore, old tailings, ‘and concen- Short fons |Fine ounces| Fine ounces} Pounds Pounds Pounds He 
‘os .. -.  tratesamalgamated..........| 785,945 | 144,004 | 29, 010 |--s2e fp an 
Boro. _ - Ore, old tailings, sands, slimes, } © ne Do - - Le 
oa") and concentrates cyanided.._-| 1,006,361 | . 133, 710 395,350 |---|] eee ce 
Beg oh ee Concentrates smelted: —_ . fe . . a, . oe 
wey. «))”~ Flotation.........2--------- 21,314 89,818 | 657,374 | 1,284,200}. 718,300} 547,000 os 
ae | ‘Gravity... _..-.-.---.------- 288 2, 168 2, 041 100 100 |----- x 

ee - Ore and old tailings smelted_-_- 60, 395 13, 371 326,030 ; 760,600] 9,588,600 | 679,000 . 
“oo. Precipitates._......-.-----------|----------<-|--------+---|------------| 71, 100 |------------|---------- Q 

hac otal, lode mines._.......]...-.-----.-| 383,071 | 1,409,805 | 2,116,000 | 10,302, 000 | 1, 226, 000 - 
fp Total, placers........-.---..----|------------ 464, 926 40, 635 |.--.--------|------------|-i--------) & 

Be fe 847,997 | 1,450,440 | 2, 116, 000 | 10, 302, 000 | 1, 226, 000 - 
eo Dotal, 1941 eee eee [IIIIIIIT | 1, 408, 798 | 2, 154, 188 | 7, 886,000 | 6,928,000] “880,000, 

By Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or without | 
fa." concentration equipment).in California in 1942, by types of mills and by counties, | 
air. tnterms of recovered metals _ oo | os 

Pm | AMALGAMATION MILLS a | | 

an - | | Material treated Recovered in | Concentrates smelted and recovered metal ~ 

has . County a Old fo Concen- - . - . ; 
Be a . Ore ! tail- Gold Silver | trates Gold Silver |Copper| Lead e : 
Be OS to . _ ings. produced . 

_ . Short | Short Fine Fine Short Fine Fine 
ee , tons tons | ounces | ounces | tons | ounces | ownces |\PoUnds|\Pounds 
a Alpine.._......-.--- 68 |.....---- 17 3 j...------|..-------|i--------|..------|-------- 

Be Amador_...--------| 88,201 |-...-----| 24,038 | 4,954] 1,311 | 5,086 753 | 2,000 | 1,800 
. Butte...__.----.---- 76 |___-.--- 720 90 4 13 2 |---| 

~ — Galaveras....-------| 7,557 |-.-_---.-| 6, 608 956 960 | 4,548 | 2,709 | 2,500 |_...-__- 
| Eldorado.....------| 4, 538 400 | 2,701 295} 1,325| 3,165 221 | 2,000 |-.------ 

: Imperial. __-_.------ 188 |_.-------- 124 143 |---------|----..--- |---| ee |-------- 
“Inyo..._...--------- 981 |_-_-____- 176 B17 j_------ fee fee | 
Kern._....-...-----| 20,573 | 2,450 | 1,945 809 354} 1,325 | 4,585 300 | 6,900 
Los Angeles....-.--- 1,187 |--..--.-- 98 22 14 39 24 |_-------|-------- 
Madera_._._..------ 6 |--------- 8 3 |---------|---------|---------|.-------]-------- 
Mariposa_.....---.-| 86,830 |......--.| 7,573 | 1,871] 1,609] 10,709 | 3,829 2,000| 16,000 | 
Mono....-..--------] . 13 |_-.------ 26 26 |---.-----|---------|---L-----|--------]-------- 
Nevada_..-..-..-_--| 291,225 }-_..--...| 67,280 | 12,085 1 33 7 100 j-.--__-- 
Placer.......-.--..-| 64,935 |.-....--| 12,175 | 4,045 496 | 2,149] 25,919 | 3,500 | 23,400 
Plumas_-___...------ 702 |_.._.---- 104 21 |..------.|---------|--.------|--------|-------- 
Riverside._.......-- 100 |_--.----- 45 16 |..--.----]_.-------|---------|--------|-------- 1 
Sacramento..-...--- 2 j--------- 6 J |_.-.-.---|--.--~---|---------|--------|-------- . 
San Bernardino..__- 4,170 |--------- 390 . 63 1 7 2 j--------|-------- 
San Diego_...__._.- 24 |_.__-._- 4 3 |_----.--.|---------|---------|--------|-------- 
Shasta_.....-------| 6,941 |.----_..-| 1, 709 400 323 | 1,259 299 100 |-.---__- 
Sierra............---| 26,811} 5,800 | 11,283] 1,977 127 504 152 |---| 

~ Siskiyou. ..._______- 2, 622 |_-_-_.--- 1,039 294 2 10 5 j...-. ..-|-------- 
Trinity.....-.--.--| 6,174 |_---.---- 529 107 25 59 18 |_-.----|----__ 
Tulare....-.._---_-- 363 8 65 29 21 69 28 |__|. 
Tuolumne..........| 144,281 |-.------- 942 209 | 3,872 | 10,756] 3,286 | 4,000 |----.... 
Yuba.__..-.-.---.-.| 18, 834 |---------; 4,404 271 |__-------|---------|-----.-.-]--------|-------- 

777,287 | 8, 658 | 144,004 | 29,010 | 10,445 | 39,731 | 41,839 | 16,500 | 48, 100 
Total, 1941_....-.--.|2, 102,150 | _ 2,148 | 285,038 | 65,978 | 14,666 | 115,466 | 401,151 | 64,800 | 102, 000 

Sce footnotes at end of table.
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(Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or without 
, . concentration equipment) in California in 1942, by types of mills and by counties, 

| in terms of recovered metals—Continued. oo | a SS 
_ CYANIDATION MILLS © | : oo gs 

| a Material treated | Ttecovered in | Concentrates smelted and recovered metal _ ES 

| _ County} | Old Concen-| . a : ar 
. Ore! _tail- Gold | Silver |. trates Gold Silver |Copper| Lead ER 

| | : | ‘| ings | 7 produced | mA 

: Short | Short | Fine | Fine | Short | Fine | Fine - ne 
. tons tons ounces |. ownces tons | ounces | ounces |Pounds| Pounds - Sed 

Amador... .....-._- 18, 688 | 133, 756. 9, 711 3, 847 |_-.. 2 fee fee J fe awe 
Butte...----........| 27,480 |.2.......| 6,680 | 15,907 |_---.----|-__.-____]0_1.--- 7 co A 
Calaveras...........| 144,954 |.-._.....] 5, 242 2,400 j.--2 oe] ee |e} . Sse 
Eldorado....-.-----| 514 |--.i tee. 154 67 |_---------|--.-2----|--------- |---| Et 

| Inyo....----.-....-.] 24,997 280} 6,005; 3,181 4 - 175. 91 j.---.---]| - 100 es 
,  -. Kern..._.-.2.2_2-| 128,000 | 301,080 | 39,473 | 295, 248 194 | 13,805 | 296,961 | 1,700} 1,100 + 9 “4 
i Los Angeles_.._....- 602 |......-.-] . 216 144 jefe} feee le ee: 
7 Mariposa......-..--|.---------| 1,745 99} 61 | --_ eee |e |e eee er 

_Mono.......-2222.. 21,471 |.---.----| 1,805 | 15,443 |... 2-2 |e efi eee fee a TR ots 
Nevada.........2-.-| 168,682 |.........] 56,710 | 54, 483 4,912 | 30,804 | 233,130 | 13,200; 12,000 ely 
Placer. .....- 2-2 -- 153 |-_.-.._- 543 238 |.-.--.---]--------_]--- 2. [eee ede eM 

— Phomas__-22227727"] 18,392 |------7--| 2, 331 59 | 2B 171| 50 |-...----| 2000 9. yes 
Riverside_.._......- 228 |.-.------ 275 | ——«:150 j-_s.--_-=]------.--|---------|------ |e eee PN 

., San Bernardino... _- 7,743 | ° 445 2,042) 2,836 | © 17 203} 548 |-- eee 
San Diego... __..... ee _ 8 |---------|---------]----2-- fee eee fee eee eh 

oo Shasta._.....-...- - 11,050 |-.--_..-- 863 685 |.---..-_]----. Jee. fe ee Pe 
Siskiyou_......_..._]...-.----- 100 - 8 f 1 |_-.----2-|----2 |e eG 
Yuba... 1, 000: wrt teece- 1, 600 : 600 neeennne- won| en eee won wee werennee : ue . “a 

| 568,955 | 437,406 | 133, 710 | 395,350 | 5,150 | 45,158 | 530,780 | 14,900] 15,200 © sg 
Total, 1941....__....|1, 382, 119 | 842,983 | 232,695 | 771,977 361 |. 16,234 | 319,900 | 2,300! 5,500 a 

7 Grand total: 1942___|1,346, 242.| 446,064 | 277,714 | 424,860 | 15,595 | 84,889 | 572,619 | 31,400 | 63,300 ake a 
oe . _1941___18, 484, 269 | 845, 131 | 517, 733, 837,955 | 15,027 | 131, 700 | 721,051 | 67, 100 | 107, 500. wet he at 

so 1 Figures under ‘‘Ore’”’ include both raw ore and concentrates amalgamated or cyanided, but notraw ore — Ces 
. concentrated before amalgamation or cyanidation of concentrates. . - as a! oe 

_ Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in California in 1942, by counties, = 
| — . an terms of recovered metals ee ee a 

| | So | Concentrates smelted and recovered metal =~ ee a fe 

County : Ore | Concen-. . oe. 7 : | a om 
ce oo trates Gold Silver Copper Lead Zine. ee fe ; 

: _ | produced}. a of. : —— e 

- | Fine Fine | Ho rw 
me ; Short tons| Short tons; ounces | ounces |° Pounds | Pounds | Pounds . peo 

Calaveras._..........-----.--| 18, 107 1, 682 | 237} 987} 528,200 [| 800000 
Eldorado-____.....------------]. 350 | | 35. 106 41 joo. if fee 
Inyo_--......--..---.--......] 1 390, 973 2, 747 245 82, 126 721,900 | 646, 100 533, 000 ge 
Mariposa_-_....--.-..--.----- 4,916 277 2,107} = 1, 711 |----------2-]----------]---- ee aa 

_ Nevada.-.._..-2------- -2-.- 200} - 40 45 348 700 2,000 }--.--.-..- dese 
| Orange.....-._..------------- 100 12 2 550 |...-.----..-| 2,000] 6,000 

Placer_.....__..-_.---_-.----- 80 21 10 140 2,100 Joe fee 
| Plumas_....--..--.---------.| 25,376 1,179 4, 221 696 |.---.---.---]--.-------|--2. =e , a 

Trinity_......-..----2--2. 22. 100 4), - 84) -. 156 Jee eee] eee eras 
a Tuolumne... .-.--.....--.-.- 130 10] 40 | 41 |.-----------]----------]---------- gs 

. | 438,332] 6,007] 7,097 | 86,796 | 1,252,900 | 650,100| 547,000 $9 = 
Total, 1941_____.__._._._._...| 392,406 | 219,593 | 226,013 | 2 240, 288 | 2 7, 520, 300 95,000 | 183, 300 Ny 

. 1 Includes ore valued principally for tungsten and molybdenum. ; 7 TM 
_. 4 Includes concentrates and metals from tungsten ore not included in material treated. | 8 

. oF é 

Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in California in 1942, =. 
by classes of concentrates | ey 

| | | ' Gross metal content / 7 os 
Class of concentrates Concen- nr: 

‘Gold Silver Copper Lead Zine | a 

| Short tons | Fine ounces| Fine ounces| Pounds Pounds | Pounds . o a 
Dry gold____-._...----.-..-..--- 17, 020 78,212 | 279,036 51, 282 76,277 |_..------- mo 
Dry gold-silver.__.......__...-- 195 13, 600 296, 982 3, 633 816 1,877 NE 
POPDEr....--------------------- 2, 981 111 57,944 | 1,285, 549 6, 392 }..-------- Cogan th 

acon ies new e en ee nee neue -n-e 1, 294 62 25, 092 106 668, 029 51, 286 en: 
Zinc...........----.---2-2------ 112 1 361 375 | 4, 061 608, 429 a 

7 : 21,602.| 91,986 | 659,415 | 1,340,945 | 755,575 | 661, 592 canoe 
Total, 1941._....._.............- 34, 620 157, 713 961,339 | 7,863, 822 239, 878 237, 122 oe
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“\ Mine production of metals from California concentrates shipped to smelters in 1942, 

Bele ee tn terms of recovered metals On 

Mee | BY COUNTIES ER 

a Be _ Coneen- | Gold | Silver | Copper | Lead Zinc oo 

ce : an - - oe OL Short tons Fine ounces Fine ounces| Pounds | Pounds Pounds . 

poe. Amador... 22-2 ------------ 1,311 5, 086 753: ~ 2,000}; 1,800 |_--_.------ a 

fe Butte... --- 4} 13] g |__----_-----[-- een | - 
aa : Calavetas..........2.----------- 2,642}. . 4,785] 3, 696.| 530, 700 }___.._---._- 8,000 °° — Loa 

Be ne ' Eldorado... 2.2 .2------------ 2 1,360) 827%; . 262} — 2,000 |... ._--__-]-----.-..- os 

ere oo Inyo... ---_..--.-------------- 2, 751 420 |. 82, 217 721,900 |. 646, 200 533, 060 ae 

oe Rem TIT} 4B] 15, BO] 801,546 | 2,080} = 8, 000 J.--------- ar 
ee Los Angeles__...-..._----------- 4). 39 —— 24 fe eee fee o 7 

wpe oe Mariposa. ___..----------=------ 1,886 |: 12, 816. | 5,540 | 2,000 | 16,.000. }..-------- oe 

Moo) Nlewadau..----------------------| 4, 958 30,882 | 238, 485. 14,000 | 14,000 |-----_-__ we 
wot Opanges o.oo eee eee ee] 12 2]. 660. peed 2,000 |. . 6.000 | ose 

Ba  Plaeer....2.2-.----------+------ 517 | . 2, 159: } 26,059}  — 5,600 23,408: ft. ---- oe 

Ry ‘Plumes....____..-.---.---------| 1,202 4, 392 94g | 000 fe 
Pete = San Bernardino.-.-...---------- 18. 216 | 550 |.-.---.-----]=-----~--~---]---------- oS 

moo Shagta ileal 2 eee e eee 822 |. 1,259 | — 299 100 |e. eee eee on 

SP. Sierra... .22. 2-2. --- +--+ 2+ _. 127 G04]. - 152 |_.--.-------|----------e fee e eee ee 

wee | Siskiyott..2-..--2 2-2-2. 24. SURE (6 |e n fen ee ef eee ae 

ee - ®rinigy oo le a HB 174 |---| pee 
eo ares eae eee eee ee 2 69.4 9B P| a 
cro Puotumine. ------------------+--] 3,882.) 10, 796 |. 3,327.) 4,000 |------------]----------, nee 

Bee oo 21,602 | 91,986} 659,415 | 1,284,300 | 713,400 | 547, 000 oy 
eo Dota, BML -e-----| 84,620-| 157,713 | 961, 339 | 7, 587,400 |. 202,500 | 188,300 

we BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES nn? 

Dey gold ieee] 17,020} ~— 78,212 | 279,086 | 30,500] 64,900]... : 
Re, Dry goli-silver...--.......-----| 195 13,600} 296,982 2, 400 © 700; | ooo 2 
reo. Copper_...---------------------| 2 98L fs 87, 944} 1,251,160) 3,800 }__-_-_---- oe 
ee Tread TTI 1, 204 62 |. 25,092 |....-_.’____|  640,300.[--- 
yee So Gime. eee eee eee eee ene eee} 5 2 FL 861}. 800]. 8, 700 547, 000 

poe Be | 2, 602 91,986 | 659,415 |. 1,284,300}  713,400| 547,000 

hes. Gross metal content of ‘California crude ore shipped to smelters in 1942, by classes 
Be Le oe Oo of ore ee, rs 3 

: a - | _ | Material shipped : Gross metal content os | : 

ee o Class of ore _ a | OL | : 

ae | Ore | OM tall | Gold | silver | Copper | Lead | Zine 

ee a Short | Short | Fine | Fine | : | 
on tons tons ounces ounces | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 

| _ Dry gold.____.._..-..---------] 28,907 |----..---.] 7,865 | 17,522 | 169,877 1,505 |._---_-_.. 
Dry gold-silver_._._._.....---- 139 |---| 20 — 635 4, 261 670 |___._-___- 
Dry silver__.....--------------| 1,334 |___-----_- 226 | 44,242 2385 | . 5,887 |...------- 

| : Oopper.-.--------------------- 3,736 |_--------- 335 | 13,371 |1669,480 | 4,183 |__..._._.. 
| Lead_..............--e--.--e--| 29,857 |_---------| 4,916 | 247,931 | 24,998 | 9,862,383 | 2,846,962 

. Lead-copper.........---------- 1 3 301 523 1,761 |_________- 
| Zine.......---.---------------- 749 |---. oe 1 543 61 16,745 | 567, 163 

- Zinc-lead_......--.------------ 668 |.--------- 5 1, 485 1,296 | 151,218 | 288,211 

: 60,395 |_.......__| 13,371 | 326,030 | 1872, 831 |10, 044, 352 | 3, 702, 336 . 
Total, 1941.__...--.--.--------| 44,810 9| 15,334 | 289,419 | 335,534 | 7,009,914 | 773,844 

/  *Tacludes 71,445 pounds contained in precipitates.
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_ . Mine -production of metals from California crude ore shipped to smelters in 1942, — 0 
re _ an terms of recovered metals - Ee a 

ae Se «BY COUNTIES ee 

- “ | . | | Material shipped oS en oT a : B fe 

. oe se , a Gold Silver | Copper Lead |. Zine 3 a 

a Lf] Old tale | Pop PRE ME PEER 

Lo | a | Short | Short Fine | Fine | - oo - aes 
a - tons: tons ounces | ounces | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds oo 

- . Amador.......----.-.---------]. 220 j....---..-] - 583} s-277 2, 000 - 200 jv eee a, 

>. Galaveras...----.-------------| © 49 | ---.------ 8 162 1,300 |.......----|---------- gh 
a Eldorado-..._.....-.------+--- | 39 Ji..----- 19}. 2B Jw. _-_-..]-----------]------ eee . me 

Humboldt...-..--.----------- Ss ar) 14 6, 000 |_---.-.--- 2}. 22------ re: 

Imperial. --....--------------- 22: |_---------| 2 26 |_..._..-.-|-------_--_]---------- es 

Inyo. ..----------2------------| 30,829 f-------2-] «6, 102 | 247, 652 18, 100 | 9, 523,800 |. 221,000 | es 

» Kern.....--.------------------]. | . § [eee] 6 1 jo... 2] eee}. eee Bd 

-  Yoos Angeles._._.....-.-------- nen 3 | 18 |e eee eee ee oe 

| .Madera_..-....-------------+- 26 |_--------- 19 49 |. 166,000 |_----------]-----2---- oes 
Mariposa lll [T(TTTTTTTTTTT TT) 4g fee} 1B | 408 716,000 |-----------]---------- ge 

. . Mono.-...----.--/------------ gD fevell lee WL |e pele] eee Bi si 

oo Nevada_..._-__-.-------------| . 42 |_ooe 55 -187.[220.-.2---|-- 2 ---feeeee--e ee ae 
- Orange..........--.-.---------] 40 J---------- 3 2,773 |_--------- 2,000 |..---eneee 

'‘Placer_...-...-2--------------- 60 j_-.---.---|. 82 175 400. ~~ $00 j_----- e+e cong 

Plumas. ....-..---.-----------| - 3 eee - 40. 12 |_---.-2-- 2 |e eee fee 
. -. ‘Riverside.......--------------]| 45 Jz--------} 7 14 2,000 }....-.-.-..}-2---L---- REA: 

_ San Bernardino.-.....-..-.---| 28,761 |----------] 6,998 | 62,268 | 154,000 60,000 | - 488,000 ny, 
oo Santa Barbara and Shasta?___| 6, 488 |..-----.-- 361 | 11,811 |3561,900-| 2,000 |2.----- 

: Siskiyou ..........---------.-- 48 ]__.------. 16 15-| 4,000. |----------- fee 
-  Prinity.......--------.------- AD fee 68 | 27 |_..------|-----------|eeee nee 

— .  Puolumne.......--------2-----| —--16. | ---------- Vi 2 feel ene n nee ee [eae nnnee re reac 

oo Oo | ¢0,395 [-........-| 13,371 | 326, 030 | #831, 700 | 9, 588,600 | - 672,000 3g 
, Total, 1941_.....-.-..--.------] 44,810 9 | 15,334 | 289,419 | 298, 600 | 6,725, 500 | 696,700 © |. od 

a >. BY CLASSES OF ORE | eT 

Dry gold...-------------c-----| 28,907 |----------} 7,865] 17,522 | 154,700 600 |e 
Dry gold-silver._....----.-.--- 189 [__- eee] 20 635 3, 700 600 |..-.------ a are BS 

- Dry silver.......--------------| 1,384 |----------|. 226 44, 242 1, 500 4, 500 |.-.------+. Cg 

_. Gopper.....----------2--------| 3,736 |--.-------| 335 | 18, 371 | 4 649, 800 2,800 |-_22----- es 
Lead... ..2--------------------} | 29, 857 |---------- 4,916 |. 247,931] +20, 600 | 9, 454, 400 j-..-.-----. ne 

: Lead-copper_....-.------------ ee 3 301, 300 1, 600 |_-.--.---- Coa 

Fine. neneeeeeeeee eee] 749 [eee]. 1 543 |..-..--.-| 12,100] 468,000 4 
--* Zine-lead.-.------------2------|> 668 f2---------| 5| 1,485|  3,100| 112,000| 221,000  -  %& 

- PO ‘| 60,305 |.......-.-| 18,871 | 326, 036 | 4 831,700 | 9, 588,600 | 679,000 ik 

1 Includes 60,000 pounds from precipitates. _ . oe Be Do TE 

- 2 Combined to avoid disclosure of individual output. . - a : a oo ag a 
. 8 Includes 11,100 pounds from precipitates. Lo, - aS 

oo 4 Jneludes 71,100 pounds from precipitates. - a oo. ag 
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| REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS = | No 
Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in California in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals! oO eee ; . 

A A A er nreinettensreeateseeeen = . s _ ’ ; : , Sole ue 

Mines produc- . an Gola. oo ae de of Poo a eae 
County and district ! a Ore and old) a Silver (lode | Copper Lead | Zino |Total value 8989 ounty Te Tr tailings | ——_---—-__-——— and placer)3 | pper — ad MING ota, We ss 

Lode | Placer | _ Lode | Placer | Total . CS a 2 8 
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oo acramento County: - ft . os oo - fo ee on 
‘Cosumnes River:......_..-2 22.22.22. 2-22 -e fee eet 6 |... 2-2. eee eee 15,909 | - 15,909 884 | eee f eee fee eeeee] 5675408 EE 

; : Folsom.-_-.--...--------2- 2-0 nnn eee ee 1] 9 Ly. 109, 205 109, 206 5, 552 |... 0... t ee |e eee | ee eee 8, 826, 158 a 
: Walltown_...................._..._._.---.- 1 we wee wee : 1 5 wee eee wees 5 Oo 1 wee een | nee ele ee | eee ew eee 176 mo we snus 

’ San Bernardino County: ee P od oe re 
Amhargosa..........2-2-2-2----- eee ee ee i B80 Joe c ee 80 | 1] [oie ece eee |eeeeeneeeee-feeeceenee-]| 1,082 OQ 
Bellville... 0.022222 eee eee 7S eee 1, 185 236 | --- coe 236 187 ~ 44, 500 1,300 |.--.-222 8. 13,865 QO: yee 

. ‘Black Hawk. 20000 7oT byes] ae 64 |. 1.1... 54 88. |. ee] nee no-one | ne ene eee or 
Buekéyé_.._...2.-.22-2-- eee joo - 18, 108 6,019 |._-------:..] - «6,019 | = «15, 785 98,000 |... eee] | BBB 
CMO aaa n pa pareernewneeneroeteneeceen 7 eee 471 |. eee [ewe eee [eee eee | 8, 904 [eee (eee eee eee] OBB 

| Clark Mountain............--..-.---.-----| 5 |-e-eee 372 55 {_...-----s--| (asi TCO AD 2, 100 16, 000 |_2.....--- 4,824 Doo 
Covlgardie... 02.2222. eee | eee eee 1 fi. eee] eee eee i | DM Foe f fee 886 oo 
Dale 4. ee eee eee 3 |_-.-.--.] . 4,383 1,178 |-_.--- 22. 1,178 |: 986 |... .-22----|o22 eee |---e eee eee 41,981 woo. 
Holcomb Valley.......-.......-.----------| 2 2 - 4,108 480 dy. 49 609 Jee eee | eee peel] 1, AT og es 
Kelso... p= 22-2 nen ee ee ee eee eee 1 j......- 88 10 fi--- ee] 10 | OB fo eee | eee | eee eee B88 

/ New York Mountains. -........-..----2-- Viel 114 |. OL pele. . Ti. 682. 8, 200 12,200 |.-.-.-----| isda AY. coe as 
O d Woman Mountains.......-...-..-.--- Bf. | 69 12 foo le WD 509 foo fee eee teed; 782 Qo 
Randsburg #__ eee 3 2 8, 905 » 734 3 987 89,479 | 1,100 |---| 64,002 BH 
Ship Mountain. .........------------------ | jose... 2, 155 BOB |... a 505 | 2661-8, 000 f..-_.--.,-.-|_--------- (188820 my 
Silver Mountain. .................---2----- 7 eee ee 62 | 1B |_-..-------.] 8 - $86 Jove la 7,000 |..2.2-2--- 1,480 my 2. 

: Sigte Range_....---..-..- 2-2-2 eee ee 1 jee eee 1 joe. elle} fee eee] 60 |_----.--------} | «| 400 |e le: — Bo pe 
Solo...-.----- 2 eee eee ee ee 44...2...]| 269 OBA A i 291 | 2001 = 6, 400 |_-.--_--- 10,495 ~-t ~~ = 
Vanderbilt........ 2-2 eee Y wae eee ‘ 21 . VW newer mewn - : 17. . 34 me meme rent ene - 100 wee ee eee , 626" : / . Oe 

Whipple Mountains. .........-.-.-...-_-.- Qf. ee. . 16 (re Tee eee ee 1,500 |.---.-------|---------. - 427 mo 
San Diego County: _ . . . . : - SB mS 

El Cajon........--2..-------- eee eee J Jie.oe.- 4 Biel By. OB ln nene ee een eee |en erence een [eneeeeeee | UO 
Tabla gegcntrcenerecerecerncetsecstecens | ee 20 Pyle eee | five pee epee] 8B omy 
P né Valley_..-.-..--.------- ene ee nee eee -. DL poate eee 1 Blane eee ete] 8 )-------------- |e een n ee oe [nee ne ene Jenne eee: 1065 « feos 

San Francisco County: San Francisco.....---.|---2----]| (0 |-----.------|------------ 4 4 Joie else] eee ee fae] eee 144000 0 | 
San Joaquin County: ee | — ee oe 

y Danianthe 4... 2... eee eee [teen eee Tee eee |e c eee 16,169 |. 16,169 1,680 j.------- ee eee] eee eee feel e-| 567,074 oS 
Jenny Lind to. 8 | oc --e-----| eee ene 1,984 1, 984 | 132 |_..2------22-- |---|] 87, 784 Se 

San Litis Obispo County: La Panza.......-..-|--------] ©. 1 [--------n eee] 4 Belle eel eee [eee eee [ee 21400 Sos 
Shasta Cotinty: . | ; } a 7 | _ | : RR 

French Guiteh....-. 2-2 By] (1) - 10, 093 2,778 (13) 2 178 16 616 |. 100 |.-.--ee eee feel ee} 97,680 Bs 
mo EO. ices Rigel co 1) 12 oe ne 0,504] 8, 5p4 928 |... ewe fee fete] 886,480 Gee 
/ orth Cow Creek......-.-----------------|-- ees ‘3 wee ewe ne [ene ene een - BO 50. OU jenna nn ne enna ne eee ne [eee eee 1, 755. - Od. a 

1 Old Diggings......-....------------------- i ) . 86 (aT _ 75 122 72 100 |e eee 4,383 B oe Ae 
os Redding..........---2----- 22 -ee eee e eee. B | (is). . 417 198) (it) tt 1B 18 6 100 |_..--------- [eee 2-----} 18 4, 880. TS 
. Bhasts.--.-..--2------eeneeeeeeee eee eee | OBL 148 59 144 208 88 |... n-ne | ne een ee [pene en eee 7, 182 OR he! 
: Blate Creek.......--.--..-------------- eee Sn) 60 OB 89 BRT 91 off]. 2.185 | cr TED 

_ Alleghany. ..........--.------2-20---2-2--- 6 9 28, 986 10, 618 888 “41,301 |. 1,928 |... -..-222---|--22-----2 eu | ee nue. 396, 906 g Pe Soe 
be Depot. Hill... ee ee eee eee ee eee [pene n nee 2 |onennennnene|anennnncenne] 128} 128 / 10 joie eee |e eee | nee eee 4,487 BQ ee 

~ Downieville. -...-----.-..-----------------| (9 1} (38) (15) 954 17 954 | 97124) el) lel ee fee | 788478 Os 
Pike. ...-.02..---eeeneneecneeenne------ee--| BB 1 3,648 | — 1,056 72) 4,184) =. 04 [eel 3a, 899 yo ce 
Poker BD -nnenernrnenencnnnnnn meen eenen ee wenewen | 2 7 eee eee lawn ene nn eee . 404 404 43 |... leew en |---| eee Wut . a: 

we Sierra Ci Po eee ce ne eee eee eee ee . 2 (*) , 22 6 . 73 : 78 : : 95 we ee eee eee ewe c ecw eee clteweceneend 2, 48 ‘ Ee - 7 

See footnotes at end of table, | . es 
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/ Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in California in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered. metals '\—Continued. NY -. 

Mines produc- Gold | , . oo re , Og 

County and district ! me Ore and old __ Silver (lode Copper Lead | Zinc |Total value - ==. 9% 
y | tailings |} and placer)? |. p : . aa? 

Lode | Placer - Lode Placer - Total oo So : rs 

Siskiyou County: . _ | Short tons | Fine ounces} Fine ounces) Fine ounces} Fine ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds : a oa 
Callahan._...-..-..--.---.-------------2--- 4 7 33 | 44 8,296 |  ~ 8,340 4,042 Jee. ef] --e eee $292, 641 ares 

. Deadwood......--.----.-.-.2---- 2. eee. 3. 4 129 44 2, 246 2, 290 - 426 |--2- eee} ef eee 80, 453 es 
Gazelle_....-.------- eee eee ~ D fee ee 10 5. wens eeu ne . , 5 ‘sweeten oeennn wera n eee ne ee nn [iene eee |e -e-ee- 175 : ick 

Greenhorn.........------0----- eee ene fen eee 9 [own ee eee 8, 596 . 8, 596. 602 |..--------2---|-------- | --- eee. 126,217 ts 
- Humbug._.._-.2.-.....-2------ eee - 8° (8) 53 QF (15) {  . 21 163 [oe fee [eee eee 16 737 =< 

Klamath River_.......-...----.-.-2-------. 7 1 140 100 ~ 21,595 | 21, 695 3.399 | 4,000 |----.----.-.]----......| | 762,226 oe aks 
- iberty_..--.-2-..------..-2 eee eee 6 12 . - 460 ' 238 1, 443 1, 679 252 | ele ]----------]| 8, 944 Z De be 

: Quartz Valley.....--2---.------.---------- 3 tt 535 189 42 «231 ‘73 |..-----.---- [n-ne fee eee eed 8,187 Fe 
. Salmon River.......-.---.-------------- een feeeee---] 8B fee fee 174 «+194 2B eee] eee eee ne [ene eee nee 6,110 No ak 

- Scott Bar......-..-22 2-2 a eee 2 1 ~ 1,310 434 59 493 | . 122 |... |---| eee eee (17,3842 0 Be 
- Stanislaus County: La Grange......-..-.-...-{|..-.---- 3 |--------.---]---.2------- 17, 514 17, 614 «1,661 jee |---| eee] | 614,100 te 

Trinity County: . . wR nn 
Big Bar_........----2------------e-e- ee 1 1 4 1 165 166 Ql |i. eee feee ene e eee ene 582 jy 

: Coffee Creek_.......-----.-----------------| (BY 1 (18) ~ (18) 99 17 99 770 |..---------e | --- eee fee { 78, 472 em 8, 
Crow Creek... ..------------ nnn n ene ene nee Jenene eee 2 |..----------]------------ 126] | 126 |...-----------|- ------------|--- een e fee eee] 4410 «© OE 
Hayfork...---.-.----------------------- ee 3 3 52 170 . 811]. 981 . 178 fee eee |---| eee nee 34, 458 qo BS 

. Helena......--.-.-2- eee eee 1 3 1 lj]. -~—s 210 / 221 24 |... ~~ ~~~) | eee 7, 752 ao ae 
oo Junction City......-2.-2-.--- ween ee eee 2 6 . 137 48 8, 561 - 8,609 810 |..-.---..-2---|--- ene o ee anne 301, 891 o: ec 

Lewiston....---------------------.--------| 4 6 5, 961 390 ° 2,481} = 2,871 353 |--------------|------------|---- eee 100, 736 O~ 
New River....-.--.-----.----------------- Tyo o1f 5 3 36 | 39 8B henna eens eee] eee |e - ee 1, 367 by BS 
Salyer. ....-----2 eee fee eee 2 |..----------|-----.------ 50 50 | 7 j---------2- ne |--- enn e enn [e- nen 1,755 wo eae 
Trinity Center. .....------------------+--- 1 (18) 100 84 (18). T. 16 84 16156 |...--.------- f-----e eee 163,051 Jy Ogos 
Weaverville........-----..-----.---------- 1 11 20] | 9 3,727 | ~~ 8,736 |. 322 |...--.--.-_-.-]-...-.-----.|----------| . 180, 989 oS. eee 

Tulare County: White River !___.-...2.22.-.- 4 |i... 371 134 |...--.--.--- 134 . 57 |.-------------]--+---------]--------e-| - 4, 731 eo 
Tuolumne County: , . oe a pe MD 

East Belt §._.....2---222- ewe 16 3 285} - 881 | -. 120 . 451). Q7 |._--..2-------|----------- |e - eee 15,854 eg 
Mother Lode ¢..........-..--------------- 7 4 144, 141 11, 399 764 12, 163 3,517 | | 4,000 |----..---.--]-------2--| 428,690 es 
West Belt 9.....222 2-22 - 1 (*) . 1 9 : 50 OO t 7 [eo -2e eee ec ee fee een eee eee f eee eee eel; 2,070 . SS asta 

Yuba County: ; . CO | . qd a ng 
Bear River_......-.------.2- eee e eee few ee ene] (fee eee 120 120 10 |----- 2 ene f eee eee eee] eee eee} 4207 

| Brown Valley..-..-.----------------------- 1j..2-.-} 18,744 | 5,904 |-.-.-------- 5,904} B71 few eee eee eee feeeeeeeee-} 210,409 
Gamptonville.....------+-------22-2-2000=+ waeeennef 4 fone elle pee eee eee] 125 - 125 OUT [on ep lee eee fennel] 4, BT oy ES 
Challenge_.........------------------------f--------] (few ze |e - 6 Glenn ew eee enn en] ene ee eee ee] ene eee een feeeee eee} M0 

; Dobbins...........--------2----------- eee a 1 90 10 39 | | 49; | 3 j---------- ee | ee efi eee eee 1770. ne 
Smartville...-_._.-.----2.------se--eeenneefeeeeeeee} 0. B [owen eee ef 9,273 1° 7,273 |. ~ 640 [eee fel fae eee] 284, 989 eS 

. Strawberry Valley......-.--------------.--|-------- D [eee ee 219; - 219 | - 22 [iene nen ef nee en ne [enn eee. 7, 681 Co 
. Other districts 18_._.._---.-.-.----------------- 15 9 442,115 |. =—s- 7, 397 90, 878 - 98, 275 93,205 | 19 1,350, 000- ~ 22,400 | 458,000 8,718,849 

Total California..........-.....--.-...-- 434 428 | 2,503, 198 383, 071 464, 926 847, 997 1, 450,440 ; 192,116,000 | 10,302,000 |1,226,000 | 31,771,607 © 9)...
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en 1 Only those districts shown separately for which Bureau of Mines is at liberty to’ . “1 White River district lies in-Kern and Tulare Counties. 9 Pe 

- publish figures; others producing listed in footnote 18 and their output.included under =? Chowchilla River district lies in Madera:and Merced Counties. © 

mo “Other districts.’’ . 7 __- #8 Hunter Valley district lies in Mariposa and Merced Counties. =* ot SL a 

a ? Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence 14 Dale district lies in Riverside and San Bernardino Counties. Be oe es 

me or of legal right to property. — oe re _ <-> 18Ineluded under ‘Other districts.” Be Co ARE 

. = 3 Source of total silver as follows: 1,409,805 ounces from lode mines and 40,635 ouncesfrom . 16 Exclusjve of placer output, which is included under “Other districts.” Qe 

- ts placers, _ . che a Co - 17 Exclusive of lode output, which is included under ‘‘Other districts.” - a RE 

<' “ 4Camanche district lfes in Amador, Calaveras, and San J oaquin Counties. =... 18 Includes following: . Bishop Creek district in Inyo County; Daulton in Madera ae ca 

T ‘East Belt district lies in Amador, Calaveras, Eldorado, Mariposa, and Tuolumne:. County; Bodie in Mono County; Rich Bar in Plumas County; Ivanpah in San Bernar- ." =< . ©): 

» Counties. a ee - ee es -. dino County; Figueroa Mountain in Santa Barbara oS Flat: Creek, French Gulch Sts 

és 6 Mother Lode district Hes in Amador, Calaveras, Eldorado, Mariposa,and Tuolumne (placer), and Redding (placer) in Shasta County; Brandéy City and Downieville (lode) . C2 ae 

. Counties. an Se oo - jn Sierra County; Humbug (placer) in Siskiyou County; Knights Ferry in Stanislaus pe EN 

- 7 Output of property not classed as a “‘mine.”” " os -.+* County; Coffee Creek (lode) and Trinity Center (placer) In Trinity County;and Yuba .< ”. Fe 

4. Jenny Lind district lies in Calaveras and San Joaquin Counties. = - ... .» River in Yuba. County. oe Se ee ee 

Pe © West Belt district lies in Calaveras, Eldorado, and Tuolumne Counties. 19 Includes 71,000 pounds from precipitates. oe So Mo ns 

. 10 Randsburg district lies in Kern and San Bernardino Counties. . , Co — BS a | OO NS 
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BI _ AMADOR COUNTY — ae a a 

‘a1. Hast Belt district—The Belama Corporation worked the Belden 
fy * mine in the Volcano section of the East Belt from January 1 until  —-:— 
»... November 23, 1942. <A lessee operated the Elk Horn mine from or 
“. . January 1-to May 1; 166 tons of gold ore containing 407 ouncesof 
i gold, 189 ounces of silver, and 2,621 pounds of copper were shipped =—=s_— 

to a smelter. Gold ore from the Fort Ann mine was amalgamated. = © 
‘The Garibaldi or Boardman property was operated by dragline and .. 

°, .. dry-land dredging; the dragline dredge recovered 775 ounces of gold 
“and 102 ounces of silver from 172,200 cubic yards of gravel; and the — 
:.. dry-land dredge recovered 157 ounces of gold and 23 ounces of silver = 
ec. from 35,500 cubic yards of gravel. a os 
yoo. Mother Lode district——The Argonaut Mining Co., Ltd., suspended ais 
‘operations at the Argonaut mine March 31, 1942; gold ore was treated 
“>. by amalgamation and flotation, and the concentrates were cyanided.. ae 
“The company also operated a 500-ton flotation plant at the Plymouth re 
# old tailings dump. While the Argonaut cyanide plant was in opera- => 
4. ‘tion, the concentrates from the Plymouth old-tailings operation were 
“-. gyanided but were shipped to a smelter later in the year. The Cen- 
“tral Eureka Mining Co. operated the Old Eureka and Central Eureka — oo 
“o "mines from January 1 to October 1; ore was treated by amalgamation 
~~ and flotation, and the sands and concentrates were cyanided. The — “ 
~~. Kennedy Mining & Milling Co. operated the Kennedy mine until oY 
~... War Production Board Order L-208 ended operations which had been re 
.... . continuous since 1886. Lorentz & Swingle and the Long Bar Gold 
4. Dredging Co. operated dragline dredges on the Lorentz property on 
Fe __ .Cosumnes. River; the company recovered 1,140 ounces of gold and 138° coe 
ge ounces of silver from 200,000 cubic yards of gravel. The Long Bar _ 
ts. company also operated a dragline dredge on the Pension mine from |. 
« September 13 to 28; 14,000 cubic yards of gravel yielded 87 ounces 
eo. of gold and 12 ounces of silver. J. C. Pantle operated a dry-land a 
“+ dredge on the Rupley ranch on Willow Creek 5 miles west of Dry- = 
“ town from January 1 until October 15; 230,000 cubic yards of gravel od 
“yielded 1,290 ounces of gold and 183 ounces of silver; gravel was de- Soe 
me livered to the dry-land dredge by a dragline excavator equipped with = = =. 
-.  @ 1¥%-cubic yard bucket. | | re 
a 7 _ BUTTE COUNTY | eo ee 

SO _ Butte Creek district—The Lancha Plana Gold Dredging Co. operated | 
-. |. a connected-bucket dredge on Butte Creek from January 1 to October — oO 
a 12, 1942: the dredge was of the Yuba type and had 65 4%-cubic foot 

uckets. . 
: Oroville district—¥. C. Peterson operated a nonfloating washing oo 

plant on the Amo mine during 1942; 60,000 cubic yards of gravel 
) yielded 379 ounces of gold and 12 ounces of silver. Yuba Consolidated . 

Gold Fields, Butte Unit, operated four connected-bucket dredges on | 
. land adjoinmg Feather River from January 1 to October 15; all 
| dredges were of the Yuba type and used electric power. The dredge- ; 

: bucket equipment per boat was: 84 9-cubic foot, 89 9-cubic foot, 87 1 
| 9-cubic foot, and 71 6-cerbic foot buckets. The Golden Feather \ 

Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge on the Feather River channel 3 
at Oroville throughout 1942. Because this operation cleared the i 
channel of the river and stacked tailings along the levees, the company . 
was permitted to continue operations after War Production Board 

. 
I
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Order L-208- became effective. The Placer Exploration Co. and LER 
.. Sunmar Dredging Co. operated dragline dredges on the Gianella 
/- property for short periods. . The Placer Exploration Co. also ecarriedon =e: 

| -.-. dragline dredging on the Innis property. In addition to the Gianella my 

‘ -. operation, the Sunmar Dredging Co. worked the Peter property. === 

~~. The Morris Ravine Mining Co. washed 850 cubic yards of gravel from =. 4 
' "which 658 ounces of gold and 65 ounces of silver were recovered; = 
_ the gravel was recovered by drift mmmg. an he 

ss - Yankee Hill district —Hoefling Bros. operated the Surcease mine aM 
from January 1 to November 15, 1942; 27,480 tons of gold ore were ss 

-—_. treated in a 125-ton flotation-cyanidation mill; 713 ounces of goldand =, 
: 89 ounces of silver were recovered by amalgamation of high-grade ee 

jig concentrates, and 6,630 ounces of gold and 15,907 ounces of silver _ oe 

-” ‘Were recovered by cyanidation of sands, slimes, and reground con- ss. 

- eentrates. Hoefling Bros. explored the nearby Big Bend prospect =, 
.. and, when War Production Board Order L-208 went into effect, es 

intended to utilize the company organization and mill to develop the = * 

gat avERAS COUNTY | ~ ee. 

- Camanche district —The Cat Camp Placers and Burson Mining Co. oe 

operated the. Cat Camp mine during 1942;.71,818 cubic yardsof gravel 
treated in nonfloating washing plants*yielded 483 ounces of gold and sf 

32 ounces of silver. E. A. Bacon recovered 286 ounces of gold and 

--14 ounces of silver from 10,000 cubic yards of gravel near Wallace; 
-- hydraulicking and a mechanical excavator were used. = Og 

ae Copperopolis district—The Keystone Copper Co. unwatered and =.” 

-.- yeopened the north shaft of the Keystone mine and started production =} 

in October 1942; 12,208 tons of copper ore were treated by flotation’ .-. 

in the redesigned gold mill at the nearby Mountain King mine, and  s * 

. 4,619 tons of copper concentrates were shipped;. the concentrates sss 

contained 15 ounces of gold, 602 ounces of silver, and 542,380 pounds. > 3 

—— ofcopper, 
Mother Lode district —The Carson Hill Gold Mining Corporation == 

treated 144,954 tons of gold ore at the Carson Hill mine between = =. 

--—-s«SJanuary 1 and May 31, 1942, and produced amalgamated bullion = -'y 
oo containing 4,173 ounces of gold and 404 ounces of silver; cyanidation = “4 

4 bullion containing 5,242 ounces of gold and 2,400 ounces of silver;and =. <4 
me 122 tons of gravity concentrates which, after partial extraction by = 

amalgamation, contained 1,188 ounces of gold and 1,596 ounces of = “° 3 

. _. silver, when delivered to a smelter. On May 31 a fire destroyed the =| 

: crushing, grinding, and flotation parts of the mill, and production - } 

ss wagnotresumed thereafter. According tothecompanyprintedannual =~ 

| report for the year ended September 30, 1942, the average recovery as 
oe was $2.18 per ton as compared with $2.15 and $2.19 for the years ss 

ended September 30, 1941 and 1940, respectively. According tothe . + 

Do company engineer’s report as of June 1, 1942, ore reserves in the Mor- gn 

| gan Melones mine are estimated at 940,500 tons of a grade equal to — 8 

_ that milled during the last 6 months of operation and 1,984,000 tons og 

| in the Calaveras mine of a grade estimated at $5.76 perton. W.Clark «+ 

- gubleased the Val ranch and operated a.stationary washing plant, to 4 
which gravel was delivered by power shovel and trucks, from May 7 to Oy 

October 19; 6,245 cubic yards of gravel yielded 69 ounces of gold and os 

| | 7 ounces.of silver. 7 .
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go West Belt district. A. Vogt carried on development work at the oe 
*. Collier mine during 1942 and shipped small lots of zinc and gold-silver = 
Lot > ores. The property received a Reconstruction Finance Corporation = 
f  . Class B development loan October 12. In the same district the © ~ 
";~ Mountain Copper Co., Ltd., and the Quail Hill Mining Co. conducted = 
°;. exploration campaigns at the Napoleon and Quail Hill mines, respec- os 
se. tively. The ore bodies under development in the district contained ss 
“4. zine, copper, gold, and silver. => | Ye 

ne ) ar ELDORADO COUNTY ee re we 

ce. Mother Lode district —Alhambra-Shumway Mines, Inc., worked the 
~» Alhambra mine from March 1 to November 1, 1942; 2,305 tons of ==. = 
<> ore treated in the company 25-ton amalgamation mill yielded bullion _ ES 
“>: containing 505 ounces of gold and 74 ounces of silver and 6 tons of | ‘gen 
“flotation concentrates containing 34 ounces of gold and 3 ounces of 2 
fos silver. G. W. Gray recovered 80 ounces of gold and 5 ounces ofsilver 
-it» * from 1,000 pounds of quartz removed from a pocket at the Gutten- ... 
zs’ berger property, near Diamond Springs. The Barker Corporation Po 
pe operated a dragline dredge on the Explorers property from January 1 Ls 
a .° to August 29; 95,000 cubic yards of gravel yielded 754 ounces of gold ey 
we and 94 ounces of'silver. At the Good Luck mine 23,000 cubic yards a 
“of gravel yielded, 164 ounces of gold and 22 ounces of silver; 14,000 La 
is... eubic yards of gravel washed ‘at the Max & Junction mine yielded 110 wer 
sot. ounces of gold and 15. ounces of silver; 77,500 cubic yards of gravel _ fs 
# washed. at the Setter property yielded. 548 ounces of gold and 70 | ae 
eo” ounees of silver. o a 
fou West Belt district—C. D. Jones operated the Boulder mine in the | coe 
ro... Rescue section of the West Belt from March to Oetober 15, 1942; reg 
bee. _ 280 tons of gold ore treated by amalgamation yielded 122 ounces of  =—>. 
r, gold and 13 ounces of silver. The Big Canyon Dredge operated a ae 
‘. . dragline dredge from January 1 to July 31; 1,269 ounces of gold and oe 
fey 137 ounces of silver were recovered from 250,000 cubic yards of gravel; oe 

| the dragline éxcavator was equipped with a 3-cubic yard bucket. - 

ee / FRESNO COUNTY oo Oo 8 

ae Friant district.—Griffith Co. and Bent Co., which supplied gravel _ a 
-- for the Friant Dam in 1942, recovered 205 ounces of gold and 29 
a ounces of silver in preparing 121,700 cubic yards of sand and gravel. 

oe The Twin Bar Mining Corporation operated a dredge on the Grant 
ce Pacific Rock and V. Roulard properties from March to October 23. _ a 

| Hopkins & Becker operated a suction dredge on San Joaquin River : 
: near Friant. The Grant-Service Rock Co. recovered 114 ounces of 
_ gold and 16 ounces of silver in preparing 339,955 tons of sand and 
| gravel for concrete aggregate. oO | 

| IMPERIAL COUNTY 

Mesquite Diggings (Glamis) district—Van Derpoel & Murphy . 
: operated the Mary Lode mine from January 1 to July 15, 1942, 

| when operations were suspended because of war conditions; 186 tons 
| of ore treated in the company 25-ton amalgamation-cyanidation mill | 

yielded 109 ounces of gold and 136 ounces of silver.
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Ske es Bee NYO COUNTY 
i. Bishop Creek district—The United States Vanadium Corporation =" 
; produced by flotation a copper concentrate contaiing a substantial =. 
5 _ quantity of silver per ton as a byproduct of ore treated primarily for ~ a | 

: tungsten. This company was the leading copper producer in the —_ 5 
oe Statemi1942, 0 |. } | a ee E oe 

+ erro Gordo district.—Desert Miners shipped zinc-lead ore from © “8 
: the Leary mine in the Swansea section of the Cerro Gordo district =, 

— durmg 1942, 0 ean: 
oe —Coso (Darwin) district —The Imperial Metals, Inc.,; operated the er 
_ ~ Defiance, Independence, Essex, Thompson, Lucky Jim, Lane, Prom-. 3% 

_"- -ontory, and Columbia mines as a unit during 1942; a newly con- as 
--_- structed 150-ton gravity-concentration and flotation mill began ... pe 

operations June 20 and continued until November 23, when unsatis- © : oe 
_ factory metallurgical results and inability to hire experienced work- vs 

~~ men forcéd suspension of milling. In addition, the company made —~ «3 
-. shipments of crude ore, which were continued after mill operations - .--.# 

were suspended... The milling of 11,415 tons of silver. ore produced ORE 
790 tons of: lead concentrates, containing 57 ounces of gold, 22,989 ©. .% 
ounces of silver, and 612,000 pounds of lead; shipments of 2,823 tons =v: 
of lead ore contained 117 ounces of gold, 26,887 ounces of silver, and 
850,000 pounds of lead. | So eT 

:  Modoe district —The Combined Metals Reduction Co: operated the) sy 
Colorado group throughout 1942; zinc sulfide ore was shipped to the = 8 
company concentrating mill at Bauer, Utah,  ° | ee 

. Resting Springs district—Shoshone Mines, Inc., shipped ore from Oe 
the Columbia No. 2 mine throughout 1942 and was by far thelargest 
producer of lead and third-largest producer of silverin the State; =. - 

24,999 tons of ore contained 4,770 ounces of gold, 210,503 ounces of ope 
silver, 14,710 pounds of copper, 8,425,760 pounds of lead, and 2,789,540 =. 7 

- | Sherman district—Burton Bros. (partnership) operated the Ruth ..: 
mine and treated 19,961 tons of ore by crushing and cyanide leaching  —s_ 
in 1942; 3,674. ounces of gold and 102 ounces of silver were recovered - ~ oy 
before operations were suspended November 1 because of War Pro- = a 

a duction Board Order L-208. a ens: 
- ": Slate Range district —L. E. Damon shipped lead ore from the Gold) é 
---,-: Bottom mine during 1942. C. O. Mittendorf, lessee, operated the ~~. — t 
os _ Ophir mine through sublessees from January toSeptemberand shipped ss. 
'- ta smelter 501 tons of lead ore containing 4 ounces of gold, 2,215 ig 

— ounces of silver, and 246,440 pounds of lead. _ — ee, oR 

so South Park district—The Southwest Lead & Zinc Co. operated the _- as 
| Honolulu mine from April 1 to December 31, 1942, and shipped zinc- = 

_ lead and lead ores to a smelter. : : CS tk 

| | | _ KERN COUNTY : Oo as 

- Cove district—Kern Mines, Inc., operated the Big Blue mine from es 
January 1 to July 1, 1942; 16,467 tons of ore yielded amalgamation ==_..? 
bullion, containing 1,054 ounces of gold and 460 ounces of silver, ands *& 
346 tons of flotation concentrates, containing 1,271 ounces of gold, |. * 

: 4,180 ounces of silver, and 11,216 pounds of lead. ] EE 
Mojave district-—The Cactus Mines Co. operated the Cactus Queen fey 

| mine in the Middle Buttes section of the Mojave district from January ES 
: 2G
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i. +1 to November 20, 1942, and treated gold-silver ore in the company =—s—>—© 
yooh. 125-ton cyanidation-flotation mill; the resulting concentrates were 
.°°. shipped to a smelter. This’ property was California’s leading silver = 
_».. producer for the fifth successive year. Lessees shipped 950 tons of .  —s—> 
~~... gold ore from the Elephant-Eagle mine to nearby custom cyanide are 
“mills; 612. ounces of gold and 71 ounces of silver were recovered. =~ 
« -. .. Lessees worked the Middle Butte mine; 125 tons of ore treated by oes 
wy > amalgamation, 165 tons of ore shipped to a custom-cyanide mill, and ==> 
ge. 175 tons of old tailings cyanided yielded amalgamation bullion con- sss 
7 taining 15 ounces of gold and 4 ounces of silver and cyanide bullion = ss 
~ . ° containing 68 ounces of gold. Burton Bros., Inc., operated the = 
»~. Tropico mine from January 1 to November 1; 18,044 tons of gold ore = 
=... treated in the company 100-ton cyanide mill yielded 5,353 ounces of 29 
“> gold and 11,850 ounces of silver.. In addition, the company treated =. © 
= over 4,783 tons of custom material from 65 shippers during 1942 com- 
, | pared with over 8,800 tons of custom material from 215 shippers in  . * 
~ 1941. When the Burton Bros., Inc., mill ceased to accept custom os 
sores, @ number of mines within a radius of 100 or more miles of Rosa- 
«... mond were left without an economic market for their ores, as all other ss 
~... eustom mills in the region had alread discontinued milling. + = 
ao. Randsburg district —K. B. Atkinson shipped 357 tons of orefrom the = = 
~~. Earl & Matilda mine to a custom cyanide mill in 1942; 68 ounces of | cos 
.-. >. gold and 11 ounces of silver were recovered.. S. D. Fraser and lessees  —s._- 
eo > operated the K. C. N. mine from January 1 to August 15;234:tonsof 
“*- oreshipped to custom cyanide mills yielded 175 ounces of gold and8 = | 
“> ounces of silver. King Solomon Mines Lease worked the King Solomon 4 
;- mine from January 1 to April 30; 285 tons of ore treated by amalgama- 
*-- tion yielded 76 ounces of gold and 21 ounces of silver, and 150 tons of as 

Old tailings treated by cyanidation yielded 7 ounces of gold and 3 2S 
7 -- .ounces of silver. The Anglo American Mining Corporation,.Ltd.—_ 8 
us ~ largest operator in the Randsburg district—treated 300,755 tonsofold = | - 
be" >’ tailings and. recovered 6,075 ounces of gold and 2,691 ounces of silver aos 

from January I to October 23, when operation was suspended by oa 
Bo War Production Board Order L-208. The Rand Gold Dredging —— 
*.. Associates installed a connected-bucket-type dredge with 82 3-cubic a 

foot buckets to work gravels at a property 1% miles northwest of a 
~~~ Randsburg; the dredge was moved from Shasta County, where it had cs 
_. formerly been operated by the Roaring River Dredging Co. The a 
oe dredge was reconstructed and jigs were added in order to recover — a 

' _ -scheelite as well as gold; operations started November 1. The Monarch - 
| _ Rand Minmg Co. operated a dry-land dredge for the recovery of | 
- scheelite and gold intermittently over a 6-month period. . | | 

:  * LOS ANGELES COUNTY. 

Cedar district —The Governor Mine Co. turned over operation of the 
Governor and Red Rover mines to G. Moore February 16, 1942, and | 
all work was suspended October 15; during the year 870 tons of ore | 
were treated by amalgamation and flotation in the company 135-ton | 
mill; 78 ounces of gold and 15 ounces of silver were recovered in bul- 
lion, and 14 tons of concentrates shipped to a smelter contained 39 i 
ounces of gold and 24 ounces of silver. , )
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= Dalton district—The West Lode Reduction Co. pumped copper- . » ge 

bearing water from the Daulton mine, which was percolated through © >, 

old dumps-at. the property and the copper precipitated on'scrap iron: 

during 1942; the cement copper was shipped to a manufacturer of ~= 9. 

--* copper sulfate. Copper ore from the Jessie Bell mine was shipped to... is 

ss a@eoppersmelter, re ce a 

Potter Ridge district—G. E. Noble & Sons operated a suction dredge-, ~ : ‘\% 

| on the J. -T. Pierce ranch from January 1 to December 12, 1942; «8 

be 7,790 cubic yards of gravel yielded 118 ounces of gold and 35 ouncesof. 

-— * gilyer. Suction-dredge operations on the Polk ranch recovered 148 - Oh 

ounces of gold and 32 ounces of silver from 9,000 cubic yards of gravel. ~~ . 

Kast Belt district —R. J. Wilson operated the Feliciana minethrough- ae 

out 1942; 3,211 tons of gold ore treated by amalgamation and concen- 8 

tration in a 25-ton mill yielded amalgamation bullion containing 1,535 999 = 

ounces of gold and 236 ounces of silver and 49 tons of flotation con- > 

--- gentrates containing 403 ounces of gold and 78 ounces of silver; the Eg 

--. eoneentrates.were shipped toasmelter. Schroeder, Odgers & Schroeder. 

_..» worked the Schroeder mine in_the Colorado section of the East Belt =~ oF 

throughout the year; 39 tons of gold ore treated ina 20-ton Huntington 3 

_- mill yielded 716 ounces of gold and 88 ounces of silver. The Whitlock ogee 

mine was active © CE 

«unter Valley district —E. LL. Buerki operated the Ruth Pierce 

- .mine throughout 1942 and treated 1,620 tons of old tailmgs, which ~~ ou 

--- yielded 94 ounces of gold and 59 ounces of silver; the old tailmgs = nk 

| were given a 96-hour. each in a 15-ton plant. Thurman & Wright 9.3 

-. operated a dragline dredge on Burns. Creek from January 1 to August - =< 

20; the dragline-excavator equipment included 4%- and 6-cubie foot eG 

—- buekets. The Trebor Corporation, which suspended operations at a 

| the Gaskill property on Corbett Creek 8 miles west of Mariposa — #4 

December 30, 1941, shipped 68 ounces, of gold and 12 ouncés of 

silver from the final clean-up of the operation; the dragline excavator = = 

-—s- was equipped with a 2-cubic yard bucket. The Barker Corporation "33 

operated a dragline dredge on the Kehoe, J. Lord, and Trabucco > 

| ss properties between January 1 and July 1, 1942; 22,000-cubic yards ss 

of gravel washed at the Kehoe property yielded 112 ounces of gold | oS 

and 32 ounces of silver; 109,000 cubic yards of gravel at the J. Lord jt 

ss property yielded 833 ounces of gold and 229 ounces of silver; and = = 

| 163,500 cubic yards of gravel at the Trabucco property yielded 1,016 © 3 

ounces of gold and 280 ounces of silver. _ SO | os 

Mother Lode district—The Mount Gaines Mining Co. worked . = * 

: the Mount Gaines mine throughout 1942; 11,263 tons of gold ore 

) yielded amalgamation bullion containing 3,664 ounces of gold and St 

-—-- 4,184 ounces of silver and 337 tons of flotation concentrates con-. . | 

taining 3,281 ounces of gold, 1,117 ounces of silver, 2,027 pounds of | oa 

: copper, and 583 pounds of lead; the concentrates were shipped to a J 

| smalter. The Pacific Mining Co. worked the Pine Tree and!Jose- 4 

. ' phine mines; 50,697 tons of ore yielded amalgamation bullion¥con- - = 

: taining 233 ounces of gold and 52 ounces of silver and 959 tons of os 

flotation concentrates containing 6,056 ounces of gold, 1,450 ounces ok
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Be of silver, and 1,213 pounds of copper. The Trebor Corporation - > 
"e. . . Operated the C. C. Pierce property on Corbett Creek for 34 months ee. im 1942; 100,000 cubic yards of gravel yielded 289 ounces of gold 
2... .and 57 ounces of silver; the equipment was the same as that used we 
“o> on another section of Corbett Creek in the Hunter Valley district. = 89 © 

Pepe a MERCED COUNTY ~ 

Me)... Snelling district—The Merced Dredging Co. operated a connected-. oe %~ bucket dredge with 60 9%-cubic foot buckets on. Merced River.% - 9. 
“of a mile southeast of Snelling from January 1 to October 13, 1942. — on 
s.< "The San Joaquin Mining Co. operated a connected-bucket dredge’ Bos aes. * in the Merced River Valley 3 miles southwest of Snelling from Jan- eg 
fo. \ » uary 1 to October 14;-the dredge was equipped with 64 9%-cubic foot = = 
Ac... buekets. The Snelling Gold Dredging Co. began 1942 with two 9 
2. dredges operating on Merced River between Snelling and Merced ie 
ck»... Falls; dredge No. 1 with 66 7-cubic foot buckets: was closed down © fee 
%,: March 31, and:dredge No. 2 with 72 7-cubic foot buckets suspended eg 
‘operations October 15 because of War Production Board Order me 

Be MONO COUNTY 
=~ Blind Springs district—Conversion of the Mineral Reduction. Co.  ~4 
ae eyanide-flotation custom mill from the treatment of gold and silver Ay 
“ores to. tungsten ores early in 1942 left many of the mines in the __ 4 
. > Blind Springs district and surrounding territory without a market =» 
+ for their ores. ee Se oe ws 

he Grass Valley-Nevada City district—The Empire Star Mines Co., oe 
he Litd., operated the Empire, North Star, and Pennsylvania mines at oS 
Ra.” Grass Valley in Nevada County and the Pennsylvania and Dannebrog a8 
fo - at Browns Valley in Yuba County during 1942; in addition, work on —s_— ye 
~ _ & tailings-disposal adit from the South Fork of Yuba River near rots 
Me Omega to the Zeibright mine was carried on during the early months nad ; .. of the year. Ore mined in the Empire-North Star-Pennsylvania oo 
“-. group was treated in the company amalgamation-cyanidation-flota- i 
a tion mill; all productive operations were suspended by War Produc- oO 

~ . . tion Board Order L-208, but a crew of over 100 men was retained for i 
eo maintenance purposes. The Idaho Maryland Mines Corporation . 

me operated the Idaho Maryland-Brunswick group from January 1 to 
os _ October 15; according to the company printed annual report for the . 
_-.- year ended December 31, 1942, 144,639 tons of ore yielded 53,342 | 
- ounces of gold and 14,700 ounces of silver. Of the year’s total ton- 

} nage, 17.4 percent was derived from development or exploration and 
the remainder from stoping. The Brunswick mill was closed April : 

| 30, and one of the two units of the Idaho mill was operated part time. | 
During the year the new Brunswick steel head frame, crusher plant, 

' hoist, and compressor buildings were completed; this equipment was 
designed to handle 2,000 tons a day from depths of 5,000 feet. In- 
creasing labor shortages curtailed production. When War Produc- 

: tion Board Order L-208 went into effect, 245 men were employed 
| compared with a daily average of 1,000 men in 1940; after the order 

| the crew was reduced to 125 men for mine and plant maintenance. 
_ The Lava Cap Gold Mining Corporation operated the Lava Cap |
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. - mine throughout 1942; 137,194 tons of ore were treated by amalgama-: = 
| tion, flotation, and cyanidation in the company. 400-ton flotation = 4) 

plant, 25-ton concentrate- and middling-cyanide plant, and 350-ton = 
_ __. tailings-cyanide plant. Cyanidation of sands, slimes, and middlings =. 

- yielded 2,245 ounces of gold and 15,558 ounces of silver; amalgama- = 
tion of high-grade ore yielded.113 ounces of gold and 29 ounces of = 
silver; 4,912 tons of flotation concentrates shipped to a smelter con- 8 

- tained 30,804 ounces of gold, 233,130 ounces of silver, 21,048 pounds Ss =, 
sof copper, and 13,600 pounds oflead. ee eS 

ae North Bloomfield district—A. B. Innis operated a dragline dredge —s_—i«w: «ss. 
at the Malakoff mine during 1942; 146,000 cubic yards of gravel og 

_ yielded 694 ounces of gold and 64 ounces of silver, et 
| _ Washington district—The Omega Co. and lessees operatell the —~§ — oe 

Omega mine from January 17 to July 7, 1942; 818,175 cubic yards of 
gravel yielded 1,749 ounces of gold and 54 ounces of silver. ce os 

rs ORANGE COUNTY OE ss oa 
el | oe . a | Le a 
. Santa Rosa district —The Blue Light Silver Mines Co. worked the 

_ Silverado or Blue Light mine in Silverado Canyon from January to = * 
June 1942; 100 tons of silver ore treated by flotation yielded 5 tons = ° *,,/ 

~ of lead concentrates containing 2 ounces of gold, 470 ounces of silver, = 
_-—s« 2,588 pounds of lead, and 1,517 pounds of zinc, and 7 tons of zinc =~ 8 

_ concentrates containing 80 ounces of silver and 7,596 pounds of zinc; =. 
the concentrates were shipped to smelters. In addition, 18 tons of . 

- _ silver ore, containing 3 ounces of gold and 2,195 ounces of silver, =. 3 
_- were shipped to a smelter. The Ortega Mining Co. shipped argentif- = = -* 
_. erous lead ore from the district. — | ee a 

Co —  PEACER COUNTY — sts CO Ne 

| Auburn district —G. M. Trent shipped to a smelter 43 tonsof gold- 
: _ silver ore containing 9 ounces of gold, 150. ounces of silver, 776 pounds) sss 

of copper, and 670 pounds of lead while developing the Valley View = “8 
. mine during 1942. _ Se en 

Ophir district—The Alabama California Gold Mines Co. operated = == 
the Alabama mine from January to August 1942; ore was treated by “ag 
amalgamation and flotation, and the resulting concentrates were <4 
shipped to a smelter; amalgamation bullion contained 8,391 ounces of oo as 
gold and 2,575 ounces of silver, and 496. tons of flotation concentrates “ay oe 
contained 2,149 ounces of gold, 25,919 ounces of silver, 5,442 pounds or ae 

| of copper, and 25,927 pounds of lead. Exploration and development - <7 
| continued at the Ophir mine from January 1 until September 1; test 89 ...% 
-- Funs were made by amalgamation, cyanidation, concentration, and  —t#8 

. direct smelting on small tonnages of ore; in all, 184 tons of ore yielded 
86 ounces of gold, 196 ounces of silver, and 3,288 pounds of copper. | 4 

| The Oro Fino Consolidated Mines operated the Oro Fino mine: from ane 
January 1 to October 8; 9,058 tons of ore treated in the company = “# 

: 200-ton amalgamation-flotation mill yielded amalgamation bullion OS 
containing 3,535 ounces of gold and 1,423 ounces of silver; and 125 he 
tons of concentrates, which were cyanided in the custom cyanide  . 3:8 
plant, yielded 522 ounces of gold and 224 ounces of silver. | ORE
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s.-.. 9 Greenville (Crescent Mills) district-Cherokee Mine operated the = 
i Cherokee property from January 1 to July 15,1942, when the property = = 
~ was abandoned; 13,392 tons of ore treated by cyanidation yielded —_ 
“2,331 ounces of gold and 59 ounces of silver. a 

Be oe  SAORAMENTO COUNTY 2 2 es a 

~.. - Cosumnes River district—The Cosumnes Gold Dredging Co. op- so 
Db. . . erated a connected-bucket dredge 7 miles southwest of Sloughhouse °.- 
“from January 1 to October 20, 1942; the dredge used electric power 
e~ » and was equipped with 63 12-cubic foot buckets. Hoosier Gulch © | 
i. Placers operated two dragline dredges in the Cosumnes River district 
. during 1942. The Humphreys Gold Corporation operated a dragline _ ee 

‘dredge on Cosumnes River from January 1 to April 6; the floating =| 
-°. washing plant was served by four dragline excavators, each equipped : a 
ao. with a 2%-cubic yard bucket, which stripped overburden as well as. ae 

-’> > .delivered auriferous gravel to the plant.» = aa 
ave... Folsom district—The Capital Dredging Co. operated two electric 8 
“os . Gonnected-bucket dredges on its property 5 miles south of Folsom oo 

from January 1 to October 15, 1942; one dredge had 88 and the other 
“"-"  -400.18-cubic foot buckets. The General Dredging Co. operated three = 
... dragline dredges, one near Folsom, the second near Natoma, and the  —.. 4 

third near Fair Oaks. Cutter & Mueller and the Pacific Coast | 
i ~ Aggregates, Inc., recovered gold as a byproduct in the operation ofa | 
ae -- commercial sand and gravel plant at Fair Oaks; Cutter & Mueller =. 
#2. ~—-s recovered 183 ounces of gold and 15 ounces of silver from 40,320. 8 

<\.. eubic yards of gravel, and Pacific Coast Aggregates, Inc., recovered 
us... 111 ounces of gold and 11 ounces of silver. ‘The Lancha Plana Gold wd 
=. ‘Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge at Sailor’s Bar ed 
“=. on American River from January 1 to November 11, 1942. The =~ 
>... Natomas Co. operated a fleet of seven electric connected-bucket =~ 
-.  . dredges at and near Natoma from January 1 to October 15. The ns 
“> - number and size of buckets per dredge were: No. 1,62 16-cubicfoot; == > 
ew No. 4, 67 15-cubic foot; No.5, 105 12-cubic foot; No. 6, 106 11-cubic a 
ae foot; No: 7, 98 9-cubie foot; No. 8, 105 12-cubic foot; and No. 10, 83 oo 
co _ 15-cubic foot. oe | BE oe 
Poe | - . SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY oo Oe 

a Buckeye district—The Bagdad-Chase, Ltd., operated the Bagdad-  —_—S_— 
— ’ Chase mine from January 1 to December 31, 1942; gold ore, con- 

| taining a substantial quantity of silver and copper, was shipped to a 
smelter. | : a 

me Calico district—M. La Jeunesse operated a cyanide-leaching plant = 
| on wind-blown tailings from the Calico tailings dump from January 1 

to May 15, 1942; 370 tons of old tailings yielded 1,084 ounces of silver. | 
L. Coke shipped silver ore from the Zenda mine. 

Dale district—L. A. Wilson operated the Glad-Stone, Gold-Stone, 
and Desert-Gold mining claims from January 1 to June 2, 1942; 
243 tons of ore, shipped to custom cyanide mills, yielded 371 ounces of 
gold and 125 ounces of silver. | 

Ivanpah district-—W. F. Huston operated the Carbonate King 
mine from January 1 to December 31, 1942; 749 tons of oxidized zinc
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ore, Containing 1 ounce of gold, 543 ounces of silver, 16,745 pounds. | 
- of lead, and 567,163 pounds of zinc, were shipped to smelters. >. 

_ New York Mountains district—The California Sulphur Co. carried 
on development work at the Sagamore mine (Alpha claims) from. a 
June until December 31, 1942; 114 tons of lead ore, containing 1 = 

| ounce of gold, 682 ounces of silver, 3,481 pounds of copper, and 14,597. 
_ pounds of lead, were shipped to smelters. its SU 

on SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY = SS 

Camanche district—The Gold Hill Dredging Co. operated two § =: ¢ 
electric connected-bucket dredges on the California Lands, Inc, 9 8 

_ Central Bank of Calaveras, Thorne, and Putnam properties during 4 
_.. 1942; one dredge had 66 7%-cubic foot buckets and the other 87'8%- =; 
—- eubic foot buckets. Both dredges ceased operations October 14, - aS 

_ but one resumed work December 20 and continued until December 31. 8 
The Lobieasa Co. operated a dragline dredge, using a dragline ex- .* 

| _. eavator with a 1}-cubic yard bucket, on the Foster ranch from Janu- 
ary 1 to May 14, when the property was worked out and abandoned. ... .. 

.. Phe Gold Valley Dredging Co. operated a dry-land washing plant, ors 
_.. to which gravel was delivered by a gasoline dragline excavator witha . = 9 

cubic yard bucket, at the Murdoch ranch from February 25 to ~ “aa 
May 24; 9,316 cubie yards of gravel yielded 83 ounces of gold and 6... - “= 

— ounees of silver, - 0 A 
denny Lind (Bellota, Linden) district—Smith-Notterman Co. 

- operated a dragline dredge with a dragline excavator having al¥- | 
cubic yard bucket on the Elmer Cady ranch from January to March sw 
26, 1942; 93,105 cubic yards of gravel yielded 344 ounces of gold and ~ es 

Fo SHASTA COUNTY - eld 

Flat Creek district—The Mountain Copper Co., Ltd., largest 9" 
a mineral producer in Shasta County, worked the Iron Mountain mine. ~~, 

_ throughout 1942; oxidized ore was treated in the company 700-ton oe 
cyanide plant until plant operation was suspended in February... 4 

_ Muning of copper-bearing sulfide ores was begun in May, and ship- i 
“ments to a smelter continued during the rest of the year;in addition, =. 

the company was engaged in opening a large zinc-eopper ore body oy 
- . and constructing a flotation mill for its treatment. A small quantity  — he 

of gald, silver, and copper was recovered from smelting cinder de- Ne 
/ _ ‘rived from burning pyrites in a sulfuric acid plant; the pyrites was = =‘ 

produced by the Mountain Copper Co., Ltd., at the Hornet mine. 
—  -—. go district —B. H. K. Mines operated a dragline dredge, using a  -—— 

dragline excavator with a 1%-cubic yard bucket, on the R. cs. Connely eee 
| and R. Litsch properties on Clear Creek from January 1 to May 15, _ a 

1942; 120,000 cubic yards of gravel yielded 760 ounces of gold and Ny 
104 ounces of silver. The Lincoln bold Dredging Co. operated a Os 

| dragline dredge with a dragline excavator having a 2%-cubic yard nd 
bucket on the Brady property; 37,234 cubic yards of gravel yielded ph 
162 ounces of gold and 26 ounces of silver. The Clear Creek rsh 
Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge on Clear Creek. The Crow ok 

_ ‘Creek Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge, using a dragtine La 
excavator with a 1-cubic yard bucket, on Cottonwood Creek | “a 
from January 1 to April 13, +1942; 100,000 cubic yards of gravel =—_—;



*” yielded 580 ounces of gold and 20 ounces of silver. The Dobbin 
&, ° . Gulch Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge with a’ dragline Sf 
v >. excavator having a 1%-cubic yard bucket on Roaring River from.” 
“2° March 3 to June 2; 70,500 cubic yards of gravel yielded 169 ounces of ne 
fa. gold and 11 ounces of silver. The Thurman Gold Dredging Co. . 
co... operated a Yuba electric connected-bucket dredge, equipped with = ~~ 
me 72 9-cubic foot buckets, on Clear Creek from January 1 to October a 

Bee oe SIERRA COUNTY 

“Alleghany district —The Original Sixteen to One Mine, Inc., operated ces 
Bo -- its, Original Sixteen to One mine throughout 1942; in addition ‘to = 
eos. “underground work, a lessee treated old tailmgs at the property. J. 9 
ne ‘oy. Sweeney operated the Snow Drift mine from March to September;. oe 
ism. » 141 tons of ore yielded 145 ounces of gold and 23 ounces of silver. re 
es... Downieville district —Wm. Richter & Sons operated a dragline | Oy 
a> dredge on Pacific Gas & Electric Co. property from January 1 to =) 
woos < April 30;,58,000 cubic yards of gravel yielded 243 ounces of gold and’ — ss: | 

ee. 29 ounces of silver. = - — | eae 
fe. Pike (Slate Range) district—H. L. Sorensen operated the Alaska 8 
fe... mine from January 1 to October 10 and treated 388 tons of ore by © | 
<- amalgamation, which yielded 547 ounces of gold and 185 ounces of silver; td 
seo. during the year development was shifted from the Alaska to the : A 
“Grizzly vein. W.C. Ennis operated the Bowman mine from Januaryl 4: 
j-.°* . to December 31; 3,140 tons of ore yielded 480 ounces of gold and 85 ©: 
feo. .ounees of silver. _ Je oo EE 
Bes ~ *: Poker. Flat (Port Wine, Table Rock) district.—A. J. Just carried on | - 
us hydraulicking at the Pioneer Project mine at Grass Flat for 10 days 4 
ys’ during 1942; 17,000 cubic yards of gravel yielded 71 ounces of gold © Qa 
"and 4 ounces of'silver.. C. S. Poor worked the Tennessee Manxman ro 

*°... drift mine throughout the year; 1,200 cubic yards of gravel yielded oe 
“ie... 142 ounces of gold and 16 ounces of silver. | | Se 

me SISKIYOU COUNTY. == | oe ae 

“- .  Gallahan district—The Okoro Mines, Inc., operated a dragline mn 
dredge on the Hayden property from January 1 to 31, 1942; 60,000 oe 

mo cubic yards of gravel yielded 103 ounces of gold and 10 ounces of 
oo Suver. no 

| Greenhorn district—The Lincoln Gold Dredging Co. operated a 
. dragline dredge on the City of Yreka, General Dredge, Marlow, Nunes, : 

and Rose properties from January 1 to July 21, 1942; the dragline a 
| excavator was equipped with a 2%-cubic yard bucket. The following | 

| data on yardages washed and precious metal recovered were reported: - 
City of Yreka property, 43,029 cubic yards of gravel yielded 304 | 

. ounces of gold and 44 ounces of silver; General Dredge property, 
272,423 cubic yards of gravel, 1,844 ounces of gold and 263 ounces of 
silver; and Nunes property, 31,128 cubic yards of gravel, 259 ounces 

| of gold and 37 ounces of silver. a | 
| Klamath River district—The Gray Eagle Copper Co. reopened the 

Dakin copper mine near Happy Camp and constructed a 550-ton 
flotation mill during 1942; no shipments of ore or concentrates were 
made. The William von der Hellen Mining Co. operated a dragline 

| dredge, using a dragline excavator with a 3-cubic yard bucket, on
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_— ‘McConnell Bar from January 1.to September 27; 596,800 cubic yards 
| of gravel yielded 3,594 ounces of gold and 554 ounces of silver, = 

Liberty district—N. Marvin worked the Hansen mine during 1942...) 
_ A, Markon operated the Surprise mine on Eddys Gulch from March2 3, 

to November 28, 1942; 148 tons of ore treated by amalgamation yielded 
78 ounces of gold and 15 ounces of silver. F. R. Jackson workedthe = ©. 

. JF. Judge hydraulic mine from January 1 to July 1;22,000 cubic yards = 
Of gravel yielded 238 ounces of gold and 33 ounces of silver. _ | Oe 

Po, | ss STANISLAUS COUNTY =i er. 
os . a Co ay 

Oo Knights Ferry district—Placer Properties Co. operated a dragline =~ <A 
dredge on Stanislaus River from January 1 to October 15 and from ae 

~ November 15 to December 31, 1942; two dragline excavators,one with cee 
8 cubic yard bucket and the other with a 2 %-cubic yard bucket, were =" 
used, | | — CO 

oo ae "TRINITY COUNTY BS 

| Orow Creek district —C. L. Kalbaugh operated a suction dredge and on 
tractor on the Thursday No. 1 mine on Crow Creek from May 1 to me 
September 15, 1942; 103 ounces of gold were recovered from 1,000 © -3% 
cubic. yards of gravel. — | | 7 — ee OO 

 Junetion City district—Junction City Mining Co. operated an | © 
electric connected-bucket dredge with 72 9-cubic foot buckets from ~~} 
January 1 to October 28, 1942; 2,077,000 cubic yards of gravel yielded ss 'g 

oe 7,878 ounces of gold and 735 ounces of silver. a a 4 
Lewiston district —The Lincoln Gold Dredging Co. operated adrag- . 

line dredge, using a dragline excavator with a 2%-cubic yard bucket, == =“ 
on the Costa property on Rush Creek from January 1 to September 12, NED 

--- 1942; 271,744 cubic yards of gravel yielded 1,406 ounces of gold and = = 
' 95 ounces of silver. Lewiston Placers hydraulicked at the Lewiston © °”! 

_ Placers mine from January 1 to June 30; 75,000 cubic yards of gravel ss # 
yielded 188 ounces of gold and 24 ounces of silver. _ | ae 

| Weaverville district—The La Grange Placer Mines, Ltd., hydrau- 8 
licked 250,000 cubic yards of gravel, which yielded 548 ounces of gold © "3: 

| and 52 ounces of silver, at the La Grange Placers mine from Januaryl °° 
: to July 1, 1942. The Dobbin Gulch Dredging Co. operated adragline  =-—s_—- a 

7 dredge, which had a dragline excavator with a 1%-cubic yard bucket, at == -§-. 8 
the Sunshine and M. A. Brady properties from January 3 to October i (asi 
19, 1942; at the Sunshine mine 107,300 cubic yards of gravel yielded = —S 

° 348 ounces of gold and 33 ounces of silver. _ | Os 

a _ TULARE COUNTY | os ee 

_ White River district—_The Thanksgiving Mining Co. operated the oe 
Thanksgiving mine from January 1 to September 1, 1942; 315 tons of ee 
ore treated by amalgamation and flotation yielded bullion containing =, 
61 ounces of gold and 22 ounces of silver and concentrates (shipped to ae 

| a smelter) containing 69 ounces of gold and 28 ounces of silver. | oo) 

TUOLUMNE COUNTY : ae 

: Mother Lode district—Miller & Clemson operated the Eagle- ey 
Shawmut mine from January 1 to December 31, 1942; 143,866 tons Se 
of ore treated in a 500-ton flotation mill yielded bullion containing 607. ane
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... ounces of gold and 164 ounces of silver and 3, 865 tons of concentrates. 
-  -eontainmg 10,687 ounces of gold, 3,270 ounces of silver, and 7,483 
ewe pounds of copper; the concentrates were shipped toa smelter. E. A. 
2... Kent operated a dragline dredge with a dragline excavator having a __ bo 
Fr. .. » 2¥4cubic yard bucket.on the Lyons and Rosasco ranches from January 
~ -- 2 to February 19, 1942; 224 ounces of gold and 15 ounces ofsilverwere | 
eos «recovered from 53,000 cubic yards of gravel at the Lyons ranch, and si. 
ier 808 ounces of gold and 21 ounces of silver were recovered from 52,500 
~..+ eubie yards of gravel at the Rosasco ranch. ee ae 

Before a ss YUBA COUNTY = Co 

<> Smartville district —The Williams Bar Dredging Co. operated 8 
« .°.  connected-bucket dredge equipped with 84.6-cubic foot buckets inthe =~ " 
“eo bed of Yuba River near Smartville throughout 1942; 2,872,327 cubic od 
—— yards of gravel yielded 6,354 ounces of gold and 447 ounces of silver. a 

en 

Fe os oe oe : — oe oo ee co Ly
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St SOMMARY 
-- * The mine production of recoverable silver, copper, and zinc in | a oe 

the Central States decreased in 1942. compared with 1941, but that = 

of lead increased.. No output of gold was reported in either year, 4 
and the silver produced was derived from base-metal ores. The + > 3 

_. increase in lead output resulted from capacity operation of the large = i 
lead mines in Southeastern Missouri. The decreases in copper and 
gine, despite intensified activity in mining, can be. attributed to 8s. 

several factors. The developed high- and medium-grade ore reserves «ih 
were drawn upon heavily in 1940 and 1941 to help meet quickly the = = «7 

expanding requirements of metal for armaments. — Operating mar- es 

gins under the controlled and ceiling metal prices prevailing after = 
-. September 28, 1940, generally were insufficient to meet the increases 

in operating costs and also provide for extensive new development =; 

and _ prospecting. The full potential effect of the premium-price plan aoe 

and other measures taken by Federal agencies to get production from 
marginal and submarginal ores was not reflected in output durmg —°— = 

the year, owing to the length of time required to reopen and reequip) 
- old properties and bring newly found ore bodies to the productive ==». = 

a stage. Labor shortages. and delay in getting delivery of some se 

7 materials, such as steel products and electrical equipment, reduced = 2.4 

— . output at some mines. | a 

All tonnage figures are short tons and ‘‘dry weight”; that is, they og 

| do not include moisture. - 7 : ee 
~The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated | ot 

at the following prices. oo | a 

oo yp | Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine, 1938-42 _ a , . A 

| a Year ee oe Gold ! | Silver? Copper? | Leadé | Zinc¢ SO 4 

Per fine Per fine , : : | ok 

. , ounce ounce Per pound | Per pound | Per pound ne 

9988 eee eee $35.00 | 5 $0.646-+/ — $0.098 $0.046 | $0.048 J 
1980.__.-.-_.-..-2- sone se see seseeeeee 35.00} -  ©.678+ 104] 047] BR 4 
1940__..-..-.--.---.----------- +--+ +e 35. 00 7, 711+ -113 . 050 . 063 ee 

1941. eee ee 35.00 | . 1. 71+ . 118 . 057 .075 Oe 

1942...) ------n0---nn-eneene enn ene nee 35. 00 771+ 121 067 098 ee 
. . : an ree 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold . at 

from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-+-($20.671835) per fine ounce. 
4 Treasury buying price for newly mined silver. : aa 

, _ 3 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price ee 

includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production but excludes value of foreign oes 

copper delivered to Metals Reserve Co. for domestic consumption. » gs 
_ 41938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price ne 

includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co, for over-quota production. a 
, § $0.64646464, 6 $0.67878787. - 7 $0.71111111. - : ot
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ei Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the Central States, 1988-42, 9 
Pee ce oO an terms of recovered metals i | Coe | 

eet Soe . a oo, Gold oo . Silver - - ; ; a 
Me - : oo Mines — - Oreand - a . _ ee a Ble oo Year producing old tailings | ine | mime |. hy Ghee - no ™ Ort TONS) |. ine e RT olere an oo Soe 7 ae | 7 | , | ounces Value 1 ounces Value - 7 2 | 

ee 1988 eee] 289] 19,087,105 ].__.._|._..-.-| 386, 210 |. $249, 671 ee ggg TT 251) 22,972,151] 14 $140; 315,953 | 214, 465. ee gee 1940_ 32-2 ee eee! 416 | 25, 532, 085 en) 175 | . 353, 737 251, 546 an Bie W94L | 47 | 28959, 180 ||) aa gaa | 3107 164 ORS eh oy Ygag TT 502 | 30, 726,994 |---7 777" TTTTTTTTT] zo; 884} “9’ 073 | Be 
cn SSS 

Binoy 

va? “os . a ‘ ot : are annie: | intent | ee eg . : vod Bey Year op short | | emote | [TOtah value 
5 POT co Pounds _ Value. Sons . ‘Value: | tons Value — oe os 

Be gggg. | 9, 486.000 | $9,161,628 | 158, 873 |$14, 616, 316 |. 198, 721 |$19, 077,216 | $43, 104,831 cad Bee 1989..._-......_------| 87, 970, 000 | 9, 148, 880 | 198, 481 | 18, 657, 214 | 231,716 | 24,098,464 | 52119163 = 89 Ber 1940...) 91, 766, 000 | 10, 369, 558 | 207, 587 | 20, 758,700 | 244,976 | 30,866,976 | 62246955 On 1941_.___.____.._....-| 95, 680, 000 | 11, 290,240 | 209, 362 | 23, 867,268 | 276,006 | 41, 400, 900 | 76,877 572 at bos 1942. _-..--....-....--} 98, 958, 000} 11, 368, 918 | 235, 229 | 31, 520, 686 | 258,181 | 48,021,666 | 91,004 343 

me °° 1'From placer prospecting, | a PS oa : a ty 

mes . e . oe ’ Qa . ° eo . ee Be Siver.—Silver output in the Central States in 1942 comprised oe ve 69,106 ounces derived from refining lead bullion; slags, and skimmings © ae 
=<. recovered from Southeastern Missouri lead ores; 61,674 ounces from oe 
cP ~. Michigan copper ore; and 104 ounces from galena concentrates recov- | oy 
“ered in milling Mlinois zinc-lead ore and fluorspar. Output of silver- i e°-- bearmg lead concentrates from Southeastern Missouri increased in 2 
he. ~——s—«d: 942. and their average silver content per ton (about 1.5 ounces) was Ng 
zy.’ ~~. approximately the same as in other years, but the bulk ofthe silver re 
iy} ~~ Was not recovered in the smelter production of chemical (undesil- Pe GN. verized) lead and was therefore not included in the production figures ee 
-.._ for recoverable silver. — CS oe | ey 

oe __ Copper.—Copper mines in Michigan yielded 97 percent of the oo 
—. Central States total output of recoverable copper in both 1941 and = 
i, --:1942, The State output was 91,358,000 pounds of refined copper in oo 
“. 1942, and the average recovery per ton of combined rock and sands a 
foe . treated was 20.9 pounds compared with 92,880,000 and 21.7 pounds, — oe 
~ __-respectively, in 1941. The huge war demand for copper and the pay- 
mo _ ment of the Government premium for copper produced in excess of - 
a quotas stimulated exploration and development work at Michigan | 7 

mines. No copper ore was produced in any of the other Central 2 
| States in 1942. ‘The Missouri production of copper (2,600,000 pounds) 

was derived from treatment of residues from the smelting of lead 
— concentrates from Southeastern Missouri. | | 

- Lead.—Of the 235,229 tons of recoverable lead produced by mines | 
in the Central States in 1942, 197,291 tons (84 percent) came from 

| Southeastern Missouri. The large mines of the St. Joseph Lead Co. 
in this region contained appreciable reserves of developed ore, which 
were drawn upon to prevent a shortage of lead for war purposes. The 

| Tri-State region (Kansas, Oklahoma, and Southwestern Missouri) 
- Yielded 34,341 tons of lead during the year and Arkansas, Central 

issourl, Illmois, Kentucky, and Wisconsin together 3,597 tons. 
The output from Southeastern Missouri increased 32,949 tons over
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|. 1941, but the combined output of the other regions decreased 7,082 oe 
~ tons. | wee Oe rr rere. 

) - . Zine.—Although activity in zine and zinc-lead mining in the Central * a 
| States continued to expand during 1942 and many old mines were 

- reopened, the output of recoverable zinc dropped 6 percent below — .;"? 
that m_1941; the largest decrease in quantity was 20,901 tons (8  . > 

, - percent) in the Tri-State region, which yielded 92 percent of the total ==. % 
° _@ ° ° . et 

| in 1942, 94 percent in 1941, 95 percent in 1940, and 97 percent in 1939. 
_. In 1942 Oklahoma contributed 62 percent and Kansas 23 percent of x33 

a the Tri-State output compared with 64 and 28 percent, respectively, =. 
_ in 1941, A general review of mining and milling in the Tri-State a 

a region is given in the pages.of this chapter devoted to Southwestern 

_. Missouri, Production of zinc in Illinois increased from 9,198 tonsin 4 
— 1941 to 9,389 tons in 1942 and that in Wisconsin from 6,238 to 9,426 = sink 

. . e . : . ' . ° . e . .- : by Sch heed 

tons; in Southeastern and Central Missouri the combined output = "4 
decreased from 1,100 to 842 tons; in Kentucky the output decreased . kes 

| from 427 to 407 tons and in Arkansas from 206 to 181 tons.  — | ope 

oe MINE PRODUCTION BY STATES AND REGIONS = = 428 
a ae re 7 re 

: _ Mine production of silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the Central States.in 1942, by 9. at 
a : 7 States, in terms of recovered metals ae ate 

| | | | i a and al Silver 
a ...Ore and old ah 

oe : a | State -- . Mines DFO- tailings (short |__| -_—-————— SN | oo | ducing — tons) . . Pa yh ae es 
- re a : . _ | Fine ounces} Value a 

OO - OOo OO | eee eee — - | ——— oe One 

| Arkansas.....----------------2-----ese-eeceee =e 33 4,595 |.....-...---.-|------------ oye 
ne Tllinois......-.-.------------------22------ ee | 19] | 196,796 | ~—«:104.| - “$74 ee 

: ' Kansas_.......2.--------------------e ee-ee--e . 81 8,872,052 |---------- fee ee ot 
— -.  Kentuecky_...-.---- 2 eee 71 12,056 |.-.---.-------]-------.---- ao bag 

co, Michigan. ..__...-----------------2- oe eee 9 | 4,362,640 | 61,674| 43,857 od 
| Missouri......-.---------.------2--------------| COB | 9, 208, 758 | - 69, 106 49,1420 5 ow 

oo Oklahoma.........-.---.-.--------------+----- 7 4d 12, 798, 423 |...--...-.-..-]------------ ee | 
’ ~Wisconsin........-.--------2--------------+---- . 04 . BOL, 674 |-------nnn feet IN 

vs ae 602 30, 726, 994 130,884] 93,078 
Total, 1941. eee eee ee eee 447 | 28,959, 189 448, 824 319,164 ar 

SSS SN Ne , te iro 

- ; - Copper Lead. _ Zine - a 7 ae 
ere ee | ge ne nen ee | eee neers ene eee . i Se 

— State Me ro, | | _— Total value ee 

oo Pounds Value Short Value Short Value ee , og 

oo . —_— —_ re | errr ———_—— emnemeneed peermedia peel . | . ee 

Arkansas.......------|------------|------------| | 2 —- $268 | = s«81 $33, 666 |: $33,934 2 we 
| Wlinois.. 20222 a, 34a | 814,096 | 9,889 | 1,746,354] 2,060,524 

- Kansas....-.-..---.-.|..-.-2--..2-|...---2---.-] 9, 419 | 1,262,146 | 85,874 | 10,302,564 | 11,654,710 © 3 RE 
Kentucky....-.----.-|-.---.--...-|..--.-.--..- 335 | ” 44,890 407 | ' 75,702 120,592. 
Michigan.......---.-| 91, 358, 000 |$11, 054,318 |... fp |) 11,008,175 2 ie 

/ Missouri_--77---777-| 2, 600,000 |” "814, 600 | 190, 548 |°26, 739, 432 |” 36, 304 |""6, 769, 284 | 33,872,458 898M 
| Oklahoma......----.-|--..-..-----|---------.--| 22,806 | 3,056,004 | 146, 510 | 27,250,860 | 30, 306, 864 ys 

Wisconsin....--.-.-.-|------------|------------]____ 775 | "103,850 | 9,426 | 1,763,236 | 1,857,088 = «SS 
93, 958, 000 | 11,368,918 | 235,299 | 31,520,686 | 258,181 | 48,021,666 | 91, 004, 343 gs 

Total, 1941__.........] 95, 680,000 } 11,290, 40 | 209, 362 | 23,867,268 | 276,006 | 41,400,900 | 76,877, 572 ae 
, aS 

1 Excludes lead-bearing material mined with fluorspar and from which some lead was recovered as a ie 
‘byproduct of the mining and milling of the fluorspar.g ©... suas aE 

_ Of the seven lead- and zinc-producing regions in the Central States, 4 
three are not limited to a single State. The Central Missouri region eg 
yielded a small output, which is combined with that of Southeastern on! 

. Missouri. The Arbuckle Mountain region of Southern Oklahoma _~ 
has had no production since 1918. The output by regions in 1942 a 
is given in the following table. eae: 

. oat 

556250—48——20 : | | ye 
: : | : ) a
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Beh S = Mine production of lead and zine in the Central States in 1942, by regions a 

Be pt gine 

Br Ot oe | Short tons | Value | Shorttons | Value | — a oe 

Bop _» Concentrates: | i en pe ch 
Bee oo. Joplin or Tri-State..1...2..----...[ 44, 857 | $4,456,782 | . © 443, 847. $30, 805, 327 | $35, 362, 109 oo 
Geet... Southeastern Missouri §_.....-.-..- 277, 255 | 19,426, 540 41,730 41,913 | 19,468,458 = «= 
Te co Opper Mississippi Valley §...22.--) 1, 289 119,026) 20, 601 }° 1, 207,275 | 1,326,301 - - aan 
Bogs. 6 Kentuecky-Southern Mlinois--_--.. 4, 059 262,984} =: 14,687 | 852,617 | 1,115,601 oa 
gag Northern Arkansas... 22... -222.-_| BP. CVT CBB 27,431 |. 27, 608 ve 

oe ee a A os Lo ee . . 327, 463 | 24,265,509 | -—-- 481, 342 | 83, 034, 563 | 57, 300, 072 ws 
ee Bota 1941.22 2._-2--------2---] 287, 948 | 19, 342,323 | | _—_513, 511 | 25, 495,005 | 44, 837, 328 We 

He » ..° Recoverable metal: fo. af. : , _ od oS ee 
Pho. ol Joplin or Tri-State.:2000022..22.-..[. 84, 341 |. 4, 661, 604 | _ 287, 936 | 44, 256, 096 | 48,857,790 mee 
fee. Southeastern Missouri ®.._......_.| ° 7197,432 | 26,455,888 |.  --§842:| 156,612 |. 26,612, 500. as 
dime «OU ppér Mississippi Valley © 2-2) 908 | 121,672] © 11,126 | 2,069,486 | 2,191,108 ss a8 
Rees ! KRentucky-Southern Dlinois.__....] . 2,546] 341,164 | ~~: 8, 096.| 1,505,856 | 1, 847, 020 as 
ae v) . ‘Northern Arkansas.____-. 2222-22. on 2}. 268}... IBLE} 88,666 | = 88, 984 ha 

Bee ds 285, 229 | 31, 520, 686 258, 181.) 48,021,666 |. 79,542,852 = 
Pong 0. Potal, 1941-2. ---i} 209,362 | 23, 867,268 | 276, 006 | 41, 400, 900 | 65,268,168 oe 
ae CE a8 
fe. Ineludes galena and small quantity of lead carbonate concentrates. = —_ ee = es 
Be vs... 2'Ineludes sphalerite and relatively small quantity of zinc carbonate and silicate concentrates. . — meee 
wee vs... »8 Ineludes 180-tons of lead concentrates and 468 tons of zine concentrates from Central Missouri. RES 
gor. "4 Includes 1,260 tons of zinc-lead carbonate averaging 19.52 percent zinc and 2.46 percent lead. hg 
Bee coe if Region includes Iowa, Northern Iinois, and Wisconsin; no production in Iowa from 1918 to.1942, in- be 
gee Cbusiven Be ne ~ ER 
aces." s .”.6 Includes 141 tons oflead.and 179 tons of zincfrom CentralMissouri. = = rn 2, 
vemos’. “7 Ineludeés 28 tons contained in zinc-lead carbonate. «= : we A 
Meo. ® Includes 450 tons recovered in fuming slag from byproduct copper-lead-zinc matte produced in smelting pees 

co. Tead concentrates. | es rn ORE 

Be «. Quantity and tenor of copper, lead, and zinc ores, old tailings, etc., produced in some1 
fo eee Central States, 1940-42, by States - - mg 

BP od 1940 | 194. | 142 Pug 

Beye, Beate | Metal a ate | Metal Metal con- va 
Wboeto iS! OP + a - ta ate ” tal con- | o etal con- re we pe re Ore, ete. Seat? Ore, etc. | tent 2 ~ |. Ore, ete. tent 2 eo 

oe Det L oo | Short tons Percent Short tons Percent Short tons Percent. rons 

co.) Ramsas.--_-.----.------------] 8, 153, 800 2.40 | 3,696,247|  . 2.55] 3,872,052 1.85 me 
RSs ee Michigan._.._--_---.--...----] 4, 438, 219 1.02 | 4, 282, 448 1.08 | 4,362, 640 1.05 coh 
ee Missouri_-_...............-..] 6, 457, 400 2,94} 6,792, 594 | 2.85 | 9, 298, 758 2.638 | of 
ge Oklahoma. ._..-__2.----.---..| 11, 250, 400 1.80} 13, 883, 989 1. 52 | 12, 798, 423 1.45 Oe 

~ + Wisconsin. ...-.-.-.-.--------| 190,326 3.61] 211,973 3.86| 301,674] , 3.74 a 

| 25, 490, 145 |.___..___.._| 28, 867, 251 |_..._-....-.| 30, 633, 547 |_.-------__- 

Hie 1 Only small-scale intermittent mining done in Arkansas from 1918 to 1942; Kentucky and Illinois excluded | os 
an . because part of the metal output (lead and zinc) was a byproduct of fluorspar mining, and the quantity of S 

So metal-bearing material hoisted could not be determined. . . 
oo _ 2 The percentages represent metal content of the ore insofar as it is recovered in the concentrates. In | 

ge Michigan the metal so recovered is copper; in other Central States the metals are lead and zinc combined, . 
ce - relative proportions of which are shown in third table of this chapter and in tables of tenor of ore given in 

sections devoted to the respective States. 

- | : MINING AND METALLURGIC INDUSTRY | 

| : Most of the ore mined in the Central States is concentrated by the 
7 companies producing it, but that mined by some of the large produc- 
- ing companies in the Tri-State and Upper Mississippi Valley regions 

| is sent to custom mills, which also afford an outlet for crude ore pro- 
duced by individuals and partnerships working small mines or gouging 
in large mines abandoned by former operators. ‘The bulk of the ore 
is treated by gravity concentration, supplemented by flotation. Since 
1939 a large tonnage of ore has been treated by the differential-density
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_ (or sink-and-float) process in the Central mill of the Eagle-Picher =... = 
. + Mining & Smelting Co. at Cardin, Okla.; the enriched product result- =. 

Ing from treatment by this process is concentrated further by jigging = « 
and flotation. . The concentrates produced in the Central States =. >= 
generally have an established market. In 1942 copper concentrates 

.. from Michigan were smelted in plants at Hubbell and Houghton, -~ ©.) 
_-. Mich.; lead concentrates from Southeastern Missouri were sent to == 
a smelters at Herculaneum, Mo., and Alton, Ill.; and lead concentrates 

from the Tri-State district went to smelters or pigment plants at = 89 
_.. Galena and Coffeyville, Kans., Alton and Hillsboro, Ill., Herculae - =; 
a neum, Mo., and Omaha, Nebr. Zine concentrates from the Tri-State - = 
_. district moved to plants at Bartlesville and Henryetta, Okla.; Coffey- «ss 
_ .°. ville and Galena, Kans.; Fort Smith and Van Buren, Ark.; Danville, =. 4 

. East St. Louis (Fairmont); Hillsboro, and La Salle, Ill.; Donora and = = | 
—-  Josephtown, Pa.; and Mowundsville, W. Va. Most of the lead and «=. ."# 
|. zine concentrates from Wisconsin, Llinois, and other scattered dis- = ee 
_. ... tricts in the Central States were shipped to plants that treated the 52a 

- _. concentrates from the Southeastern. Missouri and Tri-State districts. ao 
Small tonnages of zinc carbonate from Arkansas and Missouri were: _ vs 
shipped to chemical plants at Collinsville, Dl., and Newcastle, Pa, = 

REVIEW BY STATES 

‘The small output of lead and zinc in Arkansas in 1942 came from © ee 
- 33 mines and prospects in Boone, Izard, Lawrence, Marion, Newton, ©. . * 
_. and Searcy Counties, None of the mines was a steady producer, and — Ca hd 

only 4 shipped as much as a carload of concentrates, The total ship- a 
ments comprised 485 tons of carbonate and mixed carbonate, silicate, = =. 

- _ and sulfide averaging 39.50 percent zinc, 33 tons of sulfides averaging  — - 4." ~ $7.10 percent zinc, and 3 tons of lead concentrates averaging 63.33 89. 
percent lead. Most of the carbonate produced from January to == 

| October was sold in small lots to the Manda Industrial Corporation at. = «8 
_ Harrison, which shipped it in carlots to the Chemical & Pigment Co, =" 

- at Collinsville, Ill. . The rest of the zinc concentrates were shipped to | = 
- smelters at Fort Smith and Van Buren, Ark. Small tonnages of: 47% 

concentrates were produced in mills at the Gloria-Alma-Jackpot group = 
near Zinc, Boone County; the Edith, Leader Hollow, and McIntosh = 4 
near Rush, Marion County; the Bald Hill, Newton County ;andthe 4 

_ Excelsior and Lone Star, Searcy County. The Silver Hollow group. ok 
near Rush and the Big Hurricane in Searcy County were reopened for 

. examination through preliminary R, F, C. loans. The Bureau of | 4 
Mines did 3,368 feet of diamond drilling in the Rush Creek district to 

_. explore strata below mining done in the past. CO _ og 

oe | | ILLINOIS — a 
| ees: 

_ Northern Illinois (see section on Wisconsin for output data).—All Te 
the lead and zinc ores shipped from mines in Northern Illinois in 1942 es 
were sold to the Vinegar Hill Zinc Co. custom mill near Cuba City, 8 
Wis. Gill Bros. continued to work the old Hughlet and Gray mine ot 

, near the Illinois-Wisconsin State line and also worked the adjacent 
North Unity from J uly through ‘December and the South Unity  °© .# 
throughout October. The Hughlet and Gray was shut down February sg
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ey » 4, 1948, but the North Unity, on which a 132-foot shaft was sunkin = 
a...’ 1942, continued producing good ore. Individuals shipped a few truck- - 
s-  - Joads of ore from Scales Mound and Galena.. The Bureau of Mines © 
zis approved an exploratory drilling project on the Gray property southof —ss—s_— 
@. Galena and had three churn drills running under contractearly in 1943. 
Bo. Southern Illinois.—From-1939 through 1942 the zinc-lead fluorspar | 
“i mines of the Mahoning Mining Co. near Cave in Rock, Hardin ke 
a. - County, contributed most of the zine and lead output from Southern 7 
Ee a. -. Tllinois. In 1942 the company operated the W. L. Davis-Deardorff, _ a 
«Green No. 1, and Anna L. Davis mines. The ore is composed chiefly ~~ ° 
‘of fluorspar, sphalerite, and galena, which.are recovered as separate =>.» 
"products in the company 200-ton selective flotation mill at Rosiclare. we 
«.. .. The fluorspar concentrates produced in 1942 were mostly of acid oo 

es grade; the sphalerite averaged 62.87 percent zinc, and the galena _—s_—« 
a; 63.88 percent lead. A small part of the mill feed was custom orefrom 
&... - other properties in Southern Illinois and Kentucky, mostly fluorspar = =s_—.; 
Dee “. - -Mines yielding zinc and lead as byproducts.. During the year thecom- 3 
ae > pany sank a 363-foot shaft on the Green No. 1.mine and began sinking ag 
wc. < - another shaft on the Green No. 2; at the end of the year it had six _ 4 

a~ drills at work in a greater effort to discover and extend ore bodies po 
ie ad was installing additional machinery to expand the capacity of the — les 
~,.  Yaill, Hillside Fluor Spar Mines continued to ship byproduct lead = 
he.  goncentrates. The total output of lead concentrates-in Southern  %:. 
‘co... Illinois in 1942 was 3,566 tons averaging 63.83 percent lead and about BS 
mc. 5.14 ounces of silver to the ton, and that of zinc concentrates was we 
oe - - 13,590 tons averaging 62.87 percent zinc. Production (in terms of =" 
ee recovered metals) amounted to 2,211 tons of lead, 104 ounces of silver, ie 
ye and 7,689 tons of zinc, compared with 2,256 tons of lead, 20,340 ounces _ ie 
mA > of silver, and 7,480 tons of zinc in 1941. a oe | ts 

Be _ - KANSAS oo | | a : 

he Kansas lead and zinc mines are in the Tri-State (Joplin) mining no 
“<".. region, embracing parts of Cherokee County, Kans., and Ottawa oe 
ss County, Okla., and about 12 counties in Southwestern Missouri. os 

“General details of the Tri-State mining industry are given in following a 
“pages devoted to Southwestern Missouri. : : . os 
Be The total output of zinc from Kansas ores and old tailings -de- 7 
“.. @reased 22 percent and lead 35 percent in 1942 from 1941. The mee 
ee Baxter Springs-Blue Mound-Treece area extending northward from 
a the Oklahoma-Kansas State line has been the principal producing —~—_ 

ts area since 1918; it yielded 96,856 tons of zinc concentrates and 12,183 / 
- tons of lead concentrates in 1942 compared with 122,582 and 18,835 | 

oo tons, respectively, in 1941 (revised figures), and an annual average of 
| 122,024 and 18,973 tons from 1918 through 1940. In 1942 the output 
oo of both zinc and lead from the Eagle-Picher Mining & Smelting Co. | 

=. Westside-Barr and Webber mines was less than in 1941, and the total | 
| output of the Big John, Black Eagle, Chubb, Mid-Continent, Wilbur, 

and Robob mines shipping to the Central mill at Cardin, Okla., de- | 
creased. The Webber mill was closed in October, and the ore from : 
the Webber lease was diverted to the Central mill. Two shafts on | 
the lease north and northwest, respectively, of the Webber mill shaft 
were reopened, and spur tracks connecting them with the railroad to 
the Central mill were built. A shaft on the Foley land was reopened -
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to facilitate mining of the Westside ore, and the old Westside mill ~~ 2%). 
shaft was being converted for double-skip hoisting in conjunction with  =§ + us 

-. the erection of a-1,000-ton hopper. Other new Eagle-Picher opera- «© 
tions in Kansas included. reopening of the Lucky Jew Parmenter and. ~ .- **:; 

-.- -‘Velie Leopard properties. In November the company also began |... 
_.--: preparing to reopen the Paxson mine and 2,400-ton mill as agent for .. 
_- the Metals Reserve Co. This mine began producing in April.1943. =. && 

: The 1,800-ton Ballard central mill of the St. Louis Smelting & = ve 
Refining Co. was operated at approximate capacity throughout 1942. 6 +i 

- on company ore from the Ballard, Bailey, Clark, English “‘O”, Keith, =. 24 
' Shanks, Slaughter, and Walter H. mines; the output of zinc concen- = 8 

: trates was less than in 1941, but that of lead concentrates was approxi- =. oe 
| mately the same in both years. The Bilharz Mining Co. operated the 8 

_ Bilharz-Brewster mine throughout 1942, treating the orein the com-  —s_.. 8} 
_. pany mill which also handled crude ore from the L. D. Brewster and. 3 

. . Huttig mines in Oklahoma from January to July. The Madisonmill 9 2° 
- . -was run steadily on ores from the Peru-Banning group and Craig and - - a 
-_ Brugger leases. The Wade custom mill treated 20,817 tons of mine .  , ** 

dirt from the Discard, Commonwealth, and other small mines in us 
Kansas and Oklahoma. From September through December the = <3: 

_- Mineral Products Co. shipped crude ore from a shaft on the Swalley «ss «-- 
| property to the Mission mill in Oklahoma. The Pilot mill was shut; 

_ down in March and remained idle the rest of the year.. The Oldham oe 
- Mining Co. shipped ore to custom mills. The Dines Mining Co.con- =». 3%. 

tinued to run its mill on company and custom ores, mostly from the =. 8 
» Southern, Harris, and Hartley No.1 mines. The Beck No.3 millat 9 =. 
a Baxter Springs was reconditioned to treat company and custom‘ores © 2°: 

| and was put in operation in January: 1943; part of the ore treated =~ aed 
game from, the McArthur mine, on which two shafts were sunk in |. y3 

- 1942. The Muncie mill of the Federal Mining & Smelting Co. was) 
- closed in April, and the ore from the Muncie-Tar Creek-Semple group). .:# 

was then sent to the company Gordon central millin Oklahoma, which eae 
also treated other Kansas ore from the Federal Jarrett mine.. The a 

_ north shaft on the Muncie was reopened and reequipped for addi- - oe 
tional development. The Muncie mill and the remaining part of the =" 
old Jarrett mill were dismantled and salvaged. The Harris Mining. © 48 

- Co. continued to work the Robinson mine and in October began min-. ao 
-- ing ore from a new shaft on the Silver Fox lease... The ore from these..." 7 

two mines and that from the leased Evans-Wallower No. 24 wascon- ag 
 centrated in the Youngman mill, The Opperman mine, operated by — ..s:'4% 

_ the Lula Bell Mining Co., was closed in August. The New Blue. ee 
_ Mound Mining Co. operated one section of its mill on crude ore from... : 
_. the Blue Mound mine, and the Worley Mining Co. operated the other =>. -*8. 
| section on new tailings from the Blue Mound ore and old tailin oo ate 

: hauled from scattered piles in the vicinity. The Captain and Early re 
- Bird tailing mills were run steadily, and their output of zinc concen- UR 

trates was larger than in 1941. | | eg 
The Kansas part of the Waco district yielded 5,113 tons of zinc AN 

concentrates and 5 tons of galena in 1942 compared with 8,361 and ss: 
15 tons, respectively, in 1941. The St. Louis Smelting & Refining Co. a 
operated its No. 9 mill (capacity 800 tons in 16 hours) throughout 8 
1942. More than half the ore treated came from the company Olsen iss 
and High Five leases in the Missouri part of the Waco district; the TB
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"rest came from the company Grasselli and J. M. Bennett leases, the = 
~ . Stotts City Mining Co. J. M. Bennett lease, and the Beck Mining Co. 
= ° ... Hurlbut lease. The F. W. Evans mill treated ore from the O’Neill = 
we. dand (partly in Kansas and partly in Missouri), the St. Louis Smelting 
mo -. . .& Refining Co. land, and the Blue Reck mine in Missouri... In the © see 
oe Galena area, formerly (1876-1917) the principal zine- and lead-pro- | inh 

i | ducing area in Kansas, the Eagle-Picher Mining & Smelting Co. 
<f."..- . eontinued churn drilling, sank two new shafts and reopened several = 
we’ ld shafts, and did underground development work and pumping. we 
=... * Ore shipments to the company Bird Dog mill in Oklahoma beganin  =«-_ 
“March 1943.. The Galena Mining Co. shipped crude ore from the - ue 

po »<. Southside mine to the Central mill, 

Bee con Mine shipmenia of lead and aine in Kansas, 1988-42 =. oth 
Boe DS  *  nmimieetinlitainaeeqe neler pem ceramic tp emt tit ttre nomen irerpererftenifangpe f : ie 

ae CE ee Mi _- | Lead concentrates | Zine concentrates (pap 
eR j Mines} - on Dead 1 ne ne 

BR IN a woe 
PEGE fd Short na |. Short ane | Short | yaoi, | Short | way. 2) eS 
Bee toms ‘Value. | ‘tons | Value | ‘tons | Value | ‘tons | Value — te 

ehh ggg. ef 81 | 19,909. $1, 023, 851 | 338, 546: 1$4, 182, 248 | 15, 239 1$1, 401, 988 | 73,024 | $7, 010, 304 | Ls 
Be OBO ne weseef 80: | 17,845 | 1,010,106 | 126, 985 | 4,300, 365 | 13, 697 | 1, 287,518 | 68,971] ° 7, 172, 984 ee 
Bae gag TTT 34] 18, 424 |” 907, 296 | 108,070 | 4; 420, 860 | -11, 927-| 1, 192,200 | 57,032 | 7 186, 032 ES 
Bie OAK LLILL] 58 | 18, 888 | 1, 264,147 | 131,406 | 6, 595, 506 | 14,588 | 1, 657,332 | 71,403 | 10,710,450 
Pee gM TTL} S| 12,258 | 1, 167, 302 | 108, 247 | 6,926, 745 | 9,419 | 1, 262, 146 | 55,874 | 10,302,564 

cha. 2 I Tn ealeulating metal content of the ores from assays allowance has been made for smelting losses ofboth, 
moc. - - Jeadand zine, In comparing the value of ore and metal it should be berne in mind that the value given for ya 
Rees oe 7), the ore is that actually received by the producer, whereas the value of the lead and zinc is calculated from _ ay 

foe" . .- the average price for all gtades. ee a bd 

oe ~\° Tenor of lead and aine ore and old tailings milled and concentrates produced in —_ s o 

BPR fe 1941 M200 ca 

ne a | | = | | | Crude ore (Old tailings} Crude ore /Old tailings ns 

“ol. thotal ore and old tailings milled............short tons__} 2,446,207 | 1,280,040 | 2,170,121 | 1, 701, 981 - 

Bg Total concentrates produced: OO waa 
moe So Galena. _....-----.--2-.--- 2-2-2 dO. , 18, 886 , . 2. . 12, 253 wew enn eee va 

we Sphalerite__...._-.-..-------..c.-.----.-.--do....| 128,000} 8 406 92, 840: 10, 707 es 
=. Ratio of concentrates to ore, etc.: Q 

ae Se Yead oeeee4.----+---------------- pereent-- 0.77 |o..22 oo ae oe 
ee SA 1 6 {0 5. 03 0. 67 . 4,26 0. 63 _ 
Be Metal content of ore, etc.:! oe . 

co Lead....-.----------- eee eee 0. ~G) foe 944 foo. : 
oe Zine. ...-..-..--.----------- ee eee --- 3. 04 . 40 2. 57 . 36 

_ Average lead content of galena eoncentrates_.....do__._ 78. 54 50. 0 78.44}... : 
Average zinc content of sphalerite concentrates__-.do-.-- 60. 48 58. 9 60. 38 57. 96 . 
Average value per ton: 

Lo Galena concentrates._...............--------------- $66. 93. $56. 00 $95. 27 |_...--..----- 
: Sphalerite concentrates.........----------~-.------- 50. 32 48. 38 65. 55 $80. 42 . 

| 1 Figures represent metal content of the crude ore (or “dirt”’) only insofar as it is recovered in the concen- | 
: _ trates; data on tailing losses not available. | 

| | KENTUCKY | 

Part of the Kentucky output of zinc and most of the lead in 1942 
were byproducts of fluorspar mining. The United States Coal & 

| Coke Co. Fluorspar Division, operating the Lafayette mime near 
Mexico, was the principal shipper of byproduct zinc concentrates and 

| also shipped lead concentrates. The largest shipper of lead con-
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centrates was the Kentucky Fluor Spar Co., which recovered the © 
. concentrates in milling fluorspar from the Babb mine. The-Cumber- © 9 

land Fluorspar Co., Delhi Foundry Sand Co., and Summers Fluorspar - ‘ 
Mine shipped zinc-lead fluorspar ore to the Mahoning mill at Rosiclare, © . 
Il. The Cumberland Fluorspar Co. also shipped 530 tons of carbon- ss * 
ate ore averaging 30.62 percent zine to oxide plants. During Novem- ©. *. 
ber and December the Eagle-Picher Mining & Smelting Co. shipped =. oa 
1,220 tons of crude zinc-lead sulfide ore from its Nunn mine 6 miles = ° 

_. . east of Marion to the company Central mill at Cardin, Okla. The - <4; 
_ total State output of recoverable zinc was 407 tons and that of lead ol 

.  , 335 tons compared with 427 and 282 tons, respectively, in 1941. ~ a 
> The Twin Valley Mining Co. continued developing the Gratz minein ss 

Owen County and installed additional equipment in the mill, increas-. os 
Ing its capacity (formerly 50 tons daily) to 100 tons.. Mining and “3 

_ milling of ore were begun in February 1943. — oY 28 
Ce MECHIGAN 8 

Although the output of refined copper in Michigan decreased 2 ath 
--- percent in 1942 from 1941, there was a material expansion in 1942 in ae 

the scope of mining and development operations by the mining’com- ©. =) 
_.-:panies. Special arrangements with Federal procurement agencies in =. 

the latter part of 1941, whereby the copper produced from certain 
“high-cost? > mines would be paid for on a cost-plus basis, and the = * 

_ premium-price plan placed in effect in February 1942 enabled' the —. ‘:/% 
"companies to make: preparations to mine and mill copper-bearing . - «- % 

rock not commercial under the ceiling copper price of 12 centsa pound. =." 
‘The average grade of the crude ore mined was 10 percent lower than . © = 

oe ‘in 1941, and that of old tailings (sands) treated at reclamation plants =~=—*-": 
, was slightly lower. The total crude ore treated increased from Te gg 

1,741,961 tons in 1941 to 1,952,781 tons in 1942; tailings decreased from =. 
_-—--:2,540,487 to 2,409,859 tons. The tailings yielded 34 percent of the a 

total copper in 1942 and 36 percentin 1941.00 a 
‘The concentrate (“mineral”) produced at mills in Michigan in ~ | ae 

_---«: 1942 was smelted at plants of the Calumet and Hecla Consolidated ae aa 
Copper Co. at Hubbell and the Copper Range Co. at Houghton. | a 

o Some of the copper bullion was cast into anodes and shipped to the — ~ oe 
| electrolytic refinery at Laurel Hill, N. Y., where silver was recovered. °. °*.3 

_ Silver was also recovered by hand-picking at the mine and from some __ as 
of the concentrates. - | Sa : eer a | : Mine production of silver and copper in Michigan, 1988-421 ee ee! 
FT oo gee 

OO ie Popper ? ; | Concentrate | oe . - og 
- ee a Yiela Cminerr | oore ae Year ine {2 (| Croce 

- ounces) | pounds | Pounds | viea | toms)# 
| . Percent ercent : oe ay 

| | (“rock”) : : Pounds Poper) an. fe 

| 1938.2... sees ee 93, 634 93, 486, 000 %.9) 1.24 144, 964, 890 64.5 8, 757, 708 co o 
1939... ---.2277727777| 101} 878 | 87,970, 000 19. 1 -96 | 136,771,380 643] 41603751 © = us 
1940......-.........-.| 88,657 | 90,396, 000 20. 4 1.02 | 138, 451, 495 . 65.3 4, 438, 219 . as 

, 1941__................| 60,796 | 92, 880, 000 21.7 | 1,08 | 141, 100, 268 65.8 4, 282, 448 ae 1942..2°2-2222 L212] 61, 674 | 91,358,000} 20.9; 1.05 141,372582/ 646] 436360 «4, 

‘mineral’ not smelted during year. ea 
3 Includes copper from sands. 3 Includes “‘mineral’’ frotu sands. 4 Includes sands. Lo fh es of
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feo | 2. Value of silver and copper produced in Michigan mines, 1988-42. ere 

ae Wen me poe pees ‘Copper , | » : | | ‘Copper / Boe 

ee he : : : Year | Silver | Per ton Total Year | Silver. — Per ton Total : : - 

ee oo oe Total | (“rock”) ae a | Total | (“‘rock’’) oe | aA 
eA ee oF and sands too and sands! . a, — re 

 y9gg_-_|g60, 531 | $9,161,628 | $2. 44 | $9, 22, 159 || 1941..__1$43, 283 |$10, 959,840 | $2.56 [$11,003,073 it 
eos oe 939--- 1°69, 154] 9,148,880] 1.99] 9, 218, 034 |] 1942__._| 43,857 | 11,054,318] 2531] 11,098,175 © = 
£8) swam esos | roland 748 | 2.80,| a0, 277, ras J | 

ey _ The Calumet and Hecla. Consolidated Copper Co. continued tobe = * 
i: 2, ‘the largest producer of copper in Michigan. After June 1,1942,when 

the company purchased all the physical assets of the Wolverine Tube = 
re -- Co. (manufacturer of seamless nonferrous tube) at Detroit, the mining, __ a 
gs. smelting, and other company operations in Northern Michigan were =} 
e.. “. operated as the Calumet Division, and the newly acquired enterprise = 
Be : became the Wolverine Tube Division. The producing company | a 

ws’ moines in 1942. were the Ahmeek, Peninsula, Douglass, and-No.4 4, 
=... North Kearsarge groups. The ore from all four groups was treated _ i 
vin the 6,800-ton Ahmeek stamp mill by gravity concentration followed RS 
>< 7. by flotation of the fines. ‘The details of operations at the mines that | be 

..°. follow were extracted from the annual company report to stockholders. ©, 
we Operations at the Ahmeek mine were confined largely to stoping. at 
ve Exploration of the Peninsula. area was continued throughout the year. 4 
uo A heavy program of dead work, consisting of the extension of No. 4 ee 
ne shaft, reopening of three old levels, and unwatering old Seneca work- a 

vu’ .- ings, resulted in high costs for the copper produced. No important .- 
ah “~~ new ore shoots were discovered, but the extension of two known ore. {3 
er shoots was determined. At the Douglass group a total of 6,228 feet i 
eof openings was driven from No. 2 and No. 3 Ahmeek shafts. A bo 
¢ 4... large portion of the openings was in low-grade vein, but a reasonable | a 
ci. percentage was in-ground of probable commercial value.. The No. 4 as 
soos North Kearsarge mine was reopened and operated under a contract yo 
“~.* “ with the Metals Reserve Co. During February and March the sur- ni 
x. face plant and underground openings were rehabilitated; production on 
_. started in April at a moderate rate and increased gradually throughout 7 
- the year. On the Iroquois property a surface plant was constructed, - 
wae an exploratory inclined shaft was sunk to a depth of about 700 feet, oo 
a - and 196 feet of drifting was done at the 600-foot level. At the Cen- - 

_ tral property underground workings were unwatered, the surface — 
* plant was repaired, diamond drilling was done, the shaft was sunk | 

7 128 feet below the 200-foot level, and crosscutting to the mineralized 
| area was begun. | | 

pO Both the Lake Linden and the Tamarack dredges operated in the 
older, richer parts of the respective deposits adjacent to the original | 
shore lines. At Lake Linden the conglomerate tailings above the 

| water line will have disappeared before the end of the coming summer, | 
: and operations thereafter will be spotty and irregular until reserves 

are exhausted. The profitable life of this asset is short. At Tamarack 
there is some promise of an extended life on amygdaloid tailings if a 
suitable price can be obtained for the copper produced. 

Copper output from the Champion and Globe mines of the Copper 
Range Co. increased in 1942. The ore from both mines was treated
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_ -. in the company mill at Freda. Copper recovered from 355,630 tons ss 
of mine ore and 223,859 tons of sands treated in the tailings-recovery —_—«| (ee 

| _ plant totaled 18,441,607 pounds. The average yield of fine copper —*- « 
_. per ton of mine rock was 49.97 pounds compared with 52:38 pounds oa 

- 1941. Mine workings include two 70° shafts about 5,000 feet deep 8 
oo and one subshaft about 400 feet deep. Development work done  - ce 
_. during the year totaled 198 feet of shaft, 12,086 feet of drifts and oe 

| crosscuts, and 12,571 feet of diamond drillmg. The concentrates. _ cad 
were smelted in the company smelter, which also handled custom ~--— a 
concentrates from the mills of the Isle Royale Copper Co. and the 8 Quincey Mining Co. Sey 

The Isle Royale Copper Co. mine and 2,000-ton stamp mill were © 4 
: “run continuously in 1942. Crude ore produced totaled 315,142 tons ie 
- compared with 316,598 in 1941. The yield of fine copper per ton of ce 

Tock averaged 20.16 pounds in 1942 and 21.223 in 1941. The 1942 -— - og 
annual company report to stockholders stated that mining costs were _—_ os 

_ gradually increasing and that notice had been received in February _ 4 
1943 of an increase in wages awarded by the Nonferrous Metals — © ae 

_ . Commission; the notice indicated that some increase in the copper ae 
_ price would be necessary to enable the company to pay the wage oo oh 

: - merease. - a eae Joos eens 
: _ The Quincy Mining Co. operated its mine and mill continuously in 2 
- 1942. Both the tonnage of rock treated and the yield of copper per #4 

ton were slightly lower than in 1941. In 1942 the company obtained sg 
_. @ loan of $1,150,000 from the Metals Reserve Co. to be expended in ~ ae 

_ constructing a 4,000-ton plant for re-treating the Quincy Mining Co. 
_ tailmg deposit at Mason, on Torch Lake. ‘The loan is to be retired - __ ON 

- by payment of 4 cents per pound of copper produced. The plant will ee 
| be constructed by the Calumet and Hecla Consolidated Copper Co. ot 

_. . which will furnish much of the machinery from dismantled structures oar 
no longer needed by that company. After completion, the plant will . > Oy 
be operated by the Quincy Mining Co. All the copper produced will oo 
be sold to the Metals Reserve Co. for 17 cents a pound. Ce nes 

| From January through December 1942 Arcadian Mines (incor-- 4 
_ porated May 2, 1942) drove 1,250 feet of development drifts and 150 a 

feet of crosscuts on the company property on the south side ofRipley oe 
Hill. The Ripley adit, through which the property is being developed, = & 

~ . was 2,050 feet long at the end of the year. About 250 tons of ore re- 8 
| moved in drifting were stored for a mill test, and nearly a ton of =>. , 

native (‘‘mass”) copper was sent to the Copper Range smelter. oy Ls 

. eT | | MISSOURI | oe 
| ma: 

| in 1942 Missouri maintained by a wide margin the rankithasheld = * 
for 35 years as the chief lead-producing State. Under the stimulus 4 
of heavy demand and higher prices brought on by the war, the output ©. vy 
of zine increased 73 percent in 1941 over 1940 and 66 percent in 1942 = “» 
over 1941. Lead production increased 20 percent in 1942 over 1941. se 
The lead comes largely from the Southeastern Missouri region and the _ od 
zinc mostly from Southwestern Missouri. In 1942 silver, copper, and. a 
zinc were recovered in relatively small quantities as byproducts in nS 
smelting and refining lead concentrates from Southeastern Missouri. of 
The Centrai district of Missouri produced 141 tons of recoverable AES 
lead and 179 tons of zinc in 1942; these figures are combined with ar 
those of Southeastern Missouri in the table that follows. _. | oe 

wo
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re... Mine production of lead and zinc in Southeastern and Central Missouri, 1988-42 = 

Bo y _ -Metalcontentt= © 
By Co Lead concentrates | Zinceoncen- |W ______ BS 

Mee oy _ a 1 -(galena) trates (sphal- |. oo “To _ se 

Bee “Year . | _ 7 erite) . _ Lead po Zine oy 

ee hort fara Short | ghort | wen, | Short | vere 
Boe se “tons. | Value? | ‘tons + Value | ‘tons || Value | ‘tons | Value ny 

oy ggg} 168, 500-] $9,040, 508 |--.22-.|_.--.] 118, 870 $10, 936, 040 J. | oo, Bey 
Bes 1989. eee eee -a------] - 210, 526 | 12, 339, 360 | ------)--~----- 158, 522 | 14, 431,068 |_----2-_-|--------- rs 

Bee 1940._._................| 282, 871 | 14,269,600 | 2815 |$20,000 | 169,908 | 16,990,800.} 233 | $20,358- 
fs ggg TTT TTT | 228, 572 | 15, 404, 226 | 4 5, 192 | 73,202 | 164, 388 | 18, 740,232 | 1, 100 | 166, 000 oy 
Ree 1942... -------2---------| 277, 256 19, 426, 540 | 5 1,739 | 41,913] 197,482 | 26, 455, 888 6 842°) 156, 612 ae 

er 1 In calculating metal content of the ores from assays allowance has been made for smelting losses of both ae 
fe . lead and zine. In comparing the values of ore and metal it should be borne in mind that the value given — OM 

ceo. for the ore is that actually received by the producer, whereas the value of the lead.and_ zinc is calculated hale 

eS. >. from the average price for all-grades. . - So Oe, a an 

woo 8 Walues given are to.a certain extent arbitrary, as part of the lead concentrates aresmelted by theproducer. au 

es -. * 8 Includes 800.tons of zinc carbonate ore containing 106 tons ofrecoverable zine, 8 ae 

Be: ee ‘ ‘ Tnelndes 4,720 tons of zine-lead carbonate concentrates containing 893 tons of recoverable zin¢ and 172 oe 

Boo tons of lead. Be TN et _ ce f - ey 

mee a ¢ Includes L271 tons of zine and zinc-lead carbonate concentrates containing 218 tons of recoverable zine and as 

pelo -28'tons oflead.. es a - oe os 

aT 6 Includes 450 tons recovered in fuming slag from byproduct copper-lead-zinc matte produced in smelting = = ty 

ne . .. Jead concentrates. St, cnn oe . te a Ss he 

“i Penor of lead ore and concentrates in Southeastern: Missourt disseminated-lead Bs 

district, 1988-42 

oe 2 Ss . ae mo — -F  1988. | 1939 1940 | ° 1941 | 1942 wee 

eo”. MPotal lead ore__.....---------------=----short tons_.|3, 668, 400 {5, 127, 000 15, 837, 400 15, 737, 230 | 7,107,191 pet 
Bigs Galena concentrates in ore__.-_----.---.----percent--| 4.45 4.11 3.99 |. . 3.98] 3.90 - oi 

Bye ' Zine content of ore__..-_-----------------------d0--.- ¢ | -&  @ 1 @. (1) mo ae 
Be Average lead content of galena.concentrates__.do.--- 74.8 744). 74.45 73.81 | = .72. 65. oy 

bo Sos _ Average value per ton of galena concentrates__._. ---- $55. 29 $58.61 | $61.28 $67. 39 $70. 04 as 

weep 8 ; SS - Ce . piss 

ee A Figures not available. oe en Be oe ft 

Mo Mine production of lead and zinc in Southwestern. Missourt, 1988-42 5 | ve 

we Lead concentrates Zine concentrates |  Metalcontentt Ba 

Ss —_ : | Year Galena Carbonate | Sphalerite Silicate Lead . Zine | oe 

- vo | Short Short | Short Short : Short Short . oe 
tons Value tons he tons Value tons Value tons Value tons Value va 

1938__...| 4, 180|$209, 758 104) $3, 100} 18,474) $560,089) 1, 022\$17,931) 3, 157 $200, 444| 10, 226] $981, 696 4 

~ -1939__.._] 3,674} 199, 885]__-_-.-_}--.----| 27, 741| 944, 587 949| 16,757} 2,759) 259, 346) 15, 096/1, 569, 984 7 

CO 1940_.._-| 2,818) 158, 556 57| 2,446} 22,917| 959, 356 807| 10,965! 2,144) 214, 400) 12, 470)1, 571, 220 a 

— -1941__...] 2,084) 125, 730 90} 4,379] 38, 513]1, 923,472) 1,277) 14,355) 1, 521 178, 394} 20, 832/3, 124, 800 : 

1942_....| 2,790} 303, 331 20 864} 66, 881/4, 791,020} 1, 510} 23,940) 2,116) 283, 544 35, 55216, 612, 672 - 

ee pet Ci NLA A Te I PN ESS a CS ED . 

1In calculating metal content of the ores from assays allowance has been made for smelting losses of both 

- Jead and zine. In comparing the values of ore and metal it should be borne in mind that the value given . 

oy for the ore is that actually received by the producer, whereas the value of the lead and zinc is calculated - 

from the average price for all grades. 

. -_ f
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po -. ‘Tenor of lead and zine ore and old tailings milled and concentrates produced in a : . os : 
Southwestern Missouri, 1941-480 

nr os aa | 1941 | Ma 

- - Total ore, ete, milled............-...--short tons..| 777, 351 | 252, 608 1, 404, 731. - . 751,252 oe ee 
ve Total concentrates produced: —_— oo. | gd 

u : Lead... 2.222222 ee 0 . 2, 147. ‘27 , 2, 773: 37 Fe oe 

Sine... .--.-2---------------+------52-----d0--.-]. 37,694 | = 2, 196 59,909 | 8, 482 ne 
Ratio of concentrates to ore, ete.: | op oo ae . nee 
Eade eee eee Dereemt..| 0, 28 0.01 0.20]. 0.0080 

: 0 BMC eee eee ence ee eee 02 4, 84 | 2 87] 4.26 | 1.13 aE 
_ Metal content of ores, ete.:1 . Sf, sen JUNE 

a Lead. ....-.---.-------------22-------- 0-2] 20 006; = 18 fell ee en eS 
a . Zine. ..__------------------+-------------0_--- 2.83 AT | 2. 48 68 

-° Average lead content of galena concentrates..do....}) . 728] : . 519. TMA] 8 GAD as 
Average lead content of lead carbonate....-..do,.-.| (§2..22 feel | SA 

-. Average zinc content of sphalerite concentrates_do- -- 8874 58.82] BIZ] BL Ee 
_ . Average zinc content of silicates and carbonates a ep | a Ot a 
re Se oo oe. - percent..} 22.47 J... ee] 23.25 |-------- eee 

_ \ Average value per ton: _ ms ob Pe Cs ae 
oo. - Galena concentrates-..-....22.2-.- 2-2 ull lee $60.62 | - $38.52 | $108.30 $105.19 ee -. Lead carbonate concentrates.-----..2----------| 48.66 |------22---22-] 48.20 Jee od 

.  , Sphalerite concentrates__._..-.22..-2-----2.---| 0.384. 43, 45 - 69:79 74,73: ee ads 
aS Zinc silicates and carbonates... -.....-...---.-- oe HB anne nnnnnes (16,85 |--.-~--------- a vs 

oe 1 Figures represent metal content of the crude ore (or dirt”) only insofar'as it is recovered in theconcen- - “ie 
_ . . .., trates; data on tailing losses not available. 2 se oe | es 

= Southeastern and Central Missourt.—The disseminated-lead district 89 
of Southeastern.Missouri. yielded 197,291 tons of recoverable lead in 

_. 1942-—an Increase of 32,949 tons (20 percent) over 1941. The bulk . = % 
_... of production in 1942, as in the past, came from St. Francois County, = ee 

where the St. Joseph Lead Co. operated continuously its four groups og 
of mines and four mills, comprising the Bonne Terre, Leadwood, —* 

_ Desloge, and Federal Divisions. The mines were operated two 8-hour ss. ® 
_ shifts per working day and the mills three 8-hour shifts, and all =... 

. worked 6 days a week. Ore hoisted per day averaged 21,100 tons, = =; 
_. which kept the mills operating at capacity. One ore-hoisting shaft = aa 

is at each mill; in addition, there were 11 operating shafts equipped  —_. 3} 
| _ for handling men, supplies, and poor rock. The average depth ofthe == =» 
_ _.four ore-hoisting shafts is 440 feet. The ore occurs in extensive, flat- oe 
_-. lymg deposits in limestone and is mined from open stopes supported =“ 

by pillars. Electric-powered mechanical loaders and locomotives =~ 
are used for loading and underground haulage. Mine development == =§ % 

-. and drilling done in 1942—77,143 feet of drifts, a 716-foot raise, 9,564 == 
_ * feet of churn drilling, and 2,305,272 feet of diamond drilling—were fe 
~~ nearly double the total in 1941. . New equipment purchased included 

7 6 diamond core drills, 12 underground mechanical loaders, 100 mine = 
cars, and 24 underground trolley locomotives. The annual company = = = =: 

: report to stockholders for 1942 stated that although the mines were _ os 
_ still bemg worked beyond their economic capacity the development ne 

work. during the year was very satisfactory, and the tonnage of cose 
_ proved ore was greater than it had ever been. In Madison County | a 

, production of lead from the Mine La Motte mime of the Mine La 
Motte Corporation (50-percent owned by the St. Joseph Lead Co.) oe 
also increased. The 1,000-ton mill was enlarged during the latter cA 

+ part of 1942 to provide 500 tons additional daily capacity to treat the my 
_ chat tailmgs from old operations. Mine development and drill oy 

prospecting done totaled 3,451 feet of drifts and 41,026 feet of chum — -
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+. >. drilling. The Fredericktown Lead Co., which had purchased the ~ 
".- mining leases on the Catherine and Fleming tracts and the 400-ton => 
»- Clark and Hallock mill, installed a new Diesel power plant, surface — ed 

“1. buildings, and mining equipment and in March began treating ore fee 
mi“ from the reopened Catherine mme. During the rest of the year 96,763 wh 
’=+. ' tons of ore were treated, yielding 2,470 tons of 76-percent lead con- aa 
‘-... eentrates. Of the 277,075 tons of lead concentrates made in 1942 i 

=»... in Southeastern Missouri, about 129,560 tons were flotation con- =... 
“" eentrates. The St. Louis Smelting & Refining Co. carried on prospect Be 
ce", drilling and mine-development work at its own property and the =». 
geo. adjoming leased property of the Missouri Cobalt Co. at Frederick- = 
“=... town; the commercial metals in the ore are lead, copper, nickel, and ue 
es» cobalt. The ore was tested in the Bureau of Mines laboratory at 3 
gov... Rolla to develop a suitable treatment process. = se gy 

i "The zine ore and concentrates shipped from Southeastern Missouri a 
s “© -' in 1942 were carbonates, mostly from old dumps on the Valle Mining | a 
«Co. properties in Jefferson and St. Francois Counties and the Frumet a 
feo - mine on the Tausig estate west of DeSoto. Shipments totaled 1,271 — i 

“.. ‘' tons, averaging 19.76 percent zine and 2.44 percent lead. 9 B 

x. --<In Central Missouri the Wemhaner Mining Corporation continued _—__ 
wv... to mine zinc, lead, and coal from its leased open-pit mine on the. Ye 
cs’... Monarch Coal & Mineral Co. land in Moniteau County. In treat- | ri 

> 7° ment, the coal and some waste are removed byscreens and coal jigs, ae 
“es. and. the ore rock is then concentrated further in ore jigs. ~—6<Otis and > 
me K.-M. Sullens worked the Lowery mine near Enon on a small scale = & 
“and shipped 150 tons of galena averaging 80 percent lead. A 2-ton ey 
ge. © lot of lead ore was shipped from Lynn Creek. _ ee a 
y | - Southwestern Missourt.—The method of marketing the mine output #3 
2s... in the Tri-State or Joplin lead and zinc region (Southwestern Missouri, _ H 
§,..- Kansas, and Oklahoma) is explained in the reports of this series for 3 
woo: 1940 and 1941. oe me He re 
mo. The total value given in this report for all concentrates produced be 
(in the Tri-State region is based upon actual receipts by the sellers fe 
Bee - and not upon quoted prices. Under the ceiling price of 8.25 cents a Ay 
ce pound for slab zinc at East St. Louis, the quoted price for zinc con- we 
..- eentrates at Joplin remained at $55.28 a ton throughout 1942. The — Oo 
“quoted price for galena opened in January at $68.64 atononametal —; 
“. gontract basis; on January 13 it was raised to $76.75, which held until ot 
~ March 28 when the price was reduced slightly to $76.54; it remained “ 
a at that level the rest of the year. : a ot 

a Effective February 1, 1942, the Metals Reserve Co. paid premiums i 
of $28.05 a ton for 60-percent zine concentrates and $39.60 for 80- - 

- percent galena for production from individual mines in excess of | 
quotas fixed jointly by the War Production Board and the Office of : 

: Price Administration. On December 1 the premiums were increased 
slightly to $29.70 a ton for zine concentrates and $41.80 for galena | 

) following a revision of the formula used in determining the recoverable- 
_ metal content of the concentrates; the recovery factor for zinc was 

raised from 85 to 90 percent and that for lead from 90 to 95 percent. | 
Early in 1943 the scope of the premium-payment program was 

broadened to afford an additional premium for lead (called ‘‘B’’-level 
quota) and an additional premium or premiums for zinc (called 
“B” and “C” level) at operations where such additional premiums 
were considered essential to insure maximum necessary mine pro-
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_ duction. ‘The premium payments on the “B’’-level quota were twice ag 
_ those on the original or “A” level, and the payment on the “C” level ce 

_ _..» (zine only) was three times that on the “A” level. The maximum _ el 
_.. combined commercial price and premiums obtainable for standard- = 
_ grade zine concentrates was therefore $144.38 a ton and for lead con- 
_  centrates $160.14. ne er 

All Government premium payments for zinc and lead produced from i? 
a restricted Indian lands in 1942 were subject to royalties, at rates eat 
_.. (usually 10 percent) specified in the leases, for money received from _ os os 

Sales at market prices. Lessees on other lands with one or two excep- 8 
tions also paid part of the premium moneys received as royalty. Im ss _: . April 1943 the Office of Price Administration issued Maximum Price 

' Regulation 356 freezing royalties on April 1 at rates in effect December... oe 
~ $1, 1942. Under this regulation, ““B’’- and “C’-level premiums are ee 
«not subject toroyalties. : Fe a nO ) AU 
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Ce FIGURE 1.—A verage prices received by sellers per ton of concentrates in the Tri-State district, 1907-42. - a 4 

» , Local mming companies did much prospect drilling and other oo , a 
_ exploration and. development work in 1942. The total number of ——— .% 

drill rigs in operation rose from 67 on March 31 to 99 on June 30 and oot 
100 on November 1. About 21 new shafts (averaging 190 feet deep) ws 
were sunk during the year, and at least 43 old shafts were reopened; ae 

_ -Yeopenings, however, were partly offset by closings. Progress was. ee 
| made in mechanizing underground loading, and by the end of the year ae 

about 50 drags and more than 100 other types of mechanical loaders tt 
_ were being used in the district. Labor shortages, which became acute bad 

for some operators during the summer and early fall, were somewhat be 
ameliorated later in the year. In general, established mines and mills 8 
were able to obtain needed supplies and replacement equipment under _ af 
assigned priority ratings, although there was delay at times in getting as
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i, delivery of steel products, lumber, and electrical equipment. The 
“Reconstruction Finance Corporation granted loans for ‘development = 

“and mining on about 15 Tri-State properties, and the Bureau of Mines 
“Investigated 34 properties and, did churn drilling on the Townsite mine - =~ 
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-_. Production: of zinc in Southwestern Missouri again increased in, 
.. . 1942 and was the highest annual since 1918. The Oronogo Circle’ ss; 

oe open-pit mine at Oronogo continued to be the largest producer. The -= 
- ore is mined by the Oronogo Mutual Miming Co. and milled by the == 
- _Hagle-Picher Mining & Smelting Co. Under a program undertaken in = 

duly to expand production, the rate of ore extraction was stepped up i ws 
-. beyond the capacity of the mill on the property, and part of the = * 

-_ erude ore was diverted to other Eagle-Picher mills in Oklahoma and 
-. ‘Missouri. The rock milled totaled 287,680 tons; in addition, 295,520 9° +: 

tons of waste rock and overburden were removed from the pit, which ss 

|. was 230 feet deep at the end of 1942. The Fenix & Martin Mining Co. 
~. continued to operate the La Tosca mine and 200-ton mill, and Fenix 8 

_'.  & Sons shipped crude ore from a shaft on the Oronogo Mutual prop- = 
erty to the Central mill in Oklahoma. Kansas Explorations, Inc., 9. * = 
operated its Snapp mine and 600-ton mill near Oronogo throughout s_- 

_. the year; the company also reopened the old A. W. C. property near ss 
~ Joplin-and equipped it with a 1,000-ton mill, which was put in opera- oe 

tion in October. The Eagle-Picher mimes served by the Navy Bean ene 
_-. mill near Wentworth made a large output in 1942.. The Federal Min- 

ing & Smelting Co. operated six shafts (average depth 170 feet) on © 4 
its Granby-American property, treating the ore in the company - 

; 1,200-ton mill; the company also developed its Granby-Davis lease, = — 
- which began producing in September, and nearly completed a large © =! 

 -mill-at its Duenweg mine. The new mill and the Duenweg mine =} 
were placed in operation about April 1, 1943. The American Zinc, - 

.- Lead & Smelting Co. drilled out a good ore body on the Henckle and 
_ Smith lands near Duenweg in 1942 and began developing it bysinking ==; 

three shafts; the mine was put in operation late in March 1943, and =? 
_.- the ore produced was treated on a contract basis in the new Federal = = 

mill at Duenweg. The company also struck good ore at Aurora while) ss *s* 
drilling on the Mclain-Jones land and began constructing a millon ~ © ~ 

_ the property in March 1943... a 
_. The principal producer near Joplin was the Missouri Mining Co. © 8 
---1,200-ton tailing mill at. Chitwood: The High Grade Mining Co. 

reopened its mine and mill in May and operated until November; the —~ es 
property was then idle until-March 1943, when it was put in operation oe 
by the Southside Mining Co. The Northside Mining Co., which had = 

- its ore milled in the High Grade mill in 1942, built a mill on the North- + | “4 
. side property and began milling in January 1943. The St. Louis | Ry 

Mining & Milling Co. operated its custom mill at Thoms Station ~~ 
_ steadily, affording milling facilities for small mines operating nearby. = 8 

- At Waco the St. Louis Smelting & Refining Co. worked its High Five ot 
and Olsen leased mines and sent the ore to the company No. 9 mill s 

-_ aeross the State line in Kansas. F. W. Evans Mines operated the _ oe 
| O’Neill and Blue Rock mines and treated the ore in the company mill © 3 

in Kansas. C.C. Playter ran his mill (capacity, 12% tons an hour) of 
- gontinuously on ore from his Reynolds lease at Waco and other ores. ay 

from small mines near Carl Junction, Joplin, Neck City, and Pleasant ay 

Valley and from Galena, Kans. At Webb City the Sciota Milling ly 
- Co. mill ran steadily on tailings from the Connor Investment Co. ne 

| land and other properties. Early in 1943 Cooley Bros. began strippmg sg 
operations with draglines and bulldozers on the F..W. Evans land in NES 

_ Sucker Flat. At Stotts City the Capital Mining Co. continued to ie 
: operate its Capital mine and in July purchased the adjacent Stotts Ne 

oe
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. City Mining Co. property; the-ore from both mines was treated in the EY 
# Capital mill. The Harris Mining Co. mill north of Aurora was run oe 
». ...  Intermittently. Near Ozark, Christian County, the Mary Arnold — 
we .<- Inine and mill were operated from January through October, and the oe 
“. Monark Mining Co. property was under development and made a  — 
4°. small output early in the year. The Wentworth Mining & Milling ~*. 
«..Co. operated the Kline mine and mill after July. The Southwest = § = 
~~ Miming Co. began developing its property at Stark City and nearly as 
“ - completed. a 250-ton mill before the year ended. Eleven small mills’ fs 
* -; in the Alba-Neck City, Carthage, Duenweg, Granby, Joplin, and - . 
&.... Webb City areas produced some concentrates in 1942; mostly from - we 
ey. . tailings. Zine carbonate and silicate shipped from scattered mines  _ i: 
‘sand dumps in Southwestern Missouri in 1942 (including low-grade _ ee 
%,. ~~ zine-lead_ concentrates from Granby dump material treated in the __ a 
ee - . Goade mill) totaled 1,510 tons averaging 23.25 percent zinc and 3.58 ES Bo.) pereentlead. «= ~ i, a - 
ee QE AHOMA se e 
ve”. General details of mining and milling in the Tri-State region— s 
“< - which includes northeastern Oklahoma—are given in the preceding 
"\\: pages on Southwestern Missouri. Although Silahoma continued to k 
“yield much the largest part of the total Tri-State production of both ey 
pS. gine and lead, the State output of recoverable lead decreased 9 percent ee 
A and zine 12 percent in 1942 from 1941. The total value of the -zinc Fr 
%. and lead concentrates, however, increased 26 percent owing to the a 
fe advance in average market prices and the payment by the Govern- a 
the '... ment of premiums for over-quota production. About 141 mines pro- = e 
yo duced durmg the year and 26 mills were operating at the end of the — 
“year compared with 120 and 27, respectively, in 1941. a 

Pe a Mine shipments of lead and zinc in Oklahoma, 1988-42. | | | 

moo SO | | oe _ Metalcontentt . 2 
ms - Us Lead concentrates | Zinc concentrates 7ST crn ae 
RE Year _ Oo oe _ Lead Zinc | 4 

Ce | | Sons Value | Sons | Value | Sone Value | Sone. ‘Value 

7 1938_....._.--.---.] 27,608 | $1,446,058 | 208, 484 | $6, 390,422 | 21,004 | $1,932,368 | 112,924 | $10, 840, 704 a 
ae / 1939_......-.--:--.| 36,422 | 2,189,077 | 258,214 | 8, 937, 554 | 27,720 2, 605, 680 | 140,379 |. 14, 599, 416 a 

Oe 1940__._...--------| 27,913 | 1, 656, 497 | 300, 984 | 12, 672,186 | 21,240 | 2,124,000 | 162,935 | 20, 529, 810 oy 
194]____.____..__..| 32,628 | 2,202,876 | 307,207 | 15,427,235 | 25,021 | 2,852,394 166, 602 | 24, 990, 300 os 
1942__._._...---.--| 29,794 | 2,985, 285 | 272,209 | 19, 163, 622 | 22,806 | 3,056,004 | 146,510 | 27, 250, 860 

- . In calculating metal content of the ores from assays allowance has been made for smelting losses of both . 
lead and zinc. In comparing the values of ore and metal it should be borne in mind that the value given 
for the ore is that actually received by the producer, whereas the value of the lead and zinc is calculated 
from the average price for all grades.
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, Tenor of lead and site ore, old tailings, and slimes milled and concentrates produced = 7 
Oo ~ an Oklahoma, 1941-42 = an en 

. : Total ore, ete., milled.__.._.....------short tons-- 4, 868,021 | 9,015,968 | 5, 012, 485 7, 785, 938 : 
Total concentrates produced: oo a ote : 

Galena... _.......-.-..-----.------------d0___- 32, 296 332 29,371 | » 498 oe 
-_- Sphalerite. 2 277777777TTTTTITTTITITT do] 248} 773 63,434.| . 226, 302 45,907 = 

; - Ratio of concentrates to ore,etc.: | os 
Lead. ._.------------------_-.--------percent_- 0. 66 0. 004 0. 59 0.005 oe 

oo. Zines we dOn 5. 01 “70 4.51 59 | 
. Metal content of ore, etc.: ! oo a . oe 

Lead_-..--..----------------------------d0___- -62}° = ..002 46 - 003 . oy 
Zinc._...-.-----------------------------d0___- 3.03|/ .-  .41 2.71 B84 oe 

, Average lead content of galena concentrates_do-_-_- 78. 53 ~ 51.51 78. 43 55. 08 = 
Average zine content of sphalerite concentrates ce nos eo 

; - - percent _- 60. 59 68.97 |. 60. 11 58. 25 ren 
| _ Average value per ton: 7 - od. | wg 
Se Galena concentrates___......-.--------.--------| $67.75 |. $44.79 $100. 52 -$77.86 “a 

. a Sphalerite concentrates. _---.-------.----------- / 50. 55 a 48.94] - 68. 54 . 79.59 a . 

1 Figures represent metal content of the erude ore (or ‘‘dirt’’) only insofar as it is recovered in fhe con- | : i: 
oo centrates; data on tailing losses not available. oo 7 oo - . . 

‘In 1942 the Eagle-Picher Mining & Smelting Co. was again. by far | os 
.. the largest producer of both lead and zinc in Oklahoma and in the 

_. Tri-State region. The company 13,000-ton Central mill at Cardm 
treated a total of 3,599,087 rock tons of company and custom ore, 4 

| of which 2,905,220: tons (81 percent) came from Oklahoma mines, _ 
compared with 3,311,144 tons in_ 1941, of which 2,711,212 tons (82 vs 
percent) came from Oklahoma. The concentrating equipment of the . . 
mill includes, besides the usual jigs, flotation machines, and tables,a | 

. large primary heavy-density (or sink-and-float) cone unit and a | 
_ smaller secondary cone which provide preliminary stages of concentra- a 

tion at coarse sizes.for a large portion of the mill feed. Company- | 
: operated mines in Oklahoma shipping to the mill in 1942 were the = 
: Blue Goose Nos. 1, 2, and 3, Crawford, Crystal No. 1, Crystal-Central,° = + 
a Eagle-Picher Gordon Nos. 1 and 2, Grace Walker Nos. 1 and 2, . 
~ ---—- Goodeagle Nos. 1 and 3, Hum-bah-wat-tah Nos. 1, 2, and 3 (includes rer 

Jaybird), John Beaver Nos. 1 and 2, Little Greenback, Mehunka, ak 
Netta, Niday No. 1, See Sah, Southside Nos. 1 and 2, Stanley, and OY 
Wesah Greenback. -The Crawford, Goodeagle Nos.1 and3,Mehunka, _ a 
Niday No. 1, Netta, and Southside Nos. 1 and 2 (closed in May 1941) oe 
were reopened during the year. The Crawford and Gordon No. 1 OSs 
were shut down in October and July, respectively, owing to exhaustion oe 
of ore; the John Beaver No. 1 was shut down in May because the ~ a 
property was too low-grade to work. New shafts were sunk on the oe 

| Beck Robinson, Goodeagle No. 3, and Niday No. 1 properties. The : 
Eagle-Picher 2,400-ton Bird Dog mill was not run in 1942 but_was ze 
reopened in March 1943 and began treating ores from Oronogo, Mo., | i. 
and Galena, Kans. oe a - 

- The principal shippers of Oklahoma custom ore to the Central mill a 
in 1942 were the American Development Co. (Hunt mine), Baird 
Mining Co. (American-Douthat), Cameron & Henderson (Admiralty), - 
Cortez-Childress (Jeff City), Davis-Big Chief Mining Co. (Eudora- | 
‘Whitebird, Imbeau, and Skelton), F. W. Evans (Shorthorn, Tom L.), . 
Lula Bell Mining Co. (Anna Beaver), Mahuska. Mining Co. (Acme), 

556250—43——21 |



<(. M. & M. Mining Co. (LaSalle, Piokee, Swift, Whitebird), and Mutual ne 
. Mining & Development Co. (Slim Jim). | - - - | 
~The Federal Mining & Smelting Co. operated its 1,700-ton Gordon — | 

~~ gentral mill throughout 1942 on company ore from the Gordon, Howe, 
‘"  Guuecky “Bill, Lucky Syndicate,’ and Quapaw-Davenport mines in 
....  Qklahoma and the Federal Jarrett and Muncie groups in Kansas; the | 
~ mill, built in 1937, operated until March 7, 1943, when it was destroyed | 
- by fire. The mines served by the mill were closed, and no announce- 

ss ment was made immediately regarding their future operation. The : 
“Rialto Mining Corporation operated its No. 3 mine and mill continu- 2 
—. ously; the No. 2 mill, handling tailings since 1938, was remodeled = Ss 
~... early in 1942 to treat mine ore from the reopened No. 2 mine and was ue 
- yun as a mine mill until it burned on February 12, 1943. The cor- © By 
-. --: poration reopened its No. 4 mine (old .L. & G.) about September oR 

-. 1942 and concentrated the ore in the No. 2 mill. Soon after this mill: oA 
» '-.. burned the No. 3 mill began operating three shifts daily and handled ou 
“- ore from other company mines in addition to that from the No. 3 mine. og 
~The. Jane E. Mining Co. reopened its Scott mill January 1, 1942, a 
cn and resumed the milling of Scott mine ore; the crude ore mined from  =——_°.. 
ee - this property in 1941 was sent to the Central mill. Development — ee 
'. work done, at the Scott mine in 1942 included sinking a 275-foot shaft = = == 
. and 1,945 feet of churn drillmg. Evans-Wallower Zinc, Inc., ran ‘its ee 
-».. No, 7 mine and mill continuously in 1942, and its No. 4 mine and mill Oe 

from January 1 through February 26 when operations were suspended _ - 
- pending conversion of the No. 4 mill into a tailing plant to re-treatold = = 
.°. «tailings from the old Golden Rod property on which the company had oo 
-.. .. . obtained a lease. Milling of the tailings and some mine ore was begun : 
“jn June and continued the rest of the year. The Weidman Mining | 
“=... Co. ran the Woodchuck and Townsite mines, treating the ore,as well . 
«ag some custom ore, in the Woodchuck mill. The United Zinc Smelt- 
«ing ~ Corporation continued to operate its Royal mine and mill; the 
Se mill also handled custom ore, mostly from the Dixie R. mine. The | 
- . Mission mill of the Mission Mining & Royalty Co. treated both com-. 7 
pd pany and custom ore. Other mine mills operating steadily during the 
~ .. + -year were the Kansas Exploration (Ritz), Lawyers, Lula Bell (Farm- oe 
. ington), and St. Louis No. 4. The Hudson Goodeagle, Roan Bull, oe 

Romo, and Smoky Hill mine mills were operated part of the year on a . 
. ‘small scale. The M. & W. Mining Co. continued to work the Federal , 

| Brewster mine and reopened and operated the adjoining Huttig; the Zz 
| ore was shipped to custom mills. During the year the company ob- | / 

| tained a lease on the Ninety-Six Brewster and sank a shaft to new 
_ ore bodies, which were brought into production early in 1943. The | 

Beck Mining Co. mill was run steadily in 1942 on company and 
custom ore from various mines in Oklahoma and Kansas. ‘Tailing 
mills in Oklahoma that were active in 1941 and continued running in 

. 1942 were the Atlas, Big Chief, Britt & Britt, Cardin Nos. 2 and 3, 
: Semple (Martin), Tri-State Zinc (Ottawa and Sooner), and Western. 

Tri-State Zinc, Inc., experimented with the H. H. smk-and-float 
process in the treatment of Tri-State tailings in a commercial-size 
plant built during the year adjacent to the Sooner mill; the plant was 
shut down in the latter part of the year. The C. G. & C. Co. leased 
tailing piles on the Skelton property and acquired the old Skelton 
mine mill, which was converted into a tailing plant with a capacity of 
75 tons an hour; the mill was placed in operation in June and ran the
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rest of the year except for & temporary shut-down for repairs and  ~—_. 
improvements. a | Bn oe | th 

a | | a WISCONSIN = | oo 

7 Government premium payments for over-quota production of .. ©. 
lead and zinc-resulted in a sizable crease in zinc production from ery 

—. old mines and dumps in the Wisconsin and Northern Illinois partsof — : 
| _ the Upper Mississippi Valley region in 1942, but the mines m the = ©: 

Towa part remained idle. The principal producer of finished (smelting-  . 
| grade) concentrates in the region continued to be the Vinegar Hill. ss = 

Zinc Co., which operated its custom mill near Cuba City on crude dress 
- and zinc-iron-lead rougher jig concentrates purchased from operators os 

: throughout the active areas. Plant alterations and installation of ae 
/ additional equipment to increase the capacity of the mill were begun og 

under a Defense Plant Corporation agreement late in 1942 and com- eee. 
pleted February 22, 1943. The enlarged mill has a capacity of 400 tos 

| 500 tons daily, and the equipment includes crushing and sampling oe 
- units, rougher jigs, two separate ball-mill grinding and selective flota-. .. : 

tion units, tables, thickeners, and filters. The lead and zmc concen-.: 
"trates produced in 1942 were shipped to smelters outside the State, 

and the iron concentrates were used to make sulfuric acid m the =—-* 
- company plant adjoining the mill. Besides the 79,539 tons of ore and eS 

bulk concentrates treated during the year, the company boughtforthe © 
—— - aecount of the Metals: Reserve Co. about 22,000 tons of crude ore, a 

: which was stock-piled pending completion, of the mill expansion oo 
| program. The stock-piled ore is not mcluded in the production for — oe 

---—--: 1942, shown in the tables of this chapter but will be credited to that . =: 
for the year (probably 1943) in which the ore is reduced to concen- a 
trates of smelting grade. This step is necessary before the quantity a 

a of metal actually recovered from the ore can be determined. oe 
_ Shipments to the mill from Northern Illinois in 1942 (comprismg . 
the total output from that area) amounted to 22,402 tons of crude ore — ane 
averaging 11.86 percent zinc and 0.53 percent lead, of which 16,537 ~ ~~. 
tons were reduced to finished concentrates during the year and yielded oe 

a 1,700 tons of recoverable. zinc and 133 tons of lead. Shipments from os 
| Wisconsin included both crude ore and rougher jig concentrates. oe 

Shippers of jig-mill concentrates comprised the Big Jack Mining Co. ” 
| (operating the Liberty mire), the C. F. & H..Mining Co. (Mulcahy oo 

_mine), Coughlin Mining Co., Four S. & B. Mining Co., Little Benny 
Mining Co. (Monroe mine), and Wm. Blair Baggaley (Kittoe tailing a 
dump). Principal shippers of Wisconsin crude ore, in order of rank, oe 
were the Cuba Mining Co., B. A. T, mine; Meloy & Baker, Martin 8 
mine; Gill Bros., James and Cleveland mines; R. J. Teske, McCabe | | 
mine; Depp Mining Co.; Mathey MiningfCo., DeRocher mine; 

- Francis B. Piquette, Trego mine; and Carter & Meloy, Leadmine mine. _ 
The Dodgeville Mining Co. continuously operated its leased group 

of Dodgeville city lots and 150-ton jig- and flotation-concentration 7 
mill. Ore treated totaled 54,774 tons, yielding 2,451 tons of zinc 
concentrates averaging 61.20 percent zinc and 412 tons of lead con- 
centrates averaging 74.02 percent lead. W. E. Faithorn erected a | 

| 600-ton tailing mill equipped with jigs and flotation machines on the os 
Champion property at New Diggings; the mill was operated from July 
to December and produced 781 tons of 58.5-percent zinc concentrates. .
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- —-At the Field property near Shullsburg the Chestnut Hill Zine Co. did | 
oe ‘construction work on a flotation- and table-concentration mill, which | 

we ~ was completed and put in operation on tailmgs in April 1943. Durmg 
. the latter part of 1942 Bureau of Mines engineers examined 45 zinc 
: and lead mines on 14 separate properties in Wisconsin and approved - oo 
oe an exploratory drilling project near Hazel Green, on which drillmg 

ae began early in 19438. ee a 

ne Mine production of lead and zine in Wisconsin, 1938-42 . EE 
2 . oo . Le ae 

eo Me Po ob os trates |. Metal content! — ~ 
— ~ Zine concentrates |_..___- . ae 
Pe Lead concentrates “(sphalerite) —— - oo - 

Sy Yer | ©... 3 : Lead "Zine mE 

ae ae Short | +a, | Short | Short | short | ya oe 
mee : | tons Value | ‘tons | Value tons | Value | ‘tons | Value og 

We - -4988._......-------| 493 |] - $21,050 | 28,895 | 2 $121, 180 320 $29,440 | 2,073 | . $199,008 why 
7 - 1939_....----------]. 567] 29,327 | 310, 169 3 355, 915 388 36,472 | 5,904] 614,016 ge? 

Be 1940.2 2------------ 621 | ~ 34,852 | 310,875 3 447, 396 445 44,500 | 5,770 | 727, 020 ae 

ek 1941_2____-.--.-----| 1,689}... 111,014 | 3 11, 685 3 594,323 | 1, 225 139,650 | 6,238]. 935, 700 oo 

Ss gaQTTITTTLITINIITE] L092 | 104, 896 | #17, 449 | 41,028,828 | "775 | 103,850 | 9,426 | 1,753,236 

- . 1 In calculating metal content of the ores from assays allowance has been made for roasting and smelting a s 

¥ _-*.. Josses of both lead and zinc. 1n comparing the values of ores and metal it should be borne in mind that _ a 
: 7 - the value given for the ore is that actually received by the producer, whereas the value of the lead and zinc — ae 

ae . - iscalculated from the average priceforallgrades. sits — oe 

Ro. 2 The zine concentrates shipped in 1938 were a flotation product or raw concentrates roasted at Cuba City, ET 

"Wis. No raw concentrates were shipped in 1938; about 13,000 tons were produced. . oo SS 
. - 8 Most of the ore mined in Wisconsin from 1939-42 was first treated in gravity-concentration mills pro- Cy 
og _ ducing bulk concentrates which were re-treated by flotation. ys 

Bo ‘The bulk of the finished zinc concentrates and part of the lead concentrates produced in Wisconsin ae 

. - $n 1942 came from a custom mill treating purchased crude ores and low-grade bulk concentrates on which a 
Me premium payments had been made previously to mine operators; therefore, the value of these concentrates ae 

Be | is calculated at market prices. Premium payments not reflected in the value of the finished concentrates fees 
se amounted to about $399,000 for zinc and $18,500 for lead; part of these payments, however, were for ore which OS 
Beg was stock-piled and will not be treated until 1943. — roe 

ee Tenor of lead and zinc ore and old tailings milled and concentrates produced in Be 
ee a | | Wisconsin, 1941-42 = oo 

ed 7 5 : $$ ‘ : 

ho Oe : 1941 1942 ot 
: _ o a (SN A 

. | Crude ore {Old tailings] Crude ore |Old tailings é 

: -. Total ore, ete., milled_........_....-__._-.-short tons_- 211,973 |..-..--.---- 208, 032 - 93, 642 

Oo Total concentrates produced: ! . oe 

Lead. ...-------------------- +e 0 1, 639 |.--.-------- 1,092 j_.___------- . 
Zinc__.__..-----------------------------------d0__-- 11, 685 |_..--------- 16, 543 906 . 

Ratio of concentrates to ore, ete.: 2, . . 

. Lead... ___.--------1---_---.----.--------percent__ 0.77 |_.._-------- 0. 52 |_-----_-_.-- 

Zinc __.__--..--.------------------------------d0_--- 5. 51 |_-.-.------- 7.95 0. 97 : 

Metal content of ore, etc.: 3 | 
Lead_.__..---.------------------------------d0___- .59 |------------ .89 |... 
Zine___.._-----------2 ----------------------d0__-- 3.27 |__---------- 4.78 . 57 

Average lead content of galena concentrates._....do.---| _ 76. 27 |_.-..------- 74.27 |--------.. - 

Average zinc content of sphalerite concentrates__do---_- 59.77 |_.-..------- 60. 12 58. 83 

Average value per ton: 4 
Galena concentrates ..__--------.------------------- $67.73 |.----------- $96.06 |------------ 
Sphalerite concentrateS....__....-------------------- 51.39 j.----------- 58. 07 $75. 22 

a 

1 Most of the ore mined in Wisconsin in 1941-42 was first treated in gravity-concentration mills producing 
bulk concentrates which were re-treated by flotation. 

2 Percentage represents finished flotation concentrates. 
3 Percentages represent metal content of the ore insofar as it is recovered in the concentrates. __ . 
4 The bulk of the finished zinc concentrates and part of the lead concentrates produced in Wisconsin in 

1942 came from a custom mill treating purchased crude ores and low-grade bulk concentrates on which 
premium payments had been made previously to mine operators; therefore, the value of these concentrates 
is calculated at market prices.
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Oo oe ee SUMMARY ~  ~— | ee 

| Colorado mines yielded gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc valued, ~ ue 
| in terms of recovered metals, at $19,896,623 in 1942 compared with 

$23,877,597 in 1941. (See fig. 1.) Gold and silver together repre-.  .  - 
sented 58 percent of the total value in 1942 and 77 percent in 1941. _ vO 
Gold production decreased 29 percent in 1942 from 1941. The quan-- = = - - 

-. tity of silver and copper produced decreased 58 and 84 percent, re- | 
| spectively, lead increased 21 percent, and zinc 105 percent. The oe 

' number of producing lode mines decreased from 579 in 1941 to 311in  - - 
1942; the number of placer mines decreased from 324 to 68. , 

_ The Government, through its agency the Metals Reserve Company, Se 
announced that effective February 1, 1942, premiums of 5 cents per. 
pound for copper and 2% cents per pound for both lead and zine would oe 

, be paid for these metals produced in excess of fixed basic quotas. os 
The ceiling prices for these metals at that date and as of July 1943 © oe 

were: Copper, electrolytic, 11.775 cents per pound f. o. b. Atlantic : 

seaboard refineries; lead 6.50 cents (New York); and zinc 8.25 cents | 

(St. Louis). The quota for each mine or mining company was based Oo 

on 1941 production. On December 1,-1942, arrangements for addi- 7 
_ tional premium payments for overquota metal production were 7 

announced by the Metals Reserve Company. Operators who could oo 

argue their inability to maintain present rate of production without 
loss of money or who could assure additional output were eligible for ' 
these additional Government subsidies for copper, in several steps of | 
5 cents a pound for each step; for lead and zinc, steps of 2% cents a : | 

pound. 
All tonnage figures are short tons and ‘dry weight” ; that is, they do ; 

not include moisture. | 

: 317
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. ‘The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated rae 
os at the following prices. - a Sot a 

De : pt Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1988-42 | 

- | “ Year — | Gold ! Silver 2 Copper? | Lead 4 _ Zine 4 : 

oa | . | .- | Per fine ounce! Per fine ounce| Per pound | Per pound Per pound co eo 988... ee $35. 00 5 $0. 646-+ $0.098 | $0. 046 - $0. 048 . 
yas 1939_....---------_-------------------- 35. 00 6. 678-+- 104 . , 047 . 052 

. 1940_ 2-2 35. 00 7. 711+ -113 — . 050 |. 063 oe 
rene 1941__..------- eee | 35. 00 7. 71+ 1g | .  .087.] 075 mo 

Me, 1942 __-__.------.----+-------+--------- _ 35.00 TTI _ 121 . 067 .093 - oe 

a . _ 1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January ‘31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold | ee 
_. . |. from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-++($20.671835) per fine ounce. | ’ vo 
Be 2 Treasury buying price for newly mined silver.., , . tes 
Bo .3 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price Y 
te includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Company for over-quota production but excludes value of ba 
ee _.. ‘foreign copper delivered to Metals Reserve: Company for domestic consumption. Lo oe 
oe _»# 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price hag 
“fi... .*. ineludes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Company for over-quota production. oe a as 

oo 8 068688464. 8 80, 67878787. 7 7 $0. 71111111, ag 

ee Annual figures for the 5 years ended with 1942 and total production Ze 
ao _ from 1858 are given in the table that follows. To the end of 1941 ee 
pce Colorado had produced more silver than any other State, but the se 
—/ decreased output in 1942 allowed Montana to pass it. _ | i 

ee _ Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Colorado, 1938-42, and | he 
Bee Ss a total, 1858-1942, in terms of recovered metals : | & 

Be a Manoiee Ore sold or| Gold Code and placer) Silver (lode and placer) oR 

mo Year _| treated |OU ae 
ee | (short tons) . yp — foe “ lee 
ae ee Lode | Placer _ | Fine ounces Value Fine ounces Value om 

o. 1988-1} 669 | 592 | 1,996, 095 367,468 | $12,861,380.  7,939/095 | ~ $5, 127, g19 oe 
ne — -1939.....---.-------| 758 583 |. 1, 914, 593 366, 852 12, 839,820 | . 8,496,488 | 5, 767, 313 ie 

cn ~-1940_.222-2 | 691 439 | 2,157, 765 367, 336 12, 856, 760 — 9, 710, 709 -- 6, 905, 393 a 
ei 1941__..._-_--___...| 579 $24 | 2, 222, 786 380, 029 13, 301, 015 7, 301, 697 5, 192, 318 a3 
Oo WAR Bit | 68 | 1, 797, 386 268,627) 9,401,945 | 3,096,211 | 2201,750 © 

o 1858-1942. ....----|.-..-|.......-| — @ __|__ 38, 568,382 | 843, 665, 334 | 721,046, 775 | _560, 682, 926 ne 

. | _ Copper | - Lead Zine . . 0 . 

‘ Year mane Total value - aa 
~ a Pounds Value | Pounds Value Pounds Value a me 

' Ot 4 ; “ 

. 1938.__.........| 28, 342,000 | $2,777,516 | 18,910,000 | $869,860 | 9,106,000 | $437,088 | $22, 073, 668 sh 
1939___-._._....] 26,430,000 | 2,748, 720 | 16, 444,000 772, 868 | 3,660, 000 190, 320 22, 319, 041 7 

. 1940___.........| 24,304,000 | 2, 746,352 | 22,952,000 | 1,147,600 | 10, 120,000 637, 560 24, 293, 665 ma 
1941___.....-.-.| 18,496,000 | 1, 592, 528 | 25,148,000 | 1, 433,436 | 31,444,000 | 2,358, 300 23, 877, 597 ° 
1942__...._.....] 2,204,000 266, 684 | 30,362,000 | 2,034, 254 | 64,430,000 | 5,991, 990 19, 896,623 ~ 

-1858-1942._._...| 2 245,396 | 64, 765, 883 | 2 2,392,072 1226, 729, 967 | 2 1, 183, 229 1167, 578, 686 | 1, 863, 422, 796 : 

1 Figures not available. 2 Short tons. 

| _ Gold and silver produced at placer mines in Colorado, 1938-42, in fine ounces, in 
terms of recovered metals : . 

nna Te RN ISEO 

Dredges 

Sluicing and . | 
ear hydraulic Drift mining Drvdand 1 Dragline Floating Total 

Ty-tan floating bucket 

Gold | Silver | Gold |Silver; Gold | Silver | Gold |Silver} Gold |Silver| Gold |Silver _ 

1938_......] 2, 285 433 | 1,362 ) 279 | 10,201 | 2,020} 3,166 | 279{ 1,027; 239; 18,041 | 3, 250 
-1939_.....-]. 2, 535 498 15 1 | 10,631 | 2,486 | 1,950 178 | 4,688 {1,012 | 19,819 | 4, 125 
1940___....| 1,822 360 }.--.---.|------| 10,203 | 2,210 |__..___-|---.--] 4,975 |1,068 | 17,000 | 3, 638 
1941____._.| 1, 886 402 |__.._.__|..-.--] 18,052 | 2,580 | 4,817 | 553 ! 10,622 {2,152 | 30,377 | 5, 687 
1942.___._.| 1,802 335 |__--_-__I___-_- 119 91 6,173 | 945 | 14,523 12,913 | 22,617 | 4, 202 

1 Dragline and power-shovel excavators with sluices or special amalgamators.
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Gold. —The output of recoverable gold from lode mines in Colorado =. 
decreased from 349,652 fine ounces in 1941 to 246,010 fine ounces in weg 
1942; the production of gold from placer mines decreased 7,760 fine oon 
ounces. ©, | a ' BE 

7 _Stlver—Mine production of recoverable silver in Colorado was ngs 
3,096,211 fine ounces in 1942, compared with 7,301,697 fine ounces it 
1941. Dry and siliceous ores yielded 69 percent of the total silver; _s., 

| zine and zinc-lead ores, 29 percent; and other types of ores, witha = = + 
very small quantity of silver from placer mines, 2 percent. oly 

— Copper.—The output of recoverable copper from mines in Colorado, 
| in 1942 was 2,204,000 pounds compared with 13,496,000 pounds in | eal 

Poe eT 
COCOA AEE 

Te LEE LEY EIN EE Ep 
LAIN ee AP 
UR | fl Pole | MIN fn | ae 
| LeZEPPT Ere oS EBC SREP] 
yELEEL ETT | Ait tp 

TD eee | pp 
A 8707 1880" 1890 «1900 1910 1920 1930 19401950) Oe 

Ficure 1.—Value of mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Colorado, 1870-1942. The oe - 
value of copper has been less than $2,000,000 annually, except in a few years. ne , 

| 1941. Eagle County. produced 29 percent of the State total in 1942 — | oN 
compared with 83 percent in 1941. Co rn ae: 

| Lead.—The mine production of recoverable lead in Colorado was 
30,362,000 pounds in 1942 compared with 25,148,000 pounds in 1941. 

_ Zine-lead ore yielded 67 percent of the total lead; dry and silicqous. aS 
ores 28 percent; and lead, copper, zinc, and lead-copper ores together, | 48 
5 percent. 7 re 

| Zine.—The output of recoverable zinc from mines in Colorado in-, 
| creased 105 percent in quantity in 1942 over 1941. Largelyresponsible  —_-.-: 

' for this increase was the New Jersey Zinc Co. Empire Zinc Division ge 
Eagle mine at Gilman, Eagle County, which resumed mining and So 
milling zine-lead ore in June 1941 and continued throughout: 1942. oo 

. Other principal zinc-producing districts in 1942 were: California | a 
(Leadville), Lake County; Pioneer (Rico), Dolores County; Ten Mile, oo 
‘Summit County; and Buckskin, Park County. — | a
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- | _. MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES oe oo 

: | Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Colorado in 1942, by 
ae 7 counties, in terms of recovered metals — Dee, | 

oe . . Mines producing |Gold (lode and placer) | Silver (ode and placer) 

yo County » . Fin S ‘PO Fi : 
Co . ine | Fine . mS _ 7 a Lode .| Placer ormeces Value ‘ounces Value | 

oe —Adams..-.. 222-22 e| eee 1 274 | — $9,590. 45 $32 a 
~ *. Boulder-.w--2 222.1 - +e 43 |_....----| 15,920 557, 200 26,900 |. 19, 129 ae 

oo Chaffee. ..____.-------_-------------] 3 4 268 9, 380 | - 1, 274 "906 | Os 
ceo e+ Clear Creek __..--2----2--------=-+- 45 |_.--..----] 18,105 | — 633,675 |; 207, 139 147, 299 cok 
ae ’ Costilla.....-...--22222------2-----} 22 -- 2 7 245 |. ae 

sige SS <  Ouster-.------2-2--2------2-----=- 4 |__----.---|----------|------------| . 384 273 eG 
a - Dolores. .......-.--.------.---------| - DQ flee eel. 119 |. 4,165 110, 918 - 78, 875 is 

0:3 (- nen 2) ---.-.---.| 2, 040 71, 400 395, 252 281, 068 ut 
Bee _, Fremont.___-_.---..=2--------------- eA [_i-_--__--|--------2-|------------ 66 | . | 47 a 

es Garfield__.._._2--_.---_---.----_.-- - DL flee epee 56 “40 oe 

ae Gilpin... 2-2-2 -- 24 13| .5,390| 188,650) 15,179 - 10,79 8. 
en Grand _-_.._-.----.----+------------ 2 |_--_L--_--]----2--~--|------------ 540 3840 tg 

— ~ . Gunnison... i 1, 322 46, 270 9,132] 6,494 ig 
ms Hinsdale.......--..-------22--------| BB LLL] 8 910. 6,798 | 4,834 he! 
oe Jefferson.__._.-.:------------------_|---------- 7 432 15, 120 73 | -  - §2 abe 

ae Lake....22222-----------ee-------| 29 3B] 27,285} 953,225 |. 248, 474 173, 137 tae! 
: -. Toa Plata...---222 eee] 8 fete 390:| 13, 650 897 268 ee 
ae Larimer._..__...--..--.----.--.=----] Leelee le 8 ~ 280.4 - er 2 ee: 
Sp _ Mesa_.._._..---------- 2 --2--- 2]. 2 |----------]----------|----2----22- 69 fe. 42 ays 

ee Mineral. -_-...__.------------------- 6 |_----.----|. 644 22,540 | — 805, 202 572,588 a 
“os.  Montezuma...-_.------------------ 2 {_.---.----} | 218 7, 630 | 74h | 527 oe 
oe - Montrose_--.2_._.--------L---------| 1; iB. 15] 525 2, 762 | 1, 964 he 
ar Ouray.....---..------------2-------} «19 eee eee-- 6,782 | 237,370 | 141,411.| 100,559 ee 

Ce Park ......-...---------------------}| 10 - 20} 37,370 | 1,307,950 | 26,830} 19,079: es 
oo, Pitkin -___-._.---------eeeeeeeeeeee-| Bele 1 85 286,181 | 203,471 ee 
“ ' ~ Rio Grande_-._.._------------------ 1] 1 5,499) 192, 465 | - 7,186 - §,110 | ah 
bee oe Routt lee eee 1 foo feed 28 20 oe 
wea TS - §Saguache.._..-......--.-.----------- Q j----_---_- 60 2,100 - 41,318 29, 378 ae 
Se San Juan_____-_____.--------------- 16 1| 17,094 | — 598,290 394, 657 280, 645 ae 
vous. San Miguel___.--------------------- 9 |--_-..----| 28,451 | ~ 820,785 315, 820 224, 583 he 
ae Summit__..___._..--1---.---------. 17 11 1, 502 | 52, 570 . 40, 801 29,014 ape 
ee Teller._....-..----------------------| 42 | ----------| 104,455 | 3, 655, 925 15,660 |} —-:11, 136 , se 

se ms | 383i 68 | 268,627 | 9,401,945 | 3,096,211 | 2, 201, 750 oe 
ae Total, 1941._......---2----- ee --| 579 324 | 380,029 | 13,301,015 | 7,301,697 | 5, 192,318 "8 

— Copper Lead Zine Tc | cae 
. County — Too TTT o—eee—— Total a 

: Pounds | Value | Pounds |. Value | Pounds | Value © eo 

: Adams.______-----_--.-]_---.-------|_---------]------------|--L |e eee Jee] 99,622 oS 
Boulder__._-..--------- 39,900 | $4,828 147,700 | $9,896 5, 700 $530 591, 583 Bad 
Chafee. o-oo oe eee 800 97 12, 000 804 8, 200 | - 763 11, 950 

a Cle@ Creek._.....-.-..|~ 72,300 8,748 | 1,023,700 | 68,588 462,000 | 42,966 901, 276 + 

. Custer -_-_..-..----------]------------|---------- 7,000 469 |..____----..]-----.---- 742 - 
. Dolores. .--....-.------ 70, 100 8,482 | 4,564,100 | 305,795 | 5,528,800 | 514,178 | . 911,495 

Eagle-......----------- 645, 700 78,130 | 4,480,700 | 300,207 | 45, 760, 400 |4, 255, 717 4, 986, 522 | 
- Fremont-_...-..----.--- 600 73 |-----~------]---------- 14, 300 1, 330 1, 450 
Garfield_..-..--.-------]------------|---------- 400 27 |. 2, 900 270 337 
Gilpin __....._..---.--- 122,300 | 14, 798 112, 300 7,524 |_.-.------..|---------- 221, 766 . 
Grand -_...---.----------]------------|---------- 1,000 67 |_-------.---|---------- 451 ~ 

° Gunnison -_._.-..-----.- 3,600 436 186, 200 12, 475 117, 300 10, 909 76, 584 
Hinsdale__.-.:.....----| 6, 000 726 295,600 | 19,805 |_..---.-----]_------._- - 26, 275 
Jefferson. ..........--_.]..--.----.-.].---------|------------]----------]------------]---------- 15, 172 . 
Lake...._____.-..------| 130,300 | 15,766 | 6,703,700 | 449,148 | 6,688,000 | 621,984 | 2, 213, 260 
La Plata._.__....----__|__----------|---------}---- ||} 13, 918 
Larimer_....._.---.--..]-.----------|----------|------------].--.-----.|--------_---|---------- 282 — 

° Mesa...-.._..-.-------- 2, 100 254 |_---_-------|------.---|.----------_|---------- 296 
| Mimeral__._....-.------ 77, 600 9,390 | 1,051,600 | 70,457 |__._._._--._]_-_---__-- 674, 975 

Montezuma_._____..--_.]_.----------|----------|------------|-------.--]------.-----|---- +--+ 8, 157 
Montrose. __.._-.------ 16, 600 . 2,009 |---| ee eee 4, 498 
Ouray..-.--.....---.--- 141, 300 17, 097 799, 300 53, 553 708, 600 65, 900 474, 479 
Park_-._..._-_------..-- 78, 400 9, 486 543, 600 36, 421 912, 000 84, 816 1, 457, 752 
Pitkin _..__--__._--__-- 1, 000 121 629, 800 42,197 284,000 26, 412 272, 236 
Rio Grande_-___----__-- 93, 400 11, 301 800 64 |__----_-_---]----.----- 208, 930 
Routt__...-..----..----|.-----------]---------- 700 47 4, 800 446 513 
Sagauche._._-...-._--_- 36, 400 4, 404 878, 900 58, 886 663, 600 61, 715 156, 483 
San Juan-_.-__._-----.-- 575, 000 69,575 | 4,297,000 | 287,899 784, 000 72, 912 1, 309, 321 
San Miguel_-__.--._..-- 78, 800 9,535 | 3,436,700 | 230, 259 780, 000 72, 540 1, 357, 702 
Summit__--___.---.---- 11, 800 1,428 | 1,189, 200 79,676 | 1,705,400 | 158,602 321, 290 " 
Teller__....--...-._---_|.-----------|----------]------------|-------2--|-2---,------|----------| 3, 667, 061 

2, 204,000 | 266,684 | 30,362,000 |2, 034, 254 | 64, 430,000 |5,991,990 | 19, 896,623 
Total, 1941......_..._._| 18, 496,000 |1, 592, 528 | 25, 148, 000 |1, 433, 436 | 31, 444,000 |2, 358,300 | 23, 877, 597
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. . Ore sold or treated and gold and silver produced ai lode mines in Colorado in 1942, = 
| a - | a by counties, in terms of recovered metals _ a | - 

m : | | oo Ore sold or *. , i 
oe . : Gold (fine |. Silver (fine : a : a County : treated (short ounces) ounces) os 

SE 37,207 | 18,920 26,900. 2 
Chaffee. -__.-_..--..--.------------- +--+ eee 143 73 1, 246 a 

—. Clear Creek 09-2 222 nee nee 114,140 | 18,105 | - 207, 139. re 
. Custer_-__.._.------ ee eee eee 24 |_._..--.._-- . 384 

Dolores. _......-.-.---------------- ee eee eee 35,371 | — 119 110, 918 Ce 
| Fagle_._._...-.---------.-----------------+-----------------| 248, 689 2,040} - 395, 252 wo 

Fremont.-............--.-.---------------------2-- e+ += 34 |.-..--.----- 66 “ 
Garfield. __ 2 oo. 22a einen eee ee enn ene eee ee] 10 |------------| 56 oo 

—  Gilpin._---..22 2222. ---- eee -2 eee ee 16, 135 5, 120 15,127 i” 
Grand..__.__.__-------- eee e eee 4] 2.222 -2_.-- | 540 | a 
Gunnison.____._..-.--------21---------------2-------- +2 7, 622 1,322 91820 es 
-Hinsdale..___......-...-.------------------------- ence eee * 3,685 | 26 6,798 oes 

| Lake_-_...0 0-22 nnn nee ee eee 365,033 | | 27, 204 243, 464 ee 
La.Plata_.......--.-.-----22---------- += eee eee eee ee] i 390; _ 877 a 
Larimer... .........-.----.-----.-------------------2------- 7 — 8 6 38 es 

a | WW Jewell. 59. at 
Minera]_._-.._....--....-...-------------- eee eee ee 39, 243 644 ~ 805,202 ie 
Montezuma. -_......-..----1-.----------- ee eee eee]; _ 1,619 |. 218}. FAL Coens 

, Montrose....-----------------ee enn en eee nnn 138 | 1 2, 759 ne 
— Ouray... ene eee eee eee eee 38,605| 6,782| | 141, 411 ~ 

: Park _..--2 002 2. ---- eee n enn -. 98, 284 - 17, 189 23, 154 8 
| Ditkin eee}. 16, 842 4 286, 131 oe 

-Rio Grande-._._..--.--.-.-----------------------,---------- 14, 970 . §,497 7,186 ca 
— Routt_-........---.---.-1----------------- ++ eee 19 feed - 98 | ee 

~ - Saguache...__.--...---- 2. -- eee eee eee 4,794 _ 60 "At, 313 i coe 
- San Juan. _-.............0.---- nae seen edecneeeeeeneeeee-| «197,404 17,098 | = 894,657 

San Miguel____.___-------------------eeeenceneee-----------| «279,008 |” 28,452} 815,820 
Summit... 22 loi o-oo 10, 289 292; . 40,486 

- Meller... -_-2-- 2-2-2 -- nnn 377, 995 104,455 |  =-—-:15, 660 oe 

a | ee a a 1,797,386 | 246,010 3, 092, 009 oe 
| Total, 1941_._.._-.---------------------nneeecteneneees---] 2, 222,786 349, 652 7,296,010 oe 

Gold and silver produced at placer mines in Colorado in 1942, by counties, in fine — 
oe | ounces, in terms of recovered metals | | Os oe 

. a ™ — _ | - : . - . . , | - | . | 

. | - | 7 Dredges oe ae 

a Sluicing and —— — Total o , 
; hydraulic Dragli . F ‘ 0 mo, 

: . gline loating oo. 
Le County | | Dry-land , floating ~ bucket | 5 

: | Gold | Silver | Gold Silver | Gold | Silver | Gold | Silver Gold | Silver. - - . 

Adams._........... 27@| 45 |_-----|---- Jenene eff fe} ve | 48 hs 
Chaffee..........--| 195 98 |___.-_-.|_--.----|--------|--------]--------[--------] 195 28 es 
Costilla.-..--.-----, 7 |_--.---|--------|-----.-.].-------]--------]--------]-------- 7 |.------ oo 
Gilpin_..----..--.-|| 270 52 |_.-_---.|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------| 270]. 52 | . 
Jefferson.....-.---- 432 73 |_.------|------_.].-------]--------|--------]-------- 432 | 73 oo 

Lake._.__....-.--- 31 10 |_.------|--------]--------|-----2--|---L--4-[--------] 811 10 
Montrose. --.1----- 14 3 | -_o|_-- 2 -|--------]-.------]--------]-------- 14 3 

Park......-..-.----| 484 99 119) 9| 6,173| 945 | 13,405 | 2,623 | 20,181 | 3,676 / 
Rio Grande.--_.---.. 2 |... _|_.--22--]-------| ~~] ----|--------|---- eee] 2 | -------- Se 

San Juan..-.....-.-- 1 [eile eee ee] ee} |---| --------]-------- 1 ji. -2---- 
Summit___.--...-.- 92 25 |__-.----|.-.-----|--------|--------| 1,118 290 | 1,210 315 a 

1,802 | 335 119 9| 6,173 945 | 14,523 | 2;913 | 22,617} 4,202 es 
Total, 1941.--..----| 1,886 | 402} 13,052) 2,580] 4,817 553 |-10,622 | 2,152 | 30,377 | 5,687 

1Dragline and power-shovel excavators with sluices or special amalgamators. | | 

. MINING INDUSTRY | 

The variation and complexity of Colorado ores allowed mines to ~ 
meet the shifting and complexing Government orders, as well as | 
changes in the prices for metal. Except for the Cripple Creek dis- 
trict, virtually all the ores in Colorado districts—although chiefly 
valuable for gold and silver—contain some zinc, often discarded. 
A change in selection of ore and in metallurgy converted many mines
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+. into producers of zinc concentrates or products containing recoverable. . — 
gine, ‘This change is shown clearly by a comparison of the county : 
and district tables for 19389 and 1942. ee : 

che Effective March 2, 1942, the War Production Board issued an 
ae amendment to Order P-56, placing the mining industry on a par with ~ 

manufacturers of war materials. Among other instructions, this = 
a amendment provided that mines at which the value of gold, silver, or 7 
- both produced exceeded 30 percent of the value of the total metal - 
—~.- .output would no longer be entitled to priority ratings assigned under ij“ 
_ Order P-56. This amendment deprived virtually all gold mines ‘in os 
Bo Colorado of essential equipment and supplies and forced many ~~ 
“... - operators to close long before the Gold Mining Limitation Order of 4 
~~. October 8, 1942. ‘Later, upon appeal; this amendment to Order o 
“., . P-56 was voided. oe | | a oe oh 
“.. .. Dredging operations ceased immediately upon the date set for 8 
—/.. glosing by Order L—208—called the Gold Mining Limitation Order — os 
'...° (see Gold and Silver chapter for text of order). Cripple Creek lode — os 

district, upon appeal, was given a reprieve until June 8, 1943, but the be 
‘exodus of miners that had begun in March greatly increased... Split- 
~.. ... @heck lessees, indigenous to that district (and the producers of 80 — & 
es _ percent of the ore), who had generally kept at work, began drifting e 

away after the issuance of Order L—208 and continued to do so in Ye 
_ 19438, with the result that several of the largest mines ceased operations 

4 inMarch I 
De _. ORE CLASSIFICATION. | , a i. 

_.. Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume ve 
~ gn Gold and Silver. re ee ra 

ie ‘Ore sold or treated in Colorado in 1942, with content in terms of recovered metals : - 

es  gouree «=Sti(‘«‘“‘«‘*d*« OT Choortt: | Gold (fine | Sidver (fine| Copper | Lead Zinc i 
pe : : tons) ounces) ounces)’ | (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) a 

Re - Dry and siliceous gold ore.....| 932,145 | 188, 682 293, 231 597,574 | 2,138, 734 735, 874 ee 
_ - Dry -and siliceous gold-silver - . a 
7 , ore.....-..----.--.-----.--..| 192,709 | 25,077 | 399,586 | 122,738 | 4,012,497 | 780,000 _— ub 

—_ - Dry and siliceous silver ore__- 88, 132 2,407 | 1,428, 333 716,619 | 2,477, 385 284, 000 ue 

Oo , CS 1,212,986 | 216,166 | 2,121,150 | 1,436,931 | 8,628,616 | 1, 799, 874 ee 

Copper ore.--..-.------------| 208 44 3, 189 26, 286 865 |....---.---- - 
Lead ore__..-.-.-_-----_------ 6, 418° 1, 451 61, 717 26,513 | 1, 442, 554 |__._.___-_-- . 
Lead-copper ore___...-__-.--- 22 24 493 2, 192 3,483 |._--..-_._-- - 

. Zine ore. __-.-.--.------------ 590 6 2, 514 2, 200 40, 822 429, 899 
Zinc-lead ore_.._--..---.------ 577, 162 28, 319 902, 946 709, 878 | 20, 245,660 | 62, 200, 227 

584,400 | 29,844 970,859 767,069 | 21,733,384 | 62, 630, 126 | 
Total, lode mines.......| 1,797,386 | 246,010 | 3,092,009 | 2, 204, 000 | 30, 362,000 | 64, 430, 000 

Total, placers............-....|------------ 22, 617 4,202 |-----------.|------------|---------_-- 

1, 797, 386 268,627 | 3,096,211 | 2, 204,000 30, 362,000 | 64, 430, 000 
Total, 1941........._...-.__...| 2, 222, 786 380, 029 7, 301, 697 | 18, 496,000 | 25,148,000 | 31, 444, 000
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. re _ METALLURGIC INDUSTRY ga a gE 

The total ore sold or treated in Colorado was 1,797,386 tons in po 
1942 compared with 2,222,786 tons in 1941. The quantity of zmce- 

a lead ores sold or treated increased from 434,200 tons in 1941 to  ——:. 
- 577,162 tons in 1942, most of the increase coming from Eagle County; 

, _ dry and siliceous ores decreased from 1,572,763 tons to 1,212,986; a? 
copper ore decreased. from 207,678 tons to 208, owing almost entirely = =~ 
to conversion to zinc-lead mining and milling at the New Jersey — cs 

: Zinc Co. Empire Zinc Division Eagle mine at Gilman, Eagle County; ss. 
lead ore decreased from 7,917 tons to 6,418; and zine ore increased iwi 

| from 224 tons to 590. > | oo ed 

Direct smelting ore comprised 3 percent of the State total output ts 
of ore in 1942 as compared with 11 percent in 1941. The Arkansas 

4 Valley lead bullion-leady copper matte smelter at Leadville pur-.. 
chased most of the gold, silver, and gold-silver-lead-copper ores and es: 

~ concentrates shipped to smelters during the year. | a CO 
- _ Ore aid concentrates were shipped to smelters in other States as A 

follows: Zinc-lead sulfide ores and concentrates from Lake and = 
_ Saguache Counties to Coffeyville, Kans. ; zinc concentrates from Clear’ 

Greek, Dolores, Ouray, Park, Pitkin, San Juan, San Miguel, and =” 
Summit. Counties to Amarillo, Tex.; and silver-gold-copper-lead ore ==’ 

. . from Eagle County, gold-silver-copper ores and concentrates from > ce 
| Gilpin, Mesa, Montrose, Ouray, Rio Grande, and San Juan Counties, 
- - and zine-lead-copper-silver-gold ores and concentrates from Garfield, Do 

Lake, Ouray, Saguache, and San Juan Counties to Utah smelters. a 
The quantity of gravel handled in 1942 by two floating connected- 

- bucket dredges, one dragline floating dredge, and one dry-land a 
dredge was approximately 2,919,406 cubic yards. Specific data on © ae 

yardage handled at small-scale placer operations are not obtainable ; 

because the operators do not know the quantity of gravel sluiced. 

Mine production of metals in Colorado in 1942, by methods of recovery, in terms.of | 7 

oo oe recovered metals — | : ; vows 

| Material a aa ao 

Oe | ARSE | cataape |e ctoe) coppes | Lewd, | BiB) 
Ore and concentrates amal-| oe . 4) 
gamated !___._--...--------- 717, 716 60, 233 15, 906 |._---....---]------------|------------ es 

Ore, old tailings, concentrates, me 

sands, and slimes cyanided2_| 3% 272,889 86, 132 13, 202 |._.----.--.-|-_----------]------------ 
Concentrates smelted -_---_-..:- 140, 590 91,219 | 2,446,104 | 1,467,753 | 27,800,925 | 63,874, 212 

Ore smelted_-..---.--------+-] 48,173 8, 426 616, 797 ' 736,247 | 2, 561, 075 555, 788 : 

Placer 1___-.-.---.--ssececcs[e-----------| 22,617 4,202 |---| nee naene fenee eee en en 7 

oe coveos---| 268,627 | 3,096,211 | 2,204,000 | 30, 362,000 | 04,430, 000 * 
Total, 1941...-....------------|-----------| 380,028 | 7,301, 697 | 18, 496, 000 | 25, 148,000 | 31, 444, 000 

: 1 Quicksilver used by amalgamation mills was 3,429 pounds. Placer mines used approximately 115 | 

| Pos enide (in terms of 96- to 98-percent NaCN) used was 529,747 pounds. . _ 
’ Comprises 253,551 tons of sands and slimes from ore and iron concentrates first roasted and amalgamated oh 

and 19,338 tons of combined flotation concentrates and crude ore cyanided direct. a
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a | Mine production of metals from amalgamation. and cyanidation mills (with or — J 
ee without concentration equipment) in Colorado in 1942, by counties, in terms of a 
a recovered metals I Se oe . | 

ee | | Recovered m | Concentrates smelted and recovered metal | | | : 
a . : . , omeew — — ——-|—- rn eeartenyenins er me A — . : 4 

: BO Con- | - Fo TS 

: eo a tons) | Gold Silver | trates | Gold | Silver | opper| Lead Zine . wk 
a | , (fine (fine pro- (fine | (fine (pounds)| (pounds) | (pounds) ° 4 en os | ounces)| ounces)| duced | ounces)| ounces) |‘P° po oun os 

oe Oo |. | tons) a : oo, e 

goo ‘Boulder.:-.-.:.-----| 30,576 | 9,997 | 1,892] 1,736 | 3,043] 8,595 | 13,281 | 113,477 |__..______ wg OO ‘Chaffee___..---.---- 10}. 16 © 6 |--------|--------|-------- |i -2-2--- fee fee oe 
Bo “Clear Creek..-.-----|. 68,378 |. 10,204 | 1,221 | 2,424] 3, 725 | 17,976 | 17,677 | 224,226 |___..____- oe 
yoo . Hagle.--..----.------| >  @) 11 45 |. 22 22 Jie ieee |e ee Jeti |e aoe Ve — Gilpin. 222222 --]| | 3,687 | 240] BB 322| 763 | 3,661 | 14,766| 19,859 |... ont ce “  @umnnison_...---- 6,270 |.. 584 366 | - 94 4191 | 2,141 j_--_-__- 7, 696 ween eee ct 
So | Lake.-_-....-----.--| 259,162 | 9,423./ . 3,203 | .7,948:1 6;105 80,201 | 124,973 | 729,528 | 196,174 . ant 
a *- Darimer_-.--2-------| == 7) 8 08 f----2- [eee ee |e [ieee fee ec wd os  Montezuma_..------| 1,600 134]. 49] 16 42) 672 |__| ah 
No Ouray..--.----------| 33,562 | 4,518-| -1,370 | 2,449 | 2,039 1105, 826. 180,400 | 618,134 | 539, 700 pe ee Park TTT 89} 0 8 feet e 
ae - Rio Grande_._.-..:--| . 14,970 | 1,969 | 1,548] © 975 |. 3,528 5, 638 -| 93, 400 — 800 f__-_. Loe aes - San Miguel_.-...-.-.| 146,301 | 6,465 | 4,815 | 14,556 | 14,368 |199, 530 |_.._.___|2, 399, 166 | 780,000 e Bs ~ ‘Teller__...-..-.------| 362,486 |102, 757 | 14,528 j_..-.. 2 fe ye ed ae 

Bo 926, 909 |146, 365 | 29, 108 | 30,520 | 33,804 1434, 240 | 394, 497 14, 112, 886 | 1, 515, 874 ge n — , _. Total, 1941-.-.-..----]1, 244, 184 {208,191 | 53, 614 | 33,027 | 48,450 |596, 758 | 469, 407 13, 483,823 |__....._.. a | : | po . | | a 
. 1 Less than ¥ ton. , | | Soe o 

Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in Colorado in 1942, in terms of — a 
eee a | | recovered metals. a Ew o 

Mee oe oe BY COUNTIES | / oe 8s, 

mo oo | of _ Concentrates smelted and recovered metal oo A 

ae Ore. [TD b 
mo , . treated Concen- Gola | | | fe 

: . ' (shor rates 0 . n e iano ne ; | Silver (fine | Copper Lead . Zine A a 7 tons) Prenoes ones) ounces) | (pounds) (pounds) | (pounds) ay 

toa | tons) | ce ee 
Boulder___......-.-..-.| 5,890 288 | 1,642 14, 897 7, 585 32,885 | - 5,700 an | Chaffee.__..__..______ 40 17 |. 18 |. 343 387 | 5, 109 8, 200. Hs 
Clear Creek_...__._.__- 45, 544 3, 743 4,108 177, 796 52, 069 761,449 | | 462,000 ne Dolores._..-.....-.----| 35,371 9, 824 119 110, 918 70,100 | 4,564,100 | 5, 528, 800 vy 
Eagle_..---._.--.-.-...| 227, 248 57, 257 | 363 142, 786 | 20, 534 | 4,342,087 | 45, 760, 400 oh 
Fremont...._......--- 34 10 |-.------.- 66 600 j_..---__._-- 14, 300 oe — Gilpin..-- 22-2222] 12,324 2,014 2, 715 9, 905 95,130 | 81,156 |_-_---.-. 3 
Gunnison_-_..._-.____-- 1, 136 271 | 265 3, 737 3, 400 114, 069 117, 300 : : Hinsdale...--........-.| 3, 680 274 26 6, 608 | 5, 800 295,600 |.---.._.____ 
Lake.......-.---.---_-- 92, 718 12, 279 9, 967 109, 260 1,704 | 4,697, 856 6, 395, 419 
Mineral____-.._-.._-_-- 34, 119 2, 361 576 595, 798 74, 041 856, 335 j.---.----_.. a 
Ouray.._-.--..-..-_-- 4,904 —-636 193 26, 775 9, 793 162, 369 168, 900 un - Park__....---.--.-.-...| 92,104 5,723 | 15,831 18, 063 58, 803 497, 418 912, 000 ’ 
Pitkin. .__..--.-_-__ 9, 000 819 |_-_...--.- 252, 295 1,000 488, 155 284, 000 
Routt_._...-..------2-- 19 es 28 |_------.---- 700 4, 800 Saguache...............]| 3,320 1,030 26 17, 930 12, 208 465, 854 531, 499 
San Juan._....2-_.__.__| 197,068 7,110 17,038 392, 277 571,835 | 4,277, 864 781, 620 
San Miguel.__..._____- 32, 683 3, 307 2, 613 110, 558 78,800 | 1,083, 634 |----._.____- 

‘ Summit... 2-2 _ 9, 598 2, 500 217 30, 692 9,467 | 1,011,399 1, 383, 400 
Teller_......-..-----.-.] 15, 509 702 1, 698 1,182 |..----------|------------|------------ 

822,304 | 110,070 | 57,415 | 2,021,864 | 1,073,256 | 23,688,039 | 62,358,338 
Total, 1941__......_...] 730, 982 73, 097 62,748 | 1,807,373 | 1,641,587 | 16,716,067 | 31, 404,929 AE A ES LAD ORE | A EO ISE | 81 NE RY | 

BY CLASSES OF ORE TREATED Sa a 
Dry and siliceous gold__| 147, 538 9, 157 24, 534 37,341 | 168, 869 464, 888 j----...--... 
Dry and siliceous gold- 

Silver.___.._-..__._._} 42,898 4,313 3, 871 179, 875 117,302 | 1,370,014 |...-._..___. 
Dry and siliceous silver_| 56, 260 4,004 663 910, 318 86,154 | 1,941, 127 284, 000 
Lead__...--..-.--2 222. 910 139 41 3,141 750 85, 417 |_----.__.__- 
Zine___--..---- ee 34 10. |-------__. 66 600 |------------. 14, 300 
Zinc-lead........--.....| 574, 664 92, 447 28, 306 891, 123 704, 581 | 19,826,593 | 62, 060, 038 

822,304 | 110,070 57,415 | 2,021,864 | 1,073, 256 | 23, 688,039 | 62, 358, 338
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. : ‘ . , . | “@ a 7 “ . | ‘ . \ 

, Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in Colorado in 1942, a 
, a co by classes of concentrates smelied . oe i | 

| . a Concen- — Gross metal content | “ 

Class of trat rare | T | | : ass 01 concentrates : produced. * we 

OO | , a | (fine “Gne (wet “assay) (wet assay) ( zines) a 
| Oo | ounces) | ounces) | (pounds) | (pounds) poun | 

Dry gold._......-..---------------| 11,887 | 18,452 | 79,656 | 250,216 |. 607,019) «11,319 
Dry gold-silver§__....2...2......- 197 128 |. 5, 023 4, 783 56, 872 -1, 608 . 

+: Copper.....2-------------.-------| 1,856 3, 015 8,424}. 129, 532 9, 706 13, 835 
— Lead... 2-222 2 tlle] 47,403 | 58,248. | 1,918,157 | 502, 753 | 26,796,299 | 4, 045, 318 - 

— Lead-copper_...---......-.-.-.---| 3,175 8,001 | 229, 152 586,691 | 1, 742, 692 385, 519 ae 

Be Total .to- copper and -lead | os : | co oe 
7 plants..22 2 2.-------...-| 64,018 | 87,844 | 2,240,412 | 1, 482,975 | 29,212,688 | 4, 557, 599 oe 

8 Dine eee ee eneeeenee=| 73, 180 1,515°} 123, 823 133,993 | 1,065,515 | 70, 901, 370 a 
-  - Zine-lead_..2 2-222 ---------------.| 3, 392 2, 341 122, 408 189, 592 742,740 [| 1,191,376 | oo 

me -. Total to zine plants.........| 76,572 | 3,856 246, 231 323, 585 | 1,808,255 |. 72,092,746 os 

oe on 140, 590'| 91, 700 | 2, 486,643 | 1,806,560 | 31,020,943 | 76, 650, 345 Sl 
_ Total, 1941__.__.-..-------------] 106,124] 111,321 | 2, 425, 238 | 2, 580,943 | 22, 642, 261 | 41,495,808 we 

Mine production of metals from Colorado concentrates shipped to. smeliers in 1942, re 

| | an terms of recovered metals : oo - Os 

| mo - BY COUNTIES | SO ae 

a ee Concen-} goa | saver | | , oO Fy 
mw, 7 trates ‘(fine (fine Copper. Lead Zine ed 
a | - (short ounces) ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) . “os 

- -Boulder.....-.--.-----------------| 2,024] 4,685} 23,492 |" -20,866 |. 146, 362 5, 700 ON 
Chaffee.._..--..--.---------.-----| | 17] . 18 343 3871 .  ~+6,109|  ~—-—8, 200 
-Clear Creek_.....------------.----| 6, 167 7,833 | 195,772 69, 746 985, 675 462, 000 a 
Dolores.......-.---.--------------| 9,824] 119 |_—-.110,918 | ——-70,100 | 4,564,100 | —_ 5, 528, 800 Oo 2 
Bagle.__-_-...--------------------| 57, 257 363 142, 786 20, 534 | 4,342,087 | 45, 760, 400 | ws 
Fremont._.-....------.-----------| 10 [--.-2----- 66 600 |_..--.------ 14, 300 co 
Gilpin... .2.2.2.--.-----------] ‘2, 336 3, 478 13, 566 109, 896 101, 015 |_.--.._.---- . a 
Gunnison_..-.--------------------| 865 456 5, 878 3,400} 121,765] . 117,300 a 

--Hiinsdale_.....--..-------.------ 274 26 6, 608 |. 5,800 | 295,600 |_--...----=-- ne 
Lake._.....--.--------------------| 20,227] 16,072 | 189, 461 126,677 | 5,427,384 | 6,591,593 | 
Mineral__._.-.....----------.-.,--| 2, 361 576 595, 798 74, 041 856, 885 |_-e - 

. Montezuma. .-_-..----------------| 16 42 672 |_..--_---_._|------------]------2----- . 

— Ouray..-------------------------| 2, 985 2, 232 132,601 | 140, 193 780, 503 708, 600. a 
: Park......------------------------| 5,723} 15,881 | 18, 063 58, 803 497, 418° 912, 000 Oe 

oe Pitkin. ___...---.-..---.---------- 819 |_.--.--...| 252, 205 1, 000 488, 155 284, 000 _ 
Rio Grande....-.....---.--------- 975 3, 528 5, 638 93, 400 800 |_.-.------.. Lo 
Routt......----------------------- i 98 |_.....-.....| - 700 4, 800 ma 
Saguache....-...-----------------| 1, 080 | 26}. 17, 930 12,208 | 465, 854 531, 499 8 
San Juan...._--.---..------------| 7,110 | -17,038 392, 277 571,835 | 4, 277, 864 781, 620 . 
San Miguel._....-.,-.------------| 17,863 | 16, 981 310, 088 78,800 | 3, 432, 800 780, 000 . 
Summit__..-.--------------------| 2, 500 217} 30,692] — 9,467]| 1,011,399 | 1,388, 400 : 

_ Telller......-----------------------| 702 1, 698 1,132 |....--------|------------|------------ oo 

| 440,590 | 91,219 | 2,446,104 | 1, 467, 753 | 27,800,925 | 63,874, 212 
Total, 1941......-..---------------| 106,124 ] 111,198 | 2,404,131 | 2, 110,994 | 20, 199,890 | 31, 404, 929 | 
a 

. BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES SMELTED ee 

Dry gold_____.-.-------.2.--------| 11,387] 18,452 79,656 | 222,080] 546,068 |____.._____- 7 
Dry gold-silver-.--...-.----.------- 197 128 5, 023 3, 827 §1, 185 }_.--....---- . 
Copper......---------------------| 1, 856 3, 015 8, 424 108,626 | ~ 8,736 |__.-_-.--_- 
Lead_.....------------------------| 47,403 | 58,248 | 1, 918, 147 398, 877-| 24, 220, 390 |... 
Lead-copper...-------------------| 3, 175 8, 001 229, 152 469,317 | 1, 568, 422 |______.____- 

Total to copper and lead 7 
_” plants..--.---------------] 64,018 | 87,844 | 2,240,402 | 1, 197, 727 | 26,394, 801 |_.-.-------- : 

Zine._.....----.--.---------------| 78, 180 1,034 $3, 204 108, 914 693, 048 | 63,123,495 
Zine-lead....-..-.----------------| 3, 392 2,341 | . 122, 408 161, 112 713, 076 750, 717 : 

Total to zinc plants.........| 76,572| 3,375 | 205,702 | 270,026 | 1,406,124 | 63,874, 212 

oO 140, 590 | 91,219 | 2,446,104 | 1,467,753 | 27,800,925 | 63,874, 212 
ee SS
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-.. Gross metal content of Colorado crude ore shipped to smelters in 1942, by classes of ore os 

ines | , ; oe Gross metalcontent = | - 
woe oO Class Ghot RR a 
gos a . ass of ore short. tear a : 
eo oye | ae tons) ae tad Copper Lead | Zine 3 

"Dry and siliceous gold._.......__.| . 5,285 4,776 11, 368 51,614} 10,860 |... a 
a Dry and siliceous gold-silver____.- 2, 274 409 10, $85 4,357 | . 215, 494 1, 357 od 

an Dry and siliceous silver...........| 31,872 1,744 518,015 689,406 | 631,836 |. - 245, 790 Lh 
ik oo . Copper. ...2-2------------.-------] 208 441 3,189 28, 567 961 |... ee. ae 
es Lead__.-.-.----------22----l.----| > 5, 508 1;410 | 58,576 33,108'| 1, 502, 245 74,109 3 
Pe Lead-copper- ...-.¢--------------- 22 24° 493 2, 742 3,916 |.-----..-..- “ie 

ore _ Total to copper and lead ; a - Oe 
Be O plants._-.-....----.--} 45,119] 8,407] 602,526. |. 809,794] 2,364,821 321, 256 as 

0 Fine. eect eee eee-| BBB _ 6 2,715 | 1,833 |. 55, 868 476, 005 FE 
feu _ Zine-lead_....-2.-2-2 222-2 2,.498 13 11, 823 6, 529 462,993 | 199,045 ° Oe 

re _. Total to zinc plants____..__- 3,054 | - 19 14,5838 |  . 8,362 518, 856 675, 050 wo 

go ne 48,173 | 8,426 | 617,064 | 818,156 | 2,883,677| 996,306 ay 
oy Total, 1941_....-_---.------..--.--| 247, 620.| 35,263 | 4, 838, 265 11, 705, 347 | 6, 424,479 | 4, 270, 163 - ae 

f ~. Mine production of metals from’ Colorado: crude ore shipped to smelters in 1942, in ge 
og : | terms of recovered metals. So a 

pe ss BY COUNTIES | : e 

ro Oo, a | | Ore | Gold | ‘Silver 4 Fine ‘ Py - oo _ Copper Lead Zine of Wo ae (short (fine. (fine - ee ne - | tons) oiinces) | ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) . 

ey Boulder... 2d 741 | 1,238 | 1,516 | 19,034 1, 338 |.--------- . Chaffee....-..--..---.--22-222f222---2.| «98 | 39 898 413 6,891 |._-----.-- : x 
ar | _ Clear Creek__..-..-.. 2-2 ee. 218 68 10, 146 2, 554 38,025 |..-----.... te 
foo Custer_._._.-.22 22222222222 -e--_----ee| 24 |---| B84 fee 7,000 |-...----2- Ss 
b mS Hagle.-_-__.2 2-222 ee eee eee ------| 16, 441 1,666 | 252,421 | 625, 166 188,613 |...--.-.-- ae 
Bee Garfield. -_.._.. 2222222222222 ene 10 |-------_-- 56 |.---.----- 400 2, 900 a 
wes Gilpin. -_____--2 2-222 eeeeee2----------| 224] 1,402 | ~~ «1,506 | 12, 404 11, 285 |_.-.----- Re 
oo Grand. ___--_ 2222.2. e ieee 4 Jezel} 640 [Lee 1,000 |-----.-2-- fe 
Be ~Gunnison__..-_..2- 222222222222 216 {° 282] °. 2,888 200 64, 435 |2_-------- is 
a - Hinsdale___....._. 2222222222 ee i 190 200 |------------]----_---.- ee 
a  Dake_..-.- e222 eee eee---.-.----| 18,183 | 1,709 | ~~ 50,800 3,623 | 1,276, 316 96, 407 bas 7 . La Plata_..__.-.2.2.._22-22---2 2-2 66 390 877 |..--------|------------|---------- he 

* —  « Mesa____ eee 11 {--.-.2--- 59 | ° 2,100 |_--.-.----..]-------2 ee Oa 
. Mineral.__.....:_...2.22.2-------------- 5, 124 68 | 209, 404 3,559 |. 195,265 |_....- 2. wr 

, Montezuma...._...._.....-.-.2222------ 19 42 20 |----------|------------|---------2 Ne 
no Montrose. ._..._.......----------------. 138 1 2,759 | 16,600 |-.---..-..-_|------2-.. Sy 
a Ouray..--------. 2-2-2 139 32 7, 440 1,107 | 18,797 |__-.------ io 

oe \Park._.---.-_.2------222----.------.----|» 1,180 | 1,319 5, 083 19,597 | 46, 182 |___-_.___ - 
co Pitkin._._...2..22-. 22 eee eee 7, 842 1} 33,836 |-.._--__-- 141, 645 |_________- — 

. Saguache.__._._._....--- eee ee 1, 474 34 23,383 | ° 24,192 413, 046 132, 101 7 
San Juan___--...22.-2- 22 341 55 2, 380 3,165 | 19, 136 2, 380 s 
San Miguel. __._..-_._--.---_-___-____- 19 | . 5 917 |.________- 3,900 |...-..---- 5 
Summit____-..-2 eee 691 75 9, 794 2, 333 177,801 | 322,000 

oe . 48, 173 8,426 | 616,797 | 736,247 | 2,561,075 | °555, 788 
Total, 1941___-___..-..----__------..--.-| 247,620 | 35, 263 /4, 838, 265 [11,385,006 | 4,948 110 39, 071 

. BY CLASSES OF ORE , 
. . . 

Dry and siliceous gold_______._._______- 5, 235 4,776 11, 368 41, 476 9,576 |----..__-- 
, Dry and siliceous gold-silver_.____-_-___- 2, 274 409 10, 885 3, 168 193, 867 |.-.__.___- 

Dry and siliceous silver..........-.-..--| 31,872 1,744 | 518,015 | 630, 465 536, 258 |.-.._.___- 
Copper__-_._._._..-- 2.2 oe. 208 44 3, 189 26, 286 865 |-----_...- 
Lead ___---_-- 2-22 --- 5, 508 1,410 | 58,576 | 25,763 | 1,357,137 |._--__.__- 
Lead-copper_____._.....-.------.------- 22 24 493 2, 192 3,483 |..-.-.__-- 

Total to copper and lead plants..._| 45, 119 8,407 | 602,526 | 729,350 | 2,101,186 |....._____ 

Zine_____-_..__._.--------------------- 556 6 2, 448 1, 600 40,822 | 415, 599 
- Zine-lead_____......_..-__--------------- 2, 498 13 | 11,823 5, 297 419,067 | 140,189 

| Total to zinc plants.__...--.------| 3,054 19| 14,271 | 6,897| 459,889 | 555, 788 

48, 173 8, 426 | 616,797 | 736,247 | 2,561,075 | 555, 788



| _ REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS —. , | - : oe 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Colorado in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals nes 

. Mines produc: sane Gold (fine ounces) . Silver (fine ounces) o Lead zi état 3 oo 
er . ot gee =. oe opper ead . _ Zine ota ae 

County and district oo treater re | or | (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) value o Se 

Lode | Placer | tons) Lode | -Placer | Total | Lode | Placer| Total | — i . ae ae 

Adams County.....-.----.----------------L eee [eee eet} © dD [ee ee -----|-------- 274 (274 |_--------- 45 | - 45 |...2------|------------|------------ $9, 622 a ae 
Boulder County: |. ae oo a Me 

Central_......-.-..-.----------------------- . 6 fev. ---| 2,918 | =1,606 |_--.--.--| 1, 606 360 .j.---.--- 360 400 4,100 |------------ - §6, 789 pe Soe 
Gold Hill_.....-.......--------2---- i 24,020 } 8,156 |.-.-----| 8,156 9,461 |-----.-- 9, 461 10, 600 118, 300 ~  §, 700 3801, 927 kg eee 
Grand Island...........-.--.--------------- 4 |_.--_-. 4,474 | 1,227 |.-------| 1,227 | - 18,886 |-.-__--- 13, 836 2, 100 19,700 j------------| 64,3858 = wT ue 

, Magnolia._....-....-.--------------- ene , 444 612 |_-.----- 612 Bf Lele 3 |--.2.-.---|----------~--]------------ 21,422. ~~. coe . 
Sugar Loaf.......-..--.----.--------------- ll j.-.---..] ° 3,280} 2,644 |.....--.| 2,644 1,253 |.-----.- 1, 253 |----.-----] | 1,000 |------------ 93, 498 C2 . 

en Ward........--.------------------ ee eeee 3 |-------- 2,071 | 1,675 |--------} 1,675 1,987 |.-..-.-- 1, 987 26, 800 4,600 |------------ 63, 589 S ae 
Chaffee County: 4 , . | oa 

Chalk Creek.._....--..-..-.-.---.--------- 1 j_.---.--| . - 650 39 {..---.-- 39 | 415 |... _.-- 415 600 7, 400 8,200} — 2,992 tl. oe 
Granite.......--------------------------- =e 1 4 rn 21| 195 216 ~7 28 85 |_..---..--|------------|----2------- 7,585 by Fe 
Monarch. .-._.-...-.---.----------------1-- 1 ji- eee "$21: 13 |--------| © 13 824 |........- 824 ' 200 4,600 |-..----..... 1, 373 “e 

Clear Creek County: oo " ee IS to m . - . . woe 
Alice. .......-.-----------2---- eee eee eee Q2}_..-...-| 1,129 400 |-.------|° 400 699 |......--| 699}. 800 16,000 |.----.------ 15, 666 CS . 
Argentine. -......----.--.------------------ 1 fie lee 606 |..-.-..-]------4-|--.-----| 14, 7382 {--_-.---|. 14, 782° |--.2 2-2. 12,700 |.....-.-.--- 11, 327 ee 
HMPUe...--5------------00neeeneeeeereeete 4j__....-.| 29,986 | - 7,893 |--:-2---| 7,898 * 724 |i: “724 4, 700 2,300 |------------| | 277,493 by 
Griffith....4--...-----.---2-2-2- eee 4]__...._- 9, 700 61 |-------- 51 | . 138, 314 |_.__..__| °183, 314 5, 100 417, 000 462, 000 168, 108 oy pe 
Idaho Springs !__....-...---..--...--------- 24 |__...-..] 39,504] 6,171 |--------| 6,171 | 30,611 |-._.-...| 30,611 56, 100 193, 300 |------------ 257, 492 ES 
Montana......-.--------------------------- 4 jz... 6, 161 63 |-------- . 63 22,164 |......--| 22,164 3, 300 247,100 |.-.--.------ - 84,571 Bo os 

. Trail Creek........--..---.-----.----------- 6 j---.--.- 27,154 | 3,537 |-.------| 3, 537 4,895 |_.--:.-- 4, 895 ‘2, 300 135, 300 |--------..-- 136, 619 AS 
Costilla County..._.........--.--.-.---.---_---|----.-2- 2 |.-.-------|-------- 7 7 |e -----|-------|----- |---| eee eee feeeeeeeeeee ef CO - 
Custer County: eo os 7 8 : 

Hardscrabble._.......--.------------------- re 18 |-.-.--._|--------|-.----_. 384 |__..---- 384 |....------ 4,000 |-------.---- 541 N eo 
. llse...........------------------e ene 1 |ooc ll 6 |.-.....-|--.-----|-------.|------.---|--------|----------|------- 0 3,000 |-......-.-.- om- B- 

Dolores County: Pioneer (Rico).......-----...- 2 |--------} 35,371 ~119 |---...--| ~-119 | 110,918 }........| 110, 918 70,100 | 4,564,100 | 5, 528, 800 911, 495 CO. oe 
| Eagle County: Red Cliff............-...------- 2|_..-----| 243,689 | 2,040 |.......-| 2,040 | 395,252 |_._-__-_| 395,252 | 645,700 | 4,480,700 | 45,760,400 | 4, 986, 522 ps 

° Fremont County....-...---.-----.------------- 1 |....---- 34 |------2-|--------]-------- 66 |-.-..---| | 66 600 |----.-----.. 14,300} —-1, 450 my Cs 
Garfield County: Rifle Creek. _...........-...- 1 |ooeeeee 10: |..--.---]----2---[--------| BG fee. 56 |.....-...-| 400 2, 900 37 BA | 
Gilpin County: - . “ " ae ped 

Southern........----.---.------------------ 21 13 15,281 | 4,968 270 | 5, 238 14, 546 52 14,598 | 115,900. 112, 800 |.---...-.-..| 215, 259 Q ae 
. Northern.......-..---.------------------+-- 3 ]...--..-|. 854 152 j----..--| - 152 581 |_......- 581 6,400 |--.....--.--|-...---....-| 6507 QO ©) © 

Grand County.........-..--------------------- 2}... el 4 |. ...-|----2---|--2--2-- 540 |.-------| 540 Jue] 1,000 |e] TY nn 
Gunnison County: . - - . 3 oe me 

Gold Brick. .............---..------.---.--- 4 |..----.- 7,109 | 1,317 |_....---| 1,317 3,492 |...-..-- 3, 492 | . 600 19, 700 |-.----..22-. 49, 971 > — 
Taylor Park.........-.-.-.----------------- 2 |-------- 133 2f--..----| 2 3,774 |.------- 3,774 | 2,000 66, 300 8, 400 8, 219 . go , } 
Tomichi._........-..-.--------------------- 2 |..------ 880) = Bette 3 1,866 |..:.....| 1, 866 1,000 |- -100, 200 108, 900 18,304 & oS 

Hinsdale County: i . pe = | a 
Galena_......-.------.---.----------------- 2 |e eee 3, 680 26°|.--.---- 26. 6,608 |.--..---| 6,608 | . 5,800 295, 600 |..-.--...... . 26,116 
Lake. .....-....-.-.-------------------- eee 1 j--.-...- § |-----.--|--------|-.-.--.- -190 |_.,.--.- 190 © 200 [---- eee fee eed 159k . ae 

Jefferson County.......-..----.-..------------2}----eeel 7 dee eee eet 432 432 fool. 73 73 |... |. eel eee 15,172 QW. ee 

See footnote at end of table. . - a 7 - nn ee . — oy ay ,



. Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine in Colorado in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals—Continued. es eae 

Mines produc: sole or Gold (fine ounces) ‘Silver (fine ounces). 0 Lead zi . Totel a. cue 
: opper ea ne | ‘otal - ne 

County and district — treated | | (pounds) ] (pounds) | (pounds) value ts . 
Lode | Placer} tons) | Lode | Placer| Total | Lode | Placer | . Total. - | | | 8 

Lake County: | J | oo ae | | a 7 
California (Leadville) ..............-.------ 25 1 | 364,641 | 27,114 1.|-27,115 | 241,801.|........| 241,301 | 130,300 | 6,698. 400 | 6,688,000 | -$2, 207, 026 . eo 
Other districts ?_..__...-.2--22 2-2 lel 4 2 392 90 30 120 2, 163 10 2,178 |-.......-- 7,800 [--....------} 6,284 

La Plata County: California__......._._.-.-.-- 8 [-.--. 2. ~ 66]. 390 J_---_-- 390 377 |..--..-- 877 |.-.-------|----------2- |---| 18, 918 i 
Larimer County: Masonville..._.........-.--.- 1 |.-----.- 7 8 |_---..-- 8 8 |o2..---- © 8 Lee ene [eee nen n ee [eee ene eee 282 

. Mesa County: Sinbad.-..-......-...----------- 2 |-..---- 11 |_.------|--.-----|---.---- 59 j--..-..-| _ _59 2,100 |_..---------]---..------- — 206 ~ 
° Mineral County: Creede....._._.-..-.--.--.__- 6 |-..---..| 39,243 644 |.o.----. 644 | 805, 202 |........| 805,202 | 77,600 | 1,051,600 |____.._..__- 674, 975 & 

_ Montezuma County__..........-.-.-.---------- 2 |-------- 1, 619 218 |..---.-- 218 aC) as nes 741 [ooo ee] eee | eee 8,157 ea 
Montrose County: ve oo fo. ee } - eee: Z| , 

La Sal___..--- 22 ee 138 i ‘1 2,759 |..-..-..|. 2,759 | 16,600 |.-------.---|.._--- ee 4,006 &. ae 
San Miguel River (Naturita)...........-...|-------- 5 |_....-----|------2- 14 1 3]. B [oon | eee eee eee fee eee eee 492 re 

Ouray County: OO . Oo pee 
. Red Mountain_............-22--.2-.2--22-- 7 |.------- 1,447 | 4 Jee. 54 8,119 |........ 3, 119 4, 900. 88, 000 168,900 |  =-:26, 805. — Oa 
Sneffels__.......-..-.----------------2. eee 4}_.......| 33,789 | 6,569 |........] 6,569 | 110,295-|_.......] 110,295 | 180, 400 625, 600 539,700 416,232 “* | A 

P wReompahgre..----------------------0nn-=- 8 j...-.--. 3, 869 159 |_-.----- 159 27,997 |_-.....-| 27, 997 6,000 | 85, 700 }-__.......-- 81, 942. ro ae ark County: npn ; | we / ; . bie . 

Alma Placer$........---2..-------- eee fee eee] 2 |.-.-2-.-2-]-----aee 413 413 Joeee ele 83 88 eee ee 14,514 - gE Se 
Beaver Creek___.-.-------------------------|--------] © 4 [eeeee----]------| 1, 986 |. 1,986 |_-2 2 ee 422 422 |_...--.---|------------|------------ 68,060 kg 
Buckskin......_.--_-. 222.002 2 1 6,741 | 1,445 21 1,447 9,696 |-..-....] 9, 696 27, 800 118,200 | 906, 600 - 153, 187 td . - 
Consolidated Montgomery.............-.-- 2 |.------- 885 735 |.--.----|: . 785 | © 4,806 |........] 4,306 18,400 | . 1,800 j_-......-..-} 31, 184 oO : 
Fairplay...-...--...------------------ eee |e none 11 |_--..-.-..|-.------] 18, 853 | 18,853 |--.-.-----| 2,788 | 2, 738 J... 2} eee] eae 486,802 © oe 
Mosquito.........-.--.------1o- eee 6 j------.-| 86,658 | 15,009 |..__....| 15, 009 9,152 |.-.-..-- 9, 152 32,200 | 428, 600 5, 400 564, 602 | . 
Tarryall_._......-.022 eee Jee eee 2.|---.------]--------] 38,977 | 3,977 |..--.-----]. 433 433 |__......--|-----.------].--...------] * 189,503 + 

Pitkin County: Roaring Fork___....._....._.-- 5 j----.--.| 16, 842 |. 1 jee ee] 1] 286,181 {........| 286,131; © 1,000 629, 800 284, 000 272, 236 . 
Rio Grande County: Summitville.-.-.._..___- 1 1 14,970 | 65,497 2; 54991. 7,186 |......-_| . 7,186 93, 400 - 800 Ji----- ieee 208, 930 oO ce 

- Routt County....._...- 2-2-2 eee 1 |_-...-.- 19 |... 22-[-- ee} 28 j..-.-..- 28 j.-....---. ~ 700 |. 4, 800 513 re . Of 
Saguache County: . _ bo: a 

Kerber Creek.....---------------22reonene= 8 eoneneee 4, 798 . 60 j..------| 60 | 41, 292 woeeene- AL, 208 36, 400 878, 600 663, 600 156, 448 ee 
yers Creek......---.--..-----------.----- wennenee eeeeecee [eee eee fee eee ee} | QD eee feel. wweneenn een os 

San Juan County: | . oO oy . ae 
ee 2 1} 197, os 17, O77 od 17, 078 30” NS wana e eee 30 5 572, 900 | 4, 2 on : 757, O08 | 1, 800, O77 7 

ureka___..--.2.--- 2 eee woeeenee eennnune 8 eecnneee| 9 2 , ’ , oS 
a i 68 8 |... 8 824 [oo 824| 700 9, 800 3, 600 1) 

an Miguel County: a oe | - : | Co 
Tron Springs._..---.--.-222--- eee 2 }...-----| — 19 es rn 5 -917 |. --u ee 917 [eel 8,900 |------- ei} 1,088. .- — 2 

3 Upper Ban Miguel...-.-------------22------ 7 |-.------| 178, 984 | 23, 446 |._......| 28,446 | 314,903 |_.......] 314, 903 78, 800 | 3, 432,800 780, 000 1, 356, 614 Oo 
ummit County: foe ep |) ; mod me | poe 

Breckenridge......--..--..------------2----]| 11 82 66 | 1,210; 1,276 235 | - 3816 550 | - 100 400 |..-----.--.- 45,090 8 es 
Green Mountain.__......-...---22--- 228 rn 387 nk 6 2,392°}..2-.-.| 2, 392 1,600 |, 7, 600 322, 000 82,660, ee 
Montezuma........--.--------------------- 9 |--.---.. 1, 127 20 |.-.-..-- 20}; 7,768 |....--..] - 7,768 | ~. 1,800 195, 600 96, 600° (28,5381 Ot . 
Ten Mile...__....-.-.---.---------- 4-2-2 -- 2 felt 8, 693 200 |.......- 200 | 30/091 i-.-.-.-.| 30,091 | 8,300} 985,600 | 1, 286,800 215,109 : 

Teller County: Cripple Creck.....-......---...| 42 J_.....-.| 377, 995 |104,455 |......../104, 455 15, 660 |-.-.----| 15,660 |-..2------|. 2-2 e-----| 8, 667, 061 OO 

Total Colorado.....----.----..-----------| Bl 68 |1, 797, 386 |246,010 | 22,617 |268, 627 | 4, 202 |3, 096, 211 |2, 204,000 | 30, 362, 000 | 64, 430,000 | 19, 896, 623 ile 

1 Includes Cascade and Ute Creek district. 2 Includes St. Kevin and Twin Lakes districts. 7: | eas
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| i ADAMS COUNTY > SO us 

- Sand and gravel handled in the washing plant of the Brannan. |. 
Sand & Gravel Co. on.Clear Creek, north of Denver, yielded goldas = > 
a- byproduct. | oe ) oe, a 

| | BOULDER COUNTY — oe : OO 

— Central (Jamestown) district—The Wano mine was again, as in’ 
1941, the largest producer of gold in the Central district; it was a 

- operated by the owners, who shipped crude ore to the Golden Cycle - 
~ mill at Colorado Springs. Mining of gold ores ceased in May for Ce 

the duration of the war, but the operator began experiments in. a 
milling fluorspar from the property and from the Emmett mine. A. a 

- Jessee at the Smuggler group shipped gold ore to the Golden Cycle | LS 
mill until operations were suspended November 12 by the Gold | 
Mining Limitation Order. The General Chemical Co. entered the - © 

"district in 1942 to mine fluorspar and incidentally shipped gold ore | 8 
to the Golden Cycle mill durmg the latter part of the year from = © 
surface dumps on the Invincible claim. Other producers of gold in =——— 
the Central district were the Black Rose group, the Emmett, and the — oe 
John. Jay mine. In milling fluorspar ore, 24 tons of lead-silver se 
concentrates were made and shipped from the Emmett mine to the — en, 

-  -gmelter at Leadville. > oo | OO a es 
| Gold Hill district—Slide Mines, Inc., was the leading producer of oe 
-.. gold, silver, copper, and lead in the Gold Hill district. The company os 

' operated its Slide-Klondyke-Twin group of mines and. 70-ton gravity- — a, 
and flotation-concentration mill continuously until August, whena ~~ 
change-over of most of the crew and equipment was made to operate — oy 

| the company tungsten mines in the Sugar Loaf district. Gold. con-— a 
. eentrates caught on burlap tables between the classifier and Wilfley Se 

| tables were amalgamated, and the remainder—containing - gold, | 
7 silver, copper, and lead—were shipped to the Leadville smelter. - 

Most of the ore from the other producing mines and dumps in the > oye 
district was shipped to the Golden Cycle mill. Other sizable pro- | 
ducers, in order of gold output, were the Ingram group, Gardner, oe 

- Nil Desperandum, Sunshine, and the Emancipation group. Zinc-lead ——. 
ore containing 7,803 pounds of zinc, 8,319 pounds of lead, 281 ounces | wd 
of silver, and 14.80 ounces of gold were shipped from the Home | | 

- Sweet Home to the Midvale (Utah) custom concentrator, in addition . - 
~ to the shipment of 1,206 tons of gold ore to the Golden Cycle mill. 7 

Grand Island district (Nederland).—The Donora Mining Co. oper- Se 
ated the Boulder County mine and 70-ton jig- and flotation-concen- ) | 
tration mill at Cardinal under lease until June. About 100 tons of ‘ 
gold-silver-lead concentrates were produced and shipped to the Lead- | _ 
ville smelter. The other producing mines in the district were the — 
Enterprise group, the Blue Bird, and the Golden Reward. - 

Magnolia district—The producing mines in the Magnolia district 
in 1942, in order of gold output, were the Cash-Rebecca, Keystone, 

_ India, and Hereafter. All ore was shipped to the Golden Cycle mill. 
_ Sugar Loaf district—Most of the ore produced from mines and 

dumps in the Sugar Loaf district in 1942 was shipped to the Golden . 
Cycle mill. The Poorman group, worked continuously by lessees 

~ until October, was again the largest producer of gold in the district; 
it was followed by the Livingston, Alpine Horn, Nancy, Empress, 
and Herold. The silver output of the district came chiefly from the 
Nancy. | . | 

556250—48-—_22 > | |
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te Ward district—The Boston and Utica mines were operated through- - a 
“gut 1942 by the Ward United Mines Co. and were the leading produc- _ - 

ers of copper in the Ward district and in BoulderCounty. Low-grade : 
ma ~ ore concentrated at the company 25-ton concentration-flotation mill | 
can and crude smelting ore shipped to the smelter at Leadville contained 
- -. (in smelting ore and’ concentrates combined) 1,586 ounces of gold, 
: - 1,450 ounces of silver, and 29,112 pounds of copper. Smalltonnages - 
~~. of concentrates were also shipped to the Leadville smelter from the. . 
os Columbia and Black Jack mines at Ward. _ | a 

Bos Sy | CHAFFEE COUNTY oo ag 

- Chalk ~Creek district—Lessees continued to operate the Mary 
Murphy mine in 1942 and shipped 40 tons of gold-silver-lead-copper- a 

~~ gine ore-to the Midvale (Utah) custom milling plant and 10 tons to the “ 
oe Leadville smelter. The ore contained. 41.68 ounces of -gold, 447 “ 
~~. * ounces of silver, 897 pounds of copper, 8,043 pounds of lead, and ie 
yo - 16,293 pounds of zinc. — : ne & 
- +" Gramate district—Ernest Dial operated the Marion Bell lode from " 
po June until September and shipped 1 ton of gold-silver ore to the Lead- —s_ =, 
core ville smelter and retort and amalgam grains to the Denver.Mint. @ 
—.. * The Marion Bell was the only lode operation in the Granite district oe 
~ jn. 1942. Len Savage operated his Gold Basin placer until September, Pe 
fo - using a ‘power shovel and screening-sluicing plant. Intermittent 
“".  @perations on the Channel, Lost Canyon, and Independent placers : “ 
Bo produced small lots of gold, which were shipped to the Denver Mint. ae 
ae Monarch district—Production from the Monarch district comprised & 

: 82, tons of gold-silver-lead-copper ore, which was shipped by a lessee & 
ye from the Madonna group to the Leadville smelter. co 

Pe ae _ ‘CLEAR CREEK COUNTY | a a 7 

2 . Alice district (Yankee, Lincoln) —New Lombard Mines, Inc., oper- “8 
: ated the Lombard mine until August 1942 and milled the ore in the ae 
“ Lombard mill; the product was gold bullion shipped to the Denver — i 
- Mint and 148 tons of lead-silver-gold concentrates shipped to the aR 

Leadville smelter. The-Gold King mine yielded 29 tons of gold ore, e 
~. which were shipped to the Golden Cycle mill at Colorado Springs. ns 

| Argentine district—The only output from the Argentine district in | : 
| 1942 was from Buckley Bros. operations on the Hamill tunnel group; si 

506 tons of silver ore containing some silver and lead were produced, 
| - of which 375 tons were concentrated in a local custom mill and 131 tons 7 

shipped crude to the Leadville smelter. | 
Empire district —In 1942 Minnesota Mines, Inc., operated contin- | 

uously its Crown Prince group of mines and 250-ton (daily) flotation- 
cyanidation mill and was again the largest producer of gold in the 
county, producing over one-third of the county total. (See Minerals 
Yearbook, 1941, for method of ore treatment.) Copper Cone, Inac., 
produced 559 tons of gold-silver-copper ore from the Upper Union- 
Gold Fissure group; the ore was treated in the Clear Creek-Gilpin Co. _ 
mill at _ Idaho Springs, and the concentrates were shipped to the Lead- 

. ville*smelter. Other small producers included the Empire tunnel, 
Gold Dirt, and Omaha properties. 

Griffith district—_The Smuggler mine, largest producer of lead and 
zinc in the county, was worked throughout the year by the Mile High 
Mining Co. Zine and lead concentrates were produced in the Silver
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- . Leaf mill at Silver Plume and shipped to the Amarillo (Tex.) and ~— 
- Leadville smelters. Fargo Mines, operators at the Fargo mines, and Oe 
Wallace K. Howard at the Mendota group of mines made several small Darn 
shipments of ore to the Midvale (Utah) custom concentrator. The |. 

- _ Burleigh tunnel was rehabilitated to the Phillips vein, and samplmg .  —  ~ 
-__-was also done in the district by the Federal Bureau of Mines during the 

| latter half of the year. Several shipments of dump ore were made ee 
. . from the Dives-Pelican group in 1942 to the Proctor Milliken mill, =: 

- east of Idaho Springs, by the Silver Plume Mines, Inc. ee 
7 ~ Idaho Springs district—The Alma-Lincoln. Mining Co. continued To 
/ to operate its Lincoln-South Lincoln-Elliott Barber group and 150- lk 

ton flotation mill throughout 1942 and treated 16,624 tons of ore = § 
(mill was operated 6 days a week, one shift a day), compared with ptt 

. 25,019 tons in 1941. The company also leased and operated the od 
Cardigan group until April 16, 1942, and treated the ore at the Alma- . 

~~ Lincoln mill. Inter-Mountain Mines, Inc., operated the Dona ae 
-  Juanita-Maude Monroe group of mines from January 1 until May 1 | a 

~ and mined about 6,000 tons of ore, which were milled at the Silver = 

-* +. Spruce mill. The Williams Mining Co. operated the Williams mine ao 
in 1942 and treated the ore at its Missouri Lake mill in Gilpin County. co 
Until October LeRoy Giles & Co. continued to ship gold-silver ore OG 

| from the Dixie No. 4 to the Ruth custom mill. Other sizable pro- | vot 
_ ducers of gold-silver-lead-copper ores were the Shafter, Freighter’s - 
Friend, Idaho Bride, and. Specie Payment group. Custom mils °..° 
Operating intermittently in the Idaho Springs district included the nod 
Clear Creek-Gilpin Co., Ruth, Chicago, Creek, Proctor Milliken, and - A 
Silver Spruce. | Be a oo, a 
. Montana district-—Virtually all production of ore from the Mon- 

tana district in 1942 comprised 3,511 tons of lead-silver-gold ore from es 
a the Joe Reynolds and 2,595 tons from the Red Elephant group. Ts 

Ocher small producers in 1942 were the Columbine and the Golden Se 
alf. | | | J 

; Trail Creek district—Lamartine Mines, Inc., operated the Lamar- — 
- tine-Falcon group of mines throughout the year and was the second-. 6 

| largest producer of gold in Clear Creek County. About 26,060 tons. “ 
of ore were treated in the company mill by flotation, supplemented by —Ss_; 

| jigs in the ball mill-classifier circuit to extract free gold for amalgama- 4 
tion. Bullion sold to the Denver Mint contained. 1,436 fine ounces = ° a 
of gold and 372 fine ounces of silver; and concentrates shipped tothe = =—— 
Leadville smelter contained 1,908 ounces of gold, 3,682 ounces of _ 
silver, 140,347 pounds of lead, 65,606 pounds of zinc, and some ay 

7 copper. Other sizable producers in the Trail Creek district were ss 
the Wheatland, Lone Tree, and Phoenix mines. . : . 

| CUSTER COUNTY . | “ 

: Hardscrabble district—The output from the Hardscrabble district a 
in 1942 comprised 16 tons of lead: ore from the Passiflora mine and | : 
1 ton each from the Four Aces and High Kicker-Wild Girl group. . 

DOLORES COUNTY 

Pioneer district (Rico).—The Rico Argentine Mining Co. operated 
its group of mines and 135-ton selective-flotation mill continuously | 
in 1942 and milled 34,735 tons of zinc-lead-silver-gold-copper ore, a
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: ~ compared with 35,666 tons in 1941. The products of the mill were 
foe lead-silver concentrates (carrying some copper, zinc, and alittlegold) = 
ee shipped to the Leadville smelter and zinc concentrates (carrying also 
a silver, lead, copper, and a little gold) shipped to the Amarillo (Tex.) : 

- smelter. . The zinc concentrates averaged 48.9 percent zinc, and the - | 
oo lead concentrates averaged 67.8 percent lead. Markey Bros. operated. - 

: _ the Yellow Jacket group under lease and shipped crude zinc-lead ore . 
ee (carrying some silver, copper, and a little gold) to custom mills in © Be 

oe tah. - | ae - | _ | 7 
Po Be ne 0 BAGLE COUNTY oo & 

ee . Red Chiff district (Battle Mountain).—In 1942 the Red Cliff district y 
: ranked first among Colorado districts in output of copper and zinc. 2 
oe The New Jersey Zinc Co. Empire Zinc Division Eagle mine and mill sy 
: _-. at Gilman were operated continuously in 1942; its 600-ton zinc-lead 
Oo - mill was operated only from June through December in- 1941. The —* 
Bo company mined and shipped véry much less copper-iron-silver-gold o 
. , sulfide smelting ore in 1942 than in 1941. A lessee on the Cora claim e 
“* . at Belden shipped 55 tons of gold-silver smelting ore in 1942. 3 

oe , | EL PASO COUNTY — oe ge 
an Ba | Os . oe . a 

a GOLDEN CYCLE MILL 7 t 

“Phe Golden Cycle custom mill at Colorado Springs recovered 48 _ . 
a percent of the total Colorado output of gold from lode mines in 1942. a 
-  *s« Jt treated 378,434 tons of ore averaging 0.308 ounce of gold to the S 
-, . .ton.compared with 532,127 tons of ore averaging 0.3038 ounce in 1941. | is 
‘Of the total ore treated in 1942, 362,460 tons were gold-[silver]-sulfo- e 
-.. telluride ores from the Cripple: Creek district .(Teller County), and ak 
-. ° 15,974 tons comprised miscellaneous gold and gold-silver ores from o 
ee other districts, mainly in Boulder, Clear Creek, and Gilpin Counties. e 
' As ores purchased vary in character and grade, the metallurgy is not Ee 

always the same. Essential features of ore treatment are described # 
oS in this section, Minerals Yearbook, 1941. | 7 an A 

Milling at Colorado Springs was curtailed in October by the pro- 4s 
| visions of the Gold Mining Limitation Order. A reprieve was granted o 

to December 8, 1942, and another reprieve on that date (in response & 
to an appeal filed with the War Production Board) permitted the a 

| mill to operate for 6 months, or until June 8, 1943, during which time : 
equipment: should be added to treat zinc-lead ores. Under the 4 
terms of this reprieve the mill was allowed to continue to treat Cripple | 
Creek ores, with a provision also to be allowed to continue to treat 

| siliceous gold-bearing ores to serve as a lighter-weight product to | 
mix with iron concentrates (containing gold and silver) from ‘the | 
zinc-lead-iron ores. Conversion and enlargement: of the flotation- 
mill unit within the amalgamation-cyanidation plant were begun in | 
late December 1942 and completed in February 1943. The capacity 
of the flotation mill (changed from bulk concentration to selective) 
was increased from 300 to 500 tons per day. Between February and 
May 1948, 4,000 tons of zinc-lead ore from Saguache, Lake, Fremont, 
and Clear Creek Counties were treated in the flotation unit of the 
plant. A further reprieve was granted June 8, 1943, permitting 
operations until August 8. Zinc-lead bulk concentrates from the 
1,000-ton Ore & Chemical Co. “sink-and-float’’ mill at Leadville
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* (to be completed in July or August 1943) will. be shipped to the oO 
_ Golden Cycle mill for selective concentration. a . 

oo | | | FREMONT COUNTY — 7 | . 

| The Monarch Galena Co. operated the Cotopaxi mine in the | | 
| -Cotopaxi district the last 6 months of 1942 and shipped 34 tons of : 

zinc-copper-silver ore to the United States, Smelting, Refinmg & - 
- Mining Co. custom concentrator at Midvale, Utah. | 

a | GILPIN COUNTY sy - | | 

Southern districts (Blackhawk, Central City, Nevadaville, Russell . 
Gulch) —Twenty-one lode and 13 placer mines were productive in a 
the Southern districts in 1942, as compared with 43 lode and 76 placer - 

- mines in 1941. The output of gold, silver, and copper decreased . os 
sharply in 1942, but an increase was noted in the production of lead. Oe 

_ The Pittsburg-Notaway group of mines and 100-ton flotation mill ee 
_ were operated continuously under lease in 1942 by Kingmill Mines, ws 

' . Ine. This group yielded ‘nearly two-thirds of the total output of ae 
gold from lode mines in the Southern districts and’ was the largest ._ - 

.° producer of silver and copper in Gilpin County in 1942. The gold- aS 
silver-copper concentrates were shipped to the Leadville smelter. a 

| The Queen, Mineral Ranch, operated by Cole Godsey and associates, oS 
_ produced over half of the year’s output of lead from Gilpin County. . 

- The California-Hidden Treasure Mines Co. worked the Monmouth- 4 
Kansas mine throughout the year through the Argo tunnel, sending | 
the ore produced to the Clear Creek-Gilpin mill at Idaho Springs 

_ (Clear Creek County) for treatment. The recovery in bullion shipped 
to the Denver Mint and the content of concentrates sold to the 

- Leadville smelter totaled 703 ounces of gold, 3,103 ounces of silver, __ ; 
[2,772 pounds of copper, and 8,883 pounds of lead. Lessees operated | 

-.. the New Brunswick mine and 15-ton stamp amalgamation-table 
-. concentration mill until February, when work stopped because of the - 

.. high cost of labor and materials. Ore was also shipped to custom _ os 
~ mills in Clear Creek County from the Anchor, Justice, West Notaway, es 

_ Pyrenees, Rocky Mountain, and other mines and dumps in the a 
-. Southern districts. | oe | | Oe 

| Small-scale placers working with power shovels or draglines and ad 
screening and sluicing plants in 1942 included the MacElwee, Peerless, - 
Morgan, and Russell’ Gulch placers. | | 7 

Northern districts —The Perigo group was worked on a small seale 
by lessees during part of 1942. Most of the ore was concentrated in 
the Monarch 75-ton flotation mill on the property, and the gold-silver | 
concentrates were shipped to the Leadville smelter. Other producmg 
mines in the district were the Champion and Evergreen. 

° ' GRAND COUNTY | 

Small lots of silvér-lead ore were shipped to the Leadville smelter’. 
m 1942 from the Bobtail claim in La Plata district and the Ready | 
Cash mine near Jones Pass.
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we a co GUNNISON COUNTY =. 

ae Gold Brick district.—The Carter Mines Co. continuéd to operate its = 
ae mine and mill on Gold Creek until October 15, 1942, when production . 

ee -.. geased in compliance with the Gold Mining Limitation Order. The — 
ee ore was treated by amalgamation and by flotation and gravity con- == 

oe centration. Burleson Mines, Inc., operated the Raymond group. and oe 
. -75-ton flotation mill from January 1 to June 25, 1942; the ‘oul re- 
~~ govered 46 tons of bulk lead-gold-silver concentrates, which were sold 4 

-. to the Leadville smelter. Crude smelting ore was shipped from the = & 
Chicago and Gold Links properties. _ - Oo | a 

a Taylor Park district —In 1949 the Star and Thunderbird mines s 

a shipped 88 and 45 tons, respectively, of ore contaiming zinc, lead, ok 

“.. gopper, silver, and gold to the Midvale (Utah) custom mill. o 

ss “Fomicht district—The Callahan Zinc-Lead Co., Inc., operated the a 
- Akron mine throughout 1942; operations before September were con- = 

fined to development only: Zinc-lead-silver ore (286 tons) was shipped 4 
» to the Midvale (Utah) custom mill. SO a 

ae rr ae - HINSDALE COUNTY po ; 

“Galena distriet—Davis Gold Mines shipped 11 tons of lead-silver- 4 
vs -. gold concentrates, milled in 1941 from Eldorado mime ore, to the - 
G Leadville smelter in 1942. The Base Metal Corporation operated te 
po under lease the Ute and Ulay group and flotation mill and produced .. | es 

268 tons of lead-silver-gold concentrates. . rn of 

ee — JEFFERSON COUNTY : — - 

po Placer gold and silver were the only metals produced in Jefferson p 
i County in 1942. The greatest part of the placer gold produced during € 
"the year was recovered by W. B. Kerkling from the Bertrand gravel « 

an ' pit and the Tresize placer. The American Smelting & Refining Co. . 5 
P explored the Malachite mine, near Starbuck, by diamond drilling but & 

a did not exercise its option. , | oe | : 
- . k my 

| OO | _ LAKE COUNTY | , | a 

| LEADVILLE DISTRICT Oo Ny 

| The American Smelting & Refining Co. operated its Arkansas : 
| Valley lead bullion-leady copper matte smelter continuously (one # 

furnace) in 1942 on ores and concentrates purchased from operators 4 

in virtually every active mining district m Colorado. Receipts of ore : 
and concentrates totaled 94,659 tons compared with 121,297 tons in : 
1941. 

The largest mining enterprise in the Leadville district mm 1942 was 
that of the Resurrection Mining Co., which operated the Resurrection | 
mine and 300-ton selective-flotation mill throughout 1942. In 1941 
the company purchased the Yak tunnel and the mining claims of the | 
Yak Mining, Milling & Tunnel Co. Construction was begun on a 
modern 250- to 300-ton flotation mill at the portal of the Yak tunnel 
in California Gulch; this mill was completed and production of con- 
centrates from mine ore hauled through the Yak tunnel was started in 
January 1942. Total ore treated in the mill in 1942 amounted to 
91,642 tons, of which 17,165 tons were dump ore from the Resurrec- |
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tion dump, milled for the American Smelting & Refining Co. Zinc- ae 
| lead-gold-silver concentrates produced totaled 12,009 tons, containing — oo 

. 10,100 ounces of gold, 116,775 ounces of silver, 5,181,323 pounds of - _ 
lead, and 7,011,312 pounds of zinc. Lead concentrates were shipped = = | 

-. to the Leadville smelter; zinc concentrates were shipped to Amarillo,. ee 
| Tex. Development in 1942 consisted of 30 feet of shaft, 8,664 feet of = | 

drift, 1,181 feet of raises, and 2,753 feet of diamond drilling. To o 
attract workers to this operation the management purchased and 8 

_ remodeled two large buildings in Leadville to make apartments for _ oe 
_° mime personnel. Work was commenced on a second milling unit ee 

: designed to double the capacity of the 1942 milling operation; the oe 
| new unit is expected to be completed and in operation in July 1943. oo 

The California Gulch Mining & Milling Co. operated its twogravity- = sit 
and flotation-concentration and amalgamation mills—one 75- to 125- © 

_ ton capacity and one 450-ton capacity—during most of the year on. — woes 
_ ores from the Wolftone dump, Ibex dump, Valley lease, and Fortune  —_- 

lode. The Gold Mining Limitation Order of October 1942 forced the =~ 
_ company to convert its small mill to the recovery of zinc and lead to oe 

| remain in operation. Conversion of the larger mill to selective flota- _ ae 
tion was in progress in the early part of 1943. The John Hamm Min-  . 
ing & Milling, Ltd., operated its 300-ton amalgamation-gravity con- ©: 

: centration-flotation mill the entire year on ore from the Ibex and Maid — 
, of Erin dumps. Addition of a jig plant to handle dump ores carrying 

- zinc and lead was in progress at the close of the year. Andy Caine& ©. 
Co. treated ore from the Fanny Rawlings mine by table concentra- _ oy 

-. tion and amalgamation in the leased Norton mill. Gold-silver bullion ===. > 
recovered was sold. to the Denver Mint; 90 tons of concentrates con- oe 
taining 36 ounces of gold, 537 ounces of silver, 8,632 pounds of lead, : oo 
and a little copper were shipped to the Leadville smelter. The prin- ne 
cipal shippers of smelter ore to the Leadville smelter and smelters in ae 

| Utah (in approximate order of tonnage) were the Breece dump, ae 
Galligher dump, Ibex, Rock Hill, New Monarch-Treasure Vault, oe 
Dolly B, Tucson, Little Jonny, Galligher lease, Fortune, Little Ellen, ay 

Golden Eagle, St. Louis tunnel, Breece, and ‘‘Lillian.”’ | OE 
_ The Ore & Chemical Co. early in .1942 sampled dumps and deter- no 

—. mined 365,000 tons of mill-grade dump ore averaging 5 percent zinc an 
| and 3 percent lead; in November 1942 it began construction of a oo 

1,000-ton ‘“‘sink-and-float”? mill southwest of Leadville near the Oe 
‘Arkansas Valley smelter. The mill is scheduled for completion in es 
July or August 1943; production of 125 tons of bulk zinc-lead con- —_. : 
centrates (containing 15 percent zinc and 8 percent lead) a day is on, 
anticipated. The concentrates produced will be shipped to the 

~ Golden Cycle mill for selective flotation. Wartime demands for in- | 
creased production of zinc and lead prompted the Federal Bureau of © N 
Mines to initiate two projects in the Leadville area designed to make oo 

| available more ore for the production of these metals. The sampling — : 
of several old mine dumps in the fall and winter of 1942 proved oO 
370,000 tons of dump ore. If funds.are made available, the Bureau 7 
of Mines will drive a 2.55-mile tunnel to unwater the mines of Car- - 
bonate Hill, Evans Gulch, and Fryer Hill areas north and east of:  ——s 
Leadville and the Downtown area within the city. Bureau of Mines 
engineers began planning and design studies of this project in Septem- : : 
ber 1942. It is anticipated that this tunnel will drain 65 to 90 per- sis 
cent of the mine water of the Leadville area above the 9,950-foot or
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9,970-foot altitude, whichever level of the portal is chosen. Anap- ~* 
-.—*_- propriation of $1,500,000 has been approved by the Bureau of the = 
_ Budget to cover costs of driving. — | ee per 

a ne | OTHER DISTRICTS  —s—«™ - - | ee 

- — Slightly less than 400 tons of ore (mostly dry and siliceous gold, - 
_- gold-silver, and silver and.one small lot of lead-silver) were shipped a 
. In 1942 from mines in Lake County outside the Leadville district. ug 
: -- Producing lode properties comprised the Amity, Dinero, and Dinero | a 
co dump in the St. Kevin-Sugar Loaf district; and the Gordon-Bengal =] 
oo Tiger in the Twin Lakes district. Sluicingon the Derry Ranch placer  =—s_—& 
eS in the Box Creek district recovered some gold. _ 4 

a LA PLATA COUNTY rs a 

California (or La Plata) district (Hesperus, La Plata)—Very small | 4 
oe quantities of gold-silver ore were shipped by truck to the Leadville | a 

ae smelter in 1942 from the Bessie G and Nonpareil lodes. A lessee on x 
ce ' the Mountain Lilly group shipped 19 tons of gold-silver ore to the —  # 
an Midvale (Utah) custom mill, : a i 

. Po a a MINERAL COUNTY ~ ee | t 

Creede district —The Emperius Mining Co., which in 1942 controlled = § 
a - ~ nearly all mining properties in the Creede district, operated a group == 

of mines and its 100-ton flotation mill at near capacity throughout a 
" - 1942. Owing to a shortage of manpower, an average of 120 men was 4 
- employed at the operation as compared with 160in 1941. Lead-silver- a 
. - gold concentrates produced were shipped to the Leadville smelter. & 

‘Mines shipping to the mill comprised the Amethyst group, Com- | ; 
Me tmodore, New York-Last Chance-Pittsburg, Equinox, Ochre, and e 

| Happy Thought. From all the above producing properties except e 
ae the Happy Thought, high-grade lead-silver-gold ore was shipped * 

mo direct to the Leadville smelter. - | 4 | ; 

- MONTEZUMA COUNTY 4 

} The Red Arrow Gold Corporation operated its Red Arrow mine = 
and 25-ton amalgamation-concentration mill from January to No- 
vember 17, 1942. Gold-silver bullion recovered was sold to the 4 
Denver Mint. Gold-silver-copper concentrates produced by jigging ¢ 
and blanket-tabling were shipped to the Leadville smelter. The Out- . 
west Mining Co. shipped 19 tons of gold-silver ore from the Outwest | 
property adjoining the Red Arrow. oo 

| | , MONTROSE COUNTY | 

— La Sal district—lLessees at the Cashin group shipped 138 tons of 
copper-silver ore to the Tooele (Utah) copper plant. 

OURAY COUNTY | | 

Red Mountain district —Several carloads of zinc-lead-silver ore were | 
shipped in 1942 to the Midvale (Utah) custom mill from the Beaver, 
Micky Breen, Barstow dump, Rico, and Ida L in the Red Mountain 
district. Wm. McCullough and G. A. Franz leased the Mountain
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| King dump in August and began trucking ore on September 1 to the Ss 
Franz mill for treatment; 1,200 tons were milled, yielding 158 tons 
of concentrates, which were shipped to the Midvale (Utah) custom - 

mill for further concentration. _ rn | : = 7 

_ Sneffels. district —King Lease, Inc., operated the Camp Bird mine 
andthe King Lease 100- to 125-ton amalgamation-flotation mill con- ss 

* tinuously ia 1942. (See Minerals Yearbook, 1941, for methods of =. 
ore treatment.) A lessee on the Trust-Ruby claim shipped 5 tons of - 
lead-silver-gold concentrates recovered from 191-tons of ore milled in 
the Franz custom mill. Zinc-lead-silver ore totaling 36 tons was a 

- ghipped to the Midvale (Utah) custom mill from the Atlas and - 
. Mountain Top. claims. mo Oe : a 

---- Uncompahgre district—G. A. Franz, Inc., operated its 120-ton  — 
flotation mill 2 miles north of Ouray in 1942 on custom oresfrom the =. . 

- Mountain King dump in the Red Mountain district; Trust-Ruby in ee 
- the Sneffels district; and the Bachelor, Senorita, Mineral Farm, and — oo. 

Wedge in the Uncompahgre district. During the year, 4,187 tons of _ a 

-. oré were milled, averaging 0.02 ounce of gold and 6.5 ounces of silver oo 

to the ton, 0.6 percent copper, 4.1 percent lead, and 4.6 percent zinc. So 
__ Lead-silver concentrates were shipped to the. Leadville smelter and | Te 
-” gine concentrates to the Amarillo (Tex.) smelter and the Midvale = = = 
-. (Utah) concentrator. The McCullough Lease shipped 840 tons of = = = 

 gold-silver-copper ore to the Midvale (Utah) smelter from the Wana- 
- kah group, in addition to shipping 28 tons of gold-silver ore to the 

Leadville smelter from the Wanakah and American Nettie groups. == © 

The J..R. Sonza lease on the Bachelor Consolidated group of claims = = ~— 

‘completed hauling the remainder of the Wedge dump to the Franz 
mill in 1942.. Lead concentrates produced, amounting ‘to 140.tons, =) 

' were shipped to the Leadville smelter. Small-:tonnages of smelting = 
ore were also shipped from the Newsboy, Senorita, and U. 5. mines. — on leg 

ae | _ PARK COUNTY | | pe 3 

Alma Placers district —Jack Richards was the principal producer on se 

the Alma Placers in 1942 but ceased operations in September 1942. .. 
A lessee on the Gumaer placer operated from May 18 to June 22, 1942. os 

_ At both operations the gravel was excavated from open pits by power Oe 

shovels and trucked to central sluicing plants for treatment. The ~ 
gold recovered was sold to the Denver Mint. oo 

Beaver Creek district—The Timberline Dredging Co. operated its a 

electric floating connected-bucket dredge (dredge No. 1) on Beaver = 

Creek 2 miles north of Fairplay from April 9 to October 15, 1942, , : 

when operations were stopped in deference to War Production Board | | 

| Order L-208. The dredge, equipped with 84 7%-cubic foot buckets, 3 

handled 520,065 cubic yards of gravel in 1942, yielding 1,907 fine 
ounces of gold and 415 fine ounces of silver: Sluicing at other placers - 

on Beaver Creek by Ray Wood and H. D. Myers recovered some gold, _ 
which was sold to the Denver Mint. | — / 

Buckskin district-—The Buckskin Joe Mines, Ltd., operated the 
Phillips group of mines in Buckskin Gulch and the Alma-Betts 50-ton 
selective-flotation mill in Mosquito Gulch throughout 1942. The 
mill treated 5,652 tons of ore, yielding 1,560 tons of concentrates | 
containing 1,469 ounces of gold, 9,965 ounces of silver, 33,467 pounds 
of copper, 133,043 pounds of lead, and 988,205 pounds of zinc. Lead a 

| - concentrates carrying some gold, silver, copper, and zinc were shipped
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~ to the Leadville smelter; zinc concentrates carrying some gold, silver, | 
~ *, Gopper, and lead were shipped to the Amarillo (Tex.) smelter, A 

lessee on the Gold Ridge mine shipped 66 tons of zinc-lead ore to the | 
ee, - Midvale (Utah) custom mill and 23 tons of gold-silver-lead ore to 
\ ' the Leadville smelter. Sluicing in Buckskin Gulch recovered'a small. . 
ml amount of gold.. a | 4 — x 

Consolidated Montgomery district —The Magnolia Gold Mining Co. | 
worked the Lee Goss lode under lease throughout 1942 and produced - 
«880 tons of gold-silver ore, containing a Fttle copper, which was 3 

- ; trucked to the Leadville smelter. The company 50-ton mill in # 
ee Montgomery Gulch was not operated during the year. Asmalllot of i: 
~ + lead-silver ore was. shipped to the Leadville smelter from the Webber __ 4 
o group. SO So ns J 
po © Fairplay district.—The South Platte. Dredging Co. continued to 4 
. operate (until closed by Government order October 15, 1942) itssteel 4 
eo floating connected-bucket dredge on bench ground along the Platte ve 
°° River 1% miles southeast of Fairplay.. The dredge is powered by  % 

electricity and is equipped. with 108 12-cubic foot buckets. The & 
ae Snowstorm placer 2 miles north of Fairplay yielded a substantial § @ 

-. output during the year. — Five operators, one of which (the Timberline a 
-. + Dredging Co.) used a dragline (8-cubic yard bucket) and floating a 
«;. Bodinson washing plant (called dredge No. 2), worked the gravelson 
oe the property. Small, intermittent sluicing operations were conducted *, 
+ at other placers on the Platte River near Fairplay. nr: 

Ge _ Mosquito Creek district—The London Mines & Milling Co. main- fe 
pe _ tained production throughout 1942 from its consolidated group of ¢ 

mines on London Mountain and continued to be the principal metal 
“producer in the Mosquito Creek district and in Park County. Dump Of 
eS and mime ore totaled 71,258 tons and was tr ated in the company @ 

ae 200-ton flotation- and gravity-concentration miil 7 miles west of Alma y 
Pee on South Mosquito Creek Besides gold—the chief metal of value— _ i 

| the concentrates produced contained some silver, a little copper, and 
o | considerable lead and zinc and were sold to the Leadville smelter. 4 
- James Redman operated his 150-ton Record mill from July 30 to * 

| August 5, 1942, and again for a few days in December on ore from the “ 
_ American mine. The London Butte Gold Mines Co. operated its A 
Butte mine and 100-ton flotation mill 7 miles northwest of Alma 

_ throughout 1942 and treated 14,138 tons of ore, which made 618 tons ~~ 
. of concentrates containing 2,720 ounces of gold, 1,685 ounces of silver, 2 

95,004 pounds of lead, and a small amount of copper. The concen- f 
trates produced were shipped to the Leadville smelter. Several : 
shipments of lead ore from the American; Ophir, and Hock Hocking 2 
claims were made to the Leadville smelter, and dump ore from the 
Orphan Boy mine was milled in the district. Reconstruction Finance | 
Corporation granted Class A and Class B loans in 1942-3 totaling 

, $80,000 to mines in the Mosquito Creek, Buckskin, and Consolidated 
Montgomery districts, all contingent on production of zinc-lead- 
[silver-gold] ore. | 

Tarryall district—Cooley Bros. continued to operate the Peabody- 
Volz group of placers 2 miles north of Como under lease from April 4 
to October 15, 1942, when operations were closed by the Gold Mining 
Limitation Order. The 3,000-cubic yard (per day) dragline floating 
dredge recovered 3,858 ounces of gold and 424 ounces of silver in 1942. 
The Sterling Mining Co. operated its 1%-cubic yard dragline and four-
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-.. bowl land dredge on the Little Mint-Storming Jordan placeron Tarry- 
all Creek 7 ‘miles below Como from May 20 to. September 14,1942. — Ses 

Do | PITKIN COUNTY  . oe oe 

- Roaring Fork district (Aspen).—The Midnight Mining Co. oper- 
ated the Midnight mine and mill continuously 6 days a week in 1942. © 
The mine produced 9,000 tons of ore, which was treated in the company oe 
50-ton flotation mill. The products were lead-silver concentrates = | 
(sold to the Leadville smelter) and zinc concentrates (shipped to the _ te 

- Amarillo (Tex.) zinc smelter). D.P. Rohlfing continued to ship to ne 
-. the Leadville smelter lime fluxing material carrying silver and lead os 

from the Spar lode, Aspen, and other groups under his management. meee 
Small tonnages of crude smelting ore were shipped to the Leadville a: 
smelter from the Dorothy Louise, Mt. Ranger, and Unexpected cee 
claims... | : | _ 7 | | Co NE 

| | _ BIO GRANDE COUNTY 7 I 

Summitville district—Summitville Consolidated Mines, Inc., oper-. UGS 
ated the consolidated group of mines and 150-ton mill'‘at Summitville 

- continuously until August 1, 1942, when it relinquished its lease on ee 
the ‘property. On the same day the Gold Links Mine obtained a a 
lease to continue operating the property and maintained production © + 

- throughout the remainder of the year. Crude ore milled by both ©: 
_ operators totaled 14,970 tons, from which—in addition to amalgama- ae 

| tion bullion and cyanide precipitates—975 tons of dry gold con- 
centrates were made containing 3,528 ounces of gold, 5,638 ounces of - ©: 
silver, and 96,983 pounds of copper. Ore treatment by the Summit- 
ville operation is described under the corresponding chapter and dis- ae 

trict, Minerals Yearbook, 1941. Until November 15 the Gold Links = 

operation was entirely amalgamation; the crude ore was run through os 

the stamps and over amalgamation plates to remove any free gold. 
Amalgamation tailings were tabled and concentrates filtered and _ es 

shipped to the Leadville smelter. Amalgam bullion produced was 
shipped to the Denver Mint. On November 15, 1942, the gradual Lo 
conversion to a straight flotation mill in place of the former cyanide = =—*' 
and amalgamation treatment was completed, and production of os 

flotation concentrates was commenced. | sO | ne 

| ROUTT COUNTY OS “a 

Milbank Franz shipped to a custom mill in Utah 19 tons of zinc- a 

lead ore containing 0.36 ounce of gold, 398 ounces of silver, 187 pounds oF 

of copper, 877 pounds of lead, and 6,407 pounds of zinc from the an 

Greenville mine in the Hahns Peak area. | a 

— SAGUACHE COUNTY | | oo 

Kerber Creek district (Bonanza).—The Pratt-Bonanza Mining & oe 

Milling Co. worked the St. Louis mine under lease throughout the — iS 

year and shipped lead smelting ore to the Leadville smelter and the oe 

Tooele (Utah) slag-fuming plant, zinc-lead smelting ore to the Coffey- os 

ville (Kans.) pigment plant, and zinc-lead milling ore to the Com- ee 

bined Metals Reduction Co. custom mill at Bauer, Utah, and the 
custom concentrator at Midvale, Utah. A test run of 1,077 tons of : 

St. Louis ore was made in the 50-ton flotation mill of the Flagstaff _ :
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Be - Mining & Milling Co.; results were unsatisfactory. Regular ship- 
- ments of zine-lead ore were made to the custom mill at Bauer, Utah, 

~.. and the custom concentrator at. Midvale, Utah, from the Erie imine, : 
Sa operated throughout, 1942 by Pickering and Olive Mines. Milling | 
ee ore shipped averaged 12.6 ounces per ton of silver, 13.06 percent lead, ~ _ 
“+ -:19,98 percent zinc, and a low content per ton of gold and copper. -A 
: substantial tonnage of lead ore containing 25.59 ounces per ton of | 

silver, 19.15 percent lead, and minor quantities of- gold and copper s 
ae was shipped to the Leadville smelter. Lessees on the Rawley No. 1 4 

an mine and dump shipped some lead-silver-copper-gold ore to the Lead- 4 
_.. ville smelter. Other shippers of crude smelting ore and milling ore a 

es included the Cora Group, Now What, and Minnie Lynch. — . 

ge Se oo SAN JUAN COUNTY ws oo. 4 

Animas -district—The Shenandoah-Dives Mining Co. continued  * 
eS operations throughout 1942 at its consolidated group of claims on a 

+ King Solomon Mountain and the Silver Lake group as a single unit, a 
Bo . and its _750-ton selective-flotation mill on Animas River near Silverton. | 5 

‘The mill treated 168,772 tons of ore from company mines and 2,920 & 
ae tons of custom ore from other mines in San Juan County. Output € 

ee from the mill totaled 4,509 tons of combined lead-copper, zinc, and ¢ 
~. tron (lead) concentrates containing in all 15,090 ounces-of gold, ~ ¢ 
- 269,589. ounces of silver, 606,070 pounds of copper (wet.assay), % 
-. 2,406,020 pounds of lead (wet assay), and 961,168 pounds of zinc; the © 
en lead-copper and iron (lead) concentrates were shipped to the Leadville a 

a smelter, and the zinc concentrates (494 tons of 55.4-percent zinc con- ~ ? 
ee tent, with also gold, silver, lead, and minor copper content) to. the & 
‘. | Amarillo (Tex.) smelter. Custom ore came from the Little Fannie, a 
Pe Brewery tunnel, Little Nation, and Buffalo Boy mines in the Animas e 
po _ district; the Mountain Queen mine in the Eureka district; and the i 
= - Bandora mine in the Ice Lake district. In 1942 the company entered _ : 

a Into a 15-year contract to operate the American Smelting & Refining g 
i , Co, Silver Lake unit. _ Ore milled in 1942 from the Silver Lake totaled 4 
: - 20,240 tons (included in the 168,772 tons above) assaying 0.086 ounce x 

of gold and 1.56 ounces of silver per ton, 0.58 percent lead, 0.33 percent a 
| copper, and 0.49 percent zinc, from which 355 tons of concentrates & 

(calculated on basis of mill recoveries) were produced. The calculated 
| concentrates (combined lead, zinc, and iron) averaged 4.12 ounces of 3 
‘ gold and 59.67 ounces of silver to the ton, 19.8 percent lead, 15.5 ‘ 
: percent copper, and 15.0 percent zinc. Development in 1942 at the - 

Silver Lake and Shenandoah-Dives groups consisted of 1,819 feet of : 
. drifts and crosscuts, 470 feet of raises, and 113 feet of diamond drilling. : 

| ) The Highland Mary mine and 70-ton flotation mill were operated 
from June 1 to November 28, 1942, when operations ceased for lack , 
of water for the mill. The concentrates produced (containing gold, 
silver, copper, and lead) were shipped to the Leadville smelter. The 
Denver Equipment Co., agent for the Pride of the West Mining Co., 
operated the 100-ton Pride of the West selective-flotation mill at 
Howardsville continuously in 1942 on company lead-zinc-gold-silver- 

| copper ore from the Pride of the West group. Lead concentrates | 
(containing gold, silver, copper, and some zinc) were shipped to the 
Leadville smelter; zinc concentrates were shipped to the Amarillo 
(Tex.) smelter. Development in 1942 consisted of 1,041 feet of drifts; 
the capacity of the mill was increased from 70 tons to 100. Crude
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lead ore was shipped to the Leadville smelter in 1942 from the Action, = oo 

Austria tunnel, and Galena Champion claims; several carloads of dry Oe 

| - gold: smelting ore were shipped from the Golden Eagle property... ne 

Eureka district—Most of the ore produced from the mines in the ee 

Eureka district in 1942 came from the Mountain Queen claim 18. = | 

miles north of Silverton and was sold to the Shenandoah-Dives mill. a 

About 1 car of zinc-lead ore was shipped from the Columbus property 

to the custom mill at Bauer, Utah. A small tonnage of zinc-lead ore sis 

- recovered in development. was shipped from the Mazeppa claim to the oe 

Midvale (Utah) custom mill. a ee - 7 

‘Tee Lake Basin district—The only output from the Ice Lake Basin a 

district in 1942 was 49 tons of zinc-lead ore shipped to the Shenan- _ oy 

doah-Dives mill and 19 tons of lead ore shipped to the Leadville = | 

_ gmelter, all from the Bandora mine. The operators received a Recon- - - 

~  gtruction Finance Corporation Class A loan in 1942. _ Co | as 

— - SAN MIGUEL COUNTY es ea 

Tron Springs district (Ophir)—Al the output of the Iron Springs ok 

district in 1942 was contained in small tonnages of. lead-silver ore oa 
shipped to the Leadville smelter from the Butterfly-Terrible-Silver 8 83> 

-_Bell group and San Bernardo. _ ee Seb 

~ Upper San Miguel district (Telluride) —Telluride Mines, Inc, = 
operated its 550-ton amalgamation and gravity- and flotation-con- oe 

-- centration mill at Pandora 2% miles east of Telluride and treated. 

146,211 tons in 1942 compared with 193,768 tons in 1941. Theore ~ |. 

treated in 1942 was from the Smuggler Union, Pandora, Hermit, — ae 

“Montana, and Cimarron mines and the Adit and Marshall Basin | = 

dumps. Of the 14,556 tons of concentrates produced, 12,002 tons 6 ISE 

_were lead concentrates shipped to the Leadville smelter; zine concen- ee 

trates were shipped to the Amarillo (Tex.) smelter. Gold bullion ae 

, was also produced by amalgamation and shipped to the Denver? 

- Mint. Mine development in 1942 comprised 1,730 feet of drifts. == .: 

‘Barly in the year a unit of flotation cells was added to the mill circuit oh 

for the recovery of zinc. Alta Mines, Inc., operated the Alta-St. | Me 

a Louis group and 100-ton gravity- and flotation-concentration mill ae 

throughout 1942, but with some idleness due to lack of men, and oe 

- produced 32,683. tons of ore yielding 3,307 tons of lead concentrates es 

shipped to the Leadville smelter, containing 2,613 ounces of gold, oo 

110,558 ounces of silver, 98,453 pounds of copper, 1,148,474 pounds = 

_ of lead, and 435,966 pounds of zme. oe | 

“A war minerals study of the Black Bear mine by the Bureau of _ 

Mines resulted in the Metals Reserve Co. taking a 5-year lease on the | 

property. The lease was signed June 11, 1943. ‘The property will a 

be opened by extension of the Treasury tunnel (Red Mountain, 

' Ouray: County). 
| 

SUMMIT COUNTY | | 

Breckenridge district Small-scale operations only were carried on ° 

‘at lode mines in the Breckenridge district in 1942, and most of the ore 
produced was shipped direct to the Leadville smelter. Shippers : 

included the Bemrose lode, Estella Agnes, Jumbo, Royal Tiger group, | 

and Brooks-Snyder lode. oe 

The Blue River Co. operated its floating connected-bucket dredge 

at Breckenridge from May to October 1942; later the dredge was |
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arene dismantled and equipment sold. The Bemrose-Bostwick in Hoosier 
—~ . Gulch and the John Jay group in French Gulch were worked by hy- | 
pos, draulicking and sluicing. Testing of placer gravels in Nigger Gulch _ 
». .* and on the Blue River and Little Pittsburg Creek recovered small 
“amounts of gold, which were sold to the Denver Mint. —— — 
~ Green Mountain district—Walter McDaniel continued producing © 
-_. 4ine-silver-lead-gold-copper ore of very high zinc content from his | 
oe Big Four mine on Green Mountain 17 miles south of Kremmling. 2 
po Output for 1942 was 387 tons of ore (shipped to the Midvale (Utah) " 
Se custom mill) containing 357,997 pounds of zinc, 2,659 ounces of silver, = & 
“8,570 pounds of lead, 6.44 ounces of gold, and 1,883 pounds of copper.. 
e+ __ Montezuma district—The Plymouth Milling Co. worked the New i: 
- .-York, Waterloo, and Silver King mines and 125-ton electric-powered * 
a selective flotation mill’ part of 1942 and produced 47 tons of lead 2 
ae concentrates and 63 tons of zinc concentrates which were shipped, a 

. respectively, to the Leadville and Amarillo (Tex.) smelters. A lessee - 
pe on the Fisherman group operated from January 2 until September 30 4 
Bee and shipped to the Midvale (Utah) custom mill 179 tons of zinc-lead 4 
'- ore containing 5. ounces of gold, 725 ounces of silver, 37,247 pounds 
oo. Of lead, and 56,721 pounds of zinc. Twenty tons of lead-silver i 
po smelting ore were shipped to the Leadville smelter. Small-scale e 
Ph - operations on the Pinacle claim produced 73 tons of crude lead-silver- Ea 

t - copper smelting ore,*which were shipped to the Leadville smelter. A’ . 
~ + few lots of lead-silver smelting ore were also shipped from the Alvi —_ ¥ 
oo No. 1, Quail, Erickson, Maid of Orleans, and Pennsylvania claims. 
.. . Mining activities in this district in 1942 were encouraged by various a 
a loans totaling $94,000 from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation i 
ey and examination of several properties by Federal. Bureau of Mines a 
eo engineers. - ye | : ‘ 
Pe Len Mile (Kokomo, Robinson) district—The Wilfley Leasing Co. 4 
Be began production in November at its Wilfley mine and 75-ton selec- z 
— - tive flotation mill 1 mile west of Kokomo. The mill handled 799 a 
ve : tons of ore in 1942, composed largely of marmatite and pyrite, yielding | 

| 9 tons of lead concentrates and 128 tons of zinc concentrates which ’ 
a were shipped to the Leadville and: Amarillo (Tex.) smelters. The 4 

| opening of the property and the building of the mill were stimulated “A 
by the granting of a $71,000 loan from the Reconstruction Finance a 

) _ Corporation and the construction (by the Forest Service) of a 14-foot . 
ee graded access road from Kokomo to the mill. L. J. Gould and A. R. 8 

Rhine operated the Washington and Hancock group (known as the : 
| Lucky Strike group) throughout 1942 and shipped 7,820 tons of zinc- : 

lead-silver-copper-gold ore to the Midvale (Utah) custom concentra- 
| tor. Crude lead-silver smelting ore shipped to the Leadville smelter | 

totaled 74 tons. 
| TELLER COUNTY 

CRIPPLE CREEK DISTRICT 

Except for several years, Cripple Creek has been annually the lead- : 
ing gold-producing district in Colorado, and its total output makes it 
rank first among gold-producing districts. From 1891, when gold was 
discovered in that area, through 1942 it has yielded a total of 18,420,744 
fine ounces valued at $398,300,522, or 48 percent of the State total — 
output of gold from 1858 to 1942, inclusive. In 1942 the district pro- 
duced 104,455 ounces (39 percent of the State total) compared with
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- 133,470 ounces (35 percent) in 1941 and 128,932 ounces (35 percent) eS 
_ in 1940. Several factors were responsible for the decreased output im 

_ 1942, namely: Government priority restrictions regarding materials __ , 
essential to mines and mills became exceedingly severe early in 1942 | - 
and have grown steadily more complicated; Selective Service regula-_ nd 

: tions and attractive salaries offered by war industries created a drastic _ = 
_. . shortage of able-bodied men; the cost of labor and of mining and mill- oe 

_ Ing supplies increased greatly in 1942, whereas the price of gold re- oe 
mained fixed; and War Production Board Gold Mining Limitation a 

. Order L-208, issued October 8, 1942, has caused many mines to close. — woe 
The total output of ore from Cripple Creek mines and dumps in 1942 _ Q 

_ was 377,995 tons, of which 362,460 tons were shipped to the Golden oe 
_ Cycle mill (operations reviewed under El Paso County). The only oe 

ore milled locally was 15,509 tons treated in the flotation mill of the 8 
_ Cameron Gold Mines, Inc. Cripple Creek ores generally contain gold a 

as the only commercial metal, but some silver ore has been shipped . 
from two or three veins in the district; a small. quantity of silveris o 
recovered ‘annually in bullion and concentrates produced from the ee 

_ goldores, re a ay 
Doe MINES REVIEW On : a 

_ Operations of the Golden Cycle Corporation, which owns and op- iss 
erates the Golden Cycle mill at Colorado Springs and several minesin 
the Cripple Creek district, are described in the following extract from se 

| its annual report to stockholders for the year ended December 31,5 0 
: 1942 (dated March 20, 1943): a aan 

-. -During 1942 the Cripple Creek district shipped to the Golden Cycle mill 362,460 = oe 
tons of.ore with a gross [settlement] value of $3,607,744.94 and an’ average value — wo 

, of $9.95 per ton. This compares with 484,702 tons with a gross value of $4,640,- Ss ng 
419.99 and an average value of $9.57 per ton for 1941. This large drop in ton- Fo 
nage was due wholly to economic conditions brought on by the war. - : a 

| The United Gold Mines Co. was still the largest producer in the Cripple Creek | 2 
district with the Cresson Consolidated Gold Mining & Milling Co. second and :the © i 
Golden Cycle Mining Operations third. These three properties accounted for = -* ||: 

' 72 percent of the ore shipped from the district and, as in previous years, lessees | oe 
operating throughout the district accounted for more than 80 percent of the HO 
total tonnage to the mill. | a 3 oe 

A large number of the company men and lessees throughout the district are ol 
» Older men or men who cannot get work in any other industry. The Cripple | as 

Creek district is about cleared out of younger men. The Army and Navy have a 
received a large number of men from this district. Over forty are in the Army |. . Os 

_ and Navy from the Cresson Mine alone. This labor condition affects lessees as | Ny 
well as the company with the result that tonnage to the mill will be greatly | ae 
decreased until the war is over. - | — | re 

7 Ajax operation.—The Ajax mine during 1942 shipped a total of 29,822 tons of a 
a ore with a gross [settlement] value of $505,557.09 and an average value of $16.95 iad 

per ton. The shaft was sunk an additional 105 feet to the 28th level in March. at 
This. makes the shaft 2,900 feet deep. It still has 260 feet to go to reach the level : ce 
of the Carlton tunnel. The 27th and 28th level stations were cut and crosscuts ao 
started west for the various vein systems. Due to the shortage of labor, work on | “ 

| both of the crosscuts has been stopped and it is doubtful if much work on these a 
levels can be done until after the war. Most of the work at the present time is Oy 
being carried on the 23d, 24th and 26th levels. The following is a summary of mh 
the development work for 1942: : Feet | . 

. é re 

. Company -__...----------------------------+---------------------- 3, 148 . 
Lessees______.____-----.-_----------------------------------------- 2,037 © ” 
Shaft sinking____.-2--------_-------------------------------------- 105 - 

Total____------~------------------------------------------- 5, 290 : |
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me : -Anchoria Leland. operations.—The Anchoria Leland shipped 8,358 tons of ore = 
ne with a gross value of $65,170.42 and an average value of $7.80 per ton. Practically — . 

ge all work done on the property during the past year was by lessees, 1,203 feet of  _ 
5. development work was accomplished during the past year. - an | 

ee, . Index operation.—No underground work was carried out on this property during os 
ne the past year. Lessees shipped 3,345 tons of dump ore with an average value of : 

Oo - $4.93 perton. = : : : es ce | 
Ce ~ Carlton tunnel operation—The only work done by the Golden Cycle Corporation 8 

on the Carlton tunnel during the past year was maintenance and salvage work. “A 
It was necessary to replace some timber and repair some track in order to keep the “e 

a - tunnelopen. The Portland shaft was connected to the tunnel level by the United | : 
a Gold Mines Co. and a large station cut on the tunnel level. Theskipsin Portland =| 

co No. 2 shaft now run directly to the tunnel level. No work is contemplated in the é 
my tunnel until after the war. The Cresson Consolidated Gold Mining & Milling % 

Ce Co. and the United Gold Mines Co. then plan on driving two laterals; one of = 
ee about 4,000 feet to the Cresson shaft and one of 5,000 feet to the Vindicator shaft. A 

a ‘The flow of water from the tunnel has held steadily to about 5,400 gallons per a 
Pa minute throughout the year. It is well to point out at this time that a large per-  . 4 
ee centage of all mine ore being shipped to the mill from the Cripple Creek district Es: 
ao at this time has been made available by the Carlton tunnel. Without the drainage — q 

ee afforded by the Carlton tunnel, there would be no ore coming from the Ajax > aS 
oo and Portland and very little from the Cresson. It is even doubtful if these _ 4 
ae _ properties could operate at all under present conditions. , a 

Pg ‘The annual report of the United Gold Mines Co., an operating and a 
oo holding company for property scattered throughout the Cripple ¢ 
aes Creek district, for the year ended December 31, 1942 (dated February a 
~~. 15, 1948), gives the following details on operations at individual | 

an mines: =: | | oo re | § 
ee so ee | _ GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT om ‘ 

Bo _ Produetion by the company and lessees was 119,346 tons, with an average 4 
fee - value of $8.44 per ton and a gross [settlement] value of $1,007,693. Of this | § # 
eo | ‘amount the company accounted for 21,007 tons with an average value of $6.68 i 
a oe per ton and a gross value of $140,314, while the lessees accounted for 98,339 tons ok 
~. . + with an average value of $8.82 per ton and a gross value of $867,379. | * 
oe The Portland No.1 and. No. 2 shafts, the Vindicator, and the Rose Nicol # 
et shafts were operated by the company, largely for the accommodation of split-  ¥ 
oe check lessees. . a | | , Be : - 
BO The shortage of company men and lessees has steadily grown worse throughout * 
- : the year. The big blow came with the War Production Board’s order closing all . : 
mo, gold mines in October 1942. While this order was later modified, nevertheless it : 

. caused a regular exodus from this district to various defense plants, base metal ! 
ns mines, and other industries of a like nature, until at the present time we are left 3 

with older men or men who are not capable of doing any work except leasing in 4 
| this district. In January 1942 there were 489 men working on the various prop- 4 

_ erties of the United Gold Mines Co.; January 1943 shows 100 men working on # 
these same properties. This gives some idea how employment has dropped off 
in this district. | od 

| The Portland No. 2 shaft was completed to the [Carlton] tunnel level and a 3 
50-foot sump sunk below this level during the year. A large station was cut in 
order to handle the muck from all future work at the Carlton tunnel level. Part —= © 

| of the equipment, which was located at the mouth of the tunnel, has now been 
moved onto this station in preparation for driving both the Cresson and Vindi- — 
eator laterals of the tunnel when we have the available manpower and this will : 
not be until after the war. | 

Both the Portland No. 1 and No. 2 shafts were operated on company account; : 
No. 1 shaft for the accommodation of split-check lessees, and No. 2 shaft mainly : 
for.company work. A large amount of clean-up and repair work was carried 
out in the lower levels of No. 2 shaft. The 31st, or the old winze level, was con- 
nected through to the shaft and a station cut. Track and pipe have been in- 
stalled on this level, in preparation to do some development work when the . 
necessary manpower is available. Considerable development work was accom- 
plished both by the company and lessees. The company opened several small 
chutes of ore on the 27th and 29th levels and these are being mined to a limited 
extent at the present time. A considerable tonnage of low-grade ore was hoisted 
from a large cave on the 27th level. In fact, more ore was shipped on company 
account from the Portland during 1942 than for a good many years past.
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There are. six sets of lessees working underground on the Portland and three : an 

sets-of dump lessees. All of these made a fair production during the year. - Oo 
--. - The Vindicator-Cycle group.—The Vindicator shaft was operated by the com- oo 

_ pany throughout the entire year. -There are seven sets of lessees operating under-_ oo 

ground on this property at the present time. The Theresa and Hull City shafts — a 

: were closed down about the middle of the year, due to a lack of lessees. During ©. 

i the year the Vindicator sold a total of 32,212 tons of crushed rock. ‘This-was the S 

best year we have had as far as the crushed rock business is concerned in a number Fees 

. OL years. ’ Te ae 

: ~ Rose Nicol.—The Rose Nicol shaft produced 13,316 tons with a gross value of 

$163,134. Of this amount the lessees produced 8,667 tons with a gross value of oe 

$136,154, and the company accounted for the balance of 4,649 tons with a gross en 

a value of $26,980. a i _ oo 

oo In spite of the shortage of both company men and lessees, the company accom- sists 

plished 1,100 feet of development work and the lessees accounted for 1,145 feet, = _ 

- making a total of 2,245 feet on the property for the year. Some good ore was) ee 

opened which is now being mined. There are seven sets of lessees operating. . LoS 

through the Rose Nicol shaft and one set through the Trail tunnel. | : a 
a Shurtloff-Findley—This ‘property, which had been under lease to the Golden ee 

Conqueror Mines, Inc., for a number of years, was closed down in December, due Ra 

chiefly to the labor shortage. In previous years a good production came. from ae 

this mine. _ at cs me Cpe | . Oe 

| . The Wild Horse, Deadwood, and other miscellaneous properties are all idle and er 

: _ there is very little chance that any work can be done on them until after the war. ony 

The Tennessee Mines Co. is operating the Patti Rosa shaft and making some © ae 
production. One set of: lessees are also working on the Kalamazoo. ‘There are Coy Sk 

- hot more than ten men working on all the miscellaneous United Gold: Mines oy 

a properties. Two years ago there were probably 250 men working on thissame 

- ground. ee 

a The Teller County Air.Co., which the United Gold. Mines Co. owns, has ct 

virtually lost all its business since its chief market for compressed air was the small me 

scattered operations throughout the district. | a es 

me Production of company ore by United Gold Mines Co. in 1942 3 - 

| a - Mine . . set fens value! reosipts value per 7 . a oe 

+ Windicator_...-----------ecceceecenececeeecceeenennnceceeecee--| 2,442 | $11,300 | $4,058 $4. 67 
‘Rose Nicol... -----------------enn-nneee nee nceeeeeeeeennne=-=--| 4,649 | 26,980 |. 11, 939 5. 80 o- 
Portland. .___-.------c2--cencn-nenenenenen ene ee eneeenenennnen| 6,944 | 71,435 | 43,006 |. 10.29 ao gel 
(No. 2 Plant. - 22222222. --2---------en enn ne ence een neeeeennene-| 6,972 30,500 | 9,985 4.37 | ks 

| | —. | 91,007 | 140,314 | 68, 938 6.68 oe 

- 1 Settlement value. a a oA 

a | Production of lessee ore of United Gold Mines Co. in 1 942 : a 

tong cross Royalties} Lessoes'| “gross” TOSS oyalties ees” 
_ Group Net tons} value! received receipts value pat | . 

a , on a 

. secectrecpemreres | aamamparmnanenenmneesineccrenrenes | ssssadacescanssiie Ne : va 

Vindicator _....----------c--eeeeeeeeeeeece--eee---=-| 52, 386 | $342, 364] $58, 255 | $108, 831 $6. 54 oe 
Rose Nicol. .._.....---.--------enecceeenn-----------| 8, 667 | 186,154 | 42,400 47,622) | 15.71 oy 
Portland.-._......---.------------------------------- 8,440 | 139,990 46, 425 52, 005 16. 59 7 7 

Theresa... ewe nneeeeenencceeeeeceenenn--------| 4,254] 35,077 | 10,208 | = 9, 487 8.25 Coe 
Hull City.._----------------------------------------] 1,619 | 15,006 4,401 4, 058 9.27 
Bull Hill Group_------------------------------------| 22,973 | 198,788 | 14,917 | 83, 764 8. 65 . 

: 98, 330 | 867,379 | 176,696 | 305,717| = 8.82 : 
. | a 

1 Settlement value. oe | | " . - 

556250—48-—23__ Z : | -
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i oo _ : Production. of | properties of United Gold Mines Co. before and after organization of | a Be SS "the company (May 18, 1902) to December 31,1942. 00 

a fT AEE EE | Oe Net tons |Grossvalue! 

aan Ore.mined before consolidation .-_.-------c-:00e- seco eee eect 26, 310 | $456, 806 : 
“Production under operation of United Gold Mines Co.--------------------------] 2, 339, All | 24, 382, 719 ok 

S| Bota to Dee, 81, 1042. one ee eee ceeneeeeneeececeecceeceet| 2,865, 721 | 24, 889,525 4 

" "1 Settlement value. : Be Bo | Fs 

a The annual report of the Cresson Consolidated Gold Mining &. 4 
- . -  Millmg Co. for the 12 months ended December 31 , 1942 (dated © 4 
= February 1, 1948) says— a ee q 
- 7 Oo _ PRESIDENT’s REPORT : 
co. Herewith is annual statement of The Cresson Consolidated Gold Mining & — 4 
«,- Milling Co. for the twelve months ended December 31, 1942. . a @ 
bee __ Operating gain for 1942 was $55,754, compared to $122,903 in 1941, a decrease a 
wo. + Of $67,149. Many factors, chief. of which are hereafter set. out, caused the large ay ae decrease in gain for 1942 compared to 1941. , ee ee q 
<.-—,-s Company. ore produced during 1942 had a gross value of $246,596 and an aver- a 
oo _ age per ton gross value of $6.18, compared to a total gross value of $363,821 in — a 
»--- 1941, with an average per ton gross value of $6.84. °° Co a 
ae Ore produced. by lessees operating under split-cheek and royalty leases for 1942 4 

ve had a gross value of $765,573 and an average per ton value of $12.48, compared. . oe 
"to: 1941. with a total gross value of $973,659 and an average per ton gross value | 
cee OF $12.65. 58 : 7 nn ee e oN ._ Total gross value of all ores produced by both the company and lessees' during ¢ 
beh 1942 was $1,012,169, compared to $1,337,480 in-1941, a decrease of $325,311. a 
“--_- Harly in 1942 the priority restrictions insofar as securing materials necessary — A 
"+". for gold mining became exceedingly severe and have grown steadily worse. On | i 

oa October 8, 1942, the Mining Branch of the War Production Board, Washington, a 
We D. C., issued: an order closing down all “nonessential”? gold mines in the United x ~ —s States, its territories, or possessions. | : | 4g 

eo aa 8 SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT : | ¢ 
Bey The following is a summary of the development work for twelve months, ending - 
Br December 31, 1942: _ | oo, % 
\ OC _ : Development . | oe 

: Drifts and crosscuts: " , Feet Feet : 
. | Company... 2-2 eee 1,707) | 4 
a Hart group._..----------------------------e- 288 - 

Lessees....------------------------------------------ 1,317 " 7: oe —— 3, 257 ; SN Raises and winzes: . . e 
Company__._--_------------2--------------=_e____-_. = 36 . 

'  Lessees.......-_-_-_----------------------_-_-___--_----- 1,171 | 
| ———— 1, 534 - 

| | | 4,791 | 
Shortage of men during the past year resulted in the smallest production from : 

| the mine in a number of years. From the beginning of the year, labor shortage | 
became progressively worse, reaching its climax when the War Production Board | 
issued the order closing all gold mines. The bottom then dropped out of our 
man power. While the order was modified early in December just before the 
date set for a complete close down, the damage had been done and we were left 
with a small number of older men and lessees; the cream of our man power having 
left for various other industries paying much higher wages than it is possible for ; 

| us to pay. The armed forces have also taken over forty of our younger men. 
During the past year, the nineteenth level, which was under water until the 

later part of 1941, was cleaned up. Track and pipe lines were installed and 
some development work accomplished. Two bodies of medium grade ore were “
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- opened which-we.are mining at the present time. Some development work was 
a also done on various other levels of the mine and some small bodies of ore were = -—s«.. |. 
ce _ opened. - . 7 / pe 

| There are eighteen sets of split-check lessees working through the Cresson . a 
shaft; however, these lessees have about fifty percent of the men which would be ce 

- normally employed on these blocks of ground. Most of these lessees produced  - 
during the past year a good tonnage of ore considering the handicap they were . | 
forced to work under. One of the most serious aspects of the shortage of men by «|, 

. the Company and lessees is the lack of development work. At the present time _ Sass 
- we are doing less work of this kind than at any time in the history of the mine. _ os 
_ Development work is very necessary in order to open up new bodies of ore upon i 

which the mine must depend for its future production. | | rs 
| The Gold Sovereign shaft was closed down in August of this year, duetoalack =’ 

° of lessees. This shaft had been worked entirely by split-check lessees. - | " cee 
Work. on the Hart group on Bull Hill, which we were carrying on through the Oo 

Empire State shaft of the Empire Lee Mining Co., was also suspended during vos 
the early summer. There is much more work that should be done upon this eth 

| piece of ground when conditions permit. — oe : re = as 
° _. The water level in the Cresson shaft is now sixty-five feet below the nineteenth os 

level, and according to the present rate of drainage, it will be at least eighteen oe te 
| months before it would reach the twentieth level or the bottom level of the mine. a 

- The twentieth level is 700 feet above the level of the Carlton tunnel; but as I po 
. -  gtated.in last year’s report, it will be necessary to drive a lateral from the Carlton — es 

tunnel into the ground in order to give complete drainage in the Cresson property. __ oe 
We had planned to start this lateral during the past year but this was impossible | 4 

: due to the shortage of labor. © : 7 Do a 
- The average cost per ton shipped by company andthe lessees during 1942 was' sis 

| $3.1177 on a total of 101,203 tons. Oo | oe eee 

- Federal taxes. ._-.----.------------------------------------------ $0. 119 NS 
: State income taxes_.._--_------------------------------------------  - 008 Pe 

State and county taxes_..2...2.----------------------------------- 158 
| Sales, service, and use tax_.--------------=---------------+--------  . 015 Cs 

Federal excise tax..___...i.----------.---_-----------------------. .002 a 
- Capital-stock taxes_..-------------------------------------------- ..004 = | ,; 

. Social-security taxes._....---.------------------------------------  . 017 ie 
Miscellaneous taxes_---------------------------------------------- -.002. | es 

- Unemployment-compensation insurance_-_--.---------------+-------- . 019 Cg 
‘Compensation insurance__.__.--------------=---------------------- .062 | 

- Prepaid fire insurance_--_------------------------------------------  .010) 2 
Business insurance__.___------i----2------------------------------ +027 Hees 
Carlton interests group insurance.-_--_.----------------------------- . 010. og 

| Salary of officers and directors___------------------------1--------- . 047, ook 
| General expense_....--_----.---------------------+--------------- .. 054 ot 

| | Mining operations. -_._-------------------------------------------- . 2. 564 oy 

ot = . 2. 793 ee 

| | 3. 118 2 ee
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Production of Cresson Consolidated Gold Mining & Milling Co., 1903 to December © 
eee, cos a BL, W94R “ a 

oo, . . oe Period : Dry short Gross value! “restart ‘Net value : 

Be 1908 to Dee. 31, 1941. ees ec e-| 8,098,175 | $45, 178, 653 | $14,830, 495 | $30, 348, 159 4 
Se , Company ore........-----------Je---2eee 39, 872 246, 596 129, 246 117, 350 8 
be Lessee ore. -------------------------------+-+--| 61,381 765,573 |- 286, 947 478, 625 oo 
5 1908 to Deo. 81, 1942. ne] 8,194,378 | 46,190,822 | 15, 246,688 | 30,944,134 a 

oe re oe an Royalties Amount | Average | Average . So q 
wink et ee ‘Period _ - received paid ‘| gross value! net value Dividends } 
fo Be , oe ce . van | — lessees per-ton per ton oe ne ae a a - Sot y.- : 7 4 

oe 1908 to Dec. 31, 1941.2... 2-2 eeeeee eee [eee feeeee-eee-| $14.61 1 99.81 | $13,479,973 q 
a — ,.. Company ore__.:------------2---------|---2--------|--- 2222-2 --| 6.18 2, 94 fj | S 7 Leggsee OFe-.-------a-neennsc-----------| $245, 556 | $233,070 | . 1248] 7.80 } 73,260 4 

1908 to Deo. 81, 1942... ep] 14 6 9.69 | 2 13, 552, 473 ( 

So a - 4'gettlement value. a, So oe Be | eS 2 ae . . % Represents 29.34 percent of gross value and 43.80;percent of net value. | - : | 4 

ie _ Shipments from the Stratton properties in 1942 totaled 23,714 . 
..-  tons.of ore, which had a total gross settlement value of $325,781.11 a 
.. OF an average settlement value of $13.74 per ton. Most of the ore ‘ 

was mained by lessees under the split-check system. -About half of = 
-. the ore produced was dump ore shipped by the Regain Corporation q 

from three groups of dumps on Bull Hill. The principal producers 4 
Be of mine ore were the Alie Bell Mining Co., A. B. Cobb, Longfellow | 
WA Mining Co., Jess Vetter, and J. E. Vanderwalker. ee | 4 
* Cameron Gold Mines, Inc., operated its group of mines and 100-ton % 
ee flotation mill until June 1942, when operations ceased and the corpora- = s- }. 
Zz tion started liquidation proceedings. Ore treated totaled 15,509 tons * 
* | yielding 702 tons of concentrates containing 1,698 ounces of gold and 4 
a 1,132 ounces of silver; the concentrates were shipped to the Leadville » 
: smelter. In approximate order of gold output the Empire Lee, 4 

| Acacia, Free Coinage, Forest Queen, and Jerry Johnson continued to 4 
: be important producers in 1942 until December 10. Some of the 7 

other producing mines and dumps were the Black Belle, Cardinal- ; 
Great West, Dr. Jack Pot, Economic dump, Joe Dandy, New Gold : 
Dollar, and Strong. | | 3
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oo | oo Page. : no . Page So oe 
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-* Caleulation of value of metal production..-.. 350] New Jersey-.-.-....----.--------------+------. 355 oe 

z Mine production by States_.....:-..----------- 353 | New York-___--------------------------------+ 355 _ wo es 

Mining industry__..-----.--------------------- 353] | North Carolina__......-..-.------------------ 357 ar 
Ore classification. ............------=--------- 354 | Pennsylvania_......---.---------------------- 357 re 

. Metallurgic industry .-....-.------------------- : South Carolina___..----.:----.--------------- 357 en 

Review by States._..-..-----.--------.-.------- 855 | Tiennessee_._.-...------------+--------------- 858 

~ Alabama._.....-......------------------------ 365| Wermont._....------------------------------- 360 me 

- Georgia_........---------------------------+- 355] Virginia......-------------------------------- 360 | os 

Se | : SUMMARY en Se . 

| _ The principal copper, zinc, and zinc-lead mines in the Eastern — ss 
States operated at or near capacity throughout 1942, and their total 

, _ output of copper and zinc increased over 1941. Zine production in as 

- . - New York and Tennessee and byproduct copper production from the © 
- Cornwall iron mine in Pennsylvania were larger than in any previous oa 

year. Copper production increased in Tennessee also but decreased ~ 
in North Carolina. The output of zinc in New Jersey—second- ~~ 

largest zinc-producing State in the United States during the year—was 
nearly the same as in 1941, and that in Virginia decreased. Although eres 

fixed or ceiling prices on copper, lead, and zinc prevailed throughout ar 
1942, the Government premium-price program, effective February 1, po 
and funds obtainable through Federal ‘Tending agencies proyided . | 

incentives for expansion in mining, development, and prospecting. ay 
An old zinc-lead mine in Virginia was reopened during the year, and oS 

| a newly developed zinc mine in Tennessee and an old copper mine in er 

Vermont were being equipped and prepared for operation asthe year ti: 
ended. Gold production in the Eastern States decreased heavily. Oy 

Two mines, one in North Carolina and one in South Carolina, yielded : 
77 percent of the total in 1942 and 83 percent in 1941. Both these i 
mines suspended operations before the end of October 1942, and : 

nearly all the gold output during the last 2 months of the year (aver- De 
aging 218 ounces monthly) was incident to the mining of iron and an 
copper. Small lode and placer mines exempted from Gold Mining 

. Limitation Order L-208 issued by the War Production Board on 
October 8, 1942, produced only 3 percent of the total gold output of , 

the Eastern States in 1941 and 4 percent in 1942. The lead output . 
in both years came from mines producing zinc as the metal of chief | 
value, and the silver production was that recovered as a byproduct 
of the mining of other metals. . 

349
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~All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight”; that is, they 
<  -do not include moisture. ye a a ~The value of the metal productionherein reported, except that of a 
* + gine In New Jersey, has been calculated at the following prices. The 

ae _ value of the. New Jersey production is the total value of the zinc 4s 
am recoverable as metal and oxide after freight, haulage, smelting, and : 
a manufacturing charges are added. . Lo - 

boos | _ Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1988-42 | po 4 

Be Year , Gold! =| Silver? | Copper: | Lead# | . Zine a 

cy oo ne Per fine ownce| Per fine ounce| Per pound | Per pound’| Per pound a a 1988. ..-...---- eee eee eee $35.00 |  § $0. 646-++ $0. 098 $0. 046 $0. 048 a ee 1939_._-..-----------------------| | 35.00 6, 678-+ . 104]. 047 052 a be 1940. 35.00]. 7.7114] - 113 . 050 . 063. al ey 19 35.00). .TI+E] 1s]; . 057 .075 4 Me 1942_..--------2-----------------| 8500 | w+] BT} 098 4 

yo 1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31,.1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold ag 
ety from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-+-($20.671835) per fineounce. = re oe rot * 3." 2 Preasury buying price for newly mined silver. ee - oe o ae wo 3 1988-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal-sold by producers; 1942: Price Ai 
fo includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production but excludes value of foreign — a aes copper delivered to Metals Reserve Co. for domestic consumption. oe ie mo 4 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price 3 
eo . . ineludes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production. a . My 
oe oe 5 $0.64646464. 6 $0. 67878787. ce 7 $0.71111111. * 

| in : ' . 
s » : ° : - oar ... _ Annual figures for the 5 years ended with 1942 are given in the table 4 

“ that-follows. The fi for tonnage of Id or treated do not : ee __ that follows. e igures for tonnage of ore sold or treated do not. 6 
1 Include magnetite ore containing pyrite and chalcopyrite, from which 2 
“,.. copper, gold, and silver were recovered as byproducts. = © : 4 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the Eastern States, 1938-42, a 
pet . | , / m terms of recovered metals . 4 

\ foe ~ oe - Mines producing — Ore sold Gold (lode and placer)? | Silver (ode and placer)3 a 

, - ear 0 Pp treated |}-—--- —_}—__—_—_—_—_—. k 
é Lode Placer — Snort Fine Value Fine |. valtie a pe a ounces ounces | os 

, 1938__.....------- 51]  -«- 26 | 3,159,880] 19,928 | $697,480 94,945 | $61,380 A 
1939.22.22 47 24 | 3,409, 619 17, 414 609, 490 94, 083 63, 862 il : -1940__._-2------_-| 40 18 | 3,674,815 18, 456 645, 960 102, 825 73, 120 of 1941. 43 14 | 3,780,397 21, 982 769, 370 106, 051 75, 414 8 
1942___ 36 17 | 4,166, 226 14, 699 514, 465 105, 307 74, 885 ” 

; Copper Lead Zine 3 
Year TT AL A | rrennnn—erennnnn———=—| Total value ‘ 

Pounds Value |Shorttons| Value | Shorttons| Value —— 

1938__..__...._-.-| 21, 079, 160 | $2, 065, 758 7, 900 $726, 800 172, 501 |$19, 211, 235 | $22, 762, 653 . 
1939____....._....] 21, 295,000 | 2, 214, 680 6, 284 590, 696 180, 955 | 21,100,174 | 24, 578, 902 
1940_.__.__.___...-] 25, 490,000 | 2,880,370 4, 831 483, 100 178, 815 | 24,135,445 | 28, 217,995 - 
1941 ______._______] 27, 132,000 | 3, 201, 576 5, 513 628, 482 191, 310 | 29, 484,423 | 34,159,265 
1942___._.___.____] 28, 404,000 | 3, 436, 884 4, 475 599, 650 199, 809 | 36,190,180 | 40, 816, 064 

Nn ; 

1 Excludes magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore ftom Pennsylvania. 
194g eades Dlacer gold as follows—1938: 667 ounces; 1939: 413 ounces; 1940: 452 ounces; 1941: 203 ounces; 

: 69 ounces. 
3 Placer silver did not exceed 39 ounces in any year during the 5-year period.
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Gold —The old Haile mine in Lancaster County, S. C., near Ker- 
shaw (operated only 9 months in.1942) yielded 50 percent of the total) = 

° mine output of gold in the Eastern States in 1942 and 69 percentin . © 
: (1941. The Condor mine near Waxhaw, Union County, N.C.—second- ©; 
a largest producer of gold in both years—contributed 27 percent of the == 

total in 1942 and 14 percent in 1941; the mine was closed in October «5». 
- .1942. The only other important producer of gold in 1942 was.the ~= °°. 

Cornwall mine in Lebanon County, Pa., which yields gold, silver, and He 
copper as a byproduct of iron mining. Changes in outputof goldin ~~ 
the various States in 1942 comprised increases of 833 ounces in North sy 

' Carolina and 77 ounces in Pennsylvania and decreases of 7,684 ounces ne 
in South Carolina, 281 ounces in Georgia, 131 ounces in Virginia, 68 4 
ounces in Tennessee, and 29 ounces in Alabama. The estimated out- = 4 
put of gold in the Southern Appalachian States from 1799 to 1942 is mae 

: recorded as:follows:: = - Oo ee a 

. Mine production of gold in the Southern Appalachian States, 1799-1942 oe ae 

| State Period opine. Value State = one Value 

. - Alabama_-.....-| 1830-1942 | 49, 489 | $1, 198,775 || South Carolina_.| 1829-1942 | 318, 654'| $7,556,980 «ss ss 
Georgia._-.....-.| 1830-1942 | 870, 509 |. 18, 083,662 || Tennessee-_.-_.-./ 1831-1942 | 20,197. 454,525 ae 
Maryland...----| (@)-1942 |. 6,102 163, 940 || Virginia_....----| 1828-1942 | 167,364 | 3,570,719 . oe 

. North Carolina..| 1799-1942 |1, 164, 436 | 24, 322, 523 || ree errr | cere vod 
| oo | —-- Potal.....-] 1799-1942 |2, 596, 751 | 65,351,124 

| 1 Year of first production not recorded. = i tss~™S St SR Oe 

| Silver —The silver recovered from ores and gravels mined in the Ne 
Eastern States in.1942 comprised 55,926 ounces derived from copper _ ae 

| and iron (magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite) ores, 41,773 ounces from oo, 
zine-lead ores, 7,606 ounces from gold ores, and 2 ounces from placer ss 

| ravel.. Cs ee 7 a Spt ts 
8 Copper.—The upward trend in copper production inthe Eastern 

- States which began in 1939 continued in 1942, when the output n- = 
creased 5 percent over 1941 and was 35 percent above that in 1988. © =. 
The quantity of copper recovered in 1942 from magnetite-pyrite- ase 
chalcopyrite ore of the Cornwall mine in Pennsylvania was the highest | a 

| annual output to date, and that recovered from copper ore increased oo 
slightly. As the three mines that produced nearly all the copper out-_ ae 
put of the Eastern States in 1942 are in different States (North Caro- _ oe 
lina, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee), it is not possible to show the  ~— 
production separately by States without disclosmg that of each mine; - Ct 

7 the combined output of the three States is shown under Tennessee in a 
the following table. Copper ore yielded, in recovered metals, about re 
0.0003 ounce of gold and 0.05 ounce of silver to the ton of crude ore. 
Copper concentrates from the Cornwall ore contained some recover- _ , 
able gold and silver. 8 
Lead.—The mine output of recoverable lead in the Eastern States — 

was 4,475 tons in 1942 compared with 5,513 tonsin 1941. Thefigures = © 
for 1941 include some lead contained in concentrates shipped from a 
mine stocks accumulated in previous years, whereas those for 1942 Loe 
represent the recoverable metal in concentrates actually produced 
during the year. Comparing actual mine production in 1941 (4,039 vo 
tons) with that in 1942 shows an increase for 1942 of 11 percent. .
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-.. Gine-lead sulfide ores from the Austinville mme in Virginia and the 
~.. - _Balmat in New York continued to yield the bulk of the lead output; — 
Be Se the rest. came from lead carbonate ore from the Embree mine (produe-° 
-..-. ing also zine carbonate), mixed zinc-lead carbonate and sulfide ore ~ ne 
» from. the Bunche’s Hollow (Imperial) in Tennessee, and zinc-lead .- 
~.. gulfide ore from the Valzinco in Virginia. sit. ae a 
. ... Zine.—Zine mine operators in the Eastern States made determined 
ee efforts to. obtain maximum production from developed ore reserves . 
..* 4n- 1942 and to find and develop ore bodies upon which to draw to — 4 
~~. help meét the anticipated continued heavy demand for zinc for the z 
~ duration of the war. Several of the. mines made the largest annual - ‘ 
.- production in the history of their operation, and the Eastern States: _ 4 
so». total output of recoverable zinc. was the largest on record—199,809 4 
~ tons in 1942 compared with 191,310 tons in 1941. The figures for © 
.. 1941 include some zinc contained in concentrates shipped from mine | 

stocks accumulated in previous years, whereas those for 1942 represent 2 
--. the recoverable metal in concentrates actually produced during the - 4 
oa _ year... Comparing actual mine production in 1941 (186,880 tons) 4% 

with that in 1942 shows a 7-percent increase for 1942. The output . 
.. in New York increased 19 percent and in Tennessee 22 percent; in a 

New Jersey it varied little from 1941 (0.28. percent increase); and in 4 
.. Virginia actual production (not shipments) decreased 13 -percent. 7 
._ About 95 percent of the total zinc output in the Eastern States in 3 
‘1942 was produced without benefit of the Government premium. A 
Be It is unlikely that this high percentage can be maintained in 19438 

so if the 8.25-cent ceilmg price remains unchanged. The developed. 4% 
.' high-grade ore bodies are being depleted at a rapid.rate, necessitating ’ 
.-. much new prospect drilling and mine development, as well as the % 
pe: - mining of lower-grade ores. Increases in production costs thus in- 4 
“f= gurred, which cannot be absorbed by the mining companies, probably i 
-. .. will be compensated by quota adjustments. Also, production from 4 
- new enterprises will be paid for at premium prices. The Valzinco § 
a ’ - ginc-lead mine in Spotsylvania County, Va., which was reopened and % 
ae equipped with a 100-ton mill in 1942, began producing before the 4 
a end of the year; and the American Zinc Co. of Tennessee plans to : 

_ open a newly developed mine at Jefferson City, Tenn., during the = | 
first part of 1943. _ . | | | 4 

| *
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oe oe MINE PRODUCTION BY STATES oe mo | 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the Eastern States in 1 942, : - oe 
: - | by States, in terms of recovered metals | 7 oe oe 

- | Gold | Silver oe 
a ‘Mines produc- —— | , | . Oo , | ing . State One iehort Fine ounces Fine ounces | : oo 

_ ti Cr:CTTotasl Total 
value value 

Lode | Placer . | Lode |; Placer} | Lode | Placerj| =. . - 

Alabama_._....____- 1 eee 85 1 fee el $35 |__| = . a Georgia.....___..___ 3/15 | 75). 5B 15 1, 050 6 1 $5 ae 
New Jersey_.__.._.. 1 |___- Le. 643, 766 |... _}o 2 fife] 
New York._____.... 3] | 848,816 [oo fg 0 od 28 458 2 | North Carolina.___- 7 “rT }. 40° 499 14,076 1} 142, 695 8,259|.-...| 5873 © 9% _ Pennsylvania.______ tf. (2) 2,499 |_.......| 87,485 | 15,501 |-_._-__-} 11,028 oo | South Carolma.....| 4 |........ 86,270 | 7,824 |_.._....| 273,840] 5,064 |_......-| 3,601. a 
Tennessee________.. Il |________] 2, 383, 854 159 |..- Lee. 5, 565 34, 671 |_..__-.-] 24, 655 ~ mes Virginia.__.______.. 5 i 462, 981 56 53 | 3,815 1, 792 1] 1,275 a 

| oo 36 17 | 24, 166, 226 | 14, 630 69 |. 514,465 | 105, 305 2} 74,885: 
Total, 1941___- 43 14 | 23,780, 397 |-21,779 | 208 | 769,370 | 106,036 | 15} 75,414 

| | oe | Copper. Lead Zine a 
os State - | | ~| Total value _ ey 

- - : / Pounds Value . ‘ons Value | Short Value . a / oo | S 

— Alabama___-..2---|---------ee-|----e------- |---| a os 
Georgia___......--.-]------2-.--.|-.--.---.---|----------|----------|---------|--- 1,055. > 

. New Jersey...._.-..|----.-------|_.-----.----|----------]_--.----.] 94,040 | 3 $16, 517, 146° 3 16, 517, 146 7 New York. .-_-....4) 22.02.22 [lita oot] 2, 484 | $326,156 | 45,807 | 8,520,102 8.874711 tt North Carolina. ____ (4) (4) cae slewece|nnnnneen-|eue--cee--|--ene---------| 8 148, 568 28 
Pennsylvania___....}. (4) (4) wo wan nee ne |---------- |---| eee-------| 98; 488 7 

. South Carolina. __.. 1, 000 | | eLad |... ...---|------~.--|----------|--------------] (277,862 
Tennessee. _. .......|4 28, 348, 000 | #3, 430,108 | 238 | 31,892} 43,971 | 8, 178,606 | 611, 670, 826 Es | _ Virginia___--------] 55,000} * 6,655 | 1,803] 241,602] 15, 991 2, 974, 326 | . 3, 27,673. Soe 

| = | 28, 404,000 | 3, 486,884 | 4,475 | 599,650] 199,809] 36,190,180| 40,816,064 ©  °- Total, 1941._.......| 27,132,000 | 3,201,576 | 5,513 | 628,482 | 191,310 | 29,484,493.) 34, 159, 265 gs 
- —_———— . —— : : - yO os v 

_- - 1 Ore is magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite, flotation copper concentrates from which yielded gold, silver, and — oe 
copper; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures for ore and copper. a _ oe 

_ ® Excludes magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore from Pennsylvania. a . , oe 
. § Estimated smelting value of recoverable zine content of ore after freight, haulage, smelting, and manu- we 
facturing charges are added. ‘ . ros 

4 North Carolina and Pennsylvania included under Tennessee; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish a 
separate figures. a 

5 Excludes value of copper, which is included under Tennessee. ie, 
6 Includes also value of copper from North Carolina and Pennsylvania. . 

| MINING INDUSTRY oe | | | oa 

The total output of ores yielding gold, silver, copper, lead, or zinc ~ a 
in the Eastern States, excluding the magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore oe 

_ from Pennsylvania, increased 10 percent in 1942 over 1941 to 4,166,226 oe 
tons, the highest annual production in the 37-year period (1906-42) — 
for which complete data are available. Eight large, well-equipped 
zine and zinc-lead mines in New Jersey, New York, Tennessee, and | 
Virginia and three copper-iron sulfide mines in the Ducktown (Tenn.) 7 
district together yielded 96 percent of the total ore in 1942; all were - 

| operated at a high production rate, and some were operated beyond | 
their normal capacity to provide the maximum quantity of metals | 
needed for war purposes. War conditions caused a general shut- So 
down of mines producing gold ores. The copper, zinc, and zinc- - - 
lead ores of the Eastern States yield byproducts (besides gold and - 
silver), the value of which would have to be considered to show the .
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-.. full value of the crude ore mined. Copper-iron ore from Tennessee - 
.~ and zinc-lead-pyrite ore from New York yield pyrite concentrates | 
“41 that are used in the manufacture of sulfuric acid, and sulfuric acid is 
.. also made from gases produced in roasting zine sulfide concentrates 
Mo from zinc and zinc-lead ores of Tennessee, New York, and Virginia. 
-. -. New Jersey zinc ore yields a residue which 1s further treated for the | ‘ 

; recovery of other metals; and zine ore milled in Tennessee yields a J 
os commercial tailing, some of which is sold for its lime content and _ a 
7 some for use in concrete. The quantity of the various types of ore J 
-. mined in the Eastern States is shown in the table that follows. — 4 

o | ORE CLASSIFICATION Oo A 

» Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume — 4 
-. on Gold and Silver. oe | CG 

cvs Ore sold or treated in the Eastern. States in 1942, with content in terms of recovered | 4 
ee | | metals = a | ae L 

oe . . | Gold: | Silver Lead Zine oe 
coe . Ore (short ode Copper : fe 
i Source ; _ (fine (fine oe (short sh . x 
woe Oo | 7 tons) | ounces) | ounces) | (POUDdS) | tons) | Oona - - 
Moa : 4 . . . : , ‘ a 

aa _ ‘Dry and siliceous gold ore.....-------| 106,555 | 11 861 7, 606 1,000 |.---------]---------- Be 
feet Copper ore._-.-.---------------------- 848, 995. 260 40, 425 128, 351, 000 |-.-..-.--- (2) “ 

BS ‘ -Magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore_-_---|. (3). 2, 499 15, 501. ¢3) _aneee----|------ ee ay 

eet ‘Lead ore._..--.----------------------- _ 4,627 |-.-.------]----------]--.--------- 200 }---------- ve 

ee Zine ore___.-..-.-----.-----------,----| 2, 864,229 |_.:_--.__-|---.--__--|------------]----------] 150, 270 ‘s 

ch Zine-lead ore...--------------.---.----| 46, 820 10 | 41,773 52,000 | - 4,275 | 249, 589 4 

mo Total, lode mines. ...........---] 4 4, 166, 226 14, 630 | . 105, 305 |. 28, 404, 000 4, 475 199, 809 z! 

we ae | Total, placers........-.---------------]-----------+ 69 2 |__| -__---]---------- fy 

pi - + 4,166,226 | 14,699 | 105,307 | 28,404,000 | 4,475 | 199, 809 74 
ee Total, 1941_.......-.---..-------------| 43, 780, 397 | 21,982 | 106,051 | 27, 132, 000 5,513 | 191,310 4 

doo: eo ue 
We 1 Copper from magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore included with that from copper ore. ae 
we - 2 Zine from copper ore included with that from zinc-lead ore; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish a 

it separate figures. . | ae 
ve 3 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish separate figures for ore and copper. . .  * 

: ma 4 Excludes magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore from Pennsylvania. of 

PO | METALLURGIC INDUSTRY | , - 

7 All the principal producing base-metal mines in the Eastern States . 

: except the Fontana copper mine in North Carolina have concentrating ~ & 

° mills at or near the mines, but a considerable tonnage of copper ore 1s . 
smelted direct, and some of the crude zinc ore is shipped to oxide plants. . 
The ore from the Fontana mine is shipped to the Tennessee Copper : 

| Co. plant in Tennessee. The methods of treatment used in the various E 
mills and other operating details, including the tonnage and grade of : 
concentrates produced by some of the mills, are given in the Review - 
by States that follows. Most of the concentrates are shipped to - 
smelters operated by the companies that own the mines. The princi- | 

pal development in zinc-ore concentration during the past 7 years has 
been the increased tonnage treated at Mascot, Tenn., by the differen- 

- tial-density process of gravity concentration. This process is used . 
as the first step in concentration and discharges a large part of the | 
crushed mine ore at a coarse size as a finished tailing, thus reducing 
the quantity to be treated by jigging, fine grinding, and flotation. 

The methods of recovering gold and silver in the Eastern States 
in 1942 are shown in the following table. .
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oo ‘Mine production of gold and silver in the Eastern States in 1942, by methods of | - 7 
| oo, ‘recovery, in terms of recovered metals oo a 

a _ ; Material | , | le 
| a | Method of recovery A treated , Gold [ine Silver (fine oo 

Ore and old tailings amalgamated__._......_..._..._----_--_-- - avi | 119° 87 es | 
- Ore cyanided ._._...___- eee eee eee ee ee ee] 105, 726 11, 302 7, 312 . 

_ . Concentrates smelted 1_:.....-.---22------- eee eeu------------]| «77; 032 2,668]. * 91,945. - et 
| Ore smelted }__..-.__ 1-8 eee een een 20, 812 641 [.s«C5, 961. ae 

Placer. .--_2. 222. 02 - eee ne eee eee le fen eee eee : 69 2. 7 2 

: | | hp 14,699 105, 307 oy 
| Total, 1941.02. 2 ek eee eee feces 21, 982 106,051 

1 Excludes material containing no recoverable gold or silver. The totals for concentrates and direct- | . ‘ = 
oe smelting ore shipped were 703,771 and 99,296 tons, respectively. : | : es cue 

| - _ REVIEW BY STATES NG 
| : ALABAMA. a 8 

_ A lessee at the Hog Mountain mill dump in Alabama near Alex» Ss» 4 
: ander City, Tallapoosa County, recovered 1 ounce of gold from old ie 

tailings in 1942. : | | 7 a ny 
_ | a GEORGIA — — ve 

There was little activity at gold mines in Georgia in 1942. Of the __ | oe 
30 ounces of gold produced, 15 ounces came from scattered placer me 
mines in Cherokee and Lumpkin Counties and 15-ounces from lode el 
mines on the Brand Estate and Dean Hole properties in Cherokee ey 

: County and the Russell property in Paulding County. Sevenounces | 
of silver were recovered from the-gold bullion and retorts shipped So 
during the year. | | a so | oe 

. So ~NEW JERSEY , a 3 

, Zine production in New Jersey was approximately the same in 1942 os 
| as in 1941. The producing mines in both years were the Mine Hill a8 

| and the Sterling Hill at Franklin and Ogdensburg, respectively, in oS 
Sussex County. The commercial minerals in the ore are franklinite, 8 
willemite, and zincite. Hach mine is equipped with a mill. In ee 

_ treatment, the franklinite (an iron-manganese-zinc oxide mineral) is og 
: removed from the crushed ore by magnetic separators, and the willem- og 

ite and zincite are concentrated on jigs and tables. The concen- ooo 
trates are shipped to company plants at Palmerton, Pa. Part of the oe, 

_ zine is recovered as metal and part in oxide. | ne 
_ The value of the New Jersey output of zinc given in the table of ae 
this chapter under the headmg Mine Production by States is the hy 

- combined value of the zinc recoverable in both metal and oxide after os 
freight, haulage, smelting, and manufacturing charges are added. _ - 

New Jersey has a few deposits of copper ore, but none has been oe 
worked for many years. At Carteret and Perth Amboy are copper L 

| and lead smelters and refineries that treat ores, scrap, byproducts, ss 
and bullion from various States and foreign countries. 

| NEW YORK | Oo 
The mine production of recoverable zinc in New York increased 

19 percent in 1942 over 1941, lead 16 percent, and silver 6 percent. | 
The silver and lead and most of the zinc came from the Balmat mine 3
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ee o in St. Lawrence County about 8 miles southeast _ of Gouverneur. - 
a This mine and the Edwards about 12 miles northeast of the Balmat 

- are owned and operated by the St. Joseph Lead Co. The Balmat 
>. ore contains zinc, iron, and lead sulfides, and some silver is associated - 
é with the lead; it is mined through a 2,655-foot inclined shaft (vertical oo 

depth, about 1,300 feet) and treated in the selective flotation plant at “ 
| _ themine. The dailf capacity of the mill at the end of 1942 was1,200 — 
- tons. The mill feed in 1942 totaled 380,893 tons (44,622 tons more | 
oe than in 1941); it yielded 4,165 tons of lead concentrates containing 8 

' 60.23 percent lead and 10.12 ounces of silver to the ton, 62,560 tons 3 
‘of zine concentrates containing 56.47 percent zinc, and 77,087 tons of } 
_.._- pyrite concentrates. containing 41.18 percent iron and 49.41 percent 7 
~~ sulfur. The Edwards mine and flotation mill were also operated at __ @ 
~ a higher rate than in 1941. The mine has a vertical shaft to the 2 
ee 1,500-foot level and an inclined shaft 1,361 feet long, of which 149 a 
- feet were sunk in 1942. Ore treated totaled 151,403 tons yielding 3 
—.--- 25,229 tons of zine concentrates containing 58.97 percent zinc. The § 
a zine concentrates from both mills were shipped to the company elec- 4 
eo _ trothermic zinc-reduction plant at Josephtown, Pa. Part of the lead 4 
aE concentrates from the Balmat mill were shipped to the company 

«smelter at Herculaneum, Mo., and part to the U.S. Metals Refining 4% 
moe Co. plant at Carteret, N. J. The pyrite concentrates were sold to a 
a sulfuric acid plants. The Universal Exploration Co. operated its 4 
-. Hyatt zine mine and 200-ton flotation mill near Emeryville from as 

January to August; mining and milling were suspended the rest of the | : 
-. .. -year but were resumed in February 1943. The concentrates pro- 4 
eo duced were shipped to the Donora (Pa.) smelter. _ OO 4 
ov Development of the zinc and lead deposits in St. Lawrence County | y 
. was begun-in 1911, and the State became an important producer of 4 
ve -. sine in 1915. The following table gives the annual output of silver, a 

lead, and zine from 1928 to 1942. Oo a 

Po _ Mine production of silver, lead, and zine in Neio York, 1 928-42, in terms of recovered 2 
: metals! a 

| oo Oreandold| | - | : 

ye ies | Stoeap | tagger | Zehr | ott wae 
| . (short tons) ; | : 

| 98 125,192 |....---------|------------| . 1.287 | $1,373,354 j 
1929-2202 Yay} 83 [TTI 10,250 | 1, 353, 000 
1980.....---.-------..---2.------ 270,601 |_--.---.------ 1,158 22, 471 2, 273, 016 3 
1931__......-.-..--.-----.-------} 269, 582 |_.-.-.-------- 1, 573 24, 100 1, 948, 002 Pe 
Ty nn i 1, 280 16,794 | 1,084, 440 S 
1983........-.--.-.-.-.---------- 180, 670 |_.------------] _ 990 17, 733 1, 562, 832 : 
TY Sn 282, 952 36, 406 1, 690 23,188 | 2,136,209. : 
1935...--.----.------- ene 295, 179 21, 750 1, 285 23, 720 2, 205, 793 ; 
1986...-.-.----- eee 377, 451 18. 251 1, 120 26, 941 2, 811, 275 
1937__._-. 120 22s.s sees seen eee 464, 870 41, 500 2} 280 32,690 | 4, 550, 840 
1938_....-.---...----- +--+ -- 385, 600 37, 200 2, 005 29, 896 3, 078, 524 
1939. ..-.2.- 22s 420, 000 37, 250 2, 387 36,014 | ° 3,995,119 
1940... ...-.0-2esesseeseee eee 432, 219 35, 720 1,973 35.686 | 4,719, 137 
1941.2. ee 488, 079 37, 734 2, 100 38,446 | - 6,033, 133 . 
1942 548, 816 40, 012 2, 434 45,807 | 8.874, 711 

| 1 No output of gold or copper was recorded in New York during this period. 

| | There are no zinc or lead smelters in New York. The Phelps . 
_ Dodge Refining Corporation has a custom copper smelter and an 

electrolytic refinery at Laurel Hill which treat copper ore, matte, 
! bullion, and copper-bearing scrap material. .
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| 7 _ NORTH CAROLINA — | Se 2 

| _ Gold production in North Carolina increased 26 percent in 1942 _ ae 
over 1941, silver increased 11 percent, and copper decreased 10 
percent. The increase in gold resulted from continuous operation == ~ 
from January to about October 15. of the Condor (old Howie) mine Os 
at Waxhaw in Union County, operated under lease by Hugh Jardine. |” 

. This mine was reopened in 1940, and the ore produced in that year , 
was shipped to the Capps cyanide mill at Charlotte for treatment.  .. 

| Operations during the first part of 1941 were confined to development |. 
work and the building of a 100-ton countercurrent cyanide mill on ws 
the property. The mill was placed in operation on July 15,1941, © 
and ran steadily until October 1942, when both mine and mill were © aa 
closed in compliance with the Gold-Mining Limitation Order of the =— 

. War Production Board. The total production in the 3 years was ss 
: 42,018 tons of ore, yielding 8,967 fine ounces of gold and 6,073 fine Ne 

| ounces of silver valued in all (on the basis of mint returns) at $318,187. = |. 
_ Scattered small shippers of amalgam retorts and gold dust to the 

-* Philadelphia Mint and New York Assay Office during 1942 were: Ye 
_. ‘Wright Mines, Inc., in Franklin County; Passavant Bros., Enfield, — a 

Halifax County; Joe Rogers, near Indian Trail, and John L. James, Ss 
~. Charlotte, both in Mecklenburg County; and C. F. Crisson, Nebo, = 

~ McDowell County. a , | co a 
Copper output from the Fontana copper mine in Swain County  — 

_ decreased in 1942. The mine is operated by the North Carolina NS 
_. Exploration Co., which ships the crude ore. to the Tennessee Copper ee 

Co. smelter at Copperhill, Tenn. The ore contains very small quan- 
-. tities of gold and silver, some of which are recovered as byproducts ae 

In refining the copper bullion. E. C. McSwain sank a 40-foot shaft oe 
at a prospect on his property in Chatham County near Hemp and oe 

_. shipped 33 tons of copperesilver ore to the U. S. Metals Refining Co. Oe 
at Carteret, N. J., and 100 tons (wet weight) to the Daugherty os 

| -Chemical Co., Troy, N. C. Diamond drilling was done on the old —ss 
. Silver Hill property in Davidson County, which has produced zinc- a 

lead ore containing copper, gold, and silver. | | | oe 

OO PENNSYLVANIA’ oo - 

- The Bethlehem Steel Co. continued in 1942 to recover gold, silver, ‘ 
and copper as byproducts of iron mining at its Cornwall mine in | 

| Lebanon County, Pa. The mine is developed by an open pit and 
three inclined shafts, which had reached a depth of 1,700 feet at the | 
end of the year. The ore minerals are magnetite, pyrite, and chalco- | | 

| pyrite (carrying a little gold and silver). The ore-treatment plants a 
comprise a 6,500-ton magnetic separation plant producing iron con- 

- - centrates, a 2,400-ton sintering plant for handling the iron concen- 7 
trates, and a 2,800-ton flotation mill in which the tailings from the oo 
magnetic plant are concentrated to recover copper, gold, and silver. | 
The quantity of each of these metals recovered was larger in 1942 | 
than in 1941. ; 

SOUTH CAROLINA | | 

Although gold production in South Carolina declined 50 percent | 
in 1942 from 1941, the State continued to rank first among the , 
‘Eastern States in gold output. Operations at the old Haile mine |
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~.. near Kershaw, which contributed the bulk of the State output from ON 
‘1937 to 1942, inclusive, were suspended in September 1942, presum- 
a ably for the duration of the war. The ore was mined chiefly from | 
“open pits and was treated in the 400-ton cyanide mill on the property. . 
Bo The total production from the mine in the 6-year period ended 1942 > 
“  - was 538,046 tons of ore yielding 60,013 fine ounces of gold and.27,048 8 
~~ fine ounces of silver having a total net value (based on mint returns) © 8 
ee of $2,115,079. Small tonnages of gold ore containing a little silver oe 
So and copper were shipped to the U.S. Metals Refining Co. smelter at 4 

Carteret, N. J., by L. M. Martin of Kings Creek and E.R. Vreeland = = 
~ . . . of Smyrna. W.K. Hunter shipped 214 tons of gold ore from Hickory 4 
~"_- Grove to the Tennessee Copper Co. smelter at Copperhill, Tenn. = 3 

a Zine production (in terms of recovered metal) in Tennessee in 1942 A 
. , » totaled 43,971 tons and exceeded the previous record. annual output  { 
» Of 1941 by 7,801 tons. The output of recovered copper and lead & 
ae also increased, but that of gold and silver decreased. The gold and - 4 
a silver and some of the zinc were byproducts of the copper-iron mining, 4 
, milling, and smelting operations of the Tennessee Copper Co. at = 
— _ Ducktown and Copperhill in Polk County. Important commercial — « 
~ products derived from the copper-iron ores (besides copper bullion 4 
. ~~. and zine concentrates) included sulfuric acid and copper sulfate man- - 
oo ufactured in the company plants and iron sinter sold to iron and steel ss ® 
-"- producers, mostly in the Birmingham (Ala.) district. The zinc. 4 

_. concentrates produced in the mills were sold to. the Donora (Pa.)  — 
smelter. The copper-iron sulfide concentrates and direct-smeltng =; 

Be crude ore were treated in the company Copperhill smelter, which also 4 
<a _ treated copper-iron sulfide ore from the Fontana mine in Swain 2 
_- County, N.C. The crude copper ore is treated in the reverberatory —* 
ae furnace, yielding matte which is sent to the converter. The concen- 4 
a trates are fed directly into the converter. Most of the blister copper 4 
me from the converter is cast into pigs and shipped to an electrolytic re- _ 3 
Y finery on the Atlantic seaboard, where the byproduct gold and silver a 

sare recovered. Shot copper is produced for use in the copper sulfate 4 
a plant. Two blast furnaces maintained as stand-by equipment are 4 

_ operated when the company desires to increase production of sulfuric i 
acid. In 1942 the company operated the Burra Burra, Eureka, and : 
Boyd groups of mines and the London and Isabella selective flotation i 

| mills. The rated daily capacity of the mills at the end of the year ‘ 
was 1,450 and 1,050 tons, respectively. The ore is hoisted through : 
vertical shafts, one of which is 2,400 feet deep. Development done : 

| in 1942 totaled 383 feet of shaft, 17,307 feet of drifts, and 14,802 feet 
| of diamond drilling. : 4 

From 1928 to 1939, inclusive, the Bureau of Mines was not at 
liberty to publish separate State totals for lead and zinc production 
in some of the Eastern States, and the figures for those States were 
combined under Tennessee in the chapters of this series. As sep- — 
arate State totals may now be published for Tennessee and Virginia, , 
the totals for Tennessee from 1928 to 1942 are shown in the accom- | 
panying table. Figures for Virginia are given in the following review 
for that State. — |
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Mine production of lead and zinc in Tennessee, 1928-42, in short tons, in terms of oo 
| . | recovered metals oe a 

| | Year Ore weal Lead Zinc! Year Ore old Lead Zine! a en 

9928.2 | 570,199 |__| 14,507 |] 1936.......-.-----| 849,938 805 | . 28,830 Mas 
1929__.2 2-2}. 682, 680 |____ 8. 19, 805 |} 19387__-..-.222 2 987, 256 405 | 29,335 — ae 

~ 1980.22 709, 760 13 | . 22,606 |) 1938_............. 909, 700 553 29, 810 an 
1931... 779, &00 215 25, 320 || 1939_.............| 1, 083, 900 517 |: 32,375 ee 1932777] 931! 400 430 | 12, 841 || 1940......-.--.--.| 1, 216, 044 573 | 34, 796 a 1933._..........--] 652, 820 296 | 21,442 || 1941.__-_.-_.._-_-| 1,300, 916 231 36,170 oe : 1934_.. 828, 215 340 25,972 || 1942_.......2......| 1, 560, 259 238 43, 971 fat 1935.2... 2 750, 440 190. 23, 102 | i — S 

_ - 1Ore figures exclude copper ore, from which some zine was recovered as 2 byproduct each year from 1930 . a a 
_.. to 1942, inclusive. Such byproduct zine is ineluded in zine figures. . Das 

| Most of the zinc output of Tennessee in 1942, as in 1941, camie from ny 
four mines in Knox and Jefferson Counties. Three of these—Mascot os 

| No. 2, Jarnagin, and Grasselli—were operated by the American Zinc — a 
Co. of Tennessee. The Mascot is opened by a 520-foot shaftandan - . 

| inclined shaft: from the 520-foot level to the maximum depth of 850  — a 
feet. The Grasselli has one operating shaft and an auxiliary manway / ° 
shaft and is 350 feet deep. The Jarnagin has one operating shaft 280 as 

_ feet_deep, with an auxiliary manway shaft. All the mines are fully ae 
| mechanized, and slushing is the principal method of loading. De- Soe 
_ _. velopment done at the three mines in 1942 totaled 5,419 feet of drifts, oS 

8,516 feet of diamond drilling, and 25,877 feet of churn drilling. The co 
crude ore from all three mines was treated in the company mill at aS 

_ the Mascot No. 2 mine at Mascot. The ore from the Grasselli and _ Os 
_ Jarnagin—12 and 16 miles, respectively, east of Mascot—was trans- OS 

_ ported to the mill over the Southern Railway. The mill is equipped a 
: with a differential-density cone unit, jigs, and flotation machines. It © : 

treated 1,263,039 tons of crude ore in 1942, and its total output of ee 
zine concentrates was 55,831 tons—a 25-percent increase over 1941. ae 

| The company planned to open a fourth mine—the newly developed  =—_se_.: 
_ Carson Newman (Athletic Field) at Jefferson City—in 1943; the ore oe 

will be shipped to the Mascot mill. The,other large zinc producer a 
in 1942 was the Davis property of the Universal Exploration Co. at os 
Jefferson City, which is equipped with an 800-ton flotation mill for oS 
treating sulfide ore and a small plant for concentrating carbonate ore. | oe 
The flotation mill was operated at near capacity throughout the Ss 
year, and the carbonate plant treated a small tonnage daily. The oe 
output of both sulfide and carbonate concentrates was larger than in | 
1941. The average grade of the blende shipped in 1942 was 64.53 ° — 

_ > percent zinc. The Embree Iron Co. produced several cars of zinc a 
| and lead carbonate concentrates monthly from April through Decem- - 

ber at its property near Embreeville, Washington County. In 
Claiborne County the Imperial Mining Co. operated the Bunche’s Le 

' Hollow mine 2 miles northwest of Goin during part of 1942; the mine _ 
is equipped with a small jig mill. Dr. Gant Gaither shipped 324 tons | 
of 58-percent zinc concentrates from the Hoover mine 10 miles north- | 

_ east of Murfreesboro; the ore was concentrated in a 4-cell jig. George | 
Blow shipped ore from a prospect on his property in Union County oo 
to the flotation mill at the Austinville (Va.) mine. — . a
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ce Co a VERMONT wy 

—. «Jn August 1942 the Vermont Copper Co., Inc., entered into a 

-. gontract with the Metals Reserve Co. to reopen and reequip the ~N 

| Elizabeth copper mine near South Strafford, Orange County, and kg 
operate it for 2% years. The copper produced is to be sold to the ¥ 

aes - Metals Reserve Co. Construction of a 500-ton concentration mill 3 
and reequipment of the mine was begun in October. The mine had 4 

a not‘ been worked since June 1930. The ore minerals are chalcopyrite -— 
oe - ‘and pyrrhotite, carrying some silver. | ST j 

eo (VIRGINIA a a | 

~ Gold mines operating in Virginia in 1942 were the Red Bank lode 4 

~~ s-'mine 5 miles north of Virgilina, Halifax County, equipped with a _ 2 
ete small amalgamation mill, and the Ruth placer mine on Byrd Creek i 

-. in Goochland and Fluvanna Counties, equipped with a dragline and s 
mo ‘portable washing plant; each of the mines operated about 3 months, — : 

-.» ~ and- their combined output. was 99 ounces of gold and 32 ounces of - 4 

silver. Some gold and silver were recovered from zinc-lead-iron- 3 

_/*  gopper-silver-gold ore from the old Valzinco mine 6 miles southeast 4 

in of Paytes post office, Spotsylvania County, which was reopened y 
noe during the: year by Panaminas, Inc., subsidiary of Ventures, Ltd. 3 

~The company built a 100-ton selective flotation mill at the mime and —s & 

- began treating ore in September. The products of the mill were 4 

. gine concentrates, carrying lead, copper, silver, and gold; and lead 3 

-"-__- goncentrates, carrying copper, zinc, silver, and gold. Several hundred ¢ 

ae tons of the zinc concentrates were shipped to the American Zinc & re 

a Chemical Co. smelter at Langeloth, Pa., m 1942. | 3 

“. The total output of recoverable lead in Virginia in 1942 was 1,803 : 
oo -. tons and that of zine 15,991 tons compared with 1,916 and 18,483 4 

4 tons, respectively, in 1941. The foregoing 1941 figures for recoverable 4 

yo lead and zinc represent actual mine production during the year and _ ' 

are lower than those representing mine shipments given in Minerals = 3 

~ - Yearbook, 1941, which include 4,430 tons of zinc and 1,474 tons of 4 

oe lead contained in concentrates shipped from stocks accumulated be- s 
| _ fore 1941 but not previously included in the annual production sta- % 

| tistics. The bulk of the State output of lead and zinc from 1928 : 

through 1942 came from the Austinville mine in Wythe County. 2 

In 1942 the mine operated two shifts a day, 6 days a week. ‘The ore ‘ 

was treated in the 2,000-ton selective flotation mill at the mine. 
After April the mill also handled small tonnages monthly of purchased “ 
crude ore. The Lacy-Butler Co. shipped 708 tons of zine carbonate : 

. ore to the smelters at Palmerton, Pa., and Meadowbrook, W. Va., | 

from the leased Little Wythe mine at Cripple Creek, also in Wythe : 

ounty. “ 

The following table shows mine production of gold, silver, copper, | : 

lead, and zinc in Virginia, 1928-42; the Bureau of Mines has not | 

| peen at liberty heretofore to show the annual figures for 1928 to 19389, 
inclusive.
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, Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Virginia, 1928-42, in | 

ee oe terms of recovered metals — . | — = a 

. . 
ones " . 

| _ Ore sold. . | . a : 
. Gold Silver Lead Zinc . 

; Year or treated (fine (fine (ones) (short | (short Total . yo 
| {| (short | ounces) | ounces) | ‘P° tons) tons) u 

. tons) | . 

1998......................../* p09, 217 |... ------|.-.-------|-- ee] 5,824] 18,320 | $2,910, 624 
1920291 200 PITT | 6, 886 | 20,758 | 8, 587, 732 a 
1980. 72h bg PTT] 7196 | 25, 641 | 8, 171, 536 | | 

© 981-2 eee 502, 150 j__._._----]__--------]---------- 6, 186 12, 992 1, 445, 156 

1932._--.- 2 lee 304, 773 31 8 {_.------- 2, 750 5, 673 506, 019 co 

1933___--_-/__-ee 247, 530 32 |__...-----]---------- 1, 830 11, 328 1, 087, 796 

1934_-..-..-._-.-------.---- 263, 144 | 667 103 400 | | 1,595 21, 746 2, 011, 084. - 

— [9385 2-2 el. eee 318, 721 653 55 700 ' 3, 507 25, 730 2, 567, 738 

- 1986.....--.-.._-.---.- 2... 491, 830 909 -96 |__.-..-.--}| — 4,070 21,086 |}. 2,514, 929 ao 

7. 498722 eee 587, 469 1,396 — Fil . 1, 000 2, 854 25,920 | 3,755,442 > 

- 1938__.-..------.---.------- 649, 436 2, 943 - §02 47, 300 ~ §, 3838 26, 956 3, 186, 837 _ 

, 1939__....2- 2-2 ee 653, 581 364 1, 780 |--.------- 3, 380 23, 850 2, 812, 068 

1940_--------.-------------- 602, 239 458 271 |_----.---- 2, 285 16, 927 2, 377, 526. 

19412222 502, 180 240 135 |__-------- 3, 390 22,913 |. 3,831,906 , 

1942..-...-...-------.------ 462, 981 109 1, 793 55, 000 11,803 | 115,991 35 227, 673 bey 

“1 Aetual production during year; figures for some of the earlier years represent mine shipments. — - . 

° . . i va 

. . ; : . . ; . , | _- . | : 

556250—483——24 _ |
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GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, LEAD, AND ZINC IN IDAHO oS 
| | (MINE REPORT) ee eS 

a | By G. E. Woopwarp AND Paut Lurr © | 3 

| _ | _ SUMMARY OUTLINE | | 5 

| | | 3 | Page ro " 
oo Summary-..__.----_-_------- eee eee. «= 863 | Metallurgic industry_..__.-.-.-...-...-.-.... 369 © rd 

Calculation of value of metal production.... 363 | Review by counties and districts......-...... 374 wd 
Mine production by counties...-............. 367] Coeur d’Alene region. _.-..-.-.--.--.---.--. 382» Hos 

_. Mining industry__..---.---------.----------- 368 a , | oe we 
Ore classification -..---.-------------------- 369] | | oe = Sead 

: | - SUMMARY | FS 

The total‘value of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc produced by oS 
_ Idaho mines was $46,063,326 in 1942 compared with $41,776,848 in- a 

 - 1941—a, 10-percent increase (see fig. 1). The value of the gold out- ed 
put was $3,325,700 (7 percent of the State total), silver $10,414,144 © | 

| (nearly 23 percent), copper $830,060 (2 percent), lead $15,263,806 (33 gE 
percent), and zinc $16,229,616 (85 percent). Production of lead in | : 

- Tdaho'in 1942 (227,818,000 pounds) was the largest since 1930, and © oo 
the output of zine (174,512,000 pounds) was by far the greatest in a 
any year in the history of the State. Compared with 1941 the gold — oe 

- , Output decreased nearly 37 percent, silver 12 percent, and copper 5 — of 
percent; lead increased more than 8 percent and zine 10 percent. a 

. The production of copper, lead, and zinc in Idaho in, 1942 was Oo 
affected by several factors. ‘The Metals Reserve Co. announced that, 4H 

- effective February 1, 1942, premiums amounting to 5 cents a pound oe 
| for copper and 2% cents a pound for both lead and zinc would be paid he 

. for these metals produced in excess of certain fixed basic quotas. La 
, - The basic quota of each mine was fixed according to 1941 output; bow 

however, several zinc-lead producers in Idaho, particularly in the —_: 
| Coeur d’Alene region, could not maintain their 1941 production rate, re 

and during the fall of 1942 lower basic production quotas were granted . iS 
to certain companies. Also, effective December 1, 1942, the Metals C4 
Reserve Co. announced that it would pay an additional premium of  —s_ 
2% cents a pound for lead and two additional premiums of 2% cents a oe 

_' pound for zine for overquota metal production. _ es 
A labor shortage began in April at the mines, mills, and smelters in : 

Idaho, resulting from men leaving to take jobs on Government con-. 7 
struction projects and in war industries where abnormally high wages | 
were paid. This shortage became so acute durmg the summer that | 
some mines closed and others curtailed output 50 percent. The en 

- seriousness of the condition was recognized by the War Department, ) 
which furloughed about 800 soldiers in October for service in Idaho 

) mines. This action tended to relieve the shortage but did not insure : 
an adequate labor supply. | ) 

All tonnage figures are short tons and ‘“‘dry weight’’; that is, they - 
do not include moisture. : | 

- The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated . 
| at, the following prices. | 363 ' :
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oo , | - Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1938-42 : | | - 

Bl Year it -Gold1 Silver 2 Copper 3 Lead4 |. Zine# 

oo oo a Per fine _ Per fine . oo | - on . ounce ounce Per pound Per pound | Per pound 3 
. 1938_-._. ee ee $35.00 |  § $0. 646-+- $0. 098 | $0. 046 - $0. 048 

oe 1939___.-. - 85.00: 6, 678-4) —. 104 . 047 052 
_ 1940_. 2-2 eee ° 35.00 | 2 7.7114 . 113 : - 050 —, 063 

: ’ 1941____-_e eee 35.00 | - 7711+ 118 | . 057 075 2 : 1942.22 —— 85.00 | 7711+ 121 . 067. 098 5 
- ae . if 

a 1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold 4 . from Jan. 18, 1837, to Jan, 31, 1934, was $20.67-+-($20.671835) per fine ounce. . , & 
_ 8 Treasury buying price for newly mined silver, =~ a oe * 

+ 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price 8 
— _ includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production but excludes value of foreign Se 

a copper delivered to Metals Reserve Co. for domestic consumption. ue | © 
- . ._ £1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price ns 

an ' includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for overequota production. _ : . “ 
4 '  - § $0.64646464. 8 $0.67878787. 7 $0.71111111. ‘4 

fo Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Idaho, 1938-42, and total, 3 
re . L863-1942, in terms of recovered metals . * oo : a 

- | . Mines producing . | Gold (lode and placer) | Silver (lode and placer) . 
a Year — Ore (short nen : 

a Lode Placer tons) Fine Value Fine Valu ao oo ST : | ounces a ounces {| ‘*aue 4 

Sp 19BB ae eee 305 463} 1,999,147 | 103, 513 | $3, 622,955 | 18,993,676 | $12,278,740 S we oo 1989.22] 362 465.| 2, 108, 445 116,662 | 4,083,170 | 17,222,370 | 11, 690, 336 s : 8 ggg 378 | 548 | 2,556,687 | 146, 480 | 5, 126, 800 | 17,552,240 | 12, 481, 593 a an 1944 331 524 | 2, 704, 680 149,816 | 5, 243, 560 16,672,410 | - 11, 855, 936 ni Ho 1949-0 203 236 | 2,900,704 | 95,020 | 3, 325, 700 | 14,644,890 | - 10, 414, 144 . 

1863-1942. ._._.--|------------]------------| - @) 7,724,178 |178, 485, 633 |484, 219,847 | 332, 614, 231 Q 

2 . | . Copper Lead - Zine | : 3 
/ 7 - ... Year area ates —— nr Total value , s 

- : . | Pounds Value Pounds Value. | Pounds ‘Value — 4 

Bee 1938__..-........| 4,278, 000 $419, 244 |184, 354,000 | $8, 480, 284 | 88,060,000 | $4, 226, 880 $29, 028,103 - & 
- 1939__...........| 5,032, 000 523, 328 |181, 962,000 | 8, 552, 214 | 95,098,000 | 4, 945,.096 29,794,144 - 4 

1940__...-......_| 6,698, 000 756, 874 |209, 668,000 | 10, 483, 400 |141, 202,000 | 8, 895, 726 37,744, 393 ue 
1941__...-.......| 7, 242, 000 . 854, 556 |209,828, 000 | 11, 960, 196 | 158, 168, 000 | 11, 862, 600 41, 776, 848 ca 

. 1942........._...| 6, 860, 000 830, 060 |227, 818, 000 | 15, 263, 806 |174, 512, 000 | 16, 229, 616 46, 063, 326 4 

: 1863-1942......--] 2101, 189 | 31, 142,807 | 2 5, 631, 963 |603, 194, 868 2 960, 623 |135, 022, 899 |1, 275, 460, 438 

1 Figures not available. . 2 Short tons. . 

Gold and silver produced at placer mines in Idaho, 1938-42, in fine ounces, in terms : 
of recovered metals = 

: 

Dredges ' 
Sluicing and Drift mining sss Total a 
hydraulic mining . j ota Year y : Dry-land1 Dragline Floating ; 

floating 1! bucket 

Gold | Silver | Gold |Silver| Gold |Silver| Gold | Silver] Gold | Silver | Gold | Silver . 

1938__._..-.._| 4, 987 969 | 410 57 | 1,989 | 384 | 15,459 | 5,818 | 31, 234 | 10,100 | 54,079 17, 328 
1939__.._.....| 5, 443 | 1, 638 196 26 | 4,475 |1,332 | 9,576 | 4,389 | 28,973 | 7,490 | 48,663 | 14,875 
1940__._.__._.| 6, 664 | 1,337 | 291 48 | 5,623 | 758 | 6,569 | 5,427 | 41,262 | 10, 226 | 60,409 | 17,796 
1941______.__.| 4,899 | 1,149 | 228 46 | 3,185 | 388 | 11,725 | 2,100 | 52,358 | 18,725 | 72,395 | 17, 408 
1942.__._.._._.| 1,197 234 83 7 563 60 | 6,126 879 | 36,611 | 9,291 | 44,580 | 10, 471 

meee 

1 A floating washing plant supplied with gravel by a dragline excavator is called a ‘‘dragline floating 
dredge’; a stationary or movable washing plant supplied with gravel by any type of power excavator is 
called a “‘dry-land dredge.”
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-- Gold.—The output of recoverable gold in Idaho was nearly 37— a 
percent less in 1942 than in 1941. This decrease is attributed in part _ : 

- to the gold-mine closing order issued by the Government in October; oe 
- but several large gold producers, both lode and placer, had shutdown 

_ before the closing order was issued, owing to difficulty of obtaming —— 

_ . labor and supplies. The yield of gold from lode mines decreased 35 we 
percent and that from placers 38 percent. About 37 percent of the | . 
State total gold in 1942 came from siliceous gold ore and more than 
45 percent from all’ types of dredging operations. Ten floating — 
(bucket) dredges, 2 less than in 1941, treated 7,772,947 cubic yards of . 

- gravel“and recovered 36,611 ounces of. gold—a decrease of 15,747 | 
- ounces from 1941; 7 dragline dredges and 5 dry-land dredges treated: : 

1,175,937 cubic yards of gravel and recovered 6,689 ounces of gold— ee 
a decrease of.8,221 ounces. Of the total placer gold, 91 percent came a 

from the Boise Basin, Elk City, Gibbonsville, Hoodoo, Middle Boise, _ a 
and Yankee Fork districts, where dredges were operated. Nearly — - 

half of the total lode gold came from the Middle Boise (Atlanta) ee 
district. Large decreases in output of gold were made in the Elk - 
City, Boise Basin, Yellow Pine, Yankee Fork, Warren, and Burgdorf- key 
“Marshall Lake districts. = i a , 

60 , os 

PTET TTT eT et ey 
PE TF | rave Py 

| 20 IN Tag 77 vA - . 

TT Mr WZ | of 
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| F20-—— : 7 | 7 
CETTE TTT TL sie} | fae | po 

OW ped TL et ena | | | 
| 1870 1880. 1890. 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940  1950|) : 

"ead, See ane are ee ae ef copper has bean loss than $2,000,000 annually, except a 
In aiew years. — 

. | 

- Talache Mines, Inc., operating a lode property at Atlanta, was by — 

far the largest gold producer in Idaho., It was followed by the Oo 

Fisher-Baumhoff Co., operating two bucket dredges near Centerville; _ : 

Boise King Placers, operating a bucket dredge near ‘Twin Springs; . 

Northwest Goldfields bucket dredge near Harvard; Idaho-Canadian os 

Dredging Co. bucket dredge at Idaho City; Snake River Mining Co., 

operating a bucket dredge at Sunbeam; Triumph lode mime near 

Ketchum; and De Lamar Milling Corporation at De Lamar. 

Silver—The output of ‘recoverable silver in Idaho was 14,644,890 | 

fine ounces in 1942—a 12-percent decrease from 1941. Production 

from the Sunshine mine, largest silver producer in the United States, 

declined more than 2,000,000 ounces. The Coeur d’Alene region 

produced nearly 89 percent of the State total silver in 1942; the rest 

came largely from the Warm Springs, Carson, Bayhorse, South |
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—- » Mountain, Yellow Pine, and Middle Boise districts. Silver ore yielded | 2 
abo _ 51 percent of the State total silver, zinc-lead ore 37 percent, lead ore 
~~ 8 percent, and gold-silver ore and gold ore 3 percent. The yield of — ~. silver from silver ore decreased 2,340,416 ounces, but that from : 
- _ uzinc-lead ore increased 404,842 ounces and- from lead ore 60,433 : 
“os OUNCES. SO oo | s |  ~  . Eight mines—the Sunshine, Bunker Hill & Sullivan, Mineral 

Pont, Hecla, Polaris, Triumph, Morning, and Page—produced 81 ‘ 
mo percent of the silver output of the State during 1942. All these mines "s -. except the Triumph are in the Coeur d’Alene region. oe 4 
—.... Copper-—The output of recoverable copper in Idaho in 1942 was oa 
- 6,860,000 pounds—a 5-percent decrease from 1941. The loss resulted 3 7 - Inainly from decreased output of silver-copper ore and copper ore. | 

_ Silver ore (chiefly from mines in the Coeur d’Alene region) yielded 
"69 percent of the State total copper, zinc-lead ore 23 percent, copper ! oS ore 3 percent, zinc ore 3 percent, and lead ore 2 percent. Os 
feo The Mineral Point and Sunshine mines produced 64 percent of the oo 
ee total copper output of the State in 1942. =~ | 2 
- Lead.—The output of recoverable lead in Idaho was 227,818,000 # 
a pounds in 1942—an increase of more than 8 percent over 1941. A 
.. Marked increases in lead output at the Hecla, Page, Sherman, Bunker . 
ee Hill & Sullivan, Dayrock, and Star properties more than offset large x -.. decreases at the Morning and Triumph mines. About 93 percent of 3 =. the State total lead came from the Coeur d’Alene region; most of the : se remainder was produced in the Warm Springs, Bayhorse, Port. Hill, : -.-. and Pend d’Oreille districts. Zinc-lead ore and old tailings from the . 
a Coeur d’Alene region yielded 81 percent of the State total lead; and - 
— lead ore, chiefly from the Coeur d’Alene region, yielded 14 percent. : 
re Lead recovered from zinc-lead ore increased 13,185,657. pounds and 

from lead ore 4,824,358 pounds. | | , | r 
In 1942 the combined lead output of the three largest producers— r 

CS the Bunker Hill & Sullivan, Hecla, and Morning—was 131,219,137 ' 
oe pounds (127,137,585 pounds in 1941), or more than 57 percent of the fi 
“ State total; other important producers were the Page, Star, Sherman, ‘ 

Oo Tamarack, Triumph, Dayrock, Clayton, and Gold Hunter properties. : 
7 Zinc.—The output of recoverable zinc in Idaho was 174,512,000 ; 

- pounds in 1942—a 10-percent increase over the former record output 
' (1941). The gain was due principally to increased output of zinc ot 

| from mines in the Coeur d’Alene region, especially from the Hecla, —_— 
| Star, Page, Tamarack, and Spokane-Idaho properties; however, a - 

substantial decrease was reported from the Bunker Hill & Sullivan : 
| . mine. Nearly 90 percent of the State total zinc in 1942 came from - 

: the Coeur d’Alene region and nearly all the remainder from the Warm 
Springs, South Mountain, Bayhorse, Deadwood Basin, and Alder 
Creek districts. Zinc-lead ore and old tailings concentrated yielded | 
97 percent of the State total zinc, and zinc ore concentrated most of | 
the remainder. | Seven mines—the Star, Morning, Hecla, Bunker Hill & Sullivan, 

| Tamarack, Triumph, and Page—produced 82 percent of the State 
total zine in 1942. _
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| - MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES | | | oe 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Idaho tn 1942, by counties, © 
- _ an terms of recovered metals CO 

SO \ ‘Mines producing Gold (lode and placer) | Silver (lode and placer) ._ | a 

| County 4 OO ——__—— os 

; . : ' Lode Placer |Fine ounces; Value {Fine ounces; Value ae 

XV 
7 

- Ad@_..-.----.--.---------2--- 1 4} - 516 $18, 060 152 $108 ot 
Adams........,..-.-.--------- 4 | le. 16. 560; = —~<547 389 a 

-  Benewah.-.-..---------.-----|_----------- 2 14 490 |_-__..------|----------.= i 
‘ Blaine..-.-------------------- 25 |_._.-...---- 5, 059 177, 065 - 652, 590 464,064 4 
Boise-_-...--------------------- 15 38 14,731 | 515, 585 37, 052 26, 348 So 
Bonner __--.--.--------------- ATL eee] 3 105 | 54,699 38, 897 Dok 
Bonneville_.._...-.--.-.----- -}.-.--. ------ 2 33] 1,155 j_2_---_-----|------------ Oo, 
Boundary ----...-------------- 2 tl 385 39, 673 28,.212 OO 
Butte__.-.--.-...------------- AL 2 70) 2 1,551] - 1, 103 a 
Camas___.--.-...------------- . 4 2) - 265 9,275 | 8, 827 6, 277 oo 
Clark__-_---- 222 eee 1 [oui ee ee 66 47 ° wos, 
Clearwater__.........---------]_-.--1------ 12 22 770 7 5 a 
Custer..-......---.----------- 19 6 6, 190 216, 650 215, 003 152, 891 ” a 

.  .Elmore.....---.------------ 9. 15 29, 576 | 1,035, 160 96, 878 68, 891 Sot 
- Gem._..._-.-.....------------- 3 2 2,917} 102,095 21, 496 15, 286 ce 

Idaho. .....-..-..------------- 29 69 12,774] , 447,090} 8,280]. 5, 888 jo 
Jerome._.........-------------|------------ 12 38 1,330 |_-...---.---]--------.--- eh 
-Kootenai-..-....------------- OD doe l ll | e----] = ------- 14 - 10 7 Mo 
Latah.......-....---.---------|_.2-----+--- - At 6,021 | 210,735 329 234 . 
Lemhi____.....-..--.--------- 17 32 6, 843 239, 505 42, 200 30, 009 es 

-  - Lewis... eee f{eueee-e---e-] 2 70 |...---------|------------ Ss 
Nez Perce. .-..---------------]------------ 1 3 105 |_-.-.-----..|------.----- oo : 
Owyhee------.--------------- ~ 10 8 3, 548 124, 180 329, O71 234, 006 o 
Shoshone. .......------------- 49 TY 2, 688 94,080 | 12, 977, 287 9, 228, 293 ee 
Twin Falls._...-..-------.-,.|_---.#.----- 13 37 1, 295 7 BO : 

. Valley.._------..------------- 5 5 _ 8,708 | 129, 780 . 152, 380 108, 359 
Washington_.._..-------2-.--- . 2] - 1 3 105 6, 781 4, 822 Lo 

. . 203 236 95,020 | 3,325,700. | 14,644,890 | 10,414,144 mo! 
a Total, 1941_..-.---.-----------| 331 524 149,816 | 5,243, 560 | 16,672,410 | “11,855,936 . ‘ 

oS : = + , 4 

Copper . ‘ Lead Zine Oy 

| County | ————_“_———_—-— er Tet Total value a a 

Pounds Value Pounds |~ Value Pounds Value | ° 

. Ada........ 2-2 |e eee. |e eee} eee eee] eee] eee] eee ee $18,168 co 
Adams.__-.....--- 35, 900 $4, 344 |_._. 2-22 |---|] eee 5, 293 

- . Benewah___.--.--|.....-------]_-----.-----]-.----------]_-----------|------------]-.---------- 490. 
Blaine. ._....---- 340, 000 41,140 | 7, 646, 400 $512, 309 | 12, 593,000 | $1, 171, 149 2, 365, 727 Tone 
Boise........----- 2, 100 254 25, 000 1,675 |...-.-------|------------ 543,862 - ‘ ~ 

Bonner.....------ 2, 200 | 266 780, 600 52, 300 |__----------]------------ ~ 91, 568 ae 
. ' ‘Bonneville.___..-|...---.-----|_-----------|.------. ----].-----------]------------|------------ 1, 155 . | 

- _Boundary-..----- 16, 000 - 1,936 | 2, 088, 000 139, 896 |__.------.--|------------ 170,429 . os 
Butte. -_._..-.---|-.----------]----,------- 70, 400 4,717 | 27,700 | 2, 576 8, 466 a 
Camas.-_._..----- . 700 | 85 15, 300 1, 025 300 28 16,690. ee 

~ Qllark_____-----.-[----2-------|------- eee 13, 300 891 |__.--.---]------------ 938 ES 
Clearwater__...--|.-----------]------------]------------]------------]------------]------------ 775 us 
Custer. ......---- 156, 000 18,876 | 3,317, 000 222, 239 | 1,608, 000 149, 544 760, 200 oo 
Elmore__......----|-----_----- |------------]------------|]------------]------------]----------- 1, 104, 051 / 
Gem.........---- 11, 000 1, 331 90, 700 6, 077 5, 000 465 125, 254 oe 
Idaho. ..._--.---- 3, 100 375 2, 400 161 |..----------]------------ 453, 514 oo, 

_ Jerome-..-...-----|------------|------------|------------]------------]------------|------------ 1, 330 
Kootenai____._.--]------------]------------ -, 900 60 |.-.---------|------------ 70 a 
Latah_........---|_-----------|------------]------------]-----_------]_-----------|------------ 210, 969 : 
Lemhi....._-.--- 73, 000 8, 833 444, 000 29, 748 72, 000° 6, 696 314, 791 
Lewis_........-.-|----------L-]------------|------------|------------|------------|------------ 70 7 
Nez Perce___..:--|_-----------|------------]------------]------------]------------]------------ 105 : — 
Owyhee......---- 193, 200 23, 377 124, 700 8,355 | 2,970, 000 276, 210 666, 128 
Shoshone.._.....-| 5, 986, 000 724, 306 |212, 947, 000 | 14, 267, 449 |156, 625, 000 | 14, 566,125 | 38, 880, 253 
Twin Falls__...__| ...-.-------|------------]------------]------------]---- --------]------------ 1, 300 : 
Valley ._..-.----- 26, 000 3, 146 247, 600 16, 589 611, 000 56, 823 314, 697 
Washington_.-.-- 14, 800 1, 791 4, 700 315 |_.-.--------]------------ 7,033. : 

6, 860, 000 830, 060 |227, 818, 000 | 15, 263, 806 |174, 512,000 | 16,229,616 | 46, 063, 326 - 
Total, 1941__.....} 7, 242,000 854, 556 |209, 828, 000 | 11, 960, 196 |158, 168, 000 | 11, 862,600 | 41, 776, 848 

. 

e
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- Gold and silver produced at lode mines in Idaho in 1942, by counties, in terms of eo 
Be : _ _ recovered metals. | ae 

: : oo. County or treated Gold Silver | County ore Sold. . Gold Silver 

oo . | . . Short | Fine Fine . Short | Fine Fine — : oe . tons ounces ounces. tons ounces | ounces ° Ty Ada... 22 40 . 20 121 || Gem____..-_--__.-_| . 6,843 2,909 |. 21,496 . - 
J Adams..__.____2__- 89 16 547 || Idaho__._......._..| 12, 053 3, 867 6, 421 “ 

. Blaine.._....-...._}| 114,988 | 5,059 652, 590 |} Kootenai______.__- 2 tL: 14 . Y 
. Boise. ...--..---_-- 1, 473 1, 597 33, 795 |} Lemhi_............| 48, 307 2, 312 41, dea Ss Bonner............] 12,092 3] 54,699 || Owyhee_.........__} 83, 522 3,530 | 329,040 "3 

. Boundary-..--.--..]| 41, 353 li 39, 673 || Shoshone_-._____.__|2, 327, 417 2,626 |12, 977, 280 . a a : Butte__.-....-...-.| 1,759] -. 2 1,551 |{ Valley.............} 114, 128 3,660 | 152, 349 Of 
— Camas.._...._22__- - 404 263 8, 827 || Washington_______. 310 '@Q2 6, 781 A ley Olark..___-. 222.2. 24 fe 66 |]. |} s ye! Custer.............| 47,961] | 1,397] 212,587 a {2,900,704 | 50, 440 |14, 634, 419 , a Elmore.._.-......-| 87,989 | 23, 166 94, 718 || Total, 1941__...._._]2, 704,680 | 77, 421 |16, 655,002 _ : 

“Gold and silver produced at placer mines in Idaho in 1942, by counties, in fine . 
a | : ounces, in terms of recovered metals | 2 

a | . | ae Dredges | 8 
wy 7 Sluicing and| Drift min- |-———————_—__-_—__________ 8 2, hydraulic ing Dragline oe _ Total | a 
: - “ County - cn | Dry-land 1 floating 1 Floating bucket} a 5 

eo a . | Gold | Silver | Gold | Silver} Gold |Silver| Gold | Silver} Gold | Silver | Gold Silver 4 

Bee Ada.....------) 4 |----f fe} age fan fee} aoe ft a 
. Benewah_......| 14 |__2.-.-}------|------|--2_-- |e. 2 -}_-e22----|-----__|_---2 | 14402 y : —— Boise._..2------} 889 | 78 |_-.---|---- || 79 | 28 | 12, 666 | 3) 156 | 13,134 |3; 257 — “4 

a Bonneville...-..| - 33 |---.---]---.--} 22-2 jee ef ee }eee tee 33 |___._- “ a ~ Camas__.-.- 2. 2 |.------]------]------]------|------]--------|------. |---| 2 {_____- . 
2 a Clearwater......| 17 4 }.-.--_|------ 5 3 |--------]-------|--- 2} 22 7 g _ Custer_...------] 6 4 |.-.-..|------|------]------]--------]-------] 4,787 | 2,412 | 4,798 | 2416 e an Elmore.....----} 64} © 11 |------|------]------|------]--------|-------} 6,346 | 2,149 | 6,410 | .2, 160 a 
oe Gem_____.--1.-- 8 |-------|------|------|------|------|--------|----22|--2-- ee }te ee 2 4 wl Idaho._.........| 346 73 15 j------| 61} 11] 3,581 653 | 4,904 | 1,122 | 8,907 | 1,859 % 
_ | Jerome__------.-] 88 |----- fee {eee} | waeeeee|-----e--f------- 38 |. __- oy ©» Latab__-.--.---] 18 |-------|-----|--- 2 |---| ee e}-----_|-------| 6,008 329} 6,021} 329 ‘i ae Lembi_.-..-----| 144; 10] 24 |_---_2]-2----]----__]| 2,466 | 203 | 1,900} 193! 4531 | 336 2 Lewis..-.-.-.-.- 2 |-------|------|------]------|------|--------|----- |e fee > Rs , Nez Perce-___.._- 3 |-----.-|------|------|----.-|------|--------]-------| cee f 3 j.----- 2 tos Owyhee.........| 13 | 16 {.---.-[------] 5 | 15 |e-eeee-|o ee 18 31 4 
a Shoshone_----..| 15 |--...._| 47 7 {------|------]-------- |e {eee 62 7 4 i _ Twin Falls...--| 37 7 |------|------|---.--|-__---|--------|-----.-|--.---_|_-- oe 37 7 § : Valley.-.-------| 48 | 81 |------}--2-_-]----2-|-----_|----2-_]----__|--------|--------| 48 31 3 

“‘Washington_-___- 1 j-----Le|eee ete --------]-------|------ 22] ee re ‘ 

| | 1,197.| 234| 83 7 | 2563 | 260 | 26,126 | 3879 /436,611 | 49,291 | 44,580 |10, 471 “ 
Total, 1941._..._/4, 899 | 1,149 | 228 46 13,185 | 388 | 11,725 | 2,100 | 52,358 | 18,725 | 72,395 {17,408 - ‘ 

1A floating washing plant supplied with gravel by a dragline excavator is called a “‘dragline floating d 
dredge’; a stationary or movable washing plant supplied with gravel by any type of power excavator is * 

, called a “‘dry-land dredge.” : 
2 Recovered from 75,362 cubic yards of gravel treated by 5 dry-land dredges. : 

. * Recovered from 1,100,575 cubic yards of gravel treated by 7 dragline floating dredges. “ 
* Recovered from 7,772,947 cubic yards of gravel treated by 10 floating bucket dredges. ‘ 

MINING INDUSTRY |. 

The marked increase in output of lead, zinc, antimony, and tung- | 
sten, the closing of gold properties in October by Government order, 

| _ and the serious shortage of labor at mines, mills, and smelters in the ) 
Coeur d’Alene region during the summer were the most important 
features of the mining industry of Idaho during 1942. The production 

| of zinc, antimony, and tungsten was greater than in any year in the 
history of the State, and the output of lead was the largest since 1930. 
Zinc-lead ore (by far the chief output of the State) increased 15 percent 
over 1941 and lead ore nearly 48 percent; gold ore and gold-silver ore | 
combined declined 23 percent, silver ore more than 6 percent, copper 
ore 72 percent, and zinc ore 9 percent. 

| °
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a Co ORE CLASSIFICATION as | - 

| _ Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume  —° 
on Gold and Silver, a a a ee 

>.‘ Ore sold or treated in Idaho in 1942, with content in terms of recovered metals Dee 

a : | Mines fo 7 : a | es 
a Source prooee Ore | Gold Silver | Copper.| Lead Zinc : : 

a - . 7 Short | Fine | Fine | _ | oe 
oo . tons | ounces | ounces | Pounds | Pounds Pounds — _ Dry and siliceous gold ore..____.__| 88} 142,952] 35,452| 130,336] 19, 763 99, 689}... 2 | coy . Dry and siliceous gold-silver ore___ 7| 173,389): 7,494} 358, 263 3, 291 60, 526) _ 
Dry and siliceous silver ore....-..- 18) 458, 533 331| 7, 528, 893)4, 721, 804 . 1, 264, 769}... .-2-- . we 

BR 1112] 774, 874) - 43,277] 8,017, 49214, 744,858] 1,424,984/ a 
. Copper ore_._....- 2. 8 2, 210 153} =. 27,390} + 190, 653 8, 0904-2. ee. E 

Lead ore. .----.-----2- eek 40) 313,317) - 313} 1,103,683] 153,272] 31,978, 714 132, 762 a , Lead-copper ore..--.-.-..-.._----- 1} 83t__.___| ” 12,354] | 7262 36,515|.--- 
. Zine ore... --- 2s 8}. 20, 561 222| 127,670]. 195,608 261,057| 4,355,608. oO Zinc-lead OTC... 52/1, 789,659} 6, 475) 5,345, 830)1, 568, 347} 194, 108, 640/170, 023, 630 3 ae 

ne _Total, lode mines._........-| 120312, 900, 704| 50, 440114, 634, 41916, 860,000] 327, 818, 000 174, 512, 000 
_. Total, placers_-......--...----2--- 236}---------] 44, 580 10, 471) .-.------|-----+--2--|---2 2-22. | 

Cs oe 439|2, 900,704} 95, 020114, 644, 89016, 860, 000| 227, 818, 0001174, 512,000 OF otal, 1941..._._-.__.2._2....-.] 55/2, 704, 680] 149, 816/16, 672, 41017, 242, 000| 209, 828, 000/158, 168,000 = iss 

co _ 1 A mine producing more than 1 class of ore is counted but once in arriving at total for all classes. — - J o , 

. —- -  METALLURGIC INDUSTRY - es 

Of the 2,900,704 tons of ore produced in 1942 in Idaho, 2,762,323 oe 
tons (95 percent) were treated at concentration plants, 111,772 tons oy 

-. (4 percent) were treated at amalgamation and cyanidation mills, and a 
. . 26,609 tons (1 percent) were shipped crude to smelters. _ ae Cr 

- Ore treated at concentration plants in 1942 comprised 32,138 tons . - 
_ of gold ore, 168,913 tons of gold-silver ore, 447,130 tons of silver ore, ae 

_ 560 tons of copper ore, 306,083 tons of lead ore, 17,906 tons of zinc oS 
ore, and 1,789,593 tons of zinc-lead ore. _ an Se a 

_ Ore treated at straight amalgamation mills in 1942 totaled 11,402 = © 
tons, and ore treated at combined amalgamation and concentration _ Oo 
plants comprised 97,670 tons. Ore treated at straight cyanidation a 

: plants in 1942 totaled 700 tons, and ore treated at combined cyanida- FoR: 
- tion and concentration plants comprised 2,000 tons. } | Do 

_ The lead smelter and refinery and the antimony plant of the Bunker | | 
Hill & Sullivan Mining & Concentrating Co. at Bradley were operated . 
at capacity in 1942 on ore and concentrates, chiefly from mines and me 
mills m the Coeur d’Alene region. The 100-ton electrolytic zinc plant OC 

| of the Sullivan Mining Co. near Bradley operated at capacity on a 
- concentrates from the same source. | Oo 

In April 1943, the Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining & Concentrating 
Co. completed its zinc-fuming plant at Bradley. According to a report. _ | 
by P. C. Fedderson, smelter superintendent at the Bunker Hill lead | 
smelter, the operation will follow closely that practiced for some years 

| by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. at East Helena, Mont. The - 
plant will treat all current hot slag and in addition cold reclaimed | 

. dump slag; it is expected to handle approximately 400 tons of slag a | 
day,"and this willfproduce about 50 tons of oxide fume containing 30 
to}35 tons of zinc and"about 5 tons‘of lead. That portion of the existing 
slag dump which_can be re-treated economically for zinc recovery
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ae contains about 1,000,000 tons, with an average zinc content of 10 ~~ 
“percent. In September 1942 the Sunshine Mining Co. completed an oe 
Be electrolytic antimony plant (100-ton capacity) adjoining its concen- 8 
stration mill near Kellogg to recover antimony from silver-copper- 3 
oe antimony concentrates. a oO ee 

- Mine production of metals in Idaho in 1942, by methods of recovery, in terms of 4 
ae ee = - recovered metals a : a 

: ' ms _. Method ofrecovery _ Material . Gold ; Silver — Copper | Lead | Zine — i 

Be | oo Short tons | Fine ownces| Fine ounces|' Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 4 
os Ore amalgamated.......-.-.| 109,072 | 16,580 |’. 8,531 |.-.---22222-|--2 eee # 
Soy - Ore cyanided._..--..-.--...|-- 2,700 391 8,804 |.-_-__--.---]----- 22 - eee 8 
o | Concentrates smelted.......| 406, 954 30, 649 | 14,319,082 | 6, 636, 794 | 221, 566, 560 | 173,810, 377 , 
ee : Ore smelted_....------------]. 26, 609 “2, 820 303, 502 223, 206 6, 251,440 | 701,623 4 
by 7 os Placer....--..---.-----2----|]------------ - 44,580 | — - 10,471. wee een enna ne |o- enna eee oe =e ~------5--2- § 

me od | TT sll. 98,020 | 14, 644,890 | 6,860,000 | 227,818, 000 |’ 174, 512, 000 a 
Pe Mota, 1941_..2...-.-----£2.-]2--------.-| 149,816 | 16,672,410] 7,242,000 | 209, 828, 000 | 188; 168, 000 8 

. 7 | : . oe . : : mo \ - no . i 

we Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or without — 4 
oo, concentration equipment) in Idaho in 1942, by types of mills and by counties, ' ri 
foe tn terms of recovered metals © : : re 4 

we ae — AMALGAMATION MILLS” Lem 4 

. a - | | Recoveréd in Cone ntrates smelted and rec dr tal | } ae | bullion _ Concentrates smelted and recovered meta A 

m oo a. | Material —— | [_—— 7 “ji qu“ a 
Se County _ | treated i Concen- : re 4 
a ee oo | Gold Silver | trates |. Gold | Silver | Copper | Lead | * 
oy Be | SO . \ _ | produced . a oo & 

Q. . | Short Fine Fine - Short Fine Fine | me _ i 
no Se ° : tons ounces ounces tons | ounces ounces | Pounds | Pounds ok 
ae Ada_...2-22-2-------|. 40;  —-:10 1 2 1} 120 J... 4 
vee Boise_.---...----.-..| 1, 139 663 2g| 2 10 Q | 2 fT é 
fF Custer_......-.---.--| 3,230] © 292] — 502 38 419} 12,404 |_-- 4 
Po _ Elmore.__---.-------| 87,784 | ‘12,676 | 6,466 |. 1,552| 10,416 |) 88,167 |___-_--- Jo 2_o ooo e 
Bn Idaho._......--..-.--| 6,604 1,874| 650 82 934 | 4, 238 1,300} 400 4 
7 Lemhi__......------- 541 85 13 |...-...-.-|.---------|-----.----|-22------- |e e ee 4 

Owyhee. .-...-----.- 234 37 32 9). 37 170 |_---.-----|---------- “ty 
:  Valiey_.-------- 2] 9, 500. 943 609 |...--.----|----------|--ee ee |e o 5 

| 109,072 | 16,580] 8,531 1,685 | 11,826 | 105,101 | 1,300 400 3 
| Total, 1941...........] 173,321 | 20,874 | 12,883] 2,570] 18,065} 167,010/ 8,500 3, 300 4 

| CYANIDATION MILLS | ) * 

Custer_....--.------| 2,000 297 | 3, 028 il 9) 98 Jue 700 ‘ 
Idaho__....--------- 220 44 257 |......-.--|_..-----.-|---=------|--.-------|------- + : 
Lemhi__....--------- 480 50 24 |... -..-_|l_ 2. u--|---------|---------|---- ee : 

2,700 391 | 3,304 il 9 93 |__._.____- 700 2 
Total, 1941_..........| 6, 182 659 1, 486 |.......---|----------|---------_|----------|---e 

Grand total: 1942.-..] 111,772 | 16,971} 11,835 1,696 | 11,835 | 105,124] 1,300 1, 100 
1941._.-| 179,503 | 21,533 | 14,369] | 2,570| 18,065| 167,010] 8,500 3, 300 :
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a Mine production.of metals from concentrating mills in Idaho in 1942, by counties, in oe 
oe terms of recovered metals | ne oe 

— [ fo | Concentrates smelted and recovered metal = | ES 

- eee _ Ore oe ~~ | | ae 
County treated .Coneen- | . oe, 

trates Gold Silver Copper Lead _ Zine a a 
: produced 7 oo a . oO Po 

7 Short tons | Short tons | Fine ounces| Fine ounces| Pounds Pounds Pounds oe ora 
Blaine..........} | 111,111 28, 949 4,219 637, 273 332,115 | 7,553,263 | 12, 585, 705 ie 
Bonner....---_-- 12; 020 630 2 47, 072 1,600] 713,712 |.-......_-:. . ey 

. - Boundary----.--| 41, 353 1, 541 11 39, 673 16,000 | 2,088,000 7-.-..._.__=_. oe 
= Butte__...--.--_| 1, 759 113 2} 1,881 |. 70, 400 27,700 = 9° 

vo Camas_-__----.-- 5 2 | --2.--------] | 101 j------------ 702 -. . 8300 oo 
co Custer_..--------| ‘ 38,638 3, 570 53 141, 173 24, 544 2, 978, 312 1,095,000 . og 

. Elmore-_-..---..-- _ 200. TT 36 57 |------------|-------2-----|-----ee eee 
Gem._..--..--.| 6,791] —-.2,122 2, 906 21, 421 10, 868 "89,700 | i= 000-—t A 
Idaho_._..-..----| 5, 168 59 879 | 1,129 1, 200 - 1,600 J-----------. Og 
Lemhi_----.....| 45,900 1, 065 2, 050 33, 113 68, 200 | 89, 400 |... Se, 
Owyhee...-._... 83, 253 3,700 | - 3,377 327, 687 193, 200 124, 700 2, 970, 000 curse 

. Shoshone-_....--.| 2,311, 531 354, 290 | 2,579 | 12,819, 649 |° 5,961,767 | 207,611,671 | 156, 515, 672° ye he 
os Valley_..-.-.---- 104, 594 - 9, 210 2, 700 i 144, 059 26, 000 |. 244, 000 611, 000 ES 

ee, 2,762,323 | 405, 258 18,814 | 14,213,958 | 6,635, 494 | 221, 565, 460 | 173, 810, 377 Spee 
.. Total, 1941___....| 2, 492, 644 -350, 802 | 33, 381 | 15,924, 8386 | 6, 619, 249 | 201, 793, 685 | 158, 030, 826 TS. 

Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in Idaho in 1942, by =~ 
| as o classes of concentrates smelted | | \ Se 

. : ‘ , : \ . . : : : , of 

| . a | Concen- Gross metal contéent | | a : 
_. Class of concentrates = [trates © |] ee 

oe a "| Produced | goa Silver | Copper Lead ' Zine | a 

= a ; | Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces “Pounds ' Pounds ~ Pounds a - 
: Dry gold.__-..2-..------.-.- 5, 018 - 18,341 121, 707 16, 693 110, 458 |----.------- _ oe 

“Dry gold-silver.....--..-.--] © 7,876 |. 5, 092 314,016, |.---.-.-----|_-...-.---_--_.}--------.--- ue 
Dry silver---_-------------- 1}. Li: 882 |__-_----- ee} eee --- eee |eeee eee ee; 
Copper...-..-.-.-.-.--.----|. 8,091 | | 164 | 6,374,672 | 4; 719, 226 215, 888 |...-....-.-- re 
Lead__...---------------.--- 184, 158 - 2,597 | 5,554,027 | 1,177,017 | 214,906; 445 | 21, 755, 331 

- Lead-copper_....-.-.-.----- 2, 686 323 - 960, 127 508, 500 643, 104 | 265, 664 oo : 
Zine. ._--------------------- 145, 601. 1, 284 501, 547 591, 196 7, 861, 236 | 155, 098, 723 a 
Zinc-lead _-..-.------------- 38, 009. 331 191, 310 126, 513 6, 540,421 | 38,098, 518 . oy 
Dry iron (from zinc-lead ore)_ 15,514 | =. 2, 516 301, 344 231, 838 _ 888, 467 _ 712,576 * a a 

. 406, 954 30,649 | 14,319,082 | - 7,370,983 | 230, 665, 469 | 215, 931, 812 meee 
Total, 1941__.__-_-------.--- 353, 372 51, 396 | 16,091,846 | 7,496,404 | -210,025, 930 | 192, 921, 203 ane 

; . . .
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we Mine production of metals from Idaho concentrates shipped to smelters in 1942,.in ae 
me po es . terms of recovered metals | See se 

ye BY COUNTIES ne 

- - : | Concen- Gold | Silver Copper | | - : Lead [> Zine | i 

re '| Short tons |Fine ounces | Fine ounces| Pounds Pounds - _ Pounds 4 
a | Ada... 22 - eee 2 10 |. 120 |...---------|--------eeeeee[ueee eee 

Blaine. 22-2222 -e---} | ~ 28, 949 4, 219 637, 273 332,115 | - 7,553,263 | 12, 585, 705 4 
Pe Boise.....--.---------------| 10 2 fiw [eee ee f s 
ee _- Bonner. __..,--.----.-.----- 630; ~ 2 47,0721 . 1,600] —-718, 712 }_--___-_-.-2- 4} 
a Boundary.......-.---.----- 1,541/ , Wl 39,673 | 16,000 2,088,000 |..-.-2---._- * 
eR . Butte-.--------------------| UB 1, 551 |--.--------- 70, 400 27, 700 4 

Camas... ee eee ee 2 fee} OL Jee 702] ~~ —--- 300 a 
co  Custer.....-----------------] 3, 619. 481 153, 600 24,544 | 2,979,012] 1,095,000 .* % 
ee...) Elmore..2.-..------22------ . 1, 559 10,452} 88, 224 |.--..._----|_------L--_---|------  & 
a —° Gem_____..----------------- 2,122].  2,906| 21,421} 10,868) = 89, 700} - 8,000. 4 
Bye ‘Idaho_...-----2------------| 141| $1,813]. #5367} 2,500] © 2,000 }_....-..__-- : 
. ~ Gemhi__- eee ------| «1,065 2,050 33,113 | —_ 68, 200 89,400 |......------ 4 
“0 Owyhee..----2--.----------| 8, 709.| «8, 414 | 827,857 | _. 193,200 | 124,700 | 2, 970, 000 4 
os. Soshone_...2-_..----------| 354,290 | 2, 579 | 12,819,649 | 5,961, 767 | 207, 611, 671 | 156, 515, 672 3 
Me Valley....------------------] 9, 210 2,700 | 144, 059 26, 000° 244,000} 611,000 - j 

conn en 406,954 | 30, 649 | 14,319,082 | 6,636,794 | 221, 566, 560 | ‘173, 810, 377 4 
—  Potal, 1941...-.-...---------] 358,372 | 51, 396 | 16, 091, 846 | 6, 627, 749 | 201, 796, 985 | 158, 030, 826 - 4 

Be ' BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES == +. 

= “Dry gold.....---.-----------|. 5, 018 18,341 | 121,707|  13,745| 98,801 |_.-----.---- 4 
ee Dry gold-silver.._.._------- 7, 876 5, 092" 314,016 |_....-------]-----------2-- eee eee 4 
Be | ‘Dry silver.....-.----.--.--- 1 1° 332 |...-.-------|--------------|------------ a 
Be -Copper...-.----------------| 8,091] 164 | 6,374,672 4,307,400 | =: 178, 250 |---__--__-_- 4 

. Lead.......-----------------]| 184, 158 |. 2,507 | 5,554,027 | 996, 769 | 206, 832, 549 |... 4 
Sy _. _Lead-copper_..._-.--------~ 2, 686 323 960,127 | 488, 782 614,092 |.....-....-- og 

oe Fines le eeeeee--] 145,601 | 1, 284]. 501, 547 553,034 | — 7,327,017 | 139, 524, 410 A 
re  YZine-lead_._....------------ 38,009 | 381 191,310 | 113,853 | —_ 6,208, 738 | 34,285,967 a 

poo _._Dryiron (from zine-lead ore). 15,514} 2, 516 301,344 | 213, 211 312,113 |..2.--..---. ~ ¢ 

fe | 406, 954 30,649 | 14,319,082 | 6,686,794 | 221, 566, 560 | 173,810,377 4 

Berges Gross metal content of Idaho crude ore shipped to smelters in 1942, by classes of ore | 

_ oo OO | of. _ Gross metal content | 4 

: - _. Class of ore’ Ore OT . 4 

oe oo | | | Gold Silver | Copper Lead | Zine 4 

. Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces} Pounds .| Pounds. Pounds t 
Dry and siliceous gold_-____..- 2, 266 1, 541 3, 193 6, 303 1, 352 |_-.-..--_--- f 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver-_| 1, 252 1,001 37, 848 4, 693 - 85,083 |_-.--------- “ 
Dry and siliceous silver__-_...- 11, 403 36 64, 453 11, 757 867,357 |.-.--..----- y 
Copper. ..-..----------.--.-.- 1, 650 151 27, 310 167, 221 12,128 |_.__.--..... 4 
Lead__.......----------------- 7, 234 85 156, 453 39,819 | 5, 512, 430 |....-.--.--- c 

) Lead-copper__.....---.------- 83 |_..--------- 12, 354 8, 333 38, 434 |... 4 
Zinc..._-----2---------------- 2, 655 5 987 11, 604 37, 515 930, 073 ‘ 
Zinc-lead_.....-...-.--------- 66 1 904 400 13, 930 45,545 “ 

. : 26, 609 2, 820 303, 502 250,030 | 6, 568, 229 975, 618 
Total, 1941_........----------- 32, 533 4, 492 548, 787 655, 222 | 8, 466, 662 168, 085 :
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7 _ Mine production of metals from Idaho crude ore shipped to smelters in1942,interms i 
vo. | Be of recovered metals , | panes 

a | BY COUNTIES 5. Sn oe 

9 7 | ; Ore - Gold - Silver Copper Lead / Zine ~- - 

Be , | Short Fine Fine | - — a 
_ — tons ounces ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds 

' Adams_-...-..- 22-222 eee 89 16 547 | 35,900 |-...--.-_-.-|--------_--- og 
. Blaine-.._......._-...._-_---- 3, 827 - $840 15, 317 7, 885 93,137} 7,295 Ss 

'. Boise.-.........--.---_------ 334 |, 924 88, 535 - 2,100 25,000 |....-..----- a 
Bonner. ....-.-_..-.---------- - . 72 1 7, 627 ' 600 66, 888 |.2.------ ee 

a Camas_...-.........-.-.---.--| 899 263 8, 726 700 | =: 14, 598 Jc “ 
| ~ Clark...-222 2222} ye 66 |_--.--------] ~ 18,300 |-.---.._-._- . 
ue Custer.._.-.........-.------- 4, 093 327 55, 462 131, 456 337, 988 513,000 - 

_. Bilmore.........-222----------] 5 |. 38 (28 |_.------_-_|--.--.------]----- 28 ee — oo 
7 Gem....-....._...-_---------- 52 3 75 | 132 1,000 |.-.-.-...-.- - 

© *  Tdaho.._ 2.2 61 136. 147 600 400 |..-.--.---.. oo 
Kootenai-_..............._---- 2 jeuw-------- 14 |e 8- ~ 900. |.---------2. Le 

Lemhi-.......-....-...-_---- 1, 386 127 8, 714 | 4,800 354, 600 72, 000 ee 
Owyhee......__.--.---------- 35 79 1,151 |__...-_-----]----------+-]------------ we 

~~ §hoshone...-.-..----..------- 15, 886 _ 47 157, 631 24,233 | 5,335, 329 ~ 109,328 : - ns 
: Valley....---.-...---.--------] +84 “171 7,681 |-.------__-- 3,600 |.------2---- Loe 

Washington _-____.-....------- 310 2 6, 781 14, 800 4,700 |---.-------- oe 

Co | 26,609 | 2,820 303, 502 | - 223,206 | 6, 251, 440 701,623 =, 
_., Total, 1941._._.-_...---_------ 32, 583 - 4, 492 548, 787 614,251 | 8,031, 015 137, 174 | mos 

| ss BY CLASSESOFORE ee 

"Dry and siliceous gold_.-_---- ‘2, 266 1,541] 3, 198 6, 018 . es ee An 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver_.| - ‘1, 252 1, 001 37, 848 "3,291 ] . 60, 526 j..---------. wo, 
Dry and siliceous silver-._...- 11, 403 36 64,453 | 10,554 807, 519 |.....------- oe 

— Copper_------l--------} «1, 650 | 151 27, 310 162, 253 8,090 }...--------- oo 
Lead.....--..----.-------- 7, 234 85 156, 453 . 82,620 | 5, 292,395 |_-_-------- ert 

'  - . Lead-copper_.......---------- 83 |w.------- ee 12, 354 7, 262 36,515 |...-.-._---- - s 
| Zine..........-------.-.------| . 2, 655 5 987 858 32, 257 661, 286 Coe 

.. Zine-lead--...-----.---------- 66°) — 1]. 904 - 850] ~— 18,250 _. 40,337 ae 

98 609 2,820} 303,502 | 223,206 | 6,251,440) 701,628  - |



7 REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS oor a C9 ne 

. Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Idaho in 1942, by counties and districts, in‘terms of recovered metals Bs 

| Mines produc) Gold Silver fo ; ee ee 
County and district —______________| Oresold |__| Copper -] )=OLead = | Zine §=6[Total value 4 a 

or treated - . : = - ° 
Lode | Placer Lode | Placer | Total | Lode Placer | ‘Total oo - en 

Fine Fine Fine ‘| Fine |} ' 1 . pe : oe 
Ada County: Short tons| ounces | ounces | ounces | Fine ounces) ounces | Fine ounces| Pounds | Pounds Pounds. . 3 

Black Hornet_._.......-2.- 2-2-2. 1 | -_-- 40 ye 20 — 3121 |--2..--- 121 |_..-.-------|-..------1--|------ ee ook $786 . os 
Boise_...--....----.------------------}----- eee 1 je epee ee fe eee 4 4 | -.12 |e 2-2 ee - |e. |e} 140 : 
Snake River___.._..__.-_..-----------|-------- 3 |-1-------|-------- 402 492 |__----------| 31 81 |_---.-----4-|----------o-|--- eee 17, 242. -- ae 

Adams County: Seven Devils___..-.-.--- 4 | ..o 89 16 j}--.-_ 16 547 |---.---- «647 35,900 |..--.--.--.-]------------] | 5, 298 IS a 
Benewah County: a - . oo oo 
Tyson Creek (Camas Cove).........---|.--.---- 2 |..-.------|-------- 14 14 j_.---.------|--------|------------|------- +e | oe] eee eee 490 | . m 

Blaine County: . a = 8 
Mineral Hill and Camas_-___._....._-- 16 }....-.--| 2,804 —-~646 |---| 546 11, 302 |.------- 11, 302 -7, 000 79, 700 72, 400 |. 40, 067 a Bo 
Sawtooth (Vienna) .._-_.__-.---.---.-- 2 |-------- 116 25 |.------- 25 1, 672 |--------|, 1,672 |-_-.-_.--_-- 1,400 |.--.-------- ne 
Warm Springs_...-...-..---.--------- 7 |--------| 112,018 | 4,488 |__.1.._+| 4, 488 639, 616] -------- 639, 616 |. | 333,000 | 7, 565, 300 | 12, 520, 600 2, 323, 502 = 

Boise County: - ‘ Sf . os : 
Banner.....--------------------------|-------- 1 |_.---.----]-------- ~1 1 |------------|--------]--------¢--+|------------|------------}-2--- ee eee f 35 by . 
Boise Basin_----.-------------------- 9 31 1,062 | 1,300 | 18,112 | 14, 412 ~ 33,660 | 3, 250 36, 910 . 2, 100 25,000 |.----------- 532, 596 bd a 
Payette River_..-........-----.------|--------] 0 2 Jeet eee 1 1 |-.----------|--------|--------2--- |---| eee eee eee [eee 35 oO. 
Rabbit Creek... ..-.....--------------|-------- 1 |...-------]-------- 12 12 |-.---.------} 7. . 7 |-.----------]------- 22 - | eee eee 425 QO 4 
South Fork of Payette River__..--.--|.------- 1 |.-.-------]-------- 1 1 |..----------|---+-+--|----------.-|----------4-|------------|--------e- _ 35 ee 

. Summit Flat_..-.-.-.--.---------.--- 6 2 411 297; 7 304 ~ 185 Jee ---- 185 |_-.-----.---|--2---------|--.---- eee 10,786 ~<. ©. 
Bonner County: Pend d’Oreille.__.......- 4 }..------| 12,092] © 3 ]------.-| 8 54,609 |...--...| 54, 699 2, 200 780, 600 |--3--------- 91, 568 ooh 
Bonneville County: Mount Pisgah.___.._|_...---- 2 |----------|-------- 33 33 |.-----------|----+---|------_---,-]--------- =| -- eee fee eee 1155 “ 
Boundary County: Port Hill_..._......-- 1 j--------| 41, 853 li |-------- 11. 39, 673 |.------- 39, 673 16,000 | .2, 088, 000 |....--....-. 170, 429 | ~ 8 
Butte County: . . Jo: ; Ce 

Dome._.-.-----....-.------------------ 1 |-------- 1, 500 |.-------]--------|-------- 1,011 |-..----- 1,011 |--.22---__-- 57,000 |-.-.-.---.-- 4, 538 SS 
Lava Creek._...........-.----------- 3 |..------| 259 Q |.------ 2)... 640 [ooo 540 |__...-..--.- 13, 400 27,700} . 3,928  . — 

Camas County: . ‘ odo ee _ - na 
Little Smoky and Carrietown_..-.--- 3 2 381. 19 | 2 - 21 8,713 |-------- 8, 713 ~ 700 15, 300 300 8, 069 eo an 
Skeleton Creek.._.........--.-------- I {_------- 23 244 |..--.--- 244 114 j-------. 114 |.-----2--2---]----2- ee) eee eee 862k © : 

Clark County: Birch Creek.-_...-_----_- | 24 |---|. -__ ef eee - 66 fJs.---uLe 66 |... ee 13, 800 |...-----.-.- . 938 Ses 
Clearwater County: a oO _— ” a ° IM 

ournt Creek ___....-..-__---.--------|-------- 1 |. 222. -}------e it A fee ee.| eee] eee] eee nee eee | eee eee ee fee eee 88s 
Moose Creek and Independence . - | Le ne 

Creek... _.---.----------------------|-------- 3 |----------|-------- 3 3 |------------|-------- eee] ee eee nef nee eee “105 . ae 
Pierce_..-.......---.---------.--20-._{ 2-22 8 |...-.-----]..------ 18 18 j---.-.--.--- 7. PT flee eke een [ee eee ewe |e eed 635 ea oS 

Custer County: , oo fo “s oo Po 
Alder Creek...-....------------------ 2 |--.----- 3, 429 143 |_..----- 143 2,551 |.-.-----| 2,551 | 104,000 | =. 27, 600 513, 000 |. 68, 961 7 a ESS 
Bayhorse...-_.-..--.----------------- 8 1 39, 266 61 1, 62 193, 379 |..----..| . 193,379 | . 51,800] 3,288,700} 1,095,000 | 468, 130 Ce 
Stanley and Stanley Basin__.._____.- 1 1 2, 000 306 |. 2 308° 8,046 j--------] 8, 046-f-e eee] 700 Jee 12, 993. te 
Yankee Fork.-_.---..---------------- 8 3 3, 266 887 | 4,790 5,677. 18,611} 2,416. 16,027.|- 200 fee ene eee 210, 116 Dg HES 

aan : - Be me a Lae Pa as oe wie il ec poe USE te: So ghge eed esd ee ee figs Akar . te —— no coe eaietencee sted ee a. re we - y o



Elmore County: foo, a . - i . - Bear Creek......-....2-.----22--- 2. 4 3 ~ 116 53 2 | 55 45 |e] 45 |oo eee f eee] ee ee 1, 957 a } Boise River (Twin Springs) .....-..._|_-......- 4 feel lll 2 2 |.-----------|--- |e ee |e [eee |e 7. ae | . Middle Boise.......-.-...----.------- 4 6| 87,872 | 23,106 | 6,385 | 29, 491 94, 666 | 2, 160 96, 826 |_.....----.-|------------|------------| 1,101,089 Pine Grove........--..-..-..--------- 1 |...----- 1 7 j-------- 7 7 |o-------] 7 |----------+-|------- ee] eee ee 250 a Snake River_..-.--..-.----2.-2------_|_---2-_- 2 |.-.-------[------ 2 21 21 |---.-----.--|--------]----------2-|--e-- eee] eee eee [eee eee 735 rn Gem County: West View_..........-.._. 3 2 6,843 | 2,909 8 | 2,917 21, 496 |._.____- 21, 496 11, 000 90, 700 5, 000 125, 254 pS , Idaho County: . Se od, & Burgdorf-Marshall Lake..............| 4 2 8,144 | 1,600 15 | 1,615 4,552} 7 4,559 200. | ee 59,818 4 So Camp Howard (Salmon Rivér)__...._]...-.__- 7 |----------|-------- 32 | 32 |-.----------]. 7 7 |.---------+-|------------|----- eee 1125 yY re Dewey-Harpster_._..-._.-.-...---.--- 1 |-.------| - 43 Bf--------} BT 24°}_..-.22. 24 600 |----.-------|--------.--- 198 « - Dixie__-....------2---- eee 3 7 155 73 - 221 294 45 38 83 |------------|2-----------|--- eee 10, 349 - ta oO Elk City......-.---.-...--.---------- 4 13 232}  66| 5,845/ 5,901} . ~~ 268| 1,087. 1,850 |..--.---.-..|----.-.-----|.----------- 207,495 | : Florence and French Creek......-....|....---- 10 |-..-.-----]-------- 26 26 |.------.---- 7 0 | [one eee eee] eee ee] 915 B a Lolo Creek......-.---..----.-.-.-----|-------- 4 [ioe fell 11 ll |...-,------- |---| eee fee fee ee 3885 << | ae ' Lower Salmon River.................|_---._.. 8 |e ee] eee 68 68 |_.._--._.___. 14 14 |e |e | een 23900 2H. ©. Newsome........-.-------------------|o-ne oe 2 |----------|--------| 512 | BD J} WW |_-... eee) eee] eee 17,099 FO , Orogrande..........---------2.------- 5 1 115 | - 180 955 | 1,085 111 204 315 |------------| 400 j|------------|  . 38, 226 os . Ramey Ridge.............-----.----- 1 {.---2...] 3,000 825 |........| 825 218 |......-.| - 218 1,100 |------------|------------| 29,188 Qs Salmon River (Shoup) -----22------ waneeeee 2 |---| 11 i j--. 2 ieee fee] eee 385 oO os . simpson (Salmon River) _.....-...-..]----.--- 7 |------.---|-------- 20 20 |------------|-------- |---| eee fee ee 700 POO Snake River_..-.-.-....----.----.----].------- 1 j----2- ee} eee AB) 15 |---| eee] || eee eee eee eee 525g oS , Ten Mile..............---.-.-----.-.- 6 |--.-----| 6,218 | 1,089 |.....-..| 1,089 1,170 |_-2----- 1,170} - 1,200; — 1,600 |--_.--._..__| 39,199 & = Warren._.........._.---.-.---------. 5 10 146 91 | 1,176 | 1,267 38 384 | 422 |-----.--.---|-.----------|------ eee 44, 645 BO. " oe Jerome County: Snake River__........._.|------.- 12 |----------]-------- 38 88 |------------]--------|------ eee |e ee |e [eee eee eee 1, 330 es Kootenai County: Wolf Lodge. -........- Lje-e-eee] | 2 fee feel} 14 |_-2 ee | 14 Jee elle 900 |----.-.-_--- - 40 tc ns Latah County: oo 8 ; | : ‘ Hoodoo..._.....---.-.--.-------------|--e- eee 3 }----------|--------| 6,012 | 6,012 |__--.._____- 329 - 829 |---| | 210, 654 PS Moscow Mountain.-............---..|-----.2. DL feet eee feee eee] 9 |------------]----- fee eee [eee fee eee ee-|eeee eet” BB o 2! . Lemhi County: oo . oe al a Blue Wing...-...-.......-.----.---.- 1 j..--...-| 25, 340 9 |-.----_- 9 31, 566 |_...-_.- 31, 566 39, 600 76,000 |--------:---| ~ 82,646 . SS EureKka...........-------------------- ‘2 2 1,040; 82 17 99 90 |---.-2-_} 90 28, 400 |--.----.-.--|-22--- ee 6, 965 B eo Gibbonsville (Dahlonega) -.._._.._._- 2]. 9 74 25 | 4,415 | - 4,440 “14 329 343 |_.-....----.|------------|----------_- 155, 644 8 “ Indian Creek.__......-...------2---e- 1 |-.-.--.- 15 6 |---.--- 6 |----------2 |e. eee |e eee |e} 210... * 7 Junction.......-.-.-..--.------------- 1 |----.--. 26 |----.---|------2-]--2----- 142 |_|” 142 200 7,300 j-.--.----._.]. . 614 N Kirtley Creek._......-.--.....-.---.-|-------- 7 |~---------|-------- 21 21 |.-------.-.-}----2---|------ 222-8 - | eee |eee eee fee 735 — a Mackinaw..__.....--.-..----.-----.- 1 9 2 1 72 73 7 7: 14 } Loe . 200 |-----2--.--. - 2, 578 B ae Mineral Hill...........-.--.2-.22-.-- 2 |--------} 20,015 | 2,074 |----._. | 2,074 1,485 |... 1, 485 | 200 |. 18, 400 |---.--- 2 _- 74,568. Qn. Nicholia......-.-....---.-----------.- ] j-----.-- 434 2 j--------} 2 526 |-.-.--2.] 526 ] 600° 13, 700 ~ 72,000 | * 8,131 elas Parker Mountain._.......-.----.---- Lf} |B fee 3]. 14 fod 14 |-222 eel} ee 115, B Es, Salmon River............--...-------|-------- § |.---------|-------- 6 6 |--------~-.-|--------]----------2- |---| eee |e-e 210 Hae Texas. -..-.-...--------- eee 2 |--------| 1,800 | © 78 J__ eee 75 7,920 |--2. 22. -7, 920 3, 800 325, 700 |-..--------- 30, 539 i Unorganized (Reno)...../...-......-- 1 |--------| 19 |.-.--_.-] 2222-2 |--- eee 8. | 31 |-----.-- 31 |---------_.- 7,700 |-2.-.------- 538 5 arin Yellow Jacket.............----------- 2 |--.---.. 41 85 [--------| 85 . 69 |... LL} 69 200 |--.-----2--_]o-- ef 1, 298 ec ‘ Lewis County: | oan ie 
a Clearwater River (Kamiah) ...-...-.---}------2-| © 2 |_----. |e. © 2 |e ap eee] e eee eee] eee fee |e eee |e eee 70 Sonus et 4 Nez Perce County: Snake River....,....|-..-.-..| 1 |_----- ee} 3 8 fee] eee |---| || 105 Oe Owyhee County: : a OS . - Carson or French...............-.---- 7 . 6 72,096 | 38,266].° 147 -8, 280 206, 294 381 206, 3825 |.-2-2-- eee}. 261, 520 a Castle Creek. .....-...3-.-.-------L-. OD fete ely. 225 | 51 |-----.2 51 59 f----eee} 59 |-.----------|---- eee |ee eee 1,827 Se a Flint. .-.-....2.------2-.---2-2-- ee 1 |--...-.. 18 | ee --t 832 |_-- .. 832 }.2-2- ~~ te] eee || 271 OO Ve. Snake River_........--.----.---------|-------- 3 |----------|-------- 4 4 |-.------2 2/2 eee] een |e eee |-oe ee | 1400 NT Cs South Mountain.....---..-2---2-----10 © 1 dee] 1, 188 212 |..----.- 212 122, 355 |-.--.2.. 122, 355 198,200 }- 124,700 | 2,970,000! 402,370 ° Gn og 
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Idaho in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals—Continued _ oY ee 

Mines produc- Gold. . Silver fp | oe ae 
County and district _tsti‘(‘zR Ove Sold [LU Copper Lead |. Zine |Total value |... 

‘ or treated | 7 oo . Se yes 
Lode | Placer Lode | Placer | Total Lode __—|. Placer Total |. — yo Po : 

Fine | Fine | Fine.| . © ~— |. Fine oo vf . - ee ge 
Short tons| ounces | ounces | ounces | Fine ownces| ounces |Fine ounces | Pounds Pounds. | Pounds ae ER 

Shoshone County: a - oe _ / oe ee 
Beaver .....--------------------------- 8 3 | 83, 513 119). 7 126 141, 923 |---..---; 141, 928 73,700 | . 5, 747,600 | 8, 883,300 | $1, 325, 487 | aren. 
Coeur d’Alene...-...-----.----------- 1 1 1 8B 12 15 7 Viele 7 | nne--- eos] -e- nee eee e-| eee eee ~  §30 | _ 
Evolution..-...-...-.---------------- 6 |.-------| 417,898 |. 278 |_....-.-|. 278.| 7,341,871 |_.------| 7,341,871 | 4,626,100 | 413,700 185, 600 5, 835, 353° 
Hunter_....-------------------------- 5 j.-.-----| 557,225 | - 404 |_-.--..- 404 | 1,085, 833. |.-...-.-| 1,085,833 | 319, 300 | 50,372, 700 | 68,124,300 | 10, 535, 454 : 
Lelande-.-.......--------------------- 7 |....--.-| 412, 686 540 |_..----- 540 | 1,580,026 |...-...-} 1,580,026 | 414, 200 | 56, 506,000 | 26,458,700 | . 7,439,158 4. © ee 
Placer Center.......-.--------------- 6 |.....-..| 141, 746 947 |_._---.-| - 247 | ~ 368,730 |.....---] _ 368,730 | — 108,600 | 15, 213, 700 | 14,930,100} 2,691,811 4 =. 
St. Jo6.-_..----.--------------- |e - 2 |-.---+----]--------]. 10 10 |_..-...-----|--------]-------2-- +1 |---| oes] e+e eee 350 ae a 
Summit........-.--------------------|-------- * | ji---------]-------- 33 33 |------------ 7 7 |..----------|------------|------------ 1,160. 
Yreka_..--------.-------------------- 16 |.....-.-| 714,348 | 1,035 |-.---.--| 1,035 | 2,458,890 |.....-.-| 2, 458, 890 444, 100 | 84, 693, 300 | 38,043,000 | 11,050,955 § 9) 

Twin Falls County: Snake River_-_.----.|-------- 13 |_-----..--]--.---2- 37 37 |..---------- 7 . 7 joueeeelewee-|ee ee eee fee] «i, 800 PO 
Valley County: Lo oo mo — / _ te 

Big Or00k--<.------------eneenenn-—-| [ano 2) taf.) 12 14 |i. Ma [eee | eee eee feneecereeee| 480 : 
Deadwood Basin..-..---------------- aeeneee- 7, 733 80 |-------- 80 | 41, 549. }_------- 41, 549 26, 000 244, 000 611, 000. 108, 663 ee 
Lake City_...-....---_.--------------|---.---- 1 | -f- eee eee 2 2 | ..----- |---|] eee nee | eee eee 70 Ps “i” 
South Fork of Salmon River._...--..-|-------- _ 2 fot t-------|--------] 2 2 |. ------2-- |---| eee] eee eee fee eee * 70 wy Fs 
Thunder Mountain._..-.------------ 1 2 9, 500 943 44 987 609 31) 640 |...-.-.--.--].----------|------------ 35,000 ©. ©. © 
Unorganized (Knox) _.....----------- 1 |_.-----. 32 5 |_.------| 5- 7, 667 |-.--.--- 7,667 {..2----.--.-| > 3,600 |.2.-.-.----- 5,868 © wiv 
Yellow Pine_..--.._---.--------------- 1 j...-----| 96,861] 2,620 |_-...--..| 2,620 102, 510 |..------ 102, 510 |-.----------]------------|-------+----| 164, 596 WA 

Washington County: i oe ve wo 
Snake River__..-.--------------------|-------- 1 |_.-..----.|-------- 1 1 [vii eee fee eee | ee eee ee ne 85 - 
Washington (Mineral Creek)_-.-..--- 2 |.------- 310 2 [ieee 21. 6,781 |...-----].. 6, 781 14, 800. | 4,700 |.-.--.-.--.-]. 6, 998 > as 

Total Idaho. ..---.----------------- 203 236 |2, 900, 704 | 50,440 | 44, 580 | 95,020 | 14, 634, 419 | 10,471 | 14,644, 800 | 6, 860, 000 | 227, 818, 000 |174, 512,000 | 46, 063, 326 e
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Comment on districts with small production has been omitted —_ 
owing to lack of space. = © © aan ms 

ae ee - ADA COUNTY ==  — “ 

oo — Snake River district.—Dry-land dredging at three properties in OG 
| Ada County near Grand View in 1942 recovered 492 fine ounces of ~~ 

gold and 31 fine ounces of silver. Cecil Rhodes operated the Eldridge oe 
and Hot Shot groups and John R. Rhodes the Dixie property. | “oe 

a a a ADAMS COUNTY  ~— a | . 

a Nearly all the output in Adams County in 1942 was copper ore | eg 
_  ~ (80 tons) containing gold and silver from the Helena, Lucky Strike, | ye 

and South Peacock properties near Cuprum in the Seven Devils Oy 
district  , ar. 

oo  BEAINE COUNTY ee 

- Mineral Hill and Camas district—The most important ming  . » 
operation in the Mineral Hill and Camas district in 1942 was by the =~ 

-- _Lurline Mining Co. at the Camas property, 10 miles west of Hailey; ee 
shipments of gold ore during the last. 4 months of 1942 totaled 1,460 oe 

_- tons. The remainder of the district output was principally old 
tailings from the Minnie Moore and Triumph properties and gold ore — 
from the Treasure Vault mine. «©. | _ ae 

Warm Springs district.—Mining of zinc-lead-silver ore from the 4 
a ‘Triumph-North Star-Independence groups near Ketchum by the © SS 

Triumph Mining Co. continued to be the most important miming | ° 
operation in southern Idaho; however, the grade of the ore in 1942 was. a 
lower than in 1941. The old 300-ton concentration mill at the North 7 

_  §tar mine, which was remodeled in 1941, treated 32,512 tons of low- | 7 
: grade marginal zinc-lead-silver ore in 1942 that could not be mined oe 

‘at a profit m 1941. In addition, 78,148 tons of zinc-lead-silver ore “ 
_ were shipped to custom mills at, Bauer and Tooele, Utah. The | 

company was granted a basic quota of about 550 tons of lead and 900 (ssi 
tons of zinc a month. The quota has been revised several times, and ast 

: _as of May 1943 the company was stil seeking further revisions. The 8 
- rest of the district output was mainly gold-silver ore (771 tons) from | os 

_ the Red Cloud mine and gold ore (438 tons) from the June Day mine. | a: 

—_ BOISE COUNTY —— oe 

Boise Basin district (Centerville, Placerville, Idaho City, Pioneerville, ce 
Quartzburg).—When the price of gold rose to $35 an ounce in 1935, oo 
placer mining, especially bucket dredging, became the most important 

_ type of mining in the Boise Basin district; it attained a record output : 
of 22,990 ounces of gold in 1940 but declined to 13,112 ounces in 1942. os 
All bucket dredging ceased in October 1942 owing to the gold-mine we 
closing order of the War Production Board. The Fisher-Baumhoff 

- Co., operating two bucket dredges at Centerville, remained the - 
7 ' largest producer of placer gold in the State; the two dredges washed 

about 1,500,000 cubic yards of gravel and recovered 7,087 fine ounces 
of gold and 1,788 fine ounces of suver. The Idaho-Canadian Dredging . 
Co. operated its 7%-cubic foot bucket dredge at Idaho City unti : 
October 15 and recovered 5,579 fine ounces of gold and 1,368 fine | a 

5562504325 |
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ge - ounces of silver from. 1,394,695 cubic yards. of gravel. The rest of | * 
‘the district placer gold was recovered largely by hydraulickng and = 
“-. gsluicing at the White Rose, Moe, Fairchild, and Bell Flower properties. a 
-; The output of lode mines in the district was chiefly high-grade gold- _ ; 

silver. ore (269 tons) from the Come-Back mine at Pioneerville. =: 
- Producers of gold ore included the Coin Bond, Hay Fork, Julian, = — 
ey Mineral Hill, Summit, and Texida properties. =  ©— 4 

an - Summit Flat district—The output of 304 ounces of gold and.135 — : 
ounces of silver in the Summit Flat district in 1942 was chiefly lode ot 

“gold recovered by amalgamation from ore mined at the King, Golden ; 
» Chariot, San Cristobal, and Viking properties. —_ - 

yee ae _ BONNER COUNTY CO 4 
: ~ Pend d’Oreille district—The Whitedelf mine near Clark Fork, the __ ‘ 
':.-. largest producer of silver and lead in the Pend d’Oreille district in 
ho. 1941, was closed in May 1942 owing to difficulty in obtaming adequate _ \ 

¢.»... labor and supplies. During the first 4% months of 1942 about 1,700  _—_s;; 
#* . tons of silver-lead ore were treated in the company 50-ton flotation _ é 
-.- plant. The Hope (Elsie K.) mine, also near Clark Fork, was operated 
—- . -- throughout 1942 by Hope Silver-Lead Mines, Inc.; 10,320 tons of ore i 
me, ‘containing 18,500 ounces of silver, 709,350 pounds of lead, and 326,800 | 
--- pounds of zine were treated in the company 150-ton flotation plant. — : 
Co In 1942 the company added more flotation equipment to the mill 4 
-,» and did considerable metallurgical work in endeavoring to recover the 
<.. gine; however, no zinc concentrates were marketed in 1942. Small 3 
~ > Jots of high-grade silver ore were produced from the Brown Bear ; 
x .s . ° mine and lead ore from the Lawrence mine. ee 4 

ee | | BOUNDARY COUNTY = | . | 4 

be - The Idaho-Continental mine in the Port Hill district was operated 4 
*. -__eontinuously in 1942 by Trueman Higginbotham; 41,353 tons of ore } 
i.  , Containing about 45,000 ounces of silver, 2,450,000 pounds of lead, 4 
«and a little gold and copper were treated in a 90-ton flotation mill. 4 

a oo | BUTTE COUNTY - | 

| Lava Creek district—The output of the Lava Creek district in 1942 —; 
was 153 tons of zinc ore from the Multa Metals group near Arco and 

Cc 106 tons of zinc-lead ore from the Hornsilver and Moran mines. 
| All the ore was shipped to a custom milling plant in Utah. 

— CLEARWATER COUNTY | 7 

| Virtually all the output in Clearwater County in 1942 was placer 
gold recovered from stream gravel at various claims in the Burnt 5 

| Creek, Independence Creek, and Pierce districts. The chief opera- 4 
tion consisted of dredging gravel at the Meadow claim on French : 
Creek in the Pierce district. | 

| CUSTER COUNTY : 

Alder Creek district.—Lessees operated the White Knob property, | 
4 miles south of Mackay, in 1942 and shipped 2,109 tons of crude zinc 
ore to the International slag-fuming plant at Tooele, Utah, and 46 
tons of silver-lead ore to a smelter; shipments of zinc ore to the slag- . 
fuming plant ceased in July. The rest of the district output was crude |
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Copper ore (1,274 tons) shipped from the Empire mine at Mackay. |... 
This mine was closed in August, but in December the Federal Bureau = ia 
of Mines started a drilling project. a oo OR PBs 

7 _ Bayhorse district.—The mining of zinc-lead ore at the Clayton mine © % 
_ by Clayton Silver Mines in 1942 was the most important operation =, 

in the Bayhorse district. In May the company completed installa-- —- oO 
_ _. tion of additional milling equipment for recovering zinc, and during the oe 

last 7 months of the year lead concentrates and zinc concentrates were =. 
shipped to smelters; only lead concentrates were produced during the oa 
first 5 months. The mill treated 38,014 tons of ore containing 146,443) © |: 

: ounces of silver, 3,120,000 pounds of lead, 3,193,000 pounds of 'zinc,. 
-, and a little gold and copper. The remainder of the district output -  .-. 

| was largely lead-silver ore (225 tons) and copper-silver ore (208 tons) - - ag 
from the Ramshorn mine and lead ore (624 tons) from the South =~ 

 - Butte miner co Be a | ae 
Stanley and-Stanley Basin district.—The Valley Creek property near gs 

Stanley was operated a few months in 1942 by the Western Gold —s— 
Exploration Co.; about 2,000 tons of gold ore were concentrated, and oe 

_ nearly all the concentrates were cyanided. = = a ON 
- - Yankee Fork district. —Placer gold recovered by bucket dredging was orgey th 

the principal output ot the Yankee Fork district in 1942. The 8-cubic | oN 
foot bucket dredge of the Snake River Mining Co. at Sunbeam washed me 
1,428,326 cubic yards of gravel, which yielded 4,787 fine ounces of gold = * 

_ and 2,412 fine ounces of silver; operations ceased in October owing to = = 
_ Government regulations. The lode output of the district was chiefly $= - ~~. 

_ gold-silver ore (3,224 tons), treated by amalgamation and concentra- = : 
| _ tion, from the General Custer-Lucky Boy group; this property was 

shut down May 1. About 20 tons of high-grade gold ore (some lots ia 
averaging 9 ounces of gold to the ton) were produced from the Fourth | 
of July claim. Other gold producers included the Bachelor Mountain, a 
Last Chance, and Yankee Fork properties. ae Pe 

| a ELMORE COUNTY a oo hens 

Middle Boise (Ailania) disirict.—In 1942, asin 1941, the MiddleBoise ==’. 
| district was the largest gold-producing area in the State, resulting = a 

_ chiefly from operation of lode property (Boise-Rochester-Monarch nea 
groups) by Talache Mines, Inc. The company treated 87,747 tons of rs 

: gold ore in its 400-ton amalgamation and concentration mill compared So 
-- with 121,355 tons in 1941. In addition to gold and silver, the ore 2 

- contains arsenic and tungsten; in 1942 some tungsten concentrates Ss 
_ were produced and marketed. The rest of the district output was 8 
principally placer gold,-recovered chiefly by the 7\-cubic foot bucket =—ss—™ 
dredge of. Boise King Placers. The dredge treated 1,310,879 cubic ae 
yards of stream gravel in 1942 and recovered 6,346 fine ounces of gold Ts 
and 2,149 fine ounces of silver; operations ceased October 30. _ Dos 

| a GEM COUNTY | - 

West View district.—In 1942 gold ore (6,650 tons) from the Lincoln OS 
| group at Pearl was the most important output in the West View dis- =f 

trict. The mine and 75-ton flotation millfwere operated until Decem- : of 
ber 15, when operations ceased, probably for the duration of the war. oe 
The remainder of the district output was largely zinc-lead ore (141 . oe 
tons) from the Friday mine. | . oe
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Ce AHO COUNTY 
2. Burgdorf-Marshall Lake district —The Golden Anchor Mining Co. > 

be operated its mine and 50-ton amalgamation-concentration plant at coe 

’.. Ozizek until April 30, 1942, when operations were closed permanently; ss 

-"- 9,827 tons of gold ore were treated in 1942 and yielded 1,498 ounces sis 

“of gold and 4,482 ounces of silver. The mine had been a large pro- e 

=. queer of gold since 1985. Gold ore was produced also from the Gold _ 4 

~~ Crest, Jewell, and Leadville properties. The district output of placer 4 

= gold and silver was recovered by hydraulicking and sluicing at the i 

“--. Ruby'and Black Creek claims. = = = - eG 

7 Dirie district»—A dragline floating dredge operated a few months: ’ 

“in 1942 at the Dixie Placers and recovered 196 fine ounces of goldand 

»'~ 36 fine ounces of silver. The rest of the district output was principally | 

-... lode gold from the Shp Easy and Ontario properties. == © | 

pe Elk City districtFour dredges (three dragline and one bucket- ss 

~ Tine) in the Elk City district treated 919,880 cubic yards of gravel in ss: 

‘1942 and recovered. 5,805 fine ounces of gold and 1,083 fine ounces of 4 

©. silver. The bucket-line dredge (on Crooked River), operated by H. 

~s. & H. Mines, was again the largest producer; it operated from January —Ss_s 

“4 todune 20 and recovered 2,859 fine ounces of gold and 560 fine ounces: 

“of silver. The dragline dredges, operated by the American River Min- |. | 

“.. ing Co. and the Tyee Mining Co., were also large producers of gold.  _—._ 

“Nearly all the lode output of the district was gold ore cyanided (220, } 

“is. tons) from the Blue Ribbon mine. | a SO ; 

> Newsome district—Gold Hill Placers operated its dragline floating a 

~ dredge on Newsome Creek 3 months in 1942 and recovered 500 fine — 

. + gunees of gold and 105 fine ounces of silver from 82,000 cubic yards of 4 

- gravel. A little placer gold and silver was produced from the Hay _ i 

 . Orogrande district.—The principal output in the Orogrande district 4 

~. in. 1942 was placer gold recovered from a property on Crooked Riverby j 

the 2-cubie foot bucket dredge of the Mt. Vernon Co.; the dredge 4 

>. treated 167,966 cubic yards of gravel from March 15 to August 8 si: 

“-- and recovered 955 fine ounces of gold and 204 fine ounces of silver. | 

ee The lode output of the district was largely old mill cleanings from the 8 

Penman and Orogrande-Frisco mills. | Se | | : 

- Ramey Ridge district.—-The Snowshoe mine near Big Creek was the oo 

- only producer in the Ramey Ridge district in 1942; about 3,000 tons : 

: | of gold ore were treated in a 25-ton amalgamation and concentration : 

| Ten Mile district (Golden) —Al1] the output in the Ten Mile district : 

| in 1942 was gold ore, chiefly from the Center Star mine. Lessees : 

| operated the mine and treated about 4,900 tons of gold ore in a 50-ton | 

| eravity-flotation mill; the jig concentrates were treated by amalgam- , 

ation, and the flotation concentrates were shipped to a smelter. " 

Other producers of gold ore included the Blackbird, Bob, Lone Pine, q 

and Shamrock properties. | . 
| Warren district-—The principal output in the Warren district in | 

1942 was placer gold recovered by the 24-cubic foot bucket-line dredge : 

operated on Warren Meadows by W. W. Prather; the dredge treated 

about 215,000 cubic yards of gravel and recovered 1,090 fine ounces 

of gold and 358 fine ounces of silver. Other placer producers included : 

the Cook, Smith Gulch, and Steamboat properties. Nearly all the 

output from. lode mines in the district was gold ore (amalgamated) 

| from the Rescue mine. )
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7 ATA COUNTY = SE 

- _ Hoodoo district—In 1942, as in 1941, the output of the Hoodoo.’ 
| district was placer gold and silver, virtually all recovered by the =‘ 

- - «4¥-cubic foot bucket-line dredge of Northwest Goldfields. Thedredge © 
~~ operated from January 1 to October 14 and treated 1,021,726 cubic ok 

-yards of gravel. So  , oS ae 
ae LEMBI COUNTY = — i es” Ce 

: Blue Wing district—The Ima mine at Patterson, only producer in Os 
the Blue Wing district, was operated continuously in 1942 by the «© 

- -_Tma Mines Corporation; 25,340 tons of ore containing 45,612 ounces 
of silver, 75,000 pounds of copper, 126,000 pounds of lead, 506,000 ©... 

. pounds of iron, and 253,000 pounds of tungsten were treated ma  .. * 
> 150-ton gravity and flotation mill equipped with a magnetic separator, = == =. 

_ Tron concentrates (640 tons) containing chiefly silver, copper, and. 
- lead were shipped to a smelter in Utah, and tungsten concentrates = 

(113 tons) were shipped to an eastern'market. Se 
Eureka district—lLessees operated the Pope-Shenon mine a few —.-— =, 

months in 1942 and treated 560 tons of copper ore in a concentration = ==. 
mill. Gold ore (480 tons) from the Queen of the Hills mine was . .-: 

-. amalgamated. The rest of the district output was placer gold re-- 9 = 
covered from the Best Bet and Queen Gulch properties. _ CES 

— Gebbonsville. district——The principal output: in the Gibbonsville ==! 
district in 1942 was placer gold recovered chiefly by two dredges. —s_ 

. A dragline floating dredge (Smith Bros.) at the Hagel property re- ==»: 
-. eovered 2,466 fine ounces of gold and 203 fine ounces of silver from 

| 415,000 cubic yards of gravel, and a 4-cubic foot bucket-line dredge = 
_... (Idaho-Warren Dredging Co.) at the Hughes Creek Placer recovered .§ & 

1,900 fine ounces of gold and 123 fine ounces of silver from 380,000 | ay 
| cubic yards of gravel. The lode output of the district was gold ore = 

.. from the Nevada and Red Star mines.. 7 eee 
Mineral Hill district —Gold Producers, Inc., continued in 1942 to ~. 

, - operate the Grunter open-pit mine at Shoup and treated about 20,000 AES 
tons of gold ore by flotation. A little high-grade gold ore (15 tons) =. is 

| from the Rico claim was shipped direct to a smelter. ny 
a Nicholia district —Lessees operated the Viola mine near Reno and —s.; 

shipped 434 tons of carbonate zinc ore to the International slag- © |; 
fuming plant at Tooele, Utah. | | : SF Cd 
Texas district—The principal output in the Texas district in 1942 — ae 

: was 820 tons of crude silver-lead ore from the Latest Out mine near | a 
Gilmore. | | | | - = 

: | - OWYHEE COUNTY : vs 

Carson district (Silver City, De Lamar)—The De Lamar Milling = 
| Corporation operated its 250-ton flotation mill continuously in 1942 © 

until December 22, when the plant was closed permanently; 72,052 8 
tons from De Lamar waste dumps were treated, and the resulting oy 

_ high-grade gold-silver concentrates (274 tons) were shipped to a con 
~ gmelter in Utah. The rest of the district output was largely gold ore : 

from the Pauper and South Central properties. bo 
South Mountain district —Mining operations by the South Mountain 

| Mining Co. at the Golconda mine were continuous throughout 1942. 
_.. The company shipped 11,188 tons of ore containing 260 ounces of 

gold, 132,243 ounces of silver, 225,718 pounds of copper, 139,610 — , 
pounds of lead, and 3,870,161 pounds of zinc to the International 
flotation mill at Tooele, Utah. | , oO .
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ae _-—,- SHOSHONE COUNTY | oS So . 

Be - GOEUR. D'ALENE REGION ee 

“The value of the metal output of the Coeur d’Alene region was | 
o>. $38,880,253 im 1942, a 20-percent gain over 1941. The output of | 
~~, lead increased 11 percent, zinc 15 percent, and copper less than 1 4 
«“.. percent; gold decreased 21 percent and silver nearly 12 percent. | 
zc. ‘The output of zine in 1942 exceeded the former record of 1941, and : 

the output of lead was the largest since 1930. = | ' 
vio. Caleulated from reports of production for the first quarter of 1943 |; 
Mee and of new producers of zinc, the output of zinc in 1943 should be — 
vo. about 4 percent greater than in 1942; however, the output. of lead 4 
Seg will be less. ees —— og 
‘The chief producers of zinc in the region in 1942, according to rank 3 
ve  . (each producing more*than 11,000,000 pounds), were the Star, Morn- i 
ar. ng, Hecla, Bunker Hill & Sullivan, Tamarack, and Page properties; | 
=x. the chief producers of lead, according to rank (each producing more 4 
+» than 10,000,000 pounds), were the Bunker Hill & Sullivan, Hecla, = 
;.. Morning, Page, Star, Sherman, and Tamarack properties. Nearly | i 
o's" FI percent of the material produced in the Coeur d’Alene region in 4 
so 1942 was zinc-lead ore and old tailings, more than 18 percent silver _ i 
y -.. Ore, and 10 percent lead ore. Nearly all mines worked 6 days a week 4 
-. and milling plants 7. days a week. Miners’ wages increased from 4 

$6.25 a shift in March 1941 to $8.25 a shift in May 1942, the highest 4 
Pos ever paid in the district. In 1942 the region was the largest silver- 
se OS _ producing area in the United States; it ranked second in lead and third - 

ae — Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the Coeur d’ Alene region, 4 
Be _ Shoshone County, 1941-42, and total, 1884-1942, in terms of recovered metals ; 

: oe, Year — _Proaucing Ore ode | Gode and Copper |. Lead Zinc Total | 4 
ae : | 7 ) | Placer) oe | 4 

. : Lode | Placer placer) | a | | q 

we . . | Short | Fine | Fine | | c 
mY . tons | ounces| ounces | Pounds.| Pounds Pounds : 

" - 1941.....222-222. 58 21)2, 051, 390} 3,419] 14, 678, 356/5, 957, 000/191, 057, 000) 136, 642, 000) $32, 398, 932 ow 

LO ‘WOER.------------| 49] 7/2, 827,417] 2, 688) 12, 97, 287/5, 986, 000)212, 947, 000/156, 625, 000) 38, 880, 258 3 
. Total, 1884~-1942._|.__|____.| @) | 385, 085/400, 543, 895/ 2 60, 260] 2 5, 245, 463| 2 886, 546/978, 091, 576 : 

, 1 Figures not available. | } | 
mo oo 4 Short tons. | : 

Beaver district —All the lode output (83,513° tons of ore) in the | 
| Beaver district in 1942 was zinc-lead ore; the chief producers were oe 

: the Interstate-Callahan mine and waste dump, the Sunset mine, and. 
the Amazon-Manhattan group. The Daylight Lease operated the 
Interstate-Callahan mine throughout the year and hauled 26,029 tons : 
of ore containing principally silver, lead, and zinc to Zanetti Bros. 

| flotation mill near Wallace; 17,453 tons of similar ore from the mine 
waste dump, operated by Zanetti Bros., were treated in the same mill. 
About 20,200 tons of zinc-lead ore from the Sunset mine were treated 
in the Golconda 250-ton custom flotation mill near Wallace. Zinc- 
lead ore (11,115 tons) from the Amazon-Manhattan group was treated 
in the Dayrock and Hercules custom mills, also near Wallace. Other : 
producers of zinc-lead ore were the Silver Tip (Portland), Port Arthur, © : 
Monarch, and Sitting Bull properties. .
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_ Ewolution district.—The principal output in the Evolution district = == 
+ in 1942 was silver ore (414,019 tons) from.the Sunshine, Mineral  —s_—-- 

, Point, and Polaris properties near Osburn. The chief producer was a 
| - the Sunshine mine, although its output of silver ore decreased from - © 

| - 305,180 tons in 1941 to 251,700 tons in 1942 and the production of = =«-_—. 
silver from 7,138,426 to 4,976,859 ounces. According to the printed Te 

-. annual report of the Sunshine Mining Co., the decrease in tonnage oS 
_ Of ore mined was due to a labor shortage. A constructive step was a 

_ taken by the Army to relieve the shortage by releasing soldiers with = | 
previous coal- and metal-mine experience for employment im non-  =—— 

: ferrous metal mines.. Late in the fall 109 furloughed soldiers were ~~ = 
employed at the Sunshine mine, and more could be used. Indica- .’ »" 
tions point to a further shortage of labor during the spring of 1943, = § “ 

— and production depends more on manpower than any other factor. to ue 
_. In March 1942 the company started to construct a plant to recover, aoe 

_ by leaching and electrolytic deposition, the antimony contained in 8 
the high-grade silver-copper-antimony concentrate. A pilot anti- =~ .% 
mony plant operated through May, when it was shut. down for the os 
transfer and installation of its equipment at the new full-sized ‘plant. | ok 

: During the 5 months operated, the pilot plant produced 142,400 os 
pounds of antimony metal. The new plant began operating the oe 

| middle of September and has processed the total tonnage of silver- = - 
_-- copper-antimony concentrate produced since September 1; to the eS 

end of the year it had produced 250,000 pounds of antimony metal. ‘= -— 
_. The residue remaining after the antimony had been leached was oe 

_ » shipped to a copper smelter for the recovery of the silver and copper a 
a content. In 1942 the 1,200-ton differential flotation plant produced os 

8,121 tons of high-grade silver-copper-antimony concentrates and oe 
- 4,329 tons of low-grade silver-iron concentrates. The ore reserves = =~ 

are estimated at 583,000 tons—a decrease of 167,000 tons from the — 
: estimate of 1941. The 600-ton flotation mill at the Mineral Point ae 

, mine of the Coeur d’Alene Mines Corporation treated 122,301 tons wa 
"°° of silver-copper-antimony ore in 1942. The company reported that == = > 

, ore was mined on all levels from the 600- to the 1,800-foot, inclusive. 8 
A raise driven from the 600-foot level shows a good grade of ore for oY 

) 300 feet above the level. Drifting west on the 1,600-'and 1,800-foot = = *, 
levels shows a lengthening ore shoot to the west, and a major portion es 

_ of ore output is now coming from the two levels. The concentrates Oe 
(4,914 tons) contained 1,586,460 ounces of silver, 3,132,398 pounds oo 
of copper, and 1,839,936 pounds of antimony. The property was 8 
the largest producer of copper in Idaho and ranked second in anti- — 
mony and third in suver. About 40,000 tons of silver ore from the Re 
Polaris mine were treated in the company 200-ton flotation mill; 8 
the concentrates contained 63 ounces of gold, 773,074 ounces of silver, a , 
238,450 pounds of copper, 135,800 pounds of lead, 194,524 pounds sy 
of antimony, and some iron. The company reported that develop- CS 
ment in 1942 aggregated 1,977 feet, of which 879 feet were in ore on 
and 1,098 feet in waste; ore reserves are estimated at 29,150 tons. os 
The rest of the district output was virtually all old zinc-lead tailings ey 
(3,789 tons) from two dumps at Osburn. oo 

Hunter district (Mullan).—In 1942, as in 1941, the output of recov- 3 
erable zinc (68,124,300 pounds) in the Hunter district was larger wo 
than in any other district in Idaho; the chief producer was the Star - 
mine of the Sullivan Mining Co. at Burke. The 1,000-ton flotation — a
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: - gnill-at the mine treated 242,900 tons of ore yielding lead concen- = 2 

“trates and. zinc concentrates, which contained 240,069 ounces of 2 ~ 
-. | gilver, 16,678,000 pounds of lead, and 42,269,434 pounds of zinc; s 
*-- -. the mine was again the largest producer of zinc in Idaho. .Thecom- ~—_—; 

~ pany reported that the mine operated at.capacity to June 1,whena = 

“shortage of labor began in the district; by September operations oe 
~. dropped to 50 percent of capacity. The. output of zinc-lead-silver sist 
“ore from the Morning mine of the Federal Mining & Smelting Co. at ; 

boo Mullan decreased to 236,902 tons in 1942 from 270,787 tons in 1941.. 4 

~The 1,250-ton flotation mill at the mine operated continuously in et 

--- {942 and yielded lead concentrates and zinc concentrates containing  =-— 

2%. 200 ounces of gold, 622,530 ounces of silver, 32,405,528 pounds of 

“=~ Jead, and 36,156,146 pounds of zinc. The mine ranked second = 

>, in the State in zine output and third in lead. According to the — 4 

<»° printed annual report of the company, the labor shortage became so 4 
~.. geute during the summer that underground work at the mine was | 

«placed on a one-shift-a-day basis August 17. This continued until =~ ‘ 

>». November 9, when some improvement in the labor supply permitted 4 

hots resumption on a two-shift-a-day basis; ore production during the 

“- ‘summer was only about 50 percent of normal. In the last 6 months 4 

“of 1942 operations at the mine resulted in earnings of only $54,911 | 

owing to increased operating expense and shortage of labor. In3o0f > 

“these months there was an actual operating loss. Were itnotforthe 3 

-°. . fact that the quota was reduced, it is doubtful if the Morning opera- 

“+ tions could be conducted at much profit and might result in an actual = | 

“. loss. Leasing operations at the Gold Hunter mine produced 65,417 | j 

~. tons of silver-lead ore in 1942, which was treated in the 500-ton Gold a4 

.. Hunter flotation plant. The rest of the district output comprised 
6,756 tons of zinc-lead ore from the Golconda mine and 5,250 tons of = | 

“-gimilar ore from the Lucky Friday mine, all treated in the 250-ton _ ; 

Yo. eustom flotation mill of Golconda Lead Mines near Wallace. is ‘ 

<.*-  * Lelande district (Burke, Mace, F risco).—Zinc-lead-silver ore from sy, 

- the Hecla mine at Burke was, as usual, the most important output = * 

fe in the Lelande district in 1942. The company reported that 274,938 4 

tons of zine-lead-silver ore were treated in the 900-ton flotation plant —s_y 

a at the mine, and 5,474 tons of crude silver-lead ore were smelted. : 

‘The concentrates and crude ore contained 340 ounces of gold, 1,106,460 os 

ve ounces of silver, 378,764 pounds of copper, 43,190,323 pounds of lead, : 

- and 25,570,047 pounds of zinc; the mine ranked second in the State 
in lead output, third in zinc, and fourth in silver. According to the — 

a printed annual report of the company, capacity operations at the | 

Hecla mine were maintained for the first 8 months of the year, after 
_ which production was cut 15 percent. Development in 1942 totaled 

| 3,576 feet, of which 2,316 feet were in ore and 1,260 feet in waste; no | 

additional ore of importance was discovered. Ore reserves at the . 

end of 1942 are estimated at 145,522 tons. Development and an | | 

increase in width in some stopes resulted in gaining some tonnage | 

| over the estimate for 1941. This, together with the decreased | 

output per month, has extended the life of mine operations. _Begin- | 

ning about May 1, 1943, the declining tonnage from the mine will | 

be supplemented in the mill with ore from the Silver Cable lease in | 

Montana, and with old tailings deposited at Osburn, Idaho, estimated 

to contain 2,000,000 tons of material averaging about 34 pounds of | 

lead and about 40 pounds of zinc to the ton. The company has
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Built a sink-and-float plant on the property to handle 2,000 tons of © | 
.. material a day; this plant will reject approximately 40 percent as = 
ss - waste, and the remaining product will be treated at the Hecla and Se 
Polaris mills. Itis expected that milling will begin about May 1,1948. = 

~ .. -. The Sherman Lead Co. operated its mine and 300-ton flotation a 
mill throughout the year. The company reported that 69,804 tons a 
of ore were treated, containing 434,962 ounces of silver, 13,938,580 oa Ey 

- . pounds of lead,-and 3,000,000 pounds of zinc. Heretofore, no zine a 
has been recovered, but m November the mill started producing “ye 

- some zinc-lead concentrate in addition to lead concentrate. Leas- | OS 
| ing operations (Hull Lease) at the Frisco mine produced 27,067 tons | a 

of zine-lead milling ore in 1942. In March 1942 the Federal Mining ory 
. & Smelting Co., owners of the mine, began unwatering the lower ee 

_ levels, which have been flooded since 1916. Production by the com- oy 
-- pany started November 1, and during the last 2 months of the year  ~ 

_. 2,770 tons of zinc-lead ore were treated in the Morning mill. The © oe 
company reported that from the present outlook it is believed the © ° 
mine will produce a substantial tonnage..of zine-lead ore in 1943. OSE 

'. . ’ The remainder of the district output was largely old zinc-lead tailings = 
_.. (27,673 tons) deposited at various places along Canyon Creek above — * 

‘Wallace; 23,961 tons. of tailings were hauled. by the Small Leasnmg =~” 
-. Co. to the Goleonda custom mil, et 

| Placer Center district—The chief output in. the Placer Center dis- i 
trict in 1942 was zinc-lead ore from the Tamarack mine, treated in oe 

: the company 300-ton flotation muJ. . According to the printed annual ee 
report of the Tamarack & Custer Consolidated Mining Co., the mine _ oe 

- produced 110,735. tons of ore in 1942 contaming 203,522 ounces of oe 
_» gilver,’ 11,897,235 pounds of lead, and 17,693,087 pounds of zine. — og 
_ .. Despite the large production of ore in 1942 and the unfavorable — |. 

results of development on the 2,000-foot level, the ore reserves were Py 
not seriously diminished at the end of the year. The average crew _ — 
required at the Tamarack mine to maintain normal production and —sy. 

- development is not less than 160 men. Only during the first 4 months =~ 
a and the last 2 months of 1942 was enough manpower available. os 

Although production did not suffer greatly, development had to be | os 
- decreased. The mine and mill are prepared for maximum produc- a 

tion in 1943. The Dayrock Mining Co. operated its mine and 200-— od 
ton flotation mill continuously in 1942 and treated 26,278 tons of— oy 

— silver-lead ore. According to the printed annual report of the com- 8 
pany the ore contained 188,241 ounces of silver, 4,772,720 pounds a 
of lead, and 750,000 pounds of zinc; however, no zinc was recovered. _ ne 
Ore reserves were substantially. diminished in 1942, as new discoveries . 
of ore were equivalent to only a fraction of the tonnage extracted  — 
during the year. The 500-foot level was extended westerly 578 feet — 7 

| but there’is difficulty in tracing the Dayrock vem downward. The : 
remainder of the district output was mainly old zinc-lead tailings OS 
(2,823 tons) from a property near Wallace and zinc ore (2,200 tons) o 

| from the Success mine operated by lessees. : | 
Yreka district (Kellogg).—The value ($11,050,955) of the metal 

output of the Yreka district and the output of recoverable lead : 
| (84,693,300 pounds) in 1942 were larger than in any district of Idaho, S 

and that of recoverable zinc and silver ranked second. Zinc-lead- | 
silver ore from the Bunker Hill & Sullivan mine at Kellogg was, as | 
usual, the principal output in the district; 408,549 tons of ore were .
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wo. treated by gravity and flotation concentration and 68,833 tons of 
fo old. tailings (silver-lead-iron) were treated by straight gravity con-. 
ws. gentration. The company reported that the lead concentrates and “ 
"gine concentrates produced from both ore and old tailings contained : 
2°" 1,657,425 ounces of silver, 60,087,300 pounds of lead, and 27,223,700 : 
.2- > pounds of zinc. The property remained the largest. producer of lead a 
coe and second in output of silver in Idaho and was fourth in zine. Ac- 3 

"- cording to the printed annual-report of the company, exploration , : 
2... gn 1942 resulted in finding good ore in quantity at several points. — ‘ 
po The Emery vein, extensively mined on 21 level, has been cut 400 = 
“2! feet lower on the 23 (bottom) level of the mine and shows very well, _; 
=~... -both-as to grade and quantity, with good promise for further deeper 7 
*. mine development. An important find of ore on 13 level was made a 
“<n an-area of the mine not heretofore prospected. Westward mining 4 
ms -on 21 level continues to disclose ore of importance. Ore reserveson: | 
eo «Sanuary 1, 1943, undercut and available for mining, totaled 2,839,620 4 
s-  -tons of zinc-lead-silver ore—an increase of 109,222 tons over the ore | a 
= peserves reported January. 1, 1942. en ; 
&s >. The Blackhawk and Page mines and the Page 500-ton flotation 4 
m. .. mill were operated continuously in 1942 by the Federal Mining & ~~; 
-'-.. Smelting Co. The company reported that 139,848 tons of zinc-lead —Ss._ 
pe ore from the Page mine and 14,992 tons of similar ore from the Black- —Ss 
~~. -hawk mine contained 602,319 ounces of silver, 24,526,600 pounds of . 
~ . - Jead, and 16,598,850 pounds of zinc. According to the printed annual  =—s_—i“® 
- =. report of the company “the labor shortage experienced by most of the —- 
; . companies in the Coeur d’Alene region did not affect seriously opera- . 
ee © tions at these properties.’”’” Development on the 2,100 and 2,400. : 
=’ levels discovered ore shoots of excellent length and good average grade. | +f 
ees. Phe 100-ton flotation mill at the Constitution mine (Spokane-Idaho —: 
be _ Mining Co.) on Pine Creek operated throughout the year and treated  —s 
ae 20,307 tons of zinc-lead ore. Milling of zinc-lead ore from the High- 4 
»-- Jand-Surprise mine was begun in June and suspended in November; c 
»- during the 5 months a total of 14,474 tons of zinc-lead ore was treated. i 
~ + Phe Little Pittsburg mine and its 100-ton flotation mill on Pine. a 
: | Creek were operated in 1942 by the Denver Development Co.; 11,656 

7 tons of ore were treated, containing an average of 1.50 ounces of 4 
silver to the ton, 3.81 percent lead, and 8.32 percent zinc. The ; 

A, remainder of the district output was mainly 9,793 tons of old tailings 
a (silver-lead) from the Sierra Nevada property, 7,983 tons of silver . 

ore from the Crescent mine, 7,500 tons of zinc-lead ore from the " 
— _ Douglas mine dump, 3,700 tons of old zinc-lead tailings from various 3 
- dumps, and zinc-lead ore from the Sidney and Liberal King mines. 

| VALLEY COUNTY | 

| Deadwood Basin district—The Hall-Interstate group, 54 miles 7 
east of Cascade, was operated in 1942 by the Callahan Zinc-Lead Co.; 

| 7,733 tons of zinc-lead ore were treated by flotation, yielding 240 tons | 
of silver-lead-copper concentrates and 590 tons of zinc concentrates. | 

Thunder Mountain disirict.—The output of the Thunder Mountain | 
: district in 1942 was 943 fine ounces of gold and 609 fine ounces of 

silver recovered from gold ore amalgamated from the Sunnyside- | 
Dewey group and 44 fine ounces of gold and 31 fine ounces of silver : 
recovered principally from the Bonanza placer on Mule Creek. ;
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_. Yellow Pine district —The practice of treating gold-silver-antimony- ry 
tungsten ore from the Yellow Pine mine was changed.in 1942 from bulk = 8 

| sulfide flotation to selective flotation of antimony mineralsfrom pyrite © + 
_.. and arsenopyrite, and tabling of flotation-made tungsten concentrate ee 
_. was abandoned for improved flotation metallurgy. There were 96,861 _ —* 

_ tons of ore treated in 1942, containing an average of 0.039 ounce-of ==. 
_. gold and 1.41 ounces of silver to the ton, 4.79 percent antimony, =. 

_ and 2.59 percent tungsten. The 400-ton mill yielded 2,294 tons | a 
of high-grade tungsten concentrate, 6,887 tons of low-grade tungsten =§ = 4 
concentrate, 7,564 tons of gold-silver-antimony concentrate, and 816 ex, 

_ tons of gold-antimony-iron concentrate. The capacity of the mill oe 
.. Was increased to 800 tons of ore a day early in 1943. Fe ot 

. _ / | . . 4 | ; . | . | , ve
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Ce 0 SUMMARY a or © 

Copper remained the chief source of metal ‘value in Montana and ss: 

-. was the only metal to show increased output in 1942. Theaggregate == ue 

value of the gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc produced from Mon- Oah 

‘tana ores and gravels was, in-terms of recoverable metal, $60,129,853 _ ee 

compared with $59,181,627 in 1941 (see fig. 1). Thisslight advance sy is 
. -was due to a greater output of copper and a higher average price paid 

for copper, lead, and zinc in 1942. Gold and silver production—more a 

particularly gold—was cut drastically by the widespread closing of 6. 

gold mines in every section of Montana. The output of lead and zinc RE 

| was affected seriously when all zinc-lead mines at Butte, operated by | « 

- the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., closed in late May; however, this = = 
- closing enabled the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. to maintain and _ a 

even increase its output of copper. Silver Bow County, which in- 

cludes the Butte area and yields nearly all the copper and most of the is 
-_- gine and silver output of the State, produced gold, silver, copper, lead, = = ® 

and zinc valued at $46,942,464 in 1942 compared with $44,195,725 m 

| 1941. This increase was due to the greater output of copper by the = 4 

Anaconda Copper Mining Co. a | nes, 

Several factors influenced the production of metals in Montana dur- — Oe 

ing 1942. The great majority of the mining districts in Montana are. ae 

primarily gold-producing; in consequence of, first, a serious labor = ~~° 

| shortage and, finally, the Government closing order issued in October, oy 

‘many of the large gold mines either shut down or greatly reduced their oy 

output. This labor shortage was first felt in several of the districts - ow 

in late 1941 or early in 1942 and prompted many gold producers, more 7 

| particularly operators of lode mines, to make and carry out plans for 3 

suspending operations for the duration of the war even before the ot 

Government issued its closing order in October. Gold production | 

from Beaverhead, Broadwater, Madison, Park, Lewis and Clark, * 

_ Jefferson, Phillips, and Powell Counties was affected most. os 
A premium pay plan stimulated the production of copper, lead, and - 

zinc. 'Theplan, authorized by the Metals Reserve Company (a Govern- oo 

ment agency), effective February 1, 1942, granted producers of base , 

389 oo
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i metals a premium of 5 cents a pound for copperand2%centsapoundfor- —s-_—* 
-.-. lead and zinc produced in excess of certain fixed basic quotas. This 
»!* plan was modified further to include one additional premium of 2% | 
“cents for lead and two additional premiums of 2% cents for zinc. The 
~\ effective date of the modification was the opening of business Decem- 4 
“ber 1, 1942. Eligibility for these additional premiums was based upon ‘ be the producer’s ability to maintain the present rate of production or to 3 
cee Increase output, chiefly from marginal ore bodies. Each case was to : 
=. be considered independently by the quota committee at Washington, yo D.C — | a / | Although the Government stimulated the production of base metals 
~- by means of premium payments and successive reductions of quotas 4 

for various mining companies, the effect of the program was mores «than .offset_by the critical shortage of labor at mines, mills, and Oo 
"- - smelters. Several plans were tried to alleviate this shortage, in- = 
oo eluding wage increases, taking miners from gold mines, stabilization of  —s_, os labor at mines, and the furloughing of soldier-miners to work in the 3 
ore mines. The last plan was the most helpful action taken, although it, = 
“+ too, failed to satisfy the full need. - During October and November 4 

over 4,000 soldiers were furloughed for service in western mines. : 
fee Of this number, Montana received about 1,100 men, most of whom 4 
. 7. were employed at the copper mines at Butte. As these mines, = +. Operated by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., had_ previously 4 "taken over miners from the closed zinc mines, the addition of the 
<. .. soldiers tended to raise the number employed at the copper mines to 
en an operating minimum. The company still needed approximately ‘ =, 700 trained miners before the zinc mines could be reopened. —__ 3 
wo... All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight”; that , is, . fe they do not include moisture. Be , 
@. ' .  . The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated — : 
~" @t the following prices. | Co | ’ 

pe | | | - _ Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine, 1988-42 | ; 

ae Year , | Gold1- Silver 2 Copper 3 Lead 4 Zine 4 

a | | Per fine ounce| Per fine ounce| Per pound | Per pound | Per pound | — 1088... eeeeeeeeeeeeeee| $35.00 | 80.6464] $0,098 | $0040 | eg 048 ’ 1939.2 220 202 TTTTTT "35. 00 6. 678-+ 104 1047 1052 | es 1940... eee 35. 00 1. 711+ 113 | - 050 - 063 oa _ 1941-2 ee 35. 00 ".711+} ~  .118 . 057 075 1942... eee ~~ 85.00 . 7. 711+} 121 . 067 . 093 . “ 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1984. Treasury legal coinage value of gold from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67+-($20.671835) per fine ounce. 
*Treasury buying price for newly mined silver. . ‘1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Company for over-quota production but excludes value of “ foreign copper delivered to Metals Reserve Company for domestic consumption. 

4 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Company for over-quota production. . ¥ $0,64646464. 6 $0.67878787. 7 $0.71111111.
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_ Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine in Montana,. 1988-42, and tS 
a . total, 1862-1942, in terms of recovered metals a Se De 

8 | . Mines produe- _ Gold (lode and placer) |. Silver (lode and placer) re par 
. Year 8 {| Ore (short | - : | ke 

SO | Lode | Placer : ‘Fine ounces} Value | Fineounces| Value 2 2 © 33s 

1938................| 482 | Sw26s | 2,724,486 | - 203,313 | $7,115,955 | 6, 403,962 | $4,199,985 
1980.22] 89k | F282 | 3,792,780] 264,173. | 9,246,055 | - 9,087,571 | 6, 168, 533 ON 
1940-22 TTTTTTTITTTT) 687 | |B 285 | 5,099; 241 272,602 | 9,541,070 | 12,361,050 | 8, 790,080 Sy 
19412] 612 |" 325 | 5,642,249 | 246,475 | 8,626,625 | 12,386,995| 8.808480 9 -s 
1942.--2222 21-2] 370 | 170 | 5, 678; 280 146,892 | 5,141,220 | 11,198,118 | 7,955, 995 Aap 

© 1862-1042... | ef | @ | 16,827,410 | 373, 412, 562 | 724,301, 028 | 520,152,667 = 

a . Copper . Lead . Zine - | oy 

Year gn rs Total value — oo - we 

| Pounds |. . Value Pounds.| Value Pounds Value nm oS a 
, . I. . . : / oe eg 

, ‘ fhe adh 

| 1938.........| 154,426, 000 | $15, 183, 748 | 18, 654,000 | $858,084 | 17,688,000 | $349,024 |. $28,096,746 ee 
| 1939___.__._] 195, 654,000 | 20, 348, 016 | 33,110,000 | 1, 556,170. | 69,598,000 | 3,619,096 | 40,937,870 ae 

--1940._72__2_7] 252, 782,000 | 28, 564, 366 | 46,072,000 | 2) 303, 600 |105, 174,000 | 6,625,962 | 55,825,078 ee 
| 1941_________] 256,072,000 | — 30,216, 496 | 42, 518,000 | 2 423, 526 |121, 420,000 | 9,106,500 | 59,181,627 sve 

1942.-....-.| 282, 388,000 | 34, 168, 948 | 40, 100,000 | _2, 686, 700 |109, 480,000 | 10,176,990 | 60,129,858 = 
| 1862-1942....] 2.6, 178, 651 |1, 792, 068, 410 | 2647, 292 | 69, 194, 368 | 2 1, 754, 382 |264, 968, 420 | 3,028, 796,427, 

: 1 Figures not available. | a | ne a Eta 28hort tons, Oe oe oe ge 
_. Gold and silver produced at placer mines in Montana, 1988-42, in fine ounces, in  ~. “% 

So i : | terms of recovered metals | ES 

4 ae | ee Dredges a . me 

| | | SInicing and | eg mppptag (eee : cs 
os Year | hydraulic Drift we Drv-l ai Dragline © Floating — Potal tS 

| ear a Ty-lan floating 1 bucket =| : Cs 

| | Gold |Silver| Gold |Silver| Gold |Silver) Gold |silver| Gold (silver Gold Silver 

| 1938... 23, 806 23511 (2) | () 5,721| 1,583)  4,375| 1,410] 21, 356| 3,240] 35, 348] 6, 4 Ci os 
| 1939....--| 2,075} 232) 208]. 20] 9, 164| 2° 7291 9, 737/ 1,937] 33,815] 6,723| 54, 999|11, 634 oY 

| 1940....--| 2,163] 272; 281] 41, 11,252] 2'640/ 11,439] 1,302] 39,0121 7,400| 64,147,655 
1941.-_-_-] 2,305} 353] 139] 17/14, 663/.2,408/ 10,660] 833| 33, 844| 6,424] 61, 61110, 035 ext 
1942.-----| 2,732] 356|..---...|.....| 3,674] “434!. 3,553) 407/31, 283| 5,740] 41, 242! 6, 937 ose 

1 Floating washing plant supplied with. gravel by a dragline excavator is called a “dragline dredge’: ms . 
a arena yok movable washing plant supplied with gravel by any type of power excavator is called a . yg 
“dry-land dredge.” . . nay 

: 2 Figures for sluicing and hydraulic include those for drift mining. ee Bi 

| _ Gold.—Montana ores and gravels yielded 146,892 fine ounces of 4 
gold in 1942 compared with 246,475 ounces in 1941—a 40-percent = s—>—s 
decrease; the output from lode mines decreased 79,214 ounces and ore 
from placer mines 20,369 ounces. Siliceous ores yielded 55 percent — 3 
of the State total gold, and base-metal ores 17 percent; there was a r 
decrease from all classes except copper ore. Losses in gold output 4 
were general throughout the State but were largest in Madison, sf 
Broadwater, Lewis and Clark, Silver Bow, Phillips, Park, and Beaver- oe 
head Counties; slight increases were noted in Flathead and Judith fad 
Basin Counties, but these counties have negligible importance as gold - 

| producers. Gold ore mined totaled 322,140 tons, compared with ~ 
695,481 tons in 1941, and included 251,939 tons treated in amalgama- es 
tion and cyanidation mills, 30,873 tons in concentrating mills, and _ 
39,328 tons shipped crude to smelters. Ore treated at amalgamation a 
and cyanidation plants (with or without concentrating equipment) oS



> gielded 25 percent of the State total gold, that at concentrating mills 
= 92 percent, ores of all classes shipped crude to smelters 25 percent, — o 
oo and placers 28 percent. Cy a SS | - 
“.. .. The leading gold, producers in Montana in 1942 (not representative 3 

of capacity to produce, but merely of good fortune in keeping adequate 
mo. gperating personnel) were the company-operated copper mines of the 
Been | _ Anaconda Copper Mining Co. at Butte, the West Mayflower property  —_; 
.°. in Madison County, the Winston dredge operating on Prickly Pear 
S . ne Creek near Clancey, the Ohio Keating mine in Broadwater County, : 
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a FIGURE 1.—Value of mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, and total value in Montana, | | : 

oo Porter Bros. dredge near Helena, and the Perry Schroeder dredge on : 
| Missouri River in Lewis and Clark County. : | | 

Silver —The output of recoverable silver in Montana in 1942 was | 
11,188,118 fine ounces compared with 12,386,925 ounces in 1941—a_ 
10-percent decrease. This loss in output can be attributed almost 
entirely to the closing of all zinc mines of the Anaconda Copper Mining 
Co. in late May 1942, as these mines produced over 1,000,000 ounces 
of recoverable silver during nearly 6 months of operation. Copper ore | 
yielded 56 percent of the State total silver, zinc-lead ore 22 percent, 
siliceous ore 20 percent, and lead ore, zinc ore, and placers together | 
2 percent. Ore treated at concentration mills yielded 83 percent of 
the total silver, and crude smelting ore 16 percent. The output of 
silver ore was 134,153 tons and of gold-silver ore 77,231 tons. 

| Copper mines, dumps, tailings piles (at Anaconda), zinc mines at :
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| Butte, and the Flathead mine in Flathead County, all operated by the 
~~ Anaconda Copper Mining Co., produced 75 percent of the State total ~~ cae 

_ silver. Other large producers included the Granite-Bimetallic mine oo 
(tailings) in Granite County; the Lexington group in the Montana 
district, Cascade County; the Emma mine at Butte (including by- . oe 

a product silver); and the St. Joseph Lead Co. property in Judith . 

--. Basin County. — a Be 

ne Copper-—Copper produced in Montana in 1942,in termsofrecover- = 
able metal, was 282,388,000 pounds, compared with 256,072,000 in 

- 1941—a 10-percent gain. This gain was due entirely to the greater ==... 

output of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., which again was the _ oe 
only important copper producer in Montana. All active copper =. 

- mines at Butte are-owned and operated by the Anaconda Copper" 
Mining Co., except the property of the North Butte Mining Co. In. oe 

_-_--: 1942 this property was operated by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. 
through contract agreement. Copper produced from all sources at AG 

-. _ Butte gained in 1942, except that derived from the treatment.of mine ee 
| dumps; the quantity from this source is comparatively small, andthe =, 

oss was easily offset by gains elsewhere. Copper ore and precipitates =e 
yielded gold, silver, and copper valued at $38,408,147, or 64 percent | - ue 

of total State valuen ee a 

Lead and zine-—The value of the production of lead and zine nm mi 
Montana, in terms of recoverable metals, increased in 1942 compared = :: 

| with 1941; however, the increases in total value were due to higher ols 

average price for the metals, as the quantities decreased. Zinc ery: 

showed a 12-percent gain in value but a 10-percent decrease in quan- os 
| tity. Lead showed an 11-percent gain in value but a 6-percentlossin 

quantity. The closing, on May 25, of all zinc mines at Butte operated === 

by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. was the chief cause of decreased 
output of both metals. This closing is calculated to have reduced the 

- output of lead from Montana about 7,000,000 pounds and the output — aac 

of zine about 40,000,000 pounds. The output from the slag-fuming  ~ 
plant at East Helena operated by the Anaconda Copper Miming Co. Se 

- Increased in 1942 by 811,000 pounds in lead and 2,878,000 pounds in 

| zinc. The Emma mine, operated by the Anaconda Copper Mining —_i 

Co. under lease, reported a decrease of about 1,000,000 pounds in 

-- lead and 5,000,000 pounds in zinc from zinc-lead ore but a gan of 

about 3,600,000 pounds in lead and about 8,200,000 pounds in zinc 
- .  asabyproduct. a : | Soe 4 

In 1942 the leading sources of zinc, named in order of output, were _ as 
the slag-fuming plant at East Helena, all zinc mines operated by the _ F 

Anaconda Copper Mining Co. at Butte, the Emma byproduct zinc, Og 

-the Poulin mine at Butte, the Mike Horse mine in Lewis and Clark So 

County, the Emma mine at Butte, the St. Joseph Lead Co. property ce 
in Judith Basin County, and the Hecla slag dump in Beaverhead _ co 

- County; these sources supplied 96 percent of the State total. The Oo 

-- Jeading lead producers in Montana in 1942 were all zinc mines at “ 

Butte, the Emma byproduct lead, the Mike Horse mine in Lewis and _ 

Clark County, the Jack Waite mine in Sanders County, the slag- 
fuming plant at East Helena, the St. Joseph Lead Co. property in os 
Judith Basin County, the Flathead property in Flathead County, the yO 

Forest Rose properties in Granite County,.and the Mount Washington - 
mine in Jefferson County; these sources contributed 80 percent of the 
State total. | . 

556250—483—— 26 | : | :
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BER - MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES = ©... 
a... . Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Montana in 1942, by oe 
moe - — counties, in terms of recovered metalg © = , . 

Boe A - os | Mines producing | Gold (lode and placer) | ‘Silver (lode and placer) . 5 

ae a | Lode Placer | Fine ounces | Value Fine ounces | Value | : 

“So... . »  Beaverhead......--2.-2...--.-]| . 27 10 4, 808 $168, 280 59,736 | $42, 479 ok 
w  Broadwater_.......--.-------- 36 19 | 14, 853 519,855 | . 30,652 |. 28, 197. : 
hyo: Gaseade_. 222-22 W je. eee 2, 765 96,775 | ~ 730,620] «819, 552 } 
ves _ Deer Lodge....-.---.-----..-- 5 . dt 2,152) 75,820) © § 971] | 4, 246 3 
ine  Fergus..--..-..2--. 22 e le 2 | 2 , -1, 754 61, 390 — . J44 ; -§29 ‘ 
a . Flathead.-...----------------| 5 370 _ 12,950 770, 206 547, 702. ‘ 
BR Granite........--.------------ 2) = 10] 11,100}. 388, 500 584, 640 415,744 9: 
me. Jefferson. ..-------------- 60 8 16,043 | 561,680 |  —-:158, 535 112, 736 oe 
Posto... Judith Basin. 22222] Ble 92). 7,735 - 216,135 | «153, 696 ok 
cee: - Lewisand Olark..-..-.--.----}. SL |B 22,181 | 776,335 |. 298,509] 212.273 ~~ 
ne Lincoln.........-.---..-------| a 8 - 105 8, 675 2, 527 1,797 | oo 

aera Madison.....-...-.----2.--.--| 88 . 14 28,324 |. 991, 340 97,283 | ~~ 69, 179 ? 
Sige Meagher....__...2.-.---------|L.2-------| 6 62 . 2,170. 7 5 | oo! 
Wee Mineral... 1 19 76 2, 660 270] 192 er 
Pe Missoula__.....--.------2-----| 0 7 - 2,007 |. - 70,245.) B91] 8 : 
fae Park....__-___----.----------- 3] 9. 9, 899 346,465 | 34,584] 24, 693 oo 
wee... ¢> Phillips. 2222] i - -§, 226 |. . 182, 910 38, 783 27, 579, 
Be Powell..-_--_----_-.---------- 13} °° 18]. -1,465| 61,275 | ©. 5,452 3, 877 q 
ee ~ Rawvalli... 0. 1 3 |; 964) = 83,740; (ws Ck 47 . : 
Ne anders o-oo seed 4 1}. | 181] 4,585 | 20,219} 14,878 ; 
es _ Silver Bow_._---------------- = 8t10 22, 381 783, 335 8, 123,788 | 5,776, 916 4 
oe ol oe 370) 170{. 146,892] 5,141,220 | 11,188,118 | 7,955,995 t 
Bante oe Total, 1941_.......-.-2-- 612 325 246, 475 | 8,626,625 | 12, 386,925. 8, 808, 480 } 

Bag oo 7 ’ Copper Lead — te Zine | oo ‘5 
County : —.. | value ; 

Dea : Do _| Pounds: Value. Pounds Value | Pounds ‘Value | - 7 

Bee Beaverhead.-._-----.-. 106, 000 $12, 826 | 1, 578,700 | $105,773; 1,500,700 | $139,565 | $468, 923 4 
Be ee Broadwater.__-...----- 27,000 | 3, 267 700, 700 |... 46,947; 165,600. 15,401 | . 613; 667 : 
wero os Qaseade... 2 32, 000 8,872 | 2,067, 000 138, 489 | 1,018, 700 94,739 | 8538, 427 ‘ 
eee ~~ Deer Lodge_.._.-__--_- 3, 000 - 363 |--.----.---]-----------]-.----------|-----------| 79, 929 
feo 7. Fergus...--.--.....-...|------------|--------2--|---- ee} of eee 61, 919 ts 
foe Flathead..-.22..2.....-] 101,000 | 12, 221 | 1,227,700 | 82,256 |______._____|__...---_--| 655,129 4 
me a Granite. .22--22. 2 2--2_ 228, 000 27, 588.| 1, 315, 600. 88,145 | 1,452,000 135, 036 | 1,055, 013 a 
goep >. Jefferson... 89, 000 10, 769 | 1, 493, 300 100,051 | 1,185,000 ; 110, 205 895,441. : 
Bes . Judith Basin_.___..___- 115,000 | 138,915 | 3,407,000 |  228,269°} 1,751,000. 162,843 | 566, 458 . ou 
bo. Lewis and Clark........| 748, 000 89, 903 | 8,824,000 | . 591, 208 |. 42, 916, 000 | 3, 991, 188 | 5, 660, 907 “ 
Ro Lincoln. _._..-.._.----.]---...-.-.-].-----.--..| 114, 300 ~7, 658 [22.21 [-l ee] 18,180 ‘ 
Ro Madison.........-..--- 73,000 |- = 8, 888 794,300 | . 53,218 5, 300 493 | 1, 123, 063 ot 
no Meagher-....-...-.---.]-.--.-------|-----------[------.----]----2- ee] eee |-ceeee----| | 2, 175 a 
eo ~ Mineral__.......--2---}-----------|_-----------]. 12,000 804. 18, 700 1, 739 5, 395 : 
Me : Missoula........-...-.- 700 85 |_..--------]------.---.]----.-_------]--2-- 2. 70, 608 : 
. ‘Park oie 148, 000 17, 908 126, 100 8,449 | — 95,000 8, 835 406, 250. 
Be .  Phillips._-.-..-------2-}------------|.----- +--+ |---| eee |ee--e-------|-----------| 210, 489 : 
eo Powell.........-_-.-__- 1, 300 157 30, 700 2, 057 |... 22 feel 57, 366 . 
mo Ravalli_...._..-..------|--------.---|-----------]-------.-_-]----------- |---| 33, 787 
- Sanders_........__-___- 23, 000 2, 783 | 3, 997, 600 267, 839 696, 000 64, 728 354, 313 

bo Silver Bow._.._....-...|280, 698, 000 |33, 964, 458 |14, 411, 000 965, 537 | 58, 626,000 | 5,452,218 |46, 942, 464 ° 

ny |282, 388, 000 |34, 168, 948 |40, 100,000 | 2, 686, 700 |109, 430, 000 |10,176, 990 |60, 129, 853 
oo Total, 1941___..._._...-1256, 072, 000 |30, 216, 496 |42, 518, 000 | 2, 423, 526 |121, 420,000 | 9, 106, 500 |59, 181, 627 

Gold and silver produced at lode mines in Montana in 1942, by counties, in terms of 
| recovered metals 

. Ore Ore : 
sold or | Gold Silver sold or | Gold Silver 

County - treated | (fine (fine County treated | (fine (fine : 
(short | ounces) | ounces) (short | ounces) | ounces) 
tons) tons) . 

Beaverhead._........_| 27, 522 3,550 | 59, 563 || Mineral___....-._____- 94 J2-.------ _ 270 
Broadwater__..___._._| 43,375 | 11, 479 39, 337 || Missoula__.__-.._..__- 191 282 360 
Cascade.._...._......] 77, 208 2,765 | 730,620 |} Park__.-..._.-.......-] 25,175 5, 547 33, 961 
Deer Lodge_..........| 8,879 2, 151 5,971 || Phillips_....._........_] 52, 5389 5, 226 38, 783 
Fergus._..........-...} 54,815 1, 749 744 || Powell__......_...___-] 2, 592 859 5, 286 
Flathead_.............| 27,879 370 | 770,206 || Ravalli_.......-_..__. 50 31 j_.-- 22. 
Granite_._...._......_| 100, 206 8,488 | 584,415 || Sanders_......-....._=] 24,274 126 20, 219 
Jefferson.._...........] 53, 622 7,180 | 155,139 || Silver Bow_.__....___|4,753,741 | 22, 360 /8, 123, 781 
Judith Basin___....._.} 36, 724 221 216, 135 —_—_— |__| —__——- : 
Lewis and Clark_._...| 317, 474 7, 731 297, 083 5,678,280 | 105, 650 }11,181,181 
Lincoln_.......----..- 890 64 2, 527 || Total, 1941__...___.___]5,642,249 | 184, 864 |12,376,890 
Madison_.............! 71,030 | 25, 471 96, 781
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Geld and silver produced at placer mines in Montana in 1942, by counties, in fine. 
oe | | ounces, tn terms of recovered metals | aa Ce 

| Siuiet de __‘Dredges : fo at : . oO uicing 3 : . | rrr | | and hy. Drift min- |—————— Drastin Float Total 
raulic | . ragline oatin EN ES - County fo fo | Dry land! floating 1 bucket, - mo oe 

oo | | Gold |sitver| Gold /stiver| Gold |sitver| Gold {sitver| Gold |sitver| Gold |siver 

~.  Beaverhead.......-| 98] 3 ft faa} 160] 13] 30 |---|} as8] a 
_ Broadwater_.........]1,722 | 153 |_-----|-..---| 29] 5 {| 1,623] 157 |_-.-__-|____-__| 3.374] 315 a pete . Deer Lodge.-._-.----] 1 |eteiee [ee e}eeee--}e------|__----]_-_.--_-]-.---- |---| - 1 {_ezll. es 

Fergus.-_-.......-..- 5 |------]---2--]------ |---| fee 5 [------ co ASs + Granite-....222222..) 63 § J------]----- |u| e |e} 2, 549 220 | 2,612 | 225 a a Jefferson_.......-----] 12 |_.-___]._-.--}_____| 628 208 |.--.---|.---.-| 8, 233 | 3,188 | 8,868 | 3,896 © =o Lewis and Clark...-.| 69.| 10 |..----|------] 129 | 21 [2__-___|7___]14, 252 | 1,395 [14,460 11,496 3 ky 
Lincoln_-..2222222222) 4 fee et ef een en [eueee--{o ee f_ee |e 41 Jol ONS 
‘Madison........-.-.-] 31 6 }------|------]----.--]-.-.--| 888 | 174 | 1,934. 322 | 2, 853. 502 gee -Meagher___.._....-..| 62 7 |------|------]------- [ee oo ee fee efi e eee 62 fT 
Mineral__........--.-] 76 {-..--2} 2-2] --|__-.___|_____]__.----|...---|_.-----|......-| 76 wenn Seals Missoula__...-.-...--| 29 |.-._..]--22.-|-_.__| 1, 696 31 |_-..---|------|-------]-~.----] 1, 725 31, v “4 a ‘Park. -..-22..2.22--| 87 | 8 eee fe_ue_|___ | |e 4,315 | 615 | 4,352 623. oe eS ~ Powell_... 22 eee] 581 | 157 ffl 75. 9 |-------|------|-------]-------| 606] 166, 2 —  Ravalli.. ete} 4 fie }lll fff 9a9 66 gas] 66 es ae Sanders...-._..-....- 5 |------]------]------|----2- fee ae fee ef eee [eee fecee ef Pelle nes: | Silver Bow......-...] 21 7 |------]------]--- 2 ee] eft 21 7 ss 

| ee 2,732 | 356 |.....-|......| 3,674 | 434 | 3,553 | 407 (31, 283 | 5,740 [41,242 | 6,937 - a ERS 
7 Total, 1941... ..-..-.- 2, 305 |. 353 189 | ~~ 17 |14, 663 |2, 408 110,660 | 833 |33, 844 6, 424 (61,611 |10, 035 OS 

1 A floating washing plant supplied with gravel by a dragline excavator is called a “dragline dredge’’; oo BR 
_ & stationary or movable washing plant supplied with gravel by any type of power excavator is called a tae ~“dry-land dredge.’’. [ ae . | a a fs 

a MINING INDUSTRY a oe 
_ Continuous operation of the copper mines at Butte by the Ana- a 

_ conda Copper Mining.Co., at the expense of closing the zinc mines, —=——*! 
caused the State output of copper to increase; and the closing of the = 

zine mines at Butte caused the production of silver, lead, and zinc to => 
decrease. However, despite this decrease the output of zinc: and wg 

_ zine-lead ore increased in several counties, principally Judith Basin, ~~ mS 
Lewis and Clark, Beaverhead, and Granite. The widespread closing og 
of gold mines, both lode and placer, resulted in a sharp drop in gold * 
output. Metals from ores treated at amalgamation and cyanidation at 

plants and ore shipped crude to smelters declined in 1942. RS 
Decreases of 20,369 fine ounces. in gold and 3,098 fine ounces in ~ rer 

. silver were noted in the yield from placer mines. Seven connected- Me 
bucket floating dredges, were active in 1942. They treated 7 539,916 

| cubic yards of gravel and recovered gold valued at $1,094,905 indi- 89 . 
cating an average recoverable gold value of 14.5 cents per cubic yard = ° 
treated. Dragline and power shovels with both dry-land and floating 4 
washing plants were reported in operation at 14 properties: ‘The 2 
plants washed 976,651 cubic yards of gravel and recovered gold valued oo, 
at $252,945, indicating an average recoverable gold value of 25.9 oe 
cents to the cubic yard washed. a * 

| ORE CLASSIFICATION | vo 

Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume Oy 
on Gold and Silver. | | | oo
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a — « <s Ore sold or treated in Montana in 1942, with content in terms of recovered metals = 

Be oe . |Mines| Ore | Gold Silver | _¢ | pe ye oo 

Boo, Bore get] Shore | Gane | Cine (pounds) | (pounds) (pounds) a 

* Dry and siliceous gold ore... 180] 822,140] 69,374} 165,162], 235,382] 95,309) 
Fes Dry and siliceous gold-silver ore__ 45| 77, 231 8,224] 489,357; — 199,954) . 481,266).....-...-- : Bo Dry and siliceous silver ore_---.-- 54]. 134,153] 3, 395 1,573,091) 1, 486, 737] 1, 183, 832|___________ : 

Pe Bo 279| 533,524} 80, 993| 2,227,610| 1,872, 073] 1, 760, 427|_._..._.____ 4 
me _ Copper ore._.-----------.--------| . _ 17|/4,338, 714) 15, 261] 6, 212, 356]! 276, 498, 651|-__-..._._|--...-_2_-- ; Ro, Lead ore. _---2.-.-.--------------| | 84) 15,936]. 2,368] 181,267] 53, 178] 4,481,887|.-... 
Peo Gane ore__.----2----22+-----------]° . 8] ? 218,285) = 101) ~~ 64, 830 75, 542) 4, 761, 802} 42,193,000 4 
Nos Zine-lead ore_---22-27277-7-] 25] 871, 871] 6, 927] 2,495, 118] 3, 888, 556|29, 095, 884| 67,237,000 
2 otal, lode mines..........] 3 370[3, 678, 280| 105, 650|11, 181, 1811 282, 388, 000/40, 100, 000109, 430,000. 
Bo — Total, placers.---.--------------- ‘170|---------| 41,242) 6, 937).---~------- wannen one haansen icine ; 

a Total, 1941.-......__.____..] 98716, 642, 249° 246, 475/12, 386, 925|¢256, 072, 000}42, 518, 000)121, 420,000 

o . oe wd Includes 5,327,407 pounds recovered from precipitates. ce - a oe, . : 
poco os  ® Includes 204,362 tons of current slag fumed, a rc . : 
Be 3 A mine producing more than 1 class of ore is counted but once in arriving at total for all classes. . “ 
Be ys 4 Includes 5,503,585 pounds recovered from precipitates. == = Be 2 

Rages _ sss METALLURGIC INDUSTRY = oo 

«she 5,678,280 tons of ore produced from Montana lode mines in. | 
2... 1942 were treated as follows: 12,773 tons at amalgamation plants, = * 
oo 939,166 tons at cyanidation plants, 4,977,953 tons at concentration — 
-..  maills, 244,026 tons shipped crude to smelters, and 204,362 tons treated _ 
es  ataslag-fuming plant. | oo 
“ “Three cyanidation mills treated 75,730 tons of gold ore, which con- | 
' tained 4,281 ounces of gold and 18,260 ounces of silver; the bullion —S 
my and precipitates produced yielded 3,603 fine ounces of gold and 14,934 — ‘ 
i. ounces of silver, indicating an average recovery of 84 percent of gold oad 
*. and 82 percent of silver. These three mills reported the consumption  —— 
. of 23,247 pounds of sodium cyanide, 27,070 pounds of calcium cyanide, ; 
oo 11,915 pounds of zinc dust, and 259,780 pounds of lime. = — | 3 

oo _ Ore treated at straight concentration plants increased from 4,661,117 ; 
“tons in 1941 to 4,977,953 tons in 1942. The 1942 total comprised 
. 82,758 tons of siliceous ores, 4,319,953 tons of copper ore, 880 tons of. : 
a lead ore, 2,491 tons of zinc ore, and 571,871 tons of zinc-lead ore. 
oe The East Helena smelter operated continuously in 1942 and treated 
—.» ogres and concentrates chiefly from Montana and Idaho. ‘The Ana- a 

| conda Copper Mining Co. operated its electrolytic zinc plants at | 
a Anaconda and Great Falls throughout 1942. Zinc concentrates were . 

: received and treated from most of the Western States but principally 
| from Montana, Idaho, Utah, Washington, Nevada, New Mexico, and . 

| California; the concentrates from New Mexico were treated upon a 
toll basis. In addition to treatment of concentrates from domestic : 
sources, the Anaconda and Great Falls plants treated over 100,000 | 
tons of zinc concentrates from foreign sources, chiefly upon a toll 
basis, for the accounts of the Metals Reserve Co., United States 

| Smelting, Refining & Mining Co., and American Zinc Co. These 
| foreign concentrates originated at mines in Australia, Canada, Chile, 

Mexico, and Peru. The Metals Reserve Co. maintains a stock pile | 
of zinc concentrates at Anaconda, which are received into the Ana- 
conda Copper Mining Co. account as smelting capacity permits. | 

| ~ Currently the stock pile is equivalent to about a 20-day run. At the 
beginning of 1942 the plants comprised 4 units at Anaconda and 8
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units at.Great Falls. During the year the capacity was increased 25. 
7 percent, and at the beginning of 1943 the Anaconda section had 5 0 

7 units and the Great Falls 10 units. As of April 1943, the Anaconda  ———. 
| and Great Falls sections combined were producing at the rate of 

approximately 2,750,000 pounds of slab zinc, dross, and oxide pers 
unit per month. At Anaconda the capacity of the copper concen- _—_—..: 

"trator was increased 20 percent—rated now as about 16,000 tons per se: 
_ day—and at the smelter an entirely new converter plant was erected. =. 
_ Details of the treatment of all ores produced in Montana in 1942 ~~ 3 

are given in the tables that follow. _ ne ee 

Mine production of metals in Montana in 1942, by methods of recovery, in terms of 
| ae - . recovered metals — a - ae 

a ~ | Material . oe Cc ee ae 
: : . rage Gold Silver. ef . mae . Do Wd ne. treated. | Copper Lead | Zine |. Eg 
7 __ Method of recovery (short | omnes) ovnos.) (pounds) | (pounds) (pounds) 

— Ore amalgamated.__...___....-|. 13,778] 986 | 207 | -c--22eee-[ee-eeeeeee[eneeeeeeeeee 
- -° Ore and old tailings cyanided_...-| 239, 166 27, 061 66, 202 |.__...------|------------]--------=---- ng 

Concentrates smelted !_-....-...| 681,716 | - 41,382 |. 9,318, 654 |273, 865, 329 | 30,247,943 | 67,549,300 = 
—— Copper precipitates smelted -___- 4,644 |...-.-----|------------| 5,327,407 |----_--.----|------------ " eS 

sre smelted.......--.-.------..-..| 244,026 | 36,251 |. 1,768,711 | 3,195,264 | 5,987,057| 1,500,700 ==, 
- Slag fumed___..__.-.-...-.----..-] 204,362 |...-2.---| "27,410 |-.-1___-_-_| 3,865,000 | 40,380,000, 

| Plager... 2 TIITIII | 288 | 6987 | nan eee 
po “ [| y46, 892 | 11, 188, 118. |282, 388, 000 | 40,100,000 | 109,430,000 

— Total, 1941_-_..--.2.-.22----------|------.---| 246,475 | 12, 886, 925 |256, 072, 000 | 42, 518,000 } 121,420,000 

"7 Fneludes zine concentrates treated at electrolytic plants. | oO . ws et 
a : : a oe : . / . . . , . : . | \ 7 oe 

Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or withey. 
| concentration equipment) in Montana in 1942, by types of mills and by counties, ~— ‘~ yo. 

an terms of recovered metals SO oO | | a 
el an AMALGAMATION MILES 

7 7 | | | . 7 Recovered in bullion| Concentrates smelted and recovered metal | oe . oe 

| | lor |O!U”””C~d CT Po fe 
; Concen- an pr nae 

. . | treated : | 7 nn. oN 

ns . ons) | e ne | |. (fine e ty oe aah 
| | ounces) |. ounces) oueed | ounces) | ounces) | (POURdS) | (pounds) Pg 

ee es tons) | | rn: 
| | 

| Broadwater-..------ 846 324 41 |____--.-__|_---------|----------|----------|-------- oo 
Granite.__......---- “40 | 14, 4 | 0228 TTT ok 
Jefferson. _...--------. 210 72 | - 22 7 19 145 244 1, 786 e 

~ Lewis and Clark___- 157 70 35; - 4{ 4] © 6@] “A 
Madison........----| 8,633 116 37 206 | 1,451 236 | 9,962 |.-------- 

) Park.........-------| 2,747 308; 67 309 319 146 900 |_.-------- oS 
Powell__._..-------- 90 21 ] j_---. --e|----------f---- ++ | -e eee poo 
Ravalli_-...---------| 50 31 |---.------|----------|----------|----------]--------+-]---------- os 

: 12, 773 956| 207 616 | 1,793 579| 11,106| 1,786 os 
Total, 1941.......---| 99,482 | 7,938] 2,508) 2,200| 4,477| 4,150] 11,180] 21,969 8 

CYANIDATION MILLS | | | x 

Beaverhead.....--.-| 11,000 | 2,949 432 |___....---|----------|---------- |----------L---- ene : 
| Broadwater.....----| 32,885 | 2,985 977|  3,304| 4,718 g92 | 2,000 |_------.-. * 

Deer Lodge..--.-.---- 8, 252 2, 053 1,089 |-_-.---.-_].---------|----------|----------]---------. dl 
Fergus_......-------| 54,804 1, 743 741 |---| |e J--- +  |e- eee e ol 
Granite......-.-----| 3,038 61 37 |....--.--.|----------|----------|----------|---------- 3 
Lewis and Olark-.| 34,721] 4,417| 21,709 |------___-|_-_-_--_2-|2-2-..-|----2e eee a 
Madison..........--| 39,900|  7,066| 3,139 256 | 2,802 | 1,432 |--.-.-__-|-----_-__- 4 
Phillips.............| 52,466| 5,075 | 98,052 |........-.|.----2----|----22 2-2 [Lee oS 
Silver Bow_..-------| 2, 100 712 76 |.----~----|----------|----------|----------|---------- cok 

: 239,166 | 27,061 | 66,202 3, 560 7,610 2, 324 2,000 |.----.---- oo 
: Total, 1941_._.....--| 443,388 | 56,203 | 166, 587 143 | 1,888 815 | 1,156 | 22, 550 le 

Grand total: 1942....| 251,939 | 28,017] 66,409| 4,176|  9,403| 2,903] 13,106 1, 786 ae 
1941.__-| 542,870 | 64,231} 169,095| 2,343| 6,365] 4,974] 12,336] 44,519 1
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wo >. Mine production of metals from.concentrating mills in Montana in 1942, by counties, — . pee a re an terms of recovered metals i ce : 

fee . fe _ Concentrates smelted and recovered metal co i 
ao | ee nea lcmm!l | |. |p 4 eon : . reate ‘oncen- fp my of Oy - 
CaP _ County (short | trates | Gold | Silver n : : i i a | _ tons) jproduced! (fine (fine |. ones | end) ( sais) 4 
Bee 7 | (short. | ounces) | ounces) [| ‘POUR \poun pounds) = : 

| Broadwater.........| 6172] 1,375| 1,234] 7,199 | » soar! 99,6851 468, 600 : 
eo . Cascade.......-.-.-.-..| © 77, 083 4, 273 2, 524 682, 001 - 29,747 | 2,034, 462 1,018,700. : 
a _. Granite..........--.--| 24,906 | 2, 483 - 06: 80,068 | 52,193 | 1,085,797 | -1, 452, 000 : 
Be Jefferson.....-.........} 28,898 2,445} - 306° 74,524] 46,561 |. 918,347 | 1, 185,000 3 
ef -. 6) «Judith Basin......-.-..] 36,516} 4,943] 135 | 215, 208 107,415 | 3,406,860 | 1, '751, 000 3 
mem Lewisand Clark.......| 65,102 | 7,535 | . 556] 223,838 | 702,326 | 4,632,165 | 2,536,000 we Gineoln.ou.----2--- ee. 890] — | 103 64) 2,527 fu. ----| 114) 300 |... 
ee Madison.....-.--......| 4,727|- 560 - 1,276 | 2, 659 36, 788 | 6, 520 | ‘5, 300 Ce g eee Mineral. 94. 45.|__.-.-.-.-| 270 |-..-........| 12.000]. 18,700 ss 
jo.) Bark._-.---------------| 22,309 967 | . 4,845 29,041 | 147,100 © 107,900| 95,000 fess. Powell 573 28 |. 3 - 1,628 164} . 22,078 |... ; ¢o  .. §anders____--------.--.| . 28,552-] 8, 060 | 47} 17,370 19,910 | 3,395,043 |" 696, 000 oo 
Gio... Silver Bow._....--.----|4, 687, 186 | 649,723 | 20,983 | _ 7,979, 415 |272, 701,078 | 14,411,000 | 58, 626,000 3 
mee ‘4,977,953 | 677,540 | 31,979 | 9, 315, 748 |273, 852, 223 | 30,246,157 | 67,549,300 
Bol ‘Total, 1941_.___._.....-|4, 661, 117 | -660, 251 | 53, 681 | 10, 097, 415 |247, 693, 040 | 29, 468, 528 |. 83,918, 000 4 

J’ Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ore mined in Montana in 1942, by i 
ee ee , classes of concentrates smelied oe - i 

Be . * ...: Grossmetalcontent - ~= = | i 
Bog . Oo , Concen- pa a. 
be _» Class of concentrates (hort ‘| qa | saver |. fo - : 3 
Ben SP oe tons) (fine ' (fine (Donna) ¢ yaad) i (peas) . io 
Poe a | - ounces) | ounces) | ‘POur Pp | und 4 

BOS py gold eee 5,194| 10,586 | 3,187 15,626 |..------__-|. 3 
eri _ ? Dry silver.......---------.--- 1,142} - 2,169} 357, 244. 17, 077 103, 088 j-----------. , Ber Copper._....--..--2-..---...-| 556, 914 21,034 | 6,179,917 |273, 256,772 |__.._._.____|_---------_- ‘ Re . Lead... eee 15,648 | —-'1, 414 894,522 | 1,080,903 | 18, 345,488 | 1, 859, 659 4 he) » Lead-copper-....---.------.--| 4,979 | 481 212,013 | 670,537 | 5, 068, 261 583, 171 | 
re Zine. ...--.-..-.------2------- 60, 385 | 3, 669 | 1,245,299 | 1,940, 500 | . 5,189,037 | 59, 532, 263 8 Be Zinc-lead____....-.....-------- 15, 810 764 | 251, 842 279, 563 |. 3,278,410 | 15, 536, 827 : 
ee Dry iron (from zine-lead ore)_. 21, 644 1,285 | . 174,677 836, 598 582,975 | — 1, 689, 997 : 

. 7 681,716 | 41,382 | 9,318, 651 |277, 597, 576 | 32, 567,259 | 79, 201, 917 
Po Total, 1941.-......-.-......-.-| 662, 594 60, 046:| 10, 102, 389 |252, 652, 104 | 32,047,952 | 97, 392, 428 

So Mine production of metals from Montana concentrates shipped to smelters in 1942, 
= . 7 an terms of recovered metals 

| BY COUNTIES 

| | Concen- . : Gg Gold (fine | Silver (fine| Copper Lead Zinc | 
: trates (sort ounces) ounces) | (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) | 

Broadwater_._....__.-..----_- 4, 679 5, 952 8, 091 10, 94} 99, 685 165, 600 
Cascade._......-.-.---------} 4, 273 2, 524 682, 001 29,747 | 2,034,462 1 1,018, 700 
Granite...______--_----222_- 2, 483 56 80, 068 52,193 | 1,085,797 | 1,452,000 
Jeflerson.....-.------ 2, 452 325 74, 669 46, 805 920,133 | 1, 185, 000 
Judith Basin.......-.....___- 4,943 135 215, 208 107,415 | 3,406,860 | 1,751,000 
Lewis and Clark......-______- 7, 589 560 223, 890 702,326 | 4,632,165 | 2,536, 000 
Lincoln... ee 103 64 2,527 }.----------- 114, 300 |--.-.-.-.-_. . 
Madison.........----..--__--- 1,112 5, 619 4, 327 46, 750 6, 520 5, 300 

. Mineral__..__---------------- 45 |... 270 |_.---------- 12, 000 18, 700 | 
Park... 22-222 eee 1, 276 5, 164 29, 187 148, 000 107, 900 95, 000 
Powell_......-------- 22 28 3 1, 628 164 22,078 |_..------.-- 
Sanders._..........----------- 3, 060 47 17, 370 19,910 | 3,395, 043 696, 000 | 
Silver Bow-....-_--.-...--.---- 649, 723 20,933 | 7,979,415 |272, 701,078 | 14,411,000 | 58, 626, 000 . 

. 681, 716 41,382 | 9,318,651 |273, 865,329 | 30,247,943 | 67, 549, 300 : 
Total, 1941_._...-.......__..-- 662, 594 60, 046 | 10,102, 389 |247, 705, 376 | 29,513,047 | 83, 918, 000 | 
eee
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Mine production of metals from Montana concentrates shipped to smelters in 1942, - aoe 
- ae ae an terms of recovered metals—Continued - Co 

7 Oo BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES : | ys 

, . Concen- |. . . _ oe . — roe 

re ‘Gold (fine | Silver (fine| Copper Lead Zinc | woe 
a = | trates (Short ounces) | ounces). | (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) ts 

| Dry gold......g------------- 5,194] 10,586] 3,137] 14,987|---...-.--}- 
Dry silver.......-...---.--.-- 1, 142 - 2,169 | — 357, 244 14,347 | 98,964 |-,---------- wees 

. Copper___...--..-.----------- 556, 914 21,034 | 6,179,917 |269, 915, 706 |----.-.-----]-----------2) oe 
7 Lead._.----.....--------------| «15,648 | - «1,414 |]. 894, 522 918, 141 | 17, 601, 986 |---.------_. NN 

Lead-copper.......2.--.----- 4,979 / 461 212, 013 569,841 | 4,865, 507 |--.-.-_..--- et 
Zinc........------------------| 60, 385 8,669 | 1,245,299 | 1,840,958 | 4,694,831 | 53, 566, 000 pe eT 
Zine-lead...........-..-------| 15,8101 764 | ~—-251, 842 265, 585 | 2,983,348 | 13, 983, 300 Ry 
Dry iron (from zinc-lead.ore)-.|.- 21, 644 1, 285 174,677 | 326,464 | 3, 807 |------------ mM 

- oe ae 681, 716 41,382 | 9,318, 651 |273, 865,329 | 30,247,943 | 67,549,300 = 8 == 

Gross metal content of Montana crude ore shipped to smelters in 1942, by classes of ore os 

= a oo a _ Gross metal content a . IR, 

Class of ore Ore (short a a a a 
- Gold (fine | Silver (fine | Copper Lead Zine po Athe 

a . oO ounces) ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) | ss 

‘Dry and siliceous gold_...--..| 39,328 24, 778 87, 581 36, 182. 97,881 }-----------e 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver__- 75, 081 7, 814. 462, 819 188, 292 537, 483 |---....-.--- Ne 

. Dry and siliceous silver._._--. © 84, 418 1, 093 988,073 | 1,757,844 |. 280,346 |__---.--...- pe 
a Copper...--------=------------ (18, 761 ~~ 195 ~ 40,321 | 1,460,017 |----_-_-----]_----------- as ah 

| Lead....-....---...-----.-----]. 15,086 | 2,310} ~=—-178,748 |” 62,019 | 4,560,090 |---..-.----. fa 
| Zine... -.--------------------- 11,382} ‘61 11, 169 89, 166 874,432 | 2,382,201 ~ ge 

ee 244,026 |" 36,251 | 1,768,711 | 3,593,520] 6,349,732} 2,382,201 = 
+ otal, 1941-.....2..2.22.-----.] 267,670 |. 60,587 | 2,105,406 | 3,112, 577 | 10, 570, 644 |----__ ™ 

Mine production of metals from Montana crude ore shipped to smelters in 1942,in =). 
| - on terms of recovered metals | a | ons 

Oo a —,s BY COUNTIES BS os 

So | Ore (short | Gold (fine | Silver (fine | Copper Lead | Zine 8 
oo, oo tons) ounces). | ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) ~ : nr 

| Beaverhead.....-...--.-------| 16, 522 601 | 59,131 | 106,000 | 1,578,700 | 1, 500, 700 corres 
. Broadwater-__.-..--.---.---.--|/ 3,472 | 2, 218 30,228; 16,059 | 601,015 j-.----.--2-- pate 

Cascad6...:..-----2----..-----| 128 “91 48, 619 2, 253 32, 588 |....-.------ Sg 
Deer Lodge...----------------|  . 627 98 4, 932 3,000 |.....---.---|----.---.-.- 48 

: Fergus._......2..2.-2--0 2222. il 6 3 |..---.--.--- mewn nn e-news ee ene : a 

Flathead__.._.---.------------ 27, 879 370 | 770,206 | 101,000 | 1,227, 700 |_--_----..-- gs 
Granite....------.------------| 72, 222 8,357 | 504,306 |  175,807| 299,803 |_---.----.-- ane 
Jefferson.....----.------------| 24, 519 6, 783 80, 448 42, 195 578, 167 |_-..-.-----. ~ al 
Judith Basin......---------.--| 208 86 927| 7,885 140 |_. - ae 
Lewis and Clark_....-...---.. 13, 132 2, 684 24, 039 40, 674 326, 835° |_-.---------- cg 
Madison.........-...-.-.----- 17, 770 12, 670 - 89, 278 26, 250 787, 780 |--.-.------. Ny 
Missoula_..------------------- 191 932! ‘360 700 |........-..-|_-.....-..-- We 
Park Tg 75 4,707 |...-......--| 18,200 |....--...--- SY 

* Phillips_.---- 2 73 151 731 |_.-..--.----|------------|------------ Jig 
Powell_.........-..-.-.-.----- 1, 929 835 3, 657 1, 136 8,622 |_-ee ee Mog 
Sanders......-.........-.-.-.- 722 79 2, 849 3,090 | 602,557 |_--..--.-.. es 
Silver Bow.......-------....- 64, 505. 715 144,200 | 2,669, 515 |------_.--..}---.----.--- | i: 

- 244, 026 36,251 | 1,768,711 | 3,195,264} 5,987,057 | 1, 500, 700 at 
Total, 1941............-..-----| 267,670 60,587 | 2,105,406 | 2,863,039 | 9,950,953 |.......... os 

: BY CLASSES OF ORE — 

Dry and siliceous gold_.......| 39,328 24, 78 87,581 | 33, 160 93,161 |__...-.-.--- vy 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver-. 75, 081 7, 814 462, 819 181, 428 428, 825 |_.--.-----.- | coe pe 
Dry and siliceous silver_...._- 84, 418 1, 093 988,073 | 1,417,119 238,401 |...--.....-- ts 
Copper......-..-....-.-.-.-.- 18, 761 195 40,321 | 1,443,229 | -.-..-.._-__|_ 2-2-2. yy 
Lead... 2.222 15, 056 2, 310 178, 748 53,178 | 4,367, 969° |_..-.------. yt 
Zine. ........-.--------------- 11, 382 | 61 11, 169 67, 150 858, 701 1, 500, 700 a 

| 244,026 | 36,251 | 1,768,711 | 3,195,264 | 5, 987, 057 | 1, 500, 700 2
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| REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS © Be I BR ae 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Montana in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals — J ss 

| Mines produto. Ore sold or Gold (fine ounces) : Silver (fine ounces) | Copper |- Lead ‘Bing petal Pg og UR os 
: reate - . a ‘Copper |. Leaq . “4ine- - | . Lotar ge ES 

County and district ——_—_————| (short ——-—-———_—_— | |---| (pounds) |. (pounds) | (pounds) | value cg pe 
Lode | Placer | 28) Lode | Placer-| Total | Lode | Placer} Total | | oo ES 

Beaverhead County: re . a rs . - ne ae 

| Argenta__..-------------------- 15 |..------ 13, 060 3,300 |.....-----| °3,300| | 18,244 |..-.....| 18,244] —6,000.| 440, 600 |.-----.-----] $155,164 Ce 
oe Bannack. .__..--.-------------- 1 6 45 57 159 216 | - 90}. 81 1211, 800 |-...--2-----|------------| 7, 864 § Pe 

Big Hole__.-.-..--.------------|-------- 1 |_-..--.-----|---------- 6 6 fale 1 AD fee fee eee fee eee eee PI 

Blue Wing......--------------- 2 |_...---- 20 |_---------|-ne----e--|ee-e--e--e| | 540. eee 640 |..----------|------------|------------} «884 a os 
Bryant_.....------------------- 3 |-------- 12, 946 133 |_....-.--- 133 96,474 |_..-.---]| «26, 474.1 95,700 | =. 929,400}, 1,500,700} 236, 896 © Ty Be 

Elkhorn_...-------------------- i ee "87 al, a 519 wnaane ee 519 | =. 2,900]: ‘1,000 |--...-_----- "806 Wo 
Horse Prairie._-..-.-.---------- 1 3 284 13; 1,093 1, 106 1,693 141 1,884] . ~~ 200 172,700 |.-.--------:| » 51,609 - Se ee ns 

Medicine Lodge......---------- 1 |-------- 129 |.-..--- ff et 225 [eee] 228] 200 | 84, 400 J--e----e----} 2,489 
Vipond_....--.----------------- a ne 931| 43 |........--|. 43]. 16,778|------.-|| . 16,778 200 "600 |.-----------| . 183,500. 

Broadwater County: a oe fo . . an . an a re 

Backer. ...--------------------- 3 5 121. 173 . 60 223 . 104 4 7] 111 |.-.2----e2--] 800 |--------,--- 7,904 — = POP ey 

Beaver. .----------------------- 9 |..------ _ 2,684 1,417 |.-..2-..--|. 1, 417 ' 80,091 |-..-----} - . 30,091 _ 22, 700 467, 600. “165, 600 120,470 — ve 

Cedar Plains. ..---------------- 9 3 39, 011 8, 775 ‘4 8,779 ~ . 6, 6385 |------.- - §,5385{.. ~ 4,000 |: © 170,000 |-----2----:-] 328, 075 Bs oe 

Park or Indian Creek_--..--.-.-- 15 11 1, 559 1, 114 * 8, 320 4, 484 3,607 808 | 8, 815 ~ 300} 62,800 |------------} 162, 218 . to De 

Cascade County: — ce io a , . . Be 

Montana___.....--.------------| 10 |-------- 77, 094 2,765 j.....-----|. 2, 765 730, 101 |-------- 730, 101 82,000} 2,049, 300 977,400 | 848,081. © ©. 0. oy, 

Unorganized (Barker). --------- 1 je... --e- 114 |-...-2----|_--.----- |---| 619 |_...---- §19 |--..-------2 17,700 | -- 41,3800. . §, 396 Wo ee 

Deer Lodge County: 7 / . . ab Sp OM 
Dry Gulch____....-------------|-------- 1 |.__-.-...--.]---.------ 1 | fevee eee ele elle |e eee eee [oe oe fee eee ee 85 ee 

Georgetown. .__--.------------- 3 |....---- 8,361 | 2,141 |_..--.----| . 2,141 1, 156. |_-...---- 1,156 | -- 2,000 j..---.--.-.-|------------|. 75,9099 MP oe 

: : Oro Fino_.........------------- Q |---| 518 |  —s:10 |-e_-------| 10 4,815 |-.-.-...| 4,815}  —- 1,000 |--..---- 22. |----e eee 3805 oe 
Fergus County: Pe, - “oo eo a bo Ney 

- Cone Butte.....---.------------ 1 j_...---- 11 |. 6 |_..-.----- Bf 3 |.-.---2- 7 ~ 3 jiweeee2 eee | eee eee |e eee eee QUIZ aR 

North Moccasin.......--------- 1 1 54, 804 1, 743 |. 8 1,746) 9 74. [-----L-} 0 74d foot eee eee ete ee] +--+ ------ 61,687 = 

Warm Springs....-.------------|-------- ] j.-----------|-------- +} 2 2 focewle ee uel. eee |e eee |e eee |b |e ee eee 70 . a 

Flathead County: Hog Heaven...-- 3 |--------] 27, 879 370 |-.--------|. 370 |. 770, 206 |-------- 770,206 | 101,000 | 1,227,700 |-.----------| 655,129 . : ws SESS 

Granite County: oe . pe a . fp - - Sf Bo as 

Boulder. __..-.----------------- 5 1 648 | 731 3 734. 1,336 |-.--2..-|. .. 1,336 7, 700 1,600). 17,800] «29,288 
Dunkleberg--.....-------------- 3 |-------- 22, 507 18 |_...------ 18 | . 54,824-|-.-.--.-]° 54,8241 44,100 | 1,052,400 | 1,149,400 |. 222,387 

First Chance.......------------ 5 7) «588 329 2, 599 2,928) 846) .225| |. B71 |...-1--.---- apo woeeeeenen--| 102,886 
Flint Creek. ........----------- 6 |_.------ 75, 908 6,900 |..--------|. 6,900 |  626,275.|....-.--|| 526,275 | 175, 900 238,600 | 285,300 | 679,648 © 2. 4 

; Gold Creek_...-.-.------------- 1 jee-.----} we 8 1 |-.--------] a BB eee eetee] 88 fiw--ne----] > | 1,000 J-u2-------4-}| 129 Se 

Henderson.......-------------- 1 |-------- «59 Lt] 1,094.|..---;--| . . 1,004} — 300 |--------25--]------------ 849 - ee fe ES 

Maxville........--------------- 2 |--------| 80 | 10 |.---------| 10; .. 457 }e2-e-e eet 457 j....----.-2-|  - 22; 000 |------------| 2,149 oo te Se 

Red Lion_........-------------- 2 |... 927] 6 eee 61 | Plo 7 [noone eee eee eee ene | eee e eee ee 2,140 ee 
Rock Creek. .._---------------- 1 1 291. 437 2 4389 | 9°. 88 J----naee 88 Jeet el eae eee ne ]ee----c-e---| 15, 392. re 

Welcome Gulech.....-----------]-------- 1 |..-..-------!---- 2 =e © BL. leet ale ee eee eee ene eee ene eee ene ee eee eee ened 280 . vou SE



Jefferson County: ' , - Hs co a I ee 
Amazon.......-..--.----------- Fs ne 152 10 |_---.----- ' 10 841 |. Le. . 841]. 1, 200 10, 600 |_.--.------- 1808 es 

Big Foot._..-..---------------- 7 46| s- BWI] OB] 464 eee 464 |ollelcl_.--.] 10, 000 3,300) 2287 
Boulder. ..-..------------------ 1 |.__...- 6 |.-----.---|--------.-]------22-+] | 218 |_------- - 918 |e. | --e------|------- nee] 5B OSS 
Cataract_......---.-----.------- 15 | _ J 2, 210 | 553! 5 558 |: 27,104 |------:. 27, 104 30, 700 52, 600 |_--.--.-.--.- 46,048, 0 es 
Clancey_.....--.---.---2-2-2--- 2 2 27 | — «6 8, 688 | . 8, 694 246 | 3,358 | 3, 604. }.--..-.-----]} _ 8,400 |-..--.---.--| 307,081 QO.” men 
Colorado __.-.-_---.----2------- 8i_ 31, 982 829 Jie . 829 102, 060 |.---.---} . 102,060 49,700 | 1,160,000 | 1,176,700. 294, 758 | O°: 
Flkhorn.....-----------:------- 6 |. 7} 2, 036 - 70 |e eet. 70 | 18,701 |... 13, 701 1,300 | = 77,700 |---.---.----| 17,556 
Goleonda__...-.-----..-------.- 2)....._.. 6 1 jue e eee] 1] 69 |... -.-. 69 |------------| - 600 |-----.------ / 124 og et 

: Homestake_._..___..-.---.--.-- 1 {00077 7, 0 Qf rs eee 4B | eee} 102 
Lowland..__--..------.-.---.-- | i 246 8 |o--e-e----| 8 | 8,387 | - 2 Le 3, 3387 2, 700 |.---.-------|---------- ee 2,980 220 0 2 we 

- McClellan Creek_______-------- 4 | 15; 99 |._-..-__.- 99 874 |_____-- ~~ 874 300 |r} 8787 Be 
, Mitchell__....---....----------- 1j ee 4] 1 jeLiiee--e 1 3 |-------- 3 |u| eee] eee eee ee 87 Me 

Montana City._..._.-.------.--|_-.----- 4 |------ eee eefeee eee 171 ATL |e elle 88 | © 38 |_-.---.---.-|_---------.-|------------|. © 6,012 Qo ee 
Pipestone. _.......-.--.---- .--- 1 |. 1 3 2. 4 | 6 a eee 3 |_.------2---|---------- =e] -eaee ee 92 Ho. 

| Warm Springs.....-..---------- Q{- 77. 72 |__.--.2--- 72 |. 329 |__._ 329 ~~ 300} 1,600 | ~~. +5, 000 3362 BB 24 
- Whitehall. _...-222222 22 ee 10 |_... 16,.308 4, 667 |____.--_-- 4, 667 4,929 |__| =. 4,929] ~~ = ~=~-:1, 000 160, 400 |--....----..] (177,718 © po " 
Wilson and Ticer Creeks. __..-- | ee 297 32 |---| 882 1,416 |._....--| . 1,416 1, 800 16,400 |----.cu2----] 81,444 A 

Judith Basin County: So ; 7 rn . - Oe 
Barker_.._...-.-.-------------- 2|_____i|_—sC-:«2886, 526 137 |_.-..-----| 137 215,235 |...._...| 215, 285 107,700 | 3,407,000 | 1,751,000} 561,995 WM... 
Yoro......-.--.--------.------- 10000 198 84|.........-| . 84 900 |i. eeee -~ 900) © 7,800 |_---- eee fee 4468 Oe 

Lewis and Clark County: ; : . oe } 0 a oo . Be. 
Blue Cloud._........------------ 1] 9 |._..-..---]_.....----|--------2- 59 |..._--. - 69 |---| 1,700 Jew 1 
Dry Gulch. .._._..22222 ee 3 1: 10,174 | 1,656]; ° 2 -1, 658 ~ 4,710 |--eeee--} «2,710 |e eee} |e 69, 246 | po 
Greenhorn.--......-..--....----|----.--- 9 |.----.------|---------- 26 26 |___-.---..--].-_-----|------------|------------| Le |e eee] O10 bh 
Heddleston. ........-.---.----- 2/...... 62,9388 | $146 j____-_..--| - 146 197,259 |______-- 197, 259 683, 800 | . 4, 579, 600 | 2, 532, 000 770, 432 Fh es 
Helena. _...--------------- eee 6 13 120 116 | = 7,387 7, 503 239 682 921 |___-- ioe. 8,000 |------------| 268,461 Sale 

| Lincoln. _+....----------------- 1 4 3 |_--------- 136) - 136] 14 24. 88 fee----iee---]| | 800 |ieeeee ee. 4,807 Oboes 
Marysville. .._.......--.-------- 12}... 94,155°| 4,085 |_.......--| 4,085 | © 21,264 |__.-...-| - 21, 264 4,300 54, 700 4,000 | 162,653 * rat 
Missouri River........-...-...-}-------- J |-----.------]---------|. 6,884 | 6, 884 |.--e ee 713 718 [le lee ee] eee ---|-o------e--| 241, 447 > oe 
Ophir Gulch___-.-.------------ i 20 | B5 |... 55 17 |---| 17 700 |__...-------|------------| 2, 022 ena 
Rimini. _.-...-.22.2 222-2222. 12 ‘I 993 162 é ~ 169 10, 845 7 10, 852. 1, 800 115, 300 |...--.------ 21,575 Be 
Scratch Gravel. __.............-- 4]... oe 2, 622 184 | _L ele 184, 4,050 }|__..__-- 4, 050 ~ 1,100 77,400 |..-..-------| 14,689 . ~ |. 
Smelter.__....--.-..--.2---.--- 2/_...__.. 210, 345 15 [Lo Le eee 15 30,098 {__....--| 30,098 36,100.| 3,976, 900 | 40, 380, 000 | 4,048,088. NS SS 
Stemple-Gould___--.--....-.---| . 6 3 6, 092 1, 312 . 8 1,320}. = 31, 507 |____---- 31, 507 15, 200 - 14,700 |-...---.----| 71,429. poe Es 
Wolf Creek_.......--.-.__.--__- 1 j_......- 3 |. 2.--|_..-------| eee eee Qh fiiii..- 7 oO Plea 400 |e ele 42 Be 

a Lincoln County: | | oe . fe Ba 
M Libby...._.--...----.--.-.-.--- 2 6 890 64 30. * 94 2, 527 |_.____--] 2, 527 |_.-_--_-..-- 114, 300 |. 222. --ee 12,745: 5 lu 

Troy...---.-------------------- | bee 1 |------------]------,---| 8 8B |---| eee -- |---| eee eee ef eee 105 B yee 
West Fisher_.........-.-.------]_...-.--| | 1s f--eeee eee e-e|eee ele] i 8 jou ee} ee ee ee -280 “RES 

. Madison County: ft . = — a 2 Coe 8 

McCarthy Mountain_........--. 7 en 370 |. 96 j__..__._-- 96 | 4,365 |__._..- 4, 385 ~ 300} 220,700 |....-..-.---] .. 21,287 oOo... x 
| Norris and Norwegian._.....-.- 14 2] 14, 765 7, 323 ~ 491 7,814 | 4, 649 69 4,708 100 |..-.-..--..-|---------.--| 276,850 Bo oes 

Pony and South Boulder. ...._. 6 | _ ee. 4, 863 1, 898 |_-----_-- 1,398 2,693°1}______-- 2, 693 36, 700 |_-----------|------------ 55, 286 4 ree 
Renova.......--.-------------- 5 |... 10, 564 9,818 |..---..---| 9,818 60, 871 |__-_._-- 60,871}. - . 700 |-_.---------|.2.---------| 887,001). gk 

Rochester... ..-..-.---.--------- 14 | oo 1,280 | © 284 j_2L..2--.- 284 — -=6, 656 joe... 5, 656 11, 300 194, 000 j2.--...-----]. 28, 327. 5 Se 
Sand Creek...........-.-.-...- 1 |e. 2 A dle I |....--------|--------]----------2-|---+----2--+]-----22-2---[------------] 85 _ 
Sheridan... .....-......--.---...| ° 18 4] - 2,737 | 515 | | 8 (623 | 8, 429 |__-_...- 8, 429 - 6,700 278, 000 |_..---.---.-| 48, 786 oS a 

Silver Star........---2---..---- 8 J wlll. 35, 531 5,410 |_..---.---| 5, 410 . 8,600 |_.--._---|: = 3,600 |. 16,900 - 67, 600 | 5,300 | 198,807 0 = ves 
Tidal Wave... .-.....-2-.-0-222- 9 |i elle] 196 | . 215 |_..-2.-_.- 215 | 1,073 |_-2-2-) 1,073 | - - 100 . 42,300.]....--------} 11,184 
Virginia City__..........-.--..- 14 9 684 371 + 908 1,279 6, 341 180 5, 521 » 200 [wie | eee 48,715. pe 
Washington..._...........--.-- 3 9 : 38 40 | . 1,446 1, 486 104] 268 1 867 [eee “1,700 |------------| 82,885 =
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Montana in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals—Continued “S ie 

Mines produc: Ore sold or Gold (fine ounces) Silver (fine.ounces). Con Lead ‘gine | Totel Os 
rea - | . opper Lea ne otal Sees 

County and district | (short | | | (rounds). | (pounds) | (pounds) | value ey 
Lode | Placer tons) Lode | Placer Total - Lode. | Placer| . Total oo . - Ces 

Meagher County: | fo - . . oo Be 
Beaver and Thomas. -._.....--..|.......- 6 |.--..-------}---------- 62 — 62 [-.--. eee} 7]. 7 | nnennnnn wn nn| cen ee nnn renn| anece enna nee $2, 175 eer 

Mineral County: . : . ie 
Cedar and Trout.--_.--.---.-.-|-...-..- 19 |........-..-|----.--+-- 76 76 | cane meen enna lene e nnn | ence e enn oe | cee eee ne [en peewnnenn-|aneeen------| 2, 660 Og 
Tron Mountain.............-..- 1 j.--....- 94 |-.--------]--- eee fee] 270 |.---.--- 270 |_----------- 12, 000 18, 700 2,785 

Missoula County: . . | —— . | : te 

Coloma. -_.__...--.-------.-.--- ee 172 281 |... LA... 281° 291 |_____-.. 291 |_..-2. i o|-- fee weeee-----|- 10, 042 a 
Elk Creek.._.....--.-----------|-------- 1 |_..----_---|------ 1 I |e en] nf en eee eee ee [eee eee fee eee ee 38 Be 
Nine Mile____._-...-.----------_|_-.----- 6 |--...-.--.--}------.--- 1, 724 1, 724 |..-....-.--- 31 31 |_.-..---.---|------------|------------ 60, 362 qo SS 

. Wallace....-..-----------------]| © 1 J--..-.-- 19 1 j_..-..--.- 1]. 69 |. L. 691 -. 700 |_._.--.2..2|_--.- eee 10 go 
Park County: a fo . . Dm 

Emigrant -_.....--...--..-.-----|-------- 9 |i |---| 4, 852 4,352 |......--.--- 623 628 | 2. ----|------------]------------] » 152, 763 E es 
New World....------.-.-2 22. 2 |_..-..-. 22, 376 4,847 |.-.-..----] 4,847 | 83, 743 Joie... 33, 743 147, 100 126,100 | = 95,000 228, 723 oe ae Lae 
Sheepeater.........-.....------- | 2, 799 700 }-...-...-. 700; 218 |....-..- 218 900 |_.--......--]-..----2.--- 24, 764 ar oe 

Phillips County: Little Rockies... - 2 |._-1.--- 52, 539 5, 226 |..........] - 5,226 38, 783 |-...-.--] 88, 7838 |---| ----------- |---| 210, 489 ‘ CE 
Powell County: moe 7 oe yo oS oS reer 

Big Blackfoot_.......-----.---- 1 3 16 16] 346 362 8! 181 i 800 Jew] 12, 808 5 ae 
Finn... ..--.2--------- 2-2 f eee ee 4 |....--------]----------| © 102 ee |) 47 | 14 |... 2+] oe. --|-----e------| «8, 580 oe EE 
Nigger Hill__....2.---22 22-2... 5 3 624 35 6 42. 2,098 |_.....-- 2, 098 1, 300 98,000 j............| 4,960  @ .. 6°.) 

, Ophir Guleh__-- oe. 1 3 1 1 45} = 46 | veel 7 Tee Od IB 
Pioneer_.....-...---------------|eeeeeeee]. 8 |eeeeeeeee---|---------- 107 107 |_.----------| 14]. 14 |____.___----|_-----------|---------2-- 8,755 Oo: 
Yourname Creek.._.........--- 1 |...2..-- 91 28 |......-.-- 28 3 |......-- 3 |....-----.--|------2-----|-- en --ee eee — 982 A aE 
Zozell_.....---.-.-----.-------- 5 j..-...--| . 1,860 779 |i ee] 779 8B, 187 feel. 8,157 | 22.2... 2,400 |............ 29, 671 eo Pg 

Ravalli County: Overwich......... 1 3 50;  3i 933 964 |-._.....---- 66 66 |...22 2+] -- ee | ene eee 83,787 eh 
Sanders County: a. . Joo. . : Oo 

Fagle__......-.---.--.--..------ a 23, 195 38 |.........- 38 20, 025 |_._....- 20, 025 17,000 | 3,997, 600 696, 000 350,194 re 
Plains..........--.-....----2--- 2 10 |e le} ete 14 |... 14 1,700 |........-.-.]---.----.--- 216 0 6M 
Revais Creek__.._.--...-----_.- | 800 | re 12 | 83 j.--.--. — 83 4,800 |e] le 999 hak 
Vermillion.._......---2..-22222- 1 1 269 | 76); #6 - gl 97 |..--..2-] 97 |..........--]-----------.]---.-----.--| 2,904 Se 

Silver Bow County: oP oT | ae 
Divide Creek.....-_....--.-..-- 1 [....-.-. 9 2 4]. 45 jee) 4B eee nlf en fee eee} 172 
German Gulch. ...............-}------- 1 feito ee 10 Cs . 4 4 dee] eee] eee BIB 
Highland.............-...-.---- i 2, 100 712 |........-- 712. (i 1B [Leilene eee nee [een ee nena eee} 24,974, Seg d 
Lost Child_......---.--.2---..-}-.-2.--- 1 |. 2222-22} eee 2 2 [ieee |e eee ee] ene nef eee eee eee fen ee eee neuen} 70 nee 
Melrose....--.......-..-------- 1 1 a 2 329 |..--..-. 329 | — 200 |-..-----2 22 fc.--- eee 328 ORS 
Summit Valley............-.--.- 25| #7 4,751,613 21, 644 7 21,651 | 8,123,331 | = 3 | 8,123,334 |280, 697,800 | 14, 411,000 | 58,626,000 |46,916,567 = 

Total Montana.........-..... 370 170 | 5,678,280 | 105, 650 41,242 | 146,892 | 11,181,181 | 6,937 | 11, 188,118 |282, 388, 000 | 40, 100, 000 |109, 480,C00 |60,120,858 =
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7 BS | BEAVERHEAD COUNTY ED 

oo Argenta district—The Ermont Mines,-Inc., was again the chief. > 
gold producer in the Argenta district. In 1942 the company operated . = = 

---- its 100-ton countercurrent cyanide mill until about October 15, when = °” 
7 all work stopped. During the 9% months of activity the mill treated ae 

| about 11,000 tons of gold ore, equivalent to about one-third of that =.” 
treated in 1941. The decreased output of ore was due toa shortage = 9° 

a of miners. ‘Virtually all the remainder of the district output was So 
 leadore. So ae | | | eee 

Bannack district —Placer gravels in 1942 continued to be the chief °% 
- source of gold in the Bannack district. The Ralph E. DavisSyndicate —.. 

- operated its dragline dredge at the Grasshopper Creek placer until = ~™: 
May 11, and the Traderhorn Mining & Construction Co. operated its = = 

 dry-land dredge at the Rimrock placer until April 30. es 
Bryant district —A total of 12,863 tons of siliceous tailings, crude — oo 

| lead ore, and old zinc slag was shipped direct to Utah smelters from. 
| the Hecla and Greenwood mines in 1942 by L. D. Foreman. Most «|. 

: of the 12,863 tons shipped was old zinc slag (11,382 tons) from the = 
-. ‘Hecla slag dump and contained about 2.5 percent lead and 10 percent = 

gine, in addition to the other usual lead blast-furnace slag constitu- voce ky 
| ents. The slag was shipped to Tooele and there treated first in the. Sey 

lead blast furnace, followed by treatment in the slag-fuming plant. = *: 
The remaining production from the district was copper ore shipped = \% 
crude to Washoe. ge | ah 
- Horse Prairie (Colorado) disirict—Virtually all the placer output == 8 ~~ 

- from the Horse Prairie district in 1942 came from the Chinatown «| 
property of Associated Placers, Inc., on Colorado and Jeff Davis | > 

| _ Creeks and: the Golden Leaf property of W. C. McLeod on Jeff Davis ay 
Creek. Both operators used dry-land dredges and washed a total of ng 
106,000 cubic yards of gravel. Hoffman & Steele shipped 284 tons = §=——.., 
of lead ore in 1942 to Midvale (Utah) from the H. & S. mine. ~ oe Te 

Vipond district —Most of the production from the Vipond district = -. 
in 1942 was silver ore shipped to Washoe from the Lone Pine & 3 ‘&. 
Argyle property. | om BS aS 

BROADWATER COUNTY - eer 

Backer district—The Superior mine was the chief source of lode . 
gold; its output comprised gold ore shipped direct to a smelter and OOS 

| old ore amalgamated. Most of the placer output came from a dry- sO 
fand dredge operated in Confederate Gulch by R.G. Woodard. = =  % 
_ Beaver district —The value of the metal production from the Beaver os 

: district in 1942 was much lower than in 1941 because the output of si: 
gold ore was smaller. Lead ore and zinc-lead ore, both rich in gold, Be 
were shipped from the East Pacific and East Pacific Tunnel No. 4 to | a 
East Helena and Anaconda zinc concentrator, respectively, and gold i 
ore from the Vosburg property was shipped crude to East Helena. es 
The remainder of the lode output was crude ore shipped direct to  —_—is 
smelters and was chiefly gold ore from the Edna No. 2, Custer Group, | ot 
Iron Age, and Martha Washington properties. : oo 

Cedar Plains district—_The M & M Mining Co. was again the os 
_ leading producer in the district and treated 32,000 tons of gold ore a 
from the Ohio Keating mine mm its 100-ton cyanidation-concentration mo 
mill. The property, unlike most other gold properties in Broadwater oe 
County, was active throughout 1942 and is still active in 1943. The x
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sx - ©. G. Gold Corporation operated the Keating mime and its 100-ton =~ 
- -.* flotation concentrator until May 1,.1942, when all work ceased forthe = 
“duration of the war, os 
»/. Park district-——The most important lode producer in the Park S 
s district was again the Marietta mine, from which gold ore (112 tons) | 2 
~ + and lead ore (269 tons) were shipped direct to smelters. The output 4 
+. from placer operations continued to. be the chief source of gold in the 

os - ~ district, but it was less than half that produced m 1941. A. R. 
=... Douglas, the outstanding producer in the district, operated adry-land 
i dredge on Indian Creek until September, when all activity ceased. — 
“he Cooley Gravel Co., formerly the chief producer in the district, - 
>. operated until October 14, when all work ceased. ne 

ee cere CASCADE COUNTY ©= = 2) 90] 

=... Montana -district—The Montana district reported a substantial 
<,.- -. . decrease in output of gold, silver, lead, and zinc in 1942 compared 
ro. with 1941. Zinc-lead ore from the Broadwater group treated by the 
“Kies Mining Co. in its 80-ton flotation mill amounted to 23,783 tons 
=>. compared with 29,190 tons in 1941. The ore treated in 1942 had a | 
ros» higher silver and gold content but a lower zinc and lead content, which — : 
- explained most of the decrease in the zinc and lead output of the 
“district. In addition to ore from the Broadwater group, thecompany  ~—_. 
-- -- nilled 5,082 tons of silver-lead ore from the Graham and Hollowbush  — 
“group. The latter group was closed indefinitely on December 31. 4 
-..  - Silver ore milled by the Lexington Mining Co. from the Big Seven : 
e--" “Group represented nearly half of the silver output of the district. : 
“.-- In 1942 the company treated about 22,000 tons of silver ore compared 
» with 32,718 tons in 1941 in its 100-ton flotation mill and made high- 
«» grade silver concentrates. In addition, 74 tons of lead ore rich nm | 
a. silver were shipped direct to East Helena. ‘The Florence Co. oper- | : 
po, ated the Florence mine throughout 1942 but closed its mill m Sep- =s_—* 

> tember; the remainder of the year was spent developing the mine. os 
ae _ During the period of operation about 11,000 tons of silver ore were 4 
~..- nilled in the company 75-ton flotation mill, making lead concentrates. 3 
eo Silver ore from the Star group was treated in the New London Mining | 
- Corporation 40-ton flotation mill, making lead concentrates. The : 
7 ~ Queen Leasing Co. operated the Queen of the Hills mines through ~ : 

| March, when the property was closed. The 60-ton flotation mill was | 
oo dismantled and moved from the property. _ | | | 

oe 7 - DEER LODGE COUNTY | | 

| Georgetown district—The Sentinel Mines, Inc., operated the Hold- 
fast-Southern Cross group from January until August, when all 

| activity stopped. During this period 8,252 tons of gold ore were | 
treated in the company 65-ton countercurrent cyanidation mill, 
yielding 2,053 ounces of gold and 1,037 ounces of silver. — | 

FERGUS COUNTY 

North Moccasin district—The North Moccasin Mines Syndicate 
operated its Barnes-King open-cut mine throughout 1942 and treated | 

_ 54,804 tons of gold ore by cyanidation compared with 75,535 tons in : 
1941. Gold occurs in porphyry, limestone, and clays, which are : 
carried to the cyanide mill on a conveyor belt and leached. ,
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RAD COUNTY is 
- _Hog Heaven district—The Anaconda Copper Mining Co. operated «© |. 

ts Flathead mine throughout 1942, although the rate of output de-- 
_ clined considerably during the latter part of 1942. During the year 

the company shipped 23,024 tons of highly siliceous silver ore crude. 
to Washoe and 4,395 tons of lead ore crude to East Helena. The West © 

__ Flathead, also owned and operated by the Anaconda Copper Mining 
—° Co., produced 448 tons of high-grade silver ore, all of which was = 

_ shipped direct to Washoe. oe oo ite 

re GRANITE COUNTY a a an as 

.. Boulder district —High-grade gold ore from the Gold King and Gold. 

- Mountain mine was shipped crude to East Helena in 1942 and repre- 
' sented most of the district output. ee ass 

ss Dunkleberg district —Virtually all of the output.of the Dunkleberg = = ons 
. district in 1942 was zinc-lead ore from the Forest Rose and Wasa __ cot 

mines, both operated by the Forest Rose Syndicate. The Wasa = mr 
_ properties are under lease to the Forest Rose Syndicate and are con-— aR 

- -tiguous to the Forest Rose mine. According to the Forest Rose Syn- 
-. dicate, work was started on the Wasa and Monarch properties in 1942, oe 

and considerable fine oxide cappings underlaid by sulfide ores were ss 
investigated at shallow depth. This work is promising, showing as 

- much as 12-foot widths of fair-grade zinc-lead ore. Roads have been © ~~ 
_ built to connect the properties. An aggregate of 22,500 tons of zinc- 
a lead ore (Forest Rose and Wasa mines), which averaged about 4 per- ae 

- cent zine and 4 percent lead, was treated in 1942 in the Forest Rose eee 
- 100-ton flotation mill. The output of zinc and lead concentrates pro- 
_. duced was nearly double that m 1941.. Be an oy 

First Chance district —Most of the placer gold output m 1942 was 
recovered from the floating connected-bucket dredge of the Star = a 

Pointer Exploration Co., which operated in Bear Gulch. The com- 
pany operated its electrically powered Yuba dredge from January 

| through October and handled 1,308,700 cubic yards of gravel. Crude = =— 
-. gold ore shipped direct to smelters comprised the output from lode ss 

mines and came principally from lessee operations on the Mitchell-. =: 
._ Mussigbrod and Grant and Hartford groups. | | rn, 

Flint Creek district —Old tailings from the Granite-Bimetallic mine oo 
continued to be the chief source of metal output from the Flint Creek, 8 
district. In 1942 the Philipsburg Mining Co., operator of the mme, | 
shipped over 66,000. tons of these tailings direct to the Tacoma, oe 
Washoe, and East Helena smelters, for flux. The Moorlight Mining | Oe 

- Co. operated the True Fissure mine and shipped crude lead and silver — ok 
ore direct to East Helena and Washoe, respectively, and zinc ore to oe 
the Anaconda zine concentrator. 'The Marie Leasing Co. operated the 3 

Marie mine throughout. 1942 and shipped 68 tons of crude lead ore oe 
and 1,080 tons of rich silver ore direct to smelters; the ore was ex- — ot 
tracted concurrently with the mining of manganese ore. Manganese- oe 
ore tailings from the Trout mine, which contained gold and silver, Co 
were | cyanided in a 50-ton cyanide plant; operations were suspended — 8 
In July. | | oe 

Rock Creek district—The only lode production in the Rock Creek one 

district in 1942 was from the MacDonald (Ella) mine. os
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Be — . SEFFERSON COUNTY | : : ne: 

. . Cataract district.—The Basin Montana Tunnel Co., although in- | 
wm active itself in 1942, granted leases for the purpose of cleaning up the _ : 
“-. Comet 200-ton flotation mill and shipping ore from the Grey Eagle = 
re’ dump. ‘These lessees shipped a total of 793 tons of gold-silver ore . 
“=... and were the largest producers in the district. Other production. 
«=. neluded_erude gold-silver ore from the Crystal, Hope, and Morning 
.... Glory mines and lead ore from the Crescent mine. | re 
~.. Glancey district—Winston Bros. Co. operated its 6-cubic foot — : 
y-— glectrically driven Yuba bucket dredge in 1942 from January 14 to oo 
“s- October 15, when all work was stispended. During the period of | | 
ek operation the bucket dredge washed 1,520,042 cubic yards of gold- 
7. bearing gravel compared with 2,157,277 in 1941. The company was | 
co again the largest producer of placer gold in Montana. The remainder | 
“of the placer output came from operation of a dry-land dredge on § ~— 
ss. -Clancey Creek by Jefferson Placers. ~~ | { 
PE Colorado district.—The value of the metal output from the Colorado 
“’. district in 1942 increased compared with 1941 because of much larger o 
(output of base metals. The Monongahela-Mount Washington Min- 
m. ° . - ing Co. started operations on its Mount Washington property April 7 | 
> and continued the rest of the year. During the operating period,. i 
‘+ 28,799 tons of zinc-lead ore were treated in the company 150-ton 4 
So flotation mill, resulting in the production of 1,050 tons of lead concen- 7 
uy «» + trates and 1,350 tons of zinc concentrates. The lead concentrates — 
= were smelted at East Helena, Mont., and the zinc concentrates at | 
se Amarillo, Tex. In addition to the zinc-lead ore milled, the company : 
“* shipped 329 tons of crude lead ore to East Helena, and a lessee shipped — 
tes 252 tons from the Mount Washington dump. The company, although _ 
ioe active for only 9 months in 1942, was one of the major producers of 8 
Roe ~ Jead and zinc in the State. - J - oe , 
pe Elkhorn district—Most of the output from the Elkhorn district in | 
be 1942 came from the Elkhorn mine, from which 1,720 tons of silver : 
ve dump ore were shipped to a smelter. | — | : 
ce Moniana City district—Two dry-land dredges treated a total of 

an 10,943 cubic yards of gold-bearing gravel (recovering 168 ounces of | 
-—_ gold and 38 ounces of silver) and supplied nearly all the district output 

: in 1942. | : 
| Whitehall district—A lessee operated the Golden Sunlight. mine, | 
: which was again by far the largest producer in the district, and shipped _ 

over 15,000 tons of gold ore crude to Washoe. | 
| _ Wilson Creek district —Gold ore shipped crude to a smelter and gold 

: ore amalgamated and concentrated from the Callahan group (Deer 
a Horn) comprised the only output from the Wilson Creek district in 

1942. | | 

| , JUDITH BASIN COUNTY _. | 

: Barker district.—Virtually all the output of the Barker district in 
1942 was derived from the zinc-lead ores of the Block P group, operated 
by the St. Joseph Lead Co. Rehabilitation work on the Block P mine 
and 400-ton flotation mill was begun in 1941, and by early 1942 the 
work was completed and actual mining and milling operations started. . 
During the year the mill treated over 36,000 tons of zinc-lead ore, 

oe making about 2,900 tons of lead concentrates and about 2,000 tons of : 
zinc concentrates. : | 

i .
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oo OO LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

Dry Gulch district—The Golden Messenger Corporation operated: © . “. 
its Golden Messenger mine until March, treated about 10,000 tons = ~~° 
of ore by cyanidation, and recovered 1,446 ounces of gold and 1,568 as 

| ounces of silver. ee a a 
-. -Heddleston district —The Mike Horse Mining & Milling Co. operated = - = 

7 the Mike Horse mine and its flotation mill throughout 1942 and more =: 
| than doubled the 1941 output of zinc and copper, while the output of => *; 
__ lead was increased substantially. The company increased its milling oe 

capacity from 150 tons a day to 200 tons and treated nearly 63,000 .. | 
_ tons of zinc-lead-copper ore, which made about 4,500 tons of lead- <= 

_ copper concentrates and about 2,800 tons of zinc concentrates. The — -. 
-._- mill was operated three shifts a day 7 days a week. oe as 
a Helena district —Porter Bros. Corporation operated its 6-cubic foot ~ | 

- Yuba dredge in 1942 from January 1 to October 18, when work was ae 
_. guspended temporarily. On December 8 the dredge was again active = © :% 

_ and remained in operation the rest of the year. A total of 1,455,393 of 
-. eubie yards of gravel was washed in 1942 compared with 1,864,078 init. 

| 1941, supplying nearly all the placer gold output in the Helena |" 
district. Lode production came from several small mines, including © 

_ the Court House, Spring Hill, and Whitlatch. | SE 
_ . . Lincoln district—The Missoula Lincoln Metals Co. operated a © * 

_  dry-land dredge on the Blue Bird placers from June 1 to August 1 9" 
and produced nearly all the placer output of the district in 1942. a 
Crude silver’ ore from the Silver Egal mine was shipped to East = ° 

—  . Helena. | | | — | : , ae 
— Marysville district —The Martm Mining Co. continued to be the =| 

| most important producer in the district and in 1942 treated 17,888 Sa: 
tons of old tailings in its 120-ton cyanidation mill. The tailings were eS 
mined from the Eck, Brown, and Chevalier ranches by power shovel, eae 
hauled to the cyanidation mill, and there roasted, crushed, and — 
cyanided and the gold and silver precipitated. All work was sus- td 
pended October 5. The Montana Rainbow Mining Co. and indi- =. 

| vidual lessees operated the Drumlummon mine. The production in | = 
1942 comprised 2,117 tons of gold ore, which contained 880 ounces ss 

- of gold and 3,460 ounces of silver and was shipped crude to East = =°'% 
Helena. The company also moved a 160-ton flotation-amalgamation = =! f 

| mill from near Libby to the property. The Silver Crescent, Inc., a 
operated the Belmont mine from March ‘1 to September 5; during og 

| this time the company treated 2,594 tons of ore in the 60-ton Drum- a 
lummon cyanide mill, which was remodeled in 1941. The company Cy 
also shipped 177 tons of gold ore crude to East Helena. H. KE. 
Luderer treated gold-silver ore in a 35-ton flotation mill and made = _— a 
112 tons. of lead concentrates, which were shipped to East Helena. a 

Missourt River district—The Perry-Schroeder Mining Co. operated ar 
its 6-cubic foot Yuba dredge on the Missouri River, 15 miles north o 
of Helena, throughout 1942 and washed 1,869,500 cubic yards of é 
gold-bearing gravel. No platinum was reported recovered in 1942 re 
from this operation. | | nn 

Rimini district—The South Dakota Mining Associates acquired ok 
control of a large number of mines, dumps, and prospects in the 4 
Rimini district in 1942 and’shipped test lots of siliceous and lead ore oF 
from many of the properties, the more productive being the Bunker “ 
Hill, Evergreen, Free Speech, Lexington, Mineral Deposit, and en
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+ Transit claims. The aggregate production was 354 tons of lead ore = 
v - .- and 268 tons of siliceous gold-silver ore. 
+. Seratch Gravel district—Most of the output from the Scratch Gravel os 
. » district in 1942 was siliceous dump ore from the Helena mine dump 
“-s ghipped crude to East Helena. 2 © DS a ens 7 

— ° ..- Smelter district—The slag-fuming plant at Kast Helena, owned and © 

-~ operated by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., was active throughout — : 
|. 1942, and the output of zinc-lead fume was considerably greater than 
is Gn 1941. The company treated 204,362 tons of current slag and old | 
- slag from the East Helena lead smelter and produced zinc-lead fume . 

“. .. walued at approximately $4,025,000. The American Smelting & 
. Refining Co. re-treated about 5,900 tons of gold-silver-lead-copper si: 

lag in 1942, 
= Stemple district—The Gould mine, operated by the Standard 
~ Silver-Lead Mining Co., was again the leading producer in the district _ 

jn 1942, although all work was suspended March 1. During the first 
-. 2 months of the year the company treated 4,239 tons of gold oreinits 

ae - 100-ton cyanidation mill and recovered 714 ounces of gold and 5,078 —: 
‘> ounces of silver from bullion shipped to the mint. The company also 4 
-.. ghipped several tons of crude gold ore and some rich cleanings to 4 
«Kast Helena. The Swan Sea Mines, Inc., treated about 1,500 tons — 

of gold-silver ore in a concentrating mill, making 120 tons of lead~ —, 

‘copper concentrates, which were shipped to Hast Helena. 

Be ~ ENCOLN COUNTY : 

fo Tabby district—Most of the lode output in the Libby district in 
Ber 1942 came from the Snowshoe group of properties, operated by - 

“Snowshoe Mines & Co. The company operated the property from : 
Be April 12 to November 9 and treated about 880 tons of lead ore in its 7 

" -60-ton flotation mill, making 102 tons of lead concentrates. : = 
me . os oo . 4 

Bee Oo po MADISON COUNTY SC a 

-  MeCarthy Mountain district—Mueller Bros. operated the B, B. & i 
«SC, E. property throughout 1942 and shipped 349 tons of silver-lead = 

co ore crude to East Helena; the remainder of the district output wasa 
ee test lot of gold ore shipped crude to Washoe and a little gold ore 

oe amalgamated from the Hidden Treasure mine. | | 

- Norris district—The Boaz mine operated its 50-ton cyanide-con- | 

a centration mill-all of 1942 on company and custom ore. On company 
account 13,349 tons of ore were treated, yielding 3,719 fine ounces of 7 

, gold and 2,089 ounces of silver in bullion and 255 tons of gold concen- 
trates containing 2,882 ounces of gold and 1,420 ounces of silver. The 

- Grubstake mine shipped 111 tons of crude gold ore, which contained 
| 293 ounces of gold, to Washoe and 5 tons of gold ore for treatment at 

the Boaz mill; this property was the second-largest producer in the 
district in 1942. The Montana Coal & Iron Co. operated the Gol- 
conda mine from January 1 to June 23 and shipped crude gold ore 

: to Washoe; after June, all equipment was removed and the property 
was abandoned. Other producers included the Red Bluff, Madison- 
ian dump, and Heleene mine. Homer Wilson operated a floating 
connected-bucket dredge (5-cubic foot Yuba) on the Norwegian 

Placer claim from May to September 8 and washed 265,000 cubic : 
yards of gravel, recovering 489 fine ounces of gold and 59 ounces of | 

| silver. |
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-.« Pony district —Gold ore from the Mammouth mine, which’was 
_.. operated all year by the Liberty Montana Mines Co., continued: to... .; 

| be the chief source of metal in the district. The company treated =. 

4,687 tons (17,585 in 1941) in its 120-ton flotation-gravity concen- =. 
tration mill, making 28 tons of gold concentrates and 514 tons Of 

-- -gopper concentrates. © ON oe nas 
~~. Renova district The West Mayflower mine, owned and operated =}! 
. by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., was by far the largest producer. ys 
~.. - in the district, and m 1942 the company shipped to Washoe 1036700 8 
fo tens of ore, which contained 9,670 ounces of gold and 60,688 ounces =. oF 

—.. OF Silver, 0 Se oe 
| Rochester (Rabbit) district—Gold ore from the Thistle mine, lead =. 4 
ore from the Jack Rabbit mine, and copper ore from the Ellen Mar- .. {% 

-.. ghall mine, all shipped crude to smelters, comprised most of the output ~~ ee 
_-. from the Rochester district in 1942, 000 0 ees 

-... Sheridan district—The Sheridan Gold Mining & Milling Co. ree. 3 
-. mained the largest producer in the Sheridan district in 1942 and oper- oe 

ated the Toledo group and Uncle Sam mine. The Toledo group was = 
_ aetive during the first. 10 months of 1942; then Victoria. Mines, Inc., =" 
.-  Silverstar, Mont., took over the lease and option held by the Sheridan _ 1g 

Gold Mining & Milling Co. During the period of activity at the “4 
‘Toledo group, 1,673 tons of high-grade lead ore and 326 tons of gold... «4 

ore were shipped crude to smelters; the Uncle Sam mine produced’ ~ ee 

98 tons of crude gold ore. The Standard Silver Lead Mining Co. = + 
-. operated the Buckeye mine and shipped 497 tons of gold-silver ore 

to a smelter. Several other small lode mines were active in 1942; ..° 
--.. most of them shipped.crude.gold ore to smelters, = 
"Silver Star district—The Victoria Mines, Inc., was the chief producer. |. :3 

in’ the district in 1942 and: treated about 26,000 tons of gold oreinits) 8 

--, -{25-ton cyanidation mill; in addition, the company shipped 398 tons 
_ of rich crude gold-lead oré to East Helena and 476 tons of gold oreto 

‘Washoe. The cyanide mill was closed in the fall of 1942 but is ex- ss) 
pected to reopen to treat: base-metal ores from the Toledo group of ot 
properties in the Sheridan district. The Green Campbell Mining Co. 9, 
treated about 8,000 tons of gold ore in its 25-ton amalgamation- ss" 
concentration mill and ranked second in output in the district. The = = ..¢ 

_ mill and property were closed in late 1942, but the mill is expected to | =# 
. reopen to treat chrome ore from local producers, | nnn 
— * Fidal Wave district—The output from the district in 1942 came — “8 
-. from several small lode mines and was of two classes—gold and lead. 

. The largest producers of gold ore were the Agitator and Carolinamines ==. | 
: and the largest producers of lead ore the Last Chance and Keystone |. 

| mines, — | | | 7 . Ts 
7 Virginia City district —In 1942 virtually all the ore produced inthe 

_- Virginia City district was gold and oold-silver ore shipped crude =. 
‘ to smelters... The principal producers were the Prospect, U.S.Grant, 4 

| Kearsarge, Alameda, Easton, and Bartlett properties. R.E. Davis =. 
+ operated:a dry-land dredge in 1942 on Barton Gulch, washed 83,945 | a 

cubic yards of gravel, and recovered virtually all the placer gold - ~— 
; produced in the district. _ | | oo Oo. ee 

Washington district—The Gold Creek Mining Co. operated its 1+: 
bucket dredge in 1942 until November 1, when all activity was sus- . 
pended indefinitely. Approximately 400,000 cubic yards of gravel === ~ 
were washed, which yielded 1,445 ounces of fine gold and 263 ounces of _ oe 

| 556250—43——27 | , | Deas
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®* >. silver. Lode production was crude gold and lead ore shipped direct ss 
é:* -  tosmelters. = a a oe a 

Bo: cp ee MENERATL COUNTY 00000000 

ee Fron Mountain district —Zinec-lead ore from the Little Anaconda oy 
“"o. group was shipped to the Bauer mill (Utah); it comprised the only. os 
™ - -. Output from the Iron Mountain district in 1942, = 2 | 

ple MISSOULA COUNTY = ae 

i> Nine Mile district—Most of the placer output from the Nine Mile 
“e- district in 1942 came from operation of a dry-land dredge by the 
<i". . Beaver Dredging Co. from March 3 to June 2, whenall placer activity = __ 
a - was suspended for the duration of the war. During the operating 
foe ... period. 267,000 cubic yards. of gravel were treated, yielding 1,696 — 
eyo. ounces of gold and 30 ounces of silver, = = 

ee PARK COUNTY, a 

i. Emigrant Creek district The Emigrant Dredging Co. operated its 
ee: 10-eubice foot electrically powered Yuba dredge from January 1 i 
ae until October 15, 1942, when all work was suspended for the duration | 
se.>! Of the war. During its active period the dredge treated 1,048,668 © | 
“= .eubie yards of gravel, which yielded 4,315 ounces of gold and 615 4 

es... New World district—The McLaren Gold Mines Co. operated its 
<9 ~~ Estelle property and 100-ton flotation mill in 1942 until October 28, | 
ws with ‘a shut-down between May 21 and July 1. During the active © : 
Bee -’ periods in 1942 the mill treated 19,809 tons of gold ore, making 753 - 
wee" tons of copper concentrates (rich in gold), which were shipped to >. 
free. --. Washoe. All operations were suspended indefinitely after the mill — 
Boe was destroyed by fire on October 28. The Irma.Mines, Inc., operated _ ‘ 
*-. its Irma property until August 15, when Willow Creek Mines, Inc., ' 
x» ° Montana Operation, took over the property and worked it until Decem- | a 
ne “ber 19 to permit sampling the mine. In 1942 the Irma property pro- 4 
— +. duced an aggregate of about 2,500 tons of zinc-lead ore, which was : 

milled in the Irma mill, and 67 tons of crude lead ore, which was : 
.*”. shipped direct to East Helena. - | | | | | 
eo Sheepeater (Jardine) district—The Jardine Mining Co., only operator 
.. In the Jardine district in 1942, closed its mine and 225-ton amalgama- | 
a — tion-concentration mill in January 1942. A program to develop the | 
mo arsenic ore bodies in the mine was undertaken October 1, 1942, under 
ot contract with the Chemical Warfare branch of the Army. | 

| PHILLIPS COUNTY | | 

Litile Rockies district—The Ruby Gulch Mining Co. worked the 
* Ruby Gulch property in 1942 until the last of August, when operations 

= were suspended indefinitely. During 8 months of activity about : 
| 45,600 tons of gold ore were treated in the company 300-ton cyanida- 

tion mill. The Little Ben Mining Co. suspended operations at the 
| Little Ben mine in June. | 

| POWELL COUNTY . 

| Finn district Ray W. Crumb operated a dry-land dredge in Madi- | 
| son Gulch and produced nearly all the placer output of the Finn district _ , 

in 1942. | : 

‘4
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- -. Nigger Hill district—Hopkins & Sons Mining Co. operated the 
Charter Oak mine throughout 1942 and was the chief producer in the =. 

_ district.- The first 7 months of the year were spent in developing the > 
_-_._- property and building a 50-ton flotation mill. In August the millwas . = >A 

-- put into operation, and during the rest of the year 573 tons of silver 
os ore were treated, which made 28 tons of lead concentrates. The ©; 
-. yemainder of the output was ore of several classes shipped crude too ™ 

smelters and came chiefly from the Lilly group, Evening Star, and = *: 
: Cyclone properties. | Be Cs SRE 
Boe ‘Zozell (Emery) district—The Bonanza mine, operated by the 4 

Bonanza Leasing Co. in 1942, was by far the chief source of mineral +"; 
output in the Zozell district. It yielded 1,706 tons of gold ore shipped =~ *% 

- crude to a smelter. Other producers in the district were the Hidden. - 4} 
7 Hand, Emma Darling, and Bull Moose properties, from which crude -  ‘# 

ore wasshipped tosmelters, == —° | | a 
ee a | Bp 
re RAVALII COUNTY © | a , | — Me 

., Overwich district—A dragline dredge. was operated by the J. L. poe 4 
-. Shiely Co., Inc., on Hughes Creek in the Overwich district from = - yg 

April 6 to June 16,1942. ene 

SANDERS COUNTY | ne | 

_--—,- Eagle district—The Jack Waite mine extends over the State line ~~. ; 
-~- into Idaho; however, all production in 1942 came from that portion © " 

within Montana. The property was operated throughout 1942 by |: 
the American Smelting i Refining Co. and produced 22,752 tons of 

-_- gine-lead ore containing 19,111 ounces of silver, 3,758,630 pounds of . |. Re 
_.  Jead, and 1,032,940 pounds of zinc. The ore was milled in the com- - = * 

' - pany 300-ton flotation plant and made 2,209 tons of lead concentrates ss 
. and 819 ‘tons of zine concentrates. In addition, the mine produced  —._*- 
~.. 448 tons of high-grade crude lead: ore, which was shipped direct to ht Rg 

- . Hast Helena. : The grade of mill ore treated was lower in 1942 than => +8 
in 1941. The 300-ton flotation. plant, situated in Idaho, was active =. 2 

- one shift a day, 6 days a week in 1942. ee | Se 
|  Revais Creek district.—The Green Mountain Mining Co. operated ~~ wy 

a the Drake property in 1942, treated about 800 tons of ore in its 50-ton’ 
| - flotation mill, and made 32 tons of copper concentrates. =~ ta 

| _ Other districts-—C. N. Franck produced 269 tons of gold ore from out 
7 the Shoestring No. 1 mine in the Vermillion district in 1942; it was “ 

_ shipped to Washoe. Operators of the Glaucus mine in the Plains os 
| district shipped 10 tons of copper ore crude to Washoe. : ae 

| SILVER BOW COUNTY | wooed 

Output of all metals except copper from mines in Silver Bow =. oy 
County decreased in 1942 owing to curtailment of operations at all = 9 =. 
zinc mines of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. after May 25. The OR 
following table gives the output of mines in Silver Bow County, which ~——- 
includes the Butte or Summit Valley district, in 1941 and 1942 and = 
the total from 1882 to the end of 1942. | | ot
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ok -.. \ Production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in. Silver Bow County, Mont., ‘ 
ae oo LOGI-42, and total, 1882-1942, in terms of recovered metals = 

BA ef |. ounees) | ounces) Bf 

By. ggtt..-..| 165] 4,421, 641] 29, 485| 8, 993, 693] 254, 863, 000 17, 260, 900] 76, 140, 400| $44, 195, 725 “4 
"19d | 38) 4, 758, 741) 22,881] 8, 123, 788) 280, 698,000 14, 411,000] 58, 626,000] 46, 942, 464 3 

Hes a - 1882-1942... -------|'  @' | 1,975, 192] 525, 901, 025] 3 6, 147, 02 - $292,042) 3 1, 539, 204|2, 465, 049, 603° 

Beat. Sa Gorected figure, 
ms. 8 Bigures not available. = et a Om re 

ices - Butte or Summit Valley district —All productive mines of the-Ana- 
ve. - . conda Copper Mining Co. maintained capacity operations during 
...-, 1942 commensurate with the current supply of available labor. The 
es . company-operated zinc mines at Butte were operated until in May, — 4 
“* when the labor shortage at both zinc and copper mines became.so 
-..° acute that all zinc mines were closed: and the mine labor was trans- ss 
es. ferred to the copper mines. During the remainder of the year only |... ° 
Hg gmall production came from company-owned zinc mines, andit was } | 
».... incidental to the mining of copper. The aggregate output from all 4 
‘*.- gopper mines, dumps, and tailings piles exceeded that in. 1941 by 10 = 
“=... percent.” The copper concentrator at Anaconda treated:3;287,817 | 
“>. tons of copper ore from company-owned Butte mines‘compared with — 
mo. -2869,051 tons in 1941, and 4,589 tons of, mine-water precipitates 
Be were treated compared with 4,500 in 1941. In addition the copper == 
oe > °- goneentrator at Anaconda treated 241,526 tons of mine-dump'ma- — 
fo. terial averaging about 1 percent copper compared with 405,862 tons 
te In 1941, 727,464 tons of Old Works tailings and Upper Old Works —_ 
i... tailings averaging slightly. over 1% percent copper, and 16,365 tonsof 
#.  _New Works tailings averaging less than 1 percent; crude ore'smelted  —._ 
*. .-. amounted to 18,193 tons, and old tailings totaled 42,268 tons. The “4 
*, North Butte Mining Co. property was reopened in 1942 and operated 4 
vy. - ° by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. under a contract agreement. oo 
oe The output from this property amounted to 46,781 tons of copper = 
~ >. milling ore and 55 tons of copper precipitates. During the period of - 
ae activity at the zinc mines they produced 307,900 tons of zinc-lead ore | 
a compared with 472,133 tons in 1941. All ores were treated in the 

| company zinc concentrator at Anaconda. Development work in 1942. 
. : at all copper mines comprised 232,748 feet of drifts, 201 feet of shafts, - 

: and 19,301 feet of diamond drilling; at all zinc mines, 33,068 feet of 7 
. drifts, 991 feet of shafts, and 1,607 feet of diamond drilling. Opera- | 
; tions were continued throughout 1942 at the Emma mine, leased from | 

the Butte Copper & Zinc Co. by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. _ - 
| Production amounted to 13,583 tons of zinc-lead ore and 30,286 tons 

of zinc-lead sulfide concentrates (middlings from the treatment of 
: manganese ore), all treated at the zinc concentrator. Development 

at the Emma mine comprised 1,263 feet of shafts and 1,882 feet of 
diamond drilling in the zine section of the mine and 26,454 feet of 
drifts and 1,725 feet of diamond drilling in the manganese section. - 

| At other manganese mines operated by the Anaconda Copper Mining | 
Co. at Butte, development totaled 3,864 feet of drifts and 479 feet of 

| diamond drilling. It is notable that the total advance of 297,397 |
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feet (excluding shafts) in 1942 was higher than in any year of record, 
-- Lessees of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. operated severalcom- 

pany properties; the most productive were the Poulin, which yielded 
--_- gine-lead ore containing over 4,000,000 pounds of zine andnearlya 
- -ynillion pounds of lead, and the Black Rock group, which yielded- 

| - 2,218 tons of silver ore and 46 tons of zinc ore. All lessee operations =. 
were on a much smaller scale in 1942 than in 1941. Oo Sakae 

a Highland district—The Butte Highland Mining Co. operated the 3 

-  -Highland group (Tilton) and its 75-ton cyanide mill im 1942 until 
-.. about April, when the property was closed owing to the low grade of 

7 , : LO tt | - | . | . . | | ips 

| . 7 . ete 

Oo | case
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ne , SUMMARY OUTLINE. EE 
— , | a Page | an : +. Page oe 

. Summary...._..-...-----------------------.. 415°] Mining industry—Continued. hob os 
| Calculation of value of metal production..... 416] Ore classification....-.-..--------.--=------ 420 tee 
: Mine production by counties.-...------------ 419 Metallurgic industry - -.-..----.-------------- re woe ee 

. _ Mining industry-_---.-.-.--..-...------------- 419] Review by counties and districts.......--.--. 42 og 

.-- The total value of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc recovered from _~ “as 
, ore, old tailings, afid gravels in Nevada decreased 8 percent in 1942 i} 
--—s gompared with 1941;:all five metals except copper decreased in both __. a 

quantity and value. Copper production—167,326,000 pounds—was = * 
the largest-in the State’s history; in value it exceeded each year since. =" 

---«- 1929. Higher wages, enlistment of miners in the armed forces, migra-  -  ( 
tion of miners to war industries and military construction jobs, rismg ae 

a prices of supplies and equipment and difficulties in obtaming them,m- 
-_ ereased. taxes, and fixed prices for gold and silver were factors in re- = ° 

- ducing the total output, despite Nevada’s great mineral resourcesand | * 
-.. the war demand on many of them. War Production Board Order = oe 
-. [+208 of October 8, 1942, terminated activities at some large gold .—_*, 

--- Mines (many small and some large had closed previously). Probably .. >; 
: base-metal mines obtained: some much-needed skilled miners as a © +28 

result of the order and thereby benefited. There was very little evi- "8 
dence, however, that the order itself had much effect on the 1942 dees. “'¥ 
cline in gold production (because of reprieves) or in stimulating base- == #3, 

| metal output. a 7 I a 
Comparing 1942 with 1941, gold output decreased 19percentand oe 

silver 36 percent in both quantity and value; copper increased 6 per- ss 
cent in quantity and 9 percent in value; and lead decreased 44 percent © ;:* 

-* in quantity and 34 percent in value and zinc 33 percent in quantity . ©» 
and 16 percent in value. Of the total value of the five metals copper > 

-.  eomprised 57 percent, gold 29 percent, silver 7 percent, zinc 5 percent, © 5% 
and lead 2 percent. | , | er 
White Pine County increased its lead over other counties and pro- =. & 

duced 59 percent of the State total value of the five metals; this county og 
stood first in output of copper and gold. Lincoln County produced __.. '.. 

: 8 percent of the State total value and ranked second to White Pine Son 
County; it led in the State in silver, zinc, and lead output. os 

All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight” ; that 1s, they do oe 
- not include moisture. : a ots 

- 415 ee
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eo Yardage figures used in measuring material treated in placer opera-- 
“..>. tions are “bank measure’’; that is, the material is measured in the = 
e-.. ground before treatment. po 
“=, . | The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated = 
re. at the following prices, Ds 

Boo. Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine, 1988-42 ee a 

ee Kear | Boldt | Silver? | Copper* | Leadé | Zinet 9° 
Be re | Perfine.| Perfine | | a 
fifi Bo a ounce ounce Per pound | Per pound | Per pound _ _ 
Pep 1988.2 ---------- | $35.00 | 8 $0. 646+] $0. 098 $0. 046 -. $0.048 . * 
ae 1989 tee eee eee] 85.00] 8 678+]. 2 104 047) =. 052 Do 
hee He Loe 1940.22 2 e eee . 85. 00 |. 7, 711+ TS. _ .050 | =. 063——C . 

eas 0 OAD eee eee ete nee eee | 835.00 | 711+] J 118 -057} - 075 : 
BR MD eee eeeeef = B50] ATI] at | 067 | L098 — 

go >. 1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. ‘Treasury legal coinage-value of gold 
Peo... from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-+-($20.671835) per fineounte. = ==. eg 
Geri » 4 Treasury buying price for newly mined silver. 8 8 = os CO 
Bor... 8 1938-41; Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price . 
“ .- Ineludes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co..for over-quota production but excludes value of foreign = | 
dover. gopper delivered to Metals Reserve Co. for.domestic. consumption. ee. He Se - 4 
peo 4 1938-41: Yearly. average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price 4 
Gen oe includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production. a oe . i 
aero. §$0.64646464. Pe, 6 $0.67878787, 0 7$0.71111111, © “8 

wen Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Nevada, 1938-42, and total, — 4 
Bare ee 869-1942, tn terms of recovered metals 6. , ; 

ye vat age Ste producing! Ore, old} Gold (ede and placer) | Silver (lode and placer). —. oo 
Pe ~  f. BRORUE ings, | Foe ethbtn dy Ae OE ) ne 
eee me Year ee - ete. (short | $$$ —___---_-- | 8 

Bese Lode | Placer tons) __ | Fine ounces |. Value © | Fine ounces| Value oo 

Be 9988s] 795 | 180] 5,880,021} 296, 434 | $10,375,190 | . 4,355,471 | $2,815,658 
Bee 1989 | 891} 104 | 6,894,999 | 361,518 |... 12,653,130 | 4,316,029 |-. . 2,929,668 _ 4 
Neo 194QL | 895 | 115 | 8,338,250 | ~~: 383.933: | 13,487,655 | 5,175,928 | 3, 680, 660 
eee es  FOAT ll 799° 78 | 8,799, 635 366,403 | 12,824,105 | ' 5,830,238 |. 4, 148, 947 i 
er QAO 4841 49 | 9,383, 379 295,112 | .10;328,920| 3,723,435 | 2, 647, 776 od 

Cee 0 1850-1942 2 fee}. (3) 25, 070, 558 | 556,031, 206 | 584, 429,765 | . 536, 926, 177 ok 

ae . oe ee oe j 

Me ot _ Copper Lead.  Zme o,f ee 
hee) moe Year. [a i a | Total value : 

ae Pounds Value Pounds | Value Pounds | Value {| | - 

~ - 1988..,.....} 92, 338,000 | $9,049, 124 | 9,358,000 | $430, 468 | 17,888,000 | $858,624 | $23, 529, 064 oo 
a -1989__....__| 133, 194, 000 13, 852.176 | 8, 472, 000 398, 184 | 12, 456, 000 647, 712:|'- 30, 480, 870 . 
a 1940__......| 156,908,000 | 17, 730, 604 | 14, 998, 000 749, 900 | 23, 666,000 | 1, 490,958 |. 37.089, 777 
oe 1941_-._....| 157, 822, 000 18, 622, 996 | 19, 246,000 | 1,097,022 | 30, 258.000-| 2,269,350 |. 38, 959, 420 
foe . 1942._......| 167,326, 000 20, 246, 446 | 10, 752, 000 720, 384 | 20,394,000 | 1, 896, 642 35, 840, 168 

- | 1859-1942 2__.| 41,549,157 | 440, 740, 968 4 22, 335 | 55, 828, 767 | 4 269, 036 | 37,359,926 | 1,626, 887, 044 . 

| 1 Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right to | 
property. | 

? Compiled by Chas. W. Henderson, supervising engineer, field offices, Denver, Colo. From 1904 (when oe 
first satisfactory annual canvass of mine production was made) to 1942, inclusive, the output was as follows: 
Gold, 13,243,681.51 ounces, valued at $311,547,973; silver, 296,016,916 ounces, $199,767,954; copper, 1,547,231 
tons, $440,094,340; lead, 284,544 tons, $33,192,205; zinc, 269,036 tons, $37,359,926; total value, $1,021,962,398. 

| 3 Figures not available. , | 4 Short tons. 

Gold.—Gold production in Nevada continued near the 1941 rate | 
through May 1942, but thereafter a decline set in; the September 

- output was about two-thirds that of May. The production curve 
showed no downward break for October and November but declined
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somewhat’ in December, indicating some reaction to War Production ©. =". 
... Board Order L-208, but general economic conditions overshadowed.  —_.._ # 
. the Government order in causing the decrease from 1941 in output = st 
_.' of gold. .The 10 leading gold-producing mines jn 1942 supplied 74 

percent of Nevada’s output, and the 5 leaders contributed 56 percent. 
_. By the end of the year, however, operations at all but the leading >. 
.-. three-had been suspended. The War Production Board permitted _ oa 
_-. Getchell Mine, Inc., to continue because of its byproducts—tungsten = # 
-.. . and arsenic—and gave limited permission to operate to the Man-- 2.%% 
-- . hattan dredge, because the operators were in a narrow canyon and peg 

equipment was subject to destruction by cloudbursts. yes a 
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_..  FiauRE 1,—Value of mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine and total value in Nevada,, 9 yc 

, Ten leading gold-producing mines in Nevada in 1942, in order of oulpub a 

iia: REC Get CR" S rere eee 
Slo +. Mine District ~ County — aa! Operator Source of gold °° = s+ is 

oO Se ee (a _ ae 
--- 1. | Getchell............] Potosi........| Humboldt..| 1 | Getchell Mine, Inc] Goldore.. 0) 

: 2 | Ruth and Copper | Robinson_..-| White Pine.| 2 | Nevada Consolidated Cop- Copper ore, 0 ek ith 
|. Flat Pit. | foo. Se _| - per Corporation. . a 

3 |. Coppermines group-|.....do.._..._-}--.-.d0......-|  3.| Consolidated Copper-} Do. 20 00 or. 
-_ _ 2 . _ |” mines Corporation. | - at 

4 | Manhattan dredge.._| Manhattan._| Nye...--..--| 4 Manhattan old Dredging | Dredge. 

5 | Dayton dredge_....-| Silver City...; Lyon_.-....-| 9 | Dayton Dredging Co_.....; Draglinedredge. 50 4. 
6 | Goldacres_._........| Bullion__-...| Lander..._..| 42 | Willow Creek Mines, Inc..| Gold ore. ay 
7 | Overman-...--.....| Comstock__-_.| Storey-.....| 8 |. Consolidated © Chollar Do. pS Sf : , | Po Gould & Savage Min- Be 

_ . ing Co. | | But RPE 
. - $8} Keystone...........|----.d0........|.-...do...-...| 10 | Dayton - Consolidated | © Do. |: | loess 

vee — | ‘Mines Co. and lesseés. . . oe he ee 
9 | Northumberland... ‘Northumber- Nye.....-..-| 7 Northumberland ‘Mining} Do | SY 

poo | . : 0. of : | ae 
10 | Gold Standard-.__-- Imlay.......-| Pershing....| 6 | Standard Cyaniding Co-_- Do. oo eee 

| Silver.—The 10 leading silver-producing mines in Nevada in 1942 ey 
_. jisted in the following table, produced 61 percent of the State total oes 

recoverable silver; the first 2 yielded almost one-fourth of the total. © =. 
As in preceding years, most of the silver was a byproduct of ore | 4a
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«- mined chiefly for other metals; only 25 percent was derived from vod 
ee straight silver ore, 

Ber — . . Ten leading silver-producing mines in Nevada in 1942, tn order of output’. 

Be Pood a =» Mine = |, District. | | County _ q S| Operator Source of silver. od 

Bh BP Pee Pg at 

ee go 2 | Nivloe....-.-...-__} Silver Peak-...| Esmeralda..| 1 | Desert Silver, Inc.:-....| Silver ore. _: . 7. 

Bese 2 Mizpah_--__-----.-] Tonopah_._._..| Nye....-.-._| 4 | Various lessees_,--..-.--| Gold-silver ore. . 
aoceis * <8 | Bristol Silver_...._| Jack Rabbit_::.| Lineoln.....|:.5 | Bristol Silver Mines Co_|Copper ore: _ - 
ec. «6 & | Pidche Nos. land 2} Pioche_._.-_.--|-----do-..-.--|_ 2 | Combined Metals Re- | Zinc-lead ore. _ 
Rb Se es . So me | _ duction Co. — a, 
wee oo § | Rip Van Winkle_-.| Merrimac_.....| Elko.--..---|.18 | Rip “Van Winkle Con-| Lead ore. ‘ 
Bs” BP , _.| _ solidated Mining Co. |) 0 4 
wed ce 6Y Fimancier_.....----| Pioche..._.....| Lincoln__...} 24 | W. A. -Free_........-..--| Do. ©. . a 
ae | Dan Tucker_......| Sand Springs...| Churchill...| 6 | Summit King. Mines, | Gold-silver ore 4 

oR Op de eT | MG, |. and old . tail- a 
Se Be oo ae o . i bo ' Ings. rr 

pe. “--" § 1 Ruth and Copper | Robinson...-..| "White Pine_| 11 | Nevada Consolidated | Copper.ore. = = | : 
wae soo . |. Flat Pit. qo. — oo ; Copper Corporation. : a - ; - 

guns. ~ - 9 | Adelaide Crown.-.| Gold Run___..-| Humboldt. -./ 16. Adelaide Crown Mines..| Gold-silver ‘ore. od 
Qooe *. . 10 | El. Dorado-Rover | Eldorado Can- | Clark....-..). 7 | El Dorado-Rover Min- | Gold-silver ore Cg 
be group. | Yon ff ing Coss and. old . ‘tail- | 

eo. Copper——Over 98 percent of the recoverable copper output of  — } 
pac.’ Nevada in 1942 came from mines operated by the following companies: - | 
ee .. . The Nevada Consolidated Copper Corporation, working the Ruth 
ee Maine at Ruth and the open pit at Copper Flat (both in the Robison | 
Gee -. district, White Pine County); the Consolidated Coppermines Cor- = 
oso. poration, working the Coppermines group at Kimberly (also in the  — 

Be “Robinson district); and the Mountain City Copper Co., working the  —S: 
Beg Mountain City mime at Mountain City (in the Cope district, Elko 
ca ~, County).. The State copper-production capacity was increased In. , 

ue. March-when the International Smelting & Refining Co. placed in 
es  . operation its new 350-ton concentrator at the Copper Canyon Lease 
" ..- property (Gin the Battle Mountain district, Lander County), - 
ei Lead.—Over half the lead produced in Nevada in 1942 was mined OS 
--, in the Pioche district, Lincoln County, where Pioche Nos. 1 and 2. 
i" wee . ° ‘ ? ° ? o . e . ° . , ' 

ue ~.., operated by the Combined Metals Reduction Co., the Financier | 
“operated by the Salt Lake-Pioche Mining Co. and lessees, and the 
~ + Price operated by the Prince Consolidated Mining Co. were the 
“. Jeading properties. . Other important producers were the Rip Van | 
a Winkle Consolidated Mining Co., Rip Van Winkle mine (in the 

Merrimac district, Elko County); Hall Bros. Co., Inc., Tybo mine 
Gin the Tybo district, Nye County); and Bristol Silver Mines Co., 

- Bristol Silver mine (in the Jack Rabbit district, Lincoln County). 
a Zinc.—As in recent years, zinc production was centered in the Pioche 
a district, Lincoln County, where 88 percent of the State total was 
7 mined in 1942. The Combined Metals Reduction Co. and the Prince 

Consolidated Mining Co. were the principal producers. The addition | 
| of a slag-fuming plant for recovering zinc from lead blast-furnace 

slag and from oxidized zinc ore at the Tooele (Utah) plant of the 
International Smelting & Refining Co. offered a new market to some 

oo Nevada miners.
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MEINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES =. ||.) 33 
_. Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Nevada in 1942, by counties, ~~ * oh 

es os _ tn terms of recovered metals - ee ae 

ws | Mines pro- | goa nas * 
pe, oe 10% old Lo Be, OR 

a . ducing * 7 pS oO Silver (lodeand fa 
ae oh rer 
- County of |. Lede _ Placer _ Total | | ey 

| cS Lode | Placer Fin 7 ri oS aime | ri a a: 
| a = e Fine ne _ Fine . RN 

| 7 ounces! V@UC | ounces| Y#!4° jounces| VU | ounces | Value . -  «' oe 
: . Nn | comevcemancertonens | attemearentint | Oe | ae | meee | sttameareemaee | tote | aetna areas | sneer | rates a . oan 

— Churebill_........}/  12|_..-..| 4,058] $142, 030].......|.-.------] 4,058] $142,030] 200,018] $142,985 
ce, Clark. -..-.--.----] -27/22--2_| 8,085] 281, 225}-__-__-|_-"-_-___] 8,035] 281,225] 201, 562]. 143,333. a 

oo - Douglas...--------) Wee] -86}-------]---------] 1} 35} 1,066; = 788 =. ke 
_ Elko.-...---------| 38] 3]. 1,477] 1, 695|_76|~$2,660|- 1,553| 54,355}. 210,921] 149,988 ss Gee 

_Esmeralda..--....| 41] 4} 125.6621 «443,170 ~=s59| «2, 065| 12,721] . 445,235] 714,680) 508,217 i aS 
_ Eureka....------| 17] 5]. 833]. 20,155] 2061 - 7,210] 1,039] - 36,365| 17,903} 12731. | und 

Humboldt.“ 77Z=] 231 a} 53,360] 1, 867,600] 45] —-1, 575) 53,405] 1,869,175] 2522491 179,377 eh 
—. Lander.....2--2--} 26 3| 19,877} 695,695]. 108/ 3, 780| 19,985] 699,475] 124,017] 88,199 ©. ae 
. _  Lineolm..----_.---| - 28)..2---.{ 2,693] 94, 255]._--__-]._-._-----] 2,693] 94,255] 739,274] 525, 706. een.) 

oo “‘Lyon.-..-.-...--- _ 297: . 21 3,021] ..105, 735] 21,660} 758,100) 24,681} 863,835) 26,679) 18,972 = §= | «.c: ie 
| Mineral._...------| 22 2} 848/ 29,680]. 21 735| 869} 30,415} 50,209] 35, 704. gs 
— Nye...---222ILLZ7]} 64! - 11} 18,094] 633, 200] 24, 645]: 862, 575] 42, 739] 1,495,865] 448,903| 319,220, sR 

mo, Pershing-.-........| 28 13} 10,711} 374,885 478; 16,730} 11,189} 391,615} 22,254) 15,825 8 OE Ned 
-. Storey.-2---22 22]. 24). 1] 83, 150} 1, 160, 250 12] 420] 33, 162] 1, 160,670). 208,654] 212376 0 NG 

:  Washoe.----------|_ 10]-_-..-.] 300} 10,500|_-..-.-|.-....--.| 300] ” 10,500] © 7,020 | 4,002 =, a 
‘White Pine......-| - 49/" 3] 78,638) 2,752,330] 44) —«1, 540) 78, 682| 2, 753,870) 408,026] 200,152 =.” ae 

a 4341 - 491247, 758| 8, 671,530| 47, 354{1, 657, 390|295, 112/10, 328, 92013, 723, 435|2, 647,776 hk 
| _ Total, 1941........| 799] 78/329, 506/11, 532, 710] 36, 897/1, 201, 395/366, 403/12, 824, 105|5, 830, 23814, 145,947 

a Copper | Lead Zine | ee - oe 
a 7 County. ce hE POY Total value oye 

ee _.{| Pounds - Value Pounds Value | Pounds | Value - | oe a 

a a ae ae a 
Churchill. ...-._-]-...---.--.-|-..-.--.----| 30, 000 $2,010 |.------2----|------------| $286,275 © ty 
lark... 2ITTTITIITISITET TTT TTT]. 170; 000 11,390 | 456,000 | $42,408 | 478,356 22s 

' Douglas.-...-..-- wee mw meso enn | een eee wwe law wee ee wee ee] ame ew mmo | eee en em ete cen | wee ener == - 793 : , , , : re gest 

-. Elko.._.-......__] 14, 352, 000 | $1, 736,592 | 1,860,000 | 124,620 | 896,000 83,328 | 2,148,888 = = 
_. ‘Kismeralda....-.-| 2,000 242 1 22,000 ~ . 1,474 [oe e.|-e----| 955, 168 ye OTe 

—. -Bureka..7772777} 2000] = 242 |: = 30,000] 2010 FT TTT) aa 
Humboldt.-...--| 16,000| 1,936 | 222,000 14,874 |. 8,000 744 | 2,066,106 - > > ed 

... Dander-.-....-..-| | 1,272,000 | 158,912 | _196, 000 13,132 | . 2,000 | 186) 954,805 - 0 
Lineoln.--.-.---| 1,380,000 | 166,980 | 6,640,000} 444,880 | 18,004,000 | 1,674,372| 2,906,198... 0 +t 

. Lyon ....-...---- 108,000 | 18,068 |-.--..----.-|--------.---]----...---.-]---.-------- 895,875 
- Mimeral--777-"7-] "18/000 2,178 | 316,000 21,172 | 146,000 |" 13,578 | 103,047 

- Nye..-...---.2-- 6, 000 726 | 1,072, 000 71,824 |..-..-.-2.-|------------| , 1,887, 685 Oe 
. Pershing....-....| 18,000 2,178 |” 64,000| . 4,288 | 16,000 1488) "415,304 
oO Storey ..---------|---------n-2-[ns---ncon--[-e-ecencenee|-oeeeeneegcn|ecceeeeeeece|-nnenene=e--] 1,878,046 
. - ‘Washoe..-------- 6, 000 726 | 2,000 134 (7) esa 

| White Pine_-----|150, 146, 000 | 18, 167,666 | 128,000 8,576 | 866, 000 80, 588 | 21,300,802 
| | 167, 326, 000 | 20, 246, 448 | 10,752,000 | _ 720,384 | 20,394,000 | 1,896,642 |. 35,840,168 = 2h 

"Total, 1941____.._|157; 822, 000 | 18,622,996 | 19,246,000 | 1,097, 022 | 30,258,000 | 2) 260,350 | 38, 959, 420 oo ae 
. . . - . : . mo age 

re ns 
1 Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave-no evidence of legal right to ved A 

Propane | | | gd 

: - MINING INDUSTRY a | On é 

| Expansion of production at the three large copper mines in Nevada es. 
has been the principal cause of the increasing tonnage of ore treated oe 
since 1940. Production of copper ore increased 15 percent in 1942 =z} 
compared with 1941, and the quantity of dry and siliceous ore and yo A 
old tailings sold or treated declined 26 percent. There wasashort- — ‘4 
lived revival of old-tailings cyanidation in Nevada, when a 1,000-ton ae 

| plant went into operation at Millers, Esmeralda County, March 6. a8 
. The connected-bucket dredge of the Manhattan Gold Dredging Co 

in the Manhattan district, Nye County, was again thelargestproducer ==,
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es «of placer gold and the fourth largest of total gold in the State; the => 
a<.. ~°  dragline operation in the Silver City district, Lyon County (started = = 
mi | January 1, 1941, by the Dayton Dredging Co.), made. the second- 
Bao ‘ oye 7 . ae ee i . ; a: “ . te . an sod 

<....” largest placer-gold and the fifth-largest total gold output in the State : 
ein 1942. In addition to these large placer operators, 1 draglme 
=. ° dredge, 2 nonfloating washing plants with mechanical excavators, = 
«. * 2-hydraulic mines, 36 (19 dry) small-scale hand-miethod mines, and A 
;) «7 drift mines were in operation. Quicksilver consumption at placer = 
‘- 0. Haines was 162 pounds in 1942, Se 

Bie -.. ORE CLASSIFICATION 

c> The following ‘table classifying ores produced in Nevada'in 1942 
“shows that 84 percent of the tonnage (including old tailings) sold or we 
ea. treated was copper ore, 9 percent gold ore and old tailings, 4 percent ~~ 
«. -  gold-silver ore and old tailings, 1 percent each zinc-lead ore and silver Le 
feo. OTR, and the remainder ZING ore, lead ore, and lead-copper ore. = 

BH ‘Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume 
ee On Gold and Silver, 

Be ms - Ore and old tailings sold or treated in Nevada in 1942, with content in terms of ] 
a —  pecovered metals eg 

io | teriaisoldor | 0 ff 

boo es Souree ————+———| Gold | Silver | Copper | Lead | Zine vs 

BE cs | Old |. ef fe oo 

epee os | oe Short | Fine | Fine ; foo. SG 
a yn es _ Short tons| tons | ounces | ounces Pounds Pounds |. Pounds ‘ 
beg _ Dry and siliceous gold ore__...-.-| 895,992) 1,777! 136,798] 260, 775 43, 400 9, 100}._...----- 4 
goa + Dry and siliceous gold-silver ore..| 259, 148) 78, 826) 26, 509) 1, 238,568) 25, 600) 371,400) 8, 000 od 
Be wee Dry and siliceous silver ore_------} 80, 837) © 830 8,000] — 919,.570 10, 500 282, 300 _ 2, 000 a | 3 

fe So | 4, 235, 977| . 81, 433] 166, 302} 2,418,913} 79, 500]. 662,800] 10, 000 
fx * os Copper ore_.----.----------------| 7, 904, 443]_-_--.--| 78, 548] © 558, 330]!167, 169, 500) 714, 200 89,800 = ¥ 
ge Lead ore...---.----------:-------| 25,673] 6,408] 1,432]. 434,355| —-. 70, 700] 5, 229,200] . 988, 800 4 
Be Lead-copper ore_-......--.------- Wl pel 44 600 2, 200}_....-.-_- oo 
oe _ Zine ore__..-.-------------------- 47, §22|......_- 537| . 87, 425 5,400! 778,900! 8, 584, 600 4 
Po —- . * Zine-lead ore..------------------- 81, 916)----...-| » 989) 204, 388 - 300) 3, 364, 700}10, 720,800 - 

Ri Total, lode mines_.___-.-.| 9, 295, 538| 87,841] 247,758} 3, 703, 455|1167, 326, 000|10, 752, 000/20, 394; 000 | 
ce - Total, placers_...-....-----------|----------|--------| 47, 354 19, 980)....-..-.-_.]_.--.-.---|---------- . 

oe | oo | 9, 995, 588] 87, 841} 295, 112] 3, 723, 435|1167, 326, 000/10, 752, 000/20, 394, 000 
po ’ Total, 1941__.__......_-.._...-__| 8, 789, 982] | 9,653} 366, 403] 5, 830, 238] 157, 822, 000/19, 246, 000/30, 258, 000 

oe 1 Includes 6,172,600 pounds from precipitates. . | —— | 

| METALLURGIC INDUSTRY 

Of the 9,383,379 tons of lode material from Nevada sold or treated | 
during 1942, 85 percent went to concentrating mills, 13 percent to 

; amalgamation and cyanidation mills, and 2 percent to smelters; of 
| the total, less than 1 percent was old tailings—all amalgamated, 

| cyanided, or smelted. Flotation was employed at concentration mills 
| to the virtual exclusion of gravity concentration. Of the gold recov- | 

ered: as bullion, cyanidation supplied 94 percent and amalgamation 6 
percent; of the silver recovered as bullion, 99.5 percent was derived 
by cyanidation and 0.5 percent by amalgamation. The total quantity 
of crude ore and old tailings shipped to smelters in 1942 declined 29 | 
percent compared with 1941. } 7 : :
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The new 350-ton flotation mill built by the International Smelting =. 
_  & Refining Co. at the Copper Canyon mine in the Battle Mountam = = = 

district, Lander County, began operation in March 1942. The year = *, 
1942, however, witnessed suspension of operations at many mills,  — ~ 

. particularly after promulgation of Order L-208 by the War Production 5, 
Board. . a 

—. .. Quicksilver consumed in Nevada in 1942 at mills using amalgama- = 
_, tion totaled 930 pounds in recovering 8,521 ounces of gold and 7,289. 

. - ounces of silver from 89,857 tons of material, = oe ae 
_.. Data obtained on cyanide consumption in 1942 at Nevada mills = §.% 
- are nearly complete. In the treatment of 796,193 tons of ore, 36,968 = «= 
-.. tons of old tailings, and 200. tons of concentrates, 389,867 pounds of. oy 
_.-91-percent sodium cyanide and 1,490,526 pounds of commercial-grade = e's 

._ ealeium cyanide (50-percent NaCN equivalent) were used, with a —_- a 
-. recovery of 104,984 ounces of gold and 1,213,552 ounces of silver; 9 4 

in terms of 98-percent NaCN the consumption was 1,092,401 pounds, = = 
or 1.81 pounds to the ton of material treated compared with 0.98  _ “a 

Mine production of metals in Nevada in 1942, by methods of recovery, in termsof — |: AS 
en oe i. recovered metals a a 

~ Method of y ._ | Material) Gola | silver | Co | tesa | zinc 8 ne let a 0 recovery . treated Oo _ Silver | opper. a ~ Zine | tet 

re ne tons . | ownces |. ounces Pounds: Pounds Pounds © Gs 
oe - Ore and old tailings amalgamated__.| _ 89,857} 8, 521 7, 239 | .------.-----|------------ [eee nee 
“> >: Ore, old tailings, sands, slimes, and |. } ee CO oy Se oh mag 
“, ° +» eoneentrates cyanided ..-...----=-]1, 167, 244 | 134, 064 | 1, 506,409 |_.-.---2---2-[--- eee eee 

-'.." Concentrates smelted:. ee a oe a Ss od oe 
—. . Blotation. .2.....--.--.----.--..| 327, 966 | 83,107.| 947, 561. | 153, 652,300 | 6,000, 000 | 18,757,100 | + 

- . : oo Gravity.......-...-.--.-2------- . 94 854 8; 497 wee eee eee eee , 19, 300 won et ees le . , “2 fh Ore and old tailings smelted..7-227"] 143,032 | 21, 212 | 1,283, 749 |" ~7, 801, 100 | 4, 732, 700 | 1,636,900 * 
_ Precipitates...--.--------.----------|-----=----|---------|--------+--| 6, 172, 600 |------------|--neee ee 

o ___ otal, lode mines.............|--....-...| 247, 758 | 8, 703, 455 | 167, 326, 000 | 10, 752,000 | 20,304,000 vs 
+ Total, placers__........-------------|----------| 47,354 | 19, 980 |...----------]------------]---------2- Oo 

i [295,112 | 3, 723, 435 | 167, 326, 000 | 10, 752, 000 | 20,394,000 gh 
| * Total, 1041. ee eens] OUI} 866, 408 | 8,880, 238 | 157, 822, 000 | 19, 246, 000 | 30,258,000. ae 

, _ All of Nevada’s custom cyanide mills suspended operations during “t 
| _ 1942. The leading ones were operated by the Dayton Consolidated  - ag 

Mines Co., Silver City Lyon County; Adelaide Crown Mines, Gold Be 
| Run district, Humboldt County; Silver State Milling Corporation, = ‘%% 

, Westgate, Churehill County; and Ohio Mines.Corporation, Gold = 
- . Point, Esmeralda County. Most of these mills received the major .- =i 

| _ part of their mill feed from mines controlled by the mill operators. © =. 
The 500-ton selective-flotation mill, operated by the Combined Metals my 

| Reduction Co. at Pioche, Lincoln County, treated zinc-lead and zinc = 
/ ores upon a custom basis for several neighboring mines and also milled Ong 

| company zinc-lead ore. The Nevada Consolidated Copper Corpora- og 
tion treated all the copper ore produced by the Consolidated Copper- Og 
mines Corporation upon a contract basis, in addition to milling its “Tap 
own ore. The Nevada Consolidated Copper Corporation also oper- = *": 

| ated the McGill copper smelter, which was Nevada’s only smelter oe 
| and the most important metallurgical plant in the State. ay
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theo Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or. with- 
a gut concentration equipment) in Nevada in 1942, by types of mills and by counties, 8 
Se an terms of recovered metals es | . pT oo 

wo OO _ AMALGAMATION MILLS ce 3 

a a _ | Material treated | Recovered ae Concentrates smelted and recovered metal . 

Ree a - County pa So 7 _ | Con- | ee pe ae ; . 
a a | Old . cen-. ee |. 

Boe et . . Ore! | tail- | Gold | Silver |-trates | Gold | Silver | Copper; Lead | Zinc © 
ep -. | ings | _pro- 7 } , po. | 
Ro : | - | duced an oe _ a i: 

ees Short | Short | Fine | Fine | Short | Fine | Fine | 9 | | Oo 
Ba oo | tons. |. tons | ownces | ounces | tons | ounces | ounces | Pounds| Pounds| Pounds . 
ee es ©. Churchill. .-.-- 41 }_-_-.--- 13— 10 |.--__---}--------|------- 2 ]2------- |---| eee 
Bs Glark 212] 21,160 |---|. 370] 864 | 271 | 2504] 28; 770 |---| TT | 
Be Elko..--------- 670 |_-.---.-| 219. 181]... 2 |---| effec : 
Be Esmeralda - ---- 43 ji... 55 | 14 |_--._-.-]--------|---2---2]----- [eee a 
Beye Humboldt_...- 1, 812 |_.-.-.-- 551. 272 |. 2---|--------|+------- one |e fel 
aero Gaamder__..-.---]) 1,412 |.------- 497 7 8B Jee e |---| eee |e ----- fee . 
hey. Limeoln = 2-2-2 70 |..-----| Uf 82] 0 Lf : 
Bt “Lyon...- 22 .-| 33} 50]: 14] - 6 |...-----|---.----|--------]--------]--------]-------- oe 
Wie". Mimeral-_-_--2] 101 f----ee-| 26] 18 feel] fe 
Bee lye Nye___2..------ 6,974 |..-----.| 2, 650 2, 802 |_...----}_.--~---]---2----]--------]-..-----]---- eee 
te Pershing -_----| 2,879 |__| 1.7211. 1,378 “94 346 626 |..------| 200 j-------- tt 
Ske Btorey-222-2--] 62,827 | 1,499 | 2, 138 1,788] i. 32 | 26 |_e--- eee i 
Be Washoe..---..- 282 |_.--.--- 251. 89; 1 4 4 |_-------|--------}-------- 4 
Bos. White Pine....| ©. 4 |--------} © 10 2 |--------|-~----~-|------+-|--------]--------]-------- | 3 

he 98,308 | 1,549 | 8,521 | 7,230 | 207.) 2,886 | 29,426 |---| 200 J. : 
Bolo Total, 1941...) 250,335 | "367 | 25,757 | 19,120 | _ 390 | 3,832 | 44,754 | 1,000 |--22.- fe 

Roo YANIDATION MILES a 

Me fe |: : oP fo De 
Ce)» Churehill._..-.] 15,103 | 3,339 | 4,032 | 198,217 | 1]. 9 95 |2.----|--------|-------- 
Bees Clark. ..1-l 27] 60,928 | 18,530} 4,250] 158,923; 33} 281] 7,103 |...) 900 |---| = 
ae - Douglas..---------------] 1| 1,066 |----.---|-----~--[-------- | - efile 

geo es AK. 266 |------.. 140 2,042 |... |---| fee |e 
pe _»- ‘smeralda_.---| 81, 725 | 56,600 | 8,844] 666,856 |__----.-|_---.---|---.----|--------|------<-|---.---- | 
Beal. Buamboldt_...-]. 385, 505 120 | 50,680 | 141, 036 — 59 - 8241 1,562; 1,600 | 9,800 3, 900 
ei oe amder_..----.-] 85, 207 |-----_--| 12, 662 2,921 |.--..-.-|---.--~-|--------|--------]--------]-------- ce 
Gee Lyon} 7,025 53 | 2,922] 15,842}. 5 66 At] | 100 Jee eee feel 4 
pe Mimeral-- 2-22} 821 |---| 7184 | 1,894 |_----- |---| eee [eee fee : 
ae Nye_.....------| 80,658 |---...--] 10,860 | 11,488 |--------|----- ol [o lope 
mes Pershing._..-._] 119, 543 {_-_.----] 8,498] 6, 982 |_.-2_---]-----2-2}------2-|---e eee fee fe A 
yee Storey......--.| 249,894 | 1,589 | 30,985 | 296,802 j_-.---.-|----_-_.]-------_|--------]--------]-------- i 
phe Washoe. ....-.. 34 |..------ 5 382 |_..------|--------]--------|-------- | --- ee fee eee : 
we White Pine--27] -----.:--|" 800 1} = 1,988 |_-- ef | 
a : . . 11,086, 209 | 81,035 |134, 064 {1,506,409 ; 98 680:| 8,771 | 1,700 | 10,700 3, 900 
Be Total, 1941_....|1, 420, 579 | 5,161 [185,170 |2, 236, 009 | 42 601 |} 10,189 |--...--.]--------]-------- : 

pe Grand total: . Jo. SO | 
Leype o 1942.___.._.|1, 174, 517 | 82, 584 |142, 585 }1, 513, 648 395 | 3,566 | 38,197 | 1,700 | 10,900 3, 900 
we 1941________|1, 670,914 | 5,528 |210, 927 |2, 255, 129 432 | 4,433 | 54,943 | 1,000 |.-.2---|.--_-__- | 

mo 1 Figures under “Ore” include both raw ore and concentrates amalgamated or cyanided, but not raw 
a _ore concentrated before amalgamation or cyanidation of concentrates. 
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Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in Nevada in 1942, in terms of oes 
ee ne . -  s recovered metals. Le er 

re | Pe ” Concentrates smelted and recovered metal = i (a ee 

me - a treated | Concen- — oo. . oo Na ge 
me fp - trates | Gold .|. Silver Copper | Lead Zine eee 

ens Pe fprodueed | Pf ES 
ve ana, LS SN (EN NN SSIS SS OS eT oy 

a a mn __ {Short tons|Short tons| ounces | ounces | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds © °°”: wah 
: =. Blkow...-------------222-2}) 121,398 | 26, 473 467 | 185,088 | 9,664,000 | 1,480,300 | 830,800 Ft 

- ‘Hismeralda_.-...2 22222-2220 2) 1 JL] 84 [oe ef ee fee eee 
po Humboldt_....-.-----.---|| 8,500] 1,768! 1,208] 106,575 13,000. 204,000 |----e- 
oo. Tander_....---------------| 86,640 | - 6,458 | . 4,729 | 56,566 | 1,145,800 300 |-- e  a 
(0 Lineoln = 222222 2L22_2---} 180,393} 23, 658 |. 1,463 | 293,014 1,000 | 4,210, 400.} 17, 914,200 - ee 
— *Mineral_-.---. ee} 200 J 9 fee} 6,087 |e----e----f 7000 | 

Nye. 6724 om | 893909 2,300} 87,200 |------ene 
Os ~ "Pershing. ...-2-2---------- . 28 ]- 12 f..--------]| 828 fee 2,200} 8,200, iy 
-. ... White Pine. _......-...---]7, 654, 570 | 269,015 | 72,526 | 231,295 1142, 824 500. 17,000 f--2e.--ce 

wo re oo 18, 007, 455. | 327, 665 80,395 | 917, 861 |153, 650,600 | .6,008, 400 | 18,753,200 ~ Se , 
| Total, 198 naa 042,097 |. 325,648 | 73, 209.1, 565, 093 |147, 168,200 | 14, 463, 600 | 29,270,000 

oe | | BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES = |... oe a: 

Dry gold... eee} 165 | 60 "886 fees} 4,700] 5500 
on - Dry gold-silver..----2---------------] LP 34 |. -..----- 22] nnn [ eee 

a Copper ........--------2--+----.---+1| 209,793 | 77,513 | 302,484 |153, 609,900} «300 |.-----.-..-, ac 
2 Dead -----ea cies ceceeeececee-| 9,085 | 2,306 | 516,209] 34,000 |. 5,708,600) 509,900 = pet 
0 ines eee tt teee-a--eee-na-------| 18,621] - 515 | 98,748} . 6,700 | | 294.800 | 18, 287,800 ee 

7 Bee a Bg 7 327,665 | 80,395 | 917,861 |153, 650,600 | 6, 008, 400 | 18, 753, 200 eS oe ae 

_. Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in Nevada in 1942,by  . . oe 
| os Classes of concentrates - ae 

. | oe oS - Concen- |: - __, Gross metal content as oe VOR 

oe _: Class of concentrates trates [-—_ oh OOD 

a | produced | Gold. | ‘Silver Copper | Lead | “Zine 9° Shh 

So oe oo Short tors | Fine ounces|Fine ounces Poupds Pounds | Pounds... .- oan 
| Dry gold__...--22---.----2-2--} B17 | 3,335 | 30, 900- 329 | —- 10, 905. 8,719 ae 

‘Dry gold-silver_...222222-02.-]° 34 9821 7,187 |----------| | 96 Jennneeenceee 
Copper. 22-22. 222-22-222-] - 299,793 |. 77,513 | 302, 484 {155,894,621} 849 | 
Lead......---------------.---{ 9, 091 2,316 | 516,745 | | 42,597 | 5, 953, 290 809,204 6p 

Aime. eee e-| 18,625 615 | 98,792 8,362 | 830,448 | 20,204,398 on 

De 828,060 | - 83, 961 956,058 |155, 947,899 | 6,295,955 |. 21,112,406 ae 
Total, 1941..............------| 326,080 | 77,642 | 1, 620, 036 |150, 737, 250.| 15,193,908 | 34,258,607 4 

. | | | | | ae 

: _ \ ia 

oe 
+ ‘ . oA a 

. | | os 
ae 

" rit 

: | ae 
, . oO . tere
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Bey: Mine production of metals from Nevada.concenirates shipped to smelters in 1942, — | ; 
Bo) Be in terms of recovered metals re Ce oa 

Bo oe | «BYCOUNTIES ss a oy 

Bo trates | GOI | Sver | Copper) ead Zing 
foo Pee Tee aaa oan | ee | re ———— ———$____ —— oe 

a Be | Short tons |Fine ounces| Fine ownces| Pounds | Pounds | Pounds. re 
Wee Churchill. ___..-.--.---------- 1{ 9) 02° QS | ---ee-ee foe epee lee eee of 
wee, Olark.2.oi 22 eeie----------] = 804] 2, 785 | 85, 878 f------------] 900 Jee ae 
By eh. *) BY Kow Le. - ee 2-------| 26,4738 | 467 185, 088.; 9,664,000 | 1,480,300}  830,800°:.-. 
met ous, ts Esmeralda..------------------ by ee TP » B4 foe eee feel ee 
i ae -Humboldt...-...------:---+-< 1,827.| 1, 5382 | -- 108,187 |... 14,600} = 213,800 | =ss 8,900 
Boo. Tander.__.-22- --------+-----} 6, 458 ') 4,729-| -... 56,566 | 1, 145, 800. | 800 Jeet, 
Boo Linedin_____2---------------- 23,658 | . 1,463) 293,014; =: 1,000 | 4,210,400 | 17,914,200 
Gee YOM... as. ------------ Sy. 8. 66 Wy. 100 Jee e ee ele. a 
ee » Mimefal_.2..-2_-2-----------22f 0 Dene eee eee] 5, 057 Jee 7,000 Jee eee 
Posies > UN yeo..-7-222---------+--L--- ay 1 39,909 |... 2,300 87, 200 |..--22-.222- oe 
Beg | Pershing._---..---------------| 86]. B46 949 Jeee eel lle (2,400 |... 8,200 - 
Ws oo Storey. ---e-se-------e-nne-e-] LY B20 26 Joel econ |e nee ene f eee een n cee re 
wa Washoe.__...2-2-------------- oo Ly At Ae nf eee cee 
tye - >>. White Pine_.-.-.-.-._----2.-- 269,015 | 72,526 |. 281, 295 |142, 824, 500 17,000 |-------22-2. : 

Bier ono 398, 060}. 88,961 | 956, 058 |158, 652,300 | 6,019,300 | 18,757,100. i, 
Ba _”. “Dotal, 1941_-_----------------- 826,080 | - 77,642 | 1,620, 036: |147, 169, 200 | 14, 463, 606 | 29, 270, 000 ° 

Boe Vwi te - BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES | i 

ae O° Dry gold_vi2.2-2-.---- eee] 517 - 3,335] 80,900 | 1,700; $9,200}; —. 5,500 of 
Boo Dry gold-silver..-..----------| 34 | __ 282 7,387 |_..--.------| © 900 fuseeeee ee od 
gee. Coppers... ic----- 22-2222] 299, 793. -77, 513 | -  302,-484. |153, 609, 900} . 800 |e. 22 4 

ape po Lead... 2222 Ee] 9, 091 m 2, 316 -§16, 745. . 34, 000. §,.718, 900. 509, 900 4 
ga we Zine. -_.--.------------------- «+718, 625 a (615 | 98, 792 |. 6,700 |, 295, 000 {. 18, 241,700 : 

Bee we 888,060 {88,961 |. 956, 058 1153, 652, 300 | 6,019,300 | 18,757,100. 

eo ce Gross metal content of Nevada crude ore and old tailings shipped to smelters in 1942, 
et OT re by classes of material : a ES | 

a a re _ - |Material.shipped) _ Gross metal content - . 

BR, ‘Class of material | | | ola “To | rn rs 4 

we wie - | | Ore. tailings Gold Silver ’ Copper Lead Zinc 

Bate Oo Short’ | Short | Fine: Fine. | — oS . 4 
Brie en . . tons | tons | ownces| ounces Pounds Pounds .|.Pounds — , 
alt . Dry and siliceous gold._.........| 18,551 |.-.-.---} 11, 303 30, 742 44,821 | 5,166; . 28,319 | 

ra _. Dry and siliceous gold-silver....| 31, 367 322 | 6,886} 474,878 14, 870 201, 498 5,292 
eo. Dry silver....-------------------| 16, 826 26 | 564{ . 209,073 9, 225. 270, 037 3,018 — . 
eS Copper.......--.----------------| 57,401 |------.-| 1,035 255, 846 |113, 894, 767 796, 768 |. 142,307. . 
BPE Lead...-...---------------------| 9,214 | 6,408 | 1,403 261, 762 67,996 | 3, 764,858 } 217, 592 
Be Lead-copper.....---------------- 7 [ewe teeeee--e] 4 733 | 2, 312 |..---..--- 
ue Zine.....--.-.----------------:--| 2,375 |--------| - 14 693 6, 667 70, 715 | 1, 479, 398 
~  . * Gine-lead.....------------------- 535 |....---- 7 7i1| = 405. | 122,844 | 255, 191 | 

ee | 136,276 | 6,756 | 21,212 | 1, 233, 749 |114, 039, 484 | 5, 234, 198 | 2, 131, 117 : 
i : Total, 1941.._....-..------------| 197, 544 | 4,125 | 40,937 | 1,941,040 | 11,096, 748 | 5, 267, 456 | 1, 209, 269 a 

oo 1 Includes 6,236,762 pounds of copper contained in precipitates.
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Mine production: of metals from Nevada crude ore and old tailings shipped to smelters. 
eS tn 1942, in terms of recovered metals Pay 

ee BY COUNTIES 2 

a oo o __|Materialshipped| -_ me ede. Bs I 

re | Oo ~ | Gold’ | Silver | Copper | Lead | Zine 7 4 0 3 y8 
vee RS gpg OW Ppp Pe Se ne tailings| Pf 

re ~  L Short | Short Fine | Fine | = fe da o VES, 
Be, ae | a |. tons | tons | ounces} ounces | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds Ce She 
eo Churchill. ___..-.----- 2-2 eee ‘Sl fii. 4] ~ 1,696 |.-.---------] 80,000 |---.----. 

8 Clark 222222 eee e-------------] 1, 691 J:-.-----] 680 6, 202 |_____._.....} 169,100 | 456,000 seh 
eo 0 HKo...-_--- 2-2 ------+--------- | 18, 299 |--.----- 651.| 23,600 | 4,688,000 | 379,700 | :. 65, 200 os Oe 

Esmeralda. 222222722222. 222222222 2] 4, 654 |---| 8,762 | 47,748 | 2,000 | 22,000 |--------- ee 
wo Eureka......-.-..-----.-------------| 2,121 {2-------] 883 | 17,889 | - -2,000 | 30,000 j-------- oh 

Humboldt ]2TTTTTT ETT | aheg7 |) 597 | 2794] 1,400] 8,200) 4,100 
4 , Lander...........-------------------| _7, 846 4} 1,989 64,433 | . 126,200 | 195,700] 2,000 2 es 

| ” Yineoln 22] 24 298 | 200.|. 15.219 | 446, 228 | 1,379, 000. |2, 429,600 |. 89,800, as 
—, byon_..---------=-------+----------- 617 |.-------| 19 165 | | 107,900 |--..------}ee-2----- 0s oe 

-. ) Mineral__.-..-.-.--2--------------1-| 4,918 |--.-.-.-|. 688 | 48, 223 18,000 | 309,000 | 146,000 2 wh ga 

a Nye.---..-...--s-s.-e-sesese-a2.---| 15,767 | 6,430 | 4,583 | 385,711 | . 3,700 | 984,800 |--------- 
a Pershing _--._.-..------s.------222--] 592-[.- ef 146 | 12, 751 18,000 |. 61,600 |. 7,800 2 ie 
a Washoe.__._.-....-....--- =e eee]. 191 (TT 40 | 6545 | 6,000 |. 2,000 |------ ae 
-. White Pine...--_.-..-.__--__-___-._] 57,609 | 122 | 6,101 | 174.764 | 17,321,500 | 111,000 | 866,000). su 

arn , Oo 136,276 | 6, 756 | 21,212 |1, 233, 749 |113, 673, 700 4,732, 700 {1,636,900 ph 
-.* Potal, 1941.......-.-----------------|197, 544 | 4, 125 | 40, 937 +41, 941, 040 | 10,652, 800 |4, 782, 400 + -988,000 AS 

pee BY CLASSES OF MATERIAL ee ae ae 

-.”... Dry and siliceous gold__...-...------] 18, 651 |..--...-] 11,303 | 30, 742 41,700 | 3, 200, |_--s---ee. me 
SS _ Dry and siliceous gold-silver.--.-----| 31,367 || 822 | 6,886) 474,878 12,600 | 161,100). 4,100 0 © ee 
7 ’. Dry silver._2.-.--.. --.------------.| 16,826 | 26 | 564 | 209,073. 8,100 | 171,100}. .2,000 =o | ay 

, Copper_..--..--.-..-------------=---| 57,401 |_-.-.---] 1,035 | 255, 846 |! 13, 559, 600 | 713,900]. 89,8000 0 gs 

- . Yead....--.----.---------.---------| 9,214 | 6,408 | 1,403 | 261,762 | = 45, 400 |3, 530,900 | 158,000) 
oo “Lead-copper.....------------22+-----| 00 | 7 |--------]--------] 44 * 600 | 2, 200 |------222 ou NS 

Ging TTT) 9,875 | 4 | 6938 |. 5,400 | 52, 50011, 185,800 
a, _ Zine-lead_._-.-.--------------------- -, 685. |--------] 71 7 _ 800 97, 800 ~ 197, 700 oe ea 

E3276 | 6, 756 | 21, 212 |1, 233, 749 [1 13, 673. 700 |4, 732, 700 |1,636, 900 2 Ee 

a ! Includes 6,172,600 pounds of copper from precipitates. Co ee ae ee 
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REVIEW BY COUNTIES. AND DISTRICTS. 2 00> Be Rs 

: Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in. Nevada. in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of-recovered metals! gs 

: ines pro- | | | 8 |@olg we Pp ES 
~ ducing 2 Ore and. re Gold. oO | Silwer [se ee tb - Total - cS 

County and district 1 . old a | 6<ode and | Copper | -Lead Zine value. 00.28 
tailings | | oe = placer) 3 - a ce rn IGS 

‘ Lode | Placer Lode. - Placer |. Total | 0 2 2 20f bho oe f © _ - DS a ee 

Churchill County: Short tons | Fine ounces) Fine ounces| Fine ounces| Fine ounces}: Pounds Pounds Pounds ae ES 
\Alpine..-----2-. 12-2. e eee 1 flee] 15 | - | 7 Jenene nee ed - Tyo} 8B fe eect een fen eee eee [eee n nee ene] | $2470 

. ‘Broken Hills_-........-.-..--.-------------| 9  -Joez lee. 1}. B j----- eee] Bye yg . 4 enn een] nee eee fee ae “VIB ta 
~‘Desert....-.-------~-------------------- ee rn 25 1 jes. e eee] DL eB [eects eel) eee eff 8 BT Rr ss 

. ‘Hastgate....-.-.00 2 eee eee eee} 2 Jee 896 — 270 feel . 270-) ...° 2,818 |e fee ee “11,2870 ee 
Fairview.........---..2--.---.2----- eee 2 meee we 1, 304 : 163 ee 163. Oo 17,062 4 seen en eee mene , 30, 000 eae mame ia woe ' 19, 848: ee : NS Ke 

Holy Cross_......---.--------- eee eee eee Lyle 14 |e eee [ee eeeee 350 |22..2----n-| ene e [seen M9 by ee 
“ Wonder.... 2-2 een ene ene ene ee 2 |_.---2-- 1, 818 ; 202 wn encnnce cen! _— 202 ae 17, 993 wenn e nee w ewe nnn en ene nel nee eee 19, 865 Se we Ee 

Clark County: fp ee ep Bi oe PG 
Eldorado Canyon.--...-..-.-.-.----------- 6 }...--.--} . 99,826 7,121 |e tee ee} 7,21) 198,090 foe eee eel) 1,000 |-.-.----.--- , 890,166 = Re 
Searchlight. ......-.-.-...---22 ee eee 10 j.__u_-- 1,017 897 |... eee - = SOT. 7- 2,205: jee ~ 200: |. -t Zl l_.| :. 823,976 Cn FS 
Yellow Pine...__.....-.-.-.-.-----.------- M1 ji... 1, 266 W7 jive} IT 1,267 |.-....-..-...-} 168,800 | 486,000 | 55,214 Kee 

Douglas County: Silver Glance....----.------- 2 4) Dele eee Ld: 1,066 [vessel eee ele 8 798 | z ree ae 
Elko County: . fe 7 : ee poo — ed 

Centennial........--.----------------- 2+ 2 |..------ -. 867 150 |-_-.-2------ _ , 150. B63 [eee ef 1, 600 fue) 51 
Contact_........-.---2-.- 2-2-0 eee eee nee 3 |. -.----- 629. WD |e seep 966 |. «58, 200 |-..---- 2 ---] eee 8, 114 oY. oo yee 
Cope... ..-.---.----- eee enn eee eee e+ 3 2] 116,757 347 | _ AZ 889; ~. 18,883] | 14,148,600 |.-.---.-----]---------.-]}, 1,789,024 2 So ge EE 
Delano. ..-.---.----------------+----- +e -- 2 j.-------| —-—-—«&5A7 | 2 |-------2----] 2 8, 435 ~ 2,400) 114, 700 — 1,800 14,210. yee 
Ferber._....-....----..--.---------------- 1 Jiwi elle} 6 |_------.---- ween enc wenne eeewn cen meee 11} ce 500. }.2---2---- ne meen owewne , : 69 ‘ A yon cee ess 

Gold Circle_..-.-.--....-.---.------------- os re 877) 248 Jee] 248 | = 2, 182 | 2. s || eee eee 10, 196 pe 
Island Mountain.-......-.-.-.----..-------|-.------ A elle. .---.-|---------e -- B4t 34 8 | none - een [eee eee een [eee een eee eef 192 
Jarbidge.._.._.....--.-.---.--------------- 7 |--2-----| | 1,063 | - 350 |.2.....-.--- 850 2,569 | - 100 |..--.-.-----|--.-.-----.- 14,089. Oe 
Lime Mountain........-.-.-.-----------.- 2 686 173 |.....------- ~ 178 |. 824] | 21,500 j-..---------[--e eee] 9 248 RE 
Mardis._._....--------.------------------- i 48; 150 [_--------2--]. — «160 | 100 |. 600 > 200 fee eee 8,407 SM ee 

° Merrimac...._.....--.-.-----.------------- I |iiu- ee. 12, 416 28 |_....---2--- . 28 168, 694 - 24,300 | 1,455,600 | 829,800} 298,576 = 2. oo ee 
Mud Springs......-..-.-.-.-.-.----------- J [ie eee 1 fii. 2-.--}---2--------]o--- eee ee | fee ale 600 J.-...------- AB 

. Railroad......-...----------eneeee eee 2 |. 1,371. Be (is een 10] 4,843} ~~. 16,000 217,800] = «1,900| = 20,879 
Rock Creek.........-..--.---.------------- a 5] 2 Pee s,Q 708 | 22st le] ane BTN 
Spruce Mountain......-..-.-.------------- 4).-.-----| -198 ee 2;  . 2,004 2,400 - 63, 500. - .2,000 6 6B6 
Tecoma..-....-.-.------- eee nee een nee 1 |iiioee. 53 A flee . Ti 286 feet} 15, 400 Jee] |, 288 SS 
Warm Creek............-.---.------------- i 313 [--.-2.2- | eee n [eee ene eee] 20 |...-.--.-...-- 300 60, 500 (+5, 661. . tees 

#smeralda County: : oo BO - _ ope 4. ma 
Deemer 1 [....--.- 57 144 |.2.1..--2-.- . 144] - 94 |e eee eee eee} NOT 
Divide___.....-.-.---.---------------- =e 5 j_.------ 858.) 489 feel 439-| .. 6,580 )--.-2--..--222)---------- 22] nee eee 20,044.00 2 fF et 
Dyer..-.--------------------- +e 1 jise-----] 46 | .-.--------~|-------- eo} oe e eee} 2, 496 | . 100.|  - 1,800 {-2-222. 222] 1, 908 “ys aes 
Goldfield. ......-.....---.2--.-.-------- oe 7 \ 2-2. 2,736; 1,786 |.---.--2--:-|, 1,736 | 944 4,000.) 200 Jee] 61, 86B 
Hornsilver_.-...-.---.--------------------- 9 |-------- 8, 067. - 1,633 |---2- 222-2 1,633 | 86, 511 |. 200 | > 4,300 [eee eee-] 88,480 
plondyke...---------------eeeereeee rte 2 tee Wi 16 fee e eee eee f 16; = 742 + 200] . 8,000 foes 1,648 0 eS e 
Lida.._-.----.----------- een e nee een eee ee 1 3 2 / 1) BF | 68 | 62 | eee eee lee eel ene 2,074 © 0 es



: Lene Motintalitaw:2.~.--..--------------7 Lf 35. OD Jusscecesecee od _ 278 800° 5, 900 ebetsnitenne] 689. ae 

aon ’ P: tte ..-12---- eee 1 wen eeeee 1 . $ |--22--.----- . 8 |e ene ee ne eee eee oe eee (105 RE “ 

Silver Pedk.......-.-.--------------------- 12 |..------ 70, 544 8, 450 |.-...------- - 8, 459 649, 206 |..-.--.------- 1,800 |....-.--.---|. . 787,844 

- > ~ ‘ ' Syivania........---...------2-------------- we eewnne ‘ 1 Beem ween een Beeenenncene 7 2 2 we eee eww eeee pec a ccwececens wee ewe ween omen beeen wes 70 - . a TASS 

a Tonopah foe eee ee eee wenn ene e eee Lj en wn wene 56, 600 230 |..----------|. 230 17,767 |_....---------|------------|--- n-ne 20, 684 

Re . Eureka County: . . - a OC po us 

we Cortez...-------------- eee cee eeeeneeeeeeee en] | D [a ence eee 1,077 ABI |eue---e-----] 459 | 6, 598 2, 000 15,400 |.---------.-| . 21, 751 aE 
- | Bureka..-..-.-- ene e eee eee eeeee| | 1B [Looe eee 1,044 | - 382 |_.-...------ 382 |=: 11, 201 |-2_-----J..--- 14, 600 |-...2--...-- 22, 377 6. EBS 
poe — Gynn.. ieee eee few eee eee| > 5 [eee eee] ----- see eee 206 | .. 206). 14 |......--.-----|------------|--- += -e, A,220 0. As 

Humboldt County: — . . . Be ad 

wo _ Awakening--_.-..-.-.-----.-------------++ 5 |--------|. 1, 504 907 |.-..-------- 207 |. 198 |.....-.--.--.-|------------|------------| - —-:210, 586 iE 

aan . Barrett Springs...-...----.----------<-----] 5 |-------- 8, 782 1,472 |---.--------]| 1,472 106,678} 18,000} 204,100 |-.....-.-..-- 142,628 gq foes 

oy Battle Mountain §_.._.......--...--------- 2 |--------] » 26 11 |.2--.------- MW]. 4 lee ce] eee ee] eee eee - 3888 Bo ou mete 

mS Gold Run.._..-.-..-.---.----------- ee ee] 5. 2 92,487 |- . 4,831 45 4, 876 . 186, 837 ~~ 400 11, 700 |- 8, 000 269, 542 Se 

me | Paradise Valley.......---.-----~----------- 3 |--------] | 50} = 86 |.-----------| 86 D2 [eee eee] ee een ee [eee eee _ 8,025 = vie ALAS 

- _ PotoSi...---------------- eee nee eee een ee 1 |....----] 205,624 46,625 |......------|. ‘46,625 | 8,442) ~ 2,600 6,200 |-...------.-] - 1,688,608 Fe rs 
Lander County: . a . . Jo 7 ' ae —_ ep 

- Battle Mountain §._..........-.-.-.------- 12 2] ° 92,857 | © 6,126 |. 106 | «6, 282}. 105, 962 1,196,500 | 188, 700 |........--.. 450,801 
oe _ Bullion._.....--222..---------------------| 6 1| 86,285. 12,987]. - 2] 12,989} 15,013]: 75,100 1,200 |.-.----...-. 474,458 Qo ws 

Hilltop. ....-.-----------------e eee -- eee Tf} BL 100 Jeet} 190 | $16 | epee n| enn ne eee nc [ce en een e nee 7,017 OS 
McCoy.....------------------ o-oo 1 |.------- . 600 69 |----------} 69 © 200 | a se ne] ene penne eee 2,557 3 Mes 
New Pass......----0------ ene n nn eee n-ne ee 2}.-------| 1,412— 497 |.----..-----| - - 497 — BB fee fee ee eee 17, 454 eS a AS 

. - Reese River. ...---.---.-----.---.--------- . 4 weanwwenee 80 . 8 eee wen wenn . oo 8 a 2, 243 © ‘ 400 - 6, 100 ; ; 2, 000 , 2, 518 ; bg S 2 Bt 

Lincoln County: . : . : a . a a 5 re 

7 | Comet_..-.------------ec ene ne eee eeeeeeeeee| | 1 [ee eeeeeed BO] TT eeeeeeeteeee| 8 T ~ 191 |e 100 |--.---------| 388i ws oath 
Eagle Valley...----..---------------------- 2 |.-.----- . 98 |. 101 |----.------- 101 . 578 |...-.-.-.-----|------2-----|-------- =e * 8,946 ES eos 

oo Ferguson... --.--------------------------] 2 202 BIT | .------ eee 317 - 1,028. j-.2---.-------|---2.-------[-----eeeeeee| 1, 826 ESE 

me Groom....-...-------------------- eee 1 |.---.---} 4,085 2 [Lele eee eee 2 6, 649 1,800} 382,600 |.-.........- 29, 868 a aos 
oe Jack Rabbit........---.---1---------------} 3 |.-.-----| 17,394 141 |.--------.--| AL 242, 644 1, 372,900:| . 713,300 89, 800 309,745 So es 

Co , : Pahranagat...---------------.------------- 1 |------- 189 |------ 2 |---| eee ele “1,017 400 15,400 |-------e----| 1,808 
/ .  Pennsylvania......-.------------+--------- 3 |-------- 101 78 |..---------- 7) . 1,014); ~~ 300 300 |-.--.-.-.--- 3,507 = ob os 

Pioche. ...-...--------.-------------------- 11 |.-.--..- 132, 817 2, 047 |..-.---.---- 2,047 | 487, 253 4,600 | 5, 528,300 | 17,914,200 | 2,455,110 — Sra 

a Lyon County: . . _ | a | os a | 7 te eet 

| Buckskin..----.----..---------2---------n-} dL fae-----] «187 63 j-----------] BC. 58 1,400 |------------|------=-----| «2, 418 ee. 

Cambridge. .......-.---------------------- 1 je---- eee] 62; .  — 2 ju...---.----- a 7 1 jin. ween n | eee nen nn ew een e een] Nl NSS 

= . Palmyra..........-------------------2- een 3 |_-...-.- 242! =: 182 |.w__--------| «182 1,198 |...---.-.-.--.|---22- 22.28 |e. 5, 472 B Pe 

, Silver City..--.---------------------------- 14 2 5, 942 2,365 | 21,660 | 24,025 19,973 |_-.--.----.---|.-----------|-ee----c---- 855,078 A 
Be Talapoosa.-...--.-.---.-.----------------- 8 j--------} © 768 | ss 88:78 | -.~--------- 878). 5, 268 |-------.------|-------- eee ed, 16, 976 . rae 

. Vorington. « -----------------20e-cacono-=* 6 |-------- 576 | Il |------------| 11. 170 - 106, 600 |.-.--.--..--|..---------- 13, 393 EE 

Aurora. .--.. ....-------- 2 ne eee nee 2 |-------- g es ns ee > - 62 [eee eee [eee eee eee] 2 487 Co Se Bees 

Bell. ....2-..----- eee eee eee Qj...----|. 1,765) ~ 102 Jee] 102 |. 9, 381 16,000 | 194,600 | 146,000 88, 793 - Pe 
_ '  Columbus............-.-..------------ ee] 3 |.-------| 957) 204 |....-------- 204) 12,1389} =| 2,000 | 92, 700 |_...-------- 25,375 4 Oe ee 

| - East Walker......-------------------------| 2) |--------| 3] DB fennnnnnenee-| 7 |encleneecencne|oeeeeeecenee[eceeseeeeeeels 7B US 
. Garfield. _._..-------.--2-- eee 2 |_.------ 2, 379 848 |. - ee 343 22,974 |----------4-- 13, 800 |....--....-- 20,2679 te 

. . Hawthorne. .....-.-..--------------------- 2 es 317) 60 |-.-.-2------] 60). 6, 261 fee ell 11,900 |e. cele 6, 631 5B ss 

- Marietta...-...-------------------0--e-----| 8 [-------- 18 12] OS AR 888 Jute 3,000 |------------| = 862. Be 

: Rand. .--2 2222 ene ee eee ne enn enn eee ; 2 wnewronae 19 . jl ee ll ca 14 wee weer we ween eee ene wneane ewewnnucenen s - . 395 a ct es e 

noe Regent .....--.------ ee ece wn n ene n een en ne 2)... 2) 0 2) Ayo BBY 52 eee eee eee eee eee 4192 NE 

, _ See footnotes at end of table. Oo a Be ae cor vont oo | ae ag eB 

me : . : ~ - bot. a Dele i er . — oN SEE Ee ee a SO ee . 2 ae 7 Ce / ne oe - Dos wo ge | eS oe ve 

SA es GES g bled ae A ea ee ES Lr Se RR RS oe Oe PO ee ON ee oe EA ee
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| Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Nevada in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals—Continued . 5 oe 

‘Mines pro- | Bo os ces, ne O fs bo RE ee 

ducing | Oreand | a _ Gold a  Bilwer fo gtap eS a 

. County and district we old [oo ode and | ~~ Copper - Lead - Zine | alue US 
: tailings | a oe placer)-|-. tC peg ee  WORUG Lae 

| Lode ; Placer | ~ so. |. Lede © Placer | Total — op, Pe Ce Sa EES 

Nye County: Short tons |Fine ounces| Fine ounces| Fine .ounces| Fine ounces| . Pounds Pounds |. Pounds Se 

Athens__............---------------------- a - 18, BB feeeeeeeeeeee} CB | 357 |. 22 en] ee feet eee] 51, 880-5 Se 

Bellehelen_.__...........-.-------.---------] 1 j_..-...- 7 3 |_----------- Do 3 4B [epee nee. niente nee [eee eee eee] 167° oe ON 

Belmont........-.----------------------+-- A f-..eee- . 22 |...-.----.--|-----22----+ |--------- =e]. 245 |... nee fee eee eee] 174.0. fp EPS 

Bruner ...--.------------------------------| 1 j--------] 14. 17 |-.----1-----| | 7) 44 Jew] --- eee fee eee] 626 0 5 

Bullfrog. .......--.--.--------------------- 6 |--------]. ~ 331 898 |.-----------| =, 898 [| 1,762/ . - 400 [.--..---.1-.]------------ 15, 231. ~ oe SE 

Currant Creek.......-..-....----ss-s-eee ee fe 17] 18 |. fA TY |oleceeeeeeeeefocceefeeeeeeeeee| | 8B 
Eden-._....--------------- enn eee ween nee 1 |...) OQ). . (Bh 8. BA fe fe] 43 0 Bs 
Golden Arrow .-..-..----------------------| i. 53 { 49 |e - _ 49 OL |e ee |e eee eee 1,858 - a Pe ee 

Hannapah.........-----..----------------- 2 j--------| 21 | © TD flslee eee eee] 179 495 Joc elle efee fee eee eee 6,617 — ey ro eS 

Jackson_......---.--------1-------- eee eee 2 j...-----| = TB | 70 |_.-..-.----- ~ 70 384 |_|] alee eee 2,728 

Johnnie__.........---..--.------- +--+ - 1 1 90 - 3 15 . (WS | Bete eee ee |e e nnn fone eee eee} 682 ig 

Mammoth.........---.-------------------- 3 |-------- _ 87 16 |------------|-  . 16] > 367 |.-----------+- ~ 400 j.-..--------] 848 | 

Manhattan......---.-.-.--.--------------- ‘174 8 |. 3,024;  ~— 1, 808 24,589 | = -26, 397 9, 873.)_..--.---1----|------------]------------| 930, 916 So REPS 

Morey ..--.._-..--------------------- e+e 1 jie. - 287 1. 17. |.-----------] . 17 6, 868 |... -2L2- e+. 2,700 |..-.--.---+--  '§,660 

Northumberland—...-.--...--.------------ a 79, 445. 40,145 [eee tee 10,145 | 8, 877 |---| --------+---|------------ 361, 174 he 

Phonolite........-.-------------------- ee 1 |_-.----- 71 $7 |.-....-----| 0 OB7 EO AAD [lel feeeee-fe eee] BT 
, Quartz Mountain......-..----------------- 1 |..2.---- 149 18 | |  . 2,048/  . 600] - 38,400 |... ee] 4 5B 

Reveille_..._._..--.------..---.------.---- 1 |e -e} 2 [on ec e |e eee ee [ee tee eee 21 f_e eee. | — 800 Ju -uw_-- ae. BBO 

Round Mountain__....-....--------------- 2 2 3, 911 931° Al "972 | > 2,492 | ee [eee |eeeeeeeeeeee | B85, 792 Qe es 

San Antone_....-..------------------------ Q2\..------] 28 17 |_-------eeee} AT) 6,179 Jeep ee} ee ee eee eee 4,989 Qos ass 
Silver Bow ___-...------------------------- 3 |_-_---_- 550. BB ek 88. 7,851 |_--..--------.|---22----ee-|-----eee eee | - 6,738 Woe 
Tonopah 4_........-.--------------------e 5 j---.----| °° 19,555 |. © 8,480 j_--- 2-22}. 8, 480 316, 945 ~~ $00 [eee fe. ++ eee eee 347, 244 NS ES 

I 0 0) | ne 1]: 6B lee eee - 6] 8 fiswwil..---|----2-+-----|----- == UL pS 

Tyb0.....-2.---------- ee nee ee eee eee i ‘8, 991 , 786 {2 nels] 786 43,689 | 2,200]. 945,900 |......-.--.- 122,219 © 990 vw 

Union, --..-..------------------- 2 o-oo Q|.--..---| 8, 729 | Bhs — 21. 40, 251° 2300 | 87,300 |_--.-.------| 84,820 
Pershing County: oo Dos Oo , pe — Pe IB 

Antelope... 2-2-2 eee ee 4} (8% 233 70 31] >. 101 - - g21}.-. 12, 800 ~ 2,200}. 8,200) (6,649 oe ae 

Central_........----...-------------------- Qj eed 195] © 8|.-------| «8 |. | 6, 822 |. 300 | 17,400 |.-------c---| 8,888 ie 
Imlay.._.....-.-.------.---- eee ne eee | 3 118,733 |}. | 8,306}. 36 8, 342° 5, 697 j_.-..-.--..---]----.-------]------------ 296,021. Pe 

JerseV.._ 2 ene eee ne 1 jiu 96 6 feeaeeeee eden fp 5 - 2,305 700 | 33,400 | | 7,800]. . 4,926 ee 

Kennedy. -.---.---..--.-------- eee eee 5 161 a -63 “1, 925 - 4,200} ~~... 700 |_2..- 222+ 4,129 . Eee 

Rochester.....--.---------------- een ee 2 4 ee: - 98] - 34 127} 464 |e] 200 Jee] 4 8B 
— Rosebud...---------------- nee e eee eee 1| (8) 760: 130 (27 7 968 ese] 6180 

Sawtooth..__.-...----- eee eee eee ee |e eeeeee| 2 [eee fee eee] 14 14 |--.--.-2-.|.----2---p----|2-- 2 eee [eee eee 490 Ta eS 

Seven Troughs._.-....--.._----.-...------ y a 2,449 | 1,852 |... (1,852 | 9 2.1, 797 |---.-.2-2.e--|--2----- =| --------- ee 66, 098 a Ds 

. , Sierra......--.---------------- eee ene e eee i 61 65 fone eee eee 65)... 35 |..------2-----|-cee-e ween ee feneeeeeeteee] 2800 7 
Stagegs...-...---------------------- 22-4 ----| 1 j_.--.--- 40). °° 6B Jute cleo 68. - 976 fiocl. ene 7,300 |.----.-2+--- 3, 5638 at 

Trinity .....,.-.-.-.-..----.------------- 1 je veeee ee 6) 1 felt ele oe a 86 |-o20- eee. 2,800 |_..--...--.- OBA 

Unionville......---._..--.-----__----------|---- +e 2 |___2.-----.|_-L eee ee - 1] -. WO [oui ee eee ne ef eee ee ee - 850-0 fe Bags 

Washiki_...._.....--...--2--.------------- 2 feet ~ 60 50 [.--- Lele 50 § |e ee (ee eee eeee-e|eeneceeeeeee f° 1, T8QZ 

Willow Creek__...........-....---------~--|-------- 2 tiie eel eee 326! ° =. 826 470 |. een ele ele eee} 11, 581 oe ae



an Storey County: Comstock.-.......--..--.------ 24 1.| 281,616 | 88,150] 12 |. 83,162 | 208, 654 |. ....-----..--|------------|---+------ 28 1,873,046 0 

oo _ Washoe County: . Ce SO re a a ac EE a 

oe Galena.......--..-......-.------.--------- LT fice eele] _ 89]. Api OT 83 ij... 1, 000. | - 200 Je---eeel-e ee}. 228 AU Soh shst 

: Jumbo........-----.---.------------------- OL feel. 24 | 6 een ee ee eeee BY. me 3 |.o-2 eee ene | eee ee Je eee ee 212 —. eS 

7  Peavine........-.-------------------------| 1 j.---2-- 183 44 |e ee | 44; 6, 830 ~ 6,000 1,800 |-...--22- 7,128 2 0 

. . White Horse........-...------------------- 7 [e--e-- ee] 261 - 249 |. 2-- eee 249 |. 104 |.-.--- 22. [eee eee eee] 8 TBD 

_ White Pine County: ~ — a | Qo ed 

Arum. ..-..------------------ een en ee ee ee | 8 fee eee eed 337 |.....-.-----|-.------2---|---------+--]) 214 ~ 41,700-; | 19,000]. 97, 700 10,717 Qo es 

_ Bald Mountain............---------------- 1 j..-.-.-- 200} (a 4B J eeweeee--e-] 0 BT CG. 10, 900 |.-----------]------------] 3,248 to ee 

7 Cherry Creck.......--------4------------+- 5 |.-.-.---| 8,560} © 818+} 818 36, 486 |.-.---.-------|---+--------|------------ 36866 Ok 

Hagle.....-.----------------c-70-o07077777"| oD eee wi> 0 AIT 977 fee eeeeeeeeee-| 4900 Jee] BD 

ve an Ellison..--..--.------------=-------------- 1 pele. 46) 000 Deen eeleee-f 8 2786 _. 6,400: f..--- ee} - eee ee] — OIF Me 

_ ~ Granite.......-.-.-.----------+------------ 1 |...----- — bl. 87 [ee ee-ee-]| 8 . 24 |i elude eee ene eee eee 3,062 - 4. re 

De. . Newark. -....-..-------------------+------ I [itl ule A eee cel eae ee nen nee ee ee eee} - 138 woe wee cet eneee wee cence wen ecw eww eee]. = 98 < ee rose 

Osceola.--------------------nneeeee--nee nee] 2 3| + 8,412 3367; 44) 8400 | 1,288 eee ere ef] 120,262 gp 

a - Piermont.....----.------------------------| 1 |... ee] 147) 0. tO flee 8 1, 339 |_2 eee] en eee n |e eeeeee eee] 2 162g 

Robinson......-.-------------------------- 23 |___.-..-| 7,692,785 | "74, 60Q°].......---.-| 74,609 | 278, 939 | 7150, 126, 400.)' 80,100 | © 768, 300 | 21,048,229 «SU 0S 

Taylor....-------------2e-e nnn e eee e nee 5 |_-----2-| 9, 084] . *908 |..------2---( =. BOB]. © 90, 544 |e eee] teen | eee eee | 7, 087 

a Ward... enee enn ene e een eee e ene eee eee] 2 | enee eee 61]. “Poe eeeeee-e| 641 |. 1,000} 4,800 |------2e e228 "934 8 ERE 

White Pine._.......-.---------.----------- 8 [..--.---| 3, 807 - Lfocceeeeleeee] 0 2,472 | | 600 | 19, 200 |.-.-.--...-- _ 8,152 Moo ass 

Other districts §..........---------------------- 8 |{_----2-- 15, 571 8,580 |.-.--.-.----] 3,580 | 162, 322 - 78, 500 300 |-.-.-......- 248,497 bey 

ss otal Nevada. ..--.....-----------------| 484 | ~~ 49 | 9,383,379" 247,758 |... 47,354- 205,112 | 3, 728, 435 |.7 167, 326, 000 | 10, 752, 000 | 20,394,000 | 35, 840, 168 & eee 

“Oth Only those, districts shown separately for which Bureau of Mines is at liberty to publish figures; other producing districts listed in footnote 8 and their output included under . 5 Oat 

‘ er districts. . a me oe a . CO - oo a Le 

a 9 Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legalright to property. oe ee 5 ne: 

- 8 Source of total silver as follows: 3,703,455 ounces from lode mines and 19,980 ounces from placers. So eo oo es 

b 4 Tonopah district lies in both Esmeralda and Nye Counties. Be , bos Da . ee oe Cs nos ee gad 

. - ) Battle Mountain district lies in both Humboldt and Lander Counties. _ oo Lo ae og . : Pr 

a 6 Output from property not classed asa “mine.” = . es a | to . cS Be 

’ Includes 6,172,600 pounds of copper from precipitates. .- Pe oe = CD es 

_° 8Ineludes following districts: Dixie Valley and Sand Springs in Churchill County; Dolly Varden in Elko County; National and Varyville in Humboldt County; Pine Grovein .. Sol 

7 i,yon County; and Millett in Nye County. BO co ee ee ee an Ne 

a, , en 

hg Ske Sale CRAs oes: 3 ORE SS Bo cae a oe a ee Seo ae Gig e Aoeet Oe Re
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fe ae | CHURCHILL COUNTY =} ©... : 
ye The Silver State Milling Corporation, reorganized successor to the 
ees. Westgate Mining & Milling Corporation, discontinued its custom- «_— 
“-- eyanide-mill operations at Westgate early in 1942. Thus, the opera- _ 
2. tors of.a number of local properties in’ Churchill County were left : 
yoo. without a profitable market for their ores. — — SO oo 
a Faarvew district—Lessees shipped lead ore to a smelter from the 
7»... Chalk Mountain mine during 1942. Several groups of lessees worked 
* the Nevada Hills mine; 1,253 tons of gold-silver ore shipped to custom 
««: .’. eyanide mills yielded 159 ounces of gold and 15,366 ounces of silver. 
a. Wonder district:—Erwin & Wauchope operated the Nevada Wonder - 
gi... Maine from January 1 to June 30, 1942; 1,671 tons of gold-silver ore a 
ip <<... - shipped to a custom-cyanide mill yielded 199 ounces of gold and 14,993 ; 
sy. ounces of silver. | en 
ko. poo CLARK COUNTY — nes | 

fa Eldorado Canyon district—The El Dorado-Rover Mining Co. oper- 
t. » ated the Quaker City, Magnolia, Crown, and Nevada Eagle claims 7 
a. s from January 1 to December 8, 1942; 25,587-tons of gold-silver ore. 4 
ws. . and 530 tons of old tailings were treated in the company 150-ton 

 - . gyanide mill; cyanide precipitates contained 2,641 ounces of gold and — 
i 128,482 ounces of silver, and 33 tons of concentrates shipped toa 
wo‘ Smelter contained 281 ounces of gold, 7,103 ounces of:silver, and 963 ss 
a ‘-- pounds of lead. The Diamond Gold Mining Co. operated the Te- | 
\..— Chatticup and Jubilee mines from January 1'to December 1;ore was 
wo. treated ina 200-ton cyanide mill. W. W. Hartman operated the — 
<.-. Wall Street mine throughout the year; gold ore was treated.in a 60-ton 
a ~» ~ amalgamation-flotation mill, and the resulting concentrates were _ 
Be shipped toasmelter. © © re a 
Be Yellow Pine (Goodsprings) district—J. Jacobson shipped oxidized | 
*% gine ore from the Green Monster mine to a smelter during 1942. The 3 
2... Defense Metals Co. shipped lead and zinc-lead ores from the Hoosier 
eo’ mine. Hammons & Reed and the Ingomar Mining Co., Inc., operated | 
'. the Ingomar group; 176 tons of zinc-lead ore containing 27,637 pounds 
"* .. of lead and 106,738 pounds of zinc were shipped to a smelter. The 
mo Defense Metals Co. and R. K. Hamilton worked the Root Zinc mine 
oe during 1942; shipments consisted of 89 tons of lead ore containing _ 

770 ounces of silver and 50,308 pounds of lead; 102 tons of zinc ore 
oe containing 10,248 pounds of lead and 82,170 pounds of zinc; and 29 
oa tons of zinc-lead ore containing 8,193 pounds of lead and 7,501 pounds 

ne of zinc. L. F. Jacobson shipped 169 tons of zinc-lead ore containing | 
; 28,606 pounds of lead and 85,754 pounds of zinc from the Sultan mine 

SO between May 20 and October 1, when the smelting company ceased 
aot buying the ore and the operation was discontinued. H: C. Kennedy 

operated the Whale mine from March 19 to December 31; 44 tons of 
zinc ore shipped to a smelter contained 1,580 pounds of lead and 

| 30,099 pounds of zinc. The principal product of the mine, however, 
was vanadium. The Yellow Pine Lease shipped zinc ore from the 
Yellow Pine mine to a smelter. 

| ELKO COUNTY 

Contact district—The Marshall Mining Co. operated the Delano 
, and Allen mines as a unit from April 1 to December 31, 1942; 605
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tons of copper ore containing 10 ounces of gold, 895 ounces of silver, AE 
and 56,997 pounds of copper were shipped to asmelter, = 

Cope (Mountain City) distrit—The Mountain City Copper Co. » 22 
7 (third-largest copper producer in Nevada) was active throughout 1942; eT se 

part of the ore was treated in the company 400-ton flotation mill, and te 
high-grade copper ore was shipped for direct smelting. = Og aa 

Delano district—Lessees on the Cleveland mine shipped 192 tons 

| of lead ore containing 1 ounce of gold, 4,655 ounces of silver, 1,592 de 
- pounds of copper, 58,823 pounds of lead, and 1,198 pounds of zine ae 
“uring 1942. -Lead ore was produced at.the Net mines °° st 

a Dolly Varden district—The International Smelting :& Refining Co. ~ Se 
‘ carried on development:at the Victoria mine'from‘July to December, = 3 

1942; copper ore produced during this work and by a lessee was ae 

a Gold Circle district—Percy Collins. operated the: Miners Gold mine >. 

“ -from July 1 to. November 1, 1942; 205 tons of gold-silver ore were | Sh 

- shipped to a custom cyanide mill, where 101 ounces of. gold and 1,890 . - . 
ounces of silver were recovered: ca gia 

..  Jarbidge district—A. M. Ross recovered 97 ounces of gold: and 75 es 

- + ounces of silver from the treatment of 350 tons of ore mined ‘at the cm 

~ O. Ki mine in 1942.0 a 
Lime Mountain district —Lime Mountain Consolidated operated'the 5 

‘Lime Mountain mine from May 4 to September 30, 1942; 686: tons | og 

of ore shipped to a smelter contained 17 3 ounces of gold, 824 ounces of. ee os 

' gilver, 22,186 pounds of copper, and 28,319 pounds of zinc. Ce 

-.. Merrimac (Lone Mountain) district—The Rip Van Winkle Con- — oe 

-_ golidated Mining Co. treated 12,416 tons of lead ore in the company Re 

-. flotation mill and shipped. to.a smelter 1,137 tons of:lead concentrates = 4 
-.. (containing 23 ounces of gold, 162,322:ounces of silver, 20,745 pounds) ole 

_.. of copper, and 1,505,103: pounds:.of lead) and 938 tons of zinc: con- ar “ 

| centrates (containing 5 ounces of gold, 6,372 ounces of silver, 8,352, a 
‘pounds of copper, 17,874 pounds of lead, and 932,347 pounds of zine)... - tts 

_.. Spruce Mountain (Black Forest) district.—Lessees operated the Black = + 
Forest mine from January 1 to July 1, 1942; 141 tons of lead.ore'con 5g 

| taining 1 ounce of gold, 1,710 ounces of silver, and.41,176 pounds:df- =~ <5 
lead were shipped to a smelter. EE. Parker worked the Humbugmine. =... %@ 

from January 1.to July 1 and shipped to a smelter 44 tons: of lead:ore; °°. as 

 eontaining I ounce of gold, 201 ounces of silver, 509 pounds of copper, ae 

and. 18,160 pounds of lead. __ Se ES ats ye budge eg 
"Warm Creek (Polar Star). district —Turner & Stoddard shipped to‘a es 

smelter 312 tons of oxidized zinc ore (containing 6.ounces of silverand. = 
85,034 pounds of zinc) from the dumps of the Polar Star mine between 
May 2 and June 22, 1942. — | os oe acres 

— _ RSMERALDA COUNTY 2 Oe RS 

: - Diwide district —V arious lessees on the Divide mine shipped 812 tons | at 

- of ore containing 430 ounces of gold and 5,929 ounces of silver during OS oe 

Dyer district—J. A. Molini & Son operated the Green Monster Pes: 

~ mine from March 1 to October 31, 1942; 46 tons of silver ore shipped. * ae 

to a smelter contained 2,496 ounces of silver and 2,996 poundsoflead, “ § .:. 

| Goldfield district—Gold ore produced by various sets of lessees on 2 

the Goldfield Consolidated Mines Co. property was shipped toa %
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Ge smelter during 1942; 2,269 tons of gold ore contained 1,192 ounces of : 
Beg gold, 503’ ounces. of. silver, and 1,414 pounds of copper, 
m ._Hornsilver (Gold Point) district—The Ohio Mines Corporation sus- 
~~ pended operations of the Ohio group mine and the custom cyanide’ 
©... mill at the property during 1942, 0 ts—s ee ee 
ee. '. Silver Peak district:—Price & -Kunde worked the Francis mine and 
#7, shipped ore to a smelter. E.. Cord, operating as the Prescott Lease, oo 
Be _... worked the Mary mine from January to April 1942, when the lease —s_— 
z  was quit-claimed; 24,943 tons of ore treated in the company 350-ton  —__ 
goo... flotation-cyanidation-leaching plant: yielded bullion containing 5,213 ~~ 
eee: ounces of gold.and.1,674 ounces of silver, and 354 tons of ore shipped i to.a smelter contained 482. ounces of gold, 285 ounces of silver, and ~~ 1,109 pounds of copper;: a.small part of the production was the result 
asf lease. operation. | Desert Silver, Inc., worked the N ivloc. mine, oo * .. leading silver producer in the State since 1938; the ore was treated in 
sc. ~~ the company 175-ton cyanide mill. = ee ES es 
t-.  . +, Tonopah district.—In 1942 the Bradshaw Syndicate, Inc., completed 
"e.. ~ construction of a 1,000-ton cyanide plant, designed to treat tailings — 
ce ~. ab, Millers... Operations began March. 6 and were continued by the —s_= 
~~ company until June, when Willow Creek Mines, Inc., took over the = 

management. In all, 56,600 tons of old tailings yielding 230 ounces 
eo > Of gold and. 17,767. ounces of silver were treated; work was stopped Ss 
ee. beforethe end of the year, ee 
Boo Se EUREKA COUNTY Spies A oe 
om See Cortez’ district.—Lessees. operated the Roberts group in 1942; 694: - 
ae - tons*of gold-silver ore shipped to a smelter contained 158 ounces of 

aces gold, 5,993 ounces of silver, 1,135 pounds of copper, and 24;763 pounds. 
i <'. of lead. ‘Lessees operating the Ventura. and Maid Queen mines 
=... shipped to a smelter 383 tons of ore containing 293 ounces of gold 

poo. 8s Bureka district.—Kureka Corporation, Ltd., operated the Oswego 7 ‘ 
fc. Maine intermittently between January and October 1942; 342 tons of A 
to). ore shipped to a smelter yielded 157 ounces of gold and 155 ounces ~ Of silver. Silver Rock Mines, Inc., worked the Wynona mine from | 

January 1 to October 2 and shipped to a smelter 220 tons of silver — 
-~ *- ore-containing 5 ounces of gold and 7 ,829 ounces of silver, = = — - Lynn district.—C. E. and I. H. Lee operated the Gold Coin No. 1 , Bo mine on Sheep Creek from March 10 to July 27, 1942; 1,200 cubic . a yards of gravel treated by ground sluicing yielded 116 ounces of | 

gold and 7 ounces of silver, — | | a | 
mS a HUMBOLDT COUNTY | | 

: | Awakening (Slumbering Hills) district.—Lessees operated the Ala- - _ bama mine during 1942; 339 tons of ore treated by amalgamation 
| yielded. 58 ounces of gold and 15 ounces of silver, and 59 tons of ore Co shipped to a custom cyanide mill yielded 19 ounces of gold and 33 _ ounces of silver. Austin Bros. Gold Mining Co. worked the Jumbo 
_ mine from May 17 to November 11; 1,135 tons of ore treated in the 

company 25-ton amalgamation mill yielded 206 ounces of gold and 
144 ounces of silver. . | 
¢ Barrett Springs (Ten-mile) district—West Coast Mines, Inc., 

| operated the Pansy Lee mine during the early months of 1942; gold-
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silver ore was treated in the company 150-ton flotation mill, andthe a a 
. | resulting lead: concentrates. were: shipped: to:a smelter. The King ©": 
_. Gold: mme was active, eee ee ee 
~ .. Gold: Run. (Adelaide) district.—Adelaide Crown. Mines operated the =. 

Adelaide Crown mine from January:1 to December 7, 1942;in addi-- 0 y* 
7 tion to treating ore from this mine, the company treated 1,556 tons) = 
- ‘of custom ore from 12 shippers. 2! eS 
__. Potosi district.—Getchell Mine; Inc., operated the Getchell mine =  * *! 
- throughout 1942;.. Oxidized ‘ores:.(treated. by.cyanidation without aN 
_ Toasting) were exhausted ‘in September, and=thereafter all ore was 
___- given'a roast before cyanidation; additions were made to the roasting = =? 

_ plant for the recovery of. arsenic. In -addition,'a'250-ton scheelite = ~ ay 
_ _- flotation plant was installed, opetation of‘which:began in September, _- ne a 

ee oe ANDERS COUNTY 4 

Battle Mountain district Symanzik &'Wrobel worked the Armour. > 9 - mine from March 1 to, December 16,1942; 2,864 tons of silver ore =“ _. shipped to a smelter contained 185 ounces of: gold, 30,262 ounces of => __ kilver, and 217,323 pounds of Jéad, The International Smelting & = 
_. Refinmg Co. started operation’ of its newly constructed 350-ton. oe flotation mill at the Copper Canyon mine early in 1942 and shipped = _. copper ore and copper concentrates to a smelter. Broyles & Wilson =. 
_.. .-worked: the Independence mine the. entire ‘year and shipped to a © 
_ Smelter 555: tons of gold-silver ore containing 404 ounces of gold and = 
-.. 40,889 ounces of silver. Franzini & Macdonald worked the. Palisades- © 
_.. Pinnacle group of claims from June 1.to:November.15 and shipped to ae 

a smelter. 226 tons.of. gold-silver ‘ore containing 26 ounces of gold,. ss 
"2,588 ounces of silver, and 8,895.pounds.of lead...) oe 
. i Bulloon.district.—Willew Creek Mines, Inc., acting.as manager for ia 

_ the Consolidated Goldacres .Co.,;opérated the:Goldacres mine from =. oy 
'. March 7 to December 31, 1942, except for a short shut-down caused sy ys 
-_ -by War Production. Board Order-L-208;ore was treated by-cyanida-- 4 

tion. S. Dunham operated: the Gold Quartz:mine:, The LittleGem oy 
_. Operating Co. shipped:copper ore and: flotation. copper concentrates = 

- .. from the Little Gem mine. a 
__ New Pass district.—New. Pass Mines ‘worked the New Pass mine, © *% 

_. from January 1 to July 1,.1942; ore was treated ina25-tonamalgam- —__ Se 
| ation mill: W.H. Smith worked the Thomas W.minefrom January 8 

1 to December 15; 315 tons of ore treated in a 5-stamp mill yielded 146 == 
- ounces of gold and 23 ounces of silver. og 

8 EENCOEN COUNTY 
- Groom district.—The I. M. C. Corporation and D. Sheahan operated = 4. 

oS the Groom mine during 1942; a 50-ton concentration-flotation ‘mill acct 
- was constructed, and lead ore and lead concentrates were shipped to ss “a 

asmelter, Ee 
Jack Rabbit (Bristol). district.—The Bristol Silver Mines Co. oper- Ad 

ated the Bristol Silver mine throughout 1942 and shipped ore to a : y 
smelter. bP aes | | oe 

Pennsylvania district:—Crowe, Phelps & Johnston worked. the - al 
Pennsylvania mine from January 1 ‘to June 20, 1942; 46 tons of ore sts oe 

| shipped to a smelter contained 54 ounces of gold and 564 ounces of sits 3 
silver. 7 oo | | 7
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a. Paoche district—Amalgamated Pioche Mining & Smelting Corpo- _ A 
‘pation and a lessee shipped toa smelter silver ore, lead. ore, and gold- . _ ; 

t= -. silver old tailings from the Amalgamated Pioche mine. The Salt = 
“= Lake-Pioche Mining.Co. Apex and. Financier mines were worked by =~ 
» lessees, who shipped lead ore to smelters; C. EK. Bleak operated the = 
i Apex and W. A. Free the ‘Financier. ‘Ely. :-Valley Mine worked the | 
eye... Hy Valley mine throughout 1942 and shipped zine ore to the Combined 
tel > Metals Reduction Co. custom mill at Pioche.. Lessees worked the. 
“Nevada Volcano mine and shipped lead ore:'to a smelter. The Com- 
~~ bined Metals Reduction Co. workéd:the Pioche Nos. 1 and. 2 mines 
“and treated the zinc-lead ore in the company mill at Pioche, except for _ 
“<> a small quantity that was shipped to the: company mull at Bauer, 
42... Utah. The Prince Consolidated Mining:Co.:shipped zinc ore to the =| 
i... * Pioche custom mill of the Combined Metals Reduction Co. through- | 
wo. out the year and a small-quantity of lead ore to a smelter. Hall = 

iu : .  Bros, Co., Inc., shipped gold-silyer ore from the Raymond Ely mineto 
> q smelter during January and February; 1,406 tons of ore yielded 57 
i. ounces of gold and 6,366 ounces ofsilver. _Pioche Mines Consolidated, . : 

=~. Ine., operated the Wide Awake mine through lessees from January 1 | 
vo to September 80; lead ore was shipped toasmelter, 

Silver City district-~-The Dayton Consolidated Mines Co. operated = 
f° >. the Dayton mine from January 1 to October 15, 1942,' and treated, _ 
veo Gn the company cyanide:plant, 5,050 tons of ore which yielded 1,526 - 
wes. @unces of gold and 8,067 ounces ‘of silver. Ore from nearby mines 
Ree. operated by this company and 5,973 tons of ore received from 94 ship- 
ta... pers upon a custom. basis were. treated at the mill. T. S, Franklin - 

dee --. shipped ore from the Haywood. mine to a custom cyanide mill.. The . 
co oy Gold Rock Mining Co.:shipped ore from the Silver King mine to a oo 

a eustom'cyanide mile os oy 
feo _ -Yerington district.—Lessees worked the Mason Valley mine through- ‘ 
~ out 1942 and shipped to a‘smelter 551 tons of copper ore containing 
>. 8 ounces of gold, 113 ounces of-silver, and 109,072 pounds of copper. 

po MINERAL COUNTY 

a Bell (Simon) district.—Lessees worked the Olympic mine from 7 

bo January 1 to July 1, 1942, and shipped 88 tons of ore to a custom | 

Bo cyanide mill; 83 ounces of gold and 68 ounces of silver were recovered. 
Be Costa & Evansen worked the Simon Lead mine and shipped to a 
So smelter 1,677. tons of lead ore containing 19 ounces of gold, 9,313 
mS ounces of silver, 24,110 pounds of copper, 217,926 pounds of lead, and | 

- ' 199,924 pounds of zinc. | 
| Garfield district —The Mabel mine was operated by lessees in 1942; 

| 23 tons of gold-silver ore shipped to a custom cyanide mill yielded © 
: 4 ounces of gold and 105 ounces of silver, and 1,434 tons of gold-silver — 

ore shipped to a smelter contained 130 ounces of gold and 5,124 ounces 
| of silver. | ) 

| NYE COUNTY 

Manhattan district —E. J. Hyde operated the Big Four mine in 
| 1942: 100 tons of ore treated by amalgamation yielded 128 ounces of 

| gold and 58 ounces of silver. J. L. Sullivan worked the Pathfinder
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‘mine from January 1 to October'31 and panned 500 pounds of ore ——s( 
yielding 58 ounces of gold and 23 ounces of silver. J. Farrell and ay 

_ R. Graham shipped several.lots of ore for treatment by amalgamation, = ~;. 
- cyanidation, and smelting; 128 tons of ore amalgamated yielded 1384 A 
-- ounces of gold and 56 ounces of silver, 12 tons of gold ore cyanided es 
_. yielded 10 ounces of gold and 3 ounces of silver, and 8 tons of goldore =. 

_ smelted yielded 12 ounces of gold and 25 ounces of silver. The = = 
. Manhattan Gold. Dredging Co. (largest producer of placer goldin the = 8 

_ State since 1939) operated throughout 1942; its electric connected-- => mee 
- bucket dredge was equipped with 108 9%-cubic foot buckets. This . © 2 

«company was granted limited permission.to operate after the issuance vf 
_ of War Production Board Order L-208 because the dredge wassituated = ° 

in @ narrow canyon and subject to danger of cloudburst floods. es 
_ . Morey district.—V. J. Barndt worked the Morey mine from January 8 

1 to June 30, 1942, and shipped ore to smelters; 279 tons of silver ore Ag 
-- yielded 15 ounces of gold and 5,441 ounces of silver, and 8 tons of lead ee 

oe ore contained 2 ounces of gold, 1,427 ounees of silver, and 2,839 pounds = oo 

. Northumberland district—The Northumberland Mining Co. oper- —_- > a 
ated the Northumberland mine from January 1 to October 15,1942; =, 

_. #9445 ‘tons of ore treated.in the compariy:300-ton cyanidemill yielded == 
- 10,145 ounces of gold and 8,577 ounces of'silver. = 
 - .. Tonopah district—The Tonopah Belmont Syndicate operated the ©“ _ ae 
oo Tonopah Belmont mine from January 1 to October 7, 1942; 177 tons gE 

of gold-silver ore containing 55 ounces of gold and 5,209 ounces of oe 
_. silver were shipped to a smelter. A shipment of 16 tons of gold-silver — gS 

ore from the Tonopah: Extension: mine to -a smelter contained 54 2 Oe 
+. ounces of gold and 5,506 ounces of silver; the long-idle 500-ton cyanide = _ , 

| plant at the property was totally destroyed by fire October 23. Sev- og 
_ eral sets of lessees worked parts of the Tonopah Mining Co.of Nevada = 

property throughout 1942 and shipped’ gold-silver ore to a smelter. as 
_. Gold-silver ore containing 572 ounces of gold and 50,388 ounces of er 

silver was shipped to a smelter from the West End mine. . « — aac 
_- Tybo district —Hall Bros. Co., Inc., and J..C. Jepson worked the’... 8 

_ Tybo mine during 1942 and shipped ore and old tailings to a smelter; — cf af 
104 tons of gold-silver ore contained 7 ounces of gold, 823: ounces of me! 
silver, and 8,539 pounds of lead; 210 tons of silver ore contained =? 

_ 9 ounces of gold and 1,619. ounces of silver; and 6,408 tons of-lead old. oo 4 
_ tailings contained 612 ounces of gold, 22,389 ounees of silver, and. © .-. a 

| 1,042,524 pounds of lead. CB eS 8 

| os | es - PERSHING COUNTY re Oey 

- Imlay district—The Standard Cyaniding Co. worked the Gold — ois ot 
_ Standard and Lally mines in 1942 until operations were suspended iE 

| as a result of War Production Board Order L-208. | oo | age 
~ _ Jersey district —I. D. Kelly worked the Rex mine from June 1 until oe 

the end of 1942; 96 tons of lead ore containing 5 ounces of gold, 2,395. - as 
ounces of silver, 789 pounds of copper, 34,313 pounds of lead, and ‘ og 
10,892 pounds of zinc were shipped toasmelter, Oo ng 

| Staggs district —The Twin Buttes Mining Syndicate constructed a oe 
15-ton gravity-concentration mill between January 1 and May 10,1942, ey 
after which production was carried on until the end of the year. at
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ve Comstock district—Lessees shipped’ 152 tons of gold ore from the _ 
~~ Chollar mine to a custom cyanide mill in 1942; 113 ounces of goldand 
ho: 1,485 ounces of silver were recovered. A large quantity of company == 
‘gold ore was treated in the 100-ton flotation mill at the Consolidated 
«.  . . -Virginia mine between January 1 and October 24; the concentrates — 
=... were shipped to a custom cyanide mill. Sutro Tunnel Coalition, Inc., 

#.°.. worked the Crown Point and Yellow Jacket mines the entire year. 
ie... The Dayton Consolidated Mines Co. and lessees shipped gold ore from 
c:. the Justice mine to the company custom cyanide mull at Silver City; 
+... the same company operated the Keystone and New York mines from 
| January 1 to October 8 and treated ore in its cyanide mill. "The Con- 
, ~ solidated Chollar Gould. & Savage Mining Co. operated its open pit 
“at the Overman mine from January-1 to December 7; 141,505 tons of. ; 
& .° ore treated by cyanidation yielded 11,752 ounces of gold and 94,017) 

Bo WDE PINE COUNTY = 

i Aurum district —The.Grand ‘Deposit: Mining Co. worked the Grand 
co. Deposit mine from June 15 to December 31, 1942; 280 tons of oxidized 

“. gine ore containing 137,614 pounds of zinc were shipped to a zinc slag- 
oo. fuming plant. The company: received a $10,000 development loan 

‘y.. from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation in November. = =” 
“..... Bald Mountain district--E. R. Wagner shipped 290 tons of gold 
<* ore, containing 43 ounces of gold, 596 ounces of silver, and 11,148 

*.. “pounds. of copper, from the Pioneer mine to a smelter in 1942, 0 
"Granite district.—Lessees worked-the Stinson mine during 1942; 4 : 
he tons of.ore treated by amalgamation yielded 10 ounces of gold and 2 . 

ts ounces of silver, and 47 tons-of ore shipped to a smelter contained 77 

“ ... ounces‘of gold and 22 ounces of silver, 
wos Osceola district.—The Gilded Age Mining Co. worked theGilded Age 
& .* . mine from January. 1 to October 15, 1942; 3,388 tons oforecontainmg — 

bees 3,359 ounces. of gold and 1;220 ounces of silver were shipped to a ' 

moo Smelter, 
“ ,  * . Robinson district—The Nevada Consolidated Copper Corporation, - 

~ . which -had. been the operating subsidiary of the Kennecott Copper 
en ~ Corporation in Nevada for.many years, merged with the parent cor-_ 

a -_-poration.and became known as the Kennecott Copper Corporation, | 
Nevada Mines Division, at the end of 1942. This corporation, which — 

oo operated the Ruth mine at Ruth, the open pit at Copper Flat, the 
| McGill flotation concentrator (daily capacity, 20,000 tons) and the | 

ae McGill copper smelter, both at McGill, was the largest industrial or- 
| ganization in Nevada. As well as being the State’s leading copper 

producer, the company stood second in gold and eighth in silver output. 
| The Consolidated Coppermines Corporation, second-largest copper 

. producer and third-largest gold producer in the State in 1942, was 
active throughout the year; copper ore mined on company account 
was shipped to the McGill concentrator, and small quantities of high- 

) grade copper ore and zinc-lead ore were shipped for direct smelting. 
| C. Caviglia shipped gold ore from the Chainman mine to a smelter. 

S. M. Robison shipped zinc-lead ore and zinc ore from the Columbia | 
mine to smelters during the year. Lessees on the Cuba mine shipped | 
4,440 tons of gold-silver ore containing 362 ounces of gold and 18,669 
ounces of silver to a smelter during 1942. Benson Bros. shipped 30 )
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tons of lead ore, containing 1 ounce of gold, 334 ounces of silver, and =. 4 
- 21,667 pounds of lead, from the Goldenrod mine to a smelter. Gold = |. 

ore from the Hayes mine was shipped to a smelter. A lessee worked = =. > 'Y 
the Jupiter mine from January 1 to November 16 and shipped gold . 
ore to a smelter. Lessees worked the Phoenix mine from July 1 to 9 

_ December 31; 536. tons of ore shipped to.a smelter contained 134. ..- 4 
ounces of gold and 1,048 ounces of silver. The Ely Gold Mining Co.  ~ ¥# 

_ ghipped gold-silver ore and zinc ore from the Revenue mine to a- | "4 
smelter. The Willard Leasing Co. worked the Willard mine from. 5 
May to the end of the year; 675 tons of oxidized ore containmg =, 
694,913 pounds of zinc were shipped for treatment. _ ee 

~ Taylor district.—Lessees worked the Gore mine; 5,711 tons of silver... 
ore containing 113 ounces of gold and 62,709 ounces of silver were .. _ a 

- . shipped to a smelter. Lessees worked the Mineral Farm No.1 mme ot 
and shipped to a smelter 394 tons of silver ore containing 9 ounces of 

. gold and 4,742 ounces of silver, = | eR 

| ee 
. . a 
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_» Production of both copper and zinc in New Mexico in 1942 was. 
_. larger in quantity than im any previous year; that of lead was slightly = a 
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.-Fiaure 1.—Value of mine production of copper and, zine and total value of gold, silver, copper, lead, = ‘3 
- and zine in New Mexico, 1870-1942, The value of gold, silver, and lead produced annually has been 1H: 

. relatively small. a ee De a, Ca Or 

Jess than in 1941 but greater than in 1940.. The output of gold = -- Ag 
-  decreaséd 57 percent and that of silver 49 percent, in both quantity 4% 

and value. The total value of the recovered output of the five ©. «% 
: metals was $29,542,885 in 1942, compared with $25,471,416 im 1941.00 

Copper represented 66 percent and zinc 29 percent of the total value  '& 
in 1942. IIS RE ce 

- Production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and, more particularly, _ ee 
| zinc in 1942 was affected by several factors,.all precipitated by the = -..« 

war. In an effort to stimulate the production of copper, lead, and  . 7 
zinc the Government, through its agency, the Metals Reserve Co., OO 
announced that effective February 1, 1942, premium prices of 5 3 
cents per pound for copper and 2% cents per pound for both lead eal 

| and zinc would be paid for these metals produced in excess of fixed oe 
basic quotas. The celing prices for these. metals on that date (and og 

: they have so remained: through June 1943) were: Copper, electro- og 
lytic, 11.775 cents per pound f. o. b. Atlantic seaboard refineries; os 
lead, 6.50 cents (New York); zinc, 8.25 cents (St. Louis). The quota ae 

7 for each mining company or mine was. based upon the 1941 output. gd 
_ Some of the mines in New Mexico that received basic quotas on their 8 

1941 production have since received, by negotiation with the Metals Ss 
‘Reserve Co., a reduction in the quota tonnage.. On December 1, Oe
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se» 1942, arrangements for additional premium payments for over- 
~~ > quota. metal-output were announced by..the Metals Reserve Co. 
~. .. Operators.who could argue ‘their inability to maintain present rate 
».... of production without. loss of: money:or who could assure additional 
“output were eligible for these additional Government subsidies for _ 
Js... * copper in several steps of 5 cents a pound for each step, or for lead 
"and zine in steps of 2% centsa pound 
«War Production Board..Gold. Mining Limitation Order L-208, 
“issued October 8, 1942, has ‘beén widely assigned in the -Western 
“States as the outstanding single cause for the marked decrease in _ 
ss production of gold in 1942...°An analysis of gold lode and placer 
co operations in New Mexico in.-1942° disclaims this conception for = _ 
s~. . New Mexico. All gold lode operations that would have been affected —_ 
- by this order ceased operations during the first 6 months of 1942. - #. Of the three producing dredging operations in New Mexico in 1942, “=. two_were forced to cease operating by ‘the order; the other stopped — 
ax production in April 1942. Factors forcing the closure of these gold = 
He  properties. were many, .and their: effect was not confined to 1942, 
s~ ... Many operators began to feel the acute scarcity of skilled labor in ") 
rao. «1941. “Higher wages:in-war-material factories and at army canton- 
ements, rismg operating “costs; ‘difficulty of obtaining replacement —_ 
“, equipment, and the drain gn ‘company personnel imposed by the = | 
Lp it 2 , we 4. oe SS gee Pe ee : os : . « _ Lg a 

—. selective service were all responsible for the early closing of the 
gold: properties, 

oe = De re Co i Ro eS ow te oo : , : ; ’ r 

- These factors confronted ‘gold-mine operators as early as January 
sr. 1941, and the complexity of government priorities regulations also a 

had their effect upon zine, lead, and copper.operations in New. Mexico : 
we In : 1942, Operators were confronted with increasing demands for o 

"metals and decreasing supply of labor. Marked absenteeism at the 
y < larger operations. in:'1942 forced::the companies to carry 30°percent o 
Tees more employees on the rolls to insure a near complement of men for ‘ 
po each shift. At the end of 1942 the mine operators in New Mexico : 
‘", found themselves facing the problem of meeting increasing demand : 
» . With insufficient labor in 1948.00 7 ee : 
oo _ _ All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight”; that is, they © | 

ae do not include moisture. = 4 a 
The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated __ 

ee at the following prices, Te 

: me on Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine, 1938-42 ne 

a | Year | 1 Gold? Silver? | Copper? | Lead 4 Zine 4 

- - OL Per fine Per fine . 
y ounce ounce Per pound | Per pound | Per pound 

. 1938__..-..-.--------- eee $35. 00 5 $0. 646-+ $0. 098 $0. 046 $0. 048 
. 1939_....-------- eee 35. 00 6 .678+- 104 . 047 - 052 

. | 1940... 2 eee eee eee 35. 00 7711+ 113 050 063 
1941_ 222 35. 00 7. 7114+] - 118 . 057 075 
1942.0 022] Boo | 7+ 121 067 093 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold from 
January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-++-($20.671835) per fine ounce. 

2 Treasury buying price for newly mined silver. 
3 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Pricein- _ 

cludes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production but excludes value of foreign 
copper delivered to Metals Reserve Co. for domestic consumption. , 

41938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price in- 
cludes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production. . 

5 $0.64646464.  $0.67878787. 7 $0.7111111".
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. . The following table shows the number of mines in New Mexico . ne 
- _ producing gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc and their annual output — eS 

_ of ore and metals from 1938 to 1942; also the total production from. —_ a 
1848 to 1942. The report of this series for 1929 (chapter of Mineral “BS 
Resources of the United States, 1929, pt. 1, pp. 729-759) gives the 

_. yearly production of each important metal-producing district in New oo 
Mexico from 1904 to 1929, inclusive. Subsequent records year by a 

_. year may be found in annual issues of Mineral Resources and Minerals" oe 
| Yearbook. oo — . Ps le 

oo Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in New Mexico, 1988-428,and a 
a _ total, 1848-1942, in terms of recovered metals. rn OY 

A | RLS 
; - - ' . oye __| Mines produc oe thon Gold (lode and placer) | Silver, lode and as y 

: \ mo ——_—_________} Ure (Snort Re 8 de 
| oe Year ] tons) ri Fine my a8 | a _ ' Fine ine | ou : - : Lode | Placer |. ounces Value ounces Value — oF ony 

- 1938_.------2--.e-2 -----| =: 166 164 | 2,414 857 43,050 | $1,506,750 | 1,229,860 | . > $795,061. a, mee 1939... .--.-..--------| 214 | 168 | 4977,375. 36,979 | 1,294,265 | 1,400,878} 950,899 ° 
- 1940_-22 lee (164 179 |} 7,089, 903 35, 943 | 1,258,005 | 1,407,839 | 1,001,130 - - a . © 94D lee 145 103 | 7,530, 226 27,845 |. 974,575 | 1,328,317 | = 944, 581 . mo ad 1942. ce 3 48 | 8,221,512 | 11,961 | 418,635 | 676,170 |. 480, 8382 — oe ot 

1848-1042 weesesea|pnenenes ~@ | 2, 160, 741. 48, 960, 128 | 65,952,746 | 51,631,088 = 
: — So 

vo . 

| : Copper — | Lead. . Zine Total Se oy 

, Year : ae | value ae Pounds Value { Pounds |. Value — Pounds ‘Value — ; i Cy 

-—-:1988._......-----] 40,878, 000-| $4,006,044 | 9,898,000 | $455,308 | 56, 472,000 | $2, 710, 656 $9, 473, 819 oe . 19389_._.2..-...-..} 92, 284,000 | 9,597, 586 | 10,784,000 506, 848 | 58,712,000 | 3,053,024 | 15, 402, 572 ae "Ae 
oe 1940_._......._...|139, 696,000 | 15, 785, 648 | 7,644,000 382, 200 | 60, 626,000 | 3,819,438 | 22, 246, 421 rs 

(1941_____.__...__|146, 956, 000 | 17,340,808 | 9,336,000 532, 152 |. 75,724,000 | 5,679,300 | 25, 471, 416 a ea) 7 1942___.........../160, 200,000 | 19, 384, 200 9, 216, 000 617, 472 | 92,922,000 | 8,641,746 | 29, 542, 885, ce of 

1848-1942... 91, 097, 644 (828, 263, 183 | #249, 292 | 24, 149, 203 | 2 658, 201 | 83, 528, 270 | 536, 531, 822 CO BE 
| eee oS 
a : _ 1 Figures not available. ee 2 Short tons. . a S 8 

: Gold and -silver produced at placer mines in New Mexico, 1938-42, in terms. of Co eg 
a recovered metals | | : | Cae 

oo : Gold Silver Gold Silver - . a “ 
reap (| Total |] |__| Total Oe . Year Year _ all 

| a Fine | value | Fine | -vaiue valne Fine | value | Fite | vatue vaiue Ss © | ounces | — ounces | ounces ounces | is 
|} ]——_}—__}| |} 
1938.....| 2, 626) $91,910{  167|_ $108| $92,018 || 1941._._.| 2, 488] $87,080] 284! $2021 $87, 282. oS 
1939. _... 3, 474] 121, 590 209 142) 121,782 || 1942_._.. 1, 2471 43, 645] | 135 96, 43,741 | ge . 1940....-| 2,928] 102, 480 263 187; 102, 667 . a “ 

Gold.—Mine production of gold in New Mexico decreased from’ 722 
_ 27,845 fine ounces in 1941 to 11,961 ounces in 1942. The principal of 
gold-producing districts in 1942 were: Central, Grant County, which “a 

_ contributed 34 percent of the State output of recovered gold; Mogol- OM 
lon, Catron County, 28 percent; Steeple Rock, Grant County, 12 — vos 
percent; Lordsburg, Hidalgo County, 11 percent; Las Animas, Sierrn = B 
County, 5 percent; and Pinos Altos, Grant County, 3 percent. Dry a 
and siliceous ores yielded 45 percent of the State total gold; copper a 
ore, 40 percent; lead, zinc, zinc-lead, and lead-copper ores, over 4 - ‘ 

. percent; and placers, over 10 percent. . | : 3g 
556250—43-——29 |
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“. . . Silver Mine production of silver in New Mexico was 676,170 = - 
\ fine ounces in 1942 compared with 1,328,317 ounces in 1941. The =~ 
-.. Oentral district: contributed 33 percent of the State total in 1942, 
2. Mogollon 31 percent, Lordsburg 13 percent, Steeple Rock 9 percent, | - 
~~ San Simon 7 percent, Magdalena 4 percent, and Swartz 1 percent. > 
7... Dry and siliceous ores yielded 47 percent of the total silver; zine and = 
-. + gine-lead ore 29 percent; copper ore 28 percent; and lead ore, lead~ its 
. . gopper ote, and a little silver from placer operations, 1 percent... 
‘= Copper—The output of recovered copper from mines in New 
'. Mexico in 1942 was 160,200,000 pounds, a 9-percent increase over 
. the former reeord annual production in 1941. The Chino open-pit 

” ~~ mine of the Kennecott Copper Corporation at Santa Rita, Grant = 
“<- . County, continued to. be by far the largest producer in the State. = 
+The capacity of the concentrator at Hurley is 18,000 tons at the — 
- desired grind and optimum metallurgy; however, the daily average 
J. quantity treated in 1942 was 20,363 tons. Copper concentrates = 
“are treated in the reverberatory furnace and converters at the com- 
* "pany smelter at Hurley. Beginning in May 1942, part of the product. f 

was’ fire-refined at Hurley to 99.92-percent purity, and part con- 
“tinued to be cast into blister-copper anodes (99.46-percent purity) = = 
“~ for electrolytic refining at Baltimore, Md. Other substantial copper si; 
“producers m 1942 were the Burro Mountain group of the Phelps we] 
+... Dodge Corporation at Tyrone, Grant County; the Bonney-Anita 

group near Lordsburg, Hidalgo County; the Stauber mine near Pas- 
~  -tura, Guadalupe County; and the Ground Hog-San Jose group near 
--: Hanover, Grant County. Copper ore and mine-water precipitates _ : 
+ yielded 99 percent of the total copper; virtually all the remainder was — . 

recovered from concentrates produced by milling zine and zinc-lead — 
Beso OROB a | | 
moo"... Lead,—Most of the lead produced from New Mexico minesin 1942 | 
«.  came from the American Smelting & Refining Co. Ground Hog mine 
-. and Hanover mill units in the Central district, Grant County. The : 

total State output of lead was 9,216,000 pounds in 1942, compared : 
Ho with 9,336,000 pounds in 1941. Zinc and zinc-lead ore yielded 93 | 
Bo percent of the total lead, lead and lead-copper ore 4 percent, copper 
_ - ore 2 percent, and dry and siliceous ore 1 percent. : | - 
|  _Zine—The output of recoverable zinc from mines in New Mexico 
_--—inereased 23 percent in quantity in 1942 over 1941. A substantial 
_ gain in production in the Central district, Grant County, was largely _ 

a responsible for the increase. The principal producers in 1942 were — 
a the Peru Mining Co. (Pewabic and Copper Flat mines), Empire Zinc 

: - Co. (Hanover mine group), and American Smelting & Refining Co. 
(Ground Hog Unit), all in the Central district, Grant County; and | 
the Ozark Smelting & Mining Co. (Waldo mine) and the Empire Zinc | 

Os Co. (Kelly group), both in the Magdalena district, Socorro County. | 
Other major zinc-producing districts were the Swartz and Pinos Altos, | 
in Grant County; Organ, in Dona Ana County; and Lordsburg and 
San Simon in Hidalgo County. ° 

| Zine concentrates produced in 1942 amounted to 99,722 tons con- 
taining, as shipped, 263 ounces of gold, 48,924 ounces of silver, 569,373 
pounds of copper, 1,214,821 pounds of lead, and 107,419,144 pounds 
of zinc. The average zinc content was therefore 53.86 percent. The 
zine and zinc-lead ores (1,049 tons) from New Mexico shipped crude
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to the Ozark pigment plant at Coffeyville, Kans., averaged 19.28 - © 
| percent zinc and 9.85 percent lead. sits es Ey 

MENTE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES NS 
Mine production of gold; silver, copper, lead, and zinc in New Mexico in 1942, by = 

a . | | counizes, in terms of recovered metals oe | | ae 

a an - | Mines producing | Gold (lode and placer) | Silver Gode and placer) = 

7 | : _ County | 7 Fine _ rr ee 
. : | - .. Fine : _ Fine Po aes 

DO | | | Pode | Placer | ounces Value — ounces | Value 0 4 

4 . Catron. -~.-------------- +--+ ++ 7 dees 3, 327 $116, 445 210, 2438 $149,506 og 
— . Colfax... ele eee eek 1 ld. 302 10, 570 : 38 27 Tey 

_ “Dona Ana.___--_--_-2------- eee 3 |-.2.------ - 92) 8,220 |_-2 ee feeee os 
Grant______._--.----------------- 36 2i 8,854 | 204,890 | 298,323) 213141 
Guadalupe. ._...-.- 2-2-2 1 |_--.------]------------|-------2----] 789 | BL es 

- - - Wfidalgo___.... 222-2 ------- eee eee} 6"|.-.------- ‘1, 374 48,090} 185,045 - 96,082 9% 
: Lincoln.....-.--------------------[e--o------| 8 | 86 | «i, 260 “4 Boe 

Luna... eee § jo.--. i414 ~ 490 339 OAD 
‘ Otero_......--.-2--- 1a. e ene eee , J file ef el wn enweeencen]: 7 10 ee 7 : oe a 

os Santa Fe. 2 2-2 lle a: 7 «6 _ 273 9,555 | °° - «2404 172 ae ee se 
we Sierra:...------en-n-neenenceeee-] 8 12 612) - 21,420). 1,180] °°. 810 © 
oo — SOCOrTO. ..---.----------------e---] GF [--eeeee---] TT . 2,695 | 29, 998 2138200 

o. : 7 | a (: 48 11,961 |  418,635.| - 676,170} 480,882 = “44 
, Total, 1941._._..-------+--+-------] 145 103 27, 845 - 974, 575 | 1,328, 317 | 944, 581. a oe ok 

Bo nn Copper Lead . Zine : r al te Os 

County . . oe! . . value 
| | Pounds Value .| Pounds Value | Pounds | Value {| © ren 

— atron.-------| 4,700] $208 | 200] $B fete e ef] 9266170 
| Colfax. -—..-.-2-|-.--..-------- |e -e ooo =| oe eee] oe ene nf eee eee ef 10, 597 

Ss Dona Ana. --.-- 6, 200 750 | -.---------]------2----- 211, 000 $19,623]. 98,598 
- Grant__....-...-| 152, 837,000 | 18, 493,277] 7, 134,000 477, 978 | 86,086,000 | 8,005,998 | 27,394,984 = - °°.) 

7 - Quadalupe...---| - "611,000 73,981}... | age 
-Hidalgo....-..-_] 6,716,000}. 812,636 | 292,000 19, 564 197, 000 18, 321 994,648 = 

, . Lineoln.....--.- we ee ewe ren eee een e meson e nnn en saw een ene e ne wane we were mam weno n enone . 1, 263 : . v Sse an 

Luma. --.-------]--.----------]------------] 32, 000 2, 144 32, 000 2, 976 - §,851 eo ae 
 Otero__..------- “1, 400 169 4,000 268] pd ga 
Santa Fe._....-- 300 36 11, 800 791 14, 000 1,302| - 11,856  - 4 

-.* Sierra... 2... 3, 600 |. 436} . 14,000} 938 12, 000 1,116{ © 24,720 — PE 
| Socorro......---| 22,800] -2,759 | 1,728,000] 115,776 | 6,370, 000 592,410 734,972, 

| - 160, 200,000 | 19, 384,200 | 9,216,000 | 617, 472 | 92,922,000 | 8,641,746 | 29,542,885 = | > 
Total, 1941......) 146, 956,000 | 17,340,808 | 9,336,000 | 832,152 | 75,724,000 | 5, 679, 300 25, 471, 416 | i 

Gold and silver produced at lode mines in New Mexico in 1942, by counties, in terms ae 
a - a, : _ of recovered metals ; | eee 

| ‘Ore sold a | Oresola | — ee Os 
Lo Gold Silver ot Gold Silver a 

| . County ov eee (fine (fine County nee (fine | (fine . | oe 
| tons) ounces) | ounces) . tons) ounces) | ounces) _ es 

Catron........----| | 23,987 | 3,827 | 210, 243 |} Otero.__._.--_-_-- ae Wo 0 
Colfax...........- 1, 652 12 7 || Santa Fe_....___.- 515 159 989 oe, 
Dona Ana.._.-..- 880 92 |......-.-. |] Sierra_._......._.. 131 14 1,094 . Se 
Grant..........._-| 8, 020, 719 5, 645 298, 271 || Socorro. ......-.-- 39, 950 77 29,998 - os 
Guadalupe._..._.- 7,498 |..-.------ 789 | |} oy 
Hidalgo..........-| 126,017 1, 374 135, 045 8, 221, 512 10, 714 676, 035 oe 
Luna....... 2... 122 14 339 || Total, 1941_.......] 7, 530,226 | 25,357 | 1,328, 033 8
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=4- Gold and. silver produced at placer mines in New Mewico in 1942, by counties, in. oF 
Bee fine ounces, in terms of recovered metals . | | 

Bee oo a : Sluicing and hydraulic | Dry-land dredges! | = Total = 7 

Ba ee . County rT a 

Pie - Gold | Silver Gold Silver Gold | Silver a 

Ree (Colfax. _--- a eeceeeeeeee eee |ee cee eeen-ce[eee-----e---| 290 31 | 290 3100 
yess. Gramtul lll 971  .. ~~ 80 112 22 209 | . §2 
syed . Lincoln... -...-2 2222-22-22] : 36 , 4 owe ewe cwwoan wee nnn nee ee : , 36 . 4 / 

en Santa Fe____.....-...----2.--- 114 (3 fetl.eee-----}------------ 114]. 3 
peo Sherra 22. 39 13] «559 82] 598 45 | 

we , 26}  50| 961 85 1, 247° - 135 
Bo Mota, 1941] 486 | 49; 2,002] $235; 2,488] | 284 7 

Bae '. _. 1 Dragline and power-shovel excavators with sluices or special amalgamators. Be 

Be MINING INDUSTRY is 

oe The production of ore from New Mexico mines producing gold, - 
ws > ~~ silver, copper, lead, and zinc. totaled 8,221,512 tons in 1942, the largest oo 
=. in any year on record and 691,286 tons more than in 1941. Most of oo, 

the output in 1942, as in 1941, was copper ore mined with power a 
». shovels from the Chino open-pit mine at Santa Rita, Grant County. 

ae The quantity of each type of ore produced, with its content in terms of _ 
recovered metals, is shown in the table that follows. Operatingdetails = 

"at both lode and placer mines are given in the following review by : 
~ counties and districts. oo, nn Oo 
Bee | _. .. QBE CLASSIFICATION — a | | | 

=...’ Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume | 
f:.. on Gold and Silver. — 7 a oe a 

5 J+ .: + Ore sold or treated in New Mexico in 1942, with content in terms of recovered metals | : 

not a Ore | Gold | Silver . _ | : 
mi . 7 ; Copper Lead Zine 
ne Source oe onmees) ona’ (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) . : 

- — Dry and siliceous gold ore. _...------} 5,718 } 1,155 | 4, 378 - 24,828 85, 713 meee ee eee 
a . Dry and siliceous go!d-silver ore _. -._- 29,997 | 4,112 267, 298 8, 338 8,193 |.-.----..-- 

” _ Dry and siliceous silver ore...-------| 2, 116 114 48,459 |.------------].-.--------]----------- . 

, | - | 37,881 | 5,381 | 315,135] 33, 166 93, 906 |__..-----_- 

a Copper ore.......-...-..-...---------| 7, 681, 752 | 4,815 | 156, 613 |1 159,037,787 | 283,207 |--......._- 
- Lead ore.2--._--2--------e eee eee “694 { 145] 3, 653 4,769 | 208,896 |.-------_-- | 

Lead-copper ore__...---.-.-.-.-.----- 618 4 3, 565 42, 303 133, 420 |....----_-- 
| Zine ore_......-.---------------------| 330,230] 288 | 144,792 965, 684 | 5,991, 636 | 59,813, 725 

: - Zine-lead ore _-..----.---------------| 220,378 | 181 | 52, 277 116, 291 | 2, 554,935 | 33, 108, 275 

| 8, 183,681 | 5,383 | 360,900 |! 160,166, 834 | 9, 122, 094 | 92, 922, 000 

a Total, lode mines___..-.....-.-] 8,221, 512 | 10,714 | 676,035 |! 160,200,000 | 9, 216,000 | 92, 922, 000 
Total, placers_.....-..-.-.-----------].----------] 1, 247 185 |.------------|-----------|----------- 

| 8, 221, 512 | 11,961 | 676,170 |! 160,200, 000 | 9, 216, 000 | 92, 922, 090 
Total, 1941__......-..--..------------| 7, 530, 226 | 27,845 | 1, 328, 317 |? 146,956, 000 | 9, 336,000 | 75, 724, 000 | 

| 1 Includes 26,042,745 pounds of eopper recovered from precipitates from mine water and leached dumps. 
2 Includes 16,818,294 pounds of copper recovered from precipitates from mine water and leached dumps.
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| - _ METALLURGIC INDUSTRY. nt 

. ‘The following eight. flotation mills treated 98.62 percent of the AO 
total New Mexico output of ore in 1942: Chino at Hurley, Empire © 

- Zine at Hanover, Banner at Lordsburg, Peru near Deming, Hanover. - Pek 
| Unit near Hanover, Waldo near Magdalena, Calumet near ‘Pinos. ¥% 

Altos, and Southwestern near Duncan, Ariz. (operated on ore from ote 
| the Carlisle group at Steeple Rock, N. Mex.). Ore shipped crude __ er 

| to smelters comprised 1.03 percent of the State total; and ore treated __ og 
/ by the Little Fanney cyanidation mill at Mogollon, the East Camp 4 

ss eyanidation mill at Steeple Rock, and several small concentration © + 
- and amalgamation mills scattered throughout the State constituted sa 

only 0.35 percent of the total. The Chino reverberatory copper fe 
__ smelter of the Kennecott Copper Corporation at Hurley was oper- “OS 

- ated throughout 1942 on company copper concentrates, siliceous, 
carbonate copper ore, and copper precipitates recovered by leaching  _- of _ of waste dumps. A substantial part of the copper production was a 

_ Inarketed for the first time in fire-refined form. The production of os 
_ copper in this form has tremendously shortened the time of refinee a 
‘ment when compared with the time interval of shipment to Balti-.° ae 

_. more for the refining of blister copper by the electrolytic process. ee 
‘The gold and silver contained in the charge to the fire-refining fur- be 

| ace is not recovered in the operation, as would be the case in eléc- os 
_. trolytic refining. By sacrificing the gold and silver and shipping rh 

_ marketable refined copper direct to war material-fabricating plants oe 
(closer to New Mexico by railroad than Baltimore) much time is a 
saved. The destination and treatment of concentrates and ore - * 

_ produced by other operators in the State and shipped to smelters > 
_. In other States are discussed in the following review by counties a“ 

and districts. About 155,400 cubic yards of gravel were treated _ Ne 
_ at three placer mines using dry-land dredges, and a quantity of — oes 

gravel for which figures are not obtainable was handled at small pes 
placers worked by hand methods. = = Se cs 

. Mine production of metals in New Mexico in 1942, by methods of recovery, tn terms : me 
: | oe | of recovered metals Oo | oo oe 

eee J 
OG | Material! Gola Silver | a yg 

| = Method °" meen ‘Ghort ; ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) | | = S 

Ore amalgamated__......-.----- 500|  -170 42 |. e | eee [eee a - Ore cyanided !.___--_---....-.--| 28,802 | 3, 195 226, 787 |.---.---------|----.-------|------ a Concentrates smelted._.........| 337,736 5, 652 341, §52 | 2157, 754,551 | 8,614,813 | 92, 594, 946 . yt Ore smelted........-.--22-2-222] 84,352 | 1607 | 107,654 | 2,445,449 | Go1187| 327° 054 = ; Placer_.....-.....-------------- weannnneee 1, 247 1385 |.--.----------}-----2---_ |e ws 

- _-.-------|. 11,961 | _ 676,170 | 160, 200,000 | 9, 216,000 | 92, 922, 000 oy Total, 1941.2... eeee[CUcIIILLp 27) 845 | 1,328,317 | 146,956,000 | 9, 336,000 | 75,724" 000 Oe 

" 1 Cyanide used was approximately 151,013 pounds of Aero Brand calcium cyanide (approximately 48 | & to 49 percent NaCN). foe 
a nmpdes 26,042,745 pounds of copper recovered from smelting of precipitates from mine water and leached o “3 

| 
. Do oy
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bss Mine production of. metals: from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or | 3 

pos without concentration equipment) in New Mexico in 1942, by counties, in terms 

Bee _ of recovered metals Be OO a ae 

a ee | {Recovered in bullion} Concentrates smelted and recovered metal ; 

Bie - a: mo | treat . oncen-}; os oo o 

ee County | (short | Gold. Silver | trates Gold. | Silver Copper:| Lead 

ee tons) | (fine (fe | produced| (fine | (fine |, Unda) (pounds) | 
wee oS - -1| ounces) | ounces) | (short |. ounces) | ounces) Do . - 

| Gatron. | 2256 | 2,675 | 194,888 |. fe eee eee eee eee - 
we - Colfax..o...-.------.|. 1,652} °.. 12 SP lief eee eee |e eee [ee eee . 

oT. Grants. .} 4,944 520 | 41,896 |_---------|----------|-------2--]----------[-2---- ee | 
fee > Santa Fe__.....-----! 450]: 158 |. 88 [leew] eee |---| ee 

Ah fF 99302} 3,365. | 226,829 |---| feed e enn | eee : 
Oe ee Tota ,1941....--.---] . 90, 519. 11,067 | 690,466; = 84). - 198 | 780) - 9,363 | 878 

ah ie Gross metal content of concentrates. (all produced at concentrating mills) from ores Oo 

eel ined in New Mexico in 1942, by classes of concentrates smelted  ..— | 

pee ee ~ TF Goneen- Gross metal content - oe a 

me oe ase 9 concentra: | pronced Gold Silver Copper (wet Lead (wet gine on 

ee, ce . ao | tons) | “tne . et oesay. assay? | | (pounds). ( 
ee oe . ap - -{ ounces) | ounces) | (pounds) (pounds) — | ' 

Pe 8 Dry gold. ove eee eee dO] A 2] 802 543 |. -.-----.--- a 
Noe ‘Copper......-_......--.--.------| 229,509 | 8,110 | 187,689 | 1 160,012,157 | 224,815 |-_..---.--_. 
Sy ead DI} 2,10} 84 | 88,221 | 43,480 | 2, 289, 706 932, 648 Lo 
eh ead-copper.----2--.-------------}. 6,304}. 556 } 129,752 . 780, 002 |. 6, 368, 080 1, 358, 227 . 

aR _ Zine. ..-.---+---------+----------- 99, 722 263 48, 924 _ 869,373 | 1,214,821 | 107, 419, 144 a 

ty —--F337,736 | 9,047 | 404,658 | 1 161, 405, 314 | 10,097,965 | 109,010,019 | 
Bo co Total, 1941 2....--.---------------| 313,725 | 10, 759 | 518,210 | 3.147, 911,036 | 9,480,715 | 89, 017, 520 

ws. .+ ¥ Includes 26,596, 797 pounds of copper contained in precipitates from mine water and leached dumps. | 
Ree ' - 2 Includes 84 tons of concentrates from gold and silver mills containing 198 ounces‘of gold, 780 ounces of 
Be silvar, 9,550 pounds of copper, and 1,617 pounds of lead. oo 
see (8 Includes 17,185,932 pounds of copper contained in precipitates from mine water and leached dumps. ; 

i Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in New Mexico in 1942, interms 

Fe | : Oo of recovered metals | a 7 

a bo Ls. a BY COUNTIES —_| | oo 

. | | Concentrates smelted and recovered metal i : 
10 . : 

. . 

oe Ore - 

a . Treated Conecen- Gola Sil . 

, snor rates or liver s 
. Copper Lead Zine 

tons) |produced| (fine |. (fine 
_ : | (Short. |ounces)| ounces) | (Pounds) (pounds) | (pounds) | 

oe _ tons) . | 

Dona Ana...______---.----- 880 213 ee 6,200 |..-.------| ___ 211,000 7 
Grant._._____.._________-__]7, 944, 342 | 315,982 | 4,260 | 220,678 | 1 151,014, 644 |6, 844, 747 | 86, 086, 000 

Hidalgo.._....-.-----------| 128, 762 13.350 | 1, 251 90, 763 6, 714, 339 | 254, 505 144, 976 

Santa Fe__._._-_---.------- 43 2 152}. 300 8, 354 14, 000 

Sierra.._..._-.--.-.--------- 99 19 1 831 3, 600 7, 600 12, 000 

Socorro. ..-.-------------- 38, 732 8, 149 48} 29,128 15, 468 |1, 499, 607 6, 126, 970 

8, 107, 858 | 337, 736 | 5,652 | 341,552 | 1 157, 754, 551 /8, 614, 813 92, 594, 946 

Total, 1941_._.._........-.-|7, 352, 950 | 313, 641 | 10, 559 517, 333 | 2 144, 271, 949 |8, 172, 659 75, 179, 301 

i 

_ CB CLASSES OF ORE CONCENTRATED 

Dry and siliceous gold_...-| 3, 180 211 477 2,656 |  -:22,406 | 75, 878 |------------ 

Copper..._.__-_-_-_-------|7, 555, 055 | 229,599 | 4,806 | 141,705 |! 156, 650,170 | 123, 186 |--.-.--.-.-- 

Lead_..........------------ 105 15.|-------- 122 |.........-----| 14,323 |.--..-.----- 

Zine. ....-.------.---------| 330, 089 71, 029 238 | 144, 792 965, 684 |5, 985, 302 | 59, 729, 701 

Zine-lead__..__.._.-_.._..-.| 219, 479 36, 882 131 52, 277 116, 291 |2, 416, 624 382, 865, 245 

8,107,858 | 337,736 | 5,652 | 341, 552 | 1 157, 754, 551 8, 614, 813 | 92, 594, 946 

1 Includes 26,042,745 pounds of copper recovered from precipitates from mine water and leached dumps. 

2 Includes 16,818,294 pounds of copper recovered from precipitates from mine water and leached dumps.
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a Gross metal content of New Mexico crude ore shipped to smelters in 1942, by classes ws 
| ot | a | > of ore - ce ne 

OS . 7 ef : Gross metal content a 

an cussotore | et pes 
ass ofore | shor | as ede a eR 

. | Oo | tons) ae ie Copper | Lead. | Zime 2 

a | i | ounces) | ounces) | Pounds) | (ounds) | (pounds) 

a Dry and siliceous gold_....-.-.---.-.-| | 486}. 496 | 1,673] 2,946 17,645 |... 
a Dry and siliceous gold-silver__..--..-- 2; 847 929 40, 518 9, 183 | 14, 899 .  208- ms 

fo Dry and siliceous silqer._.-..-----.--- 2,116 | 414 | . 48,459 |.-.---_----- . , 986 J.-L Le ee 
Copper.....-.---.--.--..--------.---| 76,697]  9{ 14,908 | 2,454,970 | 200,087 |.-------- 

a Lead_.....-.-.----s.----eeneeeeees---] 589] 145 | 8,581] 5,890 | 216,208 J 
_.. Lead-copper..-..---------¢-----------} 618 4| 3,565] 52,879 (148,244 [2 

+... Potel to copperandiead plants..| 83,303 | 1,697 | 107, 654 | 2,525,818 | 598,014. | 08 2 

. | Zinelead_._212-2-2-2-2-2------------- 899 |.-_-------|----------]------------| 107, 688:| 303,696 

Oo Total to zine plants.......------|__ 1,049 |----.....-|---------|------------|__ 206, 687 | 404,467, eee 

co | CS @4,352| 1,607 | 107,654 | 2,525,818 |  804,651| 404677 = 
: Total, 1941...._.---------2---2--------] 86,757 | 3,583 | 119,454 | 2,750,005 | 1,662,961 | 762,205 8 

Mine production of metals from New Mexico crude ore shipped to smelters in 1948, 
BS Bo by counties, in terms of recovered metals. « ces a Os 

oo a Ore | Gold | Silver cera | tena et Se ERS 
Pos . . | a , |. Copper |: . Lead _ Zine oo Pe Gk 

a County | SNS | oumess) | ounces) | (Potnds) | (pounds) |(pounds) 

©) Catron ee eepeecceeecececeeecececeee| 17] 652] 25,355] 4,700) 200 fee 
Grant. ..--. new ew een cee n--o---| 71, 3 865 35,697.| 1,822,356 | 289,263 j--------e- es 

- Quadalupe.__.__--...s--s--eees----2-f 7498 [----------]> 789 | 611,000 |--e---- fee 
— Aidalgo.2 022i ooo rele] 2, 285 123 | 44, 282 1,661 | 37,495 |. 520% = 

. Guumal.....-----------2------ +--+ 122 14] 339 |_-----------] 32,000 |} 32,000 —. es 

Otero..--.---.-------------+---+------ i eso - 10) 1,400; © 4,000 j---------- | RE 

- Santa Fe_-...-.--. 2 — 92] 1 49 [iu] «8, 446 JL . eS 

 Gierra......--..-.---------------------] | g21 3... 18 ' 263. |.o----------] . 6,400 fee Ce 

Socorro. ooo eee ei eet ee-e--------} 1,218 29] 870 7,332 | 228,303 | 243,680 

Oo re | “$4,362 | 1,697 | 107,654 | 2,445,449 |  601,187| 327,004. 
od Total, 1941......--.-------------------| 86,767 | 3,533 | 119,454 | 2,674,688 | 1,162,463) 544,699 = 

| : | | , | ena! 

, | 

| | | ce Ok 

, : 
, A
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| REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND. DISTRICTS ee ae ASG Le eS 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in New Mexico in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals eR 

Mines Pro- | Ore sold| Gold (fine ounces) | Silver (fine ounces) | : of OES 
County and district 8 or treated a fe Copper | Lead _ Zine Total | oe Ne Wy | (short. |---| (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) value Be 

Lode | Placer} *28) | pode | Placer | Total | Lode | Placer] Total | | oo ee Sage 

Catron County: Mogollon._.....-.--_.-- 7 j--------| 28,987 | 3,327 |_.-._...| 8,827 | 210, 243:|...._._.| 210, 243-| - 1,700 | - | 200 cee $266, 170 SS Colfax County: Mount Baldy..._.....--- 1 1 1,652; 12] 290 302; 7]. 8i - 88 | eee nef eee eee} eee 10, 597 . BOS 
Dona Ana County: Organ___.__..._...-- 3 |...----- 880. 92 fe -- le 92 |----------] fee]. 6, 200 }...22--22-2- 211,000 | ——-:23, 593 eo oe Pos Grant County: Of oo - a p eS Burro Mountain__..._.__...___..___. 4 1 736 Si 2 10 1,101 |_._ 2... 1, 101 7, 312, 800 47, 000 62, 600 894,953 - a Central...-...-2.- 222 eee 11 4 18,001,808 | °4,050 42; 4,092; 224,900 14 224,914 | 145,448,900 | 6, 411,000 | 84, 747,200 | 26, 213, 503 be IS Eureka............--------_------ eee 5 a 48 |. ----- |e fee} «1,194 |-___L_. 1, 194 - 200 © 12,300 |_..-......-. 1, 697 kg Sed 

Pinos Altos_......-..-.--2-22--0------ 6 16 720 ‘178 165 343 2,382 |. 38 - 2, 420 | 11, 000 31,000 | 79, 400 «24, 618 Bee et Red Rock__..-..----- eee | 3 [_..-----}_-.-_---]---___. ys 4 400 [eee eee feeeeeeeee] COL PI es Steeple Rock...-.._........_-_..---..- ss a 9,426 | 1,390 |......-.| 1,300 |. 60,220°}_____.__| 60, 220 29,000:| 86, 700 |_-_---- 2... - 100, 791 Ro ss . Swartz. -...-....------_..- eee x i 7, 838 9 |...--- | | 9 8, 301 |_- Le 8, 301 |. 24,600 ; 546,000 | 1,196,800 |  . 157,079 Shoe HS White Signal__........22222222_2. 2. 3 |__------- 140 10 j---2----} 10 ~ 169 |. ee 169 | - 10, 100 |... 2-2 oe} eee 1, 692 ro as . Guadalupe County.........._.._.._._...- ee 7,498 |. feel feee eee} 789 foe 739.) - 611,000 |_.-2 etl] 7449200 OS ' Hidalgo County: . o Od Co . ee a ae Apache.......--.-..-......--.-------- 1 |i... 80 |_...--.-]---.----|--------|_----------] 20... |---eeeee ee |-e---eee ene ee | oe eee 14, 300 1330. 2 Lordsburg....-------.-.-..-......... 2|........]. 123,397 | 1,257 |_.-._-_-] 1,257 | 90,803 |___._.__| - 90,803 | 6, 715,100 | - 224, 400 113,600 |. 946, 693 B co Se _ San Simon_-_.._...--22 222 3 j..------ 2, 590 117 |_.-----.|- © 117 44,242 |______ 44, 242 - 900 . 67, 600 69, 100 | 46, 620 5 cg te Lincoln County: Jicarilla...........-.____|...____- 8 |.--.-.-.--].- 2-8 36 ‘86 |...--.----| 4 4 |.----2-----2--]-2- eee fee ee 1,263 | mo a Luna County: fo EN ase Cooks Peak........._................ 4}. oe 17 14 |... -_. 14 a) 97 |... ----------| 11,000. |_._22_.-_-.. 1,296 RE Tres Hermanas.......___._...._.____- | © 105 fi. ee} ee feel. 242 | od 242 |..-----.-----.|. _ 21,000 32, 000 4, 555 le ae Otero County: Sacramento._....._....._. 1}... 41 |__.- ded 10 [oe |: 10 - 1,400] 4,000 |_.--.. 2.2. ABA Oe Santa Fe County: - ee . Bs - Ortiz Mountains (Cerrillos) __...-...- 21. 5 65 - 1 112 113. 201 _ 3 204 300 . 11, 800 14,000 | 6,229 NM gs San Pedro__.....-.---......-.-_--...- 2 1!| = 450 158 2 160 ot - - 88 [----- eee ee fee 5, 627 FS Sierra County: . : . oO , : ee Ba SE Chloride. -...---.-.---------.-------- 7 14 2 |-------- 2]. 159 |... 159 |.-------------]) 2,600 J----- 2... 357, DT Eee Hermosa. ._.--..--------------------- | 6 |e }ee feet — 65 [ele 65 |----------.---| 8, 700 Jee _ _ 287 Pk Be 
Kingston... ....-..-.-----.----------- 1 |___---.- 99 Tj.-------] 1] ° 88h ]l} (881 3, 600 7, 600 - 12, 000 2,687 2 
Las Animas (Hillsboro) __-...._._...-- 3 3 11 11 582 593 35 44 | 79 |---------- 2-22] ee eae fone ene 20, 811. - OE Pittsburg and Caballos Mountains. _.|_....__- 9 |---| 16 16 |} 2-21. Li. 1 |i eee ee |e ee PIII 561. So Se . Tierra Blanca. ........-.--..--....---]| * 1 |... _. 1 jee ee fee eee |e os ne ns © Oe 100 }...----.---- A eR Socorro County: Magdalena--...-....... 6 |--------} 39,950} 77 |--z-----| 77 | 29,998 |_-_--- |. 29, 998 22,800 | 1,728,000 | 6,370,000 | 734,972 Soe 

Total New Mexico.._.....-_.-_.._- 78 | 48 8 221, 512 | 10,714 | 1,247 | 11,961 | 676,035 | 1385} 676,170. | 160, 200,000 | -9, 216, 000 | 92, 922, 000 ; 29,542,885 = Ae
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a - | | _. CATRON COUNTY ~ a 

- - Mogollon district—The Black Hawk Consolidated Mines Co. et 
: operated the Consolidated group and the Little Fanney 200-ton - {| 

: cyanide mill near Mogollon, both under lease from the Lehigh Metals  =ssiss 
) Co. Operations were continuous in 1942 until June 18,at which time = 

the Black Hawk Consolidated Mines Co. relinquished its lease on the . °° — 
: property and disposed of all mining equipment but did notremove the - «: 
a mill or its equipment. In addition to ore from the Consolidated group, 8 
. the mill treated custom ore from the Maude S, Champion, Little 
| Fanney, Deep Down, and Bearup claims. Company and custom ore 

treated in 1942 totaled 22,256 tons, from which 2,675 fine ounces of ON 
gold and 184,888 fine ounces of silver were recovered in cyanide © »: 

, precipitates and refined into bullion, which was shipped to the Denver eae 
Mint. Rart of the ore produced from the Bearup and Deep Down _ ong 

_. properties was shipped crude to the El Paso smelter and Ira L. Wright => 
(ore buyer) at Silver City. | | ae co rn 

So _ COLFAX COUNTY = | ne Lg 

. Mount Baldy district (Baldy, Elizabethtown, Eagle Nest)—Only one Ss {g 
= lode mine and one placer mine in the Mount Baldy district produced el 

1n 1942. Fullroe, Inc., worked the Grouse Gulch placer from April 1 Fs 
until October 15, using a.1%-cubic yard dragline and portable screening OS 

| and sluicing plant; this operation yielded most of the gold and silver Mo 
produced in the district in 1942. The 50-ton cyanide plant at the  —_ 
Moreno-Red. Bandana group, 2 miles northeast of Elizabethtown, was OE 
operated on a small scale from May 16 until November 16 by Merco, =—=s_— >; 

—, Ine. Mill feed consisted of a small tonnage of crude ore mixed with a 
old tailings. Cyanide precipitates were shipped to the Arkansas = 

- Valley smelter at Leadville, Colo. A dragline and other equipment |... 
| were installed, and a permanent sluice and jig plant was built, with. =.» 

accompanying water-pipe installation, during 1942 on Willow Creek ss»; 
| near Therma, for treatment of placer gold-tungsten deposits. = — ro. 

7 - .DONA ANA COUNTY oo ee 

-: Organ district—The quantity of ore mined and sold from the Organ st 2 
| district increased from 47 tons in 1941 to 880 tons in 1942. Small- =... 3: 
_- scale operations at the Big Buck property produced 42 tons of crude  . ‘* 

_ ore, which was treated in the Hanover custom mill of the American ae 
Smelting & Refining Co. Operations at the Merrimak mine, largest 4 
producing property in the district, began in July 1942, and thereafter ‘s 
regular shipments of zinc-copper-lead-silver ore averaging 15 percent = § |; 
zinc were made to the American Smelting & Refining Co. selective- a 
flotation zinc-lead custom mill at Hanover, Grant County. Fivetons | “Y 
of zinc ore.from the Pagoda mine also Were treated in the Hanover | | 
custom mill. , re 

GRANT COUNTY Oy 

, Burro Mountain district (Tyrone).—Throughout 1942 the Phelps my 
_ Dodge Corporation continued leaching the old mine workings in situ, a 

by percolating water and precipitating copper from the resulting cop- es 
| per-bearing water, at its Burro Mountain mine, 13 miles southwest of “; 

Silver City. During the year the capacity of the precipitation plant os
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_' was increased, and additional pumping facilities were installed. “L. = 
= ‘Yacomo'and Marvin Fuller unwatered the Full Moon mine in March 
a and began shipping zinc-lead ore to the custom-millat Hanover; small 

 . -but continuous production was maintained at the property for the  =—s_— 
“ -yemainder of the year. A lessee on the Copper Sulphite claim shipped __ 

123 tons of zinc-lead-silver ore to the Hanover custom mill for treat- 
“ment. The Burro Mountain Leasing Co. worked the Thompson  — 

“group of claims, beginning in August, and shipped 87 tons of. oxidized 7 
< copper ore to the El Paso smelter. A small-scale sluicing operation - - 
«on the Paymaster placer recovered gold which was shipped to the . 
~ . Denver Minth i 
oo. Central district (Bayard, Fierro, Georgetown, Hanover, Santa Rita) —~ : 
~.. "Phe Kennecott Copper. Corporation Chino Mines Division, largest. ; 
|" reducer of copper in New Mexico, operated its open-pit mine at - 
» . Santa Rita and flotation mill and reverberatory copper smelter at 
~ .« -. Hurley at over capacity throughout 1942. The output of copper was = 
“. the largest in the history of the operation. Considerable copper was’ - 

><» also recovered from leaching operations. and from siliceous carbonate 2 
-.- copper ore used in the converters as 4 flux. Additional grinding 
“~~ equipment was installed in the 20,000-ton concentration mill, making “4 
...... it possible for the mill to operate at over optimum metallurgical 

Capacity throughout the year. Molybdenum, gold, and silver arere- ss 
Ree covered. in the mill as byproducts. A substantial part of the copper ss 
i was marketed for the first time in fire-refined form. Installation of a oF 
+. 230-foot-diameter Dorr thickening tank and a new. lime-burning : 
--. - - plant was completed, and they were put into operation early in 1942. - | 
.. . Although drought conditions prevailed throughout the year, enough 
“. . + Water for plant requirements was obtained through drilling additional i 
»-. .. wells and from water reclaimed from the Dorr-thickener installation. ° — 
cy Zine production in the Central district in 1942 was the greatest a 
‘in the history of the district. In spite of difficulties caused by govern- ; 
' + > mental priorities, critical labor shortages, and marked absenteeism, | 
“which prevented maximum production, the output of recovered zinc es: 
po increased 22.30 percent over 1941. Production of recovered lead, - 
~.». however, decreased 17.86 percent from 1941. The Peru Mining Co. 
~~ expanded operations at its Copper Flat and Pewabic mines and - 
. shipped by railroad nearly 50 percent greater tonnage of ore to the 
7 company 500-ton flotation mill at Deming, Besides ore from the — a 
“.—, company properties in the Central district, the mill treated custom 

. ore from two zinc properties in Arizona. Concentrates produced were 
a shipped to the zinc retort. plant at Dumas, Tex. Late in 1942 the 
me - company began development and search for ore in the Kearny property, _ 

which resulted favorably, and output of zinc ore began in March 
. 1943. The Empire Zinc Co. operated its Hanover mine group and 

selective-flotation mill continuously in 1942 with an output virtually 
SO the same as that maintained in 1941. Maintenance of full capacity 

of the mill was assured only by shipment of additional ore from the 
company Lynchburg mine at Kelly, Socorro County. Such ship- | 
ments and treatment represented a money loss. Most of the zinc 
concentrates produced were shipped to the New Jersey Zinc Co. | 
plant at Depue, Ill. (Mineral Point Zinc Division); byproduct lead 
concentrates made were shipped to the El Paso smelter. Production 

| of zinc concentrates from the Hanover milling unit (formerly Com- | 
_ hination-Black Hawk mill), operated under fase by the American
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_ . Smelting & Refining Co., was nearly two-thirds greater than in 1941, 
Most of the ore treated came from the company Ground Hog-San  .—.—» 

Jose group, which produced im addition to. zinc-lead-copper-silver- =. = 

milling ore a small tonnage of lead-copper-silver-gold ore, which was 
, - shipped crude to the El Paso smelter. About 22 percent of the total =~. 

oo ore milled was custom ore from the Combination, Hobo, Free Gold, ss. : 
a Barringer, and Peerless properties in the Central district; the Columbia, © oe 

| Grandview, and Royal John claims in the Swartz (Carpenter). district; at 
the Manhattan and Baldback mines in the Pinos Altos district; the = =. = 
Copper’ Sulphite and Full Moon properties in the Burro Mountain ss 

| (Tyrone) district; the Big Buck, Merrimak, and Pagoda mines near 
-. Organ; the Ruth mine near Lordsburg; the Silver Hill property near 
-_. Steins; the Percha mine near Kingston; and the Nitt and El Tigre = 

_- properties near Magdalena. Several small shipments of crude ore |. 
-* -~were made to the El Paso smelter from the Little Goat andthe George-. 4 

town Extension group at Hanover. = =. |... Bd 

‘Late in 1941 the United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co. 
_.. began acquiring, under lease and option, a number of claims in the Ng 
--- vicinity of Vanadium, which it later consolidated into what is now  _- 

known as the Bullfrog mine. Development and exploration at this = -"¥ 

_. mine were carried on throughout the year and consisted of a new . — “cas 
* 626-foot shaft, 2,938 feet of drifts, 23,618 feet of diamond-drill holes, 

-. gonstruction of a steel headframe, shops, office, and warehouse. In oe 
«July 1942 a contract was let for the construction of a 250-ton selective- = 

.. flotation mill adjacent to the mine. Difficulty in obtaining equip- ssi 
ment and carpenters retarded the normal construction progress, SO 
that the mill was not completed and put into operation until March 

_. 1943. Mill feed for the first few months of operation consisted of - == 

~ ore (from. development and exploration) that had been stock-piled = 
- at the mine. It is expected that this operation will add materially — | 

to the production of zinc in the Central district... 0 Se 
| - Ground sluicing of dry-wash gravels in Gold Gulch by prospectors  —S- 

oo and vacationists recovered a little placer gold. 
 - Bureka district.—Intermittent small-scale operations at the Hornet. - 

and Bonanza properties produced small lots of lead ore, which were 8 
shipped crude to the El Paso smelter or sold to Ira L. Wright, ore 

) - gampler and purchaser, at Silver City, . Tg 
: Pinos Altos district—A lessee operating intermittently the 20-ton Oe 

Calumet mill 1 mile south of Pinos Altos tréated zinc-lead-bearing ey 
| - tailings reported from the Cleveland dump and shipped zinc and lead 

concentrates to the Amarillo and El Paso smelters. Lessees on the - ae 

| Baldback and Manhattan mines shipped crude zinc lead-copper-go'd- as 
silver ore to the Hanover custom mill. Gold-silver-copper-lead_and ‘vs 
gold-silver-copper ores were shipped in small lots to the El Paso ~° 
smelter and Ira L. Wright from the Blue Jay, Buckhorn, andLangston ~~ 
prospects in the Pinos Altos district. Virtually all the placer gold 
from the district in 1942 was recovered by Cooperative Placers, — 
which operated a dragline land dredge in Santo Domingo Gulch until - 
April. Numerous small placers, usually operated after flash showers oo 

and cloudbursts that reworked the gulch gravels, were continued oe 
: throughout the year by residents of the community. | — 

Red Rock district—Three tons of copper-silver ore were shipped a 

‘in 1942 from the Fence claim in the Red Rock district. o
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mm Steeple Rock district—The Southwestern Mineral Co. worked the A 
«Center claim and Carlisle dump in 1942 from January 1 until June - 
“=. 30 and produced 3,459 tons of gold-silver-copper-lead ore, of which: = 
"<-> 3,180 tons were concentrated in the company 100-ton flotation mill . | 
s..- . at Duncan, Ariz., and 329 tons were shipped crude to the El Paso “4 
‘smelter. Plans were being made early in 1943 to reopen the property = 
% -.. for the production of zine and lead. Reserves are estimated. at | 
x... 100,000 tons of 5-percent zinc, 2-percent lead, and 4%-percent copper. _ 
~’ ‘The Exploration Syndicate, Inc., continued to operate the East Camp — 
4°.» group until April 1942. All the ore produced was treated in the com- 
= pany 75-ton cyanide mill at the mine; the gold-silver bullion recovered 7 
«=, was shipped to the Denver Mint. Flotation cells were added to the 
fi” mill late in 1942, and the company plans to produce zinc concentrates | 
m-. from East Camp ore in 1943. Small shipments of crude ore were ~ | 
t~- made to’the International Smelting & Refining Co. smelter at Miami, — 
.° .  Ariz., from the Laura, Norman King, and Ontario properties. a 
«Swartz (or Carpenter or Camp Monarch) district—The Black Range __ | 
*". ~ Development Co. reopened the Grandview and Columbia properties = 
3... in February 1942 and produced 6,893 tons of zinc-lead-silver ore, ss 
,. ~ which was trucked to the Hanover custom mill. A.L. Owen shipped  — 
“, .  2ine-lead-silver ore regularly from the Royal John mine to the Hanover | 
Bo custom mill. - a oe es 

White Signal district —A shipment of 128 tons of crude smelting ore : 
"y... reported to be from the True Blue claim was made in 1942. Other | 

activities in the White Signal district consisted of two one-man oper- = 
>. ations that produced small lots of crude ore which were sold to Ira L. - 

Wright at Silver City. Production came from the Big Chief and 
3» Combination prospects. a no | - 

Bo / s,s GUADALUPE COUNTY en | - 
{~ .. The Stauber mine near Pastura was operated under lease in 1942 - 

in _ from January to June 31 by Alex Bonnyman, Jr., and the remainder Co 
ip _ of the year by the Guadalupe Mining Co. Shipments to the El Paso - 
-. smelter for the year amounted to 7,498 tons of siliceous copper ore 
ee averaging 4.24 percent copper and 0.105 ounce of silver to the ton. 

oe me HIDALGO COUNTY - | | 
on Apache district—aA lessee operating the Apache group shipped 1 

carload of zinc smelting ore averaging 30 percent zinc to the Ozark _ 
ee Smelting & Mining Co. leaded-zinc pigment plant at Coffeyville, 

| 7 ans. | | 
| Lordsburg district—The Banner Mining Co., second-largest pro- | 

ducer of copper in New Mexico, operated’ the Bonney and Anita No. 1 7 
_ Inines and a 500-ton flotation mill, 6 miles south of Lordsburg, con- 

tinuously throughout 1942. Ore produced from the various levels of 
the mine is hoisted through a 1,475-foot, vertical, three-compartment 

) main shaft situated 100 feet from the mill. Copper-gold-silver con- 
centrates were sold to the El Paso smelter. Production from the old 
Anita mine, 5 miles south of Lordsburg, was started early in 1942 
following an intensive rehabilitation and development program, which 
consisted in unwatering the mine, reconditioning the 800-foot shaft, 
diamond drilling 297 feet of exploratory drill holes, and driving 130 :
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Oe feet of raise and 43 feet of winze. The ore was trucked tothe Banner |. 
mill at the Bonney mine for treatment. Development at the Bonney == 
mine consisted of 2,744 feet of exploratory diamond drilling, sinking . ;: 
126 feet of shaft, and driving 2,607 feet of drift. The National Zinc 

_. Corporation obtained a lease on the Ruth property and began shipping 
| crude zinc-lead sulfide ore on April 4 to the Hanover custom mill =~: 

| _ (Grant County). Operations were continued throughout the year. 
_ Exploration and development comprised sinking 165 feet of shaft and =... 

a driving 585 feet of drift. In.1943 an experimental 50-ton gravity- 
_ concentration pilot plant was installed on the Ruth property. Ifthe = -# 

metallurgical results of the pilot plant are satisfactory, the National =. 
. .4me Corporation plans to construct a larger mill for treating the © 

— Ruthore | oO ee Ss 
The Federal Bureau of Mines late in 1942 and early in 1943 ex- ne 

plored by diamond drilling at the Atwood group of claims on Atwood =. 
4 _ Hill near Valedon, 4 miles south of Lordsburg, in addition to rehabili- © {3 

tating the Henry Clay shaft on the property. If Bureau findings are at 
a satisfactory, active mining probably will be done on this property 

+ San Simon (Steins) district —The Byrd Mining Co. operated, under | os 
- " Jease, the Silver Hill property 9 miles south of Steins and began regular:  .—.- } 

-.. ¢arload shipments of zinc-lead sulfide ore to the Hanover custom mill =. 4 
(Grant County) in May. Ore shipped averaged 8.14 percent lead,” = *. 

 .--: 3,26 percent zinc, and 1.86 ounces of silver to the ton. TheShattuck- .% 
_.. Denn Mining Co. acquired the McGhee mine under a long-term lease °' 
a late in November and began renovating equipment and buildings ieee: 

sd preparatory to production of ore. Itis planned to treat the oreinthe = — . 
_. Shattuck-Denn custom mill at Bisbee, Ariz. The Diamond Mining —¥ 

_ Co. operated the Volcano group, 6 miles north of Steins, from Aprill =="; 
| to November 1 and shipped 2,115 tons of dry silver ore to the Miami sit 
_ (Ariz.) smelter. Small lots of crude smelting ore were shipped from ~ |. ~*~ 

- the Carbon Hill and Central mines. es ee Oe 

: oO | LINCOLN COUNTY oO oe vee as 

| _ JSrcarila district.—Al the output from the Jicarilla district and = = 5 
Lincoln County in 1942 was in small lots of placer gold recovered 
from stream gravels in the Jicarilla Mountains southeast of Ancho.  —_ 8 

. The gold produced was sold to merchants in Ancho and Jicarilla. as 

: | | LUNA COUNTY - re 

: Cooks Peak district.—Small tonnages of lead-silver ore were shipped =.” 
through Ira L. Wright at Silver City mn 1942 from the “85’-Ethel 
group, Lookout, Mickey, Surprise, and Mahoney Shaft No. 1 prop- a 
erties. | oO a UE 
Deming district —The Peru Mining Co. operated continuously in— A 

. 1942, at slightly over capacity, its 500-ton selective-flotation mill at Oo 
_ Wemple, near Deming. Most of the ore treated was moved by rail- oo 

: road from the company-operated Pewabic and Copper Flat mines in aS 
the Central district (Grant County). Some custom ore from two zinc os 
properties in Arizona also was treated. The output of zinc concen- Sg 
trates increased nearly 50 percent over 1941. | | . ORE
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 ORERO COUNTY 

y Sacramento district.—I. W. Morrison shipped 41 tons of lead-copper- a 
»..- silver ore to the El Paso smelter from the Warwick claim in 1942. _ _ 

6 BANTA FE COUNTY 2 0202-2 

i. Ortiz Mountains (Cerrillos) district—Development and exploration | 
-» on the Mina de Tira property 2% miles north of Cerrillos produced. = 
“- 22. -tons of lead-silver-copper-gold ore, which was shipped to the El ; 

Paseo smelter. The Cerrillos Lead & Zinc Co. operated under lease 
“the Pennsylvania mine, 12 miles northwest of Cerrillos,during the  _ 
~. .. Jast 3 months of 1942 and shipped 43 tons of zinc-lead-silver ore to _ 7 
«+. the Hanover custom mill (Grant County). Sluicing stream gravels | 

goo : on the Ortiz Grant southeast of Cerrillos recovered small lots of placer = 
SC 

wo). San Pedro .or New Placers distriet—A. lessee worked the Candelari _ : 
>. - Polne on a small scale and trucked the ore produced 4 miles to his | 
-..-:10-ton amalgamation mill at Golden for treatment, At the Old Timer _ - 
-. mine, near Golden, 100 tons of ore were mined and treated ina Hunt-- 
“*  Ington mill. Several individuals continued to sluice placer gravels in 

the vicinity of Golden, * 
So SERRA COUNTY I 

“+. Ghlaride. (Apache, Cuchille. Negro) distric.—The only producing 
“-.- properties in the. Chloride district in 1942 were the Apache groupand  =—s_— 
-..... the Minnehaha claim, from which small lots of smelting ore were a 
... .- . shipped direct to the El Paso smelter or through Ira L. Wright at | 
h Silver City, Bo — oS Oe 
i. .., Hermosa district—The only output from the Hermosa district no 
:- ~ 1942 was 6 tons of lead-silver ore from the Pelican group. = | 
Bo Kingston district—A lessee on the Percha mine in the Black Range —_ 
reo. west of Kingston operated part of 1942 and shipped 99 tons of zinc- a 
..-- Jead-copper-silver ore to the Hanover custom mill in Grant County 7 
= for treatment. a a , 
« . . Las Animas district (Hilisboro). —Intermittent small-scale operations __ 
_ on the Tresness, Nicolds, and Wicks claims in the Las Animas district _ 
_. produced several lots of smelting ore, which were shipped to the El 

So Paso smelter or to Ira L. Wright at Silver City. _ | | 
The John I. Hallett Construction Co. continued operations in 1942 

until November 15 at the leased Gold Dust, Graf Von Luxemburg, _ | 
: Bunker Hill, and other placers in a group about 8 miles east of Hills- | 
. boro. The equipment consists of two gasoline-powered dragline exca- 

-vators of 1- and 1%-cubic yard capacity, a Coulter-Ainlay bowl recov- | 
: ery plant mounted on wheels, water-storage tanks, and pumps. 

Sluicing and panning at other placers in the Las Animas district 
| recovered small lots of gold. | 

Pittsburg and Caballos Mountains district—Itinerant prospectors 
panned for gold in 1942 on the stream gravels of the Pittsburg and 
Caballos Mountains district and sold what gold they recovered to the 

| Myers Co. store at Hatch. oo 
rerra Blanca district —L. E. Cleveland shipped 1 ton of lead-silver 

smelting ore from his Silver Bell claim through Ira L. Wright, ore 
buyer, at Silver City. |
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ras SOCORRO COUNTY = es 

Magdalena district—Production of recoverable zinc from the Mag- 
 dalena district increased from 5,159,000. pounds in 1941 to 6,370,000  « 

- pounds in 1942, or 23.47 percent; the output of recovered lead in- 
| creased from 847,400 to 1,728,000 pounds, or 103.92 percent. Raskob => . 

| _ Mining Interests, Inc., continued to operate, under lease and option, == 
a the Waldo mine and 200-ton flotation mill until July 1, when it ree... 

__ linquished the lease and the property reverted to the owners, the = © 
_.. Sherwin-Williams Co. The property remained idle until October 

1942, when the Ozark Smelting & Mining Co., (subsidiary of the | ae 
Z - Sherwin-Williams Co.) resumed production and continued to operate... 
"the mine and mill the remainder of the year. Ore milled durmg = =§ §~ 

---: 1942 by both operators. totaled 29,118 tons, yielding 4,012 tons of 
- gine concentrates and 291 tons of lead concentrates. The ore milled — me 

contained traces of gold, silver, and copper and averaged 2.8 percent =... 

| - Jead and 12.7 percent zinc. The concentrates produced were shipped os 

-..-to the Ozark Smelting & Mining Co. pigment plant at Coffeyville, = - 
- Kans., the El Paso smelter, and the Dumas smelter of the American = 
"Zine Co. of Illinois. On April 10; 1948, the Waldo property (mine ss" 

~~ and mill) was purchased by the American Smelting & Refining Co, 
which continued operations. The Kelly Unit (Lynchburg and Kelly  =——-—-& 
mines) of the Empire Zinc Co. was worked by lessees, who shipped =~ Oy 

. gine-lead ore to the Empire Zinc Co. flotation mill at Hanover and  .§ * 

to the Ozark Smelting & Mining Co. pigment plant at Coffeyville, 
Kans. Victor Papa shipped 267 tons of lead-copper-silver-gold ore =. 

from the West Star property to the El Paso smelter. J.A.McDonald =. > 

- began operations on the Nitt claim in August and shipped crude zinc- 

--.|ead-silver ore to the Hanover custom mill (Grant County) in addi- . ©) 

-. tion to making: several shipments of copper-silver ore to the El Paso 

-- gmelter. A lessee on the El Tigre mine shipped 1 carload of zine-- 

lead ore to the Hanover custom mill. . Be 

is
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a | By CnarLes Waitt Merritt anv H. M. Gayiorp ee wk 

oo | | SUMMARY OUTLINE na | 
ee | - "Page : | , Page» ae > Summary... __._-------.-----------2---2-- 2+. | setae | a Sasa 

Calculation of value of metal production..... 458] Ore classification.......................-(..° 462 . - al oe Mine production by counties__--............. 460] Metallurgie industry.._._......-._....._.--.. 461. - ee 
| Mining industry... -..-.---.-------------2--- 461 | Review by counties and districts. _.-..--.--.- 465 _ | pe 

| SUMMARY Gg 

a _The gold-mining industry of Oregon collapsed during 1942. In ©. 
. 1940 gold production reached an all-time high, but by the end of 1942 oe 

| the few mines with substantial gold output in the earlier months of =” 
___» the year had suspended operations. Silver and lead production also =. 

_ decreased in both quantity and value, and the small rise in copper = 
- output was not significant in the State total for the four metals, = 

- The total value of the gold, silver, copper, and lead (in terms of _— ie 
recovered metals) produced in Oregon was $1,708,297 in 1942 com- —S_ wnat 

. pared with $3,602,468 in 1941. It was divided among the metals as 
follows: Gold, 95 percent; silver, 4 percent; and copper and lead i. 

. combined, 1 percent. No recovery of zinc has been reported since —.: 
_ 1937. Baker County continued to be the leading metal producer =, 

and contributed 40 percent of the State total value; Grant County == °) 
yielded 27 percent, Jackson County 18 percent, Josephine County 7 = = 

_ percent, and the other eight producing counties 8 percent. Distribu- Lea 
_ tion of production, by counties, was much the sameasin 1941. = 9 4 

Rising wages, enlistment of miners in the armed forces, migration __ ee 
of miners to war industries, rising costs of supplies and equipment and o¢ 
the difficulties of obtaining them, higher taxes, and a fixed price for — ot 
gold and silver (principal metals. produced in the State) were factors os 
that continued to crush the industry in 1942 asin 1941. Whenthe << © 
War Production Board issued Order L-208 October 8, production; we 

_- which had already sunk to approximately one-third of its 1940 level, ot 
| quickly collapsed. The five leading gold producers for the year 1942 ee 

suspended operations between October 7 and 31; they supplied 50°. 
percent of the State output. | : Ce 

_ Lode mines were affected sooner than placers, so that only 17 per- cet 
— cent of the total gold in 1942 came from lodes. For a number of AF 

years lode mines had produced about one-third and placers two-thirds ui 
of the gold output. | ae 

| All tonnage figures are short tons and “‘dry weight’’; that is, they he 
- do not include moisture. oe | ae 

Yardage figures used in measuring material treated in placer _— 
_ 556250—43-—30 457 “ped
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. operations are bank measure; that is, the material is measured in the © 

“ground before treatment. a eS a oo oe 
,- +. The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated - 
~~ at the following prices. — _ po | 

Be Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1988-42 oe 

P ee Year oo | @olat Silver? | Copper | Lead 4 | Zinef$ 

eae - uence ounce | Per pound | Per pound | Per pound 
So A988 ee eee eet eee eee $35.00 | §$0.646+| $0.098|- $0.046] $0,048. a 
ares 4989. Lee ee --- = 35. 00 6 678+ 1044 . 047 ~ 052 — 
Boe 9M eee eeeee-| 9 85.00 FT. TLIF . 113° -.050 1063. | 
PE OAL eee cece eee 35.00) 9 7. 711+ .118 | ° -..087 07% 
A 1) 1 35.00} 7.7i1+{ =. 121. |. 067 093 

re a a Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of J anuary 31, 1934. ‘Treasury legal coinage value of gold oe 
ao. from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-+-($20.671835) per fine ounce. : as . | 
yes 9 Treasury buying price for newly mined silver. | a a ee : oo . 

ne 3 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price 
pees ~ ineludes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production but excludes value of foreign ae 
her -_e@opper delivered to Metals Reserve Co. for domestic consumption. _ ae OB , 
ee _ -#1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price 
“yo. dneludes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production, | _ . ae os 
wa Dd -§ $0.64646464. 6 $0.67878787. $07 7 : 

=. Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and. zine in Oregon, 1988-42, and 
ee ae _ total, 1852-1942, in terms of recovered metals os . = 

Be " ‘Mines producing! ore. ota | Gold (lode and placer) | Silver (lode and placer) a 
Be . a Ore, old J 

ee | of. ln -| ete. (shor ine - Fine | wor. - Boe ; | Lede | Placer tons) ounces «|. Value |. ounces | Value } 

ee 1988 g4{ 187 74,936 | 81,729 | $2,860,515 | 100,507] $64,974 tw: 
ee 1989 ef 6 | 201 69,025 | 93,372 |. 3,268,020 | 105, 388 71,586 
Be 94D ee U2} «192 | 105,469] 113, 402 | 3,960,070 | . 219,112 | 155,813 | 
a : . 1941.2 ‘ : 91 153 98, 160 96, 565 q 3, 379, 775 . 276, 158 : 196, 379 
pels 1942.00 | 48 |. 88 31, 728 46,233 | 1,618, 155 87, 376 62,134 

Bo 1852-1942... .--.--|-----------+}---------+--| (2) 5, 667, 021 |126, 308,778 | 5,177,158 | 4, 759, 521 : 

ne ae - Copper § | Lead © _ Zine | - 
Year —_—_—_—_—__-—---  - owas | Total value 

oon oe Pounds Value Pounds | Value | Pounds Value | 

me 1938..............|°  76,000| $7, 448 46,000} $2,116 |-_-----]_- 2] $2, 985, 058 
1939.....-.---...- 96, 000 9, 984 30, 000 1,410 [2.22 }l 22 ----.--} 3, 350, 950 

, a 1940.....--.------ 176,000 | 19,888 70, 000 3, 500 |_..-.-..---.}--.---.--.--] 4, 148, 271 
194122. ee 166, 000 - 19, 588 118, 000 6,726 |.......-.-._|---..-.-----] 38, 602, 468 
1942. _-....-.----- 206, 000 24, 926 46, 000 3, 082 |_--...------]------------} 1, 708, 297 

| > 1852-1042.__...] 912,826 | 4, 636,655 3737 | 74,983] 3140 | $13,846 | 135, 702, 733 

. 1 Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right to 
property. . 

’ Figures not available. 
3 Short tons.
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| Gold produced at placer mines in Oregon, 1988-42, by classes of mines and by methods. ss 
| | . I _ of recovery es ree eee 

| ; a Mines [| “23 —— ann RSAANED Oo Saas 
a So Loe : treated - 8 Co 

: ( Simamjmmes fags | SERS | Hine, | vue fpereuie 

| Surface placers: - : a ef : . . | ae a 

. _ Gravel mechanically handled: . oe . ao Cee ats 
- . . .  Gonnected-bucket dredges: f . as 

: 1988. .- ee nnn enn ne nee 5|- 7,258, 000 29, 006 $1, 015, 210 $0. 140 rca: 
Se 1939.20 n eee] 5} 6,267,000 | 25,028] ~ 875,980}  .140 Oe 

1940.22 ee 6 7, 580, 000 24,951 | «873, 285 ~ 115 . os 

. 04D eee een eee ee eee 7 6, 670, 000 24; 131 844, 585 - 127 So 

| W942 enna eee e ne eee 6| 4,725,000} 21, 641 757,435 | — . 160 Ng 

3938 _....--.--.--------.------------- ef 11 2, 891, 000 15, 989 | 557, 865 . 198 OS 

po ABQ. eee eee eee eee] «10 | 5,964,000 | 26, 257 | 918, 995 . 154 Ce 
040 eee eee eee eee 23. 7,361,000 | 35,216 | 1, 232, 560 . 167 nee: 
DAD eee eee ene ee ce weeennned 25 6, 256,000 | 28, 395 ~ 993, 825. 159 | 4 

- 1942. 2 --n--- 22+ enna ne eee 14 2,852,000 | 18,383. 468, 405 . 164 ess 

—..- Suction dredges: | a . Sb CE 
.  94E eee eeeeeef CE 27,000] 191 6685) PB 
oe . 1942... eee one nases- mean a nee nw ne mn wo mncenene caer snes cscces eww ewe none 7 : ms ea 

-. .. ., Nonftoating washing plants: ‘ - a tf — . : ee cn 
. 0 OBR nnn tense cee eee een ewe ene e nee - 5 |. 136,000] = 1,768. 61, 880 455 0 eee 

998922 eee 13 346, 000 | .. 2,169 75,915; «6 219 ae 
7 oe | 29 -. 638, 000. 4,092 | 143, 220 | - «224 | re 

ee 1941 ene eneeeneeceeeeeee-| «17 | «567, 000 2, 757 _ 96, 495 WO 
ae 1949. oo ooo eee eeneeneneeenneee----f 6 | 45,000} 880 |. 13, 300 296 Cg Es 

. _ Gravel hydraulically handled: . 1. eo a : ee a 
Hydraulic: OS vo, oe | oF 

988 ee nee ee ne ee ene en eee een 661. 731, 000 3,261 | 114, 185 - 156 a ey 

1939... eee eee eet 7 | 440, 000 2, 585: 90,475 +. .206 rs 
(> 1840. eee en nee ee eee ' 82 ~ §99, 000 } 2,731 |. - 95, 585 160 Rs 

| 1941. eee 63 683,000} 2,306} ~~. 80,710 118 cca 
MAD neater ee nee nner eee nen 44}. 306,000 | ~=«-1,420} ~~. 49,700 620 

| Small-scale handmethods:$ = =  -{| ce ; . pS 
Co et: - 7 ot a | re 

7 1938. _..-.----- 2-2 eee 571. 832,800 | — 3,874 135, 590 407" ook 
(1989... ----.L--------------------- 83 299, 200 4,398 | - 153,930: ~514. ke 

(1940. eee -------- 44 |. - 499, 300 4, 279 149, 765 ~ .38000 re 

1941.2... + ----- fd 33 . 438, 300 2, 553 89, 355 . 204 mM 

| ©1942. one eee eee 12+ 220,500 | «1, 462 | 51,170) 282 

, Dry: oe | | | ote od od 
1988_.- ee e 2 800 16 . 560 |. -. 700 ‘ moe oot 

1939____..-.----------.------------ 1 400 13 | . 455 11880 
an 1940_.....--.-.--.--------------------- 1 ~~ 600 21  - 5]. 1.470.° rr 

| — Y94N eee eee 1. 100 3 | 105 1.050 SM 
. 1942. .-.--.---.-----=--.--------------- ween n een -|------ enn wow enneeen|-------------- we eee ewe 4a 

. : ————e ee * os ag 

Underground placers: oo, qo oo ls an 

Drift: Os 

1988..._.------------------- +--+ -- ++ -- 11 5, 400 467 16, 345 3. 027 wig 

. . 1939... ...------------------------------- 13 5, 400 329 - 11,515} = 2.182 os 
1940... --.--.--.----------------~-------- 10 6, 200 287 10, 045 1, 620 . rs 

. 1941____..--- nee e eee 6 4,600 94 3, 290 715 ough 
Oo 1942... _.__..------------------------- == 4 1, 500 50 1, 750 1, 167. oo 

Grand total placer: | | as 
1938__......-_-.--.------------------------] 157 11, 355, 000 54, 331 1, 901, 585 - 107 an 
1939... -e bene eee ee 201 | 13,322,000| 60,779 | 2,127, 265 100 me 
1940.22 eee ee 6 192 16, 684, 000 71, 577 2, 505, 195 . 150 

. 194}... ne nn eee 153 14, 646, 000 60, 430 2, 115, 050 . 144 ae 

1942... ..-------.---------------------- 83 8, 150, 000 38, 336 1, 341, 760 165 Ct ONS Ss 

a Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right to a * 

property. - . 

4 Ineludes all placer operations using dragline excavator for delivering gravel to floating washing plant. 2 

3 Includes all placer operations using suction pump for delivering gravel to floating washing plant, except vos 

those producing less than 100 ounces of gold, whieh are included under “Small-scale hand methods’; no ne 
suction dredges reported for 1938-40, inclusive, and 1942, . . 

4 Includes all placer operations using power excavator and washing plant, both on dry land; when washing 3 
plant is movable, outfit is termed “dry-land dredge.” _ ‘f ae 
ait Includes all operations in which hand labor is principal factor in delivering gravel to sluices, long toms, aS 

xes, pans, etc. ot 
p A mine using more than 1 method of recovery is counted but once in arriving at total for all methods. s
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ea - Gold.—Production of gold in Oregon in 1942 decreased 52 percent  — 
“compared with 1941—the output from placers 37 percent and that - 
«from lode mines 78 percent. Of the total placer gold, connected- ; 
Boo bucket dredges recovered 56 percent, dragline dredges 35 percent, 
.’ + hydraulicking and small-scale hand methods 4 percent each, and 
=... nonfloating washing plants (with mechanical excavators) and drift 
ye mines 1 percent. Virtually all the lode gold was derived from dry ores a 
, and most (96 percent) of it from dry gold ore. Although 131 proper- 
Poe _ ties produced in 1942, the bulk of the gold came from relatively few 
"tomes; the following 10 properties, listed in order of output, supplied | 
"71 percent of the State total: Sumpter Valley Dredging Co. (con- 
Obey - nected-buckét dredge), Porter & Co. (connected-bucket dredge), 
ro Stearns & Owens (Kubli operation) (dragline dredge), Ferris Mining 

Co. (dragline dredge), Sunshine Mining Co. (Burnt River Division) | 
we (connected-bucket dredge), Timms Gold Dredging Co. (connected- 
¥.- . . bucket dredge), Ellis Mining Co. (gold ore), Stearns & Owens (Alaska 
-y. 1. Of Oregon operation) (dragline dredge), Western Gold Dredging Co. 
;..-  (connected-bucket dredge), and Consuelo Oregon Mines (dragline oa 
- . dredge). . Only one of the 10 is a lode mine. ne 
ee Silver —Silver production in Oregon in 1942 decreased 68 percent —— 

compared with 1941. Of the State total, Jefferson County yielded - 
«+ almost two-thirds, and_most of the remainder came from Lane and 2 
, Baker Counties; dry silver ore yielded 45 percent, dry gold ore 27. 
-) °° percent, dry gold-silver ore 20 percent, and placer gravels almost all — ) 
tthe rest. Smelting of crude ore accounted for 59 percent of the total - 
~. lode silver and smelting of concentrates for virtually all the rest. 
te Copper, lead, and zine-—Most of the copper output of Oregon in 
u.. 1942 was a byproduct of ores worked primarily for their gold content.» 
&... The lead output of the State, which totaled only 46,000 pounds, was 7 
we.) derived entirely from precious-metal ores. No zinc was reported 
y 0 ‘Fecovered. — | fC re 

7 MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES | 7 
no | Mine preduction of gold, silver, copper, and lead in Oregon in 1942, by counties, in 
me | terms of recovered metals | a 

ee . ; Mines producing ! Gold | 

. County | . Lode Placer . Total 

can Lode | Placer - ae on . sri, | vawe | (fine, | awe | se, | vane 
Baker_.._._---2._--- Il 11 2,731 | $95, 585 16, 455 $575, 925 19, 186 $671, 510 
Coos__..------------]---------- (?) ~---------|---------- 17 595 17 595 
Curry__._-..--- 2-2 ]e eee 2 |.-.--.----]-------_-- 28 980 28 980 
Douglas. _-_..._-_._- 1 5 13 455 97 3, 395 110 3, 850 
Grant_._....-----_-- 7 15 1, 502 52, 570 11,541 | 403, 935 13, 043 456, 505 
Harney__..__....---_|--______-- (4) weenne----| oe 6 210 6 210 
Jackson. .....-_..__- - 44 17 354 12, 390 8,423 | 294, 805 8, 777 307, 195 
Josephine. ___._____- 12 29 1, 859 65, 065 1, 521 53, 235 3, 380 118, 300 

: Malheur. __..---22 2 }---2 ee. 3 [------.--_}--- 22 247 8, 645 | 247 8, 645 
Union. ._.--..-...--_]-.-- 22. 1 fete eee fee 1 35 1 35 
Other counties 3_____ 3 |---------- 1, 4388 50, 330 |.-----.---]---------- 1,438 | — 50,330 

48 83 7,897 | 276, 395 . 38, 336 |1, 341, 760 46, 233 “1, 618, 155 
Total, 1941_________. 91 133 36, 135 |1, 264, 60, 430. [2, 115, 050 96, 565 | 3,379, 775 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, and lead in Oregon in 1942, by counties, in ae 
| | terms of recovered metals—Continued : So , ee 

ae Siiveiacerye Copper =| —sLead E! oes | 

| a ounces | Value Pounds | Value | Pounds Value . ey 

| Baker.......-...--.-----------] 10,959] $7,793 | 6, 000 $726 |..........|._........| $680,029 eS 
Coos....------ 2-2-2 7 5 |-.--------]----------|-------- fee 6000 ee 

\ Curry....----.-----.-----------|. 7 § |--------- | fof 985 — ok 
o Douglas._---....---------------] 24 V7 |_.-.--.---|----------|----------]----------| 3, 867. a Oy Grant. TTT] 4,986 | 3,510 [74000 44 [2 UTTTT/TTTTTIT]ae0j499 

. Harney. -_----...---..---- 2 |---| eee] te - 210 °° |. een 
Jackson_-_.....-..-.------------ 1, 336 950 |-.------~-]----------] 2,000. $134 | 308,279 ae 

/  —s« Sosephine.._..-------22--------| 526 (374 | ~~ 16,000 1,936 |.----..---|----------] . 120, 610. G8 
| Malheur. ...-.2--2---------2---| 88. 27 |----------|----------]----------|----.-----| 8,672) ie 

‘Union._......-.-_..-------+---]----------|----2-----|----------|----------|------- |e 35 el 
. _ Other counties $___........-..--| 69,543 | 49,453 | 180,000 | 21,780 | 44,000; 2, 948 124, 511 . Bt 

; : a 87,376 | 62,134 | -206,000| 24,926 | 46,000]  3,082| 1,708,297 = =—s—s—“‘<i‘~CS 
Total, 1941_.._._._._...-.1--.--| 276,158 | 196,379 | 166, 000 8 118, 000 6, 726 | 3, 602, 468 ee 

So a Exeludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right to ot “oa 
| roperty. . a ' | ee 

P 2 Output from property not classed asa‘‘mine.” =—-—_ . Ce on 
3 Jefferson and Lane Counties. CO de 
4 Sources of total silver as follows—1942: 80,235 ounces from lode mines and 7,141 ounces from placers; 0 Oe ae 

«1941: 264,953 ounces from lode mines and 11,205 ounces from placers. a ee as 

eo a MINING INDUSTRY oe 
Of the 31,728 tons of ore Gneluding 3,075 tons of old tailings) sold er 

- or treated in Oregon in 1942, Lane County produced 12,442 tons or OS 
39 percent, Baker County 6,623 tons (including 2,500 tons of old => v' 

. tailings) or 21 percent, Josephine County 4,795 tons or 15 percent, —s os 
_ Grant County 4,721 tons or 15 percent, and Jefferson County 2,615 a 

_ tons (including 400 tons of old tailings) or 8 percent. Almost 92  —~ 
percent of the ore (including old tailings) was dry gold ore, and ,—° »} 

_ virtually all the remainder was dry gold-silver and silver ore. ras? 
_ The six properties worked by connected-bucket dredges had one os 

, dredge each, none of which worked at more than ‘one property in ag 
1942; at the end of the year all operations had been suspended. Ten == 
dragline dredges washed gravel at 14 Oregon properties, but none = 
Was in operation at the close of the year; the dragline excavators — = 
were equipped as follows: 3 each with 2- and 1¥%-cubic yard buckets aos 

-and 1 each with a 3-, 2%-, 1%-, and 1-cubic yard bucket. — of 
Reports on the use of quicksilver at Oregon placer mines indicate os 

that 867 pounds were consumed during 1942. The placer operators | mt 
. reporting on quicksilver consumption furnished 1942 data from’ = .. 

which the following quantities of gold recovered per pound of quick- ==: 
| silver consumed have been calculated (1941 figures in parentheses): ee 

Connected-bucket dredges, 37 ounces of gold per pound of quick- | a 
silver (none in 1941); dragline dredges, 76 ounces (55); hydraulic me 

_ mines, 30 ounces (21); and small-scale hand operations, 27 ounces (6). Cs, 

| ORE CLASSIFICATION | a ay 

Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume J od 
_ on Gold and Silver. | os
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ee Ore and old tailings sold or treated in Oregon in 1942, with content in terms of 
By | recovered metals co | | oe 

Wo a Material sold or . | ep | 
7 ee oe re | treated — | of a 7 
ee . Souree —_—————--| Gold -| Silver | Copper | Lead | a 

pe | | ghort | shore |. wine | Fime | 2 4 
See Ge oe, tons - fons | ounces - ounces Pounds | Pounds . ) 
eo -. . Dry and siliceous gold ore.......-.----| 26,380 | 2,675 |- 7, 562 23,421 | 176,600 | 26,000 . 
wa oe Dry and siliceous gold-silver ore_—__-_- 1, 180 400} 181 17,338 | 5. 500 10,300. 

ne Dry and siliceous silver ore...__..--=--- 1,035 |----------. 202; | 39, 459 8, 500: 9,700 |. 
Ce Copper ore.._..-----------------------] - 58 |---------- 2 17 15, 400 |---------- 

Fs - otal, lode mines.........-..---|. 28,653} 3,075] 7,897 | 80,235 |. 206,000} 46,000 
Pe ‘Total, placers_....--.-----------------|----------]-------+--]/ 38. 386 J, A4L Jee ------fee----2--- - 

Be Lge T 8,075] = 48,283] 87,376 | 206,000 | 48,000. 7 
Ry 0 0 etenentce 96,975 | 1,185] 96,565 | 276,158 | 166,000 | 118, 000 | 

Bo ss METALLURGIC INDUSTRY ——_ ——te : 

“Of the State total ore and old tailings (31,728 tons), 58 percent was 
po treated in concentrating mills, most of which used flotation; 23 per- , 

on ~ cent was treated in amalgamation and cyanidation mills, with or with- | 
-* gut concentration equipment; and 19 percent was shipped crude to 
> * smelters. Ultimate recovery of 50 percent of the total lode gold was 
- from the emelting of ore; 29 percent from the smelting of concen- 
~- trates; 16 percent as bullion from cyanidation of ore and old tailings; 
--... and 5 percent as bullion from amalgamation of ore. All material  _ 

requiring smelting was shipped out of the State, as Oregon has no— - 

Boe smelters. = = 9 | | cS | 
“Data furnished by operators of some of the gold and silver mills , 
/ show that 4,003 pounds of 91-percent sodium cyanide were consumed . 
Be in recovering 1,235 ounces of gold and 198 ounces of silver from 4,213 
pee tons of ore and 2,500 tons of old tailings, and that 21 pounds of quick- 
'. . silver were used in recovering 170 ounces of gold and 44 ounces of 
mo silver from 278 tons of ore. ee oS | 

“<0. Mine production of metals in Oregon in 1942, by methods of recovery, in terms of 
- | Oo : recovered metals | 

| Method of recovery Material | Gold Silver. Copper Lead 

| . Short Fine | Fine . 
. . tons ounces ounces Pounds Pounds 

Ore and old tailings amalgamated_.--_--.--- 565 437 i a 
Ore and old tailings cyanided........-.--.- 6, 838 1, 246 | - 204 |_..-.-.-..--]---- ee 
Concentrates smelted: 

. Flotation.........----.----.----------- 1, 420 2,246| 32,421] 172, 400 36, 300 
Gravity...-.....--.------------------- 4 17 10 j_-.----¢-.- Js.----.----- 

Ore smelted_..---.------.----------------- 8, 977 3, 951 47, 505 33, 600 "9, 700 
Total, lode mines._....-------.------|------------ 7, 897 80,235} 206,000} 46,000 - 

Total, placers.__..-.----------------------- -------+---- 38, 336 7,141 |_------.----]------------ 

weeeenee---e 46, 233 87, 376 206, 000 46, 000 
Total, 1941__-..---------------e-e----e--ee[------------| 96,565 | 276,158 | 166, 000 118, 000 
rere ent SP ft A Tt a SS APSA SSRASAE Se,
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| Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or with- oe & 2 _ out concentration equipment) in Oregon in 1942,:by iypes of mills and by counties, .. — ees _. tn terms of recovered metals | | re : CO es 
ee - AMALGAMATION MILES. oe . 7 seetichabined . Saint oo - “ _ . - . . ‘ . — : - a . ; wo 

| ne = ‘Material treated | Recovered in bullion Concentrates smelted and recovered ot . vot 
a _. et ; anh | —— ee - 7 S - 5 a _ Courty . | | | | po ree a Tt Lola tatl- 2 Iver | Comeen- . Site ey | Orel in Gold Silver trates _ Gold Silver. toe 
a od DES Co, produced es 

| oe | Short ‘Short . co of wae ae ell oS . tons | fons  |Fine ownces | Fine ownces| Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces . Pe RE - Baker....2....0.2-04. 180 we eee we men 112 / 29. , 1 2 . : . ] , 0 ee, 4 no Grant......-2.--__.-. 4 Joell}. — SB | nn ee Lop — . * +. Jaekson....-- 22-2} 90 | 60}. ss: 116 |. 32 |...-------.-|------------|---------- . “ee 7 _ Josephine-.-.--..----} 181 woe-nn----| 158 22 | — 2 Ii [--------2--2 Oe yt 
| tet pola !S”SCt 3 Wp BS Total, 1941--22.2-2-..{ 1,440 [eee 971 222] 12] 62] Me 

Be - CYANIDATION MILLS a ee 

 Baker-.---2-- tp ff fo be | gg Jackson ..---......_- 4,213 | 2, 625 |. 1, 246 © 204 [eee ef Se 

gots tg 698 1, 246 ry en 4 , Total, 1941__...--..-.| 21,617] 1,185] 4.056 $13 |-.------- --[-.-------2-[eee 
_ Grand total: 1942.__.{| 4,728 2,675 |.. 1,683 | 299 3 | 13 | il oe —  194T 28057 | 1, 185 5, 027 75 we — 62F er 

. | Figures under “Ore” for cyanidation mills include both raw ore and concentrates cyanided but. not Bs * “Yaw ore concentrated before cyanidation of concentrates. , ee a re 

Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in Oregon in 1942, by counties, ~~ as : a tn terms of recovered metals re ener 

SO ‘Material treated | Concentrates smelted and recovered metal 7 oe BS 

a County | Goncen- | Gs fo | on 
/ : Ore Old tail- trates | Gold - . Silver Copper Lead Cat 7 Oo | 3 produced an Po lg 

: | Short tons | Short tons Short tons | Fineownces| Fineownces| Pounds Pounds © a oa _ Baker.._.-.. 21. __-- 12 |__o ee. 1{ 4 9 |i eee {eee [od  Grant....-.--..------} 4,090 |___.... 468 990 2, 234 _ 900 Jie 7 et _ Other counties !_.....] 13,846 400 952 «1,256 30, 187 171, 500 36, 300 os p 

Oo | 17,948 400 1,429} 2,250 | 32,430 | 172, 400 36,300 °° ke Total, 1941 .-...-.....] 65,130 f-_._._____]. - 6, 363 25, 334 161, 305 112,200 |- . 84,000 ay 

. * , : — ae ay ! Jackson, Jefferson, and Lane Counties. | Peay 

Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in Oregon in 1942, by Cog, . | a classes of concentrates | eae 

: | Gross metal content oe Class of eomeentrates | IEEE | 
| Gold Silver | Copper “Lead Zine roe: 

. | Short tons | Fine ownces| Fine ounces} Pounds | Pounds Pounds 8 Dry gold___... 2.222222 o ee 472 1, 007 2, 244 1, 402 1,022 J... os Dry gold-silver._...-...-...-4| | 261 131 17, 338 §, 815 14, 185 ~ 18,103 | Copper...........-.- 22.2.2. 659 771 12, 291 169, 419 35, 656 {2.22.22 Dead. o 32 354 558 1, 667 2 we 
1, 424 2, 268 32, 431 178, 308 57, 788 18, 103 z Total, 1941... 6, 375 25, 596 161, 326 117, 114 109, 295 79, 429 Se a
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a Mine production of metals from Oregon concentrates shipped to smelters in 1942, in — : 
Weg ok - ne > terms of recovered metals = en a a 

Re a - BY COUNTIES | Be 7 

mp a, Concentrates} Gold |. Silver Copper . Lead oO 

ne | | | 

Bo SO . 4| Shorttons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces’ Pounds | -Pounds | 
Ben ‘Baker....-.-.---..-------------- 2 6 10°]. 22 eee 
eae > Qrant...---.-.2-----------------| 8 468 990 2, 234 900 |_----.2---22-- 
re _ Jaekson...2..----.--------+------} Wy 2. 40 156 }--------------] 2, 000 
vos Sosephine__...------------------- 2 11 }...--.-------}----- 2 -- 2-2 ]-----------=-- 
“Other counties 1....--------.----] > 94 1, 216 30,081} =—-171,500] - = 34, 300 7 

er : , 1,424]. 2, 268 32,431] — 172,400] 36,300 
Nee) Potal, 1941. _.------------------- 6, 375 25,596} 161,326 | 112, 200. 84,000 — 

oe ee BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES — —- 

Ree. Dpy gold... --------e eee eee eee aval 007 | 2 24e ]0 e 
Meee Dry gold-silver_...-.------------]. 261 131 17,338 | 5, 500 - 10,300 a 
Be -  Copper....---.------=------------ 659 771) = 12, 291 | 165, 000 | 19, 600 — 
ye - Lead. .....----------------------} 32 354 658] 1,000]. 6, 400 a 

Bo Oo 1,424 2, 268 82,431] -172,400 | 36, 300 — 

a 1 Jefferson and Lane Counties. Oo re : oo 

‘y.. Gross metal content of Oregon crude ore shipped to smelters in 1 942, by classes of ore 3 

oe a. co ae od | | _ Gross metal content OS A 

Bee Class of ore | ore | | 

ee ve a Gold Silver ~ Copper Lead : 

i pee . Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ownces Pounds _ Pounds a 

Po . ‘Dry and siliceous gold_--.-------- 4, 884 3, 747 | 8, 029 10, 734 1,419 _ 

Wor... Dry and siliceous silver___.------ - 1,085 202 89, 459 9, 742 17, 566 
Hak. By -Copper.....--------------------- 58 a 2 17 16, 014 |..------------ 

Bee, , |——————————_ ——————_—— !————_—_— ere | : 

en . | So 8,977 3, 951 47, 505 _ 36,490 18, 985 : 
mi otal, 1941_...------------------| 8, 896 5, 512 102,892} 58,265 | 64, 936 | 

eo Mine production of metals from Oregon crude ore shipped to smelters in 1942, in — 
eo | terms of recovered metals | , . 

po , oe BY COUNTIES , : | | 
Loe | ne 

Oo : Ore Gold | — Silver Copper Lead | 

mo | Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces Pounds Pounds 
. Baker_._-.-.-------------------- 3, 921 2, 414 6, 969 6, 000 |.------------- 

. Douglas.-_..--------------------- 8 13 10 |...-.---------]---.---------- 

. Grant. .--.---------------------- 577 456 679 3, 100 |-------------- 

Josephine__-_------------------- 401 659 297 | ° 16, 000 |_------------- 

: Other counties !.._....---------- 1, 070 409°| 39, 550 8, 500 — 9,700 

| 5,977 | 3, 951 47, 505 33, 600 | 9, 700 
Total, 1941__.-...--------------- 8, 896 | 5, 512 102, 892 53, 800 | 34, 000 

. BY CLASSES OF ORE 
. . Le 

Dry and siliceous gold_-------- 4, 884 3, 747 8, 029 9,700 |..--.-.------- 

Dry and siliceous silver.__------- 1, 035 202 39, 459 8, 500 9, 700 

Copper...-...-..---------------- 58 2 17 15,400 |_-. ---------- 

| 5, 977 3, 951 47, 505 33, 600 9,700 

1 Jackson, Jefferson, and Lane Counties.



| | oe REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS © a a ae 

4 Mine production of gold, silver, copper, and lead in Oregon in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals! = , aes 

Mines producing 2. ae : — - Gold | gttver . — © ie ad 
. County and district ! _—— old tailings | (lode and Copper Lead Total value. C 0 fe Me Py 

. Lode | Placer | Lode | Placer’ | Total | Placer) | | SS 
TT i a af 

Baker County: Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces | Fine ownces | Fine ownces| Pounds Pounds . a OS Baker.....-..----2-2.2------ oe ee eee eee 2 (4). 257 120 (4) 8120: § 661 |_.---_-- le |e Lee. 5 $4, 670 moo} 
Connor Creek.__.:._.....-.--..--------.-------------| OD Jove eed 72 72 7 joo weet feeeeeee- 2] | 2, 528 Be 
Oracker Creek....._.__._........_.....-...------- 3 |_.-------- 8, 548 2,206 |....------_- 2,206 |. 6,151 ~~ $6,000 |-.----2 eee 82,310 Soe 
Greenhorn ¢___.._......0.-..-.--.----.-. eee |e 3 |.-----------|---------.--| 2, 925 "2, 925 578 |... 22 -|------- eee 102, 786 ; ees | Mormon Basin 7__..._.......-....-.-...--_........---|.......__. 2 {i---.---2---}eL-e--ee--} 104 104 | BL flee |-ee ee —«B662 «Os 
Sparta_..............-.....-.....--0 et tp 72 47 |_o.-w 2.) 17]. 14] 0... - 605 S we 
Sumpter.......-.-------2- 2-2. 2---e ee eee eee eee eee | eee 8 |.-----------|------------ 13, 087 13, 087 8,143 Joo lll plell} 460,280 Yk 
Upper Burnt River........................-.-.-.---.-|__.______- 1 [.iu---- eee ef 54 54] 7 |e} eed 1, 8965 ee Sg 
Virtue... -.--.2- 22 e eee] Bf eee eee 2, 725 331 |_...-------- 331 308 |...---------]------------} 804 gg vay 
Weatherby.__........._.._....2._._..._-.--.-._....... 1 (8) 21 57 39 - 96 OD fee pee eed 8,375 Sos Coos County: . a | ree 7 Sg AS 
Coos Bay...-........-...---2--------e----------------|-----eee} 8) eee |e  g gd 3 |-..--------|ec2 2 817 oe eS 
Coquille..._..-...22--2002-eee---- eee] (8) fete eeepc} 8 . 8 4] olf ee 283 > es 

Curry County: ot . |e |. a oo Ss 
a Chetco.....-.....--.-.-------.---.---------- eee} 1]... el fee eee eee 4} © 4A flee elf ee eee fee eel]: 1440, ees 

Gold Beach..........-...-.-..---.-----.-.--_..----.-|_... (8) woneeeneuee-|ou.---------} °° —-s«d2100 10 3 |-.---------.|------------ 352 as . | Sixes....-----.222---- eee eee | 1 |e. eee. |e eee. 14 14 - 4 |i. ee oft 493 > ws 
Douglas County: | | : | : : | - Z oe 

Riddle. .........--.--2-.----------- eee eee eee eel. ee § fie 2 eee] eee eee 97 97 14 | ole] eee 3405 Oo Ss 
Tiller-Drew _......-2---- 2-2-2 eee eee eee eee ee 1 |. ..2_e eee . 8 13 [_--- eee 13 10 |e elfen ee 462 oe . Grant County: | . oe a fo. ae NS 

Oe, Canyon. ....22 22. een ee eee eee 1 5 By: 3]. 4,912 |. 4,915 488 |... 2] le 172, 372 | Zo ag Granite._..............-..0-2-.-------2-------2-- ee —O8t- a). 4,551 | 1,291 (4) _ $1,291 5 2, 423 1,600 |--..---._.-- 547,102 A Os 
: Greenhorn 6__..-..----------------- 222-22 2eeee eee 3 2} . 166 206}  2442/ 2,648 959} 2.400 |-.--.---._..] 93,652 - eS 

North Fork John Day-.......-.-......---.-----------|--- eee 2 |_.-------2 fe 126; 126 28 |_.2 2-2 ---f------------] 4, 480 | D ekg _ Quartzburg....-..222202- 22 ee 1 4 — 4 2) 13 1b 3 |e eel] eee 527 Ao ts 
Susanville_.....--.---2.---222 eee | eee 8 |i eee fee eee 31 |. 31 7 [ieee eet au-]------------| ~~: 090 wie le 

Harney County: Idol City_.--.._.-.2. 22.22. 2... |e (8) °° Jollee 6} G6 Jeet eee ee} eee] ee eee 10 Oks Jackson County: fe - [. | ae oe Ps Ashland... -.......--2-22--- ee eee ieee eee eee | . 2 6 jenw-------eef 6 |e... ef eee [eeeeee ee eee] 210 «A. fe Gold Hil....... 02. eee-.-.------------ eee) UB 6 191 | 92 |. 4,046 4, 138 © $26 |. eee fee] 145,204 DS Jacksonville.............-..--..--------------.-------| BB 3 BT Bi. 810 818} 82 |_.--.-------|-------- =e 11, 167 5 nA 
Upper Applegate......-...--.-----2-- eee 2 ; 8 ~—©«16 | 26] ° 4,067 4, 093 564 |_-- ede 143, 656 A 

See footnotes at end of table. . , | ES 
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, and lead in Oregon in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals—Continued | = Se 

. Mines producing | Ore and ee Gold LL giver | ee a - se 

County and district | od tailings| CSS (lode and | Copper | Lead Totalvalue 
Lode | Placer | = Lode | Placer’ | Total | Placer) ep Te 

Josephine County: poo | * Short tons | Fine ownces| Fine ownces| Fine ounces| Fine ounces) Pounds | Pounds BE 
Galice..........-------------ee ee eeeeeee eeeeeeee 5 8 4, 644 1,806; - 180] ° 1,986{ ~~ — 363 600 fw ---e2--.--} | $69, 841 ren: 
Grants Pass......------.------------------------+---- 1 4) 2) © 2). 20740 208 | 2 flee e eee] eee]: 7, 295 
Greenback 9_.......-----.---------------- eee 4]. 5 — 90 _ 21 . 487 1... 608 oo OO Poe eee fle 17,829 . Tet 
Illinois River....-.----------------------------------- i ‘9 Tio BOF QU7] 0. 246] OB fee eee] e-----2-----| 8, 830 oo 
Lower Applegate. ....-..---.----------------------+--]---- eee -e- ‘Lo -------2----] eee eee eet 25 | - 25 4) 2-2 -----en-|------------} BT OTe TERE Tn 
Waldo....--..--.----------------- eo eee eee 1 2] 58 2 405 |. 407 7 41). 15,400 J-------2----) 16,187 oS 

Malheur County: Mormon Basin 7.-__---.---------------|---------+ 3 [---.--- 2-8] n-ne ee] 247 | 247 | - 88 j.--.--.-----|-e-ne ene] | 8,672 ee: 
Union County: Camp Carson_--.......------------------]----------| 1 |_-..--------|+----------- 1 © DL Leelee fee ee tee fee---2------ BB A Eg 

Combined counties and districts 1__._.......-..-.-------- 5 3 15,315 | 1,660. 4,191 6,881} 70,803 | 180,000 46,000] 270,008 

Total Oregon......-----------------2--e-ece eee ee eee 48 3 | 31,728] 7,807 | 38,386] 46,283 | 87, 876 | 206,000 | ~~ 46,000 | 1,708, 207 FE ey 

1 Only those counties and districts shown separately for which Bureau of Mines is at . ¢ Greenhorn district lies in both Baker and Grant Counties. BE AG oe ss 
liberty to publish figures; others producing listed in footnote 10 and their outputincluded = 7 Mormon Basin district lies in both Baker and Malheur Counties. Rc os 
under “Combined counties and districts.” _ §Qutput from a property not classed as a “mine.” - oe : foots Ba SS 

§ Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evi- ® Greenback district. lies in both Jackson and Josephine Counties. . Oo Me eS 
dence of legal right to property. . 10 Includes following districts: Baker (placer) in Baker County; Granite (placer) Im A 0-3 232% 

8 Source of total silver as follows: 80,235 ounces from lode mines and 7,141 ounces from Grant County; Elk Creek and Greenback in Jackson County; Ashwood in Jefferson — eS aero 
placers. SO . County; and Bohemia in Lane County. =. Ce . by a aS 

4 Included under ‘‘Combined counties and districts.”’ a eo . Co | J’ EES 

t fenglusive of placer output, which is included under ‘‘Combined counties and dis- - oe . oo co _ So 
ricts, - , ; DG : mo i ear ad
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Baker district-—The Midas mine in the Pocahontas section of the 

Baker district was worked by drifting and hydraulicking during 1942, Woes 

- The Alec Johnson mine shipped gold ore toasmelter, 8 8 2 os 

 -Oracker Creek district—The Argonaut mine shipped gold ore to® 9 °. 

smelter during 1942. The Bald Mountain mine was worked by =. 4 

lessees; 2 tons of high-grade ore treated by amalgamation yielded 

‘7 ounces of gold and 5 ounces of silver, and 26 tons of gold ore shipped a. 

to a smelter contained 14 ounces of gold and 144 ounces of silver, “8 

_. The Ellis Mining Co. remodeled the E & E mill in 1942;the company ‘© . -. 

holdings, which include the Eureka & Excelsior, Tabor Fraction, and as 

-. Columbia mines, were operated by lessees, who shipped to a smelter § 

_ 8,472 tons of ore containing 2,156 ounces of gold, 5,980 ounces of = od 

‘silver, and 6,196 pounds of copper. _ | Oo : a 

—---Greenhorn district—The Sunshine Mining Co. (Burnt River Dive =» 

gion) operated a connected-bucket dredge in 1942 until War Produc- cae 

tion Board Order L-208 resulted in suspension of operations In at 

°° Qetober. The Oroplata Mining Co. operated a dragline dredge near ee 

-. Whitney from January 25. until March 11, when operations were ee 

suspended for the duration of the war; the dragline excavator was cos 

-. equipped with a 2%-cubic yard bucket. | 8. ner, 

“Mormon Basin district —G. W. Cartwright hydraulicked atthe Rye 4 

Valley placers during 1942. J. W. Frisco worked the Webber mine  —* 

by hydraulicking from June 1 until September 30 and recovered = = * 

- 19 ounces of gold and 14 ounces of silver, = oe Cty 

Sparta district—Lessees worked the Macy mine from January 1 °.) 

- to February 21, 1942, when the lease was terminated; 60 tons of ore oS 

treated by amalgamation yielded bullion, containmg 11 ounces of 

gold and 4 ounces of silver, and 1 ton of gravity concentrate, contain- = =< 

ing 2 ounces of gold and 1 ounce of silver. oe es: 
Sumpter district-—The Sumpter Valley Dredging Co., largest ~  « 

producer of gold in Oregon in 1942, washed 2,704,734 cubic yards of —... 

~~ gravel and recovered 10,259 ounces of gold and 2,360 ounces ofsilver;  §% 

the dredge (Yuba type) had seventy-two Q-cubic foot buckets. - |. 

Operations were suspended October 31 because of War Production ee: 

Board Order L-208. Consuelo Oregon Mines operated a dragline od 

dredge during the first 6 months, and the Northwest Development = =* 

Co. operated a dragline dredge on Powder River during the first 7 

- ynonths of the year. | Be 

Upper Burnt River district —G. W. Elliott worked the Elliott drift “anh 

mine from January 1 to August 1, 1942; 800 cubic yards of gravel 3 

yielded 25 ounces of gold and 4 ounces of silver. | es 

Virtue district —K. Grabner operated the Cliff mine from January ho 

to July 1, 1942; 100 tons of ore treated by amalgamation yielded 32 _ 

ounces of gold and 5 ounces of silver; 48 tons of gold ore shipped to a | 

: smelter contained 42 ounces of gold and 7 ounces of silver. Old 3 

| tailings at the Gold Center mine were treated by cyanide leaching a 

between June 1 and October 1. : | 0 

‘Weatherby district Lovejoy Mines, in the Chicken Creek section oe 

of the Weatherby district, produced a small quantity of gold by a 

amalgamation in 1942. se 
GRANT COUNTY | a 

Canyon district —Hydraulicking at the Quartz’ Gulch mine from 4 

February 15 to July 5, 1942, resulted in the recovery of 20 ounces of a
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gold and 4 ounces of silver from 8,000 cubic yards of gravel. Hydrau- 
x. licking was carried on at the Tracy mine from March 5toMay5. The | f°... Ferris Mining Co. operated a dragline dredge from January 1 until | is... operations were suspended October 26; the dragline excavator was | so equipped with a 3-cubic yard bucket. The Western Gold Dredging 
Bee Co. operated a connected-bucket dredge on John Day River from | He vanuary 1 to October 13; the dredge had seventy-two 6-cubic foot — eh - buckets. | , } Bo ae oo os _ Granite district.—Porter & Co. operated a connected-bucket dredge 
2s * with sixty-two. 4%-cubic foot buckets on Granite, Clear, Olive, and 
. ~,.. Crane Creeks from January 1 until October 16, 1942. Bruce Dennis : -/.. Operated the Constitution mine; gold ore was treated by flotation, and | | “gold concentrates were shipped to a smelter. The Cougar-Independ- — 
pe ence Mining Co. shipped gold ore and gold concentrates from the . 
“Cougar Independence mine; operations were suspended when repair — 

parts for the company mill became unobtainable. re 
me Greenhorn district:—The Timms Gold Dredging Co. during 1942 e's operated a connected-bucket dredge on the DeWitt ranch situated : Be in that part of the Greenhorn district extending into Grant County 
wo from Baker County. Klein & Manley amalgamated 16. tons of ore 7 
io. « from the Golden Gate mine and recovered 30 ounces of gold and5 — “. ounces of silver. W. Gardner shipped gold ore from the Morning mine | 
he. toa smelter. James & Hay carried on development work at the 3 

Rabbit mine from January 1 to December 1; gold ore was treated A >. . by amalgamation, 6 oe ae 
Be North Fork John Day district—A gold shipment was made from the oo 
«North Fork placer in 1942 as a result of the final clean-up of the | ~'. dragline dredge which had suspended operations in 1941. | | 

Be Oe _ JACKSON COUNTY a | _ 
We Hlk Creek district —A small quantity of lead concentrates resulted - * from test work carried on during 1942 by Al Sarena Mines, Inc., at 
f _ the Al Sarena mine in the Buzzard section of the Elk Creek district ; | -. ° the concentrates were shipped to a smelter. | , oe 
— Gold Hill district —Stearns & Owens operated a dragline dredge on 

oe the Kubli ranch from January 1 until October 7 , 1942; the dragline 
. excavator was equipped with a 2-cubic yard bucket. Lance Bros. 

hydraulicked 1,000 cubic yards of gravel between J anuary 1 and | : April 1, recovering 20 ounces of gold and 3 ounces of silver. The 
oo Pleasant Creek Mining Corporation operated a connected-bucket - | dredge on Pleasant Creek from January 1 to June 1; the dredge was 
: _. equipped with fifty-six 3-cubic foot buckets. H.H. McClung recovered 

| 16 ounces of gold and 3 ounces of silver by hydraulicking on Wards 
| Creek. Sandry & Whipple operated the Gold Chloride mine from 

: January 1 to June 20; 38 ounces of gold and 9 ounces of silver were 
| recovered from 36 tons of ore. J. T. Breeding worked the Lucky Bart. 

group during the year. 
Greenback district —H. B. Warner shipped high-grade gold ore from 

intermittent operations at the Warner mine to a smelter during 1942. | 
| Jacksonville district—The Jackson Mining Co. operated a nonfloat- 

ing washing plant, to which gravel was delivered by mechanical means, 
| on the George Wendt ranch from January 1 until March 1, 1942. The 

| C. & D. Mining Co: operated a dragline dredge with a dragline excava- 
tor, having a 1¥%-cubic yard bucket, from January 1 to April 25;
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ee 20,000 cubic yards of gravel yielded 170 ounces of gold and 27 ounces is 
| ot silver. : . a ee ee 

. Upper Applegate district—Stearns & Owens operated a dragline =" 
_. dredge on the Alaska of Oregon and B-H properties during 1942. Se 
_. The B-H Co. operated a dragline dredge witha dragline excavator, = = 

having a 1}-cubic yard bucket, from January 1 to May 7;177,500 © 9 -. 
cubic yards of gravel yielded 843 ounces of gold and 131 ounces of = — 3 
silver.. F. L. Smith carried on intermittent hydraulicking on the. ae: 

_' Federal mine throughout the year. The Crescent Pacific Mining Co. =~. 
operated a dragline dredge with a dragline excavator equipped with © sg 

. a 1%-cubic yard bucket from January 1 to 28, and 45,850 cubic yards eeraG 
of gravel yielded 174 ounces of gold and 22 ounces of silver;acater- == = =, ¥ 

_ pillar and-carry-all was used for resoiling. the dredge area. The ~~ ¥%3 
_ . Southern Oregon Mining Co., Ltd., operated a dragline dredge on the & 

McDonough and the Smith-McDonough ranches from January I = 
to May 5; the dragline excavator was equipped with a 1%-cubic yard os Fr 

| bucket. Hydraulicking was carried on at the Sterling property eg 
during the season. a oe OS 
re _ JEFFERSON COUNTY =~ ne OR 

| Ashwood district—Oregon King Mines, Inc., operated the Oregon . ag 
.. King mine from January until October 1942, when work was continued (ee 

| by Fenton & Silbaugh under the name of Oregon King Mines; 1,180 =. = 
tons of gold-silver ore and 400 tons of old tailings were treated in the = = ~* 
company 50-ton flotation mill; 261 tons of resulting gold-silver con- 

: centrates and 1,035 tons of silver ore were shipped toasmelter. The =. 
concentrates contained 131 ounces of gold, 17,338 ounces of silver, 

_ 5,815 pounds of copper, 14,185 pounds of lead, and 18,103 pounds of =! 
_. gine; the ore shipped direct to the smelter contained 202 ounces of 3 

gold, 39,459 ounces of silver, 9,742 pounds of copper, 17,566 pounds. . =? 
of lead, and 37,351 pounds of zinc. BS ee 

a _. JOSEPHINE COUNTY? | og 
—-  Galice district.—S. Alderson carried on hydraulicking operations at oe 3 

the Klum mine from February 2 to April 13, 1942. Young & Vande- gt 
| venter hydraulicked at the Lewis mine. The Lewis Investment Co. . oe a 

operated the Benton mine from January 1 to April 8, when work was nee 
suspended because of rising costs of supplies and shortage of labor; = — 3 
gold ore was treated in the company 60-ton countercurrent cyanida~ ss} 
tion plant. Gold ore was shipped from the Almeda mine. | rea 

Grants Pass district.—R. Heller operated the Sunset mine on Jump- aad 
off Joe Creek during 1942; 4,000 cubic yards of gravel yielded 17 8 ~~" 
ounces of gold and 2 ounces of silver. The Yewwood mine was also rs 
worked by hydraulicking. a | | wn 

Greenback district—Hydraulicking was carried on at the Blue oe 
Channel mine from January 1 to May 1, 1942. The Little Artie mine 
was worked. Gold was produced by hydraulicking at the Goff mine a 

| during the year. | , es 
Illinois River district —Laguna Mines hydraulicked during 1942. a 

N. W. Cole worked the Eureka mine from January 1 to August 1. ae 
Waldo district —Hydraulicking at the Esterly mine in 1942 yielded J 

373 ounces of gold and 21 ounces of silver from the washing of 63,700 F 

1 See also State of Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Oregon Metal Mines Hand- a (i 
book: Bull. 14-C, 1942, 229 pp. es
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< gubie_yards. of gravel. A small shipment of copper ore from the 
»,....... Cow Boy mine was sent to a: smelter. _ Bo 

. Bohemia district —H. & H. Mines completed construction of a mill 
we _ _ and power plant at the Champion mine in 1942; gold ore was treated _ 

-_ in a 100-ton flotation plant, and copper and lead concentrates were _ 
shipped to.a smelter. High cost of materials and shortage of labor 

“caused suspension of operations in August. Rel 

fe MAEHEUR COUNTY 
“=. Mormon Basin district —Whitney & Boydstun operated’ a non- | 
' .. +» floating washing plant, to which gravel was delivered by a carry-all, 
—. from March 10 to July 10, 1942; 16,000 cubic yards of gravel yielded = 
ho. 240 ounces of gold and 38 ounces of silver, a as 

Co BER COUNTIES 
ae Small outputs in 1942 were reported from Coos, Curry, Douglas, 
.* . Harney, and Union Counties. | — CS od 
os. Details of production by counties and districts are given in-the 
2) preceding table. Oo mo a



. GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, LEAD, AND ZINC.IN SOUTH DAKOTA ts 
Oo (MINE REPORT) | oe SS 

Co | oe _ By Cuas. W. HenpERSON - i 

7 SUMMARY OUTLINE” oe oe OPER 

ee De / ‘el ming atid mnetallureic industry... Pe 8D 
- Summary....---.---------+---+--4----------. 471 | Mining and metallurgic industry.-_--...-.... 473 eee 

| Calculation of value of. metal production... 471 Metallurgic recovery ..--.------------------ ©4738. gs 
Mine production by counties......-..---.--. 473 | Review by counties.....-----.--.--.--------. 474 AE 

Metal mining in South Dakota is confined toasmallareacomprising =| 
-.. parts of Custer, Lawrence, and Pennington Counties in the mountain ©. 

' :. group known as the Black Hills. Gold is the chief metal produced, . | 
and gold mining is the principal mineral industry of the State. Such = =: 
‘minor minerals as columbo-tantalite, tin, beryllium, and lithium = _ 
minerals have been produced. An extensive deposit. of manganese- = = = : 

oe bearing shales near Chamberlain, Brule County, was mined experl- —— : 
- mentally by the International Minerals &- Chemical Corporation =. ' 

-- under a War Production Board contract. Development of this == 8 ~» 
-_. project was halted early in 1943 by the War Production Board because Oe 

the expenditure of manpower and equipment was not deemed advisable =~ 
at that time. The Federal Bureau of Mines fora number of yearshas = | % 

_- been developing the metallurgy of this deposit so that economic = =-——s«¢ 
: beneficiation may be made possible. In 1942 the recovered output of fa a 

gold in the State was 522,098 fine ounces valued at $18,273,480, @ ~ . i 
 ’ 13-percent decrease from 1941. Factors contributing to the decline = 

| in gold production were: The difficulty that gold-mine operators og 
experienced in securing adequate labor and essential supplies and the __ a 
issuance of the War Production Board Gold-Mining Limitation Order © == 

; in October 1942. By September 10 all but three gold mines had  —ss 
closed, and the order compelled another mine to close on November | ae 
26, leaving but two in operation and those only because of a reprieve. ane 
Besides gold, South Dakota in 1942 produced 186,937 fine ounces of a 
recovered silver valued at $132,933 and 2,000 pounds of recovered en 
copper as byproduct metals. In addition, 230,000 pounds of recovered , - 
zing and 170,000 pounds of recovered lead were produced; this output oe 
came from a well-known zinc-lead deposit unprofitable to mine were oo 
it not for the premium prices for these metals. - 

All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight’’; that is, they — oe 
do not include moisture. , | O 

The value of the metal production herein reported has been calcu- a 
lated at the following prices. a 

: . 471 | “
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ye pe “Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1988-42 — a 

By oe | Year | ° Gold! Silver? | Copper? | Lead‘ | Zines = = © © 

ee a | | | |) Pertine- | Per fine Sf _ | Be ounce ounce Per pound | Per pound | Per pound .— Ne ' 1988_.-.-.----- 2-2 ten eae $35. 00 5 $0. 646+ $0.098 |. $0.046{ ~~ $0.048 Be 1939__ eee 35.00 6. 678+) 104 | . 047 052 ey 1940 eee eee eee 35.00 7, 711+} -i3}, 050 063 Ba OO 1941____- eee 35.00 | - 7. 711-F] - 118 - 057 | . -075 eo 1942... eee eee 35. 00 7, 711+ 121 -067 | = 098 

bene _.. ! Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of J: anuary 31, 1934.. Treasury legal coinage value of gold . oo no . from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67+-($20.671835) per fine ounce. _ . . By he) 2 Treasury buying price for newly mined silver. oO , - oO 5 ey . _ $1988-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold-by producers; 1942: Price oe _ ineludes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production but excludes value of foreign — iba ho copper delivered to Metals Reserve Co. for domestic consumption. — ae oe . . eo 1988-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price ” moc >. ineludes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production. oe Pol 8 $0,64646464, 0 6 $0.67878787. a r$0.7111111. - 

By “40 . . a Berge no CTT TTT TPT) 
~ —ELEEE TE ETE TEEPE py yy | fer 5 20 | in pos ik w” g 

- PCE eee me qe / y oa LCR Ewen Tf Gees 0 ee ee a | | Pa 1870 1880 . 1890. 1900 § 1910. ~=—+:1920 1930 1940 . 1950), oe 

ae . | _ FIGURE 1.—Total value of mine production of gold and silver ia.South Dakota, 1876-1942, 
Wy! , . . . . / , mN 0 . . . . op bay _. Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in South Dakota, 1988-42,. | Boe a and total, 1876-1942, in terms of recovered metals } oo 

ea 7 : : 
. Be . Mines producing Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) : Be | fe Ore (short |. — $$$ : — , | ae ‘Year 2 > tons) | ) — By . _ oo Lode | Placer Fine ounces _Value [Fine ounces} Value ” . : | 

i ne | . 

my 1938......-...-.-..} ou 71 | 1,586,181 594,847 | $20,819,645 | 162,205] $104, 918 ~ . 1939... ee 18 80 | 1,632,778 618, 536 21, 648, 760 167, 584 _ 118, 754 . ° . 1940-22 lll 11 81 | 1,667,370 586, 662 20, 533, 170 175, 514 124, 810 1941. 10 41 | 1,711,744 600, 637 | . 21, 022, 295 170, 771 121, 437 a 1942__...2 22 Le 5 13 | 1, 464, 384 522, 098 18, 273, 430 186, 937 132, 933 | 
— 1876-1942... flO 20, 560,041 | 501, 198, 644 | 9,533,213 | 6, 781, 561 
L . . . : : rn . 

oo Copper Lead . Zinc | ; 
. Year OT LAS | ern nnnnnnnnn——| Total value 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 

1938... eft} eee} | ween ee nen ee [eee eee $20, 924, 563 1989... 2-2) nn nn fone in| ee noone [eee ee eee | eee |e} 21, 762) 514 1940... Le 12, 000 $1, 356 14, 000 $700 |_-_2. 2.2 |e eee. 20, 660, 036 1941-22 fee |e eee w-eee eee ee [eee eee eee 21, 143, 732 1942.22.22 2, 000 242 170, 000 11, 390 230, 0CO $21, 390 18, 439, 385 

1876-1942... 3 105 36, 196 3 380 | 46, 910 3115 | 21,390 | 508,084,701 
Sn 

ee 
1 For total production of gold and silver in South Dakota, by years, see Mineral Resources, 1913, pt. 1, P: a Mineral Resources, 1922, pt. 1, p. 194; and subsequent volumes of Mineral Resources and Minerals earboox. 
? Figures not available. 
3 Short tons.
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Gold and silver produced at placer mines in South Dakota, 1938-42, in terms of ee Q 
roe , _ recovered metals : | — ES 

, — | Gold | slvr | | % 

| Year oe Total value 
, | | | . Fine ounces Value Fine ounces | Value a at 

1938... eeeeeeeeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeee-} > —',089 | $37, 415 82 —§g53] $37,468 es 
- 1939.._.--..------.---neseeeeseeeenee 622 21,770 47 | 32 21, 802 8 

49400 TTT 229 8, 015 2 15} 8,080 ee 
_ 1941._.....----.------- soe eeesee--f 93 3, 255 | 7 5 3.9600 . 

; 1942. _...-.----.-2.---2-neeseeneene BB 1,155 | 3} af. RST 

7 - MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES . | ee 

_ Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in South Dakota in 1942, by yo 
— : counties, in terms of recovered metals RR 

| ne 

| _| Mines pro- , | Gold (lode and placer) {Silver (ode and placer) ey 
a | . ducing Ore sold or | : gg 

County  |__—ssdsitreated «=| to ie 

- - , - (short tons) | _ , reo 

oo oO Lode | Placer | - | Fine ounces | Value Fine ounces} Value _ . 2 oy 

Lawrence. ....-.----- 4] 10] 1,446,770 | 520,006 | $18,200,210 | 186,480 | $132,608 i 
Pennington..--------) 1]. 3| — 17,614 2,092 73, 220 | 457 35 

a of 8B 13} 1,464,384 | 22,098 | 18,-278, 430 186,937.| 132,938 it 
Total, 1941......--.--] 10 41 | 1,711,744 600, 637 | . 21,022,295 |". 170,771 121, 437 AS 

oe | ‘Copper _ Lead {Zine — : 7 7" 

: County |---| |__| Total value wy 
. | , Pounds Value |. Pounds Value {| Pounds Value | | il 

_ Lawrence_..--- 2, 000 $242 170,000 | $11,300 | — 230,000 |. $21,300] $18,365,840 =... ore 
/ Pennington. -.--|------------|----------1-|------------|------------|--------24--|------- ef 73, 545 cok 

| 2,000} 242] 170,000}. 11,390} 280,000 21,390 | 18,439, 385 TS 
-- otal, 1941...) .-----a0 a | eee fee fee ee Peete eeeteeefeceeeneteeee| 21,148, 782 ced 

| _. MINING AND METALLURGIC INDUSTRY Gy 

| Producers of lode gold and silver in South Dakota in 1942 mined ae 
and sold or treated 1,464,384 short tons of ore yielding, in recovered ss, 
metals, 522,065 fine ounces of gold, 186,934 fine ounces of silver, = 

| 2,000 pounds of copper, 170,000 pounds of lead, and 230,000 pounds’ oH 
of zinc. An analysis of methods of treatment shows 1,275,138 tons _ te 

| _ treated by amalgamation followed by cyanidation of sands and slimes; oe 
, 179,249 tons treated by cyanidation only or by roasting followed by 4 

eyanidation; 17,614 tons (included in 179,249 tons above) treated a 
by table and jig concentration (some of the gold concentrates were 8 
shipped to smelter and some cyanided by countercurrent-decantation OS 
cyanidation); and 9,997 tons treated by flotation concentration. | ey 

: METALLURGIC RECOVERY | - 
Gold and silver bullion produced at mills in South Dakota by amalgamation, 1988-42 oe 

Year Ore treated Gold in | Silver in Quicksilver _ a 

- Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces Pounds 
1938_--1 oe een eee eee ee ee eeeeeeeeenee---e------| 1,430,391 | 328, 044. 50 62, 602 7,744 2 
1939_.--...-..--.-- sss eseeeseseseus-2-------| 1,461,288 | 336, 424. 93 64, 710 9, 221 se 
1940______--___-_------------- +--+ ------- 1, 479,905 | 313,964.15 60, 254 4, 997 4 
“Al ___ on eee ce eeeeecserccseccsss---------| 1,506,183 | 328, 166, 44 62, 423 6, 537 
1942.______-_.- 1). = ete eeeees ss eess--------| 1,275,138 | 276, 298. 00 56, 852 3, 561 oe 

tet 
LT 

es 

. 556250—48——31 |
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Be —. Gold and silver bullion produced at mills in South Dakota by cyanidation, 1988-42 

pee | __s Material treated fe fe es ee an . __ __ Gold in | Silver in | Sodium © ae bes oo. Year on . . oe . bullion | bullion | cyanide — Ba | Crude: - Sands Total — product | product | used! = | i a ore, |. trates | slimes a eo 

ed a Pe a - Lb Fine - - Be 2 oe Short tons| Short tons; Short tons | Short tons | Fineounces} ounces | Pounds ae Se 1988... --------------| 155, 667 |....---,--} 1,416, 899 | 1, 572, 566 | 262,913.21 | 987771” 860, 762 ge — 1989__--2.----------------| 170,270] ~ 261 | 1,443, 548 | 1,613,879 | 279,889.77 | 102,317 | 887,888 ce 1940.22 --------2--- | 187,360 |-.-2.---.-] 1, 432, 244 | 1,619, 604 | 269,518.82 | 111,607 | 883,849 os 9M | 205, 356 |_...--__-| 1,499,000 | 1,704,356 | 270,989.89 | 106,437 | 903,680 | 19D Les. ------------| 161,635 | 3.366 | 1,271,305 | 1, 433,306 | 244,421.00 | 122,312 | $801,478 

aT terms of 96- to 98-percent strength. _ . ao _ oo 
Fe 2 From 1,143 tons of ore treated by flotation. So . -. 7 . 
ee, _ 4 From 17,614 tons of crude ore treated by table and fig concentration. Oo oo . 
mom. & Actually 1,602,955 pounds of calcium cyanide (48- to 49-percent strength); all reduced to equivalent of 2 
= a a — 96- to 98-percent strength to conform with earlier use of figures for high-strength NaCN and KCN. oo ns 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES —™ 

guste COUNTY 
There were no mining operations in Custer County in 1942 other 

- than a small amount of development work on several placer properties _ ; 
a. along French Creek. The inactivity in this district is due largely to ‘ 

| the fact that relatively little virgin placer ground remains, and most of — 1 
~~» the residents who formerly mined have taken more lucrative jobs in | 
“War Industries. oe ae SC | 
ge | LAWRENCE COUNTY = es | 

. . Homestake mine.—The Homestake mine has been producing almost 
1. continuously since 1876 and has been operated since 1877 by the 
ms. _Homestake Mining Co. This company at first owned only the Home- — : 

me stake and Golden Star claims but has since acquired and consolidated ! 
‘ Into one group numerous other claims which, with the first two, con- 
‘stitute the Homestake mine. The annual report of the general man- 
BO ager of the Homestake Mining Co. for the year ended December 31, =: 

1942, says— - OO [ | | | | 
BC Operations during 1942 were seriously affected by war conditions and by orders , 
So Of the War Production Board. Difficulties began in March, when priority ratings 

ms _ for gold mines were lowered and culminated with the drastic order issued October | 
_ _. 8, 1942, suspending operations of gold mines. An appeal from this order was 

filed with the War Production Board and modification obtained to permit hoisting 
and milling of broken ore for an additional period of 6 months or until June 8, 

oo 1943. | oo | 
| | Ore production from the mine during 1942 was 1,275,138 tons which is a decrease | 

oO of 14.99 percent from that for 1941. The gross income for gold and silver pro- 
duced was 12.63 percent lower than in 1941. The average realization per ton 
was $13.39 as compared to $13.02 in 1941. | 

- Total taxes were $4,269,162.87, which is $108,828.26 more than in 1941. 
The reserve of developed ore is 19,183,683 tons, whieh includes 270,092 tons of 

broken ore remaining in the shrinkage stopes. 
| The mine and plant are in excellent condition anc, unless circumstances arise 

: beyond our control, this condition will be maintained in order that production 
can be resumed when present Government restrictions are withdrawn. | 

All construction was completed early in the year. The new mine and engineer- 
ing office was completed and occupied in May. The Yates shaft was sunk to a 
depth of 145 feet below the 4,100-foot level and a skip loading station excavated 
below that level. 

| Machine shops and foundry are engaged in a variety of war production jobs. | 
Lhe sawmill at Spearfish is continuing to operate at capacity. Its production 

of lumber is being sold largely for army bases and other construction for military 
purposes. 7
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ss Harly in the year investigation of properties that might yield metals necessary. . _ | : 

oO to the war effort was begun. In July an option was taken on @ manganese prop- ss 

erty in Lower California, Plans for a mill are under consideration. In October, .. =. 

oo the development and operation of a deposit in Wyoming containing a strategic ee 

mineral was undertaken through an agency contract’ made by your subsidiary, — JO: 

the Wyodak Coal & Mfg. Co., with the Metals Reserve Co. Performance is = = = 

guaranteed by the Homestake Mining Co. Only nominal profits at best may be = 

~~ expected from these operations undertaken as part of the war effort. © 0 

| - With the order of the War Production Board as it now stands it is expected = ~ 

that production from ore previously broken will continue at approximately 1000 

OS - ¢ons per day for the first 5 months of 1943. Expenses during the period of cur- wot Bete 

- tailed production and: subsequent period without any production will be reduced . ee 

- to the minimum consistent with proper maintenance of the properties. a co ne 

As a result of war conditions and the order of the War Production Board, the oe 

oo total number of our employees has been reduced from 2,200 to 800. This has ree 

_ .. brought distress to many and great damage to our communities. It has been. ase 

- with deep regret that we have been forced to release a large number ofemployees - 9.5 

with long and faithful service with our company. * * * 385 former members Day 

____ of our staff are now with the armed forces. OO OB ES 

o Ore milled, receipts, and dividends, Homestake mine, 1988-481 

an a ne | | Receipts for bullion product | pA 

Kei | re milled, |__| Dividends 
7 Oo en CO Total . Per ton ue | ay 

ggg eee ee eeeeteceeeseeee|, 1,377,814 | $19, 284, 450.67 |  $14,0015 | $9, 041,760 ee ee 

ggg TITTTTTTTTTITTETTITTTIITETIIIT]. 1) 400,015 | 19, 922,964.60. | 14.2300} 9,041,760. 
(ggg TTTTTTITIIIIIIIIEIIIIIIIIIIIITEIIIIIT) 1) 438, 737 | 19, 014, 767.73 | 13.2624} 9,041,760 
a 1941. ETI «499/988 | 19, 529,080.70 | 13.0195] 9,041,760 

| 1942. TTI) 1.275, 188] 17, 068, 437.84 | 13.3856} 7,534,800 

__*- 1 From. 1876 to 1942, inclusive, this mine yielded bullion and concentrates that brought a net return of —— oa 

a $435,610, 266 and paid $149,805,802 in dividends. | oo Bo oe oo pel 

—. Other mines. —The Bald Mountain Mining Co., second-largest pro- a 
-° ducer of gold and silver in-South Dakota in 1942, operated continu-- 

ously throughout the year its consolidated group of mines and 370-ton 

eyanide mill at Trojan at an average rate of 302 tons of ore daily, 
Ore was produced in 1942 from the Portland, Two Johns, Dakota, ss 

Trojan, Clinton, and Empire claims. Development work done on 

| these claims in 1942 totaled 1,932 feet of drifts and 325 feet of raises, =. | 

The mill treated 131,152 tons of dry gold ore, from which 22,787 | ee 

fine ounces of gold and. 66,184 fine ounces of silver were recovered. = 
About 16 percent of the ore produced was sulfide docally known as. os 

“blue ore”), and 75 percent was oxide (locally known as “brown ore”). oo 
: Following primary crushing, the refractory sulfide ores not amenable oo 

to treatment by straight cyanidation are roasted in the 110-ton gas- won 

fired rotary hearth furnace and then returned to the mill circuit and ss 

mixed with the oxide ores for cyanidation. The net return from. oS 

~ metals produced in 1942 after transportation and mint and smelter os 

charges were deducted was $842,320. | | an 

_At the Maitland group of claims 5% miles northwest of Deadwood  ~—e_: 

the Canyon Corporation continued operations of its 120-ton roast- 2 

cyanide mill until November 26, 1942, when the corporation closed s 

the mine, removed the pumps, and dismantled surface buildings. : 

Total dry gold ore treated in the mill was 30,483 tons from which % 

10,295 fine ounces of gold and 1,668 fine ounces of silver were recovered. Bs 

Besides gold and silver, the ores conta pyrite, marcasite, fluorite, : 

and traces of arsenic. ‘The mine is opened by a vertical shaft 600 feet | 

deep and by drifts and winzes. | -
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‘ . "The Belle Eldridge Gold Mines, Inc., began production of zinc-lead a 
=... ore, milled on the property to make zinc and lead concentrates, from : 
** its group of claims in the Whitewood district March 12, 1942, and | \ 
“continued operations throughout the remainder of the year. The . new 75-ton selective-flotation mill completed in March 1942 converted | .-.. 9,997 tons of crude ore into 216 tons of lead concentrates and 290 tons - 
- of zine concentrates which, combined, contained 174 fine ounces of 
“gold, 7,946 fine ounces of silver, 2,842 pounds of copper, 193,286 pounds © : 
aoe of lead, and 259,196 pounds of zinc. Development work in 1942 con- 7 
cree sisted of 1,020 feet of drifts, 500 feet of tunnel, and 500 feet of diamond  __ 
vs drilling. Production came solely from the Helen Gould claim. =| 
. . . Placer activity in Lawrence County in 1942 was very small. The - 
«Driskill Co. handled about 2,800 cubic yards of gravel on the Little | 
°° Tom placers on Potato Creek 2 miles east of Tinton with a %-cubic _ 
“__- yard power shovel and land dredge and recovered 14.5 fine ounces oo 
= of gold and 1 fine ounce of silver. Other placer activity, chiefly on 
. _—- Bear Butte Creek in the Bear Butte district and Whitewood Creek in. | 
Be the Whitewood district, consisted of nine small hand-sluicng and 
(. -: panning operations which produced a total of only 13.5 fine ounces os 
»* . of gold and 2 fine ounces of silver. | —_ ot es 

me, ae PENNINGTON COUNTY : Oo a | 

~The Holy Terror Mining Co. operated its Holy Terror-Keystone © - 
. .. Mine and 100-ton cyanide mill in the Keystone district continuously . 
<. >. until September 10, 1942, treating 17,614 tons of dry gold ore. A | 
se, jig and table in the ball-mill circuit produced concentrates, part of 
a which were shipped to the Helena (Mont.) smelter of the American — 
, | Smelting & Refining Co. Most of the concentrates produced were 
“treated in the countercurrent-decantation cyanidation circuit of the | 
ss mill, ~Development work completed in 1942 consisted of unwatering : 
“200 feet of shaft and driving 960 feet of drift. | OO | 
eo Only three small hand-sluicing or panning placer operations were _ 
PA conducted in Pennington County in 1942—the Gold Run im the — 
“. . Hill City district.and the Rockerville and Golden Rule in the Rapid | 
eo Crock. district. These placers yielded a total of only 5 fine ounces 
— . of gold. : ae ,
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— Summary ___.-.-------------------------------_ 477 Smelting and refining plants in Texas_..--..--- 479 0 0 
a Calculation of value of metal production_.... 477 | Mines review by counties.......---------------- 479 Lo 

. . Mine production. -...-.-.---------------------- 478 — a eed 
| _ Ore classification. --..------------------------- 478 | . a BS 

‘Texas mines produced gold, silver, copper, and lead in 1942 valued ==“ 
at $534,894, in terms of recovered metals; this value, compared with 

a $812,727 in 1941, represents a decline of 34 percent, due largely to the | Oy 
_.--: 39-percent slump in silver output.. Gold declined slightly, and lead — ee, 

) remained virtually at the 1941 figure; but copper increased more than as 
1500 percent in quantity. No zine has been recovered from ores eee 

-. mined in Texas since 1917.0 oo . Oe os 
__« Silver, the principal metal produced in Texas, was first found in 

- 1880 at the Presidio mine at Shafter, Presidio County, butshipmentsof = =. : 
_-_- bullion were not begun until 1885. From that date until September © 

| 1942 this mine was by far the outstanding producer of the State—- 
chiefly of silver but also of gold and lead. Other mines producing ee 
more than 1,000 ounces of silver in 1942 were the Bird mine in it, 

_ Brewster County, the Hazel mine in Culberson County,andtheSancho =| 
Panza mine in Hudspeth County. The American Metal Co. of Texas «| 
operated the Presidio mine and 400-ton cyanidation mill at Shafter wens 
continuously until September 6, 1942, when the company ceased = =: 
operations. About 3,500 tons of silver. smelting ore, carrying some ==. 
copper, were shipped from the Sancho Panza mine near Allamoore to °° 

_ the El Paso smelter. About 470 tons of copper ore from the Hazel —‘ 
: mine, 23 tons of silver ore from the Needle Peak mine, and 139 tons of i A 

lead ore (containing silver) from the Bird mine were shipped to the ee: 
7 El Paso smelter. Oo | | oY 

Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1938-42 - | Je 

oO Year Gold! Silver? | Copper? | Lead‘ | Zine4 oy 

| | Per fine Per fine | : 
ounce ounce Per pound | Per pound | Per pound ee 

1988... een e een $35.00} 5$0.646+|  $0.098 $0. 046 $0. 048 LO 
1989_..-...-----.------- ee 35. 00 6. 678-+- - 104 . 047 . 052 a 
C7 nnn 35. 00 T+ 1113 “050 "063 oo 
1941... _...--2-22e see eseeeeeee soso eee 35. 00 771 1118 087 075 or 
1942.22 le 35. 00 7, 711+ - 121 . 067 . 093 , oe . 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31. 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold a ° 
from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-+($20. 671835) per fine ounce. my 

2'Treasury buying price for newly mined silver. a 
3 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price co 

includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production but excludes value of foreign . 
copper delivered to Metals Reserve Co. for domestic consumption. . as 

4 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades-of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price . oy 
includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production. . 

5 $0. 64646464. 6 $0. 67878787. 7 $0. 71111111. “ 

. | 477 cas
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'- ‘All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight”; that is, they = 
» do not include moisture, ,. * 4 .. The value of the metal production herein reported has-been caleu- 
vs. Jated at the prices in the preceding table. et 

~. -_.. The following table shows the annual output of ore and the quantity =~ 
_-. and value of the metals recovered from Texas mines from 1938 to a 
“.'  1942,-as well as the total metal production from 1885 to 1942. a 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Texas, 1938-42, and total, — 
Ce 1885-1942, on terms of recovered metals ee Oo 

a oe | ° teh pr : ~. Gold. a . Silver an 
var oo Co ~ re (short |__ _ _ _ oe 

re toms) fo i a a Oo JSS ne a Oo o Fine ounces ~~ Value ™ Fine ounces Value os 

ee gpg agio02| a0 | + gts305 | 15433,008 1 goa8,3s9 (i itt 
we oe Y9B92 Leelee] «141,795 T B24 | 11,340}. 1,341,945 | 910, 896 “ 
a 940 TTT 46 936 1 312) 10,920 | ~~: 1,826,150 |. «943,040 |. oo 
ee PPRT eee 140, 818 306} ~=—s«s0, 710 | 1, 096,027 |. —-s-779, 397. 4 Ph 19420002] 100, 698 . 26) 8260] 672,781. 478,422 

188542 P8277 | 228, 640 |” 83, 186, 887 | 23,35,715 

No mp oy a Copper =| StéLen—~ | Zine | Cees : 
Be Year | pro ne Total vale 
fier Sa ag ee _. | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds| Value |. BS 

8B | 3ao00 | 93,436 | 634,000 | $31,464 | || gore ge 
cys 8 1989.2 ee------------| 68,000 | 7,072 | 454,000 | 21,338 |.-- el z|eeeuel-] 950,646 : 
con JQdQu TT 60,000 | 6, 780 | 410,000 | 20,500 |___..___|_.........| 981, 940 | 
See OAL) 12000 | 1.416 | 372,000 | 21,204 [22 ogaezez7 . po USER 198,000 | 23,958 | 362,000} 24,954. [0 PTT) gga ggg 
ae 18B5~1942._.--...-------.-.--]| 71,055 | 302,111 | 24,775 | 487, 490 2744 | $106,491 | 24, 472, 456 oo 

me re 1 Figures not available. = ~~ 9 Short tons. od | : 

an ° Mine production of gold, silver; copper, and lead in Texas in 1942, by counties, in 
oa . : terms'of recovered metals =. : 

AF a | Mines pro-| Ore (short | Gold (fine | Silver (fine| Copper Lead - 
ae County ducing tons) ounces) ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) | 

_ _‘Brewster......---.------------} ad 189 j...-....--.-] 3, 230 200 | 69, 000 
oo Culberson... ...---.2---------. 2 492 1 2, 496 28, 000 |-..----...-- 

-  Hudspeth..-.---....----_ 2 2 3, 549 |.-------- | 2, 343 166, 600 1, 000 
; Presidio. ......---------.--._- 2 96,518} 2351 664,712 3, 200 292, 000 

| oy 7} 100,698 936 672, 781 198, 000 362, 000 
- Total, 1941__-..-...----------- 9| 140,818 306 | 1,096, 027 12,000 | 372, 000 

; - ORE CLASSIFICATION 

Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume 
on Gold and Silver. 

; Ore sold or treated in Texas in 1942, with content in terms of recovered metals eee eee ee een nee een en OOS TOPE OMS | 

, Mines pro-| Ore (short | Gold (fine | Silver (fine| Copper Lead | Source ducing tons) ounces) | ounces) | (pounds); (pounds) 

Dry and siliceous silver ore_. - 3 100, 052 235 667, 454 167, 562 292, 000 
Copper ore._..-....____.-_..-. 2 506 1 2, 089 30, 238 j..-..---...- 
Lead ore....-..-.22--- oo 2 140 J... 22. _ 8, 238 200 70, 000 

| | 71 100,698 236 | 672,781 | 198,000} 362, 000 
Total, 1941.._-.___.-------_-.. 9| 140,818 306 | 1,096, 027 12, 000 372, 000 
a |
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: ss SMELTING AND REFINING PLANTS IN TEXAS = Ss 

—. - ‘In 1942 two zine retort smelters (one of which has a cadmium- Jo 

-_-yecovery plant), one copper smelter, one lead smelter, one antimony = | 

~ -gmelter, one tin smelter, one electrolytic plant for extraction of mag- sit 

~ nesium from sea water, and one electrolytic copper refinery were 

- operating in Texas; a new electrolytic zine smelter was completed and —. 

a set in operation. | . oe | Oo a oes 

: The American Smelting & Refining Co. continued to operate: its Bae 

- __ gopper and lead smelters at El Paso in 1942, treating ores purchased its m 

. from operators in Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and Utah andin 

Mexico. Ores from Canada, South America, Africa, and many other 

foreign sources continued. to be received (as in 1941) at El Paso after — us 

their original destinations had fallen into enemy hands. The EF] | 

-.. Paso plant contains a unit for recovering arsenic in addition to the ae 

lead and copper furnaces.. BO a 

_ ‘The American Smelting & Refining Co. gas-retort zinc smelter at sis, 

Amarillo was operated virtually at capacity throughout the year, = 

- treating zinc concentrates purchased from operators in’ Arizona, oe 

-.- Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, and South Dakota | i 

--. and in Mexico. The electrolytic zinc plant recently. completed by = ae 

| the company at Corpus Christi, designed to operate on zinc concen- o 

trates from Buchans, N ewfoundland, was opened on stored Buchans. $s 

concentrates and Mexican concentrates. __ Oo PE 

~The Machovec gas-retort zine smelter of the American Zinc, Lead = 

a -& Smelting Co. at Dumas, purchased from the Illinois Zinc Co., was si 

operated at maximum capacity throughout the year on zinc concen- 3 

-.. trates from operators in New Mexico, Utah, Mexico, and Newfound- ° fah 

and. Operation of the cadmium plant was entirely satisfactory,amd © 

production of cadmium will be substantially increased during the | 

second quarter of 1948. According to the contract with the Defense — | 

Plant Corporation, as of July 1942, the American Zinc, Lead & Smelt- 6 hee 

sing Co. installed additional slab zinc-producing facilities at the Dumas 

| plant, some of which were in production before the end of 1942. ae 

| The Nichols electrolytic copper refinery at El Paso, a unit of the oe 

| Phelps Dodge Corporation, continued to refine copper anodes produced _ oy 

| at corporation smelters in Arizona. The plant was operated at. ag 

-—s gapacity throughout the year. — ae | oe oe 

. | | MINES REVIEW BY COUNTIES | | a 

_ Brewster County —The Bird mine 5 miles northwest of Altuda was ey 

operated throughout 1942 by the Bird Mining Co., Inc., and regulat a 

: shipments began on March 10, 1942, to the smelter at El Paso. Lead | : 

ore totaling 139 tons, containing 3,230 ounces of silver, 296 pounds of . 

copper, and 77,107 pounds of lead, was shipped during 1942. Devel-_ oe 

opment work in 1942 comprised 700 feet of drifts and 64 feet of winze. - 

 Oulberson County.—Copper ore totaling 469 tons, containing 2,081 5 

| ounces of silver and 28,242 pounds of copper, was shipped from the - 

Hazel mine 14 miles northwest of Van Horn to the El Paso smelter. OS 

The mine was operated by J. P. Witherspoon, lessee, with A. P. ° 

Williams as mine superintendent; it is opened by a vertical shaft 320 7 

feet deep. A small lot (23 tons) of dry silver ore containing 415 © rs 

ounces of silver and 1,002 pounds of copper was shipped from the : 

Needle Peak open-cut near Van Horn to the El Paso smelter. —_ ‘
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Bo Hudspeth County.—Lessees on the Sancho Panza mine 7 miles. »- northeast. of Allamoore shipped 3,548 tons of silver smelting ore con- ot be taming 2,335 ounces of silver and 172,801 pounds of copper. to the a :¢ smelter at El Paso. One ton of lead ore containing 1,139 pounds of po lead was shipped from Sierra Blanca to the Kl Paso smelter by the e. Lancaster Lead Co. OS | 
Presidio County.—Two small lots—34 tons and 3 tons of copper ore . oo _ containing 3,206 and 332 pounds of copper, respectively—were shipped __ ~ from Shafter to the smelter at El Paso. oO 7 Ce ~~ The American Metal Co. of Texas operated its Presidio mine at moe Shafter continuously until September 6, 1942, when the company coe ceased all operations; shortly afterward all the equipment of the ee property was dismantled and shipped. ‘Labor difficulties, excessive s. water in the lower levels, lowering of the grade of ore, and depletion | “j- Of ore reserves were contributory factors to closing of the property. so . *) The quantity of ore treated was 96,481 tons compared with 140,503 yo tons in 1941. Development work in 1942 comprised 2,124 feet of drifts and 12,421 feet of diamond drilling. The ore minerals are woe.  argentite, anglesite, cerussite, cerargyrite, and galena. In 1942 the | | . mull produced 545,360 ounces of silver and 213 ounces of gold in | Wh cyanide precipitates, and 396 tons of table concentrates containing : aan 22 ounces of gold, 119,344 ounces of silver, and 283,628 pounds of lead. _ 4 . .. The cyanide precipitates carried 14,852 pounds of lead dissolved by » the cyanide. The concentrates and precipitates were shipped to the : oo: Carteret (N. J.) smelter. | et . | : 

= a I __ Production of silver from the Presidio mine, 1885-19422 - — 

Wee : | : : : . _| Silver content of mill | - : boc | 7 | Mill heads heads (ounces) Recovery of silver fie Lo . Period treated jo ai . : Bo . . oo (short tons) : fo . Me ae , | Per ton Total Percent Ounces a 

eo 1885-1912. 450, 000 25.841 11, 628, 000 81. 68. 9,497,750 Fo 1913-26... 2027 720,000} 12.00 | 8,640,000} 83.66 | 7/298 204 | me a 48, 190 22.87 | 1, 102, 105 91.41 1,007,434 ge , 1928... 2 57, 475 23.17 1, 331, 696 91.04 1, 212, 340 So Ygag TTT trrrrrie 54, 644 19.74} 1,078,673 90. 30 974,049 
. Ue Total, 1885-1929...............| | 1, 330, 309 17.88 | 28, 780, 474 83.77 | 19, 919, 797 | 1980.0] 24, 985 16.09 401, 926 88.79 356, 854 , 1984.00.00 TTT ag’ 658 19.70 919,064 | 91.39 839, 936 . 1935...----2--2 2 70, 166 15. 87 1, 113, 686 87. 84 978, 303 1986...2-22-.22-22 22. 98, 499 14, 41 1, 419, 371 87.48 1, 241,605 | 1987.20 22222 110, 220 12.76 | 1, 406, 825 86. 79 1, 220, 921 1938... 22 e ee 127, 574 12. 76 1, 627, 844 84. 72 1, 379, 187 : | i 1: 138, 934 11.24| 15561, 618 83, 49 1, 303, 748 : 1940.22 22222 144, 558 10.55 | 1,525, 087 84. 90 1,204,803 194.2 140, 503 9.39 1, 319, 323 82. 90 1, 093, 748 © 194202 96, 481 8.36 806, 581 82. 41 664, 704 

| Potal, 1885-1942._._..........| 2, 328, 882 15.41 | 35, 881, 799 84. 43 30, 293, 606 
meee 

1 Howbert, Van Dyne, and Gray, F. E., Milling Methods and Costs at Presidio Mine of the American Metal Co. of Texas: Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng. Tech. Pub. 368, 1930, 20 pp. . Howbert, Van Dyne, and Bosustow, Richard, Mining Methods and Costs at Presidio Mine of the Ameri- can Metal Co. of Texas: Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng. Tech. Pub. 334, 1930, 15 pp. 13 em D. ¥. Milling Methods and Costs at the Presidio Mine: Arizona Min. J our., vol. 24, No. 22, April «"» 4 » Dp. . 
2 No production in 1931, 1932, and 1933.
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a : —_ SUMMARY OUTLINE A 

Summary _...-..-----------------.----------- 481.] Metallurgic industry__._:..-..-----.......... 487 oa 
Calculation of value of metal production.:... 482 | Review by counties and districts._...__..._... © 491 . ces 
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oo a SUMMARY | re 

Ores and gravels from Utah mines yielded gold, silver,.copper, lead, es 
and zine valued, m terms of recoverable metal, at $113,552,848 in it 
1942 compared with $97,796,623 in 1941. The increase in output of = 4 

'  yecoverable copper accounted for most of the gain, although increases eck 
were noted in output of all-metals except silver. The total gam in °°! 
value of the State metal output can be credited largely to the Bingham | eat 
district, although the Park City region showed a gainin gold produc- 
tion and the Tintic district in lead and zine production. The Utah = 

=. Copper Co. in 1942 surpassed by far its outstanding production record * 
established in 1941 and contributed over 70 percent of the value of po 
the total metal output of the State. The output of zinc from Tooele . 2 4 

-. County increased in 1942, whereas the output of each of the other "8 
metals decreased. | i ee 

| The production of copper, and more particularly thatofleadand zinc,  =—-...® 
in 1942 was affected by several factors. The Metals Reserve Company ce 
announced that, effective February 1, 1942, premiums of 5 centsa = © 24 
pound for copper and 2% cents a pound for both lead and zinc would  =—S 35 

| be paid for these metals produced in excess of certain fixed basic a 8 
quotas. Each mine or company had its basic quota fixed according to sss 

: the previous year’s produttion or through direct negotiation with the | § =.% 
| Government agency. . Most mines in Utah, which were granted basic = 

quotas under the original principle of premium payments, have since _ a 
received downward adjustment favorable to the company. ‘To Sy 

| broaden the scope of the premium payments for over-quota metalfur- = -s 
| ther, the Metals Reserve Company announced that, effective December © 

1, 1942, at the opening of business it would allow an additional pre-e == ss 
mium for lead and two additional premiums for zinc. Eligibility for re 
these additional premiums was based primarily on the ability of the oS 

producer to maintain the present rate of output or to insure addi- © og 
tional output. Each case was to be considered independently by the =—«..... 
Quota Committee, Premium Price Plan for Copper, Lead, and Zinc "a 

| (War Production Board—OPA).. oe 
Although the Government stimulated the production of copper, oe 

lead, and zine by price manipulation, the full effect of the program was  _ 8 
not realized because of the critical shortage of suitable mine, mill, and * 
smelter labor. The labor supply became critically low during July, a 
August, September, and part of October. Jn October the Army fur- Oe 

| | 481
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“—._-.Joughed 4,000 soldiers for service in mines. Of this number, Utah == 
* mines and smelters received approximately 700. This action tended 
~. to relieve the severity of the shortage but did not insure adequate oe 
»- labor for operations consistent with the present demand for metals. 
Re Thus, the majority of Utah mines at the close of 1942 faced the prob- 
». lem of either securing additional labor or endeavoring to maintain the : 
~ °° present personnel at levels sufficient to meet production demands. —. 
Bo _ All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight’; that is, they | 
« . -.. do not include moisture. — - : Oo - a 
» ‘The value of the metal production herein reported has been calcu- 
“. lated at the following prices. Be | ee | Oo 

“Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1988-42 es 

Ro wi te Year - | Gold Silver? | Coppers | Lead 4 fines 

ee ” | a | | Per fine ownce Per fine ounce} Per pound | Per pound Per pound . 7 
Ra 1988... -22---ee---le---e--------] | $38,00 5$0.646+| ° $0,098}  —--$0.046 | $0. 048 7 
oe 4989.02 TTT 85.00 | 8678-4 104] 1047 1052 | 
Byte | 4940.02.22 wee eee 35.00 |. 7. 711+ 113 | - _ .050 063 - 
fy gga TTT) 88.00 Te7M+| 8 057 | 075 
we 19M TTL 35.00) 7. 711+ Wa] oe7 |. 098 

: o oe I Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January -31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold = - } : 
Be from January 18, 1837, to January 31,1934, was $20.67-+-($20.671835) per fineounce. © —s. . “ 

re .. 2 Treasury buying price for newly mined silver. | ae a co oo os i 
By 8 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price i 
we ~~ includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Company for over-quota production but excludes value of. : 
BR foreign. eopper delivered to Metals Reserve Company for domestic consumpfion. ~~ . : gees : 
epee - 41938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price 
bay includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Company for over-quota production. oe , : . 
co §0.64846464. ee 6 $0.67878787.0 80TH | 

on Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Utah, 1938-42, and total, | . 
ee i oo 1864-1942, in terms of recovered metals — - On : 

Be . Mines producing Gold (ode and placer) Silver ode and placer) 
Me ee Ore (short |. pr 

we ne . “ Lode ‘Placer = |. | Fine ounces Value Fine ounces | Value 

he 1998......----:- 183 | 22 | 13, 248, 660 200, 630 | $7,022,050 | 9,682,782 | $6,250,544 =: 
me 1939... 175| «1. { 21,094,097 277,751.| 9,721,285 | 10,758,657 | 7, 302° 846 | 
oo 1940...---_-_--- 191. 21. | 27, 939, 346 355,494 | 12,442'290 | 12°172,299 | 8 655, 857 
ce 1941...........| 167 12 | 31,952,817 | 356,501 | 12,477,535 | 11,395,485 | 8, 103, 456 | 
we 1942... ft 1B 6 | 34, 981, 655 391,544 | 13,704,040 | 10,574,955 | 7,519, 968 

ro 1864-1942. ...._]----.--.--}_-.-------| 9,449,773 | 230, 967,095 | 691,875, 106 | 504, 275, 236 

a Oo ‘Copper [o Lead | Zine oo | 
oo Yer |. |... I. od Potal vale | 

| ~ 1|- Pounds j| «+ Value Pounds Value . Pounds Value. 

:  4938____-.| 216, 252,000} $21, 192, 696 | 131,314,000 | $6, 040, 444 | 67,316,000 | $3, 231,168 | $43, 745, 902 
~ , 1939._____| 343,780,000 | 35, 753,120 | 135,268,000 | 6, 357,596 | 69,052,000} 3,590,704 | 62, 725, 551 
7 1940... | 463,728,000 | 52, 401, 264 | 151,376,000 | 7, 568, 800 | 87,576,000 | 5,517,288 | 86, 585, 499 

1941._.___| 533,676,000 | 62,973, 768 | 139, 202,000 | 7, 984, 514 | 84,098,000 | 6,307,350 | 97,796, 623 
. 1942. | 613,382,000 | __74, 219, 222 | 143, 860,000 | 9, 638, 620 | 91,086,000 |_ 8,470,998 |__ 113, 552, 848 | 

1864-1942. | 23, 953, 217 | 1,113, 708,563 | 24, 229, 736 | 457, 350,462 | 2835, 199 |104, 313, 625 | 2, 410, 614, 981 

1 1864-1901: Figures not available; 1902-42: 456,347,638 tons produced.. . 
2 Short tons. 

Gold.—Utah mines in 1942 produced 391,544 ounces of recoverable 
gold—the greatest output in any year in the history of the State. 
By far the largest portion of Utah gold is recovered as a byproduct 
of the recovery of base metals; as a consequence, the gold order 
issued by the Government in October 1942 did not affect the State 
output greatly. Most mines producing siliceous ores were allowed to 
continue operation, so that an adequate supply of fluxing material 
might be available to smelters in the Salt Lake Valley. Copper
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” ; : ore yielded 75 percent of the total gold and siliceous ore 10 percent; ey Se 
_ . the remainder came from zinc-lead ore and slag, lead ore, lead~ 

copper ore, zinc ore, zinc-lead-copper ore, and placers. The placer ss. 
output of fine gold in 1942 was only 32 ounces. Ores of all classes 

__.. treated in concentrating mills yielded 86 percent of the State total, — a 
_ ores shipped direct to smelters 12 percent, and orestreated byamalgam- = 

ation and cyanidation, placers, and slag fumed 2 percent. Ore of = = 
a the West Mountain (Bingham) district was by far the most important ce 

source of gold and in 1942 yielded 327,258 ounces (nearly 85 percent == 
_. .. Of the State total), a gain of 52,139 ounces over 1941. Gold pro- 
- duced from the Tintic district was slightly less than in 1941, owing | 

to the smaller | output of siliceous ores. The recoverable gold Pro- a Oe 
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| FIGURE 1.—Value of mine production of gold, sliver, copper, lead, and zine and total value in Utah, 1870-1942, | | © 

duction from the Park City region increased 3,188 ounces, owing to . ~ 
increases at the New Park Mining Co. Gold output from Tooele oS 

_ County decreased 18,523 ounces. The Utah Copper Co. produced er 
_ 73 percent of the State output of gold and was followed by the United =—s_:—«z. 

States & Lark, Mayflower, Tintic Bullion, Snyder Mines, Inc. (at 3s 
_. Mercur), Sacramento, Mammoth, and Boston Consolidated mines; = 

these eight properties produced 91 percent of the total gold output | : 

° Silver —The output of recoverable silver in Utah in 1942 was a ‘ 
10,574,955 ounces, of which 82 percent was derived from base-metal . 
ore. Zinc-lead, zinc-lead-copper, and zinc ore yielded 49 percent of ou 
the State total, copper ore 26 percent, siliceous ore 18 percent, and os 
lead and lead-copper ores 7 percent. Ore concentrated yielded 74 a
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‘t - percent of the total and ore shipped crude to smelters virtually all the. ; 
Boo remainder. The Bingham district—chief source of silver in Utah— 
po was followed by the Park City region, Tintic district, and Tooele ss 
“=~ County. The Utah Copper Co. was again the chief silver producerin: 
eo the State; it was followed by the United States & Lark, Tintic Stand- - | 
~ - ard, Silver King Coalition, Park City Consolidated properties, May- 
-°.. flower, Park Utah Consolidated group of properties, and Calumet; | 
ee and these eight properties produced 82 percent of the silver output of. =| 
we Utah in 1942. - | | a | | : | 7 
“- . Copper.—Production of recoverable copper in Utah in 1942 was - 

ty -613,382,000 pounds and completely eclipsed the former record of 
—.--. §88,676,000 pounds in 1941. ‘The Utah Copper Co., by far the | 
vs ' largest copper producer in the United States, mined about 75,000,000 a 

tons of ore and waste from its open-pit mine at Bingham at the ratio 
“of 1% tons of waste to 1 ton of ore. The company mills at Arthur and 
w .- Magna, although rated at a daily capacity of 78,000 tons, treated an 
ss .- average of over 91,000 tons a day and contmued to show very high 8 

me. +» recoveries. Copper ore mined in Utah amounted to 33,611,061 tons Ss. 
“in 1942 compared with 30,444,402 tons in 1941. Copper ore and 

a - mine-water precipitates yielded virtually the entire State output of — 
“ gopper. Following the Utah Copper Co., copper producers in Utah j 
“sin 1942 included the Ohio Copper Co., United States & Lark, and 4 
<.-. National Tunnel & Mines Co. properties in the Bingham district and — a! 
pe the Tintic Standard property in the Tintic district. oo _ 
“During the first. 3 months of 1943, Utah mines were producing cop- 
Mee per at a rate calculated to exceed the record output of 1942 by at least | 
ee 15,000,000 pounds. : as oe pt 
mye Lead.—Mine production of recoverable lead in Utah was 143,860,000 _ 
*. --. pounds in 1942, compared with 139,202,000 pounds in 1941. The | 
«' Bingham district was again the chief source of lead and gained 
«10,967,300 pounds over 1941. The Park City region output declined . 

-, .. . for the second successive year. Four properties—the Silver King, ' 
ue Park Utah Consolidated, Mayflower, and Park City Consolidated— | 
mo together contributed over 95 percent of the total lead output of the 
mo region; of these four properties, the Park City Consolidated closed in 
oS October, and only the Mayflower made an increase over 1941. The 
a lead output of the Tintic district gained, owing primarily to increased 

--- . production at the Tintic Standard mine. Output from the Calumet | 
| mine, chief producer in Tooele County, decreased in 1942. The 

| United States & Lark properties in the Bingham district continued to 
, be the largest source of lead in the State, followed by the Silver King 

~ Coalition, Tintic Standard, Park Utah Consolidated, Calumet, May- 
flower, and Chief Consolidated; these seven producers supplied 85 
percent of the State total output of lead. | : 

| Production reports during the first 3 months of 1948 indicate that 
the recoverable lead output of Utah will be higher in the year 1943 | 

| than it was in 1942. 
Zine.—Output of recoverable zinc from Utah ores and slags 

amounted to 91,086,000 pounds in 1942 compared with 84,098,000 
in 1941. Zinc recovered from old and current slag fumed accounted 
for the gain, as zinc recovered from zinc-lead ore declined. As in 
former years, the bulk of the recovered zinc came from ores of | 
the Bingham district and Park City region, and although there was 
@ gain in zinc} output in} the Bingham district it was more than
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offset by losses in the Park City region. Substantial gains were noted is 
In the output of zinc from the Tintic district in 1942, but the district ee 

_ 1s still of minor importance compared with the Bingham and Park foe eh a 
7 City areas. All the zinc and zinc-lead concentrates produced in Utah si 

mn 1942 were treated at plants of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. 
- at Anaconda and Great Falls, Mont. Zinc fume derived from the + 

| fuming of current slag, old slag, and a small quantity of zinc ore was a: 
| first deleaded and then shipped to Hillsboro, Ill., and Bartlesville, = = =» 

: Okla., for further treatment.- The zinc recovered from the fuming  §.,? 
a of current slag has not been credited entirely to Utah; the zinc ulti- voy 

oo ‘mately recovered in the fuming operation, which originatesinoresand =.» 
concentrates contaiming at least 10 percent zinc, has been credited == = % 

_. . to the State of origin. The principal producers of zinc in Utah. in ae 
- 1942, named in order of output, were: United States & Lark mines, ak 

Tooele slag-fuming plant, Silver King Coalition, Park Utah Consol- | ot 
_ idated Mining Co., Mayflower, Calumet, Chief Consolidated proper- oe 

ties, Park City Consolidated Mining Co. (closed in October 1942), oe 
_. and Butterfield group; these nine properties produced 97 percent of oe 

| the State total zinc output. | oo as 
| According to calculations based on reports received during the first vgs 

- 8 months of 1948, the recoverable zinc output of Utah in 1943 will = = 
. exceed that in 1942 by about 6,000,000 pounds. | | _ ae 

— _ MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES =  — Ne 
- Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Utah in 1942, by counties, os 

| | oo in terms of recovered metals oe | - as 

. | Minesproducing | ~~ ‘| Gold (lode and placer) | Silver (lode and placer) ee 
: fe} Ore (short | ot 

County — ~ tons) a _ a“ 
| a Lode Placer Fine ounces Value {Fine ounee Value te 

| Beaver_...._--._- 10 |------------ 12, 653 365 | $12,775 44,571| . $31,695 
Box Elder._..-._- 2 |---.------~--]- 102. 3 105 45 32. ora 
Grand. _......._-|.-------2-- 2 |_----------- TL AB vant 

. Tron... ....--2-_- 2 |------------| | 1, 558 210 7,350 ~ 41,108) . 788 ree 
) Juabl 222227777 18 |-------.--.-| 168,193 | 10,487 | 365,295 | 720,834} 512, 593 ae 
Millard. -------.- Bt 1 434 "84 2940 1, 028 731 aS 
Morgan......--- 1 [eee ese eeee 1 |.-------2---|----- 22-22 --|-----------|--- 2 - ee ren 
Piute_...2-.-.--- i ene 964 291 10, 185 10, 066 718 2 
Salt Lake.-..----) 98 |_-7_7 7777] 34,088,363 | 327,390 | 11,458,650 | 5,416,671 | 3,851,855 ae 
San Juan__...-_- a i 69 "8 280 24 17 oa 

. Sevier-_....-.-..- | 10 22 770 914 , 650 ot 
Summit__-_.-_- 1 |-2--TTTTTTT] age, 124 5,104| 178,640 | 1,298, 255 919, 648 ot 
Tooele..-----.--- 26 |_222-T-77"} 259} 164 16,349| 572,215 | "399, 247 283, 909 ss 
Cinta TTT] 2 |... 14 "490 |.-----0----|-----ee os 
Utah__..._..--. 15 |-....--..-..| 171, 756 13,422| 469,770 | 1,346, 729 957, 674 fo 
Wasatch_.------- 4] 97} 624 17,831 | 624,085 | 1,338, 854 952) 074 os 
Washington__.-_- > 636 7 245 158) 2197 
Wayne......--.--] 1 |-.--------- 4 |.....-------]-------.---- 24 17 , ° 

123 6 | 34,981,655 | 1391, 544 | 13, 704,040 | 10,574,955 | 7, 519, 968 Me 
Total, 1941. ____._ 167| —s-12 | 31,952,817 | 2 356,501 | 12°47, 635 | 11,395,485 | 8) 103, 456 os 

1 Includes 32 ounces of placer gold distributed as follows: Grand County, 7 ounces; Millard County, ‘ ed 
3 ounces; San Juan County, 8 ounces; and Uintah County, 14 ounces. — . oe 

3 Includes 629 ounces of placer gold distributed as follows: Garfield County, 4 ounces; Grand County, ae 
252 ounces; Millard County, 21 ounces; San Juan County, 18 ounces; and Uintah County, 334 ounces. oe
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* Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Utah in 1942, by counties, = 
Beas 2 3: anterms of recovered metals—Continued ... a 

go ee Copper ifs sd Zine te oe 
Bo County | |] Total vale 
P Poe! re Pounds | Value Pounds | Value Pounds |. Value |. / : ae 

“ Beaver.......---.]| 107,800] $13,044 627,000 $42,009 | + 291,700| $27,128 | $126,651 
=.” Box Elder-.----| 1,000 yi} 17300| 1,150] = 16,000} = nag] 905 
wee  Grand_.:-.--...-|-.----------|------------|---------2--|}-----2------}------ ee eefeeeeeeeeee KB . 
oe Tron...-..-------- 300 86} 95,300| 4,605 |.-- 60 | 
Bo Fuel TZTTTTITZTT] 540,000} 68, 340.| 6,097,000] . 408,499 | 3, 143,000 | 292,200 |. 1,644,028 = 
fe Milard 777777777) 18;300] 1,881 4000} | 67| +| 88000} 8184) ” 13,773 we 
A ° eo Morgan_....----- weeec ene ne | ene nna eenn-- . 300 a 20 elena wa-nenne---e| . - 20 . : 

eo Putte. 22-22] 2, 200 266 |- 58, 300 3,906} 6,000;  — 558 22073 tit 
=. Salt Lake 2_7777}09, 420,000 | 78, 739, 820 | 80,121,000 | 5, 368, 107 | 45,358,000 | 4,218,204 | 98,636,728 
we San Juan... 5,700} .. 690. feet eeefle -. 987 
Bi ' . Sevier-._.--.--.]------------]---.----_---]2-----------|---- ee L--|--- 22 - eee] een 1,420 
0 Sumamit TTTITIII)77 7786; 700 |" OL; 881 | 93; 516; 400 | 7, 808, 599" | 18, 624, 700 | 1,732,007 | 4, 430, 545 os 

an Tooele----------| 477,000] 7, 717 | 11,978, 400 | "802, 218 | 18,785,000 | 1,463,855] 3,179,414 
Rie Jintah.....-.-.- |. pe peepee] co CO 

Utah OTT TTTTT IF, 168, 000 |" "141, 898" |"14, 342, 000 | 960, 914 | 3896, 600 | 86,884 | 2,566,570 
wo Wasateh.---2777] 698,000} 84,458 | 8,040,400 | 538,707 | 7,427,000} . 690,711| 2,890, 035 : 
ho. Washington_----| 190,000] 22,990 |” 40,600.) 2,720 Jo... | 27 082 : 
No. +s Wayne-...-------|------------|------------]-------+----|-s----------|----s-n-cee- [eens eens] OV | : 

Boul 1618, 382, 000 | 74, 219, 222 |143, 360,000 | 9, 638, 620 | 91, 086, 000 | 8,470,998 |: 113, 552, 848 : 
6. Total, 1941. ......|533, 676, 000 | 62, 973, 768 |139, 202, 000 | 7, 934, 514 | 84,098, 000'| 6, 307, 350 | "97, 796, 623 4 

Po MENTING INDUSTRY Ba : 

~The production of copper ore (96 percent of the State total ore)  —s—> 
~*~. dominated the mining industry in Utah in 1942. The Bingham dis- 
-_ triet produced ore of all classes, representing 97 percent of the State = 

total. Of the 34,087,179 tons of ore produced in the Bingham dis- — 
... trict in 1942, copper ore constituted 99 percent; virtually all the a 
y°,  Yemainder was zinc-lead ore and lead ore. The grade of the copper : 
&, ore and zinc-lead ore was about the same as in 1941. The bulk of © | 
*. the ore mined in the Park City region in 1942 was zinc-lead ore; 3 
a4 this ore showed a lowering of zinc, lead, and silver content compared - : 
aa with 1941. The Tintic district again made a large gain in output : 
po of zinc-lead ore, but almost all was mined from the lower workings | 
oo of the Chief Consolidated properties. The output and grade of | 
- ss gine-lead ore mined in Tooele County decreased. Production of 

eo siliceous ore declined from 1941, and much of the output came from ~~ 
| old mine and tailings dumps; the largest decline was noted in gold 

ore from Tooele County. The Camp Floyd district in Tooele County 
a and the Tintic district in Juab and Utah Counties supplied 87 per- 

t eye : : 

. cent of the siliceous ore of the State. | | 

| ORE CLASSIFICATION — 

Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume _ 
| on Gold and Silver. Oo |
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7 | | | Ore sold or treated in Utah in 1942, with content in terms of recovered metals oo ; we S > 

| - Source | produc-} Ore - | Gold Silver Copper Lead |, Zine © ©. #4 

| oo Sf Fine | Fine | _ fo. SO - 
os Short tons| ounces | ounces Pounds | Pounds | Pounds — vo se 

. Dry and siliceous gold ore..-----| - 19} °¥126, 405; 20,588) . 35,814 66,200}. - 276, 976)... Oe 
7 Dry and siliceous gold-silver ore- 27| 224,420) 15,933}. 879,892) 1, 569, 845; . 5, 867, 205;_.-------. aS 

_ Dry and siliceous silver ore-.---- 21; 83,409) 3, 059} - 960, 006 612, 238} 8, 233,304/_--------, as 

oo, - | | 67|- 434, 2341 39,580] 1,875, 712] 2, 242,283} 9, 377, 575)_..._____- ee 
/ ~ Copper ore...-------------------| . 16)33, 611, 061] 291, 806] 2, 698, 515)' 606, 444, 452 118, 779}___-.------ a 

7 Lead ore__---------------------- ' 40 75, 758| 9,727; 786, 550 668, 374] 18, 627, 328} _._.__-_.- ne 
Ce Lead-copper ore... -------------- Wo. AN. - 421) 1,818) 9, 842)_---- mo 

Zine ore.....-------------------- _ 7 16, 710 6 ' 2, 278 5, 655 13, 552} . 340, 100 ee 
Zine-lead ore.-_----.------------- 38] 2841, 837| 50,378) 5, 190,257; 3, 915, 253/115, 289, 671/90, 372, 500 - es 

-  Zine-lead-copper ore...-.-------- 3} - 2,014 15} . 21,222} (104,170). 423,253) 373, 400 tS 

‘Total, lode mines..._.__--|" ¥198|34, 681, 685) B01, 612}10, 574, 955|7618, 382, 000148, 860, 000|01, 088,000. 
- Total, placers_.......----------- ) es | 32) _.-....-.-|------------]-----------]---------- oes 

- . : . 4 - 129/34, 981, 655] 391, 544/10, 574, 955]! 613, 382, 000/143, 860, 000/91, 086, 000 . oo : 
_— Total, 1941....2--.--..----------! __ 179131, 952, 817! 256, 501/11, 395, 48514 533, 676, 000!139, 202, 000!84, 098, 000 rs 

a _- 1 Inchides 32,062,916 pounds recovered from mine-water precipitates. OC | : os 
2 Includes 87,831 tons of zinc-lead slag. : . . rs’ 
8 A mine producing more than 1 class of ore is counted but once in arriving at total for all classes. ae 

: oe _ #Includes 13,418,668 pounds recovered from mine-water precipitates. Oo ae / oo - 4 

wee - METALLURGIC INDUSTRY 
'—s«s Tn 1942, mines in Utah produced 34,981,655 tons of ore—the => 

>. greatest quantity in the history of the State—surpassing the former ==. 
record of 1941 by 3,028,838 tons. This total was treated as follows: |’ 

- .-- 34,336,812 tons at concentrating mills compared with 31,205,481 tons — oe 
in 1941; 94,827 tons at cyanide mills compared with 252,080 tonsin 

| 1941; 1,475 tons at amalgamation mills compared with 515 tons in Oo 
1941; 460,710 tons shipped crude to smelters compared with 465,083 as 

-. tons in 1941; and 87,831 tons (zinc-lead slag) fumed compared with ©. 
- 29,658 tons in 1941. A considerable tonnage of siliceous ore, included ee 

| in the quantity shipped crude to smelters, came from old:dumps and ss 
| tailings piles and was used primarily as a flux in smelting. These |. 

tailings usually were paid for according to metal content, so that the =— 
shipper would be eligible for any premium payments allowed by the eee 

7 Government; however, smelters. at times allowed extra payments for os 
| very high silica content. OC : SO 

All ore cyanided was handled by two cyanide plants at Mercur, _ 4 
under control of Snyder Mines, Inc., and all cyanide operations were 
discontinued after September 17. The total of 94,827 tons of gold ore — ON 

_ eyanided yielded 7,426 ounces of gold and 157 ounces of silver; =! 
Snyder Mines, Inc., reported the consumption of 70,000 pounds of =: 

| calcium cyanide, 7,500 pounds of zinc dust, and 634,000 pounds of es 
lime. Eleven concentrating plants were active in Utah during 1942— ay 
four plants (Arthur, Magna, Ohio Copper, and Tooele) treated a 

| 33,565,587 tons of copper ore and old tailings; four mills (Bauer, : : 
_ Midvale, Silver Kang, and Tooele), with a combined rated capacity os 

of 4,400 tons, treated 754,925 tons of ore mostly zinc-lead, zinc-lead-. a 
| copper, and zinc; two gravity-concentration mills (Tooele County and 

Utah County) treated 300 tons of lead and silver ores; and one CO 
flotation mill in Summit County treated 16,000 tons of old zinc-lead a 
tailings. . CoS 

Three lead and two copper smelters were active in Utah in 1942. coe 
The combined rated capacity of the lead smelters was about 1,130,000 os 
tons of charge a year, and that of the copper smelters was 1,900,000 _ . 
tons. In 1942 the smelting capacity of Utah smelters was never o
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~..  veached, but: during the summer and early fall a labor shortage at the i 
», Garfield smelter caused the American Smelting & Refining Co. to ship 
Bey _@ portion of its receipts of copper concentrates to Tooele, 'Tacoma, and | 
<. . El Paso smelters. The Murray lead smelter was down part of the  — 
»- year owing to lack of ore and concentrates. . pe - 
— The following tables give details of treatment for allthe ore produced 
“in Utah in 1942. oo OS | 

be --——- Mine production of metals in. Utah in 1942, by methods of recovery, in terms of | 
oe oo Do ae So , recovered metals oe | | 7 

r --.. Method of recovery Material Gold | Silver | Copper {| Tead | Zine 

ne re . | a - Fine | Fine ~ . | | yee . -| Short tons ounces ounces | Pounds Pounds | Pounds 
BON, Ore amalgamated... .- ‘1, 475 95 | 61}. ee} |e eee me Qrecyanided....----| | 94827) 7,4] ST | ENINNTT pe oncentrates smelted_ , 187, | 7 . AR ATLAS : Bie Slag fumed......---- 87, 831 i} 338, 534 7, 859, 726 576, 299, 466 | 115, 471; 084 90, 613, 800 | 

Be - Ore smelted._.-.--.--- 460,710 | 45,457 2, 715, 011 §, 019, 618 28, 388, 916 |. 472, 200 
oe, Mine-water precip-- oe . Jo 

ae itates smelted !___-_- 18, 813 |..-----.----]s-------------| 32, 062, 916 |... fe. eee 
BS Placer... ..-----.------|-------------- 82 |--------------|--------------|---- se eee fee : 

eo 7 oe wenceeeeee---| 301, 844 | 10,574,955 | 613, 382,000 | 143, 860,000 | 91,086, 000 : 
He a Total, 1941-_.___..2.2-)----2---------]' - 356,501 | 11, 395,485 | 533, 676, 000 _ 139, 202,000 | 84, 098, 000 . 

Bee 7 5 1 All from Salt Lake County. a , | 

fee - Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in Utah in 1942, by counties,in — 
bo cs terms of recovered metals 7 oe 

a o ee oo - to. Concentrates smelted and recovered metal — oe 

es oe a County ~ | Ore milled |: Concen- ° a { 7 | 
Nog . trates Gold — Silver — Copper Lead | Zine 
fo . produced | —_ 
“ a a a a a a |e ce ef te a 
ae , . Fine Fine | : - 

eo , Short tons | Short tons ounces ounces Pounds | Pounds Pounds _ Beaver.._.....-.- 3, 249 699 35 11,292} = 3, 508 201, 940 270,000. - ae Juab. 26,473 | - 6,406] 459 65, 682 |_...........| 1,570,194 | 3, 015,000 7 
oe Piute__.._.._._.. 68 7 33 5 712 342 | 13, 395 - 6,000 — 
os Salt Lake-_.._...| 34,004,884 | 1,096, 615 314,411 | 5, 128, 636 |574, 806, 522 | 76, 596,894 | 45, 271, 300 we ~ Summit._........] 165, 679 42, 274 4,396 | 1,152,925 |. 664,085 | 21,245,598 | 18, 624, 700 Rr Tooele... __-.---- 38, 464 17,686} 1,441 244, 757 148,118 | 6,097,168 | 4,355, 900 

Utah..__.__-__.- 3, 201 1, 031 129 9,170 6,028 | 376, 363 395, 600 
— Wasatch. ....... - 94, 794 | 23, 107 17, 498 1, 237, 720 663,868 | 7, 656, 432 7, 427, 000 

| 34, 336,812 | 1, 187, 851 338, 374 | 7,850, 894 /576, 202, 466 1113, 757,984 | 79, 365, 500 : | Total, 1941.._..__| 31,205,481 | 1,073, 438 286, 571 | 7,971, 032 516, 363, 067 |108, 538, 218 | 80,906,987 
: , . Ee . 7 | 

| Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in Utah in 1942, by 
, classes of concentrates smelted a tc 

Concen- Gross metal content 

Class of concentrates trates pro- |——-—-_-- >| Sh 

duced Gold Silver Copper Lead Zine 

Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds — 
Dry gold t___. eee 7 136 957 |_-....-.------|--.---.-------|----------_. 
Copper.....-.-......-..--| 804,954 288,093 | 2,651,763 | 587, 015, 624 34, 134 19, 602 
Lead_....-.....-.--.------ 88, 352 14,976 | 3, 562, 277 2,616,802 | 97,776,393 | 8,390,452 
Lead-copper._____--.___-- 5, 576 6, 419 459, 544 514, 570 5, 975, 712 792, 651 
Zine. _.. 2 35, 803 4, 201 319, 299 372, 950 1, 855, 430 | 40,027, 965 
Zine-lead.____.......-..-- 47, 492 5, 069 330, 324 907, 281 7, 139, 584 | 48, 156, 359 
Dry iron (from zinc-lead 
ore)_.--.------- eee 115, 674 19, 616 527, 687 762, 568 6, 857, 656 5, 396, 977 

| 1,187,858; 338,510 | 7,851,851 | 592,189,795 | 119, 638,909 | 102, 784, 006 
Total, 1941_........_......] 1,073, 438 286,571 | 7;971,032 | 533,304,098 | 113,909,900 | 102, 626, 120 

1 From 1,445 tons of ore amalgamated and concentrated.
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Mine production of metals from Utah concentrates shipped to smelters in 1942, in - o 
: terms of recovered metals it 7 7 ps 

7 ee «BY COUNTIES oe eo NSE 

a | Concen- | Gold Silver - Copper | Lead | | Zinc | Ce ee . 

| a | Short tons |Fine ounces |Fine ounces | . Pownds Pounds | Pounds ae oo an _ Beaver_....2 22-2] 8989 35 11, 292 3, 503 201,940} 270,000 - | af -* Tromp 7 136 957 |-.....--.2..-.]-----e- eee a. Juab_.........---.....-...|. 6,406 459 65, 682 |_-_-.-.---..| 1,570,194 | 3,015,000 i kt 
Piute._.--.2222 2 33 = 712 342 | 13, 395 . 6, 000 a: 
Salt Lake_.._...........-] 1,096, 615 314,411 | 5,128,636 | 574, 806, 522 76, 596, 894 | 45, 271, 300 rr 3 

7 Summit. __.. 22222 --- 42, 274 4,396 | 1, 152, 925 664, 085 . 21, 245, 598 18, 624, 700 AS 
. Tooele...-...--_---. 28. 17, 686 1, 441 244, 757 . 148,118 6, 097, 168 4,355,900 2 

0) Utah. ie ' 1,081 129 | . 9,170 6, 028 376, 363 395,600 — oe a 
Wasatch.. ween ewe ween ef. 23, 107 17,498 | 1,237,720}. 663, 868 7, 656, 432 -7, 427, 000 oe Sy 

— | | 1,187,858 338,510 | 7,851,851 | 576,292,466 | -113, 757,984 | 79, 365, 500 ae 
Total, 1941__.........-....] 1, 073, 438 286, 571 7,971,082 | 516,363,067 | 108, 538,218 | 80, 906, 987 e 

: : BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES SMELTED re — | pS 
a ~ Dry gold!____... 2. .--} 7 136 957 |_..-----.----.|------------- |e ee it 
— Copper.......-...-._____- 894, 954 288,093 | 2,651,763 | 572,317,467 | 18, 575 [-.- ele . ny | Lead__...---.--.:-........ 88, 352 14,976 | 3,562,277} 1,841,642] 93,865,433 |... 

' Lead-copper.._...--_--._- 5, 576 6,419. | 459; 544 349,256 | 5, 786, 684 |__.. na) 
Zine... .-.--. 22 35, 803 © 4, 201 319, 299 353, 640 1, 688, 443 | 36,024,700 — ca 
Zinc-lead__...--...-.--..-| 47,492 |. 5, 069 330, 324 ~ 861,918 6,497,021 | 43, 340, 800 - ONS 
Dry iron (from zinc-lead oe . ee 

on Ore)...-.--.-.2---------| 115,674] - 19,616 | 527, 687. 568,543 | 5,951,828 |_..--eee 
| | 1,187,858} 338,510 | 7,851,851 | 576, 292,466 | 113, 757,984 | 79,365,500 = sy 

| ’ 1 From 1,445 tons of ore amalgamated and concentrated. _ - EE 

| Gross metal content of Utah crude ore shipped to smelters in 1942, by classes of ore 

| - - _ | _ Gross metalcontent | ' wd 
. oo Class of ore | ore | OO roe My 

: . . Gold | Silver Copper Lead | Zine eS 

me | Co Short Fine Fine . ' a 
| oe tons ounces ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds. eS 

Dry and siliceous gold__-..........-| 30,103 12, 931 . 34, 639 62, 272 413, 588 |..2----- Ne 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver__._._._| 224, 420 15,933 | 879,892 | 1,610,322} 9, 700,124 j__._.--.._ ee 
Dry and siliceous silver_.-..........| 83,369 3, 059 959, 839 629, 513 | 5, 259, 228 |_.._.--... | ns: 

. . Copper.-......--.-------..-.-....-| 45, 474 3, 716 48,779 | 2,142, 903 197,490 |_......... re 
Lead....-.--.------------------.---| 75,489| 9,724 | 786,026 | 905,838 | 20,241,940 |7--- 
Lead-copper-.._....--.----__----_-- 2 421 2, 290 11,069 j__----ee ys 

— “Zine..-......-- eee 391 |... 22228 187 1, 813 3,189] © 185, 491 a Be 
Zine-lead_.._......-----.--.----..-.| 1, 207 93 3, 839 | 2,973} 277,954 | 395,068 on 

. Zinc-lead-copper _..._..._..---..._.- 276 1 1, 389 20, 328 | 39, 687 124, 920 os 
Os | rere | | | rt | etter cate oR 

460, 710 45,457 | 2,715,011 | 5,378, 252 | 36, 144, 219 705, 479 | 
Total, 1941_._.....-2-222222 222222] 465, 083 51,458 | 3,422,061 | 4, 253,415 | 38, 095, 332 230, 63U \3 

1 : , . 

: 

556250—43—~—32 . Hs
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0 Mine production of metals from. Utah crude ore shipped to smelters in 1942, in terms oe 
Bo ee, ee of recovered metals oe a a 

Bo - CC BY COUNTIES Ce | oe 

Be Ore | Gold | Silver | Copper | - Lead Zinc 

¢ I a / | Short | Fine Fine os . 
Bo : . - tons ounces} ounces Pounds Pounds | Pounds . 
oe -.Beaver__..._..-.-_---------- eee ee 9,384; 314 33,279 | 104,297 | + 425,060 21, 700. 
Mak. Box Elder..........---------------- 102 |. 3 45 1, 000 17, 300 16,000 - 

CoS Tron_...2...- 2.2. ~~ -e 113 1 90 | - 300 | ~~ —- 25, 300 |._____.-_- 
ee o ‘Juab_.-._- = 2-2-2 -------| / 189, 720 9, 978 655, 152 540,000 | 4, 526, 806 128, 000 a 
L - Millard... 2. 2-2 e+e 434 8l 1, 028 15, 300 | 1, 000 88, 000 
eo . Morgan.....2....-----2------------- OD [oie elf ieee -------|-------- eee] 300 |... ---. 
er Piute.___.._._....---------.--------]| 896 | 286 9, 354 | 1, 858 44,905 |__..-.----. | 
ee Salt Lake.._..._-___.---._-...----.-| 838,479 | — 12,979 288,035 | 2,550,562 | 3,524,106 | 86,700. 
Se San Juan._-____-----_-_-_-2------2] 69 4-2} 24 | 5, 700 |---| 
ms Sevier. - 2222-2 eee +--+ eee] 10 22) 914 |_.._____----|__---------.|-_-------- . 
Gee.) §Sammit.. 2.22 e+ +--+ +--+ 16, 445 708 - 140, 330 92,615 | 1,270,802 4.._...---. 
0 Pooele.u 2.22 e------e-----------] 38, 042 7,458 | 146,458 321,882 | 4,163,132 | 130,800 : 

ne Utah. _._.-.___._-_-_-.------------| 168, 55 13, 293 | 1,337,559 | 1,161,972 | 13, 965, 637 1, 000 
wos...) Wasateh.___..--.-------------------| 2, 8380 | 333 -101,184'|,. 84,182 | =. 883, 968 |_-_-_--.--- 
me - - ‘Washington.....------.--_--------- 626 J ‘1, 585 190, 000 — 40, 600 |-----2---- _ 
Oo eo Wayne... _._..--.------------------- | 4 weeene ee eef (24 fells eee onan nent ve-|e--- 2-2 ee . 

poe | 460,710 | 45,457 | 2,715,011 | 5,019, 618 | 28,388,916 | 472, 200 
i: Bo Total, 1941__._..-_------------------] 465,083 | 51, 458'| 3, 422, 061 - 8, 892, 765 | 30, 306,782 | 177,013 ‘ 

wee FE ss BY.CLASSESOFORE = —— ne 

“o> Dry and siliceous gold......-..-.---| 30,103 |. 12,931 34,639 | —-60, 200 276,976 |_...------ | OF 
Bs Dry and siliceous gold-silver.......| 224, 420 15, 933 879, 892 | 1,569, 845.| 5, 867,295 |_....___-_ oO 

ne Dry and siliceous silver._..._.--.--.| 83, 309 3, 059 959,839 | 612,288] 3, 225,914 |__.____--- oe 
wo Copper..-----.--------2------------| 45, 474 3,716 |. 48,779 | 2,088,488 |. 118,779 |___.____-- : 
ee ' Yead. ot. eee eee ------| 75, 489 9,724) - 786,026; 668,374 | 18, 588,939 }__--.----- . 
Be) ', Lead-copper--_-...-.----------------|. . 41 f.-------.-]-.. 421 1, 813 9, 842 |-___. 2 ee 2 
Co Gane. v ieee e eee eb nee eee 391 |_-.------ 187 1, 471 _ 2,690 | 126, 700 
re Zine-lead --._.--.-.-----.----------- 1, 207 93. 3, 839 | 1, 943 259, 508 | 266,800 | 
ree Zinc-lead-copper-.-..--...----------| 276 | © 1| 1,889 |. 15, 246 38,973 | 78, 700 

OO oe | 460,710 | 45,457 | 2,715,011 | 5,019,618 | 28,388,916 | 472,200.
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: - Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Utah in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals | re 

. Mines producing - Gold : — . : 2 oes 

County and district ——— Ore sold or | siran Copper Lead Zine Total oo S Oy 

Lode Placer Lode | Placer | Total | a ce RF 

- | | Fine | Fine | Fine ae oe | BQ 
Beaver County: Shori tons ounces ounces ounces | Fine ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds oo me os 

. Beaver Lake....---..-.-------------- 1 |_-22------ 155 Q)....------| 2 ~ 187] ~—-12, 600 1,600 |e. ee $1,885 So 0 

7 Newton_.....-..-.------------------- 1 fii. 21 W7|.....---e-] 2 OVD [Lele e tee eee ee] en] ee eee |e eee eee eee "595 AN 

| Rocky. ..--------neceeeneneeeeneeene-| 7B ene 686 |: 18 Jue eee 13 | 1,094} 49,700] | 600 |} BF 
San Francisco....-..-.-.------------- 4 }_.._.---.- 11, 249 328 |.-.------- 328 | —s_ 41, 580 40, 200 _ 582, 400 -149,000 | .. 98,790 we 

Star and North Star... ...----------- 7 «B42 Bf] C8 ‘1, 710 5,300 | . 42, 400 ~ 142,700 13,144 Qi oso. 

Box Elder County: . . fp ce - Qos 

Crater Island...-...----------------- 1 je--------- 25 Beene eee ee] 3; «= (24 - 4,000 |..--.---------}--------------] 248 OR os 

- Promontory... .-.------------------- i eee 77 |_.---- an -|--n--eeenn-|enneeeeeee| 0 OL [eee 17, 300. 16, 000 2,662 ‘9 co 

Grand County: Colorado River--.------|---------- 2 juan een eee | een eee (7 Oo FT [ole eee fee ee nee eee eee eee eee ee eee 45.6 9» 

Iron County: ee oe . . af | . re 

Indian Peak (formerly called Calu- - . : os i NS 

Met)_....--.-------------- eee eee 1 fie ele eee] 113 | 1 j_.._-2---- Ly. 90 300 25,800 |_..-.--.-..--- 1,830 Ee. 

Stateline..........-..---------------- ne 1,445.) 209 |_..------- 209 | . 1,018 |_-.----------=|---- nn eee ne | eee 8039 fH see 

Juab County: . | a po SO | —— : ee 
Detroit !__..--..---------------------- 1 j---------- . i4 34 |.--------- . 84 |. 128 100 | 100 |_.-...-.-.----- 1,30 OO... oY 

Fish Springs..-.-------------2--7-777 1 [---------- - 61 Dee 1 4,865 |----- 2 32,400 |_----..---e} (tO - 

Mount Nebo. -.-.------------------- 2 7 \..--.-----|----------|---------- . BL fii------------| 2,600 |.---.----.---- 196 C'S 

Tintic 2_........---..---------------- 14 |__.......-| 165,980 | 10,402 |..........] 10,402] - 716,251|- 539,900 | ~—-«6, 061, 900 3, 128,000 | 1, 635, 783 —- 5 Ss 

. Trout Creek........-..-------------- | 41 |_2. o |---| ae 59 |..------------/----------2---]. 15,000 | 1487 Bo. 

Millard County: - : . oo pS 

Detroit !_.......--..----------------- 2 |_-...----- 201 81 |-_-------- «BL. 1, 021 * 15,800 |_-.-.-----2- ee} eee} 5, 412 Soe 

House Mountain ._....--------------|---------- 1 jo. 2-1 |---| 3 8 [wee |---| oe ee ene] eee - 105. Bb NS 

Kanosh-.....-.---------------------- 1 |---------- 288 |..--------|----------]--- n-ne eee] 7 lene neennee eee] 1,000/ . 88,000 8.256 ° Bo 

Morgan County: Argenta--..--..-------- 1 |_----.---- 1 joie le} |e eee ee eee fe eee ee eee 300 |.-----------n-] 2M Oo oo: 

Piute County: . |. . a - eT NaS 

Mount Baldy........-...--------.--- 1. ]..2.---.-- 288 242 |..........| 242] — 5, 488 400 5,600 |..----.-.-----| 12, 760 B cae 

| Ohio... ..--.--2------------- eee eee 2). ------ee| « 676 49 |_._--..--- 49| 4,628 1,800 | 52,700| 6000; ° £9,318 Fo 
Salt Lake County: | : | a : , | er 

Big Cottonwood-..------------------ 5 ji--------] 989 |. 80 |_..--2---- 80 15, 006 43, 300 89, 700 90, 900 - 33,174. q Fy 
Little Cottonwood.......--.--------- 2 |1--------- 88 26 |.--------- — 26 . . 872 )° 700 19,000 |.....--------- 2888 5 0 fe 

“Smelter”. ....---------------------- t |--.------- 107 | 26 J Lee 26 4,049 | 1, 100 21,000 |..----------=-| 8, 196 7 Se Tw, 

West Mountain--_..-------.--------- 15 |..........| 34,087,179 | 327,258 |...-------| 327,258 | . 5,309, 744 | 609, 374, 900 79, 991, 300 45, 267,100 | 98, 597, 468 po oe 

San Juan County: —— ve | Je : os 

Colorado River...-.-.---------------|---------- 1 ono. nee ee ene lene n nee ee 8 8 foe en eee ne ee ee ee ee ee | wen eee eee eee 280 nna: 

La Sal_..-.------------- eon ene nee il..----| eg fret] tCi«i 5, 700 |.-------------|--cenne een nee! 707 soy te 

, See footnotes at end of table. | : | | oo - So HS er 
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Utah in 1942, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals—Continue + Se 

Mines producing 1a . Gold Silver (all . . Oo fe. ™% nce 

County and district —_--___——| Ore sold oF —— eee | Copper Lead | Zine |. vale | oR 

Lode Placer Lode- Placer | Total. | - : . . noe 

Fine Fine | Fine ae a oe 

Short tons ounces. ounces | ounces | Fine ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds _ . a 

Sevier County: Henry-.......-..--.------ 1 |_..-.----- . 10 22 |---------- 22 914 |...-.--.-------|----.---------|-------------- $1, 420 oe 

Summit County: Uintah.........-.--.-- ll |i...--2.--|. 182, 124 5, 104 |-----L---- ‘5, 104 1, 293, 255 . 756, 700 22, 516, 400 18, 624, 700 4, 430, 545 S 

Tooele County: oc , : . 

Camp Floyd....-.-.-.--------------- 6 |..-------- 115, 925 12, 463 |.--..-..--) 12, 463 | O14 || eee --|-------s- et ---|, 486,858 m 

Clifton. _...._...-.-------..---------- Lj ee..e 8 4 {212-22 2---| 4 . 59 |_..2- ----_-|: 2,400 |.-..-.--------] - 343-— = a 

Dugway-.-.------.------------------- i 330 | i 2 391 ~ 100 | 30, 300 56, 300 | - 7,626 = es 

Erikson_......-----------------------|. 1 |...------- Q1 |... ee | eee fee eee 107 |.-.2.-.--...-- 9, 300 2, 300 |. 913 Boe. 
Lakeside...---..--..---..------------ 2 |--.---.--- | 1,059 |... e eee eee] ~ §85 |_.------------| . 175,400 | ~ 11, 400 | 13, 228 lcs 

North Tintic.......----------------- 1 |__..------ 109 |. eee] eee fee ene 59 |...-.-...-.---| 12,600 8,700. 1,695 gE 
ODI a geo-soeneetecereesccocor 8 waeeeenne- a - 90 f.s..------ 90 184, 602. 403,200 | . 3,245, 600. ‘378, 300 400,291 2B oo 

us alley.._...--------.-.-------- ween enn nee 4 |. oe ani 6 . segs 
““Smelter’____..__._._.._._.---.----- 1 ee ee ee eee 87, 831 } 1, 915 warner eres 1, 915 . 253, 523 71,000 7, 976, 400 15, 249, 300 2, 208, 503 on a : oe 

Willow Springs............---------- 7 nee 1, 142 1,875 |..--.---..| © 1,875 | 9, 007 2, 700: ~ -§21, 400 28,700; = 109,980 ge 
Uintah County: Green River....-.-.----|---------- 2 |_..-.-.-..----|---------- 14 | 14 |. wee lee |e eee [eee eee 490 ms Loe Ie 

Utah County: " oe fo, > : CFS 
American Fork_.........------------ § j.--------- 596 | - § |..-------- 5 3, 787 1, 200 —  §2, 400 108, 700 16, 633 By oe 

Tintic ?_._.....-..---..---.---------- 10 |....------ 171, 160 13,417 |...-------]} 18, 417 1,342,942 | 1,166,800 14, 289, 600 287,900 | 2, 549, 937. BD SEY 

Wasatch County: - ne |. o | ae 

Blue Ledge. .-..--.------------------ 2 |---------- 47,596 | 3, 419 |.--------- 3, 419 750,531 | .. 181,000 2, 210, 700 — 2,036,300 | 1,012, 770 & ve aE Say 

_ Snake Creek........--..-----.-------- 2 |..--------| 50, 028 14,412 |.....-----| 14,412 588, 323 517,000 5, 829, 700 5, 390, 700 1, 877, 265 mo ol 

Washington County: . : . SO . a Ses 

, Bull Valley........------------------ 1 [wile -eee- 10 6 feel ee ee eee 6 |. eel ee lene [ee eee ene [nee eee ee eee 210 ~ aca 

Tutsagubet...-.-.------------------- 1 [22-2 ---- 626 1 j-.---2---- ly. 1, 585 190, 000 40, 600 |....-...------ 26,872, = ce 

Wayne County: Hanksville. -.-.....---.- 1 j_.--.----- 4 vececeeeee[eeweeeeeee wennnennee 24 |_..-.--.2--o-|.----- eee ee] eee 17 = cls 

Total Utah.......-.--------------+ 123 6 | 34, 981, 655 | 301, 512 | 32 | 391, BAe | 10, 574, 955 | 613, 382, 000 | 143, 860, 000 | 91, 086, 000 | 113,552,848 M7 
: ee ee 

1 Detroit district lies in both Juab and Millard Counties. . SO . | . pe eS 

2 Tintic district lies in both Juab and Utah Counties. . . oe ms oN
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ee BEAVER COUNTY — a ee 

- Beaver Lake district—A shipment of silver-lead ore and copper ore... 
_ from the O. K. mine comprised the only output from the Beaver Lake. 

district in 1942. — | — ree 
Newton district—Gold ore amalgamated and gold ore shipped _-_ -..’ 

~-_ grude to a smelter from the Walkover mine comprised the output ae 
. from the Newton district m 1942. | | | ag 
7 Rocky district—D. I. Kirk, lessee on the Montreal mine, shipped © = 
~~ geveral cars of crude silver-copper ore direct to the Garfield smelter. oe 
. The only other production was from the Old Hickory group, from = 

which 4 cars of silver-copper ore were shipped direct to Garfield; = = ~*. 
| the Old Hickory group is operated primarily for the tungstenintheore. |...’ 
a ‘San Francisco district—Hall Bros. Co., Inc., largest producer in the’ 

: San Francisco district, began operation on the Horn Silver mine and © = 
dump in May 1942 and continued the rest of the year. Crude gold- eg 

*__ gilver-lead ore. was shipped direct to Garfield and zinc-lead ore to = 3 
-. Bauer. Other. production in the district came from the Imperial = = § = 

group, Mayflower, and Quad Metals mines. _ a 
Star and North Star district—Moscow Silver Mines shipped crude  « 

gine ore direct to the Tooele smelter and mill, and lessees shipped = ' 
+. erude lead ore direct to Murray from the Wild Bill dump. PS 

= a BOX ELDER COUNTY eS 

Crater Island district.—A small lot of copper ore was shipped to ye 
~ Tooele from the Copper Blossom mine in 1942, ey 

Promontory district—Some crude zinc-lead ore was shipped direct | oe 
to Tooele from the Lake View Carbonate mine by lessees in 1942. es 

a | a IRON COUNTY - : 

| Indian Peak district (formerly called Calumet)—The New Arrow- os 
o head Mining Co. shipped crude lead ore direct to smeltersin 1942 and iss: 

- supplied the only output from the Indian Peak district. | | ane 
| Stateline district—Gold ore treated in the amalgamation-flotation = = © ” 

mill of Etna Gold Mines, Inc., comprised the only production fromthe =—— 
| Stateline district m 1942. Oe - : od 

| | -- JUAB COUNTY ne oe 
: Detroit district —The Detroit district lies in both Juab and Millard | ea? 

Counties, and in 1942 the only output from the Juab County section ee 
was crude gold ore shipped to the Garfield smelter from the Clara B. oY 
and First Chance claims. | - a , oS 

: Fish Springs district—The Utah Mine group was operated inter- = 
mittently in 1942 by lessees, and the only production was a car of ae 

- silver-lead ore shipped crude to Murray. . | an 
' Mount Nebo district.—Lead cre shipped direct to a smelter from the ae 
Central Sultana group wes the only output in the Mount Nebo 
district in 1942. | oN 

‘ Tintie district—The Tintic district, which lies in both Juab and ne 
Utah Counties, is reviewed here. The table that follows gives the os 
metal production in each section of the district in 1942, a comparison ve 

| with the total in 1941, and the grand total from 1869 to 1942. So
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co Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Tintic district, Juab 
= and Utah Counties, Utah, 1941-42, and total, 1869-1942, in terms of recovered _ 4 

a ae - - | _ {Mines o G 4 | sa 7 P oe Lead of a Total ce a 
om oy | ee ‘arte re Go Silver {! opper | a Zine . - value - 

Re | NO | ‘tone ounees ‘ounces | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds} = == a “co. Juab County.........] 141165, 980) 10,402] 716, 251] 539, 900" 6, 061, 9001 3, 128, 000| $1. 635,783 Utah County....-..-| 10/171, 160] _ 18, 417|_ 1, 342, 942} _ 1, 166, 800] _ 14, 289, 600] "” 287, 900) 2, 549, 987 0 pe oo 241337, 140] 23, 19] 2, 059, 193/ 1, 706, 700| 20, 351, 500| 3,415, 900| 4,185,720 | vo Potal, 1941._.....-]___ 82/349, 343) 28, 9502! 711, 790] 2 084, 300| 18, 848, 800] 1-504 0001 4206513, 
© Bota, 1869-1942.....-.!--2--221 CG) 12, 522, 161/956, 484, 3671288, 629, 16411, 818, 304 370144, 161, 6381550, 770,315 
Be 1 Figures not available. Bn an ” oo , ee cs 

«..- - In 1942 the Chief Consolidated Mining Co. operated the Chief. a 
_. No. 1, Gemini, Eureka Hill, and Plutus mines in Juab County. 
i. Although the bulk of the production in 1942, as in 1941, came from 
, the Chief No. 1 mine, substantial tonnages of siliceous ores were ° 
wet. shipped to the Garfield ‘smelter from the Gemini mine; the produc- : 
~«-. tion from the Eureka Hill (all siliceous ore) was materially smaller 
i than in 1941, but that from the Plutus mine was about the same. —__ : 
“. The Chief No. 1 has large bodies of zinc-lead. ore, which in 1941 were 

under water. After the company was granted favorable quotas — | 
a _ and assured a premium price for the recoverable zinc and lead by the | 
». Government, an extensive dewatering program was begun. Accord- 
_., ing to*the company printed annual report, dewatering these lower | 
~~. levels of the Chief No. 1 mine and equipping and Opening up the —S 

ae connecting winzes, all in an area of 2,000 by 800 feet, comprised most : 
*. of the development work in 1942. Inasmuch as mining has now begun a 
* in this area, the company anticipates that by progression it will 
y. .. finally reach a mined tonnage of zinc-lead ore of over 5,000 tons per | 
f - month. The ore consists predominantly of -sulfides and contains a 
Re about 3.5 percent lead and 7.5 percent zinc. Production in 1942, os 

says the report, comprised 38,612 tons of siliceous ore, 671 tons of 
-----gilver-lead ore, and 27,093 tons of zinc-lead ore from the Chief No. 1 | 

‘Inine; 6,312 tons of siliceous ore and 1,118 tons of silver-lead ore _ 
from the Gemini mine; 172 tons of siliceous ore from the Eureka 
Hill mine; and 795 tons of siliceous ore and 59 tons of silver-lead 

a ore from the Plutus mine—an aggregate of 74,832 tons of ore of all 
| classes, containing 2,867 ounces of gold, 290,666 ounces of silver, 

| 100,539 pounds of copper, 5,271,482 pounds of lead, and 4,605,698 
| pounds of zinc. | | | 

The Eagle & Blue Bell, Centennial-Beck, and Victoria mines, 
all owned or controlled by the United States Smelting, Refining & 

Oe _ Mining Co., were operated on company account throughout 1942. 
The production from these properties comprised 18,573 tons of 
siliceous ore, 2,274 tons of lead ore, and 112 tons of zinc-lead ore, all 
of which was shipped crude to smelters. The Empire group, con- 

| _ trolled by the International Smelting & Refining Co., was operated 
by lessees throughout the year. Production amounted to 2,229 7 
tons of crude gold-silver ore shipped direct to a smelter. Philip P. 
Clark, lessee on the Godiva mine, shipped 27,056 tons of siliceous 

| ore and tailings to Garfield and 183 tons of lead ore to Murray. <A 
considerable quantity of siliceous tailings and crude ore was shipped 
direct to the Garfield smelter from the Mammoth mine in 1942, and 
some zinc-lead ore was shipped to the Tooele slag-fuming plant. The
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- remainder of the output from the Juab County section of the Tintic. ae 
-.. district was predominantly siliceous ore and tailings, allof which was | 
7 shipped crude to smelters. 7 re a Ne 

The Tintic Standard: Mining Co. and its subsidiary companies 
were again the largest producers in the Utah County section of the st. 

.. 'Tintie district. The printed annual report of these companies gives 
the following operating details, At the Tintic Standard mines (in- =. 

a cluding the Iron Blossom) production of siliceous gold-silver ore was_ oe 

drastically reduced from 75,744 tons in 1941 to 36,433 tons in 1942, coun 
all of which was mined on company account; lessees produced an ene 

... .additional 2,086 tons of siliceous ore. This reduction was necessary oa 
--- because no. premium payments of importance would be received on — 

_’ these ores owing to their low content in lead and copper. Outputof == = 

| lead ore was increased from 31,199 to 40,379 tons, and the lead cop~. Vest 
tent increased from 7,794,650 to 10,234,549 pounds. Siliceous dump 28 

| ore totaling 3,891 tons was shipped from the Eureka Standard mine. == 

-. Lease operations were carried on throughout 1942 on the Colorado O38 

-.- mine, and 2,176 tons of siliceous ore were shipped direct to asmelter. = e 

a At the Eureka Lilly mine ore bodies developed near the Eureka Lilly © .~ 
shaft were mined, and further increased production from this area. > oy 
can. be expected. Mo rer 

oP An agreement was made between the Tintic Standard Mining Co. BS 

and the North Lily Mining Co. (operating subsidiary of the Interna- 
.. tional Smelting & Refining Co.) whereby a joint operation, known as - 

the Development Unit, was carried on for the purpose of developing Corres 

| - portions of the Twentieth Century Mining Co. ground, in which the 

North Lily Mining Co. is interested, and portions of the Eureka Lilly 
| Mining Co. property, which is controlled by the Tintic Standard _— x 

--. Mining Co. The Tintic Standard report states that the most im- 

| portant work carried on during the year was the joint development = ‘| 

ss with the North Lily Mining Co. The work was done from the - — 

-'Tintie Standard 1,450-foot level and comprised 2,568 feet of drifts 

and 110 feet of raises. Up to February 1943 only diamond drilling = =. 
had prospected the limestone area. Good ore was encountered in “G 

one drill hole and in a vein found in a crosscut from the main drift; + 

work is progressing at this time to further the development of these po 

- deposits. During the operation in 1942 production amounted to ee 

1,707 tons of siliceous ore and came from that portion of the Develop- os 
ment Unit controlled by the Eureka Lilly Mming Co. —. | 8 

- The tonnage of ore of all classes mined by the Tintic Standard of 

| Mining Co. and its subsidiary companies, including ore from the “ 

| Development Unit, aggregated 93,874 tons with the following metal nee 

content: 4,436 ounces of gold, 1,130,459 ounces of silver, 1,052,259 oe 

pounds of copper, 12,677,062 pounds of lead, and 1,295 pounds of zine. os 

| The Harold dump of the Tintic Standard Mining Co. was worked by wee 

the American Smelting & Refining Co., and 68,980 tons of siliceous oe 

ore was shipped direct to the Garfield smelter in 1942; the ore contained ol 

over 3,500,000 pounds of lead. Active mines in the Utah County a 

section of the Tintic district, owned or controlled by the International sy 

Smelting & Refining Co. and its subsidiaries, were the Tintic Bullion, 5 

May Day (Mountain View), Hanibal, and North Lily; these properties 

’ were operated throughout the year and produced 3,510 tons of silice- ‘ 

ous ore and 2,606 tons of zinc-lead ore. oo 
Trout Creek district——The Trout Creek Mining Co. shipped a car Cy 

of zine ore to the Combined Metals Reduction Co. plant at Bauer. ok
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ae MILLARD COUNTY | So oe 
2.» Detroit district—Some copper ore was shipped crude to a smelter : 
i from the R. L. Laws and Gold Chief properties in 1942, oe 
ge... Kanosh district.—The Kanosh Leasing Co., operating the Blue Bell 
oe mine, shipped some crude zinc ore direct to the Tooele slag plant in 
eo 1942, | | | a | oe a | MORGAN COUNTY oo 
“.. Argenta district—A test lot of lead ore was shipped crude to the __ 
* Midvale smelter from the Carbonate Gem mine in 1942. a 

Bo pr COTTE Bn 
Mount Baldy district —J ohn Pearson, lessee, operated the Deer 

Trail mine all of 1942 and shipped crude gold-silver ore direct to the : 
io’ 6Garfield smelter. ene . ae 
pe Ohio district—Output from the Ohio district in 1942 was many . 
y+ - times that in 1941 and comprised gold-silver ore and lead ore from the os 
;'-« Bully Boy mine shipped crude to smelters and zinc-lead ore from On 
© Cascade Lot 57 shipped to the Midvale concentrator. _ ee 

Ro a DAKE COUNTY an oe 
2 Big and Little Cottonwood districts. —Base-metal ore shipped direct 
> to smelters from the Cardiff mine supplied most of the output from © an 

, the Big Cottonwood district in 1942. It included 335 tons of copper st 
“.. . . ore, 128 tons of lead ore, and 202 tons of zinc-lead ore. The Mountain : 
~~. Mines Co. produced 304 tons of siliceous ore which was shipped crude | 
i: to the Garfield smelter. Other production in the district came from — 

the property of the Kentucky-Utah Mining Co. and from the Rich- 
* - mond Teresa and Kennebec mines. _ | 7 | Se 
Pe _ ~Crude lead ore from the Columbus Rexall Consolidated Mines Co. a 
Be / and Wasatch Mines Co. shipped direct to a smelter comprised the : 
“- output from the Little Cottonwood district in 1942. oo, 
a — “Smelter” dostrict—Output from the “Smelter” district in 1942 
_ came chiefly from the Germania dump, clean-ups at local assay offices, | 

ee and clean-up of railroad yards and tracks. | 
ne West Mountain (Bingham) district—The Bingham district, by far | 
: _. the most important mining region in Utah, produced over four-fifths 
| of the gold, virtually all of the copper, and over half of the lead, silver, 

| and zinc output of the State in 1942. The following table shows 
; production from mines in the district in 1941 and 1942 and the total 

; from 1865 to 1942. 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Bingham or West Mountain | 
district, Salt Lake County, Utah, 1941-42, and total, 1865-1942, in terms of 

| recovered metals 

| Mines | | Gold | Silver | | Year pro- ; Ore | (lode (lode and | Copper | Lead Zine Total value 
dueing | | placer) | placer) | ! 

! | Short | Fine Fine a i 
| tons | ounces ounces | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 

1941__.2 le 15/30, 866, 163 275, 119 4, 851, 872/529, 409, 000:69, 024, 000/40, 991,000] $82, 558, 340 . 
— tic] ull El (ital tbe a a 

Total, 1865-1942_. = Oo 4,798, 185)127, 390, 269] 2 3, 730, 607) 1, 460, 358] 2 414, 878|1, 466, 333, 507 

1 Figures not available. 3 Short tons,
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a _ The Utah Copper Co. easily maintained its position as the largest a 
__. copper producer in the world and in 1942 surpassed by a wide margin 

its previous record output. The company produced over two-thirds = 9 = 
of the State gold, about one-quarter of the State silver, and nearly . > % 

_ all of the State copper. Ore was milled at the two flotation-concen- __ sO 
_ tration plants (Magna and Arthur units) at an average rate of overs 7 

| 91,000 tons a day compared with about 83,000 tons in 1941. The ae 
| ore milled in 1942 had a slightly higher gold and silver content buta §—-- 3 
| _ somewhat lower copper content. Mill recoveries of gold and silver gts 

| were about the same as in 1941, but the average copper recovery in- Ae 
oo creased about 1.5 percent. The output of molybdenum sulfide, a _ Ls 

| byproduct of the copper production, was considerably greater than |’ 
In 1941. Mill recovery of byproduct molybdenum was also higher 
in 1942. The Magna mill was operated without a shut-down through- ve 
out the year, but the Arthur mill lost the equivalent of 6 days of tk 
operation. Copper ore and waste were mined at the open pit at 

7 Bingham, 17.5 miles from the Magna and Arthur concentrators, at ss * 
_ the rate of 204,000 tons a day, which was about 16,000 tons greater my 

| -—s than the rate in 1941. The waste was piled in gulches adjacent to ee 
_ the open pit and there leached. In addition to the huge quantity of =<: 

_ copper contained in the copper concentrates produced in 1942, over i 
a 31,000,000 pounds of copper were contained in the copper precipitates ar 

_ made in the precipitating plant at Lead Mine. Owing to the vast 2S 
“ quantities of gold, copper, and molybdenum produced in 1942, the _ Lf 
_. Utah Copper Co. was the leading copper producer and the second- __ Siok 

| largest molybdenum producer in the United States and ranked high > 
among the gold producers. According to reports received during the =: 

| first 3 months of 1943, the company is again surpassing any previous oe 
output. a SO SO owt 

The Boston Consolidated property, owned by the Utah Copper oo 
| Co., was operated all of 1942 by the American Smelting & Refinmg —. 

. Co. Crude copper and lead ore was shipped direct to smelters. | eg 
Zinc and lead output of the Bingham district, which made notable oo af 

gains compared with 1941, came Targel from the United States & eee 
Lark property of the United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co. 
In 1942 the company mined and shippec\to its Midvale flotation- oe 
concentrator about 18 percent more zinc-léad ore than in 1941, of = at 
about the same gold, silver, and zinc content but of a slightly higher — oS 

: lead content. Crude gold-silver and lead ores shipped direct to a ne 
| smelter amounted to about 26,000 tons. The\mine was easily the 

largest producer of lead and the second-largest producer of zinc in the OM 
_ Western States. The gold and silver output was exceeded only by _ oe 

that of the Utah Copper Co. Extensive development work completed == © 
in 1942 comprised 20,911 feet of shafts, drifts, and raises and 1,464 ts 
feet of diamond drilling. Reports received during the first 3 months a 
of 1943 indicated that in 1943 the company will produce slightly more os 

| zinc than in 1942 and about the same quantity of lead. Other proper- se  F 
ties owned or controlled by the United States Smelting, Refining & To 
Mining Co., active in 1942, included the Niagara, the Montana- — nae 
Bingham Consolidated, Bingham Metals, and Utah Metal. The total ° 
ore of all classes produced from these properties amounted to 20,378 oN 
tons in 1942. . | . os 

The Apex Delaware group was operated the entire year by the | ON 
National Tunnel & Mines Co. The property, worked through the -
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-  _ Elton tunnel completed in 1941, produced ore of several classes. — oo 

; Output in 1942 of zinc-lead ore was only 5,000 tons, but the rate of » _ 
/°~ . production paralleling the development of ore bodies had reached — _ 

*- over 1,000 tons a month in December. | Development and rehabili- , 

.- tation work on the copper ore bodies of the mine had reached a stage - 
,: in May 1942 permitting the company to produce copper milling ore ss 

at the rate of over 6,000 tons a month; this was gradually increased. : 
until in December copper ore was produced at a rate exceeding 10,000 

=. tons a month. In addition to the copper and zinc-lead milling ore 
“-- produced, 285 tons of gold and leaa ores were shipped direct to smelters. | 
~The Ohio Copper Co. treated 410,075 tons of old gravity and flota- - 

tion tailings, which contained about 8 pounds of copper per ton. 

-. From these tailings 4,368 tons of copper concentrates were made, a 

- ss which averaged 25 percent copper. The capacity of the combination = 

’. -aeid leaching and flotation mill was increased from 1,000 to 1,500 tons 

..- aday. The treatment process involves sluicing the old tailings to the a 

mull). There the pulp is conditioned for half an hour with sulfuric 

“.- agid; the soluble copper is then precipitated on shredded cans inthe © 

». pulp. The pulp containing the precipitated copper and_ sulfide : 

“-. gopper then goes through the flotation section of the mill, The | 

“ . resulting concentrate is thickened and filtered. oo a, 
Be A total of 26,754 tons of ore of all classes was shipped from the 8 

-. ‘Butterfield group to the Combined Metals Reduction Co. plant at 

-.. Bauer and to the International Smelting & Refining Co. at Tooele; ss 

“the total output was about 5,000 tons less than in 1941. a ne 
'--. Other producers active in the Bingham district in 1942 included the | 

*.. _ Bingham Congor, Chicago Silver, Kremlin, Kaighn, and property of | 

. the Victory Mines Co, Lo SO * 

Ben SAN JUAN COUNTY | 7 | | 

on The only lode production from San Juan County in 1942 came 

No from crude copper ore shipped direct to smelter from the Lisbon . 

a mine in the La Sal district. oe 

ee | ss SEVIER COUNTY | | — 

| Henry district—A small lot of crude gold-silver ore was shipped to | 

a | Garfield in 1942 from the B. W. & H. property; it comprised the out- | 

put of the district. , | | 

- SUMMIT AND WASATCH COUNTIES | 

. | PARK CITY REGION 

: The Park City region includes the Uintah district in Summit 

County and the Blue Ledge and Snake Creek districts in Wasatch 

County. Production of all metals except gold decreased in 1942, 

as indicated in the following table which gives the output from the 
' region in 1941 and 1942 and the total since 1870.
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_. Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Park City region, Summit = 
and Wasatch Counties, Utah, 1941-42, and total, 1870-1942, in terms of recovered we 

: . metas — : - _ mo ey Me 

a Year oe ree Ore Gola Silver Co or ‘Lead | Zine | Total os 
a a . ducing a es PDer. en q value * oor 

ae : : “Short | Fine | Fine | | oo ge 
CO - -.- | tons | ounces-| ounces | Pounds | Pounds |. Pounds | - ne a er. 
- W94T eee 12) 337, 595) 19,747) 3, 271, 199] 1, 507,000] 38, 188, 000] 32, 353,000] $7, 798, 348 Pe eit 

: - 1942.2 222-2 eee. 1S 279, 748| 22,935] 2, 632, 109] 1,454,700) 30, 556, 800! 26, 051, 700 7,320, 580 oS g 

m Total, 1870-1942.....|........] @ | 496, 320|229, 300, 243164, 782, 213)2, 318, zals 104, 611|344,200,148 

‘4 Figures not available. Se | a - Se ee 

tion plant was substantially lower than in 1941, owing chiefly:to = = —* 
--. Inadequate labor supply. In.one period of 1942 employment was ee 
- only 55 percent of maximum. Under the premium-pay plan the 
..., company monthly quota of metal production was set at 567 tons of =~ 
-.. metallic lead and 472 tons of metallic zinc. As of August 1942 this =. 3 

quota was cut to 150 tons of lead and 125 tonsof zinc. Thecompany  — * 
- printed annual report states that mining operations produced 90,824 = = == 

tons of ore (116,443 in 1941), which comprised-220 tons of crude lead iw 
ore and 90,604 tons of zinc-lead milling ore. The latter produced ie 
9,824 tons of lead concentrates and 8,751 tons of zinc concentrates. = © 
The total metallic content of the concentrates and crude smelting = 

-. ore was 1,315 ounces of gold, 854,233 ounces of silver, 452,758 pounds = . 
- of copper, 12,541,423 pounds of lead, and 10,895,594 pounds of zinc. * 

- Development work during 1942 totaled 22,595 feet of drifts, raises, eee 
winzes, and shafts; 500 feet of diamond drilling were completed. == © 

Recent developments have so improved the physical condition of = 3 
_. the property that, assuming an. adequate labor supply, 1943 should = - = 

_ prove a more productive year. = |=. | ee 
_ ‘The Park Utah Consolidated Mines Co. operated. the Park Utah = =? 

Consolidated Mines group in Summit County and the Keetley unit = = = | 
in Wasatch County continuously in 1942. All the ore produced was 

-. sent:to the International Smelting & Refining Co. plants at Tooele - os 
, for further treatment. According to the company printed annual == ~~ 

report, production from the Park Utah Consolidated group of mines ae 
was 60,972 tons of ore containing 3,846 ounces of gold; 371,122 — 

. ounces of silver, 11,091,618 pounds of lead,- 11,425,019 pounds of vt 
zinc, and 351,425 pounds of copper. This production was materially - © 
lower than in 1941, owing primarily to the shortage of efficient labor ot 

| and the low price for metals set by the Government for the first 8 oo 
| months of the year. Some relief was obtained in September 1942, = = | 

when the premium allowance was adjusted for lead and zinc. Im- : 
| mediately after this was granted, operations were changed from a E 

| 5-day two-shift to a 6-day two-shift basis, and development footage 8 
was increased. Because of the favorable response to this new develop- 
ment, further negotiations for premium revision were started. ‘These oS 
new negotiations were concluded favorably to the company, and un- — ot 
watering of the lower levels of the Ontario and Utah units was begun os 
and the rate of development increased further in horizons above the _ 
water level in these two units. If a shortage of manpower does not oo
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po delay progress, it is expected that enough ore will be uncovered to — 

“.- inerease the present rate of production. The Park City Utah Mines 
* group (Keetley unit) in Wasatch County shipped 6,302 tons of ore of = 
7. all classes to the International mill and smelter for treatment. In. 

addition, the Park Utah Consolidated Mines Co. handled all the - 
“. "operations at the Daly group and shipped about 1,500 tons of zinc- 
mee lead ore to the International mill. OS | . - 

ss The Park City Consolidated Mines Co. operated in 1942 until ~ 
ge August, when the company began closing the property; the final sy. 
“shipment of ore was made October 10. The company reports that : 

ae during thé operating period 40,944 tons of ore were shipped to Midvale 
and contained 2,299 ounces of gold, 674,024 ounces of silver, 128,287 

— pounds of copper, 1,460,935 pounds of lead, and 2,542,725 pounds.of = 
“gine. “Increased operating cost was the stated reason for closing the 
“property. | | a a 

y- .. Gold-silver-copper-lead-zinc ore shipped tothe Midvaleconcentrator = 
“by the New Park Mining Co. amounted to 49,947 tons compared with | 
“58,600 tons in 1941. The ore shipped to Midvale in 1942 was con-_ “ 
ye siderably higher in grade; it contained 16,591 ounces of gold, 641,203 7 
“"+-. ounces of silver, 798,885 pounds of copper, 6,451,642 pounds of lead, 
.-* and_7,338,470 pounds of zinc, an output surpassing that in 1941 by oF 

a wide margin. The company was by far the leading gold producer ad 
-. in the Park City region. Development work completed totaled 4,656 = 
“i. feet of shafts, drifts, crosscuts, and raises and 2,145 feet of diamond 

~: drilling. During 1942 ore was developed in the limestones as well - 
Br as in the igneous (diorite rock) formations. es . 
-. . - D, C. Despain operated the American Flag property under lease 
"+ for 8 months in 1942; during this time 1,490 tons of gold-silver ore : 
i were shipped crude to a smelter. A car of silver ore and a car of | 
; .. . gine-lead ore were shipped from the property of the New Quincy | 
Bh \ a Mining Co. , oo - : 

pe Old tailings shipped to smelters and old tailings remilled comprised 
po the remaining production from the Park City region in 1942. A total . 

“>. of 27,363 tons of tailings was treated; of this total 16,000 tons were 
f remilled and the zinc-lead middlings produced were shipped to the 

, ‘Midvale concentrator, and 11,363 tons consisted of siliceous silver 
| tailings shipped direct to the Garfield smelter. The most important 

- operations included those of Reuben Garbett, William Wortley, the 
. American Smelting & Refining Co., Marion Lewis, and C. D. Clegg. 

| | TOOELE COUNTY | | 

: Tooele County ranked fourth among the metal-producing areas in 
Utah in 1942. Mines in the county produced gold, silver, copper, 
lead, and zinc valued at $3,179,414 compared with $2,892,899 in 1941. 
This gain was due primarily to output from the Tooele slag-fuming 
plant, which more than offset losses from other districts. 

Camp Floyd district—Gold output from the Camp Floyd district, 
only important straight gold-producing district in Utah, was cut 
drastically in 1942. The total value of the output was $436,855 im 
1942 compared with $1,049,610 in 1941. Snyder Mines, Inc., con- 
tinued to be the largest gold producer in the district and treated over 
94,000 tons of ore by cyanidation from both company and custom 
operations. In addition to the cyanide milling operations, over 21,000
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tons of highly siliceous gold ore were shipped direct to Garfield for = >: 7 flux. The smelter continued to receive fluxing material from the _ . Camp Floyd district throughout 1942. The principal producers were . 
_ Snyder Mines, Inc., and the Sacramento Gold Minmg Co. = = = 

| Clifton district —A small lot of crude lead ore was shipped direct : _ to smelters from the Clifton Standard group in 1942. a Cs —  - Dugway district.—Crude lead ore was shipped direct to the Inter- =, | national smelter and zinc-lead ore to the Bauer mills from Four Metals oe . Mines, only active property in the district in 1942. | ce 
7 _ Erickson district.—-The Dollar mine produced zinc-lead and lead RG | ore in 1942, which was shipped crude to the International smelter. oe 

Lakeside district. —Output in the Lakeside district in 1942 comprised Soy crude lead ore from the Monarch mine and crude lead ore and zinc-lead sues ore from the Georgia Lyn mine shipped direct to a smelter, and lead +.” * ore milled. a - es _. North Tintie district.—Operators of the Scranton mine shipped = __ erude lead and zinc ore direct to smeltersin 1942. ©  — ih -__ Ophar district.—The total value of metal production from the Ophir 
_ district increased in 1942 compared with 1941, owing to the increased. ae output of lead and zinc. The Hidden Treasure mine, largest pro- ge _ ducer in the district, was operated throughout 1942 by the United 3} | States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co.; ore of all: classes produced = es _ amounted to 6,457 tons, an increase of about 800 tons over 1941. os 

_ The Star Lease operated the Ophir Queen claim throughout 1942 and i _.. shipped lead and zinc-lead ore to the Midvale concentrator and smelter. Ry - Several other mines in the district were active in 1942, the most im- oe _, portant being the Togo, Ophir Hill, and Mono group. oe 
. fush Valley district.—The West Calumet (Calumet), owned and a _ operated by the Combined Metals Reduction Co., was in 1942 again 

by far the largest producer in the Rush Valley district; 36,089 tons _ ok (38,455 in 1941) of zinc-lead ore were shipped to the Bauer mill, and ee | 918 tons of crude lead ore were shipped direct to the International ng 
smelter. Gold ore was shipped direct to Garfield from the Blue * = Eagle mine. Other production included ore of several classes from the ren _ Silver Eagle mine, lead ore from the Bluestone mine, gold-silver and . od _ zine-lead ores from the Honerine-Galena King, and lead ore from the 9 
Emilie mine. _ | oo “Smelter” district. The International Smelting & Refining Co. oper- on ated its slag-fuming plant throughout 1942, and the output of lead 2d _. and zinc more than trebled compared with 1941. Although the slag- = 
fuming plant treated in all over 119,000 tons of molten slag, cold slag, eos _ and crude ore, Utah received production credit for the metal yield fy from only 87,831 tons; the difference represents material credited to = ©. the States in which the original slag-making material originated. The oes lead blast furnace of the International Smelting & Refining Co. is aS , adjacent to and works in conjunction with the slag furnace. The ae 
plants have been thus arranged for convenience of operation as well oN as to allow the company to extract, with high recoveries, any gold, og silver, copper, and lead that are contained in the crude ores, concen- Oe | trates, old slags, etc., received before the material is treated for the an " recovery of zinc. The zinc fume produced averaged 71 percent zinc - se and the lead fume 49 percent lead. ae



= Willow Springs district. —The production in the Willow Springs 
-. district came from rich gold ore, lead ore, and zinc-lead ore shipped 

"direct: to smelters. The Oro Del Rey mine was by far the outstanding © : 

producer, a 

moe an American Fork district. —The Dutchman mine was again the largest Se 
. 2 producer in the American Fork district and in 1942 shipped 299 tons 

eg EIS of high-grade zinc-lead ore to Midvale and a few tons of zinc ore to | 

me Tooele. Other producers included the Blue Rock and Pacific, Globe, 

—- .. Tintie dastrict.— Mines in the Utah section of the Tintic district are | 

Bei IS reviewed under Juab County. a ae eg 

po WASHINGTON COUNTY — a 

“+ Bull. Valley district.—A little gold ore from the Bull Run mine was. 
Be amalgamated in 1942. _ oes Cs ee 

» Pudsagubet district.—Copper ore and lead ore were shipped direct = 

to smelters from the Apex mine in 1942.00 

& ae DE oe WAYNE COUNTY = © 7 . 

- ne: test lot of silver ore was shipped direct to a smelter from the 7 
7» Copper Queen mine in the Hanksville district in 1942,
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Be | SUMMARY —™ SE 

... Mines in Washington yielded gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc 
valued, in terms of recoverable metal, at $8,172,609 in 1942 com- 
pared with $7,874,886 in 1941. The output of lead and zinc increased, : a 

_. -but that of gold, silver, and copper decreased; the gain in total value ~ a 
_. of the five metals was due in part to the greater output of lead and 

zine and in part to the increase in price paid per unit. of recoverable 
copper, lead, and zinc. The gain in gold production in ChelanCounty OS 
more than offset losses in Ferry, Stevens, and Okanogan Counties. Coes 

_ Silver production declined in all the larger producing counties. Al- wd 
most all the State output of copper was derived, as in former years, ae 

_ from the Holden mine of the Howe Sound Co. in Chelan County. =~ 
The gain in production of lead and zinc (recovered almost entirely . coy 

_ from three mines in Pend Oreille County and two mines in Stevens . 
County) resulted in large measure from the substantially increased oo he 
output of zinc in Stevens County and of lead in Pend Oreille County. == 
The Pend Oreille Mines & Metals Co. continued as the major pro- _ 
ducer of both lead and zinc in the State. ns 

_ > All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight’; that is, they a 
do not include moisture. - re 

_ The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated coe 
| .. at the following prices. , - ; ) ae: 

ae Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine, 1938-42 | | ue 

. Year . Gold ! Silver 2 | Copper # Lead 4 | Zinc4 m : 

. Per fine ounce} Per fineounce| Per pound Per pound Per pound . oo, 4 
| $35.00 | © $0. 646-+ $0. 098 $0.046 | «$0. 048 1939_..-__-.---.-----.--------eeae 35.00 “6. 678+ 104 047 052 a | 1940____------..-.--.--ss sas seen 35. 00 771+ 1113 | 050 083 me 
1941____-_.._..--.--.----2-- see 35.00 7 711+ 118 057 075 Oo 

| 1-7 35. 00 7711+ 121] 087 1098 oS 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold & 
from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-+-($20.671835) per fine ounce. , io 

2 Treasury buying price for newly mined silver. a 
3 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price . 

includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production but excludes value of foreign ee 
copper delivered to Metals Reserve Co. for domestic consumption. . . oe 

* 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price Se 
includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production. oe | 5 $0, 64646464. ¢ $0. 67878787. ~ 130: 71111111, | 

| 503 . a
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Bee “ - Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Washington, 1938-42, and . 
Be : total, 1860-1942, in terms of recovered metals - = : 

co oe ~ producing Ore (short | Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) . _ 

es Year fe] Otens) [7 } ne 
Bee _ | Lode | Placer Fine ounces Value | Fineounces| Value | 

ee 1988___2.---1------- 77 80 901, 689 74,175 | $2,596,125 | 380,938 $246, 263 | | 
eee —  -1989.--.-----------| 88 84 | 1,124, 564 90,420 | 3, 164, 700 | 442, 063 300, 067: . 

ggg TTT 88 | 88 | 1) 166,798 82,136 | 2,874,760} 365,175 | —-259, 680 | 
So ggg TTT at 56 | 1,238, 509° 84,176 | - 2.946, 160 402,030 | 285,888 | 
eee 0 Meena 18 | 1, 222,937 75,396 | 2, 638, 860 369,038] 262497 2. 

ae 1860-1042. ecle ene | 1,957,121 | 47,254,558 | 11, 501, 928 | "8, 203, 574 7 

Bee CO _ . Copper Lead zine - . 

fhe _ Year — pf vr oe 
Be 7 | Pounds. Value Pounds | Value Pounds Value ° - 

sg 4 qggg. 12, 084,000 | $1,179, 382 | 8,568,000 | $394, 128 | 22, 804, 000 | $1,094, 592 | $5, 510, 440 oe 
Bicves 1939._..........| 17,996,000 | 1,871,584 | 7,436,000 | 349, 492 | 20,262,000 | 1,053,624 | 6, 739, 467 S 
wes yggg7 TTT TTTTTTTT) 19} a24'000 | 2172/3812 | 5,110,000 | 255, 500 | 23, 120,000 | 1,456,560] 7,01%812 

ggg 777777 TTTTTT] 47/3721 000 | 2049,896 | 7,806,000 | 444,942 | 28,640,000 | 2,148,000} 7,874,886 
494g TTTITITIIIIZ] 16} 080,000 | 1,948, 260 | 9,702,000 | 650,034 | 28,796,000 | 2,678,028 | 8, 172, 609. : 

ee ‘g60-1942........| 265,094 | 14,094,561 | 758,127 | 7,156,614 | 290,686 | 11,575,022 | 88, 284, 329 aol 

“44860-1903: Figures not available; 1904-42: 8,387,210 tons produced. | | . a 
ee 2 Short tons. — oo fo . - - - ” 

oo Gold and silver produced at placer mines in Washington, 1988-42, in terms of 7 

Me | _ |  .. recovered metals | | 7 

ee | : Gold | Silver ff | | 
be mo | - Year . A= |_ Total value . 

We tt . — Fine ounces | Value Fine ounces Value | | 

ne (er 1,575 | $55, 125 218 gia | «$55, 266 
e “1989--------ceeeeseeeeeeee-eee-f 26} 79, 185 358 "3, 79, 378 | 
Be 1940..-2-2.s-sseseesee-ne--------] 2, TAT 96, 145 |. 720 B12 96,657 

—— 1941.._-..-...-.---s---nneeee eo 540 18,900| —>—-90 64| —s- 18, 964 
Bo 1942.11 TT LITT. 356 12, 460 59 49 12,502 

— Gold— The output of recoverable gold from lode and placer opera- 
ee tions in Washington declined 10 percent in 1942 from 1941. The 

| ‘quantity recovered from placer operations has been of minor umpor- 
| tance compared with that from lode mines, and in 1942 placers yielded 

- only 356 fine ounces. Several factors contributed to this decline, the 
ot more important of which were shortages of labor and supplies to 
| ' ‘maintain normal operations in gold mines and the issuance of a 

Government order in October 1942 which resulted in the closing or 
greatly curtailing of operations by several small mines. The direct 

: result of interference with normal gold-mining operations was that 
| much less siliceous gold ore was treated. Gold recovered by amal- | 

gamation, by cyanidation, from concentrates smelted, and from crude 
| ore shipped direct to smelters all declined; however, gold recovered 

| from copper concentrates smelted increased. Gold recovered in bul- 
lion from ores treated at cyanidation plants (with or without concen- 
tration equipment) declined in both Ferry and Stevens Counties; in 

| Chelan County 940 ounces of gold came from the cyanidation of 
current tailings, whereas none was recovered in 1941. Gold recovered
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_- from gold concentrates made in the concentrating sections. of cyanide. «|. = 
_.- mills in Ferry. County showed a drop in 1942. Gold recovered at = 
- .. amalgamation mills declined in each of the counties in which such... 2 

mills were operated. Gold recovered from crude ore shipped direct ~ 
|. to smelters declined in Ferry and Okanogan Counties but increased 3 

in Chelan County. Copper concentrates produced by the Howe - .-s; 
' Sound Co. yielded 63 percent of the State total gold, and gold concen-~ = 

trates produced from the Knob Hill: property yielded 24 percent. = +: 
. . Other important-producers of gold were the Aurum and Valley mines. ss 

in Ferry County. The total output of goid ore was 93,957 tons in = se ' 
1942, compared with 178,121 tons in 1941, and was treated asfollows: = == 
71,232 tons cyanided, 125 tons amalgamated, 21,150 tons shipped = = 2 

-__ erude to smelters, and 1,450. tons concentrated. $= © ©. 
_ -Silver.—The output of recoverable silver in Washington declined 8 percent in 1942 from 1941, and declines were noted in all the larger si 4 
ay producing | counties. The largest outputs were in Chelan, Ferry,  — og 
- . Stevens, and Pend Oreille Counties; and mines in Chelan and Ferry. = vt 
~-. produced 92 percent. of the State total. Copper ore yielded 48 per- = 3,3 

cenit of the total silver, gold ore 45 percent, and zinc-lead ore 7 percent; = 23, 
-. the remainder came from lead ore, lead-copper ore, and placers. The =“). '33 

Holden property of the Howe Sound Co. in Chelan County was again: 
+... the largest producer of silver in the State, followed by the Knob Hill. ss 

“. property, operated by Knob Hill Mines, Inc., in Ferry County; these 
_ «* two properties produced 85:percent of the State total. Other producers =. 2 
.... of silver were the Aurum and Valley properties in Ferry County; the os 

.. Pend Oreille Mines & Metals Co. property in Pend Oreille County; © ..» 
and the Zenith Mines, Inc., and Sierra Zinc Co. properties, both nm =. 

_.. Stevens County. Placer mines yielded 59 fine ounces of silver, St 
~ “Copper.—The output of recoverable copper in Washington in 1942 oa 

was 16,060,000. pounds, or less than in any year since 1938 although ©. 
_ the tonnage of copper ore treated was greater than in anypreviousyear.. = =. 

_ The Howe Sound Co. shipped copper concentrates rich in gold from = =—si—si(it 
_. its Holden ‘property in Chelan County and accounted for 99 percent «=. - #4 

of the State total output of copper; the value of the recoverable gold = 
in these concentrates was equivalent to 88 percent of the value of the =. 

--.  eopper. Among other copper producers were the Sunset mine of the =. 
| -Kromona Mines Corporation in Snohomish County and the Lucky uf 
-. Boy minein Stevens County, 2 oa 

Lead and zine.—The production of recoverable zinc in Washington = 4 
. in 1942 was the greatest in the history of the State, exceeding that of = 
1941 by 156,000 pounds; the production of recoverable lead was 3. 
1,896,000 pounds greater than in 1941 and only 87,687 pounds less oy 

; than in the record year 1917, when 9,789,687 pounds were. produced. OE 
Three properties in Pend Oreille County produced 94 percent of the as 

| State total lead and 95 percent of the zinc; virtually all the rest of the | Oo ae 
lead and zine recovered came from two properties in Stevens County. oS 
The lead output from Pend Oreille County was greater than in 1941, aS 
but the zinc output declined; however, this decrease was more than oon 

. Offset by the increase from operations in Stevens County. Zinc-lead 8 
ore treated in the two flotation mills (Pend Oreille and Grandview) in 4 
Pend Oreille County exceeded that treated in 1941 by 36,585 tons; it oF 

: averaged 1.50 percent in lead and 4.70 percent in zinc, compared with 8 
1.39 percent in lead and 5.35 percent in zinc in 1941. Zinc-lead ore na 

.556250—43———88 | | a
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«+ treated in Stevens County totaled 14,064 tons in 1942, compared with 2 
pede 2,051 tons in 1941; the average grade of the ore was higher than that - _ ' 
“ .- from’ mines in Pend Oreille County. ES a 

wo MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES = 

Poo - Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Washington in 1942, by 
a en —. countves, in terms of recovered metals = 

Be | Mines Produc: | Gold (ode and placer) | Silver (lode'and placer)’ 
Oe ° Met — me ’ County 7 ie pe eT ae 
fe wo EE | Lode | Placer | Fine ounces! Value ‘Fine ounces} Value : 

Be on pe Asotin..../.2.2------------------- _wuu--} 8 J. 178 | $6,055 | -° - apf $20 an 
Mh Benton... .----.-.----+-2---L2-----|-------- 2). _ 104 3, 640 | ATT. 2 bee Chelan....--.--------------2-----) 21. 48,685 | 1,703,975. 174,790 | 124, 295 a Pees 7. Douglass...------2-2- elect DE A BB Lee wenn ce ene. . 
Bes. Ferry.------------------------see-] 7 [--ece-2-| 25, 256 | 883, 960 | 164,987 | 117,324 we Grant viata eel feee fd TM 485 | aa 9 a 
Bh : we Kittitas_.._.--.---.--------+------ ween eee 3 ‘ 3 “ 105. wd enenecnwelce ee wee ee 
betes 38 . Okanogan: -..221---------eee eee] 6B flee eee > 800 7 10, 500 ABT TO 895 ne ' Pend Oreille__-_-.-_--2------ 2 --} 5 j--------|----------2-2-]----------t-]) 9, 680. | 6, 848 OG 
fee Snohomish__-__-.--------------2-- 2/- 1. 86]. 1,260}  —_-'1, 582 | 412.0. 
ee Stevens. --..-------.------ ae J1 [22 .. 719 24,920 |. 17, 460 |. “12, 416° , ‘ 
Bey, . Whatcom_._.-.-....-----------.-- 3 |.-----2- . 55) 1,925) © 21} -- 15. 4 ae ae : . Yakima..__..-.----.---.---------- | ne wane eenrcnn nnn fennnnnenee ee] 52 | 37 i 
Bea ae | 75,896 | 2,638,800 900,088 | - 2onanr tC eo. Total, 194t. ele] 6L | 56. 84,176 | 2,946, 160 402,030 | © 285,888 

Be Gopper fe Lead an _ Zine rT 1 ee Bee ee apt gi | Total 7 
ae on re Pounds Value Pounds | Value | Pounds. Value ae oy 

ey. Asotin. 22.22.2222] 22 --2--- |---| eee eff [et 86075 sess. Benton____.----------]-..-------+-|-.----------|---2 ng gs Woe Chelan ._.---..---.-_| 15,909, 000 | $1,924, 989 |_--- 2-22-22) DTT] 8. 753% 259: - eee, Douglas___-----------|----------~-]--------2-.-|-----.---2--|------2--- |---| en 35. oe poe 8 Ferry. “1, 000° 121 |..-..-.2_--]----2-----]------------|------------] 1, 001, 405 ee. Grant .----.--------_|-------2----|---2-2--e2e-| eine gece ene [eee enn |een-eeeee|eceeeeeel ef 2) 498 | Pe | Kittitas_.---.----.---|------------|------------|-----2+-----|---e------ [eee ee |e 105 6° OKanogan__---22 2 9, 000 1,089} = 600) $40 Jee! 954 ps - . . Pend Oreille______..-.|-----..-.-.-|---.----.-.-| 9, 106,000 | 610, 102 | 27, 240, 000 | $2, 533, 320 | 3,150, 270 bo Snohomish.-...------| 99,000 | =, 979 |_----------|-- faa 36a 
Mo: Stevens. _...--..----- 40, 000 _ 4,840 595, 400 39, 892; 1, 556, 000 144, 708 226, 776 a Whatcom... _.-.--.--|------.-.---|------------|-----.------|----------|------------|---2--- eee 1, 940 to Wakima 2, 000 242 |..----------|----------|--------n-2-[ooe-nee | 279 
me oo | 16,060,000 | 1,943, 260 | 9, 702,000 | 650, 034 | 28, 796, 000 | - 2, 678, 028 | 8, 172, 609 
o Total, 1941_..-...-..-| 17,372,000 | 2,049,896 | 7, 806, 000 444, 942 | 28, 640,000 | 2, 148, 000 7, 874, 886 . 

. . _ Gold and silver produced at lode mines in Washington in 1942, by counties, in terms of 
' recovered metals 

~ 
Ore sold or ‘ 1 . Gold (fine | Silver (fine | County | | (hoet tons) ounces) ounces) 

| Chelan. oon 716, 017 48, 682 174, 790 
| Ferry..._.----.-..----.------- 22 e eee 88, 123 25, 256 164, 987 

Okanogan___ ..._..-...-_-_--2-------2------ eee 1, 641 300 457 
Pend Oreille...............--.._.__-_---------_-------_ 397,630 |..-.-...-.---- 9, 630 
Snohomish_-_._..........-- 1-22-22 ee ------ eee 1, 001 35 1, 582 
Stevens__.-_._..-...-.2 22 2 18, 398 712 17, 460 
Whatcom.___._._..2 22-222 ee eee 122 55 21 
Yakima. -_.-_._-.-..- 2-222 eee § |.---.--------- 52 

| | 1, 222, 937 75,040 368, 979 Total, 1941__.___-- 22-2 ieee eee ee tee eee eee eeeeee-ee----| 1, 2887 509 83, 636 401, 940 
eee
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Gold and silver produced at placer mines-in Washington in 1942, by counties, in fine i. 
Boo | | | ounces, in terms of recovered metals a Be 

~ ee a oe |. Sluicing and ~ -Dragline and dry- a otal tS | a os | ee , hydraulic | land dredges ! 3 eed 

oR Gold | Silver | Gold | Silver | Gold | Silver 9 24 

: > 2 146} 26] 173 8B 8 a 
a Benton ...._.-----..-.-------+--- 1+ -- +--+ |e ----} ee 104 17 104 17 — 8 et 

. Douglas__.......------------------------- 1 |_-------.-|--------2-|--------- Tyee ey 
ae . Grant -..--.------------ +--+ +--+ |---| 7 . 14 71 14° 7 ie 

: Kittitas......:..----------2--------------- BS fesse eee eee eee fen eee]; ~ 3 wee een eene wo Tes cr 
Se Snohomish - - --.-------------------------- - 1 wenn een ee|-H-------- nnt------- : 7 ] wanneee- se ms ao ay 

Pe Se ne 35 | 2 321}. 87] ~~ 856] tC ed 
a Total, 1941_.___.-.------------------------ 207 26) 883 _ 540. 9 a 

me . ''A floating washing plant supplied with gravel by a dragline excavator is called a ‘“‘dragline dredge”; | “e 
- . + stationary or movable washing plant supplied with gravel by any type of power excavator is called a 3 )0"8 
ee ““dry-land dredge.” re i | OO : ) Oo eh 

ae MINING INDUSTRY 
. - o - 2 : : - - . . . . . - - ; _ vee a 2 : 7 oo oo Y 3 

- . Six properties in Washington produced 1,192,927 tons of ore in - sy 
-.- 1942, or 98. percent of the State output. Thisoreincluded copperore —=§ 4 
»-- from the Holden. mine in Chelan County; zinc-lead ore from the Pend = *3 
_ Oreille, Metaline, and Grandview properties in Pend Oreille County —° .'# 

. and the Blue Ridge property in Stevens County; and gold ore from the | ae 
. Knob Hill mine in Ferry County. Development work on these six oF 

~ . properties in 1942 included. completion of 19,212 feet of drifts, cross- =. 
cuts, raises, shafts, and tunnels, 71,192 feet of diamond drillmg, and . 

- 434 feet of churn drilling, = Do Oo | a8 

a - | | ORE CLASSIFICATION cope na: 

~._Details of ore classification are given in the chapter.of this volume ~- 
on Gold and Silver. - Co SO oo Oy 

-\ Ore sold or treated in Washington in 1942, with content in terms of recovered metals — . ag 

oe a Mines Gold | Silver nap oan ag Ore (short Copper Lead Zinc fa Source pro- (fine (fine : oy ae 
| Fe dteing: tons) _ |ounces)| ounces). (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) : ee a 

‘Dry and siliceous gold ore......| 18 | 98,957 | 26,524 | 165,960 | 10,600 600 |...---.--.- as 
Copper ore__.....-...------..-- 6 | 717,124 | 48,399 |1 176,348 | 16, 036,400 |-..-...2.-_]----.--2-2- Oe 

| Lead ore_..-------------------- 7 161 |_-------| 712 |------2-_---| 105,860 |-- 
Lead-copper ore...........-...- 27 5 |.---...] 558 328 - 1,151 |---------_- ase 

-Zinc-lead ore......------------- 6| 411,690] 117] 25,406 12, 672 | 9, 594, 389 | 28,796,000, ey 

Total, lode mines........| 237 | 1,222,937 | 75,040 | 368,979 | 16,060,000 | 9, 702,000 | 28,796,000  — ¢ 
. Total, placers...........------- 18 |-.--------- 356 59 |------------|-----------|-------2--- ag 

| non | ee a | een a 
oo 55 | 1,222,937 | 75,396 | 369,038 | 16,060,000 | 9,702,000 | 28,796,000 ert 

Total, 1941.....................] 117 | 1, 238,509 | 84,176 | 402,030 | 17,372,000 | 7, 806, 000 | 28, 640, 000 et | 

1 Includes 940 ounces of gold and 2,557 ounces of silver from current tailings cyanided. ° oe we 
_ ? A mine producing more than 1 class of ore is counted but once in arriving at total for all classes. a ry hs 

: wt 

ona
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. Lode mines in Washington produced 1,222,937 tons of ore in 1942, . os 
veo. treated as follows: 1,130,075 tons in straight concentration mills, 
© 7. 91,232 tons in cyanide mills and.a cyanide-concentration mill, 125 
“tons in amalgamation mills, and 21,505 tons shipped crude to smelters. 
vs . Amalgamation planits.—Five straight amalgamation plants and one 
“--. . amalgamation and concentration plant treated 125 tons of gold ore 

ok 1943. The Morning Star mine in Ferry County was the chief —— 
fe. producer. Tee TE ee 
Be we | ‘F Cyanidation mills—The cyanide plant at. the Holden mill of the 
«. *. Howe Sound Co. operated about 8 months in 1942, during which time — 
= 180,000 tons of current tailings from copper ore were treated. The .~ 

“se. \ 400-ton Knob Hill cyanide-concentration mill treated gold ore from -  _ 
~*. the Knob Hill mine; the plant operated throughout.1942. The First 
-- ‘Thought 50-ton cyanide mill was operated on ores from the First — 
i... Thought property until May, when the property was closed. These = 
‘| ‘three plants treated 247,732 tons of ore and current tailings (180,000 —: 
“.- - tons) and reported the consumption of 307,465 pounds of calcium 
s.  eyanide, 4,000 pounds of sodium: cyanide (91-percent grade), 20,775, 
“pounds of zinc dust, 1,460 pounds of lead: acetate, 2,600 pounds of — : 
» .- Jead nitrate, and 856,220 pounds oflime. ; 

“ " Qoneentration mills —A total of 1,130,075 tons of ore was treated — 
<". . at 11 flotation mills, as follows: 716,928 tons of copper ore at 3 mills, 
~~ -".. 411,690 tons of zinc-lead ore at 5.mills,.and 1,457 tons of gold, lead, 
sand lead-copper ores at 3 plants. = Be . 
* >. Details of the treatment of all ore produced in Washington in 1942) 
- 0 are given in the following tables. : Be | 

"|. Mine production of metals in Washington in 1942, by methods of recovery, in terms of 
Bee so pecovered metals Se | | 

Ree Material le. | | a | : 
Ba . | Method ofrecovery — "Shore Gold fine sou (ine copper, ody ( ine, yo. 

we | . , ons) | : : : 

ce Ore! amalgamated_._-..-....| 12 | | 264]. 87 |_--.--------|---------- 2+] +--+ ee 
a Ore and tailings cyanided_....| 2247,732| 3, 943 18, 091 |----..---.--]----.-------]-+-=-------- 

: Concentrates smelted........-| 71,492 | 65,422} 323,029 | 15,901,701 | 9, 595,622 | 28, 796, 000 
- .- Qresmelted.....--.-..----.---| 21, 505 5, 411 97,772 |. 68,209 | 106,378 |---.--..---- | 

| Placer. ..-.-.-----------------|------------ 356 59 |------------|------------]------------ 

_ __.u....---.| 75,396 | 369,038 | 16,060,000 | 9,702,000 | 28, 796, 000 
| | Total, 1941..---.--.-----------|-....-.-----| 84,176 | 402,030 | 17,372,000 | 7,806,000 | 28, 640, 000 

| 1 See footnote 1 of following table. . | 
2 Comprises 180,000 tons of current tailings from copper ore concentrated in Chelan County, 63,952 tons 

- of current tailings from 67,452 tons of gold ore first treated by concentration in Ferry County, and 3,780 tons 
of crude ore from Stevens County :
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_. Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation ‘mills (with or with- oy 4 
out concentration equipment). in Washington in 1942, by types of mills and by: 

ae counties, in terms of recovered metals _ A Ce ms 

| AMALGAMATION MILLS ss rn, 

oe a | : | Recovered in bullion ‘Concentrates smelted and recovered eT of 

eh ounly [real ce | Concen- | oo : oy 
ae oe , |Ghort tons)! @oja (fine | Silver (fine | trates pro- | Gold (fine | Silver (fine me } 

wo oN ot, oe, | ounces) ounces) duced .]. ounces) ounces) re: a rs rs | (short tons) { - ORS 

0 Berry ee eeezeeceeeee eee} Of tt tg a 
~ . OKanogan.----22-2----2-------f 71. 2 |e nee eos ]o-- + ee |e eee es 

- . . . Whateom...------2--2--------| 120 40 8 — 6] 14 16 Rig 

res | 1195 | 1264] 187; 6 14 Wot 
- — Total, 1941__.-.- eed 694. TIT} =. BEB BCC $s oy 

- | oS -CYANIDATION MILLS ss oe co 

Chelan. 2222 ee eee QO :~ 2940 22,557 [21 ee ee] eee ene n[enneeeceeeee 
a Peirys:..2--22..22--------0- 67,452 | ° 2,408} -.15,205.|... 3,500 17, 743 125, 073 gs 
ee ‘Stevens...--.----------------- '. 8, 780 — 8OBf - B29 Jo. .- ~~. - 222] 22+ - | --------- ee gS 

OE 1 71,2321 - 3,943 |. 18,091 |. 8,500} —Ss«17,743 |. 128, 078 Spell 
Total, 1941......2--2-------| 135,200 | 6, 682 16, 996 -3,500 |. 18, 969. 109, 318 TE 

Grand total: 1942..-..........| 71,357| 4,207] 18,178 | 3,506 | «17,757 | 25,0 tg 
te QML ll. 185, 984: 7,359 | 17, 359. 3,595 | -18, 972 109,826 cok 

4 Gold and silver from amalgamation in Ferry County came from metallies (less than halfa ton) from i (it 
an _ gold ore shipped crude tosmelter., ere no ones 

. _ 3 Material cyanided was 180,000 tons of current tailings from copperore. 8 = 8 .-. , SE 

md - Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in Washington in 1942, by Cony Oe 
So counties, in terms of recovered metal . cond 

| Oo . oe rs rs Concentrates smelted and recovered metal a oe 3 

oo | treated —f po ce oes 
Be County oo “Short Part one fons qd ono Copper | Lead | Zine | ot 

a (short tons) ounces) | ounces) | (Pounds) | (Pounds) (Pomnds) ae 

Chelan_...........-...--.| 715, 726 34,628 | 47,4241 172,067 | 15,908,400 |._-.-.----_].---------- 0 e 
| Okanogan.......-..-..-..} 1,450 43 116| 154 6, 846 |...-..--..-]----------- ty 

: Pend Oreille......-.---.-| 397, 626 - 31,323 |_--------- 9, 622 |....--.----.| 9, 101,058 | 27,240,000 TM 
. ’ Snohomish_.-.........-..| 810 — 60 8 75 36,745 |...--------|-------—--- Ny 

~ - Stevens.....-.--.........| 14, 463 1,932 | © 117 16, 017 89, 800 494,564 | 1,556,000 - hy 

nn _ |1, 130, 075 67,986 | 47,665 | 197,935 | 15,991, 791 | 9,595,622 | 28,796,000 ae 
, . Total, 1941_._..__........|1, 063,076 | 68,276 | 46,476 | 220,006 | 17, 155, 667 | 7, 689, 648 | 28,640,000 ve
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wo “Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in Washington in 1942, ‘ 
We hy Classes of concentrates smelted HD oe rc oe 

SO - a , | oo Concen- NS _ Gross metal content oe ; 

Be _ Class of concentrates trates pro- ee © ~ TO 
fe Po (short tons) Gold (fine | Silver (fine} Copper | Lead Zine . 
te 7 . - : ounces) } ounces) -| (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) oo. 

woo. Drygold.:--:-.----------.--|. 3,818 | 17,838] = 125,200} = 6, 958 |---| 
Be ~Copper...-..--.-.--.-------.-| 84,790 | 47,472 |. 172, 280 | 16,473,023.|-._...___._]__.... 
fie 8 ead eee eee 6, 728 391 .- 9,086 2,516 | 9,620, 797 - 414, 073 
soa | Léad-copper--_------.--------] A [leet eee] 117; =—_—_,s«d180 470 Jee e-e 
Cee 8 Pine II] 26, 458 781 —.16,346 | = -11,054 | 512, 935 | 32, 089, 081 7 

gee Se ee | 71,492 | 65, 422.| 328, 029 |: 16, 493, 701 | 10,134,202 |. 32, 508, 154 
Reels. Potaly 1941....-2..--22-.-2.| 71, 871 65, 448 | . 329,832 | 17,685,859 | 8, 588,909 | 32, 495, 120 | 

G0 . . Mine production of metals from Washington concentrates shipped to smelters in 1 942, : 
an oo : an terms of recovered metals : | a . 

ho | BY COUNTIES —_ | a 4 

BB a Concen Gold (fine | Silver (fine; Copper | Lead |. Zine | 
ok eh, | | (short tons) ounces) - _ ounces) + (pounds) _(pounds) (pounds). a 4 

ge. Chelan... 2-2 -eeeeeeecelee-|° 84,628 |. 47,424} 172,067 | 15,908,400 |. pee 
the . Ferry__.-.---.-.1------.---:--] . 3,500 | 17, 748 125, 078 |:-2------_-_ {2-2 - ee] 1 
we +. OKanogan____-.__.--22------ 48]  . 116 - 154) = 6, 846 |_----- eee 1 
Bore ‘Fond Oreille... 81828 |----------3-] 9,622 |---| 9, 101, 058 | "27,240,000 
i '. Snohomish... 22 222-222 - ee} - 60] 8. 468 86, 748 [ifn e-e eee 7 
or ce Stevens_..---2 _ 1,932 117 |... 16, 017 |. 39,800 | 494, 564 | 1, 556, 000 3 
A : . Whatcom...-.-.-------------- : / 6 OC 14 ’ / 16 mort sersses rotten essen srrcetsesce 2 

Bee i | 71,492 |. 65,422 | 328,029 | 15,991,791] 9,505,622 | 28,706,000 St 
ee Total, 1941...........-------.| 71, 871 | 65,448. | 329, 832 | 17, 155, 667 | 7, 689, 648 | 28, 640, 000 a 
Ev i * | | | : > = - - - ————— — — __ A et nleerte " - — : 

[ee - ‘BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES. a 

Boo Dry gold_...------------.--.--| 8, 5B | 7,888 | 125,200 | 
'S. - Copper._.------_-------..-__- 34, 790 - 47,472 | 172,280 | 15,978,991 |.......__---|_-------_____ ‘ 
Boe Bead. lols. n-n-ns- eee 6,728; 89| ~~ 9,086 2,157 | 9, 235,840 |_-..-.-.---- md 
Bini _  Lead-copper_.2...-.------.---] 1 foie - 117 . 128} 481 Jee - 7 
i 0 Zine... eee eee eee ee 26, 458 78 | =: 16,346 | 10, 515 | 359,331 | 28, 796, 000 sl 

Bre | | 71,492 | 65,422 | 323, 029 | 15,991,791 | 9, 595,622 | 28, 796, 000 :
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Gross metal content of Washington crude ore shipped to smelters in 1942, by classes’) ae 
| eo | | ae 2 Of OTe ee 

. a : : se - . * . Gross metal content _ a SA . . _ — ‘| Ore (short ; _ CN et 
oe Class of ore - | tons) | . Fo mo en Sg 

on . . Gold (fine | Silver (fine| Copper. ‘Lead. - i dag 
. | . . | {> ounces) ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) oe 

Dry and siliceous gold_............---..--| 21, 150. 5,384] 25,091| 4,224] 4,082 0 - Copper..-.-.-----.----.-----.------..-.-..| 196 27 1,559] (66,656 |. a Lead. .--22-------ceneneeeoeeneeeeeeeeeeeet «186 [eee 686 |....-..--..-| 109,752 RY 
. ... ° Lead-copper -.-.-..--------------.------- 8 fens ee eee eee] — 436 - $23 0 BTA ae 

So — 21,505} 41 27,772 | 71,208 11,668 2s ve Total, 1941_--_..--..------------+---+-----| 39,449 © 10,829) 54,749 226, 546 | 121,847 be “wg 

-°. Mine production of metals from Washington crude ore shipped to smelters in 1942, a8 
By nm terms. of recovered metals ree oon gs 

oS | BY COUNTIES > an cy 
. : : ‘ : . Oe 

a | —_ | Ore Short | Gold (fine | Silver (fine] Copper | Lead’ + i 
“ a mo, re _ |. tons) -- ounces) ounces) | (pounds) | (pounds) — tot oe 

os Chelan. -...-2---eeteeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-| | LT 8B 166]. . 600]. eG 
a Ferry....----.---------ose-cecseceee--e---| 20,671] «4, 888] = -:24, 622 1,000 2-22 
~ . Okanogan. __.-.. eee 186 W7). BOL] 154 | OOD 
a - Pend Oreille.___...-.-22-------- 2-2 ele] ne 8 fie ee 4,942 °° oe 
“\.. Snohomish. .1.2-__.-_--------------------- 191 “97 1, 507 62, 255 |. ne 
- > .Stevens...-.-.22-2- 2 ene eee] 155 |.-----------}. 1,114 200 |; © 100,836 Rg 

. _-) Whatcom. --...-----.0------2------ tee] 2] — Ly: 2 |-------- 2 -|--aeeeneeeee 
oo Wakima...o 2222s eee eee ed 5 |--~---+----- «62 2,000 |------------ as 

oe a 7 Fe 2805 | 84d | 27772]. 68,209 © 106,878 
| Total, 1941... ...2.22------2-------2-------] 39, 449 10, 829 54,749 216, 333 16,3520 

a BY CLASSESOFORE 2h 

: Dry and siliceous gold_--.--_.-.----------- 21, 150 5, 384 25,091 |. 3,754, 600 ey 
ss Copper...._-...--.---.-.-- seed 196) °° 27 1,559|- 64,255 |--..----- 2. CS 

_ Dead... eee 156 fee-eeeeeeee-| | 686 |e} (105,078 oe TN 
_  Lead-copper.._..--------------------------| 3 |.----------- 436 { 200 ONES 

ne | | 21,505 | © 5,411] 27,772 68,209 | 106,378 oo 

oo —— , | , oe 

| ns 

, | “e i Mis . mo , . “ Oo ‘ ° ; . | st : 7 = . me i “ A
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Ho REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS = ssi 

“0. Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Washington in 1942, by = 
Hee os counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals oy 

Bb ee ae Oresold ounces) { ounces) Co : “head. «gin o Total an 

gy snd district . |. | to . | Gopper.| Dead. | Zine | Total — . oe. County and district - |____| treated |_____|________| (pounds) |(pounds)| (pounds) | value oA 
BH a o|s| tons) | o | 8] o | 8 Po ps. re 
He Be a, oat. eps © Sho! wos Lo 
gee a Pe RR | a OO Co 

oc e io - Asotin County: : : 2 : : - . - | : - ; ; . | | : . : : : - pe 7 - ; : | 

wey | Snake River...-.------}..2|  8]---------]---2--| 178)--2----]. 28]------ ee |----- eee |e} $6,075 
more Benton County: - Pope eb Poo bp op op ae 
Bee 2 >. Columbia River.....--|-..|  2)------2-.]------] 104-222-202] 17) eee] eee] 8,652 0 

hee ou Ghelan Lake-...------|  1]-..] 715, -726/48, 364}. _1174, 624]. ___|15, 908, 400]........_|_.-2.---.]8, 741,883 > 
fae 0 °°... -'Peshastin Creek..-.-.-| 1) 1) 291; 318] 1} 166]...-]. 600]...2-----]-------2..] 11,356 
Boo Wenatchee River_...-2|...)  1j----<--2-]------]) Q}e- eee eee pO 
ce ‘. Douglas County: pp Pp | ee oe Ds 
Rye . Columbia River...-.-2) 2.0] Uj--.------}2-----| 0 Wee enc fee |---- 2 eee eee eee ]--eee eee] 8B a 
ae Ferry County: Po pL Rs ens er 
Bat Danville: /.---.-------} Afeec} | 124] 275} | 198] P| 1, 000). | 98870 
go Republie..-.----------| 6|---]. 87; 999|24, 981|____]164, 859). -.2].-.2.2- 2] 20] | 991, 568 , 
Spo. Grant County: — Pooh. bo - - - PP | ! 

cose oo  Golumbia River... ----)2l.). Uj---2-2---[----2-| “WH-.2----| W4|--------- 2] ee +22 -]-----2----]| 2, 495 “4 
aie Kittitas County: fe pe Pp of. fe ‘y 
Be ok Swauk..--.-------2-2-}2_2] Q)---- ee} ] | Qf ee eee. woeee- eee fone eee fee eee eee TO 
mite ss os) * Yakima River_..-2.---]0._|) Uj------2e-f----2-} 0 Uj.e eee |e |e. 2-----|ee et ---|-----e eee p85 4 
viet cs. "+ -OKanogan County: ppp Pod Ho _ PEP eg 
tetas 00" Qaseade. cl ------e te} Ape} 8h OBJ | 128) fee 2,296 4 
Bah , Do : a ..Conconully.-..---.----] 1 -oe Be 5 1 woee ween ce cone wae ween ene eeweeeeee wate ne eekn| coe 35 : 4 

fee Methow..2-2---.----2-] 3-2] 1,554) 212} 26a} 9,000) eet 8696. 
were Meyers Creek - and | | eB Pps of. nn re = Sg 
Eo os . *. Mary Ann Creek. 2]. 1}... “DAL Al | 66] fee. 600}----------]) 927 
mre Pend: Oreille County: {| | Bp po fe ef Se eo . 
Bree. ~~ Metaline._----.--.-..-] 5]2.} 307, 630]_.--._]_.-] 9, 630]_.__|_-..-____-|9, 106, 00027, 240, 000/38, 150, 270 Loe 
Mop fe . .. Snohomish County: . oe - _ . foe Co ot 
Aye Index. wicle----e---e- | Lplee{) | 988) 21)_-.] 1, B81f_--- 95, 800}-._------]--.-.-----] - 18, 309 . 
mee Sultams ee -e.----} Yd]. 63) 14, 2} 201)-2--] «8, 200). fee] 1085 
pee . .., Stevens County: oP a _ oe 
we oo Bossburg_--2----2-----] Ule 100}... }2-- 2] 5 85].2- ee ------] 2, 600] ------- 3, 940 
coe ” ' . Deer. Trail_-....---.---|  1}__- 1,859) = 7}___.| 8, 145)... 1, 700} 167,300} - 186,000} 34, 750 i 
MO ~ Kettle Falls. .-..----.-} 1}__.}) 3)_----.|----|  436]----| . 200} © 700}... “BBL 
ma - Northport:_:....------| 6/--.| 12,264) .110]__2.] 7, 875)....|. 11,100] 374, 800) 1,370,000] 163, 315, i 
Bo, Orient_.._.2--.-..2--<-] IJ--.]| 8, 780) = 595]--..| 329} |-2--2--- ee ]eee- ee [-.--------| 21,059 | ‘ 
wh ~. Springdale--..-----.---]  1}_.. - B92}------] ee. 90}___- 27, 000]_..------]---------- 3,331 | : 
Neale | . Whatcom County: : SO a 
oe, . Mount Baker...-..---}| 1]--.} ~— 60 $2)--..|_-------]_- |---| «1 120 oo, 
ye «Slate Creek..2...---2-2) 2} 2. 62 23).__- 21)_-- | eel 8202 
ce Yakima County: food . fo. , 
oe Ce Bumping Lake_...--..} lj... ~ Sfp ct BDF 2, 000}....-----]----.-.---] 279 . 

a oe . - Total Washington.| 37} 18/1, 222, 937/75, 040) 356/368, 979| 59)16, 060, 000/9, 702, 000/28, 796, 000 8, 172, 609 

De | _ ASOTIN COUNTY 7 

| , Most of the gold output from Asotin County in 1942 came from 
- the operations of three small dragline dredges on Snake River. - 

| ‘All placer operations employing mechanical equipment closed in 
| October 1942. | | 

- BENTON COUNTY | . 

| All the gold output from Benton County in 1942 came from two 
dry-land dredges operating on Columbia River.
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CHELAN COUNTY . wg a Ey 

Chelan Lake district—The Holden mine of the Howe Sound Co. >): 
~. gontinued to be the leading producer in 1942 of gold, silver; and = =... - 

copper in Washington. The company treated 715,726 tons of copper-- (we 
_.» gine.ore, which averaged 0.083 ounce of gold and 0.308 ounce of silver == 

to the ton, 1.21 percent copper, and 1.02 percent zinc. The quantity | = 
of ore treated was 28,383 tons greater than in 1941 but of lower copper si(awsi(tit 

~ --content;as a consequence, the copper output of the State declined. = = = 
__.. The company long has been treating large tonnages of ore of about = 

equal zine and copper content, but it was not until 1942 that steps = si. = 
- . were taken to recover the zinc. In 1942 equipment was added tothe 9 = 
=. mill whereby zinc concentrates as well as copper concentrates were to ss} 
. be recovered, but actual.recovery of zinc concentrates did not begin sw? 
. until late in December of that year. The rated milling capacity of = = +4 
_. the 2,000-ton concentrator was not increased in 1942, although an =—s* 3 

-. . average of 2,101 tons of ore a day was treated compared with 2,056 =. 
» . tons.in 1941. The cyanide plant, added to the concentrator late ino  * | 3 

1941, treated current tailings from the copper ore until September 6, © §% 
/- '. 1942, when it was closed.. During the operating period 180,000 tons 
~ of current tailings were treated and resulted in the recovery of 940 | -%3 
-. . ounces of gold and 2,557 -ounces of silver. Development work in. #} 

1942 included sinking 347. feet of vertical shaft, driving 8,031 feet of == =. * 
drifts, and 2,862 feet of raises, besides completing 19,507 feet of = = 8 §-* 

* diamond drilling. The total foptage of development work done in | 
-.- 1942 was equivalent to about half that completed in 1941.) = isi 4s 
.. Peshastin Creek distruct—Gold ore shipped crude to the Tacoma = = 9% 
_. . smelter from. the Polepick mine was the only production in the. . __.,; 
“ Peshastin Creek districtin 1942.0 0 

ane oo FERRY COUNTY 0 

Danville district—The Morning Star Mining Co. operated its gold 
property in 1942 from J anuary to May andin December and produced = = * 
about half the quantity of metals produced in 1941. Theintervening =, 

_._ period was spent in developing an adjoining copper property. 8 
| Republic district.—Siliceous ore, from which the entire metal output SN 

| of the Republic district was recovered, amounted to 87,999 tons in — = 
1942 and ‘comprised 67,452 tons cyanided and 20,547 tons shipped ae 

_. direct to smelters. Knob Hill Mines, Inc., was again the chief pro- =, 
- ducer in the district but treated ore from the Knob Hill mine only; Co on 

it handled 67,452 tons of gold ore in its 400-ton flotation-cyanidation = = % 
- mill, producing 3,500 tons of gold concentrates in addition to cyanide © Ss 

_ bullion. The company announced that development work in 1942. oy Sy 
| included 2,459 feet of diamond drilling and 434 feet of churn drilling; ook 

| also, that all open-cut mining was discontinued. _ : he 
| The Aurum Mining Co. operated the Aurum group throughout 1942 oe 

and continued to supply most of the crude ore shipped direct to Soa 
smelter from the Republic district. The Valley mine produced about = 3=—- 
5,800 tons of highly siliceous gold ore, which was sipped direct to os 
the Tacoma smelter. Other producers of gold ore shipped direct to ee 
smelters included the Republic group, operated by the Eureka Mining oR 
& Milling Co., and the South Penn property. | a 4



BS oe GRANT COUNTY 

on - -- & dragline dredge operated. by Miller Bros. at Chinaman Bar on 
a --..° Columbia River accounted for all the gold recovered in Grant County 
bo in1942,. |. geht ae aa od Se oes 
yoo REPETTAS COUNTY 

s. -. Some placer, gold was recovered. from sluicing and hydraulic oper- 
"__* ations ih 1942 from gravels in the Swauk and Yakima River districts. 
pa of OKANOGAN COUNTY =i a fe 

es 4. Cascade district —Metal from crude gold ore shipped direct to the = 
s. ‘Tacoma smelter from the Bodie group near Wauconda comprised the =~ 
Wee output from the Cascade district'in 1942, 0 
a Methow district—The Methow M & M Co. treated gold oreina 
‘a: small concentrating mill in 1942 and was the largest producer in the . 
fon. ~ Methow district. Other producers were the Highland Light & | ° Hidden Treasure, Alder group, and Crystal Mountain group of 
4< properties. = 7 BO 4 
reg PEND OREILLE COUNTY ere 

2 Metaline district-—Most of the recovered lead.and zinc from Wash- i 
° ington in 1942 was derived from the zirc-lead ores of the Metaline — ee district. The value ofthe recovered metals increased from $2;573,300 , | 

(. in. 1941 to $3,150,270 in 1942 as'the result of an increased output of =" 
=. lead and_a higher unit price for lead and zinc. ‘The Pend Oreille 
ey Mines & Metals Co., chief producer in the district, operated its Jdose- 
4%... .. phine group of properties throughout the year and treated an average 
we of 642 tons (based on a 365-day year) of zinc-lead ore per dayinits  — 
eo 700-ton flotation mill. The average grade of the ore treated in 1942 7 
fo. was 1.66 percent lead and 4.28 percent zinc, compared with 1.11 | 
“percent lead and 4.84 percent zinc in 1941. The lead concentrates 
“* produced averaged about 78 percent, and the zinc concentrates aver- - 
oe -. aged 62 percent. Mine development, according to the company 7 
fee - report, amounted to about 18,000 feet of diamond drilling and the — 

driving in aggregate of about 2,700 feet of tunnel, raises, and shafts. : 
» ‘The company also reported the opening of the 1,000-foot and 1,500- 
7 foot levels. Most of the remainder of the lead output of the district - 
ae and all the zinc were contained in the high-grade lead and zinc con- 
pe _centrates produced at the Grandview mill of the American Zinc, Lead 
ae & Smelting Co. The capacity of this mill, which treats zinc-lead ore __ 

: _ from the properties of the American Zinc, Lead & Smelting Co. and 
- the Metaline Mining & Leasing Co., was increased from 450-500 

tons a day to 600 tons by adding classifying capacity in 1942. The 
| Grandview mill treated about 22,000 tons of ore more than was treated 

| in 1941, but the average lead and zinc content of the mill ore was 
lower. The American Zinc, Lead & Smelting Co. reported that mine 

| development comprised completion of 12,028 feet of diamond drilling 
and 1,512 feet of drifts. The Metaline Mining & Leasing Co. reported 
that development comprised completion of 19,131 feet of diamond 
drilling, 3,058 feet of drifts, and 130 feet of shaft. Other production 
In the district included lead ore shipped crude to a smelter from the 

| Cliff and Velvet Lode properties. |
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St ss SNOHOMISH COUNTY a 

- Index district—The Kromona Mines Corporation, only active §. 
o producer-in the Index district. in 1942, shipped crude copper ore direct (ss 

: to a smelter and also produced some copper concentrates. The |. 
-. company output was substantially lower thanim 1941. © Se 

- _ Sultan district—Some copper ore was shipped: crude to a smelter = ~ -», 
_ from the property of the Pacific Nickel Co. A little placer gold was =. 
. recovered from sluicing along Sultan River, 

w mo | -  °  .  §TEVENS COUNTY | ey 
| Oo | a | oS 

en - Bossburg district —The Bonanza mine, an old ‘property near Evans, sis 
“was reopened by Russell Parker in June; equipment was installed, oe ae 
“and operations were begun the latter part of the month. During _ Ok 
-. the remainder of the year the property produced 100 tons of lead ore, © 45 
“-\ containing 585 ounces of silver and 54,994 pounds of lead. A60-ton  ~%& 

concentration mill is to be installed early m 19438. = 7 
Deer Trail district—Zenith Mines, Inc., operated the Cleveland =, 

-- .. maine during 1942 and treated 1,859 tons of zinc-lead ore ina small ot 
flotation mill. The ore treated averaged about 6 percent lead and rag 

> 7 percent ainc. | ee, i oo ~ ig 
Kettle Falls district—A small lot of lead-copper ore was shipped ~~" 

crude to a smelter from the Silver Queen mine. eet 
| _ Northport district—The Sierra Zinc Co. operated throughout 1942 © 9° 

its 60-ton flotation mill, built late in 1941. A total of 12,123 tonsof = % 
 gine-lead ore was milled, which contained about 0.01 ounce of gold and © > 
0.6 ounce of silver to the ton, 1.59 percent lead, and 7.36 percent zine. 32. 

| The mill was operated continuously except for short periods durmg the  _—_: :} 
winter months; these temporary shut-downs were caused for the most TE 

: part by weather conditions. Minor additions. were made to the mull 4 
«in 1942, and some adjoining property was acquired fora tailings pond . =. 

_ and to furnish a sufficient supply of mine timber. A 40-ton flotation wg 
mill was constructed in 1942 on the property of the Frisco Standard  —._—&@ 
Co. near Ione. Machinery was installed, and a test-run was made «x 

| on the lead-copper ore.. The property was closed late in October 
after the tests were completed; operations are to be resumed in the | og 

- spring of 1943. Among other producers in the Northport district in <<} 
: 1942 were the Electric Point, Gladstone Mountain, and Van Stone, el 

all of which shipped crude lead ore direct to a smelter. | A 
Orient disirict—The only producer in the Orient district in 1942 od 

was the First Thought Mine Corporation, which treated 3,780 tons ES 
of gold ore in its 50-ton cyanide mill. In May, operations were 8 

'  guspended for the duration of the war. | } ss 
Springdale district.—Operations at the Lucky Boy mine began Ne 

June and continued throughout the rest of 1942. During this period, aS 
| 302 tons of copper ore were treated in the Deer Trail 100-ton flotation . .:}
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Us WHATCOM COUNTY — cg ag 

- Mount Baker district —Gold ore from'the Boundary Red Mountain 
ee mine, treated by amalgamation, comprised the output of the Mount => 

o> ~—.~—”:s«@Baker district m 1942.00 
=. __ Slate Creek district—A little gold ore from the property of the — 
“2 Slate: Creek Mining Co. was treated by amalgamation and concentra- 
ee tion and a sample lot of ore from the Mammoth group was shipped = 
so erude toasmelter, | a 7 

gp YAKIMA COUNTY = o 7 

Bumping Lake district—Some old clean-up of copper ore and mill = 
cleanings was shipped direct to a smelter im 1942 from the property of 

> the Copper Mining Co. - ed
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ne | | SUMMARY oe ne JE oe 

_.. Lode and placer mines in Wyoming in 1942 yielded—in terms of sj 
.. recovered metals—23 fine ounces of gold, 52 fine ounces of silver, and © §:% 
~~. 6,000 pounds of lead; the total calculated value was $1,244. Of the es 
_ total metal produced, 12 ounces of gold were recovered from placer —« . 
-. -mining—the output from six properties in the Atlantic City district, ==9 

».. No large lode-mining operations were carried on in the State to. 3 
recover gold, silver, copper, or lead in 1942. Six small lode mines, — ae 

_. none of which shipped or treated over 25 tons of crude ore, yielded— = =} 
_ In terms of recovered metals—11 fine ounces of gold, 52 fine ouncesof =. 
-. _- silver, and 6,000 pounds of lead. Lead ore totaling 25 tons (yielding °°. 
_ the bulk of the silver and all the recovered lead produced in the State = 

in 1942) was shipped from the Black Buttes claim in Crook County | 2S 
to the Garfield (Utah) smelter. A total of 59 tons of crude ore was 

_ treated in five small amalgamation mills—four in Fremont County = °.= 
~.and-one in Johnson County—which recovered 11 ouncesofgoldandil % =~. 
-. ounce ofsilver, =| re oo nt 

_ _ AIl tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight”; that is, they oe 
do notinclude moisture. ©. -. Be IN 
‘The value of the metal production herein reported has been cal- sss 4 

_ culated at the following prices. ae wo Sg 

ee _ Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1988-42. a! fy 

- Se _ Year | _ Gold! | Silver? | Copper? Lead# | Zine oO es 

| : | Perfine | Per fine eC; 
. a ounce ounce | Per pound | Per pound | Per pound Ne 
1988... 2 ee -neeeeneeeeceeeeeceenen--e-| $35.00] 5 $0.646-+-] $0. 098 $0. 046 $0.08 ny 

| 1939_. 2-2-2. ee ene--eee---- eee] | 85. 00 6. 678-+- . 104 047 - 0520 
(1940.2 TIT 35. 00 7711+ 1113 [050] 068 ne 

, 1941.22 35. 00 T 711+ Tus} 1057 1075. ae 
WMD 800] TZU] at | 067 | 093 Ee 

| 1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934, Treasury legal coinage value of gold | . i 
from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-+-($20.671835) per fine ounce. st 

3 Treasury buying price for newly mined silver, ° oN 
3 1938-41: Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price al 

includes bonus payments by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production but excludes value of foreign eo 
copper delivered to Metals Reserve Co. for domestic consumption. - ey 

4 1938-41: ‘Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers; 1942: Price es 
_ ineludes bonus payntents by Metals Reserve Co. for over-quota production. oO te 

5 $0.64646464. | on lk 6 $0.67878787. | 8 
, 7$0.71111111, a ood 

. | , | 7 517 - ye
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2. The following table shows the annual output of ore from lode mines 3 
jo > producing gold, silver, copper, and lead and the quantity and value 
fof the metals recovered from ‘both. lode and placer minesin. Wyoming 
ft from 1938 to 1942; it also gives the total production of metals from | 
e.. 1867 to 1942. About three-fourths of the total recorded value of the 
2: four metals is in copper, most of which was mined before 1924 inthe  _ 
=. Encampment district, in.Carbon County, and the Hartville distriet, 
é originally in Laramie County, now in Platte County, || oo 

oo. a a Mine production of gold, silver, copper, and lead in Wyoming, 1 938-42, and total, — | 
Geeks Fy are | 1867-1942, in terms of recovered metals : a 

Bee ae |.  -]| Gold dodeand | Silver Jode.and} | Cp _ Bec Ore | placer) placer) | = Copper | Lead 
ge a a tons) : CO ef - a value | 
ee a E ee ome Value one Value | Pounds} Value | Pounds} Value a 

Be 1988 BBL] 798 | $27,980} 328} gaia] de gage eee 19BQ Lar] 588] 20,405 | 75 Fan onic) ase 
Boke os 19400} 8138 |. 740 | 25, 900 114 81} 4,000 $452 |i. 2 |e] 26,488 | 
Behe OAR 159 fe 478] 16,730 |. 94) - 67:]- 8,000 . O44 Jif] 17, 740 | Be | AGAR TTTTTTIIT 8a 931 805 52| 87 |_.-..---|--------.-| 6,000 | $402] 1) 244 | 
<7 a867-1942.....| (| 77, 914 |1, 886, 318 | 74, 632 | 51, 752 [916, 925 15, 684, 048 | 2 11]. 970 |7, 572, 088. 7 

coy *. 1 Figures not available. co Ce . oe 4 

eee -. MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES  _j. oo | 
Bee _. Mine production of gold, silver, and lead in Wyoming in 1942, by counties; in terms: : ae EE of recovered metals = | 

BM ines | | oe o a os 

irs aoe : ™ County aa ot | | Copper] Lead Total: - 
a mn rs Plac-| tteat-} | cL £ ee ce : value oo we oe | Lode|* 2°! ed | Lode | Placer; Total Lode | Placer| Total} =| oo 3 

ae _ Short| Fine | Fine | Fine | Fine | Fine |. Fine a oO . : Beh . tons | ounces; ounces| ounces| ounces| ownces| ounces| Pounds| Pounds ' me Crook... 222 - 1 fell. 25 |..---.-|-------Jo--2--2}. | B51 Jeli. 51 j_.--.-__| 6,000 |. $438 _ , Fremont._______ 4 6 44 10 12 22, 1 fillet V feel 771 wo _ Johnson--_-.._. 1j---...} 15 Dye} peel fee ef ee eee fee ef 35 . 
SC . | 6 6{ 84} wu 12} 23] 52 ).......| 52{_._-.__.| 6,000 | 1,244 | a Total, 1941_____- 8 12; 159 31 447 478 44; . 50 94} 8,000 j.....-._117,741 | 

ne oe _ REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS | | 
a | ALBANY COUNTY | 

! | Douglas Creek district—Development and assessment work were 
: the only mining operations carried on in Albany County during — 

| 1942. IraJ. Knisley, of Holmes, did assessment work on the Depreés- 
sion No. 1 and 2 placer ground on the west branch of Little Beaver — 
Creek. ‘The Independence Gold Mining Co., Inc., did development 
work and made tests for the treatment of ore from its Independence | 
group of claims 3% miles west of Centennial. 

| CARBON COUNTY 

| Encampment or Upper Platte district—Development and assess- _ 
ment work were done.on the Golden Clover claim, 15 miles south of ; 

| Encampment, by the Golden Clover Mining Co. - |
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Bn CROOK COUNTY Co Be ad 
_ . Hurrveane district——One car of lead ore containing 51 ounces of ==. 

_ silver and 6,977 pounds of lead was shipped:to the East Helena . 
_. (Mont.) plant from the Black Buttes claim south of Sundance by L. © |. 
_ .F. Fletcher of Moorcroft. Two types of ore were mined—a lead =~ oe 
- carbonate ore and a sulfide ore. == © | OO ee US 

- FREMONT COUNTY eh bisa 

a Atlantic City district—Placer mining in the Atlantic City district ES 
- in 1942 yielded 12 ounces of gold valued at $420. Frank Antich, = | %, 
“Atlantic City, operated the Miners Delight placer and treated about a oe 

2,400 cubic yards of gravel, from. which 7.38 ounces of gold were ae: 
-_-recovered; the average fineness of the bullion was 0.851 ingold. This an 

‘was the largest single producer of gold in the State in 1942. Noother 9 s¥ 
_ individual placer operation in the Atlantic City district produced a a 
_ _Inore. than 2 fine ounces of gold. Six hundred cubic yards of gravel == s-« 8 

from the Bonanza placer, yielding 1.52 ounces of gold, were treated = >, 
by R. A. Swabes of Rock Springs. Joe Barbett, operating the Timba- ss 

- Bah Mining.Co. property about.5 miles below Atlantic City (largest 99 7% 
single producer of gold and silver in the State in 1941), produced = ~<™ 

_.- 1.67 ounces of gold. Individuals sluicing at the Badger-Fox-Coyote, ss = 
Big Atlantic, and Sweetwater River-placers near Atlantic City and = 3 
South Pass City recovered small lots of placer gold, which were sold ~ «= “?s 

~. to. the Smith-Sherlock Co. at South Pass City. | noe 8 
- Roy A. Cowden, of Atlantic City, operated the Gold Leaf and °*': 

__ - Mint lode-mining claims and treated 24 tons of ore in a 5-ton Gibson > SS 
-. amalgamation mill, producing 5% ounces of gold bullion, which was OA 
_ sold to the Denver Mint. James Cassie did development and assess- 

. ment work on the Reynolds group of claims southeast of Atlantie = ~*% 
 -City and treated about 20 tons of ore, producing 3% ounces of gold ee 
bullion, which was -sold to the Denver Mint. Some development == | 

work, consisting of 100 feet of tunnel, was done at the McGrath-  , 
| Diana mine; the mill equipment and buildings were sold and moved si 

to Ten Sleep, Washakie County, during the summer of 1942. _ ee 
Copper Mountain district—Charles Simerson operated the Gold og 

- . Nugget mine on Copper Mountain; about 3 ounces of gold were => cos 
produced. Oo | es ae 

_ a GOSHEN COUNTY | re: 

- Some development work was done on the old Michigan mine in ee 
the Hartville Uplift region, northeast of Sunrise, by Oscar Alexander, gl 

| of Manville. No shipments were made. : 7 | y 

| JOHNSON: COUNTY - 3 
The Powder River Exploration Syndicate treated a few tons ee 

| of ore from the Powder River mine and shipped 5 ounces of gold , %} 
bullion to the Denver Mint. The property is in the Big Horn Moun- OG 
tains southwest of Buffalo and was recently purchased by the Empire od 
‘State Oil Co. of Thermopolis,~ 4
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poo PARK COUNTY — — ess—t—s aa 

- «No metal was produced from Park County in 1942. Charles F, 
“:...... . Wolf and associates did some sampling and exploration work on the =~ 
“mining claims in the Kerwin camp, about 50 miles south of Cody.. 

i re PLATTE COUNTY 

«The only mining operations in Platte County in 1942 were those 
soe. earried on by the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. at its Sunrise iron mine. = 

a. -No copper ore was produced. oo
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s |... General summary. .._......-.-.....-.-.--.--.. 621 | Secondary nickel. ....-..-.-.--.-.--.2-.1-.... 581 OE 
‘ -- Salient statistics.............-..-...------... 521 | Secondary lead...__------------2-1-----.---.. 5838.00 0 ek 
m Scope of report......--.22.-2..-----2--2-----. 522 | Secondary tin ._.-.2.--------- eee BBB 
.... Secondary aluminum......-..-...---....--... 522] . Detinning plants. .__-----_-2.2-22--.-22--- 588 
A _. Secondary magnesium____--_.-.-.-.-..-.--.... 525 | Secondary antimony-----------2------.-2.--- 5389 | “ed. 
-. -,. Secondary copper and brass....---.-----:--.-. © 526 ! Secondary zine. -..-.-----.--------.------:--- 540. oe 

ne GENERAL SUMMARY, 

Although the nonferrous secondary metals industry was handi- =‘; 
-... - eapped by a shortage of manpower:and by necessary Government =. 
“restrictions on uses of certain metals, the year 1942 saw several pro- 
». © duction records broken. ‘The value of the more important nonferrous  —s- 3, 
~~... metals recovered from scrap as unalloyed metal and in alloys and ©, 
~ chemicals totaled $425,991,475, compared with $348,377,389 in 1941. 0 ous 
..- . Secondary metals recovered from new or byproduct scrap that left =", 
othe plant of its origin were valued at $229,126,659, and metals re- © 
_..... @laimed from old scrap materials were worth $196,864,816.° 0 = ts 

Salient statistics of nonferrous secondary metals recovered in the United States, 

. : i Short} , | Shor ia ort | oe as 
Ts; YF toms } Vale tons’ | Yale | tons | Vale 

oO ot re Pr bP | aa a On gg 
Aluminum. 2222 .------i.-| 68, 744 | $20, 704,051 | 43,113. | $14,003, 102 | 106,857 | $34,707,158 

: ‘Antimony.....-.--...........| _ 57| 18,960 | 21,572 | ~ 6,040,160 | 21,629]. 6,056,120 
ao Copper..-..-....--..........], 818,697 | 74,032,492 | 412'699 | 97, 396,964 | 726,306 | 171,420,456 = a 
Se | Lead. ee cco eee e--.-]) «17,186 |. 1, 953, 504 |. 380,280] - 48,351,920 | 397,416 | © 45,305,424 cere 

_ Magnesium =227277777777777777] 2.737 833, 760 “el 7200] «1.752 "340,900 
*Nickel_.....---.-.-....----s-| 3181 | 2,226,700 | 2,134] 1,493,800] 5,315] = 8,720,500 ss 

so Tin ee 12,427.| . 12,926,565 { 29, 606 30, 796,161 | 42,033 43, 722, 726 ees 
ae Zing. ......--------.----------| 202,818 | 30, 421,950 | 81,154 | 12,178,100 | 283,967} 42,505,050 
an ogee Ll) 48, 114,082 |. | 208, 262, 407 || 348,377,389 ot 

eo Aluminum..-.......-..---..-| 154,831 | 45,272, 685.|. 43,661 | 12,766,476 | 198,492| 58,030,061. ws’ 
| Antimony_-...-..--..-----| , 3 |. 934 | 18,197| 5,662,906 | 18200| 5.663840 © °° % 

| Copper. 2.22227 ITTTIZTIITZI=Z} B00, 633 | 118, 149, 388 | 427,122 | 100,800,792 | 927,755 | 218,950,180 
| Lead.._.....-.---..--.--.-2--| 14,418] — 1,816,038 | 308,588) 38,882,088 | 323,001| 40,608,128 
. Magnesium..........--...---. 6, 151 2, 755, 648 87 | 38, 976 6,238: 2,'794, 624 ae tes 

| _ Nickel.._....-------.----.---.| .2430| 1,701,000} 1,712]. 1,198,400| 4,142] 2,899,400 ww skh 
es 14, 057 14, 619, 280 | 23, 861 24, 815, 440 37, 918 39, 434, 720 oo eas 

: Zinc..-.--------..-._---------| 257,530 | 44,811,786 | 72,987 | 12, 699,738.) 330,526 | 57,511,524 
| _ oo aanesens--| 229, 126, 659 |...-.-----| 196, 864, 816 |_-.-2.-.-.| 425,901,475 | 

Recovery of secondary lead, tin, antimony, and nickel (nonferrous) == -** 
declined, but reclamation of secondary aluminum, copper, zinc, and =: 

_- magnesium broke all previous records owing to the increased volume ——s. 
of fabricators’ scrap that flowed from war plants. ‘The scrap-remelting Cs 
facilities of primary aluminum producers and brass mills were so 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the —_ : gs 
Department of Commerce. a CS 

——« BB62HO—4B-——-84 - : | o21 0 wg
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Bees a pa cc a aoe ge os 
7... * - overtaxed that part of the furnace capacity of anumber of secondary __i; 
as. smelters and refiners was brought into use to melt wrought alloy scrap. ss 
‘“... Production of secondary brass and aluminum casting alloy ingots was tt 
> greater than ever before, but unusually large quantities of refined == 
s.-. copper, tin, and zinc were required by brass-ingot makers in addition sss 
s/ ., to the scrap used for production of lead-free bronze to meet rigid  —s_—’ 
Bes specifications of the Army and Navy. | a OP - 

eer SCOPE OF REPORT 
car. "Phe regular annual survey of nonferrous-scrap consumption and 7 
so. gecondary-metal production was augmented in 1942 by’a monthly ss» 
be >» -@anvass of approximately 4,500 scrap-metal dealers, and by separate == 
«~~ monthly canvasses of consumers of zinc. scrap and white-metal scrap. 
we Annual reports of scrap use were received from 373 plants classed as 
4 secondary remelters, smelters, or refiners.of one or more nonferrous ss: 
ie... metals, from 37 brass mills, 27 aluminum rolling mills and fabricators, = =» 
gee. © 48 chemical works, and 1,219 foundries and other manufacturers: that | 
ce-*~ gonsumed purchased nonferrous scrap. So 

we SECONDARY ALUMINUM 

«.._ *: The secondary-aluminum industry operated its scrap-melting facili- = 
ie. ties more nearly at capacity levels in 1942 than in 1941. The quantity | 4 
i of secondary aluminum? recovered from. scrap .(198,492 short tons —s_- 
ole valued at: $58,039,061) was almost double the 1941 output: (106,857 = 
“short tons valued at $34,707,153). The value was computed at 14.62. => 
ru: eents-a pound of aluminum recovered, compared with 16.24 cents a_ 4 
¢- pound in 1941. Production of primary aluminum was 521,106 short  —s_. 
“+ tons, and. the net total production in the United States consisted of og 
.° primary production plus recovery from old scrap, or 564,767 tons. 4 
.. °, Of the 14,104 tons of secondary aluminum recovered as unalloyed 4 
‘metal, 21 percent appeared on the market as “pure” (98.5 percent) oo 
bs aluminum ingot, 6 percent.as aluminum powder, and 73 percent in Ss 
' - commercial shapes. produced by rolling mills, | a GS 

ao a Secondary aluminum 1 recovered in the United States, 1941-42, in short tons | oo 

: . | - . Secondary aluminum recovered Oo Recoverable aluminum-alloy content of scrap . 

ve a Form of recovery 1941 | 1942 Kind of scrap processed 1941 | 1942 | | 

Ag metal....--.......-.-......| 8,308] 14,104] New scrap: | 
Aluminum alloys___........-..| 296,571 | 180,979 Aluminum-base 3___.......| 68, 726 154, 436 

: In brass and bronze_......-..- 334 1,268 | © Copper-base__...........-- 12 297 
In zine-base alloys_.......-...- 709 473 Zinc-base_....--.---------- 6 98 

8 In chemical compounds.-..-.-| | 935 1, 668 ———_—___|—___—. | 
- a —__|__— 63,744 | 154, 831 

| | 106,857 | 198, 492 : ef 
ro Old scrap: 

Aluminum-base 4.____.....| 48, 049 43, 249 
Copper-base_._-....._.-.-- 31 213 
Zinc-base_._....-...------- 33 199 

fo 43,113 | 48, 661 

| | 106, 857 | 198, 492 - 

1In accordance with common usage, the term “aluminum” covers aluminum alloys, and the figures 
include all constituents of the alloys recovered from aluminum-base scrap. 

vised. 
3 Aluminum content of new aluminum-base scrap was 59,097 tons in 1941 and 143,633 tons in 1942. 

oO ‘ Aluminum content of old aluminum-base scrap was 39,858 tons in 1941 and 41,221 tons in 1942. | 

2 The term ‘‘secondary aluminum” is used broadly to cover aluminum and aluminum alloys, including 
the weight of alloy constituents, such as copper, silicon, magnesium, and others,
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‘By far the largest proportion of secondary aluminum (180,979 tons) = =——— 
ss was recovered in aluminum alloys in the form of ingots, wrought == 

: ‘products, and castings. The gross weight of secondary aluminum  —~— 
—-- Ingots produced by aluminum smelters was 144,694 short tons, of = 
. _ which 138,741 tons represented alloyed aluminum recovered from  * 
“.-_- gerap, and the remainder represented additions of other raw materials. = 8 = — 
- _ Secondary aluminum-ingot production represented a 72-percent gain — a 

on over 1941. Increased steel production and denial of primary alumi- 
po num for deoxidation caused production of secondary aluminum steel- 
: mill ingot and shot to increase 59 percent and provided an outlet for =; 
. . gecondary aluminum of high iron content. Se 0 
"The extensive use of rolled products for airplanes together with the 
“_.- Government order that made it mandatory for fabricators to sell =. 
. . their segregated 17S, 24S, and 525 alloy scrap in solid form to the ss. - 
. °, Aluminum Co. of America or Reynolds Metals Co. resulted in greater 
_ consumption of scrap at the aluminum rolling mills. These plantsof | 
a primary producers recovered 53,080 tons of aluminum alloys by com- = 'g 
_. bining scrap and secondary “process” ingots with primary metals used = 

for wrought products. 9 _ NT aE 
a _ After aluminum scrap had been. placed under strict control on Jan-. ss . “* 
mo uary 7, 1942, only authorized remelters, smelters, and chemical works 
«were allowed to consume it.. Manufacturers and foundries produced 
-.- only 848 tons of aluminum powder and 480 tons of aluminum:alloy =. 

castings from scrap, mostly in the first week in January, and thereafter = ..% 
~__- resold 680 tons of the purchased aluminum scrap they had on hand. =". 

and reported only 205 short. tons in inventory atthe end of 1942. © 9 -°' 
.  -_In addition to these alumimum-base products, 686 tons of aluminum esis 

- from aluminum scrap:and 582 tons from aluminum bronze scrap were Ss. 
_.. recovered in aluminum and manganese bronze products, and recovery _—_.. 

, of 176 tons of aluminum from aluminum scrap and 297 tons of alumi- = i 
num from zinc-base alloy scrap was reported in zinc-base alloy -—* 
products: = | | ag ee 
Consumption of 217,611 short. tons (gross weight) of purchased — | 

aluminum scrap represented an increase of 72 percent over 1941. | -& 
- ’ Approximately 73. percent’ of the scrap was used by 75 remelters, = = 

smelters, and refiners, 26 percent by 27 plants classed as aluminum 4 
- .. rolling mills, and 1 percent by 281 foundries and miscellaneous manu- -_—# 

, _facturers. The high rate of activity in fabrication of wrought alumi- {3 
- num for aircraft was reflected in the fact that 80 percent of the scrap - > S 

consumed in 1942 was new scrap, compared with 64 percent in 1941. a4 
| _ and only 43 percent in 1940. The consumption of old alummum  ““y 
| scrap continued on a slight downward trend in 1942, having dropped. 

from 47,572 tons in 1940 to 45,329 tons in 1941 and to 43,248 tonsin
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wr... Consumption of purchased aluminum scrap in the United States in 1942, gross weight, 7 

Bey 7 on me oO en : 7 | _ - Manufacturers and foundries - - _ . 

ree a ‘Remelters, fners | ya | Found Tf 
a ers, and refiners | qy.,,3, : Foundries and , er a pee ~ | Aluminum roll- | other m: _ | Total... , | 
Fiat doe. : . Serapitem = | . fing mils. other manutac- ‘serap OS 

Roe eee jo ed 

ee ee oe New | ola | New | od fo - 
Hoe ., | Serap.|. scrap | scrap | scrap | scrap | scrap | o.  ) 

(<. pure ‘clippings, wire, and foil..........| 3,633|. 7o4| 4658| 2| 73! 9l 920 8 © 
“+. Qastings and forgings.......-------.-.| 2,934 | 25,556 | °405| 17] 35| 350| 29907 
eA ANoy sheet_....---.------------------] 14,697 | 3,698.| 44,079 |.........| 6] 61 62486 © 
ye... Serap sheet and sheet utensil_......-..|| 1,284 | 11,148} 6,462 |.--.-| 10} 86 | 18,940 7 
cao. Boringsand turnings....-..----.--..--] 77,022 [--.---2--| 7 fete cee | 894 [elle 77,928 a 
eae og . Die castings-...-.--.-----..------+---. peo Bho. 6 - 10. wecewee el 19 wD ~ BO. . oa 
4°. >. Miscellaneous aluminum and dross...) 17,863 | 1, 584. |..---.---|---------]|) 220 |-----.---| 19,667) vee 

ee i 7, 485 | 42,606 | 55,621) = 19 | 4,257] 588] 2I7,61k 

.. -... Dealers in nonferrous scrap metal shipped 100,796 short tons of —s._—: 
~.. aluminum scrap to consumers out of the 103,856 tons they collected «= > 
. - from domestic and industrial sources during 1942. A general upward  —s 
‘trend was noted in the monthly volume of dealers’ transactions n° 
“aluminum serap during the last 8 months of 1942 after revisions in 2. Government regulations allowed scrap generators to sell segregated ss 
“Plant scrap to dealers in lots up to 5,000 pounds per month compared = 
yee with the earlier limitation of 1,000 pounds. Dealers’ stocks increased — 4 

from 5,660 tons on hand January 1 to 8,720 tons December 31,1942. —s_ 

hs | - : Consumers’ stocks. of ‘purchased aluminum-base scrap in the United States at end off 
pote Oar, 1941-42, gross weight, in short tons’ ne 4 

Se 7 Scrapitem : oe OO ‘ 
mE a ET Se ae 7 Dee. 31, 1941 | Dec. 31, 1942 od 

of | Castings and forgings... 2 ooo eee ener oo 2,004 an “1,690 - 
- a Sheet, turnings, clippings, etc. --.---.-...--2 22 6,070 | ~ 5, 020 a 
ys .. Miscellaneous aluminum and dross_.__._.-..-.....-------.-.------------| «1, 821 «1,915 | 

ere . Be oe 9805] 8625 

po The aluminum industry continued under close Government control - 
> throughout 1942.. The overwhelming demands of a nation at war for 

- the available supply of aluminum required further restrictive and 
, conservation orders to supplement or replace those already operating 

at the beginning of 1942. On January 26, 1942, aluminum was | 
limited to 15 uses, most of them restricted to low-grade secondary | 
aluminum containing more than 4 percent copper and either iron or 

- zinc in excess of 1 percent. Aluminum was limited to 2 percent in 
zinc-base alloys and to a maximum of 15 percent in other alloys on 

. August 18, 1942, but an amendment on November 20 removed all 
| restrictions on the aluminum content of zine-base alloys. Segregation 

_ of aluminum scrap by alloy content and form was made mandatory 
early in 1942. Every plant generating 1,000 pounds or more of 
aluminum scrap per month was ordered to segregate scrap at the | 
machine at which it was generated. |



_.. Formal Government price ceilings established in 1941 were con- _ a 
tinued throughout 1942. The basing point of aluminum scrap prices ts 
was that of No. 1 virgin aluminum ingot, which remained at 15.00 - © 
ents a pound delivered. The average selling price of 98 percent pure =|. 

oo secondary ingot was also 15 cents. The aluminum price schedule was 
mo broadened on August 20 to cover all secondary aluminum ingot and —s- ..- 
_ __ wirtually all grades of aluminum scrap. Effective October 16,1942, ==" 
a _ an amendment established a maximum price of 1.25 centsa pound for 

aluminum drosses,.skimmings, grindings, etc., containing less than. 15 * 
Be percent by weight of metallicaluminum. Later in the year, tollagree- © —* 
- . Inents were exempted from scrap ceilings, and premiums were allowed ss 
. on briquetted scrap and material properly prepared for briquetting. = = —* 
«+ Dealers’ buying prices for cast aluminum scrap in New York aver- 
_ aged 8.62 cents a pound, compared with 10.76 cents in 1941. The 
-._ ‘monthly average price dropped from 9.37 cents in December 1941 to 

8.73 cents in January 1942, then remained static until October 1942, ae 
‘when the price began to decline to the year-end level of 8.12 centsa oy 

eo POU a ne 
... Dealers’ buying prices for new aluminum clippings in New York  —-.7# 

averaged 9.50 cents a pound, compared with 13.00 centsin 1941. The = =» 
-.. Government order in January requiring the segregation of fabricators’ ok 
-: ... serap spurred the price of new clippings from an average of 9.59 cents 

in January 1942 to 9.87 cents in March. Strong smelter demand for =’ 
_. this type of graded scrap maintained the high price level through June, 
_. -but the average price declined to 9.12 cents in September, where it 4 
- -yemained for the rest of 1942. ~= | a ane cen: 

-.... Imports of aluminum scrap totaled 487 short tons, compared with a 
55 tons in 1941, and exports amounted to only 32 tons, compared with 
87 tonsin 1940, 

Be SECONDARY MAGNESIUM Oe 

Expanded production of magnesium for war uses brought a propor- > oe 
__-_ tionate increase in the generation of magnesium scrap, and recovery — *.* 

of secondary magnesium from purchased scrap totaled 6,238 short‘'tons 
_ valued at $2,794,624, compared with 1,752 tons valued at $840,960in 

- 1941. The value was computed from the average selling price of all ag 
_ grades of primary magnesium, which was 22.4 cents a pound in i942. 8 

- _ and 24. cents in 1941. Most of the secondary magnesium was recov- ss 4 
| ered in the form of magnesium alloy ingot for subsequent blending —_ % 

, with primary magnesium or alloying with aluminum, but small quan- 
_ tities of magnesium scrap were consumed directly in production of = 

7 aluminum, lead, and zinc alloys, for deoxidation of metals, and as a og 
| chemical catalyst in the Grignard reaction. re BR 
a All but 1 percent of all the secondary magnesium was reclaimed OS 

from new scrap generated in manufacturing operations, as not enough ae 
magnesium had been used in former years to build up a backlog of = —s._. 
obsolete magnesium objects for salvage. Purchased magnesium scrap a 
was consumed in 39 plants representing 27 companies, but 97 percent og 
of the secondary magnesium was recovered in 10 plantsof 7 companies. = 
‘Consumption of magnesium scrap totaled 7,317 short tons, compared . - 

_ with 2,279 tons treated in 1941. | : oss
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te. Secondary magnesium recovered in the United States, 1941-42, in short tons % 

aoe 7 co mR ‘Type of product or use a Ce Pd P1942 ' 

Boe . ---Magnesium alloy ingot! (gross I) a og! 3 605 ti(i‘<iC~S™ 
peo... Magnesium alloy castings (gross weight) -......----------+-----------------"----- - FBS] 98 3 

yee In aluminum alloys. ---.------------------------+-----2-------- ----- 220-2 ee ert J BOP.) 46 

i In lead alloys._....---------+-------------------- n-ne nee nent 8) - - g 

po - In zine alloys__----.------.----------7--2--2--------- geen nee eee] Qf ol 

"a ). | Consumed in chemical and metallurgical processes_.----------------------:-=----|__ 25 |. 51 —— 

cel. Brom new scrap. ..-----------------4------00-2- eee n-ne enter ene eg teen] | 1, 737 ~ 6,151 . 

roe _- From old scrap... .~----------------22-2 2-50 $0 <= 0 socecnoo sons UBL 87 a 

ws. V¥neludes'secondary magnesium incorporated in primary magnesium ingot. - eer ee oo 

bes 0 @Nofavailable, 
| Dp ak _ 

a "Use of magnesium, including scrap, was closely controlled by means = ¥! 

Be of priorities issued to approved users according to Federal regulations a 

Bolan in effect February 25, 1942. Magnesium scrap could be sold only to _ 

«-  ° primary producers or to seven approved secondary smelters, unless a 

ee otherwise authorized, but 1,877 tons of magnesium scrapfounditsway  . 

«’.- “into scrap dealers’ yards in 1942. Some of this scrap was purchased — 
<; - .. by dealers in the belief that. it was aluminum, indicating that the 

“trade had not yet become familiar with magnesium as a metal, 1 

‘Although segregation of magnesium scrap from other metals was _ 

oo. required during 1942, it was not until December 31, 1942, that the | 

“~' yegulations were amended to require complete segregation of mag- — | 

_.- nesium scrap according to types of alloy at the scrap source. =. 

“' 1 Stocks and consumption of magnesium scrap in the. United States in 1942, gross af 
ne weight, in shorttons = Co : 

ge a ce Oe a | | On hand Consumption 7 

Be re Dec. 31, 1941 iggg.| during 1942000 

Ber Cast scrap .....---------e--eeeeeneeeeeeeecececeeeeeeceeeeees 15 — g 293 | : 
e : “Solid wrought scrap_....-.--.-------------------------7----- 22,0 | 8] 126 ee 

ft . Borings, grindings, drosses, etc_...-.------------------------ 202 ~ 215 6, 968 

: re " = ee 2301 232 7317 ( 

" ". - ‘Primary magnesium ingot was quoted at 27 cents a pound:at the | 
> ‘beginning of 1942, but at the request of the Office of Price Administra- 

tion producers cut the price early in February to 22.5 cents a pound, oo 

oo and this level was maintained for the remainder of the year. Prices 

of magnesium scrap and remelt ingot were covered by the General | 

a - Maximum Price Regulation issued April 28, 1942, which established | 

: the ceiling price for each seller at the highest price charged during | 

| March 1942. Quotations of these prices were not available for record. 

Definite prices for magnesium scrap and secondary ingot were not 

fixed until January 20, 1943. On this date maximum prices were set 

at 9 cents a pound for segregated borings and turnings, 8 cents for 

| contaminated turnings, and 21.5 cents a pound for Class A remelt 

| magnesium ingot (A. S. T. M. specification B93-41T). Segregated 

plant scrap solids were exempt from the maximum price regulations. 

| SECONDARY COPPER AND BRASS | 

| Copper recovered as unalloyed metal and in brass or other alloys 

| ‘reclaimed from purchased * scrap totaled 927,755 short tons valued at 

«$2.18. 950,180, compared with 726,396 short tons valued at $171,429,456 

3 The term “purchased scrap” includes scrap worked on toll for another and scrap transferred between 

plants owned by a single company, but does not include “home” scrap reused in the plant in which it |



191941. The value was computed at 11.8 centsapoundinbothyears. =’ 
Copper recovered as a constituent of scrap aluminum, nickel, and tin  §-.—.*: 

_ alloys has been included in the secondary copper statistics since 1939, oe 
but separate figures showing the recovery from each of these sources | ~ “oe 

7 --are reported in this chapter for the first time. == ° RS 
Recovery of unalloyed copper from scrap continued to decrease, ng _. . with 114,647 short tons recovered as metal in 1942, comparedwith. = 

. 185,869 tons in 1941 and 170,839 tons in 1940. Secondary copper. = 
refined at primary plants dropped another 15 percent in’ 1942 to 9 t 

-. > 85,148 short tons, the smallest production in 10 years, despite Federal . = =. 
“encouragement of copper refining from low-grade brass. © == i 
- The secondary copper content of brass and bronze reclaimed from ae oa 
-__ - purchased scrap rose to 779,062 short tons in 1942, an increase of 36 ~~ Pads 
-.. percent over the 574,267 tons recovered in copper-base alloys during a 
' . 1941. The secondary copper content of aluminum-base alloy prod- © = 
__. uets was more than doubled in 1942, with 13,894 tons of copperre-  # 
_ Claimed from scrap in this manner, compared with 5,749 tonsin.1941. 
_. - Unalloyed copper scrap was allocated to both primary and secondary __ iy 

aluminum producers in 1942 in lieu of refined copper for alloying,and = wy 
~ the copper contained in aluminum-alloy scrap was also used to ad-. 44 
_ vantage in bringing total copper content of aluminum alloy ingots up 
"to specifications, DO a Us a 
- “Almost all of the increase in recovery of sécondary copper in 1942, 
oo was attributed to new scrap, which rose 60 percent to 500,633 tons of aa 
.._ recoverable copper, compared with 313,697 tons of copper in new | % 
-- serap reprocessed during 1941, whereas recovery of copper from old = * 
----gerap gained only 3 percent in 1942, Ss 

A total of 220,217 tons of copper was reclaimed from unalloyed == 
| copper scrap. Relatively little of this emerged in unalloyed metal =” 
_. .products, for clean copper scrap was consumed largely in the produc- - a 

_ tion of brass and bronze, chemicals, and aluminum alloys. ==  - us 

oo Secondary copper recovered in the United States, 1941—42, in Shoritons oe 

a Secondary copperrecovered = . +.» Recoverable copper content of serap . Sr . vty 

| | . Form of recovery | 1941 [1942 |... Kind of scrap processed oa | 1942 nr oie 

: | As unalloyed. copper: | to New scrap: . - | “ | “ yt 

. _ "At primary plants._.......) 99,675 | 85,143 | — Copper-base- -_..._...-----] 310,147 | 492,392 oN 
: At other plants__...-..-...| 36,194 | 29,504] | Aluminum-base._....-.--_| 2,805. 7, 389 om 

oo : oe ——_—__—_-|_____—- ‘Nickel-base_........__.._. 744 851 at 

In brass and bronze_._........| 574, 267 779, 062. oe . ~ 313,697 | 500, 633 . oo Sy : In alloy iron and steel.._.-----|.  () 1, 164 | S| SS > In aluminum alloys_..-.--...-] | 5,749 | 13,894 | Old scrap: | | : are In other alloys_.........--.-.-- 707 1, 533 Copper-base...........-...] 409,947 | 424, 441: oot 
In chemical compounds. -_....- 9, 804 17, 455 | Aluminum-base._*.......- 2,201}: 1,973 gs 

| rn Nickel-base--_...-.-...---- ‘433 633 . E me 
590, 527 | 813, 108 Tin-base.......-..._._.._. 118 75 Shag 

| | 726,396 | 927,755 . |_412,690 | 427,122 0 

Oo a | _ | 726,396 | 927,785 4 

: Mt
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oo... Analysis and production of secondary copper and copper-alloy productsiin the United. ———~ 4 

a hates, 194I FR 

BL roximate analyst ent) | Gross weight-pro- |. a Beta ee Approximate analysis (percent) ~ | duced (short tons) 

| Ftem produced from scrap fe 
BL ga tn eb fam | me | at | ao fn 

“wo. .+ Refined copper (electrolytic grade). -.-----=-| 100. |--..--|_-----|------ _-J--|------| 109,368 | 102,975 |. co 
thas» “Casting copper --.--.-...---------------------|,. 99 |-+----|------]------]------]---+--} | 18,700 | = 7,988 
Boe Copper sheet, rod, tubing, etc. ._------------} 99 |------]------|------ wonneef------| 8,855: | 5 5-724 
Co. Gopper powder_.2..----------ssnecsee-ntene} 98 [2-2 2LL|TIIL |) eos |, 165 aoe 
Be Copper castings....----------~---------------| 98 |------|------|----=-|----=-|------ 1,453) 1,845 

Bota unalloyed copper products.....-|....--|------|------ venen-|onee--[------} 185,869 | 114,647 

ee . Brass and bronze ingots: Pe PT od fo de ce | | 
po ln pronz6..---2----esee-eceneeeeeeeecee| 88 | 10 [222] 2 |eee---f-e----|) 26,843 | 63,8338 . 
ge ~ . ...Leaded-tin bronze. 2--2-22.-.-22---------} 88) 6] 1.5}. 45 |.----]------] 29, 404 59, 385.- pe 
fag, Leaded red brass....--------------------| 85) 5) .5] 5 |-~----|------ 91, 389: 98,405. - 
Boe «s+ Leaded semired brass.....-..----2--:----| 81. 3 TH. Q file] _----]. 30; 829-119, 323° ee 

tes. > « .,. High-leaded-tin bronze. ..---------------| - 80}. 10 | . 10 |------}------|------| 25,005}. 26,032. “of 
BR 8 DO annnnneeecceecnneceeeeeeeeeeee| 8A] BF BP BLT) ess | 0829 
Wee 2 DOs renee een-n eet eee ees ee eet eeee-] 75 | 20 | ----- =| ------]------] 5,850°| 25,7172 0 
ues) Leaded yellow brass_..------------------| 66} © 1) © 3] 30 |------|------].. 21,518}. 30,401 =. | 
foe ., |. High-strength yellow brass..------------]- 58 |------|------| 39 }------| | 1 |. 381,676 24, 055 Ly 

lance Manganese bronze.....----------------+-] 62. |------|------] 27 .-----| 5]. 8,202) 44572  — 3 
Soo ne >" Aluminum bronze...---2----------------]. 89 {------]------|------]------ 10 4,261] - 10, 038 a 
vo. Nickel silver.........-----..---------} 88] 2] TP IBY af) oat : 
BO Doe pcecnadeeneeceeencncenceceee-e--| 65]. 4 3} 6] 22|-..--.| . 2,205} ° ~~ 579 - 4 
Pees. , Gilding metal. _:-2122-2L2-.---2-2---22-] 95 fee nef ef B jiu ---|e-----} 6, 231 . 347 , 4 

oe ~’ Dow brass..--..--- ses eeeeeeeeeee | 80 FLIP] a0 TTT zo} 810 
ey. Sileon bronzé...22..s.--ce----eseeel| 92 |} em 
es * Conductor bronze. 2-2. 2-2-22---2-2------f 94 | BP BB flee} ----=-]----------] 1,529 og 
_- Hardeners and special alloys....-..-..---} 81 |------|+-----|------|------|------|__ 6 880 |) 4788 

oo. Motel copper-alloy ingots-..2-.------4-|------|------[------|------|------[------] 299,021 | 402,660, 
“es... Brass and bronze sheet, rod, tubing, etc_-.--|------|------|------|------|----=+|------ 1308, 407.) 1531,159 an 
Seo» Brass and bronze castings. ..__-..-----------|------|------|------|------|-+----|------} #152, 687 | 220,68 

ee ee Copper in chemical products (content) ---.--|------|-+---=|-----|+-----|------|------] 9,804 |. 17, 455. oe a 

er. | 4 Gross weight of secondary brass and bronze in commercial shapes; included 221,492 tons of copper, 1,200 . oo 
wes. tons of nickel, 4,166 tons of lead, 236 tons of tin, and 81,313 tons of zinc in 1941,:and 370,837 tons of copper, - og 

Bo es B79 tons of ickel, 5,489 tons of lead, 273 tons of tin, 154,107 tons of zinc, 72 tons of aluminum, and 2 tons of ne 
mee. antimony eo mo OS . 4 
Br _ 2 Gross weight of secondary brass and bronze castings; included 123,955 tons of copper, 1,424 tons of nickel, 4 
Woe "9,687 tons of lead, 6,986 tons of tin, and 11,185 tons of zinc in 1941; and 95,224 tons of copper, 602 tons of nickel, 4 

‘77,285 tons of lead, 5,389 tons of tin, and 3,181 tons of zine in 1942, i } 3 

&s- Refined copper of electrolytic grade totaling 102,975 tons was 
produced: from purchased scrap at 12 refinertes, of which 10 were. | 

-——séprimary plants. “Casting copper” for foundry use was produced for 
gale at only 10 plants in 1942, compared with production at.21 plants 

. in 1941. Oo . | 
- Secondary brass and, bronze ingot production in 1942 totaled 
__- 402,660 short tons, an increase of 35 percent over ingot production in 

| 1941, although the number of producing plants dropped from 78 in 
1941 to 73 in 1942. This branch of industry comprised 67 concerns 

| in 1942. Counting secondary smelters of aluminum and lead, as © 
well as copper refiners and brass-ingot makers, 112 smelting plants | 

| used copper-base scrap. | | 
| The types of brass and bronze casting alloys produced to fill wartime 

requirements in 1942 showed considerable change from 1941. Pro- 
duction of both lead-free and low-leaded tin bronzes more than | 
doubled, and the manufacture of manganese “bronze”? was more than 

| 5 times that of 1941, whereas nickel silver virtually disappeared and 
| high-strength yellow brass dropped off. | 

Producers’ stocks of secondary-brass ingots dropped from 14,071 | 
short tons (revised) on hand December 31, 1941, to 13,838 tons on 

, December 31, 1942, and shipments totaled 402,894 short tons. | :
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-.-. Consumption of purchased copper and copper-alloy scrap increased © coe 
30 percent to 1,308,782 short tons (gross weight) in 1942, compared = 
with 1,004,170 tons used in 1941. Purchased scrap processed by _ — - 

--. brass mills increased 74 percent, and the quantity consumed by ingot = 
. makers and refir ers rose 20 percent, whereas consumption by all = 
_ other .users, including foundries and chemical works, dropped 20... s 
“percent in 1942 compared with 1941.0... ener OES 

Bec Consumption of purchased copper scrap in the United States in 1942, gross weight, ws 

E ti short tons oo | Oe De DEE 

eo Sy oo Y a . 1" Manufacturers and foundries — fo a oa 

oo a | Remelters, smelt-|__— rr rn i ee 

Lo re | ers, and refiners | — —_ _ | Foundriesand | motay - ey 

oe Sorapitem ff | Brassmilis | othe mers | SP 

SR | New | Old | New | Ola | New | Ola | eee. 
De _ | -Serap | scrap | scrap |..scrap | scrap | scrap |. ~ ek 

J. Nov wire and heavy...--.-...-------|. 8,077 | 63,921 | 5,860.| 6,244 | 3,854 |. 22,459} 110,415 
“. °°. No.2 wire, mixed heavy, and light____| 2,253 | 87,777 | 12,771) 1,648 | ~1,791 | 10,077] 116317) 0° 3 & 
Re ‘Composition or red brass...........---| 54,826} 81,076 |-------..]---------| - 18,677.| 27,819 | 182,308) oy 

os + Railroad-car boxes_....-.-----------2]--------2] 1,598 }--22--.--]---------]---------| 30, 725 $2,328 ee 
- 5) “"¥ellow brass...----.-.-s-2-2-.2--s 2-2.) 21, 914 | 114/808 | 462,072 |: 12,354 | 3,476] 4,709 | 619,888 

~ . Auto radiators (unsweated) ...-.-..-..|---------|] © 34, 563 |---------]---------]----+----] 423. 34,986 © te 

. -. Blectrotype shells...-...-----2--------]---------] 2,687 |---~-----|-----~---|-----2---| - 287 | 2,924 ee 
Bronze. esse cee eeeeeeneee---] 7,109] * 5,343) 6,285 | 205) 744 1,079 | 20,765 0 2 0s 

| Niiekel sifver 2722777727777} 07 | 1082 | 13 978 |------|e-e--n--] 87 | 8A 
~ 2. Low brass... 222 ieee eee] 2,209 | 1,087 | 37,354] 424] 856 | 4,753 | 46,188 
os _ - Aluminum bronze...-_.--.2.--------.-]| 2, 459. 4,079 |..-...---|-..------| 2,056 1,169.) 9,768 6 oe 

a High lead brass... .....-.-.--2-.2-----|---------] 464 |o--2e eee A] 1,997 | 2475 
. ‘Low-grade scrap and residues. .......- 87,133 | 40,593 |--.------|---------| 20 |------3--| 127,746 2 es 

186, 087 | 438, 078 | 526, 320 | 20,875 | 30,988 | 105, 534 |1, 308,782 8, 

_-. Many foundries that had formerly used scrap turned to specification == 
ingot because war orders had to meet the rigid standards of the Army 

_. and Navy, and many of the alloys required were different from those ss: 

“used in commercial practice. Scrap requirements of the ingot makers ==, 
_ differed from those ‘of former years in that leaded brass scrap.could = * * 

not be used in production of many alloys such as manganese bronze = >. 
: and high-tin bronzes, which were so much in demand, and there was 

not enough low-lead brass scrap to fill all needs. Unusually large =. 
7 quantities of refined tin and zinc were consumed in production of .  -s) 

Z brass and bronze casting alloy ingots during 1942, and refined copper ae 
consumed for this purpose totaled 13,421 tons, compared with 8,226 Od 

| tons in 1941, although the total unalloyed copper scrap consumed = ae 
by brass ingot makers and refiners in 1942 dropped only 1 percent a 

: from the quantity used in 1941. Fired cartridge cases constituted = +: 
- - approximately 6 percent of the total yellow-brass scrap used by ingot Ne 

| makers. _ | | RS 

Consumers’ stocks of purchased copper-base scrap in the United States at end of a “ 
: year, 1941-42, gross weight, in short tons oo | A 

; ) : a — Ontand— 
| a Scrap item — . er? os “4 

_ a 7 | Dee. 31, 1941 1] Dec. 31, 1942 oe 

Unalloyed copper. ......-....----------------------------- =e en nnnneeeene-=--| 15, 981. 10,019 ee 
. Copper-base alloy....--.-----------------------4----------------+----------- 57, 220 ‘87, 280 awa 

low-grade scrap and residues. ...-.....--.------------------------------------ 34, 402 32, 647 oe 

| : | | 107, 603 129, 946 ore 
Revised figures. | | | oo
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1 _... Consumers’ stocks of purchased. copper-base scrap rose 21 percent 4 
z- from 107,603 short tons on hand December 31, 1941, to 129,946 tons 4 
son hand: December 31, 1942. -Although stocks rose approximately 
,»- one-third at both brass mills‘and smelters, the total copper-base-scrap si; 
bee __ Inventory reported by foundries and other manufacturers decreased  «s_— 
eo. byome-third. © 
ye Maximum prices for brass and bronze alloy ingots were established — So 
“ ._ . by written agreement of individual ingot makers with the Government . 
uo @ffective February 1, 1942, but official ceiling prices varied in only a _— 
“few minor details from those previously adhered to ona voluntary 
«> basis by ingot producers. Maximum prices were fixed for 85-5-5-5 | 

7 ab 18.50 cents a pound, 88-10-2 at 19.75 cents, and yellow brass at 
=... 11,00 cents a pound delivered in carload lots; === i estsst—S 
ee On May 18, 1942, the Federated Metals Division'of the American =~ 
ic. Smelting & Refining Co. announced voluntary reductions ranging  —S 
“from one-half to three-quarters cent a pound on many grades of brass 
*.-.  Ingot, and all other principal manufacturers immediately followed suit. = 

ee _ Formal price ceilings for brass ingots were fixed by Government  . . 
vs. decree effective August 19, 1942, bringing the average weighted selling = — | 
is prices approximately 1.20 cents below March 1942 levels. Sk ie | 
> The maximum selling prices for unalloyed copper scrap in effect ‘ 
. . Since October 1941 were continued for the first 4 months 'of'1942, i 
“\.- with No. 1 copper scrap set. at 10.00 cents a pound f. 0. b. point of — 
sc". shipment. On February 27, 1942, copper alloy scrap was placed — 
ae ~.- under formal ceilings, with prices regulated according to 24 definite — ” 
ro. grades. The top price for No. 1 red compostion was set at 9.50 cents == 
* > @ pound, and that for yellow-brass.cast scrap was 7.25 cents. Oe 
k- Refining of copper from yellow-brass scrap was encouraged by a 
i. ° ‘amendments to the brass-scrap price schedule on April 17,1942. 8 

..~ ‘The maximum prices of refinery brass were fixed at 9.25 cents a pound 4 
i’ of copper content for material assaying 60.01 percent or more, and 4 
» 9.00 cents a pound of copper content for material assaying 50.01 to 4 
«+ 60.00 percent copper, and:the need for sorting the yellow grades sold 
-... “as refinery brass was eliminated. | co oe 
a _Copper-base scrap prices were again revised downward on May 11, _ - 
a 1942, and a license was required for dealers selling to consumers. | 
oo. On August 17, 1942, maximum prices for 13 classifications of copper- 

vs _ alloy scrap were reduced to their proper relationship to the basic 12- 
sO cent price of electrolytic copper. 
. The August 17 scrap ceilings were unchanged during the remainder 
- of 1942, but on December 31, 1942, price ceilings were removed from 

copper-base scrap imported for the Metals Reserve Co. 
oo | Dealers’ monthly average buying prices * for No. 1 copper scrap | 

| at New York held at 9.37 cents a pound throughout 1942, but prices 
for No. 1 red composition scrap declined continuously from 9.64 

a cents in January to 8.12 cents averaged in August and September, 
oo then rose to 8.87 cents a pound in November and December. | 

According to new orders issued December 31, 1941, copper-base 
. scrap could be purchased by consumers only under authority of the 

War Production Board, and controls were exercised to insure the most _ 
| efficient use of materials available. Unalloyed copper scrap was 

allocated. to replace refined copper wherever possible, and factory : 

4 Quoted from-the American Metal Market.
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'. segregation of brass mill scrap was made mandatory so that the scrap) == 
could be remelted at brass mills for re-use in wrought products. °° ++ 

--.-. Nevertheless, a substantial quantity of wrought-brass scrap-became =. . * 
. mixed or contaminated and was. eventually consumed by brass ingot ©. 

- makers for casting brasses. Although the refining of copper from = == 
a yellow-brass scrap was subsidized to some extent by the Government, =. 

beginning in April 1942, total production of secondary refined copper. . |) < 
- waslessthanin 1941.0 : re es: 
ue Demand was strong for unalloyed copper scrap and high-tin bronze 
eo scrap throughout 1942, but the supply of leaded bronze and most) 9 ex" 
a grades. of yellow brass exceeded demand until September, when con- ? 5,3 

sumption of refinery brass for the recovery of refined copper on © “ish 
_. Metals Reserve Co. accounts appeared to have caught up with the == 
— rate of supply in all except the very low grade materials. a a 
a _ A monthly canvass of nonferrous-scrap transactions of scrap-metal =; a 
~ dealers was conducted by the Bureau of Mines throughout 1942. 9 = .* 
__., Approximately 4,500 dealers, exclusive of peddlers and auto wreckers, = 38 

Were engaged in the trade, and 488,436 short tons (gross weight) of | 3-4 
~~. copper and copper-alloy scrap were shipped to consumers during the . @ 

year. Of the 554,283 tons of’scrap received by brass mills from out- 4 
side sources, only 15. percent,.or 85,311 tons, was handled by scrap =” 

_.. dealers; but 49 percent of the 812,773 tons of copper-base scrap pur- , 3k 
a chased by all other consumers, including refiners, ingot makers, and «i$ 
- _ foundries, was supplied by the scrap-metal dealers. eS 
-... Stocks of copper-base scrap in dealers’ yards fell from 50,492 short — ie 

tons on January 1, 1942, to 39,499 tons on February 28, then increased =? 
. steadily for 10 months to 57,587 tons on hand December 31,1942, oy 

a Brass and copper scrap imported into and exported from the United States, 1941-42, et 

| ee dn shorttons Co 

a - So ~ ee 

| Brass scrap imported __.._._.----- ene eeeeeee---.-| 8,596 | 6669 ete 
° Scrap copper imported -__..-._..-------- 22 -- nen ne ee 2113) «9120... ee 

| Brass scrap exported __...-.--.-..---- 2-2 ene e eee nen e eee ted} 722] 168 re 
| Serap copper exported... ----.--.--------------y-----n-nneenec seen ectccneeeeces| 8259] BB, oe 

. - SECONDARY NICKEL 9 a 

: Secondary ‘nickel recovered:from nonferrous scrap totaled 4,142 
| short tons valued at $2,899,400, compared with 5,315 tons valued at es 

$3,720,500 in 1941. The value in both years was computed at 35.0 © 6. )4 
a cents a pound, the spot-delivery price of electrolytic nickel, mcluding = © 3 

Production of secondary Monel-metal pig and shot increased from ~ 
289 tons in 1941 to 2,564 tons in 1942, but secondary copper-nickel- = 4 
shot production dropped from 1,873 tons averaging 48 percent nickel = 3 
in 1941 to 1,154 tons averaging 40 percent nickel in 1942. : | ee: 

Restrictions on the use of nickel in nonferrous alloys showed their 8 
effect in the declines registered in secondary products as well as in | coed 
decreased consumption of all types. of nonferrous — nickel-bearing | a 
scrap, with the single exception of Monel metal. Total consumption od 

: of scrap dropped to 7,908 short tons, of which 60 percent was new os 
‘scrap and 40 percent was old scrap. Scrap-metal dealers complained: wot
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"during 1942 that there was little outlet for the nickel-silver scrap 
=. they had collected, but dealers’ shipments of pure nickel scrap and. es} 

‘y-¢ Monel to consumers totaled 3,297 tons. 

wo Secondary nickel (nonferrous) recovered in the United States, 1941-42, in short tons. = 

fen ce Secondary. nickel recovered _ a Recoverable nickel content ofscrap - . 

Bo. Ag metat..-z-----------eee--| AB] «| 90] Newserap: 
«>. , In niekel-base alloys_..--.-.---| 1,267} | 2,280 | ~_ Nickel-base_...-.-.-----,-}. 1,904] | 1,698 
wiuce [Im copper-base alloys.---.-----| 3,396] 1, 470 Copper-base-......--------| 1,277] ©. 7382.) | 
ee - In castiron!. 2.22.2. -------: @ |. 0 WAP. pe] 
ee " --. -n chemical compounds. ---..- 404) 2B - * 8,181 | | 2,430 © a 

Be Se _-§, 315 |. . 4,142 | Old scrap: Poo be - ae 
Be EE OSS) Nickeol-base.....----------]| 1,670] 1,878 
phe Spe |} >. -Copper-base_---.--.-----=-| 9 404}... 889, 

Bh 6B ae 

Bee no 1. Includes only nonferrous nickel scrap'added to.caStiron. eG 

bey BR Notawailable, cos 

“Consumption of purchased nickel scrap in the United States in 1942, gross weight, = 

oo eta ee Bs Remelters, smelters, | Manufacturers and fo 
Bele . oe ae a andrefiners:. .| foundries = [mea od 

po oo) New serap | Old scrap |New scrap] Oldscrap | oF 

ee) Purenickel......------eeeeceeeeeeeceeeee-| (187 48 —64{ 88] 88D. ao 
eo Monel metal..--..--..--.---.---2.--------] - 2,118]. 1,248] a7] 08] BORA eC 
so. Niekelsilver............-.---...-----------| =  107{ ° 1,082] 1, 978 | © 37 3,154 ' 
Be oe . Miscellaneous nickel alloys.........-.-..-- W4]- - 208. 48 49 _ 479. | i 
Pe Nickel residues_---------------------------|------------[------eee nee] 644; 195 | — 259 4 

ee re Le 586 | 2, 88L | 2, 181 660| 7,908 ot 

Priority control over nickel was tightened on April 1, 1942, by an 4 
.. order prohibiting the use of nickel in many items. In the same 
-. month, conservation of nickel in waste materials was attempted by _ 
oe ‘means of regulations that ordered segregation of nickel-bearing scrap, 
.. both ferrous and nonferrous, as to grades and degrees of nickel content. _ 
~. On October 3, 1942, the use of nickel was restricted to implements of | 
ao war except under special authorization. | | 
a The Government ceiling prices established in 1941 for nickel scrap = 

~ continued in force throughout 1942. In April, imported nickel- 
| bearing scrap and secondary nickel materials were placed under the 

maximum selling price regulations, but the Metals Reserve Co. was > 
permitted to purchase manufacturers’ unused stocks of metallic nickel 

- without regard to established ceilings. In July, a maximum price of 
46 cents a pound for new and 43 cents a pound for partly used nickel 
anodes was set for Metals Reserve Co. purchases from platers. » 

Dealers’ buying prices for nickel clippings and sheet scrap in New 
| York were quoted at 25 cents a pound until the first week in July, 

then dropped to 21 cents a pound for the remainder of 1942. Monel 
clippings were quoted in the New York market at 18 cents for the 

| first 6 months and 16 cents a pound thereafter. | | |



Consumers’ stocks of purchased nonferrous nickel scrap! in the United States at  -- 
a SO end of year, 1941-42, gross weight, in short tons - a 

a oe 7 Scrap item a So ne as 5 

a Dee. 31, 1941 | Dec. 31, 1942 nod 

ne Unalloyed nickel... ene ne nee eee eee ees 60] . 65 ae. 
. Nonferrous nickel alloys. _...---.---..-.------.-----2-------- 2-2-2 eee eee] 83,9651 = 2,282 os 

- Nickel residues...0__ 2 070222IL LILI 7485} Boo ad 
ae Me | 4510] = 847 

....* dIneludes nickel-silver scrap. | CO - ao So oe 

~. . No imports of nickel scrap were reported, but exports. totaled 4,498 Ge 
short tons in 1942. Export figures for 1941 were available only for 3 

- _. the period July 1 to December 31, and totaled 944 short toms. i 3 

o .* SECONDARY LEAD OS 

_- + Secondary lead recovered in all forms in 1942 totaled 323,001 short = 
tons valued at $40,698,126,.a drop of 19 percent from recovery in aM 

=: 1941, which totaled 397,416 short tons valued at $45,305,424. Values — eos 
were computed at 6:3 cents a pound in 1942 and at 5.7 centsa pound - ‘4 

‘in 1941. Production of soft lead, including refined lead, remelt lead, _ os 
a and lead. foil totaled 68,870 short tons in 1942, a decrease of 9 percent — “ll 

. Lig: . 2: . ¥ . Le oe . oe oat 

from the 75,292 short tons produced in 1941. Secondary antimonial 
- lead production decreased 19 percent to 182,839 tons with a lead ss. 
- content of 170,559 tons, | oe SO a ot 

oe Secondary lead recovered in the United States, 1941-42, in short tons _ i E 

/ ae - / a Secondary lead recovered Recoverable lead content of scrap. | a 

oo Form of recovery : 1941 | 1942 | Kind of serap processed 1941 | 1942 oe 

| As metal: | | - New scrap: 7 pS a “ 
. : At primary plants.--..:...| 18,454 | 12,856 Lead-base_........-.--...- 9,469°}. 8, 568 ig 

. At other plants............| 61,810 55, 746 Copper-base_.-........---- 7, 662 5, 844 oe 
, a oe |_| Tin-base.-.22-22] Be “aS 

| 75,264 | 68,602 | _— ane eevee | Oo | a , _ | -—-17,186- |. 14,418 a 
- In antimonial lead 1o_ii....---| 206, 522 170, 559 ——— i 

In other lead alloys.........-..| 88,200 | 8,834 | Old scrap, lead-base: oe | 4 4 

In copper-base alloys..........| 26, 406 24, 518 Battery-lead plates........|. 198, 036. 159, 868 ve 
| In tin-base alloys.........----. 1, 024 488 All other lead-base........| 162, 445 131,456 ey, 

) —_———|—___|_ Copper-base-....-222222--]} 19,769]. 16900  —- % 
| 322,152 | 254,309, Tin-base.......-..-.-.--.-| | 30 364 7 

_ | 897,416 | 323, 001 Oe | 380, 280. | 308, 588 me 
- | | 397,416 | 323, 001 - uf 

| . 1 Includes 13,862 tons of lead recovered in antimonial lead from secondary sources at primary plants in 2S 
"1941 and 11,561 tons in 1942. ) | | | 4
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ag Production of secondary lead, tin, and lead- and tin-alloy products in the United _ 4 
Ber Co | '. States in 1942, gross weight, in short tons eg 

Behe ol oe Se oo a Secondary metal content OG 

Boo po | Grogs | | 
Ber ey SO |  |weightoff | ef a . . 

Re "Refined pig lead_.-.---------------------------------| 58, 935 58, 922 |_..+-----=|-22-2--2 2 fee elle ee . 
Boge oe - +,Remelt lead---.....--.------------------------------|. 9, 894 9, 680 |.---------} GJ o-------- oo 
Boo, dead foil_-.--------------------2------ 2 2en nent eenee] 41 | 4 |----------]----2 2222. |----2--- . 

pee oo | 68,870] 68,648 J. | Lec 
Ps Refined pig tins... -----eeeeeeeeeeeeteeeeeeee| BB [eee ef 182 Pe 
fee Remelt tin......-.---.~-----------------------------] 386 |_---------}] 879 fe. 2 |e eee o 
Bee a . . Tin foil_-..------------------------------------------ ; 7 |--------=- - 7 fecnnscse- errr ltlt . : : 

Beco Leadandtinalloys: es vo 
Boa - Pinny lead (2 to 10 percent tin)_-2.---2---2.-.---] | _1, 749 1, 631 |. 5 he es ren 
he "ss Antimonial lead (to 2 percent-antimony)..--.-.| 26,043 | 25,649 | | 21) 87B flcee-e-e- “ 
er ee Antimonial lead (2 to 4 percent antimony)..-....} 27,001 | | 26,122 30 ~ 849 Jill OE 
sae ~*~ Antimonial lead (4 to 8 percent antimony)......_| 68,075 | . 68, 636 201; | 4,288 J.-L. oy 
Brey. fo _ Antimonial lead (over.8 percent antimony)...-..|- 61,720-| 55, 152 — 85] 6,483 feo ee \ 
Wes Common babbitt....--.-.--2--------------------| | 15445 | 11,695 | = 1,977| 1,696 | 77 a 
BEM ee _ ‘Genuine babbitt..-.-..-_-.------ 2 -- eee ---] 2,265 [488 - I, 546 197)... 69 | 
ak oe ; ~ Other tin babbitts..-_.__ 22-22-2222 ieee], —9O 85 , 5i a: 7. nn of 

are . . Solder (to 15 percent tin). .--.------------2------| > 4,7 | 8,569} 2K EY ood 
eae _.. » Solder (15 to 30 percent tin)_-...-2-2.--------.,2-| ° 18,188] °° 9,549 | 3,598} 89 —. Q A 
abou. .°. Solder (over 80 percent tin) .---------------------] 6, 967. 4, 497 2,457 | 12 SL ey 
Babe ' Linotype metal__..-2-..-2-_22.---2ce- Leese} 8,087 | 6,730 | 468 | 888 I. ol 4 
eho" > Other type metals..._...-...-.-.-2-.-----------f > 20,191} 17,011:| 1,141 | 2,031 8 j 
Me _ Miscellaneous lead-tin alloys-.---.2------..----- 6,270}. 2,871 2, 082 1, 317. |.2---2---- d 

Bee F964 908 | 228,600 14,293) 18150; 159 °°} 8° 
TNE - Composition foil... 2..22-22.-.-------1-------2--2--- 1,364 | 1,281}  . 7 OS Ae fll a 
Bis _ Tin content of chemical products___..--------------- 808 |_---------} 303 |_----.----|---------- Gg 

bes __ The decrease in lead and lead alloys recovered from purchased scrap 
me in 1942 resulted not only from a diminished supply of some types of 
ae scrap, but also from Government restrictions on civilian consumption | 
ws + that were designed to conserve lead, tin, and antimony for possible = 
mo war needs. | ) | | oe 
es - Orders. that enabled the Government to direct the distribution of | 
so lead and tin scrap by allocation were issued on January 8, 1942, and — , 

as of January 10, 1942, a conservation order prohibited the use of 
-’ - Jead in @ definite list of civilian manufactures and curtailed the amount 

to be used in some of the more essential items. Priority control of 
secondary lead was incorporated in the regulations on May 18, 1942. | 

. Secondary white-metal smelters were quite active during the first —_— 
a 6 months of 1942, apparently in the belief that lead would be used 
7 - more widely in war production and as a substitute for scarcer metals. 
: Increased consumer demand failed to materialize, with the result that 
_. - working funds were tied up in large inventories of finished and semi- 

. processed white-metal alloys, and during July and August many of the 
| : secondary lead plants were virtually shut down... When it was found | 

- that the lead supply was not as critical as had been anticipated, restric- 
tions were relaxed somewhat beginning November 11, 1942, and were 
further eased on May 26, 1943. 

| Of the 276 plants engaged in remelting, smelting, and refining scrap 
lead and lead alloys during 1942, only 251 produced white-metal 
products, and the other 25 consumed lead and tin scrap in brass and 
bronze ingot alloys. A total of 361 manufacturers and foundries con-
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sumed purchased lead or lead-alloy scrap in their operations but =|. 
accounted for only a small portion of the secondary metal recovered.’ 

| _ °.LLead-base scrap consumed in 1942 totaled 396,531 short tons (gross... 
weight), a decrease of 16 percent from the 474,278 short tons processed) 

: Consumption of purchased lead scrap in the United States in 1942, gross:weight,in =~ 7 oe 
oo Cc - -.. shortions 5 eg 

Be 7 Remelters, smelters, / - Manufacturers and rs 
7 , . oo, and refiners — oundries . nn sre o a | Stan | , do rate | : ~ */Totalserap ere 

- | Berap Hem ee et 
8 ite New serap} Old scrap |New'scrap| Oldserap | > 

o° Soft lead... -------- eee ee eee eeeeeeeeef 80] 89,125 | 219-) 1, 087 | 40,511 8 
ao Hard lead .....--..----.---..------e-nessne[eeenn---e---| 18,833] 6 | 6 | 18445 

8 Cable lead: .._---.--------2---2-ce-es--ee-|--------oe- |, 15,074 |---e--e-eee} Rt P15, 198 Ee 
a Battery-lead plates.-...-------------------|------------| , 221,573 |-----.------| 9] 22ts82 RR 

»' Mixed common. babbitt.__-_-..-------.----|------------] 5, 928 fee.) 5 088 | CON; aes" 
a _ . Solder and tinny lead.......2-..2--222-2222]-- steele}. 7,318 4,026} = 215 |- 11,554 ES 
ae Type metals.........222022222222 Lf] 20,646 || 4B] 20,689 

: ' Dyross....--.------------------------------- 7,479 42, 495 81 |.-.--2------| 60, 055 | ar 
a Lead oxide....--..--0sssccsscesseceeeeeeeefe U8] 1064 || ost 

— Residues... -222--------2----eeeeenneefnnane-ee| 5,508 |------------}------------| 5, 508 oe 
re | 4677 | 877,044} 4,882 | 7,478 | 306,581 oe 

Manufacturers and foundries treated 3 percent (11,810 short tons) ==» 
of the total lead-base scrap, whereas remelters, smelters, and refiners =. 4 
handled 97 percent (884,721 short tons). The decrease in consump- 

. °.. tion of battery-lead plates and hard-lead scrap accounted. for more ol 
than two-thirds of the total decline in consumption of all lead-base 
strap. 1942, 0 Co ee 

+ Stocks of purchased lead and lead-alloy scrap held by remelters, =. “4 
smelters, and refiners increased 31 percent, and inventories of manu- © 

_. facturers and foundries gained 1 ‘percent from the beginning to the = 
end of 1942, bringing the over-all increase in total stocks at all plants =, |, a 
to 30 percent, from 41,150 tons to 53,460 tons. Asimilar picture was) z. 

-. noted in stocks of scrap lead and tin held by scrap-metal dealers, > 34 
| which gained 28 percent in 1942. | ES 

; Consumers’ stocks of purchased lead-base scrap in the United States ai end of year, — 0 
| 1941-42, gross weight, in short tons | | re 

Se | | Onhand— . ae ~e 
| Co Scrap item cS 

: a oo : | Dee. 81, 1941 | Dee. 31, 1942 od i 

" Unalloyed lead... ------------eeeeee-eeeeceeee eececececeeecteceeeceeeeeees 2, 733 5,931 oe 
. Lead-base alloy_....---.-.-...-.-02--2 2 eee eee 25, 642 35, 357 aa 

Drosses and residues... .......-.-.-.-----------------------------+----------- 12, 775 12, 872 a pte 

7 | | 41, 150 53, 460 ok 

. | —_ : ) : 8 
Flow of scrap lead and lead alloys in the scrap metal dealer trade ONE 

was steady during the first 9 months of 1942 but rose sharply to a lg 
peals in October, only to drop back to normal levels in November and -  —s_; 

) ecember. : | NS 
: On January 15, 1942, price ceilings were imposed on primary lead, yon 

secondary lead, and lead-base scrap. Maximum selling prices were — a 
set in relation to base prices fixed for each of 146 main shipping points oe:
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So -. in 34 States.. The base price was that of primary pig lead fixed at. | 
<_. 6.50 cents a pound, f. 0. b. New York, with the ceiling for heavy lead i} 
#. . serap in New. York at 5.95 cents a pound. In general, the ceiling  -— 
%. prices for scrap lead closely approximated the market prices prevailing = 
o @bthattime, © DR TT nes 
-«  .* Dealers’ buying prices for heavy lead scrap in New York averaged. 
«=. ~ §.51 cents a pound in January but rose to 5.62 centsin February and 
‘,... held this level through June. In July the price dropped to 5.39 cents a 
-*..... owing to decline in demand. The price fell again in September toa -=~ 
ee -"  Jow of 5.37 cents, which continued for the remainder of 1942. © © 
~... Dealers’ quotations for battery plates rose from 3.20 cents to 3.30. a 
» gents during January and held steady until May, when the price 
mm .- declined to 3.25 cents a pound. In July the price dropped toalow. 
oo. of 2.87, which was maintained to the end of the year. . ss 
yo). Smelting charges for battery lead plates appeared to be nominal = 
"in the first half of 1942 but-on July 16 were quoted at $24a ton. In  — 
e'.: August the figure rose to $25, and this charge was carried through 

- September and October. 
/.. Imports of lead scrap totaled 1,305 short tons in 1942, compared 
_ oO with 1,331 short-tons in 1941; exports in both years were negligible. = = =| 

\; >» Secondary tin recovered from scrap in 1942 totaled 37,918 short. = 
2 tons valued at $39,434,720, compared with 42,033 short tons valued = 
Se 1 at $43,722,726 in 1941. The value was calculated at 52.0 cents a | 

. pound'in 1942 and at 52.0lcentsin 1941.00 
peo. + "Tin recovered as unalloyed metal dropped 2 percent, to 5,799 short. 7 
to. . tons, in 1942, compared with 5,900 tons recovered as metal in 1941; 
mand _the secondary-tin content of solder and tin babbitt produced in. si 
a ’ 1942 was almost halved in comparison with 1941 totals. Secondarytin _—_ 
i" Jn chemical compounds produced during 1942 wasless than one-third 
ho.’ the total reported in 1941, but tin recovered from scrap in lead-base 4 
s-- alloy products and in bronze increased 38 and 16 percent, respectively, | 
pee compared with 1941 figures. — Se oe 

SAD _. + Secondary tin recovered in the United States, 1941-42, in short tons So 

oo - Secondary tin recovered yo. _Recoverable tin content ofscrap it - 

ee Form of recovery 1941 1942 | Kind of scrap processed 1941 1942 

— As metal: New scrap: | | 
At detinning plants_-....-- 5, 089 5, 261 Tin plate_....-.....-.-.-.- 6, 094 - 4, 896 
At other plants.........._- 811 538 Tin-base_........-.-.-...- 3, 277 2, 980 

. . —_—__|—_—_—_—— Lead-base_-__--.-..--.----- 36 1, 796 
_ 5, 900 5, 799 Copper-base............--- 3, 020 4, 385 

In solder__.___.-..-.-..-..----| 12,361| 6,579 | | 7 12,427 | 14,057 
In tin babbitt.............--.- 3, 145 1, 597 ——S 
In chemical compounds__.---.} 1, 188 303 | Old scrap: . 
In lead-base alloys._._.....---- 4, 499 6, 196 Tin ca@ns____.2 2-2-2. 121 597 
In brass and bronze_._....----| 14,990 17, 444 Tin-base_....-.---.22.2-.- 6, 463 3, 490 

—_—_—— | Lead-base__.........--.--- 9, 473 7, 871 
. 36, 133 32, 119 Copper-base............-.-}. 18, 549 11, 903 

42, 033 37, 918 29, 606 23, 861 

42,033 | 87, 918



Consumption of purchased tin scrap in the United States in 1942, gross weight, in 

co - er “| Remelters, snielters, — Manufacturersand | = a ag 

 erspitem —— |_ tm eners "| fommares[rotatgemp 
New serap Old serap |New scrap| Oldscrap| =|. me UR ne 

ae Block-tin pipe, scrap, and foil........----- 33] gag t 2{ ws} 1400. <0. 
co, ‘Win scruff and dross_..__...--2------------| 4,288 |--------eeee| eee] AT 

No. 1 pewter. ...---..--------------2---4-- weceeeeeeee-| ©) B18 felculllll eee 1} oo... B19 
Se High-tin babbitt_.....-...2. 222-2 44} 2,507 |.-----..---- 15 2, 566 ks Ex 
oe _ Residues. ...-..-.-----222----220--2 2-2 eee TAY. 28 feet eee Wb] | OBB 
po _ Miscellaneous tin alloys. ..---.------------|----------=-| 840 [--------+---|------------] BO 

086 fat ae Ym 

_» . Supplies of block-tin scrap and high-tin alloy scrap could not keep ss 
wp with demand in 1942, particularly the need for additional tn in = 
bronze ingots made to Army and Navy specifications. The use of © ° .*%: 

_-- serap and secondary tin as a substitute for virgin tin was encouraged .. . | #} 
_ and was made mandatory in revised Government ordersissued January ©; 

9, 1943, which stated that no product should be manufactured of pig  —°. 
tin. if secondary tin could be substituted. = 
Secondary lead-tin and lead-tin-antimony alloyssuchastypemetals = = *# 

. » . and lead-base bearing metals -were in poor demand throughout the — ed 
-_- year owing to restrictions on their use, and stocks of thése alloys were = 

oo Built up by both serap. dealers and secondary smelters to such an, 
extent that toward the end of 1942 a program was devised for separa- | 

_ tion of the tin content as refined tin, with the lead and antimony tobe =. 
_-. recovered as antimonial lead. . Purchases of idle stocks of type metals = ~/ 
_.. and bearing metals for recovery of_tin began in April 1943, with the === 

National Lead Co. acting as agent for the Metals Reserve Co. oR 

Consumers’ stocks of purchased tin-base scrap in the United States at end of year, 
. | . ~ . 1941-42, gross weight, in short tons — pe a os 

. ae es oo | — * Omhand— se 1a , gop ttem a 
Bo | | Dec. 31, 1941! | Dee. 31, 1942 OB 

/ Unalloyed tin. . 2.2.2. o eee eee eee eee eed 77 124 ea 
a Tin-base alloys__.......--.--..-.--.-------- eon neeee ne 431); 604 ee 

| Drosses and residues...........--.----------.----------------e enone - 14,160] ~~ .1,199 oe 

| Bn oo t i A 
a 

"1 Revised figures. | - a a es 

| Manufacturers’ stocks of jewelers’ metal, after having been frozen 
| on February 14, 1942, were collected for the account of Metals Reserve ad 

Co. and melted into bar tin and tin alloy for allocation as a substitute “op agieh 
| for primary pig tin. The metal thus recovered was not included in 8 

"statistics covering scrap or secondary tin, inasmuch as this procedure § *- 
represented merely a redistribution of metal already measured as | 4 

| part of the total supply. | | : 4 
Beginning April 7, 1942, consumers were required to turn in a used of 

collapsible tube for each new tube of toilet preparations purchased, _— 
and the collections were shipped to the Tin Salvage Institute, Newark, - 
N.J. Acting as agent of the Metals Reserve Co., this plant produced ay 
Its first “tin alloy” pigs in July and by the end of 1942 had reclaimed ors 

556250—48——_35 oo | ao



324 short tons of secondary pig metals containing 231 short tons of tin. 
=~: The dealers’ buying price for block-tin pipe at New ‘Yorkheldsteady | 
2. at 45.50 cents a pound throughout all of 1942, compared with anaver- 
e age of 46.35 cents in 1941. The ceiling prices of 52.00 centsa pound i. 
Pee dco for Grade A pig tin and 51.625 cents for Grade B pig tin that had been | 
©... .fixed in-1941 were continued, and both grades sold at ceiling prices | o 
e throughout 1942. Although there were no formal maximum prices > 
_. -... for tin scrap, selling prices were held in line by virtue of the ceilmgon — 

Bs _ According to orders issued January 8, 1942, the Government was | 
<=» enabled to direct the source, amount, or destination of deliveries of = 
‘oo. serap tin and tin-bearing alloys, and’ scrap dealers’ transactions were si 
“-"" made dependent on the ratio between scrap shipments and stockson 
~~. the basis of a 60-day turnover; a re 

“. - Detinning planits——The drop in recovery of tin from new tin-plate = 
clippings at detinning plants in 1942 reflected a 16-percent decrease its 
in the quantity of new clippings available; and although the processing = 

iss of used tin cans brought the total weight of material treated by detm- 
“.° + ners almost as high as the 1941 figure, total recovery of tin by detin- 

"2 ners dropped 9 percent, from 6,156 short tons in 1941 to 5,492 short | A 

so. “On October 20, 1942, over 400 municipalities in 15 Northeastern __ | 

-». States were ordered to collect prepared cans offered in trash collections. ; 
.... Housewives were urged to wash, cut open, and flatten the cans and to “ 
=: Keep’ them in separate containers for collection. The campaign met 
“with indifferent success in many areas owing to the difficulties of collec- 
<=. > tion, lack of transportation facilities, and careless preparation of some = 

eo Of the cans. — es BO oO 

Ge mo Mo . Secondary tin recovered at detinning plants in the United States, 1 941-42 . 

Ryo | Serap treated: | 7 . | —_ 7 ef 4 

Be lean tin plate_............-.---.------------------------------------long tons.-| 341,075 287, 660 

os Old tin- coated containers__...-_-----------------------------+------------d0---- 5, 963 51,721 — a 

we oo os 347,038 |. 339, 381 

oo Tin recovered as metal: OO | | : 
- New tin-plate clippings_.--.--.--.--.-------------------------------short tons_-| . 5,020. 4, 664 

Old tin-coated containers... .._-..-_---------------------------------------d0-.-- 69 “697 : 

a Tin content of tin compounds produced-.--------------------------------------do----| 1,067 |. 231 

| | oo Oo 6, 156 5, 492 

. Weight of tin compounds produced..---------------e--eeee--eeeeeeee ee eee ---- G0. --- 1, 927 484 
. Average quantity of tin recovered per long ton of clean tin-plate scrap used. -pounds-- 35. 69 34. 03 

- . Average quantity of tin recovered per long ton of old tin-coated containers 
used_.-__----_-_-- oe neeeeenennee eeenn eeeeeeee--e-------- - pounds - - (1) 23. 06 

. Average delivered cost of clean tin-plate scrap_-.-..----.--------------per long ton..| $18.51 $18. 97 
. Average delivered cost of old tin-coated containers. .....-..-...----------------d0---- (4) $12. 37 

1 Data not available. . 

In addition to the 7 detinning plants listed in the 1941 edition of this 
chapter, one other, the Fred L. Hazelquist Manufacturing Co., in 
Camden, N. J., engaged in detinning activities during the first half of 
1942 and recovered tin oxide from old tin cans. Six additional de- 
tinning plants, to be located in New York, Buffalo, Birmingham, 

- Chicago, Dallas, and Los Angeles, were planned for Federal construc- | 
- tion, but building was halted, after little more than ground-clearing
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| operations had taken place, when it was found that collections of old’. 
cans In metropolitan areas could scarcely supply existing facilities:  . 

_ One new shredding plant at Carteret, N.J.,was built to prepare“‘green” =. 
cans from the New York area for detinning and was not.completed = >. 
until early in 1943, and three others, at Houston, Kansas City, and. ~~. - °" 

_ Dallas, were constructed to shred cans for copper-precipitation plants. ==: 
__..._ Imports of tin-plate scrap totaled 24,082 long tons, compared with =—_- 
. 22,600 long tons in 1941. Exports of tin-plate scrap, circles, waste- 
2 waste, and clippings were only 4,639 long tons in 1942; 14,204 long 2-24} 
. + tonsin 1941.0. I So a ees 

oo SECONDARY ANTIMONY pe ES “al 

_ - Secondary antimony recovered in 1942 totaled 18,200 short tons _- Jae 
-. valued at $5,663,840, compared with 21,629 short tons valued at 9. 
—. -- $6,056,120 in 1941. The value was computed at 15.56 centsa pound, 

_ the average selling price for ordinary brands of American-grade © jt, 
antimony 1n 1942, and at 14.00 cents in 1941. oe a ge 
“The 16-percent decline in secondary-antimony recovery in 1942 was. ee 

attributed to the decreased demand for many of the secondary “4a 
-- -antimony-bearing alloys usually produced and to reduction in the 8 
. antimony content of many products (especially battery grids) in v4 

_ accordance with Government orders. © 7 
Of the total secondary antimony recovered in 1942, all but 3 tons’ =.= 

oo was recovered from old scrap. Remelters; smelters, and refiners © US 
_, accounted. for 96 percent of the total recovery, and manufacturers = = § — 

- and foundries salvaged the other 4 percent. 

Secondary antimony recovered in the United States, 1941-42, in short tons’ 

+..." Secondary antimony recovered _Recoverable antimony content of scrap _ oo ne 

7 - . Formofrecovery «||. 1941. | 1942 | Kind of scrap processed | 1941 | 19420 hoa | 

— In antimonial lead_._....--.---| 15, 409 11, 943 New serap: . of - - “a 
, In other lead alloys.....-.-.--.|.. 5, 842 6,019 |. . Lead-base_..-.-.....----..| 54 QS 

In tin-base alloys--..--.-....-.| ||. 378 201 Tin-base......----.-------|. 3 3 2 
co In copper-base alloys......----|----------} 37° a | nme co oot 

| ae | 21,629 | 18, 200 | a 
a | , -| Old scrap: . . _ are 

- = | | Lead-base.....--..------.-| 21,288] 18,017, 
- ae Tin-base.....-.----.....--| 239; 180 oy cg 

oe a | a1,672{ 18,197" 
Be - | - 21,629) 18,200 © 4 

1 Less than 1 ton. | | | _ a z 

Sn 

' Production of lead-base and tin-base alloy products containing sec- oa 
ondary antimony may be found in a table in the section of this chapter a 

| relating to secondary lead. Secondary antimony incorporated in lead — Oe 
and tin products totaled 18,154 tons, of which 66 percent was in “4 

| antimonial lead. : | ey 
_ Battery lead plates, the principal source of secondary antimony, 4 
provided 56 percent (10,237 tons) of the antimony reclaimed from ue 
scrap in 1942, all of which was apparently recovered in antimonial 84 
lead products. Other types of lead-alloy scrap, such as lead babbitts, Te 
hard lead, cable lead, type metals, and drosses, supplied 43 percent a Y 

sh
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foo (7,780 tons) and tin-base scrap 1 percent (183 tons) of the total = 

h- secondary antimony, : 
» Effective January 15, 1942, the maximum price permitted to be 

or charged for the antimony content of antimonial lead was 14.00 cents : 
"pound, but a revision in the price schedule effective April lincreased = 
“the ceiling price to 15.50 cents a pound, and this price remained un- — 

-- Changed for the remainder of 1942.00 
“--. -. Government regulations put antimony under full priority control a 

on May 1, 1942. The order prohibited use of antimony in paints, oe 
toys, or ornamental objects and limited the quantity of new. antimony _ : 

“©. in automobile batteries to 7 percent.of the total used for batteriesin 
_.. °. any month, with the balance to be obtained from antimony-bearing =~ 
-.»- serap: or secondary alloys. When the supply of antimony became => 
“-.-xelatively more plentiful toward the middle of 1942, the regulations  —_ 

- were liberalized, on July 11, to permit substitution of antimony for | 
BE tin in bearing metals and other alloys. Effective August 8,1942, the  —s.. 

-... maximum antimony content of battery grids was raised from 7.5 to 
- + 12 percent by weight if only secondary antimonial lead was used nN, 

their production; | | 
pO SECONDARY ZING 2 

 . . Secondary zine recovered from purchased scrap and residues ss 
~,.» », totaled 330,526 short tons with a value of $57 511,524 calculated at | 
=~ 8.7 cents a pound, the average selling price for the year of allgradesof | 

> refined zinc. This represents an increase of 16 percent over the 1941 

Sy. recovery of 283,967 tons, worth $42,595,050 at an evaluation of 7.5 

* ss cents a pound. The figures for recovéry include zinc recovered as 
. unalloyed zinc, the zinc.content of chemicals, and secondary zinc in | 
» aluminum alloys, in brass and bronze, and in zinc-base alloy products. 
- The over-all gain in secondary zinc was caused by a tremendous : 

“expansion in the brass industry, which saw the recovery of zinc in 

'.. brass from brass scrap rise 61 percent, whereas zinc recovered from 3 
-.._ gine-base scrap and residues was 20 percent less in 1942 thanin 1941, 

: . ; | ‘Secondary zinc recovered } in the United States, 1 941-42, in short tons | : 

: . Secondary zine recovered - | Recoverable zinc content of serap . 

a | - Form of recovery ior | 1982 Kind of serap processed (Wed | 1982 | | 

As metal: | New scrap: . | 

By distillation: Zinc-base_..--------------| 122, 577 95, 296 
Slab zine.......-.-.-.-| 59,306 52, 712 Copper-base._...-.---.-.-| 80,236 162, 242 , 

Zine dust...-...---:.--| 18, 950 17, 685 Aluminum-base--....-..--|---------- 1 
- - By remelting..............}| 11,400 11, 048 | 

. aes enna ene iel | 202,813 | 257, 589 
89, 656 81, 445 —— SS 

* / ————S ——_—_—_——=—= Old scrap: 

In zinc-base alloys........----- 2, 571 3, 670 Zine-base_.....-...-..---.| 33, 267 29, 200 

In brass and bronze_._...--.-.| 148,220 | 212,038 Copper-base_......-.-----|  . 47,877 43, 787 

In aluminum-base alloys- -.--- 16 18 Aluminum-base-.....----- 10 |.-.-.---.- 
In chemical products: . ee [  F 

Zine oxide.........--------] 14,205] 4,373] 81,154 | 72,987 
Zine sulfate__.........--..- 2, 840 2, 150 ———SSsS EE 
Zine chloride.............-} 13,613 | 10,815 283,967 | 330, 526 
Lithopone_..........----.-| 17, 408 15, 750 
Miscellaneous. __---------- 348 267 

194,311 | 249, 081 
283, 967 | 330, 526 | | 

ee eg PP 
ee . 

. -1Zine content. | :
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'--- "Pwenty-seven distillers produced 53,195 tons of redistilled slab = 
an having an average zinc content of 99.1 percent, a total exceeded only 

by the. 1941 record high of 59,503 tons. The 18,101 tons of zme dust 
| manufactured from scrap by 10 distillers in 1942 contributed 80 per- > 
_._ eent of the total zine-dust production from all sources but represented === .-— 

a a decline of 4 percent from the 1941 figure for dust produced from - 
.... serap.. The drop in production of both redistilled slab and dust was 
. . the result of a shortage in raw materials rather thanasmallerdemand  —.. 
.. . for the products. ‘Two producers of redistilled slab discontinued ©. .: 
ne operations owing to the difficulty of obtaining enough residue for © = y: 
a efficient operation. , a - | | | a eS 

Production of secondary zine and zinc-alloy products in the United States, 1941-42, 
Bs es _. gross weight, in shori tons | eT ey 

7 a oe | _. Product 8 P1942 194200 a 

.  *- Redistilled slab zinc......--.2.-...-.-----2.----- ene e een ete eke ee eeeeee-| 59,508 | 58,195 
mo , Zinc dust_...2.---2-1 enn nee ee nnn nnn nee nnn ne ee eee eens eee eee eee - 18,950 . 18, 101 a ~ oe ee 

“+ Remelt spelter !_..----.-.--.------- +--+ eee en eee een eee nee 10, 459 8,687 5 
“| Remelt die-cast slab-__...-2.--.+--------------- bee eee eee} 2, 7385] 2, 488 ca 

coe _ .. Zine die and die casting alloys.-..--.--..-------------+-------------------------|------------| «41,403 oa eget 
a _ Galvanizing stock_-.....-..--2.2-------- +--+ eee eee eee] 527}; 683 ares 

' Rolled zine... 2222s nen nen ee en en ne eee eee 497 | 1988 oy 
: .. Zine powder.......-.---..-------.--------------------- = -- 2 ee een ene eee eee 78 |o--nne- nnn 

Te . Zine in chemical products. -....-.-------+-----------+-----------+-----+-------+- 483,504] 38,3885 es 

~- VIneludes small tonnages of zincanodes,; - OS Ce 

Consumption of purchased zinc scrap in the United States in 1942, gross weight, == 
a oe oo oo an short tons a an 

ad | | ee . Sn - Remelters, smelters, Manufacturers and —— a oe Bs 
a 7 ana renners — - jioundadries , : ae La 

oe a Scrap item | | ane ___ | = ‘Total scrap ee: 

- a 7 - a - - New scrap | Old scrap | New scrap Old scrap _ ae os ee 

- | Clippings......---. ----2e--eceeeecceeseoee- Bead eee 9,398 |........--..| . 5,689 9 — = a 
| _ Sheet and strip....-.-.----c--ccceeeeeeeees] 9B SRY en BBE] ese 

_ Engravers’ plates_..-.-...-.-.-.-----------]------------ 1,930 |------------] 80 2,010 | A 
Skimmings and ashes_..-.-...-..---------- 43, 353 |_---------.- 21,976 |.-.--.------| 85, 8329 ay 

_ Dross_._..----.--.---.-------------- ee 47,412 |.--.--------] U1 [ie eee 47,428 any 
| Die castings. ----2---- 222-2 2o eee. 670 14, 203 135 311|° 15,319 oe 

‘Flue dust and residues_.222-227772772=77_] 10, 988 783 |  10,364|- 13,692] 35,822 ae 
re : | 105,952] 25,099] 38,345 | 14,494] = 180,880 

| The auto-wrecking campaign conducted throughout most of 1942 = = =» 
| increased the supply of scrap die castings, and Federal regulations of  =s_ 

oe zinc consumption in the printing trade were responsible for the move- 3 
| ment of old engravers’ plates. Old zinc scrap composed of die cast- nr 

ngs, engravers’ plates, sheet, strip, and flue dust constituted 22 percent =—S. x 
of the total zinc scrap consumed in 1942. Metallic scrap was used in ~~ og 
making remelt spelter, zinc alloys, brass, and redistilled zinc. | ok 

By the end of 1942, galvanizing activity had decreased to 40 percent oS 
_ of what it had been in the comparable portion of 1941. The net result (B} 

of this diminished activity was a 20-percent decrease in the supply of Oe 
galvanizers’ skimmings and dross and a lower yield of zinc dust and 8 
redistilled slab in 1942. : | os
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be --.. Consumers’ stocks of purchased zinc-base scrap in the United States at end of year, ; 
Bee 1941-42, gross weight, in short tons re i 

bo So fF Omang - 
Pease So a Scrapitem > | stn earecemennecseneatntl _— 
nes we a ne, _ oe | ; ae Dee. 31, 1941 | Dee. 31, 1942 

ORE ap ok Metallic zine scrap..-.-------------c-----se-eeeeeeeeneeeee--venceeeeeeee----| «1,378 2900 «+ 
Bee dt .Dross....-2.-2-------- nn nnn ne ee en nn een nn ee eee ne ene eee 6, 684 7 4,232 
Mpa . Skimmings and residues-_...-----------------------------------------2------ 32, 433 34,625. | 

So re | 80,445] 41,817 | 

“The rate of shipment of zinc scrap from nonferrous scrap-metal = 
vy. dealers to consumers increased steadily from the beginning of 1942 
s~ until the year’s high mark was reached in May, then declined for4 
Woo. months before another increase was evident. Zinc scrap handled by. 
=~" dealers consisted for the most part. of old metallic scrap, as flue dust 4 
.-.. and most of the new scrap and residues were shipped directly from S 
to. generator to consumer. _ Ne : ee 4 
«es. ... Virtually no control was exercised over scrap or remelt zinc during 4 
so «1942, but early in 1943 a general zinc shortage forced the Government a 
rs. 0 amend refined-zinc regulations to include remelt zinc in the list of — | 
*". gompletely allocated materials. At the same time the disposition of =» 
Xoo). all zine scrap-was put under control, and delivery of zinc scrap was | 
si not permitted to anyone other than a scrap dealer or a manufacturer Sy 
s. -- for use in the production of redistilled zinc, remelt zinc, brass, zinc SS 
we * . dust, zine oxide, chemicals, or salts unless specific authority to do oa 
es otherwise was first obtained. oo rr 
3... Government control kept prices of zinc scrap in line throughout — 
en 1942. Scrap dealers’ monthly average buying prices for new zinc : 
-- . Clips at New York averaged 6.45 cents a pound during 1942 and 

ranged from a high of 7.00 cents in March and April to alow average 
~ Of 5.79 cents in September. Corresponding prices for old zinc scrap | 
os. an the same market. averaged 4.65 cents a pound during 1942, with J 
“high and low monthly averages of 5.25 cents in March and April and 
- --- 3,83 cents in September. | | : | 

Imports of old zinc scrap totaled 143 short tons, compared with 103 | 
~- tons in 1941. Imports of residues classed as ‘‘zinc dross and skim- 
Bn mings” totaled 353 short tons in 1941 but soared to 3,199 tons in 1942 - 

owing to importation of large quantities of fume from a primary zinc ~ 
smelter in Canada. Zinc recovered from this fume was not counted 

| as secondary zinc.
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SUMMARY OUTLINE | oc 
- ence _. "Page| Consumption—Continued. = 8 .. » Page: 4 
. _. General summary...---.-----------....-.-.-- 543] By type offurnace—Continued. 

ree -: _ Salient statisties__..-.--.2-..-..-.2.-..-..... 544] Bessemer converters__....-.-..----------. 556 
pol Prices. ........-....--.----------...--.-....-.. 545{ Electric steel furnaces__.......--...-..... 556 oy 
: Legislation _.-.--.--.---------2-----------. 546] Cupola furnaces....2---22-2---2222. BBG 

Stocks... eee Crabs oon paddling tarnaces BR 
—-.-- Gonsumers’ stocks_-..--_----..----..------- 547] Blast furnaces__..._-.--.-...-......-.. 5602 
a __ Suppliers’ and producers’ stocks...-.------- 547] In ferro-alloy production.........--...-----. 562 ae 

: _ Consumption_..-_..--.-.--.-.---------------- 550] _In miscellaneous uses...-.....--.----------- 562 po 
ne By districts and States. ..-..........-...--.. 551 Foreign trade__.......22.--.----2------------. 5640 aie 

a _- By type of furnace _..-..22222-.----.-..-.-. 554] World aspects: _...2.2.2...----------eeeee ee BA sal See 
. _ Open-hearth furnaces_..--....-.-.-------- 554 | Review by countries.--_--------------------- 56400C—C ey 

| ” GENERAL SUMMARY _— a 

- The continued stimulus of expanding war industries’ needs was 
_ * responsible for a record production of steel ingots in 1942, with con- eer 

- -—s- sequent. greatest demand for iron and steel scrap ever known. The ag 
: production increased 4 percent over that in 1941. Reflecting this  . °., 

‘rise, use of purchased ferrous scrap at steel furnaces increased 6 | 4 
_... percent over consumption in 1941—the previous record year— od 

although pig-iron production rose 7 percent. During the entire year =: 
-. consumption; of scrap remained fairly stable, since steel-ingot pro- | od 

| duction was consistently greater than 95 percent of rated capacity, —-—--_-.: 
. - the use of scrap reaching a peak in October. | rer: 

‘Total consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron was 3 percent on 
greater than that in 1941. Of the 119,308,034 short tons used, | 3" 

7 97,598,709 were charged to steel-making furnaces and 20,443,522 to 8 
: iron furnaces. In making the average ton of steel in 1942, more pig a 
-. Iron and less. scrap were used than in 1941; the relative use of home -_ 

/ scrap decreased considerably in 1942 from 1941, but that of pur- = =s_—«s.s “# 
: chased scrap increased slightly. The relative decline in the use of of 

| home scrap undoubtedly was caused by exportation of large quanti- — a 
| ties of steel ingots and semifinished steel under lend-lease agreements, §=§ °° 

_ which removed potential plant scrap from circulation. In iron fur- oe 
| naces, also, the use of pig iron increased relatively and that of scrap oS 

. decreased. | | _ ad 
_ During the first 3 months of 1942 stocks of iron and steel scrap a 
declined consistently; however, with the advent of warmer weather 8 
the movement of scrap became easier, and there was a gradual up- oe 

| trend in inventories throughout the remainder of the year. The con- a: 
tinued high operating rates in steel production during the year SS 
occasioned considerable alarm over the position of domestic stocks of 8 
iron and steel scrap. However, the monthly surveys conducted by the Yoong 

1 Minerals Yearbook, 1939, p. 513, gives definitions of the various scrap terms used in this report. “
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‘.. Bureau of Mines revealed that available inventories of scrap were 4 

'.. xising above the late 1941 lows. The survey of suppliers’, producers’, = | 

mee and. consumers’ stocks at the end of 1942 2 indicated inventories of «© 

: 7,808,151 short tons, equivalent to 7 weeks’ supply at the December =~ 

“gate of consumption. Consumers’ stocks of scrap increased from 
~ 1 - 8,726,030 tons at the beginning of 1942 to 6,316,138 tons at the close. 
*-_Tn contrast with the fluctuation in scrap mventories, pig iron stocks = 

ee were fairly stable, 8 
>... + Prices for scrap remained at the maximums established by the ~— 
» Office of Price Administration early in 1941. According to Iron Age, — | 
“.-. the quotation for No. 1 Heavy-Melting steel scrap at Pittsburgh was 
-:.» $20 per gross ton ($17.86 a short ton) throughout the year, compared = 

ay . ’ a : o Salient statistics of ferrous scrap and pig iron in the United States, 1941-42 oe - oo oo 

Bek a 5 L 
eT pe Poe Pe Oe 2 

By : oe ne | Sos oo sd. Changein | | wd 

Mee oe . ete co fo...) . |. @ercent) - oe iY 

Stocks, December 31: oe fo 
Pe -. Ferrous scrap and pig iron at consumers’ plants: . . | Shorttons | Shorttons | =~ . 4 
bees ~ <  ‘Home serap-...----------------+----- 2-2-2 ee nee] 1,166,551. | 1, 605, 756 | - ABB 

er - ° Purchased serap--..--.----------~.------------------«| 2, 559, 479 4,710, 382 | +84. 4 
eo me Pig iron.-..2-------+---=----------- 2-022 -4-------++ ==}: A, 585, 199 - 1, 454, 665 _ 8. 

BE Ss SL 8 811, 229 | 7,770,808 | 46 4 

a -....  -Herrous serap at suppliers’ yards and producers’ plants: _ - po oe 4 

Biome O58 Prepared: serap-_...-------------------+----------------]. 675, 952 | 653,518.) = Bg i 

Soe. OU nprepared scrap---.-----+-----------------------+---} 515,417 |. - 833,495 | ©. +62. 4 

Be eee a 1,191,869} 1,487,018 | 425 ld 

Pei ...°, Consumption: = a Pe pe oa 
ea.) Ferrous serap and pig iron charged to— — a poo. ot me oS 

Pe ' Steelfurnaces:! ss a So a —— os 

a Home serap-...----.------------------------------+| 26, 483, 206 26, 731, 787 a. .) 4 

Bre -. ‘Purchased scrap_---------------------------------| 18,061,681 | 19,103, 976 0 hG Sy 

Dee Big from. --cnnecenecceeene een neeeeeteceneee] | 48, 547,426 | 51,762,946 | AT 

BT 9,042,813 | 97,598,709] 

ve ~ _ ~ Tron furnaces: 2? — oe oS oe ° 

ee 7 Home scrap..--.----------------------------------| 7, 471,474 |. 6,335, 906 15. 
Paes oo Purchased scrap. ....----------------------------- ‘7, 249, 895 6, 827, 698 —6 - : 

es Rig iron._..._222-2-2.22--------------------------| 7, 688,046 | 7, 279, 918 BO 

Te oe oe | "22,359,415 | ~ 20, 443, 522 Se 

Le : All furnaces: * - 
7 Home scrap_.-.-.-.-------------------------------] 33, 904,680 | 38, 067, 693 | — 2 

Purchased scrap. ..-.-----------------------------| | 25, 311, 576 25, 931, 674 +2 

_ - Pig iron........-----------------------------------| 56, 185, 472 59, 042, 864 +5 

| : | 115, 401,728 | 118,042, 231 |. +2 

| | Ferrous scrap (total)_-.-----------.-------------------| $59, 216, 256 | 3 58, 999, 367 (*) | : 
_ Exports: | . 

Tron and stee]......_.-..-..------------------------------- 888, 340 - 136, 540 —85 
Tin plate, waste-waste, circles, strips, cobbles, etc.-------- 15, 909 5, 196 67 

Average prices per gross ton: 
crap: 

No. 1 Heavy-Melting, Pittsburgh 5_-_.......--------- $20. 34 $20. 00 —2 
No. 1 Cast cupola 5.___..----------------------------- 22. 25 20. 00 —10 
For export.__------.--.------------------------------- 18. 74 23. 39 +25 

Pig iron, f. 0. b. Valley furnaces: 5 
Basic. __..-.-...------------------------------------ +e 23. 50 23.50 |.------.---~- 
No. 2 Foundry----------------------------------------+|. 24. 00 24,00 |-------------. 

a Sc 

1 Includes open-hearth, bessemer, and electric furnaces. 
2 Includes cupola, air, Brackelsberg, puddling, crucible, and blast furnaces; also direct castings. 
3 Does not include ferro-alloy and miscellaneous consumption. 
4 Less than 1 percent decrease. 
§ Iron Age. 

2 Bureau of Mines Iron and Steel Scrap Monthly Reports: No. 28, Feb. 23, 1943, 5 pp.



with $20.34 ($18.16) in 1941. The price of basic pig iron, established =~ 
~.- at $23.50 per gross ton ($20.98 a short ton) at Valley furnaces im = | 
_.. December 1940, prevailed throughout 1942.00 
_.. + Exports of scrap from the United States in 1942 declined 85 percent’ =: 

_ from 1941 mainly because exports to countries other than the United =} 
Kingdom and the Western Hemisphere were placed under Federal =. 

-.* gontrol and because shipping facilities were required for finished war A 
~ materials. a oo er Lt - cE 
: Figure 1 shows the consumption of purchased scrap and the output i (ss 
«Of pig iron and steel ingots and castings from 1905 to 1942, inclusive. = 

eo. te | - les gta 
: oe _ : E ey - Steel production ; dpe : ; 4 

eens = mv | aL a aerate: 

A consumed | ee 

os oe 1905 iio «1915. ~—S=Ct«i920-—~—<“«‘HSSCC 1988 1940 _—«1945]f, - a. 

oe | Ficurz 1,—Consumption of purchased serap and output of pig iron and steel in the United States, 1905-42. : 7 os 
Figures on consumption of purchased scrap for 1905-32 are from State of Minnesota vs. Oliver Iron Mining = 

4 Co, et al., Exhibits, vol. 5, 1935, p. 328; those for 1933-34 are estimates by authors; and those for 1935-42 = = = 9 9 +)": 
_.. are based upon Bureau of Mines reports. Figures on output of pig iron and steel are as given by the: . ee 

_. American Iron and Steel Institute. oe - - es rg 

| ee PRICES ane 
The ceiling prices for scrap fixed by Price Schedule 4 in 1941 re- a 2 

mained effective throughout 1942. Market quotations for both No. "4 
‘ 1 Heavy-Melting steel and No. 1 Cast cupola scrap were unchanged 

at $20 per gross ton ($17.86 per short ton) (Pittsburgh). a ae 
| _ There were two minor revisions of the basic price schedule in the Sg 

early part of 1942. These included adjustments in freight and other | A 
z - transportation charges together with the clarification of open-hearth he 
: and electric-furnace grades and unprepared scrap. On February 21, OS 
: 1942, Price Schedule 4 was revised to incorporate all amendments — .: 

| issued after its promulgation on April 3, 1941, and thereafter was = = = 
| entitled Revised Price Schedule 4. Several minor revisions of Ree 

vised Price Schedule 4 that appeared during the year included price oe 
adjustments on special grades of scrap, addition of new “remote” a 

a scrap areas, modification of shipping-point prices, and definitions of ee 
No. 1 Heavy-Melting steel and No. 2 Heavy-Melting steel scrap. = = 

_ Gilding metal-clad steel scrap was exempted from price control effec- ie 
tive November 16, 1942, by an amendment to the General Maximum oe 
Price Regulation. | : : 

’ Pittsburgh price quotations from Iron Age. | | > 3 4
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© On May 20, 1942, the Office of Price Administration introduced 3 
“.  .. Supplementary Order 5 licensing every dealer selling to a consumer — ‘ 
ee - * (and in the case of iron and steel scrap, to a consumer or his broker) 

any waste, scrap, or salvage materials for which maximum prices ate =~ 
y+... established by price schedules. | 
> -. The-price of basic pig iron, established at $23.50 per gross ton 
7 ($20:98 per short ton) at Valley furnaces late in December 1940, 
‘.. remained unchanged throughout 1942. —. ec re 
;:. As the price of scrap exported from the United States was regulated 
-- >... by Revised Price Schedule 4, the price structure remained firm 
s- during the entire year. Export-scrap prices.in 1942, as indicated 
2». by the declared value of iron- and steel-scrap exports, averaged $23.39 - 
““ >.” per gross ton ($20.89 per short ton) for the year, or approximately =—=s—~ 
oh. .25 percent higher than the 1941 average of $18.74. ($16.73). The | 
ee 1942 average price was the highest recorded since 1937, when’ the 4 

r. --— average was $18.91 ($16.88). Be Se 

Re , - LEGISLATION i oe 

*~. "Representative Casey’s bill (H. R. 5985, 76th Cong.) to suspend 
“. .. the effectiveness of tariff duties on scrap iron, scrap steel, and non- — 
es, .. .\. ferrous-metal scrap was reintroduced without change as H. R. 6531, | 
“-"".  * 77th Congress.*| It provided for the suspension. of tariff duties or = 
=... import taxes on scrap metal imported for consumption during the 
-.- period: of unlimited national emergency. After debate in both the | 
“Senate and the House of Representatives, the bill was approved and - 
t-.S . became Public, No. 497, 77th Congress, on March 13, 1942. But — | 
“a... on June 1, 1942, the Division of Industry Operations, War Production. - : 
Mbp Board, acting under an Executive Order, issued an amendment to 
w..-. General Imports Order M-63 to restrict the private importation of - 
*... »  gerap metals and to provide for purchase of these materials by Govern- a 
er -* ment agencies only. BC | a 
Be During the year the Division of Industry Operations issued various 3 
Bo amendments to General Preference Order M-24. It was made 
-.»- mandatory to segregate tinned and detinned scrap in certain localities, 

and the sale or shipment of this type of scrap was prohibited outside — 
.. - the areas of origin, except to a detinning plant or copper-precipitation : 
oe plant; also, an amendment required the segregation of alloy scrap in => 

a the entire country. On May 28, 1942, an amendment was issued 
oo that removed the inventory restrictions of Priorities Regulation No. | 

1 and thereby permitted consumers to increase their inventories of 
a iron and steel scrap without limit. The Division of Industry Opera- 

| tions also issued Limitation Order L-88 on May 18, 1943, that 
restricted the sale as scrap of usable, relaying, and rerolling rails 
in excess of 10 tons in any calendar month except by permission of 
the War Production Board. | 

| - STOCKS | 

Available stocks of iron and steel scrap and pig iron in the United 
States at the end of 1942 were determined by the regular annual 
canvass of consumers of these materials and the monthly canvass of . 

4H. R. 6531. A bill to suspend the effectiveness, during the existing national emergency, of tariff duties 
on scrap iron, scrap steel, and nonferrous metal scrap.
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: ‘suppliers and producers. The monthly canvass: was expanded to = =. 
' include as producers all manufacturers and railroads that produce  —_—.. ' 
_. §0 gross tons of iron or carbon steel scrap, 10 tons of alloy steel scrap, = §-.: 

7 or 1 ton of high-speed steel scrap in a month. The finalresultsof the =: 
annual survey indicate that consumers’, suppliers’, and producers’ >: 

- _ stocks of iron and steel scrap totaled 7,803,151 short tonson December ss 
_. 81, 1942, which represents a 59-percent increase over the 4,917,399 =). .; 

tons on hand December 31, 1941. . 7 a aS 
Consumers’ stocks——Consumers’ stocks of home and purchased 

-_gerap were considerably larger at the end of 1942 thanatthebeginning. = 
The supply of 1,605,756 short tons of home scrap onhandon December  —.. * 

~ -—: 31 represented a 38-percent increase over the 1,166,551 tonson hand = =. 
- . at the beginning of the ‘year, and the supply of 4,710,382 tons of = = s-& 

purchased scrap on hand: at the end of 1942 was 84 percent more 3 
than the 2,559,479 tons on hand December 31, 1941. Thus, eon- | 4 

-.- -gumers’ stocks of scrap totaling 6,316,138 tons at the year end were ee 
70 percent larger than the 3,726,030 tons on hand at the beginning - © oa 

. of the year. =.=... Bo | eae 
| , Consumers’ stocks of pig iron totaled only 1,454,665 tons at the 8 

end of the year, a decrease of 8 percent from the 1,585,199 tons on i 
Rand at the beginning of the year, = sseseses—i‘i‘“—s—“‘“<i 

Suppliers’ and ‘producers? stocks —In appraising stocks insofar as sis 
: . guppliers and producers are concerned, it should be noted that the = 9 =~ 

coverage of the canvass is not known precisely. However, the data =.” 
assembled include virtually complete returns from the larger suppliers = =_—.~ =. 

-. . - and producers, as well asa representative number of returns from | 
_. others, and the figures shown undoubtedly represent a very sub-  . 4 
--_- stantial part of the total stock of iron and steel scrap in suppliers’ = = ~V 

- and producers’ hands. = = ce . oe 
- ss Stocks held by dealers, automobile wreckers, railroads, and manu- =i‘ eC 

. facturers increased 25 percent, from 1,191,369 tons on December 31,  — % 
- 1941, to 1,487,013 tons on December 31, 1942. Stocks in the hands =>. 

of dealers were 37 percent greater at.the end of 1942 than at the end ee 
| of 1941, and manufacturers’ inventories gained 20 percent during the © 

same period. = a Og 

. | | . - 

| | : | . | i
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i’ Consumers’ stocks of ferrous scrap and pig tron. on hand in the United States on 
s/s December 31, 1941, and December 81, 1942, by States and districts, in short tons = = —— 3 

pe December 81, 1941 . December 31,1942 | | 

Bo i or -  §erap - _.. Serap oe a, a 
fe Ee, _ State and. district an po -_ 1 . ; . 

mos ee / a P : Pig iron |: a |Pigiron — ee 

et So - | Home | chased _ ‘Total. | Home| chased | Total | oe 

=  Gonneeticut_.........--..---| - 9,304] 27,616] 36,920] 26,4441 5,302} 34,199} 39,5011 14,535 a 
o? 0 Maing eee. 81] 2256] 2,837] 3,928] «= s48] 4, 701] 4,844] 144g - 
Bee -Massachusetts...............| 14.988] 62,202} . 77,190]. 77,773] 15, 703| 84,977] 100,680] . 42,847 oo 
= "New Hampshire._.......---| 215]. 2,790] 3,005] 1,765]. 355] 2,788] 3,148! 4B 
oes Rhode Island-.-.-.-----..---] 1,284] 7, 706 8,990} 12,070;/ 1,491; 9,556) 11,047; 5,006 Td 

So. otal New England...| 26,267; 107, 535| 183,802) 125, 702| 23,792) 145,871, 169,663] 66,3838 

© Realaware.-o--e--------o-=-]} 22,200] 96,754] 120,968] 44,536] 10,772| 208,408] 200,180] 30,009 
me New York.......------------| 55,023] 130,981] 186,004] 103,311] 44,596] 355,376| 399,972) 90, 444 . 
¢..Pennsylvania...-...--.-.---| 397,072] 490,309] 887,381] 334, 786| 629,311) 775, 957/1, 405, 268) 392,819 4 

os otal Middle Atlantic.| 474,324! 720, 044]1, 194, 368] 482, 633] 690, 679|1, 334, 741|2, 025,420] 522,312 

Be | Alabama onan nos oenn---- ~~ 33,479] 38, 590| 72,069} 40, 111| 64, 177| 126,645| 190,822) 71,700 | 
Pog istrict of Columbia-.---_-- Po . eb oS . ‘ 

BRE a! Kentucky <n----e-------[ 31,477| 41,398] 72,875] | 29,377]. 34,628) 152,604) 187,232). 28,900 = = » 
es a : ; Maryland_.....-.----------- | . . . . . soa. f | . | | . ; : 4 

2 Florida--.-------------------]} 833] 29,743] 80, 576] 5,508] 3,300] 37,280] 40,580} 7,400. | 
Sa” Mfississippi_..-2---...-------] —-100 o75| 875]. 185] i 6] 406 432,027 
Veoss u- North Carolina_.-----..----- 150]. 5,177} 8,336]. 1,212} ~~ =-269] «Ss «8,927 «9, 396] 147 
~.”. South Carolina-<22222222222] 844] 2,148) -2,987, 667} 191], 8,161) 8,352) 8B 
Be oe Temnessee-------------------]} 15,422] 32,159] 47,581} 19,045) 6, 642) 105,891] 112,533) 12, 315 re 
Be - West Virginia___....--------| 6,176] 33,784] 39, 960| 26,250) 5,764] 80,575] 86,339 12,356 oo 

a ~". «Potal Southeastern.-..| 88, 490] 183, 269] 271,759} 122,305]. 114,907] 520, 480) 635, 486| 134, 883 

ae 7) Aykansas_._---------2------- | a 7 of fp } ot 
fer fouigiane. = - 434/ 18,573] 19,007} 790; ~=—-s 787 24,581] - 25,3681 409 4 
Be “Oo homa_..... ..----------- . oo pe oo 

Be MPexas....22 2-2 2LLLL LL] 6,806] 27,602} 34,408] 1,385; 4, 180] 64,330 68,478} 1,600 

"Boal Southwestern_..} 7,240] 46,175 58,415] 2,175] 4,926] 88,920] 93,846] 2, 099 a 
—.° Wyinois..----.--------=---.-| 111, 846] 317, 538} 429,384! 147,356] 128,989] 522,538! 651,527; 93,325 
Ss Endiang _777TTTTTTTTTTTTTT] 103, 529] 240, 384} 343, 913] 99,170} 183,301] 309, 529] 492,830] 79,448 ; 
ae Towa. .-.----------------0-- 1,508] . 30,765| 32,273} 10,668 © 3,534| 53,616 57,150/ 10,342 2 

ansas__........-----.------ wont” pO >I. |. cs | cS | 863] 13,730] 14,602] 780/585] 14,054) 14,630) 928 | 
Michigan-..-----------------|\ 89, 5211 210,891|- 300,412] 237,570} 111,566] 304,760} 416,326] 233,074 — | 

Ce Minnesota...........-.------| 4401} . 51,767] 56,168) 8,713) 10, 047| 126,302] 136,349] 7, 384 
a Missouri.....-...-.---------| 7,709] 69,168, 76,877| 11,706] 3,378) 95,801! 99,269) 8,755 

North Dakota.-....---------|} 9, 992 274| 2,366 51] 2,038] = s«118} 2, 156 49 
0 Ohio. 22 LTT] 215, 998} 278, 206] 489, 199] 250, 580] 281, 693} 634,767} 916, 460] 252, 305 - 

Co - Total North Central__| 537, 462|1, 207, 73211, 745, 194} 763,594] 725, 13112, 061, 57512, 786, 706} 685, 605 
: . -Arizona_..........---____-.- : 

- Nevada io} 2,350|' 7,571, 9, 921 95| 2,381} 16,600] 18, 951 116 
_ New Mexico...--.------..-- 

Golorado...-----------------[} 8,098] 71,475] 79, 568) 9,130] 16,462} 159,650] 176,112] 14, 182 
| Idaho.......-.-------------- 130! 3,534] 3, 664 52 21 8,026] + —-3, 028 55 

Wyoming ......_.-....----- 5 1 6 2 4 1 5 1 
Montana.......--.-.--------| 1,279] 15,235] 16, 514 252] 2,735} 18,752| 21, 487 137 

Total Rocky Moun- | ° 
| tain._.._-...__...| 11,857| 97,816] 109,673] 9,531] 21,554) 198,029] 219,583} 14, 491 

Alaska. .........-.---------- | 
: Oregon. of 5,573; 51,358| 56,931; 2,740] 5,947 76, 230/ 82,177) 3, 252 

aspbington...- 2-2 
California..............-....| 15,338] 145,550] 160,888] 76,519] 18, 730| 284,527) 303,257) 25, 640. 

Total Pacific Coast....| 20,911] 196,908} 217,819} 79,259] 24,677| 360,757| 385,434! 28, 892 

° ‘Total United States. .....--.|1, 166, 551/2, 559, 479/3, 726, 030|1, 585, 1991, 605, 756|4, 710, 382)6, 316, 138|1, 454, 665 |
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_ Suppliers’ stocks of iron and steel scrap on hand December $1, 1941, and December 81, og m 
Oo | 1942, by States and districts, in short tons | 7 a ig 

pe | a _ - December 31, 1941 December 31,1942 Foe 

State and distriet © [a . TU vow | NE 
ee | Prepared pared. _ Total | Prepared pared | : Total @ : - oe 

7 Connecticut_......22------.-..-------| 1,615] 3,704] 15,409 | 12,915] 11,976 | 24, s01- os i Maine._.-...-....._.._.---------------| 8,094] . 1,212 6,306} 5,192] 4178] - °9,370 ES _ Massachusetts_.-...2222_222220-2-2-2-7-] 137940 | 17, 959 31,809 | 18,449] 27,962} 46,411 Ws 
Be New Hampshire. ......--..-.--22- 2-2. 978.| 766 . 1,744 922 2,437 | 3,359 one we Rhode Island..........-.------.--------| 1,437] _ 707| 2,144| 2,986 5,007] 7383 ae : — Vermont....------2-22222ne il] 465 | 1,798 4,258] 3,031 | 2, 620 565 0 
“.  Potal New England..:...........] 35,529 | 26,281 | 61,760} 42,705 | 54,270| 97,005” an. 

| Delaware_.....-2-2.----0--------------| 989 497 1,436] 919 1, 052 1,971 oN -. New Jersey_._...-----...---------2-----] » 22,290 | 16,416 | 38,706 | 19,800]. 19,660 | 30550 2 - New re 54,783 | 37,179 |  91,962| 47,453 | 71,830 | 119, 283 - a -—- Pennsylvania..-.---.....---2----:------|  42,355-} 57,876} 100,231 | 64,831 | 87,387] 143918 “3 
- otal Middle Atlantic...........] 120,367} 111,968 | 232,835 | 123,003 |_179, 920 303,022 
© Alabama. _— ooo eee encne--| 6,982 | 7,226 | ~ 13,158 | 9,709 | 14171] 23,880: os 

- District of Columbia__.....- 2.2.22. 482; . 1,392. 1,874; — 826 1,440 | - 2,266 Oy _ Florida.....--....2---------------------| 6,308} 3,625 | 9,928 | 5,253]. S71} 134% 2 . _ ° Georgia..._-----.---------2e--------a---| 9681 | 4,253 | 13,984] 8,146 | 12,374 | - 20/590 we ed —. Kentucky--.... 22 .--------- 2-2 | 8,588 | 6,255 | = 14,788 | 10,443 | 11,336 | 21-779 | al Maryland __ 222 ILD]. sf ee2 | 13,026 16,688 | 11,275 | 13,355|. 24630 9. % . _. Mississippi. _..-.------2----------------| 2,166 | 2,077 | 4,243} «2.573. | 7604|. 10,177 Pyle -.".. North Carolina. 2272272222] 40g | 2797. 9,835 | 10,942) 7,822] 18,764 =. South Carolina_.....-.-----------------|. 6,698} 1,169]  _7,867| 4,306| 5,473| (9860 . “~. y “Tennessee. ...2.._----------------.---..] 13/769 | 7,543 21,312 | 19,824 | 39,283 | 59,107 ee + Mitginia. 1 2TTTITTITITITITITTTTIT] ss ush970 | 8) 505 24,475 | 10,918 | 13,936] 24154 9 99% West Virginia. - 20-2222 222222I], 6748 | 6, 459 13,207 | 6,303 | 10,018} 16316 =: 
"Total Southeastern...............] _ 87,052 | 64,257 | 151,309 | 100,608 | 144,278 | 244, 886 eS 

 Arkansas.....02202-c20enee-s-ce--z-z--| 23811 2,998 | 4,604 2,652] 7,887] 10,499 0 ~ 
7 - Louisiana......-.-...---.--------2------| - 10,139 7, 954 18,093; = 6,685 | 12,086 |. 18,77 / . Oklahoma. 222) 376 | 43383 9,759| 9,300| 8796) 18116 8  °=  % DOK BS anna nena nena nen nerenenn-s-----| 25,402} 22,478 | 47,880 | 19,922} 38,447] 58,960 

Total Southwestern...............| 43,208 | 37,038 | 80,336 | 38,649 | 67,096 | 105,745 = 
-  Milimois_.w te ee eeeeeeeeeee-eeee----| 77,804 | 48,768 | 126, 662 42,373 | 62,624] 94,9977 ©... | Indiana___-..-----------------------.-.-| 21,185 | 21,763 | 42,948 | 25,958 | 28905| 54.863 = ©... - Towa....-.----------------+-------------| $644] 15,005 | 28,739 | 11,684 | 15,978| 27662 ©. | Kansas... ._-.....----------------.-----| 7,748 | 7,669 15,447 | 7,951 | 13,141| 21002 | Michigan. _._..-_....---..--.---.---.---| 29,783 | 24, 335 54,118} 34,070| 45,810 | 79,880 | ae _ ~“Minnesota.._..-...--.--.---------------| 67,650 | 23, 502 91,152} 71,750] 44,765| 116515 = =. | -Missouri___...-..---.-------------------} 12,024 | 17,720 | 29,744 | 10,764 | 16,494| 27,258 Os | Nebraska_.-.....-.---------------------| 4161] 4,992 9,083 | 4,701] 8,403 | 13,108 9 ys | North Dakota_----.----..--.---.---..-.| 784] "654 | . 1,438 396 | 2,342 2,738 . oy — Ohio.........-.-------------------------|. 64,219 | 47,804} 112,023 | 47,496 | 57,890 | 105,388 titi South Dakota. ......-.-.-----------.-_- 505 | 1,216 1,721; 692] 3,776 4, 468 me - Wisconsin.....-------------------------| 18,121 | 20,557 | 38,678 | 17,473 | 29,473 | 46,946 “i 

_. otal North Central..........-..-] 312,718 | 234,035 | 546, 753 | 275,308 | 319,601 | 594,900 we 
| Arizona......-.---------------------1--- 140 515| «655 7237| 5,997 6714  ~ 

Colorado. ....-.---.-.-...-.----------- 5,872 3, 650 9, 522 5,969 | 3, 535 9,504 oe Idaho.........-.---..-.--------------..| 2,258 644 2, 902 616 95] 21601 =..." — Montana... ......-..----------------.--- 390 | 2,979]  3,369/ 5,808| 2,872 8, 680. a Nevada... ...---.-----------------.----- 334 207 541 29 298 327 re New Mexico..-...-----------------.-_.. 584 17} = GOL | ~—s:1, 456 | ~ ‘1,789 3, 245 ne Utah. _.-2 2 -| a | 4,827 4, 838 940 | 5,298 6, 168 at 
‘Wyoming...__----.-.2-22-2--- 2-22 5, 443 «586 6, 029 . 1,328 2, 941 ' 4, 269 oo 

Total Rocky Mountain...........| 15,582 | 12,925 28,457 | 16,933 | 28, 575 40, 508 we 
California...................----....--..| 43,180] 19, 602 62,732 | 37,768 | 32,427 | 70,195 ao Oregon..._...-.-..----.---------------| 6,904 | 2,667 9,571/ 5,738] 3,064 8, 802 uo Washington. __..................-------] 11422] 6,694 18,116 | 12,626| 9,255 | 21,881 os 

Total Pacific Coast..............-| 61,456 | 28, 963 90,419 | 56,132 | 44,746 | 100,878 nn 
Total United States. _............-....-| 675,952 | 515,417 | 1,191,369 | 653,518 | 833,495 | 1, 487,013 (8 

: 
; C
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ce op oe _ -—- CONSUMPTION» re 

"In the canvass of consumers of ferrous scrap and pig iron in 1942, 

Ro data were assembled on the scrap used in miscellaneous operations, =~ — 

“\ such as rerolling, reforging, and chemical uses, in addition to that used , 

&“~ gn remelting processes. To simplify the. annual canvass, no details . 

are sought regarding the ordinary trade classifications of scrap con- 

Re, . sumed, and no attempt is made to obtain data on its value or cost at oe 

--.  - consumers’ plants. Statistics are compiled to show the consumption — | 

-. "of scrap and pig iron by districts and States and by types of furnace. 
'. . To avoid disclosing details concerning individual plants reporting, itis = 

necessary in some instances to combine figures for some States. All i 

~~ such combinations are made with a view to revealing details of con-. —_ 

~~ sumption by types of furnace rather than by geographic subdivisions. = 

‘The importance of scrap in the conservation of resources is:illus- = 

mo trated by the relative quantities of scrap and ore used in the domestic _ 

“. jron and steel industry. The total scrap consumed in 1942 was 4 

Bros - equivalent to 114 percent of the iron content of all domesticand foreign = =—=s_ 

“fron and manganiferous ores used in blast furnaces, and purchased 

Moo scrap alone equaled 51 percent of the iron content of the ores; in 1941 

* the comparable percentages were 123 and 538.00 CS 

“.. Serap constitutes by far the greater part of the ferrous raw materials 4 

“ "aged in iron and steel plants in the Southwestern, Pacific Coast, and — 4 

- >. . New England districts. These regions, however, used less than 6 ~—: 

Ag percent of the total scrap consumed in 1942. In the New England | 

Uy and Rocky Mountain districts (areas that are small producers of pig - 

\. $ron) and the Southwestern district proportionately more scrap was - 

~ used in 1942 than in 1941; whereas in the remaining districts (Middle a 

ae Atlantic, Southeastern, North Central, and Pacific Coast) propor- : 

~ — tionately less scrap was used. _ | | | | 7 

>>). Qpen-hearth steel furnaces use by far the largest quantities of ferrous 

“.-- gerap and pig iron. ‘They consumed 66 percent of the total scrap in 

a 1942 (67 percent in 1941), 71 percent of the home scrap (71 percent m 

1941), 59 percent of the purchased scrap (63 percent in 1941), and 77 oO 

~~ "percent of the pig iron (76 percent in 1941). oe | 

yo “ In cupola furnaces, the second-largest consumers. of scrap, the 

"relative consumption of home and purchased scrap was changed con-_ 

siderably. They used 12-percent of the home scrap in 1942 (15 per- > 

a gent in 1941), 19 percent of the purchased scrap (22 percent in 1941), 

a and 8 percent of the pig iron (9 percent in 1941). 

oo Open-hearth and cupola furnaces together consumed 83 percent of 

| -the home scrap, 78 percent of the purchased scrap, and 85 percent of _ 

a the pig iron in 1942. 
Bessemer converters used 10 percent of the pig iron consumed in 

| 1942 but only relatively small quantities of scrap (0.61 percent of the 

| total). Although electric furnaces consumed only 10 percent of: the 

| total scrap in 1942, over 98 percent of the total charge to this type of 

| equipment was home and purchased scrap.
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. _. Ferrous scrap and pig tron consumed in the United States and percent of total derived a 
oS _ from home scrap, purchased scrap, and pig tron, 1941-42, by districts ag 

Ce | -. Percentoftotalused | Percent oftotalused = «ss 

7 | District. - Total 7 — ~~ |. Total | - : Pe One 
. - used . Serap used .  Serap ee oe es 

. Ce (short _ _ Pi (short |} pig. ry 

ca co - Pur- 7 Pur- iron Oo at , a | | Home chased Total Home | phased! PF otal Oo oy 

. . New England..-....| 1,532,883 | 31.9 37.0| 68.9{| 31.1 | 1,602,721] 30.9! 38.4} 69.31! 30.7 een i Middle Atlantic__-_"| 40,056,774 | 28.6 | 19.5 | 48.1 | 51.9 | 42,029,787 | 26.6| 20.1| 46.7| 53.3 NN 
/ _ Southeastern_...----| 14,286,365 | 26.3 | 19.8 |. 46.1| 53.9 | 15,006,739 | 24.4| 19.9| 44.3| 55.7 os 

- Southwestern__.-...| | 295,465 |. 25.1 |} 73.0]. 98.1 19 | 461,624 | 22.0] 76.4] 98.4 1.6 a 
7 ~~ North Central____.-| 55,915,636 | 30.8 | 22.1 | 52.9] 47.1 | 56,464,226 | 29.7] 22.7] 52.4] 47.65.0000 LU 

‘Rocky Mountain-_-| 1,512,974 | 27.9 | 29.5 | 57.4 |- 42:6 | 1,637,012 | 26.7| 32.6| 59.3| 407 0 0 5 “Pacific Coast...-..--] 1,801,631 | 25.4} 62.8} 88.2] 11.8} 2105025] 21:1] 66.0] 871} 129 9 
Be (115, 401,728 | 29.4) 21.9] 51.3 | 48.7 /119, 308,034 | 27.8] 22.7] 50.5] 49.5 oe 

- _. Proportion of home and purchased scrap and pig iron used in furnace charges in the =~ ..% 
SO - _ United States, 1941-42, in percent | et 4 

a SO 41 | Rg 

. ‘Type offumace «== | = ss Serap,—— ff Scrap - oy . Be C0 meme Pig emi 
, | iron D | iron OR 

| co | - Home chased Total . Home chawwa ‘Total | : ; : ae aS 

| -Open-hearth............--.---|. 29.1] 193] 484/ sie] 276] 1.9] 4.5| 5835 9 oe 
. -Bessemer-.---.-.------------- 5.0; | 12 6.2. 93.8 4.0 “LT 5.7 94.3 a ee 

. . Electric... ...2..02-2-2-- ale 49.6} 48.7.5 98.3 1.7 60.5 | 48.0]. 98:5 150.0 cc OS 
-  Cupola...---------2--2-----2-] 31.4 34.8; 66.2 33.8 | 29.0, 37.8. 66.8 | . 33.2. . NES 

: “Abr 478] 19.1] 66-9} 83.1 | 488] 185 | 673] BAT 
Crucibie..----22-2 2] ais} 40 | 94:8 5:7} 73.1] 20.7| 93:8] 6.2 Ce 
Puddling--..----..---...--._- 5. 6- 27.8 33. 4 66.6 4.7 30. 3 35.0} 65.0 | Le 

- ‘Blast...-2.-..s.sssssseseceeeef| 647] 458] 100.0 |---2-- 88.3 | 46.7) 10000) 
_ os ‘ mS oo ARS 

——- 1 Includes data for 3 Brackelsberg furnaces. ot a . me was 

| | CONSUMPTION BY DISTRICTS AND STATES a Ay 

All 48 States, the District of Columbia, and Alaska contain plants © =~ 4 
_ consuming ferrous scrap and pig iron. The greatest consumption, = 
however, is concentrated in the steel-making centers of the North  ~% 
Central, Middle Atlantic, and Southeastern States. These areas = + 
include the 8 largest consuming States, which used 82 percent of the = — : 

; total scrap, 91 percent of the pig iron, and 86 percent of the total — oy 
_— scrap and pig iron charged into furnaces in 1942; the comparable ne 

. percentages in 1941 were 83, 92, and 87, respectively. These States 4 
| (the relative position of which varied slightly from 1941) and the =. 

| percentage of the total ferrous scrap and pig iron each consumed in . 
1942 were as follows: Pennsylvania 28, Ohio 20, Indiana 11, Illinois 9, ol 

| New York 5, Alabama 5, Michigan 4, and Maryland 4. ) | ae 
The second table following shows total consumption of ferrous . ae 

scrap and pig iron by districts and percentage change in use of home oe 
scrap, purchased scrap, total scrap, and pig iron, 1938 to 1942. 4
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“| Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in the United States, 1941-42, by type oF 
bo of furnace, im shoritons 

Wong _. Type of furnace or equipment . plants re-;-———_-——_,-_______ | Pig iron LY 

BF a | porting | Home | Purchased| Total — es oe 

ggg 
te Open-hearth..._..-.--.---------------------- 139 | 24,002,629 | 15,920,857 | 39,923,486 | 42,481,404 = | 
Mae a , Bessemer..----------------------------------] 38 820, 738 72, 506 | 393, 244 5, 993, 264 eo 
eh Electrie........---.------------------------- 306 | 2,109,839 | 2,068,318 | 4,178,157}... 72,788 = . © 
poet Cupoli....--------++------2-272--0ooo02 227 2, 798 8,004, 864 | 5,559, 273:| 10, 564,137 | 15,388,747 oo 
ee irs. eee eee eee enn ene eee] 128. . 901 exo | cena oe 
Gee nn ~ Brackelsberg -......---.--------------------- 3 | (872, 227 349, 425 1, 221, 652 604, 835 

wo Orueible. eee eee eeeeeeeeeeeeee| AT, 949] 1,499] 8, 4487). W7 
se +. Puddling..-._--2.-22-22222----------+------ 8] 4,568) . 22,626 27,194 |. 54,183 7 
iyi s - ‘Blast_.----------2--------------------+------ -78 |. 1,587,866 |. 1,317,072 | 2,904,938 |.....-.------ 
Sigs es Direct castings. ...-.------------------------] 24 |_-----------|--- 22+ + 2-22 |---e-- 2 --e-] 1,590,074 oe 

ee 33, 904, 680 | 25,811, 576 | 50,216,256.) 56,185,472 
eho Open-hearth.......----------------------2-44 145 | 23, 445, 884 | 16, 114,069 | 39,559,953 "| 45,538,846 ss 

Ree . Bessemer_.......---------2--2---------------| 83 |» 260,025. | 109,887 | 369,912. | 6, 131, 222 a 
Be _ ». Electric. .....-.--.------.------------------- 346 | 3,025,878 | . 2,880,020 |. 5,905,898 | - 92, 878 4 
Be Qupola...-.---------2-------0-0020nono oo 2, 768 3, 936, 603 |. 5,117,918 | 9,054, 52k | 14,490,513. - 8 
De .. AM. cs 2-2 l eee eee eee eee 99 - . maa 

Fie Brackelsberg...--..-..----------------------| 8 } 828, 178 313, 266 1, 141, 444 | : 555, 436 en 
he Crucible_:...----.--------------------------- ss | 2, 610 | HL | 8, BEL] i 
foo  Puddling-....--------2------b---o ee een eee 8|.. 8,603 | 28,174 | . 26,777] = 49,835. i 
we Blast...-2---2-- n+ ++ eee] 73 | 1,564,912 | 1,372,599 | 2,937,511 [.----.------ : 
els | Direct castings ...------------------+-------+ (80 |2--------- |---| eee ----] 2, 183, 918 . at 
we. Rerro-alloy 8...--.--..--2-------2-----2------ a1 1777710, 853 | 307,316 |. 318, 169 19 | 
vo... Miscellaneous #.._....-.2-------------------| 187 | ° 50,826 | 896,789 | 947,615 |------------ 

ge | fee 183,701 | 33, 129, 372 | 27,135,779 | 60,265,151 | 59,042,883 = 

ac... ¥Ineludes some pig iron used in mianonts: sect castings. re od 
ni,’ % Where 2 or more separate departments, such as blast-furnace, open-hearth, foundry, etc., are situated - 
Pee ee - at the same place and are operated by 1 establishment, each appears as 1 plant in the total. ee ; 
woh 3 Comparable data not obtained for 1941, a . on 0 
Are. i . ° . . * , . . ‘ : uo ‘ : . : : . : 

Re Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig tron in the United States, 1938-42, by districts = 

Bee eS Pig iron 4 
Be SF |. Home | Purchased . Total . 7 | - 
fou SF I Active * 
Be __ District and year plants Change Change}  _—‘| Change} Change 4 

an : — eg from | from - | from : from : 
of . _pre- pre- pre- pre- : 

| Short vious Short vious. Short vious | Short vious | 
. , year . year year year 

. | (per- (per-— | (er- (per- | 
eo cent) cent) cent) a cent) 

New England: - | | . > 
OS . 1988_.......----- 257| 140,344) —46.4| 250,830) —44.2| 391,174) —45.1| 145,825) —45.6 

1939__.......-.-- 263} 240,931) -+71.7| 385,805} +53.8] 626,736) +60.2; 239,753) +64.4 
1940__..----.--.- 270| 283,607) +17.7| 413,993} +7.3} 697,600} -+11.3} 301,997; +26.0 

Z 194].._..._----.- 267, 489,163) -+72.5| 566,952) -+36.9] 1,056,115) -+51.4! 476,768) -+57.9 
1942_....___----- 271| 494,569) +1.1] 616,166] +8.7} 1,110,735) +5.2) 491,986) +3.2 

Middle Atlantic: 
1938_....-------- 817) 3,882,649) —46.8] 2,967,931; —51.7| 6,850, 580; .—49.0] 6,617,829) —53.4 | 
1939__...._-.---- 835] 5,840, 586| +50. 4) 4,660,910) +57.0/10, 01, 496] +53. 3/12, 250, 912; +85.1 
1940_.-.---_--_-- 831! 8,197,874; +40. 4] 5,607,105} +20. 3/13, 804,979] -+31. 5/17, 400,042} -+42.0 
1941_.__..._.---.- 859111, 472, 727| -+39.9) 7,796, 243} -+39.0)19, 268,970) -+39. 6/20, 787,804) -+-19.5 
1942___._--._.--- 914/11, 190,820] —2.5| 8,446,963} +8.3)19, 637,783) -+1.9122,392,004; -+7.7 

Southeastern: 
1988. .------ 445| 1, 765,819) —26.9) 1,393,961} —36.2)/ 3,159,780) —31.3) 3,827,133} —24.0 
1939__...-----.-- 470| 2,593, 437) -+46.9| 2,019,620] +44.9] 4,613,057| +46.0) 5,853,055) +52.9 
1940_--.-.--_---- 473| 3,137,588) -+21.0] 2,485,652) ++-23.1| 5,623,240) 21.9) 6,905, 435) +18.0 
1941__...--.-.--- 490| 3, 761,458} -+19.9| 2,825,903} +13. 7} 6, 587,361} -+17.1| 7,699,004) +11.5 
1942___..-_-- 2. 525| 3,669,073) —2.5| 2,981,358) -+5.5| 6,650,431} -+1.0) 8,356,308) +8.5 , 

Southwestern: 
-1938__.---------- 114 39,377} —32.2| 110,366) —33.3} 149,743) —33.0 5,027, —81.2 

; 1939__.---.--.--- 131 39,865) -+1.2| 125,968} +14.1]; 165,833) -+10.7 4,575; —9.0 
1940__...-.-.-.-- 132 39, 674 —.5| 135,909} -+7.9| 175,583) +5.9 4,434, —3.1 ° 
1941....-------.- 139 74,059| +86.7| 215,699] +58.7| 289,758} -+65.0 5,707; +28.7 
1942__........-.- 138| 101,683} +37.3| 352,460} +63.4| 454,143] -+56.7 7,481, +31.1
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_. Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig tron in the United States, 1938-42, by = 9 
aren —.... dastricts—Continued a ag 

; CO Pigiron 
oe | Home Purchased : Total =| ~ | Be 

_ District and year plants Change Change  |Changel Change we 8 
Mi . a - ing from | - from _| from oe -from ES a 

* oe fp Short | Pe | short | Pe | short | PFE | ghort | PP 2 . a 1. Vious vious |. vious ‘vious ms 

a Ff OS year | ODS | year | DS | year | DS | year oS 
eo . ae (per- | — ‘| (per- (per- |. | (per- clos 
oa | . L ~ | cent) cent) | - : cent) |. cent) Re 

ore ‘NorthCentra: | |. |. oe 7 oo Pf or 
- 1988... | 1,333) 6, 526, 443] -—44.3] 5, 759,245] —44. 0/12, 285,688] —44.2| 9,871, 485] —45.2 Cas 

oe 1939........-.-.-| 1, 374|10, 365, 278| -++58.8| 8, 468, 527) +-47.0|18, 833, 805| +53. 3/16, 201,065| -L65.0 | oo 
ae 4940-772 TTTZ] 1 377/12; 801, 283] +23. 5| 9; 622; 839] +-13.6122, 4241921 +19. 1/20,926,271| “428.5 

OAT 1, 424)17, 227,439} 4-34. 6/12, 329,204) -+28. 1/29, 556,643] +31. 8/26, 358, 993} --26.0 2 
en 1942__...-..--..| 1, 480|16, 798, 338) —2.5]12,814,917| -+3. 9129, 608, 255| -+.2126,855,9711 -++1.9- oo ed 

os Rocky Mountain: |— fo fo. _ re - re 
oe 1938..........-..|. 66} -101, 953] —54.3} 161,999] —49.2| 263,952! —51.3] 152,974. 63.3 ve 
Os 19892 | 68}. 224,007] +119. 7] 280,988] . +73.5|° 504,995] 491.3] 412, 564] +169.7 cS 

, ~. 1940_--.----.---- 66; 260,825} -+16.4! — 341,269 +21.5 602,094; -+19.2| 458,209) +11.1 20 OY. 
~ an 5 es | 75} 421,191) --++61.5| 446, 745} -+30.9|. 867,936) +44.2} 645,038) +40.8 = 2 oH 

— 1942.2 | 87) 486,470) +3.6) 533,604) +19.4[° 970,074) +11.8) 666,988) +3.4 9 oe 
‘Pacific Coast: Od roe a . + - a oS 7 Ce 

a 1938......-...---| 234] . 223,317] —20.6| 582,092 —23.5] 805,409} —22.7| 104,508]. —4.2- 0 
: oo. 1989 - 252) 347,792) +42.3 762,.822|  -+31.0} 1,080,614} -+34.2! 180, 775) .-+72.8 ce tg 

19490 TTT) 258} 326,872}. +29]. 875,181} +147] 1,202,053) +11.2] 189,440] 448 2 9 ore 
Be - 1941... 222]. 277) ~~ 458, 643) +40. 3] 1, 180, 830) +29. 2) 1,589,473) +32.2). 212,158]. +12.0 ea 

pa 1942__----------. - 285) 448,419} —3.3} 1,390,311] +22. 9) 1,833, 730/ +15.4| 272,195) .+28.3.. oo ae 

=. United States: , en en po fe eI 
- a 1938__.-....-----| 13, 266/12, 679,902; —43.0/11, 226,424) 44. 7/23, 906,326] —43.8/20,.724,871| —45.7 Les 

> -19389_.-------.---| 13, 393)19, 621, 896; -+-54. 7/16, 704,640) . +48. 8/36, 326, 536] +-52.0/35, 232, 699} -+70.0. ao Og 
oo - 1940_..----.-----} 13, 407/25, 047, 723) +27. 7|19, 481, 948} +16. 6/44, 529,671} -+-22. 6/46, 185,828) +31.12 0°90 

© -1941__.2----.----| 13, 531|33, 904, 680) +35. 4/25, 311, 576} 4-29, 9/59, 216, 256) +33. 0/56, 185, 472; +21.7 a Ss 
1942__.....-.---- 1 3, 701/33, 129, 372 _ 72.3)27, 135, 779) +7. 2/60, 265, 151 -+1. 8/59, 042, 883 +5.1° - a _ ts 

“ 1 Where 2 or more separate departments, such as blast-furance, open-hearth, foundry, etc., are situated at. tt 
__. the same place and are operated by 1 establishment, each appears as 1 plant in the total. - Be ne 

—... Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig tron in the United States in 1942, by States one 
—— OO “and districts , a - es 

7 oe hee ooo 
oe : | | tive}. Home Purchased Total | ne RS 

‘State and district Plants Oo) OD oY | OOOO ed “a 
ae - port- |. Per- Per-| -. Per-  {Pe- 8% 

. | ing Short | cent | Short | cent | Short | cent | Short | cent OR 
To . : tons of tons of tons | of tons . of : yt 

: | : | total total] | total total mask 

| Connecticut.........-....-.-.| 72] 161,654] 0.5! 192,666] 0.71 354,320/ 0.6| 138,938] 0.3 Ly 
Maine____...-2-.22-- ee 22 10, 907} (!) 8, 557] (1) 19, 464) (2) 8, 763} (2) a) 
Massachusetts...............- 127| 246, 322 -7| 328, 603 1.2} 569,925 1.0 244, 993 4 ond 

: New Hampshire.._..........- 21 5,727) (1) 18, 008 ol 23,.735| (1) 20, 523} (2) coy 
. Rhode Island..-......2../...- 14 50, 465 2 51,094) . .2] 101,559 2 58, 116 ol Cy 

Vermont.........------------- 15 19, 494 -l] © 22, 238} ol 41, 732 1 20, 653] = (1) ae 

. Total New England....| 271] 494,569] 1.5] 616,166] 2.3] 1,110,735] 1.9] 491,986, .8 = 

Delaware.............--------}° ll ; ) po ae | Nee ees z72777] at7|} 518.000] 1.6] 707,946] 2.6) 1,222,946] 2.0) 532,783] 9 a 
New York._..................] 248) 1, 648, 581] 5.0] 1, 435,330] 5.3) 3,078,861; 5.1) 3,015,417; 5.1 cy 

¢ Pennsylvania_................| 538] 9,032,289] 27.2) 6,303, 687) 23. 2/15, 335,976] 25. 5/18, 843, 804) 31.9 a 

| Total Middle Atlantic..| 914/11, 190, 820] 33.8] 8, 446, 963| 31. 1|19, 637, 783] 32. 6/22, 302, 004! 37.9 ao 
Alabama_____......--.--------| 103] 1,412, 781| 4.3 722,511| 2. 7| 2,135, 242| 3.5] 3,408, 958| 5.8 cd 
District of Columbia....--..-- 4 4 
Kentucky.........---....-----|  28|}1,596, 118} 4.8] 1,148,549] 4.2| 2,744,667| 4.6] 3,055,553) 5.2 a 
Maryland............-..--...- 38 . . 

, - See footnote at end of table. | ° 

5562504336 | ae
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fe > Consumption of ferrous scrap and. pig iron in the United States in 1942, by States -. 
parr oo a and disiricts—Continued eS 

Br be Pr Pig iron | 
eo - a . | tive Home _Purehased {| . Total = | - 7 

BO ‘State and district . plants = op So > a 
Gee port- | - | Per-| | Per- (| Per-| Per- | — 
Ba - " . ing | Short {| cent; Short | cent; Short | cent} Short | cent — So 

ne _ me ft - |. tons | of | tons - | of tons | of tons of 7 

Mee a Sa | ef total {total} sf total} © total 

OMB -vnnaennznn--=--------] Bath 58,783] 0.2) 140,562} 0.5} 199,295 0.3] 81,2201 0.1 
fet - . Mississippi..------------2----| 12 678] (1) 1,867} @) | 2,545) @ |. 618] 
“0 North Carolina..2222-22.-22.-| 591 19,734) 3]. 27,273] 1) 47,007) 1] :16, 076] (1). So 
eos. Bouth Carolina 772222222222]. 20[. 4,353] @) | 12,872] 61) 17,225] () | 4, 582) (1) , 
Bel TRTNCHBOL- = ~7--2-----2---20 —&h 196,187} 6} 358,112] 1.3) 554,200] 9] 165,381), 8 
ao West Virginia....2.2..2.....-.] 37/380, 530} 1.1] 569,612}. 2.1) 950,151) 1.6} 1,624,014) 2.8 os 

“os  otal Southeastern...-| _ 526] 3, 669,073] 11.1] 2, 981, 358] 11.0] 6, 650, 431| 11.0] 8, 356, 308) 14.2 sos 

oe  Arkansas.....__.__...---___-- 14 foo: a Le a | oe : 
Beye Louisiana.-------------------- 2s 27,9244 .1| 98,079} 41 -126,003] 2} = 3, 058) (1) 4 

a kiahoma..._.-..--2-..-.---- So ae - fo j 
Boos Texas.......-------2----------| . 26{ 78,750] — .2| 254,381]. 9} -328, 140] 66} 4, 428) (t) 4 

cies. MotalSouthwestern.....| 138] 101,683] 3] 352,460] 1.3] 454,143] 8] 7, 4811 (@) 4 

ae Tlinois................-.-...-.| . 264] 3, 104, 643] . 9.4] 2,374,597| 8.7] 5,479,240] 9.0] 5,369,942} 9.1 4 
an Indiana._................-----| 165] 3, 888,524} 11.7] 2,198,196] 8.1] 6,086, 720| 10.1] 6,963,040) 118 = |} 

ee Towa. lili. | 69)” 118, 355] 3] 235,803] 9] 349,158] 6] 64,012), 1 
Bibs o : FEANSAS. <-----aewnn-n--eneon2- ei} 29,234 .1} 75,181| .3| 104,365] .2) 5, 882} (1) | : 
po Michigan (7777777777777 ] aa ol eal a - | col. ang - ‘ ba Wisconahin 2 2ceri2277227] Teal}? 185-868] 6.6] 1,822, 251] 6.7] 4,008,119] 6.6] 2,104,082] 3.6 
PERS Oo Minnesota_..-.------\--------| 82) 216,532  .7| 379,773, 1.4] 596,305] 1.0| 308,937} .5 
che Missouri l 22222 222liiic] 78] 227,074, 7] 727,075] 2.7| 954,149, 1.6) 81,677] «1 oe 

South Dakota] aif 5103] @ | 687] | 700) @ | mH 
me ObHoL LITITZ] 399] 7,027,005] 21. 2) 5,001, 404} 18. 4|12, 028, 409] 20. 0/11, 958, 323] 20.8 

Bel... otal North Central....| 1, 480/16, 793, 338] . 50. 7/12, 814, 917| 47. 2120, 608, 255] 49. 1126, 855,971| 45.5 : 
bor °° Apigona...-..-|OCOot<‘<‘<i«i‘iS*‘iéié‘ieS#*‘(.” OStCO!!!!CdS 7 3 
ye Nevada...............--.-..--|. 4{} 17,974} .1] 56,0221 = sa] 73,906, 3) GE 
we. | New Mexico_____..-.--------- Ai} | oe 

eo oHorado......----------------| 33/1 gog ore] 1.2] 444,469] 1.7]. 849,485] 1.4] 666,254) 11 0 
ae Idaho. - oe 6| 1,095) (4) 7,830]. (1) |. 8,925) (1) 112} (1) - : 
oe -  Wryoming._.....2------2--- 22.) 1 2) (1) . 1} (4) 3} @) |} 1] (4) ce Montana._2222222222222222-2-] 1) 12,383) @) 25,282} .1| 37,665) «1 535] (4) 

x | Total Rocky Mountain.| 87| 436,470} 1.3] 583,604 2.0/ 970,074 1.6] 666,938} 11 | 

a Alaska._......................|.- 1 , 
- OregOn nee naeneoenna - a 76,544, .2} 314,537/° 1.2] 391,081] .6| 17,178} () 

ashington-_....----- 2k 1 
, California....-7--2--222277"} 170] 366,875] 1.1] 1,075,774] 3.9] 1,442,640] 2.4! 255,017]. .5 

| | ‘Total Pacific Coast.....| 285] 443,419} 1.3] 1,390,311] 5.1] 1,833,730] 3.0} 272,195] «5 

a Total United States: . an 
1942.____________-.---+----]? 3,701138, 129, 372] 100. 0127, 135, 779} 100. 0/60, 265, 151| 100. 0159, 042, 883] 100.0 

| 1941____________..-..------|® 3,531|88, 904, 680 100. 0|25, 311, 576} 100. 0/59, 216, 256| 100. 0/56, 185, 472] 100.0. 

1 Less than 0.05 percent. } 
2 Where 2 or more separate departments, such as blast-furnace, open-hearth, foundry, etc., are situated - 

at the same place and are operated by 1 establishment, each appears as 1 plant in the total. 

_ CONSUMPTION BY TYPE OF FURNACE | 

| Oven-hearth furnaces.—Ferrous scrap and pig iron consumed in open 
| hearths in 1942 totaled 85,098,799 tons—a 3-percent increase over 

1941. Of the 1942 total, home scrap constituted 27 percent, purchased 
scrap 19 percent, and- pig iron 54 percent. ‘The use of home scrap 
decreased 2 percent, with the use of purchased scrap and pig iron 
increasing 1 and 7 percent, respectively.



RON AND STEEL SCRAP COD 

Charges to open-hearth furnaces in 1942 consisted of 46 percent =~. 
total scrap and 54 percent pig iron, compared with percentages of 48 =~: 
and 52, respectively, in 1941. Of the total scrap consumed in open 

: hearths in 1942, 41 percent was purchased scrap, compared with 40- . .. 
Lo _ percent in 1941 and 41 percent in 1940. Higher proportions of scrap 

are used in areas remote from pig-iron-producing centers, but the . = = 
--- practice of using scrap exclusively is relatively rare. In 1942 only3 2: 

_ —- plants out of a total of 145 operated on a 100-percent scrap basis; 
they consumed only 541,762 tons, less than 1 percent of the total ©: 

. consumption of raw materials in open hearths. aE 

ae Pennsylvania, the leading steel-producing State, outranked all | =: 
others in 1942 in the consumption -of ferrous scrap and pig iron in a 

-_ open hearths, followed by Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. — rs 

-_ . Consumption of ferrous scrap and £9 iron in open-hearth furnaces in the United Oo wa 
States in 1942, by districts and States, in short tons a eS 

7 oe Active | | crap one | ot 
a | District and State. . plants |-——-——-7—--— ]. Pig iron oy 

an oe oe a . . |reporting| ome | Purchased| Total Be a 

. ; New England: = .- en oe | \ ° os 
| Connecticut... ....-...------------------ 1 : oe Se 

_ Massachusetts_........-..-.-.-.---------| . 2 113,600 | 264,374 |  377,974| —-.:154, 343 tye 
ae _ . Rhode Island_...-----=--------.---------|. ry | | nb : ts 

oo o Total: 1942_.......--------------------[ 4 113,600 |. 264, 374 377, 974 154,343 °° 
Bo 1941._....-..-.-..-.--.-------| ss & | > «184,958 | 228,518 | 363,476 | 148, 899 oe 

oe Middle Atlantic: of } Po fe 
Delaware.-......--.-._------------------ 1 |) ie 

oe New Jersey_.....------.--.-----.-------- 3 } 1, 0,0 997,469 | 2,418,361] 2,849,296 ©. |” 
a New York. ____...---2--2-----------------| ss 8 I . Sel 

Pennsylvania. [2STTTTTTTTIIIIIIIIIT] 52 [7,160,202 | 4, 495, 210 | 11, 658,412 | 14,788,260 

a Total: 1942........-.--.-----------/.-| 64 | 8,581,004 | 5,492,679 | 14,073,773 | 17,687,546 89. 
. | 1941..................--.-.----| «G1. | (9,056,244 | 5,369,913 | 14,426,157] 16,631,048 = 89- 

| . _. Southeastern and Southwestern: oe : i Oe 
Alabama_.........-.--..----------=------ 4 . ont 

- Georgia...........-----.---------------- 1 |] - i os 
_ .Tennessee.......-.----------------------]- 1 943, 265 551,063 | 1, 494,328 2,624,876 ns 

: Oklahoma.__.__._--.--_-.--...-.-..-----.- 1 : Se ah 

District of Columbia--......-.----.---- : 1 | | | Le 
ntucky-_.....-.----------1----------- , | po as | Many | Tp 1, 761, 448 | 1,804, 706 | 3,066,149 | 3,980,770 

| | West Virginia._._-....------------------ 2 - | ; oe 

| Total: 1942.......---------------------[ 14 | 2,704,708 | 1,858,760 | 4,560,477] 6,605,646 
| OE ggg TTT] a] 2,686,917 | 1,834,492 | 4,521,409] 5,787,602 

North Central: | | a : | oe 4 
Illinois... ..._..-_-.-------L-------------- 12] 2,122,889 | 1,366,008 | 3,488,807} 3, 732, 154 ps 
Indiana.._..._........-.--.--.-.-.---.-]—|s« 8 | 3, 479,930 | 1,809,941 | 5,289,871 | 6, 406, 822 “8 
Michigan......-.-.-.---.-...-.-...------] = @ |. 782,693 |” 562,207] 1,344,900] 1,365,749 “4 

. NO agnor ron | 1 , \ 149, 658 496, 243° 645, 901 | 21, 468 | oe 

Minnesota_....-.------------------------ 1 . Yo Minnesota.......-.-------------27--7-~-- 1 |} 182,984] 243,876 | 426, 360 285,129 - 
0) nn 25 | 4,780,436 | 2,959,336 | 7,739,772] 8, 513, 188 ah 

, / Total: 1942__._..------------ eee 56 | 11,498,590 | 7,437,111 | 18,935,701 | 20,324,510 8 
1941.-...-..---..--2.------.---| ‘55 | 11, 567,667 | 7,456, 887 | 19,024, 554 | 19, 196, 973 - “g 

Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast: . _ | ce 
Colorado. ........-.--------------------- a | my 
California_._..--.-.--------------------- 5 547,802 | 1,064,136 | 1,612, 028 816, 801 3 
Washington___.......-.---....---------- 1 vt, 

———$<— | — | | | an 

Total: 1942_..__.......-.-------------- 7| 547,802 | 1,064,136 | 1,612, 028 816, 801 Ne 
1941__....---------------------- 7 | ~ 556,843 | 1,031,047 | 1, 587,890 716, 887 . 

Total United States: 1942._........-.-..----- 145 | 23, 445, 884 | 16, 114,069 | 39, 559,953 | 45, 538, 846 ns 
1941_.---..------------- 139 | 24, 002, 629 | 15, 920,857 | 39,923,486 | 42, 481, 404 :
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-, Bessemer converters —The consumption of ferrous scrap and pigiron 
“In bessemer converters in 1942 totaled 6,501,134 tons—a 2-percent in- 
Bo crease over 1941. The proportion of scrap consumed in converter 
-. practice is low (amounting to only 5.7 percent in 1942), and the major a 
-.« . portion was homescrap. Almost all of the small tonnage of purchased . 
»- 4 serap consumed in converters was used in small steel-foundry plants. 

Pennsylvania was the principal consumer of scrap in bessemer con- 
“| werters in 1942. cy ae _ Oo 

te cat Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in bessemer converters in the United = 
tela ae — States in 1942, by districts and States, in shoritons = - mo 

Beles | Active |. | Scrap ae 
me _ '* ° District and State. _, |plantsre- a ——-——|_ - Pig iron a 
Gob, re Porting . Home | Purchased} Total | co 

* New England and Middle Atlantic: 9 | rn | 
Dees. Connecticut-..2.-.2..- eee Ly. . sos 
eo . - Delaware..._...2. 2-222 a} 4,128 | 3, 769 7, 897 2,511. - ok 
Bet Massachusetts.....-.-.-.---.-.----------| |p oo He ee e eo. Pennsylvania. 2222222I2TITIIIIIII 9} 98,118 | 55,924} 154,042 | 2,814,482 
bol otal: 1942.0... ---u-------] 1B | 102,246 | 59,698 | 161,930 2,316,993 
ee gg TTI 13 | 107,508 | 52,257 | 159,765} 2.001311 =, 
-. Southeastern and Southwestern: BN 
Woe Alabama. _.20.2.-2-- 2 ele 1 to of 
Bop Maryland .__..22- 2-2. eee} ti Se So 
we West Virginia 2-TTTITTTTTITTTITT) a It 82,015 | 17,362] 49,377 | 814, 980 | 
pe Louisiang_.__.....2-..... 00.2 - eee ] 7 oa : 

Bes . aS Texas... -....-.-----.-------------------- 1 _ . ~ ae Pe _— — 

yg Total: 1942.2. see. 32,015 | 17, 362 49,377 | - 514,930 i 
ne | “4941 STITT 63,088 | 5,090 68,178 | 488, 351 _ 

woe ".. North Central and Pacific Coast: . oo - ee : pe oe - Ce FMinois see] E9298 15, 517 24,812) 586, 453 ; 
be a , . : Indiana. ..._-_.-_-- eee ee 1 : : ‘ ‘ 

ee Jowa. TTI 11,514] 12,437] 23,951 | 319, 654 3 
ey. Michigan._..__ oe 1 . . " 
Bee Minnesota_-__.......--.--.-.-_---------- 1 . 
PO - Missouri_—_..22...2..22L 22222 eee ee - oj | §,837) 4,878 - 10, 715 3, 446 : 
pou. _  Washington.__...2..2.22.2 2-21-22. ee. 1 - a . : 
pe Ohio. _....227TTTITITI 5 99,118 |.........-..] 99,118 | 2, 389, 746 | 
eo tad 19420 eee] IB | 125, 764 32,832] 158,596 | 3, 299, 299 | 
me 1941-02222] 5 | 150, 142 15,159 | 165,301} 3,303,602 
— Potal United States: 1942....-.2-------- 33 |  260,025|  109,887|  369,912| 6,131,222 
a , | C75 ena 33| 320,738 | 72,506 | 393,244 5, 993, 264 

| __ Electric steel furnaces——Ferrous scrap and pig iron consumed in” 
: electric furnaces totaled 5,998,776 tons—a 41-percent increase over | 

1941. Pig iron constituted less than 2 percent of the total ferrous raw 
materials used in electric furnaces. Of the 346 active plants reporting, 
104 operated exclusively on scrap and consumed 942,678 tons—about 

| 16 percent of the total scrap and pig iron used. : | 
Ohio led all States in 1942 in the consumption of scrap in electric 

furnaces, followed by Pennsylvania, Illinois, Michigan, and California.
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— Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in electric steel furnaces in the United os 
7 we States in 1942, by districts and States, in short tons . ” = Oe 

no ee TL Retive | —  Berap oe 
ae District and State 4 plants {rr :SCO#P ig iron ro o 

ae ae - - reporting) Home | Purchased| ‘Total BS 

pe New England: a . | | | oS a 
-- . Connecticut____.........---------;------| «6 |..--:11, 980 12,800 | . 24, 780 We 

Po New Hampshire..._.....--..-.---1-.-.--] 1 —— ae _— . st 
Be _ Rhode Island__....----------------------| 1 1, 551 1, 594 3, 145 73 oe 
a . . Vermont..........---.-----L-------.---- 1 - . | e 

ee Massachusetts..........-----------------] .. 11} 85,911 | —s-'15,386 | «51, 297 1,282 ks 

om | Total: 1942____._.....-2.2----2- 2: 20 49,4421 - 29,780 79, 222 QW 2 ok 
ee 1941.8 nee eeeeeeeneeeee-| dS 30,946 | 21,505} 52,451 te Ta 

. ' Middle Atlantic: | oo a : ae 

Ngee cin) og |p 88574] 77,603 | 164,267 |. 2.386 4 
: | New York._.......-----.----------------} 20 124,298 | 181,741 | 256, 039 493 we 
. Pennsylvania....----.-22222-2--22---.--|  60-| 672,426 | 629,976 | 1,302, 402 13,5060  - f® 

Mota: 1942.00 eee] OL] © 888,208 | 839,410 | 1,722, 708 20, 405 se 
oo 8 94D eee ee eee eee] 84 585, 822 674, 863 | 1, 260, 685. 2,7 

Southeastern: , | . ft. fof 
a . District of Columbia---.-.-.....--------- ‘1 en pe ne 

Maryland TTI pf 88888 | 68,105] 96,988 | ABR 
/ ‘West Virginia......._.............--..} 1 , de se eo E 
re Alabama. .........---------------------- BD) ae _ a . oS 
ae Florida.____.---------------2---------2-- 4 17,958 | 41, 065 59, 023 142 a 

Georgia. ....-.--------------------=+--- | 3 ae oe | ces 
oe ennessee___._------ 2 eee oO a 0 

Virginia TUUTTTIIIIIINIIIININIINI] a |p 789985 | 4B AAT 06, 486 11a “f 
— Potal: 1942.20 24| 75,836|. 146,611 | 222,447 L760 mS 

194 eee} 17 53,207 | 122, 688 175, 895 ‘877 re 

‘Southwestern: | . | | . a " | - 
co ATKADSAS_--------0----narenn-r77sn e007 y fe a tas 

, . klahoma.....-.....------------------:- 1 am are | . > Ela 
oe _— Louisiana...........--_---.------------- ot 4 34, 550 47, 456 - 82, 006 653 “s 

a . ‘Texas....-.---.----------+------+-------- 8. . ° mo , ; Ke ; 

Moga: 1942.00. eee] 4 34,550 | . 47,456 | -+82,006 6B lS 
es 194} 18 | 25, 167 35,625 |. 60, 792. 561 ol 4 

North Central: _ . . ye at 
-  Winois.. 222. cee eee eee] 8 291,612 | 310,385 | 601,997 22,055 ni 

. Indiana. ..._........---2..----2---------] | 13} = 41,7038 |: 84, 283 75, 986 798 ae 
/ PO Towa... .....-2 ee eee 5 , , : : - st 

. - Kansas. .... 22222 (J 18, 625 25, 544 44, 169 | 140 a 

_-. Nebraska_.....-...-.---------------+---- 1 A 
Michigan..._........-.-----.-.--i--+----- . al. 305, 434 230, 646 536, 080 18, 148 ys sti 

oo - Minnesota..........2..----..-.----.----- 4 6, 782 12,148 | - 18,930 500. es 
eo Missouri... .......-.-------------2------ 10 - 15, 574 18, 554 34, 128. 1, 564 ge 

©) ¢\ Cs 36 | 1,074, 413 777,699 | 1,852,112 | 14, 515 To 0 
Wisconsin. 2202TTI2TIITTTTTTIIIIIIIT] 4 | 101,719 | _ 136,168 | 236,887 84350 “3 

: Total: 1942....._......--.------------- 140 | 1,855,862 | 1,544,427 | 3, 400, 280 66, 150 os 
1941____._...--.---------------- 126 | 1,339,762 | 1,064,756 | 2,404, 518 45, 936 . of 

_ ~ Rocky Mountain: | os. 
a | Arizona. —....---------220-00020-20720o77 | 2 Jo | a : 
we oo , 010: On wee ce eee ce ww ee eee ewww ne] / . . . 
- Nevada... 1 11, 291 18, 113. 29, 404 314 wee 
- . Utah... +--+ i ca 

| “Motal: 1942____....-.--------------- 2+ 6 11, 201 18, 113 29, 404 | 314 oo 
| a 1941___-.----------------- =e 6 10, 337 15, 150 25, 487 118 . 

Pacific Coast: 7 
| Alaska-.-------------2-----o-ooo| } 370] 15,120 | 22,490 1 x 

California__.._-.------------------------ 29 90, 811 185,177 | 275, 988 1,388 : 
Washington.........-.------------------ 15]. 17,409 53, 926 71, 335 65 ~ | 

| ~ Motal: 1942.___-_--.--------------e eee 51] 115,599 | 254,223 | 369,822 1,444 
. 1941__..---_--. 2+ ee 45 | 64, 598 133, 731 198, 329 910 | 

Total United States: 1942_..............----- 346 | 3,025,878 | 2,880,020 | 5, 905,898 92, 878 = 

1941_.....-.-..-------- 306 | 2,100,839 | 2,068,318 | 4,178,157 72, 738 . -
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es Cupola furnaces.—Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in 
i. Gupola furnaces totaled 13,545,034 tons—a 15-percent. decrease from ' 
ooo 1941. Use of home scrap declined 21 percent, purchased scrap 8 : 
~. . percent, total scrap 14 percent, and pig iron 17 percent. Thus, the | 
zo". proportionate decrease in the use of purchased scrap was less than. | 
“. -* that of pig iron, undoubtedly owing to the establishment of scrap 
s* . -price lower than the price of pig iron. | - ee So 
». Charges to cupola furnaces consisted of 29 percent home scrap, 38 
“yf percent purchased scrap, and 33 percent pig iron; in 1941 thepercent- => 
“7 ages were 31, 35, and 34, respectively. Many cupola plants operate == 
~ . on a 100-percent scrap charge; 509 plants reported the use of 699,690 
«tons of ferrous scrap without. pig iron in 1942, compared with 511 
“\ plants that reported the use of 922,685 tons in 1941. 
wor The relative position of States that are large consumers of scrap in oo 
k-" Gupola furnaces was altered in 1942 as compared with 1941. Ohio oe 
x was the principal consumer, followed in order by Michigan, Pennsyl- . 4 
“~ "- vamia, Illinois, Alabama, and New York. re a 

fee _ Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig tron in cupola furnaces in the United States 4 
Wa oe | tm 1942, by districts and States, in short tons re 4 

Bese | 7 . | Active | Scrap. fo 4 
ne District and State —-~—[ plants re |---| Pigiron! _. 

ne lene , | Porting | Home | Purchased} Total | 9 ; 

Mo NewEnglnds cal eoare} azn ae} a ars - he ~ Connecticut......2..-.-..-22-2---------- 56| 91,399) 62,066 | — 153, 465 93,152 
We Maine__.....--.-..----------------------|. 22| 10,907] -8,857| 19, 464 | 8, 763 ct 
tee Massachusetts._...........-...-..------.| ° 104] | 113,228]  145,048| 258,276] 182, 452 
Bo New Hampshire_.._.-_..------1---------| 17 3, 250 |. 16, 049 19,299] ~-_—-:18, 628 : 
BP . Rhode Island.._.__.----..--222 2222 ll ~ 80, 402 25,952 | 56, 354 ~ 80, 341 ok 
Pr _ Vermont... -..--------------------------- “14 19, 494 22,238 | - 41,7321  — 20,653 3 

Bee -. Total: 1942.__..2..2..-.-s------------| 224] -268,6801 279,910 | 548,500| 303,984 __ ! 
eo - | 1941. Fn 229 | 266,473| 282,850| 549,323) 204792 ° 

So. Middle Atlantie: re 
Ags  Delaware.......-..----------e-- eee 5 4,671}  6,684/ 11,385] 4,216 | 
Be _ New Jersey___........---------.--------_| 82 160,446 | 286,251| 446,697| 247,819 | 
6 New York 222222227 185 | 238,659} 301,202 | 539,951) 277,079 

ae Pennsylvania_..___.--.--.---.--...-.. 327 |. 395,377] 492,614 | 887,991 607, 456 ) 
a | Total: 1942...-.-.-.--.-222--- ee 599 799,153 | 1,086,841 | 1,885,994'| 1, 186, 570 _ 
oe 2 94D eee 613 918,860 | 1,187,215 | 2, 106,075 1, 181,810 . 

m os Southeastern: | | | oe CO Alabama ono nneoenenenennenno 73 | 318,762] 279,287 | 507,900 | 795,006 
. ISTr1CL O Olum Dia... ee . = Marylapd ce -ononnrrrrooooo 2 |} 49,489 64,678 | 114,167| 57, 609 | 

Florida__....-.-.--.-------- 22a 21 1, 786 5,185 | ~ 6,921 1, 419 
. Georgia_._.........-----2 2 57 26, 538 38, 038 64, 576 28, 893 

. Kentucky. ......--..--..-----2-._------- 22 26, 904 26, 097 53, 001 67, 343 
Mississippi-_--...-.-...--.---------- eee 12 678 1, 867 - 2, 545 615 
North Carolina_..._.......-2.-..--------| 5D | 19, 734 27, 273 47, 007 16, 076 
South Carolina...__--...-.---2222- 2-2. 19 4, 353 4, 501 8, 854 4, 532 

‘ ‘Tennessee_.....------------.-------- eee 63 111, 287 119, 208 230, 495 111, 278 
Virginia. _._..---------..--2- 22 eee 62 57, 816 162, 117 219, 933 52, 186 

_ West Virginia. 9222222722222 24 10, 888 27,879 | 38, 767 13, 724 
Total: 1942........-------- eee e ee 448 | 628,935 | 756,030] 1,384,265 | 1,148,771 

1941..-._---------- eee 441 709, 765 693,029 | 1, 402, 794 1, 337, 657 © 
: Qe OOS oO OeeEeE——eeeeeeeeSS Ss O_S=eeeeeSS  o ——=—=S———SSSS 

See footnote at end of table.
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‘Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in cupola furnaces in the United States 
| in 1942, by districts and States, in shorttons—Continued = = = — 

a a Active __- Berap _ Ce 
, District and State plants re |__| Pigiront iw 

- 7 a _ | Porting | Home | Purchased! Total ty 

- Southwestern: | Oe . pO | | I 
o . Arkansas.........-.-.-.-----------------| ss ‘18 419 1, 857 2, 276 |. 7 75 see 
Be Louisiana... ....---.2+------------------ 21 2, 794 6, 311 — 9, 105 4,077 i 
moet Oklahoma.-._.--..--.------ eee eee] 22 5, 041 12, 301 17,342] 1,551 . LTE 

ee TexaS.....----0--.sesssseeesseseeeee-| BD | 29,604} = 90,687) 120,381} = 862 
eo otal: 1942.0 ee 115|  37,948| 120,156] 158,104| 4,565 |  ->* 
a _ 1941._-.2-..2-.------2---------- 121 36,347 | . 127,328 | — 163, 675 | 3, 301 an at 

a North Central: a 
a ~ Hlinois...2...-.22.----------------------| 190 | -417,961 | 410,285 | 828,196 | 982,825 tN 

oa Indiana... ..-_._.---.-----.-------------- 122 171, 408 194, 103 365,511|- 170,138 © fa 
2 Jowa. LTT 60 82; 246 97,479 | 179,725 |. 52, 124 sd 
Se Kansas. ._..._-----,--------------+------ 37 19, 625 56,148 | 75,773) 3,942.0 0 2 kM 
9 Michigan TT TTTTTTTTITTTTTTTTTTT) azo | 580,608 | 514; 320 | 1, 044, 928 410,411 of 
Ss Minnesota-..._-------------------------- 68 37,.503 104,429 | 141,932 | . 28,101 _ oo 

| -... Missouri.....-...--..--2s--ss--s--sneeee| =, «57 | 68,348 | 163,735 |. 282) 083 61, 590 ad 
- | | Nebrasks.-.--.--------------~----------- 15 3,744 | 7, 867 11,611]. —-—-1, 919 os " 
ee or ota... | / | me. A E 

: >: South Dakota.......-----2.---2-.------- 3 \ 1, 108 687 1, 790 ere ere: 
. QOhio....-.--.--------------------------- 271 445, 474. 614, 359 | 1, 059, 833 537, 666 - fe ny 

an . Wisconsin......2...--.------2- 22 e | 109 | 289, 984 241, 125  481,-109. 182,504 oad 

otal: 1942. -e-------------| 1,104] 2,018,004 | 2, 404,487 | 4,492,401] 1,780,888 9 
eo 67 4g4T TTT] 1 108 | 2, 837, 408 | 2,873,312 | 5,710,720 | 2,436,964 sg) 

a Rocky.Mountain: a oo | Do Lo SS 
So AIZONA. wee ee eee ene 6 9, 133 24, 065 |. 33, 198 |_.....------ ; ie 
ot  Colorado.....------------------------ en 25| 15,221 62, 960 78, 181 33, 165 oa 

— Idaho... 22 "778 | 3,195 3903, = 11200 
. © Montana] 8 | 9,40] 7,980) 1400) 8B 
- NewMeeoicci| a If Soto 388] 8285 f 

:  Wyoming-_...--.--......---------------- oo. 2- 1 3 | - ~ od as 
7 Utah...) 32,076 | 58,100 | ° 90,176 M648 

ne Total: 1942.........-.----------------- 61. 70,679 | 160,467 | 231, 146 58,480 Noo 
| | 1941.....-.--.--2s--e sae 64{. 70,997 142,468] 213, 465 70,421 °° 

_ Pacific Coast: Co | a - ne 
- California.__..........-.--.--..-.-.-----.-. "126 - 88, 638 227, 483 316, 121 45,864 Oy 
Oregon... ns nseennerssesessesesee] 86}, 360 | = 98,807] = 87,667; 458 

| Washington ....-..--------.----2-------| 50] 15, 906 54, 237 70, 143 408 ES 
(Motel: 1942... eeeeeeenceeeeeee--| 212 | —*113,904 | 310,027 | 423,981 | 57,280 

| 1941. __.--..----...--2--seesoeee 202 | 165,014 | 253,071} 418,085} 63,802 =. wy 
“Total United States: 1942..._......-..-.----| 2,763 | 3,936,603 | 5,117,918 | 9,054,521 | 14,490,518 © ong 

1941..--...--.--.--.---] 2 798.| 5,004,864 | 5,550,273 | 10,564,137 | 15, 388, 747 ne 

1 Includes some pig iron used in making direct castings, - | a ee ce 

| Air furnaces.—Ferrous scrap and pig iron consumed in air furnaces ~ YE 
. in. 1942 amounted to 1,696,880 tons—a 7-percent decline from 1941. 3 

: The use of home scrap decreased 5 percent, of purchased scrap 10 ae, 
| percent, and pig iron 8 percent; the use of total scrap decreased 7 agg 

| percent. Thus, equipment of this type used relatively more pig iron e 
. _ . e ° . 

- al 

than purchased scrap in 1942. No air-furnace operators reported the ar 
: exclusive use of scrap in 1942 or 1941. | | i af 

Ohio led in the consumption of scrap in air furnaces in 1942, followed 2 
| in. order by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, _ of 

and New York. | | | S
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oo. Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in air furnaces! in the United States in = = & oe RL .. ° 1942, by districts and States, in short tons o . tg 

Be Se | Active | _ Scrap fo : 
Pee ss. Distriet and State —_ . .. | plants re- | | Pig iron ee 
ee, — oe pe porting Home | Purchased} Total | er 

2 NewHnglnds a oe 
Be, _ .Connecticut_.....----2---2--------2----- 7 27, 238 . 6,136 38, 374 ' 15,018 So 
gem _ Massachusetts_.._---...2-- 2-222 ef 4 ant re SO . 
Be _ New Hampshire.___.---22-2222222222----] © 1 21, 153: 8,377} =. 29,580} 16,110 
EEN Pot > _ ‘Rhode Island___-_-_--.---2-.-2-2222222--[ old of . po oe 
Ce Mota 1942.0 |B | 48, 391 14,513 | 62, 904 31128 Hee a . 19412} 2} 45184] 15,215] 60,849] = B98 
Be “Middle Atlantic: NN we Delaware_:...--. eee e eee It { . os 1044 ! eo New Sersey | a tf 18820] at] 8,287] 04400 8 oe New York IIIT ae 59,490] 16,743} 76,233] 5,073 eo Pennsylvania... 02} 85 | 107,172 | 43,483 | 150,655] 85,027 
Mo otal: 1942.2 | 40] 182,482 | . 62,643 |  245,125| 13,34 —OtCs*S gee? 6 WAL at | 9951 | 77,996 | 270,947 | 151,761 
Poe ee ‘Southeastern and Southwestern: ah ne ce wei ef ote est Virginia._.-_...-. 22222222} ' de qer hoo! | vaca on | ; a Tekas___...------2--------------+------ , i |} , 10, 867 5 298 16,155. : (8,022 . 4 

otal 194200 10,857| 5,2908|. .16,155| 6,022 ae WEL ne eeecc reece] 4] MS7L | 6656] 18,997 | 6984 
of 2. North Central: es es : 
eo Ending TTT} 1b |} a25t96] 86,805 | aiz,001] 145,028 ~ oy Mighigan n-ne 8| 85,766} . 34,547] - 120,813] 50,200 
ee J, MOW@. 22 lee ee 1 } _— , ak 
woh * 7 a -Minnesota__..._--_.-_ 2. : ] : 12, 870 } 4,048 16, 918 . . : 10, 965 . a 

gee . Missouri__.-..----------22222-222--2e--| I . pe ar ed oo poe 7 Ohio__ = 222-2 31 196, 903 : 86, 913 : 283, 816 : 118, 322 : i Boe Wisconsin... 2. eee leeeeeeeef oo 60,822 | 17,481 |  —78, 303 56, 761 od 

pee Total: 1942.00. | 68 | 581,557] 229,704] 811,351| 983174 fo 6 4 TTTTIII 70 | 617,965 | 248,234 | - 866,199 | 409,912 
Oh | _ ‘Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast: . eT po oe ! 
~ Califia | a} en] aos} 5900} gros 
ee “otal: 1942... 4|. 4,891 1,018 5,909| 4,768  < pe . 5 7 5, 930 49800 
ns : oo Total United States: 1942 a 129 828, 178 313, 266 1, 141, 444 555, 436 | | pow , . © 1940 131 872,227 | 349,425 |. 1, 221, 652 604, 835 - oo, 

_ A Ineludes 3 Brackelsberg furnaces—1 each in Indiana, Ohio, and Michigan. ~ 

a Crucible and puddling furnaces.—Crucible and puddling: furnaces, 
whose combined output of iron and steel is very small, consume only | 

| minor quantities of ferrous raw materials. | | 
Blast furnaces.—Ferrous scrap constitutes only a small proportion 

oo of the metal-bearing materials consumed in blast furnaces. Other — 
_ materials used in 1942 were 104,055,422 tons of iron and manganif- — 

_ erous iron ores, 6,368,611 tons of cinder and scale, and 4,177,674 
tons of flue dust. Total consumption of scrap in 1942, as reported 

| by 73 plants operating blest furnaces, was 2,937,511 tons, a 1-percent | 
crease over 1941. Of the 1942 total, 53 percent was home scrap 
and 47 percent purchased scrap. | 

The proportion of scrap used in blast furnaces decreased in 1942, 
amounting to 5.0 percent of the pig iron produced, compared with 
5.3 percent in 1941 and 4.5 percent in 1940. Purchased scrap was 
equivalent to 2.3 percent of the pig iron produced in 1942, compared | 
with 2.4 percent in 1941 and 1.7 percent in 1940, 

oe
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Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in crucible and puddling furnaces in the = we 
fs _ ° United States in 1942, by districts and States,in shoritons eg 

oo a ee : Active  Serap Sp te ve 
. as . ants |... _ ee Ene Pe District and State Reporte ( Ts Pigirom 

So . Se - ~ | ing | Home Purchased Total ; ee 

- -- Connecticut_......-...------------------| =. lf)... ce - See Te 
a Massachusetts___......------------------] 2 | 298 265 ~—858 eg 

ee New Hanipshire..__--..----------------- Vy ef eee 

ee Total: 1942..-...--ec-e--eeceese-) O48] BBY 
BS YQALTTTTTIIIIIIIIII 4 | 861 854 L775} 0B 

ble Middle Atlantic and Southeastern: | oh a gS 
D | ew Jersey...--_.-----------------------] 94 | wo oe RES 
. : . Kentucky .......---2.------.-.--------- 2 1 \ 21 4, 166 4, 287 - 15, 872 cae . on 

| - Pennsylvania....-....22sss-------| 5,780] 19,475 | 28, 208 4,084 = 

So Mota: 1948.2 eee] | MY 5, 851 23, 641 29,492]. 49,956 se 
ce 2 ggay STITT} = aa | 518 | 22,964] 28,482 | 64225 

-° North Central.and Southwestern: oe a ee 7 cS 
ee Ohio. Leelee eee ete eeef OT oe es ae oe “ OA 
a - Oklahoma.._.--...-----2.--------------]| 1 a €9 , 9 73 | — 98 Pn a 

So  Wisconsin._=--_.-----------------=------| Al CO a. - a 

otal: 19492. 0 ee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee| OB |CO ee ee 
TTT] Bb] 188 307| . «445 IG pe 

--. Potal United States: 1942.........--.-------|21 6,213 | 23,915 30,128 50,086 © -« 
| EES YQgy TTT] 22 | 6, 817 24,195 | 30,642) 84300 9. 

Consumption of ferrous scrap in blast furnaces in the United States in 1942, by diss 
an os -..-  trtcts. and States, in short tons | oo oes 

es ay stag plants ref 
oo : oo. District and State | - porting — SS 

: en oe Ce . oo Home Purehased| Total’ |. Hooke tet 

New England and Middle Atlantic: oe rr oe 
Massachusetts_.-...-...--.-------------------------- “1 12, 671 - 18,701 26, 372 nts 

oo New York... ..........-..----2----22-sssses2eeene== 6 39,199 | 59, 427 98,626 9 ae 
Pennsylvania. 22 27TTTTTTTTITTIIIIITIIIIIEIIIIIET) «17 | —_-884,796 | 448,600 | 1,033,486 <y 

| Motel: 1942. cee eeceneete scene eceeneeeeeeeneeeee| MA | 636,666 F 521,818 | 1,158,484 
| | OOO" y94gy TTT a] 617,486 | 433,625 | 1,051, 011 Ce 

: _ Southeastern: : | . : , | ae a 3 
| Alabama_.--_.-.----------.------------------- eee eee] 8 184, 614 57, 1386 241, 750 oe 

| Kentucky..-...--------------0---0-00-00000 770 777077 1 | rr eee re 
aryland.......--.-.-------------.--------1-----+--- ; anaee 

. Tennessee...-.-.------------------------------------- , 2 58, 312 128, 508 , 186, 815 . ea 

| West Virginia__.......-...---------------------------]| 2 de Re 

| Potal: 1942... eee een eee ce eee eee 14{ 242,996 | 185, 639 498,565 ed 
. | 1941___.---2-----------ennnn-n--nee----------| «dD | 248,499 | 212, 214 460, 713 ag 

— North Central: | | 7 pe : 7 an 
Mlinois_.....--.--.----------------------------------- CB 135, 934 52, 773 188, 707. at 
Indiana ~~~-----------2222007777770 3000000 3 67,159 | = 96,897 164,056 . a 
1¢ehn1gan.--...--- ee ee ee ee : wis Michigan. . -..------------------7------0-07700-777777 Sil a1] 55,580} 110, 392 we 

© Ohio. 22. ITLTTIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIT 18 | 420,568 | 459,637 | 880, 100 oR 
, Total: 1942._.....------------------neeeeene ne eee eee 33 | 678,468 | 664,787 | 1,343, 255 eS 

1940 e+ eee 36 | 714,552 670,874 | 1,385,426 a 

Rocky Mountain: | | _ a 

Di) aff 688 a5) 0 07 
marenoeeccenee | near inean® | NERS | nA TD _t ™ * 

Total: 1942.....------2------eeneeegecceeeeeeeeeeee] 6, 852 355] 7,207 ey 
| 1941 ----2ssssssv-nsoeeveeevvoceeeeeeeee 2 7, 329 459 7,788 a 

Total United States: 1942.._.........-------------------- 73 | 1,564,912 | 1,372,599 | 2,987,511 og 
1941_.._..2...---- +--+ +--+ --- 78 | 1,587,866 | 1,317,072 | 2,904,938 a 

- A sc yc SS SSS 1
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~The relative position of the two States that are large consumers of 4 
-. serap in blast furnaces was reversed in 1942. Pennsylvania became —s.—™ 
<0 the principal consumer, using 17 percent more than Ohio, the second = — 
~... ranking State; in 1941, Ohio furnacés consumed 8 percent more than __ 
“<4 Pennsylvaniafurnaces.- | | | Pe a 

-  GONSUMPTION IN FERRO-ALLOY PRODUCTION = isi 

»... Data covering the consumption of iron and steel scrap and pig iron 
“> In the production of ferro-alloys were assembled for the first time for -  - 
em. 1942. The canvass showed that 318,188 tons of ferrous scrap and pig 
~~ Iron were used for this purpose during the year. Various types of | __ 
~*... furnaces were operated for the manufacture of ferro-alloys, such as 
‘a. Dlast, electric, and'thermic-reduction. =~ eres 

Bee Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig tron by ferro-alloy producers in the United 
Be States in 1942,! by districts and States, in short tons. =. 7 

Yep : So a | Active jo ° . Pe: i 
Rie a District and State. _ | plants re- . . | | _ | Pig iron oF 

Poe BO ne | POFEE | Home |Purchased| “Total | — ae 

es Middle Atlantic:  —=_- | | — Se fee oe 4 
Bo New York. 2. ieee eee 5 30| 74,201) 74,32]. | 
fhe Pennsylvania_......-.-.-----.:-.----------- ane 3 225 1,442) 1, 667.)_. 2-22 o 

Bm oe | | 8 255 | 75,788 | 75,988 }-------- 
Southeastern: | | | : : OS fp : 

We BARD ANA ooo ac nnnnnannansaeeocaan one tenrre 1 a. - : 
fe Sou arolina........---------.-------- cee | - | . 
ue a . a . . ~ Tennessee_.__._.-_....---_ eee eee 2 1. 40 92, 811 92, 851 , . 19 oh 

ye : West Virginia.........--------------------------] 1 | a | 

fe yr ae os | | 5 40 | . 92,811 | 92,851 9  ¢ 
Woe a. . . , SST EEE E—E——S O_ EE > . 

mh North Central and Pacific Coast: — , 
fee” co , _ lowa_-....--------------------------------------- . ‘1 Coe do : 

"  Qiitommiascmp 1,235 | 120,226 | 121, 461 |-..-.-..-- : 
a — Oregon....-.-. eee nee ly | oo | 
eo 0 4\ 9,323] 18,546 | 27,869 |... _ 
_ | pe 7 oe 8 1 10,558 | 138,772 | 149,330 |... | 
oo Total United StI nanan] 10,853 | 307,316 | 318,169/ 19 | 

Se 1 Comparable data not obtained for 1941. | | . 

o | | CONSUMPTION IN MISCELLANEOUS USES 

As in ferro-alloy uses, data were gathered for the first time for 1942 
showing the consumption of iron and steel scrap in such miscellaneous 

| uses as rerolling, copper precipitation, flux in lead blast furnaces, and 
| as a reducing agent in chemical processes. A total of 947,615 tons of 

ferrous scrap was reported used in these operations during 1942; no 
_- pig iron was reported consumed. Illinois was the largest consumer 

of scrap for miscellaneous purposes, followed by Pennsylvania and 
New Jersey. | )
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- -. Consumption of ferrous scrap in miscellaneous uses in the United States in 1942) =. oy 
: | | _. . by districts and States, in short tons | | eae 

OC a mo | Active | oo. Scrap So eae 
He Oo District and State : {| plants re | —h—  er?—n Cte 

7 St So | porting Home | Purchased| Total ©. °°: 3 

New England: Oo OO 3 pe | HT, uM 
os . assachusetts....-.-.----.------------------------ : - Ng 

. 4° New Hampshire. ........-.----.-----2------------- 1 } | 12 | 12, 243 | 12, 355 I, oA 

- | a | oo Co 3 112} 123,043) 12,855 

Middle Atlantic: SL . 7 ; a ooh 
: New Jersey ......-----------------2---eeeeene nee eee 19] 4,460 | = 109,816 | 4278 ti (it=CwstC 

Be New York... _.-.-------2---------e eee ene ee een ee 10 1,423 76, 591 7, 714 : oo 
Pennsylvania. ._..--------------------------------- . 21 8, 243 116, 873 125, 116 Oe 

- | oo | : 60 13,826 | 303,280] 317,106 4 

“Southeastern: oO | - ae A 

Alabama_._.......-.-.----------+-------- eee eee 5]. 2,249] 26,531 | 28,780 nes 
Maryland_.__.......-.-.-.-.---.-.----------------- , ] a cl , . yal 

. Virginia_._-___-_-. 22a eee 2 684 65,398 |. 56, 082 ey) 
BO acs Virginia._._....--.-------------=-------------- 2 rs . oy 
- eorgia___-_._--.2--.4.-.------.--------------- eee =e] - | eS aie 

a '  - Pennessee.......----.------------ eee eee 1 } 367 13, 064 13, 481 : at 

re : : : a 13 3, 300 94, 993 98,293 ees 

| | Southwestern: | - ih. re Oo aE 
: ahoma_._.__.__._- ee ee ee ee eee ef . . . ne . cas i 

a TOXAS___ 2 ee eee een ceeee —  @g } 307 7, 999 . 8,306 aR 

oe ; |] ey 
: | . — | —8i- 307 7,999 8, 306 ode 

———————— SS SSS —————E—E=E=ESE=___ EE oe oa 

oe North Central: . , | | oy 

Iilinois_.-..-_.--..---.---.--- +--+ eee ee] 10 |. 2, 313 169,853 |} - 172,166 . oe 
a ee 6 19, 169 20, 334 39,508 9 oe 

| febraska 222 eee ene] 11 | ah 
. Wisconsin........-..---- ee e2 eee eee | 2 \ 57 29, 199. 29, 256 NE 

Michigan - 1000 ooo oo one 4 1,952| 3, 920 58720 
Minnesota.___._.....-_----.-.--------------------- 3 309 411 - 720 se og 
Missouri__._.------2------ eee eee 6] 44 59, 413 | 59,457 AN 

| Ohio... 222i oon e icine een ee nee? | OY 765 | 85, 005 85,770-00 
a 42} 24, 609] 868, 135 302,744 

- Rocky Mountain: . . | a re - me 
Arizona....-.-----.-------------------- +--+ eee 1 . oo ee a : 

. “Nevada....-......--.------------------- + -e-e--| 1 65} - 22,390 | 22, 455 yg 
.. New Mexico..-..-.--.12-.--- eee] 21). oe . fC 2 rss 

Colorado.___.......-...----.---------------.-------} 2 ee 
: Montana........----------------------+------ + =k +e 3 3,479 |} 24,901 _ 28, 380: oy 

Idaho..-._.....2.---.---------2---e eee eee eee 1 | . me 
Utah __.e 2 eee 5{ —-1, 940 30,912 | 32,852 a i 

po ; - . 15| 5, 484 78, 208. 83,682 

Pacific Coast: a . CO te a 
-California__>.......-...----.--------------- ene e- eee]. 7 601 31, 672 _ 32, 278 sah 
Washington._.-....---....-.--2------2 eee eee 4 2, 587 264 | . 2, 851 - are 

| | | 11 3,188 | 31,986 3,14 j= 

| Total United States_-.....-..------------------------] «187 50, 826 896, 789 947,615 oa 

| 1 Comparable data not obtained for 1941. : 7 | ee 

Ys 

. oy
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eel BOREIGN TRADES : 

“--Imports—Imports of iron and steel scrap into the United States, — : 
.., which have never been very significant, totaled 101,337 short tons oo 
go -walued at $1,352,055 in 1942, compared with 71,775 tons valued at ee 

~~ $730,844 in 1941. _ Of the 1942 total, 60,024 tons came from Canada, sie 
19,658 from Cuba, 9,058 from the Panama Canal Zone, 3,959 from 

--. - Curagao (N. W. I.), 3,532 from Jamaica, 2,242 from British Guiana, = 
~ and 2,864 from other countries. In addition, 26,972 short tons of = 
,.... tin-plate scrap were imported during 1942, largely from Canada, ce 
 - -  eompared with 25,312 tons in 1941 and 18,609 tons in 1940. Oo 
~ + Heports.—Ferrous scrap exports (all types) from the United States «ss 
coo In 1942 totaled only 141,736 short tons valued at $3,321,523. In1941,. 
oo  » - 904,249 tons valued at $15,973,863 was exported. The low exporta-. 
“tion in 1942 was due to two principal factors. Export licensing | 

.. established in 1940 restricting exports of all grades of scrap, except  =— 
“to Great Britain and countries of the Western Hemisphere, remained — 3 
~~. in effect through 1942; also, available shipping facilities were more  _—_—. 
» . . needed for the transportation of finished war materials. The ship- | 
«=. ments in 1942 included 5,196 tons of tin-plate circles, waste-waste tm 
_. "plate, and terne plate clippings valued at $469,458. In 1941, exports = 
a _ of this type of scrap totaled 15,909 tons valued at $1,109,217. The |. 
~.» following table shows the principal countries to which scrap was 
“exported during the 5-year period 1938-42. | 

ae ee . Ferrous scrap exported from the United States, 1938-42, by countries, in short tons” 7 j 

i oe Country 1938 - 1939 1940 1941 1420 

boy Canada-.....-.--.--..22-2- eee] - 103, 283. 196, 556 | 411, 571 314,555 |} eg 
Bes ~  Germany-_.._.-...---.-2-..-2-.._| «258, 611 (18, 574 |... |e ee : 
eee Ts Italy. 22020777 486,883 | 477, 004 356,859 |_.-..---.-.--1| od 
eo Sapam llc] 1, 847,617 | 2,279,315 | ~—«1, 079, 141 "804 ' | : 
sy _- Netheriands...-...............| . 231,341 | ~” 60,665 |. 389 =| — @ 
ae Poland and Danzig__...______-.. 169,625 | = 178, 161 |---| . 
eo United Kingdom.._..-.....--. 433, 829 569, 288 | 1, 100, 774 "839, 650 a oT 
Pee Other countries__...--_...-.-- 22 127, 233 240, 009 210, 549 49,720 |}. 

Be Oo - | 3,358,422 | 4,014,572] 3,159,283} 904,249 | 141, 736 | 
a . Total value____........-...-.-...] $45, 829, 583 | $55, 911, 516 $48, 314, 146 — $15, 973, 863 $3, 321, 523 . 

mo | | 2 Figures not yet compiled on annual basis for individual countries. , oe 

Pee | | WORLD ASPECTS a | 

- | Statistics on the production of steel and pig iron in the world during _ 
- 1942 are not available, as publication of information has been sus- 

_ pended in many of the countries involved. However, as this is a 
mechanized war, iron and steel are highly essential to the military and 

: naval forces; therefore, world steel and pig-iron production undoubted- 
| ly increased considerably, and the demand for and use of iron and 

steel scrap was greater than in any previous year. 

REVIEW BY COUNTRIES | | 

| Canada.—Steel production in Canada reached unprecedented levels 
in 1942, when the output of steel ingots and castings increased approxi- 
mately 16 percent over the production in 1941, the previous record 

§ Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the | 
Department of Commerce.
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_..- year. Steel ingots and castings produced during 1942 totaled 3,121,000 © | 

a - short tons, whereas production in 1941 amounted to 2,701,000 tons. oe 

/ _ The increase in Canadian blast-furnace capacity in 1942 was reflected) 

in the record production of pig iron, which showed:a larger percentage =. 
--- inerement than did steel manufacture. Production of pigironin 1942 ©... 

totaled 1,975,000 tons, compared with the previous record of 1,528,000 = 

tons established in 1941, an increase of more than 29 percent.6 Inthe = = 

-__- record production of steel approximately 1,619,000 tons of pig ironand =.= 

a 1,833,000 tons of scrap were used, resulting in a ratio of 47 percent pig  . oo 

& iron to 53 percent scrap, with the scrap charge containing 49 percent = es 
Ls ‘home scrap and 51 percent purchased scrap. Slightly more than. 130,- 

900 tons of scrap was used in the manufacture of pig iron during 1942. © 

~ Phe: increased production of steel occasioned alarm as to the scrap 

“supply, but with the large mcrease in pig-iron production augmented = 

“by the scrap obtained from ingots and _semifinished steel imported == & 

into Canada, these fears were unfounded. Although the production =—~ a 

_. of steel increased, no shortage of scrap occurred, and dealers aswellas 
- gonsumers were. able to create stock piles large enough to satisfy 8 ==§ 4 
.  yequirements for several months in 1948" 00 “oa 

At the beginning of 1942, to provide a larger quantity of steel and gw 

metals for war industries, the Minister of Munitions and Supply issued 6 

-. - orders curtailing the manufacture of civilian materials in which steel 

or metal was the principal component.*. At various times throughout 3. 

: _ the year these restrictions were extended to embrace additional items, = 

-- ineluding civilian automobiles, refrigerators, other electrical products, ss 8 

and cast-iron and steel pipe. Lage 
‘The maximum price regulations covering scrap established in 1941 Shh 

~ were extended to include British Columbia and the Maritime Prov- - = *3 

~ inees, placing prices for ‘scrap throughout the entire Dominion of 8 

.. Canada under strict control.’ In addition, the Steel Controller. = © = * 

“undertook supervision of distribution of scrap produced by war plants =...» 

-+ and. placed this material under allocation to consuming mills most = * 

urgently in need of scrap. Early in the year the government agreed 

to permit consumers to absorb freight cost in excess of the established, 8 
- maximum prices when the origin of the scrap was remote from. the 

-- gonsuming plant; however, they were required to adhere to the celling = «..\* 

- ‘price at the point of purchase." This action. tended to stimulate 4 

-_ @ollection of scrap in the western provinces, thereby augmenting sup- 8 

_. plies near the consuming areas. Former programs to collect scrap on 
. ‘were intensified and in the last 6 months of the year were placed under 

- direct control of the government, which provided for a more aggressive oo a 

a salvage campaign on a nationwide basis.” The Steel Controller also 

: placed operators of automobile-wrecking yards under strict control, ua 

‘which required them to dispose of all wrecked cars within 90 days oe 

| from the date the order was issued in March.¥ During August the = —--* 

| - Department of Munitions and Supply issued an order stating that it $=  ~% 

would be illegal to retain possession of any scrap metal weighing 500 ny 

¢ Department of Trade and Commerce, Monthly] Report, Production of Iron and Steel jin Canada, rr a 

December 1942. ) : 4 
7 American Metal Market, vol. 49, No. 246, Dec. 23, 1942, p. 7. _ gh 

» gieel, vol. 110, No. 1, Jan. 5, 1942, p- 383; ; . oo | | 4 

erican Metal Market, vol. 49, No. 74, Apr. 18, 1942, p. 9. Oe 

1¢ The Iron Age, vol. 149, No. 13, Mar. 16, 1942, p.129. | | a 2 

11 American Metal Market, vol. 49, No. 10, Jan. 15, 1942, p. 9. Om 

12 Daily Metal Trade, vol. 32, No. 210, Oct. 27, 1942, p. 14. pall 

18 Daily Metal Reporter, vol. 42, No. 55, Mar. 21, 1942, p. 11. 4
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pounds or more after September 15. The order included. as scrap 3 
‘any machinery, structural steel, or other article containing iron and =! 
“steel; it also provided for disposal within 20 days of any scrap metal  —s—™ 
=. obtained after the effective date. All these acts increased the flow of 
2 ne scrap material during the year, thereby creating supplies in excess:'of 
~~. demands and providing ample inventories at the close of the year. 
» «Since exportation of iron and steel scrap from Canada ceased in 1939, 
»-——- exeept to the United Kingdom and nations of the Western Hemisphere, —s_— 
Cn exports have decreased considerably. . CO Che Sa | 
<. *. Germany.—Statistics on the production of steel and pig ironandon 
4... the consumption of scrap in Germany are not now available. How- _ 
<> ever, as a result of annexation and military occupancy of European 
av. - Countries, steel-ingot. capacity is estimated to have been: 53,800,000. 
“short tons at the beginning of 1942, or 6 percent greater than it was - 
foe on January 1, 1941. Nevertheless, steel production has been cur-  —y. 
v.. tailed considerably by shortages of raw materials and transportation = 
s.. ° -difficulties. The shortage of alloy materials is greatest, which has 4 
es... caused the German steel industry to reduce previously accumulated. 
vis. stock piles of alloying elements.° Drives for scrap were intensified, 
i>. and orders were issued for the confiscation of all unused iron and steel, = 
= neluding finished castings and spare parts.” In addition, authorities = 
eco» in charge of war economy established an immense drive in all occupied 4 
fe -.° areas to obtain scrap from sources other than war material. - af 

.,. > The German iron and steel industry. was organized into.one asso- 
Ae —. Giation’ under. the supervision of the Ministry of Economics, with 
po: , ... control over the foundries, blast furnaces, and steel works as wellas 
hee the ore trade and the large iron and steel merchants. This organiza- ; 
ke, . . tion was given complete control over the entire industry, including 
©. raw materials, production, imports and exports, and prices. - 
ho  Japan.—Reserve accumulations of scrap held by Japan at the ~~. 
s.- beginning of the year 1942 were estimated at approximately 10,000,000  —s_ 

aan short tons.” The request, made in 1941 by the Ministry of Commerce; ~ : 
-. ~°  . that steel-manufacturing companies use a ratio of 70 percent pig iron : 
“and 30 percent scrap, had the effect of extending the supply of scrap 
we so that 1t would last several years should ingot production be main- | 
_» tained at the full capacity of 7,200,000 tons each year.24_ To augment = 
Be the scrap supply, the Government extended salvage operations pre- _ 

viously inaugurated by recovering sunken ships from Japanese waters 
_ and by investigation and exploitation of all possible sources.” All 
toe raw materials were placed under better control, with pig-iron sales 

| being centralized through a separate organization that would pur- 
Chase the entire output of the principal producers and then sell it to 

a _ steel mills and foundries at a uniform price.” | 
7 : United Kingdom.—Scrap became a more significant factor in the 

| manufacture of steel in the United Kingdom in 1942, especially 7 
since production facilities were expanded and operations increased 

| to a degree never before attained. Imports of scrap from the United : 

14 Daily Metal Trade, vol. 32, No. 163, Aug. 20, 1942, p. 16. | 
15 Steel, vol. 111, No. 1, July 6, 1942, p. 74. 
16 American Metal Market, vol. 49, No. 233, Dee. 5, 1942, p. 1. 
1 Daily Metal Trade, vol. 32, No. 165, Aug. 22, 1942, p. 14. 
18 Daily Metal Reporter, vol. 42, No. 251, Dec. 31, 1942, p. 11. . , 

, 19 The Iron Age, vol. 150, No. 5, July 30, 1942, p. 96. 
20 The Iron Age, vol. 149, No. 4, Jan. 22, 1942, p. 73. . 
41 Foreign Commerce Weekly, vol. 4, No. 2, July 12, 1941, p. 14. 
33 Daily Metal Trade, vol. 32, No. 133, July 9, 1942, p. 14. : 
23 Jron and Coal Trades Review (London), vol. 144, No. 3860, Feb. 20, 1942, p. 174. :
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| ‘States had been discontinued in September 1941, thereby disturbing = |.’ 
normal operations; however, this was partly counteracted by the ° 
varying amounts of scrap obtainable from mgots and semifinished == =. 

. material imported under lend-lease agreements. As nearly all the ~ = : 
_-serap. contained in buildings damaged by bombs had been salvaged . | 

- in 1941, the Ministry of Works and Buildings undertook intensive . i! 
-. . nationwide drives for iron and steel scrap from other sources, including. ss 
-... homes, farms, commercial premises, derelict properties, disused = °° i 

machinery, and pithead equipment.% The control of Iron and Steel == 
a _ (Scrap) Order 14, which was issued in 1941 by the British Ministry of =. <" 
-- Supply to completely control all buying and selling of scrap, was 
_.. amended to provide higher prices for high-speed steel scrap and mag- = 
- net scrap. The Ministry of Works and Buildings issued an order - | - 

+. designed to compel any person having more than 3 tons of scrap ins ss | ty 
his possession to sell it if required, thus making it possible to enforce = & 

oe _compulsory. liquidation of all substantial quantities of this essential ==. * 
. . ~ . e s e e . : ee : oo Ove “alg 

-. raw material.” Since transportation difficulties were anticipated and == 
_. also to compensate for the lack of imports, a series of dumps through- >. 3 

out the country was established to provide a reserve supply of | (ut 
.  -serap.”” Also, issued by the Ministry of Works and Buildings was. of 

an order making the disclosure of scrap metal compulsory in Great © . % 
. Britain. Under this order, any metal that forms part of any unused, _ 
_. obsolete, or redundant building, structure, plant, or article is con- 2s 

sidered to be scrap.* In the meantime, the voluntary salvage drives = |), 
underway yielded approximately 1,400,000 tons in 14 months. ee 

os % American Metal Market, vol. 49, No. 25, Feb. 5, 1942, p.8. __ : Se le SS rs 
88 The Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2685, Apr. 17, 1942, p. 10. , So Os a 

- | 36 Tron and Coal Trades Review, vol. 145, No. 3872, May 15, 1942, p.127. oo Oo | rk 
| 7 27 Tron and Coal Trades Review, vol. 145, No. 3876, June 12, 1942, p. 291. . a 

a 28 American Metal Market, vol. 49, No. 202, Oct. 17, 1942, p. 7. ce | Oe 
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_ TRON ORE, PIG IRON, FERRO-ALLOYS, AND STEEL s—i<#ettsi( 
to | By Norwoop B. MsucneR anp Epwarp J. Lancry ! : ee 

— a - SUMMARY OUTLINE | a a 

oe - | | __-- Page | pig iron—Continued. : Page 
a General features in 1942__....-....:..--------. 569] Commercial quotations...._2..2...-........ — 599 Py 
me _ _ Salient statistics.......----------.--.-.-...- 570] Foreign trade___..-_._....-..22-22.----__---. 600 | ae 
ee ~ Jron ore__--2_- 2-2-2 ---------------------- 578 Consumption. .-.-.....-.-.--...-.----.----. . 601 | oo 

pe Production and shipments_...---.-.-.-.-.. 573} World production.___..-_..-....2..---2-.-. 608 ree 
em Principal mines__.._....-.-------------.--- 576 | Ferro-alloys...._-.-.---.--------------------- 60B, a 

. . Beneficiation._.........-.-.---..----.-:..-. 578 Production and shipments__.._............ -- 6038 er 
_ Average value__._._..-..-...-.............. 579] - FFerromanganese__.._.--...._.__.-.--..-.. 604 - oe oe 

~  Consumption.__...-.-22--- 2-22... 580 .Spiegeleisen...._.....-.-..--.------------ . 605 Cs 
a. Stocks at mines_..-_..-.-.--.---.---------- 581 Ferrosilicon......---.--------i----------- 605 re 

.. Stocks at consuming plants.............-.... 581] | Ferrophosphorus_.-------------------.--- 605... Ons 
eo! _ Foreign trade__..-.-.----------------------- 582 Ferrotungsten....-...-.:----------------- 605 ©. eer 
: _.. . Mining in Cuba_..-.-_..-2--2-.------------- .582]. _ Ferrochromium.-_-_-.--.:-_--:.------------ 605 Coys a 

eo Review of Lake Superior district........... 583] © Ferromolybdenum.._.___..__..-.-.-----. .605 ence 
ce Production and shipments.-.-..-....---- 583| | Molybdenum compounds._-_..----.-:--. 605 = | Pe 

o Analyses_...--.----2--------------------- 584 Ferrovanadium...........-.---.---..---. 606. Poy 
oe ' §tocks at Lake Erie ports___.........-... 584 Silicomanganese-_.-..-.-------------------- 606 

o '- Prices of Lake Superior ore._._.-......... 584 Manganese briquets__.-.....------.-..... 606. rr; 
oe - Reserves_----.--.----------------------.- 584 Ferrotitanium.._..-.....--....2.--2..---.- 606 eo 

- Mining by States....--.-.--.-.------------- 586 | © Ferroboron__-..-.--.---.-------.--------- 606 SE 
. Employment at iron mines__._-...-..2..... 592 Ferrocolumbium...._...--...-.-.-..----.- 606 _ era 

oe *. . World production--_--.--.---2-----------.- 596 Zirconium-ferrosilicon.............-.----. 606 oh 
oe Spongeiron -------.-------------------+---- . 597] | Foreign trade_..-.-..-..------.2---------..- 6067 °° fad 

Pig iron......-.---.-------------------------- 597 | Steel_____ 2.2 eee OT 
_ _° Production and shipments-_-_-_---...---...-. 597 General features_..........--.------2-----e. 607 me 

_ Value at blast furnaces... -_...-....-.-.--... 599 ; Foreign trade_...-2.-------2---2------------ 610 ue ue 

a oe GENERAL FEATURES IN 19420 000 vs 

..  Steel-industry production figures continued upward in 1942, © 
__Steel-making capacity increased 2 percent, while production of steel ere 

| ingots and castings increased 4 percent and totaled 86,031,931-short =. _. 
_tons—an all-time high. Pig-iron production totaled 59,077,593 tons, =. a 

7 and usable iron-ore output (exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or ss; 
more manganese) was 118,189,336 tons—both all-time records. eg 

. 1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the ad 
_ Department of Commerce. — | | . Ose 

oo | | — -569 a 

556250 —48——37 . 

; . . Co | \ a | ; | | : oensat
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a A So # aC 

eo | Saltent statistics of tron ore, pig iron, ferro-alloys, and steel in the United States, : 
Boer oe 1941-42 . rn a, 

Pe | _ | 1 | 1942 — | 
hye oo —— —_ | Short tons | Value Short tons Value ae 

a _. Crudeiron ore: | : - - 7 " en , 
Boe PS - Production by districts: a a : 
CO - Lake Superior__...-.-.--....-.---.---} 199, 921,135 |) - 115, 773, 591 
od Southeastern_............------------] 12, 810, 546 © 17, 132, 415. (2) cS 
me, Northeastern....-...-.--.--.--.--.---] © +6, 284, 913 NA ) 6, 940, 702 oo 

ne .. Western__....-..-2-----.------------- 1, 629, 335 1, 863, 708 

we | | ee 120,645,929} 141,710,416 | (2), SO 

ee Production by mining methods: ~~ eS ss OL | - 
kes oY ” Open pit. -...--.---..- 22-2 ee 3 88, 971, 076 |S (2) { 103, 269, 505 \ (2) . 

Up . Underground - ...--.----------------- 8 31, 674, 853 38, 440, 911 | 

Be ee | 120, 645, 929 |. Q) 141,710,416] (3) o | 
ee . + *Production by types of ore: . , ne © —_ co 
wee Hematite--..---.-------=------------| 125, 650, 342 : 
ye an , , : Brown _.--..-.-.-.------------------ (2) : t (2) , 8, 646, 791 () . . 

os _ Magnetite......-.--.-..------2 ue) 7, 412, 187 . : 
Boe se Carbonate--..-.-.------------+------, 987 . _ 1, 146 . eS . 

Bh ee a 120, 645, 929 @ | 14,710,416/  ° @ | oo 
oO Shipments. __.---------eeeeceee--e---e- (2) @ | 142,010,365; @ | 
bes ae, Usable iron ore: | - 4 
Py | * Production by districts: oe . 4 
pee 7 Lake Superior._............--..--..--| 188, 321, 332 101, 925, 624 co, 4 
Bo, ' . Southeastern.._.-2-.----------------- 9, 123, 408 10, 258, 335 : 
Be _ . +» Northeastern..-_...........-.-----_-- 4, 437, 521 () 8, 493, 847 . (2) 4 
ye OS Western..___-_---.---- 22-2 eee 1, 616, 468 {| - - 1, 791,358 || od 
ee _.. Undistributed (byproduct ore) ----__- 2). oo | 720,172 |) a | 

Be OO | 108, 498,729} 118,189,386} 0%), 

oe Production by variety: | | — | Ss 7 | oo 
feng Direct __._.--2---.------------------- oe 91, 551, 205 . 
ee . Sinter_....- 22-22 -e eel. (2) . (2) 3, 429, 898 (2) 
neta | ss Conecentrates___--..2.---- ee 22, 488, 061 
po Byproduct ore (pyrite cinder and . . 
fy eo oe Sinter) ......-.---.- 982 228 4 | (4) 720, 172 ! 

ee oe | 103,498,729} () | _‘118, 189, 336 ) 8 
“ Shipments_...._.-.-.---1.---.-.---.-----| § 104, 220, 473 | $249, 705,903 | 118, 707,133 | $279, 178, 751 Oo 
ae : Average value per ton at mine_-___--_|-...-.-_.-.__- 2.40 |-------- Le 2. 35 
es Stocks at mines December 31_....._-_-_-- 4, 023, 197 (?) 3, 770, 869 |. (2) . 
MP Imports....--.-/_--------------2--------- 2,625,261 |  —+5, 847, 277 |. 819, 084 2, 142, 569 : 
y, Exports. ..--..2-..-.---.-----------------| 2, 186, 525 6, 212, 308 2, 817, 235 8, 114, 586 : 
“ Pig iron: ce : . - . . 

Production............---.-..- 2-2-2 -- 55, 085, 446 () 59, 077, 593 Q — . 
——— oe Shipments... 2-2-8 55, 223, 641 | 1, 111, 811, 316 59, 100, 601 | 1, 227, 389, 689 

. Average value per ton at furnace ___.}_--.__.______- 20.13 |-..----2 20. 77 . 
-_ Imports_........-..------------- ee 3, 675 61, 180 |-..--_-.-2 Lf -eee eee 

— Exports.._.......-.---------------------- 578, 533 15, 606, 692 110, 647 3, 144, 701 
_ Ferro-alloys: - . . 

Production....-.-.....-.--..------------- 1, 636, 073 | (?) 1, 889, 409 2). 

Shipments: —_ 
. Ferromanganese____....._.-..-------- 619, 395 69, 378, 004 659, 219 82, 726, 298 

Sniegeleisen._.........---_.-_-_--.--- 181, 177 5, 798, 481 186, 163 5, 931, 728 
Ferrosilicon_......--__--..---------- 661, 913 34, 084, 428 707,522 | . 39, 691, 636 
Other ferro-alloys__..-.....--------2- 257, 300 95, 600, 706 307, 383 129, 399, 523 

. 1, 719, 785 204, 856, 619 | 1, 860, 287 257, 749, 185 
Imports: 

Ferromanganese__........---.------- 7, 032 557, 150 14, 772 1, 274, 749 
Spiegeleisen___..._...------.--------- 4, 741 215, 108 1, 990 95, 853 
Ferrosilicon_._......_--.-.2-2--------- 18, 261 750, 975 15, 211 569, 134 

Steel: . 
Production: 

Open-hearth: 
Basic.._.....-..-.--------.-------} 78, 312, 851 75, 183, 065 
Acid__... 2.0222 1, 076, 768 1, 318, 892 

Bessemer___.._....-.--------------- 5, 578, 071 (2) 5, 553, 424 (2) 
Crucible. __.-.---- 2 eeee 2, 313 2, 010 
Electric..-...........-------------_-- 2, 869, 256 3, 974, 540 

82, 839, 259 (2) 86, 031, 931 (2) 
Shipments to consuming industry_--.----- 62, 484, 162 (2) 60, 440, 000 (2) EEO ee ant Es BO, AOS NY OY BRU, UU) 

1 Includes a small quantity of ore from southern Wisconsin. 2? Data not available. 
3 Some underground included with open pit in 1941. # Undetermined—not included in total. 
5 Exclusive of ore for paint in 1941. 

| |
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oe | Most of the normal steel-consuming industries received less steelin =, : 
1942 than in 1941, owing to the very heavy demands for steel by = 
industries engaged in direct war production. The automobile in- | 

dustry, normally the largest single consumer, ceased producing = °-. 
‘passenger cars in March, and output totaled only 206,274 units, 

compared with nearly 5 million in 1941; it was the largest industry to = : 
- convert to war production. Shipbuilding activity. increased phe- =~; 
+ nomenally in 1942; deliveries of steel for shipbuilding soared from ~*~, 

we less than 3 million tons in 1941 to 9,425,000 tons in 1942. Miscel- os 

: laneous industries and exports (which include arms production and 

oO Lend-Lease consignments) received the largest share (24.6 percent). 

COT ey 

oe : fi} 90 | | / oe : a 7 “CEEEEER aH |. 
SPeCECe TNA | 
PREECE AINE Po 
Pe A AP | MY | 
EEE ESE MA | 
A ON 1A po: 
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| ae Cp, 
eer Pe 

, . | . isso. 6=s«188S_— (s«éIBQO— «BGS eee “ee 1910 1915 ian 1925 me a “ i945 18 - - | yp 

; | Figuax 1.—Trends in produetion of iron ore and pig iron in the United States, 1880-1042. | os 

_ of steel shipments in 1942, and a slight increase in shipments tothe os 

construction industry was apparent during the year. a oo! 
| : The annual steel-making capacity of the United States increased ——- 

. to a total of 90,293,000 tons of steel ingots and castings asof January =. 

| 1, 1943, or 1,723,000 tons above the previous high level of 88,570,000, ss 

tons on January 1, 1942. Blast-furnace capacity increased from : 

60,394,000 tons on January 1, 1942, to 63,302,000 tons at the opening os 

7 of 1943. The present expansion program for pig-iron- and steel- os 
making capacity will be completed about January 1, 1944. Atthe =. 

| completion of the program the United States will have the capacity = 

: to produce 97,340,000 tons of steel ingots and castings and 70,881,000 Ce 

tons of pig iron. . a 

: During 1942 the most important development in. Government . 
regulation of the flow of steel for war production was the establishment ms 
of the Controlled Materials Plan, known as CMP. This plan, s 

effective in the first quarter of 1943, is designed to maintain maximum
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» production of war products and essential civilian products within the 4 
~~ limits of available materials and facilities. Itssponsors claimed thatit _ 4 
» established quantitative controls for a direct balancing of the demand 
_ » for products with the supply of materials and facilities available for . 
»° their production, | Pe a 
~. .__A drop in employment was felt in the steel industry during 1942. oe 
. The average number of men engaged in the industry (blast furnaces,  —s> 
eo steel works, and rolling mills) declined from 543,000 in December 1941 
~~ to 520,000 in December 1942. However, employment reached a | 
we maximum in June 1942, with a total of 549,000 employees. The 
*- . average earnings per week in 1942 increased from $39.26 in January _ a 
«to $45.15 in December. Early in 1948, the War Manpower Com- | 

PLT TT QE Be - - oe | 80} l\ - ae ! 

Pe EIN EE Tp 

REPAIR pep 
RL IR PM ae 40 v* oo COIS 

, a 20 it lak f E | | . 
ae - NIA yf A, LAs | | : Bo S|"? J toe Jf cts: Vo | | 

| PEL 
oo . - 1890 1895 1900 1905 i910 1915 1920. ~—s-: 1925 1930 | 959 | 940 1948 } 

_ FIGURE 2.—Trendsfin prices of iron ore, pig iron, finished steel, and steel scrap, 1890-1942. ‘The prices of 
iron ore and pig iron are the averages, f. o. b. mines and furnaces, respectively, as reported to the Bureau 
of Mines; the price of finished steel is an average composite computed by American Metal Market; that 
of steel scrap is an average at Pittsburgh of No. 1 Heavy Melting, computed by Iron Age. 

mission gave notice to the steel industry that unless mills are operating | 
| _ on a 48-hour week after July 1, 1943, no additional workers shall be 

hired for work therein without the approval of the War Manpower 
Commission. This order in effect will make a 48-hour work week 
mandatory. It is estimated that because of time-and-a-half pay for 

| work over 40 hours, total wages will increase about 100 million dollars 
a year. However, about 50,000 fewer employees will be required | 
under this program. | 

In July 1942 the National War Labor Board granted 157,000 
employees of four steel companies (Bethlehem Steel Corporation, : 

| Inland Steel Co., Republic Steel Corporation, and Youngstown Sheet
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— *& Tube Co.) an increase in wages of 5% cents per hour. This action 

--- brought about adoption of the Little Steel Formula, designed to guide 
the settlement of wage disputes in other industries. The program = 

... - provides for a 15-percent increase from the wage level of January 1, 20 
--- 1941. Dr. George W. Taylor, representing the publicon the Board, ©. 

nS in reviewing the program gave the following principle as a guide in. 
oe evaluating claims for wage increases*: | | pS 

‘For the period from January 1, 1941, to May 1942, which followed a long = ts 
oe period of relative stability, the cost of living increased by about 15 percent. If. oe 
_ any group of workers averaged less than a 15-percent increase, the hourly wage es 
Me _ rate during, or immediately preceding, or following this period, their established = 
po peacetime standard has been broken. If any group of workers averaged a 15- en: 

an percent wage increase or more, their established peacetime standard has been = =—.: 
oo _. preserved. Qe, | . er 

Me - This formula eventually affected almost every wage earner in the > v3 
oo steel industry and most salaried workers as well, with increases ~ . + 

-._ retroactive to February 1942: Application of the formula led to => 
-~ wage advances in the automobile industry, whose case was then a 

- pending, and to increases in other industries. =~ co ee 

Se IRON ORE  — © | ES 

a -.'-s PRODUCTION AND SHIPMENTS ES 

‘The enormous demand for iron ore by a wartime steel industry - 

--——- yegulted in a record year in domestic iron mining. United States eS 

-. . iron mines produced 141,710,416 short tons of crude ore during 1942,. 
a and shipments totaled 142,010,365 tons. Of this latter quantity, ~~ 

49,936,613 tons were shipped to beneficiation plants and 92,073,752 — . 
tons direct to consumers. A total of 25,917,959 tons of beneficiated -, -<, 

a ore were produced at milling plants, in addition to 720,172 short =. 
| tons of byproduct cinder and sinter from the pyrite industry. In 

: all, 118,189,336 short tons of usable ore were produced in 1942, 
| Output in 1942 came from 252 mines, of which 35 mined over 1,000,000 =. 
Sp tons of crude ore each. Minnesota, with 82,809,939. tons, supplied ——- 
a 70 percent of the usable ore, and Michigan, with 17,499,060 tons or sg 

15 percent, was the second-largest producer. These two States and ~*~. 

. Wisconsin (1,682,897 tons or 1 percent) constitute the Lake Superior = “ 
a region, which supplied 86 percent of the domestic output. About 8 

ey three-fourths of the iron ore mined in 1942 came from open-pit mines. ae 
_ Shipments of usable ore from mines totaled 118,707,133 short tons. 

| in 1942. Of this quantity, 91,972,925 tons or 77 percent was direct an 
mo shipping ore for iron and steel furnaces. Total shipments also in- ot 
e clude 74,036 tons for cement manufacture, 29,424 tons for paint, and = 
¥ 34,842 tons for miscellaneous uses. Shipments and values of by- - 

: product ore for iron- and steel-furnace use are included for the first Oo 
time in 1942. These shipments totaled 755,844 tons in 1942 valued oe 

| at $3,237,511. | . | Oo 

8 Taylor, George ‘W., “Terminal” for Present Ratio of Wages, Prices Sought by Board: Steel, vol. 11, : 

~ No. 3, July 20, 1942, pp. 43-44. °
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eh “ Be 7 Crude iron ore. mined in the United States in 1942, by States and varieties, oe : 
es re | tn Shorttons ne g 

yes oe 7 - DS [Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese] - Se ate ae aos : 

Be | oa ~ | Number} goad | onatite | Carbo- |: . oo oe me | State | of mines | - Hematite | Brown ore | Magnetite | . nate Total —— a 

oa Alabama._.......-...--..--.----| . 147] 8,678,345 | 6,930,768.|..-.-.------|-.-...-...] 13,60118 i sti 
Che Arizona_..._....--.---.-..------ 1 886 |-.----------]------------|---------- 386 : ee - California__.--.2----------------} OB 291,525 |. 02 | 214,995 | 106,520 . Be Georgia__--..--.----------------| 120] 8, 128] 1, 501, 187 |---|] 1,506,265 
feor a Michigan........-.2-..--------- 44] 17,499,060 |--_._.-.-.-.J-------.--2-|-_____-__| 17, 499, 060° , 
we a Minnesota_........-.-------.-- 101} = 96, 591, 634 | 101, 956 |__|} 96, 693, 590 oo SX 1... ‘Missouri.......----.--.--------- 14] | 6, 935. 61,173 |_-.-..------|----------| "68, 108 : 
poe New Jersey...--.--------------- 4 foe fee] 1, 494, 858 FLL]: 1, 494, 853 
ce ; New Mexico.-------------------[ 1 : oe 18, 631 wae eee eee] 88, 675 [.2-------_| 107,306 . 
Bot oe ew ror wan ne eee ee eee eek , 2, p foe 5 ween ene] td | : oo 
a ae Fennsylvania...---------------- 2 wan ene ene nee |e eee \ 5, £42, 520 { 1,146 i 5, 445, 849, - a, 
ee . Texas__...----2------.---- 2 1 fee... fo & Ky ne ae Mirginia. lll] sccrof} _ $1, 787 |------------|--2-----+- 51, 757 4 Moe Utah TT 2 fee on |-e----------] 359,558 |...) 859, 558: | . 
Bos Washington._...-.---22-_--_ - er 2 1, 748 |-----e le 11, 536 |....-----.} ~. -13, 284 4 eV _ “Wisconsin. .--22---2--------2---| 2] . 1,682,897 |_-.-- 22-2 |_--e-ee [soc L-| 1, 682,897 os 

ne Wyoming.........-.-.----------| 1} = 1,071, 870 |-.--------.-|--+---------|----------|. 1, 071, 870. 

7” motels 1942._.____--| 1952 |2 195, 650, 342 | 8, 646, 791 | 27, 412, 137 | 1,146 | 141,710,416 | Bo 19410022 ll] 1276 QO | @- @) | 987 | 120,645,929 

me _ 1 Excludes an undetermined number of small pits. Output of these pits included in tonnage given. SS js 
Ke he 2 Small quantity of magnetite included with hematite. | : — 4 
vs. 8 Break-down by varieties not available for 1941. oe oe . . a 4 

“The output of manganese-bearing ore containing 5 percent or more it 
>: Manganese is not considered in this chapter. = = | _ og 

-.."" Crude iron ore mined in the United States, 1 941-42, by States and mining methods, — ae 
ae co - oo _. tm short tons | a - 

Sen Ns Oo Jo 1941 | 1942 oe 

poe . | | pen nder-: Open |: Under- - * 
en | pit | ground |. Total pit. ground | Total * 

S” Alabama................--| 3,775,851 | 7,767,665 | 11,543,516 | 7,044,822 | 8, 564,201 | 15, 609, 113 : 
me Arizona..._.--..-------.--|------2-----|--2--- ee fee eee eedl- 886 Jiue eee . 386 es 
mee California._........---2..- 60, 293 |--..._--.... ‘60, 293 ~ 105,473 | - —.: 1,047 106, 520 
te Connecticut .._....2_----- 99 |__-.-------- 99 |-...---..-----|--2--------- |e 28 
an _ Georgia_..._----.-.-------| 1, 264,978 - 1,624 1, 266, 602 1, 506, 265 |........-.--|. 1, 506, 265. 
: Michigan.-.......-.--..._| 1,911,140 | 14, 520, 595 16, 431, 735 1,101,359 | 16,397,701 | 17,499,060 
— Minnesota.___..-...--.---| 76,632,384 | 5, 248, 435 81, 880, 819 91,214,064 | 5,479,526 | 96,693, 590 

Mississippi-_-_......------ 57 |..-.-.--.--- 57 |--.-----------|----------2|-- eee . 
- Missouri_......22.222- 19, 453 1, 438 20, 891 63, 568 4, 540 ~ 68,108 

m -. Nevada.....------ 2 241 |__-- _ ie 241 |e fee] ee 
a New Jersey_...2----..--.-|---...--..__| 1,429, 556 1, 429, 556 |_-...-.---..--] 1,494, 853 1, 494, 853 

. New MeriC0.-----e------- ------------ |---| eek 104, 882 2,424 107,306 
ew York. 22 , : PennsyWwaniac 2 2222|} 855,258 | (2) 4,855,258} 1,705,835 | 3,740,014} 5, 448,849 

| South Dakota..-...-------: wenn ene eeen-- [ane eee - = [anew eens 
‘ Irginia. el . , : Pee Tap 84,846 | 34,846 |} 51, 757 |...2------- 51, 757 

Oklahoma. ..._._-_._---__. wewen nn nn nee |eee nena - |e eee eee 
Utah. _.. 222 ee 397,607 |.-.-..------ 397, 607 359, 558 |_...---.-2 359, 558 
Washington.__.---____.__- 11, 200 474 11, 674 11, 536 . 1, 748 13, 284 
Wisconsin. ....-.._._--.-- 4,480 | 1,604,101 1, 608, 581 j----__...-.___| 1,682,897 1, 682, 897 
Wyoming__....----_-- 38, 189 1, 100, 965 1, 104,154 |...-_...._____| 1,071, 870 1, 071, 870 

88, 971,076 | 31,674,853 | 120,645,929 | 103, 269, 505 | 38, 440, 911 141, 710, 416 

a a ee 
1 Underground included with open pit.
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| Usable iron ore produced in the United States in 1942, by States and types of re 

Ce . a | . product, in short tons Sg 

m - - [Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent ot more manganese] ~~ * - oe “ee 
: 

. . wey 7 = 

ae | 5, a Pyrite ee 
Direct : : , od 

meat: Pe Concen- cinder content, . oe 
vo a State shipping Sinter ! trates and Total natural’ os 

| re | . sinter - | (pereent) AS 

‘ RLS | AN | Se ns Se ee “ot 

Alabama..........----------| 7,112,171 | 1,203,792 | 1,596,685 |....--..--.-| 9, 912, 598 36. 77 er 
 Arizona.....-----.---------- - 386 j....L-..----]---------.--} ---- ee 386 '* §8.00° ae 

ss California._.----------.2----] 106, 520 | --__..--.__.] ----...-..--]------------ 106, 520 56.3000 9. oS 
a Georgia._....---.-----------] 5, 128 |.------.--- 329, 214 |--..-.------ 334, 342 - 47.28. Cy 

oo Michigan. _...-...---------- 17, 499, 060 |_.....---._-]----.-------]------------| 17, 499, 060; - S168. pe 

wo ‘Minnesota..-.--.--..------| 63, 271, 187] 301, 434 | 19, 237,318 |.......-..--| 82, 809, 939 52.11 at 
Missouri. .....--.------.---- 53, 091 |-.-.---.---- 6, 089 }_.---.------ ~ §9,180 | . 49.74 . oe 

mo New Jersey_----------------] 107,328 |.-_---.-----|. _ 569, 214 |--.-..------ 676,537 | - - 62.89 ee 
| New Men00...-------2--77-~ 107, 306 |_...-------.|-.----------]------------| 107, 306 or Be ms ot 

ew York.-_..--..---------- 103 oO . | 9500 Ae 

| eae 161,171 | 1,924,672) 781, 467 |-.----------) 2,817,810 55.19 ag 
. - Yexas-.......-----..------- " : © BBSR 7 EL 

- - Virginia... -2..----.---.- 253 | ------------ 18,124.|-.----------| 18,877 |) B40 NS 

. Utah.._.--...--------------- 359, 558 }......--.---]------------}------------|, 359, 558 53. 49° NE 

mo Washington-......---------- 18, 284 |__--.---..--|-...--------}------------] 18,284) OLB 

. Wisconsin .._...------------ 1, 682, 897 |..--.--.--.-]------------]------------]| .  L, 682, 897 | © 52. 65 pe 

a - Wyoming.........------.---| 1,071, 870.|.-----------|------------]------------ 1,071,870 |. . 49.89 oe 

7 | oe | 91, 551,205 | 3,429,898 | 22,488, 061 |-----.--...| 117, 469, 164 51.00 roe a 
to ——— SS —— —E———O—E—EE_ EES mee s 

- Byproduct ore: 2 _ a oe |. Ce 
. Delaware.....----..---- oe ; . -, ' 61.89. ey 

—. Michigan...-2--.------- | , : 65. 91 ne 
. Pennsylvania._..-..--..| t--..-------|------------]------------] 720,172 _ 720,172 62. 66 ai: 

OS 7 Tennessee.----.---------|] © | | fe , 67.20 OOTY 

: , , Virginia ...-..---------- - j | . 54, 10 ; - orb Oe 

So 7 | fe |) 202) 720172 | 8k 

) - @rand total....-----..| 91, 551, 205 | 3,429,898 | 22,488,061 | 720,172 | 118, 189, 336 5108 

1 Exclusive of sinter produced at consuming plants, =, | | : | OE 
oo 2 Obtained from pyrite treated in, but not necessarily mined in, Statesindicated. = | | Coe 

Crude iron ore mined in the United States in 1942, by mining districts and varieties, — “4 

: | | an short tons oe | oo ° 

- . [Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese] | : 7 

District | Hematite | Brownore | Magnetite | Carbonate Total oe - oe 

a Lake Superior 1.-...-..------------] 118, 773, 591 |------..------]--------------|------------] 115,778,501 ey 

. Birmingham........-..--.-------- 8, 678, 263 2, 665, 924 |__..--.--.--.-|.-.---...---| - 11, 344, 187 oe 

: Chattanooga_.--..-----.---------| 5210] 2,576,970 |_..-.-._--.-.-|-----+------ 2, 582, 180 44 
a. Adirondack and Cornwall_......--]--------------|-------------- 5, 442, 520 |...-..-.-..-] ~— 5, 442, 520 : ced 

: ‘Northern New Jersey...--..-------]--------------]-------------- 1, 494, 853 |_..---...--- 1,494,858 gk 

. Other districts...:..-..-..---------| 2.1, 198, 278 3, 403, 897 2474, 764 | 1, 146 5,073,085 “ 

7 a | [2 195, 650,342 | 8,646,791 | 27, 412, 137 ‘1,146 | 141, 710, 416 va 

1 Includes only those mines in Minnesota that are in the true Lake Superior district. . oN 

3 Small quantity of magnetite included with hematite. oe



2. Shipments of usable iron ore in the United States in 1942, by States and-uses,in = * 
Rh ce Short tons fo | Co oe 
moe | A xelusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese] ~ rere . 

Ee So, oo qo Tron and steel | fo f+ Potal a ee 

‘ee State Direct | | Pyrite | ent | Paint| cellan; | | [eee . a , Te : ._| Concen- | cinder neous; Short | + Lg Bn | | . shipping ‘Sinter! trates and - tons Value / a 
ae . Sd . sinter | | oe |. Pon | 

~ 0 Atabama.._.:.......] 7, 109, 81411, 203, 7921 1,502,957, | 9,906, 563/$19, 034,753 Me - Arizona... 222. 886) fee |e} | poe | 386, CO) nn we Calliformia._-.-_-----} 20, 265] -} | TL 160,449] "7 7)14, 308} 104, 0201-239, 429 — Bo Georgia..-....-.---.) | 4, 960)......-.| 329, 214/002) aaa iz) Feds eo Michigan ______.-._/18, 065, 011) ___-_-- |---|] |] 18, 065; 011] 45, 5997 536 _ ooo, + Minnesota. --_.-_-._/63, 187, 629}. 301, 434] 19, 239, 929] -__2 2-1] 777") "777" 7777777} 89, 798) 9881179; 752,936 a eo... * Missouri.--2-2222_| 53, 686|_-- 7,226|_.......j---.-.-| 397} 988} 62,247] «| :177, 587 - ye New Jersey..-----.| 107, 156)_._..--_.] 550, 828}__-_____|" 2,850] 14,825}. 104] 675, 763] 3, 672, 750 OG Ble ss New Mexico..-..--- 107, 806] ...-.----}--.-2--1--|_222-2-- |e |eee ee |i 107,306] 299,097 ecu ew York__.._.___-|). , | | | oe :  aaal 7 | 4 Pe Pennsylvania ---|f 152, 567/1, 928, 640, 686, 049/__.__-..).....__] 2, 687 -------| 2,769,943] 16, 750,627 4 
oe | Virginia 22777777777}} 22 ee eee -~-----| 11,515) 7,908) 19, 445 @). | re ee Utah i 2---f 358; 214) 2 feet || |---|} 358,20) ee: cys .* Washington. --.-_-)__-.-.---_|_.-222---|----.-2---|--------| 1, 787|__-.-_-| 11,536] ‘13,273 @) 43 ye Wisconsin. .-_.....-| 1,734, 089) .- 922) 2 222 f | 1, 734 089] 3, 936, 590 ot eo Wyoming. _-.___222_} 1,071, 870)_.2-2.-_|_---------|__-----} 1,071, 870), ) i o, .. + Undistributed.__._.|--22.22222)22 22-2 f | ees 5, 756,622. : 
So 91, 972, 925)3, 433, 866] 22, 406, 196) __.....| 74, 036) 29, 424} 34, 842/117, 951,.289/275, 941, 240 og ae Byproduct ore:! |. oe - 4 oe oo Delaware.-..--.|) =}. foo. a Co Coe mo Michigan 777777 , | : oy oe | Pennsylvania___|}_2.222-} oe ~---------] 755, 844) 2222 of 2 Le] ele] 755,844] 3,237, 511 . oy a ~-. tPennessee____.__]} . . ed 7 a - 4d 

ho Grand total.._|91, 972, £25 3, 488, 86022, 406, 196) 755, 844) 74,086) 29, 124) 34, $42 118 707, 183,270, 178,751 
BoE | 3 sore. Exclusive of sinter produced at consuming plants. ; | | 3 a _ 2? Value included with “Undistributed.”’ oO . ts fa 3 Includes values for States entered as ‘2’. 7 , moo, “ Obtained from pyrite treated in, but not necessarily mined in, States indicated. . . . ; 

yee pone Crude iron ore shipped from mines in the United States in 1942, by States and dis- _ - Poe - Oo position, in short tons oo | . 7 

oe ee Direct to con-| To beneficia- | . : fe State sumers |. tion plants Total a | . . , 
: . 

. Sas SE TED . 

: . Alabama.------__.----.--2----2222222-2eeeeeeen-e----------.-| 7,109,814 | 8, 505, 422 15,615,236 = Be . Arizona... ._...._..-------2----2-- 22 ---e-e---e 886 fee 386 . a ~~ California.__....--.----.22222222_________-_.__-__........ 104,020 }_...-- 2-2 104, 020 ne Georgia... __-----____-2 22. _---.---- 4, 960 1, 501, 137 1,506,097 , | Michigan. ...___._...-----2------2------------2---------------| 18,065,011 fu.” | 18° 065, 011 : Minnesota____-__..._.......---.-..---.----___-__.._.......... 63, 187, 629 33, 142, 184 96, 329, 813 | Missouri__.___.-_...-------.._-...--..------------------- ee 55, 021 14, 029 69, 050 New Jersey__--.-.-.-_......-..---_-_--_--_____.-__.--...... 107, 156 1, 397, 425 1, 504, 581 - New Mexico... ---------22222---ennnnnee nee cneeeee 107, 306 |--..--...--__- 107, 306 
ew xyor on nee ee ee ee eee | Pennsylvania. =o 2000002} 154,750 | 5, 324, 912 5,479,662 

, @XaS__.- 2 eee ee | Virginia 220} 253 51, 504 51, 757 
| Utah. 2 22222222 tt... 358, 214 |__-2 2 358, 214 a Washington.____.................---------.--_............. 18, 273 |___..-__-__- 13, 278 Wisconsin. _____..._...-.-------------------------------------| 1,734,089 |___....._..._ 1, 734, 089 Wyoming.___.__..._...-2-----.------------------------------| 1,071,870 |_............. 1, 071, 870 

| 92,073,752 | 49,936,613 | 142, 010, 365 
eee 

. PRINCIPAL MINES | 

The size of a mine is determined by the quantity of crude ore ex- 
cavated. Hence, mines producing low-grade ores, which require | 
concentration, will be comparable in size to mines producing direct 
shippingfores. A total of 35 mines, yielding more than 1,000,000
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- ghort tons of crude ore each, produced 62 percent of the entire output =. 
| in 1942. Of these producers, 25 were in Minnesota,4werein Alabama, == ss 

2 in New York, and 1 each in Michigan, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, = —: 
. yy . ‘ . * ye . 

: . oe ua 

and Wyoming; 22 were open-pit operations, 9 were underground ~~: 
operations, and 4 were combination mines. Except for 3 mines that - — + 
produced magnetite, all the million-ton mines produced hematite. 

_ Tron-ore mines in the United States in 1942, by size of crude output = © 

| | 1 | | “Range or dis) | Mining | gt ae 
. : t. = oe Ps 

a Name ofmine _ State : Nearest town ” trict : method — Short toms 

| Hull- Rust - Burt -Sellers| __. rs | a: 

os Penobscot.....---...---| Minnesota_.--| Hibbing......-.| Mesabi__......; Open pit._.---| 24,121,605, re: 

_ Hill Annex._._........---|-----40---------| Calumet___..--.]-----do_...-----|-----d0__2-----+| 5, 727, 103° oo 

- Mahoning_._-------------|-----d0---------] Hibbing_...__---|-----d0_-..-----|-..--d0__...---.| 4, 531, 691 ee 
-Adams Spruce_-.-.-------- -----d0_--.--..-] Eveleth.__..-_..].-.-.do0.........| Combined.--.| (4, 172, 410 oa 

Kevin..._.--.------------|-----0---------| Nashwauk-.-.-.|..---d0....--.-.| Open pit..----} 2,627, 703 . mee a 

'  - Ail Trumbull__..-------- -----d0.......-.-| Marble....-.-.--|-----d0__..----_]-----d0__...---.] 2,598,771 ee 

Frazer D’ Autremont. .--.|-----0------.--| Chisholm_._-.--|-----d0---------|-----0__.--.---| 2, 184,218 : oe 

- Alpena (stockpile)__...--.|-----40---------| Virginia_....-.-.|-.---do...------|-.---d0---.-----| 2,056,700 ce nd 

a Muscoda_.._.------------| Alabama....-.| Bessemer..__.--.| Birmingham-_-| Underground -| 1, 972,851 __ ae 

/- ‘Wenonah_.._----..-------|-=-~-0---------|____-d0____-------|-..--d0_-.------|-----d0_.-.-----| 1, 908, 48" oe 

oo Scranton._...-----.------} Minnesota_-..| Hibbing__.....-.| Mesabi_.-..---| Open pit-.-.--| 1,840,337. eC 

. Morrison___..------------]-----@0---.-----| Coleraine. ---.---|-----d0.-..-.--.|-----d0_-_------] 1, 836,122. | ee 

-Holman-Brown__.-.-----.|-----@0__-..-.--| Taconite_._.-.-.|-----d0__.---.--|-----d0__..-----| » 1,820, 090 ane ee 
..-* © Yeonard-Burt-Glen___.._.|-----d0_.......-] Chisholm----..-|.----do__...----]--+--d0-_-------| 1,820,089. rn: 

-. -Ffull-Nelson_.._..--------|-----0---------] Eveleth_...--_--]-----d0_--.-----|-..--d0_...----] 1,727, 621 ps ES 
» - Morris.....--------------|-----d0_.-.--.--| Hibbing-=.-.-..|-----do....-----| Combined-_---) 1, 676,040 oe Sate 

_ Areturus..--------------- -----d0__.---2-- Marble_.-.------ -----d0__._-----} Open pit_.-...| 1, 645, 399. - eae a 

. Harrison ----------------- --.--d0_...-..--| Cooley_-.-------]-----d0-__.--.--|-----d0.....----| 1,587, 118 - oN 

| -. Ganisteo.......----------|-----G0--...--.-| Coleraine. .....-|.---.do__2..----]-----do-..2--.--} 1,550,127) 

Ishkooda__--.------------| Alabama_.-.._| Bessemer_.-..-.-| Birmingham..| Underground -| 1, 480, 482 OS Eng 
Bennett_......-----------| Minnesota._..| Keewatin.-.---.| Mesabi....:...| Combined.---| 1, 409, 763 cong Oa 

‘Danube. .___-------------|-----@0_--_.-.--} Coleraine... .1.-|-----do_._..-.--| Open pit-.----} 1,329, 095 RE 

: Woodward No. 3....-----| Alabama_.._--| Bessemer_.....-.| Birmingham-.| Underground -| 1,279, 211 | Te TAT 

: Montreal__.--------------| Wisconsin_....| Montreal_...-...| Gogebic_......|-----do---------| 1,252,489. eN 

.  Negaunee- --------------- Michigan. ....| Negaunee--_.----|. Marquette._..|-.---do_..-.----| 1, 289,497 Eee 

-Rouchleau (stockpile) -.-.| Minnesota_...| Virginia.......-.| Mesabi_....---| Open pit....--) 1,175, 958 Sage 
7 Hawkins.........--------]-----d0__...-.-.| Nashwauk. ..-..|--.-.d0_..--.---]----.d0_-..-----] 1,165,488 nee 
_ Argonne....--------------|-----G0_--------|-..-.d0__..------- _-4--00__-------]--2--d0__-..-.--] 1, 146, 003: a 

Majorca._..--------------|-----d0---------| Calumet_..-----]-----d0_.----.--|-----d0__-..----] 1, 135, 485 7 is 

: Susquehanna._-...-------|-----@0_-.......] Hibbing_....-...|-.---o___..----]-----d0_-----.--| 1, 182,984 ORE 

: . Sunrise....-.-------------| Wyoming_....| Sunrise_......---| Hartville__---- Underground -| 1,071,870 — Os 

_ Sehley__.-----------------| Minnesota__._}. Gilbert_.......-.| Mesabi__..----| Open pit_.--.-| 1,015,250 pS 

Maas___-.--.-------------| Michigan-....| Negaunee_-....-| Marquette --- Underground - 988,287 0 

-_- Russellville Nos. 5 and 12_| Alabama___-._| Russellville.....| Russellville...; Open pit-.---- 976, 724 Co fe: 

. Galbraith.._.._.---------| Minnesota_.__| Nashwauk.._.-.|. Mesabi__...---|-----d0_-------- 949, 554. fs 

Corsica...........--------]-----d0__.-.---.| Eleor___..------]-----@0_._.-..--]-.---d0_.-_-----} 948, 510 0 ead 

| Webb. _._----------------|-=---G0_....-..-| Hibbing.....-.-.]-.---do_--.-----] Combined -.--| 929,341 ok te 

- Serub Oaks_.-------------| New Jersey.--| Dover......-----| New Jersey_...| Underground .} 921, 060 a 

Penn Group..-.----------| Michigan_----| Vulcan_.......--| Menominee---|-.---do....-----| 879,825. ae 

_ Giles.___--.--.-----------| Alabama___...) Woodstock...--.| Birmingham-. Open pit.....- 874, 720 ee 

. Zenith._..._.-------------| Minnesota..-.| Ely....---------| Vermilion.....| Undeground- - 847,967 

Raimund Nos. 1 and 2.-..| Alabama_.-...| Bessemer-.------ Birmingham ..j-.---do__...---- 809, 310 oo aes 

Warren......-------------| Minnesota....| Hibbing.._..----| Mesabi__...---) Open pit___.-- 801, 250 moe A 

a Clifts Shaft_-.-..----.----| Michigan_.._.| Ishpeming-.....| Marquette....| Underground -; 799, 154 a 

Wabigon___-.-.----------| Minnesota_...| Buhl_..-.-..----| Mesabi.._...--| Opem pit-...-.| 791,246 dk 

Plymouth_......-.-------| Michigan_....| Wakefield_....-.| Gogebic_.-----|-_.-.do-_.---.-- 771,960... ae 

Athens.._...-------------|-----0_-.-.-.--] Negaunee_....--| Marquette....] Underground - 763, 558 | “ad 

: Barbara___---.---..------| Minnesota....| Greenway-.-.---| Mesabi._..---.| Open pit--..--| 762,393. | vege 

_ Geneva-West Davis......| Michigan_-._.| Ironwood_....-.| Gogebic...-.-.| Underground -|| 751, 140 | 

Grant__.....-------------| Minnesota.-_-.| Buhl_.....-----.| Mesabi_......-| Open pit-...- 745, 552 aoe 

*. Hiawatha Nos. 1 and 2.-..| Michigan_....| Stambaugh---.-..| Menominee--. Underground _| 727, 229 a 

2 Godfrey ......------------| Minnesota_...| Chisholm--.....| Mesabi-_-..---]-..--d0--......-| 725, 985 2 

_ Cornwall___.....---------| Pennsylvania.| Cornwall__..-<..| Cornwall-._.-- Combined.-__.. my 

: Chateaugay_.-....-------| New York_...| Lyon Mountain | Adirondack--- Underground _|} 5,011, 676 a 

Harmony-Old Bed. -._-.--|-----do..-.-----| Mineville.....--|-----d0_--------|-----d0_--------|J oh 

Output of 55 mines producing more than 700,000 tons each------------------------------------- 105, 014, 354 ae 

Oe Output of 9 mines producing 600,000 to 700,000 tons each---_---.-------------------------------- 5, 851, 973 a 

Output of 10 mines producing 500,000 to 600,000 tons each-----.--.-----------------------------| 5 530, 976 at 

Output of 14 mines producing 400,000 to 500,000 tons each-------------------------------------- 6, 412, 988 Oe 

Output of 16 mines producing 300,000 to 400,000 toms each_...-..------------------------------- 5, 502, 063 “i 

Output of 21 mines producing 200,000 to 300,000 tons each__.--.-------------------------------- 4,974, 749 a 

Output of 33 mines produeing 100,000 to 200,000 tons each.__...._-----.------------------------| 4, 659, 660 | s 

Output of 24 mines producing 50,000 to 100,000 tons each... .-...-------------------------------| 1, 691, 892 n 

Output of 70 mines producing less than 50,000 tons each... -......------------------------------] __ 891, 860 Doo 

Output from reprocessed tailings (3 plants) _....-------------------------------------------+--- 1, 179, 901 y 

Grand total of United States (252 1 mines and 3 reprocessing plants) ......----------------|141, 710, 416 _ 

1 Excludes an undetermined number of small pits. The output of these pits is included in the total given. oe
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Be _ BENEFICIATION, it” Det 4 

=.» .._ Iron ore is concentrated by washing, jigging, and magnetic and 
Ee high-density separation to remove objectionable impurities, thereby 
fo improving the grade of the ore. Fine ores are agglomerated or sintered - 
.., into lumps, which are desirable in blast and steel furnaces because of __ 
v--" their porous character and their improved grade and structure. — a 
bo Sintering likewise has the beneficial effect of reducing the sulfur and | 
- moisture content. At many mines the ore is crushed and screened to 

improve its physical characteristics, but ore known to be so improved —_ 
~~~. ig not included in the statistics on beneficiated ore. | , | | 
oo. . In 1942 a total of 25,917,959 short tons of beneficiated ore was 
‘.- produced from 49,936,613 tons of crude ore. Beneficiation of iron ore 
"was reported at 120 miles in 9 States in 1942, compared with 112 mines - 
» in 8 States in 1941. Beneficiated ore shipped from domestic mines in _ : 
"1942 increased 21 percent over 1941; concentrates comprised 19 per- 4 
Be cent and sinter 3 percent of total usable ore shipments. a : | 
foe _Beneficiation of crude iron ore in the Lake Superior district (all in © : 
.*. - Minnesota) began in 1907, when 10,994 short tons of concentrates  _— | 
“were shipped from the experimental washing plant of the Oliver Iron | 
~ Mining Co. on the Mesabi range. From that date, the construction 
“ .. of additional washing, drying, jigging, magnetic concentrating, os 
ee sintering, and high-density plants in Minnesota increased the propor- a 
» . tion of beneficiated-ore shipments to total shipments from 0.03 per- a 
— .. cent in 1907 to 24 percent in 1942. The quantity of crude ore bene-. ; 
« -..  ficiated in 1942 totaled 33,142,184 short tons and the beneficiated ore - 
x. -recovered 19,538,752 tons—a ratio of 1.696:1. In 1941 the crude ore | : 
<i)" °  — treated totaled 28,774,481 short tons and the beneficiated ore re- | 
bw ~~ covered therefrom 16,940,412 tons—a ratio of 1.699:1. During 1942, 
i. E,W. Davis,* Mines Experimental Station, University of Minnesota, | 
«and G. W. Hewitt,’ Wheeling Steel Corporation, urged the construction 
. ~ . O0£ additional concentrating plants to beneficiate the magnetic taconite _ 
ee ore at the eastern end of the Mesabi range, to conserve the reserves of | 
- -_Mesabi open-pit direct shipping ores. Davis states that the magnetic 

taconite may be treated by a process similar to that now in use by | | 
the Republic Steel Corporation in New York State. The process oo 

et consists of crushing the crude ore to a fine size, extracting the iron | 
- oxide from it magnetically, and then agglomerating the concentrate. 

_ The sintered taconite concentrate would average 62 to 65 percent iron. | 
: _ _ The Universal-Atlas Portland Cement Co., Universal, Pa., and the 

_ Buffalo Sintering Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y., beneficiated Lake ores. | 
Oo The nodulized ore produced at Universal was used for charge ore in 

| the open hearth, and the sinter produced at Buffalo was consumed in 
both blast and open-hearth furnaces. Production from these plants 
is not included in usable ore statistics, as the tonnage has been ac- 
counted for in mine shipments. 

3’ Craig, John J., Shipments of Concentrated Iron Ore from Minnesota at New Peak in 1941: Skillings 
Mining Review, vol. 30, No. 47, March 14, 1942, Duluth, Minn., pp. 1, 2, and 6. 

* Davis, E. W., Lake Superior Iron Ore and the War Emergency: Blast Furnace and Steel Plant, vol. 30, 
No. 12, December 1942, pp. 1364-1368; vol. 31, No. 2, February 1943, pp. 211-216. . 

5’ Hewitt, G. W., Future Possibilities of Mesabi Magnetic Sinter: Blast Furnace and Steel Plant, vol. 30, 
No. 7, July 1942, pp. 753-754.
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oe Iron ore shipped from mines in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and 1988-42,in ° se 
- _ short tons, and percentage of beneficiated ore compared to total shipped oe 

a . [Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese and of ore sold for paint} - a re 

CO anfint of benefici- . . -. | of benefici- Bn 
af Year Benefici- | Total | _ ated to “Year =| Benefick | otal | atedto 99 9° 

-— total (per- aS '.. | total (per-e 
vom - | | cent) | SO , 4 eent) me 
oe a | | od 
oe 1925-29 (ave.).| 9, 692, 021 | 74, 700, 781. | 13.0 || 1940........| 14, 476,830 | 84, 221, 834 ARZ is 
| + 1938.._......-| 5, 416, 807 | 29, 602, 619 18.3 || 1941.--.----| 21, 701, 254 | 104; 220, 473 | 2.8 

| | 1989.22_-7722} 10, 556, 906 | 61, 406, 352 17.2 || 1942.77") 28,877, 538 | 117,951,289} 8B 

ne 1 Includes ore for paint in 1942, SO | Pa os a 

L | an AVERAGE VALUE | oe nee: 
. . e : . : : e / . : a ot 

. ‘The average value per short ton of usable iron ore at the mine was), 
| $2.35.1n 1942, compared with $2.40 in 1941. eg 

‘The accompanying table gives the average value at the mines ofthe +" 
a different classes of iron ore in 1942 for each of the producing Statesor = = 

| groups of States, except when there are fewer than three shippersofa =. 
- certain class of ore in a State and permission was not given to publish ag 

_ the value. These data are taken directly from statements of pro- —; 
Po ducers and probably represent the commercial selling prices only wae 
~ approximately, as not all reports are comparable. Some evidently — 
_ Include mining costs only; others contain, in addition, the cost of . ~~, 

gelling and insuring the ore; others include an allowance fora sinking © 
fund; and still others comprise only costs charged against blast = == 
furnaces. None of the reports, however, is supposed to include freight = °*.. 
charges. oe | ae a ast 

Oo _ Average value per short ton of usable tron ore at mines in the United States in 1 94200 es 

| : , [Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese] © a fe hes bs 

| i Direct | Concentrates’ pyrite a ong 

oo State to ; _Sinter cinder me a 
. . Hema- | Brown | Magne-| Hema- | Brown | Magne-| | | sinter hats 

tite ore | tite tite ore tite STs 4 

Alabama. ......--.-----.c--2ee------| $1683 [ff | gas fet @ fl 
; _ California.......--.-----------------| 2.09 J--------| Q@) f-----2--f---e----f-- ef eee . oe 

Georgia. -.-.-----.------------------} Q) | |--------|--------]------ ee] 24 eee fee eee] »; % 
coe Michigan......---.------------------] 2.52 |......--|.--.-.-.|__---_--}_------- | -L fee ef era 

| Minnesota-_-_-....-------------------} 2.14 |-.-..---]--------] $2.15 |] GQ) f--------} $2.28 feel ~ pi 
Missouri----.-...-------------------] 4.19 (4) --------]-------- (1) --------|--------|-------- ar 

. New Jersey..........----------------|--------[--------] (@) | [--------[-------2] $5. 26 [eee fee eae 
: | New MexIC0 ~~ -------------02707777- ae wanneee- “ee --------|--------|--------]--------]---+---- 8 
7 IN@W York... ween eee enone nn nef ee eee ~ we 
bo Pennsylvania____.....-...--.-.---.--Jo-------fe---e---] fees. “oor 4.08 6.57 |-------- oe 
. Wisconsin. --...../..----------------] . 2.27 |.--.----]---2----]_---- |---| ef ye 

Other ?7....-00.022 eee} 4.02 (1) 2.99 ).-------) CG) fei flel elf oy 

/ Average, all States.__..............| 224{ $266] 452] 217] 236] 462/ 410]... ot 
a Byproduct ore: 3 | a 

Delaware__....-_....-.....----__-- ' cranny, 
Michigan_____...__..2.22--2--2-2 oe 
Pennsylvania _ ___..........-------|p-------|--------|--------|--------|i-------]--------]--------] $428 ut 
Tennessee. -_._.-.----------------- - f | ‘ es 

1 Less than 3 producers; permission to publish not given, therefore value may not be shown, a co - wa 
- 7Includes Arizona, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington, and Wyoming. _ out 

3 Obtained from pyrite treated in, but not necessarily mined in, States indicated. “TI 

| ee
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Be Pe CONSUMPTION 

.. ‘The production of 59,077,593 short tons of pig iron in 1942 required 
tee 104,055,422 tons of iron ore and manganiferous iron ore, 6,368,611 tons — - 

>. of mill cinder and roll scale, and 1,372,599 tons of purchased scrap, an 
hs average of 1.892 tons of metalliferous materials (exclusive of home  —_— 
" serap and flue dust) per ton of pigironmade. © Bo, | 
«..... Most of the iron ore used in Alabama furnaces in 1942 washematite = 
“from mines in Jefferson County, but small quantities of hematite from = 
2s. Cherokee and Etowah Counties and Walker.County, Ga., were also. Ss. 
<-.- employed. In addition, brown ore, iron sinter, pyrite ash, imported. - 
co ore, and manganese-bearing ores were consumed. The brown ore | 
' . originated chiefly in mines of the Birmingham and Russellville dis-  —S_ 
' tricts, Ala., and the Chattanooga district, Ga. The manganese-  _—T 
r~  bearing ores came from Arkansas, Georgia, Tennessee, Virginia, and = 
i. Cuba. Because of the low-grade ore used in Alabama, the furnaces => 
cs ~ In this State use more ore per ton of pig iron than any other district 8 
«in the United States. During 1942 Alabama furnaces consumed an Ue 
= - average of 2.537 tons of metalliferous materials per ton of pig produced. Ss 

a “+ Tron ore and other metallic materials consumed and pig iron produced in 1942,- 
We oe | by States, in short tons O ee ne 

ok a a So “Metalliferous materials consumed . Materials consumed per 4 
chee hod . Oo : | Se — ton of pig iron made —— . 3 

Bo . a . Iron and manganif- . | | Pig iron os Cinder, ve : ares es mo _ ‘ “| -* -erous iron ores Cinder, a produced - | geale, | .- : 

me oe tenn nnn | and pur-|- Total Ores | 224 | Total on 
Beg oe ; ; ‘ chased. oo Chased a 
Bee an a —— Domestic Foreign |. scrap. — I of. scrap | oS 

Bs 3 Alabama_..---------| 10,206,796 | 6,133 | 141, 424 | 10,354,353 | 4,081,710 | 2502] 0.035| 2537 
dive Sinoiss -.----2-------] 10, 398, 886 |..--------| 462,668 | 10, 861, 554 | 5,850,070 | 1.778 .079.| (1.857 3 
coe 8) Indiana ____2 _2_2__} 11, 388, 956 |__-_____] 827, 562 | 12, 205, 518 | 6, 430,820 | 1.770 | {128.| 1/898 
Be | Kentucky-----7--22--| "778,100 |---_-7---"} 45,587 |” 823,687 | ' 457,124] 1.702| ‘100! ison 2” ae Maryland ----..-.----| . 3,410,606 | 726,501] 551,074 | 4, 688, 181 | 2,490,571 | 1.661 | .221 | 1.882 | : ee Michigan_._....-.---.}. 2, 918, 514 23,861 | 124,309 | 3, 066, 684 | 1, 683, 414 | 1. 748. .074 | 1.822 | 
pee _ - Minnesota_...-------- 644, 566 j-----.-.-- 64, 727 709, 293 373, 492 | 1.726 .173 1. 899 . : 

| a New York__._.--..--.| 7, 255, 202 94,599 | 362, 582 | 7, 712, 383 | 4,040,756 | 1.819 |- .090 1. 909 ; 
re Ohio-_...--------.----} 22, 135,165 |______._~_]1,.689, 900 | 23, 825, 065 {13, 140,362 | 1.684 . 129 1.813 | 
oS Pennsylvania --_-_-_--.| 29, 623,-693 25, 650 3, 327, 035 | 32, 976, 378 |18, 064, 888 | 1.641 . 184 1. 825° . 

ee West Virginia__.-..--} 2,465,576 |..--.._._-] 101,492 | 2,567,068 | 1,408,993 | 1.750 .072 1.822 — 
2 Undistributed !__._..| 1,933,488 | 24, "| 48, 850 | 2, 006, 468 | 1,055, 393 | 1.855 046 1.901 — — 

- OS ‘103, 154, 498 | 900, 924 r 741, 210 Hi, 796, 632 |59, 077, 503 | 1.761 | 131 | 1.892 - 

- a 1 Includes California, Colorado, Massachusetts, Tennessee, and Utah. - - | 

. Maryland furnaces consumed chiefly domestic ore in 1942, in addi- 
: | tion to ores from Africa, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, and India. These fur- | 

naces used an average of 1.661 tons of ore per ton of pig iron; however, 
they consumed proportionately more cinder, scale, and scrap than 
those in any other State. | 

| Blast furnaces in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, - 
and West Virginia handled Lake Superior iron ore and manganiferous 

| iron ore almost exclusively. Kentucky furnaces had the lowest con- 
) sumption of metal-bearing material per ton of iron. | 

_ In New York the furnaces in the Buffalo district used ore chiefly | 
from the Lake Superior district, magnetite from New York, and some 
manganese ore from Cuba, and the furnace at Troy consumed mag- 

| netite from the Chateaugay mine at Lyon Mountain, N. Y.
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_ Blast furnaces in Ohio consumed magnetite from New York in 
_. addition to ore from the Lake Superior district. 

| _ Virtually all the ore consumed in western Pennsylvania furnaces =. > 
came from the Lake Superior district. Those in the eastern part of == 

' the State used some Lake ore; magnetite ores from Pennsylvania, = =} 
New Jersey, and New York; and some ore from Africa, Australia, © | 

-. Chile, Cuba, and Sweden. —t Se LEE 
-. ‘The Pueblo (Colo.) blast furnaces consumed hematite from the | EN 
.. Sunrise mine in Wyoming, hematite and magnetite from New Mexico, = 
°° and manganese-bearing ores, chiefly from Colorado, New Mexico,and = >» 

“California. : a a 
- «> The Provo (Utah) furnace treated semialtered magnetite from the = .'* 
~~ Tron Mountain mine near Cedar City, Utah, manganese tailingsfrom = 

~. Montana, and manganese-bearing ores from Nevada, Texas,and Utah. = >. 

pe Foreign iron and manganiferous iron ore consumed in the manufacture of pigironin . - ee 
ee , _ the United States, 1941-42, by sources of ore, im short tons = 

CB Source  —s'| gat «| togas >see | ttt] tpg ee 

Africa. et eee ---eee----} 14,775 | 4,871 |} Newfoundland___...---2-.---]----22--.-| 24,180 og 
Australia. ..__--------2:------| 2, 265 . 790 || Palestine___..--.-------------|. 554 |e 
Brazil_...-_.-.....-.------..--| 17, 883 9,173 || Spain. -.-.-.---2----2 2 ------ 9,496 | 2,721 oe els 

Bo -Canada_.......-....-.-...-.-| 202,809 | 114,906 || Swedén.__--222 |. 990 | ae 
Chile. _2--_ 2222-12-22 __22____|1, 907,980} 662, 420 || Source not stated_..-.---2222_|2--2--2] 982A 

— Cuba....---22--.2-------2--| 232,848 | 77, 368 || | a (reeeesereeesen (azmeenperennge EE 
© India ITIL ga | (2,888,610 900,928 

oe STOCKS AT MINES 

_ Stocks of usable iron ore at mines totaled 3,770,869 tons at theend ° =; 
- of 1942. In addition, 594,751. tons of pyrite cinder and sinter werein 

a stock at plants that produce these byproducts for consumption iniron 
— and steel furnaces. .About 90 percent of United States mine stocks ..__-', 
7 were in Michigan and Minnesota. : ee; 

oo Stocks of usable iron ore at mines, December 31, 1941-42, by States, in shorttons . —: ‘sh 

a State 1941 | 1942 State —.] 194d 142° oy 

a Alabama........---------| 32, 136 33, 048.|| New York.___-.-.------- 30, 947 61,977 ok 
me Connecticut. .......--..-- 67 |.------------|| Pennsylvania.........--- 90, 733 14,354 - cE 

California.........-..-.-_-]_---.------- 2,500 || Texas_............_---.-- 7, 683 6, 615 : ose 
Georgia... 2 22222222 )TT 168 || Utah..__._.--.------.---- 560 134 a 

. Michigan.__.__-..-._...--} 2,172,192 1, 909, 968 || Virginia..-._..._._.--_-.- 3, 456 4,379 Poe aS 
Minnesota.__.......--..--| 1,467,745 | . 1,493, 331 || Wisconsin-.-_.-....--...- 213, 127 184, 144 re; 
Missouri....-..-...------- 2; 790 | 1, 620 ||. | —_____|____— od 

i New Jersey----.---------- 1, 761 57, 421 4, 023, 197 3,770, 869°. os 

- : STOCKS AT CONSUMING PLANTS - | es) 

_ Stocks of iron ore at consuming plants totaled 45,658,562 short | 4 
tons on December 31, 1942, compared with 40,509,863 tons on et 
December 31, 1941. This large increase was made possible by a oe 
favorable shipping season, which enabled shipments to exceed de- oe 

| mand. Despite the late opening of the 1943 shipping season, it is 
believed that stocks at consuming plants at the end of the year will aS 
suffice to meet demands until the opening of the 1944 shipping ~ oo 

, season. 
ne 

{ we 

| | | oa
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Bote FOREIGN TRADE De | | 
Ber | Bp Oe ee ; 
w..  Imports of iron ore in 1942’ decreased tremendously from 1941 . 
«.. owing to the crucial shipping problem. Because of enemy submarine _ | 
ws activity, shipments from Chile, which had long been the largest sup- ss. | 
i*. plier of foreign ore, were suspended in 1942. ee a an 

be “... Iron ore imported for consumption in the United States, 1940-42, by countries, in 
(eee a + Short tons - 7 | 

Bo Pe 9H 194d 1942 | . 
rn Country pr eo oe 

Woe Short tons| Value | Short tons|° Value | Short tons| Value. oe 

Cog Bragfl 20} 111 065.| $460,669} 133,134 | $479, 192 53,312 | $188, 908 Boy British West Africa:-22 77777777] 3088 | 3775 |. | 
pole Canada !________--.-2..-----=---| 1248, 468 | 11, 056, 381 1 313, 864 | ! 1, 182, 566 1 287,017 |11,145,431 “4 ey Chile... 222222222 ILIIIIIZ.]| 1, 884, 512 | 3. 028, 699 | 1,888,074 | 3.064838 |  429/330| 689,998 
RASS Quba_iec lt ----_---i--------| 246,011 | 436,515 |” 201, 699 359,863 | - 46,105| 83,504 = + 
Bie. Aan. cess eee eee tenon eee] 4,088 |. 85, 783 Joe |e} fe a 
May’ 0 Mexico... .2 1-221 -2-----------} 4,021 | 7,206 |  . 4,978] 9,669] — .2,708 6, 974 LY 
fle ot Newfoundland and Labrador: __} 26,118 63, 698 63,869 | . 159,017 |------- fee 2s 
PED od _ Philippine Islands_.._.::..--._-|-.-.--.-..--|.----------- 10, 864 . 22,254 —° 10 TB : 
Bee Spain tT aa an PB 793 8,167} 50,755 |__-...--..-|_--1------ ar 
Pow 7 Sweden____2..---_-2.-.----| 236, 101 968, 925 |_._-..-..--_|-.---------|--2 ee] ek. if er United Kingdom --7-27----7777-} 440 | 14,290 | 12 | 19,193 7608 | 797 679 © : 
Boe Other countries. _..........-..-- A 87 |e] nee nnn] nee |eee eee eee os 
Bee |, 781,222] 6,210, 971 |. 2, 625,261 | 5,347,277 | 819, 084 | 2,142,569 : 
eh ee a os ‘ 
Pe. ~... «1 Ineludes pyrite cinder. o - . . — 3 

%<. -. Exports of iron ore from the United States totaled 2,817,235 short | 
eee. tons valued at $8,114,586. ($2.88 a ton) in 1942 compared with | 
wo. ,., 2,136,525 tons valued at $6,212,308 ($2.91 a ton) in 1941. | , : a 

Pe . a ne oo MINING IN CUBA ae : | 

vi. ,. Because of war-shipping limitations, shipments from Cuban mines 
Bote in 1942 were only 9 percent of those made in 1941. The 1942 total | 
“.. Of 20,208 short tons included 4,575 tons from the Daiquiri-Juragua 7 
%° . mines, averaging (dried) 56.12 percent iron; 2,371 tons from the | ig She v : } . . e @ - ; e ) . | ». . Hstancia mine, averaging (dried) 27.35 percent iron; and 13,262 tons | 
oo of nodulized brown ore from the Mayari mine, averaging (dried) | 
a 56.83 percent iron. The Mayari mine was idle during October, and © 
mo the Estancia was active only the first 4 months of the year. — . 
mr Stocks of usable ore totaled 228,071 short tons at the end of the 
. ' year compared with 101,842 tons at the end of 1941. 

. Iron ore shipped from mines in the Province of Oriente, Cuba, 1884-1942, in short 

. tons 
a eeeeseseseseeeeSSSSSSSSSSS 
- | peuragua, : 

aiquiri, an ° 

Ye | Estancia Sigua (een 1 Guamé | El Cuero Total 
ar (hematite | (hematite) ore) nN | (hematite) | (hematite) 

and magne- 
tite) ; 

. 1884-1940_..............-....| 25, 019, 868 22,891 | 4,406, 312 46,190 | 1,011,475 | 30, 506, 736 
1941__22 le 176, 628 |_....._._-__- 47, 764 |... .---__-_|----------- 224, 392 

— W94g TT 6,946 |. 22222} 18, 262 foo 20, 208 , 

' 25, 203, 442 22, 891 | 4, 467, 338 | 46, 190 | 1,011,475 | 30, 751, 336 

a
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Oo ; | REVIEW OF LAKE SUPERIOR DISTRICT = 8 8. 

Production and shipments.—The largest movement of iron orein the ~~ w . 
7 history of Great Lakes shipping signalized 1942. A total of 102,596,379. = 

. tons of iron and manganese-bearing ores was moved from United =>... 
States ports during the year compared with the previous record ship-- .. + 

: ments of 89,213,359 tons in 1941 and 72,502,302 tonsin 1916. Forthe ©; 
: first time in the history of Lake Superior commerce, iron ore was | - ad 

7 shipped in March. On March 25, 1942, the first uplake boat arrived >... 

7 at Marquette, Mich., and on March 26 another boat reached Duluth. oe 
: A total of 887,665 tons of ore was shipped in March and 8,723,884  ~<,# 
. tons in April. Lake shipments reached a monthly record in July, 34 
- -when they totaled 14,933,801 tons. The lakes remained open long ae 
a enough to permit the movement of 712,128 tons in December. All-  — . \-'xi 

a rail shipments from the Lake Superior district in 1942. totaled = "3 

_ A new all-time output of ore from the iron ranges in the Lake .§ = 
Superior district was made in 1942. Production of crude iron orein. 

e ° ° - : , 7 : i Me wai 

- . the Lake Superior district amounted to 115,773,591 tons, a16-percent = 
increase over the 99,921,135 tons mined in 1941.. Usable iron ore 
produced in the Lake Superior district, comprising direct shippmg .  «% 
ore, concentrates, and sinter, totaled 101,925,624 tons, an increase of Oe 

a 15 percent over 1941. The Lake Superior district supplied 82 percent = + 
of the United States crude ore and 86 percent of the usable orein 1942. 

: Of the six ranges contributing to the district total, the Mesabi was ey 
_.- the largest producer, supplying 77 percent of the Lake Superior total = # 

and 67 percent of the United States total of usable orein 1942, 

~~ Usable iron ore produced in the Lake Superior district, 1854-1942, by ranges, in °° hy 
| - short tons - | ee ne 

[Exclusive after 1905 of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese] 7 | oe oo a _ 

| | Year Marquette | Menominee “Gogebic | Vermilion | Mesabi | Cuyuna | Total : sa , 

1354-1880__...-| 15,977,658:| 961,866 |_...-.-.-__.|.-..-_-.-_-]--22 222 | eee. -]. . 16, 989,524 TE 
1881-1890. --.-| 20,829,773 | 13,347,506 | 9,696,747 | 3,651,676 |.._.._.._..|_...--.-----| 47,525,702 3 

. 1891-1900__....| 30, 541, 890 | 24, 236, 657.| 26, 164, 368° | 13, 548, 694 36, 156, 817 |._...-..----| 180, 648, 426 ee 
, - 1901-1910. .....| 42, 255, 520 | 47,011, 764 | 38, 656, 687 | 17, 192, 651 218, 013, 490 |._._...-.-.-] 368,180,112 ~ ad 

1911-1915.....-}| 20, 613, 174 | 24, 485, 948 | 23, 930,840 | 8, 102,513 159, 847, 759 | 3,574,622 | 240,554,856 = al 
1916......-...-| 5,368,145 | 7,447,527 | 8,631,953 | 1,908,973 46, 284,382 | 1,742,318 | . 71,383,298 = oo wh 

| 1917_..........| 5, 194,979 | 7,130,461 | 8,826,980 | 1,659,057 | 46,062,602 | 2,225,001 | 71,099,080 == ~ ‘# 
a 1918_..........| 4,420,140 | 6, 766,633 | 8,778,150 | 1,335,798 | 43,742,694 | 1,909,953 | 66,953,368 ° | st 

1919..2.......-| 4,657,801 | 5, 447,644 | 8,253,273 | 1,178,010 87, 254, 508 | 1,888,182 | 58,679,418 Cg 
1920._....-....|. 4,992, 522 | 6, 329,727-| 9,203,901 | 1,179,940} 41, 038, 906 | 1,968,708 | . 64,803,794 = © = if 
1921....._--.-| 2, 468,608 | 2,405,277 | 3,511,734 | 1,099,365.| 18,345,813 | "503,506 | 28,334,308 0 itt 

: -1922.._......-.| 3,075,101 | 3,685,518 | 5, 500,084 | 1, 241,816 29, 909, 153 1, 070, 266 44, 481, 938 aN 
| 1923..-...-..-.| 4,380,218 | 5,503,166 | 6,846,181 | 1,253,407 | 46,826, 100 | 1, 500, 585 | 66, 399, 657 Ok 

, 1924......-.---| 4,008,577 | 4,234,344 | 6,249,469 | 1, 278,693 33, 397, 241 1, 054, 402 50, 222, 726 Ea 
1925.....------] 4,271,329 | 5,610,105 | 7,148,035 | 1, 491, 563. 39, 033, 242 754, 188 §8, 303, 462 rE 
1926.......--.-| 4,531, 734 | 6,099,165 } 7,783,910 } 1, 757, 227 42, 557, 533 | 1, 271, 047 64, 000, 616 a. 
1927..........-| 4,497,618 | 6,113,164 | 7,397,409 | 1, 767,155 36, 809,958 | 1, 189, 361 57, 724, 665 ; . 7 
1928_.........-] 4,205,984 | 5,488,423 | 7,103,143 | 1,823,684 39, 039,093 } 1, 208, 909 58, 819, 236 ent 
1920...........] 5,091,340 | 6,079,885 | 7,940,354 | 2,109,573 | 47,455,735 | 1,686,853 | 70, 363, 740 rs 

_ 1930...-...-.-.| 4,950, 194 | 4,962,806 | 6,735,692 | 2,236,098 | 35,055,888 | 1,367,802] 55, 308, 570 oe 
1931...........] 2,969,116 | 2,333,136 | - 4,142,016 | 1,322,971 | 17,470,619 | "744,813 | 28, 982, 671 og 
1932......--...| 840,775 | 906,529 | 1,596,048 | '405,593 | 4,766,154 | 601,058 | _9, 116, 157 oy 
1933._....---..| 1,110,596 | 628,889} 1,242,443} 338,000 | 12,730,831 | 313,597 | 16, 364, 356 me 
1934......-...| 2,610,469 | 961,023 | 2746,300| 876,503 | 16,145,077| 215,075 | 23, 554, 447 we 
1935_......-.--| 3,209,127] 818,111 | 2,685,753 | 948,211 | 20,522,538 | 228,828 | 28, 412, 568 so 
1936...........| 4,954,230 | 1,839,654 | 4,570,560 | 1,175,689 | 33,830,023 | 424,440 | 46, 794, 596 at 
1937...-..--...| 6,307,206 | 2,568,204 | 5,953,558 | 1,696,007 | 51,823,370) 707,646 | 69, 055, 991 as 
1938....-.....| 3,009,119 | 1,437,591 | 3,235,490 | 1,044,406 | 14,847,398 | 291,417 | 23, 865, 421 Ss 
1930....-......| 4,374,938 | 2,152,308 | 4,820,489 | 1,568,382 | 33,064,804 | 700,149 | 46, 681, 160 a 
1940._........-| 5,918,297 | 3,000,888 | 6,462,800 | 1,715,799 | 50,941,464 | 807,965 | 68, 847, 213 ORS 
1941...........| 6,978,285 | 4,281,145 | 6, 780,885 | 2'075,394| 66,850,613 | 1,354,957 | _ 88, 321, 279 : 
1942._.....--.-| 7,083,224 | 5,385,930 | 6,712,804 | 2,167,340 | 78,722,184 | 1,854,142 | 101, 925, 624 is 

Total_.|245, 607, 687 |219, 610, 994 |250, 203, 146 | 81, 150, 188 |1, 298, 648, 079 | 33, 199, 880 2,257, 87, 74 ey
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i... Shipments from the Michipicoten range in Ontario, Canada, were 
i 1. : oe i 2. ; . oo . 4 
“made to the lower Lake ports for consumption by the Canadian iron os 
a - . and steel industry. This output is not included in Bureau of Mines — 

statistics. Shipments of sinter from the Helen mine of the Algoma - . 
~ Steel Corporation totaled 545,066 short tons in 1942 compared with - a 
».. .. + §18,277 tons in 1941. There was much interest during the year con- — | 
* °. cerning the iron-ore deposits at Steep Rock Lake, in the Lake Superior —s_— 
~ . yegion, Ontario, Canada. Diamond and churn drilling during 1942 
“- - developed indicated reserves of 14,377,000 tons, in addition to 1,525,000  —s- 
~ tons of measured Bessemer-grade hematite having an analysis of 62:55 
on percent iron and 0.17 phosphorus. To exploit the deposit, it willbe 
“o" necessary to divert waters flowing into the lake and build damssothat = 
“>. water.covering the deposit can be pumped out. The upper part of  — 
eo the deposit will be mined by an open-cut; however, most of the ore  —_, 
‘\ will be mined by underground methods. . So Ce 
“Analyses —The accompanying table was compiled by the Lake 4 
“... . Superior Iron Ore Association. ) a se 3 

fe Average analyses of total tonnages (bill-of-lading weights) of all grades of iron ore yo from all ranges of Lake Supertor district, 1988-42 oS 

ee | ‘Year oe F tons F phon ‘Silica f Moisture 4 

Fa a | Percent | Percent. | Percent. | Percent | Percent — 4 
ee ggg | 21,675,917} 6190] 0.089) = 825 | C8] 
eo $gRQTTTTTTTITITIITITTITITIIIZ] 50} 381, 804 51. 75 2085} 8.27 |. 76 10.73 
oe AQAQ TT TTETTTITITTEITIIIITE]| 70} 905, 423 | 5209] = 1085 | = 8.00 ol 10.98 
mo 19410022 TTT] 80;.534180] 51.83 085 8.18 1B 1.01 | 
bee © 1942 eee tiiiiiite--| 108, 118, 290 51.65] | .089/ 8.21) -79| 10.98 a 

we Stocks at Lake Erie ports.—On December 1, 1942, just before navi- - 
gation stopped, the Lake Superior Iron Ore Association reported oo 

~~ 8,009,612 short tons of iron ore at Lake Erie ports, compared with 
“-- § 924,931 tons on the same date in 1941. At the opening of the 1943 
».,. ... ghipping season in May 1943, 3,152,789 short tons of ore were in stock oo 
"at these ports, compared with 2,832,676 tons on May 1, 1942. With- 
ae : drawals from stocks during this 5-month period in 1942-43 were 57 = 
ge percent greater than in 1941-42. | _ , | 
A Prices of Lake Superior ore.—The prices established April 17,1940, 
_. for the four standard grades of Lake Superior ore remained unchanged. 
: | Since that date the price of the various grades quoted at Lake Erie __ 

—_ | ports for a short-ton unit were as follows: Old-Range Bessemer, 
| 8.235 cents; Mesabi Bessemer, 7.975 cents; Old-Range Nonbessemer, _ 

| 7.975 cents; and Mesabi Nonbessemer, 7.715 cents; respectively, | 
. $4.24, $4.11, $4.11, and $3.97 a short ton. The base of the four 

_ standard grades for 1925-42 is an iron content of 51.5 percent natural. 
| For the bessemer grades, the allowable phosphorus content is 0.045 

percent (dry), and for the nonbessemer grades the phosphorus content 
ranges from 0.045 to 0.18 percent. Ores containing more than 0.18 | 
percent phosphorus are classed as high-phosphorus ores, whereas those 
containing 18 percent or more silica are classed as siliceous ores. 

| Reserves —During 1942 there was considerable discussion concern- 
ing the possible depletion of high-grade iron-ore reserves on the Mesabi | 
range. War requirements will amount to 100,000,000 tons of iron 
ore to be provided annually by the Lake Superior district. As produc- |
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tien from underground mines and concentrating plants is limited, — S Vs 
_ most of the output must be supplied by open-pit direct shipping ore. = 

| Davis ® has pointed out that where a deposit of iron ore is flat-lyng ss 
_ and is not covered by too much overburden, it is ordinarily mined by —*. 
_--- open-pit methods; and simply by putting additional shovels into = 

_ -- @peration and providing the necessary additional transportation, pro- — os 
| duction from open-pit mines can often be doubled or tripled, whereas: wo 7 _ Increasing the production from underground mines is not nearly so 

"simple. The rate of production from an underground mine depends —— 
largely on the number of mining faces that can be worked simul- st 
taneously, and the maximum rate at which the ore is to be mined is oa 

- ___. established before an underground mine is opened. Consequently, =| 
a it. 1s not ordinarily possible to increase the rate of production radically, =. 

ce a oo iP 

7 - & : | . - a | 1 oe — - 

- i-— 0 = , Reserves | | | oe 

: | 0 — | | 1 | Too 4 
: _ 1910 1920 | } 19330 - - ©. 4940 1950 | | es 

. FicuEE 3._Rates of production, discoveries, and depletion of reserves, Mesabi range, 1910-42. | - a 4 

an Actual reserves of the Lake Superior district are not given in the  «@ 
_. reports of the tax commissions of the various States. Although these oS 

Lo commissions have access to all records of the mining companies and es 
: compile figures on reserves for the different ranges from them, the re 

| _ figures represent taxable reserves, and the actual tonnages that will | 
: eventually be produced from the Lake Superior district will exceed os 
. the tax commission estimates. Past records indicate that this excess woe 

| may be considerable. Figure 3 compares cumulative production and — _ 
discoveries with reserves on the Mesabi range from 1910 to 1942. - 

_ During this period, 1.15 billion tons of iron ore were mined. However, fe 
. this depletion was offset in large part by additions to reserves totaling 

0.80 billion tons, so that known reserves decreased only 0.35 billion . 
tons. At current rates of production, it is evident that the known 
reserves will be exhausted in arelatively short period. Although addi- 

6 Work cited in footnote 3. 

5562504338 | - : .
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.. tions to reserves during the past 3 decades have offset depletion toa 
Be large extent, continuation of this trend into the future willdependon  —- 

the ability of producers to find additional ore and the extent to which 
Ke _..» present low- and off-grade deposits become commercial in the future. | 

a oe | ; Unmined iron-ore reserves in Minnesota, May 1, 1988-42, in short tons | 

me : . ee Range: 4938 1939 1940 : youn 1942 a 

-  Mesabi...-...-.-.-.--.| - 1, 288, 915, 900 | 1, 268, 414, 950 | 1,257, 304,301 | 1, 228,640,020 | 1,198,122,968 2 
aa Vermilion......-......| 15,986,908 |” 15, 267,262°| ” 14, 793, 743 15,701,206 | ” 16,601, 755 2 
S — Guyuna.22ITTTTTTTTTT] 67, 973,468 | 69,881, 231. | 72,829,434 | 72, 813, 737 72, 141, 173 7 

an a | 1,872, 876, 276 | 1, 353, 013, 443 | 1, 344,927, 478 | 1,317, 154,972 | 1, 286,955,896 - 

© : SO oe Iron-ore reserves in Michigan, January 1,1939-48, in short tons = 2 \ 

Range | 1989 | 1940. on | tee | 

aye Lo — Gogebic.:..........-..|° 48,310,722 | 41, 620, 208 | 85, 396, 179 | 38, 682,351 | 36, 850, 185 | - 
Pe ou Marquette_~.--------.- 58,386,031 | 55,522,649 | 64, 174, 528 54,102,855 | 57, 110, 705 ; 

oe -Menomines....-.-..--| 64,028,731 | 63,753,461 | 62,554,000 | —_—_62, 865, 604 62, 231, 371 

Be ; ‘| 167,725,484 | ° 160,896,318 | 152,124,707 | 150,650,900 | 156, 192, 261 oy 

Bo | oo MINING BY STATES ee 

ye . Alabama.—Production of crude iron ore in Alabama in 1942 was. ms 

Bi a 35 percent greater than in 1941. Mining activity in this State - 
Bo trended away from small operations; this is indicated by statistics ot 

“~~ which show that despite the increase in output there were only 47 — 
"active mines in 1942, compared with 76 in 1941. The small operators a 

".. were unable to obtain much necessary equipment and labor. In- 

~ addition, some of the operators entered the armed forces, and others 
- went to work in war plants. Hematite represented 56 percent of the =—s_ 

*. total crude-ore production in Alabama in 1942, and about 82 percent : 
“ of the hematite produced was shipped direct to furnaces, 14 percent : 
= -- was sintered, and 4 percent was concentrated. In 1942, 55 percent — 
‘ of the total crude-ore production came from underground mines, most : 

of which are in Jefferson County. The most important producing | 

— mines in this county were the Muscoda, Wenonah, and Ishkooda, | 
| - which comprise the Red Mountain group, operated by the Tennessee 
° Coal, Iron & Railroad Co. Other important underground mines in 

‘Jefferson: County were the Spaulding and Raimund mines of the | 
. Republic Steel Corporation, the Woodward No. 3 mine operated by 

| the Woodward Iron Co., and the Ruffner and Sloss Nos. 1 and 2 
| mines of the Sloss-Sheffield Steel & Iron Co. The usable hematite 

produced in Alabama in 1942 averaged (natural) 35.03 percent iron, 
0.16 percent manganese, 0.32 percent phosphorus, 15.21 percent silica, 

) and 14.97 percent lime. | | 
| Crude brown-ore (limonite) production in Alabama in 1942 amounted 

to 6,930,768 tons. This ore is mined by open-cut methods from a 
number of widely scattered deposits. All of this ore 1s concentrated oO 
before being consumed in blast furnaces. Log washers are commonly 
used for this purpose. Brown-ore concentrates produced in 1942 © 
totaled 1,367,246 short tons, an increase of 12 percent over 1941. | 

In 1942 the principal brown-ore mines were the Russellville Nos. 5, |
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11, and 12, operated by the Sloss-Sheffield Steel & Iron Co., the Giles © 
‘mine of the Central Iron Ore Co., and the Martaban and Greeley ae 

_ mines of the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co. Other important’ Tee 
‘producers were the La Grange, Ironaton, Parish, Doc Ray, Waco, . .. => 
and, Reno mines. Most of the brown-ore production came from i 

- Franklin, Tuscaloosa, Blount, Colbert, Butler, Talladega, and ~~ 
Cherokee Counties. Usable brown-ore production in 1942 averaged sis 

— 46.0 percent iron, 0.63 percent manganese, 0.53 percent phosphorus, FA 
: and 10.4 percent silica. a Se - ns 

Arizona.—A small quantity of hematite was produced in Yuma 3 as 
| County during the year. An open-cut mine is operated by E. FE. 3 

_ Carlisle and produces ore for acid electric furnaces at Alhambra, Calif. on 
| California.—The demands of the shipbuilding industry on the West — iS 

coast caused 1942 usable iron-ore production in California to increase —_ wt 
_ 78 percent over 1941. The Vulcan mine, an open-cut in San Ber- ky 

nardino County operated by the Kaiser Steel Co., made initial ship- 
ments of hematite to Fontana in December. Hematite from the a 

_ Cave Canyon mine, the largest. producer in the State, was shipped for 
Consumption in cement manufacture. Magnetite from the Heroult oS 

| mine in Shasta County was used largely for making concrete ballast TS 
| blocks for shipping vessels. Shipments of usable ore in 1942 averaged = 

_  Georgia.— Virtually all of the output from Georgia is brown ore — ay 
. produced from open pits. Production of crude ore in 1942 totaled — es 

1,506,265 tons, resulting in 334,342 tons of usable ore. The concen- ~ oo 
_ trating ratio of crude ore to usable ore was about 4.5:1. The out- en 

- standing producers in 1942 were the Porter, Woodward, Clemmons Cd 
Hill, and Blanchard Reed mines and properties operated by, the > =, 

_ Mitchell & Hodge Co. and the Chulafinee Ore Co. Most of the ore —s—s 
| came from Polk and Bartow Counties and relatively small amounts meee 

_ from Cherokee, Floyd, and Walker Counties. Shipments of usable eee 
ore from Georgia during the year averaged 47.3 percent iron and 0.59 Cg 

| percent manganese. | re 7 | oe 
_ --: Michigan.—Output in Michigan comes from three ranges—Mar- od 

quette, Menominee, and Gogebic. During the year the output from . |, 
. the Marquette range increased slightly, and the Menominee range gg 

_ showed a substantial gain, but production from the Gogebic range »° “% 
| decreased slightly from 1941. Production in Michigan during 1942 oe 

| totaled 17,499,060 short tons of usable iron ore, an increase of 6 per- oe 
cent over 1941. Underground mines supplied 94 percent of the total oe 
output in 1942. The iron content of ore produced in Michigan during = =~ 
the year averaged 51.68 percent, the same as in 1941. | | By 

: The Negaunee and Maas mines, situated on the Marquette range oe gt 
| and operated by the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co., were the leading pro-_ og 

ducers in 1942, with 1,238,497 and 988,287 short tons, respectively. 7 
The Penn Group, Cliffs Shaft, Athens, Geneva-West Davis and Oe 
Hiawatha Nos. 1 and 2 were also important producers. All of these  —-—S— 
underground mines produced hematite. The Plymouth mine on the - 
Gogebic range was the largest open-pit producer in Michigan during oo 

6 year. veg 
Considerable expansion of the Michigan iron-ore industry was os 

accomplished during 1942. The Sherwood mine of the Inland Steel oS 
Co., near Iron River, Mich., on the Menominee range, came into OE 
production in 1942. The Wauseca mine of the M. A. Hanna Co.,
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~~. * also on the Menominee range, became an active producer in 1942,as —  . 
i. did the Princeton mine of the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. The Mather 
4-7 mine, at Ishpeming, Mich., owned jointly by the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron - 
«Co. and the Bethlehem Steel Co., was developed by the Negaunee _ 
* ~ Mine Co., although no output was reported in 1942, 
*. .. A report of the iron-ore mines of Michigan for 1942, published by cs 
=. the Geological Survey Division of the Michigan Department of Con-- Jf 

servation,’ shows that the average number of men employed was ss 
Boe 8,242 (7,553 in 1941), the average number of days worked 273 (248 in iis 
~ 1941), the average daily wage $7.60 (same as 1941), the average yearly  ~ ; 
we. garmings $2,073.53 ($1,885.79 in 1941), and the average tons of ore | mat 
“os «mined per man per day 6.75 (7.15 1m 1941)... Fo Oe 
>... ‘The data in the following table on average per-ton costs of mining 
-o. ore at underground mines and at siliceous open pits have been ab- ss 
s’  gtracted from statistics published in much greater detail by the 
~.-.. Geological Survey Division of Michigan. © = ©. 4 

“Average costs, per short ton, of mining iron ore at underground mines and at siliceous 
ee oo open pitsin Michigan in 1942 © : my 

Be ge Oo a a OS Underground = | ae ; 

Bs ce a - - Item ne TP Siliceous : 

PB  ogeio | MB | Menor} orgtay ORB PNR 

"> Costofminings es Os Ce | So 
wee os  Dabor...-.---2.--------------------------------- | $1.0227 | $1. 1825 | -$0.9675 | $1.0503 | $0.2254 . ‘ 
Be _ Supplies_......-.-.-.-----------------------.----| . 4950} 4875 | «5192 {4999 + 2154 
ee Deferred costs.........----.----+---------------+-2-- .2183 | . .0518 |. . 1151. . 1175. . 0487. , 
po. axes. sesso eens eeeeeeeeeeeseeeese-} 11954} 11470] Losgg | 1 1409 10417 
eeeoe ss ., ~General overhead._...--.----2.----------------------| 1687 |. . 1820. .1413 |. 1658 . 0908 4 
fae Transportation........-..--------..-.-.--..-.--..--| 16387] 113604] 1.4502] 1.4773] 1.3639 a 
Wooo Marketing. 2200] 0600 | 0860 | .0696 | 0742 "0714 4 
Bad otal ore cOSt_.--------2l-eece-c--cese-ee-----| 3.7988 | 3.4472 |. 3.3528) 3.5254 2.0573. 3 
so __. Lake Erie value per ton_-.-..-----------------------| 4.2196 | 4.1989 | 3.9442] 4.1214. 2.0771 : 

be Gross ore profit 1... _-------eeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee--| 42087517 | 5014 | 5960] 0B 

fe | a ‘Other costs: - . of . | a 

an Royalty....---.----22---2eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-e----| 8118 |. 2028 |. 2186 | 2860] 0755 . 
Interest on borrowed money.._--..--------------| .0002 | =. 0298 .0033 | — .0132 . 0056 . 

Spy, . Federal income and excess fai | . 1071 . 1975 . 0843 .1356 | =. 0246 7 

: . 1 This figure does not represent true profit, as much ore is sold below the Lake Erie price. oe 

oe Minnesota.—A record total of 96,693,590 tons of crude iron ore was , 
--- produced in Minnesota in 1942, an increase of about 18 percent over 
a 1941; open-pit mines supplied about 94 percent of the total. Sixty- | 

six percent of the crude ore shipped was for direct use in blast and 
| steel furnaces, and the remainder was shipped to concentrating plants. 

| Concentrates represented about 23 percent of usable ore shipped from 
mines in Minnesota, sinter accounted for less than 1 percent, and the © 

| remainder was direct shipping ore. | | 
Three ranges (Cuyuna, Mesabi, and Vermilion) contribute to Min- 

nesota’s production. Production in 1942 from the Mesabi comprised 
about 96 percent of Minnesota’s crude ore and 95 percent of usable 

| ore output. In Minnesota 34 of the 101 active mines produced more ~ 
than 700,000 tons of crude ore each during the year. The iron content 
(natural) of the usable ore produced in 1942 averaged 52.11 percent 
iron compared with 52.48 percent in 1941. 

? Pardee, F. G., General Statistics Covering Costs and Production of Michigan Iron Mines: Michigan 
Dept. of Conservation, Geol. Survey Div., Lansing, 1943, 9 pp.
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During the year, the Evergreen Mines Co. completed a concen- i 
trating plant at the Maroco mine, which will serve the Maroco and 
several other mines on the Cuyuna range. | Co ee 

— -,- Massourt.—Output of usable iron ore in 1942 totaled 59;180 tons, == 
over three times the amount produced in 1941. The various proper- ~~... 

* ties of the Missouri-Cliffs Mining Co. supplied 83 percent of the State = .— 
: output. However, the Christy and Pioneer mines operated by the <=: 

: Missouri Mining Co. were important producers. Both hematiteand =| 
brown ore were produced in Missouri; 93 percent came from open-pit =... 

- mines. Usable ore shipped from mines in Missouri averaged 49.74 9. © 
- . percentironin 1942, 0 ee Se 
Bo _ New Jersey —Crude iron-ore production in 1942 totaled 1,494,853 = x: 
-* . tons, an increase of about 5 percent over 1941. The usable ore pro- >. 

duced totaled 676,537 tons, a 7-percent decrease from the 1941 figure. = sg: 
~ ‘To produce 1 ton of concentrates, 2.1 tons of crude Ore were used in. 
_...-: 1941 compared with 2.4 tons in 1942. .-This change in ratio may be Ss?! 
-.  gaused by the variation of iron content in the ore; the proportion of =. *. 
-—: ore to country rock mined; and the efficiency of the concentrator. _ So 

| The Scrub Oaks mine, operated by the Alan Wood Steel Co., leave 
-. . continued to be the outstanding producer in New Jersey. Other «© 

7 mines active in 1942 were the Mount Hope, Richard, and Washington. - ~ 
-. ‘The magnetite ore is produced from underground minesin Morrisand. =. es 
... Warren Counties. The magnetite concentrates produced average = 

(natural) 62.89 percent iron. a Se 
New Mezxico.—Most of the iron ore produced in New Mexico in. = 

_ 1942 came from the El Paso iron claim in Grant County, operated by ~ =~ 
the St. Louis Smelting & Refinmg Co. Seven new minesin Lincoln 

| and Socorro Counties supplied the remainder of the State output. 9 5 
‘The hematite and the magnetite that came from both underground  —.- 
mines and open pits were shipped direct to furnaces in Colorado. _ --~ 

| _ A total of 107,306 tons of ore was mined, averaging 54.85 percent  — 
~ —- gron. + No production was reported in 1941. oe nen 

| , New York.—The mining industry in the Adirondack district was 
greatly expanded during 1942. This expansion was not shown by Ce 

oe production figures, because the activity was confined mostly to mine . *. 
_ development and the construction of surface plants, although two {% 

7 new mines came into production on a small scale during the year. |? 
Late in the summer of 1942, the National Lead Co. made the initial =. 

. shipments of magnetite and ilmenite concentrates from the MacIntyre _ ;.” 
- mine® on Lake Sanford near Tahawus, Essex County. The Clifton §—° “! 

oo mine near De Grasse, St. Lawrence County, was brought into produc- _ oy 
-.. tion by the Clifton Ore Co. during the year. At the Clifton mine, ~~. 
: most of the magnetite ore will be mined-by underground methods, 

: - although open-pit methods of mining were used in 1942. oe os 
a Surface structures, including magnetic separators and sintering A 

_ plants, were under construction at the Benson mine in St. Lawrence — . 
County and the Fisher Hill mine near Mineville, Essex County. The ne 

- magnetite deposit at the Benson mine will be exploited by the Jones — 
| & Laughlin Ore Co., using open-pit methods. At the Fisher Hill i” 

mine considerable underground development was done by the Re- oy 
. public Steel Corporation, although no production was reported dur- - 

Ing the year. A new inclined shaft, constructed at Mineville to serv-- | 
§ Matthews, Allan F., Minor Metals: Minerals Yearbook, 1941. . 8 

. ae : , 4 : m, oe
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tice the Harmony-Old Bed-New Bed group should increase the output = 
‘and efficiency of the mines by eliminating much rehandling of the | 
es erude ore. The Chateaugay mine at Lyon Mountain and the Minee>s—w® 
~ + ville properties continue to be the outstanding iron-ore producers in 
«the State. Shipments from New York State averaged (natural) 
wee | 63-2 percent iron, 0.07 percent manganese, and 0.09 percent phos- ", 

ooo-> phorus, — | oe, ae 2 
.  -Pennsylvania.—In 1942 the Cornwall mine, operated by the Beth- 

~~ |ehem Steel Co., continued to supply virtually all of the ore produced | a 

“in Pennsylvania. The magnetite ore body at Cornwall is mined by 
“both underground and open-pit methods. The crude ore is hauled = 

about 6 miles by rail to Lebanon, where all of the ore is concentrated = 
—. . and part of the concentrates sintered. In previous years the crude oy 

“ore shipped from Cornwall was included with usable ore statistics, = - 
«. . - However, in 1942 a break-down is made between crude ore and usable J 
> ore, the concentrates and sinter shipped from Lebanon being included, 
“~ for the first time, in usable ore statistics. It is believed that thisnew _ 
< method of handling Cornwall figures will make the statistics more 
oe comparable with those of other magnetite mines, although the fig- 4 
be ures for this mine in 1942 will not be comparable with those for previ- _ 
av. ous years.. | as a | SE 

es.» The Hazard and Little Gap mines operated by the Prince Manu- ‘ 
.. facturing Co. produced a small quantity of carbonate ore during the a: 

«c—, Tennessee.—The treatment of copper-iron ores by the Tennessee 
“.- Copper Co. at Ducktown results in the production of a considerable © 
a amount of pyrite ash. This residue is smtered and shipped for con- 
=" sumption in’blast and open-hearth furnaces. The tonnage of this by- : 
«product material produced is included in usable ore statistics in 1942. 

“!" Shipments of sinter during the year averaged 67.2 percent iron, 0.15 
percent manganese, 0.007 percent phosphorus, and 2.2 percent silica. 

Texas. —The Linden mine in Cass County was the only producer in 2 
a the State in 1942; the brown ore shipped after concentrating averaged. - 
“+. 62.5 percent iron. | oo en | ee oe 

oY  -Utah.—In 1942 the Iron Mountain mine operated by the Columbia 3 

°° Steel Co. continued to supply most of the iron ore output from Utah. | 

o The ore, principally semialtered magnetite, was mined by open-cut _ 

me methods. Most of the ore was shipped to the blast furnace at Provo 
* and contained (natural) 53.49 percent iron. The Great Western mine | 

ae operated by Helene Beatty was the only other producer in the State. 

7 Virginia.—The American Pigment Corporation mine in Pulaski _ 

| County supplied virtually all of the output in 1942. The brown ore | 

: is mined from an open-cut and is consumed by the paint industry. 
Washington.—Most of the ore produced in Washington during the 

| year was from the Neutral mine in Okanogan County. This magnetite 
ore was used for ballast in war vessels. Some hematite was produced 
from the Napoleon mine in Stevens County and the Keystone mine in 

| Pend Oreille County. 
| Wisconsin.—Production of crude hematite from underground 

mines in 1942 increased 5 percent over 1941. Ore from the Montreal 
Mining Co., averaged (natural) 52.48 percent iron, 1.26 percent 
manganese, 0.51 percent phosphorus, and 6.63 percent silica. The | 

Cary mine, operated by the Odanah Iron Co., produced ore containing .
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- (natural) 53.13 percent iron, 0.82 percent manganese, 0.05 percent = = 
| '. phosphorus, and 6.07 percent silica. During the yearasmall quantity = 
-. of ore was shipped from the Matilda-mine stock pile. ye Es 

— Wyoming.—The Sunrise mine in Platte County supplied all of the = 
a Wyoming output in 1942. Production came from both open-pit and oo 

underground operations by the Colorado Fuel & Iron Corporation. =: 
— Shipments of hematite averaged (natural) 49.89 percent iron, 0.09 = =: 
7 percent manganese, 0.06 percent phosphorus, and 12.95 percent silica. ner 

Crude tron ore mined in the United States in 1942, by States and counties ree 

, | a - [Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese] | ey: 

‘| Active rt to : Active 7 mane 
State and county . mines Short tons State and county - | mines Short tons - ok 

ee Alabama: | | 1 | Missouri: ; edt 
- ibb._ 2... ee . Francols........---.--- Te get 

. | KEtowah___...--..-.-------- 1 } 148 Wachneion az] 2 458 ee 
ae ~.  Blount.-....-------------- 1 168, 000 Crawford, Miller, Frank- Oe Se 

Butler__.....----.---------| 1.2 } 415, 150 |). lin, Phelps, Howell, Ore- mo oka 
. Crenshaw...-.---.--------| . 1 ee gon, and various_......-- 12 | 67, 650 7 ae 

Calhoun....--.--.-------.-|  °12 2938, 328 —_—_|-_—O—C—F—"E ogee 
Cherokee -...---..--.----- 15 309, 939 || - . - 14] ~ 68,108 - a 

He Chilton. _....--..2- 252 ee 2 8, 064 ——_— —_=—=——_ SS eek 
Clay.-...----. ..---+------ 11] 33,600 || New Jersey: . ar! 

oy Colbert...-....------------| © 1 534, 012 |} Morris____--.--.2------.--- 3 \ 1.494. 353 po ag 
. Franklin_...-..--....--.--]|. 18] 2,226,185 ~Warren___...--.---------} 1 vas . os 

oo Jefferson._.......-..------- 12 | 8, 678, 263 ——_———— | —___, —__— ood 

. | Marshall___...------------ 1 12, 320 , : 4 | 1,494,853 eter 
, Pike__.......-.+-.--------- tl. 13, 664 —= =| ———— _ eo! 

: Talladega...-.--..-------- 14 426, 681 || New Mexico: | Cs 
Tuscaloosa. -..--...--------]- 4 | 2,489, 759 |1. Grant_.__-----.------- eee 1 et 

OO . Oe |p Lincoln. _ 2. eee 16 107, 306 re 
oS 147 | 15, 609, 113 _ Socorro. ....--..----------] «. 1 . Sn sis 

. Arizona: . (fern nme ene cis 
. — Yuma..-..------ ..-------- 1 386 . | 8] 107, 306 eer 

. : ———— ————_ New York: ——S[_ —=_——_=_= , Pe 

. California: |. { Clinton.__....-.....-..-..- 1 
Inyo__....-.--.--------.--- 1 319 Esse@X__.- .- 122-2 21. - lee ~2Hh . anne: 
San Bernardino. .......-.- 2 90, 159 Oneida.___--..-.-----.---- 1 5. 444. 708 2 Pe 
Santa Cruz_....-...-----.-| * 1 196 | St. Lawrence_.__._--.-_-_- ryforr coo 

L Shasta_.....----------.---- 1 15,846 || Pennsylvania: oe 
re —— | —_——__——. Lebanon___..---..---=.--.- 1 eG 

| a 5 106, 520 ~ Carbon___..-..-.-...----.- 1} ~—-:1, 146 ay 

. Georgia: | 71 5,445,849. 
Bartow_._......----------- 17 501, 101 —>S | |_ ——— : m aa 

_ Cherokee_.....--.--------- 11 8, 064 || Texas: | ; CoN 
Floyd....-.--------------- 1 112 Cass __.....------.-------- 1 |) A ant 
Polk.......-...--...-...---} 110] 991,860 || Virginia: B1. 787 oo 
Walker__._...-.-----------] 1] 5, 128 Botetourt____....--....-_.- 1 ’ - ae 

. ——— |__|] Pulaski___-----------_-----| . 1 MS 
a : 1.20 | 1, 506, 265 i 

Michigan: Utah: ee 
Dickinson... .--...-.------ 3 996, 846 Iron__-.-.-.----.---.---2- 2 359, 558. runt 
Gogebic--- pee meee ew nnn nee 8 5, 029, 907 ——— SS OEO—— . oo af 

. Iron_..- .----------------- 18 | 4,389,084 || Washington: | a ne 
Marquette. ......--.....-- 15 | 7,083, 223 Okanogan -_.....----.-...- 1 11, 536 oe 

| ——— | Pend Oreille__...-..--_---- 1 302 ork 
- 44 }) 17, 499, 060 Stevens___...--.------ 2. 1 1, 446 oo , A 

Minnesota: 3 13, 284 : as 
Crow Wing_.......-.------ 10 | 2,146,514 || Wisconsin: cane 

. Fillmore__.......-.---.---- 1 101, 956. Tron......-...---.-.-.----- 2] 1,682, 897 ge 
Ttasea.--...-.--.---------- 33 | 33, 681, 280 }| Wyoming: aS 
St. Louis_.......-.....-.-- 57 | 60, 763, 840 Platte.......-.-.-.----...- 1{ 1,071,870 i 

101 | 96, 693, 590 1 259 |141, 710, 416 a 
: og! 

1 In addition, there is an undetermined number of small pits. Ths output of these pits is included in the : x 
tonnage given. 4
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pose ss EMPLOYMENT AT IRON MINES = s—s—S 
2 Although complete information on employment at iron-ore mines = 
ein 1942 1s not yet available, incomplete figures indicate that about oe 
_ 81,000 men worked 64,000,000 man-hours to produce 117,469,164 = © 
"short tons of usable ore from domestic mines—an average of about 1.8 | : 

tons per man-hour and an all-time record. The man-hours worked =: 
- ~ . dn 1942 increased 6 percent over 1941, whereas the output of usable od 
~ ore from domestic mines increased 13 percent; consequently, the out- 5 
._ put per man-hour increased 7 percent. The gain in output per man- od 
-_. hour was due mainly to open-pit mines, which represented 68 percent or 
Ba of the increase in production in 1942 over 1941. _ TS 

SEE TET IP 0 ep = —— le a SPEAR pen : ;. 2 § QC H a i 
rn 2 B.. . . oy 

2 PEP reset Bots an fe 40 : : f 7 4 2 iP : Eee ee i} © 120 + i2 2 | . [ees ey A yo <_ vo H — ho = te oe PN IN poo -_ "gO — ‘ A — os. 4 | TP ENESSANNT TA o *s | = sol SZ ‘ Log ci , 

NAN | eee (short tons) \ | 3 . | | 30 | \= an 02 : a 

AP Le 
1923 1925 1927 1929 1931 1933 1935 1937 1939. I94I , 

FIGURE 4.—Trends in number of men employed at iron-ore mines, output of merchantable (usable) ore, | 
. man-hours worked, and output per man-hour in the United States, 1923-41.
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Cs Te -. Output per man-hour at open-pit mines : | er < 

a . a KE ° Qutput per man-hour underground and open-pit / | ~~ | ee 

| OMe RS So I~ J _ a fo 

wo | Heo Output per man-hour at underground mines _ ee a 

—. * fV >| Total output of merchantable | Be as 
oo |. ore (short tons) | 7 & es 

7 ' \ ALS \Output of merchantable ore from KV || I 
- RP ee % open-pit mines (short tons) ff" . ii a a 

oo a CN] / A Tota! man-hours worked f , f - (i . oars 
a = 30-4 = 1;}— 7 pO 

PN Of 
- _ 20 Output of lean ore requiring | SA, } \ er 

| beneficiation (short tons) \ ’ \ , OY 

a SY - we 
| | Output of merchantable. ore from 7 /% v4 - . 

o _ underground mines horton) | NES = I] oe 
_ 1923 925 1927 1929 193i 1933 1935 1937 1939 «1941 If a 

: FicurE 5.—Trends in output of merchantable (usable) iron ore per man-hour at open-pit mines in Min- a 
. mnesota compared with production of merchantable (usable) and Jean ore and total man-hours worked, -
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agate ; 7 . . : ; oF ars : an a . th 

We - 10r —— 7 : ee) ne 
ee Ss . i ae ’ a \ 

Bee . tt. Average. number of men employed | - . os 

ee a 
. . % 

: : - | | | : | . S| | | | 

rey Pa ‘ , : : : 
nia —~ . bee . - . 0 . . . 4 

eo . 20 200 | . . 

Wer D , oO 3 

aa ‘ : oc ie 3 
" - " . . Ww 15 / . . . 5 / = - 

fe z Total man-hours worked e \t ‘ 

ae oS , o ‘Oo i eS , N . pos, oo : , { Aion 2 . og 

ae i oe NF < OS 
ar , 5 |S N Le . J\\ — /. 05. b 

oe | Output per man-hour - ; , me Ore produced (short tons) 2 t a 

. . 1923 1925 1927 1929 1931 1933 1935 1937 - 1939 1941 

sO, FIGURE 6,—Trends in production, man-hours worked, output per man-hour, and number of men em- = 
| . ployed at iron-ore mines in Jefferson County, Ala., 1923-41. 

oo e . . .



| _ Employment at iron-ore mines and beneficiating plants, quantity and tenor of ore produced,.and average output per man in 1 941, by districts cas 
| | 7 . | | amd States . , a th 

= | [Exclusive of.ore containing 5 percent:or more manganese] - oo we . Ce See 

| - Employment poo Production a nn as 

7 | Time employed | 2 Usable ore Average per man (short tonsy a SE 
District and State Average | 4 vor. {| _Man-hours. | Orudeore|  . = | ~—‘Ironcontained | Crudeore ~ . - Usable ore ~ Boo 

number ave | Total | (partly { oy | (partly esti- at oe, 
of loved num- | man- | Aver | estimated), Short tons. | percent | mated) P Per Tron contained 9 8 employ Pre ‘short tons | “oy, 1 Percent. |———---— er |. Per |——————_— as 

| ~~ | ber of | shifts |ageper| ‘Total |” ~y | Short tons) natural | Per | Per | shift | hour | Per.| Per  . | y _ | a ee ee ee | shift | hour | | shift | hour. ee 

Lake Superior: To PP op food oo. 8. ce 
Michigan...............| 7,477 | 276 {2,061,853 | 8,0 | 16, 494,306 | 16,431,735 | 16,431,735 | 8,491,851 | 51.68 | 7.969| 0.996 | 7.967|-0.996| 4.1191 0.5168 @° = wk 
Minnesota............--| 10,303 | 247 [2,546,851 | 8.0 | 20,330,871 | 81,880,819 | 70,281,016 | 36,848,463 | 52.43 | 32.150 | 4.026 | 27.505 | 3.455| 14.468] 1.812 .. . ° 
Wisconsin._...........-- 785 | 261 | 205,129} 80] 1,641,032] 1,608,581 | 1,608,581} 857,690 | 53.32} 7.842| .980| 7.842} .980| 4181] [523 & woes 

| 18,565 | 259 |4,813,833 | 8.0 | 38, 475, 209 | 99, 921, 135 | 88, 321,332 } 46,198,004 |. 62.31 | 20.757 | 2.597 | 18.347] 2.206] 9.597] “1.201 Bo. s 
Southeastern States: a [me es [eens SSB 

: Alabama................] 6,159 | 262. 1,615,508 |] 8. 2 | 13, 208,120 } 11,543,516 | 8,831,033 | 3,280,489} 37.15} 7.145] .874| 5.466] .669] 2031] © .248- yo 
Georgia ..-.--.-------- | } -1, 266,602 | 201, 947 136,944] 4691f) | 9 - ar arf . eee 
Mississippi...........-.- 264) 167 | 41,558 | 9.0} = 878,678. })\ gag 428 994, { 45.80 |730,488 | 3.301 | 7.085] .782) 3.301) .367..M |=) 
Virginia.........------- oe : : EAT 58.60 |) a Sf a Os 

| | 6,423 | 258 {1,657,066 | 8.2 | 13, 681, 798 | 12,810, 646 | 9,123,408 | 3,417,657 | 37.46 | 7.732] .943| 5.506 | .672| 2062| 282. Be 
Northesstern States: , | . |. | |. |. oof eg | ae ~ asl aoh.. | |... |.) SS E ES 

E New Tersey 22222222222} 923 266 245, 085 8.0 A 956, 610 { 1, 429,.556 - 727, 299 453, 452 62, 35 \ 5, 833. 731 2. 968 | 6872 1, 850. : » 232 4 oe . “e 

Ponnaylvanlas 2 7-2-_|} %108| 330 | 713,386] 7.4] 5,304,048 | 4,865,258 | 3,710,123 | 1,790,812 { $69? | ¢.e06] 915 | 5.201) .600| aso} 38 oF” 

3, 029 316 | 958, 470 7.6 | 7,260,658 | 6,284,913 | 4, 437, 521 9, 244, 309 50,58 | 6.557} .866] 4,630] .611] 2342} .300 . B gh 

California. ............-. 7 60, 293 59, 955 83,124 | 55, 25 7 : | | Pe ek 
Missouri... ---.-2. 2-2. : : 20, 891 20, 891 10,842] 51.90 |]. | : fe : Me 

, Nevada —---2---2-2 20... . 241 241 109 |. 45.00 |} ef ns 
ahoma.__......-.2 2. . . ae L — 110 . 47,10 |e: . io |. . “Pes Utah......... 7 190 173 32, 841 8.0 262, 823 307, 607 307, 607 216,579 | 54.47 15,992 | 1,998 Ws 600, L 949 |. 8.518 | 1.064 Boe 

| Washington... ........-- { _ 11,674 11, 674 7, 744 66.30}, -- | od foo ae 
fouth Dakota.......----|} WR aaa} tra | aaa $8.00 | Joo f Ee 
Wyoming. ..........---- 380 | 259} 98,606] 8.0} | 788,848 | 1,104,154 | 1,104,154 |. 567,093 | 51.36 | 11.198 | 1.400 | 11.198 | 1.400] 5.751]; °.719  ~ ad 

570 | 235 | 131,447} 8.0 | 1,051,671 | 1,620,335 |} 1,616,468 | 846,845 | 52,39] 12.905] 1.549 | 12.207) 1.587| 6442|  .808 one 

| 28, 687 | __ 264 |7, 560,816 | ___ 8.0 | 60, 369, 336 |120, 645, 929 1103, 498, 720 | 52,706.815 | 60.93 | 15,957 | 1.998 | 13.6801 1.714! 6.9711 873. Gy. 

| — - a - | — . : oo | . - 7 e oak Po 7 ; a | oe
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Be a -. WORLD PRODUCTION =—s_—w Oe 
=~ >. The following table shows the production of iron ore by countries  —=s._—” 
i from 1938 to 1942, insofar as statistics are available.. Although com- = 
po". plete returns are not available, it is probable that world production | 8 
, ..- : established a new record in 1942 because of the large increase in 
ee _ United States production. - ee Se 

cee oe World production of tron ore, 1988-42, by countries, in metric tons! . ; 
os : ee ~.. [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer]. Be 4 

Mp : oe Country! - . 1938 . 19389 | . 19400 1941 - 1942 . ~ | 

eae North America: ss. ps rer: De Ss 
coe Qamada. eee celeee----| 5, 281 | 117,583 | 876,120 | 468,188} 49452. 
a ae ~ Cuba_._-1.----2-------------------| 284, 061 166,739 | 160,339 - 192,851 |. . 182,847 ©. 
bee Mexico... 2022222 lee e-------| 118, 251] 143,873. 1«110, 783 | 110, 134 102,596 
Woy Newfoundland ........._..-......---} 1,707,180 | 1,679, 625.| 1, 532, 990 | 981, 735 | 31,200,000 = ° f 
hee Opited States... -222----..----------| 28, 903, 861. | 52, 562,024} 74,878,718 | 98, 892, 753 {107,219,002 = 
eee... South America: os oe ae Ht ce Pe 4 
Bo - Bragil. 22.2202 22-2. ----e-----2-] 359,115 | 396,938 | 255, 548 420,756 | = 308,921 
oe + Ohille 4_...2-2---2--------------------] 1, 608, 399] > 1, 626, 490 1, 749,840 | 1,702,692 | 408,587  E 
pee : ‘Europe: | a Ses eee I 7 coe Sy a oo? 
ue, , - oO o Belgium. --.22-2222-2---- eee ee 180, 920. , 177, 370 (2) : . (2) oo / (?) med me - j 

Bete ea _ Bulgaria..2.2..- 2-222 eee 16, 771 20, 115. ~ 30, 000 | Qf. @e a 
Bm, - Czechoslovakia §____._..--.-2..------| 693, 000 766,000 | © 862, 000 978, 000 1, 040, 000 nn 
foe ANCL a -------------------| 33, 137,000 | = ® >. et ee ne 
poe - _ Germany 7___._.--------------------|.10, 938,650 |) ff nn | a4 
Be -  - ) Austria....222--L2-.------.------]} 2, 600,063 | (8) 8 AQ  @) (2) / 4 
Boa ee | Greece._-.---------------------------] 348,613 |. 307,284 | (2) @) J Qo oy . a 

en _- Hungary-.--------2--2-------2------| 369, 935 370,000 | (@@) Qf a 4 
Pe tay ETT 990048 | MT a og 
Wee > -Luxemburg.__.-...--.-.----.---1--2-| 5,140,682 | 2 @) oo f- @ ob ae ¢) : 
Pie D sory _.. ‘Norway..---------------=-----------| 1, 425, 297 | 1, 340, 408 GQ fF. @. © 3300, 000 . 5 
ae - Poland. - 22222222222 22222222 2.----2-| 872,591 | (2) ®t | 
Boge ~ Portugal_.___--.---------------+ +e 2, 519 418}. 301-4. 287 + =) © oo} 
Rey ~Rumania_...._..2222-2.22 222-2... 139, 185: 131,992 1 (2) ee GQ Q) re 
pen . Spain ii eee nie ----| 2, 544,945 | 3,594,294 | 2,629,609 | 1,640,687 | . 1,670,370. 4 
Beton eo Sweden_...-2-- 2-2 --| 13, 928, 023 | 18, 787, 202 |. CQ JF ® . -  QY 4 
wen - Switzerland._....-_.....-.---.--.---| | § 183,998 | 8171, 279 200, 000 | - (2). (2) oa 
denis. — UL 8.8. R98 es ----| 26; 529,700 | (6) ~— |=: 27, 500, 000. ) of eg 

ye _. United Kingdom: Great Britain ™ __| 12,049,531 |  () = {_~-18, 000,000 | - (?) (®) 
we . og - Yugoslavia_.....--.-..---.---------- 606, 884 666,816} =) 811 523, 000 (2). : 
Sie $1a: - = . co , te, , cs 3 

Bee Burma....-..--.-.---..---------.---| 18,340 26, 680 (2) (2) Qo 
he, . » °* Chosen ._..---2.2--- eee (6) (6s) (2) () (2) ‘4 
a | _ India, British..._...........-.-_-..-| 2, 787,711 | 3, 166, 087 (2) a tO) a 
ee Indochina. ..__.......-..------------ 130, 298 136, 000 32, 861 | - (2) | (2) j 
Be Japan... -.----.-------------------- (8) (8) (?) (?) (2) : 
Se . _ Malay States: - . 
on Federated: _....-..-.-.---------- 938 | - 780 972 (2) — | . 
poy _ Unfederated.__......-......__---] 1,606,289 | 1,991,173 1, 872, 903 (2) 2) | 
- . Philippine Islands 8_____..-_...__._- 910,952 | 1,154, 738 1, 191, 641 12 852, 080 (2) - 
a Turkey_...-.-..---..-...------------ 71, 375 148, 277 130, 338 (2) (2) 

— USS. RL. este --- + (%). - (°) (°) (2) (2) 
. Africa: ; . . 
- | Algeria.__.._....-........-.-..-----| 3, 105, 087 | 3 2, 750, 000 (2) (2) (2) 

Belgian Congo_..........------------| 2, 650 (8) 6,100 (?) (?) 
me . Morocco: . 

. . French....-._......--.---------- 266, 100 8) (2) (2) (2) - 
Spanish___._._..__._-_-...._---.| 1,341, 658 | 8 1, 038, 006 8 389, 337 (25 8 555, 000 

. . - Northern Rhodesia_-__..-_-.-.------ 208 138 (2) (2) (2) 
Sierra Leone____.__._._..-----.------ 875, 789 (8) . (2) (2) . &) 
South-West Africa_.__.__._...--.-.--- 23, 8461 19, 500 (2) (2) (2) 
Tunisia___.-........-.....-2---------- 822, 053 764, 731 2). (2) (2) 
Union of South Africa.......-.--.--- 505, 314 490, 136 | 638, 757 13 680, 041 13 607, 767 

Oceania: 
Australia: 

. Queensland___._.....-..----.---- 5, 207 4, 003 (2) (2) (2) 
South Australia.......-.-.-.----| 2,281,404 | 2,613, 036 2, 350, 484 2, 276, 345 (2) 
Tasmania__._..._.._---------.--|--_-_------- (8) (?) (2) (2) 

_ New Caledonia_.........-.-.-------- _ 36, 279 83, 567 176, 600 (2) (2) 
New Zealand.__._....... .---.------ 1, 238 1, 611 1, 208 1, 569 (2) 

162, 000, 000 |200, 000, 000 |3212, 000, 000 |? 233, 000, 000 |§245, 000, 000 

1In addition to the countries listed, China, Egypt, Eritrea, Finland, French West Africa, Madagascar, 
and New South Wales report production of iron ore, but complete data are not available. . 

2 Data not available. 3 Estimated. 4 Production of Tofo Mines. 5 Slovakia only. oe 
6 Estimate included in total. 7 Exclusive of manganiferous iron ore carrying 12 to 30 percent manganese. 

. 8 Exports. U.S. S. R. in Asia included with U. 8. S. R. in Europe. 
10 Exclusive of bog ore, which is used mainly for purification of gas. . 
11 Croatia only. 12 January to July, inclusive. 13 January to October, inclusive.
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Considerable publicity was given to sponge iron during 1942 in view - © | 
-_ -of an impending shortage of iron and steel scrap. Sponge iron ofa § © . 

usable grade for steel making can be produced by several techniques, = = => 
_.  ineluding rotary and. stationary kilns and multiple-hearth roasters. = == = 
~The economics ‘of the operation. depends on the scrap situations = = § =~ 

‘When scrap is flowing to steel furnaces at a desired rate, sponge iron, = . «7° 
'. if in powdered form, with more than a few percent of silica, and if © © °° 36 
- special means of preventing entrance of sulfur during its production = = = 
~ have not been used, would not be an economical melting stockin basic ==: * 
eo steel furnaces. However, during an emergency, the supply. of scrap 2s: 
“might not be adequate for maximum steel production and, with = ©: # 

costs of secondary importance, there is little doubt that sponge = = °° 
iron could be used as a substitute for scrap. Early in our present = .. 

._-gteel-expansion program it seemed that such a shortage of scrap would = = 
. develop; consequently, much publicity and speculation were givento = = 
the possibility of producing sponge in large quantities. Extensive use  ~ ™ 
of sponge iron in steel furnaces would decrease steel-making capacity - . <= 
somewhat. but would offset to some extent losses that might result = 9% 
from scrap shortages. = | a ae 

-. _ Except for metal powders, virtually no commercial sponge iron was _~ cs 
produced in 1942... However, considerable progress was made in the eee 

_ development and construction of plants during the year. In October 8 © 
_... the War Production Board approved construction of a $450,000 sponge- ne 
on iron plant at Youngstown, Ohio, as an experimental project to test = 9° % 

_ the use of the material in electric furnaces. Likewise, funds totaling = =. 
$600,000 were made available to the Bureau of Mines for construction ~ = 
and operation of sponge-iron pilot plants. Results of this work have #= = — 
not yet been made public. ~ On | ee as 

a IG TRON se 

| PRODUCTION AND SHIPMENTS . ren 

+ - Domestic production of pig iron, exclusive of ferro-alloys, increased 
-. 7 percent in 1942 over 1941 and established a new record. Theout- =. -# 

_--- put in 1942 comprised 58,973,389 short tons using coke and 104,204 si 
~~ using charcoal as fuel. Pennsylvania was the largest producer of pig =§ 4 
~ . Jron in 1942, with 31 percent of the total; Ohio ranked second, with 22 rs 
- . percent. Of the pig iron manufactured in 1942, it is calculated that = = é 
— §18,699 tons valued at $11,326,032 were made from 900,924 tons of | co 
. foreign ores, including ore from Africa, Australia, Brazil, Canada, rr 

Chile, Cuba, India, Newfoundland, Spain, and Sweden, indicating ae 
| an average yield of 57.02 percent from imported ore. Domestic ore os 
7 (103,154,498 tons) and cinder, scale, and purchased scrap (7,741,210 a 
os tons) totaling 110,895,708 tons were reported as used in the manu- 8 

| facture of 58,563,894 tons of pig iron, indicating an average pig-iron | et 
| yield of 52.81 percent from domestic materials. In addition, 1,564,912 . 

tons of home scrap and 4,177,674 tons of flue dust were consumed in . 
making pig iron in 1942. poe
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hos... Pig iron produced and shipped in the United States, 1941-42, by States “e 

He . fo | Produced _. Shipped fromfurnaces 

Oe State - . a} 198 fo ee 
Rhee Oo | 1941 (short | 1942 (short; 
yi ow a | tons). tons) | | ae —_ 
Ba . - 7 / Short tons} Value ‘Short tons} . Value ©. og 

to AJabama.........---------| 3,696, 566 | 4,081,710 | 3,712,018 | $64,037,109 | 4, 083,330 | _ $70, 638, 989 
ae oe Colorado.......------~---- -(!) (1) . (1). -() (1) mor 
ee _ Tilinois...0007777277777777] 5, 384, 767 |. 5,850,070 | 5,461,450 | 113, 558,606 | 5,871,858 | 125, 662, 134 
Re ‘Indiana__--._..........-..| “6,374,331 | 6,430,820 | 6,393,223 | 135,655,1904 6,446,750 | 142,990,764 . 
pe _Tows_......---------------|  @ wemececcnes= Qf °= g .| Qf. @ oo 

Kentucky lllT7TTTITITTT) 398, 912 |" "457,124 | 390,128} as7z,1m | ) | 
Pee --Maryland_-.-...--..---..| 2,358,208 | 2,490,571 |. 2,372,932] (t) © | 2,403,046] 9a) 
oy. Massachusetts -227777ITT} " @y | @ | ay @ (1) qj), a 
Ce ‘Michigan__-.........--...| 1,350,450 | 1,683,414 | 1,360,130 | 21, 384,383 | 1,675,143 | 25, 718, 214 | 
Se Minnesota.....-..---.----| _ 359, 268 373, 492. 369,549; = 4) | ° 373,505)... — 
ae New York....-.....--....| 8, 574,901 | 4,040,756 | 3,724,980 | 66,718,244 | 4,011,938 | 78,734,501 
oe Olio. 12-12 TTT IIIT} 19; 787; 248 | 18; 140, 362 | 12, 995, 298 | 268, 660, 861 | 13,153,014 | 284,600,670 ss Be Pennsyivania_..-....-....| 16,856,917 | 18, 064, 888 | 16,340,965 | 344, 208, 435 | 18,038,237 | 388,006,953  . 
ee | Bemnessee.---o-cooso] GP | Oe | ee - 
oe, Utah... 22-2 -----------] (4) © GQ). 3 - Mo po Me tke 0 Wirginig | 277TTTTTTTIITTTTT eee] OL | OM (f° 
oS ‘West Virginia._.....--....| 1,019,150 | 1,408,903 | 1,032,148 | —_(t) 1,417,208 | @) : 
ae —-Undistributed 1222227777] 1) 029, 743 | 1,055, 393 | 1,131, 796 | 97, 498, 488 | 1,079,141 | . 111, 107, 374 

Bee : a | 85, 085, 446 | 59, 077, 593 | 55, 223, 641 -|1, 111,811,316 | 59, 100, 601° | 1, 227,389. 689 

me | 1 Included under “Undistributed.” wis BO So : 
nn ‘Includes statistics for States entered as “(1)” on . _ ~ 3 

oe _ Shipments of pig iron, exclusive of ferro-alloys, increased _7 percent. : 
in quantity and 10 percent in value in 1942 over 1941. Thevalues 

“given represent the approximate amounts received for the ironf.o.b. . | 
». furnaces and do not include freight costs, selling commissions, and 
ae other items figured in some of the market prices for pig iron published =. 

ee by trade journals. Se a Ss o 

se Pig tron shipped from blast furnaces in the United States, 1941-42, by grades oe 

Pov | : 194 1942 Oo 

he So Grade | Value | op _ Value — | | 

. a | Short tons |---| Short tons |---| . : 
Be . _ Total Average Total Average 

So Charcoal...........-----------} | 144,076 | $3, 618,686 | $28.12 | 104,813 | $2,860,086 | $27. 29 
. Foundry.......--...-----.-...| 3,125,413 | 61,309,626 | 19.62 | 2,656,089 | _53, 291, 988 20.04 

| Basic... _...-.--...........-..| 40, 642,051 | 801, 328,939 | - 19.72 | 44,317,871 | 900,681,800} 20.32 
- Bessemer_..-..-..-.-..-...-.| 7, 900, 369 | 170,051,203 | 21.52 | 8,802,477 | 197, 565, 272 22. 22 

Low-Phosphorus........-.....| 608,727] 13,881,518 | 27.29] 520,642 | 13, 998, 587 26. 89 
Malleable...........-.--..-...| 2,643,497 | 56,677,208 | 21.44 | 2,455,205 | 55, 642, 522 22. 66 
Forge___._...---..-_-------..- 1, 212 * 80, 094. 24.83 Ji... wf 

| Allother (not ferro-alioys).-..| 258,206} 4,913,952] 19.02] 183,414 | 3, 410, 344 22. 29 
| 55, 228, 641 |1, 111,811,316 | 20.13 | 59, 100, 601 |1, 227, 389, 689 20. 77 | 

The number of furnaces in blast June 30 and December 31 and the 
| total number of blast furnaces recorded for 1941 and 1942 were as 

| follows:
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- Blast furnaces (including ferro-alloy blast furnaces) in the United Siates, 1 941-42 1 es o 

| | : In blast ‘December 31, 1941 In blast December 31,1942 oO woe : 

oe State | Sune 30, |---| June 30, J—7-—7———— ts 
| 41 | mm | out | Total | 1 | m | out | Total = 89 =. 

| Alabama......-2----------| 17 9} 1 20 20 21 |.--.---- at Sg NG 
California._..-.-.-----------]----.-----|--------]--------|----------|---------- 1 |.------- Od NY 
Colorado..._.--..--.-------- 3 3) lt. 4 — 83 3 1}; 0 4 ae 

. Tlinois. 27-2272 18 20 3; 23 20 19 2 2 ay 
Indiana___..----.----------- 19 19 |--.----- 19 19 19 1| 20 | Ay 

o Kentucky --.------.--------- 2 2j--------]| - . 2 (2 3 |-------- a: 2 aM 
" Maryland.) YT TT pp 
” Massachusetts.......-.------ ood Tp} 1. 1 j-------- 1 Se: 
8 Michigan 00 TTT)? g | 8] 8. 7) at} Ase 

: *  Minnesota...-..-------------| | 2 2 Jeo... 2 2 2 1 BE 
| ‘New York_....--.-.---------| - 15 | 315 1 16 16 16 ol 17 ere 

S Ohio TTT 47] 46 2 48 46/ .48/ af 49 tg 
a Pennsylvania_..-..-.-.-..---] - 70 70 - 7 77 |. #47 73. 3 76 oy Ny 
" ... - WPennessee._.....------------ 2 5 {-.------ 5. 5} - 4 1 5 et 

Utah._....._---..-.--------- 1 1 |---- 1. 1 1 Vie 
_- Virginia. .--.---------2-----e} 1 OT feeeeeee 1 | i. 1 ee 

West Virginia 722222} BY 4 4 4 Ape) A 
| a pa] opsh AB 238| 226/ 230/ i2| — 242 8 

DS | 1 American Iron and Steel Institute. ns oe —_ . ee “ak 

a WALUE AT BLAST FURNACES So ears” 

The average value of all grades of pig iron given in the accompanying oe 
_ table is based upon reports of producéers to the Bureau of Mines. ot 

The figures represent the approximate values f. 0. b. blast furnaces Ce 
and do not include the values of ferro-alloys. The general average  _—_.. 

_ value for all grades of pig iron at the furnaces was $20.77 ashort ton sis. 
In 1942, $0.64 more than in 1941. | 7 | | aes 

co Average value per short ton of pig iron at blast furnaces in the United States, eo oe 
| | _ | _ 1988-42, by States — a a in 

a ; State : 1938 | 1930 | 1940 | 194. | 192 © 3 
Oo ee . , Se Oo 

Alabama.......-.--.._-.--.-----.----_--.----------| $13.10 $14, 42 $14.30 | $17.25 $17. 30. ee 
Illinois. ._.....-..---------------------e-------------} 18.15 18.02} 18.05 20.79 21. 40 ee 
Indiana..........-.----.-------.-----2--------------| 18.29 18. 038 18.26 21. 22 22.17 © Yo ab 

| Michigan ._.-.__...-._--.---.--.----...-.------.----| 18,67 | 1479 |. 18:78| 15.72 15. 35 oe 
| New York_..---------..----------.---------------} 18,58] = =18.29] =16.89] = 17.91 19. 63 Od 
Ohio... .-------------------------------- +--+ +--+ --- 18.17 18, 12 18. 81 20. 67 21. 64 Tt 
Pennsylvania.....--.-.--------------.--------+------|. 19.30 18.52 | 19.40 21.07 21. 51 Ee 
Other States 1.2... ee eee] 18.2 14. 91 15. 20 18. 62 19. 09 ae 

- Average for United States........-.---.--.---.| 17.51]  17.44{ 17.90} 20.13] 20.77 og 

1 Colorado, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, and ey 
nO West Virginia. : Ot 

a COMMERCIAL QUOTATIONS © ag 
M : e e ve e wig 

: The average monthly prices of Foundry, Basic, and Bessemer pig ah 
iron at Valley furnaces and of Foundry pig iron at Birmingham fur- 8 
naces, according to published market quotations, are summarized in ae 
the table following. _ a
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eo. Average monthly prices per short ton of chief grades of pig iron, 1941-421 3 

Be Foundry pig | Foundry pig | Bessemer pig | Basie pig iron | 
Bo oo Ce iron at Valley jiron at Birming-| iron at Valley |. at Valley 
md a ae furnaces . ham furnaces |. furnaces. furnaces _ . pe oo Month . : . 

pe 1941 | 1942 | 1941 | 1942 | 1941 | 1942 | 194 | 19420 8 829 

 Jgntnary. 2 -------eu----------+--| $21.43 | $21.43 | $17.30 | $18.20 | $21.88 | $21.88 | $20.98 | $20.98 
se Bebruary....------------------------| 21.43 |. 21.48 | 17.30 | 18.20] 21.88 | 21.88] 20.98] 20:98 Ye 
Se March....-..-----.-------=----------} 21.48 | 21.43 | 17.51 | 18.20 | 21.88 | 21.88 | 20.98 | 20.98 © - 3 
oe | April._.-.-__._-.-------------------} 21.43 | 21:43 | -18.20 | 18.20 | 21.88 | 21.88! 20.98 {| 20.98 us 
we —  May_._-i-----2----------2----------| 21.43 | 21.43 | 18.20 { 18.20 | 21.88 | 21.88 | 20.98] 20.98 . df 
Soe Juels eect nt---] 21.43 | 21.43 | 18.20] 18.20 |. 21.88 | 21.88 | 20.98 | . 20.98 | 
fey . July_..------.----------------------} 21.43 | 21.43 | 18.20 | 18.20 | 21.88 | 21.88] 20.98| 2098 = , 
oe > August_.--.---.---------------------| 21.43 | 21.43] 18.20 | 18.20 | 21.88 | 21.88] 20.98] 2098 = 
pe . - September__:..__------.----=--------| 21.43 | 21.43 | 18.20 | 18.20] 21.88 | 21.88 | 20.98 | 20.98 Se 

ae  - October. ._.------------------+=-----] 21.48 } 21.48 | 18.20 | 18.20 |. 21.88 | 21.88 | 20.98 | 20.98 ; 
Mia oe ~ November_.:.-.-.-------------------| 21.43 | 21.43 | 18.20 | 18.20 |: 21.88 | 21.88 | 20:98 | 20.98. 
Po ; December ...--.--------------------- 21.43 | 21.43 | 18.20; 18.20) 21.88 | 21.88 | 20.98) 20.98 - oo 

oe  Average.....-----------------| 21.43 | 21.43 | 17-99 | 18.20 21.88 | 21.88} 20.98| 2098 | 

7 1 Metal Statistics, 1943. oo a cea 

Ba - | _ FOREIGN TRADE a 4 

oo There were no imports for consumption of pig iron during 1942, 

"oo Pag tron imported for consumption in the United States, 1938-42, by countries, in = 
Be oo | 2 . Shorttonst eo 4 

pes ountry = sd 1988 | 1989 | 940] 1941. Oo 

or _.' North America: Canada_-.....--------------------------] -. 2,975 |. 7,685 | . 3,826] 308 
we, South America: Brazil....--.--------------------------|------------ 174 |. ee fee : 
Poe Fe _ Europe: o . 7 | | - : t 
ae Denmark. .___--..--------------------------------+-|------------ : 1 joe e---- ee -}-----2------ ; 
fs Netherlands___-_....-.-----------------------------| 15, 944 | 7,250 |.22-22---2 ee |e . 4 

ns . Norway..-----------------------------------------+ 952 |_--.-.------]------------|-----e eee ‘ 
ee co Sweden__..--_------------------------------------- _ . 230. 292 |_------2----|---a--- ee oo 
fae oe United Kingdom__..-....------------------------+- . 47 |..-.-----.-.-{---------_-- |e --- le 
see Asia: India, British. __.-._...----.--------------------- 13, 900 | 27, 821 7,645 Jee Los 
a Oceania: Australia. + ...-.------------------------------]------------]------------|------------ 3,367 : 

ve oo ane 34, 048 43,223 |. 11,471 3, 675 oo 
oa | Value_..-------------------------2---e-eneeneeeaee---+-| $598,461 | $663,091 | $189,379 $61, 130 

. + - 1 None imported in 1942. - | SO . 

| Pig tron exported from the United States, 1941-42, by countries, in short tons 

Country 1941 1942 Country 1941 | 1942 

- North America: Europe—Continued. 
Canada__.._.-_----_---- 5, 118 1, 691 Other Europe-_.-_-_------ 841 [Le 
Cuba____--------------- 21 84 Asia: ' 
Panama.-_------------- 458 127 British Malaya-_------- 171 j 2 eee 
Other North America - - 274 63 China___...-.-.------- 280 |__-------- 

South America: Netherlands Indies. -_- 2, 897 168 
Argentina. __-_-_------- 291 336 Philippine Islands---.- 807 |_-------_- 
Bolivia__...------------ 6 235 Other Asia____-------- 70 |_--------- 
Chile..-.....----------- 2,119 578 Africa: 
Colombia_.._._-.------- 444 | lle Belgian Congo_..-.---- 121 263 
Peru._.---.------------ 1,064 |-.--.----- Gold Coast_._-..--.--- 39 |_---------- 
Uruguay__..._-._------ 195 |.----.--_- Union of South Africa. 7,075 |---.-____- 
Other South America. -- 181 j_--------- Other Africa__..------- 2 59 

Europe: Oceania: New Zealand------ 203 1, 118 
Portugal__.._-_-.------- 570 |---------- ————|—_———_- 
U.8.8. R_._-_---------|------------ 430 578,533 | 110, 647 
United Kingdom------- 555, 339 | 105, 495 Value. _....--.-------------|$15, 606, 692 }$3, 144, 701 :
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ne ss CONSUMPTION Oe 

_. Consumption of pig iron rose 5 percent in 1942 over 1941. Pig . == 
_ iron, a product of the blast furnace, 1s a semiraw material and, except 5 

for the small quantity used in direct castings, moves to other-type aa 
_ furnaces for further refining or mixture with other required ingredi- . ~ » 

_ ents. In general, it goes to steel-making or iron-making furnaces.  - oa 
. By far the larger part is taken to steel-making furnaces (open-hearth, oe 

7 bessemer, and electric) for refining and processing into steel. In 1942, ee 
. 88 percent of the pig iron was consumed in steel making. Direct = «| 
ro castings took 4 percent of the 1942 total, and the remaining 8 percent oS 
~ was consumed in iron-making furnaces, of which the cupola is the . ~~  *% 

| most important. The consumption of pig iron, by types of furnace, fori 
_.. for 1939 to 1942 is shown in the following table. The quantities of = > .3 
_. pig iron used in these furnaces are supplemented by the addition of. a: 

: ferrous scrap. The proportion of pig iron to scrap used in steel  —~ * Mt 
_ furnaces increased in 1942 over 1941.0 ss | woe 

Consumption of pig iron in the United States, 1989-42, by type of furnace 4 

| ee es | 1940 | woe ftp ag 
‘Type of furnace or | |---| —_——— rE 

: equipment = | ~ghort. |Percent/. Short |Percent| Short {Percent} Short {Percent Bet 
eo SY tons joftotal) tons joftotal} tons | of total tons _| of total ener 

°° Open-hearth............}26, 26,172 | 76.2 [36,297,250] 78.6 |42,481,404 | 75.6 | 45,538,846 | 77.1 ee 
_ Bessemer....:------.-__| 3,603,199 | 10.2 | 3,828,978 | 8.3 | 5,993,264] 10.7| 6131222] 104 os 

Oo Electric. ....-...---.-.- 30, 542 1 46, 506 ol 72, 758 -l | = 92, 878 2 oye Cupola t.-.----_---.2-] 3,349,198 | 9.5 | 4,106,119 | 8.9 | 5,388,747| 9.6] 24,400,582) 76 2 |e 
 Brackelsbergvcz |} 32a.817 | «9 | 374,187] ws | 604,935] 1] 555,436] ees 

| Crucible... 92 |) 184] @) — 071-3) | 221 | (3) oa 
Paddling -"77777777777} 97,959] 1] 28,203] 1] 54, 183 fs 4835; 9.1 ©, ._- Direet castings 1.777777] 1,066,220 | 3.0 | 1,504,311 | 3.2 | 1,500,074] 28] 2,183,913 3.7 ag 

7 [85 282, 699 |. 100.0 |46, 185,828 | 100.0 /56, 185,472 | 100.0 | 959,042,883 | 10.0 — |. 

cs 1 Some pig iron used in making direct castings included in cupola. _ - a a | wah 
_ 4 Includes 19 tons used in making ferro-alloys. | Ce Oy 

3 Less than 0.05 percent. - . ae os oo - . om Se 

The consumption of pig iron in this country is widespread, and =="; 
/ plants. using Die iron are situated in all 48 States, the District of = ©» .#" 
- Columbia, and Alaska. As expected from the uses of pig iron, con- ae 
n sumption is concentrated largely in the iron- and steel-making centers Re 
. of the North Central, Middle Atlantic, and Southeastern States. a 
_ These areas in 1942 used about 98 percent of the pig iron, Pennsyl- oaks 
‘  . -vania (the leading consumer) taking about 32 percent of the total and os 
i Ohio (the second-largest consumer) 20 percent. | Oy 4 

- | | OE 

| 556250—43——_39 | . a 
/ om 

. | | vid
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Ben ae “Consumption of pig tron in the United States, 1939-42, by States and districts : 

eo Bo Bae | 1989 1940 . 494d. | 1942 ae 

es. : wl 7 : , . . - 7 . : re Se ea Sen nennetnet eee Renee enenemmnennl - - ” . - — — " — : “ 

Be —.  -. State and district — Con- | aa ee } : _ oO 
MP oe a Con-j|- Con- | Con- Con- 

ae we ee - | ers. ers -ers | * ers | CORSO 

Bey Connecticut_-.---------------- 59 | 82,886 | 60 96, 574 62} 148, 862 61 138, 938 j 

gine IT) 1B} 6720] 15] 8302] 14] 4e7] 138 | 8,768 
cee _ : New Hampshire... --.-.------ , 15 |. 1, 826 14 . 2, 479 15 5, 816. 16° : . 20, 523 , : 3 

Drona MassachusettS........--------| 97 ]> 115,534] 104} 146,886 | 107 | 242,265) 101 | 244,993 =; 

Rhode Island....-------------| 12] 26,257]. 11 | 37,308 | = 12 57,082 | 12] - 58,116 . 
Sh Vermont..--------------c----[ 12 | 6,580 | 12 | 10,388 | 14 16,276} 12] 20,658 

Bet > motal New England....| 210.| . 230,753 | 216 | 301,997 | 224 | 476,768 | 215 | 491, ee 

8 * Delaware.cne-n-----—-s----7-] oh |} 281,000 {gf |} 362,758 { gh |} 449,486 {gg |} 58%783 
ae “New York..........----=---} 198 | 1,817,251 | 190 |°2, 403, 248 | 199 | 2,765,216 |” 200 | 3, 015, 417. 4 
ft Pennsylvania.---2-.-----.---|| 365 |10, 152, 661 | 348 |14, 634,036 | 391 17, 573,102 | 392 [18,843,804 

yo otal Middle Atlantic... 644 |12, 250,912 | 626 |17, 400, 042 | _ 67 [20,787,804 | 683 [22,302,004 = 

PE oy Alabama. secibig oT | o7 2378, 774.1 50 |, 2,809, 064 74 | 8, 142, 958 71 | 3,408,958 
wpe ‘ District of Columbia. -------- Sif co oe _ 3 

ee :Rentucky.-.----------------- : 24 fs 5 { 24 |, 95, 0 : 23 04 | 28 3,085, | 

we . ° land __.----------------- coe to, . , : ' . “A 

fg West Virginia......---------- 23 |. 880,062 | 23 | 1, 016, 445 28 | 1,218,175 | 27| 1,624,014 = 4 

aaa BD ones (aA 08 BD sas me 
fs sMfississippi._-.---------------] 7}, 862] 9}, 365 7 621) 6 |. 615 “a 
Co. North Carolina..------------]| 82 | 18,858 | 33 15,901|  40| 18,591] 42] 1607 #8 | 

Bee _ South Carolina_---------- --. B 2, 251 | ua 2, 355 12 5,090 i ‘4, 532 4 

geo = MPopmessee._------------------| 52 Ny If 801. y@0 521) or . dar say - 2 
Bo Pommessees—ovcvvcocain|46 i 150, 564 { i } 162, 986 { a |} 254, 840 |{ a \ 165,331 ; 

Be otal Southeastern-....] _ 334.| 5,853,055 | 385 | 6,905,435 | 363 | 7,699,004 | 369 | 8,356,308 

Bo Arkansas :..--.--------------- 6). 6 ey 3 |). mk 

wo @tahoma.------------------- 6|} 2,008 % = 8 2,107 |§. 7 |$ - 2,600) 7 3,053 
Be Louisiana. -- ----------------- 8 |). 8 2 a | . to 6. : 

Wo TOS eee | 872 | BY] 8aT | aT) 807] BT 4 

won otal Southwestern....| 44 4575| 45| 4,434 | 47| .5,707| 44| 7,481 | 

ge - ‘Thinois.....-.----.-----------| 179 | 2,770,693 | 183 | 3, 764, 275. 99g | 4,918,372 | 212 | 5,369,942. 

ee Spdigna DTT] 124 | 8,830,053 | 126 | 5, 522,177:| 181 | 6, 833,001 | 127 | 6,968,040 
oe Jowa..-_.-.------------------ 49 | 54,8384] 52 63, 834 52 104, 368 54 64,012 _ 

Bo Minnesota... ..--.-| 53 | 185,976 | 51 | 214,340 | 53 | 266,768 | 957 | 308, 937 : 

we Missouri__....--------+------| 58 37, 760 53 45, 486 51 | 80, 065 53 81,677 

fee Kansas occ] gona {Bf} 3,72 {Toi} 4251 |{ To |p 5882 | 
So | Michigan.-----.--------------]_ 168 |l1, sao, 22 {175 |}2,282,060 ff T7f |}2.478,219 {174 Yo, 104. 082 
7 South Dakota...------------- 2} 148 2, 106| 2 86 2 °%6 

ee | Ohio... .----.-.--e---| 290 | 7, 558,466 | 285 | 9,080,242 | 319 -|11, 676,773 | 325 |11, 958, 323 

oO ‘Total North Central....] 1,057 |16, 291,065 | 1,061 |20, 926,271 | 1,126 |26, 358, 993 1,140 [26,855,971 

7 Arizona...------------------- 
. 4 | 

| Nevada. --------------------- 1 36 1 35 2 67 2] . 360 CO 
ae New Mexico-..-------------~- R} . 

| olorado.-.------------------|} | : — 
| Vian np 19 | 412, 220 \ 457,487 | 18] 644,393 18 | 666, 254 

O_----- ee ee eee 
; . 

os Wyong o-oo 5 308 1 687 4 578 5 648 
Montana.-------------------- 

3 

: Total Rocky Mountain.| 25| 412,564 | 25 | 458,209 24| 645, 038 25 | 666, 938 

: Qregona anna] BY gain { Bei} 7819 {gs if 880 ]{ ag ff 
California........------------| 95] 174, 463 93 | 181,921 98 | 202, 328 93 | 255, 017 : 

Total Pacific Coast.....| 151 | 180,775| 148] 189,440} 149 | 212,158 | 140), 272,195 

Total United States....| 2,465 |35, 232, 699 | 2,456 (46, 185, 828 | 2,610 |56, 185,472 | 2,616 |59, 042, 883 

pe 

.
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oe WORLD PRODUCTION, 
- _ The accompanying table shows the production of pig iron, by = 

. countries, from 1938 to 1942, insofar as statistics are available. = 

World production. of pig iron (including ferro-alloys), 1938-42, by countries, in oe | oe 
oo oe | Oo — metrictons!. : oe, Pear 

ae 7 [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] ne So | ne 

“ >. Country! «= sf t938 «| 939s] ado it | Os 

- Australia 2.0 ..022- 2 .ll--------| 944,507 | 1, 122, 334 Oo (4) Po Me 58 
mo _ Belgian Congo--._-.._----.-.--- 5 600 . 5 600 5600; °°. @).. (4) eo 

Belgium... 2222 2TTLTITITTT] 2,426,130 | 3,058,730 | #2, 200, 000 (“). ee 
0) Brazil 22222222222 122,352 | "160,016 | "185,570 | -208,795 | 808,000 sy 
a Canada___----------2---2-22-2-| 778,573 | 845,461 | 1,823,198 | 1,570'648 | 1,985,500 gs 

ae ‘China (Manchuria) ---.._-.._-.. 5 700, 000 5 700, 000 5700, 000 M lf .° ® .- , Me 
oo.) Chosen... e----2--------| 200,000 | 5 200, 000 5 200, 000 (4) to 4 Oa Re 
+. Czechoslovakia.......-----2-----] 1,238,987 | 71, 000, 000 | (8) (4) a PSY 

© Binland ana] (2000 | 880,000] os BIAN00. «- on------n222-éverere ee -6, 061, 322 | . 77,900,000 | . 6 4, 600, 000 (4). 4) . : met 
~ ermany ®__.-_--_.-.-.---.----.. : ae ee  y a By Oe ia oc 222272772777]} 18,596,000 | 20, 300, 000 | - 21, 000, 000 Cn 

— Aungary 202 2D LTT) 350, 587 7 460, 000 (3) (4)  @ eee 
| India, British. ----2--------22_2_} 1,583,284 | 1,785,242] 2,018,116} ) a () 

| Italy....------.-.--------------.] _ 928,847 | 71,000,000 | __& 890, 000 Qf 
oe oe Japan... ee eee ++ ------| 52,800,000 |- 53,000,000 | 6 3,000,000 @).. an) Ey 

Luxemburg._-....-...----.------ ‘1, 500, 000 | .7 1, 800, 000 6 1, 000, 000. (4). A. ees 
a Mexico..._..-.------------------| 98,376 |” 141,335 93,179} - 108,524). 

Netherlands. .---.-------.-------| | 266, 956 | 284, 004 (3) | —&# (4). Cea 

 Norway.-..---2-2-2----s--------]| 178,748 |, 190,785 |) M |. @ oy o 0.  Poland.-2- 222.22 222i] 967,668 | = 1,000,000 | M | &@ oh 
Rumania_....---------2----2----} © 182, 681. 5140,000} -  @) A Oy! UY aah 

a Spain. .2 2222-2 eee] 442,874 |. 473,360 | 588,076 | ~—Ss«5 36,868 | —s«- 10. 438, 072 Coe 
Sweden......_-..---------------.| 713,579}. 691,402 |. 787,211 (4) i ee 

cs Union of South Africa_._--. _---] 294; 406 300,227 |. 303, 923 ) 11 196, 300 Nee 
| U.S. 8. Roo] 15, 179,856 | 715,200,000] 615, 500,000 | (4) _ ny 7 es 

. United Kingdom.-_-_-----.-.....-]' 6, 871, 546 7 8,300,000 | -&8, 437,000 |. (@). A ee oN 
-——-- United States. _.--2-2.22--..-2-| 10,474,677 | 82,321,653 | 43,026,030 | 51, 456,627 | 55,308,045 

_ - - Yugoslavia.-..------2----------] 58, 458 61, 106 G) 275,000; @ 0 RE 
ce vo 82, 923, 000] ° 102, 466,000 | 107,882,000; - &® Ne 

-, 1 Pig iron is produced in Chile, New Zealand, and the Philippine Islands in addition to countries listed, ed 
but production figures are not available. ae nn mo os . ee 

7 . -2°Year ended June 30. eo oo = . mae 
3 Estimate included in total. me : ce . eS 

o 4 Data not available. . a re a a: a oe oe 
. 5 Estimated production. . . ee oo 7 INA 

6 Approximate production as published by The Iron Age, vol. 147, No. 1, January 2,1941,p.61. it 2 ae 
a 7 Approximate production as published by Steel, vol. 196, No. 1, January 1940, p.269.. it a 

/ _.. 8Included in the German figure in 1940. : - . as 
Oo - §% Beginning with March 1935, production of the Saar is included with that of Germany. _ . . Sof se 

10 January to October, inclusive. Co | , Co 
11 January to July, inclusive. - o | | tl 

| : 18 Croatia only. | . | So eB 

po |  FERRO-ALLOYS #8 2° ©. EE 
: | | a , : . et 

| | PRODUCTION AND SHIPMENTS _— - ee 

fo The production of ferro-alloys in 1942 totaled 1,889,409 short tons, ces 2 
~ compared with 1,636,073 tons in’ 1941—an increase of 15 percent. ae 
»-_In 1942, ferro-alloys were-made at 18 blast-furnace plants, 20 electric- dh 
_ furnace plants, and 3 aluminothermic plants. In addition, 3 plants org 

made ferrophosphorus, and 2 plants made ferrosilicon as a byproduct. oe 
- Of the 1942 total, 1,076,328 tons were made in blast furnaces, 778,112 7 

tons in electric furnaces, and 33,427 tons by the aluminothermic og 
process, and 1,542 tons of alloys were produced as byproducts. Ship-  — 
ments of all classes of ferro-alloys in 1942 increased 8 percent in — of 
quantity and 26 percent in value over 1941. | 2
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Be _ Ferro-alloys produced and shipped from furnaces in the United States, 1941-42 : ‘ 

Bo ne |  194t 1949 ee | 

ee ee a Alloy == |_produe- Shipments Produc- Shipments. . 

Mo I _ tion (short -———-——_-— — tion (short }>——————_-——-—_ - 

Bob a 7 | _ tons) | Short tons| Value | ° tons) | short tons | Value a : 

“ge. Ferromanganese.....-....----| 580,704 | 619, 395 |$69, 378,004 | 661, 338 | 659,219 | $82, 726, 298 4 
Pes Spiegeleisen...............-..| 177,915} 181,177 | 5,793,481 | 186,026 | 186,163 | 5,931,728 
sg Rerrosilicon..-----.-.---------| 618,227 | 661, 913 | 34,084,428 | 712,710 | 707,522 | 39, 691, 636 
ee Ferrophosphorus__-----------| 21,824 11,891 | 749,916} 28,161} 7,761] 513,886 — 
Wolo. Ferrotungsten._-._-.-----,--- 6, 549° 6,415 | 19,056, 118 7,108 | - . 7.148 | 21,547,454 

Ree Ferroboron-.--2-2------------|), MY. fem 90} 13]  @ | = 
fae Ferrotitanium_..-------------|. 7°: ap oO ; 3 86 SC 

Bee Fertotitaniym. ---------------}} 14, 238 15,194} @) |. 17,048 | 16, 828 (2) 

be Te Ferromolybdenum._----.----- oe re oe 7 . pe an Fo 

Yeu) oo  Molybdie oxide.----2---------1 ena | - wl 4 Tow - 
Po ae Calcium molybdate and com- |f . 74331.) 23; 314 - 2 | 41,718 | 41,680] @). oe : 

fe ... pounds. _-...-..2.---.------ - ; OO . : 

+ Other varieties #22722] t94,285-|. 200,856} | 285,110 | 2888} 

Pek a ee Se 17,636,073 | 1,719, 785 204,856,619 | 1,889,409 | 1,860,287 | 257,749,185 

he _.. 1 Included with “Other varieties.” he ce BS , oo 

Hieo - 2 Value included in total. so. a a : - OE 

Be 3 Silicomanganese, manganese. briquets, ferrochromium, chrome-manganese, ferrocolumbium, and zir- : 

Re : ~conium-ferrosilicon, oe Co ; es : 

Be Ferromanganese-—The output of ferromanganese in 1942came from 

*. . 11 blast-furnace plants and 3 electric-furnace plants compared with 

Bese 10 blast-furnace plants and 3 electric plants in 1941. Of the manga- 4 

a “s- nese ore used in 1942, 98.6 percent was foreign ore. The ferromanga- 

~  — nese produced in 1942 averaged 79.01 percent manganese. During 

yo «1942, steel producers used 12.4 pounds of metallic manganese as ferro- 

“alloys per ton of steel produced. Of this quantity, 11.2 pounds was 
wo the form of ferromanganese. A total of 665,299 tons of ferromanga- , 

‘+ mese was consumed in 1942—all by the iron and steelindustry. sss 

Beye Ferromanganese produced in the United States and metalliferous materials consumed — | 

ee | : Oo in tts manufacture, 1938-42 : Oo | 

Be oo Ferromanganese produced Materials consumed (short tons) Manga- 

Pe, . nese ore 

oo Manganese anganese ore (35 . on 0 

mo . ° percent or more Cinder. ferro- 

| | | Year Short contained Mn, natural) Tron and scale, | manga | 

_ tons. | | Riferous and’ pur. mate | 

Short __ | Domes- | #02 OFeS| ‘scrap (short | 
: - Percent tons Foreign tic tons) : 

1998.................| 272,153] 78.65 | 214,036 | 466,746 | 25,254 | 10,860| 9,477 1.808 
| 1930...............| 302,524 | 79.24 | 239,725 | 563,344 |----.....-| 9,323 | 7,000 1. 862 | 

, 1940.02} Bigieg2 | «79.45 | 408,903 976,332} 13,419} 5,889 | 18,868) 1.923 
| 1941... | 580,704 | 79.48 | 461,539 |1, 122,187 | 9,414} 5,166 | 6,031 1.949 

1942... ............-| 661,338 | 79.01 | 522,553 |1,273,596 | °17,572| 19,545| 4,634 1.952 
| 1D nnnnnnnren] ONSET MO eee ee eee 

1 Corrected figure. : |
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_ Manganese ore used in manufacture of ferromanganese in the United States, 1938-42, 9°, 
| ae Lo a by sources of ore . : ee a ey 

oo | | 1938 - | gag] tpt tt 142s 

 SOmenere ree | tent | weigh | nt | ween | tt | went | Rt | welehe | ath 
“ | (short ural’ (short ural (short ural | (short ural (short 1 ural yas 

| - tons) (per- tons) (per- tons) (per- tons) (per - tons) @er °° ak 

a Domestic.....2...... 25,254] 58.20]......]_..] 13,419] 58.89] - 9,414} 41.61) 17,872] 30.69 og 
© SSM Aitica.....-......-| 171,022] 48.99] 144, 734] 4, 14] 233, 370| 45,80 221, 9401 47.11| 274,450] 46.610 ee 
i (8) Brazil 27227720777] 7x} 747] 41: 44] 65, 278] 43. 75] 180, 389| | 42.39] 328,769} 42.20] 342,538] 41.55 
: Chile:.._.._-..---.|--------|=------ 959 48.16] 6,076]. 46.13} .. 4,.715| 45.81] . -5,677| 46.64 mee 
© Guba 22722 TTT TTT" 40; 650]°~48. 07] 66,079] 48. 16] 112 859] 48.50] 135,581} 48 47| 171,020] 46.33 — ..<¢ 

- India__.---_-__.__] 62,681] 49.24] 96,666] 49.84] 188,079] 49. 73] 1250, 425] . 49.85! 340, 096] * 49.75 (A 
oe _ Java. _.----+-22-2|+---+---]---2---|--------|£2,+---|------2+]----- 22 [bee - 2-22 }--n 2-2} © 2,189) 4628 a 

Mexico 2272772 2TTT|ITTTITT TTT TEP 85] 46 7] ons} 4581 a 
.- .. Philippine Islands |~......-|--..---|--------]-------| _12, 768) 47.16}. 6,236) 48:32] 19,741) 46.05. © 5 teen 

| U.S.8.R__.......| 120, 646| 47, 61| 180, 628] 47.54| 187,286] 47.85] 1145,325| 48.12] 64,051; 4806 9s 
co Undistributed._..- naorten-|--n2-n-|--22----|-------] 46, 505) 38.°75] 1 27, 441 | 46. 26) 2 51, 812 45.75 oe 

eo -¥ 492,000} 47. 72) 563. 344) 41.72 969, 751| 46. 45/1, 131, 601) 46. 54|1, 291,168] 45.99 es 

a —_ 1 Tonnage entered under “Undistributed” comprises ore from India‘and U.S. SR. separation as to source oe a one 
 notreported by consumer. a . Bo es 

oS ' 2 Source of ore not reported by consumer. = ee a 0 

—. Spiegeleisen—The spiegeleisen produced in 1942 came from four | °. 
_. blast-furnace plants, averaged 19 percent manganese, and had an 

| average value of $31.86 per short ton at furnaces. All spiegeleisenin =. 
- 1942 was manufactured from domestic materials and was made by the ye 
-- -Carnegie-Ilinois Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa: and the New = ~ # 

Jersey Zine Co.,.New York, N.Y. Ne 
- Ferrosilicon.—Of the total of 712,710 short tons of ferrosilicon pro- 24); 

—. duced i 1942, 258,943 tons were produced in blast furnaces, 452,732, 5s 
| tons in electric furnaces, and 1,035 tons as a byproduct in the manu- 

facture of artificial abrasives in electric furnaces. The silicon content —-=§ 3-4 
of the production in 1942 ranged from 9 to 95 percent and averaged = -. >" 
80 percent. Blast-furnace production averaged about 10 percent.  ©%} 
silicon. - re Se | eg 

| __ Ferrophosphorus,—The ferrophosphorus produced in 1942 averaged ss 
7 24 percent phosphorus, and shipments were valued at $66.21 pershort —.% 

| ton f. o. b. furnaces. All was made from domestic materials. — oe q 
_. - Ferrotungsten.—Production of ferrotungsten in 1942 totaled 14,216,- of 
- 680 pounds (7,108 tons), averaging 79 percent tungsten. Theaverage . ay 
~ —- value at furnaces was $1.899 per pound of contained tungsten and 

$8,014 per short ton of alloy. All ferrotungsten was made inelectric 
| furnaces. | : Ce — Le 
: Ferrochromium.—The industrial consumers of ferrochromium ree | 

ported using 162,904 tons of ferrochromium,during 1942. a oe 
.  Ferromolybdenum.—The bulk of the ferromolybdenum produced in a 
a 1942 was made by the alummothermic process. All was produced at 

from domestic ores and averaged 62 percent Mo. | a ar 
_ . Molybdie oxide, calcium molybdate, and molybdenum compounds— —— =; 

As these products are used as alloying agents in the production of iron a 
and steel, they are included with ferro-alloys. ‘These compounds ee 
averaged 80 percent Mo in 1942. They are considerably less expensive oy 
than ferromolybdenum and consequently are used to a greater extent. a Fh
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we" Kerrovanadium.~-The ferrovanadium produced in 1942 averaged a 
, 88 percent V, and the value averaged $2.75 per pound of metal con-- 
stained, at furnaces. This alloy is produced by electric and alumino- = 
"thermic processes, using both foreign and domestic ores. = ne 
so Silicomanganese.—The silicomanganese produced in 1942 averaged 
=... 67 percent manganese and was produced in electric furnaces. 

Manganese briquets—During 1942, manganese briquets averaged _ 
“56 percent. Mn. Manganese briquets are used chiefly in the foundry —s_—ig 
Se dustry, 

... Ferrotitanium.—During 1942, the ferrotitantum produced-averaged 
12 percent Ti. The bulk was made in electric furnaces, buf some was 

~~. * produced by the aluminothermic process, Both foreign and domestic 
"ores were consumed in the manufacture of ferrotitantum in 1942... 
~. Ferrotitanium is used chiefly as a deoxidizer and scavenger in steel — 
—. making and is also valuable as an alloying agent in certain steels to 
~..... prevent intergranular corrosion, © 2 ee 
a... Ferroboron.—One hundred and ninety short tons of ferroboron con-. 
ss taming 8 percent B were produced in 1942. Boron finds its main use. 
“> in special steels as a hardening agent. 
“. Ferrocolumbium.—Columbium additions have a valuable use m 
so. preventing intergranular corrosion. The production im 1942 averaged 
» 57 percent © ag of 
ot Lircontum-ferrosilicon.—The_zirconium-ferrosilicon produced mm . ? 
~ 1942 averaged 14 percent Zr. Zirconium is a powerful deoxidizer and 

.. » seavenger and reduces age hardening, thereby improving deep drawing 
Bye properties of sheet steel. an a 

Boe ROREIGN TRADE — : eS 

‘Imports and exports of the rarer metals are not recorded separately  — 
‘s but are grouped as shown in the accompanying tables. Ferroman- 
“"... ganese and spiegeleisen comprised most of the imports in both 1941 

ee and 1942.00 Oe Se ey 

@ Bon Ferro-alloys and ferro-alloy metals imported for consumption in the United States, 
an : 1941-42, by varieties | oo | So 

oan oo a = wae fag : 

- oo oo . -Variety of alloy | Gross | Content | | Gross Content | i 

_ oe | wane (short | Value Vetere (short |. Value — —— 
tons) tons) tons) tons) 

| Ferromanganese: | | | _ | | 
Containing over 1 percent carbon. ___. 7, 017 5,683 | $555, 553 14, 772 11, 617 |$1, 274, 749 

oe _ Containing not over 1 percent carbon. 15 13 - 1,597 |_..__--.__|----------|---.-._-_- 
Manganese boron, manganese metal, and oo 

spiegeleisen not more than 1 percent 
. carbon (manganese content).--........- (1) 54 12, 405 (1) 5 2, 220 

Spiegeleisen__..___..-..-..---.------------ 4, 741 (1) 215, 108 1, 990 (1) 95, 853 
Ferrochrome or ferrochromium: 

Containing 3 percent or more carbon_. 138 88 19, 242 9 5 1, 598 Se 
Containing less than 3 percent carbon_|.._-._____|--.-..----|---------- 514 436 | 185, 963 

Ferrosilicon......-..--..---------.-------.| 18,261 | 6,190 | 750,975 | 15,211 | 4,394] 569, 134 
Chromium and zirconium silicon and cal- 
cium silicide..........------------------ 56] (4) 8, 337 30/ 10,144 

Tungsten and combinations, in lumps, 
grains, or powder: Tungsten metal , 
(tungsten content) _...-.--------------- (1) 18 48, 307 (1) 2 7, 668 

- 1 Not recorded. | .
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o fe Ferromanganese and ferrosilicon imported for consumption in the United States, - / ee 

Pe | 1941-42, by countries a a po ea 

| ' So Co | | Ferromanganese (manganese content)|_ Ferrosilicon (silicon content) | a : os oe ~ 

| Oo Country. - 194 { 1942 © | 1941 _ , (19420 oS : Os 

Oo VL gnore | va | short | ay. | short | vo, | Short | va 
Sus a | | | tons’ Value tons | Value | ‘tons Value | tons Value 7 Pos 

 Ganada..-.---------------2----} 1, 202 $136,029 | 5,022 | $654,219 | 6,190 | $750,975 | 4,304 [$569,194 8 
=. Norway...--------------------| . 13 |. 1,597 |_---...-|------.---]--------|----------|--------|--------. a SE, 

-' - ‘United Kingdom_--...--.-.---| 4,481 | 419,524 | 6,595} 620, 530 |....----|----------|----~--- weresnee are 

So 5 @96 | 857,160 | 11, 617 |1,274,749-| 6,190 | 750,975 | 4,394 | 569,134 os 

ee Ferro-alloys and ferro-alloy metals exported from the United States, 1941-42, by i, od 
on - nee Se varieties = | : SE 

0 Varietyofalloy ——— Ne 

ea fe Short tons | Value |-Shorttoms| Valuew wot 

-- -Werromanganese and spiegeleisen......-<--.------------] 3,155 | $771,575| 7,223] $979, woo 
= Other ferro-alloys Moonee ene eenee-eee] | 18, 908 | 5,029,802] 14,653 | 6,464, 810 oo Bone 

od Includes ferrosilicon, ferrotungsten, ferrovanadium, and other ferro-alloys. ae - (haha 

ee STEEL ee 

GENERAL FEATURES a 

Steel production continued at a high rate throughout 1942, fur- 
. - Naces operating at an average of 97 percent of capacity for the year. = =! 

- Capacity for producing steel increased 1,723,000 short tons to reach © 0 os, 
-. a new record total of 90,293,000 tons. The data concerning steel 9 Le 

operations used by the Bureau of Mines are furnished by the Ameri- 2 

can Iron and Steel Institute. Not included in the statistics is the. 

- output from steel foundries that do not produce steel ingots. Dur- 
| ing 1942 the Bureau of Mines obtained some information to deter- 

ss mine the magnitude of this tonnage. There are, in all, about 275 

| plants producing steel ingots and castings in the United States. = 

. In addition to the output of steel shown in the following table, =. 
<. 756,884 tons of basic open hearth and 228,630 tons of basic electric _ ee 

steel were produced for castings. Not known for 1942 is the quan- 
. . ‘tity of bessemer steel, acid open-hearth steel, and acid electric steel ok 

3 produced by independent foundries that produce only castings. ||»; 

: ‘This quantity is relatively very small. ° SS
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eo .  Steel capacity, production and percent of operations, 1896-1942, in short tons } os 
ee ek, oo, a — Co {Ingots and steel for castings 2] ne 7 . a 

Bee, ee | oe a | Production ° | te | 
go. a | age (so eo, eeeeeeeteelll-lPercentof Belge Oo a Years. Capacity. —— : : . | capacity — 

ee : : . |. | capacity | - | , eo : open | Bessemer} Crucible Electric and Total : : 
BRS oe fo Do : . - ” , 4 
Been : i i cae | a a | nce ec | eee fe ee ne | ee nee so 

Ne .  1896_-...22----2 13, 441,680 | 1,454,544 | 4,390, 295 67, 972 | 2, 681 5, 915, 492 - 44.0 “ 
shee. 4897.22 (*) - 1,801,712 | 6,132,353 | - 78,354 3,373 | 8,015, 792 (*) 4 
Blo. 1898222. .-.--| 15, 869, 560 | . 2, 497,927 |. 7,402,099 | 100,517] «4, 257 | 10,004,800 | —=»-« 63.0 — 
ip 1899. 2 (*) ' 3,300,994 | 8,496,716 | . 113,359.) . 5,571 | 11,916, 640 (*)... ek 
Bue 1900-1 (*) 8,805,911 | 7,486,942 | - 112,629]. . 5,446 | 11, 410,928 (*) 
ee, © WOT. 24, 039, 064 | 5,215,066 | 9,758,898 | | 110,335.1.- 6,127 | 15, 090, 426 62.8 -. 
Sogo bat Tor 1902_.222 222 (*) 6, 370, 256° | 10, 234,967 | 126,305 |. 9,392 | 16, 740, 920 © (*) oe 
Bef -1903_-.-.--2222-- — *) _ 6,529,500 | 9, 623, 968 114,726 | = 10, 981 | 16,279,175 | — (*) 
argo. : 1904. ..--.-..__---} 28, 213,147.] 6,617,146 | 8,802,237) - 93,398] 10,298 | 15, 523, 074 (55.0 | | 
mee (1905.22.22 (*) . | 10,047,941 | 12,254,340; 114,501]. . 10,039 | 22, 426, 821 . — *. ot 
Beg . 1906..----2--.-.--| ~  (*). © | 12,298,063 | 18, 748,930] 142,815 |” 16,105 | 26,205,913 | (**) oS 

ee 2 1907-222 eee.) 12, 935, 704 | 18, 067,655 |. 146,982 |  . 15, 764 | 26, 166, 105 (7) 9 woot 
fee, 19082-22222 2.--| 88, 287, 348 | 8,777,136 | 6,850,766 | 71, 267 . 6,868 | 15,706,087}. 3941.1 i 
rong 1909_..-- 22228] (*) 16, 233, 208 | 10, 450, 477 120, 238 |. 25, 701 | 26, 829, 624 FF) ; 
Be oN GIO (*) | 18, 485, 050 | 10, 542, 305 136, 979 61,975 | 29, 226, 309 (*) 4 
Cee oe VOTE (*). 17, 470, 488 | 8,901, 596 109,371 | 35, 783 | 26, 517, 238 | (*) : a 
ae 1912... 22-2 (*) 23, 274, 410 | 11, 567, 249 136,099 | 28,701 | 35,001,459:| = (*) a ; 

ne - 1918.22 eet oO) 24, 191,.923 | 10,691,191 | . 135,773 38, 092 | 35, 056, 979 (*) vos 
ae 1914..._..._.._...] 44,451,977 | 19, 235,646 | 6,967,348] 100,653 30, 947 | 26, 334, 594 | 59.2 — : 

an 1915_-_.__...-._-.| . 46, 249, 146 | 26, 520,594 | 9,281, 679 127, 436 « 79, 452.1. 36,009,161 | 77.9 rr 
cee Se 1916__.22 22 ee 51, 282, 314 | .35, 185, 278 | 12, 386, 124 145, 255. 189, 865 | 47,906,522 |° © 93.4 : 
Duara AQ17.222 ee 55, 567,555 | 38, 246, 760 | 11,737,555 | 141,922 | 341, 643 | 50, 467, 880 » 90.8 4 
a ae ~ 19182. Le 58, 846, 418 | 38, 594,518 | 10, 501,384 |. 128, 925 573, 096 | 49, 797, 923 - 84.6°— : 
Ba 1919... ee 61, 020, 669 | 30,182,537 | 8,144,149 | 71,201 | © 433,892 | 38, 831,779 63.6 3 
phys te — 1920... 22-2 -----| 62, 313, 591 | 36, 592,522 | 9,949,057 | .. 80,937 |. 566,370 | 47,188, 886 RT 3 
eo 1921__. 64, 262, 027 | 17, 460,578 | 4, 497, 851 8,527 1 | 190,897 | 22,157,853 |}. -34.5 ! 
woe - 1922.2 _.-_| 65, 426, 682 | 32, 826,061 | 6, 629, 614 82, 039 387, 563 | 39, 875, 277 60.9... : 
Pee ee -1923_..0. 22 ee 65, 682,014 | 40, 207,616 |. 9, 502, 179 49, 368. 577, 777 | 50, 336,940 76. 6 
we —-1924___ 2.2}. 66, 563, 515 | 35,366, 632 | -6, 607, 541 25, 170 484,429 | 42,483,772 | 63.8 ‘ 
bes dh — 1925_--.--..-...-_| . 68, 478, 222 |. 42, 598, 627 | 7, 530, 837 21, 910 629, 373 | 50, 840, 747 74.2 | £ 
Be. 1926_.............]| 64, 750, 085 | 45, 575,016 | °7, 766, 716 _ 17,352 729, 930} 54, 089, 014 83.5 © 
Bes ~ 1927__.........-.] - 67, 236,117 | 42, 636, 535 | 6, 934, 734 10, 120 746,018 | 50,327,407 | ° 74.9 © : 
Me. 1998. -| 68, 840, 912 | 49, 407,631 | 7,414,618 | . . 8,701] 898,531 | 57,729,481 | 83.9 : 
Be 1929... ee 71, 488, 516 | 54,155,235 | 7,977,210 | 7,442 | 1,065,603 | 63,205,490 |  . 88.5 i 
wee oS 1980. ..| 72, 985,406. | 39, 255.073 | 5, 689, 714° 2,523.1. 686,111 | 45,583,421] 625 
wea 8 W9BTL LLL ee.--| 77, 257, 803 | 25, 210, 714 | 3, 386, 259  1,733.|°. 460, 255 |. 29, 058, 961 | © 37.6 4 
Boe Me 1932.2... 22. 78, 780, 913 | 13,336,210 | 1,715,925} | 722 | ©. 270,044] 15,322,901} 19.5 ‘ 
eee 1938___...._,.....| 78,614,403 | 22,827,473 | 2,720, 246 763 | 471, 747. | 26,020,229} | 33.1 - 
mye ee OBA 78, 128, 416 | 26, 354,838 |}. 2,421,840 | = 595 404, 651 .| 29,181,924 | . 37.4 4 
Me eon 1935_.....-..-.--.| 78, 451, 930 .|.34,401, 280 | 3,175, 235 |: 719 606, 471 | 38, 183, 705 |. 48:7 3 
Bee 1986s -_-.-.| 78, 164, 300 | 48, 760, 463 |. 3,873,472 | - 914 865, 150 | 53, 499, 999 «68.4 oe - 
Be 1937_........-..--| . 78, 148,374 | 51, 824,979 | 3, 863, 918 1, 046. | 947,002 | 56, 636,945. ] 72.5. 
we 1938__.2.-..-.-..-| 80, 185,638 | 29,080,016 | 2,106,340} | .7 565, 627 | 31, 751, 990 39.6 , 
Ths 1939_.....-_......| 81, 828, 958"| 48, 409,800 | 3,358,916 | | 931 1, 029, 067 | 52,798,714 | ° 64.5 
Bo 1940._.._..._.._...| | 81, 619, 496 | 61, 573,083 | 3, 708, 573 1,024 | 1,700,006 | 66, 982, 686 82.1 . 
mo © W941 ell} 385, 158, 150 | 74,389,619 | 5, 578, 071 2,313 | 2, 869, 256 | 82, 839,259 | | 97.3 
wot 1942__..__.....__.| 490, 293, 000 | 76, 501,957 | 5, 553, 424 2,010 | 3,974,540 | 86, 031, 931 ~ 96.8 

ae . . 1 American Iron and Steel Institute. | 
. 2 The figures for 1934 and subsequent years include only that portion of the capacity and production of 
po steel for castings used by foundries which were operated by companies producing steel ingots. a 
oO *Figures not available. 

3 Average annual capacity as of January 1 and July 1, 1941. a 
Do 4 Annual capacity as of January 1, 1943. 

_ Open-hearth steel ingots and castings manufactured in the United States, 1938-42, by sit 
: _ States, in short tons | 

[Includes only that portion of steel for castings produced in foundries operated by companies manufacturing 
steel ingots] 

° State 1938 | 1939 1940 1941 1942 

New England States..__.....-.--_---_____- 183, 297 286, 850 322, 753 462, 754 472, 521 
New York and New Jersey.---------------| 1,509,538 | 2,627,910 | 3,618,444 | 4, 232, 521 4, 378, 808 
Pennsylvania_........._...----------------| 7, 920,816 | 13, 622,272 | 18, 469,170 | 23, 007, 147 | 23, 562, 866 
Ohio_..--._-_____--_..-..-----------------| 6,016,902 | 9, 913, 454 | 11, 769, 780 | 14, 746,523 | 14, 769, 085 
Indiana__..-.._._.--.._-..----------------| 3, 847,603 | 6, 486,502 | 8, 421,956 | 10,366,380 | 10, 578, 989 . 
Dlinois_._-...-.......--.-..---------------| 2,184,251 | 3, 687,874 | 4,963,457 | 5, 998, 679 6, 335, 946 
Other States__..._...-.--..----------------| 7,417, 609 | 11, 784, 938 | 14, 007, 523 | 15,575,615 | 16, 403, 742 : 

29, 080, 016 | 48, 409, 800 | 61, 573, 083 | 74, 389,619 | 76, 501, 957
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_- Bessemer-steel ingots and castings manufactured in the United States, 1938-42, by ws : 3 
| a _ . States, tn short. tons Ot oo - | et 

| _ [Includes only that portion of steel for castings produced in foundries operated by companies manufacturing oo * a 4 
Steel ingots] — : a coe 

a | State | 1988 | 939 = | 940 |S t94a | tae et 

oe Ohio.._-.._.------esee-eeeeeeete--e-------| 1,202,916 | 1,439,620 } 1,459, 807 2,265,987 | 2,250, 717 ons | » Pennsylvania___.._....--=----.-----.-.---.]. 389,827 |- 1, 109, 081 1, 366,017 | 1, 966, 779 1, 997, 547. ond . _ Other States..._------------.- LT} 518, 697 | "810, 206 | 882,749 | 1,348,305] 1,305,160. Ty 
_ | | a | 2, 106, 340 | 8, 358,916 | 3,708,573 | 5,578,071 | 5,553,428 2 

oo Steel electrically manufactured in the United States, 1938-42, in short tons . oe ee 
as  [Ineludes only that portion of steel for castings produced in foundries operated by companies manufacturing oo = “ Ce | o steel ingots] oe oe “a 

oS - Year | Ingots | Castings Total ||; Year | Ingots | Castings | ‘Total os 

-1988......-| 624,848 40,784 | 565,627 |] 1941._..._.._.| 2,758,611 | 110,645 | 2 869, 256 od — 1989.....-.2-] 951,522 | 77, 545. | 1, 029, 067 || 1942-77777" "] 3843, 757 | 130,788 | 397440 - 1940.....-----] 1,608,082} 913974] 1,700,006 || * ed. - “ se 

_. ‘The steel output for 1942 includes 11,526,374 short tons of alloy-_ od 
steel ingots and castings, which represent 13 percent of the total. or 

. This figure includes steels in which the minimum of the range specified os 
In any of the elements named exceeds the following percentages: | oo 

: _ Nickel, 0.40 percent; chromium, 0.30 percent; copper, 0.50 percent; let 
| manganese, 1.65 percent; silicon, 0.50 percent; molybdenum, 0.10. 

percent; vanadium, tungsten, cobalt, titanium, and zirconium, any  —_- ts 
percentage. The output of alloy steels in 1942 increased 40 percent ee 
and that of total steel 4 percent over 1941. Of the total alloy-steel AN 

| ' output in 1942, 65 percent came from basic open hearths, 5 percent NA 
| from acid open hearths, 30 percent from electric furnaces, 522 tons _ a 

- . from crucible furnaces, and none from bessemer converters. = og 

| | Production of alloy-steel ingots and castings, 1988-42, by processes, in short tons FY 
; ot oat 

— [Includes only that portion of steel for castings produced in foundries operated by companies manufactur- me 4 
| ing steel ingots] ce | oe 4 

_ : me - OT — ens oe 

i Process. - 1988 1939 «| = 194094 4200 ' 

my Open hearth, basic__-.._...-...-.....-..--] 1,179,031 | 2, 302, 273 3, 421, 961 | 25, 306, 415 7, 524, 209 . van Open hearth, acid. -----= 222-2722 227--777"]_"” 102,089 | “” 156,581 | °’ 259965 | —” 433° 240 608,867 8 Bessemer...’ _....-.--.--.---..s sess ee eee 13 3,486 |  ~ 3,990 3,800 |... Rt : Crucible TTT] 231| 255 "933 522 ae. Electric. ----2.2 200222222220 IIIIIILI | 372,372 | 749, 384. | 1, 286,716 | 2, 461,651 | 8, 392, 76 a i 
| a | 1, 653, 510 | 3,211,955 | 4, 965, 887 | 18, 206,129 | 11, 526,374. Fe a 

mo 1 Revised figures. | | “a 

From the accompanying tables it will be seen that most of the steel ae: 
made in electric furnaces (85 percent in 1942) is alloy steel. Typically, as 

: - Steels with higher alloy content are made in electric furnaces and steels OR 
with lower alloy content by the open-hearth process. : | ost 

oo . 
. i
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pe FOREIGN TRADE 4g 

|< Imports and exports of iron and steel products are given in detail — os 
“in the following tables; a - 

wo Tron and steel imported for consumption in the United States, 1941-42, by com- 

Ue oo oe — modities a eG 

Bee - - a ee a gt a j 

Be an oe | Short tons} Value | Short tons} Value 4 

ME Semimanufactures; res © |. ,o po i 

ee -. §teel bars: ~~. So a oo ‘oo a . oo 

Bes eS Oe a Concrete reinforcement._-.- -------------------- BE SBQT 2{loo. « GA42 - OY 

my > Solid or hollow, n. @. S__----.--.---------------- 603 67,060 |. 437 - 67,489 4 

By - ___- Hollow and hollow Grill steel_..-.--------------] 250 | 34,897 1 OB 4 

ne ‘Bar fron__.--:-2----------2-----2---ereeeegeesee | 1, 671 | 1 Bee 

yh __ Wire rods, nail rods, and flat rods up to 6 inches in : ° a oa So ee 

Be ay width.....-.------2-----+---------=--------------] 119 86,699}: sr] 14,165 © oo . 

Pow - Boiler and other plate iron and steel, n. e. S-------- 73 | 15, 977. . 226. | 24, 579 

mol... Steel ingots, blooms, and slabs. -..----------------- 8,939} 598,454} 6,882}; 184,260 . 8 

ger Billets, solid or hollow. ---------------------------- 181 15,227 | °° «281 | ~~ :34, 609 4 

Bel _'': Die blocks or blanks; shafting, etc_----------------- AT | 7,623: « 54 18,264 Oy 

Bae - Sheet iron and steel, n. €. S-,-----------------27---- 63. 10,679 | 281-7, 284. oa 

Mee Tin plate, terneplate, and tagger’s tin__-.-.-------- - 4221). ~~. 31, 330. ' 7} 27, 945 aM 

ia i a ~~ Manufactures: SO : He Oo oS 

Bee Structural iron and steel. -.---.--------------------] 357 | 50, 927: 1411. 9,406 os 

ee - _ Rails for railways_.--------------------------------| 672 200,796 | 14, 431 426, 607° : 

ee ee _ ° Pipes and tubes: .. es es re bat . wo 7 4 

ce . ”" Gast-iron pipe and fittings.-----.--------------| | 1}. 166 |. 2. 729 ‘ 

we ee Other pipes and tubes_..------------------+----[ > 1,224) 140,545 |... 628 |. 85,743 4 

pm ee Wire ne Se , — | i at os 4d 

oe Coe Te ‘Barbed _-..-.-------------------------+-+------- )- OE Bn Be 4 

Pace .. °. Round wire,.n. 6. S_----------------------------} 39 ~ 9,426 | . 89 | > 10,187. - 

ee a _ Telegraph, telephone, etc., except copper, COV-| po So 4 

Boe ered with. cotton, jute, ete_-.---.-----..------ 27 12,005; 44]. 19,065 © 4 

Bee Flat and steel strips not thicker than Y%-inch . a | Oe 4 

deo - and not over 16 inches wide-.----------------} 2,605 | 1, 540, 627 ~ - 210} . 185, 890 7 ‘ 

bap oo Rope and strand....--.--------------<-+-------|. 105 |. 21, 823 | 36 |. 9, 331. OO 

Bene eR a - Galvanized fencing wire and wire fencing - - ---- 1 70 | (%) (8) oe 

Bo Hoop, band, or scroll iron or steel - -----------------|---------3;- -oeo-------- Ly. 232 —- gs 

pM 0 Nails... 22-2 --2----------2 once ec eee tenner] 31 "9962; 229) . 1,081 © | 

Bee ~ Castings and forgings, n. e. S.-------------+-------- 383 79, 311 | | 450 182, 794 a 

me - 1 January to November, inclusive; December figures not available at time of publication. ee 

ae “. 2Lessthaniton. ee Oo : : ‘ 

ee 3 Not available at titne of publication. : | _ .



ce TRON ORE, -PIG IRON, FERRO-ALLOYS, AND STEEL 611... 0: 

CO a Iron and steel exported from the United States, 1941-42 — ee ree. 

. ee oo oo 1941 - 19420 = 2 a 

. Article 7 a nn 

. ne Short tons; Value Short tons | Value. © | a “toi 

Semimanufactures:  . rn de : RE 
|. Steel ingots, blooms, billets, slabs, and sheet bars_-_| 2,314, 478 |$95, 844,101 | 2,846,958 | $92,344,860 

_. Tron and steel bars and rods: : : CS we o eae 
. . Jron bars__...-....---------2.---2 eee 7, 261 743, 554 - - §,098 | - 532,682, 9 Say 

mo Concrete reinforcement bars..........-.-.-=.---| 170,368 | 9,580,930 | 74,917 | 4,490,185 
} Other steel bars._....----..2-----.------------] 409, 664} 44,383,014 556,842 | 74,417,961. 0 <>. “Mine 
Bo : Wire rods. .:.---------1----.------------------- 187, 326:| 9,385; 027 145, 251 7,497, 767 

Iron and steel plates, sheets, skelp, and strips: on : ee oe poo rey 
— oo Boiler plates. _--...1------2-----------+-------- 26,998 | 1,330, 018 38,818 | 2,091, 794 ee 
a a ; Other plates, not fabricated_-_....-....-.----.- 378, 171 | 22, 649, 187 402, 568 | 27,222,392 ©. oo 7a 
a _  §Skelp iron or Steel.-....----. 21-22-2222. 4+ ------ 162,524 | 6,973, 459 170, 876 7,662,716 ng 
Sy - _ Iron and steel sheets, galvanized...-..2..-.-.-|  118,.988 | 10, 561, 058 100, 411 8,022,475 2 ARS 
ae Steel sheets, black, ungalvanized_..._._....__.- 480,078 | 34,474,539 | — 795,380 | 57,317,348 © ae 

a _. Tron sheets, blaek.._..---.2-.--2----.--- nee 24,553 | 2,141,216} 14,940 | - 1,120,484 
oo Strip band, and scroll iron or steel: oO Bo _ — . ag 
me . ' -Cold-rolled__.........--.-.--22-.2--------ee 71, 618 | 7,848,042 | 129,169 | 18,547,068 = hs 

en _.. _ Hot-rolled_..-_--22.-2 2-2-2 107,322 | 7,020, 080 92, 855 6,932,489 
Oo . Tin plate, terneplate, and taggers’ tin.___...._____. 397, 532 | 42, 835, 146 665,387 | 70,697,155 ag 

a - Manufactures—steel-mill products: - So ” Oo So gb ey 
a - Structural iron and steel: a a . op a 

. - Water, oil, gas, and other storage tanks com-| si : —_ Se ee 
- plete and knocked-down material_.....-..-.-./ 21,775 | 2,127,604 | = 27,945 3, 319, 686 . Ne 

-_- Structural shapes: .- cet | of ee : — ae 
, - . Not fabricated... 222-222-2222... ~~}. 295,025 | 14, 795, 406 191, 127 9,318,126. © ae 

—. Fabricated__...----------------------------| 56,820] 5, 691, 559 ~ 33, 236 | 3,994,370 ee 
ns , Plates fabricated, punched, or shaped_-.-___--._|. 25,392 | 2,250,925; 12, 699 1,352,387 2 

4 Metal lath. ...2-22 22 eee 8, 282 556,857} «1,156 | = -198, 301 eee a Frames, sashes, and sheet piling............-.-.] © 10,111 876,533 | == 4, 238 - 443,529. Me 
- Railway track material: Sp SO ES 

. . Rails for railways. ..-2.---.----..-:-----------.| . 169,542 | 7,205,850 | 299,394 | 11,514,650 . co 
.. .... Rail joints, splice bars, fishplates, and tie plates_| © 19,423 | 1, 254, 491 «81,586 | 2,126,582 0 
re Switches, frogs, and crossings_-_.-..-...---.--.- 2, 334 350, 420 13, 297 1, 634,292 a 
_.. Railroad spikes. ---.-...2.2.-.---- 2-22-22 | 7,724 605, 934 |: 6, 854  §15, 938 Cos 

-. - Railroad bolts, nuts, washers, and nut locks...-| 2, 481 434,920 | 3, 751 649, 043. Wag 
| Tubular products; = = = pe . oe ~ee 

_— - Boiler tubes_.....--.-----2.222-.--------------- 53,518 | 7,443,724). 30,3820 |. 4,474,476. a 
Co . >» Casing and_oil-line pipe-_---_-...-......----.... 141, 947 | 11, 857,884 |. 136,826 | 12,299,547 | re 

. oO - Seamless black pipe, other than casing and oil . . re FL tee 
- . . line_.--2.2. 22-2 eee ---_=-| © 45, 806 | 5, 749, 670 61, 287 7, 122, 361 a 
. | - Welded black pipe___..22..-.....---.-__-_-__.} 86,246 | 7,917,243 | 116,014} 10,708,501. 8  ~— | 

— _ Welded galvanized pipe_-_....._-......._--__.- 80,505 | 7, 554, 467 | 42, 775 4,329,737. “os 
Malleable-iron screwed pipe fittings.-..._.._._. 5,707 | 1, 768, 090 5,024 1,893,847 7 

es _ Cast-iron screwed pipe fittings...........-.-.-.| 1,344] | 326,009 1, 430 _ 868,859 anes 
— .Cast-iron pressure pipe and fittings__...-_______ 43, 638 | 2,578, 515 |. 16,008 |. 1,246,854 = ss 
a _  Cast-iron soil pipe and fittings----.----.-.---.- 18,410 | 1, 106, 988 | 5, 727 . 460,664 

a Riveted-steel or iron pipe and fittings. ___.___._}. 34, 884 | 7, 306, 724 115, 849 | 19,076,215 | Sky 
7 Wire and manufactures: , |. | | : a soe ce 

. oo Barbed......------------+------2---------------| 79,422 | 6,403,041 |. 162,344 | 13,187,749 2s eh 
mo 7 Galvanized wire...............---.--.- 2 --e- 63, 649 | 5,810,095 |. 79, 988 7, 949, 678 . ate 

- [ron or steel.wire, uncoated... _._.....--._-_--_- 79, 740 | 7,805, 269 69,172 }. 9, 261, 514 et 
. . Wire rope, and strand_._....-....-- 2.2 2-28 22, 595 | 7, 268, 137 | 37,062 | 14,384,070 . oa a 

Woven-wire fencing and screen cloth. .......--- 11,301 | 3,183, 111 7, 237 2, 330, 321 td 
a All other.__....-..-.------------22 222i eee 27,429 | . 5, 017, 934 27, 728 8, 065, 208 oo ie 

Nails and bolts (except railroad): a AR 
Wire nails_._.... 222-22 56,808 | 4, 510, 235 23, 907 2, 219, 287 ; we 

. a Horseshoe nails_-___-.2..--.-------------------- 3, 130 709, 698 795 202,363 Noe 
SO All other nails, including tacks and staples---__ 10, 229 | 6, 825, 278 7, 070 1, 085, 103 ak 

: Bolts, nuts, rivets, and washers (except rail- . oe 
: | T08d)-.2.------- eee e eee 49,720 | 11, 519, 039 33,646 | 9,884,371 |. at 
: Castings and forgings: — ar 
- Horseshoes and calks_.._--.-..--.-------------- 851 107, 168 |: 714 12, 199 ey 
a _ Iron and steel, including car wheels and axles..- 134, 059 | 30, 047, 323 161, 667 | 40, 638, 012 ot 

Advanced manufactures: So 
. House heating boilers and radiators. .............._]...---.----- 536, 189 |_..-...--.___. 370, 922 SE 
. Oil burners and parts. ...............-----..-----2-}---------__-}| 1, 402, 318 {------ 989, 981 Oe 
° Tools: cat 

Lo AX@S._..--2 ee een] eee 704, 476 |_.-.2.-----_ 514, 676 os 
Shovels and spades___........------.-------.-.-|------------ 667, 863 |.----..---._]. 570, 362 a 
‘Hammers and hatchets_-_-_--.....--.------------]------------ 661, 987 |_-.---_-.-.- 443, 109 oy 
Saws, wood and metal cutting._...........2-2.-]-i222-----__] 4,155,793 }|-----_-__e 5, 797, 411 es, 

: All other tools__...-_...--.2---.-----..---------|----------__| 25, 627, 925 |_......_..__| 49, 665, 540 a 

. . ‘ ; ay es . 

. Mo ‘
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7 ae GENERAL PERSPECTIVE ae re 

The unprecedented demand: for manganese by the steel industry — «3 
-. resulted in'a record consumption of manganese ore during 1942.° = 3 

Domestic production (shipments from domestic mines) in 1942, — -»? 
_. stimulated by higher prices, more than doubled the 1941 output and © - 

totaled 190,748 short tons; in 1941 shipments amounted to 87,794 © 
short tons. In addition, 268,764 short tons of ore containing 10 to =. 

.-—- 35 percent manganese and. 1,500,613 short tons of ore containmg 5to = 4 

. . 10 percent manganese were shipped during 1942.00 © 
| _ Although imports declined 15 percent in 1942, total domestic stocks ss «was 

- decreaséd less than 1 percent and at the end of 1942 were sufficient to © * 
| last at least 18 months. Because of the favorable continuation of |; 

imports during the war. and the large stocks, much of the domestic © 
.. expansion program outlined by the Bureau:of Mines before 1942 has i 
_. been deferred in favor of more critical raw-material programs. How- as 

ever, at the close of 1942 low-grade ores were being stock-piled by the 
| Government for concentrating purposes, and stocks of such ore totaled = >, 

7 298,973 short tons (dry). The bulk of the ore is near Las Vegas, Nev., Ss, oe 
and in the Butte-Philipsburg area of Montana: Using these ores, the ~~ ; g 

.- Manganese Ore Co. will produce 100,000 tons of ore annually fromthe = .\# 
Las Vegas operation, and the Domestic Manganese Co. will produce ss 

A about 24,000 tons of concentrate from its mill at Butte. These opera- Me 
: tions are described in detail in this chapter in the section on Domestic °% 
: Production. — a ce ne oe 
Lo Since the outbreak of war in Europe in 1939, the Bureau of Mines me. 
° normal program of manganese research has been greatly expedited. = = “4 

| By authorization of the Congress, Bureau of Mines and Geological —_ of 
: Survey engineers intensified their search for domestic deposits. con- cot 

taining manganese and other strategie minerals. In the fall of 1940 a a, 
: $2,000,000 appropriation was made available to the Bureau for con- a 

| structing and operating pilot plants to beneficiate low-grade manganese Lo vt 
ores, to produce metallic manganese from these ores, and: to develop OR 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the wa 
Department of Commerce. : oy ae 

: | 613 oe
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=... manganiferous deposits. Since 1939 the Bureau has engaged in 37 oS 
=... projects for manganese exploration, has completed 34 of them, and . os 
s__ still is working on three. In some projects a number of ore deposits = 
(). . wereexamined. Asa result of this exploration, the estimated reserves = 

Of usable manganese ore in the United States have been increased 
"several million tons. The Bureau of Mines believes that application =—__, 
i of available processing methods to known ores can make the United —: 
—-. States self-sufficient in manganese should imports decline toa point 
. - requiring the development of high-cost domestic production. = si 

The electrolytic process, invented and developed by Bureau engi- —s_ 
neers between 1935 and.1938, extracts high-grade metallic manganese ==: 

“.. from low-grade ores through leaching and electrolysis. The process, = 
~- patented and assigned to the United States Government through the 
~.. Seeretary of the Interior, is being used in a commercial plant at = 
- Knoxville, Tenn., as well as in the Bureau of Mines pilot plant at. 

i“. Several shipments of 99.9-percent manganese from the Boulder = 
City pilot plant have been sent to branches of the Mint at Philadel- 

--. - phia and San Francisco. Bureau metallurgists determined that sev- 
ee eral alloys using manganese have the physical and chemical prop-. 

be erties required as a substitute for the 5-cent coin heretofore made of = 
ss. -75-percent copper and 25-percent nickel. The new coin, containing © a4 
“9 percent manganese, 35 percent silver, and 56 percent copper, closely sss} 
.-.., approximates the old coin in hardness, appearance, durability, and 
-. electrical. resistance and may be used in coin-operated machines. -— 
<. . . Some attempts have been made to substitute less pure manganese, — 
x" but the results have been unsatisfactory. By eliminating all the 4 
Be nickel formerly used in 5-cent coins, the adoption of the new alloy is. 
su - releasing approximately 450 tons of this scarce metal and 250 to 350 ad 
«tons of copper annually for the manufacture of war materials and = 
~ egsential civilian goods... 0 

. el _ Salient statistics of the manganese industry in the United States, 1925-29 (average) : 
rn | 7 and 1988-42, in short tons ; 

ee ee | wan | tet fae - 
—_ | | - | l(average)| 1988 | 1989 1949 | 1941 | 12, | 

a Manganese ore: ee : ee oo | 
| a. Total shipments containing 35 per-| - | eof 

a gent or more Mn...........----.----| _ 66,429 | 28,359 | 32,824 | 44,936 | 87,794 | 190, 748 . 
2 Shipments of metallurgical ore-......_| 146,919 | 19,027 20, 810 30, 416 73, 852 177, 966 

oo, Shipments of battery ore_..----..---.- 19,510 | 5,554 7; — 8,699 10, 383 11,399 | © 12,377 
| rer dmnports for consumption.-----------} 672,000 | 541, 616 | 702, 384 |1, 485, 828 |1, 714, 581 | 1, 560, 940 

erro-alloys: - | | 

. Production of ferromanganese.......-.} 343,123 | 272,153 | 302,524 | 514,682 580, 704 661, 338 
. - Imports of ferromanganese 23___......| 456,661 | | 23, 652 37, 424 9, 601 5, 696 11,617 

Production of spiegeleisen._...._....-..| 106, 919 12,668 | 102,470 | 114,119 | 177,915 186, 026 
Imports of spiegeleisen 2__.-..-...-.-.- 8, 174 19, 318 42, 856 17, 455 4, 741 1, 990 
Exports of spiegeleisen and ferroman- . 
~QANSC__-----------e-neneneee-ee--e-| 4, 221 277| 3,274] 14,600| 5,155| 7,228 

| 1 Includes small quantity of miscellaneous ore. | 
2 Imports for consumption. . - 
3 Manganese content. — | 
4 Includes small quantity of other manganese alloys. |
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Be FIGURE 1.—Imports and domestic production (mine shipments) of manganese ore, 1900-1942. Statistics me ss 
on imports shown in the graph represent general imports for 1900-1933, imports for consumption adjusted a 

for changes in bonded warehouse stocks for 1984-39, and general imports for 1940-42. a ae 

Government purchases—Government purchases of manganese ore oS 
-. proceeded at a high rate in 1942. The Metals Reserve Co. continued ae: 

-. to purchase and stock-pile contract manganese ore during 1942, and sy 
- on December 28, 1942, stock piles in 13 States (chiefly Maryland and ery 
a Pennsylvania) contained 741,295 short. tons of.foreign ores and .°: 

| _ 147,558 short tons of domestic ores. The company also stock-piled  .< 
_. noncontract. manganese ore at 15 small-purchase depots, andonJan-° |: 

, uary 1, 1943, thesé piles contained 4,875 short tons of domesticé ore. a 
: . . / . “ae. e , . oe EA 

Purchases of low-grade ores for future milling increased greatly in ee 
_ 1942 and at the end of the year amounted to 298,973 short tons; =; “4 

| ~ most of the low-grade ore was held at Las Vegas, Nev., and at Butte, — ol 
a Mont, : | | , : tg
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Rok a ' . . ae oo | oo or 

ep DOMESTIC PRODUCTION? = 
a *- The following table shows the various types of manganiferous  — 
i. . Materials shipped by domestic producers from 1938 to 1942. _ : 

ae . Manganiferous raw materials shipped by producer's in the United States, 1988-42, in : 
Were a short tons | ; : : Ss 8 

oe rs | ee Metallurgical ore oo op | 2 

on Se - Oo Co oo 7 Miscellane- — i 
Dre Year © Manganese | Ferruginous | Manganifer- . | Battery ore} ousmanga- | oe 
Wo ore (35 per- | manganese | ous iron ore | Manganiferous . nese ore - 4 
ee of A _ cent or more | ore (10 to 35 | (5 to 10 per- |. zinc residuum | TS og 
Eko Mn) percent Mn)| centMn) |. : fe me 

Wee 1938__..-- 19,027 87,655. | : 308,269; . 48,768 | 4 5,554 3,778 ed 
Boo 1989} 20,810 268, 289° 526,067]... 144,747 8, 699 3315 7? 
a  194G ell} 80, 416 358, 406: 914, 526 172, 990 10,383 | Ss 4, 187 oT 
wh OAT]. 78, 852 512, 162 918,725 |. 282,049 | 11,399} 2,548 | 
Be 194Q 177,966 | 265,663 | «1,500,618 | 292,051 15, 410 | 478 

Shipments of the various grades of manganese ores during the last _ : 
--  .  § years are given, by States, in the following tables. In addition, — : 
i battery-grade ores were produced in California and Montana; mis- = 
i gellaneous ores came from Alabama, Georgia, Montana, and Virginia; _ 
i‘. and manganiferous zinc. residuum was produced from New Jersey __. 
oe. gimeores. a - mo Oe oe ‘ 

eee , Metallurgical manganese ore shipped from mines in the United States, 1938-42, by a, 
Bay ot |. States, in short tons — : Be CO a 

Bolo 7 State 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 State (| :1988 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 : 

weet. Alabama_...--.-| 124, 115) 64]_____. ~-26|| New Mexico_....|. 627] 380]  50/__....] 1, 267 oe 
a! . Arizona... --]_-..--j-----.| 3481 990] 2, 9461) North Carolina__|.__..-] © 48}-2--:_] 35]... 2. : 
mo Arkansas:_._____| 3,845] 6,009] 6, 808) 5,015}. 4, 182]| Pennsylvania____|_.-.-_|------].-----|--.--- 22 SS 
wees" CGalifornia._.....|_..--_|.-2.--| 177] 2,600} 10,112|} South Dakota__.|.__.._|-.-.-.|-_----|------ 81 Be 
es - Colorado..._....}------|------] 251] : .199 ~ . 1} Pennessee.._....| 4,035] 8, 183) 7,821] 4,394) 2,247 , . 
Wu, . Oklahoma.-____-- a ew ewe fee ee ww ew wenn] . 40 589} Utah... ween]. 56 - 30 43 970 : 

we Oregon..__._----|_-.---|------|--.---|-- 85]) . |} Virginia_.......2] 1,472] 532|°1,168] 4,983] 11,024 si 
Be _. Georgia.._.......| 3,425] 2,964} 4,001] 4,893! 4,890]; Washington.....|..-.._}| | 11|__-__.] 1,.588] 10, 660 — 
eel. _ Idaho_--.._-...-|------|------]------| | 84}--------|}| West Virginia_ -- 63}__....| 245] 2,458! 2,240 
ee Missouri_....._..}-.._.-j-.--2-|--..-.| . 12] ~ 289)]] — Bn | | | en 
me Montana._.....-| 5,936] 2, 512| 9, 218/43, 555| 120, 409 _ {19, 027/20, 810/30, 416/73, 852|177, 966 — 
Ro Nevada....-.....|-.----|------| 235] 2,937} 6, 112 | | | : | : 

Ss, | Ferruginous manganese ore shipped from mines in the United States, 1988-42, by 
me a States, in short tons | 

o . State 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 State | 1938 | 1930 | 1940 | 1941 | 19042 

|  Alabama.......| 390| 581/ 383|_______|  206|| Nevada......|_.....|_-.....| 5,167] 8,913] 2,743 
Arizona_....._.|._.---|-------}-.----- 17|__-...-|| N. Carolina. .}_...-. 57|. 218 174}_..---- 
Arkansas_..._.! 3,894! 2,206} 1,204) 3,381] 14,067); Oklahoma._._|_-.._.|.-.-.-]------- 56}_.----- 
California_...__|..--..]------- 97 464| 4,659! Tennessee....| 511 329} 2,606| 1, 865 916 
Colorado__.....| 734] 8,418} 3, 699}._.___- }s9 053|| Pexas--------|------|-------]----=--]----<: 142 
New Mexico...| 6,824] 35, 839] 41,255] 65, 483/J° Utah.........].....-| | 2938] 2,354| 551 78 
Georgia.___....| 3,144] 8,015} 11,298] 6,715} 10, 514|] Virginia_...__| 1,870] 5,134] 5,020) 4,375] 3,905 

. Idaho...__...--]------ 183 351 390|_..-..-|| Washington._]_.....|.------]--.---- 7 ------ 
Massachusetts. 258 727; 2,128; 4,480) 3,301] W. Virginia..|....._j|-------]------- 448 560 

. Michigan_____.|._.__.]..-.-__]---..--|-----.-| 34, 643 | | ——_—__ |__| 
: Minnesota... ..|19, 515/204, 131}278, 580/409, 855) 88, 509 37, 655|268, 289/358, 406|512, 162/268, 764 

Montana......| 506} 2,376] 4,051) 4,988) 15,468); 

. | 3 Throughout chapter, unless otherwise indicated, percentages expressing manganese content of ores 
refer to ores in natural (undried) state.
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eG Manganiferous iron ore shipped. from mines in the United States, 1938-42, by wlan tet 
ae a oy States, in short tons Oo Sa 

- a : State - .  ~ | 1938 | — 1939 1940 | 104d] td 

| | Alabama... eseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eee eee eee eee fc eteeeceeefteeeeceeef 7 NR 
| Georgia......-.....-...--------------------|--------~---}---- +--+ 230} =. s-1,, 192 |__| ee red 
Michigan ........-.---------------------+-- 17, 984 |.....-.----- 20, 851 j--.-.-------]--2---22.-4- oogae 

| Minnesota........-:----=------------------| 290,285 | 526,067 | 893,350 | 917,833 | 1,500,451 Ey 
Virginia ......--.------------------------+-|.-----------|------------ 86 J----- 2+. -|------ eee da 

| | tO | 808,269 | = 526,067 | 914,526 | 918,725 | 1, 500, 613 | att 

. Manganese and manganiferous ores shipped from mines in the United States in 1942, Mg 
’ . | by States — - : | | mee 

Oo | oe | Ore containing 35 percent | Ore containing 10 to 35 | Ore containing 5 to 10 percent . oN 
oe oS . | or more Mn percent Mn Mn eet. 

| sie 

uO Short tons '| | Short tons | | Short tons ne a 

oo : _ oO - _ nn ~ | oOo. 2 - ana). 

| «(BT E | eS} | [a] Bl ae] 2} € | #8] 0° 
alm | gai Aa} 2 as o |a mo | a Q ee 

— | g 38) & le) 9 las & = ° es |. 5 . Ce cas 
lal & 18 | & le} & 1s | FS ja] & ja | SF eect: | 

: . . . / a . oo 1 . jot. . “ "tk 

a Metallurgical: ep Le | of ee 
—Alabama....-...| 1}. 26! “101 | 1} 174 al) 1 162 Sho) 

“Arizona....--.--| 14} 2,946] 1,220] $73, 579|...|...... J... --[o-- epee pp 
ATEADSAS- - ----- 304 a 132 po a ors 2 14, 067; 2,931) $87, 576]--.|.--....--|-------[.--2- ee Pes 

Oo alifornia_....../325} 10,112} 4, 02, 701| 2/1 4 eral --|-.------.]-2-----[------2-2. rane, 
= Colorado... | U | OO} il} 1,670; 412; 13, 641 {-: wT ge 

_ Georgia...------|410} 4,890] 1,887} -. 99,005/510) 10, 478) 2,847! 98,827) .-.|.......-.[--.--.-/2- 22.2 e. Ct 
. Massachusetts..|...|....---|-------}--2------| 1) 3,301) 660) = @) fee }es eee Jeli file ee | se 

| : Michigan_.._.-[---}.-.---_]-22-2--[2222--22-] 1) 34, 643) 4,542, @) fof 
Minnesota:..---|---]-..-.--]-------|--.------] 1] 88, 509/13, 401 (4) 7(1, 500, 451]119, 616)2$3,384,654 
Missouri_..-----|_ 1|  289| 105 (i wu| o--nc|--2---|-ce----e-]---|-----e-e-| eee] ee eee NF 
Montana... -..-| #.2{120, 409] 72,396; (1) | 2] 15,4681 4,105] (1!) _‘|--.|.-.------|-------|--------- OE 
Nevada.........}.. 3} 6,112] . 2,168 Q) | 1j 2,743} 850 6 jon}... e nf eee ef eee oe 

- New Mexico..-.| 4/ 1,267} 5471 () | 2] g9,on9l11,377| G)  [--tTotli foc 
‘Oklahoma..----) 1 @ | @ | @) fp 
Oregon.....-----}. 1} @)- (1) QC) fe--|----2--]-.----]--------- |---| oe fee eee ee Oo as 

- Pennsylvania..-} 1 22; «8 63  enedee eee fle fee fe e-file eee oe 
South Dakota--| 1) 81) ai] Q@) [LPI 
 ‘Tennessee_._...-| 9| 2,247 806} 54,820] 3) 916) - 237 6, 850} ~~~} .--------]-------]----- eee 

. Texas.....-...--]---|--.----]......-]..-------] 2 142 31 (1) | j---[--2------]--- eee seen ce OE 
Utah_/-22------}" 4) 970-879} 21, 650] 1) 78} eat) as 
Virginia... ._---/414] 11, 024] . 4, 278| 240, 667| 5} 3,905) 619] 18, 752)---).-- 222-2 --e-feeeenee NG 

_ Washington...-}. 1/ 10,660) 5,389) (1) 9 |--.]--.-_.-]------]---------]-+-]---------] eee tfenc eee eee tg 
| West Virginia | 1| 2,240] ‘906, (1) | i] B60) 140) @).|-LTTTT 

| Undistributed®.|...) - 589)  216/5, 058, 555]...|.....-2|...---]1, 208, 881]...|2- 2p ep Oy 

‘Total metal- | —  analc cig acel salam: : Oe 
- lurgical. .....|101]177, 966] 96, 224|5, 964, 655] 43/265, 663/42, 207|1, 429, 477| 8/1, 500, 613|119, 624] 3, 384, 654 aS 

Bt: i | 35) 2. 856 1, 147 | 16 3, 033] 853 *% _ ee ‘ ad 7 California... ...- , olf , [ene feee eee fee fee eee | at yl 
S --Montana_.._---| 2) 9, 524 Ziasly 518, 123 {° woe nana|ec----|---------|---|--2-2--|_02ee-|oe eee ee 

, : |__| — |_| | | — | ——_ | —_——- oN 
Total battery.| 7) 12,377] 5,200] 518,123) 6| 3,033] 853) (7) | _|_._-.-ee-[e-eeeeefeeeeceeeee 

Miscellaneous: | | oP fp Feed 
Alabama.___...-]--}-------].------]---------| 1 -32 9 o ---|--.---.--|-~-----]---------- Ot cong 

° Georgia. .......-/41 27 .9 51 36 ) wunfeweeeeene | week] eee, ot 
: ‘ Montana.....--]41 156 - §7 10, 896 ~-}|-------/------]--.--.---]--.]- +--+ ee [ee “Mh 

—-Virginia....2--2-\416] = 222) 8af wa|eene2e-|oesne-|-neeeeee-|-ee[-neaeeecseceseee[oeeeeeeeee 
— |_| —_|———_\—_-__c_-_——-_——--— ly 

‘Total. miscel- . . Os we 
.  Janeous....-| 18] 405} 150) 10,896) 2 68} 18) (7) ‘|--.]---------]-------]--------«. oR 

| Grand total......-1117)190, 748)101, 664/6, 498, 674) 50,268, 764/43, 078 1, 481, 948] 81, 500, 613|119, 624) 3, 384, 654 a 

1 Included under “Undistributed.”’ ok 
. ? Value for Alabama included with Minnesota. | eee 

3 2 producers in California shipped both metallurgical and battery ore. . oF 
41 producer in Georgia, 1 in Montana, and 6 in Virginia shipped both metallurgical and miscel. . ee 

aneous ore. . | Ag 
§ 1 producer in Georgia shipped both metallurgical and miscellaneous ore, Sor a 
¢ Includes entries indicated by “(1)” above. — . aE 
? Value included in grand total. oe 

_ -- §§6250;--43-——4Q oe <
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mo Alabama.—Only one shipment of metallurgical-grade manganese sist 
oo - ore was made from Alabama during 1942; 1t came from the Cobalt nS 
- ‘Ail mine in Cherokee County. In addition, a small quantity of  .—> 
“ - * miscellaneous-grade ore containing less than 35 percent manganese & 

was shipped from Etowah County during the year, and some ferrugi- : 
“nous ore came from Calhoun County. a oe Sd 
cA study of the concentration of manganese-bearing ores from 
--.-. Walnut Grove, Ala., has been made by Johnston, Fine, and Shelton? == | 
ro Arizona.—A total of 2,946 short tons of metallurgical ore was 

shipped from mines in Arizona during 1942. The largest producer ss; 
was the Black Warrior mine in the Artillery Peak district. Ship-  ~° : 

=~. ments from this mine were made to the Metals Reserve Co. andtotaled 
' | §48. short tons. Other shipments of considerable size came from =| 

~~. Coconino. and Gila Counties. Fourteen shippers supplied the State =| 
., . total in 1942. __ ee ae od 
- Arkansas —The effect of the price ceiling was hard-felt in Arkansas 
“during 1942. Production‘of manganese ore dropped to 4,132 short = = 
s.-.. tons from 5,015 short. tons nm 1941. The operators could not pay for == 
"assaying before shipping and could not‘ship without knowing what the . | 
“>. impurity penalty would be. Consequently, shipments of ferruginous si; 
“manganese ore increased greatly from 3,381 short tons in 1941 to  — 
~*~ 14,067 short tons in 1942. In addition, 8,014 short tons of ferruginous os 
‘°° manganese ore were shipped from mines to Government stock piles 

vy _— for later concentration. The ferruginous manganese orein the Bates- 
«.. ville stock pile on January 1, 1943, totaled 12,672 short tons (dry) — at 
% | averaging 26.45 percent manganese. =~ -> ee : 
" .. A study of the beneficiation of wad ore from the Ayedalotte prop- 
F. -. . erty at Batesville has been made by Shelton, Fine, and Fisher. _ 3; 
fe, Oalifornia—Twenty-eight shippers from 17 counties supplied the oad 
'. -~ total of 10,112 short tons of metallurgical ore and 2,856 short tons 
eof battery ore containing 35 percent or more (natural) manganese. | : 
“Among the larger producing mines in 1942 were the Whedon mines in 
=~". Imperial County, the Pine Ridge, Barker, and Jones (Black Wonder) | 
-.* mines in Santa Clara County, the Buckeye and Tiptop mines in © 
»-« Stanislaus County, and the Manganese Queen and J. M. McKnight | 

Group in Trinity County. An extensive program by the Geological  ——__ 
— _ Survey and the Bureau of Mines was under way in 1942 to investigate 
_ and evaluate deposits of manganese-bearing ores in California, Re- — : 

a sults of these investigations have not yet been made available to the 
a public. The Bureau of Mines*® examined the Arlington Manganese 

Claims in Riverside County and recorded the findings in a war min- 
-erals report, : | 

_ Colorado.—The Pershing mine in Saguache County supplied the 
manganese ore shipped from Colorado during 1942. In addition, some | 

7 ferruginous manganese ore was shipped from Gunnison County, _ 
| Georgia.—Georgia was the sixth-largest manganese ore-producing 

State in 1942. Of the total of 4,917 short tons shipped during the | 
oo ‘year, -4,715 tons came from the Cartersville district. This district | 

3 Johnston, T. L., Fine, M. M., and Shelton, 8. M., Manganese Investigations—Metallurgical Division, 
11. Ore-Dressing Studies of Manganese Ores. Concentration of Manganese-Bearing Ore from the Bynum 
Property, Walnut Grove, Ala.: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3637, 1942, 10 pp. 

4 Shelton, S. M., Fine, M. M., and Fisher, R. B., Manganese Investigations—Metallurgical Division. 
17. Ore-Dressing Studies of Manganese Ores. Concentration of Wad Ore from the Ayedalotte Property, 
Batesville, Ark.: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3652, 1942, 17 pp. 
14g ew of Mines, Arlington Manganese Claims, Riverside County, Calif.: War Minerals Report 92, .
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a _ has shipped 205,600 short tons since operations.began in 1866, The 
-._- rest of the manganese ore: shipped from Georgia in 1942 came from = 
~~ Tancoln County. - i a i a ae 

_.. A Bureau of Mines proposal to exhaust the Cartersville manganese = |. 
a reserves in about 2 years during the present emergency was rejected 

- by the War. Production Board because of equipment shortages... 
7 ~ Massachusetts Anson G. Betts shipped ferruginous manganese =. 

--- ore from the Taconic mine in Hampshire County. rs 
a . Michigan.—Ferruginous manganese ore totaling 34,643 short.tons = =~ 

| ahd averaging 13.11 percent (natural) manganese was shipped from ==”: 

— - .. Minnesota.—What is believed to be the first manganiferousorefrom 
the Mesabi range was ‘shipped during 1942; the Corsica mine yielded - °°.» 
33,880 short tons averaging 6.49 percent (natural) manganese, and - = -** 

... the Alpena mine shipped. 10,765 short tons averaging 6.31 pereent = § ==) 
(natural) manganese. The rest came from the .Alstead-Hillcrest = = = %. 
Group, Hopkins, Louise, Merritt, Mahnomen,.and Sagamore mines... 

. in Crow Wine County. 2 yy 

| _ - Fine and others® and Anderson’ have studied the beneficiation of == - =. 3 

— these ores. 
.  » Missouri.—The output of manganese ore from Missouricame from = 

~ the Rocky Creek mine in Shannon County. Epp ne RS 
—.-, Montana.—Sixty-eight percent of the total metallurgical manganese (gs 
-... ore and 77 percent of the. high-grade battery ore shipped from mines Ca 
-.. in’ 1942. came from Montana.. By far the largest operation in the = 

State was the Manganese Reduction Works of the Anaconda Copper © =| 
“Mining Co. at Butte. In 1942 the ore was supplied by the Emma,  .. .* 

-..  'Travona, and Anselmo mines. Battery-grade ore was shipped by the = 
-. Moorlight Mining Co. and American Machine & Metals, Inc., from = 

the Philipsburg district: = 
«A Bureau of Mines proposal to erect a 400-ton custom mill at Butte, 

to treat manganese ores produced by several mines in that area, was 
approved by the Facility Review Committee of the War Production © «..*; 

7 - Board’in March 1943.00.00 
-. . ‘The mill is. to be constructed by the Domestic Manganese Co., ° © '« 

| which applied for a $250,000.loan from the: Reconstruction Finance =|. 
_ Corporation to finance the project. The Bureau of Minesinitsexplor- -  . 

oo atory work had drilled: more than 10,000 feet of test holes, had taken 
many samples, and had tested the contemplated milling method. = ,% 

DS Known reserves of the four active mines in the area total about175,000 .% 
a - tons of ore containing about 23.percent manganese. When milled and Og 

nodulized, the ore averages 51 to 59 percent manganese. i ye 
: _ Under the contemplated program, the ore delivered to the mill will ae 

— be purchased by the Metals Reserve Co., which has been buying ore ee 
: for stock-piling in the Butte-Philipsburg region.. The Domestic os 
--. Manganese Co. proposes to mill and nodulize the stock-piled ore with eo 

the current production of the mines. When in full operation, the mill oS 
_- will produce about 2,000 tons of high-grade nodules per month..' Itis oy 

. estimated that the milling plant can be constructed in about 90 days me 

. 6’ Fine, M. M., Shelton, S. M., and Zadra, J. B., Manganese Investigations—Metallurgical Division. a 
9. Ore-Dressing Studies of Manganese Ores. Concentration of Manganiferous Iron Ore from the Armour we 
No. 1 Mine, Ironton, Minn.: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3624, 1942, 13 pp. ar 

7 Anderson, C. Travis, and associates, Manganese Investigations—Metallurgical Division. 14. Hydro- oe 
metallurgical Studies of Manganese Ores. Laboratory Experiments on Sulfur Dioxide-Sulfuric Acid Leach- ee 
ing of Black and Brown Manganiferous Ores of Cuyuna Range, Minn.: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investi- St 
gations 3649, 1942, 38 pp. - oe
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“and that its rated capacity of 400 tons. of crude oreaday willbeample = 
r "to handle the output of mines now producing and to accommodate any 8 
"es '> new operations in the field. | a 
«~ .  . Nevada.—Manganese ore and ferruginous manganese ore were  _.. 
ae ~ ghipped from the Black Diablo mine in Humboldt County in 1942. 

ee Relatively small shipments were made from the Black Rock minein 
*. Lander County and the Last Hope mine in White Pine County. | | 
Bee The Manganese Ore Co., subsidiary of the M. A. Hanna Co. of 8 

aa Cleveland, is developing-claims in the Las Vegas Wash, about 18:miles } 
ae southeast of Las Vegas, Nev., which will be one of the largest domestic = ~ 
“i>. producers of high-grade manganese ore. Although the property is 
mel popularly described as the Three Kids mine and operations areactually . = 
«,’. i the same vicinity, there is no-activity at the old Three Kids. About 
“"-.° 100,000 tons of concentrates will be produced annually whenfulloper- = ~— 
.°. ations have begun, but it is believed that only about half that quantity Lo 
<'s will be shipped in. 1943. As the analysis of the ore as mined is not | 
vo. eonsistent, a bedding system is necessary. About 250,000 tons of ore 7 
> were mined in 1942, averaging 18.86 percent (natural) manganese. 
@ New Mexico.—Shipments were made from Dona Ana, Grant, Luna, Ss 

+ -and Valencia Counties in 1942. The largest producing mine was the eS 
>. _ Luna in Luna County. The shipment statistics given for New Mexico  —— 
“. in the tables do not include 6,508 tons (dry) of ore shipped to Deming —>_—s: 
“for subsequent concentration. - ae | 
ho. Oklahoma.—A small quantity of ore averaging 42.4 percent manga- 
ve. nese was shipped from the Lucky 13 mine in Coal County during 1942. - * 
we Oregon.—The output from Oregon in 1942 came from the McAdams 
"~~ property in Coos and Curry Counties and averaged 44 percent : 
boe-> Manganese. a ae So 7 

we. Pennsylvuania.—J. Harry Simon produced the manganese ore shipped __ 
“°°... from Pennsylvania in 1942 from Sherman Valley, Bedford County. _ og 
4 «South Dakota.—The North Star Manganese Producers shipped  —’ 
i, Manganese ore from the August Schedlin mine in Lawrence County _ : 
Oe during 1942, : 7 | oe 
.., Lennessee-—A considerable decrease in usable manganese ore ship- . | 
». ments from Tennessee was apparent in 1942. Most of the ore came 
~ from the Embree mine in Unicoi County; however, shipments were 

also reported from Blount, Carter, Johnson, and Sevier Counties. | 
_ | Texas.— Two small lots of ferruginous manganese ore were shipped 
Po from Texas in 1942 for metallurgical purposes. - 
ae A study of the beneficiation of manganese-bearing ores from the 

- Mayfield property at Van Horn has been made by Zadra and others.® 
a Utah —Four shippers in Emery, Grand, and Juab Counties supplied | 

- the Utah total of 970 short tons of metallurgical ore and 78 short tons 
. of ferruginous manganese ore during 1942. © | : | 

Virgima.— Virginia was second only to California in number of 
_ shippers in 1942. Nine concerns shipped metallurgical-grade ore, 11 

shipped miscellaneous-grade, and 5 shipped ores of both grades; in - 
— addition, 5 concerns shipped ferruginous manganese ore during the 

year. Shipments of manganese ore were made from Augusta, Bath, » 
Bland, Campbell, Craig, Roanoke, Smyth, and Washington Counties. 

| Washington.—The Sunshine Mining Co. (second-largest shipper in 

8 Zadra, J. B., Fine, M. M., Shelton, S. M., and Johnston, T. L., Manganese Investigations—Metal- | 
lurgical Division. 13. Ore-Dressing Studies of Manganese Ores. Concentration of Manganese-Bearing 
Sp _ the Mayfield Property, Van Horn, Tex.: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3632, 1942, .
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the United States in 1942) shipped from the Crescent minein Clallam = 
County the State total of 10,660 short tons of metallurgical ore, averag- 
Ing (dry) 52.12 percent manganese. oe | Erne: 

West Virginia.—The Appalachian Ores Co. shipped 2,240 short tons =» 
i of metallurgical ore from the Sweet Springs mines in Monroe County. 4S 

: | _ IMPORTS OF MANGANESE ORE Te Se 

7 _ General imports of manganese ore containing 35 percent or more > - 3 
_ -‘Inanganese decreased 15 percent from 1941 and comprised 7,963 short = ==. 
_. tons of battery ore and_ 1,316,361 short tons of other grades, chiefly 

_ for metallurgical use.' In addition, 7,146 short tons of ferruginous —— ay 
‘manganese ore containing 2,086 short tons of manganese wereimported _.. 3; 

-. during the year; of this quantity 4,413 tons containing 1,280 tons of ... a 
a manganese came from the Arabia Peninsular States, 2,240 tons con- og 
_. taining 640 tons of manganese from Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, 490 tons. , .* 

oo containing 166 tons of manganese from Mexico, and 3 tons.containing = 4 
| less than one-half ton of manganese came from Cuba. The bulk of  —-¥ 

the battery ore in 1942 came from Gold Coast (7,840 short tons con-— oo 
__. taining 4,164 short tons of manganese); however, 67 short tons con-  —.*.* 

taining 36 short tons of manganese came from Canada, and 56 short =, 
- tons containing 22 short tons of manganese came from Mexico. - os 

__ Imports of manganese ore for consumption, which include ore with- vuey 
_. drawn from bonded warehouses irrespective of date of entry, comprised == 

8,682 tons of battery ore containing 2,216 tons of manganese and es 
_ _-valued at $86,372 and 1,557,258 tons of other grades containing-764,188 = | 

tons of manganese and valued at $22,922,524; in addition, 7,146 tons ee 
_ of ferruginous manganese ore were imported. Ce, at 

The accompanying table shows the details of imports in 1941 and 
| 1942 of ore of all grades except ferruginous manganese, a 

oo Manganese ore (85 percent or more Mn) imported into the United States, 1941-42, . gy 
| a 7 ce by countries | oo eg 

oe / : | “Imports for consumption? —_- oe 
General imports ! _ et 

Oo, (short tons) oo 2 
. Short tons : as is 

Country rr _ Value re ‘3 
Gross weight | Mncontent | Gross weight . | Mn content : : ae coe 

| | 1941 1942 | 1941 | 1942 | i941 1942 | 1941 | 1942 1941’ |. 1942 i oS 

Belgian Congo.| 28,361] 2,224! 14,181] 1,101)......-..|  2,870]_......] 1,546|..-.......| $31,908 = oy 
) Brazil..........| 433,830] 277, 410|183, 723}117, 409] 853, 850| 326, 469/156, 7111147, 908183, 367, 812| 3, 327, 210 a 

Chile.----7727] “19; 191 1} 9,046|.......| 18305] 4,462 8,660 2113} 366,012| 68, 542 CS 
Cuba....-.....] 272 614| 149, 708/129, 896| 73, 098| 272,614] 149, 708|129, 896| 73, 098] 6, 353, 222| 3,748,261 oe 

on Gold Coast_....| 75,823] 184,194! 39, 636) 68,481! 222,776) 189, 236/113, 737} 95,698] 3, 224,209) 2, 747, 845 os 
| India 3_....--""] 360,910] 493, 197|181, 571]248, 695| 433, 337| 685, 491/219, 7561301, 777| .6, 270, 579| 8,444,228 

Mexico....--.--| 4,272] 45,118] 1,892] 21,080, 1,054) 35,205] 515! 16,270] | 26,962| 642, 662 : 
- Netherlands | 

Indies........|_ 10,363} 8,059] 5,525) 4,266] 9,233} 9,067] 4,994] 4,758| 250,463] 203, 875. ss 
_ Philippine] - | : 

Islands.......| 68, 804|.__...._.| 30, 797|.......] 68, 804]__.___-__] 30, 797|_..-...] 1, 000, 460]... 4 
Union of South —_ i 

: Africa........| 292, 739| 213, 641/136, 936| 97,408] 306, 509} 233, 650|142, 838/110, 093| 3, 829,070| 3, 353, 822 : 
U.S. 8. R___..|...-.----].--------|-------|-------| 32,685] 17, 769| 16,929] 9,200| " 393,370| 277, 216 os 
Other coun» . dk 

tries.......... 136]  772| «= 72} «= 366} ~—Ss 284] = 7,013} +114] 3,988] 3,672] «163, 327 ye 
1, 562,133 1, 224, 324 783, 275 631, 91311, 714, 61 1, 60, 940/824, 956,76, 300 25, 085, 831|23, 008, 896 we 

a ee ks 
7 1 Comprises ore received in the United States during year; part went into consumption, and remainder oy3 

entered bonded warehouses. . . od 
- 3 Comprises receipts during year for consumption and ore withdrawn from bonded warehouses during ee 
year (irrespective of time of importation). _ yd 

sIndia and Dependencies (British India). Se oe
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, ©. CONSUMPTION .AND STOCKS OF MANGANIFEROUS RAW 
Be MATERIALS 

i... The total consumption of manganese ore in 1942 increased 13 -per- 
» gent over 1941 and amounted to 1,481,672 short tons; of this total, => 
<-. . 1,435,388 tons or 97 percent was of foreign origin. Industrial stocks 

“oof manganese ore on December 31 were 26 percent less in 1942 than 

i 19410 ae ee 4 
eo... The accompanying table shows actual consumption of manganese | 
-- ore (containing 35 percent or more manganese, natural) and alloys” 

“during 1942 and stocks at the end of the year. re 

=... Manganese ore and manganese alloys consumed and in stock! in the United States 
Se ee av 1948, gross weight in shoritons © 4 

BR a ane Consumed | At plant (in- hesaeg eo 

BR tte ee an fo... s.. | eluding bonded In bonded ' 4 

Ge ee co | -l-"“Warehouses) | .W@renouses — 3 

Bee ae - Manufacturers.of manganese alloys: = =. Pe | | Dg 

7 ne ‘Manganese ore: — rs ens ° DS af a 

Bt .. "Domestic:  ~2: 0. | . ef Ce Ce oR 

mye . 85 to 47 percent Mn (natural) _-.------------------ 24, 407 7) 8,405 foc # 

Be ” Over 47 percent Mn (natural).-.-..----------+----}| 2,576 | °° 6, 875 Jive eeeeeee-e-- 

BOR Foreign. .----------:------+-----------------------7- | 1,384,255 |. =. + 818, 870]. 423, 866 - : 

Bop pe Se 4,411,288 | 888,240 | 428, 866. 8 

Bete Boye Ferromanganese. ..-2-------+-------------------+--- 2 | nee ee een ee ef 64,276 |... 2,842. 3 

ee _ -Spiegeleisen_._....----_----------------+-+-------++-+-|-------------e--] 9, 581 |... 22 --n-- eee | a + 

pee Silicomanganese_-_.--------------------------+-+-----|--+---+----=---- : — J46 jee ea ee ----- 

Bho _ Manganese briquets-. _--------------------------+-+-- Leen ence eee e--e} 621 |..-----2--2ee-ee 

“3.” Manufacturers ofironand steel: TT : 
oo Manganeseore: = - . ee 7 -_ CO i 

Peo Domestic: oe CP a : 
ne . 35 to 47 percent Mn (natural) -_-.----------------- 4,422) = © 2,120). 2222-2 e teens . 

ies _ Over 47 percent Mn (natural).-..-----------------| «2, 566 | - W07-| ee - +--+ ‘ 

ie ooo 8) Roreign.-.222-2----- 2-4-2 ---- + eee ee een ete een en ef 22,884, -. | 7, 220°|_..2---.-------- : 

Ro | | oe Po 29,872 | 10, 047 |. ----------- os 
ph - Ferromanganese- ------.-------------------<----------| 665, 299 145,-433 |_.-..----------- Ok 

We - Spiegeleisen...-.-----------------+-+------------------- 181, 052 78, 651 |-._.-.-------=-- (4 

eR Silicomanganese_.-......-___.------------------+-----]| 46, 094 J 4, 547 |__. 2-2-2 -- a 

oe . - Manganese briquets. - _--.----------------------------- 3, 482 | - 879 |__Lo ee ----- : 

mo Manufacturers of dry cells: © ne a yo a 
ae | Manganese ore: | oo . a 7 . Be 

oe Domestic: - _ - 

Se . 35 to 47 percent Mn (natural).-.------.----------- . 8,099 |. - 6,975 |___------------- 0 

: . Over 47 percent Mn (natural) _-.-.---------------- 9, 157 - 2,406 |e-..------------ 

Fen - Foreign_.-..-.-------------------------------------- 24, 246 19, 272 11, 215 

oo oe - | 86, 502 |_ 28, 5B |, 215 
a - Manufacturers of chemicals: 2 _ co a | 

o Manganese ore: - . . 

. , SO Domestic: . ; , 

. 35. to 87 percent Mn (natural) ..------------------- 27 ~ 815 | ----- Lee 

- Over 47 percent Mn (natural)._....---------------| 30 1, 556 |_--.----ee eee 

Foreign...-_----.-.--------------------------------- 4, 003 11, 424 |_-__--------- +e 

. | 4, 060 13, 295 |__.-_..-.------- | 

Brokers and dealers: ‘ 
, Manganese ore: 

Domestic: 
35 to 47 percent Mn (natural) --.--.-.-------------|---------------- 192 |___-.----------. 

Over 47 percent Mn (natural)_..-.----------------|----------------|------------=---|---------------- 

Foreign_..._.---------------------------------------|---------------- 317 |__-------------- 

wenn nee eee 509 |__....--.------- 

Ferromanganese. _...---------------------------------|---------------:| 338 |._...----------- 

Grand total: 
Manganese ore: 2 

- Domestic: 
35 to 47 percent Mn (natural) -__-._.--------------- 31, 955 18,097 |__..--.--------- 

Over 47 percent Mn (natural) -_-_.-.--------------- 14, 329 10, 544 |_--_.--_-__----- 

Foreign..._-.---.----------------------------------- 1, 435, 388 857, 103 435, 081 

1, 481, 672 885, 744 435, 081 

Ferromanganese. .-..~-------------------------------- 665, 299 210, 047 52, 842 
Spiegeleisen-_-..-------------------------------------- 181, 052 88, 232 |_....----------- 
Silicomanganese. __..--------------------------------- 46, 694 5, 293 |..-------------- 

_ Manganese briquets-.-...-.--------------------------- 3, 482 1, 500 |_..-------.----- 

. 1 Excluding Government stocks. | 
2 Data for manufacturers of chemicals cover 4 months, September to December, only. : 

. 
, '
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_. . _. The accompanying table shows.ores available for consumption inthe 
_ United States in 1942 but does not consider consumer or Government eS 

Stocks at the beginning and end of the year, ~ ee: 

ee Indicated consumption of manganiferous raw materials in the United States in 1942 - x : 

- ae on | Ore containing 35 | Ore and residuum | 6, containingSto 80 t( 
- a | | | | | - . an percent or more containing i0 to 10 pereent Mn oo / ; 

: | oo ee aaa oe / " Mn | oo “Mn a | “Mn ee, ae 
oo Short Short Short Ae . . ey ; ne content content |. content tee oo | a ee tons (percent) tons - (percent) | tons (percent) ear 

Domestic shipments ....--..-.----.------| 190,748| 63.3] 500,815/ 149,000,613; 80 __. Imports for consumption.___............-.|1, 560,940.| 49.1 7,146} 29.2]; 11,780}. . 62 OAS 

oe | ‘Total available for consumption... 1, 751, 688 49.6 | 867, 961 15.1 |1, 502,393 | B00 Os 

/ : | ; 1 Estimated. - ee a . . ae SO wwe 

 s METALLURGICAL INDUSTRY a eg 

- 7 The bulk of the manganese ore (95 percent in 1942) used in the _— on 
United States is for the manufacture of manganese alloys, and vir-  - os 

7 tually all alloys are consumed by the iron and steel industry. During 
_ 1942 steel producers consumed 12.4 pounds of metallic manganese per 

ton of steel produced; of this, 11.2 pounds was in the form of ferro- ea 
ss Manganese, 0.6 pound as spiegeleisen, and 0.6 pound as silicoman- " 

| _ ganese. Ferromanganese producers used an average of 1.952 short — as 
tons of manganese ore per ton of ferromanganese produced. = = 8 

a Ferromanganese.—The domestic output of ferromanganese in 1942, oY 
__ which increased 14 percent over 1941, was produced at the following _. ate 

lamps 
oo: Bethlehem Steel Co.,. Johnstown, Pa. ee Se | an 

| _ Colorado Fuel & Iron Corporation, Pueblo, Colo, =~ | ST 
, | _ E. J. Lavino & Co., Reusens, Va., and Sheridan, Pa. | — oo ee 
_'- Sloss-Sheffield Steel & Iron Co.,-North Birmingham, Ala. : oe ee 

Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co., Holt, Ala. - a eo te Ee 
wo Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation, Etna and Clairton, Pa., and Gary, Ind. re. 

Electro-Metallurgical Co., Alloy, W. Va., and Niagara Falls, N.Y. - aly 
. Tennessee Products Corporation, Rockdale and Rockwood, Tenn. | | : eS 

_ __-In addition to the foregoing plants, shipments were made by the wt 
a Keokuk Electro-Metals Co., Keokuk, Iowa. OS , oe ee 

a Most of the ferromanganese produced in this country is made from oS 
_ foreign ores, as shown in the accompanying table. a an a
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B- . Ferromanganese and sptegeleisen imported into and made from domestic and imported — % 

Beye oe 7 | | ores in the United States, 1941-42, in short tons a oo . 

won Oo | ee | gttoy | Manga | annoy | Manga. 
yo So | - | nese [| “~. nese 7 3 

so Berromanganese: an | a | SE 

Be Imported ......-..--------------- +2 ee sn nen eee 7, 032. 5, 696 14, 772 11, 617 4 

Po ‘Domestic production.._.........------------------------- 580, 704.| 461, 539 661, 338 §22,553 od 

wo - From domestic ore !___..-_--------------------+-------- 21,926 |. 17,795 12,335 |- 10, 514 | 4 

wey. | From imported ore !_....--------------------------2--- 558,778 | 443,744 649, 003 512,089 J 

ey, 7 Total... .----------- cone nn eee eee e eee cence e-----| 587,736 | 467, 285 676, 110 534,170 " 

hee Ratio (percent) of Mn in ferromanganese of domestic or- oS a 

uss. jgin to total Mn in ferromanganese made and imported _|...-.---.---| 3.81 |------------| 1.97 7 

pe Number of plants making ferromanganese ---.-.---------- 18 feel 13 |_....-.-.- | 

ve". Spiegeleisen:” - | —_ . a 

Be . Imported _.--.----------------------- 2-2-2 eee eet eee eeeee-| 4,741 1949 1,990 | 1398 

et * Domestic production.__....------------------------------ 177, 915 28, 679 186, 026 - 36,071 a 

are * From domestic ore-_-._.....----------------------------- 175, 543 | 28,297 | =: 186, 026 36,071 S 

foc From imported ore.__....-...-.------------------------] °° 2,372 382 |_-.--_------|---.------ : 

po Mota n-ne neg on penne ec en ng een nn enneesteyc ze] 182, 656 | 29, 628 188,016 | 36, 469 4 

Boe Ratio (percent) of Mn in spiegeleisen of domestic origin to 4d : 

we total Mn in spiegeleisen made and imported......------|----------.-}| 95.51 |.---------.- 98. 91 oS 

Bee os - Number of plants making spiegeleisen --.-...-.-.--------- 5 [.---2-L-2- 4 {oo le _ 

poe Total available supply of metallic manganese in ferro- | _ oe Cg 

BR! | manganese and spicgeleéisen-...---.--------------------|------------| 496, 863 |.....---.--.| . 570, 639 | 

Bee Percent of available supply of manganese in— : , _ : | 

ins - Ferromanganese and spiegeleisen imported --.......------|---------+--- 1.34 |----222-2- ee 211 | . 

vot Ferromanganese made from imported ore__-....----------|------------| 89.31 |__.._-.----- 89. 73 _ 

Veen --- Spiegeleisen made from imported ore......-.-------------|------------ .08 |.-----------|---- . 

we - Ferromanganese made from domestie ore........---.-----|------------ 3.58 |.-.---------} isi: 84 : * 

yn _ Spiegeleisen made from domestic ore_..-.-.-----~------~-|----~-------] — §. 69 |.-----2- eee 6.32 . . 

an s - Ferromanganese and spiegeleisen made from domestic ore-|-..--.------- 9.27 |__...-.2--.-] 8. 16 j 

Pe - Spiegeleisen made and imported... .-.------------------|-----=------] 5.96 |_--..-------|. 6. 39 oO 

Been Total open-hearth, Bessemer, and electric steel__._.-..--.--| 82, 836, 946 |..--------| 86, 029, 921 |_-.--..--- ‘ 

.o”~”~*S A Estimated. a ae | — | - ce 

i mes  Ferromanganese produced in the United States and metalliferous materials consumed 

ee . , | _ in its manufacture, 1988-42, — . oO 

a oy — | . Ferromanganese produced | Materials consumed (short tons) . Manga- . 

a | |__| nese ore 

Boos | | Manganese con- | Manganese ore (35 | : used ae 

Bo 7 Year _ tained Rin neteral) Iron and Cinder, ferroman- 
eo OR, Short :? manga- | and pur-| Sanese . 

Be | | ‘tons. |---|, | niferous | "Chased mee 
: Short af Do- | TOP OFES | scrap short 

. | | 7 Percent tons Foreign mestic | tons) 

| 1998.....------------| 272,153 | 78.65] 214,036 | 466,746 | 25,254} 10,860 | 9, 477 1. 808 
1939__.....-.----.---| 302, 524 79.24 | 239,725 | 563,344 |_-._.----- 9, 323 7, 000 1, 862 . 

: 1940__.....------...-| 514, 682 79.45 | 408,903 | 976, 332 13, 419 5, 889 18,868 | 1.923 

~ 1941_-.......-.---.--| 580, 704 79.48 | 461, 539 }|1, 122, 187 9, 414 ‘5, 166 6, 031 1, 949 

_ 1942._....-----------| 661, 338 79.01 | 522, 553 |1, 278, 596 17, 572 19, 545 4, 634 1. 952 

| - 1Corrected figures. : .
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Manganese ore used in manufacture of ferromanganese in the United States, 1938-42, = > 
| | : . / | _ by sources of ore ee a Ig 

: : ef 1988 1980 1940 194d 942 OS 

| ___ Source of ore Gross Ma Gross Mn Gross Mn Gross Mn Gross Mu oe - | | weight . {weight; COM’ iweight _ | weight . | Weight | COMP ey a : - (short nt (short (or (short tent (short (or. (short a a 
| tons) cent) tons) cent) tons) cent) tons) cent) tons) cent) ee 

| | Domestic. .......---.---- 25, 254| 63.20/....__].......| 13,419] 55.80] 9,441 41.611 17,5721 30.69 is oO Foreign: - oe ) , oe ia . oe | _ Africa. -__...--------]171, 022] 48.99]144.734] 48, 14/233, 370] 45.89] 221,940] 47.11] 274.4501 46.61 ya Brazil. 2... 2----| 71, 747} 41. 44) 65, 278] | 43. 75/189, 389 42.39] 328, 769| 42.90] 349,538] 41.55. oy Chile... ----------]-<--22-]-------| |, 959] 48.16] 6,076 46.13] | 4,715) 45.81| 5,677} 46.64 | Cuba. .....-..--.----] 40,650}. 48.07} 66,079] 48. 16/112,.859| 48.59] 135,581| 48.471 171/029! ° 46.33 | oes _ - Andia______._.-_--....] 62, 681] 49. 24) 96, 666] 49. 84/188, 079| 49. 73| 1.250,425] 49.85] 340,006, 49.75 2 As ; Java. ___... .---------]-----+-|-------]----22 |---|} ef fle 2,189, 46.28 9 oe | _ Mexico__.-. ._.--.--.-]-------|-------|----.--|-------|-------|---- 1,755) 46.27) 2,013] 45.31 ey . _ Ehilippine Islands...|--..--|---.---|..--...|--..---| 12, 768} 47.16]. 6,236| 48.321 19,741/ 46.05 =’ sO U.&. 8. R.-. .--------|120, 646] 47. 61/189, 628| 47. 54/187, 286] 47.85] 1 145,325] 48.12] 64,051] 48.06 8 | ‘ Undistributed__.-.-|----.--]-------|-------|-------] 46,505] 38.75] 127,441) 46,26) 251,812, 45.75 ORG 
oo 4492, 000) 47. 72/568, 8441. 47. 72/989, 751] 46, 45/1, 181, 601/ 46. 54/1, 291, 168| 45.99  ~ os 

1 Tonnage entered under “Undistributed” comprises ore from India and U. S: 8, R.; separation as to So ee source not reported by consumer. - oe age all - _- # Source of ore not reported by consumer, nt . Sh 

_ ,. Shipments of ferromanganese in 1942 increased 6 percent over 1941. 
_ The record of shipments for the past 5 years isasfollows: = ~~: oes 

_. Ferromanganese shipped from furnaces in the United States, 1988-42 = vs 

Cte Year» _ Tons Value | | : - | Year | Sons Value oe - oy 

1988. | 250, 566 | $19,144,884 |] 1941... --__| 619, 308.1 $89,373,008 es 1939. .-..----.-.-----2------| 382,227 | 24,137, 211 |] 1942. 222222 IT STITT] 659; 219 | 82) 726, 298 on 1940_..-----------.--.---..| 503,291 | 42,755, 485 | to nee 

oe Imports for consumption and exports increased 110 and 39 percent, = 
respectively, over 1941. Ferromanganese imported in 1942 totaled ai 

_ 14,772 short tons, all containing not less than 4 percent carbon. See : | : | a, 
_ Ferromanganese imported into and exported from the United States, 1988-42 = ma 

a ee ee eee? ae = 
| Imports for consumption Exports Tt - 4 a 

aan -- Year Gross Mn con- Gross re | an weig n weig oS a (short | (short Value (short | Value ag - : tons) tons) | tons) | cae oN 

1938 _ 2-2 oe eee e eee 29, 409 23, 652 | $1, 770, 948 277| . $18, 799 oe - 1939... eee ene eee eee ee 46, 175 37,424 | 2, 935, 214 3, 274 AT 798 a | 1940... eee eee 11, 613 9,601 | 1, 321, 369 14,600 | 1, 366, 087 oan . | 1941. ieee 7, 032 5,696 | 557, 150 5, 155 771, 575 marae 1942... nee eee eee nee 14, 772 11,617 | 1,274, 749 7,165 | ° 976,923 ae 
a 

an: 
1 1938-41: Includes spiegeleisen; not separately classified prior to July 1, 1941. oe - 

. . oy a all
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-...... . Imports of ferromanganese in 1941 and 1942, by countries, are 

<-. ’.. ‘shown in the following table, 2 

Var : oo oo . ae ae so : “° . Avda. | nl 

bey Ferromanganese imported for consumption in the United States, 1941-42, by — OS 

phos: Oe ey countries a ee Se : 

Coe! ce . i : : n conten . vin conven ve 5 

Pyle ce : oo 7 —- -} (short tons) |. Value | (short tons) _ Value. oe ‘ 

con Canada... ce eeeeeeeeececeeeeeeeceeeee-|. 12,202 | $136, 029 5,02 | $654,219 #8? 
ne Norway -.-- 22-2 ene c eet nee eeeeew eee] | BBY, 1, 597 |_----=----+---|------------5: 4 

© 2+. ‘United Kingdom #2222072TTTTTTTeacic | 481] 419, 524 6,595 | 620,530 of 

poe eS a a | cs 6,696} 587,150} ss, 617 |, 1,274,749 

a United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. _ | : ee 

.' * The quoted price per short ton of ferromanganese was increased i sis 

©. from $111.90 to $125.58 May 1, 1942, in compliance with Office of 

~... Price Administration Price Regulation 138. No further change waS sit 

“in prospect at the close of 1942, Ce Te 

“Prices per short ton of ferromanganese in the United States, 1 940-42, by months =? 

sf Month =f dogo] toad | 142 || Month (| 1940 | 1941 | 1942 ae. 

ooo January....------| $04.04} $111.90] $111.90 July..------<---:--4 $111.90} °$111.90] | $125.58 8 

>. © Bebruary..--..| 94.04] 111.90] “111.90 |] August...) 11190) 111.90) 125.58 
cos March... tS 904 | 111,90 | - 111.90 || September-----.---) 111.90 | 111.90} 125.58 o 

Aprils] of) 90] 111-90 October......-..--.| 111.90} 11190] 125.58 a 
Rat.) May -.---------- 94.04 | 111.90 125.58 |) November----.----| 111.90 111.90} . 125.58 

C20 Fumes TITIIIT)— aeok | 1 90 | 125.58 |] December--..-.---) 111.90 | 111.90) 125.58 a, 

| Steel, vol. 112, January 4, 1948, a | Be 

a . Spiegeleisen—Domestic production of spiegeleisen in 1942 in- ot 

~. greased 5 percent over 1941 and 63 percent over 1940. 

oS . |. Spiegeleisen produced and shipped in the United States, 1988-42 | 

a | Shipped from — Shipped from . | 

«| Produced -furnaces | Producea| —« Furnaces oe 

2 — - Year (short oO Year (short _ Or 
ons : ons 

a Short Short 

| . tons. |. ‘Value | | - tons Value 

- 1938..............-.| 12,668 | 27,982 | $728,830 || 1941.._..._...--..] 177,915 | 181, 177 |$5, 793, 481 | 
ggg 2TTTTTTTITTTZ] 402} 470 | 94, 908 | 2, 484, 042 || 1942_-_------.-----| 186,026 | 186, 163 | 5,931,728 | 

| 1940._...........--| 114,119] 119, 512 | 3, 487, 565 } . 

| Spiegeleisen was manufactured at the following plants during 1942: | 

Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation, Clairton and Duquesne, Pa., and South 

—_ Chicago, Il. | 3 

New Jersey Zinc Co., Palmerton, Pa. | ‘ : 

All the spiegeleisen produced in the United States mm 1942 was made | 

from domestic raw materials. Imports of spiegeleisen for consump- 

. tion decreased 58 percent from 1941; the total supply came from 

Canada, |
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 - * Spiegeleisen imported for consumption in the United States, 1988-42 a Re 

ee Year. ae _ Value | ne Yer » a Value | oe , es : 

—_ 1938_..2..-.--------=-------| 19/318 | $625,480 || 1941._.--.------------------| 4,741] $215,108 7 
we 1939. _..-- ---s--.2--ll----] 42,856 | 1,329,814 |) 1942. 22.-_-2-----2-------} 1,990} 95,858. 

a 1940. -o---na-----------e---] 17,455 | 688,782 |) ie i (ene Ene 

~The prices of spiegeleisen (20 percent) at producers’ furnaces as..." 
- quoted by Steel were constant at $32.14 a short ton throughout 1942. ©, 
me _ Manganiferous pig iron.—Precise data on consumption of man-  -—-* 
.. . ganiferous ores in the production of manganiferous pig iron are not ="! 
«available. However, 1,500,613 short tons of domestic ore containing =. 
_. .§ to 10 percent manganese and 557,498 short tons containing 2 to. 5 - AS 

percent manganese were shipped during 1942. A small quantity  -¥# 
—... (1,780 short tons). of foreign manganiferous iron,ore and 13,950 short © 

tons of foreign ferruginous manganese ore were also consumed in the... 
—, manufacture of pigirone «© . OS ag 

—s Foreign ferruginous manganese ore and manganiferous iron..ore consumed in the ee 
United States, 1940-42, in short tons ne 

DS : - Te ot | Ferruginous manganese ore - Manganiferous iron ore cee ee 
: an Source ofore 2 .°...[°rrrn—nk eeeaaRa@Ej{EU{]”]QQQe rr 

rr ggg fron. fae | i940 fot fae 

Africa cea eee 206.|.-.--..22-|.---------|-------nei|---i2-----|----e- ee eS 
Asia: Palestine..._..--......--.-.--2-2-.-| 40,397 |i oe ei |. 2 ee] peepee 
‘Australia. - 2. 2DTDTTTITTTIITTTIT Lg 8a 8, 26 PH. 

eo Brazil owe eee ee 836 8,318 9,173 |e 
Gaba STITT | p77 PT 

: “Sweden... -2-------------------2- enn nn ne | enn nn een e|acn cere cerfesec ee eoee| 586 [----------f 990s 

rr BATTERY INDUSTRY 

. Shipments of battery ore containing over 35 percent.manganese; =>: 
amounted to 12,377 short tons in 1942, and shipments of ore containing. 

o less than 35 percent manganese for battery manufacture totaled = = -"4 
= 3,033 short tons. It is believed that 1942 was the first yearin which . -.. 3 
oa ferruginous manganese ore was purchased for this purpose. During  -. »'? 

«1942 the battery industry consumed 12,256 short tons of domestic «=. # 
we ore and 24,246 short tons of foreign ore compared with 11,642 and =. 

| 26,342 short tons, respectively, in 1941. | Se ag 
. _ Manganese ore for battery use should have a high content of = = °° 

available oxygen with minimum iron and. be relatively free from  — :* 
oe such metals as arsenic, copper, nickel, or cobalt, which are electro- ge 

negative to zinc. | _ SS 

oo | | MISCELLANEOUS INDUSTRIES | Oo me 

During the last 4 months of 1942, 4,060 short tons of manganese 
‘ore were consumed in the chemical industries. Virtually all the | ‘ 

: chemical ore used in this country is of foreign origin; of the total B 
consumed in 1942, only 57 short tons were of domestic origin. Chem- Cs 
‘ical-grade ore has a great many uses, but most of it is used for pho- oh 
tography, fertilizers, and coloring agents in paints and ceramics. of
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¢°. - Prices of manganese ore (except battery ore) are upon a unit basis, | 
, ©. the unit being 1 percent of a long ton (22.4 pounds) of contained _ : 
“,. °  ‘woanganese. Prices of battery-grade ore are quoted upon a per-ton ists 
a. . basis, with a minimum requirement of manganese dioxide. = ss 
...  erromanganese.—Standard ferrorhanganese containing 75 to 85 
2... . percent manganese was placed under formal price regulations on 4 
i. May 1, 1942. A price of $135.00 per long ton ($120.50 per short ton) 4 

fo. b. Atlantic Seaboard, except for two. Southern producers for 5 
»".. whom the price is established on an f. o. b. furnace basis, was made | 7 
‘effective in this order. This price represented an increase of $15.00. | 
+ *-. per long ton over the price which had prevailed since October 1-15, fg 
ss. 1941. Other than manganese, standard ferromanganese was defined  —s_— 

as metal containing a maximum of 1.25 percent silicon, 0.50 percent ==’ 
..»..» phosphorus, 7.50 percent carbon, and 0.05 percent sulfur. The ~~. 
“-  ‘Tnaximum prices by grades were established as follows; 4 £8 

Bea Kind or grade: - ne | | Maximum price per long ton Co 3 
oer ., Containing 78-82 percent manganese___.. $135.00. Bo = 
be ee Containing less than 78 percent manganese. $135.00 less $1.70 for each 1 percent __ 4 
ves abut not less than 75 percent. | -. of manganese below 78 percent. = | . 
ca. < Containing more than 82 percent.man- $135.00 plus $1.70 for each 1 per- 
wo . . .” ganese but not more than 85 percent. . cent of manganese. in excess of as 

Be | a + 82 percent. as 

~\ Manganese _ore-——Maximum Price Regulation 248 was released | 
v; October 27, 1942 (effective November 9, 1942), fixing the price of all re 
“.-” Manganese ore except battery and chemical ore at the following a 
we dong-ton unit rates, oo . an oo 
or $5 cents f. o. b. railroad cars Mobile and New Orleans. = ©. § © | ~ 
eo —--9O. cents f. 0. b. railroad cars Norfolk, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York. Lo 
a . «96 cents f. o. b. railroad cars Fontana, Calif. ; Pueblo, Colo.; and Provo, Utah. | ‘ 

“These prices are for metallurgical ore of a base analysis of manganese : 
.. +. 48 percent, iron 6 percent, silica plus alumina 11 percent, and phos-- 
“. -phorus not over 0.18 percent upon a dry basis. Premiums and 
_~ s* penalties due to variation of analysis are as follows: Te : 

ne oe | | | Premiums a | | a . — a 

oe _ Manganese content above 48 percent: \% cent for each 1 percent. © - | ; 
oe | Iron content below 6 percent: % cent for each 1 percent. . _ | 
7 | Silica plus alumina content below 11 percent: Nothing. : , 

. | Phosphorus below 0.18 percent: Nothing. ; | 

. ; Penalties | 
- Manganese content: | | 

: ' Below 48 percent: 1 cent for each 1 percent down to and including 44 percent. 
a Below 44 percent: 4 cents, plus 1% cents for each 1 percent down to and 

| including 40 percent. . 
an Below 40 percent: 10 cents, plus 2 cents for each 1 percent down to and 

| ' including 35 percent. | 
Iron content: 

Above 6 percent: 1 cent for each 1 percent up to and including 8 percent. | 
Above 8 percent: 2 cents, plus % cent for each 1 percent. . 

Silica plus alumina content: 
Above 11 percent: 1 cent for each I percent up to and including 15 percent 
Above 15 percent: 4 cents plus % cent for each 1 percent. 

| Phosphorus content: | | 
_ Above 0.18 percent: }% cent for each 0.01 percent. | 

"The above premiums and penalties are applied pro rata to variations ; 
of a fraction of 1 percent. a .
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_. s Amendment 1 to Price Regulation 248 was issued November 30, =: 
: 1942 (effective December 1, 1942), exempting metallurgicalmanganese .—isi‘i‘ 

_. ore with a manganese content of 40 percent or less. Previously ore °° 
> of 35 percent or less manganese content was exempt. . Ss 

The average mine value reported for ore contaiming 35 percent or . > 
: - more manganese during 1942 was about 72 cents per long-ton unit. >. 3 
a Quotations om imported ore in the following table are from Engineer-. =< 

ing and Mining Journal. A duty of one-half cent per pound of con-.. 3 
- tained manganese is imposed on all imported manganese ore except . 3 

- _ that from Cuba and Philippine Islands, which enters duty free. - ae 

a Domestic prices of imported metallurgical manganese ore in 1942, in cents per long- OSG 
ae BT ton unit i ; ae og 

| ee _-'[C. #f. North Atlantic ports, cargo lots, exclusive of duty] Oo me o ue 

a - | Begin | - | —— Begin- | woa op a ye 

‘Brazilian, 4648 percent Mn..| $0. 630 $0.788 || Cuban (not dutiable): =f sd a ky 
- . Chilean, 47-48 percent Mn_..|. —. 650 + 788 50-52 percent Mn___..--..} $0.780 |]. $0. 915. oy 

; | South African, 50-52 percent. 7 45-47 percent Mn....--..-| @> | 900 2 fo 

- _ tNotqucted, = a . SE eS 

According to Engineering and Mining Journal, prices for chemical = > 
ores per long ton in carlots at the end of 1942 were as follows: Do- ss. ©: 

-—s- mestic, containing 70 to 72, percent MnO, $45 to $50; Brazilian or © °° 
~. Cuban, 80 percent, $55; Javan or Caucasian, 85 percent, $70 to $75.“ 

a Oo WORLD PRODUCTION. a 

_ Brazil—The bulk of the manganese ore from Brazil comes from ss 
the Morro da Mina mine in the Lafayette district in Minas Gerais 

— and the Urucum mine in Matto Grosso. During 1942, a total of = *‘4 
277,410 short tons was imported into the United States from Brazil, § = 4 
compared with 433,830 short tons in 1941. Brazil was our second- ‘3 
largest supplier in 1942. _ rs: 

Chile—Production in Chile amounted to 32,692 short tons of =~ *f 
46- to 49-percent ore in 1942. Virtually none reached the United © ig 
States during the year. . Se 4 

| Cuba.—The Cuban American Managanese Corporation produced  — 
198,286 long dry tons at the Isabelita mine in Oriente Province and = © *8 

v shipped 159,686 long tons from Santiago and Antilla during the year; 
| Stocks of ore at the mine and mill totaled 51,565 long tons at the close isis 

| of the year., : | | aa 
. French Morocco.—During the first 6 months of 1942, exports totaled ok 
. - 15,762 short tons. ° | | os cont 

| Gold Coast.—Production in Gold Coast totaled 488,322 short tons = = ©. 
in 1940 and 549,922 short tons in 1941. Stocks on hand October 31, ae 
1942, at ports were 78,000 short tons and at mines 170,000 short tons. ook 

India and Dependencies.—India was probably the world’s largest ap 
_ producer of manganese ore in 1942—about 1,000,000 tons of ore is obs 

produced annually. During 1942 the United States received 493,197 — a 
short tons of ore from that country. | ee 

Turkey.—The production of manganese ore from Turkey comes from Oe 
| the Afyon and Eskisehir regions. During 1941 the output ‘totaled cough
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r -4,499 short tons and during the first 6 months. of 1942, 569 short a 

~. .. tons. The ore averaged 47 to 48 percent manganese. =... : 
co.) Union of South Africa.—Data for only the first 11 months of 1941 = 
“so and 1942 are available. During these respective periods, 460,161 and - a 
- . 404,462 short tons were produced. | a a 
2 CoO, 8. 8S. R.—The Soviet Union continued to be aleading nation in =  ~——- 
-.- Manganese-ore production, but because of enemy occupation produc- 8 
“tion dropped considerably in 1942—probably to less than 1,000,000 tons. 

“> Manganese ore produced in principal countries of the world, 1938-42, in metric tons? | | 4 

per oe So [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer]. ee . - | 

we Country t | Percent | 1938 1939 1940 «| «(1941 |S gde GS 

aoe North America: - oe 7 oe : : ae 7 a a 
poo Canadas (shipments) -...-.------1-|----------|----:------ 859 | = 88 UY GBB 3 
Bo Costa Rica. ....------------------|----------| _. 304]. _ @. (?) ) - (2) OE 

eo Cuba... e---------------2------] 86-50-++] 128, 844} 102,415 | 119,852 | 191,937 | 201, 468 | os 
we Mexico. ee -eee eee e--ee ee] 40+ 117 | 287 | 307 979| ° 11,493 : 
Pear United States: - . eno - | oO fo . Sos 8 
eee eee - -- Continental (shipments).---..|. = 85-4] 25, 727 29, 777 40,767; 79,646 |. 173,048 
pee Puerto Rico (exports)....---.-| 48-51 1,039 j-------- feel Lo 2 

oe South America: oe . ce er Pe a : 
Bye Argentina 4...._.-..------------=-|. 35-38 | 487] - ‘661 710| 1,476) @ 3 
wo. Bolivia (exports)....---.-.--------| 50) [---+------. 500 |----------- (2) 272 a “ 
ne Brazil_-._...---.-----------------| 38-50 306,025 | 257,752 | 313,391 | 5 437,402 | § 306, 241 So 

Fe Chile | 40-50 «| 19,319. | «12,550 | =, 620 |. 35,815] 29,658 : 
Bee | Peru_...---2----------------------|---------] OA] 8B YT. 283 | (2) eo! od 
eo oe Europe: ae - ss de ed | =: 4 

Behe “Bulgaria_.2...-..-..--------------| 30-45 ‘I, 887 |. . 944 | 2,000) (2) - c 

moo es Germany.-.--------------~-------- 30+; .. 168]; © (2) ft) 8 
reba a - Greece. 2 heen eeeeee-ee--| | 804 7,075} 178} @ {| @® - @® -.. is 
ae . Hungary. --------------+--------| 35-48 22,221} = (3) — | 4. |. (2). - ad 
cn - . Ytaly_.-.-.2---------------------] 34-87 48,282 | . 54,100  () nC) weenene lee 3 
wees. Portugal.__.------.-+------------- 40+ 1,008| . 353}. 1,059 |-° 1,815 ]-. 6,820 a8 
ye —. Rumania.._-._-_--------.----.--.| 30-86 | 60,256] © 41,546| @) | @&. es 
yo ‘Spain_..---.------------ 2+] ---------- 1, 319 4,711 | 5, 865 - 9,923 | . 19,690 os 

oe Sweden___-.--.-----.---.--------| 30-50 | . 5,347 5,984] (2) (2) (2). j 
We - . .U.8.8. Roi-.------------------| 41-48 | 2, 272, 800 (3) 2, 800, 000 |63,000,000 |. (@) an 
Bh oe A Yugoslavia. _....--.-.2.-.------:.] 82-38 | 3,759] 5, 655 QQ) 74,724) = (2) SO f 

Be a China (exports)....--------------.| - 45-46 1,247 |. 1 (2) . 2) . (2) . . : pee an ia: : a : My . | i 

an ae British_._.....-.----.--.----.| - 47-52 | 983,464] 858,220] (2) — |61,000,000} - @) oe 
ee Portuguese__..-------:-------| 42-504] 9, 478 8, 204 : 6,525 | = (2). (2) ~ 

a Indochina___._.___----.-.---.----}---------- 2, 214 2, 440 62,000 (2) (2) 

Be | Japan___.._-.--..-----------------|, 49-51 6 80, 000 (3) (7) @) (2) “ 
_ mo , Netherlands Indies__.......----.-| 50-55 9,687 | . 12,074 11, 569 (2) QQ 

we - Philippine Islands_._.....-..-----| 45-50 - 68,143 29, 394 52, 166 8 33, 664 i () oO 

ae Turkey...-.--_---.--------------- 30-50 2, 186 3, 339 460 _ 1,360 6 1,000 Lo 

BES At _Unfederated Malay States--.------ 30 32, 483 31, 952 11, 702 (2) @) | . 
rica: . | 

de - Belgian Congo_....--.-...---..-.-| 56 7, 725 (3) 18, 369 (2) 6 36, 000 
oo , Egypt. --------------------------- 30+; 153,112 119; 882 _ 64, 912 2,175 6 9, 000 

. ‘Gold Coast.....--...-------------- - 50+] 408, 452 388, 131 442, 998 498, 881 - 2) 
Moroeco: . . 

-_ French _...---...-..-..-------] 4050+] 86, 597 50, 803 ©) © Q) |} §=68 14, 299 ; 
i . Spanish___.......2---.-------- 38 152 (3) (2) (2) (2) . 

Northern Rhodesia__.........--.-| 30-48. 2, 779 3, 018 (?) (2) (2) 
* . Union of South Africa_....-..---- 30-51 | 551, 739 419, 697 412,071 | 9 417,451 | % 366, 922 
Oceania: : . . 

| Australia: . 
New South Wales. ___-_..----|---------- 221 148 1, 024 1, 485 |} (?) 
Queensland__.._..-.-.--------|---------- 382 |_-.-------- 387 | 209}. @® 

, South Australia_.........-.---}----------]----------- 7 10, 827 11, 406 (2) , 
New Zealand.__.._-._--...-------|---------- 91 494 996 764 (2) 
Papua._..-.-.----.---------------]-------t--|----------- 55 198 408 (?) 

, : _.........| 5.291, 000 | 5,169,000 — @ () (2) 
i In addition to countries listed, Belgium produces manganese ore, but data of output are not available. 

_ Czechoslovakia reports a production of manganese ore, but as it has been ascertained that the product so 
reported averages less than 30 percent Mn and therefore would be considered ferruginous manganese ore 
under the classification used in this report, the output has not been included in the table. 

2 Data not available. 
3 Estimate included in total. 
4 Shipments by rail and river. 
§ Exports. 
6 Estimated. 
7 Croatia only. . : 
8 Exports January to June, inclusive. 
§ January to November, inclusive.
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The substantial increase in domestic chromite shipments to. an. 9 * 
| all-time record of 112,876 short tons was an outstanding feature of = 
oe the chromite industry in 1942—an achievement made possible throughs. 

the opening of the Montana deposits, from which no.commercial 
oo production had previously been realized. This large output repre- | 
Me sents the fruition of efforts by Government agencies to freethe United  —% 
_ States from complete dependence on foreign sources for its chromite = 

ss supply. It must be remarked, however, that the quality of domestic  —-_—ss_, 
chromite tends to offset in part the volume of shipments, as muchof . |. 

_. the product was unsuitable for metallurgical use. Concomitantly = ~~ 
with the stimulation of domestic production, the Government hascon- 

. tinued to develop its stock-piling program, whereby adequate supplies = 
_ _ of foreign chromite are being procured to fulfill wartime requirements. © * 
a ~The Government also undertook to correlate supply with require- a 
+ -ments ‘by placing chromium under complete allocation in 1942; © OS 

| _ Salient statistics of chromite (ores and concentrates) in the United States, 1940-42 = ° 8 

Co os | 4 | a | 1940 1941 1942 hs 

Shipments from domestic mines— . - a 4 
_ By grades: . Se, NE 

. 45 percent Cr203 minimum. _-___....-....-short tons__ 267 4, 800 18, 986 ohn 
, 35 to 45 percent CrzO3....-.---------------------d0.|. 2, 400 9, 208 76, 108 a 

“ Less than 35 percent Cr2OQ3_..........-.-.-------d0___. 315 251 17,782 ti an: 

- Total: . , | | dl 
, - Short tons___..----..--.------ eee eee 2, 982 14, 259 | 112,876 ©. 

| Value_.....--_-------- 2-2 -2e nee e een $28, 784 $274,062 | $2,994081 - 
: Imports for consumption: | oy 

~~ “Bhort ton... ---.------------eeeeeeeeeee-eoe------|, _ 736,612 | __ 1, 115,292 980, 487 ye 
: Value_......-..-..----.-----------.---.---s--s------------| $8, 754,770 | $12,618, 881 | $14, 184, 159 ay 

Exports: . | a S 

Short tons_._........-------------------eeeee eee cee (1) 21,906 | 4,748 = 
| Value__.....------------2---eenneenneneneeneeneeeneeeeeee (i) 2 $72, 409 $163,490 = 

1 Data not available. a oe 
eo 2 Figures cover July to December; not separately classified before July. | ‘ oy 

| a Oo | 631
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a The U.S. S. R. is assumed to be the world’s leading chromite pro- - 
ae --.. ducer. Next in order of importance are Southern Khodesia, Union ———* 
= of South Africa, and Cuba. Thus the United Nations command the _ 
».’ chief sources of supply. The Axis Nations control the output ofcon- 
« ._ tinental Europe, which includes, as. relatively important producers, ee 
“, Yugoslavia and Greece; they have also acquired the resources of the gy 

‘<. - Philippine Islands, which in recent years had developed a significant. I 

“<..-production. With the little information at hand, it seems safe to — 
>. - estimate the Axis supply at not more than one-fourth the total world 
“"".- output. In the struggle to obtain larger supplies of chromite, Ger- Ss} 
**- many has made strenuous efforts to obtain the production of Turkey = 
c° by trade negotiation. It is still doubtful whether this has actually == _. 
(ys. beenaccomplished. 2 2.2 6 - an 

Be _ WARJREGULATIONS Ss 

' >... - Delivery of ferrochromium, other chromium alloys, and chromium 
«  - metal.was placed under Government control by the Office of Produc- _ i 
“-* . ‘tion Management in November 1941. The use of ferrochromium 
“was limited to 2 tons per month without specific authorization in : 
«January 1942. The War Production Board extended allocation in 

February by requiring an application for all consumption of _ 4 
’...~ metallurgical chromium products. = Se 8 

“The quantity of chromite that can be used in the manufacture of _ : 
“ - ehromium chemicals has been restricted since November 1941, and — 3 
“-. the consumption of chromium chemicals has been controlled since’ “ 
Me March - 1942, ng 
-. * A more detailed discussion of Government regulations appears in 
v./ . the chapter on Chromite in Minerals Yearbook, 1941. : 3 

BO MARKET AND PRICES = = | : 

The Metals Reserve Co. has become the principal purchaser of 
aan domestic chromite since its buying program was announced in Novem- - 
» - s - ber 1941. Originally this Government agency undertook to contract 2 
re for lots of 5,000 to 10,000 long tons of ore produced in continental | 
oe United States, but in December 1941 the minimum size of contracts 
7 was lowered to 1,000 tons. In March 1942 the program was extended 

: to include the purchase of trucklots of chromite produced in Oregon 
and northern California at nearby depots, with the object of encour- : 

eo aging production from sma!] deposits in this region and providing an 
| easily accessible market. Deliveries of ore to purchase depots in small _ 

oe lots did not constitute fulfillment of contracts. As defined in June _ 
oo 1942, small lots consisted of not less than 10 tons, the minimum | 

| quantity for which payment was to be made upon delivery. On 
| September 10 the terminating date of the small-lot purchasing pro- 

gram was moved from April 1, 1943, to December 31, 1943. 
| The purchasing schedules have undergone several revisions with 

respect to type of material acceptable, grade and size of ore, and prices. 
| Three grades, specifications for which are summarized in the accom- | 

| panying table, were listed in 1942 schedules. The original minimum 
a for Low-Grade A and B ore was 40 percent Cr.,0;, but in the May 

_ 1942 revision of the schedule a minimum of 35 percent in these grades 
became acceptable. | 

The grades and prices (f. 0. b. stock pile designated by buyer) 
| established by Metals Reserve Co. follow:
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. a a Se | Low-Grade Se oN | | | . High- a es 
eo . . a Grade | Oa 

| : an OO an A Bo 

Grade specifications: ae Oo | a | POS 
” Or203....----.---------+-2------------------------- percent minimum..| 45.00 40:00! 40.00 °° — ae . Si02..------..-.--.-------------.-----------------percent maximum._| — 11.00 13.00} None .“* 

. P oon nee nee ene nce eee eee nen ee G02. | '.20 | . 50 None rat . S -2 eee eee eee d0__ 50} 1.00 None °°. = . a _ Cr: Fe ratio._._.....2 2222022. -2----........-minimum._ 2.521 2.0:1. None me . Prices: ne a oo . rae 
-* Base.--...-------------------------------s----------per long dry ton}  $40.50°| $28.00 | $24: 00 ees SO Premiums: . , - a. a ay a Per unit CraOzsabove minimum._.-__.__.....--. -90 |; — ..90 . 60 a — Per tenth increase in Cr: Fe from minimum to 3:1 2..._...-__. 1.50 1.50 |... RB . Penalties (applicable to Low-Grade A and Bonly): - a . _ von —-. Per unit CreOs to 35 percent minimum_-._..___... 22222222 22.2---|---------| 40,0 2200 

_-__ Imported ores were given nominal quotations in E&MJ Metal and | oe 
- Mineral Markets during the first 10 months of 1942. Metallurgical-. oa 
_.. » grade Indian and African ore (48 percent Cr.03, Cr:Fe=2.8:1) was 
- quoted at $39 per long ton, c. i. f. Atlantic ports, and Brazilian ore > 

ae (48 percent, Cr: Fe=3:1) was priced at $41.0 os 
On November 3, 1942, the Office of Price Administration issued 8 

_ Maximum Price Regulation 258 for chromite ores. As explainedinthe © — S 
‘Memorandum accompanying the order, the ceilings are approximately =—s>_- 

Oo at the levels prevailing during the first 6 months of 1942 for metal- Co aap 
| lurgical and chemical ores and between the first half of 1942 and early a 

_ November prices for refractory ores. The regulation, which became oy 
_. effective November 9, does not apply to sales of chrome ore to the oe 
_. Government or to sales where the contract of sale is made and title aaeer 

_ vests in the buyer while the ore is outside the continental United States. _ oe 
However, sales by Government agencies to private purchasers are os 
Included in the regulation. As a result, the Metals Reserve Co. may Re 

_... establish any price to stimulate domestic production and assure im- 
portation of adequate supplies of foreign ore. The maximum base ——-— 

__-_— prices are fixed f. o. b. railroad cars at various favorable basing points eee 
| for industrial users (for example, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore). TSS 

| Maximum prices of chromite established by Office of Price Administration, effective = oo 3 
, - oo November 9, 1942 | a co Ok 

Metallurgical-chemical ores: . | a, | ; | SE 
: Analysis: Base—48 percent Cr2O3 and Cr:Fe=3.0:1; minimum—25 percent Cr2Os. - | ee rices: | : _—_ | | a4 

: Base... ---- 2. e nee ene neeennneeene------------Der long ton..| 13 $43.50 | ek 
Premiumsfor— ss . vy 

: ‘Increase in Cr2O3 above 48 percent.._.........-..........-..---per long-ton unit__| 90: od 
Increase in Cr: Fe to 3.5:1_..-.-....--.-.---..-.-..------_------------per tenth__ 1, 25 po 

Penalties for — On 
Decrease in Cr2Os to 25 percent....._.........-.-...-..-..-----per long-ton unit__ - 90 cay 

| Decrease in Cr:Fe to 2.0:1...--__.-.-......-.----.--------------------per tenth _. 1,25 . 
om Refractory ores: a | ‘ 
oe Analysis: Minimum—25 percent Cr2Os. . . | a 

Base prices: 3 7 . | . A 
Lump ore (in bulk) -...._:..---.--.-_.---..---.-.---.---------.----.---per long ton__ 31.00 
Ground ore, 24-mesh or coarser (in bulk)-_-...--.-..-...-_.--.....-_.---per short ton... ~ 36. 50 a 

. . . 
. 

“ 

1 For Montana ores and concentrates only, base price is f. 0. b. railroad cars at Columbus, Mont., with oO” 
allowance to buyer for actual freight not in excess of $7.00 per long ton. ; | 

4 Increase of $3.50 per long ton is allowed for sales and deliveries in lots of 1 carload or less. Ns 
3 Quantity and packing differentials are provided; see Maximum Price Regulation 258 for details. 

4 eo e e ° e 4 

The Office of Price Administration also ordered that a maximum 
export premium of $6 per long ton might be charged on an export | 

556250—43——-41 | ) -
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» gale of domestic chrome ore and concentrates containing 38 to 44 it 

Moc. ‘percent Cr,Q; as of November 9. ae So | / 

re Oo UNITED STATES — | - ooo, 

oo J PRODUCTION IN 19420 re 

so. The domestic production of chromite in terms of shipments from ts 

mines reached the unprecedented total of 112,876 short tons in 1942) 

‘..-. or almost 8 times as much as in 1941. - The previous record of 92,322 ee 

~~ tons was made in 1918. In establishing the new record, Montana os 

- contributed over half the total. This 1s all the more remarkable as no | 

,. shipments of chromite have ever been reported from Montana before. _ : 

~. California produced 40 percent of the total, and the remainder was 

Y __- shipped from deposits in Oregon, Idaho, and Washington. © ©. 

«The average grade of chromite (ore and concentrates) shipped in ~ a 

ve: 1942 was 39 percent Cr,0;. The highest average grade was produced 4 

eo. Im California (44 percent Cr,0s).- Although Montana was theleading  — 

“.. producer, the product was lowest in grade, averaging only 36 percent oy 

an Cr,O;. Of the total shipments, 17 percent contained a minimum of — 

© (45 percent Cr,03, 67 percent ranged in Cr,O3 content from 35 to45 

~~ percent, and 16 percent contained less than 35 percent Cr,O. | a 

::.. There were 150 shippers, and almost three-quarters ofthemoperated | 

“in California. Two shippers in Montana and 11 in California supplied ns 

ee 90 percent of the total. Less than 30 percent of the shippers, all with a 

.... production of over 100 tons, contributed 97 percent of the total. oo 

no . Oe | Chromite (ore and concentrates) shipped from mines tn the United States, 1900-1942 2 

wae ae _ . _ 

Be | Shipments.from mines (short tons) 7 a ae 

ar Bo | Period . . Maryland - cS - | Potal value _ oe 

AS re - | California and North | Oregon | States | Total | | _ 

9900-1904 ea eeneeeeeeeee | 1,298 | ieee eeeeeefee ef eee 1,208 | - $15,852. 
ONS 1905-1909_.......-------------- 1,119 |..-..--.----]------------|] 423 - 1, 542 . 28, 345 4 

Ro 1910-1914__._.-..---------------]. 1, 442 95 |__.---..----|------------|. 1, 537 18, 680 

a . 1915____.-.-.------------------ 3,675 |__...-.---.-|------------]------------ 3, 675 36, 744 

. 1916_.._....---.---------------- 49, 009 100 3,471 100 52, 680 726, 243 

‘ 1917_._._....------------------- 41, 187 210 7, 506 70 48, 973 “1, 049, 400 

oS : (1918.__..-._------------------- 70, 725 «883 20, 669 395 92, 322 3, 955, 567 

Cs 1919___.._.-_--..-------------- 3, 664 77 603 | - 1, 344 ' 5, 688 129, 302 . 

: 1920-1924......-_.------------- 2,194 | - 217 1, 535 147 4, 093 60, 004 

1925-1929__....--.------------- 1, 451 93 |___..-...--.|------------ 1, 544 28, 030 

* 4980-1934_......._------------- 1,921 |_..._.-..-.-|------------|------------ 1, 921 23, 812 

1935-1939 ......._-------------- 8,000 |--.--------- 435 |_...-------- 8, 435 81, 651 

1940._...--..---.-------------- 2, 713 |_----------- 269 |.----------- . 2, 982 28, 784 

1941_......-.-...-------------- 13, 419 |.----------- 840 |_-.--------- 14, 259 274, 062 

. - 4942... 2221 ------------ 44,873 |_..--------- 2, 683 65, 320 112, 876 2, 994, 081 | 

246, 620 1, 325 38, O11 67,799 | 353, 9, 445, 557 

a 
1 Idaho, Montana, Washington, and Wyoming. ° 

| California—The new Grey Eagle mill of the Rustless Mining 
Corporation in Glenn County was the largest chromite producer in. : 

California in 1942. Production began in February and during the | 

| year totaled 11,153 tons of concentrates, averaging 46 percent Cr.Qs 

. and 11 percent Fe. A roughly tabular mass about 800 feet long and 

4 to 50 feet thick is now being mined. High-grade ore in stringers, | 

streaks, and bands occurs in serpentinized dunite. Chromite is also 

| | disseminated through the host rock. The deposit is cut by faults,
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- which add difficulty to the mining operation. Allen’ distinguishes =. 
at least six separate bodies in the Grey Eagle deposit. The crude ore ok 

: _- ranges in grade from 5 to 25 percent Cr,O;. The mill heads averaged . 

12 percent Cr,O;in 1942. ca ne Bg 
oo Flow sheets of the mill, which has a 200-ton capacity, andadescrip- =, 

tion of both the mining and milling operation have been published” ==: 
: ~The Pilliken mine in Eldorado County was the leading producer of 2 . > 

| chromite in the United States from 1938 to 1941, inclusive. In 1942, ©. 
7 the operation ranked fourth among domestic producers. The Pilliken «= 7\" 

oy deposit was mined during World WarI. Afteralong period of virtual —. .¥ 
inactivity, United States Chrome Mines, Inc., erected a mill in 19387.. © 
The property was leased by the Rustless Mining Corporation from = 3F 

| 1939 to 1942. The owners resumed operation in September 1942 and ae 
oe are rehabilitating the mill, : Ho, eS oR 

-. . Total shipments from the Pilliken mine during the entire period of «8 
: production have been about 30,000 tons. Over 8,000 tons consisted cts 

: of shipping ore containing about 43 percent Cr.O3, and the remainder =—s_(iws s ** 
was composed of concentrates, which in 1942 averaged 42 percent =<) 
 Cr,O3 and 18 percent FeO. 3 3 =—— ee a 

_. High-grade'lenses of irregular shape and distribution, containmg <4 
40 to 50 percent Cr,O3, were mined-in the past, according to Wells? = - 
who states that the future of the operation depends on blocking out oe 

oe large tonnages of milling ore, which carries about 10 percent Cr,O3;. = = = 
--—s Tn San Luis Obispo County the Castro mine was put into operation ©: 
- during 1942. Castro Chrome Associates, which operates the mine, =» 

.- erected a 125-ton mill at Goldtree Sidmg and began producing con- ~~" 
a centrates in May. The 1942 output amounted to 5,552 short tons ss 

averaging 41 percent Cr,O, and with a Cr:Fe ratio of 2.5:1. The °° 
- _- Bureau of Mines and Geological Survey have explored the Castro og 

| and nearby deposits. The production from the district smce 1870 ade 
has been about 50,000 tons of lump ore and about 7,000 tons of =, 

a concentrates. Present reserves consist almost entirely of disseminated. «,, 
-.-_ynilling-grade ore. The crude ore mined in 1942 assayed about 20 _ * 

percent Cr,O3. | Co , ) | oe ne 

The High Plateau mine in Del Norte County, operated by Eugene ——__—*.-: 
, R. Brown, is the leading domestic producer of high-grade ore. Ac-. 

cording to an analysis published by Allen,’ the ore contains 53.63 94 
: percent Cr,O; and 13.75 percent FeO. In the same county, Tyson —_-- j? 

} Chrome Mines, Ltd., shipped 1,521 short tons of ore averaging 42.3 “# 
percent Cr,O; from the French Hill mine. Siskiyou County was the ©; 

! most active producing area in California, with over 20 shippers. The §% 
Cyclone Gap and Coggins mines, operated by J. K. Remsen, andthe ~~ 3: 

| Come-Back mine (operators, Isgrig & Lilley) produced most from ae 
7 this county. Other properties in California with significant output ot 

: were the McLaughlin & Applegarth mine in Tehama County, the. 
- Rivers mine of D. R. Moroney in Humboldt County, and the Victory OS 

| —__— WS 
. - 1 Allen, J. E., Geological Investigation of the Chromite Deposits of California: California Jour. Mines CoM 

and Geol., vol. 37, No. 1, January 1941, pp. 133-134. : ony 
Oona, op By California's Chromite Assumes New Importance: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, No. 10, ~ si 

Mining World, California Chrome—Rustless Iron & Steel Corporation’s Grey Eagle Mine: Vol. 4, No. 8, val 
| Wells: FR ond others, Chromite Deposits of the Pilliken Area, Eldorado County, Calif.: Geol. | - “ 

Survey Bull. 922-0, 1941, pp. 417-460. woo 
-4 Department of Interior Information Service, Chromite Deposits near San Luis Obispo, Calif.: Press = 

Notice 8533, December 1942, 2 pp. ee 
§ Allen, J. E., Work cited in footnote 1, pp. 117-118. | vee
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Chrome mine in Placer County. The last operation was described = © 
briefly by Huttl.* Space limitation precludes mention of the more. on 

-.-. than 100 additional producing properties in California. el - 
“a... Montana.—The development of the Stillwater deposits in Montana 
-- - is thelargest project yet undertaken to procure chromitefromdomestic = § 
~~“ gources. Explored by Government agencies since 1939, the equipment “ 
*. of a mine and construction of'a mill were begun in 1941. The Ana~- sss; 
~. eondas Copper Mining Co., designated as operators for the Govern- - 
; "ment, produced the first concentrates in the 400-ton Benbow millin | 
~ March 1942. In the 10 months of operation during 1942 the output | 

of the Benbow mill exceeded the recorded annual production from | 
“any domestic chromite property. = = | Doe ew | 
2. .* ‘The Stillwater Complex is a stratiform body of ultramafic igneous 
". rocks, 30 miles long and 1 to 5 miles wide. It contains chromite 4 
peo deposits in lenses and discontinuous layers that form horizons parallel- =| 
-’ ing the layering of the complex. No high-grade ore is known to occur __ : 
~ in the complex, according to Peoples and Howland,’ who have studied —Ss 
"+ the deposits in detail. All the ore contains less than 40 percent Cr.O3, 
bie _The second-largest chromite operation in the United States in  —s| 
“1942 was also in Montana. The United States Vanadium Corpora- 4 
-.» . tlon mined ore from deposits in the vicinity of Red Lodge, Carbon + | 

County, beginning in October 1941. The chromite occurs in small = = 
5 serpentine intrusions on Hellroaring, Line Creek, and Silver Run Ss, 
» Plateaus. Unlike the Stillwater deposits, those near Red Lodge  —Ss_ 

are podlike. The grade of the ore ranges from about 40 to less than ss 
"25 percent Cr,0;, and the maximum Cr:Fe ratio is approximately - 8 
Bhi o. 1.5:1. A mill was built at Red Lodge, and concentrates were first oy 
“. . produced in March 1942.. The milling operation was briefly de- : 
~. gertibed by Conwell. 2 2 a _ 2 
ea Oregon.—There were no large chromite producers in Oregon.  ~—_- 
... Production increased from 840 short tons in 1941 to 2,683 tons in Os 

oe 1942. - The Celebration mine in Grant County, operated by Hazel-  —. 
~ tine, Davis, and Byram, was the leading producer, with almost 500 
aan _ short tons shipped. Next in order of shipments were the Sourdough 
oo and Hanenkrats mines of the Rustless Mining Corporation. The 

Sourdough mine in Curry County shipped 339 tons of chromite | 
averaging 42.5 percent Cr.03. The Hanenkrats mine in Grant — 

_---—- County produced 248 tons of 40-percent ore. These three mines, / 
: with the Oregon Chrome and Black Beauty properties in Josephine __ 

| County, supplied more than half of the output of the State. a 
: Other States—In Idaho, production of chromite was reported for | 

. the first time. The ore was produced from an occurrence south of 
Oo Riggins in Idaho County by A. Brandenthaler, who also conducted | 

| an operation in Baker County, Oreg. Production in Washington was | 
7 limited to the Fortune Creek miné in Kittitas County, from which a : 

small shipment was made by the Skipper Chrome Mining Co. In 
Alaska, the Chrome Queen Mining Co. produced ore on Red Mountain, 
Kenai Peninsula, but no shipments were made before the end of the | 
year. | oo 

6 Huttl, J. B., Work cited in footnote 2, p. 46. ; 
7 Peoples, J. W., and Howland, A. L., Chromite Deposits of the Eastern Part of the Stillwater Complex, 

Stillwater County, Mont.: Geol. Survey Bull. 922-N, 1940, pp. 371-416. 
pp. be C. N., Chrome Deposits at Red Lodge, Mont.: Mining Jour., vol. 26, No. 1, May 30, 1942,
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- OO _ EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT = = 

‘The large increase in domestic chromite production in 1941 and =~ 
/ -. 1942 attests the amount of development in the last 2 years by private «ss — 

enterprise and Federal agencies. A few of the larger projects that os 
oe have matured into active operations have been mentioned. In the = = | 

_ near future important production is expected from the Mouat- ore 
a Sampson deposit in the Stillwater district of Montana and from = 

. the Oregon beach sands. The Anaconda Copper Mining Co., agent  —- 
_ for the Government, began mining on the Mouat-Sampson claims = 
in the Stillwater Complex and -prepared for concentrating the ores |. 
by building a mill to operate in 1943. This output will augment ss 

| that from the Benbow mine and mill. In Oregon, beach sands in 
-._. Coos County are the source of chromite that several companies plan | 

. _to mine. The Krome Corporation has done. experimental work = = § © 
since 1941 in this area. A concentrator is being erected at Bandon, ee 

_ _ Oreg., and a secondary chemical plant was planned at Marshfield) «= 
- ‘T'wo other companies—Humphreys Gold Corporation and-Porter ** 

Bros. Corporation—were also actively engaged in developing pro- os 
._____, duction of chromite from the beach sands. In Alaska, preparations = s_- | 

oe were made by the Alaska Juneau Mining Co. to mill chromite. «= °. 
- --—-s In 1942 the Bureau of Mines carried on an extensive development =. 

campaign throughout the Stillwater Complex in Montana. TheBen- — | 
| bow and Mouat deposits were diamond-drilled, and further trenching = 

| and sampling of other areas were completed. As a result, several , . | 
_.- years’ supply of chromite has been indicated ahead of present mining 83 

plans. Properties were also examined in California, Oregon, Georgia, © - 
. and Alaska. oS ee | ED 

- The Geological Survey continued its detailed studies of the Still- = =.) 
| water Complex, Mont.; John Day district, Oreg.; Claim Point and - | 

_ Red Mountain, Alaska; and Oregon beach sands. The Red Lodge =: 
(Mont.) and Knik Valley (Alaska) deposits were mapped, anda mag- . +" 

-. netic survey was made of some of the Red Lodge deposits. Many oe 
_. brief examinations were also made, mainly in the Pacific States and 

_. Alaska, and inventories of the deposits of several counties in Califor- =. - 
_ nia. were prepared. Two reports ® on work previously done in the — a 

Red Bluff Bay area, Alaska, and in Stanislaus County, Calif, were = 
- published during the year. : OB : ct 

| Mineral dressing of Oregon beach sands was given special attention 
. _ by the Bureau of Mines. Methods were developed by which con- | 

, centration of chromite in products containing more than 40 percent = | 
- Cr,O3; can be made and other valuable minerals, such as zircon and KS 

garnet, recovered.!° Tests have shown that the Oregon beach chro- nae 
mite concentrates with low Cr: Fe ratio can be improved to a — mo 

- metallurgical-grade product by the Bureau of Mines reducing-roast _ 3 
: acid-leach process. Pilot-plant tests with this process on Montana . 

. _ concentrates were started at Boulder City, Nev. | “8 

* Guild, Philip W., and Balsley, J. R., Jr., Chromite Deposits of Red Bluff Bay and Vicinity, Baranof = 
Island: Geol. Survey Bull. 936-G, 1942, pp. 171-187. oe 
Hawkes, H. E., Jr., Wells, F. G., and Wheeler, D. P., Jr., Chromite and Quicksilver Deposits of the Del : 

Puerto Area, Stanislaus County, Calif.: Geol. Survey Bull. 936-D, 1942, pp. 79-110. - 
10 Dasher, John, Fraas, Foster, and Gabriel, Alton, Mineral Dressing of Oregon Beach Sands, 1. Concen- . 

. tration of Chromite, Zircon, Garnet, and Iimenite: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3668, 1942, 19 pp. so
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Gi _ USES AND CONSUMPTION | 8 

“._ The market for chromite is created largely by the steel industry, | 
‘-. which utilizes beneficial qualities imparted by the element chromium , 
yin certain alloy steels. Chromium.is also employed in certain cast | 
<-- jrons.and nonferrous alloys. In addition to its value as a source of | 
~~ an alloying element, chromite is used widely for its refractory proper- 
Be ‘ties, especially in steel-making furnaces. Other applications of | _ 
.. ©... ehromite are in chromium plating, pigments, dyes, and tanning. = ; 
.» Chromite is generally subjected to conversion (chemical or physical) = —s_* 
“.- processes to render it commercially usable. The most important of = = = — 
mee the initial conversion products is ferrochromium. This alloy is pro- — | 
©... duced in various grades, which may be separated into two main 
“.- groups upon the basis of carbon content. High-carbon ferrochro- : 
v.*-- maium, as sold in the United States, contains 4 to 6 percent C, whereas ae 
+" < ‘Jow-carbon grades range from 0.6 to 2 percent in maximum carbon. = 
“The chromium content of the alloy is roughly 60 to 70 percent, with © 
«' higher percentages in the low-carbon grades. ae . : 
Be As a refractory material, chromite is used in the form of bricks, © : 
~.  gements, and plastics and also as crude lump or ground ore. In, 
we chemical applications the main raw materials made from chromite = = 
+‘ are sodium and potassium bichromate. _ . - 8 
bas _ The consumption of chromite usually is measured at the point at | - 
-:_ which the ore is converted to one of the products mentioned above. = —| 

New supply and distribution of chromite (ore and concentrates) in the United States, | 
mo a a - 1940-42, in short tons oe a oe 

gee | 7 1940 =| = 1941 - 1942 

tes 7 New supply: | | | a | | ae 
ae Domestic ore and concentrates...........-..-------------- 2, 982 14, 259 | 112, 876 | 
Py Imports for consumption--...-.-.--.---------------------- 736, 612 1, 115, 292 ~ 980, 487 

ae ‘Total new supply..........-2-----------------eeeeeeeees 730,504 |. 1,129,551} 1,003.368 

nh : Distribution: _ | | | — / 
a Consumption .__..._-.-1--_---- 2 -eee--eeee eee 562, 915 800, 402 891, 952 
Z Exports....-._.---2- 2... ssscseeeceeeeeee eee eee essen Q). 2 1, 906 4,743 oo 

an Total distribution.........-.....-..--.-----------------|- 3 562, 915 3 802, 308 896, 695 

a 1 Data not available. CS 
2 Figures cover July to December; not separately classified before July. 

: 3 Incomplete; see footnote 2. | . 

— The ore consumed can be classified into three grades, corresponding | 
| to the main categories of use. Chemical composition and physical 

| properties distinguish these grades. The largest quantity consumed | 
is metallurgical grade, followed in order by refractory and chemical 
grades. In 1942 metallurgical and refractory ores constituted 87 
percent of the total chromite used, and chemical ore comprised only 
13 percent. The Bureau of Mines has conducted monthly surveys 

| of chromite consumption (and also production) since 1939, originally 
for Federal defense agencies and now for the War Production Board. 
This record is probably the most complete ever made of the chromite 
industry in the United States and has proved of vital importance in 
maintaining a continual record of supply of a strategic mineral under 
allocation. The total consumption, 1940-42, is given in the accom- 
panying table. Stocks of all grades of chromite owned by industry and
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the Government aggregated over 1,250,000 tons at the end of 1942.) 
Industry stocks have declined progressively in the last three years, 

_ but Government stocks increased greatly. In 1942, the Government <<: 
| _ stocks exceeded those in private control. — —_ ee 

| a | IMPORTS AND EXPORTS" - ve A 

, Chromite imports in 1942 fell short of the record set in 1941 by12 
_ percent. Southern Rhodesia and Union of South Africa continued to M 

_ be the maim sources. Significant was the entry of U.S. S. R. into the Sy 
oo list of countries from which chromite was obtained. The increasein = owe 

imports from Turkey and Canada was also noteworthy. — = eS 
- _. No chromium compounds have been imported since 1939. Atable -” “s 

- showing imports of such compounds from 1937 to 1939 is given in “ny 
Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, page 591. Ferrochromium im- —__ ged 
‘ports in 1942 came from Canada only. They totaled, in terms of — oy 

| _ chromium contained, 6 short tons of grades containing 3. percent or 78 
| more carbon and 436 tons of grades with less than 3 percent carbon, sf. 

_, No chromium metal -was imported in 1942. Imports offerrochromium _ we 
: and chromium metal from 1937 to.1941 are shown in a table in the oo tia _—— *, : . Pe chapter on Chromite in Minerals Yearbook, 1941. a re 

«Exports of chromite were first recorded separately by the Depart- 
: ment of Commerce for July 1941; in the latter half of 1941 they = - , 
a totaled 1,906 short tons. During 1942, 4,743 tons were exported, & 

largely toCanada. © | = | a | ree 

- | Crude chromite imported into the United States for consumption, 1938-42, by : Ee 
oo J | | countries mo: - a ‘ 

: | Be | Gross weight (short tons) = 1942 | ae 

OS : Country | | de : | Short tons an — oe 

| a 1938 1939 1940 1941 |~ Value a Gross | Cr203 nr oe 7 | | | : Weight | content | ty 

North America: | a | |) | a : | : | Canada....-...-.---------- 2 1 209 393 | 13,705| 6,633] $372,698 © i | Cuba.....--..-.---------.-| 44,273 | 78,922 | 58,190 | 179,944 | 187,826 | 48,396 | 1,330,706 °° Other___-.....-----.---2-2- 66 2,180 |..--.---.-|----.-----]-------22-} eee ef South America: Brazil.---77-77]_..-.-..--|.-.--..-..|” 3,125 |6, 008 |" "6, 468 |" "35983 | 8a a6. =< 
Greece. ...........--.-----| 11,200] 12,320] 15,726| 2190}......... |. | oS . Ast Yugoslavia_..........2....- 3, 360 1, 120 1,120 |..--------] 2-2 fee pk 

18° , 
On India_._......---.----....--| 4,537] 18,444] 36,561} 10,910| 21,316| 10,604| 589,272 ©, "Philippine Islands___--"----} 87,621 | 80, 544 | 175,354 | 288,411 | 30,475| 12,668 | 277,310 we , Turkey___.......---_L..1} 22,839 | 18,628 | 78,401} 61,845 | 117,396] 56032| 2,207.42 © ° U. 8.8. R__....------------].-2------|----------|--2-------]----------} 30,061 | 15,607 | 1,200, 320 ae Africa 1.222202 22LI2LLILL1] "188, 495 | "132, 421 °|""319, 836 |" 475,377 | 541, 683 | 253° 615 | 6 621, 994 va | Oceania: | 

Australia_.....-...-..----2_}.2--222-2}------ 6 |_--.------] 2-22 ---} | oo New Caledonia 2__-_-..._2_|"" 31, 942 | 16,082 | 48,004 | 90,208 |” 81, 687 | 43,202 | 1,410, 473 axe 
; 394, 335 | 355,612 | 736,612 |1, 115,292 | 980,487 | 449,830 |14, 184, 159 | ne 

_ Ee oS 
1 Originated in Southern Rhodesia, Union of South Africa, and Sierra Leone; includes small amount in a 1942 probably not produced in Africa. Recorded by Department of Commerce as imported from Union of AS 

Sout’ Africa, “Other British South Africa,” “Other British West Africa,” Mozambique, and Anglo-Egyp- co 
an Soudan. 

wo ? Recorded by Department of Commerce as French Oceania. | watt 

11 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the . i Department of Commerce. soe
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‘2... The progress of chromite production in foreign countries is dificult 

", to appraise in wartime. The lack of information on production mo 
. the Axis-controlled countries is especially marked, but thesame dearth = | 

/ of data is also noted for some of the United Nations. Thus, thelevel = 
«of production in U. 5. 5. R. is a matter of conjecture, although esti- = 

- mates suggest that that country 1s now and may well have been for si 
several years the leading world producer. Reference to the accom- _ ‘ 

BaP --panying world production table will show that no official statistics are i, 

Be available for any Kuropean or Asiatic country in 1941 and 1942. Not. 4 

- only is there an absence of statistics, but published comments on min-- a 
ing operations and developments are scarce.. Next in order of out-— of 

put to U.S. S. R. are Southern Rhodesia, Union of Squth Africa, and i. 
Cuba. Turkey probably followed Cuba and slightly exceeded the 4 

>”. United States in production during 1942. U.S. 5S. R. and Southern  —-— = 

~ Rhodesia are the leaders in quantity of chromite produced:and.also 
~~ in quantity of metallurgical ore. Union of South Africa is knownas = 

Ee @ source of chemical-grade chromite, whereas Cuba is principally a 

-, . producer of refractory ore, ee re 

oe World production of crude chromite, 1938-42, by countries, in metric tons S 

mo Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] Be 

me Oe ae “Country of 1988 | 1989 yso | ts fee 

North America: fe Pop | . - ood 
Bae ~. Canada...--.----.--.-----------L-------|------------|------------ 304 |. 2,152.) . ..6,118 oo: 

ae a Cuba._.........--------.--1-------------- 33, 598 | 59, 562 52,347 | © 163,175 | 1278, 000 os : 

mem Guatemala.-..._...-.-.--.-.------------- 569 564 136 | - 6971 °° 529 a 

po - _ Mexico..._.-_----2-------- enn ene [ee eee nnn | nee eee [een ne eee ee] 12 17 - fe 

oe . United States (shipments)__--.----------| 825 | © 3,672 2, 705 12,935 | 102, 399 a 

a South America: Brazil (exports).......------| 984 3,554 | 4,572 6,944) 5, 776 : 

ae “Albania... .-----ec-ceceneeneeeeeeeeeeee| 13,000 Qo (@) a 
-‘Bulgaria__.-...-...---.------2--------o= 1, 745 4,251| 6,000] =) (3) : 

oe Greece. -----.--c2cseeeeeen-ne-----------| 42,464] - 87,001 | #33, 118. (2) - (3) = 
a os Norway-...----------------------------- 508 871} 3) (7) (3) - 

ae ‘United Kingdom (shipments) - ---------- 721); © @ $1,118 (2) (3) | 

we Asi Yugoslavia.........-.------------------- 58, 470 59, 527 6 58, 512 (2) @ 

an sia: - . a | 

oe ‘Cyprus (shipments) .....---------------- 5,667) (©) 4, 775 (?) (3) 

re India, British .........-.---------------- ‘44, 858 49, 925 (2) . oC) (3) 

| -  Japan___.-...--.--.--------------------- (2) (2) (2) — (3) 7 
Philippine Islands (exports)_.._....-....| 66,911] 126,749 | 194,393 | 1300,000} . () | 
Syria and Lebanon_._..-...-.----------- 500 (?) (2) — | .| 
Turkey__....---------------+------------ 213, 630 191,644 | 4110, 037 1100, 000 (8) 

U.8. 8. Row..---seeeeeeeeee ee} @) @) @) (3) , 
Africa: oO 

7 Sierra Leone_........-------------------- 505 10, 755 17, 777 (2) (3) 
Southern Rhodesia -_--.........---------- 186, 019 139, 083 (2) 7 322,000 | 7 335, 000— 

0 Union of South Africa._..-...--.--.-----| 176, 561 160, 014 163, 646 141, 884 | § 301,073 . 

ceania: , , 

Australia: New South Wales--_.-.------ 967 108 508 B56 610 

New Caledonia_..........-.------------- 52, 216 52, 000 55, 790 1 45, 720 1 71, 120 

7 1, 128, 000 | 71, 167, 000 | 7 1,300,000 | 7 1, 750, 000 @) 

i 

1 Estimated. 5 Fiscal year ended July 31, 1940. 

2 Estimate included in total. 6 January to October, inclusive. 
_ 8 Data not available. 7 Partly estimated. 

4 Exports. 8 January to November, inclusive. . 

Brazil.—The main deposits in Brazil are in the State of Baia 

The Cascabulhos, Pedrinhas, and Campinhos deposits near Campo 
| Formoso and occurrences near Santa Luzia and Satide contain the 

ereater part of the reserves now known. Production has been small, 

probably slightly over 50,000 metric tons since 1918. Inadequate
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_ rail facilities to the port of Bafa have hampered development, as has oe 
_ the lack of water for milling in the Campo Formoso area. © rn 

_... A comprehensive discussion (with-maps and analyses) of the chro- si 
mite deposits in Baia was published in 1942 by Capper A. de Souza.!? _ wae 

_ -‘Reserves of high-grade ore at Cascabulhos and Pedrinhas are now tis 
estimated at 6,740 metric tons and probable ore is placed at 32,740 

| tons. For the entire Campo Formoso area, there are also estimated to i 
oe be about 200,000 tons of low-grade ores to a depth of 25 meters. © os 

Lo Bulgaria and Yugoslavia.—The chromite deposits of the Skoplje ae 
| _ region are included in the territory annexed by Bulgaria in the wartime as 

_ dissolution of Yugoslavia. The addition of these resources will make 8 
| _ Bulgaria the largest producer of chromiteinEurope, assuming thatthe a 

output is maintained at the former level. .Pre-war Bulgaria was ao 
ss Very minor producer, mainly from deposits in the Krumoverad dis- °% 

_ trict. .The. country’s total output. was 6,000 metric tons in 1940; «=. 
co Yugosiavia, on the other hand, produced about 60,000 tonsof chromite = = = 

7 annually. ee a ees 
The Skoplje region contributed 97 percent of the total output of | Ys 

Yugoslavia before the war." Allatini Mines, Ltd., a British firm,;was : 
the leading producer, operating several properties, including the = =§* 

_. OraSje mine and a washing plant at Raduia with a daily capacity —. A 
of 100 tons of ore. A new plant was planned, probably near Skoplje,  =s—_ S 
to treat ores from both Yugoslavia and Greece. Theshipping product =~ - 

_ included high-grade ore, concentrates, and grained ore (defined * as 
“a coarse granular product, eliminated in-the earlier stages of concen- : 

7 _ tration, which is used as a refractory”). Small deposits, grading = 
_... 25 to 30 percent Cr.O3, in serpentinized peridotite bodies predominate. rs 

_ The iron content ranges from 12 to 16 percent, and in the concen- oe 
trates $102 ranges from 4 to 6 percent. A detailed discussion of the =~ 

a Skoplje deposits summarized from various studies is presented by  —— Sampson. ee oo | | cs oo 

It is to be assumed that present operations are controlled by Ger- 
| many, not only in the case of the Yugoslav deposits but also in those = 

a of Bulgaria proper. The supply from Yugoslavia is not as great as 
| statistics of mine production would indicate, as most of the ore was sis . 

concentrated. Approximately one-fourth of the crude ore is of ship- ss 
| ping grade and part of this was treated with the washing ore. we 

| _ _ Canada.—What has been called the greatest mineral discovery of _ = * 
the year in Canada was the finding of chromite in the Bird River area. a 

| of southeastern Manitoba during the summer of 1942.'® Samples of o 
the chromite had been assayed in 1935, but no interest was evinced in od 

7 the occurrence at that time. The chromite-bearing rock occurs near a 
_ Bird Lake and to the north near Euclid and Maskwa Lakes. Three oo 

chromite zones, several thousand feet long and having a total width of = . 
100 feet, are recognized in a peridotite mass. The main occurrences oO 
west of Bird Lake are apparently separated by faulting of an anti- SF 

} clinal structure. The tonnage of ore is said to be extremely large, oo. 
12 Capper A. de Souza, H., Cromo na Bafa: Depto. Nac. Prod. Min., Brazil, Bull. No. 54, 1942, 110 pp. oe 18 Mensebach, W., Bulgariens Zuwachs an Chromerzen: Motallwirtschaft, vol. 21, No. 25/26, June 26, 

| eaten i nad Howling, G. E., Chrome Ore and Chromium: Imperial Inst., 1940, p. 75. . a 16 Sampson, E., Chromite Deposits in Ore Deposits as Related to Structural Features: Princeton Univ. 

rs, Wei P., Chesmite in Southeastern Manitoba: Canadian Min. J our., vol. 63, No. 10, October 1942, - Pp. 657-658. Manitoba Chromite Find: Canadian Min. Jour., vol. 63, No. 11, November 1942, pp. 721~722. oo , Mining in Manitoba in 1942; Canadian Min. Jour., vol. 64, No. 2, February 1943, pp. 74-80. | 
Northern Miner, Important Chrome Find in Manitoba: Vol. 28, No. 24, September 3, 1942, pp. 1-2. .
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». ‘but the grade is low. The crude ore contains 16 to 20 percent Cr.O;, : 

“. and preliminary tests indicate a possible concentrate of 36 to 40 per- 

.<.°- cent with a Cr:Fe ratio of 1.25:1. At Euclid Lake the chromite 

» bands are 26 feet wide, and the grade is reported to be higher than | 

: at Bird Lake. | | re ne 

», > The principal development work at Bird Lake has been done by 

el God’s Lake Gold Mines, Ltd., Gunnar Gold Mines, Ltd., and the Hud- : 

‘gon Bay Mining & Smelting Co. Drilling has indicated ore to depths 

of 300 to 600 feet. Samples have been sent to the Department of © 4 

Br Mines at Ottawa for testing. The studies are chiefly concerned with — > 
i‘. metallurgical problems posed by the low quality of the concentrates. 4 

. . The Sterrett mine of Chromite, Ltd., at St. Cyr, Quebec, continued 

-- operating in 1942. . The 50-ton mill began producing concentrates in og 

<<. December 1941. A description of the occurrence of chromite in the og 

:. ‘astern Townships, by Denis,” includes a discussion of the Sterrett = = = 

Ma mine. The Wartime Metals Corporation—a Canadian Government | 
*"_ agency—had properties in this district examined, and one of them— _ 4 

2 the Bélanger deposit *—is being reopened. _ A new mill was scheduled 7 

“9 begin operation in April 1943 at a daily rate of 600 tons. Ex- : 

Re: ploration was also undertaken in the Gaspé region along a serpentine 4 

’.- belt described as more than a, mile long and several hundred feet Wide. oe 

oe, The assays reported a content slightly exceeding 40 percent Cr.03. 

i Chromium Mining & Smelting Corporation, manufacturers of ferro-  . 

fee alloys at Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, was said to be interested in the | | 

~ Gaspé occurrences. _ a 7 | Se | _ 

Pal - Cuba.—An extensive preliminary report on_the chromite deposits . ee 

«of Cuba was published by the Geological Survey of the United oO 

Boe States.° A few salient points are abstracted from this report. In 25 : 

ts -vears from 1916 onward, 795,277 short tons of Cuban chromite were | 

wes imported into the United States. About 85 percent of this amount 

<> gonsisted of refractory ore, and the remainder was metallurgical ore. 

oe The Cuban deposits are irregular masses of variable size occurring © | 

a in serpentinized peridotite belts along most of the northern coast. = 

a Mining has been limited to the eastern half of the island. The _ 

— chief sources of the Cuban ore have been the Camaguey district and | 

eastern Oriente Province. The latter area includes the Mayari | 

| district, a source of metallurgical ore analyzing 55 to 58 percent Cr.03 _ 

oe and with a Cr: Fe ratio of about 3.4: 1. Refractory ore from the | 

- Camaguey district contains 30 to 32 percent Cr,03, 28 to 32 percent 

a Al,O3, and about 5 percent SiO.. In most districts the grade of ore | 

! is fairly constant. The field work of the Geological Survey was | 

7 expanded during 1942, especially in Oriente Province. 

' Greece.-—The entire output of chromite in Greece is concentrated 

and shipped to the Krupp Works in Germany, according to a recent - 

report. The operating properties are apparently the St. Athanasius 

mine at Xinia and the Apostolides mine at Tsagli in Thessaly, the 

Vrioni mine in Macedonia, and the Papostoriou mine near Kozani 

in Thessaloniké. The monthly rate of production from the mines was 

about 5,000 tons at the end of 1942. ; 

17 Denis, B. T., The Chromite Deposits of the Eastern Townships of the Province of Quebec: Quebec 

. Bureau of Mines, Ann. Rept., part D, 1931, pp. 95-98. 

18 Denis, B. T., Work cited in footnote 17, pp. 83-87. . 
19 Thayer, T. P., Chrome Resources of Cuba: Geol. Survey Bull. 935-A, 1942, pp. 1-74.
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a New Caledonia.—Although New Caledonia has not been the _ oe 

-. leading chromite. producer since 1920, its output continues to be = 
ss outstanding in quality. In 1942 the average grade of New Caledonia | : 

ore and concentrates imported into the United States was 53 percent. si 

| Cr,O3. The annual rate of production is now estimated at over75,000 mS 

short tons. Chromite has been produced in. New Caledonia for 65 
years, and the output has totaled approximately 2,000,000 tons. The bag 

| principal deposits are in the Tiébaghi Dome in the northern part of the Cs 

| island and have yielded more than 75 percent of the total output but ene 
oe currently are producing about one-half the annual total. The | ooles 

| Tiébaghi mine is one of the largest in the world, having produced =—s_ os 
roughly 1,500,000 tons of ore averaging 55 to 57 percent Cr.03. Other == 

properties in the-Tiébaghi Dome are the Fantoche, Alpha, and Chagrin sg 

 Turkey—More space has been devoted to the subject of thediss = =. 
| position of Turkey’s chromite after expiration of the Anglo-Turkish ss 

| agreement on January 8, 1943, than to any other aspect of the world = oy 

- chromite industry. The German-Turkish agreements concluded in | Mt 

| October 1941 and reported in the American and British press at that 8 4 

_. time were known to involve Turkey’s chromite. The provisions ap- 

a parently called for exchange of German war materials with a value of ONES 

----- £T'18,000,000, to be delivered during 1942, for 90,000 to 100,000 tons ee 

of chromite in both 1943 and 1944. The agreement was looked upon - 

with misgiving, as it was stated that “The matter from the Allied oS 

_ “viewpoint has been of importance, not so much from the angle of — hg 

| ‘assuring supplies to Britain and her Allies, but of depriving the ss 

Germans of strategic material.’”° Subsequent statements on the ss, 

provisions of the agreement varied somewhat, so that a complete ver-- °* 

| sion as of the beginning of 1943 is quoted here: | Oo OS, 

Between January 15 and March 31, 1943, Turkey and Germany will exchange ak 

goods to the value of £T55,000,000, including 45,000 tons of chrome onthe Turkish = = = 

side, and war material of the value of £T18,000,000 on the German side. Itnow . .. = -# 

| seems to be established that the Germans will obtain supplies of chrome in propor-- Lys 

| tion to the amount of war material and other goods delivered by them to Turkey : oe 

| by the end of March 1943. According to the same agreement Germany may ob- EE 

tain from Turkey an additional 45,000 tons of chrome during the rest of 1948, . 9. 4 

| and another 90,000 tons in 1944, against delivery of war material to Turkey, but ad 

| these further deliveries become operative only if Germany has delivered by March sg 

| 1943 the entire quantity of war material provided for in the first paragraph of the © ae 

, agreement. : , So , og 

Considerable skepticism was displayed as to Germany’s ability to | ag 

deliver goods acceptable to Turkey, and it was also suggested that ° ae 

: Turkey was dissatisfied with goods so far received. There is nothing ner 

, to indicate whether an actual exchange has taken place. It isnote- | % 

| worthy that Great Britain is reported to have resumed conversations. Es 

with Turkey with a view to renewing their agreement. Also, Germany. SS, 

was reported in April 1943 to have negotiated further exchange of —s in 

goods, but whether chromite was included is not known. | oA 

Production of chromite in Turkey has apparently decreased since ee 

1938. One estimate from a German publication * gives 80,000 metric od 

tons for 1941; at the same time it is suggested that an increase will te 

result from the German agreement. It is stated that the chrome- OX 

2% Metal Bulletin, Germany and Turkish Chrome: No. 2634, October 14, 1941, p. 7. a 

21 Chemical Age, Turkish Chrome: Vol. 48, No. 1229, January 16, 1943, p. 98. 

1 49 Scho as Die Metallwirtschaft in dem neuen Europa: Metallwirtschaft, vol. 21, No. 27/28, July 10, 3
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‘mining areas in western Turkey are being exploited more fully again ; 
«', after a period of years during which the eastern deposits were most == (awit 
“important. The Eti Bank, state mining bank of Turkey, was said © 
‘to have received over £T1,000,000 to expand chrome mines. © 
Pe U.S. S. R.—In 1942 the United States imported 30,061 short tons — oo 
“of chromite averaging 52 percent Cr.O; from U.S.S.R. The prin; ss. 
-. etpal deposits are in the:Urals. Official information on production 
Be since 1936 has been entirely lacking. An unofficial British esti- — a 
~ - mate placed 1940 production at 400,000 tons of 48-percent ore. — 4 

«Tn 1940 a statement was made to the effect that production of 600,000 1 
me tons a year was planned by 1942. Reserves of chromite in’ the 4 

U.S. 8. .R. were estimated *’ to be 15,194,000 metric tons at the =| 
— beginning of 1934. Of this total, 13,748,000 tons were in Saranovo, : 
~... . Sverdlovsk Province. ~ rns ty 
-.. . United Kangdom.—Refractory-grade chrome ore occurs on the ~— 
-.. island of Unst, Shetland Islands. It was mined during the last = = 
, —-- gentury and again in small quantities during and since World WarI. 
-» ... In a recent report, Wilson * states that between 1922 and 1927 - | 

about 3,000 tons were produced; 323 tons were shipped in 1936, |. 
_ 710 tons in 1938, and 1,100 tons in the year ended July 31,1940. ~—= ° 
_.... The ore now worked contains about 26 percent Cr.0;. Typically — oe 
— the ore analyzes 25 to 45 percent Cr.O3, 10 to 20 percent SiO., and sits 

- .. . Chrome-magnesite bricks produced from Shetland chromite have Ss 
_... proved satisfactory in trials in open hearth and arc furnaces. The F 
Ph product compares favorably with brick made from Greek chrome _ 
bo ore. as Be So | ' 
“s 48 Chemical Age, Work cited in footnote 21. Sn ee | : 
Bie 34 Metall und Erz, vol. 39, No. 8, April 1942, p.153.° a : ee " 
oe oo 25 Foreign Commerce Weekly, Soviet Industries in the Urals: Vol. 7, No. 7, May 23, 1942,p.9. £ 
Pe 26 Friedensburg, F., Bodenschitze und Bergbau der Sowjetunion: Glickauf, vol. 76, 1940, pp. 317-389, - a 
Be . * Volodomonov, N. V., Chromite: Min. Res. U. 8. S. R.; Cent. Geol. Prosp. Inst., Bull. 8, 1935... . . 
Me . _ 28 Wilson, G. V., Tale, Other Magnesium Minerals and Chromite, Associated with British Serpentines: -, 
mo Geol. Survey, Great Britain, Wartime Pamphlet 9, 2d ed., October 1941, 27 pp. ; a 
se , 2? Lynam, T. R., Chesters, J. H., Howie, T. W., and Jay, A. H., Shetland. Chromite as a Refractory : 
- _ Material: Trans. British Ceram. Soc., vol. 41, pp. 2744.00 - . oe a
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aoe SUMMARY ce 

As a result of larger imports of nickel and the elimination of non- 
essential civilian and some military uses, conservation measures, and ne 

| salvage of nickel-bearing scrap, the available supply was apparently ae 

adequate for vital war needs of the United Statesin 1942. Sofaras  - ... 

| known, no shut-downs of essential war production due tolackofnickel = = 
supplies occurred during 1942. Nevertheless, so great wasthedemand = 
that. at no time during 1942 were domestic stocks of primary nickel = 

. - more than a month’s supply. An important conservation measure in 

the United States was the development of the National Emergency = 

---- gteels. +These steels, some of which contain 0.2 to 0.7 percent nickel, =. 
.- were brought into being to spread the available alloys as widely as oe, 

__. possible. No primary nickel is required for these steels. According to yop 

| —  Butznert ee - es 
= _ NE steels, with their huge savings of nickel and vanadium, were first produced eS 

| in May, but the first heavy production was in August, when they made up 30 sy 

percent of the alloy production. In August a new and still more economical series = 

| - ‘was.announced. The monthly production has since reached as much as 50 percent oo 

, . and will of necessity go higher. The proportion will fluctuate quite considerably ae 

| month to month, depending on fluctuating emphasis on gun steels, for example, he 

| . which are still high-nickel. | | : oo coe 

: a Salient statistics for nickel, 1988-42 _ | nn ms S 
| ee Os 

- a | 7 | | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 142000 

7 United States: en . | | ds 

: Production; . . oh 

7 Primary._....-.---.-.-.---------short tons. 416 394 554 660 ‘421 a 

Secondary.--.-..------.---------------d0-_._. 2, 300 2, 920 4, 152 5, 315 (4) 4 

Imports (gross Weight): -~-------n-n--n20 "G07 29, 546 64, 796 92,468 |} 124,130 | 133,062 - oe 

; Exports (gross weight)’. .....-.-.---------do__..| 6,581] 10, 167 | © 11, 994 7, 125 7, 068 - 

C Price per pound 4___......----...---------cents_- 35 35 35 85 35 co 

~" Production........------------------Short tons..] 105,286 | .113,053 | 122,779 | 141,129 | 141, 616 . 
| Imports......---...-.---.-----------------0__.. 491 697 ( ei (1) 
Exports.....------------------------------G0....| 98,852 | 117, 391 1 1) (1) Co 

- World production (approximate) ._.-.---------d0_._- 127,000 | 134,000; 147,000 | 172,000 174, 000 

a A Se 

1 Figures not yet available. - . . 

2 Excludes ‘‘All other manufactures of nickel’; weight not recorded. 
3 Excludes ““Manufactures’’; weight not recorded. 
4 Price quoted by International Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd., for electrolytic nickel at New York, in 2-ton 

minimum lots. . | | _ 

1 Butzner, J. I., Nonferrous Metals: Iron Age, vol. 151, No. 1, January 7, 1943, p. 242. | 

| : 645 -
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yo __ Production of nickel in Canada in 1942 was about the same asin 
«1941, but in New Caledonia it declined slightly. The expansion 4 
m° program of the International Nickel Co. of Canada, Lid. (announced _ . 
Oy - In 1941), entailing an expenditure of $35,000,000, has progressed to a me 
» - point where it now assures an increase in productive capacity of © oo 
hee 50,000,000 pounds of nickel annually over the 1940 rate of production. = =—S 
. . . The expansion program of Falconbridge Nickel Mines, Ltd., begun = 
~ in 1941, was completed about the middle of 1942. , | | Oy 
Bo _ In 1942, as heretofore, the domestic output of primary nickel was 
ae _ insignificant. In addition to the nickel produced as a byproduct in — 7 
bes the electrolytic refining of copper and as secondary nickel, alittle was | 

recovered as a’ byproduct of talc production in Vermont. | 
ee The St. Louis Smelting & Refining Co. did development work at its 
“properties near Fredericktown, Madison County, Mo., where nickel oe 
He, and cobalt occur with lead, copper, and iron. The complexity of the © 
>. ore presents a problem in metallurgy. However, the Bureau of 
-, |. Mines has studied the metallurgical problems involved, and the 

results of laboratory and pilot-plant tests at Rolla; Mo., indicate that — a 
~.. fairly satisfactory recoveries can be made in cobalt-nickel and copper- os 
~*. lead concentrates by selective flotation. Exploratory drilling was _ | 
of done by the Freeport. Sulphur Co. on a nickel deposit near Riddle,  —«._— 
©. ° Douglas County, Oreg. Some prospecting was reported at the long- _ | 
‘+> idle nickel property near Lancaster, Pa.2 — ee : 
*:. Based upon the field work of the Bureau of Mines and upon data - 
mo ‘Imade available from other sources, a number of War Minerals Reports? oe 
~". on nickel deposits were prepared for the confidential use of Federal | 
“War agencies. | | So | | | 
co The Geological Survey published reports describing the nickel 
"deposits of Yakobi Island, Alaska,‘ and near Gold Hill, Colo. | : 

ee The Dillon nickel prospect in Montana was described by Sinkler.” | 

ee , | PRODUCTION | | 

— | Domestic production of nickel is small and comprises secondary - 
. metals recovered from scrap-nickel anodes, nickel silver, and copper- - 
Z nickel alloys (including Monel metal), and primary metal recovered a 
a in copper refining and produced from ore and as a byproduct of 
= tale production, as listed in the following table. Domestic primary 

: nickel was recovered in 1942 as a byproduct in copper refining at 
Baltimore, Md., Laurel Hill, N. Y., Perth Amboy, N.J., and Tacoma, | 

a Wash. Concentrates containing 10 percent nickel and 0.78 percent 
_ cobalt were recovered as a byproduct of tale production in Vermont; 

: | however, none were shipped. 

. 4 killings’ Mining Review, vol. 31, No. 42, February 6, 1943, p. 2. 
3 Bureau of Mines, Big Stake Nickel Property, Custer County, Colo.: War Minerals Rept. J, 1942, 7 pp. 
Bureau of Mines, St. Louis Smelting & Refining Co. Property, Fredericktown, Madison County, Mo. 

(Lead, Copper, Nickel, and Cobalt): War Minerals Rept. 3, 1942, 14 pp. . 
ibe of Mines, Cle Elum NicKel-Iron Ore Deposit, Kittitas County, Wash.: War Minerals Rept. 27, 

Boren of Mines, Blewett Pass Nickel-Iron Ore Deposit, Chelan County, Wash.: WarfMinerals Rept. 

*, Reed PG. and Dorr, J. V. N., Nickel Deposits of Bohemia Basin and Vicinity, Yakobi Island, Alaska: - 
Geol. Survey Bull. 931-F, 1942, 34 pp. . 

6 Goddard, E. N., and Lovering, T. S., Nickel Deposit near Gold Hill, Boulder County, Colorado: Geol. . 
Survey Bull. 931-0, 1942, 14 pp. 

6 Sinkler, Helen, Geology and Ore Deposits of the Dillon Nickel Prospect, Southwestern Montana: 
Econ. Geol., vol. 37, No. 2, March-April 1942, pp. 136-152.



| | Nickel produced in the United States, 1938-42 — | Oy 
_—_—_—_— —_———————— __ —_———— nS EE Se 

| | — Primary (short tons) ! | Secondary? 

| ee Year Cs | Byprodtict , | - eo : . ig 
: . in copper | Other 4 Short tons {| Value . ee 

oo. oo refining > — - me 

| 1988... eee eee ee eeeeeeeeecceeeeeeteceeceeeeeee} IG [Leet -ee ee 2,300 | $1,610,000 © ° © 
T°: 304 |....-.-..--- 2, 920 2,044,000 
1940. _--.---2.- sess ssnesesennseseereeeeceeee BBA | oc nee 4,152 | 2, 908, 400 ee 

| 1941___- 92 one nnnnnnennnneeeeeeeeeeeeee 619 | - 41 5, 315 8, 720, 500 Se 
| 1942. eee eee eee een eee eee eee 416 5 (8) (5) Ne 

, | _— een eS Oe : ee 

| _. 1 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish value. | ae ee 
7 . % Nickel recovered as metal and in alloys:and salts. | | | , | ae 

a - 3 Nickel content of nickel salts and metallic nickel. 7 : a ee 

mo, 4 Nickel content of matte produced from ore and of concentrates produced as byproduct of talc, Se Ty 

— 5 Figures not yet available; they will be found in chapter on Secondary Metals— Nonferrous. oe . Soe 

oe - | - FOREIGN TRADE’ 7 oR 

| The nickel imported into the United States in 1942 comprised oe 
chiefly metallic nickel, matte, and oxide. As heretofore, Canada was Ye 

| the chief source of the imports; it supplied 61,003,121 pounds of ee 

matte; 161,151,775 pounds of metallic nickel, 23,837,605 pounds of oe 

oxide, and 1,990,000 pounds of residues. The matte from Canada, 

| which contains approximately 55 percent nickel and 25 percent cop-- oS 
| per, is refined to Monel metal and other products at the plant of the = 

| — International Nickel Co., Inc., Huntington, W. Va. New Caledonia — ae 

-. supplied 19,472,399 pounds of matte; it contains about 78 percent | dh 

7 nickel and is also refined at Huntington, where a new plant was ° 

completed in 1941 for refining matte from New Caledonia and else-  {% 

| where. About 7,200 short tons of nickel were produced at Huntington - 

from New Caledonian matte in 1942. Cuba supplied 117,602 | 

a pounds of ore (presumably); the United Kingdom 117,304 pounds  . 

of oxide and 383,170 pounds of metallic nickel; and Mexico and ed 

- Switzerland 40,007 and 178 pounds, respectively, of metallic nickel. = 3" 

| The nickel content of the unmanufactured nickel products im- >; 

ported into the United States is estimated at 228,550,000 pounds in. 28 

| 1942, as compared with 212,363,000 pounds in 1941. Imports of ot 

nickel in 1942 established a new peak. Oo oe ond 

: Exports of nickel comprise largely products manufactured from Sy 

imported raw materials. Exports of metallic nickel, Monel metal,  ** 

alloys, and scrap increased 9 percent over 1941, whereas nickel-chrome eo 

electric resistance wire almost doubled: Exports of nickel silver, _ NA 

| however, declined 91 percent. The United Kingdom (7,927,986 A 

pounds), U. S. S. R. (3,076,692 pounds), and Canada (2,079.39 a 

| pounds) were the chief markets for nickel, Monel metal, alloys, and “oe 

scrap in 1942. | | “ 

7 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the oo 3 

Department of Commerce. 
os
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1.» Nickel (excluding residues) imported for consumption in the United States, 1 940-42, - { 
Pr | | iby classes eS 

oe ee a 1940 ; 1 ggg oy 

ae So - Class : : : _ , | - Be ; ee ~ | Pounds | Value | Pounds Value {| Pounds Value. 

i ae Unmannfactured:._ aren fp _ 2 me 7 gs Pe _ Nickel ore and matte___...__.-...| 34, 889, 970/$4, 705, 454] 79, 892, 400]$11, 267, 8451 80, 593, 122/$11, 599,491. s 
-’ Nickel pigs, ingots, shot, etc. --_./140, 625, 658/35, 152, 218 149, 466, 723! 37, 429, 028] 161, 202, 200} 40, 588, 948 es 

Se . Nickel bars, rods, tubes, etc....:.| 434, 189 193, 284} 520,199} 227,319] 372,980 174, 511 ik Bea Nickel oxide__.._-.--------------| 8, 986, 834) 1, 692, 961| 18, 377, 937| . 3, 039, 026] 23, 954,909] 3, 982, 877 . & eos Manufactured: . | . 1o ee a Pee . Nickel silver or German silver in | — | | a , & ne -: sheets, strips, rods, and wire__- 153; = SAE ss«2, 800 2, 545) -------..--} 22 --e ¢ Bee ATI other manufactures of nickel.. (4) 1, 787). Q) |. 4,785 ©. |. 57, 478 a 

Bo nnn [ 41, 745, 788]. =| 51, 967, 548/-.----| 66,403,305 : 

ov: A Quantity not recorded, oe OO | | es oo ay 

Pee Nickel exported from the United States, 1940-42, by classes. . 

. : Co | . - . . . ae > 1940 1941 od - 1942 . Te 4 

Pe at _, | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds| Value ~~ | - 

Be Ore, concentrates, and matte ica fe a Te goat gga U8 
My oys and scrap containing nickel (includ-||; - ‘gonle ' < Co - ~ po ing Monel metal). __.__-_...---------.-| {71 945; 989) 67, 416, 252/12, 190, 549/$4, 608, 189/18 996 asl 3 479.573 tC “". ‘Metal in ingots, bars, sheets, etc__._.1-_.|) a fl | (4, 251, 948} 1,947,597 ss ae _ -Manufactures._..--------022-22----.2.-e-} 1, 393, 636} () |. 863,011 (1). | 3,753,504 : “..  Niekel-chrome electric resistance wire____.| 640, 816 777, 589}, 336, 123) - 381,927; | 668,194) - 792,255 . 
aeies’--* Nickel: silver or German silver, crude, BP : ae of Se Bags . Scrap, or bars, rods, ete. _-._--....-..-.-] 1, 502,071} 269,907] 1, 694, 800] — 359, 732! 155, 282; 94, 568 ON 
VB _ Nickel salts and compounds.-__--.---....  & ® 3 28, 363 $10,104) 64, 981 28, 909 i 

an . oo ee | feseeses+-] 9, 857, 884]... .-.._} 6, 222, 913]... __]10, 084, 585 | 

Bere 1 Quantity not recorded. pe - a “ .. 2 Not separately classified. . oe oo. Ce . | “ wee . 4 Figures cover September to December; not separately classified before September 1. — | co : 

“oe WORLD PRODUCTION = ————~— oe 
... Because of restriction on the publication of statistics by many oo 
;  . governments, few figures have become available since 1939. | | 

ae World production of nickel (content of ore), 1987-42, by countries, in metric tons 1 | 
| | | _ [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] _ | | 

. Country ! ~ 1937 1938 . 1939 1940 1941 1942 

|  Australia.._...-2-.-- |e 20 |...------| 2) (2) @) 
oS Brazil_-..----------------.----| «(104 375 25 (?) (?) (?) 

Burma-__._.--.-..--.---222---. 1, 233 959 921; (4) (2) (2) 
Canada.._-_.-.--------------.| 3102,015 95, 514 102, 559 111, 383 128, 029 128, 471 . Egypt.----------------.------ 14 - 33 (2) (2) (2). (2) 
Germany --__-...._.-.---.--._- 890 550 (2) (2) (2) (2) 
Greece__.--------- 2-8 957 1, 207 1, 336 (2) (2) (2) 
Italy.__--. 2 68 4150 (2) (2) (?) (2) 

' Morocco, French__..________- 132 163 (2) (2) (2) (2) 
Netherlands Indies_____._.___{_________._. 4 500 4 753 2, 222 (2) (?) 
New Caledonia.___-._______..- 11, 600 11, 700 10, 625 10, 535 10, 395 9, 415 
Norway-__.-----.---------_-- 877 1, 245 1, 106 (?) (2) (2) 
Southern Rhodesia _._________ 4 76 4 490 (2) ©) (2) 
Union of South Africa___..._.]....--_2-__- 44 398 416 (2) . (?) 
U.S.8. R.- eee 2, 000 2, 500 (2) (2) (2) (?) 
United States §__._.. 2. 199 377 357 503 599 382 

, 120, 100 115, 500 4122, 000 4 133, 000 4156, 000 4158, 000 
i 

1 In addition to countries listed, Finland and Japan produce nickel, but data of output are not available. 
2 Data not yet available; estimate included in total. 
3 Excludes.small quantity produced in British Columbia. 

. 4 Estimate. . 
’ Byproduct in electrolytic refining of copper. Includes also—1941: Small quantities produced from ore 

and as byproduct of tale; 1942: Small quantity as byproduct of talc.



—.- Braztl.—Fhe- nickel deposits at Sao José do Tocantins, State of = 
- -- Goyaz, and at Livramento, State of Minas Gerais, have been de- . 
_. seribed in considerable detail by Wright and Pardee.® A brief sum- > 

mary of the deposits will be found in Minerals Yearbook, 1941. 
According to the American Smelting & Refining Co.:*% 2 2. 

; The company acquired a 50-percent interest, together with a term management =." 
a contract, in a nickel property in the State of Goyaz, Brazil. This property was =. ©: 

a carefully examined by four of the company’s senior engineers. ‘Their reports BO 
. indicate there is a very large tonnage of ore, containing a percent of nickel that ot 

. should. assure a profitable operation. The ore is refractory, but the company’s . CO 
research department succeeded in working out a process which will recover the ree eee 

a nickel. The mine contains cobalt in commercial amounts, and extraction of this SE 
7 metal will probably :begin in advance of the nickel operation. It is planned first = © .% 
a to erect at. Perth Amboy. (N. J.) a small pilot plant, and with knowledge gained) st. 
— therefrom to design a commercial plant to be constructed at the property during eae 

| | 1944, although as regards completion much will depend on nonpredictable fac- wos ays 
So tors, such as ability to obtain the necessary material, equipment, and shipping =.= =| 

facilities. = So ne a rn 

Canada. —Virtually all the Canadian output is derived from the =. 
: _ copper-nickel ores of the Sudbury district, Ontario; and two com- 
_ - panies—International Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd., and Falconbridge = -s_.. 

Nickel Mines, Litd.—are the principal producers. Production in — os 
| _ Canada was 141,616 short tons in 1942, compared with 141,129 tons ny 

| in 1941 and 122,779 tons in 1940. | : a oe 
| -.. The International Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd.,° stated: = =. 

_It is gratifying to report, as forecast a year ago, that the increase in production a 
- of nickel in all forms of 50,000,000 pounds over the 1940 output has been realized. ns 

| Work on production expansion has progressed according to schedule and is largely : 
| completed. All of the. company’s works ran continuously throughout the year bs 

| and, considering the shortage of labor and the difficulty in securing supplies, the. a 
operating results were satisfactory. — - | - | Pie 

, According to Falconbridge Nickel Mines, Ltd.:" aS 
_ All treatment plants were operated at maximum capacity throughout the year, =  § —=—s 

though with considerable difficulty at times due to the construction programs _ mt 
which were being carried out. On the whole the result achieved may be viewed © ares 
‘with satisfaction, since a substantial increase both in tonnage treated and in pro- ahs 
duction is again recorded. The program to expand capacity begun in 1941. was a 
‘completed by the middle of the year. This project included additional crushing OO 
equipment at the shaft head; some increase in storage-bin capacity and handling Sn 

- equipment; grinding mills; flotation equipment and additions to thickening and ed 
| filtering capacity in the mill; additional sintering capacity and changes in the. ly 

smelting plant, together with the provision of added and improved change-house ee 
| facilities both at mine and smelter. oy | ae 

: ~The Alexo nickel property, which produced nickel during the First = ° ~ 
World War, is again to be a contributor, arrangements having been - 

| made for the sale of the ore.” | | oo 3 
| According to the Northern Miner: ® 4 Dt, a 

Nickel Offsets, Ltd., is proceeding with the deepening of the shaft at its property oot 
| in Foy and Bowell Twps., Sudbury district. In previous work the shaft was sunk oe 

to 530 feet, with a large amount of development carried out at the 200, 350, and oe 
500-foot levels. It is now proposed to go down to 1,250 feet and to cut stations 
at 150-foot intervals as sinking proceeds. — , 

® Wright, C. W., and Pardee, F. G., The Nickel-Cobalt Deposit at Sio José do Tocantins, State of Goyag, - 
Brazil: Ms. Rept., June 4, 1941, 22 pp.; The Nickel Deposit at Livramento, Minas Gerais, Brazil: Ms. 
Rept., June 14, 1941, 10 pp. 

* American Smelting & Refining Co., 44th Annual Report: 1942, p. 3. - 
10 International Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd., Annual Report: 1942,p.4. . —— 
11 Falconbridge Nickel Mines, Ltd., 14th Annual Report: 1942, pp. 1-10. 
32 Canadian Mining Journal, vol. 63, No. 12, December 1942, p. 818. ae 
18 Northern Miner, vol. 28, No. 39, December 17, 1942, p. 8. . 

5562504342 | oS | .
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2. A deposit of high-grade nickel ore has been developed at the Moose == * 
‘\° mine, near Sudbury, by the Ontario Nickel Corporation; equipment : 
Be has been partly installed for a daily output of 300 tons.* _ . 

© Cuba.—According to the Freeport Sulphur Co., which, through its = 
eo subsidiary, Nicaro Nickel Co., is constructing a plant in Cuba for the - 
h’. production of nickel: ® an } / 
“. . A great deal of time and thought of this organization has gone into pushing the 2 
«» .- onstruction of this plant during the past year. It is difficult to say when pro- x 
“|. duetion will start, because the commencement of operations is dependent upon oe 
H.4 - .- the priorities which we may receive for the equipment necessary for the completion a 
Mw te of the plant. | | - a - oo : | - 

\- . ° Finland.—A Swedish engineering firm is erecting automatic heating 
apparatus for the mining town of Kilosjoki, where the mines of Petsa- | 

‘smo Nikkeli O/Y are situated."* The town will shelter the 3,000:  .. 
“ss workers and officials of the nickel-mining company. Sow 
wo - With the assistance of German materials and engineers, the mine — 
“>... (Petsamo), which was considerably damaged in the first Russo- - 
“. ._‘Kinnish conflict, has been restored and production resumed.” Another — : 
be - nickel deposit has been discovered in central Finland at Nivala; 
<-—s preparations for production are in progress. ae | | - 
AP A plant now under construction by the Outukumpu O/Y at Por, | 
’. .. the first of its kind in the country, will eventually supply 400 tons of : 
oe - nickel a year. Meanwhile, the company is producing copper-nickel 
“ore at the rate of 18,000 tons a year, most of which is probably bemg —=s_—- 
~ — gent. to German refineries. SO 
ie New Caledonia.—New Caledonia ranks second in world production _— 
ys of nickel. The Société Le Nickel owns a number. of properties in 
bo various parts of the island, but the most important are those around : 
me Thio on the east coast and around Voh and Koné on the west coast. oo! 
“.. - The smelter; comprising four furnaces, is at Noumea and produces a 
~-. matte containing 77.5 to 78 percent nickel for export.. About 90 | | 

SC percent of the ore smelted comes from the mines of the company, and | 
Po 10 percent is purchased from small miners. For several years previous _ 
— to the war, shipments of ore were made to Germany and Japan by the 

gmail miners. a a : 

Nickel ore treated in and matte exported from New Caledonia, 1938-42 . | 

Ce Ore treated - | . Matte exported (long tons) | 

Year | | 
- : Long : ve oial. Australia Belgium France United : Total » 

(average) | 

| ——-1988_...----------| 241, 181 os 4, 194 3,710 |_..---.----- 7, 904 
1939__....-._-.-..- 248, 020 4.0 j-- 0 .------- 2, 569 6, 586 |...-_---.--_- 9, 155 
1940.....-...-...] 296, 246 35] 13,143 |...) 14,724 [2 7,867 

a 1941._._..........] 202; 309 3.5 2394 [7 | 7, 156 8, 150 
1942.-.-.......| 264,752 3.5 738 [022222 6, 417 7, 155 

1 Of these quantities, 1,019 tons destined to Australia and 883 tons destined to France jwere reexported to 
the United States in 1941. 

2 Reexported to the United States in 1942. 

. 14 Engineering and Mining Journal, vol. 143, No. 5, May 1942, pp. 95-96. 
18 Freeport Sulphur Co., 30th Annual Report: 1942, p. 4. 
16 Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2671, February 24, 1942, pp. 9-10. . 
17 Schuren, E., Metal Industry in New Europe: Metallwirtschaft, vol. 21, No. 27/28, July 10, 1942, pp. 

+ Ye Chemical Age (London), vol. 47, No. 1214, October 3, 1942, p. 306.
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Summary.........----------------------------- 651 | Uses__-.-.-------------------+----------- +--+ 658 gel 

. - Production............-....----------.--------- 651 |. World production. .....----2-----------------0- 668 
' Foreign trade_....._------.--+------------------ 653 _ . : vos 

7 | | oO SUMMARY | . - ne 

SO Despite prohibitions and limitations on the use of cobalt for many = = = * 

-__- purposes, total consumption in the United States was about 12 percent = =—«s_—*: 
greater in 1942 than in 1941. There wasamarkedincreaseinconsump- 
‘tion of cobalt in stellite and stellite-type alloys, magnets and magnet = 4 

---—-gteels, and carbide-type alloys; but this gain was partly offset bya = =% 

-. decline in the amount used in ground-coat frit, pigments, and driers. = = ==» 4 
/ Although domestic production of cobalt made considerable gain in 

_ 1942, most. of the demand, as heretofore, was supplied by imports, oe 

- mainly in the form of alloy from Belgian Congo and ore from Canada. ie 
-- The domestic ore, which averages about 1.4 percent cobalt, is processed _ oS 

to metal, oxide, and hydrate at Wilmington, Del. The alloy from =. 

Belgian Congo contains about 40 percent cobalt and is converted to 
, metal and oxide at Niagara Falls, N. Y., and to oxide, sulfate, cata- oes 

| - Tytie salts, or driers at Chicago, Ill., Cincinnati and Cleveland, Ohio, =} 
- Elizabeth, N. J., New Brighton, Pa., and Richmond, Calif. The =» 

| Canadian ore, which averages about 11 percent cobalt, is processed to =. 4 
a cobalt oxide and other products at Cincinnati, and to cobalt-nickel OF 

| oxide at Canonsburg, Pa., and Cleveland, Ohio. A new cobalt-nickel 4 
a plant was being built at Cleveland, Ohio, to treat Burmese speiss, which OH 

| contains about 7 percent cobalt, 30 percent nickel, 40 percent arsenic, og 

and 10 percent copper. The products contemplated are cobalt oxide, nor 

| nickel oxide, copper oxide or hydroxide, and calcium arsenate. Itis = —': 
| expected that the plant will be ready for operation about May 15,1943. ~ 3 

In the plant, room is provided for the addition at a later date of smelt- OE 
' ing equipment for treating Canadian concentrates containing aboutl0 = 
| percent cobalt, 3 percent nickel, and 25 percent arsenic. Re 

‘Domestic quotations for metal in 100-pound lots and for black oxide ts 
in 350-pound lots remained unchanged throughout 1942 at $1.50 and oe 
$1.84 a pound, respectively. These prices have been in effect since the ae 
latter part of October 1939. | ee 

PRODUCTION a 

Though comparatively small, production of cobalt ore in the United a 

States increased considerably in 1942; the Bethlehem Steel Co., Beth- oe 
| 651 -
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-  lehem, Pa., was again the chief producer and shipper. The cobalt = = 
en (averaging about 1.4 percent) is contained in the sulfides that accom- 
i. pany the magnetite mined at Cornwall, Pa. The Eastern Magnesia —_—« 
/ Tale Co., Inc., Burlington, Vt., recovered 50 short tons of concentrates, | 
~~ containing 0.78 percent cobalt and 10 percent nickel, as a byproduct of = 
- froth flotation of tale. The Sullivan Mining Co., Kellogg, Idaho, —S_— 
-.- recovered 64 short tons of residue, containing 5.66 percent cobalt, at = =~ 
. its electrolytic zinc plant. At the Columbia mine near Goodsprings, ~~ 
=. Nev., Otto F. Schwartz did some development work and shipped 1 
----- short ton of concentrates averaging 6.96 percent cobalt. | aS 
~The St. Louis Smelting & Refining Co. did development work at its _ - 
".. - properties near Fredericktown, | Madison County, Mo. By December = _— 
».. - 1942, a new shaft had been sunk to 400 feet; two additional shafts oe 

are contemplated in 1948. At these properties cobalt and nickel occur ist 
~~. with lead, copper, and iron, but the complexity of the ore presents a_ oe 
~~ problem in metallurgy. The property was visited by a Bureau of : 
x. Mines engineer in August 1942, and areport’ was prepared showingthe 
... production possibilities of the deposits and indicating the metallurgical cd 
~ testing undertaken by the Bureau to determine a suitable treatment =~ 
—... method. Results of the Bureau’s laboratory and pilot-plant tests at == 
~ _» . Rolla, Mo., indicate that fairly satisfactory recoveries canbe madein  ~—_—_- 
-... eopper-lead and cobalt-nickel concentrates by selective flotation. - oe 
~ "After examinations in 1941 and June 1942, the Bureau of Mines _ 
o>. in August 1942 undertook an exploration and ore-testing projecttona = —~ 
“group of claims of the Uncle Sam Mining & Milling Co., Inc., in the - oe 
'—- Blackbird district in east-central Idaho. By the end of 1942,sampling : 

of underground workings had established a moderate tonnage of posi- = 
--. tive ore averaging 2.06 percent copper and 0.29 percent cobalt, with = 
fe additional values in gold and silver. This sampling also provided a as 
“2. basis for estimating a considerable tonnage of geologically inferred | 
ge ore. Further surface and underground exploration, including sam- : 
._- pling, drifting, and crosscutting, are planned for 1948. Ore testing oe 
ee of samples at the Salt Lake City Experiment Station of the Bureau . 
oe has shown that good recovery of cobalt, copper, and gold canbe made —-—r—s«i 

by bulk flotation in a concentrate that is of low grade with respect to — 
cobalt. Fair recovery of cobalt in a separate cobalt concentrate of a 

| better grade was obtained by selective flotation and tabling. Re- . 
. sults of the preliminary examinations and plans for Bureau explora- oe 

tion are discussed in a recent report.?__ a | 
| Small amounts of cobalt are associated with many manganese ores, ss 

| but the cobalt is not extracted in the usual metallurgical and chemical 
processing of these ores. The Bureau of Mines determined early in its | 

| development of the electrolytic manganese process that most of the 
cobalt goes into solution together with the manganese in the leaching | 
step and is precipitated with other impurities upon purification of the 

| leach solution. In view of this potentially large source of cobalt and 
the difference of opinion as to whether leach solutions containing cobalt 
can be purified sufficiently for satisfactory electrodeposition of man- 

| ganese, tests were made at the Boulder City (Nev.) electrolytic man- 
| ganese pilot plant of the Bureau on the separation and electrodeposition 

2 St. Louis Smelting & Refining Co. Property, Fredericktown, Madison County, Mo.: 
Bureau of Mines War Minerals Rept. 3, 1942, 14 pp. 

oo 8 ppackbird District, Lemhi County, Idaho; Bureau of Mines War Minerals Rept. 78, 1943,



ee 
— of manganese and cobalt from manganese electrolytes. These tests SS 

_ proved that appreciable concentrations of cobalt in manganese solu- = 
so tions can be eliminated sufficiently to allow satisfactory electrodeposi- = 

_ tion of manganese and that recovery of cobalt from the sludge residue  =—=—s._—.. 
- of the manganese-electrolyte purification is feasible. nnn: 

ne  OREIGN TRADES 
. | Imports—Imports of cobalt into the United States in 1942 were 30 as 
_.. percent less than those in 1941, which, however, was a peak year. The 

chief source of imports in 1942 was Belgian Congo, which supplied = 
eo 7,928,952 pounds in the form of an alloy containing 3,208,687 pounds aa 

of cobalt. Canada supplied 148,304 pounds of cobalt (metal) and ss 
a 834,797 pounds of ore containing 91,597 pounds of cobalt, and the = 

_ -- United Kingdom 200 pounds of salts and compounds of cobalt. = 

| a Cobalt ore, metal, oxide, and other compounds of cobalt imported for consumption a ks 
Co a in the United States, 1988-$2 ts 

ae a “Ore oo | 7 | / Metal | oxide | Sulfate Other saltsand CS a ees 

a [77 ——~] value | Pounds| Value |Pounds| Value | Pounds| Value | Pounds| Value SE 
Gross | Cobalt _ ce oP So ae 

|. weight content . _ oe ff | 3 | ; eg 

ggg] 3 —() | $82, 364| 938, a7elg1, 146, 550] 973,215| $519,201/ 41, 81119182771. 56] goa 4 
1939._| 611,083; (1) | 54, 446/2, 130,296) 2, 711, 677] 680,644] . 944,836) 75, 290|' 34,343) 1,374] 3,405 er 

: - .1940..]10, 497,719) * @) 3, 660, 869]. 130,321] 207, 345) 756, 759)1,124, 554). 11,468) 7,818) ..2.2. fe ae 
1941. _|12, 414, 314/4, 326, 92914, 587,787] 554,030} 842,288) .38,002}, 55,120).. 4,480) 3,779] 500) 885 CE © 1942__| 8,768, 749)8, 800, 28418, 198, 700] 148,304) 228, 452) — nf ann | nf 200) MB 

Lo -Exports.—Exports of cobalt were 118,866 pounds valued at $162,039 oe vcd 
in 1942. From July to December 1941 exports totaled 34,341 pounds ss 

a valued at $37,670; exports of cobalt before July 1, 1941, are not  — =~ 
separately recorded. = |. an a 

The largest single use of cobalt is in stellite or stellite-type alloys, wd 
| and such alloys absorbed about 39 percent of the total cobalt consumed ssi 

- in 1942. Other important uses of cobalt are in magnets and magnet ors 
/ steels, high-speed steels and other cutting-tool materials, valve steel, 2 

welding rod, and carbide-type alloys; these outlets comprised about == = 
44 percent of the cobalt consumed in 1942. Smaller quantities of cobalt _ 

| are employed in the ceramic industry, in the preparation of driers, in _ Do 
electroplating, as a catalyst, and for a variety of other uses. Of the oy 
total cobalt consumed in 1942, 10 percent was used in driers, 5 per- Oe 
cent in ceramics, and 2 percent for electroplating, catalyst, and other os 

| applications. - : | - 
- WORLD PRODUCTION — : 

As cobalt production data for many countries are lacking, it is a 
| impossible to prepare an accurate statement of world output. Never- —s_— 

* Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from “ 
records of the Department of Commerce. . .
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“:.° + theless, world production for 1942 is estimated at 5,000 to 5,500 metric oe 
ee tons. With the occupation of French Morocco, the United Nations oe 
# control about 85 percent of the world output. The following table _ -, 
ee shows world production by countries, 1937-42, insofar as statistics are _ | 

Bo available. te, , a Se 

- World production (parily estimated) of cobalt, 1937-42, by countries, in metric — Oe 

oes SO [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] | : ce | : 

be - mo Cobalt content / a 

so 5... Country } _ Cobalt-bearing material Oe - 

ee, 7 a | - 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 191 | 1942 = § --- 

we, Australia_..........| Cobalt ore...-------------------| _@_. e | @ @) | @) a y 
re Belgian Congo--....| Cobalt alloy----.----------------| 1,500 | 1, §32 (?) (2) ~ 2 2, 200 f 
Mees Bolivia (exports)...| Cobalt ore._..--.----------+----| @ > |----..--]--------| 2 2 28 . . 
ey Burma__._......-..| Cobaltiferous nickel speiss.......| 42908 | 4288 | . 4229 218 | 73 ().. o 
ee Canada. -_..........| Cobalt ores, oxide, and metal__-- 230 | 208 332 360 119; 39 : 
ne Morocco, French_..| Cobalt ore._..-....------------- 581 720 719 700 700 | . 400 oo , 
hee _ Northern Rhodesia_| Cobalt alloy......-.-.---.-------| 4578 | 41,078 | 41, 598 (2) (2). QQ. 

ne United States......| Cobalt ore_....-.-.-------------|--------]--------|--------| © =| © @) & 

ne i In addition to the countries listed, Brazil, Chile, China, Finland, Germany, Italy, Japan, and Mexico : 
i a produce cobalt, but production data-are not available. The world total for 1942 is estimated at 5,000 to | . 

ba _ . oe ota not available. = ‘=. | 7 : ee | 

ar 8% Less than 1 ton. Soe a 2 

bors 4 Year ended June 30 of year stated. «se oo | | | | 
ee . + § Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. | a : : 

yee _ Belgian Congo.—Belgian Congo is the world’s chief source of cobalt. 
“»"- Cobalt is mined as such and as a high-grade copper-cobalt-ore. Cobalt 

also occurs with sulfide and.carbonate copper ores, from both of which - 
».. partial recovery is made by concentration. Production data have not / 
Po been published since 1938, when 1,532 metric tons were produced. 
fe Since then, however, it has been reported that further reserves of rich _ 
go. cobalt. minerals have been discovered, the Kabolela cobalt mine has 
_ been developed, a concentrator has been installed, and a fourth electric 
oo -.. furnace added. As a consequence, production undoubtedly has m- 
-  ereased considerably and may have reached 2,200 tons in 1942. T'wo 

additional electric furnaces were -under construction in 1942 which, 
_._- when in operation, should increase production to above 3,000 tons. | 

. | Brazil.—Cobalt is associated: with nickel at Jacuba, Sao José do _ 
Tocantins, State of Goyaz. The American Smelting & Refining Co. 

oe (New York, N. Y.) recently acquired a 50-percent interest in the | 
| ompanhia Niquel Tocantins and will construct a pilot plant at _ 

| Perth Amboy N. J., to refine nickel from ore from the properties in 
| the State of Goyaz. Extraction of cobalt probably will be begun in 

advance of the nickel operation. | 
French Morocco.—French Morocco ranks third as a world producer 

| of cobalt. With the occupation of this country by the United Nations, 
: the Axis-controlled countries lost access to its cobalt supplies, which 

have been allocated to the United States by the Combined Raw 
Materials Board. | 

| - Northern Rhodesia—Northern Rhodesia is the second-largest pro- 
ducer of cobalt in the world. Cobalt in association with copper is 
produced at the Nkana mine of the Rhokana Corporation, Lid. The
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copper ore contains 0.02 to 0.5 percent cobalt in the form of sulfide,and |. 
| by special processes, involving differential flotation of certain of the = 

. ores and treatment of the converter slags, a rich cobalt-iron-copper = =, 
alloy is produced.*| The alloy contains about 40 percent cobalt and 
at present is exported to Canada for refining. Recent production = ~~ 
figures are not available, but in a statement circulated with the annual og 

| report of the Rhokana Corporation, Ltd., for the year ended June 30, Lote 
a 1942, it was reported that the largest possible amount of cobalt had  — 

: _ been produced and was still being produced, in spite of the many dif- = s 
ficulties that had to be overcome. During the year ended June 30, 7a 

_ 1939, alloy containing 1,598 metric tons of cobalt was produced. === 

. 4Deans, T., The Mineral Resources of Northern Rhodesia : Min. Jour. (London), vol. 220, eg 
| No. 5612, March 13, 1943, p. 130. . | _ oe “4 

| | | ee 

} ty
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MOLYBDENUM 
—— By FREDERICK Brvz, Jr., AND ALice P. VAN SicbeN : ee 

SUMMARY OUTLINE 
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SUMMARY es 
oe Molybdenum is produced in many parts of the world, butcompared 

with the United States there is no producer of importance. The + 
combined output of all other countries is less than 10 percent of the ~—: 
world total,.and most of that comes from Western Hemisphere = 
countries and Norway and French Morocco. Reliable estimates of ss. 
output in European and Asiatic countries under the influence of the Uk 
Axis are not available, but no established producer of any note, = = =< 
except Norway, would fallin that category. = as 

In 1942 all earlier records for domestic production of molybdenum = = = =—— 
were exceeded. Output of molybdenum in ore and concentrates mM 

+ the United States rose 42 percent to 57,077,000 pounds; the Climax ae 
| Molybdenum Co. produced approximately 73 percent of the total, =» 
2 and all but about 3 percent of the remainder was byproduct recovery 

- . from three copper operations. Imports of molybdenum ordinarily === ~ 
_ are a negligible factor in the available supply; although still relatively. ee 

. -very small, in 1942 they amounted to 755,950 pounds in ores and 2% 
: concentrates, the greater part of which came from Chile. Exports ©: 
_. Increased 52 percent in 1942 to 11,617,517 pounds. 

_~ Molybdenum has been used so extensively to replace less abun- =: 
dant steel-alloying metals that measures for its conservation have —~ ; 
been adopted by placing it under complete allocation (WPB General =—-' 

_ Preference Orders M-110 and M-110-a) and by reducing the Mo 
content of alloy steels in the new NE (National Emergency) series. - _, 

- : Salient statistics of the molybdenum industry in the United States, 1940-42 7 eo oy 

Oo | | | | 1940 1941 1942 | | oo 

Concentrates: | oe 
| Production ._...........-...--.---------..-.--Short tons... 33, 128 38, 962 "56, 239 so. mo 

. Molybdenum contained---.........----------pounds..| 34,313,000 | 40, 162,000 57,077, 000 rr) 
Shipments (including exports) ................short tons-- — 24,300 |- 36, 894 65, 329 on 

, . Molybdenum contained: | . 
Average. .....-...---.....---------------percent.. 52.12 51.77 50. 85 
Total.......-...-...-..--.---.-----.-----pounds_-} _ 25,329,000 | _38, 200,000 | _ 66, 487, 000 
Value tt... 2. -.--------------------| $17,189,000 | $25, 883, 000 $47, 299, 000 4 

° Exports.........---.----------------.--------short tons... 6,339 | | 7, 673 10,731 
| Molybdenum contained_-...................pounds..| 6, 584, 714 7, 640, 330 11, 617, 517 | my 

Valle.........---------.--20---sensaeyeeezs-en---n----] $4,904,000 | $5,379,367 | $7, 958, 662 7 
Imports for consumption (molybdenum contained): ° 

Pounds. .........-..-.--.~--------------------- +--+ [eee 4, 300 755, 950 oy 
Value... 222-2. eee] eee eee $2, 898 $554, 232 Loy 

.  t Estimate by Bureau of Mines. . | 7 7 
657 |
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Bo WAR REGULATIONS ts a oe 

Me All forms of. molybdenum, including scrap, were placed under com- oe 
7. plete. allocation by War Production Board General Preference Order oe 
ae Soe - M-110, dated March 18, 1942 (effective May 1). On August 8 this 

ae order was amended to permit the melting of molybdenum only after 
“>. approval of melting schedules, as provided in Order M-21-a, and to © ~ 
a _ extend the effective time of the order until revoked. The original a 
“°. -. provision exempting users of less than 50 pounds monthly from report- =» 
“ .. Ing their requirements was modified on November 6 by an amend- — : 

ment. (M-110-a) permitting, under certain conditions, deliveries up to  — 
¥~  §00 pounds of contained molybdenum in any one month without . — 
4. ° allocation. Melters whose requirements are not large may use up to ——s—is 
*-——--600.pounds monthly without submitting melting schedules to the | 
“... ‘War Production Board. On January 9, 1943, secondary molybdenum an 
>... ehemicals were removed from the M-orders on molybdenum. © 7 
=>; An order of the Board of Economic Warfare provided that, as of : 
ae July 9, 1942, molybdenum ore and concentrates, products, alloys, and / 
“. ° . gerap could be exported under general license only to Canada and Ss. 
vee ‘Newfoundland. An individual license is required for clearance of = 
“i exports of these molybdenum-bearing materials to all other foreign : 

ae countries, = © a : oo | | Oo 
ee MARKET | a , 

~The quoted price for molybdenum ore refers to molybdenum in . 
“concentrates containing 90 percent MoS,. The price has held at 45 => 
fo cents per pound (equivalent to 75 cents per pound of molybdenum — 
be - contained) f. o. b. mines for several years. In practice, the priceis _— 

ss gaid to vary with the grade. The molybdenite concentrates are : 
- . Shipped largely to processing plants for conversion to molybdenum =—™ 

ne oxide, calcium molybdate, ferromolybdenum, etc. The prices of the _ 
="... principal molybdenum products are based on a pound of contained — . 
aa molybdenum, f. o. b. producer’s plant. Molybdenum oxide and 
Pe calcium molybdate are priced at 80 cents and ferromolybdenum at . 
- 95 cents. - BS 4 
7 | | UNITED STATES | | 

ao 3 | PRODUCERS IN 1942 | 

- Only seven ore deposits were exploited actively during 1942 for 
Oo their molybdenum content. One of them, the Climax deposit, is the 
: world’s largest molybdenum producer. All but two are operated 

| mainly for their yield of other metals. Among the group that pro- 
duces molybdenum as a byproduct is the Bingham copper deposit, 

| second-largest producer of molybdenum in the United States. The 
: | chief ore of molybdenum is molybdenite (MoS,); wulfenite (PbMo0Q,), 

once mined from several deposits in southwestern United States, is - : 
| now extracted at a single mine. 

| Domestic shipments of molybdenum in ore and concentrates in. 
: 1942, amounting to 66,437,000 pounds, were 74 percent greater than



in 1941 and represent about 23 percent of the total shipments since «+ «> 

Molybdenum in ore and concentrates shipped from mines in the United = © = 
| FO States, 1914-421. - a cee 

. Year | Pounds | Value? _ - Year — Pounds Value? eres F 

) 1914-18 ee.-| 1,601,643 | $2,070,213 |} 1989..__...........-..] 32,415,000 | $22, 157,000 Es 
1919-23 8.22. 355, 493 370, 371 || 1940..---------------.|  -25, 329,000 17, 189, 000 he 

| 1924-28._.--_---1__"7_| 8,498,343 | _6, 160, 304 || 1941._...........-....| 38,200,000 | 25,883,000 se 
| 1929-33__.__--.......| 18,954,917 | 11, 406,000 || 1942...........-.....-| 66,437,000] 47,299, 000 oe 

| 1934-38._._--.--------] 94,077,000 | 64,244,000 || | er 
_ of | 1914-42.........| 285,868,396 | 196,778,888 

: 1 For shipments by years, 1914-88, see chapter of this series for 1941. oe ay 
| _..2 Largely estimated by Bureau of Mines. : | ae 

a _  §No shipments in 1920 and 1921. | | oe . : oe 

a Climax and Questa are the only molybdenum deposits now operated ss 
solely for their content of this metal. In 1942 Climax produced 73 — ony 

| _ percent of the total United States output of molybdenum. Questa ee 
- is a very much smaller operation but has been a consistent producer = => 

| _ for 20 years and thereby has contributed substantially to the domestic = = <3 
| production of molybdenum during that period. — oe | Sas 

__ The Climax deposit in Colorado has been discussed extensively in Og 
_. literature, as have the various aspects of the mining and milling ae 

operation. In 1942, Vanderwilt' summarized the ore occurrence, ae 
» and a review of Climax is presented in the discussion of domestic = = 

: deposits in the chapter of Minerals Yearbook, 1941,on Molybdenum —. = 
and Vanadium. oS 7 . ES 

- Molybdenum contained in concentrates produced from Climax deposit in Colorado, = = =’ 
| : - oo 1918-42) - Ce 

, Year Pounds | Year "| Pounds — - oo iS 

| 1918-87 1... eee eee 80, 060, 256 1941. eee eee 27, 751, 273 a oat 
1938... ---------s-s-zn--enn-22--} 28, 242,085 |] 19490007 27TTTTTTTTITITTTITIITITT I). aa} 5a} 186 LS 
1939-222 2 222 LLL} 2, 796, 116 : ——___— ee 
1940.22 222222 TTTITTTTIITITITTIITT] a2) 782) 608 1918-42... eee -e--| 222, 484,474 oy 

ee OeD_O OO Ooommn”v_®_EwO—FO I re . . 's 
ineleee production by years, 1918-37, see chapter of this series for 1941. No production from 1920 to 1923, oo 

clusive. . : Oe 
oo ah 

, : . iN 
| Molybdenite near Questa, Taos County, N. Mex., was first recog- ag 

nized during World War I. The deposit was developed by the R & fee 
S Molybdenum Mines Co., and about 100,000 pounds of molybdenum .- as 
in concentrates were produced in 1919 and 1920. The Molybdenum oo 

- Corporation of America acquired ownership in 1920 and built a mill og 
and camp in 1923. Since that time the property has been in regular a 
operation. | _ Ce OR 

The mine is in Sulphur Gulch, 7 miles east of Questa; the mill is on a 
: Red River, three-quarters of a mile from the mine. The deposit oe 

covers an area about half a mile square, on the western flank of the Nt 
Sangre de Cristo Range, at an elevation of 8,000 to 9,000 feet. Accord- | : 

1 Vanderwilt, John W., The Occurrence and Production of Molybdenum: Colorado Sch. Mines Quarterly, ‘ 
vol. 37, No. 4, October 1942, p. 38. Structure of the Climax Molybdenite Deposit (in Ore Deposits as . 
Related to Structural Features): Princeton Univ. Press, 1942, pp. 136-137. e 

. | ; ~ | : , 4.
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“s+ ing to Vanderwilt,? mineralization is in fissure veins near the contact = 
~~... of asmall granite mass with a series of sedimentary and volcanic rocks. — og 
- Numerous iron-stained fractures mark the mineralized area at the = 
~ surface. The deposit is unique in the production of large quantities 
r of molybdenite from veins and is likewise outstanding in the richness: 
‘of the ore (about 5 percent MoS.) Ss 
~. ‘Mining and milling methods employed by the Molybdenum Cor- —” 
",- poration of America at Questa have been described by Carman* oy 
~. . Production of molybdenum in concentrates at Questaissummarized == - 
“in the accompanying table. ae | Oo BS 

pee Molybdenum contained in concentrates produced from Questa deposit in New Mezico, = 

ee ee Year Pounds ‘Year = Year z ‘Year z | a 

oe 1919..........|. 65,492 || 1995...........| 332,298 || 1981.._..--.-..] 469,800 |] 1987.......---| 490,182 tt 
ve 1920......-...| 34,900 || 1996....-..--.| 384,412 || 19327-_---17"7] 515; 588 || 1938..-___---_| 438) 672 8 
pe gag TITEL  N g997 2 TTTIT TTT) gs; 933 |] 1933.22 22277ITZ] 571; 500 |} 198900227) 47zga7 
mis 1922... 2.22. fo 222 -|} 1928...-.--.-._| 450, 264 |} 1934.--.-..-..-| 571,956 || 1940_--.-..2..}|- 484,120. me 
So 9932777777719 667] 192022277 277777] 475; 995 |] 19352277 2777-T7} 342} 000 |}. 1941-22722 7-) 466, 856 | 

gag STTTTTTT] 140, 289 || 1980-27777 7777~] 689, 852 |} 1936-2--2.727.-] 408,000 |] 1942.7-72-2.22) 376, 285 : 

“,-° - Molybdenite is present in all the important disseminated-copper == 
; .. deposits in southwestern United States and Mexico.4 Its recovery —s 
“sas a byproduct in the concentration of copper ores was begun in the © a 
~~ United States by the Utah Copper Co. in 1936 from the Bngham > 
----- deposit; it had already been accomplished in Mexico at Cananea n-— 
- 1933. The Nevada Consolidated Copper Corporation became a __ 
~~~. molybdenum producer in 1937 from the Chino (Santa Rita) property —{. 
~~ in New Mexico, and in 1938 the Miami Copper Co. at Miami, Ariz., 
-,. entered the field. These three producers supplied 24 percent of the | 
“1942 production of molybdenum. The Bingham deposit. is second - 

only to Climax as a producer of molybdenum. Oo - | 
ae The molybdenum content of the various porphyry-copper deposits - 
- «4s. quite variable. At Miami, the content is reported as 0.009 per- a 

| cent MoS,; at Bingham ° it is 0.04 percent; and at Chino the grade | 
os falls between these two. . . a | | | | 
a Molybdenum is an accessory value at the Pine Creek tungsten : 

, mine of the United States Vanadium Corporation near Bishop, Inyo | 
--—-- County, Calif. Lemmon’, discussing the degosit, states that the 

| ores are mainly disseminated in contact-metamorphosed limestones. | 
— Molybdenite and powellite [Ca(Mo,W)QO,] are the molybdenum 

minerals. The crude ore averages 0.5 percent MoO; and has a maxi- | 
mum of 2 percent MoO;. Burwell? has described the metallurgical 

2 Vanderwilt, John W., Geology of the “‘Questa’? Molybdenite Deposit, Taos County, N. Mex.: Proc. | 
Colorado Sci. Soc., vol. 13, No. 11, 1938, pp. 599-643; see also reference in footnote 4, pp. 39-44. Molybdenite 
Mineralization near Questa, Taos County, N. Mex. (in Ore Deposits as Related to Structural Features): 
Princeton Univ. Press, 1942, pp. 245-246. 

3 Carman, J. B., Mining Methods of the Molybdenum Corporation of America at Questa, N. Mex.: Bureau 
of Mines Inf. Cire. 6514, 1931, 15 pp. Milling Methods at the Questa Concentrator of the Molybdenum 
Corporation of America, Questa, N. Mex.: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 6551, 1932, 14 pp. 

4 Vanderwilt, John W., The Occurrence and Production of Molybdenum: Colorado Sch. Mines Quar- 
terly, vol. 37, No. 4, October 1942, pp. 48 and 60. 

6 Vanderwilt, John W., Work cited in footnote 4, p. 60. 
6 Lemmon, D. M., Tungsten Deposits in the Sierra Nevada near Bishop, Calif—A Preliminary Report: 

Geol. Survey Bull. 931-E, 1941, pp. 89-91. 
7 Burwell, Blair, Milling Tungsten Ores at Pine Creek: Min. Cong. Jour., vol. 27, No. 10, October 1941, 

pp. 16-18.
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oo problems in treating the ores, and Partridge * has given a brief history = - 

At. Tiger, Ariz., Mammoth-St. Anthony, Ltd., carries on a unique _ Se ED 
| operation involving the. only commercial production of molybdenum  —. 

from wulfenite (PbMo0O,) in the United States. - The molybdenum  =——- 

| is in a complex ore which also carries values in gold, silver, lead, and is 

ce vanadium. The recovery process employed is described as follows §-.° .. 

in a communication from J. L. Fozard, general manager, Mammoth- | 

. ~§t. Anthony, Ltd. (slightly abridged): _ - re 

bot. Smelting in a. reverberatory furnace of oxide concentrates (which have been woos a 

r mixed with soda ash and coke) yields a lead bullion containing the bulk of the eo 

gold and silver; a small amount of matte carrying lead, copper, gold, and silver; | Pe 

- - and a molybdenum-vanadium rich slag, which is treated at the plant.. a ee 

a ‘The slag is hand-sledged, crushed, and ground wet in a rod mill. This solu- 2 oe 

_ tion contains the bulk of the vanadium and molybdenum that was in the slag, 

_ ‘After suitable filtering, part of the solution is evaporated by smelter waste heat =~ oe 

- to the dry sodium molybdate-sodium vanadate salt; the remainder of the solu- (as 

> tion is used in the separation of the molybdenum from the vanadium. _ | age 

-. «Jn the salt plant, the currently made salt, stored salt, and salt solution are of 

, mixed, the amount of stored salt to be used being determined from the specific | - =: 

--. gravity of the solution. This mixture is agitated for 8 hours. The molybdenum Ce 

-. ° 6f the’ solid salt goes into solution, and the vanadium of the solution is précipi- Tg 
tated. The product is filtered, the residue being the vanadium shipping product, 5 uy, 

- which assays 20-25 percent V.O; and less than 2 percent MoQ;. Thefiltrate = ae 

oo is then agitated with lime and calcium chloride for 2 hours. This material is. ern 

filtered. ‘The residue is a low-grade molybdate-silicate precipitate, which is = 

oe stored for future re-treatment. . The filtrate is treated with calcium chloride, and eS 

/  & high-grade calcium molybdate is precipitated, filtered, dried, sacked, and nr 

. shipped. ae oe oe Se ees 

ae oe : EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT 2 he 

"Tn 1942 the Defense Plant Corporation purchased the Urad mine, ss 
| 10 miles from Empire in Clear Creek County, Colo., from theVana- © %: 

- dium Corporation of America. The Government agency wasreported =} 
to have expended $110,000 in the purchase and to have authorized the 

further expenditure of $250,000 for development of the property by 

oo the Molybdenum Corporation of America, designated as operators. SES 

oes Production is scheduled to begin sometime in 1948. | The Urad mine = 

oo was @ producer during World War I, having shipped several hundred 

. thousand pounds of molybdenite concentrates in 1918 and 1919. =... 

| Operations were suspended in 1919, and the mill was dismantled by -— | 

: the Vanadium Corporation of America, which acquired the property  ._ 

.. from the Primos Chemical Co. | oo . oe 
| ‘No molybdenum has been mined commercially in Alaska, according | ae 

| to P. S. Smith,® who summarized details on geology, mineralogy, and 

exploration of 41 occurrences of molybdenum minerals scattered oe, 

a through that Territory. Field work was performed on the Muir _. os 

_. Inlet molybdenum deposit by the Geological Survey, and exploratory =. 

investigations were carried on by the Bureau of Mines; the latter : 

. agency also examined the Shakan deposit, Prince of Wales Island. | a 

| | CONSUMPTION AND USES - 

_ Since July 1941 the Bureau of Mines has conducted for the War | - 

Production Board (and its predecessor, Office of Production Manage- = 

ment) monthly studies of production and consumption of molybdenum , 

® Partridge, John F., Jr., Tungsten Resources of California: California Jour. Mines and Geol., vol. 37, - 
No. 2, April 1941, pp. 295-296. . - 

. 7 P. 8., Occurrences of Molybdenum Minerals in Alaska: Geol. Surv. Bull. 926-C 1942, pp. 161- |
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~ > nd molybdenum products. Responses from consumers of molybdee 
Pe - num products indicate that, of the total consumption (exclusive of = => 
“-’, . -Serap) of over 22,000 short tons of molybdenum in 1942, approxi- —’ - 
ro mately 63 percent was consumed as molybdenum oxide (roasted a 

--- molybdenite), 24 percent as ferromolybdenum, 12 percent as calcium oo 
» molybdate, and the remaining 1 percent as metal or as one of the _ : 
~~ molybdenum chemicals. Monthly consumption of molybdenum in : 
po primary products increased from about 1,300 tons in J anuary 1942to 3 

2,200 tons in December. Ninety-five percent of all the molybdenum | 7 
eS (including scrap) was used in the production of steel ingots and cast- oe 
“ .. Ings, 3 percent in iron castings, and 2 percent in minor uses such as oe 
Pete pigments and colors, welding rods, ete. a re 
a _. _ An important step toward stretching available supplies of molyb- | 
‘A. -.  denum and other critical steel-alloymg metals was taken through 
'. adoption of specifications for NE (National Emergency) steels to _ 
-. ‘replace the standard (SAE) steels. These alternate steels effect 
Be savings of critical metals through employment of leaner mixtures. | 
, : . ‘The first specifications announced by the War Production Board - 
» In March 1942 included the Mn—Mo, Ni-Cr—Mo, and C-Mo steels. 
'.. Revisions were made subsequently to meet changing conditions in — 
oe supply of the metals involved. All but two of the compositions | 
ae _ employing more than a maximum of 0.25 percent Mo were deleted.© 
*»- Special attention was devoted to combining recoverable Ni, Cr, — | 
wand Mo from scrap with small quantities of virgin metals, which | 
~ .. led to mtroduction of two series containing 0.08 to 0.15 and 0.15 to 0.25 | 
ce . percent Mo, respectively! | / So 

so IMPORTS AND EXPORTS” ae - 

=» Molybdenum ore and concentrates were imported during 1941 > 
wand. 1942. Total imports in 1942 amounted to. 755,950 pounds | 
» (molybdenum contained), valued at $554,232, compared with only 7 
. °°. 4,800 pounds in 1941 (value $2,898). Molybdenum in other forms 
me has not been imported since 1939, when 26,347 pounds contained in 
Pe ferromolybdenum were received in the United States. 7 

7 _ ° Molybdenum ore and concentrates exported from the United States, 1941-42, by . 
Be . | - countries } = | 

D | : 1941 | 1942 | 

| C ountry Pounds | - Pounds 
a | «| Value [7 oY YESCO:s«aalute \ , Gross Molybde- Gross Molybde- 

weight | num content . weight | num content 

Canada__._.....-2.--222-. 974, 321 500, 402 $400, 706 | 1, 939, 801 1, 027, 372 $816, 280 
Chile. ____..2- 22 lee 30, 255 15, 000 12,000 |_.-_......---|- 2-22} 
U.8.8. R_.__...---_---| 4,715, 284 2,367,492 | 1,777,185 | 10,339, 064 6, 107, 213 3, 960, 079 
United Kingdom..__...._] 9,625,391 4, 757,436 | 3,189,476 | 9,182, 495 4, 482, 932 3, 182, 303 

| 15, 345, 251 7, 640, 330 | 5,379, 367 | 21, 461, 360 11, 617, 517 7, 958, 662 | | 

1 Information from exporters indicates that figures from Department of Commerce may include molyb- 
denum oxide or other compounds. | 

| 10 Roush, R. W., NE Alloy Steels: Steel, vol. 112, No. 9, March 1, 1943, pp. 94, 96, 98, 135-137. 
1! The development of NE steels and their properties are discussed in considerable detail in Steel, begin- 

ning with the issue of February 9, 1942. 
12 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 

Department of Commerce.
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a | oe -.\.. WORLD PRODUCTION  — Ee 

-—  Canada.—Most of the molybdenum produced in Canada durmg -. |: 
| - 1942 came from Quebec, but small amounts were also obtained from sss... , 

_ British Columbia and Ontario. | Be a 
. The Moss mine ® of the Quyon Molybdenite Co. is nm Onslow = <i, 

Township (Pontiac District), Que., about 33 miles west of Ottawa. 9. | 
: The molybdenite is disseminated, generally as small flakes, through 
_. _&@ granitic. mass.. From 1916 to. early 1919, concentrates. containing 8 
____ 765,091 pounds of MoS, were produced, and the property was the 1.5 
_ world’s leading individual molybdenite producer. In 1938 develop- .  — ....% 

ment was revived. Ore reserves were estimated. at 30,000 tons con- iss 8 
taining 0.53 percent MoS, in 1941. A 150-ton mill and smelter were =. 3, 

. built in that. year, and roasted molybdenite (molybdenum oxide) _— ade 
- briquets are the shipping product. | a a 
- Siscoe Metals, Ltd., took over operation of a property in La Corne Me 

* Township (Abitibi District), near Amos, Que., for the Wartime ee 
- Metals Corporation, a Canadian Government agency. The mine  — :**y 
-- ‘was dewatered to the 250-foot level, and a 150-ton mill was started. RR 

_ The ore is reported to grade somewhat less than 0.5 percent MoS.,, ..°.% 
| and reserves were given as 40,000 tons in old reports. Be 
a In Preissac Township (Abitibi District), about 400 miles north- = 

| west of Quebec City, the Dome Exploration Co., located a molyb- ss 
denite deposit in an area in which unsuccessful efforts were made |. 
during World War I to develop commercial ore bodies.. Eardley- | Og 

_ Wilmot," describing the deposits in this area, states that they are oy 
| mostly fissure-vein types. Drilling in 1942 indicated an ore zone DNs 

at least 400 feet long and 200 feet wide, with an average width of == sy 
30 feet. The grade ranges from 0.245 to 1.188 percent Mo, and the — a 

_. .saverage is approximately 0.92 percent. The company was awarded = * 
—. @ substantial contract by the Canadian Government and at the end i 

| of 1942 was proceeding with construction of roads, camps, and a. Sigh 
_____ 500-ton mill. Production is considered a likelihood by the spring 

orsummer 0f 19438,00 00 
. The Phoenix property of the Zenith Molybdenite Corporation, =~ © 

Ltd., in Bagot Township, Renfrew County, Ont., is to be operated = 
by the Wartime Metals Corporation. A small production was = | 

: realized from this property during World War I. The mill will be ~— 
_. rehabilitated and operated as a custom plant for the district. =. | 

Other molybdenum deposits, too numerous to mention, in Quebec, 
- Ontario, and British Columbia were under investigation, = | 

_ French Morocco—The Azegour molybdenite deposit,® 50 miles 
southwest of Marrakech, in western Morocco, was first noted about 
20 years ago. Small shipments were made in 1929, 1930, and 1932. : 
A 100-ton mill was erected by the Société Le Molybdéne in 1933. 
The mill heads were stated to average 1.08 percent MoS, and 0.05 | 
percent Cu. In 1941, von der Weid * published a monograph’on | 

| the deposit. a , 
7 Azegour is unusual in being one of the few contact metamorphic 

18 Kardley-Wilmot, V. L., Molybdenum: Canada Mines Branch ‘Rept. 592, 1925, pp. 150-155. 
Chubb, W. F., Molybdenum Production in Canada: Metal Ind. (London), vol. 60, No. 14, April 3, 1942, 

° Cwilson, 4a. E., Numerous Deposits of Molybdenite Known: Northern Miner, vol. 28, No. 14, June 25, 
1942, pp. 32 and 39. ° . 

4 Eardley-Wilmot, V. L., Work cited in footnote 13, pp. 125-131. 
- 18 Described in Bureau of Mines Minerals Yearbook, 1934, p. 433. 

_ «16 yon der Weid, F., Le gisement de molybdénite d’Azegour et la région des Guedmioua (Atlas de Marra- 
kech, Maroc): Librairie de Université, Geneva,’1941, 88 pp. ;
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_ molybdenite deposits in which there are commercial quantities of ore. 
. .. .The molybdenite occurs almost exclusively in garnetized limestones ~*~ 

near the contact with granitic intrusions, — The ore mineral is local- oe 

—. iged in interstices of the garnet rocks and in fractures. rs 

o>. According to statistics given by von der Weid the concentrates = 

shipped from 1932 to 1938, inclusive, averaged 82.4 percent MoS:,and = 

the total content of molybdenum was 516.5 metric tons. It was =. 

____ reported in the press that in 1939 the output was about 250,000 - 
“pounds of molybdenum. “Small amounts” were said to have been. 

- exported in 1942.00 A 

geo Manchuria.—Discovery of molybdenum at the Yangchiachantze | 

_'.. properties of the Manchuria Lead Mining Co. in Chinchow Province oe 

was reported in 1939. The deposit was described. as havng avem  , 
— ... “several yards wide and about 100 yards long,” with a metal content =. 

of 0.5 percent. In 1942 there appeared a news item to the effect = 
~ that as a result of intensified exploitation of the molybdenum deposits ss 

oat Mienchiatzu and operation of a large “ore preparing and refining 

-. plant” the company was providing ‘equivalent to one-tenth the => 

“- world’s production” and hoped soon to be second to Climax, = = 

—.s. +. .Norway.——For some years before 1934, Norway was the second- 

.. - largest molybdenum producer in the world. Since then, as far as , 
available official statistics show, Mexico has occupied this rank. 

—.. . - However, 1t was claimed recently that ‘“Norway’s production * * * : 

<-. in. 1940 was 900 tons (fine).”"° This figure indicates that in 1940 Nor- 7 

- >. wayagainrankedsecond. = 7. OS | 
ao. The Knaben deposits, 40 miles east of Stavanger, are the principal — | 

»/° sources of production. Molybdenite occurs in veins and disseminated 

‘o. \ in granitic rocks in a zone several kilometers long and a few hundred 

be meters wide. The ore mined in 1940 averaged 0.2 percent MoS: | 

'o. according to Quittkat,” who described the milling process. 

~. Karly m March 1943 it was reported than an R. A. F. attackon the 

-.__ Knaben mill had damaged, and probably destroyed, the whole plant.*, _ | 

- World production of molybdenum in ores and concentrates, 1938-42, by countries,-in—-— 

ee re : metric tons Be . a 

Boe Oo {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] _ | OS oo 

re Country  §  —«-—«s98 | st939 «|. 1940 | t9en | 1082 - 

oo Australia 1__...----.------eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeceeeee=s] 82 39] 20 10 8 7 
Canada 1. ___.22..----------- eee eee] 3 - (3) 5 46 | 36 . 

| Chile... 20227 TTTITTI Torna eee eee] oe oe 30 267 229 3614 
OO Mexico..__...-.--.---------------------------------- 483 523 310 | 522 855 , 

a Morocco, French (exports) -..-.---------------------- 94 () - (4) 6 ; 

. Norway .--..---------------------------------------- 462 | 433 (4) 4) (4) 

| Port. --_----2snssess 22s esaeeseneceneeneeeeneee ee 85 167 190.| 148 6 219 | 
Turkey._.....-------------------------- 22 ------ 41 (4) 4. (4) (4) 

| United States. TTT] 15,108 | 13,755 | 15,564] 18,217 | 25, 890 | 
Other countries 6. ......-.---.--.--------------------| _ © — 6. (6) (6) (°) . 

| | 746,310 | 115,100 | 717,100 | 719,800) 728,200 / 

1 Gross weight of ore and concentrates reported; molybdenum content estimated by authors. 

| _ 2 Less than 1 ton. . 
$10 months. . 
4 Estimate included in total. 
$’ Preliminary figure. 
6 Estimate for Greece, Italy, Rumania, and Yugoslavia included in total; in addition, molybdenum ore 

is produced in Burma, China, Chosen, Finland, Japan, Manchuria, and U. 8. 8. R., but data of produc- 

tion are not available. . 
7 Partly estimated. . 

11 Foreign Commerce Weekly, Mining in French Morocco: Vol. 10, No. 11, March 13, 1943, p. 29. 
18 Metal Bulletin frondon), No. 2716, August 11, 1942, p.12. , 
19 Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2774, March 5, 1943, p. 16. - 

28 Quittkat, G., Recovery and Dressing of Molybdenum Ores of the Knaben Mine, Norway: Metall a. 

Erz, vol. 38, 1941, pp, 261-264; Chem. Abs., vol. 36, 1942, p. 3758 _- a 
31 Mining Journal (London), vol. 220, No. 5611, March 6, 1943 p. 120. .
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_. World production of vanadium ores is limited almost entirely to =~ 
_ four countries—United States, Peru, Northern Rhodesia, and South- = « 

West Africa. The United States displaced Peru as the leading oS 
-_ -producer. in 1941 and increased its lead in 1942 to supply over 50 ee 
-. percent of the total world output. All important sources of vanadium — eee 

ore are controlled by the United Nations. However, vanadium is 
also recovered as a. byproduct from other ores and raw materials, 
Significant among the other sources are certain iron ores and crude si 

_ oils. The Axis countries apparently must rely on such sources, oS 
especially iron ores, and Germany is said to fulfill its requirements a 

: for vanadium in this manner. In the United States, vanadium ores | ore 
have been supplemented with phosphate rock and imported vanadium- — To 
bearing flue dust to meet increased wartime needs. ‘Titaniferous os 
magnetite may yield future additions, and greatly increased exploita- 
tion of phosphate rock for its vanadium content is imminent. _ ee 

. - Domestic shipments of vanadium ore in 1942 surpassed the record = 

.. established in 1941 by 77 percent.. More than 90 percent of the out- As 
_ put comes from the Colorado-Utah region, eS 

| - oo Salient statistics of the. vanadium industry in the United States, 1940-42 — OE : 

_ Ores and concentrates (vanadium contained): a | ee 5 
"Mine shipments................-.----------------pounds..| 2,162,916 |_ 12,513,051 | _ 4, 439, 130 OFS 

| Vale ?__ oo sense neeeeeesesseseseeeneee--| $1,044,100 | 1 $1,179, 500 | $2,468,100 Laie 
mo Mill products * (vanadium contained): Lo “rot 

po Produced........-----.--------------e------------pounds..| 1, 548,183 | 1,858,655 | 2, 655, 784 oy 
: Shipped .-..-.-------2-.-sss2e-s2es2ssssso--see--==-0-.--| 1,204,102 | 2,052,886] 2508632 © 9 

/ ~ Wale 2_ 2222-2 ------| $2, 350, 500 $3, 968, 800 | $4,890, 800 Te 
Ore, concentrates, and vanadium oxide: | | oo a 

mo Imports.........---..---------------------------Short tons... 22, 551 12, 323 18, 246 
| "Vanadium contained........-......---..------pounds._| 2,874,951 | 2,138,608 | 2,422, 376 A 
a Value._......-------------------------------------------| $1, 216, 705 $1, 012,991 | $1, 274, 483 Co 
oe Exports_.......-.---.----------.-.--------------Short tons. % 28 | 37 cS 

: Vanadium contained ................-...-.-.--pounds._| . 4) 25, 462 22, 140 oe 
: Value._._.--.----.-------- + ------------ ee nn eeee (; $63, 213 | $86,218 oo! 

Vanadium-bearing flue dust: - t 
| _ Imports_.._...--.....---------------------------short tons_- 5) 5 312. A 

Vanadium contained ............--------------pounds.- 5) ‘ 1. 184,028 : ad 

| Valuie....-------------------nenennnnnenecenneeeeee nee] s $29, 545 oY 

1 Revised figure. | | . ee 
2 Estimate by Bureau of Mines. : - 
3 Vanadium oxide (termed fused vanadium oxide, red cake, sodium vanadate) from domestic ores only. oh 
4 Data not available. 
5 Not recorded. | | 

oe 556250—483-—43 | : | | |
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a | a WAR REGULATIONS  —> Ss 
«..  . The War Production Boafdpiddddanadium deliveries under al- 
i. location on December 20, 1941 (Order M-23-a). Melting of vana- — - 
i. dium was maitle subjéct* to‘approval' ofthe ivltei’s'séHedule in an | 
’ > amendment to Order M-23-a-on-June 23, 1942. "This amendment 
Peo also lowered the mit of unrestricted deliveries of vanadium from 50 — 
ee to 10 pounds per month. A further amendment, issued December © 
on 26, defined vanadium,.as.includingores and concentrates, primary 
~ —s Nanadium cotpounds,vatiediam | alloys, and waste prodacts-(ireh : . 8 flue dust);.ferrovanadium:praducers are exempt from=melting == 
“_- vestrictions and may freely acquire’ yanadium-bearing raw material; 
ye no suthorization is required for-melting 10 pounds of vanadium or > 
“ess per month, yw AWE oo ee 
Be rake ADD osx 
Ba toe. dante badiwit ei erp. nusibaasy Je wgiioshors bhai 

Ths Pominall price 0 37 ‘cont ‘pier bound jof Was gent ined.has a “Been quoted’ for ‘vanadium, ore ‘since, early, in 1095, but, there,isya i PARESE by ordded an ng mill of orators, Ths averaye, va peof ship, a ee ” marke. qe a” RS oh éall re a by the, Bure ae L ae AID 

Bo | Petes pred Aron. date. 6 lect a ihe. urea, ,of ss ae 
x “ : . ea cents per poun ah is’ n 2, and pH CES, 2S tty Sn ps si | Cen BETES ep Q rte ne 

Be TA BAIS ‘grdde) was’ Breas Co, sagencles. j¥ 2D, gh Beniene Bo 

> Aad forroyanadinin. was’ sold, fon,$2.70..49 $2.90..per Bound of /V con; 
ee Samed, vg oot adi Uthat ed age a ya sitias) favs en AWOL Vaio 

ee gen nadia ne Fee oat i from, PAGE ADK seananttiniess the a 
coc TEBE BURR OF B00 perentae gbeg, 40. tne proauelie 1 OF uae aly 

= BBB RaW a Sera Hie Ea nfoctrs. of fepyanadina HE alse,has. 
Be wide ‘variety of PPRLCRHIONS, ‘ rupee Jy as A eanleh amt | 
Pe Perovina dium, containing 3 2, LO 40, Rerrent| aah, the, Anes i, GORNES- 
pi as grades, 3 the. puperpal means of a Wate Mpa ee tool — 
oo ~ steels “and ligh-st ength iron..and, steel, forgings.., The; Bureau, of 
» .* Mines estimates that over 80 percent of the vanadium consumed isin 

the form:.of .ferrovanadium.; Figures.ofithe, War. Production:Board 
. indicate that. more than 60 percent of the total vanadium consump- ) 

oo  tion.is ih tool:steel, whereas nonmetallurgical uses absorb only 1 to2 ~~ 

pai gab Se 2 QM eis fh: 1 GOl bea YR TL . wt Sarhe © 
: . . . aa ae - | une ~ , PRODUCTION IN 194Q: i sbadsos Hissitiosdie’ } & ahs busy a 

he center of domestic variidium-ore mining is in the Colétado- 
Utah region. A small output jis, realized in*Arizona:and _ Nevade, 
and: vanladium-bearme phosphate Tock is mined. inaidahe,yts-Rroduc- | 

, Hott'séems assuired in the near-future from the phosphate rock daposits 
in Wore, and recovery of vanadium from magietite-cotitentrates 
produced in New York is a possibility. dao 8 gal ed-swwtbaue 

| 35 The Colofado-Uteh) vanaditii-ore region is an.jarea .comprising 
southwestern’ Colorado, southeastern. Utah, and extendirie into 
northern Arizona: In recent years production has been limited. to 
only a small part of the vanadium-ore region. ..Burwell.2:States that 
“VMlexander, 3., Vanadium and Some of Its Industrial Applications: Chem. and Ind. oh, 48,1999, pp. 
a Beweh, Blair, Vanadium Output Indicates Vigorous Progress: Min. Cong. Jour,, vol.,29, No. 2, Feb- 
ruary 1943, pp. 27-29. | o Pet |
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tia vohahiéoon Molytietianit!! baxiva to eqeeert beuieronil talings a 

bo Qinda ngs ‘thy Wenadondd Copper iMintiny Co, has mined phosphat: Ss 

rock at Gonda, Garihou,County.Adaho.n..<phe. rock. Which, iss to uk 
TREATS, Gata Binet ea el Ga lint Baby ol Baye a 2 
Moe rlning World Mining Phosphate in idaho (Conda Operations of the ACM Compan): Wale NO.10, a 
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7 gontain 0.3 percent V2.0; (or about 0.16 percent V),° is treated at the = 
» °° Anaconda reduction works in Montana for the manufacture of super-  i 

phosphate. It was not until 1941 that a byproduct recovery of the ba _ vanadium in the form of “red cake” (vanadium oxide containing __ 
approximately 90 percent V.O;) was effected. The fundamental recov- a 

ae ery process was evolved by the A. R. Maas Chemical Co. and patented 
. . in 1935, according to F. C. Bowman of that: company, ° who states that —s > 
Be “The Anaconda Copper Company adopted the process and after con- 
. . siderable developmental research put it into commercial operation in — 
»  *- 1941.” The process in use now is summarized briefly as follows:? 4 
* .._. The rock is treated with sulphuric acid, primarily for the purpose of leaching o 
fk . -- out the phosphoric acid. At the same time, approximately 65. percent of the so 
4. vanadium contained in the rock goes into solution together with the phosphoric _ 
“ . aeid. This.is precipitated as phospho-vanadic.acid by treating the solution with 
yo - sodium chlorate. The yellow crystalline precipitate is separated by settlement. i 
RO _- Jt contains phosphorus, iron, alumina, lime, and other impurities. By treat- — - 
Pee ment with milk of lime and soda ash under carefully controlled conditions, the ud 
~. .. .  - vanadium is obtained in a substantially pure sodium vanadate solution, from. | 
eo ee which vanadium pentoxide, V205, . is precipitated. by. the addition of sulphuric os 

oo. 7 EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT == 3 ©; 
"The vanadium resources in phosphate rock are attaining - greater = 
Aaa _ potential significance. The Federal Geological Survey announced in 

February 1948 that, as a result of studies begun in 1939, millions of a 
". "tons of ore containing small percentages of vanadium had been dis- : 
--- covered in southeastern Idaho and southwestern Wyoming in the | 
~>.... game phosphate rock formation now mined at Conda, Idaho. The © 
.. particular achievement was tle discovery of an extensive shale horizon 
bo in the Phosphoria formation carrying commercial quantities of vana- sss 
‘dium in a very finely divided state. The Bureau of Mines participated . 
~... in the exploratory work in the Sublette and Afton areas of Wyoming 
oe _ and the Paris-Bloomington area of Idaho during 1942 and is continu- a 
"ing its investigations in 1943. Research on the metallurgical treat- 
Boo _ ment of the ore has also been carried on to determine the best method _ / 
ao _ of extracting vanadium. The Metals Reserve Co. contracted with the | 

-Homestake Mining Co. to develop these vanadium deposits. The - 
work is being done by the Wyodak Coal & Manufacturing Co., sub- _ 

oo sidiary of the Homestake company. . | 
— __ An interesting mining development during 1942, which may affect | 

| the vanadium supply of the United States, was the reopening of the 
7 Lake Sanford titaniferous magnetite deposits in the Adirondack 

. region of New York by the National Lead Co. The project, known 
| as the MacIntyre development, was undertaken to provide a new 

| domestic source of titanium for the manufacture of pigments. The 
_ ores of this region have long been known to contain small percentages 

| | of vanadium,’ but no commercial recovery has been made to date. 
oo Hagar ° describes the ore body at Lake Sanford as consisting of “ir- | 

| regular fine-grained masses of mixed ilmenite and magnetite distrib- 
| uted in an anorthosite country rock.’’ The vanadium is contained 

‘§ Engineering and Mining Journal, Vanadium from Phosphate Rock: Vol. 143, No. 10, October 1942, p. 61. | 
$ Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter, Phosphate Vanadium: Vol. 142, No. 16, October 19, 1942, pp. 4 and 73. 

. ’ Work cited in footnote 5. 
§ Kemp, J. F., The Titaniferous Iron Ores of the Adirondacks: Geol. Surv. 19th Ann. Rept., part IN, 

Wale PP On the General Occurrence of Vanadium in American Magnetites: Am. Chemist, vol. 6, No. 12, 
June 1876, pp. 453-456. 

* Hagar, I. D., The MacIntyre Development—New Source of Titanium: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, 
No. 12, December 1942, pp. 47-49.



_ in the magrtietite; the content is 0.35 percent.” The plans call for ed 

| mining about 4,500 short tons of ore daily, with a production of 900. 

tons of ilmenite concentrate and 1,800 tons of magnetite concentrate. = 

| The magnetite and ilmenite are associated in a mechanical mixture, =, 

according to Hagar, permitting ready separation of the ore minerals, «=. 

-. The recovery of vanadium from the Lake Sanford magnetite was | 

-_. the subject of an investigation by the Bureau of Mines, the National = = 

- Lead Co., and the University of Minnesota.” According to the = §* 

- report on the mvestigation; — ak ey 

no _(p. 2) It appears that most of the vanadium in this ore can be recovered in BS 

. .. pig iron, which can be blown in 8 converter to produce aslag containing vanadium a Dall 

. in amounts suitable for the production of ferrovanadium. * * *- ee a 

_ -._. (p,.23) A recovery in the metal of 87.3 percent of the vanadium was obtained ie 

| during the operation of the experimental blast furnace on burdens composed of . ss... 

a iron ore and titaniferous sinter containing 11.1 percent TiO, and 0.26 percent Oe 

vanadium. Approximately 4 percent. of the vanadium was lost in the slag, = 

: These results show that the oxides. of vanadium are reduced readily under blast- CS 

_... furnace conditions. = Oo | a | a a 

‘The potential annual recovery of vanadium from the Lake San- titi‘ 

ford’ ore has been estimated at. about. 3,000,000 pounds in theform ss. * 

of ferrovanadium.” a BS te ty as 

Wood, Joseph, and Cole * call. attention to several recent foreign .  - 

experiments on methods of recovering vanadium from iron ore and. ae 

-. slags. A more extensive review of recent literature on vanadium SS 

-- pecovery, emphasizing especially Russian and German metallurgical —. 

o work on thése sources of vanadium, was prepared during 1942 by _ on! 

- Lathe of the National Research Council of Canada. : ee 

—  EMPORTS AND EXPORTS® oe 

_.-_Jn 1941 imports of vanadium ore and concentrates were obtained = 
_. almost exclusively from Peru and totaled 24,645,686 pounds witha © 

-—-- vanadium content of 2,138,608 pounds. Other sources, especially es 

South-West Africa, augmented the supply of vanadium in 1942, as 1s Ss 

shown in the following table. re ES 

Vanadium ore and concentrates and vanadium-bearing flue dust. imported for con- = oe 

| | sumption in the United States in 1942, by countries C She 

ae en | _, Ore and concentrates Vanadium-bearing flue dust Ey 

. | Country 7 Pounds — . | Pounds rn: 

: : ~ Gross | Vanadium| Value Gross | Vanadium| Value ae 

’ —_ weight content weight content ce 

| Canad. ono ccnnceceecencee|coceeneeneee|----cee-e---[----neeee---] 370, 217 73,074 | $15, 554 | US 
Curacao (N. W. I.).------------|------------|----=22-2---|---g-2--7327| 125,303 | 11, 818 9,835 | ee 

Peru... a-ep-s-ssa-a---n-e--| 31, 610, 284 | 2,053,309 | $979,037 | 128, 908 69, 136 4,156 oe 

| SouthWest Africa 1......_7.77-| 4,881,984 | "368,977 | 295,446 |....--------]--------2---|---------- 

te | SS 36, 492, 268 | 2,422,376 | 1,274,483 | 624,423 | 154,028 | 29, 545 Ss 

- 1 Reported by Department of Commerce as Union of South Africa. | . . 

10 In 1922, F. L. Nason (The Importance of the Iron Ores of the Adirondack Region: Am. Iron and Steel 5 

Inst. Yearbook, 1922, New York, pp. 168-207) published a complete typical analysis of the Lake Sanford 

ore. The.crude ore was reported to contain 0.35 percent V30s (or 0.196 percent V), and the concentrates 

gave 0.47 percent V20s (or 0.26 percent V). . | oe 

11 Wood, C. E., Joseph, T. L., and Cole, S. &., Smelting of Vanadium-Bearing Titaniferous Sinter in an : 

Experimental Blast Furnace: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3679, 1943, 24 pp. os 

_ 13 Mining and Contracting Review, MacIntyre Development—Historic Mine Reopened: Vol. 44, No. 13, a 

July 15, 1942, pp. 7 and 17. * 
18 Wood, C. E., Joseph, T. L., and Cole, S. 8., Work cited in footnote 11, pp. 3-5. : 

4 Lathe, F. E., Review of Recent Literature on Vanadium Recovery with Special Reference to Vanadium , 

Iron Ore: Nat. Res. Council Canada, N. R. C. No. 1075, June 1942, 32 pp. 

18 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 7 

. Department of Commerce. 
a
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2 Germany Extensive research ionvteconery efsanadium fromcpen | a.) Joresrhdbsbeen reported lfrem: Genmibnyll sii generally jassumedy that oy 
pu. thle -vihaduim i supply; “is} derpved: fronn higo source)«but)dio ipositive = 
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Balsa, ‘tii Ys TOP HOROR LR ‘has MASc? ANGTease over, eran consumption | in earlier years. Zieler 7! reported that. ¢ eG SARS HHAD HOR, Was, esta: 
go 
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‘in. manyp places containing, 3 percent M,{isielsamined-at the. aurfade, | 
_. Thesexportof.vanadium ore, wasobegun, iy A9zi | Racilities fon(pres 

| ducing fused Vanadium oxide were put into operation ini1930:2cbhe os 

gre, treated inthe, vanadium plant.aweraged 144 percent Yo inol9B9- nee 
- _- Byoyed; reserves iin June 1940 at.Broken: Hill were.2,400,000tons:df& 
 — gxidized ana icontetning Ayi5; neroenth Ya oF approximately Yh200 2 3 

tons;,of vanadium, abhe: Gamesnor(.vanadium, deposit, 20;miles 8 

| noutheast ‘af Breken Hill, has;been workedien.a:smalliscaletonly.canh od 
| inPetha—eru has been an important, squrce.ofwanadiumifar miny = 

YAR Barn BLOM ADRS 0 940, inelnsive,: and..in severaleearlien yeamsdb a 

- «Was ‘the. largest, producing ,country In, the -world., -Rrincipal, ,sounee a 

 isctheyfamed Mina Ragra.of:the Manadium,.Qorporadion pf Ameriga =, 
ie the, Andes neaxRigran, DepartmentsofJunin, | The vanadjum.org = a 

ss ggenrs asseciated withiasphalt,,and.was, first: psospested.asaaisonree =, 
of fuel for the Huaraucaca smelfor,but,beepuseiof the.sulfuncontent = 
the mine swAs Anendeen: vie, 41005, Rizo, Patron. theismeltepsman- 

| ager, discowerad that. this canbonaceaus material was tichiin, vanadium, ae 

apd, steps.were, taken. immediasely:.to explore.tha property. «Patror ie 
Rite, bheryanadium satide, (named alter ifsdisooyarer)a.wes.ebund ant on 
ip, the sdepogit} Pus pis now virtually mined,.out./ ‘he remaining re.18 [Ns 

7 largely. a-reri.calciura ‘vanadate which, earries up. to'50 parcent,-Vi208, re) 

ro OCGHTFINE  epogheets and. filling. eracks orifissurds inthe shales. yiThe = 
| -orA.18 buriace-mined, frome an Oren pit 650. meters long.and, 260 meters: og 

Wad eo Cnerations atthe raduction.plant include roasting, dixiviation; — ie 

| POPP HO itering, and,.drying. In.the past,-concentratessamers 
aging 115, percend iVi end ores including ashes averaging. tei5.percenh 

| V. were.exnested,) put dddls,.planned:.ta, ship: only, bigher-gradeocans 
 centrate or precipitate with about./5Q percentiV.content,: te meducqg 
the jvalumecef shipping, space. requined.-as, ovell vasfreight, charges. Oe 

- Duzing 1942 2 new treakment-plant.with.e paly,capacity ef200 tons 
of lower-grade ore was under construction, which, with: the 80+ten, ea 

___ -plant,alzendyinioperation, would.permit-doubling theroutput..Ratal 
ore, reserves, are-estimated,. at, somewhat, less.than:500,0Q0-tons,;¢@R > 4 
sisting of 127 pancent.,iveta madre’ ere withié: percent Ms 40 percep 

“broza”? one, Wath 0.9, parcenti.Ve: andthe. zemeinderflotationiand = 
- - leached tailings and a small tonnage of oxide dumps averaging 0.7 — Se 

: percent: Vs «i The total.wanadiumi content:of this: oreis.said.to, exeded og 

6,000 tons.22 A minor sour¢e,of wanadium,is the vanadiferous ashes | a 

7 derived. from asphaltites; the largest deposits of this-material are at Ms 

Yauh, Department >of unin, where the asphaltite..was used at one 
: time asa coal substitute. -|'The-V.O; content-of the ash may be as 3 

: _ high ag 20 pergent, wt ordinarily it is much lower.™ .. .. .. #iitess4 8 

. ~ South-West | Afric Vanadium (deposits. of distinctive..character a 

die’ punpérdous 1h; the Ofavi Muntains of northern South-West, Africa OR 

over ai & stanice: of some 60miles between. Uris. aridBerg -Aukas:* 8 
: Og Re ah ecct Nintat -Rires a L Wess : s . os 

| No omen ioe pee Mines, Miseral Industries of Peru: Spee. Suppl., Confidential Series, - : 

Baragwanath, John G., The Vanadiferous Asphaltites of ‘Ceritrar Pera! Kap anid Mins Tour, Sor, Lit, e 

eee Te Vanadium: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 6572, Ajpiti 1932; pp/dis, 7 Ceeuinsiie T a 
Hewett, D. F., Vanadium Deposits in Peru: Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng., vol. 40, 1916; Bp. 274-28. _ 

nay 1S, pp aor er TREE Otavi Mountains, South-West Africa: Min. Mag-, vol. 44, No.5, " 

Krusch, P., Die metallischen Rohstoffe, vol. 1, Vanadin, Uran, Radium: Veriag’F) Btike! Berlin; 1937, i 

PPstahiA., Die Vanadinlagerstatten Afrikas, insbesondere 8S. W.-Afrikas: Metallwirtschaft, vol. 21, No. 19, : > 

May 165, 1942, pp. 297-299. 
oe
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an The first. discovery was made at Tsumeb-West before Werld WarI. = 
.. After the war, search revealed many other occurrences, including that ss; 
1. of Abenab in 1921, which proved to be one of the largest vanadium 
..-... deposits in the world. _ ee a RE 
"The copper-lead-zine vanadates of the Otavi region occur in a@ | 
"thick, folded series of dolomites and limestones. Cavities (“sand- | 
ae sacks’’) in the country rock are filled with lumps of vanadates (mainly =; 

., _. descloizite and cuprodescloizite), blocks of silicified dolomite, and red \ 
a dune sand. The vanadates also encrust the dolomite-blocks and. = * 
-..- walls of the cavities and penetrate as veinlets into the adjacent | 
“ . --- gountry rock. Some of the “sandsacks” are the weathered outcropsof =| 
—- ore-bearing pipes or sink holes, but others show no ore below the _ 

> >. gavities. The ore bodies are highly variable in size. The Abenab 
--.. >. pipe deposit is 200 by 120 feet at the surface, but the Urisis only 50 
~~. to 60 feet across and the majority are considerably smaller. The : 
~.- erude ore contains 2 to 38-percent V20;, © 
.... Abenab and another deposit operated by the Southwest Africa Co. - - 
re are now producing 300 tons of concentrates (averaging 18 percent — 
~.. .. V,05) @ month. In earlier years this company produced also at = 
-  . -‘Baltika, but the deposit was exhausted in 1939. The depletion of 
“} present reserves may be counteracted by further development work —_—~ 
-... or discoveries. The Otavi Minen- und Eisenbahn-Gesellschaft for-. 
~. -maerly operated the Tsumeb and Uris deposits. ‘The company sus- ~*. 
~ pended operations in September 1940. Subsequently it was reported = 
:. . that the South African Government would assume operation of the oe 
~~ company properties. Shipments were made in 1942, and the produc- Oo 
~  . » tion rate is reported as 40 to 60 tons per month of 10.5-percent V2O; 
eo ~ concentrates. The Karavatu deposit is apparently the source of 
7°» present output from the Otavi holdings. — a BF - 

eo ~~ The total output from South-West Africa since 1920 has been 
4. over 65,000 short tons of concentrates or more than 6,500 tons of | 
or contained vanadium. | se oe ; | oe 
oe — . Venezuela.—The soot of Venezuelan oils, especially from Maracaibo, | 
—- gontains as much as 34 percent V2O;.% During 1942 several thousand =| 
Ps pounds of soot were shipped by oil companies, which obtain the . 
ne __ product from smokestacks of their tankers and power plants. 

World production of vanadium in ores and concentrates, 1988-42, in metric tons | 

_. [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] , = 

| | | Country ' 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 

Argentina................-.-------------------------|---- ee 4b 1 6 @) > 
Mexico_......--...------------sesseuceeeneeee------,} LOL | 88 $2) @) Jiu. . 
Northern Rhodesia_..-......_-.--------------------- 374 384 () (4) (4) 

— Peru____-- 82 ee nnn ene eee 826 996 | 1,214 1,017 | 31,008 
South-West Africa........-.-.----------------------- 557 514 428 269 ( 
United States (shipments)....-.-.------------------- 732 900 981 41,140 2,014 

| 2,590 | 32,890| 33,060] 22,800| 23,800 

1 Data not available; estimate included in total. 
2 Less than 1 ton. 
3 Preliminary figure; subject to revision. 
‘ Revised figure. 

26 Iron and Coal Trades Review, The Ferro-Mineral Resources of South America: Vol. 145, No. 3892» 
October 2, 1942, pp. 889-892.
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rs SUMMARY, 

Stimulated by greatly increased needs for tungsten in the military od 
-. program and by higher prices, production of tungsten concentrates = = 

_. and high-grade sorted ore in the United States, despite the shortage ee 
Of labor at many mines, reached a new peak in 1942. The labor |= 

. shortage was relieved somewhat when the Army released some soldiers oe 
_ for work in tungsten mines. Domestic production was 9,433. short ey 

| _ tons (60 percent WO; basis) in 1942, or 40 percent more than in 1941, OS 
_ the previous record year. Virtually the entire gain was contributed = 

by California, Idaho, and Nevada, as output in all other producing __ “ 
‘States (except Texas) declined. The combined production in Cali- =. 
fornia, Idaho, Nevada, and Texas increased 54 percent over 1941; 2 

- _ that in the remaining producing States decreased 37 percent. Three = | 
-..- Operators—one each in California, Idaho, and N evada—accounted for es 
-.. . 70 percent of the total 1942 output. The Yellow Pine mineinIdaho, moss 
a which made its initial production in 1941, rose to be the second-largest = 

| producer in the United States in 1942. Probably more prospecting =~; 
_ and developing were done on domestic tungsten-ore deposits during — (oe 

| 1942 than in any other single year. New mills were completed at = 8 ~— 
| several mines. a Bn TE 

a — Salient statistics of tungsten ore and concentrates in the United States, 1941-42 — : os 

. | 7 | / jo 39 | 1942 , a 

- | a | Short{tons, | Short tons, 
- - 60 percent Value | 60percent} Value | oo 

: Domestic production.........----------es--------0--0-- «6,746 (4) | 9,433}  () | Tg 
7 Shipments from domestic mines...----..--------------- 6, 567. | $9, 223, 726 9, 333 | $13, 508, 266 a 

- General (receipts) -....----------------------------- 13, 820 (2) 15, 851 re 
| For consumption_._--.-..-------------------------- 12, 107 | 11, 231, 313 14, 715 j: ° 

. Stocks at consumers’ plants, Dec. 31... ......--.------- 2, 527 (4) 3, 500 (1) , | : 

1 Figures not available. , | , 

| 673 | os
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ft, ~ Notwithstanding shipping difficulties, receipts of imported ore and  =——iwt 
‘°° concentrates increased 15 percent over 1941 to an all-time high of — 

15,851 short tons (60 percent WO; basis) in 1942. Of the 1942 total, 
~ . Argentina supplied 17 percent, Bolivia 43 percent, and China 30 od 
a, percent. ae eee Oo CS 
a Consumption of tungsten 8rélahdyéediicentrates also reached a new 4 
“peak in 1942 and amounted to, 18,300 short tons (60 percent WO; sz 

basis), a gain of 5 percent over to44- 7! a a 
«To aid further in stimulating-the-domestic production of tungsten, = 
“the Metals Reserve Co. announced on April 22,1942, thatitsdomestic = 
“ sprice policy of $24 per ‘diy’ shori-ten unit of WO, would remain in So 

effect. until December 31, 1943. (fv ‘November 1942 the price was | 
- - Hfcreased to $30 a utittr se eee ee atte Ga 
_.  ¢8 Figure 1 shows trends srudemestic shipments, imports;and“prices . 
> Of tungsten ore and concentrates since 1915. 
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Oo FIGURE 1.—Trends in domestic shipments, imports, and average price of tungsten ore and 

. AGT Panic OS ages PRContr ates, 1915-42. 

eS “GOVERNMENT EXPLORATION _ 
Contihying its search for strategic minerals, the Bureau.-of, Mines 

sme tik tad depositsof tithgsten in Idaho, Colorado; ‘Nevadas-Wyo# 
ming, New :Mexico,:and Alaska :during 1942.... Exploration-:was.con- 
tinued af:the Inia ‘inine,inm*Lemhi County, ,I[daho,..in thé Bortilder 
County (Colo.) field, and at the Riverside mine at. Hyder, Alaska. <A 

| substantial tonnage of low-grade ore was indicated by-trenchingand 
diamond, drilling at the Tungstonia deposit in White Pine County, 
Nev. Surface trenching and diamond drilling on the properties ofjthe 
North Tem Piute Mining & Development Co. and Tem Piute Mining 

. Co. in Lincoln County, Nev., indicated a fairly large tonnage of low-
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grade ore.. At the property of the Tungsten Mining Go:aé;Chemry 
Creek, White Pine County, Nev., five scheclite lonecnothes etolarel eS 
by trenching and diamond drilling that indicated a bitbstantialtomnagb 

oo of low-grade ore. In New Mexico, exploration work:wasndloneinmdhe 
~ - Tron Mountain tungsten deposits in Sierra Counéyi; diwithe, West 9 -% 

- . Tintie district, Utah, diamond drilling and undergrevand mark Ty 
-. cated that a small production of tungsten ores will be available. The ee 

° Romur tungsten property in Fremont County, Wyo >"presdittethe = =. 
| possibility of opening up an entirely new tungsten-mining district. ae: 

. . . Exploration was begun on this property in N ovemtber 1942, A ny 
7 limited. program of trenching, sinking shallow shafts, and drifting Os 
a underground by the Bureau has indicated that thig district may = = = = 
~ -- gontribute a large tonnage of tungsten. | cence RI nse 

| _ The Geological Survey continued and expanded? examination of === = 
domestic tungsten deposits as part of its program, of investigations of aM 

-_- gtrategic-mineral deposits. Altogether, over 100 separate areas, 8989 9% 
7 including more than twice that number of individual jdeposits, were as 

examined, many of them at the request of varioug,other Governfig@it = ~~ 
agencies. This work was distributed over all of ‘fhe Western pate eae 

- Alaska, and, in the latter part of the year, hepthern MexicOvwisk 
- number of the more promising deposits were stidied in detail = 

- gome other districts previously examined were reviéwed. In severe) oss 
districts; Survey geologists collaborated with the Bureau of Maneson ~~ 

| exploration projects; among these were Boulder County, Colo.; Sé¥én oS 
—. Devils, Idaho; Cherry Creek, Tempiute, and Tungstonia, Nev: 4ar ay 

. win, Calif; and Hyder, Alaska. Reports on. earlier work at Silver — we 
ae Hill, Wash., and in the Nightingale district, ‘Nev?; ‘were published in ¢ 

194 oo “gomdisnibe’y aba bobulost ) 3 

—— Quotations on tungsten ore and concentrates were steady through- re 
out 1942. According to the Engineering and Mining Journal, Chinese, Oe 
Bolivian, and Portuguese ore was quoted at $24 a short-ton unit of 2k. 
WOs, duty paid, and domestic scheelite, in carlots, delivered, at $26 es 

| a short-ton unit. The buying price of Metals Reserve Co.fordomestic | ° |": 
: ore and concentrates from “eligible” producers was $24 a short-ton = ..? 
-. unit until November 19, 1942, when .it was increased to_$30. The eae 

average price for the domestic concentrates and high-grade sorted — 4 
_ ore shipped in 1942, as reported to the Bureau of Mines, -was $24:4% OY 

a short-ton unit of WO,. SO een 27S 

_ DOMESTIC PRODUCTION fren mee rs ene z 

Spurred by the need for tungsten to successfully proseeute the war, - 
. production of tungsten concentrates and high-grade sorteth oreont the ot 

United States gained 40 percent over 1941 to reach an allétime high . 
: of 9,433 short tons (reduced to an equivalent of 60 percentqwwWiO,>nn og 
- 1942. The ore was obtained from a large number of widely shattered eg 

operations in Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Momtas:, UM 
Nevada, Texas, Utah, and Washington. However, California, dduhi, a 
and Nevada supplied 93 percent of the total output, and threesopera- LE 
tors (one in each of these States) produced 70 percent of the Wouated . 
States total. California, which displaced Nevada as the prindipal ~ 
producing State in 1940, maintained its rank in 1942. trode oe 

In addition to the output of 9,433 tons of concentrates and kigh- = 
grade sorted ore, a considerable tonnage of low-grade concentrates,
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> which require further milling, was produced in 1942; these concen- 
bs. trates have been or will be shipped to the re-treatment plant of Metals 4 
ke Reserve Co. at Salt Lake City, Utah, which was expected to begin ss 
ee operating in April 1943. The resultant high-grade concentrates ree 
-s  ._. covered from this material will be included in later production and 4 
Po shipment figures. ER 3 

~.- Pumgsten ore and concentrates produced and shipped in the United States, 1941-42, . 

- Be ee © Produced =] ; Shipped from mines - 4 

Bea ttf toe tot 1942 a 
- a “State —_—_— OI OS ; 

Pe i {Short oes Short, Oo 1 Short, | es {Short : 
ere Fe ons, , ons, . +, .| tons, s.. | tons, 60. ee ee oe | | percent. Units percent | Units © percent Units percent | Units . 

oe Masha | 28 | sof | fee OP mM Arizona) 277TTTIITTT 230 | 16,793| 209] 13531)  277| 16,602) 219) 13,141 
eo Gallifornia 72-77-7777} 2, 704] 162,229 | 3,495 | 209,702 | . 2,603 | 156,203} 3,483 | 208,961  - 
eo  * Golorado 222227227727} “6468 | 38,740] 380 | -22,810 |. “631 | 37,839] 376) 92574 
a _ ¥daho......-........| . 663 | 39,781} 2,132] 127,934] 656 | 39,3811  2,108| 126,465 
A Missouri_-.-.-------| 8 |. 164 fe 68 | 
wives Montana..ee-- | 7 415 QF Gd) 7] 415.) Q)- GQ) oo 
wo Nevada---—--------"], 2,816 | 188,983 | 3,185 | 188,071 | 2,280) 187,821) 8,052 | 188, 126 
we _ New. Mexico-_-....- yi . . 170 : oo Ss ae Soni Dakota} 8 10 |--- fee Bp 100 [nnn ew eee|eweeennnne 
Boe . Texas....----.-.2- 2 | 2 e-efeee--e-e-- | CO Q))fotee eee ce fee eee OQ Qo. 
pe Otgh TTT 30 1,802. 30} 1,786) 301 1,806| © 29 1, 717 aoe 

ne “Washington-:...-._| 68 4103| . 45} 2695) 68] 4,103| | 48 2, 590 oe 
we 7 Undistributed-_..... noone een nt] ean eee ef. T| 428 |.---------|----------] BB | 1,403 

ae 6,746 | 404,770 | 9,433 | 565,957 |. 6,567 | 394,004 | 9,333 | 589,977 a 

(o.*-AIneluded under “Undistributed.”” a - : oo 
a Ro Tungsten ore and concentrates shipped from mines in the United States, 1988-42 

_ - a, oe a | | Quantity | | Reported value f. o. b. mines a 

a — Co - "Year Ore and | fp ee | 
Ce _ a concentrates,, Tungsten | . Average Average 
a 60 percent | content Total | per unit of | per pound 

a an , . - WOs (pounds) WOs of tungsten 
‘ (short tons) 

999g ee eeeeee-| 8,044 | 2,897,036 | $3,161,498 | $17.31 $1.09 
, 1939_._._--. 222s ssc seeseeseeeeeseeesoe eee 4,287 | 4,080,024 | 4, 402, 182 17,11 108 

| 1940..._..--..--s.-2sscssetseeeecsseese-ee|. By B19. | 5, 062,199 | 6, 576, 318 20.61 =—-:1.30 
7 . 1941... +--+ 6,567 | 6,249,945 | 9,223,726 | - 23, 41 1, 48 

| © 19490 TTT 9,333 | 8, 882, 403 | 13, 508, 266 24.19 1. 52 

| Alaska.—At the Riverside mine near Hyder, virtually the entire 
1942 operating season was devoted to treating slimes from previous 

| operations, from which a small tonnage of concentrates was recovered | 
and shipped. According to J. H. Scott, owner and operator of the 
mine, these slimes were difficult to treat, but toward the end of the 
season the metallurgical difficulties were solved. In the mill, 14 ad- | 

| ditional flotation cells and other equipment were installed. Some 
underground work was done in the mine, which brought about the 
discovery of good ore. | 

- Arizona.—Production of tungsten concentrates in Arizona was 181 
short tons averaging 69.23 percent WO; in 1942, compared with 251 | 

| tons averaging 66.90 percent WO, in 1941. Shipments were 192 
tons averaging 68.44 percent in 1942 and 246 tons averaging 67.49 |



OC percent WO; in 1941. The output comprised scheelite, wolframite, = —s... 
oe uebnerite, and ferberite. By far the largest output came from the = 

-.- -Boriana mine near Yucca, Mohave County, where wolframite and = /” 
- - scheelite concentrates averaging 68.74 percent WO; were recovered 

from milling a 1.05-percent WO, ore in 1942. The mining and milling ss 

of tungsten ores at the Boriana mine were described recently by = 
-. Munds.1. The remainder of the output, which was produced ata == ——— 

number of widely scattered operations, came chiefly from the Tungsten i, 
__ Reef mines in Cochise County, Chloriding and Diff claamsim Mohave  —s'* 
- - County, and Morning Star claim in Pinal County. | ee 

California —California maintained its rank as the principal tung- 
-._ sten-producing State in 1942. Shipments of tungsten concentrates ss, 

(virtually all scheelite) from California totaled 3,334 short toms =| 
- averaging 62.68 percent WO; in 1942, compared with 2,629 tons ONS 

averaging 59.42 percent WO; in 1941. Although tungsten concen- ee 

trates were shipped from a large number of widely scattered operations, . ~-: 

| six producers—the Atolia Mining Co. (in San Bernardino County), == 
and the United States Vanadium Corporation, Tungstar Corporation, = = = = © 

_.. West Coast Tungsten Co., El Diablo Mining Co., and Bishop Tungsten .: 
"Corporation (all in Inyo County)—accounted for 3,051 tons, or 92 
oS percent of the State total. The bulk of the remainder was shipped) 

from the Garnet Dike mine in Fresno County; Tungsten City and = 
Victory mines in Inyo County; Stardust and Tungsten Chief minesin 

_. Kern County; Quigley mine in Madera County; and Big Jim, Dinuba,- 
--. . and Posey mines in Tulare County. oO a ee ss 

--- Production of tungsten concentrates in Californiajwas 3,324 short |. 

tons averaging 63 percent WO; in 1942, compared with 2,747 toms 
averaging 59 percent WO; in 1941. Of the 1942 total, Inyo County — er 

es supplied 79.9 percent; San Bernardino 14.2 percent; Tularel.l percent; = ——s_ 
Kern 1.0 percent; and Fresno, Mono, Madera, and Tuolumne Counties 
together 1.4 percent; the source of 2.4 percent was-not reported. ~~ 

-. The largest producer in California, as well as in the United States, =. 
during 1942 was the United States Vanadium Corporation, which  —_—_s, 
operated the Pine Creek mine near Bishop and, in addition, milled a 
ore and tailings from other properties in California and in Nevada; © 
the concentrates recovered from milling ore and tailings from -— . 

| _ Nevada have been credited in the statistics to that State. Thenew °° 

- -1,300-ton concentrating and chemical plant of the company was put is. 
| into operation the latter part of 1941, and as a consequence production ae 
Lo of concentrates increased 77 percent in 1942 over 1941. The milling Se 
- plant-has been described by Burwell.2, Development done in 1942 at = 
7 the mine included 16,954 feet of diamond drilling, 2,677 feet of raises, 
- 1,082 feet of crosscuts, and 2,926 feet of drifts. Mine development a 
L at. the close of 1942 comprised adits and tunnels with sublevels and | : 

ss: paises connecting approximately 12,000 feet in main levels and 8,000 8 
a feet in sublevels. me oo 
a The Tungstar Corporation, operating the Tungstar mine near oe 

Bishop, completed at a cost of $135,000 a new aerial tramway, having oo 
| an inclined length of 11,800 feet and a capacity of 100 tons in 8 hours, - oS 

| to transport ore from the mine to the mill. The tramway has been . 
| described by Engineering and Mining Journal.? The company also oy 

1 Munds, W. H., Mining and Milling Tungsten Ores at Boriana: Min. Cong. Jour.; vol. 28, No. 9, Sep- ‘ 

tember 1942, pp. 14-16. 
2 Burwell, Blair, Miling Tungsten Ores at Pine Creek: Min. Cong. Jour., vol. 27, No. 10, October 1941, — 

PF, Engineering and Mining Journal, vol. 143, No. 9, September 1942, pp. 64-65. | os
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Be did 149300 feet) dfoetuintlineiand drifting. mto an ore body containing 

he about 50 ,000:tons of oré-averaging 0.75 to 1 percent WO;.. Work was | 
& @atriedi 6a bysinkihe below tunnel level of the original ore body, - 
i WwHer@abowt 20,000 tosof 1.5- to 2-percent WO; ore were developed. — 
bo THE Gompany operatell its mill on a one-shift basis for 9 months but = 
Po -Wastdle 3” mbnthsbécatise of its inability to transport ore from the 

Be nilte. bo Gdnsequently' production of concentrates declined markedly __. 
Be ‘pes peao'T adi Grout yo isa | on OS 

» SRT VA Gir7668/ milvel nied Bishop was being developed by Panaminas | 

ine.) in 1942. A latit{was under construction, two adits were started — od 

~ Bb Rihle WOOO tera ané'a jib-back tram to the upper ore bodies was . 

feo! Paine dnseledolewaus PO oe | a | 

on apuing o4:.develbptiient was done at many other properties in 

ae  @alifdiea: aidseverali tiew mills were completed, but lack of space 

 peelitdes! etivttig-d etatled! information. | So OS 
Bet enQolorade b=Productibw of tungsten concentrates in Colorado de- oo 

Bee clined’ to 499! short dons averaging 46 percent WO; in 1942 from 810 | 

Soon BiNergT had BayerEent WO; in 1941, and shipments dropped to 491 a 

ee feoHin784 fons2!TWiergually the entire ouptut was ferberite from Boulder — 

eo County; the kiiédtexOpart of which came from operations of the Wolf — 

 fPunpeles Minitieh@eiaind the Vanadium Corporation of America. The 

Be bulk Wf the semaihder came from operations of George H. Teal & 

oe.  Agdodiatee iS. We-Bhattuck Chemical Co..W.L.&S8.H.Tanner,Tom 

—. WhishChrd Boallléy Tungsten Mills (Inc.). Most of the concentrates 
oe produce’ by George H. Teal & Associates and Boulder Tungsten - 

: s Mffitls Were’shiipad to the re-treatment plant at Salt Lake City, Utah, | 

. f6es further hitting. A comparatively small quantity of huebnerite = 

vee was produedd in 1942 in San Juan County and a little ferberite in - 

Bee Synth Coney , so ce “ | 
oo gee WeoltDOneie Mining Co. did considerable core drilling (from 

Me se fieg Hind “an dereround) , surface trenching, drifting, and crosscutting 

we Bat'fouhd no! at itional ore bodies. Core drilling was done at the 

p Persthyaiieo! George H. Teal & Associates, and two ore bodies” 

2 | Wwerefound itdhavie commercial value. At the Pueblo Belle mine of 

oo thes S “Wei Swattivtk Chemical Co. the shaft was sunk from 160 to | 

360 feetblitino ore was found below the 320-foot level; at the 200-foot 

: teval dhe drift was!! being extended eastward. Boulder Tungsten 

Mails“ine:)“conrpleted -a mill in mid-1942, which treated ore from its 

a ew hints atid! purchased ore; the company began unwatering and 

| yetliiberiby eiglit mines. a ce | 

J Fdaho-Production ‘of tungsten concentrates in Idaho increased 

phenorenally ‘to'2;389 short tons averaging 53.55 percent WO; in 1942 

froni 1,291 tong ‘averaging 30.81 percent in 1941. Shipments of high- 

ptiade vorldenitraites were '2,366 tons averaging 53.45 percent in 1942, 

| - éomabdréd with '1,269' tons averaging 31.03 percent WO; in 1941. In 

| addition, 7,023 tons of low-grade flotation concentrates averaging — 

; ¥0:51 ‘percents WO;' were produced in 1942, of which 5,984 tons aver- 

avins'10.56 ‘percent’ WO; were shipped to the re-treatment plant at 

Salt) Lake! Oity,‘Utah, for further milling. These low-grade concen- 

| trates Have peenomitted fromthe 1942 statistics, but the resultant 

hivh-prade‘concéntrates recovered: will be included in later figures. 

<The. ehief tungsten-producing..mine.in Idaho and second-largest 

in. the, United States was the, Yellow Pine near Stibnite, in Valley 
County, where tungsten production was begun by the Bradley Mining 
Co. in August 1941.* In 1942 this mine prodticed and treated 96,861
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shorti tons of. seheelite ore averaging 2,61. percents WOs, whichyielded = 
: 2,276 40n8 Of high-grade coneeriénades. (A208 pancent W0.)-arie BOOS 
- tons of. low-grade concentrates. (10.48 percent WQs)u; Mosteefvthe = = °> 

low-grade concentrates, were: shipped.ito ithe -re-traatmentplantiat =~ 
Salt Lake City for:further ‘millingis About: fownfifths.of ht eutpnt => 

ball aiills (making: antotalof:4)» additional flotation. cells (makingra 
total vofir2)) andcatuxiliary, coquapm on tcayane, instil eds As MTesullyt PEO = = ys 

a . dletion:in 1943)4s. expeated, te: bé deuble that inib942y although. the | os 
' gitadie. ofore-willube lower vdn.1048 ad léastythreesfifths ofjtheeutpub = 

willbe fronat open-pit: operations; iq Die Yellow Pine dainésbas beep 
. described receintlyi by Bradley, Mecia; and Bakertstoi) adi je dgonngo 9 7 

a od Production at: the lmd/ mimé methe: Blue: Wing: district, Lembi NT 
County, ‘was 36:percéndless than: dn (1941.51: Methods pnd «costs: af NY 

| concénifating huebnerite; ores at theidamia minerhavelbden Wescaibed 
a by Digesds fection: edt obeor petit sctoe vol Jovaqoloveb asbow. geod  - [Ae 

heFungetéasheeame an important, product .ofithe Atlanta: Groupiof oes 
| cleimanear Atlanta ,WHidimore Courity; tne 1042.10 These-claams operated mine 

- by TdlechesMines (Inc.)jtre Iduholsichie§ gold: producersyandrexple; = ss 
ration has revealed tungsten ore in commerciaki quantities; dhowener, Og 

| thecone,isiof low: grade.in tungsten and could: not beazmmed without] its ae 
gold aiid Silver. contenistoisupplementt its sangsten faliie. » QOnesection ss 
bf:theidomparydnil was converted tétreattungsten ere dugtig,JQ#e; =| 
3,67 y'Bhorti tons of sacheelitelote averaging» 0.d51 pereenk WOx were — OO 

- produced pandtreated, yielding 1118 tons.of ¢hiicenitates average  -. 
| 12.26 percent WO3;, most of which were shipped :tosthe:rértreatment = 4 

plant-ati Salt: Lake, City for-further milling, eiivodal astegani odT | 7 
Moniana.—Small quantities of scheelita:webe«recovered frofana 2 2) 

) waste: dump dni Park County -and-as.a byproduct dicplacer.minig® N° 
SO Powell Qounty i 1942sfi ai sonelll aur aed SbCl at ol} yan oe 

oe Nevada.—Nevada maintained its rank as the-seeondrdtgesidmag, 8 
 -bten-producing Statie-in:1942.,isProduction.and.shipments,afcongen- vy 

_ trates (reduced to.an equivalent of 60 percent WO;) were 3,48G:and ©» 
a 3,052 shont,tohs} tespectavely, cdtapared-with 2,316,and.2,289 tangire- 

spectively) iin 19412¢,/The greaten:part iat the.preductienmas.scheeie 
concentrates from: operations; of the Hevacia Mfaseaohneetiay woad a 
gffiifated.companies;:whieh operate nijlls ato Mal ibys Wieanda,and — otk 
 Hétlom: «-Sinaller hut: iqaportant ~producers of cahcentrages mle? — SN 

7 werd: Nevada}Seheelitd,; Inc. operating the Leoutrdaaing aniMineral ee, 
: County; Tungsten: Metals Corpdra tion; operating the ScheeliteChied, OR 
i Orble; Hveritt;.add Silven Bell mines wis White Pine County ;damonin 
. Mines, Inc., operating the Tem-Piute mine in Lineola, Oouriip; 8 
: M..fa.. Ls Mining; Conparationy openating the M: G. L. mine miRershing ong 
'  .  Qountipj,and j Getchell :-Mines, ine; operating omnes! invbumbeldf | 

County: The ontentrates produced by: Getehell (Mines, hag ,2have og 
: hot ‘been included in-thé 1942, statistics; because they requue further atl 

milling at the Salt Lake City re-treatment plant. Of the other smaller wah 
mines producing concentrates ini 1942, ithe langeat-wene hata in vy 

| Elko, County, Defense Tungsten.in Humboldt County, Desent Schealite “ 
and Guunnnetal ht Manes! sCounty,jand ‘Black, Male and Tungkten - 3 
serge Tass, Tye tks te en Ine Y un faa airman tA oRhokg sorbigi Rel Eo OW’ HO ifvooY gat . | a “During 104) Nevada Schon) Inc. madeabouit. 1,000:#eet: of new a apmadleys TDi, Meta J. Assabld Baker! 1B. j Wellohr Ping’Mine: Emp, al@/MifFour), vl. MANO. 4, 
April 1943, pp. 60-66. 1 as nasa‘ h act lf if wit 7 BE OE gg SEL Tied UG yaw and dont? Lvays | xs 
"BE Dies, OMS Methbds aiid Costs of Concsiitrating Hitbnetite Ores bt. thelinia Pengsted Mine; Esui hi 4 
County, Idaho: Bureau of Mines Inf. Cire. 7230, 1943, 14 pp. aT & 2bEE fe on) ye see os
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‘.. -_. drifts, opened several large stopes from 40 to 80 feet wide, put finger 
es - -  yaises through from the 100-foot level to the surface, and installed a 

> mewcrushing plant. a ye 
- A flotation plant was put into operation in August 1942 by Getchell —s| 
i... Mines, Inc., and during the remainder of the year 21,675 short tons 
i". of scheelite ore averaging 0.394 percent WO; were treated, yielding = 
".. 587 tons of concentrates averaging 12.69 percent WO;. The ore | 
So - treated came from the company mines in Humboldt County and © 
~~ from the Richmond mine, near Winnemucca, also in Humboldt — . 
~ . County but operated by W. C. Rigg, who also has developed the -: 
“---- Rose Creek mine in Pershing County to the productive stage. Devel- = 
“opment at the Getchell mines included 195 feet of drifts, 90 feet of 
7. erosscuts, and 97 feet of raises. Van Voorhis has described the 
“>. mining and milling of tungsten ores by Getchell Mines, Inc.® = is 
— . The M. G. L. mine, in Pershing County near Nixon, which has 
“.- -been under development for some time, made its initial output in 
“August 1942 and during the remainder of the year produced and | 
“treated 10,233 short tons of scheelite ore, which yielded 73 tons of = 
~ goneentrates averaging 68 percent WO;. The mine is provided with 
-.. &@ modern concentrating plant. ns 
* ‘Development was done at many other properties in Nevada in a 
=» 1942, among which were the Cherry Creek and Canary Yellow in 
“=. ‘White Pine County, Star in Elko County, Silver Dyke in Mineral oe 
» .. County, Defense Tungsten in Humboldt County, and Red Top and | 
©." Red Ant in Churchill County, but lack of space*precludes giving 
Gey detailed information. - a 7 
ee ' The tungsten deposits of the Nightingale district have been de- 
.-. . geribed by Smith and Guild.’ . a , 7 
Be  Texas—A small quantity of scheelite was produced by the Moore | 
».. . “Mining Co. in 1942 near Sierra Blanca in Hudspeth County, where 
“small millwaserected. =|) | | 
" «The scheelite occurrences in Gillespie County have been described : 
he recently§ . ee 
- , -Utah.—Production of tungsten (all scheelite) in Utah was 33 short | 
So tons averaging 54 percent WO; in 1942, compared with 46 tons | 

— averaging 39 percent WO; in 1941. Shipments were 30 tons averaging | 
> _. 57 percent WO;, compared with 44 tons averaging 41 percent WO; 

in 1941. Although production came from operations in Beaver, Box | - 
. . _ Elder, Juab, and Tooele Counties, two-thirds came from the Lone 

. . Pine mine in Box Elder County. Most of the remainder came from | 
- the Star Dust mine in Tooele County and the Massae mill in Box ~ 

| Elder County. | | | 
| In addition to the 33 short tons of high-grade ore and concentrates 

produced in 1942, a small tonnage of ore was mined at several prop- | 
erties and shipped to the re-treatment plant of Metals Reserve Co. 
at Salt Lake City, which was expected to begin operating in April 
1943. 

Washington.—Shipments of tungsten concentrates from Washington : 
were 73 short tons averaging 35.48 percent WO, in 1942, compared 
with 121 tons averaging 33.91 percent in 1941. Most of the pro- 

¢ Van Voorhis, B. W., Jr., Mining Gold, Arsenic, and Tungsten Ores at the Getchell Mine: Mining 
World, vol. 4, No. 12, December 1942, pp. 5-8; How Getchell Treats Tungsten, Arsenic, and Gold Ores 
in Its Remodeled Mill: Mining World, vol. 5, No. 3, March 1943, pp. 9-13. 

7Smith, W. C., and Guild, P. W., Tungsten Deposits of the Nightingale District, Pershing County, 
Nev.: Geol. Survey Bull. 936-B, 1942, pp. 39-58. 

8 Bureau of Economic Geology, Texas University, Scheelite in Gillespie County, Tex.: Mineral Resource 
Survey Circ. 55, 1942, 3 pp.



duction again came from the Germania mine near Fruitland, Stevens 
County, where the General Electric Co. worked over surface float 

a and tailings to recover 19 tons of wolframite concentrates averagng = 
A 65 percent WO, and 45 tons of wolframite jig concentrates averaging = 
---—--: 14 percent WO;. Comparatively small quantities of wolframite con- ss . 
/ centrates were produced by James Keeth, Industrial Tungsten Cor- 

'_ poration, Roy B. Greene, and W. H. West in Stevens County, and by = 
the Zellweger Mining Co. in Okanogan County. W.H. Westinstalled ~~... 

“.. - @ jig mill at his mine in. 1942, and the Zellweger Mining Co. hada =. 
a small jig mill partly installed at the close of the year. = os 

‘The tungsten deposits at Silver Hill, Spokane County, have been 
-..  deseribed by Page® a nS 

I -. FOREIGN TRADE 0 

no - Domestic production of tungsten is inadequate for requirements, = ts 
and the United States imports both tungsten concentrates and prod- 

--—- uets, chiefly the former. Receipts of imported ore and concentrates =. = 
+» established a new high in 1942 and amounted to 15,085,793 pounds —, 

| . (tungsten content), equivalent to 15,851 short tons of 60 percent WO;, 
_- Although ore and concentrates were received from 15 foreign countries ==» 

in. 1942, three—Bolivia (43 percent), China (30 percent), and Argen- 
-. tina (17 percent)—supplied 90 percent of the total. ree 

-..-_Imports in 1942 for consumption amounted to 14,004,257 pounds cess 
(tungsten content), equivalent to 14,715 short tons of 60 percent WOQ;; nae 

ee * . . “ae CQ. - oe v SN Bolivia, China, and Argentina supplied 47, 28, and 16 percent, re- OS 
- spectively, of the total. In addition, 6,115 pounds of tungsten in© 
-- goncentrates were imported from Argentina (duty free) for smelting, , 

ss «gefining, and export. —s_— | ee Se 

| Tungsten ore and concentrates imported into the United States in 1942, by countries, — Oe 
Oy | in pounds — - / | - bos 

: oo Oo oe . General imports! Imports for consumption 2 oa : a 

ae ne Country | OO Tungsten | Tungsten a a 
| a SF : _ | Gross weight|: content |Grossweight| content ern: 

| “Argentina..-....------c-ce--eeneec-eeee--e-----| 4,724,009 | 2, 532,468 | 4,393, 411 2,314,088 
Australia... 222 e- ~ 11, 362 6, 269 28, 481 15,273 Ee 
Belgian Congo. _..-....------------------------ 264, 008 147, 829 264, 458 - 147, 829 St < 

Oo ‘Bolivia.___.-.-..-.------ssascesseeseeeee-..| 18,045,647 | 6, 550,135 | 18,129,518 | . 6,589,045 
- Brazil. ...-...-.------------------------------- ~ 85, 134 44,130} 85, 184 "44, 130 oak 
: Canada. _.--..-..-...--2--22-22--2ss2-ee-see=== 32, 417 7, 272 32. 417 7272 eS 
Se China.....-...--.-.scs2sescecsccsessessseee-} 8,602,346 | 4, 487,309 | 7, 506, 059 3, 888, 498 vg 

| Egypt... -..-0s-2cccocs nace sens neseessesea|ecesecececnese|-eeeecene-sece 411,009 |. 218, 903 ol 
be French Indochina....._..--.-......------------ 548, 879 308, 025 37, 597 “21, 418 ook 

a India, British....._.._...-.---.-------.-------- "763 518 763 | 518 a 
: Mexico... 2.2 eee eee] 159, 113 79, 104 152, 813 76, 106 os 
| Peru... .....-------2------------------- +--+ 433, 433 222,272}  —-511, 932 264, 586 | Q 
: Portugal..-.....--..-------.-------~----------- 365, 637 186, 750 456, 569 234, 107 a 
” Southern Rhodesia_-...........---..----------- 51, 704 27, 963 51, 704 27, 963 Oe 
_ Thailand..-.....--.---..--sss.s---se-2e-------| 858,310 204, 490 |... |e. --eeee ae 
7 Union of South Africa... 277277777277 510, 176 281, 239 |” 280, 042 4671 
| Total: 1942..........--.--------e---------| 29,192,988 | 15,085,793 | 327,281,907 | 3 14,004, 257 oo 

194100 Lolli ic..-.| 26,395,708 | 18, 152,716 | 323,850,011 | 4 11, 522, 190 ns 

| 1 Comprises ore and concentrates received in the United States; part went into consumption during year, 8 
and remainder entered bonded warehouses. 

. 2 Comprises ore and concentrates withdrawn from bonded warehouses during year (irrespective of time 
of importation) and receipts during year’ for consumption. 6 

3 In addition, following quantities were imported for smelting, refining, and export—1942: 12,000 pounds roo, 
containing 6,115 pounds of tungsten; 1941: 48,196 pounds containing 27,558 pounds of tungsten. . 

® Page, L. R., Tin and Tungsten Deposits at Silver Hill, Spokane County, Wash.: Geol. Survey Bull. — 
931-H, 1942, pp. 177-203. | 

10 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the : 
Department of Commerce. . : 

- 556250 —43-——44 - :
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frog a eats DSRS OF OF goncentrates 1s Ty De ee On oe 
Bs the; metallic stungeten, contained , ther CD abhis, AS oan aS Mh bQ . 

ae af ‘93. Der shortstop unit), aud.ca lo apot OF aeroogt ot By isd fb 
1 yeasparte of tungsten ore ang ecenerniats from ihe Hn pa Ek fee 
es Tea nO fhe pre Fed ta.0 ly, range S 1: 194 oak orn | 
a duly te Decenpber,.194 LEAP ORS CES FA OROWAGRL ERHOL ne dungsien 

eneand concentrates bergre a Wy Ay 4h, AE ODP rapely Tecorded, 
yee Lat ADOTS 4 Ay eon masta Peete Aa ounds, i bungsten., consent), OO 
(i ORNATE With 86: a bee Rds Ap Pele af TRAE EE aD peupespeR 

eee rir aeeee US Piper conpaURs ot IMPRRED PR npn, 
Py on coniigining, tunestin om tungsuen, perbidle, were, amported, in, 4942. 
mo Exports of metal, wire, shapes, and a loys other that fetrotnn Sip | 
ko were 313,223 pounds in 1942; « BAERS AaD 195,762 pounds in 194 . 7 
“In 1942 exports of ferrotungsten ‘were Pot bs pounds, and from July | 
oo tooDecember 1944) theyoawere: FA'8O0pduinds.:\Exportsodfesodium = 
o. 4umpstate, ctaingstieacidjoanditimegsticzoxdeuwete!1,419;:89 odndidd 
— pounds; respectively; iim 1942ythiey arered8, 10;anduionb, reSpebtivddy, = 
Pe fromoSepténberctio DecemberstO4hs Hxports &f ferrotungbtenibefdre | 
Poe. Sully ioamdcofishdim tungstate? tungsties avid: andotungsti¢noxide — a 

before: September. (1p ob04 bo weres not weparatebp meedndedio dysodtiA | 
“0  agegA bre rteotg 08) sid (Goeoisg Ef) sivilofl-~ said) Sder ae 

ae Oo | isto \CONSUMPFION AND UGES: -(irootg VE) emit | 
Sy.) ebaged VES BOOLRE of bajaronts aeitquureqoa ToL SOL oi atrogrs) 
. * (Gonkumption, ef, Gangsten:ora and concen eaten Inte States 
re we eS §,800,shori-tong oF erie tee ae is re a 
<7 Metth, 172,006 fee ag fs g t & up ae ee te 39) 1942,, abu a - 
5. BRRROREL Was conweri¢d tc. ferrouuneRiem Bho. 4Qre Ath Which most of 

oN . the tungsten is intro uced into steel. Howeve Yb A-puriby. tungsten oo 
/ °° concentrates are charged directly to the steel path aay “percent on 
*  @frtheotetak was: sovwsed. in’ 1942511; Metallic tungsten requiredsabort — : 

10 percent of the total tungsténoreand concentrates consumed in 
Fe 1942, and- various tungsten, chemicals absorbed the remainder (5 
ae percent). 00 Sa , | : 

oe whe chief use of tungsten, according to quantity;"is in the manu- Oo 
~ , facture of cutting tools; the majority’ of which are made of high-speed 
7 steel containing about, 18 percent tungsten, 4 percent chromium, and 
- de percent Uaundiunaee-sommoaly. khown as “18-4-1.” Smaller quan- 

sss ‘titibs.of tungsten arétiged in niimerous other types of high-speed steely, 
/ - Molybdenum-tungsten'high-speed ‘steels (which contain 1.to 2 percent 

- dungsten andod: to: LO“percent:molybdenum) are being used suc¢ess- | 
| fully for many appligations,.of,,tungsten high-speed stools... OUReE 

important‘‘uses of tungsten are in armor-piercing projectiles; stellite | 
and. tungsten..carbide:.cutting. tools, magnet steels, austenitic valve 

| steels and: valve seats, and: érosion-resisting gun _liners...; Mitior 
amounts of tungsten.are used'in:lamp and radio-tube filaments, ‘X-ray 

, targets, and electrical contact points. Tungsten salts are used in the | 
a chemical, pigment, ind'tanning’industries. = = 8g SE 

J ferme SEO RED ‘PRO DUCTION * 0 ee 

Because of restrictions on, the’ publication of ‘statistics by many 
governments, a record:of: recent: production in ‘many countries-is not | 
available. Tosa dep ETS Cpe gris fe i ifean godt aeabasape a fang oop “suet 

il A unit, as applied to tungsten ores, is1 pereent:of a toniof tungsten triaxide (WO,).; Thus, a short-ton 
unit is 20 pounds of WO; or 15.86 pounds of tungsten (W). weresittrpia F ta sicaery reat t



SS oestem BB 

World production of tungsten ores, 1 937-42, by countries, in metric tons of concentrates ; 7 a 

: | | | | containing 60 percent WQ;! . a SF TES 

- , --. {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] ee cet 

Country! - 1987 | 19388 | 1939 1940 1941] 1942 00 

| | North America: | ft | fo 1. RS 

Canada........-----------------------]----------|---------- "4 6 ' 32 04°. es 

. ~ Mexico. _.-..-------------¢-----------| 38 16 118 112. 99 100 Se 

o |‘ United States (shipments)---------.--] 3,175 | 2,761] 3,889 | 4,825 | 5, 957 8, 467. ou 

an ae oe 3,208] 2,837| 4,011| 4,943| 6088] 8771 | .> 
ee South America: 7 ; — Z Sf | Lee 

oo Argentina__.......--.----------------- gee | 1,195] 1,309] 1,417] . 1,720] 2,209 eee 
Bolivia (exports).......-...-.---------| 1,802 2, 530 3,337} 4,183 4, 353 5, 606 ee 

| - Brazil (exports) ..-.-.----------------- 6 _ 2 7 a) , . 85 9 es 
oe Chile____-.........----.------------- 18 5 (2) () . 4 (2) te 

. Peru_..---------e-nenn nee n ne nn nen 78 170 170 | 200. 337 | 870 oe 
—— eo ee > nk _e_eeee eS Ct 

OO oo a 2,770 | 3,902] @) - Q) Q) Qo oy 

vo Europe: © | : | oo | a a MG 

a France.__._-------.-------------------|----+----- 22 (3) (2) | (2) © Q@) . - Sas 

. Great Britain: Cornwall__-...-.-.---- 148 258 (?) (2) @® f B CE ASS 

Italy__....-----2 2 eee 8 4 @) |. -@ () (@) OR 
Norway ....-------------------------- 3 19-4 31): °° @ (2) Cy. Pe 

| Portugal__-_-3.------.----------------| 2, 069 2,810 3, 851 4,358}  8,834{  (@) pane 
. Spain... eee ef 250 | 215 (2) | 299 504 4290, 

Sweden..........--.------------------ 127 180} 200 (2) @ | -@Q@ ot 

7 7 a 600] 3,508} MF O | O | O Ny 

Asia: oe 7 . a 

a ‘Burma.-_____.---1....-.--------------- 7, 398 7,796 9, 025 (2): —  Y). (?) me oy, 

China (exports) .--..-.-..-.---....----| 17, 895 13, 387 11, 580 3, 118 (*) ) Lo. od 

| Ghosen..-.--------2s--ec2eseeseee--f 2088 | (2) (2) (2) () os 
: ‘India, British_...........-.-.-.------- 15 |. 12 i | @ | @& | @ a 

- Jndoehina: Tonkin_.......-.-.-------] 648 545 510 | 392 (3) 3 130 as 

. — Malay States: ae - . . Lo 
: ~ Federated._.---------------.2----| 1,077 749 46} 108| ©) 0) ee 

. Unfederated .......-.-----.-.----- 279 333 |. 862 427 ()- an OR 

oo Netherlands Indies...--.---.-.-------| (© (4) 2 (4) 6) (2) ee 

_ "Phailand__..-....2.----------------+- 221 251| . 378 40} @ | @ ne 

| eo | - 29,586) @ | @® | @® |: ©] QM 

Africa: _ Te " | | : | | | SR 
Belgian Congo.........--..-.---------|----------|----=-----|-----+---- 63 (2) (2) : ak 

Egypt. _....-..-.--------------------- 193 (2) a 15 43 (3) oe 
Morocco, French. -.....---.-----------|----+----- 71 -Q ©) (2) (2). wd 

SO Nigeria. _......--.-------------------- 9] - 49 * 237 131 (3) (2) ve: 
Southern Rhodesia. .....-.-.--------- 275 329 270 221; 268] 504 wd 

South-West Africa_.........---------- 41 48 50 | 24 362]. a 

| Tanganyika Territory......----------| | 2 5 4 2 (2) (?) are 
Uganda........-.....---------...----- 2 2). 2}. @ (2) @) swt 

‘ Union of South Africa_....-.-..------ 40 127 100 105 § 112 5334 ah 

oe — L___ et} © | © | oe | emdhmOUF=En 
- Oceania: | — . | ar 
, Australia: 

an 

7 New South Wales__..--..-------- 66 113 (2). (?) (2) (2) on te 
- Northern Territory -.....---------|. 345 515 354 320 (2) ‘3 _ le 

: Queensland_..._..-.-------------- 110 167 107 re (2) ) as 
ce Tasmania._.........------.------- 345 390 472 ) | & - () Oy 

: New Zealand ---....---.--.----------- 28 54 49 88 | , 79 (?) oe 

. res | nena | eran | A : 2 “SN 

mo 894 1, 239 (3) (?) (?) () TS 

| 39,620 | 38,000 | 640,000] (@) (3) (2) ob 
. a 

: 1In addition to countries listed, tungsten ore is produced in Cuba, Japan, U. S. S. R., and Western _ : 

Australia, but data on production are not available. an 

2 Data not available. . a 

3 January to June, inclusive. Se 

4 Less than 1 ton. oe 
8 January to October, inclusive. | . “ 

¢Estimated. S
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eo Argentina.—Argentina ranks second to Bolivia as a producer of | | 
« . . tungsten in South America. Output comes principally from the — 
-.... Provinces of San Luis and Cérdoba; much smaller amounts are pro- 
~~. duced in San Juan, Catamarca, Mendoza, and La Rioja. Production oe 
<.  -was 2,008 and 1,564 metric tons (66 percent WOs;), respectively, in _ 
~ .,  . 1942 and 1941. Exports were 1,636 metric tons averaging 66 percent = —- 
/ WO, (all to the United States) in 1942, © oo : , 
Bo _Australia.—The principal sources of tungsten in: Australia are a 
~~. mines at Grassy, King Island; Storey’s Creek, Tasmania; Hatch’s ss 
-. Creek and Wauchope, Northern Territory; Banks Island, Torres. — 
~ ‘Strait; and Wolfram Camp, Queensland. = = => ee - 
a The King Island Scheelite Co. is the Commonwealth’s largest. pro- 

.... ducer. During the year ended October 31, 1942, it milled 32,200 | 
+=. Jong tons of ore, which yielded 242 tons of concentrates; in 1941 it 
ve milled 29,250 tons of ore and re-treated 18,870 tons of tailings, which — : 
~<-- yielded 204 and_.17 tons, respectively, of concentrates. The company - 
Me ‘Plans to erect a new concentrating mill to treat 20,000 tons of ore — 

monthly. Ee a 
.  ~ Bolina.—Bolivia is the largest tungsten producer in South America. 
es Most of the deposits are in the Departments of La Paz, Oruro, Potosi, == 

and Cochabama. The principal mineral is wolframite with some 
So, -scheelite. Output (as indicated by exports) was 5,606 and 4,353 — a 
»- metric tons (60 percent WO; basis), respectively, in 1942 and 1941. | 
fo Canada.—An intensive search for tungsten ores was under way in 
-i- Canada during 1942, and as a consequence many deposits were My 
<<. . found. The distribution of the ores has been discussed. by Eardley- : 
~. ’ Wilmot.” Output of tungsten concentrates was 218 short tons (62. | 
“". percent WOs;) and 41 tons (51 percent WO;), respectively, in 1942 = 
a and 1941. Output was from six provinces and the Northwest  _ 
. .. ‘Territories in 1942, but most of it was from British Columbia, North- == 
ss... west Territories, and Ontario. — oe | | 
- . * Mageria.—The tungsten deposits of Nigeria have been described in 
Be considerable detail by Haag.’* — po | : | 
=. Peru.—Production of tungsten in Peru is relatively small, but 

| since 1937 it has increased progressively and amounted to 370 metric | 
oe - tons (60 percent WO; basis) in 1942. Exports of ores and concen- — - 

strates were 337 metric tons in 1942, compared with 322 tons in 1941; 7 
- figures for WO; content of the exports are not available. The prin- 

- -——- etpal productive mines are in the Departments of La Libertad, | 
Ancash, Puno, and Huancavelica. There was considerable activity 

| | in developing and expanding production in 1942. The Cia. Minera 
 ‘Tauca, after delays caused by poor mill construction, began produc- 

' ing concentrates in August 1942 at Ogapita, Department of Ancash. 
| At Pasto Bueno, Department of La Libertad, the Banco Minero | 

del Peru installed a tungsten concentrator of 30 to 40 tons daily | 
capacity to handle custom ores from small mines in that region. A 

7 150-ton gold-tungsten plant‘ for treating oxidized gold ores contain- — 
| ing tungsten was being constructed at the Tentadora mine near Lircay, 

Department of Huancavelica. In the Mundo Nuevo area, Depart- 
| ment of Ancash, power plant and drilling equipment were being in- 

| stalled preliminary to erection of a small gravity tungsten concentrator. 

12 Hardley-Wilmot, V. L., Tungsten—Canadian and World Situation: Canadian Min. and Met. Bull. 
367, November 1942, pp. 437-454. : 

13 Haag, H. L., Wolfram in Nigeria, with Notes on Cassiterite, Wolfram, and Columbite Zones: Min. 
Jour. (London), vol. 220, No. 5609, February 20, 1943, pp. 94-95; No. 5610, February 27, 1943, pp. 107-108; 
No. 5611, March 6, 1943, pp. 118-119; No. 5612, March 13, 1943, pp. 131-132, .
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SUMMARYS 

As the Nation fought through the first full year of its greatest war, . “ 
oo aluminum became one of the most important metals in the war ‘ 

machine. Without the vast tonnages of the vital white metal, pro- . =. 

duced by a rapidly expanding domestic industry, the unprecedented = =. 

number of bombing and fighting planes now giving air superiority to 

| the United Nations over large areas of the earth’s surface could not . 

Oo have been produced. Production (521,106 short tons) and consump- 

tion (588,522 tons) of primary aluminum in 1942 advanced 69 and 94 ss 

_. percent over 1941. The annual rate of production at the end of 1942 OIE 

- had risen to 720,000 tons, and the total output in 1943 should sub- ss > 

a stantially exceed 900,000 tons. Imports from Canada are expected” Le 

7 to aggregate about 225,000 tons in 1943, making the total available =, 

a supply of primary aluminum more than 1,125,000 tons. Secondary ey: 

production in 1943 is estimated at an additional 293,000 tons. at 

- ~ Highlights of the industry in 1942 included the following: Hight ss: 

| | Government-owned, Aluminum Company-operated reduction plants = = = 

; were begun or completed; the Olin Corporation became the third Ws 

domestic producer of aluminum; two large Government-owned 4 

: alumina plants were built, and one of them began operations in the fall; a 

7 and plans were made for constructing lime-soda-sinter units at the = 

four large Bayer-process plants. In May 1943, construction ofthe = 

- new lime-soda-sinter units was well under way; production had begin — % 

. at the new Government-owned alumina plant at Baton Rouge, La.; oo! 

and operations were scheduled to start in the Government-owned oe 

| alumina plant-at Salt Lake City, Utah. . Oo oe 

Recovery of secondary aluminum increased 86 percent in 1942. . 

Imports and exports of crude and semicrude aluminum in 1942 in- . 

creased 736 and 419 percent, respectively, compared with 1941. _ oe 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the oe 

' Department of Commerce. | oo, 

a 685
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oe Production (2,768,343 short tons) and consumption (2,820,525 tons) | 
";. of bauxite in 1942 increased 176 and 46 percent, respectively, compared = 

a with 1941. As with aluminum production, the large output of bauxite Oo 
i. in 1942 will be dwarfed by the 1943 production, estimated at nearly 
- 7,000,000. short tons. Imports of bauxite, reduced by a shortage of __ | 
»- . ships and enemy submarine action, are estimated at about 1,000,000 
wee short tons in 1943. Of the total estimated 1943 supply of nearly 
s.. - 8,000,000 tons, estimated requirements will take about 5,550,000 tons, 
“-- and the remainder will be stocked by the Government and private  __ 
a industry. The allocation order, effective August 1, 1942, to conserve | 
“and direct the distribution of bauxite and alumina, assures that the most | 
«~~. essential uses are met by allocating the bulk of the high-grade bauxite | 
<<... to the alumina and abrasive industries. ee 
ef. - In 1942 imports of bauxite (990,323 short tons, 76 percent of which 
*. game from Surinam) decreased 21 percent from 1941, while exports __ 
v<- (dried equivalent) rose 35 percent. Of the domestic and_ foreign | 
Mee bauxite consumed, the alumina industry used 79 percent; chemical, — - 
ee 9 percent; abrasive and refractory, 11 percent; and other industries, | 

LT percent. Compared with 1941, the aluminum industry increased. its | 
~. «. eonsumption of bauxite approximately 67 percent; abrasive and 
a refractory, 19 percent; and all other, 14 percent; whereas bauxite used . 
. 2 in the chemical mdustry decreased 22 percent. Domestic ore was 
x. equivalent to 59 percent and imports to 41 percent of the total bauxite =. 
» ~~ consumed. Shipments from Arkansas mines comprised 94 percent of | 
ar the total domestic production, and output in Georgia, Alabama, and : 
«'._.. Virginia rose substantially above that in: 1941. The average value 7 
2 -. > actually received for all grades of ore shipped in 1942 dropped 9 _ 
*.  . percentfrom1941. 2 BC a 
‘==. World production of bauxite is believed to have increased 24 percent  —s—y 
- and of aluminum 35 percent in 1942. United Nations output of alumi- __ 
-.. num and bauxite in 1942 was estimated at 59 and 65 percent ofthe _ 
a world totals and will be even larger in 1943. Oo | | . 

. | Salient statistics of the bauxite and aluminum industries in the United States, 1940-42 

A oe : a 1940 1941 1942 | 

- ‘Bauxite: _ | | | 
Production (mine shipments)!___._.......-short tons-_- 491, 583 1, 001, 475 2, 768, 343 
Valtte 2. oo eee e enn eeeeeeneen een eeeeeeenene----| $2, 578,968 | $5, 358, 976 $12,934,025 
Imports ?__..-.._.-._..--......-..__..__..-short tons__- 705, 098 1, 250, 532 990, 323 
Exports (including concentrates)?____..........do____]|. 91, 743 150, 916 291, 871 . 

oo World production 3_____...-.2..22.-2 2... do_-__| 5, 222, 000 7, 338, 000 9, 123, 000 
Aluminum: 
Primary production_............-...-----------d0...- - ° 206, 280 309, 067 521, 106 

: Value...-_---2--------22p-oee one neeeeeeneee----------} $75, 292,000 | $100, 395,000 | 4 $150, 768, 000 
Quoted price per pound 5____.___._.____..__...cents_- 18.7 16. 5  §15.0 
Secondary production.___._..............short tons__ 80, 362 106, 857 198, 492 
dmports.._.--- 2-2-2 nee ene eneeeeeee-se| $5, 159, 924 $3, 827,543 | $37, 123, 657 
Exports____---.-------------------en-n nee see ee ese | $22,437,125 | $6, 872) 522 $26, 865, 444 
World production 3_____._.....______..-._short tons. - 916, 000 1, 216, 000 . 1,644, 000 

oe 1 Dried bauxite equivalent. 2 Asshipped. - 3 Estimated. | 4 Shipments. 
5 New York: 99 percent plus, pure virgin ingot, according to Metal Statistics, 1942, published by American 

Metal Market. 6 Ceiling price.
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— County i Mining swass doné tundlerswound aby thé! room-and-pillat =| 5.3 
method at the’ Rauch Leasd; Heelle?, iGlobesNoi:28,and/Gaitesiprops cee 

| erties; allo gther . mining, Wass Ren... LOTee SERS, SiERPIae vas a 
carried on by dragline at, the ‘ngland, Cargill, and Flétcher properties, = 

—-. and mining began in September. The company’s West Bauxite Sy 
processing plant was idle-in early .1942,.but dried bauxite for the © =. 

a Republic Mining& Mfg. Co. during the latter part of the year, 9° 
The» Bierman property | was | developed ‘by ConsolidatedChémical os 

| Indtistries“Pné., and a.shaft"was suiik'in 1942°preparatory to under- 
| ground mimng.in 1943°" Crouch Mining Co., Inc. (owned by General =, 

Abrasives Co.), mined and calcined ore from-its Young mine,developed ==’ 
in, 1941, solely for. the abrasive industry... Dixie Bauxite-Oox,«Imei; 
eontinuedoperationsion its Dixie No: 2 underground mine and began ast 

| | Bideterotndl ininttig it its Dixie No.3 prdperty. The calcining, nil’ as 
—s- Was*dismahtled iaind sold. to Bauxite’ Co. ‘ef'Alabama in the fal:of  ° 

oats andDixie' Bauxite Cox wassengagéd-solely in producing ‘high- a gindb: baritd for Cie alusahim iidibtry.”| Dulin Bauxite Co. te, 
—— Bieiiied core frome ite (Reinhard mine Fhreughout the yea ee oo 

stripped ' overbur len from a large area. The Harley open-pitiitime = 
- Bie operations Liin Maly and’ det téritborarily during Novettiber 

ss HE December, 19422 and additional ovale yment was done onthe — ar: 
DO ere ane aa icon im. 1943; The old Consolidated- a on 

Harris mine was reopened and some ore removed.in December...A- - 
a calcining kiln was installed by Dulin Bauxite:@o:} Inc:;:during-1942 ge 

— to calcine high-grade ore for the abrasive industry. ‘Hardin:& Prewitt — oy 
e Bauxite Co. began mining in December from its open-pit*ptoperty'in 
: Pulaski (Commty |farsthe: Metale:Raserne Co.u:The RorocelCorpora- a 
: tiomiérectéd) a mewn iplent at Bergeny Bulaski County, tegaanufacture o 
. an visoriiofizatiion» Hatalystumadd fronislowsronisetinated bauxite = | 

impregnated wathosimbgtlr inbydrouelsontinum shloridefortuad'in, the pray 4 
: duntiomofvhigh-dciané aviataoh Basolmecdiedd ai sows elisto ods iii OS 

— -wRépublie Mining s& Mfgo(Coic(subsidiaryniot Aduminunn, Vo.0f : 
Aimiénida)/ >the prineipial: daniastic, producér,;,.externded: its :prevaoua a 
open-pit mining operations; oOpendpit shining whas\ done: in, secsa 10.145 a 
15, M6 We) AG Ra d4 Ws) Same Oounty,iand, major overburden OE 
bu& duima aod gall edi ds dodouborg bawseimar nuctieiag oO Lisicied! i 
iiisdasel wosfact bas Ydisan ulol gnryyb boavibdae ins badsriaqe as 
iad erdasd aarians aril Suuobitgd s sytsd ato to yitaisuy Mute a benggade oo 

yoda duahy aaivrh a hagsqe oo MV we sna MM caldurqadd REE et
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“stripping jobs were in progress during 1942 in other sections. Alarge =| 
©. - new drying plant more than doubling Republic’s drying capacity was _ _ 
Be constructed during 1942 at Bauxite and put into operation early in — o 
«-- . . 1943; maximum production is expected by August 1943. Reynolds — 
:.. Mining Corporation operated its Covington and Hurricane under-. 
# ss ground mines near Brooks, Saline County, in 1942, aftersinking shafts 
.. through difficult ground in early fall, and during the latter half of 1942 
-.. -_-eonducted extensive stripping operations at the Sherrill property in 
., Pulaski County. Sweet Home Bauxite Co. began operations at its 
“>. Open-pit Sweet Home mine in Pulaski County in May and continued ~ 
, *.  wnining throughout the year. Sweet. Home Mining Co. stripped its 
~ Hurricane Creek property in Saline County and began mining early - 
oa in 1948." Victory Bauxite Co. opened its Weiss open-pit mine ine 
~~... Pulaski County in November and continued mining until April 1943; | , 
aa the company will open a new property in 1943 in Saline County. > 
~... New Arkansas producers in 1943 will include the Bauxite Drilling &  — 
ee Testing Co., 5. E. Evans Construction Co., and a new.company to | 
“... operate the Maner Graham and Billy Bridewell properties. = = | 

cua — Bauxite shipped from mines in the United States, 1938-42, by States) - oo 

Bg fe _ Stateand year - [| a ere oo : «tion Pe Se 

ee Crude | Dried | Calcined | Dried- |. shipped 

Be Os oe fo EF agshipped| bauxite | 7 

me os Alabama and Georgia: oe - | oe oS 7 toe | a - - / | | . 
pe gpg Ty 6,196 | 114,047 |__----------} 20,248 | 19,828 | «$132, 882 | 
ie 1939__....-----------------|- 8, 054 12, 676 |-.---------- 15,730 | © 15,251 '. 91, 282 
oe YQ4Q TTT TTT] 2.97646 | :10, 463 |------------]. 213,109 |  212°747 | 2.77, 575 | 
Po QML] 274,069 25,851 |...-.-------|° 299,920 | 989,830} 2406,187 
pene » 1942.02 -.-| 2112, 397:|... 60, 751 f---------.-| 31738,148 | 3155, 922 3 904, 619 
mo Arkansas; 0” - . - 7 oe So 
ee - 1988_..-.---2-------- 22 -e- 80, 749 218,338 | 129,387 | 328, 474 328,903 |. 1,679, 663 
os — 1989__ eee} «111, 121 252,398 | - 441,088.; 404,607 | 405,093 | 2,074,954. . 
a . 1940__.----------- eee =|: 128, 712 292,485 | 452,930 474,077 | . 478,836) 2,501,393 

we 1941-2} 247, 898 ~ §96, 708 4 66, 564 911,170}; . 911, 645 4, 952, 839 . 
an 1942... e---------.| 1,367,237 | 1,318, 622. 481,456 | 2,767,315 | 2,612,421} 12,029,406 7 
. Total United States: . . 

- “1988_..----.---.----------| _ 86,945 | 1232,985 | 129,987] 348,717 | 348,226 | 1,812, 545 
, 7 1939_...-...--------------- 114, 175 265,074 | 4 41, 088 420, 337 420, 344 2, 166, 236 

1940... ---------------e- 131, 358 302,898 | 452,930 487, 186 491, 583 2, 578, 968 
. 1941.02 321, 967 622, 559 4 66,564 | 1,011,090 | 1,001, 475 5, 358, 976 | 

. © ggg 77 TTTTTTTTTTTTITT] 1,479) 634 | 1,379,373 | 481,456 | 2)940,463 | 2) 768,343 | 12,934,025 : 

| | = | 1 Includes small quantity of activated. - . SO | 
2 Includes Virginia. — . 
3 Includes Mississippi and Virginia. 

. ‘ Includes sintered. . | oo 

| | The production of bauxite in Alabama increased during 1942, but 
| the percentage increase recorded was lower than in any other State. 

Bauxite Co. of Alabama, Barbour Bauxite Co., Republic Mining & 
Mfg. Co., Floridin Co., and D. M. Wilson Bauxite Co. were active | 
in the Eufaula area in Barbour and Henry Counties. New driers 
were built in early 1943 by Bauxite Co. of Alabama and Barbour | 
Bauxite Co. to dry ore for the chemical industry. J. C. Hebble 
ceased mining near Asheville, St. Clair County. 

| At Andersonville, Sumter County, Ga., American Cyanamid & 
Chemical Corporation increased production at its Thig Pen mine and 
operated an oil-fired drying kiln nearby, and Benjamin Easterlin 

| shipped a small quantity of ore before abandoning his mine late in 
1942. Republic Mining & Mfg. Co. opened a drying plant in Floyd
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_ County and produced a small amount of ore from its Booger Hollow = 
- _ mine. H. G. Bradhaw and General Ore Co. also produced small ~~. — 

quantities of ore from the Hermitage area in Floyd County: Bethlee 
+ hem Co. mined for a short time at its Irwinton and Toomsboro mines 

- .. and is planning to construct a small drier in Wilkinson County. ane. 
+ ‘Republic Mining & Mfg. Co. continued to mine near Spottswood, —«— a 

_. Augusta County, Va., operating the Allen, Harris, and Lightner — a 
- properties. J. W. Adams mined a small tonnage of ore from the = ~” 

_ Flora mine in Kemper County, Miss., in the fall of 1942. = 8 a8 
fee A canvass of producers, conducted by the Bureau of Mines in - =; 
© November 1942, indicated that.1943 bauxite production willapproach =~ 

-. 7,000,000 short tons. It is estimated that known domestic reserves  — oe 
- Of what are at present considered commercial grades of bauxite will oe 

not. last more than 3 years at the expected 1943 depletion rate. In — a 
‘realization of the precarious condition of bauxite reserves, the Bureau 

_ of Mines and the Federal Geological Survey in the fall of 1941 initiated eee 
- an extensive drilling and exploration program in all States where ~~ 

| bauxite deposits were known or thought to occur. ES 
| | Stratigraphic studies in the Coastal Plain had shown that all = 2 

Known bauxite deposits in the province were associated with the = | 
o -Midway-Wilcox contact, and reconnaissance work was done along _~’. 

this horizon from Georgia to Texas by the Geological Survey in an > a 
_ effort to locate new areas in which bauxite deposits might be expected. «ss 

| _ Some areas that warranted further exploration were found, but the .. 
greatest value of the preliminary work was to eliminate large areas 
from further considgration. The largest Geological Survey party = «© 

_ worked in Arkansas in cooperation with the Bureau of Mines drilling = = == 
project and collected and assembled geologic information, made  ——-- 
aerial and subsurface maps of selected districts, made drilling reeom- 

—— mendations, and furnished other geological advice. In the eastern aS 
Gulf Coastal Plain drilling recommendations were made for three areas 

-. in Mississippi, two in Alabama, and two in Georgia. All the known | 
| _ deposits in the Appalachian Valley were examined and drilling = | 

| recommendations were made for two districts in northwestern Georgia, =~ 
two in northeastern Alabama, and oneiin Tennessee. Cooperation was ao 

_ also extended by the Survey in locating and logging drill holes andin == 
: _ furnishing information for the war minerals reports on bauxite pre- ve 

- pared by the Bureau of Mines. _, | | Oe a a 
"sn Arkansas the Bureau of Mines covered 1,400 square miles in ss 
7 Pulaski and Saline Counties by geophysical surveys in 1942 and drilled oo 
: _ 573 holes, with an average discovery of more than 10,000 long tons of ra) 
\ bauxite per hole. The total footage drilled was 134,900, and 208 or on 
>. 36 percent of the holes were in bauxite. Eight deposits were delimited a 
: by drilling and an estimated 3,650,000 long tons of marketable ore 
EO indicated. Reduced to a mined and dried basis, the total commer- oO: 
_ cial ore discovered was approximately 1,912,500 long tons or 2,142,000 ca 
: short tons. oo 7 : | | , 

At Eufaula, Ala., and Andersonville, Ga., Bureau drilling has _ 
_ disclosed considerable tonnages of marketable bauxite, and further oo 

exploration is being actively carried on in these areas. Initial oo! 
prospecting disclosed 929,000 long tons of marketable ore, which on a | 

| mined and dried basis is approximately 670,000 long tons or 750,000 _— - 
short tons. Drilling at Rock Run, Ala... and Chattanooga, Tenn.., - 
during 1942 gave disappointing results, disclosing only very small oe 

| tonnages of marketable ore. , _
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ioActual. domestic consumption, @f bauxite, (pe determined Pyspecial 
f onthly ‘oghaumer surveys conducted. by the. Bureau: of, Mines for 
Fe deral war, agencies) totaled, 2,820,526,, short; tons, (dried, bauxite 

- equivalent),in 1942 and,compared. with, a, consumption of 1,928,082 
fon a A 041. on ho 194 1. figure includes expr is to, Canada, (BR, vartu; 
ally. 8 | bauxite shipped, there during that, year was destined to Ameri- 
can-omned oADRABIYE,. plants for the manufacture.of crude abrasives 
returned to the United States for final manufacture and consADHOR. 
The 1942. figure includes bauxite shipped ito abrasiye,plants in Canada 
but does not include approximately, 100,000 tons of dried ore shipped 

| to the Canadian, aluminum, industry, Consumption jof the 2,820;629 
tons was, ,as.,follows:.-Aluming, industry, .,2,229;157.:tons;, chemical 
356,479;, abrasive. (including refractories), 302,057; and, cement, oi 

refining, steel, nd: ferro-alloy andustries,. 32,332 tons, Consumption 
aegis ae leo wpettear bagi ty ebb rs ved paer ls sugeg ULGT veri 

| | | ago gidgstahtaes lo pegsiitod
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of bauxite “as shipped” totaled 2,742,573 tons aiid ‘consisted 0f430,486  ——— 
tons of crude bauxite, 2,124,450 tons of dried$18Q:337 tensiof calemed - © 

co and sintered, and: 7,300 tons of activated ore. ~ Of the ‘bauxite con- eens 
sumed (dried equivalent basis), 41 percent-was foreign and.5p ‘percent = = = 

. domestic ore. The alumina industry |used “94 "peréent;and the - 
mo chemical industry 4 percent of the foreign “Grew “Abqut 2 percent of  —- 

/ the foreign ore was employed in. abrasives, ements, land other/uges. ~ : 
7 _ Apparent domestic consumption, shown in the table below; is 89 
: _ presented from two different points of view; aud: apparent ponsusap- ad 

- tion within the United States does not correspéxd! with ithe data = - 
above, inasmuch as the calculations are based upon |“shipmen to aE 

7 - domestic plants and do not consider fluctuations in consumers™s oéks, 

_ Shipments, imports, exports, and apparent conselmplson of: baucite “in ithe United we at 
co ° —— m States, 1988—42,.in sho} t tong s oa | z a ay sy 

ae ss Mnlotbanstooanivalel &:/a38e | oe. | 1g Gg 
| - TETRe ee Desa =—— dt 

| | Domestic shipments from mines - a ee feed ita parent Cs 
. . and processing plants to industry | Df de — | Apparent Soe re sed . . | nc (fod febeee oe eonsmmopt [2 ten “h nee 

ee | Imparts:'|: expoite? || HOR, | | cndine ed 
ee | arkansas | “and | Total | opi eseg |) Gated | to baaada og Oe "| Georgia 2 | aan OB Bates | for reese _ oe 

1938_......-......| 308,088 19,323 | 327,411. 510, 376 E | dot aise £736, 604 | | 818, 800 a us 

 IperTTTTTTTTTTTT| gent al | 280° B80 1, 0507 136° | 1, 2501 532 || ‘244’ 934 |] 20708 | 3 1! 938° 052 are 
~~ 1942.22. 2Ll2-.| 2, 588, 637 | 2 158, 663 2, 742, 3005's 990; 328 | 329,477 | 3403, 146 |.-8 al 849, 525 AE: 

a 1 Includes exports to Canada, inasmuch as virtually dil of this -banxite 4s shipz odio, Aniori ant-ourned OC he 
plants in Canada for manufacture into crude abrasives reimportedsinto the U ne sta es for fi sganu- cout 
acture and consumption. . . * i PRS oa v4 

_ 3 Includes Virginia in 1940 and 1941 and Virginia and: Mississippizin 1942. Pos | | = coos 
$ Actual consumption. | | a | coe ; Se i. eae o a oY 

The following table shows only shipments of dombsti¢ bauxité to ree 
- consuming industries and excludes foreién ore, 2.2. (| | = eS 

'  ._ Aluminum.—Actual consumptiotis of bauxite! ‘by ‘ tHe wort ong ys 
_ industry increased: approximately 67; perteké over ‘that:in 1941 and — ve 

| - comprised 79 percent of all the domiestic|and foreigniore used.| The 
industry employed dried and undried:6re from‘: Almbama, Arkansas 8 

- Surinam, British Guiana, and Brazil. Hstimnated bauxite | con- 8 
_ sumption in 1943 is expected to be abaut ‘118 percent above that — po 
; in 1942. | Seeeb ep pees po 8 rs: 
. Abrasive and refractory.—Manufacturers ‘of crude éluminous abra- 4 
: sive pigs in Canada and the United. States received approximately — us 
: 19 percent more domestic bauxite im:1942: than in 1941, being, don- id 
: signed 6 percent of all the domestic:ore‘shipped to industry. Exeept ys 

for a small quantity from British..Guiana, : alf’: of. the calcined ‘and . 
| sintered ore employed came from -Arkansas. ~The industry’s | 1943 7 
: ore requirements are expected to .éxceed : those: of |1942 by about - 

33 percent. The use of bauxite in: ‘refractories is \combined | with oe 
abrasives. In 1942 the consumption of spécial’ aluminous refractory oy 
products increased substantially over: i941: in “the’steel, glass, ‘ship, i 
and other industries. WARS Pom a lek Rp = “ 

| re | — 
a OE hf : bo



Bauxite shipped from mines and processing plants in the United States, 1988-42, by consuming industries, in short tons == Ds E 

1988s 19300 190 fa 1942 

Industry . As Dried. | ag. Dried. | As. | Driod- | As | Dried- foe As | Driea. eee. 
. auxite a auxite | op.7t>- pauxite | op: _ bauxite - . bauxite Do A 

shipped! | equivalent | SMipped' | equivalent | Shipped * equivalent | Stipped? | equivalent | SMPped* | equivalent fo 

Aluminum 2____...-..22----------------e-------------| 161,513 | 161,513 | 180,329 180,329]  240,9471 239,807] 618,763 | 597,607 | 22, 445,365 | 2 2, 266, 830 rernare 
Chemical_._. 2.222222 eee eee een eee 71, 613 70, 952 91,217 | 89,080; - 92,735 90,645 | 161,037 | 158, 294 183, 804 | 174, 826 -- | 3 
Abrasive ¢.. 0-222 -eeeeeeeneenee 84, 879 83, 568 61, 987 92,205! 90,522 144, 276 148,562 |. 237,980 | 170,060 |. 251,497, a 
Oil refining, refractory,‘ and other.........-..--._-_-- «11, 672 11, 378 15, 947 29, 642 |. 14, 254 ~ 28, 284 61, 370 56, 249 47, 366 49, 138 | 5 Vite os 

Total quantity............-.--.----------------| _ 299,577 | 327,411 | 349,480] . 301,256 | 438,458 1 508,102 | 979,732 | 1,050,130 | 2,846,595 | 2,742,300 <r a 
Total value_2.2 222222 22222L2IIIIIIIIIIIIIIILL] $1, 828, 807 |---| $2, 448, 088 |---| $8,075, 817 |. 2 | $6,155, 714 fo |$18, 672, 727 | E A Epos 

1 Includes crude, dried, calcined, and activated, 1938-42; and sintered, 1930-42, _ re re Bs oe 
' % Includes some ore shipped to the abrasive and. chemical industries. a . oS . | a a oe 

8 Includes 672,000 tons (584,640 dried equivalent) shipped to Metals Reserve Co. stock piles. a _ . Co en ~<a oe 
‘ Small quantity of bauxite shipped to makers of refractories probably included under “Abrasive.” OO Do : EB ae!
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— . .. Chemical.—The chemical ‘industry consumed 22 percent less 
bauxite in 1942 than in 1941 and used 9 percent of all the domestic oo 
and foreign ore consumed. Shipments of domestic bauxite from | 

- - mines and processing plants to the chemical industry increased  — - 
10 percent. Consumption by the industry in 1942 totaled 256,479 eS 

sO short tons of bauxite, but this includes ore used to make some 
. aluminum chemicals other than those shown in the following table. oe 
oe and does not include a large portion of the bauxite used in the manu- | wah 
: _ facture of the alumina shown in the table. Ore used to make the => 
_. aluminum salts and alumina shown in the table totaled approximately = 
- _ 806,880 tons. In addition to bauxite, producers of aluminum salts  —s-_— “ 

_ reported consuming 8,364 tons of alumina (calcined equivalent), = 
_ 6,081 tons of primary and secondary aluminum, 19,637 tons of clay, = =» 

. and a relatively small quantity of beryl and chromite residue. Manu- ES 
oo facturers estimated that their 1943 bauxite consumption will be 3 

18 percent less than in 1942 (exclusive of a large part. of the bauxite - - “oe 
consumed in making alumina for the chemical and other industries). oe 

_. Production and shipments of aluminum salts decreased 4 and 3 a 
«percent in 1942. Production of alumina increased 9 percent, but os 

Shipments decreased 7 percent. Of this alumina, only 14 percent ane 
_° was consumed by the producers of aluminum salts; the remainder ~~ 

was used in the manufacture of abrasives, refractories, petroleum  § 
. . products, spark plugs, glass, rubber, paints, and various other com- == - 
-. moditie.. a ee - re 
— Aluminum salis and alumina produced and shipped in the United States, 1941-48 = - 

= OS fr 0 194 oy 

| - re Produe-| Shipments a Produc} ” Shipments | a 

rn | | short | ship,} short | 42, | Short | ship- | short | ops oo - | _ | tons “ers tons | Value tons _ pers | tons Value. es 

| Aluminum salts: : od | | - : oo im 

Ammonia._...-.....| 8, 235 7 8, 268 $511,414 | 7,698 b 7,265 | $497, 830 a - Potash....--.---.--.| 4,008 5| 4,441 | 207,595 |14,154| 5123781 | 293) gg. os oO Aluminum ehloride:. =| - - - | ae —. Liquid....2.22.-| 4,250] 6 | 4,399 | 184,650 | 3,830 6] 3815| 17302 ©. | 
Annydrous.72222~27_|} 16583 { |} 16,180 | 2,545,373 | 16,717 { g {hess | 27140 

oo Aluminum sulfate: . | | oe | : fs 
a Commercial: ~ . | ot 
- - General__.......|8513,815 | 19 |8515, 722 |310, 569, 528 |504, 951 21 |506, 870 |11, 174, 785 so Municipal_......| 11,670 9] 11, 768 - 188,980 | 12,940 - 9 | 12, 925 204, 872 es , . Tron-free_..-.........| 8 35, 401 $9 | 334, 632 | 2 1, 106, 024 | 22,210 9 | 23, 331 833, 378 mo an \ Sodium-aluminum sul- 9 . 2 eo. | | fate. ene fa, or i; } 0,74 1,979, 102 | 28, 404 17 |t29, 993 | 1, 850, 200 oo eo Sodium aluminate. _.-.- . as 

BO Total aluminum salts.| 626,040 |........| 626, 384 | 17, 382, 675 |600, 913 |-...__.|6n4, 558 |17, 735, 931 ‘ i Alumina ¢._--..2...........-] 58,710 11 | 56,093 | 5, 602, 762 | 58, 297 (10 | 52,413 | 5, 510, 343 ; 

1 Includes 73 tons made from iron-free aluminum sulfate. - 7 ; puclndes 71 tons made from iron-free aluminum sulfate. : | 
evised., . 

‘Excludes alumina produced fot use in making aluminum; includes activated, calcined, ernde, light oo and heavy hydrate, converted to a calcined-alumina equivalent. Figures not comparable with those - ore 1939, _ |
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(RR Sheree CPRGuny actrciel Bauite de MiradeorbeAR Na 
‘. éatalyst in the petroleum industry maintained about the same rate as 

- in. 1941 buts expected to expand substantially in 1943, as production 
Pek of high-octane aviation gasoline and synthetic rubber increase. More = 

oe bauxitéwWis used) m:fluxing féfto-alloys a dein high-early-strength a 

os sad inous cement, ~ Consumption in the cement, steel and ferro-alloy, = 
os  andso befining industries arose 14" pérderit!aboyé’ the quantity used nN 

1941,.and it/is estimated that.1943 bauxite needs will exceed.1942 use ; 
- Co by 90 percent. | : | | | ape raganedd ona A 

a masa fameg |e een et | atk et PREGES © fae 0  ateqaot , 
: in 1942 the average selling price, f. 0. b. mines-and' processing — 

fants) Was,$3.84 ashort’ ton for crude (undried) bauxite,.$4:51 for 
: plan 8; WAS’ ; 1 ea | Lb ha ye oe! ry - ROR Ge tee aE 

crushed dried bauxite, | $11.97 for caldined; bauxite, and$46°68. for | 

activated bauxite. Values per long ton were as follows:$4:30 for 
| eriidé, $5.05 for dried, $13.41 ‘for: Galeined, and: $52.28.dor. ‘activated 
| Datixite.*” ‘The average valué'for all Stades of domestic gresas Shipped 

was $4.80: short tem ($5.30:in 1941) or $538°a long ton. ($5.94 in 

| 1941). Nominal market. quotations on domestic, chetnical, crushed 

| id diriéd ‘bauxite rosé from. $7 to $8.50 a ldiig: ton im"194T“to $7.50 
| to $8.50 in 1942. The Metals Reserve Co. began purchasing ore in 

| May 1942, for stock piling and for.consumption.in the new: Hurricane 
Creek (Ark.) and Baton Rougé'(La?)“ahimina “plants:” The” prtice 

sthedule,-set-up bythe: Metals: Reserve Co: for purehesing bauxite, | 
provides a base price of $4°a ‘long ‘ton for’ ore ‘containing 50 percent 

alumina and 13 percent silica, and a system of penalties and bonuses. |
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* was produced at Massena, N. Y.; 25-percent at Mead, Wash.; 18 per- 
gent at Troutdale, Oreg.; 15 percent at Jones Mills, Ark; and 11 | 

; percent-at Los Angeles, Calif. The Listerhill (Ala.) plantof Reynolds 

/:. Metals Co. supplied 55 percent of Reynolds’ production, and the — | 
"Longview (Wash.) plant the remaining 45 percent. The value of the | 
'... aluminum shipped in 1942 averaged 14.62 cents a pound compared 

— - with 16.24 cents in 1941. . i 
‘The second Government expansion program (of February 26, = 

>... 1942) providing for an. additional 320,000 tons of metal has notbeen = __ 
increased since that date, although capacity. estimates have been = 

mr - changed on the basis of performance so that the original privately = 
-. ¢ owned capacity and the early expansion financed by private and 
~-s Reconstruction Finance Corporation capital now totals- about a 
~~ 474,000 tons; the first Government expansion, about 338,000 toms; 
| and the second Government expansion, about 360,000 tons. On | | 

February 20, 1942, a contract was made between Defense Plant Cor- : 
* poration and the Aluminum Co. of America whereby the Aluminum 

rene Co. undertook to construct a 500,000-ton-alumina plant at Baton 
--- -- Rouge, La., in addition to the 500,000-ton plant already approved at | 
... Hurricane Creek (Bauxite), Ark. A 150,000-ton addition to the = 
«-. ‘Hlurricane Creek plant was begun in February 1942; and recently, — : 
. owing to the unexpectedly high production of metal per potline in the 
.. newer reduction plants, another expansion of 127,500 tons was anD- —t™” 

> nounced for Hurricane Creek. The Kalunite, Inc., alumina plant at = 
». Salt Lake City, Utah, originally scheduled for 10,000 tons annual ~ | 

*- gapacity, was expanded twice to 30,000 and. finally to 36,000 tons. | 
All but one reduction plant in the first expansion program are — | 

pe essentially complete, and all plants in the second expansion program | 
“are partly constructed. Of a total of 36 potlines in the group owned | 
a by. the Defense Plant Corporation-and operated by the Aluminum — 

“Go. all but 14 were completed as of May 20, 1948. Two to fourcom- — 8 
pleted potlines in the new plants were idle during the latter part of — 

9 1942 and the early part of 1943 due to an acute alumina shortage. - | 

‘For this reason the alumina plants are being pushed toward completion = 

-. * . under AA-1 priorities as rapidly as possible = | - 
- Bauxite importation problems became acute in the summer of 1942 7 

owing to a shortage of cargo space and to an intensive submarine | 
| campaign in Caribbean waters. This situation caused a sharp drop 

sin imports of high-grade South American ore, and more domestic ore 
| of a considerably lower grade had to be used to keep the alumina 

- plants going. Realizing this fact, and with shipping prospects grow- _ 
sing steadily worse, the War Production Board, on advice from the 

7 National Research Council, approved lime-soda-sinter units at each 
| of the four Aluminum Co.-operated alumina plants. Owing to 

| delays, construction was not begun on these units until January and 
February 1943, but they are now proceeding under AA~1 priorities 

| and will be in partial operation{by September 1943. - 
In addition to the expansion of reduction and alumina plants there 

was a large increase, part in Government-owned and part in privately 

owned fabricating plants, of strong alloy-sheet capacity as well as 
forging, extrusion, rod and bar, and casting capacity. During early 
1943 bottlenecks in the fabricating program in extrusions and rod and 
bar facilities constituted one of the main limiting factors in the ex-
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. Projected annual alumina- and aluminum-producing capacity of the United States wee 
a | , _. 1944, in thousands of short tons | Ce ee! 

: - ol . . . _ Alumina capacity .§ | Aluminum capacity. : a - “ ce 

oo Operating company and plant location a de pe oo ne os, Di 
. So oe . | Company- |Government-| Company- | Government- = = = ==.» 1 
oe | ee a | owned — owned | owned’ owned = Ugh 

, Aluminum Co.of America:. | : re co Aes 
we ' East St. Louis, I_-..2222 eee / 1328 |e eee fe gt = “Mobile, Ala___---..------.--2-2------------| 650 Jeet jit | PAE a _ Hurricane Creek (Bauxite), Ark.._...--.--|--.------ Lad . 93778 | _-------------|------- nee 
a Baton Rouge, La__-...-.-------..---------|---2--_----_ |. 3600 |----------- epee me 
‘ Alcoa, Tenn_....._..--_---.---------------- |e nee f ieee] - 180 |-- 2-2 ee. ESS 

. Massena, N. Y---./-------1--.-.-2---.-----|.-------------|----------- 7. 254 a 
* : Niagara Falls, N. Y--.-.---.--.-------2.-~-|.-.----------- |e ieee eee 0 fever 

Badin, N. 0.1.20. UTI BR YTTTTITTITTIE te 
- Vancouver, Wash.._.------.-.----------2 |e tee feed a 

.. Droutdale, Oreg....-.....-------------.----|-----...-----|_------2------|---e--- 
| 23°72 Soa 

Bo - Los Angeles, Calif-........2-..-------------|------- eo |---| be 8390 ae 
. Jones Mills, Ark. __---_--------2--22---2 |e |_| 272 a AR 

sO Mead (near Spokane), Wash....._....-2.__|.--------.----|--------------|2--------- 
ee 23 108 : ay 

' Maspeth, L.1., N. Y_..----------------2 |e nee -|----- ee | eee 3 144 - Te 
7 a Burlington, N. Pe wee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee ec eeeee Se -8 54 , mo te a 

_ Modesto, Calif__......---..---.-----.----2.|--------------|---------i--2-|----e 
eee ee | BA nt 

~ Reynolds Metals Co.: en ; a cote res 8 ee 
~"Listerhill, Ala_..-.-..----.-.---2--.2----2-- ae (| ee a 

, mo ’ Longview, Wash_.........----------.---- 2 |---------2---|_-e | 30 |------2 2 TG 
Kalunite, Inc.: Salt Lake City, Utah_-_----2-2|-7227727227277] 9336 | IN 

: _ Olin Corporation, Tacoma, Wash._......-.-.-|--.-----------|--------------|--------------}] FM 

ae - Total capacity.............--.----------- 1,078; = =64,814) 04 |B a ae 

1Includes only capacity for aluminum industry. -§ Second expansion program. —- oo ae 
4 First.expansion program. . , . : | - oo i S - os 

_ pansion of aircraft production. This situation will be largely alle- a ae 
__-viated during the summer of 19438. | re ee 

oe In 1942 the Aluminum Co. of America virtually completed its a 
_.  $250,000,000 privately financed expansion of alumina, aluminum- => 
__ reduction, and. fabricating capacity. In addition to company-owned == >> 

expansion, the Aluminum Co. is building many plants for the Defense Say 
Plant Corporation which it will operate for the Government, among __ ed 

_. which are the following: Alumina plants at Baton Rouge, La. (500,000- ag 
ton annual capacity) and Hurricane Creek, Ark. (777,500 tons) alumi- oe 
num-reduction plants at Massena, N. Y. (54,000 tons), Troutdale, oa 

. . Oreg. (72,000 tons), Los Angeles, Calif. (90,000 tons), Jones Mills, ee 
=. Ark. (72,000 tons), Mead (Spokane), Wash. (108,000 tons), Maspeth, ~ cn 

. Modesto, Calif. (54,000 tons); sheet rolling mills at Spokane, Wash, ~~ “@ 
_ (144,000 tons), and Chicago, Il. (144,000 tons); extrusion and tubing oN 
_ plants at Cressona, Pa. (30,000 tons), and Phoenix, Ariz. (33,000 tons); - of 
' . forging plants at Cannonsburg, Pa. (38,700 tons), Newcastle, Pa. a 
: (10,600 tons), Vernon, Calif. (19,500 tons), and Monroe, Mich. (672,000 og 

cylinder heads annually); plants for producing cast cylinder heads — ey 
: for air-cooled engines at Kansas City, Mo. (1,200,000 heads), and St.' ce 
a Paul, Minn. (600,000 heads); and a synthetic cryolite plant at Hurri- aa 

| cane Creek, Ark. (9,000 tons). | : fe 
| After the refusal of the War Labor Board to allow a general wage 8 

increase in the plants of Aluminum Co. of America in the fall of 1942, oy 
the Aluminum Workers of America and the Aluminum Co. negotiated ok , a wage adjustment applying to the plants at New Kensington, Detroit, 4 
Bridgeport, and Edgewater, which was subsequently allowed by the os 
Board. During early December three wildcat strikes within a week oS 
interrupted production at the Detroit plant of Bohn Aluminum & 8 

| 556250—43—_45 ok
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«Brass Co. As the result of a week-long strike of the Mine, Mill, and 
fe... Smelter Workers, Die Casting Division, Congress of Industrial _ 

ae Organizations, in die-casting plants of the Aluminum Co., the War > 
; Labor Board withheld the union’s security clause for 60 days as — 
BR - -- gq ~disciplinary measure. In January 1943 an unauthorized strike 

against rotating shifts took place in the New Kensington plant. Slow- 
«~~ downs and other labor difficulties that greatly curtailed production at 
“the Cleveland plant of the Aluminum Co. were investigated in early = 
"February by a representative of the United States Army plant- 

ss protection service. The trouble continued, however, and developed __ 
ee into a walk-out, ending on February 26, 1943, after the War Labor 
---« ° Board ordered the discharge of 44 of the striking employees. Workers 
~~ of the Republic Mining & Mfg. Co., the bauxite-mining subsidiary of . _ 
“>. * Aluminum Co. of America, received a wage increase of 5 cents an 
Ree ES a hour retroactive to September 20, 1942, upon authorization by‘the _ 
= War Labor Board in March. . On April 21, 1948, a strike was called 
~ | by local leaders of the Aluminum Workers of America at the Edge 
“+ - water (N. J.) plant of the Aluminum Co. because of grievances arising 
"> from lay-offs. The strike was not sanctioned by the international 
—... president of the union. St oe, en | 
“+” After dismissal of the monopoly charges brought by the Government  —_— 
>. against the Aluminum Co. of America, the Department of Justice = 
~°. filed an appeal to the United States Supreme Court which was allowed = 

. in September 1942 and docketed for October 20. On November 23, .) _ 
“+ the Clerk of the Supreme Court sent a letter to counsel for both sides 
-s._- gtating that four justices had disqualified themselves from acting on 
Oe the controversy and therefore the required quorum of six justices was 
» not available. The Aluminum Co. immediately moved to dismiss __ 
“the appeal. - The Department of Justice asked the Court to deny the 
oe motion for dismissal, stating that “there is a possibility that, if the 
- . gageis retained, legislation will be enacted empowering the Court to 
Pe hear the appeal through those members of the Court qualified to — 
oe participate.” a | re Oo 

Po ~ On December 10, 1942, the New York State Court of Appeals up- . 
re held the Niagara Falls Power Co. and the Aluminum Co. of America 

ae against the State Waterpower and Control Commission in two de- | 
oo cisions maintaining the status quo in regard to waterpower of the | 

| Niagara River. _ a : 
pO During 1942 the Reynolds Metals Co., Federal Reserve Bank 

| Building, Richmond,-Va., completed an addition to its aluminum- 
| reduction plant at Listerhil, Ala., bringing the annual capacity to | 

/ 50,000 short tons, and this together with the 30,000-ton plant at 
, Longview, Wash., brings the company total annual capacity to 

80,000 tons. The year 1942 saw the completion of a sheet-rolling mill | 
| and rod mill at Listerhill, Ala., operated under the name of the 

| Reynolds Alloys Co., and an extrusion plant at Louisville, Ky. At 
| the instance of the Government, the sheet and rod facilities in Alabama — 

| are being increased in capacity by 12,000 tons, and negotiations have 
: recently been concluded with the Defense Plant Corporation to further 

| increase the company extrusion capacity. | 
The Olin Corporation (Western Cartridge Co.), East Alton, IIL, 

completed construction of its 20,000-ton aluminum-reduction plant
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_ at Tacoma, Wash., during 1942 and began producing aluminum ine 
_ September. Its subsidiary, Kalunite, Inc., constructed a 36,000-ton. SS one) 

alumina plant at Salt Lake City, Utah, which will use alunite from =i 
. _Marysvale, Utah, .as a raw material. The plant is expected to start OP 
_. operations before June 1, 1943. Both the alumina and aluminum =. ~’ 
. plants were built with Defense Plant Corporation funds and are .  -~ a 
,  Government-owned. = ~~ — | a a 
» . + Other companies that were enlarged or built new facilities in con- a4 
» nection with the aluminum expansion program (chiefly with Defense foe 
i Plant Corporation funds) were: Pennsylvania Salt Mfg..Co—a ©. ©! 
“ -10,000-ton (annual) synthetic cryolite plant at Cornwells Heights, = 
. -Pa.; Extruded Metals Defense Corporation—a 9,000-ton tubing and elt 
_ extrusion plant at Grand Rapids, Mich.; Bohn Aluminum & Brass = wy 
_ Corporation—a 17,000-ton expansion to extrusion plant at Los = = ¥ 
: Angeles, Calif.; Revere Copper & Brass Co.—extrusion plant at oe 

Baltimore, Md., and a 3,900-ton forging plant at Rome, N. Y.:Chevro- = a 
- let Motor Division—a 59,040-ton forging plant at Saginaw, Mich.,  - meee 

and a forged-cylinder-head plant at Anderson, Ind., with a capacity. = > ¢; 
of 600,000 heads a year; Aluminum Forgings Co.—a‘7,500-ton forging *-  ~- a 
plant at Erie, Pa.; Chrysler Corporation—a 1,650-ton-forging plant = =— po 
at Detroit, Mich.; Tube Turns, Inc.—a forged-cylinder-head plant = = = __ ONE 

-. - with a 600,000-head annual capacity; Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich., nea 
Wright Aeronautical Corporation, Lockland, Ohio, M. L. Oberdorfer === 

_.. Brass Co., Syracuse; N. Y., Servel, Inc., Evansville, Ind., Ford oe 
Motor Co., Detroit and Dearborn, Mich., National Bronze & Alu- oe 
 “ninum Foundry Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Dodge Motor Co., Chicago, == =; 
IIL, Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Ill., and Nash-Kelvinator Cor-. ay 

. poration, Kenosha, Wis.—cast-cylinder-head foundries; and Great = = wd 
ae Lakes Carbon Corporation—a 90,000-ton > calcined-petroleum-coke ©. . °° 
planter BE 

ca . Secondary.—Recovery of secondary aluminum in 1942 totaled = 8 © * 
_ 198,492 short tons compared with 106,857 tons in 1941 and 80,362 97. 

tons in 1940. The 198,492 tons recovered from secondary sources) = =| os 
_ ‘included 14,104 tons of pure metal (98.5++ percent), 180,979 tons of = 
_ . aluminum alloys, 1,268 tons of aluminum in brass and bronze, 473 NE 

tons in zinc base alloys, and 1,668 tons of aluminum in chemical == = © ~# 
_ products (1,648 in aluminum chloride and 20 in sodium aluminate). = = = # 
_. Production in the form of secondary aluminum ingot totaled 144,694 = = © s 

tons (83,933 in 1941). The secondary aluminum recovered in 1942 | ay 
required the consumption of 217,611 tons of aluminum scrap, 43,248 — aD 

: tons or 20 percent of which was old scrap (45,329 tons or 36 percent ==: Q 
: in 1941), and 174,363 tons or 80 percent new scrap (81,118, or 64 ~~ | Gs 
i percent in 1941). Remelters, smelters, and refineries used 73 percent es: 
i of this scrap; aluminum rolling mills, 26 percent; and foundries and = 3 

other manufacturers, 1 percent. Additional information on secondary ae 
aluminum is given in the chapter on Secondary Metals—Nonferrous. 4 

CONSUMPTION — | Mis 
_ Apparent domestic consumption of primary aluminum in 1942 _ oe 

increased 94 percent over 1941. Consumption of secondary alu- ee 
minum increased at approximately the same rate. oe : ve
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fe _ Production, imports, exports, and apparent consumption of primary aluminum and. 

Be |. production of secondary aluminum in the United States, 1938-42. 

be ere oo _ Primary aluminum _ | Seeondary aluminum . 

oe vege | Production * ; | mn | "| Apparent re 

a es (short tons) (short tons) (font | Short tons) Value? | 
oa a Short tons} Value {| oe _ {(short tons) So 

ee ggg 7 $56,659,000 | 28,870 6,309 |. 89, 528 38, 800 | $15, 326, 000 - 
Pe 1939............| 163,545 | 64, 600, 000 9,200| 36,632} 167,646 | 53,947 | 21, 309, 065 | 
a 1940222222227] 2067 280 | 75,292,000 | 17,435 | 26,886 |. 227,017] 80,362 | 29,332,130 
seh p 1941....-.......| 309,067 | 100,395,000 |. 13,358 | 7,405} 302,788 | 106,857 | 34,707,153 
C8 gga TTTTTETIZT] ga, 106 | 4150, 768,000] 111,650 | 38, 732 | 588, 522 | 198, 492 | 58,039,061. 

1. Data nof available on fluctuations in consumers’ stocks. ‘Withdrawals from producers’ stocks totaled = 
a . - $1,443 short tons in 1939, and 30,188 in 1940; additions to producers’ stocks totaled 56,479 tons in 1938, 12,232, 

So gn’ 1941, and 5,502 in 1943. ~ oo | x an 
Bes 2 Based upon average price of primary aluminum as reported to Bureau of Mines. a 
Bie 3 Crude.and semicrude, some of which may be secondary aluminum. a . Do 

Be Of the primary and secondary aluminum consumed in the form of 
“.. . fabricated products, about 60 percent went into airplane.construction = 

in. airframes, landing gear, engines, propellers, and fittmgs. The — 
“greater part of the remainder was used in ship construction, tank — 
“.  * engines, ordnance, and other military uses. Only a minimum of — 
y* eivilian needs, such as tools, some chemical equipment, and deoxida- 
“tion in ‘steel- manufacture, were filled.. Prewar uses of the metal, 

>. such as automobiles, trains, electrical conductors, furniture, house- 
<.- -hold utensils, decorations, packaging, and bridge and building con- 
ee he struction, have been virtually eliminated for the duration of the war. 
‘<.. Consumption of aluminum in 1943 will follow a pattern similar to | 
Bee that in 1942, but over-all consumption is expected to be nearly twice | 
«as large. Aircraft construction, which may reach 100,000 planes in _ 
“o>: 1943, will continue to demand the largest share of the available supply; __ 

ne Army, Navy, and Lend-Lease requirements will take most of the | 
.-- yemainder; and indirect: military and essential civilian consumption — 
“/ “Gg expected to be allotted only about 8 percent of the total. | 

or a _ PRICES . Ct 

: Throughout 1942 the New York open-market base price of pri- 
- | mary aluminum remained at 15 cents a pound for lots of 10,000 

| pounds or more, 99 percent plus pure ingot aluminum, delivered. 
sO Deductions allowed for transportation charges on orders of 500 

pounds or more cannot exceed the lowest carload rate of rail freight. 
On December 5, 1942, the Aluminum Co. of America for the first 
time in recent years mwncluded pig aluminum in its price schedule. 

a The price was set at 14 cents a pound for guaranteed 99 percent 
average minimum purity and is subject to the same transportation 

| deductions as primary ingot. 
Prices of fabricated and semifabricated products have been reduced 

substantially since the beginning of 1942. These reductions are 
attributed to mass production, manufacturing improvements, lowered 
operating costs, and continued research. 

| Price schedule No. 2, Aluminum Scrap and Secondary Ingot, 
| was originally issued and effective March 24, 1941. During 1942 a 

total of 12 price actions was taken with respect to this schedule, 7
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_.. which was reissued effective February 17,1942, embodying.all previ- =. 
; ous amendments. Since that date, sales of idle inventories to Metals ae 
7 Reserve Co. at the order of the War Production Board have been | 
_ exempt from the order; prices have been set on additional: grades eS, 
- Of scrap; all grades of obsolete scrap except pure cable have been © = 

reduced in price; payment for contaminated aluminum-containng =§- 

4600 di. | an 

- 2 1,200 , — , gS 

| | oS World production | 5 A 

| < ; | - United States production, WR 

FB __| United States production,primary | SSPE.” Te os 

- i ~~ §00 — i. es 

TO Pe pe | uy 
400 y Ts Leta 

5 
| ge 

| Fs 300 ——— —— | ee 
- | | Q pe United States apparent consumption, primary _ f : _ he 

| Hg 200 : . oeunited States I ey 3 uction, a 
ez “united States | U0, Sites ep ah 

- + | @xports hay 4 hy 

' ° ok a 

0 TSN? i oS 

¥ . > United States price | a : et 

Ho ———_—_—_—. - _. 
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: —— rae 
FIGuRE 2.—Trends in production, imports and exports, ‘apparent consumption, and average quoted , ce 

; prices of aluminum, 1913-42. Price is for No. 1 virgin 98-99 percent at New York through 1929, there- ¥ 
after for 99-percent-plus virgin ingot, as reported by American Metal Market. . a ot 

| material has been limited to the actual metal contained; and a maxi- 8 
mum price has been set for aluminum-bearing materials. On Novem- Mg 
ber 11, 1942, the Office of Price Administration announced that a cS 
premium of one-half cent a pound would be allowed in baled or | Je 
packaged scrap sales to primary producers and 1 cent a pound for’ - S
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. >. briquetted scrap. On January 5, 1943, the Office of Price Administra- 
"tion announced the establishment of a maximum base price of 15. 
»-*_ gents a pound for secondary ingot, and lower prices were set for low- 
Boe ks _ grade alloys. The effect of this amendment was to rearrange and | 
»... ‘simplify the former. classification of secondary ingot, and it had only - 
Pe a slight effect on prices; BS oe 
ce BOREIGN TRADE 

~.... Imports and exports of crude and semicrude aluminum in 1942 
were 736 and 419 percent more, respectively, than im 1941. The 

ee _ value of imports and exports of manufactured aluminum products. _ 
=.=... Increased 870 and 291 percent, respectively. Imports, exclusive of | 
“-s gerap, constituted 19 percent of the apparent consumption of pri- 
“mary aluminum in 1942. Of the imports of crude (105,795 short = 
“>... tons), less than 1 ton came from Curagao and the remainder from | 
~-- Canada; of semicrude (5,855 tons), 5,799 tons came from Canada, 56 
-... tons from Mexico, and less than 1 ton from other countries; and of 
--- gerap (487 tons), 464 tons came from Canada, 3 from Iceland, 2 from = 
~~ Panama, 8 from Canal Zone, 2 from Peru, 3 from New Zealand, 5. 
~ from Mexico, and less than 1 ton each from Curagao, Cuba, Haiti, = 

Venezuela, Chile, British East Africa, and the Bahamas. _ Ma 
~ ' Of the crude aluminum exported in 1942 (17,834 short tons), 439° 
».. tons went to Canada, 2 to Argentina, 1,704 to the United Kingdom, 

4 to Australia, 111 to Brazil, 15,566 to U.S. 5S. R., 2 to India, 5 to 
“o>... China, 1 each to Chile and Surinam, and less than 1 ton to Canal - 
— Zone, Peru, and Egypt; of semicrude (20,898 tons), 3,715 tons went == 

to the United Kingdom, 12,162 to U. S. S. R., and 5,021 to other oo 
"countries; and of scrap (32 tons), all went to Canada. — a Ss 

Ber. oe Aluminum imported for consumption in the United States, 1940-42, by classes 

~ . oes ne | 1940 |e 1o41 Pag 

oe oS Class fo to “fo oe 

oo | hort [vata | Stort | vanae | SBott | Yate 
a , Crude and semicrude: . | . - | a a — 

| Metaland alloys, crude....| 17,435 | $4,628,601 |. 12,830 | $3,333,642} 105,795 | $33, 148, 303 
: Scrap....----..-------.--- 648 108,035 | ' 55| | 13,440 487| 131,142 
_ | ee Plates, sheets, bars, ete_ - -- 1 . §92 — -§28 271, 675 5, 855 2, 204, 331 

Be  - 18,084 | 4,737,228 | 13,413 | 3,618,757 | 112,137| 35, 483, 866 | 

- Manufactures: a | | | 
: Leaf (534 by 544 inches)___.| (1) 12,138] @) 14, 825 |__| eee 

- Powder in leaf (544 by 514 
inches)......--.------.--|----------|----t---------|  @ 14 | | anne 

oe ‘Bronze powder and pow- 
dered foil__........-__._]_------.--|2------------- - 22 28, 044 () 4 

Foil less than 0.006 inch 
thick. 471 389, 868 117 110,166] (3) 37 

Table, kitchen, hospital 
utensils, etce._.....--.--- 4 5, 149 2 3, 620 (3) 91 

Other manufactures-__---_- (*) 15, 541 (4) 52, 057 (4) 1, 639, 659 

(4) 429,696 | (4) 208,786 | (4) 1, 639, 791 
Grand total_...---------| 5, 159, 024 | () 3, 827, 543 | (4) - 37,123,657 

11940: 10,244,034 leaves; 1941: 11,113,500 leaves; equivalent in pounds not recorded. 
21941: 50,000 leaves; equivalent in pounds not recorded. 
3 Less than 1 ton. 
4 Quantity not recorded.
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an _ . - Aluminum exported from the United States, 1940-42, by classes 

ee a fo 90 tf gt 

pe | Sons’ | Value | Soa | value] Song] Value 
7 | Crude and semicrude: | - en 2 oe : ee a 
‘i . Ingots, ‘slabs, and erude..-| 12,227 | $5, 352, 151 750 |-.. $325, 218 17, 834 . $5, 514, 562, oe yet 
i ' Serap__.-.-.-..-----.--.-- 955 | - 331, 757 57 - 22,352 —. Bae. - 1,157 Sa ay 

Plates, sheets, bars, ete...] 14,659.| 12,285,124 | 6,655 | 4,445,018 | 20,898 | 14,024,022, 
E Lr, 841 | 17, 919,082 | 7,462 | 4,792, 588] 38,764 | 19,580, 74s 

- : Tubes, moldings, or other . , Pe ree 
eo - _ Shapes_.-.--.-----------| 1,233 | - 1, 278, 793 | 367 .. §50,606 | © 3,392; = 5, 390, 267 hes 
"  - . .‘Dable, kitchen, and hos-| | : - wo 
a __ pital utensils.........._- 421] 482,869 298| 281,851 138 161,800 2° 

os Foil__._--22-2-2--2-..---| 1,404] 1,221,500] 274 | 246,259] = 19 121, 800 Oo 
Powders and pastes (alu- = a o ae . 7 one 

wm “. "minum and aluminum | _ 2 ce BN 
0.)  pronze)..2s.--2--------| 440 370, 061 1239 | = 206,776.| 11,313 651, 802 gs 

eo _ Other manufactures__.-.--| @) 1, 169,780 |.. @) . 794,442} (2). 1, 000, 028 fe 

ay gt, 093 1) 2,079,934 | @) | 7,825,708, 
Grand total...---------} @ | 22,487,128}  @ 6,872, 522|  @) | 26,865,444 

oo 1 Aluminum content. a a Co ee _ ES 
| + Quantity notrecorded, Se 

— PECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS 2A i 

One of the most important technologic advances of 1942 wasthe = <= 
- . development of the lime-soda-sinter method for treating red mud - oe 

_ tailings from the Bayer process. Lime-soda-sinter units dre being er 
... eonstructed at the four Aluminum Co. of America alumina plants at = °' 

Mobile, Ala., Baton Rouge, La., Hurricane Creek, Ark., and East ae 
St. Louis, Il., and will operate in conjunction with the Bayer plants = 8 =s_—. 
by a combination process developed in pilot-plant experimentation at a 
East St. Louis. High-silica bauxite will be treated directly by the = = =. 

_. Bayer process, and the red mud tailings will be sintered with lime °°: 
| and soda ash in rotary kilns. The sintered material will be leached, Ne 

, . and the sodium aluminate liquor thus obtained will be added:'to the =. 
| Bayer liquors. No increase in alumina capacity is to be expected = «§} 

_. from this process; it is solely a means of extracting alarger percentage = = 
of alumina from high-silica bauxites than is possible by the Bayer © = i 
‘method. ee SO oe oe as 

7 Much research was carried out in-1942 and early 1943 on the © .4 
i problem of obtaining alumina from clay and other materials. Kal-. TM 
i unite, Inc., in its pilot plant at Salt Lake City has further developed ed 
é and perfected its process for the production of alumina from Marys- Os 
t vale (Utah) alunite. By this process the alunite is crushed, roasted, an 
j and dissolved in sulfuric acid, after which the basic alum, formed by _ oe 
: decomposition of crystallized potash alum, is sintered. ‘The sintered ee. 
! product is leached, leaving the insoluble alumina behind. | a 
| Investigations and research on the extraction of aluminafrom clay, $7 
| low-grade bauxite, and alunite, and on the beneficiation of aluminous 7 

ores are being carried out by the Bureau of Mines in its laboratories ot 
and pilot plants at Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Rolla, Mo.; Salt Lake City, as 
Utah; Boulder City, Nev.; College Park, Md.; Norris, Tenn.; and os 

, Seattle, Wash. | . oe
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he ‘The presence of minor alloying elements commonly found as 
& ss impurities in aluminum was studied with respect to the allowable  __ 
eo limits of impurities and their effect on the physical properties of = 
. _, aluminum casting alloys.? Continued expansion in capacity and | 
ee ma number of sand casting foundries resulted in improved foundry 
~~» techniques and greater output.2. Advancement in plating on alumi- | 
ys num as the base material was marked in 1942,* and studies were 
“... maade on the electrodeposition of aluminum on other metals’ The — 
<.. cleaning and finishing of aluminum used on warplanes received much 

attention. Improved alloying technique and numerous patents — 
oe. for new alloys accompanied the expansion of fabricating facilities.’ oo 

The Aircraft Parts Division of the Reynolds Metals Co. is producing | 
ms* , finished aircraft parts at its Louisville, Ky., plant and shipping them | 
eee direct to aircraft manufacturers, thereby greatly reducing the usual | 
> 3= to 6-month delay in scrap return when sheet instead of finished - 

“parts is shipped.® | OS | a | 
ee Anhydrous aluminum sulfate can be produced from commercial _ 
“. >>. aluminum sulfate by a process that avoids the mechanical difficulties | 
be caused by transformation of the salt through a fluid, sticky stage - 
“-._ previously considered unavoidable (U. S. Patent 2,304,519). Anew © 
Be - process has been developed for the production of an aluminum 
“«.  ¢hloride catalyst by soaking pieces of a suitable carrier material in a 
» bath of molten anhydrous aluminum chloride (U.S. Patent 2,295,977), 

Me WAR MEASURES | me , 

* .—, Mandatory priorities. restricting delivery, processing, use, and | 
“inventories, which had been placed on aluminum by the Office of 
ee Production Management on March. 22,.1941, were kept in force 
» throughout 1941 and 1942. The original order, M—1, was changed 
yo and revised by the War Production Board. The order in force on | 
oe April.1, 1943, was M-—1-i, effective August 18, 1942, and last amended 
Bao November 20, 1942; it provides for complete allocation control of — 
to virgin and secondary metal. ge Oo : 

| Srder M-1-—d, covering aluminum scrap containing more than 15 
- percent aluminum, became effective January 7, 1942, and prohibits 

- the use of scrap, except home scrap, without the authority of the 
| - Director of Industry Operations. The order does not apply to virgin- 
_ aluminum producers or approved smelters. Each plant generating 

| 1,000 pounds or more of scrap must segregate scrap at the machine 
| and all 17S, 24S, and 52S alloy scrap in solid form must be sold to 

Aluminum Co. of America or Reynolds Metals Co. Other segregated 
| - gerap must be sold to these companies or approved dealers and smelters 

| and the identity of segregated scrap must be certified to by the seller. 
a Manufacture and sale of aluminum pigments and paints was pro- 

hibited by order M—1-g effective March 10, 1942. | : 

2 Bonsack, Walter, Effects of Minor Alloying Elements in Aluminum Casting Alloys: Iron Age, vol. 
. 150, No. 7, August 13, 1942, pp. 68-74. ; ; 

3 Allen, Arthur H., Buick Speeds Production of Aluminum Alloy: Foundry, vol. 70, No. 12, December 
, 1942, pp. 66-71, 150-153. 

4Yates, Raymond F., Plating on Aluminum: Metals and Alloys, vol. 16, No. 6, December 1942, pp. 

Oy Ostrow, B. D., A Résumé on the Electrodeposition of Aluminum: Metal Finishing, February 1942, 

PR; faulhaber, Frank V., Finishing Warplanes: Metal Finishing, vol. 41, No. 2, February 1943, pp. 113-119. 
7 Robinson, J. Towns, Development of Aluminum Alloys: Metallurgia, vol. 27, No. 158, December 1942, | 

| PR froelich, M. H., Producing Aircraft Parts at the Aluminum Mill: Aero Digest, vol. 42, No. 1, January 
1943, pp. 104, 109-110, 113-114.
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ee | BAUXITE AND ALUMINUM 705 

oo On August 1, 1942, order M—1-h, fully allocating bauxite and alu- 
| mina, became effective. Hor the purpose of this order bauxite was, 

_ defined as “restricted” and ‘“nonrestricted.’”’ Restricted bauxite. = ~ 
~ (containing less than 15 percent silica) was further subdivided nto 

high-silica restricted (8 to 15 percent silica) and low-silica restricted =... 
7 (less than 8 percent silica). The purpose of the order is to make cer- 3) 

. tain that the higher grades of ore are allocated to the most essential =. °..' 
* needs and that no user who can use nonrestricted ore receives any of «= 
: the high-grade material. Alumina and primary alumina products. © - iy 
: are stringently controlled by the order in an effort to divert all possible =. 
~ calcined alumina to the aluminum industry and essential abrasive © js, 

uses, and small quantities of primary alumina products are manu- es *y 
__ factured and allocated to essential uses, largely refractories, catalysts, © =~) 

and the production of certain chemical products. ee ag 
On November 2, 1942, the War Production Board announced anew = 

long-range plan for controving the flow of critical materials into war wg 
- uses—the widely heralded Controlled Materials Plan. Under it, — ce 

| requirements for critical materials will be adjusted to the available ss. x. 
a supply, and the quantity and type of materials required will. be avail- 3), 

able at the time and place necessary to meet approved programs. =... 
The plan, in effect a vertical allotment system, was applied to the three ss 

a most basic and critical materials—aluminum, copper, and steel—and  °% 
._ became effective in its transitory stages in the second quarter of 1948. 

‘The former horizontal allotment system—the Production Require- =. * 
7 ments Plan—will be completely replaced by the Controlled Materials ==. 

Plan by July 1, 1943, for the above-mentioned critical materials. | an 

- ).. WORLD BAUXITE:-AND ALUMINUM INDUSTRIES = iit 

| _. Production and consumption of aluminum reached an unprecedented sg. 
record in 1942, and this high mark will be considerably exceeded NM ss 
1943; most of the increase will be from expanded facilities m North = *. 
America. , Se, : | oS rg 

| «World production of bauxite, 1988-42, by countries, in metric tons A 

a . [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] - a a % 

; Country 1988 - 1939 1940 1941 «| 1942 _ Sy 

‘Australia: - | : CS | of ge ag 
"New South Wales......--2-----| M2] OL Mt MO 4000 ee 

~ Wietoria_..2.....-.--------------------| - 1,341 820 21,000] 21,000 see eo NE 
, Brazil (exports)._.....2.-.----.------------| 12, 928 18, 279. 82 14, 365 12, 897 al 
; - Czechoslovakia..-..-----------=----------- (1) ~ (1) (1) . () . Q) . . say 

: France. ......... IIE] 682,440 | 2800,000 | 2 700,000 | 7 700,000-}' 2650;000 aid 
‘ Germany_.--.----------------2------------| 19, 708.]. 220,000 | = 20,000 | 225,000} - 225,000 000 ke 

Gold Coast..-.--.-------------------------|--eenennenn-[eceeeeene---|  @) 215, 000 245, 000 oS 
' Greece. poco] 198, 888 |" 186,008 | +50,000 | 50,000) 980,000 

i British.............-.---..------------| 382,409 | 483,653 | * 700,000 | 1,089,833 | 21,175,000 ve 
: _ Netherlands (Surinam)................| 377,213 | 511,619 | _ 615,434 | _1, 198, 900 |- 2 1,245, 000 OY 
: Hungary -........-.--..------------------- 540, 718 485,000 |. 2 647,000 | 21,000,000 ; 21,200, 000) Co 

India, British -.........2------------------ 15, 005 9,121 | - 215,000} . 225,000| ~ 230,000 S 

Indochina.......-....---------------------| ‘160 ” 330 118}  71,000| , _ #1,000 - yak 
Ireland .._.........-..---------------------|------------}------------| © @ , 240,000 | © 2.100.000 nn et 

Italy .......-....--so2- sess sews esseee22-.| 360, 837°} “483, 965 | 2 530,000 | *.600,000 | 2 400,000. ved 
po Japan. _.._.......-.--------.-------------- 3 20, 000 2 39, 000 3 43, 000 2 50, 000 2 75, 000 emp 

Netherlands indies............--...-.-.--.| 245,354 | 280,668] 274,345 | (171,821 | = 2160,000 8 
Portuguese East Africa.....-...--.--------|------------ 180 1, 030 31,000 21,000 Coe 
Rumania._....--.---.--..---s-2-ssee-eee-| 1,807] 10,460 | = 240,000} 940,000 | 2.40, 000 wee 
Southern Rhodesia..........--------------|------------|------------|------------ 31,000 3 1, 000 Py 

nfederated Malay States: Johore.......-- 55, 965 93, 737 63, 787 275, 000 2 75, 000 . oN 
U8. 8. Ru -------| 250,000 | 2270,000 | 2300,000 | 250,000; 2275, 000 eat 
United States (dried-bauxite equivalent) -- 315, 906 381, 331 445, 958. 908, 525 2, 511, 385 ae 

Yugoslavia. ....:..........---------------- : 396, 368 318, 840 3 290, 000. 3 400, 000 a 200, 000 ' he 

| | - _ | 3,869, 000 | 4, 344, 000 | 4, 737,000 | 6,657,000 | 8,276,000 
| 1 Data not available. - oe | an Coe 

| 2 Estimated production. Estimates for 1939, 1940, 1941, and 1942, by the authors. : ee
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Bea +. World production of aluminum, 1938-42, by countries, in metric tons. - Oo 

he oc ET Ce {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] == is So 

Oo ee Country | 988 - i930 | 1940 | 94t | 1942 
SE 
Beg Canada... 22-2212 eeeeee eee eeeeeese---| 66,000 | 75,000 | 1.100, 000 | 1.200,000 | 1.300, 000 - 
Fo Brame “WoT ] 48300 | 50,000 | + 89,000 | 62,200) 170,000, 
— ee, a oo Austria.._....-...---.-.-----------------| - 4, 506. \ 1210, 000 - 240, 000 1 300, 000 1 350, 000 

om es . Hungary - 222222222222 22-2 ------------ 1,500 | ° =1,500 | = 1:2, 800 15,000 | 1.5, 000 oe 
ci ge Cone India.--...2-..--2-- 2 eee wee te ew eee depen lee eee wetece ieee ween ee eee ef 7 a 1500 : 

Bo Tay ITT 85, 800 134, 200. | 1-40, 000 |. 150,000 | 1-45, 000 a 
Bea 2 Japan ill ele eee} 17,0004)» 23,000. | 1.35, 000 1 65, 000 |. : 1.90, 000 . 
hes Norway eee] 29,000 | 31,000] 128,000 | 118,000} = 1220000 ae Spain:...-.-.-- ef 661} - 1800; = a7 | 1700]. 1800 
eo Sweden. _..-+-.---2-42-2-4+----n-------:--|. 2, 400 2,700). 12,000} = 1.2,500 ) )s 12,000 | 
be Switzerland 2277S} e000 | «28,000 | 131,000} 125,000) 125,000 
Bee OSG LRTI ETI] 43} s00-} 2.73,000°} 175,000 | 155,000 |» 155, 000. | 
oo. United Kingdom__2 7722227] 23,300 | 25,000 | 128,000 | = 135,000} —_ 1.50, 000 ; 

meager" United. States_..-.-222 2-2-2 .-_-_]| ~ -180,100 |» 148,400 | 187,100 | . 280,383.) - 472,737 ~ 

ve Muagoslavia_.----2-----22--+--e-----e------} 1 200) 2,400 | 12,800 | 18,000) 13,000 | 
8, 700 | © 705,000 | 831,000 | 1,101,800 | 1,491,000 

- " ee 1 Estimated production. Estimates for 1939, 1940, 1941, and 1942 by the authors. Sey) - oe oo 

_.___.World production of bauxite is estimated to have reached approxi- = 
“> mately 8,276,000 metric tons in 1942, 24 percent more than in 1941 
.. and 114 percent more than in the pre-war year 1938.. Of the world === 
e-  gutput in 1942, it is thought that the production.m Axis dominated or i 
“. °-  gontrolled. territories was 2,876,000 tons or 35 percent and that =~ 
2.0. 6,400,000 tons or 65 percent was under United Nations control. =. 
eo The aluminum produced in 1942 is estimated to have totaled _ 
* 1,491,000 metric tons, 35 percent more than in 1941 and.158 percent =| 
“~~ more than in 1938. Of the world output in 1942, it is thought that _ 
s. -: production under the control or domination of the Axis in Europe 
se. and the Far East was 612,800 tons, or 41 percent, and under total 
=~. United Nations control 878,200 tons, or 59 percent. 

Migs ie oe REVIEW BY COUNTRIES ns 

’> Australia. —Bauxite is mined at Bundanoon, New South Wales, for | 
me | use as a flux in steel manufacturing by Broken Hills Proprietary,  —_ 
--. Litd., and at Nahoo and ‘Boolara, Victoria, for chemical purposes 
. and alumina production by Sulphates, Ltd., at Melbourne. According — | 
a to present plans the production of bauxite will not exceed 5,000 tons | 
_ — in 1943. Sulphates, Ltd., the only producer of alumina in the Com- 
a monwealth, has a plant of 1,000 tons annual capacity and successfully 

uses a sodium bisulfate process developed by Michael Martin as an 
_: Improvement on the Penniakoff process. It is reported that an acid 

. process using ammonium sulfate is under consideration in plans for a 
— possible expansion of alumina capacity. Proposals to erect a reduc- 

| tion plant at Sydney apparently have not yet materialized and may — 
7 have to wait until after the war. Fabricating facilities have been 

| - greatly expanded, and it is reported that consumption of ingot has 
nearly doubled. | oO | 

Brazil.—Construction has been nearly completed on the 10,000-ton 
alumina plant and 2,000-ton reduction plant of the Companhia 
Electro-Chimica Brasileira at Saramenha, near Ouro Preto, Minas 

. Gerais. These plants will be able to fill present Brazilian domestic 
needs for alumina and aluminum. The Gambe deposit near Ouro 
Preto with a 2,000,000-metric ton reserve will supply the alumina
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. plant with ample high-grade material. Negotiations have been —..° 

= - continuing between Brazil and the United States to obtain equipment. =.» > | 
_ for mining the Pocos de Caldas deposits and for the construction ofa = = 

_ 40,000-ton. alumina plant and a 20,000-ton reduction plant near SA0  -. 
a Paulo. The bauxite deposits on the Pocos de Caldas Plateau are .- 
' said to contain 7,000,000 tons of proved reserves. Estimates by the =~. : 
- Brazilian Government indicate 120,000,000 tons of possible: ore. 0 © 
Po Analyses of the bauxite range from 57 to 61 percent Al,O;, according = 

| to areliable source. Power for the reduction plant would be obtained = 
' . from standby power from the Sao Paulo Tramway Light & Power Co. = 

a at Serra Cubatao and from two additional’ units to be constructed. «=~! 

__ Exports of bauxite from Brazil in 1942 totaled 12,397 metric tons 
~ -  eompared with 14,365 tons in 1941.00 0 6S 

— British Guiana.—Exports of bauxite by the Demerara Bauxite Co, 
a Ltd., and the Berbice Co., Ltd., totaled 1,116,463 long tons in 1942,» 3 

~ of which 872,138 tons went to'Canada, 204,750 to the United States, = =» 
_--- 39,574 to the United Kingdom, and 1 to Trinidad: The Berbice "4 

-- Co., Litd., began sending dried bauxite by barge from its property 130. Oe 

-. miles up the Berbice River to the loading point of Everton inthe = = * 
. early spring of 1942 for shipment to Canada... Thiscompany hasbeen = =—— = 

_ -shipping bauxite solely to Canada. The Demerara BauxiteCo.,Ltd., 
is reported to have opened up a new deposit of bauxite 40 miles up ©. 

| river from the port of MacKenzie. The Demerara River wasbeing = 
dredged in late 1942 to facilitate transport of ore hy allowing deeper sss 
draught vessels toload farther upstream. th 

— Canada.—Compared with 1942, Canadian aluminum production is =: 
expected’ to increase more than 50 percent in 1943. The estimated = 

. rate of production to be attained in 1943 is 508,000 tons. Thegigantic- 

| facilities of the Aluminum Co.‘of Canada for alumina and aluminum i (ists. 

at Arvida, Quebec’ (1,050,000-ton alumina plant and 360,000-ton 9 == 
reduction plant) are by far the largest in the world and at capacity will =... 

_. supply nearly one-fourth of the metal to be produced annually inthe 
| Western Hemisphere. Other Canadian reduction plants, all owned + 

- by the Aluminum Co. of Canada, are at Shawinigan Falls (75,000 0 - *® 

_ tong capacity), Beauharnois (25,000 tons capacity), Le Touque = =. |) 
oe (29,008 tons capacity), and Isle: Maligne (15,000 tons capacity). == = 4 

: ith the exception of one potline at Isle Maligne all the above plants = pe 
were in full operation on May 1, 1943. Alime-soda-sinter plant willbe 3 
completed in the third quarter of 1943 at Arvida for use in conjunction | 2 
with the present Bayer facilities if the shipping situation should = 

, . deteriorate further and necessitate the importation of relatively highs. ig 
Co silica Arkansas bauxite from the United States.. Since 1939 aluminum- le 

; fabricating facilities have been greatly expanded, principally at. Kings- oS 
ton, Ontario, where strong-alloy sheet, extrusions, and forgings are’ og 

. made, partly for United States consumption. Rolled screw machine _ ot 

| and rivet stock is produced at Shawinigan Falls, Quebec, and sheet and ees 
| castings at Toronto, Ontario. At Toronto anew sand-casting foundry ss. 

is producing 200,000 pounds of castings a month. The Kingston ois 

forging plant is turning out 10,000 propeller blades a month, most of — oe; 
which are for the United States. : 7 - gy 

To save shipping space bauxite cargoes from British Guiana and od 
Surinam were unloaded largely at eastern United States ports, prin- 8 

cipally New York, and then shipped by rail or rail and barge to the od 

- alumina plant at Arvida. | sO : a i
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g «  ' - Qentral America.—Bauxite deposits have been reported from 
wei. . Nicaragua, Honduras, and El Salvador. No definite information is = 
a _. . available on grade or reserves, but exploration is being pressed. 

Ee . .. China.—Large deposits of aluminous material have been discovered | 

‘<n western China in-the Provinces of Yunnan and Szechwan. . It is | 
i. reported that exploitation will be undertaken by the Chinese Economic 
eo. Ministry, 
a... Colombia.—A deposit.of bauxite has been reported in the region of. 
ou. San Martin, Intendencia del Meta. © | oe 
uo. France.—French aluminum production in 1941 was only 62,200 tons, 
“vv. falling short of its objective of 70,000 tons by about 10 percent. Fuel, = 
“.. < power, and rail shortages probably were the primary causes, aided by 
x... Jabor shortages and labor troubles. Production in the first quarter of 
#21: 1942 is reported to have been at a rate slightly exceeding 70,000 tons. __ 
e'° The well-known French firm of Alais, Froges & Camargue (Pechiney) 
"'". ig understood to have. expanded its capacity by constructing two new 
om» plants at the suggestion of the Germans. The company capital was | 
<> - doubled to more than 800,000,000 French francs to make the expansion. | 
<. possible. During 1942 alumina was exported to Germany, and there 
“=. Is Feason to believe that a substantial share of this was reshipped to 
«s_ Norway. According to Vichy several hundred French prisoners of 
Se. war-were sent back from Germany to work in the bauxite mines in the | 
we Brignoles area, 
be Germany—German and Austrian aluminum production in 1942. . 
a .. has been estimated-at 350,000 tons. Larger production, desperately | 
ee _ needed to supply the Luftwaffe with planes, is thought to have been | 
Bee retarded by shortages of power, labor, and transportation. The | 
“yo: power stations supplying electric energy for the aluminum plants are 
# mostly based. on lignite; labor for lignite mining and transport for =» — 
ai’ bauxite seem to be the principal limiting factors in the German : 
Bey aluminum industry. Reports indicate that most German bauxite - | 
“sam ports are from Hungary and southern France since transportation . 
a. from these sources is easier than from the more remote bauxite 
Beh districts of Croatia, Italy, and Greece. Intense effort is being put | 
Wee forth to recover all possible light-metal scrap, and remelters have been 

oe instructed to concentrate on 14 grades of remelted aluminum. Most - 
— of these grades are blended with virgin ingot for use, but some are , 
oe ‘sold direct to foundries by the Association of German Aluminum 

- - Smelting Works. : | a | | 
i _ Gold Coast.—Deposits in the Gold Coast became one of the major 

| sources of bauxite for the United Kingdom aluminum industry in 1942. 
SC Development is progressing rapidly, and it is hoped that 120,000 tons : 

. of ore will be produced in 1943. Plans are to increase annual pro- 
7 duction to 240,000 tons by the end of 1945. All bauxite being pro- 

duced at present is from the Sefwi Bekwai area in the western province 
of the Colony. Britain wishes to obtain rolling stock and mining 
equipment from the United States to facilitate shipping and increase 
the capacity of the mines. | 

Major deposits of bauxite in the Gold Coast are the following: 
Yenahia group, Ashanti, where reserves, including highly ferruginous 
bauxite, are estimated at 168,000,000 tons, some of which analyzes 

: 1 percent SiO, and 63 percent Al,O; and is 20 feet thick; Affoh group, 
Sefwi Bekwai, with estimated usable reserves of 32,130,000 tons; 

| Asafo, N. W. Sefwi, 5 miles north of Asempanaiye, where 15,000,000 — 
tons average more than 55 percent Al,O3;; and Mount Ejuanema,
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| ‘Kwaho, 2 miles from the railhead at Nkawkaw and 112 rail miles . *! 
| from the port of Accra, with estimated reserves of 4,000,000 tons of | 
-. massive and rubbly bauxite. Numerous other minor deposits are . (.. 

| _ scattered throughout the country and occur mainly as cappings of - 
- aluminous laterite on flat-topped hills. High-grade chemical ore = 

exists in the Gold Coast to some small extent, but on the average the == 
-__ bauxite found here is comparatively low in silica and high in iron... s 
ee Tremendous tonnages of metallurgical ore are available. =e th 
: -. Hungary —According to recent reports the world’s richest bauxite =>) 
' deposits have been discovered in the mountain region of Borzoeny, = y 

Hungary. No statement of the size of this deposit has been made, =»... 
- but before its announcement bauxite reserves in Hungary had been  ~ sy 
_ estimated at 250,000,000 tons. The deposits of the Vertesgebirge _ oe 

_ alone contain 120,000,000 tons and are mined by open-cut methods. ——. =‘#; 
) Operating companies in this area, are members of Bauxit Trust A.G., 0 | f.4f 

| Zurich, and export most of the production to Germany. The small “a 
. quantity used domestically is consumed by the alumina plant of the  __ 8 

| . Bauxite Industry Co., a subsidiary of Bauxit Trust A. G., which oe 
| supplies the 3,000-ton reduction plant.at Csepel and the 2,000-ton = §¥ 

_ . reduction plant of the Hungarian General Coal Mining Co. at Tata- © Ss 
banya. Bauxit Trust A. G., in 1942 established a Hungarian sub-  =«s_—«6 :' 

_ sidiary, Donautaler Tonerdeindustrie A. G., to produce alumina near st 
one of the existing reduction plants. The capital of the new company, ty 

_. 35,000,000 pengo, is divided between the Hungarian state, Bauxit °.. ()% 
. Trust A. G., and Aluminium Werke A. G., Berlin. Ungarische  —— .* 

| Bauxitgruben A. G. has started to construct its 20,000-ton alumina. =: = 
and 10,000-ton reduction plant at Ajka near Veszprem. To ensure Oak 

_ sufficient power for these plants'a power unit producing 250,000,000 9.233 
| - kw.-hr. a year was erected. This expansion will Cover domegpic Seer 
_- requirements of the metal and will leave a balance for export to other = 89 

European. countries without greatly affecting bauxite exports. The = %% 
extent to which the Hungarian aluminum industry can be expanded a 

| depends on power sources.. Since the return of northern Translyvania 
: to Hungary, plans are said to: be proceeding for¥generating more =. 

-. hydroelectric power in the Carpathians. We MS 
Indva.—Titaniferous bauxite has been located in Jashpur State, =“ 

Chota Nagpur, India. The deposits, however, are far from rail = == 
- facilities, and the nearest important town—Ranchi—is 100 miles os 

eastward. Exploration has continued on the bauxite deposits in the = .-4 
: Shevaroy Hills in Madras. The Aluminium Corporation of India, eR 

Ltd., an Indian-owned company, has a 6,000-ton alumina plant at ma a 
! Anupuagar near Asansol; bauxite deposits are nearby. A reduction ne 
: plant was also started there several years ago, but owing to shortages. =. 

of ‘material it probably cannot be completed until after the war. 
: Alumina production ceased after the production of 60 tons,and there = °% 
' appears to be no present prospect of its being resumed. The Alu- ta 
2 minium Production Co. of India, Ltd., part British- and part Canadian- = 

owned, has constructed a reduction plant at Alwaye, Travancore,  —s_. 
which is reportedly producing at the rate of 1,500 tons annually. us 

_ Capacity will be nearly doubled when additional power facilities have — as 
been installed. Alumina for the plant is being supplied from a pre- eg 
war stock pile which appears to be running low. Efforts to bring the a 
alumina plant at Anupuagar back into production have been unsuccess- oot 

- ful. The Aluminium Production Co. of India, Ltd., also owns and ees 
operates a fabricating plant at Calcutta which, with small additions, 7 | 4
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eee! ean turn out 2 million pounds of strong alloy sheet a year. The — | 
Z.. mecessary equipment will be installed by October 19438... 
uo Jreland.—It is estimated that 100,000 tons of bauxite were shipped = 

»; to Britain from Ireland in 1942. Bauxite occurs in commercial —_ 
% quantities in County Antrim in northeastern Ireland, where it is a 
«found in lenticles and irregular masses between two basaltic flows. | 
“~The individual deposits appear to have no great extent or thickness. | 
7°. Italy —The alumina and aluminum facilities of. Italy are extremely - 
eo _ vulnerable to. Allied air attacks since the last Axis forces have been ~ 
oo swept from Tunisia.. It is not unlikely that the Italian light-metal — 
-.. ¢ndustries will be greatly impaired by Allied air activities, if indeed 
x. they have not already been seriously disrupted. The following list 
<.. gives the location of the alumina and aluminum plants; 

moe ss Ind, Nazionale Alluminio_.......--.. Potto Marghera.. Bolzano. .. | 
ee  Bolaamowee----e- . 

 "So¢ieta Italiano Allumina__.......... Porto Marghera., 
“ SoeietaInd. Min. El. Chim. (8.1.M.E.)_. Bussi--.-------- 
Be Bootes ea ‘Veneto Anonima Porto Marghera__ Porto Marghera. = 

ge ee goticta ‘Nazionale Alluminio_....._..--...2----------- Mori. na 
Soeieta Alluminio Italiano----.--------.-------------- Borgofranco. | Be 

Be Two more reduction works have been proposed—at Ferrara and Manteca. =| 
PEG Se ge re cae se we re oe JS 

pe. Jamaica.—Extensive deposits of low-silica, high-iron bauxite were. . 
eo: discovered in Jamaica in the latter half of 1942. Preliminary esti- 
go> mates indicate that over 10,000,000 tons of ore are available in small — | 

Gee deposits. of .30,000 to 60,000 tons each. The deposits occur as | 
moo. . parts of an unconsolidated mantle overlying Tertiary limestone of = 
is. probable Oligocene age and are found.in two general areas—the first | 
y.—: W§ymiles northwest of Old Harbor and the second 20 miles north. of 
mie’. _Kangston. Overburden is said to be light or absent over much of the 
#... ore. Analyses: indicate the following composition of the bauxite: 46 = =| 
“to. 49 percent Al,Oz, 1 to 3 percent SiOz, and 15 to 20 percent FeOs. | 
Bore: The deposits are said to be accessible by rail and motor road to deep 
es water harbors. The Government has decreed under the Defense 
“. . Regulations that any bauxite or other minerals worked on the island | 
.__ ghall become the property of the King and disposed of in accordance | 
-.. with Government regulations. Canada is reported to be planning to 
fe. ~ import 500,000 tons from this source in 1943 if the deposits can be 
-.—s put into operation soon enough and if certain technical difficulties 
os involving the high iron content can be solved. | 

, Japan.—No official information is available on activity in the | 
a alumina and aluminum industries during 1942. Japan’s goal in her | 

- - Four-Year Plan for light-metal production was reported to have been 
140,000 to 150,000 metric tons. Present information indicates that 

a this goal was revised downward considerably, and 1942 production 
is estimated at 90,000 metric tons. Japan has ample reserves of — 

, bauxite at her command in the Netherlands East Indies on Bintan 
| Island, Johore, and the Japanese-mandated Caroline Islands. Plans 

were to import 50,000 tons of high-grade bauxite from the Caroline 
Islands in 1941 and to step up the import rate from Johore, Unfederated 

| Malay States (75,000 tons estimated for 1941). According to German 
reports deposits of aluminous material in Korea, Formosa, and 
Manchuria will be developed by the Japanese light-metal industry. 

Deposits estimated at 10,000,000 tons in the Japanese-mandated 
| Caroline Islands (Palao, Panope, Yap, Marakaro, and Garasumao)
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have been developed by the Nanyo Aluminium Industry:Co., a =. 7° 
- -  gubsidiary of the Japanese South Seas Development Co.’ The ore _ ee 

: ~ averages 55 percent Al,O3, 1 percent SiOz, and 11 percent Fe,Q3..0 ae 
-. [aberia.—The chief deposits of bauxite noted are in the Bulcama 

. and Gisima Sections of the Lorma or Buzi country, at Massao, between 

. _ Kpaia and Zorzor and between Zorzor and Pisabu. 
7 _ Netherlands East Indies—Bauxite produced on the island of 9. 4 
_ Bintan opposite Singapore and the neighboring islands of Angkoet. = 
| and Kojang has been under the control of the Japanese since early =) 
> 1942. Deposits estimated at 10,000,000 to. 20,000,000 tons had. been. 
"developed by the Nederlandische Indische Bauxiet Exploitatie = =. +> 
_.. Maatschappij' on these islands, averaging about 54 percent AlO3;,2 9 J.) 

to. 8 percent SiO., and 13 percent Fe,O3. -The principal workings are 
- at Soengi Kolak on the Kidjang Strait. - Before Japanese occupation, = 3 

the bulk of the production since 1939 had been exported to Japan. ns 
'  -‘-Tt is estimated that, when fully exploited, the deposits of the Nether- 9" 
- lands East Indies can supply the Japanese ‘aluminum industry with 9°. 

~ ---- 400,000’ tons of bauxite annually, 
—-. ‘Norway—Before the German occupation of Norway, six plants:with = 

a total capacity of 22,000 tons of alumina and 36,000 tons of aluminum =? 
-" were in operation. Rated annual:capacities of the reduction plants == |»... 
. were as follows: Stangfjord (owned by British Aluminium Co.), 800... 

tons; Vigolands Brug (owned by British Aluminium Co.), 3,500; = =» 

_ _Eydehavn (owned by Det. Norske Nitrid A. S.), 9,500; Hoyanger. ea 
(owned by Norske Aluminium Co.), 8,000; Haugvik (Glomfjord) =. & 

(owned by International Aluminium Co.), 9,000. Alumina capacity =? 
was. concentrated at the Hoyanger plant which had 4 22,000-tonrated  —_,"s 
annual capacity. Norwegian aluminum production was. to have 2g 

-_- been raised to approximately 130,000 tons through German controlled ks 

and financed expansions, but latest indications are that numerous 

difficulties have appeared to greatly impede this plan. Not the least =<) 
a of the troubles experienced by the Germans has been the vexing | 
-_- problem of supplying Norway with bauxite and alumina from France, =, 

- . _Hungary, and Germany. Swedish information indicates that some oa 

oe of the aluminum works have been closed by the Germans because of = 7 4 
the raw material situation. Reports of sabotage.of German equip- «ss 3, 
ment for the reduction plants and alumina plants are numerous and 
suggest another reason for German. retrenchment in the expansion  =— Se 

: program. _ ee a 
:  .Spain.—A new aluminum plant with an annual capacity of 8,000 - ie 

tons will be built by Empresa Electro-Mecanica de Cordoba, in Spain. ope 
: At present Aluminio Espafiol at Sabinania with an annual peak ~ rs 
7 capacity of 1,100 metric tons is the only light metal producer in this ~  . 
: country. Production at Aluminio Espafiol remained atonlyabout - =. 
: 70 percent of capacity during 1942 owing to a power shortage. - Os 

: Surinam.—Virtually all of the 1,150,000 long tons of bauxite ee 
| exported from Surinam (Netherlands Guiana) in 1942 by the Suri- - ta 

namsche Bauxite Maatschappij (subsidiary of Aluminum Co. of — 
| America) and the N. V. Billiton Maatschappiy went to the United ee 

States and Canada. _ se | eae 
Sweden.—The A. B. Svenska Aluminium Kompaniet, which raised Ss: 

its capital in 1941 to 2,000,000 Swedish kronor, has been granted a oS 
Government credit of 1,000,000 kronor to finance expansions of its nee 
works. Importation of alumina from Norway to the Mansbo reduc- —_ 

. tion works near Avesta was stopped in 1941; to meet the alumina ne
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ee -.. shortage a subsidiary, A. B. Svenska Aloxidverken, was formed and | | 
a has constructed a plant at. Kubikenborg near Sundsvall for the manu 
4. facture of alumina from andalusite. This plant began operation in 
«the spring of 1942; the capacity, estimated at 6,000 tons a year, can | 
™  —-srbe increased if necessary. _ ree - 
e ~ -.” Switzerland —Owing to an acute shortage of copper Switzerland has 
“es. . had to rely more and more on aluminum as a substitute, particularly | 

y... for electrical purposes.. This has resulted in a 50-percent cut inthe 
s... - exports of aluminum and a drastic series of regulations on the domestic - 
con ase.of the metal, especially in containers, furniture, cooking utensils, © 
a -ampdluxuryitems. © 0 | 
we... Unfederated Malay States: Johore—The principal bauxite deposits — 
“=. in Malaya now under Japanese domination are in South and West 
‘yo... Johore. Deposits have been developed at Bukit Pasir and Sri Medan, a 
ee) near Batu Pahat, by the Japanese Ishihare Sangyo K. K. and at Perigi : 
eo. Achih, 12-miles east of Johore Bahru, by Chinese enterprise. The | 
oso ~~ ore is Said to average 52 to 61. percent Al,O3, 5 to 15 percent Fe,Q3;,and  ~— 
«2 to 7 percent SiO,. Ports of shipment for the bauxite are.at Batu oe 

ao: Pahat-and Penggarand. Virtually the entire output has been shipped = 
yo. to Japan since the opening. of the minesin 1986. 0 
moo. United: Kangdom.—It is estimated that British aluminum production 
vecs In. 1942 increased about 40 percent over that in 1941. The bulk of oe 
v. British requirements, however, continue to be filled largely from Can- — | 
ko». ada. The Open General License permitting the importation of baux- 
oe «ite and cryolite into the United Kingdom has been revoked by. the 
eo... Board of Trade; separate licenses were required for goods dispatched —- 
hes to the United Kingdom after November 9, 1942, and imported into 
wes. the United Kingdom after January 9, 1943. Prices of 99 percent ingot 
eC ~-- -pemained pegged at £110 a ton delivered. 2 sas a 
«. .  Yugoslavia.—Bauxite production in Dalmatia and Hercegovina is 
avi’. reported to have declined from 270,000 tons in the first 6 months of = 
ee - 1941 to 106,000 tons in the same period of 1942. The Croatian Alu- 
“ss num Co. has been formed in Agram with a capital of 20,000,000. 
-... kroner to erect an alumina plant with an annual capacity of 100,000 — 
~~. tons and a reduction plant with a 50,000-ton annual capacity near 
“-- . ‘Hum, Hercegovina. Domestic bauxite will be furnished from large ; 
aa deposits in the Karst region of Dalmatia and Hercegovina where 
oh bauxite containing 54:to 60 percent Al,O3; and 1 to 2 percent SiO, is 
--:-- yeported to occur in large quantities. | | :
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7 i SUMMARY = a 
-. - he year 1942 marked. continuation of the forward movement of . a 

--°-. mereury production in the Western Hemisphere. ‘The output of © 3% 
| 50,846 flasks in the United States is the highest since 1882 and has. 

Soe béen surpassed in only eight previous years. Mexico and Canadaes- °°. 
.. tablished new peak rates by substantial margins, Chileand Perulikewise 
_-  gontributed to the total, and development was under way in other 

areas. . Mexico’s output was 32,443 flasks compared with the previous —~ |: 
. _ record of 23,137 flasks in.1941, and Canada’s totals were 13,470 and . 

7,057 flasks, respectively. As: pointed out in previous issues of = =, 
Minerals Yearbook, developments in Western Hemisphere sources = 

_ since the war: began have exceeded expectations and, coupled with = = 
_- restrictive consumption measures, have solved United Nations © .: 
problems with regard to this strategic metal. 

Reports, emanating from Italy and Spain, normally the principal = - sj 
| mercury-producing nations, indicate that those countries also attained = ==. 

record output. These claims cannot be verified, and it doesnotseem =<" 
. entirely reasonable.to suppose that they are true in view of the cur- |. . 3° 

| tailed world markets available to the two countries. On the other - et 
= hand, stocks in Spain are reported to have gained sharply; if this 4 

report is reliable, it would tend to confirm the claim of high production - ae 
iL rates. If actually establishing production records, Spain and Italy  =—s-_—- 
t - together could readily be recovering over 140,000 flasks of mércury . ©, 

annually. — : SO | ie 
: _ Despite conservation measures, consumption in the United States =~ 
: was again higher than in any other year, surpassing the previous ~ oat 

| record (that in 1941) by 11 percent. Domestic production for the — vfs 
year could slightly more than take care of domestic needs, but require- ag 
ments in the second half of the year exceeded production by 7 percent. _—s_. m 

Under arrangements made by the Metals Reserve Co., imports of OS 
metal attained new heights in 1942—a total of 38,911 flasks. It 1s ft 
expected that imports of metal will gain notably in 1943 because of -§ 
anticipated receipts of constant amounts from Mexico, of substan- ots 

5562504346 | 713 | | a 

| 4
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“.. tially more than double the quantity obtained from Canada in 1942, 
b> .. and of 2,000 flasks from Chile. 
 _. As exports of mercury were under strict control, the happy balance 
2. between production and consuniption in the United States in 1942 
’~ would have permitted a stock-pile accumulation of virtually all the 
=... metal imported had not a large demand for metal developed in the —_— 
-. © U.S. 5. R. and an urgent order been placed in the United States. . | 
“~The demand was due in large part to occupation of the principal . : 
.:., - Russian source of mercury, the Donets Basin, by the German Army. | 
“From October 1942 through February 1943 exports to the U.S. S. R. | | 

were officially reported, to have totaled nearly 21,000 flasks. = 28 | 

aM Salient statistics of the mercury industry in the United States, 1988-42... 0 

ch et eo Oo - [Flasks of 76 pounds] re oe 7 

So“ Produetion......-------:--.-------flasks..| 17,901 18,633] — 37,777| 44,9 | 50,848 
tf on, _ Number of producing mines__-..----------| = 91 | 107]. 159}. 97] 184. 
So. Awerage price per flask: op, | 7 fe 

on New York.....---.--------------------| $75.47 | $103.94] $176.87 | $185.02| $198.35 it 
ee London. .-....-.----------------------| $66.92 | $88.26 | $201.10 | $194.20} $297.87 | 
hoes. Imports for consumption: Dee BP as oS 
wo Poumds_..v----------------e----------| 179,522. | 265,944 | - 12,971 | 588,208 | . 2,957,264 
aye . .:Equivalent flasks._.,...-....----------] 2, 362° 8,499 | 1) = 7,740 | 38, 911 
Beer : Exports:. . coe pe : ee pe Oo 
Se Ponmnds....----c-t----ce---e-------e--| 4,161 | 91,789 |. 730,877 | 196,887 | 508,311” 
wie Equivalent flasks._......-------.------}, 7138: | «1,208 | 9,617 | s«2, 590 | - «7,807 = 
oe ‘Consumption__._------------------flasks.-| 119,600 | 120,900 | —. 26,800 |, 44,800 |. 49,700 : 

ne "1 Apparenteonsumption, ye Os 

Office of Price Administration.—Price-ceiling action taken by the  —’ 
a=. Office of Price Administration in February 1942 was described in the 
ue °./. Mercury chapter for 1941. = SO CO ee 
“Metals Reserve Co.—In April, when permitted consumption lagged — 
“/-- behind supplies available from domestic mines, the Metals Reserve 
ae Co. arranged to purchase surplus spot mercury from current domestic | 
~~ production at $192 a flask, f. o. b., New York. The program was 

enlarged in July to make it possible to dispose of metal at purchase | 
a depots established at many points throughout the country, and at | 

a _ that time it was extended conditionally through December 31, 1943. 
fs On March 30, 1943, the program was extended to December 31, 1944, | 

; - with certain modifications regarding termination of purchases before . 
| that date. In projecting purchase agreements into the future, the 

Metals Reserve Co. recognized the premise that a sustained price, if | 
| at satisfactory levels, will insure greater production than will a rising 

price that may reverse itself at any moment. 7 
Consumption restrictions.—Conservation Order M-—78, issued Janu- 

ary 23, 1942, restricted the use of mercury for certain purposes and 
discontinued its use for certain others; it was described in the Mercury 
chapter for 1941. In August 1942 the order was amended to add fire- 

| works and preparations for film developing to the list of discontinued 
- uses. The use of mercury for cosmetics or any preparation designed 

for bleaching the skin or removing freckles was cut to 30 percent. : 
| Bureau of Mines and Geological Survey activities—In continuing its 

search for strategic minerals, the Bureau of Mines investigated : 
' deposits of mercury in Idaho, Oregon, Nevada, California, and Alaska 

during the year. — |



| An extensive area of mercury mineralization near the head of = — 
| Cinnabar Creek in Valley County, Idaho, has been known since 1917. 
. . During 1941 and 1942 the Bureau of Mines completed 9,118 feet of — 
= _ diamond drilling on the Hermes, Annie Sell, and Pretty Maid claims, =. 
___-which resulted in the discovery of a large tonnage of commercial ore. = 
_ It is estimated with reasonable assurance that underground operations =. ,, 
_ «upon a commercial basis may be continued for 3 to 5 years at arate 
. Of about 300 flasks of mercury per month. — - Ee 
mo _ Early in 1942 the Bureau of Mines and the Geological Survey made ~ ©°. 
|. preliminary examination of the Black Butte mine, south Lane County, = 
e Oreg. As a result of systematic sampling, which consisted of diamond  —_-.. 
. drilling and extensive channel sampling on the 400-, 900-, and 1,100- 

_ foot mine levels, a large tonnage of low-grade ore was indicated. = 
_ Under a project called the Silver Spots Program, preliminary og 

: sampling was done on the following properties in Nevada: Reward 
- Quicksilver mine, Mineral County; F and L Quicksilver mine, © 

_ Esmeralda County; Mercury Mining Co., Nye County; Washington _-— 
__-Hill property, Storey County; Thompson Quicksilver property, Nye = 
a County; B and B mine, Esmeralda County; Nevada Cinnabar . ~~ 

‘mine, Nye County; Last Chance mine, Bottle Creek district; Rand __ ee 
_ ‘mine, Ivanhoe district; Buckskin Peak, National district; and ©: 

_> . the Pershing Quicksilver mine, northeast of Lovelock. In Oregon ~~ .. 
a the Bureau of Mines is conducting further exploration by churn. 

' drilling on the Bretz property in Malheur County. = = = el EE 
a _ The Guadalupe mine, 10 miles south of San Jose, Calif., isin one = 

of the most productive mercury areas of the State. The Bureau of i 
. Mines ‘has continued exploration in this area. The work has com- wee 

___* prised trenching and test pitting of old dumps, as well as trenching 
. and drilling of promising areas in search of new ore bodies; a. sub- or 

_ . stantial tonnage of low-grade ore is indicated. — a RS 
Investigation and. exploration continue on the mercury deposits in = 

the Sleitmut area along the Kuskokwim River, Alaska. The Red = 
__ Devil mine was explored during the summer and autumn of 1942, =? 

_ - and a large tonnage of high-grade ore has been indicated. Other «= 
= _ proved claims in the area enclude the Willis and Barometer anda 

_ humber of small prospects where a potential reserve of 5-to15-pound - | 
|  oreisavailable. - =. | | SC NY 

a _ During 1942 the Geological Survey published reports on the =» 
= mercury deposits of the Stayton! and Parkfield? districts, Calif; - <, 
: Pike County, Ark.*; Wildhorse district, Nev.*; and Opalite district, 
( Oreg. and Nev.> The Survey also issued general papers on the . “og 

status of the industry® and concepts on the geology of mercury = + 
‘ _ deposits in the United States.’ | | ae — se 
t _ in California, field work was completed in the Guerneville district, = |: 

Sonoma County, and the New Idria district, San Benito County. gh 
1 Bailey, E. H., and Myers, W. B., Quicksilver and Antimony Deposits of the Stayton District, Calif.: wo oe 

Geol. Survey Bull. 931-Q, 1942, pp. 405-434. | . . es 
? Bailey, E. H., Quicksilver Deposits of the Parkfield District, Monterey and Kings Counties, Calif.: ee 

Geol. Survey Bull. 936-F, 1942, pp. 143-169. sos 
3 Gallacher, D., Quicksilver Deposits near the Little Missouri River, Pike County, Ark.: Geol. Survey ue 

Bull, 936-H, 1942, Pp. 189-219, . a . . os 
ane, C. H., and Ross, C. P., The Wildhorse Quicksilver District, Lander County, Nev.: Geol. Survey | 

Bull. 931-K, 1942, pp. 259-278. - os ey 
5 Yates, R. G.. Quicksilver Deposits of the Opalite District, Malheur County, Oreg., and Humboldt od 

| County, Nev.: Geol. Survey Bull, 931-N, 1942, pp. 319-348. 
6 Ross, C. P., Mercury Mining Today in the United States: Eng, and Min. Jour., vol. 143, No. 9, Sep- 7 

tember 1949, pp. 55-58. | | ob 
7 Ross, C. P., Some Concepts on the Geology of Quicksilver Deposits in the United States: Econ. Geol., : 

September-October.1942, pp. 439-465. . oo
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& drilling project by the Bureau of Mines at New Idria, begun late = 
in 1941, was completed. Geologic facts disclosed by drilling and by 

Oe the Survey’s detailed geologic mapping and ‘interpretations are 
bo. _..  eredited by the management as having led to the discovery of im- | 
% portant new ore bodies. At the end of the year field ‘work was in ! 
ss progréss in the New Almaden district, Santa Clara County; Wilbur - 
«Springs district, Lake and Yolo Counties; Sulphur Bank district, — 
i Lake County; and the northwest and southeast parts of the Mayacmas. — 
e -. district, Lake, Napa, and Sonoma Counties.. A cooperative drilling 
“. . . and dump-samplng program’ was. begun at the Guadalupe mine, 
=. . New Almaden district, by the Geological Survey and Bureau of | 
“Mines. In Texas an exhaustive geologic study of all the mines in 
oi: . the Terlingua district was begun early-in 1942 and was still'in progress _- 
“- atthe yearend. In Oregon field work was completed on the Bonanza- 7 
“s+ Nonpareil and Horse Heaven districts, in’ Douglas and Jefferson _ 
.-. » Counties, respectively. Work was also in progress in the Meadows, __ 
“-. Qehoco, and Blackbutte districts. in Jackson, Crook; and’ Lane | 
s. * Counties. In Nevada, detailed geologic studies of the Pilot’ Moun- 7 
>. tains, Ivanhoe, and Relief (Antelope Springs) districts in Mineral, — 
-. Elko, and Pershing Counties were completed. In addition to'these = 
“.. larger districts, the Bureau of Mines and Geological Survey, con- 
»'. Gluded a: comprehensive sampling and mapping program that included | | 
ee nearly all the districts and isolated mines in the State and‘yielded 
m=. concrete data on the reserves of commercial and marginal orés: in 
“Nevada: Supplementary reports were prepared on the only mercury- sss 
foo. * producing district in Washington and on theseveral minesin Arkansas. 
Behe A detailed geologic study was made of the highly productive Hermes. 
rr’ mine, Valley County, Idaho, CO 
i». «Preliminary investigations in Alaska were conducted at Decoursey __ 
“.. Mountain, about 50 miles northwest of the Sleitmut area. In’ the © | 
~-  Aleknagak area, Tikchik district, Southwestern Alaska, one promising 7 
“.*- . prospect was investigated, and detailed but unsuccessful search was | 
Bo made for the bedrock sources of placer cinnabar in the Seventymile 
” . area, in the Yukon region. In the Sleitmut area, Georgetown dis- 
* ) trict, Southwestern Alaska, the Geological Survey continued investi- 

| gations on five properties that were trenched and sampled by the 
oe Bureau of Mines. This work resulted in much more adequate deter- . 
-—. .- mination of the surface outlines of several large ore bodies. — | 
- ~ -<In Latin America detailed studies of the three most important 

mercury districts in Mexico—Nuevo Mercurio, Sain Alto, and 
yo Huahuaxtla—were made by the Geological Survey in the course of 

| cooperative work with the Department of State. The work has been 
followed by significant increases in production. Study of an important 
prospect in Colombia was undertaken in cooperation with the Board 
of Economic Warfare. oe - I 

Tests for mercury.—Since the outbreak of the present World War 
| there have been many requests for information regarding specifications 

for mercury, tests to ascertain its purity, and other data along these 
lines. An article by Wichers ® should be of interest in this connection. 

i Wishers, Edw., Pare Mercury: Chem. and Eng. News, vol. 20, No. 17, September 10, 1942, pp. 1111-



| Wichers states— ee ; es 

- _ Virgin mercury, that is, mercury as produced at the mines, usually has a bright, ae 
mirrorlike. surface .and is clean except for traces of scum or perhaps particles of 0 

: rust or other foreign matter from dirty containers. -If such mercury is filtered =. a 

. ., through a pinhole in a paper cone, a glass filtering crucible, or several thicknesses = = = = 

- _ of finely woven cloth into a clean, dry glass vessel and thereupon retains a bright == 
and elean appearance, one can be sure that it does not containso much asonepart = =.) 

per million of ‘any base metal. Metals more noble than mercury, that is, silver, = 4, 
: gold, and platinum group elements, are not disclosed, but virgin mercury is not» sg 
--— Fikely to contain them in amounts as great as a few partsinamillion. Reclaimed oy 
: mercury is generally as clean as the virgin metal, but may contaih more of the | ers 

; noble metals because it is not always subjected to distillation in the reclaiming oes 

De process. A a - re — oe oe 

oe The statement that mercury which looks clean and does not show the behavior =, 

a known as tailing is at least 99.9999 percent pure with respect to base metals may et 
| be challenged by many readers. It is indeed hard to believe that any com- Oe 

: - mercial substance possesses such an exceptional degree of purity. Butitcanbe = — de 

" demonstrated quite readily. To do so, drop about 0.5 mg. of tin foil into 100° ok! 
grams of clean mercury in a small beaker or Erlenmeyer flask. Swirlthe mercury - .¥ 

- around for a minute or so and observe the skin or crust that forms almost im- Ss 

- - mediately. I think the observer will agree that the visible effect can be safely = = e 

| extrapolated to less than one part of tin ‘in a million of mercury. Similar trials = == ~ ¥ 

a can be made with other base metals. The visible effects will not be exactly alike = = sy) 

or appear equally rapidly, but they will be equally unmistakable. — one ig 

- Monthly prices for mercury rose steadily throughout 1941 andinto = 
_ January 1942. Ceiling prices were established by the Office of Price = = 

a ‘Administration, in February 1942; the details of the order (Price ag 
_ Schedule 93) were outlined, in the Mercury chapter for 1941. Broad- es 

_ ly, the prices ranged from $191 to $193 a flask, depending on the point ae: 

of shipment. All other kinds.and grades were to be sold at théir = 
| normal differentials from the maximum prices established. ‘Amend- 
_ + ment 1 to Price Schedule 93 provided that, effective February 10 and 

| until March 2, 1942, the schedule was. not applicable to dealers who 

| had mercury on hand or in transit on February 4 to meet contracts sy 

made before. February 4. Press Release PM 2731, issued March 19,0 0s, 
| 1942, explained that the 2-percent premium allowed to dealers under’ 

the regulation could be spht with another dealer or a broker but not . =* 

with a producer if this would result in the producer obtaining more = 
than ‘the applicable maximum price. Amendment 1 to Revised Price =< 
Schedule 93 defined “mercury” as prime virgin mercury, redistilled = he 
mercury, reclaimed mercury, and all other kinds and grades of mer- RE 

- cury. The amended schedule provided that, effective July 7, all 

‘ kinds and’ grades of mercury sold in containers of 25 pounds or less ig 

. should be sold and bought for not more than the normal differentials © ~% 

po prevailing between October 1 and 15, 1941. _ | oe! od 

Under maximum price limitations the monthly quoted prices fell =: 
/ from $202.52 in January to $194.28 in June, remained at $194.43 for 3 a 

months, and then advanced to $196 in November and December. NE 

There is no evidence that any change has occurred in the average  ~ 

price for Spanish and Italian metal in what, for convenience, may be os 

called the international market. As Germany was probably the ar 

principal consumer of mercury from these sources in 1942 and inas- On 
much as German methods of payment probably do not lend themselves oe 

to the restrictions of fixed prices, there 1s little question that the price ae 

| indicated for Spanish and Italian metal was purely nominal. => ss
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‘. ‘The Control maximum prices for mercury in London were £48 15s. 
© a bottle for over 1 bottle and less than 11 bottles and £48 for larger - Be os my ~ og tg? . 9 * y e : : 2 eg. . . boo quantities, ex-sellers’ premises in both cases. The-prices were raised | 
#-.. to £69 15s. and £69 in August, and they remained at these levels —s 
foe _ beyond the end of the year. Higher prices prevailed for lots under 
» 1 bottle and for. redistilled grades. There was speculation as to 
«-.. Whether or not the advance in prices coincided with British purchased. a 
©. -.. Of Spanish metal. | SE 

aS Average monthly prices per flask (76 pounds) of mercury at New York and London a 
roo | and excess of London price over New York price, 1940-42 = a 

Behe a 18400 A AN 

ao oo Month | | Rxeessot} | sf xcessor} | Tl Excessof Myon re | New. | Lon- | London | New | Lon- | London | New | Lon-.| London ey ge - - . | York!] don? jover New} York 1!| don? lover New] York 1 don? jover New po EE | York of York Po fp York 
“¥ ” Jannary__.....-.....-19156. 96 {s169. 50 | 12.54 |gt6s. 95 (g193.64¢| $27 79 |g202. 52 1194.69 |. 3 $7.83 a we February ___.-....-.-.| 178..00 | 207.00 29.00 | 170.18 | 193.43 | 23.25 | 197.27 | 194.69} 32.58 - 7 Cf, Mareh.____..-2._2--| 180.92 | 207.00 | 26.08 | 177.69 | 193.53 | — 15.84 | 197.05-| 194.68 | 82.37 | Reo April. ._----. 2... 2) 178: 54 | 181.32 | 7.78 | 180.08 | 193.19 | 13.11 | 197.10 | 194.69 |. 32.41 | hee 0 May... 222. .__| 181. 64 | 168.34 313.20 | 180.00 | 194.50) 14.50 | 197.30 | 194.69.| 32.61 — . ee 2  Jume__.. | 197: 36 189.44 | 3.7.92 | 183.92 | 194. 52 - 10.60 | 194.28 | 194.69 |. -41 
woes. SUlyl lo. | 194.42 | 207. 36 12.94 | 188.58 | .194: 56 5.98 | 194.43 | 194. 69 26° — _ one _ August...-..-.---.--.] 184.11 | 216. 84. 32.73 | 192.00 | 194.53 | 2.53 | 194.43 | 257. 56 63.13 — wee September.__._...._-.} 173.33 | 219.86 46. 53 | 192. 44 |. 194. 58 2.14 | 194.43 | 278.52. 84. 09 So Po Oetober__..----.---..-] 168.85 | 219.78 | 50.93 | 193.62 | 194.59] 97 | 195.35 | 278.52 | 83.17 / yes November_:-.-.-.....] 168.39 | 219.94 | 51.55 | 196.27 | 194.65 |. °31.62 196.00 |. 278.52 | 82.52 Se we December__-.-.---_.-] 164.96 | 206.79 | 41.83 | 199.65] 194.69] 34196 | 196.00:| 278.521 8252 
he Average._._....1 176.87 | 201.10 | 24.23 | 185.02:}194.20| 9.18 | 196.35 | 227.87| 31.52 

Be 1 Engineering and Mining Journal, New York. a ; Ce Co a 
es fk _.. 2 Mining Journal (London) prices in terms of American money through March 1940. Thereafter prices . fer. "in terms of pounds sterling are converted to American money by using average rates of exchange recorded Broo __ by Federal Reserve Board. Official prices, established early in May 1941, were £47 15s. to £48 15s. per 
Bee | . flask until August 1942, when they were raised to £68 10s. to £69 13s. CO : a re -.. 8 New York excess, 7 ee So, ne co 

Be oe | CONSUMPTION 3 | Oo : 
me Requirements for mercury gained in 1942 despite the restrictions 
~- placed on certain uses.by the War Production Board, and a new high | 
~ record rate of consumption was attained. Consumption was rela- - 
- _ tively stable in the first 3 quarters of the year, amounting to 10,300, _ 
o 11,500, and 11,000 flasks. A 55-percent rise took place in the fourth : 

quarter owing to some special orders for military purposes. Con- 
| sumption in the 5-year period 1938-42 is shown in the following table, 

| figures for 1938 and 1939 having been computed by the conventional __ 
| method of adding production to imports and deducting exports, be- 

cause of the absence of more precise information. oO 
Data showing consumption of mercury by uses are shown in the _ 

second table following. | | | 
: Supply of mercury in the United States, 1938-42, in flasks of 76 pounds 

ee 

| Year | Production con ane ion Exports {Consumption 

| 1 17, 991 2,362] 713 1 19, 600 1939... eee 18, 633 3, 499 1, 208 1 20, 900 
1940. oe 37, 777 171 9, 617 26, 800 1941-2202 44,921 7, 740 2, 590 44, 800 | 194.000 50, 846 38, 911 | 7,807 49, 700 

eee 
. 1 Apparent consumption. .
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- | Mercury consumed in the United States in 1942, in flasks of 76 pounds - a 

: | - ee Use oo uo Flasks ! 7 ot Use oe ; Flasks! a Os ° 

; Oo To 8, 088 Blectrical apparatus _.._....-.......-..| 4,550 ka a 
J. Dental preparations._.....-.....-.--------| 1, 198 |; Industrial and control instruments____-__.| 23,529) 0°. 2. Uy 

o Fulminate: a Amalgamation ..--.__....-----.2----------]. 180 
7 7 Bete ssc 4. 146 || General laboratory use--_-----------------| 29@ 
: _ Blasting caps.__-.___._.--------2------|J ~~ {| Wermilion..__.2.2 2-222 eee DB 
eo Munitions other than fulminate-.___......| 3,684 || Felt manufacture ._-___..___-2.--222---___}.. 20050000 re aes 
bo | Agriculture___-_____._..------------------| _ 1,533 || Redistilled_-----...-_--2--.-.-------------| 26,175 © 4 8) 

-. Antifouling paint__._._-_-___-....-2--2.---} 1,220 || Other... 222222] 39,108 
o _  Asacatalyst or.in the electrolytic prepara- . oO , . ae -_ EES 

a a On ain vce . | 7 | | | 1 249,700 OMe 
‘Caustiesoda ie BO ee 

mo, Acetic acid_-.-_----22-2-e ee ee------] 1,410 T° vo of. NERY 
oe Other. __.....-.------2-2--------------] 1,843 JJ oo Be fo ee Cae 

a 1 The items are on a partial-coverage basis and do not add to the total, which has been increased to cover oes 
.. approximate total consumption. _ | | ce SES 

..? About half of the quantity shown under “‘Redistilled”’ was for use in industrial and control instruments. ine 
3 Of this total, 1,028 flasks were for a new chlorine-plant installation and to replace mercury-boiler leak- es 

. _ ages. It is deemed inadvisable at this time (May 1943) to divulge details covering 4,700 flasks, oR 

Inasmuch as figures for 1941 were not obtained for the entire year |? 
_ upon the same basis, possibly the best means of comparing 1941 and = Ls 
- 4942 data is to examine the total for 1942 in comparison with double  —_-—- 
_. . the quantities reported for the latter half of 1941. Upon this basis. 

the 1942 totals compare with 1941 as follows: Pharmaceuticals +51. ee 
percent, dental —2, fulminate +29, agriculture —61, vermilion —79, — - 

 . antifouling paint —10, felt manufacture —98, chlorine and caustic 
soda +77, acetic acid —15, other catalytic use —23, and amalgama-  *——s—=#’ 
tion —44 percent. Production of redistilled mercury from virgmn = 

- metal used 43 percent more metal in 1942 than twice the amount °. 
used in the latter half of 1941, and “other” uses were up well over 600 2 
percent. Supplemental canvasses in 1941 and 1942 show that 50 = = ©. 

a percent or more of the metal redistilled is used to make industrial =. 
- and control instruments, 16. percent for electrical apparatus, and 14 ss ss 

percent for dental purposes. A break-down of the quantities shown — a. 
- as “‘Tedistilled”’ in the table, therefore, would add substantially to the 
i - amounts used for these purposes. ‘Other’ in 1942 includes mercury =—s_—.:«.*,, 
'.. amounting to 4,700 flasks, the uses of which it is Inexpedient to re- = 
: veal at this time. Also reported under the ‘‘Other” class in 1942 are 

1,028 flasks used in a new electrolytic chlorine-plant installation and =’. 
in replacing metal leakages in mercury power boilers. — i 

: a , STOCKS : EE 

Inventories of mercury in the hands of consumers and dealers AG 
7 - amounted to about 10,700 flasks at the end. of 1942 compared with a 

12,400 at the end of 1941 and 14,100 at the end of 1940. On January tg 
: 3, 1942, Metals Reserve Co. stocks totaled 5,408 flasks, and the 

Procurement Division of the Treasury Department held 2,050 flasks. Os 
On December 31, 1942, the Metals Reserve Co. had 17,416 flasks UNE 
and the Procurement Division 9,994. Companies that use redistilled = . 
metal only held 2,400 flasks at the end of 1942 compared with 1,600 aan 
at the end of 1941. Stocks held by companies that report mine pro-- 

| duction monthly to the Bureau of Mines—about 95 percent of the bey 
- total—were 1,377 flasks on December 31, 1942, compared with 439 SS 

flasks at the end of 1941. | | a
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~~ Under the stimulus of the highest annual price ever obtained and = 
%. . the assurance of a stable price, domestic producers gave a very good — 
(account of themselves in 1942; output was the highest since 1882. 
"». Jt is significant that the satisfactory quantity recovered was, for the — | 
‘most part, from mines whose names have been famous in-mercury - | 
poe history for many years. The most important newcomer in 1942 | | 
r > was the Hermes mine (Idaho) of Bonanza Mines, Inc., just as the 
‘s. ¢hief one in the recent past was the Bonanza mine (Oregon), operated | 

by the same company. = | a ee 
»-.. The number of producing mines dropped from 197 in 1941 to 184 __ 

... jn 1942. The number in both years is very impressive in view of 
the fact that only about 20 mines’ were active during the boom | 

“,  * mereury period in the seventies. oo en, 
S -. . Despite their excellent production record, producers were hampered _ | 
.° by the same problems that beset other mining industries in 1942, 
i... particularly labor difficulties. Not only was the supply of labor | 
“Insufficient, but available new workers were claimed .to .be :very 
“2 inferior. The inadequate labor supply. impeded development: work, — 
“and operators claimed this condition would doubtless have an early = 

adverse effect on the rate of output. = ts | 

eo Mercury produced in the United States, 1939-42, by States — ae 

Be nn oe | proe | Flasks} oe 3 | poe | Flasks | a 
Bee - . Yearand State - ducing| of 76- |. Value! | - © Year.and State . |ducing| of 76. | Value! 

Ee So tines | pounds = | a . {mines} pounds; : 

ee 19805 | fp | qa ef oo 
Bits! . -* Arkansas. .-......-.- 5 364 | $37,834 || © Arizona.....--..-.---| 5 | | :873.} $161,522. 
mee California.----- 22-2]. 59 | 11, 127 |1, 156, 540 Arkansas.....-------| 19 | 2,012 | 372, 260 7 
bee  Nevada.......:-.----| 25 | — 828 |° 86,062 California............| 87 | 25,714 |4, 757,604 . 
Bet 7 Oregon. _.----------].: 14] 4,592 |. 477,293 1). Nevada.....-.---.---| .. 54} 4,238 | 784,115. . 
wi c ... Arizona, Idaho, and - | . Oregon___-..----.---| 21 | 9,032 /1, 671, 101 
gee “Texas _._..-.--.-|- 4 | 1,722] 178,985 || Utah... | a] 9] 8515 
oe ee . —_——_—|—_—____|—_—_ || .___ Alaska, Idaho, Texas, fo 
Mor | =: | 107 | 18, 683 1; 936, 714: and Washington...|° 10 | ‘3,033 | -561, 166 

ce Qa J fe | 197 | 44,921. |8,°311, 283 
a '  Alaska__....--...---- | 162 | .. 28, 653 . ————=> — 
Oo Arizona.....-.-------| 6| | 740] 130,884 || 1042: SO oy | . 
DN . ' <Arkansas._...---..--| 10} 1,159 | °204, 992 Arizona......-------- 71° TOL | 187, 641 
OP _. California....-..-.-.| 70 | 18,629 |3,204'911. || . Arkansas.........-.-| 16 | 2,392] 469, 669 

Nevada..............| 42] 5,924 1,047,778 California_.......----| $5 | 29,906 |5,872;043 
Oregon_...____------ 23 | 9,043: /1, 599, 436 Nevada..._..---..--- 40 | 5,201: /1,021,217 © 

no Utah.......-.-------| 1] | 83] 9,374 Oregon....-.-...----| 23 | 6,935 |1, 361, 687 | 
‘Idaho, Texas, and - Alaska, Idaho, Texas, |: . oe 

oe . Washington -_-___..- 6 | 2,067 | 365, 590 Utah, and Wash- - 

| |_| ___-_ ington_....-.-.----| 13 | 8,711 |1,121, 355 
| 159 | 37,777 |6, 681,618 |} ——_|—_____|-___— 
- ‘ ) . | 184 | 50,846 |9, 983, 612 

l | 

| 1 Value calculated at average price at New York. 

— _ The principal producing mines in 1942 were as follows: _ 

Arizona— Maricopa County, Pine Mountain mine. | 
Arkansas—Clark County, Humphreys mine; Pike County, Arkansas Quick- 

silver group (Parker Hill and Gap Ridge). | 
California—Contra Costa County, Mount Diablo mine; Lake County, Great 

Western, Sulphur Bank, Abbott and Mirabel mines; Napa County, Knoxville 
and Oat Hill mines; San Benito County, Lea-Grant and New Idria mines; San 
Luis Obispo County, Oceanic and Klau mines; Santa Barbara County, Santa 
Ynez (Falcon) and Red Canyon (Red Rock) mines; Santa Clara County, New 

| Almaden mine and Almaden dumps; Sonoma County, Socrates, Great Eastern, 
and Mount Jackson mines; Yolo County, Reed mine. 

6 Ross, C. P., Mercury Mining Today in the United States: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, No. 9, Sep- 
tember 1942, p. 55.
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a _ Idaho—Valley County, Hermes mine; Washington County, Idaho Almaden = oe 
: mine. Doe - | Oe oo : ne 

.  Nevada—Humboldt County, Cordero and White Peak mines; Pershing: County, ~~ eee 
. ‘Red Bird and Pershing mines. | a ES 
Ca Oregon—Douglas County, Bonanza mine; Jefferson County, Horse Heaven =: * 

| mine; Malheur County, Bretz mine. — CO re 
oo ~ Texas—Brewster County, Chisos and Big Bend and Texas Almaden mines; = =. 
— Presidio County, Fresno mine. » } a | nr ok 

These 34 mines produced 89 percent of the United States total, == 
‘The 33 most important mines produced 85 percent of the totalin 1941, + 

ve 29 produced 86 percent in 1940, and 16 produced 88 percent in 1939.. ° w 
~ . Several of the mines that. were included in the group of 33 principal =. 
oe mines in 1941 were closed or virtually closed at the end of 1942.. 9 

. These were the Caddo, Contact, Idaho-Almaden, McAdoo group, 4 
Mount Tobin, Opalite, and Chisos. The Caddo and Opalite resumed = 4 

- production early in. 1943. The Chisos has gone into bankruptcy, = § 3“ 
and no plans to reopen this famous old mine have been announced: - ® 

oe Before World War I the tenor of mercury ores treated in the United = . 
States averaged more than 10 pounds. per ton or over 0.50 percent. = == 
‘The inclusion in the 1918 figures of a largejquantity of low-grade =. 

- material that was rejected before concentratigijet Sulphur Bank was . *? 
-.  - partly responsible for the: reduction in averagegrade to 6. pounds ss 

| or 0.30 percent in 1918. In consideration of the sharply increased —. *s 

we price paid for. mercury in World War II, it is somewhat remarkable ~~. ; 

| that the grade of ore treated has not fallen more rapidly. Dump’  —  —. 
material has been excluded insofar as possible from the grades shown og 
for recent years, but separation of newly mined ore and dump ma- 

a terial for many large mines (the New Idria is one of them) is not \ 
- possible. The average grade indicated for 1942 was 0.25 percent 
_ -(5-pound ore), compared with 0.26 percent (5.2-pound ore) in 1941, -  . 
oe 0.31 percent (6.2-pound ore) in 1940, and 0.37 percent (7.4-pound 

ore) in 1989. a gS 
| _ Alaska. —Output from Alaska, came from Decoursey Mountainand  —s_, 

Sleitmut. areas, where geologic studies and drilling campaigns were 
. carried on by the Geological Survey and the Bureau of Mines. -4: 0 2: 
: | Arizona. —Production in Arizona declined from 873 flasks in 1941 + ahd 

to 701 flasks in 1942. The Pine Mountain, Ord, and Rattlesnake 
_ -mines were the principal producing properties, and four others con- 

| tributed to the total. Production was confined to Gila and Maricopa og 
Counties. - OO 7 I 

, Arkansas.—Fewer mines contributed to production in Arkansasin -—: *8 
1942 than in 1941, but a new record (by 19 percent) was established =~, 

. nonetheless. By far the largest producer was the Humphreys Gold —_..: 
| Corporation property in Clark County. The Arkansas Quicksilver , . .'% 
: Mines, Inc., stood out in Pike County, and other large contributors §—-—.* 

. in the State included the Caddo, Big Six, Superior, and U. S. Mercury. 8 
The Humphreys Gold Corporation began development work in the oat 

summer of 1941 and-in 1942 treated 18,758 tons of ore and recovered ox 
1,176 flasks of mercury. In the final quarter of 1942 the production ee 

_ Tate approximated 145 flasks a month. | : Ce 
| California.—California increased its predominant position in OTE: 

mercury production in 1942, with an output of 29,906 flasks or 59 oe 
percent of the total, compared with 25,714 flasks or 57 percent of the 8 
total in 1941. All the California mines that ranked among the a 

_ principal producers in 1941, except the Contact, were again prominent Q
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uo... in 1942, and the Abbott, Lea-Grant, Red Canyon (Red Rock), and = 
4°. Socrates joined the leaders. The Socrates mine was operated: by the —s_ 
"company that ran the Contact in 1941. An outstanding reason for 
=. the favorable California showing was the performance of the New - | 
»._[dria mine, whose output was more than double that of the next most | 
“important producer in the country in 1942 and was substantially | 
~/... moré than equal to the combined total for the next three most impor- 
“~~ tant producers. The Sulphur Bank, New Idria, Klau, Mount. — , 
.;+ *. Jackson, and Reed mines each produced nearly or more than 2,000 =|’ 
 . flasksin 1942.00; - Ee 
». Sixteen counties in California supplied some production in 1942,.as 
“follows: Colusa, Contra Costa, Fresno, Inyo, Kings, Lake, Napa, San . ~ 
-. Benito, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Santa Clara; ‘Siskiyou, - 
~.... Sonoma, Stanislaus, Trinity, and Yolo. —_ Ee 
soo. At the Abbott mine, Lake County, the shaft was deepened 100 feet. = 
“The. Mirabel mine, also in Lake County, produced 720 flasks of mer- _ ' 
-.. cury from 7,317 tons of ore. Some production was reported for the = © 

Helen mine, which hag,since been taken over by the Anglo-American == 
~~. Mining’ Corporationgigstd. Altogether, 10 mines in Lake County 
7. reported mercury pi@immction in 19420000 0 
“2... Production of théga#win Peaks Mining Co. was shifted from the ee 
<-> ‘Twin Peaks in 1941%€0 the Corona mine, Napa County, in 1942. A  ~— 
os total of 4,915 tons of ore from the Corona mine was treated in the new . 
~ , plant at the adjacent Twin Peaks mine, and 203 flasks of mercury  — 
«- ~ were produced. Zack Anderson (operating the Oat Hill Extension : 
«>. mine i the same county) reported the construction of a 40-ton mill ~ 
o.*. Which in May 1943.he anticipated would soon be in operation. Nine | 
«other properties in Napa County reported some production. = oe 
~ At the Lea-Grant mine, Panoche district, San Benito County, — - 
»_- - about 10,000 tons of ore were treated to recover 291 flasks of mercury. 
..* This mercury property is one of those in which the Marsman Co. of  —_ 
,-.. California became interested before the end of the year, the others  — 
~.. bemg the Altoona in Trinity County, Calif., and the Reward in — 
» Mineral County, Nev. Greatly expanded operations were carried on 7 
- _ by the New Idria Quicksilver Mining Co. at the New Idria mine in 
~ + 1942, and production was materially higher. This mine sharply 
: increased its lead over all others in the country, and further gains are | 

- anticipated in 1943. At the Panoche mine 11,303 tons of ore were | 
treated and 197 flasks of mercury produced in a 4- by 64-foot rotary 

| furnace. Fourteen other mines in the county were productive. _ 
an A new bank of steel condenser pipes was installed at the Oceanic 

| mine, San Luis Obispo County. Ore from the Echo Butte (Little 
- Bonanza group) was furnaced at the Oceanic plant. The shaft at 

the Klau mine in being deepened by 100 feet from the present 450-foot 
: level, and a new level will be developed. At the Polar Star mine 90 

tons of ore were treated in a retort and 63 flasks of mercury produced. 
This mine was under option to Lawrence Requa at the end of the year. | 
Production came also from 6 other mines in the county. 

, The Red Canyon Mining Co. was superseded by the Cachuma 
Mining Co. in operation of the Red Rock mine, Santa Barbara County. 
Together they treated 10,450 tons of ore, which yielded 613 flasks of 
mercury. The Santa Ynez mine was again operated by Geo. H. Hall, 
who made an important output, and one other property in the county 
made a small contribution to the total.
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-——.._—In the early part of 1942 Aalders and Prather operated the Amenden 

- dumps, Santa. Clara County, which subsequently were operated by == - 

~——- Sam Eohen. Cohen left the property before the end of the year =. 
owing to “litigation over alleged pollution of creek.” The New. | 

_- Almaden mine has been opened to the 800-foot level through the... 

‘Day. tunnel. The Santa Rita shaft was reopened, and a 150-ton = 
~~ poeket. was. built on the 800-foot level. An important production, 3 
i roughly three-fourths of which came from dumps, was made by this 
_ .- mine in 1942, The Guadalupe and seven other mines in Santa Clara 

,... County were also productive. _ | - eg 

~~ The Mount Jackson was the principal producing mine in Sonoma 
/ .. County in 1942. At the Great Eastern mine 605 flasks of mercury § | *: 

| were recovered from 21,966 tons of ore. Sinking the shaft tothe 500- ay 
-. . . foot level and crosscutting 320 feet northwest were hoped to develop) a 

- considerable additional ore. The Culver-Baer produced 112 flasks | .% 
| | from 263 tons of ore. Development work at the Socrates mine is. 

reported to have promised additional ore reserves. The Contact .. oat 

| mine was flooded in January 1942; its future is undetermined. Seven — Te 

other mines in the county produced in 1942. en 
The Reed mine in Yolo County was one of the outstanding pro- 

— ducers in the country as well as in the State. =» ng 
- *--Fdaho.—The promise of another important producer in Idaho was” ms 
oy brought to fruition in February 1942 when the Hermes mine became _—_—’: 
-. . g substantial contributor. Monthly successive gains were made at ~ ee 

| this mine throughout the year, and for December 1942 it ranked as 

? the second-largest producer in the country. This property is more - =, 

a than offsetting the loss of production from the Idaho-Almaden mine, 

Oe which closed in December owing (according to the operator) to ex-  . . 4 
- -  -haustion of commercial ore. - a RS 
-.» Nevada.—Production in Nevada gained 23 percent, rising from =>. 

4,238 flasks in 1941 to 5,201 flasks in 1942, although it came from only oes 
40 mines compared with 54. The noteworthy increase was duelargely, > 

a to expansion in production at the Cordero mine, principal producer =.) 

- . in the State by a substantial margin in 1942 and one of the outstanding 
ee producing properties in the country. Productive operations were _ oo 

| carried on in Elko, Esmeralda, Humboldt, Mineral, Nye, Pershing, = 

: ‘and Storey Counties. | | ee . “ 
=. - ..The Mount Tobin mine, Pershing County; an important producer y 

in 1941, made an output during January and February only in 1942. oh 
The principal producing mine in the county was the Pershing, which oa 
had been inactive since 1930. A total. of 18,041 tonsoforewastreated - * 

: - and 855 flasks of mercury produced. The'next largest was the Red ‘stage 
Pe Bird, where a Gould furnace was completed early in 1943. William- a! 

son & Garteiz produced 127 flasks at the Roman mine, a newly de- a 
veloped property. Hight gther mines produced in 1942. oe os 

7 Operations at the Corderp mine, Humboldt County, were described os 

~ by Williston.” Greenan ptoduced 343 flasks of mercury from 2,500 eR 
tons of ore at the White Péak mine and 4 flasks from 30 tons at the ee: 
Red Ore. The McAdoo Hroperties contributed little to the State oe 
total after January 1942, fq!lowing the substantial amounts produced & 

_ in 1941. Altogether ning! mines in Humboldt County reported ao 

: production. | | | _ 

19 Williston, S. H., Mining Quicksilver in Nevada: Min. Cong. Jour., vol. 28, No. 11, November 1942, 8 
pp. 24-28. ' | ;
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t.. > Seven mines in Mineral County reported some output im 1942; the 
oe - chief was the Reward mine. © | eee | 
ve. Four mines in Nye County were productive in 1942.. The Horse | 
% Canyon mine produced 6 flasks from 58 tons of ore and was abandoned. 
% . .  Oregon.—Oregon experienced a sharp set-back in production in 
BS -.. 1942, although maintaining its position as second-largest mercury- | : 
‘= producing State. The 1942 total was 6,935 flasks compared with _ 
=”. 9,032 in 1941, a drop of 23 percent, and Oregon’s share of the United 
is» States total was 14 compared with 20 percent in 1941. An out- | | 
2... standing reason for the drop was the decline in output from the 
‘.<*. Bonanza, which, however, maintained its noteworthy lead in Oregon 
~. and held second place among the mines of the country. Other _ | 
~ important producers were the Horse. Heaven in Jefferson County 
=» > and the Bretz in Malheur County. Clackamas, Crook, Harney, 
* Jackson, Lake, and Lane Counties also reported some production. —_ | 
sie. “Tegas.—Production in Texas rose in 1942, but the year witnessed — 
. "the passing into bankruptcy of the famous old Chisos mine, which 
=’. was idle during the last’ several months. This mine had been in © 
: virtually continuous operation for 40 years. It isin the Terlingua 
“—<" - -region, which according to Ross" has had a total production ex- 
“... eeeding 150,000 flasks and perhaps comprising nearly 200,000 flasks. _ | 

The Chisos has contributed by far the greatest part of this total. oe 
“*  -Its output from 1902 or 1903 to the present ranks it historically as; 
~“-”. the fourth-largest. producing mercury mine in the United States. 

os oo OREIGN TRADE? . 

a Under the stimulus of Metals Reserve Co. purchase agreements, _ 
sc: imports of mercury in 1942 were the highest on record by a wide | 
>>... margin. Imports for consumption amounted to 38,911 flasks, con- — 
eo... ‘siderably more than had been received in the 5-year period, 1937-41. | 
“"'. ~ he preponderant part—29,918 flasks—came from Mexico, 7,564 | 
“ from Canada, and 1,409 from Chile; 20 flasks were credited to Nica-_ 
Phe ragua. The movement of mercury to the United States from normal 
-- gources was cut off in 1940. Mercury began to arrive from other 
a sources in August 1941. In November and December 1941, 6,861 

. flasks were received out of the total imports for the year of 7,740 | 
- flasks. There was wide variation in the amounts of mercury received 

ae in 1942, by months, from a low of 1,791 flasks in August to a peak 
. of 6,374 flasks in December. There was a difference of only 10 
— flasks between imports for consumption and general imports in 1942. : 
- In addition to the mercury received from Mexico in the form of | 

: metal during 1942, antimony-mercury concentrates imported from 
| that country yielded 1,050 flasks during the year compared with 

s 1,300 each in 1941 and 1940. This layter class of imports is not 
shown separately in foreign trade statistics. 

11 Ross, Clyde P., The Quicksilver Deposits of the Terlingua'Region, Texas: Econ. Geol., vol. 36, No. 2, 
March-April 1941, pp. 115-142. : 

12 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, qi the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. * 

’ . } 

| i
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BT MERCURY TDR 

a oe - Mercury imported into the United States, 1938-42, by countries | fe EE 
. en fo : 

oe Oe "1938 1939 1940 yon 1942 ae 
a Country |__| _—_———_—__|-—_—_ se - . ince 

ae : ‘| Pounds] Value | Pounds} Value | Pounds) Value | Pounds} Value | Pounds} Value =, Ay 

Canada...........|.......-|...---.|-.------|:..----|..----2-|.------] 59, 683] $130,468] . 574,888/91. 365,690 | | 
t Chile...) c rye |eo-e--|------1]--------]---------] 107,001), 266,920, 
yo Germany .._.----.|_.------|-------|--------|-------]--------|-------]--------]--------- J QI eR 

oO : Hong Kong..-....|_..-----|-------|--------|-------| 31. $6|_...---_|_-2------]-------ee fb 
‘ Italy .........| "84, 4541$50, 434| 25, 528/900, 818| 208] = 316|----. |---| ene eee 
Po Mexico...........|--.-----|-------| 42.748] 61, 313]. 9, 698] 13, 681] 520, 692[1, 171, 752|2, 278, 739) 5,088,709 = yy 
: Nicaragua.......-.|---.--~-]------<|-----=--|- ---=>-|---3-2-7|--3--22]---g-272|----g-Secc} 1,545. - 3,395 — vo ad 
© Spain... 2227777)" 98, 068] 82, 176) 197, 671|245, 613] 3, 042)" 3,958} 7,903] 6, 373]..-------|---------- 

a | 179, 5221132, 610] 265, 944/836, 744] 12, 971] 17, 961] 588, 228|1. 308, 593|2, 957, 264] 6, 724, m6 oe 

- Imports of mercury compounds were virtually nonexistent durmg als 

Le 1941 and 1942, as is shown by the table that follows. Earlyin 1940 ok 

. - the increased receipts of mercury compounds from Italy had beena = 
‘minor threat, at least, to the domestic industry; allimportsfromItaly, = 

| both as metal and as compounds, ceased officially in 1940. Alarge hy 
| ghipment of metal and compounds in 1941, however, credited to =. 5} 

Portugal and subsequently exported, has presented some food for os 

- _ ... Mercury compounds imported for consumption in the United States, 1941-42 ae cy 

ne - a | 1941 : 494g ES 
Co a Compound | - / os 

: | | | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value = °° 

oe Chloride (mercurous) (calomel) _...-.----------------------| 28 $33. | 1| $400 
ae Mercury preparations (not specifically provided for) - - --.-- (24 140 "42 | 132. Od 

oo Vermilion reds (containing quicksilver)....-..--------------] : 25 9 -. 254. .-10 SS 

oe OO a , 989 1460 238 
i Oe 

a ‘Exports of mercury, under Government control since July 1940, ma 

dropped from 9,617 flasks in 1940 to 2,590 in 1941 and to only 249im st: 
the first 9 months of 1942. The eutting off of most of the domestic. ae 
mercury supplies of thé U. S. S. R. by the German advance into the _ 4 
Donets area brought large orders from the U. S..8. R. for United oe 

| States:metal. In the final quarter of 1942, 7,461 flasks were recorded =. 5.3 

as having left the United States for the U. 8.8. R. This record, how- . | 
| ever, lagged behind the actual movement. of metal because a much © ae 

: greater quantity is known to have gone. The statistical lag was ~< . ot 

- picked up in records for the early months of 1943. In the 5-month = op 

oo period October 1942 to February 1943, inclusive, mercury exports to — 
the U. S. S. R. aggregated nearly 21,000 fldsks. Total exports of 

| mercury in 1942 aggregated 7,807 flasks. No country other than == - 

Russia received as much as 100 flasks of mercury from the United od 

States in the year. Brazil received the second-largest amount—64 = + 

: flasks—followed by Canada with 40, Venezuela with 32, Trinidad and a: 
Tobago with 30, and 4 dozen others with lesser amounts ranging ea 

: down to 1 pound. . _ | oe!
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x DoD ue _. Mercury exported from the United States, 1938-42 i pe 

Bese Tt - Year =—«« |-s« Pounds Value || — Year -- | Pounds Value . | 

pe ggg ep 4, 161 $50, 184 |] 1941_..--....-..-..--.---.| 196,887 | $470,908 tS 
Ba: 1939_.-..-...----.---------]. 91,789 |. 187, 427 |} 1942.__._.----_---------=-] + 593,311 | 1, 519,227 
eric 1940-02-22 ee] 730,877} 1, 743, 149 eee pe 

-.; The Commerce Department began to report exports of mercury 
~~ galts separately in July 1941. For July 1 to August 31, 1941, totals 

“only were given for mercury salts and compounds; they amounted to. 
* 3,218 pounds. No annual comparisons are available for the 1942 — 
ya totals shown in the following table, but data for the last 4 months of = 
to .-: 1941 are given ina parallel colunm. eG 

Mercury salis exported from the United States in 1941 (September-December) and) 

Be a ~ 1948, im poundst 

ME oy ME " Be (Sept.-; 1942 |] . ee (Sept.-|. 1942 . 

ee ke Dee - 

Bee _- Mercurous chloride (calomel)_....| 6,976 | 22,844 |] Mercuric oxide (red and yellow)..| "4,261 | 9, 495 | a 
bes Sie Mercurie chloride (corrosive sub- | “Mercurie sulfate_..._.2----.------]-2--2---|. «15 
ae 8 os Himate)_-_----------------------] 9, 496 7, 261 || Mercuric sulfide--.........---.._- 621° °°, 6 
yess. *. Mereuric fulminate_.--...--------] 6,020 | 39, 595 || Other compounds_-_....-...-----| 5,170 |. 8,518 = 
a... Mercurie nitrate------------------] 222 ATT |} fob: a ee es ee 

oe a a See preceding paragraph. ae Oo re | oe : ee . ao 

Be WORLD PRODUCTION = = = i ests 
s.”. . Reliable data are not available on production in Spain and Italy, 
<.. which, dominate the world mercury industry in normal times. In- a 
>. ereased rates of operations in Western Hemisphere countries, how- 
“ever, have been such that new world-record tonnages probably were _ 
“established in 1941 and 1942, even if these two principal countries 
-. were operating considerably below capacity. What information has 

- come out of Kurope, however, has*pointed to heavy mercury opera- 
-.. tions in both Spain and Italy. The recent gains in Western Hemi- - 
‘>... gphere countries place the United States, Mexico, and Canada among 

- the five most important producing nations and could even have pushed 
the United States temporarily into second place. The latter is con- 

| sidered a possibility but not a likelihood. | |
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. Se Te ompiled by B. B. Waldbauer] | a a | = a | a. 

oe RE | [1 metric ton=29.008 flasks of 76 pounds] - — oe pes - 2 

es | 1938 f° 1989 8094 _ 1942 os 

oo © Country 
Basi Mons | Flasks | Mette Flasks Mene* | Flasks | Met!¢) Flasks ‘ons Ee 

Algeria} at} al | om | a »|o}oleolo 8 
; Australia: Queens- | oF 0 ° ® © © Oy OY ae oe ae 
m © Jand_.2. 2 eee}. --}eLee eee 3 O14 | @O | @& - (Q) (1) QQ) oN gy 
; _. Bolivia (exports) --_}_..-----]-.+---2- 9 3] Gd) © | @ |. @ |} @M fF -@M. 0 ws Se 
: -  Canada---_-------- 10j- = .3 60 iw C2, 024 69.8| 7,057] 243.3) 18,470; 464.4 © oe 
: Chile as} tl | @ &® ] @ 8305] aso} 1740) 600 
| - China..--...-----] 265] 22.2) 213) 24) 26, 260] 2215.8] 36,000] 2206.8) (1). (1): eS 

oo Chosen..--..-------| @ | @ | @ =| @- (*) Go | @ @ | GQ} Go es 
Czechoslovakia_....| 2,900) ..100.0} 52.669; 592.0) 52,582} 589.0] (4) () © (4) Q@) 7 | AS 

—-Germany?_..-..----| 1,750} 60.2} @). | @) |. a) @ | @ |. @-} @ | -@) ME 
| ~ Austria.......---}: @© | - @® @ or @ | Q) 7 @ | | | Gy. Q@ eae 

 Ttaky! 2 TTT] 66, 748] 2, 301.0] 67,1541 2,315.0) W | @ | a@ | a J ad a es 
a Japan...-2---------|. 592). 20.4) @) @) | @) @) | @) G@ | ® | @® | el 
~. Mexico-77"77777"} 8, 519] 298.7] 7,376} 254.3] 11,653} 401.7] 23,137] 797:6| 32,4431 1,118.4  ~ = 

_ -New Zealand-_-..-- ~ 10 -3|--------]--------]--.-----]--.----- 73 2.5 ©} @ » 7 wy 
, Peru.-.-.-..--.---_|-------_]--------|---..---|-2------]--1.----]---2----]---2----|-L------]) 145 5.0. a as 

Romania awe eo a 
- Southern Rhodesia.j..._---_|-.-.-.--| © (@) | @) f- @ (1) (1) > es nn ¢) ee 

Spain--_--_.-.....-| . 41, 409] 1, 427. 5) 2 53, 441) 2 1,842.3) 2 53, 180} 2 1,833.3) 3 85, 523/32,948.3]. G@) | @) a yg 
_  Tunisia.-.----.-.--| 270) 9.3) @ | (4) @. | @ | @ | @ | @ialo @M 2 eet 

oe Turkey.........--.| 597; 20.6] 350] 124) 2261; 29.0/ 287] 8.2) 7222)° 77.7000 2 oy 
- Union of South |  — | 9. Pf . ~ Afri¢a.....-.-+---|.-.-----|--------]--------[--------} () | 8154) 85.3} 8531]. 918.3 - ney 

~  . U8. 8. R-.--------| 8, 700} 19 300.0; @) (1) (1). @) | -@) 1. @)- @) |. @® aa ee ‘United States......| 17,991} 620.2] 18,633} 642.3] 37, 777| 1,302.3] 44,921) 1,548.6] 50,846/ 1,752.8 =~ 
ss, Botal 8... 149, 900} 5, 167. 5} 160, 000) 5,516.7) | @ Oo; @] OO 2 oe 

ee ~ 1 Data not yet available. - - : ae a ay gE 
8 Exports: | - On - eee 

_ . .. +. 8 Gonjectural.. a | ae ee 
me 4 Estimate included in total. . . oO - Py 

—.. ,.. § Slovak Metallurgical Works. ae . = a . a, whe 
. - -.§ Production less than 1 flask or 0.1 metric ton. . Co ee Bote eae 

Se -. 7 January to June, inclusive. _ . mo . ee as 
ne 8 January to October, inclusive. oo _ a ae Se Et 

ee ' , §January to November, inclusive. _ . - oo a ' as 
_ 10 Production figure published by Metallgesellschaft. . a . . a wae 

_ .. - Algerva.—The invasion of North Africa in 1942 returned the re- sx, 
| sources of most of that area to the United Nations. The Ras-el-ma  —» 

mine is in the Department of Constantine near the main road from 
Philippeville to Constantine, in the area where fighting has been in. 

| progress. A report from a source believed to be reliable places the i 
.. output of this mine as 94 flasks in 1939 and 743 flasks in 1940. The |=»; 

_ ore is said to be of poor quality, containing less than 0.5 percent ©“ 
--—s-: Mnercury, and production has been possible only in periods of high ss *., 
_ prices. In 1940 it was reported that the French hoped to obtama = =! 
' large part of their annual normal consumption of 130 tons of metal  —_. 

from this mine. _ _ ae | ot 
Canada.—Production of mercury in Canada has risen precipitously ~ \ > 

ne since World War II began. It totaled 6 flasks in 1939, 2,024 in 1940, _ oe 
7,057 in 1941, and 13,470 in 1942, and further increases are antici- ee 

: pated. All known occurrences of mercury mm Canada are in British © - 
Columbia. The chapters on Mercury in the two previous issues of ma 
Minerals Yearbook pointed out that the development of the mercury m1 
deposit in the Pinchi Lake area, Central British Columbia, by the oe 
Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. of Canada, Ltd., had given the 
British Empire its only important producer of mercury. The small oh) 
Initial plant installed by the company has been enlarged twice and is oe 
reported to be capable of handling 500 tons of ore daily. The ore o
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'. ‘treated is reported to contain 0.5 to 0.75 percent mercury. The 
Ye. geology of the area has been described recently by Armstrong.% —__ 
ee Considerable stimulus has been given to prospecting for mercury in | 
4. British Columbia by the development of the Pinchi Lake deposit and 7 
=... by the increase in United Nations requirements for the metal.. The’ 
=. Bralorne Mines, Ltd., largest gold producer in British Columbia, , 
«°.. ‘became interested in developing a mercury property late in 1942. - 
“s)he claims are on Silver Creek east of Takla Lake, in the Omineca a 
.. Imining district. Several flasks of mercury were produced in 1941 | 
gh at the Red Eagle group on Yalakom River, 30 miles northwest of 
sion Latooet. a en | 
“7. Italy. —About the only report. on Italy’s mefcury production in 
Bo recent months placed the output of Stabilimento Minerario di Sieli, | 
us gecond-largest producer, at 40,000 flasks in 1941. This output, if 
= - matched by those of other producers, would mean a new high record 
re. for Italy. There is every reason to believe that Italy can produce __ 
=... over 70,000 flasks of mercury annually if there is need forit. Witha 
yy, °.. surplus available from Spain and restricted markets for both countries, ) 
»." the need for record rates of output in the two countries could only — - 
a: mean that Axis requirements for mercury had expanded out of pro- = 
“..... portion to United Nations gains. Large accumulations of stocks 
«+ would be the alternative, but with manpower at a premium in Italy 
'» it would seem strange to expend energy for accumulating excess _ 
=... stocks. According to the October 17, 1942, issue of Mining Journal _ | 
“>. (London) the State is now directly participating, through the Agrarian = 
=<. Bank and the Iri Holding Trust, respectively, in the two leading — 
". Mercury companies, Siele and Monte Amiata. Italy is stilla member | | 
= Of the Italo-Spanish International Cartel. Virtually the only foreign: 
~~ customer is Germany, which uses I. G. Farbenindustrie as its sole. _ 
we” > -buyingagent. = oe | a a . 
i Mexico.—The expectation of a rapidly increasing production of 
’ mercury in Mexico was amply justified, as indicated by the total of 
". - s 82,448 flasks for 1942 compared with 23,137 flasks for 1941 and 11,653 
Es - for 1940. The exports of 30,029 flasks were destined preponderantly 
oo to the United States, to which 29,113 flasks were shipped; 763 flasks. 
yo went to Argentina, 120 to Brazil, 26 to Colombia, 6 to Chile, and 1 to 
a Costa Rica. The War Production Board of the United States 
a anticipated that approximately as much metal would be shipped to 
~ the United States in 1943 as in 1942. Mexico is playing a most 

an important role in the solution of United Nations mercury problems. 
New Zealand.—Investigations of cinnabar occurrences by the New 

Zealand Mines Department are reported to have indicated that a 
small but worth-while tonnage of high-grade: ore may be developed. 

_ The deposit at Puhipuhi appears to be the only one capable of sus- 
| tained production. , 

- Peru.—A 20-ton Gould rotary furnace was installed at the Huan- , 
_ cavelica mine in 1942. Two additional plants, with an expected 

3 combined daily capacity of 300 tons, were to be erected, but tem- 
porarily at least permit difficulties prevented their leaving the United 
States after they had been completed. : 

Spain.—Reports emanating from Germany (Hamburger Fremden- 
blatt), quoted in Metal Bulletin (London) of October 9, 1942, stated 
that Spain produced 85,523 flasks of mercury in 1941 and that 40,695 

13 Armstrong, J. E., Geology of the Pinchi Lake Mercury Belt, British Columbia: Canadian Min. and 
Met. Bull. 362, June 1942, pp. 311-323.
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; flasks were sold (of which 706 were for use at home and 39,989 for = as 
export); also that stocks at the Almaden mine at the beginning of 1942 = 
totaled 66,000 flasks. If this report is true, production was 18 per-- >. 
cent higher in 1941 than in 1927 and therefore was at a new all-time = —. =“ 
record rate. It is rather difficult to understand, however, why an 

- effort was made to produce a record quantity in yiew of the fact that = = 
mo the war has caused a shrinkage in Spanish markets. —Metalisreliably = |°. 

-. reported to have moved from Spain to Germany in large quantities =~. 
in the early part of 1941. It is only logical to assume, however, that ya 

: with Italy able to supply much more mercury than is ordinarily re- OEY, 
-. quired in Germany, purchases of Spanish metal in Germany would =. 

drop to insignificant proportions. Political considerations, of course, ee: 
-. could affect German policy in this connection. In explanation of the ee 

high rate of production in Spain, an article in Engineering and Mining 
- Journal of May 1942 says— . _ —— NE 

— _ %& & * By law, in Spain, no workman of regular crew may be laid off without a ee 
- long advance notice. Hence, either production must go on at a minimum rate, =... 

or payroll with no output must be maintained. It is for this reason that sucha =. 
oS huge inventory has been accumulated * * *. a oo a : | i 

The cartel price had an adverse effect on sales to the United Kingdom. - AN 

- Purchases have been made in the United Kingdom since the war *. 
- started, however, and in August 1942 the London price was. raised ene 

from £48 to £69, the latter figure corresponding more closely with ts 
-thecartel pricee a | Oo ee 

| Union of South Africa.—Output in the Union is increasing steadily ve 

~.  aecording to Preller. In the chapter on Mercury in Minerals Year- 8 
book, 1941, it was pointed out that some anxiety was felt in that | ol 

- gountry regarding supplies of mercury. Preller states that production =~. 

~~. at Monarch Kop in 1942 had fallen not far short of requirementsinthe =. °. 

| Union and that an excess over local consumption might result in 1943. Mey 
>The cinnabar at Monarch Kop occurs with lenticles of quartz and 

- crystalline carbonate in chloride-carbonate schists through a thickness ss 
of 15 to 20 feet in places. The deposit is reported to show-great =. ee: 
promise as far as consistency and extent are concerned. a 

U. S. S. R.—The principal producing area in the U.S.S. R. has oY 

_. been the Donets Basin. Output from this source has been lost tem- | oy 

porarily owing to German occupation of the territory. Production is _ oe 

now coming from other localities in Russia, notably from Kirghiz. > *} 

which started to produce before the war. Exploratory work in con-  . 

| nection with mercury recently has been widespread, stretching from 
the Donets area to Eastern Siberia. Despite the efforts toincreaseout- 4 

-. -put of this strategic metal, Russia depends largely on imports from ae 

7 China and other United Nations. Chinese metal has been going to a an 

: Russia for some time, and late in 1942 large quantities of mercury cot 

| began moving to Russia from the United States. Exports from the TS 

United States were largely “reexports” or metal imported from Mexico, a ves 

Canada, and Chile, although domestic metal made up part of the - ieee 
total. According to the Department of Commerce, shipments to eM 

| Russia from the United States totaled nearly 21,000 flasks from as 
| October 1942 through February 1943. | / 8 

4 Preller, G. S., The Place of Mercury in Peace and War: South African Min. and Eng. Jour., vol. 53 De x 

No. 2606, January 9, 1943, pp. 421-422. . wm 
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~  @ENERAL SUMMARY a 

- An abrupt transition from an economy of abundance intintoone 

: of dearth marked the year 1942. In 4 months after the attack on mr 

a Pearl Harbor the Japanese had added two-thirds of the world’s tn ee 

resources and nearly thrée-quarters of the smelter capacity to. the © ae 

strategic metals assets of the Axis associates. There remained to eer 

. what became known after January 1, 1942, as the United Nations a 44) 

-_. -potential annual supply of only 80,000 to 90,000 long tons of virgin ne 

tin, a volume little greater than that consumed in the United States 

alone in 1940 (72,324 long tons) and much less than the 103,086 long . — oe Re 

- tons used in the peak year 1941. 4 eg 

The terrific shock of the Japanese blitzkrieg in Malaya and inthe °. 

- Netherlands East Indies on the tin-consumption habits of the United 3% 

States was fortunately cushioned by defensive measures undertaken. on ag 

-_ eoincident with the growth of an understanding of Japan’s Hast Asia oe 

policies. Foremost. among these measures were the inception of a kg 
stock-piling program and provisions for domestic smelting, with the =. 

acquisition of ore supplies. Do oS og 

| At the close of 1941 there were on hand 45,572 tons of ore and _ a 

: concentrates containing over 23,000 long tons of tin. Total stocks, a 

excluding the 7,433 tons held by the Navy and Procurement Division, AN 

contained over 126,000 tons of tin as metal and in concentrates. eg 

Although 1942 opened with an abnormally large, immediately avail- » ee 

- able stock, prospective future supplies were limited essentially to ft 

about one-half of Bolivia’s raw-material output and to the Belgian | mae, 

Congo’s metal—sources that at best could furnish scarcely 40 percent oR 

| of the virgin tin consumed in 1941. Drastic steps thus had to be Oe 

) taken to maintain a safe position in tin. Immediate and severe rs 

, restrictions were placed upon use; broad substitution programs and os 

expanded reclamation schemes were instituted and were frequently oe 

7 revised or amended during the year but always in the direction of a OS 

tightening control. Exports, which were already governed by the Us 

| 731 SS
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‘.- Export Control Act of July 1940, were likewise subjected to further 
we. restrictions. — 7 a | a 
x. As a result of control and conservation, nonessential uses were 
i; almost abandoned, there was widespread degradation in bearing 
 -— Inetals, and a transition was being effected in the major consumption _ 
«areas of solder and tin plate to tinless solders and to thin electro- | 
7, deposited, chemically treated, and black plates, accompanied by 

ae enforced shrinkage in volumes. Although the effect of the shift to ome oO . “ )e e . oe e “, . / .- ° : Pe electrolytic tin plate, with its estimated -60-percent decrease in tin 
~~ -used compared with hot-dipped plate, was slight because of the 
»,°. difficulty in obtaining and installing a vast amount of new and — 

ae ‘Specialized equipment, tin consumption’ showed an uninterrupted — 
“—- monthly decline ranging from 7 ,000 tons in January to 3,200 tons in | 
i... December 1942, with the year’s virgin tin consumption reduced to 
«56,000 tons or less than 55 percent of that used in 1941. 
wf.” Imports of metal were at the lowest point in more than 20 years toe oe oo, : . . " : : . 5 4 . Poo: , : . Bae and were only 18 percent of the 1941 tonnage; although the total tin | | 
Aes _ content of the ores imported increased by about 9 percent, the over-all — 
“<< drop totaled 66 percent. Of the 57,000 tons received, about 15,000 - «tons of metal and 8,000 tons (tin content) of ore belatedly arrived 
2 from Malaya, the Netherlands East. Indies, and China. Total stocks 

ss" declined only 1.5 percent to the equivalent of 3% years’ supply at the 
.: Indicated consumption rate in the last quarter of 1942. — So 

>. Salient statistics for tin in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and 1988-42 - 
egg On aa . 
eee es an | —. |-1925-29 1 yang | agen | aman | anes | Be faterage] 2988] 2600 | ro10 | sont | soto 
oo Production— re . : Pe | MES ee From domestic mines_.._-.....-.long tons_.| . 24 (95). 84] 49] 56.3) 16.3 - Shy aon . From domestic smelters.____.._.._...do__._|_...-___- ~----2---|---------]) 21,391 | 21,839 | 316, 168. ae. From secondary sources_...._........do_.-.| 30, 600 | -21,000 | 26, 000 29, 700 | 37,500 | - 33,900 wae Imports for consumption: . . fo Poe . Jee Ss Metal. _........---22---------------..do_._.] 78,009 | 49, 699 70, 102 | 124,810 | 140, 873 26,002 Bow _. Ore (tin content)-.__........-----.-_doe__. 175 (4) . 500.| 3,000 | 28,670 31, 212 i Exports (domestic and foreign)_.._.......do_...} 1, 740 | «3205 | 32,105 | 32,664 | 31,094 409 Be Monthly price of Straits tin at New York: | . dL ee - Highest__--.._._.-........cents per pound__| 70. 67 46, 23 63.50 |. 54. 54. 53. 35 eo Lowest. ..-.......--------------------d0....| 39.79 | 36.84] 45.62} 45.94! 50.16 (5) we  Average__._.-......-....-.....-._....do_._.| 56. 64 42.26 | 50.18} 49.82]. 52.01 — oS World production. ...._._.......-.--long tons_.| 163,000 | 163,000 | 176, 000 236, 000 | 245,000 | 126, 000 oe _ Ratio—United States imports to world pro- . | _. duction-._....-.....--...----...-pereent_. 48 30 40 (54) 69 45 

Be 1 Subject to revision. 
4 Including tin content of ores used direct to make alloys. 

oe 3 Figures for 1938-41 cover foreign only; domestic not separately recorded. 
bo, oe 4 Less than 1 ton. . 

5 Ceiling price 52 cents. | 

: ‘ Maintenance of this relatively comfortable position—one that | 
Be appears to have been paralleled in Great Britain—appears unlikely. 

A lengthy campaign for the recovery and rehabilitation of Far Eastern 
mines and reduction works is indicated. China is essentially isolated; 
production in Bolivia and Nigeria declined below 1941 levels and was 

| not ofiset by the increase from the Belgian Congo, with little likelihood 
that an appreciable net increase may be expected in 1943, with all 

| shipments subject to the shortage of bottoms and German submarine 
| warfare. In Great Britain consumption is said to be held at the 

| “austerity” level that lies at approximately 14,000 tons. It has been



_- estimated that in the immediate pre-war years the U.S.S.R.ap- a 

parently used about 15,000 tons annually, but its current actualneedS = 839 

are materially greater. (See section on Foreign Trade.) In the .) 
| - United States the principal remaining area of economy, which should = A 

| be reached in 1943, lies in the substitution of thin electrodeposited = on 

-- ‘and.tinless plates for hot-dipped plate. However, the degree of = 

substitution is limited by numerous factors, including the nature of ss.” 

the goods to be packed and the probable increasing volumes of plate RS 
~ ‘and processed-food containers needed for Lend-Lease shipments and = ay 

= for overseas use, both military and civilian, all of which require, a 

i  higher-grade protective coatings than that serviceable for domestic 04 

use. With a probable consumption of around 50,000 tons in 1948 im. iy 
_ this country, the total needs of the United States, Great Britain, and 

; the. U.S. S. R. seemingly exceed the maximum output of the United © coe 

. Nations that have an exportable surplus. Thus there may be no re- oes 

- . laxation of controls; rather, more stringent enforcement and exten= ss *! 
gions: are to be expected. > en 

- .  Qontrolled sales prices were effective throughout the year, in the oe 

United States at 52 cents per pound New York for Straits tm or sk 

equivalent grade, and in the United Kingdom at £275 for standard tm - — .:*; 

‘delivered buyers’ works. Tin consumers have benefited greatly by 9 

these price-fixing policies. Under the revised contract with Bolivian |=; 

_ producers the purchase price was set at 60 cents per pound at export Se 

ports, which has been estimated to be 62 cents or more New York. ook 

_ This represents an apparent subsidy of 10 cents per pound or approxi- eee 

: mately $3,500,000 on the pig tin produced in the United States in my 

4942 or over $5,150,000. based on imports from Bolivia. = | cok 

"| GOVERNMENT ORE PURCHASES = re 

No sizable ore-purchasing contracts were concluded in 1942, but - > 
deliveries under earlier agreements continued. (See Foreign Trade— = 

Imports.) One cargo believed to have contained about 2,000 tonsof © .-; 

- tin was lost en route to the United States in May. ee 
| The original contract of November 4, 1940, with Bolivian producers _ os 

| was based upon a price of 48% cents, c. i. f. New York, and contained.a aah 

_ provision for price review at stated intervals. Pursuant thereto nego-_ os 

 tisttions were undertaken, and as of June 30, 1942, the signing of an v's 

amended contract retroactive to January 1, effective through June 30, ae 

1948, was announced. The price was raised to 60 cents per pound ak 

| contained tin f. o. b. Chilean or Peruvian ports—an increase of nearly oo 

30 percent, since freight and insurance fell to the account of the buyer. ae: 

: The contract also called for a minimum delivery of 1,500 tons per f 

. \ month and a maximum of 2,500 tons (tin content). Up to 20 percent oS 

of the shipments could range from 18 to 35 percent tin. Smelting i 

| charges were set at $32.25, $31.60, and $30.40 per ton for the three oe 

| classes of acceptable materials, with a sliding scale of deductions for ON 

| impurities. | , | oe Load 

_ GOVERNMENT TIN SMELTER | co OM 

| Construction of the Federally financed tin smelter was begun in ON 

October 1941, and the first metal was poured April 5, 1942. The | ’ 

original plans called for capacity to treat the portion of Bolivian ores so 

made available to the United States, that is, about 50,000 tons per _ 

| 8
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_.-year or 18,000 tons of tin. Subsequent enlargements raised its capac- 
' ity to about 90,000 tons or enough to treat the entire United Nations i 
x... oresupply. -The total cost of the plant has been reported tobe about —— 
fae $6,300,000, 
w- A description of the smelter and methods of ore treatment, accom-. 
"panied by flow sheets, has been published.t. The plant was designed 
- to treat complex, low-grade as well as high-grade ores. Over-all recov- — 
¢ * ery is said to exceed 98 percent. ‘Two grades of tin are produced: —_ 
»-. Longhorn 3 Star, over 99.8 percent pure, and Longhorn 2 Star, which =~ 
«... ona selling-price basis would. assay between 99.00 and 99.75 percent. — 
-. In the metal trade here and abroad there has been much speculation — 
=. concerning the post-war position of the Texas City smelter and an | 
2. inclination to believe that it will remain a competitive factor in world _. 
“trade. Aside from any long-term ore-purchasing contract that may 
>». be made before the war’s termination and the. freedom of access to 

>. raw materials proposed under the Atlantic Charter, it occupies @ => 
“ ._ strategic position geographically and with respect to fuel, hydrochloric —. 
- acid, and power (somewhat offset, to be sure, by high unit labor costs). 
-... ~The additional advantages of a most modern and extremely flexible __ 
Bes plant plus the accrued knowledge of efficient reduction processes for 
~~ complex and off-grade ores endow the operating organization with 
-- considerable bargaining strength, especially in the low-grade or refrac- - 
~  toryorefield. © ee ee 

‘The loss of the major supply sources before a stock pile of adequate = 
:.. * °. dimensions could be accumulated necessitated the application of 
.-yigorous use controls, with corollary substitution and reclamation pro- 
a _ grams. These orders frequently were modified or amended to effect _ 
c... ¢loser regulation and were extended through auxiliary limitation and 
Bee conservation orders to stop lesser loopholes in the restraining program. __ 
2... The final effect of the multitudinous orders cannot yet be evaluated _ | 
“exactly, but as shown under Consumption by Uses the program was _ 
~.. highly effective in 1942. Estimates of potential Savings indicated 7 
Ce that roughly one-half would be derived from nearly complete prohibi- | 
be tion of use, such as for foil and collapsible tubes, and the remainder 

through down-grading in tin content and substitutions. In the last 
Oo field the displacement of metal by glass containers, largely as a result  _ 

SS of the limitation placed on use of steel, was the most important factor 
oe and has been estimated to have been as great as 30 percent. Fiber . 

7: containers have found increasing use and to some extent are expected 
| | to remain competitive in peacetime. Ordinary black plate cannot be = 

| expected to take the place of much tin plate because it lacks corrosion 
. resistance, but chemically treated (bonderized) black plate, enameled 

/ or lacquered, is claimed to be suitable for many general line and some 
| sanitary cans. It is believed that it may take care of more than 

one-eighth of the total container production in 1943.2. However, that 
| product is still in an experimental stage, and its future application : 

: will depend in large measure on the availability of tin that has demon? 
strated value in food preservation. Only one plant was known to be 
operating in 1941, but it was expected that 18 to 20 bonderizing lines . 
would be built in 1942. 

1 Henderson, Charles B., The Longhorn Tin Smelter: Min. and Met., vol. 24, No. 436, April 1943, pp. 

tT Lippert, T. W., Food in Cans: Iron Age, vol. 149, No. 18, April 30, 1942, p. 30.



---_In the degradation area, the reduction in tin content of solders, ex-- os 

- . tending to the tinlesslead-silver solders, in bronzes and bearing andterne = 
| ~ metals have effected pronounced economies in tin use. The greatest =~ oie 

| - saving possibility in this field, owing to the huge quantities involved, — as 

| lies in the reduction of thickness in tin-plate coating. By February == os 

1942 thishad been reduced from the customary 1.5poundsperbase boxto OS 

the lowest practicable hot-dip limit of 1.25 pounds, with an appreciable ~~ 

resultant. saving. However, the need of heavily coated tin platefor 

7 - the large proportion of food packs intended for the armed forces-and == 

; _ Lend-Lease so restricted the amount of tin available that it became ‘ =) 

- imperative to employ an alternative method of coating that could | .% 

: provide the quantity of tin plate necessary for other consumers. =, “4 

- "A metal coating of virtually any desired thickness can be electro- = ae 

-_. deposited. This method is not new, but its commercial application to_ RE 
= tin plating on a plant scale is recent * and. was still small in 1941 and i’ 

- 1942, amounting to only 2.85 and 3.4 percent, respectively, of standard = = =, 

coke tin-plate tonnage. To meet the expected demand—estimated = ne 

to be as much as 40 percent of current tin-plate requirements—it was | 

hoped to construct 26 or 27 electrolytic lines in 1942, but actualcom- = . 

pletion fell far behind the planned schedule owing to the inability to | ag 

Be obtam, the vast amoun& of electric equipment and control apparatus 
: needed. —_ : ne Se ae oo aaa 

. -Blectrolytic tin plate having only 0.1 pound per base box has been — ee 

| - made experimentally and may serve for some purposes. In general, = =. 

- - g eoating weight of 0.5 pound is required for many packs under con- bo 

servation regulations. There is a tendency, however, to believe that . ose! 

heavier plate, 0.75 to 1.0 pound, eventually will be found more satis- coe 

__ faetory or necessary for the widest application. . re Ve es 

oe “The future economic position of thinly coated tin plate is not yet as 

clear, as some time must elapse before it can be tested fully in practice. = 4 
For numerous goods it would afford ample protection, and according == | 

-. to reports it can be soldered as well as the standard hot-dipped plate. =: 

- . -—Tn that respect and because it will withstand deformation—deep* =—— 

- drawing or forming—without injury it is materially superior to = 
- ~ bonderized lacquered plate and seemingly can be fabricated at much is 3 

greater speeds. (See Review by Countries—Germany.) At present OFS 

the 0.5-pound electrolytic plate has a price differential of 50 cents per ae 

base box in its favor. These and other advantages point to partial .§ =; 

- displacement of standard tin plate and chemically treated plate that SE 
some authorities have estimated as high as 40 to 50 percent. — og 

a INVESTIGATION OF DOMESTIC TIN DEPOSITS — os 

: ’ Continuing their endeavors to find workable tin deposits in the . Noe 

: - United States and Alaska, the Bureau of Mines and the Geological 4 

| Survey extended earlier explorations, undertook several new projects, = 

_. and published eight reports. | | | | os 

. The Geological Survey made reconnaissance surveys in Alabama a 

of pegmatites and in the Black Hills of South Dakota. Reports on 7 

these projects are not yet available. A field study of the Temescal * 

district, Riverside County, Calif., was concluded. It is understood , 

3 The first plant for the plating of wide, continuous strip was erected by the Crucible Steel Co. at its Mid- Q 

land (Pa.). works in 1936. Shortly thereafter the Carnegie-Ilinois Steel Co. installed an electrotinning line - 

‘at Gary, Ind., and in 1941 the Crown Cork & Seal Co. put a line inte operation at Baltimore, Md. :
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f. that the Metals Reserve Co. has. approved the installation of ma- — 
wee ce | chinery and that material for milling tests would be taken from open 
e: .  pits in the spring of 1943. Detailed studies of the Gorman district, 
“4- northwest of Los Angeles, and mapping at Cima, San Bernardino 
“County, were carried out. = oy SO 
*>. . The Bureau of Mines and Geological Survey continued field studies) 
“on the tin resources of New Mexico. Preliminary reports indicate — 
"that some very small placer areas can probably be mined under 
; + present conditions but that the lode deposits are not sufficiently rich 
“to be developed economically at this time. In March 1943 the 
‘Geological Survey published an areal geological map of the. tin 
~ . . district in the Black Range in Catron and Sierra Counties, N. Mex., | 
--... '  aceompanied by a descriptive text prepared by Fries and Butler. - 
bey The Bureau of Mines conducted an exploration project that in- 
Bo cluded drifting, crosscutting, and long-hole drilling at the Majuba : be Hill mine in Pershing County, Nev., and the Geological Survey made > | . a detailed study of the mine. | i re 
Roe In Alaska, Geological Survey geologists studied and mapped. tin — ~‘. -placers in the Tozimoran, Morelock Creek, and Ruby-Long areas, | 
, all lying in the Yukon Basin region of the interior a considerable __ =... - distance west of Fairbanks. The Bureau gf Mines examined tin | 
“'., placers in the Buck-Creek-Potato Mountain areas at Cape Mountain _ 
-s. . near Tin City. In the Manley Hot Springs area near the junction — 
“» of the Yukon and Tanana Rivers the Bureau of Mines examined 
<.  __ tailings from early gold-placer operations. In July 1942 the Bureau <".. of Mines began explorations in the Lost River tin area in western | 
-.°. Seward Peninsula. The Geological Survey, in. conjunction with 
mo Bureau of Mines engineers, made a supplementary examination. 
x. The Bureau’s preliminary sampling in this area has indicated a large _ | 
4 tonnage of low-grade tin-tungsten ore of about 0.8 percent tin and 
per 0.25 percent WO;. This district appears to offer the best possibili- 
poe, ties for domestic tin production; however, immediate development 
po ~. will depend on the ability to obtain clearance and ship space for 
a transporting materials and supplies to this remote area. The — 
Bo Bureau of Mines plans further exploration. — | | 

ay : - - - DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | 

; | MINE OUTPUT | 
| Domestic tin production dropped to 6.3 long tons, the lowest point 
— in 9 years, owing to virtually complete loss of Alaskan output following | 

- commercial exhaustion of the Tin City placers. No lode tin was ob- 
tained in 1942. | | : . 

: The prospect for a sizable increase in the immediate future is far 
from bright. The total recorded mine production from the United 

_ States and Alaska in the past one-third of a century amounted only 
| to 1,521 tons valued at about $1,666,000,‘ of which nearly 95 percent 

| was furnished by Alaska. No consequential deposits were brought to 
light in the United States proper. Alaska has a small potential; but 
that, as far as is now known, is largely concentrated in low-grade and 
narrow lodes that require much machinery and equipment for large- 
scale production and concentration. ) 

| " 4 Data for 1910-38, inclusive, were published in Minerals Yearbook, 1939, p. 679.



| _». Mine production of tin (content) in the United States, 1988-42, by States. 6 or 

BO rs ce Long tons Pt ae 

Year : Va TS 

| oe - : | Alaska Dakota | States! ; Total | - en oe 

BS 9BB ee cee wo}. 4 oy 95 | $90,000. ete 
i 1939...--.----2------- 2 - ee -------- 33 5 ; 0.5 34° | 38, 100 woe 
i 1940__.---------2------ee-ene--nneee------| 46 2 1 AQ 54,900 ee 

1941. 0-2 nee 46.8) 14] 8.1 56.3 65,600 0 
| YMRITT IL 72.8) 14] 21 768) G80 

_ 7A 1939-40: Montana and New Mexico; 1941: Alabama, Montana, and New Mexico; 1942: Alabama, yo oo oS 
: California, Nevada, and New Mexico. : a ooo nrc 

4 Subject torevision. ce a . mo oo oo oe 

| ae _*  §MELTER OUTPUT : a Se 
a . | a | Co i 

a The major event of the year from a production standpoint was the ss 
revival of large-scale domestic smelting that had been dormant since © = .*% 
1923. Output for the first full month of operation (May) of the Long: 

~ horn smelter was 1,246 long tons, and it rose almost uninterruptedly ee 
to 2,343 tons in December, with a total for 1942 of 15,696 long tons, = => bad 

. g little (65 tons) below the peak smelter output in 1920. Based upon po 
the 2-month average for November—December 1942, however, produc-  ° =) 
tion was at: the annual rate of 28,000 tons. Shipments were 1,403 — oe 
long tons. gee 8 Star grade has received a favorable reception; the © - .% 

- gecond or 2 Star grade, which is believed to assay about 99:5 percent = «= *: 
: tin, came on the market late in 1942. | OS a ae 

| Production from ores by privately owned smelters dropped 74 per- = ssi 
-. cent from the 1941 figure. Of the 472 long tons output, 243 tons oot 

| (1941, 502 tons) appeared as pig tin and 229 tons (1941, 1,337 tons) 
in alloy form, principally solder. Companies reporting production in | od 
1942 were the American Metal Co., American Smelting & Refining INS 
-Co., Nassau Smelting & Refining Co., Phelps Dodge Refining Corpo-  _—_ 
ration, and Vulcan Detinning Co. Se oe ees 

--._- Jn 1942 one-quarter of the ore imports were from the Netherlands os 
| East Indies, which usually produced concentrates of approximately $= °% 

72 percent tin content. Nearly all the remainder originated in Bolivia. . ~*4 
| The grade of these supplies is not available, but incomplete data on > ad 

, gross weight and tin content of the mine production give indicated  =—=-—.# 
grades for 1940, 1941, and 1942 of 51, 41, and 40 percent, respectively.* oo a 

at 

_ | SECONDARY TIN ee oy 

Total recovery of secondary tin declined about 10 percent from the oS 
-  yecord high level of 1941 to 33,900 long tons in 1942. Most of the - al 

so-called secondary tin (80 percent or more) is contained in copper-tin A 
' or lead-base alloys, from which it is rarely extracted as metal but y 

remains as a circulating constituent. In addition to the decline in os 
volume of re-treated materials, down-grading with respect to tin a: 
content in important alloys, such as solders, bearing metals, and cen 
bronzes, as a consequence of the conservation program, was beginnin oN 
to affect the quantity of tin recovered. The principal source of metal tte 

: and of tin chemicals is clean tin-plate clippings and used containers - ee 

’ These figures slightly understate the quality because the weight of sacks is included in the gross weight. _ 
The Metal Industry (London) of February 26, 1943, on the basis of grades of concentrates shipped in re 
November 1942: and on the assumption that all the Patino-groun product was delivered to England os 
arrived. at an average of about 36 percent for shipments to the United States. Ze c
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. + treated at detinning plants. The quantity of tin reclaimed as metal 

.,.. by detmners rose about 4 percent to a new high of 4,700 long tons, but 
> - the tin content of chemicals declined 79 percent to a low of little 
= >. more than 200 tons. OO . Pe oo 
» The collection of prepared, used tin cans has been highly disap- = 
=... pomtmg—variously estimated to have been between a quarter anda ——’ 
~ . third of the potential—but the amount of tin recovered jumped 
. nearly 800 percent above the 1941 output of about 60 tons to over | 
- ss: 80 tons in 1942. Although the weight of clippings treated dropped ——_ 

more than 15 percent from the 1941 level—a reflection of the restric- 
..° tions placed on tin-plate manufacture—the amount of tin recovered s_—© 
~~." yeceded only 6 percent. to a little more than 4,160 long tons owing 
2. principally to the pronounced shift from chemical production as noted __ 
- above. Further details will be found in the chapter on Secondary 
-- «  Metals—Nonferrous, ng a a eo 
Be we Secondary tin recovered in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and 1988-42 a 
ae fo ——_— __ an nnnnre — ——_— a _ . _ 

Oo Be _-_..-| ‘Tin recovered at detinning plants | ~~ Tin recovered from all sources a | 

“ oe - - i | - Year : As metal vals doug Total (long| As metal | | Total De oo 
Bees oe ~ | Cong tons) tons) ~ tons) — | Gong tons) | cals (ong | | | . a - Ban ek a pe oe tons) | Longtens; Value — 

ee ny 1925-29 (average)_| 900 | 2,000. 2, 900. - -7,500/°  23,100| au 120. 
ee 19BR 2,200; - 1,300] - 3,500] 4,300] - 16,700] — 21,000 | 19, 284° 600 
Meee 2 989. eee 38, 600 600 4,200 |. . 4..000 - 22,000 | 26,000 | 29, 276, 600 / pos 1940.-..----.-----| - 3,700] 600 | 4,300 4, 500 25, 200 - 29,700 |. 33,102,400. = =. Be 1941..-.2..--2-f 04,500], si Ti 450 | 5, 300 32,200 | . 37,500 | 43,722,700 ee 194 TT 700 200 | 45 900. 5, 200 28,700} 33,900 | 39, 434, 700 | 

Be ee CONSUMPTION  —=_— CO 

ee a | APPARENT CONSUMPTION ee 

ae ' The apparent consumption of primary tin, calculated by adding 
-. smelter production to net imports, was 42,005 long tons in 1942 or oe 
fT roughly 30 percent of the 1941 record of 141,618 long tons. This 
we method of reckoning consumption excludes all changes in metal stocks _ 
a held by consumers and the Government, and in times of extraordinary | 

movement, such as the period 1940-42, may present a highly distorted _ 
ee picture. Frequently, however, basic data for more accurate calcula- | 

oe tion are not available, hence apparent consumption statistics offer 
| the only indicator of long-term trends. These data for 1910-38 were 

published in the Minerals Yearbook, 1939 (p. 680); those for 1938-42 
follow. | 7 | | 

| : Apparent consumption of virgin tin, 1938-42, in long tons 

1938___.-----.--...-__.=_.. 49, a 1941____.__..._____......-. 141, 618 
| 1989-2 eee 67, 997] 1942_---- 42) 005 

1940__.______-__-_2_-__-..__. 1238, 537 

CONSUMPTION BY USES 

| The following tables show actual consumption of primary and 
secondary tin, as reported to the Bureau of Mines. Pronounced 
changes in the tin-consumption pattern arose during 1942 as a conse- 
quence of the metal’s highly critical status. Tin plate retained its 
normal premier position, accounting for 51 percent of the consumption 

. of virgin tin, although there was an absolute drop of 36 percent from -



the 1941 record level. Solder that usually held second place, using -. . - , 
a about half as much tin (primary plus secondary) as tin plate, was . = 

displaced by bronze and brass that used 47 percent more primary —- . 
and twice as‘much total tin as solder, with a new peak total consump- 

; tion almost equal that of tin plate. Among the reasons for this = © =. 
shift were the recession in demand that. followed cessation of auto- == = 
mobile production at the end of 1941, the progressive down-grading © =... 

- in tin content in solders, and the continued expansion of armament = =§_ >... 
output with the tremendous increase in the launchings of naval and Sis.“ 

-- merchant ships. Tin used for babbitt declined 42 percent, largely = ~~ 
' because of the decrease of approximately one-third in white-base =~ 
| -antifriction-metals production and the substitution of lead-base for © 
-. high-tin babbitts. The virtual elimination of tin for foil brought = 
-. about a saving of approximately 3,700 tons or 87 percent of the 1941 ¢ 

| use. Restrictions on the use of tin for collapsible tubes resulted ina = 
-- drop of 75 percent. compared with 1941. These usesin the immediate 

: pre-war period, 1937-40, accounted for about 88 percent of virgin-tin = -, : 
consumption that averaged nearly 65,000 tons a year. In 1942 there  : 

- was a relative rise to 91 percent but an absolute decline of 13,800 tons. 8 — + 
_- A pronounced downward trend was in evidence in the remaining uses. 

. fields, especially in tin oxide, galvanizing, and white metal, in which  --. 
the enforced savings were roughly 90 percent of the preceding year’s i iaititiit 

| use. Changes in the application of secondary tin were much less = 
| pronounced, although alloy down-grading increased the proportions, §. |, 

contained in solder, bronze, and brass. Secondary tin consumption — ee 
in 1942 was 29,400 tons or 93 percent of that for the previous year, ce 

_.  -while the ratio of secondary to primary rose to 52 percent compared ©. 
with the 24-percent peacetime (1935-39) average for which data are ssid; 

 . available oe re 

-——s Consumption of primary and secondary tin in the United States, 1938-42, in long tons © CE a 

a : ee a 7 1988 «| 1989. 1940 1941 14200 oy 

: Stocks on hand January 1._........-........---.----| 25,984] 25,260 | 29,025] 56,909] 767,421 wy 
Net receipts during year !_.__._.-..---...-..--.-----| 61,481 89, 018 128, 030 149, 123 65, 568 oF # 

| Available supply_....-------------------------------| 87,415 | 114,278 | 157,055 | 206,122 | 132, 989 ee 
___—s« Stoeks on hand December 31..--..--.----.----...---] 25,260 | 29,025] 86,999 | 267,421 | #43853 ee 
-._- ‘Potal processed during year__.....-----.------------| 62,155 | 85,253 | 100,056 | 138,701 | . 89, 136 et 

Intercompany transactions in scrap (tin content)..-- 2, 122 2,390 | 2,190 2, 936 2, 547 ay 

| Total consumed in manufacturing...............---| 60,083 | 82,863| 97,866 | 135,765 | | 86,589 ds 
| Plant losses_..........-----------2ss--s-seeeeeeee--} 9259 435 712|  1,070| . 902 co 
: Tin content of manufactured products.._..........--| 59,774 | 82,428 | 97,154 | 134,695 | 85,687 | LS 

| Primary_......--------eee-ces-eeecce-eeene------| 48,116 | 466,583 | 472,324 |4103,086| 56,288 = 
Secondary.._...-.----------=------+-------------| 11,658 | 15,845 | = 24,880 | 31, 609 29, 399 os 

1 1938: Primary, 50,052; secondary, 1,983; terne, 787; scrap, 8,609. 1939: Primary, 70,732; secondary, - 3 
4,976; terne, 1,171; scrap, 12,139. 1940: Primary, 98,125; secondary, 5,409; terne, 1,086; scrap, 23,410. 1941: | . as 
Primary, 114,281; secondary, 6,879; terne, 1,851; scrap, 26,112; 1942: Primary, 33,126; secondary, 5,096; ae 
terne, 405; scrap, 26,941. 

| 4 Not including 2,700 tons in transit or in warehouses. . 
3 Not including 78 tons in transit. 
4 Includes small tonnage of secondary pig tin. a 

| The total tonnage of primary and secondary tin used was reduced a 
49,000 tons or 36 percent from the 1941 high and was only 4 percent os 
above the 1937-40 average. The true effectiveness of the conserva- | " 
tion program is to be evaluated, however, by: the economy in virgin ~ cad 

| metal. Primary tin consumption was 47,000 tons or 45 percent less fe 

a toy



Consumption of tin in the United States, 1938-42, by finished products (tin content), in long tons ee x OO gg 

1938 | 1989 | 140-00 . 1941 Po 194 ee 

econd- econd- ' econd- ~y| Second: | , econd-| motap wes | Primary) “ “ary Total |Primary| “sry ‘Total Primary “ary Total Primary ‘ary | Total |Primary ary: | Total ifs 

Tin plate.-------------------------| 128,545 | (2) | 28,545. [136,640 | (1) | 36,640 |138,674| (1) | 38,674 |144,854] (1) | 44,854 | - 28,522 |.........|° 28,522 rae 
Terneplate. .....--.---------------- 264 743 | 1,007 317 | 1,137] 1,454) 455) 1,058) 1,613] O17} °1,129] 2,046:| — 339 6431 882 ania: 
Solder..........-..-----------------| 7,590 | 5,208 | 12,798 | 9,578 {| 7,701 | 17,279 10,222) 8,797 | 19,019.) 18,084 ; 10,141 | 28,225 | 7,228 6,696 | 13,924 ae 
Babbitt_._..........-.---.---------| 2,893 | 1,264) 4,157] 3,850] 1,508] 65,448) 4,473}; 3,173 | 7,646] 7,495 | 3,104] 10,599; 3,195; 2,904; 6,099 ~ Ps 

. Bronze and brass........-----------| 2,384 | 1,598 | 3,932 | 3,385 | 3,051 | 6,486 | 6,444} 9,216 14,660; 10,067 | 13,103 | 23,170 | 10,646 | 17,009 | 27,655 es 
Collapsible tubes.....---.----------| 3,427 |-..-.-.--| 3,427 | 3, 507 (2) 3, 507 3, 512. @) 38, 512 4, 233 |. 212 | 4,445; 1,048 51 1,099 sg 
Tinning.._.......------------------] 1, 788 35 | 21,773 | . 2,165 172 | 22,337 | 2, 455 265 | 2,720 | 3,987 145 | 4,132) 2,764 261. 3016 Fp ow: 
Foil.._..-..------------------------| 2, 288 ) 2,283 | 2,001 (?) 2,001 | 1,718 |.---.----| 1,713 | 4,292 |.........) 4,292 576 |-..------| - 576 a 

. . Chemicals (other than tin oxide) - -- 166. 910 | 71,076 | 167 288 2455 | | 52| 330 | #382 230 690 1, 970 36 210 246 =o 8 
Pipe and tubing 8__.......-.------- 948 (?) 948 606 (?)  - 606 | 661 () |. 661 | 1,825)  (@) >| 7825 143 | 18 WL 
Tin oxide_...---------------------- 547 444 991 651 359 | 1,010 ‘651 506} 1,157} 995; - 495 | 1,490}; 84 47 131 re s 
Type metal..--..-.----.----------- 134 978} 1,112]. 149 990; 1,139] 84) 1,048). 1,182) . 287). 1,528}. 1,815 40]; 1,118; 1,158 © OS 
Galvanizing,.._...--.-------------- 792 |_..------| 792 | = 1,028 |........-] 1,028 963 |...-.----|, 963 | — 863 104° 967. 82 {.....----| 82 BW. = 
Bar tin......----------------------- 456 218 669 1, 100 241 1,341 1,000 | 91} 1,091] ~ 1,526 607 |) «=—2,188.) 601] 121 722 oe 

’ Miscellaneous alloys-----..-------- 238 19 257 404 | 45 449 353 | 11 364; 480} 187] ~ 617] © 558; 256] 814 i Ce LESS 
White metal. .......-..------------ 390 44 434 466 42. 508 953 83 1,036 | 4 2, 463 498 | 42, 561- 5 83 5156; 5239 §& se 
Miscellaneous........-------------- 371 202 673) , 569| — 221 7900 | 659} 252} 911 938 | 116] 1,054| 343] - 2]. 2367 5 oS 

48,116 | 11,658 | 50,774 | 66,583 | 15,845 | 82,428 | 72,824 | 24,830] 97,154 | 103,086 | 31,609 | 134,695 | 56,288 | 29,300| 85687 B ~~ = ~ 

1 Primary includes small tonnage of pig tin derived from detinning operations; Bureau of Mines not permitted to publish separate figures | | Be ae A eat 
? Small quantity included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.’’ . , ys po ERS 
$In 1987 pure tin tubing required 1,286 tons and tin-lined tubing 10 tons; not reported separately after 1937. oO : : | rE 
4 Includes 454 tons of primary and 20 of secondary for Britannia ware and 64 tons of primary and 8 of secondary for pewter. — | ne _© ee 
‘Includes 9 tons of primary and 2 of secondary for Britannia ware and 2 tons of primary for pewter. oo : - - , ss oe



| than in 1941 and nearly 13 percent below the 1937-40 average. In -© | 
| Great Britain the savings goal had been set at about 50 percent ofthe = = = -- 

average pre-war use, which probably has been reached, and Germany  —_£: : 
: appears to have made greater reductions. Commenting onthe United 2 =. 
7 Nations tin situation, The Metal Bulletin of London said® “The fact ==. 
- is that tin is of far less importance as a war metal than anybody had "5 
- suspected” and, with respect to common use, “toa greater extentthan = 
-°- was realized at the time, the use of tin was of the nature of asemi- = "| 
- luxury.” The future of tin is not clear, but many of the displacements  . § .3 

and _ substitutions forced upon the consuming industries by the: exi- NG 
- gencies of war, as indicated in the foregoing paragraphs, are likely to = 3 

persist in the future. Oo : — ae a 
7 Co | — | So Ry 

So } FOREIGN TRADE? es ee 

-.. The main constituents of the foreign trade of the United States ae: 
until 1940 were the imports of pig tin and the exports of tin plate. = =: 
In that year, owing to the newly initiated stock-piling program, metal ss =", 

7 imports reached a new high, which was then exceeded by the record ee 
_ importation of 141,000 tons in 1941. Total metal imports were 26,000 39... |. 

— -.. tons in 1942; but of that—the lowest figure in this century except In — ye 
| 1921 (24,197 long tons)—nearly 60 percent represented arrivals from  . ©.’ 

| -Far'Eastern countries that were cut off as sources early in the year. as 
7 In 1924-39, inclusive, the tin content of imported ores and con- | 

: centrates had an annual range from less than 1 ton to 500 tons, with |. | 
an average of only 150 tons. Ore imports attained an all-time record | GS 
of 31,212. tons in 1942. Bolivia was the principal point of origin, eS 

_. furnishing 23,029 long tons or nearly 5 percent above its 1941 volume. ls 
-- _Important because of the high quality and, for the near future, irre- ae 

: placeable large share (26 percent) in imports were arrivals of 7,977 —_ 
tons from the Netherlands East Indies. French Cameroun again =»: 
supplied a small quantity—161 tons—and receipts from Mexico hg 
dropped to 45 long tons. Oo 7 = ener. 

The major tin-export item of the United States, as usual, was tin. ae 
plate (including terneplate). In 1942 an all-time export record of | ob 
594,000 tons was set up—the United States became essentially the er 
sole anti-Axis-world supplier. ee ) : 2 ee 

| Foreign trade of the United States in tin and tan concentrates, 1938-42 _— . 4 

. . Exports of os 

te rmcown | Maem RR 
| Long tons Value Long tons Value . 7 — f 

1938.02 e eee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeneee--| 49,699 | $44,860,324] @) $298 205 a 
| 1939... --..--2---sseecseesssesss---| 70,102 | 70, 590, 764 500 | 418, 004 2, 105 Se 

1940... ~~... ssssseeecsenesesesse-| 124,810 | 128, 204, 410 3,000 | 2, 687, 154 2, 664 "y 
1941___.-- 2 +--+ +--+ +--+ +--+ 140,873 | 149, 569, 328 28, 670 | 27, 671, 689 “ 1,094 a 
1942... .-----. ----seecseceseeeseecesee | 26,002 | 28,548,018 | 31, 212 | 21, 422, 896 3165 oy 

CS . * 

1 Imported as pigs, bars, etc., and exported as such. | a 
2 Less than 1 ton. ey 
3 Also-244 tons of ingots, pigs, etc., as domestic exports accounted for in exports of miscellaneous tin manu- wo 

factures. Figures for previous years not separately recorded. a wo 

“t 'The Metal Bulletin, No. 2751, December 11, 1942, p. 7. - 
7? Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the a 

Department of Commerce. Moe
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oe ~. ot, Tin! imported for consumption in the United States, 1941-42, by countries : 

ee ma Sr fo 1941 Sf 104 
ey ae SS Country —_ any . --——— tr 

Bees oe ee 7 _. | Longtons| Value | Longtons| Value - 

eo pustralia cece} 280] 270,956 |. 
*l 0 Belgian Congo. ..--2-2-222.----2---------------------| 11,030 | 10,397,351 | 10,474 | $11, 153, 143 : 
Be Brazil. _._...---..--.--2 2-2 eee eee nome nena see [eet ee-e @) | . 156. 7, 
vo" British Malaya_--2-2222-222-22.22-2-.2---------..-..] 104,872 | 112,798,138 |. 7,791 | 8,634,882 
Ber Canada... ..--------- 2-222 een eeeeeeee eee 6 7 ‘5,644 | 4 _ 1,353 
Po China... eeeneee nen eee-eee--| 2,845 | 2702373 | 3,625 | 4017470 
Se Hong Kong_-----.------.2 222 -_ . 4 | 4,248 |e fees 
wi. Indochina, French..._-_---------2-------2.------- ee] 487 645, 814} fee ge 
mec“ Netherlands Indies.__.--...-------------.-2---..-....| 17,739 | - 18, 883,180 | 3, 922 “4, 485, 898 
weg | Panama_...._....---.--.---------- 2-2-2 -- eee |---| -- eee] 100 . 
Soko. Portugall 2-2-2 22s ee eee eee |e - en [eee nee - 99} 159,680. . 
Pen oe United Kingdom ?________.-..-~_-------------------- 3, 641 3, 961, 624 —  - 87]... 95, 885 

Ee Eg, 873 | 149, 569,328 | 26,002 | 28,548,018 

a ay rs 1 Bars, pigs, blocks, grain, granulated, or scrap, and alloys, chief value tin,n.s.p.f.. ee 
peo «+ @Lessthanlton.  .- as ee = ne Load ; . 
age | ’ United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. - me | 7 | 

Pe: oe Foreign trade in tin plate, taggers tin, and terneplate in various forms, ‘1938-42, moo 
Pe ee re long tons ee 

ak oe : | fe a ee, Tin-plate © . ato. Tin plate, taggers tin, - 
a - os . : Tin-plate scrap circles, waste to. and terneplate co 
me . Year an a _.__istrips, cob- late. |——————__-_-___—— ao 
me : a ors ee - - + 1 ples, ete., oe orts | +2. ae 

oo oe . _ 7 Imports | Exports |. exports | Oxpor mS Imports Exports - 

ee 1988........--.----------------| 10,444 | 12,495 | «4, 467 7,254} . 109 161,576 
Bea 1939__.. eee 12, 633 - 10, 204 - 6, 552 9,182; °° 99] —. 811,016. . 
Bo WMQALTLTITITTTTTTTT 16, 615 3, 536 4,590 | —-6, 091 137 | 383,328 

ne 1941 to eee}. | 22,600} - 180 | - 4,952 | 8,321}. ~~~ 109 354, 940 
Be WGABALL III 24) 082 |e 1, 333 3,230] 154] 594, 095 o 

ree a 1In addition, 15,153 long tons of terneplate clippings and scrap valued at $474,374 were exported in 1940, 
coi + 951 Jong tons valued at $43,545 in 1941, and 76 long tons valued at $4,350 in 1942; not separately classified 
Be before January 1, 1940. : Oo oe - : | | 

os Os _ Foreign trade in miscellaneous tin manufactures and tin compounds, 1938-42 | | 

ot oe o . — a Miscellaneous tin | Tin compounds 
. = . manufactures a (pounds) . 

. —-- Year a - 

| So . a Imports! | Exports? | Imports |. Exports | 

a 1988... ee nee eee eee eeeeeeee-eeee-e------..|' $19,453 | $2, 064, 515 865 172, 467 
. 1989... eee eee 20, 106 1, 098, 140 5}. 204,362 

. 1940_.-2- ee eee 12, 429 706, 425 | 271 131, 019 
| 1941__2 eee eee 2, 266 | 1, 456, 353 7, 224 137, 424 

1942... 2 eee 3949 591, 937 |...-.-.----- 117, 191 

| 4 Includes tin manufactures, n. s. p. f., tinfoil, tin powder, flitters, and metallics. 
. 2 Includes tin dross and tin-bearing scrap material other than tin-plate scrap. 

3 In addition, 505,346 pounds of tin dross, skimmings, and residues valued at $63,978 were imported; not 
separately classified prior to January 1, 1942. . 

| Of special interest was the change in destination of exports. Aus- | 
| tralia and New Zealand were sent 27 percent, a striking example of 

Lend-Lease. Canada took 11 percent and Iran 5 percent, a large part 
of which was terneplate. The surprising volume of 50,000 tons for 
the U. S. S. R., taken in conjunction with the reported British ship- 

| ments of 26,000 tons of tin for about 18 months after the German 
attack in June 1941 and the large volumes delivered from European



smelters in 1937-38, seem to indicate that Russia’s wartime require- = 9 ~~ 
: ments exceed estimates of peacetime needs—contrary to experience nN = 

- Canada, Great Britain, and the United States—and further suggest - 
that its domestic production has not.been as great as believed.® es 

—,.: Tin plate, terneplate (including long ternes), and taggers tin exported from the United 
, | | _ States, 1941-42, by principal countries an y nd 

. a | _ Country ne eo) gs 

: _ = oe i | Long tons | Value Long tons | . Value. Oo os Mey 

, Africa: | oo : | | : | a | . us 
- "British East Africa.........-..---------2-------2--- 3,695 | $386, 746 9,167] $957,918 

Union of South Africa-_-.....-.....------.--.------| 28, 909 | = 2, 758, 649 31, 325 3,871,715 modest 
= Other British South Africa.._..-.. _.-..----.----- 426 |” 47,402 3915; (490770  .. | 

7 . Argentina......_...._........-.---.--.-------__-------.| 48, 081. | ° 6, 431,925 | » 56,958 | 6,938,416 9. yy 
- ‘Australia._-_-..-. 02 ..0-2--2s--ssscstleseeseesse.-| 50,457 | “5,883,653 |” 133,029 | 16,526,006 ae 

 Brazil..._-- 2-22 eee eee----------| 68, 506 | 7, 697,843. | . . 37, 600 4,495,220. 0 ts 
_. British Malaya..-.-.--..-.-.....-.2-.s--uss-ssscesse--| «:13,018 | 1,459,758 | 688 | 64, 252 eS 

Canada. ._....--.-2._ Lee 30,023 | 3,453,480 | 64,146; 7,255, 969 © cS ne 
- Chile_.2-2 oe ee eee eee - 8,984 | 1,096, 287 10, 683 © 1, 277, 202 Bs 
“China... eee eee eee ee 1,811 | © 184,013 +. 102 13,491; a: 

a Colombia... .._..- 222-2 ee-----------| - 8, 762 |. 448,665 | = ~———-1, 260 173, 977 ap 
0 Guba... TTI] azem | 2, 161, 000 14003 | 1,807,870 9° 
8) Bgypi TTI} 07 | “7 965,920 | 42,264 | 4,285,958. gee 

Greece... eee eee eee ee eee eee] «87 - 15, 283 |.--. 2-22 -}------------ oO oe 
Hong Kong. :__-_-_.-----2--------2----- eee -e--------| 2, 587 | 257, 765 |e -e- ee |---e-------- ay 
India, British 227772777TTTTTTTTITTITIITTIIT + 6456 | 728) 044 17,821 | 1,907,688 

- Indochina, French...--..--.....s--s-sessseeeeeeef 19 7,814 |. fe 
mo. Tran... 222022. eee eee ee] 229 29, 554 | 28, 384 3,050,628. NE 

- Mexico.__...-.__.-...---.------ et ele ------------ 16,888 | 2,070, 121 14,371 | =: 1, 853, 260 oa 
oe, Netherlands Indies__.._-._:__...---.---.----.--------- 5, 697 731,299;  — 6, 491 738,848 2 a 

"New Zealand. ....-......--..--s.--ssecseeesensese--| > 11,739} 1,305,362] 24,917 | 2,966,708 ak 
- - Palestine-_...---... sss sce seeseeeeceeeeeeeeeeel . 45] 7 16,197] 5,18 | 566,629 

oo Paraguay -:...---._.----:--------------------- +--+ ee _ 1,819 223,508 | 4; 585 - . §63, 280 | a 
: Peru. -0- eo ss nn enn w anne ee eeee nese weseeceeeeseseeee|.  843.| 384,254] 3,169 | . 356, 960 J ge 
|. Philippine Islands_2227722772TTT2ITTTTTITTI | o9t | 604, 044 |---| co ae 
oo. * Portugal... eee 3, 390. 409, 916 1,758 | - = 261, 553 eS 
oe Spain......2.---- 22 e eee eee 62) | 5,697 |_.------.---|------------ 2 te 

Sweden. 1o 02 22a soso enone 49 1 
ss Switzerland_._..-.....--.-2-ssseseesenspeteeeseeef 10 1, 265 |2227 TTT eh 

2 Turkey ....-.-.----.--- ene te seen ee neeeeeeeeeeeeeeee--} 8B 3,988 |_.._.------|---- ee a 
S United Kingdom. ....--..--..--2.-2 222s seeste ef 28 3,967 | 2,400 278, 714 a 

USS Rowen nce ee oe se ese secesocesecsssseee| 4,664 | 698) 382 50,058 | 6, 366, 974. ge 
, Uruguay. -_..--.-.--..-- +--+ ---- 11,340 | 1, 423, 940 -12, 478 1, 537, 790 NE 

| _ Venezuela__......-....---------------------------------|—«41, 886 232,968 | 2,254) . 320,868 9, 
_ Other countries... _...-.-.------------------------------ 4, 836 577, 450 15,197 | 1,774,256 . cog 

| | | a oe 354, 940 | 42,835,146 | 594, 095 | 70, 697, 155 oe 

BF | oO PRICES OO ae ae 

Notwithstanding the actual spread of war to the four quarters of the OS 
_ globe and retention of only a third of the world production centers by TE 

| the Allies, the control of tin-selling prices has been most effective. — ae 
- Immediately before the outbreak of the 1914-18 conflict, Grade A, 
'- tin sold at 31.75 cents a pound, New York. When the United States os 
Po entered that war in April 1917 the price had risen to 55.91 cents,and « 
: for a year before that date averaged 43.89 cents. In 1918 a maximum os 

_ of $1.10 was reached, and the year’s average stood at 86.80 cents. In my 
August 1939, or just before the invasion of Poland, the average price ot 
was 48.76 cents, then rose sharply in September but receded to the . 

, October average of 55.25 cents, an average not reached in the following os 
21 months. For the year August 1940—July 1941, the average was : 

: 51.45 cents. Effective August 16, 1941, the price of Straits tin was . of 
fixed at 52 cents a pound, New York, and has remained stationary at oe 
that level. Domestic Longhorn 3 Star tin has commanded the same ” 

) "8 See Minerals Yearbook, 1940, pp. 700-701, and Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, p. 688. 8
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“|. price since it became available in April 1942. The 2 Star grade has 
“been priced at 51.125 cents. ee | — 
By, - Dealings on the London Metal Exchange were suspended on Decem- - 
Bee ber 9, 1941, under Control of Tin Order 3, which also established a = 
a basic price of £275 for 99 percént minimum tin (or £278.10 for 99.9 
tw. - - -Ininimum), delivered consumers’ works. | | 
as... .._. World prices became nonexistent when maximum prices were estab- 
»-. lished in the major consuming countries and trading ceased on the 
Roe world’s principal tin markets, although small sales at exceptionally - : 
~~ high prices have been reported from some countries. ._ | | 

so | _ _ Tin price data, 1925-29 (average) and 1988-42 | 

wy | ae 995-99 | | 
re 7 | (avers | 1938 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 oo 

a Average prices: . a —— c . 
eats ~ New York:!: | | - : | 
ee Straits tin_.......-..---cents per pound__| 56.64 |. 42.26 | 50.18 | 49.82. 52. 01 2 52.00 . 
wee ' 99.75-percent tin (English refined) _._do-_--- () 42.07 | 447.84 | 548.79 (8) © 751.625 © 
Boy 99-percent tin.............----...---do_._-| 55.50 | 40.84 | § 46.35 | 5 49.98 51. 26 951.125 
weet . London:*.-. | | . en 
ee | Standard tin..._.....-..-£ per long ton__| 254.6 | 189.6 | 226.3 | 256.6 | 1261.6 | 12275.0 : 
ee Do._...-----------cents per pound 43_.| 55.17 | 41.39] 44.81 |4 43.871 1447.09]. 49.54 
or a : Premium allowed over standard: de | 
ho —_ Straits_.......--.-...£ perlongton._} 5.1 4.3 (3) (3) _ BY (3) 
ne . 8 . Banka_-_.-..-.------------------d6__--} 6.9 |--.-.---| @ (3) (3) (3) 
Fa . - _ English__.---.-_--.-----.------.do_.--| —-.7. | 1.3 (3) (3) - 8) 8) 
Rog - Price indexes (1925-29 average=100): — en ode. . oe 

nr . -  §traits tin (New York). .-----..----2----.----]| 100 75 89 88 92 |. 92 
Ge - . Copper (New York)--.-----.-------------+--- 100. 70}. 7 77} 80 fe 80. 
an) Lead (New York)._..-...--------------------| 100 63 68 69 73 | °° 87 
ers ee '- Nonferrous metals 15. .____.-.-2---. 2 es 8. 100 | —.«*74 79 82 85) BT 
(rae | All commodities Loo ow ----------------2-- 100 80 79 80; ss BB 101 

toe ie 1 American Metal Market. . oO . . oe 
eS ae o .. §Maximum for Grade A, 99.8 percent or higher (includes Straits). Se 
ee 3 Data not available. oe a . 
Rs 410-month average. 7 . . 
BN _* &%month average. mo a 
we oe 6 January-August, nominal; September-December, 51.62 cents. 
Po 7 Maximum for Grade B, 99.75-99.79 percent, and Grade C, Cornish refined. , , : 

. . §9-month average. ne 
“ _ .§ Maximum for Grade D, 99.0-99.74 percent. . . 

10 Metal Bulletin, London, as compiled by International Tin Research and Development Council. 
: ; 11 1]-month average. . . . 
es 2 British Government’s maximum price. . 
oo. 13 Conversion of British quotations into American money based upon average rates of exchange recorded 

ae by the Federal Reserve Board of the Treasury. — 
. 14 Based upon free exchange rate. . 

mo 15 Based upon price indexes of U.S. Department of Labor. | . : 

To Monthly price of Stratts tin for prompt delivery in New York, 1940-42,1 in cents per 
on Oo pound? — | 

| | 1940 1941 
; Month a 

High Low Average High Low Average 

. January. ....--...------------------------] 48.75 | 45.12%] 46.72 | 50.50 | 50.10 50. 16 
February _..-.--.....-.-.-1---------------} 48.00 45.00 45. 94 54. 25 50. 25 51. 40 

' March____-._-.---.2:--.- eee - +e 49.00 |}. 45.62% 47.09 52.6244) 51.25 52. 05 
April... 2222-2 eee 47. 50 44. 75 — 46. 82 52. 50 51. 50 51. 96 
May....--.-.-.-.--1- 22 --------e- 55. 00 47.12% 51. 48 52. 25 51.75 52. 16 
June... eee 58. 00 42.12% 54. 54 53. 12% 52.12% 52. 67 
July. _.-2- 2 eee 52. 75 51. 00 51. 59 55. 00 52. 50 53. 35 
August. ...-.. 2... 2-2 =e 52. 6214 50. 50 51.18 53. 00 52. 00 52. 36 
September__..._-...._-_-..----------------| 51.50 50. 05 50. 32 52. 00 52. 00 52. 00 
October__....-.-.---------2 eee eee 51. 874% 51. 00 51. 49 52. 00 52. 00 52. 00 
November.....-.-_-.__..-----------------| 51.00 50. 20 50. 56 52. 00 52. 00 52. 00 

, December_..._........-.-.--------------- 50. 20 50. 05 50. 11 52. 00 52. 00 52. 00 

| Year_......-.-----------------------| 58.00 | 44.75 49.82 | 55.00 | 50.10 52. 01 

. 1 Ceiling price, 52 cents throughout 1942. 2 Metal Statistics, 1942, pp. 425 and 427.
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— | | STOCKS 7 | ces 

: The total year-end tin content of all stocks in the United States = 

was only 1% percent below that at the end of 1941, but owing to the = 
- great curtailment in consumption they were equivalent to more than 
--8- years’ supply without future increments at the indicated rate of =, 

use in the last half year. The make-up, as a result of Government .~— ..., 
control of acquisition and distribution, was materially altered. In- ~— ->...) 
dustry pig-tin stocks were depleted to approximately half those on = 

hand at the beginning of the year, whereas those im Government es 
hands increased 28 percent; and ore supply (tin content), after in- SoM 

| creasing rapidly in the first 6 months, showed a slight loss m the |= ..4 

 gecond half but ended the year at 37,210 long tons or 55 percent «i 

higher than at the beginning. _ - Se eet 
- Consumer surveys continued by the Bureau of Mines throughout =» 
1942 showed year-end industry primary tin stocks at plants to be 3 

oe 32,100 tons, of which 20,600 tons were at tin-plate mills. Timm =“; 
- transit ceased to be important in the supply situation and was 78 8 

tons at the end of December. Secondary pig tin-moved rapidly to. - 3; 
_ -gonsumers whose year-end stocks were estimated to be ahout 300 tons. 8 
a Data on world stocks have not been published since June 1941. 

Since control of tin supplies by governments is effective throughout  * 
the world and their distribution is earmarked, it may be said that =.” 

a visible stocks, as usually defined, no longer exist, although actual |... 

metal held in what has taken the place of private warehouses is prob- 
| ably more than double the visible stock averages of 1939-40. | og 

: Stocks of virgin pig tin in the United States, December 81, 1988-42, in longtons _ , oof 

a a OO 1938 1939 | 1940 i941 | 1942 eg 

Location of stocks: | | a . - . - on 

. . Afloat to United States !.__... 2... 22 ---------- 4, 150 12, 663 22,627 | 215,000 ~2.900° cory 

> At landings in New York !___..----------------- 1, 837 2, 415 - 6, 106 | 3,129; @® | os og 

oo In licensed warehouses in New York !.__------ 3, 320 887 - 3,073 371 {__----.--- eae 

| | | | |] | ay 
Total visible supply !....-.-..-----------------| 9,307] 15,965 | 31,806; 18,500; | 2900 

Consumers’ stocks 4._....--.-----.------------------| 17,851 | 21,111 | 46, 574 | 86 56,922 | = 7.31, 226 oon wits 

| "Total stocks on hand.___.........------.------| 27,158 | 37,976 | ®78,380 |6875,422 | 882,128 = 9 |S 

a . , . . . : Lancet 

1 As reported by Comniodity Exchange, Inc. oe eH 
2 Estimated. . Oo aS 

3 Not available. . . gst 
4 As reported to the Bureau of Mines; does not include tin in process or secondary pig tin. a 

§ Includes 2,700 tons in transit in the United States and at other warehouses not contained in figures ose 
above for “at landings” and ‘‘in licensed warehouses.”’ Co 1 

6 Revised figures. | 

' 7 Includes 78 tons in transit and 84 tons held by jobbers. | ag 

: 8 Exclusive of Government purchases delivered for stock piling. ; ae act 

f , Pa) 

: . : | : ty 

| | | .: — . OD. 

A 

| 5562504348 | Z
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ue Visible stocks of tin in the world and in the United States at end of each month, = 
Bo co . 1925-29 (average) and 1938-42, in long tons * a, oe 

Bo | 1925-290 | oe . | . ce Be (average) | 1938 | 1989 1940 | Ef te | 
Bo Month |_| + _ |_| —____}-_ | Bee - [World!} U.S. |World!] U.S. |World!] U.S. |World!] U. 8. [World] U.S. World] U.S. 

aan ~ January.._._.| 18,912] 2,986] 30, 493| . 4,866] 39,100] 4, 624, 35, 5731 1,749] 44,7191 9,442) | - 
oe . February. .---]. 19, 620} 3, 027| 29,002} ‘5, 116] 40,035] 5, 486/ 33,148| 2,078| 44,107| 7, 4891]. 

pe “March .-_..-..| 18,312] 2, 803] 34,872] 4, 458] 37,788] 5, 806| 32,339] 2’ 635] 39,971| 5, 195 ae  . April._...-.-.| 17,765] 2, 189] 35,359] 4, 447| 37,224 3, 385| 32,149] 2) 964] 38, 7881 5,016 a 
ee May_...2_.-..| 19,088] 2,384) 33,051| 3, 679] 33, 715| 3,387] 30,562} 3,677| 40,777] 7,205] bs 
a “June.._..-..--| 18, 250} 2,390] 35, 844] 4, 247] 30,039] 4, 388] 31,8691 5, 300| 38,600, 2,846] =. | | » | Guy. ---.-----] 18, 164) 2,675] 89, 119] 4,071) 29, 615] 5, 339] 38,736) 6,567) @) | 5,864\) yy | a “7s. August..2-_2-} 18,339] 2,450] 41,701) 5, 232| 26, 338] 3,613] 38,040; 6,583 (2) | 2° 393/ cs ‘-: >... September.._.| 18,317] 2,425] 40,544) 4,573} 31,168] 3, 413/ 39, 450] 9.4381 (2) | 17e67|| | ao Oetober_...-._] 18, 356] 2,899] 38,945] 4, 500] 38, 206] 3,536 40,631] 6,623| (2) | 1,197 
p>. November. .__| 19,058] 2, 373] 37,145] 5, 060] 38,035] 3, 283| 40,046] 4/3621 (2) | 2 186l] - i 
— December... 20, 557| 2,277] 37,712} 5, 157] 38, 280| 3, 302| 44,678} 9,179] (2) | 3,500] . a | 
“, Average-._.| 18,744} 2, 573| 36,149] 4, 617] 34,962/ 4, 130] 36, 435| 5, 096 @) | 4,502) | ts 

i. Metal Statistics, 1942, pp. 417-and 419. In this table figures for world stocks, 1938-41, include carry- . 
Cy -over in the Straits Settlements (on lighters and warrants) and carry-over at principal European smelters. _ Be ee ? Publication of Statistics suspended owing to war. | oo re ee - ee 

Che. WORLD ASPECTS OF TIN INDUSTRY Cj 
oh WORLD MINE PRODUCTION = —ses—s 

Official statistics from all tin-producing countries have not been 
uc available since 1939, but it appears probable that production in 1942. 
vw. was not much more than half that of 1941. Production in countries 
>. accessible to the Allies was somewhat below expectations, especially _ 
. In Bolivia, where a decline of about 9 percent from the 1941 output 

was reported. In the East, notwithstanding Japanese assertions, 
“= ° Qutput from Burma, British Malaya, and Netherlands Indies was | 
‘~~. probably only a small fraction of normal. In Thailand, too, there was | 
eee some interference with mining, as well as plant damage, and China’s 
-° - inaccessibility doubtless held production low. | a 

ms 7 | World mine production of tin (content of ore), 1925-29 (average) and 1988-42, by a 
ce a countries, in long tons — | 

mo Co [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] . ; 

: 7 | 1925-29 | | 4 Pe | Country oa 1938 | 1939 1940 1941 1942 

- Restricted production: | | | 
| Belgian Congo__..._.....-.---------- 967 | 8,820] 8,964] 12,482/ 16,006] 16,844 Bolivia (exports) ---.........---.------| 37,169 | 25,484] 27,211 | 37,940] 42,199/ 38,993 - | Indochina_..__......-.-------.-.--.-- 691 1,509] 1,470} 2,098| 11,430] 11,400 | 

Malay States: | 
Federated _......-....-.--......-.| 54,606 41, 206 49, 525 
Unfederated.--...-........-..----| 2,206] 2,041] 1,994 |$ 85,384] 178,000} 115,000 
Straits Settlements__.._.._..._...- 25 114 206 

Netherlands Indies_.....-..---..---.-| 33,266 | 27,299 | 27,755} 43,193 | 151,000| 110,000 
Nigeria._...._._...-----.--..--------| 8,319 | 8,977 | 9,427 | 12,012] 115,000] 112/500 

oo Thailand (Siam)._.._-..2.222222222..] 8,204 | 14,704] 217,325 | 17,447 | 116,250| 112/000 
Total signatory countries...........| 145,453 | 130,244} 143,877] 210,556 | 220,000 | 106, 000 

Unrestricted production: , 
Argentina... ----2--2---- ee 32| 1,886} 1,655| 1,481 921 1700 
Australia__... 2-2-2 eee 2, 830 3, 329 3, 500 (3) (3) 13, 000 

: Burma..__...-__._--------------------| 2,228] 7,100] 8536! 15,500] (3) (3) 
Cameroun, French_..--..-.----.--.---|---_-__-___-_ 242 255 (3) (3) (3) 

; China__..--_-._.-.-------------------| 27,085 | 211,605 | 210,422} 26249] 17,000] 17,000 
- Germany.__-__-.-_.-----2----- 2 eee 98 i 300 1300] (3) (3) (3) 

Italy. 222.22 LLDTTIT TTT 271 229 | (3) (3) (3) 
| Japan_....._--.-.--2--2-ees-n2es eee 625 | 2,186] 11,700] (3) (3) (3) 

See footnotes at end of table.



Ts World mine production of tin (content of ore), 1926-29 ( average and 1938-42, by we - 
a Ss + countries, in long tons—Continued _ | | es 

_ | 7 —-.s *{Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] oo eee 

- a CO 1925-29 |, | | oT, ).. ee 
a Country =| average} 1988 1939 | 1940, Ce 

a - Unrestricted production—Continued. en ce | ee 

we Mexico.._......------------+-----+--- 2 249 |. 289 345] 2, BBB 
- Morocco, French....--:--------------| . 4 27; @® | (3)- (3) 8) eee Wane 

Peru_.-......---.--------------+------|---------- 103. 47; .. 72 45 (3) : voy TE 

co ~ Portugal 4....-....-.-.-.-------------- 625 -1,037.; °1,486 | 1,721 | 2,261. _ 2,142 OE 

: - Portuguese East Africa----._..---.--- «6 4 7 Bi. @® | OM oe KE 
ne - - Rhodesia: oo fe oo ee 

oe '  Northern__.._._...---------------]|----------]} 3.|____.__--- (3) 8 | 4 oe! 

os Southern... .....-.---------------+ ~ 15 267 | = 451 (3) - 239 : 162 os 

a ‘Somaliland, Italian._..----.---.------|.-----.---|----------|° 140} @ QQ) Q) ays 
Oe South-West Africa.......-_...--------| 149 | 164 156 187} 120] -@) oR 

| Spain___._--.-2---2---22-------------| 145 |. 138 106 100 83 | 287 A 
a Swaziland__..........-.---------+---- 138 | . 122 |. 114 103 @) (3) Dee ng 

a Tanganyika__...-.-.--------------+-- . 22 241 229 | 258 251 8) Oe ee 

. Uganda..__..--.-.-.--------+--------- 98} 399 —846 CG)  & -  @) Be 
. Union of South Africa.....-.-.---.-.. 1, 174 558 |. 482 ~  -§18 | 6460} 6412. - ns, 

| United Kingdom 4.....--....--2-.-.-_]. 2,658 | 1,999 | 1,630 |. 1,560 | -11,600 | 1,400 _ oes 

= /, United States......------2.-----------| 4 | 9 |B HB 
7 Total nonsignatory countries........|__ 17,957 |__ 32,325 |__ 32,000 | 25,000 | __ 25, 000 20,0000 2 as 

| - Grand total._......-----ce----------------| _ 163, 000 | 163, 000 |~ 176,000 | 236,000 | ~245,000 | 126,000 es 

- - :1 Estimate. _- . "8 Exports. oe 3 Estimate includedintotal. = 83% 

- _. Restricted. production basis from 1934-36, inclusive. _ So . - / Ee 

ve -. S’January to November, inclusive. = ¢ January to October,inclusive. - —- JS 

we a WORLD SMELTER PRODUCTION Ot Es 

_. Production from the world’s smelters is likewise unknown, but it Ak 
- suffered severely when the British and Hollanders were forced from =. 
a their Asiatic holdings. The Penang smelter, however, is believed to — oe 

have continued in operation. Chinese inland smelter production es 

-.. doubtless did not exceed 7,000 or 8,000 tons; Japanese plants probably =. 

3 were operated at capacity. A small electric smelter was im operation 

a in British Columbia. In less than 9 months, the Texas City smelter = = 
7 ae 7 : ; a . bee Ne 

: produced 15,696 long tons of tin; however, at the end of the year the = 
- annual production rate had risen to over 28,000 tons. a 

/ World smelter produciton of tin, 1 925-29 (average) and 1988-42, by countries, in Uy 

| : oo oo , long tons Bc Se os 

So 7 | [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] , | | =. cog 

- 1925-29 a fo, ao “So 
. : Country (average) | 1938 1939 | (1040 1941 1942 - - e 

| Argentina......-......--------|------------|. 2,098 1,080 881 768 1900 a 
| Australia. .......-..---------- 2, 952 3, 229 - 3,300 (2) 15,000| 13,00 . |. 

Belgian Congo.....-.-.-------]------------]  __ 2, 288 2, 124 7, 832 _ 15, 000 114, 400 © noe 

. ’ Belgium 1__._....2.--.-------- _ 720 3 6, 700 3 3, 100 (2) - (2) QQ | ere 

: British Malaya.--....-------- 4 88, 855 4 63, 746 4 81, 536: 3 126, 945 1125, 000 110, 000 ae 

; Canada_.._..-.--..--.--.-----|------------|------------|------------]------------ 29 560 - oy 
: ; China...-...-.----------.---- 5 7,080 11, 200 10,850 | 113,000 110,000 | “ 17,000 o 

Germany ¢_.___....-.--------- 3, 444 3, 000 133,600 (2) (?) (2) ag 

Italy_..._._...-2.-------------]------------ 271 |. 229 (2) (?) (2) Le 

. Japan..........-.------------- 606 1, 900 13 2,000 11,800 (2) 1 4, 000 ed 

: Mexico......-.--------------- (2) @ |. 90 116 150}. @) | a 
Netherlands. .._.......-.----- 71,000 1 26, 400 1 14, 600 2, 967 (4) (2) a 

Netherlands Indies §__......_- 14, 749 7, 207 13, 941 22, 035 1 23, 000 1 §, 000 o 

Norway....------------------ - (4) 254 283 (?) (2) (2) hi 

Portugal._.......-.---.-.----- #2 39 |. 30 781 1, 481 1 2,000 a 

Thailand (Siam)--.-.---.--.-- 9113 |_-.--------- (2) (?) (2) (2) ‘e 

Union of South Africa...-.._-|.-----------|------------|------------ 3 10 143 10 268 or 
United Kingdom 1!__.._-..---- 45, 800 36, 200 37, 400 )) 40, 000 30, 000 “ 

United States. .....-.....-..--|------------|------------|------------ 111,391 11-1, 839 11 16, 168 . a 

: ‘| 365,000 | 164,500 | 174, 100 (3) (3) (2) ag 

1 Estimated. ? Data not available. 3 Yearbook of American Bureau of Metal Statistics. ~ Lg 
4 Exports plus difference between carry-over at end and _ beginning of year. a 
8 Exports. 6 Includes production of some secondary tin. 7 Estimated production in 1929. at 
8 Average for 1926-27. 9 Average for 1926-28. 10 Fiscal year ended July 31 of year stated. 8 

11 Including tin content of ores used direct to make alloys. , A
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ie a INTERNATIONAL TIN-CONTROL SCHEME re 

#; The third International Tin-Control Scheme expired December 31, _ | 
ger 1941. . A fourth was recommended for adoption in December 1941, 
Bos but the outbreak of war in the Pacific and objections to proposed _ | 
"+ quotas by some of the participants delayed acceptance until September | 
5* | 9, 1942 (retroactive to January 1, 1942), when the agreement was. | 
%,° formally ratified by representatives of the countries participating in = 
, the preceding Scheme, except Thailand and French Indochina.? The_ . 
:- - standard tonnages in the accepted form were those contained in | ) 
-. the proposed text, except for the omission of Thailand. They vary . 
«considerably from the earlier bases, as actual experience with virtually 
f< unlimited production (130 percent of standard tonnage) for a year sts 
# > from July .1940 showed that some of the signatories could not attain = 
oy the high quotas provided. Pending acceptance of the fourth agree- 
=’, ment, tentative quotas had been set at 105 percent of the revised - . 

standard tonnages and were retained as far as known through 1942. 
‘- . The new agreement is to run for at ledst 5 years; the United States _ 
*, will have two representatives (nonvoting), one selected by the GGovern- . 

| ment and the other a consumer representative, and there will be an 
“additional representative for consuming countries other than the 
ws United States. Under the present war conditions the control agree- 
... Ment is purely nominal, but it does provide a continuing possibility of | 
ie exercising some production control in the event of future wide fluctua- = 
= tion in demand. | rr es Be 
ws Jn June 1938.a Buffer Pool was established, with the aim of stabiliz- = 
©. ing the price between £200 and £230. A stock of 15,512 tons was — 
> ereated between August 1, 1938, and July 1939; total purchases and 
+. sales were 66,428 long tons. In April 1942 it was decided to liquidate __ 
=) the remaining stock and complete the distribution of credit balances. a 
a ‘The first distribution, in which all seven of the signatories to the Third 
.<\ Control Scheme participated, was made between November 1939 and © ) 
ie February 1940 and amounted to £1,010,000. The final distribution a 
oe of June—July 1942 amounted to nearly £2,285,000. In addition, 

balances to Thailand (£216,300) and to Indochina (£37,000) could | 
. not be paid because of legal difficulties arising under the Trading with 
y the Enemy Act. It has been suggested that these funds be redistrib- 
- uted to the other parties to the Pool. The average realization without | 
_ .*_ interest and before London overhead expense was £226.16.5 and the ~ | 
4 average distribution to the end of 1942 was £229.9.9.1° a 

a3 WORLD CONSUMPTION | | | 

Owing to the lack of basic statistical data for the past 3 or more 
years, the table of apparent world consumption is omitted from this 
review. Assuming the usual relationship between domestic and world 

oo consumption, the last named probably was about 125,000 tons in 
. 1942 and may be expected to fall below that in 1943. _ | 

® American Metal Market, vol. 49, No. 251, December 31, 1942, p. 5, gives the full text of the agreement. | p > Fhe full report of the Executive was printed in American Metal Market, vol. 50, No. 96, May 20, 1943,



REVIEW BY COUNTRIES 2 a BLS 

ss Argentina.—Operations at the Pirquetas mine and the Pircas Creek 
a placer continued during 1942, but with a smaller output thanin 1941. 3 

‘The Buenos Aires smelter, which had treated most of the ore, could. =, | 
, - not produce enough tin to satisfy demands because of the contraction. =. ‘+ 
..... in ore supply, and some tin was imported. | Ra Ne ie 
_ Australia —Production in 1942 has been estimated at 3,000 tons, 
_ Before the war, consumption of tin in Australia (including New  —. 
: Zealand) averaged 2,000 tons annually, and with the production of . -<....; 

8,000 to 4,000 tons there had been an exportable surplus. However, = 
war needs have been greater than available supplies, and it was 
necessary to acquire a small tonnage from the United States for use =. 

: in New Zealand. In 1943 mine output is expected to reach 4,000 .°% 
| tons but may not be realized owing to labor shortage and delaysin = sy 

obtaining dredges and other mining equipment. Some aid has been ~: 
furnished through Lend-Lease, which also made available funds for =). 

-—- @anning equipment to expand production to provide food for American. 
troops in Australia and New Zealand. = oo .: 

Effective May 1, 1942, the price of tin was set at £A371 per oe 
- Jong ton, an increase of £A51.. To encourage production from low- 

grade sources, it has been proposed to establish a pool for developing. _, oe 
-_- Jow-grade deposits by allocating £A10 per ton. The increased price 

of tin brought about a rise in output by small producers in 1942, buts 
the lack of labor and continued withdrawal of competent men nullified  °* 

- _ the efforts of larger companies to expand their yield. == ONS 
Belgian Congo.—The United States imported 10,474 tons of pig ‘'-/ 

tin from the Belgian Congo during 1942 (11,030 tons in 1941). A... 
~— gizable tonnage of pig tin was lost at sea through enemy action. Some © 
—_ eassiterite containing about 1,670 tons of tin mined in 1942 wasto ois 
| have been shipped to England. Mine output for 1943-has been esti- 

- mated at 21,530 tons of tin, although it may not be reached because. on 
-_. of a developing water shortage. The entire 1943 output of pig tin «ss 

: and cassiterite will be shipped to the United States. The Belvian a 

__ . Minister. of Colonies is reported to have stated that by 1945 the ~~"! 
| _ Belgian Congo would be able to produce 35,000 tons of metallic tin one 

annually! | Oo ae 
-Bolima.—The tin content of concentrates exported from Bolivia =" 

- declined 8 percent from the 42,199-ton level of 1941 to 38,293 long coed 
tons in 1942, or 22 percent below the permissible quota of 49,106 tons Os 

SO (105 percent of standard) allowed under the Control Scheme. The wos 

7 United States was the destination of 53 percent of the 1942 export,  -: 
and the remainder went to Great Britain. Inability to approach the °; 
quota was attributable to labor unrest that culminated in serious = 

| - disorders at the end of the year, to a decline in grade of ore—the ory 
Patino Enterprises reported 2.83 percent in 1941 and 2.55 percentin =# 
1942—accompanied by lower mill recoveries, and to general short- 
ages in labor, equipment, and supplies. In an attempt to halt the ee 
‘downward production trend and if possible reverse it, financial aid 8 
and the assistance of numerous specialists were furnished by the 4 

| United States. oo ont 

Tin, Belgian Congo: January 1943, p. 2. . 5
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he ‘At the request of the Bolivian Government a labor commission that =~ 
™ .. worked jointly with Bolivian officials made a study of'working condi- 
“ . tions, wages, and security of workers, especially among miners. The | 

- gommission submitted its report with recommendations to the - 
.. .° Bolivian Government in March 19438, but its contents had not been 
“~~ disclosed in this country when this review was written. American 
‘technologists began studies of mining and metallurgical practices _ 
swith the object of expanding output, especially at.the smaller mines, 

>... and of improving the ore-dressing methods that are said to make | 
oe recoveries of only about 50 percent at the plants of smalland medium | 
~~. producers and of 72 to 80 percent by the major groups. Toimprove © 
“economic conditions and stimulate strategic materials output, the - 
~~ Bolivian Development Corporation was set up December 29, 1942, 
"a8 & cooperative undertaking of the Bolivian Government and the — 
--- Kixport-Import Bank, the latter furnishing credits of $15,500,000 out 
».  . Of a total capital of $26,000,000. © =. rn 
oo. British Malaya.—The Japanese conquest of the Malay Peninsula 
~ ,.... was completed by the fall of Singapore on February 15, 1942. In 
>. 1941 about 68 percent of the output of the mines in the Federated ©. 

«Malay States came from European-owned and about 30 percent from 
~-. - Chinese-owned mines. About one-half of the production was obtained == 
yo - .  -by dredging, and the bulk of the remainder by pumping, with small 
~.. » ‘amounts from hydraulicking, open-cuts, and underground workings. —T 
a. Late in December 1941 the Government ordered the mine operators _ 
~~ to destroy their properties. Annual reports of the principal British- — 
oy owned companies indicate that many of them had sunk their dredges, . 
oe destroyed power plants, and flooded their open-cast workings, but | 
» there is some doubt that the damage inflicted could: have been as. 
be great as contemplated because of the rapid movement of the Japanese oe 
eh ' Torces., | | oo , Ce Co oo = ae 
ee Burma.—The plant of Mawchi Mines, Ltd., was immobilized, and 

the property at Pazaung on the Salween River was evacuated under. 
ce military orders on April 5,.1942. Lashio, the terminus of the Burma 
nS Road, was occupied by the Japanese April 29. The important tin _ 

sine area in lower Burma, south of Moulmein in the Tavoy and | 
--, Mergui districts, was also gained by the Japanese. , 
ne ~  Canada:—Although occurrences of tin have been reported from 
ye numerous localities in Canada, none has commercial importance.. 

: At present, however, Grade A tin is. being produced at. the Sullivan | 
- .- mine of the Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. of Canada, Ltd., 
— near Trail, British Columbia. At that mine cassiterite was discovered 

| ' . In the tailings from the lead-zinc concentrator in 1925, but as the — 
| amount of tin was small it was then considered only of academic 
. interest. Subsequent and extensive research lead to the development 

of a satisfactory recovery process that is described in Canadian 
‘Institute of Mining and Metallurgy Bulletin 356, December 1941. 
(pp. 611-622). On March 1, 1941, a plant was put into operation, — 
and in April 1942 an electric smelter that produced 560 tons of pig: 

— tin in 1942. . 
The discovery of a high-grade ore body carrying cassiterite and 

stannite in the Woolsey mine in the Revelstoke district, British 
Columbia, was reported. 

In Manitoba the occurrence of tin has been known for many years. 
Great interest was aroused in the Rush Lake-Bird River district,



; where a sample taken in 1940 had shown 0.3 percent tin. The | 
- Canadian Department of Mines and Resources examined what was. 

believed to be the best cassiterite showing and recently issued @ © -. 
- report.” Reviewing. the current. and earlier fied work the writer 

concluded that “There is no known tin occurrence of commercial =. 
-. dimensions in Manitoba that contains sufficient tin to justify its ‘°.. 
co recovery even under the stress of wartime requirements.”’ ao at 
: -. China.—Authentic statistical data on tin have been available only |< 

irregularly in recent years, but various estimates indicate that Chinese ss = 
- ‘production rose from about 9,000 metric tons in 1935 to approximately = * 
oo 13,000 tons in 1940.. The virtual isolation of southwestern China, ==. 
-- -_ gerious inflation, the migration of workers to agricultural employment |.” 
ve inducing a labor shortage, high wage levels, extremely high fuel and ase 

| transportation costs, and inability to bring in supplies and equip- aes 
ment severely retarded development and production so that output 

- in Yunnan fell to about 5,000 tons and that of China to roughly = 
7,000 tons in 1941, according to official figures."* The final closing of ae 

| the Burma Road and some fighting along the Yunnan borders would 
' have tended to hold down production in 1942, but the National  ..% 
: Resources Commission has just reported that in Yunnan there was = «> 
a in 1942 a gain of about 1,000 tons over 1941;'* total Chinese produc- . = 4% 

tion may therefore have exceeded 7,000 tons. Although tm has not. 
been mentioned. specifically, it is believed a small tonnage was 
exported to Russia over.the Northwest Highway in 1942, and a © 

| small amount has been flown out to India. Immediately after the  -... 
-° attack on Pearl Harbor redoubled attempts weré made to expedite . = > 
a the movement of tin over the Burma Road, and although a substan- 

tial amount did get through to the United States the unexpectedly = = = © 

early fall of Rangoon and evacuation of Burma resulted in the loss 
of large quantities of metal = sis a Sa 

-— Germany.—Early in 1941 some authorities believed that Germany | - 
faced an immediate and dire tin shortage, a shortage more serious ss 
than in petroleum and food." It is not yet, however, evident thata = | ° 
lack of tin has caused any pronounced decline in its war effort, be- >, 

| cause Germany has been and is waging a major war with very little ee 
. . supply. The German reserve position was probably better and the =» 

a amount of loot greater than assumed. Civilian use of scarce materials =. “ 
had long since been reduced to negligible volume, and the use of sub- ss, 

, stitutes even in essential industries had been strictly enforced. In- OR 
tensive salvage campaigns had brought out much metal. Atthesame _. 
time, some new supply apparently reached Germany. Although the = ~— 

7 sinkings of several tin-carrying ships have been announced, it has. been OK 
reported that since the fall of 1942 at least 26 vessels have run the ae 

7 blockade from Kobe to Bordeaux. ~ ae ce 
: - Jt has been claimed that great progress has been made in the sub-- s * 

stitution of bonderized lacquered plate for tin plate. During the ae 
First World War considerable experience had been gained, presumably oe 
for general line cans, and much experimentation followed to determine os 
the best basic coating, type of lacquer, and kind of plate to be used. Oo 

12 Bateman, J. D., Tin in Manitoba: Canadian Min. Jour., vol. 64, No. 5, May 1943, pp. 273-278. oe 
18 Metal Bulletin (London), 1941 Chinese Output Down: Decémber 22, 1942, No. 2754, p. 7. 
4 Foreign Commerce Weekly, May 22, 1943, vol. 11, No. 8, p. 34. . . 
18 Tin, Tin and Germany’s War Effort: April 1941, pp. 3-4; quoted in part in Minerals Yearbook, 1941, 

Psa Schuster, Ludwig, Konservendosen aus phosphatiertem und lackiertem Stahlblech: Stahl u. Eisen, . 
vol. 62, August 13, 1942, pp. 685-695. . | | |
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~~ It was also determined that bonderizing and lacquering should be _ 
x + carried out by the can maker rather than by the rolling mill to avoid 
». damage to surface in transport and handling. Body seams of this | 
i type of can cannot be soldered, and recourse was had to welding, for 
'°.-. which an automatic welder was developed. This system is said to __ 
v--- gave incidentally 330 pounds of steel per 100,000 cans because of a 
=... smalleroverlap, | re 
be ~~. A commercial-scale plant was erected in 1938. Bonderizing and | 
“. laequering were carried. out in separate plants, but subsequently both _ 

‘were combined into a single unit. The article describes one operating 
- . plant that has a capacity of 5,000 to 6,000 cans an hour. Other plants — | 
gehen, appear to be operating. © 7 
she bonderized-lacquered cans are said to be satisfactory for meats 
=~. and vegetable packs and for some but not all fruits. Future develop- , 
co ment is a questlon of lacquers with further possibilities if a scheme of —__ 
i; full welding, including the ends, can be devised. = ss | 
roo... Ttaly.—The output of tin in Italy was about 300 tons in 1942. The — 
i> only productive tin mines are near Villacidro, Cagliari, Sardinia, where - 
“- @ concentrating mill of 50 tons daily capacity is said to be producing 
*“.- J ton of high-grade concentrate a day. SO re 
eo Japan.—The Japanese policy of enslaving subject peoples has been | 
a extended to cover mineral and other wealth as well. In December  —_—_. 
~*~. 1942 Premier Tojo declared that Japan must win each decisive battle 
sand make every effort to retain control of all natural resources gained __ 
‘In the initial victories.. Such -avowal of a determined policy of ex-— 
*.-ploitation of subjugated territories was confirmed by the repeated | 
‘;. .. reports, mostly originating from Japanese sources, that many tin | 
*, ‘mines and some smelters were again in full operation. Nevertheless, : 
»" it appears improbable that ore production would have greatly ex- __ 
«+ Ceeded smelter capacity, which when last reported was about 5,000 / 
Be tons in Japan. So far as is known, Indochina’s small reduction works | 
-+) were not harmed, reports of the destruction of the Penang smelter — 

oe were conflicting, and the Hong Kong smelters were probably in large | 
-» Measure available. Japan had then access to ample smelting facilities 
wo to meet its apparent requirements of about 12,000 tons annually. 
oS The extremely rapid rise in pre-war apparent consumption points . 
o toward a large wartime accumulation; and if, as reported, high-grade 
- _ concentrates are flowing to Japan from Malaya and the Netherlands 
' Indies, its internal smelting capacity would be enlarged without addi- 

tion to plant. Thus the Japanese Empire has not only obtained 
_ self-sufficiency in, tin but may be establishing a long-term reserve 

against any eventualities, and any excessive accumulation would 
* present an economic threat to post-war tin-market stability. | 

| Some tin, probably several thousand tons, was shipped to Germany 
. and Italy during 1942 as the British have disclosed the interception, 

| _ sinking, or scuttling of ships carrying tin cargoes. 
Mexico.—Mine production of tin in Mexico was 365 long tons in 1942 

compared with 212 tons in 1941. Most of the 1942 production was | 
utilized within Mexico, as 93 long tons were exported (108 in 1941). 

a The price of tin was extremely high, being quoted at about $1.25 (U.S. 
currency) per pound. This led to the relatively marked increase in 
production and a drop in exports. 

A new smelter designed for Metalurgica de Mexico, S. A., to treat 
tin, mercury, and antimony ores was completed in May 1942 at 
Tlalnepantla near Mexico City. | |



oe Netherlands East Indies.—Authentic information is lacking on the oes % 
quantity of tin produced in the Netherlands Indies during the early ~°  :’ 

- part of 1942 before they fell into Japanese hands.. However, 3,922 |. 
tons of pig tin and 7,977 tons of ore (tin content) reached the United = 
States from that source during 1942. It has not been reported what ~ 

- portion of this was derived from stocks. The Japanese announcedin  ... 
the latter part of 1942 that the tin mines at Banka, Singkep, and © 

ro Billiton had resumed operations, but it is doubtful that any great 24 
volume has been produced. _- | yg 

- - Migeria.—Nigeria failed to meet. expectations in 1942, as mine out- = 
put was only 12,500 tons. of tin or 7 percent. below the permissible - = .*. 

- - quota of 16,135 tons under the new Tin-Control Scheme. This was “4 
--. a particularly disappointing result, as the producers had beenrequested © °* 

oe by the Government to increase output to the limit, and several com- 3 
| panies reported that they were “picking the eyes out’’ of their deposits, . 
: regardless of the future. In some quarters the falling off in production 
_-was_attributed to the Government restriction on prospecting, which = -4 

 hasnotyet beenlifted. = = — re CS 
__ . Production, including stocks on hand and in transit, was takenover =“ 

/ _ by the Ministry of Supply, December 9, 1941, but freight andinsurance =. * 
_- remained for account of the seller until July 1942. After long negotia- | os 

+ tions, the price to be paid Nigerian producers has been tentatively OS 
established. It is based upon costs and profits for the year ended =~ 

_. August 31, 1939, or the average of the 3 years ended on that date, © os 
with adjustments for increases or decreases from those of the base — ok 
period. Freight; marine; and war-risk insurance will no longer be obs 
paid by the sellers. It is understood that the new basis is £217 per S 
ton (the 3-year average price for the period ended August 31, 1939)  . 2 
and that £150 per ton will be paid at port of shipment, with final —— 

| settlement after assay in England. a eye 
Wages paid native workers have been increased as a result of Gove 

ernment intervention. Compulsory labor regulations have been . .:s 
| _ Introduced. It was said that more than 14,000 laborers are now work- —s._-* 

ing under these regulations and that the total force exceeds 70,000. = => 
| Production plans call for an annual output of 20,000 tons if labor can Ne 

e round. — : a an vs 

. Portugal.—Portuguese smelters have flourished in asmallwayowing ©. \, 
to wartime conditions, as ore formerly exported is now treated within = .3 
the country. A Metal Control Commission has been set up tocontrol  =«_—«-—« +. 4 

| production and distribution and to-fix prices. All tin must be offered = =? 
| to the Commission at a fixed price. Of the tin purchased, 25 percent . ~ a 
Z is to be reserved for use in Portugal and the remainder is to be dis-. 7 -}\3 
_. tributed between Axis and United Nations purchasers. Germany ee 
: was offering very high prices for Portuguese tin early in 1942. — mee 
| _ Spain.—Although it has been believed that Spain has sold tin to  <% 

| Germany the volume appears to have beén small owing to the generally =. af 
_ short supply.. According to the Metal Bulletin of February 12,1948, = =¥: 
Spain had to import about 90 percent of its needs or 1,000 to 1,500 oN 
tons @ year. | wd 

Union of South Africa. The Zaaiplaats Tin Mining Co., Lid., 4 
treated 42,690 tons of ore and recovered 182 long tons of concentrates == § - 
in the year ended July 31, 1942, compared to 194 in the previous year. os 
From its own and custom ores, the smelter produced more than 268 oe 
tons of pig tin in 1942 (143 tons in 1941). A third furnace has been ae 

fj
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~~.» South-West Africa.—In the fall of 1942; discovery of a promising 
‘s tin prospect at Kaokoveld, South-West Africa, was announced. The = 

district lies in the northeastern part of the mandated territory near == 
Be the Bechuanaland Protectorate border and is southwest of Caprivi = 
es Airpfele ee a UR Ea 
sO nited Kingdom.—The consumption of primary tin in the United  _—_. 
~ "Kingdom has been brought down to around 14,000 tons annually | 
" .. -- gompared with 30,000 tons in 1941 and 29,225 tons in 1940. Rigid 
~<...--. gontrol, under strict Government allocation, is exercised, and new ~ 
“measures for economizing in tin consumption are constantly coming 
oo: -*. forward. ‘The tin-plate industry normally consumes about 40 percent oo 
“of the tin used in the United Kingdom. — The Welsh tin-plate industry 

ae operated at a very low level; permits to purchase tin plate were small, — 
and most of the orders were for plate for lacquering. .The electrolytic 

“.. -.° tin-plate process has been under investigation, but reaction appears | 
ae unfavorable to the use of the thinly coated plate. Nevertheless, at = 
othe year end a small electrolytic unit was nearing completion, = | 
.---s Imports of ore from Bolivia and Nigeria apparently were lower in 
i -- 4942 but were, however, adequate to meet smelter requirements. _ 

.. “Trade journals generally believe that the tin position is comfortable — . 
<n ‘the United Kingdom, 
~ . - UG, &. 8. R.—Russia has been almost wholly dependent.on imports’ 
«for its requirements, as its domestic production probably does not 
°°. exceed 2,000 tons annually. It is believed that some tin was received | 
Bo from China during 1942; whether any was acquired from Japanese 
:\ sources ig unknown. Since June 1941 Great Britain has sent 26,000 oe 
fo. tons of tin to Russia. It is unknown whether any was lost at.sea 

Be from enemy action.. According to The Metal Bulletin (London), 
Bo “Japan might conceivably ship tin to Rassia, who would be an equally 
a... peady buyer. At the moment, however, we have no information as to - 
“what trade, if any, is still going on between Russia and Japan.” It _ 
-.s- has been reported, however, that Japan is selling rubber and other _~ 
nes _ products to Russia. ne re 

co 17 The Metal Bulletin, Japan and Tin: No. 2733, October 9, 1942, p.6. —_
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GENERAL STATEMENT 2 
a Domestic production of white arsenic in 1942 fell 12 percent below ss 
- the 1941 record, but this decrease was more than balanced by a... 
. 59-percent increase in imports, permittmg consumption to advance5 = 
_. percent. More than a third of the new supply of arsenic in the United =: 

States in 1942 came from Mexico. The quoted price of white arsenic oe. 
- remained at 4 cents a pound throughout 1942. Arsenic was placed =. 

under allocation control by the War Production Board May 22,1942 a 

: | / Salient statistics for white arsenic in the United States, 1988-42 _. a OE = 

ee ggg t9s0 |} todo | toe, foe 

| - Prgjuction —_-____-_____.-...--------short tans. 16, 685 22, 341 24,983 | 32,481 | 28, 681 a aoe 
Do ' Imports for consumption._.......--.-._....-..do___- 14, 238 14, 674 9,929 | 10,292} 16,350 . ns 
— Exports (by producers only) - .--...-----------do-_--| © 2,267]: 3,178 1, 639 1, 616 - 305 * Ae 

oo, Consumption ...._...---...-------------.--..-do_.__| 125,100 | 133,900 | 131,600 40,442 | 42,411 hs 
. _ Average value of producers’ sales: so | | | ae : 2a 

. ~~ .Crude__... 2. .-..-_...._.._...eents per pound... 1.4 1.0 11 1.5 21 cet 
oe ae Refined_-----.----------------------------d0.-.- 1.7 14). 15 3 RT yo af 

| | 1 Apparent consumption. oe Te a | a ae Oy 

| = _* DOMESTIC PRODUCTION = = = | a 

co, Production of white arsenic in the United States in 1942 declined Oe 
. 12 percent compared with 1941, chiefly because all stocked residues | 
- were consumed in 1941. The four producers were the American A 

Smelting & Refining Co., Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Getchell og. 
Mine, Inc., and U.S. Smelting, Refining & Mining Co., which derived Lo 
their output from bag-house and Cottrell dust and speiss. The | was 

| Getchell company mines gold ores at Red House, Humboldt County, BE 
Nev.', and in 1942 began to recover the arsenic content by means ofa — a 
Cottrell precipitator and accessory equipment. Of the domestic white a 
arsenic production in 1942, 89 percent was crude (79-98 percent i 
As,O;) and 11 percent was refined (99+ percent As,Os). - ny 

: 1 Van Voorhis, Jr., B. W., Mining Gold-Arsenic and Tungsten Ores at the Getchell Mine : Min. World, 7 
. vol. 4, No. 12, December 1942, pp. 5-8. oS 

| | 755 a
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Bk _ White. arsenic produced and sold by producers-in the United States, 1988-42 > _ 

Be Crude |. Refined Total ~ | 

Gee Year Produc-| Sales Produc- | Sales Produc-| Sales 
Bee ne i TL en ere Cit .|——_—— 
yee . short. oh, -| (shor , shor . 
fe cp _. | tons)! Sous. Value? | tons) pron Value? | tons) ‘Short Value? 

Fy. ygag, | 12,619 | 9, 428 |$264,004 | 4,066 | 3, 732 |$129,018 | 16, 685 |- 13, 160 | $393, 022 | 
poe 4ggg | 17,499 |. 17,070 | 343, 000 4, 842 5, 369 | 152,500 | 22,341 | 22,439 | 495,500 9 
we 497) 18, 241 | 16,688 | 365,700 | 6,742 | 6,651 | 195,600 | 24,983.) 23,339 | 561,300 - , 
ho . 1041..........-.....| 26,843 | 28,661 | 844,793 | 5,638 | 6,123 | 274,527 | 32,481 | 34,784 1,119,320 
igo So 1942___.__.-..------ 3 25, 658 3 27, 981 1,198,424 3, 023 3,057 | 161,942 | 28,681 | 31,038 }1, 360, 366 _ 

ae . | - 1-Excludes crude consumed in making refined. _ - - 7 a, a 7 ae 

thet _ 2 Partly estimated. oo vo, oo be . 
chs |. 8'Includes production of 290 tons of white arsenic and sales of 279 tons contained in compounds made . 
Bea directly from arsenic-bearing ores. yo . | - _ . 

ee The Anaconda Copper Mining Co. was the sole domestic producer _ 
“>. of metallic arsenic in 1942. The Rare Metal Products Co., Belleville, 
oe N. J., manufactures arsenic sulfides. == oN _ 

peo REIGN TRADE? 
“; . _Imports of white arsenic—principally from Mexico—increased _ 
4... §9 percent in 1942 compared with 1941. Exports of white arsenic, - 
»» . caleium’ arsenate, and lead arsenate declined materially. - = 

ee White arsenic imported for consumption in the United States, 1938-42, by countries 

be gf 980 1940 eet | 98 oe 
Be | Country a a a , 
Soe BT . Short Value Short Value Short Value ° Short “Value Short Value | 

a , Belgium.........-.| 565 {$16,100 | 323 {$10,098 15 | $1,152 |_....-_-|_-.--.-.|_--.----]---- 
wt -Canada............| 689 | 29,854 471 | 24, 760 339 | 18, 016 862 1$58, 850 | 1,449 | $32, 977 
os _ ‘France_........-..-| 1,176 | 30,843 | 2,200 | 50,224 | 1,654 | 25,799 |........|...--22 |---| ene 

d Germany .._..---.- 112} 5,656 | (). a a ns nn anes [i 
: Japan....--...-.-..| _ 482 | 17,199 963 | 30,079 | 224 | 10,307 193 | 10, 668 |.......-]--..-..- 
: | Mexico........-.---| 8, 422 |415, 180 | 8, 124 |377,568 | 7,520 |393,413 | 9,237 1528, 488 | 14,901 | 859, 836 
~ | Norway...----..-..|--------|--------|--------]--------] © 1 187 |_....---|---.----]--------]-------- - 

Sweden............| 2,792 | 93,197 | 2,593 | 69, 304 176 | 4,156 |_--.--__|o2 22 | ef 

: | | | 14,238 |608, 029 | 14, 674 [562,037 | 9,929 |453, 030 | 10, 292 |598, 006 | 16,350 | 892,813 — 

a 7 , | Less than 1 ton. . | . 

: 2 Figures on imports and exports (unless otherwise indicated). compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau 
of Mines, from records of the Department of Commerce. .
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of Arsenicals imported into and exported from the United States, 1938-42, by classes, , a 4 a 

| 7 te pounds a 

On Clas 1998 | 1939 | 1940 | 1942 | 142° ©. 
| J Ee 

| Importsforconsumption: = 9 : : | fe Oe me 
| ~ White arsenic. .....-....--.----.-------| 28, 475, 783 | 29, 347,810 | 19,857,310 | 20, 583, 258 | 32,700,351 ius 

| "Metallic arsenic... ....--..--.---------- 16,868 | 39, 197 13,228] -2, 240 6,854 00° 8 
Sulfide. .......-..-.2-------2----2:-----| 241, 602 656, 498. 220,445 | O25 Jones. sa 

uo Arsenic acid (H3AsQ4)_----.-----.------ 65 | ~~ 210 |_.-------2--|-.-2-- feel. ee 
_ Calcium arsenate_.............--..-----| 400,000 | 1,627,193 | 432,785 | 1,230,900 215 ~ bee 

mo Lead arsenate. .....--..---.------------]e--2-e eee], 857 [eel EE 
- Sheep dip.....--.----------_-----.-----| 168, 982 306, 900 341,556| 264,350 |. 272, 540 cod 

oo Paris green and london purple---------- 103, 556 45, 823 25, 603 12, 000 }.----.--.- an oh 
Sodium arsenate......:.---....---.-....] © 11,881 | - 7, 482 |..--.2--2---|----e ee fee oa 

Co Exports: a | : a a RG 
| White arsenic 1__.............--.------.| 4,534,000 | 6, 356,933 | 3, 278, 558 | 23, 231, 536 |° 610, 206 - oo 
-. Galeium arsenate_......----..--.-.....-| 5,242,882 | 6,731,103 | 4,879,301 | 5,897,598 | 3,941, 722 eth 

Lead arsenate. .........-------------.--| 1,021, 345 | 1, 712, 583 | 2,900,250 | 9,594,488 | 592,020 
Paris green (cupric acetoarsenite)......|  @) —  ) () | $224,976 | 171,464 Ss 

4 Agreported to Bureau of Mines by the producers. an re oo . 
2 Dealers exported an additional 1,077,244. pounds. . | } oo of ee 
3 Not separately classified. So , | . : a ne om 

4 Figures cover July to December; not separately classified before July 1. a en 

ee - - CONSUMPTION AND USES — oO oe or | oa 

se Consumption of white arsenic in the United States in 1942,. ac- aa 
| cording to the War Production Board, is estimated at 42,411 short ‘YJ 

— tons—73 percent in insecticides, 11. percent in weed killer, 4 percent- =. 
_ each in glass and arsenic trichloride, 3 percent in dyes, 2 percent. in we 

a wood preservative, 0.7 percent in gas purification, 0.4 percent in ee 
| ‘metallurgy, and 0.3 percent in pharmaceuticals. The results of a en 

. special consumer survey for 1941, conducted by the Bureau of Mines, —..+ 
_. are shown inthe following table. == ©... Oo A 

re White arsenic consumed in the United States in 1941, by uses 

: te | : _ ne White arsenic consumed ee ot ag 

: - -Consumedin— | - : | P bof manufsetared a Y 
Do . : - ercent of | (short tons) — ae 
- . ; | . Short tons total a . a . ek 

: Insecticides: - aoe oo | | Do a oo Oe 

Lead arsenate (normal) .._..-......-.-....-.--------------| > —-—«:21, 231 27.8 86, 656 rer 
‘ Calcium arsenate. ..........-...2-..-.-------------------- 11, 192 27.7 29, 684 nt ¢; 
Paris green. _..-.--..---------- 2-2-2 - enn eee enn eee e eee 1, 523 3.8 2,073 - ree) 
London purple. -......-...----.-.--------- eee eeeeeeeee] 255 6 Co 673 NE 

_ Other insecticides 1_-_-— 97777 2IITTTTIIIITIITII 479 | 12]. @. | gt 
. Weed killer: Sodium arsenite _-_._.......-.-------------------- 7,.123 17.6 2 14, 074 ee 

_. Poison bait: Sodium arsenite. _.......2-...-------------------| 414 1.0 gy ae 
Glass... 2220222 eee eee 4, 281 10.6 we eeeseaccnea- + “at 
Wood preservative and wall board__--......----...-..-------- 1, 366 3.4 |_-..-..------- oY 

. Dyestuffs_..../_.-....---- 22 eee eee eee 417 | 10 [eee sl ll Joon 
: Metal and alloys.......2-0--- 2 we 246 : 6. weemewennnenee HG Vocie 

Miscellaneous 8_.__..._.---.------------------2-------- eee ee] 1,915 AT |.-2222---- 2 ORS 

| | Total white arsenic consumed.._.......-.-------------- 40, 442 100.0 |.------------- | a 
| = ee 

. rs | | ot 
; 1 Includes zinc arsenate, basic lead arsenate, copper arsenate, etc.; figures not available for quantity . ag 

. Manufactured. 4 ct 
3 Partly estimated. . Pe 
3 Includes cattle dip, gas purification, arsenic trichloride, pharmaceuticals, paint, etc. os Me 

Calcium arsenate is the principal insecticide used to combat the oe 
boll-weevil, leaf-worm, and boll-worm infestations in the Cotton 4 
Belt; and lead arsenate is employed largely as a spray for apple and Oe 

e e e syle 

pear trees to exterminate codling and gypsy moths and for treating oe 
soil in the East to destroy Japanese-beetle grubs. The Department of a
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.< . Agriculture anticipates an output of 45,000 tons of calcium arsenate, 
‘31,000 tons of lead arsenate, and 1,250 tons of paris green in 1948. 
c... The 1943 outlook was summarized by W. H. Moyer, Insecticides and - 
'.. Fungicides Unit, War Production Board, asfollows: = = = 
eo - While it has been necessary to curtail sharply many normal uses of arsenic and 7 | 
i >. to require substitution of less scarce materials in many directions, the basic re- a 
ws. quirements of agriculture. for arsenical insecticides should be well provided for | 
Be 2 during 1943. In some cases, however, farmers will be urged to make greater use | 
", ..~ of items such as nicotine sulfate and cryolite, which are more plentiful than ar- 
wo Benicals. 7 ee Se oo 

“a. » Arsenic is an important reagent in glass manufacture, but anti- 

«mony and cerium * are possible substitutes should such use become = 
-.. - restricted. The. effects of arsenic in glass, described in a recent oe 
yee paper, are summarized asfollows; 

<- (1) Blocking agent: Chunks: of arsenious oxide thrown into the glass pot sink —=s. 
pee to the bottom and rapidly volatilize with consequent beneficial stirring action. 
ww. + (2) Fining agent: Arsenic takes oxygen from niter and later liberates it as bubbles . 7 

so whiech sweep out carbon dioxide, steam, and other gaseous impurities. (8) a 
oo Owidizing agent: The oxidizing effect of arsenic helps keep the melt colorless by _ 

i)... inhibiting the reduction of ferric oxide to green ferrous oxide. (4) Reducing — 
ae agent: Arsenic is a reducing agent in respect to manganese and chromium, thus 

ee serving to tone down intense manganese colors and to improve chrome greens by 
co removing the yellowish cast of chromates. (5). Color stabilizer: Since both 
i. the trioxide and pentoxide are colorless, arsenic is an excellent buffer to absorb = 

'*~. variations in: oxidizing-reducing conditions and thereby protect changes in the - 
wo shade of sensitive colors.” (6) Opacifying agent: The use of arsenic in making — 

“¢.- gpal (milky-white) glass was widespread in the early days of the industry but is 
% © now limited primarily to the white calibration stripes on thermometers and labo- — 

a. +... ratory glassware. _ ane , Bo mo 
«os There are a number of disadvantages of using arsenic in glass: (a) Arsenic 
Bo - presents a health hazard to workers. This might be minimized by utilizing 
for. galeiam or lead arsenate instead of arsenious oxide.. (6) Excess additions cause 
ee cloudiness, as indicated by its use in opatification. (c) Arsenic is believed to - 
Behe attack glasshouse refractories, but this subject is controversial. (d) Arsenic | | 
“" ". gannot be used with cerium or neodymium decolorizers because glasses contain- 

ing such combinations turn brown on exposure to sunlight. (e) Tubing and - 
we _ other glass that is reworked must not contain arsenic, because reheating is apt to | 
. * precipitate gray or brown spots of metallic arsenic. | On rn 

a _ Sodium arsenite is used as a weed killer and as the lethal constitu- 
-. ent of poison bait for fighting grasshoppers, Mormon crickets, and 
_-— white-fringed beetles. Arsenic trichloride is used in the manufac- 

| ture of lewisite poison gas and arsenic acid for khaki dyes. Arsenic 
Le . wood-preservative paste and arsenic in other forms are employed to | 
-.__- preserve telephone poles, fence posts, cane-fiber msulating board, 

| railroad ties, and mine timbers. White arsenic is utilized in the © 
| Thylox method of purifymg producer gas. White arsenic and 

7 metallic arsenic, its derivative, have limited application m the manu- _ 
, facture of antimonial lead and lead anodes and as a flux or alloying 

| element in copper, brass, white bearing metal, and other alloys. 
According to the Public Health Service, manufacturers and distrib- * 

| utors of arsenical drugs (chiefly the arsphenamines) sold 33 million 
- doses in 1942 for the treatment of syphilis, compared with 18 million 

in 1941 and 13 million in 1940. 

| 3 Ceramic Industry, Cerium—Logical Arsenic Substitute in Glass Batches: Vol. 40, No. 3, March 1943, 

: PE Weyl, Woldemar A., The Use of Arsenic in the Glass Industry: Glass Ind., vol. 23, No. 7, July 1942, 
Ppp. 253-257, 276. ,
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Producers’ year-end stocks of white arsenic totaled 2,187 short tons =) 
mn: 1942 compared with 4,518 tons in 1941 and 6,944 tons in 1940. <= 

_. The 1942 figure excludes several thousand tons of 79-percent material = 
held by Getchell Mine, Inc. The objective of the Government = 

"white arsenic stock pile to be accumulated by the Metals Reserve Co. .° °= 
was set in June 1942 at 6,000 short tons to be delivered by January © nod 

- -—-«-: 1943; this was augmented in July 1942 to provide for an additional «©... 
- 30,000 tons from Peru in 1943-44. The Government stock pile © 3 
__-_—- received its first shipment of white arsenic in October 1942 and by the => 

end of the year had on hand 2,693 short tons—1,900 tons from Mexico ———s = 
-. and 793 tons from domestic sources. Producers’ stocks of calcium | °% 
.. arsenate and lead arsenate September 30, 1942, totaled 3,030 and . 

7 1,679 short tons, respectively, according to the Agricultural Insecti- = ¥, 
cide & Fungicide Association. On | | : Os 

| Oo PRICES ag 

‘The average value of producers’ sales of white arsenic was 2.1 cents == 
; a pound for crude and 2.7 cents a pound for refined arsenic in 1942 oa 

compared with 1.5 and 2.2 cents, respectively,in 1941.00 ns 
oe Quotations on arsenic compounds at the end of 1942, according to Py 

Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter, were as follows (cents per pound for OES 
| - carlots at Kastern points): White arsenic, 4 cents; calcium arsenate, = = -- 
| 7-8 cents; lead arsenate, 11-12 cents; sodium arsenite, 6%-7% cents: cs 

_ sodium arsenate, 8 cents; paris green, 24 cents; and arsenic trisulfide as 
| (less than carlots), 30-35 cents. As compared with prices listed at =» 

the beginning of the year, these quotations represent a %-cent increase 
_ for calcium arsenate and a 1- to 2-cent advance for lead arsenate; =; 

otherwise, they are unchanged. A quotation on arsenic metal has Pe 
not appeared since 1940, when it was nominally 75 centsa pound. = 

- Ceiling prices were placed on arsenic compounds by the Office of *. |) 
- Price Administration in the first few months of 1943. The base price _ ae 

of lead arsenate in carlots was set at 11-11% cents a pound February 8 Best 
-. (Maximum Price Regulation 315). An amendment effective April 6 TE 

. fixed the base ceiling price of other insecticides as follows (cents per na 
pound in carlots): Calcium arsenate, 7-7% cents; paris green, 20-25 = 

| - cents; london purple, 7~8 cents; magnesium arsenate, 15.3-18 cents; — os 
zinc arsenate, 10-11 cents; and zine arsenite, 11%~13% cents. ae 

: a WORLD ASPECTS tits | a 

World production of white arsenic in recent years, insofar as data By 
are available, is shown in the accompanying table. eR
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el Be World production of white arsenic, 1986-42, by countries, in metrictons1 = 7 

re ce Ce ee, SO . [Compiled by B..B. Waldbauer] — | a 

Be eee Country! 9 | 1986 | 1937 | 1938:] 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 . 

Do . Australia: oo ee 1 . oS - 
Be - ‘New South Wales___.....---------------- 124 f[__-_--- Jee] OM | Ot \s2 640 
ve. Western Australia__.___-.---------------| 3,526 | 2,087 | 4,063 | 1,439 | 3,385] (2) » 640 
wa. Belgium-Luxemburg (exports)...------------| 2,731 | 3,039 | 2,706) 3,332; @ | @ | @ | 
Bee Bragik i. | 782 | TIT] 519 | 713: | 1,088] 1,203.) @) 
me Qanada i 2 2o lillie eit eclelee-----] 619 | 680 | 987 790 | .950| 1,605}. 4,273 
So. Ching LITT) @ | @® | @ | @® | 800] @ |] OO | 
mo.) « Chosen... ---.--- 2-2-2. ---2------------- 230 j--------|: @) | @ | @®. @) |. @). 
Be France...--.--------.------------------------| 9,750] 6,501} @ | @ | @® | @® | @® | | 
Bessy: a Germany (exports).............-.-.-.--------| 2,739 | 2,852 | 2,845 (2) @ oJ) @yY f 3@) - - 
whe. Greece. ...--_.-.----------------------2-----+ 8 | ..2384] 77) 118} ©. (2) | 
eos Hungary 222 IIIf of @] @ | @ | @ | @®- - 
wai 0 Ttaly.e-io 2222-22 oe eee eee eee eee ]--e-----f---n----] 810} | Gy QQ. 
Pe 0 Japan lle 620 1 | @ | @ | O 1 @ ] OO | 
WB Mexico.-..:......---------------------------} 8,527'| 10, 762 | 8,894 | 7,063 | 9,268.| 12,844°| 18,520 

fe Portugal. .-----------------------------------| 150 112/. . 1] 42%]. 4101 (@ |. @ | : 
wd “- Rumania_..._....---.-.---.------------------]-------- 6} .- 3} -@ ?) | @® (2) > 
fe _ Southern Rhodesia_-_--...-..-.--------2------|+-------|-------- 19 }--------| @ | © 417 - 
Boe ‘Sweden (sales) $.--.-....--.------.--------.--| 8, 647 (?) (2) () |. (2) (2): SO 
Co" United Kingdom_._----_---_-----------------| 155 o7| 6] ® | & |.® | ® | 
fi United-States....------.---------+-----------] 18,952 | 15, 253 | 15,136 | 20,267 | 22, 664 | 20,466 | 26,019 : 

gee 155,700 | 56, 000 | 59, 000 | 63,000 | 71,000 @ | @ : 

“s+ Arsenic is also believed to be produced in Czechoslovakia, Iran, Peru, Turkey, and U.S. 8. R. Pro. 
Be - duction figures are not available for these countries.. co . oe . a 
te . # Data not available; in 1936 to 1940, inclusive, estimate included in total. _ a So 
po _ -% Estimated. — Se : . 
Ba - 4 August to December, inclusive. oo - a : . . 
eX 5 Arsenic content of ores mined was as follows——1936: 23,312 tons; 1937: 20,954 tons; 1938: 21,480 tons; data 
Woe not available for later years. - | . oo oo oo 

ee Australia.—More than 90 percent of Australia’s output of white — 
ew’: arsenic in 1942 was produced by the A. V. Leggo Co., Wiluna, Western 
trait * | ° : ; 4 a. ° 

Rha Australia, from gold ores of the Wiluna and Moonlight mines. This | 
‘| source is being exhausted, but about 500 tons of white-arsenic could be 
“. - reeovered. annually from roaster fumes at the Comet mine, Marble 
5‘ Bar, Western Australia. a - : ) Oe 
Pe -Canada.—Production of arsenic in Canada in 1942 was several 

an times that in 1941. White arsenic is produced by Beattie Gold Mines, 
a Ltd., Duparquet, Quebec; O’Brien Gold Mines, Ltd., Cadillac Town- 

ship, Quebec; and Deloro Smelting & Refining Co., Ltd., Deloro, | 
So Ontario. The Deloro company has a contract with the United King- 
_ dom to supply refined white arsenic at 7% cents a pound for the first 

2,000 tons and 6% cents for additional quantities.» Wampum Gold 
. ‘Mines, Ltd., a company controlling the property of Douglas Lake : 

Mines, Ltd., in Saskatchewan about 3 miles southwest of the Flin 
Flon mine, is developing an arsenopyrite body containing more than 
10,000 tons of ore averaging 22 percent As and 0.5 ounce of gold per — 
ton and 40,000 tons of lower-grade ore. The company has a contract 

| to deliver 2,500 short tons of white arsenic within 2 years to the 
. Metals Reserve Co., United States Government stock-piling agency.° 

The possibility of recovering 350 tons of white arsenic monthly from 
an the Hard Rock and MacLead-Cockshutt gold mines in the Little Long : 

Lac district of Ontario was considered seriously in 1942,’ but the , 
| proposition later was abandoned.’ Three mines in British Colum- 

bia—Hedley Mascot Gold Mines, Ltd., Kelowna Exploration Co., 

5’ Northern Miner, vol. 28, No. 49, February 25, 1943, p. 4. 
6 Canadian Mining Journal, vol. 63, No. 11, November 1942, p. 742. 
7 Northern Miner, vol. 28, No. 35, November 19, 1942, p. 5. 

So ‘§ Northern Miner, vol. 28, No. 50, March 4, 1943, p. 1.
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- Litd., and Bralorne Mines, Ltd.—ship. arsenic-bearing concentrates to + - = 
“ the Tacoma (Wash.) smelter of the American Smelting & Refining © = +»; 

Co. The Canadian Pacific Railway uses antimonial lead babbitt = = .: 
| containing 0.75-1.25 percent As and thus conserves appreciable es 

- —s quantitiesof tin” | . So Oe 

} -Ecuador.—A deposit containing 5-10 percent realgar has been omer’ 
_ located at Macas, Province of Cotopaxi, Ecuador. Oo a 

| - Mezxico.—Both production and exports of white arsenic in 1942 
-_ inereased 44 percent over 1941. Exports totaled 18,065 metric tons— OO 
/ 18,040 tons to the United States and 25 tons to Argentina. RE 
|  Peru.—During the first half of 1942 the Oroya smelter of the Cerro = ss 
- de Pasco Copper Corporation produced 76 metric tons of lead-anti- =e, 

- mony bars containing 1.9 percent As, The corporation has a con- = 
_ tract with the Metals Reserve Co., United States Government stock- os 

| piling agency, to deliver 10,000 tons of refined white arsenic during —s  . 
1943. oo a . aos 

|  Sweden.—Arsenic is recovered from Boliden ores in such quantities oe 

- as to make Sweden.the world’s largest producer. White arsenic now Re 
a stored in concrete silos in that country is believed to exceed 300,000 ge 

tons. It is reported that Great Britain has obtained an agreement => 
from Sweden not to ship any of this material to Germany during the ers 

_ -present war, Atte orca fm Da tim Inde mink es 
.. United Kingdom. —Refined white arsenic in 20-ton lots was quoted oe 

at £40 per long ton and metallic arsenic at £375 per long ton at the Steg 

end of 1942, according to Metal Bulletin. _ | 2 

oo ~ o Sylvester, 1. I., Alternative Babbitts: Eng. Jour., vol. 25, No. 9, September 1942, pp. 502-504. | | — . a 

| | : | Oy 

| HHGLW 43 —— 49 : " “
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GENERAL STATEMENT TE 

- Bismuth production in the United States in 1942 increased one- * > 

fourth over .1941, and ‘consumption doubled. As there were no a 

-. imports. of metal to bridge the gap, stocks declined. . Allocation ae 

- gontrol was instituted by the War Production Board over metallic | NS 

-- bismuth February 1, 1943 (Order M276), and over bismuth chemi- == 

- cals April 1, 1943 (Order. M-295). The tariff on metallic bismuth © 

was reduced 50 percent July 29, 1942, 2 | a ns 

pO PRODUCTION So “aN 

oe Bismuth metal production in the United States reached an all-time = =—— 

high in 1942 and exceeded by one-fourth the record set in 1941. ©... 

. The Bureau of Mines is not at liberty to publish data showing domes- 

. tic production of bismuth. Three primary producers recover by- 

product bismuth principally from domestic and imported lead and ==») ss 

copper ores and:from Mexican bismuth-lead bullion bars. The Ameri- - (OS 

| can Smelting & Refining Co. produces bismuth-lead alloys at its =, 

Selby (Calif.), Perth Amboy (N. J.), and Monterrey (Mexico) plants 

for refinement at Omaha, Nebr. From Montana copper and Utah Be 

| lead ores the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. at Tooele, Utah, produces 

- ._-Hismuth-lead bullion, which is refined by its subsidiary, International ae 

| Smelting & Refining Co., Hast Chicago, Ind. The United States — ws 

_ ° melting, Refining & Mining Co. ships bismuth-lead bullion from _ : 

: Midvale, Utah, for refinement at East Chicago, Ind., by its subp- = 

' _— sidiary, the U. S. S. Lead Refinery, Inc. The principal importer- — - 

consumer is the Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation, New York, ee 

which produces large quantities of bismuth in Peru. _ ay 

As a conservation measure, the use of metallic magnesium in debis- => 

muthizing lead was prohibited by the War Production Board Novem- OS 

ber 14, 1941 (Order M-2b). The situation was allayed somewhat in ee 

| 1942 by the allocation of magnesium turnings and sawings for this : 

purpose, and in June 1943 it appeared that pure magnesium metal - 

‘would again be available for debismuthizing lead. - cet 
763 te
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eo ee ~ FOREIGN TRADE! | | | | 

a» > Imports.—There were no “imports for consumption” of metallic 
ae bismuth im 1942, but “general imports” totaled 222,684 pounds— 
be all of which apparently was either in bonded warehouses at the end > 
"=: Of the year or had been reexported. Except for 570 pounds from a 
A _ _ Canada in 1938, all entries of metallic bismuth in 1938-42 were from 

Peru. .As a result of the Reciprocal Trade Agreement with Peru, — a 
= effective July 29, 1942, the tariff duty on metallic bismuth imports 
_.. + from “most-favored nations” has been reduced to 3% percent. ad valo- 
“.... Yem compared with the former level of 7% percent set by the Smoot-. 
=. Hawley Tariff Act of 1930. BS a, 

yo Oo Bismuth and “compounds, mixtures, and salis of bismuth” imported for consumption 
Bee Co ne tn the United States, 1988-42 | : - ee 

Oe oe So ee a - Bismuth _ | Compounds, mixtures, Bee . oe oo fo. and salts of bismuth Mo Year pe eee : 
oe we . oe ; - Pounds | Value ‘ Pounds Value _ 

108 92,208] $74,583| 2,00] $3387 - Oe 1989.28 asajgs2 | 5330] ao7 | ga eo 1940.22 IDI asisso | 1is?260 f= 81 ey QML TTI 293? 477 | 203° 463 41} 744 

2. +. Exports—Bismuth exports in 1942 and.in the latter part of 1941 oo 
Feo are shown in the accompanying table. Earlier data are not available. 
ws ee Bismuth exported from the United States, 1941-42 OO 

Ayr oe Be 1941 (September- 
a co — , December) 1 | 1942 a 
Be Bismuth commodity : | 

5 a | , ° oe Pounds Value j| Pounds Value | 

ON Matte eee ef 14, 708 1 $8, 250 11, 495 - $6, 387 oe Metal and alloys.._._...-.-_-_2 1 433, 652 1441,721 | — 14,827 |. 10, 254 . : Nitrate and mixtures..___-____.._.....-....--... | BL 818 41,633 | 146,769| 98, 812 ve 7 ’ Carbonate and mixtures_._.._._._.._-.___.____.._:.__- 20, 732 34, 143 70, 356 91, 674 ol Gallate and mixtures_.......-...-_-_-_-_.-___.. | ‘11, 269 17, 772 19, 012 28, 748 7 Iodide and mixtures___.._...2.-2-2--22-- ee 82, 990 126, 667 1, 002 1, 965 ae Oxide and mixtures__-.......... 222-222-222. __. 163 677 450 1, 701 a _ Chloride and mixtures... .......2 2.222 2-_2- 2 eee 111 356 317 832 
'  * Sulfate and mixtures. _____..2.._222222 2202222 |..2-------_-|---- 30 45 

Saccharate and mixtures.____._.....-.-_______________- 25 35 2 4 - Other compounds and mixtures._.-.._._._........._.__ 4, 854 8, 897 25, 129 36, 651 . 

eg 

oS 1 Figures for matte and for metal and alloys cover J uly to December, inclusive; earlier data not available. 

| CONSUMPTION AND USES 

, Consumption of bismuth in 1942 was double that of 1941 and 
quadruple that of 1940. Bismuth metal shipped by producers and | 
importers is estimated to have comprised 45 percent for use in pharma- 
ceuticals and other compounds; 31 percent in solders and bearings; 15 
percent in spotting fixtures, die setting, anchoring machine-tool 

Se bushings, and tube bending; and 9 percent in miscellaneous applica- 
tions. Corresponding estimates for these four categories in 1941 are. 

ms 1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce.
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60, 10, 15, and 15 percent, respectively. The data for 1942 are: 

adjusted to exclude a significant quantity of metal stocked for usenet * 

1943 but shipped in 1942 with the intention of using it in solder for sis 

armor-piercing shells, a requirement eliminated by the decision to = | 

employ crimping as an alternative of soldermg. The year 1942 was 

the first in which the metallurgical applications of bismuth were = oe 

quantitatively more important than the pharmaceutical 8 = ss > 

eo Bismuth compounds are used in treating indigestion, venereal ae 

diseases, and wounds; in controlling blue mold on tobacco; and as a oy 

—  gonstituent of cosmetic powders. Alloys of bismuth are important = Fy 

because of their low melting point and because their volume either — he 

. expands or is unchanged upon solidification from melts. Bismuthisa .- = 9"j 

-constituent of certain tin-lead solders; a recent series designed to oat 

conserve tin contains 75 to 82.5 percent Pb, 10 to 20 percent Sn,3to5 9 

percent Bi, 1.5 to 2 percent Ag, and 0.5 to 1 percent Sb. Low-melting 73 

| alloys of bismuth (43-55 percent) with lead, tin, and cadmium are used _ 2 

in spotting fixtures, die setting, anchoring machine-tool bushings, and ~~ .* 

tube bending. Similar alloys, some with melting points as low as 1 Wo 

_ F, are used in sprinkler apparatus, fire-detector systems, and valve 

| seats for high-pressure gas containers. Additions of 0.1 to1.5 percent a 

| bismuth to stainless steel, copper, and aluminum alloys improve ae 

~ machinability. Oo | | : Ag 

SOCKS © ne rr | 

---_[nventories of bismuth held in the United States by the three © os 

7 domestic producers and the principal importer-consumer dropped =>» 

«51 percent in 1942. In part the trend represented transfers from) = 

producer to Government stocks; thus, the over-all change in in- ee 

ventories at this level was a 33-percent decline. _—s_ Sc val 

- Government-owned Metals Reserve Co. began stock-piling bismuth © = 

in July 1942 and by the end of the year had on hand 352,701 pounds—- sis 

- all refined in the United States but including 211,660 pounds imported oak 

from Mexico in bismuth-lead bullion. . The Government stock pile nee 

comprised 592,586 pounds in mid-May 1943. The recommended ee 

_ -gtock-pile objective for bismuth was set in May 1942 at 500,000 a 

pounds, in October at 1,500,000 pounds, and in November at © = “4 

. 2,000,000 pounds. a i 

Oo . PRICES | - ag 

Bismuth metal continued throughout 1942 to be quoted at $1.25 " 

a pound, ton lots, according to E&MJ Metal and Mineral Markets. — nf 

| Prices of bismuth compounds (in fiber drums)—likewise unchanged— | % 

- were listed by Oil, Pamt and Drug Reporter as follows, per pound: se AA 

Subnitrate, $1.20; subcarbonate, $1.50; subgallate, $1.40; subsali- 0 tk 

: cylate, $2.50; subiodide, $4.13; and trioxide, $3.65. Despite. the ot 

steady base price, the quotation on subnitrate, subcarbonate, and 3 

subgallate in small lots (5-pound bottles) declined 11 to 15 percent: he 

in 1942. . | oo oO ae 

: | WORLD ASPECTS : e 
oe 

World production of bismuth approximated 1,700,000 kilograms os 

(3,700,000 pounds) in 1942 compared with 1,400,000 kilograms oe 

(3,000,000 pounds) in 1941. It appears that the United Nations wn 

| control about 88 percent of the new supply. The principal produce a 

ing countries are the United States, Peru, Canada, and Mexico. 2
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es . - World production of bismuth, 1987-42, by countries, an kilograms: - oe 

Ro Compiled by B.B. Waldbauer] Oe 

eye Country | 1987 | 1938 | 1989 | 1940 | 1941 1942 

a vpenitina: .------eeercneeeneeeceeeeee--| °#3,560 |---| 22,860] 4891 @ | @ 
woo. Australia (in ore)4_00- 2022-22222} | 4,600 | 2,200] 2,800] 2,200} ~=— 4, 800 | 
Bo - . Bolivia (in ore and bullion exported) §-.-.| 30,818 | . 17,194 12,653 | 18,700 | 22,604 - 8, 896 

boos Canada: Metal......-----------------2-_|-------z--]--------_ | 185,722] | 18,479 | 6 | 156,027 | 
Be In pulifon..--...--ss-sseeee-e-| 2800 | 4,316 |__| 8,060 | 3,401] 1,048 
Fee ' ‘Mexico (in impure -bars).....------------.| 141,684 | 185, 797 -163, 683 |. 185,433 | 97,971 | 128,041 . 2 
Mo _ Norway (in ore)_..----------------------| = 860} 470) Oo) | ODT. OD @) - 
con Peru: Metal........----------------------| 67,002 | 201,961 |. 402,027 | 387,479 | 276,907 | § 338, 000 
he In Jead-bismuth alloy -------------- 18,415 | 13,178 | 52,430] 56,314 | 178,138 | 632,000 
Be Spain (in ore).....-.-.-----+-------------=|-+--------]-----+----]------=---| 41,830 (3) } ©). oo 

peg Union of South Africa (in ore)_-.-------.-| 167 | 2,636 | 1,379} - @ O | @- 5, 
ane Oe United States_....-.-.---2--------------+- . ®~ | ®:. i D - G) (7) ode (") . 

Soe F700, 000 1, 000, 000 |1, 800, 000 |1, 400,000 |1, 400, 000-| 1,700,000 

Sone 4. Bismuth is also believed to be produced in Brazil, Burma, China, France, Germany, Japan, Rumania, - 
we _ Sweden, Uganda, U. 8. .S. R., United Kingdom, and- Yugoslavia. Production figures are not available 
me for these countries, but estimates by author are included in total. © = o Be 

po Bore, OT oe oe a | Oo 
re 2 Data not available. Estimateincludedintotal = 8 - = = | oS a oe 

pe _ 4Partly estimated. Excludes content of some bismuth-tungsten concentrates, 
fis 7 .. 5 Excludes bismuth content of tin concentrates exported. =i. oO a So 
pec... . 6 Preliminary figure. - oo , oe rn 

oa _. ? Production included in total; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figure. oo, ee 

“..---. Mezxico.—Impure bismuth bars containing lead and small quan- 
=... tities of gold and silver are recovered as a byproduct of lead by 
> the American Smelting & Refining Co., Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, — 
“z- Mexico, and are exported to the company Omaha (Nebr.) plant for 
= refining. The lead operations at Monterrey of Campaifiia Metal- — 

".  - urgica’ de Pefioles, S. A., subsidiary of the American Metal Co., 
“.,  ~ Litd., yield an unrefined lead-bismuth alloy which is treated on toll , 
wt. basis by the American Smelting & Refinmg Co, 
~- Peru,—In 1942 Peru exported 355,728 kilograms of refined bismuth 
- bars, containing 325,737 kilograms of bismuth, and 38,744 kilograms | 
“'.*_ of bismuth-lead bars, containing 20,244 kilograms of bismuth. Of — 

a these exports, 73 percent went to the United Kingdom, 26 percent | 
Peet | to the United States, and 1 percent: to Chile. Bismuth ores are — 

| mined in the Department of Junin, principally at the San Gregorio 
ss mine and secondarily at the Colquijirca mine, and are smelted at | 
Oroya by the Cerro de Pasco Capper Corporation. | 

ee Spain.—Bismuth ore produced in Spain, all in the Province of © 
- ' Cérdoba, had a content of 42 metric tons of bismuth in 1940 com- 

pared with 95 in 1935, 180 in 1934, and 77 in 1933; there was no _ 
oe production in 1936-39 as a consequence of civil war. Some of the 

ore is consumed domestically, and the resultant output of bismuth 
a metal was 11 metric tons in 1940 compared with none in 1936-39, 

| 44 in 1935, 46 in 1934, and 26 in 1933. : 
United Kingdom.—London bismuth quotations were unchanged 

: throughout 1942, according to Metal Bulletin. Bismuth ore, 30 to 
| 35 percent, was listed at £110 to £125 a long ton, high-grade 

metal at 6s. 3d. a pound, and matrix alloy at 4s. Id. a pound. Bis- 
| muth compounds and preparations were placed under export license 

control November 16, 1942.7 - 

- 4Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2741, November 6, 1942, p. 5, |
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uM 
Spurred onward by the unprecedented demand for airplanes and 

Incendiary bombs, magnesium in the short space of a year has m- ss 
| creased greatly in importance among the nonferrous metals. Pro- = + 

duction in 1942 exceeded the combined output of the industry from = ©: 
its inception in 1915 through 1941. On the basis of military require-. = 

~, ments, the War Production Board announced the second expansion =— 
_-- program early im 1942, increasing annual capacity to 725,000,000 ~ «= 

_ . pounds; this goal was cut back to 610,000,000 pounds and finally to = 
—. 586,000,000 pounds later in 1942. Production of primary magnesium — | 

-. ‘in 1942 totaled 97,925,684 pounds—200 percent more than in 1941 |. 
. (32,589,052 pounds) and 682 percent greater than in 1940 (12,521,726 | - 

pounds). Magnesium output, having reached an annual rate of sj. 
218,800,000 pounds in December 1942, is expected to total nearly == 
375,000,000 pounds during 1943. ee a 

os Salient statistics of the magnesium industry in the United States, 1940-42 | ne : “5 

| - _ | a | - | eof 9at “1942 a eg 

Produetion of primary magnesium..____..._..-...-..-....pounds..| 12, 521, 726 | 32, 589, 052 97, 925, 684. : , 3 
Quoted price per pound !__.._-..---.-.----------------------cents__| 27.0 | 22. 5 225. a: 

os Exports. ..--.------.-..-.--------.-.-------------~--------pounds_.} 1, 718, 444 | 23, 0986424 | 2 8, 090, 449 - he 
| World. production (estimated) -.--.....--..-------------short tons_. 49, 500. 85, 500 154, 400 S oy 

? Magnesium metal in primary form. — | - - * 

Dow Chemical Co. and Dow Magnesium Corporation produced OE 
| the largest proportion of the domestic output and began operating os 

a third plant during 1942. The carbothermic reduction plant. of a 
Permanente Metals Corporation continued production throughout ce 

| the year, and most of the technical difficulties appear to have been oe 
solved. Permanente began production from a new ferrosilicon plant oy 
at Manteca, Calif., during the year, and seven new companies in the oh 

| field began operations in 1942, contributing substantially to the year's og 
output. These included Diamond Magnesium Co. at Painesville, SO 
Ohio; Basic Magnesium, Inc., at Las Vegas; Nev.; Ford Motor Co. oo 

- | 767 aS
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_/ at Dearborn, Mich.; International Minerals & Chemicals Corporation ~~ .~. at Austin, Tex.; Magnesium Reduction Co. at Luckey, Ohio; Mathie- eo son Alkali Works, Inc., at Lake Charles, La.; and New England Lime © | eS. Co. at Canaan, Conn. Ce So » >.» Domestic consumption . of primary and secondary magnesium in a. + 1942 totaled 84,525,700 pounds compared with 29,346,600 pounds in / ae 1941. Asim 1941, demand for the metal continued greater than the fe. available. supply, and magnesium topped the list of critical metals 
Peg: Issued periodically by the War Production Board. The situation had _ eased somewhat by mid-1943, but virtually all the metal was still »..+ being allocated to direct military. uses and to Lend-Lease account and _ Bi will probably continue to be so allocated for the duration of the war. . 
~. Of the primary magnesium shipped or used in 1942, approximately  —_ “*.- 58 percent went into. the production of magnesium-base alloys, < |. - virtually all for structural products; 12 percent into other alloys, chiefly 
pe aluminum; 17 percent into magnesium products, chiefly nonstructural; 
y=: 11 percent for export account; and 2 percent into other uses: No y . primary magnesium was imported; but more than 8,000,000 pounds. oo  *Were exported in 1942. The second major price reduction in less than — 
aoe ‘°° 2 years was made when the Dow Chemical Co. reduced its price on i: 99.8-percent magnesium ingot, carlots, from 22.5 cents to 20.5 cents 
<<. & pound on January 1, 1943. The Office of Price Administtation 
., * ordered that, effective February 1, -all ingot sales except those to. - | oa Metals Reserve Co. would be regulated by a ceiling price of 20.5 0 | -) @entsa pound. of OS | a eo World magnesium output reached a new peak in 1942, and estimates : svt. based on meager statistical data indicate that Germany remained the . — largest producer. Axis and Axis-dominated nations produced an . | ie estimated 52 percent of the world output in 1942, but it is antici; » ,. pated that the United Nations will greatly exceed Axis production 
Me in 1943. | | | oo oe Be PRODUCTION | a | 

ee Primary magnesium.—Domestic production of primary magnesium. ne ) ‘In 1942 totaled 97,925,684 pounds, a 200-percent advance over the | Pe 32,089,052-pound output of 1941. Primary magnesium shipped or 
_ used (sales) totaled 94,840,771 pounds, or 205 percent more than in | ae 1941 (31,056,947). Although the Dow Chemical Co. and the Dow Oo Magnesium Corporation produced most of the output, the Perma- | oe nente Metals Corporation, New England Lime Co., Mathieson Alkali 

Works, Inc., Ford Motor Co., Basic Magnesium, Inc., Diamond o Magnesium Co., Magnesium Reduction Co., and International : - Minerals & Chemicals Corporation contributed a substantial share. 
| United States production is expected to reach nearly 375,000,000 
7 pounds in 1943 and 530,000,000 pounds in 1944. By June 1944 it is 

| estimated that domestic facilities will be producing at their rated 
ultimate capacity of 586,000,000 pounds. In early 1941 peak esti- 
mates of military requirements amounted to only 72,000,000 pounds, 

7 but by June 1941 requirements had increased to an estimated 41 1,- 
000,000 pounds, aecording to the Office of Production Management; 
of this total, 153,000,000 pounds was for so-called ‘contingency 
requirements.” The first expansion, increasing capacity to 400,000,- 
000 pounds annually, to take care of revised requirement schedules, 
was announced June 13, 1941.
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At the end of 1941, military requirements had risen to the pomt ~~ . 
where peak possible consumption was stated as 670,000,000 pounds, => = 

| including 470,000,000 pounds for Chemical Warfare Service and for .. |; 
bombs to be exported (now estimated at only 170,000,000 pounds). “os 
In. February 1942 the War Production Board announced its second ==» 

" expansion program designed to increase total annual primary metal = , 
| capacity. to 725,000,000 pounds. Requirements were again revised— © 9 >. 

this time downward to approximately 600,000,000 pounds—and the =|... 
. construction program was cut back to 610,000,000 pounds. The goal — ene 

was again cut back to 586,000,000 pounds, and this capacity, plus ~ ,° =, 
- about 32,000,000. pounds of secondary metal, is expected to supply = = = = 
- enough magnesium for all requirements planned at present. About «2. 

96 percent of all the domestic magnesium-producing capacity will be oe 
| Government-owned when the expansion programs are completed. = 8 3 .._—-#f 

| Dow Chemical. Co., the largest domestic producer during 1942, as 
| produced metal from an underground brine containing 3.2 percent = <* 

MeCl, at its 18,000,000-pound Midland (Mich.) plant and from sea sa 
water at its 36,000,000-pound Freeport (Tex.) plant. At Midland a 

_ the- bromine and the sodium and calcium salts are removed from the  —__ on 
_ brine by evaporation, filtration, and fractional crystallization, and = 

-_. gome chlorine is added during the process. The purified magnesium as 
chloride solution remaining is concentrated further by crystallization = = 
to give MgCl,-6H,O (hexahydrate). The hexahydrate is dried to os 
give a nearly anhydrous magnesium chloride (MgCl.-H,O) and, with =| 

| ~ some added sodium chloride, is then electrolyzed in the fused statein tit: 
‘rectangular cast-steel cells. At Freeport, Tex.,} vast quantities of oa ae 

~ gea water containing only about 0.12 percent magnesium (0.48 percent hy 
| MgCl.) are treated with hydrated oystershell lime. Magnesium oS 
-. hydroxide is precipitated and then reacted with hydrochloric acid pro- = = 

duced from gases given off by the electrolytic cells. The resulting ~-. 
solution is evaporated to give crystals of the hexahydrate, which are ss, 

7 dried and treated as at Midland. | . | nc. 
| Dow Magnesium Corporation was formed to construct and operate ae 

two 72,000,000-pound magnesium plants at Velasco, Tex., and Marys- weg 
- ville, Mich., both using the standard Dow process. The Velasco = 

| plant uses the same process as the Freeport (Tex.) plant of the Dow ny 
| Chemical Co., andis only 7 miles away; it began producing magnesium 

from sea water in June 1942. On April 8, 1943, the mammoth Marys- ns 
| ville plant began to produce magnesium.” Ultimately this plant will ak 

use magnesium chloride shipped from Ludington, Mich., where 10- 
percent magnesium chloride brines were tapped and developed in 1941. EE 
The Ludington feed plant was not completed and could not supply the | a 

. Marysville reduction plant for the first 2 months of operation; during os 
: this period magnesium chloride was shipped from Texas in hopper- rr 
| bottomed cement cars. Although the process used to convert magne- | y 

sium chloride to metal at Marysville is essentially the same as at Mid- “og 
land, the new plant embodies many notable advances in chemical Ay 
engineering. Because of the shortage of copper, silver bus bars carry nes! 

| electric current in the Marysville plant. The silver—2,000,000 OS 

- pounds valued at $20,000,000—was loaned to the Defense Plant oe 
Corporation by the Government and will be returned when the bars oF 
can be replaced by copper. OS . me 

1 Wilson, P. D., Enlarging Magnesium Output: Met. Ind., vol. 16, No. 13, September 25, 1942, pp. 203-204. | : ~ 
2 Van Antwerpen, F. J., The First Magnesium Poured at Dow’s Sixth Plant: Chem. and Eng. News, es 

- vyol. 21, No. 8, April 25, 1943, pp. 546-547. oO oo :
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Bo _ The Mathieson. Alkali Works, Inc., which, up to June 6, 1943, was 
Boe producing, only small amounts of metal from a pilot plant at Lake 
=. Charles, La., began production from the first unit of its 54,000,000- 7 
»- pound plant on that date. Mathieson’ has developed a special elec- 7 
ws trolytic cell jointly with the Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. 
es. (Trail, B.C.) known as a Trail-Mathieson cell? Advantages claimed ~ 
o-- for this cell over the standard Dow cell are that concentrated chlorine  — 
-5 gas is produced instead of hydrochloric acid gas and that a lower con- . 
“: .... sumption of electric current per pound of metal is indicated. The 

> 4 raw material used is dolomite, Mg,Ca(CO;)2, which is calcined and = 
“treated with waste calcium chloride liquor from the company Solvay 
-.. process. Hot waste carbon dioxide gas from the calcining kilns is 
“passed. through the solution; calcium carbonate is precipitated and 
as filtered off. The magnesium chloride brine is concentrated, evapo- 
Nee as rated to hexahydrate, and dried to a nearly anhydrous form for 
». + =. electrolysis. = a 
Reps _- Production began at the 36,000,000-pound plant operated by the | 
~~ Diamond Magnesium Co: at Painesville, Ohio, late in September © _ 
m. --:1942,. _ Like Mathieson Alkali, Diamond treats dolomitic lime with 
~ .. . the chloride waste liquors from its Solvay ammonia-soda process to  —— 
.,... produce magnesium hydroxide and calcium chloride. The slurry is 
=... carbonated by kiln gases, and calcium carbonate is precipitated. _ 
Bo The remaining solution is concentrated and crystallized, and the _ 
=» .~ erystals are ‘dried to produce a nearly anhyrous magnesium chloride __ 
oe cell feed. In addition to the recovery of magnesium chloride by using > 
~ waste chiloride liquors, Diamond treats some calcined dolomite directly = 
'..... with hydrochloric acid from the cell gases. The regular Dow-type _—_. 
» Geis used in electrolytic decomposition of the-chloride. 
‘y Magnesium was produced by International Minerals & Chemicals 
me . Corporation at its 24,000,000-pound plant at Austin, Tex., starting in : 
eo _ November 1942, from purchased magnesium chloride cell feed. Union ~ 
yor. Potash & Chemical Co. at Carlsbad, N. Mex., a subsidiary of Inter- 

-—- national, began supplying the Austin plant with magnesium chloride = 
. > @ell feed derived as a byproduct from its potash operationsin the early  __ 
ee - summer of 1943. Part of the cell feed for the Austin plant is being 

ss obtained from hydrated dolomite quarried in Burnet County, Tex., : 
co which is carbonated with kiln gases and treated with byproduct 

_ hydrochloric acid from the Dow-type electrolytic cells. | 
On August 31, 1942, Basic Magnesium, Inc., began production | 

from its huge 112,000,000-pound plant at Las Vegas, Nev. The | 
— plant, which uses the M. E. L. process developed by I. G. Farben- 

a industrie, A. G., in Germany and later used by Magnesium Elektron, 
Ltd., at Clifton Junction, England, is the largest magnesium plant in 
the world and is patterned after the Magnesium Elektron (Ltd.) 

| plant in England. Production was slow in getting under way, owing 
to concentrating difficulties at the magnesite mine in Gabbs Valley, 
Nev., and to other factors. During the summer and fall of 1942 

| - charges of company mismanagement were made by Senator Bunker of 
| Nevada and others, and in late October it was announced that the 

52}4-percent interest in the company owned by Basic Refractories, Inc., 
| of Cleveland, Ohio, had been purchased by the Anaconda Copper 

_ Mining Co. for a reported $75,000. Production during. April 1943 
| had risen to; about 63 percent of rated capacity. Raw magnesite 

’ Center, A. A., Electrometallurgy: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 144, Na 2, February 1943, pp. 106-108, 151.



.. and magnesium oxide sinter are ground and briquetted with coke and — gs | British Columbia peat moss. To produce a completely anhydrous ~ oS 
ss Magnesium chloride, the briquets areroasted and treated with chlorine |, 
gas obtained partly from the cells and partly from the electrolysis of = — ~ sodium chloride. The principal difference between the electrolysis = ===, 

__ in the M. E. L. process and in the Dow process is that the latter usesa og _ monohydrated magnesium chloride cell feed whereas the formeruses@ ©. | completely anhydrous feed. — co ee 
o _ Permanente Metals Corporation operated two plants using different ==». >»: Do processes during 1942. One plant which began operations late in _ oR 
us 1941 uses the so-called Hansgirg process, a carbothermal reduction _ aes - method, but was a great disappointment throughout most of 1942. es 
De Production lagged far behind schedule, and reports of accidents and OS 

explosions were numerous; however, in the latter part of 1942 a 
_ and during the first half of 1943 production has increased markedly, aaaee 

: and there are indications that most of the technical difficulties have <<; 
been overcome. Tri the Hansgirg process, coke and caustic calcined 

__. ‘Magnesia are mixed and heated in a 3-phase 8,000-kv.-a. electric-arc Re - furnace to about 2,100° C. The coke reduces the magnesia, and the |. 
_. Inagnesium becomes vaporized. Shock cooling by natural gasat200° sw 

CG. and collection of the dust by Cottrell precipitators yields a finely ee __. divided magnesium powder mixed with carbon, magnesia, and other = =. -_- Impurities, which is collected as a doughy mixture in oil. The mixture  §§ | 
_ 1s redistilled, and the magnesium is removed as high-purity crystals 5 * 

_.. from the top of the distilling furnace. Sea-water magnesia for the =: 
- process was obtained from the Westvaco Chlorine Products Co. until =. 

.  Jate in 1942, when Permanente began operating its own sea-water = 
magnesia plant at Moss Landing, Calif. The other metal. plant 

i operated by Permanente is at Manteca, Calif., and uses the new ferro- =. 
_ silicon process developed by Dr. L. M. Pidgeon of Canada. Produc- —s-_—- ie 

-. tion at this plant began in August 1942, ~~ ES 
_ Including the Permanente Metals Corporation plant at Manteca,. te 

'. . Six companies are operating plants using the ferrosilicon process.* ‘ 
'  _‘The-other five are: Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich.; Electro 

| Metallurgical Co., Spokane; Wash.; Magnesium Reduction Co. © ~ uA 
(National Lead Co.), Luckey, Ohio; Amco Magnesium Co. (American ae 
Metals Co.), Wingdale, N. Y.; and New England Lime Co., Canaan, es 

_ Conn. Research on this process was pioneered by Dr. L. M. Pidgeon oe 
of the Canadian Research Council, the Ford Motor Co. at Dearborn, —s_—. 

| Mich., and the Electro Metallurgical Co. at Niagara Falls, N.Y. = a 
| Dolomite, a double-carbonate of calcium and magnesium occurring — ae 

. in virtually limitless quantities in the United States,* is the magnesium- | oe 
bearing raw material used. Dead-burned dolomite and ferrosilicon’ _ og 

_ (75-percent grade) are briquetted and charged into a horizontal or oS 
- vertical nichrome-steel retort equipped with a condenser unit and = ee 

heated at, about 1,150° C. under a high vacuum. The magnesium Joe 
oxide in the calcined dolomite is reduced by the ferrosilicon, and the _—S os 
metal is vaporized and collected at the cooled end of the retort. ae 

_ After most of the magnesium has been driven off the charge, the 
‘retort is opened, and a ring of high-purity magnesium crystals is “OS 

4 Stedman, G. E., Ford Makes Magnesium: Chem. and Met. Eng., vol. 49, No. 9, September 1942, pp. | — 134-137. Ramsay, R. H., Dominion Magnesium—Trail Blazer: Eng. & Min. J our., vol. 144, No. 5, May oe 

voustel, foi H., High-Grade Dolomite Deposits in the United States: Bureau of Mines Inf. Cire. 7226, | oo , 86 Dp. : | : oy
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-* - —- yemoved. The residue in the retort—largely dicalcium silicate, _ 
v= ealeium_=oxide, and some magnesium oxide and ferrosilicon—is | 

"~ |. removed and disposed. of, and the cycle is begun again with a fresh 
« —s gharge of briquets. Approximately 12 pounds of dolomite and 1 
re - . pound of ferrosilicon are required to produce 1 pound of magnesium 
s metal. The process was adopted because it requires less electric | | 
vy. . power than the electrolytic processes, it employs dolomite (a cheap 
Pee and abundant raw material), and the plants utilizing it require a 
“—- jminimum of time for construction. _ , BT | 
~... The Ford Motor Co. plant, which began operations in May 1942, _ 
* experienced trouble with collapse of its retorts owing to internal and 
».'s external corrosion and the shock of heating. Research showed that 
<> if the retorts could be embedded in a bath of molten silicate glass, — 
»- . the possibility of collapse would. be lessened and a mild low-carbon — . 
“> steel_could be used. Original plans were changed to include 24 — 
Gee. Toledo furnaces and 12 silicate furnaces at the Dearborn plant.) 
Beggs Vertical internally heated retorts aré used at the Electro Metal- | 
i... lurgical Co. plant at Spokane, Wash., which began operation on 
“May 26, 19438. This company is building its own 48,000,000-pound | 
gee - ferrosilicon plant, which is already in partial operation at Spokane. © | 
pit In September 1942 the plant of the New England Lime Co. at — 
ea Canaan, Conn., began producing magnesium. After several months | 
is of operation, difficulties were experienced with the collapse of retorts; = 
Bh but the company’s experiments showed that the life of these retorts , 
s- _ could be prolonged by the simple expedient of blowing them up again 
«with compressed air. | | wo te | | 
fe Magnesium Reduction Co. at Luckey, Ohio, began operations in _ 
<* .. December 1942, using high-grade Ohio dolomite, and Amco Magnesium | 
'. Co., Wingdale, N. Y., began production in April 1943 using purchased 
ee. - lime. Local dolomite will be employed by Amco as soon as the 
~~... @aleining kilns are completed.  __ OS | a 
ae Explosions and fires destroyed the plants of Magnesium Products, — 
~ *-Tne., Los Angeles, Calif. (aircraft castings), and National Magnesium 
oe Corporation, Newark, N. J., during 1942. In March 1943 the plant | 
eo of the Pacific Coast Chemical Co. at Aberdeen, Wash., was destroyed. 
— by a series of explosions and a large fire. | | 
wee ~ Among old and new companies that expanded or began.to fabricate _ 
: magnesium in 1942 and the first half of 1943 through the Defense —_ 
/ _. Plant Corporation were: American Radiator & Sanitary Corporation, 
| Elyria, Ohio, and Louisville, Ky.—castings for aircraft engines and 

wheels (3,600,000 pounds at each plant annually); Chevrolet Motor 
: Division, General Motors Corporation, Saginaw, Mich.—castings 
7 (4,800,000 pounds annually); Bendix Aviation Corporation, Bendix, | 

N. J.—castings (1,920,000 pounds annually); Deere & Co., East 
co Moline, Il.—castings (2,400,000 pounds annually); Dow Chemical 

| Co., Bay City, Mich.—sand castings (1,680,000 pounds annually), 
and Midland, Mich.—extrusions (2,640,000 pounds annually); Ebaloy 

: Foundries, Inc., Rockford, Ill—castings (1,800,000 pounds annually) ; 
Ferro Enamel Corporation, Bedford, Ohio —powder (200,000 pounds 
monthly); Hills-McCanna Co., Chicago, Ill.—sand castings (600,000 
pounds annually); Howard Foundry Co., Chicago, Ill.—sand castings 
(6,000,000 pounds annually); Humphreys Mfg. Co., Mansfield, Ohio— 
castings (2,400,000 pounds annually); Marshall Stove Co., Lewis- 
burg, Tenn.—castings (4,200,000 pounds annually); Maryland Sani-
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- tary Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.—castings (6,000,000 pounds annually); 4 
: Michigan Light Alloys, Grand Rapids, Mich.—castings (4,200,000 = = 

pounds annually); Revere Copper & Brass, Inc., Baltimore, Md— | 
- sheet (6,000,000 pounds annually), and Rome, N. Y.— forgings; = | 

Springfield Bronze & Aluminum Co., Springfield, Mass—castings -  } 
| _ (3,600,000 pounds annually); U. S. Radiator Corporation, Geneva, ==. 
= N. Y.—castings (3,600,000 pounds annually); and Wellman Bronze. s-._ 

 & Aluminum Co., Cleveland, Ohio—castings (3,600,000 pounds . % 
annually). | 7 nn ee ae 

| Secondary magnesium.—Recovery of secondary magnesium totaled === © * 
_. .6,238 short tons (including secondary magnesium incorporated Mm |} 
primary magnesium ingot) in 1942 and required the consumption of 4: 
7,317 tons of magnesium scrap, which was almost entirely new scrap. = 
Of the quantity of magnesium recovered, 6,045 tons were as ingot, = = — 

| and 93 tons went into castings, 46 into aluminum alloys, 2 into lead © og 
: alloys, 1 into zinc alloys, and 51 into chemical reagents. Additional <j 

| information on secondary magnesium will be found in the chapter sis 
on:Secondary Metals—Nonferrous. = = © °° = 2 ee 

| CONSUMPTION a es 

7 Magnesium remained under strict priority control during 1942 to 9 
insure that virtually all of the metal was channeled into military. uses . —*# 

_ for the production of airplanes and incendiary bombs. Apparent = *%f 
| consumption totaled 86,750,322 pounds—an increase of 210 percent — oa 

| over 1941. Of the primary magnesium shipped or used in 1942 (23 
: (94,840,771 pounds), approximately 58 percent was used in the pro- = =. 

.- duction of magnesium-base alloys, virtually all for structural prod-. ss 
ucts; 12 percent in other alloys, chiefly aluminum; 17 percent ns 

| magnesium products, chiefly nonstructural; 11 percent for export ss. -# 
account; and 2 percent in other uses. a | a ES 

Actual consumption of. magnesium (from primary and secondary oe 
_ sources) totaled 84,525,700pounds. Of this, 75 percent was used = 3. 

Production, sales, exports, and apparent consumption of primary magnesium inthe  —°: ¥ 
ae : United States, 1940—42,,1n pounds | - of 

' . | _ Year | Production Sales | Exports eotpparent a 2g 

. YOO oor eee eeeeeeeeeeeeee----.-:| 12,521,726 | 12,823,683 | 21,668,765 | 11, 154, 868 or 
1941....--.---- son see eee eeeesceeeewczses se.) 82,589,052 | . 31,056,947 | 3,098,424 | 27, 958, 523 Rg 

: 1942. ___-...-..ss-22 sts tsses-s-s2----2-------| 97,925,684 | 94,840,771 | 8,090,449 |’ 86, 750, 322 Ns 

4 Does not consider fluctuations in consumers’ stocks and metal derived from scrap. Withdrawals from : 4 
producers’ stocks totaled 301,907 pounds in 1940; additions to producers’ stocks totaled 1,447,615 pounds in we 

| 1941 and 3,084,913 in 1942,” . —_ | Oy 
. ‘ 2 Of the 1,718,444 pounds of metal exported, 49,679 pounds consisted of magnesium alloy. So il 

| Actual domestic consumption of primary and secondary magnesium (magnesium “S 
| : content), 1941-42, by uses, in pounds . | ov 

Use 1941 1942 Use 494] 942 OS 

Structural products !......| 21,951,900 | 63,519,400 || Chemicals...............-.| 27,600] 22,900 hs 
Aluminum alloys..........| 6,762,200 | 14,317,200 || Other....---------77_----] 32, 300 28, 300 4 

Other alloys.............-.| 59,000] 2431,100 || | | _" es 
Scavenger and deoxidizer-- 130, 400 211, 800 Total..........----.-} 29, 346, 600 | 84, 525,700 _ os 
Pyrotechnics. __..-.-.-.--- 383, 200 | 6,000,000 |). . oo - oe 

1 Castings, sheet, extruded shapes, forgings,ete. = ; ) on ; 
2 Includes 396,100 pounds of magnesium contained in 50-50 aluminum-magnesium alloy. oe 

- ps
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“os in the manufacture of magnesium-base alloy structural products, 17 
«.-. percent in aluminum alloys, 7 percent in pyrotechnics, and 1 percent - a 
yo other uses, Oo Oo 
»-.._. Magnestum-base alloy structural products manufactured and sold 
* ... or used"in the United States increased 233 percent over 1941. The | 
‘manufacture of nonstructural products sold or used increased 658 
~. percent. Of the structural products sold or used, sand castings 
"-__. eomprised.70 percent, permanent mold castings 24 percent,die castings  _- 
= 3 percent, sheet 2 percent, and other structural products 1 percent. _ - 
- Of the nonstructural products, powder comprised 59 percent, stick 
» 40 percent, and shavings, turnings, wire, ribbon, and, other products | 
~.-- Lpercent. The value of sand castings manufactured in 1942 averaged 
-~--: $2,22.@ pound, permanent mold castings $0.83, die castings $1.87, : 

and all castings $1.87 a pound (compared with $2.03 in 1941). - 

ies, Magnesium products (other than ingot) manufactured ‘in the United States and sold we S or used by the companies manufacturing the products, 1940-42 ae | 

aa ee ae Product | 
ne | | Pounds Value | Pounds Value | Pounds | Value 

<.. Structural products; = | sC Po fe fe | 
oo Castings: fp me _ ee ae 

7 _ onmanent mold” TIE } 8, 973, 757 | $7,345, 050 | 11,944,618 |$24, 669, 146 {io 800; 023 * O18, 586 a wees —  Die-..---2----+---------=| 699,212 | 653,289 | 768,162 | 1,155,048 | 1,346,077 | 2; 518, 697 = be ~ Sheet _-._.1--.----------.--.| 322,664. | © 246,476 | 431,306 | 309,749 | "876,577 | 684,122 | 
ce Structural shapes, rods,{ =#=# = |... | oo Se wool tubing (extrusions)._...".| - 410,912 | 349,123 | 451,304 | 313,688 | 475,137 342,970 
mee Forgings._._.-....---.-2-2.- 25,938 | . 34,602 25, 734 - 79, 605 _ 44,989 87, 247 oe oo . Other structural ....-....--- 43, 047. 134,251 | . 54,119 84, 718 9, 674 18, 958 

By cone Total structural prod- Ce ae oe : - 
Bo UGS eee ---2-- eee] 5,475,530 | 8,762, 791 | 13, 675,333 | 26,611, 904 | 45, 576,870 | 83,844,208 
ss. Nonstructural products: | _ | . : - | os Stick ~~. eee. | 485,483 | 128,500} 407,470 | 121,105 | 4,417,319 | 1,310, 281 a fe Powder...-_..----------....}). | 982,078 | 1,305,418 | 6,416,879 | 5,956,132 
Tes ~ Shavings, wire, ribbon, and 349, 429 - 410, 859 -¢ | ce 2 sawdust. oe 52, 111 37, 163 95,357 | 38,013 

ne Total nonstructural | / a | ee products..............] 784,912 | 539,859 | 1,441,659 | 1,463,686 | 10,929, 555 | 7,304,428 
oe _ Grand total.............| 6, 260,42 | 9,302, 150 | 15, 116, 992 | 28, 075, 590 | 56, 506, 425 | 91, 148, 654 . 

Of the magnesium-alloy structural products sold or used, the air- 
os craft industry took 79 percent, incendiary-bomb casings 21 percent, 

| > and other industries less than 1 percent. Of that going into the 
| aircraft industry, 66 percent was for the manufacture of engines 

| Consumption of magnesium-base alloy structural products, 1941-42, by uses, in | 
| pounds | 

Use 1941 1942 Use 1941 1942 

. Aircraft: Portable machine equip- 
. Engine.............--| 7, 948, 998 | 1 23, 630, 270 ment and tools__._-._.- 146, 427 123, 070 

— Frame_.._..........-| 1,358, 988 2, 638, 369 |} Textiles. ........-.. 2 ___- 90, 811 228 
Wheel_......_.____.__]° 2, 878, 833 8, 323, 380 |; Foundry equipment. __-- 55, 097 22, 341 
Accessories__.._.....- 885, 666 1, 295, 432 | Oil-field equipment _-_____ 2,395 }_------ 28. 

Incendiary bomb casings- 15, 116 9, 469, 573 | Printing...___.__.._____- 8, 293 102 
Automotive.___....__..2- 181, 972 |-.....-.-... | Other industries__..__.__- 62, 143 71, 150 
Stationary machines. -_.-. 45, 594 2, 955 ———_—__|--———— 

| Total. _...........-] 13, 675,333 | 45,576, 870 
I 

| 1 Includes some alloy used in the manufacture of aircraft frame, wheel, and accessories.



- Gneluding propellers), 23 percent for wheels, 7 percent for frames, = =» | 
and 4 percent for accessories. Sand, die, and permanent mold. 

a castings comprised 96 percent of all the magnesium-alloy structural = =. 
oo products sold or used in aircraft. | a Ee a 

‘Fabricators of magnesium structural products increased from 38 —s.. 
in 1941 t0.59 in 1942 and of nonstructural products from 6 to 19. 0s 

_ ‘By the end of 1942, 32 companies were producing sand castings, 17 
permanent mold castings, 11 die castings, 3 extruded products, 3. =: 

_. forgings, and 20 powder. The largest. producers of alloy structural. ss. 
’ products were the American Magnesium Corporation, Dow Chemical |” 

--Co., Bohn Aluminum & Brass Corporation, Doehler Die Casting Co., - ae 
‘Wright Aeronautical: Corporation, Eclipse Aviation Co. (subsidiary = =—... 
of Bendix Aviation Corporation), Ford Motor Co., Wellman Bronze = 

- & Aluminum Co., International Silver Co., Superior Bearing Bronze = - 
—-- Co., Stewart Die Casting Division of Stewart Warner Corporation, == = = 

: . Hills-McCanna Co., Magnesium Products Corporation, and Dalmo ee 
Victor Co. Producers of powder included American Magnesium ©=§ 
Corporation, California Fuel & Utilities, Inc., Imperial Paper & Color si. 

_. Corporation, Magna Manufacturing Co., Metals, Inc., National Firee 

| works, Inc., National Magnesium Corporation, New England Mag- 
. nesium Co., Pilgrim Ordnance Works, Reade Manufacturmg Co. 
-_. Universal Match Co.; and U.S. Magnesium Corporation, 

re _ WAR MEASURES Be el 

_ The magnesium General Preference Order (M-—2-b) now in force was _ 
-. originally issued on November 14, 1941, to conserve and direct the — a 

| distribution of magnesium, and was to expire October 31, 1942. On os 

: October 31 the War Production Board announced that the order 
would continue in force until December 31, 1942. .On December 31 Os 

’ the Director General for Operations announced a simplification of  . = 

a order M-2-b to bring it into line with the form of allocation orders = == 

- then being issued.. The amended order eliminates all references to 8 
preference ratings because the supply of magnesium and magnesium a 
products is directly allocated to users. Provision was also made for Oy 

: stricter. segregation of scrap in accordance with A. S. T. M. alloy ed 
designations to facilitate its handling and reprocessing. = = = © = 

a | | - -- PRICES | ; ES 

- At the request of the Office of Price Administration, Dow Chemical ote 
Co. reduced its base price of standard four-notch magnesium ingot So 

; from 22.5 to 20.5 cents a pound on January 1, 1943. Effective One 
, February 1, the Office of Price Administration, in Maximum Price 2 

_ Regulation 314, established: 20.5 cents as the maximum price per ie 
pound for standard four-notch ingot except for sales to the Metals hy 

- Reserve Co. Magnesium-alloy ingot maximum prices included in  -—s 
the above regulation were: Incendiary bomb alloy, 23.4 cents; 50-50 g 

| magnesium-aluminum alloy, 23.75 cents; A.S.T. M. B80-41 T No. 
11 and A. S. T. M. B94—41 T No. 13, 25 cents; and all other alloys, a 
23 cents. On February 1, 1943, in Revised Maximum Price Regula, \ 
tion 125, the price of magnesium castings was reduced 3 cents a2 ~~ - 
pound. Magnesium scrap and remelt ingot were controlled under , ‘ 

| the General Maximum Price Regulation during 1942, but on January . 
20, 1943, specific prices for various types of scrap and various grades of 
of ingot: were established under Maximum Price Regulation 302. os
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e -... Imports of magnesium in all forms during 1942 totaled 1,386 pounds 
; + valued at $856, of which 57 pounds were scrap from Canada; 902 | 
>... pounds, alloys from the United Kingdom (magnesium content); 24. — 
~. pounds, classed as sheets, tubing, ribbon, etc., from Canada; and © 
=. 403. pounds, powder from Canada (257 pounds) and the United King- | 
rc... .dom (146 pounds). Exports of magnesium metal in primary form 
.- -. during 1942 aggregated 8,090,449 pounds valued at $1,945,164, of 
... Which 7,118,469 pounds went to the United Kingdom, 971,380 to © 
=" Canada, and 600 to the Union of South Africa. Comparable exports _— 
“>: In. 1941 were 3,098,424 pounds valued at $860,486. Exports of mag- 
so. nesium metal in other forms during 1942 totaled 298,595 pounds valued sy. 
ve. at $99,517, of which 265,000 pounds were consigned to the United — 
-.. Kingdom, 33,559 to Canada, 35 to Argentina, and 1 to New Zealand. —_ 
ccs. Magnesium powder exported during 1942 totaled 43,582 pounds | 
~ . . valued at $66,038, of which 21,292 pounds were sent to Canada, 11,200 | 
oo... to Turkey, 6,380 to Australia, 2,005 to Cuba, 1,250 to China, 1,120 | 
“- - to New Zealand, 200 to Portugal, 72 to Iceland, and 63 to Argentina.. 
-.. Comparable export figures for magnesium powder and magnesium in. 

other forms, excluding primary, are not available for 1941, as official _ 
Fe records date only from July 1, 1941. Magnesium metal: has been _ 
‘under export control since November 5, 1940. CS | 

me ss PECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS - 

a The outstanding development of 1942 was the introduction of the _ 
«... . ferrosilicon process’ for extracting magnesium metal from dolomite. 
o.- The process was worked out by Dr. L. M. Pidgeon of the Canadian > 
4, National Research Council in 1941, and refinements were added : 
“,. during 1942 by engineering departments of the various companies 

‘that began using the process in 1942 and 1943. This and other 
“methods have been described herein under Production.2 The Bureau  —s_— 

Of Mines continued to investigate the Doerner® process, whereby 
an magnesium is produced directly by electrothermic reduction of the 
ws oxide with carbon and the magnesium vapor is shock-cooled and 
oe condensed by a light oil spray; research was also continued on the 
- direct. reduction of magnesium oxide in an electrolytic cell. At 

Pullman, Wash., the Bureau is also investigating the production of 
| | pure magnesium oxide from Washington magnesite and dolomite by 

the carbon dioxide leaching process. | | / 
| Several extensive dolomite and magnesite deposits in the Boulder 

Dam area that may be used as additional sources of raw material for _, 
| the Basic Magnesium (Inc.) plant at Las Vegas are described in a 

Bureau publication.’° At Boulder City, Nev., work was done on 
: several methods to extract pure magnesium oxide from high-grade 

, | Nevada dolomites, and a small-scale plant has been proposed by the 
6 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 

Department of Commerce. 
7 Stedman, G. E., Ford Makes Magnesium: Chem. and Met. Eng., vol. 49, No. 9, September 1942, pp. 

 E ausay, R. H., Dominion Magnesium—Trail Blazer: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 144, No. 5, May 1943, 

Pry Metailurgia, Magnesium and Its Production: Vol. 27, No. 161, March 1943, pp. 195-198. 
* Doerner, H. A., Holbrook, W. Floyd, Dilling, E. Don, and Harris, Dwight C., Magnesium by Elec- 

trothermic Reduction: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3635, 1942, 47 pp. 
10 Schlocker, J., Magnesium-Bearing Minerals in the Boulder Dam Area for the Production of Magne- 

sium Metal: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7216, 1942, 16 pp.
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-_.. -Bureaw to be built and operated in cooperation with Basic Magnesium, “ 
~  -[Tne. Metallurgists at the Bureau’s Norris. (Tenn.) station are en= 
a deavoring to develop a low-cost process for extracting magnesium — fe 
-. oxide from olivine, which occurs in large quantities in Georgia, North ME 
: Carolina, and Washington = © gE 
_. All-magnesium planes have been brought within the realm of |-% 

? possibility by the development, after 2 years of research by engineers LES 
-. . of the Northrop Aircraft Co., Inc., of a new welding process by which ss 
- magnesium can be arc-welded in an atmosphere of helium.” “Heli; 9 
- are” welding has proved successful where other welding methods have - — 

| failed in dealing with high-temperature melting and heat-resisting | og 
: magnesium alloys. Concise metallographic techniques most desirable = == 4 

for routine examinations of macro- and micro-structuresin magnesium | = 
| alloys have been worked out," and research work has led to increased. ss *# 

- knowledge of the treatment and properties of magnesium alloys." oo 4 
The rapidly growing demand for magnesium and magnesium-base == =“ 

alloys has led to a great deal of research on corrosion characteristics.™5 . i 
The early belief that magnesium and its alloys were much less resistant AS 
to corrosion than other alloys in engineering use has been abandoned sts: 
in the light of more precise knowledge. If cutting tools are properly =§# 

- designed and maintained, magnesium alloys may be machined dry | ts 
with safety, as shown by current British practice.®. Recent research = *: 
has: shown that silver can be plated on magnesium, after cathodic ae 
cleaning and anodic treatment of the surface, in a boric acid cyanide os 

: electrolyte.” a oO = —_ | oo Oe 
| Numerous patents relating to magnesium were granted during 1942, 3.» 

-_. ineluding the following: Thermal reduction of magnesium oxide with ae 
-_ galcium carbide to produce magnesium metal and subsequent recovery a 
_ from the residue and recycling of carbon and calcium carbonate =. 

(United States Patent 2,289,627); thermal reduction of magnesia in a es 
- calcined magnesia-containing ore with carbon, whereby metallic mag- ~~. 

nesium is liberated as a vapor.and a molten residue is generated which =. 
| exerts a washing action on the vapor and reduces the dust problem ad 
-. (United States Patent 2,286,209); a new method for producing 8 

. magnesium-zirconium alloys in any desired shape—hitherto considered - —*# 
impossible (United States Patent 2,286,311); production of aluminum- eee. 
clad magnesium by first coating an extruded slab of magnesium alloy: te 
with zinc (United States Patent 2,301,332). . — Oo ae oy 

. | . 3 aM 

- | WORLD PRODUCTION —.. - SO | My 

World production of magnesium in 1942 reached an unprecedented _ “a 
high mark of more than 140,000 metric tons—81 percent more than os 

| the production in 1941. Although the statistical background for many 8 
11 Pawel, G. W., Olivine; Potential Source of Magnesia: Min. and Met., vol. 23, No. 426, June 1942, pp. a . 

7 eG winn, G. Richards, Olivine: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7239, 1943, 11 pp. ae oe x 
13 Pavlecka, H. V., Helium-Shielded Arc Welding: Iron Age, vol. 150, No. 12, September 17, 1942, pp. - C si 

7A Tress, J. B., and George, P. F., The Metallography of Magnesium Alloys: Met. Ind., vol. 62, No. 8, Ct a 
February 1943, pp. 114-116, 136-138. a oF 

4 Fox, F. A., Some New Developments in Magnesium Alloy Technology: Metallurgia, vol. 27, No. 158, . us 
December 1942, pp. 47-50. | “tg 

18 Bushrod, C. J., The Corrosion of Magnesium and Magnesium-Base Alloys: Met. Ind., vol. 61, No. 21, ee 
November 20, 1942, pp. 324-326. & 

. 16 Garner, H. Mills, Dry Machining of Magnesium Alloys: Iron Age, vol. 150, No. 4, July 23, 1942, pp. ees 

* 7 Bowen, ¥. J., and Gilbertson, L.I., The Electro-deposition of Sdver on Magnesium: Metal Finishing, C2 : 
~ vol. 41, No. 5, May 1943, pp. 271-274. © Os 

5562504350 : | | ats
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=... > of the production figures is weak, it is estimated that about-52 percent = 
-. Of the output was under Axis control and 48 percent under control of = 

the United Nations. Production in 1943 will greatly. eclipse the 1942 a 
~ | total, and the United Nations will greatly improve their position with 
=. respect to Axis and Axis-dominated countries. © = = 

_ Estimated world production of magnesium, 1988-42, by countries, in metric tons _... 

be 8 Qountry | 1988. | 1939 1980 | aost | tees 

stra. cece eeeceeeefecceeeeeceee|eececeeeeecfeeeeeceeetee| = 200 80 
ovo Canada-..._-2 2-2 een [ene eee foo ef] | 280 an 
ye France... 222222222 lie} 1,800 | 2,500 2, 000. 3,000} 3,000 
con Germany...-.------.-.--------------------]| > -:14,100 | 16, 500 . 25,000 | ~~ 35,000 —§0,000 

ne ‘Italy...2222.--2--2---- 222 eee eee | 102 |: 300; ~ 600] 2,500} 5,000 ae 
ye Japan lI] 1,500] 2,000] = 3,000] +~—-—-5,000| ~~——«- 12,000 | 
fe Be Norway ..-.-.-..-------22--- 2 ef ek wane enn ~~ [ew nnn nee ee - 400 7. 2,000 : 
tel we gt Switzerland ....-.....-2-----.------2-----| 750 750} .. 750 1,000 1,500 
oo) USS RITE) 500] 1, 000 1,500] 4,000] 5,000 | 
Poo United Kingdom__.-__-.2._.-2-----2.--.--] «2, 200]. 4,831 | «a, 500 | «= «12,000 |. -— 16,500 

2. United States STI | Bais] ogo | 5680] 14782 | 44 18 | 
mo Mota tee eee eee] 23,900} 30,900] 44,900] 77,600} 140,100 | 

«=, .. . Australia —The .1,000-ton magnesium plant owned by Broken Hill 
--.. Proprietary Co., Ltd., at New Castle, New South Wales, began 
“operations in July 1941 and produced at nearly 50 percent of rated a 
"... capacity in 1942. Local magnesite is ground, calcined, and reduced ss 
» °... under vacuum with ground calcium carbide to produce magnesium 
~~. - metal. Attention has recently been given to the possibility of produc- . 
fs Ing magnesium from the extensive deposits of dolomite at Smithton, — | 
“on the northwest coast of Tasmania. Magnesite deposits in the Dial  __ 
." Range are also being investigated asa possible source of the metal. = 
~. . Canada.—Production began in early fall of 1942 in the new ferro- 
“~. silicon-process plant of Dominion Magnesium Co., Ltd., at Haley’s 

Station, near Renfrew, Ontario. The rated capacity, reportedly 
. attained in February 1943, is 10 tons of magnesium a day. There- 
re torts are charged with briquetted ferrosilicon and calcined dolomite 

os and heated, after evacuation, by silicon carbide globars. After an — 
— _ 8-hour period the retorts are opened, the crystalline magnesium and | 
-. the _dicalcium silicate slag removed, and fresh briquets introduced 
a immediately. The Pidgeon process is used and funds for the proving __ 

mc of the method up to the pilot-plant stage were furnished by Bobjo 
a Mines, Ltd., one-third owner of Dominion Magnesium Co., Ltd. The 
Oo cost of the plant ($5,000,000) was borne by the Canadian Government, __ 

| and production is supervised by Wartime Metals Corporation. 
; Dominion Magnesium Co., Ltd., is a private concern incorporated to 

| build and operate the plant without fee or profit. - 
Kxclusive Canadian and United States rights to the Blackwell- 

Turner high-frequency induction process for the production of mag- 
nesium have been granted to the International Industrial Research 
Corporation of Freeman, Ontario, by the Lancashire Metal Subliming 

) Corporation, Ltd., of Liverpool, England. Plans are to produce the _ 
metal from olivine or serpentine at a point near adequate ore deposits 
and power. Facilities are also planned for the production of mag- 
nhesium castings, extrusions, forgings, and sheet. Magnesium Devel- 

18 Ramsay, R. H., Dominion Magnesium—tTrail Blazer: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 144, No. 5, May 
1943, pp. 56-61.
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opment Co., Ltd., was formed in 1942 under a British Columbia 
charter with an authorized capitalization of 100,000 shares at a pars, 

: value of $1 a share. - ae Oe BS ss 

_.. France —Output of magnesium is controlled by the Pechiney, = = 
-- ‘Ugine, and Bozel-Maletra concerns, which produce the metal from se / 
_- dolomite and Mediterranean sea-water brine. Production isreported- ©. * 
- ly being expanded with active cooperation of the Germans, who are “4 

supplying funds through the Aero-Bank, the Paris branch of the — ood 

' . German Bank fiir Luftfahrt, A. G. - f Oe oo co FS 
-  Germany.—Deutsche Magnesit, A. G., founded in 1929 at Salzburg, “as 

‘has been transferred to Munich, where its magnesium-production == “/ 
activities will-be associated with those of Oesterreichische Magnesit, = = —— 

A. G. A-new research organization will be formed jointly withI.G. 03 
 Farbenindustrie, A. G., and will be known as Studiengesellschaft fir 8, 

_- Metallgewinnung, G. m. b. H. This research group will study the se 
patents of J. Marz covering thermal reduction of calcined magnesite. =» 
by carbon and by-calcium carbide. Germany has two main sources = 
for the production of metallic magnesium at its disposal—the potash . oe 

| mines in Hanover and Saxony and the magnesite depésits in Bavaria oes 

- and Austria. These sources can supply all the raw material that the == OM 
-_- expanded German magnesium industry can use; the limitsonexpansion ==, 

are thus not due to a raw-material shortage but to shortages of labor, . 

- power, and equipment. en cs es ne: 

oe Hungary.—According to a report from the official German news 
agency, the Hungarian State Iron, Steel, and Engineering Works has = = 

obtained a license from I. G. Farbenindustrie, A. G., for the production oo Eek 

of metallic magnesium. The new works, the location of which hasnot =: 

‘been announced, will be operated by a company known as the Hun- > Pee 

a garian Magnesium & Elektron Co. | ee ree 

oe United Kingdom.—The Lancashire Metal Subliming Co. isreported =~ 

-. to have started the production of magnesium from magnesite using @ as 

: direct thermal reduction of the oxide. Calcined magnesite is mixed ss 

swith a reducing agent and heated by high-frequency inductioncoilsto oa 
; a temperature above the sublimation point of the metal. The metallic oy 

vapor is then collected and crystallized under reduced pressure. The ng 

| Minister of Aircraft Production issued Magnesium Control Order 4 od 
| late in 1942, providing a standardized price for all unfabricated mag- 

nesium and magnesium alloys and reducing the price of powder to 4s. ee 
a pound for all grades.. Controlled prices for billets and slabs were ~- 
also specified. | , oe
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Under the use limitations in effect during 1942 the total supply of _ ~s 
~ antimony in all forms, although less than in 1941, was more than ade- © Ne 
-. quate to meet military and essential civilian requirements. Asin 1941, oe 
_ the supply came largely from Mexico and Bolivia. Imports were - So agtl 

augmented by a greatly increased domestic production that helped - = 
: measurably in alleviating a rather tight situation. By the first part — oe 
_° of 1943 stocks had been built up to the point where antimony was . — s* 

classed as a material available in sufficient quantity to be used as a oan 
substitute for more critical metals in the strategic minerals list. = se. 

_ - ‘The relatively high price for ore in effect at the end of 1941 con- =—— 
tinued with but little change throughout 1942, owing largely to m- 83 

_- formal Government control through the Office of Price Administra- | ONG 
tion. ‘The 50- to 55-percent ores quoted at $2.00 to $2.15 per short-- "3 

~ ton unit, New York, at the beginning of 1942 were priced at $2.10 © | 3 
-. to $2.20 at the close of the year. The quotation for domestic metal— — af 

14.00 cents per pound, New York, on January 1, 1942—increased to) =? 
| 16.049 cents by the end of the year. This latter figure includes the ahs 

3-percent excise tax effective December 1, 1942. The average price. ma ve 
of 15.55 cents in 1942 compares with 14.00 cents for both 1940 and © _* 4 
1941. , , | Be A 

So Domestic production of antimony ore increased 102 percent over «> ae 
| 1941, and the metal content gained 143 percent—an indicated rise oe 

in the average grade from 35 percent in 1941 to 42 percent in 1942. Dry 
| The antimony content of antimonial lead produced from all classes | a A 

of foreign and domestic ores increased 10 percent over the 1941 | vee 
figure and was the largest. recorded since 1928. The contents of the 4 
total production of antimonial Jead at primary refineries from allraw — .; 
materials—scrap and domestic and foreign ores—increased less than A 
1 percent but was still the largest since 1929. Although primary oe 
antimony available for consumption decreased 20 percent, actual st 
consumption of antimony, including primary material and antimony 4 

- recovered from the treatment of scrap, was probably the same or even 8g
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“--- gomewhat more than in 1941. Stocks of metallic antimony at producers) 
c~ . plants, as reported to the Bureau of Mines, decreased from 730 tons — ) 
“on December 31, 1941, to 477 tons on December 31, 1942—a continu-— | 
» ation of the down trend noted in 1941. A small increase in metal 
ws production at the Kellogg (Idaho) electrolytic plant augmented by - 
=... an appreciable addition to the total supply from the new electrolytic _ 
eo. plant at Big Creek (Idaho) was insufficient to offset a slight decline 

Bee ae — World production | - 
fe HS 6 3 — — | 

Bee co ow ; : : 

WM EB 40 | , — oo 

BN - U.S. imports - Way 

eee 0 (aN : > ——1 a 

ne [2 20 Seti $f CO 

eo ge oo o eae Hy SEE sS =n eevee . 

Veh i} 1910. 1915  ~ ~+1920~=~”~*~C*«~HSS*~C:*é‘“‘«‘iOSC*«‘“*;*‘«éN SS 1940 1945 Bo 

Se a FIGURE 1.—Trends in world production, 1910-38, and United States imports and New York price of anti: 
Ba ns 2 mony, 1910-42, | . : | 

«* in the much greater output at Laredo, Tex. No metal was produced _ 
fae _ by the Los Angeles smelter in 1942. — ne , 
oh Figure 1 shows trends in world production from 1910 to 1938 and 
_ ._. United States imports and prices from 1910 to 1942. | ae 

on - | Salient statistics for antimony in the United States, 1988-42 a | 

a - | 1938 | 1989 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 

Y Production of antimony ore and concentrates......-short tons_.| 2,730 | 3,174] 1,124] 3,460 6, 980 7 
: Antimony cortained._..........-..-.---...-........do_...| 650 393 |. 494]| 1,214 2, 944 

Antimony content of antimonial lead produced from domestic 
and foreign ores.........-..........---....---._--Short tons__| 2,080 | 1,108 | 2,077} 2,958 3, 267 . 

Secondary antimony produced......................-...do_._.| 8,500 | 9,810 | 11,421 | 21,629 | 18,200 
a Imports for consumption: 

| Antimony in ore._...-.-.-...--.---------------------o_...| 8,322 | 9,448 | 15,733 | 19,386 | 20, 946 : 
Needle or liquidated antimony..._..__..__....-.__..do_... 90 228 | 113 638 522 
Metal_.......--.--------------oe-eenee-eeneeeeee-do----| 841 | 1,045] 209] 7,469 127 
Oxide.__........-.0 2220-2222 eee 0 414 167 |..-.---.|-.--.---|-------. 

Exports of foreign antimony.__................--.-..._..do_..- 711 58 276 70 (1) 
Primary antimony available for consumption. _.........do___.| 11,557 | 11,609 | 17,955 | 29,994 | 23, 852 
Stocks of antimony in bonded warehouse at end of year 

short tons..| 345] 685] 3,417| 416| @) 
Average price of antimony at New York: ° 

Chinese___........-..------..-----.---.-cents per pound..| 14.59 | 14.44 | 416.50 1416.50 | 416.50 
| _ American _..-.----.s-2-+-+2s2ssesessssseenen-----.-d0.-..| 12:35] 12:36} 14.00] 14.00 | 15.55 

World production.............--.---..-....-.-..._short tons__| 35, 400 «?) (2) (2) (?) . 

. 1 Less than 1 ton. 3 According to American Metal Market. 
2 Figures not yet available. ‘Nominal. . .
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a The most outstanding effect of Government control on the antimony .. : 
‘industry during 1942 was indicated by the reclassification of antimony. . = ™ 

- from group II to group III of the Material Substitutions and Supply 
| List of strategic minerals, effective February 1, 1943. As compiled a 
--_-by the War Production Board, Conservation Division, this list, divided =. 
-. into three groups, reflects the relative essentiality and the current = 

relative supply status of materials useful to the war program. Group —._—.,” 
~. J includes critical materials, supplies of which are insufficient for = 
ms existing war demands; group Il—essential war materials, supplies of§ ss. 

which are in balance with immediate :demand; group III—- 83 
. -- materials available in’ significant quantities, which are particularly § |=, 
-- recommended as substitutes for critical materials; = 8 ee y 
~, On March 80, 1942, allocation control over antimony was ordered | & 

by the Director of Industry Operations of the War Production Board, = 
_. with issuance of General Preference Order M-112, effective May 1... =. 
- -Under this order deliveries of antimony were strictly controlled, and -  =s_." 

all forms of antimony (except alloys containing less than 50. percent ..." 
‘by weight of antimony) were placed under complete allocation. =. '°} 
Subsequently on July 11, 1942, Order M-112 was amended to allow ~~.” 
up to 50 tons a month of contained antimony in ore or concentratesto =. + 

-- be delivered by domestic producers, including Alaskan producers, . | 
_- without restriction. Order M-112 was again amended on March 8, . ..* 

1943. No change was made in the 50-ton limit: on the permissible =>. : 
~ antimony content of unallocated ores and concentrates, but the limit © 

| on unallocated deliveries of antimony metal and alloys (50 percent = 
_.. or more antimony contained) was raised from 25 pounds to quantities 

up. to 2,240 pounds. Restrictions were also relaxed to permit the ==. 
use of greater amounts of antimony in battery grids, in nonacid resist- = 

+ ing enamels, and in other antimonial lead uses. An additional m- =. 
direct curtailment in the use of antimony was effected by the War = 

os - Production Board Order M-38-c of January 10, 1942, which restricted =. . 
the use of lead. This order was subsequently relaxed because of the  ~ >°”' 

— easier supply position. = = ——— | mo Se 
| ’ Because of informal Government control through the Office of = |: 

Price Administration, the price of antimony showed no change durng 
1941 and the first months of 1942. The price of 14.00 cents per pound, = = = 
New York, in effect at the beginning of 1942 was allowed to advance LS 
to 15.955 cents on March 23 for small case lots; this was subsequently «— « 

| adjusted upward to meet an advance in freight rates. On April 28, | cls 
antimony metal was placed under the General Maximum Price Regula- oe 

pO tion. Effective December 1, a 3-percent excise tax was placed upon 
a property transportation, and bemg payable by the consumer the ee 

quoted price of 16.049 cents reflected this action, | . of 
On April 7, 1942, the Metals Reserve Co. agreed to resell antimony °* °. 

ore imported from Bolivia in accordance with a schedule of prices  =—S>_ 
-- geceptable to the Office of Price Administration. Similarly, on April — 

27 the War Production Board, in cooperation with the Office of Price 3 
Administration, worked out a schedule of informal maximum prices ne 

-. for importers of Mexican antimony ore who applied to the War . | 
| Production Board for import licenses. Effective May 11, 1942, a 

antimony ores and concentrates weré excepted from the General ée 
/ Maximum Price Regulation. - Be
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ee DOMESTIC PRODUCTION = - - 

“Output from 31 operating antimony mines in 1942 more. than _ 
= doubled that of 1941 from 37 properties and established a new record. —— 
Bo ‘The marked gain was due almost entirely to increased output from 
we the Yellow Pine mine in Idaho. In addition, mines containing ores 
=... that are produced principally for their value in other metals, mainly 
>. gold, silver, copper, and lead, have augmented the supply of antimony 
“for domestic consumption. A large proportion of this increased supply | 
~ in 1942 resulted from the operations of the Bunker Hill & Sullivan 
=... Mining & Concentrating Co. plant at Kellogg, Idaho, and the new 
~~ Sunshine Mining Co. plant at Big Creek, Idaho. 7 oe 
co. In 1942, 6,980 short tons of material, -contaiing 2,944 tons of _ 
“antimony, classed as antimony ores and concentrates were produced 7 
‘compared with 3,460 tons containing 1,214 tons of antimony in 1941. 
oe Upon the basis of antimony content the record total for 1942 was 143 
“percent higher than in 1941 and 40 percent above the previous record —_ 
i Of 2,100 tons produced in. 1915. sss : a | 
oo _ Alaska.—The Stampede mine, Kantishna district, was the only | 
Boy antimony property reporting shipments in 1942. Although the. mine - 
uc was reportedly acquired by Earl Pilgrim early in 1942 from Morris P. 
on ‘Kirk & Son, Inc., production data for 1942 were submitted by Kirk 

as owner and operator. = = ~— Eg, 
ee _ Several other antimony properties were prospected and developed  _ 

bev In. 1942, but no definite figures on production or shipments, if. any, | 
«Were obtained. The Hi Yu Mining Co. was reported to be developing __ 
... . @ deposit on Fairbanks Creek near Fairbanks, and a property owned 
‘by Sam Gamblin at the head of Tok River reportedly has a good show- _ 
... ing of stibnite ore. OO | | 
“ys... In the latter part. of the year the first shipment of antimony ore, 
a amounting to 16 tons assaying 38.09 percent antimony, was received . 

at the Fairbanks purchasing depot of the Metals Reserve Co. operated 
eos by the Territorial Department of Mines. | OS . 

California. —The Bishop mine in Inyo County produced and shipped _ 
. + antimony ore in 1942. Smaller shipments came from two additional “ 
-,. properties in Inyo County and two in San Benito County. Some ore 

—- was produced in less than 1-ton lots. — | 
| Production for the State amounted to 68 tons of ore containing 29 

tons of antimony, an increase over the 51 tons of ore containing about __ 
. 15 tons of antimony in 1941. 

- | Idaho.—Not only was Idaho the principal producer of antimony 
| ores and concentrates in 1942, but the total was greater than the 

entire United States output for any previous year. It amounted to 
6,225 tons containing 2,715 tons of antimony; the Yellow Pine mine, 

* . owned and operated by the Bradley Mining Co., produced 5,950 
tons containing 2,597 tons of antimony. This mine is the largest 

_ single source of the metal in the United States. The Antimony Ridge 
: mine, owned and operated by United Mercury Mines, is the second- 

| largest antimony property in Idaho and took second place in the 
United States in 1942. | 

In addition to antimony ore, large amounts of antimony came from 
| ores classified as silver ores, copper ores, and others not included in 

this report as mine output of antimony. The Coeur d’Alene Mines
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Corporation of Burke and the Sunshine Mining Co. of Kellogg, both —- => 
| _ produced substantial tonnages of approximately 20-percent antimony == =. 

- concentrates from silver-copper-antimony ore. Production from the _ ~* 
_ former was shipped to the Bunker Hill smelter, whereas concentrates = 

_ from the latter were treated at the company electrolytic plant builtin = > 
: 1942 for the express purpose of processing such material into antimony = sf: 
¥ metal. . : a | so Tee 
— Montana.—Production of antimony ores in Montana increased in sis 
_ _ 1942 to 280 tons containing 51 tons of antimony from the 1941 totalof = =." 
: 113 tons containing 43 tons of antimony. This gain is due largely to NS 
7 the development, by the Sunshine Mining Co., of the Burns antimony 8 

district, Sanders County, between Burke, Idaho, and Thompson —.- ; o 
Falls, Mont. This district embraces a wide section of the Bitterroot ol 

_ Range at the head of Prospect Creek, the main mineralized outcrop ae 
-. occurring along a flat-bedded structure for several miles. Until eee 
| acquired by Sunshine, under lease, the Prospect Creek deposits had ey 

| been prospected sporadically for several years with only partial pe 
.. success. Mines and claims reported to have been active were the _ + 

_ Stibnite Hill, Eureka, Ellis, and Interstate. © ©. : oS Se 
. _ Nevada.—Although the number of reportedly active antimony -— “3 
*__-: properties was less-than in 1941, the total was greater than in any other aS 

State. Nearly every section of the State was represented; and the 
__- producing counties, in order of descending importance in 1942, were: cn 

- Pershing, Nye, Washoe, Lander, Humboldt, and Mineral. There ue 
- were 11 producers of more than 1 ton; but the average sizeof theopera- = 

tions was small, and the average grade of the ore waslow. Total 1942 BS 
production for the State was 305 tons containing 96 tons of antimony— = ~~ 
a drop from the 1941 total of 691 tons containing 146 tons of antimony. | oy 
_ Oregon.—Production and shipments of antimony ore in 1942 were 
made from the Jay Bird mine in Jackson County and the Gray Eagle —s_: 

| (Koehler) mine in Baker County. The latter property, in the Virtue 3 
district near Baker, was a producer during World WarI.. | as 

_. Washington —-The Lucky Knock mine in Okanogan County wasthe - = § | 
| only property to report production and shipment of antimony ore in NE 

1942. : eras 

OS So SMELTER OUTPUT - LS 

| In 1942 primary antimony for shipment to others was produced ue 
_ from foreign and domestic ores at three plants in the United States: _ Paes 

~ Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining & Concentrating Co., Kellogg, Idaho; == 
' - Sunshine Mining Co., Big Creek, Idaho; and Texas Mining & Smelting ay 

| Co., Laredo, Tex. In addition, metallic antimony was again pro- a hk 
| duced by the American Smelting & Refining Co. at its Omaha (Nebr.) _ te 

| plant. This material was used for conversion into other products and ee: 
: was not sold as metal. a ee 

__ The Harshaw Chemical Co. produced no antimony metal at its El |. 33 
Segundo (Calif.) plant in 1942, the output being restricted to antimony ae 
oxide. In September 1942, the full-size electrolytic antimony plant’ 2 
of the Sunshine Mining Co., under construction earlier in the year, om 
went into limited operation. This followed the successful experimen- oe 
tal operation of a pilot plant from December 1, 1940, to June 1, 1942. oe 
Although the plant capacity is rated at approximately 100 tons of SN 
metal a month, production by the end of 1942 and during the first oY 
quarter of 1943 had not reached capacity owing to a shortage of under- f
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»».- ground labor at the company mines. The greater proportion of the =~ 
“~-. output is from antimony concentrates from tetrahedrite ore, the bal- - 
«- ance -being from company-mined low-grade stibnite ore. | 
-—.. _Imports of antimony ore in 1942 amounted to 50,021 short tons | 
a. containing 20,946 tons of antimony compared with 41,662 tons in - 
>. 1941 containing 19,386 tons of metal, an increase of 8 percent in | 
» terms of antimony content. ‘Industrial receipts of foreign antimony _ 
~~. in the United States in 1942 amounted to 48,005 tons of orecompared 
~~. with 40,434 tons in 1941. These totals are'96 and 97 percent of the 
-... total amount imported. The difference in each instance can be 

».  aecounted for by the usual lag between reporting imports on one © 
oor hand and receipts on the other, plus the variable tonnage of material | 

in transit at the end of the year which is not statistically counted 
=<... dn the receipts on that date. Receipts exceeded consumption in 
“., 1942, and stocks of antimony ore increased 67 percent (gross weight). = 
-... * In 1941 the reverse was true, and stocks decreased 56 percent. Re- | | 
ae  ceipts gained 19 percent over 1941, and consumption of 44,944 tons 
-. (containing approximately 20,000 tons of antimony) in 1942 was 
--. 3 percent less than the reported consumption of 46,211 tons (con- > 
“| taining 203530 tons of antimony) in 1941. The following table | 
Bo shows industry stocks, receipts, and consumption of foreign antimony _ - 
“ore upon the basis of gross weight. 

Me Consumption and stocks of foreign antimony ore in the. United States, 1940-42, © 
Boe, ers - gross weight in short tons aa Be 

mr ee ne oes | 1940 - 1941 1942 - 

i Ba Stocks at beginning a 7,975 10, 323. 4546 
wow Received during year_-..-.2..-----.2.-----2------------------| $4,680 | . 40,434] 48, 005. 
Be Consumed during year-.........-.-.-.-------------.---«------ 31,982 | 46, 211 44,944 
‘ee Stocks at end of year_.-..----.--+----------------------------- 10,323 | - 4, 546. 4,607 

ba Production of antimonial lead at primary refineries is shown in | 
ce the accompanying table. The figures cover only part of the total _ 
— - antimonial lead production, as large quantities are produced at 
- . plants that operate exclusively on scrap, and some hard lead is made 
or by mixing antimony and soft lead. a - | | 

a Antimonial lead produced at primary lead refineries, 1988-42, in short tons | 

a . { Antimony content 

| Year Production r 1. Total 

| | mestie ores | eign oresi | From scrap |————————— 
a, Quantity Percent 

1988... 24, 128 1, 871 209 729 2, 809 11.6 | 
1939__.-___._------ 21,995 | - 929 179 ' 923 2, 031 9.2 
1940...._____---.-- 29, 762. 1,915 162 867 2, 944 9.9 
194100. 40, 237 2, 586 372 552 3, 510 8.7 

© 194200 51, 762 2, 396. 871 257 3, 524 6.8 

1 Includes lead ores, antimony ores, and metallic antimony.
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oe _ A large part of the total antimony available for consumption each si 
- -- year in the United States is recovered in the treatment of secondary |. | 
-. nonferrous metals. The production of antimony from secondary | | 

: - metals in 1942 totaled 18,200 tons—a 16-percent decrease from the |. -. 
, 21,629 tons produced in 1941. Primary antimony available for — =: 

. consumption in the United States in 1942 totaled 23,852 tons. Total —~ .. 
- antimony available was therefore 42,052 tons, including 57 percent = | 
| primary and 43 percent secondary; comparable proportions in 1941  =* 

were 58 and 42 percent. a a 
7 ‘Refined metallic antimony is rarely, if ever, produced from scrap = 

metals, the output being in the form of lead-base and tin-base alloys. inde 
‘Most of the plants treating scrap metals containing antimony con- | % 

_ sumed some other antimony materials, including antimony ore or «5s. &: 
metallic antimony, for the purpose of adjusting the antimony content = = --. 
of the products. Much of the production is in the form of anti- oe 

| ~-monial lead returned directly to the storage-battery trade. Antimony | ved 
_ oxide, sodium antimonate, and other compounds are also produced  —=—s—si«s‘ 

from scrap metals. Additional information on secondary antimony =... 
is given in the chapter on Secondary Metals—Nonferrous. = = © 3 

os DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION I 

a “Data on the consumption of primary antimony in the United es 
_ States, based upon quarterly surveys conducted by the Bureau of Mines a 

oj in 1942, are not yet available in complete form summarizing the entire SS 
year. Upon completion this information will be published inasupple- © . 4 

-.. mental release. However, an approximate idea of the trepd of con- 
-- -gumption can be obtained from the following table, which shows the 
- annual supply available for consumption. _ Bo eS 

- Primary antimony available for consumption in the United States, 1938-42,in short == 
/ , Be ons 1 a | - | ots 

ae | oe 1938 | 1930 | 1940 |. 1941 | 1942. Oe 

Domestic antimony recovered in antimonial lead..............| 1,871] 929] 1,915] 2,586] 2,306 — Gs 
Imports for consumption (antimony content): , - | | oO d | | ete. 

Antimony ore._.._.--.---.-.--------------2------------+--| 8,322:] 9,448 ] 15, 733 | 19,386 | 20,946 Ce 
Needle or liquated 3.._.........-..-..--.----.------.-------| 63 160 79 | 447 | 365 ene 
Compounds 3.2.2.2... 2-2 eee 336 | 188 4. 2 } . ow 

oo _ Type metal, etc...........----.-.--------------------+---- 355 121}. 191 202 35 ere 
| Regulus... ..--.--.- 2. soa ssoseen eee eeeeeecceecceeseeeeeef = 82l | 1,045] = 209 | 7, 469 127 ee 

- M@otal available-................-------.-------------.---] 11, 768 | 11, 841 | 18,131 | 30,092 | 23,869 89 
oe Exports under draw-back.............-.-.--------------------- 211 232 176 | 98 | SIF os 

| Available for consumption ¢__........-..--.-------------------| 11, 557 | 11,609 | 17,955 | 29,994 | 23,8520 “ee 

1 Excludes domestic antimony recovered as miscellaneous alloys, oxides, and other compounds. ee 
2 Content estimated at 70 percent. . oe . 2 
3 Content estimated at 80 percent. . oo 
4 Less than 1 ton. | ob 
$’ January to June, inclusive. e 
‘ Figures are low owing to somewhat incomplete data concerning some items of domestic production. Oe 

Primary antimony available for consumption in 1942 decreased | 
| 20 percent below the total for 1941 but was 33 percent over 1940. oy 

Imports of ore continued to advance; and domestic production, even Te 
| though still comparatively small, increased to more than twice the . :
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zs -. 1941 total in terms of antimony content. Data on the amount of © 
..  antimonial lead used in making storage batteries during 1942 are not ss —t 
Wok yet available. .This battery metal so used, containing 4 to 12 percent | 
«antimony, probably was less than the 131,000 tons consumed in 1941 
“..- asreported by the American Bureau of Metal Statistics. Most ofthe 
Pe ~ antimony recovered in battery metal is from scrap, though a substan-  —s_—™ 
Po tial amount of new metal is added to raise the alloy to the required 
woo _ antimony content. oe - Co - 
=. An.important use of antimony is in white-base antifriction bearing | 
“metals. According to the Bureau of the Census, shipments of this 
“» material produced for sale and for plant consumption in 1942 totaled | 
a | _ 22,091 tons—a 33 percent decrease from 33,146 tons in 1941. The 
“  -manufacturers reporting data that give the above totals represent | 
ee. . almost the entire industry. As is true of so many metals during the : 
Bo present war, the decreased consumption does not necessarily indicate 
me. ~~ lessened importance; rather it reflects relative scarcity of materials  __ 
&..- goupled with regulatory conservation measures. ee | 
Boe _ Less antimony was used in making chemicals in 1942 than in 1941, 
“>. the production of oxide and other compounds decréasing 18 percent 
~- to 11,950 short tons (preliminary figure) containing approximately — | 
7- 9,708 tons of antimony. Figures on the production of compounds in - 

the 4 preceding years, with the estimated antimony content in paren- | 
Be _ theses, are as follows: 1941, 14,588 tons (11,590); 1940, 10,211 tons 
/ (8,223); 1939, 7,668 tons (6,188); 1938, 4,393 tons (3,539). Nearly — 
e °.. all this material was made from foreign ores. Oxide, the most im- 
Pe portant compound, is used extensively in paints, lacquer, synthetic | 

ae _. enamel, porcelain enamel, and glass. A rapidly growing use for oxide, —_— 
tat particularly as a war material, is the treatment of canvas and other 
i textiles against rotting and fire. ce Be oe | 

e an . | | PRICES a | 

yt The price of domestic brands of antimony was quoted at 14.00 cents 
~'. «a pound for less than carlots in New York during January and Febru- 
me ary 1942, the same as throughout 1940 and 1941. On March 23 the _ 
ia quotation was listed at 15.955 cents by authority of the Office of 

oO Price Administration. Effective April 13, the price was adjusted to 
| 16.013 cents to meet a 6-percent advance in freight rates, and this | 
mo adjusted price remained unchanged until December 28, when the 

co _ quotation was raised to 16.049 cents to include the 3-percent excise 
| tax on transportation effective December 1 and payable by the buyer 

| for delivered metal. These prices-were still unchanged by the end of | 
May 1943. The average 1942 price for domestic antimony was 15.55 

| cents (1. c. l. ex store, New York). Very little Chinese metal was 
: available in 1942, and the quotation of 16.50 cents, in effect since No- 

vember 1939, remained unchanged in 1942 and was the same at the | 
end of May 1943; the price was nominal. ~ 

Prices for English regulus (minimum, 99 percent antimony) and 
| foreign regulus (spot deliveries from warehouse) remained unchanged 

throughout 1942 at £120 and were the same at the end of May 1943. 

f .
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| Average monthly quoted prices of antimony, prompt delivery at New York, 1988-42, os | opty 
Oo | - . . am cents per pound | = - es 

a 7 , | ‘Chinese brands (duty paid)! . .. American brands 2 po are 
Month a a oF —>=~ kxkxkx v=o : Aa 

: CS 1938 | 19389 | 19404 | 19413 | 19423 | 1988 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | ote 
Ba a snes a, 
- _ January_...-.------] 15.56 | 14.00] 16.50] 16.50] 16,50] 13.75] 11.68] 14.00] 1400! 1400 ot | | February.--.------| 15.74]. 14.00 | 16.50| 16.50| 16.50! 13.75] 11.25| 14.00| 1400] 14.00 oy March...-..-.-.---| 15.75 | 14.00 | 16.50) 16.50} 16.50) 13.75 | 11.27] 14.00] 1400} 1462 == 9 > ¥3 . April...-.-.2..--.-] 15.65] 14.00] 16.50] 16.50 16.50] 13.65] 11.50] 14.00] 1400| 15.90 en 

Oo _May-....---.-.-.--| 14.46] 14.00 | 16.50] 16.50} 16.50} 12.46] 11.70] 11.00| 1400 16.01 ie : June-.22--22-22.-2-] 13.94] 1400] 16.50] 16:50} 16.50| 11.73] 1200] 1400] 1400| 1601 ag | July. --2-2-2...2-.-| 1400] 1400] 1650] 16.50] 16.50] 11:02] 1200] 14.00| 1400| 1601 Ps ke August_...-..-...-] 14.00] 14.00] 16.50] 16.50] 16.50] 10,88} 12.00} 14.00] 14.00| 16.01 ene 
September .--....--| 14.00 | 14.00} 16.50] 16.50] 16.50] 11.32] 12.87] 14.00] 14.00 16.01 ae 

~  October....--------| 14.00} 14.24] 16.50] 16.50] 16.50/ 1206! 14.00 | 14.00]: 14.00 16.01 oat 
©. ‘November...-.--.-| 14.00} 16.50] 16.50] 16.50] 16.50} 12.25] 14.00] 14.00] 14,00 16.01 — to _. December..--------] 14.00 | 16.50] 1650] 16.50] 16.50] 11.56] 14.00] 14.00] 1400 | 16.02 a | : |} ———} ___} ——_}- —_} ed - Average......| 14.59] 14.44] 16.50] 1650] 16.50] 12.35] 12.36] 14.00 | 14.00} 1555 °° Ne 

. ae 

. | 1 From daily issues of American Metal Market, except 1938 and 1939, which were taken from Metal Sta- ee oe - tistics, 1940, p. 529. Se | , . , | as, : _ 2 Metal Statistics, 1943, p. 543.: | 3Nominal = § ~- . aed 

7 Quotations for antimony ore on January 1, 1942, according to = 3. 
_. ‘E&MJ Metal and Mineral Markets, were as follows: ‘Per (short-ton) © AS 

unit of antimony contained, at New York, 50 to 55 percent, $2.00@ od 
: $2.15; 58 to 60 percent, $2.15@$2.25; 60 to 65 percent, $2.25@$2.35. ok 

| London, 60 to 65 percent, 14s. 9d. per long-ton unit.’’ These prices an 
_ fluctuated slightly throughout the first months of 1942 but by April 

: steadied to $2.15@$2.20, $2.20@$2.30, and $2.30@$2.40 for the as 
, lower, intermediate, and higher grades at which they remained until = =. 5 

: December. Prices were lowered slightly in December, the quotations ee: 
being $2.10@$2.20, $2.15@$2.20, and $2.20@$2.30 for the three eek 

- different grades. These were unchanged by the end of May 1943. “Ne 
| The London price for the higher grade ore decreased from the opening ey 

: quotation to 12s. 6d. by August, advanced slightly to 12s. 9d.in & 
| September and decreased again to 12s. 6d. in October, at which point ae 

| it remained unchanged by the end of May 1943. Priceswerenominal. = = ; . — . Nh 

oo FOREIGN TRADE! oF 
The following tables show imports and exports of antimony and =— & 

, +7 : , m ON, ae antimony products. | 4 | —— / a va 

| | Antimony imported for consumption in the United States, 1988-42 - ne 
nc a ce Sea Pe ie 

| : . Oo Needle or li- |} Antimony ox- ea 
Antimony ore quated anti- Antimony metal | ides and other os oo mony compounds RG : a UE ee A RSS a 

| Year Antiniony content - ag 

Short |---| Short Short Short ON Oe 
tons tons | Value | ‘tons | Value | ‘tons | Value us . Short Value : ed a tons : | , . yes 

1938___._......-...--.| 19,811 | 8,322 |$1, 095, 497 90 | $12,016 | 821 | $155,420 | 420 | $94, 400 Og 1939___ 2. -22-22L222..2} 21,000 | 9,448 | 1,132,359 | 228} 30,102 | 1,045 | 196,812] 173 | 29,786 oy | 1940___---_..____-._._-| 37,966 | 15,733 | 2,027,612|  113| 19,464] "209] 50,048 5| 1,851 as 1941___-7_-_7 111 7_ 111} 41, 662 | 19,386 | 2,717,472 | 638 | 126,018 | 7, 469 |2, 056, 678 2 537 ot 1942._---_222_-2_2._] 50,021 | 20,946 | 3,947,772 | 522 | 101,164} 127] 28,910| ©) 5 ad 

1 Less than 1 ton. | — 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau cf Mines, from records of the 3 i 
Department of Commerce. ] } wa 

_ f . | | . - | , - 2



a a | Antimony imported for consumption in the United States, 1941-42, by. countries SO 

ey ne a = rn Antimonyore “| Antimony metal-§ 

eo = | a Country - ~ Gross : Antimony content oe fp 

oe | os | weight [|---| Short tons| Value => 

BNE rr (short tons) Short tons} Value | <== | . 

ge Belgium___....._....-.--.----.--------+----|------------|---+--------]----------
-- 22 _ $4,248 oo 

ae Bolivia..----------------2-----2----------- 11,695 | 7,094 | $1,210,118 |_...-_-:___|_---22--e ee | 
on 7 _ . Burms...-.-.----------.~------------------ . : 30 ‘ 18 3, 673 were ene nee wee ce new 7 

We Qing WUTTTTTITTITITIIITET rt. 445 [FT 950,990 
Bee Costa Rica. ._.-.----------------+---------- 28 > UT] 2,250 Jefe eee . 
Wy oy oe Honduras... ...-.------.------.----------2 Mo 24. . 11 | mo 1, 970 wee see eee cee aeeen aww -- - 

Bo 7 Mexico....----.--------pene-------n------| 028,706 | 11,664 | 1,399,896} ~ 328. | 100, 309. a 
Ce Berg III] naz | sat | 99,420] 4] 181 
Boe | 41,662] 19,386 | 2,717,472 | 7,469 | 2,056,678 

Ber Belgium-Luxemburg.---.-.------.--------|------------|----+-=---+--|------s-----
|. ~108 |: =: 24, 182 

By Bolivia....-...----c2----------- eee 12, 112 ‘7,355 | 1,985,401 |-.--------__]----.------- | : 
Faby 0 . Canada__..._.--.---.-,--------------------| 1, 678 | ‘861 ]. 9 212,229 | _ fee 
wees «Guatemala. -....----------------2-----2e--] 25 13 3, 500 |---| ----- 
me ~ Honduras-_.._-_--...----------- 2a 125 80 15, 145: |e. | --- eee a 

oe | Menlo | N35, 491 12,302 | 1,693,193 |__-_.--.---_|------- ee 
wo Peg TITTTTTITTTTTTTTTTTTP 800] BBB | 88, 804 |__| een 
2) United Kingdom 1 227TTTTTTITIETIITIIT nee |eeeeeeeeeefeceeeeeeee-f 

bee CE ‘|. 50,021 | 20,946.) 3,947,772) = 1a7 | 8,910 

oe . - 1 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northen Irelands = is, oe: oe 

fh cope Estimated antimony content in type metal, antimontal lead, and other alloys imported — 
Bo for consumption in the Untied States, 1938-42, in short tonst a 

ee - <... {Type metall other | te _ {Type metall other ated’: 
ee : Year and anti-. are Total * Year- and anti--|- .now. Total a 
Gos oe - monial leaa| loys? - | monial lead| S2loys* — a 

Ss ggg tg | 206 355 |} 194t_--------| 202 feet 02 
ae 1939_..--..---| 50]; 62, 121 || 1942-0 85 |i een ed 35 

a 1940-2222} ML fees) OL | ~ —— 

a _. | 1 For details of gross weight and values, see imports shown in Lead chapter of this volume. _ 7 
| 2 Chiefly in special antimony-lead alloys containing high percentage of antimony. 

oe _ ’ Type mInetal only. | oe oo 

o 7 Foreign antimony (regulus or metal) exported from the United States, 1988-42 

a Year Short tons Value || - Year , Short tons | . Value 

a 1938......-----------------| TL] ~~ $96,836 |] 1941... 70| $19,690 
a 1939_..._..-__--.----- 58 16, 736 || 1942..--.---------------- | 181 

1940.2 _ 2 276 75, 440 : 

: Less than 1 ton. | | | 

_ Imports of antimony ore in 1942 again came principally from 
| Mexico and Bolivia. The total from Mexico was 24 percent more 

than in 1941, and Bolivian exports to the United States gained nearly 
4 percent. ‘The small tonnage of needle or liquated antimony, cred- | 

| ited from China, came from bonded warehouse, as there was no actual 
importation of Chinese antimony in 1942. | 

| | In addition to the exports of foreign metal reported in the last table 
a above, 17 tons were exported in finished products under the draw- 

, a ;
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back provisions of the tariff law from January to June, inclusive; 
_.  draw-back exports amounted to 98 tons in all of 1941 and 176 tonsin - 

EO : WORLD PRODUCTION = isi (iests—(SSsSSsi‘Ci‘CstCS 

a Data on world production of antimony during the war years since == 
- 1938 are incomplete, although additional information has become |." 
- available for 1939 and 1940 since the figures were last published in the ©» 
._,. Antimony chapter, Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940. Although ===] 

data from countries that supplied 54 percent of the world total in = = 9». 
~ 1938 indicate an 86-percent increase over that year in total world = —.. = 
_ production, during 1942, estimates by the Bureau of Mines place © . 

_ the total world mine production of antimony during 1942 at about = — * 
60,000 short -tons (recoverable antimony content in ores mined), = 
Of this amount the United Nations controlled or had accessto approxi- 

_ - mately 70 percent. ee: 

pe _ ‘World production of antimony, 1937-42, by countries, in metrictons! 7 

re (Compiled by B.B.Waldbauer} 
- Country: = stags} tos | 930 | r9g0 | 941 | 204s eee 

* | North America: a ep fo oe po fe : ; 7 3 
- Canada._..-..22222- 2 eee 218 34 ~% 550 1,083 | . 1,329 | - 1,268 Ne 

7 Honduras..__.._-22---22---L-- ee --|-------+-- | ----------|------ = (4) 23 | (4 nee 
"Mexico 8... 202-0 21 --------| 9,788 | -—-7,891.| 7,243 | 11,286 | 10, 241 10,.759 Se 

United States...----------------------| 1056] ~° 542 | 328}. 412] 1,013] - 2457. | ae 
South America: =. =. ee in |: 1 a, Ws Oe 

_ Argentina._....22 2222-22 2. e| 31 174, | 97)... 91]. 107) @.. - yy 
Bolivia (exports).....----.---------::-|. 6,556] — 8, 682 9,255 | 10,813 | 18,680] - 16,231 ‘a 
Peru__..---------0-- sooo nseeeeeeeee-} 1,296 753.| .. 775 goo | 1,440], $1,480 

‘Europe: ns a ef to Cd - po 
7 zechoslovakia.......-----------------]. 997 3800} $1,012) 21,104] . 1,645 '() . te 

. Germany (Austria)... -.-.-.--2.---_-- 200 | 145, 4. (4) FAY ©) re 
. - Greece....-.-.-----.-2----------------|------ +22] -- eae 1 (4) - 8 pe oS . re 

hye neeeeeeee eee a 740) (4) Mm | @® | @ ok 
7 Portugal._... 222-2222 eee — 497 131 174 247 g - (4) voile 

| — Spain ol 35. 44 172 B7}- ® 1d re? 
an Asi Yugoslavia_.-.------2-2-2------------|.. «1,447 2,739 |. 3,337}. 34,860 (4) Te 
. > Asia: — - os . od. So oe ‘e 
- - Borneo, British..-..-.........-.--..-- a ee oe 14  4Ly. &). oY aes 

~ Burma.....2. 222-222-2222 ee 28 84 | 6 — (¢) . nay 
. © China 62__--2 22-2 -e ee 2--------.-| 14,702 | 7,797 | 6,497 | = 5,498 | 4) 4). . EY 

| Chosen. -..-.------------------------- 8 (4) 0 (4) 6 »do (@) Sn a 
| . India, British...........2.----..------|----2-22.- oll 4) a) - (4) (4): A Bae 

. Indochina_......-..._.--------....-..].. 5 83 |. 19 9] (% mO) ee 
am natkey (Asia Minor)__------------] 886 398 460] 7264] (4) ¢ ee 

ica: oo . po oF 
| Algeria.......222--02-2- 22 e| 778 744}. (4) ~ 4 (4). 8 137 ea 

_ Morocco: . . . v4 
, French..........-.--------------- 20 125] = (4) (4) (4) 8 72 Sy 

Spanish 2227272 158 | 831 64 (yo er 
Southern Rhodesia._..-.-.-..-.----2--| - 64 63 50 () 4 (4) ae 
Union of South Africa.._........-._..|.----.-.--] | 10 6 126 9 324 9 325 ae 

Oceania: | . : | SS 
Australia: | re 

' New South Wales. _.__.......-..- 13 12, 7 Of. 128 (4) Ly 
Queensland._.--..---..2--- 2 (20) - 8 j---.------] 8 25 , ON 
Victoria.......2.....2.22--- Le 145 |. 195 100 14 1} (4 | oe 
Western Australia_......-..--.---| 3245 324 296 214 207): @® .- os 

New Zealand-_---.-----..--.----------|---------- 1 ji-----_-_- 1 8 ® eos 

oF 38,600} 32,100} (4 M | @ O 8 

1 Approximate recoverable metal content of ore produced exclusive of antimonial lead ores. 92 percent oS 
of reported gross content is used as basis for calculations in nearly every instance. Japan produces antimony . oo 

. but data on production are not available. oe —_ 
? Recoverable metal content of concentrates exported. _ 8 . 
5 Estimated. Oo ae 

. 4 Data not available. me 
5 Includes antimony content of antimonial lead. re 
‘ Figures represent antimony content of regulus, crude antimony, and oxide exported. - 

xports. | 
8 January to April, inclusive. : : 
’ January to October, inclusive. Fey 

. _ 10 442 kilograms. : one
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Me REVIEW BY COUNTRIES es ss 

& > Algeria.—Antimony has been found_1in several localities in the De- . 
--41 | partment of Constantine in Algeria, but reserves are meager. The | 
= most important mine is the Hamminate-Sanza, 19 miles southeast of 
2 Constantine. The Taya-Khenez mine, 25 miles east of Constantine, _ 
me ranks second in antimony production. Both of these properties are 

controlled by the Soc. Nouvelle des Mines de la Lucette. Although 
©... potential monthly production of concentrates has been estimated at 
‘200 tons, production for the first 4 months of 1942 was only 331 tons, __ 
“, .. averaging 35 percent antimony. a : 
te  Argentina.—Antimony production in Argentina is small, and pro- 
*.~ duction figures for 1942 are not available. Part of Argentina’s supply 
& ., of antimony is secured as a. byproduct of the lead ores imported from 
ve. Bolivia. Mines are small and-in the mountains of Jujuy and La © 
Be Rioja Provinces. _ re Pe 
wel Australia.—The March 1943 issue of Mineral Trade Notes, pub- | 
= >. lished by the Bureau of Mines, gives the most recent available infor- _ 
i mation on the antimony industry in Western Australia. The section © 
*.  goncerning antimony is quoted in full: _ a | ; 
Bo ‘The lode carrying antimonial ore at the Wiluna mines, the chief producer of — 
“.. ... antimony in Western Australia, is nearing depletion, and other sources are being  —_— 
geo. sought. Many antimony occurrences have been examined but were found suit- | 
wi able only for individual operations. ‘The Blue Spec mine, 15 miles east of Nulla- 
af. gine,’ offers prospect of reasonable production; and the Federal Government, on , 
oe recommendation of the State Government, has advanced the company £A15,000 ~ 
wi © for expanding operation. The mineralized area is 11 miles long and has been =~ 
ao. gpened.at a number of places, six localities showing good shoots of antimonial ore. © 
nc... Reserves of proved and probable ore total 17,000 long tons averaging 17 dwt. of — : 
we gold a ton and 3 percent antimony. The antimonial concentrate obtained | 
i> assayed 56 percent antimony and.5.5 ounces of gold. ‘The company plans to sink 
f°’ @ new main shaft. 300 feet deep and open a new level. An adjoiming lease will be | 
Me 5 _- developed. es _ - Be . | 

Bie Bolivia.—Mining for antimony in Bolivia started as early as 1903, 
- and since that time Bolivia has become the world’s second largest pro- 
We ducer. The antimony deposits are scattered throughout various — 
ee Provinces, with the most important near Tupiza in the Department of 

Potosi and Challapata in the Department of Oruro. Most of the ~ 
e mines are small and are worked intermittently by individual: oper- 

co ators depending largely upon the market price of the ore. oo 
_ _ Exports of antimony in 1942 reached 17,642 metric tons (content in 

: ore) as compared with 14,870 tons in 1941. On March 18, 1942, the 
- Metals Reserve Co. of the United States contracted with Bolivian 

, antimony producers for all antimony and antimonial lead concentrates 
produced from February 1 to December 31, 1942, except for material 
sold to Great Britain and Argentina and for domestic consumption in 
Bolivia. The established price ranged from $1.85 to $2.21 a short- 
ton unit, f. o. b. Pacific ports, depending on the grade of ore. Exports 
of concentrates to the United States through the Antofagasta consular 

| district during the first 11 months of 1942 totaled 7,960 metric tons. 
: Canada.—The Austin Antimony Syndicate repurtedly drilled its 

| property.south of Wabigoon, Ontario, in 1942 in a search for antimony. 
The deposit, originally trench-sampled for gold, showed a 10-percent 
stibnite content, and assays of more recent samples show even ahigher — 
antimony content. Bulk samples were shipped to Haileyburg for 
testing by the Wah Chang Corporation in New York. The deposit is 
approximately 250 feet long and about 10 feet wide.
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-.-- Ghina.—China reportedly still has under.its control the bulk of the = 
antimony mines that in pre-war years made it the largest producer oe 
of antimony in the world. Official Chinese statements indicate that = =. 
the annual production amounts to about 7,500 tons. Aplanmapped ~*~ 
out ih: 1940 by the Ministry of Economic Affairs.provided for the = = 

_ production of 1,000 metric tons of antimony in the Szechwan-Sikang = 
area in 1940 and for 1,500 in 1942. With the closing of the Burma ses 
Road early in 1942, contract antimony‘shipments to the United States -—* oie 
through the Metals Reserve Co. stopped... Presumably some metal = 

| has been getting through to Russia, although no data indicating the ==. 

- extent of‘such trade are available. ee 
- -Cuba.—Antimony occurs in the MacKinley area in the northwestern = =—s_—y af 
- part of the Isle of Pines, and should the need for antimony become «= * 

great enough to warrant prospecting and mining of the ore this deposit 8 
- eould be developed. The Gaudalupe mine about 13 miles west:of = «;. 

Nueva Gerona on the Isle of Pines was originally located for gold about = * 
-- 20 years ago.. No work was done, and the claim lapsed. Thesame ‘4 

area was relocated in-1939 for antimony. The Antimony Co.of Cuba, => x 

 §. A.; was formed, but only a few tons of surface ore were mined. Itis res 
_-yeported that $70,000 has been spent in development since February = = 

- Honduras——-Mineral Trade Notes, September 1942, published by __ ONE 

the Bureau of Mines, gives the following information concerning ng 
antimony developments in Honduras: — | re 

Casa Uhler, 8. A., ‘shipped 5 tons of antimony ore to the United Statesin = 93 
“February. Ore was obtained from the property of Sr. Hector Lainez at Suyatel, = = + + a 

- approximately 50 kilometers from Tegucigalpa. Casa Uhler, 8. A., has contracts — Ns 
.... with other suppliers and will make additional shipments in the future. | o¢ 

_--: India. —Exploration within the past 2 years has revealed sources of ae 

| antimony in India sufficient to justify the installation of a plant to = = 

-. treat and refine the ores: == - oe — - Ces 

| ~ Japan.—The latest information available is that Japan proposed a =. 

| semigovernmental antimony company to increase production. This." 
was necessary because Japan produces only a fractional amount of = =», 

antimony to meet its needs and Bolivian exports to Japan had been = - 
| cut off. | ne rs SM 
— Mexico.—Mexican production of antimony in 1942 amounted to ee 

| - 11,695 metric tons contained in antimony ore and a small quantity of  ==9§ 
antimonial lead oré, a 5-percent increase over the 1941 total of as 

--- 11,182 tons. Exports in 1942 totaled 11,283 tons compared with 4 
10,734 tons in 1941. Oo oe 

| A detailed description of the antimony deposits and mines of Mexico ad 
: may be found in Minerals Yearbook, 1941, as abstracted from the —S_ + 
- ‘November 20, 1941, issue of Mineral Trade Notes, published by the Sot 

Bureat: of Mines. : | oA 
The decreased production and exports during the latter part of ch ws 

1942 are partly attributable to the change in operating methods at oon 

; the Lejocotes mines of the Compafiia Minera de Oaxaca, near Tlaxiaco, ae 

Oaxaca. The conversion. from underground to open-pit mining, — 
accomplished with the financial aid of the Board of Economic Warfare, a 
should be completed early in 1948. As a result, output in 1943 is a 

expected to increase. oe 
Morocco.—The annual production of antimony for both Algeria Og 

, and Morocco totals less than 1,000 tons. Production figures for the ie 
| 5562504351 a OE
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.°. first. 4 months of 1942 list 131 tons of 60-percent concentrates for  -— 
_» Morocco. Stocks on May 1, 1942, were 715 tons. The ore is an 
~*~ antimony-lead sulfide occurrmg in veins in Carboniferous schists. 
Bo The small reserves are being worked at Gouard ou Fellous and at | 
>. Tafoudeit near Ouldjet in Soltane.. For the past 10 years the annual  =—> 
“..- production has ranged from 100 to 200 tons of antimony concentrates; 
Be however, potential production is estimated at 150 tons per month. _ | 
c+. Peru.—Estimated production of antimony ores in Peru totaled 
* 3,548 metric tons containing approximately 1,550 tons of antimony. 
v2. in1942 as compared with 2,813 tons containing 1,565 tons of metalin  _- 
s- 1941. Exports from Peru in 1942 totaled 2,557 metric tons of oreand 
“concentrates, containing 1,247 tons of antimony, and 6 tons of anti- 
<. . - mony bars containing 90 to 95 percent metallic antimony. = 
.. Although antimony is produced chiefly by the Cerro de Pasco © 
...\.. Copper Corporation, mining is done largely by small producers. _ 
“. - There are about 70 small antimony mines in Peru, scattered through- sy 
;. . out the Departments of Puno, Tima, La Libertad, Hudnuco, Ancash, 
=.» Junin, and Huancavelica. The deposits of the Puno district, which 
—-- supply half of the total output of Peru, are reportedly large but are 
“not fully developed and produce only. part of their potential total. | 
-.» The antimony occurs as concentrations of stibnite in quartz veins 
. traversing belts of slate and schist. The mines are generally worked 
» +" without mechanical equipment by the most primitive methods. = = 
“The new Cerro de Pasco Copper: Corporation plant for treating — - 

Cottrell dust began operations in a small way in August 1942. As 
».. certain metallurgical problems remained to be solved at that time, | 
“oo it was thought that several months would elapse before the plant 
«... would be operating properly and at capacity. ee 
» . . Turkey ——Stibnite is mined in the Turhal region southwest of 
fo Amasya, ee 
“.' -_ Tn 1941, the last year for which figures are available, Turkish pro- 
~... duction of antimony totaled only 120 metric tons (antimony metal. - 
- + content), but as development of small mines progresses the annual — | 
». -.. output should increase. In 1940, 638 tons of antimony concentrates - 
So were produced, of which 395 tons were exported to France and 243 | 

tons toJapan. Production of concentrates in 1939 totaled 1,300 tons. |
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SUMMARY OUTLINE 
. - . | 7 . Page | on, OS . | Page os 

' General statement.._....-.-----.-----2-------.- = | gern USCS..-.-..------------------ 798 Coun 
oe Salient statistics.............-......----.------- 795 | StocKs....2.2 2-22-22 eee eee 199 tee lly 

- _ - Domestic production.............---.---..----. 795 | Prices___......----------2-5-2--- eee 799s 
: | Foreign trade.......---------------------------- 797 | World aspects of cadmium industry----..------ 800 os a 

GENERAL STATEMENT 0 —s—s— 

- - Cadmium was in strong demand during 1942 for the protective oe 
plating of armament parts and by the end of the year was considered ==, 

-. the fifth most critical nonferrous metal. Primary production m- © 
_'- ereased only 2 percent in 1942, but new recovery units were installed | 

that will boost the 1943 output appreciably. Cadmium was placed 
- under priority control by the Office of Production Management .. 

January 17, 1942 (Order M-65)—amended by the War Production © 
+ Board June 24 to provide. for direct Government allocation. A = |: 

| ceiling price on cadmium at 90 to 95 cents a pound was established «© 
‘by the Office of Price Administration January 19, 1942 (Schedule 71). 9 

“ - ‘Salient statistics-of the cadmium industry in the United States, 1938-42, an pounds 

oo BS oe 3 1930 1940 1941 1082 os 

| Production (primary)....................-} 4,294,400 | 4,790,600 | 6,363,600 | 7,233,500 | 7,370,909. me 
oo Imports (metal)....--..------2--.---------| 22,582] 309, 874 27,401 | 147,378 | 53,208 

Exports... TTI @ ay |. 387,118 | 171868] 88,680 
Consumption......--..-.-.---..--..---..--| # 4,100, 000 | 2 5,960,000 | 6,178,000 | 7,766,000 | 7, 659, 000 es 
Stocks (year-end)..........-------..------- | (1) on 6) 2, 844, 200 | 2, 610, 648 2,408,992 * - Uy 

en SOS 
oe 1 Data not available. 2 Apparent consumption. OS = as 

- Oo | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION: = = = <4 
Primary cadmium production established a new record in 1942 aS x 

the result of a 2-percent increase over 1941. Producers’ shipments oF 
| also advanced, but imperceptibly. The geographic distribution of Os 

primary cadmium production, based upon location of plants that pro-_ | 
duced metal or compounds (not upon origin of cadmium-containing ve 

: ores), was as follows in 1942: 70 percent from 4 plants in four Western oy 
States, 20 percent from 10 plants in seven Central States, and 10 per- ss 
cent from 8 plants in four Eastern States. Cadmiumisobtainedonly 

| as a byproduct in the recovery of the common nonferrous metals, | 
particularly zinc. Cadmium output will be stepped up in 1943; — 
according to an estimate by the Board of Economic Warfare, 31 per- oo 
cent will come from domestic zinc-lead concentrates, 19 percent from we 
imported Mexican flue dust, and 50 percent from imported zinc 

| concentrates. 795 | | | 9
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boy. Cadmium produced and shipped in the United States, 1938-42, in pounds a Gane . CO _ : -. | 

fp - | 1938 1939 — 1940 | 1941 * 1942 | 

pis... +. ‘Production: | |. | : | a | a Primary: ! . - 
Mee _ Metallic cadmium._.__..-..--..-..--__| . 4,077,961 | 4, 411, 530 6, 154,200 | 6, 937, 931 7, 323, 346 be ~ Cadmium compounds (Cd content) __| 216, 400 |__ + 379, 000 209,400 |. 295, 600 47, 623 
“©. Potal primary production__.........| 4, 294, 400 | # 4,790, 500 | 6,363,600 | 7, 283, 600 7, 370, 969 | Bee . Secondary (metal and Cd content of | — - 7 . 
Me - . @ompounds) 24. so --------- eee ee . (8) (35) 227, 900 379,500 | 316, 345» 

ae Shipments ® by producers: ° a OC - : | 
We . Primary: . PR . oe _ se Metallic cadmium... -_--_....-.-.--] 2, 525, 666 | 5,190,273 | 6,467,260 |. 7,044,417 | 7,233,043 7 beg Cadmium compounds (Cd content) 2__| . 211,000 3 401,200 205, 900 265,700 | = —--78,.059 

woe g, rotal primary shipments-._...-.....| 2,736, 700 | 35, 591,500 | 6,673,200 | 7,310,100} — 7,311, 102. , be Secondary (metal and Cd content of | — . Lo a oo Bee compounds) ?4...0000 2 t ®) 5) 227, 200 376,500 | 304, 894 | 

Bie 1 Figures showing primary cadmium production for 1940-42 are strictly comparable. The data for 1938- mer 89 are exactly comparable with 1940-42 as to totals, but in the former period the cadmium content of some _ Wik - compounds made from metal is included with the compounds and excluded from the metal. — - Pt _ 4. Excludes compounds made from metal. . oS SO oe sO Pe _ - _ 8 Some secondary compounds included with primary compounds; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to . eo publish figures separately for primary cadmium compounds. __ on , _ mee ¢ Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures separately for secondary cadmium compounds. - DS Wtos 8 Data notavailable. | a a a - . a 
‘¢. >. 8 Figures for 1938-39 represent sales, | re OT : | 

“2. ‘The following companies produced primary cadmium metal in'1942. 

be eer _ American Smelting & Refining Co. Denver, Colo. a 
“> American Zine Co. of Illinois__.... Fairmont City, [l., and Dumas, Tex. 
Ze. '. Anaconda Copper Mining Co_____ Great Falls, Mont. Be | 

re Eagle-Picher Mining & Smelting Henryetta, Okla. | | | 
Re . Oo - | Sos ; eo CO | wo Harshaw Chemical Co_____...... Elyria, Ohio. — | - - an 7 an National Zinc Co_____....._.__._ Bartlesville, Okla. Se 7 oe 
Me Neo-Metal & Chemical Corpora- Whitestone, N. Y. . | | 
ms . tion. oO _ | _ | | cs , New Jersey Zinc_Co__._..._..... Palmerton, Pa. : Co | 
\ " St. Joseph Lead Co____._._...... Herculaneum, Mo., and Josephtown, Pa. 

oe ‘Sherwin-Williams Co._._.______._. Coffeyville, Kans. _ | | | | 
oe Sullivan Mining Co___.----_-__.- Kellogg, Idaho. a | 
|  vU. &é Smelting, Refining & Mining Midvale, Utah. | | : : - | 40. a | a | = a U. 8. Steel Corporation____-__.... Donora, Pa. | | 

_ Cadmium compounds are produced principally from metal, although | 
| | some are made directly from primary residues and secondary materials. 

. Total production of cadmium compounds (in terms of Cd content) , 
: _ decreased 48 percent from 1941 as a consequence of conservation 

| measures. , | a
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| Cadmium compounds produced in the United States, 1940-42, in pounds : Pe 

a a 0 141 1942 ay 
| a Compound o — 4 } ~ G —~ DES 4 

. a ross ross . ross . ap RE a a. | . weight Cd content _ weight Cd content weight Cd content ' ad 

| Sulfide !__-_.:.....-,-..-.----| 2,287,608 | 759,500] 3,304,478 | 1,141,500 | 1,001, 124 300, 414 | eg 
a Oxide ?____.._-..:.1.._-.-.---|. 318,393 | 250,800] 410,748 | 361,300| 594,018 | — 519, 586 eres 

Nitrate. .-.-.-..-..-----------|  _ 29, 594 10,800 | 138,951] 50,600; . 9,710 8, 546 Lee 
; - -Hydrate-.-- 90-82} 319,799] «914,100 | 42, 995 31,500}. 424,207) 415.821 9 9 ae 
—. Ohloride. 2 15, 475 7, 600 57, 828 30, 100 15,225; 7,9% 

, Carbonate._---- 2-2. 14, 733 9, 600 36, 806 24, 100 14, 012 9, 076 2 
' -- Bromide___._.-_.------------- 6, 289° -2,500 | —s-:17, 041 7,000). - 4) (4) NS 

Sulfate...........-..-.--.----- 4, 324 2 200 6,771} 3.400] 8,442 | 2, 584 ere 
| Todide-.----..-......-.---..--|— @) @ 4,047| ‘1,300 1, 201 "36900 

Acetate. 2 1, 103 “ 500} 1,300 ” 600 948 406 ig 
--. Potal production.._....| 2, 697, 318 | 1,057,600 | 4,020,965 | 1,651,400.| 1, 665, 887 | 859, 726 vost 

| - 1 Includes cadmium lithopone and cadmium sulfoselenide. vo \ . a | Oo cp 
, 2In addition to quantities shown, cadmium oxide consumed in making other compounds shown was ae 

: produced as follows: 1940, 33,186 pounds (Cd content, 28,700 pounds); 1941, 33,649 pounds (Cd content, oe wd 
27,500 pounds); 1942, 38,721 pounds (Cd content, 33,881 pounds). vo ye 

. 3 Iodide included with hydrate to avoid disclosure of confidential figures. __ mt eg 
: * Bromide included with hydrate to avoid disclosure of confidential figures. =. oo. / oo 

| oe BOREIGN TRADE! © | ee 

__ _Imports:—All the cadmium metal imported in.1942 came from  .. 
| Belgian Congo and was added to the Government stock pile held by ae 

: the Metals Reserve Co. Domestic cadmium production is partly — \. 
_ from imported flue dust which in 1942 contained 1,723,728 pounds of  —_ 

) cadmium-—all from Mexico—and in 1941 contained 2,321,426 oy 
“.  pounds—1,984,698 from Mexico, 334,137 from South-West Africa, = -., 

and 2,591 from the Union of South Africa. | a | 8 

+ Metallic cadmium imported for consumption in the United States, 1988-42. eg 

oe a 1988 | 1989 1940 1941 | 2°00 

- “sc. ° [Pounds] Value {Pounds! Value |Pounds| Value |Pounds| Value |Pounds| Value oa 

. Belgian Congo-....----|--------|:------|--.-+---|-------]--------}-------|--------]--.----.| 58, 208/$40, 363 nce 
| Belgium._..__._-------| 20, 067|$28, 815| 197, 4541$84, 904| 27, 491] $0,520|_._--.-_|._......|--------|.-.---- 0 

Canada.__.-....-------|--------|-----._| 30, 068] 14, 642_.__.___|-_-___.] 136, 280|$139, 898)_--- fee 
Germany.-........----- 55}. 163) 50 148} ..-.-~-.|~------]--------]--------]+--+----]------5 se 
Italy...-.----=-.-------| 2; 240) 1,406] 35,304] 14, 847).._...-_]-- 22 | epee a 
Netherlands...-__....--|--------]-2.--L-| 38,038} 12, 649). .2.--.-)-------|---2---- |---| -- een efeeeecke et 

: Norway....------------|--------|-..----| 6, 720). 2, 822). -_-|_-- of | pee] eee oa 
Poland and Danzig....| 220 190] 2,240/ 961)..-.-.-_|2222222]o22 fool 

_ United Kingdom____.-.|-..-----|-.---.-|--------|-------|--------]-------] 11,098] 12, 166!_...-2--J2--..-. Lael 

| | 22, 582) 30, 574) 309, 874/130, 973] - 27, 491/ 9, 520, 147, 378) 152, 064! 53, 208] 40, 363 oa 
a I 

: Exporis——Cadmium exports totaled 283,630 pounds (251,059 8 
of metal and 32,571 in compounds) in 1942 compared with 171,858 aot 
pounds (65,851 of metal and 106,007 in compounds) in 1941 and ee 
387,118 pounds (286,529 of metal and 100,589 in compounds) in 1940. 
These figures were compiled by the Bureau of Mines from exporters oot 
(except that the figure’ for compounds in 1942 was estimated from ONES 

- data for gross weight obtained from the Department of Commerce) ; og 
corresponding data for previous years are not available. All butan — 
insignificant quantity of the cadmium metal exported in 1942 went ¢ 
to Russia under Lend-Lease agreement. — . 7 oS 

| 1 Figures on imports and exports (unless otheftwise indicated) compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of | | , 3 
“Mines, from records of the Department of Commerce. re 

: . . , : . . , .
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Bee ~~. . . CONSUMPTION AND USES ; / 

=,» Consumption.— Domestic consumption of cadmium totaled 7,659,000 | 
zs pounds in 1942 compared with 7,766,000 pounds in 1941, a 1-per- 
—— cent decline. — Oo | oo, _ BT 

Gee Estimated distribution, by uses, of cadmium consumed in the United States, 1940-42 

ee ercent of | — ercent of. | Percent of . . 
ee | Bounds "total =| Pounds | “'totat =| Pounds | "total | 

co ° Bectroplating...._...........| 3,692,000] 59.8 | 4,586,000/ 59.1 6,661,000. 870—Ct—i‘i«C*# 
toe Bearing alloys..-..-..--------| 1,300,000 | = 21.0 | 1,504,000; = 19.4) 282,000; 3.7 
Bees | Solders....-.-...------------| 73,000} «1.2 |" 130,000 | _ 17]. 201,000). = 2.7 
roe. Gopper alloys._.-----------_--] 204,000 | . 3.3 80,000; 1.0]. 47,000 a 
pe Ao Zine alloys.-...--------------+ 36, 000 6 54, 000 7 ~ 9,000 |- re 
=. |. Low-melting alloys...-.--:---| 23,000} = 14} 43,000 —16{ 33000) 4 
“>. . Pypemetal-...-2------------| 3,000}. @ | 3,000) @ | 000], 
z . Other alloys...-.-------------| 15,000]. 2] 41, 000 65] © 9000; 

Goo. otal metal and alloys..| 5,346,000|. 86.5 | 6,441,000| ~ 83.0| 7,242,000/ 946 — 
fy... Paints and varnishes.......--| 288,000, 4.7/ 392,000; 50) 93,000; © 12° © 
eo Ceramies...--.---------------| 256,000], 4.2] += 389,000}, sO] = 281,000}. 8.0 | 
2) Printing inksl77TTTTTTTTTTZ_] 108; 000. 27] 126,000; = =.1.6] «000 ] oo 
sy Rubber. 277] 50,000] = 8 | 100,000} = £3] . 2000] @ ~. . 
“oS Laboratory reagents----..-.-- 44,000; ©. .7{- 68,000) 9} ~~ 47,000 6 _ 
Co Teather. 02202} 88,000.| 76}. 75,000 | Lo] 1400} @ °° 
wo Gas-detector paper_._-_-------|------2--2.-]------------] 30, 000. - 1.4/1 35,000}... 5 . 
hoc) Photography..-_------------- 5,000} --@) 114,000} 1] 8,000] os 
> Other pigments @222277277] 49,000] 8 | 134000] 7 1000} @) | 

6s @hemicals........-.---] 832,000} 18.5] 1,325,000| 17.0] 417,000] 5.4 
Sos otal cadmium con-}OTti(<‘<‘*é‘i‘iéi‘SrS!! | 
fe sumed...............-| 6,178,000 | 0.0 7,766,000} .. 100.0} 7,669,000} — 100.0 - 

Boe 1 Distribution based in part on data from War Production Board. =. I —_ 
yee _ 8 Less than 0.1 percent. OO oo - . ae er | 
ee me | 3 Includes plastics, textiles, artists’ colors, etc., and some unclassified. = | Do 

we _ Electroplating —The most important use of cadmium in the United — 
- States is as a protective coating for steel. Of the cadmium consumed 
Bo in electroplating in this country in 1942, according to the War Pro- - 
~" quetion Board, aircraft took 42 percent, ordnance 24 percent, com- 

munications 7 percent, automobiles and tanks 6 percent, ships 5 
ss percent, and electrical equipment 3 percent. To relieve the cadmium | 

; - shortage, many parts whose specifications formerly called for cad- 
| mium plating are now galvanized, but there is little agreement regard- 

: ing the extent to which zinc can be substituted for cadmium. a | 
| Alloys.—Certain bearings containing over 95 percent cadmium and 

4 small quantities of nickel, silver, and copper are made for heavy-duty 
applications. Of the cadmium bearings produced in 1942, according 
to the War Production Board, aircraft took 45 percent, automotive 
vehicles 31 percent, rolling mills 12 percent, ships 11 percent, and in- 

| dustrial motors and ordnance 1 percent. Solders made of cadmium 
and various proportions of silver, lead, and zinc are being used more 
widely and are helping to conserve tin supplies. The addition of 
about 1 percent cadmium to copper trolley wire improves strength and 
wear resistance without seriously reducing electrical conductivity. 
Low-melting alloys containing 4 to 25 percent cadmium are used as a 
filler in bending thin-walled tubing, as a material for making spotting 
fixtures and jigs, and as a constituent of fire-detector systems, sprinkler 
apparatus, and valve seats for high-préssure gas containers.



ee -Compounds.—Cadmium sulfide and cadmium sulfoselenide are = 
-.- standard agents for imparting bight resistant yellow and red ‘colors, =~ 
i respectively, to paints, ceramics, inks, rubber, leather, and other = = =: 

ss products. Papers coated with cadmium sulfide act as mustard-gas =... 
Be detectors. Cadmium nitrate is used in white fluorescent lamp coat- |.“ 

oo ings; the oxide, hydrate, and chloride in electroplating solutions; the - = , 
: _ carbonate in ceramics; and the halides in photography. —_ rt. 
-  . . Foaicology —The causes, effects, and prevention of cadmium poison- as 
'. - ing, based upon a study of the 345 cases reported to date, were sum- =... 
' ss marized by the Public Health Service? 22 

--. Potal stocks of cadmium in the United States declined 8 percentin |. 
—-—-- 1942, owing: to reducing of consumers’ inventories.. Stocks.of metallic 
~~ cadmium held by producers, distributors, and the Government in- —-.": 
oe creased 20, 60, and 76 percent, respectively. RS oe 

oe a Cadmium stocks at end of year, 1941-42, in pounds on 

Bs ae | wroserg, | Cadmium - ue «| Cadmium —|:.- m4.) oo Sag 

- Producers.-.-...--.----2-1------| 452,004 104,389 | 556,343 | 544,301} 83,960 | 627,661 832 
oo Compound manufacturers.......-| 53,507 | - © 146,814} 200,321} 11,895] | 126, 736.{ 138, 631 anes 
a Distributors #..-.--......-.---..--|. 82, 258 15,369 | 97,627 | .131, 443 28,311 | . 159, 754 pd yg 
'*- Gonsumers 3.___------------------|1, 536, 000:| .- 106, 000 |1, 642, 000 |1,199,000 | 83,000 | 1,282,000 i 

. Government. ....-.--------------| 114, 352 |....---------- 114,352 | 200, 946 o-dene--e----- . 200, 946 SE ae 

+, Potal stocks......-.--------|2, 288,121 | _372, 522 |2, 610, 648 a 321,407 | 2,408,992 °° 

TY Revisedfigures. 
Be 2 pomprises principally 6 largest dealers. __ oo a oe vo | Oy 

artly estimated. Includes some material in process. Excludes stocks of compounds held by pigment . othe 
. and chemical consumers. - . ’ Ho . mo, nO A Ae 

) - Cadmium metal was quoted at 90 centsa pound forsticksand95cents  — 4 
-. for anode shapes throughout 1942. This level was established nN? 

- 1941 through agreement between producers and distributors and the  =—-'/s 
Office of Price ‘Administration. and was made mandatory January 19, 
1942 (Schedule 71). The order was modified to permit, after June22 © *' 

| -. (Amendment 1), sales of metal in small containers (5 pounds or less) ae 
> ‘at October (1941) ‘price levels and to allow adjustable pricing contracts = =~ 

| after October 26 (Amendment 2). The Office of Price Administration Ses 
| _ fixed ceiling prices on partly used anodes at 94 cents a pound, cadmium es 

| oxide at 95 cents a pound, and cadmium scrap at 35 cents per pound Ok 
| of contained cadmium, effective October 21, 1942 (Order 6, Maximum ny 

- Price Regulation 204). The maximum prices are f. o. b. plant of the 8 
Udylite Corporation, Detroit, Mich., which was appointed by the a 

_ Government-owned Metals Reserve Co. as its agent to assistinthe 
cadmium stock-piling program and in the redistribution of idle or  - - 

, frozen materials. oe ow oS 
: _ Shipments of metallic cadmium, as reported to the Bureau of Mines - 

| by primary producers, had an average value of 79 cents a pound in ov 
1942 compared with 78 cents in 1941 and 70 cents in 1940. Producers’ - 
quotations, according to Metal and Mineral Markets, averaged 90 ~ 
cents in 1942 compared with 88 cents in 1941 and 80 cents in 1940. se 
~ 4 United States Public Health Service, Cadmium Poisoning: Public Health Repts., vol. 57, No. 17, April Oe 
24, 1942, pp. 601-612; Reprint 2371, 12 pp. . : 8
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~“<.__ Prices for compounds remained unchanged during 1942. Cadmium | 
- sulfide was quoted at $1.10. pound, cadmium lithopone yellow at 
so . -66 to 65 -cents a pound, cadmium lithopone red at $0.80 to $1.25 a - 
Fr pound, and cadmium bromide at $1.65 to $1.91 a pound, according to 
~~. Qil, Painttand Drug Reporter, 

"= WORLD ASPECTS OF CADMIUM INDUSTRY = > 
“~The United Nations control over four-fifths of the world new supply | | 
po of cadmium, but nevertheless there were dire shortages of the metalin 
v. the United States, Great Britain, and Russia during 1942. Germany- 
«got along with about 16 percent of the supply by confiscating stocks - 
=: In conquered countries, restricting the use of cadmium to solders and _i. 
* and other alloys, and adopting widespread substitution of galvanizing 7 
be. . foreadmiumplating. 
Ba : eg ep pe eg yp bons < ' “6 Dosa ty 
mye World production of cadmium, 1937-42, by countries, in kilograms SO 

ne _ a [Compiled by B.B. Waldbauer] 

fe - Ss Country =i s—it~=—<~‘:SCit_—| 938 | 1939 | 940 | 941 | td 
ie Australia (Tasmania)_...-...-..-....--..-| 210,608 | 199,326 | 175,150] (t) OM fom | 
wl. Belgian Congo.__-_..---------------------|----------|----------|------2---|----------]. 7400 | 2.28, 000. 
Se Belgium 222.22 2 000 1182, 000 13 530.8001 | wm 
Pes Qaeda) L IIIT gas) ois | 317; 122 | 426, 234 | 411,917 | 567,573 | 511, 907 | 
i _. France_.-.-.----,-------------------------] 99,000 | 116,000} (@) | (@) Oy (1) 
eo Germany 222 220 TITIITT] 355,000 | 432000 |) Q) jy} @) a 
pee Title 22ST] 90,850 | 69,000} =) |) QM | @ | 
Se: Japan TTI) 2307000 | 230,000 |G) Qf @ -f @ 0 
Se Mexioo. 2222 TTTIITIITTITTTTTIIITTI) 619; 792 | 762, 398] 816,584 | 315,734 | 906,577 | 854, 264 
re Norway ..-.------------------+-----------| 154,192 | 207, 667 | 138,000] - @.- |. @ oh. @e. | 

Se » Perue_--- 2-2 see eee elena - |e en neff eed 22,000 
oan _ Poland...--.----..-----22222------------| 124,461 | 182,591 | @) (2) ~ |) fp. Ay. 
okt Bouth-West Africa 4-27-7277" 77_777"]. 139% 763 | 259)193 | 83,155] 39,634 |8 170,407] 1) | 
Boe UL 8.8. Bl TTT) 250,000 | 250,000) a) | a) qf}. (ty 
feos United Kingdom.._-....2.202222..2.-2-2_] 124, 142-| 124, 898 ©) — @) | fe Gd) 
met United States: ni fp oo a . 
Exo Metallic cadmtum____.__._________..]1, 985, 008 |1, $49, 722 |2, 001, 026 |2, 791, 484 |3, 146, 976 |3, 321, 797 | 
ae . Cadmium compounds (Cd content)_._| 190,000 _ -98, 200 171, 900 95,000 | 134,000 |. 21,,600 . 

ee 1 Data not.available. | -#Estimated. | 8 Exports. — 
a 4 Cadmium content of flue dust exported for treatment elsewhere; represents in part shipments fror stocks 
we _ onhand. To avoid duplication of figures, the data are not included in the total. — to oO 
me 5 Figures cover January to June, inclusive. — ee rs 

eo Belgian Congo.—Production of cadmium was begun in November | 
1941 by Union Miniére du Haut Katanga as a byproduct of the pre- _ 

| liminary roasting of zinc concentrates from the Prince Leopold mine | 
_ to obtain sulfuric acid. The metal was exported to the United States. 

oe Canada.—The Dominion of Canada produces five or six times its 
| ' cadmium requirements, and the surplus is exported to the United 
a Kingdom.’ The Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. of Canada, Ltd., 

Trail, British Columbia, and Hudson Bay Mining & Smelting Co., 
- Flin Flon, Manitoba,‘ are the two producers. The output of the latter — 

company was increased in 1942, partly from a 10-ton pilot plant 
oo treating stock-piled zinc-copper-cadmium residues. Canadian cad- 

| mium consumption in 1940 was 142,019 pounds (64,419 kilograms), 
85 percent of which was used in white-metal alloys. Primary cad- 

_ Imium may be bought and sold only under permit from the Metals 
Controller, according to an order effective June 1, 1942. Metallic : 
cadmium was quoted at $1.30 a pound throughout 1942 by Canadian 
Metals and Metallurgical Industries. 

7 - 8 Northern Miner, vol. 28, No. 21, August 13, 1942, p. 14. 
‘ Graham, G. T. E., The Removal of Copper and Cadmium in the Hydrometallurgy of Zine: Canadian 

Jour. Research, vol. 20, No. 6, see. B, June 1942, pp. 93-102.
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| _ : SUMMARY | | : Co of 

oo The great demand for platinum metals in the military program  % 
made 1942 the most important year in the history of the industry. = 

| Despite the unprecedented demand, supplies of platinum, palladium, =~ as 
ruthenium, and osmium were ample for both war and nonwar purposes; 

- and with the use of iridium and rhodium in jewelry and other articles 
of personal adornment prohibited, the supply of those metals was 3s, 

.. sufficient for war needs. More platinum metals were refined, imported, ep 
and consumed in the United States in 1942 than in any other year. os 
Compared with 1941, new platinum metals refined in 1942 (400,327 = - 
ounces) gained 162 percent, imports (335,954 ounces) 8 percent, and =." 

oe consumption (as measured by domestic sales—375,812 ounces) 30 x 
-- percent. The electrical industry, which ranked third as a consumer —-_ 

| of platinum. metals in 1941, rose to first place in 1942; the chemical =. 
industry again was the second-largest. consumer; and the jewelry ==. 

| _ industry, which in peacetime was the largest user of platinum metals, =. 
| was third im 1942.50 | a re. 

7 Salient statistics of platinum and allied metals in the United States, 1941-42, in troy | | a s ae 

| . ae CO ounces - | . | = a 
EE oa 

oo | 1941 | 1942 | 1941 | 1942 oo 
. we 

Production: | . Of Stocks in hands of refiners, im- | : 4 ee 
Crude platinum from placers_| 26,221 | ! 23, 213 porters, and dealers, Dec. 31: | - . ed 

} ) 7 Platinum...--....__..-_.-_...]150, 887 | 160,724 
New metals: . - | — Patladium...........--..--.--|138, 014 | 107, 383 Sone 

Platinum............-----|?98, 376 |? 244, 226 Other. ......-.....-.------.--| 33,942 | 35, 280 ag 
Palladium -.-..-..--.----] 49,812 | 140, 262 os ee 

of, Other__...---------------| 4,435 | 15,839 a 322, 843 | 303, 387 ig 
; a 152, 623 | 400,327 || Imports for consumption: oe ze 

| : === | = ——— Platinum .._.........--------.|254, 714 |1317, 198 ar: 
a Secondary metals: Palladium..................--| 46,099 | 19, 984 ~g 

Platinum......--.--.---.-| 37, 522 | 56,150 Other__.....---.---...---..-.] 9,182 | ! 8,775 ae 
Palladium........-....---| 12,680 | 16, 416 | ee fe ee 

Other....--.-.-----------] L417 | 4,046 309, 995 |1 335, 954 es 

_| 61,569 | 76,611 || Exports: | —_ aes 
. Ore and concentrates... ...-.- 244 159 * 

| Refined metals and alloys, in- | © os 
| cluding serap.........-.--..| 15,405 | 102,460 at 

. Manufactures (except ay 
| | jewelry) .....-.-------------| 3,204 1, 246 nes 

| Ft : : 
1 Subject to revision. . . 
2 In 1942 includes 25,403 ounces (17,027 in 1941) of new platinum from domestic sources, comprising 21,063 . 

| ounces (15,219 in 1941) derived from crude placer platium, 7 ounces (3 in 1941) from ore, and 4,333 ounces re 
. (1,808 in 1941) obtained from domestic gold and copper ores as a byproduct of refining. ok 

—_ : 801 “
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Be ea os Despite the greatly increased demand for platinum metals in 1942 ; 
"prices remained level. EER RD TE oe 
go _ The use of rhodium in the manufacture of jewelry was prohibited  _—’ 
“by the War Production Board under Conservation Order M-95, 
poe effective March 11, 1942. This order was amended on April 1, 1942, 
-.__ to prohibit the use of rhodium alloys, as well as rhodium plating, in 
-. the manufacture of jewelry and other articles of personal adornment. —_—_ 

Order M-162, as amended and effective October 31, 1942, prohibited oo 
, ___ the use of platinum and platinum alloys in the manufacture of jewelry: 
* Figure 1 shows graphically the trend in world production of plati-- 
© °- num metals from 1914 to 1942. _ a: | 

ee ee ae | a 

er Be, a 700 ES USSR MS Colombia. nn ~ a | oe . 

wo - 7 io 7 ; - E74 united States | | Canade a a So ——- a Ea - . a 

ee . =. oO, . ARBRE eae Fee i: 

ns - : mn , 7 | : feed Eeceeg eee | | | 

Bee oi Oe = NW Bee 
a [FLCC CNNNNY | 

wo | ASEAN \ \: 
oe i914 1916 1918 1920 1922 1924 1926 I928 1930 1932 1934 1936 1938 1940 I942 

FIGURE 1.—Trend in world production of platinum metals, 1914-42. 

/ CRUDE PLATINUM 

Production.—Mine returns for 1942 indicate a production of 22,000 
ounces of crude platinum (containing 19,360 ounces of platinum-group | 
metals valued at $1,010,000) in Alaska,! 1,200 ounces in California, 

| and 13 ounces in Oregon—a total of 23,213 ounces; comparable 

. 1 Figures and other information for Alaska from Geol. Survey, U.S. Dept. of Interior. Figures for 1942 
subject to revision.
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figures for 1941 are 24,800 ounces of crude platinum (containing 21,555 
- . ounces of platinum-group metals valued at $1,078,000) in Alaska, =: 
a. 1,300 ounces in California, 41 ounces in Montana, and 80 ouncesin 
. Oregon—a total of 26,221 ounces. Production in Alaska came = 

mainly from placer deposits in the Goodnews district of southwestern =. 
Alaska; most of it was mined by a large modern dredge and by well- << 

Po mechanized draglines.. In California most of the output of platinum . |. 
was a byproduct of dredges working gold placers in Butte, Calaveras,  —> 

- Eldorado, Humboldt, Merced, Placer, Sacramento, San Joaquin, . | = 
- _ Siskiyou, Stanislaus, Trinity, and Yuba Counties. Production in == 
~ —,s Oregon came from Grant County: © ae Se EE 

— ' Many gold and copper. ores in the United States contain small - ~~ 
quantities of platinum metals. In 1942, 9,805 ounces of platinum © =~ 

-- - metals were recovered as a byproduct of refining gold and copper ==. 
ores, compared with 6,494 ounces in 1941. a a 

ae Purchases.—Buyers in the United States reported purchases of = 
domestic crude platinum from the following sources in 1942: Alaska, ©. 

noe 22,142 ouncés; California, 961 ounces; Montana, 2 ounces; and Oregon, Lae 
42 ounces—a total of 23,147 ounces (27,017 ounces in 1941). Domes- —=s... 

-- tie buyers also reported purchases of 53,661 ounces (38,124 ouncesin = 
-—*- 4941) of foreign crude platinum or osmiridium in 1942—157 ounces ss 

ne from Australia, 1 ounce from Canada, 53,353 ounces from Colombia, = =~ 
' 80 ounces from the Philippine Islands, and 120 ounces fromthe Union ©... 

of South Africa, 
. _ Prices.—Buyers reported ‘purchases at $28.79 to $75.38 an ounce... 
a for domestic crude platinum and $24.05 to $97.55 an ounce for foreign’ oe 
~-_ erude platinum or osmiridium in 1942, CO , As 

os _.... REFINED PLATINUM METAIS |... 

: - New metals recovered—Reports from refiners of crude platmum, = © 
oo gold bullion, nickel, and copper indicate that 400,327 ounces (anew = 

| record) of platinum metals were recovered in the United States from = = + 
such sources in 1942, an increase of 162 percent over 1941. Of the = | 
new metals recovered in 1942,'91 percent was chiefly from concen- ey 

| trates from Canada and crude from Colombia, 6 percent was from 
| domestic crude (chiefly from Alaska), and 3 percent was a byproduct eee 

of domestic gold and copper ores. | . es ee 

New platinum metals recovered by refiners in the United States in. 1942, by sources,in «ss. "i 
a, troy ounces | . a ae 

os Platinum) Pel84* | tridium | Osmium |Rhodium| Rett | Total 

| Domestic from— | Oo al 
. . Crude platinum............| 21,063 11] 3,329 - 786 28 . 'B 25,272 | ey 

Ore. ...--.----------------- 7 17 2 [ie -j--- eee eeeeeeee ee} 2B on 
| . Gold and copper refining. _- 4, 333 5, 432 35 |. § j----------|----------| 9,805 co 

| 25,403 | 5,460 | 3, 366 791 28 55 | 35, 103 re 
Foreign from— : . | oS a 

| Crude platinum............| _42, 581 246 221 98 41 25 | 43, 212 UE 
_ Nickel and.copper refining.) 176,242 | 134, 556 1,515 |---.------) 5, 962 3,737 | 322,012 

| 218, 823 | 134, 802 1 76 | 98} 6003|~ 3,762| 36522 © § — 
Total reoovery......-.--| 244,226 | ‘140,262 | 5 102 | 230 60s1| 3817} 40,327
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— New platinum metals reconered by refiners in the United States, 1988-42, in troy 

ee a ae ounces _ BS | 

So - Year Platinum Palladium ‘Iridium Others _ Total 

wee -—-1938...--.-------------| 0,444] =°—si(‘iéaswss | =t(i‘éiiz As tt:*~*~<‘é CCC AB 
So 9BQ Loe = 36,033 3, 491 1, 051 866 41441 
oo AQT) sags 4 564 «817 2.307/ 47,330 
S28. ggg TTT ETTTIT 98, 376 49,812} 1,302}  —- 3.048 152, 623 , 
we 8 1942... ---------------- : 244, 226 | 140,262|° © -— +§,102. a 10, 737 | 400, 327 / 

“oo Secondary metals recovered—In 1942, 76,611 ounces of secondary 
so platinum metals were recovered from the treatment of scrap metal, | 
“. sweeps, and other waste products of manufacture that contain plati- 
cs . “num metals, a 49-percent increase over 1941. oe a | 

oe Secondary platinum metals recovered in the United States, 1 938-42, in troy ounces | 

een Platinum | Palladium | ‘Iridium ~ Others — ‘Total — | 

ho ggg) aes} 18,480] «1, 288 4905; 64 201 
po 99397 DT IIIT 45, 432 13,039 2767 | 2, 205 63,448 
ho ggg STTITTTTTTTIIIII} 47,687 14,773 | 1, 365 2635|  ° 66,430 
eo, QM TTT] az gaa]. 12) 630 "659 758 | 51, 569 
tS gga TTTTTTTTTIITIIT 150] 16 416 1, 552 2,493 | 76,611 | 

oo Prices. —Quotations? on platinum metals remained level during 
1942, Platinum was quoted at $36 an ounce, palladium $24, iridium __ 

po $160 to .$175, osmium $45 t» $48, rhodium $125,.and ruthenium $35 | 
“to $40. _ The quotations on palladium, rhodium, and ruthenium have 
‘prevailed for several years. | oo 

Properties and uses —An excellent description of the properties and 
* applications of the platinum metals, with particular reference to the — 
“war, has been presented by Wise,’® from which the following has been. | 
an drawn. - oo a | — 
fa The chemical applications of the platinum metals, which rank | 
es high in immediate importance, are. largely a consequence of their 
7 catalytic activity, resistance to corrosion, and resistance to oxidation. 
a at high temperatures, together with resistance to molten oxides and © 

, ‘silicates. Of the catalytic uses, the production of nitric acid by the 
| oxidation of a mixture of synthetic ammonia and air by passing it | 

-. through a red-hot rhodium-platinum alloy gauze ranks first in war- 
time importance. The present demand for explosives naturally has 

oe led to a large expansion in output of nitric acid, which is used also in 
production of fertilizers, dyestuffs, photographic materials, plastics, 
and lacquer, and other chemical and metallurgical processes. Plat- 

| inum is also used as a catalyst in the manufacture of sulfuric acid by 
7 oxidation of sulfur dioxide to sulfur trioxide. Palladium and plati- 

- num are excellent catalysts for hydrogenation as well as dehydro- 
renation. These metals are widely used in the laboratory and are 

: being applied to larger-scale production in the manufacture of various. 
: special organic products, including vitamin adjuncts. Ruthenium 

‘also has been employed for certain rather special reactions in connec- 
- tion with the synthesis of long-chain hydrocarbons, and osmium 

tetroxide is an effective hydroxylation catalyst. Palladium has been 
_ utilized in supplying extremely pure hydrogen for furnace atmospheres. 

"9 & MJ Metal and Mineral Markets, vol. 13, 1942. | 
. 8 Wise, E. M., Platinum at Work in 1942: Min. and Met., vol. 23, No. 428, August 1942, pp. 421-425. .
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| Pure platinum is universally used as the anode in producing persul= a 
- furie acid, and hence hydrogen peroxide, and appears to be the most ss 
oo satisfactory for producing a variety of ‘‘per’’ salts and other highly | Le 
+ oxidized materials. Platinum and iridium-platinum also are suitable sss 

| ‘for insoluble anodes in various electroplating and allied ‘processes, —s_:; 
including the recovery of metals from waste solutions. Platmum oo 

| rupture disks are employed for safe handling of corrosive liquids and . ~~ 
- ‘gases. Chemical laboratories have long used platinum for crucibles, =» =, « 
- electrodes, and other equipment, and with the use of microchemical . he 

technique many new pieces of platinum equipment have come into Sa 
- production. Use of platinum in plant-scale equipment has awaited ee 
> the availability of platinum-clad sheets, pipe, rod, and lined reaction = § 2% 
-_-vessels, which can now be had in almost any desired size. Oneofthe  — ,* 

spectacular recent achievements in the ancient glass industry is the <a 
- gommercial production of fiber glass, which has provided a new and =: g 

vastly superior insulation for copper wire, a chemically inert fabric, = = § ~ 
| an excellent air-filter medium, and an improved storage-battery =} 

__. geparator, as well as a versatile heat-insulation medium. Platinum, ae 
--._ because of its resistance to attack by molten glass, made this possible, =. 
- as the fiber is produced by permitting molten glass to pass througha 

bank. of platinum nozzles from which it emerges in fine streams, ~~.’ 
_. which are stretched to produce the minute fibers required. The = *: 

rayon industry utilizes platinum-gold and rhodium-platinum alloys 4 
in a somewhat similar way, as the viscose is forced through small - | 

| spinnerets made of one of these alloys. = = 7 | aay: 
a The numerous electrical applications of platinum, palladium, and= => ° 

the other platinum-group metals are based upon their resistance to aN 
a tarnishing by oxidation or sulfidation, resistance to spark erosion, high og 

melting temperatures, .and good mechanical properties. Certain ae 
special applications also depend on their resistance vs. temperature eS 

--. yelationships or on definite thermoelectric properties. Palladium is = = | 
-._- used most extensively in the contacts of telephone relays. Platinum, === ;: 

either pure or hardened with up to:10 percent ruthenium or 25 percent So 
iridium, is employed for contacts in voltage regulators, thermostats, = = 
and relays, and the two alloys are used for contacts in high-tension As 

| magnetos, which are of particular importance in aircraft. Spark plugs st 
- equipped with small-diameter platinum-alloy electrodes have found ~~ 

| extensive use in the present war owing to their long life and resistance oe 
to fouling. The ability to produce platinum wire as small as 40- oe 
millionths inch in diameter and its immunity to oxidation have made og 

| possible electrical fuses that will blow at a few thousandths of an ad 
ampere. Fuses of a different type, also using platinum and palladium — A 

_ alloys, are employed to detonate explosives. Platinum is also em- a 
| ployed in resistance thermometers, in temperature-compensating = =’ 

networks of electrical instruments, and in electrical gas analyzers,and .  =—s_* 
- rhodium-platinum alloy is the standard high-temperature precision #$* 

. thermocouple. Some of the hard platinum alloys, somewhat similar os 
_ to those used for tipping fountain pens, are used for special electrical — ct 

contacts and for bearings in small instruments and magnetic com- cist 
passes; and some related.alloys are used for long-life needles for phono- 
graphs. The highly reflective rhodium has proved most satisfactory ae 
for surfacing the great searchlight reflectors that have become so - 
important in the war. 7 “ 

Both palladium and platinum are used extensively in: dental a“ 
metallurgy in gold,dental alloys to impart superior tarnish resistance, |.
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~ strength, and response to age-hardening treatment. Platinum-base =~ 
2... alloys are used in both wrought and cast form for dental restorations — 

of the highest type; palladium-gold alloys are employed for producing  _—s_, 
"the. porcelain-to-metal- junction in most artificial teeth; and soft - : 

platinum-foi matrices are used for producing porcelain crowns and 
"<>. Inlays. Be CC ee So 
- In the jewelry and decorative arts platinum is recognized as the __ 
“ideal metal, particularly for gem-set jewelry. Ruthenium-palladium- . 
~ is now finding much broader application in jewelry. Iridium was 
"formerly the favorite hardener for jewelry platinum but has been _—- | 

supplanted by ruthenium to conserve iridium for war requirements. | 
<~ Both platinum and palladium are beaten into foil in the same manner 
-". as gold and are used for about the same purposes. © ©. oe 
Pe * Consumption.—As pure metals, combined, clad, or alloyed with | 

>. Other metals, the platinum metals are employed in jewelry and. 
dentistry, in the chemical and electrical industries, and for numerous st 

"- - miscellaneous purposes. Sales to consumers in the United States | 
“were 375,812 ounces in 1942, compared with 288,397 ounces in 1941. _ | 
co’ "The most widely used metal of the group is platinum, which con- — 
“stituted 269,176 ounces (71 percent) of the total platinum metals — 
“~~ reported sold to consumers in the United States in 1942. Thechemi-  — 
~- - ¢al industry, which advanced to first place as a consumer of platinum is 
yin 1941, maintained its rank in 1942, accounting for 35 percent = 
. « \'. (94,025 ounces) of the total sales. The largest outlet for platinum in 
o>. the chemical industry in 1942 was as a catalyst to produce nitric and | 
-... sulfuric acids. Important quantities were used also in laboratory _ 
s,s Ware, rayon spinnerets, and fiber glass. The electrical industry, 
7». Which ranked third as a consumer of platinum in 1941, was a close ss 
Boe second in 1942, taking 34 percent (92,961 ounces) of the total platinum 
y- sales. The largest use for platinum in the electrical industry in 1942 
Pe was as magneto and other contacts. Sales of platinum to the elec 
“trical industry were 228 percent. greater than in 1941. The jewelry 
ae industry, which dropped to second place in 1941, fell to third place in | 
coe _ 1942, taking 25 percent (66,518 ounces) of the total platinum sales. _ 
- _- Despite the ban on the use of platinum in jewelry during the last 2 
~ months of 1942, sales were about the same as in 1941. The dental 
_.* Industry purchased 5 percent (13,077 ounces) and miscellaneous uses 

_ accounted for the remainder (1 percent, or 2,595 ounces) of the plati- — 
num sold in 1942. | 7 7 oo 

— Next to platinum, palladium is the most extensively used metal of the 
a group; it constituted 81,460 ounces (22 percent) of the total platinum 

| metals sold to domestic consumers in 1942. The electrical industry 
| _ was the chief consumer of palladium in 1942, buying 35 percent 

: (28,452 ounces) of the total sold. However, sales of palladium to the 
electrical industry were 20 percent less than in 1941. A close second | 

, in magnitude of consumption of palladium in 1942 was the dental 
industry (34 percent, or 27,480 ounces), which was followed by the | 

| jewelry industry (24 percent, or 19,658 ounces). Sales of palladium to 
the dental industry declined 13 percent in 1942, but those to | 
jewelers increased 146 percent. Comparatively small quantities were 
sold for use in the manufacture of chemical ware (5,480 ounces) and. 

| for miscellaneous purposes (390 ounces) in 1942. 
The consumption of the other platinum metals—iridium, rhodium, 

osmium, and ruthenium—is comparatively small; it made up 7 per- 
- cent (25,176 ounces) of the total for the group in 1942. Rhodium
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"and ruthenium (in almost equal quantities) were the most extensively = 
. used. metals of this group, followed in order by iridium and osmium. 
- The following table shows sales of platinum metals by refiners,im- = © 

porters, and dealers to consumers in the United Statesin 1942, 

- Platinum metals sold to consuming industries in the United States in 1 942, in troy . oe , 8 
_ a | a oe OUNCES | os NS 

po : an , | —. >. 41° Iridium, I FOS 
7 oo cs ‘ . osmium, a ott 

: So . Industry. - | Platinum | Palladium rhodium, | Total © 0 © vo fe 

Chemical... -------ee ene 94025] i 480] 5668 | 05,178 wk 
eo "Electrical. .2220002077 227777 92, 961 28, 452. 12,446 | ‘133,859 nese 
a ‘Dental.......-----22-- 22-2] 13,077 | 27,480 | | 106 = 40, 663 SM 

Jewelry._---.--...-- ele . 66,518 | .- 19, 658 4, 275 - 90,451 UME 
_ Miscellaneous and undistributed_.----.) | 2,595 | 390 _ 2,681 5,666 | ae 

oe eB 269,176 | «81,460 | = 25,176 | 875, 812 mY 

+ Stoeks—Stocks of platinum metals in the hands of refiners, import- =. 
ae ers, and dealers were 303,387 ounces on December 31, 1942, compared == 
mo with 322,843 ounces at the close of 1941.0 0 

Stocks of platinum metals held by refiners 1 in the United States, December 81, 1988-42, aa 

| Year | Platinum | Palladium) Iridium | ™°OCM™ | Tol 
| ~ os Co a - ee | ruthenium | | ~ 7 7 Coe 

ggg moss | 30,071 | 7, 451 9, 631 W749 
. 198922222] 71, B98 29,273} = 7,000] = 9,884} = «2117, 550 os 

1940 FLL lee 144, 302 93, 244 82, 368 269, 914 Do ve 
- 194110022] 150,887] «:138,014} 83,942 | 22, 848 Le 

| 1042 Lanne eee] 160,724 | 107,888]. 85,280 | £803,387 0 

1 In 1940 figures also include stocks held in the United States by importers from the United Kingdom; in oe Ls 
: _ 1941 and 1942 figures also include stocks held in the United States by all importers and dealers.. o oo se 

a a _. FOREIGN TRADE * a od 

o Imports —Imports of platinum metals into the United States in et 
| 1942 established a new record and amounted to 335,954 ounces,® SE 

| a gain of 8 percent over the previous peak year 1941. The principal» 
sources of imported platinum metals in 1942 were Canada (222,685 |: 
ounces) ,° Colombia (46,714 ounces), United Kingdom (33,576 ounces), © ~~ a 

: and U.S. S. R. (32,226 ounces). Imports of unrefined platinum (ex- ss 
| cluding scrap) increased in 1942 to 271,023 ounces (226,951 in 1941), and 8 

| imports of refined platinum (including scrap) to 46,172 ounces (27,763 La 
- in 1941). Imports of refined palladium dropped in 1942 to 9,984 © 

ounces (46,099 in 1941). Imports of refined iridium, osmium, and _ ae 
ruthenium also declined substantially in 1942, whereas there was a 8 

| marked gain in imports of refined rhodium. Figures on imports in a 
1942 are subject to revision. Ce 

‘ Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B.. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the oe 
Department of Commerce. " 

’ The concentrates and residues imported from Canada contain, in addition to platinum, substantial 
" quantities of palladium, iridium, rhodium, and ruthenium, but apparently only the platinum content is “ 

_ recorded by the Department of Commerce. 3,
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eo’. Platinum metals imported for. consumption in the United States, 1938-42... oe 

oe Co , os. Year _|Troyounces| Value a Year !Troyounces|) Value - . 

He W9BB eee] 161,189 | $4,366,912 |] 1941... | 1309, 995 | 1 $7, 143, 612. 
Wee (1989---2 2 eeeee 306, 627 9, 881, 531 |} 194232... le] 1335, 954 | 18, 646, 635 
Bet 1940.22 | 1195, 645. | 15, 748,005 || . Pee 
bing dag . me ; ; . . 

Bel 1 The concentrates and residues imported from Canada contain also substantial quantities of palladium, a 
Be! iridium, rhodium, and ruthenium, but apparently only the platinum content is recorded by the Department . 
Poe --of Commerce. _ - a BO oo - _ : | 
Foye 4 Subject torevision. | pe - Se . 

a Platinum metals. (unmanufactured) imported for consumption in the United States, | 

eee a ot 94 ) 19421 : | 
Re a Metal | ca 7 ~ en 
a - Be a re toy Yy ‘roy |. | 
Be | ce - oe , ounces | Value | ounces | Value , 

Re :.. Ores and. concentrates. of platinum metals (platinum? |  s—is|sCy a Pe, 
mee Gbent) onsen ene eeeeee-ne---p----e-| 175,810 | $3,317,809 | 202,836 |$4,300, 690 : 
joe ee Grain and nuggets (including crude, dust, and residues) |- °©°- - Co ft me 
as. (platinum 3 content)__/..-!-..-2.----2------------------| 51,141. | 1,300,601 | - 68,187 | 2,006,500. 
Bey Sponge and scrap (platinum content) ......._..-..-.-..--] _ 17,898 635, 062 13, 918 341, 316 
ee - Ingots, bars, sheets, or plates not less than 4%-inch thick ef, 
Be sa (platinum content). sen eeneneeceeeeeeseereeeeene 9,865 | 322,989 | 32, 254° | 1,193,183 

Uhr BF oe | 254,714 | 5,576,461 | 317,195 | 7,841,689 
pes Yridium 2 eee eee eee eee eee eeeee eae | «1,292 | 279, 455 485 | 63,526 
pe —  Osmiridium...._...-...---22-.--------- eee ene eee eee] 266 | 28, 851 276 | -23, 367 | 
ok © Osmium... 22s eee eee eee eee e-| 1, 689 58, 028 475 20, 764 | 
meee - Palladium... 2222.2 eee eee ---------| 46,099 | 851,174 --.. 9,984 190, 892 
Ky Rhodium... 22222-2222 eee ene eee eee eee 2, 780 | 271,809 | ~ 4,609 430, 055 
eo Ruthenium... +2222 222-222-222 eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee] 8,155] 82,834 | 2,930 | 76,342 

Bo oo oo | 309,995 | 7,143,612 | 335,954 | 8,646,635 

Ke 1 Subject to revision. _ te 7 . 
foe oe ? The concentrates and residues imported from Canada contain also substantial quantities of palladium, 
fe iridium, rhodium, and ruthenium, but apparently only the platinum content is recorded by the Depart- 
Bh By _ ment of Commerce. — 7 — | 

By — Platinum metals (unmanufactured). imported for consumption in the United States 
bo | | _ tn 1942, by countries, in troy ounces} . : : 

. | , | oo Platinum - : : 

a Grain | Ingots, | a 
‘ . Ores and; and . bars, 

. concen. eee Sponge sheets, or Osmi- ° P 1 Rhodi- 
trates of | (includ- an plate : um ana alla- | um and 

Country, plati- ing scrap | not less | idlum| “Geni | dium | ruthe- | Total 
oe | . num j crude, | (plati- | than ridium | nium |. 

. metals jdust,and| num | %-inch 
(plati- |residues)} con- thick 
num? | (plati- | tent) | (plati- 

. content)| num 2 num 
content) content) 

Canada_.._.___....| 185,913 | 20,175 | 13,838 16| (3) 41 21 2.700 | 222, 685 
Colombia..______...]__:......| 46,711 3 |_---------|---------}---2----}---------|-----_-| 46, 714 

° United Kingdom_-_}| 16,923 1, 295 4} LL LL 485 555 9,484 | 4,830 33, 576 
U.S.8. R____ 22 |.--------|---------|---------} 32,226 |---| |e ee _|ei.---| 32, 226 
Other countries____|...-__..- 6 73 “12 (3) 155 498 9 753 

202,836 | 68.187 | 13,918 | 32, 254 485. 751 | . 9,984 7, 539 | 335, 954 
. 

1 Subject to revision. . 
2 The concentrates and residues imported from Canada contain also considerable quantities of palladium, _. 

iridium, rhodium, and ruthenium, but apparently only the platinum content is recorded by the Depart- 
ment of Commerce. 

3 Less than 1 ounce,
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Exports. —Exports of refined platinum metals and alloys (including = - .» 
: scrap) increased to 102,460 ounces in 1942 from 15,405 ouncesin1941. 2 ix 

However, the 1942 exports included 97,800 ounces of refined palladium, = =— 
| which was shipped to Canada for storage. On the other hand, the =» 

: 1941 figures included 8,100 ounces of refined platinum which was. 
_-yeexported to U..S. S. R. Deducting these items, exports of un- ~~. ¢ 

; manufactured platinum metals in 1942:and 1941 were 4,660 and 7,3050 00 it} 
‘ounces, respectively. Canada and Argentina were the chief foreign as. 
: , . . , . . a : . : Ae 

markets for platinum metals in 1942. SO are 

po Platinum and allied metals exported from the United States, 1938-42 rs 
mm : | | | , ee Oe 
. ; : ee 

| ; | | Platinum (bars, in- ae emia: | a a! See 

' Ore and concen- — gois, sheets, othee ium, ruthenium, | Manufactures of, ey a 
| | trates | ponge, anc over | and osmium (met- | except jewelry oS 

7 : | _ | forms, ineluding | 4) and alloys, in- | — ae 
| _ Year . Sn scrap) _ . _ ¢luding scrap) _ 7 - oe 

Troy © . Tro; , Tro Troy X7o ae 
| ounces | Value | ounces Value ounces Value . ouness | Value. : ag 

. . . . : . : , ‘ aN 

© 1988. | CY (Q | 383,685 ASL 156,644 | Q) 796 | $31,111. eee: 9392S a). 246,329 |21,528,563| (3) | (a) | 4,04 | 213445 2 Sg 
1940..--.-------| (|) | | 255,027 | 2 2,280,339 |. 2) | 7800] 96-708 

c, 1941____..--2.--- 244.| $11,713] 215,405} . 2 607, 333 (2) | @) . |. 8,204) 160, 674 ee 
— agagPTTITIIISIIT] 5 ga] 6) 581 | 3,354] 126,007 | 99, 106 | $2,301,953 | 1,246] 61,08 

oS 1 Not separately classified. _ | : a | oo | oo oe lk 
sO 2 Palladium, rhodium, iridium, osmiridium, ruthenium, and osmium included with platinum; not sep- A 

_ arately classified before 1942; ~ - . | oe A 

_ Platinum. and allied metals exported from the United States in 1942,-by countries | 7 “ a 

ee J. | . ¢ jy. | Palladium, rhodium, " a 
| : . a Platinum (bars, in- iridium, osmirid- | _ oe - Ne 

- | : Ore and concen- | S0°s See ey othe, |. ium, ruthenium,’ Manufactures of, a 
| | |. trates eee. including | 22d osmium (met- | except jewelry coke 

’ al and alloys, in- | | a 4 - Country scrap) | > eluding scrap) . on ast 

: Troy Troy | ven. | Troy | Troy | A a. - | ounces | V8lue | ounces | Value. | ounces | - Value | ounces | Value | a bu 

Argentina. ........|.......--|---.----2- 251| $9, 991 462 | $13, 728 78) $5,107 9 Sy 
— Brazil............| 46. | $1, 873 290 10, 884 93 2,912 75 | 7,192 AS 

Canada..---.-..-.|----------|/---------| 1,783 | 78,148 | 98,376 | 2, 279, 737 640 | 24,147 ee 
Chile.....-2. 20-2 |222 222 234 9, 291 57 2,643} 391 2087 | A 

So Netherlands In- . | | VO 4 

- dies_-...--------]..-------.-]-------6-- 321 11,413 |_....---.-]--.-.-..---- 2 | 79 Mt 
Other countries____ 113 | §, 008 625 11,280] 118 2,928 | . 412) 22,476 a 

| 159 | 6, 681 | 3,354 | 126,007 | 90,106 | 2,301,953} 1,246] 61, 088 es 

: | WORLD PRODUCTION Be 8 
. . : e e . e e eo ' uo se 

| Because of restriction on.the publication of statistics by certain = =! 
governments, figures for many countries since 1939 have not been OS 
available. | i: 

Canada.—According to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, re-- © 7 
coveries of platinum metals from the nickel-copper ores of the 

_ Sudbury district, Ontario, were 298,400 ounces of platinum and oY 
226,600 ounces of other platinum-group metals in 1942 (an all-time 8 
high), compared with 124,257 ounces of platinum and 97,432 ounces of 
other platinum-group metals in 1941. Placers in British Columbia 4 
yielded 30 ounces of platinum in 1942, compared with 60 ounces in 1941. A 

5562504852 : oe
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—"s Colombia.—Colombia exported 49,163 ounces of crude platinum in 
we. , 1942..(87,849-in 1941). The South American Gold & Platinum Co. _ 
~~ produced 25,786 ounces of crude platinum metals in 1942 (30,548 in | 
yo- 1941) and 51,974 ounces of gold (72,582:in 1941). The figures for 
“"- - other operators are not available. © 2 | 

So. Onion of South Africa.—Figures on output-of platinum metals are - 
Be . . os . ‘ ,: 7 . .- ; . oy mot .: : , : 

— not available for all of 1942, but it is reported that production to the —_— 
» . full capacity of the plant proceeded uninterruptedly during the year. os 

ae The output was shipped to England forrefining. = = 8 © ©. - 

ee oa «World production of platinum and allied metals, 1 987-42, ‘in troy ounces ~ | | 

eo Compiled by B.B. Waldbauer] 

Boos Country and product 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | i942 ; 

wo Australias rn re es pe 
fea es New South Wales: Placer platinum. .- --: - 46] - 8 Q@) = | ~Q) ~ | 
Bees . . Tasmania: Placer osmiridium......_.- 586 191° 283 © | @® >: (1) —— 
At “© + ". Belgian Congo: From refineries: - = | ced . a | Oy oe . Beas ‘Palladium. _....--..22...-...2.----.----| 12,507 | «1575 | 3,312} | (1) 
A ue mG Platinum. ...-..-.222 2-22.22 eee ee. 2,122. =. 225-4. - 868 — (). (4) . (1). - , 
oon “ o~ Canada: an a ee ne de , - a 
may Placer platinum —-- 2.2222] 22 — wy. 26] .. 24) ~ 60. 30-2. 
moors, + yom refineries:2 7 oo Sp fe pe Do a 
meee Platinum._._-2-- 22-22 --| 189,355 | 161,310 | 148,877 | 108,464 | 124, 257 298,400. 7 
Me _* Other platinum metals____.-.--_---_.-] ° 119, 829 | 180,893 | 135,402 | 91,522 |- 97, 432 | -.226, 600. 7 
wea Colombia: Placer platinum (exports)..---|. 29,315 |. 34,549 | 39,070 | 35,859:| 37,349 49,163 

ee Ethiopia: Placer platinum __.------....._- 3,376]. 3,537 | (4). (1) (yo QQ) 
oe Italy: From refineries: Platinum....-.-._| 1,286} 1,029;. @) | @ |. @. GY. oe 
Se Japan: Placer platinum_._--...-..-....---|. @ | G4 | .@®. | @. | pf |oos.. 
Be . Netherlands Indies (probably placer plat- | == oe Be of | . 
ee ee num) oi 21 | 28} > 34 (i) fe | 
uous... New Zealand: Placer platinum ._____.__-- 55 A 18 |---22-----} 85 Q) . 
ae Panama: Placer platinum.......-........| © 267. |_--.--2--2fe eee |e} EO. 
woe, Papua:? SO oo ae | “ os 
ce . Placer platinum. ...---.-----222-22-.----} 20}. 4d 2 (1) ©. (1) 
Be ._ Placer osmiridium-__-..22.-.--.--..22--| 8{ 4 4 (3) (1) (4) 
a . Sierra-Leone: Placer platinum.__..._.___- 308} «180 83 185) - OF Q) = 
meet | Union of South Africa: ns fo . oe of 
ee _. Platinum (content of platinum metals) 4.| 17,776 | 18,256 18,068 20,140 | 514,205 | . 616,865. 
we os. =: Coneentrates (content of platinum met-. |---| of. 
pce a) S) a 21, 849 35, 124° 41,243 | 51,835 | 554,790 | 643,825 _ 
me oo Osmiridium ?__.._....--..-_-.---.-----| 5, 790 5,354 | ~ 7,081 (1) (1) (1) 
Boe — U, S. S. R.: Placer platinum 8.._.___._...| 100,000 | 100,000! 100,000 | 100,000} 100,000 100, 000. 
Me _ United States:. ee de . mo . 

. . Placer platinum ___._.--...-..-...-..-/.| 10,803 | 40, 932 32, 460 33, 800 26, 221 9 23,213 
_ Ore (content of platinum metals) - ..___- 124 90] 2 66 Jee. — 5 6 

: . From refineries: 10 oO |. o . . . 
me . . Platinum....._..--....-..2.-.-------_|,. 4,761 |: 3,761 ‘5, 270 4, 470 1, 805 4, 333 
ay _. Other platinum metals_._..-...---...- 5, 817 3,486 | 3, 364 3, 304 4, 689 5, 472: 

oe . ee | 11 476, 000 |11 541, 000 |1! 540, 000 |1! 465, 000 |11 483, 000 | 1! 790, 000 

| 1 Data not available. | : | Oo 
oe 2 Recovered from nickel-copper mattes. 

| 3 Year ended June 30 of year stated. 
ee 4 Produced from platinum ores. 

§ January to November, inclusive. 
- 6 January to October, inclusive. 

7 Produced from treatment of gold ores on the Rand. 
8 Estimated production. 
9 Subject to revision. 

: 10 New platinum metals recovered in gold and copper refining of domestic materials. . 
11 Estimate.
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a re GENERAL STATEMENT — Oo sO ne 

The fading of summer in the Adirondack Mountains brought with ©. °.* 
. .. it the first large-scale shipments of ilmenite froma mine near Tahawus, = © = 
_- N. Y., which is to render the United States self-sufficient nilmenite— © 

principal ore of titanium. Domestic production of ilmenite tripled. 
“In -1942 compared with 1941, but rutile output was held somewhat = | 
| below its normal level by a plant-expansion program at the Arkansas = =. 

property. Mining of both titanium minerals is expected to increase Sees 
_- greatly in 1948. Ilmenite imports, normally principally from India, .  —... 

slumped in 1942 to a fraction of their former volume, causing consum- si * 
ers to draw heavily on their stocks while awaiting domestic production ae 

 - to reach its stride. In contrast, rutile imports were able to increase. = 
in 1942 because of the smaller tonnages involved,.a higher shipping —_-_,. 

- priority rating, the relative proximity of Brazilian supplies, and the  ———sss; 
availability of cargo space on vessels returning from delivery of mili- a ME 

/ tary supplies to Australia. White pigments and welding-rod coatings. |» 
_  took-the bulk of the ilmenite and rutile, respectively, consumed in (i 

| 1942, but both minerals also were consumed in ferrotitanilum. — os 

| - GOVERNMENT CONTROL ae as 

| Rutile was put under import control by the Office of Production = ~—-., 
, Mantgement, December 26, 1941 (Order M-63), and inventory = = 
-__- restrictions on ilmenite were removed by the War Production Board, LS 

| dune 26, 1942 (Amendment 2, Order M—161). Producers of titanium a 
_ pigments were directed to set aside a pool of 20 percent of their : 

production for allocation by the Office of Production Management, a 
effective December 1, 1941 (Order M-44). Subsequent amendments a 
moved the effective date to January 1, 1942; clarified the original text; a 
effective February 1 increased the allocation pool to 25 percent of OE 
the output; and December 9 revoked the entire order. Dealers were . 

: verbally requested by the War Production Board in the spring of 1942 a 
| to divert to welding-rod and alloy producers the quantities of rutile . 

normally moving to ceramics manufacturers, although no formal order - 
- to that effect was promulgated. | a 

| 7 -8il | 4
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y.. Price action on titanium pigments first appeared January 3, 1942, _ 
> when to stem a proposed advance the Office of Price Administration | 
~ . requested stabilization of prices at levels of October 1, 1941. The | 
“=. request was made mandatory March 1, 1942 (Price Schedule 98). — 
~ . Amendments allowed one producer to sell above the maximum price — 
ay for 2 months, provided for additional means of enforcement, and 
- after December 2 permitted adjustable pricing for long-termcontracts. _ 

po DOMESTIC PRODUCTION _ : | oe 

~~... Imenite production in the United States tripled in 1942 compared | 
“> - with 1941 and set a new record, but rutile output decreased 15 percent. 
,.- . ° ‘The deeline was due primarily to a stoppage of Arkansas productien 
e.. .  during plant enlargement. JIlmenite concentrates shipped in $1942 - 
‘~~. contained 42 to 52 percent TiO,, and rutile concentrates ranged from = 
“> 90 to 94 percent TiO, Production and shipments, 1939-42, are 
.. shown in the following table. The Bureau of Mines is not at liberty 
» to publish corresponding figures for 1929-38. __ re | 

ee Production and mine shipments of titanium concentrates from. domestic ores in the | 
pee an ee United States, 1989-42 - SO BO 

Be | a . Ilmenite Rutile _ 

BU ear | ~ Shipments ss | _ Shipments — | | orn os - oo | Production | ____ |. Production ae 
freon - (short tons) 7 | (short tons) |. oe 
Pe a _- | Short tons | Value! - Short tons| Value = 

Moo 1 ae : | i $137, 042 () Q  @ | 
yo © 19492 TTT 20,668 | 20,702] 183, 686 2, 888 2,657 | $308, 243 | 
Bo QM) a3;907] = 21526 | = 196,522 | = 8130] ~~ 3431 493,782 
mee MATT] @ Q @ |. 648] ~~ 649. | «= 410, 956 

fee A Represents cost of production for some producers whose product is consumed by affiliated companies. | 
o en 2 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publis figures. . 7 

Be Arkansas.—The Titanium Corporation sold its rutile property at 
Se Malvern, Magnet Cove district, Hot Spring County, in March 1942 
a to the Titanium Alloy Co. of Arkansas, Inc., subsidiary of the Tita- 
a nium Alloy Manufacturing Co. .The property was inactive from 
He January to September, during which time the concentrating plant was 
a enlarged. In its decade (1932-42) of operation the Titanium Cor- 

) | poration produced 3,771 short tons of rutile averaging 93 percent 
7 | 10, and shipped 3,621 tons valued at $440,758. In addition, it , 
i produced 1,281 tons of rutile averaging 52 percent TiO, and shipped 

29 tons valued at $583; the remainder was an inventory sold with the 
_ plant and will be brought up to commercial grade by the new operator. 

_ Klorida.—For 3 years the Riz Mineral Co. (formerly the Consoli- 
dated Operations Corporation) has been recovering rutile, ilmenite, 
and zircon from beach sands near Melbourne, Brevard County. 

: Unworked since 1927, the beach deposits in Duval and St. Johns | 
| Counties near Jacksonville will yield large quantities of rutile in 

ots, according to present plans of the Titanium Alloy Manufacturing 
0. | : 
New York.—The Sanford Lake titaniferous magnetite deposit near 

Tahawus, Essex County, was opened in 1942 by the Titanium Division 
of the National Lead Co., which granted a 25-percent interest in the
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-- project to the Krebs Pigment.& Chemical Division, E.I. du Pont de  ~—— : 
Nemours & Co., Inc. The mine is known as the MacIntyre Develop- =: 

- ment.! Production began in August and by the end of the year was 8 
-__-well on the way toward a daily output of 900 short tons of ilmenite = °3 

concentrates (48 percent TiO,) and 1,800 tons of magnetite concen- = +. 

- trates (64 percent Fe, low P, 9 percent TiO,, 0.85 percent.V) derived = = ,°% 
- from 4,500 tons of ore (16 percent TiO,). Treatment of the imenite = ...7 

involves grinding to pass a 20-mesh screen and concentration 2 ae 
-- -by wet and dry magnetic separators.. Proved ore reserves total ees 
- 15-million tons, and probable reserves of the district are prodigious. = (3 
oo North Carolina.—Umenite production was begun in January 1942 4 

at Finley, Caldwell County, by the Yadkin Valley Ilmenite Co., ene 
: subsidiary of the Glidden Co. The feasibility of producing ilmenite iS 

from black sands of Albemarle Sound was investigated by the North © *% 
Carolina State Board of Conservation and Development and E.I.,; =| 4 

| du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Wilmington, Del., but results were © * 
not encouraging. A rutile deposit near Shooting Creek, Clay County, = °% 

| - from which some shipments were made about 30 years ago, was under Ag 
-.. development in 1941 by the Southern Minerals Co., Asheville, but ~~ 93 

most of the property was condemned by the Tennessee Valley Au- 
_. thority for its Chatuge Dam project. de ae oe EE 
- -Warginia.—Rutile and ilmenite are produced near Roseland, Nelson ss 

County, by the American Rutile ‘Corporation, ‘subsidiary of the = ©: 
Metal & Thermit Corporation. Ilmenite is mined in the same district ie 
by the Southern Mineral Products Co., subsidiary of the Vanadium ahs 

| Corporation of America; this property is estimated to contain at least et 
4 million tons of titanium dioxide? Co CS | OE 

: , HOREIGN TRADE? _ | ee  : 
-Imports——Ilmenite imports in 1942 comprised 4,540 short tonsfrom |. 

Canada, 2,942 * from Australia, 1,287 from Brazil, and 1,165 from oe 
_. India compared with 1941 entries of 156,079 tons from India, 5,725 ©) 

from Canada, 4,093 * from Australia, 3,709 from’ Brazil, and 969 from = =: 
-. Portugal. Imports of rutile in 1942 comprised 4,967 short tons from 

Brazil, 4,661 4 from Australia, 111 from French Equatorial Africa, a 
: and 35 from French Cameroun compared with 1941 entries of 3,752 * ae 

tons from Australia and 2,448 from Brazil. Australian concentrates’. y 
- classified as ‘Zirconium ore” by the Department of Commerce are — 

| about half zircon, and the remaining content is largely rutile and nee: 
ilmenite with some gangue (magnetite, garnet, etc.); the rutile and on 4 

| ilmenite content of such concentrates is estimated and included ino “, 
- the preceding figures. After importation the mixed concentrates are oh 

-. separated into their component minerals by the International Tita- OME 
| nium Corporation (subsidiary of the American Rutile Corporation — ae 

and Ventures, Ltd.), Carteret, N. J.; Orefraction, Inc., Pittsburgh, = , ~ % 
Pa.; and Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y. os 
There were no imports of ferrotitanium, 1941-42. os 

1 Crockett, R. E., Eastern Magnetite: Min. and Met., vol. 24, No. 434, February 1943, p. 84. Oo 2 
Hagar, I. D., The MacIntyre Development—New Source of Titanium: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, , og 

No. 12, December 1942, pp. 47-49. oO oA 
| Hagar, I. D., menite and Magnetite Produced in Quantity at National Lead’s New MacIntyre Develop- tS 

ment: Min. and Met., vol. 23, No. 432, December 1942, pp. 594-596. a 
Mining and Contracting Review, MacIntyre Development—Historic Mine Reopened: Vol. 44, No.13, — re. 

TF avan, ArPbar, Virginia's War Mineral Resources: Virginia Geol. Survey Reprint Series 4, 1942, p. 5. 1s 
3 Figures on imports and exports (unless otherwise indicated) compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of | cot 

Mines, from records of the Department of Commerce. | 
4 Partly estimated. See accompanying table, footnote 2. we
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oe BB Titanium concentrates } imported for consumption in the United States, 1 9388-42 

= on on “Timenite | ; a oo oe | Rutile ee oe 

Be a -  * -vear =. Short tons 4 ghorttons | | oo 
we fo Value of “As|_ Vac ot As oy . mo, a reported”? 3: —_ a reported”? @ oo 
Ee mo a | Asreported | Total? As reported) Total? _ | 

co ggg Toga o75 | 234,141} $1,018,403) 230 sea] * $26,583. 
er | 1939...------.---.-.-----|. 286,576 | 287,191 | —_1, 126, 200 — 44210 787 23,170. 
ie, , 494g. TTT} gat} 641 | 223,801] 750,590; i (i868 | G4] ti 
SO Aggy TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT] 166,846 | 170, 689 629,940; 3,114]; ~—s«6, 201 | . 306,176 
et 1949-0 7,115 | 10,369] 86,694) 6,479 | 10,465 | «626, 875 . 

on a _ i Classified as “Ore” by Department of Commerce. fen oe co ae “ 
Bo - .#Includes Bureau of Mines estimate of ilmenite and rutile, respectively, contained in Australian zircon- . 
we - rutile-ilmenite concentrates classified as ‘“‘Zirconium ore’? by Department of Commerce. Data for 1938 are 
ee adjusted to apportion Australian zircon-rutile-ilmenite concentrates classified as ‘“‘Ilmenite’’ by Department — 
pee co of. Commerce. Ce ee re 7 
Le a 8 Value pertains to “‘As reported” quantity only. Value of remainder included with “Zirconium ore.’ - 
Mone ea _ (See chapter.of this volume on Minor Metals.) oe 7 OE 

“ Eayports.—Exports in 1942 comprised 617 short tons ($117,886) of | 
“> titanium concentrates, 491 tons ($61,909) of titanium ferro-alloys, » 
-. . -- 15-tons ($9,938) of titanium tetrachloride, and 9 tons ($3,728) of other 
“titanium compounds. - SO Pop ; 

ae oo BS —.. §$TOCKS ne BS 

-- Stocks of ilmenite were cut in half during 1942 as a result of virtual 
ho cessation of imports from India and consequent. necessity for con- _ 
“ . - gumers to draw heavily on inventories. On the other hand, imports _ 
«of rutile from Australia and Brazil were not only maintained but - 
% -. appreciably augmented in 1942 so that, ewen in the face of greatly 
*. s nereased consumption,. total inventories of rutile climbed 56 percent. 
s,. Industry stocks of rutile actually declined-3 percent, but that trend 
“was offset by the stock-piling program of Government-owned Metals | 
eo Reserve Co. oo | oo ae | 

fs — Stocks of titanium concentrates in the United States at end of year, 1 941-42, in short 
| _ tons , | os | 

i | | 4944 "1949 | 

oe | oo Timenite | Rutile | . Iimenite , Rutile 
Stocks ef 

| | Estimated| q_... | Estimated Estimated Estimated 
ee | was | TIO: | GTS | Tid, § | toss | Tio, | Gtoss | "Tio, 

g content g content g content g content 

Mine_...........--..| 28,106 | 12, 087 75 53} 11,917 5, 142 75 53 
Distributors 1_....--.| _ 12, 867 6,032 | 2,387 2,238 | 11,541 5,371 | 1,702 1,588 
Consumers__........] 311, 087 178, 258 | 1,144 1,072 | 149,153 81,735 | 1,707 1, 589 
Government__._._.._|.-...-----]----------- 31 29 |----------]-----------| 2,194 2, 062 

| Total stocks...| 352,060 | 196,377 | 3, 637 3,392} 172,611| 92,248 | 5,678 5, 292 

1 Includes ilmenite and rutile content of mixed zirconium-titanium concentrates. . 

CONSUMPTION AND USES : 

Consumption of ilmenite decreased 6 percent and that of rutile 
a increased 67 percent in 1942 compared with 1941. Ilmenite was used



principally in pigments (95 percent) and alloys (5 percent) and rutile «| 
_. In welding-rod coatings (84 percent), alloys (15 percent), and ceram- 

les. (1 percent). SF Sa ee SE ee 

--, Consumption of ilmenite and rutile in the United States, 1941-42, in short tons = 

eo Product ae | E nated | rr a oe 
a ne wa} stimate vce waioht | _Stimated eee : a . Gross weight TiO content Gross weight | TiO: content | : : : a 

Pigments (manufactured titanium di- re 7 ae a og 
oxide) 12.2 2-_2 2 eee e-et----------| 267, 944 147,905 |_..22--22-----2-| veep -ee ene IR 

Welding-rod coatings!.......-..---.---|  . 88 80 5,461 0 BBB 
—) Alloy8_-. eee e2eeeneeeee eet 7,104 |. 3,081; | 709}. © .° 673 ae 

Ceramics__....-.-- 2 ----- eee nnn ene] eeenee ee eee cee n| ceeeeeeen nee e ee 172 462: a 
Oe Miscellaneous 3_-_-.-_--.--------------|----------------]------+--------- - es  - e ny 

Total consumption.........2..---| 275, 106 150,966] 6,361; i986 
aa : | _—_——— 3 rr — ee ss 

oe Pigments (manufactured titanium di-| ; fe . OS oe oy 
Oxide) 12.2 eee cence eee eee 244,465] 184, 964 |_---. ef eee: 

’  'Welding-rod coatings !_....-.-.--.----- (56. 2]. - 8857]. 8, 326. ge! 
Alloys. - 2222-222 tee It, 802° 5, 899 1, 652 1, 526 oo fe 

. . +» Ceramics... 22-22. eee |---| eee eee : 92 a BB oe 
. . Miscellaneous Boone ene een eee T22, (621 15 14 oo og 

| Total consumption.........-..--.| | 257, 535 442 | si0616 | tt«i« HD Ts 

-_ 1 “Pigments” include all manufactured titanium dioxide, consumption of which in welding-rod coatings. Ce - : 
was 1,700 short tons in 1941 and 4,900 tons in.1942. ne re 

ce 2 Partly estimated. . os Be og re eg nr 
-__- § Consists of ilmenite used as a steel flux and rutile used in lamp-electrode coatings and asasteeldeoxidizer, 

| ‘Titanium pigments.—Manufactured titanium dioxide obtained from = 
_ ilmenite is used as a white pigment, principally in paint, varnish, and es 
_. lacquer but also in paper, linoleum, rubber, coated textiles, leather, _ aoe 
_. printing ink, soap, and cosmetics. Nonpigment applications of man- = = | ™ 
_. ufactured titanium dioxide include ceramics and welding-rod coatings. oS 

Domestic production of titanium pigments in 1942 receded from NEE 
. the high levels of 1941 at about the same rate as lead pigments and ye 

registered the second-best year to date. The output was double that — es 
of 1938 and was more in tonnage and twice as large in dollar vol- oly 
ume as any other white pigment. Titanium white paints are noted Sas 
for a high degree of Opacity (covering power), reflectance (brightness), © 

' whiteness, and durability. oe a | | : - of 
| Welding-rod coatings.—Some 321,000 short tons of titanium-coated oy! 

. welding rods were produced in the United States in 1942 compared __ a 
with 152,000 tons in 1941. According to Iron Age, the quantity of a 
all types of welding rods produced in October 1942 was a little over LR 
35,000 tons. Of this amount 60 to 70 percent was being used in a 
shipbuilding to replace riveting with welding, thereby reducing steel . x 

_ requirements for cargo ships by 10 percent. ‘Titanium shields the - 
- are from oxidation during welding and produces a brittle slag that 
protects the cooling weld deposit; it is usually added to coating com- | 
positions as rutile, manufactured titanium dioxide, or ilmenite. . : / 

Titanium alloys —Ferrocarbontitanium (15-20 percent Ti, 3-8 per- 
cent C) is a powerful deoxidizer in steel melts, and ferrotitanium (18-45 a 
percent Ti, 0.1 percent C max.) is added to steel to refine the grain, to - 

| qi Oliver, Frank J., Welding—Given Tremendous Impetus by War: Iron Age, vol. 151, No. 1, January 7, — 
1943, p. 127. a : | Ue
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x». inhibit intergranular corrosion of stainless steels, and to prevent air- : 

hardening of. 5-percent chromium steels. Titanium is added toa | 
“number of nonferrous alloys, particularly to aluminum to increase | 
“..- strength and ductility, and is a constituent of a number of complex | 
Be deoxidizers. The use of the pure metal is limited principally to radio 
woo) fubes. | a a oo an - 

Other uses of titanium.—One hundred to two hundred short tons of _ 
ilmenite are consumed monthly by the Rustless Iron & Steel Corpora- 

«tion, Baltimore, Md., as a replacement for fluorspar (which, according ~ 
’ to the company, emits fumes causing illness to workers) in making 
ae  titanium-bearing stainless steel. Rutile and manufactured titanium — 
***_- dioxide are used in ceramics, principally to improve the acid resistance | 
-.. of porcelain enamels, to impart colors ranging from cream to brown in 
' - pottery bodies and glazes, and to make electric insulators. Con- 
=. sumption of rutile in ceramics was-curtailed in 1942, and the quantities 
Bae. thus conserved were diverted to welding-rod coatings and alloys. | 
Boe Small quantities of rutile are used in lamp-electrode coatings of street 
. lights and as a deoxidizer (with aluminum) in special alloy steels. 
‘.. "‘Titanium carbide is a constituent of hard cutting alloys used in ma- 
Be chine tools. Titanium tetrachloride is an important smoke-screen _ 
~ 7) ehemical. — | a oe Oe ae 

ce Be ~ Titanium (in all forms) showed no price changes in 1942. Ilmenite, 
to 60 percent Ti0,, was nominally quoted at $28-$30 a long ton, f.0. b. | 
Boo Atlantic seaboard, according to Metal dnd Mineral Markets. One 
voc consumer was paying $31.50 a ton for Indian material early in the year. | 
hes _- Rutile, 94 percent TiO., was listed at 8-10 cents a pound. Steel 
Rea _ quoted ferrotitanium, ton lots, at $1.23 per pound of contained Tifor 
ms 40- to 45-percent grade and $1.35 for 20- to 25-percent grade; and 
ee ferrocarbontitanium, 15-20 percent Ti, at $142.50 a short ton for 6- 

nn to S-percent carbon and $157.50 for 3- to 5-percent carbon. Titanium _ 
pegs metal, 96-98 percent, was listed at $5—$5.50 a pound. The base price 
a | of manufactured titanium dioxide was fixed at 144-16 cents a pound 
le by Office of Price Administration Schedule 98, noted under Govern- — 

oo ment Control. 7 | oo : 
a TECHNOLOGY Oe | 

Oo  Titaniferous magnetite analyzing 18 percent TiO., from Poplar 
a Lake, Minn., was crushed to minus-48-mesh and treated by hydraulic 
sO classification, tabling, and magnetic concentration to yield a product. 
/ containing 43 percent TiO,.° The effects of titanium in blast-furnace 

- charges and the recovery of vanadium from Sanford Lake ilmenite 
| tailings (titaniferous magnetite) were investigated by the Bureau of 

| Mines, the University of Minnesota, and the National Lead Co.’ 
| An improved method of making powdered titanium metal was 

. patented.’ ) | 

¢ Minnesota Geological Survey, Notes on Titanium and Vanadium (mimeographed):1942,4pp. 
1 Wood, C. E., Joseph, T. L., and Cole, 8. S., Smelting of Vanadium-Bearing Titaniferous Sinter in an 

Experimental Blast Furnace: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3679, 1943, 24 pp. | 
- 8 Comstock, George F., and Efimoff, Viatcheslav V. (to Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Co.), Powdered 
Titanium Metal: U.S. Patent 2,273,834, February 24, 1942.
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WORLD PRODUCTION = =—— asi‘ (eststi—‘“ iC 

_.. The United Nations controlled most of the known commercial | % 
__. deposits of titanium in 1942. The Axis countries had access only to = 
; mines in Norway and Malaya, unless in addition neutral Portugalsold. = a 

ore to the Nazis or collaborationist Vichy France contributed material ss « 
: from Senegal. Cameroun concentrates, under protectign of the Fight- ok 
- Ing Free French, were shipped to Great Britain and the United States. == 
_ Available data on world production of ilmenite and rutile in recent = 
' . yearsareshowninthefollowingtable =. on | eer 

World production of titanium concentrates (ilmenite and rutile), 1937-42, by countries, | oe: 
Oo | | a — amemetrictons : - ee 

a | - - | .. [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] le. os - _ a 

 Gountry 1937 | 1938 | 1930 | 1940 | 194 | 1942 <e 

Australia: : fe fe me A 
New South Wales... ..-----------.---- 681} @) | 9 742} 2,270]. 4,808} a) ena 

: Queensland... ...-.--2----.-----2--+--- ewe wee fee ee eee ne ween ane Leeda nce . 254 , (). , : Co a vo ir 

- Brazil (exports) ...--..------------------ 234 «BIT 1} 9.12 4, 471 (1) Sa 
7 ~ Canada_zi.-.. 222-2. -----2----.--------| 8, 836. |S |s«188 8, 351 4,114 | 11,477] — 4,768 ae 
- Egypt..--.---.0+...-----22s---sa-s oe 37, | @® | @- | oat ayo 2 os 
- - - Federated Malay States (exports)...----|. 6,290 |. 6, 462 11,098 | 2,596); @ | .@.. ye 

“India, British. --- 2-22-2222 2077T77] 192) 42 | 256,268 | G) fas s50 | | CARER 
.  Norway....-------+--------------------| 84, 209 62,724 | 55,027 |  § () © -(l) - 260,000 © 6 Sos 

Portugal.---....-----------------.------| 1, 456 568.| 409 |. 399. | 798 (1) Oe a 
| Senegal. 2-2-2222 ece cele] 805] 8,486 | | 5,708 | 805] Ct) - | ne 

United States..---.----.--.------.-----.| @ @ | 13,247| 18,750; 2,135], @ = oe 
_ _ Australia: oP . a fe! t- ns 

- New South Wales.........---.----.---]| 41, 141 #460|  790| 2,044! 4,440] ( Ot Rag 
Ce Queensland..-_..--.------------------|--- ee} eel. [oe fee eee ee]s 254 (1) AS 
- °° South Australia_.......-22-22 2222-2 fe ee a: 2) 2 2 (5)  () Pe is 

. - -: Brazil (exports) ..-..-..-.---------------| 377 - 488 489 |. 499 | . 2,369 4,615. Pane 
Cameroun (French) -_....-..-------.-----|- 103 118 — 6 159 GQ -) @ |. @ we 

' Norway.------------------------------- 187 | 14/ 16}; @) | a f° oy ae 
. - South-West Africa.--....--.-.---------- 16 feel ee |e eee epee] ~ @) re: 

United States. 620 |) 889} 02 

' 1-Datanotavailable = |. . oo oo . my D 
2 Subject torevision. ©. _—s._. Oo - Rage 
# Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures.. . Do . s So OS oe 

_.6 In addition, zircon-rutile-ilmenite concentrates were produced as follows—1937: 73 tons; 1938: 98 tons. , ote 
, Less than 1 ton. : oe 
“Exports, ae | tt 

_ Algerva.—The Keddaradans mine, Palestro district, produced 1,475 ons 
| metric tons of titanium-zirconium concentrates in the first 4 months ot 

of 1942. | / | a oe | ek 
Ausiralia.—Mixed rutile-ilmenite-zircon concentrates. are produced | a4 

_ in New South Wales by Porter & Derrick at Cudgen Headlands, by 
. Metal Recoveries Pty., Ltd., at New Brighton, and by Zircon Rutile, Lot A 

Ltd., at Byron Bay; and in Queensland by Minerals Deposit Syndicate _ on 
at Little Burleigh. Most of the concentrates are exported in mixed «4 
form to the United States; the output of the first-named company oo 
goes to the Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Co., of the second to | od 
International Titanium Corporation, and of the other two largely to oN 
Orefraction, Inc. A little rutile is also produced at Williamstown, al 

: South Australia. Some titanium concentrates are consumed in | ae 
| Australia by the Broken Hill Proprietary Co., Ltd., in making ferro- a 

_ titanium. _ , Os 

| , . | a
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eo... Brazil.—Production. of rutile in- Brazil in 1941 was estimated at = 
“>... 2,500 metric tons, principally from Goyaz, Ceara, and Minas Gerais. 
=... Concentrates average 70 to 95 percent TiO,, the higher grades bringing —s_— 
=. $170 a ton, f. 0. b. shipping port.? Mining conditions were described. 
eos Cameroun (French)—Rutile exports from French Cameroun in 
- .-* January 1940 were 51 metric tons. __ ea Da ne 
vr Canada.—Imenite is produced at St. Urbain, Quebec. Following 
- an announcement by the Quebec Bureau of Mines that field work 
ae indicated favorable opportunities for ilmenite in the Romaine River _ 

<. . area, Saguenay County," a massive deposit of ilmenite containing — 
ee. about 37 percent TiO, and 53 percent FeO was discovered at Allard 
» Lake, southwest of Havre-St. Pierre, by the Vital Metals Prospecting —- 
me Syndicate Te 
oo. >. India.—Sands of the Malabar coast, State of Travancore, have been —' 
_*.. the world’s principal source of ilmenite; they also yield rutile, zircon, —_ 
cae and monazite. Ilmenite production was about 5,100 metric tons in. 
.- August 1942, compared with a monthly capacity of 32,000 tons, and 
- -. stocks on hand were 93,400 tons—due primarily to unavailability of 7 
=. eargo space to the United States. There were no inventories of rutile 
vo. at that, time, and the monthly output of 230 metric tons was expected | 
“by March 1943 to reach 380 tons, most of which was under contract to 
s.. the British Ministry of Supply. Ilmenite cost about.$5 a long ton, | 
"£0. b. Cochin, but the freight rate to the United States was $28. The 

.. three companies that produce titanium concentrates from beach sands 
> * are the Travancore Minerals Co., Ltd., Hopkins & Williams (Travan- 

~ -. gore), Ltd., and F. X. Pereira & Sons (Travancore), Lid. = = ©. 
—.. Spain.—Plans have been made for the erection of a plant near — 
cs... Gijon, Asturias District, to produce ferrotitanium and other ferro- __ 
ve» alloys." Workable beach deposits of ilmenite occur in the nearby 
"+ Districts of Galicia and Coruna and-also in the Balearic and Canary __ 
Bee Islands4 | . | oe : - 

~  . Onated Kangdom.—Sales of rutile were subjected to official control — 
ve May 1, 1942, but legitimate consumers were permitted to order as 
res much as 3 months’ requirements at a time.” Prices of rutile, f. 0. b. - 
~~... gonsumers’ works, were fixed at £54 a long ton for Cameroun con- | 
cone -centrates, £42-£50 for Indian concentrates, and £45 for Australian | 
o concentrates, according to Metal Bulletin. Indian ilmenite, 52-54 

. - percent TiO,, was quoted at 28-30 s. per long ton, f. a.s., at the end 
of 1942. . | | eae 

a a * Wright, Charles Will, Brazil’s Strategic Mineral Resources: Min. Cong. Jour., vol. 28, No. 10, October 

- Ot Bootie Priits, Brazilian Rutile Goes to War: Vol. 15, No. 1, August 1942, pp. 2-8. co 
oo 1! Canadian Mining Journal, vol. 63, No. 4, April.1942, p. 272. 

12 Northern Miner, New Ilmenite Show Looks Big: Vol. 28, No. 27, September 24, 1942, p. 9. 
: 13 Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2709, July 14, 1942, p. 12. 

oo 14 Mining Journal (London), vol. 218, No. 5578, July 18, 1942, p. 29. ; 
Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2710, July 17, 1942, p. 3. 
18 Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2690, May 5, 1942, p. 9.
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SUMMARY OUTLINE, 
co ag 7 page 
~ Beryllium_.__.-.-_---.-----------4-+--------+ ae . 825 gs 
a Boron..._.-...-------------------------------. 821. | Lithium___._-.222-22- eee --------e 825 

Caleium........----.---------------.--.----. . 822] Radium and uranium. _.--.---.2------------- 826 4. 2 ae 
Ro Cerium......-..--.--------------------------- 823 | Selenium and tellurium__.___.-.....--.------ 828 Ce 
. Columbium and tantalum._..........-..-..-. 823 | Thallium__._...2-_-2------------2------------ 829... a 

Germanium _....----------------------------- 825 | Zirconium...--..--------.-----------------7-- 829 _ eee 

a | Beryl requirements for 1943 were estimated at 7,000 short tons by _ a os 
: the War Production Board and at 5,000 tons by the Army and Navy = = 

_- Munitions Board. Beryllium in all forms was placed under import =| .% 
- eontrol May 4, 1942 (amendment to Order M-63), by the War Produc-  _ oe 
; tion Board and under complete allocation June 1, 1942 (Order M-160). 
. Copper scrap containing 0.1 percent or more Be was directed tobe 
_. delivered only to companies specifically authorized by the War Pro- 
_. duction Board, effective March 1,1943 (Order M-9-b), 

Domestic mine production —Mine. shipments of beryl (beryllium ses 
- concentrates) increased 70 percent in 1942 compared with 1941 and 

| were the largest on record. Beryl is produced in several Western and ad 
-. New England States. as a byproduct in mining feldspar, mica, and Os 
-. other pegmatite minerals. Pennington and. Custer Counties in the eg 
_ Black Hills of South Dakota furnished 76 percent of the United States 
-. total in 1942 compared with 96 percent in 1941.0 ss os 

Beryl (beryllium concentrates) shipped from mines in the United States, 7 a oe 

os oe 1938-42 Sg 

a ae yo Oo - | 7 | - | Mine shipments _ 7 - . os 

a _ Year — oO State oe | |. Value | | : - / a 
oe | Be os | __ | Short tons | A ~ as, 

- 1938........-.] Maine....-.-...-.-...--------------------eee--e--e--]| $770 | | ~ $30. 80 | oe “4 
. 1939..........] Colorado, Maine, South Dakota__-.-.....-------.----- 95 2, 720 28. 62 es 

: 4940... f..--do..._.-.. s+ +--+ + eee -- 121 | 3,721) 30.75 Ses 
. 1941._..._....| Maine, New Hampshire, South Dakota, Wyoming-.- - 158 .7,300 | 46.20 a 

1942..........| Colorado, Maine, New Hampshire, South Dakota- -- - 269 24, 188 | 89. 92 . 

: _ Prospecting for beryllium ore was very active in 1942. Most promis- os 
ing is a deposit of helvite (sulfosilicate of manganese, iron, and beryl- “4 
lium) at Iron Mountain, Sierra and Socorro Counties, N. Mex., which af 
was examined in some detail by the Bureau of Mines and Geological me 
Survey and found to contain about a million tons of ore averaging 0.4 — 
percent BeO. This quantity is equivalent to some 35,000 tons of beryl, oe 
but its availability depends upon development of suitable concentra- 4 
tion methods—a problem now being investigated by the Bureau of 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from . a 
records of the Department of Commerce. | 7 

: «819 —
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BAe Mines and private interests. During 1942 the Bureau of Mines and 
fe the Geological Survey examined beryl deposits in Colorado, Connecti- 
-- cut, Idaho, Maine, New Hampshire, South Dakota, and Virginia. Of 
.. \.. 181 pegmatites studied in New Hampshire, 61 were found to contain 
“.-- gome beryl? A search for additional sources of beryl in the Black 
». °. Hills was begun by the South Dakota School of Mines under spon- — 
Poe sorship of the General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y. | 
ne Domestic alloy and compound production.—Beryllium-copper mas- _ 

-.._ « ter alloys are made by the Bery!lium Corporation of Pennsylvania, 
".-- Reading, Pa., and by the Brush Beryllium Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Clif- | 

ton Products, Inc., Painesville, Ohio, a producer of oxide, will enter 
“the alloy field in 1943. The facilities of these three companies are 
~.._- being expanded by commitments of $1,900,000, $615,000, and $200,000, — 
» respectively, by the Government-owned Defense Plant Corporation. 
ae In addition, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation is loaning 7 
>»... $500,000 to the Beryllium Corporation of Pennsylvania. Metallic — 
"beryllium and beryllium compounds are produced by the Brush Beryl- 

lium Co. The Calloy Co., Harbor City, Calif., made some testrunson  __ 
.. beryllium oxide early in 1942 but had no commercial output during the . | 
cP year. Recent patents on beryllium production have been summarized.? — 
-, Foreign trade.—Beryl imports declined 27 percent in 1942 compared 
a with 1941, primarily as a result of an Argentine embargo in effect __ 
‘most of the year. Two-thirds of the 1942 imports were entered in | 
.. January and December. Exports in. 1942 comprised 1,531 pounds | 
pee _ of beryllium concentrates, 25,256 pounds ($24,882) of alloys and metal, _ | 
“and 4,778 pounds ($9,274) of compounds. = = Oo 

a a ‘Beryl imported for consumption in the United States, 1938-42, by countries, in Bo . Co a Short tons - 

he | Country of origin 1938 1939 |. 1940 1941 1942 

_  Argentina_-...2--222 2222-2222 78 384] 429 - 861 701 
QL Oo Brazil. -.._-..---.-----..-.------- eee {eee | 75. BIT 1, 805 915 
oe India and Dependencies (British India) -__ 58 |_.--------- |---| eee] 282 a _ Union of South Africa--.2..- Pa TTT 6p 8B . 
ae Tota | a es ns es Do, Short tons._......----..---2--e---- 146| 459 805 | 2, 666 1, 936 

Value__.------- 2-2-2 e ee $5, 990 . $14,574 | = $28, 865 $143, 992 | - (1) 
oo Average per ton. .-..-------__..-] $41. 03 $31. 75 $29. 65 $54. 01 (4) . 

oe 1 Data not available. . 

| | Stocks.—Inventories of beryl held by the principal miners, dealers, 
and consumers in 1942 declined from 2,200 short tons January 1 to 
1,400 tons December 31. In addition, the Government-owned Metals 

/ Reserve Co. began stock-piling beryl in the third quarter and had © 
725 tons on hand at the end of the year. | | 

, Prices.—Beryl prices continued to climb in 1942, and 10- to 12-per- 
cent material brought $75-$100 a short ton. Beryllium-copper master : 
alloy (4 percent Be) continued to be quoted at $15 per pound of con- | 
tained Be by one producer but was listed at $17 by the other. Beryl- 
lium metal, 96 percent, was quoted at $47 a pound and beryllium- 
aluminum at $40 per pound of contained Be, according to American 
Metal Market. : 

a ?Olson, J. C., Mica-Bearing Pegmatites of New Hampshire: Geol. Survey Bull. 931_P, , 1942, pp. 363-403, 
* Light Metals (London), Recent Inventions Relating to Beryllium Alloys : Vol. 5, No. 56, September 1942, pp. 361-363.
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_.._ Uses.—The principal application of beryllium isin beryllium-copper == 
| alloys (0.1-3.5 percent Be; 0-2.6 percent Co, Cr, or Ag; remainder Cu), =... 
_. fabricated into instrument springs, diaphragms, motor parts subject = =s_—_.. 

to wear, and low-sparking tools. Beryllium hardens copper and. - st 
| increases its tensile properties without greatly decreasing electrical ._—«--— -*: 

conductivity. Beryllium-copper springs have a large amplitude of = —- * 
movement combined with remarkable freedom from elastic drift- & 

| properties that enable them to retain stable springiness to a much. ——-— 
: . : . e . ; ° : *e a eit _. greater degree than springs made of any other available corrosion- Lo 
_ resistant material. Beryllium oxide is used in white fluorescent lamps _ oe 

and special refractories and the metal® as windows in X-ray tubes. | Lo 
Interest in berylliium-aluminum continues, but. certain fabricating eS 

_ difficulties remain to be solved. Some raw beryl is ground for use in a 
ceramics. . a ee ee . og 

_ |. Foreign production—Argentine beryl output comes from the oe 
_-. Provinces of Cordoba and San Luis, but the reserves of the largest = =: 

_ producer (Las Tapias mine in Cordoba) are approaching exhaustion. 8 8 =« 
‘To -assure an adequate ore supply for the beryllium oxide-carbonate SS 

: plant of Sociedad Anonima Berilo Argentina, Juan Ortiz, Province rae 
of Santa Fé, an embargo was placed on beryl early in 1942, but the sss 3: 

._. plant experienced operational ‘difficulties and consumed little ore, so ye 
the embargo was lifted October 7. Brazilian beryl comes principally = |. = 
from the States of Paraiba and Rio Grande do Norte. Avberyldeposit = = 8 ©** 

. din the Karibib area of South-West Africa was opened in March 1941 ©. 
_ by Jooste Lithium Mines, Ltd. Occurrences of beryl in South Africa _ a 

Oo and Canada have been described.6 The Beryllium Smelting Co.,Ltd, 8 8 —.. 
- London, was. formed in June 1942 “to carry on business of refiners =: 

| and smelters of beryllium and beryllium compounds.” ~~ | oe 

= World production of beryl, 1986-42, by countries, in metric tons? oe ey 

Country 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1930 | 1040 | 194 | 194200, 

Argentina...........-------------------------} 800] 260] 753 | 290) 520] 1,986 | 2-784" erase 
Australia, Western_-_....--....----.----------|--------]--------]-------- 6 21 &@ - (@) or 
Brazil (exports) _-...-.-.---.------------------| 4 J---2---- 203 |. 276; 1,472} 1,703 | 4 963 wed 
Canada (estimate) -.-.-----.----------------- 18 {| 9 161.| = (3) @). 7; @® NS 
India, British_....._......0.-._.-.-.----._--- 89. 24 15 9 (@) -| @) (3) OE 
Madagascar (estimated exports).........-.-_- 10 2} . 2) & (3) (8) (3) oo eee 
Portugal......-..-.---2-------------------- | 2] 2265] | BD | OM] 
South-West Africa_.--_--------_-------------| @ + ©® (3) +]. (3) (3) 2) @ ee 

| Union of South Africa (estimate)_....__...-_- 5) (3) (8) @ | &® | @® @  — og i 
United States (mine shipments)...--.--.-|_ @ 68| ’ 23]  g86{ 110] 148 Mh 

| 1 In addition to countries listed, beryl may also be produced in France, Italy, Norway, Portuguese East ee “f 
Africa, Rumania, and U.5. 8. R. | eS 

3 Exports. | | : es 
3 Data not available. ; : ey 
4 January to September, inclusive. ce , | a8 

BORON — | | a og 
bee 

e ° ° “@ e : “ Ae 

Boron was a metallurgical hit of 1942, virtually assuring itself — aa 
high rank in future among the conventional ferro-alloy elements. 1S 
The effect of boron on steel is to increase hardenability (depth of od 
hardness) ; greater ultimate strength and elastic limit are also ob- Jo 

‘Carson, Robert W., Springs of Beryllium Copper : Aero Digest, val. 41, No. 1, July 1942, ots 
pp. 150, 153, 272-273. oy 

5’ Claussen, G. E., and Skehan, J. W., Malleable Beryllium: Metals and Alloys, vol. 15, wt 
No, 4, April 1942, pp. 599-608. | : : tf 

6 Chubb, W. F., yllium—Its Economics and Technology: Light Metals (London), vol. Sot 
5, No. 52, May 1942, pp 156-164. . oo og
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... tained.” Boron additions of 0.003, percent can substitute for 1 percent 
oo +. nickel, 0.3 percent chromium, 0.2 percent manganese, 0.12 percent . 
mo. vanadium, or 0.1 percent molybdenum.* Thus, the incorporation of 
~... boron in NE (National Emergency) steels enables the quantities of | 
eo. _ strategic metals used to be reduced without impairing quality. Not 
“7 + @ new discovery, boron in steel has been adopted as a result of fuller __ 
* >. realization that only quantities as small as 0.001 to 0.003 percent give —> 
-.- optimum results and that much excess causes hot shortness and 

~ >>. °° produces brittle steel.. Boron is introduced as ferroboron (10-20 _ 
y.--- percent B), boron-silicon (Borosil), or one of a series of complex | 
~\. alloys (0.2-2 percent B) such as Grainal, Bortam, Carbortam, Silvaz, _ 
pees OP Gileaz 
-°._- In cast iron 0.02-0.12 percent boron reportedly increases-hardness, 
.»* yefines the grain, and improves wearing qualities, although it also 
>: reduces malleability. Boron is a strong deoxidizer, and its use to ~ 
"o . . Remove oxygen and nitrogen from copper alloys is said to increase 
=. the mechanical soundness and electrical conductivity of castings. - 

Salts of boron are discussed in the Magnesium Compounds and 
Miscellaneous Salines chapter of this volume. == = © | a 

- Production of calcium metal was increased in 1942 by the principal __ 
— * + producer—the Electro. Metallurgical Co., Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. - 
» ‘The metal was informally placed under Government allocation — 

control at the beginning of 1948, and a conventional War Production —_ 
Board order was expected by the middle of the year. Calcium-silicon  _ 

-5 | ‘was subjected to direct allocation by the Office of Production Manage- 
eo ment July 29, 1941 (Order M-20), which was revised November 29, _ 
~ 1941. (Order M-20-a), and extended indefinitely May 30, 1942 
sy... (Amendment 1). Calcium-silicon was ‘imported from Canada in. 
a 1942 and from France in 1941. Calcium metal, 97-98 percent, ton _ 
“lots, continued to be quoted at $1.25 a pound in 1942. According to 

ee Canadian Metals & Metallurgical Industries, calcium-silicon, ton , 
an lots, was 1614 cents a pound, f. o. b. Welland, Ontario. Metallic 
~ -- caleium, calcium-silicon, and other calcium alloys are used primarily __ 
me in deoxidizing steel.° Additions of up to 0.25 percent calcium in 7 
Oo some magnesium castings reduce the heat-treating time and result 
oe in an improved surface. | - | | 
, Calcium metal and calicium-silicon imported for consumption in the United 

| —- States, 1938-42 . 

. 1938 1939 1940 1941 | 1942 
/ Commodity =e a | 

Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value 

Calcium metal__.__| 41, 299/$16, 144) 41, 718|$17, 758] = 11, z $6, 518}__..--___}_._22_- — . 
_ Calcium-silicon- -__/1, 402, : 77, 0088, 972, = 12/2, 131, 768/154, 48 111, : $8,337; 60, 300/810, 144 

7 Comstock, George F., Effects of Eight Complex Deoxidizers on Some 0.40-Percent Car- . 
bon Forging Steels: Trans. Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng., vol. 150, 1942, pp. 408-420. 
Metals Technol., vol. 9, No. 1, January 1942, Tech. Pub. 1417, 13 pp. 

Lippert, T. W., Boron: Iron Age, vol. 150, No. 21, November 19, 1942, pp. 41-44. 
Tisdale, Norman F., Boron—A New Vitamin for Steel and Cast Iron: Metal Progress, 

vol. 41, No. 3, March 1942, pp. 330-331. 
§ Tisdale, Norman F., Boron Steels Increasingly Favored : Iron Age, vol. 151, No. 5, Feb- 

ruary 4, 1943, pp. 40—44. . 
* Hiner], Otto, and Neurath, Frederic, The Alkaline Earth Metals and Their Alloys— 

Increasing Technical Importance: Chem. Age (London), vol. 47, No. 1205, August 1, 1942, 

PPsandersoi, L., Calcium: Canadian Min. Jour., vol. 63, No. 12, December 1942, pp. 
big ° 

’



_. Ferrocerium, the principal pyrophoric (sparking) alloy, was in. - © 
strong demand during 1941 and 1942 as a constituent of cigarette > on 
lighters for our armed forces and particularly for export to the ee” 4 

_ United Kingdom under Lend-Lease agreement. ‘The supply was 
_. provided by the Cerium Metals Corporation (formerly American = cua 
_- Treibach Chemical Works), Niagara Falls, N. Y., and by Shawini- _ NG 
,. gan Chemicals, Ltd., Shawinigan Falls, Quebec, Canada. Imports oo 
ho of cerium alloys from Canada, only foreign source since the outbreak = 8 8 *., 
. of war, totaled 11,573 pounds ($65,549) in 1942 compared with 20-0 

190 pounds ($90,948) “in 1941 and 462 pounds ($1,611) in 1946. | 
| Exports of cerium alloys and metal were 26,016 pounds - ($84,789) = = «2 
_ In 1942. Cerium metal was quoted by Metal Bulletin (London) at = =: -* 

£7 5s. a pound and the 52-percent alloy at 35s. a pound at the close — oe 
.. of 1942. Ferrocerium is used in cigarette lighters and acetylene- ee 
__ welding torches and as a metallurgical refining agent. Cerium'metal = ~~: 
_. finds. application in the evacuation of radio tubes. The principal ore ag 

of cerium is monazite, described in the Minor Nonmetals chapter of ~~. ee 

ee GOLUMBIUM AND TANTALUM = — —— wg 

_.. Columbium (niobium) and tantalum ores were placed under im- ane 
_ port control by the War Production Board April 9, 1942 (Amend- - ie 
-. ment 4, Order M-63). Full allocation control of tantalum in all == = * 
"forms was instituted May 22, 1942 (Order M-156), and of ferro. $=. —. 
» columbium March 25, 1943 (Order M-296). Columbium and tanta- _ oe 
_. lum ores (columbite and tantalite) are invariably mixtures, desig- ©  §\ 

nated one or the other depending on the relative content of Cb.O; = 8 
and Ta,O,;.. The Government, stock pile held by the Metals Reserve =. |. 

_. Co. ineluded no columbite but 427,756 pounds of tantalite at theend =§ =, 
of 1942 and 1,016 pounds of columbite and 321,867 pounds of tanta- © © 
lite March: 8, 1943. | OS : a os 

' Domestic production—Some 1,000 pounds. of tantalite-columbite oO 
_ was produced in South Dakota and Wyoming in 1941-42, but only one 

_ 200 to 250 pounds was shipped each year. The sole domestic pro- _ ducer of ferrocolumbium is the Electro Metallurgical Co., Niagara eee 
Falls, N. Y., and the principal producer of tantalum metal and gs 

_ compounds is the Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation, North Chicago, | oe 
Ill. Adjunctive to its original plant, the latter company inthename § | 

| of its subsidiary—the Tantalum Defense Corporation—is erecting Lo 
facilities for which the Government-owned Defense Plant Corpora- = 
tion has provided $4,225,000. | | | oo a 

_ -Tantalite shipped from mines and columbite and tantalite imported for consump- 4 
7 . tion in the United States, 1988-42 © a oO 

| Mine shipments of Imports oe 
"” tantalite 1 Te | 

Year Columbite . Tantalite | - | 

| Pounds Value Pounds | Value Pounds Value a 

1630] ako] 6b] SRT] 82888] 4.706 | $90, one . | WALES aie vaio] a | AS] aso ak ae = 1942-00220] 8200 3175 | 1,762,355 | 608917] 575,799 | 481’ sa0 . 
"-Eneludes some columbite. +? Revised estimate. ?Subjecttorevsion :
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wo Foreagn trade-—Columbite imports comprised 1,724,800 pounds 
eo from Nigeria, 36,422 from Belgian Congo, and 1,183 from Brazil in _ 
eo — 1942; and 1,435,312 pounds from Nigeria, 2,914 from Argentina, and 
foe 2,229 from Brazil in 1941. Tantalite imports included 309,843 pounds 
z--. from Belgian Congo, 224,835 from Brazil, 18,971 from Southern | 
ee Rhodesia, 17,380 from India, and 3,800 from Canada in 1942; they 
Be — totaled 161,996 pounds from Brazil, 146,904 from Belgian Congo, _ 
2 +. 64,773 from South-West Africa, 29,574 from Australia, and 217 from — 
~, the Union of South Africa in. 1941. Exports in 1942 comprised 200, 

ee - pounds ($277) of ferrocolumbium, 266 pounds ($18,475) of tantalum 
metal and alloys, and 179 pounds ($2,595) of tantalum compounds. —_ 

, Prices —Columbite (about 65 percent) was selling at 50-56 cents. 
cs per pound of contained Cb.O; early in 1943. The Metals Reserve _ 
“Co, purchased tantalite during 1942 at $1.25 per pound of contained © 
bes Ta,0, for 40-percent. material, $1.75 for 50-percent, $2.15 for.60-per- 
ao cent, and $2.60 for 70-percent material. Ferrocolumbium, 50-55 per- 
ei. gent, was quoted by Metal and Mineral Markets at $2.25-$2.30 per __ 
i. pound of contained Ch, f. 0. b. Niagara Falls. Columbium metal. 
"+ gontinued to be listed at $227-$254 a pound and tantalum metal at 

oo . Gses.—The addition of 0.5 to 0.8 percent columbium to stainless 
nn steels?° has been found to improve weldability; creep strength, and 

ye ‘impact strength. One application is aircraft exhaust stacks, mani- | 
Pees folds, and collector rings. Tantalum is used principally in electronic | 
PM os tubes and carbide tools and as a catalyst in producing butadiene syn- ._- 
pee thetic rubber. Smaller quantities go into corrosion-resistant equip- — 
Bet ~ ment for chemical plants and into aerial camera lenses. The glass for. 
RE oS these lenses is a mixture of tantalum, tungsten, lanthanum, and boron — 
“= gxides without silica and combines high refractivity and low dis- 
a persion, resulting in a lense that can be used at high altitudes with 

no loss of definition or coverage. -Tantalum metal is recommended for 
Pe _ skull plates? | — —— 
eS : Foreign production.—Nigeria produced 623 metric tons of colum- — 
_.-- - bite and exported 862 tons in the first 9 months of 1942, according | 
~ «to the War Production Board. The Jantar Nigeria Co., Ltd., prin- 
Co cipal producer, mined 424 metric tons of columbite and shipped 711 | 
_ | tons during the year ended September 30, 1942; proved ore reserves at 
_ that time were 4,800 tons, and the expected output for the 1943 fiscal 

| year was 500 tons, all under contract to American buyers.’? A pilot 
oO plant for producing columbiym oxide has been built in England.* © 

- Belgian Congo was producing about 11 metric tons of tantalite 
| monthly in mid-1942, according to the War Production Board. Bra- 

7 zilian exports of tantalite-columbite were stated by the Board of 
Economic Warfare to be 94 tons in 1941. Moneta Mines, Ltd., 

| opened a tantalite deposit in 1942 between Malartic and Amos, 
Quebec, Canada.“ | | 

10 Clark, C. L., Influence of Columbium or Titanium Additions to 5 Cr-Mo Steel: Oil and 
Gag Jour., vol. 40, No. 27, April 2, 1942, pp. 39-41; No. 50, April 23, 1942, p. 72. 

Riegel, Emil Raymond, Industrial Chemistry: Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New 
York, 4th ed., 1942, pp. 799, 818-819. ; 

11 Pudenz, Lieut. (j.g.) Robert H., The Repair of Cranial Defects with Tantalum: Jour. 
Am. Med. Assoc., vol. 121, No. 7, February 13, 19438, pp. 478-481. 

12 Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2755, December 29, 1942, p. 12. 
13 Horne, W. P., A Note on the Experimental Production of Mixed Oxides of Tantalum 

and Niobium from Nigerian Columbite: Bull. Inst. Min. and Met. (London), No. 458, Janu- 

ary, Ganedign Mea. Jour., vol. 63, No. 9, September 1942, p. 614.
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_ 2 GERMANIUM 7 Fe ag 

~ Germanium in small quantities (often about 0.01 percent) occursin 

__ gine and copper ores, but it has never been recovered on a commercial re 

| scale in the United States. A pilot plant erected by the Eagle-Picher gs 

Mining & Smelting Co., Henryetta, Okla., to treat cadmium by- = 

a products yielded small quantities of germanium metal, oxide, and one 

chloride during 1942. Uses for germanium are reported occasionally, oe 

. but none have appeared sufficiently promising to induce the War Pro- = 

' duction Board to stimulate domestic production or. importation from rs 

South-West Africa of a quantity of germanium residue obtained as@ i “ 

byproduct of. smelting Tsumeb copper-lead-zinc ores. Germanium «| | 

metal was quoted by suppliers of rare metals at $3-$5 a gram in New se 

---'York and 19s. 6d. a gram in London at the close of 1942, but commercial = «4 

grades were available at lower prices. _ ees 

| — Domestic production—Indium metal production in the United _ a 

- States in 1942 increased several-fold over 1941. Virtually the entire os 

-—-- 1942 output—byproduct of zine and lead operations—was produced «=| 

_ by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., although the Eagle-Picher Min- 2 % 

ing & Smelting Co. had a small pilot-plant yield. Some indium has = 

eS been produced in past years by the American Metal Co., Ltd., Ameri- = 

can Smelting & Refining Co., and National Zinc Co., Inc., and these ote 

- companies marketed some metal from stock during 1942. The Indium te 

; Corporation of America, principal distributor, owns a property near et 

| Kingman, Mohave County, Ariz., where there is reputedly blocked out % 

~_. 50,000 tons of zinc ore averaging about 2 troy ounces of indium per 8 

ton. The increasing demand for indium is expected to result in early os 

exploitation of this deposit.” | a oo eS 

| -” Prices.—The price of indium metal, commercial grade (98 percent), ere 

| according to Metal and Mineral Markets was $12.50 a troy ounce dur- ss 

ing most of 1942 but was reduced to $10 an ounce ($146 an avoirdupois et 

pound), effective December 23. Electrolytic-grade indium (99.9 per- SE 

cent) was reduced on the same date from $30 to $15 an ounce. gy 

Tses.—Cadmium-nickel and copper-lead bearings for aircraft, truck, == 

and marine engines are coated with indium to resist the corrosive Of 

action of acids in lubricants, and this application absorbed most of Ca 

the indium consumed in 1942. The life of bronze bearings in acer- 

| tain heavy-duty screw machine was lengthened greatly by indium ee 

treatment. Additions of 1 to 2 percent indium to lead-silver solders og 

| improve coverage, spreadability, and bonding strength.* In general, OM 

indium coatings 0.0005 to 0.001 inch thick on nonferrous metals im- Oe 

prove resistance to corrosion and abrasion and present a lustrous | : oa 

finish. | ad 

Foreign production—The Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. of ve 

| Canada, Ltd., Trail, British Columbia, began to produce indium in va 

1941. Indium has also been produced commercially in Germany, 4 

Belgium, and possibly Japan and U. S. S. RB. | 8 

| LITHIUM oe 

Production facilities for lithium metal were greatly expanded dur- “f 

: ing 1942. Nevertheless, supply could not pace demand, so the War el 

8 Ludwick, M. T., Indium: Steel, vol. 111, No. 19, November 9, 1942, pp. 80-81, 122-124. . : 

| 1@ Metal Finishing, Indium Solders: Vol. 40, No. 11, November 1942, pp. 594, 596. oo 

556250—43——53 | , OS
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..°. Production Board instituted allocation control of the metal and 
» compounds September 1 (Order M-191) and of the ores December 5 
“(Order M-253). Lithium ores are discussed in the Minor Nonmetals _ 
.. chapter of this volume. Lithium has a strong affinity for gases and ts 
*. >. impurities in molten metal, and its addition to copper-base alloy melts . 
ae in the form of lithium-copper (2 percent Li), lithium-zine (2 percent — 
a _ ‘D), or lithium-calcium (50 percent Li) results in sounder castings _ 
- and higher conductivity. The use of lithium as a scavenger in cast 
=... iron and steel is also developing. Lithium in small quantities 
eo _. (0,04-0.1 percent) is reported to improve the physical properties of ' 
cee various lead, zinc, aluminum, and magnesium alloys.. Addition of = 
-» . @.12 percent lithium to a silver brazing solder increased fluidity, 

strength, and melting properties.” Lithium metal, 98-99 percent, 
se . 100-pound lots, was quoted at $15 a pound throughout 1942, according 
>... to Metal and Mineral Markets. is” rs 

Bo RADIUM AND URANIUM 
»-- Industrial radiography absorbed over half of the new supply of : 
- * radium in 1942, and most of the rest went into luminescent paints. __ 
.. There were virtually no Government controls on the delivery, price, | 
Poe or use of radium and uranium in the United States’ in 1942; but 
“._ effective January 26, 1948, the War Production Board prohibited the 

use of uranium in ceramics (Order M-285).. Research on uranium 
—-s progressed appreciably in 1941-42, and in the interest of secrecy the 
.., War Production Board relinquished to the War Department the — 

supervision of supply and distribution. eran : 
Be Domestic production.—Carnotite is mined in Arizona, Colorado, 
jaa and Utah for recovery of vanadium, radium, and uranium. . 
‘Grinding tests on these ores were conducted recently by the Bureau 
Tee _. of Mines.” Increased production of vanadium has yielded large  _— 
» Quantities of uranium in concentrates and tailings, but it is not known , 
ee to what extent these have been processed. The domestic output of — 
ce radium in 1942 was 2.6 grams, all refined by the Vitro Manufacturing : 
_ .. €o,, Pittsburgh, Pa. The S. W. Shattuck Chemical Co., Denver, 

_ Colo., devoted its facilities principally to molybdenum compounds 
a and thus produced no radium. The two companies had material 
an in stock at the end of 1942 containing about 1 gram of radium each. 
a ‘These companies and the Vanadium Corporation of America (Natu- 
a rita, Colo.) are producers of uranium compounds. | 

Foreign trade.—All the radium, radioactive substitutes, and ura- 
/ | nium imported in 1941-42 came from Canada, except entries of 100 

- milligrams of radium from Belgium (originally) and 525,559 pounds 
| of uranium ore from Belgian Congo in 1942 and 53,090 pounds of | 
- uranium compounds from Belgian Congo in 1941. Exports in 1942 | 

comprised 1,245 grams ($58,997) of radium-bearing compounds, 2 
: milligrams ($8) of mesothorium compounds, 548 grams ($1,076) of | 

uranium concentrates, and 426 pounds ($1,827) of uranium com- 
pounds. | 

port : Geol, Survey Bull, 936-P, 1942, pp. 863-394, 20° 2nd Utah—A Preliminary Re- 
Kelly, Sherwin F., Geological Studies of Vanadium-Uranium Deposits by Geophysical Ex- 

ploration Methods : Min, Cong. Jour., vol. 27, No. 8. August 1941, pp. 27-35. 
2° Shelton, S. M., and Engel, A. L., Progress Reports—Metallurgieal Division. 55. Dry 

BOS Oa oo ing Tests of Carnotite Ores: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations
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| - Radium salts, radioactive substitutes, and uranium ore and compounds imported. a 

oe OS _ for consumption in the United States, 1938-42 a ce te 

oe : . Radium salts | oe ee a 

, nnn =| Radio- | Uranium ore Uranium oxide oo ny 

ge vane =| ate | ey 
. an oo srems Total z crane) “Pounds Value | Pounds ¢ : a 

| per gram . meet . | , gs 

po 1938................| 38.75 | $787,025 | $20,300 | $5,746 |........-|.-.---2---| 376,708 | $520,540 
: / 939.._-..--...-2....] 78.631 |1, 953,820 | 24,800 966 B | 7 $10 [1,439,324 | 1,197,786 

1940.__-.....-...--.-| 30.311 | 748, 097. 24,700 5,650 |2, 400, 198 |2, 110,927 | 240,199 | 388,355. re 

1941__.--- 4,412 | 110, 202 25, 000 13 |_..-..._--]----------| 387, 505 601, 370 Jae 

1942000777TTTITIITITI]. 23,043 | 377,826 | 16,400} 50 | "541,307 | 806,919 | 377,308 | 851,098 

oy Prices—Radium was nominally quoted at $25 a milligram during one 

1942. Some sales at $25-$27.50 were reported, but probably most = = — 

| were nearer $20 a milligram. Orange or yellow uranium oxide and 

_ . ..godium uranate were listed by Glass Industry unchanged at $1.65 — ne 

. a pound during 1942; black uranium oxide was quoted at $2.55 a oe 
pound until December, when the price was reduced to $2.15. 0 See 

«SO ses of radium—Most of the radium in current use is for the = y 

‘treatment of cancer and skin diseases. ‘However, over half of the = = = 2 

new supply is employed in radiographic inspection of castings, forg- 
ings, and welds. In many instances of both medical and industrial =. 

-. radiography, radium emanations and X-rays can be utilized iInter- = 

: -changeably. Radium coatings on watches, gun sights, compasses, and OS 

other instrument dials permit observation in the dark. Radiumand = 
beryllium mixtures project neutrons for petroleum exploration *° and a 

, scientific research. The number of radioactive specimens tested ee 

: annually by the’National Bureau of Standards gives some index asto 

_ demand. Such specimens contained 16,408 milligrams of radium and SE 

: - 9,189 milligrams of mesothorium in 1942 compared with 19,928 and 8 

1,451 milligrams, respectively, in 1941. Mesothorium is a radium 
substitute obtained from monazite residues. The National Bureau of — ay 

: Standards: recently outlined safe practices in handling radioactive Sg 

compounds in the dial-painting industry (Handbook 27) and gave = Js 

| suggestions for the protection of radium during air raids (Handbook rn 

| 88). Polonium, a byproduct of radium, is a radioactiveelement used 
in spark plugs.” | Be oe 

Uses of urantum.—tThe principal peacetime outlet for uranium isas 
| a colorant in ceramics, but this use was prohibited in January 1943 | * 

to assure ample supplies for research on uranium isotope 235 asa i 
 gource of energy 2? and for consumption in special steels, luminescent Ot 
paints, photographic reagents, and other chemicals. Oo : ——- 

Foreign production—Eldorado Gold Mines, Ltd., reopened_ its oe 
-pitchblende mine at Great Bear Lake, Northwest Territories, Can- od 

ada,” in 1942 after a 2-year shut-down. Its refinery at Port Hope, . 

Ontario, continued to operate during the interim on accumulated - 
concentrates and in 1942 reportedly ran close to its capacity of 8or9 7 

_ 20 Pontecorvo, Bruno, Neutron Well Logging—A New Geological Method Based on Nu- | 
clear Physics : Oil and Gas Jour., vol. 40, No. 18, September 11, 1941, pp. 32-33. 

21 Dillon, J. H., and Street, J. W., Large-Scale Extraction of Polonium from Active Lead oo 
ad oem ot Radioactive Electrode Alloys: Jour. Appl. Physics, vol. 13, No. 3, March — 

2De Ment, Jack, and Dake, H. C., Uranium and Atomic Power: Chemical Publishing 

Cos, FC. OOK Os Dincovery and Development of Radium at Great Bear Lake: Jour. 
Franklin Inst., vol. 233, No. 6, June 1942, pp. 545-557. . : oe
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ue _ grams of radium and 40 short tons of uranium compounds monthly. 
~\ "The radium-uranium mine in Belgian Congo, owned by Union 
wee - Miniére du Haut Katanga, remained inoperative in 1942, although 
"a few hundred. tons of ore were shipped from stock to the United 
,.. States. British-owned Urgeirica Radium, Consolidated, produced | 
~ all of Portugal’s output in 1941—830 metric tons of uranium ore 
Bo (1-1.8 percent U;O,) and 772 kilograms of radioactive barium sulfate 
~. -- gontaining 5.8 grams of radium. | Oo Oe | 

Boe a ~~ SELENIUM AND TELLURIUM ~ oo 

eo Domestie production:—Selenium and tellurium production declined 
» 18 and 0.2 percent, respectively, in 1942 compared with 1941, and 
ae producers’ shipments slumped more than 50 percent. Thus, in 1942 
po producers maintained their output relatively close to the 1941 peak 
* even in face of a drastic decline in demand, hoping, apparently, that —_— 
“..*. gurrent uses would expand or that the shortage of common metals _- 
“would promote development of new uses for selenium and tellurium 
Poe -and thereby provide an outlet for their mounting stocks. Some 
Ss _ tellurium is a byproduct of lead, but all the selenium and most of the | 
=>. tellurium recovered come from the tank slimes of electrolytic copper 

‘refineries. Annual plant capacity for selenium and tellurium pro- 
~". -- Quetion is approximately 750,000 and 300,000 pounds, respectively, but | 
bee actual capacity for the former is limited by the availability of : 
“selenium slimes. So | oO - 

ae . Salient statistics of elemental selenium and tellurium in the United States, 
a Se 1938-42 oe, | | - 

fe. 7 : vo oe oo Selenium ‘' Tellurium 1 7 

Be - Year Production Producers’ "Socks at _ mporist Production Producers’ stocks at 

a oo (Poune’) | (pounds) | Pounds) | Pounds vatue | 79°) | (pounds) |*txoando” 

| 1933.........| 225,674 | 166,404 | 365,400 | 101,034] 163,508 | 11,076 / 26,944 77,300 
pe 1939. ....--.-| 227, 181 345, 726 246, 800 124, 830 193, 168 25, 234 | 63,431 39, 100 

(1940. .2.222--] . 328, 731 368,709 | 206, 800 134, 429 198, 163 85, 622 88, 996 35, 700 | 4941 TT7TTTTT} 620,493 | 681,650 146,000} 197,873 | 238,161 | 294639 | 2397983 | . 20,400 
| 1942.--77----| 506,426 | 316,613 | 341,900} 83,666 | 127,004} 2247132] 98,7981 | 145,700 

a 1 Includes tellurium content of small quantity of oxide. , : | 
2 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish value. Quantities for 1942 represent producers’ shipments. 
3 Includes selenium salts. a 

| Foreign trade-——Except for an unspecified quantity valued at $5 
from the United Kingdom in 1942, all selenium imports in 1941-42 

| came from Canada. Tellurium is not shown in import statistics, 
| except in combination with other commodities. Producers reported 

. exporting 5,550 pounds of selenium (including Se content of com- 
pounds) and 150 pounds of tellurium in 1942 compared with 23,16y 
pounds of selenium and no tellurium in 1941. Dealers doubtless ex- | 

_ ported additional quantities. 
Prices.—The base price of selenium (black powdered, 99.5 percent) 

| and of tellurium continued to be $1.75 a pound throughout 1942. 
Glass Industry quoted barium selenite and sodium selenite at $1.40- 
$1.65 a pound. 

Uses.—The largest consumer of selenium is the glass industry, 
which uses it as a red colorant and (in smaller additions) as a



-decolorizer. Most of the tellurium supply and some selenium are «>. 
added to rubber cable coverings to promote resistance to heat, oxida- = = 8 3 
tion, and abrasion and to increase resilience. Additions of selenium =- ~* 

- and tellurium improve the machinability of stainless steels and cop- > 
; per alloys.2* Formerly made of silver-plated brass, cable connectors = ° 

of tellurium-copper (combining high machinability and electrical «= * 
- eonductivity) are going into aircraft, torpedo boats, tanks, and — 
; trucks.> Coatings of red selenium on magnesium alloys to resist ar. 
: attack by sea water have found considerable application in Europe. | vege 

Cadmium sulfoselenide pigments (red, maroon, and orange) were in . ot 
7 wide use until the cadmium shortage. Tellurium toughens lead and ss) 

is now substituting for chromium in the development of wear-resist- = = *% 
_. ant surfaces on gears, wheels, and other cast-iron-products. Usesof <.¥ 

| selenium and tellurium are described in a comprehensive paper by |: 
_ several research men at Battelle Memorial Institute® eae 

THALLIUM Cas 
- Thallium output was stepped up in 1942 by the sole domestic pro- = *:- 

- ducer, the American Smelting & Refining Co., which recovers the 
- metal as a byproduct of zinc-cadmium operations at itsGlobe refinery, = =. 

- Denver, Colo. Thallium has been produced in Belgium, France, Ger- SS 
-.. many, and Poland, and cessation of imports from these countries has °, 
7 resulted in a shortage of thallium in the United States. Thallium reed 
- metal is quoted at. $10 a pound by Metal and Mineral Markets and. a 

- ‘gulfate at $5-$7 a pound by Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. Most of as 
. the thallium supply is consumed in the form of sulfate, an odorless, a 
-. tasteless poison used in rodent and ant control. Consumption of .  - 

thallium sulfate was 3,500 pounds in 1942, according to an estimate 7? 
by the Department of Agriculture. Thallium oxysulfide is sensitive ote 

| to wave lengths in the infrared and is therefore useful in “dark signal-. | oe 
ing.” - Thallium-lead alloys containing 8-65 percent Tlare among the ... 
most insoluble alloys known. . oo BS 

| ZIRCONIUM ~— | 8 

| No use or price control was imposed on zirconium in 1942, but the rn 
War Production Board placed the concentrates under import control | os 
December 27, 1941 (Order M-63). The Government-owned Metals ae 
Reserve Co. began stock-piling zirconium concentrates in 1942 and si ss 
by the end of the year had on hand 4,590 short tons of zircon and 4,156 ad 
tons of baddeleyite. The Government purchased zircon only as an ae 

~ inducement to processors to increase the supply of rutile obtained from _ OK 
| Australian mixed zircon-rutile concentrates. So fo 

Domestic production.—Zircon production in the United States a 
amounted to a few hundred tons in 1942 compared with somewhat os 
smaller quantities in 1941 and 1940, no output in 1929-39, and 3,646 © wy 

_ short tons in 1927. The only domestic producer at present is the Riz aa 
Mineral Co., which recovers zircon as an accessory of rutile and og 
ilmenite from beach sands near Melbourne, Fla. At the beginning of * 

4 Bailey, G. L., and Hallowes, A. P. C., The Properties of Commercial Coppers Contain- os 
ing Selenium, Tellurium, and Bismuth : Metal Ind., vol. 62, No. 1, January 1, 1943, pp. 6-9; os 
No. 2, January 8, 1943, pp. 18-20. z 

*% Butzner, J. I., Nonferrous Metals: Iron Age, vol. 151, No. 1, January 7, 1943, pp. . 

1 Waitkins, G. R., Bearse, A. E., and Shutt, R., Industrial Utilization of Selenium and a 
Tellurium : Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 8, August 1942, pp. 899-910. cot
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oo. . 1949 E. 8. Curtis set. up a pilot plant on the Fay Placers Mining Co. | 
< . property, Lincoln, Calif., to determine the feasibility of producing 
“".- gireon as a byproduct of gold dredging, but the results indicated that 7 
“= —_ guch production was not economical at current price levels and the | 
.. plant was dismantled in May.” Tests on concentration of zircon from — | 
~ - ‘Oregon beach sands were conducted by the Bureau of Mines.?" : 

Foreign trade—Imports of zirconium concentrates included 18,259 
“- short. tons from Australia, 15,283 from Brazil, and 196 from India in | 
>»: 4942 compared with a total of 21,709 from Australia, 5,002 from Brazil, 
a — . and 963 from India in 1941. The Australian concentrates are nearly | 
~~. half zircon and also contain appreciable quantities of rutile and | 
«= ilmenite. (See Titanium chapter of this volume for details.) The 
wee Brazilian zirconium concentrates are essentially baddeleyite contain- 

vy. ing 70 to 85 percent ZrO,. Exports in 1942 comprised 30 tons ($2,104) 
~. of zirconium concentrates, 166 tons ($169,729) of zirconium alloysand = 
~~. metal, and 201 tons ($65,975) of zirconium compounds.  =—— | 

-- .. Sireonium concentrates and zirconium ferro-alloys imported for consumption in 
BR Ue an the United States, 1988-42, = | | 

a a oS _ . vo ae | | Zirconium concentrates 1 | Zirconium ferro-alloys | 

e a oe ; a . | Short tons Value | Pounds - Value oe 

988 eee eececeeteeee] 2,098 $62, 138 244,196] $13,520. 
ae 1939... -.--- nee eeeeieseeeceeeeeee| 8, 488 | 49,919 799,269} «50,169 
foe, 940 eee eee eee 16, 845 | 252, 749 533, 055 | - 37, 126 
Be 1941__-- ee eee | 27,674 | 604, 744 |... 2] . 
Be 1949. TTTTIIIIIITIIIIITT| 83} 962 817, 702 |.--..---------|-----------0-- os 

oe Co 1 Classified as ‘Ore’? by Department of Commerce. Includes zircon-rutile-ilmenite concentrates from - | 

~s Prjees.—Metal and Mineral Markets continued to quote zirconium _ 
- ore, 55 percent ZrO., at $60-$70 a short ton, f. o. b. Atlantic seaboard ; 
' -  girconium ferrosilicon at $102.50-$107.50 a long ton for 12- to 15- 
yore percent Zr content and 14-16 cents a pound for 35-40 percent Zr; and 
a powdered zirconium metal at $7 a pound. : a _ 
- - Uses—Most of the zirconium supply goes into ceramics, chiefly | , 

/ as an opacifier in porcelain enamels and pottery glazes but also as a 
a constituent of refractories, electrical and chemical porcelains, grind- 7 
| | ing balls, and glasses resistant to heat and chemicals. Metallurgi- 

| cally zirconium is a deoxidizer and scavenger; and small additions 
a to certain steels are said to improve hot-working properties, surface | 

characteristics, and impact strength. Zirconium-copper is a prom- 
ising alloy that combines high heat conductivity and tensile strength.*® 

: Ductile zirconium metal is used in electronic tubes, lamp filaments, 
and welding rods, and the metal powder in flares, photoflash bulbs, 
und blasting caps. In addition to ceramics, zirconium compounds go 
into white leather, resins, dye extenders, water repellents, and catalysts. 

% Dasher, John, Fraas, Foster, and Gabriel, Alton, Mineral Dressing of Oregon Beach | 
Sands. 1. Concentration of Chromite, Zircon, Garnet, and Ilmenite : Bureau of Mines Rept. 
of Investigations 8668, 1942, 19 a? or: . 

etal Industry (London), Copper-Zirconium : Vol. 61, No. 4, July 24, 1942, p. 49.
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Ro SUMMARY OUTLINE © ~~. ae 
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' Stocks held by consumers-.----..---.------- 846 Mechanical cleaning..._....-.---------.---- 8838 =~ cd 

Final bituminous-coal and lignite statistics _ Detailed statistics, by States and counties... . 887 ts 

for 1941.....-.----.-----ee--e------------- 847 | Statistics on lignite In 1941_...---------------- 904 re 

Salient trends_......---...----------------- 848 Production.......-------------------------- 904 Ho 

Summary by States.....------------------- 358 Number and size of mines......-----------. - 906 | Seen’: 

7 - Production by weeks and months........-- 855] Methods.of recovery__---.------------------ 906 ON 

Do Number and size of mines.......----------- 858] | Stripping operations_._..------------------- . 906 Oe 

. Average value......-------------------+---- 860] Imports and exports___-_--------------------- 907 OE 

a _. Labor statistics.......---------------------- 861 | World production. -..-.---.-------------+---- 910 oe 

«SURVEY OF THE BITUMINOUS-COAL AND LIGNITE INDUSTRY |... 

nt In response to the increased need for coal to keep the war economy oS 

moving, the production of soft coal was pushed to an all-time high in ©, 

| (1942 estimated at.580,000,000 net tons, which surpassed the previous —. 

- peak of 579,385,820 net tons mined in 1918. Owing to the Govern- _ a 

- ment program to encourage summer storage of coal, there was less LR 

seasonal decline than for any year on record. The regularity of pro- | oe 

| duction in 1942 was in striking contrast with 1941. During the first a 

. quarter of 1941 production was high to fill orders purchased for storage = = =; 

| by consumers in anticipation of possible suspension of mining whens 

; the wage contract expired on March 31. Output was largely at a f 

standstill in April pending the signing of a new wage contract. 7 oe 

 Production—The 1942 output—580,000,000 net tons—was a , os 

13-percent increase over 1941. An outstanding feature related tothis = © 

production was the elimination of seasonal declines, due largely to the us 

Government program urging consumers to build up stocks during the Ge 

summer. Throughout most of the year production remained well o 

above 11,000,000 net tons per week. | | 

Consumption.—Each of the major classes of consumers except steel 

and rolling mills used more coal in 1942 than in 1941; the increase 

eet 1942 are preliminary; detailed statistics with final revisions will be released later. Data for 

4} are mma. 

The collection of statistics on the bituminous-coal industry which before 1937 was conducted by the 

Bureau of Mires is now performed by the Bituminous Coal Division, U. 8. Department of the Interior, 

Dan H. Wheeler, Director. | . 
Material in this chapter was prepared in the Division’s Economics Branch under the supervision of 

G. A. Lamb, chief. It was-completed under the immediate direction of W. H. Young, in collaboration 

with R. L. Anderson, M. E. McMillan, and R. M. McKinney. | 

, 831 .
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Wee a ranged from 23 percent for beehive coke ovens to 4 percent for coal-gas 
__- retorts. Consumption by steel and rolling mills, for uses other than __ 

-., making coke, declined 4 percent in 1942 compared with 1941... oO 
» Changes in stocks—The reserve supply of coal in the hands of 
Pho © _ industrial consumers and retail coal yards rose from a total of 62,- 
» 787,000 net tons at the beginning of 1942 to 85,889,000 net tons at 
ye the close. The days’ supply of. stocks advanced from 40 to 51. Be- 
ps _ tween the same periods stocks on the upper Lake docks declined =. 
co 1,418,621 net tons, while unbiled coal in cars at the mines or classi- 
“fication yards fell 780,000 net tons. its oo - 
o“. -sDastribution.—Shipments of bituminous coal and lignite during 
be _ 1942 rose substantially above the 1941 level in each of the primary 
. oo . ‘channels of distribution except in Lake Erie loadings, which decreased = 
» slightly. Table 9 shows trends in distribution of bituminous coal for 

Rigo | [lt 50 a | : 

Yo hae a Ht ema pool 2] 
pes | 2.50 —- — . | _ 2 | | 

mt . * H& 2.00 2. ee co ; 

wo a ee a ee ee | | 
eo - he oe He. 1933 1934 = 1935. 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940. . 1941. 1942 | / 

we ot FIGURE 1.—Trends of production, stocks, and prices 0 bituminous coal and lignite in the United States, 

an 1937-42. Changes in the monthly volume of the more important 
ae - movements are shown in figure 7. _ | | 7 

: Mechanization—Coal loaded mechanically at underground mines 
Z in the United States continued to advance sharply during 1941. The 

| quantity of soft coal mechanically loaded expanded from 147,870,252 
net tons in 1940 to 186,667,250 in 1941, an increase of 26 percent. The — 

oo _ percentage of total underground bituminous and lignite production _ 
mechanically loaded increased from 35 in 1940 to 41 in 1941. 7 

_ Mechanical cleaning.—Bituminous coal mechanically cleaned by wet 
and pneumatic methods in the United States (exclusive of Alaska) 
rose from 102,205,186 net tons in 1940 to 117,469,857 in 1941, an 
increase of 15 percent. There are no mechanical cleaning plants at : 
lignite mines. | 

Trend of employment.—An estimate of the average number of men 
employed at bituminous-coal and lignite mines in 1942 indicates a 
slight rise to 460,000 men from 456,981 in 1941. The estimate is 
based largely on monthly indexes of employment compiled by the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics. | 

Index to capacity.—The potential output upon a 308-day basis was 
733,000,000 net tons in 1941. Under the 5-day week, full-time opera- 
tion is limited to approximately 261 days. The average output per 

| working day was 2,380,321 tons during 1941, which (if applied to 261
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~._° days) gives an annual potential output of 621 000,000 tons compared 
cy... with the actual total production of 514,149,245 tons. 

ee ~Lrend of fuel efficiency.—For many years before 1942 there was a _ 
“steady trend toward increased fuel efficiency. During 1942 this : 
«.. trend was arrested or reversed, and some industries exhibited decreased 
», + fuel efficiency (see table 5), 7 ene 
eo. Competition of oil.and gas —Competition of coal with oil and gasin 

7... 1942 was overshadowed by the necessity of making the best possible 
fe use of the fuels available and satisfying the unprecedented fuel require- _ 
~ ments of a war economy. Rationing of fuel oil in the Eastern States 
“=. Was accompanied by extensive conversion from oil to coal, particularly —’ 
Boe with respect to industrial fuel-burning facilities. = = == © = 
= Electric power utilities consumed 6 percent more bituminous coal 
r-. and 14 percent more gas in 1942. than in 1941, while decreasing their —__ 
- useoffuel oil by 24 percent. = | 
coo The consumption of coal in 1942 by class I line-haul railroads in- | 
* - ereased 19 percent over 1941, and fuel-oil consumption by class I 
x. Jine-haul, switching, and terminal railroads increased 23 percent. | 
~~. In domestic heating the effect of curtailment of the manufacture | 

+ and sale of certain types of fuel-burning equipment isshown by Bureau 
gee of the Census data. Sales of domestic stokers dropped from 158,734 > 
“>. In 1941 to 62,753 in 1942,'a decrease of 60 percent; and shipments of 

domestic oil-burners, boiler-burner units, and furnace-burner units 
~~ fell from 271,673 to 82,357, a decrease of 70 percent. 
pe SOURCES OF DATA re 

-. _ Bituminous-coal and lignite production statistics for 1942 are pre- 
“c. liminary estimates based upon (1) weekly or monthly reports of rail- | 
nm road carloadings of coal and beehive coke by all the important carriers, — 
“> (2) shipments by river as reported by the United States Army Engi- | 
"neers, (3) direct reports from a number of mining companies, and (4) 
oe monthly production statements compiled by.a number of local opera- 

oe tors’ associations and State mine departments. In the estimates for 
oa 1942, allowance has been made for commercial truck shipments, local 
Pe sales and colliery fuel, and small trucking or wagon mines producing 
ae over 1,000 tons a year. a | | | 

| _ ~The 1941 bituminous-coal statistics were compiled by the Bitumi- 
_ ~ nous Coal Division, and 1941 statistics on lignite and certain semi- 

7 anthracite mines in Montgomery and Pulaski Counties, Va., were | 
Oo compiled by the Bureau of Mines. Data for 1941 are final and are 

a based upon detailed annual reports of production and mine operation — 
furnished by the producers. As in previous years, all but a small 
percentage of the output was covered by the reports submitted. For — 
the remaining output not directly reported, consisting chiefly of small 

| mines, it has been possible to obtain reasonably accurate data from 
| the records of the State mine departments, which have statutory | 

authority to require such reports or, in a few instances, from railroad 
| carloadings. : | 

Final production of bituminous coal and lignite for 1941 was 514,- 
149,245 net tons. This differ slightly from 515,769,248 net tons, 

| as published in May 1943 in Mineral Industry Surveys HSS 309 by



wo! — * BEPUMINOUS COAL AND LIGNITE 885 =: 

| _. the Bureau of Mines. These two figures differ largely because the 
"annual. canvass of the Bituminous Coal Division includes only mines 

. with 1,000 tons or more yearly production, whereas the Bureau of ge 
Mines canvass is concerned with the production of all mines in which © =; 

- . ten are employed and hence are exposed to accident hazardsincident = |, 
to. mining, © a | | aE 

ae - Done - SALIENT STATISTICS BS ER 

‘Tape 1.—Salient statistics of the bituminous-coal and lignite industry in the = = 
Pe _ United States, 1940-42 a oe eee 

a . . | | {All tonnage figures represent net tons] Be - ey 

oe | oes | | a rn 1942 es oS 

oe Production __....-.--_----- 2-2 eee eee eee ee--| 460, 771, 500 | 514, 149, 245 580, 000, 000 7 en 
Consumption in the United States 1!_................-....----| 431,331,000 | 492,445,000 | 540,726,000. 

oe Stocks at end of year:. . ae oe . RS 
Industrial consumers and retail yards.._...---2.--.---------] . 50,998,000 | . 62, 737,000 | . 85, 889, 000 2 EE 

- §tocks on upper Lake docks_.....----..--------------------] 6, 998, 258 | = 7,777,446, = 6, 358, 825 . 8 
: Unbilled loads, at mines or in classification yards 3__...-_--- 1, 298, 300 919,700} — 139, 700 SRS 

- _ Price indicators (average per net ton): . od. ft Se EROS 
_ Average cost of railroad fuel purchased, f. 0. b. mines 3:__--.| $1.88 | . $2. 02 . $2.18 ee 

Average cost of coking coal at merchant byproduct ovens !._ $4.40} © $4.69) - $4. 97 errr 
 .. Average retail price—38 cities §.._.......-.------------------ $8. 60 $915 1: $9. 53 oe ons 

Average railroad freight charge per net ton §__....--..-..--- $2. 22: $2, 22 $2. 31 eS 
. Underground loading machinery sold:? ee an ee "oes 

a Mobile loading machines (number) .....-:--.---------------| ‘233 . 867 » 352 ee: 
Serapers (number)_-..-..:.--.--.----------=------------2---| 86 | 8 15 eg 

De Conveyors, including those with duckbills (units)_.-.-.----| +s: 1, 878 ~ 1,800. 8 1, 167 og ies 
° ‘Pit-car loaders (units).......-.---.------22------ eee ee] 3] 10 Be 

Average number of men employed at mines operating ®...-__-}. 439, 075 456, 981 — 460,000 moe 
. Fuel-efficiency indicators: |. . en - od 

a Pounds of coal per kw.-hr. at electric power plants 10__...-__}. 185 | 1,34 LB 
_. Pounds per 1,000 gross ton-miles—railroads ¥__..._----------| 113 dd | Mo 

: 1 Represents certain classes of consumers only. _ See table 4 for consumers included. , - Sc ge 
oo 2 Association of Alncrican Railroads. oo ae _ or Fo . ess 

| _ 8Intersta te Commerce Commission (class I steam railways, including class I switching and terminal | heey 
” ' gompanies) Excludes freight charges. ss a , : Cee 

4 As reported by coke operators to the Bureau of Mines. ct : es 
: § Bureau o: Labor Statistics. : oo, . SO OY 
an _ 6Average receipts per net ton of revenue bituminous coal and lignite originated, as reported by the Inter- > So 
- state Commerce Commission. . oe, oe: Pareres 

7 Young, W. H., Anderson, R. L., Lamb, G. A., and Buch, J. W., Mechanization Sales: Coal Age, Feb- CO 
. ruary 1943, pp. 86-88; and Min. Cong. Jour., February 1943, pp. 68-70. pe . : as 

_. 8 Not comparable with previous years; in 1942, loading heads were not counted asaseparateunit. ye 
9 The figures for 1940 and 1941 are based upon reports of mine operators producing over 1,000 tons. The ree 

. agure for 1942 is estimated from various sources, including the employment index of the Bureau of Labor oo ‘ so 
atistics. So, me ne es: 
10 Federal Power Commission. | : a | nk 
1! Interstate Commerce Commission; includes coal equivalent of fuel oil consumed. co . of is 

a | _ PRODUCTION BY WEEKS AND MONTHS | ae 

- The following tables summarize the preliminary statistics of weekly A 
and monthly production of bituminous coal and lignite in 1942. The ey 

. figures are estimates based upon daily and weekly statements of cars : 
of coal and bechive coke loaded by the principal railroads and of ship- - 
ments over the more important originating rivers. Allowance has oe 
been made for commercial truck shipments, local sales, and colliery Soa 
fuel. The estimates given are based upon the latest information 
available and. differ in some instances from the current figures pre- oe 

| viously published in the Bituminous Coal Division’s Weekly Coal 7 : 
Reports. | | _ A 

- For the method used in counting holidays, see the chapter on Coal 
in Mineral Resources of the United States, 1930, p. 631. B
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see oe | Frmvre 3.—Trends of bituminous coal and lignite production, realization, mine capacity, and net income . 
ee oe oo, _ or deficit in the United States, 1900-1942. co oo 

wee ma _ TasiEe 2.—Estimated weekly production of bituminous coal and lignite in the | 
ns : - : United States in 1942 a | | 

: co . . : nna . - ” — _ - - : / 

pe So Num- Average | | : Num: Average | 
Bea - | ber of | net tons er of | ne’ 
oe Week ended— ‘Geter work- per Week ended— reo work- | per a et ton ing | working | ing | working 

: , days day | | days day 
a 4 . Rp RERRAS ERE | ceaerenernemenenieerietee | aie ereavieapenampamicanees |) rvtanthierainnrerentisisicinstaissei SrA errtenteneeenatnenrnenaengrnennaanrErEcpresenpanenrenn, | AEST | scans | Aha 

= Jan. 3.........--...| 13, 726,000 | 12 |22,021,000 |] July 18_.........___] 11, 139, 000 6 1, 857, 000 
Jan. 10....-__..__..] 11, 227, 000 6 | 1,871,000 |] July 25.........___.} 11, 055, 000 6 1, 843, 000 

no Jan, 17_.._....._..-| 11, 507, 000 6 | 1,918,000 || Aug. 1._-_-_-__.___] 11, 232, 000 6 | 1,872,000 
| Jan. 24__.._._..__.-] 11, 332, 000° 6 | 1,889,000 |} Aug. 8....___...___| 11, 090, 000 6 1, 848, 000 . 

. Jan. 31__.-2-2--.__} 11, 240, 000 6 | 1,873,000 || Aug. 15_.........__] 11, 374, 000 6 | 1,896,000 
Feb. 7_......--.-_-] 10, 912, 000 6 1, 819,000 |} Aug. 22__....._....] 11, 062, 000 6 1, 844, 000 

. Feb. 14.....__..-..] 11, 039, 000 6 1, 840, 000 || Aug. 29._._____.._.] 11, 505, 000. 6 1, 918, 000 
Feb. 21__..........] 10, 971, 000 6 | 1,829,000 || Sept. 5._.........._] 11, 453, 000 6 1, 909, 000 
Feb. 28__......._._] 11, 452, 000 6 1, 909, 000 || Sept. 12._._._....__] 10, 683, 000 5 2, 137, 000 
Mar. 7......-..-_-| 10, 263, 000 6 1, 711, 000 || Sept. 19............] 11, 704, 000 6 1, 951, 000 
Mar, 14._._._....._] 11, 049, 000 6 1, 842, 000 |] Sept. 26............] 11, 577, 000 6 1, 930, 000 
Mar. 21._.._...-.._] 11,075, 000 6 1, 846, 000 || Oct. 3......-...-...] 11, 604, 000 6 1, 934, 000 
Mar. 28___.._.....-] 11, 311, 000 6 1, 885, 000 |; Oct. 10_........_.._] 11, 658, 000 6 1, 943, 000 - 
Apr. 4_._....._.-..] 10, 458, 000 5.2 | 2,011,000 || Oct. 17_...-..-.._...| 11, 555, 000 6 1, 926, 000 
Apr. 11..._._.......] 11, 112, 000 6 1, 852, 000 |} Oct. 24._....___._..] 11, 547, 000 6 1, 925, 000 
Apr. 18_._....._....] 11, 327, 000 6 1, 888, 000 |} Oct. 31_..........._| 11, 776, 000 6 1, 963, 000 
Apr. 25_._....._....] 11, 335, 000 6 1, 889, 000 || Nov. 7.....--.....-| 11, 379, 000 6 1, 897, 000 
May 2.._.._-....__] 11, 134, 000 6 1, 856, 000 |} Nov. 14._-......_..]| 11, 453, 0CO 5.7 | 2,009, 000 
May 9.____.--_..__| 11, 271. 000 6 1, 879, 000 |} Nov. 21........._._| 11, 721, 000 6 | 1,954, 000 

' May 16____._._..--] 11, 329, 000 6 1, 888, 000 |} Nov. 28,_..........| 10, 866, 000 5 | 2,173,000 
May 23.__...-..-..] 11, 266, 000 6 1. 878, 000 || Dee. §...-...--._-_| 11, 331, 000 6 1, 889, 000 
May 30._...._-._..] 11, 058. 000 5.3 | 2,086,000 || Dec. 12......-...__] 12, 031, 000 6 2, 005, 000 
June 6_..___.._---.] 11, 034, 000 6 1, 839, 000 {|} Dec. 19...._.....-.] 11, 815, 000 6 1, 969. 000 
June 13_.__........] 11,204, 000 6 1, 867,000 |} Dec. 26.....-..-.._| 8, 738, 000 5 1, 748, 000 
June 20.._.._._....] 11,006. 000 6 1, 834, 000 |} Jan. 2, 1943_......_| 17, 735, 000 14 (|21, 896, 000 
June 27__...._.__.-]} 11, 328, 000 6 1, 888, 000 | | 

— Suly 4._............] 8, 172, 000 4 2, 043. 000 580, 000, 000 305. 2] 1, 900, 000 
July 11__...__.__.__! 10, 779, 000 6 1, 797, 000 

1 Figures represent output and number of working days in that part of the week included in the calendar 
year shown. ‘Total production for the week of Jan. 2, 1943, was 9,479,000 net tons, and for the week of 
Jan. 3, 1942, 10,104,000 net tons. . . 

2 Average daily production for the entire week and not for the working days in the calendar year shown.



TaBiLy 3.—Estimated monthly production of coal in the United States, by States, in thousands of net tons, 1n 1942 a yd 

{Bituminous and lignite figures are preliminary estimates based upon railroad carloadings and. river shipments of coal and beehive coke, supplemented by direct reports from a. ee OE 
number of mining companies, local coal operators’ associations, and detailed monthly production statistics compiled by the State Mine Departments of Colorado, Illinois, Penn- a 

; - sylvania, Washington, and West Virginia. In making the estimates, allowance is made for commercial truck shipments, local sales, and colliery fuel, and forsmall trucking =. — Pay 
: mines producing over 1,000 tons a year. Where a mine is on the border between two States, the production is accredited to the State from which the coal is extracted, rather ar 

than the State in which the tipple is located. The estimates here given differ in a few cases from the current figures previously published in the Weekly Coal Reports] eo E 

State January | February} March-| April May June July August Septem- October Novem- Decem- Total — Tee 

Alabama.........--.------------~-------- 1,575 | 1,460 1, 608 1, 614 1, 610. 1, 625 1,590 | — 1, 560 1, 583 1, 616 1,454]. 1,575} 18,870 wi. fe 
Alaska. _......-...-.--------------------- 25 22 | - 23 ~ 24) 21 22 22 - - 22 23 25 24 27 280 =. ey 
Arkansas and Oklahoma.....-.....---.--- 422 _ 271 211 223 | 290 344 386 375 _ 410 . 427 380 |. 407 4, 146 rp 
Colorado. ...-.--.------------------------| 866 715 685 515 550 | 514 507 596 695 750 72) 845| 7,999. GQ © 8.5. 
Georgia and North Carolina...-.-........ 3 3 3 at 4). 3 |. 4 4} 4]. 4 4 4 44 wee es 
Titinois.......2..--.--- 222 ee eee 5, 852 5,340 | 6,250 4, 925 4, 983. 5, 124 4,820} . 4,850 5, 455 5,900 | . 5,290 5, 961 63, 750 Oe. 
Indiana......-..-.-.-.-----------------..| 2, 440 2,166 |- 2,160 1,964] 1,855. 1, 625 2090} 2,012|- 2,215] 2,330 2, 220 2,393 | 25,470 - 
Towa......-------------------------- nee 348 308 _ 268 218 180 185 190 182 214 | ~ 290 | 296 311 | 2,990 oO arc 
Kansas and Missouri.........--.--------- 861 684 676} 607 623 590 636 718 726) =. 755 703 761 8340 Ot 
Kentucky: . oO . . > ee 

Easterm.......-.---.----------------- 3, 588 3, 120 3, 517 4, 164 4,230 |. 4,105 3, 921 4, 042 4,110 4,204 - 3,930 3, 796 46, 727. Too ee 
: | Western......--..--------------------| 1, 210 1, 108. 1, 045 935} 1,005 | ~ 1,058 978} (985) 1,145 1, 302 1, 197 1,272] 13240 2). oe 

Maryland...........---.----------------- 168 157 175 187 175 | 175 ~ 462] ~~ 158 146} = = 149. - 126. - 120° 1, 898 Oo Oo oo 
Michigan_..-.--.--..---.--.---sa-ceseeeel| 44 39 29 19{ 2%]. 22) 16 i{ 27.1 27 26 33 320 oS 
Montana (bituminous and lignite)........ 365 _ 257 ~ 300} 28], 213)- 244 293 - 322 | 356 412 888 450 | 3,858 die 
New Mexico........-----------------e-+-+- 155 | 123 138}  .125. 125 |. - 187] 148]. 144] 150 162 143 | 151 1, 696 oo 
North and South Dakota (lignite).......- 270 |}. 219 172 134 ~ 100 | 97 89 | . 107. 219° 367 |. 374 840} ~—-.2, 488 5 CR a 
Ohio........---..----------5--------- eee 2, 745 2, 580 2,920} . 2,970} 2,920 °~ 3,140]: 2,952 2,940 2,910 | . 3,100 2,753. 2,670; 34,600 wi os 
Pennsylvania (bituminous)............-.. 11, 973 11,360 | . 12,365 12, 202 12, 074 -12, 285 12,118 | 11,945 12,068 | 12,326. 11, 010 11, 448 148, 174 ”, Syne gd 

-— Tennessee.......-.------------------ ee eee 526 581 | - 644 664 -652 652 | - 611 |. 620 636 | 655 | - 596 688 7, 425 s 6 Ls 
- ‘Texas (bituminous and lignite)........... 28 21 221 22 24 27}. 36 — 844 (BS - 33 1 32 . 28 _ . 842 eg 

Utah... 22 eee eee nee 547 376 | 434 . 864 433 482 480. 502 | 495 620. 493 - 544 1- 5,670 C2 Ske 
. Virginia.........------------.------------ 1, 736 1, 396 1,520-| . 1,762 1,755 | =1,718 |; 1,720. 1, 595 1, 733 | 1, 764} 1,614] 1,587 -19, 900 4 Po 

Washington........--..-...--.-.-.-..-..- 193 166 164/ .. 182]. ~—si77i 171 ~. 150]. 144 171 166 |. 150 160 1,988 «44g Pe 
West Virginia..........-..-..--.....---.-|| 12,838 | 11,308 | . 12,855 | © 18,714}. 18,296] 18,334.| . 138,357 13,320 |. 18, 587 18,674.| 12,720 | 18, 247 156, 750 Ee ne 
Wyoming. ..-........--.....------------- 752 592 610. 685 |. 650 540 |. -660  * 655 | - 728 ' $381. 797 875 8, 025 RES 
Other Western States............--------- 2 2 2) 1-001 tr} 1 dt: 2 2] 2 2 19 re: 

. Total bituminous coal and lignite.-.|: 49,032 | 44,374 47,796 | - 48,332 | .. 47,860 48, 220 47,832 | 47,851 49,843 {| 61,791.) — 47,474 49,595 | . 580,000. ene 
Pennsylvania anthracite !.....-...-.....- 4, 632 4,772 5,085 6,153 | 4, 843. 5, 122 5,341 | 5,180] 5,426] 5,101 4,795 4,611 |. 59,961 aes 

Grand total..............-.-.-...--| 58, 564 49, 146 52, 881 53, 485 52, 703 53, 342 53,173 | . 53,031 55, 269 56, 892 52, 269 54,206 | . 639, 961 eet ge 

. 1 Pennsylvania anthracite figures from Bureau of Mines and subject to revision. Includes Sullivan County, washery and dredge coal, local sales, colliery fuel, and coal shipped by. oS a 
truck from authorized operations. | oe 7 oo . i | : - vy - aS 
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ee CONSUMPTION | - 
pets. “TaBLe 4.-—Consumption of -bituminous coal and lignite, by consumer class, with 
woo petal deliveries in the United States, 1934-42, in thousands of ‘net tons } | 

i ' ee- et . ca Lonny ; 

ge ot Cole | trie | Rail- ‘Bteel 1 Coal- |, ,| Other | Retail- Total Pee . / toa |. ia . | and Cement} ; dealer of muh . Year..| Hery | power | roads Bee- By rolling | . £25, | mills 4 indus- de- | classes - a 
Pe Doe, |. fuel | ‘util-'-}° (class, | hive - prod- |“ iis retorts Ui trials § liveri h 
We - oe | ities? | ys | DEVE | yee | TS | : “| tiveries) Shown 
ts oS anes - - | ovens |. po oo . a 

eo 4984 cc} 8. 178 | 81, 835] 76,0371 1.635 | 44,343 | 10,898 | 2475 | 3.500 | 83,798 | 86.925 | 344, 621. . 
dees ~  1935..--2.] 3,103. | 33,013 | 77,109] .1,469 | 49,046 |. 11, 747 | 2.245 |: 3.516.) 91,589 | 83, 990. |. 356. 827 
Boss 49862} 8,227 | 40,029 | 86,391 | 2. 698-| 63,244 | 13.471 | 1,945 | 4 771 | 108.620 | 84.200 | 408,596. 
Beg _- 1987......] . 3,052 | 42,871 | 88,080 | 4,927 | 89,575 | 12, 853 1,680 | 5,247 | 122.410 | 80,076 | 430,771 ==. 
Bel 4988.2]. 2 493 | 88,245 | 73,921 | 1,360 | 45,266 | 8,412 | 1,644] 4.482 | 92,390 | 68. 520°| 336,734 
Bia 19389. ...2.] 2.565 1 43, 979. | 79, 072°] - 2, 298 | 61,216} 9, 808 1,614.|. 5, 274 98, 900 | 71, 570.| 376,296 - 
pe 1940...-.-| 2.443 |. 50,973 |. 85, 130 | .-4,803°| 76,583 | 10,0401 1,746 | -5, 633 | 106, 280 | 87, 700 | .431, 331 a 
Boe O41} 2, 489-} 61. 861.1 97, 384 |. 10, 529 | 82,609 | 10,902 | 1.659 | 6,832 | 120,720 | 97,460 | 492,445 
gobo 49426. _ 7) 2, 807 | 65, 634 1115, 410 | 12,907 | 88.014 | 10,434 | 1,721 | 7,499 | 131, 550 |104, 750 | 540,726 - 

ve. —-...... 1 These-data have:been assembled to show changes in consumption of bituminous coal and lignite bysuch ssi 
ceo... .@lasses of consumers as report currently. The total, including retail deliveries, does not represent grand 
In"... total consumption in the United States. Bunker-fuel statistics are not available for publication at present. 
poe Be “total of classes shown’’ for each year in the above table cannot be reconciled with the calculated con- 
sos 4. sumption obtained by the formula: ‘Production plus imports minus exports plus or minus net. changes in 
my os. gonsumers’ Stocks’’ due to the. omission of bunker fuel: to revisions in data covering production, exports, | 
Pua.) .. and ‘imports; and to unavoidable irregularities that occur in reports from respondents who are unable to 
ee ae -require that definitions applied and closing dates observed by their accountants are identical with those - 
ae generally used:in the surveys of bituminous-coal and lignite consumption. Bo 
Boge 2 Geological Survey and Federal:Power Commission. Represents bituminous coal and lignite consumed 
Pi _. by public utility power plants in power generation, including a small quantity of coke amounting to approx- 
Sy e e imately 100,00 tons annually, = 0 Oe eo ae 
ex °° .._ 8 Association of American Railroads. Represents the consumption of bituminous coal and lignite by class 
Bio... Lrailways for all uses, including locomotive, powerhouse, shop. and station fuel. The Interstate Commerce 
Bees Commission reports that in 1941 the consumption for all uses by class I line-haul railways plus the purchases = —* ~ 
woos... =» for class TI and class IT] railways, plus purchases by al! switching and terminal companics combined, was 
Stee 103,228,446 net tons of bituminous coal and lignite. Similar data from the Interstate Commerce Commis. | - 
Be - gion are not yet available for 1942. rn _ ee 
we . 4Bureau of Mines... a | Co oo 
lin 5’ Estimates based upon reports collected jointly by the National Association of Purchasing Agents andt he 
Pees So Bituminous Coal Division from a selected list of representative manufacturing plants. a Lo 
Ha. 6 Subject torevision. Me, . oo . 

ee .-TaBLe-5.—Indicators of effect of fuel economy on consumption of coal in the United 
Bor a CO States per unit of performance since the World War of 1914-18 

Boe oo | - Reduction 
pane : . - rom base | 
. : . : | Pounds period 

ae . . _ (percent) 

Steam railroads: / . 

Pounds per 1,000 gross ton-miles freight service: 
Average: - 

, 1919-20. en en ne nn nee eee eee 170 j-----.-_--.- 
— © 1941 een en en nn ee een ene eens 111 34. 7 

1942. nn ee ne ee ee ee eee 111 34.7 
-- Pounds per passenger-train car-mile: 

Average: . 
1919-20... enn ne ee en en nn eee eee 18.5 |-----.------ 
1941... ee nn ene ee enn nee 14.9 19.5 

, 1942... enn ne eee ne eee 15.1 18,4 
oo Electric public utility power plants: 

. Pounds per kilowatt-hour: . . 
1919.2 oe ee ee ee nen ee nnn en nen nee 3.2 |[-.-.--..--.- 

, 1941 _2 oe eee nn nn enn eee eee 1.3 59. 4 
: 1942. enn en eee eee ee 1.3 59. 4 

Iron and steel—pounds coking coal per net ton of pig:! 
1918.2 ee nen nn ne ne ne eee eee eee 3, 194 |..--.-- ee 
1941.2 nn ee nn nn ne en eee eee eee eee 2, 525 20.9 
1942. en ee eee eee eee 2, 604 18.5 

Coke manufacture: Savings of heat values through recovery of gas, tar, light 
oils, and breeze by extension of byproduct in place of beehive coking, 1913-42, 
expressed as percent of coal used for all coke in 1942 2___.._____-__ eee 18. 5 

1 Includes only savings through higher yields of merchantable coke per ton of coal charged and lower . 
consumption of coke per ton of iron. Excludes economies through recovery of byproducts, which are 
covered in next item. «_ . ; . 

2 These byproducts are'used in part for boiler fuel, in part for metallurgical purposes, in part for domestic 
heating and coking, and to a small extent for automotive fuel. -
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So a “Figure 4.—Trends of fuel efficiency in the United States, 1915-42. - cE ot S 

- «RELATIVE RATE OF GROWTH OF COAL, OIL, AND WATER POWER, 1889-1942 = © 

_._. According to preliminary data, the total supply of available energy 
In the form of coal, oil, natural gas, and water power in 1942 was ag 

| 31,785 trillion B. t. u—an 8.7-percent increase over 1941 (see fig..5). 8 - & 
_ The figures are expressed in British thermal units because some =... 

| common denominator is necessary for such unlike quantities as tons 
of coal, barrels of oil, and cubic feet of gas. Table 6 summarizes the =) 
equivalent of each of the fuels in trillions of British thermal units. © = ™ 
Water power is represented by the equivalent fuel required to perform == 

- the same work. The table covers the years since 1933. Details for ee 
Oo 1889 to 1932 are given in Minerals Yearbook, 1937, page 807. oe 

_ In converting water power to its fuel equivalent, two alternative oto 
assumptions have been made. The first, as in previous issues of these ” 8 

- tables, assumes a constant fuel equivalent of 4.02 pounds of coal for te 
+ each kilowatt-hour of water power produced throughout the entire = 4% 

| period from 1889 to 1942. This factor was selected because it repre- wt 
> ° : ; gy 

sents, in round numbers, the average efficiency of all central stations _ Age 
generating steam-electric power in 1913, the midpoint of the period 2 ag 
under review. The usefulness of the constant factor lies in showing ee 
the rate at which water power is being developed. . It permits direct - o 
comparison between the relative increase (in kilowatt-hours of water OS 
power) and the corresponding increase or decrease (in tons of coal, * 

: barrels of oil, or cubic feet of gas produced). On the other hand, the oy 
constant factor makes no allowance for the fact that coal and other =. 

- fuels produced today are used more efficiently than formerly. | ‘
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eo To throw light on the influence of improving fuel efficiency,asecond  —| 
= eomputation of the energy equivalent of water power has therefore ) 
2°. been made. This assumes a prevailing fuel equivalent, diminishing 
2-year by year, which represents the average performance of all fuel- 
“burning central electric stations for the year in question. This 
/" >. awerage has declined from about 7.05 pounds of coal per kilowatt-hour 
sn. 1899 to. 1.84 pounds in 1942. (The prevailing factor is thus much 
“above. the constant factor in 1899 and much below it in 1942.) The © 
"prevailing fuel equivalent indicates more nearly the quantity of fuel 
‘=. that would have been needed in any one Phin to generate the same 

“power in a steam-electric station. It should be noted, however, that | 
~~ the ultimate uses to which the water power generated is put often 
*.  ~ displace fuel burned much less efficiently than in central stations and 
*. .. that in any instance no other important branch of fuel consumption —__ 
=... has made advances in fuel efficiency approaching that of the central 
oe tations. oe CS SO a 

- Ag these tables attempt to determine the total energy from all fuels 7 
gis: and from water power, the ideal factor for converting water power 
~.* nto fuel equivalent would be the average efficiency of all forms of | 
‘* fuel consumption in each year. No basis for determining such an | 

a all-embracing average exists at present, but enough is known to make  —s_— 
““ gertain that it would show much less reduction from 1899 to 1942 | 
- than did the central stations. For the present, a just comparison of © | 
“the changing contributions of water power and of fuel to the national 
“©.” > energy supply would lie somewhere between the results shown by the — 
a constant equivalent and the prevailing central-station equivalent in 
ei these tables. . ‘ | | 
...- As in earlier issues of these tables, the figures for oil and natural | 

gas represent the entire production of crude petroleum and of gas. 
Mor Most of this production does not come into direct competition with 
ee coal. Much of the supply of both oil and gas is used in regions of the 
“country, such as California and portions of the Southwest, where coal 
oan is available only at unusually high cost because of heavy transport 
ws charges. Nearly half of the natural gas is used in the field for drilling 
ee or operating oil and gas wells and pipe lines or for the manufacture of 

. _.-earbon black. More than half the oil is used in the form of gasoline, 
oa ‘ kerosine, and lubricants, for which purposes coal cannot well com- 

uo pete, except at very much higher levels of oil prices. Even these 
refined products, however, involve a certain measure of indirect 

re competition with coal, for the energy market of the country is becom- 
a ing more fluid and competitive and a demand that cannot be met by 

one source of supply tends to fall back on the others. , 
The subject of interfuel competition is exceedingly complex, and an 

| elaborate analysis and the accumulation of data not now available 
would be required to determine even approximately how much of any 
one fuel actually has been displaced either by other fuels or by water 
power. The present tables do not permit determination of such dis- 

| placement; their purpose is rather to measure the long-time trends in _ 
the total demand for energy. —
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cent in 1942, and the proportions of the other sources of energy are affected accordingly. . 
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‘  Tapue 6.—Annual supply of energy from mineral fuels and water power inthe United - 
Bo pe States, 1933-42! in trillions of Bet.u2® = . 
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me . that refined) | 4d = 
wee oo . Natu- Total — . 
eo , = ralgas| petro- | Total fo 
oe _<total | leum 0 | . Tatan | Water Bap Year. _ | . | mineral Water 
eee . Pemn-| Bitu- to Do- {| | pro- | and fuels |At con- At pre- “power | Power - 
ae . syl- | minous mestic due. | natu- |: | stant | Valling | 3 at pre- . ae . vania Im- | tion) | ral gas | central | 24, con- vailing 7 ve, coal | Total TO- . _fuel | + | stant [i 
“ an- d ; p . | ports a ;_, | Station. central .- 
cee | | thra |ignite}| | tion | { || hes | equiv. | el Istation : Boke. 7 | cite | Jenne. | fe Be alent 4 Sent equiv- . 

oe . - Of ° alent | “ 

4933. | 1,348 | 8,741 | 10,089 | 5,484] 191 | 1,672 | 7,297 | 17,386 | 1,931| 711 | 19,817 | 18,007 ee --4984._:_-] 1,555 {| 9,415 | 10,970 | 5,448 | . 213 | 1,904 | 7,565-] 18,535 | 1,896 698 | 20, 431 | 19, 233 - 
cou | 1935...--| 1,419 | 9,756] 11,175] 5,980 | 193 | 2,060 | 8,233 | 19,408 | 2 207 806 | 21,615 | 20,214. 
wees 1936._._-| 1,485 | 11,504 | 12,989 | 6,598 | 194 | 2,330 ]. 9,122 | 22,111 | 2,256 812 | 24, 367 | 22, 923 
fon + 1937_2.--] 1,410 | 11, 673 | 18, 083.| 7,675]. 165 | 2,588 | 10,428 | 23,511 | 2,446 |. 871 | 25,957 | 24,382. 
He “-1938...-.| 1,255} 9,182 | 10,387 | 7,286 | 158 | 2,468 | 9,912 | 20,299 | 2, 466 866 | 22,765 | 21,165 
pen we - - -1989.....| 1,400 | 10,345 | 11,745 | 7,590 | 199 | 2,663 | 10,452 | 22,197 | 2,423 838. | 24, 620 | 23,035 _ 
Bee 4940... =] 1,400 | 12,072 | 18,472 | 8,119 | 256 | 2,860 | 11, 235 | 24,707 | 2,620 880.| 27,327 | 25, 587 a 
ae 19415____| 1,533 | 13,471 | 15,004 | 8,413 | (8) | 3,024 |611, 437 |626, 441 | 2,804] 934 |829 945 1697375 | 
Se 19426... | 1,631 | 15,196 | 16,827 | 8,313 | (6) | 3,171 /611, 484 /628, 311 |_ 3,474 | 1,157 |631, 785 [629,468 

whe . 1 Comparable data for earlier years in Minerals Yearbook, 1937,p. 807. re — | 
ae Soe 2 The unit heat values employed are: Anthracite, 13,600 B. t. u. per pound; bituminous coal and lignite, ; 
- | 13,100 B..t. u. per pound; petroleum, 6,000,000 B. t. u. per barrel; natural gas, 1,075 B. t. u. per cubic foot. 7 
pes -. Water power includes installations owned by manufacturing plants and mines, as well as Government and. 

ae privately owned public utilities. The fuel equivalent of water power is calculated from the kilowatt-hours 
Tee - of power produced wherever available, as is true of all public utility plants since 1919. Otherwise the fuel an 

es. Qquivalent is calculated from the reported horsepower of installed water wheels, assuming a capacity factor 
, of 20 percent for manufacturers and mines and of 40 percent for public utilities. ; oo - 

pe 3 Assuming 4.02 pounds per kilowatt-hour, which is average of central-electric-station practice in 1913, 
fee the base period used. -. oo . 7 ee 
Brae 4 Assuming the average central-station practice for each of the years for which data are available, which 
te... .° declined from about 7.05 pounds per kilowatt-hour in 1899 to 1.34 pounds in 1942. , 
Phos) S$ §ubject to revision. So . oo Co 
a | 6 Excludes imports of crude petroleum. Figures not available for publication. oo 

“o Papnn 7,—Index numbers for relative rate of growth of coal, oil, and water power in - 
ee | | the United States, 1983-42! re oO 

a a | _ . [The figures are expressed as a percentage of the 1918 rate] — | | | 

a oe | Petroleum a | | . 
—— . Coal (total crude) | — | Grand total. 

a . : Total Water |__ —_____. 
. my . otal | power ih . 

. | : | | | ~ |Natural) petro. | Total | (at. | With | With 

a Year | Penn-| Bitu-{ — - (total | leum | mine | con. | water |r yer 
| Sy | minous Oe Im- |Produc- natural fuels yi nel At con- | at pre- | vania | coal | Total q ts | tion) uel |? tant | Vailing 

: _ lanthra-| and pie uc-| ports Bas “aot a- seal central 
a cite | lignite fon |. | dent) | fuel | station : . equiva-| oouiva 

Me lent lent 

: 1933...---- 50 57 56 252 90 205 229 82 231 87 | 83 
1934... 58 62 61 255 94 246 241 88 227 94 89 
1935. _.---- 53 64 63 280 85 266 262 | - 92 264 99 93 
1936. ..---- 55 76 73 309 86 301 291 105 270 112 106 
1937..--.-- §2 77 73 359 73 334 332 112 292 119 112 
1938...-.-- 47 60 58 | 341 70 318 316 97 295 104 98 
1939._._... 52] 68 66 335 88 344 333 106 289 113 106 
1940... _-- 52 80 75 | ° 380 113 369 358 118 313 125 118 
1941 2_____. 57 89 84 394 (3) 390 3 365 3 126 335 3 134 3 126 
1942 2_____. 61 100 94 389 (3) 409 | 3366] 2135 415 | 3146 3 136 

1 Comparable data for earlier years in Minerals Yearbook, 1937, p. 809. 
2 Subject to revision. . 
3 Excludes imports of crude petroleum. Figures not available for publication.
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Tape 8.—Percentage of total B. t. u. equivalent contributed by the several mineral =~ ay 

| . ot fuels and water power in the United States, 1933-42! - Te eR 

o Coal Petroleum oo . |. ce EY 
en | . - an — (totalcrude) | natural Total | | Water . Grand ee 

, ee etro- { . total, Ce 

. - —|. gas eum “Total | power, | ineind- oe 

Year Penn- | Bitu- |. ‘| (total and | Mineral} fuel | “in ee 

: Bo “|sylvania minous Total Domes- Import progue- natural fuels . equiva water LS 

po “| coa otal | tic pro- ports| tion | Jen ae 

: | antira and ~ duction : gas | | power. oe 

be to lignite} | | : aps 

. Water power counted at constant fuel equivalent of approximately 4 Ib. per kilowatt-hour BO oo 

fo 1933....-.| 7.0 45.2) 82.2] 28.1 10} 87] 37.8] 90.0 10.0) 1000 © 9 os: 
1934._..--| 7.6 46.1 53.7 | 26.7] 1.0 9.3 | 37.0 90.7); 9.3 100.0 ° | Oe 

oo 1935_.----} 6.6 45.1 §1.7 27.7 9] ©95] 38.1 89.8]; 10.2: 100.0. ee ad 

1936....--| .61| 47.2) 533 | © 27.1 is} 95] 37.4] 90.7 93} 10.0 © >: 
©. -987..-.-- 5.4 45.0 50. 4. 29.6 -6/°. 10.0. 40.2 90. 6 94] 1000 9 © 3 GE 

~  -4988_.----}-. 6.5} > 40.1 45.6 | 32.0 47 10.8 43.5 89.1) 10.9 100.0 © 0 0+ Lt 

1989.22.22] 5.7 42.0 47.7 ° 30.8 -8;- 10.8 42.4 90. 1 —« 9.9. 100.0 sO eS. 

1940...--- 5.1 44,2 49.3 29.7 - 49 10.5 41.1 { 90.4 9.6 100.0 _ Teli 

- 19412.....| 6.2 46.1 51.3] 288] (@) | 103] 391] 90.4 9.6 | 100.0 ne 
19422..-| 51] 47.8| . 529) 22) @ 10.0} 362} 9891] °10.9|] 100.0 oe 

| oe | | Water power counted at prevailing central-station equivalent foryear + eo og 

933 ta | a |] 300] 11] 92] 403] oar] 39] foo 9 © 
984.7} 81 49.0| 57.1] 28.3 Li| 9.9]. 39.3] 96.4 3.6| 10.0 8. . 
4935... 70|. 48.31 55.3| 29.5;  1.0| 102] 407] 96.0 40{/ 1000 4 

; 1936.----- 6.5 { 60.2 56..7 28.8 8 10.2 39.8 96. 5 - 3.5 100. 0. a oe 

: -1937..----| 5.8 .47.8 | . 63.6 | 31.5 7 10.6 42.8 | 96.4. 3.6 | © 100.0 eT 

1938-....-- 5.9} . 43.2) 49.1) 34.4 a7 11.7; 46.8 95.91 . 4.17 100.0 eas 

‘  -49389-..2--]) 2 6.1 44.9] 61.0 32.9 | .9 11.6. 45.4 | 96.4 3.6] 1000 © 8. 

. 1940.----41 5.5] © 47.2 52:7 31.7 10; 11.2 43.9 96.6 3.4; .100:0 oon 

1941 2____. 5.6 49,2. 54.8 30.7} (3) 111 41.8} 96.6. 3.4 100.0 ee 

19422. 55 | 61.6] 87.1] 2%2| @ 10.8 39.0 96. 1 3.91 1000 — : 

. 1 Comparable data for earlier years in Minerals Yearbook, 1937, p. 810. _ . . ae . po we 

| _. 2 Subject to revision. Percentages based upon figures in table 6. . - Ty 

ee _ .8 Figures not available for publication. a oe oe a PY
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TABLE 9.— Trends in distribution of bituminous coal and lignite in the United States, 1987-42 oo PRs 

{For details and sources of data, see Monthly Report on Distribution of Coal Shipments. Tonnage figures shown in thousands of net tons] | | - oe | . ~ 

1937 1938 1989 © | 1940 a. 1941 1942 (preliininary) SS 

7 | M net Percent M net Percent | M net | Percent “tons. Percent / M net Percent : M net Percent | a of 

New England receipts: oe | oe - Dp - 7 | - SS oe 
- Via rail across the Hudson_..._-......-----.------- 4,885 |...-......} | 4,104 a 4,626 |... .--2- 4, 892 wone------] 6,885 [oe 9,938 |_-.---... = ue ae 

Lake Erie loadings (cargo and fuel): - SC | : fp a - a 4 ey By fields of origin: 7 a i ae 
From Ohio._....-------------.---.--------------- 3, 231° 7.1 2, 390 6.8 2,356 | 5.7 2, 646 | §.5 | . 3,947 7.7 - 4,171 8.5 by oo 
From Pittsburgh and Other Pennsylvania...__.| 11, 763 26.0 8, 019 | 22.8 9,259 | ° 22.5 1,578.) 24.1 11, 612 22.6 | . 9,305 18.8 | ne 
From Moundsville, Fairmont, and Cumberland- yo oe ee Piedmont. -.-..---.-.------------------------- 2, 319 5.1 1, 389 4.0 1, 963 4.8 | > 2,357 4.9 2, 963 —~6.8 2,778 6.6 a From Southern West Virginia: . po. od | RE 

High volatile.....-.-----------..------.---..] 10,975 24.3 8, 329 | 23. 7 10,883 | = 26.5 12,025 | . 25.0 14,277 27.8 14, 746 29.8 | ‘4 Bs . Low volatile. ...-..-.-.-------.------------- 8, 428. 18.6 7,612 |. 21.7 8, 665 21.1 10,372}. 21.6 9, 010 17.5 | — 9,160 18.5 ~ oS From Eastern Kentucky, Tennessee, and Vir- A oe ae pe Ss - oN ginia.._.-----2--------------eeenn-- eee -------| 8, 530 18. 9 7,392 | . 21.0 7,998}. 194] 9,133) 189] 9,585 18.6] 9,295} 18.8 g. Sy 
| Total. .--.----------e-veeceeeeeeeceeecneeoneee] 45,246 | 100-0 | 35,131 | 100.0 | 41,124} 100.0 | 48,111 | 100.0] 51,304] . 100.0} 49,455] 1000 S 

By destinations (cargo only):  P ON. es 
To American points........------------.-.----.-| 35, 123 80. 6 27, 656 80. 9. 33, 188 83.3.| 37,804] 81.2] 38,823 78.1 36, 267 | - 75.9 . on 
To Canadian points_..._.----...----.------.---- 8, 479 19. 4 6,510 | 191] 6,672] . 16.7 8,778 | 18.8} 10,886 21.9 | 11,544 | 24,.1 5 oe 

Total... .-.---------2-------------------------| 43,602 | 100.0] 34,166 | 100.0} 39,860]  100.0| 46,582] 100.0] 49, 709 100.0} 47,811 10.0 Bo Across Lake Michigan car ferry. -......---.---------- 650 |__--.-..-- 588 |---.------ 592 |----------| 612 J --- 627 |_.-.------ 740 |---------- oO my 

West-bound rail to Mississippi Valley (revenue all- | of : a | | . ee 
rail shipments, excluding railroad fuel, Lake coal, . _ Oo, SO , ee 
and movements to Kentucky points): - ee | a From Ohio fields.........-.--------------.----.--| 11, 861 9.5 . 8, 042 8.7 9, 052 8.4 9, 807 8.0 10, 846 | 7.9 11, 719 7.4 we From Pennsylvania fields ....-....----.-----.--| 15, 091 12.1 9, 620 | 10. 4 12, 200 |. 11.4 15, 195 | 12.4 16, 663 12.1 18, 141 LS. ae: From Northern West Virginia and Cumberland- so qT . CE. Piedmont... .......-..-------------------------| 3,621] 28] 2,615 2.8{ 3,227) 80 3, 467 28 | 4,728 | 3.4 5, 201 330 | LSA From Southern West Virginia: . . . Sy - . aes 

High volatile.........-..-.------------------| 17, 298 13.9 | 13,668 14.8 | - 15,099 14.0 | . 16,943 13.8 { 18,275] - 13.3] 21,500 13.6 foo . Low volatile. ...-..-.-..-----.---.----------| 19, 575 15.81 13,335| 145] 15,9461 1481 19,536 15.9] 22,773! 166] 25,008). 19 2



| From Eastern Kentucky, Tennessee, and Vir- | __ | OD " : | a | ; | 7 nr ‘3 

ginia.....-....------ nee e nee en een ee ee| 17, 953 14. 5 14, 120 15. 3 15,749 | 14.7] 18,340 14.9 18, 980 13.8 22, 770 14.4 | . rs 

" tPotel from Appalachian fields..........-------| 85204| 68.6 61,400| 66.5| 71,273| 66.3 | 83,288 67.8 | 92,265] 67.1 104,386] = 681 0 2 

From Wlinois.....----------------ne-----e-----e-| 26, 625 21.4] 20,719| 225) 24,879/ 281] 27,618 22.5} 30,100]. . 21.9] 36,992{ 23.4 CS 
From Indiana.....-...----.-.-..----------------| 10, 594 8.5 8, 501 9.21 9,455 8.8 | © 10,223 8.3 12, 499 9.0 14, 031 8.9 Z woe 

From Western Kentucky........---------------- 1, 859 1.5 1, 661 18 1,917. ~ 1.8] «1,758 14 2, 735° 2.0 2, 556 1.6 Ce ES 

Total from middle western fields..........-...] 39,078 31.4 | 30,881} 33.5] 36,251) 3371 39,599] 322) 45,334. 32.9 | 53,579 | 33.9 re 

- Grand total.............-..-------.-------| 124,372 100.0 92, 281. 100.0 | 107, 524 100.0 | 122,887 | 100.0} 137,599 | 100.0; 157,915 . 1000.” ns 

Total shipments from other groups (all shipments, | | , tS 

including, in this case, nonrevenue railroad fuel) :1 oe ; . - oo ed 

From Michigan fields.......--...--..----------- 181 (2 8) 166 (28) 122, (23) 103 (23) — 120 | . (78) 71 (2 3) bo er 

From upper Lake commercial docks, all deliver- a . bd bee 

ies)__....--....--------------- ean ----e------| 18, 518 33.1 10, 845 23.1. 11, 111- 22.8 12,054; 32.6 12, 473 32.4. 14, 036 294.4. a: 

From Iowa, Missouri, Kansas......-.---..------ 7, 202 21.6 6, 528 31,9. 6,088 | . 21.5 6, 411. 41,4 6,731 | 31.3 8,147|. 21.4 os 

From Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas....--...----- 3, 739 2,8 3, 126 |. 3.9} . 2,946 1.7 | 3,394 ( 277 3,411 3,7 4,152 4,7 . Ce 

From far western fields............--.-...-------| 21,867 34,9 17, 612 95.1 18, 442 44.7 |. 19,658 | 24.3 | 22,009 24.37 26, 265 94.5. - an 

From Alabama field_.........-...---.---.-------} 11, 771 22.7}. 10,382; 23.0 11, 233 $2.8 |. 14,288 23.1 | 14,310 $2.8 17, 777 98. 1. Z reas 

a a _ _ : ; : ; — : : . : ct a Lol , : 

1 Excluding commercial sales by truck and wagon, except from upper Lake docks. . a . . . Mt 

2 Percent of total national shipments from all mines, all destinations. — . Q nore 

3 Less than 0.1 percent. . | - - . OE 

a | ae BR
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eo TT 7 ® Lt LAA, er poe eer igor eM ea 
ee : Ly |S J] TPE Lip let} pL ETN - ENNASACISSAA SoS ee 

co RIM Ea TT ae, fi | TE ne 
foe Hz. | NW | PE ue TT) a tie | ty oO 
oo Ea Pe AR 
ne |g A OS | 

RSS Eee) Crees | - IES PT So ee 

Bee Pot tT dT | OR ree Ve OCC aed oe 
So eget [Near | ET Nee e PU 
Pe xy ¥ | | | tf | | ty ft PP | | Be go 2B 8 eR gg ag ge ggg gle ag all 

uo... Kiaurg 7.—Monthly movement of bitumiaous coal and lignite in the United States in the major channels. ts ee Se | ae oe of distribution, 1941-42, — . Be . . 

ee | STOCKS HELD BY CONSUMERS = —— 
[. Tapie 10.—Stocks of bituminous coal and lignite in hands of commercial consumers 
me and in retail dealers’ yards in the United States, 1941-42. oo | 

Be . a | Days’ supply at current rate of consumption on date of stock taking = 

ge -|Total stock | | fo foe | ree Date © Byprod- - . 
coe ce | {net tons) |” are Steel Other Coal-gas|Electric| Retail | Rail- |Cement! 7,40). po 
ae 7 | | - | coke | plants | ‘f55< | plants lutilities| yards | roads | mills | Tt | 

foe 1941 | | to. | qo | - 
oe Jan. 1__...._..-| 50,998,000 | 45 26 42 §1 74 28 23 | 27 38 

Feb, 1..._...-..] 48, 702, 000 43 28 37: 53 72 |° 19 24. Sl 34: 
a Mar. 1__.-.-...| 48, 518.000 43 30 35| 50]. 69 16] 26] 33] 32 
- Apr. 1_._......-| 50, 690, 000 43 39 38 |. 51 74 14 32. 37 * 35 

. co May 1 1!.______.| 35, 971,000 23 . 23 - 84 41 65 26 24 24 | 32 
June 1 __..-____| 37, 483, 000 21 27 38 37 - 67 32 25 25 32. . 

: July 1_..._..___| 42, 929, 000 26 26 45 53 58 ~ 321 26; 27 - 85 
, Aug. 1__._____.| 47, 051, 000 27 27 53 69 62 34 - 2.) ° £4380] 38 —_ 

a Sept. 1...______| 52, 801, 000 31 _ 28 59 70 60 31 31 |  - 3i 40 
ce Oct. 1__..____..] 56, 994,000 32 31 61 79 63 33 33 34 42 
. Nov. 1_...-....] 61, 401, 000 37 32 | 58 79 |. 62 36 | 34 | 33 : 43 

- Dee. 1-2... 61, 763, 000 36 30 54 1. 78 67 34 33 “34 [ . ° 43 
: Dec. 31_.......-| 62, 737, 000 ' 38 30 50 |. 76 67 27 |. 34 - 37 40 

1942 , oe 
, Jan.1___......_| 62, 737, 000 38 30 50. 76 67 27 34; 37 ' 40 

Feb. 1_.._____..| 58, 681, 000 34 30 | 45 72 66 17 31 36 . 84 
Mar. 1.._..._..| 56, 885, 000 33 30 42. 66 73 15 30 37 34 

Apr. 1... .._| 57, 221,000 33 33 48 59 86 17 32 42 38 
ay 1... __._| 61, 836, 000 35 37 54 63 94 21 - 85 . 43 43 

June 1____.____| 67, 418,000 38 42 69 71 961 - 26 38 |- 42 49 
July 1....._..__| 73, 271, 000 41 45 78 80 98 33 | 41 46 54 
Aug. 1_..._____] 77, 583, 000 41 48 87 96 94 48 44 49 60 
Sept. 1_.____....| 82, 686, 000 42 50 94 . 90 99 53 45 50 63 
Oct. 1_...__.__....]| 87,311, 000 44 48 92 89 105 42 43 ' 48 61 
Nov. 1. --_..-.-| 89, 937, 000 45 46 85 86 110 44 41 47 61 
Dec. 1_..._.__._} 90, 874, 000 46 42 80 89 111 45 39 47 59 

. Dec. 31_..._._._| 85, 889, 000 44 34 69 88 101 28 35 48 §1 
| 

1 Unadjusted for coal in transit during suspension of mining in April 1941. |
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FINAL BITUMINOUS-COAL AND LIGNITE STATISTICS FOR 1941 

: Tables 11 to 45 give the final detailed statistics of bituminous-coal | 
and lignite mine operations in 1941. The subjects covered include = 

. production, number and size of mines, employment, value, mechani- _ vo 
zation, and world production. = Oo | cee 

_. In accordance with the practice followed by the Bureau of Mines in ey 
_ previous years, the statistics in this report relate to mines having an * 

Pee 900 = 9 ee! | ME TP “Leah SL 
Le P 
ne 700 : : —17 | oes 
oo Hae ff o o. tg Soy 

HS 600 al Ne | Je Zi a sae 

BS ee NE . - | "500 Ser : 5A ce a 

DT hrc EP S A400 A Men employed NST w 4 a 1 oo os 

ESAT ett TCLs 
TE 100 1 ee Veeeererrerry] 

|g Ree een | EP 
| © 50 ; a — all mines 6 Ww oy | ee i” 25 be a —_ | — = © 49 es 
- oe apaneeoe"| © re nae 

| 19001905. +1910 +1915. +1920 1925 1930 1985 1940 145 ff — 

FIGURE 8.—Trends of employment, mechanization, and output per man: at bitaminous-coal and lignite. | . ‘ - 
. | _ mines in the United States, 1900-1941. | wa 

| output of 1,000 tons a year or more and donot attempt toincludemany =. * 
/ small mines producing less than 1,000 tons a year that sell their output oo 

? by wagon or truck. | / | oo ae, 
__ These statistics include, for convenience and historical comparison, oe 

the small output of anthracite and semianthracite produced outside 
| Pennsylvania and the production of lignite. | -
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we _ | SALIENT TRENDS _ a re 

gee ‘Paste 11.—Growth of bituminous-coal and lignite mining industry in the United a 
Ba a - States, 1890-1941 a | 

. = a | : ; - -- | Calculated capacity (millions | 

Bye Value | wenem-| Number - ofnet tons) 
oo _ Year Production | Value ! per. ployed of : ~——--— 

a rs fo. ton mines | at30s | At280 | At 261 ) 
ee | 7 | days | days | days 

wo --- 4gg9...----| 111,302,322] $110, 420,801 | $0.99 | 192,204] () | © 152 137 129 
me  4891...-.--| 117,901,238 | 117, 188, 400 .99 | 205, 803 @ 163} 148 133 
gn - ¥ggo.___.--] 126,856,567 | 125, 124, 381 99 | 212,893] (2 178 162 | 151 
me 1803.......| 128,385,231 | 122,751,618 |  .96| 230,365 | (2) 194 174 164 
Be -4894.__---| 118,820,405 | 107, 653, 501 91 | 244,603 | (3) o14| «196 16 

et 1805.....--| 135,118,193 | 115, 779, 771. .86 | 239,962] 2,555| 215| 196| 499 
Ro 4806. _.....| 137,640,276 | 114, 801, 515 83 | 244,171] 2,599 221 202] 187 
ee 1897.......] 147,617,519 | 119, 595, 224 81 | 247,817] 2, 454 932) 213. 197 Oo 
ce 1898.......| 166, 593,623 | 132, 608, 713 80 | 255.717] 2,862} 243. 221| 206 
woe 1899...----| 193,323,187 | 167, 952, 104 .87 |. 271,027 | 3, 245 254 230| = -o6 

ee = ygog, | 212,316,112 | 220,980,313 | 1.04 | 304,875 | 2) 279} 855 237 | 
res bS 1901. ......| 225,828,149 | 236, 422, 049 1.05 | 340,235 | (2) 309 281| 962 | 

ne 1902. ......| 260,216,844 | 290, 858, 483 1.12 | 370,056| (2) 348 316 295 
oo 1903.......| 282, 749,348 | 351, 687, 933 1.24| 415,777] (2). 387 350 393 
ve 1904....-..| 278,659,689 | 305, 397, 001 1.10 | 437,882 | . 4,650. 425° 386] 360 | 

wo 1905.......| 318,062,785 | 334, 658, 204 1.06 | 460,629] 5,060} 460) 417 390 
mea 1906... _....|° 342,874, 867 | 881, 162, 115 1.11 | 478,425 | 4.480 496 451|° 490 
Se agg7TTTTITT 394, 759,112 | 451, 214, 842. 1.14] 513,258 |. 4, 550 520| . 473 440 
mee 1908. ......| 332,573,944 | 374, 135, 268 1.12 | 516,264| 4,730 531 482 450 
peng 1909. .....| 379,744,257 | . 405,486,777 | 1.07 | 543,152] 5,775 560 B10} - , 474 

pe 1910........| 417,111,142 | _ 469, 281, 719 1.12 | 555.533] 5,818. 592], «538 - 502 
So 4g TTTTTTID 408) 907,059 | © 451,375,819 | -1.11 | 549,775 | 5,887] 3. 593) 0 588] wn 
a 1912......-| 450, 104,982 | 517, 983, 445 1.15} 548,632 | 5,747 622| 566  5o7 OO, 
° 3913-2... 478. 435,297 | 565,234,952} 1.18 | 571,882] 5,776 635] 577) 538 : 

ee 1914.......| 422,703,970] 493, 309, 244 1.17 | 583,506 | 5,502] - 668 608 566 

ea -4918.....--| 442,624,426 | 502,037,688 | 1.13] 557,456| 5,502. 672 610| —-569 
ope 1916.....-.| 502,519,682 | 665,116,077. 1.32 | 561,102] 5, 726 673 613 570 

reo gn ZTIIT) 551, 790, 563 | 1, 249, 272, 837 2.26 | 603,143} 6.939} 699 636 | 593 
en --1918_..-...| 579.385, 820 | 1, 491, 809, 940 2.58} 615,305 | 8,319]. 717° 650 607 

ge 1919.....--| 465, 860,058 | 1, 160, 616, 013 2.49} 621,998] 8,994| 736} 669 624 

~  -4999....---| 568, 666, 683 | 2, 129. 933, 000 3.75 | 630,547| 8,921] 796] 725] — 675 
oe 1921.-...--| 415,921,950 | 1, 199, 983. 600 2,89 | 663,754 | 8, 038 860 781 729 
7 1922. ...---| 422,268,099 | 1,274,820,000} 3.02 | 687,958 | 9,299 916}. — 832 776 

* 4903777772) 564, 564,662 | 1,514,621,000] ~~ 2.68] 704,793] 9,331|. 970 885 823 
eo 1924.....--| 483, 686,538 | 1, 062, 626, 000 2.20 | 619,604 | 7,586 871 792 738 

7” 1925.....--| 520,052,741 | 1,060,402,000] 2.04] 588,493] 7,144 822 748 696 
| 1926.......| 573, 366,985-| 1. 183, 412, 000 2.06 | 593.647| 7,177 821 747) ~—«-696 

7 1927_....--| | 517, 763, 352 | 1, 029, 657. 000 1.99 | 593.918| 7,011 835 759 708 
oo 1928_-.----| 500, 744.970 | | 933, 774, 000 1.86 | 522,150] 6, 450 760 691 644 | 
Oo 1929.......| 534,988,593 | 952,781,000} 1.78 502,993] 6.057] 752 679 638 

a 1930....---| 467,526,299 | 795, 483, 000 1.70 | 493,202] 5,891 770 700| = 658 
: 1931..-..--| 382,089,396 | 588, 895.000 1.54| 450,213] 5,642 736 669 623 

- 1932_------| 309,709,872 | 406, 677, 000 1.31 | 406.380] 5,427 653 594 554 
1933._-.---| 333,630,533 | 445,788, 000 1.34] 418,703 | 5,555 615 559 | «521 

| 1934.1 7_17_] 359, 368,022 | 628, 383, 000 1.75 | 458,011 | 6,258 622 565 527 

| 1935...-.--| 372,373,122 | 658, 063, 000 1.77} 462.403 | 6,315 640 582 543 
- 1936..-----| 439,087,903 | 770,955, 000 1.76 | 477,204| 6,875 680 618 576 

1937_..--..| 445,531,449 | 864, 042.000 1.94 | 491,864] 6,548 710 646 601 
1938...----| 348,644,764 | 678, 653, 000 1.95 | 441,333 | 5,777 663 602 562 
1939...-.--| 304,855,325 | 728, 348, 366 1.84 | 421,788 | 5,820 683 621 579 

1949.......| 460,771,500 | 879, 327, 227 1.91 | 439,075 | 6,324 703 639 595 
1941_..--..| 514,149,245 | 1, 125, 362, 836 2.19 | 456,981 | 6.822 733 666 621 

1 Figures on value and value per ton for the years 1890 to 1936, inclusive, and 1939 exclude selling expense. 
Figures for other years include selling expense. 

2 Data not available.



a | _ BITUMINOUS COAL AND LIGNITE —6B490——CO 

TasBLE 11.—Growth of bituminous-coal and lignite mining industry in the United = 4 8 
| | | | States, 1890-1941—Continued 7 SF oe 

| | . . Nays Gost on ace | Net tons per man Percent of under- | Percent, of total — : | . - 
Average count of strikes ground production production ss 

mumber |: Lk 
7 _ Year | of days | : "| Mechani-lMechant Se 

: WOrke slecnani-| Mecnani-|, -: ° . | Per man | Per man Cut by Mined by aot . : Per day | Per year . - eally . cally Hee . a , employed on strike | | machines}! 1 .4ed cleaned 2 stripping a? 

as ( 226.1 (2) @ | as! sol @m | @ | @ @) Bae 
1891_._...- 223 (3) (3) 2. 57 573} = 5.38 | 8) (3) | 3) | Na 
1892..____. 219} (3) (3) 2.72 596 (3) (3) @) (3) Cay 

| 1893.....--| 204 Q) | @) 2.73 557 (3) (3) | . (8) Ye 
1894. _._..- 171 @) @) 2. 84 486} () - (8) (3) (3) - ks 

an 1995.......| 194] (8) (3) 2.90; 56} @ | @ | @ 8). Tee 
, 1896.....-- 192 (3) 3) 2,94 564 11.9 3) | (3%) (3) Be 

1897.......|. 196] (3) - 3) 3. 04 596 | 15.3] (3) (3) (sy ig 
1898.....--} . 211 | (3) (3) 3. 09 651 19. 5 (3) (3) (3) re. 
1899.......|. 284 ~ 8] 46 3.05 713) 22.7) = (3) @ | @& — ag 

1900....--- 234 5 43 2.98| 697 24.9 | (3) (3) (3) se 
: 1901... -. 225 21 Bs 2.94 664 | 25.6 (3) (3) (3) a 

1902_...-.} 230 7 44}. 3.06 703 26.8] (3) (3) ee yk 
. 1908_..----]| = 225 | 3  231- 3.027. © 680 27.6 (3) (3) .f 3) _ Sey 

1904_..--.-} 202 8 44 3.15 637 28, 2 @). . (8) (3) het 

905. at 2} 23] 324] 684] 328] @) (3) ay SS 
1906......: 213] - 28] 63 3.36 | 717 | 34.7 @) |: 2.71 (3) re 

| 1907.......| 2834/1 14 3, 29 - 769 35. 1 (3) 2.9 Ce 
| 1908__..... 193 iu 88 3, 34 644 37.0 (3) 3.6 (3) - a 

1909...----| - 209 1 . 29 3. 34 ~~ 699 37. 5 8 387 (3) sl 

1910 | 217 35. 89 3.46]. 751 41.7{ (3) 38/ 3) as 
W911_...---| 211 2 27|  ~—-3, 50 738 43.9} (3) (3) (3) v4 
1912_..___- 223 - 410] 35 |. 3.68 820 46. 8. (3) 3.9 @) 2 mos 
1913_.....- 232 4 36}. 3.61 837 50.7 (3) «4.61. 8) le 

| (1914... 195 19 80}  %&71]| . 724 61.8 | (3) 48] 03 Ce 

. 1915.......| 208 —4{ 61 3.91 794 55.3) @) | 47 46 8 
1916] 230 4}  — - 2% 3.90 896 66.9 (3) 4.6) .8 | ) 
1917._....- 248 - 4 17 3. 77 915 56. 1 (3) 4.6 1.0 ope 

*1918._..... 249 1 71 378 942. 56. 7 (3) 3.8 1.4 ow 
_ 1919_....-- - 195 25 37 3. 84 749 60. 0 (3) 3. 6 ood 2 Ce 

--1920....... 220 6 22 4.00 881 60.7] (3) 33} LB |. 
1921. 149 3 23 4.20} 627 66. 4 (3) 3.4 1.2 | nn 

| 1922._..._ 142 78 117 4, 28 609 64. 8 (3) (3) 2.4 | oe 
1923__.._.. . 179° 21 . 20 4, 47 801 68. 3 0.3 3.8 2.1 cou 
1924......- 171 7 73 4.56}. 781 71.54 7h — 2.8 an 

- 1925. 222 195 2 30 4, 52 884 72.9 (1,2 (3) 3. 2 . ok 
1926......- 215 | 1 24 4, 50 966 73.8 18] (3) 3.0 .- Sie 

. 1927__...-. 191 45 153 4, 55 8721 74.9 (3) 53], 386 0. 6 
| 1928.......} . 2038 8 83 4,73 959 76.9 4,5 5.7 4.0 es 

1929.2... 219} (4) 11 4, 85 1, 064 78. 4 7.4 69] 3.8 Je 

1980... 187 2 43 5.06 948 81.0 10.5] 83 4.3 
1931_.....- 160 3 35 5. 30 849 83. 2 13.1 9.5 5.0 one 
1932....... 146 19 120 §, 22 762 84.1 12.3 9.8 . 6.3 tees 
1933_....-- 167 9 30 4,78 797 84.7 12.0 10. 4 5.5 , 
1934___..-- 178 3 15 4,40 785 84.1 12, 2 11.1 5.8 

1935._.-.-- 179! ©@ Q) 4. 50 805 84.2 13. 5 12.2 6.4 oO 
1936..._..- 199 2 21 4. 62 920 84. 8 - 16.3 13.9 6.4 | ’ 
1937_....-.] - 193 (3) (8) 4, 69 906 (3) 20. 2 14.6 7.1 . 
1938.__..-- 162 1 13 4.89 790 87. 5 26. 7 18, 2 8.7 od 
1939_....-. 178 25 36 5. 25 936 87.9 31.0 20. 1 9.6 oo RS 
1940_..--_. 202 | - 1 8 5.19 1,049 88. 4 35. 4 22, 2 9.4 . “ 
1941__....- 216 20 27 5. 20 1, 125 89.0 40. 7 22.9 10. 7 Da 

SS i 
1 Percentages for the years 1890 to 1913, inclusive, are of total production, as a separation of strip mine and 

underground production is not available for these years. : 
2 For the years 1906 to 1926, inclusive, these percentages are exclusive of coal cleaned at central washeries 

operated by consumers; after 1926, when data became available on the tonnage cleaned by consumer-operated 
plants, the percentages include the total tons cleaned at the mines and at consumer-operated washeries. oo 

3 Data not available. . * 
4 One-half day or less. :



TABLE 12.—<Salient trends in bituminous-coal and lignite mining industry in the United States, 1934-41 — . coe Qo re 

1984 — | © «1985 - . 1986 1937. 19388. sy 1939 -1940 . 1941 . Re 

Production: |. ood + ee ok 

Loaded at mine for shipment by rail........----..-net tons..| 313,303,729 | 319,741,376 | 370, 762,901 | ! 399, 237,575 | 295,336,027 | 331, 189,620 | 380, 387, 674 425,184,819 = >. . 

Loaded at mine for shipment by water......------.---do_...| 15, 127, 968 18, 327, 282 24, 867, 683 | (#) 1 - 16, 902, 969 22, 229,364 | 29,493,058 |}. 30,240,489 hale 

_.  $§hipped by truck or wagon....-..--.-...--------------d0_..- 18, 739, 320 21,960,252 | 27,929,208 | 237,762,612 | 25,592,058 | 29, 533, 824 35, 540, 476 40, 055, 638 ee nd 

Taken by locomotive tenders at tipple.........-.----.-do--.- (3) (3)... ® . (2) ~ 606, 857 - 826, 556 939, 058 J, 099, 582 . SS 

Shipped by conveyor or tram to point of consumption.do-.-- (3) (3) . (3) . @.. | 4, 221, 671 4, 317, 465 5. 887, 994 6,067,697 ne 

Used by mine employees.....-.-.----------------------@0_...| 37,374, 143 37,773,819 | 39, 571, 997 (2) 2, 032, 289 1, 901, 408 2, 035, 201 ~- 1,872, 026 ° 

Used at mines for power and heat._............-.------d0-..-- 8, 175,057 |  — 3, 102, 691 3, 227, 447 3, 052, 095 . 2, 493, 017 | 2, 565, 276 2, 442, 989 “2, 488, 950 . rr! 

Made into beehive coke at mines.........-...---------d0_.-- 1, 647, 805 1, 467, 902 2,728,577 |. 4,884,054 | 1,359,876 | 2,089, 475 4,045,050}. 7, 140,544 ee 

Total production.........----------------------«--0....| 359, 368,022 | 372,373,122 | 439, 087,903 | 4 445, 531,449 | 348, 544, 764 | § 394, 855,325 | 460, 771, 500 514, 149, 245 - ne 

Number of active mines of commercial size: | _ . op Be 

Class 1 (200,000 tons or more). .....--.-----------------------] 551 561 ~ 660 | 661 526 577 | - 636 7300 ky 

Class 2 (100,000 to 200,000 tons) -.......-.--.------------------ 485 479 452 _ 469 — 402— 404 ABQ] 437 > ny 

Class 3 (50,000 to 100,000 tons).............------------.------ 479 . 508 - 460. - - 448] + 415 | 387 371 402 BO” ae 

Class 4 (10,000 to 50,000 tons)-......----...------------------= 1, 072 _ 1,056 1,085]. 1,.117 |. 1, 042 1, 065 1, 157 | 130 tf os 

Class 5 (1,000 to 10,000 tons) ........-..----------------------- 3,671.| 8, 716° 4, 218 |. . 8, 853 _ 8,392 3, 387 8,728; © 8948- - |. CEN 

Total number over 1,000 tons...-....-.-.------------.---. 6,258 | 6, 315 6, 875 6, 548 | 6,777 6,820 | 6, 324 | - . 6,822 a aa 

Average number of men employed at mines active: 7 | i ot a - oe | Fi 2 ELYA8 

Underground... ------------2--2000------2encnsnnnnesncncees 384, 947 - 389, 942 _ $99,367); = (8) . 370, 004 353, 476 365, 013 | 376, 765 - g OT 

urface: [ oo : oo, a 2. Oe 

In strip pits_...... 0-2-2 eee 7, 652 — 8, 533 8. 043 (8) 7, 877 8, 791 8, 983 ~ 10,861 oO. ROD 

All others....._.._-.----------- 2 e neeen eee 65, 412 - . 63, 928 — 69,794; (8) 63,452 | 59, 521 65, 079 - 69,355 | A eo as 

Total... ee eee ne nn ee eee eee 458, 011 462, 403 477,204 | . 491,864 | © = 441, 333 421, 788 | - 439, 075 456,98. ee 

Average number of days mines operated ....._.-----------.----- . 178 179 | - 199 ~ 9B 162 | 178 202 | . ~~ 216 co NS 

Capacity of active mines with existing labor force: a . So . . Oo Pe 

Per year of 308 days....---.-..---------------------net tons._} 622, 000, 000 | 640,000,000 | 680,000,000 | 710,000,000 | 663.000, 000 | 683,000,600 | 703, 000, 000 |. 733, 000, 000 M5 

Per year of 280 days_......--------------------+--------d0_...} 565, 000,000 | 582,000,000 | 618, 000.060 | 646,000,000 | 602,000,000 | 621,000, 000°} 639,000,000 | 666,000,000 . ORS 

Por year of 261 days._....-....----.--------------=----d0._-.| 527,000,000 | 543,000,000 | 576,000,000 | 601,000,000 | — 562, 000,000 | 579,000,000 | 595,000,000 | 621,000,000 — . a EE 

Output per man per day..........---..------------------d0-_-.. 4. 40 4.50; © 4.62 . 4. 69 | - 4.897 625 5. 19 -. §.20 es 

Output per man per year. -_......-.----------------------d0-.-..- 785 805 920 *. 906; =. 7904 — 936 41,049; | 4,125. a 

Underground output cut by machine..........-.-..-----do_-..| 284, 676,715 | 203, 664, 208 | 348, 332,330 | (8) |” 278, 315, 365 | 318, 969, 394 | 369, 227, 277 408, 510, 296 CP 

Percent of underground output cut by machine__....-....-.--- 8417} 84. 2 848) 87.5] 87.9] 88.4) 89.0 — a on 

Underground output mechanically loaded....-.....-net toms..| 41, 432, 735 47,177, 224.| 66, 976, 872 83, 500, 000 85, 092, 836 | 110, 711,970 | 147,870, 252.|. 186,667,250 — a 

Percent of underground output mechanically loaded--_......--- 12. 2 ~. 43.5 1638] 20.2 || 26.7 31.0 ; 35. 4 40: 7 a oS 

Quantity mined by stripping................--------net tons..| 20, 789, 641 23, 647,292 | 28,125,857 | . 31,750,853 | 30,406, 855 87, 722, 583 43, 167, 336. 55,071,609 = 

Percent mined by stripping_....-........-.-------------------- 5.8 6.4 _- 64) 71 8.7. 9.6]: — 9.4 10.7 oS a 

Quantity cleaned by wet or pneumatic processes 7_...net tons..|. 39, 826, 559 45, 361,021} 61, 094, 976 65,000,000 | 63, 454, 588 | 79, 376,672 |. 102, 205, 186 117,469,857 es 

Percent cleaned by wet or pneumatic processes ?7__...-.---.----| | 1L1 | . 12.2 13.9 - 14.6. 18. 2 |. ~ 20.1 22.2 22.9 Pos



| 1 In 1937, coal loaded at mine for shipment by water is included with “loaded at mine for shipment by rail.” | | we a uetca Te 
+ me 1937, coal “taken by locomotive tenders at tipple,” “shipped by conveyor or tram to point of consumption,’ and “used by mine employees included with “shipped by eg 
ruck or wagon. . a | | re ; _ . _— oe 

3 In 1934, 1935, and 1936, data were not collected in such form as to permit a separation of coal ‘‘taken by locomotive tenders at tipple,” ‘shipped by conveyor or tram to pointof Be a 
consumption,” and “used by mine employees.” They are all included here under “used by mine employees.”’ | oe a. a en Cs 

a ' 4 Total production differs from sum of items shown by amount of changes in inventory and tonnage not. accounted for in distribution analysis. This tonnage amounted to 595,113. ~ oe 2 
net tons. ae Ste Oe po ne so = Oy 

§ Includes 202,337 tons of coal reported as net changes in stocks at mines, January 1, 1939, to January 1, 1940. . Do, Oe — — . oe 
6 Data not available. - Oo | St a. i 
7 Includes central washeries operated by consumers. y . : . | . , | os 

| oo | oe | Be



TaBLE 13.—Coal produced in the United States, by States, 1931-41, with production of maximum year and cumulative production from earliest QO jen 
: record to end of 1941, in thousands of net tons | | ae ee ys 

Maximum oS oo . Total 4 
production _Production by years : produc: . Do 

| tion from CS 
State . Se 1 oo earliest : me 

Quan- | , | . od. record to . Me 
Year tity 1931 19382 1933 1934 1935 - 1986 | 1937 1938 1939 1940 | 1941 | end of et 

Alabama._.__..-.--.-.-------------~------------| 1926 | 21,001 | 11,999 | 7,857 8, 760 9, 142 8,505 | 12,229; 12,440] 11,062} 12,047 | 15,324 | 15/464.) 681, 863 - ts 

Arkansas___._....------.----------------------| 1907 2, 670 1, 154 1, 033 883 857 | 1,183 | 1,623 1, 511 1,197 | 1,152 1, 454 1, 574 77, 721 as 

Colorado......----.----------------------------| 1917 | 12, 483 6, 604 5, 599 5, 230 5, 211 5, 911 6, 812 7, 187 5,663; 5,923 | 6,589 6,.949 416, 383 3 SS 

Georgia....---------------------------e--------| 1908 416 22 27 41 33} (1) (A). (1) () (1) (1) (i) | @ a 
Ilinois........-----.---.-----------------------| 1918 | 89, 291 44,303 | '33,475 | 37,4138 | 41,272 | 44,525 | 50,927] 51,602} 41,912) 46,783 50,610 | 54,703 | 2,599,899 Ao. oo * & 

Indiana._......_...---.-------------------------| 1918 | 30,679 | 14,295 | 13,324 | 18, 761 14,794 | 15,754 | 17,822 | 17,765; 14,759 | 16,943 | 18,869 | 22, 484 794, 145 ES oy 

Towa___.-.------- eee eee eee --| 1917 8, 966 3, 388 3, 862 3, 195 3, 867 3, 650 3,961 f 3,637 3, 103 2, 948 3, 231 2, 939 320,960 WwW Oe 

Kansas... TTT) ois | 73562 | 1987] 1,953] 2218] 2,508]. 2,686] 2,944] 2,893] 2,654] 2,675| 3,579] 4,008| 241,980 = 7 = 
Kentucky_...-.-.-----------------------------| 1927 | 69,124 | 39,964 | 35,300-| 36,100 | 38,525 | 40,761 | 47,522 47,086 | 38,545 | 42,557 |. 49,141 | 53,710 | 1,393, 922 rc os 

Maryland ................ ee eee ee! 1907 | 5,533} 2006] 1,429} 1,531} 1,627| 1,678] 1,704] 1,549}. 1,281] 1,443] 1,503] 1,701} 245,875 G@  -.. 
Michigan_.___-..-..-...-.------.--------------| 1907 2, 036 359 446 407 622 628 626 562 494 457 : 410 + 311 45,588 oe 

Missouri...._. wee eee} 1917 | 5,671 | 3,621} 4,070] 3,432] 3,352] 3,646] 3,985} 4,091] 3,436 | 3,273 | 3,097] 3,145 | 225, 237 as od 
Montana (bituminous coal and lignite) ....-..-| 1918 4, 533 2, 378 2, 125 2, 152 2, 566 2,759 | 2,988 2, 965 2, 732 2, 804 2, 867 3, 254 126, 725 ee 
New Mexico..............-..-.--.--.---.__} 1918 | 4,023 | «1.553 | 1,263] 1,226] 1,289} 1,389; 1,597] 1,715] 1,239] 1,230] 1,111 | 1,251] 109,601 B | a 
North Carolina......--.-----------------------| 1922 79 2 2 2 3; 0) (i) fe fee ee fewenee--efeenee----| a nod 
North Dakota (lignite). -_........-.....-...-._| 1941°]} 2,309} 1,519] 1,740] 1,782] 1,754] 1,956} 2,215 | 2,251 | 2,050) 2,072] 2,218] 2,309 46,472 BS 
Ohio...._..-..-_..------ eee ee eeeee----------| 1920 | 45,878 | 20,411 | 13,909 | 19,589 | 20,691} 21,153 | 24,110 | 25,178 18,591 | 20,289 | 22,772 | . 29,319 | 1, 426, 518 S onu 

Oklahoma_._____....--..--..-.----------.-----| 1920 4, 849 1, 908 1, 255 1, 238 1, 208 1, 229 1, 540 1,600 ; 1, 245 1, 188 1, 646. 1,771 134, 880 tH ee 

Pennsylvania (bituminous)........--.-.....---| 1918 | 178,551 | 97,659 | 74,776 | 79,296 | 89,826 | 91,405 | 109,887 | 111,002 | 77,705 |. 92,584 | 116, 603 130, 240 | 6,305,318 =< oe 

Tennesse0..._....-------- eee eee ee| 1910 | 7,121 | «4,721 | 3,538] 3,775 | 4,136] 4,138] 5,108 | 5,213] 4,472] 5,185] 6,008] 7,045 | 272,907 et 
Texas (bituminous coal and lignite).....-------| 1918 2, 429 716 637 822 759 758 843} 910. 879 826 621 353.| 60,042 FR 
Utah___- 22 awe ---------| 1920 6, 005 3, 350 2, 852 2, 675 2, 406 2, 947 3, 247 3,810 2, 947 3, 285 3, 576. 4,077 145, 489 co os 

Virginia. ..._.....-.e eee] 194 | 18,441 | 93699] 7,692 | 81791 9,377] 9,667} 11,662 | 13,795 | 12,283 | 13,531 | 15,348) 18,441] 403677 oe 
Washington ._...... ween} 1918 | 45082 |. 13846]. 12501] 1,394] 1,383 | 1,559] 1,812] 2,002] 1,567| 1,690) 1,650] 1,841 | 131,859 ™ tg 
West Virginia...............-....-.n...| 1927 | 145, 122 | 1015 473 | 85,609 | 94,344 | 98,134 | 99,179 | 117,926 | 118,646 | 93, 288 | 108,362 | 126, 438 | 140, 250 | 3, 718, 669. SE 
Wyoming .............. ween eee} 1920 | 9,630} 4,994] 4,171] 4,013 | 4,368 |. 5,177| 5,781 | 5,918] 5,204] 5,373 | 5,808] 6,646 | 298, 687 ES 
Other States......--..-.-.-.-------------------]------|----- eee 168 “175 173 188 180 | =: 217 —- 203 237 235 | = . 299 364 62, 593 ae 

Total bituminous coal and lignite._...._.]._--._|_--------] 382,089 | 309, 710 | 333,631 | 359,368 | 372,373 | 439,088 | 445, 531 | 348,545 | 304,855 | 460,772 | 514, 149 |20, 292,010 ~ Qe 

Pennsylvania anthracite...........------------] 1917 | 99,612 | 59,646 |* 49,855 | 49,541 | 57,168 | 52,159 | 54,580 | 51,856 | 46,099 | 51,487 | 51,485 | 56,368 | 4, 441, 797 . a 

Grand total...._....._...-.------..---.--|-.----|_--------] 441, 735 | 359, 565 | 383,172 | 416, 536 | 424, 532 | 493, 668 | 497, 387. 354, 644 | 446, 342 | 512, 257 | 570, 517° |24, 733, 807 wo EBs 

ere gr SSS PS eee eee eee eee eee reer eee ere ee ee ee ee ree eee eee reece a eee reer eee rere reer eee ee ee ee earner eee Tae . . . . ~ 

1 Included under ‘“‘Other States.”’ — ce De . _ a



SUMMARY BY STATES oe oe a 
- Tasun 14.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man per day at bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the — ee. 

| United States, by States, in 1941 | , | , a ee 
[Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons] | . . | ne oo 

Disposition of coal produced (net tons) |. Average number ofemployees | Fe | a 
a Used b 7 _ SO - |. g ' — . Aver- . Aver. ; os oe sed by _ . | ‘Surface age ver- Le oe | Shipped by} mine em- | ,Used at - ao | ees Se num. | Number | age yo | Stat truck or | ployees, | jower and} value | _ | berof | ofman- | tons & es . ate . Loaded for | wagon (ex-| taken. by eoat and Total er |: Under- days | days per re oe 

shipment by | cluding | locomotive made into quantity - ton 4 round In Total { mines worked man GE . railor water!} coal used | tenders at beehive vo} _ Bro ’ stri - All 4. Were perday - 5 . od by mine | tipple,or | Cokeat |- 7 | | oH [others| © | active | a 5 8 
_——_femployees) other uses | tines . — | 7 S008 en ces ent esse enna enneneneennnnmeneetiee | emesereneenternnneenierere | eer enemngees eee | ten reenter | eee —t—____-___ rane | tp er ere ae cece | eeerere eaters oe erecta penne | ne perenne | rete cg reene qc - a 

Alabama. _......-------------------| 14, 276, 483. 964,368 | 118, 576 3 105, 096 15, 464,523 | $2.71 21,572 | 141] 8,222] 24,9385 216 | 5,384,901 2.87 . oS Alaska....-.--.---.-------m------- 235, 280 |-....-------|--.---.----- 3, 730 238,960 | 3.95] 110 |.-...... 43 153 311 47,617 5.02 Q eS Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, and Ore- ro | | : | : | _ 9 ee QON.Wn-------- nee n nnn eee nee 33, 598 19, 468 1,071 680 54,817 | 2.74] 186 |... 52 188} 222 41, 659 1.322 - os Arkansas-_-...-.-.-.--------------.- 1, 499, 049 62, 615 - 4,180 8,328 |. 1,574,172 3. 74 38, 267 120.| 601 3, 988 134] 534,.791| 2894 & oe Colorado.._..-...-.--.----.-------- 4,958,827 | 1,640,814 112,190 | 8 236, 701 6,948, 532 2. 83 6,345! 16] 1,389 7, 750 213 | 1,647,015 4, 22 oe Illinois. ...-.-..--------------------| 46, 246,919 | 7,314,004 | 370,449 | —-771,912 | 84, 703, 284 1.81 | 25,396 | 1,751.) 6,920 |. 34,067 186 | 6,343,392 | 8.62 5 . Soe Indiana. ...-....--.-.-.------------| 19, 718,097 | 2, 258, 093 380, 731 127,008 22,483,929 | 1.70] 5,186 | 1,885} 8,194} 10,265}. 200] 2,050,613 10. 96 go OS 
Iowa. --.--------------------------- 1,290,173 | 1, 593, 009 39, 240 - 16, 204 2,938,626 | 2.74] 4, 544 331 - 718 5, 593 158 882, 343 8.388 Ps 
Kansas_..---.--------.-.----------- 3, 643, 928 343, 747 9, 799 10, 098 4,007,572 | 1.98 1,514 525 723 2, 762 201 555, 831 7.20 pe oe Kentucky .......-......--..------..| 50,882,955 | 2, 052, 833 620, 169 8 154, 389 53, 710, 346 2.17 48, 780 159 | 7,857 56, 796 215 | 12,213,755 | 4.40 Fat | eS ‘ Maryland.............----.--------| 1,427, 209 252, 095 13, 884 7,386 | 1,700,574] 2.40}. 19571. 8 266} 2,231] 216]: '481,198]. 3.53. ° OS Michigan_...-..--..-.-------------- 119, 645 173, 168 6, 765 11,197 | 310, 775 4.22| | 672 |_-.--__- 85 757 162° 122, 619 2.53 A oe ES Missourl ——-------------nw=---n00e-- 1, 797, 266 | 1,304, 795 18, 365 24,862 | . 3,145,288 | 2. 23 2,856 | 653 |. 679 4,188 | 169 707, 194 445 a 

ontana: ——oOoOooSeS——SS eS eee Eee o_—E—E———E—E—EEET se ——— —— SSS EES _—E— SSS _—— : . x = Bituminous coal__...-..........] - 3,034, 147 147,578 | —- 9,000 4, 206 8,194,931 | 1.48 886. 47 | - 350 1, 283 197 252,817} 1264. “ = ae oe : Lignite.----...-.-..-.--------<- 4,488 54, 042 228 40 (68,793 | 1.79 | 68; 8 22; 98) 174 17, 083 3. 44 alk Fel 
. Total Montana.._._.........-| 3, 038, 630 201, 620 9,228} 4,246| 3,253,724] 1.48] - 954 55 372 1,381] 195} 269,900] 1206 = © 93% New Mexico.--.--.--.-.--.--------- 1,067,092 | 133,190 11, 180 39, 658 » 1, 251, 120. 3. 03 1,427 |.-.-._-- 396 1, 823 . 219 — 899, 462 3.13 Oe North Dakota (lignite)_.........._- 1, 709, 100. 411, 880. 163, 515 24, 393, 2,308,888 | 1.27 562 444 269 1, 275 177. 225, 657 10. 23 . | ae Ohio. .........---..---------.------] 22,329, 298 | 6, 833, 165 83,401 | 72,979 | 29,318, 843 1.99 16,734 | 1,685 | 38,741 | 22,160 223 | 4, 936, 786 5.94 eran Oklahoma._.......-.-.-----------.-] 1, 572, 187 187, 371 8,029-} 8, 521 1, 771, 108 2. 65 1,540 | - 183 415 2,138 171 365, 841 4, 84 eee Pennsylvania.___....--..-.----.----| 109, 081, 289 | 10, 562,884 | 4,077,713 | 8 6,517,797 | 130, 239, 683 2.28 | 105,899 | 2,514 | 15,075 | 123, 488 224 | 27,605,388 |. 4.72 - nee South Dakota (lignite)__.....-..__. 37, 338 33, 364 5 123 ~ (3) : 70, 825 1.52 15 44 10 | - 69 174 12,001 5.90 oO es Tennessee... .-----.---------------- 6, 411, 829 525, 255 69, 327 | 3 38, 860 7,045,271}. 2.841] 7,9296].. 84 1,248 9,172 218} 1,997,557}  - 3.53 7 ee 

SS ac See footnotes at end of table. oe | So | _ - ce oF es



Tasiy 14.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man per day at bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the Q Cane 
_ United States, by States, in 1941—Continued — | - - | _ me nn 

: | Disposition of coal produced (net tons) - 7 en Average number of employees — Po ae ee we 

| | weapyl a)! a me |! Aver- a A . a a oS 

aoe , - | urlace | B88 _ | Avere : eg 

, Shipped by] mine em- wed at a Aver oe ed ‘num-| Number | age Oo Ege 

State truck or ployees, power and OS value —_ oo ber of | of man- | - tors Os Ses 

Loaded for | wagon (ex-| taken by heatand |. Total “per | Under- ot. | Total days days | per rr 

shipment by | cluding | locomotive. made into uantit ton round | In ‘mines.| worked |. man’ |= |: ny 

railor water | coal used | tenders at beehive qa y . Br0 stri All a were  - - | perday .— . ese 

by mine tipple, or | - coke at. . pe ite others | | active Do . as 

employees)| other uses | Shines ee ae D: oe Ps fo a pS 
at mine a | Sf nt : _ _ ; so 5 es 

Texas: op ee | | Pe | ce @ 8 

Bituminous coal.......---------|. 10, 074 5, 282 126 |_....--.-.-.] 15,482 | $3.41 57 | .--.---- 11 | — 68 |. 94} | 6,405 2. 42 Do 

Lignite._....-....-------------- 329, 947 87,379 |-.----------| 337, 326 84] - 154) — 30 18) 202 | 180 36,301 | 9.29 — ia a 

Total Texas.....-.----------- 340,021 | $12, 661 12) 00 OG) 352,808 | . 95 211]; 30 29| 2701 188 42,708 | 82% @ 
Utah. _.......--.--------.---------- 3, 543, 114 478,271 | © 23.115 832,279 | 4,076,779 2.33.| — 1,926 |-.---.-- 719 2,645 | 207 546,872 |. 7.45. op LS 

Virginia............--.------.------| 17, 412, 546 376, 955 99, 276 8 552, 169 18, 440, 946 2.33 16,407-| 4] 2,257 18, 668 226 | 4,223,273 |.. 4.37 = LE 

Washington_._.......-------------- 1, 339, 501 400, 717 85, 964 15, 092 1, 841, 274 3.52 | — 1,712 6} 442 2, 160 223 482, 129 3.82 - SO oe 

West Virginia..................---..} 135,098, 222 | 1,717,762 | 2, 681, 535 8 752,729 |. 140, 250,248 | 2. 23 95,710 | 248 | 17,791 | 113,749 | 228 | 25, 907, 185 5.41 i ve 

Wyoming......-.------------------ 6, 315. 262 201, 534 36, 354 93, 180 6, 646, 330 | 2. 09 3,407 |- 56 847 | 4,310) 203 | 874, 568 7. 60 bd oa ga tS 

Total United States..........| 455, 424, 808 | 40,055,638 | 9, 039, 305 | * 9, 629, 494 | 544, 149, 245 | 2.19 | 376, 765 | 10, 861 | 69, 355 | 456, 981 216 | 98, 902, 258 | “5. 20 3 

a SC es RR eg) a 
te Includes coal loaded at mine directly into railroad cars or river barges, hauled by truck to railroad siding for shipment by rail, and hauled by truck to waterway for shipment by - ee 

water. — . . . oe - aS 

2 Includes coal transported from mines to points of use by conveyor, chute, or aerial tramway. — _— ae _ o os 

3 Includes coal made into beehive coke at mines in the following States: Alabama, 4,830 tons; Colorado, 124,198 tons; Kentucky, 3,424 tons; Pennsylvania, 6,037,747 tons; Tennessee, . SE 

11,920 tons; Utah, 20,106 tons; Virginia, 525,067 tons; and West Virginia, 413,252 tons; a grand total of 7,140,544 tons. . a . —_ wo a 

4 Value received or charged for coal f. 0. b. the mine, including selling cost. (Includes a value for coal not sold but used by producer, such as mine fuel and coal coked [not coke] a oe OS 

as estimated by the producer at average prices that might have been received if such coal had been sold commercially.) . oo = _ a _ ee 

t § Since it is necessary to conceal certain items in the lignite break-down of disposition of coal, the figures are included here in the column where the greater part of the concealed Ss 

onnage would appear. . oe ae an So | Bo Se os



s o BITUMINOUS COAL AND LIGNITE - 855 se 

oe a - PRODUCTION BY WEEKS AND MONTHS | re 

a TaBLe 15.—Final bituminous-coal and lignite production in the United States, with = —— oo 
a Se . - estimates by weeks, in 1941 . rn? 

A A LD a rn ml 

oo : . Average _ Average — . we Ey . Tr ~ . ae . . : : a : Produe- Nam- produe- - Produe- Num. produc- a eS 
Week ended— | #02 | work. | ton per || Week ended— tion | work. | tion per Ns — (net ing working (net | ing working —— ae a | ft tons) days day pet ; tons) |. days day net OE 

i 
Se nee : Jan, 4-..-..........| 15, 169,000 | 13 {21,799,000 |] July 19.._..........] 10,814,000] 6 |1,802000 = *, 

. Jan. 11_..._..._...-| 10, 371,000 | 6 | 1,729,000 || July 26.....2....._] 10, 937, 000 6 1, 823, 000 Cast y Jan. 18._.--....2.._] 9,880,000 | 6 1, 647,000 || Aug. 2____.._.:__.___] 10, 734, 000 6 1, 789,000 — er 
«Jan, 25........2.._.] 10, 165, 000 6 1, 694, 000 || Aug. 9.._...._.._._] 10,783, 000 6 1, 797, 000 ae 

oo Feb. 1..-.-...__...| 10, 329, 000 6 | 1,722,000 || Aug. 16__.......___] 11,062, 000 6 1, 844, 000 oo ont 
Feb. 8__......---.-| 10, 318,000 |; 6 | 1,720,000 | Aug. 23............]- 11, 062, 000. ‘6 | 1, 844,000 SO 8) 
Feb. 15..__.___..-.] 10, 642, 000 6 1, 774,000 || Aug. 30_..........._] 11, 307, 000 6 1, 885, 000 . we 

| Feb. 22__......____} 10, 641, 000 6 “1, 774,000 |; Sept. 6....._.2.____] 10, 050, 000 5 | 2,010,000 2 oe wee 
Mar. 1......-._..__] 11, 096, 000 6 1,849, 000 |} Sept. 13__..__....._| 11, 536, 000 6 1, 923, 000 : Veg 

a ~ Mar. 8___.._......-] 10, 947, 000 6 4 1,825,000 |} Sept. 20__.___...___| 10, 459, 000. 6 1, 743, 000 . SRSA . | Mar, 15_....2--_-_-| 11, 288,000 | 6 | 1,881,000 || Sept. 27__-....--.-| 11,417,000 | 6 [12903000 “yk 
- Mar, 22__......__2_} 11, 493, 000 6 | 1,916,000 || Oct. 4._........._..] 11,627,000 | 6° | 1,938, 000 ee 

_ Mar, 29___.-.2.----| 11,981,000 | 6 1, 989, 000 |} Oct..11__--___.-__.-] 11, 606,000 |~ 6 | 1,934,000 ~ TS 
a Apr. 5__..-_---..-..] 3,380, 000 5 676,000 |} Oct. 18__._-____._._] 11,463, 000° 6 | 1,911,000 a oy 

; -. Apr. 12......-_----_] 1,089, 000 6 182,000 || Oct. 25__......___._] 11, 256,000 | 6° |.1, 876,000 : ad 
Apr. 19...._..__-:-]. 1,305,000. 6 218,000 |} Nov. 1..__--_--..._| 10, 963,000 | 6 1, 827,000. - Ce BEM 

. Apr. 26......._.-..] 1, 612,000 6 269, 000.1) Nov. 8.....--..-__.]| 11,398, 000 . 6 1, 900, 000 Die 
Ce May 3_.--.:-..----} 5, 117,000 6 853, 000 || Nov. 15.___.-......] 11, 666, 000 5.6 7 2,083,000 = Oey 

. » May 10.---.--.---.] 9,368,000 | 6 | 1,561,000 || Nov. 22._..._.....-] 9,006,000} 5.2/1,732,000 | ¥% 
CO May 17_._...._...-| 10, 089, 000 6 1, 682,000 |} Nov..29___.--_.._..] 11, 695,000 | 5.8 | 2,016,000 . | ERS 
: May 24,._._....---| 10,475,000 | -* 6 | 1,746,000. || Dec. 6.._-_.-_---_-| 11,415,000 | 6 | 1,903,000 | a 

' May 31..__..-.-...] 9, 627, 000 5.4 | 1, 783,000 || Dee.-18_.2...2_._-__| 11, 457, 000° 6 1,910, 000 ree 
June 7_.._...-.....| 9, 591, 000 6 1, 599, 000 || Dec. 20..._..._..2___] 11,224, 000 6 j; 1,871,000 ces ae 

. June 14______...:_-}10, 186,000 | 6 1, 698, 000 || Dee.-27._...-....._] 8,469,000 | 5 1, 694, 000 - : os 
— > June 21_.2-...._..-] 10, 364, 000 6 1, 727,000 |; Jan. 83,1942. ____._.] 16, 378, 000 13> = |2: 2,021, 000 So 

June 28..__.......-} 11, 322, 000 ' 6 1,.887, 000 || - — | | oe “ 
July 5._........._..|. 6, 863, 000 3.4 | 2,019, 000 514, 149,000 | 303.4 | 1, 695, 000 ne, 
July 12.............] 9,707,000 5 | 1,941,000 | . fe . EE 

oe 1 Figures represent output and number of working days in that part of the week included in the calendar _ ate 
year shown. ‘Total production for the week of January 4, 1941, was 8,994,000 net tons and for January 3, — 

sO 1942, was 10,104,000 net tons. oo, . —_ . CS a oo . Ee 
- 3 Average daily production for the entire week and not for the working days in the calendar year shown, - re 

a



TABLE 16.—Final coal production in the United States, by States, with estimates by months, in thousands of het tons, in 1941 a po 4 

[The toals for the year are based upon final complete returns to the Bituminous Coal Division from _all operators known to have produced more than 1,000 tons a year. The apnor- oo ee : 

tionment of the known yearly total among the 12 months is based upon the best information available—in some States upon direct tonnage reports by operators to the State mine - aes 

de partment, in most cases upon current records of railway carloadings and waterway shipments] St Se | 

State January | February| March | April May | June | July | August Septem- October | N jer Decem- Total a 2 

Alabama_.._.....------------------------| 1,444] - 1,409 1,591| 191 1, 083 1, 488 1,404| 1,463] -1,286] 1,244 1, 315 1, 546 15,464 4 
Alaska. ._-_----------e nnn e ene neeee ene e 21 14 17 19 | 19 5] 22 22.| — 20 93 |. 22 |. 25 239 ay 

‘ Arkansas._..........----..--------------- 205 147 132 19 25 31 | 85 178 207 210 175 ~ 160 1,574 7 

Colorado. ....--....--.------------------- 768 624 689 306 ~ 3868 375 | | 446 491 .. 676 702 —  FT9 785 6, 949 oe 

Illinois. ....--------------------- an nee----| 5, 498 §, 125 5, 862 968 3, 905 3, 764 4, 538 4, 750 4,677 5, 063. 4, 980 5,578 |. 54, 703 os 

Indiana_....------------------------------| 2, 153 1, 924 2, 468 194} . 1,766 1,627 | 1,666 1,888 | 2,009 2, 259: 2, 218 2, 312 22, 484 

ToW_- oe ee nen ene ene eee eee ee nee] 343 291 - 351 4 © 130 167 167 167 176. 231 277 er .!)!) 340 2, 939 ace 

Kansas......---------------) ----ee ees 416| . 381 441] 249] . 202] | 43} 275 327] 842] 858 365 414] 4,008 ff ks 

Kentucky: 7 - oe oe | a oO - eu os 
Eastern. . _...---.------------- ---- oe 3, 577 3, 416 3, 901 162 3, 731 8, 994. 3, 922 3, 993 4,181 | 4,474 3, 404. 3, 375 42,130 et os 

Western___._-....--.---.------------- 952 960 1, 073 _ 1,398 866 ~ Fly 829] 886 - . 872 | - 942 1, 004 1, 087 11, 580 CD mae 

Total Kentucky.-...---------------| 4, 529 4,376 | 4,974 1,560 | 4,597 4, 705 4,751| 4,879} 6,053] 58,416 4,408 | 4,462] 63,710 | d SEE 
Maryland.......------------------------- 153 149 167 14 131 ~ . 151 146 - 182 ~ 168 ~ 162 -. 142 4 | 171 - 1,701 oy 

Michigan.....--.---------------------- =~ 44 39 38 wile 6 2 7 28 30 84 32 34 311 is re 

Missouri__.-.-....-..------.-.----------- 327 298 347 195} - 158 191 215} 256 269 276 287. 326 3,145 5 OE 

Montana: | , |. ae Oo 7 fy 2 NS 
e Bituminous coal_.....-......--------- 299 256 224 181 184 184 | 220 238 | 289 372 369 | 379 3, 195 tH rca 

Lignito_..-..-.----------------------- 6 5 5 3 3 3 | 8/0 By | 6 8 9 6 59S ee 

) Total Montana...-...-------------- 305 261 229 184 137| 187° 223 a1]. 294 380 378 335 | 8,254 mt 
New Menico_......-.-----..--------------. 113 106 122. 85 76 991. 95 90 ~ 1038 | = =112 115 | - 1385 |.  ~=1, 251 © re: 

North Dakota (lignite).....-...-.-..-.--- 289 237 197 87 77 88 83 ~~ 100} «177 - 806 382 — 286 | 2,309 * oS 

Ohio__...-----..--.------ ~~ eee 2, 230 2, 298 2, 676 269 2, 431 2, 533 -2,592 |. 2, 739 2, 893 | 3, 068 2,805 | . 2,785 | = 29, 319 JS re 

Oklahoma. -..._._------.-------.~---------- 231 166 147 21 29 34 96 ~ 201 233 238 196 | 179 | =, 771 Se 

Pennsylvania (bituminous)....-..-....-.} 11, 607 10, 962 12, 380 242 11, 930 11,711 | © 11,500 | 12,185] = 11,832. 12,949 10, 412 12, 580 130, 240 ow 

South Dakota (lignite) _..-.-.-.---.------ 11 9 6 3 1 1 “i 1. +45 12 12 9 . FI od 

. Jennessee__....---------------+----------- 595 596 668 107 591 632 614 627 651 715 614 ~ 635 7, 045 na 

. Texas: . SSS SS eee SS SS ca . 

Bituminous coal_.......-----.-------- 2 2 1 1 . 1; .1 1 1 1 |. — od 2 2 . 16 Fo 

Lignite.....-.....-.---.-------------- 30 27 31 98 | 2) 29 . 28 29 | 25 34 29 21) ° 337 ee 

Total Texas.......----------------- 32 29 ga] 29} 27 30; . 29 30; 2%]  35| Blt... 28 33 0002«C* 
Utah........--------------------+--------- 431 356 351 61. 237 =~ 209 | 242 |. 388 457 . . 472. 406 467 — 4077 ee 

Virginia.....-..-------------------------- 1, 461 1, 385 1, 619 2341 «1,714 1, 691 1,696! 1,733! 1,770. 1, 906 1, 637 1, 595 18, 441 — ma



| - Washington.._....--.------...----------- 164 150| 165| . 184 124 124 118 146 173 186 174 183 1, 841 tee Q 
West Virginia......-.--..---------------- 11, 129 10, 779 12, 682 349 | 13, 365 12,976 | 12,773 | 13,431] 18,434 14, 555 11, 956 12, 821 140, 250 ~ es 

. Wyoming..........-.-------------------- 587 490 571 440 882 377 477 538 . 676 745 663 | - 700 6, 646 © Oe Cae ss oS 

- Other States t_.... 222 eee ee 6 5 4 3] 6 4 3 3]. 4  § 5 7 54 OG 

sg Total bituminous coal and lignite...| 45,087 — 42, 606 48, 926 6, 110 43, 603 43, 455 44, 264 47,013 47,691 51, 703 44, 748 48,943 | 614,149 - ae 

s Pennsylvania anthracite 3__._..--.------- - 6, 162 4, 596 4, 765 38, 317 4,001 5, 072 | 4, 855 5, 441 5, 334 5, 580 3,974 | 4, 271 | 66, 368 ky 

[ Grand total...........-...-.-------| 50,249 | 47,202] 53,601 9,427 | 47,604 | 48,527] 49,119] 52,454 | 53,025 | 57,288 | 48,722 | 53, 214 870, 517 le - 

a) 
, : . . . mo CRS 

1 Includes Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, and Oregon. a oS ee tf 

? Pennsylvania anthracite figures from Bureau of Mines. Includes Snilivan County, washery and dredge coal, local sales, colliery fuel, and coal shipped by truck from author- a 

ex ized operations; also includes some “‘bootleg’’ coal purchased by legitimate operators and prepared at their breakers. os



NUMBER AND SIZE OF MINES 5 a Se 9 rs 
e * . . e : - ° ‘ *, > . . : . . e Qo. so 2 TaBie 17.—Number and production of bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the United States, classified by size of output in each State, in 1941 er 

[Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons] ae a ce . . es 

Class 1A, more than 500,000 tons Class 1B, 200,000 to 500,000 tons Class 2, 100,000 to 200,000 tons aS 

Mines Production Mines Production ~ |. Mines — . Production — . oe State | | | og Sa SS 

Average | og - | Average. . om Average | aan ee Num- | Per- Total : Per- | Num-| Per- | - Total | Per- |.Num-| Per-_}| Total ae Per- ae ee ber | cent | (net tons) cnet ‘tons) cent | ber | cent | (net tons) bret ane cent | ber | cent. (net tons) cnet ‘tons) | cent 2 Se ELE 

Alabama.........-.---..-------- 7 2.3 | 4,772,359 | 681, 766 30.9 14 4.5 | 4,941,533 | 352,967 | - 32.0 22). 7.1) 3,301,688 | 150,074) 21,3 ig eee Alaska.._.. 2-2. ---2---------22-|e---e oe [eee ee ee | eee [eee [eee ee |e fe ween en enn nnn [ene e ween |eeeeeeeef (2) (1) MM ; GQ. | @ re Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, and . too [ A 2 Oregon.....-..---------------- [eee eee [ee een [nee een ne |e eee ee eee | nee e ne |- een e eee eee ween nnn anna fon enn nnn nn [eee ene fee een fee ele eee eee npn ee eee eee leee eee RM... Arkansas........-.----.--------|--------|-------.|------------|---------- |... ne |---|. weeeneeennfoneneeee] id 1.2 113,606 |. 113,606 | 7.2 © oe tae Colorado..........---...-------- 1 a) 657,043 | 657, 043 9. 5 5 2.4 |. 1,229,953 | ‘245,901 | 17.7 1] 7.2.) 2,148,199 | 142,889 . 80.8 a Tlinois...-------ee eee eee | 485 9.1 | 38,100,812 | 846,685 | 69.7] ~ 24 ' 4.8) 8,497,011 | 354, 042 15. 5 17 | 3.4] 2,667,784 | 156, 928 | 4.8. i. ae oes Indiana_.....2222 eee eee 13 4,5 | 10,650,663 | 819, 282 47.4 1°. 23 7.9 | 7,239,806 | 314,774 | 32.2 9 3.1} 1,218,440 | 135,382 5.40 B Mo Towa.._..---------- eee een [eee e eee [pee eee [eee ee ne eee] oe eee ee |e 1 4 214,241 | 214,241 | 73) 4 1.5 490,174 | 122,544) 16.7 Te Kansas...........-.---.--------- 1 11 735,514 | 735, 514 18.4 9 7.5 | 2,243,317 |. 320,474} 56.0] © 8 3.2 390,036} 180,012 9.7. We Kentucky.......---..----------- 17 2.4 | 14,701,638 | 864, 802 27.4 | 71 9.9 | 22,121,434 | 311, 569 41,2 63 8.8] 9,100,416) 144451] 169 QO ©... Maryland...__.--.--.-----------[----0---|--2----- |---| ene eee eee ed 1 Ll 236, 417 | -236, 417 13. 9. 21° 2,2 340,945 | 170, 473 20.0 O- eT Michigan... ....-..--------------|------+-|--------[---------20- [eee eee foe epee ee en e|eeeee nee |ene--- eee /eee eee 1} 10.0 168,945 | 168,945) 844 WA 9s Missouri.......-.--------------- we weee ee [--+-~---|-- 2-8 fe dene 3 1.5} 1,155,199 | 385,066; 36.7/ . 2 1.0 317, 368 | 158, 684 10.1 ~ ° oe Montana (bituminous coal)! ____ 1 2.0 | 1,395, 943 |1, 395, 943 43. 7 3} 69] 1,303,249] 434,416] 408 - 2 3.9} 281,335 | 140, 668 8.8 ee Montana, North Dakota, South . ee . me Oo. co! Dakota, and Texas (lignite)._|......._|...0.-.-|------1-.--_|-.2-- | . 6 3.1 | 1,710,669 | 285, 112 61.6 1) 8 177,624 | 177,624; 64. > p , “4 New Mexico._....-.----.-..----|.-.-----|------.-|------------|----------|--- 3 7.1] — 818,583 | | 272, 861 65.4 | oie. |e dee feet Me QOhio-_._-. 2.2222 17 {| 2.3 | 18,608,069 | 800, 475 46, 4 13} 067 | (4,364,844 | 335,757} 14.9 | 29} 3.91] 4,405,675 | 151,920 “150 °° |. os Oklahoma_........--.---.22-----|-----2--|--e enone [ene een [eee feee eee 1]. 10 390,491 | 390,491]. 22.1/ 3]. 3.0 387,706 | 129, 235 21.9 re Pennsylvania.._..-..-.-.-.- 228 80 5.0 | 71,711,679 | 896, 396 65.1) 77 4,8 | 24,029, 757 | 312,075 | 18,4. 105 |; . 6.5 | 15,206,470 | 144, 824 W.7 °° cae Tennesse@_.._----------------2--|---ne ne |-eeen ene |enenenecnene|oeoee eee e lone eee 12) 8.2) 3,555,987 | 296,332] 50.5] 12) 8 2| 1,738,807] 144901| 247 | wi Texas (bituminous coal)__-......|.......-|...-----|.-.---------|------.--.|--.-..|----. fone wate inn nn [onsen we een nen] ne een [eee enn fem ene nee elen eee Po Utah... 3 5.7 | 1,827,351 | 609,117 44,8 2) 3.8 746,016 | 373,008] 18.3 6} 11.3 881,009 | 146; 835 21.6 Bp OG Virginia_-.....--2.- 2 8 §.2 | 7,254,283 | 906, 785 39.3 |: 24 15.5 | . 7,904,846 | 329, 369 42.9 13 8.4 | 1,932,663 | 148,666} 10.5 — oS - Washington._....-.-.-_---.-----|------2-|--------|------------ |---| eee ee 2} 4.9] — 614,614} 307,307 | 33.4 51 -122) | 736,389] 147,278 | 40.0 — a ce: West Virginia... 2 8. 79 9.5 | 64,651,065 | 818,368; 46.1] 155 18.7 | 48, 580,086 | 313,420 | -34.61 116 13.9 | 17, 625.852 | 151,085 12,5 ro _ Wyoming......- 2-2 22-2 i ie 4 6.0 | 2,622,368 | 655, 592 39.5 };°- . 7 10.4 | 2, 548,928 | 364,183 / 383/ 6] .9.0|1 993,849 165, 642 15.0 ere 
| Total United States.......| 276 4,1 |282, 688, 787 |. 843, 075 | 45, 3. 454 6.6 |144, 446,981 | 318,165] 28.1 437 | 6.4 | 64,519,930 | 147,643 | 12.5 ey



 TasiE 17,—Number and production of bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the United States, classified by size of output in each State, in 1 941— | Se 
- . BC Continued — | | | On a 

| [Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons] _ : a OC ee 

, Class 3, 50,000 to 100,000 tons = |_~—«—s«C'llass 4, 10,000 to 50,000:tons «| ~—S>—C lass 5, Jess than 10,000 tons Total | a 

| Mines Production Mines _ Production Mines |. Production _.  |Production (net tons). a . o 

. Aver- de | Aver- { | Aver- Mines! Aver: oe 

| Num-| Per- | Total (net | 88° P| per- |Num-| Per- | Total (net | 92°P&F| Per- |Num-| Per- |'Total (net |®8°,Pe"| Per- | , ver- re 
ber | cent } tons) “net cent | ber | cent | tons) — “(net | cent | ber | cent |. tons) ‘net cent | : Total ar el | 5 ms 

_ | tons) po tons) . | tons) to. aq | us 

Alabama.....-.---.-----------| 15 | 4.8 | 1,134,670 | 75,638 | 7.3 | 321/103] 676,049 | 21,127| 4.4| 220] 71,0] 638,374 /2,902| 4.1] 310 | 15,464,523 | 49,886 S Sy 
Alaska...---------.-----------} 13 |!100.0 | 1238, 960 |!79, 653 (1100.0); (@)] @) @) © (4) Q) [i.e us-|------|----- 2 [ee fee ee 3 238, 960 | 79,653. Oo ce 
Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, and . . Z a on. es 

Oregon......-.--------------|..---- |e ----- |---| -- +] 1} 11.1 |. 35,674 | 35,674 | 65.1; . 8 | 88.9 . 19,148 | 2,393; 34.9 9 54, 817 6,091 A rr 
Arkansas.......-.------------- 8 9.5 591,413 | 73,927 | 37.6 32 | 38.1 724, 622 |. 22, 644 | 46.0 43 | 51.2 | | 144,531 | 3,361 | 9.2 84.| 1,574,172 | 18,740 _ Me 
_Colorado.......---.-..--------| 20 9.6 | 1,414, 683 | 70,734 | 20.4 45 | 21.6 | 1,078,323 | 23,963 | 15.5 |. 122 | 58.7 425,331 | 3,486 | 6.1] 208 | 6,948,532 | 33, 406 Q Os 
Tllinois_---.---..-------.----.-| 24 4.9 | 1,575, 245 | 65,635 | 2.9] 125.| 25.3 | 2,833, 540 | 22,668 | 5.2 | 260 | 52.5 | 1,028,892 | 3,957 | 1.9 495 | 54, 703, 234 | 110, 512 © BC 
Indiana......-.---------------| 19 6.5 | 1,380, 243 | 72,644 | 6.1 64 | 21.9 | 1,401, 142 | 21,803} 6.2) 164 | 56.1]. 503,635 | 3,620} 2.7] 292 | 22,483,929 | 77,000 Bi re 
lowa...-.--------------------- 6 2.2 462,693 | 77,116 | 15.7 | 656 | 20.9 | 1,032,891 | 18, 444 | 35.2 | 201 | 75.0:| 738,627 | 3,675 | 25.1 268 | 2,938,626 | 10,965. rr 
Kansas_....------.------------ 1; 11 58, 421 | 58,421 | 1.4] 20] 21.5 345, 568 | 17,278 | 8.6 61 | 65.6 234, 716 | 3,848 | 5.9 93 | 4,007,572 | 43,092 . es 
Kentucky...--.-.-------------| 55 7.7 | 4,216,876 | 76,670 | 7.8 97 | 18.5 | 2,294,190 | 23,651 | 4.3 | 414 | 57.7 | 1,275, 792 | 3,082 | 2.4 717 | 53,710, 346 | 74,910 5 . 3 
Maryland-_-....----....------- 6 6.8 423, 318 | 70, 653 | 24.9 20 | 22.5 | 528, 287 | 26,414 | 31.1 |. . 60 | 67.4 171, 607 | 2,860 | 10.1 89 | 1,700,574 | 19,108 | a Te 
Michigan. ._...-.----..-------|_-----|-------|-----------|--------|------] 6 | 60.0 | 127,819 | 21,303 | 41.1 3 | 30.0 14,011 | 4,670 | 4.5] 10 310,775 | 31,078 Vo 7 
Missouri.....----------------- 2 1.0 167, 596 | 83,798 | 5.3 | .42.| 20.9 | 1,008,541 | 24,013 | 32.1 [ 152 | 75.6 496, 584 | 3, 267 | 15.8 201 | 3,145, 288 | 15,648. no ae F 
Montana (bituminous coal) - - - 1 2.0 53,497 | 53,497 | 1.7; 2] 3.9] 89,208 | 19,604] 1.2 42 | 82.3 121, 699 | 2,898 | 3.8 '51 | 38,104,931 | 62, 646 fet ee 
Montana, North Dakota, of - Poy Q nas 

South Dakota, and Texas . fo . . | : |. A, , o" 
(lignite) ....-..-------------- 5 2.6 358, 414 | 71,683 | 12.9}; 12] 6.1 |. 219,442 | 18,287 | 7.9{ 171 | 87.7 | 309,683 | 1,811 | 11.2 195 | 2,775,882 | 14,235 - cf uke 

New Mexico. .-_.--------.----- 2 4.8 180, 811 | 90,406 | 14.5 9 | 21:4 176,169 | 19,574 | 14.1 | 28 | 66.7 75, 557 | 2,698 | -6.0 42 | 1,251,120 | 29,789 bs i ae 
Ohio_-..-.--------------------]- 25 3.3 | 1,828,708 | 73,148 | 6.2 | 148 | 19.2 | 3,424,332 | 23,946 | 11.7 | 519 | 69.6 | 1, 687,215 | 3,251 | 5.8 | . 746 | 29,318,843 | 39,301 . - a 
Oklahoma..........--.--...-..| 4] 3.9] 230,967 | 50,992 | 13.5| 241] 23.5 |- 503,323 | 20,9721 28.4] .70| 68.6] 249,621 | 3,566.| 14.1] 102] 1,771,108 | 17,364 ee 
Pennsylvania.....-..-.-------] 104 6.4 | 7,513,875 | 72,249 | 5.8 | 872 | 23.1 | 8, 632, 384 | 23,205 | 6.6] 873.| 54.2 | 3, 145,518 | 3,603 | 2.4 | 1,611 |180, 239, 683. | 80, 844 . ye 
Tennessee....-----------------| 18 8.9 |. 918,041 | 70, 234 | 13.0 25 | 17.1 580, 512 |. 23,220 | 8.2) 84 | 57.6 256, 924 | 3,059 | 3.6 146 | 7,045,271 | 48,255 — a a 
Texas (bituminous coa]).....--|.-.---|..-----]-----------|--------]------ 1 | 33.3 11, 382 | 11, 382 | 73.5 2 | 66.7 4,100 | 2,050 | 26.5 3 15, 482 5,161 a 
Utah.......------------------ 3 5.7 220, 755 | 78,585 | 5.4 12 | 22.6 287, 553 | 23,963 | 7.1 27 | 50.9 |. 114,095 | 4,226 | 2.8} 53} 4,076,779 | 76,920 RE 
Virginia._....----.......-..-..| 10 6.41} 740,050 | 74,005 | 4.0 15 | 9.7 359, 488 | 23,966 | 1.9] 85 | 54.8 | . 249,616 | 2,937 | 1.4 155 | 18, 440, 946 | 118,974. ay 
Washington......-.....-..--.- 1 2.4 61, 397 | 61,397 | 3.3 | ° 15 | 36.6 362,140 | 24,1438 | 19.7 1° 18 .| 43.9 66, 734 | 3,707 | 3.6 41.| 1,841,274; 44,909  . cee oe 
West Virginia.......-....---.-| 74 8.9 | 5,605,991 | 75,757 | 4.0 | 121 | 14.6 | 2,954,606 | 24,419 | 2.1] 286 | 34.4] 932,558 | 3, 261 .@ | > 831 {140, 250, 248 | 168, 773 . Ses 
Wyoming......--..-----------| 1] 1.5 | ~ 67,187 | 67,187} 1.0] 14 | 20.9] . 309,075 | 22.077] 4.6] 35] 52.2| 104,928 | 2,908] 16) 67 6,646,330| 99.199 8 

Total United States ....| 402] 5.9 |29, 447,711 | 73,253 | 5.7 |1,305 | 19.1 |29, 946, 350 |-22,947 | 5.8 |3, 948 | 57.9 |13, 099, 486 | 3,318 | 2.6 | 6,822 |514, 149,245 | 75,366 60 ts 

| 1In Alaska, 1 mine that should be included in class 2 and 1 mine that should be included in class 4 are included in class 3 to avoid disclosure of individual operations, = CO
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pe AVERAGE VALUE - 

.. Before the Bituminous Coal Act of 1937 was passed, the most | 
He valuable single index of the trend of prices at the mines was the | 
ae ‘average value per ton, f.o. b. mines,” as given in the familiar _ 
ee annual coal reports of the Bureau of Mines, United States Depart- 
von ment of the Interior. This series was referred to in Bureau of Mines 
“c's reports as representing “bituminous coal,’ and it covered all coal | 
“(other than Pennsylvania anthracite) produced in the United States. 
<., .  ° Jt represented the bituminous-coal industry as the term ordinarily 
pa was used in the trade and included the lignite of the Dakotas, Texas, 
- and Montana, as well as any small tonnages of hard coal produced 
*. outside of Pennsylvania. = | a 7 oo 
so : With the passage of the Coal Act, the Bureau of Mines relinquished 
~ the collection of. statistics relating to bituminous coal, effective | 
eee dune 380, 1937, though continuing to compile data regarding lignite __ 
. . and Pennsylvania anthracite. Effective the same date, the Coal 
....... Commission became responsible for the compilation of data on . 
-~ *  pbituminous coal, though not attempting to collect data regarding 

lignite, which was specifically exempted by the act. The records 
~-, of the Commission (now Bituminous Coal Division, United States | 
eee _ Department of the Interior) relate to all coal other than Pennsylvania | 
- anthracite, Virginia semianthracite, and lignite. oe . 7 
- ‘To permit comparison of the old and new series, therefore, it is ' 
=. _Recessary to separate the lignites from the bituminous coals, though __ 
Me _ for the convenience of the student thé combined average for the two 
ae is continued in a form as nearly comparable as possible to the old ~ 
geo. series, (See table 18.) | a Be | 

re A more important change in the two series relates to the treatment 
fee of selling expenses. The old Bureau of Mines series of “value at 
ion the mines” excluded the selling cost. Reporting operators were 
ae asked to state the ‘‘Amount received at the mines f. o. b: cars less 
oe the selling expense.” No details were asked regarding the items | 
a included in the value, and no systematic effort was made to follow 
7 up the exclusion of selling expenses. It was realized at the time that 
a some producers might find it impractical to exclude selling costs and 

: that some part of the selling expenses of the industry might be included 
| - in the results. Nevertheless, the reports were checked for consistency 
- from year to year, the questions were retained in the same form with- 

: out change, and the results are believed to have been comparable from 
| one year to the next. The new series of the Coal Commission repre- 

sents the total or gross realization on all coal produced and specifically 
| includes the selling cost. 

The two sets of data may not be precisely comparable with respect 
| to coal produced but not sold on the commercial market. In the 

Bureau of Mines series reporting operators were instructed that the 
“value of coal not sold but used by producer, also mine fuel and coal 
made into coke should be estimated at average prices that might . 

| have been received.’’ The instructions of the Coal Commission 
regarding such items were in effect similar, though given in greater 

etail. 
| A comparison of the two series is possible for 1936. In that year 

the average value per ton on the old (Bureau of Mines) basis amounted 
to $1.761 per ton for bituminous coal, excluding lignite. The aver-
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age gross realization, according to data collected by the Coal Com- che 
mission, was $1.831 per ton. The difference amounts to $0.07 per ss. 

- ton—an amount somewhat less than the average selling expenditure §=—=-——sS 
computed per ton of all coal produced, as reported to the Coal =." 

. Commission. The comparison confirms previous indications that ©, 
the great majority of operators reporting in earlier years had fol- og 

_ lowed instructions and omitted selling expenses in computing the = =~ 
- average value but that some of them had included the selling expense. = 
- The change in method of reporting should be kept in mind in com-——- 
: paring the two sets of data. As the reports to the Commission were —— 
* submitted on a detailed accounting return and made under oath 4 
_ they are to be accepted. The returns of earlier years, upon a volun- ae 

| tary basis and not in all instances uniform as to treatment of selling kg 
— costs, seem to have been thoroughly comparable from one year to sy 

the next and afford the best available index to the rise and fall of eet 
the mine prices received by operators down to 1936. | dg 

 ° ‘Tapie 18.—Trend of average value in the United States of bituminous coal and | es 
a | lignite per ton, f. 0. b. mines, 1929-41 ntCe’ 

os - . ee Bituminous | . a oa 2 * 
| | _ a Pm a ' | of | a 

. ; . subject to * nt 2 ee 
. a Year | regulation Lignite? Total ey 

oo a under |. ne 
| . | 1937 act) ! | . - oy eR 

7 - Average value per ton less selling cost (Bureau of Mines series): mo oe 
1929__.___-__--.-----------4- +--+ +--+ +e ee eee ee $1. 782 $1. 548 $1. 781 ae 

OS 1930__....--.---..------- +--+ eee ne enn eee 1.702.;|. 1.556 1.701 ola 
1981__.__-_.. 2-2 ee ee eee eee 1. 642 1. 410 1, 541 og 
1932... en eee ee nn eee ee enn 1.3138; 1.318 1,313 Lo 
1983__..-.-2 ee en ne nn een nn en nn ene eee nee] 1. 337 1. 188 1, 336 . an 

oo 1934___....-..------. 2-27 ee nee ene ee eee 1,751 1, 387 1.749) as 
- . -193§_.. eee eee een eee 1.772 | 1120]. £1767 ee 

-1936_.....---..---.------------- en ee ene nee 1. 761 1. 061 1.756 Lge) 
Average gross realization, including selling cost (Bituminous Coal 'y 

Ve Division series): . MS 
1936._..-......--------------- + ee eee nee eee eee 1, 831 3.1. 061 1. 826 oo 

. 1987___2 i nnn nnn nnn eee een ee ween ne] 1. 946 31.080 _ 1.939 oh 
1988... ee ee eee ee 1, 955 31.071 1. 947 oss 
1939 4... ne een ne nn eee eee een eee 1.850 1, 158 ~ 1,845 | cong 

— -1940_- 2 ee eee eee eee - 1,913. 31.156 | - 1, 908 et 
1941___...-- eee ee eee ee 2. 194 31,237 ‘2.189 oR 

; Includes all coal produced other than Pennsylvania anthracite and the lignite included in the second x 4 
column. | ; : oes 

- 2 North Dakota, South Dakota, and the lignite counties of Montana and Texas. “A 
8 Figures from the Bureau of Mines. Data on sales realization were not collected from lignite mines by yal 

the Bituminous Coal Division. Figures for 1936-38 and 1940 exclude selling cost as before. Figure for1941_ 6S 
| includes selling cost. _ | SO nS 

ees were asked to exclude selling cost in reporting value, but 8 number of them included such oa 
costs. : , . wy 

| LABOR STATISTICS | ‘s 

| Men employed—An average of 456,981 men was employed at - ~~ ; 
bituminous-coal mines in 1941, a 4.1-percent increase over the total of 2 
439,075 for 1940 (see fig. 8). Statistics on men employed in 1941 os 
represent annual averages of the number of workers on the rolls on 3 
the days when the mines were in operation. | of 

The method used here in calculating employment gives an accurate | 
measure of the working force in the coal industry, but it does not con- ny 
sider the time lost by men on the rolls through intermittent operations. vs 
To measure the influence of intermittency upon employment the vt 
factor of mine activity as indicated by the average number of days of oS
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_». . plant operation was recorded separately. The average number of a 
~.. men employed when the mines were in operation was then used, in . , 
—-’ gonjunction with the average. number of days of operation, as a | 
“« measure of the total volume of employment inthe industry. - 
Pe Days operated.—The average number of days of operation at bitumi- 
va nous-coal mines in 1941 was 216. This represents an increase over 
tag _ the average of 202 days for 1940. All statistics on days of mine opera- - 
- tion included in this report are weighted averages, in which the operat- 

Ing time of each mine has been weighted by the number of its em- _ 
~, . ployees. Several coal-mining States publish series on the number of 
Pes days worked that are simple averages of the figures for each reporting | 
xo mine, regardless of size. As these unweighted averages are likely to 
Bead be unduly depressed by small mines, which generally operate fewer —»_ 
_|. days than the larger ones, they tend to understate the working time 
i: Of a typical mine employee. _ oo So 
i - Man-days of labor.—Only a small proportion of the bituminous- 
>. @oal-mine operations, however, keep an accurate record of man-days 
~- *.. .orman-hours worked. Consequently, man-days have been computed 
—. by multiplying the number of workers employed by the number of = _— 
ra. _. Operating days. Although these computations were made for each 
..... individual mine, the combined total is necessarily only an approxi- — 

Be Until the American coal industry arranges to keep an accurate 
Bh record of man-days or man-hours of employment all computations of 
' * . accident rates, daily earnings, and output per man will remain subject | 
ye _ to qualification. Meanwhile, the method of multiplying men by 
ee days must be accepted as the best available procedure. — - 
. . Data for 1941 indicate that bituminous-coal-mine employees per- 
io rn formed 98,902,253 man-days of labor during the year. Table 14 
Pe gives a summary record of men employed, days operated, and output 
Bo per man per day at bituminous-coal mines, by States, in 1941. De- _ 
eo tails by counties for 1941 are shown in table 40. | | 
os _. Length of working day.—Table 19 summarizes the replies of mine | 
7 operators to the question, ‘(Number of hours operated per shift.”’ 

oe The reports of more than 7 hours of work per shift in 1941 consist 
Se partly of (1) work for which the operator has included time when the 

ae men are entering or leaving the mine, (2) work for which the operator | 
| | has reported the time of certain employees who work longer than > 
ae other employees, as in stripping overburden, or (3) operations where _ 

| work is staggered and two crews of men overlap. There were, how- 
: ever, a number of mines in 1941 where the established day was 8 

| hours. As shown by the table, most of these were very small. Nu- 
| merous mines, especially the smaller ones, failed to answer the 

, question. | 
| It was found that 92.6 percent of the men employed were in 7-hour 

| mines and that the weighted average working shift was 7.03 hours. 
The established working day does not of itself measure the length 

of time that men actually work or the time that they are under- 
| ground, because of the possibility of overtime, because the mine may 

sometimes shut down before the full day is over, because the miner 
may go home before the mine stops, and because he spends a con- 

| siderable time going to and from his place of work underground. 
As interpreted in the wage agreements, the 7-hour day means 7 

hours of labor at the usual working place, exclusive of any time for
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+ -Tunch and exclusive of the time spent in going from the entranceof 
, the mine to the working place and back again. | As noted, these =. _ figures represent the operator’s statement of the nominal operating _ day for the mine. They do not purport to represent the time actually = - eg worked by the men. On the one hand, they make no allowance for 
_ tonnage or piece workers who leave early; on the other hand, they Ng - Make no allowance for tonnage men who continue at work after the 9. « 
_ Maine as a whole is shut down, or who go into the mine to work on noses 
_ days when the tipple is idle. — Oo . ES 

. Taiz 19.—Number of bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the United States 8 83>” _ . having established working shift of certain length and number of men employed — oo) ash - therein, in 1941 ce - re So ne 

| . |. ‘7 ours ~~ 8 hours. 9 hours All others 1. Total 
- State SD 

- | | Mines} Men. | Mines} Men | Mines! Men|Mines| Men | Mines - Men | ons 

oe Alabama_......-....-------| 293 | 24,424] 12] 459{_... J 5| 362] 310! 24939 ©... 
Alaska. ._..-.--.---.2------|.~-----]---------] 3} 153 |---| ef fe 3 1538 00°C oN - | Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, 1. . ss a ~~ and Oregon_-__.__----.2.-]-2.--2-|o2 2 8 182 |. f|eeee-| 6/91]. 188 ou _ Arkansas_._.-2....--------- 73 | 3,882 5. 47 1] 2] 0 5 57 841 3,988 ois Colorado.._.---2.----------} 151} 7,214] 923] 1774. de 34 359 208 7, 750 Sos Iinois_......2--....-------] 380 | 30,534} 62 778 | -| 2} ° «583 | 2, 755 495 | 34, 067 oat — ° Indiana.-._- 2.2 222-2-----.| 146 | = 6,0897° 60 | «473 2] 12} 84] 3,741} 292] 10/965 Sy - Towa_...----...------------] © 164]. 4,417 85. 915 5 59 14 202 268 | 5,593 OS .  . ° Kansas...--.2:-------------] 35 | 1,398 40; 448]; 1] 7 17} 919 93 | 2762 _ os 

. _ Kentucky: | 7 - . a of . 3 Eastern.......-.-...-.-| 360} 44,238 116 | 3,033 {.-0-u-j__2-__} 14 701) 4901 47,972  — © ae -  Western_--...2..-.....]| 173 | 7,729 47 684 |... _]..___- 7 411 | 227 8,824 oe 

- Total Kentucky_.._.| 533 | 51,967| 163 - 3,717 |...----|----._| 21] 1,112 717 | 56,796 — os 
—  Maryland__-2---2. eee]. 78 | 2,052]. 179 |_-.----]------]-------]--.-.-] - 89.}- 2; 231 as Michigan___-_22-.------._- 8 682 jo fff 2. 75 10 757 oe ce Missouri-_...------.-.....-| 78 1,906; 103} 1,607; 5 56 20 619 201 4, 188 es 

. Montana: oe : - | | \ ae 
' Bituminous coal_-._-___- 35} 1,146) 16] 187 ]__-____}-_ 2]. 00. Jo. 51 1, 283 eens - Lignite:2 2.2222] 6 44) 8} 85] ye || 0 8 a 

--  Botal Montana_.....| 41] 1,190! 2%| 172|....|._| 6| al oa 1,381 LO 
= New Mexico____-...-.:-...] 24 1, 661 16 | © 135 j.--__ jee 2 27 42 1, 823 as North Dakota (lignite)_..._ 10 ~ 167 96 874 5 32 44 202 155 1, 275 (oS a Ohio. .---222---2 ee ee..| 846 | 19,832 158 | 1, 667 3 70 39 591 746 | 22, 160 Pe ~  Oklahoma__-~..--.2--22222- 83 1,771 12 168 1 4 6 195 102; 2138 fg Pennsylvania_.___.__--..__| 1,336 | 117,312] 171 | 1,636 3} 14] 101 | 4,526 | 1,611 | 123) 488 oF South Dakota (lignite)._...] ©) (2) 26] 246]— 2 7. 6 16 14 69 et Tennessee... ee. 116 | - 8,378 28 522 |--.-.__f----.- 2) 272 146 9, 172 re oe 

Texas: | - ys . Bituminous coal___.._- 1 7 1 36 }.----.}------]| 1 25 3 68 2 _ , Lignite__--.-.----.-----|-------|---------{ 6 | 152 TTT] Bob Lane oe 
Total Texas___._..... 1] 7 6 188 | .-.--._]--...- 2} 75 9; 270 | . - Utah... 36 2, 517 17 128 |_-. 2 jefe 53 | | 2,645 , . Virginia._......2.222---__ 120; 18,101 31 327 |_--.-_-]------ 4 240 155 | 18,668 oe Washington.____.........2.- 41 2,160 }--.--.]--..---|_---- |e fee 41} 2,160 ak West Virginia__....2.-......| 726 | 111, 497 76} 1,257 1 4 28 991 831 | 113, 749 me Wyoming_._..-----._..___. 52 4, 187 10 29 1 6 4 88 671 4,310 . 

Total United States._| 5,066 | 423,290 | 1,226 |15,979/ 30] 273| 500 {17,430 | 6,822 | 456, 981 3 
greene reenact oS 

1 Includes mines where the day was more than 9 or less than 7 hours or was irregular; also includes some J mines which failed to answer. a 2 Mines and men working ‘‘7 hours” included under “8 hours” for South Dakota lignite. 4
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me oo ‘TABLE 20.—Sirikes, suspensions, and lock-outs in bituminous-coal and lignite mines — 

Be - in the United States, by States, in 1941 | 7 | 

ae | | a | | | | Average numiber of 
we oe a . ays lost on ac- . 

Beh a | Number | Number Man-days count of strike 

yds | oo State = = _of men ofmen | sccount of \--—— ; 

ee yo oo employed | on strike strike 

Oe re . ‘~ .| Per man | Per man 

pet a co employed] on strike 

pe Alabama... ee eeeeecceceeeee-eee---------| 24,9385 | 18,558] 718, 801 29} 39. 
one ‘Alaska. .....-..-..---22ne--eee----------------| (is | 200 1] .° 4 
wos Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, and Oregon..----..--- 188 |_________.__|_--u------- |---| eee eee. . 

ye ‘ArkansaS_.......---------------2--2----------- 3, 988 1772} 69775] 17 39 

Bo _ Colorado. -.-..--------------------------------| > 7, 750 5, 904 98, 366 | 13 | VT 

ook . Tllinois.......--.---------.-------+------------
 34, 067 22, 757 629, 873 | 18 — 28 oo 

or Indiana. -- 222-2222. -------- 2-2-2 ee eee ee 10, 265 6, 542 162, 198. 16 8% 

ae TOW8.. newer teen niece eee e eee e nee e| 5,593 |  —s-.2, 178 83, 862. “15 |. 39 

a KansaS....--.------
 en nee nee een eee neeee------| 2, 762 61 —«6BB | CGT 11 

Kentucky ._...-------~-------------+---------- 56, 796 42,154} 1,123,975 20] 27. 

bios Maryland___.-------------------------------+- 2,231 1, 756 55, 066 OY 31 

ae - Michivan._-.-...-------.----------------------
 757 415 9, 515 | '13 23 | . 

Missouri. --.--------------+--2--2-c0 tooo 4, 188 852 42, 821 10} BO 

re Montana: | an po, - | fp . 
Me Bituminous coal_..-.-.-.-.-.-------------- 4, 283 -|.-._..----.-|------------]----------|-----+---- 

cn Lignite......-.---------------------------- (98 |.--2--------]------------|----------]---2--2--- 

oe | oe Total Montana.....--.------------------| 1,381 epee eee eefeeeeeeeeee[eeeeeecece 

me New Mexico.......-------.-.-------+---------- 1,823 | | ~ 460 7,959 4 _ V7 

oe North Dakota (lignite) .-....-.---------------- 1,275 |__.....-.---]---------+--|----------]---------- | 

mf: Ohio....-----------.---.----------+--+--------
 22,160 | © 14,120] © 391,325; 18 28 

Se Oklahoma.......-.---..---------------------+-- 2, 138 | 497 | . 45, 564 ‘21 92°C; 

Wee _ Pennsylvania.......---------------------------
 123, 488 101,966 | 2, 737, 304 _ 22 27. 

oe - South Dakota (lignite) -....-------------------| | 69 |___.-----.--]------------|----------|---------- 

ee a Tennessee....----------------------------------|_
 9,172} 6,883]. 186, 282 |. . 20 29 

ee - - Bituminous coal_....-.-------------------+- 68 |__-..-------|------.-----]----------|---------- . 

ie : - ‘Lignite....----..--.----------------------- | 202 |__........--|------------|--------+-|-----=---- 

sa . Total Texas......_..---.----------+----- 270 |__..--------|------------ _oue------|-e-e-e-- =e 

Bien Utah... nee eee eee eee eee 2, 645 "4,821 |. 38, 759 | 15 21 

Be Virginia._.....-...-.---------.----------=-----
 18, 668 14, 372 329, 030 | 18 23 

vo Washington.__.._2.-...---.-.----------
-------- 2, 160 190 5, 320 2 28 

mS. _ West Virginia.......-...---------------------- 113, 749 100, 546) 2, 474, 995 22 25 

oF - ‘Wyoming......------------------------------- 4,310| 34 6, 688 2) 20 : 

ey | Total United States.......-.------------} 456,981 | 343,845 | 9, 218, 296 "20 27 
r . : 

‘ ‘ 

J ’ -1.One-half day or less. . . . 

. | - BITUMINOUS COAL AND LIGNITE LOADED FOR SHIPMENT BY INDIVIDUAL 

: | 7 RAILROADS AND WATERWAYS | | 

Tarte 21.—Bituminous coal and lignite loaded for shipment by ratlroads and 

7 waterways in the United States, as reported by mine operators, in net tons, in 1941! 
‘ . . 

. 
. 

. 1941 . 

Route State ee ns 

| By State | Total for 

RAILROADS . 

Alabama Central_.__..------------------------- Alabama.-._..--.------------- 183, 295 183, 295 

Alabama Great Southern____._..---------------|-----0----.---
----------------- 193, 246 193. 246 

Alaska......_.-.---.------e-eeeeeee-------------
| AlasKa..__-------------------- 235, 230 235, 230 

Algers, Winslow & Western_..-.-..------------- Indiana. ..-------------------- 8, 052, 386 3, 052, 345 

| inois_____..---------------- 777, 1 
Alton.._.-..------------------- 2000 n errr ne (Missouth 2227. 21, 506 \ 798, 666 

, Alton & Southern_..-..-.-----------------------] Hlinois......-----------------. 7, 008 7, 008 

Arkansas Western...-.-------------------------| ArkamsaS...._..--------------- 5, 934 5, 934 

Artemus-Jellico........-------------------------
| Kentucky-_-..--.--------------- 423, 607 423, 607 

Colorado..._._.---------------- 215, 420 

. INinois.__.-.--.--------------- 581, 149 

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe-_----.------------}) Kamsas_...-------------------- 512, 039 2, 071, 519 
Missouri___._.....------------ 13, 774 
New Mexico. ._-.---.-.------- 749, 137 |! 

See footnotes at end of table.
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ae TABLE 21.—Bituminous coal..and lignite loaded for shipment by railroads and eer 

- waterways in the. United States, as reported by mine operators, in net tons, nm — ows 

~1941—Continued , | | ne 2 OES 

- | ee WE 

: a CnC re De OE 
- ; ef 

; | . -RAILROADS—continued 7 a , | | aa 

: , : Tllinois........----------------]- 187544) ES 
i en ae Indiana. _.....---------+------ 553, 076 7 es 

© Baltimore d& Obfo.--- a= ensceeecneconecoetee WOM ed 8, 800,967 |f 88.184 496 os 
oo ae coe *. |/ Pennsylvania. ...-...---------| 11, 184, 481 oT ke G 

oo a (West Virginia_._._.----.------| 17.831, 336 oe See 

Bessemer & Lake Erie.....--..---------------+-| Pennsylvania....--.----------] 4,070,058 | 4, 070, 058 coe 

-Bevier & Southern.....--.-----.----------------| Missouri... .--.---------------. 351, 709 351,709 eg 

Buffalo Creek. & Gauley.._...--.--.------------| West Virginia. -...._.-------- 622,345 | 622,345 Re 

. Cambria & Indiana.......---------------------- Pennsylvania__.......--------| 4,886,391 | 4,886,391 oe 

Campbell’s Creek......-.-----------------------] West Virginia._.....-...-..---| 1,070, 993 1, 070,993 RS 

Carbon County,..;..--------------------------- Utah... _.-.-.------.---------- 437, 478 437, 478 oS 

| Caseyville. .....-.------------------------------| llinois._.---.-.--------------- 58, 838 «$8,884 - a 

| Central of Georela cae e en aneennneeeooo- Georgia] estate | oem 7 
, , er | oe |{Kentucky.......--------------| 8,211,952 }) . . | oe 

, Chesapeake & Ohio..........-------------------]} Ohio-._--_-.------------------| ,, 511,479 |p 52,316, 590 ee 

an West Virginia.....-.---------.| 48, 493, 159 Cy: 

_ Cheswick & Harmar-.--.-------------+--------- Pennsylvania. ....------------ 907, 251 907,251 

| " Ohicago & Bastern Tinois......-.-.------------|{Tudlona oT] eat ove |} 086.476 2g 
Chicago & Illinois Midland-.------------------- Illinois. -...-------------------| 6 G88) Se 8, 656, 444 - oS 

-— Ghieago & North Western.-------------------—-|Lawyoegag | aeaie |} 2 757 98 ae 
| Chicago, Attica & Southern.__.....------------- ndiana. -------------0----o--- ay 02 —- :11, 402 a: 

oe oo ‘Olorado......---------------- . mo wee 

ae . Tilinois._...-...-.-------------] 7, 803, 196 ) . wy 

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy .-...--.---------| Lowa grnnnooooooo a 2, on I 9, 219, 614 | ye 

— Wyoming............---.--.-| 717,908 JJ. se 
m Chicago Great Western. ....-.-..---------------| lowa...---------------------+- 2,973 2,973 ~ oe 

| . Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville------------- Andiana....---.-------------7~ 1 So 63 4,324, 634: Penk 

, : oo, ‘|f-----d0.----.------------------ , 201, oy 

= Be , Iowa........------------------ 423, 184 3 

a roe || Missouri-_-_..----.----.----+--- 1, 608° - 7k 

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific. -..----- Montana (bituminots)-------- 790, 172 6, 491, 540 Ok 

as , or akota (lignite) -....-- | OO re 

: SO - _ South Dakota (lignite) .------- } 66, 731 nad 
—— 1\ Washington.._---.------------ 7, 880. Ce 

a . | (Arkansas.........-...------<-- 14, 233 Lo teed 

: oo . . Dlinois.........-..-.----------| . 585.629 |}. ee 

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. ....------------ LOWB.- -j--nnnnnnnerannro oT ee » 1,033,307 8 ; 

- issouri__.....----.-----.---- ’ . ag 

| | | | Oklahoma....---------------- 97, 635 om 
Chicago, Springfield & St. Louis.....-.---.-----| Tllinois...-_...--..------------ 466, 475 466, 475 OAR 

B ‘ d 4, 547, 941 age 

_ Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis......{indiana TTT] Means P8898 
: : poe | Kentucky....--...------------| _ 168,596 || oe 

Clinchfield .-....------------------------+--#00-7 {Virginia 2220- 2, 879, 468 } 3, 048, 064 ty 

| Colorado & Southeastern. .......---------------} Colorado.......--------------- 117, 443 117, 443 et 

Colorado & Southern. .__....-------------------|-----d0------------------------- 639, 853 639, 853. we 

Colorado & Wyoming....-.....-----------------|-----0------:------------------ 653, 698 653, 698. th 

Conemaugh & Black Lick----.----------------- Pennsylvania. ......---------- 46, 805 46, 805 vn 

Crystal River & San Juan_....--...------------] Colorado...-...--------------- 60 60 : at 

Cumberland & Pennsyivania-_--_.-.------------- Maryland........------------- 590, 202 §90, 202 era 

Dardanelle & Russeliville.........--------------| Arkamsas..-..----------------- 22, 938 22, 938 fey 

Denver & Intermountain .-........-------------- Colorado.-....---------------- 1 ane om 93, 528 ee 

Denver & Rio Grande Western..-....---------- {iis Meaieg “ooo ° doe tas 3, 489, 196 oe 

Denver é& Salt Lake........--------------.---.-] Colorado.....-.-.--..---------| 888.797 | 838, 797 oo 
Des Moines & Central Iowa. ....----.----------| lowa_..---.--..-----------+----- 81, 693 81, 693 Coats 

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton ._-.--.-.-------------] Ohio... ..-..------------------ 18, 059 18, 059 7 

East Broad Top Railroad & Coal Co..-..-----.-| Pennsylvanis.-.-------------- 558, 237 558, 237 ee 

Eastern Railway & Lumber Co---.--.---------- Washington..--.-..----------- 4,400 110 od 
0... .---------------- eee . 

Erie. ...-.------------------20e- renee nner nnn {Pennsylvania 2222227777272 1, 340, 701 } 1, 345, 101 ; oe 

Evansville & Ohio Valley..........-.----.------| Indiana._...-.--.--.-----.---- 5, 853 5, 853 

- Evansville, Suburban & Newburgh------------- _...-0_---0----. eee eee 196, 788 196, 788 oe] 

Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern. --.-.----.| lowa_.------------------------ 22, 371 22, 371 Sa 

Fort Smith & Van Buren____.....---.-.--------] OKlahoma-...._.....-.-------- 189, 157 189, 157 oo 

Fort Smith & Western._..._....----------------|-----Q0.------------------------ 11, 235 11, 235 ar 
Fort Smith, Subiaco & Rock Island--.-.-....-..| Arkansas........-------------- 29, 182 29, 182 CE 

Galesburg & Great Eastern..........-..--------' Dllinois.....-.-.--------------- 583, 196 583, 196 a 

See footnotes at end of table. is
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os DABLE 21.—Bituminous coal and lignite loaded for shipment by railroads and 
ee | waterways in the United States, as reported by mine operators, in net tons, in 
Bl 1941—Continued _ coe : a 

ey Route State ST Dotalite | 
re a eo. Co Do re otal for 
Bs - - a - | oo, ‘By State route _ 7 : 

be Pg _ RAILROADS—continued = = = sdf . ee ee 

oo Grand Trunk... _.._.--..-------------.---------| Michigan__._-..2--.2.---22.-- 20,236 | —s-:20, 286 | an So . ee Montins (oeaainous coal) .__ 473,387 |) Ho 
ee . . SO a ontana (Jignite)..-..----2.22-1) one O1n 7 Be Great Northern........----.----------2---+<2--- ) North Dakota (lignite)....__.- \ 394, 190 |7 996, 810 

Be a - - _ Washington.......-----------+] 129, 233 Bo ee! 
/ s me FO , fAlabama..__.-2.- 2 --.}) «141, 657 Ban ag 

ee . . - / Gulf, Mobile & Ohio...........-.--------------- (flinols a2 a2202aa22 819, 039 \ . 960, 696 ue 

Bee Harriman & Northeastern... 22-..-22-2----..-- Tennessee. _.-.....-.--------.- 188,272 | . 183, 272 , ae _Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain Railroad | Pennsylvania. __..---_._._-..: 225, 321 ' 225, 321 fe - . & Coal Co. . . . oe c ee Po 
oe ce ae Mabama........-------.-+----- , 240, 735 ae _— 
yet me, Se an ; inois...-__._.....-..---_.__- 9, 652,.6 ‘O; wee a Illinois Central... ..---------2----2---2--2 +--+ Indiana_.._.-.-..-..-.-.-.---.| 187, 021 15, 927, 955 FG 

rr vo j(Kentueky___-...-2-------..---] 5, 897,495 |J : 7 
pele _Hilinois Terminal____-__..-.-2 2s ee Hinois.._.._-.--.-------2--2-- 281,946 | $281, 946 . 
wey ‘Indiana__._-_..--..-_.-------.------------------] Indiana,._.22 222222 22.-.-22--| 488, 593 483, 593 
WA)... International-Great Northern 2_____....._.- 2. pores (ignite). --.-.---------- 30 a 2 329,947 
Be OO ee - ‘|f Kentucky... 2-22] Od, no - 
ME _  Interstate.__-...------.----------2+------------- {Virgina vc 9 seat |t 2; 571, 133 | 
aa Iowa Southern Utilities Co_..--_..-.--.......-.| Iowa-_.--22..2.--2----.......|. 97, 279 - 97,279 a 
Be . ‘Johnstown & Stony Creek___......-.---.-......| Pennsylvania. __-......2.-..2:] . 224.116 224,116 | 
en _ Joplin-Pittsburg._..--...--.22222-2----2-----.--| Kansas... -2222222-22.--------| 254, 062 254, 062 | 
Be Kanawha Central_.__-_._....-.........-.-.-.--._| West Virginia.._2.-.._-.--. 216,219 | 216, 219. 
Ba so a ee Arkansas____._2--2-2--------ef 974 oo 
re Kansas City Southern-.....-..............---..|} Kamsas_..02 2202222222 eo e eee 747, 783 796, 481. co 
ee es ee Oklahoma._...........-.--.--.] 47,724 a a 
Ro Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf._.-......-_-......-.- -~----G0_.-..- 2-22 -2---------2--]| 1, 468. - 11, 468 
o..  Kelley’s Creek & Northwestern._...............| West Virginia ._............._|- 1,674,990 | - 1, 674, 990 — 
PO _ Kentucky & Tennessee. _......-....------------| Kentucky____.___.-...........] 782,926 |. "782; 996 - cs Lake Erie, Franklin & Clarion.......--.........| Pennsylvania. __-............- 790,046 |: 790,046 . 
ee _ Laramie, North Park & Western. __............| Colorado.._._1_-.-..-..._-__- 8, 349 8, 349. 
ee, Ligonier Valley. ..-.2-.....--.-.-....-..-..-.---| Penmsylvania__.-............. 97, 027 97, 027 
Be Litchfield & Madison..-....-..............-.._.| Mllimois__..__ 20.22 oe 730, 238. 730, 238 oF 
ye . . Alabama.._.__2_--...-.-.2._..| 2, 628, 664 co 
Pe 7 | Tlinois..- 2.2 ee lef «1,829 |]. . . 
Be Louisville & Nashville........_....._..........- Kentucky____.__..-...._-.___] 29, 169, 578 33, 402, 204 
we - . _ {/Pennessee__.....--...---....--| 1, 133,915 |] 
wi, : a Virginia__..__._.. 468, 218 / 

BO Mary Lee........-...-------------------------.-| Alabama_.._..2222222222222.| 983, 443 983,443 
cre Michigan Central__......._._..-.........--.--_- Michigan. .-....-.-.--------- “460! bee . 6, 766 | mo . . rkansas____.___._-_._..._.-. 39, 686 
Lo Midland Valley.....-..-------------------+-+--- {Oklahoman 222277770772 135, 882 \ 605, 568 

., Minespolis & St, Louis .....-----------------{Towanv| Betas |} 93a OO Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie._.....| North Dakota (lignite)......:.| 572, 913. 572, 913 
: Missouri-Ilinois................-2........-..-..| Mlinois_..__2 202 0 30, 631 30, 631 

. CO |(Kansas_...-_22-- 22-2222 ee... 157, 5&2. |) 

“Missouri-Kansas-Texas.-..-.-.---2-----------=-H Qkdahoma ce] 2B | 401, 88 
oo . - |UTexas (lignite). __......_-..__- (2) 

. Arkansas__..0._-.--------__-. 745, 943 
Mlinois__.-........-.-...-_-_._| 5,028, 517 

Missouri Pacific. .._....._............._........|4 Kamsas_...._.........._.-_.___ 1, 129, 746 7, 303, 505 
Missouri._.._.....-.......-_-- - 378, 751 

- Oklahoma____.___.-_____. 8. 25, 548 
Monessen Southwestern__........-.---_.-----.. Pennsylvania. ...--..-------- 2 a 40, 291 

(f----do__ 2 | 2, 226, 
Monongahela. --........------------------------ liWeet Virginia.._......._._..._] 10, 783, 004 } 13, 009, 404 
Montana, Wyoming & Southern__......._._.__..| Montana (bituminous coal) --- 373, 931 373, 931 
Montour._._...__.-..--.-.----------------------| Pennsylvania. ._..........--.-]| 5, 391, 635 5, 391, 635 
Morehead & North Fork. ._...---.----------_.- Kentucky_..-..--------------- 1, 302 1, 302 

. ‘ abama..__.....-.-2-.--_--.. ; Nashville, Chattanooga & St Lams nonos- nono Tennessee eT] gt |} (912, 356 
ew York Central (includes coal shipped over : 
Kanawha Michigan, Kelley's" Creek, |} Pennsylvania 2277] B bas oa9 tu, 843, 334 - Toledo | € Ohio Central, and Zanesville & West Virginia................| 964,848 jf 

Nicholas, Fayette & Greenbrier__....-...--.--..|-----dO__...--.-.-.-.-.-...-----| 2, 535, 759 2, 535, 759 
Kentucky.._...-.-.-..........] 4,772, 265 

Norfolk & Western_....------------------------|4 Virginia.__-_.................| 9, 936, 735 |$ 48, 952, 550 
West Virginia_..........._....] 34, 243, 550 

Northern Alabama. ........------------------.-! Alabama_.--_.-_.-.._-_.____. 114, 486 114. 486 

See footnotes at end of table.
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 TasBie 21.—Bituminous coal and lignite loaded for shipment by railroads and ~ oy 
waterways in the United States, as reporied by mine operators, in net tons, in eg 

oe 1941—Continued Oo! | a : | - ee 

- oe 7 ‘Route — | State pS Tot if | a. 

eo, as By State route os a 

oe oF _ RAILROADS—continued . . . o te 
‘ Lo - Montana (bituminous coal)...| 1, 396.657 |) — a 
7 Northern Pacifie......:.---.--..----------------|{North Dakota (lignite) _......- 717, 087. 3, 086, 119 rr 

ae OC _ . {(Washington..........-------.-]/ 972,375 — oe ee 
oo Oneida & Western.......-..-.------------------| Temmessee__.....-..---.------- 85,350; 85, 350 Ba AT 

- Pacific Coast. -_..-.--..-------.----------------] Washington ...........-------.| 199, 064 ~ 199, 064 atte 
re ' . Qlinois-_..-..----------------- 171, 980 ee: 

ae rn >. ip Indiana._._-. 2. 2--2----2-----| 3, 494, 987 . se 
Pennsylvania (includes Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, |; Ohio. .._....._......-.---.----] 6,022, 252 |} 48, 666,878 og 

. * Chicago & St. Louis). 4 ~ (1 Pennsylvania___..-.-.--------| 37, 866, 786 ee Pe 
| - an —_ West Virginia_....:...--....--| 1, 110, 873 . . rare 

Peoria Terminal .._.....-..--.-.----------------| Hlinois_._....2....-2----------| 330, 928 330, 923. os 
: Pere Marquette.__....--.-..._-.--.--------------]| Michigan. ...2...-....--..-.-| 92,648 |. =: 92, 648 es 

. _ Pittsburg & Shawmut--_-....-----...-----------] Pennsylvania__._.....--..----| 1, 628, 469 1, 628,469 SE 
-. Pittsburg County-....-..........-.-------------| Oklahoma____...__2---2-..2.-- — 8,142] 8,142 00 at 

. _. Pittsburgh & Lake Erie__.............-.-------| Pennsylvania......_..-.------| 3, 590,629 |. 3, 590, 629. een 
a , ‘Ohio. ......--22 2 eee 809, 501 re ay 

Pittsburgh & West. Virginia__..........-....-..|); Pennsylvania. _/_.-.....-.------] 1,068, 064 |} 2,067, 516 eae 
OS a West Virginia___....-..-.-.--- 189, 951: |}. : mae 

Pittsburgh, Chartiers & Youghiogheny--.-.--.- Pennsylvania... .----.------- on U8 BOBS 
. °; x; 1O_- eee ee ee eee eee] ’ oo ‘a0: aS 

Pittsburgh, Lisbon & Western........---------- (en wivania 7777 , . 4, 939 \ : 2A, 881 ; . i a 

Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern _._.-...-.-----|---..do._-..2-222..1_---..----- 674,911 | - 674,911 pe 
Preston... 2--.---.--------.-----.-------------| West Virginia_../.-...--_.---- 190,159 | © 190, 159 vO 
Rio Grande Southern____...-.-.-..--.----.-----} Colorado..-...._.......-..----|° 6, 769 - 6, 769 ee 

. - Rockdale, Sandow & Southern....--_.----------.| Texas (lignite) ........-..-----]| —§ @ (?). . 
St. Louis & Hannibal_.......--..---------------| Missouri_.-._..2..-..---------] 2, 360 2,360 es 

. St. Louis & O’Fallon...--_..--.----------------| Tllinois_..-_--222.222---1------ 368, 123 368,128 = 3; 
eres oe Alabama.__..__._..-----------| 1,366,446 |) : nent 

: . = a _ |{Arkansas__......-...--------.-] 210, 159 co ods, 
- St. Louis-San Francisco............-.----------.| Kamsas. _......22.22--2--------| 842, 746 3, 635, 055 ne 

: Z ca Missouri_.2.....-...-.-.------. 380,371 {fF . ne _ tt 
7 oo . Oklahoma.__.._...-..-....---- ‘835, 333. |) me 

St. Louis Southwestern of Texas_.-.....-.....-.-.| Texas (lignite)_......-------..]. @ —  &:| . 8 
a , Seaboard Air Line_......-.----.-----------.----| Alabama___.._...._222-------- 101,261 | - 101, 261 . oe 

| . : a _...d0_.--.......--------------| 2, 496, 801 ob 
- oO ct Hlinois----------------2777----] 1 300 248 oe 

; Do a ndiana_-_..2__-----.---.----.-] 1,304, . . ~ 
_ Southern. -...----------------------------------l] Kentucky_..._....... | 1, 194, 107 |f 9 369, 951 Co 

Temnessee__..__.....---....--.| 2, 953, 063 . ; os 
. . Virginia...............--.--.--| 1,418, 391 ih 

Southern Pacific_.._.......-.--...--------------| New Mexico_____._...-------- 290, 013 290, 013 ne 
ss Springfield Terminal___.................--._-.-.] Tlimois_..222222 222-2 503, 177 503, 177 eS 
Susquehanna & New York--.-.........-..-----] Pennsylvania__.....-.....---- _ 2,000. 2, 000 re 
Tennessee. _-.........---..---------------------]| Temmessee....._.....----------| 828,726 | . 828, 726 a” 
Tennessee Central.....-.-....-.-.--------------|-----0_-_-- 2 ----------]| 415, 379 415, 379 2s 
Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co__..--......| Alabama__...-.._....,....--..| 2, 957, 071 2, 957, 071 ie 
Texas & Pacific.........-.....-........-..._-.-.] Texas (bituminous eoal) - __-_-- 10, 074 _ 10,074 ee 
Texas Short Line. ..__................-......---| Texas (lignite) _..._...---.---.- QC) (?) oe 
Thomas & Sayreton.-.-.......-...--.----.------| Alabama__...... 2. --2-------- 795, 564 795, 564 . os 
Toledo, Peoria & Western............-.--.----.| Tllimois__...-..2.22.-...-..--.-| 120, 186 120,186 a 
Union. .......-...---.--------------------------| Pennsylvania.........-------- 138, 885 138, 885 a4 

a olerado...-----------en--7=0" . 642, 551 a 
: . . . fi 

Union Pacific.......-.-------------------------- Washington___.__...._.------.] — 30, 839 6, 279, 577 at 

7 Wyoming. __..---.-_-.-.....-.] 5, 579, 943 : 
Unity_.--. 2-2-2. eee] Pennsylvania... 222.2... 776, 645 776, 645 . 
Utah - 2222 e eee eee eee Utah jaorerrecrsrrer 985, 306, 935, 306 cee 

. irginia_____... 22-22 l lle , £92 ° 
Virginian - .-..----------------+2---0-2---------- West Virginia._.............._| 12, 875, 857 + 13, 055, 749 

Mlinois_._..-...---..----.-----] 1, 551, 207 7 
| Wabash. ........-222 eco eo | | LOWS. eee eee 55, 534 2, 041, 528 

‘ Missouri. _.......22.2 2-22. -e- 433, 787 . 
Western Allegheny. ....................-.....--| Pennsylvania. .........-..--.- 216, 092 216, 092 - 

Maryland... -.........-.2.2--- 709, 915 
Western Maryland. ...................---.---.-|{ Pennsylvania. ._......-...---. 513, 079 5, 338, 570 mo 

. West Virginia_................] 4, 115, 576 — 
West Virginia Northern. -_..................2--|----:dO0-2220 eee 311, 413 311, 413 ne 
Wheeling & Lake Erie..................-...-...| Ohio... 22222] 4, 70, 461 4, 770, 461 
Winifrede._...........--...-.--.---------------| West Virginia...............-- 85, 665 85, 665 
Woodward Iron Co._..............-.....-..-...{ Alabama... 2.2. ee 841, 879 841, 879 oo 

Total railroad shipments...............-..|-..-------.-----------.--------.|425, 184, 319 | 425, 184, 319 

See footnotes at end of table. | |
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Heel: TaBLE 21.—Bituminous coal and lignite loaded for shipment by railroads and 
ae | waterways in the United States, as reported by mine operators, in net tons, in 3 

Be 1941—Continued | | - | : , 

en - . | 7 Se BS 1941 | . 

Be / | Route _ State LT Total for 
eo, | , : | otal for ‘ 
a | | a a By State | “route 

ae es WATERWAYS ef * 

D.* ANNegheny River........-.-.--------------------| Pennsylvania.................| 1,048,724 | 1,048, 724 
& oo °  . .. Black Warrior River__-.......-..----.-.-...---.] Alabama__.._.......----.....-| 195,480 | >—«:195, 480 
ne _ Hlinois River.......-...-..---------------------] Mlinois....._..-.--22---2----2- 489, 375 | 489, 375 
ae Kanawha River.......--..--------------------- west Virginia. -...------------ on 127, 532 2, 127, 532 

bie” - -. . ennsvivania................_| 24,490, 
Me Monongahela River__......--..--------------+-- {West Virginia_.....-..-..-----| | 242,041 } 2A, 732, 051 

Be! oo Muskingum River_._......-..-..--..--.--------| Ohio...20.-22--2- 22s -_-} | 934, 094 934, 094 
ee . - | Kentucky-.------------------- 2, 836 
CE Sone, . }Ohio.... eee , 
re Ohio River. .----.------------------------------ Pennsylvania..............-..| 1, 869 689, 543 
fhe oe oo. no. West Virginia.............._.- 412, 952 
a _ Youghiogheny River........-...----------------} Pennsylvania._.-..--.-......-| | 28, 690 | 23, 690 

Ne _._, Total waterway shipments......._...--...|_----------.---------------+-+<-] 30, 240,489 | 30, 240, 489 
Oa Total loaded at mines for shipment by |.....-....-.----------------=---|455, 424, 808 | 455, 424, 808 - : 
By ; railroads and waterways. . : os / 
mee Shipped by truck or wagon. .._...-....-.-.-----|_-------2------------2----------| 40, 055, 638 | 40, 055, 638 
es 7 Taken by locomotive tenders at tipple_._..-.-_.|--...----.-.-.-.-----------.----| 1, 099, 582. |. 1,099, 582 

ee Shipped by conveyor belt or. tram to point of |..........-...-.-.....-......._.| 6,067,697 | 6, 067, 697 
Po * gonsumption. . . Do, on : a 
oe _ Coal used by employees. .__---..-..--------- 2-2] 22-2 eee] 1, 872, 026 1, 872, 026 

| Used at mine for power and heat.._..-.....---2-]--2-----2------------------=--| 2, 488, 950 2, 488, 950 
eo _ Made into beehive coke at mine...-._-..._-.-..].----1--------------------------| 7, 140, 544 | 7, 140, 544 

co otal production. ....-....--2-------2e-[eeeeeceee cece eeeene cece ennnnnen=[514, 149, 245'| 514,149,245 

" : OO 1 Includes coal loaded at mine directly into railroad cars or river barges, hauled by truck to railroad | 
oe siding for shipment by rail, and hauled by truck to waterway for shipment by water. Ingeneral, the figures 
a show the quantity of bituminous coal and lignite originated for each railroad and watcrway, as reported by 
ek . the mine operators. It must be noted that in 1 year an operator may repcrt coal loaded on the subsidiary , 
ae ‘Tailroad and in another year the same operator may report coal loaded on the parent railroad system. _ 
Ph 3 Texas lignite mines shipping over the Missouri-Kansas-Texas, Rockdale, Sandow & Southern, St. 
mee Louis Southwestern of Texas, and the Texas Short Line have been included with the International-Great 

ae orthern, | : - 7 |



METHODS OF RECOVERY | I ae 

TABLE 22.—Bituminous coal and lignite mined by different. methods in the United States, by States, in 1941 | oe ne , 

. |. | | From underground workings | a From strip pits 7 Ce 4 

| Mined by hand Shot off the solid Cut by machines co Grand total — ~ : 3 

State eee eee eee > Total fe Percent production | oe 
under- . of | nettons) = | - 

et tons | t0t@! | aot tong | of total | avop gong | oftoral | (ground | Neions | gran - ae 
ev tons | under- ev tons =| under- | under- ns ove og ue 

ground ~ ground | _ | ground : — | =e ok 

Alabama......_.....--.2----- eee n eee een 449, 362 2.9 8, 206, 397 21.1 11,570,317 | 76.0] 15,226,076 | 238, 447 1.5 15, 464, 523. 5. ae 
Alask....0000 00-0 e-- soon ee nee eee eee ee eee nnn 69,665] 29.2 169, 295 70.8 |-.-..---------f2--- oe 238,960 |.....-2---22--} 238,960 
Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, and Oregon. -_....-...._- - 2,180 4.0 52, 637 (96.0 J--.-.--- eel lee 54,817}... -.-2---- |e] 54, 817 oS See 
Arkansas........-.--.-.---------2------- eee eee 3, 566 -2/  ~ 130,015 8.8 1, 353, 201 91.0; 1,486,782 87, 390 5.6 1,574,172 = ow 
Colorado... 2222-2 foe wenn n eee een nee een ene nnn 1, 615, 196 | 23.3 420, 597 6.1 4, 897, 050 70.6 | 6,932, 843 15,689} # .2 6, 948, 532 qa Oy 
Tllinois.....-...---.------------ eee e 747, 639 1.8 1, 989, 054 4.97) 38,020,958] 93.3 40, 757,651 | 13, 945, 633 25. 5 54, 708, 284 . os 
Indiana..._..._.-.-..-...-.-.---------- eee 41,011 4 508, 793 | 5.2 9, 195, 119 94,4 9, 744, 923 12,739,006 | ——-56.7 22, 483,929 « eS 
TOW8. . 2220 - eee 298, 294 13.3. ' 974, 471. 43.5 969, 360 43.2 2, 242,125 | - 696, 501 23.7 2; 938,626 6 © . 2 
Kansas. ....-.-------- ene ene eee n ene nee ee eee n ene - 68, 760 8.9 390,051 | 50.6 312,441 | 40.5 771, 252 3, 236, 320. 80.8 4,007,872 me 
Kentueky...-...-----..-------- eee eee eee ee 1, 673, 625 3.2 1, 500, 913 | 2.9 49, 286, 683 ' 93.9 52, 461, 221 1, 249, 125 2.3  §8, 710, 346 By wie as 
Maryland.......-..--....---------- eee nee ene 822, 056 48.7 |--...--...--.-|---------2 865, 853 |. 51.3 1,687,909 |} = 12,665 7 - 1,700,574 © © ms 

‘ Michigan..........--...------------ 2-2 ee nnn [ene ee eee eee] e een eee — B15 |. 1 310, 460 - 99.9 . $10,775 |.o2.- ee fee 310, 775 | B as 
Missouri.........-..---------------- wn 183, 780 16.0 108, 136° 9.5 - 853, 751 74.5 | 1, 145, 667 1, 999, 621 ~ 63.6 3,145,288 . 3 
Montana (bituminous coal)..............-.---...- 11, 948 7 25,102 | - 1.4 1, 761, 938 97.9 1, 798, 988 1, 395, 943 43.7 8, 194, 931 > 
Montana and Texas (lignite)............-..2-2-2. 14, 818 4.6 |- 291, 195 |. 91.2 13,434 — 4.2 319, 447 76, 672 - 19.4 396, 119 : Sofas 
New Mexico..........-..------------ een nee nee 490, 731 39. 2 250, 965 20.1 509, 424 40.7 1, 251,120 |. fee ‘1, 251, 120 5 ns 
North Dakota (lignite)..............--------.---- 7, 161 9 188,754 | 24.2 585, 829 74.9 781,744 | 1,527,1441 66.1 2,308,888 GQ © = 
Ohfo...-.......--------. eee eeeeeeeeeeeeeee 316, 212 1.4 154, 257 .7 21, 533, 127» 97.9 22, 003, 596 7, 315, 247 25. 0 - 29, 318, 843 oe 
Oklahoma. _.........-...----------- eee 4, 402 .4 199, 891 19.5 821, 428 - 80.1 1, 025, 721 745,387}. 42.11 1,771,108 | 4 8S 
Pennsylvania............-.-.---------------------| 17, 659, 297 14.5 3, 380, 755 2.8 | 100, 769, 853 82.7 | 121, 809, 905 8, 429, 778 6.5] 130,239,688 6 ~~ 
South Dakota (lignite).......--......-.--.------- 150 —«3. 4 4, 245 96.6 |--...-.-..-.--]---------- 4, 395 66, 430 93. 8 70, 825 iS ee 
Tennessee. ......-...------- ee  nee eee ee 981, 906 13.9 871, 749 12.4 5, 190, 016 - 73.7 7, 048, 671 1, 600 ( 7,045,271. foo, 
Texas (bituminous coal) -.-_..-..--2-2-22 2 15, 482 100.0 |--...-..-----2}--- epee fe ee 15, 482 |e fee 15, 482 aera 
Utah... eee eee eee  :16, 635 4 160, 315 . 8.9 3,899,829 | 95.7 4,076. 779 |....-..------_|------- 4, 076, 779 een 
Virginia.....-.-2.-220--02 ee eee eee 49, 747 .8 | 1,471, 630 8.0 16, 916, 852 91.7 | 18, 438, 229 2,717 (1) 18, 440, 946 CS 
Washington..__......-..------------------ eee 244, 548 13, 4 626, 537 34.2 958, 074 52. 4 1, 829, 159 12,115{| | .7 1, 841, 274 © , oe 
West Virginia. ............-......------.-------.-| 6, 853, 305 4.9 678, 868 .5 | 131,619, 456 94.6 | 189, 151, 629 1, 098, 619 48 | © 140, 250, 248 | oe 
Wyoming. .......222 00. 30, 800 | . 4 140, 127 2.2) 6,205,843 97.4 | 6,466, 770 179,560} 27 6, 646, 330 er 

Total.........--..--------------------------| 32, 672, 276 7.1) 17,895,064 | ~ 3.9 | 408, 510, 296 89.0 459, 077, 636 55, 071, 609 ‘10.7 | 514,149,245 | Lo : 

1 Less than 0.05 percent. : | oe ne | CO 1
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Re TaBLE 23.—Number of coal-cutting machines in bituminous-coal and lignite mines, A average output per machine, and percent of total product of underground mines cut 
wets S, _ by machines in the United States, by States, an 194100 

Be oe a - | Number of coal-cutting machinesin use |... | Percent of — oe - : : ______| Average out-| total product 
ee an ~~ State . oo . 7 -. | put per ma- | of under- . on | oo SO chine (net ' | ground mines on | - Permissible Other Total — tons) cut by ma- 
Be -. oo, eC oe . - chines 

ee, : Alabama..._...-.--------2------] | 224 ~ 828 _ 552; = 20, 961 - 76.0 
fh Arkansas.....-.-2-2-----------2-] 0” 85S 59 144 - . 9, 397 . 91.0 — 
Bore Colorado_-.---.-----------------| 211 221 432 ~ . 11, 336 70. 6 
me _.. Mlinois__.-_2222222 252 » 655 | 907 |. 41, 919 93.3 = 
er Indiana____....------2--.-.----- —- 122) 128 7 245 | 37, 531 . 94,4 . 
we TOW Leen eee eee 48) 53 | 101] 9,598 | - 43.2 
ne Kansas_._-.-.-.-..-------------- «= 38) AB > 61 . 6, 126 4005 
oo Kentucky..-.-..----22-2--------} 469 1,072 4 1, 541 31,984; ' 93.9 
Bee Maryland......-----.-----.-.---| - - «= 40 8 48 - 18,089; . 51.3 Ae) Michigan 2-020 2) 26 88 8170; i999 

oa _. Missouri_.....-...-....-.---..-- 67 2 27 -. 94 9, 082 4.5 0... 
Pope Montana: : : | | | 
oe . Bituminous coal.....---.---- . 21 AY 68 |. 20, 911 97.9 °° 
fs - Lignite.-...-..222 |) (Om OO of oO OQ 
nk - New Mexico.__._-.-.2----- |. 27 28 . 55 9,262 |. . 40.7 
meas . North Dakota (lignite)___...__.. 11]. 19 120 |. 1 29, 963 171.6 oe 
a So Ohio _...------------------------|. 802 ~ . , 681 933 | - 23, 079 _ 97.9 
ee Oklahoma..-..-.....-.2-.-..---- 66 31 97; 8, 468 80.1 - - 
re Pennsylvania_...-----.-.-.-----}  —-2, 184 1,222] ~—« 3, 356 30,.027 |. — 827 | 

Tennessee__-.--.--2-------------|- AL «153 194 26, 753 73.7 
oe Utah wes . 89 BT. 126 30,951:| © | 95.7 en — Virginia. ...222 22222222 2e 117 212 329 51, 419 91.7 — cd -Washington...........---------- 49) | 3] «52 18,425 | 52.4 °° 

Be West Virginia. .._..-...--..-----] 897 | 2, 046 2, 943 | 44,723 94.6 - mo Wyoming:_ 2 eee} OBB 229 282 22, 326 97.4 | | 
po . Total, United States... ...- . 6,375 7, 233 12, 608 32, 401 - 89. 0 

wo 1 Montana (lignite) included with North Dakota. : . .



7 : STRIPPING OPERATIONS © me a oo Es 

TaBLB 24,— Stripping operations of all types in the bituminous-coal and lignite fields of the United States, by States and counties, in 1941 OO 5 

{Returns for mines that recover coal both by stripping and by underground operations do not permit separating men engaged in stripping from those engaged in other work. For =~ cae 
this ream ee figures of men employed represent all persons working at these mines, including those underground. The total tons produced by both methods at these mines are Fo 

— Also shown | oe ) ee Eg 

oo Number of power shovels {Coal produced (nettons)} . Averagenumberofemployees A - i | | 

a 
verage mo , ye 

. . number | Number | Average ee 
State and county NPatiee . -, Surface . of days | of man- | ‘tons per ge 

pits | gteam | Blectric| .4U | Mined by | Totalat |. Under. |————>~—————|_ qotal wae | worked may. | OU 
poe others (Stripping same mines ground In strip All -fo he active | os a oo | : Les 

rr : ‘pits | others | ; GQ 

Alabama: Blount, Jefferson, Marion, oy . : ee 
and Walker. ..-....-------------.-- 8 10 1| . 3 238, 447 251,628} 19 141 ' 40 200 253 50,697 |. 4.96 | q ee 

Arkansas: | | - | | : | : ol md oe RB 
Franklin and Johnson.....-...-.- 3 | 8 48, 331 48,331 | .-2..2-.- 89 - 8 «AT 171 8, 019 . 6.08 _ as 
Bebastian.......------------------ i 2 |--.------- 3) 39,059]; 41,788; 5 - 81 - 22 _- 108 — 91 9, 806 4. 26 @ OS 

_ Total Arkansas.............-.-- 10 3 |_...----.- 6| 87,390 90, 119 Bt 120] 80] 5B | 15 | 17,825] 5.08 es od 

| | Illinois: een yo ee 
_ Crawford, Grundy, Hancock, | a on 7 on 

Henry, Jackson, Knox, Living- | . . - . | . Oo oe 

/ ston, McDonough, Randolph, a FS . ™ ee 

Saline, Schuyler, Will, and pS : . ee oe | , oe FS 
, Williamson.......-...---------- 19 1 25 . 30 | 5,447,128 | 5,579, 422 52 — 797 628 1,477 240 | 354, 801 15.73 et | oo 

Fulton.......-....--------------- 7 |----------1 17 |. 7 | «4,177,304 | 4,177,304 }....-.--.. 357 |. 387 744 244 | 181, 565 698.01 
La Salle...-.-..----.------------- 7 |--.------- 2 9| 174,622 |  174,622.|.......2-- 64] . 42] 106° 165 | 17,489} 9.98 A a 
Perry ......----------------------- 3 }---------- 14 41 2,875,428 | 2,875,428 |-------.--] . 389 . 800 689 | . 241 | 165, 735 17.35 - az) es 
St. Clair.........-.-.------------- 3 |---------- 6 8 | 1,002,230} 1,002,230 |_--.------] . 107 *-- 69 176 - 252°} 44,406 * 22. &7 te| ee 
Vermilion..............-----.---- B|----------[----------| 6 268,921 | 268,921 |___...---- 37|  s -86 | 7B | 184 9,024) 29.80 ~~ 8 

Total Illinois..........---.----- 42 1 68 64 | 13,945,633 | 14,077,997| 62 | 1,751 | 1,462] 3,265] 287] 773,020} 182 

| Indiana: : | | oe fp | |. es 
Clay......---------------------+- 30; 56/|° Wd 45] 1,925,826 | 1,925,826 j..2......-] 460 815 775| 192 | 149,097 12.92 — ee 
Daviess, Dubois, Knox, Owen, . = : 3 ae 
and Spencer..........---------- 6 |.--.----.- 2 9| > 460,205.| 460,205 |.......-.- 82) 741]: 156 195 | 30,427] 15.12 ee 

Fountain.....-....-------.-..---- 6 |----------|---------- 7 79, 658 -|. 79, 658 |-.--.-----] 34 il 45 | = 162 7, 275 10.95 oo 
Greene..........--.-------------- 14 7 10] | 13 | 1,888, 455 | -1, 838,455 |..-.------ 275. 407 | - 682 207 | 141,383 13.00 Bs 
Pjke_.........-.------.----------- 17 4). 14 ~ 19 | 4,225,665 | 4,225,665 |..-.------|. 483 485 - 968 210 | 203, 370 20.78 as 
Sullivan..........----------------| 8 2 3]. 81° 720,487 | 729,487 |-..---.---] 139 158 297 2] 63,028} LET



TABLE 24.—Stripping operations of all types in the bituminous-coal and lignite fields of the United States, by States and counties, in 1941—Con. %. Dk 

Number of power shovels |Coal produced (nettons)} = Averagenumberofemployees  — A . ae 
_t. ee verage nas 

; Number , ; number | Number Average oO : 
State and county of strip co Surface. | o ofdays | of man- | tonsper a 

Pits’ | steam | Electric | Al | Mined by | Totalat | Unders |———>~————| moter | “were. | worked | aa” ae others stripping | same mines ground In strip |; All” active - oe 

-  .- | pits others |. . . a 

Indiana—Continued. : Oo a op fo . — : 
Vermillion.....-.-....----------.- a 2 3 241, 882 241, 882 |....-..-.- 76 56 132 |: 121 15, 987 15. 13 - oe 
Vigo....--.----------------------- Yi 4 9} 1,216,762 | 1,216, 762 |_..-_.__.- 166 - 223 389 | 187 72,8386 | . 16.71 te OE 
Warrick_...._.---.--------------- 4 |-..------- 8 5 | 2,021,066 | 2,021, 066 ----------| 170 253 423 261 | 110,403 18. 31 5 C3 

Total Indiana___.......--.----- 96 18 54 118 | 12,739,006 | 12,739,006 |.........-] 1, 885 1,982 | 3, 867 205 | 793,804] 16.05 4 oo 

Iowa: | : | co | : > we 
Davis, Greene, Jasper, Keokuk, . . : | m ‘ 4 
Monroe, Polk, Warren, and . a ; gS 
Webster_-......---------------- 10 |----.-22-. 2 — 8 49, 802 49,802 |..........|. | 69 35 «94 99 . 9, 310 6.35 = nae: 

Mahaska_.......--.-------------- 11 |-_--_-. Le |---- eee. 20 272, 316 272,316 |_.---.-.-- 96 61 157 191]. 29,921 9.10 ee ads 
Marion......-.-.----------------- 21 |.----.----]---------- 26 | 286,014 286, 744 2 139 38 |. 179 191 | 34,184 8.39 El. a 
Van Buren....-.----------------- 4 |. 2222 |e--- eee 4/ 15,262 15, 262 |... 15 Bt 20 145 | 2,908 5, 25 B - a 
Wapello...._...--.--------------- § |-.-------.|-------2-- 9| 73, 107 73,107 |----------| 22 | 9] OBL 179 | 9,125 8.01 a 

Total Iowa.........------------ 61 |--..2----- 2 67| 696,501 | 697, 231 2 331| 168 501} =—s-171.- |. 85, 448 816 Coes 
Kansas: . . | a oe : ee _ } A 

Bourbon--......------------------ 4 3 2 1 169, 351 169, 351 |...-.....- 44 |. 20. 64 221 14, 156 11,96 Be 
Cherokee__.._-------------------- 9 3 9 38] 1,012,045 | 1,012,045 |___._2 2. 128 197 325 218 70, 688 14.32 ms as 
Crawford ......-..--.------------- 17 15 14 _ 47 1,297,457 | 1,297,457 |----.-----} 284]. 198 | 482] 89 ‘90, 918 14. 27 Oo -. Hf 
Labette_._..---.----------------- 3 2 |-.-------- 1. 16, 268 16, 268 |.....-.--- 16 — 6 21 163 3, 428 4.75 Bee 
Linn and Osage... --.------------- 4 3 2] | 2 741,199 | 741,199 |..___2-.--] . «64 74 -128 242 | 30, 957 23. 94 no poss 

Total Kansas..........-.------- 37 26 27 11 | 8,236,320 | 3,236,320 |-.......-] 625 | 495 | 1,020 206 | 210,147] 15.40. “ 
Kentucky: | fo . ef ey 

Christian and Hopkins---_.....-- 5} 3 |. 4]. 6 | 1,236,778 | 1,239, 253 60 182] 125 817 190} 60,322 20. 54 - ee 
Laurel and Whitley..-.-...-..--- 3] | ] |-------..- 3 12, 347 12, 347 }------2--- 27 11 38 | = 87 3, 309 | 3.73 : ores! 

Total Kentucky....--.--------- 8 4 4] | _1,249,125 | 1,251,600; 60} 159] 186]. 885] a7 | 63,631 | - 1967 

Missouri: oy qo. a _ — | | - Se 
Barton .._......-.----.----------- 5 4 2 |---...-..-! 221, 127 221,127 |_-.-----.2 61 31{/° = 92). 173] 15,939 - 13.87 | oe oa 
‘Bates._.....---------------------- 7 § |----.----- “2 107,997 | § 107.997 |--.-.----- 65; 7 72] .° 167] - 12,026 - 8.98 eas 
Boone....__..-------------------- 3 2 3 ~ 14,471 14,471 |_.----2---| 18 2 20 ' 162 "3, 241 4.46. eres 
Callaway...-.--.-------------..--| 4 3 |.-.------- 4 158, 238 158, 238 |_.-.-..--- — 48004 62100 287 1 17, 823: 8.88 — a



Cedar, Clark, Dade, Howard, | . - ene 

Jasper, Johnson, Lincoln, Ma- 7 . | co wD 

con, Moniteau, Monroe, Mor- . : bets 

gan, Ralls, and Randolph..---- 16 3 6 15 849, 323 851, 931 4 209 135 348 186 64, 606 13.19 6S 

a Henry...-...--------------------- 16 10 7 4 582, 348 583, 528 © 3. 201 106 310 172 | 53, 255 10. 96 Co 

Ss Wernon....----------------------- 7 a ‘I 66, 117 66, 117 |_..-....-- Bl 14. 65 150 9, 718 680 . 9.2.28 

& Total Missouri.-......--------- 58 34 15 29 |. 1,999,621 2, 003, 409 7 - 653 309 969 182 | 176,608 11.34 ro 

I Montana and Texas: Lignite._.------ 4 — 2 2 3 76, 672 | 76, 672 |_--_------ 38 -1 39 73 2, 847 26. 93 ree 

. North Dakota: Lignite.......-------- 67 9 8 291 1,527,144 | 1,527,144 |_._-.----- 444} 92 636 ° 175 93, 878 16. 27 es 

0: a 8 

[ Belmont..._.-----.--------------- 4}... ee} OD - 76, 400 76, 400 |___.----- 42 82 74 94 6,928 | | 11. 03 wD 

Carroll. ..-.-.----.--------------- 7 1 |_--------- 12 (294, 064 302, 064 6 89 |  ~—sB4 149 228 33, 960 8. 89 ee 

oo Columbiana. ...-.---.------------ 17 2 |_-.-.-----} 38 | 788, 508 788, 508 |____._-----] 159 77 236 244 57, 555 13.70 ty a 2 

Coshocton...-...--.--------------- 3 2 \.-..-----. 3 24, 317 53, 453 “44 16 12 42 — 243 10, 226 — -«§..28 ae SE 

Gallia, Hocking, Holmes, Por- De . SO . | * 

tage, and Wayne --..------------ 6 ee 40 127, 166 127, 166 |____-_--.- 45 22 - 67 10 227 15, 219 8. 36 SO 

Harrison.....--------------------- es 4 ~ 18] 1,492,548 | 1,657, 188 ~ 125 214 127 466 202 94, 328 17.57 08 nS 

Jackson....--.------------------- § |...---.---]---------- 3 82, 881 . 82,881 |. ...---.- 22 7 ~ 29 192}. . 5, 564 5.91 eh 

Jefferson.....-.------------------- 12 5 4 17 | 2,055,170 | 2,055, 170-|._.....--.-] ° 326 232 1 558 191 106, 397 . 19.32 <4 oe 

Mahoning......-.-..------------- 9 3 1 16} - 387,157 | © 387,157 |_....--.-- 97 31 |. 128 261) 33,355| 1161 O | ot 

Muskingum....-.---------------- 3 3 |_--------- 5 - 64,062 | 54,062 |__| 17 10 » 27 204 5, 516 9.3: oe 

| Perry__.----------------------- 4}. ..-_-.-- 1 9 256, 603 260, 203 7 49} 27 83 258 | «21, 413 | 2215 @® 9... 

Stark.....-.-.-------------------- 18 | 46 857,984 | . 859, 876 4 265 95. 364 238 |. 86, 487 994 wo. 3 

Tuscarawas. -.-------.----------- 29 9 2 42 770, 074 770, 074: |.---.----- 270 90 360 228 82, 119 9. 38 O AL 

Vinton. ....----.----------------- 8 J feel} 8 98, 313 109, 869 12 . 74 18 ~ 99 243 | 24, 056 4.57 So 

Total Ohio.......--------------] 134 28 12 236 | 7,315,247 | 7,534,071 168, 1, 685 | 829 2, 682 217 | 583,123 |.. 1292 © . eee 

Oklahoma: | op | , - . Im ae 

Coal, Haskell, Rogers, Sequoyah, . {- . 7 - ty ees: 

and Wagoner.-_-....------------ 8 7 6 4} 731,744 731, 744 |..--.----- 160 83 243 252.| 61, 252 | 11.95 ne. 

Craig.......---------------------- 3 2 |...-.----- 4 18, 643 13, 643 |__...-.--- 23 |..-------- 23 168 3,864, 3.58 

Total Oklahoma......---.-.---- 11 9 6 5 745, 387 745, 387 |__.-.----- 183 83 266 245 65, 116 11. 45 3 Ces 

Pennsylvania: a foe oe i] oe 

Allegheny. .-----.---------------- 32 6 |_.-------- 89 843, 543 | 1,027, 928 164° 206 138 508 187 | 94,941 10.88 Ose 

Armstrong. ----..-..-------------| 9 1 2 14. 585,166 |- 862, 266 266 150 | 105 | 621 196.| 102, 046 8.45 ee 

Beaver.......-------------------- 9 2 1 26 844, 568 844, 568 |.....-----| | 181 69. 240 282 67,629 | 12.49 © ane 

Butler__.....-..--------.--------- 10 OD flee eee] 17 384, 788 | | 403, 988 21 96 35 * 152 196 29, 753 18. 58 ee 

Cambria, Cameron, Clinton, Ful- . . . - oe a ; ie 

ton, Lycoming, and McKean... 7 |. 4 3; £4 111, 727 322, 133 248 70 39° 357} . 208; 74,250) 4.34 pat 

Center. ..-----..-------.--------- 7 4 |_...-..--- 10. 284, 277 395, 399 | 275 96 27 398 192 | . 76, 269 §.18 oF 

. Clarion.......-.-.-.-------------- 14 3 |---------- 34 915, 661 915, 661 |-....----- 288 114 402 _- 142 56, 899 16. 09 eS 

oo Clearfield.._.....--.--.----------- 28 10 }----------| - 31 707,597 | 796,977 141 284 | 99 §24 | 173 90, 841 8.77 : Se 

Fayette.......-------------------- 25 6 |..----.--- 22 558, 934 618, 622 93 246 96: 435 120] 62.1038) ° . 11.87 Sg 

Jefferson_....-..--------.--------- 6 ° 2 |.-e- eee 8 314, 961 327, 221 20 122 33 | 175 168 29, 330 11.16 oe 

Lawrence.____.-..---.------------- 3 |.---------|---------- 5 _ 74, 085 83, 996 - 14 16 | - 36: - 66 180 11, 872 7. 08 OE 

Mercer_...-.--..-.--------------- 4 |_..---.-..]-----~.--- 11 231, 379 237, 441 9 |. - 42 32 - 83 219; 18,211 13.04 QO 2 

Somerset - _.- .. .- 2 wn sn seen ee vee B | nnnne- eel ene ween enn] | 6 163, 179 163,179 |--...-----| 4 26 | 67 ~ 190 12, 700 12.85 SJ. 02> 

Tioga. -. -- --.-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- 8B denen eee eel eee eel . 94,0601 94,.060 |.----.---- 30 8, -. 38 177 | 6, 734 13.97 OO = soe 

ele Te FD ESS ke Ham toe le bee ACE OR Bove Dee ae Poe UP Ee De ede a ee le er Side Sy eis See aMge DAE eRe ut et Pee ee ett Bp ae a tee OEE ce esate



| TABLE 24.—Stripping operations of all types in the bituminous-coal and lignite fields of the United States, by States and counties, in 1 941—Con. | 8 a 

| _ Number of power shovels |Coal produced (net tons)| © Averagenumberofemployees A a | a 
| Average | oe os 

Number |» } es : | : |... | number |] Number |} Average . ene 
State and county of strip | os Surface of days | of man- | tons per es 

| pits | gteam | Electric| A | Mined by | Totalat | Under- |———y~————| nog | OS | worked | dae me 
| ‘others stripping same mines ground In strip A : active un : woe; : 

. . , fo . _ pits’ others | | - a BS 

Pennsy]vania—Continued. ;: 7 7 oS - od qo eee 
Washington. ...........---------- 17 5 2 21 | 1,662,660 | 1,910,054 206 | . 2061 174) 676 227 | 153, 647 12. 43 wo es 
Westmoreland....._.....---.----- 27 6 1/  —- 80 703,193 | 807,899| 86 350 | =. 117. 553 151] 83,422) 968 woo. 

Total Pennsylvania. __........- 204 50 9] 282] 8,429,778 | 9,811,302] 1,543] 2,514] 1,188] 5,195] 185 | 960,647}, 10, 21. 3 a, 

South Dakota: Lignite..-....-..--.-- 8 |----------]---------- 7| 66,430} 66,430].-.....-.-} 9 44] 7) Bl 195] 9,902) 667 wy 
West Virginia: . Ce . | : | orn oe — a 

Brooke....---.--------2+2-------- 7 |ne-n-ne--[o---------| «S16 517, 888 517,888 |.....-----| 97 63 160 159°] 25, 383 20. 40 B oy 
Hancock, Mineral, and Monon- yo oo i eae 

galia_..._--..--..--.------------ § |__----2-.-|---------- 10 180,209-| 695, 721 183 57| 80 820| 252] 80,560) - 8.64 SNS 
Harrison. _-.----..--------------- 4 1 |.---:.---- 6 152,027] 152,027 |.-........| 491°: 88 77 78} «6-6,015| . 26.270 Mo 
Preston.....------------2--2----- Bi fs] 4 | 248,495 | 305,026 | 8 | 45 | 5 | 77 | = 05 | 86,300) 840 

Total West Virginia._........-- 19 | 8 | --neneoee- 36 | 1,098,619 | 1,670,662 | 240] + 48 | =~ 37| ae | = oz | ages] a7. 

Wyoming: Campbell, Carbon, Con- | - | | a en on oo foo. oo ee 8 eae 
verse, and Sheridan_.__....--__--... 5 2) 2 |_...--....} | 179, 560 179, 560 j..--------| 561 . 16 * 72 221 15,942 | 11.26 bt na’ 

Other States !___..-..---------------- 7 1 5 6 | 1,440,729 | 1, 490, 011 44 84) 29 157| 225 | 35,270]. 4225 OY 

Total United States.......-.-.- 769 | - 200 210} 911 | 55,071,609 | 57,448,564} 2,149] 10,861] 7,054} 20,064] 204 |4,086,223 | 14.06 - rm Th 
Sn NRL SE SOO SOR Se Se 

1 Includes Colorado, Maryland, Montana (bituminous coal), Tennessee, Virginia, and Washington. . oe, > : a —— a - Moe A
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— ‘Tapie 25.—Summary of operations of power strip pits proper in the bituminous-coal 
oe and lignite fields of the United States, by States, in 1941 | a Coe 

” Oo oe |. . |Number of power shovels} | Aver- | Aver- oe 

| Oe . | _ ee ner . Num- | 22¢ | “age Sd 

- | oe Num 7 - _ | Mined by | ber of nov ot tons Se 
. - §$tate — | strip | stripping! | men. days | Per. re 

ea | | se | steam | Elec: | All | (net tons) | em- nines | man es 

7 . a c pis | } tric | others , ployed were per _ ot 

Ro | oe : | ye ee active | 78% os 

: Power strip pits proper: oe | | ef o oe é 
. - Alabama_....-..-.---------- 5}. Of] -1] 1] 285,112]. 166 267 5. 31 ee 

: Arkansas..-..-.-------------] © 7 8 I-------- 6 86, 071 145} . 118 §.25- 0. 

Fo Thlinois_.._--...-----+------- 41 1 . 60 64 | 13,394,382 | 3, 063 238 | 18.41 ees 

: Indiana___.-..-.------------ 90 18} 84] 118 | 12,727,256 | 3,853 | 205] 16.09 ae 
Jowa..._.=--.------------+---- 46 |_.------ 2 67 | 688, 457 479 174 8. 26 “ 

| _ Kansas__..-.-.---.---------- 341 26 27 11 | 3,230,712 | 1,007 206 | 15.57 , ook 
“ Kentucky----.---.---------- 7 4 4 7 | 1,202, 089 261 230 20: 05 ee 

Missouri ---.---.------------- 49 34 15 28 | 1,978,812. 924; 184 11. 67 . ce 

_ North Dakota (lignite) -..--- 28 9; 8 29 | 1,500,711 | | 450 193] 17.26 © o> 
Ohio. _._..-----.------------ 125 27 |. 12 227 | 7,121,307.| 2,379 218 13.70 2 2 ete 

a Oklahoma...-.-.------------ 11 9 6| .. 61 — 745,387 266 245} 11.45 Sy 
Cs Pennsy]vania - -------------- 161 33 6 245 | 7, 543,594 | 3,044 174) 14.2800 

South Dakota (lignite). -_.-- 4 |....-.-.|-------- 7). 63,372 | - 43 |. 210]. 7.01 | Te 

7 West Virginia...-..--------- 17 | 2 |-------- 34 | 1, 098, 675 389 | . 173 16. 23 | coast 

- Other States 3_...-----------] 12 5 9 8 | 1,673,488 | 196} 202) 42. 23 rere 

| Total....-.----------------| 687 |. 180 204 857 | 53,284,375 | 16,665| 205] 15.59 = 2 
- Horse stripping operations... ~--- 75 |_..---..|--------|-------- 113, 726 © 240 112 | . 4,22 oe 
a Mines combining stripping and |. . . . . a es 

| 7 underground methods in the |. | oe ER 
. same operations 3_..----------- 57 -20. 6] 54} 1, 678, 508 | 43, 159 4203 46. 31 ts 

7 | Grand total......-...----- 769 200 | 210 | 911 | 55, 071, 609 |#20, 064 | 4204 | 4 4.06 000° oe 

mS 1 Excludes coal produced by underground mining conducted in the same operation. . a 

. Includes Colorado, Maryland, Montana (bituminous coal and lignite), Tennessee, Texas (lignite), a 

~ Virginia, and Wyoming. . , - . Sn 

8 Includes operations in Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, oes 

- Washington, and West Virginia, in which the output was obtained by both methods. In addition to the - cord. 

‘1,678,508 tons produced by stripping. this group of 57 mines obtained 2,376,955 tons by underground methods, - = 

: . _ their total production by both methods being 4,050,463 tons. me | a 

| 4 Includes data on underground mining conducted in the same operation. . . . _- 

a , : a
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TABLE 26.—Summary of operations of underground bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the United States where shot holes were power-drilled, © sf 

. - Number of power drills | . ge . oe | a Og Number of ’ Oo Net tons produced in working et | por 
mines using |——————————- —— ees oe places where Shot holes were ot or ans (uot tous). using eS 
power drills Electric : _ Compressed air - : power-drilled | * . “ - 

State ~ : ~ — ~ — oe 

maa | I In coal] In In | of | Co - In coal ) Ns an n n coa : om- - n coa So aa 

coal | rock In coal and | rock | Total.| coal - coal Tn rock Total Blectric pressed | © Total and coal In rock Total — ae 
and | only ¥Y | rock | only only vy air drills| == © -| and rock y | | . 5 os 
rock rock . . g ar: 

Alabama.......-..-.--.------| 48] 9]| 547/ 286/ 9| ° s42{ 1/......| 134] 185 | 8,813,263} 81,925] 8,895,188 | 12,199,919 | 815,443 | 13,015,302 ® ~ 
Arkansas..........--.-------- 10| 17 20 |........| 17 37| 3 2 42 47 238,682 | 38, 118 276,800 | - 341,078 | 657,062 998, 140 a LS 
Colorado. ......-------------- 58 2 216 87 3| 806 |.--.--|------ 23] - 23 | 3,530,576 |..-.....--| 3, 530,576 | 5,126,755 | 306,830 | 5,433,585  % oS 
Ilinois......-.-..---..-..-.-.] 114 2 936 65 9] 1,010 Lj..----] 20]. | 21 | 34,825,384 | 11,278 | 34,836,662 | 35,559,552 | 250,463 | 35,810,015 8S 
Indiana............--------- 26 1|. 146| ~° 38 4 188 |..-.-.j----.-] 7 7 | 8,077,117 |_--.-....-| 8,077,117 | 8, 090, 996 42,926 | 8,133,922 te. os 
Towa....---------- eee eee 7 |.----- 17 3 |__--- 20 5 |.--|--- ee 5 |  . 169,126 | 31,593 200, 719 543, 320 |...-.....-.] 543,320 oe 
Kentucky............-.------| 177] 28 789 105 | 80 974| 5 |-....| 108 113 | 30,184,979 | 260,922 | 30, 445,901 | 39,179, 108 | 8, 126,920 | 44,306,028 > 3 
Maryland.......-.---..------ 4 3 18 2 4)... M4 fp} a 1 353,059 |........--] . 353,059 671,402 | 111,096 | 782,498 os 
Michigan_...........-.-..---- 5 1 5 5 3 13 |_22---|------ 14 1 71,893 |..........| . 71,893 | . 209,178]. 22,946] 232,194 | 
Missouri__-.-.----------.-----|--------} 10 |--------/---e eee 5 5 j.--.--|------] =. 6 § |o-- 2. |e [nen ene fem e eee -e-| 292, 550 292,550 © ae 
Montana (bituminous coal ep . . | © A 

and lignite)..-....-..--.-..- 10 }...... 47 |..-.----]------ 47 |_..---|----2.] 1. 1 | 1,691, 723 |..........} 1,691,723 | 1,691, 723 j...........] 1,691, 723 A a 
New Mexico......------------ 3 1 22 |__| 92 |______|____- 11 11 | 298,725 |-.---.-...] 298,725 520;136 | 310, 753 830,889 ~ ps 
Ohio.......--..-------2------- 47 5| 233 91] 25 329 4]..--.-| - 9]: 18 | 18,003,117 | 122,145 | 18, 125, 262 | 14,475,879 | 963,347 | 15,439,226 .. x 
Pennsylvania...........-.....| 145 | 69 901 318 | 139] 1,358] 110 7 445 | 662 | 46, 225, 900 |4, 350, 213 | 50, 576, 113. | 70,830,803 |19, 529, 351 | 90,360,154 6 ae 
Tennessee.-.....--.-..------- 24 6 sij. 9 7 97 |....--|---.--| 22] = 22 | 2,059, 767 |_.........| 2,059, 767 | 3, 554,859 | 1,137,145 | 4,692,008 woo os 
Utah..--.-.------------------ 20 |.....-| 106 2 1 109 |..----]------| 9 9 | 3,733,735 |....--.-..] 3, 733, 735 | 3,770,246 |...........| 3,770,246 tg 
Virginia.........------------- 31| 12 158.|...--.--| 16 174| 1 1 42 44| 7,357,426 | 50,955 | 7,408,381 | 9, 449,307 | 3,631,035 | 13, 080, 342 Se 
Washington............------ 17 |i... 71 19 |__._ 90} 73| 12 27 112 526,448 | 835,837.} 1,362,285 | 1,619,978 |.....-.....| 1,619,978 ens 
West Virginia................| 256 | 86 | 1,304 2299) 81| 1,614] 10 |--....| 304] 314 | 62,842,339 | 400,636 | 63, 242,975 | 88, 976,639 |22, 385,172 |111,361,811 o 
Wyoming.....-.-.....------- 27 |_.....] 365 2): 1 387 | 34 |._---- 7 41 | 6,208,438 | 110,993 | 6,319,431 | 6,333,492 |...........| 6,333,492 © Loe 
Other States !_....--..- 2.2... 24 1 40 11 |_----- Sl} 13] 1]. 1}. 18 629,277 | 77,275 706, 552 820, 413 30, 144 850, 557 Oo aS 

Total United States..../ 1,053 | 213) 6,002] 1,291 | 404; 7,697 | 260) 23 | 1,219 | 1,502 |230, 840, 974 |6, 371, 890 |237, 212, 864 |303, 964, 783 /55, 613, 183 [359,577,966 = 

1 Alaska, Kansas, North Dakota (lignite), Oklahoma, and.South Dakota (lignite). BC a | oe : Ss
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| MECHANICAL LOADING IN UNDERGROUND BITUMINOUS-COAL AND LIGNITE 
ENTS — eg 

_ ‘Mechanical loading devices used in underground bituminous-coal — wo 
and lignite mines are divided into two general classes: Those that = = == 

7 practically eliminate hand-shoveling, which are known as mobile © ar 
loaders, scrapers, and. self-loading conveyors or duckbills; and those ae 

| that greatly reduce the labor of hand-shoveling, which are known as 
7 hand-loaded face conveyors and pit-car loaders. _ me 
a _ The first systematic record of mechanical loading began in 1923 os 

a when 60 mines loaded 1,879,726 net tons (0.3 percent of the under- 8 

ground output) with the aid of mechanical loading devices. Ten wee 

years later (in 1933) mechanical loading had spread to 283 mines, = 
and 37,820,461 net tons (12 percent’ of the total underground output)  °: 

| were loaded mechanically. Since 1933 the proportion mechanically © 4 
_ Joaded has increased each year and in 1941 it amounted to 41 percent =‘. 

of the total underground bituminous coal and lignite mined in the fi 
- United States. a | 7 Ey 

_. During the 3 years 1939-41 the percentage loaded by each class oS 

7 has been fairly constant, the mobile loaders, scrapers, and duckbills | ‘Ne 
handling about 76 percent and the hand-loaded conveyors and pit-car 

| loaders about 24 percent of the total. | Se ae 
--- Detailed statistics on mechanical loading given in the following | ae 

| tables (27 to 33, inclusive) pertain to underground coalminesanddo .—._— 
not include strip mines or equipment used for handling coal on the 

| surface. All tonnage figures on coal mechanically loaded include ~~, : 

| the initial phase of loading only; for instance, if conveyors were used sy 

| in conjunction with mobile loaders, the tonnage isshown undermobile — x 
oe loading machines and not under conveyors. __ | po 

| ‘Sales of mechanical loading equipment in 1942.—The estimated 
capacity of mechanical loading equipment sold for underground use = =—_~. 

| in all coal mines was 7.7 percent less in 1942 than in 1941. This = += 
decrease was due in part to some of the manufacturers devoting a 8 

- portion of their facilities to war work. Table 27 shows the sales of 
- reported,tby type of-equipment, and the number of manufacturers © oe 

reporting for 1935-42. | ae 
Sales of conveyors to bituminous-coal and lignite mines in 1942 

totaled 1,167 units. This figure excludes duckbills, which have been me 

- included in all previous years. Therefore, the figures for 1942 are of 

7 not comparable with those for 1941 or earlier years. By excluding | ~ 

gales of duckbills, some of the overlapping sales of conveyors are ot 
eliminated. ~For instance, in 1940 there were 2,919 conveyors, includ- ao 

ing-those hand-loaded and those equipped with duckbilts, in active 
use at bituminous-coal and lignite mines, as reported by mine opera- oe 

tors. By adding 1940 conveyor and duckbill sales of 1,573 units, o 

4,492 units appeared available for use in 1941, whereas the actual ’ 
number reportedijin use by mine operators was 3,595, or 897 less. © 

This difference represents idle or worn-out and obsolete equipment, -_ 

duplications in reporting sales, and a small number of conveyors used. oy 

in conjunction with mobile loaders. og 

The number of mobile loaders, scrapers, and conveyors shipped — 

into the various States and groups of States in 1942 and the number me
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~~ of units in actual use in 1941 are shown in table 29. Pennsylvania ° 
~... * -bituminous-coal mines received the largest number of mobile loaders - 

gold in 1942; West Virginia was in second place, and Alabama and ~= 
<-. "- Kentucky tied for third place. a ee - 
-- All of the 15 scraper units sold in 1942 went to the bituminous-coal | 
“mines, | | a oe So —— 
me Conveyor sales in 1942, in relation to the number in actual use in 
be 1941, were greater in the Middle Western States than in any other a 
>. yegions. > — ne =. a 7 
Cane Detailed statistics of mechanical loading in bituminous-coal and 

ignite mines in. 1940 and 1941, by types of equipment—During 1941, | 
-.. the latest year for which records are available, the approximate. - 
....- percentage of the tonnage loaded by each type of equipment was assy 
=. follows: Mobile loaders, 68; hand-loaded conveyors, 21; duckbills, 8; 
,.. pit-car loaders, 2; and scrapers,1. © © 0) a 
~*~. Mobile loaders have handled more coal than any other type of 

mechanical loading device, and since 1934 they have loaded more —sT 
—.. than all the other types together. The most common method of. 
~. employing mobile loaders is for loading coal directly into mine cars, 
-. but they also load into shuttle cars (rubber-tired trackless haulage  __ 
-... units) and onto conveyors. During 1941, 86 percent of the bituminous : 
=. goal and lignite handled by mobile loaders was loaded directly into 

sy mine cars, 11 percent into shuttle cars, and 3 percent onto conveyors. > 
ee In the underground bituminous-coal and lignite mines, 1,985 mobile —_— 
“loaders handled 126,478,074 net tons in 1941, an average of 63,717 .  ~ 

tons per mobile loader per year; hand-loaded face conveyors averaged 
ee - 14,440; duckbills, 18,932; pit-car loaders, 5,679; and scrapers, 11,832 

-." per year per unit for the same period (see tables 30 and 31). oO 
++ Mechanical loading, by States.—Illinois led all other States in under- 

oa _ ground tonnage mechanically loaded from 1928 to 1938; then it was | 
> - . passed by West Virginia in 1939. In 1941, West Virginia produced | 
. ... 67,511,968 net tons of mechanically loaded coal, followed by Penn- | 
~  _s gylvania with 35,164,964 net tons, Illinois with 33,273,976, Ohio with 

a 11,943,605, and Kentucky with 11,496,678. These five States 
a produced 80 percent of the total output of mechanically loaded bitu- 

- minous coal in the United States in 1941. DO - | 
A Detailed data, ‘by States, on number of mines and machines and | 
- production of mechanically loaded coal compared with total production —~ 
HS at mines using mechanical loading devices are given in table 31. 

| Comparative changes in underground mechanical loading in 1940-41, _ 
by States, are shown in table 32. 

: Table 33 gives bituminous coal and lignite mined by stripping 
compared with underground hand-loaded and machine-loaded tonnage, 
by States, for 1941. |
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..  TaBLE 27.—Uniis of mechanical loading equipment sold to bituminous-coal, anthra- 
cite, and lignite mines for underground use in. the United States, as reported by es 
manufacturers, 1935-42, inclusive FR Da ie a oe 

- a | 1985 | 1936 | 1937 | 1988 | 1939} 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | Mom 
Oo = a | de a ee |. ‘| (percent) | cate 

oo Type of equipment: Sf | _ | | SO 
2 Mobile loaders_..-.-.-| 115 344 292 241 292 233 368 352}- —4.3 | ey 
pr - Serapers t_...-_2 2... 22 23; 29 10 - 26 39 11 |. 29 -+-163. 6 wo se 
7 Conveyors?..........-| 681 994 | 1,095 990 | 1,311] 1,762 | 2,130 | 31,491 (3) : os 
» . Pit-earloaders_...----} 28] 0 IL 32]. 139 2} 3] 10 2) 800 (0 

Me oe Total, all types...| 846} 1,377| 1,448 | 1,380] 1,631 | 2,037] 2519/#1,87/ @ © 
| Number of manufacturers |. : - 4 fo ee ees 

- reporting. .......-----.. 28 28; 28{| 29. 31 32 82) Ble i 

oo 1 Reported as scrapers or scraper haulers and hoists. _ —_ So _ ae 
So 2 Includes hand-loaded conveyors and those equipped with duckbills and other self-loading heads. . Sales . or 

- of both loading heads and shaker conveyors are counted for 1935-41, inclusive, but the figure for 1942 does nen 
not include loading heads separately; see text for additional explanation. . mo re - ee 

| ’ Not comparable with previous years; seefootnote2. oo : a ee 

. TABLE 28.—Sales of mechanical loading equipment in the United States in 1942 _ oy 
a _. compared with total number of machines 1n active use in preceding years Se 

ne -. | Number of machines in active use as reported by eee De 
. - es coe a .-. Mine operators | chines ne 

- : Bo a : sold as cd 
. oe et report ae 
Cc oo | , fo ed by : a 

= to - . . - So — f ..| Manus" oe 
4 | : re _ | 1933 | 1934 | 1985 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 facture Son Rags 
| | ST : po dp 7 . | 942 Be 

: . Bituminous-coal and lignite mines: : 1 oo fp o - - - 
- Mobile loading machines._.........| 523] 534)  657;. 980) (!) | 1,405} 1,573] 1,720) 1,985} .. 352 ee 

Scrapers..........--2...-.-.......--| © 93) 119 78 106} (4) 117 131 116, 109 #15 °° oo 
_.. Pit-ear loaders... ...............--| 2,453] 2, 288] 2,098] 1,851} (1) | 1,392] 873] 697] 607]. 2 re 

Conveyors equipped with duck- | ; ee 
bills and other self-loading heads.}' 132} 157) 179]. 234) (1) 346; 559} 656) 788) (2) ins 

- _  Hand-loaded conveyors—number | f. oss 
of units. ....-..-.........-.------] . 525] 574) = 670} »=—- 936) (!) «| 1,526) 1,834] 2, 263) 2,807; 21, 167 Cae 

oO Anthracite mines (Pennsylvania): | | | | ON 
Mobile loading machines. ._..__..-- 18 14 Yd | 4 (4) (4) (3) (Oe vo 

. .  §Serapers_.......--.....-..-.---.----| 455) 517/507] 3504; 539] 545} 535] 3 547). 3 505 14 ae 
Pit-car loaders.....--.......-..-.-- 19} = 25 22) (5) (4) (4) (4) (5) (8) |iuwe ee oO 

. Conveyors equipped with duck- - ey 
bills and other self-loading heads - 12 13 30} (5) (4) 4 (4) (3) (8) (?) oe 

- Hand-loaded conveyors—number | | ; Ce 
of units-—.------.---------.------] 940] 1, 338) 1, 563/5 1,790/¢ 1,855) 4 1,831)4 1,997/5 2,180)! 2,432) 2324 oe 

. 1 Data for 1937 not available for bituminous-coal and lignite mines. oe . - 7 
2 Conveyors equipped with duckbills are included with hand-loaded conveyors. In sales for 1942loading  _— re 

heads were not counted as a separate unit. Ds 
8 Mobile loading machines are included with scrapers. . . , et 
4 Mobile loading machines, pit-car loaders, and conveyors equipped with duckbills and other self-loading — - 

heads are included with hand-loaded conveyors. ; Lo : vss 
’ Pit-car loaders and conveyors equipped with duckbills and other self-loading heads are included with . 

_ hand-loaded conveyors. a .
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ee TABLE 29.—Comparison of mobile loaders, scrapers, and conveyors in actual use in 
Bo _. bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the United States in 1941. with sales reported 
Be — in 1942, by States and regions | a - | 

Be oo | : _ Mobile loaders  Serapers ~~ Conveyors! 

Baa ~ State and region | — fo 
Dobie ee Do . - . : In use in| Salesin | In usein| Salesin |Inusein| Salesin 
mo oo Db ae oe 1941 © 1942 1941 - 1942 1941 { 1942 — 

pe - Northern Appalachian States: fe . . . . ep 
foe _ . Pennsylvania__....-------------------| 878 | 116 . 26 2; 734 ol 
Fae E ' Maryland._-....-_-------.-----------|----------|----------|----------]---+------ - 28 |---------- 
Bey .. Ohio see eee || «122 © BL fe eel left -153 | | -. 95 
be Michigan._...:.--.2----.-------------|-+--------|----------]----------]------- ee 6 |---------- 
Bee -. Southern Appalachian States: | |. | oo | 
be Alabama-......---2:.--.------------- 29 32 48 . 4 330 1000. 
Guee S Kentucky --..---.---..--------------- 142 | | | 82 [iw wee feed 284. 81 
ER Tennessee. -.--.----=-----------------] °, 3 |----------|-----+----]---------- 90 23 
fer West. Virginia. ...------------------- 464 | 75 a) 8 1,077 485 
wo Virginia_-...------------------------- 3 enn eens 111 | - 45 
ee - . Middle Western States: . . Co 
eo | Winois 2 seventeen eee eeeee| B40 98 |_...----|-| = 20] 82 
we _. Indiana_......--.--------2-2------e---| «185 |. 13 Jo--2------[------ 22 - 14-4 - 2 2 
Bes Trans-Mississippi States ?....-.----------|- .- 186 | > 28 ~~ 8Opoo.. 61 749 133. 

Te Motel ee ee eceeeeeeeceeceeceeeee| 1,985] 382 109 15| 3,595] 1,167 

ee - 1 Includes hand-loaded conveyors and conveyors equipped with duckbills or other self-loading devices. | 
pew,  2Includes Arkansas, Colorado, Iowa, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Utah, Wash- . 

ue - a _.. Tass 30.—Bituminous coal and lignite mechanically loaded underground in. the : 
at. 7 | United States, 1940-41, by types of machines | 

Bi Te ad jog 
gee : | Type of machine | ep LOT 
a oe a : | Net tons | Percent | Net tons | Percent 

Po Mobile loading machines......-.-----------------------| 100,961,745 | 68.3 | 126,478,074] 67.8 
fe .  Seraper loaders_.......-.------.------------------------ 1,255, 396 | ~ 8 _ 1, 289,710 | - TO - 

ne ' . Conveyors equipped with duckbills or other self-loading 1 
oe - devices... -.--2-- eee eee eee e-| 10,361,694 | 7.0 14, 918, 583 | 8.0 
oe . Pit-ear loaders. _._-.------ eee eee 3, 979, 209 - 2.7 3, 447, 028 1.8 
‘yl ; a Hand-loaded conveyors... .-.--------------------------- 31, 312, 208 21.2 |} 40, 533, 855 21.7 |. 

Boot Grand total loaded mechanically_-.......-..-.--..| 147,870,252 | 100.0 | 186, 667, 250 100.0



| TABLE 31.—Mechanical loading underground in bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the United States, by States, in 1941 ae as 

[This table includes all soft-coal mines that produced any part of their tonnage with the aid of mechanical loading devices in 1941] a so ae 

: . anh | Production mechanically loaded | Total production at mines using mechanical Dg 

Number of mines Number of machines (net tons) loading devices (net tons) a ee 

Using Con- |. ~ - a Oe 

Using ot , — [. veyors ; nes | Mines | eo 

ing g 10 Scrap- L car ed) Loaded by ee a using loading . ws 
vey-| ma- | Total | ing. duckbills con- nae} | Dy con Total loading . Total oS 

ma- | ors | chines ma. | &S jandother| 1024} vey. | Machines! | veyors2 | machines | CODVeyors machines oS 
chines only?| and chines | self? | &S | orgs] | | | only! | only cores ors | | RY 

y _ { con- | loading oF | a. : YOrs | FS 
veyors| | devices } . ee | og Ls 

Alabama. .........-..---- 15 24 6 45 29 48 2 85 328 | 2,006, 569 | 3,841,428 | 5,847,997 | 4,354,383 | 4,934,111 | 2,641,677 | 11, 930, 171 myo 

Arkansas....-------------| 2| 26 ]-------] 28 [-------] 12 |--------ee|-------| 77 (4) (4), 1,053,603 | (4) (4) _----------| 1,053,603 eer 
Colorado. ...-.-------.--- 24 25 5 64 23 |-------| | 120 4 109 | 2,090, 978 851,409 | 2,942,387 | 3, 187, 786 } 1, 124, 268 605, 068 | 4, 867,117 zg a ge 

Iilinois......-.---------.-- 49 7 12 68 540 |--.---- 6 187° 14 | 32, 173, 463 | 1,100, 513 | 33, 273,976 | 27, 470, 071 477, 562 | 6, 453, 479 | 34, 401, 112 =e ge 

Indiana.....-.----.------| 21 4 3 28 | 186 |--.---- 7 21 71 8,070,401} 189,901 | 8, 260,302 | 7, 757, 932 98,267} 660,011] 8,516,210 Bm 9-2. 
Iowa.....-.-------------- 1 2 5 3 }--.----]e-------e].eee-e-} 19 EC CA“ Os 174, 958 (4) | (4) J--.-------- 506,760: © . ws 

Kentucky...-.-----------| 54 27 11 92 142 |--.----] | 130 29 154 | 9, 631,877 | 1,864, 801 | 11, 496, 678 | 13, 084, 681 | 6, 460,048 | 4, 243, 534 | 23, 788, 258 qj ae: 

Maryland.._._..-..------]------ 4 j___.-_- 4 }_.....-]----.--]------.---]------- 28 |......----.-| (4) (4) ween cece ceee 0 wenn enenene (4) ws Co 

Michigan._......--.-..-.-|------ 1 |--....-- 1 |---....]--.-.--|----------]------- & {------------| (4) (4) wee ween ene! | 4) wceeeeeeee-| 0 Oo 4) vad 

Montana (bituminous . . . : ; oS . oon 

Coal).......------.------ 6 j------ 1 7 41 [--.--.-] 2 » 6 jee. (4) (4) | 1,621,024. “4 wwnceeeeee-| (4) 1, 653, 089 PO 

New Mexico..............| 3 |--2-2-|-------| 3 710 | ceeeee fewest eee Of OPEN CO @ BO 
North Dakota (lignite) . -- 1 [------]----.-- 1 8 |--..-..]-.--.-----]-------]------- (4) wae ceeene- (4). (4) wee ene | owen bene (4) Bo 

Ohio._....-.-.--.-------- 22 10 4 36 122 |---.--- 96 1] 57 | 10, 860, 007 | 1, 083,598 | 11, 943,605 | 11, 854, 828 743, 455 |} 1, 100, 767 | 13, 699. 050 > ~ Ee 

Oklahoma......-.-.-.----|------} 11 Je------} 1 eee eee] - ee] ee] -----] 29 ------------] 421,978 421,973 |------------| 429,344 |........-..] 429,344 Be a 
Pennsylvania__...-....--. 65 57 25 147 373 26 40 196 694 | 23, 807, 589 |11, 357, 375 | 35, 164, 964 | 37, 245, 474 |14, 976, 454 |10, 864, 729 | 63,086,657 = ig pt 

Tennessee. ..--.---------- 3} 20 2 25 3 }_.----| Sj..---| 82 144, 414 | 1,276,989 | 1, 421, 403 (4) 2,797, 162 (4) 3, 582, 737 wa bg 

Utah....-.---------------]| 7 7 3 17 2 16 |--.---- 40 | 2,878, 639 488,209 | 3,366,848 | 2, 582,870 708,399 | 488,927 | 3,730,196 oe feet 

| Virginia........-.-.-.-.-.|) 15 9 3 27: 41 |.-....- U1 |-.----| 100! 2,458,841 | 1,434,171 | 3,893,012 | 5, 752,724 | 1,806,068 | 830,105 | 8,388,897. eS 
Washington....-.-.-.----| 4 7{-.-...-| ll Tjew.---} = «8 -------| 82. | 94,760 | 923, 632 |. 1,.018, 392 385,441 | 932,559 |_-.-.2-.-.-] 1,318,000 a ee 
‘West Virginia....-....-.-) 101 99 60 260 | 464 a 144 { 102 933 | 40, 556, 952 |16, 955,016 | 57, 511,968 | 48, 204,871 |21, 625, 860 |21, 497, 034 | 91, 327, 765 ra ae 

Wyoming..-..-..-...----| 16 7 4 27 22. 8 198 26 49 | 5,517,515 | 659,930 | 6,177,445} 5,085,998 | 300,202] 879,834} 6,266,034 4 Vue had 
Undistributed: . . : a tH ee 

East of Mississippi | | , a 
River_....----------|------|----+-|--2----] one eee] eee nef nee] ence eee een eee e ef eee ee eefeneeenee meee] 441,813 | 441, 818 710, 388 (710, 388 ee 

. _ West of Mississippi po . | na 8, 083, 239 | | 361, 844 . . eS 

, River.........------|------|------|-------|----.-.|-------|-------]----------|-------[-------] 2, 394, 362 | 1,090,125 |. 634, 902 | (1, 412, 897 | 858,953 et 

Total: 1941._.......| 409] 349 139 897 | 1,985 109 | 788 607 | 2,807 |142, 686, 367 |43, 980, 883 }186, 667, 250 |170, 000, 298 |59, 537, 039 |50, 577,004 {280,114,341 Qs 

1940__...-...] 372] 315 124 811 | 1,720 116 _ 656 697 |-2, 263 |112, 578, 835 (35, 291, 417 |147, 870, 252 |137, 883, 289 |59, 874, 127 |43, 623, 716 |241, 381, 132 eae: 
Change, 1941 over 1940 : a oo, . | - ER 

- (percent). _....--......-|-+-9.9 |4+10. 8/-+12.1 |+10.6 |4+15.4 | -6.0) -+-20.1 |—12.9 |+24.0 $26.71) © +246,  +26.2 +23. 3 —0.6 { +159) +160 pas 

1 Includes those mines in which all of the tonnage mechanically loaded was obtained with machines that substantially eliminate hand shoveling; that is, mobile loaders, scrapers, ee 
and conveyors equipped with duckbills and other self-loading heads, Some mines in this class also use conveyors in conjunction with mobile loaders to perform the initial phase of CO! Cae 

ransportation. : . . - in eS 
OO 2 Includes those mines in which all the tonnage mechanically loaded was obtained with hand-loaded conveyors and pit-car loaders. | | CO es 

8 Number of units. Oe : ; oe Bo Lo ot il ee 

4Included under “‘Undistributed” to avoid disclosing individual operations. _ . . ee oe | ES 

a NB BSE EERE OY BS HESS EI AEE ST AE oh tS oS eke ge ta ES



TABLE 32.—Comparative changes in underground mechanical loading of bituminous coal and lignite by principal types. of machines in the @ oe 
| oe United States, by States, 1940-41 Be | Rs 

——- 1940 (net tons) 7 1941 (net tons) / Percent handled by each class aS 

State oe t . - | oo 41940 — - oo 1941 | a - : m 
Loaded by | Handled by. Total Loaded by | Handled by otal ee anes 

_ machines! | conveyors? “| ‘machines! | conveyors? | “"""" _| Loaded by [Handled by| Loaded by |Handledby 9 
- - . oe machines ! | conveyors 2j machines ! | conveyors 2 : oR 

Alabama..........-.-.-.-----------------| 1,603,104] 8,401,717] 5,004,911 | 2,006,560} 3, 841,498] 5,847,007 ss s8.0/ 680] a3} 6.7 
Arkansas......-2-2..-2-2.2--------- 2 (3) — &) 945, 052 (3) (3) I, 053, 603 (3) ¢) (8) () STS 
Colorado.....--.22. 2 eee ee 1, 868, 794 683, 932 -2, 552,726 | = 2, 090, 978 851,409 | - 2,942,387 | - ~ 73.2 4- —626.8 1 FLT] 23.9 5 he, 
Illinois. . 2222 eee 28, 156,030 | 1,364, 457 29, 520, 487. 32, 173, 463 1,100,513 | = 33, 273,976 |. 95. 4 4.6 96. 7 3.3 7 le 
Indiana...-....-..----2----- eee eee 7, 176, 040 230, 880 7, 406, 920 8, 070, 401 | 189, 901. |. 8, 260,302 | 96.9). © 3.1 97.7 2.3 ' feet 
Towa... -.- 22-22 - eee eee eee eee ee (8) (3) . _ 132,947 | (8) 8): 174,958 | =—s 8) 8 (3) 8. a. a 8 
Kentucky ._..-.-..-...-.---------.-.-----| 5, 494, 346 1, 656, 208 7, 150, 554 9,631,877 |. 1, 864, 801 ‘11,496,678 | == 76.8 - 22.21 —. 83.8 «162 Pe a Maryland. ..-...----...s 222s ssssosssessa[eeeeeenecenee @ Qo Pp Ty PP 10000 |e 000 Fo. 
Michigan._.__----.-.-.-2. 22-2. ee eee fee eee eee ee 3 | (3) weeececeeennce] | (?) @)  feeaeneeaeee-l > 100.0 Jeet. 100. 0 - a 
Montana (bituminous coal).__......___-_- (3) 3 1, 511, 128 7 8) 3). 1, 621, 024 Gy. 8). (3) ~ Q) oo OTS ne 
New Mexico..........- 22-2222 2. eee Q) @ jf. . g }. ~@)- wee te ewcccwee 2 () ee C) 3) 0 Hg . oo 
North Dakota (lignite) ._.....-...__.-_..- (3) wee nee ne en ne we a (3) - nnew een cnennee 8 | 10000 Jee 100.0 }----2--. eee > “arg 
Ohio... 2.222222. 2-2-2 7, 750, 819 . 493, 023 8, 243, 842 | - 10, 860, 007- 1,083,598 |- 11,943,605 | -° 94.0] — - 6.0 6 90.9] - Ql te 20 ON 
Oklahoma..__..........------------------ (3) (3) 422,692 |_....-.__-_._- 421,973 421,973 | 3) Qf 100.0 & 9. 
Pennsylvania........-.-...-----2------- ee 18, 031, 402 9, 208, 654 27, 235,056 | 23,807,589 | 11,357,375] 35, 164, 964 - 66.2 33. 3 67.7 re: a © ee 
Tennesse@._..-...----------- eee eee 93, 601 622, 215 715, 816 | - 144,414 | 1,276, 989 1, 421, 403 | “13.1 86.9 10.2 | — $88 OO ooo 
Utah. .2 2 ee 2, 519, 675 | 353, 285 | . 2,872,960 | 2,878,639; | 488, 209 . 8, 366, 848  87.% 12.3 85.5}. 145 A. wt 
Virginia... 2 eee 1,996,634} — 1,111, 788. 3, 108, 422 2, 458, 841 © 1, 434, 171. 3, 893, 012. 64.2] . 35, 8. |. - 63. 2 36.8 ~~ Cee 
Washington -___202 eee 62, 000 "733, 494 795, 494 - 94,760 |. | -. 923, 682 -. 1,018,392 7.8 922). . 9.3 907 a pee FS 

. West Virginia.__.___._-_......---2_ Le. 30, 878, 128 13, 100, 403 43, 978, 531 . 40, 556,952 | . 16,955,016 | 57, 511, 968 70, 2 29.8 70. 5. . 29. 5 ee yy 
A a 4, 799, 234 571, 885 5, 371, 119 5, 517, 515 659,930 | 6,177,445 | - 89.49 | 10.6 89.3 10.7 yoo. ee 
ndistributed: oo oo a qo. - oe bd. ek 

East of Mississippi River_....__....-_]..-...-...--..| 388, 831 - 888,831 |e eee 441,813 |. ~ 441,813 : ® fw. 4 TO! UY ee OY 
West of Mississippi River.......-.._- 2, 148, 938 1, 375, 645 512, 769 | 2,394, 362 1, 090, 125 - 634, 902 AY (4) 4) | (4) oO a 

Total....----------.----------------| 112, 578,835 | 35, 291,417) 147,870,252 | 142, 686,367} 43,980,883 | 186,667,250; 761] 23.9) 70.4 | 36 0 |) 

1 Includes mobile loaders, scrapers, and duckbills. oe a ee — | Co ps 
3 Includes hand-loaded conveyors and pit-car loaders. oo — De ey 
3 Included under ‘‘Undistributed”’ to avoid disclosing individual operations. Sc - ne . a ce 
‘ Included in total; percentage by types not given because State groups are not comparable. _ oO | . oe en



os BYPUMINOUS COAL AND LIGNITE = 883 = 

- '‘Tapty 33.—Bituminous coal and lignite in the United States mined underground © 
. and from strip pits and method of loading underground, in net tons, by States, in Pa 

ae | | | Mined underground of G | a . ee * 

—— State «ss |. Mined by oo | total 
: a . a - : Hand-loaded 7 Machine: Total - production —— oe 

mo Alabama_..-.---.--------e-0-+ 238, 447| 9,378,079 | 5,847,997 | 15,226,076 | 15, 464, 523 oS 
Bo Arkansas...-.--.---------------- 87,390} 433, 179 1, 053, 603 1, 486, 782 1, 574, 172 ne 
i Colorado...-....-.--------------| 15,689 | 3,990,456 | 2,942,387 | 6, 932,843 6948532 4 
' Tilinois........-.-.----.------.-- 13, 945, 633 | = - 7, 483, 675 33, 273,976. | 40, 757, 651 54, 703, 284 a 
i Indiana.......-.--.---..--------| 12, 739, 006 1, 484, 621 8, 260, 302 9, 744, 923 22, 483, 929 Te 
i. Towa. -..-.-....-.---------------- 696,501 | 2, 067, 167 174,958 | 2, 242, 125 2,938,626 | 

Kansas. .....-.-.-..-------------| 8, 236, 320 771, 252 j..-..----.~---- 771,252 |. = 4,007,572 oo 
. Kentucky .......-.-----.----.--- 1, 249, 125 40, 964, 5438 |} 11, 496, 678 52, 461, 221 53, 710, 346 

. Maryland. __.........-.---------} 12, 665 “() a ‘1, 687, 909 1, 700, 574 ae 
- - Michigan..._..-...--..-.---.----]-~------------ — 6) Qo ~ . 310,775]. 310,775 ~ : 
_.° Missouri.2-_..-.----------------} 1, 999, 621 1, 145, 667-|..-.--..------] 1, 145, 667° 3,145,288 oe 

- Montana (bituminous coal) - - - ~- 1, 395, 943 . 177,964 |. 1,621,024 | 1,798,988 | — 3,194,931 ee 
‘Montana, South Dakota, and | | | - Sp os _ . ae 

"Texas (lignite).....-.-..------| 148,102} 398,842 |... 323, 842 466, 944 oe 
| New Mexico......------.--------[-eneeee-ez-e---t ds MTC) 1, 251, 120 1,251,120 - °° 

- North Dakota (lignite).........-| | 1, 527,144 CQ) ft. Q). - 731, 744 2, 308,888 hs 
© Ohio... 2222-2... ------- 7, 315, 247 | +10, 059, 991 11, 943,605 | 22,003,596 | 29, 318, 843 : ge 

Oklahoms_-..--.-.--....-----+-- 745, 387 - 603, 748 ' 421,973 | —-:1, 025, 721 - 1,771,108 7 
. Pennsylvania__.....-.-....---.-- 8, 429, 778 86, 644,941 35, 164,964 | 121, 809, 905 130, 239, 683 DO a 

oo Tennessee. ....-.-------.--------] 1, 600  §, 622,268 | 1, 421, 403 7, 043, 671 |. 7, 045, 271 So the 
Be - ‘Texas (bituminous coa])_....-...|-------------- — - 16, 482 fee 15,482 | 15,482, vs 
° Utah..-----2-----een---cccesecec|ececeeeesese-[ _. 709,981 |” "3/366,848| 4,076,779 | 4,076,779 

- WVirginia......2.------2.--2------f 2, 717 14, 545, 217 | -- 3, 893, 012 18, 438, 229° 18, 440, 946 an 
‘Washington. ......---...--.----- 12, 115 |. 810, 767'| 1, 018, 392. 1, 829, 159 1; 841, 274 a 

a West Virginia. ...:..-.---..--.-- J, 098,619} 81, 639. 661 57, 511,968 | 139, 151, 629 140, 250, 248: eo te 
Fo Wyoming. _.....-...--.-.-.--.-- 179, 560 . 289, 325 6,177,445 | 6,466,770 |} 6, 646,330 Se 

Other States 2... -----}-----+----+--- - 293, 777 |.------------- 293, 777 |. 293,777 J 
| Undistributed _........---..-----]----------+---] 2, 954,833 | 1,076, 715 |-.--.--.------]-----------~-- Tee 

— —— Wotal......-..----------+--| 55, 071, 609 | 272, 410, 386 | 186, 667,250 | 459,077,636 | 514,149,245 

| . 1 Included under “Undistributed.” ee oo a a a Cn | | : 
.. 4 Includes Alaska, Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, and Oregon. | oS So ee a 

— MECHANICAL CLEANING = =. oe 

- Complete annual data on the mechanical cleaning of bituminous coal = 
: in the United States were first gathered for 1927; during that year5.3 

percent of the total production was cleaned by wet or pneumatic =~ 
methods. This percentage increased annually, and in 1941 amounted ae 
to 23 percent or 117,469,857 net tons of clean coal. Tables 34, 35, 37, es 
and 88 include data on all coal mined in the United States (excluding | Os 
Alaska) except Pennsylvania anthracite. Tables 36 and 39 are upon —t. 

- - the same basis but do not include consumer-operated plants. There “ 
: are no mechanical cleaning plants at lignite mines. , 
| For purposes of comparison, data on Alaska, which had one wet- ss 

| washing installation, have not been included in the following tables. oe 
| This one plant produced 52,754, 64,567, and 69,665 net tons of cleaned oy 

coal in 1939, 1940, and 1941, respectively. — , oO 
Consumer-operated plants include plants owned by steel companies . 

which receive coal from various mines (but usually from afhliated : 
companies), clean it, and then consume it directly at the plant. | | 

| Table 34 compares bituminous coal cleaned in 1940 and 1941, by 
method of cleaning. Both wet and pneumatic methods increased in - 
1941 over 1940. | ~ 

_ Mechanical cleaning, by types of equipment.—The tonnage of bitu- 
‘minous coal cleaned by wet-washing methods reached 100,307,969 - 
net tons in 1941—an increase of 15 percent over 1940. The quantity |
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~ .. gleaned by pneumatic methods was 17,161,888 net tons—also a 
Be 15-percent increase over 1940. Se : | 
fo Table 35 compares the number of cleaning plants and the net tons 
“  . @fcleaned coal, by types of equipment, for 1940 and 1941. During - 
fis: 1941, 380 wet-washing and 80 pneumatic cleaning plants were in 

es operation. Forty-four tipples used both wet and dry methods at the = 
vy game plant; deducting these duplications gives a net total of 416 plants. 
> .. that cleaned coal in 1941 compared with 386 in 1940. _ 7 

a Wet methods of cleaning coal include piston- or common-type jigs, 
‘-- -Baum-type jigs, concentrating tables, launders and upward-current _ 
eo classifiers, and combinations of jigs with concentrating tables and jigs 
—_ with launders or upward-current classifiers. Baum-type jigs cleaned __ 

Bo approximately 40 percent of the coal cleaned by wet methods during — 
ee 1941... oo _ - 
“.—,- Pneumatic methods of coal cleaning include air tables, air flow, air 
ee sand, and any combinations of these three methods. During 1941, air 
“tables cleaned over 50 percent of the coal cleaned by pneumatic 
»... methods. > a a ee | 
a - Table 36 lists the total production in 1940 and 1941 at bituminous- © 
~~ goal mines that have cleaning plants, by types of equipment. This _ 
~. stable shows that 185,398,504 net tons were produced at mines with | 
—- >. ¢leaning plants in 1941, but the cleaned coal obtained at these mines 
po totaled 108,218,314 net tons (see table 38) or 58 percent of the total 
oe produced. The remainder of the output (42 percent) presumably 
ge represents the larger sizes, which are generally hand-picked. | 7 
ee Coal cleaning, by States —In volume of total tonnage of bituminous : 
. goal mechanically cleaned in 1941, Pennsylvania led; West Virginia, 

».  _[linois, Alabama, and Indiana followed in the order named. These 
a five States supplied 98,839,286 tons (84 percent) of the total. Table 37 | 

eee shows the number of plants in operation, net tons of clean coal, andy 
RS percentage of State output mechanically cleaned in 1940 and 1941. | 
Sy, Results of operations and the relation between raw coal, clean coal, _ 

and refuse at bituminous-coal-cleaning plants by States in 1941 are 
.».° ghown in table 38. | oe | 

_ Methods of mining at mines served by cleaning plants —Mechanical 
. loading, both in underground mines and strip pits, appears to be 
-- glosely related to mechanical cleaning. Table 39 shows the mining 
. ) methods at mines that have cleaning plants. Production of coal from 
Co strip mines in 1941 was 55,071,609 tons (see table 33); 24,773,543 | 

tons (45 percent) came from strip mines having mechanical cleaning 
tipples. There were 186,667,250 tons of underground coal loaded 

a mechanically in 1941, of which 93,373,789 tons (50 percent) passed 
through tipples equipped with mechanical cleaning devices. Hand- 

| loaded underground coal production in 1941 totaled 272,410,386 tons, 
| of which 25 percent passed through tipples equipped with cleaning 

plants. |
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oe TaBLE 34.—Bituminous coal mechanically cleaned by wet and pneumatic methods, Cg 
| - in the United States, in net tons of clean coal, 1940-414 re 

a | a | | : | a | Change, ’ ney ‘n 

- _ Method of cleaning | ‘a0 | toa | 184 Om 
: | | | ~-| (percent) 

; . By wet methods: . / . | | | - pe 

‘. “At mines__.. 1-2-0210 eee eee eee 78, 475, 302 91, 056, 426 +16.0 — oye 

- At consumer-operated cleaning plants............-.---.----- 8, 750, 220 9, 251, 543 +5.7 | on 

‘Total wet methods...-..-------------eeeeeeeee---e--------| 87, 225,522 | 100, 307, 969 +15.0 ee 
| ‘By pneumatic methods...--------------------------------------| 14, 979, 664 | 17,161,888} = +14.6 oe 

- - Grand total....----.-------c--eeeeeeeeeeeeneeneeneenenee=-| 102, 205,186} 117,469,857] 14.9 et 

: 1 Figures do not include Alaska, which had 1 wet-washing installation. | : EES 

| TABLE 35.—Bituminous coal cleaned in the United States, by types of equipment in oe 
an actual operation, 1940-411 | 7 ee 

_ _ {Coal cleaned and plants operated by consumers at central washeries in Colorado and Pennsylvania are op 
| : : | é included) re 

| | a | | Plants in Stet tare — Percent cleaned a 
| | | operation - Net tons of clean coal byeachtype == 

. a Type of equipment i eae (ESOT CEISSN (ONSISENSOSS SESS Ore 
| | Oo , | 1940 | 1941 1940 «| 1941” 1940 | 1941 a 

Wet methods: fe . . | | fo | Oo ~ 

oe JigS. ..--seeeeeeeeeeeeeneeeeen----------| 186 | 201 | 46,999,035 | 53,216,901 | 46.0 45.3 at 
. Concentrating tables.........---..------|. 13 * 13 | 2,380,413 | 2, 510, 186 23|° . 22 ae 

. Jigs in combination with concentrating , oe, NG 

_ tables_.....-.-------.----------------- 16 20° 2, 765, 237.| 4,364,220 | 2.7 3.7 ney 
Jigs in combination with launders and yk 
upward-current classifiers.......-.---- 11 - jl 4, 408, 148. 5, 446, 245 4.3] 0 46 — DON 

yo Launders and upward-current classifiers.| 124 135 } 30,722,689 | 34,770,417 | 30.0 29. 6 ast 

| Total wet methods..........---.------| 350] 380} 87,225,522 | 100,307,969 | 85.3| 85.4 | es 
Pneumatic methods. ......----------------- 77 80 14, 979, 664 17, 161, 888 14.7[ ° 14.6 oe 

Grand totel.....-.-..-.---------------| 7427 | 2460 | 102, 205, 186 | 117, 469, 857 100.0} 10.0 ~*~ 

1 Figures do not include Alaska, which had 1 wet-washing installation. : 7 ae 
. # Nuinber of plants using both wet and pneumatic methods was 41 in 1940 and 44 in 1941. tt 

. , / . 5 . . “tt 

: TABLE 36.—Total production of all coal at bituminous mines in the United States 1 gi 

| . having cleaning planis, in net tons, 1940-411) — co | a 

[Does not include any estimate for mines that may ship to consumer-operated plants] ey 
/ ot . a we 

ae | | : | Change, ok 
Type of equipment | 1940 1941 1940 (per- a 

, cent) os rs 

Wet methods: a . a : | ‘ 

Jigs.....------------- ee -e eee eeeenen eee eee eee eee ee-| 75, 891, 008 85, 683, 303 . 13.7 . ok 

Concentrating tables.......------------------+-------------- 1, 733, 048 1, 927, 109 +11. 2. oh 
Jigs in combination with concentrating tables_.....--------- 3, 385, 168 5, 097, 435 -+-50. 6 ert 

Jigs in combination with launders and upward-current _ a 

Classifiers. ....-.-.-.--------------------------- 2-2 ee == oe 7, 026, 222 8, 325, 444 +18. 5 we 
Launders and upward-current classifiers........--.-..------| 56, 412, 328 69, 351, 140° - 22.9 voy 

Total wet methods._....---------------------------------| 148, 947,774 | 170, 384, 431 +184 ut 
Pneumatic methods. .....--.-----------------------------------| 41, 129, 608 45, 471, 216 | +10.6 mo 

Grand total.......-----------------e-eeeeeeeeneee-ee=-----| 185,077,377 | 215, 855, 647 +16.6 o 
Less duplication 3.._.........---------------~-------------------| 23, 405, 810 30, 457, 143 +30. 1 

Net total. ._.--.------------------------------------~-----| 161, 671, 567 | 185, 398, 504 +14.7 7 
United States production of bituminous coal 3___....-----.-----] 460, 597,656 | 513,910,285 | +11.6 : 

Percent produced at mines having cleaning plants. -...---.----- 35.1 36.1 |-.--...-..-- so 

ve EE EnEnnnIInIten ane ataneecmeemee eae eng et SPS CEST o 

1 Figures do not include Alaska, which had 1 wet-washing installation. oA 
2 Mines using both wet and pneumatic methods. — : 

3 For historical comparison, the United States production figures include lignite. Alaska is not included : 

in total production. Noa So . oo, |
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oo Taspiue 37.—Bituminous coal mechanically cleaned by wet and pneumatic methods 
Be ns an the United States, by States, 1940-411 BO 

vel... {Coal cleaned and plants operated by consumers at central washeries in Colorado and Pennsylvania are 8s 
oe os _ Be included] BO, oe _ 

re Ce a : PL ist a Br aroent of . 
Ce we mS - Plants in e, ate output 7 
po - _ _ oO operation. -|. Net tons of clean coal mechanically - Ce 
Pa 0 oo ~ State os cleaned : 

Ge . - 1940 | 1941 1940 1941 1940 | 1941 © a 

eS - . Alabama--.-----22 27 -e --eeeeeeee-| 52 57 | ~— 12,928, 860 12, 835, 169 84.3 83.0 © 
grt 2 Colorado_.---. 2. ----ee-e-e-eece-------| 10 |. 10 1, 067, 856 1,216,128] 16.2 17.5 oo 
Wee /. Diinois-. 2.222222 eee eee 47 1-49 18, 840, 805 22, 126,723 | | 37.2} 40.4 

ae Indiana....--2-.--.-----------------------} 16 | 19. 5, 108,522 | 7,205,041] 27.01. 320 — 
Be  Kansas-...----------.--- een eee] 8 7 1, 620, 407 2, 283, 689 45.3 57.0 | 
ogo so). Kentueky.o. 222-18 161 2,004,360 | . 3,005,717| 4.1 $5.60 : 
Be Missouri.-..-..----.-----.----------------| 10 11 1, 236, 799 1,517,861 4 39.9 48.3 
me ~ Ohio. .222- 2 ee. -d 6 |: 10 3, 533, 632 4,626,146 | 15.5 15.8. 0° 
Reng Pennsylvania 4____.-..........-----------] 58 57 | 27,616,594 |. 29,948,020 |. 23.7} 23.0 
es ' 'Pennessee...---.--.------------neee-- eee 6 |. 5 314, 541 | 337, 159 5.2) 48 — 
oe Mipginfas ll. 22222 eee eee eceeeee------] 9] 22] 2, 315,560 | ~~ «2, 733,166 | 18.1) 148. co 
Be Woashington -_.-..2-.-.2.-.-----.---------| dB | 1, 362,856 | 1,632, 427 82. 6 88.7 — - 
ae . West Virginia 3. ..2..-2.--.--2 22+ 115 123 23, 384,440 | 26, 724, 333 18. 5 “19.1 
nee --  -Undistributed: ep - 7 
ae ~ East of. Mississippi River 4.....-...-..|. . 3 2 64,785 68, 661.|------ fee . 
Bees  - “West.of Mississippi River 5...---.-...] 8 7. 815, 169 1, 219, 617 |.-------|-------- . 

Be ~ otal. ..-.--2-.----- ee -- eee] 8 386 | 7416 | 102, 205,186 | 117,469, 857 22.2] 22.9 

Be - 1Excludes Alaska. - ee ee . . . ne : . 
Re _ 2 Includes some coal mined in Pennsylvania and cleaned in Ohio. - | — : 
Bee -.% Includes some coal mined in West Virginia and cleaned in Ohio. Se 
me . #£Includes Georgia and Michigan. . _ oo ne . -_ 
PR 3 Includes Arkansas, Montana, New Mexico, and Utah. oo a . 

hy $ Represents 41 plants using both wet and pneumatic methods of cleaning plus 345 plants using only 1 — 
er -.- Cleaning method. _ ae . _ | So a 
pe, : 7 Represents 44 plants using both wet and pneumatic methods of cleaning plus 372 plants using only 1 
Be cleaning method, =i . oo 

mo.) Papin 38.—Result of operations at bituminous-coal-cleaning planis in the United | 
Geo ; | | States, by States, in net tons, in 19411 | | an 

oe . a: a . Total pro- 
co : Total raw Coal ob- Refuse re- | Percent | ductionfrom . 
a State | coal moved tained in sulting in | of refuse | mines that - 
by v OS to cleaning | cleaning cleaning to raw | moved coal oe 
ot . plants 3 process process 2 coal 3 to cleaning . 

we oo Lo plants 4 

- Alabama.._.....-.-.--.-------------| 14, 733, 805 12, 835,169 | 1, 898, 636 12.9} 18,822,090 
: . Colorado_..-.--.-------------------- (5) (3) (5) 9.6 (5) 
OF -  Wlinois: 22-22 eee] 26, 348, 179 22, 126, 723 4, 216, 456 16.0 34, 786, 567 

Indiana... ...------------------------ 8, 305, 137 7, 205, 041 1, 100, 096 13.2 12, 027, 378 
- Kansas.._......-----.---------+----- 2, 794, 917 2, 283, 689 511, 228 18.3 2, 339, 900 

Kentucky....-..-...-..-...--...-.-.] 3, 369, 161 3,005, 717 363, 444 10.8 6, 517, 713 
oo Missouri_.....-.-.------------------ 1, 917, 673 1, 517, 861 399, 812 20.8 1, 755, 793 

Ohio__.....------------------------- 5, 652, 020 4, 626, 146 1, 025, 874 18.21. 6, 728, 638 
. Pennsylvania °____.2-2--- 22-22... (5) (5) (5) 8.8 (5) 

Tennessee....----.------------------ 366, 535 337, 159 29, 376 8.0 1, 304, 094 
Virginia._.....-_-.------------------ 2, 932, 547 2, 733, 166 199, 381 6.8 9, 699, 108 

. Washington _..........----.--------- 1, 874, 768 1, 632, 427 242, 341 12.9 1, 728, 864 
West Virginia 7__-.....--.---- eee 29, 835, 542 26, 724, 333 3, 111, 209 10. 4 59,168,194 
Other States 8.2. ----2.------------} 25, 405, 030 23, 190, 883 2, 214, 147 |. 35, 520, 165 

Total at mines only ®_.....---.| 123,530,314 | 108, 218,314 15, 312, 000 12.4 185, 398,504 
- Consumer plants 1._.__._---....---- 8, 749, 848 9, 251, 5438 498, 305 §.1 |-------------- 

Grand total. .....----------.--}| 183, 280,162 | 117, 469, 857 15, 810, 305 11.9 J.--22 eee. 

1 Excludes Alaska. . . 
2 Exact figures on raw coal or refuse could not be furnished by many operators; in such instances, esti- 

mates were made from al] available information at hand. 
3 In Alabama (for example) for every 100 tons of raw coal cleaned in 1941, an average of 12.9 tons of refuse 

was discarded and 87.1 tons of clean marketable coal obtained. 
4 Based upon shipping weights; includes some marketable coal that did not pass through cleaning plants. 
§ Included with ‘Other States.” ; ; 
¢ Includes some coal mined in Pennsylvania and cleaned in Ohio. 
7? Includes some coal mined in West Virginia and cleaned in Ohio. 
8 Includes Arkansas, Colorado, Georgia, Michigan, Montana, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, and Utah. 
§ Includes al] mechanical cleaning other than washeries operated by consumer steel companies. 
1® Includes central washeries in Colorado and Pennsylvania operated by consumer steel companies.
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oo TABLE 39.—Method of mining at bituminous-coal mines in the United States served — ONG 

by cleaning plants, 1939-411 Ce re 

SO . [Does not include any estimate for mines that may ship to consumer-operated plants} ft, - OC 7 ne 

i 
Sanna ms oy 

ed etmininginas Lear rN” | RRB 
Rs L989 1940 rpg | percent) 8, 

_ ‘Mined from strip pits.....-----------------------| 17,980,049 | 20, 029, 770 24,773,543 | $98.7 7° 

i _. Mechanically loaded underground_ ..------------ 53,495, 851 66, 148, 465 93, 373, 789 +41.2 ee 

& Hand-loaded underground. .--------------------] 61, 805, 096 75, 493, 332 | . 67,251, 172 10.9 ood 

FP  Motad. ec eeeeeeeeeegececeeceeecccecee-| 183, 260,996 | 161, 671, 567 | 185,398, 504 | 147 To 

«1 Excludes Alaska. a oo | - rr 
. plane 2 shipping weights and includes some marketable coal that did not pass through cleaning ao zs / . os 

a "DETAILED STATISTICS, BY STATES AND COUNTIES _ ees 

_. ‘Detailed production and employment statistics are given in table =k 

40 for each coal-producing county in the United States from which: 

| three or more operators submitted reports for 1941. Statistics on = 

—-- egunties with less than three reporting producers have been combined ones 

_ with data for other counties in the same State to avoid disclosing = 8 

-- individpal returns, unless permission to publish has been granted by | -- 

the operators. Production of mines on the border between two States =. 

_ -has been credited to the State from which the coal is extracted rather et 

than that in which the tipple is situated. If the coal is mined from ASS 

-.- Jands in both States, the tonnage has been apportioned accordingly. ~~. 

‘Jn this series the reported production is classified according to the ee 

principal methods of distribution or use. _ Beginning with 1932, the 

series was expanded to include data on the growing volume of coal ae 

-. moving from mine to consumer by truck. For 1933-36 this tonnage =. 

was shown as “commercial sales by truck or wagon.” In 1937 this = 

tonnage was shown as “‘truck deliveries, including local sales.” (See «= 

| “Minerals Yearbook, 1939, p. 813.) In 1938 the truck tonnage was a 

shown as “shipped by truck or wagon.” The truck figures for 19330 4 

to 1936, inclusive, and 1938 to 1941, inclusive, are reasonably = © 

comparable. | | | | a Oe ee 

The data in this report, like those published for many years by the ss sy 

Bureau of Mines, relate only to mines with an annual output of 1,000 oe 

tons or more. Although all mines, regardless of size, are subject to ee 

: regulation under the provisions of the N ational Bituminous Coal Act. as 

of 1937, it seemed advisable to maintain the continuity of the old ee 

series by excluding the very small mines that sell by truck or wagon. a 

. This fact should be borne in mind when the statistics in this report ES 

are compared with similar data compiled by State mine departments. a 

Differences arise largely from variations in coverage of the State = 

| reports, some of which include data for all mines, regardless of size, 2 

| and others only data for mines employing more than a specified 

minimum number, which ranges from 2 to 10 men. 
- Because of a change in the method of reporting, the statistics of | 

average production per man per day for 1932 to 1936 and 1938 to | ve 

1941 are not precisely comparable with those for earlier years. Before an 

1932 they were based upon the calculated number of man-shifts, a 

obtained by multiplying the average number of men employed at : 

each mine by the number of days worked at the mine. Since 1932
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“4- " operators have been asked to make a special report of the number of a —man-shifts actually worked, if possible. The number of operators Ge able to furnish this information has been small, although itisincreasing __ Be from year to year. These reports were utilized to improve the accu- fur TaCy of the record. Otherwise, the man-shifts were calculated by ~. | Inultiplying the number employed underground and on the surface | <>... by the number of days worked by the mine and tipple, respectively. -



_ Tasus 40.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man per day at bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the ae ae 
| | United States in 1941 CO : | cn : on 

on | | [Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons] —s-_ _ oo Co op 

| 9 ninn‘n__n_ n_ gg er 
ox Disposition of coal produced (net tons) _ Average number of employees. . SO : S 

| Used by Used at | yo. . Surface | Average . a . es a 
fr Shipped | mineem- | ji-5 for | Avera 7 sd number | Average - gS oo Ze os -Number of Ss 
l County Loaded for by truck plovees, power and _ value | . | of days man-days tons eel - ee 
a shipment (excluding locomotive | _ Beat or Total | per ton®| Under- Total | were worked |’ day * ye 

by rail oF | coal used | tenders at made into quantity | ground | th strip | All active pe Be 
by mine tipple, or | coke at — . pits others — 7 a : 

~4em eS Yr uses ° oo ea . ployees) ot mine? mine | — de a | pos 

| | . ALABAMA os Ce _ eg. ma 
Bibb_....-------------------| 677,489 16, 028 2,851| 16,469.) 712,887 | 2.01 | 4,213 |.------] = 200 | «1,418 199 | 280,048| 254 Jae 
Blount. .-.......------------- 86, 331 56, 932 533 1, 632 145, 428 2.71 300 88 54] 387] — 183 70, 870 205 as 

~  Oullman.._.2 ee fe 42, 204 105 18 42, 327 “2.78 |  ° 106 J.-L 2 16 122, 1847 22, 456 1.88 } Sens 
Etowah. _.........--.-...---- 18, 835 18, 604 |. jee 82,4389 | 2.72 1— ) a 13 74 188 - 13, 917 2.33 CS 
Jackson....------------.----- 232 33,241 |...--.-.---|.-..-..-..--| 33,473 | 2.95 60 |---.--- 15 75 223 16,711| 2.00: Pi iy 
Jefferson._......-..-..-..---..| 8, 125, 625 320, 779 42,221 | 481,396 | 8,529,021. 2.71 | 12,190 6| 1,662] 13,858 214 | 2,972, 394 2.87. © er 
Marion._..........-.---------| 221,896 | _—81,,000 1,408 | . (196.| 304,500" 3. 58 B01 gs} 15 "6241 «204 127,183 | - 2.39— B oe 

, Shelby.....------------------| . 409,640] 110,567 2919| ° 2,065] 525,191 | 3.29 872 |....------ 1371 1,009} 214] 215,711] 2.43 eee 
Tuscaloosa__..---------------| 120, 006 54, 307 1,009 j-.---2 2-28 175, 322 2. 38 B11 |e eee eee 83 894] 201 79, 202 ~ 2,21 oC. De 
Walker.......-.....----------| 8,392,845 | 173, 527 53, 424 6,163 | 3,624; 959 2.60 | 4,174 94] 895 | 4, 863 213 | 1,036,210} 3.50 — OTE 

| Winston.........-..---------- 8, 836 19, 281 60 |.-------.---| 28,177 | 2.50 7 7 51 - 162 8, 283 280 Fo... 
Other counties (Cherokee, . | . Joo fe fo . So er 

Fayette, and St. Clair).....| 1, 219, 748 33, 898 14, 046 48,157 | 1,315,849 2.58 | 1, 740 |--..------]} 325 | 2,065 262 | ~~ =-541,.021 2. 43. 8 es 

Total Alabama.........| 14,276,483 | 964,368 | 118,576 | 4 105,096 | 15,464,523 | 271 | 21,672/ 141] 3,222] 24,995| 216 | 5,384,901| — 2.87 4 nee 

| , | ALASKA : - | oo a 

| Total AID eeeeeeeeee | 235, 230 en 58,780 238, 960 | $3. 95 | 110 —| 48 | 158 | But | 47,617 | BOR gs 

: : | ARIZONA, GEORGIA, IDAHO, AND OREGON Se Fe comer ee 

’ Total Arizona, Georgia, Ida- | . | oT ot | - a a | | . . a : 
ho, and Oregon...........-.| 38,598 19, 468 1,071/ 8680 64,817) $2.74) 186 |... 52 188 929 41, 659 ce 

| See footnotes at end of table. - . : Be Co © Eo



TaBLE 40.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man per day at bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the w Pe. : 
_. United States in 1941—Continued > Oo : | OS 

[Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons] a _ oo a . | - - & 

~ Disposition of coal produced (net tons) — | _ Average number of employees - . . - 

Shioped Used by | Used at. a | _ Surface Average . A : | - 
ippe mine em- : number verage. . 

County by truck ployees, mine for. Average ee . of days Number of tons per a Loaded for or wagon | taken b power and value. “mines man-days man per a 
shipment | gc »¥ | heat or Total | per ton | Under- 7 | T | worked per Oe by rail or (excluding | locomotive made into | quantity ground : ‘otal. were day. . oe, 
water1 | Coal used | tenders at | “py ochive : Instrip |. All. active - es 

by mine tipple, or coke at | pits others Pe 
employees)| other uses mine . . on ae 

at mine 2 me yo. | fo | = me 

ARKANSAS : | | Bi ot 

Franklin. .....--.--.----.---- 65, 668 9, 128 399 1, 923 77, 118 $3. 54 224 | - 22 5) 281 100 28, 084. 2. 75 ee E 
Johnson __........-------.---- 237, 578 16, 464 781 1, 856 256, 679. - 3.40 481 © 47 i - 609 |. 137 83,737 |. 3.07 “4 pS 
Logan_._-.......---.-.------- 458, 319 3, 749 2, 098 1, 928 466, 094 4.52 1,179 |_..------- 213 | 1,392 131 182, 583 | - 2. 55 . cr 
Sebastian.........--..-..---..| 705,973 31, 552 782} ~ 1,375 739, 682. 3. 35 1,174 81 215} 1,470 153 225, 479 3.28 B a 
Other counties (Pope and . en ae td a 
Scott)_........------------- 31, 511 1, 722 120 - 4,246; 34,599 4,34} = 209 |---_------] 27 |. 236; = 6B 14, 908 2. 32 O a 

Total Arkansas.....----] 1,499, 049 62, 615 4, 180 58,328 | 1,574,172 | 3.74 3, 267 120 601 3,988 |- 184 534,791 | 2.94 5 AE 

| | COLORADO oe | a | SO 

. Boulder.......-.-..--.---.---| 223, 254 418, 534 6,484} 6,062; 654,334; $2.90 574 1 | 116] - 691{ - 244 168, 843'| 388 MO 
Delta__......--.-------------- 40, 605 28, 015 423 | | 4,201; 78, 244 2.76 | 55 |.--------- 22 77 215 16, 523 | — 4.43 ret 
El Paso___...---------------- 32, 882 160, 383 37, 405 6, 882 237, 552 2.89) 166 }_.2.._2.. 39 205| 2382] . 47,483] 5.00 ree 
Fremont_._......------------| 159, 840 350, 053 3, 564 2, 704 516, 161 3.12 631 |_.----.--- 132 763 196 149,407 |. 8.45. ae 
Garfield._.......----..------- 7, 647 28, 422 50 1, 225 37, 344 3. 11. 32 |_..------- 12 44]. 246 |. 10, 809 . 8.45 re 

, Gunnison ._.--..-.-.--------- 668, 840 19, 879 8, 607 10, 711 708, 037. 2. 62 487 |_-------.-- . 185 622 227 141, 320 6.01 gS 
Huerfano......--------------- 739, 732 70, 193 3,918 | - I, 789 815, 632 2.91 821 |-.--..----| = 173 994 201 199, 882 | 4,08 ak 
La Plata__..-----.---..------ 12, 569 18, 614 : 230 30. ~81, 443 |. 2. 32 31 |..-..----. 7 BBY 241 9, 155 . 3.43 ce Ce 
Las Animas......--..--.-----| 1, 153, 863 54, 153 | 6,286 | 6 137,817 | 1,352,119 2.96 1,457 |_--.------ 219 1,676 | — 230 384, 676 B61 ee 
Mesa_....-.------------------ 65, 099 36, 125 568 © 4, 462 106,254; 2.41] - 96 j--.--.----| —--:19 115 214 - 24,641 4, 31 3 
Moffat. _.....--.---.--------- - 27,109 18, 485 . 8, 865 |_.---------- 49, 459 - 2. 94 17 |-.-...-.-- 13 30 221 6, 644 744 8 
Montrose__...--.-------------|------------ 37,171 7,808 |------------|° 44,979 2.72 46 |-...---..- - 6 52 307 - 15,971 2.82 =. os 
Rio Blanco...-...-.......-.--|--------.--- 12, 235 134 10 12, 379 8. 22 Cs es 3 17 242 4, 120 3.00 .. oo OE 
Routt...-.------------------- 811, 688 19, 792 14, 537 32, 935 878, 952 3. 01 868 |.--.-----.. 263 |. 1, 131. 165 187, 179 4.70. So age 
Weld.....-.------------------| 913, 762 324, 625 10, 972 26,972 | 1, 276, 231 2, 53 929 |... oe 202. 1, 131 214 241,783! = 5.28 - cosy



SO - Other counties: | _ a [ . | eS 
Elbert, Jackson, Jefferson, : ; _ ee | ae 8 
and Larimer.......-.--..- 101, 877 44, 591 1, 127 901 |  — - 148, 496 2. 46 112 15 25 | 152 237 36, 017 4,12 . Oss 
Montezuma and Pitkin... .- 60 4, 644. 1, 212 |_....-.----- 5, 916 3. 30 9 |---.---.-- 3] | 12 214 2, 562 2. 31 ms a 

Total Colorado........-| 4,958,827 | 1,640, 814 112, 190 6 236,701 | 6, 948, 532 | 2. 83 6, 345. 16 1, 389° 7, 750 213 | 1,647,015. 4, 22 . . oe 

. ILLINOIS . a se 

Bureau_..-.-------------------|. 766 56, 039 - 2,348 3, 586 |. 62, 739 © $3. 26. 213 |_--.-.----|) 16 229 132 30, 292 2. 07 sf ee 
Christian_..-.----.-.---------| 5, 416, 030 123, 946 1, 350 15, 688 | 5, 557, 014 - 1,62 1, 706 |-.-..----- 530 2, 236 214 478, 806 |. 11. 61 i 
Clinton_....--.-----.---..---- 124, 711 88, 846 2,870 | — 138,103 229, 530 | 1.70 278 |..---.----] . 47 325 139 45, 080. 5. 09 aS 
Edgar....--.--.--....--.-----|------------ 26, 533 92 2,383 29, 008 2.138} ~~ Bl j.--s----- 9 . 60 140 8, 412 3. 45 bd : oe 
Franklin....--.--..---.------| 9, 866, 534 96, 541 88, 252 160, 299° | 10, 211, 626 1.90 4,780 j...-------]. 1,445 6, 225 - 170} 1,057,473 | 9.66 — os ee 
Fulton. ..-..----..------------| 4, 364, 883 448, 518 7, 570 | - 12,702 | 4,833, 673 1.70 | . ° 629. 357 482 1, 468 227 333,733 | - 14.48 . Sas 
Gallatin.-......-..---.------- 1, 290 39, 306 |_----------- 2, 868 43, 464 1, 94 67 |..-------- 21 88 134 - 11,8385 | 3. 67: wy 
Grundy..-..------------------|--------+--- 78, 465 1,101 _ 1, 709 | 81, 275 3. 37 75. ~ QT 11 107 178 19, 012 4, 27 —— oS es 
Henry...-.--.----------------- 498, 676 114, 916 1, 278 594 615, 464 2.02  ~+178 78 101 357 208 74, 167 8. 30 ” ee 
Jackson. ...---..-------------| 1, 887, 600 86, 300 3, 898 6,647 | 1, 984, 445 179]. 647, . 89 197 933 228 208, 466 9. 52 < ele 
Knox....-.------------------- 598, 821 193, 142 1,977 | - 2, 845 796,785 | 2.06 - 268 | - 61 - 100 419 223 . 93, 275 8. 54 2 a 
LaSalle_......-......--------- 102, 422 291, 312 14, 928 . 935 409, 597. 2. 97 419 64 80} 563 203 114, 461 3. 58 qo... ne 
Livingston......-.-.-.--..---|------------ 8, 010 115 ~ 120 8, 245 2.97 25 3 5 | 33 117 3, 848 9.14. # ved 
Macoupin.....-...-----------| 3,903,822 | 237, 532 24, 818 187,429 | 4, 303, 601 1. 52 2,187 }....-.-.-- 464 2, 651 213 565, 452 7.61 C ks 
Madison. ....----.----------- 933, 230 824, 895 14, 214 70,807 | 1, 843, 146 1.76 1, 249 |.-.-------] 288 - 1, 587— 204 | ~° 314, 268 5. 86 ro) aS 
Menard..........------------|------------ 120, 516 2, 160 1, 753 124, 429 2. 23 156 j......---- 22 1% +216 38, 394 3, 24 > racers 
Mercer....---.---.-----------|------------ 17, 737 270 50 18, 057 3.20} © 35 j-----.--.- 5 40 197 7, 868 2.29. ORS 
Peoria....-.----------+------- 330, 923 474, 538 1, 657 1, 536 808, 649 2. 06 814 j_...------ (107 921 184 169, 458 4,77 . ee 

- Perry.....--------------------| 3, 763, 036 80, 029 6,803 | 39,774 |. 3,889, 642 1. 63 - 753 389 |. . 446 1, 588 200 317, 336 12. 26 B Sd 
Randolph. a nnneneneneeeene---| 1, 488, 419 85, 992 4, 484 26,719 | 1, 555, 614 168 | - 361 51 210. 612 184 112, 763 13, 80 - Es 

. , Rock Island. .-...-------------|------------ 15, 604 15 |..-..---.---] 15, 619 3.11 29 |...------- 5]. 34 ~ 166 5, 648 2.77 0. yes 
St. Clair__..--...------------- 895, 247 | 1,190,402 | 187, 754 43,155 | 2,266, 558 ‘1.74 1, 352 107 316 1, 775 - 144 254, 821 8. 89 A 
Saline. ...-......-------------| 4, 637, 048 74, 652 7, 657 47, 563 | 4, 766, 920 2. 07 2, 056 155 520 | 2,731 182 496, 416 9. 60 mM . OS 
Sangamon_-...----------------| 2, 048, 442 568, 546 11,172 21,629 | 2,644,789 | © 1.88 2,447 |_----.--.. 334 - 2,781 178 495, 032 «6.84. Ce 
Schuyler.....---.-.---------- 23, 952 78, 777 900 1,115 104, 744 1.87 67 ll}. . 28). 106 |. Q17 22, 969 4. 56 Ls 

r Shelby. ..---.---.-.----------|------------ 8, 154 |..----------| 40 8, 194 3.67] 81 Jue... 6 37 209 7, 739 106 4°. = 
: Stark.........-------.--------|------------ 9, 837 43 36 9, 916 2. 69 19 |_...------ 3 22 220 4, 840° 2.05 Ss 

Vermilion....--..-.-..-------| 1, 704, 577 429, 886 12, 190 11,015 | 2,157, 668 1. 97 1, 805 37 2221) 2,064 176 363, 884 _ §.93 Se EY 
Washington......------------| . 170,329 68, 335 300 | —«:11, 149 250, 113 1. 65 998 |... 58 983 | - 136 38, 571 6. 48 a at 
Williamson...........----..--] 1, 380, 245 683, 244 4, 381 49, 636 | 2,117, 506 1.79 1, 231 53 330 1, 614 181 | 292,159 . 7.25 Fe 
Other counties 7__......---.--| 2, 160, 916 693, 459 15, 852 | 85, 027.| 2, 955, 254 |- 2. 07 1, 263 275 — §12 2, 050 174 | . 356,914 —— 8.28 . ee 

Total Illinois. ......-..-| 46, 246,919 | 7,314, 004 370,449 | § 771,912 | 54, 703, 284 1.81 25, 396 1, 751 6, 920° 34, 067 | - 186 | 6, 343, 392 § 8. 62 es 

See footnotes at end of table. 7 . . nee 

’ . 
. . . 
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Tasie 40.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man. per day at bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the oo os : 
_ United States in 1941—Continued = | ee | : op nn 

[Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons] | | a ee | : oo 7 | en 

Disposition of coal produced (net tons) 7 "Average number of employees - | oo a a - - oe 

| Used by | sod at - oe : es Surface. | Average | . ae ae 
| Shipped | mineem- | V5°¢ 3 ) | . ee number p| Average ae 

County by truck | ployees, | ine for | | Average - 7 | of days | Number of | tons per | nok 
Loaded for or wagon | taken b power and | value | | lat mines man-days man ver we , 
shipment 1 g0n | 1 y heat or. Total | per ton?| Under- | worked |° a per SN 
by rail or | (excluding | locomotive | wade into | quantity — ground | _ | Total | were : ay 7 coos water 1 coal used | tenders at beehive - ‘ | o In strip | All | . active . ee 

by mine , tipple, OF | - coke at | pits — others | Dy _ . 
employees)| other uses va . Jf fo . oe , Be as 

at mine 2_ mine: op. os |. ° | . SO . a me 

| INDIANA | . ne So E res 

Olay.......------------------| 1, 805, 404 499, 213 2, 852 6,241} 2,013,710; $108} 121 460| 337 |: gos| . 191] 173,745. 11.59, oe 
Daviess_.....-.-------------- ene enn e nen 81, 818 478 843 . 83,1389 2. 32 ~~ §0 a) 19 — -FBl. 226 17, 630 , 4.72 4 aks 
Dubois. -.......2.20-- ee] eee eee 13. 839 |..2...------/ 67 13, 906 2.19 -12 4 5} . 2l 193 4, 062 342 FO oO ve 
Fountain._....-.--..--.----- 11, 402 73, 921 32 489 85, 844 62.338 | 22 : 34 16 72 143 10, 318 | © 8. 32 5 Bo 8 
Gibson.....-.-- 2-2-2 ee 993, 185 139, 745 85 24, 847 1,157,862 | = 1.79. 482 |_o.2 et. 103 . 685 | © 177 103, 636 11,17 - td oS er 
Greene... _._.-._.-....-....-.| 2,491, 723 84, 849 2, 335 |. 12,847 | 2,591,754). 1.76) | 334 275 509 1,118 | . -210 234, 270 | 11. 06 O os 
Knox.._..-.--..--.----.------| 2,473, 560 370, 373 6, 201 18, 216 | 2,868,350 | 1.56 ‘1, 054 | 19° 345 1,418 | ' 240 _ 840, 885 | 8. 41 Oo ST 
Parke... ...-....-2-.---...----|-.------ eee 115, 917 270 2, 770 118, 957 2. 65 - 79 |ee eee eet 35 214 ~ 183 39, 072 3.04 © bY ee 
Perry.._----------------2--2-|-nne.-cee ee 40, 837 178 “39 41,054; 1.87.1 87 ]|-.----.-.- 6]. 63: 222 | 13, 986 2.94 J ae 
Pike_...-.....-_-.------------| 4, 156, 222 68, 317 15, 968 13,389 | 4, 253, 896 |: 1.47 . 86 483 496 41,015 208 210, 861 20. 17 es 
Spencer_...--.-.--....------- 112, 393 32, 043 387 117 144, 940 | 2.42) | 34 33 34]. 101 .. 192 19, 362 749 
Sullivan_...........-.-..-----| 1,931,611 | 103, 466 | — 3, 678 20,712 | 2,059, 467 16938 4. 773 . 139} 327 |. 1, 239. 187 231, 894. 8. 88° Oo es 
Vermillion..._...-..-.2 2-22. 401, 802 114, 365 582 |: 2, 290 519,039 | 1.80 ]- 323 |. 76 124 56238 | 144]. 75,179 | . 6.90 — , ae 
Vigo..._.----.--.------------| 3,127,781 259, 840 344, 633 19,376 | 3,751,630 | L71) 1,333 166 457 | 1,956 189 369, 802 10.14 * es 
Warrick.........-...--.----..| 2,407, 347 196, 760 2, 737 4,545 | 2,611,389]. 1.61 273 170 342 | - 785 |}. 229 | - 179, 652 14. 64 re 
Other counties (Martin, pe oo ot 
Owen, Vanderburgh, and . . . oo, } oo. a | PO 
Warren) .......-...--.-.-.-- 105, 667 62, 790 315 220 | 168,992 — 2.03 113 . 17 {| 39} ~~ —- 169 155 26, 259 6. 44 oo, 2 

Total Indiana........-.| 19,718,097 | 2,258,093 | 380,731 | 127,008 | 22, 483, 929 1.70| 5,186] 1,885| 3,194/ 10,265] 200 | 2,050,613 | 8 10.96 ane 

Adams.............----------|------------| 22,759 87 46 | 22,862] . $3.60] 10g ]...-.-..-| 47].  125]> 158] 19,808 115° es 
Appanoose..-_.--.------------ 200, 823 181, 549 3, 666 920 386, 958 2.77. 1,183 }.....--.--| 140]; 1,3823-| 127 167, 494: 231 —  . me 
Boone...........-..-.-.------ 164, 867 65, 566 5, 632 1,805 | 237,870 3.33 | ~ 476 |..-.--....1 - 48 618 184} . _ 95, 539 — 249° | ps 
Greene... ...---..-..--.----. 260 16, 574 117 10 |. 16, 961 8.82. | . 35 6 8 48 . 113 — 6,406 . 814 oon a



Guthrie...........-----------|------------ 21, 656 457 | 24 22, 137 | 4.02 WA fee eee} CT 88 189 ~ 13, 162 | 1. 68 . os 

Jasper.....--.---------------- 842 50,9384 | 721 130 | - 52, 627 2. 88 68 | 14 17 99 166 16, 448°] | 3. 20 . oa 

Lucas.._...-.---------------- 104, 896 22, 833 2, 122 901 130, 752 |. 2. 65. 238 |..--..---- 28 | .. - 266 120. 31, 831 ~ 4,11: UR ge 

Mahaska......-.----.-------- 175, 079 137, 920 1,144 | © 1, 138 315, 281. — «2,44 47 96 72 215 190 | © 40,850 7.720 , eee 

Marion.........-------------- 201, 298 386, 210 | - 3, 898 3,307} 594, 713 2.38 | 446 139 |. 108 | 693 187 129, 633 4.59: = Roe 

Monroe. ...-.---.------------ 90, 961 88, 309. 2, 385 2,195 183, 850 - 2,27 281 |° 6] | 45 332. | 159}  62,807;. 3848. - PIS 

EagO- ~---------000000-227-777 meee ncn nee 39, 233 |.-.---------|------------ 39, 233 . 8.78 |. ~~ 86 [oe eee] 9} - 95 - 236 22,458 |  =—s-«1..75 re 

Polk. ..-...------------------ 81, 693 223, 638 11, 748 1, 651 318, 730 2.96 | . 630  . 7 45 682 152 - 103, 344 3. 08° . eS 

Van Buren...........--------|------------ 24, 420 200 - 145 ' 24,765 2.91 | | 17 — 1b] a) . 41 171 6, 993 3.54 mo 

Wapello......--..-..--------- 36, 789 117, 402 632 730 155,553 | . 2.58 175 — 22 70 267 145 | 38, 641 - 4.03 BE 

Warren.......-.------------- 2, 973 55, 118 986 1,890 60, 967 3.16) — 80; #16 B44 129 112 14, 446 4,22 — a ee 

Wayne.-..-..----------------|-----2------ 18, 297 250 100 | ~~ 18,647 2.75 6H fewee-ee--] iD 65 173 11,223 | 166. re 

Webster....-.----.----------- 16,220] 20, 605 993 j.---------.-| 37,048 | ~—s- 3. 10 36 af. 3B 53 236 412,485} 2,97 Ce AS 
Other counties (Dallas, . . - _ joe tes 

_ Davis, Jefferson, Keokuk, Sa | | Ds 

| and Taylor)...........-----| 213,472] 99,986 5, 002 1, 212 319, 672 2.95 | 509; 8 42 559 178| 99,775 |- 3.20 

Total Iowa.....-.-..---| 1,290,173 | 1, 593, 009 39, 240 $16,204 | 2,938, 626 2. 74 4,544. | 331 718 5, 593 158 882, 343 3. 33 2 . me 

KANSAS — . . . oe 4 oo 

— = - : a is 

Bourbon_--.._-.-.----..------ 153, 249 14, 962 48 1, 092 - 169, 351 $2.00 |-.-.-----. 44 | 20 | - 64 _ 221 14, 156 11. 96 oD ane 

. Cherokee... ......------------- 964, 162 66, 861 | 3, 084 1,868 | 1,025, 975 2. 07 47 | . 128 204 379 | 201 76, 109 3.48 @ =... 

Crawford.......--------------| 1, 731, 048 129, 186 4, 732 5,958 | 1,870,919 2.06 870 284 279 1,483 | —— 191. 273,908! 688 6° 7! 

Labette.....:....-.----------|------------ 16, 548 |.........-.-.| 720 16,268 | 2,58 |......-.-- 15 6 21 163 8, 428 4.75 = a 
Linn......--.-.-.-.-.-.------ 735, 223 23, 245 316 460 759, 244 1. 56 | 46 . 50 84 | . 180 -220 39, 610 19.17 : SS 

Osage. ...-...---------------- 1,830 |. 89,356 1,619 |..-.-----.-- 92, 805 3. 44 _ 269] - 4 32 | 305. | ° 158 |. 48, 197 ~ 1,93 - SBS 

Other counties (Franklin and . | - a | oe B a 

Leavenworth) ......---.--.-- 58,421 |. 14,689 |__...--.-.-_|.-----------|  . 78,010 2,18 282 |_---------] | 98; - 380] | 264} 100,425; | 13 qe Fas 

Total Kansas %_._......] 3, 643, 928 343, 747 9, 799 §10,098 | 4,007,572] 1.98; 1,514 525 |. 723 2, 762 201 7 555, 831 107,21 - Me Ps 

~ ee a NR __ - - ~ - apes . : na : : Foer : 

| oe KENTUCKY - OO | a | a 2B 

Eastern district: | / foo. . | a BB 

Bell_...-----.--------------] 2, 468. 956 133, 890 17, 072 3, 938 | . 2, 618, 856 $2. 35 8,115 |-----.---- 468 8, 583 207 740,427) . 3.54 Coe yes 

Boyd....-..-----..--------|------------ 71, 344 114 |.....-.--...] 71,458 9.295| $174 ]-..-..----|, 87 211} 250} 52,882 1.35 | re 
Breathitt......---.-------- 8, 994 4,650:'| 44,870 |..-.-------- 58, 514 |- 2. 25 115 |-------.--| -:19 134 162 21, 678 | 2.70 - oo a 

mo Carter._.....----.-------=-- 36, 559 (82, 527 2,473 |......-.-.--] 121, 559 2.16 165 |......-...|.  . 54 219 237 | 51,808 2. 35 Ce NTS 

Clay...-----.-------------- 224, 521 89, 372 2, 202: 25 316,120 | 2.19 660 J. eee 138 698 - 999 154, 820 2.04 - er 

Floyd......-.----..-.------| 5, 472,029 7,073) . 10,544 18, 554 | 5, 508, 200 2. 32 4,697 |..------.-|.. 7387 | 5, 434 210| 1,140,772|. 488 9 
Greonup....---.------------|------------| . 5, 036 20 j...--------- 6,056) 2.03) = = 18 j-..-------]) 3 16] - 148 2, 370 2.13 | as 

Harlan.......-.-.-----.----| 14, 087, 519 30, 578 76, 928 10, 400 | 14, 205, 425 2.43 | 14,146 |.........-| 1,718 | 15,864| 227] 3,603, 769 3.94. : ae, 
Jackson....-.--------------|-=---------- 261, 051 117 117,851 | — . 269, O19 | 2. 32 | 432 42 2d 88 - §20 246}. 127,990 2.10 - pea 

Johnson....-.-.------------ 7238, 923 2, 704 4,801 1, 297 732, 725 | 2.65) . 885 |_--.-.---- 115 1,000 236 235, 519 | - 3.11 CS 

Knott..-.------------------ 413, 938 3, 101 _ 2,032 |.-----------| 419, 071 2.24]. 419 |_.-.--..-- «668 | 477 185 88, 323 4,74 - a aa 

Knox.....------------------ 522, 562 85, 464 5,511 {| = 8251 564,362 2.31] | 822 }....2...-- 127 949 194 184, 568 306. % Cee 

See footnotes at end of table. 7 | . ms . Co oO



TaBLE 40.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man per day at. bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the 00. a 
United States in 1941—Continued - | | is op 

[Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons] - , : oO mo RS 

Disposition of coal produced (net tons) : Average number of employees — 4 . Te 

, Used by Used t | . Surface | Average : : ty 
Shipped | mine em- mine for -  - | Average | number Average SS 

, _ ge oo. Number of . oe 
County Loaded for by ruck plovees, power and value | of days man-days | tons oe ce 

shipment | (excl ee \ tive | _ heat or Total | per ton®| Under- fo Total | - | worked tee ne 
, by rail or | ©xGueing | ocomotlve | made into | quantity. ground. , Oe were py oe water! | coal used | tenders at | “yochive : | In strip All active |. Cf Ss 

by mine tipple, or coke at pits - others | Le . ey 
employees)| other uses mine CO pe a ; So 

at mine? |. " ae 

KENTUCKY—Continued a : Ei re 

Eastern district—Continued. a a e a . Be 
Laurel__......---...----.--- 23, 287 70, 780 25 451° 94, 543 $2. 26 - > 192 13. 50 - 255 218 5A, 665 1.70 | = oe 
Lawrence_._......-.-------- 2, 000 7, 905 75 100. 10,080| 3.45) iw} | 8 29 248 7, 205 140 B- 
Lee........-------------- = 7, 745 19, 256 65 |: 5| 27,071 2, 22 45 |.--....---| 10 5B | =—-222-} >: 12, 230 2. 21 Ds 
Letcher.......---...--------| 4, 552, 561 5, 250 22, 390 6, 237 | - 4, 586, 438 2.33 4,448 |_.....---- 525 4, 973 209 1, 038, 055 4,42 . we 
Martin...........-----.----| 817, 225 1, 250 86 |...-.......-| 318,561 |. ‘1.97 192 |..-.------| 38 230 206 |” 47, 442 a7 SG 
Menifee...._....--...- 22]. eee §, 688 |... |e eee 5, 538 2.26 | | 14 [.-- 22 4 «18 _ 206° 3, 710 - 1.49 Oo a: 
Perry.._..--..--.--..-------| 5,313, 111 11, 995 121, 086 109 5, 446, 301 2.32 4,707 |-.-------- 721 5, 428 208 1, 128, 705: 4. 83 A ot 
Pike.....-..-.-----..-------| 5,090, 633 52, 467 208, 116 2, 329.| 5, 353, 545 2.08 | 4508 |--.-------| 877 5, 385 209 | 1,126,208| 475 JY FS 
Pulaski___.........-2.2.-22--/-----2 2-8 64,113 |.------.----]-.----------]|.. 64,118 2.11 OL jie ee 36 137 176 24, 080 | 2.25 oe 
Rockcastle.......-.-.------ 373 14, 598 44 . 25 - 15, 040 2. 11 6 2B OY ele 15 38 234 8, 890 - 1.69 ad OF cei 
Whitley........-....------ 347, 675 41, 536 2, 073 8,677 | . 399, 961 2: 64 | . 754 | 14 132 900 177 159,303} ss 2. 51 oO | oe 
Wolfe.....-..--.--...-.---.|------------ 13, 861 55 5] 13,921 1.94 2 j.-.-| «6 26 238 . 6, 200 |. 2. 25 . ae 
Other counties 12.._.......- 884, 373 17, 661. 12, 981 |----- 2-2. 914, 965. 2.39 | 1,188 |..--.----- ~ 205 1,393 | . 217 301, 956 3. 03 Bg 

Total Eastern Kentucky-.| 40,492,984 | 1,043,000 | 533,630 | 11 60,828 | 42, 130, 442 2.33 | 41, 756 27] 6,189 | 47,972 215 | 10, 324, 575 4.08 - , os 

Western district: . . 7 _ re 
- Butler_....2.22.2..-----.2-- 904 37, 839 15 361 38,704] 1.68 69 j..--.----| 2] 90] ~~ 192 17,309] _ 224 eee 

Christian..........--------- 44, 816 19, 874 439 1, 486 66,615 | = 1:76 68 18 | 17 103 160 16, 510 4.038 = © are 
Daviess........--..-----.-- 9, 035 138, 793 614 3, 281 |. 151, 723 1, 45 139 ji... 2-22. 43 182 198 35, 983 4, 22 as 
Hancock. ......--.----.--.-|------------ 23, 817 114 |_-...-...__.]| 23° 931 1. 69 42 |_____.____| . 9 51 201 10, 269 2.33 aa 
Henderson..-..-..--------- 11,282} 106,732) 840 6, 237 | 125,091 1.67|  214|_..--.....| - 46 260. 164 42542; 294 
Hopkins.................-..] 5, 020, 154 266, 711 45, 738 7,620 | 5, 340, 293 1.59] 2,456 114 683 3, 253 219-1 710,880 | . 87.51. | 2M 
Muhlenberg___...-.........| 3, 508, 835 210, 950 5, 878 55, 211 3, 780, 874 1.56 2,285 |-.-----.--| © 530 2, 815. 216 609, 124 6. 21 , ve 
Ohio_.....-2-.--.---.----..|' "119, 280 54, 592 1, 339 1 Wg 175, 286 1.41 186 |_---->-.- 4g |  -284 211 49, 476 35400202 a 
Union.....-------- eee 676,419 |~ 113, 237 * 31, 466 12,858 |- . 833, 980 1. 55 661 |_.-----..-]. 117 778 | 220 171, 460 4. 86 TR 
Webster.............-.-----| 999, 246 25, 478 80 6,757 | 1,081,561! 1.54! = ggg llc! gat 1025! ~~ 215! 220° 937 467000



Other counties (Edmonson | : | | | a | es - 7 
and McLean)....-.------|------2----- 11, 810 16 |_....------- 11,826 163{ 21 few. 12 _ 38 “M47| 4,840 24600 

Total Western Kentucky -| 10,389,971 | 1, 009, 833 86, 539 93, 561 | 11, 579, 904 1.671 7,024 1321) ~=«:1,668 |. 8, 824 214 | 1,889, 180 6.13 Og 

Total Kentucky......-.| 50,882,955 | 2, 052, 833 620,169 | 11 154,389 | 53,710,346] - 217] 48,780 159 7,857 | 56, 796 "215 | 12, 213, 755 AMO 

: MARYLAND SO ss 

| Allegany...........-.-.....--| 812,912] 181,955] 10,262|. —- +805| 1,005,034) $261| 1,271 |-.--..----| 151] 1,422| 217] — 309,085 3.25. es 
Garrett......--...------------| 614, 207 70,140| - 3,622 6, 581 694, 640 2. 26 686 8 115| ‘809; 213 172,113 | 4,04 co 

Total Maryland...-..--| 1,427,209 | 252,095 13, 884 57,386 | 1,700,574]; 2.40| 1,987 8 266 | 2,231) 216 | 481, 198 a 
a Te 

MICHIGAN , a . 5 Oos 

- Begin AW anno nas wonnainnnn-- 6, 766 46, 161 1, 146 2, 760 56,833 | $4.48 159 |_.-------- 28 187 165 | 30,816 134 6 re 
Other counties (Bay, Huron, ; | 4 ees 

Shiawassee, and Tuscola)..| 112,879 127, 007 5, 619 8, 437 253, 942 4.17 513 |---------- 57 5701 —- 161 91,808) 277 Ge 

Total Michigan._.....-| | 119, 645 173, 168 6,765 | $11,197]  310,775| 4.22 672 |_.-------- g5| 757 162 122, 619 253 GQ ae 

| | MISSOURI Oo : ne & wees 

Adair_....-.------------------| 34,402 94, 669 320 3,955 | 133,346 | $2.20 183 |..........1 37 220 191 41,940| 3.18 & oe 
Barton.......--.-------------| 202,042 9A, 654 338 1,300 | 228, 424 2. 15 8} 61. 33 102} ~—«:172 17,559 | 13.01 © at 
Bates_......------------------ 85, 177 33, 350 228 3,047 | 121, 799 2.06 | 19 65 12 96 172} 16,585} 7.37 | a 

| Boone....------------------2-|---e enn eee 22, 149 26 14 22, 189 2.31 23 18 7| = 48 156 7,476; 2.97 TF Nt 
Callaway....-----------------|------.-----| 161,361 300. 415 162076 | 2.14 2B 48 16 71. 259 19, 923 es sas 
Clay....---------------------|------------| 144, 487 2, 758 2,272|  149,487| 3.15 444 |___.__-- 42 486 164 79,462 | - 1.88 2B Se 
Harrison. .--------.----------|------------ 23, 088 ” 150 459 23° 697 3.04 60 |_--------- 91 . 69 163 11, 281 2.10 . Ses 
Henry.......-...-..----------]| 464,750 | 127, 239 237 4,460 | 596, 686 1.94| 47 201 120 368 170 62, 559 0954 i ce aes 
Lafayette............-.-------| 111,697 111, 792 4, 095 2,077 | 220, 661. 2.83| 680 |.---------|. 69 749 154 115,589; 199. &. a 
Linn_....-..----------------- 12,807 | | 62, 265 1, 284 70 76, 426 2.75 195 |.--.----_- 15 210 210 44,047 1.74 co 
Macon.........--------------| 369,890 65, 564 3, 136 1,785 | 440,375 1. 85 117 63 75 255 191 48, 608 10 9.06 eee 
Putnam.........-.-----------|------------ 54, 823 182 44 55, 049 2, 28 159 |__--.---_- 38 197}. 140 27, 500 2.00 — at 

| Ralls........-.--------------- 900 14, 276 | 89 |...---------| 15, 265 2. 55 32 6 6 44 187 8, 230 | 1.85 | ae 
Randolph......--.---.-------| 459, 701 112, 181 902 10 | 872,794 2.031 . 180 40 90 310 | —-.:287 73, 371 10 7.81 a 2h 
Ray...--.---------------- ae 15,783 | 143, 268 4,009 782 163, 842 3.10 690. |..--------| 51 641 136 87,062| . 1.88 TS 
Vernon..._.------.----------- 30, 638 38,685) - 254| 2,320] — 71,897 2.08. 20 51 | 17 88 | 132 | . 11,626 10 6,18 , 
Other counties #..22.22.---..} 9, 470 70, 974 60 1, 762 82 275 2.67}  86| — 100 42 228 151 34, 426 2.30 eS 

Total Missouri °_.......| 1,797,266 | 1, 304, 795 18,365 | 5 24,862.| 3, 145, 288 2.23 | - 2,856 653 679 | 4,188 169 | 707,194} 4.45 | So 

See footnotes at end of table. | | Se a eK | aa



Tasie 40.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man per day at bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the SO fe 
| United States. in 1941—Continued CS . es 2 ae 

| (Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons] . Co oo , oe, a oO St : ae 

| Disposition of coal produced (net tons) =» |. Average number of employees — |. |. | | Lo : - - 

, Used by | wyseq t : oo Surface |. | Average ‘ fo a / — i. 
Shipped | mineem- | io | es aoaenannacannneS number Average es 

County by truck | ployees, | _™ine for | Average | — | ofdays |Numberofi ions per 
Loaded for. or wagon | taken b power and value mines | man-days . man per poe 

7 shipment (excluding locomotive | _ heat or Total | perton?| Under- | | Total | were | Worked — day ns ae 
PY tars | coal used | tenders at | Madeinto | quantity | = = | ground | mastrip| an | | active | | 

by loyees) tipple, or coke at: os —— —- . | pits: | others. oe oe ce oo Nes 
employees)| other uses : ZS Fa | oS a a a . . ook 

: atmine? | Tne — re ae : | ee | Sf p / oo 

Montana bituminous coal: | - ep oe fp 7 : | ot CR 
. Carbon.......2-- 2-2. 373, 995 33, 560 3, 036 497 411, 088 $2. 10 “151 [owe le —- 103 | 254 . 198} 50,205 | . 8.19 v en 

Oascade................----| 473, 356 31, 608 1, 168 129 | . 506, 261 47 | 9 249 [ooo lilo 39{ 288] ° 209] . 60,098] .8.42 = | . 
Chouteau.____...----------|-.-.-------- 5, 804 60 |......--.-..| °° 5,854] 3.76| 9|-..--...--| 2] >. wl. w3t 1, 678 B49 
Hill. ._ 2. 31 7, 221 90 fis---------| 7842) 870] 0 fst 13] 218 2, 837 2. 59 B eg 
Musselshell. ....-...-----.- 791, 757 45, 150 | 8, 585 . 3, 274 843,766 | 2.01} 420 |..-..-..-. 179 599 182 109, 268 7.72 be a 
Rosebud___....-......-..-.] 1, 395, 008 3, 399 | - 943 |..-...-..--.| . 1,399, 350 -92] | 6 ATT 14/ ° 67 272 18, 240 10 76. 72 QO 7 ee 
Other counties 14__...-.--..)-.------ 2. 20, 836 128 306 |: 21,270 | 4.05 |. Cs i nn i 10. 51 206 (10,491; 2.08 GS  - en 

Total bituminous coal_...| 3, 034, 147 147, 578 9, 000 4,208 | 3,194, 981 1.48] 886 47|  —- 350 1, 283 197 | 252,817 |. 12.64 A mer Montana lignite_____.....---- 4, 483 54, 042 | - 228, 40 58, 793 179] 68] 8 22 | 98|  —s-:174. 17, 083 | . 3460 
Total Montana.........| 3,038,630 | 201,620] 9,228 | 5 4,246 | 3, 253, 724 1.48{ 954] 85) 372] 1,381}; 195] 269,900 12.06 © ee 

| ' NEW MEXICO © a | cn 

Colfax......-----..-.-------.-} 530,482 26, 194 8,043 | 8, 062 562, 781 $2.88 { 463 |---| 117 880 - 184} «106,709 | - 5.27 _ oy 
McKinley-........-..-....---. 413, 620 70, 481 4, 676 31, 514 520, 291 3. 21 656 |...------.] © . 205 861. 223 192, 413 | - 270 Be 
Rio Arriba......-.----------- 27, 942 4,746 |...---.----s|------------| 32, 688 2.10 | 4 |-..-.-.---| 18 67} 241 16,174{° 202 © 
Sandoval_-__.........---.---.-|.-----.----- 4,841 |e fee] 4, 841 3.60 | | 17 |.2.....--2 4 21 | 114 - 2,400 2. 02 arr 
San Juan....-----.-2----- | ee 4,948 24 |_.-...--...- 4, 972 . 17. (14 fee] 4. 18 | . 167 | 3, 010 165 ae ole 
Other counties (Bernalillo, |- ae ; . a | a ee . 

Lincoln, Santa Fe, and . S on a ae Meh 
. Socorro) .-.....-..-...----.- 95, 048 21, 980 3, 437 5, 082 . 125, 547° 3.22 223 |.----..---|.- 653 | |: 276 285 78, 758 1.59 —_ RS 

Total New Mexico.-..-.| 1,067,092 133,190 | 11,180 | 589,658 | 1, 251,120 B08) 1,427 |.........|. -.896} 1,828 219| 309,462} 3.13 as



NORTH DAKOTA (LIGNITE)... —- So . . oes 

Total North Dakota... 1, 709, 100 | 411, 880 | 15 163, 515 | § 24, 393 | 2, 308, 888 | $1. 27 | 62 | 444 | 269 | - 1,275 177 | 225, 657 | 31028 - Pe 

. - OHIO . of | | oe . 2S 

Athens. .........-...-.-.-----| 1,976,974 | 70, 542 3, 203. 17, 566 | 2,068, 285 $2.12 |.. 1,669 |-.--..--- _ 440 2,109 - 201 {- 424,321 |. 4, 87 
_ Belmont....-...--...--------|. 7,980, 827 184, 026 27,872 | . 19,167 | 8, 211,892 196). 6,615; 42) 867 | 6,524 233 ; 1, 517,367 |. 5.41 #8 * ee 

Carroll.....----....---------- 196,646 | 473, 449 2, 125 — 737 | = 672, 957 2.15 361 ' 89 105 655 225 124, 883 ~ § 39 en 
Columbiana...........-.-.--- 60, 613 953, 466 955 .647-| 1,015,581 | 2.06 272 .' 189 - 4122; 2 ~—s 558 220° 121, 767 10 8. 34 Co wo 
‘Coshocton...-.-.------------. 29, 620 305, 701 680 1, 288 837, 289 | 2.18 | 293 | . ~—6«éiB: 57 366 | 217 — 79, 614 | 4. 24 a 
Gallia.......-.---.---...----- 8, 892 88, 182 84 100 97, 208 2. 06 93{ —-12 23 128 191| 24,469] 3.97 _ rer 

_ Guernsey....-.--.------------ 517,108 | 78, 351 2,238 |.....--.----| 597,697 1.95} 804 {.---22---L] - 63] 557 . 225 125, 555 | - 4.76 eo 
Harrison.....-.-.-----.------| 3, 782, 420 37, 971 . 436 11,410 | 3,832,237) 1.84] 41,147] | 214) | 399 1, 760 240 422,824] . 89.06 Ww — 
Hocking. .....--..-.------.--- 234, 669 155, 578 . 1,004 5 391, 256 2.12} 380] | 8 - §2 440 202 88, 835 4, 40 ae a 
Holmes._....-------.---------] .--------- 47, 297 22 _ 83 47,352 2. 50 43 4y.. 10 57 209 |... 11,921 3.97 — co 
Jackson......-.--------------- 65, 830 93, 221 22, 566 6 181, 623 2. 23 207 22 34 ~ 263 210 _ 65,317 ' 328 Bh a 
Jefferson.....----------------| 5,430, 966 407,361 | 9, 135 14,973 | 5, 862, 435 1.98 2, 815 — 326 ' 778) 3,919 _ 234 916,518 | . 86.40 |. es 
Lawrence-._......-.----------|-----=---.--- 112,253 | 7, 888 5 | 120, 096 2.01 |. 141 J- 21 162 236 |. 38, 302 3.14 wo. ns 
Mahoning....-...-..----.----|.----------- 409, 635 753 2, 591 412,979} 2.32 41 _ 97 ' 33 171 - 247 42, 154 10 9, 80. Oo | oe, 
Meigs_._...-..---.----------- 111, 055 139, 665 82 |-.----------| . 250,802; 1.91 247 | 2 ---- 34 281 -:226 . 63,375; 3.96 a fae 
Morgan. ..-..---------------- 187, 489 8, 492 |....-..-----]------ 195, 981 2.11 159 |-...-.2..- 27 186 260 (48,401; 405 G9 = 
Muskingum........-...---.--|. 959, 980 299, 367 222 ~~ 207 | = 1, 259, 776 ‘1, 84 660 | «TY. “111 788 |. 212 167, 246 87.53 og 
Perry--...------------------- 694, 977 300. 914 2, 327 579 998, 797 1.98 1, 002 49 185 1, 236 177 218, 255 458 OQ a 

_ Stark... 2222 794 911, 448 412 84 912, 738 2. 00 _ 180] - 265 | 112. 507. 207 104, 808 08:71 © me 
\ Tuscarawas-...--..---------- 86,179 | 1, 509, 184 961 | 316 | 1, 596, 640 2.19 | . 833 | -. 270 226 1, 329 . 211 279, 936 5. 70 B Cs 

Vinton. ......------------.--- 4, 259 136, 430 | 36 |. 2; 305 143, 030 2. 18 _ 65 74 a) 164; $227 ‘ 37, 270 _. 8.84 re 
Washington.......-----------]----------.- 6, 755 |..----------|----------.- 6, 755 2.47). °° 18 | 2-2 3/| 16 181 2, 896 2.33. co 
Wayne. ......----------------|------------ 24,721 |_-.-..-----.|--2---- ee 24,721 2.46}  — 21 - 6 6} - 33 124 4, 089 106.05 Be 0 Ses 
Other counties (Noble, Port- oo _° a . : at 

age, and Trumbull) _.......|.-...--.-..- 79,156 | 500 1,060} 980,716; 255 23 | - 15 18 561 - 2091. 16,763 4,32 © Sp 

Total Ohio. ......--.-..| 22,329,208 | 6,833,165 | 88,401]. % 72,979 | 29,318, 843 1.99 | 16,784 | - 1,685 8,741 | 22,160 223 | 4,936, 786 pm 

| ot OKLAHOMA —_ . a Oo 4 oe 

. Coal__.-_..--- 2 eee] eee nee 21, 766 133 . 19. 21,918 | $4.02 | 43. 2° 14 59 |. 167 9, 871 2.22 Se, 
Craig......---..--------------]------------ 13, 512 30-| = 101]. 18,648 2.83 |-.---.--.. 23 Peewee 23 168 3, 864 38.53. Ss 

, Latimer.........---------.--- 32, 880 1, 641 a 109 34, 637 3. 69 6B Jewell 13 710 198 14,090 | 946 22 ones 
LeFlore_...--..-------------- 366, 857 | 3, 551 400 2,011 | 372,819 3.34] . 685 fu... 145 830 147] 122118] 3.05 fae 
Okmulgee.........---.-.-----| 330, 867 36, 424 108 690 368,089 | 2.35 827 |... 56 383} 176] ~ 67,304 85.46 °° pe 
Pittsburg _-....---.---.---..-- 130, 866 27, 706 1, 619 1, 736 161, 927 3. 69 | 283 |--..--.-.- 73 - 356 167 59, 480. 2.72 ers 

: Rogers. _.----~--------------- 76, 521 26, 709 |--..-------- 2,957 | 106, 187 2.48) . . 2]- 54] - 19 75 272 20,382 | 105, 21 col, . 
. Tulsa. -.--------------------- 6, 530 | 28, 778 50 80; 35,388 — 2.90 | 82 ]..--.-.---| . 18 95 158 14, 992 . 2,36 : oe 

Other counties: 7 a a ~ | 2S has 
Haskell and Sequoyah....-_- 100, 441 2, 903 | 165 . 868 | . 104,377 2. 67 44 — BO]. “271 ~~ «+110 213 23, 483 | 4.44 Bo 
Muskogee and Wagoner... - §27, 225 24,.381 617 [22 ee 552, 123 199;  ° 16 65 | 65{/ 1386] 222 30,167 |. 1018.30. 00 a 

Total Oklahoma._......| 1, 872, 187 187, 371 8,029] §&8,521} 1,771,108) 265]. 1,540 183 | 415 | 2,138 171 365, 841. 4,84: Sc ce) 

See footnotes at end of table. | 7 Bo - . . | | cod
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TaBiE 40.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man per day at bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the 00 tel 
United States in 1941—Continued — 7 . 6- oo 

{Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons] . ; . 00 aa 

Disposition of coal produced (net tons) | Average number of employees re 

, Shipped Used by | sed at : : | Surface - Average ly oe 
Ippe mine em- mine for , Average , nn | num per Number of verage si oe 

County Loaded for by wruck ployees, power and | value a | oS of days man-days | '00S per ae 
shipment (excludin locomotive | _ neat or Total | perton®| Under- Total | ‘were worked | 4 Der -_ oo 
by rail or i q tenders at | Made into | quantity | ground | yy str Al vas er ay Le 
water) | eee eee | note ce | beehive | nstrip | AW active | an 

| | by mine ' tipple, OF | coke at pits others a | ae 
‘employees)| other uses . oe aaa 

at mine ? mine Oo . . 3 St 

- PENNSYLVANIA (BITUMINOUS COAL) . BS ‘ : 

Allegheny...--....-....----.-| 12, 748,099 | 2,298,521 | 1,081, 928 12,118 | 16,135,666 | | $2.20 11,422 | 206 1, 748 13, 376 224} 2,994, 908 5. 39 Bi SO 
Armstrong...------------..--] 4, 809, 484 200, 341 47, 344 593 | 5, 057, 762 * 2.15 4, 045 150 |. 553 4, 748 214 | 1,018, 300 4.97 | ve 
Beaver.....--.--------------- 310, 022 655, 679 8, 772 6,069 | 980, 542 2.14 |. 200 181 92 473 | . 243 114, 866 88.54 ne 
Bedford.....-.-.------------- 141, 719 . 115,805 | . 212,186 616 470, 326 2. 65 652 |_._...-.-- 94 746 197 | . 146,742. 3.21 d oe ova 
Blair. -....-----.---------.--- 87, 421 106, 600 1, 228 j_...-.----- 195, 249 2. 56 ~ 298 |_---- 30 328 916 70, 765 2.76 jy = 
Bradford....-...-------------|------------ 10, 185 _ 12] .2--2------- 10, 197 - 3.19 1S nn 2 16 250 4, 004 9.55 5 ar 
Butler._...----.----.--------- 611, 414 537, 213 10, 848 465 | 1,159, 940 2.27 | - 1,088 96 174} = 1,308 208 272, 137 4.26 . 2 

| Cambria.-.............-.-.-..| 16, 090, 373 525,625 | 1,721,834 | 16 264,997 | 18, 602, 829 2. 48 17, 831 |. 23 2, 714 20, 568 . 223 | 4, 581, 680 406 WwW ae 
Center....---.-.-.----------- 719, 765 235, 993° 5, 932 208 961,898 | ° 2.16 991 96 | - 139 1, 226 203 248, 911 3. 86 >) ok 
Clarion..---.-.-.-.-----.---.-| 1,818, 275 337, 180 35, 032 195 | 2,185, 632 2.04 1, 283 288 | - 255 1,826| | 211 | 386,008 5.66 2 oe 
Clearfield_...-_.-.----.-------| 4, 166, 513 463, 418 5, 391 23,056 | 4, 658, 378 2. 26 4, 534 284 |. 712 5, 530 216 | 1,194,676 3.90 A Sole 
Clinton....._-..--------.----- 54, 047 65, 510 165 . 15 119, 737 2. 22 74 - OF - 94 - 125 |. 224 27, 968 4, 28 . wo 
Elk__-....-------------------- 699, 094 115, 139 4,429 20, 929 839, 591 2. 26 952 |_-._.-___- 152 1, 104 227 250, 364 3.35 po Ss 
Fayette.....-.....-----------| 16,677,510 | 1, 617, 568 102, 608 |16 4, 395, 480 | 22, 793, 166 2. 34 18, 324 246 2,194] 20, 764 228 | 4,728,611 4, 82 co os 
Greene.._---.----------------| 6, 035, 255 59, 079 13, 908 16 24,001 | 6, 132, 243 2.19 4,340 |_--.-2-- 2] 700 | 5,040 — 229 | 1, 152, 879 5.32 oc 
Huntingdon.-...-....------.- 411, 888 94, 659 3, 483 2,945 | 612,975 2. 66 789 f_weeeeelet C78 837 225 188, 740 2.72 bo Os 
Indiana....-...-..----.------| 7, 442, 940 168, 750 305,717 | 16 397,608 | 8, 315, O15 2.11 6, 374 |e ee 795 7,169 | 294] 1,606,769) — 5.17 | et 
Jefferson......----------------| 2, 147, 360 175, 632 3, 199 3,495 | 2, 329, 686 2.19 2, 131 | 122 264 2, 517 212 | 532, 742. . 4,87 Pg FE 
Lawrence.--..--.------------- 192, 489 116, 861 172 127 309, 649 2. 42 - - 840 16 78 434 201 87, 112 3.55 os 
Lycoming-...-..-..-..-------- 2, 000 63, 403 250 130 65, 783 2. 58 98 3 16 - W7 226° 96, 401 |. 2.49 ae os 
Mercer_.-.-..---------------- 112, 845 332, 743 1, 457 1,101 448, 146 . 2. 26 212 42 66} . 320 241 |. 76, 996 5.82 - ns 
Somerset_.-----..------------| 6, 030, 969 199, 083 30, 375 53,713 | 6,314,140. 2. 43 6,076; 41 882 6, 999 221 | 1,544, 148. 4,09 eg 
Tioga..---.-.-.--------------- 235, 865 96, 065 348 7, 467 339,745 |. 2.90 313 | = ~=—-—«30 55_ 398 199 79, 137. 4.29 NS 
Venango.......---------------|--------.--- 25, 453 10 |....-----..- 25,463 | 2.47 Wj...---| 6] 34 255 8, 661 2. 94 Ct) 
Washington.._...-.-.--------| 19, 112, 737 676, 525 284,558 | . 23,832 | 20,097,652 | | 2.25 | 15,820]. 296. 2, 014 18,130 | . 225] 4,071,979 4.94 oe 
Westmoreland...._..-.-.---.-| 8, 203,254 | 1, 251, 799 196, 527 |16 1, 278, 430 | 10, 930, 010 2.18. 7, 506 350. 1, 204 9, 060. 234 | 2,122, 123 6.15 OO 

_ Other counties (Cameron, | | oe 
Forest, Fulton, and a : a . | | Bo 
McKean).-......---..------ 229, 951 18,105 |_----.--...- 207 ‘248, 263 2. 66 244 17 . 34 295; ~~ 230 67,761 | 3.66 Ld 

Total Pennsylvania. - .-|109, 081, 289 | 10,562,884 | 4,077,713 |16 6, 517,797 |130, 239, 683 2.28.| 105, 899 2, 514 15,075 | 123, 488 _ 224 | 27, 605, 388 |. 4.72. oe :



- SOUTH DAKOTA (LIGNITE) - , oo | | oe 

Total South Dakota... 7,98 | 3,904 | 18 193 | (By | 7,928 | $1. | 1B | | us| 0 | | 17 | 12,001 | £9000 7 

. TENNESSEE = | a a : ee: 

’ Anderson....-.---.-----------| 1,170, 505 30,884 8,904 | 403 | 1,210,806| $2.38 | 1,310 |-.....-.--| 130] 1,449 214 | 309,962 89 3° 3 
Campbell. _....----.--------| 1, 804, 216 60, 203 27,833 | 193 | 1,982445| 252) 2174 |---...---- 362 | 2,536] 225] 871,214 3.47 es 

7 Claiborne-__.----.----.------| 1,711,258 | 38,079 14; 990 4,098 | 1°768,425| 2.25] 1,784/...-------|  268| 2052 226 | 463, 421 3. 82 | ae 
Fentress....-.---------------.| 349, 296 23, 514 2, 121 6,532 | 381, 463 1.86| 354 |......--.-| 41 305| 256 | 100,930 3. 78 Co ne 

a. Grundy...---.---------------| 454, 203 6, 157 6,603 | 712,764} 479, 727 2. 34 493 |_.-----.-- 62) «BBS 212} 117, 925 407 | as 
Hamilton..--..-.--.---.-----| 20,484 30, 756 125 |..---------- 51, 365 2. 04 71 |_..----.-- 17 88 198 17,431 { 2.95 mm, 
Marion...-...------------.---| 405, 281 85, 191 4, 204 1,541 | 496,217 2.61| . 781 |.-.-------| | 115 846 206 | = 174,334 285 th 9. 
Morgan._----------.---------| 133,272 15, 431 1, 518 10,075 | 160, 296 2. 06 993 |__..-..-.-|. 81 3741 «168 62,776] 2.55 RA. *% 
Overton....--..--.----2-2-2e 15, 710 253{ "il 180 44154{ 261{ 41 |_---.----- 8 49 250} 12,248] 3.60 | ey 

. Scott.....---------------2---.| 119,151 16, 464 1, 732 2,406 | 139,753 2. 23 240 3. 44 287 176 | 50,622 2.76 ~ © oo 
, Sequatchic.....-....--.------ 18, 575 80, 728 290 582 | 109,175 2.15) 144 |..-..----| 32 176 19 35, 019 B12. eee 

White........-------c0e2en2-c[eeeeee nee ete 5, 670 |..----------|------------ 5, 670 1.77 43 [22TITIITT7]. 1 14 22 |  3°136 181 | ne 
Other counties: i. aria 
Cumberlandand Putnam...| 85, 723 42, 276 837 66} «128,902 }- 8k] 0-187 Jee eee) 52 209 238 | 49,805) 2.59 Oo. ee 
Bledsoe, Rhea, and Van . * op . q SOS 

Buren.-..-.--------------| 34, 065 52, 649 69 |...-------.-| 86, 788 2.41, iat |.-------. 21 142 202, 28,734 302 ® 

| Total Tennessee....--.-| 6,411,820 | . 525, 255 69,327} 738,860 | 7,045, 271 2.34] 7,926 | 3| 1,231 9,172 i | 1, 997, 557 388 

| | | TEXAS — | — | | | : uP se 

Texas bituminous coal: | | | | an ys / . we 
Palo Pinto and Wise-....-.| 10, 074 5, 282 | 126 |..---.------| 15,482 | $3.41) 07 |---| v7 68 04} 6,405. 242 

| Total bituminous coal....|. 10, 074 5, 282 | 126 |.....--.----| 15, 482 3. 41 67 |... 11 68 94 6, 405 242 Ro F 
Texas lignite......---.-.-----| 329,947 | 8 7,379 |......---.--| @8) 337,826 | 84 154 30, . 18 202 180 |. 36,301 9.29 2 oe 

| Total Texas.......--.--| 340,021 | 18 12, 661 126 |. (18) 352,808 |  .95| 211 30 29} . 270/ - 168| 42,706} 8.26 a Le 

: | UTAH os | a 

Carbon..._.---.--....--.-----] 2, 820, 774 326, 604 17,598 | 1827,150 | 3,192, 126 $2. 35 1, 589 |... 561 2,100 202 | 424, 667 7. 52 ee 
Emery....-..-.......--..-.--| 656,354 | 105,901|  4,202| 5066] °771,703|. 2.27| 308 |.-...-.-.- 129 437 | 218 95, 328 8.10 oe 
Summit__.....--..--..-.-----| 26,244 21, 717 1, 132 35 | . 49,128 2. 01 34 |___.-.---- 16 60 277 13, 867 3.54, oe 
Other counties (Grand, Iron, Se - pe. TOR 

| Sevier, and Uintah).......-| 30, 742 28, 959 93 8 63, 822 2.56] 45 ]..-.---.--| 18 58 224] . 13,010 491 pee 

Total Utah.........-.--| 3,543,114 | 478.271 93,115 | 832,279 | 4,076,770|. 233; 1,926|....--...| 719] 2,645 207 | 46,872 7.45 | me 
| - : . : Qo mo NE 

See footnotes at end of table. . . . : Oo et



TABLE 40.— Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man per day at bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the ODO — | 

| United States in 1941—Continued __ re Oo | | =4 ee 

[Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons] | BO oo oo oe | . ce oe 

"Disposition of coal produced (net tons) : |. Average number of employees | os yoo a os 

Used by | yYesed at | : | cee Surface | | Average|  i(‘( dt «Ct oe FS 

| Shipped | mineem- | ive for Average! | number _lAverage sit 
verage a Number of | 7. _ ae 

County Loaded for by ruck proveess, power and | value — : . of days man-days | tons pe . 8 
shipment (excluding locomotive heat or Total per ton $| Under- | . | Total |. were | worked |: day BO oe 

by rail Or | coal used | tenders at made into quantity _ ground | istrip | an | | | active: — oS Oo 
by mine tipple, or coke at pits ‘others - | so 7 5 oe, 

employees)| other uses mine foo, - poe - ne, 
at mine ? | . | : 8 | q os 

| ne 
VIRGINIA = = | . | a ar 

Buchanan.......-------------| 5, 520, 947 10, 154 19,348 | 2,995] 5,553, 444 $2. 32 8,859 |....-.---]| 442 | - 4,301 219} 942, 880 5.89 re 
Dickenson._..----------------| 2, 045, 350 21, 727 7, 422 772 | 2,075,271] . 2.26 1, 925 |..---.---- 223 2.148 262, 562, 461 |. 3.69 Be - : : 
Lee__...--------------.-------| 1,407, 626 84, 065 11, 619 2,044 | 1,505,3541 2.49 1,726 |..--------| 255 1,981] . 220]. 436,622 B45 0 
Scott....-.--------n-eeeeen-e-| --e---------] 26, 862 40 100] 27,002 9.82] | 64|.---.-----| | 7% 218 17, 008 1.89 e | elt 
Tazewell_......--.-----------| 3, 781, 744 56, 564 - 27, 574 11,125 | . 3,827, 007 9.451) 8,517 |..--------| 664} ~— 4, 081 221 902, 070 | (4.24 — bo Oe 

Wise......-....----.---.-----| 3, 610, 408 90, 617 24,445 | 19 530,474 | 4,255,944] 2.21 | 4,217 |.--.-.-.-- 543 4, 760 — 992 | 1, 057, 546: 402 © | oo 
Other counties (Chesterfield, } : SO | | ee en : | : : | oS ce A 

Montgomery, and Russell).| 1, 096, 471 86, 966 8, 828 4,659 | 1, 196, 924 2. 29 1, 099 | - 4 216}. 1,319 231 304, 688 | | 3. 93 rs oe 

Total Virginia......---.| 17, 412, 546 376, 955 99,276 | 49 552, 169 | 18, 440, 946 2.33| 16407] 4 2,257 | 18,668] 226] 4, 223,273. 4, 37. a ee 

WASHINGTON _ | a ne en art nS 

King.......-.----.-----------| 844, 204 280, 325 5,070| —-B42 639,231 | $3.76] ~ 604| #61 186] - 856 903 | 195,298] 3.27 Eas hg 
Kittitas_........-..-.......-.] 821, 626 23,425 | 79,511 |- 11,005 935, 567 3.37 730 |...--.--.-] . 209 939.| 241]. . 226,228] 4.14. | Co 
Lewis........---------------- 6, 629 27, 974 90 312 35, 005 2. 74 Q7 |_| 6] ss 197} 6814) = 687% 7 2 es 
Pierce......---------------- ++ 7, 069 13, 001 132 24 20, 226 4.29] . 20-|.--2.-..._) 4 24 | 229] «6, 503 | sé. 6B. yg 
Other counties (Thurston / 8 cae cn 

and Whatcom) ...--..---..- 159, 883 46,992 | 1, 161 8, 209 211, 245 3. 51 a JAl |_.--------]. 67 | . 308 4. 158 48. 656 | 4, 34 rrr 

Total Washington......] 1, 339, 601 400, 717 85,964 | 815,092 | 1,841,274} 3.52 1,712 6] . 442] 2160] 223] 482, 129 882 ss



, WEST VIRGINIA a Oo oe - : eS 

Barbour......---.--.---------| 1,468, 451 8, 398 2,771 70 | 1,474, 690 $1.88 | . 1,197 |-...------ 177 1,374 | . 204] ~- 280,638 6.250 dk 
Boone. ......-----------------| 4, 520, 623 674 18, 180 1,432 | 4,540,909} 2.25 3, 280 |_-_._------ 612 3, 892 214 832,868 | 5.45 Be 
Braxton......------s----.---- 9, 043 4, 773 15]. 200- 14,031 |. 1.88 ~. 81 fos-.------ 11 — 427. 104 4, 357 3. 22 ps 
Brooke. ...---.--------------- 759, 277 371, 534 901, 872 90 | 2,032, 773 . 1.87. 908 87] 209 1, 214 - 234) 283, 700 87.17 CE 
Clay....-..-..-.------------- 694, 454 3, 705 12, 579 | 23, 933 734, 671 2.22) . 483 |...-..---- 124 |. 607 268 |. 162,374 4, 52 : oe 
Fayette.......----..---------| 12, 436, 149 22, 922 383, 772 | 20396, 110 | 13,238,953 | 2.44) ° 11,315 |---------- 1,813 | 13,128 | © 227) 2,976,459) © 4.45 ee 

. Gilmer. .......-.--..-.------- 50, 832 2, 755 18 |__.w-.-...-- 53, 605 ~ 1.93 62 |-.-.------ 13 7B 226 16. 955. 3. 16. , a 
Grant.........-.------------- 3, 987 61, 579 274) 97 65, 937 2. 42 — 114 Jee eed 25 , 189 261 | 36,258 1. 82 Se 
Greenbrier. ......-..------.--| 2,155, 551 81, 805 ~ 9, 698 734 | 2, 247, 788 _ 2.37 1,920 |....------ - 221] 2,141 - 229. 490, 862 4,58 ies 
Hancock. ......---.-.---.---- 29, 806 136, 640 . 90 1, 1383 167, 669 - 1.81 42 |. 27 | 16 85. + 208 17, 698 89.47 . — es 
Harrison..-...---.----.-.----| 5, 088, 898 87, 873 64, 398 2,820 | 5, 193, 989 1.94 | 2,612 49 590 3, 251 219 712, 209 8 7. 29 FO 
Kanawha-.-.......--.--------| 7, 998, 338 . 72, 926 50, 035 6,869} 8, 128, 168 2. 18 6,439 joe... 826 7, 265 233 | 1,694,302; . 4,80 Me 

. Lewis...-...----------------- 1, 580 16, 607 600 j|.-....------] | 18,637 | 1.80. 8 flee eed 4 . 22 261 5, 750 © (3.24 Fe. : 
Logan........----------------] 19, 295, 907 7, 963 101, 116 4,082 | 19, 409, 068 2. 12 10, 196 {_-.------- 2,308 | 12,504] . 220] 2,752,892 «87.05 a Soy 

7 MecDowell.-.....-....-.------| 26, 178, 848 | 42,834 | = 317,.787 ~ 83,017 | 26,617,486 | .. 2.37 18, 389 |_----.---- 3,741 |. 22, 130 231.;. 5, 106, 583 5. 21 ee 
Marion..........------.------]| 10, 643, 286 57,782 247, 373 ~ 38, 472 | 10, 386, 913 1.97 | — 6,671 }-.-.-.---- 924) = «6,495 | 236 | 1, 534, 766. 8 6.77 a os 
Marshall.....-......--....---| 484,008 | — 180, 214 181, 447° 3, 277 799, 036 2. 20 626 J_-w------|- 72] 508 247 147, 737 64) 
Mason_._..-.---------------- 56, 176 35, 702 | 11,949 |...----.--.-] 103, 827. 1.99 124 |__....--.- 43 |. 167 | 208 | 34,799; 2.98 — os 
Mercer. ....------------------| 3, 632, 902 24, 168 28,056 | 9541} 3,686,080 2.47 | ©. 8,182. )....------] - 720 8, 852 _ 230 887, 085 4.16 - qi a 
Mineral_.....-.-------------- 151, 116 34, 158 476 250. -186, 000 2.61 | - 216 6 | 51 — 273° — 224] 61, 143 - (38.04 © a Co 
Mingo.....-.----------.------| 4,171, 436 4, 260 26, 868. 120 | 4, 202, 684 2.16 | 3,129 |...------- 547 3, 676 215 | 792,066-| ©6531 . ™ 2. 
Monongalia.........--.------| 9, 613, 907 86, 972 |- 32, 008 311 | 9, 733, 198 |. 1.91 {| . 4,079° 24 1, 019 5, 122 243 | 1,244, 876 $7.82 6. ve 

' Nicholas...-..-.-.-----------]| 189, 197 63, 990 5, 150 |_....-..---.| 258, 337 2. 12 270 |..-.-.---- 89 ' 809 | = 227 70, 286 - 3.68 6 - oe 
Ohio--_.....----.------.------| 1,746, 413 199, 099 _ 2, 025 10 | 1,947, 547 . 2. 00. 1,543 |_.-...---- 165 1, 708 262 © 446, 870 4.36. 5 me 
Preston_...------------------] 1,222,945 |. 5, 167 133, 678 40 68,215 | 1,430,005) 2.06 1. 183 © 45 | 225 | ~=1, 453 234 340,256} 4,20 BE De 
Putnam: -_-.-....---.-------- 350, 558 8, 994 1,925 | - 56 361, 533 2. 27 649 jo ee 66 — 705 | - 146 102, 641 3.52. Sey 
Raleigh__....--.---.---------] 14, 240, 016 44, 363 112, 340 50, 211 | 14, 446, 930 2. 44 11, 548 |~.--..---- 2, 062 13, 610 | 225 | «3, 063, 011 4, 72 &B a 
Randolph...-..--------------| 1, 525, 039 65, 648 5,689 | 20,973 | 1,617,349 2.28 1, 282 |..-.-----.| . 260 1, 492 231 344, 724 4.69 Ps 
Taylor-.--..-..-------------- 561, 455 17, 176 224 1 578,856 |. 1.92 | . 445 |...-..---- ~—~64)~—~—C.sCO509 219 111, 648 618. es 
Tucker....-..---------------- 577, 431 . 4,622 3,339 | =: 20, 206. 605, 598 2.51 511 |---------- 78 589} =. 218 125, 654 4, 82 neg 
Upshur.....-...-------------- 283, 373 22, 391 55 8,340 309, 659 1.94 | - 1§3 |-.-------- 64 217. 242 52, 541 8. 89 C rns 
Wayne. -_-..-.---------------- 124, 723 25, 930 |.-..-.-.----|------------| . 150, 653 1.79 123 |-.----.-.- 34 | 157 +204 . 32,054 | - 4.70 > 
Webster_....-.---.--------.--] 1, 250, 630 6, 878 820 3.014] 1, 261, 342 | 2. 48 |. 950 |-..------- 179 |. 1,129 225 264,217 1 4. 96 Z Es 
Wyoming. ..-...--.---------.] 4, 191, 827 7, 260 24, 508 22,732 | 4,246,327 | 2.58 3,320 j---.-----.| . 499 | 3,819 232}; (886,906 |. 4.79 5 So 

Total West Virginia _..|135, 098,222 | 1,717,762 | 2,681,535 | 20 752,729 |140, 250,248 |. 2.23) 965,710. 248 | = 17,791 | 118, 749 | . 228 | 25,907,185 | «8. 41 SB 

See footnotes at end of table. . So a a . . . 3 

= | | Se | re



TABLE 40.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man per day at bituminous-coal and lignite mines in the SS oo oy 
_ United States in 1941—Continued | es | nS 8 

[Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000tons] | 7 | : 

Disposition of coal produced (net tons) . Average number of employees | | a a 

Used by Used at en . Surface - | Average | . | ee . 
Shipped | mine em- sed a | 7 ee number | Average - So 

: by truck | ployees, | mine for Average oo | of days | Number of] tons per - County Loaded for or wagon | taken by | Power and _ | value | mines man-days man per sy 
shipment (excluding locomotive heat or Total per ton | Under- Total |. were worked day oe re 

by rail or coal used | tenders at made into quantity | ground | yy strip All ~ active Soy 
by mine pple, or | coke at 7 Op pits | others : 7 Ss soe 

employees); other uses : — . oe 
| at mine ? mune - | . . en A os 

WYOMING. . Oo Py Vo 

Carbon.._.......-.----------- 694, 103 | 39, 367 ~ 2,818 18,442 |. 754, 725 © $2.03 | 280 . 26]. 93 399 232 92, 495 | 8.16. md A 
Comnverse___...------.--------|..---------- 11, 848 20 355. |. 12, 223 2. 26 Bi 9g 1 13 168 2, 184 5.60 Pye 

. Fremont.........-.---------- 17, 416 11, 476 306 5, 304 34, 502 2. 55 22 |_---------] 10 . 82 206 6, 589 5. 24 > ae 
Hot Springs._.....-.-.....--- 63, 173 20, 483 360 1, 157 85, 173 3. 30 UD Jel elle] 25 | =: 186 120 16,266 | . 5.24 Bg Os 
Johnson.....-.---.-----------|------------ 10, 799 110 340 11, 249 1. 95 10 |-.---.---- 4 144 252 8,523 |- | 3.19 to oe 
Lincoln........-.------...---. 439, 669 34, 594. 4, 513 7, 621 486, 297 2. 63 377 |_.....---- WO] 496 182 ~ 90, 125 5. 40 QO 6 oF 
Sheridan._._....--.------1.-- 562, 410 31, 462 3,340 |. . 1,284 598, 446 | 1.79 AT C- 3 ~~ 60 / 240 204 49, 002 12.21. «6 a 
Sweetwater............_.....-| 4, 436, 932 11, 628 24, 049 47,607 | 4, 520, 116 2. 08 2,403 |......--.. 513 2, 916 205 597, 139 7. 57 A oe 
Other counties (Big Horn, ade “ em 

Campbell, Natrona, Park, | So , ee — _ 
and Uinta) -_........-.---.-- 101, 559 29, 977 843 11, 220. 143,599 |. 1.387] = 24 18 22 64 269 - 17, 245 8. 33 a re 

Total Wyoming...___..| 6,315, 262 201, 534 36, 354 § 93,180 | 6, 646, 330 2.09 3, 407 . 56 847 4,310 203 874, 568 8 7. 60 S oa - 

b 1 Includes coal loaded at mine directly into railroad cars or, river barges, hauled by truck to railroad siding for shipment by rail, and hauled by truck to waterway for shipment | ; : : . 
y water. . - | ss 

2 Includes coal transported from mines to points of use by conveyor, chute, or aerial tramway. | oe — 7 | | SO 3 
8 Value received or charged for coal f. o. b. mine, including selling cost. (Includes a value for coal not sold but used by producer, such as mine fuel and coal coked [not coke] te 

as estimated by producer at average prices that might have been received if such coal had been sold commercially.) . | ee 
4 Includes 4,830 tons made into beehive coke at mines in Jefferson County, Ala., in 1941... - Sl ewes 
5 No coal was made into beehive coke at mines in 1941. _ oo . — : | | . — . 
6 Includes 124,198 tons made into beehive coke at mines in Las Animas County, Colo., in 1941. . . ; : | - a 

Will neater counties” in Illinois include Bond, Crawford, Greene, Hancock, Jefferson, Logan, McDonough, Macon, Marion, Marshall, Montgomery, Tazewell, Wabash, Warren, ee 
ill, an oodford. _ . oo a | te 

§ Much of the output is obtained from strip pits or by use of loading machines, in which types of operations production per man per day is large. ye 
9 Production of Home Riverside and Alston mines is credited to Missouri, and production of Hume-Sinclair (Tiger mine) is credited to Kansas. . es 
10 Output obtained chiefly from strip pits, in which production per man per day is large. . - ; . es



- 1 Includes 3,424 tons made into beehive coke at mines in Jackson County, Ky.,in 1941. . 7 ot on 
13 “Other counties’ in Eastern Kentucky include Elliott, Leslie, McCreary, Madison, Magoffin, Morgan, and Owsley. Oe 
18 “Other counties’’ in Missouri include Cedar, Chariton, Clark, Dade, Daviess, Grundy, Howard, Jasper, Johnson, Lincoln, Moniteau, Monroe, and Morgan. | oe 

. 14 “Other counties” in Montana bituminous coal include Blaine, Fergus, Flathead, Gallatin, Judith Basin, Park, Phillips, and Pondera. —_ oo . oA 
15 In North Dakota some lignite ‘made into briquets” is included with ‘Other uses at mine.”? In South Dakota a small amount of colliery fuel is includéd with ‘Other uses.” 7 

In Texas @ small amount of colliery fuel is included with “Shipped by truck or wagon.” — . oo a _ ; ” Sn 
16 Includes coal made into beehive coke at mines in the following counties in Pennsylvania in 1941; Cambria, 109,623 tons; Fayette, 4,371,446 tons; Greene, 7,635 tons; Indiana, pow cud 

305,201 tons; and Westmoreland, 1,243,842 tons—a grand total of 6,037,747 tons. — ~ 0 BS . ; ee 
17 Includes 11,920 tons made into beehive coke at mines in Grundy County, Tenn., in 1941. Se 
18 Includes 20,106 tons made into beehive coke at mines in Carbon County, Utah, in 1941. an 
19 Includes 525,067 tons made into beehive coke at mines in Wise County, Va., in 1941. . . 7 - Se a 
# Includes coal made into beehive coke at mines in the following counties in West Virginia in 1941: Fayette, 347,034 tons; Preston, 65,318 tons—a grand total of 413,252 tons. OS 

; ‘ . , ‘ . " . . . | : -y 

| , ee ee | OG
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Be _ STATISTICS ON LIGNITE IN 19412 re 
ee OO 7 PRODUCTION | oo 
- The statistics in this chapter on the lignite industry in the United = -~ States were compiled by the Bureau of Mines from’ annual reports ~. ° received from producers of lignite in the areas mapped as lignite in 
Bo Geological Survey Professional Paper 100-A, The Coal Fields of the —T 

° . United States. Subbituminous coal, sometimes ealled black lignite, - «1s. not included in these statistics. oe, Oo | »,.... The production of lignite continued to decline in 1941, amounting = _ to 2,775,832 net tons compared with 2,939,201 tons in 1940 and 3,042,- | ~s 687 tons in 1939. These figures do not include the output from some __ 
mines producing less than 1,000 net tons annually. The average “value per net ton was $1.24 in 1941, an increase from $1.16 per ton oe ~. in. 1940. The number of employees in 1941 totaled 1,644, compared 
with 2,070 in 1940; and the average output per man per day, based — 

~ upon ealculated man-days, was 9.54 net tons, ranging from a low of — | 
— 3.44 tons in Montana to a high of 10.23 tons in North Dakota. © The © 

industry worked an average of 177 days in 1941 and 178 daysin 1940. 
The length of the working day in most of the mines was 8 hours, . .. although some mines reported a 7-hour day to the Bureau, andafew, _ 

2 @ 9-hour day. Be | oo mle North Dakota produced 83-percent of the total United States _ 
--s. output of lignite in 1941; Texas followed with 12 percent, and the __ i>. output of South Dakota and Montana taken together totaled 5 per- | 

cent. In 1940 the North Dakota production represented 75 percent 
“of the total, that of Texas 21 percent, and South Dakota and Montana > @ombined 4 percent. | a | | - 

aa For 1941 the Bureau of Mines received reports from 195 lignite ~~... Mines. Of the total output of the industry, 6 mines, producing 200,000 
re to 500,000 net tons each, supplied 62 percent; 1 mine reporting 
Cos production of 100,000 to 200,000 tons, 6 percent; 5 with an output of 

a 50,000 to 100,000 tons each, 13 percent; 12 in the 10,000- to 50,000-ton 
- class, 8 percent; and 171 mines producing less than 10,000 tons each, - 11 percent. North Dakota, with 155, had the greatest number of _ 

: mines. Montana was next, with 20 mines, and South Dakota and 
_ Texas followed, with 14 and 6, respectively. | | 

oo Strip-pit operations were the source of 60 percent of the total 
production of lignite in 1941, whereas only 13 percent of the total 

| Pennsylvania anthracite production was mined by this method and _ 
_ about 10 percent of the bituminous-coal output was recovered from 

strip pits. : | 
According to the Federal Power Commission, 842,250 net tons of 

lignite were used in 1941 for generating electric energy in the United 
States; this tonnage was equivalent to 30 percent of the total 1941 
production. The consumption in the West North Central Division 
was 583,954 tons, and the West South Central and Mountain Divi- _ 

| sions consumed 250,262 and 8,034 tons, respectively. 
The following tables contain detailed statistics for lignite in 1941. 

| Statistics of the lignite industry m 1942 were not available for inclu- 
sion in this chapter but may be obtained in mimeographed form upon 
request to the Coal Economics Division of the Bureau of Mines. 

? Compiled by J. A. Corgan and A. V. Coleman, Coal Economics Division, Bureau of Mines,
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(= <Papre4t.—Summary of production, value, men employed, days operated, man-days ys 
mo of labor, and output per man per day ai lignite mines in the United Statesin 1941, me 

by States Be 

a De Oo ‘Dakota | Texas Dakota. ‘Montana!| Total — . a 

. Production (net tons): ee 2 fe : : a | - . “e 
oo ' Loaded at mines for shipment........_| 1,709, 100 3290, 947 37, 338 4,483 | 2,080,868 DRE 
. Commercial sales by truck or wagon_..} 411, 880 27,379 | 33,364 54, 042 506,665 = we 

te Used by employees, taken by locomo- ~ ot | - as 
oe tives at tipple, and other uses_.......] 3 163,515 |... 4 123 228 163, 866 es 
vos Used at mines for power and heat... __ 24,3893 | = (2) @® 405 24, 433 DSSS 

, ‘Total production: 1941..............] 2,308,888] 337, 326 70, 825 58,703 | 2,775,882 
ey QAO LILELTIII TT 2,218, 434] 606, 418 66,085} 48,264) 2,930,201 = =. % 

a Total: 1941........-.....-.--..--...-..| $2, 937, 000 $284,000 | $108, 000 $105,000 | $3,434,000 —- ae 
So 1940_.._._...-------------------| $2,587,000} $637,000] $88,000] $86,000| $3,398,000. - a 

Average per ton: 1941_..._..-.--.2-2.} $1. 27 ~—6©$0.84) $1.52 $1. 79 |. $1. 24 ee 
. 1940... 222-22 eel. -$1.17 $1. 05 $1. 33 — $1.78 | | $1.16 . co 

Number ofemployees: nS en ee es Og 
. Underground.__..-2-22222 22-22] 562 | - 154 15. 68 M9 

a Surface (including strip pits).........-| 713 | - 48 co 54 - . 80 © BAB 

ee ‘Total employees: 1941......--..-----| 1,275 | 02} 69] 98] 1,64 °° 2000 
_ . 1940-2 .222--2-----| 1, 877 | 546 68 84 ~ 2,070 Hoe 

: Average number of days mines operated: a we 
oo 1941_._ 0 ee ‘177. —  180}- 174 174] - 177 | fa 

ve . 1940_ 22. 182 170 168: 161 | . 178. So 
Man-days of labor: 1941 §_._2.....2.-.._... 225, 657 | 36,301 | = 12,001]. 17,083 . 291,042 er 
Average output per man per day: 19418.._| - 10.28] 9.29! 690} 3.44 9.54. ° co 

ve 1 Includes output of Custer, Dawson, McCone, Richland, Roosevelt, Sheridan, and Valley Counties. Se o 
2 Some colliery fuel is included in ‘‘Commercial sales by truck or wagon.” ae 
3 Includes some lignite “made into briquets.”’ . - . SO tO nh 

. 4 Some colliery fuel is included in ‘‘Other uses.” - 4 . Lage 
§ Based upon calculated number of man-days. a | BS 

. Tasie 42.—Production, value, men employed, days operated, man-days of labor, and Oo ee 
: output per man per day at lignite mines tn the United States in 1941, by Statesand = =: 
— counties : so | | SO CO ! oe 

bo _ | 7 _ MONTANA | Te hg 

a oe fp Value ee 

. |. produc- |. “7 number |Man-days | tons per. | NB 

ne _ County | tion chon: | Average | Ofem- | of labor? aie man per | oP 
| [et tons)) ‘sand | per ton | Ployees operated | 48Y ae 

| dollars) | — ES 

: Custer, Déwson, and Valley...| 19,681| 33 | —- $1.68 23] 4,605 yea | 0 4.27 ee 
| McCone.......-.----.----.----] 3, 455 a: 1.74 13| 1,752 135 | 19700 os 

Richland and Roosevelt........| 15, 834 36 2.27 - 3i 5, 660 | 183 2. 80 vate 
Sheridan.....-..-...-...-.---2- 19, 823 30 1. 51 26 5, 066 - 195 3. 91 co , we 

a Total._...---.---.-------| 58,793 | 105 1.79]; 98] 17,0883]; 174) 3.46 ar 

| | Oo ~ NORTH DAKOTA | 

Adams and Billings............| 66, 662 103 | $1.55 92] 14,985 168 4. 45 ‘ 
. Bowman..--........-.-.-------- 9, 675 16 1. 65 16 2, 445 153 . 3. 96 ote 
_ Burke..........--..-......----.| 278, 490 =: 856 1, 28 76 12, 617 166 322.07 Cs 

. Burleigh..............-.-.--.-.-] 283, 251. 357 1. 26 85 17, 677 208 216. 02 ce 
Divide................---------| 181, 464 221 1.22] 55] 12,850 934| 214.12. : 
Dunn......-..------.-.--------| 5, 655 8 1,41 15 1, 475 98 3.83 Dos 
Golden Valley... ...-.--.......- 7, 296 ll 1.51 12 1, 860 155 | 3. 92 a 
Grant...-......-..--.....------| 12,807 18 1, 41 26 2, 484 96 5. 16 h 
Hettinger. ......-........... .-| 18, 454 18 1. 34 32 3, 204 103 4. 08 
McKenzie__........-.-......--.- 3, 629. 6 1.65 7 855 122 4.24 o 
McLean.........---.----..----| 181, 935 189 1.43 113 19, 459 - 172 6.78 - 
Mercer.......-...--...-------.-| 656, 773 820 1, 25 284 53, 741 189 12. 22 
Morton............-----.----..| 28, 943 32 1.34 49 5, 135 105 4. 66 

- Mountrail__..........2....222.- 11, 863 18 1. 52 23 3, 640 158 3. 26 . 
Oliver.....-...-.........-......] 10, 382 10 .96 13 2, 000 154 5.19 . 

. Slope and Stark.............-..| 116,171 136 1.17 89 22, 198 249 5. 23 
Ward. .--...-...-.-.-.---..----]| 470,079 580 1. 23 236 41, 992 178 211.19 

~ — Willfams.......2-2...--2.--.---] 25, 359 38 1.50 52 | 6,950 134 8.65 | 

_Total....--.-..---.------!2, 308, 888 |___2, 987 1.271 1,275 | 225,657 | 177 10. 23 oe 
See footnotes at end of table. . | | -
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~ . Tasie.42.—Production, value, men employed, days operated, man-days of labor, and — os 
ore output per man _per day at lignite mines in the United States, in 1941, by States . 

oo and counttes—Continued _ oe | - | | 

fee oe _ SOUTH DAKOTA | ) | 7 

oe 7 ee i | Value _ | A / a 
fe . | Total |———{j;————__|__ Total verase | Average . 
a | | ‘County produc- | mote _- | number |Man-days numer tons per a 
Pye | OUTY tion (thou- | Average ofem- | of labor! rains man per . 

Be | - (net tons)! ‘sand | per ton | Ployees operated} 98Y' 
ia 7 : oo dollars) . - | . 

4“ Corson and Dewey.....------.-| 65,730 99] $1.51]  47| 9,732) 207|. 675 
“Harding and Meade............| 2,127} © 4] 1.88 - 10 1,075; 108} ~~ 1.98 | 
oon - Perkins_..-...---.------------- 2, 968° : by 1.68 |- 12 1, 194 ~ 100 2. 49 | 

i Dota. ----.2--------2-.-| | 70,825 108 1.52| 69] 12001] 174 5. 90 

Be : PEAS SN , — | 

Bastrop and Milam............| 79,191 39] $0.49 | 75 | 5,670 76] 213.970 
wt Henderson and Titus__........} 258, 185 245 95 _ -127 30, 631. 241 8. 43. 

be Dota... eee -----] 987,826} 284 | 84 202 | 36,301; 180 i) | 

wy - . 1 Based upon “calculated”? man-days. oe . 7 
ett ae 2 Output is obtained chiefly from strip pits, in which production per man per day is large. | : 

Be | _ NUMBER AND SIZE OF MINES | | | 
Sco) Tasir 48.—Number and production of lignite mines in thé United States, in 1941, | 
Spine : | : classified by size of output : — a : 

ey We | a | Mines -. Produ@tion | 

Be ae Class - N | he lp Total Average. 7 . _ 
Bee umber ercent per mine ercent 
Bes a - | | (net tons) | (et tons) 

cae 4 (200,000-500,000 tons). ......-.-------~-------- 6 ‘3.1 ]. 1,710,669 | 285, 112 . 61.6 
wee 2 (100,000-200,000 tons)___-..------------------- 1 5 177,624 | . 177,624 6.4 | 

ae 3 (50,000-100,000 tons)... ._...-...--...---------- 5 2.6 358, 414 71, 683 12.9 
7 4 (10,000-50,000 tons)... _..._.------------------ 12 6.1 219, 442 18, 287 7.9 

5 (Under 10,000 tons) ._.....--------------------] a7 87.7 309, 683 1,811 11.2 | 

Oo Total.....---- ee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-e-| 195 | 100.0] 2,775,882 | 14, 285 100. 0 
. / . - une A SP Gn ———— ae & . 

: _ METHODS OF RECOVERY | 
_ TABLE 44.—Lignite mined by different methods in the United States in 1941, by | 

| | | States, in net tons | 

Mined Shot off Cut by From 
. State by hand | thesolid | machines!) strip pits Total 

Montana_-.-......--.---------------------| 214,818 | 2. 291, 195 13,434] 276,672 58, 793 
: North Dakota._.....---------------------- 7, 161 188, 754 585,829 | 1,527,144] 2, 308, 888 

South Dakota....._----------------------- . 150 4,245 |. 66, 430 70, 825 
Texas__-_-.2 2. eee (2) (2) wenn ene e eee (2) ; 337, 326 

Total__..-....-------------- eee 22, 129 484, 194 599,263 | 1,670,246 | 2,775,832 

1 A total of 20 machines was used—11 “‘permissible’”’ and 9 of other types. 
? Montana includes Texas. 

STRIPPING OPERATIONS 

The output of lignite from strip pits in 1941 amounted to 1,670,246 
tons, compared with 1,512,308 tons in 1940. Lignite produced by 
this method of mining represented 60 percent of the total output of 
the industry in 1941 and 51 percent in 1940. As for many years in the
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: past, the largest producer of lignite from strip pits was North Dakota, =~ 
--—s- whose output in 1941 was 1,527,144 tons compared with a combined =, 

total of 143,102 tons from Texas, Montana, and South Dakota. = Ts 
| Detailed statistics for stripping operations in the lignite ndustryimn = 

a 1941 are given in table 45. | | | nei 

: TABLE 45,—Summary of stripping operations that produced lignite in the United oe a 
| _ . - States in 1941, by States | , : ioe 

: : . . ok ws . | eee ee 

oo . | Number . Number ofem- | A | : te 
: . 0 ployees ver- —_ be 

shovels, | = _ Total Aver-|-———~—_]_ . 28¢ ; Aver EE 
Num-| dragline Coal | valueat} "sca |. num- | Man- tons en 

| State  |berof| excava- [mined by| mines wine ber of | days of er a 
- strip | tors, and |stripping| (thou- | }.. | In _ days | labor? Pen A 

. pits!} coal- | (mettons)|- sand an stri All | motai} Mines a AR 
OO . loading | dollars) jte others oper- dos 2. ee 

. ma- : pm } ated | | OB 
| | chines * | of. : oe 

an Montana and : . - |. | _ a 
Texas_.......| 4 7 76, 672 41 |$0. 53 38 1 39 73 | 2,847 26.93 - ON 

So North Dakota_| 67 |: 46 |1, 527, 144 1,898 |°1.24 | 444 921 536 175 | 93, 878 16. 27 Se 
. South Dakota_ 8 7 66,430 | - 101 | 1.52 44 7 |. 61 195 | 9,962 . 6.67 pO 

Total..... 79| 60 1,670,246 | 2,040 | 1.22] 526) 100] 626| 170 | 106,687) 15.66 ; a 

| 1 Includes some pits in which the stripping is done by hand. | , 7 oS 
: _ 2In some cases the same equipment was used for stripping or excavating and for loading the coal; this — Mt 

duplication has been eliminated. In some cases the coal was excavated by machine and loaded by hand. | poe 

’ Based upon calculated man-days. —- _ . 7 a 

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS! | vol 

| TaBLEe 46,—Bituminous coal? imported for consumption in the United States, = 8 
| 1941-42, by countries and customs districts, in net tons Ne 

ee | regs | 1942 ff | 1941 [1942 00 

COUNTRY || \ customs pisrrict—continued | yo - ce 

. . North America: co a Duluth and Superior.__-_....___- | 1, 494 877, wf 

Canada.._.....__._.......-..---] 71, 041 | 498,953 |; Galveston.-_....._._._-._--------| 2,016 j..-.-..- ES 

. Mexico.___.________.._--.-.----|-------- 215 || Maine and New Hampshire______|195, 847 | 175, 434 ne 
Europe: United Kingdom. --___.-|319, 008 2,753 || Maryland .-__._...--.------------ 179 ' 379 oe 
Africa: Union of South Africa. ..|_.____.. 560 || Michigan_--___.._...-...--------- i a 

——_—____-__—_—-. || Montana and Idaho_._____..__-_-/140, 796 | 247, 837 oN 
a 390, 049 | 497,481 || New York-_---.._......-..--------]--.---.-| 2, 772 ye 

: = |= |! Philadelphia__.____.....-.._._-..| 1, 958 |~.------ toe 
CUSTOMS DISTRICT ~ . St. Lawrence_......_-.----------- 376 12 eee 

. Vermont._-.....-----------_----- 865 |_..-.--- ah 
| Alaska_.._._.....--.-------------| 4,201 | 9,768 |] Virginia... .-----_-2-2---2----.---|-..-..--] _ 597 OS 

Buffalo__.._.....-...-------------]-------- 37 || Washington_._._._......._.....--| 41,392 | 60,058. td 
Chicago..._:.....-.-------------- 1 |__._.-- —__|-—_——__. OMe 
Dakota..........----------------- 831 215 390, 049 | 497, 481 - eS 

: 1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the a Me 
Department of Commerce. _ . ook 

2 Includes slack, culm, and lignite. oe ¢ 

| | 3
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ee ee TABLE 47.—Exports of bituminous coal to Canada and Mexico, the West Indies, and 
ce, Central America,! and “overseas’’ destinations, 1938-42, in thousands of net tons 

eo we op. an “Overseas” (all other countries) = oo 

ae FT | Canada ies ew- - . 

ce Year {and | and jfoundland,; fd Total | ‘total | 
ae | Moxico| merical Bermuda’ |America| 2Wt0pe| Asia | Africa |Oceania| “over- 7 
ey | fo ' . +Greenland,| _ of. ah Seas”. | | 
ee Co 7 and Iceland vie | | . Co : 

oe 1938............| 9,561] 619 9g] a7 i a9 |......_|......| 310 | 10,490 
Ba, 1939._.....-...-| 9,976 - §99 | 76 681 165 91 2. f--------|. 1,015 | 11,590 - 
we > 1940.222222..2--1 13, 537 455 106 | 1,660 653 29 26 |..-.-...| 2,474 | 16, 466 

en 1941__....._....] 18, 196 332. 186} 1,541 370 25 . 62 28 | 2,212 |. 20, 740. 
yo — 1942..---_-----.] 21,008 | 440 | 90. 925 263 4. 204 j...----.| 1,486 | 22,934 

“4. A Iineludes Bahamas and Panama. a Pe oe es ns - 

ae >... TaBiE 48.—Bituminous coal exported from the United States, 1941-42, by countries, 
Be . - | BG un net tons! | oo es | 

ee pe Country _ 1941 | 1942 a Country | 1941 1942. 

: - CS North America: es - oe South America—Continued. | Se 
bn . Bermuda........-----.-.--- 4, 860 |. 4,477 |} Paraguay......-.----------- 42 je... ee 
By British Honduras.........-- 131 FL Peru.....-.--.----.-------- er 
Se. Canada...........----.---~--|18,194,959 |21, 006,779 || | Surinam._..............-..-] 4,142 7,634 

: — ' . Oentral America: - .. Uruguay....--2......._-...]- 120,463 |. 79,098 
SE Costa Ricta....-..-..-.--- 1, 593 20 Venezuela.....-.-.-.-......} 854. | 7 — 
cei _ El Salvador. ..-------.--- 56 34 Other South America..._._. 1,123 | 1,220 
ee Guatemala......-..-.-..- 296; .. 674} -° . - ——___|—_____——— - - 
poe . Honduras. _.....-.-.--.-- 682 164 ns 1, 540, 838 925, 108 
rae ee Nicaragua.__..-.--.--.---| . 53 4 — 

ae . Panama:. oe Europe: . 
Ba Canal Zone_...-....----] 65,182 | 100,313 Portugal.....-....-........-| . 353, 721 244, 934 
re ._ Republic of.2....--.-.-- 15 13 Spain....2...2.22222-2 228 2,670 j....--..-- 
Foc Greenland.....----.-------- 228 668 ||. Switzerland.........-.-..._| 6,804 |-..______. 
Be Iceland...............-.-.--[-.-------. 2, 145 Other Europe... .2-.....---- 6, 878 18, 390 
bo _ Mexico_.._--.-------------- 661 | 964 || | so —_____|_____ 
Weng Newfoundland and Labra- | . . a oS . 370, 073 263, 324 a 
me - dor.............-.:--.---.] 181, 443 82,.579 ——|————— . 
eo - West Indies: || Asia: . a 
J . . British: oe Traq...-..--.--------- fee ee 3, 932 . 
a OO Barbados-__-.----------- 624 3, 714 Netherlands Indies.........| 18,627 |......._-- 

. Jamaica.._._.--.---..--] 22, 551 33, 158 Philippine Islands__.._..__- 6, 793 |. --.-----. 
' ‘Trinidad and Tobago..-| 27, 871 95, 160 Other Asia. ---..--..--.__.- 4,426 | — 10 

_ Other British...........} 2,611 |. 56 |} ——_] 
: Cuba_.......---.-.-...--.] 177,044 197, 156 a | 24, 846 3, 942 

oe Curacao (N. W.1.)-.-.---- 2, 967 530° — | = 
. Dominican Republic. .-.. 118 . 98 1} Oceania. .....22-- 2222-2...) © 28, 840 J... 

French......--.--.-----.- 30,.106 8, 940 —— > 
Haiti. ......--.--...---..-]---------- 7 || Africa: 

. . ; ma ne Canary Islands.............] 22, 236 7, 202 
--:118,718,951 |21, 537, 117 Egypt.......--....-.-..-..-]--.---.___] 152, 597 

; —— SO ————— Liberia__............._._.._]._.__. 11 

a South America: . Moroceco.......--...--.....-| 22, 637 44, 284 
Argentina..............-.-.| 343, 029 172, 988 Union of South Africa. ..__- 1, 792 |... _.__- 
Bolivia.....................] 31,375 30, 076 Other Africa.....-..........] 15, 258 30 
Brazil...........-.-....--..| 981, 842 611, 307 —————__ | —____——_ 
Chile.......-..-....-----.-.] 58, 205 22, 492 | 61,923 | 204, 124 
Colombia_..-......-...-.--- 55 15 — oT ee 

Ecuador.....-...----------- 139 271 Grand total. ........-.-|20,740,471 |22, 983, 615 

1 Amounts stated do not include fuel or bunker coal loaded on vessels engaged in the foreign trade, which 
aggregated 1,643,010 tons in 1941 and 1,584,763 tons in 1942,
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| Taste 49.—Bituminous coal exported from the United States, 1941-42, by customs . oe 
: oo — dastricts, in nettons SG , Sg 

Customs district 1941 | 1942 Customs districe | 1941 | 1942 8°” 

: : North Atlantic: . Ce . Pacific Coast—Continued. | . oo 4 

s Maine and New Hampshire. 6,527}. =: 1, 817 San Diego..........-------- 90 92... ae 

*. _-  Massachusetts........------ 76 2, 363 San Francisco._-_-.-.....-- 35 |_--------e as) 

New York_...._._-....------]| . 9,445 122, 713 Washington._..-.--.--__-__ |e lee 1,046 . oe Pha 

me Philadelphia............--.| .47, 247 44, 566 || Northern border: Oo as 

South Atlantic: .. oe Buffalo_........-.---------~-|1, 181, 767 | 1, 495, 223 oy 
* Maryland...-.-.-----------| 302, 757 222, 175 Chicago..---.-.------------ 1, 695 179, 047 7 “4 
; -- South Carolina..._-....----}| -28,902 | . 1,147 || Dakota...-...----..-------- 6, 066 10, 893 A 
f Virginia_.....-.._._--_-._.-|2, 078, 528 | 1,263, 5383 |} ‘Duluth and Superior_..-..-| 20,086 87, 112 oe 
" Gulf Coast: . . Michigan_____..-.---.------|2, 027, 566 | 1, 669, 816 OO RY, 

/ .., Plorida......2 2-2. ---| 9, 307 88,123 || ‘-Montana-Idaho_...-...-...] 326 49 eS 
| Mobile....................-| 11,448 | 111,363 || Ohio____-.....-.___________|10,631,883 |11, 243, 027 etre 

‘New Orleans. -._--.---.---- 1, 556 11,423 |} Rochester-_.--..-----..-----|2, 939, 606 | 3, 687, 813 © re 
- . ° Mexican border: : . _ St. Lawrence......---------|1, 470, 355 | 2, 729, 361 : oy 

oo ‘Arizona. --.....------------- 292 362 Vermont...----------------| 16, 886 - 8,557 ee 
. El Paso-....--_.----------- . 9 188 Wisconsin....-.........---- 685 | —-:1, 061 a 

an Laredo. ...-.--.------------ 19 217 || Miscellaneous: Alaska... -._- 96 |. 528 OS 
Pacific Coast: = = sis : . . - ——_———__- | —______ ee 

Oregon -._---.-------------- 2,150 |---------- . _. $20,740,471 |22, 938, 615 ee, 

-- Shipments to Alaska, Hawati, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands.—In. ons 

addition to export trade proper, the United States. supplies a small . A 
tonnage of anthracite and bituminous coal to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto = 
Rico, and the Virgin Islands. Shipments in 1941-42 are shown in 
the following table. | oe a a oe 

| ~ Tapie 50.—Shipments of bituminous coal to noncontiguous Territories, 1941-42 oo Y " 

oe oo gg - 1942 ny 
a | Territory _ re rrr coed 

. : ee | | Net tons Value | Net tons Value DS 

’ n AaCit@. we en eee een eee a , Me mt 

Anthracite —.-------------covesvcoecoeccocvorcef} 21,805 | $218, 029 9,812] $205,255 
= Hawaii_..._..._.....---------1--/---------------------- 1, 466 34, 623 469; 8,775 poo tee 

. Puerto Rico........-.---._-..-.--.---------------+----- 16, 185 80,691 |. 321,150! .° 62,485 ge 

Virgin Islands...._._.._..___...------------2+---------- 132, 128 — 91, 242 39, 368 201, 741. | sy, 

| | : oy
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Be : | WORLD PRODUCTION — | | 

sas.) Lapin 51.—World production of coal and lignite, 1938-42, by countries, in thou- 
fee | sands of metrictons! | : 

pee [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer, Bureau of Mines] os . 

a in ‘Country ! . 1988 1939 | 1940 1941 1942. 

wot, North America: an Ss 
re : Canada: . 

mp Coal______-_-----------------2----- 9, 815 10, 985 12, 638 12, 872 12, 987 
Ve Lignite_.....--...---------.--.---- 3, 153 | . 3,094 | - 3, 298 8,662) £4,108 ,~ © 
we Greenland____..-.-------------------+-} 7 () | 6 (3) | ) | 
ge ‘'  Mexico..-...-.------------------------ 893 |. 628 816 _ 856 908 
ee United States: CO —_ pe ; 
ee ~ . . Anthracite__..._.-----22-- ee 41, 820 46, 708 - 46, 706 51, 136 a 54, 728 . 
eRe Bituminous-....----.------.------ 3138, 473 355, 445 415, 336 466, 426 } 526, 172 
Boge | —. ignite..---22----------.---------] «2, 720 2, 760 2, 666 2, 518 pala | 
a South America: . J fe oe a 

re . ‘Brazil. ...._-------2----- ee - 883 1,047 | 1, 336 _ 1,408 1,800 — 
Pee Chile__.........-.---.-----------+----- 2, 044 1, 850 _ 1, 937 2,051 1, 916 
by Colombia.___._...-..-----.-.---------- 331 349 . §21 : 403 4 
ba , | Peru___...-.2----------------------- 75 108 153 _ 195 § 120 
Wo Venezuela.--..----------------------2-| 6 3 er) 4]. 8 
wee Europe: . . . . 
cee Albania: Lignite._.......-..-..------- 4 (2). () —6 3) 2 
ae  -‘Belgium___--..-2----------- ee 99,585} 29,847] (@) | a ft & | 
mo Bulgaria: | | _ . 
Be Coal__..-.-.------2-----------2----]| «2142 164 188 (3%). | (3) . 
re, Lignite....-.----------------------] 1, 855 2,184 1 2, 700 — (8) £2,800 
Be - Czechoslovakia: _. Oe oe oe | | . 
mee Coal___......--.------------------- 15, 800 (2) (3) (3) (3) 
cos Lignite___._..-.-.-.------2.------- 14, 717 8 779 6 805 6 816 6 1,000 
BS - ire .- 0-2 otf «120 120 118 155 (3) 
ree Faroe Islands: Lignite_......_.-..2-.--] - 8 8 (3) @ | . & 
sake, France: 8 

Be Poalsecseeescorscocceceorece] ABE TL st000 | (3) @) 
a Germany: 

me Coal._..-..--------- eee 186, 177 200, 000 (3) — & ~ 7139, 000 | 
Bo | ‘Lignite__..___.-.--------------..-.} 195,312 230, 000 (3) GQ | (*) 
Oe Austria: . 
hoo Coal___.-..---.--------------- 227 (2) — 8) | (3) Oe 
me Lignite........-.-------2----.- 3, 342 (2) (3) (3) (8) 
ee Greece: Lignite.__..--.--------.-----|. 108 139 (3) 4180 4350 
eo Hungary: . 
Bo Coal___. 2... ee 1,042 1, 107 1, 207 (3) (3) 
coe Talent o-oo nnn ee nooner 8,317 9, 518 9, 485 (3) an) 

mo y: | | 
ae . Coal___.-_....----2.-_ eee 1, 480 2,025| (3) (3) @) 

| | - Lignite_._.....-. 22-222 e ee 873 1, 058 (3) (3) (3) 
. Netherlands: Oo 

Ms : Coal__..__.-.---------------------- 18, 488 12, 861 (3) (3) (3) 
oo, Lignite_._._.....-_--_------------- 171 - 197 (3) (3) (*) 

a Poland: . 
: Coal_____.-- 2-2 38, 104 (2) (3) (3) (3) 

ae Lignite.__.....--..-------.---.---- 10 (2) (3) (3) (3) 
Portugal: 

Coal... eel 299 313 310 460 - §&380 . 
Lignite.......-.--_ 2-2 -e 15 35 67 93 8 92 

ve Rumania: 
= Coal_____--------- eee eee 299 285 (3) (3). \ 46.500 

- gypiltignite..-.---------2-eeceeeeeeee 2,097 2, 300 (2) (3) rs 
pain: 
Coal. eee 5, 649 6, 755 8, 849 8, 775 9 5, 315 
Lignite.______________-_-------___- 166 205 568 819 9615 

-  §valbard (Spitsbergen)-_-_.-....--..-_- 627 640 (3) (3) (3) 
4 Sweden____-...--_---- eee 431 444 498 583 (#) 

Switzerland. _.__-.-.._.-._.2.--------- 3 3 8 (3) O) 
United Kingdom: 

Great Britain__-_....__-....--___-- 230, 659 236, 700 4 233,700 | 4216, 800 4 215, 900 
Northern Ireland___..__.-.-------- (18) (2) (3) (3) (3) 

Oe Soar | 148, 700 (3) O@l__-..-------------------------- 9 4 
Lite |} 98.687 © | “13400 (3) 247, 000 

Yugoslavia: 
Coal_____--------------------- eee 450 444 (3) (3) (3) 

Asi Lignite__.....--------------------- 5, 287 5, 622 11 3,170 11 2,600 (8) 
sia: 

British Borneo-_-_....---.-------------- (10) (10) (3) (3) (3) 
China______._.---_-.--._--------------- (2) (2) (3) 12 6, 000 (3) 

Manchuria....-------------------- 15, 000 19,000 | (3) 24, 500 (3) 
Chosen_____.----_-_-------------------- 3, 200 4, 481 (3) (3) (3) 

See footnotes at end of table.
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oe TaBLE 51.—World production of coal and lignite, 1988-42, by countries, in thou- - |. 
| - | sands of metric tons —Continued | . as 

a . ~ Country ! 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 os 

_ Asia—Continued. . . Cee 
Federated Malay States._...........-- 486. 448 794 (8) . g ag 

_ India, British. _...--.----------------- 28, 798 28, 214 426,000 4 26, 000 3) es 
Indochina: : — Qe UES 

Coal__-.__.--------------------.-.- 2, 340 2, 588 2, 456 131,117 18 732 Te 
- Lignite....--.-------------.------- 4 27 380); .:— CA 8 IS 

Japan: a | ee 
a apan proper: . . ay 
¥ 7 - Coal._..-..-.------------------ (3) (2) (3) (8) (3). | ME 
a Lignite....-.------------------|  @ — — @) _ (3) (3) a ag 

Karafuto..-.-------------------+-- (2) (2) - (8) 4 (3) - Se 
| Taiwan.._-_----- ----------------|@) eQ | @ 8 (3) re 

Netherlands Indies_..-......---...--.- 1, 457 1, 781 2, 009 14 778 8 es 
Philippine Islands____---.------------- 41 | 47 (3) an () Q Tors 

: Syria and Lebanon: Lignite......-..--| § G9) 1 2 (3) QM dh 
' . Turkey: | oe ere 

Coal._....--..--...---------------- 2,589 | = 2,696 3,019 (3) (3) ae oy 
Lignite.........--...----.--------- 129 151 280 @) stg (3) de 

. U.S. 5S. R.: oo - - a en 

7 gn OI} eet] © © © Os 
Africa: . ng 

: . Algeria.....--2------------------------ 13 (?) 50 72 (3) - “Ah 
Belgian Congo: Coal__.....-----------]. 42 (2) 23 (?) (8) ee 
Morocco, French........--------.----- 123 116 143 — 145 | 4110 Na 

3 Nigeria....._.--._...-.---.------.----- 868 | - 311 313 8%) ' (8) ns 
- Portuguese East Africa.---..-......--- 10 8 20 (3) (8) ; oot 

_ Southern Rhodesia_....-2.......-.---- -1,044 1,118; (3) (?) (8) a 
| - Union of South Africa.........--------]. 16, 284 16, 890 17, 176 8 16, 982 817,408" 

Oceania: . . a . cake 
Australia: . oe 

. New South Wales..-..------------ 9,725} 11,376] 49,551 15-11, 939 15 12, 497 eae 
- Queensland.......-...-------------| 1, 181 1, 339 | (3) (8) — (8) ey 

. ~ Pasmania_.....-...-.-..----.----- 85]. 99. . (8) (3) (3) vey 
. Victoria: — . ; i te 

: Coal_.i_.--..------------- eee] 312 371} © 3) (3) (3) oo 
Lignite.........-...----------- 3,734 | 3, 710 (8) (3) — 

. Western Australia......-..--------]. 614 566 548 (8) . > (8) OE 
New Zealand: . | : . a 

Coal__.......---------------------- 994 1, 061 1,163 1, 199 \ 2709 ‘oo 
. Lignite.........-..-.---.----------| > 1,264 1,319} 1,393 1, 483 oe ey 

Total, all grades_......--.-----.-]| 1,469,000 | 1,639,000 (8) @) -% OOS 

Lignite (total of items shown above)_._---- 264,000 | 301,000 | (8) (3) (8) pow 
Bituminous and anthracite (by subtrac- | , . ° ee 

tion). ...-.-.-.----.-2...2..--------..----| 1,205,000 | 1, 338, 000 (3) (’) ©) ae 

. 1 Coal is also mined in Argentina, Iran, and Italian East Africa, but production figures for these coun- bee 
' "tries are not available. 7 | otk 

2 Estimate included in total. . ot 
3 Data not yet available. . . Gy! 
4 Estimated. oo — hoy 
§ Bituminous coal. . oh 
6 Estimated production of Slovakia only. . yg 
? Estimated production of Ruhr only. . . os 
8 January to October, inclusive. ve 
* January to July, inclusive. aa 

' 10 Production less than 1,000 tons. | | ots 
11 Estimated production of Croatia only. “ 
12 Free China. fe 
48 January to June, inclusive. — to . 

° 14 Production of Government mines only. Us 
15 Preliminary. a 

I}.
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The accelerated demand for Pennsylvania anthracite in 1942 was - 
’ created largely by the shortages of fuel oil and coke in the New England ey 

| and Middle Atlantic States, and by increased industrial activity, ah 
expanded purchasing power, and. rising exports, particularly to = _* 

_ . Canadian markets. The output of 60,328,000 net tons in 1942 was si 
| the largest since 1930 and represented an increase of 7 percent over the Ce 

. production of 56,368,000 tons in 1941; despite the increase of about rr. 
_ -4,000,000 tons, the output was not. sufficient to meet the demand for — ON 

anthracite. In 1942 the contract between the producers and the © ne? 
United Mine Workers of America permitted the industry to work 40° ae 
weeks of 5 days each and 12 weeks of 6 days each. In January 1943 - 
a 6-day week was inaugurated, and this increased working time should cos 

| tend to alleviate somewhat the manpower shortage that existed in me 
1942; thus, should the demand for anthracite continue at the same as 
level, the industry will be in a better position regarding working time oe 
than in 1942. , | : = 

The Bureau of Mines cooperated closely with the Office of Solid a 
| Fuels Coordination for War in handling problems relating to produc- an 

tion, consumption, distribution, utilization, and transportation of | 
anthracite, bituminous coal, and coke. oO 

Funds for research pertaining to the Pennsylvania anthracite " 
industry’s problems, to be expended at the direction of the Secretary . 
of the Interior acting through the Bureau of Mines, were authorized in 7 

- 913 -
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“' December 1942 by. the Congress, but no appropriation for the work 
ee has yet been made available. 7 : : - 
et The Federal Anthracite Coal Commission, created by House Joint | 
,._» Resolution 255 to investigate economic conditions in the anthracite- 
oe producing areas of the United States, submitted its report to the , 
“. President and the Congress in April 1942. The report recommended 
- measures for both short-term and long-term improvements which are 
- discussed elsewhere in this chapter. _ - | a 
So The Anthracite Commission continued its functions relating to the 
.- production of anthracite, and through its efforts arrangements were 
Ls made for legitimate companies to purchase “bootleg” coallawfully and = 
“to. employ men formerly working in illicit operations. | a 
By Anthracite Industries, Inc., financially supported by producers — 7 
“3. vepresenting more than 80 percent of the anthracite output,isworkmg 
ee on the most extensive research program ever undertaken by the anthra- _ 
uo. @ite industry. | | re | ) 
“The Anthracite Tidewater Emergency Bureau, a voluntary organi- — 
-.- gation representing anthracite producers, wholesalers, and railroads | 
<.s delivering at tidwater points, was established at the suggestion of the 
“_-- Interstate Commerce Commission and the Car Service Division of = 
a the American Association of Railroads to expedite rapid turn-around 
<=...» movement of railroad cars at terminal piers. This newly formed 

+.» Bureau compiles statistics concerning cars of coal standing at tide- | 
“S. -water piers and endeavors to prevent undue detention of such cars, — 
“thereby assisting the railroads in meeting the increased demands for 
"transportation due to the war. It is thought that the Bureau will _ | 
“bring about more efficient utilization of railroad equipment, boats, — 
“.. . and barges at a time when full use of this equipment is urgently needed. | 
i The failure of the anthracite operators and miners to agree upon 
ee terms of a new contract to supersede the agreement that expired on 
a April 30, 1943, was followed by several stoppages of work and the loss © | 
mo! of considerable tonnage. These developments and the bitter contro- 
oo versies arising therefrom received widespread attention, and the public 
me has been fully advised of them by press and radio. They will be | 

detailed for the record in the 1943 edition of this chapter. | 
: | Definition of Pennsylvania anthracite—Pennsylvania anthracite in- 

cludes all nonbituminous coal mined in that State, and for historical 
purposes data on the output of the Bernice Basin in Sullivan County 

. are included in this chapter, although the coal of this basin has been | 
. officially classified as semianthracite. The anthracite fields are in the 

northeastern part of the State, and the coal is mined in the following | 
counties: Carbon, Columbia, Dauphin, Lebanon, Lackawanna, Luzerne, 
Northumberland, Schuylkill, Susquehanna, and Wayne. 

| Statistical trends —Tables 1 and 2 present pertinent statistical data 
. on the Pennsylvania anthracite industry.
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TABLE 1.—WSiatlistical trends of Pennsylvania anthracite indusiry, 1938-42 eS 

| . 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 . as 

Production: oe ae 
. Loaded at mines for shipment: ) | en 

Breakers_...._....------net tons_-| 39,010,935 | 1 43, 660, 662 | 1 43,800,127 | 46,864,422 | 51,173, 756 ue 
. _ Washeries_-....---.---------do----| 1,679,509 | 1, 766, 384 1, 761,942 | 2, 588, 692 1, 957, 926 er, 

: Dredges_.._--....-----------d0_--- 373, 425 565, 236 613, 884 1, 008, 983 778,019 ee 
Be Sold to local trade and used by : rn: 

employees ___.-_----.----net tons_.| 2, 722, 206 3, 081, 073 3, 052, 626 3,695,125 | 4,059, 403 ESR 
q Used at collieries for power and heat | ie A 
Be, - net tons..| 2,312,952 | . 2,414,022 2, 256, 061 2,261,045 | 2,358, 625 Da at 

x Total production___......-do----} 46,099,027 | 51,487,377 | 51,484,640 | 56,368,267 | 60,327,729 aR 
_ - Value at breaker, washery, or dredge. _|$180, 600,000 |$187, 175,000 |$205, 490, 000 |$240, 275, 000 |$271, 673, 000 Sg 
bo Average Sales realization per net ton - ee oy 

— on breaker shipments: — . . - Ea 
: Domestic: re | = | uns 

. | Lump and Broken. .-..-.-.------- $5. 24 | $4.68 | $5.49] © $5.72 $6. 03 Co ie 
: Egg.._....----+-------------------| | $5.18} $4.73 $5. 32 $5. 84 $6.24 0 0 2 rk 

— Stove... ee $5.33 | $4. 84. $5. 47 $5. 93 $6. 26 ad 
- Chestnut___.-.--------.-----------| $5. 36 $4. 87 $5. 49 $5. 93 $6. 28 eth 

Pea_...-.--------.----------------- $3. 88 $8.65 | $4.13 | _ $4. 50 $4. 85 - OC 
st Total domestic. _-..-.-----------| - $5. 10 $4. 64 $5. 24 . $5.68 | $6. 05 ee 

eam: — oo as 

_ Buckwheat No. 1. -----------------| $8.08 $2.90} $3.18 $3.37 | $3. 46 . NEY 
Buckwheat No, 2 (Rice) _.._------- $2. 35 $2. 20 $2.35 . $2. 52 $2.63 rere 
Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley) - .------ $1. 61 $1. 62 $1. 68 $1. 78 $1. 89 ey 

- Other, including Buckwheat No. 4. $0.87 $0. 91 $0. 92 $1.021 © $1.09. ee 
Total steam.__..-.---.-.--------| . $2.38 -. $2, 25 $2.41} = $2.55 $2.58 Re 

| . _ otal all sizes/__._-.-..----------| $416] = $3.85] © $4. 27 _ $4. 59 $4. 79 as 
a Percent by sizes in total breaker ship- . . oe es 

ments: st Lak 
-  . Domestic: fo , ety 

' Lamp and Broken. --.-...-..---...- 0.3 0.6 = 0.8 0.3 0.3 . aot 
~ Egg... eee eee ee]. 5.4 ~~ 4.5. 4,2 §.2 rr: 

. Stove..........--------------------| | 23.7) 24.1 - 241 - 24.3]. ' 23.6 coe 
- -Chestnut._.-.....--2-----------2--| | 26.0 _ 25.8 25.9 25.5 | 24.9 es 
oo . Pea.......--.--.---<--------------- 10.6 | . 12.0 11.1 10.8; | 9.6 ald 

Total domestic._.......--------- 66.0 66.7 «65.9 65.1 63. 6 . as 
Steam: . ok , . re 

- " - Buckwheat No.1-..---------------| 14.8 14.3 14.7} — 14.6 145 | ook 
Buckwheat No. 2 (Rice) -.--:------ 7.7 7.8 7.8 | 8.2 B00 
Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley). ------- 8.6 8.5 88) © 89] > 9.6 Oe 
Other, including Buckwheat No.4.|_ . 2.9 - 27 2.8 3. 2  §F4.3 ge 

Total steam_.._....-..------..--| _- 84.0 . 33.3 B41 34.9 36.4 ed 
Producers’ stocks on Dec. 312_net tons_.| 1, 458, 000 994, 000 939,000 | 1, 274,000 798,000 . Ley 
Exports.......-.---.-----------do...-] 1,909,000 2, 590, 000 2, 668, 000 3, 380, 000 4, 439, 000 AS 

: Imports. ._....------..------=-.d0_--- 363,000 | — 298,000 135, 000 75, 000 141, 000 Se 
. Consumption (calculated)...-...do....| 45,200,000 | 49,700,000.; 49,000,000 | 52,700,000 | 56, 500,000 ny 

. Average number of days worked ____-_- 171 _ . 183 186 - 203 BBD eg 
Man-days lost on account of strikes ra 
and lock-outs._.._...-...-.---------- 579, 457 241, 688 176, 432 397, 616 209, 641 nnn, 

Number of men on strike during year-- *27,435 | - 27,795 19, 464 39, 768 26, 631 ee 
Average number of men employed. .-.-- 96, 417 93, 138 91,313 | 88,054 82,121 ee ES 

~ Output per man per day. ...net tons..- 2.79 3. 02 8. 02 3. 04 2.95 oN 
Output per man per year- .-.--.do_-_-_- 478 553 562 617 | WEB 
Quantity cut by machines._---.do_-.-| 1, 588, 407 1, 881, 884 1,816, 483 | 1, 855, 422 2, 285, 640 Me 
Quantity mined by stripping...do---.| 5,095,341 5, 486, 479 6, 352, 700 7, 316, 574 9, 070, 933 | og 
Quantity loaded by machines under- : | | / sal 
ground__.................. net tons._| 10,151,669 | 11, 773,833 | 12,326,000 | 13,441,987 | 14,741,459 | a’ 

Distribution: 7 aneer 
Total receipts in New England 3 - ae ys 

net tons..| 4,468,000 4, 902, 000 4,822,000 | 5,551,000 | 5,974,000 Oke 
= Exports to Canada._.__.....-do_...] 1,896,000 2, 577, 000 2, 627, 000 3, 361, 000 4, 418, 000 ea 

Loaded into vessels at Lake Erie 4 et 
net tons... 450, 000 531, 000 430, 000 536, 000 575, 000 oe 

Receipts at Duluth-Superior °_do-... 155,000 202, 000 138, 000 253, 000 ~ 222, 000 ys 
. . os be 

1 Includes small quantity of washery coal. - nr ‘ 
2 Anthracite Committee. Figures represent prepared coal in ground storage; 1941 figures are through oy 

December 27; 1942 figures are through Jan. 3, 1943. . ; : ie 
3 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Division on the Necessaries of Life. oN 
4 Ore and Ooal Exchange, Cleveland, Ohio. OM 
'U, S. Engineer Office, Duluth, Minn. oo 

‘ | \ a:
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TABLE 2.—Statistical summary of monthly developments in Pennsylvania anthracite industryin 1942 | co tes 

_ fAlltonnage figures represent net tons} ee : a Be 

an 9 ae ee ee 

. | Janu- | Febru- 4 al tae |, Septem-| Octo- |Novem-| Decem-| © § |Change| ‘Ob! BE 
. ary ary March | April . May . June | July August . ber | ber. |. ber |. ber |[-- from ; Ce. 

foo Pe pe ep | Total 1941 ee 
a . | (per- Se ce 

. Production, including mine fuel, a a - a en a ” Se a oe 
local sales, and dredge coal: oof. . af oo _— oO a on 

Monthly total__........-..---.--|4, 560, 000/4, 801, 000|5, 116, 000/5, 185, 000/4, 873, 000/5, 153, 000) 5, 374, 000/5, 212, 000] 5, 459, 000) 5, 182, 000)4, 824, 000/4, 689, 000/60, 328,000; +7. 0/56, 368,000 > at 
Shipments, breakers, and wash- : | | | : OF as 

eries only: 7 ar — to Me 
piponthly total, all sizes.......---|8, 751, 707|3, 969, 257/4, 185, 411/4, 572, 156/4, 215, 351/4, 302,.793/4, 551, 5695/4, 387, 242/4, 486, 023 4, 279, 8337/4, 002, 680/3, 846, 217/50, 549, 769) -+8.0/46, 798,819 < ae 

stribution: . Pe . Loe 
Lake Erie loadings ?_...-.....-..]....-.--.|---------|---.----.| . 55,700]. 65,199] | 78,477] 50,512). 65,276} 78,201) 51,060) 130,548) = 203) = 75,176; +7.2) 536,490 re 
Receipts at Duluth-Superior 3_..|_......-.|.-.------|---------| 27,720]°. 20,675} 38,092) 29,370; 21,713; 21,010 7,312; 65, 901|..--.---.} 221,793) —12.3) 252,951 a ree: 
Upper Lake dock trade:4 . _ SP eo - | bd a 

eceipts: a cee . a a Tn 
Lake Superfor......----.----|--------- 28)........-] 27,719]. 20,675} 23,001} 14,188} 14,632} . 18,877) 7,386; 40,136 139} 161,731} —383.8} 244,370 . S oe ee 
Lake Michigan......--.-.-.- 2, 757 1, 710 1,394| 22,563) 46,184) 34,730} 22,144) 29,867] 25,549] 30,547) 60,463) 3,504) . 281,502; .—2.9] 289, 987 ra plus 

Deliveries (reloadings): So to |. “. eee: 
Lake Superior_....-..---.--- 18, 656 9, 199 6,354) 20,621}  26,597| 25,393] 15,042} 10,293} 20,412) 27,969] 29,924) 20,758) 231,218) +191) 194,112 2 ©. 
Lake Michigan........-...--| | 25,596]. 20,508} 19,770] 42,208] 48,078] 34,196) 30,653] 15,058; 23,791) 26,697; 14,886) 23,979] 325,370): +-13.1| 287,687 - oS. a ok 

Retail yards—159 selected deal- . . ee eo Oo a mo 
ers: a . a we 

Deliveries 4__........----------| 206,205] 293,531] 259,331| 346,298] 366,150} 376,957| 306,926] 242,524) 218,027; 202,589) 175,687) 287,874) 3,372, 099/......-- (5) 6 a 
New England receipts:6 - qo. _— | od, } | | : TG 

By tide (including imports)...| 38,602} 44,713) 39,614] 49,464) 81,245! 37,207] - 39,341] 40,974! 36,765} 54,380) 60,3864) . 57,956; 580,625) —14.8) 681,788) srt 
By rail__.._......-....---.----| 317,830] 435,172] 465,224] 378,304] 445,536] 453,294} 461,813] 522,676] 538,006]. 478,969} 460,131} 436, 520| 5,393,475) -+-10.8) 4,869,640 - ay 

Exports ?7_....-.---.-------------| 222,671] 272,169] 341,731| 310,219} 335,126) 284,881] 320,758) 379,898) 724,088) 358,905] 457, 968). 430,175} 4,438, 589) -+31.3) 3, 380, 189° ne 
Imports ?__...------------------- 4,944 19,062; 17,547) 12,711 403 5,961}.-.----.-| 11, 482}..-.-.-.-| . 18,940] 15,260) 34,524). 140,774] +88.5) 74,669 © 8 . = 

Industrial consumption by: . Oo Co - |. 7 ae qe es 
Railroads (class I only)§_..--.---| 117,242] 94,276] 148,871] 105,690} 93,899] 81,810} 81,487] 82,367] 82,830] © 97,712) 108,230] 119, 536) 1,203,900} —13. 7) 1,394,211 . es 
Electric power utilities 9_........| 228,850] 210,760} 216,792] 207,272) 228,149) 230,203] 259,504) 257,017| 256,750) 247,423] 221,427; 240,958) 2,805,195} —3.1) 2,895,725 — ae 
Other industrial consumers 1° of . Be : OC , . ps 

(selected represented plants oe oo fe Pe fo Te, 2 
only)......-.----------------| 184,026} 129,693] 132,987| 113,926} 91,998] 95,532) 104,904]. 94,042] 106,516} 123,026) 121,460] 128,533; (8)  |........)| . : wt 

Number of industrial firms report- . fo PT | 1 SO po TTS 
ing 10___..___.------ +--+ 70 76 76 76). 73} 72)  - Wl BT 80} 79 76 75} (8). Jonna eee (6) Od 

Stocks at end of period shown: co, Sf — : . nes 
Railroads (class I only)8......-..| 180,690} 169,905} 160,940} 154, 768] 158,260, 158,839} 175,857] 184,781} 205, 226) 217, 689 214, 302] 195, 419 195, 419] -—18.2} 238, 871 oe ek



Electric power utilities °__.._-__-|1, 202, 096[1, 148, 671/1, 170, 580|1, 215, 320|1, 293, 276(1, 418, 342|1, 488, 791/1, 581, 706|1, 598, 572/1, 545, 353|1, 638, 968]1, 579, 064] 1, 579,064) +-25.6| 1, 257, 478 ee 

Other industrial consumers 10 se . oh | - Jf a 
(selected represented plants ; 0 Sf ote . . . Be 

, only).........-.---...-.---.-.-| 277,669] 306,151) 359, 643) 389, 657| 397,355} 502,020] 551,514) 506,071) 574,097) 534,554) 6833,332| 478,461) 478, 461).....--- (8) a as 
Stocks on Upper Lake docks: . ope fo | 1S 

De Lake BuperiOr_..-------------~ 105, 945| 96,772) 90,418! 97,513} 91,496) 89,102} 88,194) 92,530} 85,902) . 65,409) 75, 767) 85,145 55, 145). —55.7| 124, 603 oo oe 

, Lake Michigan_.._............| 126,286] 107,488] 89,112} 69,050] 67,558; 68,092) 59,583; 74,892} 76,650]. 80,600) 126, 238 105, 853; 105, 853) —20.0) 149,124 | rn 
Retail stocks—159 selected deal- | - | 7 mt ft ae i ey. oe a | oe 

ers 4__.__......----------------| 417, 988] 381,286] 362,118] 346,376] 317,723] 288,406} 284,585) 294,171] 282,965) 334,806) 366, 987 348,057; 348,057) —25.6) . 468,001 . TS 

Producers’ stocks 11___..........] 915,295] 754,870] 655,560] 465,857} 202,225] 140,465] 181,159] 289,023] 472,320) 608,351; 792,009] 797,815) 797,815). —37.4| 1,273,788 7 7 
Prices at mines, average per net . i ot a |: . _ Bae 

on: 1. : . | ETE 

Oompany Stove-..........-..--.- $6.75) $6.75) $6.75} $6.80] $6.75] $6.75] $6.75] $6.75) $6.75) $6.75) $6.75) $6.75) $6.78) +4.2 $6.46 per Loe 
Company Buckwheat No. 1--..- $3.75) $3.75 $3. 75 $3. 75 $3.75) = $3. 75 $3.75) $3. 75 $3.75 $3. 75 $3.75) $3.75 $3.75) -+2.7 $3.65 ne 

Wholesale prices:!3 . a a . ae ae 

. On tracks, destination: | 7 of of of oo ag vee 

Ohestnut.........--.----------| $10.29] $10.20] $10.28] $10.12} . $10.31) $10.35] $10.35] . $10.34} $10.34) $10.34) $10.34) $10.38) $10.31] +3.0) $1001 pp 7%. 

Pea_....------------- --------| $8.89} $8.89] $8.88} $8.73) += $8.80) $8.98! $8.93] $8.93) $8.93; $8.93] $8.93) $9.01 $8.90 +3.6, $8.59 BH - 
. pepdex numbers (1926=100) . . . -.- 85.3 85.3 85. 2 83.7 85.3 85.7| . 85.7) _ 85.7 85.7 85.7 85.7; 86.2) 85.4, +3.3 82.7 Z 7 os 

abor conditions: oy - foo. jo fo ea eee J SS 
Average weekly earnings........| $26.31] $33.23) $34.43]  $30.57| $35.05] $40.25) $32.09) $34.00) $35.40) $34.36). $35.05] $36.14 $33.85) .-+-23.5|- $27. 41 - 2 . oe 

Index of employment (1939 aver- - - . pS — 4 eG 
_ age=100)..---------.-.-------- 97.3 96.9 96,1 94.9 95.7) . 90.44 = 93.0) © 92.8). 92. 5 91.8 91.8 90.9) 93.7) —5.1) | 98.7 re 

. Index of pay-roll totals (1939 . . _ 7 | oa 
average=100)....-.------------ 100.7; 126.6 130. 1 114, 2 131.6} 142.9 117, 2 123.0; - 128.1 123. 4 125. 6 128. 4 124.3) +-17.4 ~ 105.9 B Po 

1 Furnished by Anthracite Institute. a ree 
2 Ore and Coal Exchange, Cleveland, Ohio. . . — - . B Ce 

¢ Bituminous Coal Division, U. 8. ‘Department of the Interior. | | - So a en : ee 
5 Data not available. a - Be Be fy a ae 
6 Furnished by Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Division on the Necessaries of Life. Figures are preliminary. . cot . eo a 
7 Department of Commerce. - . . - . ¥ ne 

, 8 Association of American Railroads. . - a ee oe | a Q poe Ee 
® Federal Power Commission.. . a a ee — — ey - Nee 
10 National Association of Purchasing Agents. . a, Co 0s 
i Anthracite Committee. Represents coal in storage closest available date to the end of the month : eo . co feels 
12 Computed from weekly quotations from trade journals. Figures represent circular prices quoted on white ash by leading anthracite-producing companies. . ar a oo 
18 Bureau of Labor Statistics. , - 7 oo - — ees 

| | a a ae a OO
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eo The war and anthracite —Anthracite has contributed to the physical | 
“-_-well-being of millions of people who live in the highly populated and | 
oe industrialized New England and Middle Atlantic States (alargenum- 

ae ber being employed in vital war industries) and who depend entirely __ 
>. on anthracite for warmth and comfort in the home. In addition to 
po supplying the fuel requirements of those normally using anthracite, | 
_...- the industry was called upon to increase its output substantially to 
Be provide heat for thousands of people.who had used fuel oil and coke 
ep before the war but who were unable to obtain their normal supply on _ 
a _ account of shortages resulting from difficulties incurred in transporting 
“>. of and the withdrawal of coke from the domestic market because of — 
-. metallurgical demands. In addition to its use in heating homes, 
»* apartments, hotels, hospitals, and public buildings, anthracite is used | 
me _ by railroads, public utilities, and industrial plants; and Army camps — | 
Be are now using substantial quantities for space heating and cooking. | 
«© Anthracite aided the war. effort not only in the United States but 
oe also in Canada, where shortages of gas and oil required increased use _ 
-... of coal. Exports, virtually all of which went to Canada, increased 
Ber from 2,668,000 net tons in 1940 to 3,380,000 tons in 1941 and totaled : 
bose! 4,439,000 tons in 1942. About 90 percent of the exported coal was : 
ge Pea and larger; these sizes are used for comfort heating. ee 
Yemen In November 1941 the President by letter requested the Secretary __ 

of the Interior to act as Solid Fuels Coordinator for National Defense 
.-- .. to handle problems relating to the production, distribution, con- 
, sumption, and utilization of both anthracite and bituminous coal. | 
yo Pursuant to this request the Office of Solid Fuels Coordinator for 
Ake. National Defense was established in the Department of the Interior | 

a to provide the machinery for carrying out the President’s directions. 
.. The name of the Office was changed to the Office of Solid Fuels Coordi- 
yo nator for War by direction of the President in May 1942, andin April 
oe - 1943 the President, in an executive order, abolished the Coordinator’s — 
“Office and established within the Department of the Interior the | 
coe Solid Fuels Administration for War with the Secretary of the Interior 
oe as Administrator. A Solid Fuels Advisory War Council, organized | 

oo by the Secretary and composed of representatives of anthracite, 
Co bituminous coal, and coke producers, retail dealers, transporters, 
eo wholesalers, labor, and the public, met monthly in 1942 to assist and 

advise the Secretary on matters pertaining to coordination of the 
| Nation’s fuel supply to best meet wartime demands. 

The needs of the Coordinator’s Office for additional basic and cur- 
| rent information, both economic and technical, regarding supplies 

and disposition of the solid fuels necessitated a substantial expansion 
in the work of the Bureau of Mines regarding these commodities. 
This applied particularly to coke, production of which could barely 
meet the needs arising from the great expansion in the metallurgical 

| industries as a result of the war. 
Federal Anthracite Coal Commission——The Commission’s report,! 

contaiing recommendations for both short-term and long-term 
measures of improvement, was prepared by the Commission after 

| hearings in the Pennsylvania anthracite regions and study of special 
reports from Federal, State, and local governmental agencies, civic . 
organizations, and private citizens. The investigation indicated that 

A 1 Hconomic ‘Conditions in the Anthracite Coal Regions, House Document 709, 77th Congress, 2d Sess.
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8 the anthracite area has substantial possibilities for industrial expan- 

: gion. The measures recommended for immediate improvement .. 

galled attention to the unused manpower with mechanical aptitude .« 

| and industrious habits and to a reserve of housing facilities, and: sug- es 

gested ‘that war plants, particularly those for the production of ae 

aluminum, zinc, castings, armor plate, machine parts, and ammuni- = 

| tion, be established in the anthracite regions. The report urged 

that the industry continue the development of industrial and domestic — ope 

-.  gtokers and automatic heating equipment and investigate ways to ot 

S expand the industrial uses of anthracite. It was recommended also ne 

: that current surveys on mine flooding be completed. The measure oe 

_ for long-term improvement included a recommendation that a re- oe 

search station under the direction of the Federal Bureau of Mines be 3s 5, 
~ located in the anthracite area to investigate new uses for anthracite, os 

| study mining methods, assist in the solution of acid and silt problems 3 
in the mine waters, and serve as headquarters for the engineering” oy 

—_ organization concerned with the industrial development of the area. 2 . 

- It was suggested also that an agency be created to study the economic: | 4 

_ problems arising from the depletion of anthracite reserves and that — s«* 

- @ survey be made of the anthracite forest region with a view to By 

reforestation. oe a | os 

Anthracite Committee—Operators whose production represented cys 

7 - more than 90 percent of the total output of the industry continued =i 

~ to function under the Voluntary Production-Control Plan for stabi-  _ 4 

- lizing the industry. The plan was inaugurated in January 1940 as 

| through the cooperation of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the | ars 

| United Mine Workers of America, and the producers and was enacted. 

, into the laws of Pennsylvania in 1941. The committee kept in close * 

Oo contact with the illicit mining industry and made every effort to .  .°" 

| alleviate this highly unfavorable economic and social problem. , _ 

- Anthracite Industries, Inc.—One of the immediate objectives of an 

- expanded research program was the development of inexpensive =~ 

| auxiliary equipment to improve the efficiency and convenience of NES 

2 anthracite-burning equipment now in use. The plan also called for. — o 

| cooperation with equipment manufacturers to develop, design, and Oe 

improve boilers, furnaces, tank heaters, stokers, and other types of a 

| equipment for burning anthracite. With new and improved heating © 4 

| equipment, the anthracite industry hopes to take a leading place in 4 

the postwar period and to compete successfully with other fuels. oy 

This research program is additional to current activities of the organ- — oe 

ization in assisting the plumbing trade, architects, real estate con- od 

| cerns, and Government agencies interested in the proper equipment _ y 

for burning anthracite. The anthracite industry’s laboratory at os 

| Primos, Pa., established. standards to guide utilization engineers of EB 

the anthracite-producing companies in recommending grate equip- ook 

ment to convert oil-burning boilers and furnaces to anthracite. eo 

Anthracite Institute—The Anthracite Institute was particularly og 

active in voicing its opposition to the proposed extension of natural- ae 

| gas pipe lines into the vital eastern markets. In addition, its members ok 

represented the producers before various. organizations and com- nk 

| mittees on other problems affecting the anthracite industry. Through 1s 

its information services it kept the operators informed of pertinent a 

State and Federal legislation, freight rates, Government regulations ot
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~ and restrictions on the use of oil and gas for fuel, and many other 
ae _ matters important to the anthracite industry, = 

ae _ Labor.—In December 1942 about 19,000 men went on strike in the | 
ma _ Wyoming region in protest against an increase of $6.00 a yearindues _ 
- and assessments payable to their union, the United Mine Workers of _—_—- 

.... America, and demanded. a wage increase of $2.00 a day. A general | 
-... Suspension throughout the anthracite region was threatened. Rep- 
me -resentatives of the producers, the striking miners, and union officials _ 
ee were summoned before the War Labor Board, January 15, 1943, to 

ae state fully the reasons for the strike. After hearing the testimony of 
ae the interested parties, the Board ordered the miners back to work 
“and suggested that grievances be adjusted through the machinery __ 
«>. established in the contract between the producers and the union. 
“., Many of the miners refused to obey the order, and on J anuary 19 
Be the War Labor Board turned the case over to the President, who 
“ordered the miners to resume work; within a few days all of them  __ 

had returned to their jobs. = > Bo 
.. “To meet increased demands for anthracite, the operators and miners 
~ . agreed to extend the work week from 5 days to 6; the agreement 
Se stated, that. the mine workers were to be paid time and a half and | 
“rate and a half for the sixth consecutive day worked in any 1 week. 
. ‘The agreement was contingent on an increase of maximum prices of. 
ce anthracite by the Office of Price Administration necessary to com- 
-... pensate for increased costs occasioned by payment of overtime for 
-.. the sixth day. A price increase of approximately 50 cents a ton was 
fo authorized, effective January 9, 1943, and within a few weeks the 
pe Industry commenced the 6-day week schedule. — ee —— 
a _ . . Research.—In December 1942 the President approved S. 357, an 
we _ act passed by the Senate and House of Representatives (56 Stat. | 
ee _ 1056), providing for the establishment and operation of a research 
'-- Jaboratory in the Pennsylvania anthracite region. Investigations = __ 
Roe and researches to be conducted through the laboratory facilities will . 
Ao  Yelate to the mining, preparation, and utilization of anthracite; to 
_ the development of new uses and markets for anthracite and its 

products; to safety, health, and sanitation in mining operations; and 
_ to any other matters relating to problems of the anthracite industry. __ 
Oo , The laboratory is to be established, equipped, and maintained by _ 

the Secretary of the Interior, acting through the Bureau of Mines. 
7 The act authorized appropriation of $450,000 for the erection and 

equipment of the necessary buildings and $175,000 annually for the 
a maintenance and operation of the experiment station. | 

The cooperative research program sponsored by the Commonwealth 
a of Pennsylvania and the Anthracite Industry at Pennsylvania State 

College was continued, special attention being paid to the use of 
| anthracite in water-gas generators and in the preparation of activated 

carbon. 
| , Research undertaken by Anthracite Industries, Inc., is discussed 

elsewhere in this chapter under the subheading Anthracite Indus- 
tries, Inc. | 

| Competitive fuels in the United States and in principal markets.— 
More than 95 percent of the anthracite shipped from the mines to 

| points in the United States is destined to the New England States, 
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, and the 
District of Columbia. Data on the consumption of all fuels in these
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- markets are not available; however, the apparent consumption of = 
anthracite, coke, briquets, and heating and range oils, in terms of — aa 

-. anthracite, amounted to 84,831,000 net tons in 1941. The sales of 
heating and range oils in this area in 1941 were the equivalent of oe 
88,284,000 tons of anthracite, and the mine shipments of anthracite = _ 
to these States totaled 47,466,000 tons. According to the Pennsy]l- ee 

.. vania State Department of Mines, anthracite rail and truck ship- ~~. 

_ ments in 1942 to this area totaled 51,546,000 tons. In addition,con- 

: siderable quantities of “bootleg’’ or illicit coal were shipped to these vel 

» markets. The demand for coke for metallurgical use was. chiefly |. 

: responsible for the decline in its consumption for domestic heating ey 

' from 4,052,000 tons in 1940 to 3,169,000 tons in 1942. Details are 
shown in table 3. a OO | | es ns 

TABLE 3.—Apparent consumption of anthracite and selected competitive fuels in the . os os 

ee _-- principal anthracite markets, 1939-42 ae oe 

So : Ho —_ a [Thousands of net tons] oS - _ ys 

oo rs fp a - Total NE 

- Oe : New | wo Tl wate | Penn- |District — ee 
7 a | a “New | New. | Dela- | Mary- } | Ne 

So _ Fuel — : Eng “York | Jersey | ware | land athe alae Thon. Pereent = 9°: 

a : a no SL - fp ~ | Lofnet | Oftotal oe 

a rr nn PAT 
Anthracite: | an a ! , | AUS 

Oo Allusers:! a fe , | | fe PS 
oo "1939.....-..-..------| 4,492 [216,716 [29,060] 250] 634] 12,077] 264 | 43,502 | 58.2 gs 
| ¥gg0 TTT 2 530 216, 249 [28,814 | 304] 608 | 12,915 | 289] 43,718 | 542 oy 

. 9941 el] 5, 540 ]216, 308. }210, 190 361 681 | 14,103 |. 283 | 47,466; . 560. thes 

| ggg TTTTTTTTTTIIZ) 8.944 [217 988 210,305 | 373 | = 835 | 15,8138 | 298 | 61, 546 |) ae 
Imports:§ = 7 - a | Co Cena 

| 1930. -----eeeece-} 208 Joe ene eee efceeeeeeefeecee ee efeneeeeee[ee eee] 8 
1940. 135-|__..5.--}-2.--2 | eee} fee fee] 185 -—2 me ne 

_ = 1941_.....-.---------} 75 | ---- + -|----2---|--------] --------] --------] -------- 75 ol ae 

gag TTTTTTITITITT) 2 go [OD occa ee cof e eee eee feeeee-e-] | @ , ex 
Briquets: . oe ne a foe 

. omestic use: . | — Pe ENS 

| 4989. | 46] 88 1j..---| 2 u{ -1} sf 41 gs 
oe 1940.-.------------.-|. 52 26 1 Q 2 10| () | 91 lt Cy 

ym ‘1941._..---------f 52 || OB 1| @ | 3] wl @® | 95 1 oy 
1942... 2+ eee 54 26 |. 1 (5) 4 22 | £5) ~ 107 (3) . oe 

m Imports: 4 ere 

1939__...-.--.-------]. 1 |i] |e e-] -------- |] -- =] -------- 1 (5) ern 

1940._.:........-..-.]--- 2] fe |---| | ---- + + - -  -- | een eee en 

| 1041.2 TTT TEI ITT 
: 1942... Ton f eee] eee fee ef eee ene rr 

Coke: | : ) Oe 
Domestic use: - Noe 

1939 7.....--.-......| 1,077 | 1,896 413 5 7 596 21 3,796 5.0 | : oa 

° 1940.._.--.-...-...-| 1,430] 1,564| 489 21 2] 887 2 | 4,052 5.0 oe 
1941__......-.-...-.-| 1,363 | 1,350] 470 1 23 | 474 2| 3,688 43 0 . F, 

| 1942..........-..--| 1,252] 1,064| 408 2| 13| 428 2) 3,169} ©) oS 
Imports: 4 oe , ot 

~"'1989_...------------ w2| . 19 |.._.....]-..-.---]--.-----]--------]-------- gs1/ . 21 Ss 
- -1940__.---------- eee 15 58 |_-..-.--|-------- 3 |_----..-|-------- 76 1 cd 
1941.22] | a QLTDSDTTTJTTITIII) oz foccclcpecce | 238 3 ey 
1949.7 TTT fee] 86 [LPT ep 6] OM oo 

Oil: Heating and range: § . 4 
1930._............--| 10,787 | 8,967! 3,770| 107] 694| 2279] 458 | 27,062) 36.2 ’ 

a 1940.02 22727} 13, 097 | 10,726 | 4,503 | 120]. 885| 2,704] 578 | 32,543 | 40.4 oa 
1941... 72777777777] 13; 953 | 10,940 | 4,584 | 121} 963) 2,793} 630 | 33,284) 39.2 : | 

: 1942_.............-| (8) () @) @) () (3). (*) @) @) ae 
Tota! fuel: * | a 

1939..........-...-.-} 16, 713 | 27,421 | 13,244 | 371 | 1,337 | 14,963] 725 | 74,774 | 100.0 : 
1940... 22772777 19, 198 | 28, 623 | 13,807 | 426 | 1,526 | 16,166 | 869 | 80,615 | 100.0 : 
1941__...........-...] 20, 348 | 28, 674 | 15,245 483 | 1,782 | 17,384 915 | 84,831 100. 0 - 

1942........-..-----1 @ | @ !@ eg | ®@ 1 ® 1 ® @) (3) Ls 
| 1 Pennsylvania Department of Mines; illicit coal not included. | oy 

2 An important but undetermined part of anthracite shown as shipped to New Jersey is reshipped to : 

New York City. | at 
3 Data not yet available. mo 
¢ Department of Commerce. | 

§ Less than 1,000 tons. . a 

6 Less than 0.05 percent. : Co 
7 Estimated upon basis of distribution in 1936. | 
8 Converted to coal equivalent upon basis of 4 barrels of fuel oi! equaling 1 ton‘of coal. a: 

* Excludes bituminous coal. a 

5562504359 | | os
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ce In general, the supplies of fuel commonly used for space heating in — | 
_ the United States mereased in 1942 over 1941. The increase in 

gee anthracite was quite pronounced; coke sales declined, and although = 
.. data for 1942 on sales of heating and range oils are not available, it is 
“not believed that the use of oil increased appreciably. Details on | 
a supplies of various fuels are given in table4.  ~ | oO 

be .- TaBuE 4.—Total supplies of fuels commonly used for space heating purposes in the | Pe Co a United States, 1924 and 1939-42. oo a 
es an _ [Wherever available, figures represent quantity actually consumed for domestic heating or for space heating | oo be ae offices, apartments, hotels, schools, hospitals, ete. Where such figures are not available but where the . he _ : fuel is known to be used chiefly for domestic or space heating purposes, total production (or imports) is an shown to indicate trend of growth] — oO - a , _ | 

ow oo | 1924 1939 1940 (1941 =| 1942 ~~ | 

nm , ; _ SOLID FUELS (NET TONS) «iT a . | pe 
pore oO Anthracite: . _ . : - | ee . Production: - - S ~ co . a Shipments of domestic sizes_-_....__._.-|56, 576,296 | 29, 504,632 | 29,076, 573 80, 912, 649 |32, 924, 518 7 Bee Shipments of Buckwheat No. 1__.-._._._| 9, 510, 508 6, 569, 902 | 6,771,387 | 7, 357, 542 | 7, 780,168 Be Shipments of smaller steam sizes 1_______|11, 160, 695 9, 917, 748 | 10,327,993 | 12, 141, 906 |13, 196, 015 we - Local sales___...-...-_---------2--------2] 3, 043,939 | 3, 081, 073 | 3,052,626 | 3, 695, 125. 4, 059, 403 

me , Total commercial production_........|80, 291, 438 | 49, 073, 355 | 49, 228, 579 | 54, 107, 222 (57, 969, 104 oe _Exports-_...----------.----.-------------| 4, 017, 785 |. 2, 590, 000 | 2,667,632 | 3,382,189 | 4,438, 589 - . we eS Imports for consumption (chiefly from , ,. . Boe -_ United Kingdom and U.S. 8. R.)_._..] - 117,951 298,153 | . 135,486 | 74, 669 140, 774 Pet Fuel briquets ?__.__.2.--.-2---2----ee--| 580, 508 880,981 | 1,027,585 | 1, 258,129 | 1, 644, 755 Be Fackaged-fuel production__..:-------.-2---2- Joe 228. 215, 507 284, 513 269, 844 | 253,048 je oke: SO | a 4 Be | _ . Byproduct sales for domestic use_.-.......| 2,812,771 | 7,549,937 | 8 131,947 | 6, 596, 969 | 5, 963, 474 are Beehive sales for domestic use_.-..........} 189,886 |. - 88,204} 99,066! - 85,990 98, 220 ee Imports for consumption. -___....-2.-__2. 82,833 | 141, 911 112, 550 267, 886 108,782 Be foo Gas-house-coke sales 3. ___._......-..---...--| 1, 400, 000 362, 000 (4).  & (4) gee, - Petroleum-coke- production.-.-_..........-.-| 761, 100 1, 666, 400-| 1, 526,600 | 1,648, 800 | 1,338,400 _ Hoos Anthracite and semianthracite production. . . hig’ outside of Pennsylvania...._-..........-..] 704,513 (1). (4) A ()- soe _ Lignite production $__.__.._.2_2-------.21.__| 2, 255, 385 3, 042, 5387 | 2,939,201 | 2,775,832] (4) . ah oe Bituminous-coal sales for domestic use-...... (8) (8) (8) (8) (8) 

ee OIL (BARRELS OF 42 GALLONS) ft yo | - | 
oS Oil sales for heating buildings: 1 a ca Range oil_.--......----....2---2----------- (4) 37,061,000 | 44,692,000 | 46, 110, 000 4 > . - Heating oils: ? | Jo. . 

Commercial 2 222277027727777772272727] ®°P5  |}130, 232, 000 |160, 379, 000 |167, 514,000 | | 
a Liquefied petroleum gases, domestic.______ (4) 2,084,000 | 3,191,000 | 5,255,000] | — 

oo | GAS (MILLION CUBIC FEET) 7 | | a 
| | Natural-gas consumption for domestic and 

mo commercial use §._..._-_.------..-.--2-..| 285, 152 509, 487 578, 290 586,911 | 671,000 
Manufactured-gas sales for »— 
Domestic use.-__....-- 22222 eee (4) 192, 338 198, 752 198, 700 205, 778 7 House heating..__...--...2--------- ee (4) 55, 561 — 68, 498 | 67,151 79, 600 

1 A considerable part of the smaller steam sizes is used by industries, railroads, and public utilities. . 2 Production plus imports less exports. 
3 Partly estimated. 

. 4 Data not available. 
6 An estimated one-half is used for domestic purposes. 
6 Exact data not available; estimated between 55 and 77 million tonsa year, including lignite. Anthracite 

and semianthracite outside Pennsylvania shown separately. 
7 Includes all grades of fuel oil used for heating buildings. 
§ Includes gas used for heating offices, hotels, apartments, schools, hospitals, and stores and other large buildings, as well as houses. 
® American Gas Association. 

| Transportation and distribution of anthracite to principal markets — 
According to data compiled from records of the Pennsylvania State 

| Department of Mines, the shipping of anthracite from mines to mar-
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kets by trucks has been increasing continuously since 1936, when 
é truck coal totaled 3,177,656 net tons. In 1941 and 1942 the trucked —«.:—... 

~ coal amounted to 7,529,479 and 7,955,738 tons, respectively, and in oS 

each year comprised 15 percent of the total shipments of anthraciteto 8 ~~ 
_ destinations in the United States. These tonnage figures represent 2g 

: legitimate coal only and do not include the production from illicit ON a 

or “bootleg” mines, nearly all of which is trucked to market. Legiti- ey: 

‘ mate coal is trucked not only to the ultimate consumer but tomany  °» 

retail dealers within a radius of 150 miles of the anthracite-producing ~ ee 

»  Yegions. = _ oo a | Oo og 
. In 1942 Pennsylvania received 71 percent of the total trucked | oS 
|. shipments; New Jersey and New York followed, with 15 and 11 per- ae 

cent, respectively. Before 1941 most of the anthracite moved by mee 
truck was shipped during December, January, February, and March; ols 

| Ws : a a | i - an 

ew Tatil] | > | | : 4a 
| 5 20 y, ¥ rr : | Og 

| 1850 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 2424242422 

Figure 1.—Anthracite shipped from the Lehigh, Schuylkill, and Wyoming regions, 1850-1942. ) 4 

however, in 1941 and 1942, because of increased demand for coal, 3 

monthly shipments were fairly uniform throughout the year. _ ee 

_. Anthracite shipments, by States of destination, for 1940-42 are oO 

shown in table 5, and truck movement of anthracite, by months, for oe 

1941 and 1942 is given in table 6. | : os 

According to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Division on the os 
Necessaries of Life, rail receipts of Pennsylvania anthracite in New , 

England in 1942 totaled 5,393,475 net tons, a gain of 10.8 percent over oo 

1941. Tidewater receipts, including-a small amount of imports, were oe 

580,625 net tons in 1942, a decrease of 14.8 percent from 1941. Table 7 "3 

gives details of anthracite moved to New England. | _ “ 

Loadings at Lake Erie ports increased from 536,490 tons in 1941 ge 

to 575,176 tons in 1942. Receipts on the upper Lake docks declined : 

- from 534,357 tons in 1941 to 443,233 tons m 1942. oo re: 

Figure 1 illustrates graphically shipments of anthracite from the a 

Lehigh, Schuylkill, and Wyoming regions, 1850-1942. : | 3
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a -.. Tapur 5.—Shipments of Pennsylvania anthracite, 1940-42, by destinations, in 
GE - re net tons } a ne oe ee, 

- ce So 9. PPruck shipments excluded] ee oo 

BT | - Destination oe 140 | 1941 | 1942 9° 

oS New England States...........-....--------------------------] 4,530,026 | 5,590,936 | 5,843,834 
a New York... leet eee ence ene neeee-----| 15,477,318 | 15,269,752 | 17, 107, 566. 

ee ; New Jersey.....-.-.----------- ee en ee eee ee 8, 569, 913 8, 858, 652 9, 215, 932 
soo. Pennsylvania... 222222222 ee 22. eee eeeeeeeeee eeeeee------| 7,906,071 |. 9,168,068 |. 10,154,459 
ce -- Delaware.....--.-.2.----.- eee. eee eee eee 197, 456 | . 234, 454 ' 265,185 
"0 Maryland..2 0202 Lao 627,936 | 746,568 

ae _. -Distriet of Columbia__.. 2-2-2222] 280) 418 271, 921 _ 283; 761 
me (Virginia... --.2---------2 22 eee eee ee ee ene eee eee] :'106, 718 | 118,805 | 196,779 
oa Ohio__..-..----.---- 2-2-8 ene nee eee eee 118, 553 119, 710 113,447 
2 : . Indiana... .....-----.-------- 22 eee ence eee _ 83,. 539 - 86, 809 - , 98, 242 . , roy Tlinois._o oe eeten eee eee 265,424 | - 281,548}. = 308,824 
oo -Wisconsin...-....-.....---.-2-2---2----- sae neon eeenseee---| B47, 288 320, 500 394, 328 - 
este ' 0  Minnesota.....-....0--.2---- 2 ec ee ee 61, 203 95, 384 - 97,416 — 
co | Michigan....-..2.-.2.2222-__ 1-22-21 ees eeeeee eee 203,299] - 247,703| 302,160 
on . Other States...-.-.-------------------2--- ne ---neeeenee-eee- ==} 68,872 | 52, 223 |.  * 81,397 — 

So otal United States... ate---eeeeeeteeeeenees----| 88,790,206 | 41,273,351 | 45,134,848 
oe, — Canads._..-----------2-- een eae ee tenn eee eee eeeneneeeee----| 2,312,581 |. 2907, 755 3, 730, 722 | 

ee Other foreign countries_.-....---...---------------------------| 2,525] 13,061 f-  6, 528 

BE | Grand total_..-----------eeeeeceneeeeeeeceeeeeeeeeeee-] 41,105,352 | 44,194,167] 48,872,098 

ae 1 Pennsylvania Department of Mines. rs _ | | — 

oo TABLE 6.—Truck shipments of Pennsylvania anthracite by months in 1942, by 
we | So ss States of destination, in net tons 1 _ OO | 

pce | Destination January | February; March | April-| May | June |. July | 
ern . sg a | a oo 

ee . ‘Pennsylvania: _ | 
Ban Within region..............] 395,055 |, 375,201 | 303,194 | 298,950 | 218,708'| 199,801 | 174,498 
Brae Outside region. -.---.----.-| 207,610 | 203,113 | 183,970 | 221,447 | 221,909 | 193105 | 161,726 
we ~ New York. ...-222-22222222....] 99,601 | 83,234 | 73,643 | 77,861 | 86,769 | 98.424! 66, 551 
“| New Jersey...-.--..---------..|. 128,491 | 111,911 | 100,519 | 114,849 |. 99,365] 193,196 | 79,685 
ve _.. Maryland... 22222-2222 4, 067 8, 395 4,343 4,853 | 9, 301 §, 175 4,322 . . 
~ . Delaware.-.-----..--.-------.-| - 18,887 | 11,266] 8,831 | 10,199] 9,970} 6119| 7,461 , 
Be District of Columbia__.-...----| 1,485 | 1,271} 1161} ° 6| 1,507 |_..-.2 1, 384 
oe | Other States....-....----------| 2,431 | 1,940] 2166] 3,465 | 92146 | 2, 535 1,789 

Total: 1942._.......--.-..| 852,527 | 796,421 | 677,827 | 731,621 | 649,675 | 628,445} 497, 416 
of WALL L..] 805,254 | 817,492 | 808,805 | 358,788 | 424,988 | 621,654 | 540, 308 | 

| . Percent + ge Septem- Novem- | Decem- 
Destination August October Total of total m , 7 ber ber | ber trucked | 

: Pennsylvania: | _ - 
. : Within region..............] 282,687 | 243,142 | 279,005 | 269,074 | 386, 453 |3, 375, 948 42,4 

: Outside region..._-.--....-] 188,462 | 185,438 | 181,844 | 156,712 | 177,148 |2, 282 484 8.7 | 
_ New York. -.--.-..-..._.--__..] 61,996 | 55,848} 67,105 | 56,093 | 53,191 | 880,316 111 
New Jersey.....-.......-------| 93,698 | 87,664 987,486| 74,685 | 77,764 |1,179, 313 14.8 
Maryland_....-.-...........---| 14,936] 7,415] 9,275| 9,011| 7374] 88 487 11 | 

| Delaware__.__._......---.------| 7,461 | 10,305 8,630 7,459 | 6,578 | 108,107|  ~=—«'1.4 
District of Columbia_.-.-------| 1,347] 2,414| 1,401) Loos} 3,248] 14,180 2 

| Other States..-.-...--...------] | 1,985} 1,926 | 2094] 2,213 | 2233 | 26,993 3 

. Total: 1942...............] 602,572 | 594,152] 636,840 | 576,253 | 711,989 |7, 955, 738 100.0 
1941__..._......-..| 617,188 | 581,878 | 608,238 | 523,650 | 821/936 |7) 529, 479 100.0 

1 Compiled from reports of Pennsylvania Department of Mines. 

Consumption.—Consumption of anthracite in the United States in 
1942, including colliery fuel, amounted to 56,500,000 net tons, an 
increase of 3,800,000 tons over the calculated consumption in 1941. 

_ These figures consider imports and exports of anthracite and changes 
| in producers’ stocks but do not allow for changes in stocks held by 

retail dealers and small consumers, as data on variations of stocks of
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these groups were insufficient. The over-all increase in consumption aS 
can be attributed largely to increased industrial use and the substitu- =: 

_.- tion of anthracite for fuel oil and coke where shortages of these fuels 
| developed in the principal anthracite markets. Electric power util- == — 

: ities and class I railroads consumed 4,009,095 tons of anthracite in ey 
- , 1942 compared with 4,289,936 tons in 1941. So Oe oe 
- Ohanges in stocks Anthracite producers found it necessary to = 
_ . draw on stocks to meet the 1942 demands. Stocks of 1,278,788 net 
. tons on December 27, 1941, fell to 797,815 tons by January 2,1948. = - 

As the greatest demand was for Egg, Stove, and Nut sizes, the coalin 

‘storage on the latter date was largely Pea and smaller, and very little =. 9. 

: of the domestic sizes was available, I ae 

apie 7.—Receipis of anthracite in New England, 1917, 1920, 1928, and 1927-42, EY 
2 Ce a in thousands of net tons i oe acs 

- 1 7 Receipts by tide! = | : Total os a 

gage ett pert PR 
oe 7 is New |, | py rata |2mports?| ivania tts sy . Massa- | Rhod Con- . or RY 

BE Maine Hamp- chusetts Island necticut Total - anthra- | ote 

goat age. az| 222} 55} 1,108} 440] 7950] 1) we 999 8 
gon] 307} | ots} = 450 | 4B | 8,52t-| 7804] | 1,824 Le 
923. 437 | 27; 2,216 611 891 | 4,082 (8,102 | 145] .12,039 | . ag 

gaz TTT) ge] BB] 1,220] LL 615 | 2,421} 6,725 106| 9040 9° > Oe 
; 1928...-.--| 205} 35 1373| 301] 528] 2442] 6934] 360) 9,007 | a 
a 1929.-..--.| 237 17 | «1, 227 329 450 2, 260 6, 781 483. _ 8, 558 cy 

gogo} ame] a7 | 3,286] Od 4o2| 2901; 6169} 658) 7,782  .° 
— Jggn | 164 18). 1,125 | 982} 348 1,937) 5,125| 611 6,451 es 

: 1932.....-.| . 148°} 10 | 1,014 12| 275] 1,659 | 3,980 B74 5, 065 rr 
: 4933] iB | ~Sti«<CS LCs |= 202] 0S 5D] 1,690] = 8, 562 | 0 443 | 4, 809 oS 
Se 1934....-2-) ~~ 168}. 20} 946 190 266} 1,590 4, 382 477 5,495 nr 

a 1985..-.---) 12h] 7) |. 802.). 205 237 1, 372 4,030 | 559 4,843 Sp 

a 1936___.-.- 127 | 14 792 - 198] 267 1, 398 3, 889 612 — 4, 675 Cosel 

oO 1937... -- 81 ]/ . 1]... 604: 152 — 200 1, 048 3, 713 895 | 4,366 es 

; : 1938_...-2.1 93. 2] 654) 187) 191 977 3, 491. 363 4105 © —s 

Lo 1939...----] Mio. 8 ~ 488 83 227; 875; 4,027] | 298} 4, 604 oe 

mo 1940_..-.-. 48 4 » 350. 74 172.) «648: 4,174 | | 185 4,687: oe 

: 1941 4..-..) | 57 | 9 -. 348 58 210 682 4, 870 75 6477 es 

co 1942 4.2.2.) _ _ Not available — oo 581-| 5, 393 - 139 68885 0 

4 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Division on the Necessaries of Life. : ce Fy 

Vs 2 Department of Commerce. - o . wok” 

: 3 Total receipts by rail and by tide less imports. . . | tp 

. ‘Preliminary figures. | - | | oe | oy 

Stocks held by 159 selected dealers declined from 417,988 net tons . 
7 in January 1942 to 282,965 tons in September and at the close ofthe = 

7 year amounted to 348,057 net tons. a - oy 
-- “ Stocks held by electric power utilities and railroads (class 1) a 

amounted to 1,774,483 tons on December 31, 1942, compared with ae 
: 1,496,349 tons on the same date in 1941; stocks held by public utilities my 

increased 26 percent, whereas those of railroads declined 18 percent. a 
| Stocks on the upper Lake docks declined from 273,727 tons on De- oy 

cember 31, 1941, to 160,998 tons on December 31, 1942. | , 
Illicit coal—According to the Anthracite Committee, the outputof =: 

| anthracite by the illicit or “bootleg” mining industry amounted to ee 

: 3,931,000 net tons in 1942, a substantial decrease from the estimated wt 

production of 5,000,000 tons in 1941. The decline in output can be / 
attributed largely to the efforts of the committee in arranging for oe 

| the employment of former ‘“‘bootleggers”’ by legitimate companies, as — 

well as to the loss of manpower in the illicit industry because many . 
had taken jobs in near-by war industries. Asurvey by the committee oo
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pe in March 1941 indicated that 10,762 men were working 3,006 “‘boot- ; 
ee leg” holes, whereas in May 1942a.comparable survey revealed 7,554 
mo men employed in 2,029 holes. In April 1943 the number of holes had 

decreased to 1,151 and the men employed totaled 3,100. Sixty-five Be men were killed in “bootleg” mining in 1940, 54 in 1941, and 49 in 1942, 
eo rend of employment.—The employment and production trends of | 
pe the anthracite industry have been consistently downward from 1926 | 
he (when the number of employees totaled 165,386 and the output was | 

84,437,000 net tons) to 1941. The production curve reversed itself — 
in: 1941 and 1942, when the demand for anthracite increased sharply 

. . under the stimulus of war; but the number of employees continued to 
» . . decline until, at the close of 1942, a shortage of several thousand men _ 
Bp _ below the number necessary to meet production requirements existed 
4 Within the industry. Employment declined from an average of 
Bek 88,054 men in 1941 to 82,121 in 1942. The induction of men into the _. 
_... armed forces and the loss of others to near-by war industries were __ 
~ 1“ Jargely responsible-for the decrease. These figures do not include _ 
ae men working in ‘‘bootleg’’ holes. Data on employment are given in 
coe Fle 21. OO | a 
meee _ Trend in prices-—In January 1942 circular f. 0. b. mine prices for 
oe anthracite were quoted as follows: Broken, Egg, Stove, and Chestnut, | 
~- $6.75 a net ton; Pea $5.25 a ton; Buckwheat, Rice, and Barley, 
gt $3.75, $2.90, and $2.15 a ton, respectively.. On March 30, 1942 the 
Be Office of Price Administration issued Maximum Price Regulation 112, 
os -. establishing, as maximum prices, those then in effect, which were the _ 
Be same as the January quotations. The regulation also required the 
ho granting of seasonal discounts on domestié sizes as follows: April, 50 
= cents a net ton; May, 40 cents; June, 25 cents; and July, 10 cents. 
ae Immediately following issuance of the March 30 price regulation, 
(eo representatives of the anthracite industry met with price-administra- . 
ee tion officials on several occasions and urged not only elimination of the 
Be discount requirements but also an increase in coal prices. On April 
so. -:16, 1942, the Price Administrator issued an amendment to Price 
" _ Regulation 112 which eliminated the seasonal discount and at the same 

oe time refused the industry’s requests for a 25-cent-per-net-ton price 
a Increase for domestic and Pea sizes over the maximum prices estab- 
Co lished in Price Regulation 112. | | 

we Effective January 9, 1943, the Office of Price Administration 
| authorized an increase in maximum prices of anthracite of approxi- 

| mately 50 cents a net ton. The price increase reflected higher produc- 
| tion costs incident to extension of the work week from 5 to 6 days, and 

the payment of time and a half and rate and a half for the sixth con- 
secutive day worked in any 1 week. The new prices, as of January 

| 9, 1943, were $7.30 per net ton f. 0. b. mine for Broken, Egg, Stove, 
and Chestnut sizes; $5.75 for Pea; and $4.20, $3.35, and $2.50 for 

| Buckwheat No. 1, Rice, and Barley sizes, respectively. 
Retail prices of anthracite, bituminous coal, coke, and heating oil 

| in selected cities, by months, in 1941 and 1942, are shown in table 8. 
_ These prices“were compiled from reports of the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, United States Department of Labor. 
_ Sales realization —The average realization on breaker shipments 
increased from $4.59 a net ton in 1941 to $4.79 in 1942—an increase of 
4.4 percent. The average value per net ton of the total anthracite 
production in 1942 was $4.50 compared with $4.26 in 1941.



TABLE 8.—Retail prices of selected fuels, 1941-42, by cities and months } c oe 

{Coal and coke are per nct ton and heating oil per 100 gallons] oo - OE 

January 15 February 15 March 15  . April 15 May15 | Junel5 . a 

City and fuel aa OG 

1941 1942 1941 1942 1941 1942 1941 1942 1941 1942 1941 1942 ae 

Baltimore, Md.: . . - | . a 

Anthtacite: os oo 7 ; oe ee es 

Stove. ...--------------- eee nee-- eee ee] $12. 25 $12. 00 $11. 25 $12. 00 $11, 25 $12.00 | $11. 25 $11.66 |. $11.14} $12.04 $10. 95 | $12. 04 fo oy ve 

Buckwheat No, 1.....-------------------------- 8.75 | 9.25 8.75 | 9, 25 8.75 9. 25 8.75 9. 29 —- 8.66 |. 9. 29 8. 50 _ 9, 29 es 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove......----.--- 9.83 | 10.33 9.83 | . 10.33 9.83 | 10. 33 . 9.83 | 10.33 "9, 75 10.33 |. 9.83 10. 33 rg ce 

; Coke: HBG. ----------22-----ononeernerecrcccocnees 11. 83 13. 00 11. 83 12,50 |. 11.838] . 12.50 12. 00 13.00 12. 08 12,52) | 12,08 12. 52 ts ae 

eating oil: _ : J on 

Fuel oil No. 2........-.------------------------- 7.15 7.15 6. 95 7.15 6. 25 7.15 6.47 7. 54 6.97; 7.80 7.06 7.80 Z . “ae 

Fuel oil NO. 3... .- nnn ee nec ee nc wc eee eeee cen wen|eneceenwen|-neeee wenn [eee e oon nen [eee e eee nee [ee ee eee fee een eee [eee eee eee eee eee nee nnn fener eee [pene ners a as 

Boston, Mass.: . i - oy , SO , - oo iE 

Anthracite: | . | _ ‘ | - od i . 4 Og 

Stove. ...-.---------- ~~ ne enn nee eee 13. 75 14, 50 13, 75 14, 50 _ 18.75 14. 50 13. 75: | 14, 45. 13. 75 . 14, §2 13. 50 ' 14, 54 B00 

Buckwheat No. 1....-----.--------------------- 10. 00. 11.00 10.00 11.00 . 10. 00 11.00 10. 00° 11.00 10. 00 11.02 10. 50 11. 04 5 oe 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove...........-.-|-.-..-----|------.---]----------|----------]----------|----------|--- 22-22 - | oo ere enee|- oo -oee roe] oe ee ze ween anne | eee eee eee g ena 

Coke: Egg......---------------------------------- 18.12 14, 25 13. 32 14. 25 13. 32. 14.25.| . 138.32 14, 28 13, 35 14, 38 13.28; 14.25 — oo Sek 

Heating oil: oe : | | 7 7 | haan Sy 
Fuel oi] No. 2........--------.------------------ 7.00 7.20 6. 80 7.20 | 6. 30 7. 20 6. 80 7. 60 6. 90. ‘7. 78 6. 90 _ 7.80 .% 

oo Fuel oi] No. 3.--.---.--------------------------- 7.00 7. 20 6..80 7. 20 6. 30 7. 20 6. 80 7.60 |: 6.90 7. 80 6. 90 7.80 B Oe 

Buffalo, N. Y.: | a : | . of eS 

Anthracite: a foo | : | So ho “ie 

Stove...-...-------------------------------- 11.72 12. 38 11.72 12. 38 11.72 12.38) 11.72 12, 20 11. 72 12, 44 11.72}. 12,42 BES 

Buckwheat No. 1..--.-------------------------- 8. 48 8. 73 8. 48 8.73 | 8. 48 8.73 8.48 | 8.80 8. 48 8. 80 8.62) 877. woot os 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove.......-.-----|----------]--------.-|----------]----------|----------|---------- | --- ee one | een fee en [poe ene een nae | eee enn ae. 

Coke: Egg.-.......-------------------------------- 9.70; 10.86 9. 72 10. 86 9.72]. 10.98 9.70 10.94 | 9.72 10. 89 9. 72 10. 97 re. 

Heating oil: fe 7 ee 

Fuel oil No, 2.._..------------------------------ 7.30 . 8.20 7.40 8. 20 7. 20 8. 20 | 7.40 8. 60 7.60} 8.80 7. 70 8. 80 te ot 

Fuel oil No. 3.--.-.---.------------+------------ 7.30 8. 20 7.40 8. 20 7.20 8. 20 7.40. 8. 60 7.60 8.80 7.70 8. 80 mo 2 ge 

Chicago, Il.:3 | , 7 , | nS 

Anthracite: : | | . to _ es 

Stove. ....-------------------------------- +--+ 14. 79 ‘15. 55 14.79; 15.55 14.79 15.55 |. 14.79 15.19 14, 77 15. 64 14, 77 15.58 . Pa 

Buckwheat No. 1_.-..-------------------------- 11. 95 12, 45 11.95 12, 45 11. 95 12,45 11.95}. 12.48] 11.95} 12, 48 11. 95 12. 45 . ey 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove_....--------- 11.10 11. 87 11.10. 11.87 }° 11.10; 11.87 ~ 11.10 11. 59 11. 10 11. 93 11.14 11.90 . SNS 

Coke: Egg.....----------------------------------- 12. 52 13.83 |. 12.52 13. 83 12.52} 13.83 | 12.62 13. 86 12. 50 13. 86 12. 55 13. 84 ee 

SO Heating oil: : | : | oe ee 

Fuel oil No, 2....----------------------------=-- 7.73 |  - 7.65 7.73 - 7,65 7.73 | 7.65 TAT | 7. 65 7.47) 7.65) © 7.47]. 7.65 RS 

Fuel oil No. 3._...------------------------------ 7.73 7. 65 7.73 7. 65 7.73 7. 65 7.47 7.65 | = 7.47, 7. 65 7.47 7. 65 Se 

Milwaukee, Wis.: ; a ; Tp 

Anthracite: . : o . Ot 

Stove...-.--------------------------------------| 18.70 14, 22 13.70 | . 14.22: 13. 70 14.22; 13.70 14, 20 13. 70 14, 24 13. 75 - 14,25 Se 

Buckwheat No, 1_..---------------------------- 11.00 11, 22 11.00 11, 22 11.00 11, 22 11.00 11. 20 11. 02 11, 24 11. 15 W260 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove......----.--- 10.90 | . 11.78; — 10.90 11.78 |. 10.90 11.78 | 10. 90 11. 76 10. 89 11. 76. 10. 80 11.80 © ern 

Coke: Egg...-.----------------------------------- 11. 48 12. 46 11, 48 12, 46 11. 48 12. 46 11, 48 12. 44 11, 48 12.44 | . 11.48 12.44 ©. 1 OBE 

. . See footnotes at end of table. | ee 7 re - N ME ea 

Me eee Dae SE wee Les Doel istRs fg ate Dohrn winked ola - Ste a0 . os Shy. Poses Bane my Sy Su xkefiug sie EL FAS os A ee # : Soe wot es ot oo ol Bk te Acs y = OSs



TaBLeE 8.—Retail prices of selected fuels, 1941-42, by cities and months '—Continued | - | : | 9 poe ee 

. January 15 February 15 | © March 15 April 15 - - May 15 " June 15 CSS 

City and fuel a | . anne 

. 1941 1942 1941 1942 | 1941 | 1942 | 1941 {| 1942 1941 | 1942 | 1941 1942 Oy EE 

Milwaukee, Wis.— Continued. es ; . 7 Dae 
Heating oil: 7 . a Se ee ee 

Fuel oil No. Qo none eee ew en ne eee een nee eee $7. 70 $7. 70 $7. 70 $7. 70 $7. 70 e $7. 70 $7. 70 ° - $7. 70 : $7. 70 . $7. 70 $7. 70 $7. 70 Se ‘ . 

Fuel oi] No, 3.....---.-.-----2-2-0----2-----e ene 7.70 7.70 7.70 7.70}. 7.70 7.70 7.70} | 7.70 7.70 7.70} 7.70 7.70 CO 
New York, N. Y.:3 so ce . od - 7 a mo ee ee 

Anthracite: | - . _ 7 — oy 
Stove... .-------- een eee eee nnn e eee nen ene 11. 72 12, 46 11.72 12.49; 11,72 12.49! 11.72} 1247]. IL72]° 12,45 11, 55 (1242 8: 9). 
Buckwheat No. 1_..-_-.--.----------.---------- 8. 38 8. 59 8. 38 8. 64 8.38 | 8. 64 8.38} 862] 838 8.60 | 8. 47 . 8.55 UN nd 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove.........-.--.|...-.--.--|-------+--|----------[------- 22+ en ee eee fee ef eee eet fee eee fee eee eee nfee eens ees 
Coke: WEE. = =nn-ne--ccnnenescesnenneneeccnnneens 12. 27 13. 05 12. 27 13.05 | - 12.27 13. 05 12.27}. 12.58 11,62 13. 05 11. 98 13.16 | Si . 3 

eating oil: . oo i . oo Ge 
Fuel ojl No. 2.....-..-------20--------- ene nee 6. 94 7.27 —6<645 | 727 6.28 | | 7.27 — 6.48 7.68 6.83} . 7.88 6.89! =—- 7.88 x ony te 
Fuel oi] No. 3....-..-.-------------2---------0-- 6. 94 7.27 -6.45) 7.27 6.32). = 7.27 | 6. 43 7.68}. 6.83 7.88 6. 91 7.88 8 & ay 

_ Philadelphia, Pa.: . | ee ef, oP EE 
Anthracite: | _ |. ae : |. ee y. - a. ie a 
Stove_..----_-.-------------------- eee -e eee] 10.72 11.67. 10.69 |. © 11.67 10.72 | © 11.67 10.72 | 11.25 | 10.62] 11.67] 10.60 11.69 ‘ 2 
Buckwheat No, 1....--...--.------------------- 7. 80 8. 50 7. 80 8. 50 7.80 8.50 7.80 - 8.50 7.80 |- 8. 50 7.82 | 8. 52 an a 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove...........---|----..--.-|----------|--------2-|------- 2-2-2 n-ne fone nn ee ef ef eee eee [eee nn ene [een eee e en fene neem ene td ns 
GOkO: ERE. --------nnn-enneeennnnnnnnencneteecnes 10. 75 11. 75 10. 75 11. 75 10, 75 11. 75 10.75 | = 11.81 10. 75 11.75 10.75 1.75 Go, 

eating oil: fo - . o ee 
Fuel oi] No. 2....-...--.-----------2---------e- 6. 75 7.18 6.73 7.18 6.00 718 6.41) 7.661) 6.981 £7761. ©7.00 776 Oe 
Fuel oil No. 3..-.--.------------ eee wenn ee nee 6. 75 U7 6.72| 7.17 6.00; 7.171 £4640] 7.56 6.98} 7.76 7.00 |. 7.78 A a 

Portland, Maine: . : o. o . | wo Fe! 
Anthracite: | ye - : of . _ it oh 

Stove._.----.------------ eee en enn ee 13. 50 14. 50 13. 50 14, 50 13.50 {| . 1450{ 13.50] 14.50 13.50} += 14.50 13.50 | 14.80 oO | oo 
Buckwheat No, 1_-__-.-.-.--.------------------- 10. 50 10. 75 10. 50 10. 75 10. 50 10. 75 10. 50 10.75} 10.50 10. 75 | 10. 50 10.75 og Ae 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove_-.--...-.---|----.---~-]----------]-+--2--2--]----2-----|----22-2>-]----22-22-|-e- 22s -n n=] ene - ee 2] eee nen | een en fee ee eee enfeeeeeeeeee BY NES 
Coke; HE. ~-------neennnnencennncnennnntnensc ones 12. 50 13.25 | . . 12.50 13. 25 . 12. 50 13. 25 12.50, 18.25 | © 12.60] 13.25 12. 50 13,25 ea 

eating oil: - . oe of. on J vo ye 
Fuel oil No, 2...----.-----2-2---- eee ene 7.00 7.20 |. 6.83 7.20 6.30! 7.20 6. 80 7. 60 - 6.90 UNIT 6.90{ © 777 | a. a 
Fuel oil No. 3....--.-------------- 0-2-2 eee enn e [ne neem n [ee ener enn [pee nee e epee eee en |e eee pene een [e ee none | pee eee penne eee nn emcee eens |penee ene eefeene menace so oS 

Washington, D. O.:4 . a E Sl . fous . 2 me a 
Anthracite: . a me oe ne ee ae ae po ey 

Stove. ..-....-.---- 22. n enon ne enn nnn nee eee nen 12. 95 13. 86 12. 95 13. 70 12. 95 13. 70 12.95 13. 26 12.95} 13.76 12.84} .1376  . es 
Buckwheat No. 1__._-------.------------------- 9. 60 10. 12 9. 60: 10.00 9.60}. 10.00 9.60; 10.04 9.60. 10. 06 9.63) 1006 © 2 2 a 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove_...-.--...--- 10. 86 11.50} 10.86 11. 38. 10. 86 11. 38 10.86 | © 11.22 10.86 | 11.38 10. 70 11. 38 ee 
Goke: ERE ---eenccereretteteteenetessetttenene ses 11.00 12. 54 11.00 12.68 | © 11.00 12. 58 11.00 12.61 | 11.00 12. 62 . 12. 00 12650 ees 

eating oil: . fe . Bo, 
Fuel oil No, 2...-.---------------------- eee n eee 7. 38 7. 60 7,20 7.60 6. 75 7.60. 6.75 - 8.00 7. 25. 8.20] 7.25) © 820 — aerit 

___ Fuel oi] No. 3..........-..--.-------------------!-.~----~--!---~------!------- 2+! e+ ---o e-e h  edeceeeneeeeee eeeee oy



: | July 15 August 15 September15 | October15. November 15° December 15 ee 

| | City and fuel | |} | | eee 
1941 1942 1941 1942 1941 | 1942 1941 «| 1942 (1941. | #1942 |. 1041 | 1942 a, 

Baltimore, Md.: . — | oe a | St | , as Anthracite: a APES 
Stove. ..-.----.------2----- eee eee ee----| $11. 49 $12. 04 $12.00 } . $12.04 $12.00 | $12.04] $12.00} $12.04 $12. 00 $12. 04. $12. 00 $12. 05 a 5 
Buckwheat No, 1-......-----.--.-----.--------- 9. 00 9. 29 9.25) 9.291: 9.25 |- 9. 29 9. 25 9.29 | - 9.25 |. 9.29] 9.25 "9.30 - a we 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove_..........._- 10.08 | 10.33 10.33 | 10.33 10. 33 ‘10.33.]°- 10.33 10. 33 10. 33 10. 43 10.33 | . 10.43. Coe se 
Fr, BR ------ne--nencnecnennnneneennennnncnen- 12. 08 12.652 | | 12.08 12.52} 12.08 12. 52 12.50 | 12.52] 12.50 12. 52 12. 60 12. 52 op Ts 

ea oil: |. ot oo | PN 
Fuel oil No, 2.........-..-.------------------ ee 7.00. 9. 47 7.05 8. 55 7.15) . 8.55 7.15 8. 70 7.15 | ~~ 8.70 7.15) 870 2-0 as 
Fuel ofl No, 3....-..-2------- oe nee [ee eee enn [eee eee fee eee [eee fee eee e [eee ence ane |aceeee eee |eceeeu ee’ |enee--- |e | eee ween nneeee ae oy 

. Boston, Mass.: } | } a | | . mo Anthracite: | , fe a . a Be 
Btove...-...------- 2. eee 13.95 14. 58 13.95 | 14.58 14. 50 14.58 | 14.50 14. 58 14, 50 14.58 | 14.50; . 14.58 5 | che, 
Buckwheat No. 1_.-.--.--.--.------------------ 10.50 | . 11.08 10. 50 11. 08 11.00 11.08 |. . 11.00 11. 08 11.00 11. 08 11. 00 11.08 40. kos 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove___.....-.....|----------|----------]-L---2----]---------- |e fee wee [pene ee [eee eee Jenene |e [ene |e ee 2 as 
Coke: HEE. -----------annnonnonnnnnnnnnnn--- nase 13. 95 14.25] 13.95 | 14.25 | 18.95] 14.25 14,19 14, 25 14.25 | 14.25 14.25 | . 14.25 ra ge eating oil: oO, . de Q Ps | Fuel oi] No, 2.......-.--2----.2---------- eee nee 6.90 | 9.80 7. 20 8.79} 7.20 8.70} 7.20] 8.70 7.20 8.70 |  -7.20 87 So. 

Fuel oil No. 3.....--.------2------------------- 6. 90 ~ 9.80 7. 20 8. 92 7. 20 8.:70. 7.20 | 8.70 7.20 8.70 | 7.20 8. 70 B ee 
Bufialo, N. Y.: . idi-- tt 
Anthracite: : | 7 . | a : fo > So 

Stove....--..-.----- cee ee eee 11. 98 12. 42. 12.18 | 12.42 12, 30 12.42] — 12.38 12, 42 12, 38 12. 42. 12. 38 12. 43. oo rs 
. Buckwheat No, 1......---.--.-------.---------- 8. 75 8.77 8.72 |. 8.77 8.72] . 877] . 8.73 . 8.77 8.73 |. 8.77.) 8.73 8.77 
Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove_.............|.----.--.-]----.-----|---2----o-| eee eoee [een ee | cee e eee |eeeee een |----e ee |ee eee eeen------|--n-- eo |-------- ws 
A a ae 10. 16 10.97 | § 10.34 10.97 |. 10.52 10.97 10. 71 10. 97 10. 81 10.97 | 10.81 10.97 we 

eating oils a . — . _ Se 
Fuel oil No. 2.--.----..--.------ eee 7.70} 10.80 8.00 9.70 | ~- 8.00 9.70 | 8. 20¥ 9. 70 8. 27 9. 70 8. 23 ~ 9.70 FE ae Fuel oil No, 3....-.....-------------2--2--- eee 7.70 10. 80 8.00; 9.70 8.00 9.70) 8.203) 9.70] 8.27 9.70 8. 23 9.70 i Te Be , Chicago, Tll.:2 . fe ae - . - a a Q SE 

Anthracite: . oo OY oe PS 
Stove... .-.--..---- oe nee 15. 10 15. 58 15, 30 15. 58 15.32}. 15.58 15. 47 15. 58 15. 53 15. 58 15.53 15. 58 = a woe 

. Buckwheat No. 1......--..-.---..-.------------ 12. 29° 12. 45 12, 29 12, 45 12. 32. 12. 45 12. 40 12.45 | 12.42} ° 12.45 12. 42 12.45 Sys. 
Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove_..._.--._.-.- 11. 51 11. 90 11. 67 11. 90 11. 67 11. 90 11.81 11.90. 11. 85 11.90 | =-:11. 85 11.90 oad 
Coke: Egg._...----.---- +22 eee ee 13.17 13. 81 13. 42 18.81. 13. 46 13.84 | § 13.62 - 18, 84 13. 78 13. 84 13. 81 : 13.84 Ca Ta Ee 
Heating oil: . mo. . a NS 

Fuel oi] No, 2....-.-.---------------------------| 7. 47 7.65] 7.40 _ 7.65 7.61 7.65 7.65 7.65 7.65] 7.65] | 7.65]. 7.65 ow 
Fuel oil No. 3.---------------.----------2------- 7.47 - 7, 65 7.40 7. 65 7. 56 7.65 | + 7.65 7. 65 7. 65 7.65 | 7.65 7.65 | Es 

Milwaukee, Wis.: ye ee a BS 
Anthracite: a : | pe - oe ee 

Stove._.----------- 2 - een 13. 97 14, 25 14.23 | 14.25] | 14.22 14, 25 14.22} 14.25] . 14,22 14, 25 14. 22 14.25 — Do ES 
_ Buckwheat No, 1_.-..-.--.-.------------------- 11. 26 11. 25 | 11, 22 11. 25 11, 22 11.25 | 11.22) 11. 25. 11. 22 11.25}. 11.22 11250 oe 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove....-..-...... 10. 80 11. 80 11. 28 11. 80 11,28 | © 11.80 121.78 11. 81 ‘11.78 11. 81 11.78 | 11.81 a oe 
a 11.48} 12.44 11.96 12.44] 11.96 12. 44 12. 46 12. 44 12. 46 12. 44 12. 46 12. 44 - et 

eating oil: q. fo oe SO ke 
Fuel ofl No, 2.----...------------ eee een eee 7.70 _ 7.70 7.70 7.70 |. 7.70) 7.70} © 7.70 | 7.701. 7.70 7. 70 7.70 | 00 .ep | Fuel oil No, 3...--.-----.-----------------------! 7.70 7.70 7.70 7.70 ' 770° | -7.70 7.70 7.70° = 7.70 “7. 70 7° °° MO RQ we 

See footnotes at end of table. oo . . OO
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TABLE 8.—Retail prices of selected fuels, 1941-42, by cities and months '—Continued | : 7 7 SO ee 

July 15. August 15 - September 15 _ October 15.. November 15 December 15 . mst 

City and fuel Te nr a oo ng 

. 1941 1942 1941 ~ 1942 . 1941 | 1942 1941 1942 1941 1942 | 1941 1942, he 

New York, N. Y.:8 . . . . . . ers 
Anthracite: 7 : - tf . oe 

Stove.__.----- eee ------| $11.92 $12.42 | $12.21 $12.45.; $12. 44 $12. 45 $12. 47 $12.45 | . $12.35 | $12.45 $12. 35 — $12. 46 ae 
Buckwheat No, 1._..-..-.----.----------------- 8.56} ~~ 8.55 8. 59 8. 55 8.57 8.55 | 8.87 8. 55 8. 48 8. 55 8.48 | © 8.56 . eo 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove_.........----|.---------|----------|----------|----------|---------- |e --eefe eee fee eee eee eee a a 
Coke: Egg.___..__.---.-------------- +e -- eee 12. 64 13.16 12. 95 13.16 13.01 |. 13. 16 13.12 13. 16 12.99 13.16 |- 12. 99 13. 16 Oo 
Heating oil: op ro - = mY oN 

Fuel oil No. 2._......-..------------------------]. 6. 89 9. 90 7. 20 8. 79 » 7,22 8. 79. 7.30} 8.79 7.27 8. 79 7. 27 8.79 B ns 
Fuel oi] No, 3_.-....-.--..--.--------2---------- 6. 91 9. 90 7. 22 8.79 7, 22 8. 79 7.29). 879 T.27 8.79 7.27 |. 8. 79 eS aoe 

Philadelphia, Pa.: ni 1 . kg TR 
Anthracite: oo . - | & ae Stove. __.---.--- eee eee ee eee 10. 82 11. 69 11. 28 11.69 {| 11.58; 11.69; ° 11.64 11. 70 11. 64 11.70 |. 11. 64 11.70 fy ok 

Buckwheat No. 1___.-.---_--------------------- 7. 98 8.53 | . 8.17 8.538 | = 8.42 |. 8858 . 8.50 | 8. 53 8. 50 8. 53 8. 50 8. 53 Hs 
Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove___._......-..]----------]_-----.---]------.---|----------|----------}|----- ~~ =| ee eee nfo ene] ee ee ee ee | oe . ces 
Coke: Egg... _-.-...--------- een eeeeeeeee 11.10 11. 75 11. 44 11.75; 11.50 11.75 | . 11.56 11. 75 11.75 |] 11.75 11.75 - 1175 eed rs 
Heating oil: — | fe fhe 

Fuel oil No. 2._.....-..------------------ eee 6.98} 9.58 6. 98 8. 59 7.18 - 8.59 * 718 | 8. 59 | 7.18 |  § 8.56 7.18 | 8.56 > va 
Fuel oil No, 3....-..---.----.------------ eee oe 6. 98 9. 56 |- 6.98 |. 8. 58 7.17 | 8.58} = 7.17 | 8. 58 7.17 8. 55 7.17 8.55. a 

Portland, Maine: - . . . MW 
Anthracite: . oo. . 7 Ot 

Stove_...-.---.----- eee --eee---} =: 14.00 14. 50 14. 00 14, 50 14. 50 14. 50 14.50 | °° 14.50 14, 50 14. 50 | 14. 50 14.50. © os 
Buckwheat No. 1__..-.--.------.--------------- 10. 75 10. 75 10. 75 10: 75 10. 75 10.75 | .10.75 | 10.75 10. 75 10. 75 10. 75 10. 75 A eos 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove_...........--|-...--.---|--..------|-/---2.---|-------2-- |---| 2-2 --- |---| fee fee eee [eee fee eee 
Coke: Egg__...-..2-.--0.--.--- eee eee 12. 50 13. 25 12. 50 | 13. 25 12. 50 13.25 138. 25 13. 25. 13. 25 (18.25 | 9 13.25 13. 25 pet ee 
Heating oil: po, | , © tS 

Fuel oil No, 2.....--..--------------------- == 6. 90 9. 80 7.15 8.70 | 7. 20 - 8.70 7. 20 8.70 | - 7.20 8. 70 7.20 870° yh DOS 
Fuel oil No. 3.__..-.----- ene eee ene ee eee eee | nee ee ee ee fee eee en ne eee een eee eee nee cee eee f eee eee ele eee enn lem ene en [ae ce eee nf eee en eee ne ee ee ee nee pee eee by RS 

Washington, D. C.:4 . . , to. ° - DO . . So 
Anthracite: . . oe . | co, ee 

Stove. __._..-.----- eee eee eee 13. 12 13. 76 - 13. 42 13.76 |. 13:45 | 13. 76 18. 70 18.76; 13.70 13. 76 13. 70 13.7600 ee 
Buckwheat No. 1_.__-_...---.-----------..------ 9. 76 10. 06° 9. 89 10. 06 9.90. 10. 06. |: 10.00 |; 10.06 - 10.00 10. 06 - 10.00 |. 10. 06 eee 

Bituminous coal: Low-Volatile Stove___....-....-.- 11. 00 11. 38 . 11. 30 11. 41 —-11.32.. 11. 43 _ 11.38 11.44] 11.38 11. 44 11. 38 * 41. 44 oS Bae 
Coke: Egg. ___....-0-..---..---------------ee- 12. 00 12. 55 12. 36 12. 55 12, 42 12. 55 12. 50: 12. 55 | 12. 50 12.55 | 12.50 12. 55: oe ee 
Heating oil: . a a foo: a . 7 DL 

Fuel oil No. 2___..-..--.---.-------------.------ 7. 25 9.91 | 7.31 9.10 |. 7..70 9.10} 7.70}. 9.10 7.70 |. 9.10 7, 60 - 9.10 rs 
Fuel oil No. 3.-....----.---.--------------------|--------- |e eee [eee ee fee ee [eee fee eee fee ee ee [oe ee ee |e ee ee [oo [eee eee nb 

1 Compiled from reports of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor. 1942 data are preliminary. 1941 coke and oil figures are preliminary. a SS 
2 Includes 3-percent sales tax in 1941 through June and 2-percent July 1941 through December 1942. So . _ . oF oo, ae 
3 Includes 2-percent sales tax. 4 Prices of coal per ton of 2,240 pounds. _—- : oe - : . Pe
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. Freight rates—A number of changes affecting the freight-rate as 
___ structure for anthracite were authorized by the Interstate Commerce $=. 

Commission in 1942.° The so-called motor-compelled rates, which —s_- © 
were originally established to compete with the trucking of anthracite, § ©. 

- were to expire on December 20, 1942, but were extended to June 20, ~ 
1948. Early in 1942 the railroads were authorized to increase freight — og 
rates on all commodities, the specific increases on coal being 3 cents - ee 
per net ton for rates of $1.00 or less and 5 cents per net ton for those “es 
over $1.00 a ton. The authorization was issued by the Interstate. © 

* Commerce Commission on March 2, 1942, and the charges were made Os 
- effective not later than May 15,1942. Theincreasesasapproved were = 
_. . for the war period and 6 months thereafter. Late in 1942 the Office EN 

of Price Administration filed a petition with the Commission asking Se 
_ for reopening of the case and reconsideration with a view to discon-. =; 

-- timuation of the increases allowed, pointing out that the increases were Me 
granted primarily to produce additional revenue for the railroads = © 
but that earnings would now be exceedingly favorable if the adjust- © = "x 

_ ments granted had not been in effect. In April 1943 the Commission = =: 
| ordered cancellation of the increases, effective May 15, 19483, fora = = 

| temporary period ending December 31, 1948, during which time |: % 
further consideration will be given to the comprehensive record along —__ am 
with the developments during the interim. Late in 1942 an examiner —. oe 
of the Interstate Commerce Commission recommended a reduction Os 

| of 46 cents a gross ton in anthracite freight rates from the mines to oe 
New York tidewater piers. The recommendation was argued by ae 
interested parties before the Commission in April 1948, and the final © = | 

/ decision of that body is pending. The revenue act of 1942 imposed a Cig 
tax on the transportation of anthracite amounting to 4-cents a net ton, eg 
effective December 1, 1942. a . Oo | me 

7 Imports and exports.—Exports of anthracite increased from 2,667,632 OS 
- net tons in 1940 to 3,380,189 tons in 1941 and reached a total of = =; 

| 4,438,589 tons in 1942—the greatest tonnage exported since 1923, 8 
when shipments were 5,090,138 tons. Almost all exports were = = ©. 
destined to Canada, where a shortage of coke and restrictions on the =”. 
use of heating oils and gas created a heavy demand for Pennsylvania oe 
anthracite. The shipments to Canada were largely domestic sizes, _ 
and the industry hopes that, gains in this market will be retained after re 

_. the war. Exports were valued at $21,210,499 in 1940, $27,691,017 in te 
1941, and. $38,286,755 in 1942. Anthracite imports declined from ON 
135,436 tons in 1940 to 74,669 in 1941 and then increased t6 140,774 © % 
tons in 1942. (See tables 30 to 32.) | os 

: Mechanical stokers and oil burners.—Government restrictions on the Ts 
manufacture and installation of stokers and oil burners were largely . 3 3 

_ responsible for the sharply reduced sales of this equipment in 1942. oY 
- According to the Bureau of the Census, United States Department of Gs 

Commerce, factory sales of mechanical stokers (class 1) for burning 6d 
anthracite decreased from 17,110 units in 1941 to 11,562 in 1942. os 
Sales of class 2 stokers (capacity 61 to 100 pounds of coal per hour) nt 
declined from 599 in 1941 to 356 in 1942. | 4 
Shipments of oil burners fell from 303,869 units in 1941 to 131,031 . 

in 1942. These figures do not include burners used in water heaters, at 
stoves, ranges, and space heaters, but do include both domestic and ae 
foreign shipments. .
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eo SOURCES AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS = | 

me Annual statistics of the Pennsylvania anthracite industry are | 
.. . . prepared, for the most part, from reports received direct from the __ 
_»... producers and shippers of anthracite, as a result of a canvass conducted =| 

by mail. More than 95 percent of the tonnage is reported in this 
ae manner, and the remainder is obtained personally by a representative 
‘ ' of the Bureau of Mines or from reliable collateral evidence. The —_ 
ee information as furnished by the producers is voluntary and is held _ 
oN confidential, as is customary with the statistical services of the Bureau | 
pe of Mines.. —— | oe : , _ 
Ue In compiling available information, pertinent statistics prepared’ _ 
-. > by the Anthracite Committee, the Anthracite Institute, the American - 
co... ‘Association of Railroads, and the Pennsylvania Department of Mines | 
- < - have been used to advantage. The Bureau of Mines gratefully — 
”~ acknowledges the cooperation of these and others from whom informa-° | 
» <> tion has been received. ee 

BT - PRODUCTION _ Bt | 

~.. Production of Pennsylvania anthracite in 1942 totaled 60,328,000 
“net. tons—an increase of 7 percent over the output of 56,368,000 tons = 
-. jn 1941. These statistics include deep-mined and strip-pit produc-_ | 

tion, culm-bank coal, anthracite purchased by the legitimate industry 7 
“>. from “bootleggers,’’ and river or dredge coal, which is recovered 
eo from the rivers and creeks draining the anthracite fields. Also in- 
“eluded is a small amount of semianthracite produced in Sullivan 

County (48,213 net tons in 1942). | So 
“. See tables 9 to 18 for production and shipments by regions, fields, _ 

ee and counties. | a Be Sn 
ae - Before 1930 anthracite was mined only by companies who owned - 

. or leased the coal lands. During the depression years of the early | 
lo  1930’s unemployed miners dug anthracite from lands of the operating — 
a companies without the permission of the owners or lessees, and trucks 

ne transported the coal to distant cities where it was sold in competition 
Oo with the legitimate product. In 1941 the illicit coal tonnage was | 

| estimated at about 5,000,000 net tons, and in 1942 the Anthracite 
Committee estimated “bootleg” production at 3,931,000 tons. Before 

| 1941 “bootleg”? coal was not included in the production statistics of 
a the Pennsylvania anthracite industry by the Bureau of Mines. In © 

' 1941, however, legitimate operators lawfully purchased run-of-mine 
- coal from “bootleggers’” and shipped 1,902,481 tons of the prepared 

| product to market, and in 1942 the purchases totaled 2,616,839 tons. 
- It would be impractical to segregate this purchased ‘‘bootleg”’ coal 

from the output of the legitimate industry, and it is therefore included 
| in the various production tables in the Minerals Yearbook chapters 

on Pennsylvania anthracite for 1941 and 1942. For this reason, the 
production statistics for those years are not exactly comparable with 
previous years. No attempt has been made to include in the statistics 

- “bootleg”? coal other than that purchased by legitimate operators. 
To compute the output per man per day for the anthracite industry 
in 1941 and 1942, it was necessary to deduct the “‘bootleg”’ purchases 
from the total tonnage shipped by the legitimate industry since _ 
adequate data on man-hours required to produce the bootleg tonnage
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- are not available. Details of this procedure are discussed in this = =” 
Lo chapter under Labor Statistics. : : oe 
— . Weeks and months.—Tables 9 and 10 summarize the statistics of = =. 

- weekly and monthly production of anthracite. Statistics. of current oe 
- output are estimated from records of car loadings and other pertinent | 

data. The weekly and monthly figures in tables 9 and 10 have been =i; 
; adjusted to. the annual total ascertained by direct canvass of the 

operators. - Se | eer 

ee TABLE: 9,.— Estimated weekly production of Pennsylvania anthracite in 1942, in . a 
ao 7 —_ OO | nettons . Oo cus 

‘Week ended— | Nettons || Weekended— § | | Nettons  —S> - OF 

Jan. Beceecceeeceecececceerececeeeee-|  1218,000 |] July 18....----------------ece-e------z| 1,229,000 te 
: (YO none neeene nee eeenneene-----] . 832,000 QB one ene nneennneeeeee-e------| 1,287,000 

: 17.2021 n ne ee ee eeeeeee-| 1,239,000 || Aug, 1...-------.---.---2---2-2-------| 1, 259}.000 eS 
Ml loneenneeeennueeneceee-| 1,273,000 8... -----ns--eeeeneseeee-------| 1,234,000 =, 

Oo 31... none enneeeeneeee------| 1,108,000 || 9: 15.-------------------------------| 1,269,000 oe 
| Feb. 7 ..2.neos eee ee ne eeeeeeeeeeeee} 1,157,000 |] QQ TTTTTTTTTTITITITITIIIIIT), Yasejoo0 

. 0 gg TTT TTTETEETTTTIT)  3175}000 |] 99.0 LITT] esso00 
oar Oy TTT b- 1,168,000 |} Sept. 5....-.--.--.2---2.1-------------| 1, 248,000 | ee 

- 8 og TT TTTTTTTTTTTTTTETTTTEIEITIEITE] «5 3084000 || —«12....----..-2-2-------2-2---.---| 1, 163,000 ory 
0 Mar. Vocnnncenne-nne-ennneen-eee--e--| 1, 186,000 19.__.___.---..-------------------| 1, 265, 000 8 

14.0202. eee se-----.-}| 1, 182, 000 26.222 ee 1, 284, 000 - sole? 
a DBD eee tee} «1,114,000 |] Oct. 3.220 -----| 1, 285, 000 © RE 

. 28__.-----------------------------| 1, 165, 000 © WO ---------} «1, 166, 000 TNS 
7 Apr. 4..-......-.--------------------- 885,000 {| 17_....-.-.----------.------------| 1, 147,000 en 

) M1__-..--- 1 stan sesenecceee---| 1,119,000 4 eee} «62000002 
oe (18... --------eee-eneeae--------| 1,326, 000 31__------------e-neeeenceee--e-e-} 2,117,000 

. 25.2. ----2------------------------| 1, 297,000 || Nov. 7..-.-.---------------.--------:| 1,091,000 - a 
0 May QUT] BP g29}000 |] 4ST) Masten 

So Q__.-...-2. 2 nessneeeseeceeeeee-| 1,274,000 91... ---2- 2-2 2--- sees neee---2-} 15 165,000 as 
0 ag TTT] 1,270,000 |} Bell} 1,168,000 

ee 93... Lue -------------| 11, 208,000 || Dec. 5._.._-..--2-2-2-----------------| 1,108,000.” ae 
, 30. -------neeennceeeeenee-e-----.-] 818,000. We} 08000 

| ‘June 6...----------------------------| 1, 048,000 (WQ ell} 121,000) Jus 
oo 13__.._..---------2-nneeeeeeee----| 1,186,000 ||) 26. 779, 000 ne 

0. -----nnnee-enn---------ne------} 1,219,000. | BL_------ cnee---neeeeeenene-----} 1-749,000 oO 

July 4... eee 947,000 if Calendar year...--.-.-.-------.-| 60,328,000 - es 
SALLI} 1,200,000 ff : a ae 

1 Figuires represent output of. working days in that part of week included in the calendar year 1942. — gs 
| Preliminary production for week of January 2, 1943, was 796,000 tons. Revised total for week of January ys 

| TaBLE 10.—Estimated monthly production of Pennsylvania anthraciie, 1985-42, OS. 
ee oo in thousands of net tons! | | us 

oe ‘Month | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 194 | 1922 22 © 

January.............| 5,790| 5,315| 4,236| 4,978| 5,019] 5,783] 5102] 450 — 
February........----| 4,652 |  6,952| 3,671 3,646 | _ 4,169 3, 648 4, 596 4, 801 ae 
March...........----| 3,228 | 3,051 4,795 | 4,257| 3,652] 3,881 4,765 5, 116 sd 

April.....----------- 4,763 | 4,757| 6,779 3,149 | 5,367 | 3,853 3, 317 6, 185 ne 
@y..--.-----------| 5, 118 5,104 | 4,361 4, 400 5, 141 4,070 4,001 4. 873 . 

June.....------------} 5,724]. 4,292} 4,635 4, 450 3,577 | 4,492 5, 072 5,153 7 
July_..--------------| 3,502] 3,912] 2,748 2,580 | 2,951 4, 534 4, 855 5, 374 | “ 

| August...-...-..----] 8,073 3,492 | 2,903 2, 735 3, 883 3, 883 5, 441 5,212 oN 
September.......---.| 4113] 3,861] 3,682] 3,388| 4,840| 4172] 5,334 5, 459 | 

. October. ......----.-- 4,132 4, 593 4,848 - 4,180 4, 985 4, 355 5, 580 5, 132 as 
November.-........-- 3, 432 4,320 4,439 3, 803 3, 989 3, 980 3, 974 4, 824 oe 
December..-..---.--.- 4, 632 4, 931 4,759 4, 533 3, 914 4,834] 4, 271 4,639. . 

. 52,159 | 54,580 | 51,856 | 46,099 | 51,487 | 51,485 | 56,368 60, 328 7 

1 Production is estimated from weekly carloadings as reported by the Association of American Railroads 
and includes mine fuel, coal sold locally, and dredge coal. Monthly statistics from 1905 to 1925 will be 
found in Mineral Resources, 1925, pt. II, pp. 427-428, and from 1925 to 1930 in Mineral Resources, 1930, pt. | 

| 3 Tneludes some “‘bootleg’’ coal purchased by legitimate operators and prepared at their breakers. , 

, é | .



Tas.e 11.—Pennsylvania anthracite shipped, sold locally, and used as colliery fuel in 1942, by regions So SC oo” 

4 Shipments _ Local sales Colliery fuel _  . Total 
Region hh OT ) TF —T ne, 

7 Net tons Value ! Net tons | Value Net tons | Value _ Net tons Value! - TE 

Lehigh: 7 oo fo | oe : ~ 
Breakers.......-- 22 ---e eee eee eee ee eee 8, 822,265 | $41, 540, 000 457,773 | $2,470,000 | -—s- 364,241 | $799, 000 9, 644,279 | $44,809,000 Ce 
Washeries._...-.- 20-222 244, 364 _ 806, 000 -27, 849 . 79, 000 2, 000 5, 000 274, 213. ‘890,000 2 0 
Dredges. _..----- +. 2 eee ee eee ee eee eee eee 9, 042 10, 000 848 1,000 j.-..----------|----e een nee] 9, 385 1,000 © | — 

. Total Lehigh. .._....-...--..------------- eee eee 9, 075, 671 42, 356, 000 485, 965 2, 550, 000 366, 241 804, 000 - 9, 927, 877 45, 710, 000 ' e 

Schuylkill: | , | oe oe | | a | & cord 
Breakers_....--..---.-------------- eee eee een eee e-e----| 16, 985, 772 73,714,000 | . 724, 338 2, 808, 000 333, 832, _ 611,000 |. 17,993, 942 77,188,000 oe 
Washeries._.......--------- eee en eee 1, 580, 033 3, 974, 000 36, 792 75, 000 - 27, 516 57, 000 1, 644,341 | . 4, 106,000 HH 
Dredges...-.--.------- een eee _ 744,910 |, = 874, 000° . . §03, 061 702, 000 | 3, 610 4, 000 1, 251, 581 | — 1, 580, 000 pe Dey 

. Total Schuylkill__...-...------..2---2.2-----------------| 19, 260, 715 78, 562, 000 1,264,191 |. 3, 585, 000 364,958} - 672,000 | — 20, 889, 864 82, 819, 000 OF us 

Wyoming: 2 ee ee ee ee ee eee aoe 
Breakers___..----------------------------------------------| 25,390,166 | 129, 724, 000 2, 287, 502 10, 802, 000 1, 591,803 | _- 2,164,000 | 29, 269, 471 142, 690, 000 moo 
Washeries__.--..----------------------- eee] 133, 529 211, 000 126 1,000}. —>-: 84, 583 |. ~ 61,000 168, 237 278, 000 > nan: 
Dredges-_-__.------------------- eee eee eee eee eee 24, 067 _ 84,000 |--------------|--------------|--------------|----- oe eee eee 24, 067 84, 000 Pho 

Total Wyoming. .....--.----------------------+---+---+-]_ 25, 647, 762 | 129,969,000 | 2, 287,627 | 10,803,000 | 1, 626,386 | 2,225,000 | 29,461,775 | 142,907,000 Bo 
Total, excluding Sullivan County: _ : a | oe — 4 ES 

Breakers.....-.--------------------------------------------| 5, 148, 203 | 244,978,000 | 3,469,613 | . 16, 080, 000 2, 289,876 | 3, 574,000 |. 56, 907, 692 264, 632,000 < oY 
Washeries...-__.--------- ee ee eee 1, 957, 926 . 4, 991, 000. . 64, 766. 155, 000. ~ 64, 099 123,000 | 2,086,791 5, 269, 000 . eye 
Dredges.._.------------------------ ee eee eee eee e eee e nee 778, 019 918, 000 503, 404 703, 000 |. 3, 610 - 4,000 1, 285, 033. | 1, 625, 000 Og 

Total__.....-.---.---------------------------------------| 53, 884, 148 | | 250, 887,000 | — 4,037, 783 16, 938, 000 2, 357, 585 3, 701, 000 60, 279, 516 271, 526,000 - 5 Be 
Sullivan County:? Breakers. ._...........--------------------- 25, 553 78,000 |. 21, 620 68, 000 - 1,040 . 1, 000 © 48, 213 147,000 ke 

. Grand total: 1942..._........2-22.2-------.--e-----------------| 53, 909, 701 | 250, 965, 000. 4,059, 403 | 17, 006, 000 2, 358,625 | 3, 702,000 60, 327, 729 271,673,000 was 
1941-2 eee eee eee e eee eeene-cen---7--| 50, 412,097 | 222, 173, 000 3,695,125 | 14,825,000 | 2, 261, 045 3, 277,000 | . 56, 368, 267 | 240, 275, 000 . oes 

Change, 1942___.._--.--..---------.-------.-----percent_. +6.9; = +13.0 +99) +147 +43] +13. 0 i Ae +13.1 - po So 

1 Value given is value at which coal left possession of producing company; does not include margins of separately incorporated sales companies. BO werd 
4 For purposes of historical comparison and statistical convenience, the mines of Sullivan County are grouped with the Pennsylvania anthracite region, although the productis §.. = =—— es 

classified as semianthracite according to the American Society for Testing Materials Tentative Standard. : = oe
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: Small mines and intercompany sales——Many small, independently =. |”. 
- owned mines: produce run-of-mine anthracite, which is shipped by  —_ 

rail or truck to breaker companies for preparation and transportation =« =’ 
| to market. Also, a number of the larger companies have built central are 
; cleaning plants for preparing run-of-mine coal from their own mines.  —S_._ 

This tendency within the industry of transferring run-of-mine coal §. 
from one company to another and the trend toward central prepara- °% 

- tion plants have increased the complexity of compiling the statistics; ge 
_ ..- however, every effort has been made to avoid any duplication of ES 
. » ° tonnage. The men employed in producing run-of-mine coal have =. 
- been included in the labor statistics and are an appreciable part of the = 

total number of employees engaged in production work. This refer- 9 +, 
. ence to independently owned mines concerns legitimate operationsonly === 
-- and should not be confused with illicit or “bootleg” mines, for which - .—s_-__ 

| complete employment data are not available. = rs: 
- Regions, fields, and counties ——The main anthracite region coversan | * 
elongated area of about 480 square miles in eastern Pennsylvania, >; 
with its longer axis running northeast and southwest.. The area is — a: 
divided into three regions—Lehigh, Schuylkill, and Wyoming. This ‘“", 
classification is generally used by the trade, and it is also followed in = 
the district: organization of the United Mine Workers of America, in ea, 

- which district 1 corresponds to the Wyoming region, district 7 to the = ~~. 
- Lehigh region, and district 9 to the Schuylkill region. The Wyoming = 
region covers a single geologic anthracite basin and is about 54 miles - 7 
long by 6 miles wide at its widest point; the Lehigh region comprises =. 

- the anthracite lands tributary to the Lehigh River that forms its _ ne 
| eastern boundary and contains the Eastern Middle field and the ey: 
' gection of the Southern field lying east of Tamaqua;and the Schuylkill = =~ 

region consists of. the Western Middle field and the section of the  _—s_—_-.; 
| Southern field lying west of Tamaqua... | CS ne 

‘The area is divided also into four fields, using the grouping of the | as 
_. anthracite geologic basins as a framework, as follows: The Northern oe 
- field, which is the same as the Wyoming region; the Eastern Middle — : 

, or Lehigh field, which consists of a group of at least 10 small basins; = = - 
-. the Western Middle field, a single basin about 36 miles long by 4% | og 

miles at its widest point; and the Southern field, also a single basin, oe 
about 54 miles long by 6 miles at its widest point, which breaks intoa  —* 
long “fishtail’’ toward its western ends. a | 4 

TaBLE 12.—Pennsylvania anthracite produced, 1988-42, by fields, in net tons ow 
| [The figures of breaker product include a certain quantity of culm-bank coal, which amounted to 2,648,273 a uf 

‘tons in 1942. Data for 1913-25 will be found in Mineral Resources, 1925, pt. II, p. 517, and for 1919-30 cay 
| in Mineral Resources, 1930, pt. II, p. 747] : a 

—_ Field 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 oe 

Eastern Middle: | os 
Breakers...-....----------------------] 5, 217,169 | 1.5, 444,335 {15,104,708 | 5,066,802 | 5, 717, 908 a 
WasherieS...-...-....-..-2--esessoeeafeene-ee---] (1) 217,642 | | 269,378 oe 
DredgeS..._......---------...------.---|------------|--------~---]---.---.---- 5, 032 |.----.--..-- a 

Total Eastern Middle...........-...| 5, 217,169 | 5,444,335 | 6,104,708 | 5, 289, 566 5, 977, 286 . ae 

Western Middle: een Ons SOs Sy es n 
Breakers....--------.-----------------| 8,877,485 | 9, 242, 223 | 10,168,142 | 11,631,105 | 18, 129,74 ey 
Washeries...--..--.-...-...-....-.-..| 940,938 | 906,992 | 734,541 | 946,704 | 333, 089 Joe 
Dredges..-.-...--...---.s--2..--.....| 298,961 | 253,819 | 447,760 | _531,120 | _—«466, 389 me 

Total Western Middle..............| 10, 042,384 | 10, 403,034 | 11, 350, 443 | 13, 000, 028 | 13, 922, 202 a 
Southern: a a, as as a : Q 

Breakers........-..-------------------| 5,447,804 | 6,196,051] 6,615,347 | 7,445,528 | 8, 797, 539 ue 
Washeries....-..-....--..----2..--.-..| 625,335 | 855,659 | 812,162 | 1,116,438 | 1,326,087 - 
Dredges...-....--..---..-2--..-2---.| 817,572 | 432,974 | 492,684 | 975,457 | "794,627 

) Total Southern_.........-...--.-----| 6,300, 711 |_ 7,484,684 | 7,920,193 | _ 9, 637,423 |_ 10, 918, 253 vs 
1 Small quantity of washery coal included with breaker.
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“. -. TapuE 12.—Pennsylvania anthracite produced, 1938-42, by fields, in net tons—Con. Soe 
B fe - Co Field. 1938 19389 | 1940 1941 1942 _ 

Northern: _ 7 : poe naan on -_ BS oo Breakers -~..-..-----..----------------| 24, 059, 598 | 27,806,467 | 26, 571,383 | 28,097,833 | 29,260,471 | 
moe _ Washeries............-.-----------.---} | 310,491 | 295,103 | 484,569 | «391, 452 168, 237 - - 
Po Dredges......----..---.---------------|__29, 491 17,067 | 2,500 5, 945: 24,067 
ee _ Total Northern__._..-___------.-----] 24,399, 580 | 28, 118, 637 | 27, 058, 452 | 28,495, 230 | 29, 461, 775 — 
oe Total, excluding Sullivan County: =§8f | © | ”.”»}. | | | oO, 
Pp Breakers_-.......-..-.----------------] 43,602, 056 |148, 689, 076 |! 48, 459,580 | 52,141,358 | 56, 907, 692 a 
Bo. . Washeries__....-....--------.---------| "1,876,764 | 1 2,057,754 | 12,031,272 | 2,672,326 | 2,086, 791 a 
es | _  Dredges.....-.----..------------------] | 571,024 703,860 | 942,944 | 1,517,563 | 1, 285,033 
eo, | Total...2..2--..-------.------------| 46,049, 844 | 51,450, 690 | 51,433,796 | 56,331,247 | 60,279,516 
wc... Sullivan County: Breakers-_-._.....--.---| 49,183 | __-36,687 | _ 50,844 | 37,020 | 48,213 | 
oy ee Lo o Grand. total__...--_........-. 46, 099, 027 _ 61, 487, 377 51, 484, 640 56, 368, 267 60, 327, 729 Oo 

7 md , 1 8mall quantity of washery coal included ;with breaker. ee . . 

coe Papier 13.—Pennsylvania anthracite produced in 1 942, by counties 
~ oe | | Total shipments. Sold to local trade | Used for power | Total production - 

ae Net tons| Value! {Net tons| Value |Net tons, Value |Net tons | Value! 7 
ie  Carbon.......:.--..--| 3, 106, 763) $14, 479, 000} 222, 304|$1, 168, 000} 107, 865| $208, 000] 3, 436, 932|$15, 855,000 
ee -. + Columbia-....2..--2.| 129, 214 540,000}, 29,361). . 59,000 6, 853} 24,000} 165,428] 623,000 
ee Dauphin. .........-_- 42, 296 107,000} 290,393) 451,000} —-1, 720 2,000} 334,409). 560,000 _ 
oes ‘Lackawanna.....-...| 6,877, 722)/ 33,989,000] 862, 591| 4,244,000} 446,477} 681,000! 8,186,790! 38,914,000 | 
ne a Luzerne. ..--..-.------|22, 494, 868/114, 426, 000/1, 636, 016} 7, 696, 000/1, 364, 214/1, 964, 000) 25, 495, 098/124, 086, 000 - 

es - Northumberland .....| 5, 562,365) 23,671,000) 361, 277| 1,084,000} 82,145] 182,000] 6,005, 787} 24,887,000 
oT - Schuylkill. ._._._.-~__|15, 458, 489} 62, 922, 000) ©452, 988) 2, 002,000) 314,151) 629, 000/16, 225, 578] 65, 553, 000 - 

4} Sullivan... l..l.2--| 25, 853] «78, 000} + 21,620} «68, 000}. - 1,040] 1,000] +. 48,213] - 147,000 
aes Srtyder, Susquehanna,|. _ - Cf | - ee oa 
Mee and Wayne....-..--|. 176,645 706,000} | 16,844) . 28,000; 34,160] 61,000) 227,649 795, 000 So 
bee . Berks, Lancaster, re : od : 
Be . Northampton, | | |. | a oe fu oe a 
so... Perry,and York 2...| 35,836] 47,000| 166,009} 206,000|__---....|.........| 201,845] 253,000. 
Soo Total...-.-..-.-153, 909, 701/250, 965, 00014, 059, 403/17, 006, 00/2, 358, 62513, 702, 000160, 327, 729,271, 673,000 

ce 1 Value given for shipments is value at which coal left possession of producing company and does not | 
re _ include margins of separately incorporated sales companies. — - 
we 2 Counties producing dredge coal only. - a 

.. Tasne 14.—Pennsylvania anthracite produced in 1942, classified as fresh-mined, 
ae culm-bank, and.river coal and as breaker, washery, and dredge product, by regions, = 
oo a net tons | a 7 oo oe 

: oo a | _ From mines. . mS - | 

- | | ‘Underground | - From From 
oe . Region and type of plant —_—— culm la river Total ; | - ae an redging | | Mechan- Hand Strip pits 

a ically — ° 
a loaded loaded 

o Lehigh: | : 
- Breakers.............--.---.--..| 815,954 | 6,095, 234 | 2, 261,370 471,721 |_....--..--| 9, 644, 279 

Washeries_-.....-....----------|-----------]-----------|-----------]| 274, 213 |. 274, 213 
mS Dredges-..-....--..----.-------|-------.---{------ | eee fee 9, 385 9, 385 

| Total Lehigh.................} 815,954 | 6,095, 234 | 2,261,370 745, 934 9,385 | 9,927,877 

: Schuylkill: . . — 
Breakers_...-...----....--------| 1,759, 818 | 9,178,146 | 5,170, 562 | 1,885,416 |.........._] 17, 993, 942 
Washeries.-...-..-.......----.-|-----------|-----------]-----------| 1,644, 341 |.-----_.._.| 1, 644, 341 
Dredges--_--....-..-----.----..]---------.-}----- 22]. |---------_-| 1, 251, 581 | 1, 251, 581 

Total Scehuylkill_...----..--.. 1, 759, 818 | 9,178,146 | 5,170, 562 | 3, 529, 757 | 1,251, 581 | 20, 889, 864 

. BreakerS-...-.....------------..|12, 165, 687 {15, 173, 647 | 1, 639,001 291,136 |..-..----_.| 29, 269, 471 
, Washeries--_..___..-----------_-]-----------]----------].----------| 168, 287 |e -- 168, 237 
Dredges--...._-...--..----.-----|----~------|---.----2-- |... | ee 24, 067 24, 067 

: Total Wyoming ---....-...--../12, 165, 687 |15, 173, 647 | 1, 639, 001 459, 373 24,067 | 29, 461,775 

Total, excluding Sullivan County: (~————Ss<Y[—<~<;<;73}P FCSF!!T!Tt!T!T!T!TCtdtSt! | —— 
Breakers......--..-----.--------{14, 741, 459 |30, 447,027 | 9,070,933 | 2,648,273 |__-........] 56, 907, 692 
Washeries--........------------|-----------|-----.-----]----..-__-.| 2,086, 791 |_....---...] 2,086, 791 
Dredges_-....----..-----.------|-----------|----------_]___.--.----|----.----__| 1,285,033 | 1, 285,033 

Total _._..._..------.--.------|14, 741, 459 |30, 447,027 | 9,070,933 | 4,735,064 | 1, 285,033 | 60, 279, 516 . 
Sullivan County: Breakers..-..-...|..-..--.._2 48, 213 |.....--____]-..-.----__|-----.---__] - 48, 213 

Grand total. ............--._114, 741, 459 130, 495, 240 | 9,070,933 | 4, 735,064 | 1,285,033 | 60, 327, 729 |
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a TABLE 15.—Pennsylvania anthracite produced in 1942, classified as fresh-mined, =.” 
-. > eulm-bank, and river coal.and as breaker, washery, and dredge product, by fields; = 3. 
. am nettons SO oe ae ES 

: CO | 7 eo From mines | ra ots 

r | a : | | a F - From an nee 
Po Sts an Underground | From - river DS 
pe a - Field and type of plant) jou ve culm . dred 7 Total — a OEE A 

| oe eee ———7 1. Strip. | banks nee | ERE 
mo | cally londed Pd fone 
a . - . oe loaded . - : oo. OS ee 

be Eastern Middle: , } | , to Pe 
me Breakers._........--------------| 815,954 | 3, 342,837 | 1,188,967 | 420,150-|..--...--..] 5,717,908 oe 
Lo Washeries............----------|-----------|-----------|-----------] 259,878 |---2.2-----| 250,878 et 

Dredges...-....---------------0-|---0----nnn[anneoennc ee |-neeeecee ce [pene ce eee ee feeceneseene[eeweesecee ee oS 
oe - 'Potal Eastern Middle........| 815,954 | 3, 342, 837 |.1, 198,967 |. 679,528 |..........| 5,97%.286° oe 

- Western Middle: | — : . ae ae 
-  “"'Breakers....---------.----------| 1, 706, 354 | 6, 979, 239 | 3, 023, 783 | 1, 413,308 |...........| 18,123,774 | 

Washeries_-..-..-.---.---.--.--.|------..-.-|-----------]-----------]-- 333, 089 22... .-.._- 333, 089 Teh 
OS Dredges-...--.-------+---------|-----------|,----------]--------+---]---------+-] 466, 339 466, 339 - Oe 

otal Western Middle.......-| 1, 706, 354 6, 979, 239 | 8, 023, 783 | 1,746,487 | . 466,339 | 13,922,202. os ~S A 

. Southern: = a ee aa 
(  - Breakers-..-.-------------------| 53, 464 | 4, 951, 304 | 8,269,182 | 523, 589 |__._.-._-..) 8,797,589 

| | Washeries.........-------------|---------2=|-----------|-----------| 1, 326, 087 |_.--.-----| 1,826,087. 
: — Dredges.....22222 222222 TLLL LLL eee] 704 687 | 79466270 

otal Southern...........----| 53,464 | 4, 951, 304 | 3, 260, 182 | 1,849,676 | 794,627 | 10,918,258 = = 

eo Northern: | | ee . - ee fe ] oo \ oe : ca 
- - . Breakers...........-.--.--------]12, 165, 687 |15, 173,647 | 1, 689, 001 291,136 |_....-.----] 29,269,471 

- ‘Washeries.......:.-------------]------.----|--------+--|-----------} 168, 237 |.-...--.-- 168,237 - oe 
co _. -‘Dredges......-----------------+]-----------]-----------|-----------|----------- 24, 067 24,067 — ne, 

oe Total Northern........-------]12, 165, 687 |15, 173, 647 | 1,639,001 | . 459,373 | © 24,067 | 29, 461, 775 re 

— Total, excluding Sullivan County: | = =| | ay oe 
: | Breakers..........-..-.---------|14, 741, 459 |30, 447, 027 | 9,070, 983 | 2, 648,273 |..-.-------] 56,907,692 = Sf 

- Washeries.-....--.-...2.2.-.022{--2 222-2 ue e--- |---| 2, 086, 791 |... ~~~]. 2,086, 791 ey 
. Dredges.....-..---------------+|-----------|-----------|-----------|-+---------] 1, 285, 083 | 4A, 285, 033 OS as aS 

- Potal....-...--.--------------|14, 741, 459 [30, 447, 027 | .9, 070, 938 | 4, 735, 064-| 1, 285,083 | 60,279,516 ©. ‘3 
O - Sullivan County: Breakers--...----.~]----------- 48, 213 |_.---------]-----------]-----------] 48, 218 NER 

a Grand total........---.-------|14, 741, 459 |80, 495, 240 | 9, 070, 933 | 4,785, 064 | 1, 285,033 | 60,327,720 

| Taste 16.—Culm-bank coal put through breakers, 1988-42, by fields, in net tons = 

: | | Eastern - Western : od a Year = Northern Middle Middle ‘Southern Total t : Nase 

9988. eee eee 52, 000 11, 000 |. 44, 000 455, 000 |. 562, 000 — Oe, 
: 1980.02 2 2 eee 70, 000 17, 000 204, 000 295, 000 | - 586, 000 me 

1940 ee 13, 000 3 139, 000 250, 000 | 362, 000 764,000 ot 
1941... 222-2. n eee 113, 000 57, 000 519,000 | . 387, 000 1, 076, 000 ks 
1942... __ 2. ween 291,000 | 420, 000 1, 413, 000 524, 000 2, 648, 000 oe 

No culm-bank coal is put through breakers in Sullivan. County. - oe - | er 
2 Includes some washery coal. . ce 

556250—43——60 | | Co



| TaBLE 17,—Pennsylvania anthracite shipped in 1942, by regions and sizes a po a OS 

| , Breakershipments! ss rs 7 a : | oe 

Size | | pe | Total | Washery Dredge Grand Oe 2 

| | Lehigh | Schuylkill | Wyoming | Sullivan | _,; |. Shipments | shipments | total eee 
region - region region . County | Excluding Including — | : : : Ce by aks 

. oS Sullivan Sullivan . a a oS 
OO . fo County © County fp ae 

Net tons | | oe pe | ee an ec 
Lump ? and Broken........-.-.----------------- 48, 161 | 40, 014 49,726 | 591. | 187,901]. 188,492 |. ell 188,492 Bs 
Egg. ooo eee eee eee eee 383, 080 716,184 | 1, 563,579 |_-_-..--------| _ 2,662,843 | 2,662,843 |__| 2,662,848 Oe 
Stove. .._...-.--2 oe 2-----e-------------------} 1, 914,157 |. 8,064,140 | 7,080, 423 3,472] 12,058,720 | 12,061,192 | 80,008. TT] aos 
Chestnut_._.-...---. 22.22 ---- eee eee eee 2, 077, 888 3,631,354 |. 7, 051, 684 . 7,177 12, 760, 926 12, 768, 103. 244,145 |_...2.._......| 18,012,248 A. og 
Pea._......---- 2-22 eee eee ee ee eee eee 935, 372 1, 751, 738 2, 200, 667 7,422 4, 887, 777 4,895, 199 104, 481 (3) =|» 4, 999, 680 mo | SS 

| Total domestic sizes_...-......--.-..-----.| 5,858,658 | 9, 203,430 | 17,946,079 | —=—.17,662 | 32, 508,167 | 32, 525,820 | 808,680 |.__...........] 32, 924, 518 Boe 

Buckwheat No. 1..._......---------------------| 1, 290, 508 2, 762, 553 3, 363, 951 5,424] 7,417,007 | 7,422,481.| 349,909} 316,828 |. _7, 789, 168 oan a 
Buckwheat No. 2 (Rice).........---.-.--------- 759, 086 1, 722, 576 | - 1,629,833 |.....--.....--| 4,111,495 | 4,111,495} 271,871) 45,680) 4,435,055 
Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley) ..--....--------.----- 874, 317 2, 165, 725 1,881, 539 |... -.----] 4, 921, 581 4,921, 581 397,134] 198, 787 5,517,502 AO 
Buckwheat No. 4....-..--..--------------e enn 372, 602 918, 009 375, 784 |___....---...-| 1, 666, 395 1,666,395 | 456,245 | 445, 016 2,567,656 fp 

| Other (including silt)_...-...-222..-_2222---2--- 167,099 | 163, 479 192, 980 2, 467 523, 558 526, 025 | 78,078 | 71,609} + .. 675,802 fy 

Total steam sizes...........-...--.-.------| 8,463,607 | 7,732,342 | 7, 444, 087 | 7,801 | 18,640,036 | 18,647,927 | 1,559,237 | 778,019 | 20,985,188 © | 

: Grand total_.._..--.-..------------------.---.--| 8, 822,265 | 16,985,772 | 25, 390, 166 25,553 | 51,148,203 |. 51,173,756 | 1,957,926} —- 778, 019 53, 909, 701 A Oe: 

Lump ? and Broken_._._..--_.....-------------- $285, 000 $249, 000 $299, 000 -$2, 000: $833,000 | $835,000 |.-...-.-.--..-|.----------.--] «$885,000 
Egg -----------2----n neve ne nennnnnnnnnnnneeee---| 2,426,000 | 4,445,000 | 9, 747,000 |.....--..-....] 16,618,000 | 16,618,000 J--2 8 fL]16, 618,000 & 8 
Stove. .__-.-.--------------ee--eeeeeee----------| 12,109,000 | 19, 120,000} 44, 301, 000 10,000 | 75, 530,000} 75,540,000 | $268,000 |_____.-_._-_.] 75,808,000 ™ oe 
Chestnut__...-22222-----------------------------| 18,222,000 | 22,717,000 | 44, 205, 000 _ 29,000 | 80,144,000 | 80, 173,000 | «1, 298, 000 |_-...-__..-.--| 81, 471,000 Some 
PeQ. 22-2 --- nen ee ee nee ene e nee eeeeneeene------| 4,589,000 | 8,415,000 | 10, 700, 000 23,000 | 28, 704,000 | 23,727,000 | - 451, 000 (3) =| 24,178,000 yd 

Total domestic.............-.-.-----.-----| 32,631,000 | 54,946,000 | 109,252,000 | 64,000 |_ 196,829,000 | 196,893,000 | 2,017,000 |..-.......----| 198,910,000 st 

Buckwheat No. 1_..........--------------------| 4,512,000 | . 9,396,000.; 11, 726, 000 13,000 | 25, 634;000.| 25, 647, 000 1,090,000 |. 3 $53,000 | — 26, 790, 000 TE 
Buckwheat No. 2 (Rice)...-.-.-.--.------------| 2,045,000 | 4,363,000 | 4, 414, 000 |..............| 10,822,000 | 10,822, 000 | 628,000} © 99,000) 11,549,000 ws 
Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley).......-.-------------] 1,720,000 | 3,899,000 | 3, 685,000 |_.__-.--_-----| _ 9,304,000 | - 9/304; 000 - 676, 000 261,000 10, 241, 000 rece 
Buckwheat No. 4._-_.---- 20-22 .ee- 2 een nee 496, 000 978, 000 480,000 |...---........| 1, 954,000 | 1, 954, 000 | 603, 000 432,000 | 2,889, 000: | oo 
Other (including silt)_...-..-.-.--_-2. 2-2-2 - 136, 000 132,000 | . 167,000 | 1,000 . _ 435, 000» 436, 000° 77, 000 73, 000- 586,.000 | oS 

| Total steam_...........-.--.--------------| 8, 909,000 | 18, 768,000 | _ 20, 472, 000 14,000 | 48,149,000 | 48,163,000 | 2,974,000} 918,000 | 52,055,000 Coed 

Grand total_.....-..-.------.------------------.| 41, 540,000 | 73,714,000 | 129,724, 000 | 78,000 | 244,978,000 | 245,056,000 | 4,991,000] 918,000 | 250,965,000 ee



Average value per ton | | oe OO / a | po fo . a oan ee 

- Lump 2 and Broken.......---------------------- $5.92 | $6.22| $6.01 $3.38} $6.04] $6.03 |.....---------|--------------| $6.08 
Wgg...- 2 --- enon ener eee 6.33 | 6,21. 6.23 |.....---| 0, | 24 | PTT 62400 we 
Stove.....-....--.------------- ee ee eee . 6,32 6. 24 «6.265 4.05 - 6,26 . 6.26 | - $5.35 | ee 2.62600 2 “ORF 
Chestnut.......-.---..2--22- 2-2. 6. 36 6. 26 ' 6.27 4,04 | - - 6.28 6. 28 5.32 |.-.-.-------- 6. 26 ae 
Pea_.o-. oss. sens seeeseeeeeeeseeeseeseeseeeeeeef #91 4.80] 4.86 3.10 4.85] 4.85 4.32) @) 48h owe 

Total domestic...........-..--------------| 6.09 5.97 6.09 | 3.62} - 6.05. 6.05 |. 5.06 |i.----..-----2] 60 0 (4 

: Buckwheat No. 1..--------------2---e0e-+------ 3, 50 3. 40 3.491. 2.40 3, 46 3.48 | 8.121 3 $3.15 34k pases 
Buckwheat No. 2 (Rice).-.....--.-------------- 2.69 2. 53 2.71 |.------.---.- 2. 63 -. 2,63 | 2. 26 2.17 260° | mee 
Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley).....-....--.---------] . 1.97 |. 1,80 1,96 |.-2 ee — 1,89 1.89 1.70 1.31 186 8°... be 
Buckwheat No. 4. ..-..-...----------..--------- 1,33 1,07 1,28 |----1.-------- 1.17 | | 1,17 1,10 97 | 1618 oe, we 
Other (including silt) 22277777777222227770007. “81 81] 187 v4 183 3] eof oz] 

| Total steam......--..--------cee----eeeee- 2.87 2.43] 2765 or |. ass} 268] uo} nis} awe Be. 

Grand total......---------0--e-eceeceeeeeeeeeee-| ATI 435) 811) 3805; © 479| 479) 255; Lis|- 9 4.66. 8 7 a 

1 Figures of shipments from breakers include some culm bank coal handled in the breakers. ee aa 7 Oo es 
2 Quantity of Lump included is insignificant. . - , . E ce get 
$A small amount of Pea included in Buckwheat No. 1. . . oo . - a | b OS 

, : - ¢ Po — , i CS
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Bo TaBLE 18.—Sizes of Pennsylvania anthracite shipped from breakers, 1940-42, by — . 
BE  vegtons, in percent. of total | oo 

ae oo a . - - [Note that shipments of dredge and washery.coal are not included] | a ; . 

> a we | oo | | 7 oo a Percent of total shipments Bo a . 

a - . _ Rize — | Lehigh region — Schuylkill region Wyoming region . 

ye OO 1910 | 104 1942 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1940 | 1941} 1042 

“. Lump tand Broken..-.......----------------| 05/05] 06/04/05] 02/02/01] 02 © 
eo Egg SITTIN ais] 35] 43] 39] 36] £2] 50] 47] 61 | 
Loo Stove TITTIES) 98:3 | 23:1 | 2:7 | 19:1 | 19.5 | 18.1 | 27.0 | 27.6] 27.9 
foe Chestnut. _..-.......-----.--.----.-----------| 24.7 | 24.1 | 23.6 | 23.3 | 22.7 | 21.4] 27.6] 27:7) 278 
Poo Peg. EEE as | 16 | to.6 | 108] 114]104}106)101| 87 
#2. Total domestie__....-.------------------| 63.8 | 62.8 | 60.8 | 58.5 | 57.7 | 54.3 | 704/702] Yo7 
co. Buekwheat No. 1._.---.------------2---------| 15.6 | 15.4 | 14.6 | 16.2 | 16.3 | 16.3 | 13.6 | 13.4| 13.2 
“Buckwheat No. 2 (Rice)........--....-.------| 83] 84| 86] 93) 97/102) 69| 72] 64. 
mee” Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley)_-.-.--.--------.---] 8.4] 8.9 | 9.9] 11.4/114/]12.8/) 76] 7.4 7.4 00°. 
coo ga"... Other, including Buckwheat No. 4 and Silt__.] . 3.9 4.5} 61) 46. (49) 64) 15) 18) 23 | 

- 0 otal steam 2. ._.....-222------------| 86.2 | 37.2 | 30.2 | 41.5 | 42.3 | 45.7 / 29.6} 298) 2.3 

ao Size | gullivan’County [7 TOOO—C~=‘C=t*s 
an / oe . ce oo ce Excluding Sullivan] Including Sullivan 

Be ae oe ; of - _ {| County =| County re 

os wmp 1 and Broken...._.--.-.------.---------|---.--|..---.| 23] 03] 03] 03] 03/03] 03 © 
we AE ce eee ee eee eee en nen ee een ee [ene |---efee- ee] P 41 | 52] 451 402 5,2 
eo  Btovel TTT gare ar 97 | oats | 24a | o3.6 | 24:1 | 243 | 23.6 | 
Bats Chestnut__...---.-..-------------------------| 18.7 | 14.7 | 28.1-| 25.9 | 25.5 | 24.9 | 25.9] 25.5] 249 | 
Meas (Pea... 2 n-ne n anna enn nenn ence enen cence eee] 12.6 | 11.9 | 29.0 | 11.1 | 10.8 | 9.6] 111] 108]) 96 — 

po) Motal domestic._.........--------------| 45.1 | 31.9 | 69.1 | 65.9| 65.1 | 63.6 | 65.9 | 65.1 | 636 = 
ee Buekwheat No. 1._...---------22-------------| 9.7 | 37 | 2.2]147| 1461145 |147/146| 145. - 
ase»: - Buekwheat No. 2 (Rice)-_--..----------------] 15.8 |------|------} 7.8 |. 8.2] 80] 7.8] 82] 80 | 
- _ Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley).__,.--------...-.-.|---.--| 74 [.....| 88| 89/ 96| 88| 89] 96 
ie - . Other, including Buckwheat No. 4 and Silt___| 29.4 | 57.0 | 9.7) 28] 32/ 43/ 28] 321° 43. 

“Total steam... _-..--.--.-.------------| 549 | 68.1 | 30.9 | 34.1 | 349 | 36.4 | 341/349] 364 

co 1 Quantity of Lump included is insignificant. a — a 
. 2 Includes all steam sizes. - So : 

ne _ AVERAGE SALES REALIZATION _ | | 

an The valuation figures in this study represent values at the breaker or 
o _ washery as reported by the operating companies. The reporting 

companies are requested to “estimate value of the product not sold” 
| and to “exclude selling expenses” in making their reports. | : 
: From this it will be seen that when a producing concern sells its out- 

put to a separately organized sales company, the value reported will 
exclude the margin of the sales company and may therefore be some- | 
what less than the circular price at which the coal is placed on the | 
general market. This fact should be borne in mind in considering the 
variations in value among different regions, shown in tables for the 

| same sizes of coal. | | 
The average sales realization per net ton on breaker shipments was 

$4.79 in 1942 compared with $4.59 in 1941 (see table 19). If local 
sales, colliery fuel, and washery and dredge coal are included, the 

| average value per net ton of the total 1942 production was $4.50 
compared with $4.26 in 1941 (see table 20).
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s,s Taspue 19.—Average sales realization per net ton on Pennsylvania anthracite ship- 

Be os ments from, breakers, 1940-42, by regions and sizes obec 

CO “ - . fWalue does not include margins of separately incorporated sales companies} | a | _ 5 

ae cee a Lehigh region | Schuylkill region “Wyoming region. oe | one 
: Oo Size : oor OO as 
o : - oe 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1940 | 1941 ]-1942 | 1940 | 1941] 194200 

Lump! and Broken-._...--..-....-.--------_|$5. 31 |$5. 61. |$5. 92° /$5. 82 |$5. 82 |$6. 22 |$5.21 ($5.61 | $6.01 00 0 
2, Egg. il. eee - eee eee eeee nana ne----| 5.27 | 5.79 | 6,33 | 5.38 | 5.84 | 6.21] 5.3015.851 623 9 2 
Bene * Stove............2.------- +e eee eee 5. 45 $92 6. 33 5. 507 5. 94 6.24 5. 46 §..93. ' 6. 26 Loy ae 

. | Chestnut......--.---.--.-.-..---.-------------| 5.51 | 5.95 | 6.36 | 5.46.| 5.88 | 6.26 | 5.50 | 5.94] 6.27 OE 
a | Pea... - na a---e-n nnn en ene nn enn ne nee e seen -| 415 | 4.58 [4.91 | 4.09 | 4.45 | 4.80) 4.15) 4.521 486 2 ONS 

/ otal domestic........".......--...---.-] 5.23 | 5.67 | 6.09 | 5.19 | 5.61] 597|5.27| 5.72! 609 oy 
. a . a : —S ————S=S=_ ——— l_l_—E SS SS Ee —E—EEE Eee - “yet 

| Buckwheat No. 1.:...-.--..-------.----------| 3.16 | 3.36 | 3.50} 3.16 | 3.34] 3.40]3.19| 3.40] 3.49 po oR 
- . Buckwheat No. 2 ee) nora 2.32 | 2.54 | 2.69 | 2.31 | 2.43 | 2.53 | 2.391) 2.59) 272 0 0 

Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley) ....--.-------------] 1.70 | 1.84 | 1.97 | 1.59 | 1.67 | 1.80 | 1.75 | 1.85 J} L96 ss 

otal steam 3... eee] 2.87 | 2.58 | 2.57 | 2.20 | 2.42 | 2.43] 252] 267] 275 9 

otal all sizes....--.----------2----2---| 4.18] 4.50] 4.71 | 3.90 (/426/ 49514451482) 521 © *# 

oo | | | oF |. - a Total a ed 

BS Siz: § . | Sullivan County.|"——SSOS™OC—CSYSOSOC 
- PS : _ . __ {Exeluding Sullivan! Including Sullivan eee. 
oO Doe re | oe ' County =| County —’ OS 

| Lump 1 and Broken.....-.-----.--.----------|--2---|------|$3.38 {$5.49 1$5.72 {$6.04 |$5.49 |$5.721 $6.03 .... © 
oo. gg... lee eee eee oe] eee Jes --- |---| 5.382 | 5.84] 6.24 | 5.382 | 5.84 |]. 6.24 - eat 

| Stove.-.-.....-------.------------------------ ($4 31 ($4.09 | 4.05 | 5.47 | 5.93 | 6.26 | 5.471 5.931 626 8 2 LE 
Chestnut...--------.-----.-------------------| 4.29 | 3.69 | 4.04 | 5.491} 5.93 | -6.28|5.4915.93| 628 9 © 

| POG... 2 .----2--2------ nn ene nn en eee enn eeenee| 8.32 | 2.73 | 3.10 | 4.18 | 4.501 485) 4137450) 485 

- Potal domestic. .......--.--.------------| 4.02 | 3:40 | 3.62 | 5.24 | 5.68 | 6.05] 5.24]5.68| 605 9. 

- Buckwheat No. 1.-.....-.--.-------------.---] 2.51. | 1.45 | 2.40 | 3.18.1 3.371 3.46/3.18/3.37| 346 | 
- Buckwheat No. 2 (Rice)---....----.----------| 1.10 |------|---.-.] 2.35 | 2.52.] 2.63 | 2.35 | 2.52 | 2.63 oa MNS 
—_ Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley)----..--------------|------| «78 |------] 1.68 | 1.78 | 1.89 | 1.68 | 1.78] 1.89 | ee 

7 | Total steam 2_....-...-.-..-.------------] 1.08 | .95 | 1.77 | 2.41] 2.55 |258| 241] 255] 258 9 2 84 
- . —S- — —— | SS SS . oe 

oe Total all sizes_..........----------------| 2.41 | 1.73 | 8.05 | 4.27 | 4.59 | 4.79 | 4.27 | 4.59 | 4.79 - ra 

. _ 1 Quantity of Lump included is insignificant. : | | | oe 
_ 2 Ineludes all steam sizes. CO _ rr 4 

- -TaBLe 20.—Average value per net ton of Pennsylvania anthracite shipments, local - y 
| 7 sales, colliery fuel, and total production, 1941-42, by regions! : ae 

Oo [Note that values in this table include washery and dredge coal] _ - “ oo 2 

| ae 1941 | | 142 er 

, Region 
. 

. . “ ol & “ 

| Ship- | Local |Colliery produc. Ship- | Local |Colliery Total ane 
| ments | sales | fuel |*i35n°| ments | sales | fuel [Pion eg 

| Lehigh. ........-.-------------------| $4.45 | $4.91] $2.07] $436] $467] $5.24] $220] . $4.60 ars 
| Schuylkill.........-.....--..--....--] 3.85] 288]-174| 374] 408] 284] 1.84 3.96 wos 

Wyoming. ......------..-----.------]| 4.79 4.60 1. 23 4. 58 5.09 | 4.72 1.37 4.85 ot 

-- Potal, excluding Sullivan | rn? 
, County........----.-....-...] 441] 4.02 1. 45 4, 26 4. 66 4.19 1. 57 4. 50 . Pe 

Sullivan County._.-....--...-..----| 173 | 2.88 84) 224] 3.05] 3.165 . 96 3. 05 oe 
——  O——oE=E———. _ OES Oe) OES OEE. SSeS eee e 

Grand total_....---...--..--..]| 441 4.01 1. 45 4. 26 4. 66 4,19 1. 57 4. 50 ce 

| 1 Value given for shipments is value at which coal left possession of producing company and does not in- Oe | 
clude margins of separately incorporated sales companies. : Lo
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vee GABOR STATISTICS Oe a 

“A labor shortage of several thousand men developed in the Pennsyl- 
»-vania anthracite industry in 1942, when the average number of men 
—.. employed was 82,121—a decrease of 5,933 from the total of 88,054 
-. men employed in 1941. Many men formerly employed in the anthra- 
s . .@ite mines entered the armed forces, and others obtained employment | 
“=. Gn near-by war industries. 7 SO ~~. . The employment statistics in this chapter do not include workers 
8 in “‘bootleg’’ or illicit coal mining, which is conducted in the Southern ¢— 
». and Western Middle fields of the Pennsylvania anthracite regions. . -... Aecording to the Anthracite Committee, 10,762 men were working . | 
vo. 8,006 “bootleg” holes in March 1941, and in May 1942 a comparable | 
“survey revealed 7,554 men employed m 2,029 holes. Although these - : 
> workers are not included in the employment data, the coal produced __ 
*~. by some of them was purchased by the legitimate industry for prepara- __ 
. tion-and shipment to market, and coal so purchased is included in the — 
“~~. production tables of this chapter. Complete employment data for — 
et - the “bootleg” holes from which this coal was produced are not avail- 
-- * +. able. In calculating the output per man per day, therefore, the tons 
=. of “bootleg” coal purchased by the legitimate industry were deducted — 
“=. from. the total tonnage reported by the operators, and the resulting _ 
- Jegitimate production was then used to calculate the output per man - 
“per day. Itis true that part of the time of the men employed at the | 
‘preparation plants of the legitimate companies was used to prepare 
"this purchased coal for market; however, on a per-ton basis this time 
wes. js very small, and its omission will not detract materially from the — 
i __-validity of the result obtained. OS Se & "See tables 21 to 23 for details on labor statistics. oo a



. 
. * - . : . | | | , . - . | . por 

| TABLE 21.—Men employed and days worked at operations producing Pennsylvania anthracite in 1942, by regions! | oe oS 

° oo [Includes operations of strip contractors} So - ee 2 S 

| | | _ Average number of men employed oe | ws | | | | " oa 

, Underground | - Surface SO | Average - | | Average a8 
Region , , number of | Man-days of | tonsper . oe oo 

. sg ————— rand | days plant _ labor man per se oS 

Miners Total In stri Inprep- | | motal total operated | day | ps 
and their Other under- pits P|. aration Other “surface. | | . oe a 

, , laborers | ground |. pn } Plant [oo 4 et coy eS 

Lehigh: . . | . _ Ho = 

Breaker._.........--------------.-- 5, 510 4,012 | © 9, 522 1, 206 1, 015 _ 2,366 4,587; 14,109 232 3, 272, 448 |. - 2. 95 A (oe ig 
7 Washery_..._-.--.--- oon sececcec|-eceeeecenee|-ceeeeeceeoe|-ceeeeeeee--|-ecceeeeeeee] BBL 88 24 yor | 231| | 28,009] — 29.79 a te 

Dredge. .-_..----------------2-----|------------|---------- = |---- eee ee [en eee eed 2 6 - 8 8 _ 144 1,182 8.15 | eee 

Total Lehigh........------------ 5, 510 4, 012 9,622]  1,206| 1,052] 2,488 4,716 | 14, 238 232 | 3,301, 609 | _ 3.01. Bo eae 

Schuylkill: af } of Be a 
Breaker.......------.-------------- 7, 827 |. 4, 831 12, 658 - - 2,616) © 1,773 3, 189 7, 528 20,-186 ' 231 4, 660, 336 - &3,30 fy a 
Washery.....----....----..----~---]------------|------------ |---| eee ened 137 533 670 670 198 |- 132, 361 212, 42 ae - EPs 
Dredge. .-.2222222200 22022 TIII IIL | LTIIIIIII LIT] 451 274] 419] 419]. 230] —«-96, 526 12.97 EY 

| Total Schuylkill. ..............-- 7, 827 4, 831 12, 658 2,616 |. - 2,055 3,046} 8,617] 21,275] | 230} 4,889, 228 874 B es ae 

Wyoming: . | de | Por fp | | | f ee 
Breaker........--.----------------- 24, 468 12, 209 36,677).  § 704/ #8 2,322 6, 701 9, 727 _ 46, 404 245 11, 366, 460 2.58 | re 
Washery...-..--2--sccsccccecceesca|eceeeerenene|eececeeeene-|-eeeeseccene|eceeceeeooee “09 | 61 9/  'g| 119 10, 670 11577 
Dredge. ...-------+----------------|------------| -- +--+ |e eee een |e eee it 6] Wp} 280 _ 4,760 5. 06 o po Ss 

Total Wyoming...................| 24, 468 12, 209 36,677| _—704|—- * 2,862] 6, 768 | —= 9, 834} = 46,511 | 245 | 11,381,890) 280 
Total, excluding Sullivan County: | : fe . | — Oo . |. ns 

Breaker.........-------------------| 87, 805 21, 052 58, 857 4,526|- 6110] ~ 12,206 21,842 | 80,699} - 239] 19,299,244 82.81 oes 
Washery.-......---..--------------|------------|---------- | --eeeeeeeeee eee eee} 201 +6807. 881 881 194 171,040 | 812.2000 ee 

, Dredge..-.--.-.---------- wn nnn [one nnn [ee een [eee en eee eee eee cece enn] 158 286 444° 444 | . 231 102, 438 12.54 ¢ a 8 

| Total._......-..----------------- 37,805 | 21,052] 58,857] 4, 526 5,460 | - 13,172] 23,1671 82,024 939 | 19, 572, 722 $2.95 
Sullivan County: Breaker. _...._....-- 58 11 | 69 j.---- a Lee Ast IB 28 OT]. 209 . 20,286) © 288 © © oe Lg 

| Grand total...........----.------| 37, 868 21, 063 58,926 | 4,526 | 6482] 13,187] 23,195 | 82,121 239 | 19,502,968} , 9295 20 8s 

1 Men employed in “bootleg” operations excluded. Co ee : | a co Oo Te 
* Represents washeries for which both production and employment were separately reported. oe a a ea es 

i * Output per man per day calculated on legitimate tonnages only; ‘“‘bootleg” purchases excluded. oe yg en Sn 

wet ge oo A yg he be ee Re es eg ee eee eo eee a a ne eye a ON eR Bogle Bade PE OE eg
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bo - ee TABLE 22.—Men employed at operations producing Pennsylvania anthracite, fe 
a 2 | | ae - 1941-42, by counties : oo — 

we fs . Be [Includes operations of strip contractors] Bn - 

So County. | County. 2 / 
en OS : 41 | 1942p toate 1942 oe 

Ce Carbon. ---eeeneeeee ee 5, 058 4,887 || Snyder, Susquehanna,| De | 
x, °° Golumbia.-_-.._.........|. . 444 1,004 || and Wayne___....._--_- 124. | - 4 
Eee - Dauphin and Lebanon...| ~~ 861 1603 || Berks, Lancaster, North- oe Co 
eh  Lackawanna.........-.-.] . 15,153 14, 162 ampton, Perry, and OS 
Eee -  ‘Luverne-...--....--.-.-- 42, 773 , 38, 868 - York 3.202 3118 |. ~ 95 . 
&. .. Northumberland.....--..} 6, 494. | 6,413 PF oo —_— | . 
fe Sehuyl kill. f 22222 16, 940 15,918 |} - - 88,054, 82,121 . 

ae —‘Sullivan...---------------f BD T | : 

; ms " 1None in Lebanon County in 1942, 2 Counties producing dredge coal only. — a 
re oe - § None in Perry County in 1941, | ; oe 

 . "PaBLE 23.—Strikes, suspensions, and lock-outs in Pennsylvania anthracite region - 
Go es amie 
rr rs fF  conayte fe | OORT ut Grand | Gee es CO | Schuyl- + |. cluding - ivan ran 
we re oe Lehigh | “kai = |Wyoming) sunivan | County | total | 
Me a . ff | County Oo 

“°°. “otal men employed_......2.....-2..-..--]/ 14,288 | 21,275 | 46, 511} -- 82, 024 | - 97 82; 121 
GR a _Men on strike. -_.---22--------_---_----.-| 7,886 3,222 | 15,523 | 26,631 |.-...-..--| 26,631 
“ue. Man-days lost on account of strike.._...:..| 130,599 | 26,385 | 122,657 | 279,641.|..........| 279, 641 
we Average days lost—. : | . oo Se oo po 
eg OT - Per man employed. _.-.-..------2---} 9.2 1 1.2 26) 3.4 |.---...--- 3.4. - 
“oe. Per man on strike__-.--.-------------| 166). 82 791 10.5 |---------- 10500 

uo RQUIPMENT AND METHODS OF MINING 7 
, + Mechanical loading.—The quantity of coal loaded mechanically _ 
/., underground increased from 13,442,000 net tons in 1941 to 14,741,000 
*- tons in 1942. Hand-loaded tonnage amounted to 30,435,000 tons in 

a | 708 - a : | = | 
=. a ~. 

: Z 60 : 
oY \ | 
- iso \ | | 

Le & 
5 | . 
Y 40 J | 
5 I Hand loaded 

= 30 

| 20 
Mechanically loaded underground Stripping tonnage’ 

10 ; - ounenen a | 

a psnssSSn om 2 2 a 
, 0 a — Ss 

1927 1928 — 1930 1932 .. 1934 1936 1938 1940 . 1942 

FIGURE 2.—Relative growth of mechanical loading, band loading, and stripping of Pennsylvania anthracite, 
1927-42,
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_ 1941 and increased to 30,495,000 in 1942. Detailsareshownintables = 
/ 24 to 26. -Figure 2 illustrates graphically the relative growth of = = 

underground mechanical and hand loading and of strippmg in the 
| Pennsylvania anthracite region, 1927-42. | a ee 

-. Cutting machines.—The quantity of anthracite cut by machines gee 
- Increased from 1,855,000 net tons in 1941 to 2,286,000 tons in 1942. re 
” _ Details are shown in table 27. oe | OO coats 

oo TaBue 24.—Relative growth of mechanical loading, hand loading, and stripping in =. ‘ 
Boot | a _ Pennsylvania anthracite mines, 1988-42 = | By 

Mechanical loading includes coal handled on pit-car loaders and handloaded face conveyors) 

: a ft  Net tons _ ‘Index numbers: 1927=100 ° - " 

oe . Year : | . dS ae OE 
| Mechanical Mechanical ee : ‘ “Hand : sos Hand | ena . . 0 o _. |loading un-|. Stripping | - ;, |loadingun-| Stripping * Bo ISS ce | - derground | loading derground a Joading ras 

3938... } 10,152,000 | 5,095, 000 | 27, 990, 000 | 47} az] Qe _ 1939_____..-.<.--------.-.2------| 11,774,000 | 5 486,000 | 30,798,000 | 530] 255 4800 
1940222222} 12,326,000 | 6,353,000 | 29,191,000! 554 5) 44  - 2 co 1941._..--_-.. 1-22. ..-..---| 18, 442,000 | 7,317,000 | 30, 435, 000. 605 340 4a os 1942___..-.---------2-----------| 14, 741, 000 | 9,071,000 | 30,495,000] «663 | 4p 4B 

 TasiE 25.—Pennsylvania anthracite handled by mobile loaders and scrapersandby = | 
_ oo all types of conveyors in 1942, by fields, in net tons oS a ed 

| | | - a Hand-loaded| Total me- oes 
Be on , Field — 7 Séraper | Pit-car face con- chanically re 
a coe . | loaders loaders | veyors, all | loaded un- an 

— = oS . oe types! | derground re 

“ Northern....---------tevceseseeee-eee-e-------| 2,311,019 267,304]. 9,587,364| 12,165,687, 
. Eastern Middle...__.....__.-_-.--------.------ 202, 955 "270 612, 729 | 815, 954 So 

: Western Middle... .._....--...-.-.------------ 356,272] . 21,206] 1,328,876| 1,706,354. 8 ~  Bouthern.__. III] 15,680 30,784] - 21,000] 53, 464 - oe 
a re a | 2, 871, 926 “819,564 | 11,549,969 | 14, 741, 489 as 

- - 1 Shaker chutes, etc., including those equipped with duckbills. ne a . : fe 

 'TaBLE 26.—Pennsylvania anthracite loaded mechanically underground, 1988-42 a 

; | : Conveyors and pit-car | Total loaded mechan- 7 ce 
Scrapers _"Joaders 1 ically oe 

Year rr | RR | te . a 

Number} Nettons | Number| Nettons |Number| Net tons on 
. of units loaded of units handled of units handled Sn 

a 645| 2, 589,054| 21,831] 27,561,715 |  2,376| 10,151,669 an 
1939__._____..-.---.------2--2- 535 | 3,088,956] 1,997] 8,684,877 | 2,532 11, 773, 838 & 
1940.__ ee eee---------| 2547 | 92,983,792 | 2,189]  9,342,208/ 2736] 12°326,000 7 1941... | 2805 | 22,673,983 | 2,432] 10,768,004 | 2,937 13, 441,987 - 
1942....020 | baa | 22,871,926 | 2,491 | 11,869,533 | 3,015| 14) 741, 450 ee 

1 Includes duckbills and other self-loading conveyors, which handle only a small part of the total. . / 
2 Includes mobile loaders. . .
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oe | - TABLE 27 -—Pennsylvania anthracite cut by machines, 1941-42, by regions 

oo a a 1941 of 1948 oo | 

% A | OO _ _ | Cutting machines : Cutting machines | - 
ile , . Region : _ Net tons ee Net tons - 

By oe - cut by | daa _ cut by | 
wigh Permis- | All other} machines | Permis- | All other} machines Be 7 |” sible types | sible | types | | 

go Dehigh. eee eee eee fee eee e|eeeeee eee fee pet 8 T2907 
eg Schuylkill... 2.) |---| ee | ee] eee 
a7 Wyoming... ...2 2222222 2e-s---------] «:16L | 61 | 1, 855, 422 “158 85 | 2, 263, 733 . 

Poy | | Total, excluding Sullivan en a | . — — po 
eo Sounty. ene 161 61 | 1,855,422 153 88 | 2, 285, 640 | 
a so Sullivan County_.........-.---------- enon nnn en a [anna nw enn | ann ne -e ene --| one n nee e =| en eee e ee [eee eee - 

“Grand totalw.wte--weeeee---5-| I6L | 61] 1,855, 422 153 88 | 2, 285, 640 

- Strip-pit operations——The demand for anthracite caused a rapid 
’ expansion of strip-pit activities, and the tonnage recovered by this _ 

method of mining increased from 7,317,000 net tons in 1941 to — 
tee 9,071,000 tons in 1942. In 1942, 16.7 percent of the fresh-mined , 
-°. coal was recovered from strip pits compared with 14.3 percent no 

+» 1941. For details of strip pit mining see table 28. Figure 3 illus- _ 
eo trates graphically the production of anthracite from strip pits, by | 
o> pegions, 1927-42. — a ee Co 

= fr A 

' Pb Ly, | yo . 

= ' 

Oo S , 
= 
Oo 

. a4 —_ 

= / 
Schuylkill region ~ | ; | 

| | o ‘\ 4 

i afl f | 00° %e oFae of" ®ee,, 

Lehigh region gran e 
eos a é 6 Wyoming region * 

| om sos” \ | | 

— Tome eens | 

1927 1928 1930 1932 1934 1936 1938 1940 1942 

| FIGURE 3.—Pennsylvania anthracite mined from strip pits, by regions, 1927-42. 

Dredge operatvons—Anthracite recovered from the rivers and 
creeks draining the anthracite fields totaled 1,285,000 net tons in 
1942, a decrease from 1,518,000 tons in 1941. For detailed statistics 
by rivers see table 29. | |
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“ ‘TABLE 28.—Relative growth of Pennsylvania anthracite mined from strip pits, 1918, 
Be 1980, 1925, 1980, and 1989-42 | a Bes 

oe Net tons mined by | percent of — ee co RR | atte | Sting feesieminea| Number | Average 
oe : shovels - A “| that was employed ot days 7 ey . in use Average - * “| worke , Lt : a Total per shovel stripped . | a . ve 

. | 1915... eee . 7 | 1, 121, 603 19, 677 (2) Qo (2) - ood 1920... 96 | 2,054, 441 21,400. 25] @ | @.. ey : 1925... 0 wee 97 1, 578, 478 16, 273 2.7 (@Q) | @y aS ., 1930_.-.--- 2-2 108 2, 526, 288 23, 484 3.7 (2) . hae ; 1989. 346 | 5,486,479 | «15, 857 11.4 3,924 156 Ne : 1940.00.22 2222] 848 | 6, 352; 700 18, 255 13.3 4i4|- i . 2 1941_----- eee] @ | 7,316,574} @ 14.3] 44609 10 
1942: . : Ep ve 

oo - Lehigh region.-..-..-.----)  @)  . 2, 261, 370 (2) 24.7 1, 206 214 fo Eee 
_ Schuylkill region......___- (2) 5, 170, 562 (2) 32.1 | 2, 616 206. ae a Wyoming region.....-....; @) | 1,639,001 }- @) 5.6 704 226 of 

me Total, 1942... | 9,070,933 | 2) 16.7 452 { Mo oy 

. 1 Certain equipment reported by stripping contractors may have been counted twice when moved ea from one small job to another during the yéar. The amount of such double counting is unknown but __ , RE ' presumably is not great. — . oO Se 
- 2 Data not available. | | . . | nes 

| mo TABLE 29.— Pennsylvania anthracite produced by dredges in 1942, by rivers. | ee “A 

. a : | Value ect 
| | - River (including tributaries) — | Net tons. [-—————>———- 
- | a - te 7 ae : | Total Average 

: ee 9, 385 $11, 246 $1.20 ok 
|  Sehuylkill.. 222.2 eee 268,919 | 320, 612. | 1.19 ; < 
a . Susquehanna, ....-..._--------- 2-22 nen e eee eee 1,006,729 | 1,146, 861 1.14 “ 

' a | | oe | ‘| 1,285,033 | 1,478, 719 | LI 

pe - _ FOREIGN TRADE? 7 vos 

_. Anthracite exported from the United States in 1942 totaled = = | 
4,438,589 net tons compared with 3,380,189 tons in 1941. Virtually = 

| all of the exported coal was shipped to Canada where shortages of | es 
| heating gas and coke created a strong demand for anthracite. The a 

| tonnage exported in 1942 was the largest since 1923 when the total. 8 
exports were 5,090,000 net tons. Details of imports and exports are a 

. shown in tables 30 to 32. | — os 
Canadian market.—Coal available for consumption in Canada in " 

1942 (changes in stocks not considered) increased about 10.5 percent OS 
| over 1941 and set an all-time high record. Increases were shown in oo 

each category—production, imports, and exports. Production of 
bituminous coal, subbituminous coal, and lignite increased nearly 3.4 7 

' percent; imports of anthracite 22 percent and of bituminous coal - 
16.5 percent. Although country of origin is not disclosed, virtually 
all of the anthracite and bituminous coal originated in the United os 
States. Exports of bituminous coal increased more than 53 percent. o 

. Although not disclosed by the Canadian records, United States me 
Custom House statistics show that imports of coal from Canada are ~*~ | : 
mainly into the Maine and New Hampshire and the Montana and “4 

3 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of o 
the Department of Commerce. A 

. | me : ON . : .
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_".-_Ydaho custom districts and that in 1942 imports into Montana and = 
‘>. _Tdaho were more than 220,000 tons—an increase of 77 percent over 

1941. A large part of this tonnage probably was for consumption mn 
. . the State of Washington. American consuls report a marked decline 
7 in eoal production in’ British Columbia in the first part of 1943 as 

~. compared with 1942, : Oe a 

"See table 33 for statistics on coal and coke in Canada. | oe | 

Taste 30.—Anthracite imported for consumption in the Uniied States, 1941-42, oe 

oe, a by countries and customs districts,in net tons | 

Be a - 1941 | 1942 ae | 1941 | 1942 

oe 7 : mo Country | rn . Customs district | fo 7 

~ Qgnada..-----c-5-------a--- = 947 |.__..._... || Los Angeles_..-.-....-------- weeeneeee-} 67 
he United Kingdom._._......---| 73,722 | 140,707 || Maine and New Hampshire...;.. 902. 62, 923 

Be U. 8.8. R....-----------2----|----------| «67: || Massachusetts........--------| 66,993 | 61, 248 . 
Peer ae . —————|—___— ||. Montana and Idaho.......--.| 46 |--+------- a 

re . ee Co 1 94, 669 140, 774 || New York_......-------------|----------|__1, 330 co, 

Be : oe 4 _ Rhode Island--..----.-------- 6,729-| 15, 211 - 

“os (PABLE 31.—Anthracite exported from the United States, 1941-42, by countries, | 
Rey oe Sc a in nettons a : oo 

” a a —_ — - , - ———— ee — 7 ____- : | oe 

Country yest | 1942 | Country — ost |. 19420 

“North America: | | | || North Ameri¢a—Con. | 
Be oo Bermuda...-----.-------- 1,101 |---..-.--- ‘West Indies—Com . oo 

we o Canada.....-..-.-..------|8, 360, 515 | 4, 417, 689 Jamaica. ..-..-------.|---------- 2, 571 

mo - - JTeeland........-...----~--|--.------- 1, 988 Other North America. --.. 155 | | 19 

ee | Central America: . South America: co 

ee - British Honduras-_---- 1 Jiw-------- | Bolivia. ._...-...---------]--------=-]. 2,886 

eR he '  .  Quatemala..-..-..--- 40 |---.----.- | . Brazil. ..----------------- 9,624 | © 10,210 ae 

ms - Nicaragua_-..-..-----| i - Colombia_........----.---]- 85 [--------. 

po . — Panama.....--------- - 22 |i. ----e |h- Surinam..._...-----------]---------- «6 

es . Mexico.__..---..---------| . 114 115 Other South America.--_-- 987} ss 

Bee - Newfoundland and Lab- | ' -1} Europe: , 

* - yador...---.------------ 4,720 2, 969. - Portugal_-....------------] 11 }.o22.2-.- 

oO a, West Indies: ' United Kingdom ?#__.--...| 1,205 |.--------- 

ne | British _.......-------| 272 56 || Asia_.....-..----.----.-------| -- 728 =| ---------- 

. Cuba.......---------- 262 2 || Africa.....-.----------------- 209 6 

Curacao (N. W.1I.)--- 8i; il . —_—_——|-——— 

| Dominican Republic. 56 23 3, 380, 189 | 4, 438, 589 

Do «1 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. . 

- TABLE 32.—Anthracite exported from the United States, 1941-42, by customs districts 
| and poris of export, in net tons 

re 

Customs district | i941 1942 Customs district 1941 1942, 

North Atlantic: {| Mexican border—Con. 7 

Connecticut._.....-------|---------- 45 Laredo......-------------|----------|. 264 | 

Maine and New Hamp- Pacific coast: 
shire.........--.----.--- 2, 923 15, 743 Alaska__...------.------- 575 |. 56 

Massachusetts_......----- 99 169 San Diego...-.-----------} 40 64 - 

New York.____.--..------| 27,512 24, 864 Washington_.......------ 72 |..-------- 

Philadelphia_......------| 22, 242 14,879 |} Northern border: 
South Atlantic: Buffalo.....--.-..--------|1, 958, 665 | 2, 410, 438 

Maryland-.-.-..--.-------|---------- 2, 621 Dakota.-...-------------- 106 867 

Virginia_._.......-------- 204 |.--------- Duluth and Superior. ---- 4,070; 4,798 

Gulf coast: Michigan_.....-----------| 15, 832 847 

. Florida_........---------- 132 64 Ohio__...-.----------..--| 16, 513 14, 308 

’ Mobile___.......---------]|---------- 2 Rochester.......---------]| 366, 799 317, 909 

. New Orleans. ..---.------ 41 2, 853 St. Lawrence....-....----| 956,892 | 1, 610, 750 

Mexican border: Vermont....-----------. - 7, 416 17, 009 

Arizona.....---.--------- 36 4 | 

El Paso-......------------ 20 35 3, 380, 189 | 4, 438, 589 
|
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BO TaBLe 33.—Coal and coke industry and foreign trade of Canada, 1941-42, in it 
ee a . + thousands of net tons > - ce 

yO Se — Vittuminusenad) ww Cokefromeoal =... 
Bo | : | Anthracite — |- subbituminous |: Lignite : Total . | | ey 

~ gygt | 942 | t94n | 1942 teat |, 1942 | 19411 | 19422 | 19411 | 19492 SS 

be Production........-|--.-...-|----.---| 14,188 | 14,316 | 4,034 | 4,523 | 18,222 | 18,839 | 3, 150 3, 275. a os Imports.......---.-] 8,941 | 4,802 | 17,867:| 20,807 |. 1 |_..-___.] 21,809 | 25,609 | ‘6141 °'720 ~~ ee a Exports...-..--.---]--------|--------| 525 806 7. 10 532 816. 40} 45 Ses 

Available for con-| | | en eee ee - | on ° . - sumption....-.--| 8,941 | 4,802 | 31,530 | 34,317 | 4, 028 4,513 | 39,499 | 48,632} 3,724 3,950 2 st 

a 11941 Quarterly Report (December) on coal and coke statistics for Canada; coal used in making coke, er - - 4,360,583 tons, of which 2,865,274 tons imported. a : a - oo 
: 3 Monthly coal and coke statistics for Canada, December 1942; coal used in making coke, 4,587,524 tons 9 5 Of which 2,983,460 tons imported. - . a oe . . ae 

BO WORLD PRODUCTION, —s—“‘—s—s—s—SS 

- Data on world production of anthracite are incomplete because of = ne 
_. war conditions throughout the world. Available data for 1937-42 os 

are shown in table 34. | oo | _ RS 

| es Tass 34.—World production of anthracite, 1 987-42, in metric tons EES: 

oS a | . [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] : oe ne aan we 

| Country 1987 1938 1939 1940, 1941 1942 ae) 

* Belgium......................| 6,694,049 | 6,874,520} (1) a g tog es 
Co Bulgaria_.----.-.-.--------.-- 2,542; 4,000. 6,038; 8,000 1) A) as 

China._...-----..------------} Q@ 0] ° @- f (4) . (Q) ny 1 So ey 
: - Chosen. ....-.----------------} 1,101,500 | 1, 664,000 | 2,064,000/;. (@) © @) fF fy wy 

France.._.-------------------- (2) OY (1) - Q) ~ Q) an é)) ee 
. Germany..-------------...---]| 5, 627, 000 (1) (1) (2) (2) 1 ae 

7 _ Indochina. __.__--..--.--...--| _ 2,264,978 | 2, 280,882 | 2,534,000 | 2, 400, 000 (1) 1 ess | Trish Free State...-.....-.-.-.| 106,651 | © 92,157 90, 455 74, 170 104, 871 1) ae 
— Italy. 95,060} 132,197 | 100, 000 (1) (a) ti 3 eee 

_  Japan3___.-..-.--.----------- @) @ |; @ Q) (1) (1) re 
Morocco, French._....---.---| 107, 150 123, 200 115,600 | 4 143,000} 4139,000] #8 110,000 8 
Peru_...---------------------- 2, 918 1, 500 | 3, 514. 4, 500 4, 600 (1) * | us 
Portugal_.....---------------- 241, 163 281, 740 294,081 |. 286,854 436, 324 6 349, 377 as 
Rumania-.-.-...------------- 3, 646 3, 266 Q@) ) (1) (1) a: 

> Spain... eee 407, 838 440, 253 506,109 | 1,095,875 | 1,170,132 7 713, 503 a 
Srritzeriand —-.--------------- ~ 4,000 3, 000 2,500 | . 57,000 (1) 5 40, 000 oS 

a" Asiatic:......./..--.------ (8) Q) —Y  Q) (1) Q) a ae 
: ,Huropean._------.---.---- () m0) f t (1) (1) : mS 

United Kingdom... _...-.-....|- 6,437,465 | 6, 378, 904 1) a Q) (i) oo 
United States__.........------| 47,048,119 | 41, 820,115 | 46, 708, 319 | 46, 705, 836 | 51,136,164 | 54, 728,109 oe 

World total._..._......-|118, 171, 119 (1) YQ (1) () 0) o: 
a Total, exclusive of o 

- United States...._....| 66, 128, 000 (1) (1) YY (1) (1) - * 

nee Ok 
1 Data not available. | . 

, 3 Estimate included in total. . an 
3 Anthracite output of J: apan said to average about 225,000 tons a year. Production figures not available. Pe 
¢ Production of Djerada Basin only. oe 
5 Estimated. ' 
6 January to October, inclusive. ee 

' 4% January to July, inclusive. ~ :
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Oo COKE AND BYPRODUCTS 
A . _ By J. W. Bucu, J. A. Dz Carno, anp M. M. OTERO poo 

. a _ SUMMARY OUTLINE | et 
a OO - Page CS Page 5 Summary..._._-_....-----...........-.--.-. "951 | Coke and coke breeze—Continued.. Oo Sf ytd a _ Government control measures._........_... 953 Stocks of.coke and coking coal_........._... 980 AS | Technologic developments_.....-.-......... 954] Value and Price. --___------ ew 982 th : . Salient statistics....-.............-_....-... 955 Shipments by rail, water, and truck._...... 984 a aad Statistical trends_-_.....-.2........2....... 957| Distribution’ of byproduct and beehive A _ Scope of report... ------- 2-2 -e-ee, 957 COke__._-.--- 2-22 eee BAC ep . _ Coke and coke breeze.__.___...._____-........ 958 Exports and imports.....2...........-..-.. 989 eee | Monthly and weekly production..-.-.----- 958] World production..-...2...22222222--2.---. «6 O9L ay Production by furnace and nonfurnace — Gas-house coke_.....-..................... 991. “ead . plants... 22-2 861 Coke-oven byproducts._.-.....-..-.........-. 993 ye _. Production by States and districts_........ 962| - Summary of byproducts...........-...._-'. 993 an . ‘Number and type of ovens... _..2-.---._.-_. 965 Coke-oven gas____.......................... 997 2 _ Capacity of byproduct plants....._.._....._ 967 Tar___.- enone 999 oe Quantity and cost of coal charged_....--..-. 967 Ammonia. -___-____2-2 oo... «1000 ee: Preparation and source of coal_..........-.. 969] Light oil and its derivatives._-...2......... 1001 Pe os & eld of coke per ton of icoal__--. 22 o75 Naphthalene. _____-___ 2.2. 1001 ae (OKO DE OCZG. ~~ - 2a nnn ane - enone Byproduct coke ovens owned by city gas rn: . Consumption of coke.._.......-.-...--...... 977 ‘ o . Ne a Furnace. foundry, domestic, and other ee PANNCS ~~ «ann aan wn wenn ewan nee nnwn nen ee, 1001 er oe COke...-- 2s 978 | 7 . “as : 

| ___ The year 1942 witnessed a new high coke-production record for the - chet __ United States in response to the heavy demand of the expanded iron a and steel industry for metallurgical fuel. The total output of by- = = 7 product and beehive coke was 70,568,944 net tons—an increase of a _ _-_- 9,382,366 tons (8 percent) over the last previous high record in 1941.0 ) Of the amount of coke produced in 1942, byproduct ovens supplied _ og 62,294,909 tons (88 percent) and beehive ovens 8,274,035 tons (12 A _ percent). Byproduct-coke production increased 3,812,487 tons (7 kG percent) in 1942 compared with 1941, and the production of beehive ee coke increased 1,569,879 tons (23 percent). The average daily rate of a _ byproduct output Increased steadily throughout the year; the average daily rate of beehive remained fairly constant. = | 8 | Although the 1942 output from beehive ovens represented only 12 i: percent of the Nation’s total coke production, its contribution to the es : 1942 war program was noteworthy. Of the 7,309,337 tons of beehive. oe | coke produced in Pennsylvania, 6,561,085 tons (90 percent) were used Me in blast furnaces (table 28), mostly in the Pittsburgh district, where oS pig iron production would have been seriously hampered without the —— supply from nearby beehive-coke plants. : | | a The total value of coke, breeze, and tar produced and of other by- oS products sold in 1942 was $629,408,422 (an increase of 17 percent : : | over 1941) and exceeded that of any previous year. The greatest - increase was in the value of byproduct coke produced, which rose _ from $316,477,231 in 1941 to $378,011,967 in 1942—an increase of 

951 -
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FIGURE 1.—Average daily production of beehive end byproduct coke and pig iron and. producers’ stocks of byproduct coke, 1935-43, by months. - | y . - S
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19 percent; the value of byproducts sold rose from $158,809,184 to 

Z -$176,932,465—an increase of 11 percent for the same period... | es 
a The production of screenings or breeze in 1942 was 4,751,683 tons 

and exceeded the 1941 output by 197,170 tons; the average receipts. | =, 

from sales of breeze increased from $2.35 a ton in 1941 to $2.63im. 1942, 
. The total calculated consumption of coke for all uses in the United es 
‘ States in 1942 was 70,107,181 tons. The principal use was in blast © - os 

furnaces, and the quantity used by the producers, sold to financially = - 

- affiliated corporations, or sold to other companies for blast-furnace use a 
was 55,491,570 tons—an increase of 5,037,245 tons (10 percent) over ao 

eo the 1941 figure. Coke used for other purposes (in foundries, for the 
j manufacture of producer gas and water gas, and for other industrial © © <3 
--°_ purposes) totaled 9,190,418 tons: Coke sold for domestic use was | 
| reported as 6,061,694 tons compared with 6,682,959 tons in 1941. an 

The continued decrease in the quantity of coke used for domestic | # 
heating in 1942 emphasized the demand of the iron and steel industry. ee, 

Ceiling prices for coke were established by the Office of Price Ad- og 

ministration on issuance of Maximum Price Schedules 29, 77,and121, 
-. with subsequent amendments. The average receipts per ton of coke) ii 

sold by producers in 1942 were as follows: Furnace, $6.16 per ton—an a de 

-- jnerease of $0.53 over 1941; foundry. coke, $9.75—$0.40 higher than oY 

- the 1941 price; coke used in the manufacture of water gas, $7.53— ny 

-. $0.79 higher than the price in 1941; other industrial, $6.88—an ad- _ 8 
- vance of $0.50 above the 1941 price; and domestic coke, $7.84—an ae 

‘. _ merease of $0.91. > a ee eg 

So - Total requirements in 1942 exceeded the output, and producers’ ae. 

- - stocks of coke totaled 1,489,049 tons at the end of the year—areduc-- ==, 
. tion. of 269,037 tons in stocks. Stocks of domestic coke decreased ss; 

344,285 tons; stocks of furnace coke increased 76,543 tons. | SO 

’. > Phe accelerated rate of byproduct-coke-oven operations resulted N's 
- gubstantial increases in the output of gas, tar, crude light oil, and ==? 

ammonia. The quantity of gas produced totaled 944,879,687 M 

' -_ eubic feet in 1942—a gain of 52,059,826 M cubic feet (6 percent) over ss’ 

, ‘the 1941 figure. Crude coal-tar output showed an increase of 36,026,- 
4 ot gallons (5 percent) and reached an all-time record of 740,175,619 | a 

ons. - . . . . ot . ce 

. Production of ammonium sulfate or equivalent mecreased from | a 

__. 1,741,503,884 pounds to 1,805,025,721 pounds (4 percent);the produc- aM 
~~ tion of crude light oil increased from 231,358,897 gallons to 246,024,882 as 

| gallons (6 percent). | | _ - os 

, | GOVERNMENT CONTROL MEASURES . 8 

| The importance of coke and coke byproducts in time of war was 8 
- recognized by the various war agencies, and a number of regulatory re 

measures were established for the conservation, efficient utilization, as 
and price control of the products derived from the carbonization of Ong 

coal. A brief summary of the more important regulations follows: CS 
Byproduct coke-—Office of Price Administration Maximum Price aa 

Schedule 29, issued August 30, 1941, effective October 1, 1941, froze a. 
prices of byproduct-foundry and byproduct-furnace coke at the et 
levels prevailmg October 1, 1941. Amendment 1, issued February sy 
4, 1942, and effective February 7, equalized regional prices not Ls 
covered in the original order; Amendment 2, issued January 28, 1943, oa 

-. retroactive to December 1, 1942, allowed the transportation-tax charge a 

" -§56250-—48-—-61 woe 
¢
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of not more than 4 cents per ton of coke to be passed on to consumers, 
... - provided that the producers had paid a similar tax on the coal used to. 
ye... produce the coke, 0 

Beehive coke-—Maximum Price Schedule 77, effectivefJanuary 26, 
“ _: 1942, established a $6.00 per ton price on all beehive-furnace coke 

ae produced in Pennsylvania. Amendment 1 to revised Price Schedule __ 
“:°  77, effective April 11, 1942, established a provision in which adjust- 
=. ments and exceptions could be presented; Amendment 2, effective __ 
ee _ August 12, raised the price to $6.50 for hand-drawn coke, where coal — 
- was trucked; Amendment 3 allowed the transportation-tax charge of —__ 
. not more than 4 cents per ton of coke to be passed on to consumers, _ 
~.. provided that the coke-plant operator had paid a similar tax on coal 
“< .  gharged into ovens, ee 
«Jn order-that ceiling prices on all other coke produced not covered — 
=... by Schedules 29 and 77 could be established, Maximum Price Schedule - 
Be . 121 was issued, effective May 18, 1942, which established maximum  _—/ 
‘'- “prices upon the basis of average prices over the period from December — 

15 081,194 
=. Benzol——War Production Board General Preference Order M-137,  __ 

issued April 20, 1942, effective June 1, placed benzol under complete — 
s. allocation. This order was amended July 1, and deliveries and. _ 
m .  aeceptances were placed under the supervision of the Director General __ 
ry for Operations. In December 1941 quotations on benzol, toluol, and 
s- . -xylol were stablized at not more than 1 cent a gallon above the average 
. for the last quarter of 1941 at the request of the Office of Price Ad- __ 
> Mainistration, and on March 11 this request was extended to keep.cur- 
“oo . vent quotations in effect at least until July 1, 1942. In June 1942 © 
a. the Office of Price Administration announced that quotations on 
x~ . ight-oil derivatives would remain unchanged to December 31, 1942. 
mm. -»- Foluol—General Preference Order M—34, issued August 8, 1941, __ 
ele effective August 28, 1941, placed toluol under allocation. Amend-  _ 
So ments effective December 30, 1941, and May 22, 1942, further re- 
-. stricted uses and increased regulations, and beginning early in January 
me 1942 no toluol could be exported without authorization from the | 
.. +. ; Director of Priorities. | | , a a 
a _ Xylol.—Xylol and xylol-range aromatic materials derived from coal 
oo _ tar were brought under General Preference Order M-150 by the 

oo ‘issuance, in July 1942, of Amendment 1. This amendment restricted 
an sales and deliveries of xylol and xylol-range aromatic materials to 

orders with a preference rating of A—2 or higher. oe 
| “— - Ammoniwum sulfate-—This byproduct was placed under allocation 
- _ by the War Production Board on June 1, 1942, through the issuance 

ne of General Preference Order M-163. Maximum prices for ammonium 
| sulfate were governed by Maximum Price Schedule 205, issued by the 

- Office of Price Administration, effective August 22. 
Pyridine.—Production and distribution of pyridine were placed 

under complete allocation by the War Production Board through 
Conservation Order M-185, effective September 1. In addition to its 

| use in the manufacture of sulfa drugs, pyridine is employed in manu- 
facturing a water repellant. | | | 

TECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS | 

War activities in 1942 augmented the demand for metallurgical 
coke. Iron-production requirements emphasized the need for the
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gest possible grade of coke for blast-furnace use. The Bureau of — ne 
_ Mines undertook investigations to assist the coke producers to meet a8 

“the needs of blast furnaces as to. available supply and quality. An 

industry committee, working in cooperation with the Office of = - 

Solid Fuels Coordinator for War, the War Production Board, and 

_ the Bureau of Mines, advises the investigators of the most pressing . oe 

, . needs and through cooperation and advice facilitates the research = 

_ work tobedone — | a es 

The addition of 4 percent of anthracite fines (No. 5 Buckwheat) =» 

_ to the coking-coal mix was practiced at the Laclede Gas Light Co, = 

St. Louis, Mo., in 1942. It was reported that the quantity of large- 

7 size foundry coke produced doubled and that it was possible tocar- = 

bonize 13 percent more coal per day because the coking time normally... 

» required for foundry coke was reduced from 26 hours to 18%.’ - ee 

_. ° Extensive research work was done in 1942 by the Koppers Co. = 

concerning new methods of heating Koppers-Becker coke ovens The x 

. new heating methods were radical in departure from methods used ins? 

. former years by this company, and it is reported that the research = 

resulted in a coke-oven design that not only improved coke quality = =; 

- - but also permitted more efficient economics of oven operation by ==. 

.. simplifying operating technique.’ — en 

Bo pee 1—Salient statistics of the coke industry in 19482 0 | ee 

eo. | eS oo _ | Byproduct |. Beehive | Total ee 

o - ‘Coke produced— - oe — de ee ee | ao : co - om 

bo At merchant plants: — ae . , oe a 

ere Quantity. _...-.----------------------net tons._|. 15, 184, 866 |-.--------------] 15, 134, 866 eS 

po Value Eel | $14, 728, 148. | ------sss---] SU, 728,48 

oo - . At furnace plants: oo fs . me | Oo os ey 

co Quantity. ....---------------------+---net tons- - . 47,160,043 |------+---------| = 47,160,043. Does 

Pa 0 Pot en $263, 288, 819 |...------------] - $263, 288,819". Bo 

ee otal: me , a - 1. | oe ee 

Bo Quantity.....-----------------------Ret tons..| 62,204,909 | 8,274,035 | 70,568,944 

ae Value... wee ee ebeeeceeeeeeneeeeneee--e-| $878,011, 967 | $47, 601, 777, $425, 613, 744 eres 

i». * Sereenings or breeze produced: . ope . Sl ae as” 

oe Quantity. __...--.------------------------net tons-- 4, 600, 030° - 151,653 | 4, 751, 683 ; tg 

eo | Value... ween neccesucesencceecceecccessteeee=|> $10,897, 121 | $151, 210 $11, 048, 331 cot 

7 .. Coal charged into ovens: ~ | . a a ee 

oo ‘Quantity .._.....-----------------+-------net tons... 87, 973, 821 12, 875,812 | 100,849, 633 ot 

Wage STII] $885,007, 197 | $32,458,011 | $417, 465, 208 veg 

- Average value per ton-~---.-+--------------+---+----- $4. 38 $2. 52 $414. TN 

_ Average yield gn percent of coal charged: | pe. re 

- COKC. oe owen enennwnneecneengengereeceee ens nn es 70.81 64.26 | 6.97 7 th 

0 Breeze (at plants actually recovering)..-------------] — - ~ 6.30 2. 46 «6 LL oe 

: vens: oo : SO a 

- In existence January 1--....------------------------].- 13, 016 18, 669 31, 685 oo 

In existence December 31. ....---------------------- > 18, 303 - 116, 295 29, 598 res 

a  Dismantled during year---------------------------- 136 . 1,486 : ~ 1,622 — Soy 

In course of construction December 31. .----.------- 1, 327 |..--------------| | 1,327 ae 

Annual capacity of ovens December 31...-net tons-. 64, 554, 972 10,408,595 | . 74, 963, 567 et 

Coke used by producer— 7 oO Cl 

In blast furnaces: 
ges 

| Quantity ....-------------------------net toms..}/ | 41, 602, 950 701,830 | __ 42,304, 780 hs 

SO Value... 0. nee ceeeececaceceneceeee-------| $230, 691, 580 $4,028,121 | $234, 719, 701 oF, 

= To make producer gas: — a eet 

Quantity ._._-.-----------------------net tons-- 810, 492 |_...------------ 810, 492 ee 

Value_....-_-----------------------------+------ $5, 138, 252 |..-------------- $5, 188,252 ae 

- To make water gas: 
Cs 

Quantity. .--------~-----0--7777777777R0F WOMB 1, 527,191 |__-------------- 1, 527, 191 * ta 

alue_.....-.....------------------------------- $8, 440, 530 |..--------------] $8, 440, 530 tS 

For other purposes: . 
boo. ae 

, Quantity ......-.---------------------net tons_- 414, 009 2,305| 416,314 Cel ie 

| Value... 022 nneccecacsececeeneeeeeeeeee-=-! $2,504, 247 gi2,420! $2,516,667 oe 

‘1 Number of ovens in existence at plants that operated in 1942 as reported by operators. ct ~ 

, : 1 Schmidt, L. D., Schroeder, W. C., and Fieldner, A. C., Increased Pig Iron Output Through Improved LG 

Coke: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3711, 1943, 58 pp. ; _ 

2 Roberts, I. M., Anthracite as a Coke Ingredient: Coal Age, vol. 47, No. 11, November 1942, p. 96. ou 

- 3 Rueckel, W. C., New Principles in Heating Koppers-Becker Coke Ovens: Blast Furnace and Steel ies 

: - Plant, vol. 30, No. 3, March 1942, pp. 331-337, and vol. 30, No. 4, April 1942, pp. 431-436. 7
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MeoN _ Tasie 1.—Salient statistics of the coke industry in 1942—Continued | 

me Oo — Byproduct Beehive — Total. _ 

Be Disposal of coke: ——’ Oo - mp jo oo - Me Sold to financially affiliated corporations— a . yet ... For blast-furnace use: | : . re Be Quantity. -____--...--_---.-....._net tons_- 3, 515, 351 I, 542, 503 |. 5, 057, 854 oo Re Value.___---------------------------.-------| $19, 373, 565 | --- $7, 570, 393. $26, 943, 958 ) - For other purposes: . 7 de . 7 ee - ae Quantity .-.-.....------.--.....-_net tons... _ 729, 619 452°}  --—s- 780, 071 Bure Walue_._.__-.---.--------222--e- een eee $4, 638, 839 | $2,179 | . $4, 641,018 a Be . Sold to other consumers— an sc Co 
recs oe For blast-furnace use: . an - Op oo moe se ~  Quantity_._--.-...----.-......___net tons_. 3,242,612 | 4, 886, 324 8,128,936 re Value_____--.------- 2 - eee nee $21, 337,174 | $28, 714, 727 ~ $50, 051, 901 - an _ Forfoundry use: =) oe, a _ . xo .  , Quantity-..-2.--.2222..---.._.-__net tons__|. 2,250,564 |  . . 341,012. 2,591,576 De ‘Value..2.-- 22 2---- eee eee $22, 853,858 |" $2, 408,220 | $25, 257, 078. Wed For manufacture of water gas: de . oto oo fe - ey We . Quantity. -....2.-.----.,-..-.--net-tons..| — - 657,761 | 15, 265 | 773, 026. oo Re oo _ Value... - 22-2 oe $5,131,790} . $691, 508 $5, 823,298 Mais _ . For other industrial use: a . _ a . oe a : Quantity. -.-------.----..-.-..--net tons._| 1,746, 562 595, 186 | | 2,341,748 fee og Vale. 2-----------------n-eeennatene-------| $12,497,915 | $3,688,452 | $16, 116.367, Woo _ For domestic use: lo . S | ae / SO Be So Quantity... ------.-.-----...-.---net tons..}. 5, 963, 474 98,220 | 6,061,694 -. Be Value.___---.----------------22-------------| $46, 967, 968 $544,530 | $47, 512, 498 eg Disposal of screenings or breeze: . , | Cs o to _ Bee es _. Used by producer— = = = a od ae . oe Po oo For raising steam: |. a poet | | Quantity._-....................__net tons... 3,123,066 |. —°—- 30,029 ~ 3,158,095 re _ Walue_._-_-222--2--- ee eee $7, 008, 139 $40, 144 $7, 048, 283. - ae . . To make producer or water gas: CP ee _ Quantity. ..--.--222.22.......__net tons._ 46, 769 |__--2.---------- 46, 769 ~ fe — Value... -.2 22-2) $247, 952 |---------------- $247, 952 Pe For other purposes: - a Poe - oe se - Quantity... net tons. _ --  §09, 921 8, 741 515, 662 co. a Sola | Value... -----22--------2 eee} $1, 054, 918 _ $6,979 $1,061,892 ie old: To ad 
Bk | Quantity-.------..--.--_.-.-.-_.___net tons... 932, 122 62,2387 | = 994, 359 _ tee Value_.__---------.--- 22-222 eee eee] $2, BBB, 985 $58, 200 | ' $2, 614, 185 1 . _ Average receipts per ton sold: Se - ° a Sr __ Furnace coke (merchant sales)._..-__-..-_.......__.|- «$6. 58 — $5.88 | $6. 16 fier Foundry coke-___._-._..-.-...-22_-------- $10. 15 $7.05} = $9.75 ere : For manufacture of water gas____..._.._.....__.___. $7. 80 — $6.00 | $7538 Ro Other industrial coke. .__.- 2-2-2 $7. 12 |. _ $6.20) - $6.88 . ae _ Domestic coke. --.--2...--.22.22-.2222-------_-_- $7, 88 $5. 54 «$7.84 | wow Screenings or breeze___................-._--.-_-__... $2. 74 $0. 94 | $2. 63 wie Stocks on hand January 1, 1943: oo . . so oo Furnace_._-.-..........--.-----...--._.-_net tons..| -. 770, 135 24, 617 794, 752 woe Foundry--.-_--.----.222-2-...--...__._.....do___. 21, 937 |- 2, 203 24,140 © oo Domestic and other._...--......_._....._....do.... 661, 401 8, 756 670, 157: ae Screenings or breeze._................---.....d0____| - 655, 175 4, 956 660,131, co ‘Exports. _..-..--..-..-.-.....------...___.._-....d0.... nee eee cece een n| enn e ween eee eee 839, 582 SO _ Imports.___-__-_- 2222-0 | 108,782 _ _-—- Caieulated consumption____.__.............-_.---do_.-.|__.. 70, 107, 181 _ . Byproducts produced: ® oe Gas_-.-..---------2--.--....-.....M eubie feet__ 944,879, 637 |_..-.---_-_-.__-- 944, 879, 637 Wasted__.._-..-----------.---.__--_-pereent_- 1.59 |__-- elle 1.59 oo. . Burned in coking process__._-.___......__do___. 36. 45 |.-------- ee 36. 45 Wo Surplus sold or used___._-._..._....._....do__._ 61.96 |_-..---.----__- 61. 96 : Tar_....--2..-.---------------------------- gallons... 740, 173, 619 |._-.---------2-- 740, 175, 619 © ~ Ammonium sulfate or equivalent ___.__..__pounds_ 1, 805, 025, 721 |_.-_---.--.____- 1, 805, 025, 721 - Crude light oil_...--.----......-......_____gallons_. 246, 024, 882 |..____-...-_____- 246, 024, 882 Yield of byproducts per ton of coal: ; 

; Gas...2...---22-2.-.-----..--.-..-.-M cubic feet_. 10. 74 |_.------.------ 10. 74 Tar__....-..--..-------------------.-.-----gallons_. 8.41 |___- 22 eee ' 8.41 -, Ammonium sulfate or equivalent__........pounds_. 20.85 |... 2-8 20. 85 Crude light oil._._...-.-._.............._._gallons_. 2.88 |... 2. ee 2. 88 Value of byproducts sold: 
Gas (surplus). ._-.....- 22-2222. 2-2-2 $88, 823, 807 |..-.------------ $88, 823, 807 ar: 

0) (<r $24, 155, 601 |____-.-..------- $24, 155, 601 Used by producer._...----_...--_----. $15, 813, 882 |.......-.-.-_--- $15, 813, 882 . Ammonium sulfate or equivalent_..............____ $21, 698, 572 |_....----.______ $21, 698, 572 Crude light oil and derivatives..................___ $29, 293, 280 |.__..._______._- $29, 293, 280 Other byproducts ?__......-.---..-...-------______- $12, 961, 205 |._-...-.-__-..-- $12, 961, 205 _ Total value of coke and breeze produced and byprod- 
ucts sold 3____. 2. $581, 655, 435 $47, 752, 987 $629, 408, 422 

eee 

7 Includes naphthalene and tar derivatives. . * Includes value of tar used by producer. 7
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COKE AND BYPRODUCTS ST 
: TABLE 2.—Stéatisticai trends of the coke indusiry in the United States, 19238 and = vw 
Ra ie 1939-42 - nee 

ae Be 3998 | 1989 90 | moet fee 

Lo Coke produced: a : | a 7 . ye eo 
~ '., Beehive.............-......._net tons__| 19, 379,870 | 1,444,328 | 3,057,825 | 6,704,156.| 8,274,085. ts 
an Byproduct__....-.----.-----------d0-.--| 37, 597, 664 | 42, 882, 313 | 54,014, 309 | ‘58, 482,422 | 62, 294, 909 oe et 

7 otal. 2 -aeeec-u------2----40__.-| 56, 977, 584 | 44, 326, 641 | 57,072, 134 | 65,186,578 | 70,568,944 ~~ if 
oe -Percent. of total from byproduct | |. . oa . Os ae. 

OVeNS._.-.--- 2-2 -------} 66. 0 96.7 94. 6 89.7 BBB A 
“ _ Producers’ stocks of coke, end of year __ . . po | A iy 
4 . - _. net tons..} 1! 1, 221,737 | 2, 602, 099 1, 956, 442 | 1, 758,086 1, 489, 049 | oN 
‘ _ Exports, all coke___.....-.-----.----do--.-| 1, 287,842 | 589, 925 804, 095 708, 971 839, 582 ee ae 
: Imports, all coke 2_=__.......------.do_.--| 85,002 141, 911 112,550 | 267,886} 108,782. aot 
: Consumption, calculated, all coke._.do__._| 55,178, 457 | 44,953, 082 | 57,026, 246 | 64,943,849 | 70,107,181 — ae 

| Disposal of coke, all coke sold or used: |. ae aR 
Furnace coke_._......--.-----.net tons.-| 47, 774,408 | 31, 498, 557 | 42, 483,624 | 50,454,325 | . 55, 491, 570 ey 

oo - Foundry coke__.......:-.2..-.----do--..| 3,600,719 | 1,682,200 | 2,089,962 | 2,846,459 | 2, 591, 576 ee | 
Other industrial (including producer and | . Os a 

___water gas)..............-.---net tons__| 3 2, 288, 888:| 3,193,068 | -3, 581,676 | 4,224,597] 5,452,457 9 i 
: - Domestic coke. _..........-...----d0-..-| 2,733,414 | 7,638,141 | 8,231,013 | 6,682, 959 6, 061, 694 oo et 

ott all other purposes__.....-..-..do._.-|. (8) 1,311, 559 | 1,458,435 | 1,165,526} 1,146,385 00 0 sa 

yens; er . . , ag 
| Beehive, in existence, end of year.......-]. 62, 349 10, 934 15, 150 "18, 669. 416,295 oe % 

es Byproduct, in existence, end of year...--|. 11,156 { 12,732] © 12,734] 13, 016 18,3808 vee 
Byproduct under construction, end of So mo, os ee 

.. _year_..-.---.2----1--------------------} 629 |.-----------} 492 181 1, 327 ae 
_ Cost of coal charged, byproduct. ovens, | a coe a 
te  . @verage per ton_......-...---- 22-28 -| $4. 76 |. $3. 75: $3.68} $3.92 . $4, 38 Ege 

ee Prices of coke: ee i | id. Co any 
- Average spot price of Connellsville fur- te et 

‘, _ _ nace coke, f. 0. b. ovens__....--.------- $5.33 | . $4.09 $4. 42 $5. 92 » $6.01 Des 
: | Average realization on byproduct coke | ° OS 

. _. Furnace coke (merchant sales)....-..-:| $6.74 - $4.38 «$4. 55 $5. 70 $6. 58 ps 
+ Boundry coke. ...-.----.--------------|. $10. 54 $8. 15 $8.67} $9.76 $10.15 er 

- Other industrial (including water gas) .. $9. 06 $5. 64 |. $5. 86 $6. 68 $7. 30 a 
_ Domestic__......-..--.----.--------22- $9. 05 $5. 90 |. $6. 03 $6. 96 $7. 88 alt 

a . ‘Yield of byproducts per ton of coal charged: , . OG 
an - "Par_...-------.----.-..-..-----_ gallons... 8.1 9. 06 8.79 8.624 8. 41 tee 
- . Ammonium sulfate orequivalent §=§=.§ |. si. a . Ne te 

, | | - pounds... 212] © 2233/ © 22.00 21.34. 20, 85 pe 
. Light oil_.-2..................gallons_- 2.7 . 2,99 | 2. 93 2. 90 2.88 | AS 
2 .: Surplus gas sold or used__M cubic feet_- - 8.9 - 7,08 — 6.84 6.71 |. 6.65 nf 
Me Average gross receipts for byproducts, per ee | a ak 
: ton of coke produced: — oo oo oe os 
- Tar sold and used. ......-.-.....--..---- $0. 51 _ $0. 622 $0.571 | -. $0.566 _ $0. 642 ae 
oo, ' Ammonia and its compounds.__...-...--| © $0.84 $0. 341 $0.364 | © $0.371 ~ $0. 348 ne 
2 Light oil and its derivatives (including nt a as le 

naphthalene) -_-...--.-...---.----------| - . $0.51 $0. 414 $0. 421 | $0.431; $0. 501 os 
.. Surplus gas sold or used.___..-.-.--...-.- $1.37 $1. 676 $1. 507 - $1454 |. $1. 426 Cg 

. Total byproducts, including breeze... ---. $3. 48 ~ $3.315 $3. 117 $3. 130 |. $3. 269 - * 

. : - . : — : oe ih 

1 Furnace and foundry coke only. oo, . a — oa 
_ . 2 Before 1934, figures represent general imports; beginning with 1934, they represent imports for consump- ; tat 

tion only. . : , . ant 
3 “For all other purposes”? included under “Other industrial (including producer and water gas).”’ oo a 
* Number of ovens in existence at plants that operated in 1942 as reported by operators. Ne 

| : _ SCOPE OF REPORT | 7 er 

‘his report presents final statistics of the byproduct- and beehive- —s_. : 
coke industry in 1942. In addition to the customary annual data, eg 
the results of a survey covering operations of coal-gas plants in 1942, ae 
made by the Bureau of Mines for the first time, are presented in this af 
chapter. | oe 7 i Oss 

In the United States coke is produced by a group of four different ag 
industries. In addition to that manufactured in the familiar byprod- 3 
uct and beehive ovens, coke is obtained in the refining of petroleum — * 

- and of tar and in the manufacture of coal gas. The coke produced wk 
by each of these processes, however, differs greatly in character, and ie 
the problems affecting each are separate and distinct. : 4
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oa ~ In 1942, 1,338,000 tons of petroleum coke and 117,714 tons of © “ 
>... eoal-tar-pitch coke were produced, compared with 1,648,000 and 91,800 = 
si * tons, respectively, in 1941. The decrease in output of petroleum coke > 
-.. in 1942, in spite of increased requirements, was due to fuel-oil short- 
©. ages, which forced several large refineries to eliminate coke production. __ 
«>... Sinee, in general, only coke from byproduct and beehive ovens is __ 
“adapted to blast-furnace and foundry use and since most of all coke 
>: produced is directed to these uses, the coke trade is concerned more | 
“especially with byproduct and beehive coke; hence the statistics of 
x. - this report relate especially to these two coke-manufacturing processes. = 

‘The standard unit of measurement in the coke industry is the short 
“or net ton of 2,000 pounds, and unless otherwise specified that unit is _ 
se employed throughout thisreport. 

ae MONTHLY AND WEEKLY PRODUCTION oe 

“>. Rigures for monthly and weekly production of coke are given in _ 
“~~ tables 3 to 7. The monthly and weekly production of byproduct | 
‘<--- goke is based upon reports from operators. In February 1942 the’  - 
».. ‘Bureau of Mines renewed the collection of weekly production data 
<* -. from the byproduct-coke industry—the first time since 1918. This — 
_.°* @anvass was undertaken at the request of the Office of Solid Fuels 
=. Coordinator * for War in order that weekly production trends inthe _ 
...... byproduct-coke industry could be ascertained. The demand for coke : 

- '. was so great in 1942 that maximum output was necessary tomeet the — 
= inereased requirements of the war industries, and the daily rate of 
“- - - - production rose steadily throughout the year. — ce 
~The current weekly statistics of beehive coke, shown in table 6, are 
Che estimates based upon weekly carloadings on the principal coke-carry- 
. ing railroads, on shipments over private railroads, and on amounts 
Bo _ known to have been consumed by associated steel works close to the — 
“. producing ovens. As beehive coke seldom is stored at the ovens in 
Bo any great quantity, shipments are a good barometer of weekly pro- — 
a duction. The collection of monthly data from beehive-coke-plant 

ss operators was begun by the Bureau of Mines in March 1942. Figures 
for January and February production are based upon operators’ 

-- -_- reports of sales of beehive coke. | _ | 

4The Office of Solid Fuels Coordinator for War was changed by Executive order issued April 19, 1943, 
| effective May 4, to Solid Fuels Administration for War.
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|. Tasiw 3.—Byproduct, beehive, and total coke produced in the United States,1989-42, 

Bo _ _by months and average per day, in net tons — | , , 

re iso] ds] 1942, | oe 

we Month = | [ Sain rn | | pay T pant ns ns eS 
i -  f Daily | Daily | ily | Daily ae? 
poe ae | Total average Total | average | Total — average Total average! _ ° 

Be Byproduct: - es re . 8 foe | oo | ce 2 

a January .-..-.-..-| 3, 355, 200 | 108,200 | 4,720,600 | 152,300 | 4,938, 800 | 159, 300 | 5, 228, 900 |. 168, 700 oo 
eo February_.......-| 3,066,800 | 109, 500 | 4,028,300 | 138,900 | 4,507,400 | 161,000 | 4,720,300 | 168, 6U0 | 8 

March ""77777777| 3, 425, 700 | 110, 500 | 4,136,600 | 133, 400 | 5,005, 200 | 161, 500 | 5, 280, 700 | 168,700 
oo ‘April._---------.-| 2,903,800 | 96, 800: | 3,995,800 | 133,200 | 4,479,600 | 149, 30u | 5,060, 400 | 168,700. EE 
fe ‘May ...---..-.-_-| 2,387, 100°} 77,000 | 4,256,000 } 137,300 | 4,851,600 | 156, 500 | 5,265, 600 | 169, 900 Oe 

© ‘June... .._.___-| 3,078, 500°| 102,600 | 4,387, 2CO | 146,200 | 4,841,700 | 161,400 | 5,104,600 | 170, 200 | oo 
’ July_..-----------| 3, 354, 100 | 108, 200 | 4,632, 400 | 149, 400 } 5,019,600 | 161,900 | 5,282,800 | 170, 400 ee! 

ae - ‘August_...----.--| 3, 652, 900 | 117,800 | 4,695, 500 | 151, 500 | 5,018,900 | 161, 900 | 5,320,000 | 171,600 | we 
. _” September..__--.-| 3, 890,600 | 129,700 | 4,640, 700 | 154,700 | 4,811. 400 | 160, 400 | 5, 168, 400 | 172, 300 | e 
we October........._| 4, 512, 300 | 145, 6u0 | 4,853,600 | 156,600 | 4,976, 500 | 16U, 500 | 5,343,800 | 172,400. oe 
oe - November...._..-| 4,551,900 | 151,700 | 4, 763, 500 | 158,800 | 4,839, 200 | 161,300 | 5,196,000 | 173, 200 os 
os December.------| 4,703, 400 | 151, 700 | 4,904,100 | 158, 200 | 5, 192, 500 } 167, 500 | 5,373, 400 | 173,300, os 

Oe 7 142, 882, 300 | 117, 500 |54, 014, 300 | 147, 600 |58, 482, 400 | 160, 200 /62, 294, 900 170,700 2 

gehen po 
-  """January..--.--..-| 78,400 |. 3,000 }- 252,300 | 9,300 | 542,500}. 17,500] 675,400 | 21,800 pee 
, -. February_........|. 72,000] 3,000 | 164,400 |.. 6,600.| 523,900 | 18,700 | 635,500 | 22,700 — 8 

ae March. S77}. 69,600 | 2,600 | 143,100 | 5,500 | 618,100 | 19,900 | 694,400 | 22, 400 ES 
ee ‘April...-....-...-| 20,000 | .. 800 | 108,400 | 4,200 | 98,200} 3,300 | 686,600 | 22,900 - ee 
8 May STTITITIITTZ}. 24,700 | 900] 112,300 | 4,200 | 571,200 | 18,400 | 700, 200 | 22, 600. is 
- James TTITZ7Z} 52,800} 2,000 | - 159,800 | 6,400 | 595, 400 |. 19, 800 | 719,000 | 24, 000 ge 

we July..............| .47,100 | 1,900 |. 244,400 | 9,400 | 610,400 | 19,700 | 692,800 | 22,300 ea 
, ‘August_.---...._-| ., 44,900} 1,700°}. 294,200 | 10,900 | 644,500 | 2u, 8uv | 696,700 | 22,500) 00 

..  Beptember.---77-} 77,000 | 3,000 | 287,800 | 11,500 | 605,800 | 20, 200 |. 697,600 | 23,8000 st 
| - October.....-....| 266,800-| 10,300 |- 384,200 | 14,200 | 646,800 | 20,900 |. 722,100 | 23,300 wt 

co -. November_.......| 362,700 | 14,000 | 416,800 | 16,000 | 561,300 | 18,700 | 667,400 | 22,.200: fiw Ph 
7  December_----_-| . 328,800 | 13,200 | 490,100 | 19,600 | 686,100 | 22, 100 | . 686,300 | 22, 100 oe 

| 4, 444,800 | 4, 700 | 8,057,800 | 9,800 | 6,704, 200 | 18, 400 | 8, 274, 000 | 22,700 ae 

— motatcoke; = (até‘rtSttt ns 
mo “January.......-.-| 3,433,600 | 111,200 | 4,972,900 | 161,600 | 5, 481,300 | 176, 800 | 5, 904,300 | 190, 500 ea 
eo ‘February ....____.| 3,138, 800 | 112,500 | 4,192,700 }-145, 500 | 5,031,300 | 179, 700 | 5, 355, 800 |, 191,300 Ss 
| - March_"-_--7"77"7] 3; 495,300 | 113, 100 | 4, 279, 700 | 138,900 | 5,623,300 | 181, 400 | 5,925,100 | 191,100,000 sy * 
c ‘April._.----._____| 2,923, 800 |~ 97,600 | 4, 104,200 | 137, 400 | 4, 577,800 } 152, 600 | 5,747,000 | 191,600 2 2 

a --“May.___-_....._-] 2,411,800 | 77,900 | 4,368,300 | 141,500 | 5, 422,800 | 174, 900 | 5,965, 800 | 192, 500 an 
Fune_..........._.| 3, 130, 800 | 104,600 | 4,547,000. |. 152, 600 | 5, 437,100 | 181, 200 | 5,823, 6U0 | 194, 200 + 

— July_..........._.| 3,401, 200 | 110,100 | 4,876, 800 | 158,800 | 5,630,000 | 181, 600 | 5,975,600 | 192, 700 ae 
: - ‘August. ___""-77"7| 3)697, 800 | 119, 5uu-| 4, 989, 700 | 162, 400 | 5, 663, 400 | 182, 700 | 6,016, 700 | 194, 100 Ca 
: - Beptember..-..___| 3,967,600 | 132,700 | 4,928,500 | 166, 200.| 5,417,200 | 180, 600 | 5,866,000 | 195,600 — pies 
Me October ........_| 4,779, 100 | 155, 900 | 5, 237,800 | 170,800 | 5,623, 300 | 181, 400 | 6,065,900 | 195, 700 os 
“~ . November__..----| 4,914, 600 |:165, 700 | 5, 180,300 | 174,800 | 5,400,500 | 180, 000 | 5,863, 400 | 195, 400. og 
. -December-:-----.| 5,032, 200.| 164,900 | 5,394, 200 | 177,800 | 5,878, 600 | 189, 600 | 6,059, 700 195,400 

44, 826, 600 |. 122, 260 * 072, 100 |.157, 400 165, 186, 600 | 178, 600 |70, 568, 900 | 193, 400 oe 

1 Daily average production of beehive coke prior to 1941 was calculated by subtracting Sundays and holi- — ohne + 

_.  daysin each month: 1941 and 1942 daily average has been calculated by dividing the total monthly produc- a ye 

. tion by the total number of days in the month. : - hy 

Taste 4.—Byproduct coke produced in the United States in 1942, by weeks eee 

| | [Based upon reports from all producers] — | ot 

SO Week ended— Net tons Week ended—_ Net tons ||, Week ended— Net tons . gt 

January 1-311.........| 5,228,900 |} May 30.....-..----.--| 1, 193,900 |] September 26_.....-.-] 1, 210, 000. oie 
February 7..-----.----| 1,176,700 || June 6..-.------------| 1, 198, 300 |} October 3_..-.-.------ 1, 210, 200 ees 

14...........] 1, 171, 000 13_._...---------| 1, 187, 800 10_.....------] 1,213, 700 | ia 
QL... ..---| 1, 172.900 |] 20......---.-----| 1, 186, 700 17....---..---| 1, 211, 000 tas 

’ 28........--| 1, 164, 200 27.....-.--------| 1, 189, 100 - 24... .-._---| 1, 207,600 . tt 

: March 7._.........---| 1, 167,500 |} July 4..-.......------.| 1,193,900 |}. 5, 31__----------] 1, 211, 200 8 
14____...__._.-| 1,170, 000 11__.____---..----| 1, 191,200 |] November 7_..-------| 1,223,400 ae 

— QLL---------] 1, 178, 300 18___.......------| 1, 192, 000 14__....---| 1,211, 200 oe 
28_....--------] 1, 165, 800 25......----------| 1, 199, 600 || Q1_.......-| 1,213, 800 oa 

April 4__.............-] 1, 178, 500 || August 1__..--...-..-| 1,204, 500 28...-.----| 1,211, 500 Be 

11___....--..----] 1, 162, 500 8__.....-.-..-| 1,206,600 || December 5.-..-.-----| 1, 205, 700 rN 

18_.__-.....-----| 1, 169, 000 15___---------} 1, 218, 800 |} - 12___-.--.--] 1,219, 200 ok, 
25.....----------| 1, 173, 900 22.._.....-..-] 1, 213, 800 19___....---] 1, 228, 400 

May 2..-.......------| 1,175, 400 29.......-----| 1, 220, 100 26......----| 1, 223, 600 
9___...--....-_..]| 1, 186, 900 || September 5..--.-.-.-.] 1,215, 500 27-31......-| 3855, 900 : 

16.....----------| 1, 185, 300 12._......-| 1,217, 400 ] —_—_—- 3 
23..........-----| 1, 182, 900 19.........| 1, 209, 600 62, 294, 900 e 

1 Weekly statistics of byproduct-coke production were not collected until the week ended February 7, 1942. a 

. 25 days only. os
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so. Taptg .5.—Byproduct coke produced in the United States in 1942, by months and- 
a 3 | _-~‘States,in nettons oe Oo oe 
ce a . - - [Based upon reports from all producers] . : | , 

We BF State - '| January | February| March {| April | May | June July | 

a Alabama_._.....__....--.---..-| 488,200 | 435,100°| 484,000 | 468,000 | 479,800 | 464,200 | 474, 600 Ge Colorado-...---...------.----.-] _55,300.| 51,400 | 56,100 | 54,500} 57,200} 56,200] 59,200 _ 
Ps Illinois_.---....--..------------| 317,300 | 289,600 | 315,100 | 306,600 | 319,200 | 308,700 | 316,700 © | 
ye  -Indiana.__.._...._.L_.....-.---] 625,900 |. 554,600 | 615,400-| 588,700 | 604,400'| 580,600| 609,100 . © 
Bee Maryland____--......---.------] 177,600 | 158,200 | 178,000 | 171,900 | 177,500 | 172,400| 176,800 
fe Massachusetts......-.---------] 101,400 | 91,100 | 99,900] 96,800} 101,200] 96,800 97,900 
“0 Michigan. ___..2.L.....--------] 268, 300 | 243,600 | 270,200 | 261,800 | 271,300 | 257,900 | - 263,000 | 
Be Minnesota. ._-.....---2--.-..| 79,400 | 69,700 | 77.900 | 73,700| °78,400| 78900] 84000... 
co- .  * - New Jersey_..-....-.2---------| 91,200 |/ 80,800} 88,900 | 85100 | 89,400] 85,100| 87,000. 
fee New York___._......--..---.--| 448,300 | 407,900 | 448,200 | 434,700 | 448,200 | 434700} 440,600 
ey Ohio... ---.--------.----------] 835,900 | 758,100 | 831, 700 | 810,300 | 835,700 | 805,900 | - 836,600 
HRs Pennsylvania. .___......--.----] 1, 336, 700 |1, 209, 600 |1, 348, 000 |1, 299, 200 |1, 356, 800 |1, 325, 500 | 1, 385°800 — 
Mee ‘Tennessee_......-....--.--.---| 18,300} 17,200 | 19,300 |’ 18,000]. 19,400} | 19,000} ” 19,500 | 
toe) Utah. oll ee 22-_---------} 18,600] 16,600 | 21,500 | 21,100} 21,600 | 20,900] - 21,000 
whe. West Virginia.............-.--.| 177,800 | 162,400 | 182,200 | 183,400 | 212300 | 209,200 219,200 ~ 
Bite | Connecticut, Kentucky, Mis- | a a . op Po - 
me - - souri, Rhode Island, and Wis- : BO . a so ~ 
wes consin.........--.--------.-| 193,700 | 174,400 | 194,300 | 186,600 | 193,200] 188,600 | 191,800 - 

Ba | A oe - 5, 228, 900 |4, 720, 300 |5, 230, 700 |5, 060, 400 |5, 265, 600 |5, 104,600 | 5,282,800 
-° At merchant, plants....____....|1, 250, 300 |1, 142, 000 [1, 268, 300 {1, 226, 200 |1, 280, 300 (1, 246, 200 | 1, 286, 400 - 
“oo. At farnace plants_._...-..--.--/8, 969, 600 |3, 578, 300 |3, 962, 400 |3, 834, 200 |3, 985, 300 |3, 858, 400 | 3,996, 400 

voce coe a . Rave Septem- -Novem- |. Decem- | m4.) 
gy ; - State | August ber October ber |. ber Total - 

Bo  Alabama____.....2--..--------------------| 470,400 | 451,900 | 462,400 | 448,500 | 457,400. | 5,579,500 
eo. Colorddo.....--..-------------------------| 59,000 | 56,300. | 57,200 | 56,000} 57,800 | "676,200 
Slee) Wiinois._2 te -2.--------------------| 811,100 | 297,800 | 310,900 | 297,800 | 299,300-| 3,690,100 

ae _ Indiana_.-__---_._.-2-2-------.----------| 625,000] 619,900 | 634,200 | 615,800 | 663,900 | 7, 337, 500 
foo: Maryland. _......--..--.-----.----------] 177,700 | 174,500 | 180,500 | 177,100 | 181, 500 | 2; 103, 700. | 
Boss Massachusetts_......---------------------| 98,700 | 97,800 | 100,800] 95,700} 98,300 | 1, 176, 400°’ | 
Bo _ Michigan___..._.-....-...--.-----2-------| 264,200 | 254,600 | 263,200 | 256,200 | 264, 800 | 3; 139, 100 
ae - Minnesota._._-......----------------------| 83,900 | 79,600 | 83,700} 82,400 | 83,700 | 955,300 
Pee New Jersey_..-...-.-.--------------------| 86,200 | 85,500 | 86,200} 85,400 87,700 | 1,038, 500 
eo New York__...--.--------.---------------} 430,800 | 414,000 |. 423,000 | 420,900 | 429,100 | 5, 180; 400 
Bras Ohio______..---..2------------2.----------| 846,200 | 824,900 | 854,500 | 822,800 | 850,200 | 9, 912, 800 
ey -Pennsylvania.___.....--..----..----------|1, 412, 100 |1, 369, 000 |1, 425, 200 |1, 396, 000 |1, 446, 300 116, 310, 200 
pp Tennessee... ..----...-------.-----------| 19,400 |. 20,500 | 21,500] 20,800 | 21,600 | ' 234° 500 
Re Utah... __.--------.-2--.----------------| _20,000:| 19,600 | 21,100 | 19,900 |. 20,600 | ° 242,500 . 
rae West Virginia..__....__..--.-....-.-.-----| 224,100 | 216,500 | 225,400 | 213 300 | 218 600 | 2,444,400 
a Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, Rhode - St - 
mo | Island, and Wisconsin. .......--..------] 191,200 | 186,000 | 194,000 | 187,400 | 192,600 | 2,273,800 ~ 

e. : a : 5, 320, 000 |5, 168, 400 |5, 343, 800 |5, 196, 000 /5, 373, 400 |62, 294,900 

oo At merchant plants_-._.....--...---.------]1, 289, 300 |1, 256, 400 .|1, 294, 400 {1, 278, 600 |1, 307, 500 15,134,900 
ce At furnace plants. ..........-...---------|4, 030, 700 |3, 912, 000 |4, 049, 400 |3, 917, 400 |4, 065, 900 |47, 160, 000 

a TaBLe 6.—Beehive coke produced in the United States in 1942, by weeks 7 
oo , [Estimated from railroad shipments] : 

' . A CE LE A Le CL : 

. Week ended— | Net tons Week ended— Net tons. Week ended— Net tons — 

| January 3.-_.........| | 167,400 || May 9................| 151,300 || September 12........_| 145, 200 
| 10_......---.-| 141,900 |] 16.....-..-..----| 176, 100 19......---| 164,300 

. 17___...---...| | 14,600 23_.-....------..| 186, 400 26.......--| 167,900 
24.....--..-__| 152, 700 30..-........--..| 153,100 |} October 3..._..-------| 173, 400 
31__..........| 162,700 || June6_...___-...-----]| 155, 700 10.....-.-----| 166,600 

February 7..--.......| 158,000 || —«-18.-.__-_--_-----| 156,500 || . 17_.....------| 161,400 
: 14_..____.._| 168,600 20.......--------| 179,900 24..___.-_--__| 165, 100 

21_..._.-..| 147, 500 27..-....--..----| 179,800 31_____-..----| 167, 200 
28......--..| 164,200 || July 4.._........___._] 132,200 || November 7__..--....| 160,700 

. March 7__.___-_._--.-| 158, 900 11__..---_-------| 162, 100 14.-..___.-| 149,100 
14_.-..._____._| 138, 900 18_......-.--..--| 155, 900 21.....-.--| 170, 400 . 
21_........---] 156,400 |} 25___._..-_-______| 189; 700 28......---| 150,000 
28.-.-...------| 161,700 || August 1___._...._..._) 162,400 || December 5_........__; 161, 100 

April4._........._._-_| 155,700 8.............-] 157,300 12._.._.-.__| 168, 200 
11_.____....-...| 159,300 15_.....-.---..| 142, 500 19_......._.| 162, 100 
18____-_-_.---..-| 160, 200 22.............| 157, 200 2%6.........-| 187, 500 
25.......--.-....| 168,800 29.........-...| 158, 800 27-31....-._| 3 86,900 

May 2._...-.--.--....| 152,400 || September 5..__......| 169, 100 —_——_—— 
: 8, 274, 000 

13daysonly. 25 days only. 

.
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. TaBLE 7.—Beehive coke produced in the United States in 1942, by months and States | a ke 

- | | tm nettons Ng 

_ Co State | ganuary | February] March | April | May | June © Se 

eo Alabama.___.__.......--..---2.------.--.} 13,300} 12,100-| 13,200] 12,9001 . 11,400} 4,700 oe 
/ Colorado and Utah-_-..-------------------| 8,500 7,100} 8,900}; 9,100} 7,200} 9,800 © 9.38 

7 Kentucky and Teniessee..............-..| 5,200) _ 3,400] 8,400] — 8,000] 7,500 750000 ith 
/ Pennsylvania... sesso 22.-} 504,800°| 560,900 | 616,800 | 602,400 | 619,400 | © 639,100 

: Virginia. --.---2----------2--+-----------+| 20,200 | 27,500 | 31,600 | 29,300 | 28, 400 29,500 — wp eed 

7 . West Virginia_....-.-----------+---------- 
23 | 24, 500 15, 500 24,900 | 26, 300. - 28, 900 - on oy 

. ee ae "675,400 | 635,500 |. 694,400.| 686,600 |. 700,200 | 719,000. a 

State ‘July | August 3 October | Novem a Tol 

—. Atabama.-.......-....----.-| 5100 | 4,600 | 4,700] 4,800] 4,200| 4,400] 95,400° MN 
" Colorado and Utab_.....-..----|« » 8,800 9,600,| 10,500 |. 10,800} 9,800; 10,200 | - 109,800 te 

Kentucky and Tennessee_---.-| 7,400 | -..6, 100 4,600. | ~ 5,000] . 5,600 | — 5,000 73,700 2 Mt 

-- Bennsylvania_......-----.....{ 613,000 | 613,900 | 616,400 | 639, 400 | 587,600 | 605,700 | 7,309,400 © 5 308 
| Virginia.....-.-----------------| 29,500 | 30,100 | 29, 600 |" 28,900 | 28,300 | 28,600 | 350,500 oe 

West Virginia__.:-------;------ 29,000 | 32,400 31, 800 33, 200 31,900 | 32,400 | © 335, 200 oe 

: a PRODUCTION BY FURNACE AND NONFURNACE PLANTS = © oe 

| - Tables 8 and 9 give the production of byproduct coke by plants = Oe 
. -.associated with iron furnaces and by other plants. = a8 

; The terms “furnace” and “merchant” plants originated in the — os oo 

-. Connellsville beehive-coke trade. In this report the distinction is ee 

. .» applied to byproduct plants only. A “furnace” plant is defined as = * 

- gne:that produces, primarily, furnace coke and has an assured. outlet a 

_ for this coke either through financial affiliations with or direct owner- ss 5,5 

: ship by an iron works or through long-time contracts. The class of oy 
-.. “other plants” includes a few plants that are affiliated with localiron = “ae 

furnaces but produce.much more coke. than the furnaces can absorb. ss 

- and therefore depend chiefly on the foundry and domestic trade or on OY 

merchant sales of furnace coke for disposal of the output. The  —~ 4 

| classification of “other plants’ also includes merchant producers of == 18 

furnace coke who sell their entire output on the open markét, plants dd 

affiliated with alkali works, low-temperature carbonization plants, «yak 

plants: that operate as gas utilities, and a number of plants that, > 4 

-- - although not public utilities, were constructed primarily to supply . ~% 

- city gas and to sell their coke for domestic, industrial, or metallurgical =. ‘4 

| uses. Because of the miscellaneous character of this group of plants, oe 

they are not designated as “merchant” but as “nonfurnace’! or “other -. | ee 

| plants.” From time to time it may be necessary to change the classi- 

- fication of a given plant because of a change in ownership or market 7 

connections. - | | — | | “ a 

| The activity of “furnace plants” depends principally on the a¢tivity os ah 

of the iron and steel industry, therefore the output of furnace coke = oh 

follows closely the trend of that industry. In 1942 furnace plants 4 

: contributed 76 percent of the total. byproduct-coke output compared og 

_ with 77 percent in 1941 and 77 percent in 1940. The relative propor- i 

tions of “furnace” and “nonfurnace’ coke have been remarkably os 
| constant during the past 3 years. The relative constancy of this a. 

production ratio between the two types of plants illustrates that the Fy 
demands of industries other than the iron and steel industry affect  - . 

the market sufficiently for the output of the nonfurnace group to os 

-_. follow, in general, the pattern established by the furnace group. SS
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Moos -.. Taste 8.—Number and production of byproduct-coke plants connected with tron 
bee” furnaces and of other byproduct ‘plants in the United States, 1918, 1918, and. 

| SERS UY? | Coke produced (net tons) | Percent of produc, 
i oe ee Furnace | Other | Furnace. | Other | Furnace}. Other ©... 
Bo ee CaS ey ET Te -. | plants-| plants | — plants plants plants | plants a 

me AOI toe le eee eee ep 207 16 9,277,882 | 3,436,868 | 73.0] ° 27.0 | 
Be gig TT TTTETTETTT TT) 86 | 24 | 1952201342 | 6,777,238 = 739] 0 
Bool oC IMQIITTTE TET 4b P40] 41) 4053177 |. 19) 549) 130 72.8) 232 
: co, 19412 ee ee eee 45 | 42 | 44,987,913 | . 13, 494, 509 |. 76.9 23.1 

Be Ag a TB | 47,160,043 | 15,184,866] © 75.7) 248 

oy TapnEe 9.--Monthly and average daily production of byproduct coke by plants asso- | 
bes etated with tron furnaces and by all other plants in the United States, 1940-42, in 

A 

yee Month os 
eee Se te nace > Other.) Furnace |" Other — Furnace . Other. 
Cease ee plants | plants. | plants .} plants | plants | plants Oo 

BES oF Monthly production: © ~~ |. 2... Pe od [a 
ce Jantiary..-.u-c------22-| 8, 644,300] 1, 076,300-| 3, 825,200} 1,113,600 | 3,969,600 | - 1,250,300 
See Bebruary.....-..-.----2--} 3,038, 200. | "990; 100 | 3, 468, 200 | 4,039,200 | 3,578,300} 1,142,000 - 
a oes Marois ll. las222---.-[. 8, 082, 700: | 1, 053,900. | 3, 850,400.| 1, 154,800 | 3,962,400 | 1,268,300 
BO pry STITT TTT] 9% gg5;'700 | 15010; 100 | °3; 423° 700. |" 1,055,900 | - 3,834,200 | 1,226,200 
Be Mfg TUTTI TITTY. 8% 248° 200 | 1007,800.|~ 3; 731,800 | 1.119; 800 | °3, 985,300} 15280,300. 
peepee oe Jame eweeeeee- eee se-| 8, 395, 800.| 991, 400: | 3,728,500 | 1,113, 200 | 3,858,400 | 1, 246, 200 
Bop Shy STITT 3}.599, 800 | 1, 032,600 |» 3,875, 600 | 1,144,000 | 3,996,400'| 1, 286, 400 | 
Bees (apaig§SDoITIITIITITTITITT] 3} 658; 800: | 1; 036, 700 | 3,875, 500°) 1, 143,400 | 4,030, 700 | 1; 284, 300 
Bose -September._27777777TITT"] 3) 596, 900 | 1,043,800 | 3, 708, 400 | 1,103,000 | 3,912,000] 1, 256, 400 
ee OetoBer! 2 2IILTIIIIIT].. 8, 750,800 } 1; 102,800 | 3,827,900 | 1, 148,.600.| 4,049, 400 | 1, 204 400 
Hes. November. 227772"177_""7"] 3; 674,700 |. 1,088,800 | 3,694,800 | 1,144,400 | 3,917,400 | 1, 278, 600. 
Be December STIIIITIIIIIIT | 3} 789, 300 | 1,114,800 | 3,977,900 | 1,214,600 | 4,065,900 | 1, 307,500 

eile Vg a5, 200-| 12, 549, 100 | 44, 987, 900 | 13,494, 500 | 47,160,000 | 15,134,900 
Heo Average daily production: .§ | oy. | a | 
Peep " January._.......-....--.-| | 117,600} 34,700 | 128, 400 35,900 | 128,100] ~~ . 40,600 
he 2+ Rebruary...22222222727277} 4047800 |. 34,100 | 123,900 | ~~ 37,100 | 127,800} ~—=_40, 800 
Se Maron TTITTTITTTTTITITT) 99;400 | 34,000 | =: 124,200 | = 37300 | 127800] -- 40,900. 
wen April TITTTTTTITITT TIT] 99}500°} 33,700} . 114100] 35,200] 127, 800 40,900 

ne ‘May....-....--.-----.--.-| 104,800 32,500 | 120, 400 36,100 | 128, 600 41,300 
as - ‘June__...2--.-2---2--2---} 113; 200 33,000 | 124300] 37,100} 128,600] 41,600 | 
. 8 Jaly UTTTIIIIIIITNTITT) 136; 100 33,300 | 125,000} 36,900} 128,900] —-41, 500 
So put TITTTTITTIZITITT] 118} 000 33,500 | 125,000 36,900 | 130,000 41; 600 
ne  September_.....-..-.-.-..| 119,900] . 34800] 123,600 36,800 | 130, 400 41,900 
ee October_.22722227 7777-77} 12} 00q | = 35; 600 | ~—-123,500 | +~——-37,000.| 130, 600 41, 800 
oe November-......--..--.--- 122, 500 | 36, 300 |. 128, 200 38, 100 _ 130, 600 42, 600 
ce —— December_-2-22222222I-2-] 122, 200 36,000 | 128, 300 39,200 | "131, 100 42, 200 
Mi | . Average... 22 eo ae. 113,300} 34,300 | 128, 200 37, 000 129,200} — 41,500 

| , PRODUCTION BY STATES AND DISTRICTS | 

- The intense activity in the coke industry during 1942 resulted in an 
. increased output in 19 of the 20 States that produced byproduct coke. 

The average increase for the industry as a whole was 7 percent over 
the 1941 figure. The only State that did not increase its 1942 output 

/ was Indiana, because of the inactivity of 140 ovens at Gary, which 
were undergoing major repairs. These rebuilt ovens were completed 
and placed in operation by December 1942. 

~ Pennsylvania led all States in the output of byproduct coke, and its 
16,310,167 tons represented 26 percent of the total United States pro- 
duction. This was an increase of 677,813 tons (4 percent) over the 
output in 1941 and 5,315,913 tons (48 percent) over 1939. The statis-
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- ties of coke production alone fail to do justice to the importance of = 
’ this State in the coke industry for, in addition to coke, it supplies ss 

much of the raw coal required by the byproduct ovens in adjoming ssi; 

i States, ae eg 
~. Compared with 1941 Alabama led all States in increased tonnage  —s_—~— >. 

Be production of byproduct coke, with 819,649 tons, followed by Pennsyl- =. 

-. -yania with 677,813 tons, Ohio with 628,589, and West Virginia with =. 
_ 460,749 tons. The States that showed the largest percentage of in-  , 
- crease were Tennessee with 111 percent, Minnesota with 39 percent, .. . 
oo West Virginia with 23 percent, and Maryland with 20 percent over 

the 1941. output, 
Po ‘The production of beehive coke in 1942 was 8,274,035 tons, of which a 

7,309,337 tons (88 percent) were produced in Pennsylvania; Virginia. =, 
and West Virginia each contributed 4 percent. All States that pro- 
duced beehive coke in 1941, except Kentucky, increased their output =. 

+ in 1942. The State showing the greatest increase was Utah, with 119 © .3 

| - percent, followed in ‘order by Tennessee 86 percent, West Virginia 28. 

ss percent, and Pennsylvania 24 percent. = | ee ae ae 

Co a ao a | | a o rn eS “als 

a  Tasun 10.—Byproduct and beehive coke produced in the United States, 1918 and ee 
oy a —.. - 1989-42, by States, in net tons a Ci 

CO an oy [Exclusive of screenings or breeze] - ee | / oe Q ae 

: a State 191g | 1939 «| 190) | ton] tee 

Se Byproduct: | CS ; Sop oe ee aR 
:  Alabama_...-.------------------------ 2, 634, 451 3, 854, 505. “4, 727, 378 4, 759, 862 §, 579, 511 wie . ee 

Me -. @olorado........-.----.---------------| 280,663.) 398,033 | . 543,548 | 622,807 | 676,209 2 8 
Be Connecticut....._...-.----.--.---2----|------------} °° @ of @ Q@ of: @ ” 2 
pe Tlinois....-.... 2... 2-2.) 2 285,610 | 1,884,240 | 3,014,840] 3,660,878 | 3,615 
0 Tndiang TUTTI) 8} 89g, 215 | 4,878,033.) 6,412,716 | 7,406,724] 7,387,512. 
an Kentucky_......--..2-----------------| 517, 749 fe" © Qf @ dl 

Do Maryland__..__.....-...--------------} 474,368 | 1,578,978 | 1,682 701 | - 1,752,538 | = 2,103,664 ~ oe 

a Massachusetts. ---...------------------| ‘ 556,397 | © 1,057,158 | 1,180,311 |. 1,161,782 | 1,176,359 ay 
i - ‘Michisan-.....--..---.----e-|@) «|. 2,430,688 | 2,872,026 | 2,863,563 |. °3)130,187 
: Minnesota_.-.-.--.-.------------------| 784,065 | 497,079 | . 524,360 | 685,873 | =: 955, 301 / cone 
a _  _Missouri_.....----.------------------- Qi) (1) yt A 

New Jersey. on sasssessuaa-- |, 682,148} 1,003,197 | 1,016,481 | 1,031,560 | 1,088,461 
- : New York_.-....----_-----------------| 1,060, 587 | 4,468, 437.| 5,080, 403 | 5, 116, 308 5,180,884 

Ohio._........---...----2-------------| 5,226, 334 | 6, 135, ¥49 | 7,897,929 | 9,284,194 | 9,912,788 uy 

— Pennsylvania_._..........-.---.-------] 4, 586, 981 | 10,904, 254 | 14, 861, 657 | 15, 632,354 | 16,310,167) © 
nO, Rhode Island.._.._..--.----+----------]------------ @) f° @) | » (i). Qy oe 

. _  Tennessee_-....-----------------------| 124, 469 79,448; 94,454 | 111,310 | | 234,529 ae 
Utah... TL} gate | 218,949] 236,607 - 242581 SG 

, Washington.._....2.-...-----------+-- . 30, 129 wee meena ece wwe eee ene wee ecnenne wee wee ecw wn~ : : et 

ee ‘West Virginia....._.......-..---.....| 603,393 | 1,598, 198 |" 1,809,849 | 1,983,619 | 2,444,368 ty 
a Wisconsin.......-...--...-.--..-------| _ @ “a | ay “at @) St 

. _ Combined States__..-..--..--....--.-] 2,298,021 | 1,834,927 | 2,036,707 | 2,172,484] 2.273888 0. "Ms 
OS 25,907, 580 | 42, 882, 313 | 54,014,309 | 58,482,422 | 62.204,909- 

| Beehive: = | Lo es ee 
Alabama.-_....._...._--.--------------] 1,717, 721 |_..--.------|------------ 95, 200» 95, 428 eit 
Colorado....-...---.--.---------------], 758, 784 56, 836 62, 417 80,196 | °° 87,447 et 
Georgia.........-..-------------------- 22,048 |__.-..------|--2 eee fee 

| Kentucky_..-.....--sse-seeseneeeeee-} 01,086 f2--2f Gy 8, 054 1, 138 ee 
- New Mexico..........-.....-----------| 597, 072 |...---------]------------|------------]-----+------ ae 

Ohio.....---. seen eee| 188,909 [LUT oy 
Oklahoma.-_.-.....-_.-..----------.--- (1) we necenena-e|----- eee eee] e-- ee ---]---- +--+ =e ye 

. -. Pennsylvania._._........_...-------_--] 22, 136, 664 | 1,125,971 | 2,550,367 | 5,891,118 | 7, 309, 337 ; cy 
Mennessed......------..-...----2--2---| 302, 687 |_-._------- 5,251| | 39,088| ' 72541 = s 
Utah....-..-------e-seeeeeeeeeeeeee-| 0) “77g, 832 7, 398 16, 244 2.4020 2 

: | Virginia...__....-.._-...-..-..-------] 1,284,256 | 165,317 | 198,379 | - 324,573 | 350, 521 oo 
Washington _..--...--..---.-----e.-2--| 93,659 |---|) eee none ae 
West Virginia......-......--.--.-.....| 2,716,613] 87,872 | 233,154 |" 261, 688 335, 221 es 
Combined States...............-------] | 461/393 |------------[ 859 | ------------]------------ . oe 

: 30.480, 792 | 1.444,328 | 3,057,825 | 6704156] 8.274035 
| ig | a | rr | es ‘ wes 

Grand total_....._..........--------| 56,478, 372 | 44,326,641 | 57,072, 134 | 65, 186,578 | 70, 568, 944 oe 

, 1 Included under “Combined States.” | | ns



TABLE 11,—Coke produced, value, number of ovens, coal charged, and average yield in 1942, by States BD me 

| | oo cc [Exclusive of screenings or breeze] Ct” ee OO 7 a a He - oes 

: Byproduct ner de ne | Beehive - oo ed tay Cook | ue cS 

stat Yield | |. Value ofeoke at | |. . | Yieta | valueofeokeat | | 
ate of coke | - ovens tO | of coke tamer t ovens... | 5 ap cee oe Coal used | from Coke pro- —» OYEES _ _. | Goal used |. from Coke pro-) oe -| Coke pro-| Value of 7 oe 3 

Plants | Ovens. (net tons) | coal duced = |---| Ovens (net tons) | coal |; duced = |—-—-——-—+———|_ duced .| coke at. ON 
“| (per- (net tons) |. Per | fo | @er- (net tons) TL por (net tons).| ovens . . ie 

| cent) oe Total ‘| ton | 7 Jcent) | ~~ — | Total | ton fo fe 

Alabama..........------- 8 | 1,852 | 7,780, 673 T1.71 5, 579, 511 $26, 359, 204 $472 - 804 | 185, 200 61-48 9 £28 |. $501, 646 89.20 5,074, 039 |$26, 950, 850 3 wae 
olorado..._..-..-.------ , 020, . 20! a . -. 260. , 3.87 |. |. @ | @®. | 763,656 | |) Zo 

Illinois_....---..--.------ 9 915 | 5,224,824 | 70.63 | 3,690,155 | 27,364,192 | 7.42 |...-.__-|..---------|-----o--|--ee eee feeeee--e eee 2] 8, 690, 185] 27,864,122 
Indiana..__........-.---- 5 | 1,592 | 10,147,475 | 72.81 | 7,337,512 | 52,848,043 | 7.20 |-------2|-.-2-22- eee [ee eee [--- 2 ee [eee eee |---| 7, 887, 512 | 52,848,048 

Maryland_.._....-.._..-- 1 422 | 2,904,798 | 72.42 | 2,103,664} (ly (1) [nein eee eee [ee eee fone eee eee [eee eee ene e [eee -ee-| 2, 108, 664 (yg 
Massachusetts__..-.-----| 2 215:| 1,668,918 | 7.49 | 1,176, 359 (1) . Q) follow fee eon eee fees eee] 17176, 359 | HES 
Michigan_--.....-------- 7 641 | 4,359,802 | 72.00 | 3,139,137 | 21,793,813 | 6.94 |___-_--_|..-...---.-|--.-----|-...------|-----------|_-----._| 8, 189, 187 | 21,793,818 Pe 

; Minnesota.......-..----- 3 196 | 1,270,855 | 75.17] 955,301 | 7,507,413 |. 7.86 |___..2.|_----------]-s------|---+------]------+----[--------] 955,301 | 7,507,418 yg. SL 
New Jersey _.-_....-.---- 2) 228] 1,439,043 | 72.16 | 1,038, 461 (1) (1!) [ou 2] ------- 2 - |---| eee fee eee eee] e+e e+e] 1,088, 461 Q) - Eo way 
New York. -----.-..----- 8 | 1,054] 7,255,819 | 71.40 | 5,180,384 | 37,660,727 | 7.27 |._.-.--_|-..--2-_-- [Lee] ee] -] 2-2. .] 5, 180, 384 | 37, 660, 727 2 ae 
Ohio._....-----------1--- 15 | 1,963 | 13,733,261 | 72.18 | 9,912,783 | 59,087,481 | 5.96 |____..._]...._2-.2__|_.---~.-]2-.2.-----}---~-------]|-2---~--] 9,912, 783 | 59,087, 481 | BS ae 
Pennsylvania_.-.._...... 14] 3,417 | 23,889,180 | 68.27 |16,310, 167 | 77,293,489 | 4.74 | 13,037 |11, 292,336 | 64. 73 .|7, 309, 337 |41, 263, 580-| 5. 65. 28, 619, 504 |118, 557,069 fy ws 
Tennessee...-....-.------ 1 44 329,867 | 71.10 | 234, 529 QO { ’. 240 |. 122,940 | 59.01} 72,541 (1) () | 307,070 | | @ Bee 
Utah... .-..222-2-2-222--- 1 56 405,128 | 59.87.] 242, 531 GQ) (1) 297 43,865 | 51.07 | 22, 402 Qo | a) 264,933 | © () BR 
Virginia -------..-------- we eee ene |eeee eee ele epee ene e face een e [anne eee nn [ee nee eee een | eee e nee 758 584,620 | 59.96 | 350, 521 | 2,281,289 | 6.51} 350,521 | 2,281,289 by 

ashington_...._......__]..--.-_-]---.---.]--.------___]--------|---------.-/--.-.-------/|-------- voce cece ene lee noone nfeeee eee eee | ee eee olf ee eee [eee eee ON 

| West Virginia. ae 5| 506 | 3,502,958 | 69.78 | 2,444,368 | 9,103,440} 3.72} 1,140 | 537,959 | 62.31 | 335, 221 | 2,066,217 | 6.16 | 2,779, 589 | 11,169,657 eae 
‘onnecticut, Kentucky, . . “ ~ , “|. 2 Ss ee at 

: Missouri, Rhode Is- - . Oo i a =) est 

pnd and Wisconsin... 6 514 | 38,040,423 | 74.79 | 2, 273, 888 ii Be, 380 r SS _ 14] 1,897} 60.00 1, 138 1 300! 225 5. av 2,274, 976 | 17, eal, 605 . ee SSS 
naistriou Q@Q_.- 2 |---| eee ewww acne nnn- cere e el rere cw tee ay 3 . ‘ae eae cee eae enw eee weecee-- weewn cnn cnl: 9, OU dls a een ween wwne 42, »6 : , - re 

Total: 1942_.._....- 88 | 13,303 | 87,973,821 | 70. 81 |62, 204, 909 |378,011,967 | 6.07. |2 16,295 |12, 875,812 | 64.26 |8, 274,035 |47,601,777 |. 5.75 70,568,944 425,613,744 | | af 
| : 1941. ....-.| 87 | 13,016 | 82, 608, 837 | 70.79 |58, 482, 422 |316, 477,231 | 5.41 | 18,669 |10, 529,316 | 63.67 |6, 704,156 |36, 490,006 | 5. 44 65, 186, 578. |352, 967, 237 A 

1 Included under “Undistributed.” | , | | . Be oe ner 
2 Number of ovens in existence at plants that operated in 1942 as reported by operators. a re a oo CoP eS



Bo _ COKE AND BYPRODUCTS | GBR 

_ ; NUMBER AND TYPE OF OVENS | a 

- —- Byproduct ovens.—At the end of 1942 there were 13,303 byproduct ...“% 

_ ovens of all types in the United States. This represented an addition =) 
of 287 ovens to the 13,016 reported at the end of 1941. Thecontinued. os 

: expansion of the iron and steel industry at the end of 1942 found the «=== 7. 

_ . - byproduct-coke producers busy replacing old ovens and building new ~~. 34% 

batteries to meet the anticipated needs for metallurgical fuel At = % "4 

so the close of the year, 1,327 new ovens with an annual coke capacity 

: of 6,775,000 tons were reported under construction. The numberof i 
- byproduct ovens in the United States at the end of 1942, by types, = Oy 

is given in table 14, by States. The majority of the ovens in the sk 

___ byproduct-coke industry are of Koppers and Koppers-Becker types, = # 

: and of the 13,303 in existence at the end of 1942, 10,263 (77. percent) = 
| were of these two types. es ee ee 

| Beehive ovens.—The total ovens in existence, as reported by opera- os uk 

| - tors, dropped from 18,669 in 1941 to 16,295 in 1942. ‘This change is #' 

| not significant, however, as operators may consider certam,ovens  . “ae 

_. serviceable one year and not serviceable the next, according togeneral fi 

"conditions. Some operators do not report any ovens in existence at = 
- plants operated by them that are not leased by them from the owners; 4 

ag plants change management from time to time, different reports are = 
-_ received as to the total ovens in existence’ at the various plants‘at 

. ‘various times. — ne | a a a 

‘Tasie 12.—Coke ovens completed and abandoned in the United States in 1942 and  . , st 
. total: number in existence at the end of year, by States | ma ene 

a Oo ne a, a 

: | : oo Plants | In existence Dec. | ' New | Underconstrue SS 
. Z BS in exist-| © 31,1942 — a, ~ | tion Dec. 31, 1942. Ce 

- | State “ence |_| Aare |__ enn 

: | | Dee. | - doned [| oo RR 
- . 31, 1942 Annual Annual | during | Annual — Ce aa 

. . - Num-'| capacity | Num- | capacity year | Num- | capacity ne ay 

Se = “ber | (net tons | ber | (mettons |.” <= | ber |(mettons = ip 
° of coke) of coke)» | of coke) | ; ose 

to Byproduct: | : oe — a a oo of soe 
‘Alabama.....-........| . 8 | 3,362| 5,770,950 |......--|--.2--------[--------] 188] QS 

- California...........|--.-----|-<------|----222e----|-----enefoneeeneeeeeefeneeee]| 8 @ oe 
FO Colorado...-.--------- 1 188 645, 300. |_-..----|------------|--------|--------]---------- ae 

_ Connecticut......-.---| 1]. 70 (1) wennnn--|-------- eee |e -- |---| ee eee ee ys 

Tilinois..-- nn} «= | 9B | 4,099,100 22 Pa 
Indiana. owt SB | (1, 592 | 7999,600 | 2140) @)fe2te2-) 264 | 1,346,000 

~  ‘Kentucky-.-..-.-------} 1}. 120 Q) 0 |iluii-a|------------]--------|------- fee Bes 
Maryland --..--------- 1} 422) 2,124,000 |.....---|.---.-------|--------|--------]---------- fist 

_ Massachusetts_...----- 2| 215 | 1,165,880 |_...----|------------|-----2--|--------|-------==- ay 
| - ° Michigan.....--------- 7| 641 | 3,219,658 |_.....--|------------|_ 19 |--------|-------22- eeety 

. Minnesota......-------- 3 196 966, 000 |..-....-|------------|--------|--------|---------- ods 
Missouri. -.=..-------- 1 64 (1) ween ween |p oe nen nef eee ee] ne fe eee af 

New Jersey.-..-------- 2 228 | 1,033,000 |...-----]------------ 11 |_____-_-]L--.------ oS 

a New York....---------| 8] 1,054 | 5,507,699 |...--.--|------------|-------- 76 GQ. oes 

Ohio_.............----| 15 | 1,963 | 9,411,800 |...-...-|--.--.------]------.-| _ 186 0 oo ok 
: Pennsylvania_........-| 14 |- 3,417 | 17, 129, 900 201 | 1,057, 500 106 105 1) ve gee 

Rhode Island.....-----| 1 65 e weceenne|eennneeanene|--e-----|------- =| eee eee ee Oe 
- ~ Tennessee. -.---------- i 44 1) wanneeee|------------|--------]--------|----2----- Soe 

Texas......-.-.------- wow ee ene] eam ewnmnn| cece nee wenn fence anne caenwee noone |e nee ee 125 1) , 1 Oe 

Utah ....-.------------ 1 56 238, 710 |....----|.-----------]-------- 252 1 ay 

Washington ..........-|--------|--------|---------2--|-----22-|-----g5-----| +072 2-77 17 yo ae 

_ West Virginia........[ 8 | 606| 2,681,250[ 82) (@) — {--------|--------|---------- a 
' ‘Wisconsin .....-.-.---- 2 195 (1) eee we we | ewan ne ne enn nn] eee nn ee |e e+ | --- eo -- , sun 

Undistributed.........|-------+|--------| 3, 862, 125 |_-----__| 1, 260, 300 |-...----|--------| 5, 420, 000 ie 

: | 88 | 13,303 | 64,554,972 | 423 | 2,326,800| 136) 1,327 | 6,775,000 2g 

| At merchant plants-._- 42| 3,581 | 15, 749, 788 62 308, 300 30 58 | _ 221, 000 ce 

At furnace plants......| 46 | 9,722 | 48,805,184 | 361} 2,018,500 | 106 | 1,269 | 6,654, 000 a 

See footnotes at end of table. | a os
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es. Tanta 12.—Coke ovens completed and abandoned in the United States in 1942 and . 
Boon’ y+ total number in existence at end of year, by States—Continued  - : 

mee Ne | Plants | In existence Dec. New -_—i| -, <..... | Under construe- | 
SS de a a ee ,{imexist-- 31, 1942 ne Aban- | tion Dec. 31,1942. 
gee State emee Ju doned | _ 
Bec a | Dee. | pe | during |" oe 
Be YB 1942 Annual | _}|. Annual | year | | Annual | 
Bes Num-/ capacity | Num-| capacity |. | | Num-.| capacity © Beg Re EE ber | (mettons | ber | (mettons'; | ber | (net tons . cde TL ofeoke) [> =. | ofeoke) | | | of coke) | 
Hee ee OO | ee 
een Bethiver EP ee a 
wo ee Alabama. 4] 894 | 281, 400 fee fe 151 |..2-----} lee pee yg Colorado. se -------f DP 260} fae eee effi] eee es Kentueky. + 2222 ee. Ty) 4 MY een eee gee epee poe os. 7) Pennsylvania..........| 84 | 18,087 | 8, 762,625 |..------|--....-.----| 186 |_...-.-.|....-..... eee Pennessee.z.----.-.-} 2}... 240. 85, 000 .|-.------]---------2-2}--- eee fee we Uta eee LP 2971 Ge Jeep ey §20 Joc ee e}e eee 
eee Mirginial oo ef |B] 75]R |. 401,074 |e ef 653 |. eae]. - ee L 
Bes Washington .--2--} dT] 160]. A) weee-en-|----------- |---| ee ee : eg oie. West Virginia. ..2--2.} 9 | .1,140. ~» 644, 500 | 2222 e] eee] 16 Jee eft 
ees : oo : 7 . Undistributed.-......- watt ares bere conn oo 383, 996. wneen ee eae a nainiiataabated onnnnnn- warcweee coenecmess 

BR ee ~ {108 |816, 295] 10, 408, 595 |-....--_|-..---.....-} 1,486 |_.....-.|......-_- oo 

Cogent Fy . lIncluded under ‘‘Undistributed.” ee a Oe a ee 
ae - 2 Reconstructed ovens. = en Be oO ee uc . . , 

agecu: = . # Number of ovens in existence at plants that. operated in 1942, as reported by operators. re on 

- 9) Taste 13.—Average number of beehive ovens active in the United States in 1942, by . 

Cae Ae wo » Month | Number || ©. Month — - Number Month = | Number 

oe vos §amuary...-.--22-.-2-. 12;515 || May_.--..-.--.------- 12, 797 || September--._.-_.---- 12, 782 | Pea s... February..-.--.-2----]° 12,516 || Jume_..-.- 22 12, 658 || October___.--.--------]: 12,780: 
rene March... -22.---------] 12, 621 |} July. ee 12, 741 || November____.___._-- 12, 900 Ree April. lll 12,680 || August..-..---....---| 12,845 December..--.-------|.. 12,834 ae 

ee ‘Taste 14.—Byproduct ovens of each type in the United States at end of 1942, b | 
ee a - . . : .. States . - ; . 

ne Koppers | Semet- |,; -, | American All oP State Koppers | “Recker | Solvay aon Cambria Foundation| others! Total 

ce Alabama............| 450] 413 420 | 60 |_....----|--.---------|----------| 1, 352 
ee . Colorado._....--..-- 116 72 |-.--------|----------} oe} 188 : Connecticut_.._..-.-|----------| 70 |----------|-.-----.__|--.-______|___________-|____-__-__ 70 oo Mlinois.._...-------- 379 282 120 88 |---| 46 915 a Indiana._...-..____- 824 248 120 | - 400 |.-----~---}_-------..-_]------..._| . 1, 592 

Kentucky--...--..._]--2------.]--2----__ 120 |----------|.-----22 |e 120 ‘ Maryland.-_.__.-._.- 300 122 |_.---.----|----------}----- |---| 422 
Massachusetts... ...|---------- 160 |..-------- 55 |-.--------|------------|--ee ee] 25 
Michigan___.........]--.-.-._-- 295 346 |_-.--.-.--]--.-----_-|-- 641 
Minnesota.__...___-- 155 41 |-.-.------|----------|------_| fe] 196 

_ Missouri......-..-_- 56 |--.-------|----------|-------- Jo. --_-}u- ee 8 64 
New Jersey._.....-.- 191 37 |.---.-----|----------|---2---au|_ ee} 228 
New York.._._._.__- 150 593 180 76 feed 55 {--.---..-.| 1, 054 Ohio....-_-.-__.---- 1,238}; = 356 369 |_...-.-~--[-2-----_--}_ ee _|_eee---} 1, 9638 
Pennsylvania___..._- 1, 550 1, 559 88 97 120 |---.--_ 3 3, 417 Rhode Island...._..- 40 25 |----------|-------~--}---------| fe 65 Tennessee___._......].---------|---------- 24 20 |----------|----.- 2 ee} 44 Utah_._-... 222 }---------- 56 |----------]----------|--------_ |_| 56 West Virginia. ____.- 154 207 |-------_-- 145 jee ne 506 Wisconsin. __.__.._. 100 15 80 |---------- |---|} 195 

. , 5, 712 4, 551 1, 867 $41 120 55 57 | 13,303 . 

At merchant plants_- 771 1, 217 1, 141 340 |.-----._- 55 57 3, 581 
At furnace plants_-__- 4, 941 3, 334 726 601 120 Jeo --ee-e}e---------| 9, 722 

eee 

1 Includes 46 Curran-Knowles, 8 Piette, and 3 Disco ovens in 1942.
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7 CAPACITY OF BYPRODUCT PLANTS = eee 

| The potential maximum capacity of the 13,303 -byproduct-coke 

-. ovens in existence at the end of 1942 was 176,863 tonsa day and  —“% 

| that of the 1,327 new ovens under construction at the end of the year. 3: 

18,562 tonsa day. Capacity, as thus stated, is defined as the total ==. ss 

‘quantity of coke of the grade the operator aims to produce that can | ee 

e be obtained in a 24-hour period with all conditions favorable and all =| ES 

ovens active. This capacity depends not only on the amount ofcoal  —s«.s 3 

> placed in the jovens but on many other factors, including the tem- 
'. perature that can be maintained in the walls of the ovens, which is - 4 

| jimited by the character of the refractory materials of these walls; se 

the character and quality of the coal charged; and the width ofthe gs 

oven chamber. Therefore, the potential maximum capacity of the — Oe 
ovens as estimated by the operators is subject to change from year to | a eae 

-.-year according to changes in coking time, coal mixtures, or’ other ae 

fable 15 shows the relationship between the production of by- SE 

- product coke and the potential maximum capacity for each month ~ ca 

in. 1929 and 1939-42. The operating ratio of the plants has fluctuated © 3 

with the demand for coke, as noted in the continual rise from 1939, ss 
‘ when plants operated at 68.9 percent of. the potential maximum 35 

---gapacity, to the all-time high ratio of 96.9 percent. in 1942. This) 

| ficure was 5 percent higher than the hitherto all-time high performance 
- of 1941 and is a credit to the operators, when itis known that more ss 

- than 50 percent of the ovens in operation in 1942 were more than 2000 

years old. The 46 furnace plants operated at 97.5 percent and the 9 ~"% 

.. 42 nonfurnace plants at. 95.1 percent of their potential maximum Ps 

- ‘Tanne 15.—Relationship of production to potential maximum capacity! at byproducte aoe 

~ coke plants in the United States, 1929.and 1939-42, by months, in percent | Sg 

- Month — fl j 1941 1942 ‘Month ~ j 1939 E j 19420 gee 
| | em een |r ae Lea 

“  January....-----| 88.6 | 62.8 | 89.2 | 92.0 | 943 || August...........| 98.6 | 70.2] 87.3 | 93.4] 980 og 
-—-Rebruary.-:......| 91.3 | 63.5 | 81.3 | 92.9 |: 942 || September__--.-.| 91.9 | 77.2 | 80.2 | 91.9 | 984000 ois 

. - March. -...--.--- 93.0 | 64.1 | 78.1 | 93.2 | 943 October----------| 92.3 86.6 | 90.2 | 92.0 . 98.4 ~ os ‘, “HAS 

April... 222222| 92:8 | 56.2 | 78.0 | 86.4 | 94.3 || November....----/ 89.0 | 90.3 | 91.5 | 921 | 98.9 ee 
May 222277777771] 94:0 | 44:4 | 80.4 | 90.6 |. 98.1 || December-----7--| 88.1 | 80.7 | 91.2) 948) 984 
Jane 2227277777772] 93:9 | 59.2] 866) 933) 983]] |_| |__|. ee 
July een] 98.0 | 64.4 | 86.1 | 93.7] 97.6 || “The year.....-.| 91.4 | 68.9 | 857/922) 969 28 

oO i Capacity of all ovens in existence, whether active or idle, based upon maximum daily capacity timesdays. | ae 

-.-—«s QUANTITY AND COST OF COAL CHARGED - He 

The quantity of coal used in the manufacture of coke increased 8 og 

percent in 1942 compared with 1941, but the percentage of the total  « 

-- output of bituminous coal carbonized remained about the same and > ae: 

represented 17 percent of the bituminous-coal production. The total = 
quantity of coal used in making coke in 1942 was 100,849,600 tons, ee 

of which 87,973,800 tons (87 percent) were used in byproduct ovens a 

and 12,875,800 tons (13 percent) in beehive ovens. _ 7 os 

- The average cost of the coal per ton laid down at the ovens was ae. 

- $4.38 for byproduct plants and $2.52 for beehive plants as against OE 

$3 92 and $2.33 in 1941. The total cost of coal used in the byproduct ne 

and beehive industry in the manufacture of coke was $417,465,208 ~< 

compared with $348,072,043 in 1941 and represented an increase of ee 

— 20 percent. | | Co ae
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ic? However, not all of this figure represented revenue to the coal — 
Av’. producers; for most byproduct plants it included the freight rate from 
a mine to‘ovens. The average cost of coal charged into byproduct | 
De ovens in 1942 ranged from $2.92 in West Virginia to $5.64 in Minne- 
=, -. | sota, where it includes freight rates from distant mines. The average _ 
m -.  eost. of coal for. beehive ovens is much less than that for byproduct 
— _ ovens, as the former are usually built at or near the producing mines. 
‘> - and-therefore benefit from the savings in transportation charges... 
y "West Virginia, with an average cost of $2.18 per ton, was low among - 
Bee the beehive-producing States, and the costs ranged to $3.90 per ton 
=. for Colorado and Utah..- =. | oe | a 
e. .. . “The prices of .bituminous coal used in making coke in 1942 were | 
co governed by Office of Price Administration General Maximum Price = 
mw Regulation 120, effective May 18, 1942. This regulation was based ss 
sy. upon the price of October 1 to 15, 1941, and at the same time took __ 
=. into account the increased costs of production and allowed the pro- 
&- . . ducers a somewhat higher. price for bituminous coal sold at mines or 
fu | ‘preparation plants than that during the base period. = = 8 ©. = 

tes Taste 16.—Coal consumed in coke ovens in the United States, 1940-42, by months, 
eae! ES —  mmettons - 

Byer Bye ee- | motar | _ BY-. | Bee-. | ota y- ee- | motal - eo Me product |. hive — Total | product.|: hive, q otal product | _ hive: > Total 

ys January...| 6, 648, 600} 390, 700] 7, 039, 300| 7, 021, 3001. 860, 000! 7, 881, 300] 7, 400, 800} 1,051, 000] 8,451,800. Meese « February ..| 5, 671, 400] 254, 700| 5, 926, 100| 6, 408, 900/830, 600| "7; 239, 500| 6, 681, 700| 988, 700]. 7, 670-400 ys Mareh.._-"] 5,824,900} 221, 600} 6, 046. 500] 7, 116, 400]. - 979, 800] 8, 096, 2001 7, 405, 400] 1, 080, 700) 8 486, 100 Ke April. .....| 5,627, 800/167, 800) 5, 795, 600] 6, 367, 800] . 155, 600) 6, 523, 400] 7, 164, 600| 1, 068, 900] 8, 233, 500 Boe May. 1221} 5, 995, 000} .. 173, 900]..6.168, 900] 6, 832; 500] 84, 100| 7,726, 600| 7, 425, 900| 1,089,700! 8, 515,600 
gcc Fume...-..-] 6, 178, 500] 252, 100} 6, 431, 600] 6,816, 700} 931, 900} 7, 748, 600| 7, 199, 700| 1, 118, 300] 8 318, 000: _ os July... ----| 6, 608, 300}' 385, 700] 6, 994, 000] 7,067, 100] 955, 400] 8, 022, 500| 7, 451, 800| 1,077,900| 8.529.700 
quia °° * August. -..] 6, 697,900] 464, 500} 7, 162, 400! 7, 067, 700! 1, 008, 700) 8, 076, 400} 7, 504, 900) 1, 084, 100} 8, 589, 000 - “yo. * .  September-| 6,619, 200} 454, 300] 7, 073, 500| 6,775, 400| "948, 300| 7,723, 700] 7, 290, 300| 1,085, 700| 8,376,000 ei. Oetober._--} 6, 922, 500] 606, 400} 7,528, 900} 7,010, 200| 1, 012, 400| 8, 022, 600] 7, 538, 600| 1, 193, 700| 8, 662, 300 »..°. November-| 6,793, 800] . 657, 700| 7, 451, 500| 6,814, 600| _” 878, 600| 7,693, 200| 7, 330, 400] 1, 038, 800| 8, 369, 200 ‘--- December-| 6,993,900] 773, 600| 7, 767, 500] 7.310, 300} 1,073, 900] 8, 384, 200] 7; 579, 700| 1, 068, 300] 8, 648, 000 | 
ope , - |76, 682, 80014, 803, 000/81, 385, 800/82, 608, 900/10, 529, 300|93, 138, 200187, 973, 800/12, 875, 800| 100,849,600 

Tapia 17.—Total quantity and value at ovens of coal used in manufacturing coke in | oa . the United States in 1942, by States 

ve . Cost of coal Coal per ton of coke 
State _ - Coal used pa 

(net tons) 
s . . Total Average | Net tons Cost 

Byproduct plants: oe } 
Alabama. _...........---.---------------| 7,780,673 | $24,323,343 $3.13] 1.39] $4.35 

~ Colorado. .._.._.....-.----_------------ = 1, 020, 797 () @) | . 161 (4) , — Mlinois. 222222 2TTTIITITT |g 224,824} 27,804,301] 5.28 1. 42 7. 50 | Indiana... == 2222222222 I | 10, 147, 475 | 55,770, 928 5. 50 1.38 7. 69 
Maryland_.___..--_-..----22 2 ee eee. 2, 904, 798 (2) (2) 1. 38 (1) 

Massachusetts__......-----.---.-------_- 1, 668, 918 (1) (1) 1.42} - @ | Michigan..._-.__-____--.--.------------_| 4,359,802 | 21, 247, 723 4.87 1.39 6.77 | Minnesota_....--_-..--------------------| 1,270,855 | 7, 168, 467 5. 64 1. 33 7. 50 
, New Jersey_....---------.---------------| 1, 489, 048 (1) (1) 1.39 (1) New York..--2 22222222 222222217} 258}819 | 38, 971,369 5. 37 1. 40 7. 52 Ohio. -_- 22-22 TTL] 18; 733,261 | 60,571,869 | 4.41 1.39 6.13 

Pennsylvania__...---.-------------------| 28,889, 180 82, 270, 214 3. 44 1. 46 5. 02 
Tennessee. .....------------------------- 329, 867 (1) (1) - 241 (1) 
Utah._____..---------------------------- 405, 128 () (1) 1, 67 (1) 
West Virginia.._----.------..---------| 3,502,958 | 10,330,029] 2.92 1. 43 4.18 

- Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, 
Rhode Island, and Wisconsin____..__.- 3, 040, 423 15, 768, 592 5.19 1. 34 6. 95 

1 Included under “Undistributed.”
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; Tapte 17.—Total quantity and value. at ovens of coal used in manufacturing coke in TN 
: the United States in 1942, by States—Continued Oo a Sa 

7: ne | | fe ‘Cost of coal Coal per ton ofcoke. = 
oe CF State: ~ | Coal used ee (nn Yok 

ve! mo, oe ow ets f) (net tons). . pag 
a CO | BE - Total | Average) Nettons} Cost = =. "5 

‘ Byproduct plants—Continued. = ce fo of . os 
, |  Undistributed...........-..-------------|_--...--------| $41,090, 272 $5.29 |-...-.-..-| $7.51 a 
. re —  f__ 82, 978, 821 |" 885,007,197 | 4.88 || 618 
eo At merchant plants____.....-......--.---| 20,944,947 | 104, 288,233 | 4.98 ‘L38f 0 68700 

|. -At furnace plants__.---..--....----------| 67,028, 874 | 280, 718, 964. 4.19 | 1.42) < 5.95 © ne 
* - Beehive.plants: .. : oo a as 7 _ Alabama__-....---------1-------.------- 185,290} 402,795. 2. 59 1, 63 4.22)  . f8 : "Colorado and Utah=2--22777227722777277} 180; 770 704,603, 3.90; 165{ 644° © . wy 

, Kentucky and Tennessee_-.-.---.---.-.- 124,837 |. 369, 966 2. 96 1.69 6.00. oe ne 
. _” Pennsylvania__.----..22-2.2-2..------..}. 11, 292,336 | . 28, 368,972 | 2.51 1, 54 | 3.87 rae 
: . | Virginia. ._._.-.-------22-22-2-----------| 584,620} 1, 487, 888 | 2. 46 | 1.67 | 4.000 0 ey 

— , West Virginia -----------+--------------],__ 587,950 |__ 1,178,787 | 2.18 | 1.60] 3.49 "gd 0 ee | 12,875,812 | 32, 458, O11 2.52) 1.56) 898 

7 _ TasBie 18.—Average cost per. net ton of coal charged into byproduct-coke ovens in the oA 
- oo. United States, 1929 and 1989-42, by States | a NR 

- : State | 1920 | 1989 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 State {1929 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 1042 Se 

--— Alabama.......---|$2. 49 |$2. 39 |$2. 41 |$2. 79 [$3.13 || “Tennessee_._......|$3.02 |$3, 50 [$3.46 |$3.67/ @) 8 88'S 
: Mlinois....--.-----| 4.29.| 4.55 | 4.57 | 4.92 | 5.28 || Washington__.._..} 5.26 {-_-._-|--.2-2f---- fee Te 

: ' Indiana____.---....|°4.61-|°4.68 | 4.72 | 5.16. 5.50: || West Virginia. .._.| 2.41 | 2.33 | 2.39] 2.63 |$2. 92 Cy: 
_--—s Massachusetts__--.|.4.70) @) | @ J) @ | @ |. . - ph : . Michigan___.......| 4.29 | 4.08 | 3.99'| 4.35 | 4.87 ||. United States co ee 

Minnesota..__-.-.-| 5.04 |°5.49 | 5.16 | 5.19 | 5.64 average___...-.} 3.50 | 3.75 |. 3.68 | 3.92 | 4.38 _ has 
a New York....-....| 4.22 | 4.61 | 4.56 | 4.87 | 5.37 || Cost of coal per. spp Se 

oe Ohio___......----__] 3.31 | 3.81 | 3.78-] 4.13 | 4.41 || -ton of coke____.-.] 5.04 | 5.36 | 5.23 | 5.53 | 6.18 acre 
. Pennsylvania._....| 2.73-| 2.93 | 2.84 | 269/344], 0. | 7 : ay 

| - | Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish data nn ei 

PREPARATION AND SOURCE OF COAL Oo me 

_ Washed and unwashed.—-The preparation of coal used. in making — oe 
| coke is very important to many coke producers. Coals available for _ a8 
- coke manufacture that contain an undue proportion of ash or sulfur “oS 
» _° are usually cleaned before being charged into ovens. Bothpneumatic ==.’ 

| cleaning and wet-washing methods are employed. Some coal is os 
] cleaned or washed at the mines, and some byproduct-coke plantshave == 
- washeries adjacent to the ovens. In 1942, 24 coke plants used coal ae 

_ that had been washed at mines, and 7 byproduct-coke plants charged = ss. © 
7 into their ovens coal that was cleaned at the ovens. Table 19 shows — og 

) the quantity of washed and unwashed coal consumed in the coke os 
| ovens of each State. Of the 87,973,821 tons of coal charged into ke 

| byproduct ovens in 1942, 23,452,747 tons (27 percent) were washed, _ 8 
: and in beehive ovens 1,824,619 tons (14 percent) were washed. In ag 

Colorado and Tennessee all the coal used for byproduct-coke manu- oy 
facture in 1942 was washed; also most of that used in Alabama and ob 
mined within the State and about half of that used in Pennsylvania. of 

Sources.—Sources of coking coals have- been brought into sharper od 
focus in 1942 because of the close relationship of the coke industry to tk 
the iron and steel industry.’ Pennsylvania and West Virginia are the oe 
leading sources of coal used in byproduct-coke manufacture, and these Os 
two States supplied more than 75 percent of the bituminous coal so oo 
used in 1942. Of the 90,401,393 tons of coking coal purchased by yt 
byproduct-coke producers, Pennsylvania supplied 35,636,227 tons of 
(39 percent), followed in order by West Virginia with 32,407,634 tons , " 

_ _§ Chapman, H. M., Coking Coals and Their Importance in Winning the War: Blast Furnace and Steel ‘ie 
Plant, vol. 30, No. 12, December 1942, pp. 1378-1379. . | . te 
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“| (36. percent); Kentucky with 10,541,692 tons (12 percent); and 
-. Alabama with 7,980,529 tons (9 percent). Other States that supplied | 
*. + appreciable tonnages were Virginia, Colorado, Utah, Illinois, and = = 
«Tennessee. - Bn ee | 
~ Blending coals——Many operators of byproduct-coke ovens have —s_—w 
- found that mixing or blending various types of coking coals before —s_—_ 
pe charging into ovens will improve the quality of the coke and increase ~ 

the yield per ton of coal. Operators agree in general that a mixture oe 
yo. of low- and high-volatile coals attains this result. However, low- co 
Pe volatile coals with many satisfactory coking qualities expand when 
-,.  -¢oked, and their use alone would cause difficulty in discharging the —__ 
» coke from the oven and injure the byproduct-oven walls. For this 
“reason, it is customary to mix such coals with high-volatile coals, | 
..... which shrink when.coked. This practice also permits the use of coals. | 

that have good coking qualities but have objectionable impurities = 
“such as high content of ash, sulfur, and phosphorus and for this | 

‘reason could not be used as 100-percent charge into the ovens to pro- 
“7. duce coke to conform with specifications upon this basis. Thus, coal  —_. 
.. - mixing, in addition to producing a superior coke, enables the coke  —«_— 
~~... industry to utilize coals that in an unmixed condition would not be 

.. suitable for coke manufacture. ae 
Tn 1942, 64 of the 88 active byproduct plants purchased coal of — | 

different volatile content. Of these, 40 plants purchased high- and 
<=  low-volatile coal; 20 plants high-, medium-, and low-volatile; and 4 — 
s. - . plants high- and medium-volatile. © 

Of the 90,401,393 tons of coal purchased, 58,249,586 tons (65 per- — | 
~ _. cent) were high-volatile (82 percent and over volatile matter), — 
Bo 19,228,466 tons (21 percent) were low-volatile (14 to 22 percent 
v- wOlatile matter), and 12,923,341 tons (14 percent) were medium-. 
“ -. volatile (23 to 31 percent volatile matter), | a 

Be Tasiz 19.—Washed and unwashed coal used in manufacturing coke in the United | 
nee Se States in 1942, by States in which used, in net tons - 

S i - oO | State. | | an | - Washed. Unwashed Total , 

| co . -Byproduct plants: . | | a 
Alabama........----------2---c-eeeeeeeece--eee---| 6, 987,574 | 828, 099 | 7, 780, 673 

_ Colorado...........---.-..----------------+---------- 1,020, 797 |.....-_-__.----- 1, 020, 797 
| [linois.....-...--.2-.- 20s 2seseesseeseeeeeee eee, 459, 184 4, 765, 640 5, 294, 824 

oo . Indiang.--...---.-..---- |---| |: 10, 147, 475 10, 147, 475 
Maryland........_...--....---.-.-------------------|---------------- 2, 904, 798 2, 904, 798 

oo Massachusetts_.......-..---.-----------------------|----.----------- 1,668,918 , © 1, 668, 918 
| Michigan._....---------.-------------------------=- "199, 040 4, 160, 762 4,359, 802 

Minnesota.._..-.-...----.-------------------------- 56, 200 1, 214, 655 1,270,855 
New Jersey......-_---...-------.------------~-------|----2----------- 1, 439, 043 1, 439, 043 

| New York........-...-.-.--ss22s-2snessse sone 728, 907 6, 526, 912 7, 255, 819 
Ohio.____.._------------------ anne ee eee eee eee 2, 588, 105 11, 145, 156 13, 733, 261 

So Pennsylvania._........-.---.------------------.---- 9, 955, 917 13, 933, 263 23, 889, 180 
Tennessee....-.-.--------------------------- +--+ 329, 867 |_...--.--------- 329, 867 
Utah._._.___------ enn nee eee een neon eee eee eee 405, 128 405, 128 
West Virginia......_.-.-...---------_--------------- 1, 135, 206 2, 367, 752 3, 502, 958 . 
Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, Rhode Island, 

. and Wisconsin.........-.-.-.-.-.---,------------- 21, 950 3, 018, 473 8, 040, 423 

23, 452, 747 64, 521, 074 87, 973, 821 

At merchant plants....-...------------------------- 2, 137, 637 18, 807, 310 20, 944, 947 
At furnace plants...2.222222222220000-STTLTIIILT]_ 2,815,110 |___45, 718, 764 67, 028, 874 

Beehive plants: 7 
Alabama...-...-.----------------2--22--eeee eee eeee 135, 418 19, 872 155, 290 
Colorado and Utah-.....---------------------------- 136, 905 43, 865 180,770. 
Kentucky and Tennessee--__------.------------_---- 104, 041 20, 796 124, 837 
Pennsylvania...............------------------s- 1, 448, 255 9, 844, 081 11, 292, 336 
Virginia..._....--..-..2-22-------02s--2neeee eee sees feeeeee eee eee ee 584, 620 584, 620 
West Virginia.....--.-.------------------+2-22--2---|------2-- seen 537, 959 537, 959 

| 1, 824, 619 11, 051, 193 12, 875, 812



pe COKE AND BYPRODUCTS O71 eee 

: TaBLE 20.—Coal purchased for manufacture of byproduct coke in the United States = 

mo - in 1942, by fields of origin, in net tons — oe | ese 

a _ [Based upon detailed reports from each coke plant... Difference between these totals and those shown = By 
| . in-tables 1, 11, 16, etc., is due to change in stock, loss of weight in handling, and the fact that these rep- ce 

. resent purchases during the year rather than actual consumption]  —s_—. es 

ho | State and distrit ed coal Total pur States where coal was consumed—in order of importance. Og 

“ _ Alabama.......-...----.-.--------| 7, 980,529 | Alabama... oe oe aes 
Bo . Colorado. ...--.---------------+--- 930, 642 | Colorado. So ae 

Pe - Georgia.....---.---.---.---------.- 17,188 | Tennessee. - 7 as FES 

oe -Tilinois....--..-2-.--...-..--.---.-|| 355, 687 | Illinois and Indiana. Se . Co , Soe INS 

i Indiana..._....-------------------| 80, 929 | Illinois. a ee mee 
: Kentucky, Eastern: fo. ere 7 ae EE 
my - Blkhorn (including Hazard)...| .2, 679, 567 | Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, New York, Illinois, New a 

an ay yo Jersey, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. | | a ee 
. | Harlan....----.-----2--.------| 4, 282,317. Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, Minnesota, Michigan, and New ee te 

: De | oe York. oe , . : eB 
a | KRenova-Thacker......-.--..--] 1,755,991 | Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, and Illinois. , 6a 

a -.-- Miscelaneous........-.-..---| 1,878,817 | Indiana, Illinois, and Ohio. . a Si 

: _ New Mexico...........--.---------| 214,347 | Colorado. : SO , 2S 

fo - Pennsylvania: ee mo oe Oe A 

- _ Central Pennsylvania: — ns ee  : 

i >. Medium-volatile........-- 407,148 | New York and Maryland. ae oe _ Lge 

Se . - Low-volatile............---] 2, 917, 884 | Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, and Minnesota. oe oe 

Be Connellsville. ......-.--....-._| 17,069, 385 | Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, New: York, [linois, ey. 
we coe LA and New Jersey. oe . — renee 
~ .. Rreeport._....-....--.---------| _1, 629, 956 | West Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, and New York. , SS 

Bo ‘Pittsburgh. ...-..--...-..-----] 12, 559, 474 | Pennsylvania, New ,York, Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, aia 

oo 7 oo ‘New Jersey, Wisconsin, and Connecticut. © — . Es 

: Somerset .....--.-----.-------- 544,991 | Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and New York. — NL 

oo . Westmoreland..........-------| 438,866 | Pennsylvania, Maryland, Minnesota, and Connecticut. 

a -- ‘Miscellaneous........:.-.-----| | _68, 623 | New York, Pennsylvania, and Missouri. — ee 

oo Tennessee_...-.----------.--------| 320,500 | Tennessee. _ ; Co 2 fag! 

So) Utah eee s--]} 392,683 | Utah. . oS 

be Virginia......-...-----.----------- 819, 340 | Michigan, New Jersey, Ohio, New York, Massachusetts, oy 

Bs Co Do ood - Illinois, and Pennsylvania. BO a re. 

: West Virginia: : ne a ne So Ce 2B 

—. > >. Coal and Coke. ....--.-.-.----]/ , 122,187 | Pennsylvania. _ an . . Oo Se E 
mo ~ Kanawha-Logan..._-..-.-----] 9,862, 242 | Ohio, Indiana, Massachusetts, Illinois, West Virginia, = = ..«' en 

oo — | Kentucky, Michigan, Wisconsin, New York, Connect- te 

- oo ee -. | jeut, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Mis- — ence 

eS . - souri and Minnesota. . ee 

: New River: | | | a oo. Se Tse 
oo ‘High-volatile.........--..-] 1,360,890 | New_York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts . eS 

fe - a and Michigan. —§.~ | oo . | 6 

Bn - Low-volatile Gncluding | 2,281,469 | New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Michigan, | ee 

BO Winding Gulf), «= | Maryland, Rhode Island, Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin, = 99 4.) 

Ss i . Minnesota, West Virginia, and Kentucky. . . cod 

So Northern.......-.-.-..--------| 5,316, 583 | Maryland, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, Michi- oo, wks 
. -_ , 1 gan, and Illinois. So _— eee 

: ’ Pocahontas1_.........-...----| 18, 415, 549 | Indiana, Ohio, Tlinois, Michigan, Maryland, Pennsyl- roe 

; . . 1 vania, Minnesota, New York, Kentucky, Wisconsin, aks 

- : : - |. Missouri, Connecticut, Alabama, and West Virginia. , og 
Webster-Gauley_.........--.--- 460, 044] New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. Fs ar 

Williamson._.....-..-.----.--- 292,715 | Ohio, Massachusetts, and Michigan. 2 eet 

ae 
- ; 90,401,393 | : , vl 

A A 
. . ‘Me 

. _ [necludes 703,995 tons of Pocahontas coal produced in Virginia. oe 

. . ; a 

. ae 

. 
. Ga 

. 
er” ji :



TaBLE 21.—Coal purchased for manufacture of byproduct coke in the United States in 1942, by States where produced and where consumed and So vg 
, . _ by merchant and furnace plants, in net tons Bo Bo ot ios 

, - - Goal produced in—. - me OF - 7 oe ae 

State where coal was consumed —_ _ TT New Penney! Te y. ———— WetvVin| ag 
* t. 48 ‘ bat, ew ennsyi- |. Lrennes- |, Seotait es a pe Oy Alabama | Colorado} Georgia | [Illinois Indiana Kentucky Mexico vania ~'se0 Utah | Virginia ginia Total . poe Ne j 

Alabama: Merchant plants.....---|1, 751,407 |....--.---|.---------|----------|---e--eee- [enon oe oe eeea|-ececeeeec{oceceececece|-eeeeeeeee|-e----ce-e[---e------] 112,882] 1,863,759002=*O| 
Furnace plants, - .------/6, 229, 122 |. ........-|-..-------|--------+-|----------|------------|--5 222 ee [oe eee ene fee ene |e oe |e eee ee 10, 023 | 6, 239, 145 a 

Total Alabama. ......|7, 980, 529 |.......-.-|..-..--.--[----.-----feee ee lf Lf. 122,878) 8, 102,904 leg 
Colorado: Furnace plant....------|..--------| 980, 642 |-_-—0-222)ll-2ia-|iiiiice |i baker [| 89 

Illinois: Merchant plants....-..---|----------|----------|-------+--| 227,197 |---.-----| 187,107 |--22-2---]. 69,754 |_2-.-2-.-[--.--.-...| 18,050 | 1, 729,954 | 2, 227, 062 Zz os 
Furnace plants...--------|------+---[¢2---2-2--[-----2----]----------[ 80,920 | 1,836,112 [722222222] aay aun [ooo loi |_---------] 1,469, 704 | 3,128,058 

Total Ilinois_....------|----------|----------|----------| 227,197 | 80,929 | 1, 623,219 |._........] 311,068 |.-........]...-------| 18,050 | 3,199,658 | 5, 355, 118 e Cas 

Indiana; Merchant plants.........|..--------|----------|-------2--|-eeenecee-[---e-20e--Jeeseeee-eee-[ccceeecee-|[-oee-eeeeeee[-oo--e---[----c-ees-[----------| 980,090] 930,090 7 aS 
Furnace plants......---.-|----------|----------|----------] 128, 490 |..-..-..--| 4, 508, 928 |_..-.._.._].-----------|-.-----2--|----------| 708,995 | 4, 168,831]. 9,510,244 © ees 

Total Indiana._-.....--|--.-------|----------|----------| 128,490 |--..------| 4, 508, 928 |..-.-.-.-.]----_.--..-]----------]_---------| 708, 995 | 5,098,921 | 10,440, 334 . 5 be La FY 
Maryland: Furnace plant.-_.-.---|----------|----------|----------|----------]----------]-----+-------|----+-----| 78, 864 J-.-2-2 22 eee |----------] 2,829,938 | 2,908,802 Re a 
Massachusetts: Merchant plants. -|--.--..---|----------|----------|----------|-----+----|------------|----------|------------]----------]----------] 17,823 | 1, 648, 635 | 1, 661, 458 B OR 

Michigan: Merchant plants. ......|....-.----|...-------|---------[--2-------[-------2--[ 202,400 [..----.[ 204,809 [7] | 158,104 | 868,346 | 1,430,650 ~-O = 2 
Furnace plants--.-.----]----------]----------|----------|---+------|----------] 1,420, 699 |.2----2.--] 208, 643 |---_---.--]----------] 248,024 | 1,024,228) 2,891,494 FAs 

Total Michigan. --_.-|----------|----------|----------|---------- seleceneee . 1, 622, 999 wecenneee '. 408, 452: eee eee ee wbeneennce 398, 128 1, 892, 574 4, 322, 153 - _ . - pee: 

Minnesota: Merchant plants.....-|..-.-----.|----------|----------[----------[----------] 85, 881 |---| 68,068 |_|] 292,470] 413,008 
_ _ Furnace plants_......-|----------|-é--------|----------|----------|---------- 462, 951 |----.-----|------------|-------+--|----------|---------- 390, 066.|° 853, 017 De 

Total Minnesota.._.|........--|--..------|.---------[----------fee-e--e | 518,482 fue} 65,065 oe |e f | 682,686 | 1,268,088 
New Jersey: Merchant plants. .-..|.---.-----|----------|----------]----------|---------- 101, 526 }.-.------- 69, 750. |_.--------|----------| 177,812 |. 1,178,384 | 1,522,472 PRE 

New York: Merchant plants--_--.|-.--------|----------|----------|----------|---.------ 281, 887 |..-.-----.| 2,054, 540 |....------}.......--.| 98,318 | 1,828,121 | 4,262,861 . os 
. Furnace plants... -...-|------.---|----------|---------+]----------|-------+--]------------ woe neenen- 2, 537, 877 |_-.-------|----------]----------] 368, 006 |; 2,900,883 . GEES 

Total New York....|..--------|----------|---------2|-------+--|---------- 281, 887. |.---------| 4,592, 417 cece lence |eeee-e----| 98,313 2,191, 127 |. 7, 163, 744 a oa 

Ohio: Merchant plants......-...--|..-.-.-.--|.--------|----------[-------oe |e eoe eee ef e eee cee ence [----e-----] 107,857 | 1,430,704 | 1,588,081 = 
Furnace plants......--.-----|----------|----------|----------]----------|----+-----] 1,982, 710 |------.-.-] 6,320, 358:}.--.----.-|---.--.--.| 1,505 | "4,851, 591 | 13,106,249 oo Rae 

Total Ohio.......---..----|----------|----------|----------|---2------|----------] 1,982,710 [e.-2222.--] 6,820, 868 J222_222__|--22-....| 108, 952 | 6282, 295 | 14, 644, 310 ee



a Pennsylvania: Merchant plants...|......----|----------|--2----20-|--2-ee-eee|ecee-eeee fecbeeeeeeee [eee eden] 179,849 |_-2 woe fel ellie}. 807,672] 987,022. 
| _ Furnace plants.....|....-...--|----------|------+---|-------+--|------22--freceeoeeneee [een e n= | 2 488, 862 [222226 262 | 1, 981, 817 |. 23, 305,441 os 

- Total Pennsyl- — of. i , fe |. op | ae 
vania.......-.-|----------|----------|----2- eee |e eee |e oe |e f-- eee | 21, 688, 210 |_|. ee] 5} 262 |. 2, 738, 989 24, 382, 462 ~ Sg 

Tennessee; Merchant plant.-.......|-.--------|----------| 17,188 |-.-.--.---|------- 2 |e--- ee - ee [eee eee feceeeee-ee--]| 320,800 |---| eeu |ee-_- | «387, 688 So ts 
Utah: Furnace plant.........-....|.------5--|----------|----2-----|-----e fe ee we peesnetafenene eee |e -------| 392, 683 |---| eee 392,088, 0 

| West Virginia: Merchant plants... wo wne nein |eeneeee cen [enee ne ban fen eee cena fence cee fence eee fete eee ef 9) 8B0 [eel i. |- | 1, 626,384 | 1,635,684 =O 
| Furnace plants....|-.-.------|----------|----------|----+-----]----------|----+-------|+----+----| "2,079, 460 |---| eee 1,006 | 2,080,466 ve ae 

Total West Vir- a Oe ee eee ee eee po — SL 

7 Sinia......-.._-|---------- |e fe eee |e eee eee [pee eee ween efeneeneee--| 2,088; 810 | -22 2 |e |.----.----| 1, 527,340 | 3,616,150 re 
Oonnecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, . - ae - Po, a - co oo ee 
Rhode Island, and Wisconsin: | . re: ere | ee PL : ef So ‘ CS 
Merchant plants. .-.-....------.|----------]---------- |---- one |-- ep eee ene [ene ee], 51, 941 |.-.-------| 63, 240 |-------..-|----------|----------| 3, 024, 862 | 3, 140, 043 SE ns 

| 7, 980, 529 | 930,642 | 17,188 | 355,687 | 80,929 | 10, 541, 692 | 214, 347 | 35,636,227 | 320,500 | 302, 683 |1, 523, 335 | 32, 407, 634 | 90, 401, 393 Ooo 

At merchant plants.............-..|1, 751,407 |.-.-.-..--| 17,188 | 227,197 |..........} "880,392 |....-.....| 2,715,857 | 320,500 |__..___...| 569,450 | 15, 367,924 | 21, 849, 924. a 5 
At furnace plants.............-....|6, 229,122 | 980,642 {..........| 128, 490 80,929 | 9,661,300 | 214,347 |.32, 920,370 |_....-....] 392,683 | 953,876 | 17,039,710 | 68, 551, 469 fro 

DR pce beopee Se go eee ie Ade ate Abe os ee JAE eS ere oy ee ee a Ga a ine BAP ten Se ee eg
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feo SPABLE 22.—Coal purchased for manufacture of byproduct coke in the United States. 

be a : in 1942, by States where consumed and by volatile content! . | 

Be es a -. Low-volatile | Medium-volatile |  High-volatile = |.__ oe 
ee ae _ ae Total coal 

=... State where coal was consumed lp 1 1p | : | per purchased Ce 
Bn SO - + tor ercent| nxrat tone | Percent). ‘ton ercent| (net tons) — oe 
go ae | Net tons of total | Net tons” of total | Net tons. of total i : oe, 

ni Alabama: Merchant plants....| 112,352 | 6.0 | 1,620,092 g6.9 | 131,315} 7.1] 1,863,750 
a - Furnace plants. ----- 10, 023 -2 | 6,092,661 | 97.6 '136,461 | . 2.2] 6,239,145 - 

foe : | Total Alabama..__| | 122,375] 1.5 | 7,712,753 |. 95.2| 267,776] 3.31 8,102,904 . 
Re Colorado: Furnace plant.-..---|-----------|--------|-----------|--------|_}) 144,989 | 100.0} 1,144,989 

cs" °.- WMlinois: Merchant plants......| 627,312 | 28.2 | 976,184 | 43.8|  623,566| 28.0| 2,297,062 oo 
cig . . .. Furnace plants--..----| 1, 277, 946° 40.9 |_----------]-------- 1, 850, 110 | .59.11 3,128,056 - _ 

eo. Motel Illinois...-.--} 1,905,258 | 35.6 "976,184 | 18.2| 2,473,676| 46.2| 5,355,118 - 

0. Indiana: Merchant plants......| 397,753 | 42.8 | 532,387] 87.2 |.-_-__.-...-[--..-.-| 930,000 
ee ‘Furnace plants...--.-| 4, 168,835 | 43.8 |---.-------]--------|_ 5,341,409 | 56.2 | 9,510,244 

A total Indiana....--} 4, 566, 588 | 43.7 | 532,387) 6.1 | 5,941,409] 51.2] 10, 440, 334 . 
ics Maryland: Furnace plant_..--.| 709, 839 | 94.4 |---| -----2-| 2, 198, 968 75.6 -2, 908, 802 Be 

oie Massachusetts: Merchant plants; 338,823 | 20.4 | 461, 844}. 27.8; 860,791 | 518) 1,661, 458 oe 

J Michigan: Merchant plants....| 436,677 | 30.5 |-----------}--------| 993,982 |- 69.5| 1,430,659 
mee _— - +. Furnace plants.---2) 652, 512 22.6: |_.---------|--------| 2, 288,982 | 77.4 | 2,801,494” 

Be : Total Michigan...| 1,089,189 | 25.2 |------.----|--------| 3, 282, 964 | 74.8 | 4,822,153 ~ 

BN - Minnesota: Merchant plants...}. . 108, 456 26.3 | 52,773 12.8 | 251, 837 60.9 | 418,066 

Ca . Furnace plants....| * 390, 066 45.7 |_----------]------=-| 462,951] 54.3 | 853,017 

Bye otal Minnesota..| 498, 522| 39.41 52,773| 4.2] — 714,788| 56.4 |. 1,266,083 - 
Aes. | New Jersey: Merchant plants..|. 346, 153 22.7 |..---------|--------| 1,176,319 | 77.3 | 1, 522, 472 

New York: Merchant plants..| 608,738 | 14.3 | 743,488 | 17.4) 2, 910,690 | 68.3 | 4,262,861. 
be ne . - Furnace plants....-| 610,736 | 21.1} 508, 595 | 17.4 |. 1,786, 552 61.5 | 2,900,883 = 

aX 6 otal New fo po ft | 
Be York_...--.-.} 1, 219, 474 17.0 | 1, 247, 028 17.4 | 4,697, 242 65.6 | . 7, 163, 744 

WEE oe oo oo, oo see |e FS SS eS 

ie! - Ohio: Merchant plants......---| 462, 025 30. 0 245, 720 16. 0. 830,316] 54.0 1, 538,061 

me oo "Furnace plants...-------| 3,802, 710 - 29.0 905, 830 | 6.9 | 8,397. 709 64.1 | 13, 106, 249 | 

be -» Total Obio.....-------| 4, 264,735 | 29.1 | 1,151,550 | 7.9 | 9,228,025 | 63.0| 14,644,310 

a oe Pennsylvania: Merchant oe . | 1 - 

se . plants.....-..| 187, 559 19.0} 203, 341 20. 6 ~ 696,121 | 60.4. 987, 021 

We . Furnace plants.} 2, 808, 851 12.0 | 24,625 «1 | 20, 561, 965 87.9 | 28,395, 441 

Be | Total Penn-| - nt : | - 

eR a sylvania._..| 2, 996, 410 12.3 227, 966 .9-| 21, 158, 086 86.8 | 24, 382, 462 

Be ‘Tennessee: Merchant plant__..|...-.------|--------| 337, 688 | ©1€0.0 |----..----.- weee enol 337,688 — 

oan . Utah: Furnace plant__-.....--|-----------|--------|-----------|-------- 392,683 |. 100.0} 392,683 

oo ‘West Virginia: Merchant plants.| 77,708) 5.1 9,350| .6| 1,448,626| 94.3] 1,535,684 
oe . Furnace plants - 188, 724 8.8: |._.-...----]------.-| 1, 896, 742 | 91.2 | 2, 080, 466 

. Total West| : | 

. Virginia__..| 261, 432 7.2 9, 350 3 | 3,345, 368 92. 5 3, 616, 150 

—_ Connecticut, Kentucky, Mis- 
. souri, Rhode Island, and 

. Wisconsin: 
| — 

— Merchant plants__...-..---| 909, 668 29. 0 213, 868 6.8 | 2,016, 507 64. 2 3, 140, 043 

——eeeeses ee eee _—E—T—TTeeS eS ES eS" EEE=EEESESE=E_PCOR999"D"D"DD”9DD"999 

| 19, 228, 466 21.3 |12, 923, 341 14.3 | 58, 249, 586 64.4 | 90, 401, 393 | 

At merchant plants.__--.------| 4 613, 224 21.1 5, 396, 630 24.7 | 11, 840, 070 54.2 | 21, 849, 924 

At furnace plants. ....--------|14,615, 242 21.3 | 7, 526, 711 11.0 | 46, 409, 516- 67.7 | 68, 551, 469 

1 Low-volatile coals range from 14 to 22 percent volatile matter; medium-volatile, from 23 to 31 percent; 

| : and high-volatile, 32 percent and over. |
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e ae YIELD OF COKE PER TON OF COAL | - CEs 

- . . ‘TPapiE 23.— Yield of coke from coal in byproduct and beehive ovens in the United ° os 
ms _ - States, 1939-42, by States, in percent re ae 

989 1940 tt ae rn 
bP es rs me 

. . : co | Byprod- Beehive et ‘Beehive | ® yprod- Beehive Part d-| Beehive ns 

ae Alabama.-......-.--| 71.01 |_--..-----] 71.03 |-..-------| 7151] 60.66] 771} 6145 © -* 
aa Colorado........--.-|. . 66.03 | 65.41 63. 95 65.20} 65.13 |. 64.57 66. 24 63. 87 ee 
eo. Pinois..2222 =} 68.12 |i-.-----| 70.56 |} 720 |e] 70.68 fee aS 
. -. Indiana____- 7} 70, 26 foe | 7824 flee} 8.8L [lee 7eBb e 
oo) Maryland..22222222.]) 72.88 |o-2-2 ee] 72.88 Jee] 72.60 f-e----e-] 72-42 Jee 
mo Massachusetts.......| 70.72 |-.--------| 71.11 |_---------] 70.36 |---| 70.49 fee 
oa Michigan........----| 69.34 |----------| . 70.06 |.----.----| 71.31 |----------] 72.00 |-_.._.._- Oats 
~. Minnesota__---727-} 69.92 |-2---7--2=} 70.80 Lie) 748 pcp az 

New Jersey....------| 71.05 |_---------|. 71.67 |----------| 71.65 j----------} 72.46 Joe 
0 New York 222-2222] 7.16 [eee] 7.84 fee] 789 || 740 [el ihe 

ce Ohio....--..---.2---| 71.09 J...------ 71.48 |__.....--- 71,64 |...2-----. 72.18 |...-.----- oy 
> Pennsylvania._...---|. 6871} 63.42| 68.43] 63.80| 68.41] 6406]  68.27| 64.73 re 
oe -’ Pennessee......----- 73.00 }.-...--.-- 70. 51 - 59.55 | 71.94] 59.19 | . 71.10; | 59.01 star 
Po Utah TT). 58.38 [60.27] 59.31 | 50.89) 59.58] 50.95) 59.87] 51.07 enne 
0 Mirginia oye] 56087 fu] 69.97 fee] 60.02 |] 59.96 

: - Washington ........-|-...-..-.-}-_-_-----=]----------| ~60.20 |_.2-.--2_-|--------- |e -.}e- = - Se 
/ West Virginia......-|. 68.12} 67.04}. °69.05| 65.79 | — 69.07 62.09| 69.78) 62381 9 

United States] dC . | 7 ce I a 
ae . average......| 70.05]. 62.86] 70.53} 63.66]. 70.79) 63.67) 70.81) 6426 9 4



: | COKE BREEZE. a eS 
| TaBLE 24.—Coke breeze recovered at coke plants in the United States in 1942, by States a & es 

: ae fs Used by producer rs ee oS 

: Yield per Produced 929 [OO CSdT#“( «CS wasted | Onhand oe 
| Lot ton of otal For other purpcses, in-| | Waste nang. ce oS State . For steam raising. _ |. : A et | | “|. (net _ Dec. 31 | eee: 

coal (per: | | arstenmzlsing | “otuding water ge | | tis) | etn) 
. Net tons | Value | Nettons | Value | Nettons | Value | Nettons |. Value | re 

Byproduct ovens: a - | : | rs re es 
Alabama.._..-..-.--.----.---.------ 4. 86 377, 837 $957, 090 153, 275 $290, 886. 44,398 |. $101, 175 146,744.| | $488,890 |__-.._-__-_- 61, 840 nee 
Colorad0._--..-----a-.-.-s-s0sceeeee 9.94| 101, 508 (2) 27,768 | (2) 16, 597 @) | 66,502 | - (fT 711” s (7 Ry 
Tilinois.... 22 ee 6.14 321, 018 749, 344 169, 974 416,585 |. 29, 461 60, 453 - 130, 469 |. 313,645 |___--.-2_ 2 et. 73, 119: ys 
Indiana_..__---2 2-2 4,72 478, 933 940, 450 - 273, 627 558,728 | . 124,021; 240,805 | 106, 119 180, 800 |... 222 - -- 26, 815 Z, sd 
Maryland...........--.-.--------+-- 4.59 | 183, 417 (2) 79, 698 (2) 28, 233 © 29,190] () = fis. lll... g1464 
Massachusetts. -.._....---.---------- 6. 52 108, 766 (2) 100,118 | @) 4, 901 2) 8,877 (2) weneweecenee] 5,521 ed ee 
Michigan.__..---.22 222 tee 4. 60 200, 384 | 1,022, 181 135, 913 739, 800. 12,632 | 48,676 |. ~=—- 49, 267 _ 220, 506 |_. 2-2 35, 791 P 2 RS 
Minnesota...._.......---- 2-2 -e 4.51 | ° 67,294 | ° 201,276 24, 830 73, 672 5, 259 . 21,891 24, 033 ~ 88,168 |. ee. 21, 633 wR eee 
New Jersey__....-..-.-.------------- 6. 24 89, 848 (?) ~ 89,050 | @) feel feel] «8B (2) wen e ew ee lene 1, 982 mg 
New York_...--_.-..------ 2.22 ee 4, 51 - 827,095 | 1,057, 510 255, 733 691, 531 49, 550 - 249, 643 - 54, 762 219,189 |_.._.-.---..-|- . 79,829 be - PS 
Ohio... 2.22.22 eee eee 5. 08 697, 708'| 1, 551, 357 439,711.) 931, 565 157, 613 340, 863 102, 988 224,895 | 2,261} 148,144 by - wy 

. Pennsylvania._..--.--..-..-.--.----- 5.85 | 1,392,107 | 2,402,815 | 1,183,130 | 2,043, 503 59, 010 91, 1914 126,395 | | 227,882 |......-...-- 79,761. SD» ©. ok 
Tennessee. ._.....-.------------------ 4,29 14, 142 (2) | ence ween een [eee e eee nee 8,553 |. (2) |. ° 9,492 0 weenaeeeee--| «1,525 eee 
Utah.___._......................-.. 5.291 21,421 (2) wennscarececfeceeeseesee-| 6,043 |. (@) of 99} 197- jy PT 86 lS 
West Virginia_.....__...--_-.-------- 4.90° 119, 707 252, 193 87, 162 166, 571. 15,163 | 25,725 | =~ s-27,252 | 79,178 |v eee 11,550 O. = 9 .% 
Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, a Co vd cL. ee a Le - OO es 

. Rhode Island, and Wisconsin... _.- 5. 22 158, 845 532, 333 103, 082 336, 615 | | 256 | ..- .550 |]: 42,282 | | 156,990 |..-....__-_..] 24, 804 Ws 
Undistributed -........--...---------|-+----------|+-----------| 1,280, 672 |-2----------| 788, 688 |------------} 126, 794 |i ee... -----] 855,895 | fee OS 

oo Total byproduct, 1942............- 5.30 | 4,600,030 | 10,897,121 | 3,123,066 | 7,008,139 | 656,690 | 1,302,865 | 932,122 | 2,555,985} 2,261] 685,175 (3 

7 At merchant plants..................|. &31] 1,050,991 | 3,304,187| | 674,571 | 1,898,581 52,709 | 230,753 | 309,150 | 1,077,621| 2,261) 166,443 ww * . = 
At furnace plants......-_.._-.----._- 5.29 | 3,549,039 | 7,592,934 | 2,448,495 | 5,109,558 |. 503,981 | 1,063,112 | 622,972 | +1, 478,364 [2-22] © 488,732 od 

Total byproduct, 1941....................| 6.41 | 4,432,864 | 9,530, 433 | 3,335,705 | 6,962,011 | 428,058 | 882,146 | 836,159 | 2,014,560] 2,505| 443,366 

: Beehive ovens: . —_ ] en pr SEs 

Alabama... ...--.------------------+ 5.34] 8,126 12,547 | 7,897] 11, 678 | eee nee-[eeeeeeeenee-f} 720 | BTA eee 
Colorado and Utah. _- 22222222222 3. 29 5, 952 6,655 |_...-.------|------- ae 5,542 | «6,040 2,493} 3,738 |-_._---.---- "102 ps 
Kentucky and Tennessee___.....-..-|------------|------------|------------|------------|------------|------------ | bee ene eee |e | ne eee fee eee Fe a 
Pennsylvania.___.....-..--.--..----- 2. 60 181, 540 ~121,209 | . 22, 682 28, 471 : 55}. 102 | 58,000 | = 49, 916. 47, 258 4,834 — - we 
Virginia........----------.----2---.- 22 803 | 4,050 |.u- ee fee 887] BD 8218 Jee 0: 2 0s 
West Virginia_.........--.....------- 1.30. 5, 232 6,749 |_.---.------|--- 2222-2 ee |e nee eee eefeeeeee ec eeee] 856 | 459] 4,876 Joes oa Bess 

: Total beehive, 1942._.._..........- 2.46 | 151,653 | 151, 210 30, 029 40, 144 5,741 |.- > 6,979 | 62,287 | 88,200] 52,184] 4,958 

1 Yield computed by dividing production of breeze by coal charged at plants actually recovering. — re ot me - ce 
3 Included under ‘“‘Undistributed.” OS : oe ro BUR 
9 As reported; quantity produced but not used was undoubtedly greater. See Mineral Resources of the United States, 1922, part 2, pp. 726-727, | . on ee
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- CONSUMPTION OF COKE nr 

: _ The indicated consumption of coke in the United States in 1942 
_ -_- was 70,107,181 net tons—an 8-percent increase over the 1941: figure. 89 - 
: Unusually heavy requirements resulted in the consumption of = | 4 
‘ 54,694,746 tons of furnace coke. This tonnage represented 78 per- =. 
. cent of the total requirements; and the remainder—22 percent—was'  . °”: 
: used in foundries, in smelting the nonferrous metals, in the manufac- a) 
= ture of water gas, in miscellaneous industries as a chemical reagent, =» «> 
iy and in domestic heating. | | | 
a _ Table 26 shows the coke and coking coal consumed per net ton of = +4 
e pig iron produced in the United States in 1913, 1918, and 1939-42. “ke 
‘There was an increase in the 1942 consumption ratio of coke to pig 8 

iron, and the coke consumed per ton of pig iron and ferromanganese = *4 
_. produced: rose from 1,767.8 pounds in 1941 to 1,822.8 pounds in. sy 

/ _ 1942—an increase of 55 pounds (3 percent).. Because of this increase, OS 
_ it is indicated that the additional coke required to supply the needs =i: 

of blast furnaces in 1942 amounted to approximately 1,800,000 tons == 
nore than if the furnaces had operated at the 1941 rate of coke con- ss. * 

- -  sumption.per ton of furnace output. oe Cy Bak set Ay 

.. Tasie 25.—Coke consumed in manufacture of pig iron and for other purposes in the cod 
— oo Unated States, 1913, 1918, and 1939-42, in net tons nee, 

. es . a oo _ med hr t “Remainder oS 
: - ro : oo | Indicated one ron) consumedin =, 

Ho Total. pro- _ | Net. United - other Ways — rane 
_ Year Guetion. Imports| Exports | changein | States {| er 
| , |. stocks consump > or ma eee 

Be ope Bo 7 | tion t. att er- | n¢tee, | Pere owe ay . ' ae 7 } a of | Quantity | cent Quantity cent. ee iM 

- 1913.-_-_.-] 46, 299,530 | 101,212 | 987,395| °  @) ‘45, 413, 347 | 37,192,287 | 81.9 8,291,060/181 oe 
. 1918_._....}| 56, 478, 372 | 30,168 |1, 687,824 1; —@) ~ 54, 820, 716 | 45, 703,594 | 83.4 | 9,117, 122} 16.6 . OSE 
1939___....] 44, 326,641 | 141,911 | 589, 925-|—1, 074, 455 | 44, 953, 082 | 31,422, 272 69.9 | 13, 530,810 | 30.1 - ad 

BO 1940____...] 57, 072, 184 | 112, 550 | 804,095 | —645, 657 | 57, 026, 246 | 41,839,039 | 73.4 | 15, 187,207 | 26.6° — EY i 1941___"___| 65, 186, 578 | 267,886 | 708,971 | 198, 356 | 64, 943, 849 | 49, 460, 972 | 76.2 | 15,473,877 938 = = 9 3: . 1942. ..----] 70, 568, 944 | 108,782 | 839, 582 | —269, 037 | 70, 107, 181 | 54, 694, 746 | 78.0 | 15,412,435 | 220 Ey 

| in Production plus imports minus exports, plus or minus decrease or increase, respectively, of net changes — oe 
stocks, | oo, . . - . "uh 

' a From Report of American Iron and Steel Institute. Figures include coke consumed in manufacture 0 { | ee 
a erro-' OYSs... oo . oe ; are 

3 Data not available. oo . : Pe ‘ on a ee | | a 

TABLE 26.—Coke and coking coal consumed per net ton of pig tron made in the oR 
| United States, 1918, 1918, and 1989-42 OS ona 

OD pe —- ts 'F#ng 
Coking coal || Coking coal NG . Coke per Coke per a 

net ton of Yield of Peis iron net ton of Yield of Peis iron ne 
- pig iron coke Irom pig iron coke irom ; ‘ anes 

_ Year and ferro- | coal (Rer- ano Year and ferro- | coal (Rer- angina ohh : 
| oys cen (pounds cal- Oys cent (pounds cal- oF (pounds) |. culated) (pounds) culated) = 

| 1913__.._- 2,172.6 66.9 3,247.5 || 1940..___- 1, 781.2 70.1 2, 540.9 as 1918... -- 2 120.7 66.4 3, 193.8 || 1941_____- 1, 767.8 70.0 2, 525.4 Sy 
1939__..-- 1, 778.0 69.8 2, 547.3 || 1942... 1, 822. 8 70.0) 2604.0 “8 
eee at 

4 From Report of American Iron and Steel Institute; consumption per ton of pig iron only, excluding ~ 
furnaces making ferro-alloys, Was 2,172.6 pounds in 1913, 2,120.7 in 1918, 1,760.0 in 1939, 1,756.9 in 1940, 1,745.2 nr _ fm. 1941, and 1,791.4 in 1942. | ws



FURNACE, FOUNDRY, DOMESTIC, AND OTHER COKE ti 

~The terms “furnace coke” and “foundry coke,” as used by the 
“trade, refer to size and grade as well as to use. Inthe manufacture 

.. of byproduct coke the facilities for screening or sizing the product =~ 

°° permit more precise definitions of grade. In terms of size, byproduct- a 
furnace coke is run-of-oven coke, from which the breeze has been 

“removed. Byproduct-foundry coke is blocky coke of which the. 

a - faaximum size is much greater than that of furnace, and from which  _— 

“ alll sizes below 2% to 3 inches have been screened. Domestic coke _ oe 

~.. generally includes a mixture of sizes approximately 3 inches and 

> under, exclusive of breeze. It may result from the screening of 

<°° foundry and furnace coke; or, where the principal demand is for 

“> domestic coke, it may be obtained by crushing the larger fragments... 

~. .. Other special sizes and grades are prepared for special purposes. The 

~~ majority of the byproduct operators reported that their plants were 

“<-- equipped to screen and size coke for domestic use. So 

“The -total. quantity of byproduct and beehive coke reported as > 

“~. “used by producers in blast furnaces’ and “sold for use in blast  —_ 
-° -- furnaces,’’ shown in tables 27 and 28, totaled 55,491,570 tons, whereas 

the quantity of coke charged into blast furnaces was 54,694,746 tons) 

- (table 25), a difference of 796,824 tons. There are two reasons for 

this discrepancy: (1) Tables 27 and 28 include exports to Canada and 

other countries, which of course are not included in the record of 

=~ "+ gonsumption by American furnaces; (2) tables 27 and 28 cover | 

shipments of blast-furnace coke by producers and do not consider sy 
~'* _ Josses.due to handling and changes in ‘stocks at blast furnaces.  —s_—© | 

ee. The total sales of byproduct- and beehive-foundry coke, including 

2°. exports, were 2,591,576 tons compared with 2,846,459 tons in 1941. 

.. . The contributing factors that led to decreased use of foundry coke 

“were: (1) Shortages. of pig iron and scrap, which diverted coke from 

an ‘cupolas to steel-producing plants; (2) limitation orders which limited | 

| the production of cast-iron ware to specified articles and which a 

So established quotas for each item of manufacture based upon the . 

ne amount of iron-so used during the year ended June 30, 1941. — OO 

eo ~The use of both byproduct and beehive coke as a domestic fuel 
dropped 621,265 tons (9 percent) in 1942 compared with 1941, 

an principally because a number of merchant byproduct-coke plants — 

| which had not sold blast-furnace coke in recent years directed some 

4 of their output to the iron and steel industry. - a



ay | TaBLE 27.—Byproduct coke produced and sold or used by producer in the United States in 1942, by States = a 
. - . [Exclusive of screenings or breeze] ce | Be CES 

Used by producerin | . pe eo ) a - ye - Produced blast furnaces! __ oe a -. |. . Industrial and . oe ho State . . - Furnace 2. - Foundry Domestie use | other use (includ- Total oe ne : a i | | ing water gas) 3 |. a a 

c Net tons Value | Net tons Value | Net tons ‘Value | Net tons Value |Net tons - Value. Net tons . Value _| Net tons - Value . oe : . 

| Alabama............-...-..-+-.-| 5, 579, B11|$26, 350, 204| 8, 873, 1551816, 125, 286| 912, 312184, 704, 185] 358, 480|$2, 994,074| 101, 943| $488, 9191-286, 500|$1, 839, 1801 1, 650, 3341810, 026, 358 ee oO Colorado..........--.....-----.-] 676,209] °( | 654,366 (4° Jeet -|e eel]. 4, 408 (4) |.-.--.---|2-1-------] 16,2981. (4) — | 20, 706 (*) OQ oS Mlinois..........-...------------| 8, 690, 155| 27, 364, 122| 2, 561, 678] 18, 321, 622| 162, 260| 1, 210, 325| 298/203] 3, 220,929" 584, 568| 3, 963, 672| 109, 427|° 802, 627) 1, 144,457] 9,197,558 Oo Indiana..-.......--.-.---...---| 7, 887, 612) 2, 848, 043] 6, 440, 682] 45,640,324 (4 | (4) | @ | | 183,753] 1,157,200] 94,747 738, 596| ’ 868424 7/011'830 A nore Maryland. .._.......-.....-....] 2, 108, 664 (4) 2,080,406} (4) wneenenns|oe--2-----[oene-----|----------|, 9,984 (4) |. 28, 2781 QO ~~ f 88,262) 4) Be | Massachusetts...........-..-...] 1,176,350] (4). 250, 173 (| 20,224) . Q 74,746. (4) «| 788,286) 34) || «46,2161 (4 929,422, (4) re Michigan.-.....-......---.-----] 3, 139, 137] 21, 793, 813] 1, 549, 687 9,128,100) (4 | (| () | 4) |. 906, 753] 6; 665, 741| 2387 141| 1, 817, 952 1, 653, 730| 13, 151, 980 . Oe . Minnesota......-.-..-..-.------| 958,301] 7,807,413] | 305,903| 1,999,637] (4) st AY, O 824, 623) 3,027,212) (4) Q ~~ 707, 893] 6, 062, 972 : ee New Jersey_.-...--.------.-.---| 1, 038, 461 (4) 275, 939 (4) 22,202) (4) — 51,953} (4 396, 248). (4) 318, 199 4) | 788,602 (4)... oy OE es New York.................-.-.-] 5, 180, 384] 37, 660, 727| 1, 901, 537| 14, 292, 989]1, 962, 138/12, 786, 188|......__- -~------~~|1, 020, 259} 8, 193, 846] 245, 617) 1, 938, 042] 3, 228, 014] 22,918,076 — wo Ohio... ..............-----.-.---| 9, 912, 783] 59, 087, 481) 7, 749, 842| 45, 176, 097|1, 320, 460] 7,999, 293| 299, 443] 2, 625, 420 315, 694] 1,833,174) 205, 936] 1, 292, 006} 2, 141, 533] 13, 749,893 ec Pennsylvania. .........-..--....|16, 310, 167] 77, 293, 480|14, 049, 046| 63, 122, 2131/1, 373, 584| 7,002, 791| 223,374] 2, 402, 681]. 473, 115] 3,429, 822] 235, 046} 1, 678, 160] 2, 305, 119] 14, 513, 424 4 POSS Tennessee. ...-----.--.-----.-.-| . 284, 529 0 ~~ 108, 682 0 wee-e----|----------} 28,6461 (4) faeeteefeeeee-2-] 117, 403) 4) 140, 949 (4) 8 rs Utah ...---- eee] 242) 31 (4) 153, 8711 (4) 1,075) (4) | .---2---a]----------] 8,326] 4) | 69,686) = (4) |S 74,087] C4) Oe West Virginia......-.......-.--.| 2, 444, 368] 9, 103, 440] 2, 227,156] 7,558,200) (4) | (4 4 | & 5,182} - (4) 4) (4) |, 247,212) 1,630,728 & 7 Connecticut, Kentucky, Mis- a J | . ren : a a a . Cj ee souri, Rhode Island, and Wis- op - _ , 7 ee Cee a a a wes consin. .....--....----.-----.-| 2, 278, 838] 17, 985, 380/ 172,619] 1, 193, 792| 773,330] 4, 606, 192| 248, 702| 2, 886, 196/. 849, 9001 7, 497, 727 291, 267| 2, 299,760) 2, 163, 199] 17, 289, 875 3 . ee -_ Undistributed.................- ~orro7----| £1, 058, 855)----------| 24,216, 340] 949, 988) 7, 040, 604] 667, 700} 8,724, 588|.......-.|10, 710, 565] 106, 472| 5, 153, 382 ----------| 17,178, 416 PS 
Grand total, 1942... ......|62, 204, 909/378, 011, 967 44, 354, 642|246, 774, 6097, 487, 582145, 349, 578|2, 250, 564129, 853, 858|5, 963, 474/46, 967, 96812, 404, 323117, 559, 705118, 105, 943/132, 731,109 

: At merchant plants__...........|15, 184, 866/114, 723, 148] 2, 997, 883] 18, 477, 01113, 551, 790123, 583, 404|1, 915, 126/19, 810, 252'5, 080, 165 41, 091,.410|1, 851, 760| 13, 972, 059|12, 398, 841| 98, 457,125 Cot aS | At furnace plants... ......-.-.-|47, 160, 043/263, 288, 81941, 356, 759|228, 207, 598/3, 935, 792|21, 766, 174] "335, 438| 3, 043, = 883, 309} 5, 876, 558|' 552, 563] 3, 587, 646) 5, 707, 102| 34, 273, 984. ere 
Grand total, 1941... ..........-|68, 482, 422/316, 477, 231)41, 530, 398|203, 468, 967/6, 215, 601/32, 538, 163|2, 494, 393/24, 342, 509)6, 596, 969/45, 910, 6601, 844, 126/12, 309, 801/17, 151,099|115,101,138 =8 —~ oe 

than jnelndes 810,492 net tons valued at $5,188,252 used to make producer gas; 1,527,191 tons, $8,440,530, used to make water gas; and 414,009 tons,- $2,504,247, used for other purposes urnaces. : : , oe - ‘ _ : a rah 3 Includes 3,515,351 net tons valued at $19,378,565 sold to financially affiliated corporations for blast-furnace use; 729,619 tons, $4,638,839, sold for other purposes; and 8,242,612 tons, _ ee $21,337,174, reported as merchant sales. oY . 7 , ee a eS yds 3 Includes 657,761 net tons valued at $5,131,790 sold for manufacture of water gas, oe - es ee re: ‘ Included under “Undistributed.”’ Co Se Se i an : | OD ee
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oe “TaBLE 28.—Beehive coke produced and sold or used by producers in the United States o 
ee ae . an 1942, by States - Co , - 

were ST . , Se y producers in: j_: _. 

a8 a . . Produced blast furnaces } CO 

fee Stabe _ | | | oo ‘Furnace? 

ne | - - Net tons | Value Net tons | Value | Nettons | Value. - a 

oo  Alabama.______.._-------..--- 95,428 | $591,646) @ | @ | 35,821] $987,552 
ee _ Colorado and Utah_---.-.----|. 109, 849 (3) . (3) (3) 4,731 Bo 

mh ~. Kentucky and Tennessee...--} __73,679| = @)_ — @&) (3) » §,888 3 | 

‘\ os  Pennsylvania.....-...---..-..| 7,309, 337 | 41,263,580 | 505, 251 | $2,635,989 | 6,055,834} 34,018,152 
we Virginia... ..-.-.| 350,521 | 2,281,989 |... ----|---L-22.2---] 161, 563 | 1, 047, 837 | 
foes ‘West Virginia.........-.-..--| 335,221 | 2,066,217-|_@) ~e 165,442 | "860,146 
oe - Undistributed__......--------|------------| 1,399,045 | 198,884 | 1, 404, 552 |------------ 73, 612 

ye Total: 1942..........--.| 8, 274,035 | 47,601,777 | _ 704,135 | 4,040,541 | 6,429,279 |. 36, 287, 299 
EN 1941. .-........| 6, 704, 156 | 36, 490,006 | 1,015,752 | 4,977,767 | 4,805,099 | 26, 280, 276 

Bt oo | So Sold—Continued. OF 

ee a | = - | Industrial and | ~ | pe 
Fel _ State Foundry Domestic use other use (includ- - Total. 

Ge | oe | ing water gas)4° | | a 

oan = Oo . | Net -| Net 7, Net | v7 Net ce 
oy . tons Value tons | Value | tons Value tons - | Value 

@ Alabama. ..-.--------|------.--|-----ce----[--------[--c--caz-] __. 184] $1,183 | — 36,005 | $288, 685 | 
Pe? . Colorado and Utah...| 668 - (8) 806 | $1,563 | 16,902 (3) | . 22,602} © .. | 

fy Kentucky and Ten- a 
BOS nessee....----------| _ 3, 618 @— [__------|e--------] 9,622] *@) 19, 128 (3) . 
Bo Pennsylvania.........| 234, 476 |$t, 629,050 |"89, 385 | 500,560 | 433,098 | 2, 531, 364 | 6,812, 793 | 38, 679, 126 . 
os Virginia_.....-.-.----| 56,342 395,716 | 3,000 | 15, 233 | 130, 322 828, 519 351,227 | 2,287,305 | 

pe West Virginia........| 45,913 | 346,196 | 5,529| 27,174 | 120,323 | 846,863 | 337,207 | 2,080,379 
+ Undistributed..777-7-|_.--.----] 82, 258 |---.----|---------]---------|_ 172, 081 |-----------|__ 279, 514 | 

ce otal: 1942.----| 341, 012 | 2, 403, 220 | 98, 220 | 544,530 | 710, 451 |. 4,379, 960 | 7, 578, 962 43,615,009 
ae 1941. _ | 352,066 | 2,283; 630 | 85,990 | 424,736 | 433, 472 | 2,445, 619 | 5, 676, 627 | 31, 434,261. 

fos 1 Includes 2,305 net tons valued at $12,420 used for other purposes than in blast furnaces. —— 

So 2 Includes 1,542,503 net tons valued at $7,570,393 sold to financially affiliated corporations for blast furnace 

Ps use; 452 tons, $2,179, sold for other purposes; and 4,886,324 tons, $28,714,727, reported as merchant sales. . 

- 3 Included under ‘‘Undistributed.”’ . oe . 

a 4 Includes 115,265 net tons valued at $691,508 sold for manufacture of water gas. . 

| | STOCKS OF COKE AND COKING COAL : a 

eo - Table 29 gives details of the quantity of coke and coke breeze on 

- hand at all beehive and byproduct plants as of January 1, 1948. Ac- 

| cording to reports from byproduct-coke plants, stocks of furnace and 

foundry coke totaled 792,072 tons, domestic coke 661,401 tons, and 

: coke breeze 655,175 tons. Stocks of metallurgical coke increased 10 

: percent during the year, but stocks of domestic coke decreased 33 

| percent. The decrease in stocks of domestic coke was general at 

merchant plants in 1942, as many producers were forced to draw from 

. stocks because. the current production was directed to the heavy 
industries. | | 

| In the operations of beehive ovens, the output is governed by the 

sales, and ordinarily stocks are negligible. Producers’ stocks of bee- 

hive coke totaled 35,576 tons on January 1, 1948. Of this amount, 

24,617 tons (69 percent) was blast-furnace coke, 2,203 tons foundry 

coke, and 8,756 tons domestic coke. Table 30 summarizes total 

stocks, by grades, at all byproduct and beehive plants as of January 1, 

1929, and 1939-43. The stocks of coke on hand at producers’ plants
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; by months for 1941 and 1942 are shown in table 31. These datashow sy a 
' that stocks of coke carried by furnace plants remained relatively 8 89 - s: 
: constant, but stocks of coke at merchant plants showed seasonal na 
7 fluctuations. = © - a re. 

Generally stocks of bituminous coal held by byproduct operators od __ elosely follow the trend of monthly production. In 1942, however, nn, 
. operators were advised by the Office of Solid Fuels Coordinator for = 
' War to build and maintain their stock piles of coning coal to full stor-  - ~~. 

age capacity, so that maximum production could be maintained if ~§ ~, 
their normal supply was curtailed. On January 1, 1942, stocks of es 

Y coking coal at byproduct plants totaled 8,901,462 tons, a 37.7-day a 
» supply at the December rate, and they steadily increased until, by <.#} 
Y December 31, 1942, stocks on hand amounted to 10,721,414 tons, a 

enough for 43.8 days’ requirements at the rate of consumption pre- ne 
~  . vailing in December 1942. a _ nn: 

a TABLE 29.—Stocks of furnace, foundry, and domestic coke and of breeze in the aes “ik oO a United States on January 1, 1943, by States, in net tons : as 

a oA TF Baenace | Founary | Pemestic| mot | 
| Byproduct plants: ee : 2 | aa a po Alabama. _ occ] 186,691] 1,342 20,313 | 208,346] —«61, 840 oe 

Colorado. ...-...-.. 2-2-2 eee eee 5, 866 |.-----------} 5, 866 - 2 Ty poe 
.  .  Dlinois....-2.--2------ eee eee ee-l--| 79, 669. | 785 | 12,624 93, 078 73, 119 ere: 

Indiana. ...2-_.-- 2-2-2 eee 24, 795 ° 2,233 | 8, 207 35, 235 26,815. te 
Do Maryland ..--.-.-.---.----------------- St 40, 036 81, 464 ay 
= . Massachusetts__...-.-..-.------ 2-2 ee] 380 | - = 188! 143,759 | 144, 277 + §,521 Fase 0 Michigan 07 DSTUTTTITTTTITT 8, 708 3,839) 30,571| 38,118 | 35, 791 (2 ES 

_, Minnesota... .2-----.-2---2-------------| 2, 806 |e 37, 148 _ 89, 454 | ‘21, 633 ti, 
New Jersey.....----------=-------------|-- 2-22 178 33, 582 | 33, 760 | 1,982 Cy 

| New York.__..-----22-----------------|) 87, 268 |-.-----.-.-] 175; 132 212, 400. 79,829 me a Ohio. _ TI 13030 F 9, 455 | 59,958 | 2007447] 44d 
| ... Pennsylvania. -....2.22--2-- ee. 223, 974 |__....----.- 20, 967 244, 941 79, 761 “og 

eo . “Tennessee... ee 7,933 |.-.---..----]-------_--_: 7, 933 15258 0 9-70 0, “ig Utah 0 12,254 |------- 4, 887 17, 141 66 0Cé€C2~=~C—~—*—*—*—*— SCS 
West Virginia... 22-22-22. 9, 687 «640 | 18, 732 23,959 | °° 11, 550 SO as 

: Connecticut, . Kentucky, Missouri, — 7 ee : Rhode Island, and Wisconsin._._....| 4, 529 3,427 | 100, 526 108, 482 |  - 24, 804 ee 
oe : oe 770, 135 21,937 | 661,401 | 1,453,473 | 655, 175 eg 

| _ At merchant plants.._................-|. 47, 659 21,068 | 559,371] 628,098 | 166,448 i (itt At furnace plants........-.__-._.._.-|' 722,476 869 | 102,030 | 825,375 | 488,732 St 
ro ——S. -—_ > _ ————————S=_ _——— Loge 

| Beehive plants: | | : | : a 
Alabama. .........-.------------------- 5, 715 |------------|------------| 5, 715 | ----... thy 

bo Colorado and Utah... ......--222-22 2. 655 j_.-_-2.--..-- — 226 881 | 102 a 
: Kentucky and Tennessee_._-....-.---.-] | 2,178 | = 1,010 |.___.______- 3, 188 |_.---e- SO Pennsylvania.._...........-..-..--2-..| | 13,387 660 6, 467 20, 464 4,834 es | Virginia... 00072722227 1, 573 138 277| - “1,988 0 | ee West Virginia--2222002TTTTITIIII] 59 | 895 1, 786 3,340 |__----a os 
ae - 24, 617 2, 203 8,756 | 35,576] 4, 956 ia 

| “a 
| o
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“Taste 30.—Summary of total stocks of coke on hand at all byproduct and beehive 
oop plants im the United States on January 1, 1929 and 1939-43, in net tons 

fe ne . [Exclusive of screeningsor breeze] = a 

re o | 1920 «| «930 | 940 fog | tae | 

0 Byproduct-plants; So fp 
Pe Barnace..-.-.c--------:--| 750,318 | 931,644 | 597,550 | 525,798 | 697,898 | 770, 135 , 
Be Foundry...._......-.-.-.-| _ 24,426} » 88,334) 49,771 | 14,128 | 20,448 | 21,987) 
yo Domestic and other...----| 1,018, 205 | 2,611, 645 | 1,922,369} 1,373,213 | - 991,045 | - 661,401 

Bos er 45792, 949 | 3, 631, 623 | 2,569,690 | 1,913,134 | 1,700,301 | 1,453,478 

“i Beehive plants: ee ne : fo . CO 
Ae — Furnace_-_---------2-----| 38, 446 . 7,228 ~ 16,402 | ~ 16,022 20,311}  ° 24,617 —— 

ee Boundry 222s ai] 8,020 | 8,386} 8, 312 3973} 4,987| . 2,208 | 
ac Domesticandother---2-2-} 8511 | 29,367 | 7,695 | 23,318 23,397 | 8,756 

aor | 44981 | 32,409} 43,308 | . 48,695 | 35,576 

eye Oe Furnace.._-.------------| 788,764 | 938,872 | 618,952 | 541,820] 718,200 | 794,752. 
ge Boundry 7 TTTIIT} 32,446 | 96,670 | 58,083] 18,096 | 25, 485 24, 140 : 
Bane Domestic and other_-----_] 1,026,716 | 2,641,012 | 1,980,064} 1,396,526 | 1,014,442) 670, 187 7 

Me | 7,847,026 | 3,676,554 | 2,602,009 | 1,956,442 | 1,758,086 | 1,489,049 | 

eo TABLE 31.—Total stocks of coke at all furnace and nonfurnace byproduct plants in 

EE the United States on first of each month, 1941-42, in net tons | oe 

oe ~ ce ne a __ [Includes furnace, foundry, and domestic, but not breeze]: | - oe 

ee 7 -.-- | Furnace plants) | Other plants | Total 

ae . se Month | rs ns a —oTTere—ooooom 

Be _ 194t 1942 «| 94a | S942 1941 142 

Be -‘January_....-----------------| 742,806 | 825,263 | 1,170,828 | 884,128.) 1,913,134) 1,709, 391. 

ge _. -February .-------------------- 731,845 | . 817,492 |. 864,873 692, 293.| 1, 596, 718 1,509,785 

Ma Maren TTT] 778,666 | 869,318 | 617,759 | 516, 283 | 1,301,425 | 1,385, 601 
are: April DT TTTTTTTITTITIT) 845,329] 920, 491-| 491,967 | 509,134 | 1,337,296 | 1, 429, 625 
Be Mays TTT) 694, 483 | 962,675 | 706,203 | 485,461 | 1,400,636.) 1, 448,136 

ee June... | ~ 741,425 | 974,995 | 663,714 | 457,309 | 1,405,189 | 1,432,304 
Ce Sgty TTTTITTTTTITTIIITITIT] 849,320 | 969,315 | 578, 343.| 485,318 | 1,427,663) 1, 404, 633 | 
me August............-...-..-..| 873,591 |. 998,690 | 576,752 | 470,371 | 1,450,343 | 1,469,061 
~" Beptember 222-2 22IITITTIITT.] 949,868 | 1,025,617 | 661, 906 | 588,880 | 1,611,774 | 1,564,407 
ne  October_.........-.-..--.-..} 880,824 | 1,021,045 | 698,764 | 593,106 | 1,579,588 | 1,614, 151 
2 November 222222772 TTTTTITT-] 870,781 | 954,999 | 744,025 | 650, 582 | 1, 615,656 | 1, 605, 531 
oe December_..-...-.-..-.----.--| 817,004} 917,421 | 850,750 | 728,355 | 1,667,754 | 1, 645, 776 

fo _- TaBLE 32.—Stocks of bituminous coal at byproduct-coke plants in the United States 

° ee : : at end of each month, 1989-42, in net tons : 

‘ . ee : a — . 

oo a Month > 4939—CtsiC‘|:Csi940 4941 1942 

Be January_....--------------------------- 7, 373, 871 6, 613, 253 9, 886, 936 8, 178, 962 | 
7 February ...--------------------------- 7, 372, 654 5, 978, 167 9, 889, 674 7, 888, 481 

March.._...-----.--------------------- 7, 221, 632 5, 373, 567 9, 853, 544 7, 881, 459 
| — April_21 222 2ll lll ee e-------------- 4, 434, 124 5, 217, 870 4, 969, 862 8, 408, 907 

: May....-.------------------ eee eee 2, 598, 470 5, 995, 170 4,725, 310 9, 179, 025 
| June. ._..---------------------------- 3, 548, 326 6, 506, 396 5, 912, 874 9, 866, 281 

| July__.-------- foo ene ene eee 4, 534, 922 7, 448, 266 6, 215, 277 9, 922, 306. : 
August....._.--_----------------------- 5, 631, 984 7, 831, 640 7, 205, 844 10, 238, 114 
September. .__..----------------------- 6, 220, 015 8, 860, 832 7, 291, 698 10, 565, 801 

. October.......------------------------- 7, 250, 436 9, 711, 983 8, 371, 329 10, 997, 933 
November.....------------------------ 8, 114, 807 10, 091, 259 8, 327, 472 11, 150, 840 
December_..._-.-.---------------------| 7, 992,848 | 10, 184, 448 8, 901, 462 10, 721, 414 

: a? 

VALUE AND PRICE 

The term “value” as used in this report means the value of coke at 

the ovens. For that part of the output sold, the value is the amount 

received for the coke, f. o. b. ovens. A considerable amount (over
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» 63 percent) of the coke produced in the United States is made in-~ 
ovens operated by large corporations, which not only mine the coal ss 

ee they use for the manufacture of coke but also operate blast furnaces => 
- that consume almost all of the output of their ovens. Under such «9 4 
oo conditions, fixing a value for coal charged and for coke produced oe 
: is purely arbitrary. With some corporations, the cost of coke.to the = 
‘furnace department equals the cost. of production; with others a igs 
.. margin is added, or the cost is considered to be the market price. = |» 
--. The average receipts per ton of coke sold in 1942 increased over. i ss 
« .. those of the previous year because of higher coal costs and increased 
'. manufacturing costs. _Byproduct- and beehive-coke prices in 1942  — _.: 
. were governed by maximum price regulations and are discussed in ——-. # 
' another section of this report... According to sales data furnished by x. 
_. the operators, average receipts per ton of byproduct coke sold in 1942 + 
-~ Increased over the 1941 figures as follows: Furnace coke from $5.23. 5 
v to $6.06; foundry from $9.76 to $10.15; domestic from $6.96 to $7.88; =. 

and other industrial from $6.68 to $7.30. Beehive coke showed the >= 
- following price increases per ton: Furnace coke increased from $5.47 ©. 4 

to: $5.64; foundry from $6.49 to $7.05; domestic from $4.94 to $5.54; - +" 
- and other industrial from $5.64 to $6.17. | rn RR 

wo TABLE 33.— Average receipts per net ton for coke sold in the United States in 1942, an ‘s 
Bo by States Dy ne a 

ne | a - Byproduct So , : Beehive - : | oe a 

Voth | ff Other 
m ree | §tate a a a a indus- O oo indus- oe 
PoE oo Fur- |Found-)Domes-|trial,in-| Fur- /Found-}/Domes-|trial,in- Jey 
eo Oo | _ | mnacet | ry tic jcludingj nace!) ry | tie jcluding . noo ae 

a — : op : water | pe | water re 

 Alabama__......-2------------------| $8.16 | $8.35 | $4.90} $6.42 | 98.03 |--....).------| $6160 
“Colorado. -.--.-2.-----2- 2+ - eof --e net] @_ fenee-ee-} @ feee-----] @ fee] > et 

ve / .. Thlinois_ 222-22 ee 7.95 10. 80 6. 78 7,33 ewww mmen| mew manon | owen en ew sewn : oa en 

mo Indiana. ........--.-----------s-----]| () @ | 6.30] 7.80 |_--------]--2----e |e eee sy 
, Maryland..-.....---.------,--------|--------]--------| _ @ (7) |.i.-2.-|--------]--------]---- eee : ag 
* . Massachusetts..............-.-.-----} ©) @) J @® | (2) Jollee fee fel vos 

- Michigan..._.-...-.-2---------------]|  @ 8 7.35 7.63 |..--.---|--------]--------]-------- og 
Minnesota ----2--a2osos] |g 9.33} (8) |ITTTTTITITTT TTT oR 

| _ New Jersey_....-.-...-------.------- 4) | (2) (2) foo eee }o---- eff Hb ye 
| " ‘New York...-...-.-----2s--se--eeeee| 652 {2 | 808] zag PITTI a 

Ohio UTTTTTITIIIITIIIITIIT og 877] ast | eazy 
| Pennsylvania._.-..-.-...-.-..--..--] 5.10] 10.76] 7.25| 7.14] 5.62 | $6.95 | $5.60| 5.84 eH 
a Tennessee ----..----------------------]---;----]| @_ |---.----| Qo] Q (2) Je.------| Ck 

| Utah... 20ST] | OL ® Bi} (a) oon 
. Virginia __--.--..-..-2-.-2--2-s22-|e--zc-=-|----o---|---,--=-[---2----| 6.49] 7.02] 5.08) 6.36 ae 

West Virginia__..-........-.-.-...-| ® | ® | ® | ® 5.20| 7.54] 4:91] 7.04 ee 
Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, RY 
Rhode Island, and Wisconsin......| 5.96 | 11.61 8. 82 7.90 |...-.---]| 5.40 Jii--_ oe 6. 41 at 

Undistributed.._.............-....-.| 7.09] 10.61] 8.90| 7.30| 663] 7.81|7--.----| 6,49 3 

| United Statesaverage.........| 6.06| 10.15] 7.88] 7.30] 5.64] 7.05| 5.54] 617 © 
At merchant plants._...............| 6.64| 10.34] 8.09] 7.55 }.....-0.|.-0220--[0--2 2 |e m4 

| At furnace plants.........---.---.---} 5.53 | 9.07] 6.65) 6.49 |...-..22/ 2-222} ne 

1 Includes coke sold to affiliated corporations for all other purposes and merchant sales. | - { 
_ 8 Included under ‘‘Undistributed.”’ an
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o -. -Tanie 34.— Average monthly prices per net ton.at ovens.of:spot or prompt Connellsville ~ - 
Be one , furnace and foundry coke, 1929 and 1989-424 0 

Bie 7 | 1929 | 1980 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1929 | 1939 -| 1940 | 1941 |: 1942. a 

me January............| $275 | $3.75 | $4.20} $5.50} $6.13] $3.75] $4.75] $5.50 | $5.75] $088° 
oe February..........| 2.90]. 3.75] 4.00| 5.50| 600] 3.75] 4.75] 5.31 |- 5.75] 6.88 7 
Rs March...........|- 2.98] 3.75] 4.00] 5.52| 6.00] 3.75]: 4.75.| 5.25) 5.85] 6.88 — 
we pe ZT a8 | 5] 400] 5.63 | 6.00] 3.75) 475) 5.25] 5.62) 6.88 - 
wre May.....| «6275 |. 375 £00] 6.00] 6.00) 3.75| 4.75]: 5.25 | 6.72} 688 ©... 
Peo June. | 2B] 375 | 400] 613] 6.00| 3.75] 475| 5.25] 688] 688 — 
eon July. oc) 5 | 375 | 420] 6.13} 6.00] -3.75| 4.75] 5.25] 688| 6.88 
So wugust TTT) ava] BB] 468] 6.18 p 6.00) 3.75) 4.75) 5.25) 688). 688 
mo September.s--e-..| 265] 4.25] 4.75] 613]. 600) 3.75] 5.12| 5.25 | 6.88]. 6.88 
eo October...) 265 | 4.90] 4.75) 6.13] 6.00] 3.75| 5.65]. 5.25) 688} 6.88 
Bees --November.......| .2.65| 5.00] 5.10| 613] 6.00} 3.75| 5.75] 5.63... 688| 688 
Bo December2222722-] 264 | 5.00} 5.38] 613] 6.00] 3.75] 5.75| 5.75) 6.88] 6.88 . 

ee Average......| 2.75| 4.09} 4.42] 5.92] 6.01) 3.75) 5.02]. 535) 649]. 688 

two Vom Age. - | | 7 a, oo he | 

bee SHIPMENTS BY RAIL, WATER, AND TRUCK .... 

“~  Tapim 85.—Beehive coke loaded for shipment on originating railroads, waterwary, 
sot. and trucks in the United States in 1942, by routes, as reported by coke producers 

yee : oe ee Te, ob Net tons > . 
ae oo . ercen! — 

ne oe co Route — a oo State -| of total 

We os 2 oe BS | oe ~ | By States |. . Total Oo 

i Railroads: ve ——Ippennsylvania-....-.-| 1,565, 698 no Be . . |fPennsylvania_._.--...|. 1, 565, 
Oe _ Baltimore & Ohio-..---------------------- {West Virginia___.-..-_|_” 104; 510 } 1, 670,203 | 21.0 
es |... Chesapeake & Ohio----.---.-------------- West Virginia......--- 44, 921 44, 921 6 

Be a a Denver & Rio Grande Western....------- [Gm] oF 08 } 116, 090 1S = 

Re alt | Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain-_-..-.} Pennsylvania..-...-_- 16, 772 16, 772: .2 

foo. | Tnterstate_._........-_--.---------..------| Virginia_..--...------- 309,339 | 309,339 3.9: 

np - Ligonier Valley....---------.-.----------- Pennsylvania. .------- oe 968 _. 74, 965 9 
Bo | bg es : . Jabama__.....-2.-.-- , : 
“ . a Ce Louisville & Nashville. --..---------------- (ee ey 496 \ 37, 230 a 25 

eee, Monongahela.....-..--------.--..--------| Pennsylvania........-} 1,906,497 | 1, 906, 497 24.0 

ns Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.......| Tenmessee____...-.-.-- 18, 579 18, 579 2 | 
ee New York Central_......._.--.-----------| West Virginia.........}; — 188, 335 183, 335 2.3 
a _ Norfolk & Western..........--------------| Virginia_-....---..-..-] _« 41, 734 41, 734 .5 
7: - Pennsylvania_____.........-.:.--.--------| Pennsylvania__-_-..--| 3,250, 588 | 3,250,588 | 40.9 

a Pittsburgh & Lake Erie-.........---------|-----d0..--.-.-------.-- 86,731 | 86, 731 | 11 
i Western Maryland_..._...------.-.-..-.--| West Virginia-_----..--- _ 4, 729 4, 729 al 

oo ‘otal railroad shipments__--.-..--------|------------------------| 7,761,713 | 7,761,713 |. | 97.7 
- Waterways: Monongahela and Ohio Rivers...| Pennsylvania.-......-- 140, 563 140, 563 1.8 
Trucks.....-------------------------------2---]---- 2-2-2 - een ene e eee 1 37, 596 37, 596 5 

| Grand total ._.---.----------------------|----------ee-eeeeneeeee-| 7, 989, 872 | 7, 939,872] 100.0 

oo 1 Coke delivered by trucks to consumers in all States that produced beehive coke. . . 

DISTRIBUTION OF BYPRODUCT AND BEEHIVE COKE IN 1942 

O - The unusually heavy demand for coke in 1942 by various war 
| industries created widespread interest in coke production and distri- 

bution data. It is believed therefore that the statistics presented in 
the following tables showing geographic distribution of coke, by uses, 

| will have interest and value to producers and consumers, and to war 
agencies responsible for the maintenance of adequate supplies of coke 
at war plants. The statistical data produced by the survey show (1) 
coke consumed in each State in 1942 by principal uses and (2) compa- 
rable tonnages of coke consumed in each State and region, by uses, from 
1940 to 1942. The tonnages shipped to each destination represent
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, approximately the coke consumed therein, and for practical purposes = og 

the terms “distribution” and “consumption” are used here inter- © ~ “ 

: changeably. | a aS 
The total consumption of coke in 1942, excluding imports, increased 

-. 8 percent from that in 1941 and reached 70,110,497 tons. Thisrisein = ec 
- consumption was due to the increased activities in the various indus- =—S> + # 

“tries producing essential war material. The tonnage of coke used in et 

oO blast furnaces increased 5,058,458 tons, but the outstanding develop. oe 

. ment in the distribution of coke in 1942 was the gain in the quantity ==. 
~ used for the manufacture of water gas and for miscellaneous industrial == = 
- purposes, which increased 23 and 27 percent. With the diversion of eee 

coke from the domestic trade to the iron and steel industry, the down- Gg 

-. - ward trend of domestic consumption that began in 1940 continued a 

| - through 1942, when coke for domestic use dropped 734,831 tons. The 8 

| quantity of coke used in foundries dropped 211,559 tons in 1942 com- cae 
pared with 1941, for reasons explained on page 978. oe a 

| Furnace coke was used in 25 States in 1942. The great centers of te 

consumption were naturally the iron- and steel-producing districts m wl 

Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Alabama, which took 81 ~ RS 

percent of the total furnace coke used. Foundry coke was used in all oa 
States but 1; coke for the manufacture of water gas in 33 States; ere 

and unclassified industrial coke in all but 1 State. The largest ton- OE 

nages of that classed as ‘‘other industrial” were consumed in Pennsyl- x: 

7 vania, New York, and Michigan. Coke used for domestic heating _ oe oh 
wags distributed to all but 9 States. New York consumed almost |; 

— one-fifth of the coke used for domestic purposes. | os 

2 - The distribution of coke by uses, by regions, increased in seven of S 
the nine regions as classified (table 37). Outstanding wastheincreased =» _& 

aa consumption of 1,909,297 tons (26 percent) in the Southeast region = os 

oe because of an expanded iron and steel industry, chiefly in Alabama’ ss 

“ and West Virginia. The Middle Atlantic: region increased its coke — ~ voge 

_ consumption by 7 percent, mainly because of the gain in tonnage of as 

| coke used for steelmaking in Pennsylvania. The only regions that — of, 

: showed decreased consumption in 1942 compared with 1941 were the © 3 

Missouri Valley and the Lake Dock regions. Here decreases resulted - 5 

from diminished consumption by foundries and for domestic heating. ue 
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ne TaBLeE 36.—Summary of byproduct and beehive coke and breeze consumed in each  —S 
i Ce State in 1942, 1n net tons. Bt 

as _ [Based upon reports from all United States producers showing destination of coke used by.producer or sold . a Bp . In 1942, Does not include imported coke, which totaled 108,782nettonsin1942] is tt ; 

Wee . ae 7 a oo OOKe- oe, ne ~ 

ro Consuming State «= {| Maaking Making| Other |,...| _ _ | bree - Wee a, | Furnace |Foundry| pro- | “Sas? | jana. | Domes- Total Teeze a 
Be ne ee ae ‘gas. | trial use} Ue use | ep 

oy Alabama. .........-.-.-----] 4,826,996} 167, 189)_.......] 922] 158,052) 80, 487] 5, 233, 646] 290, 697 : 
Boo Aizonas..222----------- 2-2-2 l eee 5,925). -------|---------] | 455].--------] 6, 380]. «16,188 
Be Arkansas. _-..2-------------[--2---2---] 759/22. QM yo WO. () 1,659). 1, 944 a 
Bee California ..--..--------2---) . 24,326] 62, 677/-.------} © | @[-..@> . |. 125,646 255 _ Bo QSolorado. 2222 TTT) a sel | eostesa] ay Poo Gonnectiont 22722277 TTTTTT] eo] 8, 646] OM | @ | Qo | 424 7aal oS wep Delaware_..-.-.-.----------|) © 88) @) fetal eeefeeee--e-} Q + @®. | 2,470 |. 
gas _ District of Columbia---.-.-}-..---2---]-..2-----|--------|| 65,023} ~-@) | Ya ay. ee 
Che 2. Blorida......-------.-------]-2---2.---] © 2,410/..2.----] 36,201) 5,113] 3,923] 47,647) | 
oe fe, . Georgia.......---.--._..--.- “1,005 19, 289)_.------]. 8, 591 8, 040 . 10, 611 47,436 wtee nn nee 
ke  . Tdaho.. 2222-22. ef eee ee . 683)._------f.c------ a} 8,494 ep) 4,127 
moe 8° Minois......--.--.-.---.---| 4, 712, 040] 282, 981! 27, 885] 50,133] 127,435) 472, 060| 5, 622, 534| 327,457 
Bec. ‘Indiana... ---.--.---------} 5, 562, 396} 113, 748}..-....-]. 34, 069/ -134,376] 206, 659) 6, 051, 248| 432, 895 - 
Reet Towa._-..------------------]----------| 42, 188]-......-1 6, 330/35, 766} 9,496! «93, 730). 20,560 Bet Karisas_..--.---------------]----------| 10,127} 222222] @) -feceeef 6G) «1, 640 . 

ae _ Kentacky__-.--------.-----} 400, 108}. 21, 153]........]/ 51,901] 18,616] 43,350] 535,137/. 8975 =... 
foe. Louisiana... .---------.----]+---------] 3, 81) .-- 2-22]. |) 25,528} 5, 496) | 34, 8851-8 
OR Maine.....2..---..----.----|----------| 5, 652/--------] 8, 096|.... | 46,681| 55,4291 Ga) - 
woo) Maryland..-..--.----------] 2,220, 653} 25, 746|..__-.__| 18,871] 49,7411 18, 067] 2, 323, 078| -127,220° - 
eos. Massachusetts....-----.----] 144,885] (@) | 96,236] 79,111] (1) 792, 500} 1, 202,069] 108, 905 : 

oo . Michigan_.._....-.--.-.----| 1, 397, 755] 278, 501|' 26,993} 5, 367|° 317, 9811 .795, 712 2,822,309] 186,038 
case. Mimnesota__..--------------| (| 27,981] | ©) | 44,655] 304,282) 682,717; 54,152 
foes! Mississippi_-.-.------------]----------] (eee eee fee 2, 346; (1) 4, 042)_-.....-- . BLE Missouric....--------------]-2--------] 51, 410}-2 22 888]. 65,954) 147,821] 266,073 749 ~~ 
ee - Montana....-.----.------.-| () 3, 120}---.----[.-------]| () [e---__.-] 42,9431 8,576. | 
he - Nebraska__..--.------------} (© ~| @ _ |--------] 18,932 6,287; 894) 23,933] = 206. 
Ben. “Nevada._--..------2-------f.-.------] 802 8,.216]..--...-- 8,246; ss. 8&9 
Boo» New Hampshire__..-...----|-..-------{ 5, 169]... 1, 330 188; 50,006] = =—-56, 643). 
Beet + New Jersey...--....--------| 980} 130, 799] 104,814) 282, 225; 112,075] 408, 102] 1, 038, 995}. 103,251 - 
wee | New Mexico__._-----...----|--------.-| 1, 664)._..----[--_----2] 264). et 1,928) 
Bo New York_._._:_..2....-..-] 8,827, 457] 189, 590] 306, 518} 731,897] 329, 935|1, 063, 593] 6,448, 990! 402, 992 = 
wee North Carolina_._.....2222_]-.2.------] 17, 298]--.--..] 5, 222 3, 539 1, 861 27,920} ~ (2) a 
as North Dakota..2-2--2 fy a] (1) 2,017}.-.------ | me Ohio.-...-------....--=----|11, 685, 420] 339, 946] 2, 166} 35, 787| 162, 340] 303, 603/12, 529, 262] 673, 134 : 
eee eS Oklshoma..........-..-.---|------.--- 4, 064). fd 345} 771 5,180) 29,886 — 
woe ONOGON. eee eneen|----------| 7, 784] |---| 5, 278] 36] - 13,0981 \ 100 
Be Pennsylvania__.........----|17, 855, 365] 311,934] 82, 3641 112,283} 391,444] 428, 456/19, 181, 846|1, 347, 840 : 
Re Rhode Island_...-...-....--]....------] 19,112} @® (1) (1) —-Q) 191,618} ©. 
it South Carolina_.__._.....-- - 25 -§,.265]_--. ® | @ . (4) . . 81, 765 5, 225 
moe ~ South Dakota......-.2-..--}.--.---..- 212|___._-.-.|--.----.. - 431 1, 657 2, 300}.-.------ 
mo ‘Tennessee._._-.-...-...----] | 224,623} 72, 203/...-.._- 2, 653} 135, 083 4,744] 439,306]. 81, 796 
ee Texas....---..--.----2----- (1) 24, 210}--------} (2) 36 59, 624} 16, 088 

ee Utah. -.-----22 eee eee -| 155, 580) 15, 288)... fe} 61, 286 3,484) 235,588; 22,118 
oa Vermont... ....--------.----|----.--2--| 8, 729]....---.| 1,878! 3,045] 16,688] 30, 335|._....___ 
mo Virginia. .-..-..--.---.----- (4) 48, 043 40; 358,880] 82,354] (1) 573, 512) = (1) 

co Washington._..._..-...---_|----.----- 8, 260 169}_-.---..- 4,186}...-....- 12, 615{.--._._-- 
_ _ West Virginia.....-.......-] 1,281, 959| 31, 739}_.__.___| 691,360} 192, 986 1, 774; 2,199, 818} 143, 738 oo , 

Wisconsin._........-.------ (1) 120, 400) = (1) 35, 868 (1) 345, 540). 575, 867) 108,465 . - 
* ~ . Wyoming. _-_ 22 ee 2,174)... 2-22 2,174 25 

. Undistributed__.........---| 1,068, 572] 87, 333] 175,298} 88,022] 148,548] 361, 250 94, 835] 121, 042. 

United States, total _|55, 390, 133/2, 575, 968} 822, 483]2, 716, 835/2, 679, 062|5, 926, 016/70, 110, 49714, 644, 716 
Exported..........-........} 101,437] 98,443) 5, 528 300} 232,665| 194,812} 633,185] 65,169° — 

Grand total_-.....---.|55, 491, 570/2, 674, 411] 828, 01112, 717, 135}2, 911, 727/6, 120, 828 70, 743, 682/4, 709, 885 

SE 

1 Included under ‘“‘Undistributed.”’ .



- | TaBLE 37.—Comparative tonnages of byproduct and beehive coke. consumed in each State and region, 1940-42, in net tons we 

= : | [Exclusive of imported coke and of screenings or breeze] Bn ee oo a 

a - | Furnace use | Foundry use _—~-_- | Other industrial and domestic use | = =Total coke ey 

~ 1940. 1941 | 1942 | 1940 1941 1942. | 1940. | 1941 1942 1940 [| 10941 14200 

New England: — | po / fp a 
. Maine... ..---.--------------- [owe een [eee eee nen |ee eee eee (1) 0 5, 652 154,610 | 161,888 49,777 | 84,610; 61, 588 65, 429 Be 

New Hampshire...---.-------|------------|--------2---|------------| 1,443 | (1). - 6169 | ~ 57,325 | 160,066| — 51,474 58,768 | - 60,066 86648 
Vermont......-..............-|_...---.----{---22ces---|-e-2--------| 6,488 | 8, 141. | 8,729] 35,878 26,719 | 21,606} 41,311 | — 34, 860 30,335 

- Massachusetts...-....--------|. 88, 830. (2) 144,885 | 48,872] (2). @ 1, 095, 954 | 21,200,719 | 11, 057,184 | 1,233,656 | 1,200,719 | 1,202,060 oe 
Connecticut.....-...-.-.-..2-|-eeee-eeeenelece-eu--eee-|---c--------| 84,847] 48,562 | 51,646 | 381,674 | 850,768. 378,098 | 366,521 | 399, 330 40,7440 2 

| Rhode Island... --.-.-.-------|------------|----e-eeeene[eweeeeeeneee} 15,618.| 19,112 | 1189303] 178,408 | 172,506 | 189,308 | 194,016 | 191,618 

| , ) ; 88,830 (2 144,885 | 90,595 | 72,816 { 90,308 | 1,764,834) 1,878,263 | 1,725,645 | 1, 944,259 | 1,950,579 | 1,960,888 ney 

: Middle Atlantic: oe ai — es es ees en : cL | ‘ — re = Qe 
New York.......-......---.--| 2,618,108'| 3,395,181 | 3,827,457 | 141,372 | 201,752 | 180,500.| 2,947,521 | 2,505,437 | 2,431,943 | 5,704,001 | 6,192,370 | 6,448,900 © = 

| New Jersey..----------------- 651. “405 | 980 | 86,161 | 122,896 | 130,799 | 921,763 | 893,128 | 907,216 | 1,008,575 | 1,016,120 | 1,038,905 A ae 
. Pennsylvania_.....-.-.-.-----| 14,319, 836 | 16, 663, 593 | 17,855,365 | 219,232 | 331,451 | 311,934 850, 635 . 872, 523 | 1, we 547 | 15,389, 703 | 17,867, 567 | 19,181,846. Mo 

Delaware. ...-.--------------- 764 984 "38 | 2,758 | 4,227) (1) | 3.624 8.9871 ()@) |. °7,046 13498{  @) 
Maryland......-.-..-...-...-.| 1,849,917 | 1,920,995 | 2,220,653| 23,801 | 36,550| 25,746] 85,487|. 85,284 | 76,679 | 1,959,295 | 2,042,820 | 2, 328, 078 . B as 
District of Columbia......----].-----------|------------|----------+- 308 | - () |v -.----|> 66,985.| 162,885 | 8-80, 412 67,330 | 62,335 | 80,450 Bo 

| 18, 786,276 | 21, 980,158 | 23, 904,493 | 473,809 | 696,876 | 658,069 | 4,875,865 | 4,517,694'| 4,510,797 | 24,135,950 | 27,194, 728 | 29, 073, 39 
Ohio. --.-----2--------e----------} 8,619, 762 | 11,005, 454 | 11°685,420 | 304,373 | 307,127 | 339,946 | 652,815 | "628,719 | 503,896 | 9, 576,950 | 11,941,300 | 12,520,202. Wo 

/ Michigan........--.-.......----..| 1,076,370 | 1,058, 622 | 1,307,755 | 333,791 | 415,126 | 278,501 | 1,389,182 | 1,034,768 | 1,146,053 | 2,709,343 | 2,608,416 | _ 2, 822,309 5 ee 

Illinois-Indiana: | | a fp fe | oo ne ea a ee a ps 
[llinois.....------.----.-----.-| 8,882,028 | 4,360,826 | 4,712,040 | 172,455 | 241,538 | 232,981 | 857,653 | 790,881 | 677,513 | 4,362,136 | 5,402,195 | - 5,622,834 gs 
Indiana.-..-------------------| 4,305, 518 | 5,231,860 | 5,662,396 | 106,063 | 145,936 | 113,748 | 518,413 | 434,610. | __ 375,104 | 4,929,004 | 6,812,306 | 6,051,248 

| 7, 637, 646.| 9,601,676 | 10,274,436 | 278,618 | 387,474 | 346,729 | 1,376,066 | 1, 225,441 | 1,052,617 | 9, 292, 130 | 11, 214,501 | 11,673,782 g oS SE 

Missouri Valley: ed |. fe Pe | ep ce, — o a Da OE 

Missouri........-.------------ 19, 144 121 |._..........| 34,426:| - 61,886 | 51,410 |. 313,661] 209,270} 214,663 | . 367, 231 261,227 | ~~ 266,073 | oe 
| VOWS oon nnn nceecneeccecneen|ececcceneene|--ceeeeeeene|-eeee--e----| 83,721 | 52,074 | 42, 188 42101 |  44078| 51,502.| 75,822} 96,152 93, 730 eS 

Nebraska. - ------------------- (4) 108 (8) 2,320 | 6,987 | 52,820] 420,996 23,200 | 21, 118 23, 316 29, 295 93,988 99 

, Kansag.....----------------n2-[eneenennnnna|ece-nenneene[-eeeene-----| 7,510 | 10,690 | 10, 127 2,837 | 8, 467 e 10,347| 14,157] SS. 

19, 144 229 | (®) 77,977 | 120,687 | 106,495 | 379,505 | 280,016 | 287,868) 476,716 | 400,831 | 383,786 

. Lake Dock region: 1. . | . ee Se | Co Bs s 

Wisconsin...........--.---.-2.].----------- go]. @ | 99,327 | 139,350 | 120,400 | ~553,703| 491,548 | 4455,467 | 653,030 | - 630,928 575, 867 po Ra 
- Minnesota. -....--.----------- 225, 569 282, 693 ( | . 15,684 | 24,764 | 27,981 378, 685 333,202 | 4654, 736 614, 938 640, 659 682,717 a 

North Dakota..._.._.-.---.---]_-- 8 ween ence nnn [e ee eee nee fen eee nee |). (1) 1, 758: 1, 596 12,017; 1,768; 9° © 2017” foe oS 

South Dakota.....-.----------|----0-ec2cc-[eceeeeeee---[------------| | MM | © 2t2 19, 449 12,927 2, 088: 2,449'| 74,523] © 2,300 ES 

oe a 226,660 | 282,723 | (| 110,011 | 164,114 | 148,503 | 981,505 | 820,278 | 1,114,308 | 1,272,175 | 1,276,110 | 1, 262, 901 i es 

See footnotes at the end of table. ae oe ne as BO a oe JO



TABLE 87.—Comparative tonnages of byproduct and beehive coke consumed in each State and region, 1940-42, in net. tons—Continued | 2 oe < 

Furnace use Foundry use, ' | Other industrial and domestic use | __ Total coke | rt 
Consuming region and State = |—-——--__,_-_-_-_-___,_ re re rine rr is - a . % 

a 1940 1941 1942 | 1940 | «1941 | 1942 | 1940 — 1941 |- 1042] 1940 adn ee 

Southeast: . . er oe - | oe .  Virginia................--...-- §2, 715 74, 491 (4) . 31, 258 46,514 | - 48,043 883, 798 © 443, 298 4 525,469 ' 467,771 564,303 | .. 573, 512 I SS , West Virginia.....--...-..-.-.| 787,694 | 874,483 | 1,281,959 | 12,657 | 25,678 | 31,739 | 479,082 | 546,166 | 886,120 | 1,279,433 | 1,446,327| 2,199818 © > EE North Carolina. -._-...----.--]..--.----.-- 192 |.-...--...-.| 18,410 | — 15, 406 17, 298 10,522 | = =10,225 | +. 10,622 |. = 23, 932 25, 823 27,9200 
South Carolina_....._..-....--|-.----.----- 64 25 3, 613 4,397 | 6,265 . 6,896. 6, 321» 26, 475 9, 509 10, 782 31,765 = ee Bo «Jeorgia_.--------.------------f-----------} «1, 220 1,005 13,765 |. 19,147} . 19,289 |. 26,485 | . 26, 644 - 27,142: 40, 200 47, O11 |:- 47,.436 ed © FPlorida...-......--.....-------|.-.---------|------------|------------] 1,017 1,641 | 2,410 - 35,251 35,166 | 45,237 | ~~ 36,268 36,807 | 47,647 oe es f Kentucky......-....-.........| 4276, 223 281, 364 400,108 | 20,341 | 21,807 | 21,153 4) 89,549 | 113, 876 296,564 |- 362,810] 635,187 FR — ennessee........--.-..---.--- 64,312 | 140,162 | 224,623 | 59,724] 76,177] 72.203} — 63,113 76,124] | 142,480) 177,149] 209463] 43930. 2  -° © fF Alabama_.-............-.--.--| 4,090, 484 | 4,140,855 | 4,826,996 | 123,304 | 164,668 | 167,189 | 142,084 | 135,433 | 230,461 | 4,364,012 | 4,440,056 | 5,233646 fl ites &  Mississippi...........---.-----|------------|--2--------e[-neneeeeeee-| 1) 1,060]  () 1 2, 206 2,590 | 14,042]. ’ 2206 3, 650 4, 042 po ey 

. j L. 5, 270, 378 | 6,512,831 | 6,734,716 | 279,179 | 376,585 | 884,80 | 1,148,387 | 1,341,516 | 2, 020, gd | 6,607,944 | 7,230,982 | 9,140,229 EX 
Southwest, Mountain, and a — . Tp rs rn ees en eee eee gee we ‘ Pacifie: . - } “ Z | : ok ¢ eS : Louisiana...-.-.--------------|------------|-----e------[------------| 2,883 | 8, 785 3, 811 29,030 | 29,702 | - 381,024 81,913 | 33,487; 84,885 Arkansas. ...._..-.--..2-------|---------eee[oeneeeeeeeee[eeeeeeeeee-] 44d |) 5g | 605 (8) 900 2, 049 (3) 4659 BS Oklahoma...-.-..--..---.--.--|--.-.-------|------------|------------| 2,205 | 84,734 4,064 | 191 8 1,008 1, 116 2,306 |. 85, 742 | 5,180 fy Tex@S..-.----.--.------------- 16, 286 18, 824 (@) | 15, 991 24, 471 24, 210 15,348 |. 18,016 | 435, 414 |. 47, 625 61, 311 59, 624 QO oo New Mexico. ....-.-----------|-----ee cen e-[eeeeeeeeeeee[eceeeneeeee-} (| 1,259 | 1,664] 11,237 | 360 264 1,237]: 1,619 | 14928 S 0 vee | Arizona...--..----------------|------------|-------eee-|------------| 4,083 | 6, 500 5, 925 205 387. 455). 4,848.| 6, 887. 6380 Colorado..-....----------.----] 621,698 }- 573,925 | 5 664,097] 11,604] 21,969| — (8) | 12,692 |. 20,246] 31,556 545, 894 616, 140° 605,658 SYS : Utah. -..----------------------| 163,790 |. 4224,725 | 155,530 | 10,387 | 18,074 | 15,288) 87,3847}  () -| 64,7701 231,474 | 242,799 | 235° 588 Oo a Nevada. .-..----------- 202-220 [een e eee e eee |eoee eee e[eeee een e eee 28: 56. 30 29] 6, 887 | 8, 216 B71 6913. | 8,246 eS Wyoming.......---.----------|-----.--2---|-----2----2-[---se---n eee |eeneeeenee| feet 2,472] 1 949 2,174 2,472 | 7,949 21 OT ee Montana.......-...----------- 19, 494 23,988 | 439,823] 2,060 2,615 | . 3, 120 3, 239 5,200; (4) 24,793.| 31,703} 42,948 we et : Idaho. ....-.-.----------------|------------|e--- eee eee feeeeeeeeeeee| 2,873 | 633 13,900}. 2,640| 3,494 3, 900. 6,613} 4187 SS © os Washington_.......-...-------|------------|----.-------]------------| 3,080 |. 8,111 |. 8,260] ~—S- 1, 680 8, 469 4,355 | - 4,719 11, 580 12, 615. LS Oregon. .....-.-------- 2-2-2222 fon ene enn eee [en nee neeenne[ee-e--------] 2, 821 4, 871 7,784 | . .1,788 5, 056 5,314 | 4,609 9,927/ 13,0088. ye California... .---- 2222222222) 20,375 | 24,326 | £47,720 | 72,657 | 62,677 | 19,900 | 24,368 | 38,643) 67,680 | 117,400 | 125,648 

| 721,268 | 861,837 | 883,776 104, 235 | 171,875 | 138, 225 | 149,663 | 125, 258. | 227, 695 | 975, 166 | 1, 158,970 | 1249698 

1 Foundry and other industrial combined. Co . § Furnace and foundry combined. a - ee a ? Furnace, foundry, and other industrial combined. 6 Bureau of Mines not at.liberty to publish. » ONS 3 Delaware and District of Columbia combined. | * North and South Dakota combined. oo a : eee ¢ Furnace and other industrial combined. | - § Arkansas and Oklahoma combined. - Oo a . CT



Bo 3 COKE AND BYPRODUCTS = = ‘989. 

ss EXPORTS AND IMPORTS = ne ta) 

- _. Exports of coke from the United States totaled 839,582 net. tons © =°s 
. valued at $6,349,801 in 1942—an increase of 130,611 tons over 1941. 

: The principal export movement of coke in 1941 and’ 1942 was to = «* 
Canada, which received 89 percent of all exported coke in 1941 and - Na 

: 96 percent in 1942. Aside from Canada, the export market for 
_. American coke is small, although South America received 54,585 tons he 
- in 1941 and 18,466 tons in 1942. The increase in exports of coke to = .* 
. South America in 1941 may be traced to World War II. Normally aes 
so South America received most of its coke for metallurgical purposes —>-—... ?: 
-- from Germany and Great Britain. With those countries at war in eae 
7 1941, South America turned to the United States for its supply.. In 
---:1942 the export movement of coke to South America decreased — “a 

: sharply, both because of increased requirements within the United  =«.% 
- States and because of shipping difficulties. — oe Oo 

' -- Imports of coke supply a very minor part of United States require- a 
ments and are a factor in the home market in restricted localities only. =. 

| _ In 1941 267,886 tons of coke were imported. Of this amount,Great «= 4 
__. Britain supplied 178,209 tons (67 percent) and Canada, 89,677 tons 

(33 percent). In 1942, 108,782 tons were imported, and of thisamount  —_—_.’; 
a 97,386 tons came from Canada and 3,819 tons from Great Britain. = 
o In addition, Mexico sent the United States more coke than was ex- - ee 

ported to it, all of which came through the El Paso and Laredo. 
~ .. customs districts. Imports from Canada have remained approxi~ = | 
— mately the same during the past 3 years, although the 97,386 tons =... 

received. in 1942. exceeded the 1941 figure by 7,709 tons. = oe 

| - TaBLE 38.—Coke exported from the United States, 1940-42, by customs districts ie 

7 oe agg Cy a > 
So Customs district 7 [1 —— eS 

7 Oo Net tons Value | Nettons.| Value Nettons | Value = . /§ 
_ ee - — —_ — — > . . : - . ——— : oe ae oe 

Buffalo... --------------] 304, 390 | $1,676,244 | 225,119 | $1,461,672 | 280,085 | $1,995,909 > ke 
—* Ghicago_..--2.-..-2.---s--e| =a a8 |” 41,752] 24714] "194536 | = 6895 | «18, 558 3 

Dakota 2 277 TTT 5,864} 47,007 7,007 | - 63, 437 18,472} 158,673 ech 
| — Duluth-Superior2-22-7727777"].. 427] 71 225 3414} 34, 588 9,296 | "86, 835 ae 
- Plorida._ 22-22 5,851; 53,166] 3,504] 40, 201 4, 487 56, 119 “And 

7 Laredo......-.-.-.------------|. 18,696 | 153, 449 3,888 | 33,920 1,33] 13962 9 
Maryland.....--------.------- 9,006 |  76,866| 16,085) 167, 751 2; 926 27, 134 oe 
Michigan.......-....---.---..| - 371,125 | 2,220,943 | 315,363} 2,374,350 | 417,608 | 3, 300, 445 ve 
Mobile. 222 22222222 9,825 | "186,565 |- 5,329 | | 82,021 7,135 |. ' 66,957 Ae 
New Orleans_...-.-...----.--- 8, 112 78, 341 4, 805 52, 390 3, 937 59, 880 ae 
New York.......-...-.-...---| 11,868} 132,735]  20,675| 326, 492 5,704 | 114, 585 ee 

| Ohio.....-..--..-.--.-.-ce----} = 17,982] +=116,369| 42,951 | 160,182] 70,819} += 381,789 a 
| Philadelphia.........---.----.| 9,220] 80,448] 13,020} 162.500 |__--.._-_..-|2-----..---- oy 

St. Lawrence. ....--.------~--- 488 4, 279 4, 368 45, 252 3, 506 30,977 
San Diego..._-...-..-.---.--- 448)  ~° 7,121 1, 146 6, 748 -  §03 7, 176 nen 
San Francisco_.........-.--.-- 15 134 10 290 6 167 | 7 Noa 
Virginia. _......_-...-------- 7,411| 68,376]  10,070|  122,714|. 6,767|  —75, 164 & 
Other disiricts___--77777777277 1, 244 9, 972 7,503 | 60, 171 601 8,491 me 

— 804,095 | 5,024,992] 708,971 | 5,389,305 | . 839,582] 6,349, 801 ey 

‘ Figures on exports and imports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from. records of the one 
Department of Commerce. et 

-
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re . TaBLE 39.—Coke exported from the United States, 1940-42, by countries — a 

Bo re 1940 E18 
a ee | : Country oe —_— | - OO ey 
ee co oe : +. -| Nettons | Value | Nettons | Value — Net tons | Value oO 

Hee "North America: oe Sf of toe poo. a ee pe Canada.__-_..............] 722,740 | $4,182,630 | 630,271 | $4,390,888 | 806,517 | $5,925,858 = ee Mexico.- = 19,922 | . 165,196 | 5,167 | 42,344/ 2032) 93) 497 | ee »-Panama._.--.--222--.-| 158 | 83370 ~” 267 6, 604. | “W} 2408 ges oe _. West Indies: a ee De Le Ss ep Cuba...-..-2-2 22 .n 19,787 | - (168, 234 | . 9,458:| 96,992 - 11, 760 123, 516 Be __ ‘Trinidad and Tobago_|.-...._.--.-]_....._._... .. 1024 - 1, 183 {----- ef . ee : -- Other North America__:.. 453° . 6,944) 882} «16, 883° 475 9, 298 oo oo South America: a Do Pp pe oo 
yoo Argentina...-.......--.--| - 1,557 | | 13,575 23, 164 325, 888° 5, 048 79, 087 Lo Bit _* Bolivia.. 2222222222} 264 | 4,542; 399) 7,401; 200], 3349 Boe Brazier 5,512 | 51,660 | . 16,122 | - 185, 483 | 4,742| 81, 314 moe Ohio 498 17,409 | - 13,811 | 174, 565 7,417 | 75, 719 moe, Pera TT 1,425. 11,04 | -  222| 4020}... ‘398; ~~ 10387. | nec Other South America..---| - 632] ~—- 12,210 | 867 16, 470. . 661 ~ 10; 474 

eC): ) a 2, 567 28, 087 |. 22 e-)eeeeefee eee eee HERR Sweden--._...--..22.-2222 10,291 |). 77,458 |. ete fe ee . eRe es  Switzerland._._.....202_..]- 8, 591 81,259 |. ese effec ee ence peo, United Kingdom...--2-:-{ 2,120} 37, 267 |..-------2--|------------ wane n nen nen [eee n meee ete 
en A -Other Europe_...-_..-.-2-] 2B] =~ 608} «i166 2, 744 |e lek oO 

mip * China... 2-22 tt 563 6,060 |_..-22-.--2-]_--- ee oo a  Japan___.--2-2-2222------]| 8,019} _ 172,860 | 3, a7 60, 262 |_._......-_.|------------ 
woes. Philippine Islands_..--222) 2,811 | | 32,653} 4,092 51, 359 |---| 
my _.. Other ‘Asia... .-.-..---2..] © 1B | 2, 242 |e 7 poo Opanig alpen [eee] dO! 290 |_..-._.._.--|_-.-------=- Bo Afftica eB 8 500| 5,979 BRL Yaa 

gg 095 | 5,024,992 | 708, 971 | "5,389, 305 830, 582) 6,349,801 

oo DARL 40.—Coke tmported for consumption in the United States, 1940-42, by 7 
Be | _ countries and customs districts - | oe 

ee | fe 1940 | 1941 4949 co 

ae ae Oo Net tons Value | Nettons | Value Net tons - Value a 

Se country sss fe 7 |. | OC woe, Canada. ed 77,642 | $1, 114, 683 89, 677 | $1, 251, 417 . 97,386 | $1, 221, 448 one Mexico._.._.-.----2--------2-|o-2--- 2a [een een ne [cece ee ef 7, B77 85, 787 | a _ United Kingdom 1__..._.....-| 34,908 | 190, 457 |” "178, 209 |" 940, 512 3,819 34, 449 | 
- ee  T 112, 550 | 1,305, 140 267, 886 | 2,191, 929 108, 782 1, 341, 684 

Ce CUSTOMS DISTRICT | | | | 
. — Buffalo...2--22- eee] 47,877 949, 150 48,143 | 1,023, 849 51, 695 | 971,499 va Connecticut..........222-22--}___.2._ eee} 3, 793 27, 880 |.._-..------]-.-2 2-2 eee 

a El Paso...----...---..----- ee wwe enw enen teem eww wes e | we meee men wn je eee we eee 6, 674 . 79, 919 oO Laredo. -_.-...---.....-.-.-.-|___....-----|__.--..._-._ weweennnne--feeee nee . 617] | 4, 660 Los Angeles. ..._..-....-.__- -8, 035 13, 548 1, 690 Il 870 |__-.---2.----|-- 2 SS - . Maine and New Hampshire. - 292 2, 145 342 2,849 85 713 Maryland_-..-.-._......-___- 3,390 | 27,241 107, 169 579, 442 |.__.-- 2. ..|--_-_-_---_- 
Massachusetts...........---.- 14,001 74, 196 60, 062 289, 517 |__..------.-]-.------ ‘ Michigan. _....-._--. 2222-2 10 74 9 76 |_.....------]----2- 28 
Montana and Idaho. ......._- 26, 885 141, 598 37, 339 201,793 | = 38, 877 218, 241 
New York.-......_.-._...__.- 10, 782 54, 888 3, 351 16,752] = 3, 819 34, 449 
St. Lawrence....-_.-....____. 65 446 |_| 
San Francisco.___......._.._. 3, 611 | 20, 619 2, 143 15,051 |_-222.- 2} 
Vermont__.....--_.---__.___-- 291 2, 247 360 2,977 |_-..-------_]}---.----_--- 

_ Washington State_._.__.__._- .2, 721 18, 988 3, 485 19, 873 7,015 32, 203 

. | 112,550 | 1,305, 140 267, 886 | 2,191, 929 108, 782 1, 341, 684 
eee 

1 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. .
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Be WORLD PRODUCTION ce 

-. The following table shows world production of coke by countries =» 
in: 1929 and 1939-42 to-the limit. of available statistics. Because of es 
Government restrictions on the publication of statistics for,.many of « 

- the leading coke-producing countries, few figures have been available = 

_ since 1989. However, as the output of iron and steel has since =. 
- - increased in most countries, doubtless the production of coke has also | og 

increased correspondingly. Production in .both Canada and the “3. 
_ United States has increased steadily during the past. 4 years, and the +t 

1942 output in these countries. exceeded all previous production 7 eg 

records, Oe 
Bo Taste 41.—Coke produced in principal countries of the world, 1929. and 1988-42, oF a 

ee : 7 te metrictons) = ee 

- Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] a rs. 

| Country? | “1929 | 1938 | 1989 | ~ 1940 en f 2 

i * New South Wales_--.--| | 471,813. 1, 153, 670 | 1,370, 814 (3) Gy  f Go... oS 

ye . .-* Queensland_..-----.----| 4,144) 31, 481. 31, 057 (3) 8) BY 

~ -  Belgium__...--_-.-----.----} 6,192, 960 4,894,980 | 5,176,650 | (8) Goode Be es 

-. Bulgarian 2-227 TTT} 8,928 | 4, 758» 6, 000 Gf ME 
- @anada__.--.-.-..--.------| 1,986,582 | 1,808, 588.| 1,830,425 | 2,321,775 | 2,431,042 | 2,795,472 
mo China (exports)....---.-----| _ 18, 467 “11,630 |” 22,562] — 18,456 | £11,918] — er 

. Czechoslovakia...-.--------| 3, 170, 629 5 2, 367, 000 6B) » QB). : (3) 7 QB). ESE 

© Branoe..------020--------+ 39) 080, 137 | 7,786,000 | (3) — @) — 6 (3). he 
| ermany...--------.------+| 39, 421, WN yi - nn 

mo ” Saar..--.--. 2s se. 2} 2,423, 000 } 43,511,082}. @) @) —®& — @ ee 
| - Great Britain 6@_-_2--2_1__] 18, 637,421 / 13,081,398; © @ | @ 7 @ | @® TR 
: Hungary.....---------------}| . _ 2,092 53, 092: (3) 1. (3) (3) Q) LS 

India, British 720 -27727277-| 843,504] 1,738,178 | 1,947,455 { @). | @) i 
.°.- Indochina_...2-2--2---2--- ” 637 3,503| °. 4,022] 2608] (3) — (3). a 
vos Italy ...--..------2-..------| 791,607 |. 1,789,417]. @). (3) (3) Br 

os . Mexico....---------2-------| 493,777 | 3). @ |. @ fF > pas 
re Netherlands....-----.------| 2,402, 566 | 3, 158, 065 | #2, 207, 501 (3). 8 Qo 
P New Caledonia. -_--.----.---|------------ 49, 875 82,100 | 69, 762 | 99,700| 83,662 7.04 

So Peru eee eeeneeeeeeee-| | 35,809 |---| GT (3). Bo ey 
oe Poland__....---------------| 1,858,052 | 2, 528, 290 (3) (3) (3) | — @.. Oe 
-. Rhodesia, Southern.....-.--]|. 100, 001 «47,986 | = 82,785 |B) (3) ~ §@) ; rete 

. Rumania.........-------.--|-------.----| 86,080; © (3) @ |}  @& oat 
‘ Spain.....-.----2-----------| 768, 040 571,469 | 685,000}. 839,744 | 767,208] 9487,426 0 
| .. Sweden_.-.--.-----.--------| 103, 778 112,107 15,150} @) | @® -f @ 2 0 re 

 Parkey_..---------.s-------|e-ce-n------| 84,930 63, 472, 60,192 | 58, 642. (3) | os 
So Union of South Africa. _-.-- 99, 297 163, 315 184, 522 (3) QB) (3) Co eta 

(2 U8. 8, Ru_---.---=--.-----| 4,700,000 | 20, 700,000 | 16, 670,000 | 16,500,000 | (2) @ 0 ARE 
| United States_.._-...------| 64, 825,427 | 29, 479, 553 | 40, 212, 242 | 51, 774, 699 | 59, 135, 960 | 64,018,735 oe 

- oo {142,926,000 | 135,110,000] @) aS) ® | © ak 

| 1 Gas-house coke is pot inclided. | PO : a a, 
2 in Sddition to countries listed, coke is produced in Chosen and Japan, but data of production are not . Bs 

_ @valuadie. .__. 
2 2S 

2 Data not available. , . . Ry 

4 January to August, inclusive. we 

’ Excluding Sudetenland since October. ' _ a 
. 6In Great Britain the production of gas-house coke (including breeze), not included above, is especially fy biey 

mportant and was 13,049,139 tons in 1938. oe 

7 Figures for 1929 represent “hard” and “soft” coke made at collieries only—73,616 tons of “hard” coke y 

. and 769,888 tons of “soft”? coke. Data for other years shown represent total “hard” coke manufactured. _ ns 

In addition, the following quantities of “‘soft’” coke were made at collieries: 1938, 921,479 tons; 1939,jdata - y 

not avaliable. . a, 

| -§ Incomplete figure (from coke plants of only 2 mines). a 
* January to July, inclusive. an 
1 Exclusive of Mexico. 7 | oe 

| | 7 GAS-HOUSE COKE So , 

The production of gas-house coke in the United States in 1942 a 
totaled 892,552 net tons. The Bureau of Mines obtained data on pe 

the manufacture of coke from coal-gas retorts by a survey of this oo 
industry conducted at the request of the Office of Solid Fuels Co- : 

ordinator for War. The survey showed that most of the gas-house :
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<.-.. coke was sold for domestic heating. Of the 533,882 tons sold, 449,220. 
Bee tons was for domestic heating, 21,398 tons for water-gas manufacture, 
. > and 63,264 tons for miscellaneous industrial uses. The producers | 
«used 399,970. tons—206,864 tons for bench fuel, 123,851 tons for oe 
ae water-gas' manufacture, 40,708 tons for boiler fuel, and 28,547 tons — | 
kee for the manufacture of producer gas. Table 42 gives salient statistics  _ 
s°.- eovering the operations of coal-gas retorts in the United States in 

194 Oe Be 
"Paste 42,—Salient statistics of the coal-gas industry in 1942 (coke, breeze, and 

gas | | coal figures in net tons) ] . oo 

Bee | | | Horizontal | Vertical 
¥ oy wee oo - . : - retorts’ retorts . Gas ovens Total 

Meee Production: oe oe rs re oy | 
BS - Coke... 22.22. 22 --- eee teeee-ee------------| 368,358 |, 509,782 | 19,412 |. 892, 552 : 
Bee oct a Breeze... .-------2------------- 22-2 eee ee 38,191 | 90,782.) 3,002 131, 975 
pe . . Coal charged into retorts__-.-..-----------------------=---| 602,623 | 886,659 | 32,380 | ~, 621, 612 
veo. Average yield of coal charged:! a a oe Oo 
ae os Coke. 12-22-22 ees --------pereent__ - 60.30 |. 57.49 60. 04 58. 66 a 
Tele __ Breeze__.-.--------.-.--------------------------d0_..- 8.10 11. 86 11,59 (10.45. 
Phe Number of active retorts._-.-.-.------------2-------------| «dz 881 | 688 — 3877. 2,606 
n°, -.. Annual coal capacity of retorts.._--.---.--...--.----.---..| 714,037 | 1,105,202 |. 68,529 | 1,887, 768 
se .Coke used by producer: — aan a | 
Boies For manufacture of water gas__..-.-.------.1--..-.-.-] . 35, 226 - 87,627 | - 998 . 128, 851 
Be -. For manufacture of producer gas-._....--.-.---2---2-2|..--2.--.---| 28, 847. |---.--___} 28, 547 
mene Bg For bench fuel. -...--.------.--.------+-----1---1----- 97,944 |. 102,970 5,950.|. 206,864 | . 
pee -. -- . . For other purposes. ---.--.-- 2-22-2222. eee 28,863-| = 7,117 | 394,728; = =40, 708 
ps’ Coke sold to other consumers: —— | ae So 
Bore Ror manufacture of water gas___....._-...---__---___. 5, 356 16,042 |... 2 21, 398 
¢ °°. > .For domestic use__2...--.---------------------.-------| 173,941 | 264,057 |” 11, 222 449,220 
aM, For other purposes __-~_-_-..-.-------------.---22--2--- 44, 934 18, 380 |---------- 63, 264 
reese. §Stocks‘on hand January 1, 1943: . . . _ 
Mem, Coke....-..--.-------2-------- ee eee 45, 550 81,829 | 3,916}  -181, 205 o 
Mea ' _. ~Breeze_...--------------~----- ++ eee eee 7, 201 20, 660 489 — 28, 350 
Be Byproducts: os . 
Wey ‘Production: - . a a 
fide te oo Tar____-...---------------_-----------.--gallons__| 7, 366, 756 | 13, 440, 106 284, 967 | 21,091, 829 
aE Boos -/.. - Ammonia liquor (NH3 content)_.........pounds.- 106, 837 | 1,383, 492 |.-_..._...] 1, 490, 329 
ah Crude light oil__-_:----,-----.--.......--gallons_- 23, 793 68, 207 |-.-.--.--_]| 92, 000 
fo Used by producer: | ce ; —— 
on L Tar... .__.-------------.---.------._...-gallons__] 41, 665 72, 292 |--....-..- 113, 957 
By _ Ammonia liquor (NH: content) -_....---.pounds_.|_........_..J---..--.--_-|--------__|---2--. 
woe _. Crude light oil__.--.-.....__.....__2__.--gallons__ 140 j.-----22 |e 1409 Bo . Sold to other consumers: a 7 7 
yo Tar_.._.-..-------------------------.-..-gallons__| 6, 556, 546 | 13, 113, 393 317,777 | 19, 987, 716 
2 . Ammonia liquor (NH3 content).._......-.pounds_.|. 138,913 | 1,-372, 821 |_._.......| 1, 506, 734 
Co _ Crude light oil__-_.---...-_.---...-..----gallons._} 19,109 |.. 62, 581 {--._______|- 81,640. 
mo Stocks on January 1, 1943: | . 

; Tar__...-._-------.-.--------.-----------gallons__| 2, 407,874 | 1, 542, 684 90, 739 | 4,041, 297 
oe Ammonia liquor (NH; content)___._.....pounds_- 7, 669 119, 758 |-...-.....] | 127, 427 
" : Crude light oil. ...-.---.-.-..-..-..-....-gallons__| . 6, 958 22,181 |-..---.--. 29, 089 

oo Yield of byproducts per ton of coal: ! oe 
- Tar_..___-..--_----_--_-.---_---..--_-_-__-gallons_. 12. 22 15. 16 8.81 ' 13.86 

‘ Ammonia liquor (NH; content) ._._....._....pounds__| 1.72 3.45 |[--2-- 8 3. 22 
. Crude light oil. .....---..---.--------------.--gallon_- 27 A 32 

1 Calculated on coal charged at plants actually recovering | -
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’ - ‘TasuEe 43.—Coke produced, number of retorts, coal charged, and average yield at: ts 
bo ee _coal-gas plants in 1942, by States . ne i Ns 

Bc ae ft | Coat | | Yield : [Gok 
ne -|Num-| Num- | capacity} _——_| of coke | SOE* | Coke | Coke [Stocks os 

. State ‘| ber of | ber of | per24- |Coal used| from duced: sold used | on Jan- oe, Cod 
a —— (piele _, | active | active | hour. |(mettons)| coal | “(ee | (met | (net Lig 0 
. Se, _ plants | retorts | day (net | | (per- | tons) tons). | tons) ‘Get se 

: | a t ‘| tons) | cent) Sf ~ ftom 

. Alabama and Kentucky..| 3{ 30] 27 | 7,693] 58.13] 4,087) 1,204] 24083] -514 ~ 0 
fe Colorado and North Da-| ||. | | : a aia 

:  _kota..._-------.--------| 4] 46]. 706 | 22,790] 59.78 | 18,625 | 8,332] 5,363 | 3,460 — cs 
he Connecticut, Maine, |. . a . gg 

Rhode Island, and co . a ee ae 

Vermont.___.-.--------- 6 195 | 502.1 142,194 | 57.31 | 81,488 | 46,118 | 37, 467 | 16,332 CG 
" . @eorgia.....--------------| 3] 48] 4596 | 12,733] 50.16 | 6,387| 4,278| 3,077] ~ 330 0 4 

Iilinois, Indiana, andj}. . : of. : os 

: Towa.-.-.-------------.-| 5] 69] 143.4 | 33,560] 58.69.| 19,697 | 18,068] 6358; 749 9 owe 
"Maryland, Virginia, and df 7 . fe, ts 

West Virginia.-....-..-.| 4] «56 | 1845 | 44,516 | 64.55 | 28,733 | 19,243 | 11,074 | 2,242 0 ng 
Massachusetts..--.-------| 10 382 |1, 214.72 | 427,336 | 55. 26.|236,151 |119, 301 |108,075 | 56,323 ei 

- Michigan.-_-.....--2--7_| 19 | 2263 | "322.97 | 98,219 | 64.54 | 63,302 | 43,728 | 23,996 | 10,500 
 Minnesota......---..-----| 4{ 75| 67.5 | 19,523] 59.66 | 11,647 | 8,316 | 4,698 | 2,082 (8 

: New Jersey, New York, . | fp oo ane 

- and Ohio............--| 6]  268| 63445 | 129,334] 65.25 | 84,387 | 52,161 | 24,941 |.18, 750 ee 
. . North Carolina----------- 10; 306 | 358.1 98,790 | 58.89 | 58,175 | 32,1383 | 31,163 | 5,646 0 es 

_ Pennsylvania.........-.-.| 5| 144] 27865 | 91,404] 64.91 | 59,335 | 1,492 | 57,397 | ‘583 se 
‘South Carolina---......-- 3 126 | 144.4 . 39,047 | 58.22 |. 22,735 | 11,407 | 12,470 |} 1,855... rea 

— ~ Yennessee__.-.----------|:  :3] . 270 | 240.12 | 73,416 | 60.50 | 44,419 | 26,996 | 19,346 | 1,358 1 Ba 

Washington --.-..-2-------- 3}. 156 |. 101.88 . 32,970 | 59.42 | 19,592 | 11,580 | 12,411 | 461 9 -{ syed 
- Wisconsin...--.--------| 8 | 272, | 885.615 | 248,087 | 55.91 |138,702 |129, 435 | 39,641 | 10,110. 

oe 96 | 2, 606 15,171. 965 |1, 521,612 | 58.66 [892, 552 |533, 882 |309, 970 131,20 9°" 

oo _ 1 Includes 15 horizontal gas ovens. 2 Includes 22 horizontal gas ovens. | | ; - - a 

_ COKE-OVEN BYPRODUCTS  _— es 

SUMMARY OF BYPRODUCTS _ eg 

_ Rivaling the coke in importance and in volume of production but ms 
/ ‘more versatile in the forms in which they are used are the byproducts. 
~The volatile matter resulting from .the carbonization process is proc- 

essed to produce the four major byproducts—tar, ammonia, light oil, ~— | 
and gas by. preferential condensation and absorption operations. oar 

_ Initial cooling upon leaving the carbonizing chamber results in the _ A 
condensation of the heavier higher-boiling-point constituents compris- = =-—-— 
ing the coal tar; further cooling with water or scrubbing with sulfuric =x 

| acid effects recovery of the ammonia as an aqueous solution orinthe  —_. '* 
_ form of ammonium sulfate; and still further cooling, followed by oi ag 

washing, strips out the light oils, consisting mainly of benzol, toluol, gk 
xylol, solvent naphtha, and naphthalene. After this point only the =; 
gas remains in the system as the final primary product. The further u 
processing of some of the major byproducts involves many chemical oj 
industries. Here finished products consist of a host of chemical prod- 4 
ucts, such as dyes, pharmaceuticals, plastics, explosives, and synthetic vo 

| rubber goods, all of which are indispensable in peace and war. : on 
- The acceleration in the rate of coke-oven operation in 1942 increased eee 

_ substantially the production of the byproducts and thereby increased 8 
their total sales value. The total sales of all byproducts sold in 1942 of 
(excluding the value of the tar used by the producers and the value of © ok 

| coke breeze produced) increased 11 percent from $158,809,184 in 1941 te 
to $176,932,465 and amounted to 47 percent of the gross value of the . oS 
coke produced. This was a slight decrease from the 1941 ratio and a 
was caused by the price adjustments of coke and byproducts. The Ss
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go oe yields of the primary coke byproducts per ton of coal carbonized Fy 
declined in 1942 from that in 1941 because of more rapid coking rates 

oo (fig. 2). ee a a 
=... Gas.--Coke-oven gas contributed approximately 50 percent of the _ 
“._, total revenue derived from the sales of all byproducts. In addition 
_. to providing the fuel requirements of the byproduct ovens from which _ 
~. —. -It_is evolved, coke-oven gas supplied other fuel needs. In 1942, — . 
’ 585,455,085 M cubic feet (62 percent) of the 944,879,637 M cubic feet =~ 
he produced were used or sold for industrial purposes and for distribution. __ 

|; “through city mains. The total value of the gas so used rose from _ . 

eo iS - . - ah eet 
| | 

a S oe . | dt 

ce | : er ee rl LJ] pty pp fp | tlriisyyTy - 
oy | } 1915 — 1920 . 1925 | 1930. 1935 © 1940. | 1945 | 

a FIGURE 2.—Average yield of principal byproducts per net ton of coal carbonized in byproduct-coke ovens, 
| 1915-42. Figures for light oil represent average at plants recovering light oil. 

«$85,040,609 0 $88,823,807; however, the average sales value as 
: ~~ reported by the operators dropped from $0.153 per M cubic feet in © 

1941 to $0.152 in 1942. . | 
, Tar.—The amportance of tar as a commercial product nas been 

| emphasized during the past year more than ever before. During 
1942 the market for tar and its derivatives increased sharply, since 

| the tar derivatives are the basic raw materials from which many 
products essential to war industries and to public health are made. 
The diminishing consumption of tar as a fuel in metallurgical works 

, is shown by the increased quantities available each year for refining. 
The quantity of tar refined by the producers and sold for refining | 
increased 16 percent in 1942 and rose from 458,334,224 to 533,597,898 
gallons. In addition, 104,101,925 gallons of crude tar were topped. 
“Topping” is designed primarily to strip the light oil and tar-acid oil
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_. fractions from the crude tar, and in some plants even higher fractions = =—s_, 
- .. py mild refining. Crude tar, used as fuel by producers and sold for = 

use as fuel, decreased sharply and dropped from 154,065,404 in 1941 2 
| to 98,154,832 gallons in 1942. Thesalesofcrudetarin1942amounted = 

| to 445,597,291 gallons, of which 443,007,596 gallons (99 percent) were =... 
. ° sold for refining into tar products and 2,589,695 gallonsforfuel. The  -. 
- » average unit price of the crude coal tar sold in 1942 rose $0.007 and 
. reached $0.054 per gallon, sss | a 
~- . Ammonia.—Byproduct-coke ovens are the most important source ee 
. .. of fertilizer nitrogen in the United States. The relatively low con- =: 
ee version costs and the large demands for sulfate by the fertilizer uM 

industry account for the fact that most of the ammonia recovered =< 
m from coke ovens is.converted to ammonium sulfate. In 1942,:533,- 73 
-. 608,185 pounds of ammonium sulfate and 67,854,384 pounds of °° 

| ammonia in the form of. liquor were produced compared with the gs 
| 1941 figure of 1,490,395,760 and 62,777,031 pounds. The average | eg 

unit value of ammonium sulfate remained the same as for the previous oe gg 
year at $0.013 per pound and was governed by Maximum Price | oe 

- . Regulation 205.0 °° Be Dg 
: — Light oil and its derivatives —The primary product, light oll, and © |.” 

its components are extensively used in the chemical industries. The © ° = 
-. production of crude light oil in- 1942. increased 6 percent over 1941 _ Phe 

 .and totaled 246,024,882 gallons. The majority of the byproduct- OD 
’ eoke plants have refinirg equipment adjacent to the ovens, and the ~ a 

light. oil is processed on. the premises. Of the total production, - = ..° 
241,854,110 gallons (98 percent) were refined by the producers, and  —_:. 

. only 14,915,409 gallons were sold as crude light oil. _ - | - is 
_ The issuance of War Production Board General Preference Order ps 
. M-187, effective July 1, 1942, prohibited the use of benzol in motor ss 
-- fuel and placed it under complete allocation. In previous years most =. ° 
‘ of the benzol produced was motor benzol; however, the acute need for =} 

industrial pure or 2° benzol by the war industries that manufacture = = 
aviation gasoline, synthetic phenol, aniline, and other finished prod- se 

- _ uets resulted in issuance of this order. In 1942 the production of  =—s_'- 
motor benzol decreased 40,267,397 gallons, but the production of a 
crude and refined benzol, principally 1° and 2°, increased 46,066,495 ys 

. gallons. The production of toluol, another major derivative of © A 
| light oil, advanced from 29,337,178 to 32,314,560 gallons (10 percent), a 

and practically all of it was used for explosives. ‘Toluol had been RE 
under allocation since August 1941, following the issuance of the os 
War Production Board General Preference Order M-34 on August | re 

| 8,1941. | | | a | a 
Naphthalene.—Naphthalene is an important byproduct of coal _ . 

carbonization. .It is solid crystalline hydrocarbon. and is obtained oe 
principally by cooling coal-tar oils, which boil between 170° and 230° ne 

. ©. Naphthalene is used in the manufacture of phthalic anhydride i 
for smokeless powder, alkyd resins, dyestuffs, perfumes, medicinal - 
insecticides, and moth preventatives. Naphthalene grades are a 
defined in terms of melting points, 79° C. being the dividing line oan 
between pure and crude grades. In view of increasing requirements, = 
the byproduct-coke-plant operators increased the output of this 8 

| valuable byproduct, and production in 1942 rose to 95,612,788 
pounds compared with the 1941 figure of 84,046,676 pounds—an 
Increase of 14 percent. The sales of naphthalene increased in proper- |
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y°. tion to the production, and the value totaled $1,941,626—an increase oy 
s Of $419,108 (28 percent). Naphthalene was placed under allocation —_— 

ae on May 6, 1942, following issuance of the War Production Board | | 
‘s-- General Preference Order M-105. re | - 

a Taps 44.—Byproducts obtained from coke-oven operations in the United States in = 
Be _ ne es LG4R21 oo a . a 

eas. - re | [Exclusive of screenings or breeze] tits re 

Bae | BS | oo 942 | Onhand 
gor Product - | Production} | Value | Decem- : - | 
oe mo Oc a . oS _ Quantity co A - ber 31 
pele BO . a . . Aver-| . 

Se a nace ene ceeeeeceetceeeeecenceneeeeBallons..| 740,175,619] 445, 597, 201| $24, 155, 601|$0. 054131, 738; 564 
oe Ammonia: _ oe _ ens Os TR | oe 
Byes - Sulfate___.....-.----.-.-.....-..--pounds-.|1, 533, 608, 185/1, 503, 828, 945] 19, 460,205] - 013/87, 352,849 
Basten oo | _ Liquor (NH3 content)-_...--.----...---d0...-| 67,854, 384), 63, 875, 140| 2, 238, 367; 035) 2,031,142 

fs ee ae 7 ~naweenwenon-|--2o---=2-2=-] 21, 698, 572|_--2--|__------ 2 | 
bee ne _ Sulfate equivalent of all-forms____._...do-...|1, 805, 025, 721/1, 759, 329, 505|_-.....-....]_..-_--|95, 477, 417 
moo, . NH equivalent of all forms_..........do..--| 451, 256, 430}, 439, 832, 376/__._..--..--|------|23, 869, 354 . : 

Pry Used under boilers, etc_.....M cubic feet___- ; [ 49, 414, 260] 3, 990, 716). . 081]..-.-.._.. | 
We _. ‘Used in steel or affiliated plants___....do__-. 2 944.879, 637|2 335: 290,705} 34, 935, 356). 104)____ 2. 
we .. Distributed through city mains......-do_...}(° 7**#°"" 169, 580, 544}. 45, 782, 434) .270).-.----- 
wa Sold for industrial use...--.-----------do---.\J 31, 219, 576} 94, 115, 301}. . . 1382)... 

Bk Le Se : | 2 944, 879, 637| 585, 455, 085} 88, 823,807) .152)......_.... 

woo Light oil-and derivatives: So foo Do . a | oe 
Bore Crude light oil___._.......-.----.-..-gallons__| 3 246, 024, 882} 14,915,409] 1, 247,073] ~. 084! 3, 204, 821 
Ha-., ~~: Benzol, crude and refined._........---do_---| 85,256,998] 80,778, 763| 10, 487,450] . 130] 4,978, 004 
pee Motor benzol__.....-.--..-.----------do....| 64, 797, 595} 62, 854, 535] 5, 389, 540]. 086} 1, 759, 602 
Fame Oo Toluol, crude and refined.__--....----do__..| 32,314, 560} 32, 182,327} 8, 536, 446] . 265] 1,005, 966 . 
wee . Xylol_.....2...--------------------.--d0-...| . 9,332,278]. | 8,868,817] -2, 219,991) .250] 550, 580 
yee, - Solvent naphtha_-__.......--......--..do__.. §, 215, 617 5, 067,935; § 726,247) .143) 341,383 
Re Other light oil products__.........---.do-<.- 9, 238, 117 7,509,421; 686,533}. .091] 182, 668 

ye | ae _. | 4206, 155, 160]. 212, 177,207] 29,293,280] . 138]... - 
Be Naphthalene, crude and refined........pounds--| 95, 612,788] 95, 039, 639] 1, 941, 626} .020| 2, 648, 546 
ae ‘Tar derivatives: _ _ 
we . Creosote oil, distillate as such......-gallons..| 39, 047,106] 39,305,409} 4,651, 761} .118| 2, 440, 749 
ae _. Creosote oil in coal-tar solution__..-..-do_._- 3, 172, 731 1, 299,576} © 185,055} . 142 34, 826 
me Tar acid oil__-.......---.-.-.----.----do_-..] 17,921,998} 11,340,244] 1, 555,882] .137] 661, 794 
“ Phenol, crude and refined.__.-___.-...do___- 1, 019, 808 1, 017, 762 768, 926! . 756 4, 366 
o Pitch of tar_......:............_.__net tons_.- 638, 158 8, 584 114, 504/13. 339 39, 737 

_ Other tar derivatives. .....-.......-.-.-.----|_--.----2-2_[------------] 2, 211, 509] | 
- Light carbolic oil_..... ........_........gallons_. 1, 858, 928 1, 816, 207 229, 225} .126) 159,210 

. Pyridine, crude and refined__.___._...-...do__.- 529, 564 485,552! . 634,358] 1. 306 64, 418 
- - Sodium phenolate__._.........-.......-.--do-...; 11, 115, 407 4, 258, 481 249, 465} .059| 126,912 

- Other byproducts Cer ee weeennee lene 418, 894)...02.).22222-228 

Value of all byproducts BONG. wana neneea nn eonfomnece anne nne w~---------.--|° 176,932, 465 — 

. . ° _—— ae ne Hee TTT —— — —_ — . 

. 1 Includes products of tar distillation conducted by coke-oven operators under same corporate name. 
? Includes gas wasted and gas used for heating ovens. 

° 8 Refined on premises to make the derived products shown: 241,854,110 gallons. 
‘Total gallons of derived products. 

_ 5 Ammonia thiocyanate, cyanogen, dicycloentadiene, phenol from sources other than tar distillation, 
Picoline, sal ammoniac, sodium prussiate, spent soda ash solution, sulfur, vented vapors, and residue, 

6 Exclusive of value of breeze production, which was $10,897,121 in 1942,
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; Taste 45.—Coal equivalent of byproducts of byproduct coking in the United States, ae 
| a ' (918, 1914, 1918, and 1941-42 re | aera 

oO - Quantity ofbyproducts Rough equivalent in beating value (billion | Coa) equivalent | a S 

hE amd hem | @] @ 1 oO] @® 1 aM] @®} oO]. fan vs, 
Year | hg od Percent Se ey Coke Tar | Light ; alae 

. . breeze Surplus pro-. foil pro-| aoxe |gurplus|. T Light - . this ae - | (thou- [88 (bil- duced | duced oke |Surplus ar oil Total | Net tons |forms of Se 
sand. lion (thou- | (thou- breeze gas (3x (4x (5+6-+ (9+ coal ne ad 

m | Met cuble send | ‘sand | (2¥20) |(2x 550) 0.150) | gj39) | 7+8) | 0.0262) made ee 
. . feet). . of. ~ into - os mo Ot tons) |. | gallons) gallons) - fo - | coke as. 

ggg} gaa ea] 115,145] 3, 000| 14,700| 35,200! 17,272 300] 67, 562] 2,600,000; 38 - 
| 1914__-.-| 667} . 611 109,901) 8,464 13,340] 33,550} 16,485) 1, 100) . 64, 475! 2, 461, 000 4:8 ib 

—-:1918.....] 1, 999 158| 263,299] 87,562} 39,980] 86,900] 39,495] 11, 383] 177,758] 6,785,0001 8.0 © up 
1941.....| 4,433} . 554] 704, 149] 231,359] 88,660] 304, 700] 105,622) 30,077] 529, 059/20, 193,000]. 21.7 Oe 
942] 4, 600]. 585) 740, 176] 246, 025) 92, 000} 321, 800] 111, 026) 81, 983] 556, 809}21, 252,000) 2.1 

a —  GOKE-OVEN GAS. On kg 

-s Tasum 46.—Coke-oven gas produced and sold in the United States in 1942, by States 6.5 

a Oo fe oo - Surplus sold or used eS 

ss pation) Produced | yoce. Wasted - yg tate ite GRembic | Resting, |_| Vatue—Lreubie, 
ES | feet) leubie feet) M cuble Te feet) ae 

: : | qT _ | ver- : ok | _ | a a of Total age - Se a! 

|  Alabama._..__.......-..---------| 8] 84, 788, 995] 38, 316, 744] 43, $13, 596|$3, 707, 353| $0.085| 2,658,655 ony 
- Colorado..-...-------------------| __ 1} 12,325,052] 6, 202,494) 5,964,084 (1). =| () 158, 474. vouch 

| Illinois.......-.--.------.--------| -  9| 50, 672, 125] 15, 506, 573] 34, 380, 676] 4, 508,067/  .131] 784,876 
a Indiana.._._._.------22--2-2----- 5/108, 155, 676|. 44, 475, 612] 62, 746, 23411, 508, 599] .185, 933,830 

Maryland...._-..--------------- 1] 26, 315, 747| 9, 783, 301) 16,064,326) 2) | () | © 468,120 (9.4 
e Massachusetts......-.-----------| 2} 18, 390,302}. 3, 993, 939] 14,339,572] (1) —Q) | 8679 
-- Michigan. _..__..-----.---------- 7| 48, 190,216| 6,812, 537| 41, 212, 476| 5,071,299] ©. 123] 165, 203 oot rs 
ne Minnesota...._-.-..---.---------- 3| 13, 784,317} 5,811,707] 7, 821, 718| 1,745,263} -.228/ 150, 892 a 
4 New Jersey_.-.------------------] | 2] 16,354,789] 3, 353, 573) 13,001,216] (1) | Qf ake 

New York_..---------------------|. __ 8|_78, 491, 881] 21, 184, 788| 56, 891, 882/16,699,455) 204) 415, 211 eg 
Ohio__......----------------- =. 151143, 321, 823] 60, 881, 4371 77, 508, 715! 8, 654,467|  . 112) 4,931,671 — oo 
 Pennsylvania_.--....----------..|  14}262, 615, 454/106, 219, 892/154, 305, 494/17, 165,770] _.111) 2, 090, 068 oe 

-‘Tennessee.......--..------------- 1} 3,098, 650} 1, 366,071; 1, 538,879 3) (1) 198, 700 Cate 
| Utah....._._.--.---.-------------|. 1] 8, 265,925] 2,328,957} 2,636,753} () =| () 300, 215 ed 

| West Virginia_.__--_..-.-----.--- 5| 39, 186, 622| 10, 43, 875] 28, 101, 587] 2,355,758)  .084| 241,160. ey 
- Connecticut, Kentucky, Mis-| - oy : ns mee 

souri, Rhode Island, and Wis- ” ; . . oe 

| consin__._.......--------------- 6| 33, 922, 063] 7, 331, 307] 25, 127,877] 6,295,474| 251) 1,462,879 - ES 
Undistributed__....--...-------_-|-.-----|-----------|-----------|-----------|11, 022, 302). 206/--_-_---- os 

——_ |_| ——@“— SO ) OO OO CO ee a 
Grand total, 1942...........|  88}944, 879, 637/344. 412, 807/585, 455, 085/88, 823, 807 . 152/15, O11, 745 a 

; ‘ et | ooeenereuenmanes | eerie | o—enenenr | SE : / Wigs 

At merchant plants..............| 421224, 425, 460] 54, 402, 790/163, 322, 088/40, 664,004| . 249) 6, 700, 582 ee. 
. At furnace plants......-.---.--.-| .  46)720, 454, 177 290, 010, 017|422, 132, 997/48, 159, 803 . 114} 8,311,163; — ot 

Grand total, 1941_..............| 87/802, 819, 811/328, 137, 246|554, 126, 449/85, 040, 609). 153/10, 556, 116 S 
a OS 

-- 1 Ineluded under “‘Undistributed.”” | a oh 

. a oi 
4 he 

oe oly



| TasLe 47.—Disposal of. surplus coke-oven gas in the United. States in. 1942, by States. . ce te 4 a ee, = 

, _- Used by producer— re re - Sold - ee 

Under boilers fa steel or other affiliated plants Distributed through city mains - Sold for industrial purposes | - So ce Z 
State Cn es OT oe 

, Value : a. - Value jj... — Value jj : -- Value ee 
M cubic |__|: Mecubic |. | CM cubic || CM etic eT Sn Te 

feet | ~ feet ft. feet. co , feet . ” ee 
. Total |Average} - Total = jAverage} — Total — |Average . Total j|Average . ae oy 

Alabama..........--------------------------| 8,504,879 | $402,082 | $0.047 | 26, 248,173 | $2,875,732 | $0.001 | 6,602,717 | $701,092 | $0.106 | 2,457,827 | $228,447 | gu.008 wo Colorado... ....-. 2-2-2 eee neon een e eee eee e [eee eee eeeee [ence ecceeenefeeee----| 5,964,084] (1): Q) doef fel | eee eee ene |eeeee--n-eee {oo eee 5 es 
Tilinois...... 2-22 -- eee eee} 2, 631, 427 _ 209, 466 080 | 5,855,471 | —  9U3,. 274. . 154 | 23,015,131 | 3,108,250 | .185 | 2,878, 647 287,077 | . 100 A re 
Indiana.._........-.---.----e---ee----------]| 8, 175, 229 257,373 | .081 | 49,890,021 | 6,758, 456 .1385 | 7,643,947 | 3,869,807 |. .506 | 2,037, 037 712,968 |. ..3850 fy Maryland_.._..._..-- 2.222222 oe nee [nee ene een e | eee nee -f--------| 8, 987,904.) ay |) 7, 076, 422 (Q (1) fence e| eee eee efeeneeeee BS, oe oes 

, Massachusetts.......-..--..-.-.--.--.-.---- 3, 035 (2) ~Q) 668 Q@) |} - Q) 14,200,092; (4) (1) 185, 777 ~ (4) > ~@ > peat 
Michigan. _..___.......2.--------..-_.---_--] 6, 947, 587 831, 649 . 120 | 27, 889,308 | 3, 290,314 118 | 1,958,108 | 319,532 | . .163 | 4, 417, 478 629,804; .148 Oost et 
Minnesota. -.._..-..-...-....-.----.---..-.--| 1, 583, 910 133, 128 -084 | 1,852,165.| 229,115 | ..124 | 4,385,643 | 1,383,020 0315 [oie ef neeeennee-[-c-uc--- So Se 

. New Jersey......------.--2- 2 -e eee eee eee 284 (4) (4) 13, 000, 932 (1) Q@) 0 fio feeefoc ee ee ne 
New York.-....-...-----.--------.---.-.---| 2,300, 016 . 190, 664 083 | 11,292,120 | 1,094,357 || .097 | 40,627,275 | 14,973,578 | .369 | 2,672,471 440, 856 - 165 rd SS 
Ohio..__..--.-2--- 2-2. eee ----| 4, 486, 292 411, 814 -093 | 60, 296, 114 | 6,101,842 | .101.] 8, 165,926 | 1, 620, 360 .198 | - 4, 610, 383 520,451] .113. & oe a8 Pennsylvania. ...........------.------------} 6,146,797 | 571,696 |. .098 |120, 714, 286 | 11,071,951 | -.092 | 19,874,343 |. 4,796,304 | 241 | 7; 570,068 725,819 | .096 =. os 
Tennessee........--2----------- een eee 449,650; . (@) | Qo [eee oe] ee} - | 1,089, 2294 1) MQ dif ben eR 
Utah... eee. --| 1, 696, 354 (1) GQ). 47, 377 8) 1)  @’ 664,665 |. (- ~~ @) f° 198,857) 2 GQ} @® ow. ae. 
West Virginia___..........._....-...........] 9,791,784 | 672, 418 -069 | 16,222,730 | 1,412,455 | .087 |... Lele} fel l-.| 2,087,073 - 270,885 |  .180 2 oe) Daas 
Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, Rhode *, . Sp fo. Po r pe 7 Je NSS 

Island, and Wisconsin..........-.........-] 1, 747,300 150,482 |. .086 |2----o-- ne} - eee] ee. | 21, 226, 114 | 5,905,148 | =. 278 |. 2, 154, 463 239, 894 “lll sf gt Undistributed___..........------------------[------------] 159,994] 074 [2-222 2222211, 697, 860 | 2113 |__| 9,108,343 | 2253 | 69,105} 177 

Grand total, 1942____.._................| 49, 414, 260 | 3,990,716 |  .081 /335, 290, 705 34, 935, 356.| «104 169, 580, 544: 45, 782, 434 («270 | 31, 219,576 | 4,115, 301 . 132 e es 

At merchant plants...........--------------| 21, 892,848 | 1,610,805 | .074 | 2,110,736 | 294,162 | .139 [120,185,295 | 35,854,767} .298 | 19,133,279 | 2,904,180|° .162 Mt 
At furnace plants. _-........--..............] 27, 521,412 | 2,379,821 41 .086 333, 179, 969. | 34,641,194 | .104 | 49,345,319 | 9,927,667) . 2U1 | 12,086,297 | 1, 211, 121 _ +100 SP ag 

| Grand total, 1941__....._...............-..--] 31, 404, 684 | 2,365,659 | .075 |330, 452, 000 | 84,448,880 |  . 104 |159, 746, 453 | 44, 108,797 | 276 | 32,623,312 | 4,117,273| 127 

| 1 Included under ‘‘Undistributed.”’ . 7 oo Oe | es TE cope



. , TABLE 48.—Coke-oven tar produced and sold in the United States in 1942, by States eS eae 

Produced ! (gallons) Be Sold es | ~ Used by producer 3 (gallons) - ee as 

| | | ee sf - Toth mo : : sa hand - Cs 
‘ . a ee Ba ed |}. ~~. | December . ee 

State | Per ton| For use as’ For refining he Value. | Asfuel jin open- BR 
Total of coal fuel? | products ; epee under | afiliatea | Otherwise (gallons) - ae 

7 | coked . (gallons) - (gallons) Gallons [7 boilers . plants Se es 

Hs |. he! oo —.Potal | Aver | . e. ee 

a . en pe oa age - - a Pe ee 

: ' Alabama............--.--.----.------.---| 65,869,866 | 8.47 |.-..------.-| 44,596,096 | . 44,596,096 | $2,627,238 | $0.050 | | 265,797 | 21, 507, 495 305,805 | 2,465,530 Roo 9. 
Colorad0_..-.----------------------------| 10,716,805 | 10.50 |..--.--2....| 214,054. 214, 054 (| @) [iil | een een nn] eee eee eee ee 296,159. ee 
Tilinios........-.----..-.-----.----------- 38, 819,743 | 7.43 |.-.-..-.----] 29,718,290 | 29,713,290 | 1,601,264.) .054 |------------ 91,4238; =. 110; 1,790,771 ; mag 

Indiana_......-...-.-------..------------| 61, 509, 465 6. 06 140, 535 43, 785,114 | 48,925, 649 1,978,641) .045.|-.......---- 2, 157, 984 1,023,620 ; 2,977, 666 B rs 

Maryland....------------.--------------|- 22,676,636 | | 7.81 |.-.-......--| 20,056,159 | — 20, 056, 159 @ | @) [elle 600 |...------2--| 2,810,888 =A ee 
Massachusetts.........--------.---------| 12, 884,547 | 7.72 |--.-..--.---| 18, 154,237 |. 18, 154, 237 (4. (4) [tw -.1.------|-------------- | + -- eee 196,0986 Ot 

Michigan.....-...-..--------------------| 34, 640, 046 7.95 |.....----.--] 34, 583,816 34, 583,816 | 1,778,968 | .051 446) 1,000 |-.....----.-| . 1, 282, 658 ne: 

Minnesota.-.....-.----------------------- 8, 461, 949 6. 66 |.---.-------] 8, 511,731 | .. 8,511, 731 ~ 605,762 | .059 |.-------2---|--------------} 47, 718 419,359 We. 8 

New Jersey _.---.------------------------ 11, 712, 216 8.14 |_....-.-.---|: 12, 092, 576 12,092,576 | (4) |. @_— [uu----e- oe] oe ene ee get] eee ee nee e=] | 262, 100 g (eS 

- New York....-...-...--.--.---.--------- 64,441,849 | 8.88 357,861 | 51, 513,097 | 51,870,958 | 2,910, 293 056 |_..---------|. 911, 48%] 2, 436 . 3, 483, 743 Boe 

| Ohio......------------------------e------| 105,975,336 | 7. 72 60 |. 90, 134,094 | . 90,134,144 | 5,053,420 | .056| 617,853} . 11,109,424] 66,571] 4,311,939 SB 
Pennsylvania.._......---.-.-------------| 284, 531, 227 9.82 | 2,091,147 | 27, 461, 900 29, 553,047 | 1, 572, 815 - 053 293, 849 58, 285, 280 - 220, 753 9, 239, 924 o EE 

Tennessee... .-.------ eee nen nn eee ee 2, 369, 894 7.18 |..-----.----| 2, 348, 964. 2, 343, 964 | 63 | A fone eee cnet tee] eee ened 49, 792 q - A 

Utah.....-.-.....-2- 2 ee 4,612,487 | 11.14. 4102 |. 4,527, 076 4,527,178 | (4 . (4) ween enn n een -| eee ne eee ee 8,205 160, 008: CP 

West Virginia_....-..--..-.-.-----.------| 36,780,326 | 10.50 }......--....] 36,319,703 | 36,319,703 | 2,049,387 | ..056 |.--.--------| 322, 602 |.-....--.---| 1,040, 446 - Q oe 
Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, Rhode : : es - . me : oof od. RP a fie 

7 Island, and Wisconsin..........-.....-| . 24,274, 277 7.98 |...-.------.| . 24,000, 689 24, 000, 689 | 1, 274, 036 .053 |-..--...----]-----------.--| «655 952, 040 ve 

Undistributed . ._.....2------- 22 - eee n nf een nee eee | ene ee enn ne] ee et ee teen fees e eee e eee e se | 2,808, 877 054 |------------|--------- 2-2-2] ---2n eee ne| enn n ee eee has 

Grand total, 1942.......-..--------| 740,175,619 | . 8.41. 2, 589, 695 |. 443,007, 606 | 445, 507,201 | 24,155,601 | .054| 1,177,045 | 94,887,192 | 1,670,873 | 31,738, 564 ie Coe 

i At merchant plants.......-..-.----.---.-| 179,966,343 | 8.59 | | 309,807 | 169,741,341 | 170,051, 148 | “9,066,585 | .053 veeceecacenc|eceeceee------| 102,195 | 5,919,443 So es 
At furnace plants......--.---..--.--.-.--| 560, 219, 276 8.36 | 2,270,888 | 273,266,255 | 275, 546,143 | 15,080,016 |  .055 | 1,177,945 | 94,887,192.) 1, 568,678 | 25,819,121. Son 

Grand total, 1941......-.-.-...------.-..} 704, 149, 468 8. 52 |14, 749, 274 | 377, 790, 519 | 392, 539,793 | 18,386,170] .047 | 38, 225, 550 |. 136, 090, 580 | 1,401,067 | 5 26,854,903. SD 

"4 Includes 90,690,802 gallons of tar “refined at plant” and 104,101,925 gallons of tar “topped.” ee eh _ BE 
$ Excludes 90,590,302 gallons of tar “refined at plant” and 104,101,925 gallons of tar “‘topped” that the Bureau of Mines is not at liberty to publish by States. | ' : wel dy 

3 Comprises 395,450 gallons of tar sold to affiliated. corporations and 2,194,245 gallons sold to other purchasers, oo, —_ St , vo a ES 

4 Included under “‘Undistributed.”’ . se oo : a / . a a . 7 De pees 

’ Revised figure. ne — a a Oe os



| an , AMMONIA a | oS 

) TABLE 49.—Coke-oven ammonia produced and sold in the United States in 1942, by States == a Ss 7 oe S 

Sulfate equivalent of | _ mad as de | ald as | _ |Onhand December31 | ers 
: allforms (pounds): | --Froducedas— = | - Sold as - Oo (pounds) Nas 

State | Active! | rs arn OT rT rs a - ‘ 7 
plants | Per ton ‘gultate - | Taquor “Sulfate Liquor (NH; content) | Liquor a 

Total | ofcoal| (sounds) | content) (| sSalfate | (NBS | coked. pounds) | . content) —_ foe . content) | a 
. | (pounds) |. Pounds Value | Pounds |— Value . mee. oe oe 

Alabama...........0-----22---------e eee 8 | 186,930,287 | 24.03 | 159,143,535 | 6, 948,988 | 154, 513, 244 | $2,104,800 | 7,056,766 | $275,914 | 5,572,258 | 66, 550. 5 nes 
Colorado..-.-.......-------------------- one 1 |. 23,665,332 | 23.18 23, 665, 382 |.....-----...-] . 22,127,312 | =) waneene--ece|------------| 3,640,000 [-.-------. DS gy Ilinois...........-------------------------- 7} 95,466,198 | 19.10 | 74,304,414 | 5, 290,446 | 74, 440,267-| 909, 601. | 5, 313, 732 (1) 3,373,380 | 81,018 BA =. os Indiana__-.......-.--------------------e eee 5 | 173,475,476 | 17.10 | 151,570,132 5, 476, 336 |. 161, 438,918 | 2,011,857 | 5,506,296} (1) 1,936,466 | 163,003 fl. ks Maryland_._..-_...---...------------ nee 1 | 50,430,800-} 17.36 | — 50,430,800 |_.._...._-....] 50, 658,600 | - 0 |.-------2~--|------------| 1,472,200 Jv MasSachusetts............----.--------- eee 2| 30,859,968 | 18.49 | 27,056,000 950,992 | 26,652,000 | ~~ (1) 949, 192 (1). 690, 000 18,042. > CS Michigan.__......--.--.--.----.----.--...- 7| 92,549,331 | 21.23 | 32,999,499 | 14,887,458] 35,347,980 @) | 42,500,139 1 | 308,921] 23,675 |. 563715 as Minnesota............--------------------- 3 | 22,620,012 | 17.80 | 22,620,012 |__.__-...-....| _ 22,610,595 | 267,607 |__...-.----|-...--.-----| 2,049,082 | Rs New Jersey_........-..--------------- oe 2} 20,342,284 | 20.39] 29,342, 234 |__...__.._____| ° 28, 787,070 (1) weneeeeneecn[eleeeneee---| 949,828 [_.----2-8. | ee New York._....__.-------.---------.--_--- 8 | 148,989,829 | 20.53 | 118, 106, 005 7, 720,956 | 115,797,020 | 1,604,010 | 7,706,391 | | 299,490 | 7,352,881 | 132,907 = ee 
Ohio___-.-....--.-- 22-22 eee eee 15 | 280,484,184 | 20.42 | . 223,582,802. 14, 212, 833'| 221, 520,645 | . 2, 740, 824 12, 832, 768 496, 502 |. 5,918, 285 376, 887 = ae Pennsylvania_.....----.---------.---------| _ 13 | 533,724,262 | 22.43 | 526,823,974 | 1,725,072 | 496,390,399 | 6,323,851 | 1,641, 408 65, 216 | 51,714, 615 46,799 fy Tennessee.........--------------------- oe 1] 6,412,272} 19.44 | 6,412,272 |.........:...| — 6,500,680 Qo [|p 86,239 |. 
Utah... 2 eee eee eee enue 1 11, 069, 740 | 27.32 11,069, 740 |..:.----..----| 10,735, 675 |. (1) wane renew eee fee-sl----5--!| 1, 485,764 |e eee. o ee: West Virginia_._.............--...-..----- 3 | 55,081,872 | 22.54 | 55,081,872 |..............) 54,799, 530 697, 969 |......----.2|------------|, 600,556 |--- OS ee 
Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, Rhode . ot a . an ne Island, and Wisconsin. .._---....-..-___- 5 63,964,974 | 21.04 | .21,399,562 | 10,641,353 | 21, 509, 010 295,109 | 10, 368, 451 371,928 |. 637,770 692,129 < ce 
Undistributed......-..--------.-- 22222 -2-|--ne seen | nee enone [eee eee fen eee eee cee [eee een eee pete eee] 2,504, B77 foe} 420,396 |---| a ae 

Grand total, 1942._.-__--.-..-------- 82 1,805, 025,721 | 20.85 i, 533, 608,185 | - 67,854,384 1, 503, 828, 945 | 19, 460,205 | 63,875,140 | 2, 238, 367 | 87,352,849 | 2,031, 142 ‘© - oe 

At merchant plants..............-..-------| 86 | 416,541,607 | 21.33') 232,473,491 | 46,017,029 | 231, 671,335 | 3,202, 382 | 41, 996,167 | 1,557,778 | 8,886,183 | 1,757,208 “o> At furnace plants....----------------------| 46 1,388, 484,114 | 20.71 |1, 301,134,694 | 21,837,355 |1, 272, 157,610 | 16, 257, 823 | 21,878,973 | ’ 680,589 | 78,466,666 | 273,844 ES 
Grand total, 19D ences 81 i 741, 503, 884 | 21. 34 1,490, 396, 760 | 62, 777, 031 fb 513, 137, 970 19, 708, 646 | 60,341,804 | 2,000,973 | 62, 182,393 | 1,513,180 | 7 - “ 

‘ Included under “‘Undistributed.”’ : . = ne ne he RS
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po LIGHT OIL AND ITS DERIVATIVES 8’: 
~ Taste 50.—Coke-oven crude light oil produced in the ‘United States and. derived / a . a 
oo ee products obtained and sold in 1942, by States Og 

: oo oO 7 Produced (gallons) oO Derived products obtained and | . oe o as 

a Pe _ -efined on|——— oo On hand . | |  [aetivel |Refined on|— — — = “| Decem- ke 
po .. . State \o1 premises a . fae . co EE . plants; Per ton| (gallons) Sold! .. | ber3l .. Fal 

oc, 1. | Produced |.  (gealons) mae ce . | |, Total | ofcoal; (gallons) — sinha 

. | es oe — coked |. | Gallons | Value — nr a 

-  Alabama...-....------|.. 8] 22,378, 246| 2.88] 20, 111, 009| 17, 442, 896] 17; 210, 8611$2, 207, 722| 541,511 - 
Lo Colorado. .......------ 1} 3,063,002} 3.00] 3,058,450) 2,844,646] 2,779,893): (2) | 129, 455 a 
bo Tlinois..22222.--------|. | 11,573,875] 2. 45] 11,027, 210| 8, 714, 473| 9, 049, 234| 1,417,256] 187,726 == «x 

: Indiana-......-..------| 4] 23,064,655] - 2. 44| 24, 782, 790| 21, 748, 646) 21, 157, 966| 2,979,188) 613,400 sR 
: Maryland......-------| 1] 10,431,365| 3. 59| 10, 409, 584] 8, 682, 447| 8, 371,240] (2) 586, 511. ea 
: Michigan...._-..------ 4| 12, 237,878| 2.94] 6, 854, 856| 6, 195,667| 4,854,559] 705,136] 146, 338 NN 

_ New York.......------ 8] 19,.977, 208]  2.75| 32, 867, 937) 28, 774, 959] 27, 758, 825| 4,131, 79411, 496, 288 a 
© Qhio....-.---.222-2----] 15] 40,018,828] 2. 91} 34, 852, 189] 28, 152, 365] 27, 445, 479| 3, 763, 315|1, 257, 271 1 

| Pennsylvania..........|  13|-75, 258,010} 3. 16| 74, 253, 947| 63, 674, 869| 60, 821, 821| 8, 472, 36812, 819, 419 <g 
| - ennessee......-------|. 1] 694,228] 2.10] 697,044] 525,721] "488,904, (7) |. 62604 

Utah... TTT} 1} 1,690, 520] 4.17/ 1, 691,657| 1, 189,670| 1,162,632} (2) |. 73,842 ae 
West Virginia... __-_-- 4| 9,908,249] 3. 21/ 10, 229, 198). 8, 661,015| 6, 878, 734) 1, 144, 537| 320, 502 eae 
Connecticut, Ken- |. on _ . . no tte 
tucky, _ Massachu- . q- of Sp 7 | a. 

- getts, Minnesota, | — Of - ° mo Be “oa 
'-. Missouri, New on | a 

So Jersey, and Wiscon- |. 7 . . = - | Soe te 
gins. cee. 9] 15,728,818} 2.34! 11,018, 309| 9, 547,786] 9, 281,650] 1,482,688] 583,266 === 

: Undistributed.-_......|-------|-----------]-------+|-----------|-----------|-----------| 1, 652, 208). 

. Grand total, 1942:.| 74/246, 024, 882] 2. 88/241, 854, 110/206, 155, 160|197, 261, 798|28, 046, 207/8, 818, 153 RS 

a At merchant plants:-..|. 29] 48,625,969|  2.61| 49, 414, 608| 42, 599, 376| 39,810, 457] 6,090, 734/2, 247,516 At furnace plants.....-| 45/197, 398,913} 2. 96/192, 439, 5021163, 555, 784/157, 451, 341|21,.955, 473|6, 570,687 = == ys 

Grand total, 1941......| 70/281, 858 807; 2. 90|226, 204, 298 194, 713, 669/193, 011, 869|22, 824, 574/5, 135, 095 eS 

. 1 Excludes 14,915,409 gallons, valued at $1,247,073, of crude light oil sold as such. _ ee se 
oo 2 Included under “Undistributed.” Te os 

re NAPHTHALENE - gs 
. "TABLE 51.—Crude and refined naphthalene sold by byproduct-coke operators in the ot g 
Be OO | United States, 1938-42 oo mo | Oa 

. . ' . Value - ty 
| oo 7 | — . Receipts 

. Year Pounds Average per fon of ee 
Co oo | | reeeipts |coke (cents: Oa 

OS | _ ‘Total per pound ok 
- (cents) . eo ‘d 

— To a a a a re vee 

- 1938__..2----.----- eee eee ee eee e eee neee------] 25, 456, 400 $437, 654 1.7 14° aay 
1989__-..----------2---2---nsnsenensesa2-----------| 46, 551, 432 727, 947 1.6 1.7 1 
1940_..-...-.-------22----2n---sses-senenseee------| 72,522,476 | 1, 248, 051 17} 23. mt ot 
1941__-_-----..22--.-2--2u2-2-s2a-n2s2--2-2---------} 83,879,396 | . 1,522,518 18) . 26 | poy 
1942. __.._.---o-222s2csn2nscscssus-s-scssc2s2---2---} 95,039,639 | 1, 941, 626 2.0 |. 21 a: 

-BYPRODUCT-COKE OVENS OWNED BY CITY. GAS COMPANIES .°;% 

| | (PUBLIC UTILITY PLANTS) | a | a 

_ The adaptability of byproduct ovens to the needs of city gas manu- os 
facture has led a number of gas companies to install batteries of by- : : 
product ovens to supplement or even replace coal- or water-gas sets. AF 
Although more emphasis is placed upon the production of gas of proper oe 
analysis than upon the grade of coke obtained, viewed from supply ne 

- and demand for coke and byproducts, these installations belong to the + 5 
byproduct-coke industry and are therefore included in the current oe 
statistics compiled by the Bureau of Mines and released to the public sg 

| 556250—43——64 | 8S
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-. in weekly and monthly reports. The difference in classification is — 
=~". maintained in the interest of those who may want to obtain informa- _ 
> tion on the operations of city gas works proper. Table 52 shows 

wo separate figures for the group.of byproduct-coke plants operated by  —-_— 
». . -elty gas companies (Public Utilities) and for all other byproduct-coke | 
‘. . plants. In 1942, there were 16 active plants in the group owned by _ 
Bo city gas companies and they produced 3,693,407 tons of. coke, 7 
“ - -§9,480,526 M cubic feet of gas, 48,548,754 gallons of tar, and 7,973,417 
'.. gallons of light oil. This was an increase of 9’percent for coke,6 
- percent for gas, 6 percent for tar, and 28 percent for light oil. This . 
“stable also shows the operations of the plants not owned by city gas 
_. ¢ompanies, which in 1942 produced 58,601,502 tons of ‘coke, 885,-. | 
-. 899,111 M cubic feet of gas, 691,626,865 gallons of tar, and 238,051,465 
=. gallons of crude lightoil. ce es - 

_... Taste 52.—Production of coke, breeze, gas, and byproducts in the United States at 
hoes. byproduct-coke planis owned by city gas companies (public utilities) and at all - 
ros. other byproduct-coke plants, 1941-4200 ce 

gg gg 

we  ptants |] | tts fo 
Bo — Product — Plants not | owned by | _ . Plants not |owned by| - 
ck a _.. | owned by | city gas . Total’ — owned by |. city gas |. Total 
Bee an | city gas jcompanies; ~~" =| city gas {companies total - 
eg . ws  eommpanies | (public oo companies .j|. (public . 

Mee Number ofactive plants... - 7i1.— (st, Sti(‘«ité‘éYC™ vat = al tg 
ae oKe: . Jf ; t , 

Bp Production....-net tons._| 55,079, 048} 3, 403,374] 58, 482,422]: 58, 601, 502] 3,693,407] 62, 204, 909 mS Wale... 21] $291, 628, 638/924, 848, 593] $316, 477, 2311 $348, 619, 9721$29, 391, 995]: $378, 011, 967 
WG a Average._.-----------2-] . $5, 29) $7. 30 $5. 41} $5. 95 $7.96}. . $6.07 : 
Toe -- Sereenings or breeze: ae , Se 
Be _ . Production....-net tons..| 4,146,242] 286,622] | 4,432,864] 4,329,511] 270,519} 4, 600, 030 
Bele te “Sales..2.-.-2--..---do__--} 804,324} 31, 835). 836, 159 912,652| 19,4701 982, 122 
Ae | ' Value._..-.---.---------| $1,930, 149]. $84,411] $2,014,560] $2, 495,558] $60, 427| $2, 555, 985 : 
so ce — Average..-2-2--------] $2. 40 $2.65, $2.41). $2. 73 $3. 10 "$2.74 

ae Coal charged into ovens: — | os po . 
a o Quantity....---net tons. ‘77,768, 252| 4, 845, 585] 82, 608, 837] 82, 749,694] 5,224,127) 87, 973, 821 | 

wo . OKe: 7 

ms Used by producer: . . 
a Quantity.....net tons..| 40,416,930} 1,113,468] 41,530,398] 43, 135,628] 1,219,014] 44,354,642 

: gg VBtUe- nn -neanenenene ne $196, 417, 684] $7, 051, 283] $203, 468, 967| $238, 573, 063| $8, 201, 546| $246, 774, 609 - 
o | es: . | — | | : | 
— | Quantity.....net tons..| 14, 747,208! 2,403,881] 17, 151,089] 15, 522,951] 2,582,992] 18, 105, 943 

- Value._..---------------| $96, 481, 516/$18, 619, 617| $115, 101, 133] $110, 614, 0011$22, 117, 108] $132, 731, 109 
: Byproducts: . } | 

. Production._.M cu. ft..| 836,747, 586 | 56,072, 225| 802,819,811] 885, 399, 111] 59, 480, 526| 944, 879, 637 
ae Sales of surplus: 

Used under boilers: : : . 
| 7 -- Quantity_M cu. ft-.| 31, 368, 112 36,572| 31,404,684] 49, 403, 214 11,046} 49, 414, 260 

Value...............| $2,357, 378 $8,281]  $2,365,659| $3, 987, 367 $3, 349] $3, 990, 716 
Used in steel or affili- 

ated plants: 
Quantity_M cu. ft..| 330, 443, 993 8,007] 330. 452,000} 335, 290, 705|...........| 335, 290, 705 | 

| Value__.....--.--..-| $34, 446, 478 $2,402} $34,448, 880| $34, 935, 356|_..._...___| $34, 935, 356 
Distributed through ‘ 

city mains: 
: Quantity.M cu. ft._| 110, 054, 651| 49,691,802} 159, 746,453) 117, 181, 422] 52,349, 122| 169, 580, 544 

Value..__......---..] $26, 565, 768/$17, 543, 029] $44, 108, 797| $27, 301, 899/$18, 480, 535| $45, 782, 434 
Sold for industrial use: . 
Quantity_M cu. ft..| 29,820,721] 2,702,591] 32, 523,312| 27. 660,835! 3,558,741; 31, 219, 576 

r Value_.........-.---] $3,293,920] $823,353] $4,117,273] $2, 994, 472] $1, 120,829! $4, 115, 301 
ar: 

Production. .....-gallons.. 658, 263, 692] 45, 885,776| 704, 149,468] 691, 626, 865) 48, 548, 754| 740, 175, 619 
. ales: 

Quantity._.......do....| 345, 358, 272] 47, 181,521] 392, 539, 793] 397, 409, 041| 48, 188,250! 445, 597, 291 
| Value_...............---] $16, 185, 453] $2, 200, 717| $18, 386,170] $21, 595, 088] $2, 560, 513| $24, 155, 601 

Average.......------- $0. 047 $0. 047 $0. 047 $0. 054 $0. 053 $0. 054 

4 Includes all byproduct ovens built by city gas companies, some of which are operated in conjunction 
with coal, oil, and water-gas plants. Does not include independent byproduct plants, which may sell 
gas to public utility companies for distribution.
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‘--  Tasun 52.—Production of coke, breeze, gas, and byproducts in the United States at ne 
so byproduct-coke plants owned by. city gas companies (public utilities) and at alls 
oy _. other byproduct-coke plants, 1941—42—-Continued a Loe ed CONS 

, os : oT gpg 194 So , ae 

' Oo foe Plants | = |. | Plants | 0 ee 
mo | Product Plants not | owned by - | Plants not | owned by | : Tee 

ae {| owned by | eity gas Total owned by | citygas | motar a. 
Pep |. elty gas jcompanies city gas. companies on ea 
. : | companies | (public ~| companies | (public | . — a Ce 

A — : |e ‘| Utilities)! | |. | utilities) | SS 

foe Production (NH3 equiv- | — . ae 
BO alent of all forms) Z . . "oS Ug 
- pounds._| 410, 834, 145] 24, 541, 826]. 435,375,971] 426, 031, 332} 25, 225, 098} 451, 256, 430. gh 
BG Liquor (NH; content): | en : ay 

ee Production....pounds..| 59, 596,924) 3,180,107| 62,777,031] 64,198,324! 3,656,060) 67,854,384 ©. 4% 
_. Sales..........-.-do._--| 57, 167, 866] 3,173,938} 60,341, 804| 60, 280,429). 3,504,711] 63,875, 140 Say el 

oo Sul - $1, 930, 241 $70, 732} $2,000,973} $2,134,065) $104,302) $2, 238, 367 . en 
| fate: . : : | | — | | _ | nn 

- _ Production. ... pounds-_-|1, 404, 948, 883] 85, 446, 87711, 490, 395, 760|1, 447, 332, 033| 86, 276, 152)1, 533,608,185 =, 
| oe Sales__...........do_..-]1, 425, 243, 940] 87, 894, 030}1, 513, 137, 970]1, 415, 334, 330) 88, 494, 6151, 503,828,945 
: - Value.......------...-| $18, 499, 497] $1, 209, 149] $19, 708, 646] $18, 247, 787| $1, 212,418] $19,460,208 os 

co Crude light oil: ; Po, - oe oe ee, oo gh 
- Production_.-_...gallons..] 225, 150, 258} 6, 208, 639} 231, 358, 897} 238, 051,465) 7,973, 417| 246, 024, 882 ee 
a -, Sales....-.-.-.---..do.-_.. 8, 750, 082) 2, 402, 264] - 11, 152,346) 12,085, 223] 2, 880,186} 14, 915, 409 NE 
. | - Value....--..----------- $650, 603} $193,624) © $844,227} $1,016,992) © $230,081) $1, 247,073 cota Sg 
od Light oil derivatives: _ a _ Te a 

: _"" Production.....-gallons__| 189, 652, 682} 5,060, 987| 194, 713, 669] 199,097,945] 7,057,215] 206,155,160 = = 
; Sales......-...:....do...-| 187, 898, 957} 5,112,912} 193, 011, 869] 190, 028, 510] 7, 238, 288) 197, 261, 798 - a RS 

- Value._..-.-------------| $22, 063,964] . $760,610] $22, 824,574] $26, 929, 688] $1, 116,519] $28, 046, 207 - Oe 
ae Naphthalene, crudeandre-} : no - | Ee 

a Production......pounds..| 83, 291, 568 755,108} 84, 046,676] 94, 452, 435] . 1,160,353} 95, 612, 788. ee 
Sales__.............do....| 83,140,313] + 729,083| 83, 879,396} 93, 704,188} 1,335,451) 95, 039, 639 eae 

Bo _. Value.......------------| $1, 511, 176 $11,342} $1,522,518} $1, 913, 215 $28,411} $1,941,626 as 
_ All other byproducts, value-_|: $8, 413, 250; $68,217; $8,481,467) $10,944,458) $75, 121) $11, 019, 579 ee
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/ FUEL BRIQUETS AND PACKAGED FUEL? — sis 
a So By GS. Goopman anv G. E. CARLSON _ . - | Se 

we oe SUMMARY OUTLINE © | a 
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SUMMARY 
Notwithstanding difficulties resulting from the war in securing raw ona 

| fuel, labor, and. miscellaneous supplies and the increase in manufac- =: 
. turing cost, production in the briquet industry reached an all-time og 

: high of 1,748,300 net tons in 1942 —a 35-percent increase over 1941, the ae 

__ former record year; the output of packaged fuel (considered separately == > ss # 

| in this report) amounted to 253,048 net tons—a decrease of 6 percent = =. 
| compared with 1941. The combined output totaled 2,001,348 tons, ny 

a valued at $13,806,128. oe oo pe eS 

Statistics on fuel briquets have been collected since 1907, when 11 = 
plants produced a total of 66,524 net tons. Data on packaged fuel ks 
have been collected since 1935, and for the 5 years following the = 
industry. made a remarkable record of growth, attaining the peak =? 

| production of 284,513 tons in 1940—more than 11 times that pro- 

| duced in 1935. In 1941 and 1942 production declined. re: 
As during World War I, the scarcity of competing fuels created a .  - 3; 

_. very large demand in 1942 for briquets for domestic use; the trend  & 

toward utilization of fireplaces as an added source of heat hasbrought = ©. 
| briquets and packaged fuel into greater service.? Despite the heavy  — “4 

demand for these fuels, the industries, especially the packaged-fuel  * 

industry, have suffered from inability to obtain the raw materials of _ 

manufacture, labor, and necessary repair parts, as well as from the — * 

increased cost of these items, which forced many plants to discon- 4a 

tinue operation for the war, some permanently. No sales of bri- 4 

| 4a Directories of fuel-briquetting and packaged-fuel plants operating in 1942 will befurnished, onrequest, by - 4 

the Coal Economics Division, Bureau of Mines, Washington, D.C. Names of manufacturers of equipment . Ly 

will not be issued for 1942, as companies formerly listed therein did not manufacture fuel-briquetting ma- tg 

chinery in 1942 owing to pressure of war work. we 

Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 8 

Department of Commerce. 
of 

Data on employment and the principal expenses in the manufacture of fuel briquets may be obtained sob 

from the Bureau of the Census, which collects and publishes such data in alternate years; 1939 is the latest ae 

year for which such data have been collected. a 

Briquets made from charcoal, wood wastes, and fruit pits are not included in the Bureau of Mines review. aa 

2 Black Diamond, Chicago and Central Western Market: Vol. 109, No. 11, 1942, p. 46. a, 

- Saward’s Journal, Boston Market: Vol. 25, No. 36, 1942, p. 430. 7 4 

| : 1005 2
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..  quetting or packaged-fuel equipment were reported for 1942 by the. a 
“.- manufacturers of such machinery because of priorities, but a number 

oe Indicated the diversion of their business to war work. = = re 
‘- . .. In an effort to meet urgent fuel needs, various briquetting projects  -s—_ 
~. have been advanced in foreign countries. Inquiries from Argentina —_— 
~" ..  goncerning the possibilities of briquetting surpluses of corn and com 
-.. husks have resulted in the construction of a plant-for the manufac- = 
=... ture of corn briquets for domestic and industrial fuel uses, and Ameri- 
.. , ean machinery has recently been installed at the Brazeau Collieries, | 
.-s: Litd., in Canada, for producing binderless briquets from coal fines? ss’ 

4“, Technologic developments.—The briquetting and packaged-fuel 
_\ industries continued their research in 1942, although a number.of 
".. .- projects were laid aside in favor of work of a military nature. == 8 
.. A technologic and economic study of the packaged-fuel industry, 
.~ which began in the fall of 1941 by V. F. Parry of the Fuels and Ex- — | 

plosives Service, Bureau of Mines, Golden, Colo., has been completed . 
» and it is expected that the results will be published during 1943.4 A 
~*.. study has been completed by V. F. Parry and J.B. Goodman‘ ofthe - 
»... . Bureau of Mines laboratory in Golden, Colo., dealing with the tech- 

+. nical phases of the briquetting industry. = © = | || 
« .. _. Construction of the commercial-scale briquetting press designed by ss 
~. RJ. Piersol * at the Illinois State Geological Survey was completed — 
~" {n.1941, but owing to delays in obtaining the necessary equipment 
--. . because of war priorities the date for final demonstrations on briquet- 
Bo ting various Illinois coals scheduled for 1942 has been postponed —- 

further... - a a - , 
ee ~ Komarek-Greaves & Co.’ of Chicago, IIl., is reported to have de-- 
~~~ veloped. a roll press for manufacturing fairly strong briquets from low- _ 
“., volatile coals without a binder, using pressures of 30,000 to 40,000 | 
=. pounds per square inch. Three of these presses are operating in oo 

EL BRIQUETS oo oo 

ve _ Salient statistics of the fuel-briquetting industry from 1938 to 1942 
-- are summarized in the following table. Detailed data for earlier 
a years, beginning with 1907, are to be found in annual issues of Min- — 

a eral Resources (part II) and Minerals Yearbook, which include 
oe _ chapters on briquetting. Production and value from 1915 to 1942, — 
oe inclusive, are presented graphically in figure 1. | | : / 

| 3 Mining Congress Journal, Experiences in Briquetting Coking Coal: Vol. 28, No. 4, 1942, pp. 45-47. 
_‘ Parry, V. F., Technical and Economic Study of Packaged Fuel: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investiga- 

tions (in preparation). 
§ Parry, V. F., and Goodman, J. B., Briquetting of Subbituminous Coal: Bureau of Mines Rept. of In- 

~ vestigations 3707. . 
. 6 Piersol, R. J., Briquetting Illinois Coals Without a Binder by Compression and by Impact: Illinois 

. State Geol. Survey Rept. of Investigations 31, 1933, 70 pp.; Briquetting Dlinois Coals Without a Binder by 
Impact: Illinois State Geol. Survey Rept. of Investigations 37, 1935, 75 pp.; Smokeless Briquets; Impacted 
Without Binder from Partially Volatilized Illinois Coals: Ilinois State Geol. Survey Rept. of Investiga- 
tions 41, 1936, 30 pp.; The Smoke Index: Coal Heat, vol. 39, No. 2, 1941, pp. 59-60; Study Llinois Coals: 
Coal Heat, vol. 40, No. 3, 1941, p. 16. 

? Mining and Metallurgy, vol. 24, No. 434, 1943, p. 80.
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©... Production—The output of fuel briquets in 1942—1,748,300 net a 
2 tons valued at $11,266,041—represents an increase of 35 percent in 
“tonnage and 41 percent in value over 1941, the previous record pro- oo 
¢. duction year. This increase in production in 1942 is readily explained | 
.* by the general increase in demand for fuels of all kinds in time of war 
‘:. The present full rated capacity of the industry is nearly double the 
Be, 1942 production, = ©. ne oo 
By Briquets were produced in 14 States, and all but 3 showed increases 
cy over 1941. Almost half of the output came from Wisconsin, where _ 
i -— production increased 40 percent over 1941; West Virginia, Pennsyl-  __ 
Sas, -vania, and Missouri followed in order, with large Increases In produc- | 
hk. stton. = In Missouri three plants, two of which were new in 1942, pro- 
«duced a total of 104,415 tons valued at $589,466. Output for the 12 
ee _ States (other than Wisconsin and Missouri) that produced briquets in _ 
.. 1942 cannot be shown separately without revealing individual data. 
e The large quantities of. bituminous slack available at Lake: ports, Bee 7 . ° : ye, -. . od : po pe! : . oo. resulting from rehandling of coal, at the docks, have helped to make 
~~... Wisconsin the leading State in production of fuel briquets. 8 ° ~ 

eo re a | Production of fuel briquets in the United States, 1941-42 : 

Pe | WD 1942-00 a | 

wpe . I , | a, a | | | a ‘|. Percent of in- | 
Bee | | - | po is. crease over 

aL i | Me Plants | Net tons | Value | Plants| Net tons |. Value aan 

me pf en | | Ton- | way. 
ae a " | - a | {. of “nage | Value — 

‘ot astern States...........| 4 | 457,511 |gi,926,048| 3 | 565,675 |¢2,580,034| 98.61 340 fae Central States.---"-"""] 28 |- 751, 801 | 5,329, 408 23 | 1,047, 747 | 7,378,165 | 39.4] 384 
Brel Pacific Coast States. .-.. 5 89,294 | 746,373 | | 4] © 134,878 | 1,306, 942 51.00 75:1 

Oo 1 32 | 1, 298, 606 | 8, 001, 829 ' 30 1, 748, 300 11, 266, 041 34. 6 40.8 

en 11941: 10 plants in Wisconsin; 2 each in California, Mlinois, Michigan, Nebraska, Washington, and West 
ae Virginia; and 1 each in Arkansas, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, 

ve Pennsylvania, Texas, and Wyoming; 1942: 10 plants in Wisconsin; 3 in Missouri; 2 each in California, 
ae Illinois, Michigan, Nebraska, and West Virginia; and 1 each in Arkansas, Minnesota, North Dakota, —- . Oregon, Pennsylvania, Washington, and Wyoming. oo. Oo : 

a | Produ ction of fuel briquets in Wisconsin, 1937-42 , 

Year Plants | Net tons} Value Year Plants | Net tons} Value 

1987__...-...------- 10 | 507,462 | $3,639,183 |] 1940... | a | agz.a74 $3, 440, 676 - 1938.00.22 | 10 | 422,281 | 3,085,873 || 1941.27} 10 | 538,457 | 3,870,077 | 3 1930._..-22. ltl] 10 | 430,554 | 3, 158,859 || 19427] 10 | 750%417 | Br 498" 748 

| Other sarge plants are located at coal mines, chiefly in West Virginia 
: and Pennsylvania, and smaller operations at gas plants and petroleum 

refineries, principally in the Pacific Coast States. ? e ° 
Nearly 51,000 net tons of bulk briquets were packaged at producing 

- plants by 13 operators. No data are available on the quantity of 
briquets packaged by retailers. | 

As briquets are used mostly for domestic space heating, production 
normally is highly seasonal. However, in 1942 wartime demands 
resulted in more uniform production than in previous years. Twenty- 
~ 6 Black Diamond, Twin Cities and Northwest: Vol. 109, No. 9, 1942, p. 48; Kansas City News Notes: 
Vol. 109, No. 12, 1942, p. 57.
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; . three of the 30 active plants were operated every month of the year, == 
«and only 2 less than 6 months—1 of these was a new company that .. =": 
- began operations in October. = = | , ey 
-- -_In 1942, production was lowest in March, but in May it stepped up on 
-.. markedly. According to the Weather Bureau,® below-normal temper- ~ 

. atures prevailed during May in the North Central States, where the es 
' bulk of briquet consumption is concentrated. The unusual jump in ees 

_ production for October, when above-normal warmth prevailed, can 
be explained no doubt. by the anticipated heavy seasonal demands - ..~ 

* . because of a threatened scarcity of competing fuels. ee 1 kee 

Monthly production of fuel briquets in the United States, 1940-42, in net tons. 3 

: Month 1940 1941 1942 Month | 1940 i 1942 a Ma 

7 January......-....| 157,091 | 185,582 | © 170,991 || August....._...-..| 58,706 | 109,487]. 112,434. s 
: -February..........| 76,550 | 118,596 | 122,.088 || September_.._._--.|. 84,466 | 107,257) 139,699. wy 

_  March.__..._.----- 68, 981 |. 85,728 | - 98,668. || October.........-..| 92,295 | 120,197 | 204,665. mE ee 
April_...---.......| . 48, 936 27; 252 102, 514 |; November.--.--...| 128,301 143, 339 | 177,938 sy of 
May.....----------| 66,449 | 82,723 | 145, 792 |} December_.....-...]. 140, 133 137,166'} | 197,982 — - lag 

. June... 2-2-2. 57,814 | 105,307 146,389 |} a pn nn fe wo Af 
- July.<22-222- | 76,148 | 126,022 | 134145 |f 1,050,870 f1, 208,006 | 1,748,300 

, ‘Value.—Sales realizations on briquets vary considerably in the 
+ widely separated producing centers in a given year, therefore an Tove 

_. average value per ton for the entire industry has little significance © Oe 
| because conditions under which briquets are manufactured and sold 4, 
_ differ throughout the country. The most important factors that ae 

__ influence the value per ton realized at any plant are the cost of raw 4% 
' . materials, labor, and price of competing fuels; hence, the trend of fuel- — ons 
-_ briquet prices in the past 5.years is indicated best in this reviewby OB 
-. considering the average values in the Eastern, Central, and Pacific ee: 
: Coast States separately, as shown in the last three columns of the Boe 

| salient statistics table. These figures are the values received by ©: 
‘producers for the total product (exclusive of delivery charges) and not — ae 
- the prices paid by consumers. Some plants are far from the markets == 
. they serve, and transportation charges.and the margin of the whole- = 
_ galer or retailer—sometimes both—must be added to the value at the re 
- plant. ee a ne: 

The total value of fuel briquets manufactured in 1942 was $11,266,- _ aS 
041 f. o. b. plant, an increase of $3,264,212 (41 percent) over: 1941. ee 

_ This large increase is due to a great extent to the 35-percent increase in 3 
production. | Se | a OS 

| In the eastern part of the United States the average value ($4.56 ‘. °° %% 
per ton) was relatively low because all the output came from plants in wa 
the low-volatile bituminous fields of West Virginia and in the anthra- oe 
cite region of Pennsylvania, where freight charges are a small propor- te 

- tion of the cost of raw fuel. In the Central States, where the average “We 
_ value was $7.04 per ton, the major part of the production comes from os 

the docks at Lakes Michigan and Superior, ‘and the cost.of raw fuel at oh 
these plants involves a considerable freight charge. In the Pacific 8 
Coast States, where residual carbon from the manufacture of oil gas Oo 
constitutes the greater part of the raw fuel used, the average value 1 
increased from $8.36 in 1941 to $9.69 in 1942. * 

* Baldwin, J. L., The Weather of 1942 in the United States: U.S. Dept. of Commerce Monthly Weather . : 
Rev., vol. 70, No. 12, December 1942, pp. 271-273. vee
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to - .- Prices —The following monthly fuel-briquet prices, by cities; for —Ss_. 
fe iad . ag. . . e e . . } i. ? : a 

“1941-42 are based upon cash delivery in 1-ton (2,000-pound) lots for — 

eo retail sales to household consumers at the curb or into the customer’s: 

.. bin (without extra handling oradditional charge), «© |. | 

| Retail fuel-briquet prices per. net ton, 1 941-42, by cities and months! oe 

TL Semgary | February | March | April | May | June | 

BY gt | 1982 1941 | 1942 | 1941-| 1942 | 1941 | 1942 | 1941 | 1942 | 1941 | 1942 

“Baltimore, Md..--.-------] $9.75 $11. 00] $9..75|$14. 00| $9. 75|$11. 00] $9. 75|$11. 00] $9. 75/$11. 00) $9. 82 $11.02. 

2) Boston, Mass.._-.11.-27-] 12. 50] 18. 75] 12. 60] 13. 75] 12. 50} 13. 75| 12. 50) 13. 75) 12. 50 13. 75| 12. 22| 13.77 
me --Gharleston, $. G.........| 13.33] 14.08] 13.33] 14 08] 13. 33] 14-08] 13. 33] 14. 08| 13. 33] 14.08) 13.33) 14.08 
fl Chicago, Ill.?:_.. 0 ....__} 11.65} 12. 21) 11.65] 12 21| 11.65] 12.21} 11.65] 12.04) 11. 71) 12.26) 11.71) 12.26 | 

er Gincinnati, Ohio #._._._..| 8.56]. 9.40] 8.56| 9.27| 8.56] 9.21/ 8.63; 8.99) 8.50] 9.22) 8.50) 9.28 

=~. Columbus, Ohio 2.7771] 8.39] 9.63] 8.39]. 9.63} 8.39) 9.63] 8.39) 9.39) 8.39). 9.39) 8.39] 9.42. 

“s+. Pall River, Mass....._.1-} 12. 50} 13. 75] 12. 50] 13. 75] 12. 50] 18. 75| 12. 50) 18. 75) 12. 50 13, 75| 12. 50} 13. 80 
BO Kansas City, Mo.t_....-.-| 9.69] 10.05| -9.69| 10.05) 9.69] 10.05]. 9.69] 10.05] 9.69} 10.05) 9.56) 10.05 
<5 Yog-Angeles, Calif.3..--_-| 17.00] 20. 15] 17.00] 20.15] 17. 20 19. 76| 17. 10) 19. 76) 16. 89) 19. 78) 16. 89|- 20.73 

ee Louisville, Ky.-.-.--.-.--| 8.00] 8.70] 8.00] 8.70] 8.00) 8 70|° 8.00] 8.75| 8.00) 8.75) 8.15). 8.77 

2 Manchester, N. H_-_----_| 12. 75] 14.00] 12.75] 14.00| 12,75| 14.00] 12..75| 14.00] 12.75) 14.00 13.00} 14.00 

ce "Milwaukee, Wis...-._-.--| 10. 90| 11. 77} 10.90] 11.77} 10.90| 11. 77| 10°90) 11. 74) 10.89) 11. 74) 10.80) 11-75 
“ys Minneapolis, Minn ____~| 12. 80] 13. 05] 12. 80} 18. 05| 12. 80] 13. 05| 12. 80] 12. 74) 12. 44), 12. 94 12.40} 1301 

285. Norfolk, Va-_-.---.------| 10:50] 11. 50| 10. 50| 11. 50] 10. 50| 11. 50] 10. 50) 11. 50} 10. 50) 11. 50 10. 50| 11.50 2 

=. °° Providence, R. T_--.....--| 11. 97] 12 13} 11.88] 12. 13} 11. 88) 12 13] 11.88) 12.13] 11.88] 12.13) 12 13}1213 

-- Righmond, 'Va_---=------| 10. 50} 11. 42} 10. 50] 11. 42| 10. 50) 11. 42/10. 50) 11. 42) 10.00) 11. #2 10.00] 11.42 
“5 St, Louis, Mo.#.--22777._] 9. 95] 10. 80| | 9.95} 10. 80) 9.95) 10.80] 9.95] 10. 59] 9.95) 10. 62 10,03] 10.76 

Bae Ae cE St. Paul, Minn. .-._.-.--- 12..80} 13. 05 12. 80}. 13. 05 12, 80} 13.05; 12. 80| 12. 74) 12..47| 12.96} 12. 42) 13.02 . 

“San Franeiseo, Galif.2._77_} 20. 60| 21. 63} 20. 60| 21. 63| 20. 60) 21. 63] 20. 60} 21. 63] 20.60] 21-63) 20. 60 21.63 - 

Seattle, Wass. ......-| 13.90] 14.36) 13.90] 14. 42) 13.90} 14. 42| 18. 39) 14. 42) 18. 52) (| 13.65} 
uo he. —_ CO Washington, D. C.8___2.._] 11: 05} 11. 62 11.05) 11. 50 11. 05 iil. 50. 11. 05} 11. 53 11.05 41. 56] 11. 05} 11: 56 

me o Pe oe a | | July |. August . September | _ October | | November | December. | 

ea City 2 OD | | 

fo oo | gaa | 4942 | 1941 | 1942 | 1941:| 1942 | 1941 | 1942 | 1941 | 1942 | 1941 | 1942 

he Baltimore, Md_.---.-----|$10. 50]$11. 02|$11. 00|$11. 02|$11. 00]$11. 02|$11. 00)$11. 02/811. 00 $11. 021$11.00/$11.02 
pe. Boston, Mass.___---...._) 18 25) 13.77} 13. 25) 13. 77| 13. 75] 18,77] 13. 75) 18. 77| 13.75] 13. 77 13.75| 13.77. 
wey Charleston, 8. G_.____..__| 18.83] 14.08] 14 08| 14.08] 14. 08| 14.08] 14. 08| 14.08) 14.08) 14.08) 14.08) 14.08 

Sk Chicago, Ili.?__._...._--| 11.89] 12,26] 11. 96] 12. 26| 11. 96) 12. 26] 12. 21) 12. 26) 12. 21) 12. 26) 12. 21) 12.96" 
Bo Cincinnati, Ohio ®..______| 8.88] 9.28] 9.27| 9.35] 9.27| 9.35) 9.27) 9.35] 9.27] 9.35) 9.27) 9.35 
eR Columbus, Ohio?.......-| _8.76| 9.53| 8.93| 9.53] 9.34| 9.54] 9.63] 9.54] 9.63] 9.54) 9.63) 9.54 
Bees Fall River, Mass........_| 13.00| 13.80] 13.15] 13.80) 13. 75| 13.80| 13. 75| 13.80) 18.75] 13.80) 13.75) 18.80 

Kansas City, Mo.4_.-__-7~| 10.05} 10.05] 10.05] 10. 07| 10.05) 10. 09| 10.05) (4) | 10.05) (%)__ | 10.05/610.69. 
e Los Angeles, Calif.i | 18.00] 20. 73| 18.09] 20. 73] 18. 67| 20. 73] 19. 12] 20. 73) 19. 57) 20.73) 19. 43) 20. 73 

es. - Louisville, Ky... 2002202] 8.25| 8.77] 8.45] 8.77] 8.70] 876] 8.70] 8.76) 8.70] 8.76) 8.70) 8.76 — 
ae “Manchester, N. H.2....__| 13.00] 14.00] 13. 50] 14.00] 13. 50] 14. 00] 14. 00] 14.00) 14.00) 14.00} 14.00) 14.00, = 

Milwaukee, Wis_.......-_| 10. 86} 11. 75| 11. 27| 11. 75 11. 27} 11. 75} 11.77 11. 77) 11. 77| 11.77) 11. 77|-11.77 

sO Minneapolis, Minn_-...--} 12. 70! 13.10} 12.92] 13.10] 13. 05] 13.10] 13.05 13.10] 13.05] 13.10] 13.05} 13. 10 

Norfolk, Va... 20222] 10.50] 11, 50] 11.00] 11.50] 11. 00} 11. 50} 11. 50] 11. 50} 11. 50| 11. 50| 11. 50) 11.50 
Providence, R. I_...-....-] 12.13} 12. 13] 12.13] 12.13) 12.13] (4) 12.13] (4) 12.13] (4) 12.13! (4) 

Richmond, Va_....-------} 10. 50 11. 42] 10. 50} 11.42] 11.17 11. 33) 11.17} 11.33 11.17] 11. 33] 11.42] 11. 33 

a St. Louis, Mo.?.........2_| 10.12] 10.76| 10.39] (4) | 10.47] 10.91} 10. 62| 10.91] 10.80] 10.87] 10.80) 10.87 

: St. Paul, Minn. ---.-.---- 12. 70] 13. 10] 12. 95! 13.10] 13.05} 13.10] 13.05 13. 10} 13.05} 13.10) 13.05] 13.10 

SO San Francisco, Calif.3___._| 20. 60] 21. 63] 20. 60} 21. 63 20.60] (4) | 20.60) (4) | 21.63) (4) | 21.63 (4) 

| Seattle, Wash3_..| 13.78, (4 | 13.90] (4 | 13.90] @) | 14.29) (4) | 14.20) (1) | 14.29 (4) 
| Washington, D. ©.8.....__] 11.25] 11.56] 11.38] 11.56] 11. 38| 11. 56) 11. 50| 11.56) 11.50] 11.56) 11.50) 11. 56 

: a
 SE ne Senn ess no

s 
1 

| 1 Compiled from reports of Retail Price Division, Bureau of Labor Statistics; 1942 figures preliminary. . 

. ? Includes 2-percent sales tax. . 
3 Includes 3-percent sales tax. . : 

‘ Data not available. 
_ ’ Price per ton of 2,240 pounds. 

$ Not comparable with preceding months. | 

~ Number of plants.—Records show 30 plants in commercial operation 

in 1942: all but 2 of these (the new briquetting plant of the Smokeless 

Coal Blox Co.” and that of the St. Louis Briquette Co., Inc., both 

at St. Louis) were also active in 1941. One plant active in 1941 

failed to report operations for 1942. Nine plants were idle in 1942; 

of these, 6 were also idle in 1941, and 3 went out of business. Of the 2 

: reported as under construction in 1941 to begin operations in 1942, 1-— 

10 Black Diamond, St. Louis News Notes: Vol. 107, No. 11, 1941, p. 43,
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“the Smokeless Coal Blox Co., at St, Louis—went into commercial = | 
_. production in 1942, In 1942 the Binkley Coal Co. purchased the 

_.. Standard Briquet Fuel Co. plant at Kansas City, which ithad been =. 
ss Operating as lessee since 19385. a 

a _ Size of plants —The following table classifies the plants operating = is 
~ In 1941 and 1942 according to actual production as well as rated _ ae bo capacity. Rated capacity, of course, is the better indicator of the .  |« 
a relative size of plants. = en 
_ The total annual rated capacity of the 30 plants active in 1942, 2s 

. as shown on operators’ reports, was over 3. million net tons. It 9 = should be noted that, notwithstanding the great increase in production  _2 
Ff over 1941, these 30 plants could nearly double their 1942 output. as 
~ should demand warrant. _— Coen 

| The average output of individual plants increased from 41,000 tons = ies 
~ In 1941 to 58,000 in 1942 (41 percent). Twenty-three plants oper- ae 

ated every month and produced 1,709,997 tons or about 98 percent «sissy 
ofthe total 9. 90 Be 

Classification of briquetting plants in the United States, 1941-42, by size of output Ne 
eo and annual capacity ee 

me Pants oO oo | Plants 0 os Output (net tons) == = [+ _ Annual capacity (net tons) —§ [|——~——— Coes 
eS Ee vost | 19420 

‘Less than 2,000. eee 6 2 || Less than 5,000--..-.....-....| 2] 1 a: m _ 2,000 and less than 5,000__..-.---_-__- 2) 3 || 5,000 and less than 10,000. -_--:..-.-.-| 41. 92 BEY ~~. 5,000 and less than 10,000.- ~~. 2.22... 3.|. . 5 |} 10,000.and less than 25,000____2..:-..-| .6] 7 . oo rth a 10,000 and less than 25,000_~__-_.__._- 9; 5 || 25,000 and less than 100,000._.2.......| 1 9 ee oe 25,000 and less than 100,000__._.______ 6 9 || 100,000 and less than 200,000. _________ 5 TO ©. 100,000 and over. -...-2222-2 cL] 6 6 || 200,000 and less than 400,000_......-..} 2] 2 - [oe 
me | | ‘|| 400,000 and over.....----- | 2] 8 EE 

a oe fat soft a 9 hn 

--. Raw fuels —The number of plants, classified according to typeof 
- fuel used in 1942, wasas follows: - = = 9°. 7. ON 

me Classification of fuel-briqueiting Plants in the United States in 1942, by kinds of raw 
. | | | oe uel used . | ee -. Kind of raw fuel used: _ | oo 7 Plants ety .. Anthracite and semianthracite fines exclusively__...................- 6 ES : _ Mixture of Pennsylvania anthracite and bituminous__._._.___...._...._ 4 he - _ Bituminous: CO oo re at a Low-volatile........----------------2- eee ee M00 

oo High-volatile__.._-_-.2---2 2 2 ay _ Semicoke (lignite char)______..._.(-...-2___._________.___-.____ 1 oe : _ . Residual carbon from pyrolysis of natural gas._........._..________ 1 | ty - Residual carbon from manufacture of oil gas__.-2- 2 2 | Oe | Petroleum coke__...._--__--....-..-..-.---_--------_--_-__.._- 6 | os } | 7 = a4 

14 plants made 2 kinds and 2 plants 3 kinds of briquets; hence, the sum of the items exceeds the total aa number of plants. 
ee 

| It is noteworthy that in 1942 the production of fuel briquets from 3 
petroleum coke, which in recent years had been used in increased a 
amounts, dropped far below the 1941 figure. Large quantities of 
‘petroleum coke are now used for manufacturing ashless carbon elec- . 
trodes essential in producing aluminum and other metals by electro- oe 
metallurgical processes. oo . Pod 

| A small tonnage of raw Texas lignite was made into briquets in 1940 | -
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mo and 1941, but no briquets were produced from such raw material in ss 

“oe -:1942, owing to the labor shortage and the general effect of the war on 
“>. small industries. In 1942 six operations reported making more than - 
* one kind of briquet—four plants made two kinds and two plants made | 
“three kinds. Six operators reported washing a total of 349,100 tonsof 
“raw fuel before using it in the manufacture of briquets. - a 

ao Raw fuels used in making fuel briquets.in the United States, 1941-42 = | 

* “ oo ne re oe So fp Net tons — Percent of tota 

Bees a FR OT joan | 1942s] 1941 | 1942 

N° Anthracite and semianthracite culm and fine sizes......:-.-------] _ 265,637 | 386,947 | 21.6 “98.4 
~ + Bituminous and subbituminous slack__..----.---.---.-----------| 1 787, 722 | 1,077,474 | 64.1) 65.3 — 
vice. \.. Residual.carbons from oil-gas manufacture and natural-gas pyrol- | . oo . 

ee oo ysis; petroleum coke, and semicoke (lignite char) -.------------: 175, 043 187, 207 14.3 ‘U3 

Poy a a 1, 228, 402 |.1, 651,628 | 100.0:| 100.0 | 

fo ..- tIneludes small tonnage of Texas lignite used without charring. ae | I 

Be - Production of fuel briquets, 1941-42, growped according to location of plants with , 

ce i _. reference to supply of raw fuel : Be . , 

wee pe . oo ee 7 - _ Net tons Percent. . 

Bey ee Location of plant 8 panna ———————| ofehange 

ee . oe .: or near-Lake Superior or Lake Michigan coal docks_......--------- 560, 506 - 782, 436 | . +39.6 | 

whe At coal mines_.._---.--.-2---+---2--,2----~------+=---------7---++---- 579, 844 789,535 | | -+36.2 

teow _ . At or near petroleum refineries and oil- and natural-gas plants-.------ 142,378 | 163,294); +147 . 

goles : At other locations nine anos nnn n nnn ne nn nee nen n ener ner 15,878 | © 13,0385 | 9 17.9 

pee oS ES mo, | | | 1, 298, 606 | 1, 748,300 +34. 6 

bas ~ 1 Jackson, Mich., and Omaha, Nebr. VS ce Se 

Pe Binders.—The following table classifies the fuel-briquet plants by — 

‘. type and percentage of binder used. As indicated in the table, 

aa asphaltic pitch continues to be the preferred binder in briquetting coal 

- and coke. Approximately 102,000 tons of asphaltic pitch and smaller — 

a amounts of other binders were used in 1942 in the manufacture of fuel 

briquets. | _ | | 
. ~ In 1942, as in 1941, three plants used no binder; two of these bri- 

_ quetted the carbon residue from the manufacture of oil gas, and one 

a used low-volatile bituminous coal. | , 

Classification of briquetting plants in the United States in 1942, by type and percentage 

| : of binder used 

oo Production . Production 

| Type of binder Ratio of binder to raw 
Plants Percent fuel (by weight) Plants Per- 

Net tons of Net tons | cent of 

total total 

Asphaltic pitch. _._-.- 22} 1,390, 481 79.5 || Less than 5 percent. - 4 - 197, 236 11.3 

Mixed pitches_-_----- 1 5 and less than 7 per- 

Asphalt and starch - - 2 239, 092 13.7 cent.._..----._---- 12 548, 834 31.4 

Starch.—--------7777 2 us77| 68 7 and less than 9 per- 9 
. O DinderT_._.----- a6} ~ " . cent...---.--.----- 

9 percent and over-_-- 2 \ 883, 503 50. 5 

- No binder......-----| 3] 118,727 6.8 

30 | 1,748,300 | 100.0 30 | 1,748,300 | 100.0 

nk OE ll 

12 plants use residual carbon from manufacture of oil gas and 1 uses bituminous coal as raw fuel. 

; e .
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. Weight and shape.—Pillow-shaped briquets continue tobe the most 
7 popular in the United States. Of the 30 active plants in 1942, 24  .+ 
: produced 1,250,360 tons (72 percent) of this type briquet, 4 plants ==» 

_ 19,034 tons (about 1 percent) of cube-shaped briquets, and 3 plants  . °+ 
478,906 tons (27 percent) of the cylindrical type. Oneofthesemade 

oe both pillow- and cube-shaped briquets; hence, the sum of the plants on 
: _ described above exceeds by 1 the total number of active plants. a 

. Records show two plants making briquets in 1942 in more than one, 
_ shape and three plants making two sizes. is Oo os 

i Prevailing weight of briquets produced in the United States in 19420 oe “ 

Fy oe . : | | Production : | — oe - Production - | . a 

a Weight (ounces) | Plants}  - Por. || Weight-(ounces) |Plants} - | pe 90% 
| 7 | | Nettons | centof |{ — _ - Net tons | cent of es) 

" a | . total — | . “sd. ef, ' | total oe eg 

Less than 2..........-.| 3] | 43,757| 2.6 |] 6and under 10.._.-..]_.--.._.|--.--.------]---- ee cooks 
— Band'under 3-------] 12] 926,975] 38.0 |] 10 and under 16-2222)" Naa ass | ag ae 
- 3 and under 4--....-- “7 |) — 536, 565 30.7 || 16 and under 25.-.---| 44h. °° ™ ~ * mea 

| 4and under 5..--.---| . 5 162,572 | 9.3 a eer eee at 
Band under 6.-2-2---|-t.-a-|eaececeeecfeceneneee|f S 1311 1,748,300 |, 100.0 ad 

1441 plant made a 2ounce pillow briquet and a 24-ounce cube; hence, the sum of these items exceeds the 2 a 
Co total number of plants. Bo re oe 

. Distribution.—According to reports received, shipments of briquets ae 
_- . ‘during 1942 increased 27 percent over 1941; they were shipped into 37 IE 
_. States and the District of Columbia and exported to other countries.” RY 
- It is not possible to show shipments from each producing State be- on B 
- . gause there are only one or two producers in each of the States except - “4 
- Missouri and Wisconsin, and confidential reports of individual com- oe 

_ panies would thus be revealed. However, for a graphic presentation ote 
of the centers of production for 1928 and 1936, with corresponding — os 
States of destination, see Minerals Yearbook, 1937 (p. 965, fig. 65). | 23 

7 Generally, rail shipments represent consumption at distant points, , 4 
: and shipments by truck show local and nearby consumption. — ener 

_ Shipments of fuel briquets of domestic manufacture, 1941-42, by States of destination, . a 
oe as reported by producers, in net tons | . . A 

| State - | 1941 - 1942 ‘State 1o41 | 1942 ER 

Alaska... ...-------------|. 2, 213 |_...------..-|| New Hampshire__.__-...- 3, 210 | 2, 551 | oy 
Arkansas. _.....---------- . 256 376 || New Jersey-..------.----- 871 J, 139 Tv 

- California_....-.-....---- 14, 075 17, 798 || New YorKk.....-.-.-.--+-- 25, 141 26, 097 Sea 
.  Connecticut.--.---------- 844 - 1, 544 || North Carolina__....-_--- 13, 203. _ , 12,804 wee 

Delaware...--.----------- 208 516 |} North Dakota_.--...---.- 80,1386 | 96,912 oe 
District of Columbia. - --- 248 520 || Ohio... ..--.------------- 67, 822 54, 699 ON 
Florida. --.-....---------- . 691 «03 || Oklahoma.._.---..------| ss B 61 Oe 
Georgia_.....------------- 238 178 || Oregon. ------.----------- 32, 414 77, 204 a 

~ DNinois....-.------------- 50, 398 65, 709 || Pennsylvania_....-..---.- 14, 166 21, 999 oy 
Indiana... .-.-..---------- 45, 934 48, 868 || Rhode Island........-...- 3, 843 4,070 oa 
Towa. ._..----.---.------- 31, 608 47, 392 || South Carolina. .-._.....-. 4,798 4, 890 ys 

_ Kansas......------------- 4, 957 10, 731 }} South Dakota.--....-...- 64, 026 73, 744 . oN 
Kentucky - ....-.--------- 5, 734 4,954 || Texas--_..---------------- 178 |....-.------ Sosy 
Louisiana_-....-...------- 48 |......----...|| Vermont... -.---..-..--.. . 238 195 es 
Maine......-------------- 4, 828 6, 254 || Virginia...-----2-7--7-7"] 18, 187 17, 370 os 
Maryland.-...----------- 2; 969 3,765 || Washington_.-.-..-----.-| 42,977 21; 505 es 
Massachusetts......-...-- 38, 756 38, 978 || West Virginia.-........-.. 339 322 Ue 
Michigan......-.---.----] 107, 217 107, 576 || Wisconsin......--.-.-.---| 220, 939 317, 627 oa 

: Minnesota.......--------- 244, 767 303, 497 || Wyoming---....----.----.- 1, 576 409 fe 
Missouri.......----------| 82,954 172, 269 —_—__|___—_ “ 
Montana. -......--...---- 22 73 |. 1, 256, 964. 1, 600,300 or 

. Nebraska_.....-.-.------- 23, 992 35, 111 a = : ie 

‘11 See also followin table of exports. a. | | | on
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ee Direct shipments of fuel briquets by rail and truck, 1 941-42, as reported by producers, = | 

be i an net tons? — BP 

produced mJ ee 
he Rail Truck? Total |: Rail . | Truck? |} Total / 

| Reastern States...--.----.--------| 447,458 | 8,428 | 458,886 | | “b50,220 | 16,244 | 508,404 
“ Gentral States............--------} 569,205 | 181,849 | 751,144 | 829,858 | 212,584) 1,042,442 
-_* “Pacific Coast States --7-272-1-21-] 88,377 | “54,184 | 92,561 | 27,746 | 88,484 | 116,180 

Bs | Total United States_.....--| 1,055,130} 244,461 | 1,299,591 | 1,407,824 | 317,262 | 1,725,088 

yo... t Ineludes shipments outside-the United States. I a 
ao .:,. 8Imeludes local deliveries; | Ce 

Imports and exports.—Betore 1922 the quantity of fuel briquetsim- 
: ported into the United States was negligible. The anthracite short- 
“ages of 1922-23 and 1925-26, however, created a demand for the a 

~.- European product (mostly from Germany, Belgium, and France, and => 
.°.- mainly for consumption in the anthracite-consuming States), which _ 
oo in 1926 reached a peak of 123,593 net tons. Imports continued ata 

+ comparatively high level through 1932, when they totaled 80,283 tons. 

») Thereafter they dropped sharply and since September 1939—the 

beginning of the war—have virtually ceased. In 1941, 162 tons were 

“imported from Canada; and in 1942, 325 tons came from Canada and = 

«tons from the United Kingdom. © 
Figures for imports of briquets since 1919. (the first year of record) _ 

2. are included in annual volumes of Mineral Resources and Minerals _ 

eo Yearbook? ae 

oe --. Briquets (coal and coke) and other composition coals for fuels imported for consumption 
Be tn the United States, 1988-42 | SF 

fe SO Year | _ | Nettons | Value. Year =_si‘<‘i‘éésdtt «Nettons:«|~=«€Vadiue:; 

Be -19388.._.-------.----------|)-:18, 814 $67,366 || 1941._..-.----..----------| | -:162 «$791 

Hee ggg ® TTT 1344 | 5,752 |] 1942...-----2-_------- 3341 a BO 
eee 1940... 222 -- ee eee eee] -e eee ee [eee eee | fo OC 

Me Wartime fuel demands are reflected in briquet-export data. Cana- 

, +. dian shipments in 1942 amounted to 103,329 net tons, more than three 

we times the 1941 tonnage. Canada received 77 percent of the total 
exports in 1941 and 99.5 percent in 1942. — : 

| : Briquets (coal and coke) exported from the United States, 1941-42, by countries and 

. } | customs districts | ae 

| 1941 1942 | 1941 1942 

Net ‘| Net : Net Net | 
tons | V@lue} tons | Value tons | Value] tons | Value 

oe Country Customs district— 

: Brazil...........-.--| _57| $552] 2491 $2,616 Continued 
| - Ganada 2222222277] 31, 153)225, 1481103, 329 764, 573|| Dakota.-..-.----.---| 155] $1,525] 4, 975)$43, 094 

Chile_......-...------ 39 475 279| + 3,068)| Duluthand Superior_| 165) 1,172) 1,709) 18, 484 

Colombia___.----.--- 29 441]__._-_.]._....._|| El Paso..------------ 87 525 7 52 

. Dominican Republic- 2 29|_....._|....--_-|| Laredo.-.-.----------| 9,019} 60,012).-.--2.)------- 

Mexico.......--.-----| 9, 144) 61, 084 12 169|| Maine and New 

Nicaragua__...-.----- 1 12)... [---.---- Hampshire-___.-...- 37 308 44 228 

Venezuela__....------ 13 117 10 130|/| Michigan..........._| 1,148} 8, 612] 36, 432/300, 597 

West Indies (French). 39 735|.....--|.---.---|| New Orleans___---.-- 15 129).___._-J_--_.. 
| New York 2222-22" 7} 166} 2, 232} 280] 3, 198 

| 40, 477|288, 593|103, 879] 770, 556|| Ohio_......----------|------|-------| 1,428] 9, 648 
(Se |! Philadelphia__-------|77_ |" 72] 249) 2, 616 

Customs district ‘ St. Lawrence___....__|14, 097)114, 556) 36, 262/264, 877 
: . San Diego..-...-.---- 2 25 6 117 

Alaska. ...-.-.------- 82 767|_..-..-|--------|| Wermont__..-_.------|------|------- 22 90 

Arizona._---.-------- 35 522|_.-...-|.-------|| Washington...-......| 283] 2,331). 39 350 

Buffalo_._---.--------|15, 186] 95,877) 22, 417| 132, 205 Je 
— 40, 477'288, 593103, 8791770, 556 

13 1919-29, Mineral Resources, 1920, part IT, p. 32; 1980-35, Minerals Yearbook, 1936, p. 657. |
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co World production.—Official data on production of fuel briquets mo 
oe - other countries since 1939 have been meager, owing tothe war. | 

: oe -.- World production of fuel briquets, 1987-42, by countries, in metric tons 1 | | - “ LS 

, oe - | {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] / : - | : a a ee : 

: - Country 1 - 4987] 1988 | 1939 1400 | 1941 142 a 

oo | Algeria... ----.-------------+- 68, 682 ge | @ | ag | @, Ooo. ene: 

. - Australia: Victoria 3_._..---.-- 396, 760 . 420, 704 421, 2546 (@) . SC) 
» Belgium _.._.-.-.---+---------]- 1,849, 280 | © 1, 712,280 | 1, 561, 210 ) . _&) (2) . oy Dae 
Fk ‘Bulgaria...........-.------.--| 47,106 | ” 85,770 | ° 88,496} 100,000 QM | OM. Oe 
A - Czechoslovakia: — - so Pe To Ak 
eo Soa... --------------| . 459,680;  @® f  O — (?) — Oo et 

ae _ Lignite._.......----------|.. 264, 482 (2) Q) -( ar) QQ) ‘ a 

: Eire (Irish Free State)..---| 10,725 |.. 90,501; @)— «| s«5 387 |. 15,446 |) re ee 
© Franee__.---.-------.-+-------| 8,321,000 | 7,475,000) @) | @ @ Qs 

Germany: — eo 7 co a vo He ie 
Coal i eee 2.-] 6,785,587 | 6,897,245 @ | MM OM ee 

_ Lignite._......--------.--| 41, 951, 141 | 44, 007, 268 Q) !® of. GQ (2) oO ng 
. Hungary.._..-----------------] - 378, 519 441,081); @® «= | ©. .- .@® |). as 
ce, Indochina... ...-------------- 132, 225 131, 558}. - 185, 400 114, 000 -® | @ ee 
-  Ttally..:-- tress ef 888800] sno7; «UT UCU CG GE 
7 Netherlands: © _ a Pe SP , oo ene ce: 

_ ' Coal_._-.-------------2-.-| 1,277,305 {| 1,262,716 | 1,268,926 |. - () - , Q) - ve 
- Lignite_.-...--.-.----.-.-| 49, 589 60,543; . 68,607). @® | » (4) . ) vere 

- ..: Netherlands Indies. -._------- 55,349 | - 82,123 _ 85,079 99,815 |). |. Sa 
: . ~- New Zealand-__.2.--.---------] . | 81,582 29,947 | 29,889 | 28, 529. ~ 20, 220 -@) . oe Penk 

Poland... ss} 209847 | 29,581] wT wit go ee 
e Portugal__.......-.--.------.} 7,772.) . 19, 865. Q) 8) 2) (2) a ere 
Me Rumania....--..-..-2-.--L-.-]. 262,380 | =: 282,662. | @ ~. 2 @ - | © CN 
o . ° Spain... --.-----------+---] 342,000 | 568, 000. | 765, 000 785, 000 4178, 000 (?) By ee 
» Tunisia__...........-----.-.--]. . 82,805 |] 86, 478 CC) ~@) ts | Lot ae 
| Purkey_...22l 22st se] 14 761 97,085 | 14,702| 24,497) 298392) (@ 2 8 

United Kingdom.....-------- 826,600 | . 507, 415 @ | & Q | & Pare 
' . ‘United States §.......-..2...-|- 1,035,970 | — 986,402! 1,004,002 | 1,211,483 | 1,422,866 | 1,815, 583 oy 

Do Yugoslavia. .-.---.----------- 61,323 | 100,945 | 182,466); @ | - @ | OQ” | oe 

otal 8. | 64, 975, 680 | 65,389,366]  @) | @ | -@) to ty 

1 In addition to countries listed, briquets are produced in Canada and New Caledonia, but data on output TE 
are not available. BS oo, oe ae Fe 

2 Data not available. a . : . | - CS re 
- 3 Data for year ended March 31 of year stated. . - : nares 
fae '. 4January to June, inclusive. - oe . oo 7 oe 
a 5 Includes packaged fuel as follows—1937: 132,482 tons; 1938: 146,012 tons; 1939: 195,504 tons; 1940: 258,105 | 8 

ho _ tons; 1941: 244,797 tons; 1942: 229,560 tons. «it ae Ce Soe 
: 6 Totals incomplete; they represent sum of figures given in table only. . oo _ hy 

— : | _ PACKAGED FUEL — BS oY 

Packaged fuel differs from fuel briquets in that the former is made = =—__ , 3 
- up of more or less friable rectangular blocks wrapped together to form = = * 

neat, tightly fitted packages, which withstand weathering fairly well, — a: 

eliminate much of the breakage, and provide a relatively clean fuel to ad 

handle. They are designed primarily for local ornearby consumption. = =— es. 
: The packages, wrapped in heavy paper and sealed with gummed —: 

tape, usually consist of 3- to 4-inch cubes (six or eight to a package, the aS 
_ package weighing 10 to 15 pounds). Packaged fuel is made from os 

various types of coal or coke screenings, usually mixed with aneutral — os 

binder. Its growth in popularity has been due largely to its con-  * 

. venience and cleanliness m handling and to the fact that it may be —- 

purchased in less-than-ton lots. | , . a 
Production of packaged fuel declined in 1942. The phenomenal — a 

growth of this industry from 1935 through 1940 is illustrated strik- nr 

ingly in figure 2. In 1941, however, production dropped _5 percent oo. 
from 1940; and in 1942, it dropped 6 percent from 1941. World War , o 
II and competition within the industry are the major factors for the oF 
decline since 1940. ee | | a 

_ _The effect of the war on this industry has been felt mostly through a? 

increased cost of raw fuels, manufacturing materials, and labor as ns
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swell as the inability to obtain the same. According to operators’ __ 
an reports, the cost of production in 1942 increased to such an extent =—>> 
<.. that it has made the price of packaged fuel prohibitive and has forced = 
get a large number of plants to discontinue operations for the war, some | 7 
f,° permanently. - re , | 7 

«>. Machinery manufacturers reported no sales for fuel-briquetting or 
»- packaged-fuel installations in 1942, principally because of priorities _ 
pee on the necessary materials; anumber of them have followed the 
Bo war trend and diverted their businesses to war work—one manu- 
a.» factured special machinery for briquetting iron ore and flue dust * , 
»* and another a press to be used in research work on the briquetting of __ 
ae Sponge iron. re re | 
Be Processes:—United States operators in 1942 reported no new | 
a eS processes or types of machinery for use in the packaged-fuel industry. __ 
we _ The Eberling process “ was used by 75 manufacturers in 1942. Other 
an processes used were the Glenn-Smith “ and Leemon *; and one manu- 

*  - faeturer—the Johnson Coal Cubing Co.,!” of Detroit, Mich., largest _ 
pe operator since 1932—uses a process and equipment of its own design. 
ee The process and machine developed in 1939 by the Viking Manu- — 
co. facturing Co., of Jackson, Mich., are not yet in-use in the United __ 
+x... States, but plans are under way for.a number of such installations after _ 
oe the war. ‘These processes are discussed in earlier reports of this 
“= geries and in the trade journals, — a a 
~~ Salient statistics of the packaged-fuel industry from 1937 to 1942 
es... are summarized in the following table; 1935 was the first year for which _- 

pee such data were collected by the Bureau of Mines. ne 

a a _ Salient statistics of the packaged-fuel industry in the United States, 1937-42 — | 
wee - CS [Data regarding fuel briquets are given separately at beginning of this chapter] - 

/ laatior oe Average value per 
: 7 | ae oe Production {thousands °f Value of | Average net. ton, f. O. b. 

ae - ——________-_________| produe- | pients in er plant [ — : tion per p | 

_ Bae | slaee| “Hon” | sands | Pang 
s | - | eae | ‘Sistas! | Total | doltas) | | fons) | eee | ‘States 
So . OO States — : | States | 

ae 1987___-------------- 10| 136] | 146] 41,287 64{ 2] $9.62| $8.76 
| 1938__.-.-..--.-.20-- 9 152 161] 1,405 7%| 2] 9.92 8. 66 

; 1939.__..-.-....20--- 9 207 216 | 1,867 108 2 9.69 8. 62 
1940... 2 8 277 285 2, 392 106 3 10. 12 8. 36 
1941__.__.---.-.------ 10 260 270 2, 472 103 | 3 10. 95 9.09 — 
1942_ 22.2 .---- 8 245 253 2, 540 89 3 10. 74 10. 02 

| _ Production and value—The 89 active plants in 1942 produced 
253,048 net tons with a value of $2,540,087 (see fig. 2); all but 7 of 

| these plants are in the Central States. Production decreased 6 per- 
cent from 1941, but the total value increased 3 percent. 

Output declined in 8 of the 13 States producing packaged fuel; 
of the three largest producing States—Michigan, Ohio, and Wiscon- 
sin, in order named—only one (Wisconsin) showed an increase in 
production over 1941. 

13 Steel, Briquetting Machine—Supplies Charge and Feed Ore in Cubes: Vol. 112, No. 2, January H, 

tt iberling, C. M., Packaged Fuel by the Eberling Process: 1938 Catalog, 6002 Ellen Ave., Cleveland, 

OT Slack Diamond, Briquetting Plant Solves Slack Problem: Vol. 98, No. 6, March 13, 1937, p. 60. 
16 Black Diamond, vol. 102, No. 12, June 17, 1939, p. 15. 

. -. 1? Black Diamond, A Mammoth Package Fuel Plant: Vol. 102, No. 7, April 8, 1939, p. 23.
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"Faure 2.—Production of packaged fuel, number of plants in operation, output per plant, and average | ; a 
he Oo co value per ton, f. 0. b. plant (Central States), 1985-42. — oe 

ae ee Production of packaged fuel an the United States, 1941-42, by States Oe — 

an a | [Plants and production not included in preceding fuel-briquet tables] — | oe | 

: | ; | | a | a Plants Net tons} Value Plants Net tons Value | - | | B 

| Central States: a | ; nO po | . oS 
: “ Tilinois....--..---------esene---2-----| 6 | 8,924 | $95,481 6| 4,980]. — $60,001 eee 

: ' Indiana... --...-.--.----------------! 6} 18,976 | 126,560 | 5} (16,698 | 168,882. oe 
_Towa_...--.--------------------------- 2 (?) — 2. 2 (4) - (Q) es 
Michigan.........-....-.-..----------| 88 | 93,213 | 796,226 | 30 |. 89, 080 867, 671 ae 
Minnesota....---.---.----------------| 6 | 28,377| 307, 134 4| 26,887 307, 837 wa 

; Missouri.........-.-.-.---.-----------|- . 4] 24,356} 199,379] 3] 14,088 119, 578 4 
| _ Nebraska_..-.-._---.--------2-------- 1) @ () — 1t @ AME 

Ohio.......--.-.--2-.-ss.s-s---------| 20 |» 46,566 | 420,744] 22. | 45,228 | 456, 896 re 
Wisconsin.......-..-.----------------| 18 | 87,747 | 345, 239 9 | 41,203 398, 268 8 

. _  Undistributed ?..._.....----.---------|-------- 7, 136 67, 250 }|-------- 7, 301 |. 79, 500 oo 

. _ Total Central States._.......-------| 96] 260,295 | 2,386, 963 go | 245,465 | 2,458,678 OS 
| Eastern and Pacific Coast States___.-.----- 37 9, 549 104, 604 37 7, 583 81,409 og 

Total United States.........--.---2-] 103 | 269,844} 2,471,567 | 89 | 253,048 | 2, 540, 087 an 

— 1 Included under “Undistributed”; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. | | . 
2 Includes States ontered as ‘‘!’”’ above. a 
3 Maine 2, Pennsylvania 1, Virginia 3, and Washington 1. - . 

The values, by States, in the following table represent the average : 
per ton received by operators in 1941 and 1942 and indicate increases ve 
in average realization in each of the eight States shown; similar | 
advances were prevalent in all but one of the other producing States, OS 
but these cannot be shown because there were less than three operators ma 

| 55625043 ——65 | ot
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a in each State. The values do not represent the price per ton to the  —.. 
an consumer, as many plants sell both to retailers and consumers, but  —s=_—> 
eo _ rather the average per ton received by producers on the total product 
pe (exclusive of delivery charges). The value at the plant comprises §_— 
ro... cost of coal at the mine, freight rate, direct and indirect manufacturing : 
Beet costs, and profit. - Se a oO | 

oe Average value received per net ton of packaged fuel, 1941-42 : | oo 

Bo State | yest | 942 | State rot | 1942 - 

oS, Minois_.....---------| $1069 | $12.08 || Missouri.......--..---..| $8.19]. $8.49 
He . Indiana_..--. 2-2-2 ------| «9.06 | 10.11 || Ohio___ 2 eeeeeeeeeeee-__} © 9.28 | =~ 10. 10 
et Michigan..........----------- 8.54 9.74 || Virginia_...------2-----------| . 9.70. 10. 06 
ae ce Minnesota. _._.--..----------| . 10.82 11.45 || Wisconsin._-......2...-------] 9. 15 | 9.67. - 

e. Only about one-fifth of the plants in preceding years were active 
x. throughout the year, but 42 of the 89 plants active in 1942 operated > 
‘- eath month of the year, and only 9 plants operated less than 6 months. | 

Le Monthly production of packaged fuel in the United States, 1941-42, in net tons 

Month | ost | toe] Moth «|| 

we January. ...-----.------------| 39,594| 33,924 || August...................._| 10,184] 9,348 
poe os Pebruary.---.-------.--------] 37,727 |. 29, 360 |} September. __-_____-22_--___- 17,422 | © 18, 519: 
Bs ~March_.___--------2.-- | 40,893 | 26,779 || October........--.-----.-----| 27,183 }| 30, 378 : 
ae April._.-...---....-----.-1.--] 17,592 19, 353 || November_......-......--..--| 30,506 26,361 sr 
We, May-.-.--.--.----.------------|. 6,318 | 14,068 |} December--._._.._...2-..-.--_| 30,296 | 27, 739 
ae © June 2 028 | 9, 538 ] canna, MNumnaaanl 
oOo VMI) maior] 7,688 |] | 269,844 | 253, 048 | 

Boe Number of planis.—Highty-nine plants reported commercial pro- 
ee duction of packagedifuel in 1942; 85 of these were also active in 1941. 
- - ‘There were four new plants in 1942; three of these reported produc- > 

tion. .One plant in Indiana, new in 1941, started operating in 1942. 
- Eight plants went out of business in 1942; five of these had been in 
ros - operation part of the year, and three were plants that had been in | 
-----,_ operation.each year for 8 years or more. From 1935 to 1940—the | 
So peak year—many plants established themselves firmly and built up 

a stable business; but during this development period a relatively 
large number of plants went out of business soon after they began 

Oo to operate. sO | | | ) 
. Activity in number of packaged-fuel plants, 1937-42 : 

| Year Active| New | Idle pout ot Year Active | New | Idle Out of 

| 1987........-.-..| 64] 17 6 3 || 1940..........-..] 106 16 15 4 
1938__..:.--.-..- 76 16 8 Tj] 1941. 22-2. 103 7 8 14 
1939...--........| 108 9} 1 | > ee 38 

12 in Michigan and 2 in Ohio; all but 1 active in 1942. 
is 8 in Michigan, 3 in Ohio, 2 in Wisconsin, and 1 each in Idaho, Minnesota, and Missouri; 5 of these 

also idle in 1941. 
34 in Michigan, 2 in Ohio, and 1 each in Missouri and Idaho; 7 of these active in 1941. 

Size of plants.—The average annual production per plant increased 
from 2,600 tons in 1941 to 2,800 in 1942. According to operators’ 
reports the industry, if operated at full capacity, could produce 2% 
times its 1942 output. : |
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a Classification of packaged-fuel plants in the United States, 1941-42, by size of oe 
vO Co ee output and annual capacity : , : oe 

a Output (net tons) eo Annual capacity (net tons) ee oy 4 
| Oe | 1941 | 1942 _ «| 1941 | 1942 a 

y Less than 500_........----------.-| 125] 220 |] Less-than 5,000_............--.---- 68} = - 52 Cad 
500 and less than 1,000__-...-....-] 19 14 || 5,000 and less than 10,000_._...-..- 17 21 a 

. 1,000 and less than 3,000__...._.__- 39 38 || 10,000 and less than 15,000-..---.--[ =. 6 | 5 oF 
ve 3,000 and less than 5,000_......._.- 5 6 {| 15,000 and less than 25,000._....._. 6 6 coos a 
oo ~ §,000 and less than 10,000__..-..-.- 9 _ 7 || 25,000 and less than 40,000._.-.....| . 5 4 nes) 
Up 10,000 and less than 25,000_....._-- 5 3 |; 40,000 and less than 60,000.__.----]----2---|---ee ee 
ah . 25,000 and over_....--------------- 1 1 |} 60,000 and over__-.-.----.---------] 1; 1 a, en 

o So oso | 103] 39 Ss 
Pe 12 of these began operations in the fall of 1941. .  ? 1 of these began operations in the fall of 1942. a 

a Raw fuels—The kinds and quantities of raw fuels used are shown ~~») 
/ in the following table. The decrease in petroleum coke (which rose = = .# 
- significantly from 1939 to 1941) is due to the War Production Board =: 

' freeze order on this fuel, which became effective in October 1942.8 - =% 
_ Low-volatile bituminous cubes were made at 77 plants in 1942, | “f 
_. petroleum-coke cubes at 10, high-volatile bituminous cubes at 3, and ss ? 
- semianthracite cubes at 2; cubes of mixtures of the various raw fuels sg. 

7 were made at 2 plants. Five operators made more than one kind, and as 
| three made cubes in two sizes. About 188,000 tons (75 percent) of od 
-. the total raw fuels were shipped-in slack from the mines and Lake  —_... 

. docks; the remainder represents yard screenings. Proportionately ae 4 
fewer operators used shipped-in slack exclusively in 1942 than in . * 

. 1941—owing to difficulties in obtaining the raw fuels. Oo es 

a | Raw fuels used in making packaged fuel in the United States, 1941-42 ey ee 

- - oo, | . : . Net tons | Percent of total a vad 
be ~ Raw fuel . a ne ae 
- | oF 1941 | 1942 a 
(Bituminous (high-volatile) and semianthracite.________.__- 4784| 8083] 18| 32 °° .% 

! . Bituminous (low-volatile)_.......-..---------.---------.-- 213, 474 210, 761 80.0 | 84.2 ~— old 
ro Petroleum coke_...-..-------------------------------------- 1 48, 560 31, 571 18.2 12. 6 os 

BO _ | ; | 266,818 | 250,385 | 100.0 100.0 0 2 
! ~~ 1 Includes small tonnage of coke breeze. | — | ag 

- -Binders.—Cornstarches of various types, averaging about 15 pounds ea 
| per ton of packaged fuel produced, continue to be the principal binders 8. 

: used in the manufacture of packaged fuel. Cement and asphalt— 8 
either alone or in combination with. starch—were also employed. op 
About 1,600 tons each of starch and asphalt and 83 tons of cement at 

| were used by packaged-fuel operators in 1942. The following table NY 
classifies the packaged-fuel plants in 1941 and 1942 according to type ae 

' and percentage of binder used. we 

. Classification of packaged-fuel plants in the United States, 1941-42, by type and a a 
, percentage of binder used of 

| Type of binder . ___Plants || Ratio of binder to raw fuel (by Plants | i 

| 1941 | 1942 weight) 1941 | 1942 8 
Starch. --......-..---.------------ 91 82 || Less than 0.5 percent_.___-_.....-]...-----]_.---_-- 
Starch and cement..-.-.........-- 3 2 || 0.5 and less than 1 percent___.___- 71 65 nn 
Starch and asphalt_..........-.--- 1 1 || 1 and less than 2 percent-_-_-__-_- 26 19 ~ RE 
Cement........-.----------------- 5 2 || 2 and less than 3 percent... _.....- 4 1 oe bg 
Asphalt__......------------------- 2 2 || 3 and less than 5 percent.___...._|.....__- 2 5 
Sulfite cellulose.....-.-.----------|_ 1: |---------|| 5 percent and Over_--------------} 2 2 8 

103 89 103 89 8 

pit Coal Dealer, War Production Board Freezes Stocks of Petroleum Coke: Vol. 39, No. 7. November . a 
1942, p. 23. | oS 

| a a 3
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a SUMMARY OUTLINE © eS 

oe Summary ...---.-----2----2-----eeeeenneneee 1021 | Uses_....-----2------------------ 2-2 ------- += 1028 ee 

ae --‘ReserveS_..----------------------+-----+--- 1021 Imports. ....--------------------------------- 1023 — a a 

(an Production.....----------------------------+-. 1021 | World production.........------------------- 102@@ 

--—-s Reports received by the Bureau of Mines from producers indicate = 
that the output of peat in the United States in 1942 totaled 71,500 = © 

~ ghort tons valued at $516,887—substantially less than in 1941, when, 

- the production was 86,503 tons valued at $657,556. ‘The decline can 

.. ~ be attributed largely. to cessation or curtailment of operations atmany | 

-. peat bogs because of a shortage of labor. In 1942 imports amounted = 

“to: 49,236 short tons valued at $1,219,473, an increase over 1941 of 2s 
62 percent in quantity and 73 percent in value. Although the quan- - 

tity imported in 1942 was considerably below the pre-war figure of = 

nS 78.611 tons in 1939, the reported value of $1,219,473 in 1942 was -  ™, 

oo slightly higher than that in 1939 No exports were reported for =» 

-.. 1942;-thus, the total quantity available for domestic consumption =~ 

~~~ (domestic production plus imports) was 120,736 tons, againof3,891  —°. 

on tons over 1941 but a decline of 13,358 tons from 1939. In the United CoN 

- States, peat is used primarily for soil improvement and in mixed ferti- ~~~. 

:  lizers. As in many years past, producers reporting for 1942 showed © 

no use of peat. as fuel a | as Oe 
oo - Every effort has been made to cover in the canvass allcommercial =» 

‘ operations. A directory, listing names and addresses of operators = = 

a who reported production in 1942 to the Bureau of Mines, has been a 

- prepared; it will be sent, upon request, to those who may be interested. 9° “+ 

- "Reserves. —The peat reserves of the United States are extensive and 8, 

~ -_ gonstitute an important item in the natural resources of the country. Cs 

: About half of the States contain some peat reserves. The total, ne 

- calculated as air-dried peat, has been estimated to be 13,827,000,000 cy 

| ‘tons.! Three of the Great Lakes States—Minnesota, Wisconsin, — a 

and Michigan—together contain 75 percent of the reserves, and 14 vk 

| percent of the country’s total is in Florida; in the Pacific Coast region, a 

California contains most of the known deposits. - 4 

: - PRODUCTION oe rae 

| Commercial production of peat in the United States was reported ot 

to the Bureau of Mines by 41 producers operating in 17 Statesin 1942, = 

compared with 49 producers in 17 States in 1941. The decline in out- ce 

put from 86,503 short tons in 1941 to 71,500 tons in 1942 and the © 

decrease of 8 in number of producers were caused primarily by the a 

1 Soper, E. K., and Osbon, C.C., The Occurrence and Uses of Peat in the United States: Geol. Survey ay ‘s 

. Bull. 728, 1922, p. 92. 1021 Os
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“.__ elosing of some plants for the duration of the war and a shortage of —s, 
-- labor at others. Some of the operators indicated that former employ- 
_ ees are in the armed forces and that the plants will not reopen until __ - 
ce the war is over. Be | | _ ‘The average value of peat per ton was $7.23 in 1942, compared — 
*- . with $7.60 in 1941.° Production and value for the years 1937 to 1942 
ro, _ are shown in the following table. a a | 

Bho . Po - Peat produced in the United States, 1937-42 | : 

Bo Year ‘ons Value |p Year | Sons Value 

108s] 51,223 | $308,156 || 1940. | z0007 | get6, 90s a ae | 1988... eee] 45,933 | 286,127 |) 1941. TTT] 62503 | "6573556 Co W9BD I] 55,488 | 362, 066 |} 194207 TTTITTIITIIITIIIIT] 3 500 | 516, 887 , 

me. Kigure 1 illustrates graphically the trend in production and value 
“es OF peat from 1908 to 1926 and 1934 to 1942. The Federal Govern- | 
“=, Maent made no canvass of the industry from 1927 to 1933, inclusive, _ 

and no data for these years are available. 9 _ 7 

hie fe. Ba Be p—Value, 3 pe (WS fo —— F\—7 81 

Whoo. | : 2 ay ! Peqe0 | / , 3 , 
et We Ji," , one ve , 

po fa tf ot me Me 1905 1910 1915 — 1920 192 530 1935 1940 ‘085. _ 

7 , : FiguRE 1.—Quantity and value of peat production, 1908-42; no data available for 1927-33. | | 

re In 1942 the producing States, in order of output, were: Illinois, ~ 
! New York, Michigan, New Jersey, Iowa, Maine, Pennsylvania, Cali- 

fornia, Minnesota, Florida, Wisconsin, Connecticut, Ohio, Georgia, © 
Massachusetts, Washington, and New Hampshire. In 1941 New York 

| led in output and was followed by Illinois, New Jersey, and Michigan; 
the order of the other States also varied from that in 1942. oe 

Peat humus comprised 53 percent of the total production in 1942; 
reed or sedge peat, 31 percent; and moss peat and other, 16 percent. 
Peat humus was produced in 9 States, reed or sedge peat in 8, and 

| moss peat in 7. | 
- One plant reported production of kiln-dried peat; 12, raw peat; 14, 

shredded peat; and 8, cultivated peat. :
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No Peat is used for soil improvement on lawns, golf courses, and gardens, 5 

and at greenhouses and nurseries; as packing material for plants, he 
| shrubs, eggs, fruits, vegetables, and fragile articles; forinsulatingmate- © 

vial; and as litter for livestock and poultry. The principal use of peat 9 = os 

. .. in the United States is in agriculture and horticulture as a soil condi- 2 AS 

_ tioner and an ingredient of fertilizer. In 1942, of the total peat sales = os 

a 61 percent was used for soil improvement, 30 percent in mixed ferti-  —- pe 
... lizers, and 9 percent for other purposes. No sales of peat for fuel in ee 

- 1942 were reported, although in some European countries it is used . 4 

eo extensively for this purpose; reports indicate that efforts are bemg —§ va 
ne made to extend its use in countries where supplies of fuels customarily ary 

~ used are deficient. ne re 

ce On - IMPORTS oe oo Ee 

---:- Jn 1939;"before the war became world-wide, peat moss imported for fey 

~. eonsumption in the United States totaled 78,611 short tons valued at —- uk 
«$1,204,883. In 1942 the quantity imported was 49,236 tons, but the => og 

_- reported value of $1,219,473 was slightly greater than the value of a 

1989 imports. Imports were received from 15 countries in 1939, and =X 
in that year, as in many earlier years, Germany was the chief source + 

| of supply. | Netherlands and Sweden also exported large quantities == «4 
of peat moss to the United States. In 1942 all imports came from =! 
Canada and the United Kingdom, the former supplying 49,100 tons et 

and the latter only 136 tons. " In 1939 imports from Canada were only —s_. a 

. 6,922 tons and those from the United Kingdom 785 tons. Itisevi- 4 
dent from these figures that Canada, now supplying much of the peat —s.. oA 

’- moss imported, has replaced Germany, Sweden, Netherlands, and on 

- other European countries as the source of imported peat.“ gs 

PO -_. Peat moss imported for consumption in the United States, 1987-42 _ a 

: Year “a . Value | Year * Z Value es 

: 1 86,871 | $1,219,127 || 1940..........---.--------- 21,689 | $454,682 
| - 1988.._..--.-..-..-------| 69,509 | 1,092, 942 || 1947_-----_---2-2.---------| 30, 342 704,264 Oh 

, 1989. --wsscsssccsoseaea| 78611 | 1,204,883 |) J94227TTTT LTT) 49,286 | 1,219,478 
. . : ; » 4S 

oo With the drastic reduction of imports subsequent to 1939, peat | a 
| producers in the United States were presented with an excellent og 

| opportunity to expand their markets and increase production; how- - te 
ever, the dosing of some plants because of labor shortages and cur- oe _ 

tailment of activities at others for the same reason prevented operators ey 

from taking full advantage of the situation in 1942. | hy 
The pre-war values of the imported product are considerably lower of 

than those of 1942. The average value per ton was $15.33 in 1939, oe 

_. eompared with $24.77 a ton for 1942. This increase is attributable - e 

almost entirely to the high value of the Canadian product. Oo ds 

yh
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“=. Peat moss imported for consumption im the United States, 1941-42, by countries = 

Be : . - Pe Poultry and stable grade - . Fertilizergrade = it - oe ; 

ek - Short _| | short | vy... | short | vy | short | po pee oe | ‘tons’ Value | tons | Value tons Value” tons | ‘Value ote 

= Canada.............-|. 12,145 | $308,416 | 36, 164 | $043,385 | 47,053 | $374,143 | 12, 936 $273,576 
woe Germany..--.-2-- 16 | 888. |--------+-| 2-2} eee [eee] 
moe _ ‘United Kingdom 1.._ 34 578 |.-.-------|---------- 1,094) 20,7389 | == 186 | 2, 512 

fo 99,195 | 809, 382 | 86,164 | 943,385 | 18, 147, 304,882 | 13,072| 276,088 = 

Oe ld _ 1 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. es . — _ - 

oo WORLD PRODUCTION: es —s—i‘“—s;s~S 

~~ Reports from some foreign countries indicate that peat is being 
» “used extensively as fuel; however, complete production data cannot = 
a be obtained until after the war. The following table shows available 

statistics on world output of peat, 1938-42, 

= oe : | World production of peat, 1988-42, by countries! eo | | 

pee {Compiled by B.B, Waldbauer} = : 

ee Country! | 1988 | 1980 | todo ton | tee 

cree -2  Ganada: oe ee es ie fp | | re 
te Fuel_.._.-....----.------- metric tons_. 454] | 404 27] | 322 | — :191 - 

Pipe Peat moss__....----.------------do_---| g 8 15,591 | 25,222 40,747 
A ~. Denmark.._..-...-..-----.----.----.do....| (2 2). —- | 8.2, 500, 000 | ® 2, 500, 000 | 2 4, 600, 000 
ye Hire__---...---2.------22---------.-- do. _} (2) 1 @ — | | 5, 398, 274 |. (4). . 
Bee Estonia..........-.-..-.-...----.--.d0_.__| 185, 600 (8) () (?) - (8) 
Boe Finland... 222 ee--------------doi-| ®t GO 3 30,000 | —3100,000 |  %200,000 | 
ae -. Latvia: | ne 
Me Litter...................cubie meters_ -90, 369 80,000; (2) (2) (4) 
S| - | ‘Waste...-.-..222222222 edo. 14, 901 ~ 20,000; @® ©  & m()) 
woke . Insulation_...................-..do___- 2, 440 . 8, 000 @ | (2) (2) . 
ee Lithuania_.__................metrie tons_- 180,000 } 230,000. () 7 (8) () 
Be Netherlands_-_.._...........-.--..-.-do_.._}. 800, 000 - 822, 400 “842, 000 (?) (2) . 

ob Norway.-......-2-----------2--2-2:.d0.---}  - @) @®.- (?) ~~ £60, 000 4 120, 000. . 
| Sweden: | 
i Fuel__.........-.-----.----.----do___- 25, 711 — 22, 953 3 25, 000 3 400,000 | 21,000, 000 
me, Litter, baled. _._.._._..-.-...-..do__.- 99, 998 @) (?) (2) (2) 

Litter and ‘“‘mull,’”’ unbaled 
: - 7 a cubic meters - 36, 578 (?) (2) (2) (?) 

; . “Mull,” baled_.._........metric tons-_- 31, 959 (2) () (3) (2) 
. Switzerland.........................do___- 10, 000 15, 000 12, 000 @  .f (2) 

U.8.8. R__.-- 2 ..-------d0_.__} 26, 460, 700 (2) ©) (2) (2) 
” United States_......----------------d0-..- 41, 669 50, 333 © 63, 591 78, 474 64, 863 

1In addition to countries listed Argentina, Austria, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, and Poland 
. produce peat, but data of production are not available. 

2 Data not available. 
3 Estimated. 
4 Estimated production of a factory at Vigra, near Aalesund. . | 

| a
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GENERAL REVIEW 

- Outstanding effects of the war on the supply and demand for all 5“ 
- oils in 1942 were the sharp decline in civilian gasoline demand owing 

to the necessity_of conserving both tires and motor vehicles; the = = ©§ ° 

-- readjustments in refinery operations and yields resulting from the = 

: drop in gasoline demand and the rise in fuel-oil requirements; a = =< + 
’ . major recession in imports, accompanied by a substantial gain in | ae 

exports; the drastic curtailment of oil consumption in the Atlantic nw 
: Coast States resulting from the diversion of tankers to war uses and 

the substitution of new overland transport routes; and the large =. > 
increase in the total demand for oil in the Pacific Coast district. _ ere 

. ‘The total demand for all oils reached a peak of 1,595 million barrels |; 
- in 1941 and decreased about 32 million barrels (2 percent) im 1942, 0 0-04, 

The principal changes compared with 1941 were a drop of 72 million  =— 

- barrels in the total demand for. motor fuel, a gain of almost 20 million - 
barrels in the total demand for residual fuel oil, and an increase of ey 

17 million barrels in the demand for distillate fuel oil. The decline UNS 
; in total demand would have been greater except for liquidation of ye 

almost 37 million barrels of stocks of refined oilsin areas where normal  =—sis 
transportation facilities were sharply curtailed. In the East Coast oA 
district such stocks were reduced almost to bare working levels, In 9 | 
view of the large increases in the direct war demands for oil products, ese 

| a substantial increase in total demand might have been expected in mars 

1942 rather than a decrease. To visualize the effect of various - | = 
restrictions on civilian consumption properly it would be necessary Se 
to set up an estimated normal demand for 1942 rather than to make > 
direct comparisons between actual 1941 and 1942 data. an 

: _t Data for 1942 are preliminary; detailed statistics with final revisions will be released later. So . 

| a 1025, Oe
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Be _ The progressive readjustment in refinery operations in 1942 resulted . 
“from a 5-percent decline in the amount of crude refined as well as from 
: the substantial gain in fuel-oil demand and the sharp reduction in __ 
* . gasoline demand. This situation was complicated further by a 62- ee. million barrel drop in imports, consisting primarily of heavy crude and __ Bee fuel oils. As the result of these various factors, the average yield of. | =e gasoline was reduced 4.5 percent, whereas the yield of residual fuel __ 
«Oil was increased 2.6 percent and that of distillate fuel 1.3 percent. | 
ae _ The production of crude petroleum totaled 1,385 million barrels m 
#--—--1942, and the demand for domestic crude petroleum amounted to 
4 1,395 million barrels. Compared with 1941, there was a decline of _ 
“17 million barrels in crude production and a decrease of 26 million 
i. > barrels in crude demand. ‘The recession. in total demand for all oils ° 

and the large withdrawals from refined stocks tended. to reduce the 
H.. demand for domestic crude petroleum, but the effect was largely i. ofiset by the sharp drop in total imports, = 
bo moe Total demand for all oils in the United States, 1988-42 
Mi cS | a | ae oy _ [Millions of barrels]_ Be ee 

Pear = i sat | yer F ps a a 
HER 1933.--2....-} 868.5} 106.7 | 975.2 |} 1938... | 4871! 193.71 1,380.8 By 1934... 920.2 |. 114.5 1,034.7 |} 1939_..------2...-] 1,281.1 188. 9 1,420.0 - ye 10BBL ep 988.7 | 129.0} 1112.7 | 1940-7 bee | «305 | as ae 1936.........-.--| | 1,092.7. 132.0} 1,224.7 || 1941... 2-2 1, 485.8 | 108.8; 1,594.6 ae a 1987... -----=----~ 1, 169.7 172.8 | 1,342.5 (W421. ---.--| 1,442.0 121.1] 1,563.1 | 

eo “a — | 1Subject.to revision. . | ' | | | | , . 

«=. . The combined demand for motor fuel, residual fuel oil, and dis- | 
a... tillate fuel oil represents. about 80 percent of the total demand for all : 
<. __ oils... .A brief review of the demand and supply trends for these three 
ae _ products will reflect the most significant changes in the oil situation in 
a 1942 compared with 1941. — Co | 
ck _. The total demand for motor fuel declined from 695 million barrels 
a “in 1941 to 622 million in 1942—a 10-percent decrease. The average > 
7 yield of gasoline from crude petroleum fell from 44.2 percent in 1941 
oe _ to 39.7 percent in 1942. The refinery output was supplemented by a 

reduction of over 15 million barrels in finished gasoline stocks com- 
a pared with an increase of over 8 million barrels in 1941. Exports of De motor fuel rose from 27 million barrels in 1941 to 36 million in 1942, 

| _ and domestic demand decreased from 667 million barrels in 1941 to 
586 million in 1942. As the rapidly expanding military requirements 
for gasoline are included in domestic demand, the decline in civilian 
consumption was materially greater than the total decline in domestic 

oo demand. According to the best estimates available, the decline in 
| the civilian automotive use of motor fuel in 1942 was about 105 million 

Oo barrels or approximately 18 percent. In evaluating the actual effect 
of the curtailment in civilian consumption, this decline might reason- 
ably be compared with an expectation of at least a 5-percent normal 
increase in 1942 based upon the increase in the number of motor 
vehicles in use on January 1, 1942, compared with January 1, 1941. 

| As the total indicated decline in gasoline demand in the Eastern 
States (Petroleum Administration for War District 1) was about 46 
million barrels in 1942, it would appear that about half of the total 
national decline in civilian automotive use occurred in that area.
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po - The total demand for residual fuel oil rose to 417 million barrels = = 
.- in-1942—a gain of almost 20 million barrels or 5 percent compared 

_ with 1941. This increase was all in domestic demand, as exports coe 
showed a small decline. Three major changes of about equal im- Ra 

_ portance featured domestic demand. Railroad consumption in- © “% 
ie ereased by about 20 million barrels, the rise in naval requirements =~ ;\; 

_ was probably of similar magnitude, and a decline of about the same ==>”. 
| amount is indicated as the result of conversions to coalandrationing. = at 

On the supply side, imports were 20 million barrels less; withdrawals AS 
’. from storage rose from 5 million barrels in 1941 to 21 million in 1942; © 
. transfers from crude to residual were 6 million barrels greater; and = 

refinery production increased from 342 million barrels in 1941 to _ ls 
359 million in 1942, with an increase in yield from 24.3 percent t0.26.9 © (“4 

. percent. ed ey | ee ae 

- Salient statistics of crude petroleum, refined products, and natural gasoline. in the = coat 
: : a United States, 1938-42 oo. eS 

, . , | oo : a : | : . . ; oo ; : LS OT | ’ ae 

: Be a 1938. «| #41939. | 1940 | 1941. | 19491° | a4 sae 

- Crude petroleum: = So Sf fe ue wo Pe Ae 
a ~~ Domestic production___. thousands of barrels *...|1, 214, 355 |1, 264, 962 |1, 353, 214 11, 402,228 | 1,385,479. . 0. 

. . World production_:__.-_..........--.---do.._-|1, 988, 041 |2, 085, 444 |2, 141, 721 |2, 212, 332 | 2° 054, 318 cg, 
a United States proportion of world production - ae | 2 - 1 UE 

| a , | . _. percent -. 61 61 638) OB CBT ay oes 
ol — Imports 8______.._....-...thousands of barrels ?__| 26, 412 33, 095 42, 662 -50,606} | 12,207 Eas 

a Exports.__......2---22.-2--2 222-02 --d0_... 477, 254 | 4 72, 076 4 51, 496 . 3 33, 238 og 33, 834 Tg aoe 

- _ Stocks, end of period: — ta oo = fo fee ae 

| _. Gasoline-bearing erude...-...........d0....} 274,165 | 230,978 | 264, 070 [{,247- 499 |\ o34,a5¢0 
| ce California heavy crude...-........---.do....| 16,467} 13,330 | 11,906 | 10,179} 10, 868 es 

Runs to stills. __......-----.---.----_----.d0.:_-|1, 165, 015 |1, 237, 840 |1, 204, 162 |1, 409,142 | 1,333,760 ge 
- * Total value of domestic production at wells | . ef og eb. — ne 

- SO _ thousands of dollars: -}1, 373, 060 |1, 204, 470 |1, 385, 440 11, 602, 000 |61, 620, 000. . Oe Sgt 
: Average price per barrel at wells__.....-.----.-:-----| . $1.18 | — $1.02 $1.02} $1.14 6$1. 17 oe 
| - Total producing oil wells in the United States, . . . oO SNS 
- Dee. 81......---,---------------------=--------| 369,640} 380,390 | 389,010] 399,980/ (200 eo 
a Total oil wells completed in the United States ; . 4 . oo ce 
a | during year....--..-.--------2-----1-.---.-----| 18,483. | 17, 485 19, 125. 19,195 | 10,302 ey 
= _. Refined products: . oe ae : : ee ee mo abst 
oo - Imports 4......--.-.-.---thousands of barrels 3__| 27,896 | 25,965 |. 41,089 |. 46,536.) 22,7770 9 * wa 

Exports 4_......----.-.--------------------d0....} 116,474 | 116,883 | 78,970 | 75,592 | 87,208 

- _ Stocks, end of period_._......--.-..-------d0_.-:} 272, 241 268, 109 |{ 28 dpe pretty } 247, 554. | ve 
: Output of motor fuel_...--..--------------do...-} . 569, 162 | 611,043 | 616,695 | 701,204 | 607,011 ° © “4 

Yield of gasoline... .._.....--.--------.- percent. . 44.3 45.0_ 43.1 44.2 39.7 | wnt 
: Completed refineries, end of year_.-._.-.--.1.--- 538 547 556 {| = 22 | 471 OA 

_. Daily crude-oil capacity ofrefineries __ |. _— rn aN 
: thousands of barrels?..| 4,509/ 4,629) 4,719| 4,957 4, 899 ye 

Average dealer’s net price (excluding tax) of gaso- - | gee 
, line in 50 United States cities..centspergallon® | 10.04] 9.88 9.08 9, 49 10, 44 es 

| Natural gasoline: : | pe : | eae, 
Production.._.....--...--thousands of barrels?_.}| 51, 347 51, 650 55, 700. ee 83, 567 phy ek | . -- | : - 5 ee Stocks, end OF Der OD nn — an mnnnsoecaeceroee Ocoee 488 4,421) 5,704 { 5 4, 437 } 4, 632 og 

* 4 Subject to revision. | | ; ae 7 vp 
? 42 gallons. | _ sO a ay 
3 As reported to the Bureau of Mines. oo oy IN A 
4 Department of Commerce; exports include shipments to noncontiguous Territories. | - 4 
§-For comparison with succeeding year. | oy NY 
¢ Estimated. ‘ oS OS 

| 1 Figures not available. . . 1 
* American Petroleum Institute. . ae oN 

mo | , | | a Oo ae 
° ae aq. owes ' by 

The total demand for distillate fuel oil increased from 190 million © x 
barrels in 1941 to 207 million in 1942—a 9-percent gain. Exports “ae 
rose from 17 million barrels to 23 million and domestic demand from oy 
173 million barrels to 184 million. About 70 percent of the total | a 
domestic demand is used for heating purposes. In view of the larger on 

_ number of. oil-heating installations in use in 1942, a substantial a 
: ay
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—'. increase in demand was anticipated, but this expected gainwasreduced —S_ 
‘. by the rationmg program effective in the last quarter of 1942. The — | 
"-.._ principal changes in supply in 1942 were a decrease of about 2 million __ 
‘>... barrels in imports, a reduction of over 4 million barrels in’ stocks | 
="... gompared with a stock increase of 7. million in 1941, and a gain of 
~.-... about 8 million barrels in refinery production with an increase in | 
“es. yield from 13.4 percent in 1941 to 14.7 percent in 1942. oe 7 
cs > From. a regional viewpoint, the outstanding changes in oil demand  —_ 

eo jn, 1942 were the rapid rise in demand.in the Pacific Coast district  __ 
--. and the sharp curtailment in normal consumption in the Atlantic 
= ~~ Coast States. California was the main source of.oil supply for-war 
eo... operations in the Pacific and an important supplier of fuel for ex-  _ 
:*  panding war industries and increasing railroad traffic. The Atlantic : 
st Coast area consumed about 38 percent of:the total demand for all  —— 
‘+. oils in 1941 and felt the full effect: of the major disturbances in trans- 
ho". portation in 1942, © | 

ys "he increase in the total demand for all oils in the Pacific Coast - 
“area, has been one of the major results of the changes due to the war. 
=. The demand for all oils approximated 246 million barrels in both | 

4939 and 1940. It rose to 256 million barrels in 1941 and to 279 
...-, million in 1942. Exports and noncontiguous shipments have dropped 

steadily from 61 million barrels in 1939 to 23 million in 1942. Ship- _ 
“<-* ~ ments by boat and rail to States outside the Pacific Coast market _ 
os". area have likewise slumped from about 11 million barrels in 1939 to _ 
«.. -3°million. in 1942. This sharp reduction in outside shipments has 
»« been much more than offset by the rapid increase in railroad, war 
=... ‘industry, and military and naval requirements in the five States con- 
“a. gtituting the dometic market area. This domestic demand has in- © 
uc}... greased from about 174 million barrels in 1939 to 213 million in 1941 
&- . and 253. million in 1942. The major factor in the 40-million-barrel __ 
a)... gain in domestic demand in 1942 was the 28-million-barrel increase __ 
Be in the demand for heavy fuel oils. The production of crude petroleum 
eles ‘in 1942 was 24 million barrels above the 1939-40 level and was sup- © 

ae plemented by a withdrawal from stocks of all oils of about 12 million 
an barrels. | | | a 

So ~ In contrast with the sharp rise in oil demand in the Pacific Coast. 
oe district, the war has brought a severe curtailment of consumption in —— 
a _ the Atlantic Coast States. ‘The indicated demand for all oils in this 

aa area (Petroleum Administration for War District 1) fell from 607 
i. million barrels in 1941 to 509 million in 1942—a decline of 98 million 

oo barrels (16 percent). In normal times, the major part of the supply | 
_ was delivered by boat from the Gulf coast and from foreign sources. 
7 _ The diversion of tankers to war uses shifted the burden of transporta- 

tion to new overland routes that required organization of a huge 
: tank-car movement, construction of new pipe lines, and increased use 

of inland waterways. The total indicated demand for motor fuel 
| rose from 214 million barrels in 1940 to 236 million in 1941 and was 

reduced to about 190 million in 1942—a decline of 19 percent for the 
a year. Compared with 1941, gasoline consumption during the first 

. quarter of 1942 showed a slight gain but was reduced by 23 percent 
| in the second quarter, by 28 percent in the third quarter, and by 23 

percent in the fourth quarter. A sharp reduction in deliveries to 
| distributors was followed by inauguration of a gasoline-rationing 

system in May that reduced civilian consumption more drastically
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- than in other districts, where rubber conservation was the main 2s 

objective. a ee 
‘Phe supply of residual fuel oil presented a problem second only to 

| that of motor fuel. The long-distance movements of residual oll =. ay 

_. depended on tanker transport, owing to lower cost and the inherent = == 

_ difficulty of moving this heavy product by either tank car or pipe ia 

- Tine. A program was begun early in the year to urge industrial con-— ae, 

- gumers to convert from fuel oil to coal, and these conversions had = 

. reached an annual rate of over 30 million barrels in District 1 by the ~~ 

~ end of the year. The alarming depletion of the total stocks of all 

. oils led to establishment, on October 1, of asystemforrationingheat- =. 

. ‘ing oils in both the Atlantic Coast area and in the ‘Middle West. .  ~ 

Although the cumulative effect of these measures made it possibleto  =— 

meet the most essential requirements during the winter months, an (ws? 

adequate civilian supply for this district remains one of the acute = 

problems in 19438. : el re 

: A brief review of the major factors in the trend of oil supply and = Cock 

o demand, by quarters, beginning with the last quarter of 1941 and ex- SE 

tending through the first quarter of 1943, will give a better perspec- Oe 
tive of the results of increasing war requirements and of progressive = 

. -yestrictions on less essential civilian uses. - ee 

The demand for all oils reached an all-time peak of 422 million — 3 

barrels in the last quarter of 1941, with daily average crude produc- ge 

> tion at a peak of 4,107,000 barrels and erude runs at a peak: of «4 

4,058,000 barrels daily for the quarter, er 

- ~ The total demand for all oils dropped to 408 million barrels inthe =r 

._ first quarter of 1942, but this amount was still almost 11 percent == =; 

= greater than for the same period in 1941. War requirements were cas 

_ ‘Increasing, and the need for curtailing civilian demands was just bee i se = 

a coming apparent. The decline in imports was relatively small, and *; 

. demand was sustained further by a reduction of over 27 million bar- 

: rels in the stocks of refined oils, compared to a liquidation of only -7 ee 

~ ‘million barrels for the same period of 1941. Compared with the first ooh 

: quarter of 1941, average runs to stills gained 146,000 barrels daily 4% 

-. and erude production 366,000 barrels daily, although about one-half sey 

| of this increase was reflected in a rise in crude stocks. The total | Tg 

| demand for motor fuel increased by almost 5 percent, for residual +g 

fuel oil by over 12 percent, and for distillate fuel oil by almost 12 ae 

_ percent. : — : — nS 

_.. In the second quarter of 1942 the effects of the disturbance Mm ag 

-. normal transportation and the necessity of conserving rubber became © ae 
- more apparent. The demand for all oils was almost 3 percent less - 8 

- -than in the same period of 1941. Imports declined 16 million ‘bar- Ms 
rels, refined stocks were reduced almost 21 million barrels, and crude any. 

| stocks dropped over 11 million barrels. Compared with the second a 

quarter of 1941, average runs to stills decreased 323,000 barrels daily oe 

and crude production 203,000 barrels daily. The reduction of almost ong 

; 11 percent in the total demand for motor fuel was the major factor, fo 

- gecompanied by smaller relative gains of 6 percent in the total de- 8 
‘mand for residual fuel oil and about 9 percent for distillate fuel oil. 4 

| With rapidly dwindling stocks and reduced tanker movements, the = 

supply situation in the East coast became a serious problem, and yy 

- gteps were taken to restrict civilian consumption of motor fuel and : 

: to urge industrial plants using fuel oil to convert to coal. Pe
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Supply and demand of all.oils in the United: States in 1942, by:months = ve ee 
. [Including wax, coke, asphalt, and still gas, in thousands of barrels] __ : re Lo a & oo 

7 | To fae PP pe ens es ns (total) Nes | Jan. Feb. Mar. | April | May June | July |. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. | Dee. Total | - a . See 

New supply: _ Po pp a eg 
Domestic production: ” foe. oS + - 8 . Me, | 6 NRE a Crude petrolenm..............----| 128, 262 | 113, 961 | 114, 473 | 105, 053 | 110, 192 | 108, 595 |. 111, 782 | 120, 429 | 115,801 | 120,311 | 116, 101 | 120, 519 |1,385, 479 | 1,402,228 . Natural gasoline. _.-.....-..-.-----| 7,488 | 6,768 | 7,020 6,257 |. 6,718 | 6,558| 6,804) 7,028] 6,998| 7,256| 7,156| 7,516| 83,567). 80.855 ae Benzol..........------------ eee 208 189 200 | .--------|-----+-+.]--------- waeee tees | + teeree-[-eeee eee -|een een e eee -- eee ees feneee eee} 9 887] 8B, 

y Total production................| 135,958 | 120,918 | 121,693 | 111,310 | 116,910 | 115,153 | 118, 886 | 127,457 | 122,799 | 127,567 | 123,257 | 128, 035 |1, 469, 643 | 1, 486, 518 5 es 
' Imports: . od _ a a a po | SC ee 

Crude petroleum_-_.-.-.-.-.-.-...-| 3, 554 3, 068 2, 058 1,109.| 849 540 | 185 | 315 | - -236 111} 74]. 248 12,297) 50,606 = eft | Refined products..---.-_-.----. _-| 3,933 | 4,009] 3,496] 1,804) 739 437 | 687 | 829 |, GOL] 2,450] 1,964) 1,788.) 22,777 | 46,586 
Total new supply, all oils_........] 143,445 | 127,995 | 127,247 | 114,313 | 118, 498 | 116, 130.| 119, 358 | 128, 601 | 123,636 | 180,128 | 125,295 | 130,071 |1, 504, 717 | 1,683,660 Be ye Change in stocks, all oils..........---.-| —2, 519 | +2, 691 | —9,874 |—18, 552 | —8,200 | —9, 224 | —7,353 | +5,862 |. —1,501 | —470 |. —9,047 | —5, 128 | 58,405 —10,049 & © x. 

Demand: — . , - ' oo fe | _ Me Total i 145, 964 | 125,304 | 137,121 | 127,865 | 126,698 | 125,354 | 126,711 | 122,739 | 125,227 | 130,508 | 184,342 | 135,199 (1,563,122 | 1,504,609 
Crude petroleum......... -.-.--..| 1,522] 1,336 | 1,887] 2,973} 3,709]. 3,601| 3,370] 4,073] 3,240]. 3,264] 2,826] 2,043] 33,834| 33,938. Bs |S SESEES Refined products....-.........--..|__ 6,761 | 5,238 | 7,139 | 7,130 |. 6,097 | 7,775 | 10,780 | 6,680 | 5,702 | 9,026] 6,818 | 8,140 | 87,205 | 75,502 w cee 

Domestic demand: . 7 oO a fo | fo oO es Motor fuel........--..--.---..-----] 49,223 | 42,415 | 50,440 | 49,306 | 52,512 | 49,945') 54,228 | 48,606 | 49,828 | 49,793 | 50,413 | 39,280} 536,088| 667,55 FA Kerosine........--.----------------| 9,750] 7,690] 7,230] 5,516] 4,580] 3,653} 3,266| 4,039| 5,012| 5,367| 5,684| 7,827| 69,614| 69,469 - een Distillate fuel oil.....--.-.-.----.-.| 24,981 | 21,671 | 18,517 | 13,769 | 11,191 | 11,187] 6,987 10,649 | 13,800 13,050] 15,900| 22,610| 1843121 172824 mo 9. Residual fuel oil. ..........-....-..] 87,701 | 34,275 | 36,803 | 34,109 | 31,414 | 31,040 | 30,104 | 30,600 | 30,442 | 38,830 | 35,376 | 37,779 | 403,473 | 383,422 © -~ = Lubricating oil............---------| 2,680 | 2,453 | 2,615 | 4,781 | 2,525 | 2,665| 1,962] 2,198| 2967| 9112] 2,598] 2932] 297018| 30,255 Tess Miscellaneous......--....---...----| 18,346 | 10,226 | 12,490 | 12,182 | 14,670 | 15,498 | 16,014 | 15,964 | 14,936 | 14,156 | 14,727 | 15,279 | 169,488] 162,304 % Nee 
| Total domestic demand..........| 187,681 | 118,730 | 128,095 | 117,753 | 116, 802 | 113,988 | 112, 561 | 111,986 | 116,285 | 118,308 | 124,608 | 125, 016 |1, 441, 993 | 1, 485, 779 es 

SS SS SS SS ELLS=_|_ SSS | Se | ee | ee | : ey es Stocks: . | oo ef . es Gasoline-bearing erude in U. 8.........] 258, 581 | 260, 844 / 261, 832 | 257,761 | 264, 577 | 2b1, 421 | 245,026.| 244,125 | 240, 048 | 297,361 | 234,100 | 234,854 | 234,354 |{, 240 £09 
Heavy crude petroleum in California_ “| 10,543 | 11,229 | 11,787 | 11,434 | 11,168) 10,892 10,950] 10,706 10,167| 10,868 10,724 | 10,865 | 10,865 10,179 
Natural gasoline..................-----| 4,802 | 5,209 5,620} 6,043 | 6,568) 6,517 | 6,588 |. 6,405] 6,056] 5,424 |. 4,996) 4,632) 4,632 |f $275 
Refined products. .................-.-.] 284,415 | 278, 700 | 266,919 | 257, 318 | 252, 048 | 246, 302 | 245,215 | 252, 405 | 255,784 | 257,927 | 252,718 | 247, 554) 247,554 |{ , 290875 

Total, all oils....................| 553,201 | 555,982 | 546,108 | 532,556 | 524, 356 | 515, 182 | 607,779 | 518, 641 | 512,050 | 511,680 | 502,533 | 497,405 | 497, 405 { , Boe 28 aE 
.  ! Subject to revision. _- * Preliminary figures for Jan. 1, 1942. Hs : 7 a a ee
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_ In the third quarter of 1942, the demand for all oils was 9 percent =" as 
He less than in the same period of 1941. Imports were almost 23 mil- Ss 
- lion barrels less. Efforts to rebuild depleted stocks of refined oils re- RE 

) ~ gulted in a gain of about 10 million barrels, but crude ‘stocks were | a 
. reduced further by 12 million barrels. Although crude runs and = —-¥ 

' crude production were substantially above the low levels of the second = 
¥ . quarter, the daily average was still 305,000 and 112,000 barrels, re- “ag 
-* spectively, below the third quarter of 1941.. The total demand for 
- motor fuel showed a relative decline of 17 percent from the previous ot 

year, while the gain in residual demand was less than 5 percent and =. 38 
: for distillate fuel oil only 6 percent. A gasoline-rationing system was, 
. inaugurated in May in the Eastern States, restrictions were placed ae) 
: on the distribution of distillate fuel. oil, and further conversions of =~ «0.8 
-° jndustrial plants from oil to coal became effective. = = =. = | owe 

: The total demand for all oils was only about 5.percent less in the ge 
last quarter of 1942 than in the same period of 1941. Imports were es 
22 million barrels less than in 1941. . Crude production and runs to em 
tills continued to rise, but the daily averages were, respectively, . 

: 228,000 and 340,000 barrels daily below the all-time peaks of the last a 
_ quarter of 1941. The total demand for gasoline showed a relative SE 

decline of over 15 percent, whereas the demand for residual fuel oil | og 
2 increased only 2 percent and for distillate fuel oil about 8 percent above co 
: the previous year. Gasoline rationing was established on a Nations 4, 

wide basis in December, but its effect on total demand was obscured = 
: by heavy advance stocking by consumers. Inauguration of the ration- et 

ing of heating oils in the mam consuming areas on October 1 reduced). 2s st 
potential demand materially, but the effect was modified by the sub- >! 
stantial gain in the number of installations compared with the previous ot 

: year. The small gain in residual demand indicated that the large _ 8 
increases in naval and railroad consumption were largely offset by the say a 

. cumulative effect of conversions to coal, of increased prices, or of ann: 

. actual inability to procure adequate supplies in some districts. = 4 
- . he total demand for all oils in the-first quarter of 1943 was about = =—s_— Lae 

[ 9 percent less than in the same period of 1942 but’'was almost 1 percent =} 
greater than the comparatively low level of the first quarter of 1941. a 
For the succeeding quarters of 1943, total demand may exceed ‘the | 
«1942 levels, as’ war requirements and exports progressively increase => nd 

: and as civilian consumption reaches essential mmimum levels. oo og 

| ee RESERVES _ a 
Reserves of crude oil on January 1, 1943, were estimated by the — sk 

American Petroleum Institute Committee on Petroleum Reserves at a" Et 
20,082,793,000 barrels. These reserves include only crude oil and ae 

| distillate in known and proved fields and recoverable by present pro- ne 
duction methods. Additions to reserves during 1942 totaled 1,878,- oy 

~ 976,000 barrels; but only 260,051,000 barrels represented new pools oy 
_ discovered during the year, and 1,618,925,000 barrels represented te 

upward revisions of reserve estimates for fields discovered before 1942. “S 

Although estimated reserves are more than 14 times the amount of sy 
petroleum produced in the peak year 1941, warnings of a shortage are — a 
increasing. It was pointed out that if the demands for this nation ay 
and its allies increased materially, new discoveries would be necessary | Sag 
to supply these requirements and yet keep within an efficient rate of oat 

production, GE 

PO a a - | | . a a oo | : vey
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pe Es stimates of proved oil reserves in the United States.on Jan. 1,1987-48, by States! ce 

a | . ee . | SO [Millions of barrels] oe ee / oe . : “ 

State = 1987 | 1988 | 1989 | 1940 | 194d | tee PB 

-... Eastern States: ef . fp | . oe a a Ot: 
: “Tilinois...------------------| 28] LT. BE BBD BIB. ga] 3807, 
os ' Jndiana..---.-----2--------| 8 8 6 .  J4yq° «14 23 32 . oy ee 
Se - . Kentucky-.--.----------=-- 39; 388) 38 44 | 41 — 36 — . Bb Vs 
- - Michigan |. 222270777777727 44; 49| 43] BL 35; 56| — 64. os 
_ | New York_..--------------|. 66; 61] 41] © 35]: 65) Of “Re 
Bh Ohio ITT ga} a] 8] 82 30 37.| BB vod 
ce s Pennsylvania_-..---.------}| . _ 307. 288} - . 200 183 | «188 | | 171. 153 2g SSE 
Be - West Virginia_.--.-...----- 32 a e 46 63 — 80 Pe a 

po | se} eae | oat | a7 | at 7) 
© ‘Central and Southern States: | | | So SE 
eo. 6. Arkansas..-.----------2----| 84], 192]. 188. 320 |. 3061-295 3000 

po Kansas....----------------- 568 601; . 613}  — 726 692 690 O70 
. _» ‘Louisiana....-.-----.------| 524 . 714 1,040 | 1,173] 31,216) 1,830, 1,442 20 peasy 

Mississippi--..-------------|----------]---------+|----------| 7 | 40 807). 4d ere a 
a New Mexico.-_.-----2------[ ©. 471. 547 | 708]. 687 692 |. -— ~675 OTT 
- Oklahoma._.20222--22-sse| 141 F212 | 162} = 1,068] 1,002) 1,088) 69 

 ‘Texas......---------------- 6, 422 8, 248 . 9, 448 9, 768 - 10,624 10, 976 . AI, 546 So we “ 

9210 | 11 514 | 18,154 | 13,744 | 14,572 | 15,082 | 15,662. es 

ae Mountain States: = | | -.- Co me : of a 
me *... Colorado_...-.--22----22---| © 1 | 19; °(18] = 20 . 23 23 , 39 IS 
- Montana.....--------------| 92 109}  105].. 94) - . 89|. = 86} = 86 a 
me Wyoming....----------=---| | 239 266, 261 | 806° 305; = 3804) - 870 ey 

wo a - . 346] 304] = 884] = 4200 a7} 418 | OB 
. ' Pacific Coast States: Califor- | . a - rn ae el 
- nia........-------------a-e-e-| | 2,956} 8,068} 3,189 | 3,582} 3,201| 3,323] 3,197 ae 

_ Other States__-...--.----------|----------|----------|---------- weeenece--} AY], 4 Bes 

Total United States...........] - 18,068 | 15,507 | 17,348 | 18,483 | 19,025 | 19, 589 | 20,088 SS 

- 1 From reports of Committee on Petroleum Reserves, American Petroleum Institute, of the amount of rn 
crude oil that may be extracted: by present methods from fields completely developed or sufficiently ex- 

co plored to permit, reasonably accurate. calculations. The change in reserves during any year represents Se 

me total new discoveries, extensions, and revisions minus production. . Bn ees 

- LEGISLATION AND ADMINISTRATION = = = © 

Among the legislation affecting the petroleum industry was the = 
| O’Mahoney Act,-signed December 24. This act, although passed too noe 

- late to influence operations in 1942, 1s designed to promote exploration aon 
: on public lands... It provides a flat 12%-percent royalty for 10 yearson ss, 

/ all oil and gas produced from new wells in newly discovered fieldson 4 
| public lands in place of the ‘‘Step-scale rates” provided forintheactof = 
*. / : e a . . “4 1 « 

* 1935. Another law suspends antitrust action on acts done to further ss‘ 

- the war program, and yet another gives the Army and Navy pewor ong 
to force reductions in patent royalties. | | | - 8 

Administrative orders by agencies appointed by the President put = = 
the petroleum industry under wartime regulation. The principal tg 
agencies involved were the Office of Defense Transportation, the Office aS 
of Price Administration, and the Office of Petroleum Coordinator 8 

| (changed toward the end of the year to Petroleum Administration 
for War).. 7 a | £4 

The Petroleum Administration for War, in addition to being made we 
- a claimant agency (an agency that has the right to claim a priority oe 

on scarce material), was given the power to issue instructions and . 
| orders relating to all phases of the industry and the means for en- — wn 
| forcing such instructions and orders. ) oe 

| Office of Petroleum Coordinator Conservation Order M-68 and ae: 
War Production Board Preference Rating Order P-98 were two 1m- . 

| --«§56250-—43——_66 | | er
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~-* portant regulatory measures in effect during 1942. The former limited 
drilling, with exceptions, to one well.to each 40 acres and provided for 

ya easy acquisition of drilling and operating material and supplies by | 
<-.-.. operators who conform to the regulation. This order eliminated the - 
~. drilling of an estimated 13,000 wells, with the result that the use of ; 
eS steel for drilling in defined fields was reduced to 60 percent of that in — : 
~ - 1941. Even greater curtailment is promised in future, with a much = | 
.. wider spacing pattern. tt | oe oo - - 
we Preference Rating Order P-98 enabled oil operators to get priority => 
te ratings on scarce material under the Priorities Rating Plan (PRP). = 
.» The Controlled Materials Plan (CMP), a new plan for distributing 
eo scarce materials, came into use January 1, 1943, 6 months being 
; >. allowed for the transition period from the old PRP te the CMP. | 
“«- ‘Under the CMP certain agencies, designated as claimant agencies, | 
es,’ Submit requirements for scarce material to the Controlled Materials .— 
os. Division of the War Production Board. The Controlled Materials = 
*» Division then analyzes the requirement claims and makes allotments 
7 to the claimant agencies through its Requirements Committee, which 
Brie is made up of representatives from each of the claimant agencies, in 
Be addition to one from the Department of State. Claimant agencies  __ 
... then distribute the allotments to the qualified consumers. The 
oon F etrofeum Administration for War was made a claimant agency under 
a this plan. ee, a | 
i... Office of Petroleum Coordinator Directive 59 called for the joint 
Po use of facilities among persons engaged in the petroleum industry 
a. and the joint use of their products in Districts 1, 2, and 3. It was | 
eS designed to eliminate crosshauling and to assure, as far as possible, | 

an equitable proportion of stocks and of sales among the supplies in  —T 
a each area. ‘These acts, illegal under the Sherman antitrust law, were 
“approved by legislation passed in 1942 suspending antitrust action - 
ye on acts done to further the war program. = 3 — | a 
pe Other administrative acts affecting the petroleum industry included 
mo prohibition of the use of tank cars in the Midwest; prohibition of use 
Shes of tin, terneplate, and blackplate for motor-oil cans; prohibition of 

_ . gasoline shipments from the East coast; prohibition of use of benzene _ 
7 - in motor fuel; prohibitions on the use of asphalt and road oil; placing 

of butadiene under allocation control; setting Nation-wide automobile __ 
a speed limit, first at 40 miles per hour then at 35; making United States 

refining processes available to Russia; directing the shipments of 
: specific quantities of products from Districts 2 and 3 to District 1; 

modifying refinery yields; prohibition of manufacture of domestic oil 
burners; prohibition of movement of gasoline to East coast by tank 

| car in favor of fuel oil; and prohibition of use of credit cards for 
gasoline. | 

: PRORATION | 

: Karly in 1942 the Office of Petroleum Coordinator assumed the 
function of prescribing the rates of crude-oil production for the 
States in place of the estimates of market demand that had been 

| issued by the Bureau of Mines theretofore. The Bureau of Mines 
continued to issue the monthly forecast of motor fuel and crude-oil 

: requirements and to supply the Office of Petroleum Coordinator with 
estimates of the market demand for crude oil for the individual States.
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" Production recommendations by the Office of Petroleum Coordi- — +. 
: nator included consideration of reserves and of efficient production —— :. 

yo rates as well as market demand. Beginning in April, recommmenda- —._ 
- tions for production comprised all petroleum liquids, including con- mere 

— densate and natural-gas derivatives as well as crude oil. ae : oa 
i .  Proration in the past generally has been based upon dividing the = 3 
* + - production determined necessary, so that each well received its share == «-'** 

based upon the proration formula in effect. Thus a purchaser might © 
- be required to fill part of his needs with an oil that he did not desire ==" 
: because the proration theory required that the demand be divided  —'—s 
_ °. proportionately among all the oils. Warconditions, however,changed | % 
: this aspect of proration in 1942, and wells producing crudes suitable == 7); 
= ‘for aviation gasoline, high-grade lubricants, and other military require- ©} 

ments were given preference. | _ I 
The Interstate Oil Compact Commission voted at the December ~~ ** 

| meeting to extend the life of the compact to September 11,1947. OO , 
_ The table usually appearing in this section showing market-demand _—_s 
estimates, State allowables, and production has been. suspended os 
because Petroleum Administration for War certified production rates, Ne 

- -which have supplanted the Bureau of Mines estimates of market ke 
- demand, include natural gasoline and distillates and are not com-  —_s_s; 

parable with crude-oil production. = © : re ES 

: CRUDE PETROLEUM | | | a 
Be | SUPPLY AND DEMAND | ae | 4 

/ The total demand for crude petroleum was approximately 1,410 — os 
- million barrels in 1942, compared with 1,472 million in 1941—a.reduc- gt 
- tion of about 62 million barrels or 4 percent. This decline wasdueto ‘\. 
' a drop in the total demand for all oils and an abnormal liquidation of |» 
- . stocks of refined oils. -A 75-million-barrel decrease in crude runs to == 
_. gtills was partly offset by a 13-million-barrel rise in crude used for  ~“% 
“ fuel and losses and a slight gain in crude exports. Compared with oe. 
a 1941, domestic crude production declined by about 17 million barrels, =“ 
- crude imports were reduced by 38 million barrels, and total withdrawals re 
.. from crude stocks were only 12 million barrels or 7 million less than st 

| in 1941. oo | | | . | oe 

| Supply of and demand for crude petroleum in the United States, 1988-42 as 
. a | [Thousands of barrels] . oe i 

SO CO 1988 1989 1940 i941 | gga a 

 Production.........-----------------------| 1,214,355 | 1, 264,962 | 1,353,214 |. 1,402,228 | 1, 385, 479 Me 
Imports 2_..-....-..------------ eee 26, 412 33, 095 42, 662 50,606 | - 12,297 f 
Changes in stocks 3...-...-..--..-...---.-.| 28,913} —37,314| -+23,307| —18,942| —11,844. 8 

Total supply..........-....---------| 1, 269, 680 | 1,335,371 | 1,372,569 | 1,471,776 | 1,409, 620 ae 
Runstostills: = | | Oe 

Domestic..........--------------------} 1,188,828 | 1,204,350 | 1,252,364 | 1,358,246 | 1, 819,178 as 
Foreign. -...-...--..-....-2s.22-..2.-.| ” 26,187 | |’ 33,490] |” 41,798 50, 946 14, 596 4 

| Exports ..-..-..--..sscssesssecssecsseesse.| 77,254] 72,076 | 51,496 | 233,238 | 2:33, 834 os 
Transfers to fuel oil: os 

Pipe-line operations east of California_- 1, 930 2, 125 2,297 | 2, 383 2, 484 | a 
Other transfers. ._..........-...-.._..- 12, 112 10, 284 7, 978 13, 099 19, 255 § 

Other fuel and losses__.......-..------.---| _, 18, 369 13, 046 16, 636 13, 864 20, 278 8 

Total demand..................-----| 1, 269,680 | 1,335,371 | 1,372,569 | 1,471,776 | 1, 409, 620 of 

1 Subject to revision. | os 
2 As reported to Bureau of Mines. —— : " 
* Inclusive of heavy crude in California. mon
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BB PRODUCTION = = Oo 
OY, _ General.—Crude-oil output of 1,385,479,000 barrels-was 16,749,000 —Ss 
_ . barrels less than the 1,402,228,000 produced in 1941. Greatest - 
- «declines were in Illinois—25,937,000 barrels; Texas—22,201,000; and ss 
—.. . Oklahoma—14,012,000. Production increased 18,063,000 barrels in 
mee _ California and 14,394,000 in Kansas. i i ee | 

ae . Oo . - ] 4500 ~ : — —_ . _ = i = : : _ aso. i] . a . / 

ne , , | E 3,500 - ~ — 4 2 ~ wy. 5 350. . : . 

Le ere es H&E. p00 | gated 300 tt . (EARS a - ad 2500; Eng ra ~ 250 a po , - - 

Les oan Te 3 2,000 - f 200 o 4 . 
Woot . g° oo . Oil wells completed a Pes =. oO 

gk Fa f- . d mommemen | : oo 
Focee ~ : oe 5 + 000k ro n. Senos : _Avaroge price “of — —|1.00. ; _ 

. 2 . J a 2 ° 1934 __1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 . 1940 ~ S94T 1942 ‘ poe 

wre a | - FIGuRE 2.—Daily average production of crude petroleum, total number of oil wells completed, and average | 
mee price per barrel of a selected. grade of Oklahoma crude: petroleum in the United States, 1934-42, by  §=—Ss_— 
eee - months, . . ee De So , Hoe | a 

a a , Peiroleum produced in the United. States, 1938-42, and total, 1859-1 942, by States! 

Roe i So -.* [Thousands of barrels] : ge 

ore 4g Tole dt | soso | 1880-1942 

et Production: . 7 - —_ de 7 / oo | 
be, _ Arkansas_....-...-------..-----------| 18,180 | . 21,238 | ~ 25,775 | 26, 327 26, 628 559, 372 
Be . California_.......-...-.-.-.....-------| 249,749 | 224,354 | 223,881 | 230,263 | 248, 326 | 6, 048, 667 
a ~ Colorado.........---..--.---2.2-2---.-| . 1,412. 1,404} 1,626]. 2,150 2,220 | 44,266 
Bo _ Tilinois.....--..----2------------------| 24,075 | 94,912 | 147,647 | 132,393 | 106, 456 938, 521 

-.. Indiana___.-.- 2.22222. 995 ‘1, 711 4, 978 7,411 | ~ 6,748 145, 264 
Kansas....-...--.-..-----------------| 60,064 |. 60, 703 66, 139 83, 242 | 97, 636 |3 1,301, 811 

, ; ‘ Kentucky_.........-.-.-------_--_-- 5,821 |. 5, 621 5,188 | = 4, 762. 4,472 | 4176,395 
oe . Louisiana........-..----.-------.--.--| 95, 208 93, 646 | 103,584 | 115,908 | 115,726 | 1, 291, 623 

. - Michigan.....-........-.-.--.-.......| — 18,745: | 28, 462 19, 753 16,359 | 21,754 | 5 183,219 
Mississippi_....-...-......-----.-----|---------- 107 4,400 |. 15, 327 28, 833 48, 667 

- Montana... 2-2-2 4, 946 5,960 | 6, 728 7, 526 8, 074 99, 092 
Nebraska__....----.---.---.-.-------.|---------- 2 276 1, 898 1, 237 3, 413 
New Mexico_............----...-.---- 35, 759 37, 637 39, 129 39, 569 31, 544 | 6 345, 872 

oe - New York..- -.---- 22-22 te 5, 045 5, 098 4,999 5, 185 §,421-| 7129, 383 
. Ohio... ee 3, 298 3, 156 3, 159 3,510 | 3,543 | 595, 480 

Oklahoma...........-.-........-_..-.| 174,994 | 159,913 | 156, 164 154, 702 140, 690 |3 5,101, 515 . 
Pennsylvania_.._.......---.--------_- 17, 426 17, 382 17, 353 16, 750 17, 779 |? 1,031, 597 
Texas_._-.....---...---------.--.-----| 475,850 | 483,528 | 493, 209 505, 572 | 483,371 | 7, 568, 750 
West Virginia. ...........----.-..--..- 3, 684 3, 580 3, 444 3, 433 3, 574 417, 777 

- Wyoming-____.------- ee 19, 022 21, 454 25, 711 29, 878 31, 392 562, 248 
Other States &..-.- 0 82 94 71 63 60 1, 243 

Total, United States__...-.-.-------|1, 214, 355 |1, 264, 962 |1, 353, 214 /1, 402, 228 |1, 385,479 |26, 594, 125 
Value at wells: ° | 

Total (thousands of dollars)_.._.......{1, 373, 060 |1, 294, 470 1, 385, 440 /1, 602, 000 /1, 620, 000 131, 365, 379 
Average per barrel_.........---....--- $1.13 $1. 02 $1. 02 $1.14 $1.17 $1. 18 

1 For detailed figures by States, 1859-1935, see Minerals Yearbook, 1937, p. 1008. | | 
2 Subject to revision. 
3 Oklahoma included with Kansas in 1905 and 1906. 
4 Includes Tennessee, 1883-1907. __ ; 
5’ Figures represent 1925-42 production only; earlier years included under ‘Other States.” 
6 Figures represent 192442 production only; earlier years included under ‘‘Other States.” 
7 Early production in New York included with Pennsylvania. 
§ Includes Alaska, 1912-33; Arkansas, 1920; Michigan, 1900-19; Missouri, 1889-1911, 1913-16, 1919-23, 

1932-42; New Mexico, 1913, 1919-23; Tennessee, 1916-42; Utah, 1907-11, 1920, 1924~42



..... | Production of crude petroleum in the United States in 1942, by districts, States, and. months — ee 
. - | ; | : [Thousands of barrels} _ | | . ee RE 

oo | | oe Se 9949. Be eo oe oo So the heg 
District and State OTT OS 

| - vane | ebro March | April | May | June | July | August Septem- October Novem- ‘Decem- Total - (total) ae 

DISTRICT | to. fe ce dy fp . | fe ee 3 = my - 
_ Pennsylvania Grade.......--..------------| 2,377 | 2,124| 2,416} 2,402] 2,403] 2,481 | 2,450) 2,404| 2,387| 2,429] 2,185 | 2,244/ 28,302/ 26,808 GW | 

‘Other Appalachian. _.............-.--...--| . 466 455 ‘617 | ~=804 491 . §02 507 478 | 495 486,587 624 6, 112 6,224 0°. eS 
Lima-Northeastern Indiana-Michigan. . ... 1, 647 1, 408 1, 651 1,908 | 1,996 2, 016 I, 944 1,960 |. 1,982} 1,981} 1,846 1,886 | 22,075 16,933. i . OY 
Uilinole Southwestern Indiana_......---.---| 12,121 | 10,204} 10,588 | - 9,640 9,667 9, 106 9, 060 9,017 | 8,486 | 8,666 | 8, 284 8, 247 | 118,175 189, 780° he! re 

-Continent: . |. ef | fo oye 7 Beg 
North Louisiana, Arkansas, and Missis- | ° . co - L Oh - ot . ~ B ees 

sippi..-.....---------------------------| 6,939 6, 656 7, 260 7,292 | 7,259 7, 231 7,293 |- 7,252 7,068 |. 7,054 | 6, 680 6, 673 84,657 | | 66,645 me os 
West Texas and Southeastern New _ . { .- a | een | . Qa. he 

Moexico....--..------------------------| 13,198 | 11,803 | 9,620 | 7,957| 7,811 | .7,846] 8,200] 9,583}. 8,949] 9,580; 9,192] 9,309-| 112,818] 133077 % = | 
East Texas......--.--..-----------------| 12,424 | 10,905 | - 9, 425 6,419 9,822 | 9,368 | 8,947 | 11,335 | 10,826 | 11,328 | 10,825 | 11,247 | 122,871 — 132,486 be. Ae 
Oklahoma, Kansas, North Texas, ete...-| 34,193 | 30,189 | 32,063 | 30,193 | 31,426} 31,1388 | 31,984 | 32,596 | 31,597.) 33,081 | 32,167 | 32,785 | 383,312 | 385,336" ~ ct Se 

. + Gulf Coast._.-.-.--.2--2-.2----2---------] 21,957 | 19,349 | 18,600 | 16,090 | 16,281 |. 15,797 | 16,499 | 19,794} 18,659-] 19,683) 18,992 | 19,849 | 221, 550 225, 649 ze ar 
Rocky Mountain.........------.--.---.--- 3,453 | 3,093 3, 606 3,483 | 3, 634 3, 585 3,555] 3, 580 3,611 | 3,600]. .3, 515 3,576 | 42,191 | 39,957 PP. 

Oalifornia.....--.--------------------------]_19, 487 }_18, 145 |__18,827 |_ 19, 125 }_19, 402 | 19, 525 | 21,303 | 22,480 | 21,792 | 22,423 | 21,828 | 23,989 | 248, 326 | 280,263 van 
Total United States........-.--------| 128, 262 | 113,961 | 114, 473 | 105,053 | 110,192 | 108, 595 | 111,782 | 120,429 | 115,801 | 120,311 | 116,101 | 120, 519 |1, 385, 479 | 1,402, 228 B cs Ao 

STATE i : | ~ i Cte EE 
. Arkansas.....---.-------------------------| 2,281 | 2,072 | 2,302 | 2,148 | 2,287 | 2,223 | 2,208) 2,230]. 2,200] 2,228 | 2,222 | 2,208 | 26,628 | 26,827 yy ce 

California 3__._........--..----------------] 19,487 | 18,145] 18,827] 19,125 | 19,402 | 19,525 | 21,303 | 22,480} 21,702 | 22,493 | 21,828 | 23,989 | 248,326 | 230,208 § = =. | 
| Colorado.......-.-------------.----------<- 196 145 166 170} 200}. 180}. '204] 195 193 196.| 182] '193| 222] 2150 f§ = 9 

Tilinois._..-........-...--------------------|- 11, 503 9,772 | 9,986 9,048 | 9,042} 8,520] 8,483 8,448 | 7,958 8, 136 -7,801.| 7,759 | 106,456 | 182,393 bg coe TE 
Indiana__.........-.-.--------------------- 620 | 624). 604 594 627 | 688 |. 579: 671:| . 29° ~—68B2 | 4B 490 |. 6,743 7,411 Oe 
Kansas___-....._..-...--.......-----------| . 7,650 | 6,687 | 7, 648 7,493 | 7,680} 8,142 8, 625 8, 502 8, 599: 9,077 8, 833 8, 900 97,6386 | 83, 242 me ee 

- Kentucky.._....-.-...-.---------~-------- 344; 3885, 376 356 — 348 355 | = =3861 |. 887 857 346. - 460 | 497 4,472 { 4,762  f es 
Louisiana...............-.......--.--------| 10,863 | — 9,550 | 10,127 9, 205 8, 974 9,141 | 9,731 | 10,300 9, 348 9,670 | 9,425} 9,392 | 115,726 115, 908 ct ete 

=. Michigan.-........-..--------------------- 1, 618 1, 383 1,527] . 1,875 | 1,968 1,986 } . 1,912 1,936 | 1,904}. 1,955 1, 824 1,866 | 21,754]  . 16,359 © S ne 
Mississippi..-.--..-.........-..-----.-----| 2,489} 2,601| 2708| 2,885| 2.6481]. 2,531] 2,469] 2,306) 2,194] 2196] 1,953}; 1,863] 28,833 | 15,327 ©. hs 
Montana.-_...-..-----------.-..-----------] . 679 617 671.| . 660 657 © ‘696 693 © 683 . 678 - 693 ~ 669 678 | « 8,074 —- J, 626 bd ot 
Nebraska......----------------e------ennee] 115 117 122} 118{| 116] . 113] 104] . 99]. — 90 87 | 78 73 | . 1,287 1808 
New Mexico...-...-..---------------------| 8,601 3, 077 2, 554 2,018 | 1,921 |. 2,057 | 2,310] 2,712] 2,714 | 2,904 2, 830 2, 846 $1, 544 39, 569 Oo ts 
New York..-._..---..--.-.-----------------| | 453 405 454 ~ 468 455 | . 467 474 456; 4569, 461 425 4641. 6,421 | = 5, 185 8 oo 
Ohio......-..--..---...-------- eee - 277 262 296 © 317 297 322 ~ 319 297 300 308 280 . 268 8, 543 3, 510 Cf a 
Oklahoma. ._...-_.-..--..---------.--------| 12,653 | 10,982 | 12,424] 11,689 12,039; 11,828 | 12,058 | -11,760 {| 11,404 | 11,616 | 11,110 11,127 | 140,690 | 154,702. «© CE, 

. Pennsylvania... TTT] “1501 | 11382 | 12518 | 1582] 12522 | 17560) 15526] 17508| 1,481.| 11502}. 17359] i3ss| 17779| 16750 «3 oo. 
. Texas.........-..---.--.-.-----------------| 49,1389 | 43,402} 39,223 } 32,430 | 37,121.| 35,379:| 35,492 | 42,626 |. 40,576 | 43,057 | 41,442 | 43,484 | 483, 371 505, 572 TM a 

West Virginia_............--.-.---.--------| . 294 267 310} 313 | 297 306 | §=6806)- 305 . $10 321 | | 267 - 278 3,574} = 8, 483 - Pe 
| Wyoming....-----220202-o20s2ecsoceaecaos 2,523 | 2,281 | 2,725| 2,563| 2,736} 2,671] 2,619 | - 2,613 | 2,702] -2,668| 2,624] 2,667| 31,302| 29878 © = °°. 

7 Other States_..-...-......-.------.-.------4 6 5 5| 6 5: ‘5 6]. 6 4. Bb} 4] 0 4‘ 360 6 
Total United States: 1942.........-.-| 128, 262 | 113, 961 | 114, 473 | 105,053 | 110, 192 | 108, 595 | 111,782 | 120,420 | 115,801 | 120,811 | 116,101 | 120,519 [1,385,479 |... 

. 1941__.....-.--.| 110,446 | 100,659 | 112,648 | 110,550 | 116,941 | 114,854 | 117,843 |. 121,159 | 119,320 | 125,891 | 123,483 | 128, 434 |..........| 1, 402, 228 C eS 
Daily average,'1942.......-.---| 4,138 4,070 3,693 | 3, 502 __ 38, 555 _ 3, 620- 3,606 | 3,885 | 3,860 | 3,881 | 3,870 | 3, 888 8, 796 . 8, 842 OO oS 

1 Subject to revision. — 2 American Petroleum Institute.< | _ § Missouri (44), Tennessee (12), Utah (4), = Me
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s:- "The relative importance of the three outstanding producing States— _ 
n> ‘Texas, California, and Oklahoma—declined further, so that in 1942 
bee they supplied only 63.0 percent of the country total compared with | 
eo 63.5 percent in 1941 and 64.5 percent in 1940 (see fig.3). ~ | | 
Be East Texas remained the greatest producing field, despite a decline | 
Be in 1942. The Wilmington (Calif.) field rose to second place and the =~ 
me Tinsley (Miss.) field to third. | - ee a | 

ee _ Percentage of total crude petroleum produced in the United States, 1933-42, by 
ie | } + principal States a 

Ce - State | 1983 | 1934) 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 19421 a 

Po tBgyag. 44.5] 42.01 394) 389/ 399) 392! 38,2]: 36.4} 36.1] 349 | e. ) California._.-..-.-.----..----| 19.0 | 19.2] 20.9] 195]! 186] 20.6] 17.7] 166] 1641 17.9 | Be _ Oklahoma_.--.---.---..-------| 20.1] 199] 186) 188) 17.9] 144] 127] 115] 11.0] 10.2 | 
Sil’ otal, 8 States..........| 886| 8.1| 7.91 77.2| 764 | 7421 a6 6451 6351 63.0 | be) - ‘Louisiana. .....-2-------------] 28] 36) 5.0) 73) 71] 78] 741 77] 83] e832 ce - Tiinois__.--- 2] BB | 4 41° .6! 20] 75{ 109] 94] 7.7 ge | Kansas.._..-------------------| 46] 51] 55] 53) 55] 501 48]. 49] 59] ZO. Be oe New Mexico_-_----.--..-.-.---| 1.6 19} 21] 254.381) 29 3. 0: 2.9} 2.8 2.3 Pat . Mississippi...-....-.-.--------|-------|---2.2-]o2 22} wee neee ~8/ Lif ai a Blas 6 Arkansas_.....---.---.-.-.----| 1.3 L1 Lif; .9]. .9 15] U7) Lol ug 1.9. Be Michigan. .......--.2...---.-- 29] -1.2 1.5 li; 13 15] 18) 15 12]; 16 ss" *  Pennsylvania....-.-.-.---..--| L4} 1.6] 16] 16] £5] 14] ta] 13] el 13 bo All other.....-----...---------| 33] 39} 39) 37] 36] 37) 38] 41| 47] 48 - 
"<... Potal United States.....| 100.0 | 100.0 | 100.0 | 100.0 | 100.0 | 100.0 | 100.0 | 100.0 | 100.0 100.0 
BT 
We 1 Subject to revision. . Be . — ce 

gx Production of crude petroleum in leading fields and districts in the United States, 
Be Oo | 1941-42, and total production since discovery } | . 
Bee | -°-— fPhousandsof barrels] gt BO 

Bye . | oo a | | Total ee ne Field. . foo. State . 1941 | 1942 | since dis- by Co . a covery 

yi East Texas._.._--...._.-....--.----| Texas_.22-2222222-22--.---e-e-------| 130,637 | 190,943 | 1, 850, 135 Hee Midway-Sunset_....._...........-.| California...:.............-..-._.___ 17, 468 20,440 | 982, 872 a Seminole_.____--.....-..-.-.--.----| Oklahoma_...:__.-2--22.2222_------- 23, 687 20, 408 915, 917. . ; ' ° Long Beach..-..-.---..........-.-.| Califormia_.-...0........--- 14, 712 18, 124 660, 302 oN Oklahoma City..-...--.-.---------| Oklahoma.___... 22-22-2222 222.2-.--| 32,184] 26,484 | 573, 398 - - Santa Fe Springs._..-__...2.2-2-__- California__....-..2_---2- 22 8, 559 7, 763 484, 938 - Bradford-Allegany____.-.-..._..__- Pennsylvania-New York_...-.......| 17,200 | 220, 547 476,547 b Coalinga -_-.....-..-.---.---.------| California_.___-- 2.22222 222-22222.2.-| 14,222 | 19,985 | 405; 338 a Smackover.._............---..-----] Arkansas_....... 2.2... .._-__-_-_| 5, 354 4, 884 380, 432 ‘Cushing-Shamrock..............-..| Oklahoma__......................_.. 3, 223 3, 069 362, 418 _ Huntington Beach.-..._._.....-.-.| California... ..--222222222222222222-| 10,755 | 12,108 | 313, 119 . Salt Creek__._.--....------.-.---..]| Wyoming._..___._.._..._.-.. 5, 076 4,719 302, 930 Yates district___....-.....- 2.2 2-_- Texas. ..-.-22-2--- 2 eee 6, 719 . 7, 481 277, 372 | Kettleman Hills_.__.-.......-.-.-| California.._.._..--2-222222222...| 13,987 | 137018 | 265; 214 . Augusta-Eldorado district..........| Kansas........................._.___| . 5, 230 4, 700 238, 037 | Gray County__.......-- 22-22 ee Texas.._-.--.---------2-------------| 12, 506 13, 654 199, 612 Wilmington.._-.........-.-.-.-----| California. _-__-. 2222222 2222222-_| 30,682 | 33,696 | 173, 717 Salem_.-.__.__-___----------------| Mlinois_..22222 222] -29, 539 | 14705 | 166, 998 | Caddo. ._..-.-.-.-.-.-.-..-....--..| Louisiana._...._...........-_._.__. 3, 096 2, 667 155, 523 Conroe..._...-.--.-----------------| Texas... -..--- 11,747 | 13, 589 142, 742 Rodessa.:......-.-------- eee Arkansas-Louisiana~Texas..........| 10, 451 7, 684 133, 717 Hobbs. ..--..._.-_--._---------------] New Mexico......_-.._:._......___- 3, 686 2, 928 100, 801 Fitts. _..-.-----------.-------------| OKlahoma_.......22222.22--_-_---- 4, 223 3, 050 97, 406 | Louden...-.....--.--.-------------| Mlinois.--..-2-2 2222222222222} 223918 | 17, 961 87, 680 Bunice..__.......-..-.-------------| New Mexico__...................___ 6, 658 5, 242 58, 703 Monument.__........-.-----------|-22--d0_----2. eee 6, 960 6, 698 53, 009 Lance Creek....----..-------------| Wyoming__.__... 2222222222222 2----| 8, 919 8, 023 48, 837 Tinsley. .--..-.--------------------| Mississippi__..-..2 2222222222222 2.._| 15; 564 27, 106 46, 708 Wasson. .....-.-----.--------------| Texas..22 2022022222) agiizo | 9401 42, 549 | ee 

1 Oil and Gas Journal. ? Bureau of Mines. .
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é . Arkansas.—Output in Arkansas in 1942 of 26,628,000 barrels was oe 
6 but slightly more than the 26,327,000 barrels produced in 1941. - > 

Declines in most of the fields were offset by production of 1,218,000 ae 
| barrels from the new Midway field in Lafayette County, discoveredin = *-., 

- January. ‘Twenty-nine producing wells were completed in this field, oo 
‘ss with an average initial daily production of 101 barrels per well, 89! 
-.  _ Kleven completions, with an average initial daily production of 155 : a 
- barrels, raised the production in the Stephens field 150 percent, but =. 
. the 1942 production totaled only 614,000 barrels. a 

eo _ There were 103 completions in 1942, with an initial daily average  . 
production of 121 barrels, compared with 95. completions in 1941,- 

oe with an average initial daily production of 190 barrels. | a es 

co | | _ MILLIONS »=«OF_=—s BARRELS a ee re 
Te . O50 100 150200250 300350400450 500__—§50 | ae 

7 . RRA SESE EEE SCENE EE BSE EE . 7 , - oes 

ee Mississippi | : oO | a: 

7 YP Michigan, ) By toe de a 
a oo Pennsylvania oe ; | . a Ee 1941 | 1 | 8 

a 7  Ficure 3.—Production of crude petroleum in the United States, 1941-42, by States. . —— th 

| | 8 Production of crude petroleum.in Arkansas, 1938-42, by fields - ar i 
a [Thousands of barrels] | — 7 gs 

| ody Cham-| El | verl od 
At- | Buck- Mag- | Mec- | Ro- | Schu- | Smack-| Ste- | Ur- | Other oe 

Year lianta| ner | P88: | Do- | nolia |Kamie| dessa} ler | over |phens| bana | fields | Fot#l oA nolle | rado oak 

1938..]......| 340 452 | 709| 68 |.-.....| 2,317 | 6,359 | 6,406/ 198] 422] 900/18180 ©. |. 
. 1939.-| 108 | 662]  566| 630 | 3,639 |--.----| 1,358 | 6,430 | 5,945| 196] 381 | 1,323 | 21,238 a 

1940..| 721 | 815] s81| sol | 7,383 | 74 | "711 | 6,547| 5,500] 196] 468 |1 2,198 | 25,775 nh 
1941_[1,013 | 816| 332] 534] 7,121] 901] 497| 6,055 | 5,351 | 251 | 837 [12,629 | 26,327 “ 

| 19493'|1,034 | 765] 273] 497 | 6,364| 723] 3661 5,913| 4,907| 614] 985 [14,187 | 26,628 . 

1 Includes crude oil consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for entire State.  —sj 4 o 
2 Subject to revision. 7 , oe 

California.—The urgent need for heavy crude oils to produce naval CO 
and industrial fuels prompted a comprehensive survey and planned 8 
efforts to increase the production of such oils. Success was indicated OO 
by about 45 percent more production of heavy crude at the end of the a 
year than at the beginning. Total crude-oil production in California 4 

| amounted to 248,326,000 barrels in 1942, or 18,063,000 more than in re
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= 1941; 13,459,000 barrels of this increase was in heavy crude, which  —. 
raised the total output of that type to 40,716,000 barrels. 

-« . . Biggest gain was in the San Joaquin Valley district, where produc- os 
oe tion totaled 105,075,000 barrels compared with 93,811,000 in 1941. 
Be The heavy-oil fields of Coalinga, Mount Poso, and. Midway-Sunset __ 
-- ss -were principally responsible for this gain. Coalinga’s 5,099,000- : 
‘ ‘Darrel increase was accompanied by the completion of 43 oil wells = 

with an average initial daily production of 645 barrels. Twenty-six 
eo. ~* wells were completed in the Mount Poso field, with an average daily 
~ initial production of 101 barrels, and the output. increased from = 
ye 4,117,000 barrels in 1941 to 7,566,000 in 1942.. Activity in Midway- — 
-- --: Sunset. interrupted a downward trend in production from that.field, 
_. + with an increase from 17,461,000 barrels to 20,470,000. Sixty-two. | 
~~. wells were drilled, with an average initial production of 74 barrels. 
i : Production of crude petroleum in California, 1988-42, by districts and fields 1 oe 

me . ne re __ [Thousands of barrels] ; a ce 

Pe oo “District and field 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 194 | 

he oe San Joaquin Valley: So i - a |. foo - ee | 
poe Belridge__....------22-------ee---ne--e------| 8,812 | 4,781 | 4,614 | - 4,185 2, 917 . 
ae Canal__.._---------- eee e eee eee eee] 849 1,855 | - 2,084 1,816} 1069 °° © 
wios  Qoglinga..__.._1_._1_1__--.---------2-----------| 8,898 | 5,731] 9,916 | 142241 19, 393 . 
Bee _- Ooles Levee 2.-.----.-..---.---------------------| 12 526] 2.5891 5,717 5, 436 
We m Edison. -....-...--..1-- ~~~ Lene 1, 102 838 |. 868] 1,013]. 1,020 . 
Poo BY Hfis_oioi1.22----2---o----2---------------| 8,887 |... 3,830] 4,427] = 3491 | 4368 
eR . Fruitvale_.......-.-----------2------------------ 3,078 | . 2,377 |. 2,072 2,085 | - 2,312 © 
hilo - Qreeley_.........--------------------------+----- 1,164; ° 811 1,475 | 2,480 |. 2, 583 
on Kern River___......-.-.-...-..---.--------------] . 4,590 4,133 4,082 | 4,315 5,707 
Meee .- Kettleman Hills_-......--...2...-----.---....---]| 25, 609 19, 568 | « 16, 730 13, 983. 13, 014 . 
eso Lost Hills. ....21------.--.2---2-2--------------| 1,297] 1,922] «1,405 | 1,263 1,398 
fo. MeRittriek 77TTTTTITTTITTTTT TT] aeso | 326 | «317 | = 492 L791 | 
yea + Midway-Sunset...-...-..-.------------.--------| 22,875 | 18,960| 18397] 17,461| 20,470 
eg -. -Mountain View...-_..-------------------------- 4, 033 » 2, 983 2, 415 1,910 1, 602. 
BS . Mount Poso._.--.------.------2----------------- 6, 235 4,314" 3, 425 4,117 |} 7, 566 
feu Rio Bravo...-.---.------.-----------------------| 1,948 | 2,875} 3,304] 4534] | 3/579 
fea, Round Mountain..------.-----.--.--.-.--------|. 8 474] 3,598] 2691/2815} 3917. |. 
pe . Ten Section...-._.-.------.------------ +--+ 2,473}. 8, 247 3, 518 5, 232 4, 805 _ 
a | Other San Joaquin Valley. ...-.-----------------| 2% 1,152 | — 2,003 1, 748 2, 203 | 

otal San Joaquin Valley_.....---------1-----| 95,395 | 84,087 | 87,282 | 93,811 | 105,075 
~ Coastal district: . a - a | | 

wee ~  Capitam. 22.2 1,067 |. 876 | . 651 740 844 
oo Elwood....-.-...--------------------------------| 2,247] 1,645] 1,286] ~—-1, 166 873 

- Gato Ridge._..-.-_.-----------------------------|----------|---------- |---|. eee 1, 217 
_ Rineon____-_....------------ eee eee 1, 395 1, 238 1, 609 1, 542 1,010 

San Miguelito_..........._-...-.----_.---.----- 1, 044 952 |. 1,163 1, 427 1, 238 
Santa Maria___.....----------------------2------- 6. 128 6. 305 { 2, 216 3, 183 2,726 

oo ~ Santa Maria Valley.........-.-------.---------- ’ ’ 6, 096 6, 908 7,550 
Ventura Avenue___..-...._.-.--------.----------| 12, 926 12, 935 12, 570 12, 892 13, 644 
Ventura-Newhall__...........------------------ 1, 903 2, 317 2, 866 4, 279 3, 041 

_ Other Coastal_.-...-.-.------------------------- 186 132 101 | . 87 1, 805 

| | Total Coastal.......--------..----------------] _ 26,896} 26,300 | 28,558 | 32,224} 33, 948 
- Los Angeles Basin: — rs 

oS Brea Olinda...........-.------------------------| 2,125} 2,068 | 2,070 | _~-—«-2,079 3, 716 
Coyote_____.___...-_-_-------------.------------ 4, 354 4,013 4, 053 4, 466 5, 848 
Dominguez____.-.---------------------.---------| 9, 756 7, 131 7, 665 8 495 7,932 
Huntington Beach.._.-...----------------------| 11,917 9, 983 9, 592 10, 743 12, 096 
Inglewood _.......------------------------------- 5, 337 4, 605 4, 366 4,901 6, 750 
Long Beach. __......----------------------------| 20, 599 17, 004 16, 010 14, 697 13, 131 
Montebello___....------------------------------- 4, 147 7, 455 7, 240 4, 884 3, 961 
Playa del Rey_......---------------------------- 2, 305 1, 801 1, 498 1, 319 1, 227 

: Richfield_.........-.-----------.----------------| 3,333] 3,134] 3,228] 2° 719 2; 390 
Rosecrans. ._....-.------------------------------| 3, 782 4, 459 4, 259 3, 434 2, 722 
Santa Fe Springs..-.-.--------------------------| 12, 630 10, 050 9, 438 8, 552 7, 761 
Seal Beach..__..-....-------------------------.-- 3, 198 2, 641 2, 557 2, 430 3, 027 
Torrance. _.........----------------------------- 5, 203 6, 418 4, 007 3, 210 3, 049 
Wilmington.__........-.---------------------.--| 34,168 31, 100 30, 195 30, 672 33, 657 
Other Los Angeles Basin. -.--.-.-------.--------- 4, 654 2, 140 1, 863 1, 627 1, 536 

Total Los Angeles Basin._.....-.--------------| 127,458 | 113,997 | 108,041 | 104,228 109, 303 

| Total California.....--------------------------| 249,749 | 224,354 | 223,881 | 230,263 | 248, 326 

| 1 American Petroleum Institute. 3 Includes Tupman,
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Danger to marine transportation and transfer of tankers to other’. he 

a services have restricted production in the Coastal district, where more = os 

' oil can be produced when. transportation facilities are available to. as 

move it. The production of 33,948,000 barrels from this district was 

_-- 4,724,000 barrels more than in 1941. Contributing to this was = > 

a 1,217,000 barrels from the long-dormant Gato Ridge field, which was ye 

“ brought back to production early in the year. Although 29 wells = eg 

- with an average initial of 586 barrels were completed in the Santa == 

Maria Valley field, the production of 7,550,000 barrels was only sis, 

a 642,000 barrels more than in 1941. Output in the Ventura Avenue — es 

'- _- field was increased 752,000 ‘barrels to 13,644,000, aided by 16 comple- 

. tions with an average initial of 1,151 barrels, ey 
' The Los Angeles: Basin produced 109,303,000 barrels—a gain of | Ee 

'  §,075,000 barrels. Largest rise was in the Wilmington field, whereas 

'. -2,985,000-barrel increase raised the total production to 33,657,000 

“-- parrels—the second largest in the country. Thirty-eight wells with =~ 

an average initial of 245 barrels were completed in Wilmingtonin 1942. ee 

_. _Huntington Beach and Inglewood also made large gains in output. = >" 

_ Five hundred fifty-seven oil wells were completed in Californiain ee 

----:1942 with an average intial of 358 barrels, compared with 920 wells. oe 

- in 1941 with an average initial of 712 barrels. Dry holes totaled 247 os 

-. gompared with 179 im1941. 0 Or Le 

e - The Wilmington field maintained its place by a generous margin- ss * 

~ as the largest field in the State, with Midway-Sunset and Coalinga 5 chs 

- next in order. Further decline in the Kettleman Hills light-oil field = == 33 

' . dropped it to sixth place. ne ee Ee 

-.. @olorado.—Production of 2,220,000. barrels represented a small =; 

- increase over the 2,150,000-barrel output of 1941. The only fields to + 

-- ghow material increases were Wilson Creek, which rose from. 453,000 

’- barrels in 1941. to 533,000 in 1942, and Rangely, which rose from 

990,000 barrels in 1941 to 288,000in 1942. 
Ten wells were completed in Colorado during 1942 compared with = + ..% 

me 16 in 1 941. Four of the completions were in Rangely and4in Wilson. - og 

\ reek. | - SO | - eee 

Se - Production of crude petroleum in Colorado, 1938-42, by fields es : a 

- Le 7 (Thousands of barrels] | 7 oo a 

year For 4 ne 7 Poe 7 a, 5 other Tol 
IE Pe Le t— 

1988... 64| 109 819 126 | 185 32 56 |.-.------ a| 1,412 ne, 
1939__.-.- 62 116 724 112 289 36 §3 {...------] 12 1, 404 a 

1940...... 56 128 581 111 326 29 52 237 3106 1, 626 os 

1941___...] 55 118 | 547 116 _ 324 220 50° 453 3267 |- 2,160 . . ay 

, 19424.....|. 49 lll - 634 125 — 272 288 46 | 533 |. 3 262 2, 220 - soe 

| 1 Includes Canon City. | | : co | re 

| 2 Includes Wellington. , | Og 
3 Includes crude oil consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for entire State. Ca 

4 Subject to revision. | | a 7 

-Ilinois—Further decline in Illinois production from 132,393,000 ah 

- barrels in 1941 to 106,456,000 in 1942 forecasts a greater burden on § 

- Texas, Kansas, and other sources for supplying the Great Lakes and a: 

Eastern United States areas with petroleum in future. The Salem a4 

field, whose 70,734,000 barrel output in 1940 was exceeded by the East _ 2 

Texas field only, dropped to second place in the State in 1942, with a 8
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Bay production of 14,705,000 barrels. | This was a slump of more than 50 a 
po percent from the 29,539,000. barrels produced in 1941. The Louden | Be field, though declining, -produeed 17,961,000 barrels in 1942 and | - - wrested first place from Salem) oo »._- New oil wells completed totaled 1,107—59 percent less than the > .. 2,430 completed in 1941. The average initial dropped to 168 barrels - 
fee compared with 277 in.1941 and 620 in 1940. | a 
oo Greatest activity was in the Rural Hill Field in Hamilton County, _ Bes _. discovered in 1941.: Seventy-six wells were completed in this field, 

ae with an average initial of 189 barrels. Production from the Dale- - “. . Hoodville field in the same county decreased from 6,195,000 barrels 
xs... In. 1941 to 5,294,000 in 1942 following completion of 74 wells with an - ae average initial of 236. barrels. N otwithstanding 53 completions with  _ aM average initial of 119 barrels in the New Harmony field in White _ oy County; production in. that field declined: from 9,939,000 barrels in . fo 1941 to 7,224,000 im 1942, 

a we | Production: of crude petroleum in Illinois, 1988-42, by fields t a 
et 
a a Fields © sf 1988 | 1989 [= 4] 1941 1942 

ee - Aden-North__._2:2222 22022 o 305 |. 794} 1,009}. = 700: | ©. 405 oe Albion. _..2----2----- 222 -pegeete gegen weeececce|eliee lel 1, 095 : 895, * 499 BAR — Benton ne n-ne eee ent ccc efi ee|oeneeee[eee-----| 5,760 | 5, 488 Gee Boyleston-—. 2-222 eo ee ween nee | 169.|'- 1,306 | - -815|° = 669 we Centralia.___._..-.-22 2-22.22 tle 3, 022. 2,265 | 10,642] 38, 564 2, 277 ae Cisne. ___.-..-2 22222222 test QI 1,22 | 479} 219 | aga es Clay City... 2 ---22eeeceee I] 4,005} = 604] 6,922! 4,680 2, 716 | ee . Covington..-...__. 2.222222 2222222 eine enone een -| eee ee fel 1, 159 Bee Dalece weenie TTT, 314} 2,483. | 5, 204 den" ° co . Dundas. -._- 22-2 ete wet renee]. 209 2, 341 a 4, 438 — 2, 505 Brae ~~ Hoodville_-._. 2222 kei ween nee ee 3538.| 3, 712. @) mee Tron. :-.----- oe eee weene eee ee fee le 1,120.) 801 . 470 : Boe _ ‘Urvington__-_- 222-2 enon et eee] oo ee]. 509 1, 037°] - 753 Pe Johnsonville. -_...__----2-2 222-2 -|- ef --+-------| -— 5,918 5, 146. De Keensburg--_.-._..-.---.-----------------.----------|-..- 2.) 987 2, 709 2, 002 1, 710 ede te Louden... -_------2- 222-222-2222 -------| 1,892} 18,351 | 26,596 | 29; 918 17,961 . eo Mount Carmel___.-_.. 2.22 -2-_.t 2. wee ne eee 26; - 1,691 1, 024 ve New Harmony_...._-_-____.-_-__._.-____2....-....-|.0 ~ BT. 4,508- 9, 939 7, 224 oo Noble. _------------ sees eeeee ieee] 4282] ese | 74a | 507] a e07 | North Boos... ._-.---.---.-2-2-22222-22 2222 --------|---- |e 249 826 -  -§28 oe Parkersburg. _...-_......-.-..--_._----_2_.-.--..-._.|_......... wo nneeenee fee ee 785 | 1, 294 . ‘Roland... - 222222 2 1, 101 1, 889 Be Rural Hill..._-._. 22.2 ee! mene nee e|e-- eee ee 1, 570 3, 738 Salem _-_-.-.2-22 2-2 2, 895 50, 179 70, 734 29, 539 14, 705 Sandoval_...._.-. 2222-2 ._--. 15 696 704 449 231 Sims__..-.--- 2222 eae waene eee =| eee ee [ eee 12 1, 706 mo St. James___--..- 2. eee 48 ' 439 1, 713 1, 871 1, 477 , Storms... _.-.---2-2222222 eee ------- ee. |e . 42 1, 514 1, 398 731 Tonti__....-22 22-2 eee, woe e nen ee 835 2, 556 1, 250 859 ~ Woodlawn.__..-. 2.2.2.2... w---------[ee |e 2, 465 2, 997 Old eastern fields _____._........-_---.-______.. 3, 926 2, 738 3, 329 3, 989 4, 331 Other fields__ 2.222222 eee eee 1, 588 3, 663 5, 982 9, 293 13, 707 

, 22, 349 91, 934 / 146, 451 128, 631 106, 282 eee 
1 Oil and Gas Journal. 2 Included in Dale. 

| None of the new fields discovered compared with the larger ones of 
1941. The Covington pool in Wayne County, discovered in August, . 
was the most important. Twenty-three wells were completed in this 

pool, with an average initial of 479 barrels and a total production oi 
1,159,000 barrels up to the end of the year. Oil was found in the 
Benoist sand of the Boulder pool in Clinton County during the first 

| part of the year; but it was not until October, when a well was com- 
pleted to the Devonian with an initial of approximately 700 barrels,
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7 that its importance was established. The 23 wells drilled in this field © oa 

° in 1942 had an average initial of 128 barrels. The St. Jacob pool, dis- ae 

-.  govered in Madison County in May, is particularly important because a 

it established a substantial production in the Trenton limestone, which 9 8 

| has heretofore been considered unimportant. The 23 wells com-— ke 

* pleted in this pool had an average initial of 213 barrels. EE 

-  s Indiana.—Despite the discovery of 12 new pools. during 1942, pro- oa 

duction in Indiana declined to 6,743,000 barrels from 7,411,000 m AS 

1941. More than half of the production came from the Griffin field. | eR 

“  Qil-well completions totaled 126 compared with 262 in 1941. ne 
- Greatest activity was in Gibson and Posey Counties. Discovery of = - 46. 

. production in the Devonian lime in the Dodds Bridge areain Sullivan = a 
County was the most important find of the year. _ ge “y 

Ss . Production of crude petroleum in Indiana, 1938-42, by months Cg a 

oe I a oe a '. [Thousands of barrels] _ | ae - fe 8 

OO Year i Feb. aig ili Oct. a Total 4 

ggg cos | za | | 51. 80} s8{ 90] 04] 90] 88] 85]. 90] 905 as 
. : 1939_.....-...-t-.-} 59 59 59 65. 87 | 114] 185] 166] 176) 230] 262 |. 299; ‘1,711 RNS 

1940..-......--..-.} 203 | 235°] 329-| 314 | 337] 366] 400] 505) 516 | 583 609 | 581 | 4,978. og 

-  -4941_____...._...._| 627 | 572} 642 | 619 | 648 | 644] 656 | 627] 595; 600 | 566) 615. 7,411 3h 

3 1942 1_._....--.---| 620. 524 604 594 |. 627 | 588 | 579) S571} 529 {| 532 485 490 | 6, 743 x 

ee ge 7 a __ pores 

ee 1Subjecttorevision, 8 
ra a a OS 

-- -- Kansas.—A strong demand for Kansas crude oil, brought about by CS 

' the decline in Illinois and Oklahoma production, resulted in intense - 

“activity in that State in 1942. The 1941 record output was.exceeded oon 

7 by 17-percent. Reduction.in drilling (forced by Regulation M-68) ne: 

. -was relatively less than in any of the other major producing States =. 

*. except California,.and the relative increase in wildcat. wells drilled = 3 =: 

: ,was greater than in any other major producing State. — oe oa 
‘The production of 97,636,000 barrels was 14,394,000 higher than ss 

: the 83,242,000 barrels in 1941. Oil-well completions, totalmg 813, a 

had an average initial of 693 barrels compared with 1,420 wells of ON 
‘1,032 barrels average initial in 1941; 351 wildcat wells were drilled NE 

' compared with 214 in 1941. | eS OS A 
- Greatest activity was in the Peace Creek field in Reno County, ss 

| where 102 wells were completed with an average initial of 827 barrels. a 

: Although output for the year totaled 1,650,000 barrels, there arein- = 
: dications that this field will be much more prominent in future. The nee 

Kraft-Prusa field in Barton County completed 74 wells with an aver- oe 

age initial of 773 barrels. Fifty-two completions in the neighboring os 

| Trapp-Sellers field, with an average initial of 738 barrels, gave it the ae 

highest production of any in the State—9,726,000 barrels. : og 

The Petroleum Administration for War certified production rate a, 

' for petroleum liquids in Kansas was raised from 253,400 barrels daily es, 
in April to 300,700 for December. Scarcity of equipment makes it — ot 

difficult for operators who installed small-capacity pumping units a 

adapted to past allowables to obtain larger equipment. They are — od 

unable to produce the greater quota, but neighboring operators who a 

have larger pumping units in the same fields are permitted to obtain 3 

a greater share of the oil because of the higher allowable. a
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“Production of crude petroleum in Kansas, 1988-42, by counties and selected fields! = 
LO ae ee oe | | ; - [Thousands of barrels] i _ a Boa 

ee o County and field | | 1938 1939 | 1940 - 1941 | 1942 — 

we Barton: ae eS fp fo | en: een i Pen | Silica-Raymond__..--._.-..----2-2-2--------.-..| 5,584] 5,000 1.5, 768 7,615 | 9,068 | Bee _ Other fields... .2....-222-2222 2-22 ee eee 2,739 | 3,109 3,344 | 5,087) 7,251 ae we -. ‘Butler: | oO ct a | Sop ee co ce, Eldorado__-_-..-2-22--2- 2-22. ----eeeee------:| 3,028 | 2,710! 2651} 2597] 498 oe _ Other fields. --..-.--.-222222222-------------..--| 2, 671 2,353 | 2,394 2, 633 2,202 ane a Cowley... -----n2---2-2--2-n none c enero eens 2,318 | ©2131] 2,672| 2802 3, 040 foe 0 sO Oo - | |: / Co , pe -.. Bemis-Walters_......2--2-20 22222 2, 826 2,881 3,419} 4,866 | 5,847 ee ‘Burnett... 2-2-2222 ed 36 | 254 4,771 3, 291 |: 4, 097 woe Other fields_--.-.2-2 2-2-2222 e ete te BA. 332 842)... 477 |. | 446 eo Ellsworth. 2-22 2} 40} 021] 1,603 | 2, 900 3,161 ge Greenwood.....-...--- 22-2222 fe eee eee . 8, 8384 3,793 | - 8, 227 3, 238°} 83, 601 
Ret “. Harvey: _ - _ Co . aN 
yee » -Hollow-Nikkel.-_---.-_.2-2-222222----.----.....| ° 738 38°}. S11; 513 ]/:.. 846 © pees Other fields. - 22222222 gag 244 176] 166+ wg. 
Bee, © MePherson: | a 7 : | Poon mo Bormholdt-Welch.........-..2-22-2-22-2--------] 18. 198} 1,029] 1,783]. 1,857. nn _  Graber-Hesston...-._-2 222 1, 082 965 | .. 947 951 |. 950 rn Ritz Canton... _.22 eed 1,650 |. 1,753 |. 1,373. 1,366; 1,145. . Pees ~~ -Voshell.. 2222-22222 te eeeeee.-| 765 ' 574]. 562 . 586]. = 585. |. EE R 07.5 10 a i) (6 335 |... 877 | 400; — 600 1,006 | me eno: | | er Pe 7 Co, Se Burton... eee ee eee seen een] 8,521 | 3,187 | 2,628} 2,589 |. 2,101 : eo Rice Beet Held. - -------------------nn seen] 76} TO] eB] 675 | 205 
ao _-. Chase-Campbell___--...-.-22 2222 2---22--------| 2,127 |. 2,256] 2, 888. 2,746 | ~~ 3,379 . Be a ~ Geneseo-Edwards.-._....2. 20-0. 1,427] - 1,753 | 1,814 . 2,694 |. 3, 716° Oo Other fields. --. 22222222 ame | eon | ess | 457] on 
go Hall-Gurney__--- 2-2 ---- eee eeenee| 1B] att | 2,043 | 3,520] 4,087 em - Trapp-Sellens...2.-2-2.-02 2 2 4, 162. 4,255 |} ~~ 5,481 | 7, 577 9, 726: - Bo Other fields. -_-_-.-- 22222] oat | 4272 |. 409 | 42 806 5,753 Be Sedgwick......-.------------1----222--t--2----------| 418] a7. 56 | 093 | ont , ie | Stafford: : fo} | is Benn — Genith._.. ene ee seen ee--s--| 865 | 1,294 | 1,938 1 3,176. 3,593 9 wee : Other fields... -- 222-22 992) 1,074] 1,361) 2164) 3.088 | Gf Summer. _____.-..-.---------------------------------]| 1,698 | = 1,494 | 200 | 0771 on Roe Other counties. -_. 2.222 22-2222 4, 769 5,188 | 5,790} 7,506] 8,926 | 
pe 7 | 88,154} 58,129] 65,046 | 82,421] - 96,879 | 

ove Oil and Gas Journal. - a cp a | ee ge . 

an Kentucky.— Production in Kentucky continued its downward trend 
until near the end of 1942, the total for the year being 4,472,000 barrels 

Po , compared with 4,762,000 in 1941. During the year 48 oil wells were 
- completed compared with 233 in 1941. Production was increased 
: ‘materially during November and December by the development of | 
oo the Smith Mills field in Henderson County, discovered in August. | 

- Production is from the McClosky lime and Cypress sand. | | 

| Production of crude petroleum in Kentucky, 1988-42, by months __ 
| | [Thousands of barrels] 

Year | Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | May | June | July | Aug. |Sept.| Oct. | Nov.| Dec. | Total 

| 1938___.....-----.-| 411 | 406 | 457] 432] 450] 487] 506| 553 | 547] 526] 514| 523| 5,821 1939___......-.----| 536 | 380 | 437] 418 | 494 | 527] 503 | 539] 493| 443] 472] 449| 5,621 1940_-....-.....---| 383 | 422 | 435 | 438 | 442] 405| 454] 449| 444] 464] 4241 498| 5/188 1941____._...--.-.-| 424] 387| 414] 407 | 403 | 385 | 418 | 386/ 301| 307] 356| 304] 4,762 19421._.___..._....| 344 | 335 | 376 | 356 | 348] 355| 361 | 337] 357| 346] 460| 497| 4/472 
A re 

_ tSubject to revision.
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-.- Lowsiana.—Production. of 115,726,000 barrels m Louisiana was 

- . slightly less than the 115,908,000-barrel output of 1941. Fg 
~ "Phe output of the Gulf Coast area dropped 4,387,000 barrels from is 

90,917,000 barrels in 1941 to 86,530,000 in 1942. The decline was = 

general, with little change in the relative standing of the large fields. 

. Ville. Platte maintained first place, producing 6,446,000 barrels = 
—. (a gain of 327,000) as. a result of 19 completions, with an averageinitial =. os 

of 171 barrels. A smaller decline in the Golden Meadows field than. sis * 
* in the Jennings put the former in second place. 
ee The greatest gain—from 1,085,000 barrels in 1941 to 2,246,000.m oe 
a 1942—and the greatest activity were in the Paradis field in St. Charles ==; 

‘Parish. The 27 completions had an average initial of 417 barrels. =~ as 
' The Chalkley field in Cameron Parish gained 860,000 barrels to © ** 
- 4,514,000. Sixteen completions in the Bayou Sale field in St. Mary 

Parish, with an average initial of 196 barrels, raised the year’s pro- © = * 

~~ duction from the field to 943,000 barrels. a Ce 
Production in northern Louisiana declined generally, but gainsin is 

-. the Haynesville, Olla, Little Creek, and Nebo fields raised the total (aw 
output’ to 29,196,000 barrels from 24,991,000in 1941. 

Greatest activity during 1942 was in the old Haynesville field, where = = 
-- production in the Pettit lime was discovered late in 1941; 120 wells = ' 

were completed, with an average initial of 412 barrels, and the output. ee 
- rose from 956,000 barrels in 1941 to 4,621,000 in 1942. rr. 

~The Olla field proper produced approximately 4,650,000 barrels, =. 
placing it slightly ahead of Haynesville, although it should be noted =} 
that “Olla” production includes approximately 1,300,000 barrels from i 

-. the Little Creek field and: approximately 200,000 from the Summer- 
ville field. The increase in Olla proper was approximately 400,000 -: 

\ barrels and that in Little Creek approximately 900,000. Twelve oll = = = = 
«wells were completed in Little Creek, with an average initial of 153 
- barrels, and 3 in Olla, with an average initial of 106 barrels. eS 
' An increase from 974,000 barrels in 1941 to 3,424,000 in 1942 raised =? 

the Nebo field to fourth largest in the State, following Rodessa. Nebo ae 

-° . was the second most active field, with 52 wells completed, but the ee, 

average initial was only 44 barrels. = | ee 
: In 1942, 564 oil wells were completed in Louisiana with an average 74 

of 227 barrels. Of these, 286 were in the Gulf Coast area, with an — "2g 
_- average initial of 237 barrels, and 278 were in northern Louisiana, oe 

with an average initial of 216 barrels. This compares with 1,081 oe 
: completions in 1941 (467 in northern Louisiana and 616 in Gulf 8 
-_ Louisiana), with an average initial of 189 barrels. © | | oe
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*< Produetion of crude-petroleum in Louisiana, 1938-42, by districts and fields | 
Boo | a °° fPhousandsofbarrels} | 

Re "+ * District and fied = = = | 1938 | i989: 1940. | -1941 | 19421 | 

we _ _ Anse-‘la Butte._------------------------fec-| A 2A. 380 | - 1,446 2,235 eee :  Barataria_..-- 2 7d 49g 6989} O81 Woe . , Bayon Sale___._.-_...22 222-222. ein eee} eee oqennen--- eee eee 121} |. 943 . py -  ° Black Bayou....----.22-22 22. 1, 285 1, 048 1, 007 . 838 . 895 oo Be . Boseo- ~..---2.---------- 2-2-2 eee bebe 2,085). 1, 737 1, 718 1,494 | 1,375 
gee Caillou Island... .----------- eee ee -6, 249 4,078 2,493 | . 2,002; 1,519 
fe . Cameron Meadows.--.2-.--..0---22222 2222 ee 1,279:| . 782 : 665 | 810 668 
bec , - : . aes Chalkley. ...-...-22.2- 2022222222 - ee . 1° . 224 | my 950 a 654 1,514 

ne “ Charenton_.._:..--------222-22-2 22 | 1,085 | 2,495); 2,724) 1,849] . 1,380 .  ~ Geo ..English Bayou. _--------.---22-L22---22222.-2---| 2,176 | 1,613 | ~ 1,565.| - 1,301] 5. 597, Cohe 4 _ Hola_..-. +--+ p22 2-2-2222 eee ee eee e eee cenneefe-epeene-]| 9438 | 8,985 | 3668] 8318 a ‘Garden Island__.-+--2-------2--2-------2--2-| 8288] sor | 106 | 225 | ane poe » (Gibson... .-- 2-22-2222 -ieep lessees eee ele] 984.) 1,128] 1385 |. 407/394 vo °° ‘Golden Meadows._.-.-.-.-..2.--2---.-2-----2---|. 2 = |. 739 4,074 4,814} 4494  — ee ‘v@rand Bay_..-.020222222.222.2 2c | BO. 488. 1,168} 2,022; 2010 . | ne Grand Lake..._....-_..-_-------22--------------|----------| «180 |. -1417-| 1,625 1,153 Mo Hackberry ----.------------------2----2---.---:-| 3,728 | 3,216 | 3,312] 3768] 3316 oo 8 MWe 2-2-2 e ent eee n eect ee ee} 5,64. | 4486 | 3475 | 3400] 2 506 Re _ Seanerette.-------- 222-22 -- 2-2] 2485 [2,772] 1208 |. 975 ~~” 670 ee . - Jennings__...--22----- 2-222 let e eet eee] 7, 587 | 8119 | 8,505 4,991 4,402 | Pi Lafitte _-_.---------------------------------2.---4. 5,862 | 4,745 |. 4,602 |, - 4,523) 3,750 seo Lake Barre_..-------------22-222- eee] BT | 847] 87 219 | 9g. a ee ~» Leeville.__--------.-2222222-----2---+----i-2---| 1,867 | 1,308 |. 1,185 | 1,597 |... 2, 287 ae : _ New Iberia_.-_---.------2 22-2 eet ete 5,339 | . 4,204 | 3,076} 2,760 1,803 | “0s North Crowley....--222-2222222222222 2} 862] 887 1, 602 2,004 [iio Be Paradis. eee eee t eee een eee feeeeee--} 2. 16 350] °1,085| 2,246. Che ~ Port Barre. -..222 222222222 ieee. 612} - 681). ‘810° 1,025; 965 +- | Be Quarantine Bay-.._.------.---------------2--.--| 261 | < 901.) 1,585} = 2311} 2107 | Pe _ Roanoke. .__-----.------.-----2--2--------------|. 1,389 | 1,076 |” 965 851; 612 | es  . ., ®t. Gabriel. .-. 2222222} ed 554] 1,345 | Ge , Sulphur_.-----------------2---,-------------2--[, 1,244] 1,381 [> 970 t9at | 000 ie : “++ Sweet Lake. B07] B85 | 532°}: 764 641. oe yee -  Wepetate:-.- 22-222 eee teen t------------:|. 1,985 | 2,088 | °° 1,456} 1, 481 1,000. - gM _ University___...22--2-2222-22:----21.---------..| 170 |. 444 3,496 | 3,591] 3,289 . on. _ tf Malentine@ 222.222 22--2e eee} ent} a7 | 877 B12 237 Des ~ Venice... - 2 nee eeeee eee eeeseeee------| 492 | BB | 85B [1,168 1, 294 Bore + Ville Platte 2222-22, 8b0 fF 8,382 | 4, 498 6, 119 6, 446 : ah White Castle. __.__-.-.--.-----22222-------2.----|. . 603 | 628 | ~—«s 806 FC. «C922 + 907 be Other Gulf Coast__-.----.-----------------------| 7,511] 9,760 | 212,501 | 219,116-| 219,339 : 
eo - "otal Gulf Coast.......2.-2.---------.....---| 66,680 | 68,243 | 79,178 | 90,917 | 86,530 
bho Northern: ee ee oe | | on | © Caddo... ---- 2-2-2 seee-eet------------| 2,689 | ~~ «2,663 | 2, 912 3,077 | 2,694 : ee, : Cotton Valley__._-_-----_--.-----2--------------] 3,527 | 4,384] 5189 | 33459 | ~~ 1,988 Bye:  Haynesville..._.-.2-2 222 1,107 |. 1,064 . 987) 956) 4,621 bof, | Homer.__.----22 2 eee euse-e_-.-| 952 988 1, 041 1, 033 | 1, 060 Re Lisbon--__------------.------------------------] 3,368 | 1,693} 1,482| 896 758 “ | Nebo 3______. eee |---| eee 54 974 3, 424 i | Olla4._.222---- 2-2 kee-e----------|--_-.--. |. 84D 4, 641 6, 107 oo Rodessa._.---------------2--2---i--------------| 13, 443 9,042} 6,859 5, 212 4,100 Be | Shreveport. ...........---------_---.-_---.. ee 131 1, 840 1, 555 1,011 | 923 oe, Urania... .----22----2-2222-221-----------------| 1,008 "974 869 832 778 . : |. Other Northern. --...-----.----2----,----------- 2,388 2,755:| 22,516 2 2, 900 22,778 

: | ‘Total Northern.........-----.-----------------| 28,578 | - 25,403 | 24,406 | 24,901 | 29,196 
7 a Total Louisiana.............--.---.-----------------| 95, 208 - 93,646 | 103,584 | 115,908 | 115, 726 

. — 
, a — - 

. 

ot 1 Subject to revision. 
* Includes crude oil consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for entire district. 
3 Includes Hemphill, Trout Creek, and Jena. 
4 Includes Little Creek and Summerville. 

| Michigan.—Production from new fields brought the crude-oil output 
in 1942 to 21,754,000 barrels, which was exceeded only in’ the record 
year 1939. 

The Reed City pool in Osceola County, discovered late in 1940, was 
the largest field in 1942, supplying 9,102,000 barrels compared with 
2,754,000 in 1941. The Evart pool, discovered in May 1942 in the 
same county, contributed 169,000 barrels additional. This county 
had the greatest activity in the State, as 66 wells were drilled in the
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. Reed City pool and: 15 in the Evart, with an: average mitial of 1,942 ‘4 
oO barrels for the 81 wells. 

The Headquarters pool in Roscommon County was second largest, ==. 
- with an output: of 2,321,000 barrels compared with 315,000 in 1941, 

ce its discovery year. Sixteen wells were completed in this pool and, ss. 
; with 11 others in the same county, had an average mitial of 1,303 =. 
: barrels. Completion of 43 wells in Bay County, with an average  “#@ 

, "aids * gs y, ; ce moh a initial of 121 barrels, increased the production to only 485,000 barrels. at 
wos . e; + a: : +. ° / or ° . | e so he 

Se In all, 293 oil wells were completed in Michigan during 1942, with == 4 

“am average initial of 827 barrels. ‘The Evart pool, mentioned above, = = 
~_--was the most prolific discovery of 1942, in terms of initial production; => Ona 
_ but the Aetna, Norwich, and Riverside fields, discovered in Missaukee = - 
= County, are significant because of development of production m 
.- . . hitherto barren territory. : a 

_.-—- Production of crude petroleum in Michigan, 1938-42, by fields } So oS 

a oy i a _,. {Thousands of barrels]. . oo ee Aa 

- 3 yak. | ead-].. : Win- | Oe 
- Bloom- | Buck- Red- | Reed | Sher- | Walk-| © -| Other |. 2 es 

agg |g | stg tor ge5 |---| 1,708 | 7a Le] a2] fc} eoesig745 
493902277 -"|. 54] 3,371 | 2.502 [0222227] 2) 931 | 3,083 [2-22 2--| *438 | 2,821 |7"27T~2) 9, 867 | 23,462 a 
1940._.......- 313 | 1,001 | 1,004 |.-..---] 1,234 | 3,986 21 461) 4,2181) . 8.1 7,526 | 19,753 - . ee 

7 1941_........] 1,118 529 665 | 315 | 1,136 | 1,749 | 2,754 | 288 | 1,292 | 1,101.| 5,412 | 16,359 an 

. 1942...-.----) 1,080 | 288] 496 | 2,321.) 891 | 740 | 9,102 | 168 | 681 | 1,289 | 4,783 | 21.754 

| 1 Data from Department of Conservation, Michigan. — | - a Oo 7 - | pS a : 2 

te Mississippi.—Although production in 1942 was 28,833,000 barrels 
compared. with 15,327,000 in 1941, the trend during the latter part of eee 
the year was downward, dropping from 96,000 barrels daily in April ae 
+o 60,000 in December. Virtually all of the production was from the oy 

: ‘Tinsley field, only a small amount coming from the Pickens, Sharps- = *, 
7 burg, and Cary fields. All of the locations in the Tinsley field have = =«_ 

now been drilled, and there is little probability of output in Mississippi 3 
Qo incregsing unless further discoveries are made. This is reflected in os 

the drop m completions from 219 mn 1941 to 20 in 1942. — eR 

ae Production of crude petroleum in Mississippi, 1939-42, by months _ - me 

: ( — __ [Thousands of barrels] | ae oo oe : a 
_ _ ___ : | ag 

ae T.. y a | ON Baad 
Year Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | May | June | July | Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov. | Dec. | Total me 

| 1939... | | oar] a2] es] on 
3 1940-22222 197 186 | 238 | 281 | 252°) 317 | 276 | 878 | 761 | 480 | 448] 516 | 4.400 ea 

1941...-.221..-..| 551 | 603 | 570 | 770 | 901 | 858 {1,425 |1, 508 |1, 694 |1, 932 12, 240 |2,185 | 15, 327 at 
1942 1.__._.-...-..|2, 480 |2, 601 |2, 708 |2, 885 |2, 648 |2, 531 |2, 469 |2, 366 |2, 194 |2, 126 |1, 953 |1, 863 | 28, 833 a 

1 Subject to revision. | | oy 

 Montana.—An increase of 548,000 barrels raised crude-oil produc- . . » 
tion in Montana to 8,074,000 barrels in 1942. Principally responsible | os 
was the Cut Bank field, where the production was 5,509,000 barrels— - ws 

- 489,000 more than in 1941. Seventy-five wells were completed in eu 
this field, with an average initial of 150 barrels. Completion of 46 os 
wells in the Kevin-Sunburst field, with an average initial of 47 barrels,



ce was reflected: in an. increase in. production from 1,753,000. barrels in . : 2B 
“2. 1941 to 1,992,000 m 1942. All the other fields, of small production,  — 
» declined. eR 
»-. . . ‘There were 123 wells completed in the State, with an average initial an 
= of 109 barrels. a 

oe 7 Oo / 7 | Production of crude petroleum in Montana, 1988-42, by fields | alt - | ; 

fe a - | i ae a : [Thousands of barrels) . | e - - * ; - a | : a : 

o Year iE Creek 5 7 Basin ‘Gera 5 Total 

ggg | 2} 9800] sen} 8 |---| 200] as] a0] sat ge 
ee Jag TTT] 96} 3,545] 319 4 [7] Love}. is] 276] =e | «(5900 
ee 1940.....-__---_-.-.| 187] 4,091] 175] 16) 5 1,993| 18] 305 8| 6723 
We 1941_-__2. 2-2-8 -- 173 | 5,020 170} «17 | 26 |. «i, 7538 | 17 286 |. 1641 7,526 . 

po ARAL eee] 188] 5,509] 0] 16 | | 992] 18 | 264] tT | 8074 

ee oe _-1 Includes crude oil consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for entire State. De 
Bee . *§Subject torevision. — ae ce De! 
seg oo 7 ae a es 

".- Nebraska.—Production in 1942 totaled 1,237,000 barrels compared 
“"* - with 1,898,000 m 1941. The output declined rapidly from the peak . | 
no Of 221,000 barrels in October 1941 to 78,000 m December 1942. The _ 
.. Falls City field supplied two-thirds of the total and the Barada field 
»-. a little less than one-third. ke 
wo Ten wells were completed in the State in 1942, seven of them in the | 
Ree Barada field and two in the Falls City field. 

a - Se Production of crude petroleum in ‘Nebraska, 1989-42, by months == 

ie oe oe Oo wo a [Thousands of barrels] os . . : mo . 

ue a 3 5 Mar. : : : ay Sept. Oct. dda | 

os an 1999... fee f eee fee fe a at 2 
a 1940.0 pT] 90 | 88]. 276 

a 1941__-_ 22 TZZIITZ} 193 | 101 | 113182] 131] 134] 160. 193] 216 | 221 | 205| 169| 1,898 . 
ae © ETI] us| az] 12] 118] 116} 13] 104] 99 | 90) 87] 78] 78] 1,237 

: | : 7 1 Subject to revision. | | 7 oe - | 

: New Mexico —A sharp decline brought production down to _ 
31,544,000 barrels in 1942 compared with 39,569,000 in the peak year 

4 1941. The decline was general, and Maljamar was the only major 
| field producing more in 1942 than in 1941. The Monument field 

maintained first place, with the neighboring Eunice field second. | 
| The greatest drillmg activity was in the Square Lake pool in Eddy 

County, discovered early in 1942. Ninety-two wells were completed 
Oo in this field, with an average initial of 179 barrels. The total output 

for the year was 290,000 barrels. Completions in the Maljamar field 
totaled 35, with an average initial of 219 barrels, and 32 wells were 
completed in the Jackson-Grayburg field, with an average initial of 
164 barrels. Although only 9 wells each were completed in the 
Arrowhead and Loco Hills fields, their average initial was 393 and 372 

| barrels, respectively.
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Production of crude petroleum in New Mexico, 1938-42, by districts and fields! = 

a we a _.. [Thousands of barrels} Ste ee pe Ls 

Be | Gray- | | Malias| aro: | veer. | Other ob en: ; oe | AYrow- . : - Loco ‘a| Monu- | Vacu- North- IY - Year Eunice | burg- | Hobbs : mar and od. South- |~ Total , Oe 
oo SO, head » Jackson 7 . Hills South ment mm | east weet Se ao ee 

~ ggg} ay 8,966 |.._-----| 8,040 [...-----| @ | 9,451 | _ 886} 11,301 | 345} 36,009 a 
~ 4g397277777) | 863.11 800| 4,401 | 377] «330 | 8,206 | 3,028 | 11,651; 303) 37,6688 

4g40222777T} “one | 6561 | 1:73 | 3,785 |.1,959| 760] 6,887 | 4,738 | 11,124] 254] 38,757, ts 
- 1941....._| 1,429 | 6.658 | 1,627 |. 3,686 | 2,308] 1,651 | 6,960 | 4,800 | 10,335|  206| 39360 | % 
fs 19428. 7"] 13195 | 5,242 | 1,566 | 2928] 1,583 | 1740] 6,698 | 3,443) 8417) 80) 32,992 

pe ‘1Qiland GasJournal : = en CR es 
eee _ 2 Included under “Other Southeast.” | | ; . oo oo, — oo 

= | ~- SBubject torevision, Ee 

- New York.—Greater drilling activity further increased the output = 
- in New York to 5,421,000 barrels compared with 5,185,000 in 1941. 
-.- New completions, according to the Oil Weekly, totaled 711 compared =} 

with 674m 1941. New York was one of the four States where 194200 
-. gompletions were greater than thosein 1941.00. Ne 

»  .-'. Production of crude petroleum in New York, 1988-42, by months = on 

: | . . | ne | Bo [Thousands of barrels] a Oo 3 | oe Jad 

Year —_—*| Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | Apr. | May | June | July Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov. |. Dec.| Total. oe BE 

|  qygg. | 44 | 409] 455 | 420 [447 | 48 404| 4291-406 | 404| 301 | 409] 5,045 eS 
| -  1939...-.-22--.--.-| 402-; 363-{ 418 |. 406 | 489 | 435 416; 441 | 434 | 448 | 453 | 443; 5,998 

| 1940.02 2227277777] 458 | 430 | 438 | 444}. 430 | 402 | 425 | 306 | 383 | 408 | 379| 397] 4,999 “8 
a | 1941_. 20-2 ----2-2-]| 424 | 372] 410 | 486 | 435 422 | 456 | 488 | 445 | 465} 414; 468] 5,185 noes 

© ggg TT TTTTITITTTT) 45a | 405 | 454] 458 | 455 | 467 | 474] 456 | 450] 461 | 425] 454) 54220 

- A Bubjecttorevision, : . ce a 

a Ohio—The production of 3,543,000 barrels in 1942 was slightly a 
ee higher than the 3,510,000 produced in 1941. Production of Pennsyl- —s_ > 
«+ -wania-Grade oil increased from 1,459,000 barrels in 1941 to 1,637,000 OS 
- in 1942. Greatest activity was in Perry County, where Pennsylvania- AN 
- Grade oil is produced and 80 oil wells were completed; the Clayton  -, 
7 pool was extended both northward and westward. Washington OEE 
-- County had 28 completions and neighboring Monroe County 15. =. 

‘Medina County, in the central part of the State, had 24 completions. ne 
‘Completions for the State totaled 235. | — | Of 

, 
ve spt 

| 7 Production of crude petroleum in Ohio, 1988-42, by months on 

oe [Thousands of barrels] a | 7 o 

| Year Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | Apr. | May | June | July | Aug. |Sept.| Oct. | Nov.| Dec. | Total . 2 a 

1938...............] 248} 258 | 301} 274| 281] 286] 266] 301] 277] 278 | 257| 271] 32088 8 89 © 
| 1930_........-| 252 | 236 | 274 | 255} 288 | 272| 269| 266 | 247 | 276 | 260] 261| 3,156 OS 

1940...--222 222777) 207 | 234 | 246 | 264 | 280 | 260 | 286 | 287] 272) 296) 248] 279 | 3,150 o 
| 1941... 2277"| 278 | 255 | 273 | 204 | 300| 297] 298) 286 {| 300 316| 289} 324] 3,510 8 

19421..--77277777"] 277 | 262 | 296 | 317 | 297| 322] 319| 297| 300| 308| 280] 268| 3543 | 

CO 1 Subject to revision. | | | : | . 

 Oklahoma.—Production in Oklahoma declined to 140,690,000 bar- a 
| rels from 154,702,000 in 1941. The largest reduction was in the ; 

Oklahoma City field, which dropped to 26,484,000 barrels from 
5562504367 me
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ix; |. 82,184,000 in 1941, although the field maintained first place. Semi- _ ~  nole, the second largest field, dropped to 20,408,000 barrels from Hoo 23,687,000 in 1941. Production in the Hewitt field was 3,304;000 , ae barrels and in Osage 4,716,000, representing losses of 32 percent and mo. 283 percent. ce | | | | 
eo In 1942, 544 wells were completed in the State, with an average > ee Initial of 374. barrels, compared with 1,099 wells with an average | i, initial of 226 barrels in 1941. Greatest. activity was in the Hotulke — . field, Pottawatomie County, where new production was discovered _ » in 1941 in the Viola and Wilcox formations. Thirty-four wells were | Be completed in this field, with an average initial of 256 barrels. The _ Pecos St. Louis field in the same county, which was extended north and = oo east in 1941, had 24 completions, with an average initial of 237 | —- barrels. The Apache field, discovered in Caddo County: in 1941, Chad 19 completions, with an. average initial of 2,381 barrels. = a "-. - - Qutstanding was the discovery of the Pauls Valley field in Garvin — Robe: YO, 7 . ° . . ° ° . . :. e ’ 7 . Mocs County in April. Thirteen wells completed: in this field had the unusually high average initial of 5,253 barrels, from the Wilcox and 
we Pennsylvanian formations. The Watchorn field, discovered in ,-. Pawnee County in May, had 11 completions, with an average initial of ‘851 barrels from the Wilcox, and the Ardmore pool discovered in Carter. County in October had 2 completions in the Springer Sand, which had _ » ss QM average initial of 666, barrels, we ee SO 
ma ee Production of crude petroleum in Oklahoma, 1898-42, by fields) Re re _ [Thousands of barrels] ° re oe 
Bo ? Po Mile ey Field 1938 1939 | 1949 1941 | 1942. | whe, ve oe 

: 
. : . . 

Bo, Alten. --------------------2eeeeenneeeeeeeeeteee--| 475 | 92,2801 2, 068 1,780] 1,365 Hone Apache.__. 222-2 2- ee ee ~neee----- {eee 274 1, 740 ve Beebe. .2 22222 oa Poa 0s aaa 1, 526 1, 152 ae Billings. -—---------22----nnnnennneeenneneeen----| 108} = 2178} =a 09 | Pave | 23064 mo oe Bristow-Slick._......._...0222-....._2........00. 2, 389 2, 403 2, 213 | 1, 951 1,.777 at Burbank. _..__--222 2.222. ---- 2,814} . 2,689 - 2,838 | 3, 282 3,356 . oe ‘Cement. - 2. eT} 1-336 1, 826 2,469] 3,354] 3/011 ro Coyle. __.... 22222222 eee ~---------| 886 | = 637 1, 468 1,660 — 2 Crescent.___-.-222 22222. ----- 1,687 | —-_- 983 |. 769 576 752. 7 a Cromwell. ..-.. 22222222 .-__-.- 1,288 | 1,175 1, 357 1, 457 |. 2, 380 - _ Cumberland.._.__-..--2 22222222222 wnann----- 393 | 2, 543 2,776 | ws Cushing-Shamrock._................................ 3,848 | 3, 446 8, 853 3, 223 3, 069 BO Dill- _.__-2- 222s eee 405| 358 635 | 1, 426 "548 | | Edmond _-_...-....._..-2-0-2.------_---- 2, 030 1, 675 1, 488 1, 224 1, 136 \ » Wish. ...----------------------eeeeeee | Tee] ae | 53] ag | 88 . Fitts... _.2 2-22.22 16, 655 9, 120 6, 246 4, 223 3,050 Healdton__.__.2..222222.-22..-_--.- 3, 401 3,236 | 3,177 |. 3.086 2, 827 | Hewitt ---..-.-----------------veettt | 400] 362] 7781 Bb0 33040 | Keokuk. .....-----------------eeeee | 78} 76 =~ Loot | Log 1, 012 Lucien -_.-.._-. 2 3, 324 3, 017 2, 750 2, 067 1, 877 Nowata County...-.--2- 2222222 4, 390 4,348 | 4,306 3, 995 3, 787 Oklahoma City. _.222 2 ee 38, 796 35, 728 35, 970 32, 184 26, 484 | Olympic. _.- + 222] “asso | “yoga 739 598 490 Osage (outside Burbank-South Burbank)_..________ 6, 438 6, 063 5, 904 6, 131 4, 716 | Ramsey.._..-_2220022 2.2. 528 1, 489 1, 377 1, 549 1, 664 Seminole field: 
SS Bowlegs. _...........--2--22------- ee 3, 200 2, 678 2, 464 2, 134 1, 900 . ' Carr City___--- 0! 1, 294 922 840 791 662 Earlsboro_-....-....-...-..--_-.-_-......_...... 3, 751 3, 590 3, 730 3, 757 8,718 Konawa..__-......._.-.-...-.__._-_....._.... 569 656 766 1, 245 670 . Tittle River. .....--.----------2222222222 1] 3,040] 2,865| 2,875] 22408 2, 333 St. Louis-Pearson._.............._.............. 7, 766 11, 303 9, 331 6, 997 5, 687 Seminole City_-__--- 2-2 2, 842 2, 618 2, 501 2, 243 2, 854 Other Seminole districts. ---.-..-.--2222 222 6, 390 5, 310 4, 482 3,815 | 2,584 

Total Seminole field...-...-..---_.._...- 28, 852 29, 942 26, 989 23, 687 20, 408 Sholem-Alechem-Tatums-Tussy_......._........_... 2, 249 1,699 | 2,169 2, 826 * 2,490 South Burbank _....---------------222 IIIT] 8988 | 38150! 907 | 2980 2, 728 Other fields_._.._._ 22.22 2222222. o-_ 32, 271 30, 33] 31, 936 36, 523 34, 015 
Total Oklahoma... _--.....----..---.---_.. 168, 465 | 153,484 | 150, 767 153, 257 136, 761 , | 

1 Oil and Gas Journal. .
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—-s Pennsylvuania.—Although the crude-oil output of 17,779,000 barrels oe 

- was more than a million barrels higher than in 1941, the trend was 3 

-- downward after midyear, despite a price increase designed toencourage 
/ - . development. Although production was the largest since 1937, 
-_ erude-oil stocks of Pennsylvania origin declined from 2,142,000 © | 2s 

barrels at the end of 1941 to 1,610,000 at theend of 1942, bees 

ae Pennsylvania and New York suffered less from drilling restrictions ey 
than any other State; the oil-well completions in Pennsylvania, as =} 
reported by the Oil Weekly, increased from 1,722 to 1,802, although = ag 

_ those in the Bradford. field: (partly in New York) declined from - oe 

: Production of crude petroleum in Pennsylvania, 1988-42, by months es a 

Po et ee ee - [Thousands of barrels] = oo ad 
aE 

oo Year Jan. aa i i July ig Oct. i ge pe u 

493g... |, 866) 1, 486| 1, 653] 1, 497] 1,517/ 1, 4321 1,385] 1, 460| 1,37] 1,383] 1, 318| 1,372) 17,426 omy 
1989.02 -] 1,346] 1, 255) 1, 437) 1,401) 1, 558) 1, 437| 1, 405| 1, 479} 1,414] 1, 570| 1,532} 1, 538) 17, 382° Be 

| 4940222222 277577) VF 522] 1) 505] 1; 580} 1, 582) 1, 585] 1, 335] 1, 418). 1,387] 1, 321| 1,405] 1,319] 1,444) 17,353) ue 
; 1941_.__2__...___-.) 1, 416] 1, 231] 1,336] 1,382) 1, 407]. 1, 345] 1, 419), 1, 376} 1, 440).1, 501) 1,370) 1, 527 16,750 ~. as 

© gag LTTTTTITITTT) 1} B01) 1, 332). 1, 518) 1, 582] 1, 522] 1, 560] 1, 626] 1, 608] 1, 481] 1, 502] 1,359) 1,388) 17,779 8 

+ ABubjecttorevision, | a SE 

| - Texas.—Texas production receded. 4 percent from its 1941 record. te 
. of 505,572,000 barrels to 483,371,000 in 1942.. Only the Panhandle a 

area had a substantial gain, and losses in some areas were relatively a: 
large. Oil wells completed totaled 3,049 compared with 7,262 in fos 
94 ee: 

-. A glight° increase brought production in the Gulf Coast area to. ert 

185,020,000 barrels. The Conroe field maintained itslead and gained iS 

- 1,884,000 barrels to produce 13,514,000 in 1942. Hastings, however, aoe 
' had the largest gain—2,789,000 barrels—which brought its production ==. 
« to 10,412,000. Saxet, largest field in 1938, produced only 2,728,000 a 

P barrels in 1942, 000 Po ey Ag 
7 There were 724 wells completed in the Gulf Coast area,. with an. ee, 
- average initial of 165 barrels, compared with 1,353 in 1941, with an es 

average of 196 barrels. Greatest activity was in the Withers-Magnet eg 
field, where 62 wells were completed, with an average initial of 136 af 

| barrels, and where production increased from 2,829,000 barrels in 1941 | ue 

| to 4,165,000 in 1942. The Seeligson field, discovered in Jim Wells oe 

~~ County in April 1941, had 61 completions, with an average initial of : a 
125 barrels.. There were 55 completions each in the N orth La Ward | od 

and Stratton fields, 38 in the Agua Dulce, and 32 in the Odem field. 4 
‘The Mercy field, discovered in January 1942 in San Jacinto County, WO 

| was a@ most important find, as it is believed to include one of the largest. aS 
areas of Wilcox sand of any field in the State. There were seven wa 
completions, with an average initial of 409 barrels. Another discovery 8G 

| in the Wilcox sand was Camp Eleven in: Tyler County, where two. UR 

completions had an average initial of 594 barrels. gt 

Production in West Texas totaled 81,775,000 barrels, compared with vs 

92,907,000 in 1941. The Wasson field, despite a decline of 3,719,000 a 
 parrels—from 13,120,000 to 9,401,000—still ranked first. The ae 
Slaughter-Dean pool, however (with a gain of 2,732,000 barrels to os 

| 7,531,000), promises to overtake it. K 859,000-barrel gain gave .
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4. Yates 6,749,000, displacing Goldsmith, which dropped from 8,232,000 

»» In West Texas, 1,079 oil ‘wells were completed, with an average _ : 
Initial of 825 barrels, compared with 2,123 wells averaging 841 barrels 

~~. "in 1941.. This material decline resulted from the lack of pipeline —S_. 
_ facilities more than from the restraints on drillmg from Regulation 
» - M-68 (previously described). Greatest activity was in the Slaughter 
- field, where 421 completions had an average initial of 1,051.barrels 
«from the San Andres lime... Wasson was the next most active field, > * . with 93 completions and an average initial of 555 barrels; despite this,  ——> 
2.» output declined 28 percent. The Keystone-Colby pool had 45 com- 
~~ pletions and the Abell pool 40, with 233 barrels and 983 barrels aver-- 

age initial, respectively, 
.-.._- Andrews County led in discoveries. Principal among theeightnew. | 
~-.. fields and extensions'in this county was Fullerton, discovered in = 
~~ February. Eight wells were completed in the field; with an average 
“initial of 810 barrels from. the Clear Fork lime. The Embar pool, | 
»__ discovered in this county in May, had five completions in the Ellen- .- burger formation, with an average initial of 864 barrels. Two other _ 
=. wells that failed to find oil in the Ellenburger were plugged back to. 
«the Clear Fork lime and yielded an average thitial of 262 barrels, = 
-. ° One of the most significant discoveries relating to reserves was 
-.- production from the Ellenburger formation in the ‘Monahans pool, | 
-a--.. Ward County, in May. __The one well drilled had an initial of 2,852: 

barrels. One other well drilled to the Clear Fork lime in this poolhad = 
san initial of 759 barrels. BO a a 
a _ Production from eastern Texas totaled 153,707,000. barrels, com- | 
<s>- pared with 159,960,000 in 1941. The East ‘Texas field proper de- .. 

clined 9,615,000 barrels to 122,871,000. Only five small wells were 
a completed in this field during the year, compared with 428 in 1941. | 
~~. Talco had the next highest production—9,522,000 barrels—and Hawk- 
“ins was third at 5,451,000. 
-. _ There were 240 completions in eastern Texas, with an average 
. + Initial of 228 barrels, compared with 798 wells averaging 160 barrels —=_—> 
.- plus 16 border wells completed in 1941. Greatest activity was in the 
-.  _Hawkins field, Wood County, discovered in 1940; 133 wells were 
poe completed, with an average initial of 202 barrels. Chapel Hill, in : 
fe Smith County, also discovered in 1940, had 29 completions, with an 
: average initial of 289 barrels. | oe : | 

po ‘Wood County had two new discoveries in 1942 in the Paluxy sand; a 
: these were the Coke and Quitman pools. The Coke pool, found in 

| June, had 25 completions for an average initial of 416 barrels; the 
| Quitman pool was found on December 1, and the discovery well pro- 

= duced an initial of 726 barrels daily. The Kildare pool, discovered in 
| Cass County in March, had eight completions with an average initial 

a of 388 barrels from the Gloyd lime; and the Weiland pool, discovered 
, in Hunt County in June, had 6 completions with an average initial of 

183 barrels from the Woodbine sand. : | | 
, Production in North Texas totaled 49,851,000 barrels compared 

with 48,529,000 in 1941. Principally responsible for the increase was 
development of the Ellenburger formation of the K. M. A. pool, output 

| of which rose from 613,000 barrels in 1941 to 2,168,000 in 1942, more 
than offsetting the drop in yield from the shallower formations in this 

| field. Total production for the field was 11,219,000 barrels. Of the
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.. 94 wells drilled in this field, 57 were to the Ellenburger and had ant 

- > average initial of 849 barrels. The 37 other wells averaged 334 barrels. 

| - Before 1941 Ellenburger production was inconsequential in North ©... | 

- Texas, but development in.the K. M. A. field and other fields where  —* 

it’ has since been found has added substantially to North Texas ° = 

, reserves. | | Bo | | te 

‘The Hull-Silk field, with only ‘five new completions, held second =, 

place with 3,819,000 barrels—virtually the same output asin 1941. 

Se North Texas had 527 completions during 1942, with an average = © 

~ -- jnitial of 304 barrels, compared with 1,727 im 1941, with an average =. 

. initial of 192 barrels. Next to K. M. A., greatest activity was in the 
~~ ‘Wimberly field in Jones County, where 29 wells were completed, with = =. 

an average initial of 331 barrels. Carrs | ee 

. The Forestburg pool, discovered in May in Montague County, was 

- one of the most important finds of the year. Seven completions in |. 
this pool had an average initial of 1,071 barrels. The Sanders pool, ~~ 

discovered in this same county in April, had three completions, with =; 

am average initial of 1,320 barrels. The Padgitt pool, discovered in 

Young County in June, had three completions, with an average initial 

of 1,448 barrels. Other important discoveries were the Hoefle pool 

._. in Jack County, the Cooker pool in Coleman. County, and the Reddin. = 3 

~~ pool in Taylor County. | eG 

_. Central Texas had a discovery of especial significance—the South = ¢*% 

Caesar field in Bee County, found in February. “Twelve oil wellshave + # 

. - been completed with an average initial of 338 barrels, from the Carrizo ss 

7 sand. ee 
. Panhandle Texas reaped the benefit in 1942 from the 1941 drilling Ae 

: activity, which raised the monthly production 50 percent between: the = © 

oo beginning and end of 1941. _ This area, with its increase in production == *_ 

-° from 27,831,000 barrels in 1941 to 30,881,000 in 1942, was the only 

_. one of major importance in Texas. to show a substantial gain. Com- >. 

- pletions totaled 258 compared with 648 1m 1941. Ch 

| | | Production of crude petroleum in Texas, 1938-42, by districts and fields Oe - d 

no on . [Thousands of barrels] . So : So os 

Po District and field == = 1938 1939 | 1940. | 1941 | 1942! ae, 

: Gulf Coast: oo an oe | - . - 7 of 

| TW Amelig_._----------eee-ene-eeeeneeeceeeeeeeee-e-] 15204] | 951 goa, 1,220 «1,878 
“Anahuae.. 22] 2 87 | 2,604] 2,683] 4,657 | 8, 580. % 

| Barbers Hill TTI) 48 | 3,165 | = 3,180] 3,076 | 2,879 ms 
Conroe TIT TTTIITT) apeo8 | = 9,320} 9,803 | 11,630] 18,514 
“Dickinson-Gillock 222222 TTT] 207 | 2946 |. 2,940] 2, 191 2,073 ne 

| | Fairbanks. -.......-........1.---e---ee-0---2=-- s39 | 2,668; 2460| 2932] 2784 . oe 
Flour Bluff... TTT], 736} 1,862] 2,151 | 1,386}. 426 an 
Friendswood. .....------------------------------ 1,078 | 2,323) 2,542] 2,959 - 3, 615 my 

Goose Creek_......-.-.-------------------------- 596 619 571 509. 484 2 

: Greta... TIT) 4,190} 1,993] 1,498 | 2, 357 1, 132 a 
| Hardin. .22 2] sea | 80 | 1,646 | 2,659], 091 Oe 

| “Hastings TTI) gogo | 6854] = 5,421.) 7,623 | 10, 412 ot 
Heyser ETI] 05 | 3,470} = 3,309 | 2,683 | 2, 926 oy 

| High Island_..--.....--...---2------------------|_, 900 866 966 | 985 880 Th 
‘Fol TTT] 2,g00 | 2,077 | 2,005 | = 2,387 | 2, 217 a 
Humble. ..........------.-.-------------------

--- 1, 202 1, 041 957 913 809 , . ee) 

a Lolita. ..2 ooo anne nene sane seen eenncnn|eeeeeencee|eseeeesee- 215| 1,454| 2,269 
Lovell’s Lake......--..-...--.----------2-----=-~ i 245 | 882] 1,334| «1,784 - 
Luby. NIT] 878] 472 | 1,459] 1,396 782 a 
Manvel TTI TTII) —gjaea | 718 | 2,627 | 91,915 |. 1,906 a 
Old Ocean... IIIT} mga] 3,209] 94,165 | 4,741 3,701 om, 
Orange. ___..-._.-------------------------------- 483 887 889 862 672 oo 

Pierce Junction.._.___..----.-------------------- 1, 117 897 628 637 561 oe 

| Placed0.---- soon ee nee eeeeeeeeeeeseee---| 8, 088 | 2,208] 1,882] 1,401 1, 228 ) 
' Raccoon Bend..-...--.-------------------------- 1, 206 1, 034 1, 232 1, 329 1, 587 a 

: See footnotes at end of table. . Oe
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“. Production of crude petroleum in Texas, 1988-42, by districts and fields—Continued- 
nn ee . (Thousands of barrels] oF ce ae : 

M- = District and field - oo. i 1938 ; ‘1939, | 1940 | 1941 | 19421 : 

So a Gulf Coast—Continued. a ; Po fp ay oe / Refugio_...__---_- 2-2-2 eee eee. 2, 093 2,097 | 2,111 2,223 | . 1,542 ; ot _“ Saxet-Saxet Heights: —-_-- 2222 22222222222222 22] 13; 180 8, 953 5,634; 4, 578 272 2 ee ec ERE 7-2 958}. 1,606] 1,538] 1,200 | Bens _ + S$pindletop.---_ 22.22] 837 782 609; | 486 / 419 Moi So 0. Sugarland. .__-. 2222222 ae eeeeeeeeeee-| (1, aR | A 242 1, 354 647 _ 614 poe Thompsons......----.--.-----2------------------| 3° 998 4,617} 4,384] 4,609) 5,392 poe —  Yomball.__.-._.------2----- 2 2222--2----.-.--| 2635 | 2,630 2,675 |. 3,314) 3 146 Been _, West Beaumont. .-__... 22222-22222} BTL 1,083 | (1,149) - © 821]. .... 738 Bee a _. - West Columbia..._..2. 222-2222 1,600 | 2,261 | 2,353 | «27401 1, 984 re West. Ranch....--_- 22222-22222. 2.--_- #19. - 280; - 1,862). - 3, 691 5,249 . e. pe . . White Point_...-.-2.222 2222 387 |. 2,089 3,054 | 2,864] 2,934 fe oO Withers-Magnet_-_ 22.2 ..22.2222222 22-2 - 925 | 1,330]: 1,712! 2,829 4,165. - Bey - . Other Gulf Coast_._. 22222222. ee 28,456 | 36,552 | 238,073 | 2 40, 256 | 2 40, 123 
Pose _ Total Gulf Coast... ----...-----.--....---....-] . 115, 587 | 122, 523 | 122, 166-| 134,732 | 135,020 

ee a _ +» Bast. Texas: . ee rn nes i a we fe o mye... Bast Texas proper 3___--.---.-.--.-2.----.-...| 152,116 | 144,615 | 141,023 | 132,486 | 122,871 wl Cayuga. --------------------22--2-------------.-| 8,191 | 3,472 | 4432. | 45303. 4,419 Bye -  Hawkins__._.... 2222222222222 ee w---------|------2---| 1,482] 8, 451 Bped _. » Long Lake..__-.-. 22222222 | 721 | 867} 828] 1,342] 1,463 : BBloce Do “Rodessa..--_.------------222--22---2------ 22. --| 11, 373 9, 785°}. 6, 607. 4,712 | - 3,166 eo. Sulphur Bluff... 222.2222] 3653 |. 536] 2522 | baa |. 1, 549 - 7 Poel, 0. Dal@0-. 2.222 -- 2-2 ee ee eee eee eee eee | 92508 | | ~9, 609 8,818 | 9.038) 9,522 — | i VOM nn oan en nnn ene seen nent eee eeee--e---| 8,630} 5333] 42512 | 3,739 | 8,444 | Be | Other East Texas__...........2....--.._...-._.- 611 738 1,177 | 1,326] - 1,822 © | 
Ro Total Kast Texas... eee) 18 B88 175, 955.|- 168,919 | 159,960 | . 153, 707 

rn Central.Texas:_ ee en ns Cs Cn : 
feos . Darst CreeK..--.--------.--- 5-22-2222 -2ee eee 2, 816 2,707 |... 2,178 | 1,845] 2,220 peg ws! Golling- -.-_- 2222-2. | 22497 2,443 | 2,256]. 1,974] * 1,754 | fies Lytton Springs...--..2222222222 22222] 087 867.| . 649 577| 456 Bee —. Mexia 4-2-2 e222 eee -1------| 1,688 1, 494 1,418 | 1,531 | 1,480 ra (1 Pettus... -----. 2-22 eee eee e--------| 2088 | 1.515 |, 1,276 1,061} 384 | ws Salt Flat (Bruner)___..----.---2---222-2-2-------| 1,419 | 15 5904, 1,512. 1, 348 1118 foe .:. Other Central Texas_......--2-222- 2-2 - 4,175 | «1,049 | 1,189 1, 259 1, 098 
hex otal Central Texas... 12,687 | 11,660] 10,428}  9,595| .. 8,510. Bee North Texas bo ee eee 36,823 |. 40,371 | 6 48, 153 648,529 | 649 851 ae _ Panhandle ?_____._.--.------------------------------] 28,556 | 24,165'|26,716.| 27831 30, 881 be’ , - ‘South Texas BL! 29, 597 29, 392° 32, 333 | 32, 018 23,627 ~ 

Bae West Texas: oS a | Be. Andrews County.....--...------.-.-.---.....---] . 1,309 1, 587 1, 506 2, 224 1, 345 Pee | _ Big Lake._-_.-----.---2-----2----------.--_---.-| 2381 2, 275 2,075 | 1,938]: 1,839 a. oo Fisher County-.....--22222.-2--._.... 1,208; 1,059; 835 655 _ 572 . rn . Slaughter___._....22 2222222222222 93 416 841 4,612 7, 403 ” Ward County._..-.......-.---.__._.....-- 8,878 | . 7,795 7, 580 7, 189 5, 890 : Other West Texas__-.....-...-2-22--2-2--2 58, 863 66,321 | 2 71,657 a 76, 289 2 64, 726° 
ae | Total West Texas...............----.--...--..| 72,712 | 79,453 | 84,404! 92, 907 | 81,775 | 
oe Total Texas_.-.--------.--2---2---222222------| 475, 850 | 488, 528 | 498, 209 | 505, 572 | 483, 371 

| 1 Subject to revision. ; 
| * Incldues crude oil consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for entire district. | _ §%Joiner, Kilgore, Lathrop, and other pools in Cherokee, Gregg, Rusk, Smith, and Upshur Counties. : ‘ Includes other fields in Falls, Freestone, Limestone, and Navarro Counties. 

5 Includes the fields in and between Wilbarger, Wichita, Clay, Montague, and Cooke Counties on the north and Runnels, Coleman, Brown, and Comanche Counties on the south. oo 6 Includes crude oil consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for East (exclusive of East ’ Texas proper), Central, North, and South Texas. 
7 Carson, Gray, Hutchinson, Moore, Potter, and Wheeler Counties. 

- § Includes fields in Duval, Hidalgo, Jim Hogg, Jim Wells, Starr, Webb, and Zapata Counties. 

| . West Virginia.—A small gain raised the production in West Virginia 
to 3,574,000 barrels compared with 3,433,000 in 1941, During the 
year 118 wells were completed, compared with 115 in 1941.
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+ Production of crude petroleum in West Virginia, 1988-42, by months a 

| . | [Thousands of barrels] . Oo , | Os 

oe Year. - | Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | May | June | July | Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov. | Dec. ‘Total 

| 1938__-..---...----|. 200 | 204 | 387] 317 | 322] 326] 304 325.| 315 | 320} 257'| 277 8,684 Oe tl 

; 1939-222 ws} 979 | ‘282 | 312 | 238 |} 320 | 300 | 298 | 310} -290| 309] 282) 311) 3580 2 
1940222222277] 934. | 301 | 285] 300] 311}, 276] 303) 201 | 286] 312.) 264) 281] 3,444 Ny 

: 19407777} a6 | 249 | 276 | 300 |. 200 |° 280 | 297 |. 283 | 289] 311} 270 | °302]-3,4838 0 iw A 
gga CTTTTTTIITITT] 04 | 267 | B10} 313] 297 |. 306 | 306 | 305 | 310] 321 | 267) 278) 3874: oe 

w _1 Subject to revision. — - Se a ee PT a 

~ -- Wyoming.—Production in Wyoming increased from 29,878,000 _ ae 
eo barrels: in’ 1941 to 31,392,000 in 1942. Lance Creek, the principal. ae 

~ field, decreased from. 8,838,000 barrels to 7,823,000 despite the com-- 4 

' pletion. of 12 wells with an average initial of 171 barrels. = ae 

a Although Salt. Creek. again declined,.it maintained second place = = oS 

with 4,989,000 barrels output, followed closely by Oregon Basm, =| 
with a yield of 4,711,000- barrels compared with 3,197,000 in 1941.. 6% 

-. Good transportation, the need for heavy. oil, and. prospects for higher. 

oe prices for that type of crude combined to focus attention on this field.. og 

Accordingly, 27 wells were completed, with an average initial of 451.00. «3 

— parrels, 
-. Ninety-three oil wells were completed in the State, with anaverage = =: 

"initial of 317 barrels, compared with 123 completions averaging 395 

barrels in 1941. One of the most important. finds of the year was Oo as 

- production in N ovember in the deep Tensleep formation of the Elk =: 

-, Basin field. A discovery of promising possibilities was the Horse- = | 

creek field in Laramie County in November.: The one well com- | ok 

pleted in this field had an initial production of 580 barrels from the tN 

- Lakota sand. New production was found in the Pilot Butte field in ~ es 

_. -the Tensleep sand in March and in the Embar lime in September. oy 

‘The Tensleep discovery well had an initial of 750 barrels and the © 

’.  Embar discovery 500 barrels, which. later turned to water. 

Be Production of crude petroleum in Wyoming, 1938-42, by fields. | | Le 

-_ oy crhousandsof barrels} Sl 

a pee ot Pos vt os Lander- at 

Co | Big |Byron-| cole | Elk | Fran- | Grass | 7,2, | La | Lance | Dallas- oe 4 
a _ Year =. | Mud- | Gar | Creek |. Basin | nie | Creek | Dome-} Barge | Creek | Derby ONG 

dy land os - eo Warm Dome | ok sf 

1938} aan | 836] as] ot] gig | 51d | 8 | 805 | 4848 PY 
, 1930.......----..---| 435 | _ 867 o4| 203|. 496) 844] 240] 379] 6,884] 278° ee 

, 1940._._..........--| 429] 1,411 1 65] © 190 812} 718 353 | 585 | 9,121} ° 290 J we 

: 1941....7.--..--.-.-| 421 | 1,516 295} 195 | . 939] 1,171 264 767 | 8,838:| . 309. ait 

o 1942 tT] aga | 163 | «872 | += :186 | 1,013 | 1,524] 173) 767 | 7,823 | 294 oe 

. | . Lost | | Poi | | | 2 sg 

, 8 Sol- | Medi- — |g Oison | | ae 
; ~-. | Oregon Spider- Rock | Salt | Other A 

: Year | ier" | gine | Basin | 598° South |2%81Y] Creek | Creek | fields | TO og 

, wert | | Casper) : oe 

1998................| 1,037 | 1,040| 1,648| 116] 196| 271]  640| 5,705) 150) 19,022 er 
: 1989.2] 592 | 7544] 1,848] 182] 26] 225] 1,008 | 5,331 98 | 21, 454 vs 

194022277] 070} 251 | 2725] «89 | = 288 | 172 |) 92] 5,201 | 293) 25,711 ae 
1941..-..-----.-.--| 4,745 245 | 3,197 132 251 158 952 | 5,146 2 337 29, 878 a 

Iota) us|) 6st | 47} 6114 |) 286 | = 170 | += 988 | 4,989 | 7203) 31, 393 on 

1 Subject to revision. oe a 

2 Includes crude oii consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for entire State, Ss,



ET 
We The number of wells drilled in the United States in 1942, including |< ee oil and gas wells and dry holes, dropped 39 Percent to 17,934 com- = “pared with 29,070-in 1941.0 . » ... -Oil-well completions declined 46 percent—from 19,195 in 1941 to” | ee 10,302 in 1942. Regulation M-68 (previously described) was the  — =~ principal reason for such Severe curtailment, although exhaustion - of drilling sites and lack of transportation to market for production oo 
=. already acquired were contributing causes. = © ~*~... 

The greatest relative decline was in Mississippi, where exhaustion __ 
of drilling locations caused completions to drop 91 percent from 219 

“in 1941 to 20 in 1942. The 3,049 wells completed in Texas were 58. >. - percent less than the 7,262 completed in 1941, and the ratio of com-. 
-*-pletions to total for the United States dropped from 38 percent in _- . 1941 to 30 in 1942. The.1,107 completions in Ilinois were 59 per- “o- - gent less than -the 2,730 in 1941, and only'11 percent of the total = + wells drilled in the United States were drilled in ‘this State com- 
“>. pared with 14 percent in 1941. The relative number of oil wells 
-. :. completed in the Eastern States rose from 15. percent in 1941 to 26. 
“- percent in 1942, but the actual number declined from 2,895 to 2,662, 

 |JFERTUTTOM LD ol ape “2. . 3000 . Y : oe “ Beg Pe aes ” a 

gE pallet Tle | [eb ae oy 

a ; | an | | a a en AAA) | et 

oe | | a ae tat | 
pod ° - a nee eee 

So - _ FIGURE 4.—Wells drilled in the United States, 1936-42, by months. 

7 _ The 5,532 dry holes drilled in 1942 were 20 percent less than the 
_ 6,885 drilled in 1941. The smaller decline, compared with oil-well 

completions, reflects the lack of restrictions under Regulation M-68 
- against obtaining material for exploratory wells. However, difficulty | | in getting equipment, even with priorities, and in getting drilling 

crews because of lack of manpower, as well as narrowing margins of 
profit as drilling costs advanced against a stable crude-oil price con- 
tributed toward curtailment of exploratory operations. The Office 

| of Price Administration proposed that the Government subsidize the 
cost of drilling exploratory wells to stimulate the search for new 
reserves yet avoid raising the price of oil. Of the total wells drilled, 

| - 8,166 were exploratory; 466 discovered oil and 57 gas, and 2,643 
were dry. | 

_ The average depth per well drilled, according to the Oil Weekly, 
was 3,038 feet compared with 2,963 feet in 1941. Deeper drilling to
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«reach new production discovered in lower formations was partly = = == 
Bo offset by such factors as relatively fewer wells drilled in Illinois and. 
_ ‘Texas, where formations are deep, compared with eastern fields in 
- which a relatively greater number of wells were drilled; and emphasis 8 

in’ California on heavy-oil production, the deposits of which are 8 
~ nearer the surface than those of light oil. i : CS 

- __. Wells drilled for oil and gas in the United States, 1941-42, by months1 © 

ae Wells | Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | May | June | July | Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov.| Dec. | } a 
ee Looe a . . foo | . Se , Num-j} Per- . es 

ee to Pp foe foo fT | | ber feent 2 

: -Ofl_._.....-| 1, 368] 1, 150] 1, 184] 1, 612] 1,615] 1, 599]-1, 934] 1, 829] 1,913] 1,821] 1,723] 1,447| 19,195] 66.0 9s 
~  Gas__.----} 211; 198) 182) 202) 9-286] «= 220) = 296}. 288) 272| += 285} = 308] = 292) 2,990; 10.3 | pin 

+ Dry-Zl] 506] 487]. 434) 6031-554] 533] + 687| 647/660] +644 «-584] | 546] 6, 885] 23.7 od 

Bo _ | 2,085] 1, 835] 1,800] 2, 417] 2, 405] 2, 362| 2,917] 2, 764| 2, 845] 2,750] 2, 615] 2,285] 29,070] 100.0 - => 

we 942 ff 
“Of __2....] 1,373]. 953] 778] 825} 847/726} ~~ 833] 745] 836] 817] 765] 804) 10,3021 67.4 
0 Gag lTTTITT} 7 295} «1717, 144] 162]. 150} 157] 224) «182}° 204) 172] 152} 157] 2100) 12.70 

— Dry lille] 569] 422) 404} 461 425 426] 521/ 421/505] 449] 435] 494 5,532] 30.9 7° 

Fa, 167] 1, 546] 1, 826] 1, 448) 1, 429] 1, 309] 1, 578] 1, 348) 1, 545] 1, 438] 1, 352| 1,455] 17,934} 100.0 = 

--- 1. Oil and Gas Journal east of California; American Petroleum Institute in California, © os . 

oe Wells drilled in the United States, 1941-42, by States and districts 1 os aa 

os “ Cayo ef NOM | - 142000 | as 

oe ee | Oil Gas | Dry | Total | Oil | Gas | Dry | Total ~ es 

a ‘Arkansas..........-......-.---.-.....| 95| 20] 834. 198] 1o3{ 7/4] oyweo0. 
\ California 2.277 TTTTTTTTTSTTTTT) 920 19| 179| 1,118] © 557| 25) 247) ©8282, °° 
ms.) Colorado... -2..---.--------2--- 16 4 13 338; 10]. 1). 44 ' 25 rs 
°  DMlinois. 2220227227} 2,730 |. 12 | - 890 | 3,682] 1,107] 14] 787| 1,908 sg 
2s. Indiana 2777 TTT] 7 262 | 48 | 208 | 518 | 7198 | ak] 95 | 8B, 
. Kansas...------..--.----------------| 1,420 76| °517| 2,013| 8131 791 627! 1,519 ss 
: Kentucky... -.-....------------.-----| 283 275 198 | 706 48 152} 49| 249 ay 
Soe petetenas oo ee CSdSSSCSSSOSCOOCS We 
| - Gulf Coast.........-.-2..-.--..-] 614 13} 20] 872| 286 17 | yt 4440 
2 Northern. WILT] 467) 98 | ai | 791-278 | jee; 47 9 7 

oe Total Louisiana......-.-..--..| 1,081] 111] 471] 1,663| 564 44| 307. 915 3. 
- Michigan 0222222222222 2 22-1] 483 86 419 938 293 70} 3800} 663. er 

Mississippi_..2--------2--2 eee 219 4 59 282 >. : 48 —«668 AT 
Montana. -_-.--..-----.---.--------- 160 70 53 283 123 69 |. 26 218 St 
Nebraska_-.....--.--------------------| 38 |.------- 51 89 10 |-.-..-.- 23 33 a 
New Mexico_......--...---.---------| _ 209 15 53 277 180 9 48 | - 237 . ee 
‘Oklahoma..----- 222-22] 1,099; «6140 | = 582 | 1,821] 544] . 92] 540] 117% © 

- Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, and oe 
| West Virginia.......-..-..--.-----| 2,895 | 1,804] 771 | 5,470] 2,662] 1,306| 598] 4,566 pe 

Texas: ; : fp | Je 
Gulf Coast..........-..-.---.---| 1,353 72| 3871 1,812| 724 67| 349| 1,140 4 
East Texas....--.-.---.---------| 814 |......-.| 14] "898] — 240 22| 145 407 J 
West Texas___...._-.---.--.-----| 2,128 13| 163) 2,209| 1,079. u{ 18] 14270 © © 3 

. Rest of State...._.--...-.-------| 2,972] 210 | 1,712| 4,804| 1,006] 102| 933] 2,041 es 

| Total Texas...................| 7,262] 205] 2,276 | 9,833} 3,049] 2021 1,607| 4,858 3 
Wyoming. .--.--...--.--.--.------- 123 6 33 162 93 6 20 119 a! 
Other States_..............-.--------|-------- 5 34 39 |.-----.-]-------- 22 22: Oe 

; Total United States...........] 19,195 | 2,990 | 6,885 | 29,070 | 10,302 | 2,100] 5,532| 17,934 os 

1 Oil and Gas Journal, except California. ? American Petroleum Institute. |
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"Producing oil wells in the United. States and average production per day in 1941 by 
Be —  Stategand districts! | 

ve Rroducingoflwells |} | Producing ofl wells | 
ae a oe oe Average / | - Oo a ey > | Average 
ab State and district Approxi-|- produc- || °° State and district © § | Approxi-| produc-— 
po a “ ‘mate tion per — . a |. mate tion per 
ee number, | well per . . number, | well per. — 
ae an Dee. 31 | day (bar- - _ Dec. 31 | day (bar- 
et : rels) . Co . rels) 

P Avkongag. 0-0 .c.-------| 2,980] 24.5 |] New York................| 21,500/ 7) ee California #27 2222222222222222-] 16,700 | 39.7 |] Ohio. ano} la 
Be - Colorado..._.--.----------+-- 200} 30.2 || Oklahoma.__.._...---------..| 54, 200 . 190 
me _ Hlinois-.....22-2--22-2-.-.---| 22, 300 - 16.9 || Pennsylvania.-...............| 81, 700 6 
ee Indiana.-_...--.---.--1 2+... 1,750} . 11.9 |) ; ———>S _ —— 
eo Kansas_.....-.--.---.-..-...-]| 23200] - 10.1 || Texas: pe 
Mua ~ Kentucky-._....-.--.-..-.-.-| 14,400 1.9. Gulf Coast...----------.-| 12,500 |:.. 306.5 - . 

nt ; : aos ————[—_— 1. ‘East Texas proper........| © 265, 850 13.9. 
as Louisiana: Lo oe 7 on TP. © West Texas._....-.-..-..-| 14,300] > 19.1 

we — Gulf Coast. ..-....-22-..- 2, 600 | ° 96.7 || ‘Rest of State...-.-----.-.} 47,400 | © 86 
wep co, Northern..-....--....---.- 3,900 | 18. 4 — ‘ ~-eOor- -- . 
ae . Co |||. Ss Total Texas_.._._-...--| 100,050 14.2 
Be Total Louisiana. -___..- -6,.500 50.4 || West Virginia...._..........-| 17, 400 5 
Be Michigan_____......-...----.- 3, 160 , 14.71, Wyoming---.-.....--22-22--.- 3,450 |)... 23.5 
Yer Mississippi_........--.-------| _ 380]: | 188.7 || Other States 3_...222.22002.00.) °° 140 | 4 
eo ‘Montana.-.....--.-----.-.---| 1,920 Wa fe ele 
ere Nebraska_.....-.2.--2-2.2--.-| 70 - 104.0 Total wells._.......-..-| 399,960 | 9.7 7 
gee New Mexico-....-.--..------- 8, 610 | oe 31.3 . a nO 

om ' 1 Figures for 1942 not yet available. : - oo oo oe 
vag 2 American Petroleum Institute. a Co a ae cs oe 
Bo he _ Missouri, Tennessee, and Utah. a . a . oo 7 Ree STOCKS 

*. . ‘Total crude-oil stocks declined about 12 million barrels in 1942 
-. compared with about 19 million barrels in 1941. An increase of over _ 
Let 16 million barrels in the first quarter was due to the disruption of : 

transportation, resulting in abnormal liquidation of 27 million barrels 
a of refined stocks that reduced the expected demand for domestic 
«.. ¢rude petroleum. While the draft on refined stocks continued during 
~ "the second quarter, a sharp drop in crude production and in crude 
~. imports resulted in a decrease of about 11 million barrels in crude __ 
-,. stocks. In spite of a substantial recovery in production, crude 
i ‘stocks dropped 12 million barrels more in the third quarter, mainly 

_ because of low imports of crude and efforts to rebuild stocks of refined — 
- products. In the fourth quarter, the seasonal rise in the demand for — 

all oils resulted in an increased production of crude as well as a further — 
co reduction of about 5 million barrels in crude stocks. Total stocks of 
. crude petroleum amounted to 245,219,000 barrels on December 31, 

1942, compared with 257,063,000 barrels on December 31, 1942. 
oe Stocks of foreign crude declined over 2 million barrels, and stocks of 

| domestic origin were reduced by almost 10 million barrels.
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| Stocks of crude petroleum, natural gasoline, and refined products in the United States ee 

- | A at end.of year, 1938-42 ed oe 

i , OC | «FT honsands of barrels] ers 

a - product =i i sts—~sSs«*YESs98 YB | 1940 | NK 19421 oe 

cn Crude petroleum (refinable): ee ef ef hey 
f At refineries........-.--.-----------~--------| 51,551] 49,215 | 52,448 | 51,819 | 43,620 | ot 

7 Pipe line and tank farm....---...-----.-----| 211,188 | 178,810 | 200,726 | 183,992 | 177,90 ss 

o © Prodwcers..-..------2-2e-eeeeeeeeneneeeenen] Hy 476] 11,958) 11, 585 { air |f 2280 

t | Total refinable....-.--.----------------1-| 274,165 | 230,978 | 264,700 |{ an’ gpa |} 234954 
= California heavy crude......--.-----------------|_ 16,467 | __ 18,380 | 11,906 10,179 10,885 

_ Total crude petroleum........------------| 200,682 | 258 308 | 276, eis { 1 BBY 678 |\ 246219 “A 

Natural gasoline....--.--seceeeeeeeseceeeeeeeee| 4880] Saar] roe Pb BOR 
oe Se | Te ea | 282,265 | 200,375 |) 247, 554 ty 

ar Refined products Bo---nnonnnncansnneenn scene sane 272, 241 268, 109 {. 2 980, 958 2294, 310 } co 7 ey 

" | Crna: . Le pee ae |. Boe 5 564,584 | _ 552, 328 | es 
Ho _ Grand total. -------connooo----onnennnnoees 567, 703 | 625, 838 |{ 2 563, 277 2 Ber bio | (497,405 — ag 

1 Subject to revision. a ee | nee 

. 2 For comparison with succeeding year. — . re Fo, ae oo cote 

-. 8 Includes equivalents for wax, coke, and asphalt in barrels. — | | . a: 

| The data on stocks of crude oil, by States of origin for 1942, show 
that the largest decreases were 12.7 million for Oklahoma, 9.0 million = 

” for Illinois, and 2.1 million for California crude of all grades. Smaller — ne 

- declines occurred in the stocks of all other important producing States — wg 

-.. except Texas, where stocks increased about 21.7 million barrels. ao 

3 These figures reflect chiefly the result of the decline in tanker move- “ay 

~ ments from the Gulf to the East Coast district and the necessity of 

' liquidating crude stocks located closer to consuming centers during oe 

the period of establishing new transport routes. | oo 

: , oe a : er: 

: | 
: oy 

. . . , . * 7



Stocks of crude petroleum in the United States in 1942, by States of location and origin and by months! _ SC = wg Eda 
: - oO Thousands of barrels]. : oe, Sos ee, . oe et 

| State Jan.1 | Jan. 31 | Feb. 28 | Mar. 31} Apr. 30 | May 31 | June 30-) July 31 | Aug. 31 | Sept. 30| Oct. 31 | Nov.30/ Dee.3l1 =.” - ae 

LOCATION ef 7 i ep. oo fe | 2 aE Arkansas. ._-__....-.-..----2-2---2--------------------| 1,988 | 1,950 | 2,040 | 2,230 |. 2,062. 924 | 1,875 | 1,776 |. 1,727] 1,707) 1,592] .1,595} 1,550. re California ?3___._....2..0 2. 12-.-..--.------.--.-. 85,591 | 37,787 | 39,186 | . 38,548 | 38, 752 - 37, 255 | 35,672 | 36,081 | 36, 256 34,924 | 33,025 | 31,744} 32,770 oo wey se Illinois. .....2..2020 002.00 eee ne ene ee 12,704 | 12,290 | 12,363] 11,809 11,844 | .10,923 | 10, 294 9,055 |. 9,371 | - 9,013 4 9,805 | + 9,039: } 9, 127 ee ULE Indiana_....-............-...-.....--.-...-...... 3, 007 3,478 | - 3,418 | 3,605] 3,849 3, 787.) 3,558 | 3,459 | 3,624. | 2,749 |. 2, 768 2, 975 |: 3, 193. oe ee Be Kansas and Nebraska.........-...-..-----------------| 9,063] 9,464 | 9,095 | {9,091 | 8,555 | 8,444 | 8,743 | 9,192] 9,199] 9,336} 9,114; 9,108; 8396 ee Louisiana, Alabama, and Mississippi_...-.---.-.-.-..-] 11,739 | 12) 109:| (11,607 | 11/925 21, 493 | 11,497 | 11,519 |. 10,7386 / 9,722 | 9,382 | 9,489} 9.648; 920 99° 1.5 Maryland fone eee eee eee 2, 149. 2,142 | 1,686 | 1,374 1,470. |. 1, 267 1,437.) 1,174 |. 1,123]. 1,171 | - 1,232 1, 400 | 1,267 RL ‘Michigan, Kentucky, and Tennessee._._._._......_._- 3, 890 3, 669 -8, 487 3,384 |. 3,304} 3,316 3,317.) . 3, 534- 3,207 | 2,971 |. 2,796 2, 889 | 3, 063 — 5 ete Missouri Bo nee eee ene eee 4, 421 4, 374 4,417 |. 4,103. 4,174 4,090 4,089} 4,279 | 4,016! 4,100}. 4,263 4, 320 | 4, 152 tA an ye Montana and Oolorado..........-....-..-..-.---.--.-.| 2170| 2087] 1,993 1,959 | 2,104 | - 1,966} 1,874] 1,893]. 1,727] 1,522] 1,424]. 1,394 1,335 gh ES Now Jersey.....---------------------------------------| 5,366 | 4,716 | 3,988 | 3,638 | 2,720 | 2,604 | 2,835 | 8,153 | 3,238 | 3,286 | 2,784} 2372) 26 Fy New Mexico..........-.-.-.-------22222--2------------| 1,209} 1,280 | 15163} 1,202 1,208) 1,072) 1,188 | 1,099 | 1,188] 1,165 | 1,309} 1,49) 137 | Now York... ... 2.2.2.2 2-22-2222 e eine ee----------| 1,188 | 13389 | 13338 | 1248 | - 1,220{. 1,007 | 1,181]. 1,180] . 1,170 952. 877| 850, 706 FR 9, Ohio... -.2 2.2.2. -.-----. 8,548 | 9,342 9,582} 9,811 | 8,803 | 7,797 |. 7,352 |. 6, 546 6,675 | 6,064 5, 956 . 5, 759 | 6,131 Fa ee Oklahoma. ...................-...---.---...-..- eee eee 38, 768 | 38,132 | 37,891 |. 37,987 | 38,751 38,049 | 38,550 | 36,941 | 36,080 | 35, 229 33,257 | 31,932 | 38908 os Pennsylvania.......................................... 6, 379 6, 145 5, 776 6, 320 5, 334 5, 446. 5,829 | 5,780 | 5,553 | 5, 545 5, 217 5,562 | - -5, 507 hE Texas. _. 2... 84,051 | 88,870 | 97,102 | 100,189 | 97,894 | 99,827.) 98,230] 95,508 | 96, 510 | 97,606 | 99,763 | 99,475) 98232 bho we | West Virginia... ._..-. 22222222) amt | 354] 03n1 | 1355 | 1,825 | 1,293 | 1,192 | .1,122-| 1,167 |. 1,076 | 1,053 | 1,027) He72 bm. Wyoming ¢__-_--- 2. 22 eee eeeetee-e----------| 13,317 | 12,983 | 13; 401 | 13° 054 12,904 | 12,924 | 12,686 | 12,548; 12,672 | 12,245 | 11,737 | 11,660 | 11,708 Woo 9° 
Total United States._..........................- 246, 884.| 253, 531 | 260,844 | 261, 832 257, 761 | 254,577, | 251,421 | 245,026 | 244,125 |: 240, 043 . 237, 361 | 234, 100 - 234, 354 z ee 

Arkansas...............--..-...------------- eee 2, 750 2, 855 2, 945 3,111 | (3,020 | 2,918 | - 2,802] 2,618 | 2,575 | 2.577 2,312 |. 2,276; 2.476 | A - ee California 3__......22222222 2-2. -- eeu 35, 596 | 37,767 | 39,184 | 38,531 |..38,737 | 37,249 | 35,650 | 36,073 | 36,240 | 34,915 733,018 | 31,625 |. 82,757 Illinois and Indiana__....._................_........... 18, 413 18, 734 18,958 | 19,156 17, 584.| -14,917 | 13,656 | 12,104 | 11,441 | 10,261 10,080 | 9, 646 9, 492 Web Kansas and Nebraska.._..........-....-...-.-.-------| 7,704 8,174 | 8,126 | 8,086 8, 465 8, 149 8,490} 7,876 | 7,274} 7,187 | 7,362 | 7,178 7,052, @O 20 Louisiana and Mississippi_..................----------| 15,318 16,127 | 15,697 | 15,619 | 14,920 | 15,539 | 15,759 | 15,782 | 14,717 | 14,392 | 14,609 |. 14,543 | 13,916 op en Michigan and Kentucky....._................--------| 2,943 2,608 | 2, 571 2,601) 2, 533 2,514 | 2,849} 2,640 [ 2,370} 2,351 2,209} 2,155 | 2,286 NM... Montana and Colorado__.......-.......------.--.-----| 1,865 1,806 | 1,677 1,655 | §1,869; 1,603 | 1,594] 1,549 1,422 | 1,260 1, 153 1,197 | 43,123 re re New Mexico.............-2-2--------------------------| 7,078 | 7,548. |. 71818 7,820 | 7,188 | 6,715 |. 6,058 | 5,720} 5,786] 5,846 |. 5,871 | 5,565| 5.803 — ta . Ohio. _--..2.2 22. 509 517 621 489 | .600 |. 516 - 480) 605} 439 — 487) 441 | 422 500 | wg et et Oklahoma. -_-_-_.....-.----.-..----------------------| 51,919 | 50,964 | 50,547 | 49,747 | 49,243 | 47,020 | - 45, 680 44,184 | 43,720 | 42,627 | 41,511 | 39,969 | 39,196 eB Pennsylvania, New York, and West Virginia_....___..| 3, 454 3, 362 3,270 | 3,248 |. 3,345 3,177 | 3,215 | © 3,289; 3,207] 3,053 | 2.926 2, 857 . 2,710 | ee DOXaS..--. 2 eee een e eee --------| 82,297 86, 667 | 93,161 | 96,069 | 95,322 | 99,559 | 100,760 | 98,583 | 100,898 | 101,599 | 102,919 | 103, 662 104,020 | os Wyoming...._........--------.------------------.----| 14,455 | 14, 204 14,815 | 14,341 | 14,195 | 14,092} 14,003] 13,860 | 13,704 | 13,334 | 12,853.) 12,801 | 12,966 . . rags Foreign......------------------------een-e------------| 2,583 | 2,108 | 1,559} 1,350} 840| 510 (425). 158 233 204. 102 4) 1988 
Total United States...............----....----.-]| 246, 884 | 253, 681 | 260, 844 261, 832 | 257, 761 | 254,577 | 251, 421 | 245,026 | 244,125 | 240,043 | 237, 361 | 234,100 | 234,354. ae Heavy crude in California._...._...................... 10,179 |. 10,543 | 11,229 | 11,737 |. 11,484 | 11,168 |. 10,892 10,950 |. 10,706 | ‘10,167 |7 10,868 | 10,724.| 10,865 a 

1 Subject to revision. ‘Includes Georgia, Massachusetts, Rhode. Island, _.. §Ineludes Idaho and Utah. — a 4 Includes Washington. South Carolina, and Virginia. re - _ 7744,000 barrels transferred from gasoline-bearing to - es ’ Heavy crude stocks in California given below. - Wis ludes Iowa, Minnesota,. South Dakota, and... heavyerude, == 5 ss oe ES isconsin. Sam | . 7 SO me | wo RE



: | Stocks of crude petroleum 1 in the United States in 1942, by districts and months ? : ee : AS 

ot oo oO [Thousands of barrels] ' ce ee ne a ube 

District Jan.1 | Jan. 31 | Feb. 28 | Mar. 31} Apr. 30 | May 31 June 30 | July 31 | Aug. 31 | Sept..30| Oct. 31 | Nov. 30 | Dee. 31 mo, os 

. At refineries, by field of origin: . . oe : : rn © , of - . en 3 Cnet EAT 
Appalachian: a en . ae Jo Go as 

Pennsylvania Grade........-...--------------- 439 | 448 490 | . 466 517 | = 487 465 670 620 ~ «611 509 491 48940 ee 
Other Appalachian (including Kentucky).-.-|. . 348 172 + 934) 257 193 | .- 191 884 | - . 276 . 235). 252|] 2041 254 292 LER 

Lima-Northeastern Indiana-Michigan.-.........-.- - 680 601 660} © 595 | «625 6141 764 ).- ~~ 504 486 » Bil - 492. 470 449 Dg 
Tllinois-Southwestern Indiana_..-....-.....-..-...| 3,423 | .3,622 | . 3,682 | 3,237.) 3,123 2,669 | 2,283 2, 140 1, 986 1,976 | 1,921 1,959 | 2,043 bg LoS 
Northern Louisiana, Arkansas, and Mississippi- -. 3, 893 4,251 | . 3,773 3, 834 3, 867 4,040 3, 598 3, 490 2, 666 2, 712 3,035 | -.2, 788 . 2, 969. on FO 
West Texas and Southeastern New Mexico-.......| 4,802) 4,159 3, 586 3,450. | 38, 252 2,969 | 2,854 3,301 | 3,030 | 2,981 | 3,327} 3,086 8,244 5 eo 
East Texas.......-..-..----..--.--.---------------| - 8,506 | 3,671 | 3,971 | 3,669} 2,812] 3,350 | 3,739 | 3,693 | 3,608 4, 290 3,895] 4,343. 4,464 0° oe 
Oklahoma, Kansas, North Texas, etc...........-.-| :10,816 | 12,055 | 11,824 | 11,601 | 12,234 |- 12,132 | 11,668 | 11,472.| 11,221 | . 9,233) .9,200| 8,842 9,212. © | eT 

~ Gulf Coast. ..._........----.--.--.-----------+----] 10,344 |. 11,883 | 11,466 | 10,885 | 10,620 | 10,822 ;. 10,802 | 10,463 | 11,314 | 11,213 10,881; 10,975; 10,110 & Le a 
- Rocky Mountain...........-.---.-----.-.---------] 2, 230 2,115 | . 2,202) 2,269) 2,399) 2,148}. 2,049) 2,049) 1,828) 1,754). 1,723 1,766) 1,816 Ho. wn 

California........-.-....-.-------------.-.--------| 8, 165 | 8, 128 8,434 | 8,428 | 9,034] 8,572) 8,670 | “8,718 | 9,208) 8,932 8,263.) 7,611) 8,329 Co © oo». 
Foreign.....-.-.-.-.---------- eee eee eee -e---| 2, 583 2, 108 1, 559 1,359} 840 . 610], 428 |. =. 188 | 288. 204] 102 114]° 198 So 

, Total at refineries. ............------...-.-------}| 51,819 | 53, 208 §1, 821 50,.050 49,525; 48,454 | - 47, 551 46,919 | 46, 435 44,569 | 43, 552 42,699 | 48, 620 > ae 

Piperline and tank-farm stocks, by fields of origin; | . a, ee Pe foo. Pe 8 ONS 
ppalachian: fT a oe |. | — cs 

Pennsylvania Grade_.....-.-..--.-.-----------|.- 2,880 2,748 | 2,605 2,596 |: 2,665 2, 580 2,609 |. 2,.487 2,438 | 2, 411 2,293 | 2,231 2,182 kg Ns 
Other Appalachian (including Kentucky)-..-|. 1,124 1,124] 1,076 1,086 |- 1,050 1,051; 983| 1,024|.. 970 985} - 948 895 |. 1,025 & Sk 

Lima-Northeastern Indiana-Michigan..-.......-.-- 875 844 | ° 742 | 768 |. 753 744, ° = 804 798 687; — 646) 550° 513 | ATA 
. Tllinois-Southwestern Indiana_......--.-..--------| 14,405 | 14,617 | 14,726 | 15,329 | 138,871 | 11,658 | 10,778 9,464 | 8,840 7,680 | 7,549 7,057 | = 6,814 =D De 

Northern Louisiana and Arkansas.._........--..--| 4,968 5,071] 5,224 5, 189 4,781 | 5,068} 5,079 5,264 |-. 5,271 | 5,249 4, 754 5, 068 5, 079 Oe 
West Texas and Southeastern New Mexico.......-| 19,602 | 21,788 | 24,688 | 26,486 | 25,890 | 25,651) 26,271 | 25,524 | 25,969 | 25,740 | 25,500 | 25,704.| 25,476 Ro 
East Texas.._......_..---.------------------------| 16,791 | 16,905 | 18,614 | 19,875 |. 18,790 | 20,380) 20,505} 20,350 |. 18,953 | 19,532) 20,789] 20,695.| 19, 784 Be 

- Oklahoma, Kansas, North Texas, etc...........-.-| 65,002 | 64,384 | 65,668 |. 65,945 | 65,589 | 64,190 | 65,237 | 62,522 | 62,355 | 62,258 | 62,006 | 50,744 | . 59,748 q LE 
Gulf Coast........--.-.---------------.----------- - 20,958 | 21,799 | 22,782 | 22,604 | 23,544.) 24,107 | 23,054 |. 22,079 | 23,335 | -23,837 | 24,143] 24,953 25,593 < re 
Rocky Mountain........-..-..--.-----------------| 18,664 | 13,694] 13,888 | 18,241) 18,275 | 13,237 | 13,090 |. 12,945.| 12,980 | 12,393.| 11,832) 11,852) W,72l; 7. | we 
California. ._....-......-..-..---..-...-..------.--| 23,723 | 25,663 | 26,720 | 26,121 | 25,729 | 24,668 | 22,948 | 23,340 | 22,959 | 22,094 | 20,839 19,693 |. 20, 058 i Fe ak 

Total pipe line and tank farm___............-.--| 183,992 | 188, 437 | 196,728 | 199,240 | 195,937 | 198,334.) 191,353 | 185,797 | 184,757 | 182,825 | 181,203 | 178,405 |. 177, 904 © fo Oe$ 
Producers’ stocks _._....-.-.-.-.2---.-.------.-------| 11,573 | 11,886 | 12,295 |. 12,542 |. 12,209 | 12,789 | 12,517 | 12,310 | 12,933 | 12,649 | 12,606 | 12,996 12, 830. = yas 

Total United States: i pe, oo . - oof a a oe a ES 
1942___...--- eee ---| 246, 884 | 258, 531 | 260, 844 | 261,832 | 257,761 | 254,577 | 251,421 | 245,026 | 244,125 | 240,043 | 237,361 | 234,100 | 234,354 J . Mo 

* 1041 400 -------| 264, 709 | 263,881 | 265,062) 267,005 | 266,637 | 262,731 | 250,695 | 255,998 | 250,240 | 246,731 | 244,355 | 244,209 | 247,499 UA OTe 

1 Excludes stocks of California heavy crude. Po | mee ne a . ce — Bo a ds 
2 Subject to revision. So , oe . eee oe — So - to Se re: 

. § Revised figures for 1941 are as follows (thousands of barrels):. Producers’ stocks—January 31, 11,660; February 28, 11,587; March 31, 11,786; April 30, 11,750; May 31, 11,618; June-30, — os 
11,709; July 31, 11,869; August 31, 12,079; September 30, 12,000; October 31, 12,030; November 30, 12,617; December 31, 12,188. De ae oo > Pe shee 

_ # Final figures resulting from revisions indicated in footnote 3, —s- Oe Co poe So oe coe oO . o> es
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Be CONSUMPTION AND DISTRIBUTION... = 3 - | 

Bo Funs to stills—Crude runs to stills declined sharply to a total of. | 
“<" 1,834 million barrels in 1942—a drop of 75 million barrels (5.3 percent)  —_ 
Bee below the peak level of 1941. The decrease in foreign crude runs was 
a 36 milion barrels and in domestic crude runs 39 million barrels. The _—’ 
“reduction in refinery output was due to a 2-percent decline in the 
Be total demand for all oils and to a liquidation of about 47 million 7 
re barrels of stocks of refined oils. © ee a 
Bit The change in refinery operations by districts varied greatly in 1942 
yo... compared with a substantial increase in all districts in 1941. Crude __ 
». runs declined by about 56 million barrels in both the East Coast and 

Texas Gulf Coast districts, owing to. the sharp curtailment in tanker 
=. movements and to the necessity of meeting demand by heavy with- 
-~ . - Grawals from stocks of refined oils in the East Coast area. The new 
7 Overland movements inaugurated to supply this deficit stimulated 
_.. -. Yefinery operations in the Middle West. Crude runs gained 4 million — 
“barrels in the Appalachian district and 13 million barrels in the | 
vy. Indiana-Illinois-Kentucky district. Crude runs in the California 
me district rose to 230 million barrels—a gain of 17 million—owing to 
A _.. the increased demand by war industries, railroads, and the Navy. 
me Nsiribution.—The total.demand for domestic crude petroleum fell 
v. from 1,421 million barrels in 1941 to.1,395 million barrels in 1942, or 
s+. Jess than 2 percent. The effects of the reduction in crude runs and | 
Bee the liquidation of refined stocks were materially offset by the decrease __ 

Of 62 million barrels in the imports of all oils, necessitating replace- | 
Py ment of this loss in supply, at least in part, from domestic sources. | 
é,. All of these factors contributed to a disturbance in normal move- 
e a _ments of crude petroleum and in the relative. demand for domestic = 
per, _ erude petroleum by States of origin, ==> Be, 
ae _ Receipts of domestic and foreign crude petroleum at United States 
he refineries totaled 1,410 million barrels in 1941 and 1,328 million in | 
a | 1942. In 1942 receipts of foreign crude petroleum at refineries were 
» only about 12 million barrels, or less than 1 percent of the total com- 
n pared with 3.6 percent in 1941; interstate receipts of domestic crude - 
can were 521 million barrels or 39.2 percent compared with 38.6 percent 
- In 1941; and intrastate receipts were almost 795 million barrels or 

59.8 percent compared with 57.8 percent in 1941. a | 
_ Refinery receipts of crude in 1942, by methods of transportation, — 

indicated that 80.0 percent of the total was delivered by pipe lines 
oo compared with 73.9 percent in 1941; that 9.9 percent was delivered . 
Co by boat compared with 22.7 in 1941; and that 10.1 percent was de- 
- livered by tank car and truck compared with 3.4 percent in 1941. 

These figures indicate the sharp decline in boat movements and the 
relative gain in overland shipments. | 

The most important changes in the market demand for crude 
petroleum by States of origin (computed from production and changes 

| in crude stocks by origin) in 1942 compared with 1941 were increases 
- of about 18 million barrels for California, 16 million for Mississippi, 
14 million for Kansas, and 7 million for Michigan. The largest de- 

| clines in crude demand were about 46 million barrels for Texas, 19 
million for Illinois, 13 million for Oklahoma, and 7 million for New 
Mexico. These changes indicate shifts in production trends, in 
accessibility to market under disturbed transportation conditions, 
and in the availability of accumulated stocks. :



, | Runs to stills of crude petroleum in the United States in 1942, by districts and months! | nea 

| | CO [Thousands of barrels] ee a | " AE 

District January | February| March April. May June July | August | Septem- ‘October. Novem Decem- Total | Ts oa 

East Coast: . | | sd Sp pe | |. S fe, 
Domestic.....--.-.------------------| 14,766 | 12,205 | 13,135 | 10,704} © 10,533 | 11,121 | 12,207 | 13,241 | 13,028 | 12,6385 | 12,043 | 12,467 | 148, 085 eae 

a Foreign. _..-..----.---2---02--------| 3,800| 3,417] © 2,111] = 1,317 809 B45} 402]. 212] 46 | 1k | T | 13,087 Bo 

Total East Coast............-------| 18,566 | 15,622| 15,246) 12,021 | 11,342] 11,666 | ~12,609| 13,453 | 13,274 | 12,780 | 12,060 | 12,404] 161,142 yy 0 

| Appalachian. <== 30a o< ao -o--penen-e-n-~- 4,736 | 4,317| 4,603| 4,704| 4,912| 4,780| 4,918] 4,943| 4,837] 4,970| 4,825) . 4,730] 57,802 8 a 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc..-..-...-| 21,690 | 20,118 | 21,661 | 20,720 | 22,789] 21,200] 23,083. | 22,680 | 22,884 |. 23,199 | 21,968 | 22,228) 264,220 by  . 

. Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, etc.....-.--| 10,830 | 9,588} 10,080| 10.715 | 11,142| 10,575 | 11.352 | 11,300| 11,025 | 11,084] 10,929 10,762 | 129382 GO ~ =: 
Texas Inland.......-.-..----------.......| 6,686 | 65,245] 5,431| 5,345| 5,580] - 5,763] 5.862] 5,999] 5,793 | 5,939] 5,873 | 5,862] 68,378 c a 

Texas Gulf Coast: | : fp Pe - : 7 q ps 

Domestic.....----------.-------------| 31,442 | 26,625 | 26,117 | 24,600 | 22,837 | 22,776 | 24.344 | 24,982 | 24,061 | 28,938 |'- 25,574 | 26,020) 305,216 Cons 
| | Foreign. .-..---------------------0+-- 210 204} 143 313 | 367 75 |oowee-----[eeecncnee-[oen--ee---| BT BB] 186] 1,888 es 

Total Texas Gulf Coast............| 31,652 | 26,820 | 26,260 | 24,818 | 23,204 | 22,851 | 24,344 | 24,982| 24,061 | 25,906 | 25,607 | 26,156 | 306,755 Bo es 

Louisiana Gulf Coast: | : oe 2 ee ae fo. | 7 : | 
Domestic.......-.--------------------| 4,948| 4,455| 4,685] 4,253] 4,018] 4,005| 4,582] - 4,532] 4,886] 4,487) 4,387] 4,475 | 53,213 ae 

oo _ Foreign. .-.------.-------------------|----------|---------- [eo -- eee [eee ee eens |e ee nn eee |e nn nnn ne |e nent [en nee ene [eee ene [nee renee [ence eee cer |ee eee eee ewnnnennne a ee 

| Total Louisiana Gulf Coast........-| 4,948 | 4,455 | 4,685 | 4,253] 4,018 |. 4,005 | 4,582 | 4,582 | 4,886 | 4,487 | 4,387 | 4,475 63, 218 a Ss 

_ Arkansas-Louisiana Inland....-.-...-----| 2,470] 2,367 | 2,361| 2.454| 2311! 2,302| 2,308] 2,498| 2,345]. 2,513] 2,280| --2,846] 28,654 | E US 
Rocky Mountain.........-..-----.-------| .3,117| 2,348] 2,956| 2647| 2,819] 2870] 2963! 2,916) 3,177] 3,163] 2,700) 2,803 | 34460 HL is 
California...........---.-----------------| 15,887 | 14,887] 17,192 | 17,210 | 18,766 | 19,355 | 19,444'| 20,832 | 21,692.]. 22,242 | 21,780 | 21,477 | 230, 164 g ere 

| Total domestic......---.-------.-..| 115,022 | 102,155 | 108,311 | 103,252 | 105,707 | 104,756 | 111,153:| 113,923 | 113,228 | 116,169 | 112,318 | 113,179 | 1,319,173 =. 
Total foreign...-.-..---------------| 4,010] 3,621 | 2,254] 1,630| = 1,176 620| 402 | - 212. 246 212 50; 163] ° 14,596 wy 

Total United States...,.......-.---| 119,032 | 105,776 | 110,565 | 104,882 | 106,883 | 105,376 | 111,555 | 114,135 | 113,474 | 116,381 | 112,368] 113,342 | 1, 333, 769 a oN 
Daily average........--------------| 3,840 | 3,778 | 3,566] 3,496] 3,448/ 3,513 | 3,509]  3,682| 3,782] 3,754) 3,746| 3,656 |. 3, 654 g (ket 

a 1 Subject to revision. SO | ae . | | - 4 CS
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eo Demand for crude petroleum by States of origin, 1989-42 = a 
Pele | _ [Thousands of barrels] So re 

Bee ne | 1989 1940. foo. 1941 19421 : 

ao oe - CO oP aily aily _| Daily. | aily os io os eo | Total ‘ave, | Total ave. Total ave. | Total | ave. - 

Be - Arkansas___.................| 21,491]. 58.7] 24902! 68.5 27,206} 74.5} 26,902}. 737.. | - + Gallifornia....._.........-.-] 228,413 | 624.1] 224,931 | 616.3 | 232, 246 | 636.3 | 250,479 | 686.2 - oy‘ Oolorado_..---..--2---------| _1,427| 3.9} 1659] 451  2050| 56{ 2212] 61 . 0. Hilinois__.--.2---..-.-----.| 89,023 | 242.2 | 144,658 | 396.3 | 134,327] 3680] 115,482] 3164 - ~ oe _ Indiana___--__--_2.-.-----.-| 1,596 | 4.4) 4)559| 125] ~zge9| 21.6] 6 638| Ig2  —~ ~ yg Kamsas_-...-.-..-.-----.2-.+] | 60,733 | 165.9 | 64,322 | 176.2} 984,209| 230.7| 98281] 260.3 gol Kentueky_-.---..--.-.--.---] 5,586] 15.3] — 5,075| 139| 477/128] 4615] “126 “os > Douisiana.__-..--....-...--.] 96,650} 264.1 | 101,185 | 277.2 | 116,420 | 319.0| 116315| 3187 0 Michigan. -.-_._--.-..---....| 28,363 | 63.8 | 20,252] 55.5] 15,616| 428| 22318] ‘61.2 — - Mississippi__-.--------.----.| | 73 |» 21 3,400| 9.6] 13,632]. 373| 29646] sn2 - | o..  Montana.-...----------..-.-| 6, 227| 17.0] 6,964| 191] 7,146] 19:6] 8824| o42 | pe Nebraska. ------------ee---f 2 fe] a0} 7] eat] a2] oe] Sa oa _ New Mexico.._..._..-......| 38,954 |" 106.4} 37,600 | 103.0} 40,061]. 109.8 | 32,819| 89.9. eo New York._----------------| 5,352] 146] 4908] 13.4] 5,2904| 145/- 5364) 147 oo ee Ohio: .--...-.----...--------| 3,242} 8&9] . 3164/ 87]: 3666] 10.01 3,552/ 97 ° © ce). Oklahoma___-_____-_.2----.-| 169, 493.| 463.1 | 153,083 | 419.4] 166,357 | 455.8} 153-413| 4203. po | Pennsylvania.-..._..._....--| 17,884 | 48.7] 17,481 | 47.9] 16,771|- 45.9| 18311| 50.2 ey  Dexas___..__.--.--..--------]' 508,770 {1,376.4 | 480, 454 |1, 316.3 | 507,283 |1,389.8 | 461,639 | 1,264.8 Byes West Virginia........-...-.-| 3,821; 104] °3680|’ 101). 4006|°110| 3843! 105 _ ae Wrotning --...-...-.----..-| 24,436 | 66.8 | 27,525 75.4 | 29,737| 81.5| 32981| 90.3° ae Other States... poe fm at es] a] 60 aloo. 
Bho ‘Total United States_..|1, 301, 580 |8, 556.2 |1, 330, 323 |3, 644.7 |1, 420,517 (3, 801.8 |1, 394,988 | 3,821.7 

ce FBubjectto revision, mo eS 

s



. Daily average demand for crude petroleum by States of origin, in 1942, by months! a St cae os 

ot oe : _s- fPhousands of barrel} a a oe 

8 | Stat = nol Anet : Tune a _ | Septem- | Novem- | Decem- 2 oe 
8 ave January | February|’ March | April May June | July | August: Por ~ | October | “por | ber Year fw 

wm Arkansas. ..-.---..----------------------- 69. 2 70.8} | 68.9] 74.7 75.4 78.0) °° 77.2). 73.3) 73.6] 80.4; 75.3 67.7 | 73.7. a Se 

 Oalifornia..........-.------------s------- 546.8 572.9 612.0 640.8 | 682.4 713.3 | 671.7 |. 727.6 788.5 | 762.1 778.7 |. 732.8] 686.2 Goo 
. Colorado........------------------------- 7.8 641. 53) 467) . 6.2 18]. BT: 7.2 6.7. - 4.0 10 5.3. 6. 2 - 6.1 He 

oO Tilinois.........-------.-----------e een ee 360. 3 342. 6 319.4 | | 853.9. 380. 8. $26.2.) 3817.2 |. 204.71). 301.8 . 268.8 276. 6 256.7. 316. 4 BA 

: @ Indiana......------------------------+---| 20.4 17.1; 15.8 2.0}. 17.1} — 19.5) 22.2 20.5 20.41. 16.7 1441] 143]. 2-0 mg 
© Kansas. ....--------neene ee nnenenneenneene| 281.6 240. 6 244.7) 237.0 254.8|- 260.1) . 208.2| 203.7]. 201.2] 285.5 300.2} 291.1-) 200.3 og 

_ Kentucky....-......--.------------------ 17.6 11.6 10.0) WL} 124] © 81 12.5] 126) We; 127] 1)  W8]. 126 Wy 
Louisiana......--------------------------| 830.9 | 358.3 326.8 | 314.3| 272.9] 290.6] 303.2] - 350.8] > 319.2] 306.6] 321.8] 335.5] 318.7 g. cos 
Michigan.....-.--------------------------| 56.5 Bl.1] 50.3). 61.5 62.91 587; 67.6] 69.5] 644]. 66.1] . 618]. 624] 612 © °° 4 

-- Mississippi........-.-.------------------- 73.7 9r0) 89.7): 112.0) 821]: 91.0" 89.61 831]-° 764]. 669] ©5897] >. 47.8] 812 RO 

| Montana........-------------------------| 22.8 25.5) 22.4] -15.9:| -27.1| 2821 om7| 252] .297:7| . 281 ore] 283) 282 mo. 
Nebraska, III) tr] aa] ao] go} a7] a} aa] a2} “ao] as} so] a6] 8a gq 
New Mexico..-....-.-..------------------| 101.0] 100.4] 82.2 88.3| 77.2] . 90.5|° 85.4] 854] 88:5] 929] 1045] 841/ — 89.9 a ae 

‘ New York.........----------------------- 14.7 14,0 15, 2 13.6| 146]. 163) 133) 13.8] 17.0] 161 4.7{ 1.0) 9 147, Popes 
| Ohio.....--.--------ceene-eenee--e-e-e---] 87] 8 10.6 0.2} 90} mol - 95) m7} 841 ana} 100] 61] #497 ge 

Oklahoms.......-.-----------------+-----], 489.0 407.1 426.6 | 406.4 | 450.8 439. 3 437.2 | . 304.0]. 416.9 410. 7 421.7 — 383.9} 420.3 5 og 

Ponnsylvania...cccs TIT) “bole | “bolt |} 50.4] 50.8] eo] ao | 45 | es | ha | oo] 455] sto] =e 
. "TOXA8.....-.2------------ one eee ee-| 1444.2 | 1,318.1 | 1,171.4] 1,105.9 | 1,060.8) 1,189.3 | 1,215.1 | 1,300.4 | 1,320.2] 1,346.4] 1,356.6 | 1,390.9 | 1,2648 o~ © 20%: 

, West Virginia..-........2--2-2-----------| 10.6 10.7 8.8 11.3 | "10.0 12.2} 13.3) ° 9.7 1.7] ©” 10.7 10.4 71i{ 7° 105 gy 
Wyoming. -- ;.----------2----000000000077 86.6 62.9} 103.2) | 90.3] 91.6 92.0| 891] 864} 1054! 1016] 86.2 $6.8) 90.3 BS) Wes 
‘Other States 3.....---..------------------] 2] -  .2 2 2]  .2] 22 at et AT tf 

: | Total United States................| 3,896.0 | 3,764.7 | 8,638.0 | 3,630.3 | 3,655.2 | 3,731.4 | 3,801.5 | 3,924.3] 4,013.1.) 3,941.6 | 3,983.9] 3,877.7 | 3,821.7. © eee 

oo , 1 Subject to revision. eo NE eas _ 4 Missouri and Tennsessee. a a 7 : g EE 

| | ne ee 7 af
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The total demand for Texas crude declined from 507 million barrels. a, 
o . in 1941 to 462 million in 1942—a loss of about 9 percent.. In 1942 | ; about 310 million barrels of Texas crude were delivered to Tefineries — ‘ sy within the State—a decrease of 34 million compared with 1941. a .-.: Shipments to refineries in other States.amounted to about'138 million = 

barrels or 8 million less than in 1941. Deliveries to East Coast. en 
Be refineries declined from 108 million barrels to 76 million but increased sy 
Be to the Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, etc., district from 23 million barrels | | ~- to 42 million in 1942. The sharp drop in the demand for crude petro- 
“= Jeum resulted in an increase of almost 22 million barrels in stocks of 

Texas origin. ee - ee | 
Be _ The demand for California crude increased from 232 million barrels = 
2: in. 1941 to over 250 million in 1942—a gain of almost S percent. Crude | 
re _ production was about 16.million barrels higher and was supplemented . | 
‘by a decrease of about 2 million barrels in stocks. Most of the crude 
gig was refined in the State, except for small exports to western Canada. | 
~The increase in crude demand was:supplemented further by a decline. 
‘. .’ of about 9 million barrels in: stocks of refined oils. = 2 © 
Be The market demand for Oklahoma crude declined from 166 million’ | 
Bie barrels in 1941 to 153 million in 1942. _ This decrease was due primarily, 
‘.. to a further decline in production, as the liquidation of about 13 million _ 
',.. ‘°. barrels in stocks of origin was only 1 million barrels greater than in. 
Po 1941. Deliveries to refineries within the State declined by about 4. | 
‘.» million barrels to 52 million barrels. About 15 million barrels were | 
x. . delivered to refineries in Kansas and ‘Missouri, 62 million barrels to. 
-s ~_ [linois-Indiana, Ohio, and Michigan refineries, about 15 -million 
i.” barrels to East Coast refineries, about 6 million to the Appalachian 
po district, and about 7 million barrels to refineries in Texas. __ — ee The market demand for Illinois crude continued to decline as 
"=. production decreased. Crude production ‘was only about 106 million _ 
a barrels in 1942—26 million less than in 1941. A decrease of 9 million — 
“barrels in stocks of Illinois origin raised crude demand to over 115 - 
cae _ million barrels in 1942, but this amount was still 19 million barrels | 
a less than in 1941. Deliveries to refineries in Illinois amounted to 34. 

million barrels in 1942—a decrease of 7 million compared with 1941. — 
Oy Shipments to refineries in other States totaled 63 million barrels, of — 
os which 35 million went to other States in the Indiana, Illinois, Ken- | 
- _ tucky, etc., district, 19 million to the Appalachian district, and 9 - 

million to the East Coast district. The decline in the available supply 
a of Illinois crude contributed to the transportation problems in 1942. 
oe The demand for Louisiana crude in 1942—116 million barrels— 

. was virtually the same as in 1941. Deliveries to refineries within the _ 
State showed a substantial increase in 1942 to a total of about 44 
million barrels, and shipments to refineries in the East Coast district 

a increased slightly, approximating 22 million barrels. Deliveries 
to the Texas Gulf Coast district decreased in proportion to gains in 
other districts. | | 

The demand for Kansas crude rose to 98 million barrels in 1942. 
The gain of 14 million barrels, compared with 1941, approximated 
the increase in crude production. Deliveries to refineries in Kansas 
amounted to 44 million barrels; and interstate shipments increased 
substantially, with a total of 34 million barrels to Indiana and Illinois 

| and about 7 million to refineries in the East Coast district,
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c ~The demand for New Mexico crude totaled 33 million barrels in 

-  1942—a, decline of 7 million compared with 1941. About 2 million = .* 

barrels were delivered to refineries in the State. Shipments to the gs 

-. ‘Rast Coast district declined about 5 million barrels and to Texas == 

- — refineries about 3 million, whereas deliveries to the Illinois-Indianga 

o - district gained 1 million barrels. ee ee 

| The demand for Wyoming crude increased about 3 million barrels = os 
to total 33 million in 1942. An increase in production:and stock — oo 

a liquidation contributed to this gain in about equal proportions. De- coe 

bo liveries of almost 14 million barrels to refineries in the State were > ar 

. slightly less than in 1941. Deliveries to adjacent Statesin the Moun- Oe 
. tain district rose from 9 million barrels in 1941 to 10 million in 1942, a8 

* and ‘deliveries to Kansas and. Indiana refineries increased over 2 © 
* million barrels. Be ol oR 

- ‘The demand for Mississippi crude increased from almost 14 million = = =§ 
barrels in 1941 to almost 30 million in 1942... Deliveries to Louisiana. = 

- and Texas refineries declined from about 9 million barrels in 1941 to 

-.. Jess than 5 million in 1942. Shipments to the East Coast district rose — as 

a from about 1 million barrels in 1941 to 10 million in 1942; deliveries 
, to Kentucky, Ohio, and Illinois refineries amounted to over 14 million oS 

--_-barrels—a gain of 9 million compared with 1941. a 
~The demand for Arkansas crude remained virtually stationary at = 8 

about 27 million barrels in 1942. Intrastate deliveries represented » — im 
about half of the total demand. Shipments to Louisiana declined, = an 

| but the northward: movements increased substantially. = ss a 

: The demand for Michigan crude rose from less than 16 milion | Se 
. barrels in 1941 to over.22 million in 1942, owing primarily toa gain ——: 

in production. Over 17 million barrels were delivered to refineriesin 
the State; most of the balance went to Ohio refineries. me og 

a The demand for Pennsylvania crude amounted to over 18 million = >... 

- ‘barrels in 1942 compared with less than 17 million in 1941. About oo 

a two-thirds of the increase was due to a gain in production and the oS 

e remainder to stock liquidation. — OT oe oe a



Distribution of crude petroleum in the United States in 1942, .by States ! | ae | BS re 
‘ . [Thousands of barrels] — = o a an a a — GA 

ee - Refinery receipts of domestic crude, by origin. - . | | co ots 

State Production| | " ~o rs : Runs to _ Transfers es 
: inoi | Louisi New Oklahoma | ‘Texas Other . | . oe Oo Illinois Kansas Louisiana Mexico | Oxlal Texas : of oh Oe 

Arkansas._.__._.2-2-- eee 26, 628 |......------}o-n2- eee ee] oD dele fesse] eee} 18, 410 13, 636 |. - 347 | a a California. ___.._...-----.-2-------- +22 eee eeneee-----| 248, 826 |e fifa |l_2_00------|-0--oee see e- |e] 2815 158 2230,164} 14,670 | : . Colorado... 2 eee ne eee e ence eee ee cece eens] 9 2,220 Feel [lll | -----|..-..e-e--| cece ceed 3, 758 |. 3, 769 8b. — os Georgia 3_._-.. one eee ne eee [eee ween ee |ee ee eee ee ween natn enn | en ene ween | eee nee eee] nee pea eee eee 762 |e eee a Nlinois.-- 2222-2 eee eee 106, 456 34, 107 12,641; = 217, 6,516 20,599 | 12,841) ©. 5,090 491, 769 . - 615 . oe Indiana... 2.222. eee eee 6, 743 2,806} © 21,538 |.--..-..2...]. 258 | — 27,763 20,727 | .° 4,998 | 77, 898 . 10 ES Kansas 5... ee ee eee eee eee 98, 873 |_..--.--.---] 43, 720 |..-.--------}---.-----..-] 10,622 ~ 989) 4,148 59, 933 | ~ 8220 se Kentucky 6____ 2.2. lee eee eee eee eee ee--| > 4, 484 4,440 |_- oo. ee 266 1 ele eee lee 12, 220 17,101 . . 49 ys oR 
| Louisiana: ; , fo | a a oe ms og Ly 

Gulf__- 2. eee eee ee 86, 530 |..----.-----} eee 40, 027 |.....2..----]-22- ek 8,089 | 3,981; 758,213]; | 995. 2 ce Inland...........-.2-2---------- eee ee 29, 196 |... ee 8, 604 |e le 4, 539 . 6,208 | =. : 18, 159 | - 3538 ae Maryland_.-_....._.-2222 eee ene | eee eee 927 |... ee 2, 614 23 |-.----------| 2,817 | «i, 674] 8, 461 Jee BA * Massachusetts 8.._.......2.2 222 eee ene nee -| enn . 1, 379 2,074) © 4, 498 ll | . - 260 |. 4, 780 41,761 | 15, 322 }...---2 rR 
Michigan._...... 0.222222 eee eee eee eel 21, 754 1, 732 | : — 990 fee ee] 4,149 |. 8,287 | --17,358 | - 27,758 B54 be ON a : Mississippi.._...........----2- 2-2 - een eee 28, 833 |..-.-----.--|------------|----2------ |e nee ene e eee ee ee faceeeeece---| 1, 859 1, 859 68 ca Missouri.._..........-..-22- 2 -- ee -e eee eee eee 44 |_.-...-.----| 2, 806 [eet ieee 4,609}... 2, 278 SB » 9,721 |. 44 Pi SN Rg Montana______...---. 222-2 eee eee eee 8,074 |... ieee] eee nee nee [ewe e eee ne [eeeeueeeeene| 9, 801 ~10,198 | © - 86 Kd 
New Jersey........---- 2-2-2 eee eee | eee eee ee 4,093 | . 114 11,884 | ~ 843 ~ 8,119 | —20,656-| —§ 12,089 | 58,355 |-------2---- Oo BRT E New Mexico_._._.._.._..------- eee eee 31, 544 |___--- |e feed 2,170 |.-.---------]° 468] | | 28 | 2, 654 |. - 88 & pe aE New York: . - _— — , | oS Bt 

East ......-.-.------ 222 eneeneeeeneenee [ee eee ene ee 1,808 |_..._-2- 2. 181 |-.----------| 962]. 8, 898 Fee. 8,500 |--.-.-------  ¥ ; rs Ohig, Seere nnn 5, 421 | 6, 205 © 410 f--- 2 een feneeee--ee--] 2,687] 164]. 4, 665 | 14,074 |------------ ae: 

Hast....-...-----.---2---- 2-2 e eee eee ee eee 3,246} 0 12, 472 |__| ene eek [eee 770 Fees]. 8, 269 |. 18, 449 [eee = u 8 West .._....----- 2. eee eee 297 25, 833 |-...---.----} © 2,116 {-ve-w-et--] 9, 419. |. 4,978 | «6, 996 . 49, 699 201g OE Oklahoma............-.-.---- 22-22 eee ene eee eee 140, 690 |..-....-.22- 3, 933 |--------.2--Je..-u------].. 2, 050" 8, 404 Jeee elle 59, 728 773 - oo Pennsylvania: Sf, Poo pe fe pe fo eS Fast........--------- 2-22-00 eee eee eee eee [ee eee e ee, 719]. ~~ 4, 360 2,866}. 1,611} — 10,160 43,588 | . —-898 69,742 |... ee Oe vet , r West. -_....-----2------- een eee eee 17,779 | = 283 J_.----a eee] 290 |..---..-.---|. 1,379] 583 | «17, 666. 20,061} ~ 9. OS SS ’ Texas: . ao - an ne Gulf__. 2-2-2222 eee eee ee 135, 020 |-..--..-...-]------.---- 34, 579, 19,228 | 8,485" 245, 503 835. 306, 755 |. 1,360 | Po ES Inland...._.-------------------------2------------| 848, 851 Jee feed 2,672| - © 1,922]. = 68,914. |_--_--__-_.] «68378 - 1, 260 nes Utah. _ 22-2 eee ee eee ee ee 4 | n-- 2-2) ene [eee eee [eee nee eee [en eee eee ece|eneecneneee-| 8,785 3, 838 |---..------- ee West Virginia. .-.......----..-------------- eee we 3, 574 (346 |_ 2-22 fe eee fee 1,011 j--..-----2--| 8, 424). © 4,808 [2 ieee So OE Wyoming ?__._...2. eee eee 31, 892 |... 2} |e eee] f eee eee bee we nen nee nele 14, 091 914,010| .. =: 252 re 

Total United States. _....-..-.-.-.-...-........| 1,385,479 |. 97,100 |__-. 92, 486 102,683 | —-_: 38,332 | 156,866! . 447,205 1 386,035! 1,333,769! $21,776 | ne 
1 Subject to revision. 7 _. {Includes Minnesota and. Wisconsin. oe oa tIncludes Alabama. ee 2Includes Washington. ; 7 & Includes Nebraska and South Dakota. _ So nD, -§Includes RhodeIsland.: — (Oe 8 Includes Delaware, South Carolina, and Virginia. : 6 Includes Tennessee. - pe be § Includes Idaho. ae
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_.. Receipts of crude petroleum at refineries in the United States, 1988-42,! by methods — os a 
fe Cote er of transportation a eG 

a e Oe .  TMfillions of barrels] oe a Se oo 

Method of transportation = 1938 3930 «| = 1940s 14d] 942 ss 

-  Byboat: | : fe 7 fo ae 
~~" “Intrastate...0..------eeteeeeeeeeeeeee] 74 72.7| 721 69.1 4.2 0 2° 
". - Interstate.___......------------------- 182.8 188. 6 205.6 199.9| =. 74.3 Lk 

oo Foreign...-.---------------------------] 26.4] | 33. 1 42.6 50.6) .. 122 —. et 
ee . $$ | | | “meq eter 

e ‘Total by boat... ..-....------------- 283.3| 2044] - 320.3 319.6] 1817 or 

-* ‘By pipe lines: 7 ee ee Se Pe 
" Tntrastate..-.-----2--2---------------] 600.1 | 651.3 | 671.0 | 728.9} 731.2 ed 

eo Interstate... ..------.----------------- 264.3 250. 5 268. 9 BIBL | 330. 5 7 Ee 

| otal by pipe Hines....--------------| 854.4 |. 901.8} 939.9} 11,0420] 1,061.7 | ee 

(| ‘Bytankearand truck: = : | } | oo oe 
pe ~” ‘Untrastate..----.-------e--eeeeeeeneee-| 21-9 29.5| 261] 172 18:0 oe 
Y _ .- Interstate... ..-..-------------+-------- 7.8]. ~~ 10.9 — 1.7 . 31.3 116.3 | ey 

Po Total by tank car and truck..-..--..] 20.7 40.41 38.8 48.5 W438 00° | a 

_ Grand total.....---....-------------| 1,167.4 1,236.6] 1,299.0} = 1,410.1) 1,327.7 Dg 

: _. 18ubject torevision.  __ 7 oe es . Pe po Pee 

SS PRICES AND VALUE ge 

_- No year since 1934 has been so uneventful as 1942 in price changes” 
‘for crude. The Office of Price Administration permitted only one 
- change throughout the year in fields of major :mportance—an ad- 

- vance of 25 cents per barrel for Pennsylvania-Grade crude oil on ce 

mh ) / \ f| A= | at 

: WS deere eh ere coe 
: 3a” J pao — . OO De 

- oO | 1934 —s«19835 EL “i936 1939 940. it 142 . ae 

- _ FIGURE 5.—Posted prices of selected grades of crude petroleum in the United States, 1934-42, by months, :
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Boe Average monthly prices per barrel for selected grades of crude petroleum at:wells tn an 
Be _ ss the United States in 1942 | | 

eo oe ' Pennsylvania |- | Panhan-| Se of ‘ 
oe oo co . Grade. ., | dle, Tex. | fo Cali- 
Pa | fe |.  . | Okla- | (Carson act |  . | Gulf- : 
oa — wo Ug Minois |homa-| and | meas, | wast | Const | Gane yo : Month . . _ | South- -- |Kansas,| Hutch- | “spo.” ‘| Grade, | 47008 oo, 
ap te / . west Basin 36°— * 30° Texas 30°~ Beach), . 

ho os v | Brad- : mson 30.9° ‘an go | 27°- Lo 
whe oo : Co, . ford Penn-. | 36.9° Coun- 30.9 27 9° . 
Mo | | syl- ties), | dt , pos 
ee | a ep, vania | | 35°-35.9° . pe Be 

Me January. ....-..-.--------| $2.75 | $2.40 | $1.37 | $1.17] $1.02 | $0.92): $1.25 | $1.28 $1.15 — o 
oe _ - February._.....-....---..| 275] 240] 1.87] 117] “Loz! .92] 1251 1.98] ° 118 _ 

Byte | March.......----.--------| 280] 245] 1.37] 117]. Loz] ‘92| 1:95) 198); ri . 
ao April lll] 8.00] 265 | 62387] 1174 (1.02 92} 125 | 1.981 ° 1.48 
fee May...---------.---------| 3.00} 265] ° 1.37] 1.17. L102} .92) 1.25] 128] 115 , 
gee JMOL | 8 00 2. 65 1.37 1,17 1. 02 92) 1257 128). 1.15 © 
BRE July......-.--------------} 3.00 2.65} 1.387) 1.17 . 102) .92 1,25 | 1.28 115, 
eo Auguste scl} 3800] 265) 137) 117] . £02 92] 1.25] 1.98] (115 | 
ae September........---.....|. 3.00] 265} 1.37] 1.17] 1.02 92] 125] 128) 1168 © | 
ty. Oetober.-z-2--------------|. 3.00] 265] 137 | 4117] 102]. .92| 125] 1.28] “iB | 
Bee November........------.-| 3.00] 2.65.] 1.37] 1.17 102} .92]| 1.25] 1.28 1.15 
fa December-_.......-----..-]| 3.00 2.65 | 1.37) 1.17] 9 1.02 92) 1.25. 1. 28 “115 

bey). Average for year....[ 294) 259] 137] 117] 102] .92| 125] Las] 1.15 | 

PS. Posted price per barrel of petroleum at wells in the United States in 1942, by grades : 
ee ... with dates of change. Ce 

yee : _ .. | Pennsylvania Grade | ep, | | | | Oklahoma-Kanisas 6 © 

fi Date =| Bradford’| In'South- | Buckeye | Ken- ‘Plinols | Midland 
Her and Alle- | west Penn-| Pipe Line | tucky? | * A.” | asoe4 go | anc ange. pai so ro , | 84°-34.9% |.36°-36.9 as ee gany dis- | sylvania | -Co.? —— , me 
MN oy |. tricts! | pipe lines ? : a a 

Be Somat $2.75 | $2; 40 $1. 31 $1. 32 $1.37] $1.44] $1.13.) $1.17 
Boo - Mar. 26...---- 3. 00 2.65 |..----------|--2---2-s24----- oe] eee |e fee 

Me : 208) 259} 80] 1.82 137] 1.44] 9 1.13 117 | 

ne : Panhandle, | oe | : Gulf Coast. | : 
hm So (cas Ww at: Lea Southwest | 
2 | oe Sarson e | exas, | _ | : an ot Date and Hutch-| Texas, ounty my Duval- - wet, ee Tene. . 

4 _inson 30°-30.9° 7 30°-30 9° |. Mirando, | ° ~ 1Conroe,} 30°- -20°- tare. 
oe . | Counties),;- = = 22°-22.9°7 | | Tex.® | 30.998 |.20.9°8 | Fg 

ee - 35°-35.9° 7 : a4 

Be Jan. 1...-------- $1.02] $0.92} $0.92/- $1.09] $1.25] $1.43] $1.28] $08] gis 
. | | 1.02 92 92 1.09] 1.25; 148] 128{ 108) 118° ~ 

en | | California 1 
Date Rodessa, Smack- cualt Lance OOO 

a a., 36°-| over, Wrvo.. reek, ‘ 
yo., Kettle- Long Midway- | Santa Fe 

36.9° 10 | Ark.t0 36°-36.9° 11 Wyo. man, Beach, Sunset, Springs, 
38°-38.9° | 27°-27.9° | 19°-19.9° 33°-33.9° 

Jan. 1_.....--..- $1.12 $0. 83 $1.12 $1.12 $1. 29 $1.15 $0. 81 $1. 26 

1.12 . 83 1,12 1.12 1. 29 1.15 81 1.26 

1The Tide Water Associated Oil Co. 7 Humble Oil & Refining Co. 
3 The South Penn Oil Co. 8 The Texas Co. 
8 Sohio Corporation. ® Continental Oil Co. 
4 The Ohio Oil Co. . 10 Standard Oil Co. of Louisiana. 
§ The Pure Oil Co. . ugStanolind Oil & Gas Co. 
6 Standard Oil Co, (Indiana). 12 Standard (Oil Co. of California.
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i —.. Value of crude petroleum at ‘wells in the United States, 1940-41 , by States! — 7 7 co 

So | — a. rn nnn 
State. os 

a Total . Total ; ey - . - oe ; Average per Average per. eee 
. (thousands : "| (thousands 7 . ote 

pO | ofdollarsy | Darrel” | ofdoitars) | Darrel 

— APRansas..0 ee cece eee eeeece te cceeeeceeeceeceeeeee] 21,700 $o.s4| - 24,500] $093 sks 
De California..-....-.-.---.--1-.-----2-------------------| 216, 720 1971 239,500| 1.04 ww 

, Colorado...---.----.---2..s2sseesse-eseeseeseessete-| 480 "91 | — * 2,300 1.07 co 
—. Fllinois..... 22-22-22 e ete een e--s--| 156, 500 1.06 | 172,100. 1.30 gE 
Pe Indiana...---------------------s-------ennee--en-eee---| 5, 200 1.04} . 9,400 | ~ 1.27 — | Ne 
oe KansaS....---------------n-n--n--neneennen-------------| 68, 700 1.04 95,700} = =—s-:1.15 as 
oe ‘Kentucky... ------------------------------------------- ~  °§, 400 1.04 6, 200 | . 1,30 - tN 

eo Louisiana: —_ . | ae — ca 
fe Gulf Coast.....------------:e--ee--e-eeec----e--ee-| 88, 200 1.05| 102,600} - =: 1.13 oe 
. Northern 222] 800] 00} 29,500 8 

: . ‘otal Louisiana.....-.-----------------.--------| 107,500 [1.04]. 132,100 1.14 og 
mo Michigan. --------------+------------------------------ 20, 150 1.02 21,900 | 1.34 yen eee 
: Mississippi_.....-..------.-----------------------------|. 3, 750 85]. 14,000;  ° 91. ye 

- - Montana...---------2----------2----2-------e-------2--]| 6, 660 | 8,000}. «21.06 a 
| Nebraska. ..-----------------------2------------------- 220 | | .80 1,600} =. 84 ote 

. New Mexico.-.----------------------------------------]. 32, 500 83 687,200} CC 94 ee 
New York....-.--------------------------n2e-e--------| 1,600 |. 2.82 13, 300 > 9157 Rs 

© Ohio. =n eslanesneesleecsteseselesestseeseeeef 4100} 80] B50] dR 
Oklahoma.....--..--2----.so-ssesseseesetoeeesseesetl-} 162,500] 1.04] 174,800. Ee 

7 Pennsylvania.....-.-----------------------------------| 39,700 | 2.29 - 42, 500 254 ee 

| Texas: : | a Oo re i . a | EES 
. Gulf Coast-..------2------e--ee-eeeeeeteeeesee-----] 184,500] 0] 167,000] ame 

_ East Texas proper -.......-.----------+-+---------- 146, 900 . 1.04 151, 000 1.14" FE 
West Texas.....----- 2s wT]. 67600 | «80 | ~—_ 90, 000 197 oe 
Rest of State 22 2TTIITIITIIIIIIIIIIININ IIIT] 145, 000 1:00} 160,000] 1.10 NS 

a .  Potal Texas_......-------------------z--2i-------| 494, 000 4:00 568,000 “1.12 oN 
- West Virginia...........--------------------2----------| 6, 400 1:36]  7300| ° -2:15 ik 

wo ~Wyoming.-.....-.-.------------ 2+ en see 20, 600 _ 80 25, 700 86 - 
. _ Other States ?..--------------------+-------+-+---+------ 60 |. 85 60;  ..95 ee 

-" Potal United States....2....--------------------| 1,385,440) -1.02 | 1,602,000] = 1.14 oe 

/ “4 Figures for 1942 not yet available. lis | re a a 
_ 4 Missouri, Tennessee, and Utah. oe : | oo a ES 

eo ss REFINED PRODUCTS | re 
Po as _. GENERAL REVIEW = - ong 

‘The first full year of war brought revolutionary changes in the > 
: petroleum industry. ‘The importance of petroleum in the last war 2y 

. is insignificant compared with the responsibilities the industry is =, 
carrying in the present conflict. The tremendous tasks in meeting ans 

| these responsibilities have brought about major alterations in the race 
| refining, transportation, and marketing of petroleum products. — _ es 

| War economy necessitated conversion by the refiners from a basis mf 
of producing motor fuel for automobiles as their principal output to og 

! the production of larger proportions of fuel oils, high-octane gasoline ok 
| for aviation fuel, butadiene for rubber, and aromatics for toluene, nc 

cumene, and styrene; and to the construction of alcohol plants: for Ss 
| the manufacture of rubber and explosives. The changes required ay 

| entirely new sections for some refineries, whereas others had to be oN, 
used with minimum changes because of scarcity of material. a 

Transfer of tankers to war functions threw the burden of supplying as 
| the heavily populated East Coast States on other modes of transpor- og 

. tation—principally tank cars and pipe lines. With these facilities os 
already insufficient to bring the full requirements to the East, the “ 
situation was aggravated by the need of shipping part of the military Oe 
requirements for the North African campaign from East Coast ports. “
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=<. Comparative analyses of statistics for the major ‘refined products in the United States, == 

oe ae . SO [Thousands of barrels, except as otherwise indicated] Be a 4 

Re . re . ma 1938 1939 | . 1940 | 941 | 19491 oe 

fe Motor fuel: 7 rs | fe po moe: .  Production.....-..2220002...2.-00 0 569, 162 | 611,043 | 616,695.| 701, 294 607, 011 : ee Imports... 2. ee 9] 47 97 |. 885} 89 Oo, Exports. ....--.--2---2-22s-22e-eeeieeecneeeeeee 50, 109 44,638 | 25,377 | 27, 083 . 36,214 so So Stocks, end of period. -..------ tees] 70,779. | 81,722 | 83, 647 {.o0 See |} 75,404 so Domestic demand___.._..------2---2---_...-.---| 528, 008 _555, 509 | 589, 490'| 667,505.) 586,088 

Gyo _.  Production...-_-.2.222 2222.0 64,580 | 68,521 | 73, 882 72,586 | . 67,474 ee SO Imports. -....2----2-2222 22 --222-------- mene ee nfo 204 _ 191 “418. Bay ce ot Exports... --.-----2 2-22. se0-22--2e seen een eee 7, 504 |° 8,241 | - 3, 374 3, 221-7. 2,729 =~. oo Stocks, end of period.............-...----..---| 7799] 7,876 | 9, 519 { eae \ 10,004 ir ae A 56,360 | 60, 503 | 68,776 | 69,469. | 69,614 * | 
~. Distitate fuel oil: es re 4 a | | SO Sv Production._._...-.2222.22--22-22-2--1---2----.| 151,774 161, 746 | 188,304 | 189,177 | 196,714 | ae . | Dransfers3___.__._.- ene 623; 2,741) 2,576] 2,513] . 2,496 ee Imports...22222222-22222222 22. wee ntete--foee cll 3,333 | 9 5,074 | 3.428 Me a Exports... ----------00------s-c-eeeeee nnn en eee] 29, 641 32, 020 19, 140 16,925 | = 22, 716 0 Stocks, end of period... .-| 86,224] 33, 718 {24g eit | 2agssn lt 44900 oo | ae os | Domestic demand.._-.-..--.----2221_.----.----- 117,449 | 134,973 160, 851 | 172,824 | 184,312 
a+ Residualfueloil: , cn a, ) fo ae -Production__--._. 2222202222. ee 294,890 | 305,944 | 316,221 | 342, 367 358, 901 - eee . ‘Transfers 3___ 222-222-222 ec22.---------| 10, 087 9, 668 7,699 | - 12,969 19,2838. 0 Pe _ Imports. ._..----22 222222202 eed 21, 065 15, 680 29, 366 37,369 | 17, 645 - cat _ . Exports.- 2.222222 17, 920 17, 485 |. 16, 100 i a 13,582  Btoeks; end of period. n-ne} 101,971 | 92,290 jf , 89308 | , 88,195 gy, agg 

ae - Domestic demand... . 2... 2-22 eee ee — 291,833 | 323, 488 340,163 | 383, 422. 403, 473 

Be Lubricating oil: ee : tT 7 me 
we Production..._._-2.. 22-2222 eee 30,826 | 35,036 | . 36,765 39,539 | 38,626  . a Imports-._...- 2022-22-22 ee 7 5 AD epee as Exports_-....---.-2 2-0-2 9, 417 11,881 | 10,461}. 9,924} | 8 311 Bena Stocks, end of period. _-22 2222 eed 7,695 | 7,142 8, 767 8,127 | | 9,424 Mew np Domestic demand .__._ 222222 21,233 | 23,713 | 24,690 30, 255. 29, 018 

Wax (thousands of pounds): - 7 | ep = Ba Production... ---.._.-- 22-22-2222 nea e een 435,400 | 464,520 | 513,240 | 670,040 | - 700, 560 BS . Imports. ._. 2-22.22 ei 28, 927 39, 913 83, 102 16, 542 9, 749 . oo _ Exports. -.---.--.-------------s---2-22---------| 201,447 | 232,664 | 189,794 213,075 | 153, 410 ° Stocks, end of period..._........................ 129, 340 75, 648 | 125, 272 74, 814 85, 400 Domestic demand._._.._..-_..__................ 278, 5382 | 325,461 | 356,924 | 523 965 646,313 
- ‘Coke (thousands of short tons): oo 

_ Production_._.__-. 222222222222 1,602.2 | 1,666.4 | 1,526.6 |. 1,648.8 1, 338.4 Exports_ 2. .2----.-. 2 222 uw ee 155. 6 286. 2 298. 7 279.1 328. 2 Stocks, end of period_.........-..-..._---.......| 707.5 666. 0 487.0 228. 0 233.8 Domestic demand. __.__-___- 2.2 1,117.7 | 1,421.7 | 1,406.9 | 1,628.7 1, 004. 4 
— Asphalt (thousands of short tons): | | | | | Production____-.....22 22222 ee 4,341.4 | 4,954.2 | 5,346.7 | 6,557.6 6, 296. 5 Imports. .__..----2 22222222... 33. 2 73.9 137.7 158.3 142. 5 Exports. __. 2-22.22 22222... 49.9 42.4 296. 4 274.1 171.8 Stocks, end of period. _____..........-____---.__- 490. 4 550. 0 614.0 | 604.0 411.0 Domestic demand._._.....---2. ~ 4,391.7 | 4,926.1 | 5,124.0] 6,451.8 6, 460. 2 

Road oil: . 
_ Production_-__..--..222 222 7, 543 7, 868 7,771 9, 149 8, 039 Stocks, end of period.._.._...................... 680 702 624 793 348 Domestic demand.___._......__....._............ 7, 847 7, 846 7, 849 8, 980 8, 484 
Other finished products: 

Production.____.....-..22-2-2-- 1,921 2, 359 3, 202 6, 266 7, 795 Exports. -_--....---------222-2- 222i ee ¢ 112 123 708 660 657 
Stocks, end of period......-._-....___........._. 263 276 359 { ot } 597 | Domestic demand__..__-._...-.__-_.-._..- 1,776 2, 223 2,411 | 411, 862 414, 225 Tse 

1 Subject to revision. 
? New basis—to compare with following year. 
3 Net transfers from crude oil to fuel oil; California only, 1938. b 4 Includes transfers of liquefied petroleum gases from natural gasoline: 1941, 6,281,000 barrels; 1942, 7,195,000 atrels,
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i. Runs to stills and production at refineries in the United States of the vartous refined ae 4 
Do tos a products, 1988-42000 

: . * Phousands of barrels, except as otherwise indicated] 89 6 an oa 

So Product 988 | t939, | todo | tome | toe 

ne a eee te 
7 - Crude petroleum: = a | | oe, CO ag 

~ »  Domestie.__---.-------+----------| 1, 138,828.) 1, 204,350 | 1, 252, 364 | 1,358,246] 1,319,178 
mo Foreign......-------.-------------+ 26, 187 - 88,490 | 41, 798 50,946} 14, 596 oe 

--: otal erude petroleum.-.....--.-| 1, 165,015 | 1, 237,840 | 1,294,162 | 1,409,192} 1,333,769. Oo 
oe Natural gasoline__--_-.----------------| | 39,961 | 39, 606, 39, 547 | | 47, 825 | - 56,929 - Oe arate 

6+ Potal input_._....2..----.-----------} 1,204,976 | 1,277,446 | 1,333,709 | 1,457,017 | 1,390,698 oe 

e , Gasoline.........--.-------------------| . 556,012 | 596,501 | 597,375 |. 671,110 586,971, oy 
. Kerosine- ___----2-22-2-2-+-2--+------- 64, 580 68, 521 | 73, 882 72, 586 67, 474 a ae 
i Distillate fuel oi]. ...-2-.------2---..--] 151,774 | 161, 746 183,304 | . 189,177.|. . 196,714 - Se Ee 
ee Residual fuel oil..-..------.-----------| © 294,890 | 305, 944 316,221 | 342,367 | ~—_- 358, 901. My 
vo _ Lubricating oil. .--..-----------.------] . 30,826 | © 35,0386 | =. 36, 765 39,5389 | = 88, 626 So Mee 
Be Wax ll} 8B | 659 |. 1,833] = 2803] =. 2, 502 een, 
poo - Coke__--22----------n nee bein e---| 8,0 | 8, 332 7,683 | 8,244] 6,692 ee 
me  Asphalt.......---.------------.-.--.--] 28,878 | 27,248]. 29, 406 36,067}. . 34,631 ah 

Stil gas] TIIITIIIIIIIIII] 65800 | 68,79 | 75, 950'| 83,354] 76408 

an | Wax_......-----thousands of pounds..| 435,400 |. 464,520 | 513, 240 670,040} 700,560 tts ee 
— " Coke_._..---. thousands of short tons-- 1,602.2 | 1,666.4 1, 526.6 1,648.3°} ~ 1,338.4 FESS 

‘Asphalt___..-.--.-.---.---------do....| 4,341.4 | 4.9542] 5,346.7]- 6,557.6 6, 296.5 Oo oes 
a _ Still gas._._.--.-millions of cubic feet..| 250, 382 261,360 | . 273, 420 300,074 | 275, 054. Sa 

= Road ofl. cee eee] 48 | 7, 868 “77 | ~~~ 9,149| «8080 
we -. ‘Other finished products_.-_...-..------ 1921 |. 2,359 3, 202 —— «6,266 |. 7,795 

" _ Crude gasoline (net)_...-.-------------| . 21,616 2439 | 902 1, 219 1,669. = ee 
” Other unfinished oils (net)_.--.------.- 24,530; 211,731 | 23,848 23,204 «23,353 | . rn 
—  Shortage....--------------ccneeeee---| 44242 5,623 | 3,313 | 1, 250 7, 633 nS 
“| Potal output.....--.-------2.-----.-| 1,204,976 | 1,277,446 | 1,333,709 | 1,457,017 | 1,390,698 ss 

“.- 'Subjecttorevision, 3 == a Se So , Rae 
ae 2 Negative quantity; represents net excess of unfinished oils rerun over unfinished oils produced... ngs 

ae 3 Negative quantity (overage). | | a oO BS , a SE 

~The inadequate receipts of oil on the eastern seaboard necessitated =} 
-. steps to conserve the supply, including pooling of stocks and facilities — ame 
._ of the various companies and the rationing of gasoline and heating oil. sw is 
i Domestic demand for motor fuel in the East Coast district durmg the = =»: 
‘ four summer months of 1942 was cut 29 percent below that of 1941. = 
eos Individual sales were of smaller gallonage, partly to permit retailers oo 
"to ration their limited stocks among their customers and partly be- . oe 
' cause the customers filled their tanks more frequently to avoid lettmg =o =§ = 
_ suppliesgetlow. = = | | " So ge 

_ Fuel-oil rationing started with a prohibition against filling home os 
owners’ tanks in the East Coast and Great Lakes areas durmg the = 

. summer, the usual time for replenishing the supply. This, together 
| with an unusually cold winter and the greater number of trips neces- - =. 

| sitated because of the smaller quantity they were permitted to deliver ae 
| at one time, made it difficult for retailers to deliver even the reduced ce 

quantities permitted by the rations. | . a 
The effect of these disruptions in the industry on other economic : > 

phases of national life was shown in the loss of investment by the | - 
closing of thousands of service stations and the release of their owners 
and workers for other branches of the war industry; the closing of os 
roadside restaurants, tourist camps, and similar businesses; and the oy 
drop of $146,000,000 in State and Federal gasoline taxes, with a cer- | 
tainty of even less income from gasoline taxes in 1943, -
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ce Domestic demand for motor fuel dropped 12 percent—from 667 an 
fs... million barrels in 1941 to 586 million in 1942. Anincreasein exports = ~ 
“from 27 to 36 million barrels, however, made the loss in total demand 
«- .. only 72 million barrels. Domestic demand for distillate fuel oil rose | 
“.. from 173 million to 184 million barrels and for residual fuel oil from — 
x. 383 million to 403 million barrels. Exports of distillate fuel—23 
~~. million barrels—were 6 million higher than the 1941 exports, but - 
“exports of residual fuel oil declined about % million barrels. = | | 

Boe Summary of percentage yields of refined products in the United States, 1984-42 Oo 
ao yt a oe ns _. {Computed on total crude runs to stills] | oe re 

ye Product =| 1984 | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | i939 | 1040 | 1941 | 19821 

+ Finished products: de of ff 
aes ~. Gasoline: fo Joo fo po fof | 
Be Cracked. 2.------} 20.4] 215] 224} 22.6] ©2932] 93:9] 227] 244] 22.2 
Boos. Straightram-—---—-] 280} a7] a7] as] a1) a1] 204) tos] 5 
Bee -- Motalgasoline.....| 43.4] 4421 441] 43.9] 443] 45.0] 4311 442] | 30.7 — 
wee o> Rerosine..----2:-------| 60] 688] 52] 55) 85} §5) 87] 52; 51. 
ee Distillate fuel oil..------| 106) 10.4] 118] 124/ 13.0] 131] 142] 13.4 14.7. 
Hee ‘Residual fuel oil.------_| 26.8] 26.9] 27.0] 26.4] 253| 247] 244] 243] 26.9 
Bae ‘Lubricating oil__....--.- 2.9). 2.9 2.9 3.0 2.6 284 2:8. 2.8}; 2.9 

eos Wax] 2] ep 2] 2p ap ay er] ea] 2 
mee Oke TITTY Te] Tr) Te} ef. iv) fats lef le} ib 
he Asphait--------.------| 18] 18] 20] 19| 21] 22] 23} 26]. 26 

sche . Road oil_.....--.---2--- 7) «64 7 71> .6 6]  ..6 6. 6 . 
es Sti gas TET] kof 8) 68] 64] 7] 666] 86 | BO] ZT 
tobe Other} a} 2] lat le] la] 2] iat lat ole | 
wT Unfinished products: = pop . a oe - 
fo Gagoline....------------| 8) oT] @ ] @a fo oat} @s | at ap a 
Be Other tose 2 ecole. 2 23| ‘28 27) 24] - 29 23/ 22 2,2 
ope _»  Shortage...----------------- 18) 12) .8 5)  .4] . 5] «6 21 6 |. 

Bee 100.0 | 100.0} 100.0] 100.0} 100.0] 100.0} 100.0] 100.0] 100.0 

fe 1 8ubject to revision. / a | a Sa | pos 7 
"REG 2 Negative percentage: represents excess percentage rerun over percentage produced. a 
Be 3 Less than 0.1 percent. _ a os oe 7 | 

ao _.. Greater need for heavy oils and diminishing requirements for motor 
~» fuel forced modification in refinery operations that resulted ina drop. 
~.’. in gasoline yield from 44.2 percent of the crude oil run to stills in 1941 
ee to 39.7 percent in 1942. Distillate fuel-oil yields rose from 13.4 per- 

gent in 1941 to 14.7 percent in 1942 and residual fuel-oil yields from 
| 24.3 percent to 26.9, but kerosine yields declined from 5.2 percent to 

a The East Coast and Texas Gulf Coast districts were almost entirely 
| responsible for the decline in crude-oil runs to stills. Transportation 

| difficulties, restricting the supply of crude oil for East coast refiners
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co and depriving the Texas Gulf Coast district of its principal market  . Sa 
| for gasoline, resulted in a drop of 26 percent—from 217 million barrels ee: 

in 1941 to 161 million in 1942—in the East Coast district and a drop (NE 
sof 16 percent—from 363 million barrels in 1941 to 307 millionin 1942— ‘ 
in the Texas Gulf Coast district. California, with an 8-percent gain, So 
‘had the greatest increase in crude runs; and the Appalachian district, . — - 

_ with a gain of 7.3 percent, and the Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc., 
district, with a 5.2-percent increase, followed in relative gains. eg 

_. ‘The freezing of refined-oil prices, effective November 7, 1941, was | us “a 
i followed in 1942 by more definite regulations from the Office of Price +s 
. Administration. Schedule 88, signed February 2, covered most prices — of 
- except those at the service stations and provided that prices in effect. “8 

- na of off 
yt os a 

oe ft, 30 Residual fue-———— ee: 
RE _ - vt ~ Po 

a | & _| Distitiate fuel oil and kerosine = Ww TN aie 

: . oa 1935 1936 = 1937 .. 1938 * 1939 1940 1941 - 1942 - SO cal! 

ae FicuRE 6.—Yields of principal petroleum products from crude oil run to stills in the United States, 1935-42, Sn s 
et _ ‘by months. , | eo EN 

_ October 1, 1941, should be ceiling prices for petroleum and petroleum === 
~ * products. Maximum Price Regulation 137, issued April 28 and effec- NE 
| tive May 18, froze all retail prices for motor fuel and Diesel fuel at_ aad 
7 the highest March 1942 level. The General Maximum Price Regula- oa 
. tion, also issued April 28, applied to all commodities and services not 7 

| covered specifically by individual price schedules. It became effec- a 
: tive for producer, manutacturer, and wholesaler prices on May 11, for | ay 

| retail prices on May 18, and for services on July 1 and likewise estab- a 
_ lished the highest price charged by the individual seller during March 

| 1942 ashismaximum. As most oil prices were covered by Schedule 88 od 
! and Regulation 137, this General Regulation applied principally to ——-.*} 

 - services. | | | are 

: 7 | & 

. , - 7 at



Stocks of refined products in the United States, 1941-42, by months Lo = ees 
7 | _. [Thousands of barrels, except as otherwise indicated]. ee | : So QQ os 

Product . Jan. 31 |. Feb. 28 | Mar. 31 Apr. 30 | May 31 _ June 30 July 31. | Aug. 31. | Sept. 30} Oct. 31 | Nov. 30 | Dee. 31 re oe 

1941 fe 7 , fof of ne BE 
Gasoline. ...----.---.--.----------------------------| 83, 310 88, 609 91,501 | 88,414 85,425 | 82,411 | 77,429 | . 73,094 72,761 | 74,698 | 79,378 |. 186,413 - ws 
Kerosine..----.-------------------------------------| 8, 312 7, 634 6,724 | 7,063 - 8, 421 9, 609 10, 635 11, 636 11,662 | — 11,.670 10, 843 19, 599 oo : ne 
Distillate fuel oil.......-..-----..------.------------| 87,926 34,790 | 29,805; 31,725 35,389 | 38,274. | © 43,037 | .. 47,168 |. 51, 412 65,385 | . 55,073 | 149,926 eee. 
Residual fuel oil......-.--2..--2-2-- eee eee 85, 092 82, 902 81,634 | 79,138 79,218 | 79,948 | 80,760} 82,268 | 83,752) © 84,960 83, 730 183,195 - pot ED 
Lubricating oi].............------------------ eno 8, 809 8, 790 8, 687. | 8, 363 7,835 | 7,353 | >. 7,107 | = = 7,206 | 7,415 7, 487 7, 752 - 8,127 a ES 
Wax. ...--.------- eee eee eee 429 426 |. . 435 _ 415) 2 4234. 395 - . 862 | - 306 | - 284. 270) B72 | 267. ee 
Coke.....-.------------ eee ee nee eee 2, 030 1,875 1,875 2, 000 1,925; = 1,910 -1,835:;, 1,860 | ~~ =1,850 | 1,810 1,950}. 1,140 . «© Das 
Asphalt_.-..---2-- 22. o eee nen een eee 3, 735 4,180 4,571 | . 5,182) | 5,302) 4,626 3,922 | 3,328 |. 2,607 2, 481 2,816 | 8, 322 iS oS 

Wax.....---.-.-.-......--...-thousands of pounds..} 120, 027° 119,150 | 121, 887 | 116,096 | 118,456 | 110,481 | 101, 404 |. 85, 824 | 79, 458 |. 75,467 76,413 | 74,814 Po. moe : : 
Coke....----------.-.-..-- thousands of short tons-_.- 406.0 | . 375.0. 375.0 - 400.0 | 385.0 382.0) = 367.0 372.0}. 370.0 | 362.0 390.0] - 228.0 eS - ee 
Asphalt_...-..--------------------------------d0_-.- 679. 0 760.0 831.0 | 983.0 964: 0 841.0 | . 713.0 -605. 0 474.0 457.0. 512.0}. 604.0 Fg UES 

. Road oil. ....-.--.------- 022 eee eee eee 717 760! — 892} 1,047) 1,128) 1,150{ 1,028 812] > ~658. 701° 690 798 = Cts 
Other finished products. -........-.-.-.---2--------- 360 365 | 369 459 |- 878 | 381 382 B85 |. . 844 -- 379) 426 | 1884 - es 

; Unfinished gasoline.......-..-...-.-..-------------- 7,056 | . 6,949} 7,205 7,355 | 7,406 |. 7,347 |. . 7,272). _ 7,283. 7,202 | 7,605} - 7,900; 7,685 = 2. 
Other unfinished oils_............---..---.-------2-.| 39, 542 39, 284 40, 227 40,857 | 41,992.) 41,825 | 41,389 |. 42,005 42, 464 42,258 | 40,975 | 39,524 en 

Total. ...---.----------------- ee -----------| 277, 318 276, 564 | 273,875 | 271,968 | 274,837 | 275,229 | 275,168 | 277, 346 _ 282,411 | 289,704 | 291,805 | 1290, 375 & Lo pests 

1942 2 eee eee eee ee ee ae 
Gasoline__...---..----------------------------------| 98, 489 | 100,186 | 99,184 | 94,127 87, 461 80,080 | 71,657 |. 71,403; 69,293 | - 67,669 64, 224 70, 772 Oo . oS 
Kerosine.....----- .-------.-------------------------| 11, 007 9, 324 7,900} 7,806 | 8,433. 9,497] .10,933 | 12,176 | -12,363 |) . 12, 645 12,630 |- 10,064 © os 
Distillate fuel ofl.......-.....---.----------------=--| 40,801 | 33,711 | 30,205 | 28,792 | 30,281:/. 32,501 | 37,729] 42,918] 45,817}; 49,701/ 50,709| 44,940 WA. 8. 

. Residual fuel oil_..--.-.-..-..---------------..------} 78, 386 75,386 | . 70,098 | 67,658 | 68, 388 66,.341 66, 935 67,613 | 69, 264 68,873 | 66,664; 61,783 ™. ee 
Lubricating oil..--.-_-..--------.----.-.----- 226 -- 8, 266 8, 429 8, 470 8, 470 8, 768 8,756 | 8,945; .. 9,301 - 9, 278 9, 421 9,336 | . 9,424 pa 2 
Wak. 222-8 n-ne ne ee eee 260 270 268 | 249) 247|. © 249 |. 243. | 275 | 278 | | 308 |  —-.809 . 805 oO 8 
Coke__.------------- enn ee eee 1,229; 1,294] 1,262 1,005 | .. . 956 909 875 | 895 | 864 ~ 918 988 1,169 Bo eo 
Asphalt. -.....-------------------------------------- 3, 823° 4, 210 . 4,074 | 8,957.) = 3, 395. 2, 826 2,398 | 2, 181 2,618 | 1,887 | 91,871); 92,261 ee a 

Wéx._._.........-...-.....-..thousands of pounds..| 72,800 | 75,600 | 75,040 | 69,720 | 69,160 | 69,720 | 68,040 | 77,000| 77,840| 86,240 | 86,820 85,400 © ee 
Coke. ...--...--.....-....- thousands of short tons_- 245. 8 258. 8 252. 4. 201.0 101.2} 181.8 175.0) 179.0 172.8 183. 6 197.6 233.8 Co ws 
Asphalt_._..--..--2----------.-- eee -d0--e. 695.0} 765.4 740.7 719.5 |. 617.3.) 513.8 |. 436.0 | 396.5 | = 366.9 | 343.1 340.2; . 411.0. es 

Road oil... _.----------eeeeeeeeee neon eeeeeeeeeeee 363 | . 909 965 | . 1,006} 980 900 833 .565| 475 394 856 B80 
Other finished products_......._...-..-.------------ 453 603 |: 626 | 556 595 B52 B17 | 602} 34 537. 553° — S97 ae 
Unfinished gasoline. ........--.---.----------------- 7, 724 8, 111 7,549} ..7,695 | 7,220 7, 437 ..7,789 | 8, 123. 8,853 | . 8,953 8, 992 9,384 es 
Other unfinished oils_..........-..--...-2.---....---| 38,114 36, 367 36,418} 35,997 | 35, 319 36,254 | 36, 361 36, 453 36,747 | 36,621 | 36,081 36,5370 AE 

| Total. ...----------------2ececnneeencenneee-s-| 284,415 | 278,700 | 266,919 | 257,538 | 252,043 | 246,302 | 245,215 | 252,405 | 255,784°| 257,027 | -252,713| 247,554 0 

1 Stocks on new basis for January 1, 1942, are as follows: Gasoline, 86,159; kerosine, 14,515; distillate fuel oil, 49,330; residual fuel oil, 82,959; other finished products, 489; total stocks, 6s 
204,310. . : : 4 Subject to revision. | as . RTS



| Runs to stills and production at refineries in the United States of the various refined products, 1941-42, by months = sd 

[Thousands of barrels, except as otherwise indicated] ne | | a Oe — : _— , os 

- | January | February] March | April | May | June | July | August Septem- October. Novem- | Decem ne 
- a ae 

: | 1941 a : : fp oP of gy oe 

Crude petroleum.-.........-.-.------| 110,683 | 100,445 | 111,059 | 111,106 | 119,435 | 115,935 | 121,180 | 124,572 | 121,481 | 126,772 | 121,539} 124,985 | 1,409,192 oo 
Natural gasoline_..............-.....-| . 3,828 | 3, 312 3,774). 3, 498 8,399 8,518 | 3,628} 4,130 ~ 4,751 _ 4,997; 4, 518° / «4, 472 47,825 = ae 

Total input............-...---.-...| 114,511 | 103,757'| 114,883 | 114,604 | 122,834 119,453} 124,808 | 128,702 | 126,282 | 131,769 | 126,057 |. 129,457 | 1,457,017 A TE 

Gasoline........-...-------- 2 51, 173 -46,841 | 51,950. 52, 009 56,188 | 655,186 | 57,714 58,954.) ~ 58,988.) 61,037 | 59, 480 61,640 | © 671,110 © ee 
_ Kerosine....--.--..-----.---.--------| 6, 661 5,888 |. 6,033 | 6,068] 6,033| 5,218] 5,406| 5,850 5,949 | 6,355 | 6,443 | . 6,682] 72,586 Bi ears 

Distillate fuel oil. ..............-.-...| 17,018 14,732} 15, 387 14, 692. 15,546 | 14,697 15, 746 15,409 | . 16,024 16,554 | © 16, 230. 17,142} 189,177 qa re 
‘Residual fuel of]_.............-....-_.| 27,880 25,944 | 27,677 | 26,748 27,994 | 27,882 28, 624 29,836 |. . 28,118 | 30,871 | 29,666 | . 31,127 842,867 WD ee 
Lubricating oil...............-..---.-| | 2,948 | 2, 522 2, 813, 8,213 | 3,322 3, 520 3,563 |. 3, 561 8,427 | 3,494 8,607} . 8,554] 39, 589 & NS 

. Wax._.-.---.--------- neon nee nee “ 138 139 183 | 201} 205] “195 | = .198 194 | - 287 940]. 246] 218] 808 et 
Coke......-.-- eee eee eee eee 629 513 | 625. 641 700 | - 722). 671} «685 789 768. 747 754 | . 8,244 pe 
Asphalt. .....-...-----+----++-------- - 1,667 1, 685 2, 053 2,689 | 8, 310 3,490}. 38,7791 4,074. 8,741} 8,819 8, 194 2, 566 36,067 ee 

| Still gas_ 2-2 TLLLITTIIILIIIII]. 5904] 6,515 | = 6, 806 | 6, 998 | 7,614] 7,314} = 7,881] = 7,546 | = 7,040] = 7,189] 6,825 | = 7,072 | ~— 83, 354 pee 

_ Wax.........,-thousands of pounds..| 38,640 | 38,920] 61,240 | 56,280 | 7,400 | 54,600 | 55,440 | 54,320] 66,360 | 67,760 | 68,880] 60,200) 670,041 f° 
Coke_.......thousands of short tons_- 125.8 102.6 125.0 | ~§ 128.2 140.0} 144.4] 184.2 137.0.| . 157.8 153.6) 149.4] 150.8.) 1,648.8 © a me 
Asphalt............---------.--d0..-.| 303.1 306.4} 373.3 |. 488.9} 601.8 634.5] 687.1 | ° 740.7 | 680.2 694.4} 680.7 466.5) 6,557.6 py 

| Still gas_.......millions of cubic feet..| 21,254 | 19,854 24,602} 25,193 |, 27,410 | 26,330} 27,112| 27,166 | 25,344 | 25,880 | 24,570} 25,450) 300,074 8S = .. 

Road oil............-.-.----..--------|. 218 107 198]  347/ 8461 41,383} 1,700 1,478 | 1,308|-  .798| . 428] . 3843] 9,149 sy as 
Other finished products_-__......_.--- 452 442| 6848} - 531{ ~ 6580 540. 656} 588 |. 506 6451. B45. 488 6,266 SE 
Unfinished gasoline (net)...........--. 590 1107 256 150;  ~— i 159. 1 75. 11 181 403} 295 1215 4,219 2 eee 
Other unfinished oils (net). _......--- 1 824 1 484 567 8721. 780 1551 | . 1620} — 509; «§=—3886 | )=—s_s- 8806} «611,407 |}. 11,576) 138,204. oon 
Shortage....-....--.-------..--------| 62 20 2 263 255. 9335| 284] 15] 62. 2 150 6 4242| 2335] 21,2500 py 

| Total output............--...-.-.--| 114,611 | 103,757 | 114,833 | 114,604]. 122,834 | 119,453 | 124,808 | 128,702 | 126,282’) 181,769 | 126,057 | 120,457 | 1,457,017 2 oe ES, 

See footnotes at end of table. | ae 7 7 7 — oo | an OS , . a pan : . a : 2 -



| Runs to stills and production at refineries in the United States of the various refined products, 1941-42, by months—Continued = = 2S ee 

“ [Thousands of barrels, except as otherwise indicated]. a oe, : ce : | . — on 7 fom 

| | January | February} March | April |_ May _ June July | August Septem- October | N ere Decem- Total. | ES 

repnt 19423 , J. oe | oe 
put: : : . ' OY Orude petroleum 4_..._.--......----.-| 119,032 | 105,776 | 110,565 | 104,882 | 106,883 | 105,376 | 111,555 | 114,135 | 118,474 | 116,381 | 112,368) 113,342 | 1,333,769 — tit Natural gasoline............--.-------| 5,351 4, 456 4,414| 4,046 4,272) 4,428] 4,577 4,909 |. 5,108 | 5,455 | = 4,989 | 4,929 | 56, 929» RE 

| Total input..........-.---...-------] 124,383 | 110,282 | 114,939 |. 108,928 | 111,155 | 109,799 | 116,132] 119,044 | 118,582 | 121,836 | 117,357 | 118,271-| 1,390,698 : “Ss 
Output: : : | 7 Pe ie ee ee ~ |e | of : 5 oye age Gasoline. .......-.--.-----------------| 58,400 | 49,688 | 50,652 | 45,880 | 46,975] 44,250 | 47,611. | 49,488 | 48,078 | 50,357] 48,538 | 47,045| 686971 ZB (2% Kerosine._.....-.....----.--------.--] 6, 634 6, 133 6, 035 5,529 | . 5,302 4929| 65,134 5, 340 5,421} 5, 907 5,759 | 5, 351 67,474 oS Distillate fuel ofl. ..........--.-------| 16,902 | 15,194] 16,214]. 14,002 |. 13,436 | 15,210 | 16,149 | 17,052]. 18,062] 18,858| 17,562] 18,073| 196,714 °° Residual fuel ofl_-.---..----.---------|. 29,405 | 27,254 | 28,095 | 20,440 |. 30,971 | 28,352 30,096 | 30,446 | 30,402}. 31,239] 31,311} 31,890] 358901 ey 

Lubricating oi]_.-..-.-.-2222----2--8- 3, 497 3, 174 3, 533 3, 438 8, 439 8, 231 38, 133 8,141 | 2,961 3, 057 2,983.| .3,049 . 88, 626 po ' Cee Wax.....22 eee eee ene eneeeeeeeeeee--| 197 189} 220} 186] — 185 207 181 218 |. 204 "269 214; 232]. 2,502 Le Coke... -. 2-20-22 - ee eee een 699 606 542 457 417 438, 505 | 554| . 640]. - 615/-: — 610. ~ 709 6,692 yg Asphalt. __.........-.----------------| 2,101 2, 105 2, 355 2,491 2, 753 2, 848 3,461} 3,407] 38,475 3, 618 3, 020 8,002} 34,6318 ener Still gas.__..----. 2 ---------------| 6, 609 6, 105 6,219 | 6,025 6,306 | . 6,033 6,509 | 6, 502 6,146 | 6, 764 6, 550 6, 546 76,404 
Wax........,thousands of pounds..| 55,160 | 52,920 61,600 | 52,080 61,800 | - 67,960 / 50,680 61,040 | 57,120 75,320 59,920 64,960| 700,500 9 © — Coke........thousands of short tons..| 139.8 121.2| 108.4]. -91.4 83.4} 87.6] 101.0} ©1108] 108.0]. 123.0 122.0) . 141.8] 1,338.4 SG 9. .% Asphalt_................-..-.-.d0_.-.| 382.0 382.7 428, 2 452.9 |. 500.5 517.8 629.3}. 619.5]. 631.8 656.9 | 549.1} 545.8] 6,296.5 & CAO Still gas.......-millions of cubic fect..| 23,792 | 21,978 | 22,389 | 21,690 | 22,702 | 21,719 | 23,432 | 23,731 | 22,126 | 24,350 | 23,580 | 23,565 | 275,054 an os 
Road oil_....----------------e-------- 435 321 475|  450{ .. 862] 1,330/ .1,1892] gio]:  744| 518 a72| 484]; 8,089 tt Other finished products_....-_-.-.--- 543 692 667 652 777 745 712 648 | ~~ —- 608 547 592| 712 7,795 cane Unfinished gasoline (net)_.........--- 39 387, . 1662 146} 1475] = 217] = 852] Si“ 884] 7801. = 100 | ~~ B62] «1,669 Ss Other unfinished oils (net)_.-.....-..| 11,473] 11,868] 110} 1421] 1678] = 935: 107|.° 92) 204.) 4 215 1572) 4568} 13,3888 BO Shortage._.....--....---------------- 305 352; 544/ 644/ 885 1,065) 1,050; 922) (927). 210. 279| 360 | —- : 7,633. = ™ LS 
Total output-...-.......-----------] 124,883 | 110, 282 | 114,979 | 108,928 | 111,155 | 109,709 | 116,132 | 119,044 118,582 121,836:| 117,357 | 118,271 | 1,390,698 = as 

1 Negative quantity; represents net excess rerun over production. oe . TE ee Ts oe Coe gp 2 Negative quantity (overage). | : Oo , Eg 
3 Subject to revision. . Oo . ps ce BSE * Detailed by districts and months in section on Consumption and Distribution of Crude Petroleum. | 7 . SS



| Runs to stills and production at refineries in the United States of the various refined products, 1941-42, by districts a | ee 

[Thousands of barrels, except as otherwise indicated] BO | | . oe : “3 

a . , | Indiana, | Oklahoma, bomen Tart _| pe Ce | East | Appa- | Tilinois, | Kansas, |’ Texas ‘Texas avoulsi. Arkansas- Rocky Califor- | United — 7 a oe | Coast | lachian | Kentucky, ws ed Inland Coast. | Coast Inland | tain - na 7 States | G oe cee 

Input eH 7 | Pf : | a Ss 
Crude petroleum -..----------------------------+-0- 217, 046 53, 499 251,257 |. 127,180 | 66,640 | 363, 252 54, 300 29, 365 33,570 | 213,133 | 1, 409, 192 kg qe Natural gasoline... 222222222222 2TLIIIT | oga | 488 7,371|  — 4,700| 7,782} 9,349} 779 803 730 | 18,785 | 47,825 py 

oO Total input_.........-.....------------------------| 219,030 | 53,982 | 258,628 | 131,880 | 74,422 372,601 | 55,079 80,168 | 34,359 | 226,918 | 1,457,017 ta Fo 
' Output: ee _ a § _ DNS Gasoline.......-.------------- een ne eee eee e-------| 85, 379 25, 606 138, 481 71, 388 44,143 | 168, 204 21,265 |.- 13,079 17, 831 85, 734 671, 110 a Kerosine......---.--.----------- eee eee eee eee 9, 169 3, 166 11, 864 7,505 | 2, 987 24, 448 7, 304 3,080 |. — 906 2,157 | = 72, 586 Gs Distillate fuel of]...-..---.-----.------------.-.------| 40,827 4, 863 26,288 | - 18,431 2, 430 59, 591 8,681 | 2,585 |. 2,778 27,803} 189,177 iS . eee: _ Residual fuel oi]....-.-.-...---.-.-.----------------- 50, 113 7,709 | 46,761 ~ 22, 408 14, 280 84,806 | 13,070 7, 180 7, 629 88,411 | 342, 367 ae Lubricating oil_......-.----------2-------------------| 8,608 | 6,414] 4,307 8,976 "358 | .. 9,677 2, 098 "679 187.| 3, 240 39, 539 ene : Wax..---- 22-2 eee ne een 834 400 176| . 160 5 438.| 319 |... 61 |----------| 2,393 b.. oon Coke... 222-2. eee eee eee 22 130 4,470. ~ 907 897 |. . 926 Yee. fee 247 | 946 8, 244 - sd Asphalt.....---------------0+--20---00-2eeeeeeneneees “11, 759 1,419 | . 7, 303 . 2,757 | =: 1, 842 1, 995 2, 204 1, 566 739 4, 893 . 36,067 BW Still gas__..-....-.--.-2-------- eee eeee--------| 1,720 2, 796 15, 649 ~ 7, 702. 4, 698 26,501 2,857 | = 1,224} 1,631 9, 076 83,354 fe as 

Wax....-.--.---.-----..------ thousands of pounds--|. 233, 520 | 112,000 49, 280 44, 800 1,400 | 122,640 89, 320 |--------.---} 17, 080.|....-.-...| 670,040 a Oa Coke.........---..----.-.--thousands of short tons... 4.4 - 26.0 894.0} 181.4 119.4 ~ 185.0 |---------.|---------.-- 49.4 189.2) 1,648.8 O° 9 3x25 oO ASPhAIt. ..-...--------0-nnn-2n2 i onnneenn a3 10-2. 2, 188. 0 258. 0 1, 327.8 . 601.3 244.0 362.7 417.1 284, 7 134. 4 _ 889.6 6, 557.6 © ea Still gas.........--.-.....-..--millions of cubie feet._| 42, 192 10, 065 56,336 | 27, 727 16,913 | 95, 404 8, 485 4, 406 5,872 | 32, 674. 300, 074 BF os a 

A | a 366 42 2,477. 697 |u-e--- 173; 38] - 138 1,651| 3,6022/ 91499 GQ fee Other finished products.-..............--.---.--.-.--| - 1,874 295 1, 213 176 |. 146 ' 126 158 33 | 56 2, 489 -. 6, 266 s eae Unfinished gasoline (net) .........-.---....--..---2-- . 212 11737) 130 * 188 126} 618 . 99 |. 144 112 481 1, 219 a BES Other unfinished oils (net).........----.------------.|. 1181 204 | - 372 1662} 1,012} 11,333 | 12,605] - 541 100 1562] 13,204. by eee er: Shortage... ..---..----2 eee eee -| 2 1, 372 1,J11 2703 | - 1, 473 2, 298 23, 568 181 - 127 | 555 21,352 71,250 ty COA 

| Total output. --......--..-2.----2 22-2 219, 030 53, 982 258,628 | 131,830 74,422 | 372,601 | 55,079 | - 30,168 34,359 | 226, 918 | 1, 457,017 gS ae ves 

See footnotes at end of table. oe Be a | | | Qos



Runs to stills and production at refineries in the United States of the various refined products, 1941-42, by districts—Continued | | | SS ee a 

| | | | | Indiana, |Oklahoma,| ss |. . | ponte. | Arkancace | Raok oe MES 
, Kast Appa- | Illinois, Kansas, | ‘Texas | “Gar outst: ATEANEAS- / Rocky Califor- | United Sy 

Coast lac Man | Kentucky, - Mea Inland Coast | Coast | Inland | © tain” nia States oo ee : 

Input: | , fo. |. : oo a Bo Pg 

Crude petroleum...._..-..--------------------------] 161,142 57,392 | - 264,220} 129,382 | 68,378 | 306,755 | 53, 213 28, 654 34,469 | 230,164 | 1,333, 769 - re 

Natural gasoline....----22----2-222-22-2--ce----e-ee-| B71 Bll-} 7, 685 4,096 | 6,312] 17,799 | 3,359 1,379 797 | 14,220| 86,929 

“otal input.........---------e0000-----------------| 162,013 | 57,903 | 271,805 | 133,478 | 74,690 | 924,554 | . 56,572 | 30, 033 35,266 | 244,384 | 1, 390, 698 en. 

Gasoline..-...-.---------------------------------e---| 61, 185 24, 793 131, 347 64, 946 39, 500 | 128,181 | . 23,182: 11,.876 16, 763 | - 85,248 |. . 586,971. A ase 

Kerosine..__._-.---.----.---------- ee ee eee en eee 7, 929° 3, 640 - 15, 802 — 8,984] 38,015 | 17,364. 5, 219 | 2,460) 698 |. . 2,368 | 67,474 Fes 

Distillate fuel oil............-.-----------------------| 81, 182 6, 769 34,388 | 18, 344 3664 | 60,697] 9,498} 4,112) 3,782| 24,308] 196,714 MH © 

Residual fuel oil.__.-.-------------------------------} 45, 658 9, 498 55, 545 94,788 | 16,586 | 74,778 | 11,772. - 6, 734 9,292 | 104,255} 358,901 Ob ASS 

Lubricating oil__..------_-.-----.-------------+--+--- 7, 798 6, 417. . 4,326 4, 277. - 260} . 9,356 2,066] 1,220; © 234 2, 672 38,626 | er 

0) ee 763 426. _ 207 . 07; §12 502 | © 805 {..2.-.----- 80 [..-..-----| 2,802 Pr es 

Coke. ....-..----------------- 2 eee eee eee 12 | - 126; - . 4,236 720} . 875 |. 708 81 j.-....------ 188 — 246 6, 692 Kd ue Ts 

Asphalt_........------------------------ eee] 4, 495 1, 867 . 97,273 | - 2,896 2, 137 2, 736 2, 859 2,085 984 7,349 |. °34,631: | bs me kel 

Still gas.....-...---- eee eee eee eee ee --| 10, 425 2, 767 15,666 6, 002 4,208 | 23,705 | 2, 807 |. 1, 004 1, 543 8,277 76, 404 S De 

Wax._......--.-.-.---------.-thousands of pounds--| 213, 640 | 119,280 | —- 57, 960 87, 960 3,360 | 140,560 | 85,400 |--.-..--.---] 22,400 |....-..-.-| 700, 560° g ee 

Coke. -.....----.------------thousands of short tons. - 2.4 25.2} 847.2]. 144.0 75.0. 141.6]... 16.2 |..-..-------| |. .37.6 49. 2 1, 338.4 Os 

Asphalt...__.....-_..----.--------------------d0-_.- 817.2 339. 3 1, 322.4 - §26.7 | . 888.3 | 497.6} 519.8 - 870.1 178.9 | -1,336.2.| | 6,296.5 Oo ee 

Still gas.......-....--..-------Millions of cubic feet..| 37,531 | 9, 961 56,398 | 21,608 | 15,148 | 85,337 | 10,104) — 3,613 5,556 |. 29,798 | 275,054 LOB aes 

Road oil__.._...--..--..------------------ ee =e ee —5 30: 1,169|- | 396 |--z-.----.] 48 —1 1501 1,863}. 4,889] — 8,039 ar ey 

. Other finished products-.....-.-------------------+-- 1, 786 447 1, 424: 214 . 236]. 564 » 349. S61 3 2,616} — 7,795 eh 
Unfinished gasoline (net) .....-----------------------] 11,396 32 373 1297 470 1, 503 1 87 19 8 1,002:)'  . 1,669 © Sons 
Other unfinished oils (net)._....-.-.-----------------| 17,311 115 1 488 1 926 1, 788 6,877 |. 11,685 | — 31 | 1140. 1484 | 13,353 - b- TE 
Shortage._____..-.--------------- eee eee een eee 2 403 1,106;  ~° 637 2, 857 » 2,439 |. 21, 465 207 |. . 334 |. 398 | 1, 553 7, 683 ES 

: Total output.......-.------------.--------------} 162,013 | 67,903 | 271,805 | 133,478 | 74,600 | 824,554 | 56,672 | 0,033 | 36,266 | 244,884 [1,890,698 = - 

1 Negative quantity; represents net excess rerun over production. ss # Négative quantity (overage). “ 7 | ' § Subject to revision, = 7 oe 2



— QRUDE PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRopucTs 1081 — oS 

fo A number of amendments have changed the ceiling. prices forre- ae 
fined oils; the chief of them are increases to offset higher transporta- |. | 

‘tion costs, the rescinding of 24% cents of the increase in gasoline prices 5s 

a in eastern cities when the Defense Supp'y Corporation assumed alike — at 
amount of the cost, and the amendment of December 26 permitting == —- 

> * retailers to maintain a 3-cent margin between the cost and selling = 8 8+ 

"price of gasoline. ee we oe 

Pee ey} 
AST a 
See NE eS S ee a eek TERS ek RTE SEATS 
RNC eter RST 
Raa ep 
SSSR EETErrrt <3 

IP 9a Tes 936 19379381999 ooo ag 

: = FicurE 7.—Prices of Bunker “CO” fuel oil at. New York, bright stock at Oklahoma refineries, tank-wagon . - vad 
price of kerosine at Chicago, and regular-grade gasoline at refineries in Oklahoma, 193442, by months. ad 

. Refinery capacity —The total number of refineries dropped from 523 oT 8 

» -on January 1, 1942, to 47 2 on ganuary 1, 1943, but crude-oil capacity (4 

. rose from 4,999,999 barrels daily to 5,092,411. 6 0 
oO Cracking capacity retired in 1942 was virtually the same as that | up 
~ added, resulting in almost no change in completed capacity as of the =.” 
. * beginning of 1943. Capacity in the process of construction on Janu- — oe 
" ary 1, 1943, however, amounted to 154,984 bartels daily, which would = 
_ bring the total capacity on that date to 1,347,867 barrels, compared = 
, With 1,222,684.on January 1, 1942. New processes are developngso = 
“rapidly in cracking that equipment becomes obsolete in a very short td 
- time; and it is possible that retirement of capacity will keep pace with ss *'g 
Po additions, particulary in view of the declining need for gasoline and Ne 
_. the difficulty in supplying demands for heavy oils; 
: The small gain in crude-oil capacity during 1942 belies the turmoil . me 
. of construction throughout the country. All new refinery construc- 
'. tion had the object of supplying war requirements, including ‘avia- ot 

tion gasoline, butadiene, toluene, and alcohol, in addition to-less- ..—* 
_ emphasized products. Much of the new equipment was to be used ~= - 

in making special commodities from certain unfinished fractions, 3 
| which explains why the crude-oil capacity did not increase commensu- 8 
, rately with activity. ss | oe as | = 

| Government interest in the production of aviation gasoline in- ok 
7 creased rapidly during 1942. When Lease-Lend requirements began “¢ 

depleting stocks during the latter months of 1941 and the declaration oe 
of war shocked authorities into the realization that plant capacity — oo: 
must be expanded rapidly, 100-octane gasoline production became “ 

, 5562504869 | | | oe
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i Summary of refinery capacity in the United States, January 1, 1989-43 en 

Be fos, re o | oe Number of refineries _ Capacity (barrels per day) . 

ne sang ° wine Total a down Building Tol 
Be 1939_.........-----| 435]  103/ . 7| 545 | 3,933,785 | 574,770 | 142,250 |. 4,650,805 
fede 194022 e ee] 461 | - 86 10 557 | 4,196,694 | 431,952 | 92,567 | 4,721,218 Ge 1941._........-----| 420 136] 6 562 | 4,180, 588-| 538,381.| 141,225 |-4, 860, 194 We gag TTT 430 92) 1}. 528] 4,496, 843 | 450,756 | 43,400 | 4,999,900 an 1943_--------------] | 386} 85 1 | 472 | 4,404, 213 | 493,098 | 195,100 | 5,092,411. _ 

“one of the Nation’s most important projects. Late in 1941 it was 7 
Bog decided that 40,000 barrels per day of 100-octane gasoline were 
e. needed. ‘After war was declaredythis¥was trebled, only to be raised | 
re" - in- about 2 months to 180,000 barrels.and soon thereafter to 250,000 | 
<. barrels a day—a goal which was on the way toward accomplishment __ 
Ss, ' at the end of 1942, but even then was threatened with lack of ma- 
x". terial. More than 50 plants were either completed or under construc- __ 
be tion for the production of 100-octane gasoline at the end of 1942. A _ 
z°. mumber of other refineries were producing the lower grades of avia- — 
ao tion gasoline, mainly a Ql-octane. ee / 
Bee The synthetic rubber program was still handicapped by delay at the 
,.- + end of 1942 because of adverse weather and difficulties in obtaining | 
“e ., priorities for critical materials. The delay in getting construction 

+ under way had prompted the appointment®by the President of the | 
«Baruch Committee to investigate the rubber situation and make 
“=. recommendations for expediting the program. The report of this  __ 

Committee, in addition to the appointment of arubber director, led to 
> gationing of gasoline to save tires and modified earlier plans for — 
Ba synthetic rubber manufacture. = © = © ) ) 00% 
“Two plans were promulgated for producing rubber from petroleum— © 
aed a long-range plan for permanent plants and a refinery-conversion or — 
“ “quick”? butadiene plan. Contracts were made in pursuance of the ‘ | 
we long-range plan for plants with a capacity of 310,000 tons annually 

to produce butadiene by catalytic dehydrogenation of butane and 
Co butylene in addition to 220,000 tons’ capacity of plants to produce ~ 
. | butadiene from alcohol.. The first of the dehydrogenation plants, — 
a started in 1941, was completed early in 1943, and three others were 
-. ° completed during the immediately succeeding months. Under the 
—— _ second plan, 14 refineries with an annual capacity of approximately 

oe 160,000 tons had been authorized for conversion at the end of 1942, 
but the contracts for several of them were canceled later. | 

, Technical developments.—During recent years technical research has 
| taken a role of greater importance than ever before, and the discoveries 

- and -developments therefrom have changed refining from simple 
fractionation of petroleum to a complicated chemical industry. 
Wartime secrecy prevents disclosing most of the new discoveries, 

, which include solvents, plastics, alcohol, ammonia, synthetic silks, 
and many others. | 
Developments announced during the year included moving cat- 

| alysts, which foreshadow abandonment of fixed catalysts. A movin 
| catalyst momentarily contacts the oil vapor, which travels in a parallel 

stream; then, the reaction completed, the two separate, and the
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catalyst is regenerated away from the cracking chamber. Themoving =< 
--- eatalyst, in addition to the time saved in regeneration and the yield eS 

of a better product, presents a saving in steel that is important at this NE 

a Other progress during the year promises higher-octane gasoline and ~~ x 
‘includes new developments in cracking and isomerization. The first = = =§ = 
. _ oil company to receive the Army-Navy “E” was cited for its per- 
. formance in producing 100-octane gasoline, toluene, and marine ~~... 
- Jubricants, particularly turbine oils. ts re 

, , eo Ds os SS Es 

ee s,s TRANSPORTATION . | : a es 

° This Nation and its allies were fortunate that it had beencustomary =. 
oS to supply Atlantic coast oil needs from the Gulf coast by boat. Be- 8 ~* 
-  gause of this, the second-largest and one of the best-equipped tanker as 

fleets in the world was available for military use upon declaration of 

: war, coe a ae raennEe Cd 

‘Shifting a large part of these boats to military and Lend-Lease 
_. - gervice, however, brought radical changes in the methods of trans- s 
_ porting oil and in the social and economic life of the American people. | 

_ The transfer, plus interference by submarines, resulted in tanker = ©. 'y. 
- shipments of petroleum and its products from the Gulf areatothe East = = = <.* 

coast being reduced from 430,769,000 barrels in 1941 to 123,831,000 «= 
in 1942... The. daily average during the last 5 months of 1942 had 28 

-. dwindled to 143,000 barrels compared with 1,180,000 for 1941. The =° 
_. largest part of the oil requirements for the eastern United States had eS 
«to be supplied by overland transportation, and a sizable proportion ey 

of the military needs was also shipped from-East coast ports. oe 
- . Every means available was used to move oil to the Atlantic sea- ' ts 
. board, although economic considerations kept some facilities unavail- oe 
~ . able during the first part of 1942. Ceiling prices were too low to =~ % 
» pay the cost of transportation'in many cases, particularly on boat = = = = 
“. . shipments of fuel oil from the Great Lakes area, and this kept some =. 
« . facilities idle that should have been in service. This defect was  §.# 
.. largely remedied later in the year; the Defense Supplies Corporation 7 oy 
. assumed the excessive carrying costs when it was deemed expedient oe 
“ to involve greater transportation expenses than customary without a of 
- compensatory increase in prices. —_. — OO oe Og 
- Greatest dependence for moving oil to the East coast was placed === ~. 
- upon the railroads. Tank-car shipments in December 1941, already as 
- increased because of difficulties in marine transportation, averaged dk 
: 62,000 barrels daily. From this average they mounted to a peak of 0 

856,710 barrels daily for 1 week in September. Tank cars were of 
pooled, loading and unloading time was cut to the minimum, and aa, 

_ shipments from individual refiners were grouped at assembly points §- <=. 
| from which full trains of oil cars were dispatched as express freight. _ . 

| Further readjustment was required and in August transportation of tg 
| gasoline by tank car was prohibited in 20 of the Midwestern and ot 

7 Southwestern States. | | 7 8 
/ Other developments and projects to aid in the distribution of oil ne: 

included improvement in barge transportation, expansion and con- OS 
| fining of tank trucks to short hauls, use of steel drums for transport- ar 
: ing kerosine in. box cars, and revamping and expanding the pipe-line ai 

system. | . a
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">. Although by far the greatest dependence was put upon the rail. roads in 1942’ for moving oil.to the East coast, pipe lines did their 
"Part, and. projects completed or under construction will relieve the = 
.. railroads of a large part of the burden of supplying the Atlantic  ~— 
i». seaboard. with petroleum'and its products. =. . ©. |) 
se Phe -war.concept.of the pipe line is that.it.is merely a part of a 
.° . whole, to be used as best: serves the national war strategy. Changes 
~ resulting from this war concept involve much. new construction and © _ 
'.-..- relocation, reversing, and other rearrangement of old pipe lines. 
“, Projects initiated included the laying of more than 2,300 miles of new 
~. Tine, taking up and relocating 1,700 miles of second-hand pipe, and _ 

converting 2,800 miles of other lines.”  tis«i«<S a 
v. The most important of these changes was the construction of the  —__ 
h.. . “Big Inch”—the 24-inch line from east Texas to southern Illinois. 
Boge ‘It is: the longest and largest pipe line ever laid for transporting oil. 
- ~ Oil began to move through this line in February 1943. ‘Construction —_- 
¢~..... Of an extension to carry the products from Illinois to the East coast 
“was initiated toward the end of 1942.00 
co A 60,000-barrel feeder line was started from: Houston and Port = | 
Bo Arthur to Baton Rouge to contribute toward the supplies for the  __ 

‘Plantation line, completed early in 1942. In addition, the terminus: 
— of the Plantation line was being extended from Greensboro, N. C., to 
—--. RieBmond, Van 
’*.. Other projects started*or planned during 1942 include a 35,000- 
_.. barrel-daily products ‘line across Florida, a 15,000-barrel-daily line  __ 
~ . .. -aeross' Ohio, and. the Sinclair line from Steubenville, Ohid, across 
i Pennsylvania. -Pipe-line completions during 1942 include reversal 
—-. and conversion ‘of the Keystone line across Pennsylvania, reversal of 
.. | the Sun-Susquehanna line from Cleveland to the eastern seaboard, _ 
We _ enlargement of the Shell line from Wood River, Ill.,; to Lima, Ohio, | 
Hoes enlargement of the Texas-Empire line between Tulsa and Chicago, __ 
ye and reversal and conversion of a Texas Co. pipe line between Port | 
oe Arthur and: Dallas, ‘Tex. The 24- to 26-inch Stanpac natural-gas _ 
ce pipe line, extending from Kettleman Hills to San Francisco, has been —_— 

converted to .crude-oil service, with a capacity of 100,000 barrels 
of daily, : - 
we, = oo ‘MARKETING =” : : 

- oe Curtailment of oil along the Atlantic seaboard introduced a new 
. - experience to people living in that area—the rationing of gasoline and 
a | fuel oil and the regulation of the use of automobiles for certain pur- 

| poses. Although lack of fuel oil caused considerable inconvenience 
oo and some suffering, the rationing of gasoline probably necessitated 

| more severe readjustments in living habits. . | 
__ The responsibility of rationing was placed under control of the 

| | Office of Price Administration. Gasoline rationing was initiated in 
the 17 Atlantic Coast States and the District of Columbia on May 17. 
Rationing was extended to the rest of the country on December 1, 
but the purpose was to save tires rather than to conserve a deficient 
supply of gasoline. 

Heating-oil rationing was initiated in 30 Eastern and Midwestern 
States on October 1, after prohibition of sales during the summer. 
Rationing of heating oil was necessitated by an actual shortage in 
fuel oil as well as by difficulties in transportation. The problem of
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/ fuel oil, however, differed from that of gasoline in that abundant sup- 

mo plies of coal exist close to the centers of population, and fuel-oil users oo 

/ were urged to convert their facilities to coal-burning equipment = 9% 

- _wherever possible. _ ne | SS Ce 

Se MOTOR FUEL -. | © | as 

: - Domestic demand for motor fuel in 1942 was influenced by factors 

a tending in opposite directions, but the elevating factors exerted less. _ eee. 

~ influence than the depressing ones. a = 

oe Accelerated military demand. came to represent a material share of oo 

~, the consumption m 1942, and the increasing need for transportation. een 

> Of war workers took an additionally larger proportion of civilian con- © es, 

_ sumption as the year progressed. 2d OS 

a The depressing factors were shortage of tires and rationing of gaso- * © % 

. Tine. Realization of the limited future supply of tires was reflected in. ae 

some curtailment of traffic early in 1942, although the momentum of. ot 

. the up-sweep of gasoline consumption largely concealed this retarding © OA 

a influence, and it. was not until the second quarter that it. began to be esd 

a obvious. — : a : ce cay Ta ag 

eo He | > |, Production | fo oe 

> AB ao0 eee ae “YTN_A __ | Soy 

195 1920 1925 ~ 1930 1935. - 1940 794510. a 

io --Ficure 8.—Trends of production, domestic demand, exports, imports, and stocks of motor fuel inthe 8 * 8 

| , Oo re | United States, 1918-42, - a | | mag 

‘Transportation difficulties prompted the Office of Petroleum 4 

"Coordinator to issue its Curtailment Order L-70, which limited . 

7 deliveries of gasoline to the East Coast area and the Pacific Northwest, oS 

effective April 16, to two-thirds of normal. Considerable confusion a 

resulted from the difficulty of service stations in accommodating =. _*¥* 

customers, and limited sales and “(No Gas” signs became-common.  —= % 

This condition was improved only slightly when the Office of ‘Price Oe 

Administration, under authority from the War Production Board, 3 

a instituted gasoline rationing on May 15 in the 17 East Coast States 8 

and the District of Columbia. Ration allowances for larger quanti- er 

ties than the retailers were permitted to obtain under Order: L-70 ss. 

- complicated the retailers’ difficulty in supplying the demand. 8 

Coupon rationing, instituted July 15, whereby the retailer exchanged _
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*° Comparative analyses of statistics for motor fuel in the United States in 1942, by ——\ Be | . - | months! Co en Oo 
ete | re : (Thousands of barrels] oe ae sg 

Rey . oe : Jan. Feb. .| March April May June -| July _ 

fe so . ~ Production: - _ oft. | L a es a ah, Refinery gasoline: a — | ae ae — Gracked.- ---...-----------| 30,324] 26,006 | 25,629 | 93,504 | 23,130 | - 22,493 | 24, 080 | Be | Straight-run.......--......| 22,725 | 19,296 | 20, 609 18,339 | 19,573 | 17, 404 18, 954 | Te ‘Natural gasoline___...-......|. 7,488 | 6,768 | 7,020 6, 257. 6,718 |. 6.558 6.304 wa .. Less L. P. G. sales.__......] 710 577 856 872 |. 483 | 498 536, Ay | Benzol. ee. eee] 208 189 200 |-----2 efi a 
Res Total Production...........| 60,035 | 81,612 | 52,902 | 47,528 | 48,038 | 45,887| 49,302 
ee Daily average.....---...___ 1,937 | 1,843] 1,707]. 1,584 1,579} 1,530] 1,590 | Woo Imports... 2... 222-22-22---2-2 22 a BB Le weeennn- ee fee eee Bey ‘ Exports.....222 222222222 3, 131 2, 178 3,053 | 2,766] 2,567 | 3,374] 3, 426. ae no we Daily average...-..-...-... ~ 10h 78 98 «92 BY. 112 1 
oo... Stocks, end of period: ” ef oP foo | Fre finished gasoline.......-....) 93,489 | 100,186 | 99,184 94,127] 87,461 | 80,080 | 7,657. _ Ue Natural gasoline. _....._....- , 4,802 5, 209 5,620} 6,043 6,568 | 6, 517. _ 6, 588 
ween Total stocks.............._.| 98, 291 105, 395 | | 104,804} 100,170 | 94,029} 86,597| 78245 vo, Domestiedemand..._..-----_| 49, 923- 42,415} “50,440 | 49306 |. 52'512| 49, 945] 64,998 ay ee Daily average.....--..-....| | 1, 588 1, 515 1,627}, 1,647]. 1,694 1,665 |. . 1,749 - 
oye | . 2 C
S
 

ee ae Se oe | 1941 hee re a, . . , FT (total) oe re | Aug. | Sept. | Oct. Nov. Dec. | . Total — 

gees Production: _- 7 _ pe oe Be _ Refinery gasoline: _ op |. . 2 os oe (Sacked. - --....-----------| 25,387 | 23,882 | 24,905 | 24,433} 23,295 | 296,998 | 344,013 | Gm Straight-run.-...--..-....| 19,102 | 19,088] 19,997 | 19,116] 18,801 | 233,114 | 279° 979 fe | Natural gasoline, etc........-| 7,028} 6,998 / .7,256|  7,156| 7516] 83.567) 80855 moe Less LP. G. sales... |” 502 579 | 663 687; ‘s32] 7,195 6,281 be Oo : : Benzol._- 222.222.2222. wenn en ee foe f eee fee wt een eee. . 597 3, 435. 

ew Total production___._....__| 51, 105 49,389 | 51,495 |} 50,018 | 48,800 | 607,011 701, 294 med Daily average.......-..... | 1,649] 1,646]. 1661} 1,667| 1.574] 603] | 17921 | a Imports........--.-_- 0 ware oe an o-|------~---]------ fete e}eeee-__--| 99 335 | po Exports --—---.---------------| 2086 | 2,020 | 3,958 | 3,478. | "3,307 | 36,014 | 27, 083 Be Daily average_.._...._..._- 95 «67 128 116 107 | 99 | TA 
a - Stocks, end of period: — Z oe 86 413 a Finished gasoline...) 71,403 | 69,293] 67,669 | 64,224 | 70,772 | 70,772 { 80433 

| Natural gasoline.............} 6,405] 6,056] 5,424] 4,996/ 4,632 | - 4,692 { 9 | 
a . Total stocks..............| 77,808 | 75,349 | 73,093 | 69,220 75,404 | 75, 404 2 oo 638 . Domestic demand..............] 48,606 | 49,828 | 49,793 | 50,413 | 39,280! 586, 088 667, 505 | Daily average...-.........-| 1,568| 1,661] 1,606| 1,680| 1,267| . 1’606 1, 829 

SL ttt te wae 
7 1 Subject to revision. ; 

3 Preliminary figures for January 1, 1942 

- the coupons he collected from the motorist for new supplies, largely | eliminated the excessive demand, although there were frequent instances of dry tanks at service stations. | _ | __Nation-wide rationing of gasoline was instituted on December 1. | Whereas rationing in the East Coast area resulted from insufficient supplies because of transportation difficulties, that consideration did not enter into the Nation-wide rationing, which was adopted to 
conserve tires. 

| _ Under the coupon system the basic ration was 4 gallons a week for | each car, supplemental quantities being issued where it was necessary
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for a motorist to use his car to drive to war work or in performing “. 

} war work, or where commercial users were assisting the production _~; 

'... of war needs. During the winter coupon values were reduced to 

- _. 3 gallons in the East Coast area, and early in 1943 pleasure driving = 

was prohibited. When it. was agam permitted in March 1948, the oe 

basic ration was cut to 1% gallons a week. an | cod 

-—-- Domestic ~demand.—Domestic demand > for motor. fuel was . ™:\% 

. “586,088,000 barrels, or 12 percent less than the 667,505,000 barrels ws 

a in 1941. Automotive demand dropped, 18 percent—from 583,957,000 

- Darrels in 1941 to 478,691,000 in 1942, 

wee Distribution of domestic motor-fuel demand in the United States, 1938-42 _ 4 

é | Be - ss Fhousands of barrels] | . ° oo, os 

Be 
: . = _. Se BAe 

Po 1988 | 1989" roo | toet fog 4 

Passenger cars: - | | ee ef, ae 

_ OS Highway..-2-------------------------| 168,002 | 171,468 | 182,816 | 204,886 | 145A, 170 Ook 

oe Cif TIT] 197,928 | 198058 | 210,190 | 288,017 | 1 ate 
i Total passenger cars........---------| 361,015 | _ 369, 521 “993,015 | 442,903 | 341,584 me 

S00 @ruckss ns rene ere ee ee Ns 
2 MTEhWAY.------c----ee-e----z------| 4,077 | 45,478 | 47,486 | 51,604) 54184 
bs City _.------2-e---n-eeeneeeeeeee--e--| 61,616 67,104 |  71,220| 75,470 | «67, 928 eo 

- | motabtrucks...------------------| 102,693 [112,582] 118,656 | 127,074 |" 122,107 dace 
| BusseS..... edn eeeeeeeeeee----| - 765] 12,300 | 12, 975 13, 980 15,000. ge 

otal automotive demand..........-| 485,473 | 494,403 | 524,646 | 583,957 | . 478, 601 hy 

no Other demand........:--------------------| 57, 630 61,106 | 64,844 83, 548 107,397 oy 
- “rand total_...---------------------| 528,008 | 555, 509 | 589490 | 667,505} 586,088 Ls 

- - 1 Subject to revision. | a Co a —_ Oe - 3S 

. ‘Traffic statistics indicate that at many points truck traffic was os 

greater on the highways in 1942 than in 1941 notwithstanding difi- = § .'. 

‘a culty in obtaining tires and gasoline. ‘This was particularly truein - | ': 

- California, where there were large increases on some highways; there =. 

“was even a gain in long-distance travel (indicated by trucks entering 8 

“the State), which was 1 percent higher than in 1941, compared -with ay 

- a drop of 44 percent for passenger cars. ‘The instances were rare ees 

. where passenger-car traffic on the highways was greater than in 1941, Fe 

»  gome points in California being the principal exceptions. ou 

be Excepting California, city traffic was lower for both trucks and =? 

. passenger cars, although traffic for the latter was affected considerably e. 

|. more than the former. _ a | : Og 

! Passenger cars in use July 1 declined from 27,635,000 in 1941 to) 3 

' 96,399,000 in 1942 and trucks from 4,817,200 to 4,677,000. Gasoline ef 

consumption per passenger car dropped from 16.03 barrels (673 = i 

m gallons) in 1941 to 12.94 barrels (543 gallons) in 1942, and consump- a 

: tion per truck dropped from 26.38 barrels (1,108 gallons) to 26.11 ek 

barrels (1,097 gallons). ’ | ae 

| Exports —Exports of motor fuel were 36,214,000 barrels in 1942 aS 

: compared with 27,083,000 in 1941. 8
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Pe ae Motor-fuel consumption per motor-vehicle wnit in use on July 1,1988-421 3 

Be en ce _ ° Passengercars a] 8 Tracks 4 a Se 

ee Year | Consump- | =. *_~-| Gonsump- - Consump- |. ——s'| Consump- i i eC Be eee Se es” tion Number of _. tion tion... Number of |. tion =~ _- Meh a : co (thousands vehicles .| perunit | (thousands | — vehicles | perunit 2 Geo: | Of barrels) | _ | (barrels). | of barrels) - | (barrels). 

Po 9B et Beroms F 23,878, 4001 a0 | ~ 102,693 |. 4,258,100} 9. 24.12 : Roa tape} 369, 581 |, 24,342,900}. 15.18 | 119, 582 |. 4340,600| 5 94 oe WB rocco] 898,015 | 25,385,990} 15.48 | 118656 | 4,531,700; og ae joipan TTT] #42 908 | 27, 685,000} 16.08.) 127,074 | 4,817,200]. 638 tC ce ARAL ly B41, 584 | 26,399,000] - 12.941 «192, 107 4,677,000 | 26 1b . 
ci," y . } Exeludes gasoline consumed by busses and for nonautomotive uses. a ne Bela ". 18ubject to revision. _ | ee ee Se 

“Production —Motor-fuel _ output dropped 13 percent—from 
~~. . $01,294,000 barrels in 1941 to 607,011,000 in 1942. The production s+ In 1942 comprised. 233,114,000 barrels of straight-run gasoline, — 
“s, -296,928,000 barrels of cracked gasoline, 597,000 barrels of benzol, and | 
» -. __ €6,872,000 barrels of natural gasoline. Natural gasoline used. in - 

producing ‘motor fuel consisted of 56,929,000 barrels blended at. 
© refineries, 19,248,000 barrels sold as such, and 195,000 barrels con- : _.... tributed to'the increase in-motor-fuel stocks. a - 

4



- | Production of gasoline in the United States in 1942, by methods of manufacture, districts, and months 1 oo So ae coe 

OB | ne - a [Thousands of barrels} | a co a a re ae ee as 

co oe Method and district January | February March | April. | May | June |) July. - August Septem- October. Novem- Decem- Total oe ER é 

oo Cracked: | ef - . 7 ce fp Pe - - ef zs oS 

. Fast Coast........--.---.------------| - 4,877 |. 3,781 3,138 | 2,897 |. 2,335] 2,774) 3,044} 3,872 | 8,257) 8,073 | 8, 359 | 2,882 | 38,239 @ eee 

Appalachian --szentacky, et0. 2, “1,209 ]> 1,172 |. 1,200} 1,004 | 1, 095-) 1,0%8 | 1,062 |" 1,043.) 71,155. 1,107 | 1,169 |. 999 | - 13,483 © Bt Cg 

- Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, ete-..---| 6,327 5, 558 6,393 |” 5,701 5,783 | 5, 841 6,057 |; 5,821] 5,804) 5,826 | 5,814] 5,394. 69, 819 aq Py 

Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri_-.-. 3,292 | 2,705 2,668 |. 2,098 | - 2,408. z,357.| 2,602 | - 2,640] 2,382) 2,522) | 2, 471. 2,309 | 31,054 0 ae 

- Texas Inland............-....- --..--| 1,842| 1,262). 1,356 Vigo}. 1209] 1,134]. 1,109 | 1,196 | -1,183-|, 1,172 | 1,215 | - 1,280.) 14,759 Bp 

Texas Gulf Coast-...-..- --.---------| - 8,386 | 7,171 6,977 | 6, 008 - 5, 485 5,153 | - 6,020 6-478 | 5,170 | © 5,992.) 5,796 | . 5,358 ‘72, 989 be We 

Louisiana Gulf Coast........---------| 1,005 “380 | - 9407 = 910] = 1,028. gov |< 873 |- 909 | 963 | -- 1,080}. 947} 1,108 | 11,580 TS 

| Arkansas and Louisiana Inland....-..| 49 307|. 3876) 477| 350)  - .855 |. . 363 gai |. 809]. 4171. 428 |. B44. 4éll o~3 0 8 

~ Rocky Mountain.............-.------| 718 |. 692 506 | «405 | ~~ 600] 470 |: 566 | Gat | BBL] 547 | 689] SIA) 7k 8 

- Gelifornia.------cozc tlt TT] 2,480 | 2,438 | 2,805 | 2,582.) 2,748.) 2,408 | 2888 | 2,026 | BAB |S 3,040 | | 3,038 | 33,200 G& 

Total straight-run.....--.--.-------| . 30,324 | “26,006 | 25,629 | ~ 23, 504. "23,130 | 22,423 | 24,080 | . 25,387 | 23, 882°| 24,908} 24,433 |.: 23,295) 206,928 EP 2. 

. SO Percent yield #........------------] 25.5] ~ 24. 6 23.2 " 22.4) = 21.6 . 21.3 | - © 21.5 (O22 eee QI : 21.4 ~ 21.8. - 20.5 7 22,2 — a Soe IN, 

 Straight-run: » | . oO eo, fa Pd SP po | i ae 

East Coast. ...-..-.-..--------------- 2,792 |. 2,186) 2,648 | 1;-597- 1; 052 1,539 | 1,643 » 1, 733 1,586.|°. 1,837 | 1,174 1, 738 22,025 - ahs 

Appalachian.......2---.--------------| . , 901 |”. ~ 815] 905). | 889 “7933 | 860}. "928 |. 952] 867]. 1,001 | 899.) 859 | 10,799 

Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc-.--.-| ° 5,034] 4,471] 4,615 | 4,479.) 4,577'| 3,730) 4,485}. 4,307°) 4,563 | 4,774] © 4,731 | 4,128 | 58, 948 a es 

: Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri.....| 2,462 2,230} 2, 252. 2, 594 | 2,629 | -. 2,430 | » 2,583 [-. -2,524 | 2,646.) 2,555). 2,537 | 2,854 | ‘29, 796. ar 

Texas Inland-..-. .,---=------+--+---- 1,438 | - 1,305 |. ~1,369'| 1,368") 1,456) 1,664 |. 1,725 | (1,651 | 1, 685°). ‘1,650.| - 1,553-| 9 1,475.) 18,4900 

. MYexas Gulf Coast..;.-------- ---+----| - 4,908 3,487 | 38,466}. 2, 737. 3,269 | 2,385 | 2,851. | 2,684) 2, 713 | 2,782 |. °. 2,936 | 3,225 | 37,393 a SS 

Louisiana Gulf Coast... -.-----:----| 917 | 685 | 690.) AB SB 566 | 696.1 830 | . - 658.|.-. 628’)... 706 530}. 8,298 Se 

| ‘Arkansas and Louisiana Inland.-..---|.586.| 566 | 553. | 526} 458] ABB) ABB 4a7| 445|.- 49. 426 | 502] 5886 

- Rocky Mountain.........---2------:-|__ 807 |). 609} =, 802 |, 704] | 687 761 | © 741 [°° 722] -  78L + 824) 648 76|° 8812 Bo. 

| California..4...2-..:---2--2---se------| 2880] 2,882 |- 3,800 | 707] 8,182) 3,022) 2,899 | 3, 22 3,204} 3,510| 3,506 | 3,354 | 87,788 

| "otal cracked. ..------------------| __ 22,725 19,226 |. 20,609 | 18, 339 | 19,573 | | 17,404 | 18,954 {| 19, 192 49,088 | 19,997.| -19;116 |° 18,801 |° 233, 114. a re 

Percent yield ?.......-------+----- i91| 182] © 18.6] 17.5) = 183) 165} 171} 168] 168) 172) 170 16.7|. °° 17.5 2 ee 

| he production including naturalgaso-|- | | Pf pe Pw Pf Fe a es 
eo oS LY 2 fe oo op rs rs Oe oe Pe oe 

Fast Coast...-------------------+----| 7,847 |. *5,908 |. 5,866] | 4, 060. 4,014 | - 4,363). 4,755 |. ..5, 184. 4,861 4,952 |  4,586.|- 4,649 | 61,185... Do 

Appalachian otacky, e102. _ 2, 226 2029 | ~2,236| 2,021) . 2,065 | 1,926 |~ 2,040 }- 2,027 2,048 | 2, 155-: 2,122 | ° 1,898 |° 24,793 oO. coe Nyt 

| - Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc-_----|. 11.989-| 10,560 | 11,540 |) 10,659 | .10,911 | — 10,217 11, 158 |. 10,982 11,150-| 11,370 | - 10,707'| 10,165.) 131, 347 2 we RIES 

Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri_..-| 6,181 | 5,307] 5,249 | 5,892 | 5, 330.). 5,088 F 5,478 | 5,470 |, 3g4.|  5,466.| - 6,427}: 5,020] 64,946 Soo 

Texas Inland......-.-.-.--------...-.| 3671 | 3,353 | -3,286) 2,898 | 3,187) 3,250 |. 3,327 |" 3,355) - 3.3397] . 3,480). 3,311 | 3,193 | 39, 500 C2 er 

: . “Texas Gulf Coast....-----------------| 15,288 | 11,963 | 10,712.) 10,044) 10,109. 8,929 | 10,224 | -10,759| 9,447 | 10,315 | 10,245 | 10,151.) © 128,181 

- Lonisiana Guif Coast. cc) «62119 } «1,770 | 2020] 1,848 | 1,906 | 1,748 | 1,886 |. 1,983} 1,875 | 2086 | 1, O78 ~grogg | 93,tg2 PF 

me . Arkansas and Louisiana Inland_....--| . 1, 123 | 1,088 |-- 994°} 1,076." 901 | ©. 892) - = O74]. 973] 915 - 1,064.) 967 965 | 11,876. Se a 

_ "Rocky Mountain.....-..---.------:-| 1619 [. 1,374] 1,462.) 1,241 | 2 1,412) 1,268 | 1, 387 "sy gg1 | 1,866} -.1,471] © 1,461 |. 1,351 |”. -16,768 pes 

| Galifornia...2-s02..-----------------| 6,442 |. 6,206 | 7,387] 6,456 | 7,100 | 6,574) 6,477 |: 7, 84 7.684.| 8,048] 7,789 | 7,661) 85,2488 

_. +. Potal United States: 1942.....---2.2| 58,400 |. 40,688 | 50, 652 45; 889.| 46,975.| -. 44,250 | 47,611 | 49, 488 | 48,078:| $0, 367 - 48,538 | 47,045 |. 586, 971 _ Sy 

ee sop TT OAT cle 51, 173 | 46,841 |. 51,950-| 52, 009'| 56, 188 | - 55, 136 57, 714 58, 9541 58,9881 61, 037 Le 59, 480. ~- 61, 640 |°. 671, 110 rao) Vor 

| ot So So ‘Subject torevisiomn, = : ? Based upon erude rans to stills, ee OO os
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_-. .. The straight-run gasoline proportion of total motor fuel produced \ 
“~- continued downward, declining from 39.8 percent in 1941 to 384in  °#£=z& 
: 1942. The proportion of cracked gasoline also declined from: 49.1 _ 
“>. percent to 48.9, but natural gasoline increased from 10.6 percent to 8 

ae 12.6, Blended natural gasoline, which increased from 6.8 percent to _ i _ 9.4, accounted for the rise, as other natural gasoline declined from | 
3,8 percent to 3.2. Prohibition of the use of benzol in motor fuel is _ . 

zs. ° reflected in the decline from 3,435,000 barrels to 597 ,000. Statistics = 
»- . on disposition of the benzol manufactured have been restricted because | 
“-... of military secrecy. Some of it may have gone into the production __ 
“<.. . of explosives and some into the production of styrene for polymeriza- | 
' > tion with butadiene for the manufacture of synthetic rubber, but a : 
»,. considerable quantity, not included in the above figures, was being 
¢> used in the production of cumene for aviation gasoline, © ~— 
“=. ¥Ytelds.—Gasoline yields, subjected to conflicting forces during 1942, | 
z.. -dropped to 89.7 percent from 44.2 percent in 1941. Primarily, the sy 
“.-..- demand for motor fuel was lessened because of the rationing of tires 
“~~ throughout the year and the N ation-wide rationing of gasoline in 
“"- December. Contrarily, the demand for heating oil and heavy oil fuel 

an was considerably stronger, making it necessary for the usual balance 
ex of refinery operations to be modified to produce the minimum require- — 
2 ment of heavy oil without accumulating excessive stocks of gasoline. 
“- -- At the same time, the production of aviation gasoline was one of the __ 
~ most vital functions of the industry, and this kept the yield of gasoline 
~. .- from dropping as low as it would have otherwise. _ . 
i> +. Yields of 22.2 percent for cracked and of 17 -5 percent for straight-run _ 

gasoline were both lower than in 1941. The greater loss in cracked - 
Re gasoline, however, reflected the diversion of cracking stock to fuel-oil 
We uses, notwithstanding the heavy operations to supply base stock for _ 
es aviation gasoline. The cracked-gasoline yield dropped from its-peak =~ 
me of 25.8 percent in December 1941 to 21.3 percent in June 1942 ; it 
+ fluctuated about this point until the end of the year, when it dropped 
a to 20.5 percent in December. The yield of straight-run gasoline | 
ee dropped only about half as much—from 19.9 percent in December | 

7 1941 to 16.7 percent in December 1942. | Se 7 
| The greatest drop in yield was in Texas; the Texas Gulf Coast — 

— district lost 7.7 percent—tfrom 43.7 percent for 1941. to 36.0 for 1942— _ 
_. and Inland Texas lost 6.1 percent—from 54.6 percent to 48.5. The 
- yield in the Gulf Coast Louisiana district, where emphasis on aviation ~ 

oo gasoline production caused the yield of cracked gasoline to rise during > 
the year, experienced the smallest reduction of any district—from 

, 37.7 percent to 37.3. Aviation gasoline production in the East Coast 
' district also, notwithstanding the great need for fuel oil in this dis- 

4 trict, held the gasoline yield to a loss of only 1 percent—from 38.4 
percent tod 37.4. 

Prices.—The average group 3 refinery price for gasoline in 1942 was 
9.91 cents per gallon. Office of Price Administration Schedule 88, 
signed February 2, provided that prices in effect October 1, 1941, 
should be ceiling prices for petroleum and its products, except at 
service stations. As a consequence, the maximum price, which had 
been 6.875 cents during January and February, was fixed early in 
March at 6.00 cents—the lowest price prevailing on October 1, 1941. 
Fluctuations during the balance of the year represent averages be- 
tween this ceiling price and lower prices for which gasoline sold.
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Average monthly prices of gasoline.in the United States;'1941-42, in cents per gallon. ee 

ee fl ode. forte fe. Pp Aver. og 

t . a Jan. | Feb.) Mar. Apr.) May/June July | Aug.| Sept. | Oct. Nov.|Dec.| agefor = Sat 

a Monthly average at refiner- |: fo . oy |. en a fog . oo! oo ot oe 

So ies. in. Oklahoma, 72-74 |. fo, - of fo Poe. Rg 

e octane !........---------.-} 4,72] 4.60] 4.71) 5.09] 5.47] 5.99] 6.18] 6.19] 6.19] 6.19) 6.19) 6.19) B65 0 
: Average of 50 cities on Ist of Oe 2] | . yo. oa eS 

So months | cdl celes Jo ole. | eS 
vi - + Dealer’s net.---..----.--| 8.54 8.54) 8.62] 8.78] 9.40] 9.85! 9.94/10. 04; 10.02/10. 04/10. 02/10.04; 9.49 By 

ne - Service station (includ- ob. | | | _ foo “oy ett 

. “ing State tax). .....-|16. 57/16. 58] 16. 67/16. 82|17. 53|18. 14/18, 26/18. 32] 18, 39/18. 4918. 49/18. 52) 17.73 en 

Monthly average at refiner- sf fp fp ao | ent 

oe jes in Oklahoma, 72-74). | + | Pod de ee i 
Bo octane !_...:.---..--------| 619] 6:16] 8.77| 5.72| 5.76] 5.81) 5.87] 5.92) 5.94) 5.94) 5.94) 5.94) SOL he 
: Average of 50 cities on Ist of i . _ . Op TN 

a month: . | - , fol fa po Le. | pep es 
- : -‘Dealer’s net.....--------| 9. 98]10. 16] .10, 10]10. 25]10. 40|10. 38/11. 31/11. 26| 10, 33/10. 33/10, 87|10. 37) 10. 44 . oe 
i Service station (includ-; =| |. | | Bef fp 7 a 

: ing State tax)_...-.--./18. 41]18.-59} £8, 54]18. 76/18, 87/18, 87)19. 86/19. 70) 18, 86/18. 85)48. 87/18.91) | 18. 98 as 

é 1 National:-Petroleum News... ee Sc 7 fey 

e ' 2 American Petroleum Institute; compiled by The Texas Co. . a DO hy 

_ . . The 50-city service-station average price, which gained 1.84 cents = =—«-_ 
' during 1941, was permitted by the Office of Price Administration (see 

- Maximum Price Order 137) to rise another 1.45 cents from January oe 

- to July 1942, only to be reduced almost 1 cent in August. The year es 

co ended with a net gain of .52 cent. Most of the gam represented og 

ee compensation tothe dealers along the East coast. for the increased 

- cost of transporting gasoline by tank car instead of by boat, as is. ?, 

oo normal in peacetimes. The Defense Supplies Corporation assumed 

'. 2.5 cents per gallon of this cost in August—the same amount prices ee 

: had been raised in the East coast area in June—and retail prices were. 

Be reduced a corresponding sum. © General price changes in the East <4 

--. - coast area were as follows: = oe | om 

- January 23, plus 0.3 cent. i eT nc! 

- - March 27, plus 0.5 cent. - rns es ARS 

- . April 30, plus 0.4 cent. : _ - | re any: 

4 June 29, plus 2.5 cents. | ne a 

Mo August 5, minus 2.5 cents, . | | ee _ ak 

‘The net change for the East coast cities in general was an increase 2 
7 of 1.2 cents. 7 ne a eS “, 

‘ | Althouga there were a number of changes during the year m some 

i cities in the Central States, there was little difference in the price at oy 

‘ the end of the-year from that at the beginning, except for Des Moines, ot 

- Jowa, and Little Rock, Ark., where prices increased 3 cents. ‘These Lg 

2 two increases and a rise of 1.4 cents in St. Louis were responsible _ oy 

principally for an increase of .39 cent in the average price for the y 

| cities in the Central States. Even with this rise, these cities had the = = - ': 

_. lowest average price—13.31 cents, ex-tax—of any section of the 4s 

country. 
, : , ; . - : | ae 

| Decreases in the Rocky Mountain cities brought the average price <4 

: of 15.15 cents below that of the unchanged Pacific coast area and only a 

| slightly above that of the East Coast cities—15.11 cents. Changes 8 

were most violent in Salt Lake City, Utah, where cuts reduced the ao 

| price 4.5 cents in February. One cent of the cut was restored in A
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-..... March, another cent‘in October, and 1.5 cents. more in November —s_— 
“. .. making the year-end price only 1 cent less than that at the beginning =sis* 
io» Of the year. One cent of a drop of 3.6 cents in Denver in July was 
“ . restored in August, leaving the price at the end of the year 2.6 cents  =—S 

Jess than at:the beginning. A loss of 2.0 cents in the price at Butte, 
~-. . Mont., was the only other change in the Rocky Mountain cities in- 
» Gluded in the 50-city price average, 8 sis 
~~», ‘Twin Falls, Idaho, still had the most costly gasoline for the motorist; 
-.. the service-station price in that city was 25.6 cents, including 6.6 _ 
. cents tax, and Boise, Idaho, followed with a price of 24.1 cents. __ 
~~ = Birmingham, Ala., with’a price of 23.5 cents (including 8.5 cents city, = 
=~ State, and Federal taxes) and Charleston, S. C. (with a price of 23.2 | 
me cents, including 7.5 cents. taxes), were next. The price in Kansas 
“City, Mo., of 15.6 cents was lowest, with the 15.9-cent ‘price in 
fe... Wichita, Kans., next, followed: by St. Louis, Mo. (16.3 cents); all = 
“». three prices included 4.5 cents taxes. 
_.. ‘There’ were no changes in’either State or Federal motor-fuel tax - 

Yates during 1942, but the revenue from State gasoline taxes dropped _ | 
- from $950,956,410 in 1941 to $839,457,000 in 1942, and that from 
, Federal gasoline taxes from $371,135,781 to. $336,684,645. 
“ s . Anation gasoline.—The program for the production of aviation 

. gasoline launched ‘in’ 1941-was well under way by the end of 1942, . 
when approximately 16:.times as much 100-octane gasoline was being __ 

~ —- produced’ as at the beginning of 1941. With the largest part of the 
x»: proposed plants’yet unfinished, however, that production was still 
“. <<. considerably short of the goal of 250,000 barrels a day. == : 
ae ~The change from production of motor fuel to production of high- 
uv Oetane gasoline sufficient to fly the planes of the United States and its — 7 
x” allies can be appreciated better when it is realized that iso-octane was 

merely a ‘laboratory curiosity until a few years ago; that the first 
é .- output of 100-octane gasoline in commercial quantities was to fill a a 
Me War Department order in 1934 for’ 1,000 gallons; that the first com- 
>, mercial catalytic polymerization plant was put in operation in 1937 
oan and the first alkylation plant in 1938—in fact, it was only recently 
Le that the chemical world learned that olefins:could be combined with 

ON _ parafins, from which discovery the alkylation process developed. _ 
a Stocks.—Stocks of finished and unfinished gasoline mounted to a | 

Ho record peak of 108,297,000 barrels on February 28, 1942, then plunged : 
to 73,216,000 barrels on November 30—the lowest point since 1939.  —_— 
They totaled 80,126,000 barrels at the end of the year, compared . 

| with 93,844,000 at the end of 1941, although the smaller amount on 
| hand at the end of 1942 represented 63.3 days’ supply compared with 

| 55.6 days’ supply on hand at the end of 1941. . 
| The Gulf Coast Texas and Louisiana, California, and Inland 

Louisiana-Arkansas districts had larger stocks at the end of 1942 : 
than at the end of 1941; in fact, stocks in the last district more than 
doubled during the year. In the East Coast district the stocks dropped 
47 percent. Such a severe cut was made possible in this district by 
pooling stocks and eliminating brand identities, by stopping cross- 
hauls, and by pooling facilities. | | 

Figure 9 shows the monthly quantities of finished gasoline stocks, in 
millions of barrels, from January 1, 1940, to December 31, 1942. 
The figures for days’ supply on the chart represent the quantity of
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. finished gasoline on hand at the end of the month, divided by the total = 
7. demand for the succeeding month. en 

Figure 9 also shows the stocks of distillate fuel oil for the same years, © Lg 
| -. to. stress the contrast in seasonal variations in stocks of the two pro- |x, 
7 ducts. It also shows how distillate fuel-oil stocks, although not ~~ 
. . declining as greatly as gasoline stocks, were on a considerably lower . 
_ level throughout most of 1942 than in 1941 despite a demand in 1942s 

9 percent higher than that im 1941.00 | Lk 

f° lor - ~— — — - > oe oo “8 

ee Bl: 100 mes | oes 

ee J) a FINISHED. GASOLINE | rent 
Bo 901 Lee ~— we a a Wey ts 

ee TN ate 
me | =) BOE . mR i ¢ AE ee EPC Nee Be — &  70--—— ee Oe 

PENS TN | CO fe 

ye ' al DISTILLATE FUEL OIL all cee 

po 4 0 . 1. po Ret 
Bas °° Jans Feb. Mar Apr. May June July Aug” Sept Oct Nov Oe. |B |. *:%% 

a FIGURE 9.—Stocks of finished gasoline in the United States, 1940-42, by months, with figures representing _ ay 
a _ days’ supply at certain periods; also stocks of distillate fuel oil, 1940-42, by months. © eon 

a Days’ supply} of motor fuel on hand in the United States at end of month, 1940-42 - oes 

A OO | 40 1941 422 

Hl Month Fin- ‘| Nat- | Total |. Fin- | Nat- | Total | Fin- | Nat- | Total ee 
4 ished | tural | motor | ished | ural | motor | ished | ural | motor ts 
v | jgasoline/gasoline| fuel jgasoline|gasoline} fuel |gasoline)gasoline| fuel | eat 

t January...........--..------| 623] 33] 656] 530} 35] 565| 587] 30] 61.7 | “A 
February..........---------| 61.3] 3.2] 645] 535] 32) 567] 581 30} 611 ° © 4 

. March.......------.--------| 88.2] 32| 61.4] 47.8] 28, 506{/ 6571{ 32] 60.3 : 
. April...--..-----.----------| 545] .84| 87.9 | 4441 28] 472] 530] 34/ 56.4 gt 
a ‘May....-.-.----------------| 483] 3&3] 516] 425) 29] 45.4] 492] 37] 529 i 

June.....-------------------| 481] 39] 620] 39.0| .30] 420] 43.1 3.5| 46.6 
. July. -----------------------]| 44.2 4.1 48.3 36. 2 3.0 39. 2 43.1 4.0 47.1 - ad 

7 August.....---...----------| 427] 42] 469] 35.2] 30] 382] 413 3.7| 45.0 os 
: September..........--------| 420] 39] 459] 364] 27] 301] 400] 35] 435 a 

. October......-.-------------| 429] 38| 467] 388] 25] 413{ 377| 30] 407 33 
‘November__....-.----------| 47.0 3.9 {| 50.9; 426 (24) 45.0) - 46.7 3.6 50.3 MY 

: December...........--------{sPhr | a37| agg lf 50] 26] 536] 559) 26) 59.5 os 

| 1 Stocks divided by the daily average total demand (domestic demand plus exports) for succeeding month. = ” 
po 2 Subject to revision. 3 For comparison with 1941. So



Stocks of gasoline in the-United States in 1942, by districts and. months!...0 oo | OM 25 
CO [Thousands of barrels] .. —— | ne ee an. yoeleee 

District January | Febru- | March April. | May June . July. | August | Septem- | October | Novem- | Decem- rs 
81 | ary 28 31. 30 . $i 30 . Bl 31. ber 30 | 31 | - ber 30 ‘ber 31 i AES 

Finished gasoline: ? op [os I e a 
East Coast....-.....------ nen ence eee eeeenuneeee| 19, 011 18, 378 16, 139: 14,625 |} 12,209 13,708 11, 982 12,723 |. 12,054 | - 11,221 | 10,150]  -9,926 -. as 
Appalachian. ———---—--<---n00--2220--22-22002 3,667 | 3, 709 3, 793 3, 718 3, 043 2,271 | 2,170 2, 360 2,406} 2,245; 2,034] 235 . © °4 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc..............---| 20, 380 22,111.| 22, 568 20,977 | 18,453 | 15,977 | 14,497 13,985 | 13,380 | ‘12,858 | ‘11,614 14, 369 . eens 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri._._....-.----- 9, 381 10, 293 9,921; 9,439 : 8,428 7,326 | 6,404 5, 886 5, 668 . 6, 627 6, 118 5, 984 a SS 
Texas Inland__.__.._._.._-.--.-.-._.._._-..--.--- 3, 126 3, 429 - 3, 527 3, 356 2)868 | 2,421 | 1,833 | - 1,795 | ~~ 1, 752 1,709 | 1,490 |.. 2,023 EE 
Texas Gulf Coast. .......-..-..--..-.-----.-----| 15, 923 19, 136 19, 861 18,979 | 19, 916 17, 555 15, 694 15, 740 14,827 | . 14,962 | . 14, 407 14,322 S meen 
Louisiana Gulf Coast__...........-.....--..----| . 8, 780 4, 031 4,000 8,899} 3,640 . 8,142 8, 390 3, 533 3, 689° 3,368 | 3,407 | _—.3, 600 DQ. eae 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland. ..._.-..__..__-- 1, 158 1, 339 1, 360 ~ 1,270° 1, 206 1,223.| -° 1,180 | = .931 1,171 |). 1,287) 1,165. 1, 709 AA gees 

: Rocky Mountain.._..............-..--.--------| 2,209 | 2,660] 2,817 2,576 |. 2,488.| 2,189 | - 1,907} 1,546] °-1,202] 1,110] 1,076] 1347 Ho 
California_...-.-....--_.-.---_.--L-------------- 14,854 | 15,100 | 15,198 15, 293 15, 210 14,273} 12,650 |. 12,904 13,194 | 13,282 | ~13,763 | 15,136 re Be Ss 

Total finished gasoline.__.._..............-.-.| 93,489 | 100,186 | 99,184 | 94,127 87, 461. 80,080} 71, 657 71, 403 69, 293 |. 67, 669 64,224! 70,772 o& 2. nays 

Unfinished gasoline: = 2 fol. | . Be Eg 
East Coast_.....--...-..-------------------- eee! 931 | © 913 769 | - ‘897 - 827. 3) 9941 1,188] .. 1,245 |, 1,052 1,111 1,010) pg ES 
Appalachian........_...._.._-..-.-.-.----------- 357 370 * 403 889 410 405 | - 428 417 ~ 409 | 372 |- . 321.) - 306 op 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc..............--.| 630 709 643 | 611 {| | 543; = 588 523 - 653 732 | 768 7621.0 9B ee 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri..._...-__-._-- / 412 415 496 | . 487 * 383 896]. 353}. 276] «273 254 280 | - 289 bo SE 
Texas Inland___.......-.---.--------oa- eee ee 490 484 205 | - 362. . 846 249 162 ~ 195] - 172 ~ 182. 179 221. ty OE eg 
Texas Gulf Coast____..-....2222-2----2 2 eee eee 2, 129 2, 493 2, 615 2, 451 2, 303 2, 302 2,280 |. 2,164 2,596 | 2, 902 2,951, 2, 871 Cc ers 
Louisiana Gulf Coast ............--------------- 406} 413 _ 857 _ 338 2391. 304).  305| ~ 278 402 347 326 876 G&D ee 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland_-_-_......._..._-- 10 8 8} 7] ~—6«88 . 6 4 BY UBT BB - 5 _- 8 a 
Rocky Mountain-_-_......._..--_--2--.----2----- 93° 103 109 _ Olt “98 | - 105— 106 103 100 98 . 93 | BBO ME 
California._......2-.2.2.0---2-2- eee eee 2,246 | ~ 2,203 2,044 | 2,062 2,013 2,399 | 2,549 | 2,844 2,919; 2,980 | 2,964). 3,195 ., - oR 

Total unfinished gasoline_.._.._-....---.-.--.-- 7, 724 8, 111 7,549 | = 7,695 | 7,220 7,437 | — 7,789 |. 8,123" 8,853 | . 8,953 | 8,992]. (9,354 . © ne 
: . . SS. OBO E——=£=======?.- OT_—$=lTl=S. ——E====EDSETF.S_——_— eS bOEENaSSS4 |S oS EE ES Oe. &o eee oe _ ee hoes 

Total finished and unfinished: . _ : ae 7 bo - vee Be 
East Coast_..........-.0---2----- eee eee ee 19, 942 19,291 |. 16,908 15, 522 13,036 | - 14,4386 | . 12,976 13, 911. “18, 299 - 12,273 | 11,261 | 10,936 a a 
Appalachian. _...---.-.-----.-------------------| _ 4,024 4, 079 4, 196 4, 102 3,453 | . 2,676 2,593 | 2,777]. 2,815]. 2,617 2, 355 26620 9 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky. ete..._._....-----.. 21, 030 22,820 | 23,211 | 21, 588. 18, 996 16, 515 15, 020 14,638 | 14,062 13, 621 12, 376 15,364 ae 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri. ..........__-- 9, 793 10, 708 10, 417 9,926] 8,811 7,722 | 6, 757 ’ 6, 162 5,941 | . 5,881. 5,398 |. 6, 273 . yy 
Texas Inland.._.......---..-.--------- eee eee 3,616 | — 3,.918 3,782 | 3,718 | 3,214]. © 2,670 1,995} - 1,990 1, 924. 1,891 | (1,669; ..2,244 |. oe 
Texas Gulf Coast ._._... 22 eee 18, 052 21,629 | - 22,376 21, 430 22, 219 19,857 |. 17,9741 17,904 17, 423 17,864 | = 17,358 | =—:17, 193 eS 
Louisiana Gulf Coast__.__.........-.-2-_-- 22. 4, 186 4, 444 4, 357 4, 287. . 3, 929 3,446 3,785 |. 3,811 | .. 4,091 3,715 | 3,733 | 3,976 SO EE 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland__._._..._--__..- 1,.168 - 1, 347 1,368 |. 1,277 I, 214 | 1,229; 1,184 936 1,176 1,290. |. 1,170 1,712, Co any 
Rocky Mountain. _._.......2..--22------- eee 2, 302 2, 763 2, 926 2,667 |. 2,586} 2,204 2, 013 1,649; 1,302 1,208 | 1,169 1,485. ce ane 
California. _....-.......0--22222----- eee eee 17, 100 17,303 | . 17,242 17,355 | - 17,223 | ..16,672 |. 15,199 15, 748 16,113-| - 16,262 | (16,727 | 18,331. — ares 

Total United States: 1942.....................] 101,213 | 108,297 | 106, 733 101, 822 94, 681 87, 517 79, 446 79, 526 78,146 | 76,622 73,216-| 80,126 te 

1941........------------| 90,366 | 95,558 | 98,706 | 95,760 | 92,831 | 89,758 | 84,701 | 80,877 | 79,963 | 82,303 | 87,278 { or 0S 
1 Subject to revision. 4 Includes stocks of finished gasoline at refineries, bulk terminals, and in pipe lines. 3 For comparison ‘with 1942. ek
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( Production and consumption. by States—Although the relative pro- i; 
2 portion of gasoline produced by Texas dropped from 32 percent in ae 

1941 to 29 in 1942, its output was almost twice the 15 percent of Cali- “= 
: « ° _# . : . : Py hy 

fornia, next in importance. Percentages for other important States =. 
were: Illinois, 8; Pennsylvania and Indiana, 7 each. _ Se re. 

- ‘Military requirements caused gasoline consumption in California = =" 
and Texas to increase in 1942, but tire and rationing restrictions = ©, 
brought material declines for New York, Pennsylvania, and other oh 

_ ‘States. Asa result, the States did not follow their usual order ofim- x2 
AO portance. The percentage consumption of the principal States was OA 
a as follows: California, 9.5; Texas, 7.4; New York, 6.7; Ohio, 6.2; os 
. _[iimois, 6.0; Pennsylvania, 5.9; Michigan, 5.1.00 9 0 

Bo | - an 9.7. + MILLIONS "OF BARRELS © oo | | os 
a if - oO —10 .. 20 ___ 30 40_ sO 60 ae es 
e California ee ee ae a ae ERY | | Po seg 
. * Texas i ned aan aa NS LA ANGLE aS ea oe) , : - ons 

2 7 New York «=, RREREENNeee o eee e| ee ce BE 

wo, Pennsyivania rt ot . , a ne we wah 

i oo New Jersey see aa ERE ” . os . a Om 

; : uo Indiana. - - Fase aE es oe oo . : ‘ . ue a & Nie 

* . a Missouri Berar aee euae mana cae kaa rae eS . : : . : - . - ‘ Bex ot 

- Wisconsin — SS . ; . eG 
: oo - Minnesota TS a oS * : a4 

: , ° . Kansas : : a: / - a . co - . - de ; : ee 

Coo . oe - Florida ORS Oe ot . a * L 

: SO Washington. «6 eas . . ey 

~ , oc Okfahoma Sos. , : : oO | . , it ag 

. _ , | Virginia | ee a a ‘ . “ . 2 7 u “ i 

: Georgia ss . oy NGS 
ne a Tennessee OEE, . CO . Be 

a : ; Connecticut Kage . _ , _ an ‘ ; ° . . . : yi 

S - Maryland ee... OO a So ks 
= Alabama . a . — ares 
fa mo - Louisiana _ Bape) / | ‘ ; ne moe 

oo ; Kentucky ee eo . oo a 7 ot 
oe . GJ. Oregon ‘ ae . oo _ ard 
a Mississippi osama : . - . Dri 

tie . Nebraska : prcrceeatnassi , . . . ; , , ° oe 

: | South Carolina ee... . dof oO oe 
A a . Arkansas = oe . : LK aoe 

West Virginia oe , - . et “ad 

; North Dakota -asonecsias | . . oo, at 

vo District of Columbia Es oo . . . . te 
oS South Dakota '§-« EE! OE + 

: Maine B® _ ae 

; Arizona arcane : a - ae, 
i Montana noone . in 4 

| , , Rhode tstand «ss FRR: a ; | fa 

‘ Idaho = . . . a : 

r New Mexico —_ 7M 
Néw Hampshire i 1941 ff Oe 

f * Wyoming . a. ; oo soe i 
i Delaware a . : ae 
: | Vermont = ee ? Nevada e . oo i re 

FIGUEE 10.—Consumption of gasoline in the United States, 1941-42, by States, | ae 
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au. Production and consumption of gasoline-in the United States, 1940-42, by States ’ 
Be ope, eggs hoo aed {Thousands of barrels]. rs an ¢ 

Rao oe Ce aoe fe “19ag nO 194 - | qed 4 

ee —.. - |. 'Predue- :| Consuamp- |. Produc- | Consump-| Produc- | Consump-. -. 
Bo epee Fee tion |) tion? | tion =| tion? |. tion’ =| tion? oo 

eo _  ‘Atizona..oi 2-2. fe- ele lel ileee---e-----} 2,687 f------------} 8, OBL Je-------22--| 8,020 
an - Arkansas.___-.-.----2.-2----- 3,702}. 4, B46: 4,044 | - ~—«5, 340 4,083 | — . 4,923. 
ep California....-. 2.2 222--- 22 LL) £76, 885 | 45,904 | 485,734 . 61,251 | 485,248 |. .. 53,220 
Be Colorado.222202 oe bet --2 | 2,020} 5,976 | 2,884} 6,858 | 2,812 | 5882. 
ve Connecticut -.-.-.-------+---}------------| 9, 068 |------------| 10,035 |------------}|.  . 8, 085 a 
eo. Delaware_o22.12222-22--2- Lol }---- ee e-f 1,495 [eee ee} 1, 622 |--L------ 2-2] 1,300. — 
a - District of Columbia.....-___.|_-----.-----| 4,027 J------------] 4, 561 |-----_----_- . 8,565 . 
re. . . FPloridac..--------------------|------------ 9,713 |--.--------] - 4,826. }--_---- Lee “10,503 - 
Poe Georgia... --------------------] 54,329 9,346 | 5 4,983 10, 713 53,104 9096. 
aot ~ [daho.._-------------:-------2} , @.. 2,547). ©. ft 2,786 | OO) 2,526 
ee Fino ig T4986 | 85,944 °° 749,877 | 88,987 | 746,825 | 88,707 
Poo Fndiania. 2-2 2-22 t 48,180 | 17,175. 48,704 | 19,564] 39,017 17, 658 
che + Jowai.-.-------- eee eee | eee e--eee- |. (18, 687 |-----22----- 14,578 |-----..----.| 123,951 | 
ee, Kansas... 2-2 2 ete eine | ...8 88, 208 J >. 11,948]... 837,484 | 12,872 |. - 8 33, 878 ~ 11,600 
“oe Rentueky__-- 2-2 ef 9049 | 6, 954] 9 8,528 |... 7, 939 97, 949 ~ 6, 698 

ee  Louisiana...-.----------------| 3.28, 673 |... .6,627.] .. 330,300.)..... 8,179 | 331,024) 9° 7,181 
eo Maing eee | ee nee nef By TAT f+ ---------- | 4, 188 J ------ ------ 8,188 - . 
BO ~ Maryland --..-.--------------| ®t 7, 49d J Oe fe. 5 8, 708 6) _ 7, 463 : 
wea So . Massachusetts.....-.---------| 106, 554., 17, 791.|..105, 791 |. 19,155 | = 9 5,023" 14, 454 
oss _ Michigan. ._--...------------- 10, 216 29,979... 11,180 |... 38,149 | | 11,073 |; .-- 28,618. ti 
eos - Minnesota..------------2-----|  Q 18,861 [| 14, 481 ™ | 13,080 
Be “Mississippi - - ----------------- (3) 1. 8, 21949 Bef . . 6,168 |B) ... 6, 079 
moo Missourin. 22-2} OL 16, 623 @) 18, 472 | (3) | 15,336 
“oo. Montana. _.----------------+- 3,836] . 3,276] 4,293] 3,583 |- 4,245 3,022 
dake _ Nebraska_--.--.--------------- (8) 6,629} Ou 5, 989 (8) } 5, 593 
Bee _Nevada.....-.---------------L|-2------+--- 1,043 |.------epeen| 1,102 |------------] «1,160 a 
Bere New Hampshire...._..-...-.-|-------1----| 2, 282 |-----2k acl f 2,582. |------------ 4 1,847 | 
Bee _ New Jersey _--_-_------------- 25, 451. 22, 023 28, 312.1... 23,838 19, 677 | 19,244 
Pe “New Mexico.---_---.--------- . 1,121. 2,630 }.- 4,193} > ..2,909.] . 1,473 |: 2,349 
aS. 0 New York..--------------:---| 7,826] 46, 918 9,044] 48,797]: 8,220]. 87,746 | 
boo. Nortl Carolina._2.-- 222-222 )iee----2-22-| 10, 988 J------------]. 12,923 J--2---------} 10,182 
Foe North Dakota...-.-------.--_|----------.-| 8,688 |------------] 8,947 |--2-----.---]° 3, 928 
ge Ohio eee 31,603 | 35, 022 34,804.) 39,031 | 34, 706 35,061 
Pa, Oklahoma. ..-.--------------- 32, 603 - 10, 584 - 34,190}. 11,368 | 31, O71 10, 067: _ 
an Oregon _ --_.---.--------------|--------_--- 6, 250 |------------|.. . .7, 280 |----------2- 6,662 
eee Pennsylvania..._-_----------- 46, 550 |. 37, 666 . 51,431 ‘|... 40, 594 39, 149 © 33, 073 
Be Rhode Island_.-.-..---------- (0). _ 8,190 — OG). 3,507 | (°%) | 2,839 
So South’ Carolina---2- 22 G 5, 577 () of «6, BBS (8) «5B, 189 . 
oa South Dakota___-...---.-----|. @) © 3, 422 (S) | 8,634] C8) 3, 419 
Bo - Tennessee _-_------------------ (°) J. 7, 785 ‘Om “” - 9,186 (%) _ 8, 591 
a Texas,_...----------2--1------ 184, 885 33, 806 212, 347 39, 839 _ 167, 681 41, 453 
mo os Utah? _..--_- Lee eee} lO 2, 552 (8) _ 2,783 (8) 2, 697 
n, .. Vermont....------------------}------------ 1,686 |------------ 1,790 |. 2} 1, 282 . 

en Virginia. _-__-.--.------------|--2---------| «9, 943 [------------] 1, 842 J---2-2------ 9, 596 
Be Washington __.-.-2----------- @ |. 9, 024 (4) 10, 536 nO) ~ 10,569 © 
a West Virginia_.._.....__.-.-_- 2,017 5,262}. 2,317 —-B, 719 2, 529 4,664 

: Wisconsin...._-.-----------_-|.----------- 14, 049 (7) 15148 | (7) 133606 
a W yoming....----------------- 69, 185 "1,668 8 9,775 1, 882 6 8, 734 1, 471 

7 Total United States_..__ 597, 279 574, 420 . 671, 110 637, 506 586, 971 562, 620 | 

1 Subject to revision. 6 Idaho and Utah included with Wyoming. | 
. 2 American Petroleum Institute. 7 Minnesota and Wisconsin included with Hlinois. 

3 Alabama and Mississippi included with Louisi- & Missouri, Nebraska and South Dakota included 
* ana. ae with Kansas. 

4 Washington included with California. 9 Tennessee included with Kentucky. . 
Ge Maryland and South Carolina included with ‘ Rhode Island included with Massachusetts. | 

| eorgia, . . a . 

oe Distribution.—The methods of moving petroleum products were 
| | ereatly altered by the war, as much of the burden was shifted from. 

| marine to rail transportation. Gasoline shipments by barge and 
tanker from the Gulf Coast to the East Coast district amounted to 
only 32,289,000 barrels in 1942 compared with 130,534,000 in 1941. 
Movement by barge from Texas and Louisiana to points on the | 
Mississippi River, however, increased from 13,736,000 barrels m 1941 
to 15,960,000 in 1942. 

Pipe-line shipments of motor fuel increased from 111,077,000 bar- 
rels in 1941 to 125,341,000 in 1942. Details of pipe-line construction 
and other developments in transportation appear in the section on 
Transportation.



os | : | Shipments of motor fuel by pipe lines in the United States in 1942, by months = — SO aS a a 
| i — a [Thousands of barrels] co 7 - CL a a | a: ~ 

a . ) 7 oe oe : as 5 | _ 92 ee eee LOE T a a - fe a i oo 1941 total Ao” 

é | January | “gry” | March / April | May | June | July | August | S*B{2| october | Ngzem- |) Desom | moi | 
. Motor fuel turned into lines..| 10,122 | ‘8,478 9, 846 9,895 | 10,453} 9,694 | 10,242] 10,615.| 10,538] 12,255| 11,664} 12,430 |. 126,232 | 112,976. & a as a a Motorfuel delivered fromlines.| 9,151 |. 7, 987 9,855 | 10,388 | 11,112 | - 9,953) 10,412 | 10,912 | 10,004 | 12,260 | 12,144 | - 11,263} 125,341 | 111,077 Ryo Shortage..._..-....-.--.------- 35} 11 . 10} - 139]: we 4 138 45) 144 - 4B 22) © 90] 677 BIB op Stocks in lines and working- . Co - oe et of enn (ee tanks, end of month..._.....| 7, 204. 7, 836. 7,817 7, 235 6,570} . 6,307] — 5,999 5,657 | 6, 047. 5,997] 6,495] 6,572 6,572) 6,958 

1 Overage. 7 Cs | me . - ee 

: . | | oe . | . oo BE ag of
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Ba sss KEROSINE AND RANGE OIL eg 5 
Be An expected increase in domestic demand for kerosine in 1942 did - 
oe not materialize, owing to transportation difficulties and rationing of — Pe °.. e e : oo. : ; . ee - ~ deliveries in some areas; consequently, the 1942 total was practically  — 
ae, the same as 1941 requirements. Exports of kerosine declined in __ 
Re _ 1942; while imports, though of relatively unimportant volume, more | 
Ee than doubled the 1941 total. Lower crude runs to stills andasmaller — 
~ |° percentage yield resulted in less kerosine production in 1942 than in | 
...--:1941. A.deficiency in kerosine supply in 1942 due to a lower output 

resulted ina heavy draft on stocks. _— | 
ee Petroleum refiners produced 7 percent less kerosine in 1942 than 
ao ~ In 1941, the output declining from 72,586,000 barrels in 1941 to | , >. 67,474,000 in 1942. The yield dropped slightly from 5.2 percent in. __ 
+ ,_-: 1941 to 5.1 percent in 1942; however, lower runs of crude petroleum 
co >. to stills in 1942 (5 percent under the 1941 volume), tanker transpor- — | “> tation difficulties, and the effort of refiners to produce much-needed | 

fuel oils were the principal reasons for the’ smaller production of 
qe Kerosine. es OO - 
Le oe Comparative analyses of statistics for kerosine in the United. States; 1941-42, by | oo | - 7 months and districts a - | | 

os a | a Production | | Domestie de- | a, 2 - cn . ; SO (thousands of | Yield (percent) | mand (thou- Bloohs (housand ue ee - Month and district barrels) oe sands of barrels) _ | . 

Beh. Lagat aot | ager | togzt | aogt | ro4er | roan | aoe | 

«. / a By months: _ | ; | ed | a get | January............-.-.--.-.--| 6,661] 6,634] 60] 5.6] 7,769] 9,750! 8,312 11,007 ‘eh ae February.._..................| 5,888 |. 6,133 5.9 5.8 | 6,484 | 7,690 7, 634 9, 324 ae Marche... -..__------| 6,083 + 6,035 | 5.4] §5] 68211 7,230} 67241 7/900 Brel April. _._ 22222222} 6,068 | 5,529) 65.5 5.3} 5,549! 5,516 7, 063 7, 806 © So May... 2222-22.) 60383 | 5302] 5.1 4.9] 4,504] 4,580} 8421| 8433 ne June.....-.-..------.-----.-.--| 5,218 | 4,999] 45] - 471 3018] 37653 9,609 | 9, 497 ye July... | 406 | 5, 134 4.5 4.6-| 4,270| 3,266] 10,635 | 10,938 © ee , August..........-.---.____...] 5,850} 5,340 4.7 4.7| 4,530} 4,039] 11,636 | 12,176 wee | September........_..__.--.-__] 5949 | 5,491 4.9 4.8] 5,621/ 5,012] 11,662 | 12 368 We ae | October. ____..-.--.-.....-..-.|. 6355 | 5,907 5.0 5.1] 5,519} 5,367] 11,670 |- 12° 645 oe _  November____.._-----.--._._..] 6,443 | 5, ipo 5.3] 5.1] 7,080 | 5,684 10, 843 | 12, 630 a December....-...-----_-..--..| 6,682} 5,351 5.3 4.7 | 7,404 | 7,827 . 9,599 | 10, 064 

pe Total United States...______| 72, 586 | 67,474| 5.2| 5.1} 69,469 | 69,614 { 212’ ste {} 10, 064 
: By districts: | pp 

East Coast_........_._._______ 9,169 | 7,929 42] 4.9 6, 561 2, 853 . Appalachian_.___.___.__.-.-...| 3,166 | 3,640 5.9 6.3 366 337 Indiana, Ilinois, Kentucky, - mo . ete__...------.____.._....._-| 11,864 | 15,802 47| 6.0 . 1,660 | 1,554 Oklahoma, Kansas, and Mis- on souri__.-..-.................| 7,505 | 8 984 5.9 6.9 ; 678 576 Texas Inland___._.__.________. 2,987 | 3,015 4.5 4.4 (3) (°). 282 178 . Texas Gulf Coast....-__-__..__| 24,448 | 17, 364 6.7 5.7 3,036 | 2, 456 Louisiana Gulf Coast__________ 7,304 | 5,219 13. 5 9.8 630 1, 290 _ Arkansas and Louisiana In- 
Jand._.-.-.-2--2 2-2 8. 3,080 | 2, 460 10. 5 8.6 246 214 Rocky Mountain._.____.______ 906 698 2.7 2.0 129 81 California. __._.___-_._________ 2,157 | 2, 363 1.0 1.0 927 525 

. Total United States___._____| 72, 586 | 67, 474 ! 5. 2 5.1 | 69, 469 | 69,614 | 214, 515 10, 064 
! 

. i Fa 
1 Subject to revision. 

: ? New basis to compare with 1942. Monthly figures for 1941 do not include bulk terminal stocks which were not available until December 31, 1941. 
3 Figures not available. 

| Kast Coast, Texas Gulf Coast, Louisiana Gulf Coast, and Arkansas 
and Louisiana Inland, important districts for the production of
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f - kerosine, all showed sharp declines in production in.1942 compared =.” 

) with 1941. An exception to this general trend was the Indiana- “4 

— Illinois refinery district, an area second in national importance-as. a aN 

-_ gource of kerosine, where production increased by a third.in 1942 =| as 

over 1941. Gains in kerosine output were also realized in the Appa- = (ss 

we lachian, Oklahoma-Kansas, Texas Inland, and California districts. of 

- .-It should be noted that the Gulf refinery districts, which depend on 

tankers to transport kerosine to Hast coast and export markets, «- © 

~ showed declines in production, whereas inland districts, which could Ce 

'. - make rail shipments advantageously to important consuming centers, as 

reported gains in output. In other words, transportation, or the lack 
of it, largely determined kerosine production in most districts during GR 

\ 1942, 000 | | cs a Og 
7 “The indicated domestic demand for kerosine in 1942—69,614,000 a 

- -.. barrels, calculated from production, change in stocks, exports, and» ae 

_ imports—varied little from the 1941 total—69,469,000 barrels, Itis a8 

-.. believed that the 1942 quantity would have increased atleast 5 per- —=_— a 

» cent had normal conditions prevailed. _ The potential market demand. ee, | 

"was not fully supplied, especially in the N orth Atlantic Coast area, =“ 

-. - because of the tanker shortage. re a a Ry 

a - The shrinkage in kerosine exports during present war years con- ook 

tinued into 1942, when shipments abroad totaled 2,729,000 barrels «as, 

o compared with 3,221,000 in 1941. | Available information for 1941 = ~4 

shows that most of the kerosine shipped abroad went to the United =| nk 

. Kingdom (1,941,000 barrels) and to Brazil (223,000 barrels), while. Sy 

“in: 1942: the United Kingdom and its Dependencies received. the eee! 

. . Jarger share—United Kingdom 1,671,000 barrels, Canada 236,000, =» 

— and Australia 179,000. . an So Bc oe ee OEY 

---_ Imports of kerosine, though relatively unimportant in volume, .  § 

- increased from 191,000 barrels mm 1941 to 418,000-in 1942, Os Benes 

Year-end kerosine stocks for 1941 were revised to include quantities = — ‘5, 

» held at bulk terminals. Kerosine in storage at the close of 1942 was 

‘31 percent below the comparative total for 1941—a draft made sik. 

o necessary in order. to supplement a curtailed supply resulting from. oS 

. lower refinery production. Kerosine stocks of 10,064,000 barrels in © os 

- 1942 represented a 40-day supply at the prevailing rate of demand ==» “hs 

oe compared with 14,515,000 barrels or a 61-day supply at the close = 

~ of 1941. : | Oe : _ Bae 

“ Kerosine inventories on December 31, 1942, were lower in all oe 

' refinery districts. than at the end of 1941 except for the Louisiana og 

i Gulf Coast where a gain was indicated. The stock increase in the o 

. Louisiana Gulf district (1,290,000 barrels in 1942 compared with — if 

’ 630,000 in 1941) represents a “back-up” of kerosine intended for = 

: East coast and other markets due to the shortage of tankers. The og 

' pronounced drop in kerosine stocks in the Hast coast from 6,561,000 

" barrels at the end of 1941 to 2,853,000 for 1942 was outstanding, §_— of 

m Oil companies operating on the Atlantic coast could not obtain their oP 

7 usual supplies of kerosine from the Gulf area because of the tanker 9%} 

situation, so a drastic draft of local stocks was necessary. The extent we 

of the shrinkage in the kerosine inventory on the Kast coast in 1942 Loo 

is better illustrated when it is noted that such supplies represented 45 ad 

| percent of total national stocks in 1941 and only 28 percent in 1942. 4 

| Higher kerosine production in the Indiana-Illinois district in 1942 | as 

: and the difficulty of moving the surplus freely to other markets kept bs 

, 4
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‘7 up stocks there almost to the 1941 level. -Kerosine held in the Texas \ 
“Gulf coast declined from 3,036,000 barrels in 1941 to 2,456,000 in € 
a 1942 as supplies were taken from storage to supplement a declining a _ production. Increased: kerosine output in California was not ade- - mR quate to meet the demand in 1942 so an added quantity was takenfrom _ | 
my So stocks. - BS oe ws ae 

BE ~ Sales of kerosine in the United States, 1940-41, by regions, States, and uses). Boe! oo oo - “ . : . a . . oe . - SO . fo ; ’ : 

Be 7 . ..... [Vhousandsofbarrelg] , : a 

Be Up okt ee Op Bele oi «| Tractor fuel | Allotheruses | Total - ye _- . Region and State en a ec . 
Be fe CR rs “| 1940. |. 1941. 1940 1941 |; 1940 | 1941 | (1940. 1941 

Baye FO __--Pacifie Coast: _ oe a ood ef . ae of pe Pere California 2 ieee eee.-| 81 | 98 13} 19] 985] 1,188] 1,089] 1,305 ee _.. Oregon._-.---2-2---2------------|) ML 10. 10], 53] 116 7 |. 186. _ wos. Washington-.---.--/ 2 ecef BP ae || 307]. 157 15-71 - | Be Avizona oll ec eee, | ae 8 5 90} . 133 97 | . 150° - Boa a cS Nevada... ...-.2-------- oe ene} eee eel f_--- ee} 1}; 8626}. 86 Gee Roeky Mountain: ~ me Sp ee Sp - re ne ee Wao. .-te eee} ott] ot ont] 19} 19 32 CO eee. Montana. eee] 8k 39); 971 45) 80} 69] 181} © ibs. : Po _. Wyoming. __.- 2 ef a 8 20); 15}. 17]. 18}. BO] Boe Utah eee 8] 14 4} 14). 16{ 37]. 95 ne ‘> Colorado. . 2-22 2-2. 20 |. 28) 69 54.) > 46) (374... 185 1190 a ~ New Mexico_...2. 2-2-2} 18 dB 41 53]. 61] 951 120] 168 
pe North Central: ° fe pe. Pf Po wero - 3. North Dakota._.-..-22.-21 2222-2 . 54] 65 | = 168: 129]; . 66) 56) 288. 20 © eee, South Dakota_-..-.2---2} 02 | 84] 43] 18. 59} . 63) 304 262 WER ee .Minnesota....---.---.--..--...--| 278 | 307] 262 | 193 | 457 |. 516 | 997] 1,016 Boo, .. Nebraska_._..----2--2-.-..------| 130, |. 158'] 180] 186} = 144] t60| , 4541 50a Be ~ Towa___------.-22---222---------| 191 | 217 | 282 |. 19a | ~~ 659 645 | 1,132] 1,056 . Wee .. Wisconsin..-.........2...2......} . 188 221 208; 149; - 516} . 508 912 878 © Bigs Mlinois-.._.-..-.-22--22 222 eee 1,114 |. 1,216 340 . 258 | 1,615 | 1,551 | 3,.069 3, 025 . BR Indiana_-___.:..-.---.----.2_ 179 200 168 197 | 1,211 | 1,183 | 1,558 1,580 |. . we —, Michigan-__----2 2. -2--e----| 384. | 282] 136 95} .756{- 801] 1,226] .1,178 Me | Ohio_-..-2-- 2-22 ee----] 322 | 312] - ane 237 791 741 | 1,325 1, 290 ed ~ Kentucky. 2-222. se] 60 79 60 59 510] 5833)  630/ “671 fom, ~  . Tennessee... 22 116 102 68 78. 460 |... 483 | 6441 - 663 oe WS _ South Central: . po fo : a ae oe Seo Missouri... 2-2-2. 380. 423 157 166 653} . 610.| 1,190] 1,199 © , Lee _ Kansas_._-.-2-.--2-22222222_-----| 178 163 191 158 209 | =: 226 || 578 | (B47 “ Po . Texas. _....-- 2-22 306 | 411 509 516 | 41,6114 1,740 |. 2,426 2, 667 ae De Oklahoma.-_.-.-.-.-.....-.--._-]|. 148 146 212 268 550 524 910; 938 wo Arkansas.._.-..--_-----.....-.-_] . 140 136 | 150] 190 420} 460.) 710|} 786 er .. Louisiana.__...._-.-_--- 22. 142 108 101 162 714 730 . 957 1, 000 a _-. Mississippi._.....--.--- 22 - 36; 652 144 130 376 346! 556] 528 4 . Alabama....-..-22. 22222-2221 61 66 18 44.| - 377 405 | 456] 515 — Do New England: . . 

Maine_._-.-.-_--.-.-....-.--.-.-] 1,562 1, 697 j--------| 4]. 42 36 | 1, 604 1, 737 wo - New Hampshire___.-___._-__.-_- 894 906 |..---..- 2 39 | -B4 933 942 Vermont... .-_--.22.---2- Le. 560 638 |...----- 1 73 88 633 727 ; _ Massachusetts_................_-| 13,029 | 12,931 |__..____ w-nnnee 460 453 | 13,489 | 13, 384 Rhode Island_.-..--.........-...| 2,547 | 2,484 |... J. 80 93} 2,627 | 2,527 o Connecticut__.-.................| 3,793 | 3,852 2 |-.------ 140 126 | 3,935 3, 978 . Middle Atlantic: | , New York_._.-.-_.-.2.2.-_-_-_-.-] 7,110 7,261 | ~ 148 117 | 1,352 | 1,427; 8,610 8, 805 __» New Jersey__............_.-..__.] 3,316 3, 437 | 28 22) 1,295 | 1,170} 4,639 4, 629 _  Pennsylvania___._--..__--.-_-___ 2. 830 919 124 162; 1,412 | 1,450] 2,366 2, 531 . Delaware...........--_--__-___-- 118 95 4 3 63 68 185 166 Maryland__.._.._______________- 529 490 28 9 685 624 | 1,242 1, 123 District of Columbia. -_-___..____- 78 85 5 9 92 82 175 176 South Atlantic: 
Virginia_____.._...__..--_---___- 198 173 19 11 658 687 875 871 . | West Virginia__.......-__._____- 29. 53 10; ° 3 18 191 168 230 | 234 ‘North Carolina..___....-_.-___-- 573 665 80 76 678 710 1, 331 1, 451 South Carolina__._.-.._....-__-- 171 170 32 31 425 429 628 630 Georgia_._._._....___-_---_-__.__-- 214 277 76 105 499 549 789 931 Florida_.__...2..-.-----.----__-- 507 599 138 162 460 519 | 1, 105 1, 280 - 

Total United States. __....-...| 40,715 | 41, 661 | 4,683 | 4,467 | 22,264 | 22, 868 | 67, 662 68, 996 
eS 

1 Figures for 1942 by States not yet available.
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Oe - The Bureau’s annual survey of kerosine sales shows deliveries of = ~ 
4s 68,996,000 barrels in 1941 compared with 67,662,000.in 1940, a gain 

_ of 2 percent. The above quantities were divided asfollows: Range oil, = 
Se 41,661,000 barrels in 1941 and 40,715,000 in 1940; tractor fuel, | os 
. 4,467,000 barrels in 1941 and 4,683,000 in 1940; all other uses, 22,868,- =, 
mo 000 barrels’ in 1941 and 22,264,000 in 1940. The range oil market 2 
;. absorbed about 60 percent of total kerosine deliveries for both 1940 =: 
ho and 4d, 0 ae en a | ood 

Co Some No. 1 fuel oil, which varies only slightly from kerosine,is also 
a sold for range fuel. This light fuel oil, (4,449,000 barrels in 1941 and = 8 

8,977,000. in 1940) must be added to the kerosine reported as range = =." 
, .. fuel to determine total requirements for range oil. Making this ad- 
___. jJustment, total sales of rangé oil were 46,110,000 barrels in 1941 =*% 
oo compared with 44,692,000 in 1940, a gain of 3 percent. te 
po Representative kerosine prices in 1942 changed very littlefrom-those +% 
oo prevailing during the last 6 months of 1941. An average monthly — od 
me price of 4.56 cents a gallon for 41°-43° gravity water-white kerosine at. == 4 

refineries in Oklahoma, starting in June 1941, was maintained until - “ee 
... March 4, 1942, when it dropped to an average of 4.44 cents a gallon, = 
-.  -- @ quotation that ruled until the end of the year. The tank-wagon  —s_ aa 
-.... price of kerosine at Chicago (10.3 cents a gallon dating from June = 
» 1941) remained unchanged until December 31, 1942, when itincreased = 3 
“to 10.6 cents a gallon. a 

ee | oo Sales of range oil in the United States, 1989-41, by States | | ; me oe a 

i : oe, os . a [Thousands of barrels] = ee Hy So ; _ is 

aa Le State = ee ee ee Ye — me . os 
a - . a . | | Percent. o Be 

| Massachusetts....-------------------eece-ee--------:-} 10,814] 13,419 | 13, 187 98.6 4 
De New York..-.--.--.--.--.---------------------- eee * 6, 255 _ 7,613 . 9,711 ‘16.7: ad 
Yl Connecticut. -......-- 22. eee 3,322 3, 921 3, 963 Se 
OS _ New Jersey-..-----------------------------------------]| 8, 026 3, 556 3, 626. 79S ae 
i - Rhode Island.___.._1.-0---1-200--22ssc2es sesso seen 2172| 2,619]. 2,495 BAS ee 
fo Tinois.._ 1,387} 1733] 2185 ATG 

~s Maine_. 21.2222 eee 1,328 1, 704 1, 827 AD 
i - Pennsylvania... .-..-..----------------------+--------- - 698 |. "920 949 2.1 ee: 
m . New Hampshire.__...._-.2...2---2----2------- eee 781 - 898 907 | . 2.0 a! 

Michigan. ._.......-.-.---.-..2-2s-2ssssseee sense sone 479 - 620 m2.) 1.5 eg 
a Minnesota_......--.--.2---- 20sec see seeeeeeeeeee ence 403 555| 670 LB 
” . North Carolina_..._.-_--2-2-------__--  --- --_---eeeee §32 . 577 : 667 : 1.4 an ei 

’ Vermont.........--------------2 2-2 eee — 468) 560 638; | 14 ce 
{ - Wlorida.__...-.-.-- ---- eee 439 542 628. 1.4 Se 
& ; Wisconsin. ___....-_.-.-. 2-2 ee 446 |. 616 616 | 1.3 ees 

i Maryland.....-..-.-------------------------------e- eee 492 |. 531 518 RQ 
BO . Missouri__-.-.--.-.--.-----_----------.-------- eee 355 485 |. 4777 1.0 ag 
$ = Ohio... 1-1 seen nen neeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee} B20 398 . 457 10 le 
t Towa. _..------------------------------- oe eee 291 335 456) 1.0. as 
i TexaS__..-..-.-----------------------e---ee ee 304 325 416 -9 OSE 

CO Indiana_.._.---.2-2-- eee eee eee 202 272) «. 355 | 8 | 
i Georgia_......----.------ eee eee 214 234 ' 324 7 ee 
- Other States__.2000000000TTTIIII 2, 333 2, 359 2, 326 5.0 Conte 
a "Total United States...........-..---.--.---------] 37, 061 44,602 | 46,110 100.0 ey 

| 1 Figures for 1942 by States not yet available. . 3 4 

oO, | FUEL OIL - | 4 
An anticipated large increase in the domestic demand for fuel oils s 

| in 1942 was not realized. Rationing of fuel oil in the East coast and = 
, Pacific Northwest in 1942, which became necessary because of trans- = —s_—s..
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»\ 0, portation difficulties and military needs, reduced. deliveries to a level  —sicg, 
<  Tittle above 1941 requirements. The fuel-oil supply in 1941 (produc- _ Ss 
oS  fion plus imports and transfers from crude) was not only sufficient to oo, 

te cover the domestic demand and export trade, but there was also a 
«. surplus to add to stocks. The whole situation was changed in 1942, 

. .. when imports of fuel oil dropped to half the 1941 quantity and as a a 
Pee ce result a heavy draft on stocks was made to cover this loss. — Co 

“, ‘The record-breaking fuel-oil requirements of recent years continued = 
* . into 1942, even though rationing, transportation difficulties, and con- ~—.. 
“versions. to other fuels by important consumers all tended to lower 
aoe deliveries. The indicated domestic demand for fuel oils in 1942— 
ae 687,785,000 barrels—was 6 percent above the 1941 total—556,246,000 - 
5 — parrels. +The domestic market for distillate fuel oils increased from 
f+ 172,824,000 barrels in 1941 to 184,312,000 barrels ‘in 1942 and for = 
‘residual grades from 383,422,000 barrels in 1941 to 403,473,000 in- 
mo 1942, It Is noted that the respective percentage gains in domestic 
7. demand for distillate fuel oils (7 percent) and residuals (5 percent) = 
cS. were about the same in 1942 as m 1941. These percentage increases. | 

“are quite different from those in 1940, when an unusual cold spell in — | 
oe > the firs t quarter forced up the requirements for distillates (domestic 
1; heating oils) to a 19-percent gain for the year compared with a_ 
Br ‘5-percent nominal increase for residual grades, and in 1941, when the , 

-.. .. larger gain (13 percent) was in residual fuel oils, reflecting the demand 
&,  . for fuel by expanding war industries, contrasted with only a 7-percent | 

s. inerease in requirements for distillate grades. vo _— 

ba : . Oo Salient statistics of fuel oil in the Untied States, 1941-42. 4 

Wirt oe 7 . [Thousands of barrels}’ a . 

_ . — re 1941 gga oe 

Ae oO _ ne .-|Distillate| Residual ‘|Distillate] Residual | 
po | a PF fuet oft” | fuel ot | Total | “fuel off | fueloil | Total | 

yy oe Stocks at beginning of year: | | | | , poe - So 

eo Refinery_--.-.-----1------------------| 32, 082 83, 548 | 115,630 | 236,322 | 268,727 | 2105, 049 

mS . Bulk terminal. .....-.---------------- 10, 829 4, 478 ‘15, 307 | 713,008 | 214, 232 227, 240 . 

a Production......-.-.---------------------| 189,177 | 342,367 | 531,544 | 196,714 | 358,901) 555,615 2 

fo Transfers from crude oil to fuel oil: 
me California__........-.---.------------+ 130 8, 874 9, 004 12| 14,658 14, 670 
Lo East of California.._-_.-.-------------| 2, 383 © 4, 095 6, 478 2, 484 4,625 |. 7, 109 

eo Imports.....-.----------------------------| 5,074] 37,369 | 42, 448 3,428 | 17, 645 1073 
fe Exports....-...--------------------------- 16, 925 14, 114 31, 039 22, 716 13, 5382 36, 248. 

Stocks at end of year: . 
Refinery.....------------------------- 38, 895 78, 054 | 116, 949 32,659 | 49,961 82,620 

Bulk terminal. ..--.-...-------.------| 11,031 5.141 | 16,172} 12,281] 11,822 24, 108 

Indicated domestic demand: _ a 7 : 

_ Class I railroads, purchases 3.-..------|. (4 (4) &3, 609 (4) (4) 104, 072 

| Public-utility power plants 5_-_...---- (4) (4) 20, 248 (4) (4) 15, 300 

° All other demands.-_..--------------- (4) (4) 452, 389 (4) (4) 468, 413 

: . | 172, 824 | 383, 422 | 556, 246 | 184,312 | 403,473 | 587, 785 

oO 1 Subject to revision. 
2 Stocks on new basis. 
3 Interstate Commerce Commission; total includes Diesel fuel. 
‘Figures not available. 
§ Federal Power Commission. 

A review of domestic demand statistics for distillate fuel oil, by 

sO quarters, reveals an 11-percent increase in the first 3 months, due 

: largely to the requirements for domestic heating oils, as January and 

| February 1942 were considerably colder than the same months in 1941. 

The percentage gain in the first quarter of 1942 would have been even 

greater had not mild weather in March reduced the requirements for
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‘ that month by 1.3 million barrels and lowered the quarterly demand => 
4 - correspondingly. There was a nominal gain. of 5 percent in the ke 

- domestic market for distillates in the second quarter of 1942, followed = 

by a 1-percent decline in the third quarter compared with similar =<. 

periods of 1941. The drop in the third quarter of 1942 was directly = 4 

~ eonnected with the order preventing the delivery of fuel oil forheating = = =>. 
b or cooling purposes in District 1 (17 East Coast States and the Dis- 5 

trict of Columbia) during the period August 3-September 15. Deliv- © 8 

. eries of distillate fuel oil gained 7 percent in the final quarter of 1942, ae 

._. * compared with the same period of 1941, even with coupon rationing of = 

— light heating oils, which became effective October 1,1942, 20 ae 
Bo Larger percentage gains (13 peréent in the first quarterand6percent A 

. in the second quarter compared with the respective periods of 1941) ae 

~ . were realized in the domestic demand for residual fuel ols than for =» oy 

‘distillate grades, reflecting the rapidly growing industrial expansion ss, 

Soe connected with the all-out war program. Restricted deliveries in the Se 
: : woe! . . ° . e 8 . : . : : : ' Si oe 

- July-September period 1942 are evident in the slight loss when the — oe: 
a demand is compared with the 1941 marketinthesamemonths, There | ~% 

me was only a 2-percent gain in domestic demand for heavy fuel olsin = ‘+ 

7 the final quarter of 1942 cover the 1941 quarter, as many Important sy ae 

users of liquid fuel had by that time converted to coal or other sources og 

o 
OR ae Dogg it CO 

| RATT es 
| I CCl 

ve . | "Sales of fuel oil to railroads | i | | | | | _ . cal 

Uh conn) 
a ty | 7 8 i oe 
os : Hn : tl I | 
oe | | ce ofheatingoils = = = fF. eee I Ps 

- ‘i ~SSales of fuel oil tovessels uw tC ; < 3 
oo ln - 0 25 | eS 

Bee ie | 
bo | “TE P i r P i P = ° Sales of range oil. ™ | re: 

ho 0 a 100 — , oad 
fo Sales of fuel oil to gasand Ee 

|, electri power pants if 8 
ae 75 . 75 Os 

| HHT 1 So 
CTE EEL Q 

' Fuel oi! used as fuel by oll companies Sales of fuel oil to mines, smelters, and i ~ ny 

: |: 50 , 50 manufacturing plants | Bi: 
on 

: | a | a 
| ‘ Sou % 

ooo EERE EEEE | ae 
| 1932°33 °34 °35 °36 37 "38 ‘39 '40 ‘41 1932'33 '34 '35 ‘36 ‘37 '38 ‘39 '40'41 | Csi 
: All other uses . Exports of fuel oil f a 

' FicurE 11.—Sales of fuel oil and range oil in the United States, 1932-41, by uses. ; ot
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Bo At present, with the Bureau’s annual survey of fuel-oil sales in- A 
Pe _ complete, little is known about the distribution of fuel oil by principal =| 

uses In 1942. Preliminary monthly statistics released by the Inter- og 
ae state Commerce Commission. give total railroad purchases of 104,- ~ -. 072,000 barrels in 1942, a 24-percent gain over 1941 requirements of vo 83,609,000 barrels. Records of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic __ - 

-. -. + Commerce, United States Department of Commerce, show 25,148,000 #©= 
~. barrels of bunker fuel oil delivered to vessels engaged in foreign —_ 
- . trade m 1942—a decrease of 11 percent below the 1941 total of 28,- / 
~.. 337,000 barrels. Many power plants that formerly used fuel oil for”. | 
“producing electric energy converted to coal or other fuels in 1942; this _ Oo 
“<- cooperation in the national emergency resulted in considerable saving | 
—)... of fuel oil, the total consumption declining from 20,248,000 barrels in : 
po: 1941 to 15,300,000: in 1942, a drop of 24 percent. Rationing, tem- | “ "porary stoppages of deliveries, conversions to other fuels, and shortage _ 
*-'- of spot supplies were factors that probably reduced the consumption | | 
Pee of fuel oil by smelters, mines, and manufacturing industries, by oil | 
* = .Gompanies, and in space heating in 1942 compared with 1941. 
_., Figure 11 shows graphically the distribution of fuel-oil sales by © 
~.._ principal uses for 1932-41. The volume of yearly sales for each 
"principal use, as indicated by the different columns, is based upon — 
-s. totals derived from the annual fuel-oil survey of the Bureau. Dis- | 
os. - tillate fuel oil, residual fuel oil, and kerosine sold as range oil are — 
ee Included. a oS Be 

i Me ee Sales of fuel oil 1 and of range oil in the United States, 1987-41, by uses? 
oe os Ba _. [Thousands of barrels] | oo. : oo — . 

Be UR 1987 | 1988 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

Bo _ Railroads____..__--...--------------------------| 69,458 |° 57,829 | 63,235 | 68,098 | __85, 510 , wa ' Ships’ bunkers (including tankers)..__..........] 84,990 74, 266 79,254 |. 74,803 | 67,635 | mp Gas and electric power Plants. ---..-.----------- 26,510 | 27, 567 32,039 | 32,795 88, 774 

 Manafacturing industries /22220227220cTTcccocc|} 74.798 | 60,038 | 67,088 | 73,980] 88,397 oe Heating oils____..-.--.-------..--------------1--| 116,617 | 118, 328 136, 232 | 160,379 167, 514 ee ; Fuel oil (No. 1) sold as range oil______._..._____- 2, 747 2,902 | 3, 220 3, 977 - 4,449 ” Oil company fuel._.-__.--..-----.22--------__-.-_| 42, 924 43,517 | 49,045 51, 928 55, 297 
All other uses. .----.-.-----_-------------------- 23,759 | 23,408 | 26, 875 32, 838 46, 763 

an . _ Total United States. ............--..---..--..-| 441,803 | 407,850 | 456,943 | 498, 758 554, 329 
Exports and shipments to noncontiguous Terri- . 7 oe — tories... -------2------------- 2 ----| 45,483 | 47,561] 49,505 | 38,249 | 31,039 

| Total_...--------------------------------------| 487,236 | 455,411 | 506,448 | 534,007 | 585,368 
Range oil__._--...----------------------------------| 32, 259 33, 707 37, 061 44, 692 46, 110 

. . 1 Includes distillate fuel oil, residual fuel oil, and some crude oil burned as fuel. 
| 2 Figures for 1942 not yet available. _ oo, 

Sales of distillate fuel oil in the United States, 1937-41, by uses ?. | 
[Thousands of barrels] 

Use 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Railroads._.._.__-__-_.---.-----.--------------------| 1,629] 1,720] 2,258] 3,194 4, 945 Ships’ bunkers (inchiding tankers)_----..--....-_...| 18, 494 13, 088 14, 108 13, 249 10, 957 . Gas and electric power plants-_-__---.------.-------- 2, 989 3, 685 4,131 4, 561 5, 152 
Smelters, mines, and manufacturing industries______ 5, 691 5, 224 6, 192 7, 330 10, 363 
Heating oils... -._..-.--------..---------------------| 81,235 | 82,388 | 97,131 | 115,533 | 120, 908 . Fuel oil (No. 1) sold as range oil______-___-_--_______ 2, 747 2, 902 3, 220 3, 977 4, 449 Oil company fuel___.....---------------------------- 803 939 804 1, 064 1, 116 

- All other USES. _ ..-------------------------------+---- 8, 056 7; 495 10, 726 11, 744 , 15, 449 

_ ‘Total United States_...-.---------.---:--.----| 116, 644 | 117,441 | 138,570 |. 160,652 | 173, 339 
Exports and shipments to noncontiguous Territories__| 30, 129 29, 641 32, 020 19, 140 16, 925 

Total__..-...----------------------------------| 146,773 | 147,082 | 170,590 | 179, 792 190, 264 

1 Includes Diesel fuel. . 
| 2 Figures for 1942 not yet available.
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fo oe - Sales of residual fuel oil! in the United States, 1937-41, by uses? 4 

Be — fPhousands of barrels} | rae: 

, U8 : | 1937 F988 | 1930 | 1940 | tomt ok 

0 Raivoads.....----------s-ceeeeeceeeceseee--eeceseee-|. 67,829 | 56,109 | 60,977 | 64,904] 80,565 
ton be Ships’ bunkers (including tankers)..-...----.-------|, 71,496 | 61,178 | 65,146 | 61,554] 9 56,678 2 
poo - Gas and electric power plants... _-.----.-------+-.---] . 23, 52t 23,882 | . 27,908 | 28, 234 33,622 0 2 oes 

a Smelters, mines, and manufacturing industries._-_...| 69,107 54,814 |. 60,851; 66,610 78,024 = 2 Ys 

Bo Heating oils._.....----------------------------------] | 35,382 35,935 | 39,101 44,846 |. . 46, 606 Re 

<.~- ... Oil company fuel..-----------------------2----------| 42,121 | 42,578 | 48,241 | 60,864 | 54182 
a -All other useS_--------------------2----------------- - 15, 708 15, 913 |: 16, 149 21,004 | 31,3814 oe 

. otal United States......-...-.-2-1---.-------] 328,159, | 290, 409 | 318, 373 |. 338,108 | 380,990 4G ei 
»- «Exports and shipments to noncontiguous Territories-.| 15,304 | 17,920 |. 17,485 | 16,109 |) 14114 0 wa 

Mota eae eee eee ecie ee eeeccnetneereccenecee| - 840, 468 | 308, 329 | 335,858 | 354,215 | 395,104 a 

= / 1 Includes Navy grade and. crude oil burned as fuel. . | as as | a oo et 
. _ 2 Figures for 1942 not yet available. | oo a co, os co ae 

co The overseas market for fuel oil made a net gain in 1942 over 9° 
y - 1941, as a large increase in distillate exports was partly counteracted ==. 
- - “by a loss for residual grades. Total exports of fuel oil (mcludng —~ — 2 
- shipments to noncontiguous Territories of the United States) was 

’ 6,248,000 barrels in 1942, a gain of 17 percent over the 1941 total of ee 
~~ +31,039,000 barrels. The foreign demand for distillates increased from: os 

“16,925,000 barrels in 1941 to 22,716,000 in 1942, a gain of 34 percent, |. - 3 
| while the market for residuals (totaling 13,532,000 barrels in 1942) 3 <": 

~ --was lower by 4 percent than the 1941 quantity of 14,114,000 barrels. 
_.... Greatly increased exports of fuel oil went to the United Kingdom —. a 

> and its Dependencies through Lend-Lease arrangements in 1942. | 
- - Exports of distillate fuel oil to the United Kingdom increased from eee 

---‘7158,000 barrels in 1941 to 15,714,000 in 1942 and to Canada from ate 
394,000 barrels in 1941 to 493,000 in 1942,-while shipments to Aus- 4 

"tralia of 1,002,000 barrels and to New Zealand of 855,000 barrels in - > 
- 1942 compared with trivial quantities to those countries of the British ==: 
-. Empire in 1941. In other’words, an export trade in distillate fuel oil, oe 
__-which formerly favored Japan (3,348,000 barrels in 1941) was shifted = 
“to our British allies in the South Pacific. = en 
yo The export market for residual grades of fuel oil was also changed 
es in 1942. Japan and the Philippines were cut off entirely; and un-  . - 

usually large shipments to Chile in 1941 (2,294,000 barrels) slumped to . 
_ §2,000 barrels in 1942, largely because of the lack of tankers. Exports a 
oO of residual fuel oil to the United Kingdom increased from 1,542,000. 
L barrels in 1941 to 2,696,000 in 1942. SO ESS 

, The production of fuel oil increased 5 percent—from 531,544,000 . | 

: barrels in 1941 to 555,615,000 in 1942. The gain must be attributed oy 
7 entirely to .an increased percentage yield (41.6 percent in 1942 com- = 
‘ pared with 37.7 percent in 1941), as crude runs to stills were lower by 2 

: 5 percent in 1942 than in 1941. Unusual conditions prevailing in 1942 ae 

enabled refiners to expand the yield of fuel oil to the extent indicated, — oe 
- as motor gasoline was not wanted to the limit of the crude content og 
- because of rationing on the East coast (to save gasoline and rubber . ys 

- tires) dating from May 17, 1942, and for the entite country (to save 
oF rubber tires) from’ December 1, 1942. Consequently producers. ae 

a adjusted their runs to make less motor fuel and more of the demand 3 
product—fuel oil. a
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Be : Sales of fuel oil! in the United States, 1987-41 , by regions and States? = =~ a ‘\ 

Bo oe [Thousands of barrels] , - fa 

Pog) | _. Regionand State -—«s 1937 | 1938. |° 1939 | 190° | 1941. | 4 

ce _ - Pacific Coast: — . po oe . ae re Bole Washington. .-...-....2-.02-...-.2-...| 11,382 | - 9, 241 9,193; 9,688]. 13199 mo — Oregon..---.---- 22} 10879 | 9308} = 752 | = ogo |e ; es California. 222222222 TTT] 70952 | 59,316 | ~——6 9-790 ,516|. 772001 | Pi ' Arizona... 22222] 3, 994 . 2,838 | - .. 2,220 | | - 8,693 . 4,431 an Law Nevada. TTT 3,790 | - 2,690 3109| 3.418) 436 =. |. ee Rocky Mountain: CO , 7 1 a - Soe : 
Pe Idaho____-._--_-.-- 2-2 520 | - 420 - 483 565. 750 - ete ~~ Montana. -. 2.222 1,802; . 1,481 | 1, 947 2,077 3, 220 | So ~. Wyoming. _.--.22- 22.2 1, 799 | © 1, 654 | 1, 853 -} 2, 012 2, 262 . Be Utah... eee et C08 471. — 485 603 . 692 - oe Sok oe Colorado. ._...-....--2--2- 2 ed 644 |. 636} 880 - 1,097 | 1,474 «| yo New Mexico..___.......-.--...........| ° 561 |- 502 557/630 701 1. North Central: er ep Ce Cr North Dakota_......------.-.----_--- 4i¢| aga | Bh . 64710 677 | fe. _ South Dakota__.__._.--....._....._.| 613. 777 | sot} soi}. 909 
BV ge Minnesota__.__.._--- =. | §, 184. 4, 974 _ §,909 6, 939 - 7,309 i a Nebraska....._--------2--2222-22-2 2. 1,955 1, 982 + 2,483, 2,721.;- 2,766 eo Jowell cf essa sree ef 261] a8 |) 969 3449} 3998 °° fe Wisconsin 22222223] aap] 5793 6,885 | 7,344 yeh Tiling 22] 20,964 | ygh930.] 22 ser | 26182} > os’ oa3 Sees 7 Endfanga 00 TTTTTT TTT  908 7, 824 8,977}. 9,965 | 12° 782° | Bey 0 Michigan 0022] saz | 8228] = 10,119 | 9671 13 gk ee Ohio TL TITTIES g' 30 7,105} 8, 161. 9,084} - 10,970 - go Kentucky... 22-22] 98} to] 0 | 355] eo, way Tennessee... ....--..-.----- - 593 (. | 657 695 1, 045 “1,263 | ae .. South Central; =. ee Sop Po. re eet ~Missouri.._.-22-----.--.---2-.----.-.| 8, 980 8, 502 9,339 | 10, 404. 10,948. eo) *Ramsag..020 0000 7364} es7| —7605| = en | 77 ree _ Texas....2----.2--.--------.---------| 43, Bi 37, 672 42, 012 43,222] 61, 634 wo ORIahomal 2222] 9oga | aso} a} = gba | 9308 | Be Arkansas.-.222200--2-_-2ti-.-.---| = 2658 | = 2056] «= 156. 2.562) 3,136 ~ Bee | Lowisiama 20027 OTTTITTTTTITITTTIITIT}. a2} 350} 10,871 11, 318 11,810} 17151 mee | Mississippi._-.-92227 77777277] 796 529 631} 619; . 999 oe. Alabama. 202 TTTTTTTITTTTTTT 1,889] 2,113 2,127|  1,976| 2,780 Bn New England: oe ae _ BH ~  “Maine...-...--- 22-2 eee 2,490 | = 2,150 2, 645 | 3,040 | 3,892 = - Wee, New Hampshire.__.__.--.2.2_.______- 1, 518 1, 431 1,812 |. - 2,153 - 2,065 mie  Mermont...----222---- 222-2 566 |. . 539 | 675 808 901 or _ Massachusetts_._..-....-....2-..-2---- 21, 798 21,362 | 24,392] . 26,8571 . 20,996 - do. * Rhode Island 7777777777727] Zh oga | e830 7,893.|  8.839| 9,504 | oo... Conneetiout.277222TTTTTIT 7,822 | 7, 482 9,064} ~- 10,675 11, 358 we Middle Atlantic: . . . 1 Cp a Be ~ New York._.--.-..-22.-2.-2--------2.- 43, 428 43, 389 48, 154 5A, 520 56,780 wh “New Jersey..-....-.--------.----..-.--]' - 44,2832] - 42, 862 ~ 48, 087. - 49, 578 _ 47,904 oo ' Pennsylvania__...-_.......-_-_.-_.o2 26,320} 26,213 27, 285 _ 29,269 31, 479 ae _ Delaware._....0 2020 22277077777777 1, 666 1, 400 1,59 | L717, 1808 Re Maryland..._...........-............. 9,549} 9003{| 10, 218 12, 286 13, 436 | es District of Columbia....-_............ 2,108 | 2137 2,541;  299| 3.450 «. me _ South Atlantic: . 
ee Virginia_..........--.2----.----.-....| 8, 688 4,82 | 4,530| — 4,794 4, 462 - - West Virginia... 807 912| 1,046 1, 128 | 1,261 7 North Carolina._._------ 7-7-7777 591 699 930 L112 1, 384 South Carolina...................... 679 | 757 1, 109 1) 253 1404 ala, Georgia............-.--.......--. ss 1, 787 2, 022 2) 288 2, 418 2; 958 ” Florids...-.....-..-..-...-.-.-........| 8,810 8, 871 9, 838 10, 513 12) 445 

| Total United States................| 441,803 | 407,850 | 456,943 | 498, 758 554, 329 
a 

' 1 Includes distillate fuel oil, residual fuel oil, and some crude oil burned as fuel. 
* Figures for 1942 not yet available. 

| The output of distillate fuel oil, the larger share of which is used _ 
for space heating, increased by 4 percent—from 189,177,000 barrels 
in 1941 to 196,714,000 in 1942. The yield of light fuel oil moved up 

| from 13.4 percent in 1941 to 14.7 percent in 1942. The production 
of residual fuel oil, in great demand in 1942 because of expanded 
industrial activities in connection with the war, increased 5 percent— 
from 342,367,000 barrels in 1941 to 358,901,000 in 1942—and the 
upward shift in percentage yield (26.9 percent in 1942 compared with 
24.3 percent in 1941) was even greater than in the case of light fuel oil.
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[ “ Production of distillate fuel oil increased in all refinery districts = = =? 

- except the East Coast and California. The inability to. obtain |; 

domestic or foreign crude to full requirements on the East coast in * 3% 

1942, because of transportation difficulties, forced down crude runs =... = 

materially (161,142,000 barrels m 1942. compared with 217,046,000in 

oo 1941); consequently, there was. decline in the production of distillate === 

fuel oil from 40,827,000 barrels in 1941 to 31,132,000 in 1942,a24- 

' percent shrinkage. The percentage yield of distillate was stepped  .% 

up slightly (18.8 percent in 1941 and 19.3 percent in 1942), but this 5 sg 

---- adjustment added very little to the distillate output, considering the —s—s. 5, 

, much smaller volume of crude processed in 1942. The production of ee 

.. distillate fuel oil in the California district declined from 27,803,000 ee 

".. « barrels in 1941 to 24,398,000 in 1942. — Although crude runs to stills a 

~. . inereased in California in 1942, the percentage yield of distillate was “2 

—Yeduced materially (13.0 percent in 1941 and i0.6 percent in 1942) = 
By to increase the output of residual grades, which were in great demand. Sos 

' ‘The production of distillate. fuel oil increased considerably in the = a 

» Appalachian, Indiana-Illinois, ‘Oklahoma-Kansas, Texas. Inland, 

- . Arkansas and Louisiana Inland, and Rocky Mountain districts, all . Og 

i ‘areas either of high consumption, or areas where rail shipment of ~ aS 

aS light fuel oil could be made to important markets to the north and ~~ —.s 

- east. Percentage gains in the output. of distillate fuel oil were not 

Lo so high in the Texas and Louisiana Gulf districts, because of the dis- = = 

‘. rupted. tanker traffic and the resulting inability to make normal = 

shipments to East coast consuming centers. _ ; , aE 

.. Production of residual fuel oil declined in 4 of the 10 refinery dis- | oe 

oe tricts in 1942 even though the national total was up 5 percent forthe = 

~.-year. A 9-percent drop (45,653,000 barrels in 1942 compared with =~ 3 

.. 50,113,000 in 1941), in the output of residuals in the Hast Coast diss = 

. <triet was the result of lower crude runs to stills, which even a much = 

Bo higher percentage yield of 28.3 percent in 1942 over 23.1 percentin- =. 

~ 4941 could not fully overcome. The production of heavy fuel oilsin. 9 

1942 was considerably less in the Texas Gulf district, a source of resid- 
co ual fuel oil second only to California in importance, because of a 16- a 

"percent decline in runs to stills, an adverse factor that was only 6 sh 

oo partly offset by a slightly higher percentage yield (23.3 percent in 1941 oe 

mo and 24.4 percent in 1942). Lack of an active market for residual fuel ree 

- oils, lower ‘crude runs, and smaller percentage yields were all reflected Oe 

4 in a declining production of heavy fuel oils m the Louisiana Gulf and =3 

Arkansas and Louisiana Inland districts in 1942 compared With 1941. 

( Large percentage gains in residual fuel-oil production were realizedin- iis 

: the Indiana-Llinois, Oklahoma-Kansas, and Texas Inland districts in =—s—sS 

. 1942, as the fuel oil could be rail-shipped to consumers. High gains ie 

\ in residual output were likewise made in the Appalachian and Rocky OG 

Mountain districts, but the quantities produced were relatively unim- of 

: portant. An 18-percent gain in residual fuel-oil production in Cali-— ey 

- fornia in 1942 (104,255,000 barrels in 1942 compared with 88,411,000 os 

: in 1941) was not sufficient to satisfy a very active demand, and the ot 

-_ palance was supplied from storage and increased transfers from the os 

: crude account. . a | ae 4
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, Some crude oils, of little value for refining, are burned directly:as =} 
«fuel. Such crudes are termed ‘‘transfers,” being changed from the => 
~~, -°* _erude-to the fuel-oil account on oil-company books. Transfers of fuel 4 
~. _. oil increased from 15,482,000 barrels in 1941 to 21,779,000 in 1942, a as 
e gain of 40 percent. Practically all this increase was limited to residual: oe 
"grades transferred in California (14,658,000 barrels in 1942 compared si. 

._-with’8,874,000 in 1941) where there was a very activemarketforheavy. =, 
«+. fuel oilsin 1942. Transfers of heavy crudes for areas eastof California  —- 
cen increased but slightly from 4,095,000 barrels in 1941. to 4,625,000 in 

1942... The lower-gravity crudes covered in the above totals, both for | 7 
«California and east of California, are consumed as fuel on leases and ey 
~ . In industrial plants. Some light-gravity crudes are used by pipe lines sis 
-o:.- ”. ag fuel and are classified as “transfers” to the distillate fuel-oil account ~ ~~ 

in the Bureau’s petroleum statistics. Transfers of ight crudes were © 
po. Insignificant in. California both in. 1941 and 1942; however, east of — 
~~ California these transfers increased from 2,383,000 barrels in 1941 to”: 
©. 2,484,000 im 1942.0 

Disrupted tanker traffic due to sinkings and shifts of boats to mili-  — 
vo tary use was reflected in the sharp drop in imports of fuel oilsin 1942. > 
“s. - Reeceipts'of these products from foreign sources dropped 50 percent— _ 

from 42,443,000 barrels in 1941 to 21,073,000 in 1942. - In other words, © - 
* ym ported fuel oil supplied 8 percent of the domestic demand in 1941 

*..  -- compared with only 4 percent in 1942. The decline in imports of = 
a’ residual fuel oils was more pronounced than for the lighter grades. 
“-. Receipts of heavy fuel oils from abroad were down by 53 percent from = 
*.-- 37,369,000 barrels in 1941 to 17,645,000 in 1942, while distillate im- > 
és. ports of 3,428,000 barrels in 1942 were 32-percent below the 1941 total | 
be «Of 5,074,000 barrels. oe EE / eo 

‘4. >> The large reduction of 26,000,000 barrels.in year-end fuel-oil stocks 
s,..-- in 1942 compared with 1941 was partly attributable to greatly reduced’ - | 
<.-. ~ Imports in 1942. In other words, supplies to meet the demand were _—/ 

e taken from storage to offset diminishing receipts from foreign sources. - 
—. Fuel-oil stocks reported for the end of 1942 (106,723,000 barrels) were 
ss -- 19 percent below the total of 132,289,000 barrels for the same period © 
sO of 1941. The greater part of fuel-oil stocks (79 percent of the 1941 | 
— . .. total and 77 percent of the 1942 total) was held at refineries, where | 
_..°.. year-end inventories decreased by 21 percent—from 105,049,000 bar- | 
~' rels in 1941 to 82,620,000 in 1942. Fuel oil held at bulk terminal 

- points decreased by 12 percent—from 27,240,000 barrels in 1941 to | 
| 24,103,000 in 1942—and furthermore constituted 23 percent of the 

a 1942 final inventory compared with 21 percent m 1941. | | 
| Reviewing light and heavy fuel-oil stocks separately, it is noticed — 

that the shrinkage in volume in 1942 was far more critical in residual : 
, grades that for distillates. Heavy fuel oils held at the end of 1942, 

totaling 61,783,000 barrels, were 26 percent below the comparative 
, 1941 quantity of 82,959,000 barrels, while light fuel oils dropped by 

| only 9 percent—from 49,330,000 barrels in 1941 to a final total of 
= 44,940,000 in 1942. Both light and heavy fuel-oil stocks at refineries 
- and at bulk terminals showed marked declines in 1942 compared 

with 1941. Refinery stocks of residual fuel oils declined by 27 per- 
: cent—from 68,727,000 barrels in 1941 to 49,961,000 at the close of 
| 1942—-while a 10-percent drop was recorded for distillate grades from 

36,322,000 barrels in 1941 to 32,659,000 m 1942. Residuals at re- 
fineries made up 83 percent of the total heavy fuel-oul stocks at the 

_ | . @ oo |
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| os Comparative analyses of statistics for distillate fuel oil in the United States, 1941-42, by months and districts re. 

| [Thousands of barrels] 7 a | ns 

| | . _— oo Transfers! fo rn . oe 5 a a 
. oo , Production | Yield (percent) ——--_,__—-—_|_ Imports | Exports. | | Domestic Stocks - & aE 

' Month and district | East of Calif. ‘California; fo . ft oe Be 

| | 194t | 19422 | 1941 | 10422 | 1041 | 19422 | 1941 | 19422 | 1941 | 19422 | 1041. | 19422 | 1941 | 19422 | 1941 | 19422 yO ee 

By months: - . . , oe po pe 
| January ......----..-.--------------| 17,018 | 16,902 | 15.4]. 142]. 176] 225] © 5| . 2{ 421 403 | 1,595 | 1,080 | 21,010 | 24,981 | 37,926) 40,801 4 3! 

. February..-....---..---------------| 14,782 | 15,194 14.7 14, 4 172 178 51 |--------| 483. 369 791 | +1,160:°| 17,783 | 21, 671 34,790 | 33,.711 De 
SO March._.......--.-...------.-.-----| 15,387 | 16, 214 13.9 |. .14.7 182 186; 44 oI 217 407 | 1,028 | 1,797 | 19,847 | 18, 517 29,805} 30,205 OO © ow 

Aptll. ------2222-e0ccnrereeescnocoet 14, 692 | 14,002 | 18.2 13.4 172 185 | 1y 2 195 92 | -876 |. 1,925 | 12,264 | 13, 769 31,725 | 28,792 — rb en WR Re 
| QY..-----------------------------| 15, 546 | 13,436 | 13.0] 12.6 195 |. 200 © 12 ]------2-} 300} 195 | 1,156 |. 1,151 | 11,233 | 11,191.) 35,389} 30,281 BH 

June._...-.-.---------------~-------| 14,697 | 15,210 | | 12.7 14.4} 200 188). 10] .° 7] 214) > 54] 1,380 | .2,052 ; 10,853 }/11,187 | 38,274 | 32,501. CS 
Suly_-2 2222} 18, 746 | 16,149]. 13.0] 14.5} © 201 | - 206 “4 |_---..--| -626| 40 |: 1.161 |. 4,180 |.10,653 ) 6,987} 43,037] 37,729 2 
AUguSt_-...---.-----.--------------| 15,409 | 17,082 |. 12.4] 14.9} 221) 213 |_...---L|------] 468 142 | 2300 | 1,569 | 9,667 | 10,649 |. 47,163) 42,918 ~ ©. >. 

. September._...-.-..-.--------------] 16,024 | 18,062 | 132] 15.9} 210] 217 |--.---.-|-------.|; 814] 125 | 1,283] 1,705 | 11,516.| 13,800 | 51,412 | 45,817 RS 
‘ October. ....-..-...-.-.------------| 16, 554-| 18, 858 13.1 | 16.2 216 | =. 227 2 |-e------| 656 421 | 1,703 | 2,572 | 11, 752.1 13,050 | 55,385 | 49,701. ee 

November.....-------------~-------| 16, 230 | 17, 562 13. 4 ‘15.6 222 215 |_-.-----|-------- 340 |.. 647 | 1,445 | 1,516 | 15,659 | 15,900 | 55,073 |. 50,709 : rr 
December...-----------------------| 17,142 | 18,073 | 13.7{ 16.0] 216] 244{ 1 |----2--] 288 | 638. | 2,207 | 2,009 | 20, 587 | 22,610 | 49,926 | 44, 940 a es 

| Total United States..........--.|189,17 |196,714| 13.4] 147| 2,383} 2,484] 130{ 12] 8,074 | 3,428 | 16,025 | 22, 716 |172, sat [194,912 If ,49°926 |b ago 

By districts: . , OO 7 a a oF | . a _ - gs PES 
oe -"" Bast Coast......------------+------| 40,827 |81,182} 188] 19.3 }...0-22-[c2222 fee ey ot a {| {¢ 18,035} 8415 GO 

. Appalachian.__.....-.--.-.....--.-.| .4, 863 | 6,769 OL] U8 [eee fee eee [eee eet a va . 704 860 86 es 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc..-.| 26,288 | 34,388; 10.5 | 13.0 503 552 {-..-----[----ee-- [fo - a Do 5,552} 5,783 — d cn 

. Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri. - 13, 431 | 18, 344 10.6 14. 2 699 | 861 J.----- jee eff e - ee - 1, 766 ‘2,155 mp a 
. Texas Inland-.__.-.-.----.-----.--- 2, 430. 3, 664 3. 6 5.4 718 658 eww eee [aes (4) (4) cs (4) (4) : (4) fb (4). . : 301 oO 331 , 3 ob a 

Texas Gulf Coast......-....-.-----.| 59, 591 | 60, 697 16.4 19.8 | . 234 186 |.-.-----|.--.-2-- a: fp Ne 7,801 | 12,336. ‘dg re 
Louisiana Gulf Coast...............} 8,631 | 9,428 | 45.9] 17.7 97] (98 jee. |---.-e ee | : | f° HL 4,798) 01,671 2 ES 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland....| 2,535 | 4,112 8.6 14.4). 18 - 8B jee feeb pe ~ 341 826 ES, 
Rocky Mountain............------.| 2,778 | 3, 782. 8.3 | 110] 119]. 91 |--~-.2..}-a------ 3 - TP 319  378—C ens, 

LO California_.....-.-.-.------.-------| 27,803 | 24, 398 13.0 | 10.6 |--------|--------| 180). 12. . foe op {\ 12,713 | 12,185 LSS 

7 Total United States.......--.-..|189,177 |196,714| 13.4 | 147] 2,383} 2,484] 130 | 12 | 5,074 | 3,428 | 16,925 | 22, 716 |172, 824 184,312 | 349,330 | 44, 940 ¥ oe “ely 

' 1 Figures represent crude oi] used as fuel on pipe lines. oS Pe ee : 7 a 
2 Subject to revision. . . ee BS oe | Co a NE 

- 8 New basis to compare with 1942, ae BO ce _ oO CO gE 
ro, 4 Figures not available. . | oo. : oe - | . oe ee OC



Comparative analyses of statistics for residual fuel oil in the United States, 1941-42, by months and districts . = SS oe 

: | : [Thousands of barrels} __ a Se | rr . [Thousan 80 rrels] er oe a | a Cay 

: | | | So Transfers! = =f Oe oe | a oo 7g 

Production Yield (percent) : i . ; Q A foe. — | Imports Exports of omestic . — Stoeks: | : 78 
amt | ast of Call- sen nant | | uw | Be nee Month and district fornia California — fe 7 LO Beg 

1941 | 19422 | 1941 | 19422 | 1941 | 19422 | 1941 | 19422 | 1941 | 19422 | 1941 | 1942? | 1041 | 19422| 041 | 19422 2 

By months: ef fo / | yo. | od : | So | an oR : January -.--..--..------------------| 27,880 | 29,405 | 25.2] 247] 200°] 580] 495) 1,041|-2,279] 3,357] 1,002] 1,264 |.32,885 | 37,701 | 85,002 | 78,386. = ye 
February......-.----..-------------| 25,944 | 27,254 | 25.8} 25.8} 277| 450) 560] 1,060] 2,651} 3,297] 975 | 786 | 30,647 | 34,275 | 82,902] 75,386 Boo Ss 
Marceh.....-........---.------------| 27, 677 | 28, 095 24. 9 25. 4 204) 304{ 366) 1,309; 4,191 | 2,724] 1,170! 917 | 32,626 | 36, 803 81,634 | 70,008 es oS 
April.....--..-...-.--..-..--.------| 26, 748 | 29, 440 24.0 28.1 327 361; 193; 1,465; 2,968) 1,483.) 1,378) 1,080 | 31,354 | 34,109'| 79,138 67,658 ~ eee 
May......-...-----.-.-.-~----------| 27, 994 | 30,971 23. 4 29.0 360 366 | 6561/ 1,638 | 2,474 539 981 | 1,370 | 30,328 | 31, 414 79, 218 | 68,388 i ay 
June._..._-...---...-_-.-.---.-.--.-| 27, 882 | 28,352] 24.0 26. 9 281 336 789 | 1,274] 2,458 | 342] 1,267) 1,311 | 29,413] 31,040 | 79,948 | 66,341. po Td 
July_.-.----....-.-.-------.--------] 28,624 | 30,096 | 23.6 27.0 277 | ~=~— 360 667 | «1,079 | 1, 488 521}. 954. | 1,358 | 29, 290 |-30, 104 |. 80,760 | 66,935 TS 

‘ August-.....-..---------.----------| 29, 836 | 30, 446 24.0 26.7 323 339 507} 1,025} 2, 564 626 | 1,600] 1,158.) 30,122 | 30, 600 82, 268 | 67, 613° . be 
September-_._._.......-.-..---..---.| 28, 118 | 30, 402 23.1 26.8 394.) 354} 1,758 | 1,617 | 4,327 476 | 1, 282 . 756 |}, 31, 831 | 30,442 | 83,752] 69,264 4 2S a 
October. .-._-----..-.--.---.----.--| 30, 871 | 31, 239, 24.3 26.9) 394 427 | 1,086} 1,068} 2,469) 1,838} 1,213 | 1,183 | 32,399 | 33, 830 84,960} 68,8738 WH 9 oon 
November......-.......-.-.--------| 20,666 | 31,311] 24.4] 27.9] 452] 301] 982) 1,116] 3,952] 1,230/ 1,368/ “881 | 34,914 | 35,376 | 83,780 |. 66,664 © tu 
December ....------+--------------| 31,127 | 31,800 | 24.9] 28.1} 417 | 348 | 910 | 966 | 5,548 | 1,212] 924] 1,518 | 87,613 | 87,779 | 83,195 | 61,788 

Total United States. ........-..--|842, 367 [358,901 | 24.3] 26.9] 4,095] 4,625) 8,874 | 14,658 | 37,369 | 17,645 | 14,114 | 13, 632 |383, 422 (408, 473 { 2 Be 8 } 61,783 S pe 

By districts: — — i ae pf SY. pp 7 . a a 
- East Coast._..-.---.-----.-..---..-| 50, 113 | 45, 653 23. 1 28.3} 22 -| eee fee] ee a . Tf 9,805 | 28,613 . om at 

Appalachian._......-.-....-------..] 7,709 | 9,498 | 144] 16.5 ]-_.--...[------2-|-00 0202 [l loo: an | "e78 | 879 ow oS 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc_.._| 46,761 | 55, 545 18.6 21.0 739 689 |. ...----[------ oo . Ce 4, 152 2,446 a ee 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri_-_.| 22, 408 | 24, 788 17.6 19. 2 283 | =: 278 | _.-_--- |e. oo fo: 2, 046 1,382 Tos 
Texas Inland._............---.-----] 14, 280 | 16, 586 21.4 24.3, 429 602 | ...-----]--------]} Mm | @ bo. (4) (4) (4) - 1, 349 761 LR SPRL 
Texas Gulf Coast__.-.........-_..__] 84, 806 | 74, 778 23.3 24, 4 747 | 1,174) 2-22} oe ns oO _ 8,710 6,275 = -, yA 

: Louisiana Gulf Coast...............] 18,070 | 11,772 24.1 22. 1 945 897 | ___2- Jee ene . _ 2, 217 1, 714 era 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland__..}| 7,180 | 6,784] 24.5 23. 5 622 |. 720 | _-_.--.-]-------- . fe nt) 368} 188. EGE 
Rocky Mountain__.................| 7,629 | 9, 292 22.7} 27.0 830 265 |.-..----j--------}] oe a . —. 5385) 649 oe, ee 
California......-...-..-............] 88, 411 1104, 255 41.5 | 45.3 |_.-__..-|----...-|- 8,874 | 14, 658 . IN 63,199 | °44, 231 ce ners 

Total United States. ..........--.|342, 367 [353,901] 24.3] 26.9] 4,095] 4, 625 | . 8,874 | 14,658 | 37,369 | 17,645 | 14,114 | 13, 532 383, 422 |403, 473 | 382,959 | 61,783 7 Oe “ F : 

1 Represents quantities used on leases and for general industrial purposes. . Be . - . Oo a re 
2 Subject torevision. Co, . - a . ee 
8 New basis to compare with 1941. OT = . - a co a ERE 
4 Figures not available. | | . es : | | | . Ne ae
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f close of 1941, compared with 81 percent of the 1942 quantity. Dis- oS 

---‘ tillates at bulk terminals constituted 26 percent of the 1941 inventory © 3 

- and 27 percent in 1942, while residual grades carried at such terminals, 

ae accounted for 17 percent of the heavy fuel-oil storage in 1941 and 19 «=, 

: - percent in 1942, > oo ee Be 

| - Statistics for fuel-oil stocks show major declines in 1942 for both: aS 

7 distillate and residual grades in the East Coast refinery district and . % 

i also considerable loss for residuals in the California refinery area. Oil = - ‘é 

“os d stributors along the Atlantic seaboard, being unable to obtain ade- ss? 

-* quate supplies of fuel oil in 1942 from the Gulf coast.and inland areas) "8 

-- by tanker, rail, or pipe line, were forced to make an unusual drafton = == 
=. locally held stocks. Over half of the distillate inventory (18,035,000 = ag 

—— barrels at the end of 1941 dropped to 8,415,000 during 1942) and two- © 
.  thirds-of the residual supply (9,805,000 barrels in 1941 and 3,613,000 ss 
- ~n 1942) were liquidated in 1942. The largest share of residual fuel = = 
7 oils held nationally is stored in California, and there the quantities oe: 

- declined from 53,199,000 barrels at the close of 1941 to 44,231,000m. 
cS 1942, a 17-percent shrinkage. The 10-percent drop in distillate stocks  .% 

"in. 1942 was a net loss, as outside of the major liquidation in the East © 7 04 
. . Coast and slight declines in the Louisiana Gulf and California refinery ~~ °* 

| districts all other areas showed gains in inventory for the year—a = -_ 
_—'yeflection of the lack of normal movement of supplies to markets to. cod 

' the north and east. The principal stock increase for distillatesin 1942 = = = % 
was realized in the Texas Gulf district, where the volume rose from 

- 7,801,000 barrels in 1941 to 12,336,000 at the end of 1942, or by 58 9 
- percent. Here the tanker shortage prevented an uninterrupted flow et 

' of light fuels to the East coast. The decline in heavy fuel-oil stocks 
“most serious in the East coast and California areas, was general for =< , 

- all refinery districts of the country in 1942, except for static supplies = =! 
: . in the Appalachian section and a 21-percent gain in the Rocky Moun- . 

tain States; both regions are unimportant storage areas. Declines in — Ag 

| inventory for residual fuel oil in 1942 ranged from a 23-percent reduc- r 
“- tion in the Louisiana Gulf to a 50-percent drop in the Arkansas: and may 

' . Louisiana inland district.. | a i 
: Tanker shipments of fuel oils from California to the East coast have — | “s 
' °. dwindled sharply under war conditions, and although 203,000 barrels = - 3 
' . of distillates were shipped in 1941, no movements of fuel oils over this. vg 
"route were reported in 1942. The California refinery district (Cali- = =—=s_ 

_ fornia, Oregon, Washington, Arizona, and Nevada) makes some over- 3 
. land rail and truck shipments of fuel oils to adjoining States. Dis- - 4 

tillates in this movement increased from 382,000 barrels m 1941 to - 
: . 423,000 in 1942, while the volume of residuals handled continued the = 
{ downward trend of recent years from 130,000 barrels in 1941 to 49,000 a 
¢ in . Co | . | | , , oe 

f Sinkings and diversions of boats for military use in 1942 greatly = % 

disrupted the normal flow of fuel oils by tankers from the Gulf coast a 
refinery districts to East Coast markets. The seriousness of this ‘i 

_. situation is evident when it is noted that the tanker movement Ok 

(118,543,000 barrels of fuel oil in 1941) dropped to 43,660,000 barrels og 

in 1942—a loss of 63 percent. Gulf tanker shipments of both light EER 
and heavy fuel oils to the Atlantic seaboard were down sharply in ona 

- 1942, movements of distillates declining by 52 percent from 42,620,000 og 
- barrels in 1941 to 20,305,000 in 1942, and the traffic in residual grades si
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- slumped from 75,923,000 barrels in 1941 to 23,355,000 in 1942—a loss \ 
- With the usual tanker movement of fuel oil from the Gulf coast to 

Eastern States at a low ebb in 1942, every effort was made to ship ce 
..... needed supplies into the Atlantic area by other means, such as tank | 
“--€ars, barges, and pipe lines. The railroads carried. most of this 
;._ rerouted traffic, hauling 8,329,000 barrels of distillate and 14,740,000 , 
+». -. of residual from District 2-to District 1 and 18,951,000 barrels of — - | 
~~. distillate and 23,058,000 of residual fuel oil from District: 3:to District = 
“Lin 1942. Fuel oil moved by barge from the Gulf coast to Mississippi ts 

River points, totaling 1,811,000 barrels of light fuel oil and 937,000. 4 
«> of residual grades; possibly some of this oil plus quantities originating — 
«in District. 2 reached Northern States in_ District: 1 through the 
“Ohio River system for a total of 192,000-barrels of distillate and 230,000... 
~~ of residual fuel. Tankers and barges operating on the Great-Lakes - 
<.. Carried 2,344,000 barrels of light. grades and 2,233,000 of heavy fuel _ 
“-. oils to Eastern States in 1942. Barges following the Gulf coast sup- = 
“~~ plement the fuel-oil supply in the Florida west coast ‘by 655,000 — - 
.,° + barrels of distillate and 339,000 of residual grades in. 1942. Pipe-line 
* \- > deliveries of fuel oil into District 1 appeared in 1942; the quantity 
“~~. being reported as 443,000 barrels oflightoils. 
sj -< -. Tanker rates on light and heavy fuel oil on the Gulf coast—North a 
:.. Atlantic: (not east of New York) route were much higher in 1942 | 
2... than’ in 1941, owing to surcharges permitted first by the Maritime 
hs Commission and later by the War Shipping Administration “to cover | 
es. wartime operating expenses.’”’ The freight rate on No. 2 fuel oil—57 
ss gents a barrel for November 1941—was dropped to 42 cents a barrel _ | 

 . onJdanuary 19,1942. . This basic rate held throughout 1942; however, | 
g. . on February 23 the Maritime Commission allowed a surcharge of 
Pos 37% percent a barrel to. be added to the established rate. The War - 
-.. .  * Shipping Administration advanced the surcharge to 200 percent. on | 
“April 6, and this charge held for the balance of the year. The Gulf . 
-,  coast—North Atlantic tanker rate for crude and heavy fuel oil 
 - (10°-19.9° gravity)—57 cents a barrel for ‘November. 1941—was __ 
oo dropped to 48 cents a barrel on January 19, 1942. The surcharges 
we _ of 37% percent and 200 percent allowed, respectively, by the Maritime 

a Commission and -War Shipping Administration for-light fuel oil were 
. . likewise granted to tankers for carrying heavy fuel oil on this route. 
a _ Representative fuel-oil prices did not change greatly in 1942 com- 

_ pared with 1941, except where higher tanker rates had to be absorbed. _ 
— The quotation for No. 2 straw fuel oil at refineries in Oklahoma aver- 

7 aged 3.82 cents a gallon in 1942 compared with 3.69 cents in 1941, 
and important mark-ups were seen in oils for ships’ bunkers at New 

7 York where tanker rates were involved, Bunker C advancing from an 
| average of $1.34 a barrel in 1941 to $1.61 in 1942 and Diesel grade 

, going from $1.99 a barrel to $2.57. Bunker C at Gulf ports at 89 — 
cents a barrel in 1942 varied Jittle from the 1941 average quotation 
of 87 cents a barrel; however, Diesel oil for bunkers in this area rose 
by 8 cents in 1942 to $1.64 average per barrel. An active market 
for heavy fuel oils in Calitornia in 1942 was shown in a 5-cent increase 
to an average of 85 cents a barrel for Bunker C, but the price of Diesel 
fuel at $1.41 a barrel was only 1 cent above the 1940 average. 

An average price for No. 2 straw fuel oil at refineries in Oklahoma— 
8.88 cents a gallon for November 1941—prevailed through January
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«1942. -There was a transitional price of 3.87 cents a gallonin Feb- =, 
-- -yuary 1942, and this settled to 3.86 by March, which average quota- ss 

tion held until late in August. A lower-average price of 3.74 centsa =” 
-- gallon was quoted for September and October, followed by a slight 

-._- rise to 3.75-cents in November and a slump to 3.65 centsa gallonfor =. 
- the final month of 1942.0. ea 

| Monthly average prices of kerosine and fuel oils in the United States, 1941-42% 

6 os AS 3 8) nn 

eo oo LBP Bet TS] Ta LBL SLES /BB 0000 Ue 
Be 7  fELEIELE] Bl g]e/8la]s/ 518 BS 

ne mc ei/sila@/a218/8)<}/a)/o);2 a Qo 

a ‘41°-48° gravity w. w. kerosine | ft | fo — | AE 
Ti at refineries, Oklahoma — . Pe fe | po bP pe fe Pe, ye 

oo 7 a ~. gents per gallon..| 4. 12| 4.18] 4. 18|'4.24) 4.42) 4.56) 4.56) 4.56] 4.56) 4.56) 4.56) 4.56) 4.42.00 
» |, Kerosine, tank-wagon at'Chi-]. joo] yy J fe fe 

a _” ¢ago...------cents per gallon__|10. 00|10. 00/10. 00/10. 00/10. 50/10, 30/10. 30/10. 30] 10. 30/10, 30/10.'30)10, 30/10. 20 ae 
.. . » . No. 2 straw fuel oil at refineries, | . of foo 7 pe ae 
-- . |“ Oilahoma..-cents per gallon. .| 3.68] .3. 57| 3. 50| 3.50| 3.53] 3.63] 3.63| 3.81] 3.81] 3.87|°3.88| 3.88,3.68 0 
he Bunker C for ships: | = ee Ss en ee 
me NewYork: = js Of cp pe 
eo. dollars per barrel__|. 1.25] 1.25] 1.25] 1.28] 1.30). 1.34! 1.38) 1.39] 1.43) 1.43). 1.43) 1.41) 1.34 0 0 
nS Gulf coast....-...--.do...|' .83] .83| .83| .86] .88|..:88| .90/ .90/ .90] 90} .90]°.90) .8700 
~ Qalifornian 2727-77" ao__--|. 163}. 166} 69] 69] 82} ©:88] 288) .88]- 88) .88) .88)-.88) .80 

‘ “New York = sd - on 1. Bp Sf og no 

po ee dollars per barrel. -|. 1, 96) 1. 76) 1.67) 1. 86) -1. 99 2.00} 2.00} 2.07) 2.15] 2.15) 2.15} 2.15) 1.99 ome 

ya Gulf coast.._..--...-.-do.--_| 1.60} 1.56] 1.43] 1.46] 1.48] 1.52] 1.55] 1.55) 1.55] 1.62] 1.73] 1.73] 1.56 oS 
~ California._222-7----ido_-__] 1.40] 1.40] 1.40] 1.40| 1.41) 1.41) 1.40} 1.40] 1.40} 1.40) 1.40) 1.40) 1.400 

2 gga ead 

/ 19-489 gravity w. w. kerosine | | fp pe fo pope ye to ee 
. ..  -yefiners, Oklahoma . of: {- oe a, of. fe fee pb oe 
po . gents per gallon__| 4. 56] 4.56) 4.45/ 4.44) 4.44) 4.44]. 4.44] 4.44) 4.44) 4,44) 4.44) 4, 44 4.46 os 
oe ' Kerosine, tank-wagon ‘at Chi- wpe: fo. , | Jo Poo de, es 

es cago....--.-cents per gallon__|10. 30/10. 30/10. 30/10. 30) 10. 30} 10. 30/10. 30/10. 30) 10. 30/10. 30/10. 30/10. 30 10. 30 Ses 

Bo - No. 2 straw fuel oil at refineries, | - foo pe | ee a . . | ca 

: - Oklahoma.-cents per gallon..| 3. 88| 3.87| 3.86! 3.86} 3.86] 3.86) 3.86) 3.86) 3.74) .3.74) 3.75} 3.65) 3.82 ne 

o Bunker C for ships: | me : , foo pe. | wes 
° an New York =. ° ps, oe —— fm ip ag 
7 — 7" @ollars per barrel__| 1.37) 1.35| 1.38} 1.56] 1.80} 1.80) 1.80) 1.66] 1.65) 1.65] 1.65) 1.65\.1. 61 ate 
a Gulf coast.........-..do...-|.90| .90! .90!' .90], .90] °.90] .90} .89} .88] .88) .86]/ .85/ .89 | 
b> Qalifornia._--.-.--.do_._.|. .88] .88| .88| .88) .88| .84) .84) .84) .84) .84) .84) .84 .85 ee 
no Diesel oil for ships: _- po | | : 8 
eo New York = fe J. ne ff ae 
. “~~ @ollars per barrel._| 2.15! 2.15! 2.18 2.32} 2.40, 2.48 3.24' 2.82) 2.78] 2.78 2.78: 2.78) 2.57 gt 
eS Gulf coast__..--.-.-.--do_-_-| 1.73! 1.73 1.64 1.62, 1.62 1.62 1.62 1.62 1.62, 1.62. 1.62 1. 651.64. 3. oe 

: © California_-7-----2- --do..2-} 1.40, 1.40 1.40, 1.40, 1.40, 1.43, 1.43 1.43) 1. 43) 1.43, 1, 43) L 43/1. 41 a) 

L 1 Platt’s Oil Price Handbook. | : a Oe Oo | ce 

t _ The average price of Bunker C at New. York dropped from $1.41 _ oe 
‘ a barrel in December 1941 to $1.37 in January and $1.35 in February _ ce 
[ 1942, indicating lower tanker rates on the Gulf Coast—North At- ms 
7 lantic route. Advancing tanker rates caused the Bunker C average ad 
; price at New York to rise gradually to $1.80 a barrel in May; this ts 
: “thigh” held through July, after which the quotation for heavy bunkers 3 

settled to $1.66 a barrel in August and to $1.65 from September to i 
: the end of 1942. Theaverage quotation for Bunker C at Gulf ports— 

90 cents a barrel for July 1941—remained through July 1942, when 8 

: there was a gradual reduction to 89 cents in August, 88 cents in aren 
September and October, 86 cents in November, and finally 85 cents os 

| a barrel in December 1942. Bunker C in California sold for 88 cents ae 
a barrel average from June 1941 through May 1942, then dropped ss 

- to 84 cents a barrel for the remaining months of the year. : 

: 556250—43-——-71 | . a LS
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se ‘The cost. of Diesel fuel for bunkers at New York was responsive to — \ 
=: rising Gulf-to-New York tanker rates. An average quotation of 
Pe $2.15 a barrel, starting in September 1941, prevailed through Feb- Ss’ 
ch _ ruary 1942, when advancing tanker costs gradually pushed up the oO 
= price to a “high” of $3.24 a barrel in July 1942. August brought a. - 
Bost drop to $2.82 and then to $2.78 for the final months of the year. The — 
7 - price of Diesel for bunkers at Gulf ports—$1.73 a barrel in November a 
-- .--: 1941—was maintained through February 1942, when there was a oy 
i drop to $1.64 in March and to $1.62 in April; this average quotation 
=" remained in force until December 1942, when the price rose to $1.65 | 
;-. ° & barrel. Ships paid $1.40 a barrel for Diesel fuel in California from \ 
as July 1941 through May 1942, when there was an advance to $1.43 a 
«barrel; this higher quotation was maintained for the balance of the 
Be OO - ae a | 
yo. _ The Bureau of Labor Statistics, United States Department of 
= \. ° Labor, releases monthly data covering the retail prices of various fuels == = 
x. rmany cities of the country. _ These publications show that the retail : 
_.. , price of representative No. 2 domestic heating oil at Chicago—7.65- 
' +... cents a gallon, effective in October 1941—was maintained at the same. —=s—=~™ 
“.. ” Jevel throughout. 1943. The consumer’s price ‘for No. 2 fuel oil at 
w-- New York—7.27 cents a gallon ruling in November 1941—remained 
"i... unchanged through March 1942. After this date rapidly rising freight 
.. costs for tanker and rail shipments pushed up the retail quotation of 
i>. No, 2 to 9.99 cents a gallon in July. Price reductions on gasoline and * 
x.’ ~~ fuel oils along the Atlantic coast, effective August 5, 1942, as ordered 
m= '. < by the Office of Price Administration made possible by subsidies to 
2 dealers from the Defense Supplies Corporation to cover mounting _ 
“7... transportation and other costs, forced down the retail cost of No. 2 , 
ie ~ fuel oil to 8.79 cents a gallon for the remaining months of the year. © 

Be - LUBRICATING OIL = © oe 

“ _. The fewer miles traveled by motor vehicles in 1942 because of tire 
ae and gasoline rationing and the restriction of speed to 35 miles per 

ae hour were shown by a decline in the domestic consumption of lubri- , 
“. * cants to 29,018,000 barrels compared with 30,255,000 used in 1941. 
= - Production decreased to 38,626,000 barrels from 39,539,000 in 1941, 
wo and exports were 8,311,000 barrels compared with 9,924,000 in 1941. | 

a Stocks increased to 9,424,000 barrels at the end of 1942 compared with — 
8,127,000-at the end of 1941. | 

° Automotive use of lubricants dropped from 11,679,000 barrels in © 
- 1941 to 8,704,000 in 1942. This, principally, was attributable to _ 
. the reduction in mileage traveled by passenger cars, but lower con- 

- sumption of oil because of slower speeds was also a factor. A tend- 
- - ency contributing slightly in the opposite direction was the older 

average age of vehicles. | | 
Consumption of lubricants for industrial uses rose to 20,314,00U 

barrels compared with 18,576,000 in 1941 and 13,760,000 in 1940. 
| This gain indicates not only the rise in industrial activity and military 

| requirements but also new uses for lubricating oils.
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Le - Comparative analyses of statistics for lubricating oil in the United States, 1941-42, x 

Ss by months and districts . ee _ Ny 

Oo | me : “Production Yield | ~ Domestic ~  §tocks Se aa 
| | | | (thousands of (percent) demand (thou- | (thousands of dh 

. | — a barrels) : | sands barrels) barrels) : , we 

oO | $F a os ya 

| a ‘| 1941. | 19421] 1941 | 19421 | tog1° | t94z4 | tod, | togze “ 

- By months: pe foo} | me pe a wee 

| January... .---- ------------| 2,943] 3,407] 27] = 2.9] 2,367) 2,680 | 8,809} 8,266 0 we 
: February... oo. - eee) 2522] 3174] > 25] 3.0) 1,797] 2453] 8,790) 8429 © ont 

- Mareh_-1..-2 22. ----------- --- | 2,813 | 3,533 2.5| 3.21 2,263] 2,615) 8,6837| 8,470 | aa 

So April._......--.-----------------| 3,218 | 3,488; 9 2.9 3.3 | 2,712 | 2,781 | 8,363 |. 8,470 owe 

ae -. -May.....--2--------------------| 3, 322 | 3, 489 2.8} 3.2] 2,889 | 2,525 | 7,835. 8 OTe 

, June TIT) 3} p20 | 3,281] 3.0} 9 3.1] 8,171 | 2,665 | “7,353 | 8,756. “4 
| Fuly. ETI) 3563} 39183] - 29] 28] 3,055] 1,962) 7,107} 8945 8. 

— Swupast TTDI) 3} 561 | 3,141 | 29] | 27] 2,562] 2,128) 7,206] 9,301 eee’ 
oe September...........---..--2.--} 3,427] 2,95t| 28] 26) 2,636] 2,267] 7,415} 9,278  ,™ 

- | October_....-..--.--- --- ------| 3,494] 3,057 2.8 9.6 | 2,656 |° 2,112 | .7,487] 9,421 ae 

) — Qetober. ------------- o-oo} Feor | ates | 0] 27 | 2406] ons] 772) 9336 
_ - December-.---------------+-----] 3,554 | 3, 049 2.8 2.7] 1,651 | 2,282; 8,127) 9,444 = | oe) 

a Total United States...........| 39,539 | 38,626] 28 | 29 | 30,255 | 29,018 | 8,127] 9,424 7 2 

ae By districts: — oe - qo. AP “ fe ne 

L " Bast Coast...-...--------.------| 8,608] 7,798] 40). 48/)/) | 12,406 | 2,579 oS 
- | Appalachian see. 6414] 6417| 120] wei, | }°745 | ~"912 eee 
we - Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, ete_| 4,307 | 4,326 u7l| 66 TT 747 | gaa 

Ce -' Okishoma, Kansas, and Mis-| = jt. dd. | Po ee oe 

os souri....-------------------| 3,976 |°4,277| 31]. 334, ] 749 | 1,007 gs 
ae Texas Inland_-._-.--------------| ,_ 358 260 |. .§. 4415-7 @® 126 70 snes 

| - exas Gulf Coast......-...-.-..-| 9,677] 9,356/ 27] 3.0 "TN aegg | 2,198 mae 
| ‘Louisiana Gulf Coast.......-__-| 2093] 2,006) 39], 39]]| | | 955] 302 ~ 3 
ee ‘Arkansas and Louisiana Inland.| 679} 1,220| 23] 43{[ ~ 49} 112 2% 

oy - Rocky Mountain...--------..--} | 187 234 6 7 AE 10385 120 Se 

- California............----------| 3,240] 2672) 15) 221) 1,350{ 1,377 00 as 

- Total United States..........-| 39, 530 | 38,626 | 28] 29 | 30,255 | 29,018 | 8,127) 9,42 TA 

. : - ae 1 Subject to revision. - 2 Figures not available. . he ue 

ae The Texas Gulf Coast district maintained the lead in production =... 

BO of lubricating oil, its 9,356,000 barrels being 24.2 percent of the total. =, 

ws The relative standing of the East. Coast district continued its down- =: 

ve ward trend, declining to 20.2 percent from 21.8 m 1941. California st 

. dropped to 6.9 percent compared with 8.2 in 1941 and 9.1 in 1940, ky 

on the year of its ughest relative production. The Inland Louisiana-  - .{} 

Arkansas district had the greatest mcrease 1 production—from 1.7 =. 4 
ay percent of the total in 1941 to 3.2 in 1942. The Oklahoma, Kansas, ‘5 

- Missouri district followed, with an increase from 10.1 percent to 11.1. “oe 

.  Lubricating-oil stocks of 9,424,000 barrels at the end of:1942 were 

the highest for any year end since 1931. They increased in all of the a 3 

e districts except Texas Inland, the gain of 34 percent in the Texas 4 
. Gulf Coast district being the largest. | | CS “a 

: nomeetin de | | fd 
So Domestic demand for lubricating oil, 1988-42 ) a 4 

poe [Thousands of barrels] . on 

wo eee 
. . $$$ ws, 

we Automotive a > 

: res Fo Total at 
2 Year Passenger Industrial) gamand 5 

en cars Trucks | Busses Total RS. 
vee ) | a 

i: Fe MS (8 199 | 10,579 | 10,654 | 21, 288 os 
: | 4980..----1-nee-n-enneneneeneeeeee-----| 8 245 | 2,208 205 | 10,748) 12,965| 23,713 mt 
. 1940.__.-.--.--22-2e-2neneeneeneeee-------| 8,390] 2,327 213 | 10,930} 13,760] 24,690 os 
: 1941___.-...----.-22----------ee----------| 9,056 | 2, 398 225 | 11,679| 18,576 | 30, 255 “2 
po 19421. TTTTITINII| 162 | 2804] 288 | 8,704] 20,314 | 29,018 ve 

ae 1 Subject to revision. 7 | on
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4 ve .  . . Automotive consumption of lubricants in the United States, 1941-4210 gre. 7 ee . [Thousands of barrels] a ye 1 

oe - | _ : ae . | | Passenger cars - Tracks ‘Busses. ~ 7 pole eo , 4 — Uge eR | | ot Be a FE gogn | to4e | tot | tose | toa | roe | 
Bee “Crainkease oil. o.-------eeeeeene eee 8,392 | 5,650 | 21701. 2,084] 190| 200 —. * es _ Transmission oils_-.._--_----.-.--2.22--2-2!_._----| 664 | 512 228; 220; 35 |- 38 i 
i. otal lubricating oils....--_..-.....2...........| 9,056-} 6,162 | 2,308 | 2, 404 225). 8 BX ce Chassis greases__.._..---.2.- 222-022... 598}. 461} 114 110 WW; i ut 
Bos oo Total lubricants... eee] 9, 54 6,623 | 2,512] 2,414 | 235{ 29 g 

“~~. Military necessities have brought radical changes in the manu- 
facture of lubricating oils. The attempt to restrict lubricants used : -. . for military purposes to as few grades as possible requires that all : », those lubricants be of high grade. Not only must they meet the Bo ordinary and heavy-duty needs of tanks, trucks, light automotive __ , c equipment, and airplanes, but they must function within the wide Poe. range of conditions under which military vehicles operate. Airplane — “oils must withstand temperatures which, within moments, may change —_ 1 from the warmth of the tropics to the cold of the stratosphere; trucks — : .°. and tanks serve both in the sand and heat of the desert and in the ice | =. and cold of the Arctic. The two principal qualities needed for such " - Jubricants are high viscosity index and low pour point 

Vital to production of the superoils required for such service is ~ | solvent dewaxing, a method developed principally since 1937. Before : s.  . . the use of this process only Pennsylvania-Grade oils could serve for | :.» heavy-duty purposes, but by using solvents to dissolve the wax and _ Bm asphalt, a high-viscosity-index lubricant can be produced from western | eo and Gulf coast crudes.. ts eee a , Pe __ But even our best mineral oils are not sufficient in themselvesfor ae the severe conditions they sometimes meet. Qualities must be built : "into them to permit them to lubricate properly at extreme temper- | Do atures. This is done by adding agents—additives’—that have - special qualities, such as oiliness, antioxidation qualities, detergent  —_- , or cleansing qualities, and fluidity at low temperatures, besides inhib- _ — itors to counteract certain detrimental effects of the additives. © 
Scarcity of chemicals necessitated a restricted use of many additives 

in oils for nonmilitary vehicles. Chlorine was eliminated wherever — oo possible, and cresol, detergent, and detergent-disperser type additives | + * and extreme-pressure lubricants were designated “not for passenger . cars.” Use for nonmilitary services of pour-point depressants and | oxidation inhibitor-type additives was reduced as much as possible. 
‘Prices of lubricating oils, in general, clung close to their maximums 

permitted by the Office of Price Administration. Pennsylvania | neutrals, however, were an exception. The lowered mileage of pas- : senger automobiles, as well as the slower speeds traveled, has reduced 
considerably the demand for neutrals from which these lighter oils _ are made.. At the same time, military officials have been demanding 
all the Pennsylvania-Grade heavy-duty oil that can be made; in consequence, the production of bright stock, from which these heavy- 
duty oils are compounded, has caused accumulation of the neutrals
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necessarily produced along with the bright stocks. Stocks of neutrals ag 

- from Pennsylvaniia-Grade crude totaled 526,000 barrels on December == 

-.--- 81, 1942, compared with 140,000 barrels on the same datemm 1941, © 

Average monthly refinery prices of five selected. grades of lubricating oil in the United os ee 

fo, a OO — . States, 1941-42, in cents per gallont rr Do 

_ a | | Jan.| Feb./Mar. Apr.|May|June|July| Aug.|Sept.| Oct. |Nov. Dee. or. a hot 

. | . | | : . | : . a | . | ~ 7 d- : : foo - . 7 year _ | c oat 

a ws | Sp pe PP Pp eS 

oe Oklahoma: oe CP . oe od 4. Sd 4 

a 200 viscosity, No.3 color, neu- | | : . . : |. a - es 

A ap 2S __-al 9.75] 9:75] 9. 75] 9, 95|10. 45]11. 21|12, 26|13, 38)14. 56/15, 23)15. 25|15.251223 
oe - 150-160 viscosity at 210°, bright | a Lo. . . Po ite 

: "stock, 10-25 pour test’....-.|18. 84{14. 25]14. 25/14. 68/15. 83/18. 21|20. 13]21. 08/22. 17/22. 75/22. 75/22. 75) 18. 56 a 
a Pennsylvania: ee P , fp (|. fo . eB 

200 viscosity, No. 3 color, neu- | fo of - - yo - A: 

oo trial, 420-425 flash, 25 pour} { ={ <-{) fo fof |. fe | Sey 
Oc test... -....-._.-.-.--..--{21. 50/21, 50|22. 26|24. 20127. 95|32. 07/35. 52/35. 07/33. 98133. 00/33. 00/33.00|20.42 

a 600. steam-refined, cylinder fo foe : . Pf ep OE aM 

stock, filterable......._--| 8.05| 8, 96| 9. 40|10, 09111. 04|12, 42113: 60|14. 71/15. 38/16. 00/15. 5O[15. 5012.55 
eo Gulf Coast: 500 viscosity, No. | _ o. ot for pe pepe pe fe Pn fr als 

: "14-814 color, neutral...’--...-| 8.50] 8. 50| 8. 50] 8. 50] 8.94} 9.00| 9. 63]10. 00|10. 00/10. 00/10. 00)10.00. 9.30. 

Pe Oklahoma: 
ne 

on 200 viscosity, No. 3.color,neu- | _- fof od a | 1 cE 
eos ; tral... 2. ee [LB. 25/15. 25115. 00/15. 00) 15. 00) 15. 00) 15. 00) 15. 00 15.00/15. 00/15. 00(15.00}15.04 

Bee 150-160 viscosity at 210°, bright oy - , ro : 7 Ct 

ee stock, 10-25 pour test_._-_---|22. 75/22. 75/22. 75/22. 75/22. 75|22. '75|22. 75122, 75/22. 75/22. 75|22. 75/22. 75) 22. 75 Se 

a _ Pennsylvania: __ SO 7 fo]: ” ee 

So 200 viscosity, No. 3 color, neu- . 7 foo de. a ne 

go. tral, 420-425 flash, 25 pour | oe es | a os 

ee test’... -........_...-|88. 00133. 00/33. 00/33. 00/33. 0033. 00/33. 00/32. 14/30. 67|27. 27|25. 58/24. 59/30. 94 pe 
ph 600 steam-refined, cylinder | . ve os 0 tg 

ee stock, filterable..-___.--...--|15. 50/15. 1815. 00/15. 00/15. 00/15. 00/15. 00) 15. 00/15. 00) 15. 00/15. 00)15.00)15.06 Oey 

BS Gulf Coast: 500 viscosity, No. | fp mie ' 7 ee Aad 

ee "24-34 color, neutral___.’---.-|10. 0010. 00/10. 00|10. 00] 10. 00|10. 00/10. 00/10. 00/10. 00/10. 00] 10. 00/10. 00 10. 00 as 

“\. 1 National Petroleum News. I - ae ne oa 

. ‘The maximum price for the Pennsylvania neutral quoted in the =. | 
ae accompanying table was set at 33 cents a gallon on August 4,1941,by 3 

ee the Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supplies. This.con- 

ore stituted a reduction, as the oil had sold as high as 40 cents, and nO 8 4 

a ‘gales thereafter were. for less than the ceiling until the middle of oS 

ao August 1942. After that the price declined throughout the balance og 

oe of the year, reaching a low of 23 cents in December. — a 

ee _It should be kept in mind that the trend of automobile lubricants sy 

oe has been toward a lighter oil and that with the resumption of peace = «3 

- and normal automobile travel, conditions existing Just before the war | oy 

when neutrals were more popular probably will return. Plansshould = = ‘# 

be made to store excess high-grade neutrals in preparation for that =s« 

: time. — | - | oo : es | ¥ 

- A new Federal excise tax on lubricating oils raised the tax from 4% or 

oo cents per gallon to 6 cents, effective November 1, 1942, and the Office == 

. of Price Administration provided that the 1-cent additional tax =. 

aan might be passed to the consumer by adding 1 cent to each sale of 5 — oe 

8 quarts or less or the full tax to any sale of more than that quantity. . ~; 

_ ‘OTHER PRODUCTS — | 4 

oe Waz.—Domestic demand for paraffin wax reached a new peak of 8 

L 546,313,000 pounds in 1942, compared with 523,965,000 in 1941. oy 

ce Exports, however, dropped to 153,410,000 pounds, from 213,075,000 — a, 

‘ 
| | , , . ad
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» in 1941, making total demand somewhat less than in 1941. Imports a 
‘dropped to 9,749,000 pounds from 16,542,000, and stocks atthe end - 
oof the year were 85,400,000 pounds compared with 74,814,000 at an 
2. the end of 1941. a co 
Meo Production—700,560,000 pounds—was 30,520,000 pounds higher | 
~. than the 1941 output of 670,040,000 pounds. A gain of 140 percent 
» ... In the production in Inland Texas was the largest relative increase, - ‘ 
a but it still left that district with less than 0.5 percent of the total. - | { 
«=. Ihe only districts where decreases occurred were the East Coast and. 4 
fe Louisiana Gulf Coast. ee — Oo Ey 
<', | Prices remained throughout the year at the maximum permitted | 
vc.’ by the Office of Price Administration, effective December 1, 1941. 
Be These ranged from 4.25.cents per pound of 122°-124° melting point va 
sto 5.50 cents for crude scale wax of 132° and higher and from 5.0 _ ; 
“cents for 120°-122° to 10.5 cents for 149°-151° fully refined wax. - 
a>. Achange, however, was made in the method of calculating the amount —_ 
=... paid. “The above prices originally were f. 0. b. seller’s shipping point, — “4 
» with the freight equalized from certain basing points. An amend-  — 
“  --- Baent, mn force January 30, 1942, made the effective prices those above =i 
*. plus actualshipping costs, 
ce - Comparative analyses of statistics for wax in the. United States, 1941-42, by months 
Be Ce | and districts - a a 

we a : ; oe OO - 7 (Thousands of pounds] | | . a oo — a 

pe CO - | Production - Domesti¢ de- | Exports Stocks | 
sdk ee oo Month and district a 

eo OS frog | 19421 | ost | to42t | 1941 | 19421 | roa | 19401 | 

Ah m . By months: a Oo 7 , ee  January_......-.....-.----.--.-| 38, 640 | 55, 160 | 30,836 | 43,035 | 13, 229 | 17,605 {120,027 | 72,800 | aoe » February...-__-_":__22__-12-27_} 38, 920 | 52,920 | 31,613 | 38,368 | 10,174 | 12,630 |119,150 | 75,600 Be Mareh TT TTTTTTTTTITIILITIIT] 81, 240 | 61, 600 | 34,804 | 53,517 | 13,766 | 13,806 |121, 887 | 75040 on April. 222222222 TTLTLLLITITT7} 56, 280 | 62) 080 | 52; 151 | 45,349 | 11,779 | 12° 208 I116;096 | 69,720 oa “May..-._-222-22222222.-2222..21| 87, 400 | 51,800 | 40, 340 | 43,707 | 14700.| 8,653 |118° 456 | 697 160 . | Sune... 222222 IILLT] 54, 600 | 57,960 | 46,975 | 45,768 | 15,605 | 11, 632 [1107481 | 69,720 : Be Tully. -- 2222222222222] 88, 440 | 50, 680 | 47; 803 | 42612 | 16,740 | 9,748 |101; 434 | 68°040 he August_.--....---.-...__.._.2._| 54,320 | 61,040 | 54,027 | 44,700 | 16,716 | 7,380.| 85/8241 77,000. 7 Be September____/-_..__.___.__-71_] 66, 360 | 57,120 | 53,828 | 44,031 | 20, 104:| 12,249 | 79,458 | 77,840 - a October. .-..22.------2---2_-2.--} 67, 760 | 75, 320 | 45,727 | 55,494 | 30,422 | 11,498 | 75,467 | 86,240 | oo — November...-_--2___22__2._-21_] 68,880 '| 59,920 | 51,086 | 41,263 | 20,306 | 18,377 | 76413 | 867520 7 _— December..-----..---..---.2-<2-} 60, 200 | 64,960 | 34775 | 48, 469 | 29, 444 | 17/611 | 74,814 | 85,400 | 
oe Total United States. ...._-.-..|670, 040 |700, 560 |523, 965 |546, 313 |213, 075 |153, 410 | 74,814 | 85,400 
. By districts: . East Coast_................--...|288, 520 |213, 640 | 19,126 | 23, 520 Appalachian___________________|112, 000 {119, 280 | 13,180 | 15,960 . Indiana, Tlinois, Kentucky, etc_| 49,280 | 57, 960 21,495 | 23, 240 

Oklahoma, Kansas, and Mis- : 
souri...-.......--.------------| 44,800 | 57,900/) @ | @ | @ | @ i 4799] 3,360 Texas Inland _-_-....-..---.----_| 1,400 | 3,360 we----- 280 

Texas Gulf Coast___._.--.-._-...]122, 640 |140, 560 9,244 | 10,920 
. Louisiana Gulf Coast. ..-.-......| 89,320 | 85, 400 3, 427 560 | Rocky Mountain.....”--77-77777"] 177080 | 22 400 3,543 | 7, 560 

: Total United States__...._...-|670,040 |700, 560 |523, 965 {546,313 |213, 075 |153, 410 | 74,814 | 85, 400 

1 Subject to revision. - 2 Figutes not available.
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Average monthly refinery price of 129°-124° white crude scale waz at Pennsylvania = 8 
a : oo - refineries, 1938-42, un cents per pound } a My ey 

us Year _ | Jan. | Feb. | Mar.) Apr. | May | June July | Aug.|Sept.| Oct. |Nov.| Dec. jagefor 

ggg. | 2.62 | 218 | 2.02 | 1.93 | 1.93 | 2.17 | 229 | 2.37 | 2.40 | 2.39 | 233 | 232 | 223° aed 
; 4939.72 7777277777| 239 | 2249 | 2.60 | 2.73 | 2.96.| 3.00 | 2.95 | 2.88 | 3.47 | 4.95 | 6.56 | 6.75 | 3.64 as 
i 1940.07] 21 | 5.57 | 5.32 | 4.79 | 4.69 | 4.19 | 2.93 | 221 | 251) 281) 293/287) 392 2 oe 

19412077777] 273 | 63 | 2.86 | 3.28 | 3.85 | 4.96 | 5.13 | 5.26] 5.961625) 621/425) 445 oy 
© 4ggg7 TTTTTTTITTTIITT) 495 | 4095 | 4025 | 4025 | 426 | 4.25 | 425 | 425 14.95 | 4025 | 4251 4.25 | 425 

ae 1 National Petroleum News. | i a ee 

a ~ Coke.—Coke output came under close supervision of the Petroleum og 

oe Administration for War in 1942. The tendency to neglect coke  “" 
-~. production in favor of fuel oil, when prices forthe latter increased, == yy 

Ted. to a request by the Administrator that certain refineries raise = de 
ne their output. Use of coke was restricted to essential war requiree =| 

ments, principally for the manufacture of electrodes needed for. the Se 

production of aluminum and other vital commodities. = =. “th 

: an , . os me 7 ; : 2 ° , o LS 7. e > og ve gs! , iM, 

oe Comparative analyses of statistics for petroleum coke in the United States, 1941-42, © ©. “4 

a a Oo by months and districts = : oe ee 

ee | - Production |. | Domestic de- | stocks (thou- os Ae 
lage . . . : . : ‘ : 2 , : d (thou- ‘a . as . ‘ AD 

Sp CO (thousands of | Yield (percent) | ane tv sandsofshort =, 
af : oo, 8 short tons) -_ sands of short tons) ae 
en | . . . a of. . tons) _ at 

se, ee 1941 | 19421 | 1941 | 19421 | 1941 | 19421 | 1941 | 19421 ce 

arr _ By months: - ae fof foe | : | eS 
A January...-------2----.---------| 125.8 |. 189.8] 0.6] 0.6]. 195.5 | 115.0) 406.0] 245.8 | og 
wo February__....-..---------+-----| 1026 | 121.2 5 161 118.6| 97.3] 375.0.) 258.8 . ONE 
yey “Mareh. TTT aasco | rosa} te] | 15 | 145] 1029] 375.0) 224° 0° 8 
oh April__....-..---.-.-------------| 1282 91.4) . 6] .4] 862] 1129]; 400.0 201.0 EE 

ce May TTI 140.0] 884] 6 ‘4| 119.5| 748] 385.0| 191.2 oes 
oe Fume TTT] 4a. | 87.6 6 ‘4| 116.0| 787] 3820| 181-8 | ot 
a 0 Suly TI) 1342 | 101.0 "6| . 15] 1907} 748] 367.0| 175.0 © 03 
dey — Augast TTT ave] nos] is]. 68] 1027] 766] 3720] 179.0 eee 
ee September_....._.-...-.-.--.-...| 187.8 | 108.0 "7| 15 | 147.4] 81.7] 370.0] 1728 Oe 
We _ October.....-.-.--.----.--------| 1536} 1230} — .6] © .5] 1269] 822) 3620) 1836 - os 

co | November......-----------------] 149.4 | 122.0 6 51 8897 57.41 390.0] 197.6 oa 

ae December -2=2222222222722IIIITIL] 150.8 | 141.8 '6| 26] 285.8| 50.1] 228.0] 233.8 og 

Bo . otal United States_.......-..|1, 648. 8;|1, 338. 4 .6 5 (1,628.7 |1,004.4 | 228.0] 238 — 4 
=e me SS SS SS Ee eee ES vo 

pe By districts; == 8 | un 7 mo fon a 

4 East Coast.......-.-.----------.| 44] 24] @® (2) | 20} ° 1.8 a 
at _ Appalachian.........---.--------| _26.0;],._ 25.2 2] 2 9.0 2.6 . ge 

wo Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc_.| 894.0%} | 847. 2 1.8 1.6 64.0 ‘81.6 

ae ‘Oklahoma, Kansas, and Mis- ae oo _ oO of 

° - gourl_.-.----------------------| 1814] 144.0 7 It @® | @ 17.0} 29.2. oh 
a Texas Inland......-.....-.--....| 119.4] 75.0 °9 15 51.0| 486 ag 
_ Texas Gulf Coast_.....-.-.......| 185.0| 1416] .3 12 40.0| 26.6 ae 
a - Louisiana Guif Coast...........-|--------] 16.2 |------.-]. + .1 10} 2, os 
: Rocky Mountain................| 49.4| 37.6 17 |. 518 350] 0 i 
/ California.............---....---| 182] 49.2 14 1 | 9.0) 222 od 

. Total United States......-----|1,648.8 [1,338.4 |  .6|  .5 (1,628.7 [1,004.4 | 2280] 233.8 se 
oR i | Yi 

a . 1 Subject to revision. 2 Less than 0.1 percent. 3 Figures not available. - . * 

‘ Output of coke in 1942 amounted to 1,338,400 tons compared with 2 

5 1,648,800 in 1941. Production declined in all districts except Gulf 

a Coast Louisiana, where the output amounted to 16,200 tons—the oo 

m first material production since 1938. The Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, 

be etc., district supplied 63 percent of the output. 

: ~ . : 4 ‘ ; . at pote
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 .--: Domiestic demand, restricted to essential war needs, amounted to | —» 1,004,400 tons compared with 1,628,700 in 1941. Exports were 
—. 828,200. tons compared. with 279,100 in 1941. The 233,800 tons of 
=... stocks were 5,800 above the record year-end lowof 1941.0 26° 
--. ... Asphalt and road oil—Domestic demand for asphalt was 6,460,200 - 
S.- . short tons compared with 6,451,800 in 1941. Production was =; 
.... 6,296,500. tons compared with 6,557,600 in 1941; imports declined = __ : 

from 158,300 tons to 142,500 and exports from 274,100 tons to 17 1,800. | 
ce. Stocks were 411,000 tons at the end of 1942 compared with 604,000 ~ : 
» + atthe end of 1944. 0 20 0 2. 2. 8 Se i 
~.. Domestic demand for road oil declined from 8,980,000 barrels in | 
ys: 1941 _ to 8,484,000 in 1941. Production dropped from 9,149,000 t ©. Darrels to 8,039,000 and stocks from 793,000 barrels to 348,000... 
eo “Detailed statistics on asphalt and road oil appear in the chapter = | 
=. . on Asphalt and Related Bitumens. | . per eC 
vee Still. gas. —Production of still gas in 1942 totaled 275,054 million. == 
ces. eubie feet (equivalent, 76,404,000 barrels) compared with 300,074 _ | million cubic feet in 1941.° Of the latter, 283,021 million cubic feet 4 
i... (94 percent) were used as refinery ‘fuel, which, in terms of British 
“thermal units, constituted more than half of all the heat used at = 
Boo Tefineries, © a 
~.. - The Texas Gulf Coast district continued to lead in the production  —_—>™ 

» of still gas in 1942, with the Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc, and 
“|. Hast Coast districts following in order. - ee 

le Production of still gas in the United States, 1940-42, by districts 

Bos Me ne — oo fo 1940 104 9422 

pe we oe feet | barrels feet barrels | fe | “barrels: : a 

aa ‘East Coast_....-.--.----------.-...., 38,804] 10,779! -42192|°  4,720| 37,881 | 10,425 (Appalachian ~7777777777777777777777] 40% o80- 2,800 10,065|. 2796} 9,961} - 2767 po _ Indiana, Tllinois, Kentucky, ete_....| 56, 110 15, 586 56,336 | = 15, 649 56,398 | —° 15,666 . a _ Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri_..| 22, 698 6,305 | 27,727 7, 702 21, 608 6, 002 cS Texas Inland_...............-..-...| 15,181 4,217| 16,913}  4698| 15,148 4, 208 : Th, Texas Gulf Coast........._.._.____- 87, 156 24,210 | 95, 404 - 26, 501 85, 337 | 23, 705 . - Louisiana Gulf Coast.._._.___.____. 9, 616 2,671'|.. 8, 485 2, 357 10, 104 . 2, 807 : _ Arkansas and Louisiana Inland_____|_ 3, 067 "9521 4 406 1, 224 3,613 1, 004 
_Roeky Mountain. -____--2-. 2. 5, 663 | 1, 573 5, 872 1, 631 5, 556 |. 1, 543 o California._..-..-22 2222222222271] 25; 045 6,957:|, 32, 674 9,076 | 29, 798 8, 277 

| _. Total United States...........| 273, 420 75, 950't, 300, 074. 83,354] 275,054 | 76, 404 

. _¥§ubject to revision. - a | , | 

Miscellaneous oils—Domestic. demand for miscellaneous oils 
amounted to 14,225,000 barrels in 1942 compared with 11,862,000 in 
1941. . | 

_ Production totaled 7,795,000 barrels compared with 6,266,000 in 
1941. Of the production in 1941, 4,739,000 barrels were liquefied 
petroleum gas, and an additional 6,281,000 barrels of this product — 

: were transferred from natural gasoline. Detailed analysis of pro- 
duction is not available for 1942, but transfers from natural gasoline 
in that year amounted to 7,195,000 barrels. Gains in the production 
of petrolatum, absorption oil, medicinal oil, and specialities in 1941 
over 1940 ranged from 7 percent to 40 percent. |
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a Production of miscellaneous oils in the United States, 1940-41, by districts and. classes! Se 3 a 3 

ca ne _ fPhousands of barrels] - ee nen ren a 

. | a Vepetep OS | Petro- | Absorp- | Mediei-| Special-| _2¢ eee a 

ee a District . | Jatum | tion oil | nal oil ries petro- Other Total ° ES 

a en ee fp oS 

a East Coast... ------estocnceweee-| 04 [---te-e-] M48 |-------} 887 w7} 419% 
: Appalachian. ..-.....----------------- 230} . & |--------- — #[leed 52. | .. 204. | Cee ie 

Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc------- 39 |_..-2._--|--------- 48, . 725] - 43 . 850 

ne Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri. --- 85 43 |____-..-.|---------| 40 15 | 133 eae 

.  exas Inland...-...---------.---------|---------| s.- | ------=--]-----+<2- 29 60; 140 a 

mn Texas Gulf Coast.....-.-----------2-- “U1 |e ---2--|--2------ 65 36| 171 | . . 288 ty 

a Louisiana Gulf Coast...-------.------] 20 |---L-----|---------]---------] 29 Bl 100 BS 

- -  Roeky Mountain- --.-----------+----- — | | iiete2-|---------]--------- 23 | 4}o°. 2B Oo SE 

Bs California. -....--------=--------------- ce---u---] 28 37 ~ 62 {o--------] 51 | 178 - - ae 

ae otal United States....2..-----| 480] . 130] 185 |, 174 |_ 1,719 |__— 564 | __3, 202 pe 

we ae 1941 a a ~ : PS 

a _.. East Coast....------------------------ 79 6) | 211 8 | 1,163 107 |. 1,574 et 

By Appalachian ...-.-------2------------| 289 — 10-f---------]- | «15 | --------- 31}... 295 © ee: 

ue . Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc...----| | 47 |_.------|--------- 46 |. 1,025 95 |. 1, 218 Co ES 

ae Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri--.--| . 51.| 0 42: |---------]---------] | 71 124 176 gee 

/ Texas Inland-_...---------=----------- weneee---] 81 |_.-------]--------- 89} 2) = 146 — pe ag 

oe ‘Texas Gulf Coast... -------.----------| 10 |__--.---_]---------}- 70 —17 | 63 | = 126 ne) 

ne Louisiana Gulf Coast..._..-----------]... 36 |---------|--+------|---------] 90} 82.00 5B 

ce '-. Arkansas and Louisiana Inland -------|--.------|---------|---------]--------- 44 19} 33 oo alt 

OM Roeky Mountain. ..._.---------------{,. 1]. . V4 |---------|------<5-| 94] 9} BB 

oe California. __....-.2----=--------------|--------| 8 2, 280 47 | 2,489 ays 

— “motal United States............| aor; t1| 258| 196 4,790; 451] 6206 

“4 Detailed figures for 1942 not yet available. ne | I ER 

we > WORLD PRODUCTION 2 , Co ee 

‘War damages and dislocation of ocean shipping resulted in a ¢-— oS 

4 percent decrease m ‘the world production of crude petroleum, if Be 

“numerous unofficial . statistics and estimates. can be considered re- | OR 

~ liable. The outstanding decreases were in Venezuela, the Netherlands - * 

Kast Indies, and the U. 8.5. R. The United States, largest producer — Oe 

a in the world, showed only'a 1-percent decline from 1941 to 1942.00 gs 

Be ‘The Western Hemisphere supplied 80 percent of the world output ag 

al in 1941 and 81 percent in 1942. Lack of shipping caused American = =‘ 

and British-Netherlands corporations operating in Venezuela and oa 

= Colombia to reduce their output. In Peru and Ecuador, however, ~:~} 

te the foreign companies were able to increase their production. IN  ——, 

a Argentina the Government enterprise (Y. P. F.) accounted prn- —* 

-. cipally for an 8-percent increase from 1941 to 1942. an . oy 

2 A decline in exports from 15.8 million barrels in 1941 to6 3 million 
barrels in 1942 caused Mexican production to decrease 17 percent, ee? 

in spite of increased domestic consumption of mineral oils. Export og 

pe sales were confined to the Western Hemisphere in 1942; and shipping og 
Be * 4° ae * . ° . a yylld 

“difficulties did not permit the United States and Cuba, the principal og 

-. purchasers, to take their normal amounts of Mexican oil in 1942. ee 

me “Canada maintained its 1941 level of production in 1942; and Trin- os 

2 idad apparently increased its output. | | 7 | a 

a 2 By A. H. Redfield, Petroleum Economics Division, Bureau of Mines. | a oe
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me — Orude petroleum produced in principal countries of the world, 1988-42, in thousands . Se 

Me te omnpiled by B. B, Waldbauer] | oo : peg _. ; . Mo . 
ie 4 . | ~ 7 — ne : i - = |. ———— - — a — Pm — . % 

Wee 2 Country : - 1938 1939 19401 | 19411 | 19421 3 epee a i 
oy. _ North America: | | fp fo oo : j ei Canada. .---.----.--.---.------------| 6,966], 7,888] 8, 591. 10, 134 10, 363 ; set. a Mexico... 22-2 _ 88, 506 42, 898 44, 036 42, 196 35, 152 : wet : _ ‘Trinidad -__._...---.------------------] 17,737 | 19,270 | 20, 219 21, 211 25,700 ! geo United States. —-..------2-2-22___..| 1,214,355 | 1,264) 962 1, 353, 214 | 1,402,228] 1, 385, 479 Be Other North America_____..-2---___- 78 M2) 142] 50 | 150, » 
eee Total North America..........--..-| 1,277,642 | 1,335,080 | 1,426, 202 ‘1,475,919 | 1,456, 844 ’ 
wo. South America: a OT OO Ba “Argentina._.---.--_---.---------------| 17,076 | --18,613'| 20,609 21,873 | 23, 644 4 On es Bolivia.-...----.22----2- ee] 286 - 215 - 288 285 -. 308 fie Brazil -._----.-------2-------2 2.2222 oonnn-nn-2---f-e--ee eee} AT BY ~ 31 . ‘ Soe Colombia. 2-2-2 21,582 | 23,857] 25,593 24, 553 10, 593 4 Bec _  Eeuador-__---------- 2-2 2, 246 | - 2,313) 2,349] 1,557] . 2978 pee me Peru. .---.------------------------=---| 15,839 | —-_:13, 508 12,126] 11,985 13,629 : | ne |. Venezuela....-.---------- 22 | 188,174 206,470! 185, 570 223, 784 147, 740 . 
sok otal South America................| 245,148 | 264,076 | 246,537 | 283,940 198,198 i 

Bee _. Albania..-. 222222222222] 752] 08 1,497/ 1, 381 | . 2, 002 | Son. + Qgechoslovakia_....---------..........| 130} 1200) 9 109] 00 Re “France. ..-_----. 22-22-22] . 613 | — $00 496 . 479 $00 Be Ce ‘Germany_-_-_--_-2----- eee] 3,861 |. . 4,487 _ 4, 544 4,488 | 4,500 We hustrig LITT 383 693 | 719 692; == "900 yee Hungary.-..----2-----2- | RB 1,108 1, 755 2,474 - 4,000 Be _ Ttaly.. 2-2-2} | 57 oT) 77 oo Bye pot ~~ Poland ..;_.-22 222-222 2e ee ee_---| 8, 768 3,898 | =—s_- 3, 891 3,319} 8,400 Bey we Rumania... -_._____-.-.---.- 48,487 | 45, 483 42, 182 38,147 | 38, 881 | | oe U. 8.8. R. 3___----------------.-------| 204,956 |. 216,866 | 218,600 | —-238, 150 | 210, 000° : me _  * Other Europe------------------.-.-.-| 9 10; C0 fg —6d‘WO | 

te otal Europe #.2...-2--..-2----2--c| 268,243 | 274,185 . 278,870 | 289, 276 264,370 
wey <0 Asia: Pe | | | ie | | Pc. _ Bahrein Island_..........--_.2 222: 2. 8,298}. —s_ 7, 589 7, 074 6,794 7, 800 Moye af no Burma. --_ 22222 ee! 7, 538  %,873 7, 731 7, 762 _. 2,500 a fo China Aang nn nee nee ence eee e arene ene 22 -|-+ ee ne fee 10 | . —« BB. Byte ys | _ India, British__._._.2- 22222222220 2, 488 2,327 | 2, 250 _8, 571 2, 500 7 : fee Iran (Persia) _--_----.2----_---.-.-.-.-| “78,372. 78,151 ]-  66,221:| 50, 722 73,350 ; Sew Traq---..- 2-2 eo 22-2. -------| 32,643 80,791 | = 24,225 | 12,650/ = 14.700 wo ° Japan (including Taiwan)____:_....___ 2,511 |} 2,654} ~° 2,639 | . 2, 659. ~ * 8,000 et Netherland sIndies__---.--............] . 57,318 62, 087 62,011 53,704} = 9,000 mt Sakhalin________ 22 33,821 | 3 4,000 ~ 4,000 | | 4, 000 4,000 San, Sarawak and Brunei____._........____ 6, 913 9,097 | «© . 7,047 6, 864 3,000 eo _ ‘Saudi Arabia__---.--------- 2 495 | 3,934] 5, 365 5, 871 6, 000 
8 otal Asia see e---| 200,307 | 206,503 | 188,563 | 158,607 | 495,930 

: ~ Africa: es | co . os . Egypt... eee eee} 1, 581 4,666.| 6, 505 8, 546 9, 000 eB _ Other Africa... 22-22-22 27). 7 27 27 27 
OO Total Africa._......__......._.._-_- 1, 608 4, 693 6,682] 8, 573 ~ 9,097 | oN Australia and New Zealand_____....__.._. 4]. 3 3 3 3 _ Undistributed._...-----2- 2 4. 4 14 14 15 

- Grand total. --____.-....---------.--| 1,988,041 | 2,085,444 | 2,141,721 | 2 212 330 2, 054, 318: 
. . 

. 

1 Approximate production. Data derived in part from World Petroleum, vol. 12, No. 2, February . 1941, pp. 20-21, and vol. 13, No. 3, March 1942, p. 88. . 2 Includes U. S. S. R. fields in Asia, other than Sakhalin. 
3 Approximate production. oo 4 Unoceupied China. . . . ; . 
5 Exclusive of U. 8. S. R. fields in Asia, other than Sakhalin, which are included with U. 8.8. R. in Europe. 

Reliable information on petroleum production in Europe is ex-. 
tremely meager. Rumania maintained its level of output from 1941 
to 1942. The U.S. S. R. apparently experienced a 12-percent loss 

| owing to military operations on the north side of the Caucasus - 
Mountains. Hungary presumably increased its petroleum production.
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ae Increased military activity'in Egypt and Libya and improvement - = = 
_» in the supply of tankers enabled Iran, Bahrein Island, and Iraq to © = 
-.. enlarge their output of petroleum from 1941 to 1942. Onthe other = = 
» ~ | hand, deliberate sabotage by retreating Allied armies apparently ys 
- - reduced petroleum production in the Netherlands East Indies, Sara- . = «=; 

wak and Brunei, and Burma beyond the possibility of full rehabilita- _ Ok 
. tion by the invading Japanese. ae ne 

: — - FOREIGN TRADE® | | , ee 
ee IMPORTS ss oes 
.. Imports of mineral oils, crude and refined, into continental United = |: 5 
- ‘States decreased 64 percent from 1941 to 1942. They constituted = = * 
a 2 percent of the total new supply in continental United Statesin 1942, 
. .. compared with 6 percent in 1941. a ne oy 

oe _ Mineral oils, crude and refined, tmported into continental United States, et 
7 | —  E9GL- 4B, by months 3 Bs | oes 
me ce oe Sc [Thousands of barrels} ae, | oT 8 

of oe “Class ‘Jan. | Feb.| Mar. Apr. ‘May | June | July Aug. | Sept. | Oct.|Nov.| Dec.| Total ~ oy 

ca Crude petroleum... 2, 79313, 371| 3, 821|3, 831 3,866] 4,332| 5,331| 4,327] 4, 66214, 70514, 73314, 834150, 606 ES 
me Refine products:. a . . a ae 
oo Gasoline, finished. ..)......|...--}1)-...-[..----|------|-----] 156} 10573). fe} 38 
ve _ Kerosine.._.....----|------]-----] . 48]--.-.]------]------]------ 81)_--_--|.----]-..--| 67] 191 Fy 
“ Distillate fuel oil__.-| 421] 483] 277] 195] 300} 211/626] +463) _—«814| 656] 340| 288] 5,074 ye 

Te Residual fuel oil___.-| 2, 279,2, 651} 4, 191/2, 968} 2,474) 2, 458) 1, 488) 2, 564! 4, 327|/2, 4693, 952|5, 5481387,369 = we 
oe Paraffin wax.-------) 1{ 0 7-.--.-|  _7|----.-|------|------ 3}. 5 15) 12) OF 88. ae 
ey Asphalt........-.---| 2} 54]. 70) 23] 13] . 42; 102] so] 57|. 63| 273) 92] 871 =: 9. 
oe Unfirfished oils, eee ees ees fo oe 
-  other......2-------| 275] 228} 376] 258] - 355; 384/184] 107] 123) 100] 124) 125 2,687) 
_ | | 8, 77116, 792] 8, 779|7, 282) 7, 008| 7, 427| 7, 731] 7, 781|10, 093/8, 081/9, 434110,063/97,142, 

ee 19422 — ee ee es es a ae es es es es es ee ee 
aed . -. - ook 
oe Crude petroleum._......} 3, 554|3, 068] 2, 058|1,109] 849] 540] 135} 315) 236) 111, 74] 248/12,207 = tt 
ae Refined products: , , | oo : a 7 Gasoline, finished...| 14] 85]......|_____|_---]-----|-- fpf] 99 Coy 
va ' .  Kerosine...-.-----.-|------| 121 32) 261)...---|------].-----|------|------|-----|--.-. 4; 418 OS 
ee Distillate fuel oil....| 403] 360]. 407] ‘92|195| 64) -40| 142) "125]43i|""647| 593i 3,498 
oS Residual fuel oil.___| 3, 357/3, 297| 2, 724|1,483| 530| 342] 521) 626| + 476/1, 838|1, 230|1, 212117, 645 i) 
oe Paraffin wax...._| | 13) 3, 19} 1|_--.-.|-----.|..-...|.---..|------|_----|_----|_----| 36 ae 
- . Asphalt......-...-.- 83} 13) 253] 57 5 41; 7% 61)......| 102} 55) 39) 785 a 
on Unfinished oils. | | | pe ae on ag 
7 . other..:-..-......-| 63} 121 61)_...-]------]------|------|------]------} 89] 32]...._| 366 oO 8 

2 | 7, 487|7,077| 5, 554/3,003| 1, 588] 977| 72) 1,144| 837|2, 561|2, 038|2, 036/35, 074 ad 

: 1 Imports of crude as reported to Bureau of Mines; imports of refined products compiled from dataof oe 
. Department of Commerce; figures may differ slightly from those used throughout other sections of this x ae 

re : : oe 
Be P Subject to revision. ' . ‘ 7 ae 

7 - ‘4 ye 

mo ‘ e ° . ° ,° a ) *, he, 

| Crude petroleum, residual fuel oil, and distillate fuel oil made up oma 
me 96 percent of the total imports in 1941 and 95 percent in 1942. US 
i Venezuela supplied 74 percent of the crude petroleum imported in ES 
me 1941 and 55 percent in 1942; Mexico 19 percent in 1941 and 27 per- eg 
os cent in 1942;‘and Colombia 6 percent in 1941 and 18 percent in 1942. ae 
a Of the residual fuel oil imported in 1941, the Netherlands West | a 
a Indies furnished 74 percent, Venezuela 22 percent, and Mexico 32 s 

percent. In 1942 the Netherlands West Indies shipped 90 percent os 

o 3 By A. H. Redfield, Petroleum Economics Division, Bureau of Mines. . | os
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"and Venezuela. 5 percent of the imported fuel oil. Of the distillate =. 
... fuel oil imported the Netherlands West Indies sent 33: percent in 1941 
=>. and 53 percent in 1942; Venezuela 24 percent in 1941 and 25 percent — 
bee in 1942; and Mexico.41 percent in 1941 and 18 percent in 1942... of 
“_,: Receipts-of foreign crude petroleum were 76 percent lower in 1942 =, 
“+ - than im:1941. Imports of residual fuel oil declined 53 percent from. 
~~ 194T to 1942 and of distillate fuel oil 832 percent. = go a 

oe -.. Continental United States increased its net exports of mineral oils” i 
‘>. from 11,688,000 barrels in 1941 to 86,055,000 barrels in 1942. This 
"was due principally to a shift from net imports of crude petroleum  —S_| 
So, amounting to 17,368,000 barrels in 1941 to net exports of 21,537,000 = > 
kes os  barrels in 1942; and to a decrease in net imports of residual. fuel oil. | 
es from 28,255,000 barrels in 1941 to 4,113,000 barrels in 1942. Net ==> 

no... exports of motor. fyel and of distillate fuel oil were greater in 1942 => 
oe Ham m1 94T 
—. In absolute amounts, exports and Territorial shipments of mineral 
oon oils, both crude and refined, were 11 percent larger in 1942 than in 
+. 1941. The principal gams were in outward shipments of motor fuel | 

and of distillate fuel oil. On the other hand, less kerosine, residual. 
so -fuel oil, and lubricating oil were exported and shipped to noncon- ' - 

©... tiguous Territories in 1942 than in 1941. Outward shipments of | | 
x. rude petroleum were virtually unchanged from 1941 to 1942... |



| - Mineral oils, crude and refined, shipped from continental United ‘States and including shipments to noncontiguous Territories, 1941-42, by 8S 

| a  .- classes and months! : | ; oe | - eS 

| _ [Thousands of barrels] a, | ee oe 

| Class ‘| January | February| March | April | May | June-| July | August Septem- October ‘Novem Decem= Total 5 ON : 

| Crude petroleum..........---.-----------| 1,632 | 1,256] 2,058] 2,628] . 4,498] 3,804 | 3,651 | 3,275 | 2,900}. 2,840] 2,788 | 1,988 | 33, 288. gq oe 

| Refined products: ed poo. os pe | ee ef Bs wee 

Motor fuel: 2 CO en . | do fee me {" ae Ug et 

7 | Aviation 8......----.-------.---------| 440 3e2|  497|°.. 68] = 872] °.386| 2301] 775] 481] 1,148 g21| 1,885 | 7,614 oo oe 

Other... Tao tf - gor} 1,241 | 1,465 | 1,216 |. 876 | 1,349 | 1,925 | 1,904 | 2,357) 2,220.) 2,425 | 19,569 

Total motor fuel..........--..------| 2, 041 1,253 | 1,738 | 1, 528 1,688 | 1,262] 1,588| 2,700 2, 475 3,600 | 3,150 |  4,260°} 27,083 — g RE 
Kerosine,...---.----------c-----------| «9 g2| ‘165/- 180] 171{ 112 "101-400 ] 302 gg { .. 190] -. 889 3, 221 PS 
Distillate fuel oil...-..-----.-----------| 1, 595 791 1,028 | 876] 1,156 | 1,380] 1,161 2,300) 1,283] 1,708) 1,445 | 2,207 | 16,925 Bee 

| Residual fuel ofl...---.-----------------| 1,002|.. 975] 1,170 1,378 | 981 | 1, 267 954 1,600.| 1, 282 1213) 1,368] 92%]. 14,114 Goo. ot. 
i Lubricating oil. ...--..--.-..-------.--- §34.|. 744 703 775.1 - $61 831 . 764] 900. 582 "766 ~ 846] - 1,528 9, 924 a : wt Tien Se 

Paraffin wax_._....--------------------- 47 36 49} 42 «58 ~ BB) ~~ 60: - 60] - 72 - 108) © 4 105.- TL CS 

Coke. .....-.---..---------------------- 57 75 52 | 85| - 178 187 | (118 146 | ~ 62 1744 162] 185" 1,806 2 0 

| - Asphalt.....-.-------------------------|. 120°}. 74 105 128 142 103 | 103 | ~ 128 183 72 | -o721. 1.508 Bo 3 
Miscellaneous oils-..-.----------------- - 87. 44 52. 67 50, © 46) 47). 89 A 56. 46 16}. 660 | Sa ae 

Total refined.........----------.---| 5,625 | 4,074| 6,062 | 5,050] 5,280} 5,214} 4,800] 8,203 | 6,282 | 8,420 | 7,358 | 10,185.) 75, 592 Ee 

Total crude and refined.........--.| 7%157|  5,330| 7,120| 7,687| 9,708| 9,108 | 8,541 | 11,568] 9,182 |. 11,260 | 10,006.|, 12,073 |__ 108,830 8 Eg 

| rans SS omen Be 
oa Crude petroleum........-----------------| 1,522] 1,836 | 1,887 | | 2,973 | 3,709] 3,591 | 3,870 4.073 | 3,240 | 3,264 | 2,826} 2,048 | 88.884 

Refined products: an to ] po pe es re ae Ss 

| Motor fuel‘ fo. - fo oe pe | | , of : g eas 

— Aviation 3......------------2---------| 1,285 664] 1,461 1, 668 1,406 .| 2, 504 2, 278 1, 980 1,113 2.949 | 2,611 |. 2,716 | © 22,675 ODES 
Other....-..--.-.--.----~------------- 1,896 | 1,514) | 15692]. 1,008 | 1,161 . 330}; 1,148 — 956 | 907 1,009; 867; . 6IL 18, 589 a Bs 7 nN 

. Total motor fuel_..-.-----..-------- 3,181 |: 2.178 3, 053 2,766 | 2, 567 3,374 8, 426 2, 936 . 2,020. 3, 958 8, 478 - 3,327.) — 36, 214 | S ee 

. Kerosine. ..._-.-..._--_----.------------ 392 247 261 368 | «=. 95 212 - 432 | 58 222 28; 90;  ° 94 2, 729: Oo ee ae 

. Distillate fuel oil...-..----.---.-------- 1,080 |} . 1,160 1, 797 1,.925 . 1,151 | 2,052 |. 4,180- 1, 569 1,705 | 2,572] .1,516}. © 2,009 22,716 & DS 

Residual fuel oil..........--------------| 1,264 736 | 917 1, 080 1370 | 1,311| 1,358{ 1,188] 756] 1,183) 881} 1,518) 13,582 Go 
Lubricating oil. ...--.----..---.-------- 678 | | 558 ' 877 657 | 616 578 982} 657 707 | 802 | — 470 _ 729 . 8,311 es 

Paraffin wax........--.------.-.-------- - 63 45 . 60 44 | 31 42 - Bay. 26 { 44 41 66 63 650 | & Co MS 

Coke. ...---..-...--.-..----.2---------- 35 55 59 ~ 150 92|.. 91. 165 | ~ 151 1638}; ~ 180 253 QT |: 1, 641 09) eer 

Asphalt.......-..---------------------- 65 1461: 67/- ‘95}] 182 64/ 156). 62). 31 4] . 18] - 48) 845 
| Miscellaneous oils....--.--------------- 6 / - 68) . 5B] 54 43 BL “46| 638} BA 48) Of TB BF 

Total refined......-.-----.-.-....--| 6,761 | 6,288 | 7,130 | 7,180 | 6,097 | 7775 | 10,780| 6,680] 5.702| 9,026]. 6.818} 8,140') 87,2055 

7 Total crude and refined......-------| 8,283 | 6,574 9,026 | 10,112} 9.806 | 11,366 | 14,150 | __ 10.758 8,942! 12.2001: 9.6441 10.1931} 12112 Te 

"1 Compiled from the records of the Department of Commerce; figures may differ slightly from those used throughout other sections of this report. = = =——— cS | ho 

; 2 Includes benzol, natural gasoline, and antiknock compounds. 3 Includes antiknock compounds. 4 Subject to revision, oe Be, . Or. aE
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Be | _- INTERCOASTAL SHIPMENTS ¢ . re i 

tf _ Submarine attacks on shipping and diversion of tankers to wartime _—E_—s, 
“. °° routes. reduced shipments of mineral oils from Gulf coast ports to the 4 
» * ‘Kast coast by 71 percent. Crude petroleum underwent the greatest — ‘ 
=. decrease—79 percent. Intercoastal shipments of gasoline declined _ 
«> 75 percent; kerosene 65 percent; distillate fuel oil 52 percent; and _ . 
a residual fuel oil 69 percent. oo . - Se i 
:.._ - Gasoline was the largest single item in these intercoastal shipments __ 
be in 1942, constituting 26 percent of the whole. Crude petroleum _ | 
- | was 25 percent, residual fuel oil 19 percent, and distillate fuel oil 16 _ | 

ee percent. ae Be | 

We _. Mineral oils, crude and refined, shipped from Gulf coast to East coast ports of the = | 
a States, 1941-42, by classes . es oo 

oS oe eS ehousands of barrels] Se 

oo Be |. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. Apr. | May June {| July — - 7 7 

“o.. Qpade petroleum............-.-| 11,581 | 6179| 4,370| 1,802} 1,221 1,228] 901 - 
Po @agoline.....-.-...-.---.------|. 7%848} .3,890] - 3,633] 3,779] 1,585] 2,468] 1,890. 
Be Kerosine.....-........-....-.--| 2893] 1,881] 1,476] 556] 213 305: | 370 - 
vie". Digtiate fuel oil.-...---..-----| 3,888} 3,212 | = 3,353 | 1,185 | = 1,087} 870], 48 
woos Residual fuel oil-------------] 5,218 | 4,158 | 6, 830 | 2,064} 582]; = 660 | 1,085 
ou ' Ean brivating ofl _-70- 22222222222 674 | 509 430) 142) 0102] 80] BR 

2-7. ‘Miscellaneous oils....-.--------|___. 980 680 | - 777 350} 230; (608; = 716 

Mees oe oe - | 32,727 | 20,509} 19,578 | 9,968 |. 5,991 | 6,269| 6, 211 | 

oe | | oe | gt a 

ne oo Class FT TO (total). 
ge dy | . | Aug. Sept. Oct. | Nov. ' Dee. Total oO / 

oo Grade petroleum...........-.-.} 1,166 729 679 4s2| 580 | 30,998 | 147, 288 | 
po Gasoline_.....................| -1,676| 1,197] 1,200] 1,376| 1,881] 32,423) 130,534 7 
wu Kerosine. 22 a 92 985 | "254 354|  °4911/ $870] 25,300  ~ 
eT , Distillate fuel oil._.........-..|. 1,042] 1,490] 794] 1,049] 1,283| 20,346] 42,620. | 
i. Residual fuel oil.....-...-.----| 502} 234] 532/ . 878 987 | 23,380] 75,923 — 

a Lubricating oil____.__..-.---.--| 6 14 Lo feeleee eee eee 2, 159 8, 148 
- Miscellaneous oils-.-....-.-.---] . 697 559 |. 6} 39 35 5, 717 956 

: 6,181 4, 508 3, 556 4, 138 5,257 | 123,893 | 430,769 — 

an | _ 1 Office of the Petroleum Coordinator and the Petroleum Administration for War. 
: ; 2 Petroleum Conservation Division, U. S. Department of the Interior. | 

/ 4 By A. H. Redfield, Petroleum Economics Division, Bureau of Mines. a |
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NATURAL GAS 
SO _ By G. R. Hopxins anp H. Backus” | pe 

- 7 _ / Page — | a Page © - “aig 
vo Summary.......-.-.-..---------------------. 1127 | Consumption—Continued. Ds mo - lean 
Boe Saliont statisties...........0..-.....0---.----. 1128]  Field_....-.2-2-2-222 eee eee 1188 ye 
a Legislative and legal review. .--...------.---- 1129| Carbon -black manufacture........:..--...- 1153 - it 
oe Gross production. ......-..---.--..----------. 1130] Petroleum refineries-..-_.......--.-..---:-- 1158 nme 
a ' Marketed production. .--....-.--...---.--.--. 1182] Electric  public-ntility power plants_........ 1153 eo oe 
a Wells........-2.-------------------.----------  1133| Portland-cement plants......-.-.-.-.------- 1168 tt ae 
Pt Technologic developments...._._...-.-.----.. 1184] Other industrial_..-.-....2---.-.-.-2-.,.--- 1153. : Mp 

ee ' Review of field-developments, by States..-_.. 1184] Mixed gas_._-...---.-.------------.---1---- 1156 rae 
- Consumption...-._../..--.------------------ 1149 | Interstate shipments___..........--------.--- 1156 Oe ee 
not ‘Treated for natural gasoline.............--- 1151] Pipe-line developments...__........--22.-.----- 11600 8 
a Domestic and commercial ----.------------- 51 | pO Be og 

ce SUMMARY i 
~The natural-gas industry attained new peaks in 1942 asitresponded = 
we _to heavy demands from war industries and. to expanding civilian re- s,s 
“quirements. Final figures for the year are not yet available, hence  ~.: 
«the following summary is largely estimated. __ oe Ng 
*- Marketed production of natural gas in 1942 totaled 3,055 billion =... 
«~~ eubic feet—9 percent above the peak of 2,813 billion reported mn 1941 — = 
= (see fig. 1). All the major classes of consumption increased except ==. s 
» field use, which. declined 1 percent, and gas used in carbon-black =. 
eo manufacture, which fell 8 percent. Increased field use for gas-lift  _ 3 
ye operations in a few States did not quite counterbalance a recession in oe 
4b drilling operations in the country as a whole, and the slump in the —¥ 
m rubber industry which furnishes the principal market for carbon black ls 
‘- slowed production. of that commodity. ‘The largest percentage in- ag 
_ crease over 1941 was in fuel used at petroleum refineries, which was — od 
ye 25 percent above the 1941 figure; substitution of natural gas for fuel or 8 
-. . in place of fuel oil and possibly still gas is the probable cause of this — eo 
we increase. Gas used at portland-cement plants gained 19 percent and se 
'. + gas used for miscellaneous industrial purposes 15 percent. Both | a 
: classes contributed heavily to war requirements. Natural gas is oy 

especially adapted for furnishing controlled heat for the manufacture | a 
_ of precision parts for puns, planes, tanks, and ships. An estimated °° 4 
ol 25 percent of total deliveries is reported to have been used by war 8 
ee industries In 1942. 

| as 

= a co | 127 , Oe 

* | SN | | | is
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0 Salient statistics of natural gas in the United States, 1988-42 =, | 
Be - - 1938 | 1939 1940 . 1941 | 19421 0 0 

- a |.” Marketed production: eo | oo fe en ee | : aS ~" California... _.__....--.--.-million of cubic feet._| 315,168 | 348,361 | 351,950 | 374,905 | 414, 000 : oe Louisiana. ____...-..-----2----.-----------do:.."] 283,899 | 204,370 | 343,191 | 403,855 | 4597000. | Gia _ . Oklahoma. .......--.---------------------d0..._] 263, 164] 250,875 | 257,626 | 234,054 | 277° 000 .  Riahoma Ca] aaa | gies | eran |e ok | 7 4 moo West Virginia. 2.2 2.22222 do_2_]) 134, 342 | 159, 226 |” 188) 751 | ’ 207,681 | ” 220; 000- . oo _ Other States..---.-.-...------.-----------d0-...] 416,516 | 444,497 | 455,166 | 505,851 | 529,00 - =F 
Bae Total production.........-.....-.--.-..-do__.|2, 295, 562 |2, 476, 756 |2, 660, 222 |2, 812,658 | 3,055,000 - Boe ports: | rs oe oo oo : oe ot Fe a To Canada__..-..-..222--------------- 0} 94] 76. 90 121 | . 130 - ee 1 To Mexico_..__..--_------------.---1-----0_...} 1,743 | 3,046 | «5,473. | 7,345 | 8,670. 4 eo Imports from Canada__....-----222222--2.----do..:} 872}, 184. | nono escnne [eee ce ee | 
oe Consumption: ===. Ce Pe a = ane . - gh ~. Domestic. -~---..-.-----------+--1--------d0.-..] 367,772 | 391,158 | 443,646] 442,067 | 501,000. = es Commercial ___.__-.-.------41-----------do_...], 114,296 | 118,334 | 134/644 | 144,844 | _ 170,000 * eyo 2 Tndustrial:. I ES EES pT ee Field oe 2-i- 2221-2 --------do_._.| 659, 208 | 680,884 |. 711,861] 686,158 | «680,000 a wo, Carbon-black plants. _...2-.--.--.---do_-._| 324,950] 347,270 | 368,802 | 365,377 | 335/533 | Be Petroleum refineries. _-___....._.-.---.d0_.._] . 109, 741 97,685 | 128,007) 148,127 | (185,000 Bere a? Electric public-utility power plants? . eo PP Bovey oe aa _____ million of cubic feet_.|| 169,988 | 191,131 | 183,156 | 205,156.| 234,113 : Be co _- Portland-cement plants 3_.__2......_..do..-.| . 37,336 |. 40,233 | 41,949 | 54,208 | 64, 540 . Ae Other industrial..--_____.._-________.-do-..-] 510,811 | 607,075.| 642,504 | 759,255 | 876,014 _ a 
Bee Be Total-consumption.__..........-..-do__-.|2, 294, 097 2,473, 765 |2, 654,659 |2, 805, 192 | 3,046, 200 | oe Domestie...22..2...1.........-percent of totall ° .” 16 - 16] 17 |. 16]. 16 . a ~-. Commercial... __ 222-22 eee -d0- Le] 5 | 5 5 om) 6° oe Industrial. sdo.-| 79 |. 9 |g 79! 2B - a . .Number of consumers: a, Ce Ra po : to Poo | wy ... Domestic___..-..----2-.---.---------thousands__|* 8, 570 8,888 |. 9,245 9, 730 10, 010 Boe, Commercial... 22-2 -.__......do_..-| °° 695 715 741 767 | .. 810 | : eee ‘Industrial 42-222... 2s. 22-22 cneene nee dO 80} OT at a ag ge... Number of producing gas wells....-.._...........___|. 53,770 | 53,530 53, 880 |:  54,880.|.... 55,500 ee Value (at wells) of gas produced: - ~ ee co a ae , ee -- Total..-.-2.-.2.2..-..__....thousands of dollars_. 113,571 | 120,243 | 120,493 | 138,508. 156, 000 begin Average per M cubic feet.-..-.-..-....-.cemts..|§. 49] 49) ° 45] 4.9} 0° 51 | 
8 So Value (at points of consumption) of gas consumed: | ___. eee PP re | we oe _ ‘Domestic... _.-2-2...--....thousands of dollars__ 273,070 | . 287,600 | 315,515 | 318,093 | . 356,000 a ‘; | Commercial. ._.-_.-2.-.22222222.2.22-2.-2-do 56,247 | 58,494] 64,399 |... 68,398 | - . 79, 000 Be _..,, Industrial__.-____.------------------------do.-__] 171, 233 | 187,627 | 197, 090 233, 547 | _ 275,338 - 
CAs otal value..--.---------2-----.----d0....| 600,550 | 533,721 | 577,004 620,038 |. 710,338 ee _- A'verage per M cubic feet: —_ cd : a oo SG poe ae Domestic... -...-....2...-..-._.-_cents_. 3 MADE 73,5 »-T1A1 W.0) °°. 711. ee, - Commercial_-.__...-.-.2._._....do__.- 49, 2. 49. 4 47.8 47.2} | 46.5 .; me . _* Industrial_..._-----222222---222.--do_.--| = 4 96 O85 10.5} 41.6 pe me Domestic and commercial_._._....do.-..|. 68.3] | 67.9 . 65.7 65.9 | 64.8. . ce Domestic, commercial, and industrial ee - PN a oo —_ —eents..| - 21.8] 216 21.7] 9 a@1d.. 233. Os Treated for natural gasoline: a a oe Quantity... ...___........-millions of cubic feet_- 2, 035, 562 |2, 150, 000 |2, 471, 400 |2, 763, 300 | 3; 000, 000 . os | - Ratio to total consumption_-._._...---.-----..- 89 87 |. 93 99 98 

oe -1 Subject to revision. . oo , . 3 Federal Power Commission. - oo . § Chapters on Cement in Minerals Yearbook. . . . oo . ‘ Exclusive of oil- and gas-field operators. | a 

_ The average value of natural gas at the wells in 1942 was 5.1 cents 
oo a thousand cubic feet, compared with 4.9 cents in 1941. Increased 

Oo production in the eastern fields where higher prices prevail and a | 
| strengthening of the price in Texas, which produced over a third of the | 

total output in the United States, contributed to the 0.2-cent gain. 
| The average value at points of consumption was 23.3 cents in 

1942 compared with 22.1 cents in 1941. A gain of 1.1 cents in the 
average price of industrial gas and an increase in the relative pro- 

_ portion of the higher-priced domestic-commercial gas outweighed 
declines in the average prices of domestic and commercial gas. The 
total value of natural gas consumed in the United States in 1942 was 
$710,338,000—15 percent over the peak of $620,038,000 reported in 

| 1941. |
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ae Gas treated for natural gasoline approximated 3,000 billion cubie = S 
feet in. 1942, compared with 2,763 billion in 1941. The proportion =.» 

. of total consumption was 98 percent in 1942 and 99 percent n 1941, ©: 

--. Exports to Mexico were 8,670 million cubic feet in 1942—18 percent 
over the 1941 figure. Mixed gas exported to Canada contained =k 

Oo sy es 

So a ey frome points of consumption = J pf Pe es ‘a <¢ 

A Rea [ou a oe | BP 
BR | eee pee ft Be 

we | oh S foe | “Marketed production of natural gas : i - Coe - - a 

i WB spool ay fo 

ep HS a Co Average value-at wells | - ap — oe ae 

Slt sO 1915 19200 1925 19300 1935 i (asi‘“‘ i‘ KO 1945 are ee 

~ Figure 1.—Production and. value of natural gas in the United States, 1916-42. 0 Ae 

~~ 430 million cubic feet of natural gas compared with 121 million in 
OAD 
Consumers using natural gas in the United States in 1942 totaled = = 

— 10,865,000—3 .percent more than in 1941.00 as 

, ss  EEGISEATIVE AND LEGAL REVIEW 
ae “Conservation continued to be a paramount consideration in 1942, > 

not only as regards the long-term program of producing more efficient- 
.... ly and with less waste, but the conservation of manpower and equip- — on 
. ment as well a. ot 
abe _ .The Federal Power Commission was given a wider scope ofauthority °| 
«early in the year, and a, number of orders were issued regulating the BS 
s activities of gas companies. Existing pipe-line companies were ordered ky 

Be to file applications ‘with the Commission by May 8, 1942,to obtam ~~ 
oe certificates of necessity to remain in business and were required tO = xy 

co: obtain authority before building new lines or changing old ones. _ In ee 

- general, the policy was to cut down competition between companies : i 

o and to avoid extending lines into territory already supplied with gash 

. or to districts where other fuels are readily available. == oe is 

_ The Office of Petroleum Administration for War issued a number ne 

co of orders with regard to drillmg. Order M—68 permitting only one ss *®: 

a well drilled to each 640 acres was modified on February 12 to allow nee 
+». more drilling in New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, and 

i Kentucky. This order was revised further on June 20 to permit oe 

i drilling gas wells on 40-acre tracts in Missouri and parts of Oklahoma 8 

t and Texas. Drilling in the Hugoton field in Kansas and Oklahoma 8 

eo was suspended by Order M-68-6 issued on September 3. More ne! 
_ than 20 wells in the field were reported to have no pipe-line connections, oe 

. and it was decided that no more drilling was necessary until the avall-— a 
ee able production was utilized. . | os 

eo | 556250 —43——72 | Oe
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oS ~ .__ In September the War Production Board ordered that the line of ;. the Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co. be connected to that of the _ s.. Ohio Fuel. Gas Co. in Ohio, to assure a supply of Texas gas to supple- _ | , ‘ment that from the eastern fields, preventing a possible shortage in = eS the area supplied by the latter company. Hffective November 30, a << deliveries to nonresidential consumers were suspended unless such _ | ae distribution was specifically authorized by the Board. Such restric- .. tions had already been in effect in a few States, but the new ruling | 4 =i applied to all States. Sales of heating equipment to residential — “+. consumers were curtailed and prohibited in places where delivery  —Ss_ .. of the gas to residential, commercial, or industrial consumers had not en: >.<. been authorized. When shortages were imminent, gas companies a mo were also required to curtail deliveries to domestic consumers. On  §~— “~ December 12, gas deliveries were ordered suspended in some ‘parts = > of Kansas, Oklahoma, and Missouri to plants which were equipped 7 <>. with stand-by facilities for using coal, and to all refineries with any — 7 S... type of alternative fuel facilities. Early in January 1943 the War _ oe ae Production Board was empowered to cut off either manufactured-or =>  natural-gas consumers that could convert to other fuels without undue s—t js" expense or inconvenience. __ Ba BO ae The Office of Price Administration placed a price ceiling on both | “~~. wet and dry natural gas, effective October 7, 1942, except for rates “= ‘charged by public utilities or others specifically excluded from the . Ge _ order. The price could be retroactive to Mayll, 0 
7 pe _ GROSS PRODUCTION °° © a 
,-. In the absence of final figures on marketed output, gross production | “of natural gas in 1942 has not been estimated. The 1941 figure is esti-. >? mated at 4,103,500 million cubic feet or 11 percent more than the 1940 | eo total. Production from gas wells increased 9 pereent to 2,279,590 | Re million cubic feet and from oil wells 14 percent to 1,823,910 million. —— oe There were sharp decreases in New York and Mississippi, where gas ‘fields are becoming depleted and oil fields are small. Most of the “other States made gains in output from both gas and oil wells. De- _ + ereased production from oil wells was noted in Illinois, Michigan, oe Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia, = Oe : --—*.-_ Repressuring operations are gaining rapidly in importance; 644,379 | = millon cubic feet of gas were returned to formations in 1941 compared | oo with 362,916 million in 1940. Notable gains were made in Louisiana _ ; and Texas, where the cycle process is being extensively used in con- - densate fields; for example, repressuring in Texas rose from 294,000 7 million cubic feet in 1940 to 527,159 million in 1941 and in Louisiana : from 21,000 million to 56,008 million. Repressuring was reported | in Michigan for the first time in 1941. Arkansas, Kansas, and Okla- homa were the only States that reported declines from the 1940 volumes. )
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Gross production and disposition of natural gas in the United States, 1940-41, by 
oe : SC States, in millions of cubic feet © hoy st 

| a . .. Estimated production! © . Estimated disposition .- Ss oa 
: . .. ett Ra nt CT I CS TC CA Te oe ‘ syei 

Poe State . nn . So Toe | tosses 
. . + From gas | From oil | — Total: Marketed | Repres- | Stored in| - and: Ee 

Bm : | | wells wells "| production| suring | ground ve | a waste 0 gs 
ot peter | ener naieenen | meters | erence | ame encore | aeeneeeentenee| annrereewnnnercnenes|enaty ecnpeitionedestin “oye et 

Be 1940 yoo oo, oe . gS 

oe Arkansas_...-...-2-.---| 8, 500. | 32, 500 41,000 | 14,379]  . 860 }--........| © 25,761 ee 
California_......--.....| 25, 200 404,800 | 430, 000 - 351, 950 12,145 6, 287 59,618 

foe, Colorado.......---..-.- 2, 500 400 | 2,900} = 2,583 |___-------]----------| = 367 na 
. Tilinois............---.-|.- 1,100] 129,900} © 131,000}. = 8, 359 749 | owe} 121,892 
— Indiana....-._---.----.- 1,200} 2000} — 3,200. 1,137.|_.---..---}--- | 2,063 dh 
co Kansas__.....---.--0- 75, 000 40, 000 115,000 | 90,003 2,817 | 21,162 21, 916 De sy 

: - Kentueky__-___..--22.. 54,000}  —_—-, 000 59,000 | 53, 056 | 210. 4 483. 4,70 LA 
os. Leouisiana-.....,--2.-.-}, 285,000 | 150,000 | 435, 000 343,191 | 21,000 |..........} 70,809 a 
ae Michigan: . ._..-------- 10, 000 4,000 | 14,000 12, 648 |_-.------.}--.-------| |, - 1,352 oom 

an Mississippi__.__.-.-.--- 6, 500 300 6, 800 6, 365 |e BB 
oe Missouri_......-.-...-- 390 “10 400. 310 |_.--------f----ee eee} eee 
whe Montana__...........--| 25,900 1,300 | 27, 200 26, 231 |_....-..-.]--..------ 969 mo ok 
os New Mexico. ........-- 32,000 |. 94,000; 126,000 63,990} BL ec 61,979 sh So New York..2222----2--} 18, 100 100 _ 15, 200 12,187} = 12}... 8414 26060 5 Be 6) 1) (¢ 46,400 | 3,600 __ 50, 000 40,639 | §&,050} 63,706] 5,218 er 
ee - Oklahoma_.__..--.----| 90,000 | — 220,000 | 310, 000 257,626 | 14,463] 704] 36,744 

: - Pennsylvania.......--.| 96,000 6,000] 102,000] = 90,725 | == 826 | 71,728 | = 9,212 
_ . Texas. ......-..........] 1,100, 000 475, 000 |. 1,.575,000 | 1,063, 538 | 294,000 |-.:.-...:-|: -216,9387 ~~ |. oe 
we West Virginia......-..-}, 193,000. 12,000 | 205, 000. 188,.751 3, 583 8426 | 8,872 
a Wyoming. ___.......-.. 22,000 |. 18, 000 40,000 | 27,346) 9,170 |.-.---..-.] 3,484 8 
vey Other States ®_.....-..- 5, 390 10 5,400 | 5, 258 | -- eee let lee-eef 142. ee 

Reb . ee ~ 2,095,180 | 1, 598,920 | 3,694,100 | 2,660,222 | 362, 916 14,995 | 655,967 ee 

ee 194 to - | et Pop et 

Be _. Arkansas. -_-..-.-...-- 10, 200 34, 800 45, 000 19,148} 0781 few} 28,071 
He California.............-| 36, 500 428, 500 460, 000 374,905 | 21,000|° 6,000} 88095 = o=® 
ae . Colorado_.......--.---.| . 3,100 . 200; ‘3,300 8, 256 | -..-------|-------2-- 44 ae 
ea THlinois..-.----.-..---.-|.. 900 | 101,500 | —_102, 400 10, 053 1,958} 689] 89,850 © 3% 
Bo Indiana__:_....-.------ 1,400} 2,100} 3, 500 17 en re 1,978 Es 
yo Kansas_.........-..----| 77,000 46,000 | 123,000] 111,121) 2,345} = 597 | ~—s 8, 987 aR 
peo Kentucky._..._.....-.- 71, 000 5, 200 © 76, 200 69,067 |. 480}. 1440 5, 371 rn eae 
ae Louisiana_.......--.... 375, 100 199, 700 574, 800 403, 855 56,008 |..--------}| 114,987 ss 

a Michigan.----..--777| “11,900| ~~ 3,200| 15,100|, 13,916 | 7472] 71 8 
os ‘Mississippi_-.....------ 4,450} - 590} «5, 040 “4,268 |_...--..-.|....--.--.]. 72 ae 
we Missourin. ol. 5 22. 200 10 210 | — 196 j_22 ek “414 — . “yi 

e Montana_.....--.------|  27,000{ 1,500} 28,500] 28,499 |_-T) oy 
Be ‘New Mexico_..........| 34, 100 98,600 | 132, 700 64, 655 57 |__...-.-.-| 67, 488 oy ey 
Be New York..........-.- 12, 400 100. 12, 500 10, 456 14| . . 19340 1,696 ——. “gt 
Bes Qhio.....-..-.2-------- 47, 500 3, 700 51, 200 41,858 | 3,213; 133,166. 5, 167 nT) ae 
so Oklahoma._.__........| 99, 100 176, 300 275,400 | = 234,054 |. 11,420)  1,677.| - 28,249. 8 OS 
a - Pennsylvania.........- 99, 300 5, 700 105, 000 92, 819. 921 | 142,841 9, 961 oe 
a e , Texas..__.._.._. 2 1, 126, 000 691, 000 1, 817, 000 1, 086, 312 527, 159 swe wncene 203, 3 - oy ‘ ! 

a : West Virginia..........| 212,100} 11,200] 223,300 207, 681 4,772 | 8579 7,358 — oo 
a Wyoming..__.........-| . 24,600] - 19,000 43, 600 29, 284 | . 18,010 j_....-....]. 1, 306 De 
Be Other States #___-...-_- 5,740 | | 10 5,750} =. 5, 783 |----------|----------} as 

a ae _| 2,279,590 | 1,823,910 | 4,103,500 | 2,812,658 | 644,379 16, 251 630, 212 7a 

a oe 
i ten neted production plus quantities used in repressuring, stored in ground, lost and wasted (see foot- oe Ss 

es note: 2). ae | 
a 2 Includes gas (mostly residue gas) blown to the air and transportation losses but does not include direct oa 

: - waste on producing properties, except where data are available. eens 
a al Produced approximately as follows: 373 million cubic feet in Oklahoma, 525 million in Texas, and 264 og 
= million ansas. - i, at 

mo - 4 Produced approximately as follows: 183 million cubic feet in West Virginia and 300 million in Kentucky. ; 3 
vy § Produced approximately as follows: 109 million cubic feet in Pennsylvania and 305 million in New York. wa 
&y 6 Produced approximately as follows: 397 million cubic feet in Kentucky, 2,216 million in West Virginia, — we 
wt and 1,093 million in Ohio. - _ . oe 
ne . 1 Produced approximately as follows: 178 million cubic feet in Kentucky, 424 million in West Virginia, Te 
oe - and 1,121 million in Pennsylvania. . . ak 
me 8 Produced approximately as follows: 148 million cubic feet in Kentucky, 7 million in Pennsylvania, and OS 
oh 271 million in West Virginia. o oe 

pe * North Dakota, South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, and Washington. “coe 
Be 10 Subject to revision. oe . - es 
oe ine” uced approximately as follows: 267 million cubic feet in Kentucky, and 173 million in West Vir- CS 

Bo 12 Produced approximately as follows: 334 million cubic feet in New York, and 6 million in Pennsylvania. oy 
rp 18 Produced approximately as follows: 1,865 million cubic feet in West Virginia, 962 million in Ohio; 320 ra 
ae milion in Kentucky, and 19 million in Pennsylvania. “af 
ban 14 Produced approximately as follows: 1,251 million cubic feet in Pennsylvania, 1,110 million in West ay 

ae Wirginia, and 480 million in Kentucky. : gt 
ee 18 Produced approximately as follows: 341 million cubie feet in West Virginia, 215 million in Kentucky, . oo 
ee and 23 million in Pennsylvania. ' of 

f . . nen 
Rion - Lo ae
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-.° +. Gas storage in depleted fields has been successful in a number of _ ; 
« §tates, and that method of building up a reserve to be drawn upon | 
ge ‘ = , ° : gy . on e 0 . : / : : : 

ee in times of peak demand is gaining importance. In 1941, 16,251 | | 
-<. million cubic feet of natural gas were reported stored in 10 States = 
“compared with 14,995 million stored in 8 States in 1940 and 8,032. : 
<-. million stored in 6 States in 1939. a ee 4 
~... Reported losses. and waste of natural gas totaled 630,212 million | : 
“-. . @ubie feet in 1941—a 4-percent decline from 1940 and 7 percent | ? 
~~ below 1939. This record is creditable but leaves room for improve- 
.° ment, even though much of the total waste is unavoidable. = == 

pe MARKETEDIPRODUCTION oo se | 
foe Oy Co me _ 8 oo | Lo . oo a ee - 

s-. The marketed production of natural gas in 1941 was 2,812,658 
'.. million cubic feet—a 6-percent gain over the 1940 record of 2,660,222 | 
* «_. million cubic feet. Decreases were reported in Mississippi, Missouri, = =~ 
i, New York, and Oklahoma. All other States important in gas output ss 
=’... Made increases. The major producing States having the largest ‘ 
=~ were: Kansas, 23 percent; Louisiana, 18; West Virginia, 10; Cali; 
:,. - fornia, 7; and Texas, 2. Texas retained first place in amount pro- | 
“... . duced, and Louisiana displaced California in second place. . = 

‘2° West. Virginia produced 57. percent, Louisiana 45 percent, and 
s: ‘Texas 19 percent. over State requirements; the surplus was piped to 
,.. Other States and some Texas gas went to Mexico. = =. | 
. ‘The value of natural gas at the wells turned upward in 1941 after = ts 
», dropping steadily for many years. The average was 4.9 cents a - _ 
». thousand cubic feet compared with 4.5 cents in 1940. The average _ 
ee ~ value at points of consumption was 22.1 cents in 1941 compared 

‘2: with 21.7 cents in 1940. oo BS 

“Natural gas produced in the United States and delivered to consumers, 1937-41, by ~~ 
ae co : States, in millions of cubic feet — | - , | 

Sear (Atkan-| Cali | Colo- | i- | Indi- | Kan- | Ken- |Louisi-| Mich- |Missis-| Mon- | New 
Lo : | sas | fornia) rado.| nois | ana | sas |tucky|- ana | igan | sippi | tana |“",) - 

- 1937...........| 9,690,329, 769| 3,186] 1, 040| 1, 551| 83,8901 55, 719/315, 301/ 9, 0801 13, 348 24, 765| 46, 337 | 
ws — -1988_._...--.-.-] 11,301]315, 168; 1,904; 1,169} 1, 299} 75, 203| 46, 163/283, 899; 10, 165! 13, 656| 21, 216] 50,706 

- 1989____...---.] 10, 107/348, 361} 2,015} 2,746) = 791] 80, 556) 47, 771/294, 370} 10, 726) 14, 527) 23, 178] 60, 284 . - 
~ 1940. __-__..--.| 14, 379/351, 950! 2, 533} 8, 359; 1, 137; 90,003) 53, 056'343, 191} 12, 648! 6, 365) 26, 231! 63, 990 

os 7 1941... .._.....| 19, ane 8, 256) 10, 058 1, 522 111, 121 69, 067/403, 855 13, 916 4, 268) 28, 499] 64, 655 

oo | a | | ‘| Value at points 
- | of consumption 

| Penn- West } | New - | Okla- : Wyo- | Other 
Year Ohio syl- Texas | Vir- : Total Aver- . 7 York homa | yahia ginia | Ming States toe, age per 

| | sands of|M cubie 
: feet 

| dollars) (cents) 

. 19387__...-..._.| 21, 325] 42, 783)296, 260) 115,928) 854, 561/149, 084/ 31,023! 2, 980/2, 407, 620) 528, 354 21.9 
1938__.__......| 39, 402] 35, 257/263, 164! 76, 547) 882, 4731134, 342| 26,678! 5, 850/12, 295, 562) 500, 698 21.8 
1939___._..._..| 29, 222! 36, 469/250, 875| 93,882! 979, 427/159, 226] 26,614! 5, 609/2, 476, 756} 534, 240 21.6 
1940_._........_| 12, 187 40, 639)257, 626 90, 725|1, 063, 538)188, 751} 27,346) 5, 568)2, 660, 222) 577, 939 21.7 
1941__.__......| 10, 456 41, 858)234, 054 92, 819}1, 086, 312;207, 681] 29,284] 5, 929/2, 812, 658] 621, 333 22. 1
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ca Natural gas produced and consumed in the United States in 1941, by States = 9 

| Produced and delivered to consumers, including Consumed, including receipts from - oo og 
. oe / deliveries in other States oe other States et 

a : | | Estimated value | Value at points of antider Valueatpointsof i 
Ce Quantity | “"'atwells | consumption | Quantity |. eonsumption 

ee State |_——-——— | hor = 

| | Aver- | | Aver- } of.) Aver- fe 

a | cubic | cen | per | per cubie | cent a1 |perd oie 
. a feet of Total | cubic Total cubic feet of Total | cubic ee. 

- a So total] . feet feet a total fp feet 
a oe | a (cents) } _ . {(cents)| | - (cents) — ct 

oe Ala. _ fae] ee |_lee--p--|--.----|-----------]-------] 32, 028, 000 1.11. $7,359,000] 23.00 
oe Ariz...-..|.....-......-|___.-|_.--.---_--|-------|-----------|-------| 18, 218,000} 6] 5,711,000} 81.4 02 0 oS 

re Ark......| 19, 148, 000| 0.7} __$764,000| 4.0] $2, 988,000] 15.6] 46,933,000] 1.7| 7,793,000) 166 = =. 
a Calif.....| 374, 905, 000| 13.3] 22, 457,000| 6.0} 96,673,000] 25.8] 374, 905, 000! 13. 4| 96,673,000, 25.8 - 6M 

_ -. Golo...7| ~ 3,256,000 .1| 121,000 3.7} += 714,000; 21.9] © 26,574,000 .9] 8,983,000) 33.8. =. %» 
Bs DG pp] 5124, 000] 21. 3, 552, 000] 69.3 RS 

YQ TITIES TITTITITETITI PITTI EIT] _2 878,000] 61)" 599,000) 25.20 

oc Ti. e eee 10, 053,000} .4| 186,000] . 1.9] 1,668,000] 16.6) 98,634,000} 3.5} 43, 238, 000)" . 43.8 ak 
Bo Ind_.....| 1,522,000| :1| — 179,000| 11.8} 906, 000/ 59.5] 29, 989, 000|- 1.1) 11,614, 500] + 38.7 as 
0 Jowan w|i fee e-f ==] 24, 589, 000], 9) 8,826,000) 35.9 
we _ Kans__.--| 111,121,000; 3.9). 4, 512, 000 4.1] 36, 552,000] 32.9} 109,059,000} 3.9] 22,550,000} 20.7. 2 8 ons 

a Ky_...._-| “69,067, 000| 2.5] 9,041, 000t 13.1| 28,769,000] 41.7} 20,170,000] .7|- 8,708,000] 43.2... 
EON ee La. .._.__| 403, 858, 000| 14. 4| 13,085,000] 3.2 71,089,000} 17.6| 222,025,000) 7.9] 25,190,000) 11.30 0° 0 oi 

eo Md______|_..---------|-----|-------2---|----.--|-----------|-------| _6, 587,000] .2} 2,436,000] 37.0 oye 
= Mic.7771°7713, 916, 000] 25] "1, 787, 000| 12. 8|~8, 722, 000) 62.7} 37, 290,000] 1.3] 29,484,000} 792-9 2 
co Minn 7} ef} eee |- eee --} 22,672, 000]. 8} 9,201,000} 41.0 8 RK 
ae Miss. --.- 4, 268,000; .1 170, 000 4.0| 1,084,000} 25.4} 20, 813, 000 .7| 5,642,000; 27.2 2 Om, 

ee _~ Mo._...-|. -- 196,000) - 16, 400 8:4} 100,000} 51.0} 58,138,000) 2.1] 22,044,000} 37.9 2 

Bs Mont....| 28,499,000] 1.0] 1,305,000] 4.6 7, 597,000| 26.7| 24,751,000 .9| 6,078,000] 24.6 ces 
a Nebr. .22| 0-2 [een feee ne eee ce [eee-eee---[---=---| 19, 205,000] 7] 7,109,000 370° 
a N. Mex..| 2 64,655,000] 2.3] . 1,067,000) 1.7] 11,339,000} 17.5) 39,138,000) 1.4) 4,674,000 11.9 gt 

we ON. Y._...-| 310,456,000}. 4] 2,053,000} 19.6) 7,853,000) 75.1 25, 384, 000 -9|.19, 588, 000; 77.2 ‘oe! 

: N.Dak..| © 47,0001 @) |.” 1,000; 2.1] 16,000] 34.0] 1,741,000] .1| 676,000 38.8 
ae Ohio-_-.... 41, 858,000! 1.5! 6,835,000} 16.3) 21,232,000; 50.7; 136, 251,000) 4.9] 69,179, 000) — 50.8 = oy 

eo Okla___--| 234, 054, 000/ 8.3]. 6,483,000, 2.8] 29,821,000] 12.7]. 209,395,000} 7.5] 21,340,500) 10.2 ~ as 
he. pg 77777] € 99" 819; oon} 3.3] 19,910,000] 21. 5| 42,974,000] 46.3] 139, 492, 000] -5.0| 56,828,000), 40.7 =... 
ye 8. Dak...|. 7, 000). (4) 400} 5.7] ~ 2,000} 28.6) ~ 6, 580, 000 .2| 2,226,000} 33.8 | nes 

eo “Fenn.-| ~~: 10,000! () | - 1,000] 10.0| 5,000] 50.0) 22,495,000] 8 6,379,000) 284 = = +” 
pe *. Pex___...151,086,312,000] 38. 6| 22, 269, 000 2. 0/162, 344,000} 14.9] 875, 620, 000} 31.2} 68,101,000}. 7.8 et 

Be Utah_....|- 5, 562, 000 2} 191, 000 3.41: 1,145,000} 20.6) 16,667,000}. .6] 3,458,000} 20.7 Se 
oe Va......| — -’106, 0001 (| —«5.100| 10.4] 94,000; 88.7] 1, 166, 000| (1) | 1,068,000} 91.6 oy 
a Wash.---| 1,000 @) |. ."100} 10.0] ——_—_2,.000| 200.0 1,000] @) |’ 2,000] . 200.0 us 
oo W. Va._.| 207, 6817000] 7.4| 25,171,000! 12.1) 81,957,000] 39.5| 88, 597,000] 3.2| 21,782,000] 246 = =." 
- Wryo.----| 29,284,000] 1.0) 902,000, 3.1) 5,687,000] _ 19.4] . 18,618,000) .7| 3,148,000) 16.9 Ne 

me | 1941. 12, 812, 658, 0001100. 01138, 508,000 4. 91621, 333, 000] 22. 12, 805, 192, 000] 100. 0/620, 038, 000) 22.1 om 
" -_1940-_.}2; 660, 222, 000|100. 0120, 493, 000 4. 51577, 939, 000| 21. 7|2, 654, 659, 000/100. 0/577, 004,000, 21-7 

# 1 Less than 0.05 percent. | | ey 
eo 3 Includes 1,154,000 M cubic feet piped to Mexico... . ae 2 
* -2 Includes 27,000 M cubic feet piped to Canada, , | a oe Se 
a 4 Includes 94,000 M. cubic feet piped to Canada. - . . " 

a . 6 Includes 6,191,000 M cubic feet piped to Mexico. a | ee 

ee | WELIS | CO AN 

ae Producing gas wells, as of December 31, 1941, numbered 55,500— es 
ne 3 percent more than the 53,880 reported at the end of 1940. As 
- 2,911 wells were drilled during the year, it would appear that 1,291 cod 
7 - were abandoned. Actually abandonments probably were fewer, for os 

a some of the productive wells reported are old ones that have been Sy 
reconditioned or deepened. | | , BC 

oo | During 1942 2,597 wells were drilled—11 percent less than the oe 
* number of completions in 1941. An increased demand for production S 
: usually results in greater drilling activity; but difficulty in obtaiming &: 
vs materials, Government restrictions, and shortages of manpower re- poe 

tarded operations during the year. _ : : :
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ee a : a . Gas wells in the United States, 1940-42, by States —_ ; a 7 

Be Se ‘Producing | Drilled | Producing| Drilled 
BE os a Loe State. _ oO Dee. 31, during Dee. 31, |* during . Be | ae | redo | 94a | 1944 1942t oo 

Se Arkansas 008 oe 190 | 20 200 | To a Bol ~California...._...-..._.22--2-------------- eee eee] 90 23 10; = =~ 25 — i 
ae * Colorado... 2-2-2222 2-22 eee eee eee * 20 4 |. . 20 |. 1 SS Be Wlinois......-.-.---------- 2-22 ----e eee eee 90 13 90 14 ; Soe Indiana TUTTI org 561 950] | 

Bo _ Kansas... 22222122 eee eee eee _ 2,100. 102 2, 090 - sn : Be | Kentucky. ...-...--.---.------1--------------- eee 2 2, 400 255 {| 22,570 21000 4 Wo) * Louisiana. 22220222 30 | 111 1,640} = 8 
eo, .. Michigan. ...2-2222 2-22. eee eee! 350 - 97 450 TA 4 te . . Mississippi_....-.-.-.--2.2--22-- 22-2222 2 eee 30 uA | 20 : on 

ho -Montana._._...-.--.-2--2--- eee eee 410. 59- 450 . 69 
Poe - New Mexico. .__.._..-.-..--- 2-2 eee eee | 100 Ag. 110 oT. 
Bes New York..-_-._222---2---- 22 --- 22 ee ene - 2,030 18 2,080 26 mo) Ohio... lise eeeeeee eee eee n---| 6800} OL | 00] So Pee Oklahoma 1207 Ta 2, 430 159 | —-2, 400 |. 1022 
Be, . Pennsylvania_._.....-. 22-20-2222 eee 18, 130. 386 18, 300 595 - 
ri oro Penmessee...-_--.---- eee eee eee @) 0 f------------f ------------ a yl Texas..-..-.------2----- +e ---e eee  - 8,150 294 3, 400 238 — ae West Virginia...........-..-.---.------.--..-.-..o 13, 300 558 13, 700 536 : | te Wyoming... _..__.....-...-.-----------------. 110 - gi. 100; 6 
ee | Other States 3__..-_.....2.----.-----2---2-------------- | ee 380] 8 | 

Be as 58,880} 2,911 | 55, 500 2,507 a 

eo) os. 4 From Oil and Gas Journal and State sources, _ - oe | | | wee 2 Tennessee included with Kentucky. a | | ee ae : - - § North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and Virginia. a oe | — 

Boo — ... ECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS © So | 
a ‘When the shortage of materials became serious because of the war, | | 
... , renewed efforts were made to find substitutes and additional sourcesof si. 
ur. Varlous commodities. New experiments were made with natural gas © 7 
io and methods found by which its various hydrocarbons could be | 
oe separated. = | = 7 | a re 
. The components of natural gas have been found to be valuable in - 
°° the manufacture of a wide range of war products, from nylon, ammonia, 
_ and synthetic rubber to an anaesthetic that is being used increasingly | - 

because of its harmless effects. | ne | a 
ce ‘The necessity for conserving cargo space has brought dehydrated | 
ao foods to the fore. Natural gas has been found an ideal source of heat 

_ to be used in drying fruits, vegetables, and even shrimp. Several 
: California firms are producing dehydrated foods by the ton, and the 

| industry is becoming important in the State. Some food experts : 
believe that the general public will use dehydrated products increas- 
ingly in the near future. | | | 

REVIEW OF FIELD DEVELOPMENTS, BY STATES 

Arkansas.—Joe W. Kimzey, State geologist, has submitted infor- 
. mation taken from the records of the Arkansas State Department of 

| Revenues regarding developments in Arkansas. 
All the gas-well drilling reported was in the northwest gas fields. 

One well was drilled in Crawford County to a depth of 5,104 feet, two 
in Franklin County to 5,755 and 2,900 feet, respectively, and one In 
Logan County to 2,690 feet. All were dry holes and abandoned. In 
Pope County a well was drilled to a total depth of 2,830 feet in sec. 

| 22, T. 10 N., R. 21 W. Gas was found in the second sand with an 
initial production of 17,263,000 cubic feet and in the third sand with 
initial production of 9,562,000 cubic feet. © __ |
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Arkansas produced 29,560 million cubic feet of gas during 1942— 
et a, 20-percent increase over the 24,617 million cubic feetreportedin 1941, = = =: 

a ~The dry-gas fields in the northwestern area produced 5,867 million | “oat 
-- ~~ Gubic feet—16 percent less than the 1941 output. In the southern area, oN 
UB ‘production increased 33 percent over the 1941 total to 24,193 million  —_ =; 
ue cubic feet.. Union County ranked first in output with 10,085 million’ tS 
a cubic feet, Columbia was second with 9,080 million, and Miller third os 

with 4,440 million. Johnson, with 2,439 million, was the only county Nas 
— — in the northwest field that produced over a million cubic feet of gas. = 

co California —Demands for low-gravity oils to meet warrequirements = = =”: 
7 - centered activity in California during 1942 in the relatively shallow.  —s_- 5 

- heavy-oil zones in the South Joaquin Valley area. Such drilling ~~ .« 
= contributed virtually nothing to natural-gas reserves. Information = ** 

wo on gas developments in the State during the year is taken from are- 
... port from E. F. McNaughton, California Railroad Commission. === ——— 
oe Steady drilling in the proved area of the Wilmington field of the «© = .! 
Bo Los Angeles Basin resulted incidentally in the formation of secondary — “i, 
“ss gas caps and a correspondingly higher gas: oil ratio in the field asa .. —% 
~. whole, so that more gas was available, 0 
Be The Bowerbank gas field was discovered in the South JoaquinValley = 
-- area when an existing well was redrilled. Other wells drilled in the ves 
i... vicinity were failures. The Roberts Island dry-gas field, which appar- =...“ 
ae ently was not very large, was the only important discovery during the .._—..' 
an year. The proved area of the Riverdale gas field was extended 234 8 
a miles northeast, resulting'in increased activity In that area. The  * 
»» northern boundary of the Raisin City gas field was determined by an - °s 
Co unsuccessful completion, = _ a 
s. . One of the main gas lines from the San Joaquin Valley to the San a? 
~ Francisco area.was converted into an oil line in May 1942. Tore- «© * 
a» place this, a 22-inch line was built to connect the metropolitan area ssi. 
oe with the Rio Vista gas field. The new line, with rearranged facilities = .. 
“of other lines, made available 140 to 150 million cubic feet of gasover  - 
aes - the 180 millon: formerly transported daily by the converted linee = °4 
Se Sharp gains in consumption, caused by war production and additional = = =: 3 
, Fequirements by civilian and military users, made this additional ONS 
me supply necessary. Only about 100 million cubic feet were brought — aa 
an daily from the oil fields, which formerly furnished most of the total oo 
Ye supply, Another line was built to connect the Rio Vista field with © 3 
eo other areas formerly served with casinghead gas. _ er: 
= - Dry gas from the Buttonwillow and Trico fields was run through a ee 
oo line that formerly carried casinghead gas. Because dry gas has a oe 
: lower heating value than casinghead gas, the California Railroad Com- yy 
co mission established an automatic heating-value ‘clause to adjust = + 

consumer rates according to the quality of gas served. This provi- a 
'. gion is in general effect, except for mterruptible surplus service. Tg 
mo The nearly depleted Playa del Rey field was tested for underground aye 
a storage in 1942, and at the end of the year construction was progressing oe 
vo on permanent compressor facilities. It is estimated that 3 billion © 
© eubie feet of gas can be stored in the field. Between 15 and 20 oy 
Me million cubic feet probably will be withdrawn daily. The field lies = 
e near the heart of the Los Angeles area where peak demand occurs a 
Po and will furnish an easily accessible auxiliary supply. : 2g 

ha  e
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..’. Another supply of gas will be stored in a water-seal gas holder with __ 
~.. a capacity of 10 million cubic feet; which was completed and placed ss 

in service Igte in 1942 in Los Angeles. 
‘The commission made a survey during the year to determine the 
».. daily peak demand for and availability of gas to assure war industries _ 
- _. and essential civilian services an uninterrupted supply. It was con-. ; 
Be cluded that demands, though greatly augmented, could be met with 
~~ existing facilities. Available reserves, as of July 1, 1942, were esti- 4 
"mated at 11,007 billion cubic feet and unavailable reserves at 1,456 
.. -~ pillion. It was thought that the daily peak demand would total1,635 Ss; 
;.. million cubic feet. Production for the first half of the year was 206,645 
~~. million. cubic feet, of which 203,410 were utilized and 3,235 blown to 
"the air. Comparable. figures for 1941 were 191,858, 184,554, and  ——™ 
», + 7,804 million, respectively. Figures for the latter half of the year are = 

not available. Dry-gas production in 1942 was 104,867 million cubic 
«feet: compared with 36,450 in 1941. The sharp gain was due princi- 
“pally to pipe-line connections with gas fields to replace casinghead gas. 
"Another factor was Government restrictions on production in fields = 
“.* having high gas: oil ratios, so that withdrawals could not be varied to. os 
~~ meet fluctuating demands, which forced distributors to depend on  —> 
_ dry-gas supplies, 

Gas sales totaled 264,444 million cubic feet in 1942 compared with | 
-) 232,751 in 1941—a 14-percent gain. a 
<- Colorado.—Little drilling was done in Colorado during 1942. One — _ 
»-.__ . well was completed in the Powder Wash field with an initial production | 
-. .. of 11,660,000 cubic feet, and the field was extended % mile northeast. = — 
“1° One well was deepened and the deepening of another started. An — 
“exploratory well at Douglas Creek found less than 1,000,000 cubic. — 

feet of gas in the basal Dakota sand at 4,433-35 feet. Drilling was | 
-. . continued to the Weber quartzite in search for oil, but work was oe 
~~. suspended for the winter at a depth of 7,313 feet. Information re- _ 

garding developments in Colorado was supplied by L. G. Snow, acting 
oo supervisor, Geological Survey, United States Department of the ) 
— - Interior, Casper, Wyo... _ ee Oo 
-. _ Hiawatha field, with a 37-percent increase, and Powder Wash | 
-. . field, with a 136-percent incre@se, supplied 76 percent of the total : 

- output of the State. All of the fields increased production except 
._.. Berthoud and Garcia. Gross output, by fields, in millions.of cubic 

feet, follows: Hiawatha, 2,727.1; Powder Wash, 1,125.6; Wilson 
| _ Creek, 303.0; Thornburg, 167.5; Berthoud, 42.4; Garcia, 16.5; and 
a Craig, 4.9. | , 

Marketed production in 1942 totaled 4,029.5 million cubic feet— | 
_. & gain of about 49 percent over the 2,713.0 million marketed in 1941. 

Gross production was 4,387.0 million cubic feet—52 percent over the 
1941 figure and twice the amount reported in 1940. It is estimated 
that 53.8 million cubic feet were used in the field and 303.7 million 

: lost. Of the latter amount, 291.2 million were in the Wilson Creek 
| field, which does not yet market gas. | | | 

Illinois.—A. H. Bell, geologist, and C. W. Carter, assistant geologist, 
Illinois Geological Survey, have reported natural-gas developments 
in Illinois during 1942. | 

The Russellville gas field had 5 gas completions within proved _ 
territory in 1942, making a total of 53 in the district. The average 
initial production of the new wells was approximately 2 million cubic



—. . feet daily. Three of the new wells produced from the Bridgeport and => 

°°. two from the Buchanan sand. At the end of the year the field had ys 

me 270 acres proved in the Bridgeport sand and 1,600 in the Buchanan. 

- ‘Marketed production from the district was 1,472 million cubic feet - ©.” 

mo compared with 863 million im 1941. LO a ee U 

, The Ayers field, covering 335 acres, had one gas completion in 1942, 3, 

ve making a total of-eight wells in the area. ‘Gas comes from the Bethel = vi 

sandstone at a depth of about 950 feet. Production was virtually the ==: 

—- gameasin1944.000 Ey 

~. - -‘Daily average production of casinghead gas from the Louden ol | oe 

field in 1942 was estimated at 8.4 billion cubic feet, with an average 

daily output at. the end of the year approximating 20 million cubic =, 

.° feet. Comparable figures for 1941 were 13.7 billion and 36 million, 8 6 

~... The greater portion of the gas was treated for natural gasoline, and6 =.= 

~~ million cubic feet of the residue gas were injected into the producing ©” 

- -gands daily. A pipe-line company was furnished with residue gas to us 

-.. - supply St. Elmo, Brownstown, and Vandalia. The same company © 

* "also received 50 thousand cubic feet daily from a well in the field that = = 3 

_. produced from the basal Pennsylvanian sandstone. Open Tes Ss 

_. ,Gas produced from the Salem oil field was estimated at 23.7 billion = ge 

-.. gubic feet in 1942, with an average daily output of 63 million cubic ©. # 

a feet compared with 35.4 billion and 82 million, in 1941. _ Four gasoline == 

... plants processed an average of 49.8 million cubic feet a day. One = 

/ company returned approximately 5 million cubic feet of residue gas 

eo daily to the producing sand, and another ‘supplied residue gas to 

... Salem, Centralia, and Mount Vernon; the quantity approximated ee 

~~ 800,000 cubic feet. daily at theend of the year, ae 

~~ A small amount of residue gas from a gasoline plant near Hoodvile 39 

*. in Hamilton County, that began operation in December, was injected > 

=... into the producing sands through several input wells, marking the —_ woe 

beginning of a large-scale pressure-maintenance system in that area. ©. | > 

-» Phe New Harmony Consolidated oil field had an estimated produc- rs 

tion of 8.7 billion cubic feet of casinghead gas in 1942, with daily pro- © a 

oa duction approximating 21 million cubic feet at the end of the year. = 9 

>. About 1.5 million cubic feet of residue gas from a plant that began — oY 

'__ operations in the field in July were returned to the producing sands a 

ee daily during the latter half of the year. ae AR 

+ The Albion pool, Edwards County, supplied brick plants at Albion = a 

me with an estimated 100 million cubic feet of gas until the end,of the ot 

first quarter of 1942, when the plants closed. The field produced =|, 

oo approximately 2 million cubic feet of gas daily. 4 ra 

we It is estimated that 84.4 billion cubic feet of gas were produced we 

- from oil fields discovered after January 1, 1937, but a large part was or 

—— burned in flares. , | : . ys 

Marketed output of natural gas in Illinois in 1942, exclusive of field he 

-yges, totaled 2,573.4 million cubic feet, a 51-percent gain over the on 

‘ 1,699.4 million cubic feet produced in 1941. , Ss 

. Indiana.—Ralph E. Esarey, State geologist, and Dr. George Vv. 

- Cohee, assistant State geologist, report that no large gas reserves were a 

, discovered in Indiana during 1942. Only 21 gas wells were drilled dur- oe 

“ ing the year—35 less than in 1941 and all in previously discovered oS 

- fields. ‘Their total initial production was 11,148,500 cubic feet. a 

Me Total marketed production of all fields during 1942 was 1,627.3 ; 

. . million cubic feet, 20 percent over the 1,355 million reported in 1941. i
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Bee This gain was due largely to a 29-percent increase in the Rockport . . 
», field; which supplied approximately 37 percent of the total output, 
=. and to increased production from the Unionville field. Production — | 
,. from the major fields, in millions of cubic feet, was as follows: Rock- : 
so. . port, 594.8; Unionville, 239.9; Greensburg, 210.8; Glendale-Hudson- —_ 
we -  ville, 157.0; North Glendale, 102.4; and Laconio (Harrison), 100.0. — 
Bere _ Gas from the Griffin oil field, Posey and Gibson:Counties, is being os  , used for repressuring the field, after being treated for natural gasoline | 
~~ at a plant that began operations in August 1942 on the Illinois side , 
» ~~ of the Wabash River. By March 1943 over 1.5 million cubic feet | 
« ._ were being injected into the producing sands daily through 14 input sit 

an wells. Gas from the same plant is also. being used to repressure the oe 
“._ Waltersburg sand in the Ribeyre Island portion of the New Harmony | 
“2. field through four input wells. ss ae rn | 
x. Kansas.—The State had 88 gas-well completions in 1942 compared — - 
i. With 102 in 1941. Information on gas developments was supplied Tv = by Charles P. Kaiser, geologist, Kansas Geological Survey. =) - 
Be _ The Hugoton field was an outstanding exception to the sharp de- 
“__ edine in drilling in most of the major fields in the western part of the = — “State. There were 21 completions in Hugoton in 1942 compared with _ 
- «Al in 1941, The new wells had a daily potential of 324.4 million . 
“~~. . -eubie feet, and. production in the field increased from 36.4 billion : 

cubic feet in 1941 to 41.4 billion in 1942. Much of the driling was 
-. in Grant County near the carbon-black plant at Ryus. In al, 
"> 299,919 million cubic feet had been drawn from the Hugoton fidd by = 
me the end:of 1942,, See —— ee | 
“rs MeLouth, in Jefferson and Leavenworth Counties, eastern Kansas, | 
“was the field of greatest activity in 1942. There were 44 gas-well _ 
“..- eompletions compared with 39 in 1941. A total of 89 gas wells has 
an been drilled in the field since production was begun in 1941. The 
ro. output was 4,438.9 million cubic feet in 1942 compared with 1,667 _ 
Py millionin 1941, oe a 
~ Completions in the Cunningham-Cairo field in Kingman and Pratt oo 

 . Counties dropped from 16 in 1941 (with a total daily potential of 
Me 190.5 million cubic feet) to 4 in 1942 (with a total daily potential of 
mo 41.4 million). | a a 
So Other completions in the western area were two in the Peace 
oo Creek oil pool in western Reno County and two in the Medicine 
Bs Lodge pool. . a | | 

a _. ‘Thirteen wells were drilled in eastern Kansas. Completions were 
made in Allen, Chautauqua, Douglas, Elk, Franklin, Greenwood, 

- Johnson, and Neosho Counties. | ) 
- Two discovery wells were completed in western Kansas—one in 
. the Deerhead pool, Barber County, and one in the Belpre pool, 

Edwards County. The first had an initial potential of 4 million 
— cubic feet from the Viola limestone, the second 25 million from the 

Lansing-Kansas City group of sands. 
Production by the major fields, in billions of cubic feet, was: Hugoton, 

41.4; Otis, 11.0; Medicine Lodge, 9.9; McLouth, 4.4; Burrton, 3.9 ; 
Thurber, 3.3; and Lyons, 0.6. The output of most of the large fields | 
increased, whereas that in some of the smaller ones declined. Western 
Kansas supplied the major part of a total daily potential of 615.5 
million cubic feet. The total for 1941 was 825.4 million cubic feet. |
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«Tt is estimated that marketed production in Kansas in 1942 was. oS 

103 billion cubic feet compared with 99 billion in 1941. a ee 
- ... Kentueky —During 1942 210 gas wells were drilled m Kentucky, = a 
-. .. or about 10 percent below the high mark of 1941, according toim- ss 

—_ formation supplied by Mrs. Louise B. Freeman, assistant State. > oy 

my geologist, Kentucky Department of Mines and Minerals. Com- ie 

m  pletions in the four most active counties were: Pike, 74; Floyd, 51; ae 

os Knott, 37; and Martin, 25. Of the total output, 65 percent im Pike, nee 

a 66 in Floyd, 79 in Knott, and 53 in Martin County came from the — oe 

‘-- Devonian-Mississippian black shales. _ oO eR 
oS - Qlay and Jackson Counties were next in rank, with 8 wells each. 2's 
-: In Jackson County 24 wells with an average rock pressure of 140 | a. 

~- pounds have been drilled since development started there in 1934. Ly 
Pa The gas is found at 1,100 to 1,200 feet depth and comes from the ee 

- Niagara dolomite (Coniferous) sand; output has been greatly increased = cone 

-- since it has been found that the wells respond to acidizing. ‘The field FS 

mo has become important, even though the gas is not being marketed. oe 

- ... Five wells were drilled during the year in the Johnson County 4 

ae - field, 4 miles west of Paintsville; Knox and Magoffin Counties each oS 

©  hadonewelk 2 ee st 
i "There was little gas development in western Kentucky during 1942. ae 
Re Louisiana:—Drilling in Louisiana resulted in 88 gas completions in” 
be 1942—a, 21-percent decline from 1941. Northern Louisiana had 50 cones 

oo completions, with 373,160 acres proved for gas; Southern Louisiana - 

~ had 38 completions, with 40,885-proved acres. rr 

mo Only one-fourth of the 48 wildcat wells drilled in the Gulf Coast -  « 
» «area were successful, and of the 12 only 2 were completed as gaswells. = |. 

Bo Distillate fields led in importance in the area. of nea 

Bes A well blew out in Arcadia Parish in October 1942 and was still = - 

a out of control at the end of the year in spite of all efforts to check it. - 

“ In December it was flowing 523 barrels of oil and distillate and 49,-- ist 

ee 220,000 cubic feet of gas at a depth of 10,447 feet. A relief well was. oo 

“< - being drilled and was down to 10,025 feet as the yearended. === 

oo One of the most important discoveries of 1942 was a well 3 miles a os 

ey southwest of Krotz Springs in the Branch area of St. Landry Parish, == > ee 

eo which opened a new distillate pool in December. At 11,398 feet it —. ” 

+ was the deepest wildcat drilled in that area but was plugged back to = “as 

cue 9,327 feet. oO —_ oR 

be ~ Distillate was found in the extreme southern part of Bayou Sale ee, 
By - field in St. Mary Parish; it comes from a new sand located at 10,703 ~~ 
-'- feet. The well was drilled to a depth of 12,000 feet. ER 

- - Development in Northern Louisiana shifted in 1942 from the Wilcox One 

. sand, which predominated in 1941, to the deeper Pettit and Smack- oe 

-. over limes. The Monroe field was the most active in the State, with oe 

30 completions, followed by the North Lisbon in Claiborne Parish _ os 

a and the Nebo-Hemphill field in LaSalle, with 4 completions each. ee 

fe The following data were furnished by H. W. Bell, Division of Min- a 

be erals, Louisiana Department of Conservation. The total natural- ae; 

gas: production in Louisiana in 1942 was 669,136 million cubic feet, Sy 

*, of which 463,695 million (69 percent) were from gas wells and 205,441. re} 

Be million (31 percent) from oil wells. . Northern Louisiana produced os 

E 388,274 million cubic feet of dry gas and 46,131 million of casinghead a 

i gas. Southern Louisiana produced 75,421 million cubic feet of dry oe 
“. gas and 159,310 million of casinghead gas. The Monroe field re- , .
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». Mained the major gas-producing area in Louisiana, with an output of = © 
“-.. 217,915 million cubic feet, or 47 percent of the total dry-gas produc- __ | 
> tion. The field comprises 61 percent of the gas acreage of the State. 
- ~«. Parishes having largest. output were: Union, 100,084 million cubic | 
-- .. feet; Morehouse, 68,425; Webster, 55,890; Ouachita, 49,439: Caddo, 
i>» 29,912; and Bossier, 28,501. There are 36 parishes in the State having © oo 

- + dry-gas production from about 70 gas fields. — Be - 
- Muchigan.—The following information on natural-gas developments © - 
~~ in Michigan in 1942 was furnished by F. R. Frye, petroleum engineer, | 

Michigan Department of Conservation. = = a 
~ - Inall, 74 gas wells were completed in 1942 compared with 97 in 1941. Oe 
° Previously discovered gas fields in Clare and Osceola’ Counties were coe 
. the main points of interest during the year. Of the 74 wells drilled, = 
«80 were in the Marion field, where about 9,500 acres are. proved,and  —s— 
-.- 11 in the Evart field, extending the proved acreage there to about = 

2100 acres, re | 
‘y _. Four wells were drilled in the Riverside pool in M issaukee County, | a 

>». the proved acreage approximating 2,240 acres. Two discovery wells : 
.’. ~~ - were completed, but no additional drilling was done in their vicinity 
“up to the close of the year. The Don Rayburn-Mee No. 1 well in 7 

see. 4, T. 19 N., R. 3 E., was drilled in Arenac County in search for a 
“> oil. It was put down to the Dundee sand, which was dry,then plugged sts 
“<<. back to the Berea sand, where it was finished as a gas well, having 
*.. + 300,000 cubic feet initial production: and a pressure of 830 pounds. 
©... The new pool was tentatively called the North Adams. In December, 
~-. . .. the Belvidere Oil Co. completed its State No. 1 well for gasatadepth 

of: 1,489 feet in the Michigan Stray sand in Fork Township, Mecosta 
County: The initial open flow was 1,010,000 cubic feet and the 

Bae _ well-head pressure over 500 poundsasquareinche = © - 
“A desulfurization plant was built in the Riverside pool and put in __ 
yo operation in December 1942, to bring the sulfur content of the gas 

ss within the requirements of the Public Service Commission. This 
-. field is the first where it has been found necessary to process gas from | 

ee the Michigan Stray sand. _ | oe | 
we _ _ A main gas-transmission line, started in 1941 from the Ohio State - 

line to Sagmaw and Kalamazoo, was completed in 1942. A request | 
7 for permission to build a line from the Austin gas pool, which is being . 
a __ used for storage, to the Six Lakes pool was denied by the War Pro- 
7 duction Board. —— 

en Reported production of natural gas reached an all-time high of 
: 17,749 million cubic feet—approximately 17 percent over the 1941 

| figure of 15,092 million. - | | , 
Mississippi—H. M. Morse, supervisor of the Mississippi State | 

| Oil and Gas Board, reports that the Jackson field continued to be the 
| main source of natural gas in Mississippi in 1942. The field had 23 

o gas wells producing during the year. One new well was completed in 
1942; none was abandoned. : 

| Production in the field has declined steadily since 1939, when the 
| peak of 15,233 million cubic feet was attained. The output in 1942 

was 2,084 million—85 percent less than the peak year and 46 percent | 
less than the 1941 figure. 

Large quantities of gas are used for pumping in the Tinsley, | 
| Vaughan-Pickens, and Pickens-Sharpsburg oil fields, and a smaller 

| amount was burned in flares. |
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~The gas:oil ratio is so low in the Cary oil field that the gas is - 

ae notused. aR 

| Missouri.—Gas_ completions in Missouri dropped from.18 in 1941, | 

to 7-in 1942. Wells drilled in 1942 were as follows: Bates County,2, 4 

- initial open flow 550,000 cubic feet; Caldwell County, 1, initial open 

-» flow 200,000 cubic feet;-and Platte County, 4, initial open flow 400,000 (a 

~.  eubie feet. 5 ) ee Be sg 

on ‘As yet no arrangements have been made to utilize the gasfrom the = =: 

-——- Polo field in Caldwell County, discovered in 1940. ce Ee 

ve The above information was supplied by Frank C. Greene, geologist, = = 

- Missouri Geological Survey. eo ee 

-- Montana.—Wells drilled in Montana totaled 69 in 1942 compared  & 
with 59 in 1941. Data on natural-gas developments were taken from. os 

ya a report by L. G. Snow; acting supervisor, Geological Survey, United = = 

.. States Department of the Interior, Casper, Wyo. | a 

Bo Bowdoin and Cedar Creek. fields reported 56 of the gas completions,~ =. 

but all had small initial production. The other 13 were in the Cut ge 
~~ Bank, Kevin-Sunburst, and Hardin fields: Total daily initial pro-° 3 

& - duction of the new wells was 87,265,000 cubic feet. _ The old fields in = = 

-. - . Montana need continual drilling to compensate for declines in pressure Co Ake 

.. and volume. Some of the old wells were cleaned, repaired, ordeepened - = % 

- to augment production. ‘Two minor discoveries were made, one on 

-. the Fred and George Creek nose in T.37N.,R.2E.,andoneatConrad =. 

« . . Butte in T. 29..N., R. 1 W., but they will not be used unless consider- ~~: 

able quantities of gas are developed. | Do A 

Bowes, Dry Creek, and Kevin-Sunburst were the only fields that =. 

Bo did not have increased production in 1942. The Cut Bank field, og 

aa which produced 45 percent of the total output, made a 21-percent = =—— ae 

he gain over 1941, and Cedar Creek, next in rank, gained 4 percent. wl 

~.. The following table shows production in Montana, by fields os 

~, Natural gas produced in Montana in 1942, by fields, in thousands of cubic feet oe as 
phe | | | a 

a ee Marketed | Gas used | ‘ at en. 

ae Oo Bid | gspre: | forzepres | “fetduse | wasle 
So Bowdoin... -.-------e-eeeeeeeeeceeeee cece eeeee eee eee-| 8,187, BAB |_-----------|------------ 3,000 oe 
ro - BoweS._--------1----2---+ een nnn e een ee eee eee nee 477, 361 |_-.---------|------------ 500: HEE 

os _. Box Elder._-.--------------------------2--- eee eee ee], 484 UAT |_-----------]---------+--], - 500 8 

pa Cedar Creek. ....-------------------------------------- 6, 890, 539 |._._.---.---|-----2----- |. _8, 000 oa 

bt Bank TTI TET 18, 554, 401 [2-2-7-------] 400,000 | 50, 000 eer: 
- Devon. _..------------ enn nn een eee enn ne 389, 518 |_....---_---|]------------ 10. ee 

oo Dey Crook. IIIT) 4, 017, 969 |-----o-}--2---------] 1,000 eg 
~ Hardin____...._--.------------------------------------- 89, 518 |_-...-------]----+------- 600 re, 

oo Haystack Butte.......--------------------------------- 91, 636 |_...--------|------------ 10 om 

- Kevin-Sunburst___...----------------------------------] 2, 731, 448 22, 820 600, 000 15, 000 oe 

a Whitlash.....-...----sssssesessesseeeeeeeove=eee-e-e-| 1, 046, 189 |__--.-------]------------ 5B 

can , | 29,910,219 | 22,820 | 1,000,000| 78,670 a 

nn ee ° 

me Gross production in the State in 1942 was 31,012 million cubicfeet— = —-——, 

a 13 percent over the 27,483 million produced in 1941 and 21 percent os 

2 over the 1940 total. Marketed production totaled -29,910 million oo 

Be cubic feet—an increase of 2,591 million (9 percent) over that of ee 

~ 4941. ‘The Kevin-Sunburst field was the only area in which repres- oe 
co suring was reported, 23 million cubic feet beg used for that purpose a 

- in 1942 compared with 7 million in 1941. Field use consumed 1,000 8
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<=» . mnillion compared with 21 million the previous year, and losses were 
 _ eut from 137 million in 1941 to 79 million in 1942. The amount of — 
«gas treated for natural gasoline exceeded the 1941 figure: by 12 per- | 
mee cent. A plant at Cut Bank treated 11,891 million cubic feet to | 
“ ._- produce 2,684,000 gallons of natural gasoline, 201,000 of propane,and sy 
“». ° 1,548,000 of butane, and in the Dry Creek field another plant proc- = = 

ee essed 128 million cubic feet to produce 70,000 gallons of natural 
ms gasoline, oo | ce oo pe 
Ba & The Cut Bank and Kevin-Sunburst areas were connected by a sit 
“ '- 25-mile line built during the year. a oe Se | 
GS New Mexico.—Of the 2 gas wells drilled in New Mexico in 1942, 
“* °- $ were in the southeastern and 4 in the northwestern part of the State. 
poe This compares with 13 in the southeastern and 6 in the northwestern 
Po areas in 1941. The new wells had total initial productions of 107,- 
«010,000 cubic feet and 35,720,000 cubic feet, respectively. Three . ec. San Juan County wells found gas in the Dakota sand on the Barker : 
ess 6 Creek structure. sity an a | ce 
..* According to information supplied by Foster M orrell, acting super- 
"visor, Geological Survey, United States Department of the Interior, . 
~... - ‘Roswell, N. Mex., natural-gasoline plants treated. 103,704 million 
cs." eubic feet of natural gas in 1942—a decrease of over 5 percent fromthe 
- 1941 throughput. Domestic, commercial, and industrial consumers | 
doe in Lea County used over 42 percent (44,132 million cubic feet) of the _ 
~. — gas after it was treated for natural gasoline. In Eddy County 75 - 
=. million cubic feet of residue gas were marketed. ‘The total of these eg two amounts represents a 21-percent gain over the 36,472 million _ 
ee... marketed in 1941. Gas used for gas lift and field consumption and _ 
eee vented without treatment for natural gasoline amounted to 47,299 
i - million cubic feet in 1942—approximately 2% times the 19,289 million 
& >. similarly accounted for in 1941. Total production in the southeastern — | 
*.. area probably increased more than 20 percent over the 1941 output. 
one _ In the northwestern area, 4,022 million cubic feet of gas were used | 
Bo by domestic, commercial, and industrial consumers, leaving 125 © 
. . .. million for fuel and wastage. Production increased 13 percent over 

ne the 1941 figure. © oe | _ 7 
ce New York.—The total output of wells drilled in New York in 1942 
ce continued the decline that began 5 years ago. C. A.. Hartnagel, 

oo State geologist, reports that unless new reserves are found the total - 
- production of the State will drop to the comparatively low level 

| maintained before gas was discovered in the Oriskany sand. Known 
. . reserves are being rapidly depleted, and efforts to find new ones have 

| met little success. | : 
Out of 26 wells (most of them exploratory) drilled to the Oriskany 

sand in 1942, only 6 were productive, compared with 18 out of 42 in. 
1941. Tompkins County was the most active district in 1942, but 
efforts to develop the pool resulted in only 2 small producers. Steuben 

| County had only 4 successful completions in 1942, compared with 14 
in 1941. Allegany County had 13 gas completions in 1940, 2 in 1941, 
and none in 1942. Five dry holes drilled in Allegany County in 1942 
were over 4,700 feet deep and in Steuben County 4 were over 5,000 
feet. New wells were located as follows: Tompkins County, 11; 

| Steuben County, 9; Allegany ‘County, 6. 
| No important developments occurred in any of the proved Oriskany 

| pools, and the discovery of new supplies of gas appears discouraging.
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 ~ . Only two or three wells were added in the small Trenton limestone © a 
e field in Oswego and Oneida Counties, and the output continued tobe - = = .& 
. negligible. A few wells were added to the large number of producers = >“ 
See in the old Medina fields of western New York. | oo a 
ao North Dakota.—According to Wilson M. Laird, State geologist, no Oe 

new natural-gas developments took place in North Dakota during. 8 
: 1942. The only well drilled was in Oliver County in search for oil, ~~ os 

> andit was dry. | - Oo Se as 
a The pipe line that supplies gas in eastern Montana and a number © © ay 
co of communities in the Dakotas took 121,955,000 cubic feet of gasfrom ss +" 

eight wells in the Cedar Creek field in the southwestern part of the = == = 
State. Apparently the gas was used as an auxiliary supply, for none =. } 

» was taken between May and September, when demand for domestic = =. 8 
. fuel is comparatively ight. - Be rs 
7 -. Ohio. —The following data were taken from reports by Kenneth Ls 
- _ Cottingham, chief geologist, Ohio Fuel Gas Co. re Oe 
_|. Under adverse conditions resulting from the war, the total number - 3 
-. of gas wells drilled in Ohio in'1942. was 33 percent less than the record | sod 
. Of 1941 and below the number of completions in any year since 1938. Ss 
fee The daily average initial: production of the new wells was 5 percent — oe 
Be less than that of wells drilled in 1941. Itis estimated that one-tenth 1% 
» Of the State acreage was under lease to oil and gas operators at the = #8 © = 
«~ . beginning of 1942, but many of the leases were said to have been °°) 
--~ surrendered toward the end of the year. - Be a ag 
.’..» The Clinton sand remains the chief source of gas in the State, a ae 

although completions in that formation were 16 percent and the = ** 
“average open-flow capacity 17 percent less than in 1941. Nosignifi- = = 
* Gant new areas were discovered, and no important additions weremade — ¥ 
» to the proved acreage. Little drillmg. was exploratory. <A. well res 
«drilled in Bearfield Township, Perry County, gave every indication _ los 

that a small Clinton pool had been discovered. It had an initial daily che 
“open flow of 1,390,000 cubic feet, but two wells drilled nearby were 
Bo dry. In Plain Township, Wayne County, a small pool'was opened, ss." 
~ und about 500 acres were proved. A discovery well having an initial © ~:. 
- volume of 4,500,000 cubic feet was completed near the end of the year. re: 
Ge in the southwestern part of Wellington Township, Lorain County, at — aa: 
Po a depth of about 2,400 feet.. The pool is thought to comprise about | ge 
‘350 acres | a | - . ne. 
-  Lattle was done toward finding new production in the Oriskany ges 
~" sand, though it is thought to have possibilities. One well completed = 
*.. in Liberty Township and four in Wheeling Township, Guernsey vA 
a County, north of the old Cambridge field, averaged 3,300 feet in depth oy 

. and 1,456,000 cubic feet initial daily open flow. About 1,500 acres 8 =< 
_- were proved in the Oriskany sand, but it is thought that the field will oe 
» be small. In Mayfield Township, Cuyahoga County, four wells with as 

ns an average initial open flow of about 2,327,000 cubic feet were drilled yi 
% to a depth of 1,890 feet. In Richfield Township, Summit County, a ee 
de well was developed with an initial volume of 238,000 cubic feet. Bro _ 
e attempts to find gas in the Oriskany sand in Meigsville Township, OM 
in Morgan County, and in Adams Township, Washington County, 8 
p resulted -in dry holes. . | os 
a No unusually deep drilling was done during 1942. The deepest - - 
‘. gas well was in Fairfield Township, Tuscarawas County; production 8s 
- In this well was found in the Clinton sand at 5,313 feet. The initial ous
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-.. -yolume.was 898,000 cubic feet. Another,deep test, probably to the = 
y. + Trenton sand, drilling at 6,850 feet found ‘the Clinton sand 18 feet = | 
“thick at a depth of 5,398 feet, but it was dry. 
Re The productive sands, number of wells drilled, and average initial  —S 
“production per well, in thousands of cubic feet, were as follows: = 
»... Clinton, 273 wells with 904 thousand cubic feet average initial volume; 
~ Shallow, 90 with 351; Berea, 86 with 168; Oriskany, 10 with 1,682; 
~~ Qhio shale, 7 with 131; and Newburg, 5 with 783. po 
et. A-well in York Township, Morgan County, proved to be the most _ : 
‘productive of the year. It was 4,261 feet deep and had an initial 
“Xo  daily open flow of 11,700,000 cubic feet and an initial rock pressure of : 

- 1,080 pounds, 
>... Gas wells were drilled in 30 counties in 1942 compared with 35 in 
ss 1941. Morgan County, not included in the 10 most active counties 
i. in 1941, ranked first in number of gas completion in 1942; Meigsheld = 
- + second place, with 21 fewer wells drilled; Medina, eighth in rank in 
“1941, was third, with 10 more wells drilled; Licking, first in 1941, 
"dropped to fourth place, with 78 fewer completions. Counties of | _ | 

greatest activity and number of wells drilled in 1942 were: Morgan, _ 
48; Meigs, 42; Medina, 33; Muskingum, 33; Licking, 24; Washington, . 7 

, *.. . 24; Tuscarawas, 23; and Wayne, 23. | eS Be 

>... ~ Oklahoma.—Gas completions in Oklahoma dropped 42 percent. 
eye. or from about 175 in 1941 to 102 in 1942. Much of the drilling wasin 
~~ old areas of proved production. No notable new fields were dis- = 
«.. govered.  Wildcatting increased 26 percent, but very little new pro- 
Boos . . duction was found. The wildcat wells completed for gas were located 
F - | ag follows: Hughes County, 2; Pittsburg, 2; and Comanche, LeFlore, 
ue. MeIntosh,.Okfuskee, Pottawatomie, Sequoyah, and Texas, 1 each. , 
be Activity in the Hugoton gas field was stopped during the year. by _ 
“- . order of the Petroleum Administration for War. The Oklahoma part - 
“4 of the field, which covers most of Texas County,.is the largest known + _ 
“. gag reserve in the State. It is estimated to have a 33-year supply of | 

ee gas, as measured by the present rate of total production of all fields. oe 
Phe field is as yet virtually untouched, only about 0.3 percent of the 

oe _ estimated original reserve having been produced. | pe 
oe _ According to information supplied by Dan O. Howard, petroleum _ 

| engineer, Oklahoma Corporation Commission, natural-gas output 
gained 6 percent in 1942 compared with 1941. Total production 
amounted to 276,532 million cubic feet. Oil wells produced 151,064 

7 million (55 percent) and gas wells 125,468 million (45 percent). The 
| daily average production approximated 758 million cubic feet. 

| Ninety-five percent of the homes in the State are built to use only = 
| natural gas as fuel, and each household averages 95,000 cubic feet 

. of gas a year. | 
Exports of natural gas to the north and east of Oklahoma con- 

tinued the increase that began in 1938, largely because of increased 
industrial demand. A total of 50 billion cubic feet—30.6 percent 
of the total amount available in the State for domestic and industrial 
consumption—was transported to other States during 1942. _ 

| Carbon-black plants in Oklahoma. utilized approximately 10 billion 
cubic feet of gas during 1942. One chemical plant is proving that 
‘natural gas has growing importance in the manufacture of such by- 
products as formaldehyde, methanol, and related chemicals obtained 

| by direct oxidation of the gas.
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a The commission is intensifying its efforts to prevent waste of gas AS 

in the oil fields and to regulate production in the gas fields to msure — od 

| maximum recovery. : oo a . | ee 

a Pennsyloania.—Information regarding natural-gas developments in 
Pennsylvania was supplied by J. G. Montgomery, vice president, EE 

‘United Natural Gas Co: The shallow gas fields were the focal pont =©= . 

of gas developments in 1942, as was true in.1941. Some drilling 1s ns 

still being done in the deep fields; but production continues to decline, ee 

| and the fields appear to be almost exhausted. During the year 738 | al 

- ghallow wells were drilled; 80 percent produced gas. a - op 

a New developments in the southwestern part of the State have | on 

-._ proved approximately 2,200 acres in the Armbrust pool, Hempfield ods 

| Township, Westmoreland County. . Total initial volume of the 75 te 

productive wells in the pool was about 48 million cubic feet a day. 8 

Nine wells in the Big Injun sand of western Fayette and eastern - ~~ | : 
- Greene Counties had average initial capacities of over 1 million OS 

--_ eubie feet a day, and 16 wells in Greene, Allegheny, Indiana, Wash-. a 

, ington, Armstrong, and Westmoreland Counties approximated the Say 

* game amount. Jefferson County (with 135 wells drilled), Clarion ee 

eo (with 91), Elk (with 63), and McKean (with 49), were the most active oe 

- of the central Pennsylvania counties in 1942. Others having devel-- oe 

« opments were Clearfield, Forest, Mercer, Venango, and Warren, — 

* where a total of 46 wells was drilled. Highland and Ridgway Town- _ 

* ships, Elk County, Jenks Township, Forest County, Oliver and Polk nee 

» Townships, Jefferson County, and Bell Township, Clearfield County, = = © 

Be each had a well with an initial open-flow capacity of over 1 million - 

eo cubic feet. et oe a - ae 

he Very little new production was found in the deep fields. In the OO 

: Fayette County field, four wells were completed in the Summit gas cs 

«pool; their initial open flow capacity was 141,000 cubic feet, 11,875,000 a 

h cubic feet, 11,700,000 cubic feet, and 1,500,000 cubic feet. Gas was — te 

e found in the fractured Onondaga chert and the underlying Oriskany — oe 

oe sandstone. The complex faulting of this field makes drilling difficult. — Ty 

- In Potter County a well in Bingham Township having an imitialopen- 

he flow capacity of 185,000 cubic feet a day and one in Wharton Township oe 

* having a capacity of 600,000 cubic feet a day were completed. The | a 

. ‘first well in Pennsylvania to produce gas in commercial quantities 4 

- from the. Newburg ‘member of the Lockport dolomite was drilled in | 

- ‘Worth Township, Mercer County. It had an initial capacity of a 

7 159,000 cubic feetaday. } a | oe 

- Unsuccessful deep tests included two each-in Potter, Tioga, and os 

Lawrence Counties and one each in Greene, Beaver, and Westermore- . os 

: land Counties. In Tioga County the Salina series below the Oriskany | os 

| and Helderberg sands, in Lawrence and Mercer Counties the Lockport ne 

| dolomite, in Westmoreland County the Helderberg below the Oris- a 

: kany sand, and in Erie County the Trenton limestone were all found Lk 

-. to be unproductive. ~ | | _ | 7 

-_ The area where Do Oriskany sand was encountered was extended a 

: further by the two wells drilled in Mercer County. 
- Much more natural gas was produced in Pennsylvania during 1942 

: than in previous years. The increase is entirely in the shallow fields, : 

‘ as production from the deep fields continued to decline. The output 

- from the deep fields has dropped steadily, as the following figures _ : 

“ show: 2,500 million cubic feet in 1942, 3,750 million in 1941, 6,500 | 

a 556250 48-73 :
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a _ Inillion in 1940, and 30,000 million in 1939—a, 92-percent‘decline be- | _ tween 1939 and 1942. Figures of production from the shallow fields ae are not available. _ ne 
- _ South Dakota.—The status of natural gas in South Dakota remained e _ .unchanged in 1942, according to E. P. Rothrock, State geologist. . } Gas from a few artesian wells at Pierre and Fort Pierre and on a few oo ranches near the Missouri River continued to be used. | | _ A drilling program on large acreages that have been under lease for ne _ over a year is promised in the spring of 1943, but there was no activity |  *  durmg 1942, a | CO 
Bo _. Lennessee.—According to Kendall E. Born, associate geologist, | re Tennessee Department of Conservation, production of natural gas in es ‘Tennessee comes from the Sunbright oil field in Morgan County and _ an _ the Jamestown gas field in Fentress County. Gas is found in the | ~- * Mississippian limestone in the former and the Trenton limestone in - a _ the latter county; both formations are fissured and fractured. ’ oO —_ __ No production figures are available for the Sunbright field for 1942: 
oe In the amestown field 7,378,000 cubic feet of gas were marketed from — | ae six wells. a 
= - --- Texas.—In all, 238 gas wells were drilled in Texas in 1942 compared 
- with 294 in 1941—a decline of 19 percent. ee 
mise, _ The Texas Panhandle and Texas Gulf districts are the only two Boe _ areas in which the reported number of gas completions gained over - those in 1941. Completions in: the Panhandle increased 18 percent, +. or from 49 in.1941 to 58 in 1942. Known gas areas in the Panhandle | oe were enlarged by completions in Hansford and Sherman Counties. 

a _ The Texas Gulf-district had 38 completions in 1942—2 more than a were reported for the previous year.~ oo - - 
ee _ Less than half as many gas wells were drilled in 1942 as in 1941 in we the North Central and Southwest districts and less than one-third as. 

many in Kast Texas. West Texas had only three less in 1942 than ——- m1941, | _ SC | | | 
Wildcatting was active in North Central. Texas, but only 1 of the | 

: 105 exploratory wells drilled in the district was reported as a gas well. 
A discovery well was drilled in the Gulf Coast region in Matagorda 
County north of the Bay City field and 3 were drilled in West Texas. | ‘ A new gas field was opened in Victoria County in Southwest Texas 

| on November 1 by a well that had an initial production of 162 million _ . cubic feet. One successful wildcat well was drilled in Jim Wells 
| County and one in Dimmitt County. The new Sarco gas field in 

Goliad County, Southwest Texas, was opened by a well 9 miles south- _ | east of Goliad. The well had an open flow of 180 million cubic feet 
of gas and 50 barrels of distillate. As the year closed, a wildcat well 
was making distillate and gas at a depth of 8,542 feet, on a drill-stem 
test in Starr County, 1% miles from production. It is one of the 
deepest active operations in the Rio Grande Valley. | 

Data on natural-gas operations have been supplied by Jack K. 
Baumel, Railroad Commission of Texas. The total production of | natural gas in 1942 was 1,917 billion cubic feet—an increase of 5.5 

| percent over the 1,817 billion produced in 1941. Gas lines already 
in operation were adequate for transmitting gas to meet sharply in- 
creased demands, so that there was no problem of transportation, 
such as confronted the petroleum industry. Deliveries to pipe lines
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increased from..65,973 million cubic feet in January 1942 to 71,768 Le! 
| million in December. ___. | - ot tal len Co 

. Of the total output, 1,271 billion cubic feet (66 percent) were sweet __ : 
| gas, 238 billion (13 percent) sour gas, and 408 billion (21 percent) _ me 

casinghead gas. These figures indicate a 13-percent increase over a 
1941 in the production of sweet gas, whereas sour gas decreased 7 = | 
and casinghead gas 6 percent. a Se a 

_. . Cyeling- and repressuring-plant operations increased 2 percent— Os 
| from 570 billion cubic feet in 1941 to 580 billion in 1942. This was ee 

~ an 82-percent gain over the 1940 figure. Gas processed for natural a 
- gasoline totaled 904 billion. cubie feet, a 4-percent decline from the |. 

_ 945 billion treated in 1941.- Carbon-black plants used 295 billion © 
-' - eubic feet of gas in 1942, 10 percent less than the 329 billion used in 

1941. Gas vented to the air decreased 19 percent in 1942 compared at 

: Uiah.—Gross production of natural gas in Utah was 4,390 million © , 7 
| cubic feet in 1942—7 percent less than the 4,724 million reported in | Oe 
-. 1941 and only 1 percent over the output in 1940. Only 6 million - — | 

--- eubic feet of the total output.in 1942 were not marketed, 1 million = © 
‘ being used in the field and 5 million lost. There were 20 million not Ss 
'- marketed in. 1941 and 45 million in 1940, according to figures furnished © as 
ra by L. G. Snow, acting supervisor, Geological Survey, United States. | 

Department of the Interior, Casper, Wyo.  —. Se 8 

A plant near Farnham utilized 149 million cubic feet of carbon | : 
- dioxide from the Farnham dome in the manufacture of dry ice, com- 
we pared with 102 millionin 1941. 7 . | 
“ No drilling was done in the State during the year. | 4 
o . Virginia.—A report from William M. McGill, assistant State | . 
a geologist, Virginia Conservation Commission, gives information regard- 
s _ Ing natural-gas developments in Virginia. Gas in commercial quan- fe 
oo tities was discovered in the State in a well completed in June 1931. poe 

« ‘Five other wells, four of which produced gas, were drilled between  — - 
* that time and February 1940. Gas from the wells was turned into a : 

| 4-inch line in March 19388 to supply Bristol, Va., and Bristol, Tenn. oe 
- A well was completed in 1941 in the Lower Mississippian limestone of L 
— ‘Washington County at a depth of 3,910 feet. Another in the north- _ 
- western part of Rockingham County was shut down after gas was | SO 
“found at 2,992 feet in the Devonian sand. re : S 

- A small gas well was completed in January 1942 on the Karly Grove o 
| anticline in Scott County. It found gas in the Little Valley limestone - 

(Lower Mississippian) at a depth of 3,670 feet. The initial daily pro- | 
| duction was 139,000 cubic feet and the initial pressure 1,300 pounds. 

It was stated later that it would yield 125,000 cubic feet daily and that 
the pressure had built up. A second well is reported to have been - 

) drilled in the Ewing district, Lee County. Drilling was stopped | 
. when gas was found at 1,100 feet. It is thought that oil might be | 

found if the well were deepened to 1,400 feet. | - 
Washington.—The Northwestern Natural Gas Co., which formerly 

distributed natural gas to towns in the Yakima Valley region, has : 
| reported that the gas wells in the Rattlesnake Hills field (from which 

its supply was obtained) were completely depleted in 1941, and the : 
company has changed to butane-air gas for distribution to its cus- | 
tomers. |
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we West Virgima.—Information on natural-gas.developments in West _ 
; _ Virginia has been supplied by David B. Reger, consulting geologist, 
~ Morgantown, W.Va - ee 
a __. Various wildcats extended the proved area of existing gas pools in 
~ .. West Virginia in 1942 but opened no strictly new ones. Out of 53 | 
» ..--wildeats drilled,.27 were completed as gas wells and 6 as oil wells. — 

About 51,000 additional acres were proved for gas in old fields, and - 
: the opening of new pools by wells previously drilled was confirmed. _ 
op _. Itis probable that the new proved gas reserves represent a substantial | 
— *.  nerease over withdrawals. sts. eo eS 
- The State had 536 gas completions during 1942, with a total daily — 
Boh open flow of 1,228,501,000 cubic feet compared with 558 wells reported 
oe drilled in 1941 with a total daily open flow of 949 million cubic feet. — | 
me These figures indicate a 4-percent decline in number of wells drilled _ 
- - in 1942 but a 29-percent increase in total daily capacity. During the 
pe year, 76 old: wells were deepened, adding 26,034,000 cubic feet to 
SO production, compared with 86 wells and 56 million cubic feet in 1941. 

"Drilling increased in the deep Oriskany sand in 1942, and 205 out — 
pe of 242 tests were successful. This.compares with 166 commercial — | 
eR completions in 1941. The Oriskany sand furnished 86 percent of 

an the initial production during the year compared with 75 percent in 
—.. - 1941... Most of the Oriskany gas comes from-the Charleston field in | 
ae _ Jackson, Kanawha, and Putnam Counties. Only 2 of the 15 tests 

ne _ drilled in other areas found Oriskany gas in commercial quantities, . 
z | and they were small. The Charleston field is well defined to the — 

oa north and east by a number of dry holes. It might be extended to | 
- __ the south as far as northern Boone County, where 6:small Oriskany 
i _- wells have been drilled. Ten or twelve wells showing tight or thinned- 

fo out sands indicate a limit to its extent to the west. It is estimated 
a that nearly one-half of the available gas has been recovered from the 

proved area. About 120 billion cubic feet were withdrawn in 1942. 
oe The Trace Fork field in Putnam County was the most active of 

| the shallow fields, with 40 completions in the Big Lime, Berea, and | 
: Brown Shale sands. .The Spurlockville field in Lincoln County and 
- the Villa Nova in Braxton and Clay Counties were next in rank, with 

—_ 17 completions each. | | , 
: The counties of greatest activity and the number of gas completions 

| in each were: Jackson, 150; Kanawha, 59; Putnam, 48; Upshur, 33; 
| Boone, 30; Calhoun, 29; Clay, 28; Gilmer, 26; and Ritchie, 18. : 

Production was raised in Kanawha and Raleigh Counties and other 
areas by acidizing lime wells. The practice of storing gas in depleted 
sands to build up a reserve to meet peak demands is gaining in im- 
portance. One company reported six such projects in use in Pennsyl- 
vania and West Virginia in 1942 and two others under test. 

| Marketed production in West Virginia is estimated at 220 million 
cubic feet in 1942—a 6-percent gain over the 208 million reported 
in 1941. 

Wyoming.—Three gas wells were drilled in old fields in Wyoming 
during 1942, one each in the Big Sand Draw, North Baxter Basin, 
and Pilot Butte fields. The total daily initial flow was 38 million 
cubic feet, compared with 56 million from five wells drilled in the old 

| fields in 1941. The Pilot Butte field bas no pipe-line connections, 
and the gas is used for field operations only. So
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| Three gas wells, with a total initial flow of 14 million cubic feet, oo 

: were drilled in the new Sherard field. The field was connected with _ oe 

: the gas system from the Lost Soldier area to Sinclair, Wyo., by 9 miles : 

of welded line. - | | | | - . 

| L. G. Snow, assistant supervisor, Geological Survey, United States a 

: Department of the Interior, Casper, Wyo., reports production from ass 

: 43 fields in Wyoming in 1942. Big Medicine Bow continued_the oo 

| decline that began several years ago. Salt Creek had 583 million me 

: production less than in 1941. Muskrat and several small fields de- | oo. 

clined, but in general the trend was upward. | | od 
_ Gross production amounted to 46,471 million cubic feet—a 7-percent ho 

gain over the 43,409 million produced in 1941. The most productive = 
areas and quantities produced were: Salt Creek, 8,926 million cubic .-§  -: 

feet; Lance Creek, 7,917; South Baxter Basin, 5,784; Big Sand Draw, | oo 

| 5,652; Elk Basin, 2,241; and Garland, 2,101. _ a 

Only 716 million cubic feet of gas were lost in 1942, 1,404 million cos 

7 were used in the field, and 14,322 million were returned to formations, _ a 

~_ Jeaving-30,029 million to be marketed. Gas marketed was 6 percent oo 

more than the 28,317 million marketed in 1941 and 13 percent over as 

“the 1940 record. South Baxter Basin, with 5,774 million, and Big ~ - 

~ Sand Draw, with 5,652 million, led in volume of gas marketed, supply- : 

Ba ing over one-third of the total amount. Salt Creek, which ranked 
first in gross production, stood third in amount of gas marketed, with es 

: 2,744 million, and Lance Creek, second in gross production, ranked _ a 

fourth with 2,141 million. : | 
_ - Repressuring was practiced in eight fields during the year. In Salt os 

- Creek 6,182, in Lance Creek 5,775, and in Wertz 1,172 million cubic 8 

: feet of gas were returned to the sands. Comparatively small amounts es 

-_were also injected in Rock Creek, Lost Soldier, Elk Basin, La Barge, _ _ 

and Grass Creek fields, bringing the total to 14,322 million—a gain of 

almost 15 percent over the 1941 figure. a oe 

- Salt Creek with 8,926, Lance Creek with 7,856, and Big Sand 7 

- Draw with 5,652 million supplied 96 percent of the 23,254 million cubic oe 

- feet of gas treated for natural gasoline. Rock Creek, Elk Basin, and a 

- Grass Creek supplied the other 4 percent. In 1941, 22,366 million feet os 

were treated. | po os : 

| | | | CONSUMPTION an OO : ee 

Consumption of natural gas in 1941 continued the upward trend oe 

- evidenced since 1938, totaling 2,805,192 million cubic feet. This was 4 

a 6-percent gain over the peak of 2,654,659 million cubic feet attained og 

. in 1940. Increases over 1940 were made in all but five States. Domes- oS 

tic consumption declined 0.4 percent from 1940, although the number oe 

of consumers incréased. ‘The over-all gain was in the industrial load, mo, 

: as shown by an 18-percent increase in gas used by miscellaneous - 

| industrial consumers in 1941, largely owing to rapidly increasing de- 

| mands from defense industries. The average value of total consump- 
tion increased 0.4 cent over the 1940 average to 22.1 cents a thousand a 

_ eubic feet. | - 

: Ohio produced only 31 percent of the State requirements and - 

| ranked first in imports from other States. Texas again ranked first in : 

| amount consumed, followed by California, Louisiana, Oklahoma, 
Pennsylvania, and Ohio in the order named. : |
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| | Natural gas consumed in the United States, 1937-41 a 
coe. . oo Domestic and commercial consumption - . 

. ) Consumers (thousands) 1! Billions of cubic feet “Average |. _ co an ot ee number of |} Average - oo . ) M cubic value at 
Year ye oe feet used | points of 

SO : a . aan per domes- | consump- 
Domes- | _Com- Total Domes- | Com- Total tic and tion per . 

Ot . tic mercial tic mercial ‘| commer- {| Mcubic — 
. . . cial con- | feet (cents) 

. | ~ fo : . sumer Oo 

| Y 8, 348 680; 9,028; | 372] ° £117 489 |. 54.2] - 67.6 
oe 1938_..-.....-....--.|  . 8, 570 695 | 9, 265: — 368 1144] 482]. 52.0 | © 68.3 . 

. - 1989... 8, 888 _ 715} 9,603 - 391 119 510 §3. 1 67.9 
1940... 9, 245 |. 741 | 9,986 | 444] 134 578 57.9 65. 7 . 

a 1941_.. ee 9, 730 767 | 10, 497 442} 145 | = 687-| . 55.9 65.9 

oo 7 : : | - Total con- . Industrial consumption a | sumption | 

o . Billions of cubic feet oo ; - t. > 4 Avere 
. = Average | age | 

| : Se : | | — _ | value at  fvalueat 

ss Year Car- | | Elec. | _ | of. con He ot Seon: | 
_ | | bon- | Fetro-| tric | Port- | other | Total | S4™P- | cubic | SUMP | Field | black | leum | public-) land- | inaus- | indus-| ton Der | “tee¢ | _tion | : manu- | refin- | utility | cement trial trial M cubic ” | per M 

- - |facture| eries | Power plants 3 ‘feet cubic 
an : plants 2} ~ (cents) | feet 

Be : - , : ‘ . Op 2 (cents) 

noe . 19387_..04.-----22- 651 |; = 341. 113 171 41 §97) 1,914 | 10.3 | 2,403) | 22.0. 
: 1938....-..-------|. 659]. 325 110 170 37 ' 511 1,812; 9.41 2,294 . 21.8 

1989_...----- 2. 681; 347 . 98 191 40 607 | 1,964, ~° 9.6] 2,474 21.6 
1940... 712 369 |}. 128 183 42 643 | 2,077 ~ 9.5 |) 2,655 21.7 — 
1941___. 22. li 686 365 148 2051. ‘54 760 | 2,218 10.5 | 2,805 22. 1 

oe - 1 Includes consumers served with mixed gas. 2 Federal Power Commission. em a 
. 3 Chapters on Cement in Minerals Yearbook. . re | 

oe Natural gas consumed in the United States, 1937-41, by States, in millions of cubic feet 

a State 1937 1938 1939 _ 1940 | 1941 - 

a Alabama_-__._--.---22-.---2-2 eee 16, 593 14, 796 20, 093 23, 461 32, 023 / Arizon@....../222-2..-2--------- eee 12, 857 12, 660 16,643}: 18, 002 18, 213 
Arkansas...........-.--------------------- 35, 074 34, 833 35, 673 ’ 39, 719 46, 933 

, - California_.......--...22.2.........----.--| 329,769 315, 168 348, 361 351, 950° 374, 905 
Colorado.._......-------2-----2 ee 20, 816 19, 212 21, 978 22, 111 26, 574 - 
District of Columbia.__..--....--.-__..-_. 3, 458 3, 826 | 4, 069 |. 4, 686 5, 124 
Florida__.-.........------------2- eee 1, 389 1, 469 1, 658 1, 481 2, 378 
Georgia._-......-------------- 2 13, 893 14, 783 16, 296 20, 551 23,975 

_ Tlinois..... 22. 78, 650 66, 500 77, 134 88, 088 98, 634 
. Indiana___....-.-...2-- 2-222 2----- eee 23, 551 26, 706 30, 795 29, 214 29, 989 

Towa...-....----.--------------- +e ee 21, 354 20, 109 21, 732 23, 460 24, 589 
| Kansas____..--.---...-....-------------- 96, 822 86, 105 85, 865 96, 772 109, 059 

, Kentucky._...-....----------------------- 18, 154 15, 350 16, 563 18, 881 20,170 | 
Louisiana_........-.-----..----2- 2-2. 174, 153 162, 260 164, 667 185, 089 222, 025 
Maryland.___.__.-.......---..----------- 1,011 1, 247 4,907 5, 855 6, 587 
Michigan __........-----2- 2-2 24,112 24, 697 27, 316 32, 790 37, 290 
Minnesota.....--.....-.-.....--------- ee 13,111 14, 641 17, 262 19, 904 22, 672 
Mississippi_-.....-.-.--.2--- eee 13, 327 12, 785 14, 207 17, 657 20, 813 
Missouri__.......----------.--2----------- 46, 898 42, 505 47, 157 53, 141 58, 138 
Montana.._..-.....-----2-------- eee 1 21, 594 118, 225 119,765 | 22, 328 24, 751 
Nebraska__.__...-_..-._.-2------------ eee 17, 263 17, 539 19, 654 20, 087 19, 205 
New Mexico.___......--.-.--.-.---------- 28, 056 32, 890 38, 981 40, 198 39, 138 
New York.__._.__.._----22----- eee 50, 080 47, 950 46, 877 27, 250 | 25, 384 
North Dakota..__....-.-.....-.---------- 1, 641 1, 533 1, 607 1, 725 1, 741 
Ohio_-____ 2-2 eee 125, 1383 108, 013 114, 720 129, 856 136, 251 
Oklahoma..___......--.---------_--- eee 269, 604 244, 443 231, 005 230, 806 209, 395 
Pennsylvania__........--...---.----------- 119, 501 96, 285 109, 746 121, 230 139, 492 
South Dakota__..-.-....-.---.-.----------} © 5, 519 5, 354 5, 712 6, 454 6, 580 
Tennessee__..._.-..---.---.----------- oe 13, 353 14, 047 2 15, 558 16, 819 22, 495 
Texas____--...-------------------- +e 706, 120 729, 603 796, 561 874, 294 875, 620 

«Utah. elle 12, 449 11, 699 13, 172 14, 802 16, 667 
Virginia___....2-...22 2-222 550 615 2 788 963 1, 166 
Washington._____..-.-.-222---- 2 -- eee 143 117 63 36 1 
West Virginia.............-...-------.---- 65, 395 57, 478 69, 394 77, 540 88, 597 
Wryoming.._.--..2 22.2222 eee 21, 648 18, 654 17, 786 17, 459 18, 618 

Total United States..........-..-...! 2,403,041 | 2,204,097 | 2,473,765 | 2, 654, 659 2, 805, 192 SS a Sn re Uy OV 4 

1 Includes natural gas piped from Canada. . 
? Small amount of gas consumed in Tennessee included with Virginia; separate figures not available.
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: Natural gas treated. at natural-gasoline plants in the United States, 1 987-41, by . a 

| . oo States, in millions of cubic feee | | oe 

7 State 1987 1938 .| 1980" 0 «| | tok Co 

ot Arkansas...-.------eeeeeeee-eoe-eeeeeneeee|) , 4 081 91,377 | 19,171 - 26, 584 19, 906 . oe 

. California. ooo eceeenwseeieeeeeeeeeeee---| 381, 568 | 398,187 | 377, 041 375, 407 3771, 350 a 

Colorado_...-------------------2--20"09 7° 
153 - 145 180 142] 134 

Tilinois.....-..--------------------------7- 
1, 027 4,110 | - 2, 440 12, 716 - 23, 732 a 

- . Kansas._..------------------+----------7-- 
153, 416 144, 631 11, 945 150, 963 176, 088 aes 

7 - Kentucky...--.-------------------------°" 
34, 981 38, 446 36, 817 | 39, 662 . 88, 062 

| Louisiana........--.-eencerenen-t-en------| 44,474 |” 116, 381 114, 960 145, 234 191, 194 | 

. Michigan..--..--------------------------7-"| 
1,381 | = 1,395 4,019 1,414 8, 581 a 

Montana. -------------------------2 7-72-07] 9, 062° 7, 126 8, 116 9, 528 10, 386 oon 

~ New Mexic0......---------------------""-* 61,625 | .. 97,830 97,010 101, 213 105, 161 . 

. New York..-.----------+---------------7°° 60 65 | 65 |. 40 5 | . 

. Ohio_....-.-.----------------- nner 
33, 625 28,488 | = 32, 708 38, 547 87, 546 a 

. Oklahoma...-----------------------------" 
338, 007 265, 746 219, 755 219, 255 200, 319 os 

" Pennsylvania... --..------------------------|. 
31, 508 22, 600 26, 662 40,161 | _—-_ 48, 704 

2 - "Texas...--------------------- 22-2 er err nne 754, 696 752, 784 914,701 | 1, 123, 236 1, 325, 471 0 

a West Virginia_...--.----------------------] | 140, 512 © 122, 301 140, 982 168, 206 195, 093 oe 

Oo Wyoming ..-...2sssswsscesesena-ee-e-|___ 28,684 | 27,000 |_ 16,488 | 19, 092 21, 568 a! 

: | 2,108, 800 | 2,035, 562 | 2,150,000 | 2,471,400.) 2, 763, 300. oN 

7 _” Ratio to total consumption_-.--.----------| — 88 89 | _ 87 93 998 So es 

| nnn Nn nnn ee - 

oe Treated for natural gasoline—The amount of natural gas processed 

o for natural gasoline increased 12 percent, or from 2,471,400 million os 

re cubic feet in 1940 to 2,763,300 million in 1941. The ratio to total = 

consumption was 99 1n 1941 compared with 93 in 1940. Gas treated | 

in Louisiana increased 32 percent and in Texas 18 percent over the | 

1940 volumes, largely because of increases in cycle-plant operations. a 

~The amount in Kansas increased 17 percent and in West Virginia 16 re 

- percent. In Oklahoma it decreased 9 percent and in California 1 oO 

os percent. a a | es oo. 

: ~ Domestic and commercial—Domestic consumers used 442,067 | us 

= million cubic feet of natural gas in 1941, compared with 443,646 7 

& million in 1940. The number of consumers increased by 484,880 and = 

totaled 9,730,110 in 1941. The decrease in consumption 1n the face 

of added meters is partly explained by higher average temperatures 1D — os 

~. - 4941 over 1940 and may also represent a more frugal use of fuel = =— 

— following rising living costs. The average consumption per domestic - 

/ consumer was 45,433 cubic feet in 1941 compared with 47,986 cubic — on 

| feet in 1940. Commercial consumption increased 8 percent over 1940 

to 144,844 million cubic feet. Oe : “ 

| The average value of domestic gas was 72.0 cents a thousand cubic = © : 

- feet in 1941 compared with 71.1 cents in 1940; the average of commer- 7 

cial gas was 47.2 compared with 47.8. | -



Domestic and commercial consumption of natural gas in the United States in 1941, by States } : | _ oo 

- Domestic : Commercial . ; Total eS oo 

Value at points of Value at points of | ; Value at points of _ 
State consumption consumption — consumption . — 

Consumers | M cubic feet |~-_--_-— | Consumers | M eubie feet |---| Consumers | M cubic feet nr eS 
Average Average , Average . Total | “(cents) Total | (cents) | ; | Total | (eonis) —_ | 

Alabama...-.-- 22 oe 38, 150 1, 962, 000 $1, 974, 000 100. 6 4, 320 - 826, 000 $423,000 |. 51.2] 42,470 2,788,000 | $2,397,000 | , ‘86.0 
Arizona__......-.-..---- 42, 000 1, 653, 000 2, 014, 000 © 121.8 | 4, 280 1,039,000 |, 574,000 | ° 55.2 46, 280 2, 692, 000. _ 2, 688, 000 96. 1 - Arkansas__...-......_._- 78, 390 6, 159, 000 3,082,000; 60.0 | 13, 180. 8, 499,000 | 1,235,000 |. 35.3. 91, 570 9, 658,000 | = 4,317,000 44.7 TR California...............| 1,799, 140 80, 929, 000. 58, 791, 000 72. 6 103, 300 24, 151, 000 + 10, 988,000 45.5 | 1,902,440 | 105,080, 000 69, 779, 000 66.4. ‘ Colorado..__-.---.-....- 102, 480 6, 633, 000. 5, 085, 000. 76.7 _ 10,000 2,032,000 | 1,160,000. 57.1 112,480 | 8,665,000 |. 6, 245, 000 —  F21 . _ District of Columbia-_-- (?) (2): (2) (?) ) 7 (4): (?) (2) (2) (2) (?) 41 an Florida._...--.........-- 4, 740 162, 000 205, 000 126.5 | .680- _ 92,000 - 69, 000 64,1 5, 270 | 254,000 | - 264, 000 103. 9 Eg . Georgia..-.-...--..-..2- 92, 990 5, 571, 000 4, 742, 000 85.1 7, 990 8,850,000 | 1,341,000 34.8 |. -. 100, 980 9,421,000 | —_6, 083, 000 64.6 . Mlinois...-.-...-........| 1,282, 220 19, 458, 000 24, 417, 000 125.5 - 69, 230 5, 401, 000 |}: 4, 688, 000 | 86.8 | 1,351,450 | 24, 859, 000 29, 105, 000 | 117.1 Pe 7 : J[ndiana._..-...-.--2. 2. 196, 020 3, 800, 000 4, 536, 000 119.4 10, 900 962,000 |. 838,000} ° 87.1 206,920 | 4; 762,000 5, 374, 000 112.9 MQ oe Tows.....-..------...--- 141, 480 5, 068, 000 4, 894, 000 96. 6 11, 080 1, 507,000 | 1,009,000 | 67.0] 152,560. | 6, 575, 000 5,903,000 | 89.8 _ 7 Kansas__..........----_- 223, 740 17, 563, 000 10, 364, 000 59.0 27, 100 8,811,000 | 3,021,000 | 34.3 250, 840 26, 374, 000 | 18, 385, 000 50.8 = —— Kentucky_._..--_-..-.-.- 179, 980 9, 201, 000 5, 365, 000 58.3 18, 080 2, 690,000 | 1,272,000 | 49.11 198,060; 11,791,000 6, 637, 000 56.3 1 oo Louisiana. -.-.....-...... 206, 370 10, 488, 000 7, 371, 000 70.3 |  — 23, 590 7, 572,000 | 2, 588, 000 33.5 | 229, 960 18,060,000 | —_ 9, 909, 000 |. 54.9 > Oo Maryland._.............] 3244, 290 2 6, 094, 000 34,716,000 |. 277.4 211, 840 2 996, 000 d 656, 000 2 65.9 3256, 1380 | 27,090, 000 2 5, 372, 000 2 75.8 Hs) Michigan. ....--2-22 22. 604, 620 21, 716, 000 20, 989, 000 - 96.7 ~ 25, 640 3, 476,000 | . 3, 066,000 88.2 | 630, 260 25, 192, 000. 24, 055, 000 . 95.5 w - Minnesota. ....--..---_- 174, 130 6, 151, 000 5, 481, 000 89.1 8, 710 2, 703,000 } 1, 251, 000 46.3 | 182,840 8, 854, 000 6, 732, 000 76.0 ° 2 Mississippi_....___...._- 56, 820 4, 008, 000 2, 652, 000 66. 2. 8,480 |}. 3,382,000 | 1,091,000} 32.3 65, 300 7, 390, 000 3, 743, 000 0.6 . Missouri__........--.._- 405, 780 13, 515, 000 12, 219, 000 90. 4 36, 030 4,108,000 |. 2,557,000 | 62.2 441,810 | 17,623,000 | 14, 776,000 83.8 A . Montana........--.-.-.. 47, 620 6, 543, 000 3, 080, 000 47.1 | 5,320 |. 3,868,000 | 1,150,000 | 29.7 52, 940 10, 411, 000 4, 230, 000 40.6 Nebraska._.-.-..__..... 121, 090 5, 528, 000 4, 173, 000 75. 5 8, 230 1, 520, 000 863, 000 56.8 129, 320 7,048,000 |. 5, 036,000  FL6. - oT New Mexico. -.-.........- 25, 200 2, 437, 000 1, 683, 000 «69.1 * 2,900 1, 550, 000 688,000 |. 37.9 ~ 28,100 3, 987, 000 2, 271,000 | - 57.0 © : New York... ._-....-.-_- 424, 200 15, 997,000 | 138, 993, 000 87.5 37, 890 8, 238,000 | 2, 423, 000 74.8 - 462,090 | 19, 235, 000 16, 416, 000 85.3 ~~ mo North Dakota...........} © © (°) (3) - (8) (3) ® — |. (3) (2) (8) (8) Q@) (8) bt S . Ohio.__-.....-.....-...-| 1,257,010 62, 271, 000 40,667,000}. 65.3 115, 620 12, 572,000 | 7,175,000 57.1 | 1,372, 630 74, 843,000 | | 47,842,000 63.9 Se Oklahoma.-__._-.-_...-.- 263, 570 21, 405, 000 9, 897, 000 — 46.2 32, 330 8,915,000 | 2,811,.000 ~ 81.5 295, 900 30, 320,000 | 12, 708, 000 41.9 oe Pennsylvania_-__......_- 691, 110 37, 412, 000 23, 873, 000 63.8 |. $7, 880 8, 128,000 | 4,305,000 |- = 53.0 748,990 | 45, 540, 000 28, 178, 000 61.9 South Dakota_._____.__- 17, 060 1, 252, 000 966, 000 | TW 1, 910 1, 274, 000 621, 000 40.9 . 18,970 “2, 526, 000 1, 487, 000 58.9 Tennessee_....-_..--.-.- 53, 690 8, 424, 000 2, 602, 000 76.0 6, 760 2, 667,000 | 1,027,000: 38. 5 - 60,450 | - 6,091,000 8, 629, 000 — 69.6 - Texas.......-....-.---.-- 697, 520 39, 478, 000 27, 432, 000 69. 5 79, 090 16,141,000 | 7,086,000 | 43.9 776,610 | 55,619,000 34, 518, 000 624 . Utah... 3 34, 110 3 2, 974, 800 8 2, 020, 600 3 67.9 - $1,470 3 1, 049, 200 $359,400 |- 334.3 3 35, 580 3 4, 024, 000 8 2, 380, 000 3 59.1. a Virginia_.._---.....-2-.- (2) 3 (2) (?) ©) (2) 3 (2). § @) (3 . ; ° Washington._.......-._- (8) (3 (8) (3) (3) (3) - (3 (8) - (3 (3) | @) Pe West Virginia.._.......- 201, 650 19, 984,200 |. 7,302, 400 36. 5 20, 090 5, 132,800 | 41, 715, 600 | 33.4 |. 221,740 |. 25, 117, 000 9,018,000 | 35.9 - : Wyoming._.__...-.....- 22, 940 3, 230, 000 1, 507, 000 (46.7 3, 140 1, 792, 000 | 607, 000 33.9; 26,080 5, 022, 000 2, 114, 000 421: a 

Total: 1941_.......| 9,730,110 | 442,067,000 | 318, 093, 000 72.0 766,910 | 144,844,000 | 68,398,000 ||. 47.2 | 10, 497,020 |. 586,911,000 | 386,491,000 |. 65.9 Oe 1940........| 9,245, 230 | 443, 646,000 | 315, 515, 000 71.1) 741,020 | 134, 644,000 | 64,399,000 | 47.8 | 9, 986, 250 | 578,290,000 | 379,914,000; 65.7 - 
1 Includes natural gas used with manufactured gas. § Maryland includes District of Columbia and _ Virginia. * Utah includes North Dakota and Washington, _
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oo Field.—Gas used in the field totaled 686,158 million cubic feet in 4 

1941 compared with 711,861 million in 1940. The apparent decline Ok 

resulted from the use of a new basis of reporting by 1 company that oo 

_ has been the largest consumer in Texas. The amount actually con- Oe 

- sumed in the field in 1941 probably increased several percent over the - 

= 1940 total. The estimated value of gas used for field purposes was oo 

$29,993,000 compared with $27,158,000 in 1940. These figures oe 

- indicate a gain of 0.6 cent a thousand cubic feet in 1941. - Ss 

| Carbon-black manufacture —An iocrease in the proportion of high- ar 

yield carbon blacks manufactured, together with a 3-percent decline ne 

in total output, reduced the amount of gas used at carbon-black oe 

plants in 1941. The total declined 1 percent to 365,377 million Soe 

- cubic feet from 368,802 million in 1940. A gain of 0.1 cent was © oe 

- yecorded in the average value, mainly because of a higher average _ 4 

: in Texas. The total value was $4,135,000 in 1941 compared. with ae 

, $3,702,000 in 1940. BO | _ eS 
Petroleum refineries.—Petroleum refineries consumed 148,127 million || 

-. gubie feet of natural gas in 1941—a 16-percent gain over the 128,007 on 

million used in 1940. This was 18 percent of the total B. t. u. require- ee 

ments of the industry in 1941—0.9 percent more than was supplied _ a 

oe in 1940. _ As similar comparisons for fuel oil show alossof 1.6 percent, = = = | ; 

it would appear that natural gas was used as a substitute for that fuel 

ne at some refineries in 1941. - a oo | rr 

= - Electric public-utility power planits—Requirements from public- . 

o utility power plants totaled 205,156 million cubic feet in 1941, a a 

- 12-percent gain over 1940. Of the major consuming States, sharp i ssi 

gains were noted in Louisiana, Texas, and Kansas, where gas was , 

~. cheap. California used 13 percent less gas for this purpose in 1941 an 

S than in 1940, probably’ because of the increased use of water power. | - 

Ae Tennessee and Arkansas reported sharp increases and Illinois asharp ' 

decrease. | — ae ne 

- ‘Portland-cement plants Consumption at portland-cement plants _ 

’- “inereased 29 percent to 54,208 million cubic feet m 1941. compared... 

. with 41,949 million in 1940. A very small percentage of the total , 

fuel requirements of the industry is furnished by natural gas. How- nn 

- ever, as its proportion of the total increased slightly in 1941 aod that - 

| of fuel oil decreased, it may be supposed that gas has displaced oil | ae 

in some cases. 4 | : 2 

Other industrial.—N atural gas used for “other” industnal purposes S 

increased 25 percent between 1939 and 1941. It totaled 759,255 ae 

' million cubic feet in 1941, 18 percent over the 642,594 million used in : “ 

- 1940. Gas used by this class of consumers was 27 percent of the - 

| total consumption in 1941 compared with 24 percent m 1940 and : 

displaced field use for the first tame in volume. Field use took 24 _ 

| percent of the total consumption in 1941 compared with 27 percent | 

| in 1940. : 

Miscellaneous industrial consumption increased in all States but . 

7 New York, Oklahoma, and South Dakota. California, the largest | 

consumer in both years, gained 15 percent over 1940; Pennsylvania, - 

second in rank, gained 33; and Louisiana, third, gained 10. These 

. three States consumed one-third of the total gas used for miscellaneous . 

| industrial purposes in 1941.



Industrial. consumption of natural gas in the United States in 1941, by States and uses - - 

te or and op. Fuel at petrol fineries, electric public-utilit ‘plants, portland- | | = pumping, and op- . uel at petroleum refineries, electric public-utility power plants, portland- ; tal , , 
erating gasoline- | C®rbon-black manufacture cement plants, and other industrial 2 Total industrial | 
recovery plants) _ oe . 

; Value at points vo Value at points | - . Value at points . State: of consumption M cubic feet . of consumption of consumption | . 
NM cubi Value at : |e 

cubic | points o | | : oo ] . . 
feet (esti- | consump- M cubic Electric . M cubie a a 
mated) | tion (esti- : Aver-| Petro« public- | Portland-| o:por in- Aver- Aver- 

mated) Total age | leum re- utility cement dustrial ‘Total Total age | Total age So 
(cents)| fineries power plants . ’ | (cents) (cents) 

plants . 

Alabama........-|.-----.----|-.-2--.---|--- ee |e fen ene lee eee] 898,000) (2) 128, 337,000) 29, 235,000} $4,962,000} 17.0} | 29, 235,000) $4, 962,000} . 17.0 fu 
. Arizona........--]----.------|-------~--|-----------|--- =e fee en e-|------~----| 2, 298, 000]... ._.--] 18, 228, 000} - 15, 521,000] 3, 123,000] © 20.1} 15, 621,000} 3,123,000] 20.1 Pi ) me 

Arkansas...-....-| 10,417,000] $613, 000|.....---...]-.--..---|.-....-| 4,669,000] 5, 262, 000 (1) 116,927,000) 26,858,000} 2,863,000; ©10.7| 37,275,000} 3,476, 000 93 Mm . 
California_._-.....|127, 466, 000) 7, 740, 000/-....------|---------|-------] 20,078, 000) 12, 153, 000/11, 822, 000/ 98,311,000) 142, 359, 000] 19, 154,000) 13.5] 269, 825,000] 26,894,000). 10.0 . 

_Colorado_..-.---- 200, 000 11, 000}-..-.---.-.|-.--2--- |e 2, 000 749,000; ©) = {116,958,000} 17,709,000} 2,727,000) 15.4]. 17,909,000! 2, 738, 000). 15.3 a mc 
District of Co- . oT. a : _ tej a 
lumbia__....---]----.------ | ene nn fee eee een een [eee eee [eee fee eee eee ef eee eee (2) (2) @) @ | °@ @ | @ > | 

Plorida_--2- 2-22 |ee eof cece cece ene [eee eeeece|enceoee[econceceeoo[--2-2-2----[-s2---22--] 2,124,000] 2, 124,000] ~_ 335,000} 15.8] 2, 124,000| 335,000 158 SC 
Georgia. ...-..-.-|----.------|--------~--|------+----|---------|-------]-----------| 5, 746, 000)_-.---.-.-| 8,808,000] 14, 554,000} 2,630,000} 18.1] 14,554,000} 2,630,000] 18.1 wW 
Illinois........-.-| 8,999,000) 273, 000|.....--.---|--.-.-.--[----...| * 241,000] 2, 485, 000|___.....-.| 62,050,000} 64,776,000] 13,860,000; 21.4] 73,775,000 14, 133,000; 19.2 ° wt 
Indiana.----..---| 381,000] 19, 500|----------2|---222-22|--2cL lo]. 2-.---] 5, 341, 000]--_-..---_] 19, 605,000| 24,846,000] 6,221,000| 25.0| 25,227,000] 6,240,500 247 © | 
Towa. ----..-.----|-ca-cnnnnnn[ezennrena-[-nenagenene[eeenaee-|--nee--|--e-z------} 5 272,000] (1) "112,742, 000] _ 18,014,000] 2,923,000] 16.2] 18,014,000 2,923,000, 162 A | 
Kansas.._....---.| 19, 583, 000} 1, 345, 000 (3) (8) (8) 5, 188, 000) 19, 466, 000) 7, 645, 000/330, 853, 000} 3 63, 102, 000} 3 7,820,000] %.12.4/ 82,685,000] 9,165,000] 11.1 
Kentucky..------} 1,891,000) 257,000)-..-_...---|----.----|-------]--.--------|-----------|.---.-----| 6, 488, 000 6, 488, 000; 1,814,000) 28.0). 8,379,000) 2,071,000}: 24.7 pet 
Louisiana. .......] 62, 844, 000) 1, 998, 000} 18, 627,000) $576, 000 3.1) 23, 967, 000} 33, 493,.000 (2) 165, 034, 000} 122, 494,000) 12,707,000} 10.4} 203, 965, 000) 15, 281, 000 7.5 © 
Maryland__...-..|.-.-.------|----------|-----------|----2- +e] e fee fi - |---| 2 5, 787, 000} 2 5, 787, 000] 2 1, 684,000) 2 29.1 2 §, 787, 000} 2 1,684,000) 229.1 H 
Michigan ...----| 1,834,000 123, 000|.-...-.----|----.----|----..-|’ _108,000| 17, 000|-----...--| 10, 444,000! 10, 564, 000 5,306,000 50.2) 12,098, 000| 5,429,000) 44.9 
Minnesota. ...-.-|------~----|---------+|-----------|---------|------|-----2-----| 2, 672, 000)-..------.] 11, 146,000} 18,818,000} 2,559,000! 18.5} 13,818,000 2,559,000; 18.5 — . 
Mississippi-___-._- 802, 000 37, 000|--.-.------|---------|-------]-----------| 1, 754, 000).......-..| 10, 867,000] 12,621,000) 1,862,000} 14.8; 13,423,000} 1,899,000] 14.1 . 
Missouri. ..-...-. 520, 000 83, 000) --.-.------|------~--|----.--]-----------| 12,271,000) (4) 127, 724,000) 39,995,000) 7,185,000; (18.0) 40,515,000) 7,268,000} 17.9 Be 
Montana...--..--| 1, 223,000 69, 000|.....------]----.-2--}-- 8 -- 926, 000 984, 000|.---..----} 11, 207,000}° 18, 117,000} - 1,779,000] 13.6} 14,340,000} 1,848,000! 12.9 _. 
Nebraska....----]--.-.------|----------|-----------|----e eee |e ne }eeee------| 4, 928, 000 () 17,229,000) 12, 157,000) 2,073,000} 17.1 12, 157,000} 2,073,000} 17.1 sy - 
New Mexico--....| 20,835,000; 421, 000].-.-.-.--2-|---..----].---..-| 44,000) 4, 125, 000}.......-..} 10, 147,000} 14,316,000} 1,982,000} 13.8 35, 151,000} 2, 403, 000 6.8 
New York__.__-- 324, 000 82, 000).....------|---..-2--] eee ee 92,000} —- 28, 000}--.--.-...} 5, 705,000 5, 825, 000} + 3,090,000} 53.0 6, 149,000) 3,172,000} 51.6 . 
North Dakota_...|.....-.---.|-..-------|-..0-2-sss|ssecceeefocesescfeeeeenee---|  @) (IIIT 7 @” (4) (4) (*) () ‘¢ () | a 
Ohio_......-..-..| 1,575,000} 270, 000/--..---.-.-|.--..----|-2.- 8 1,000) . 1, 735, 000|...-..-.-.| 58,097, 000| - 59,833,000) 21,067,000; _ 35.2) 61, 408,000] 21,337,000} 34.7 
Oklahoma.-__..../116, 858, 000} 3, 554, 500 (ne (3) (°) 11, 034, 000} 12, 945,000; . () 1838,238, 000] *62, 217, 000) ° 5,078,000} . $8.2) 179,075,000) 8,632,500) 4.8 
Pennsylvania....| 6,525,000) 1, 621, 000)--.......-.]--.-..---|.-...-- 944,000} — 11, 000).-......--| 86, 472,008) 87, 427,000) 27,029,000, 30.9] — 93,952,000) 28, 650,000]. 30.5 
South Dakota__.-|-.--...----|----------|-----------]---------]---- eee] 1,353,000) 1 2,701, 000 4,054,000} . 739,000). 18.2]. 4,054,000) .. 739,000} 18.2 CB 
Tennessee. .....--|----.-.--=-|----------|-----------|---------]-------|-----------| 8, 137, 000]........--| 8, 267,000} 16, 404,000]. 2,750,000} 16.8]. 16, 404, 000] . 2,.750,000}. 16.8 ; 
Texas............|282, 011, 000) 8, 693, 000/330, 351, 000/3, 263, 600 1.0} 76. 489, 000} 60, 059, 000/12, 935, 000) 58, 206, 000} _ 207, 639, 000} 21, 627,000) 10.4} 820,001,000) 33, 583, 000 4,1 a 
Utah... 22.22. 29, 000 1, 000|-..-.-...--|---------!-------{ 110, 000) £ 256, 000| (Q) £13, 990,000; 14, 356, 000] 4 1, 755, 000; 4 12,2] 4 14, 385, 000|.4 1, 756,000! 4 12.2 

: . i .



| Virginia.......-.|-.--.------|-------2--[---eneeeee| ene nneoen|e-een ee [ene eeenconc|eceeecensee[eeeeee--e-] (2) Q | @]. Q 7 | a 
West Virginia....| 14, 649,000] 2, 503, 000)...-.....--]----.----|_---.-- 783, 000 16, 000|......-...] 48,032,000} 48, 831,000) 10, 261,000} 21.0) 63, 480,000} 12,764,000} 20.1. oe 
Wyoming. .------ 7,492,000} 279, 000}-....-..-.-|----.---~]----.--| 3, 561,000]  707,000]......-...| 1,836,000 6, 104,000] ~ 750,000! 12.3) 13,596,000) 1,029,000) 7.6 a 
Miscellaneous... -|-.-...----.]-------~--- |? 16, 399, 000) $296,000) 3 1.8)..-...-----|--.-.----~-}!21,806,000)----..-----]-------------]------+----|-------|------------- | ++ +--+ - ++] 2 ee 

Total: 1941_1686, 158, 000/29, 993, 000/365, 377, 000/4, 135, 000 1. 1/148, 127, 000/208, 156,-000|54, 208, 0001759, 255, 000}1, 166, 746, 000}199, 419,000} 17. 1/2, 218, 281, 000/233, 547,000) 10.5 oo, 
1940_|711, 861, 000/27, 158, 000/368, 802, 000/3, 702, 000 1. 01128, 007, 000/183, 156, 000/41, 949, 000/642, 594,000; 995, 706, 000/166, 230, 000; .16. 7/2, 076, 369, 000}197, 090, 000 9.5 . a 

i Gas used in portland-cement plants included under “Miscellaneous” for United States total and under “Other industrial” for State total to avoid disclosing figures of individual a 

2, Maryland includes District of Columbia and Virginia. oe. - He 
3 Gas used in carbon-black manufacture included under ‘“‘Miscellaneous” for United States total and under ‘‘Other industrial” for State total to avoid disclosing figures of individual co 

operators. 
. : a 

4 Utah includes North Dakota. Oo : Oo 

| : 7 a | | | 2 - : 

. 
| ‘ . 

. . 
. eo | | | | . 
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So The average value of the gas consumed at petroleum refineries, — 
-* @lectric public-utility power plants, and portland-cement plants, and 
. for ‘Other’ industrial purposes was 17.1 cents in 1941 compared with 

| 16.7 cents in 1940. This 0.4-cent gain may be attributed to large _ 
mo gains in volume in some of the Easterm States, where high prices — 
~ prevail. | 7 oe oe | 
a Mixed gas.—The use of natural gas mixed with manufactured gas 

an mcreased 1 percent in 1941 over 1940. The total volumes were 65,979 | 
_ million cubic feet in 1941 and 65,102 million in 1940. Illinois, which 

or has been the largest’ consumer of mixed gas, and New York, next in - 
a rank, both decreased about 1 percent in the quantity of natural.gas | 

blended. The number of consumers increased in most States. The 
| _ total number of domestic and commercial consumers was 2,619,100 

no _ im1941 compared with 2,514,910 in 1940. Natural gas used in mixed 
we _ gas was valued at $56,952,000 compared with $56,202,000 in 1940. 
_ °° ‘The average value remained unchanged at 86.3 cents per 1,000 cubic 
a feet. | a ee | oo ce 

oe ' Consumption of natural gas used with manufactured gas in the United States in 
a Doe | a 1941, by States a | — | 

| | Domestic - Commercial - Total | 
oe Te Y ~~ {Industrial|/” ——S*YSSSSS  . State | _ | (M.eubic | Value at ee Consum- | M cubic |Consum-| M cubic feet) M cubie | points of a Fo, . ; ers feet ers feet . feet’ | consump- \ a . | — {tion — | 

L District of Columbia_..|_ 169,910 | 4,044,000 | 8,370 | 561,000 | 519,000 | 5, 124,000 | $3, 552, 000 Le Illinois: ----.-...-...-..| 1, 118, 640 | 15, 587, 000 57,310 | 4,465, 000 | 5, 633, 000 | 25, 685. 000° | 25,397, 000° 
a Indiana.....--..-...---| . 59, 150 513, 000 2, 890° 154, 000 296, 000 963, 500 878, 000 

. Iowa.....-------------- 56,660 | 1,358,000 | 3, 860 243, 000 96,000 | 1,697,000 | 1,693,000 © ae ' Kentucky..-.--..-.-..] | 79,910 | 2,912, 000 7,430 | 1,049,000 | 1,241,000 | 5,202,000 '| 2,852, 000 
Maryland.....-._.-..2. 24, 990 689, 000 450 25, 000 20, 000 734, 000 612, 000 — 

-  Minnesota............-| 144,970 7 4, 160, 000 5, 800 646, 000 10,000 | 4,816,000 | 4,417,000 
Missouri....-....-..---| 245,480 | 4, 183,000 11, 760 729, 000 496,000 | 5,408,000 | 5,453, 000 , Nebraska... _......_-__- 56,110 | 1, 243, 000 | 330 63, 000 153,000 | 1, 459, 000 - 886, 000° ae . - New York......_...--.| 283,460 | 8, 186,000 22, 220 | 1,240,000 | 1,823,000 | 11, 249,000 | 8, 739, 000 
Ohio.-_.-.....---......| 163,890 700, 000 16, 060 245,000 | 208,000 | 1,153,000 |. . 690,000 
Pennsylvania_......._- 56,150 | 1, 530, 000 2, 730 299, 000 251,000 } 2,080,000 | 1,367,000 mo Virginia.....-.......-..] ° 24,890 349, 000 680 44, 000 16,000 | 409,000 416, 000 

| Total: 1941.__..._| 2,479, 210 | 45,454,000 | 139,890 | 9, 763, 000 10, 762, 000 | 65, 979,000 | 56, 952, 000 
—— 1940......-| 2,377, 760 | 670,000 | 137, 150 9, 610, 000 9, 822, 000. | 65, 102, 000 56, 202, 000 © 

Oo INTERSTATE SHIPMENTS | 

| Interstate shipments totaled 815,672 million cubic feet in 1941— 
| a 10-percent increase over 1940. Gas was transported from 21 States 

In 1941. | 
New shipments were reported from Arkansas to Louisiana and 

Texas. Some Texas gas was turned into the pipe line serving | 
Alabama, Georgia, and Mississippi. The States that transported 
the largest volumes of interstate gas in 1941 were Texas, Louisiana, 
and West Virginia in the order named. Sharp decreases were noted 
in New York and Mississippi. Industries in Pennsylvania that 
formerly drew their natural-gas supplies from New York are now 
using West Virginia and Kentucky gas. Texas supplied 32 percent 
of the total shipments in 1941, Louisiana 24, and West Virginia 17, 
the same proportions as in 1940. Shipments from. Pennsylvania. to 
New York continued the recession started in 1940. _ a
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| . Interstate transportation of natural gas in 19411 — . ee 

7 State from which gas State through which gas was State to which gas was trans- M cubic | oh 
was transported . transported . ported a feet. 

| Arkansas....--.--------|------ece-eenee-eeeeeeeee-eee-----| Lowisiana...2...--.------.------| 4,026, 000 ae 
Oo a Texas...------------------------ 204, 000 DU 

Colorado.......--------] Wyoming. .-...-.....----------- Utah. --------n2-rrereneneeee 2, 806, 000 So 
ww wee weet ere wwe et ee ate esa wawneame yom §.---------------- +--+ 9 YUU 

| | | oe 7 . __ 2,930, 000 oe 
| Illinois.....-.....-------|-.--------------------------------| Indiana. _....-.2.-.--2.--------- 199, 000 Be 

Indiana....-.---.-.-.-.'---------] Kentucky-_..-----.------------- 515, 000 ot 

Indiana._._..........---|---------------------------------| Hlinois...-.-2-222 22 53,000 ae 
eee eee n nee n enn l anne nee neee--s----| Kentucky....-.---.----..------- 398, 000 oo 

oO we eee nw nee nn een nee nee nee Ohio,.....-.---.---.------------- ______ 1,000 oe 

| - - : , | 452,000 oy 

_. sd Ransas_.._....-.-.-----|-----------e--- eee eee eeee------| Colorado...:-..---------------22 667, 000 coe 
: Missouri_......--..---.---------| Illinois......--.-.-.-.-.---------] 2, 760, 000 us 

, “Filinos LTTE finale | 5,089, 000 . 
- | . Nebraska. ...----------------1-7 lowa.._-.-------.-.-------------| 8, 973, 000 . - 

7 w..--GO0. oe eee ee eee eee eee : . 7 

: | South Dakota__......-.--------- V0. a aeneeeecnecneeeeteces ; 16,000 oe 
_ Missouri__.-.----------2--------]] | oe . . Se 

oo Edda ooo fMitehteam n-ne ean] 167,000 
o - | Ohio. . --.----------------------- ee 

on Teena ---nreocororr rrr |} Minmesota..-----e-eeeeeee-n--] 8,583,000 
| ool n nen neeeneeeneeceeeeaneesee-| Missouri_..--...--.-------------| 12,776, 000 os 
os Nabtaske TTT Nebraska._..-.---.------.------| 8, 544, 000 : 

Ys , ebraska_-..-------------------- | . | coe 
of, 1 eh ae a J -n€0 ene eo eececeeecee cece 4,000 a 

7 7 ot isSourl_.. 22. eee ee an , ‘ a 

- | | TMlinois. --7-----------------=---- JOb|0.--eeeeeeeceeeeeeeeneen : 42, 000 oo, 
Indiana..!....------------------ 

: wee eee ence eee e en een ane neee-------| Oklahoma...-..-.----.---------] 617, 000 | 
ee | Nebraska. ..--.-.---------------| South Dakota_..-..--.----------|__ 1,040,000. | - 
a, Oe - | 7 oO _-54, 278, 000 " 

po Kentucky...........-..| West Virginia_-..---.-.-.------- | OO 
, a o Vitginia...-----------r-7--0-5777 District of Columbia_.....-....-| 5,124,000 . 

eo ‘ arylan wee enn en neee ence no nene , . a : _ 

ae , saree Vineinlaoo 72777777277 Indiana......-.----------------- 106, 000 CO 
wo est Virginia_.....-.-.-.--..--- . . . . 
ey | Virginia........----------------- \Maryland......---1.----------- 4, 682, 000 : 

- | West Virginia_.-.---.---.------- i St 
ob . Irginia._.__...----------------- oo, rd 

: . _ Maryland_....--.-.------------- ----d0_......-----+-------------- 743, 000 7 
. District of Columbia_-....._-.-- Ont a . 3 297.000 

wo eww ew enn enw wee eee te wee mmaaneren 10 2 en nn ee eee eee . ? , “ 

| West Virginia..._..............-]_.-.-d0._.-.--------------------.-}| 5, 009, 000 = 
.----0.....----.-.-----.----.----} Pennsylvania_...-.--.----------| 17, 187,000 = 

: : . n=277-QO -wennsnenornnneenenennrann Virginia..........-.....--.------ 688, 000 . : “ 

e wmecee Oe nec eee eee ween ee we ew eee 4 

Virginia,.....-.-----.---.------- | 
Maryland..___.-.-.--7.-..-.--- a 409, 000. a 
District of Columbia_-.....-..-- West Virzini | 15, 601, 000 

: wee e eee ee en enenee-nee-------------| West Virginia__.....-..-.......-| 15, 691, 
- oo, : _ - 52, 936, 000 

; Louisiana............-.-| Mississippi.-...-.---.----------- Alabama...--------------------- 30, 692, 000 : 

| “Mississippi....------------------ Man gg : 
— Alabama..-.--.--.-------------- \Wlorida........-----+----------- 2, 157, 000 

; ‘ ississippi...........---.-.----- ‘Mabom 27 \Georgia......--..---1-----2----- 23, 188, 000 ° 

. . AT RANSSS.-—----0a0r-eco-e-000--- \iinois._.....--------------0-- 21, 648, 000 . 

woo en ee aeeeeeceeeeseeeeeaee-ee----| Mississippi......--.--.----------] 14, 972, 000 | 
Arkansas_....---.---------.-----]-.---d0...-...--.-----------------| 2,378, 000 

os w--=-0q--20------0-eonnnonnnnno- Missouri.......---.-------------| 12, 173, 000 
--.--00.....------..-------------- 

| Missouri_......-.---------------] ?----0__--..-.-.------.------.---| 6, 244, 000 yo 
Illinois. ................-.---.--- . 

Mistieiopl nn Tennessee.....-.---------------.| 22, 448, 000 : 

; won nen eennreceenseneeenceneceeen| T@X8S....-.---------------------]| 34, 570, 000 oo 
Arkansas.......--.--------.-.-..}-----d0_....----------------------} 1, 335, 000 

. | | 196, 780, 000 

7 1 Includes exports to Canada and Mexico. |
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me | | Interstate transportation of natural gas in 1941—Continued a 

| State from which gas | State through which gas was | State to which gas was trans- | M cubic 
ce was transported | transported ported — | feet 

- Mississippi_..---------|----------------eeeee0e-----eeee--] Alabama..o-----.s--------------| 425,000 
. Alabama............-.......----| Florida._......2....--..---~---_| 221, 000 

. . wa new cee n nn ene nen n ieee ene eee Louisiana---......--------------- 350, 000 

- a , | : - 996, 000 
| Missouri............-.--|--------....--------..------------| Hlimois._....2 22222222 2.2 .------ 8,000 
- ce Illinois. .------------------777477 Indiana--..-.......-------------- 16, 000 

[ ee . we WO oe ee eee eee eee 

a . . Indiana. -..........-.---...-2---- rr 22, 000 
ee : 2 | Ohio... 2... eee. -- a 

ee | re ao oe | 48,000. 
oe Montana.._.....-....-.|--.--------2----------------------| North Dakota__........-...-.-..| 1, 741,000 : 

a oo North Dakota........-----------| South Dakota..........---.-----| © 3,775,000 . 

: | 7 _ | 7 | F816, 000 | 

NOW MO Onno nnnnn) Ne MST IIIT Asinoma—-—-n-ennnceenenn ene] 18,218,000 
| : waotncnrsnsoeceetcescentctect Colorado............------------ 206, 000 
- - ” . @X@S_ ow Bee . . 

o . . ° New Mexico-__...-------------- | enic0 na aneeeeneeeenee 1, 154,000 
| . | Arizona___._.._....-.----.--.--- . oe 

oy | Oo [en wwe eee eee cece eee eee e eee ee nee] T@xa8_ 22s l2---e-----------| 7, 483,000 © ° 

a - | | * _ | 27,056, 000~ | 
ye New York...--_..-..---|---.------------------------------| Canada... - 0 27, 000 

Se . oO | [ea eeee enn nee----------------------] Pennsylvania-.....-------------] » 1, 958, 000 - 

SO Necih Dak M tas | | | 1, 985, 000 
“ So orth Dakota_......... ontana___..__..-..-----------|V ’ we | North Dakota c222222727227277_] South Dakota. .-----} 47,000, | 
. | Ohio... eee -|----eeeeeneneeee ee eeeeeeeeeeee-ee-| Indiana_.._------------eeeee-eoe 4,000 
ve , a won en ee eee ose eo ---------------| West Virginia._.....---.---.--.- 96, 000 

7 | | oe | | oo 100, 000 

. - Oklahoma._..._....-... wgpcccceeenceneceneeneeneienorees Arkansas.....-......--.-------- 1, 464, 000 
. ; WANSAaS__.o ee eee ° 

. . Missouri. -----o--o.-2---------- Vilinois.....------------n-ee--+- 88, 000 
ansas_____.__..-.-------------- a os 

Missouri_.__.......-..-------.--|}Indiana-__..._....--.--.-...----- 163, 000 
a Mlinois.......-----------2------- 

| ansas___._.__....-------------- 
| | Nebraska... | flOW8----------------------------| 1, 568, 000 © 

. Kansas__.._.....-.---.--------,- . 
Nebraska... .-_.....-.....-------|]p----0__-. nee ence 3, 000 
South Dakota___-..-.-..---.---- 

wane nnn eee ene een e eee n-ne --| Kansags..........-.-.-...---.----| 20, 663, 000 
: : : KANSAS ------------no-veenano=- BO 

: ISSO wwe ewww cece wee me enn wenn . 

oo Tilinois____._..........---.---.2.|}Michigan-—.._..-..-.2-2--2-- ee 228,000 —j 
Indiana. ___...........-.-.--.--- . 
QhlO_.-------ve--v0--oeo-n0o 202 
ansaS_..___...-.---------.- eee 

Nebraska. .....--.-------+------ }dinnesota...---evoneenneenn 1, 926, 000 
OW8___- eee 

Kansas_...........-...-...--..-.| Missouri...............-....---.| 8, 180,000 
7271 Q0 nena ann nnenenenenencnsoon Nebraska......-......----------| 1, 451,000 © 
-----GO_.- eee eee ee 

7 Nebraska. -_...-.-...---------.-- rE 1, 000 
Iowa___......-.----------------. 

ouri__._ 222-22. eee 
Llinois_................ 222 Ohio.......-.-.---2------------- 1, 000 

Indiana.____-_._---.--- eee 

HaNSAS oe --zeononeteteeecoooo \south Dakota_........--.-.----- 234, 000 

wa enen ee eneneneneee ne ee cere reeeree| TOX8S.2--2-.22-eeeeeeeee-------| 8, 007, 000 

, 38, 977, 000 

Pennsylvania...........| New York_....................- Canada. «-----------ccorertteo 16 oo 000 
wenn wenn nen ene eee e een eeeee-eee---| New York......-- 22 eee , 913, 
oon n nnn n ewe en nee eeeee-| OWIO....-2 ee 69, 000 
West Virginia...................|.----dO__..- 22-2 eee 450, 000 

wwe en nnn ence nee eeeneeeeeeneeee----| West Virginia..........-.-.-.--- 3, 510, 000 

| 21, 036, 000 
. . / See
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«Interstate transportation of natural gas in 1 941—Continued | oo a 

| State from which gas | State through which gas was State to which gas was trans- | M cubic oe 

. was transported | _ transported oo ported . —_ feet 7 

, " A " — . . ~ : - 8 

| Texas.....--------------| Louisiana_..---.----------------]] a ean | 

Mississippi_--------------------- \Alabama__.......-.------------- 906, 000 | a 

- Se a nneenneweecnceee nee eeeeeeeece-| Arkansas....-------------------- 769, 000 . 

Louisiana ......--------.-------|-----@0_-.-._-----------L---------] _ 4,807, 000 mo y 

a . New Mexico......--------------| Colorado_...--------------+-----] 25, 358, 000 2 

. Louisiana. -_.-.--...-------------|] 
. oo, vo 

. - Mississippi___.....-------------- Georgia_...-.-------------------| 787,000 

Alabama__.......---------------|J : 7 me 

| . Oklahoma........-.------------- 

. a _ | Kansas__......_....-------------| pIllimois-_-------------------------| . 6, 145, 000 4 

Missouri_......--.-------------- . - 

: . . : Oklahoma...-..----------------- 
. 

; : / 

a ~---G0.---2----------------------| 58, 593, 000 _ a 

: Iowa... ...----------------------- | | : oO 

a Oklahoma. .....---------------- 

| | Kansas_o—--------7-0--7070777777| plndiama..--------2-------------] 188,000 
. Tllinois._......----------.------- 

wo - . . ‘ - 

: ' | Oklahoma_.-....---------------- : ee 
Kansas......-----.-------------- ; : . . u 

Nebraska. .-..------------------- we -0-nwe---------- 2 -- -- = 12, 010, 600 ot 

| Towa.----.---.------------------]]} | _ . . a 

oo a . Tilinois__....-------------------- oe to —- 

‘ . Oklahoma-.-..------------------]|]_: 
_ - 

mo Kansas._....-.------------------| plOW@-....------------------------ 16, 006, 000 : — 

a - Nebraska. .-..---------------<-- fo Dee 

7 7 “Oklahoma-—_—--+-----"--7--77~ - . . . ae 

oe ansas.....------------+-------- 
: 

i | Nobrashe nee TTT foe Omen enero 23,000 | | 

*. 7 me South Dakota.-.---------------- a | , L 

he . - | Oklshoma___-__....-------------| _Kamsas.......-------------------| | 31, 558, 000 . 

oo a cee ewe ced eweee ee tewen noon ee eee ne Louisiana...-..-----------------| 10, 574,000 ~ . . 

a | woe en neeceeceeeceteceseo-----+---| Mexico---.--------+------+------}. 6, 191, 000 oo 

“ _ _| Oklahoma..--..-.--------------- 
- 

. Kansas_-...--------------------- 
- a 

a _| Missoarl--------or7777777777 777 | fMiebigan ..---------------------| 18, 957,000 < 
eo Indiana........-.-.-----.------- | es 

re — Ohio___...------~.--------------- 
. . . 

* , Oklahoma_ -.-.------------------ | a ae 

ms | Raa TTIITTL |  Mimnesote——-----eenevnenee-a-] 1,168, 000 So 
. lowa_._.-----------------------+ oo, , . oe 

. . Louisiana..-....-.--------------|, Mississippl---------------------- 191, 000 - a 

: | _| Oklahoma..-—------------------ | nMfissourl—__.-—--------------+--| 18,615,000 : 

: — | Oklahoma._-—--------2---------| fNebraska.--------o--2---------| 7,882, 000. | 
oe . Oklahoma.....------------------ . ot . ~ 

a Kansas.-.......---------+-------- 
‘ . 

oy Nebraska... .......-...--..------ .---G0..------------------------- 5, 000. - 

a . Jowa....------------------------ . 
nee nnennceceneenaneeee-| New Mexico--..----------------- 1, 539, 000 - 

Oklahoma-......---------------- 
7 

Kansas......--..---------------- 
oe 

: Missouri.............--.-------|fOhio..._..----------------------| 95, 000 
Tilinois..-...-.------------------ 
Indiana......-.-.--------------- ce , 

, | Tn eneeseseeeeseee-ee-| Oklahoma_-.-------------------] 18, 701, 000 7 

Oklahoma........--------------- 
. 

. . Kansas......-.------------------] South Dakota_.....-------------} 1, 477, 000 

. Nebraska... .-------------------- 

Now Mexioo -------------------|] }Wyoming.----------------------| 662 000 | 
| 

, 257, 291, 000 | - 

| Utah... -ecc--eenenen|enencene ne nenenec ee enn eee ne nnn ne |- pa -- WO nnn --- 2-2-2 22 eon nee en eee 216, 000 

A Virginia ...-------------|------------------------------- =| TPeMMessee----------------------- 37, 000 | 

West Virginia..___-....-|_..-..----------------------------| Kentueky----------------------- 3, 126, 000 J . 

ee ---------| Maryland__.--------------------| 1, 162, 000 

i iae-.--| Ohio....------------------------| 81, 599, 000 
Kentucky.....-----------------|-----0--~--- .-------------------- 3, 930, 000 , 

TT ..--------| Pennsylvania...-.--------------| 48,387, 000 

Maryland_......----------------]-----@0--------------------------- ___ 227, 000 
138, 381, 000 

Wyoming.-.....--.------|----------------------- 2-22 -o ne Colorado---.--.------------------- 17, 000 

"ene ececeneeceeseeee-ee-----| Montana._.....----------------- 1, 768, 000 . 

eT iau---------| Nebraska-..-.------------------| 1,368, 000 

TTT IIITT)| Utah....------------------------|__ 8, 515, 000 | 

: 1, 668, 000 | 

: 
815, 672, 000
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.  PIPE-LINE DEVELOPMENTS | _ | 
a Because of. the steel shortage, the construction of gas lines came _ under strict supervision of the War Production Board. - The rela- _ tively more urgent need for pipe-line expansion in crude oil led to the ne conversion of some gas-line mileage to oil lines as part of the several _*——. projects supervised by the Petroleum Administration for War. ~The | oe net gain in gas-line mileage was therefore small—possibly smaller a than for any year since before the boom period, 1928-30. — | a 7 Permission was granted to remove pipe from the Rodessa loop. _ After reconditioning, part of the line was to be relaid to meet the | Be increased demand in the Dallas-Fort Worth area. In February a _ | -139-mile line was started from the South Arkansas gas fields near mo _ Columbia to supply gas to two plants. The gas is sour, and desul- ee furization plants were built to make it marketable. The fields in : _ Southern Arkansas were also the starting point for an 18-inch line to ae ' Little Rock and other communities in the central part of the State. eke The Federal Power Commission granted permission for the Border = _ Pipe Line Co. to build a line from the San Salvador fields in Hidalgo _..., County, Tex. Plans for a 772-mile line from the Louisiana and oe Texas gas fields to Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia were con- — Oo sidered but were still under advisement at the end of the year. The ; A _ Lone Star Gas Co. started a line from Groesbeck to connect with the a 7 - 18-inch main line at Buffalo. The Natural Gas Pipe Line Co. of Amer- - . +. jea duplicated its 800-mile line of 24-inch pipe with 26-inch pipe to .. transport more gas from the Panhandle. A 12-inch line was laid | ' from. the Chickasha and Cement gas fields in Oklahoma to an Army | -. - cantonment. <A 12-inch line between Manchester and Kalamazoo, Mich., was started in September 1942, A permit was granted for a — i - 275-mile trunk line from Ohio to Kalamazoo. The line from the _ Larrette gas field in Louisiana to Mobile was put in operation: in oa February 1942 to supplement the line from Jackson. |
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- | oo SUMMARY | : OT 

: The natural-gasoline industry experienced a satisfactory year in — — 
: 1942 in point of volume. The total output of all the light products— - 
. natural gasoline, cycle products, and liquefied petroleum gas—reached — i 
" ‘the record-breaking total of 3,509,814,000 gallons or 3 percent above . 

ae 1941. However, this showing was due mainly to expanded cycle os 
_ -operations, as the output of natural gasoline alone was 8 percent. ° 

om _ below 1941. | : a, ee oe 
pos Prices of natural gasoline were favored by starting the year well | : 
: above the corresponding levels of 1941, but owing to price ceilings and — 
. transportation difficulties the trend in 1942 was generally downward. s 

an The average price for 26-70 grade in 1942 was 3.22 cents per gallon - 
| compared with 3.70 cents in 1941. : | | os 
- As with production, the trend in stocks in 1942 depends on the 4 

products that are considered. Including liquefied petroleum gas, the % 
7 trend was upward, but for natural gasoline and cycle products there tk 
: was a decline. In any event, the pronounced draft on stocks that " 

| characterized 1941 was not repeated, which was probably another | 
- yreason for the price weakening. | | a 

Participation in the war program was a primary consideration of the ot 
industry in 1942. ‘This participation took many forms, depending on : 

7 products made, size, and location. Probably the most important : 
roles were as suppliers of materials for aviation gasoline and rubber. ” 

: - Of these, aviation gasoline was by far the larger in volume. The 4 
liquefied-gas branch of the industry performed admirably in supplying - 
fractions, mainly isobutane and isopentane, for aviation-gasoline : 
manufacture, in addition to assuming added responsibilities for 8 

. supplying certain war plants with fuels. | . 

_1 Data for 1942 are preliminary; detailed statistics with final revisions will be released later. | 
_2 Tables compiled by E. M. Seeley, Petroleum Economics Division, Bureau of Mines. : 

7 - §56250—483-———74 an : 1161
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oe _ The shortage of materials prevented much expansion in capacity. : | Losses in manpower were serious but not crippling. Ordinary re- | search slowed, but much was learned as to the use of the light fractions | | in aviation gasoline and various chemicals, which should reduce the __ | dependence of the industry on ordinary refinery blending in the post- =i. | war period. a | | . | 

Salient statistics of the natural-gasoline industry in the United States, 1 988-42, in | | a 7 thousands of gallons | a | 

| | _ 1988 1939 1940 1941 194210 

- Pro tiem gasoline... | Tour} oem 2, 208, 60 | 2, 042,502 . atural gasoline__... 22 , 208, , 042, 502 - Cycle products___....------ } 2, 156, 574 2, 169, 300 2, 339, 400 { 480, 354 665, 532 Fo Liquefied petroleum gases: © 
. Isobutane at natural-gasoline and | _ - cycle plants__..---2- (2) (2) (). 127, 932 118,188 — Liquefied petroleum gases at natural- | - _ So - a gasoline and cycle plants. ______._. (2) (?) (2) | 579,264 | 683, 502 : Liquefied refinery gases at refineries. (2) (2) (?) 199, 038°] 192,234 
_ —  Total.-.........------.-.---------.]' 2, 156, 574 | 2, 169, 300 | 2, 339, 400 | 3, 504, 948 | 3, 702,048 ~ 
pe Stocks, end of year: Lo . oo ” 76 , o atural gasolmMe... 2.2 eee log | 1, 157, 374 ms . Cycle products. 2222272777777} 202, 860 185, 682.) 239, 568 { 8, 274 18, 524 Liquefied petroleum gases: _ oe Liquefied petroleum gases_._-._...- (?) (?) (2) : 6,804 | 23, 646 eo _ Liquefied refinery gases...2-----77| @) (2) @) | 8.376 8, 946 

| Total__...-..-22222--.------.......| 202,860} 185,682 | 239, 568 { 7 ior 228 |} 208, 490 
co - Demand: on : | i 
- ‘Used at refineries _-___.._.-__...........] 1, 678,362 | 1, 663,452 | 1, 660,974 | 2,008,650 | 2,391,018 os Jobbers, retailers, ete......_..........__. 177, 240 171, 066 283, 290 837,858 | - 415, 800 Sales of liquefied petroleum gases and a : | liquefied refinery gases__...-..........| 165,201 | 223,580 | 313,456 | 462,840 | 4 490, 854 _ _ Exports and losseS__... 2-2 267, 948 351, 960 841, 250 345,618 | 392,616 

; . ‘Total _-.--.-----.--2-----------.----.--] "2, 288, 751 | 2,410,058 | 2, 598,970 | 3, 654, 966 | 3, 690, 288 

_YalNatival ensoline...tho ds of doll 88,877] 78,800 | atural gasoline_.-thousands of dollars ? ; “#D, . Cycle products__........-._._.....do__.. } 87, 266 90, 050 68, 261 { 16, 938 | 23, 200 ne Liquefied petroleum gases_....__..do___- (2) (?) a) 13,305 | — 19,000 . Average per gallon_..._.___._._._.._ cents... 4.0 4.2 2.9 |. 3.6 3.4 Natural gas treated .._millions of cubic feet... 2, 035, 562 | 2,150,000 | 2,471,400 | 2, 763, 300 |53, 000, 000 Average yield of natural gasoline per M cubic 
‘ — " feet....____.............-.----..--gallons.. 1.06/ © 101 0.95 0.97 5.0.90 | | Average yield, all light products_..._.do__.. (2) (2) @) 1, 23 $1.17 

1 Subject to revision. 
2 Not available... 
3 For comparison with 1940, 
4 Preliminary total excluding most of the chemical use. See discussion on Liquefied Petroleum Gases at . the end of this chapter. . 
5 Estimated. ° 

| . PRICES AND MARKET CONDITIONS : 

Although most spot prices for natural gasoline opened 1942 well 
above those for 1941, the decline beginning in February and reaching | 

| its lowest level in March brought prices below the 1941 average. 
The result was that the average for the 26-70 grade in Oklahoma, 

| used as the market indicator, declined from 3.70 cents per gallon in 
1941 to 3.22 cents in 1942. However, as the fluctuation in spot 
prices invariably is more pronounced than changes in the national 
average, the decline for the national average is estimated at 3.9 
cents per gallon in 1941 to 3.8 cents in 1942. As indicated in figure 
1, the downward movement in natural gasoline was contrary to the 
trend in the representative refinery-gasoline price (Oklahoma) used.
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| However, the divergence in the trends was not enough to justify the = _ 

7 feeling that the general relationship between these two prices has = 
been greatly disturbed. The increase in natural-gasoline stocks at coe 

plants (see fig. 1) may have had something to do with the lower 

| quotations; likewise, the decline in finished gasoline stocks may have | oo 

| _ influenced prices upward in spite of price ceilings. a LS 

| 30 —— = az 2 |} 

Average spot price h 1 ag 

on U.S. motor fuel (Oklahoma) —- 7\: a : ” ne 

., ad 
; I ; wo 

: 515 60 5 
a. 

wn LS 

vo S 10 
Ras . 

40 4 . . ‘ a 

mi . natural gasoline . . e ° . ys 

5 . 4 Ee eo 20 | A 

a . ‘ _ 

OL OL 0 4 . | 

co 1915 ~~ + 1920 1925 1930 ~ 1935 1940 ~ 1945 - 

: Ficure 1.—Trends in average value of natural gasoline, spot price of gasoline, and stocks of natural | - | 

a | 7 gasoline, 1918-42. . - 

a Prices to blenders of Mid-Continent natural gasoline, grade 26-70, with dates of price a 

a changes in 1942 and monthly and yearly average in cents per gallon | “ 

7 : oo | {National Petroleum News] — - oe os 

me | nanan . : - - . , ~ 

_ Daté | Cents || Date Cents | ‘Date Cents oo 

a Jan.1----------e----} 5.13 |} Mar. 24..0-22---2----- 2.25 || June 30_.------------- 250 | « 

) | QA ______---------| 4. 75-4. 88 25._..-.---------| 2. 25-2. 38 | ——_— : 

. 26__..------------ 4.75 27_.-...---------| °° 2.38 Average. ...-- 2. 38 OG 

| Qo anna nee 4, 50 98... _..-------=-| 2. 25-2. 38 oo — = oo. 

- . 98... ._...-------| 4.25-4. 63 Blow een nae 9.25 || July 8......---.-------| 2. 50-2. 60 ee 

ae 99.__.-.----------| 4.134. 25 | —_—__—— Qe --ne nna 2. 50 

1 30_..-----.------- 4, 25 Average. ...-- 2. 26 10___..-.---------]| ‘2. 50-2. 68 8 

—_—_—_——— —__—— 14... le . 2.50 . 

Average......- 4,94 || Apr. 1....------------ . 2.38 15... -- 2. 63 

: — = Q_--vun-------| 2. 25-2, 38 18__- aoe 2.75 

| Feb, 2..._.-.---------| 4.00-4. 50 Bowe nen nee nnn 2. 38 Q5 = ----nna-e- 2. 88 . 

- Bon nnnnene eee ee 4.00 6__--------------| 2. 25-2. 38 Q7___....-.-------] 2. 88-3. 00 7 

: 4 wnn-----a-e-| 400-4. 18 Boon nace nnn 2. 38 98. nn ---n- nee ee . 3.00 
B_.uu------------| ___ 4.00 Q__.-------------| 2. 25-2. 38 31_.------------- 3.13 
7. --n------------| 3. 75-4. 00 10...------------ 2, 38 —_—_——. | 
9_..-...-.-...-.-] 3. 50-3. 63 VV... | 2. 25-2. 38 Average. . 2. 69 

10....----------- 3, 50 13__..-.--------- 2. 38 == . 

Wee} 83 88 15.............._] 2, 25-2.38 || Aug. 3... ------------| 3. 13-3. 38 - 

CO 13_....-.---.-----| 3. 25-3. 38 17_.-.-.--------- 2.25 4 eee eee 3. 38 . 
14, _....-.-.----- 3 25 18.._.---.-2----- 2. 38  e 3. 50 : 

16__....-.-.-.--.| 3.00-3.13 20..-_-.-.-.-----| 2. 25-2. 38 13___-..._.___-.-] 3. 50-3. 63 

: V7. --------2----- 2.753. 18 BB - -22-0 2-22-07 2. 38 14___-.--.-.-----| , 3.68 | 

19. _....--.......| 2. 25-2. 50 O71 nse. | 2. 25-2. 38 Average..-.--|__3. 54 ot 

20. -------------- 2. 38 29. ------------- 2.38 || September: Average. 3. 63 | 

| BT 225-2395 |) am || October: Average.--| 3.68 | 
, Lnnecenennnnnee 2. 25 ay 4....------------| 2. 25-2. i 

: ——__—— B_o----e-nnne eee 2. 38 || Nov. B.-----------009 3.0 
Average. ....-} 3. 09 22._._..-.-------| 2. 38-2. 50° coc mesccecsscss | 

. —_—=—=——— 28..------------- 2. 38 Average-..---- 3. 85 

Mar, 5.....-.-.-------| 2. 25-2. 38 29._...-.---.....| 2. 38-2. 50 ——=—= —-. 
6_...--...------- 2. 25 ——__—__—— || December: Average--- 3. 88 

16_..___-........| 2. 25-2, 38 Average... .--- 2. 39 [= 

17_...-.-.-.---.- 2. 25 ————-———= || Average: 1942......---| . 3.22 

23_.._.-.--------] 2.00-2.25 || June 1.._...---------- 2. 38 1941____-_--- 3.70 | 

. 
: 

. ai
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; ee PRODUCTION, = | 
Bo Trends in total output.—The output of natural gasoline and cycle a products trended upward in 1942, but crude-oil production decreased _ o (see fig. 2).. In relative terms, the gain in natural gasoline and cycle - _ products was 1 percent and the loss in crude oil 1 percent. - However, : | oe when cycle production, which has no direct relationship to crude-oil a operations, is eliminated the curve for natural gasoline alone declines - _ 8 percent. Part of the reason for this large decrease is that an in- . / creasing amount of lighter fractions of natural gasoline is being ” 
_... produced as liquefied petroleum gas. Oo _ 8 

ne The trend of the total output of light products (natural gasoline, . go cycle products, and liquefied gas) in 1942 was similar to crude oil in Bo that both were downward from January to April but upward for the _ - next 4 months. From then on the output: of light products was up- . 
- _ ward, but the course for crude oil flattened. ae oe 

Be w 3,000 , - — 1.50033 ]). 

’ 
y N eae | Oil: OO : 2 2,000 c 1,000z |} - 

| : Crude petroleum | _¢f Vey Si . rude petroleum ih. 

‘ us. a = 7 . 
Zz. 

. ae 3 1,000 _—— 500 3 | 

2 lz f a os oO eC me Natural gasoline a 

- [= 1910 191 1920 1925 ~ 7930 1935. —~+1940 1945 | | 

I - FIGURE 2.—Annual production of natural gasoline and crude petroleum, 1911-42. . 

: Natural gasoline and cycle products produced in the United States, 1988-42, by | 
States, in thousands of gallons _ : , 

4 Arkan- | Califor- | Colo- tag Ken- | Louisi- | Mich- | Mon- New - | Year sas | nia |. rado Illinois | Kansas tucky | ana igan- | tana | Mexico 

1938... 25,6481 660,800 ase| 92,4361 55, 988! 7,040| 95,634/ - 3,581] 1,768 49, 596 1939....) 24,634] 607, 237| 390 4,012) 62,175] 7, 785| 94,090] 2971| 2i6i| 54.707 1940__..| 32,096} 587, 476 380} 21, 499 64, 691 9, 539] 1138, 741 3, 919 2,603} 55,713 1941__..} 28,108! 577,127 390; 54,872 72,876; 10,247] 201, 049 5, 670 2,517; 69,115 19421...) 33, 623) 545,437/ 280) 66,616} 67,834} 9,571] 247,815, 2312 2808} 71.098 

. | 
Total | 

| | Value at plant Penn- West New Okla- . Wyo- Year Ohio syl- Texas Vir- ‘ - eo York homa . es ming? | Thou- 
vanla gina =" | sands of Thou- | Aver- 

gallons® | sands | age per 
. of gallon 

. dollars | (cents) 

1938__.. 27 7, 382} 468,499] 10,734] 685,920) 50,398] 30, 647 2, 156, 574} 87, 266 4,0 | 1939___- 34/ 7,445 436,123/ 11,756] 770,047, 52, 272| 31, 461| 2, 169,300 90,080 4.2 1940. ._- 17| 8,062) 399,369} 15,371) 932,040] 58,782 34, 102] 2339 400| 68, 261 2.9 1941__ 17| 8,217] 362,247} 15, 440] 1, 180,221] 65,873| 34, 798| 2688, 714| 1057815 3.9 1942 1___ 15 6,311} 345,345] 15, 114) 1,188,352} 71,922) 33, 675 2, 708, 034] 4 102, 000 43.8 

eT 
1 Subject to revision. 
4 Includes Utah in each year. 
3 Includes cycle products as follows—1988: 1,259,000 gallons; 1939: 39,354,000 gallons; 1940: 165,690,000 gallons; 1941: 480,354,000 gallons; 1942: 665,532,000 gallons. | 

stima e 
.
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| — California.—Natural-gasoline production continued to decline nN  ~— 
‘California, as. the total of 545,437,000 gallons was 5 percent below . 

| - 1941. As in 1941, the decline was due to a further drop in the Kettle- _ i 
; ‘man Hills field. Output in the old Los Angeles Basin fields continued | wy 

. to hold up exceptionally well, and some of them—like Huntington  _—_.. 
Beach—made gains. Be | oe 

Monthly production of natural gasoline and allied products in the United States, fa 
- , 1941-42, by fields, in millions of gallons” ees 

Bela jlalglelelelalslelelels!] eB 0.) . see Seg Ts oo . ai} 8 3s S . S q —t FS} QR S$ Oo o- bd ae 

1 a I —— ee ees ee et . : 1941 | a 
+ \W, New. York and W. Penn- : | } | | | - 

- -Sylvania........--22---..-..| 1.6] 1.4{ 1.6} 1.3] 1.2] 0.9] 0.9] 1.0) 1.2} 1.41 1.7] 18] 16.0 oe 
‘West Virginia__.....--.-------| 9.4] 8.7] 9.2] 7.5| 7.51 6.9] 6.6| 6.9} 6.9] 8.3] 9.8] 10.3| 98.0. o 
Ohio-- v2.22 --- eee ---] 8) 7] 8) 7) 6 EBT] 7] 9 7] 8 8.2 

— MinoisTTTTTTTTTT TT] 66} 6.0] 7-0] 6.9) 7.3) 7.3] 7.7] 8.0] 8.0] 9.0] 9.41 10.0) 93.2 0 © © 
Kentucky.-..-----------------}" 3.3] 3.1] 29] 25) 27 24] 24) 27] 28/33] 35/°3.8) 354  ° | 

~ ‘Michigan... ._.-..------------] ' .5) .5) .5) 65) 5] Yi Yat Tw) EL * 
Qo Kansas.......-.---.-----------| 8.0] 7.7| 7.4] 6.7| 6.5] 6.2| 6.3] 6.4/6.7] 7.5} 80] 8.3] 85.7: oo 

Oklahoma....-..-...----------| 37.7] 34.1] 37.5] 36.6] 37.1] 36.4| 37.1/ 38.5] 38.8] 40.3] 39.7| 39.6| 453.4 - 
- Texas: —_ a ~ FF OP 2 mo 

| Gulf_......-----.---------| 17.3] 16.7| 17.8] 18.4] 19.8] 21.2] 23.5] 24.5] 24.8] 28.0] 28.7| 29.71 270.4 oe, 
_ ‘Bast Texas...------------| 22.9] 21.2] 23.3] 23..7| 25.8] 25.1] 25.6! 26.6] 26.1] 27.1] 26.0] 27.0 30.4 ——. 

o - Panhandle.-_---.---------| 35. 2| 35.1| 35.3] 35.7| 36.5| 34. 7| 35.5| 36. 5| 37.6] 39.8] 39.8] 40.6) 4423 ©. 
. ‘Rest of States...-..--..--- oy 36. 6| 40.3| 43.3) 45.8) 44.5] 45.7| 48.0] 48.8] 50.1] 50.0| 52.5] 545.7 
ns Total Texas_.._-.-..----|115. 5}109. 6/116. 7/121. 1/127, 91125. 5|130. 3|135. 6/137. 3/145. 01144. 5|149. 8/1, 558. 8 oe 
CO Arkansas...........-----------] 2.8] 2.5| 28] 2.8) 29] 28] 29/ 28! 28] 3.2] 3.1) 3.0] 34.4 e 
yo Louisiana: -. . _ ~ | Pe oo 

Guif............-.-.-------] 41] 36] 47] 47| 491 48] 5.5] 5.6] 5.2] 5.9]. 6.2) 66] 61.8 
a Inland 2222222222TIIIZ} 8-0] 8.1) 8.2] 7.6 7.0) 7.3] 17.2) 17.4] 19.7] 20.1] 21.9] 21.6] 163.9 - 

~~ -Motal Louisiana......-..| 12.1] 11.7} 12.8] 12.3] 11.9] 12.1] 22.6| 23.0! 24.9] 26.0! 28.1] 28.2] 225.7 : 
ee New Mexico.......---.-------] 6.1] 5.5] 6.2| 6.6| 7.0] 7.1|°7.3| 7.3] 7.0] 6.8) 69| 7.2] 81.0 - 

Montana....-..---------------] .4] .4]). .4) .3)  .3) .3]) 63] iw 8] 8} wy] AY 4.0 mo 
Colorado, Utah, and Wyo- _ . 

7 ming..’.-.-...--------------| 3.2] 2.8] 3.0] 2.8] 3.1] 2.8] 3.0] 3.0] 3.0] 3.3] 3.4/ 3.3] 36.7 a 
| California.._..--.-..-----_----| 55.6] 50.7| 54.1| 52.8] 55.5] 53.9] 56.0) 56.2) 55.5| 57.2| 55.4] 56.8| 659.7 - 

| Total United States._...._....|263. 6 245. 4 262. 9 261. 4 272. 0 265, 6/284. 4 292. 6 296. 4/313, 0.315. 0.323. 6,3, 395. 9 ae 
Daily average....-------| 8.8] 8.8| 8.5| 8.7| 88| 8.9] 9.2] 9.4| 9.9) 10.1/ 10. 5| 10. 4| 9.3 7 

: 49401 SS 
- W. New York and W. Penn- . . 4 

| sylvania......-..------------| 1.8] 1.7) 1.7] 1.5} 10| .8| .7] .8| 1.0] 13] 15] 1.7] 15.5 | 
: West Virginia..-.------------| 9.6 8.7] 8.2] 8.6| 8.3 6.6] 6.6} 7.1; 7.2] 85! 93/103) 920 -— , 

. Ohio-....---------.-----------| .9] .8] .7] .6] .5| :3| 3/13] lal ca] c5] oc 5] 6.8 | 
| Tlinois_-.---------------------| 10.9] 10.2] 11.3] 11.1] 11.0] 11.11 11.6] 11.4] 11.9] 13.4] 13.0] 13.3] 140.2 

| Kentucky----------2-22-22-222] 1.2) 1.1] 28] 2.8] 27/26] 25} 27/ 28] 32) 3.3] 3.8 20.5 
Michigan..----..-------------| .2) .1| .2| (12) <3] 22} <3, lal ca) 2a} af 2a) a8 - 
Kansas.......--.--.-----------| 7.6] 7.1] 7.2] 6.0] 6.0] 6.3] 5.6] 5.9| 6.5] 6.8| 7.3] 7.7| - 79.0 - 

_ Oklahoma.._,---.-------------| 87.9] 35.1] 38.0] 34.6| 36.5] 36. 5| 36.9) 37.8| 38.0] 39.0) 37.6] 38.5] 446.4 A 
. —S OF => SS OE OO oe SS a ee eee SS oO =e OSS sl SS OSS eee eee “ 

Texas: OG 
Gulf.........-...----------] 35.4] 32.8] 34.8] 25.9] 29.2] 28.1] 29.3] 31.4] 32.3! 33.7] 33.9] 34.8| 381.6 | , 

_ ‘Bast Texas._.---.-.-------| 26.4] 24.1| 22.7] 16.0| 23.1| 24.0} 23.8) 29.9] 28.21 28.4) 26.1) 26.0] 298.7 
Panhandle. ...-------.----| 40.3] 33.9] 36.4] 31.7] 33.7) 33.8| 35.3] 32.6] 33.7] 34.5] 37.1| 40.6) 423.6 | 

| Rest of Texas_..--------_-] 45.8] 41.7]-43. 6] 40. 7| 40.9| 38.8] 40.2) 39.4] 38.0 38.5] 36.8] 38.5] 482.9 : 
Total Texas......-.---...|147. 9|132. 5/137. 5|114. 3|126. 9,124. 7|128. 6/133. 3/132. 2|135. 1/133. 91139. 9|1, 586. 8 - 

| Arkansas...........-----------| 29] 27] 3.5 3.3] 3.6) 3.6] 3.7| 3.7| 3.7/ 3.9] 3.7] 3.6) 41.9. | 
Louisiana: a a ee ee ee ee ee . 

Golf....-.......-.---------| 55] 4.9] 5.5] 5.2] 6.0] 5.11 5.9! 61] 63! 66] 62] 7.1) 70.4 
| Inland. ....---------------| 22.2] 19.6] 18.6| 14.1] 17.3] 18.7] 18.8] 19.6] 19.5) 20.1| 20.0] 20.8] 220.3 

Total Louisiana......-..| 27.7] 24.5] 24.1] 19.3] 23.3] 23.8] 24.7| 25.7] 25.8} 26.7| 26.2] 27.9] 299.7 SS 
New Mexico....-.-...-------| 7.1] 6.6| 7.4] 6.7| 6.8} 6.8] 7.6] 8.0] 7.5) 7.5| 7.3| 7.4| 86.7 | 
Montans....--.--------.------|  .5} .4/ .4) .4) .3] .4) .3] .3)) 1.38] 8] 48 4.5 

. Colorado, Utah, and Wyo- 
ming.......-...........-.-..| 3.2] .27| 31] 28] 29} 27] 30] 31] 3.0] 3.3) 34/ 3.4] 36.6 

California. .-------2.222-<2.2~] 55.1] 50.1! 50.7| 50.6] 52.1] 50.0] 53.4) 54.9] 53.4] 55.0] 53.0] 57.1| 635.4 
. SSS SS SS Oe a — eS ae ee eS eS eS SS 

Total United States...........|314. 5'284. 3 204. 8'262. 8 282. 2'275, 4.285. 8 295. 2 293. 9/304. 71300. 5|315. 7,3, 509. 8 : 
Daily average._.......-| 10.1| 10.2| 9.51 8.8| 9.1/ 9.2/ 9.2) 96/ 98| 9.8| 10.0] 10.2|° 9.6 

oO 1 Subject to revision. | |
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~The output of liquefied petroleum gases at natural-gasoline plants : 
oo in California rose from 82,638,000 gallons in 1941 to 89,973,000 gallons St 

ae in 1942, a modest gain for this branch of the industry. = ©. | 
_Louisiana.—The production of. the three light products in Louisiana ~ 

Increased 33 percent in 1942 over 1941. This increase was confined to, 
—-——  gycele products (up 87 percent). and liquefied petroleum gases (up 110° | 
oe percent), as the output of natural gasoline declined 22 percent. _ 
_ Much of the gain was due to the full year’s operation of the large cycle | 

plant in the Cotton Valley field. | | | ; 
— Oklahoma.—Production in Oklahoma followed the usual trend, that 
oe is, with natural gasoline decreasing and liquefied petroleum gases - 
A increasing. In this case, however, the gain in gases was less than the 

loss in natural gasoline; hence the total declined 2 percent. There _ 
mo are no real cycle plants in the State. a | ne 
. ‘ Texas.—Production in Texas followed the same trend as in Louisi- | 

: ana, with increases for cycle products, liquefied petroleum gases, and _ 
> the total but with a decline for natural gasoline. The total set a new : 

i _record of 1,586,772,000 gallons, or 2 percent more than in 1941. The | 
a output of cycle products increased 28 percent and liquefied petroleum | 
we gases 5 percent, but natural gasoline declined 13 percent. — | 

- - Natural gasoline and allied products produced and natural gas treated in the United 
a re . a _ States in 1941, by States! | _ 7 

ee so “Natural gasoline | Cycle products Liquefied pe- Natural gas treated | a a . oo . troleum gases 

me es . po Se mS dT. Average yield — 

| fai ‘allons por 
o State er of / | - - 

oe aen2 | Thou- | Thou-| Thou- | Thou- | Thou- | Thou- |yrinions , : 
Ss : sands of jsands of|sands ofjsands of|sands ofjsands of| 5¢ a, ¢. | Natural 

‘ . gallons | dollars | gallons | dollars | gallons | dollars vo) gasoline | All a 
(Ginclud- | light 

o : ing cycle| prod- 
L. . . . prod- | -ucts 

a oo | ucts) 

|  Arkansas....--- 6| 28,108 1,173|--------|--------] 6,281, _ 57} 19,906, 1.41/ 1.73 
| California._-.---| 35] 577,127| 24,067|---.--._|_.--.-__] 82,638] 2,082] 371,350 1.55} 1.78 

Colorado-__.---.- 2 390 18]....--.-|----.---|--------|-------- 134, 2.91) 2.91 
| - Tilinois..22277777 93| 54,872} 2, 693|........|.--.----| 38,293; 1,054] 23,732} «2.31, 3.93. 

Kansas__.-------| . 9 72,876; 2,631)/--...-..|--------| 12,815 410] 176, 088 41 49 
Kentucky___---- 5| 10, 247 475|_----_--|--------| 25,124] 1,055] 38, 062 27] 98 

' Louisiana......- 16} 117,180} 4,025) 83,869) 2,351} 24,675 388} 191, 194 1.05) 1.18 
Michigan-__.._-- 2 5, 670 261|..--....|--.-----]--------}-------- 3, 581 1. 58 1. 58 

| Montana._...-.- 1) 26517] — 177|-..-...-|---..---| _1, 449 8i| 10,386}, .24) =. 38 
New Mexico- -.- 6 69,115| 2, 049}--------|--------] 11, 885 228] 105, 161 . 66 77 
New York.-.-_-- 1 17 1j--.--.-_|-----~--]------.~.|-------- 5 3.40; 3.40 
Ohio........_-- gs} 8,217] _ 401|..--.-.-|--.--.--|--..--..|-------.| _37, 546 122, 92 
Oklahoma....__- 47| 362,247] 16, 084|-.-..--.|...-..--| 91, 136} 2,076] 200,319] 1.81] 2.26 
Pennsylvania- -- 55 15, 440 705|----.---}_------- 571 42} 43,704 35 .37 
Texas...........| 101] 783, 736| 29,479| 396, 485| 14, 587| 378,598] 4, 416|1, 325, 471 189} 1.18 
Utah__...-...- -|-------- 808 45}... |---| ee] | ee ef ee ee 
West Virginia__- 20 65,873] 2, 717|/--..-.--|---.----] 32,171 1,354| 195, 093 of - 50 
Wyoming--.._-. 5 33,920) 1, 876)------.-|-------- 1, 560 62} 21, 568 1357, 1.65 

Total: 1941..| 284] 2,208,360} 88, 877| 480,354) 16, 938| 707,196] 13, 305]2, 763, 300 97} 1.28 
1940... 276)3 2, 339, 400} * 68, 261 () (3) (4) (4) = |2, 471, 400 95) (4 

| 1 Complete figures for 1942 not yet available. . 
3A producer operating in more than one State is counted but once in arriving at total for United States. 
3 Cycle products included under natural gasoline. 
4 Figures not available. ;
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: -. The record of production by the major districts in Texas in 1942 OY 

a shows the Gulf rapidly forging to the front but Hast Texas and the | . 

Panhandle losing ground, primarily because no cycle plants and little a 

. additional fractionating equipment were built outside of the Gulf | . 

| district and adjoining counties in 1941 and 1942. As a matter of a 
fact, the East Texas field did an outstanding job in holding its 1942 Do 

| decline to less than 1 percent. Be 

Other States—Although the majority of this group declined in Tes 
| output in 1942, the total for all increased 9 percent, or from 498,219,000 oe 

a gallons in 1941 to 541,485,000 gallons in 1942. This gain roughly “s 

: equaled the rise in output of Illinois, where increased production, 7 

| particularly of liquefied petroleum gases, continues to expand .even 8 

: though the gross gas output is declining. New Mexico and West a, 

- Virginia continued to gain, but Kansas showed an unexpected decline. re 

, | CONSUMPTION AND MOVEMENTS : 

a The total demand for all light products except liquefied refinery = | 
| - gases increased from 3,455,928,000 gallons in 1941 to 3,501,624,000 | os 

. - gallons in 1942—a rise of 1 to 2 percent. | The gain was divided oS 

oo between cycle products and liquefied petroleum gases, as natural 

be, gasoline alone declined about 10 percent. | | - | a 

Be The figures in the distribution table of this chapter indicate a , 

" material increase in the refinery utilization of natural gasoline and = 

*. allied products in 1942; actually, however, there may have been a a 

_. decline, because the production figures for 1941 were revised upward. / 

_ - to include 707,196,000 gallons of liquefied petroleum gas, but the totals = 

i for refinery utilization were left unchanged. This threw most of the | 

. liquefied petroleum gases in 1941 into “sales to jobbers and retailers.” : 

: This item consequently declined radically in 1942, when most of the | 

gas was included in the proper category, ‘‘used at refineries.” — - 

- Losses and exports rose from 345,618,000 gallons in 1941 to 392,- - 

- 616,000 gallons in 1942. Although these two figures are not exactly 
comparable, probably there was an actual increase in thisitem. oo 

Percentage of natural gasoline and allied products in refinery gasoline in the United - 

: States, 1938-42, by districts : 

a | Indi- | Oxia .<¢_ | Arkan- | - 
ana, xas | Louisi- | | ; | - 

| Year — Gast. eS nols, é ss ‘Galt a = i ge ‘Total | 

Ken- : : Coast im tucky | S°url | Inland - 

a OE RN EROS OSES EEN | _ 

. | = | i 4.7 i i 4.3 2.2 i i 17.6] 7.2 
| 1939.2} «6o2t7)) «64l) 64l|) ozs] 3] 386] 621] «80; 6471 0] 66 

1940.....---.| 2.0 1.6 4.5 8.0 16.6 4.4 1.7 3.3 4.5 15.7 6.6 
Woda} ag] 69]: 63] )0666| 6(176| 56] 37] 61 44) 161] 71 . | 
ion] «La4] 6 21} 88] 63] eo] 139] 154] 16] 48] 167) 97 | 

1 Subject to revision. 
. 2 Not comparable with prior years because relatively more liquefied petroleum gas is included.



Distribution of natural gasoline and allied products in the United: States, 1941-42, by months, in thousands of gallons | & | . 

| January Febru: March | April |. May | June — July | August | Septem: October Novem- Decem- Total oe fe 

1941 : | 7 of — fe | Production.._.......---.-----------------| 263, 634 | 245,406 | 262,878 | 261,450 | 271,950. 265, 608 | 284,424 | 202,572 | 296,394 | 312,984 | 315,042 | 323, 568 | 3, 395, 910 a . Decrease in all stocks........-....--..-.-- 8, 988 4, 518 |._--------|-.--------|----------|----------/---------| 8, 652 30, 996 21, 126 13, 146 11, 844 60, 018 : . 

272,622 | 252,924 | 262,878 | 261,450-| 271,950 | 265,608 | 284,424 | 301,224 | 327,390 | 334,110 328, 188 335, 412 3, 455,928 ——————— EEE —eE————E——=>===—=—_—___=|_ — E——————S=E=_sE ———S— —_|_ | Se ee | es | | | : Used at refineries 1__.............-.-...---{ 160,776 | 189,104 | 158,508 | 146,916 | 142,758 | 147, 756 152,376 | 173,460 | 199,542 | 209,874 | 189,756 | 187,824 | 2,008, 650 - ales: = CL. _ ne To jobbers and retailers..............] 72, 198 64,134 |} 67,158} 58,338 62, 286 58, 380 69, 384 68,418 | 69, 132 75, 726 80, 472 92, 232 837, 858 ce Liquefied petroleum gases for fuel....| 23,016 | 20, 790 22,176} 21,756 20,076 | 22,092} 22,386) 20,118]  20,622{| 21,546 23, 520 25, 704 263, 802 . LN Increase in all stocks..........-..---.-.---|---------|--------e | 840} 7,266} 14,784} 15,918] - 3,444 |. 2 joel} ee meen e nn nnn Losses and exports......-----..-..-.--.---| 16, 632 28, 896 14, 196 27,174 | 32,046 21, 462 36, 834 39, 228 38, 094 26, 964 34,440 |. 29, 652 345, 618 5 oe 

272,622 | 252,924 | 262,878 | 261, 450 | 271,950 | 265,608'| 284,424 | 301,224 | 327,390-| 334,110 | 328,188 | 335,412 | 3, 455,928 | & - 
1942 2 : . | _ B —— Production: . ee Doe = po Lo Natural gasoline...._.........--..----| 179,928 | 168,840 | 173,082} 161,490 | 170,436 162, 792.) 170,478 | 178,082} 173,250 | 171,276 | 167,790 | 170,058 | 2,042,502 - . Cycle products. ...._-.---.--.-.-.-.-.-| 61, 362 54,684 | 69,346 47,754 | 53, 760 52,206 | . 54, 600 56,028 | 54,978 | 567,078 55, 902 57, 834 665, 532. > Liquefied petroleum gases._._........| 73, 206 60, 732 62, 412 53, 550 | . 57, 960 60, 4388 60, 690 66, 066 65, 688 | . 76, 398 76, 860 | . 87,780 801,780 « i Liquefied refinery gases_..........___- 9, 954 10, 248 9, 660 12, 768 21, 798 21, 042 20, 622 18, 606 17,010 | 13, 272 17, 094 20, 160 192, 234 ed Decrease in all stocks..._---..--..-..-..--]_--2------|--.-------|_.--_-.---|_-.--.----|-e-- 3, 570 |..--.----- 7, 518 18, 860 27,762 | .17,262 | 14, 574 |___-eee. O° oo 

324, 450 | 294,504 | 304, 500 275, 562 | 3038, 954 | 300,048 | 306, 390 321, 300 | 324, 786 345, 786.| 334, 908 350, 406 3, 702, 048 ° 7 
Used at refineries 1____......-.---..2..---| 224,742 | 187,152 | 185,388 | 169, 982 179, 424 | 185,766 | 192,234 | 206,178 | -214,536 | 229,110 | 209,538 | 207,018 2, 391, 018 Sales of natural gasoline and cycle con- - , i ' | an oO densate to jobbers and retail outlets....| 14, 910 32, 382 42,882 |: 37,548 | 37, 842 38,724 | 35,322. 37,716 |. 33,188.| 31,164 | . 36, 540 37,632 | 415, 800 - we Sales for fuel purposes: oe i . ‘ Sf oR. . Liquefied petroleum gases: .__.____._. 29, 820 24, 234 23, 352 24, 024 20,286 | 20,916 22,512 | = 21, 084 24,318 | 27,846 28, 854 34, 944 302, 190 Liquefied refinery gases..........._.-- 9, 954 9,324 | 10,038 | - 11,340] 19,152} 22,470] 21,420 18,488 | 16, 212 14, 490 16, 380 19, 446 188, 664 : Increase in all stocks.-...-....-...........| 15, 330 18,018 | . 16,884 19, 194 24, 696 |.--..--./-] | 2,184 |..-- 2 fee ef ef 11,760 - - Losses and exports.......-.-...---------- 29, 694 23, 3894 25, 956: 13, 524 22, 554 32, 172 | 82,718 87, 884 36, 582 43, 176 . 43, 596 51,366 | . 392, 616 eS 

324,450 | 294,504 | 304,500 | 275, 562 |. 303, 954 | 300, 048 | 306,390 |, 321,300 | 324, 786 - 345,786 | 334,908 | 350, 406 | 3, 702, 048 ee 
. - . a z - . . ae . : ’ ~ : - - - . ~ - : 3 . . . - | - . 

1 Includes quantities run through pipe lines. - ot OO 2 Fe o Oo , — # Subject to revision. ; BS , Ce | oe co a . oe



| - Natural gasoline and allied products utilized at refineries in the United States, 1941-42, by districts and months, in thousands of gallons ne 

District January | Febru- | March | April | May Sune | July | August | P°Be™" | October | Norem=| Deven | total 

| 1941 | a : ) - fe Se East Ooast..-..----------.---------------| 8,778 | 7,518 | 6,268 | 6,376 |, | «5,418 | 4,368] 5,670) 6,090; 7,770| 7,770] 8,568} 9,744] 83.398 ; 7 Appalachian. <5-<c-<ce-n-2on-2n0----- 1,428 {| 1,722} 1,764/ 2142] 1,554] 1,218 1,596} 1,184] 1,974] 1,848] 1,806] 2,100 | 20,286 , . Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc_-....-...| 24,780 | 22,680 | 22,800 | 24,864 | 23,184] 23,296 | 25,168 |. 26,208 |- 28,224] 30,618} 28350] 29,4001 309,682 a Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri.........] 17,976 | 14,784 | 15,792 | 14,070. | 18,734} 12,936 | 14,154 | 15,960} 20,118 | 18,606 | 20,034 | 19, 236 |_ 197, 400 
Texas: ; ON CS , 

Gulf Coast...-.----------------------| 21,924 | 19,152 | 25,662 | 27,174 | 25,074 | 29,610} 28,812 | 35,868 | 46,536 | 43,982} 42,000| - 46,914] 393,658 $= | | Inland.........----------------------| 82,004 | 24,990 | 26,964 | 23,058 | 24,234 | 24,900 | 24,864 | 28056 | 28,728 | 32, 550 27,090 | 29,316 |. . 326, 844 oe o 
Total Texas...-.-.......-----------| 53,928 | 44,142 | 52,626 | 50,232 | 49,308 | 54,600 | 53,676. | 63,924 | 75,264} 76,482] 69,000) 76,230| 719, 502 

Louisiana-Arkansas: . - - a | to Louisiana Gulf Coast..........-....-.| 1,080 798 1,428 | 1,008] 1,344 924 924} 3,906| 4,284] 8376| 5,502] 6,174| 32,718 - Arkansas and Louisiana Inland......-| 2, 226 1,890 | 1,470 1, 386 1,134 1, 260 1, 386 4, 578 4, 662 5, 880 8, 696 4,158 33, 726 q | 

Total Louisiana-Arkansas..........| 3,276 2,688 | 2,898 2,394] 2,478 2, 184 2,310} 8,484] 8,946| 11,256 9,198 | 10, 382 66,444 Rocky Mountain..-...........-----------| 3,780 | 3,108] 2,646 | 2184] 2,352] 2100; 1,638| 2352]: 2310| 3,150| 3,822|-3,696| 33,138 ey oo California ..-.....--.-------.------------| 46,830 | 42,462 | 63,634 | 45,654 | 44,730 | 47,124 | 48,174 | 49,3081 54/936 | 60,144 | 48,888 _ 87,086 | 578,970 | 
_ Total United States................] 160,776 | 139,104 | 168,508 | 146,916 | 142,758 | 147,756 | 102,376 | 173,460 | 199,642 | 200,874 | 189,756 | 187,824 | 2,008,650 Go 

East Coast........-..--------------------| 7,476 | 8,502 | 3,360 | 2,772 1,134] 2,100] 2,856} 3,318] 2,856) 1,764] 2,226| 1,218| 36,582 oe Appalachian... -- 5 <<2--o---<2-----20---- 2,352 | 1,764] 1,722] 1,596] 1,554]  1,596| 2100] . 1,344| 1,512 1,974] 2,268] 1,680| 21,4622 fF... Indians, Illinois, Kentucky, ete...-...--.| 24,276 | 22,302 | 22,344 | 20,118 | 23,142 | 26,754 | 27,972 | 31,248) 33,264] 32,340| 27,804] 27,006] 318,570: a Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri.........| 15,834 | 15,624 | 13,818 | 12,600 | 12,306.| 12,642 | 12,096] 12,862| 14,952] 16,338] 17,598| 15,372| 172,032 — : 
Texas: | SSS Gulf Ooast............---------------] 83,588 | 54,810 | 53,208 | 54,558 | 56,910 | 58,422 | 56,826 | 67,074} 65,688 | 66,822 | 63,546 | 66,066 | 747, 658 - ; Inland. .......---..------------------| 29,022 | 29,232 | 21,462 | 16,206 | 19,824 | 18,984] 20,706 |- 21,336 | 21,882 | 25, 636 22,806 | 18,018 | 265,104 Lo 

Total Texas.......-.-.-.-----------| 112, 560 | 84,042 | 74,760 | 70,854 | 76,734 | 77,406} 77,582 | 88,410| 87,570| 92,368 86,352 | 84,084 | 1, 012, 662 : - 
Louisiana-Arkansas: fo! | | — —— = - 

Louisiana Gulf Coast_...-......----.-| 8,274 | 8,610 | 16,002 | 12,180} 9,996} 11,760] 11,214]  98,148| 10,668] 16,086| 13,4401 14,700] 141,078 na Arkansas and Louisiana Inland......| 4,956 | 3,150} 2,730] «2,814 | 4,116 | 4,158 | 6,636 | 6,090 | 6,762} 6,552| 4956+ 4) 998} 57,918 © | 
__ Total Louisiana-Arkansas..........| 13,280 | 11,760 | 18,732| 14,904| 14,112| 15,918| 17,850 | 14,238 17,430 | 22,638 | 18,396 | 19,698 |: 198,996 a 7 Rocky Mountain............-.-..--.-----| ' 3,948 | 3,066] 2688] 1,764 1,092] 1,302] 1,680} 2,016] 2,268]  4,200| 4,788| 4,662] 33,474. 7 California. .....--.....-------------------| _ 45,066 | 43,092 | 47,964 | 45,234 | 49,350] 48,048 | 50,148} 52,762 | 54,684| 57,498 | 50,106 | 53,298 597, 240 . 

Total United States................| 224,742 | 187,152 | 185,388 | 169,932 | 179,424 | 185,766 | 192,234 | 206,178 | 214,636 | 229,110 | 209,638 | 207,018 | 2, 391, 018 = oe 

1 Subject to revision, . _ : ee . : . Ne) :
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: Refinery utilization.—The proportion of natural gasoline used at | 
refineries increased from 7.1 percent in 1941 to 9.7 percent in 1942, — 

| but ‘here also is a lack of comparability. The figures for most of © 
- _ the districts are comparable; for example, the decline indicated for | 

Oe the East coast and the gain in California undoubtedly occurred.. 
| Direct sales.—Comparable data on “direct sales,” or sales to other 

| _ than refiners, are lacking in 1942. This type of distribution would be = 
oe expected to increase, as much of the cycle production never reaches a 

| refinery. | i | 7 _ Sa a 

- : | . STOCKS | Oo | 

—_ _ Stocks of natural-gasoline and cycle products continued to decline © 
, | In 1942, although the net change was much less than in 1941. The 
_ total, as of December 31, 1942, was 170,898,000 gallons compared | 
: with 179,550,000 gallons the first of the year. The decrease of 
a about 9,000,000 gallons comprised a decline of about 14,000,000 
- _ gallons in natural gasoline and an inerease of about 5,000,000 gallons _ | 
OC in cycle products. Stocks of liquefied petroleum gases nearly © 
ae quadrupled during the year; stocks of liquefied refining gases at : 
; refineries increased. Including the two kinds of liquefied gases —— 

(petroleum and refinery), stocks increased from 191,730,000 gallons , 
on _ January 1 to 203,490,000 gallons on December 31. = 

, , The downward trend in natural-gasoline stocks in California in 1941 
mo carried over into 1942. As the decline in California exceeded the | 
--. national total, stocks of natural gasoline east_of California increased. _ 
— Quantitatively most of the increase east of California was at plants ~ 

in Texas, although several other States had larger relative gains. © — 

- _. Stocks of natural gasoline and allied products in the United States in 1 942, by months, | 
eto | — an thousands of gallons 7 _ | 

: , - | an Liquefied gases | oO 
me Date | gusdine | produas {7777 SOC 
a | 7 Petroleum Refinery 

| January 1.-.....--...---...---..| 171,276 8,274 6,804; «5, 876 "191, 730 
January 31..._-.-..-..:.-------- 179, 676 9, 408 - 12,600 5, 376 207, 060 

. February 28_....-.-.--...-.----- 193, 368 13, 062 12, 348 6, 300 225, 078 
March 31...-...--...---.-------_| 206, 892 14, 826 14, 322 5, 922 241, 962 
April 30-........------2-222-.--.| 228, 060 13,020] . 12, 726 - 7, 350 261, 156 
May 31....--..---...-2-----+---- 245, 868 16, 128 13, 860 9, 996 _ 285, 852 
June 30..----------.------------- 244, 608 12, 474 16, 632 8, 568 282, 282 
July 3L_..-.....--..-....----.--| 246,872] 14,868 15, 456 7,770 284, 466 

. August 31_..-__.-.-.--. 22-2. 235, 242 13, 692 20, 076 7, 938 . 276, 948 
September 30....._.....-..--.-- 216, 930 14, 826 22, 596 8, 736 263, 088 . 
October 31. ...--....-...-.------ 192, 486 15, 036 20, 286 . 7,518 235, 326 
November 30... ..--.--..-...-- 1738, 376 12, 390 24, 066 8, 232 218, 064 
December 31..-.....-.-.--.-.--- 157, 374 13, 524 23, 646 8, 946 . 208, 490 

TECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS 

_ Cycling planis—The equipment shortage brought on by the war 
prevented much expansion of the cycling branch of the industry, but 
some plants on which construction was started in 1941 were com- 
pleted and put in operation in 1942. Thus 37 plants were reported | 
as operating in 1942 compared with 30 in 1941 and 24 in 1940. These 

, figures include only bonafide cycling plants and not natural-gasoline 
plants that repressure. _ a 

Cycling plants in Texas processed 425,000,000,000 cubic feet of 
gas in 1942 and obtained an average yield of 0.92 gallon of liquid per
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| thousand cubic feet. The plarits in Louisiana processed about , 

7 42,000,000,000 cubic feet, with a considerably higher yield. _ | 

o Yields ——The average yield for natural gasoline and cycle products . 

Be in 1941 was 0.97 gallon per thousand—a slight imcrease over the 

| 0.95. gallon for 1940. This gam may be attributed principally to an 

7 increase in Texas from 0.83 gallon in 1940 to 0.89 gallon in 1941 and 

in Illinois from 1.69 to 2.31. The gain in yields in Illinois in 1940 | 

- and 1941 is typical of the performance of a group of fields that have 

: experienced too rapid withdrawal of crude oil. In nearly all such 

| fields the output of casinghead gas declines rapidly, but its gasoline _ oo 

a content increases. | oe | — 

" Natural gasoline and allied products produced in the United States in 1941, by - 

| : States and by methods of manufacture * 7 _ 

- - | | | Number of plants operating Production (thousands of gallons) . 

. | State c abs rs Comme! absorp | om han cml ow S . a 

SY Compass) ABSORP: | charooal |oyeting» | Comps] ABSOREY | CART| i . 
s arkansas 9 ccc fee eee teeeeee | 84) 380 ff an 

California. .._........-- 2 © 89 fit wil} 2, 225 657, 540 |....----]--.----- . 

me Colorado... -2-2.----.-| oe 1 Jo -u2- eel] ee eed 124 266 |_-.....-|---.---- : 

vo Tinois_.........------- 43 | - § |_-.---uw.[----eee---] 1, 71 91, 454 |-.....--].--.---- : 

. _ Kansas__.....----------| 2 — 124.22. 2-|--.------- 1,626 | | 84,065 |-_.-.---}.-----.- 

c -. Kentucky_------------} 3 2 D477] 5166 | 634,020 | 185 |---.---- . 
» _ Qouisiana..-.---.------] 26 |... | 2913 | 134, 356 |---| 88, 455 | 
. Michigan...__---.------ so] 2)... -[2--.------] © 1, 608 4,167 |..------]-------- a 

Boo Montana..........-----|----------|. sd =s J --+-------] ----------] ---------- - 8,966 |.......-]--------: 

Ba New Mexico.._...-..---|---------- 7 |_-----.-..]----------|-2-- +e 81,000 |--------|-------- 

New York...277o772772 1|_o-.----[oo2eo2sos foe eee i7|__-- | | 
Be ~. Ohio. _...2--2----2---- 3 8 i 29 6,867 | 1,321 |-.---..- 

tee . ~ Oklahoma._-..-2----2.-}: 39; - SL fii el-eefe-ez--.---] 41, 702 |. 411, 681 | -~.-----]-------- . 

- Pennsylvania.._...---.- . 6&8 11 1 j.---------| _- 2, 086 13, 948 27 |.------- 

he TexaS....-------.------ + Bl - 118 }...------- “99 | 151,909 | 1,004, 301 |.---..--| 402,609 — a 

he Utah Toc}... -|---------- 6808 |_..-----|-------- ' 

Se West Virginia. -....-.--- 50 — 227. 3 |_...-...--| 24,269 | 70,436 | 3,339 |....---- | 

Be Wyoming-_...-..-..-..- 3) 4 |..--..--..]----------| 28, 920 11, 560 weencnue|oe----e- ce 

" . Total:.:1941_.....- 243 397 6 | 30 | 255,150 | 2,644,824 | 4,872 | 401, 064 So 

} 1940_...-.- 245 | 407 8 24 | 7166, 482 |72, 002,385 | 4,843 |7165, 690 ° 

. 1 Figures for 1942 not yet available. : 

ue 2 Includes 22 plants manufacturing liquefied petroleum gases. 

: 3 Includes combination of absorption process with compression and charcoal processes. . = 

‘ 4 Includes 159 plants manufacturing liquefied petroleum gases. oO 

‘ 5 Includes 8 plants manufacturing liquefied petroleum gases. 4 

¢ Drip gasoline. 
? Does not include liquefied petroleum gases. | . 

° Production by processes.—In previous years cycle plants were classed 
as compression plants; in consequence, that group increased in relative 

importance during 1939 and 1940. However, in this year’s table on oe 

| ‘methods of manufacture” the number of cycle plants and the pro- 

duction are shown separately, by States. The data for 1941 (1942 

| figures for other than cycle plants are not yet available) indicate that 

— the three old classes (compression, absorption, and charcoal) all de- 

| clined in number of plants compared with 1940. Compression pro- 

| duction probably declined throughout 1942, absorption production | 

probably declined in 1942 after a gain in 1941, and the small output 

| of charcoal plants probably declined in 1942. | 
| Trends in vapor pressures.—During the year the Bureau’s monthly | 

questionnaire on natural gasoline was revised, and the queries on 

vapor pressure of shipments were replaced by items covering a break- 

; down of production by vapor pressures. Data on the new basis for
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. east of California for 1942 show an average vapor pressure of 20.5 
pounds. This compares with an average of 19.7 pounds for total | 

| _ shipments east of California in 1941. ot a, 
| Lechnical trends.—Because of the shortage of materials, little in the 

way of new equipment and methods was introduced in the natural- _ 
gasoline industry in 1942. The primary consideration continued to 

- . be the maximum use of isobutane, isopentane, and other fractions in — 
ee the aviation-gasoline program. It has been reported that participa- 

s tion of the industry in aviation-gasoline production will approach | 
70,000 barrels daily by the end of 1948. The extent to which the 

- _ rubber and other war programs.depend on natural gasoline and allied - 
we products for raw materials is probably increasing, but relatively the . 
-. . quantities involved are small. > oe | - - | 

a _  - LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES_ Se | 

mo Sales of liquefied petroleum gases continued to expand strongly in 
- ' 1942, as in recent years; however, difficulties connected with the war | 
a _ probably prevented full supplying of the potential market. Distrib- 
7 _ -utors of liquefied petroleum gases reported sales of 585,440,000 gallons © 
' in. 1942——a 27-percent gain over 1941 deliveries of 462,852,000 gallons. - | 
: The increase in 1942 compares with a 48-percent growth in demand 

In. 1941 and a 40-percent gain in 1940, and it is surprising that dealers, _ | 
. troubled by the shifting of supplies to raw material uses, inadequate | 
__. transportation, lack’ of sufficient equipment, and other handicaps — 

S made the showing reported. The fact that the general public is 
a rapidly learning to appreciate the many advantages and diversified 
; uses of liquefied petroleum gases is evident in the rapidly growing | | 
“ -. Iarket demand, which has approximately doubled since 1940. | 

ss Sales of liquefied petroleum gases in. the United States, 1936-42, in thousands- of | a | | gallons , | | 

| . | Total 

Butane- . Op 
Year Butane Propane propane Pentane Percent of , | mixtures Quantity |, nese, 

| . ing year 

1936__-.....------- eee 40, 200 36,502 | 27,375 2, 575 106, 652 38.8 
1937_-.----------------..-.----| - 45,399 46, 474 46, 694 2, 833 141, 400 » 32. 6 
1938__.....-.--.--- 22 ne 52, 768 54, 1380 56, 050 2, 253 165, 201 16.8 
1939___...--------- ee 71, 351 79, 323 69, 020 3, 886 223, 580 35.3 
1940__..-..---- le 77, 056 109, 216 123, 348 3, 836 313, 456 40. 2 

. 1941____- le 112, 244 126, 969 219, 252 4, 387 462, 852 47.7 
1942 —— 128, 560 150, 511 301, 917 4, 452 585, 440 26. 5 

1 Subject to revision. 

All principal uses of liquefied petroleum gases made important gains _ 
in 1942 over 1941. The quantity (299,559,000 gallons) reported for | 
domestic or household consumption in 1942 was 36 percent above the 
1941 total (220,722,000 gallons)—a percentage increase somewhat be- 
low those made in 1941 (65 percent) and 1940 (53 percent); however, 
it must be realized that normal distribution to increasing numbers of 
consumers was impossible under conditions prevailing in 1942. Gas- _ 
manufacturing companies purchased 24 percent more liquefied petro- 
leum gases in 1942 (31,366,000 gallons) than in 1941 (25,255,000 gal-
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7 lons), about the same gain in requirements as was made in 1941 over 
- 1940. A41-percent expansion in the sales of liquefied petroleuni gases os 

; for industrial fuel reported in 1941 (98,728,000 gallons) was not reached — us 

: in 1942 (114,132,000 gallons); as the increase over 1941 was only 16 
ss percent. Difficulty in obtaining the more desirable butane for use as, 

gn industrial fuel was probably one of the reasons for the smaller rela- = © 
, tive growth in this particular use in 1942. Manufacturers of chem- oe 

a icals-required 53,038,000 gallons of liquefied petroleum gases in 1942. - 

—— or 20 percent more than the 1941 total of 44,206,000 gallons—a gam 
| compared with a 28-percent increase in 1941 over 1940. Deliveries oe 

- of 82,456,000 gallons of liquefied petroleum gases for internal-combus- = 
-... tion-engine fuel in 1942 were 23 percent above the 1941 total of ok 
7 66,871,000 gallons or about the same increment (24 percent) as re- € 
' . ported in 1941. 7 So | ; - a 

' About one-fifth (22 percent) of total liquefied petroleum gas sales ue 
| ‘in 1942 was reported as butane compared with one-fourth (24 percent)  —_. oe 

-> in 1941 deliveries. This drop in the butane proportion in the’ 1942 bees 
| total followed a downward trend of recent years and a change that — ma 

_ probably will continue as more butane is diverted for the manufacture | a 
- _ of motor fuel, rubber, and other products. The propane share in the = 
. marketed production of liquefied petroleum gases also continued to oo 

fe decrease (27 percent in 1941 and 26 percent in 1942), while the pro- oe 

portion of butane-propane mixtures in total deliveries accounted for =~ 
» a larger percentage. Butane-propane mixtures replacing butane for 
mo _ mnany uses constituted about 52 percent of total sales of liquified os 

aa petroleum gases in 1942 compared with a 47-percent share in 1941. - 

i Pentane, which is relatively unimportant in volume, made up less than o 
’ 1 percent of total requirements both in 1941 and 1942.- a 
: Sales of butane increased from 112,244,000 gallons in 1941 to 128,- a 

& 560,000 gallons in 1942—-a 15-percent gain. The rate of increase in a 
7 _ 1942 was well below the 46-percent expansion for butane deliveries 

a in 1941. The gains for the principal uses of butane were smaller than a 

: those reported for 1941, except for the chemical-manufacturing indus- 
- try, which purchased 5,256,000 gallons of butane in 1942 compared 
a with negligible amounts in previous years. Butane as well as propane oe 

1s evidently replacing butane-propane mixtures as raw material at 0 
: chemical plants, as ‘‘mixtures’” showed a small decline in 1942. a 

a Butane delivered for internal-combustion-engine fuel, which increased 

. 67 percent in 1941 over 1940, dropped from 18,799,000 gallons in 1941 a 
to 14,870,000 in 1942, a loss of 21 percent, evidently because of the 8 

- diversion of butane to war industries. yy 

7 The marketed production of propane was reported as 150,511,000 
gallons in 1942 compared with 126,969,000 gallons in 1941, an increase : 

, of 19 percent and a rate slightly above the 16-percent gain realized in - 
1941. The quantity of propane delivered for domestic use— - 

: 113,249,000 gallons in 1942—was 16 percent (42-percent gain in 1941 ot 

| over 1940) above the 1941 total of 98,048,000 gallons. The much 
lower rate of expansion in 1942 reflects the inability of distributors to os 

| fully supply the potential domestic market under disturbed conditions 7 
: prevailing during the year. Gas-manufacturing companies. bought | 

26 percent less propane (4,957,000 gallons in 1942 and 6,678,000 in | 

| 1941) in 1942 but increased their purchases of butane (by 2 percent 
| ‘over 1941) and butane-propane mixtures (119 percent over 1941). —
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Propane delivered to manufacturing plants rose by 23 percent, from — 
oan 16,730,000 gallons in 1941 to 20,601,000 in 1942. Industrialists : 

turned to propane for fuel and other uses in 1942 as more of the butane 
supply was diverted to other channels. This is a change from-1941, 

| _ when less propane (by 50 percent) was used by manufacturers than 
~. sn 1940. The requirements for propane by chemical plants increased 

| - from 1,528,000 gallons in 1941 to 5,850,000 in 1942, paralleling a _ 
7 _ similar gain in butane sales to manufacturing chemical firms.. The 

quantity of propane reported as internal-combustion-engine fuel 
* nearly doubled in 1942 (3,112,000 gallons in 1942 compared with | | 

oo 1,631,000 in 1941), replacing butane used as motor fuel, which showed —_© 
So a drop in 1942. a ot | 

. +. ‘The marketed production of butane-propane mixtures rose from _ 
 -.-: 219,252,000 gallons in 1941 to 301,917,000 gallons in 1942. The.38- —s_ 
: percent gain for 1942 was far below the 78 percent expansion in deliv- sy 
be  eries reported for 1941; however, the percentage increase for butane- - | 

ss propane mixtures in 1942 was still well above the rates reported for the _ 
other liquefied gases, as it was in 1941. All principal demands for 

7 butane-propane mixtures showed substantial gains in 1942 over 1941, Ss’ 
except for a minor decline (2 percent below 1941) in the quantity 

- credited to chemical manufacturers.. The domestic use of butane- 
oe ‘propane mixtures increased from 87,673,000 gallons in 1941 to 140,- | 

_- . §16,000. in 1942 or by 60 percent compared with over a 100-percent - 
- gain in 1941. Incidentally, the quantity of butane-propane mixtures 

wes reported for domestic use in 1942 exceeded for the first time the pro- _ 
: pane delivered for the same purpose. Sales of butane-propane mixtures _ 

: to gas-manufacturing companies more than doubled in 1942 (13,- | 
a 961,000 gallons in 1942 compared with 6,368,000 in 1941) contrasted — 
. _ with a minor increase (2 percent over 1941) in butane requirements | 
_ and a sharp decline (26 percent below 1941) in purchases of propane. 

| The quantity of butane-propane mixtures used as industrial fuel in | 
1942—43,011,000 gallons—was 22 percent above the 1941 total— 
35,287,000 gallons. Butane-propane mixtures are important as raw | 

| material for the manufacture of chemicals; however, requirements - 
, dropped slightly from 39,243,000 gallons in 1941 to 38,325,000 in 1942, 

| in contrast with larger purchases of butane and propane by chemical 
| plants. The demand for butane-propane mixtures for motor fuel— 

‘64,470,000 gallons in 1942—was 39 percent above 1941 requirements— 
46,441,000 gallons. The indications are that butane (21-percent 7 
decrease in 1942) for this purpose is being replaced mostly by butane- 

| propane mixtures and less extensively by propane. 
Deliveries of pentane increased slightly from 4,387,000 gallons in 

1941 to 4,452,000 in 1942. The larger share of this gas is used in the 
manufacture of chemicals, the quantity increasing from 3,146,000 
gallons in 1941 to 3,607,000 in 1942. The sales of pentane for domestic 
consumption, which rose from 656,000 gallons in 1940 to 1,128,000 in 
1941, declined to 766,000 in 1942 

The changing proportions of the various liquefied gases sold to satisfy 
the principal uses are of special interest. Butane delivered for domes- 
tic consumption has remained at about 15 percent of total require- 
ments in recent years, whereas the proportion of propane so used has 
declined from about 51 percent in 1940 to 38 percent in 1942, and the 

| butane-propane mixtures have gained in about the reversed ratio. 
Liquefied petroleum gases sold to gas-manufacturing companies in
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ne 1940 were over half butane and about a quarter propane; but in 1942 lt; 
: butane-propane mixtures represented the larger share (45 percent), 

8 with corresponding losses in the butane and propane percentage totals. 

. ' Sales of liquefied petroleum gases in the United States, 1941-42, by uses, methods of Ss 
. | _ transportation, and regional distribution, in thousands of gallons 5 : at 

- Butane | Propane | propane | Pentane rn os 

nt Oo en | mixtures _---- |Quantity| Percent | 

ot | 194 yo a fe Oe 
By uses: | - Se - . Pe 7 

os Domestic.......--2-..---1----.2--..--| 33,8738 98, 048 87, 673 | 1,128 | 220, 722 47.7 - 
yO Gas manufacturing. -............-.-..j 12,152 6, 678 6,368 ' BT 25,255 |  =§°=- 6.5 7 

2 Industrial fuel......2.................| 46,677 16,730 35, 287 34 98, 728 . 21.3 oe , 
Chemical manufacturing._......_.....} 289 1, 528 39, 243 3, 146 44,2006 | °}#9.6 

_. Internal-combustion-engine fuel.......| .18, 799 1,631 | 46,441 |__._..____] 66,871 | 14.4 oS 
oS _ Allother uses__-......--.------.--.--- 454) 2,354 | 4,240). 22 7,070|.. 91.5 ‘ 

| 112,244 | 126,969 | 219,252| 4,387 | . 462,852] - 1000 
ee Percent of total_.-......--...--.----]| 24.8 27.4 47.4 0.9} 100.0)... a 

." By methods of transportation: Yo. fo rn re re eS 
_ Bulk. 22 202-222 w2..-....| 121,896 | 73,511 | 216,320] 4,171 | 408,898 | 87.7 

| Cylinders 177TTTTTIIIIIIIIIIIIIINT "348 | 58,458 | 2,932] 216 | 56, 954 12.3 a 
a 112,244 | 126,969 | 219,252 | 4,387. 462,852] 10.0 © ~~ 
a Regional distribution: === - fo 
ea Pacific. Coast aréa_.:2..............-..-| 26,628 | 14,006 62,251 |_....-....| 102, 885 22. 2 
Be ~ Allother areas...22-227777IIIIIITIIZZ} 85,616 | 112,963 | 157,001 | 4,387 | 359,967 77.8 a 
: 7 SO _ | 112,244 | 126,969 | 219,252] 4,387 | 462,852} 100.0 | 

f . .. By uses: , . a 7 .. 
oo Domestic......-.---......--..-...-...| 45,028. 113,249 | 140, 516 766 | 299, 559 . 61.2 
* - Gas manufacturing...---.--.--------.-]. 12,419 4,957 | 13, 961 29 |. 31,366 5.8 
- - Industrial fuel_..-..22- 222-2222 222--.| 50, 495 20, 601 43, 011 25 | 114,132 19.5 — 

Chemical manufacturing....-777772777] 5,256 | “5,850 | 38,325| - 3,607| 53,088; 9.1 
Be _. Internal-combustion-engine fuel__.....| 14,870} 3,112 | — 64,470 4). 82,456 14.1 . 
ms All other uses......----.--------------| 492 | © 2,742 | 1,634 | 21] 4, 889 8. 

a a os a 128, 560 | 150,511 | 301,917| 4,452} 585,440/ - 100.0 | 
Q oe Percent. of total_..--..-.------------|. 21.9 25.7 51.6| 0.8 100.0 j---------- . 

- By methods of transportation: ee Oe | : a | ° 
. Bulk.) oo ee eceee ee cecseeoneee--| 127,492 | 98,340 | 297,511 | 4,161 | 517, 504 8.4 |. 
‘ - Cylinders and drums. __..-..-..-.---- 1, 068 62,171 | 4, 406 201 67, 936 11.6 ~ 

. | : 128,560 | 150,511 | 301,917| 4,452 | 585, 440 100.0 

7 Regional distribution: 
: Pacific Coast area_..........-...-..---| 10,044 | 17,803} . 99,058 |_.........] 126,905 21.7 — 
, All other areas........-...-..--.....-.| 118,516 | 182,708 | 202,859 | 4,452 | 458, 535 78.3. ; 
o | Lo 128, 560 | 150,511 | 301,917] 4,452] 585,440) 100.0 , 

1 Revised figures. | | | 
. 4 Subject to revision. . . 

Industrial fuel was approximately 48 percent butane in 1940 and 
, - 1941, but the proportion dropped to 44 percent in 1942, as butane 
: _ was diverted for raw material. Propane, which comprised 47 percent — 

| of the industrial fuel total in 1940, dropped to 17 percent in 1941 
| and 18 percent in 1942. Butane-propane mixtures rose from 5 percent 

- of the industrial fuel total in 1940 to 36 percent in 1941 and 38 percent | 
in 1942. ‘Mixtures’. used for raw materials in the manufacture of | 

a chemicals constituting about 88 percent of the total demand in 1940 | 
and 1941 declined to 72 percent in 1942, and the butane and propane | 
proportions each rose to about 10 percent of the total. Pentane Le 
delivered to chemical manufacturers has declined from 9 percent of |
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total requirements in 1940 to 7 percent in 1942. Butane used for | | 
-_- motor fuel increased from 21 percent of the total in 1940 to 28 percent 

: in 1941 but then declined to 18 percent in 1942. Butane-propane 
- mixtures made up 70 percent of the internal-combustion-engine fuel  ° 
» . total in 1941 and 78 percent in 1942. 7 ae : 

: The American Gas Association has furnished the following data. 
oe concerning the distribution of liquefied petroleum gas by manufac- _ 
- _tured-gas companies in 1942: , | | oo 

me At. the end of 1942, liquefied petroleum gas was being delivered through mains. 
Ho to consumers in 208 communities in 31 States by 92 companies supplying 69,140 
ooo consumers. - ‘ . . . 

Be -Butane-air gas with heating value ranging from 520 to 1,300 B. t. u. per cu. ft. | 
ae was supplied to 153 communities in 30 States. A mixture of undiluted butane 
a and propane gas with a heating value of 2,800 to 3,000 B. t. u. per cu. ft. was 

supplied to 15 communities in Arizona, California, and Nevada. . Undiluted 
a propane gas with a heating. value of 2,550 B. t. u. per cu. ft. was supplied to 40 | 
oo communities in Maryland, Minnesota, New Jersey, North Dakota, Virginia, . | 

“> . and Wisconsin... | a . oo | | 

oo Bulk shipments of. liquefied petroleum gases increased from 405,- | 
$98,000 gallons in 1941 to 517,504,000 in 1942, and quantities handled 

me in cylinders were 56,954,000 gallons in 1941 and 67,936,000 in 1942. 
“. . The trend toward bulk shipments of liquefied petroleum gases, which _ 
-. - was rather pronounced in 1941, was also evident in 1942, and over _ | 
oo 88 percent of total deliveries were handled in bulk, either in tank cars 

or trucks. Shortage of material for making containers and the 
So greater ease of handling bulk shipments under present transportation _ 
jl conditions probably will force an even larger proportion of bulk — 
- _ deliveries ‘in the future. | : oe . oo 
|... ° Deliveries of liquefied petroleum gases in the Pacific Coast area _ 

(California, Oregon, Washington, Arizona, and Nevada) increased 
7 - from 102,885,000 gallons in 1941 to 126,905,000 in 1942, a gain of 23 

| - percent. The demand for liquefied petroleum gases'on the Pacific 
: ~ goast represented 22 percent of the national total in both 1941 and | 

; _ 1942. The marketed production of liquefied petroleum gases in all F 
: other areas expanded by 27 percent—from 359,967,000 gallons in 

1941 to 458,535,000 in 1942. | | | : -
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i SUMMARY | OO 

eo A number of factors combined to bring about adverse conditions a 
in the carbon-black industry during 1942. Anticipating a rise in , : 
price, which occurred in January, consumers replenished their supplies | 
at the end of 1941. Reductions in exports because of the war, as 

| well as in rubber manufacture, contributed to a decrease in demand | 
: that was not offset by increased sales for military purposes. _ Produc- 7 
: tion declined 3 percent from the 1941 total, whereas sales declined 30 ) 

+ percent, resulting in a large accumulation of stocks held by producers _ - 
me at the end of the year. (See fig. 1.) ° 9... CO | 

: | In spite of the decline in rubber manufacture in 1942, about 89 | 
, percent of domestic sales went to the rubber trade. Toward the end | 
o of the year demands from the synthetic-rubber industry were taking oS 
.° + up part of the slack. All the major classes of consumption decreased 

| ttf | [| tT yoy fy fy OE _ 
ot | | | | [| [ [| J-AY IVI . 
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| . Ficure 1.—Production, stocks, and deliveries of carbon black, 1919-42. 
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. quantitatively, but their ratio to total demand remained virtually  - 
, unchanged.  _— | - | | 

The Office of Price Administration allowed a rise of 0.2 cent a 
. _ pound for both compressed and uncompressed grades of carbon black 

the first week in January. Prices were unchanged during the 
remainder of the year. ee | 

| Salient statistics of carbon black produced from natural gas in the United States, 
; . . 1938-42 | 

. . - - on ernanataes a anne ment cr - . . 

. 1938 1939 . | 1940 1941 1942 

. Number of producers reporting___..__| 24 22 — 220 21 21 . Number of plants... ..---.--.-------- 55 49 51 49 50 

_ a Quantity produced: / | : So _ By States and districts: 
Louisiana ..............-pounds. - 39, 534,000 | 51,734,000 | 55,610,000 | 78, 050, 000 90, 353,000 — 

oe Texas: | | 7 - Panhandle district. _.....do....| 382, 369, 000 410, 130, 000 | 423, 908, 000 | 415, 001,000 | 380, 536, 000. 
Rest of State.............do....| 34, 735, 000 43, 044,000 | 55, 987, 000. _ 65, 211, 000 54, 353, 000 

. Total Texas.._--.......do..-.| 417, 104, 000 453, 174, 000 | 479, 895,000 | 480,212,000 | 434, 889, 000 
. Other States. ..----..------do.... 20, 401,000 | 20, 258, 000 | 33, 287,000} 35, 803, 000 48, 764, 000 

) ss PotaL United States......do-...| 477, 039, 000 | 525,166, 000 | 568, 792, 600 594,065,000 | 574, 006, 000 
By processes: . 

a Contact processes !__.......do._..] 446, 241, 000 469, 150, 000 | 497, 026,000 | 492, 857,000 | 428, 665, 000 - . Furnace processes 3.........do...-| 30,798,000 | 56,016,000 | 71, 766,000 | 101, 208, 000 145, 341, 000 
oe Stocks held by producers Dec. 31; — " | . | | | | _ pounds-.| 166, 159,000 | 130, 792,000 | 169, 587, 000 118, 847,000 | 242, 755, 000 / a Losses....--..-..--.-....--.---d0___- 365,000 [--.-- 223, 000 61, 000 167, 000 

Quantity sold: of ) | 
Domestic deliveries— 

To rubber companies. .....do_-..| 217, 231,000 | 316,621, 000 | 310, 179, 000 | 489, 502,000 | 295, 947, 000 
- To ink companies..._.....-do__.. 14,131,000 | 21,929,000 | 24, 159, 000 28, 198, 000 19, 233, 000 

To paint companies........do....| 4, 229,000 6, 382, 000 6, 806, 000 5, 840, 000 3, 616, 000. 
For miscellaneous purposes 

. -, © pounds..] 7,883,000 | 11, 773, 000. 11, 012,000 | 23, 039, 000 15, 500, 000 

. Total domestic deliveries | | a ! pounds..| 243, 474,000 | 356, 705, 000 | 352, 156, 000 496, 579, 000 | . 334, 296, 000 
Export..........-..-...-.-..-do___- 167, 968, 000 | 203, 828, 000 | 177,618,000 | 148, 165, 000 115, 635, 000 . 

Total sold__....:-.._-....-do___- 411, 442, 000 | 560, 533, 000 | 529, 774,000 | 644, 744, 000 449, 931, 000 
Value (at plants) of carbon black 

- produced: Oo . 
Total..._.-.--2-2. 2-2 $11, 486, 000 | $12, 857,000 | $16, 510, 000 $19, 341,000 | $19, 547,000 . Average per pound ._.___...__cents_- 2. 41 2. 45 2.90 3. 26 . 3. 41 . Estimated quantity of natural gas 

used.....-........-M cubic feet_| 324, 950, 000 347, 270, 000 | 368, 802, 000 | 365,377,000 | 335, 533, 000 
Average yield of carbon black per 
M cubic feet__....._..._pounds_- 1. 47 1.51 1. 54 1.63 1.71 

Average value of natural gas used 
per M cubic feet._.........cents_. . 89 94 1.00 1.13 1.29 

eee dd 
i Principally channel. 
; Includes furnace, thermatomic, and Lewis. | . 

ain,
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| Summary of statistics for carbon black produced from natural gas in the United - : 
| States, 1919-42 , ; 

. - | | Stock ' Sales (thousands of Average 

i | Production | Value OCES 8 _ pounds) » yie ver | Ghousands | cihoasands | ac etyeae |__| (poms _ 
| “Of pounds) | of dollars) | of pounds) mas cubic feet | Domestic Export _ of gas) ae 

1919.......-.......| 52,057 | ss 8, 816 0” (1) (2) 1. 1.04 7 
1920....--..------- 51, 322 4, 032 (0) (1)  @ 1,26 | 
1921....---------- 59, 766 5, 446 Q) (1) (2) 1.18 oe 
gag TTT 67, 795 5, 820 2, 435 (1) @) 196 | 
1923__........--.-- 138, 263 11, 692 38, 321 2 102, 210 () 1.27 
1924... .186, 872 11, 565 95, 671 - 2128, 861 @® ‘ 119 . 
1925__......---2-- _ 177, 417 9, 640 96, 023 132, 449 43,183 | 1,26 co 

| 1926.....-..--.---- 180, 576 9, 939 108, 378 128, 204 39, 211 1.39 
. 1927_-.....-.-.---- 198, 429 10, 955 82, 831 168, 999 | . 54, 431 | 1, 38. . 

So 1998... ..-. = 248, 790 13, 782 50, 240 202, 676 77, 903 1420 
1929._....-.--..--- 366, 442 ' 18, 720 132, 203 191, 977 91, 829 1, 40 
1930.....-.--.---- 379, 942 14, 852 259, 245 167, 279 84, 260 LB | 

| 1981.....-...----} 280, 907 gen l{ soeroer |} 161, 712 96, 714. 1.44 - 
- 1932___..--..---- 242, 700 |. 6, 664 257, 998 161, 483 100, 072 1.44 
. 1933_.....-.------. 273, 125 7, 602 155, 969 {| 222, 182 152, 286 144 

1934_...-...------- 328, 828 11, 654 171, 799 391, 992 120, 620 1, 43 - oo 
1935......-.---..-- 352, 749 18, 755 136, 086 ret 351 142, 185 1, 46. oe 

. 1986.....--.--..--- 411, 345 16, 110 79,582 | 313, 018. 154, 718 ; 1, 45 
- 1937__.--...------- 510, 606 17, 389 100, 497 305, 362 184, 253 1,50 . 

. 1938__......--.---- 477,039 | — 11, 486 166,159 | §§ 248,474 167, 968 . — 1,47 
. 1939__.2..-.------- §25, 166 12, 857 130, 792 | 356, 705 203, 828 1,51 
os 1940......--..2. 2 568, 792 16, 510 169, 587 352, 156 177, 618 “154 | 
a 1941. 594, 065 19, 341 118, 847 496, 579 | 148, 165 1, 63 
on 1942_._.._..------- | .574, 006 19, 547 242, 755 334, 296 115, 635 1.71 

— 1 Figures not available. — oe 
a 2 Exports not separately reported by the Department of Commerce before 1925. 

| - 8 For comparison with 1932. 

Q oe PRODUCTION | 

. By States—Texas produced 76 percent of the United States total — : 
me output in 1942 compared with 81 percent in 1941 and 84 percent in - 

«1940. Its output was 434,889,000 pounds, a 9-percent decline from 
- the 1941 record. Although the Panhandle district produced 8 percent | 

| ‘less carbon black than in 1941, it contributed 87.5 percent of the - 
. State total in 1942 compared with 86.4 percent in 1941. — 8 

Louisiana gained 16 percent over 1941, owing principally to in- | 
- creased output of furnace blacks. Production was 90,353,000 pounds | 

in 1942 compared with 78,050,000 pounds in 1941. _ | 
. Oklahoma and Kansas both had less production than mm 1941. — 

| New Mexico and California were added to the list of producing States | 
during the year. . | | . 

| Methods and yields—Because of the growing importance of furnace 
blacks, it has-been decided to divide the figures according to contact 
processes and furnace or retort processes instead of channel and 

| - “Other processes” as has been done in former years.
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= Carbon black produced from natural gas in the United States in 1942, by States and. 7 : by major producing districts . zi - 

rr ” — 
= 

: 

. , oe ty Production Natural gas used 

me ne 5 Fe Value at plant |— | Z3 Value — 
State and district — = = . © 2 Lo be on 7 os ele | - 1 ee %  |e2g Roe . a | s/s _ He Sa |888 258 - : gi 3 S /s&; 8 (8,8) 8 ig 3 ‘ ‘ . : pa Oo 

: / . | aia} oa | é€ < Ss jane) 8 |eas 
| California} odd : | | = | Kansas__....2. 2222222. 2 2 to 446,000 | $512,000 | 2.09 8, 225, 000 | 2.97 | $368,000 | 4. 47 New Mexico._....___._- 1 1 . . of . Louisiana: Monroe- Oo oo - - “Richland district | | a fp (Morehouse and o co Ouachita Parishes) ___. 6 6 | 90, 353,000 | 3, 258, 000 | 3. 61 18, 040, 000 | 5. 01 504,000 | 2.79 . Oklahoma..._...-.-.-_- 4 4 | 24, 318, 000 809, 000 | 3.33 | 9, 789, 000 (2.48 | 163, 000 1.67 

oo ' ‘Texas: ee : | oe a So . | : Panhandle district : . . a, | ‘-(Carson, Gray, | a S : | co Hutchinson, Moore, | - i — . 7 - . and Wheeler Coun- - eg aig is Cisascccr| 18 | 29 |880, 536, 000 | 13, 152, 000°] 3. 46 1269, 136, 000 | 1.41 |3, 073,000 | 1.14 : Rest of State (Aransas, a oo . . Nueces, Stephens, . , . - Ward, and Winkler | a , / ! oo . \ Counties) _._.--.-.._.. 5 7 54, 353,000 | 1, 816, 000 3.34 | 30, 343, 000 | 1.79 230, 000 - 16 
otal Pexas.....| 16 36 |434, 889, 000 | 14, 968,000 | 3. 44 |299, 479, 000 | 1.45 |3, 303,000 | 1.10 

oe - - Total United States. 21 50 |574, 006,000 | 19, 547,000 | 3.41 |335, 583,000 | 1.71 4, 338, G00 | 1.29 . 
: | e 

° ] ° e . . 
_'In counting the total number of producers reporting, a producer operating in more than 1 State, district, 7 or county is counted but once. oo Oo | 

mo Twenty-five percent of the total output in 1942 was produced by Tey furnace processes, 17. in 1941, 13 in 1940, and 11 in 1939. In October | oe 1942 the War Production Board placed furnace blacks under strict | allocation control. = | . _ Increased production of these high-yield blacks raised the averayve yield for the United States to a new peak of 1.71 pounds per thousand oe cubic feet of gas, compared with 1.63 in 1941 and 1.54 in 1940. Number and capacity of plants—One plant was shut down in Stephens County, Tex., in 1942, and one new plant was operated in Lea County, N. Mex., and one in-Contra Costa County, Calif.— making a total of 50, compared with 49 in 1941. . . The total daily capacity of all plants was 1,808,756 pounds com- pared with 1,716,395 in 1941, a 5-percent gain. It is estimated that _ plants operated at 87 percent of capacity compared with 95 percent in 1941. 
. Producers.—The Shell Chemical Co., with a plant in Contra Costa County, Calif., was added to the list of carbon-black producers during . the year; otherwise the list remains unchanged from 1941.
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- Carbon-black producers of the United States, as of December 31,1942 — | ay 

| - - State and company | County or parish Nearest town Process _ a a 

| California: Shell Chemical Co.......| Contra Costa.......| Pittsburg...........| Furnace. a 

| Peerless Carbon Black Co._......| Grant............-.-| Ulysses___.....--...| “Special.” of oo 
United Carbon Co., Inc__........].--.-do..-_..-.-.-...| Ryus_._..-_...-:.--| Roller. oO . 

Louisiana: oe _ . 
Imperial Oi] & Gas Products Co_.| Ouachita............| Sterlington_._.......| Channel. “oP 

. Charles Eneu Johnson & Co__....| Morehouse._........| Bastrop_-..........-}... Do. a 
Peerless Carbon Black Co_.......| Ouachita.........--.| Bourland_- .._-...-] “Special.” . _ 
Southern Carbon Co_____.....-.--|---.-do..-...........| Hancock_._.........| Lewis. | ca 
Thermatomic Carbon Co....--.-.|-----do0.-.----.-.----| Sterlington__........|. Thermatomic.. Vs 
United Carbon Co._....._.--.----|--.--dO-...._-........| Swartz..............] Channel. ~ a 

New Mexico: Columbian Carbon Co.| Lea._.....-.-.-.----| Eumice_._.-.-..--..- Do. Cs 
Oklahoma: . , : : 7 : mo oo 

Lo Cabot Carbon Co_...._-..........| Seminole............| WewoKka._....-.-..- Do. : ae 
General Atlas Carbon Division of | Texas............-..| Guymon_.__.........| Furnace. : . es 

General Properties Co., Inc. . a : a . ey 
Charles Eneu Johnson & Co__....| Pontotoc............| Stonewall...........| Channel. ge 

r United Oarbon Co__..............| Beekham_._........| Sayre.....-...--.-.- Do. 
exas: . ie 

Cabot Carbon Co__._.-._.....-...| Carson_......._.....|. Skellytown.........|. Roller and channel. Spe 
Gray......-----.----| Pampa___..........-| Channel. aN 

oO, _ Hutchinson_........| Stinnett_........-.--| Do. " oy 
oo Ward...............| Monahans_....-.-..) Do. © 

Winkler___........._| Kermit. ..2..2-22221.. - Do. - 
Carbon Blacks, Inc_._-.....----.-.| Gray........-.-..--.}| Pampa.........-...-| RoHer. . ae 

. Coltexo Corporation...........-.-|-----do._-.-.....-.--| Lefors.........-..-.-| Channel. oO 
‘ Columbian Carbon Co.._......-.| Carson 1.._.-...--.-] ()..--..-_-.--------] @). ” | 

. Ot Gray_.....--.....---| Kings Mill_......-..} Channel. soot . 
wo oe 7 .....d0.__._...-.--.-]| Lefors_.... 2222-2... Do. a dt 

-Hutchinson...-.....| Borger (2 plants!)..| | Do. a 
/ | - ‘| Moore__...--.......| Sumray_........-.-..| . Do. | | 

/ : Co Nueces..............| Corpus Christi.......| -Do. . — - mo 
v Wheeler...-.-_..-..- Lela... -- ee. Do. _ . Se 

oo Columbian-Phillips Co...........| Moore....-----.---.] Sumray-.---.-..-.---} °° Do. - 
( Combined Carbon Co........-...}| Hutchinson--__...-..| Sanford_..-....-.-.-}¢° Do. ~  * - 

Continental Carbon Co___........}| Moore....--i...-...]. Sumray....-.-.--...-].: Do. . 
Crescent Carbon Co..........-...| Hutchinson.........| Borger. ..----.2-.-.-].. - Do. a 

me Crown Carbon Co.....-...----.-.|; Moore. _.--..------.| Sumray._._-.5-.-.-.-| Do. os 
| General Atlas Carbon Division of | Gray......-.-.------| Pampa.-----.2..--.-| Furnace. oe 
me General Properties Co., Ine. oe - a ee . 

J. M. Huber Corporation.........| Hutchinson.._......| Borger.._..-..--.-.-| Channel. | 
mo Moore County Carbon Co._......| Moore__......-..-..| Sunray._..---.------| Do. 
yo Panhandle Carbon Co___.........| Hutchinson.-__......| Borger..-...-..-----|° Do. ~ |. 
- Peerless Carbon Black Co__-.....) Gray..-......-.-....| Pampa__.._.........] “Special.” . 

ae Texas Elf Carbon Co__._-....-.-.|-----d0-_-...-.-.--..]-----d0__------.-..-.} Channel. : | 
| oo Stephens._..._......} Eliasville...-.:-.-..| . Do. . 

. United Carbon Co............-...| Aramsas_......-...-.| Aransas Pass.......-[:. Do. “ 
- _ _----G0..-...-...----|-----d0-_...--.--.-.-| Furnace. : 

oe Hutchinson.._......| Borger (3 plants)....} Channel. : 
| ---.-d0_.............| Sanford (2 plants).../ © Do. 

: -----00...........---| Stinnett........-...-] Do. - 
" . Moore. ...-.---.---- Sunray (2 plants)...] Do. oy 

- 1 Plant, located in both Carson and Hutchinson Counties, counted in Hutchinson County. ; a 

| a DEMAND  -  ©— :° | 4 

Total deliveries.—Carbon-black deliveries reported by producers a 
/ were 449,931,000 pounds during 1942 compared with 644,744,000 oe 
- pounds in 1941. There was a sharp decline both in exports and in | 

| all major classes of domestic sales. (See fig. 2.) | 
Domestic consumption—Domestic deliveries totaled 334,296,000 

— pounds in 1942 compared with 496,579,000 pounds in 1941, a 33-per- __ : 
cent decline. Sales to the major classes of consumers were: Rubber CO 
companies, 295,947,000 pounds (88 percent) ; ink companies, 19,233,000 
pounds (6 percent); paint companies, 3,616,000 pounds (1 percent); 

| and miscellaneous, 15,500,000 pounds (5 percent). These quantities 
| are in virtually the same ratio to total sales as in 1941. 7
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oe _.. CARBON BLACK 8B 

' Sales to ink companies amounted to 19,233,000 pounds in 1942 com- — 
pared with 28,198,000 in 1941. As the quantity of newsprint avail- 

| able for consumption in 1942 was only 3 or 4 percent below 1941, it 
is apparent from the sales figures that the nk companies did consider- 7 
able stocking in 1941. oe | : | 

ve The paint trade was affected by the curtailment in automobile | 
-. manufacture*and the consequent declines in the use of black paints 

and enamels. Paint companies purchased 3,616,000 pounds of carbon 
| black in 1942, a 38-percent decline from the 1941 figure (5,840,000 7 

pounds). | | | 
: Deliveries for miscellaneous purposes totaled 15,500,000 pounds in 

1942, a 33-percent decline from the 1941 record of 23,039,000 pounds. ~ | 
_ Exports and imports..—Exports of carbon black im 1942 contmued 7 
the decline started in 1940, when the war began to impair foreign : 

| trade. A total of 115,635,000 pounds was purchased by foreign oO 
countries during the year, a 22-percent decrease from the 148,165,000 | 
pounds purchased in 1941 and a 48-percent decrease from the peak of 

| 203,828,000 pounds recorded in 1939. The total value was $5,229,000 
in 1942 and $6,686,000 in 1941, an average of 4.52 and 4.51 cents per 
pound, respectively. The average for the year 1940 was 4.40 cents. / 

~ The United Kingdom continued to be the leading customer, _ - 
purchasing 58,223,000 pounds (39 percent of the total) m 1941 and - 

ve 53,297,000 pounds (46 percent of the total) im 1942. Canada ranked | 
7 second, with 32,760,000 pounds purchased in 1941 and 29,651,000 in | 

1942. | | | : O 
. __ September was the month of heaviest shipments in 1941 and June , 
. in 1942. Galveston, which has been the main shipping pomt fora _ - 
- number of years, dropped from 115,042,000 pounds exported in 1940 
. to 61,132,000 in 1941 and to 22,914,000 in 1942. Michigan took first. _ oe 
- place in 1942 with 29,085,000 pounds shipped out. _ Oo gS 

. Carbon black exported from the United States, 1 941-42, by months and customs - 
So | | | districts a : 

- 1941 1942 oo 94 | 1942 CO | 
Month |} —-| |} Customs dis- |___________}__ 

- Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | 

| Jan.....| 9,800, 208| $454, 687|14, 843, 817| $696, 441|| Buffalo........|  145,057| $12,280] 241,126] $10,872 
7 Feb....| 9,092, 813 384, 618|13, 440, 092] 618, 850|! Dakota...----| 28,217] 1, 557| 248,360} —_9, 123 | 

Mar....|12, 183,017] 638, 411| 6,172,113] 255, 541) El Paso......| 2,077,820| 80, 550| 1,885,776; 79,248 . 
Apr_...{11, 038, 825] 508, 468) 8, 179, 205} 391, 223]| Galveston._- -.|61, 131, 615)2, 982, 173/22, 913, 733]1, 081, 536 . 

. May...115, 028, 478} 683, 493} 4,998,974! 224,609]; Los Angeles_..| 362,540; 14,261) 2,725,617] 38,798 
June. ..| 7, 100,275] 298, 292/15, 789, 105] +767, 683|| Michigan. - - --|32, 286, 372/1, 091, 563/29, 084, 820/1, 045, 644 
July__.. |14, 863, 785| 670, 866| 5, 144, 342| 215, 649|| New Orleans. -|28, 625, 200|1, 386, 931/14, 742, 059] | 786, 987 
‘Aug..._|11, 187, 609| 503, 884|11, 252. 1021 537, 247|| New York....-| 3,001, 380| | 170, 304116, 849, 264| 863, 151 
Sept. -|22, 470, 331/1, 061, 790| 9, 598,078| 436,866|| Sabine.....---| | 11,100) 616|._._..-___|_........ 
Oct... [12 119, 912| "645, 162) 4.919, 614| 212, 930|| San Francisco-| 3, 886, 600| 166, 578| 6, 41, 767| 268, 930 . 
Nov_..-|10, 808, 292| 449, 696|12, 184, 594| 463, 865|| Vermont......| | 124,486|  5,031| | 26,314| 2, 236 

| Deo...-|12, 502, 252] 686, 945) 9, 113, 121) 408, 140)| Other districts.116, 484, 901) _ 774, 878/21, B76, 321)", 082 eat LO 
| 148, 165, 29716, 686, 312| 115, 636, 157|5, 229, 144]) 148, 165, 29716, 686, 342/115, 635, 15715, 220, 144 : 

1 Figures on exports and imports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. , | |
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| a .. Carbon black exported from the United States, 1940-42, by countries a 

eo eh 1940 1941. - 1942 : 7 
7 - Country. re DT FS 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds | Value — 

| Argentina..............----.--| 3,005,361 | $150, 858 |. 5,828,519 | $287,870 | 3,915,276 $161, 503 Australia.-.2222022.22-TIL-1I-] 7,264,589 | 327,434 | 12,201,171 | 563,104 | 7,833,813}. 405,850 
Belgium -_...-.----------2----|. 1,251,212 | 66,172 |---| de 
Brazil....----.-.-------------| 2,181,849 |. 99,911 | 6, 235,130 | 285,204 | 2, 626, 163 131, 840 
Canada.-.-..---.2 2-2 22..---.-] 19, 622, 401 592, 885.{ 32, 760,178 | 1,118,151 | 29,650,763 | 1,070, 714 
China__..--.-2.2-2--2-- 22, 1, 860, 072 90, 133 486, 667 24,126 |_..----------}-- ee. 

: Franee........---.---.--------| 24, 397, 155 | 1,122,773 |___-...--.--|__---- 
India and Dependencies !.._._| 3, 825, 436 182, 939 6, 768, 852 305, 699 7, 648, 607 | 354, 672 

- Italy_.....------.-----2----L| 4, 547/708 204, 375 |..--------_-|-----------|----------- ee} eee, 
. Japan.-.-...-.2--.-.--.-.-.-.} 17, 662, 686 785, 760 | - 2,274, 000 98, 447 |_--.-.-------].---- Lee 

° - Mexico...----------.--.-.----| -1, 826,648 | | 67,187 2, 250, 143 93, 742 4, 841, 480: 133, 163. 
| Netherlands. .-_.-.........-_.| 1, 114, 599 57,919 |... ef ef 

. Netherlands Indies. ..___._-_- 1, 463, 111 78, 327 2, 780, 458 129,017 | 756,075 |. 44,458 
»  Norway.-------.-.--------_- 538, 454 24,188 |_..-.---.-.--|-------.---|2---- ef ee po 

— -  * Portugal... 2.22 ele 1, 645, 097 74, 474. . 140, 762 8, 767 84, 997. _ -§, 547 
: . Spain.__-.2-22. 222} | 483,770 22, 243 818, 500 ‘37, 451 565,150 |, -28, 047 
oe ~ Sweden_-...-..-.-.22-----..-] 1, 281, 550 59, 882 345, 550 17,440 | © 265,275 17, 486 © 

- Union of South Africa... ____- 4, 025, 531. 182, 900 7, 668, 759: | 345, 536 2, 618, 460 126, 396 — 
United Kingdom 2_....___-_1_| 77, 308, 549 | 3,503,191 | 58, 223,076 | 2,889,741 | 53,296,513 | 2, 608, 449 

_ Other countries_.---------..- 2, 312, 139 130, 619 9, 383, 523 482, 017 | 2, 232, 585 — 141, 019 

° | 5 L y77, 617, 867 | 7, 823, 820 | 148, 165, 297 | 6, 686, 312 | 115, 635, 157 | 5, 229, 144 

a ‘British India, ne . 
: _ :* United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. | | , | | 

| Imports of “gas black and carbon black’ rose from 800 pounds ss 
4 valued at $101 in 1941 to 77,870 pounds valued at $7,307 in 1942. 

_ Acetylene black imported from Canada declined from 4,063,000 
| ' pounds valued at $430,000 in 1941 to 3,840,000 pounds valued at 
a $381,000 in 1942, oo | Bo 
a ee STOCKS a oe 

: _ Stocks at the end of the year more than doubled the 118,847,000 
| 7 pounds reported on hand December 31, 1941. A 3-percent decrease 
- in production and a 30-percent decrease in sales caused supplies to 

accumulate until they totaled 242,755,000 pounds by the end of 1942. 
This was the highest year-end total since 1932, when 257,998,000 
pounds were reported. | | 

; PRICES AND VALUES ) a 

_ The average value of carbon black at the plants in 1942 was 3.41 
| cents, a gain of 0.15 cent over 1941. Prices remained unchanged 

| during the year, except for a small advance during the first week of 
January. This rise (0.2 cent) brought the quotation for regular, . 

: uncompressed black, in bags at the plants, to 3.625 cents a pound.



| or ~ ASPHALT AND RELATED BITUMENS a - 

- a By A.H. Reprmip! . i | 

| | oe ‘SUMMARY OUTLINE . -. | | | 

| a | - | . Page ao 

Summary ......---------------------.-----.-. 1185 | Manufactured or petroleum asphalt_......... 1186 o 
Native asphalts and bitumens_.-..-.-...----. 1185| Production_.-...._...---.-.---------------- 1186 
Bituminous rock..._-.-..-----.--.--------- 1185] StocKks_....-._.+.-_---2---2----2------------. 1187 - 

\ Gilsonite and wurtzilite....----------.----- 1185] _Sales__.-..-.-_-.---.-.---2--4--1----------- 187 | oO 
Sulfonated bitumen...........--..--..---.. 1185 | Foreign trade_...--__-.-----.----------------- -1190 | 

| | .Exports....-.----------------.-------.----- 1185 | Distribution by rail....--....--.-----------.. 1190 | : 
- _ | Road oil_._-...---.-------.------------------- 1192 — 

= Oo . Ss SUMMARY SO - 

. Refinery sales of petroleum asphalt (exclusive of road oil) to do- 
- mestic consumers’ in the United States were 10 percent larger in ae 

tonnage in 1942 than in 1941; and, because of higher prices, they were a 
- 17 percent larger in value. As the refinery output was 4 percent less SO 

than in 1941 and imports were 22.5 percent lower, inventories at the Doe 
se refineries were reduced nearly one-third, and more of the other . 
-. petroleum products were transferred to the asphalt account. Exports = — 
~.- In 1942 were only 38 percent as large as those in 1941. ._ | 

| As in 1941, the tonnage of bituminous rock sold increased more | 
7 proportionally—43 percent—than did the total tonnage of solid and ee 
a liquid asphalt sold for paving purposes—10 percent. Although the = 

comparatively low valued products of Texas and Oklahoma supplied 
- the greater increases in sales of bituminous rock, the total value of | 

—_ bituminous rock sold increased 46 percent, and the average value per | 
| short ton was 2 percent higher. a Co , os : 

. NATIVE ASPHALT AND BITUMENS ne 

So Bituminous rock.—Sales of rock asphalt by producers in the United _ 
. States increased 43 percent in quantity—from 654,692 short tons in | 
. 1941 to 935,295 tons in 1942—and 46 percent in value—from $2,312,- . 
- 227 to $3,367,279. Prices were higher than in 1941, and the average | 
- sales value at the mine increased from $3.53 to $3.60 per ton. | BS 
* Texas and Oklahoma operators increased their sales from 446,432 oo 

| tons valued at $1,197,319 in 1941 to 699,572 tons valued at $2,018,822 : 
‘ in 1942. Sales were larger also in California and in Missouri. East of oe 
7 the Mississippi River, producers in Kentucky and Alabama enlarged : 

their sales from 193,887 tons valued at $1,047,529 in 1941 to 207,324 | oe 
: tons valued at $1,228,748 in 1942. _- | 

| Gilsonite and wurtzilite——Increased demand in the domestic market | 
raised producers’ sales of gilsonite in Utah from 36,407 tons valued at SO 
$851,623 in 1941 to 40,041 tons valued at $909,311 in 1942. The av- 
erage sales price per ton at the mine or railhead decreased from $23.39 - 

| to $22.71. : | . 
Sales of wurtzilite from Utah decreased from 69 tons valued at 

$5,343 in 1941 to 37 tons valued at $2,852 in 1942. | 
Sulfonated bitumen.—Sales of natural sulfonated bitumen from 

| Box Elder County, Utah, were considerably larger in 1942 than in | 
1941. . : 

ot Exports.—Exports of natural unmanufactured asphalt amowtnted 
to 10,865 short tons valued at $328,660 in 1941 and to 8,941 tons 
valued at $231,772 in 1942. Increased sales to Canada, Australia, 

| 1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce.’ | 1185 :
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| and the United Kingdom did not compensate for decreased exports to | 
Brazil and complete cessation of shipments to Japan and to China. — 

Be | MANUFACTURED OR PETROLEUM ASPHALT | 

Production.—Production. of asphalt by petroleum refineries in the 
| United States decreased 4 percent from 1941. In the East Coast 

district output decreased 62 percent, because wartime difficulties of 
transport reduced the total runs of crude petroleum by 26 percent, 

: and higher proportions of the reduced runs were made into residual | 
| and distillate fuel oil. Slightly less asphalt was made in refineries 

, of the Indiana-Illinois-Kentucky-etc. district also than in 1941. On | 
: the other hand, increased production of asphalt in the other refining - 

districts almost offset the sharp decrease in the East Coast district. 
| The most marked increase in asphalt tonnage was in California, — , 

| where 50 percent more asphalt was made in 1942 than in 1941. - 

SO Production, receipts, stocks, consumption, transfers, losses, exports, and domestic . 
os | sales of asphalt (exclusive of road oil) at petroleum refineries in the United States 

| in 1942, by districts, in short tons * ee 

| | . | | Stocks Consump- : | 
, - Receipts tion by Sales to 

: District Produc- from companies,| domestic 
tion | other Dec. 31 Dee. 31 transfers, | consumers : 

| , . . sources | “i941 ’ 1949 ” |losses, and | 

_ | ‘exports — 

ce Bast Coast....----------------------| 847,200 { 120,500 | 120,000] 50,000} 24,900 | 982,800 _— 
a Appslachian..............-.-.-.--..| _ 339, 300 700 | 13,000 | 26,400} 10,700 | — 315, 900 

| , Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc....} 1,322, 400 158, 700 171, 000 96, 700 347,600 | 1, 207, 800 
' Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri-_..|_ 526, 700 97, 300 94, 000 39, 600 39. 800 638, 600 

| | Texas: _ = - fp a 
m Gulf Coast..-.........-..----.--| 497,600 ]...........] 28,000} 28,800 | 85,800 | 411, 000 

, Inland_......-.--.--------------|_ 388,300 }--.....----| 15,000 | __ 20,200 | __-2u,300 | __ 362,800 
| Total Texas._............-.---| + 885,900 |-......_...]|__ 38,000 |__ 44,000 |__ 106,100 |__773,800 

Louisiana-Arkansas: . . 
Louisiana Gulf Coast....-.....-] 519,800] 32,700]  47,000| 38,000] 25,400] 536, 100 

: - Arkansas and Louisiana Inland_| 370, 1U0 25, 800 22, v00 22, 000 2, 500 393, 400 © 

- Total Louisiana-Arkansas__..| 889,900 | 58,500} 69,000| 60,000 | 27,900 | 929, 5u0 
Rocky Mountain.................-.| 178,90] 181,000} 27,000} 18500} 3)500| 364,900 : 

) California......_.._----__-_____1-_]_1,336, 200 |__ 434,200 |___72,000|___75,800 |__139, 100 |_ 1, 627, 500 
Total United States: . 

1942..__........----------] 6, 296, 500 | 1,050,900 | 604,000-| 411,000 | 699,600 | 6,840,800 
eo 1941.._.....-....----.-----] 6, 557,600 | 653,100 | 614,000 | 6v4,000 | 992,000 | 6,228, 700 

Sales of asphalt (exclusive of road oil) at petroleum refineries to domestic consumers 
. in the United States, 1941-42, by districts 

| | | 1941 1942 
District | —____—_—_— 

Short tons _ Value Short tons Value 

East Coast.......-.----------------------------| 2, 165,783 | $24, 799, 304 982,821 | $13, 117, 302 
Appalachian....-..---------------------------- 249,362 | 3, 071, 753 315, 883 4, 243, 253 
Indiana, Nlinois, Kentucky, etce__-.------..---- 1,026,016 | 10, 506, 007 1, 207, 744 13, 334, 239 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri--_.---.--_-_- 620,166 | _4, 373,066 638, 618 5, 296, 640 
Texas: 

Gulf Coast..........-.---.----------+------ 196,015 | 1, 77, 130 411,042 4, 455, 867 
Inland......-.-.-.----------------- 2-2-2 336,022 | 2, 948, 610 362, 809 3, 531, 567 

Total Texas.........-------------------+- 532,037 | _ 4, 721, 740 773, 851 7, 987, 434 
Louisiana-Arkansas: . 

Louisiana Gulf Coast....-.---------------- 363,885 | 3, 496, 201 536, 107 6,109,670 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland .-----_--_- 315,116 | 2, 210, 082 393, 404 3, 202, 112 
Total Louisiana-Arkansas.....--.-....--. 679,001 | 5, 706, 283 929, 511 9, 311, 782 

Rocky Mountain.........--------------------- 161, 200 1, 492, 574 364, 900 3, 589, 734 
California............-.------------------- 2-22 795,158 | _ 5,842,416 |__1,627,453 | 13,934,917 

Total United States.......----------.-..- 6, 228, 723 60, 513, 143 6, 840, 781 70, 815, 301
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an Stocks.—The heaviest relative drafts on stocks were at East Coast — 
| refineries. Stocks were reduced also during 1942. in the Indiana-— | 

_ Jllinois-Kentucky-etc., the Oklahoma-Kansas-Missouri, the Louisiana - 
Gulf Coast, and the Rocky Mountain districts. On the other hand, | 

) more asphalt was in storage at the end of 1942 in the Appalachian — : 
_ district in Texas, and in California. . | : | | 

Sales.—Sales of petroleum asphalt by refineries to domestic con- : 
- gumers in the United States increased 10 percent in quantity and 17 | 

percent in value from 1941 to 1942; the average value at the refinery | 
: increased from $9.72-per short ton to $10.35. | . , 

- Of the total sold, 7 percent was manufactured from foreign petro-_ ’ | 
- leum (imported chiefly from Venezuela and Mexico) in 1942, com- - 

pared with 25 percent in 1941. Although runs of foreign crude oil _ 
to stills decreased 71 percent, sales of petroleum asphalt from this | 
source decreased only 68 percent. Of the foreign crude.processed, 17 | 
percent was converted into asphalt in 1941 and 21 percent m 1942, 2 

| East Coast refineries sold 88 percent of the total asphalt made from 
foreign crude in 1942 compared with 97 percent in 1941. | 

_ Highway and street construction and airport-runway surfacing used ae 
. ‘(in the form of paving asphalt, paving flux, cut-back asphalts, and _ 
.. asphalt emulsions) 64 percent of the total asphalt sold to domestic | 
a consumers by petroleum refineries in 1942 asin 1941. Street and road . 
q contracts exceeding $25,000, compiled by. Engineering News-Record, | 

show a decrease of 9 percent in value—from $582.8 million in 1941 to ~ 
$530.5 million in 1942—and of 14 percent in indicated volume if the | 

Q values.are adjusted by the Engineering News-Record index of construc- 
- tion costs. Contracts awarded in New England and 5 Middle 
7 Atlantic States decreased sharply and were considerably lower in 14, 7 
a States lying west of Mississippi River and east of the Rocky Moun- | | 
- tains. On the other hand, more roadway was contracted for in 10 

Southeastern States and Louisiana in 1942 than in 1941; and in 7 Far , 
Western States a sharp increase in highway contracts occurred. | 

; - Asphalt and asphaltic material (exclusive of road oil) sold at petroleum refineries to OO 
- domestic consumers in the United States in 1942, by varieties - 

; | | [Value f. 0. b. refinery] a ce 

: | rr etroleum spetroleana ‘Total 
Variety eS 

; . Short tons} Value (Short tons} Value Short tons} Value’ 

Solid and semisolid products of 
- —_ Jess than 200 penetration: . 
Asphalt for— ‘ . 

Paving......-..-------------| 1,969, 676 |$19, 458,316 | 163, 538 | $2, 114,510 | 2,133, 214 | $21,572,826 
Roofing......_..--..-...-..-| 1,176,715 | 11,917,708 | 123, 453 | 1, 600, 525 | 1,300, 168 | 13, 518, 233 
Waterproofing...-........-..| | 85,503 | 1,078,263| 7,922] 193,931} ” 93,425] 1,202, 194 | 

| Blending with rubber_.......| 14,877] °238,376]  7386|  120,401|  22,263| 358,777 
Briquetting_.._......-..-_.-- 97, 812 964, 383 |_....-.-__.]--...--....- 97, 812 964, 383 
Mastic and masticcake...| 6,997 | 93,317] . 6,185} 72,600} 12,182 165, 907 
Pipe coatings. ........-.._.-- 15, 337 . 233, 921 598 9, 460 15, 935 243, 381 
Molding compounds..-.....-- 32, 949 447, 535 3, 179 44, 453 36, 128 491, 988 
Miscellaneous useS...........| 184,454 | 2,067, 264 29, 586 447, 573 214, 040 2, §14, 837. 

3, 584, 320 | 36,499,083 | 340,847 | 4, 533, 443 | 3,925,167 | 41,032, 526
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- Asphalt and asphaltic material (exclusive of road oil) sold at petroleum refineries to 
- _ domestic consumers in the United States in 1942, by varieties—Continued - - 

Oo | | [Value f. o. b. refinery] oo | | | | 0G 

From domestic | From foreign. | oo 
| | petroleum — petroleum . Total 

_ Variety fe _ 

a : | . Short tons} Value [Short tons| © Value Short tons Value 

a - Semisolid and liquid products of oo : Do _ oe 
more than 200 penetration: © foo. a sO cm oO Flux for— _ - : Paving_...............-----.] 326,705 | $2,344,655 | 17,713 | $235, 756.| 344,418 | $2, 580, 411 : a Roofing....----------..1....] 588,443 | 4,108,916 | . 35,847] 451,723 | 569,290 | ~ 4’ 560,630 
Waterproofing_.___-._._.____ 21,892 | 156,914 | . 431 5,603 22; 323 162, 517 ~. Mastie___--- ee} 4050 | 87,220 |__| a o50 | «87209 : : Cut-back asphalts: | oo to . | Rapid-curing__-._...........] 689.319 | 7,639,637 | 53,593 | 822,350 | 742,912} 8, 461, 987 . Medium-curing..-_-____..__-] 998,811 | 11,033,843 | 47,247 | 617, 486 | 1,046,058 | 11/651” 399 

Emulsified asphalts and fluxes_|- 117,803 | 1,458,862} . 842 -22, 790 118,645 | 1, 481, 652 
Paints, enamels, japans, and | - of. | 

o lacquers. 2.222222. eee 35, 702 644, 768 6, 576 112, 491 42,278 | 757, 259 Other liquid products...27777""} 25625 | 89, 602 15 150 | 25,640}. 89,752. 
| oe | |, 758,350 | 27,514,426 | © 162,264 | 2, 268,349 | 2,915,614} 29,782,775 
a Total: | ao a . 

— 1942___._____._.._..---] 6, 337, 670 | 64,013, 509 | 503,111 | 6,801, 792 | 6, 84u, 781 | . 70, 815, 301 |  NOML To sa LL} 4, 676, 218 | 42, 408, 215 | 1, 552, 505 | 18, 104,928 | 6, 228,723 | 60, 513, 143 

| Paving asphalt sold at petroleum refineries to domestic consumers in the United . 7 
| : . , States, 1941-42, by districts, in short tons. . : 

a . | | District ~ 1941 1942 

7 East Coast. ...---2.-2------e-g2e-ee ene e ener eeeeeeeeeeeete---.-..} 779, 928 292,884 
. Appalachian -_--_....2.-.22-0 2222 kee 66, 940 67, 234 . Indiana, Dlinois, Kentucky, ete_......._._.._.-...-....-__.--_--._.----- .178, 549 254, 467 . Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri___..__.-_--...-------------------------- ooo 36, 526 92, 987 : 

Texas: | | | | : | DS . | Gulf Coast... ....2---2 222222222 nee nc eee eeeeeeee-e--| | 45,575 | 118, 872 Inland. - 222222222 6a) 361 144, 847 
| | "Total Texas... 2-222 e eee eeeee eee eee eeceeeeeeeeeee-eeee--..} 109, 936 263,219 

- Louisiana-Arkansas: 7 
Louisiana Gulf Coast_..._............--2----- eee eee 145, 953 192, 041 

’ Arkansas and Louisiana Inland-.._.._.........--..-..------------------ 143, 562 163, 591 

. Total Louisiana-Arkansas.._._...._.._....-..----------------------- ee 289, 515 355, 632. 
Rocky Mountain_.._..2..-..-22.0.2220---- eee ee enee ee 26, 773 112, 177 California... ....22222222 2D] 976? 059 694, 614 

Total United States. ._..--_-.------------e--------e----eeeeeeeee---------| 1,764,221 | 2, 188, 214 

Nevertheless, sales of paving asphalt, used for high-type surfacing, 
increased 21 percent over 1941. The East Coast district was the only 
exception to the general increase. Government purchases rather than 
private contracts apparently caused these increases. . 

A marked drop in sales of cut-back asphalts by East Coast refineries 
was the principal factor in the 6-percent decline in total sales of these 
products. Sales of cut-backs were more than one-third less than in 
1941 in the Oklahoma-Kansas-Missouri district also. In other refining 
districts sales of cut-back asphalts increased markedly, indicating 
an increase in light highway construction, except on the East coast 

| and in central United States. |
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| ~  Cut-back asphalts sold at petroleum refineries to domestic consumers in the United 
: States, 1941-42, by districts, in short tons | 

oo Oo Oo ‘District | , - 1941. 1942 - 

Bast COOS tease eoceeeeeceeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeteteeeeeeteeeeeeeeee| — 876,779| 118,871 | 
, Appalachian. -__._.....-.-.--.------- eee eee eee eee een eee nee 46, 526 57, 073 

Indiana, Mlinois, Kentucky, ete.....--.--------.-------------------------------- 280,437} = 311, 618 / 
_ Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri_....._...-------------------------------------| _ 328, 115 205, 506 . 

" Texas: ae | fb . 

. Gulf Coast__.......---..------.-------------- 2 een eee nee ee 75, 305 128, 579 . _— 
© Finland nena cece cece eee eee] 65, 758 77,695 - 

Total Texas... -c2ecoeeeeeee cece ce cence eeeeecececeeeeececeerecceeesee-ee--| 141,058 |. 206,274 i 

-Louisiana-Arkansas: . - : 
Louisiana Gulf Coast_..__.-.---.-------------4----+-------------------------| 148,544], 172, 716 

, _ Arkansas and Louisiana Inland - - -----.------------------------------------- 48, 507 51, 965 

otal Louisiana-Arkansas..-.-------------------eee---eeeeeeeneeenenee----] 192,051 | 224, 681 | 
Rocky Mountain.._._...........-.------------------------------ eee eee]: 114, 789 225, 890 : 
California. ........------------------------------ eee ne enn nnn ne cena 228,.427 |." - 439, 557 | 

. Total United States........--------------2+--2--01eeee ene e ee geeeeecee ee] 1,908, 182 | 1,788,970 a 

| - More emulsified asphalts were sold in 1942 than in 1941. Petro- : 
- leum refineries sold 129,006 short tons (30,396,265 gallons) valued at | 

: $1,576,840 in 1941. and 118,645 tons (27,955,076 gallons) valued at | 
$1,481,652 in 1942; in addition, 7 6,830,549 gallons valued at $6,919,102 | 

. in 1941 and 86,973,381 gallons valued at $8,996,057 in 1942 were sold | 
| by major industrial companies that purchased asphalt from : petro- : 

o leum refineries. Accordingly, total known sales of emulsified asphalts. : 
oO and fluxes increased 7 percent in quantity—from 107,226,814 gallons | 

| to 114,928,457 gallons —and 23 percent in value—tfrom $8,495,942 to 
» $10,477,709. | ; | | - 
: _ Roofing manufacture made the second-largest demand for asphalt, 
s absorbing 27 percent of the total sales to domestic consumers.in both 
- 1941 and 1942. Although shipments of prepared roofing and asphalt 
. siding reported to the Bureau of the Census increased 26 percent— 
oa from 44,275,100 squares (revised figure) in 1941 to 55,967,441 squares : . 
ce in 1942—domestic sales of roofing asphalt and roofing flux combined : 
a increased only 12 percent—from 1,671,696 to 1,869,458 tons. | | 

| _ Roofing asphalé and flux sold at petroleum refineries to domestic consumers in the 
| United States, 1941-42, by districts, in short tons © | 

| | District iost | 1082 | 

East Coast. .-------------ee-eeeeeee cee ene eee eeen ne ene eee eee en eeceeeeceeceeeeee-| 518, 927 402, 561 
Appalachian ___...-..-...-..------------------------------- +--+ +--+ ------------- 120, 515 164, 003 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc. ..-.-------------------------------------------- 430, 365 480, 430 

| Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri----.---.-.------------------------------------- 136, 196 217,178 | —- 

Texas: ee 
" Quif Coast... ..---------e--ee-eeeeneenneneenneceeeeeee een ecceeeeeeeeceneeees-| 35, 608 106, 210 
Inland. ...000DTTTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII | 79, 652 90, 183 

Total Texas. -_-----.-------------------------------++--------------------- 115, 255 196, 393 

Louisiana-Arkansas: | 
: Gulf Coast....-.---..----.-----...----------------- +--+ eee eee 32, 757 62, 981 

| Arkansas and Louisiana Inland: -...-...-----------------------+------------- 116, 142 64, 987 

_ Total Louisiana-Arkansas..._...--.--------------------------------------- 148, 899 127, 968 
Rocky Mountain__.......---..-------------------------------------------------- 3, 789 3, 849 

California ..---.-.------------------2-----2-00--neecconencccccnenerccconsesecne| 208780 | __ 277, 076 
| Total United States........-.-.......--------.----------------------------] 1, 671, 696 1, 869, 458
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a FOREIGN TRADE | | 
| - Imports.—Imports of natural asphalt and bitumen into the United 

oe States in 1942 totaled 7,961 short tons valued at $136,054 compared 
| with 13,543 tons valued at $182;723 in 1941. Imports of lake asphalt. 

from Trinidad decreased from 8,593 tons valued at $93,708 in 1941 to _ 
| 6,122 tons valued at $79,817 in 1942, and imports of grahamite from 

' Cuba decreased from 4,682 tons valued at $83,859 to 1,351 tons valued _ 
- at $24,741. . | | | 
a _ Imports of solid petroleum asphalt increased slightly—from 66,352 

: tons valued at $243,306 in 1941 to 68,638 tons valued at $309,140 in 
1942, All the 1941 imports and 66,505 tons (valued at $282,395) of 
those in 1942 came from Netherlands West Indies. | | 

| In addition, 434,839 barrels (79,062 tons) valued at $243,306 of. 
_ liquid petroleum asphalt, including cut-backs and road oil, were 

. Imported in 1941 and 255,934 barrels (46,533 tons) valued at $370,606 
| - in 1942. Mexico supplied all the imports in 1941 and 255,418 barrels. | 

(46,439 tons) valued at $369,088 of those in 1942. Ss ee 
| Exports.—W ar blockades and the disruption of normal ocean traffic _ 

caused exports of petroleum asphalt from the United States to drop 
from 224,798 short tons valued at $3,689,502 in 1941 to 85,205 tons 
valued at $1,645,353 in 1942. The only exceptions to the general 
decline were in points of special war activity of the United States, such 

- _ as Panama Canal Zone, Gold Coast, and Nigeria. 

oo Se DISTRIBUTION BY RAIL | | | 
, - The tonnage of asphalt (natural, byproduct, or petroleum) termi- | 

_ nated by class I and class II railroads within the United States decreased 
a from 6,879,488 tons in 1941 to 6,152,459 tons in 1942, according to | 

| freight-commodity statistics compiled by the Interstate Commerce 
| _ Commission. Increased deliveries in the Pacific, Mountain, and 

_ West South Central States failed to offset smaller deliveries east of 
Mississippi River and in the West North Central States. 

Asphalt (natural, byproduct, or petroleum) terminated by class I railroads in the 
| | United States, 1941-42, by States, in short tons 

| e State and group | 1941 1942 | 

| New On 297,920, 156, 180 
| Middle Atlantic: | New York. oo: 2-22-22 eeee------ee ene ene ee eect eecceeeeeeeeeeee-ee-e-| 813, 212 164, 041 

New Jersey_.....--......----.----------------- eee eee 137, 882 101, 450 
Pennsylvania___..__..-._--.-.--.---. 222 eee 718, 705 397, 167 

Total Middle Atlantic____.........-.--222-22-----2222222222---------------| 1, 169, 799 662, 658 
East North Central: ln Ohio... 2... eee eee eeeeee eee} 1,235,174 | 1,105,741 

Indiana... .._..-.----2------- 2-2 eee 358, 333 288, 242 
Ilinois.....-..2--2-22---------- eee nee 618, 655 507, 244 
Michigan_._.__..----.-----..--------------2 2-2 eee 203, 626 128, 353 
Wisconsin-._.......-.-.------------------- 2 -- ee eeeeeee 202, 320 138, 230 

‘ Total East North Central_-........._..--__.-- 22 ee 2, 618, 108 2, 167, 810 
| West North Central: . ees 

Minnesota........-....-.--------------2- eee eee 117, 399 86, 507 Towa .....------------2--22c0eeen none nnn eee neon ee eeeee eee] 48" 981 35, 297 
Missouri. -._.......------------------------- eee eee 127, 455 88, 515 
North Dakota__...-.---------------- 2-22-22 29, 276 22, 964 
South Dakota......-..-------.-----------1--------- eee 33, 386 51, 363 
Nebraska.____.--..--.------------------- 02 e n 50, 791 45, 907 
Kansas_.........--.---------------- eee nn 71, 978 55, 652 

Total West North Central.....-...-.-.---22222-22-22-2-2-eeeee--ae--e----| 474, 06 | 386, 208
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; Asphalt (natural, byproduct, or petroleum) terminated by class I railroads in the | 7 
oo United States, 1941-42, by States, in short tons—Continued | | Fe 

7 | | State and group | 1941 | 1942. | | 

| South Atlantic: . . . , a 
Delaware___.....------_------------------------ + ee ee nee ee ee ee eee ' 18,739 18, 838 

. Maryland.......------------------------------ -- nee ee ee eee ee eee 34, 079 26,347 
District of Columbia------..--.--..----.----------------+-------+------------ 9, 898 6,383. a 
Virginia_.....-------------.--n2nnoee eee eeee eee eee een e ene eeneenneenee-e---| 186, 696 71, 888 

. West Virginia. .....-......-...------------------ +--+ eee eee ee eee 80,991 |  —- 57, 050 . 
North Carolina__...-...--..--.------------ eee eee -----| 126,818 77, 187 - 

South Carolina_..........-.-....-._-------------- ++ eee 57, 747 38, 059 . 

: Georgia._..-..---.--------------------- nn nnn nnn ne ee eee eee eee 87, 806 84, 144 

Plorida...-.-------------------------n ene nee nee eee e eee ee ence ee eeeee-| 106, 285 128, 330 

/ - Total South Atlantic ..-....----------------------------------------------| __ 659, 009 508, 226 | . 

| East South Central: ‘ | : | 
Kentucky..._...--..------------------- eo ne ene nn enn ne eee eee . 95, 341 62, 520 

. Tennessee. ..---..-------.-----_------ eee eee ee eee eee eee 102, 144 85, 578 
Alabama. -_._..--...-_---------- ee eee nnn eee eee 70, 578 80, 326 

7 Mississippi.............--------------------------------- eee 57, 516 68, 424 | 

Total East South Central. _...--..-.-------------------------------------- 325, 579° 296, 848 

: West South Central: | 
7 Arkansas...-..-.--.----------- en ne i en ne ne ee eee eee eee eee 27, 308 52, 209 

. . Louisiana.-.....--.----------- eee ee eee ee eee ee - 117,236 | § . 121, 935 Ts 

Sm , Oklahoma........--.-------------------------------- =o een nee eee eee 28, 983 20, 146 

: Te@XAS...-------------- 2-2 nnn nse nee ene nen nee ene 189, 128 245, 563 

2 | Potal West South Central. ....-.-.--------------2-------teceeeeeeceeee----| 362,655 | 489,858 - 

. Mountain: — | | ~ BO oo, 
- Montana......-------------------- +--+ ee eee eee ene eee eee 12, 612 71, 592 

| Idaho... -------- 2 -nn nen 29, 137 37, 459 
Wyoming...__-.....--.-----------.--- e+ -------e-neeeee- 14, 886 23, 949 

: Colorado. ___.----_---..---_-_-_.----------------- +--+ =e 65, 309 99, 362 
New Mexic0.....----- o-oo nnn ne ee eee eee 41, 208 61, 557 

os Arizona-_-....-----._--- +e eee ee ieee nee ee eee 54, 020 162, 675 

i, Utah. ee ene 22, 042 39, 887 
Nevada. oo 2222 ooo ooo een nnn ne eee meee 35, 096 58, 709 | 

), Total Mountain.___....-..---------------- ede eee eee e eee eee eeee--] 274,310 555, 190 | 

Pacific: . . . , . 
Washington --__.._-_.....------.-------------e----eeeeee eee eee 90, 274 . 122, 788 

Po Oregon ......----------- nee en nn ne nn nnn eee eee een eee 73, 801 132, 220 . 

. California.......-..-.--...------------ eee nn eee eee eee 372, 364 543, 658 

Total Pacific. ....----------------ennee eee ee eee eee eee ee ee eee eee eeeneeee-| 536,439 |) 798, 666 

| Total United States........--------------------eeen ene e eee eeee ee eeeeeeee------| 6, 718,025 | 5, 971, 636 7 
. Canada..__...--.------.---- +e nee nn nee ee eee nee ee 4, 806 1, 300 

oo Total terminated_......---...-----------------------------------e---------| 6, 722,831 | 5, 972, 936 : 

- Source: Interstate Commerce Commission, Freight Commodity Statistics. .
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| | . ROAD OIL re 
7 Refinery sales of road oil to domestic consumers decreased 19 percent 

| : in quantity in 1942. Only 31,325 barrels valued at $58,371 were 
a manufactured from foreign crude. Of this total 18,858 barrels valued . 

at $28,406 were sold by refineries of the East Coast district, and nearly 
—_ all the remainder was sold by refineries of the Rocky Mountain district. , 

a : Road oil sold by petroleum refineries to domestic consumers in the United States, 
, | oe | : _ 1941-42, by districts | oo a - : 

| | oe | | | “1941 1942 a 
* District a a a a 

| . , | Thousands | Thousands | Thousands | Thousands 
| a | of barrels | of dollars | of barrels | of dollars 

oo East Coast....--------------0------eeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 391 1, 542. 106} =—>_192 
. Appalachian. -......-..-..------ +22 ke 44 77 31 V1 

. Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, ete._.2_....---.2 222 e ee 2, 603 3, 683 4,278 ~ 1, 968 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri.._.....--...--.---..- 682 1, 101 360 529 > 

 exas___..--.------ Lee 237 368 “80 127 
Louisiana-Arkansas.._-...--.----.2-.------- eee] 121 127 17 . 5 Ow 

. Rocky Mountain. ._._....-..---.-.-2 eee 1, 458 | 1, 851 1, 197 1, 729 
- Qalifornia_..-.--2.----2 22 - eee eee 3, 295 3,503} 4,058) 4,931 

- Potal United States...----------------e---ee =e 8, 831 12,252] 7,127 9, 603 

- Production, receipts, stocks, consumption, transfers, losses, exports, and domestic 
Oo sales of road oil in the United States in 1942, by districts, in thousands of barrels 

| | | | Receivt Stocks Consump- | 
’ . ecelpts | 10n y Sales to 

= © tnt Produc- from companies : District : : »| domestic 7 tion | other. transfers, ' 
. a sources Dec. 31, Deo. 31, losses, and | COUSumers 

. : . . exports vo 

| Bast Coast........-------------------- —5 74 3g9; 4 106 
Appalachian._...-_-.- 2-2-8 30 |. --Le Lee Lo jive eee eee}: 31 
Indiana, Dlinois, Kentucky, ete______- 1,169 39 168 13 85 1, 278 

_ Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri_.--_- 396 217 32 34 ~ 251 360 
Texas__...-_...----------------------| 4B 49 35 51 | 1 80 
Louisiana-Arkansas.....-.---.-_.._--- 149 1 15 15 133 17. 
Rocky Mountain._.._.........-...-.-| 1,368 263 252 117 564 1, 197 

, California___----------.-------------.- 4, 889 j-..-_..__- 251 117 965 - 4,058 - 

Total: 1942.-.....2.2-2-22----.} 8, 089 643 793 348 2, 000 7, 127 
1941. le----| 9, 149 514 624 793 663 | - 8, 831
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a | ~ . SUMMARY ~ | a : | 

Production of finished hydraulic cements in 1942, the construction oe 

7 year of the war program, advanced to a new record of 185,341,609 oe 

|  barrels—a total that surpassed 1941 output by 11. percent and the | 

oo former high set in 1928 by 4 percent. The gain over 1941 resulted 
; entirely from the record demand for portland cement as output of 

: natural.and other hydraulic cements, which represent only a small 
: - percentage of the total, declined slightly. Total shipments from fe 

--—s- producing mills in 1942 reached a new high volume of 187,809,208 = 

: barrels and exceeded production by nearly 2% million barrels. Asa 

result, stocks of finished cement at mills on December 31, 1942, fell - 

-- to 17,696,686 barrels, a 12-percent decline from stocks at the end of 7 

---- 1941. Reflecting increased costs of production over 1941, the average | vo 

mill value of portland cement rose 6 cents to $1.53 per barrel and that 
7 for all other hydraulic cements advanced 10 cents to $1.46. _ | a 

Lo _ Although private and defense construction had begun to taper off | 
eS in the latter part of 1941, the mounting volume of construction con- 3 

tracted after the country entered the war in December had almost co 
. immediate effect upon the cement industry. Over-all activity, after | 

allowance for seasonal effects, increased rapidly to a peak in the | 
August-October period of 1942. Production of cement advanced Se 
from the low monthly volume of the year in February to a peak in | 

| October with only minor recessions during June and September. 

| Through November and December output was maintamed at a . 

relatively high level in order to replenish the badly depleted stocks. : 

Monthly shipments increased rapidly from February through August 
and remained at a high level to the end of October. However, in : 

November and December shipments declined at a slightly more than | 

. seasonal rate. During January-March stocks of finished cement 
were built up to a normal level of about 25 million barrels, which was | 

| maintained through May. In the June-October period, when ship- 

: -§56250—48-—-—76 1193
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. e / : ° , e . | ments greatly exceeded production, stocks declined rapidly to a low | a on October 31 of slightly less than 11 million barrels, but by the end - os of December these had been restored approximately halfway to the , customary level. | - | 

Requirements exceeded supplies in some sections of the country, | and cement had to be brought in from relatively distant plants. | _ However, there were few shipments of large quantities for unusually : long distances. Shortages developed during 1942 in the Southeastern | States, Texas, and Washington. Temporary shortages were apparent —. - in Kansas and Nebraska. | | 

7 Salient statistics of the cement industry in the United Statés, 1988-42 | 

) 1938 1 1939 | 1940 1941 | 1942 

Production of finished cement: _ | fo oo a | Fortland.......-........... barrels] 105, 357, 000| 122, 259, 154} 130, 216, 511| 164, 030, 559| 182, 781, 184 . _ Masonry, natural, and puzzolan (slag- : |: lime) -------.----..-.-----.-barrels..| 1,820,795] 2,489, 110| 2, 534, 566 2,876,962 2, 560, 425 
Total production....___.....do....] 107, 177, 795] 124, 698, 264 132, 751, 077| 166, 906, 621 185, 341, 609 Capacity used at portland-cement oF | mills». percent.. 41.2 47.7}. BL. a 66.3 73.5 Production of portland-cement | clinker 3. ..-....-..........-----barrels_.] 104, 121, 105] 121, 620, 018| 130, 140, 932] 163, 628, 857| 181, 267, 461 | Active plants: 

7 CO Portland... ...-...----2--2--_ 151] . . 150) 152 155 155 Masonry, natural, and puzzolan (slag- 
- | Time) -o eee 12 12 12 12 1 

oe Shipments from mills: fe . | Portland......._--..._..:...--barrels._] 106, 324, 127] 122, 651, 450] 130, 349, 786| 167, 430, 2371 185, 300, 884 - | Value 3___ 2 eee $153, 977, 226]$180, 893, 208 $190, 078, 068/$246, 621, 914 $283, 237,028 Per barrel_._.- 222.22 eo «$1.45 $1. 47 $1. 46 $1.47] $1.53 - Masonry, natural, and puzzolan (slag- . lime). ..-................-barrels..] 1, 867, 949] 2, 405,135] 2, 514, 597/ 2,926,203 2, 508, 394 _ Value 3_...2 22 $2, 725, 776! $3, 361, 724) $3, 386, 801] $3, 967, 567| $3, 668, 169 Per barrel._..._._...._.._....-.... $1. 46 $1. 40 $1. 35 $1. 36 | $1. 46 
Total shipments____________barrels_. 108, 192, 076 125, 056, 594] 132, 864, 383] 170, 365, 440] 187, 809, 208 — Value... 2-22 $156, 703, 002/$184, 254, 982 $193, 464, 869]$250, 589, 481 $286, 905, 197 * Stocks at mills, December 31: | Portland: 

. - Finished cement__._______barrels.. 23, 992, 939] 23, 645, 583] 23, 364, 657} 4 19, 964, 918} 17, 445, 220 ‘ Clinker___.___._.._._..___..do__.. 5, 286,053} 5, 165, 066] 4, 885, 941 4, 574, 528| 3, 509, 336 Masonry, natural, and puzzolan (slag- 
lime) -__._....._....______. barrels... 378, 816 239, 938 259, 868 4 199, 365 251, 466 . Imports. ----........................ do... 1, 727, 411 1, 913, 853 538, 060 5 43, 110 (8) . Exports._...........................d0.... 558, 226 1, 146,339} 1, 667, 595} 5 1, 757, 172 (6) Apparent consumption_._.._...-..--do__.- 109, 361, 261) 125, 824, 108) 131, 734,848] . (8) (4 

| 1 Does not include Puerto Rico, where production began in 1939. 2 Compiled from monthly reports by producers. ; a 3 Value received f. 0. b. mill, excluding cost of containers. 
4 Revised figures. 

. 5 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. . 6 Figures not available for publication. 

| The strong demand for cement originated principally in the large volumes of military and industrial construction started in 1942. As 
measured by Federal Reserve Board indexes (1923-25= 100), based 
upon data of the Dodge Corporation, the value of construction con- tracts awarded in 1942 reached a new high of 166 compared with 122 
in 1941 and 135, the former record, in 1928. The index for residen- 
tial building declined from 89 in 1941 to 82 in 1942, whereas that for 
all other construction rose from 149 in 1941 to 235 in 1942. Engineer- 
ing construction, which requires large quantities of cement, increased 
o9 percent over 1941, according to values of contracts reported by Engineering News-Record. The area of concrete pavement contracted 
for in 1942, as recorded by the Portland Cement Association, was 56
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. percent greater than in 1941 and totaled nearly 132 million square | 7 
yards. Airport paving was slightly more than treble the 1941 area 

. and represented nearly three-fourths of the total pavement con- | 7 
: tracted in 1942, compared with slightly more than one-third in 1941. ~ | 

| toad, street, and alley paving fell nearly one-third below the 1941 
volume. oe | | ot 

Distribution of consumption changed sharply in 1942, as indicated | 
| _ by the foregoing data. Direct military construction doubtless con- | oo 
a sumed most of the supply. In this category, the large volume of | | 

airport construction, coupled with the greater thicknesses of runways 
- required to support the heavy planes, probably consumed more cement ° 
. than any other type of construction. After military uses, the probable | 

order of consumption was in construction of industrial plants and - 
. facilities, highways, and residential. building. The first year of war Ss 

-also effected a marked change in location of cement consumption in | 
o the country (see fig. 2). As indicated by destinations of shipments : 

: from mills, consumption increased sharply over 1941 in the Southern a 
i and. Rocky Mountain States and gained moderately in the Middle | 
: and Pacific States but declined in the Northeastern States. | 
oO The first direct war control on the cement industry was the General | | 
: Maximum Price Regulation of the Office of Price Administration, | oe 
. effective May 11. This order froze prices of cemient at the highest = = 
SO selling value, f. o. b. plant, obtained during March 1942. Cement 

_ prices were removed from the general order by Maximum Price : 
: Regulation 188, which was effective August 1 and continued the March | 
7 prices as maximum. With regard to cement prices, this order was 
. superseded by Maximum Price Regulation 224, which applied only © : 
: to cement and was effective September 23. Under the last regulation, | 
. prices on shipments within ordinary shipping radius of the mill were | 
o set at the maximum value obtained during the March 1-15 period, — | 
; _ whether on a mill or delivered basis, plus any increase in freight rates 
a since March 17. However, in order to insure adequate supplies in 
7 deficient areas, prices on shipments outside the normal shipping area 
- of a mill were placed on an average dollars and cents f. 0. b. basis. 

vo determined for each Bureau of Mines district. For all districts other 
| than California and Oregon and Washington the base was equal to | 

. 95 percent of the average net mill realization during 1941. In the | 
: two excepted districts the base was set at 95 percent of average net | 

mill realization for the first quarter of 1942. This regulation provided 
| for absorption of the extra and relatively high transportation costs by 

the consuming Government agencies. . | . 
| As a means of increasing production and conserving grinding medium | 

and power, similar emergency alternate specifications for three types 
of portland cement were formulated and approved early in June by 
the Federal Government and American Society for Testing Materials. 

| War Production Board Limitation Order L-179, effective August 23, | 
restricted manufacture of portland cement to the three types—general- 

: purpose, moderate-heat, and high-early-strength—set forth in the 
emergency specifications. The order also prohibited assignment of 

| storage bins for the exclusive use of any customer and required that 
: all testing be done by the National Bureau of Standards or a Standards- 

approved laboratory. Twelve large dams in the Southern and Western 
_ States and oil-well cements were exempted from provisions of the orders,
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- | On February 16, 1943, an amendment to this general limitation order | 
| | removed the ban upon assignment of bin space to customers and no 

_ longer required that tests be done by an approved laboratory. ss 
: -In addition to direct controls, the cement industry was affected by 

ss War restrictions on construction.. The first of these, War Production 
- Board Conservation Order L-41 of April 9 and its more restrictive — 

revision of September 7, brought a virtual halt to all nonessential 
| _ . public and private construction as a means of assuring adequate labor 

a and material supplies for necessary building. After the middle of 
- _ 1942, the growing shortage of labor and raw materials forced recogni- 
_. tion that construction was out of balance with other phases of the war 

pee A 
* . tt / Portland cement, | 

| | Natural and other hydraulic cements . ' 7 

- me85 1895 1905 - (915 1925 1935 1945 - 

FiouRE 1.—Trends in production of hydraulic cements in the United States, 1885-1942, | 

" program and that the country was being. overbuilt. Consequently, 
the War Production Board on October 22 established the Facility 

| Clearance Board and the Facility Review Committee to review con- 
struction already contracted and under way and also to approve all 
proposed construction for essentiality. By the end of 1942, stop 
orders had been issued on nearly 1% billion dollars of contracts, of 
which much of the volume was for engineering construction that 
would have required large quantities of cement. 

Since its inception in the early 1870’s the portland cement industry 
has shown a remarkable rate of growth. By 1888 annual production 
had increased to 250,000 barrels, and from that time output gained
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a rapidly in each year through 1913, when 92,097,131 barrels was pro- | 
| duced. However, as shown in figure 1, the rate of increase flattened . - 

: appreciably after 1910, and from 1913 through 1918 the industry ee 
. suffered its first recession. The uptrend was resumed in 1919, and | | 

, except for a minor setback in 1921 it continued at a substantial rate ae 
through 1928. In the depression of the early 1930’s . production a 
slumped to 63,473,189 barrels (in 1933); and although recovery since a 
then has been irregular, the over-all improvement, to the record out- © 
put of 1942, has been rapid. Natural cement was first made in the . 
United States near Chittenango, N. Y., in 1818. Combined annual oo 

- production of it and miscellaneous hydraulic cements other than port- SO 
| land showed a generally rising trend to the record output of 10,203,179 os 

| barrels in 1899. Demand for portland exceeded that for other hy- 2 
-  draulic cements for the first time in 1901, and as it continued toimm- 

| crease, demand for other cements declined to a low of 432,966 barrels «ss 
| in 1918. Since then, annual production of hydraulic cements other “ 
. than portland showed moderate recovery through 1928 followed by a a 
- sharp decline through 1932 and subsequent recovery to the 1941 out- = 
. put of 2,875,962 barrels. 7 . | a - _ 

. | PORTLAND CEMENT a . Lo 

So | : PRODUCTION, SHIPMENTS, AND STOCKS . ; 

: As annual production of portland cement represents about 99 per- 
cent of the total output of all hydraulic cements, the general conditions _ 

| affecting and the activity of the portland cement industry during 1942 — | 
were the same as those given in the preceding summary. | | . 

| Location of war construction in 1942 effected marked changesinthe | 
a quantities of: portland cement produced in the various States. The | 
- record output. of 1942 was obtained from 155 active mills in 35 States ~ 
' and Puerto Rico. Compared with 1941,. production increased in 25 , 
“4 States and Puerto Rico, declined in 6 States, and was relatively un- | 
: changed in4. Exceptional gains of more than one-third were recorded _ | 
7 for Kansas, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Washington, and Puerto Rico. 

Ranking States in 1942, in order of output, were Pennsylvania, Cali- - 
-. ° fornia, Texas, New York, and Michigan. Manufacture of cement | 

, ceased in New Jersey in 1942, and output declined sharply from 1941. : 
-Production was higher than in 1941 in all Bureau of Mines districts - 
except New York and Maine, for which a small decline was recorded. . a 
The largest proportional gains were in the Western Missouri-N ebras- 

- ko Kansas Oklahome-Arkansas, Oregon-Washington, and Puerto Rico oO 
istricts. | | | . 
Shipments from mills during 1942 exceeded production in all dis- 

: tricts except the Eastern Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland, New 
York-Maine, Michigan, and Puerto Rico. As a result, these were the 
only districts.in which stocks of finished cement at mills on December oO 
31, 1942, were greater than at the end of 1941. |



| Finished portland cement produced, shipped, and in stock in the United States, 1 941-42, by States and districts — a he | portla p , shipped, ) : vies, » by | iam 

olanvs Production . Shipments from mills’ Stocks at mills (Dec. 31) - 

Barrels 1941 - | | 1942 . Barrels 

. Per- , | Percent of : : | State and district 
- cent mo change Percent of 1941|1949| no! Value Value from 1941 | change 
change in— | rom 

1941 1942 from Barrels |. | CBarrelg | —______. 1941 1942 1 1941 
OS | 

| /Aver-| - ~ 5 ee oo Aver-| | Aver-| Bar- ae Total Total. age . 7 . | age ) age | rels value | 4 
TT I a 

OS . 
STATE ; | | | Ei Alabama.-_...--....-----.-------| 6] 6] 7,410,499) 8, 534, 324)/-+15.2 | 7, 610, 030/$11, 142, 649] $1.46 8, 598, 332/$12, 874, 701| $1. 50/+-13.0] +-2.7 344,017; 280,009 —18.6 TR | California......-...-...-...-..-..| 12] 12] 19, 935, 309 23, 350, 674|+-17.1 | 20, 186,028) 28, 019, 494]: 1.39) 23, 787, 808]. 86, 895,916) 1.55/-+17.8)--11. 5] 21,372,211] 935,077 —31.9 Mlinois.........-...-------..--.-.-| 4] 4} 5,854,218] 7,049, 636 +20.4 | 5, 958,376) 8, 660,104) 1.45] 7,102,393] 10, 284,111} 1.45/+-19.2)......| 2629,184} 576, 427 —8. 4 = Jowa..-.-...-------------------..-| 5] 5] 5,064,620) 5,062 230) —.05 5, 828, 398] 8, 659,014) 1.63] 5,662,733} 9,151,499] 1.62] +6.3 —. 6] 21,275,363) 674,860 —47,1 Kansas. -...-..-.-----------------| 6} 6} 4, 680, 636| 7, 254, 906/-+55.0 | 4,734,120] 7,136,933) 1.51) 7,726, 291| 11,415,377| 1.48|+-63.2| —2'0| 1/014’ 290 542005} 46.5 . Michigan._..--..-----.-.-..----._|| LJ] 11] 9, 485, 147] 10, 615, 927|-+11.9 | 9,819, 218} 13, 333, 850] 1.36] 10, 349, 104 14, 683, 683] 1.42) +5. 4) +4. 4) 21, 700, 728) 1, 967, 551 +15.7 au Missouri........-..-.-----------.-| 5] 5] 6,328,003] 6,971, 938 +10.2 | 6,516, 345! 10, 272,509) 1.58} 7,397, 960] 11, 515,907| 1.56/+-13.5) —1.3] 2 988, 247 562,.225 —43.1 ow New York.....-------------------| 1) 11), 444, 508) 11, 067, 269] —3.3 | 11, 446,292) 16,073, 726} 1.40 11, 027, 118} 16,030,995] 1.45] —3.7| +-3.6] 2 1, 776, 163) 1, 816, 314  +2.3 Q Ohio......-.-.--------------------| 9] 9] 8,155,704! 8, 181,615] +-.3 | 8,021, 857| 10, 657, 677) 1.33] 8, 652, 196] 11, 897, 607; 1.38] +-7.9] -+-3.8] 21, 251, 532] 780, 951 —37.6 © Pennsylvania_...............-._..| 25] 24! 32, 199, 184) 34, 114,074) +-5.9 | 32, 868, 220) 45, 383, 766] 1.38) 33, 639,025} 46,377,469] 1.38] +2.3/..____| 2 4, 328, 429] 4,803,478] +-11.0 A : os Puerto Rico ’._..._..--22- 2888. lj 2 462, 628 666, 698) 4-44. 1 465, 158] 1,005, 472; 2.16), 629,358] 1,516,075] 2. 41/+-35.3/-+11.6 302 37, 642/ +12, 364. 2 | Tennessee...........------.------- 6) 6) 65,588,488] 6, 402, 291/+14.6 5, 623, 800} 8, 520,284; 1.52] 6, 407, 196 9, 927, 896} 1.55/-+-13. 9} +2.0} 2400,590} 395, 685 —1.2 bent , Texas.....--.-----------------..-.| 10] 10} 9,-679, 696 12, 132, 707|+-25.3 | 9,842, 260! 16, 362, 293 1,66) 12, 139, 800) 20, 942, 867| 1.73|+23.3) —4.2| 2 739,375 732, 284 ‘1.0 =) Other States ¢....--..--..2...-.-._| 44] 44) 37, 741, 919] 41,376,895! +9.6 | 39, 019, 126 61, 394,143) 1.57} 42, 181, 570; 69, 722,926} 1.65] +8.1] -+-5. 1) 2 4, 144, 487} 3, 339, 812 —19.4 hes 

155 155,164, 030, 559/182, 781, 184)-+-11. 4 |167, 439, 237 246, 621, 914; 1. 47/185, 300, 884 283, 237,028] 1. 53)/-4-10. 7}. -+-4. 1/2 19,964, 918/17, 445, 220 —12.6 | . | 
DISTRICT . . 7 fo. . os 

Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jer- 7 . . 
sey, and Mafyland..- ---------.| 22) 22) 31,017,939] 31, 520, 249] +-1.6 | 31, 482, 250} 43, 498, 559} 1.38) 31,069, 918] 42, 770, 279, 1.38; —1.3)..._..| 23, 694, 923] 4, 145, 254 -+-12. 2 . N ew York and Maine. --- and 12; 12) 11, 996, 299) 11, 707, 273} —2.4 | 12,049, 832 17, 099, 278) 1.42} 11, 644, 827| 17, 054, 936, 1,46) —3.4) +2. 8) 2 1, 851, 103} 1, 913, 549 +3. 4 , io, western Pennsylvania, an . 

. West Virginia.....-....-.-----.| 18} 17] 15, 153,118} 15, 573, 618) -+-2.8 | 15, 340, 784) 20, 509,369) 1.34) 16,043, 856' 22,165,074; 1.38) +-4.6! -+-3.0) 2 2, 438, 073) 1, 967, 835 —19.3 Michigan. iia sis indi wenn nee a 11 in 9, 485, 147) 10, 615, 927)+11.9 | 9,819, 218) 13, 333, 850) 1.36) 10, 349, 104! 14, 683, 683) 1.42) +5.4) +-4.4) 21, 700, 728} 1, 967, 551 +15. 7 con ois, Indiana, an . 
. Kentucky _. oe oT 11! 11, 16, 224,049| 18, 618, 434.+14.8 | 16, 750, 575 24,981, 549] 1.49 18, 658, oat 27,941,361! 1.50\-+11.4) +.7' 21, 614, 073' 1, 574, 276 —2. 5



Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama, | | ! | 
Georgia, Louisiana, and Florida. 18| 18] 19, 982, 460| 21, 808, 052) +9.1 | 20,391,422 30, 983,258] 1.52) 21, 864,073) 34,063,252; 1.56, +7.2, -+-2.6) 271,105, 818) 1, 049, 797 —§.1 

Eastern Missouri, Iowa, Minne- | . . . oe . 
sota, and South Dakota........| 11] 11] 11,856, 659) 12, 833, 837) +8.2 | 12, 443, 248] 19,990,722) 1.61) 18, 896,927] 22,058,737) 1.59|-+-11.7; —1.2) 3 2, 440, 004) 1,376, 914 —43..6 

Western Missouri, Nebraska, oe : Oo , 
Kansas, Oklahoma, and Arkan- | os . — 
SaS_..-..--..--------.-.--.------| 12] 12} 9,903, 055} 13, 718, 391/-+-38. 5 | 10,179, 426| 15,372,190] 1.51] 14, 687,616] 22,375,075) 1.52|4+-44.3) +.7| 1,839,237) 870,012 — 52.7 , 

Texas..........-..--.-----.-.-.---| 10} 10]. 9,679, 696} 12, 132, 707/-+-25.3 | 9,842,260) 16,362,293] 1.66) 12, 139, 800} 20, 942,867} 1. 73/+23.3) +4.2]) 2 739,375 732, 284 —1.0 oy 
Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyo- - 
ming, and Idaho..........-.---- 8} 8| 3,954,582) 4,371, 442/-+10.5 | 4,024,563) 7,317,339] 1.82) 4,588,428] 8,766,019] 1.91/+14.0} +4.9] 2 536,133) 319, 147 — 40.5. 

California.......-......-.-....---] 12] 12] 19, 935, 309] 23, 350, 674)/+17.1 | 20, 186, 028] 28,019, 494) 1.39) 23, 787, 808) 36, 895,916] 1.55|-+-17. 8|-+--11. 5] 2 1, 372, 211 935, 077 —31.9 : 
. Oregon and Washington......-..- 9| 9} 4,380,618] 5,863, 882}+33.9 | 4,464,473] 8,153,541] 1.83} 5,940,938] 12,003,754) 2.02}+33.1/4-10.4| 2632,938) 555, 882 —-12.2 - 

Puerto Rico 3..........----------- 1 2 462, 628 666, 698] -+-44. 1 465,158} 1,005,472) 2.16 629, 358} 1,516,075] 2. 41/+35. 3}+-11.6 - 802 37, 642|+-12, 364. 2 . - 

155} 155}164, 030, 559/182, 781, 184}-+11. 4 |167, 439, 237/246, 621,914) 1. 47]185, 300, 884]283, 237,028) 1.53}+10. 7) -+-4. 1]? 19,964, 918 1%, 445, 220 —12.6 °° ©. _ 

1 Subject to revision.. . , . 
2 Revised figures. —_ - a 
3 Includes a new plant in Puerto Rico (September 1942 first month in production). oy . . ° oe 
4 Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Oregon, South . 

. Dakota, Utah, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. 

yg 

’ . 
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Production, shipments from mills, and stocks at mills of finished portland cement in the United States in 1942, by months and districts, in thou- SS | 
| sands of barrels - a oS « 

District January | February! March April May June |. July August Septem- October Novem- D ber 

PRODUCTION 

Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland..- 2, 390 2, 199 a2, 732 2, 789 2, 783 2, 652 2, 710 2, 792 2, 708 2, 874 2, 567 2,304 - . He 
New York and Maine..._..-....._._-.-_-_.---------- 850 579 748 882 1, 037 1,173 1, 194 1,198 1,177 1,145 971 739 — 
Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia_---- 982 852 1, 065 1,134 1, 544 1, 325 1, 309 1, 517 1, 531 1,831 | 1,457 1, 036 
Michigan. -_._...-.-.-._-.-...----_--- 2 eee eee 496 384 | - 482 836 1, 068 1, 140 1, 068 968 | « 1,116 1,177} 1,061 803 oe . 
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky-._...-.- 1, 265 1, 180 1, 229 1, 362- 1, 559 1, 627 1,775 |' 1,855 1, 882 ‘2,008 1, 700 1, 214 
Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, 5 

and Florida..........-:---_- 22-22-22 eee 1, 687 1, 447 1, 633 1, 749 1, 991 1,776 1, 868 1, 947 1, 942 2,015 1, 937 1, 802 2 
Eastern Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, and South . - |. Es 
Dakota. -.....-....--------------------- eee 842 484 | 646 791 1, 003 935 |. 1,154{ 1,506 1,523 | . 1,536 1, 367 1,127 mo 

Western Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, . 
and Arkansas........------------------ een nee 777 806 905 1, 067 1,282 | - 1,222 1,235 | 1, 266 1, 306 1, 385. 1, 249 1, 165 Bi 

Texas._-_...---.--.-.------ eee 850 878 976 949 1,015 1,045 1, 146 1, 103 1, 036 1, 076 1, 021 1,043 T| De, 
Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho...- 181 113 169 367 ' 407 480 613 476 428 «445 392 402 
California. ...........-.-.2--- 22.2 eee eee 1, 742 1, 553 1, 656 1,590 1, 829 2, 019 2, 180 2, 293 2, 263 2, 186 2, 048 |. 1, 968 ref : 
Oregon and Washington--.___...--..--.--------2--. 251 279 447 505 559 584 630 635 576 531 421 436 EB 7 
Puerto Rico}. 2.2.2.2 eee 47 43 45 46 42 44 - . bl 49 «63 85 83 77 p 

United States: 1942..........-.-.......-..-..-] 12,360 10, 797 12,733 | 14,067 16, 119 16,022 | 16,833 17, 605 17,541 | 18, 203 16, 274 14,116. WW. . 
‘ 1941____.- eee 9, 021 8, 345 10, 596 12, 196 14, 732 15, 223 16, 000 16, 345 16, 115 16, 688 14, 931 13, 810 2 . 

: SHIPMENTS : | ; ] OA 

Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland_-- 1,614 1,570 | 2, 707 3, 046 3,005. | 3,089 3, 154 3, 055 3, 031 2, 982 2,524} ° 1, 24 wa . 
New York and Maine..._....-..-...---.------------ -. 641 406; 649 898 1, 147 1, 402 1, 418 1,349 1,340 -1, 313 788 39 oOo 
Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia---_- 590 533 | 893 1, 246 1, 385 1, 669 1, 687 1,888 |; | 2,022! ° 2,388 1, 246 | - 485 iD od 
Michigan .._._.-....--.-------------+----2----+------ 248 266 469,  . 817.1 ... 982 1,033 1,107 | . 1,231 | 1,546 1, 503 850 340 bo — 
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky....--.-.| . 626 499 |. 975 1, 464 1, 655 1, 857 2, 279 - 2, 687 2, 416 2, 312 1, 337 552 | 
Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, _ 

and Florida._.......__......----.2-------------- 1, 442 1, 245 1, 666 2, 013 1, 921 1, 831 2, 054 2, 142 2, 162 2, 150 1, 856 ‘1, 362 \ 
Eastern Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, and South . oo . 
Dakota_-..-..-.-.--.---.-----2-------------- +++ 404 308 ' 739 — 884 | 946 _ 1,276 1,775 | 2,446 1, 835 1, 845 1, 1631. 326 . 

Western Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, . . So a . —— 
and Arkansas. ...-......------...----------------- 765 |... 750 1,142 1,091 - 1,141 ‘1,181 1, 977. 1, 842 1, 393 1, 494 1, 149 761 — 

TexaS..-..-------------------- 52 -eeeneeeeeeee 847 811 973 921 ~1, 152. 1, 321 . 1,324 1, 186 900 1,007 9651 ~=—- 789—i=t ne 
Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho---. 94] | 94 243 338 | 431 > §95 | . 718 662 | 472 434 377 _ 240 . : 
California. .._......-.---------------2--------------- 1, 707 1, 488 1, 635 1,557 |. 2,023 - 2,279 2, 273 2, 234 2, 304 2, 278 1, 986 2, 030 so 
Oregon and Washington...-....------.-------------- 193 280 423 509 564 677 688 674 684 590 849 304 Co 
Puerto Rico !__..---..--------2------ eee 44 43) 49 40 47 «40 47 46 43 88 63 8 a 

United States: 1942.......-.22. 200-22 eo 9, 115 8, 293 12, 563 14,774 | 16,349 18, 250 20, 501 21, 282 20,148 | 20,384; 14,653 8, 955 - . 
. 1941-2 eee 7, 984 . 7, 456 9,915 | . 14,182 | 16,048:| ~ 16,109 |. .16, 687 17,825 |. 18,284]. 17,833 13, 724 11,611 

——oS oS OOS | ———— eee | ——SS OSS OEE —E—EE=———~*$7_ES==E==™__—E—_——————S



. STOCKS (END OF MONTH) 

Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland-- 4, 496 5, 124 5, 150 4, 893 4, 671 4, 225 3, 780 3, 516 3, 192 3, 084 3,126 | . 4,144 os 
New York and Maine........-...-_-.----..-.--~---- 2, 156 2, 329 2, 428 2, 413 2,304 1° 2,075 1, 851 1, 708 1, 545 1, 378 1, 561 1,914 oo 
Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia-.--- 2, 823 3, 141 3,314 |}. 38,202 3, 361 3, 016 2, 637 2, 256 1, 763 1, 206 1, 486 1, 985 DS 
Michigan .....--.--.------------------------+-------- 1, 947 2, 065 2,077 2, 097 2,233 ; . 2,339 2, 301 2,038 1, 608: 1,282 | =1, 492 | 1, 957 ; 
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky.-_-.--.-- 2, 242 2, 921 3, 176 3, 074 2, 978 2,747 | 2,243 1, 401 871 563 913 1, 574 

Virginia Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, _ | . . oe 
and Florida......_-------22-------002--nee ene 1, 349 1, 651 ‘1, 518 1,255 | = 1, 825 1, 270 1, 092 885 665 529 609 1, 050 

Eastern Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, and South - . _ 
Dakota. -...-.--------------------------------+---- 2, 848 3, 025 2, 925 2,870 | 2,927 |. 2,545 1, 986 984 687 377 576 1, 377 

Western Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, . 
and Arkansas-........----------.------- eee ee eee 1, 851 1, 907 1, 670 1,646 |. =—-1, 786 1, 828 1, 102 ~ §26 454 345 452 856 

Texas.....-------------- ee ee eee 742 809 811 ~ 839 702 © ~ 428 249 216 353 422 |. _ 478 732 - 
Colorado, Montana, Utah, ‘Wyoming, and Idaho..-.- 623 642 | . 567 595 570 456 250 | . 175 | 181 142 157 319 a 
California............--..---.-----------------------| 1, 409 1, 473 1, 495 1, 525 1, 336 1,076 988 1, 049 1,018 937 997 937 | 
Oregon and Washington._.......-_..-_---.---------- 678 677 701 697 "692 ~ 600 541 503 400 341 413 645 . 
Puerto Rico !__........--.------.------------------- 4 2 6 1 4 9 ll 21° 18 38, 38 

United States: 1942..............._..-........| 23, 168 25, 668 25, 832 25, 112 24, 886 22, 609 18,979 | 15,268 12, 708 10, 624 12,248 | 17,428 
1941__..22.2222 eee 24, 416 25, 307 25, 988 24, 056 22, 745. 21, 865 21,178 19, 732 17,561 |. 16, 417 17, 638 19, 925 , 

1 Includes a new plant in Puerto Rico (September 1942 first month in production). : oO Q 

“ , ; ’ - 4 . 
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Production and stocks of portland-cement clinker at mills in the United States in 1942, by months and districts, in thousands of barrels SS — 

a _ oo . 
bat Febru- . Septem- Novem- | Decem- bo | District January ary March April | May June July August ber October ber ber _ 

PRODUCTION . . 

Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland_- 2, 443: 2, 378 2, 706 2, 651 2, 756 2, 653 2, 725 2, 800 2, 625 2, 792 2, 628 2, 297 
New York and Maine._..__.__._._-___.--.--2-_------ 880 | - 630 | 764 895 1, 055 1,169 | += 1,112 1, 111 1, 189 1, 109 943 733 . 
Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia_.-__- 1, 082 877 1, 164 1, 264 1, 368 - 1,355 1, 304 1, 287 1, 433 1, 636 1, 439 1, 195 
Michigan. .._......-..------------ eee eee 592 533° - 668 823 1, 063 1, 027 1, 015 922 941 1, 039 1,017 854. 
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky. _._-_.-- 1, 321 1, 226 1, 412 1, 269 1, 518 1, 586 1, 792 1,734 | 1,817; 1,919 1, 765 1, 381 
Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, 2 | 

and Florida.........-..----.------.----.--.-----_ 1, 702 1, 624 1, 631 1,801 1,929; 1,776 1,882 | ° 1,917 1, 839 1, 897 1, 893 1, 792 
Eastern Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, and South Da- . = . — 

kota.......----------2---- 2 eee eee ene 848 534 635 825; 962 914 1, 153 1, 332 1, 415 1, 482 1,480 |  ~—:1, 227 i? 
Western Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, . |. | eS 7 

and Arkansas..............--.------ 2-2 1+ ee eee 851 . 786 936 1,019 1, 226 1,172 ‘J, 257 1, 250 1, 253 1, 345 1, 229 1, 229 i 
Texas._...-...---.--.--------- 22 e eee 825 891 933 882 976 971 1, 131 1, 100 1, 027 I, 054 1, 033 1,068.  & 
Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho..-- 273 206 218 311 |. 352 391 | 421 458 | - 391 | | 435 402 388 FE 
California..._.......--..-.--..------ 2. 2----e eee ee 1, 668 1, 572 1, 964 1, 869 1, 921 1, 964 2, 048 2,070 |- 2,064 2,044} 2,056]. 2,103 os 
Oregon and Washington. _.........-.-..----_------- 237 332 | 439 458 | 606;  .628] © 607 539 591 | - 602 437 425 
Puerto Rico !__w.------ eee eee nee eee 31 38 - 49 50 86] . 85 57 45 59 88 85] 89 4 7 

United States: 1942___.__.............--.------| 12, 753 11,627 | 13,419 14, 117 15, 668 15, 541 16, 504 16, 565 16, 594 17, 342 16, 357 14, 781 Pm 
1941___.2 eee 9, 269 8, 773 11, 325 12, 129 14, 524 14, 964 15, 739 16, 086 15, 668 16, 018 14,935 |. 14,197 = 

STOCKS (END OF MONTH) . 7 | 2 

Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland-_. 600 782 774 655 644 657 688 706. 644 581 650 653 A oo 
New York and Maine..__._.....-...-2------------e- 297 355 378 | - 3896 422 427 356 272 244 218 |} 196 197 
Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia___-- 695 - 726 . 831 965 802} 842 851 604 518 327 287 452 in 
Michigan. ..-...-.....-...---------2-- eee eee 536 685 767 758 747 652 596 550 407 266 219 . 273 © 
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky-_-_-_-___-. 441 480 661 561 506 458 477 350 284 189 255 416 ~ 
Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, oN 

and Florida.__....:.-...-22 22 e eee 339 517 519 581 | 527] —-586 -§52 . §27 432 326 286 —  283/ 
Eastern Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, and South Da- oO - 

kota_._...-.------------- eee ee 269 318 346 396 366 336 349 194 111 75 146 250 eo 
Western Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, . 

and Arkansas..........--..----------------------- 319 300 333 282 232 185 197 185 162 130 124 192 . 
Texas___.....-.-- eee ee 232 256 224 172 ' 144 83 87 | ' O7 99 |. 89 116 141 
Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho--__- 242 | #334 384 329 276 188 98 81 45 . 37 48 31 a 
California. _._.._.....-.--2- 2 e ee 693 679 947 1, 194 1, 260 1, 187 1, 029 769 499 354 | 346 447 i 
Oregon and Washington__...._....._..-_----.------ 351 405 398 353 305 255 238 149 145 120 140 138 . . 
Puerto Rico 1____..-_-.--2---- eee eee eee 6 3 9 14 10 3 10 9 il 21 27 36 

United States: 1942_._.....22 222s 5, 020 5, 840 6, 571 6,656 | 6, 241° 5, 809 5,528 | 4, 498 3, 601 2, 733 2, 840 3, 509 ve 
1941__. 2 ee 5, 092 5, 520 6,276 | 6, 207 6,005 |. 5, 757 5, 522 5, 219 4, 804 4,192 4, 250 4, 575 Se 

Te - 
1 Includes a new plant in Puerto Rico (September 1942 first month in production). L . 

. : | / |
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| End-of-month stocks at mills of both finished portland cement and — | 
| clinker were relatively stable in the 1935-39 ‘period at average levels. | 

of approximately 22% and 6 million barrels, respectively. However, | 

| beginning with 1940, monthly stocks have shown an increasing range | | 
of fluctuation in each year through 1942. During January-March oo 
1942 production exceeded shipments, and stocks of finished cement 

ss were rebuilt from a relatively low condition at the end of 1941 to - 

- 25,832,000 barrels on March 31, or slightly above the customary level. _ oe 

Stocks declined somewhat to the end of May, and then as shipments 
| greatly exceeded production they fell rapidly to a low of 10,624,000 | | 

oe barrels on October 31. The strong demand for cement and the pro- | 
) hibition of assignment of storage space to customers were the principal 

factors causing this badly depleted condition. A declining demand 
during November and December enabled producers to replenish stocks | 
approximately halfway to the customary level by the end of 1942. On | 

- December 31 stocks of finished cement were 13 percent below those | 

| at the end of 1941. — oe | 

. Clinker stocks in 1942 followed essentially the same pattern as stocks — 7 

. of finished cement, except that recovery from the depleted condition oe 

eo at the end of October was less marked. On December 31 stocks were — | 

7 far below the customary level and were 23 percent lower than at the a 

~ end of 1941. | | | a 

a Stocks of finished portland cement and portiland-cement clinker at mills in the United 

a States on Dec. 31, and yearly range in end-of-month stocks, 1938-42 LO 

: | | | — - Range ot 

(barrels) _ Low High | Po 

2 | Month — _ Barrels Month Barrels 

1ogo___{Sement 08, 645, 583 |i2w-donss2222222-| 19,870,000 |._---do..--------..| 24% 092 000 - 
Clinker ___.--- 5, 165,000 } November-.------- 4,824,000 } April__....--------| 6, 568, 000 

 r9d0.. {GRMN ------| 2B ee 000 October.....------} 18, 008, 000 | March...---------| 20> 50 000 - 
-oe-eee , 886, | .----d0.._--------- , 470, prit._......-.----| 6, 606, 000 

: 1941 Cann Me Oo) [odor] "a 198! 000 | don ssao2a-) 78 376,000 
1942..-{ Ginter 2222 17, 406, 220 _.---d0_..-.-----.-] 10, 617,000 |-..--do..--------.-| 25, 832, 000 

7 inker_....-- 3, 509, 000 |...--do..-_-----.-.- 2, 723,000 |} April......--------] 6, 656, 000 

/ . 1 Does not include Puerto Rico, where production began in 1939. 
2 Revised figure. ° | - 

| DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION | 

Consumption of portland cement in States and regions, as indicated 
by destinations of shipments in 1942, underwent many changes. On | 

| a regional basis selected with reference to areas of cement consumption 
| as well as other economic and geographic factors, consumption in- , 

creased markedly in the Southern and Rocky Mountain States but 

; gained only moderately over 1941 in the Middle and Pacific States. ) 

Tn the Northeastern States consumption declined slightly from 1941. 
| As shown by figure 2, in which relative rates of gain or loss may be © 

compared readily by slopes of the curves from year to year,.consump- 
tion of cement declined sharply from the late 1920’s to 1933 in all 

| regions except the Rocky Mountain States, where the decline ended 

| in 1932. From these low points there have been irregular general |
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uptrends in all regions except the Southern States, in which the rising 
. . trend has persisted each year. The recovery has been marked in the 

, Southern, Rocky Mountain, and Pacific regions, and it is notable that | 
consumption in these areas in recent years has risen appreciably above 

- the levels attained in the late 1920’s. The higher rate and better 
-. recovery are attributable to the construction of large power and flood- 

| control dams and, in 1942, to the erection of large war plants and facil- 
_ ities and military establishments in the areas. Consumptionofcement 

| _ in the Northeastern and Middle regions has recovered only moderately __ 
| from the low points of 1932, and in 1942 the rate was well below the 

| _ average volumes consumed during 1927-29. States in the regions | 

50 A| li 
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| - 90 oe , | fo _| Th | 
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FIGURE 2.—'Trends of indicated consumption of portland cement in the United States, 1997-49, by regions, 

shown on figure 2 are as follows: Northeastern—Connecticut, Dela- 
ware, District of Columbia, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New - 
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and 
Vermont; Southern—Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Ken- 
tucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South 
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia; Middle— 
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, 

_ Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin; 
| Rocky Mountain—Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, 

New: Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming; Pacific—California, Oregon, and 
- Washington. |



oo Comparison of indicated cement consumption by Statesin 1942 and. 

: 1941 illustrates the striking effects that location of war construction ce 

| had on the distribution of consumption. In 1942 consumption In- | . 

| creased in 28 States and declined in 20 States and the District of . 

Columbia. The quantities consumed during 1942 in Arkansas, Kan- re 

gas, Nebraska, Nevada, and South Dakota were more than double the - oo 
| 1941 volumes. Ranking States, in order of consumption, were. _ 

; California, New York, Texas, and Pennsylvania. ss a ae 

| The table listing destinations of monthly shipments of portland | 

- cement was compiled from the regular monthly reports of producers. =| 

. Destination of shipments of finished portland cement from mills in the United States, ow 

| : | 1940-42, by States | | | a 

ae | , 9g 

- | aD cttnation 1940 1941 rs rs os 
Destination . ' (barrels) (barrels) Percent of 

Barrels change from | 

t 
1941 an 

: Alabama. 2s... oc eeeeeeececeecceeee-eee-e----] 1,458,811 | 2,491,851 | 3,237,888] $29.9 me 
. Arizona !__.-........--2------22eeereeee enone 558, 629 793,838 | 1, 379, 825 178) 8 a 
: Arkansas... 2 .-sssccsscecseese-------| __ 812,931 | 1,146,712 | _2, 931, 890 155.7 . 
.. Qalifornial....---222022--211sattss-----------] 145619, 397 | 16,850,718 | 17, 444, 451 413.5 oe 

Golorado......-. ws e-seeeeeaesuessesee-----| 1,028,753 | 1, 520,646 | 2, 204, 461 445.0 | 
ie Connecticut !__..-----.------------------------ 1, 893, 733 2, 379, 471 1, 996, 198 16.1 oy 

ms Delaware !____.___....-.--------------+-------- 416, 056 394, 451 348, 283 | - —11.7 

mo District of Golumbia!..........-....--.--------] 1, 605,768 | 1,590,499 | 1, 566, 360 —115 
—— Florida_.......--..--------------+--------------- 2,442,623 | 3, 172, 179 3, 640, 849 +148  . . 

: Georgia... owen eeeeeeeeeee_---| 1,901, 663 | 2,671,255 | 2, 991, 447 412002 | 
: [daho.._..--..-.--2. seven esesneeeneeeeee ene 334,360; 448,380 | "570, 378 +97. 2 | 
. 0 Uline ig TTT TTTTTTIITTIIIIIIIIIIITT] 8, 584,009) 9, 165,894 | 9, 717, 134 46.0 | 
Be Indiana... 2 se ee seeseeeecseese------| 3, 628,891 |. 5,319,791 | 6, 359, 018 #19. 5 

_. | Jowa.....-------------+----------------5-------= 2, 933, 570 3, 259, 370 2,317,264). . —28.9 

| Kansas. III) 627, 535 | 2.061, 704 | 4, 704, 821 $128. 2 | 
Kentucky-_...-..---.----.---------------------- 2, 006, 097 2, 705, 374: 2, 613, 180 3.4 . - 

. Louisiana... .-..-.-sasuetese------| 2,168,927 | 2, 887,225 | 8, 327, 152 417.3 
a Maine_____-----_---..------------------------- 331, 685 623, 245 - 659, 731 ‘ —10. 2 

: Maryland......2..wwo ne eeeeeeeeeeeee| 141,788 | 3, 098,522 | 3,086,945] == 1.8 : 
* Massachusetts !__.......-.----------------+------ 2, 707, 242 3, 029, 370 2, 715, 651 |. —10. 4 . 

"Michigan... -.......--..--.--s.s-s-2s...-----| 5, 760,481 | - 6,907,824 | 7, 069, 832 $2.3 
ie Minnesota. _...-.------------------------------ 2, 562, 578 3, 035, 480 2, 320, 780 — 23. 5 

- Mississippii._.___...-..-...-...--.--..-2------| 1, 830,367 | 1, 407,063 | 1, 467, 849 44300 | : 
" Missouri...........-- 2. ..2.--seeaceeese----| 3, 150,489 | 5,029,976 | 3, 877, 208 —22,9 
, Montana._.._---------------------------------- 419, 796 457, 899 | 483, 139 +5.5 

oS Nebraska. ____...-----------------+-----+------- 1, 122, 140 1, 380, 339 4, 519, 493 - +227, 4 . 

yo Nevada 1___..__-.--------------+---------------- - 172,710 |. 250, 236 1, 551, 797 +520. 1 , 

: New Hampshire i__.__._-.-------------0------- 498, 752 518, 691 456, 845 —11.9 | 
~ New Jersey. .._.-------------------------------] | 4, 165, 289 5, 353, 149 5, 149, 525 —3.8 

New Mexico 1_.____._--_----------------------+-- 514, 490 | - 749, 023 696, 841 . —7.0 

New York. ._..-------------.. -----------------| 18, 119, 568 14, 096, 501 12, 1389, 320 —13.9 

. North Carolina l._.._..-..-.-.--.--....-----.-| 1,770,738 | 2,574,455 | 2, 420, 086 —6.0 
: North Dakota !.._......-..-.---2.-2-e-2e-eee-- 290, 711 361, 416 291,977| = 19.2 | 
Ohio... nee eee eeeeeesececeetes-.| 6, 538,166 | 8, 455,877 | 8, 160, 031 —3.5 

| Oklahoma.............-. sense aeseeweeeeeet--| 1,886,668 | 2,181,784] 3, 218, 926. +51.0 * 
Oregon___._..----------------------------------] -__ 906, 358 1, 529, 971 1, 350, 988 | —11.7 / 

Pennsylvania. .._....--------------------------| 10, 008, 425 10, 000, 181 10, 157, 308 +1.6 

Rhode Island !.__........-.-------------0------ 649, 373 834, 261 963, 073 +15.4 | 
- South Carolina !_.___..-.---.------------------ 1, 118, 340 1, 759, 468 1, 927, 768 +9. 6 

| South Dakota...........--.-.------------------ 497, 254 432,431 | —_1, 055, 170 +144.0 
Tennessee....._..-------------- none ee eeee------| 2, 455, 317 4, 281, 918 5, 282, 485 +23. 4 

| TOXAS.- oon ene nee ene eeeeceeceeeeeee.| 6,478,976 | 8, 598, 148 | 11, 401, 180 +32. 6 | 
| Utah _..-----.--s.2sosseesseseeseseeeseeeeenees 679,370 | 1,196,451 | 1, 997, 820 +67.0 
: Vermont !......-..-..22--.--2--2snenenee neon 246, 820 238, 436 126, 412 —47.0 

Virginia.....0. 022. eee neeeseceeeee.| 2, 881,902 | 4,771,954 | 6, 435, 358 | 4349 
Washington..........--.....-see-eeseee-| 8, 540,956 | 3,015,298 | 4, 266, 440 4450 
West Virginia..__....-.......--..----2-2---.| 1,818,364 | > 1,690,142] 1, 481, 319 —12.4 | 
Wisconsin............-..-...---sessesesee-...| 2 604,168} 3, 187,293 | 3, 056, 916 —4.1 
Wyoming.......-..-..-..-2-2--n-2n-neenee nee 250, 901 284, 771 378, 704 +33.0 | 

. 126, 501,935 | 160, 085, 931 177, 367, 520 -+10. 8 

/ Unspecified ?.....------------e-----------------| 3, 847,851 | 7, 353,306 | 7, 933, 364 +7.9 

. Total shipped from cement plants......--| 130, 349, 786 | 167, 439, 237 185, 300, 884 +10.7  - 

I 

: 1 Non-cement-producing State. ; ; : 
i 2 Includes shipments to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and foreign countries. 
¥ 

. . 

vm 
‘ .



Destination of shipments of finished portland cement from mills in the United States in 1942, by months, in barrels | S 

Destination January | February March April May June July .| August |September| October | November | December 

Alabama....-...-.---_-_.--- 261, 888 258, 003 309, 777 _ 885, 674 272, 114 230, 181 288, 400 249, 224 242, 485 - 292, 534 274, 739 172, 301 . Arizona. ....--.----- 2 e. 37,970 54, 467 61, 688 58, 370 84, 708 132, 695 164, 661 176, 093 166, 289. 160, 058 152, 334 129, 928 a Arkansas__..-.-..-2-_----_--- 166, 559 163, 096 194, 386. 170, 318 149, 269 215, 874 339, 062 391, 075 451, 260 335, 284 | 215, 165 | 139, 238 California. ..-..-.---...-----| 1,448,286 | 1,127,592 | 1,274,509 | 1, 166, 352 1,177,312 | 1,647,084 | 1,697,570 | 1,539,703 | 1,629,143 | 1,649,885 |. 1, 376, 030 1, 419, 739 : — Colorado__.....---.-.---_--- 42, 393 31, 994. 116, 184 164, 750 514, 680. 284,405 | 432, 165 414, 023 198, 545. 128,260 |} | 117,020 54, 518 . Oo ‘Connecticut_._-..---.----_-- 72, 071 63, 071 120, 552 188, 815 219, 050 223, 432 236, 320 218, 295 ~ 186, 956 225, 222 155, 934 55, 973 Delaware.__.._._--.-.-----.- 13, 368 8, 475 22, 555 27, 396 26, 924 50, 605 | 42, 281 33, 627 - 31, 254 88, 194 32, 541 14, 258 District of Columbia. ------_- 111, 094 107, 875 140, 004 156, 913 148, 735 130,385 | 186, 483 134, 513 150, 716 120, 652 126, 023 81, 531 Florida.......-.--.----.--_-- 219, 043 210, 681 200, 369 266, 376 267, 482 240, 777 348, 520 425, 323 421, 082 449, 963 338, 225 251, 481 a . Georgia_._.-.-.------------_- 217, 904 172, 222 - 215,729 |. 262,722 247, 258 250, 788 " 297, 382 285, 519 261, 567 311, 804 277, 210 200, 240 5 Idaho_....__----- 2-2-8 8, 021 15, 154 31, 421 39,126} 33,290; 60, 969 80, 308 65, 990 -. 64, 952 57, 067 39, 561 15, 583 Ilinois_........--.-- 2-2-2. 324, 494 273, 253 546, 633 731, 065 748, 489 864,042 | 1,092,098 | 1,368,640 | 1, 204, 326 1, 232, 749 624, 236. 805, 945 A Indiana..._.-.------.-.-..-- 1638, 341 147, 386 300, 659 437, 103 537, 898 579, 982 712, 805 918, 345 1, 026, 031 986, 339 422, 513 126, 015 Fa — Towa......----.-----_---_--- 42, 072 ~ 40, 339 135, 078. 210, 888 250, 116 304, 466 361, 692 485, 851 341, 634: 374, 574 158, 927 23, 872 ey Kansas._._...--..------------ 133, 607 139, 083 238, 150 251, 935 287, 789 309, 486 551, 457 591, 147 653, 428 842, 296 485, 041 207, 389 = . Kentucky_.....--.---.------ 116, 787 101, 572 135, 127 190, 223 272, 089 371, 979 355, 781 338, 649 327, 075 243, 640 116, 524 42,462 — Louisiana. ._-...-..-.------- 249, 919 200, 793 322, 061 319, 064 293, 379 246, 088 302, 159. 318, 448 342, 899. 267, 919 245, 075 217, 983 DQ. Maine___......---.--------. 31, 382 23, 092 24, 725 31, 011 42, 626 | 53, 388 70, 501 87, 697 59, 812 70, 989 387, 093 20, 340 © . Maryland.__.....-.--------. 156, 843. 134, 965 222, 266 270, 115 300, 302 306, 412 311, 597 307, 455 322, 619 274, 727 256, 705 166,458 — - . Massachusetts._-_.-.._---.- 134, 161 121, 245 201, 578 251, 959 295, 035 317, 958 296, 285 283, 326 295, 614 290, 546 167, 990 _ 84,900 > Michigan._._....-_-_--__--.- 177, 648 190, 478 348, 795 598, 752 688, 310 693, 911 680, 017 814, 901 1, 044, 500 989,892 | - 631, 501 269, 823 . kg Minnesota.._....._-.------- 47, 458 51, 082 157, 293 203, 604 234, 130 285, 830 296, 035 368, 331 260,116 |. 278, 165 90, 175 28, 613 td Mississippi_............---_- 136, 086 64, 719 ~ 73, 434 91, 378 87, 687 123, 091 172, 038 154, 473 147, 838 186, 950 142, 110 88,101 - 6 Missouri__.......----------- 263, 082 166, 664 357, 662 841, 089 325, 692 280, 144 389, 566 588, 029 354, 253 420, 642 258, 795 ——-: 184, 373 oO Montana__._..-.-.---.--__-- 11, 054 7, 997 16, 813 25, 887 40, 562 52, 086 107,508 | 118, 542 50, 648 30, 959 17, 765 8, 072 | Nebraska. ._.-.-...------.-- 26, 624 27, 329 64, 836 172, 814 165, 779 210, 282 457, 221 608, 921 544, 659 1, 182, 543 - 887, 665 130, 566 ~~ a Nevada. .-----.----..------- 55, 464 70, 609 91, 054 92, 041 97,999 - 96, 184 119, 876 160, 118 182,839 | 204,893 176, 133 204, 183 oo - New Hampshire-.-_-__...-._- 20, 396 18, 851 28,720 | 35,891 46, 888 56, 765 47, 841 52, 839 50, 790 ' 64, 748 29, 336 16, 099 = New Jersey_..-_------------ 330, 303 259, 598 494, 459 459, 736 438, 493 489, 751 648,240 |: 531,622) 516,216 492, 758 360, 128 216, 049 ~ New Mexico. -...-..---.---- 36, 601 32, 714 49, 591 101, 834 64, 250 47, 456 102, 439 82, 604 65, 429 46, 606 24, 695 41, 531. bo : New York._.__.-----.--.--- 541, 952 446, 775 740, 214 1,027,596 | 1, 249, 721 1,500,903 | 1, 435, 146 1, 444,380 | 1,281,642 | 1, 233,610 781, 039 ~ 858, 089 North Carolina__........-.-- 150, 714 119, 666 169, 353 215, 684- 208, 337 221, 979 260, 654 255, 674 260, 557 249, 724 185, 111 120, 391 North Dakota______-..-..-__- 4, 754 | 8, 574 25, 262 13, 169 | . 23, 739 62, 062 61, 895 49, 929 16, 211 19, 356 5, 602 1, 276 Ohio__.......-..--...-.-----| 296,020 265,250 | . 501,024 693, 350 792, 994 933, 765 917,393 | 1,022,606 | 1,033, 482 907, 394 547, 655 247, 702 | 7 Oklahoma.__-....--..-.-.--- 216, 730 186, 720 342, 260 204, 590 286, 807 225, 585 306, 577 227, 814 234, 780 345, 880 349, 048. 287, 926 , Oregon_..-------------.-----| | 39,076 | . 58,078 | — 108, 519 161, 274 173, 491 169, 226 |. 154, 491 135,149 | | 183, 553 111, 605 49, 951 60,826 . — Pennsylvania. -__..--..------ 429, 359 397, 481 705, 291 889, 937 921,836 | 1,108,027 | 1,171, 598 1, 185, 671 1, 188, 404 |. 1,010, 939 742, 270 874, 834 Rhode Island _-__--_--..-_.--- 29, 612 25, 4382 49, 172 75, 164 |. 101, 389 _ 116, 909. 131,790 | 108,361 114,227 | 119, 440 88, 364 36, 379 _ South Carolina_...--..-.-.-. 95, 811 68,300 | 102,488 116, 909. 176, 784 222, 460 157,815 | .. 148,714 125, 216 198, 710 270, 204 243, 993 South Dakota__.._..--_--_-- 12, 215 9, 315 39, 017 35, 165 53, 833 165, 618 251, 277 198,861]. 168, 646 93, 744 22, 412 4, 766 ‘Tennessee__..-....-----.---- 207, 137 156, 545 318, 541 357, 297: 462, 071 433, 946 480, 658. .§05, 792 589, 404 695, 263 |. 699, 340 359, 413 Texas_____.--..-..----.----- 802, 429 774, 183 962, 925 749,199 | 1,029, 717 1, 253, 896 1, 434,997 | 1, 288, 220 879, 917 | 815, 148 767, 016 643, 483 Utah___. 2 ee 14, 951 21, 328 - 49,180 66, 954. 87, 296 152,389 |. 199,937 336, 651 355, 045 295, 550 248, 402 . 169, 475 Vermont.-_....-...---------- 3, 220 1, 687 8, 337 11, 808 13, 270 16, 847 16, 587 15, 145 16,802 | . 16,216 5, 420 2, 929 a an Virginia__........-...--..-.- 329, 043 395, 665 568, 507 688, 159 | 730, 881 640, 012 670, 939 589,033 | = 628, 876 482, 797 495, 087 234, 773



Washington..............---] 159,386 | 218,896] 307,126 | 341,720 | 383,780 | 500,847 | 510,057 | 518,586} 841,276 | 460,716 | 304,716 | —-247, 308. oe 
West Virginia.......-...---- 70, 616 | 63, 092 102, 574 142, 748 135, 551 187, 669 176, 278 157, 831 137, 711 144, 655 108, 757 55,165 | 

Wisconsin_.............-.--- 71, 220 77, 722 174, 987 270, 041 286, 877 395, 273 451, 091 429, 111 361, 021 346,544 |. 145,059 ~ 46,908 

Wyoming. .....----.-------- 6, 689 5, 959 8, 880 15, 445 18, 779 47, 150 103, 298 89, 804 17, 403 - 32, 558 20, 096 8, 019 

. 8, 536, 853 7, 584, 567 | 11,779,765 | 13,779,410 | 15, 495, 488 | 17,511,054 | 20,030, 786 | 20, 815, 155 19, 659, 148 | 19, 830, 707 | 14, 067, 738 8, 361, 214 7 . 

Unspecified }..-....-..------ 578,147 | + 708,433 783, 235 994, 590 853, 512 788, 946 470, 214 466, 845 488, 852 553, 293 585, 262 - §93, 786 ly : 

Total shipped from oe en: | ae, 

, cement plants._..-.-| 9,115,000 | 8, 293,000 | 12,563,000 | 14,774, 000 16, 349, 000 | 18, 250,000 | 20, 501, 000 21, 282,000 | 20, 148,000 | 20, 384, 000 14, 653,000 | 8, 955, 000 8 7 

. - VIncludes shipments to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and foreign countries. | :
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| | SO LOCAL SUPPLIES a Oo 

ce Of the 35 producing States in 1942, more portland cement was 
. _ produced than consumed internally in 17 and production was less 

mo than requirements within the State in 18. Puerto Rico consumed 
. more cement than was produced. Owing to the large aggregate 

ae capacity of mills in the State, the greatest surplus was recorded for 
a Pennsylvania. These data, however, do not show areas or States in _ 

| _ which a definite shortage of cement existed, because parts of any 
_', - State commonly are supplied from mills of a neighboring State. 
: __ The total surplus of the producing States was distributed as follows: 
my _ In 1941—to non-cement-producing States, 16,880,678 barrels, and to 
a foreign countries, Alaska, Hawaii, and unspecified destinations, _ 
. .., 5,919,919 barrels; in 1942—to non-cement-producing States, 17;908,965 
: barrels, and to foreign countries, Alaska, Hawaii, and unspecified 
. destinations, 6,930,952 barrels. . | 

: \ Estimated surplus or deficiency in local supply of portland cement in cement-pro- 
Do 7 _ ducing States, 1941-42, in barrels , | | 

a 1941 1942 

/ State or division | ons ' a , i Shipments|Estimated Surnl _| Shipments) Estimated Surpl a - | from | consump- pus or! from —_| consump- | ©Urplus or a |, mills tion ®”| deficiency mills * tion » | deficiency 

an || Alabama____..............-....-| 7,610,080] 2, 491, 851/ +5, 118, 179| 8, 508, 3321 3, 237, 8881 +5, 360, 449 | 
California. ._.-..2.-.---..-....-.--| 20, 186, 028} 16, 850, 718 +3, 335, 310} 23, 787, 808] 17, 444, 451] +6, 343, 357 

i Tllinois___..--.--..----.-..--.....-| 5, 958, 376] 9, 165, 894 —3, 207, 518| 7,102,393} 9,717,134) —2, 614, 741 . Towa._--2 2222222222222 22222... _] 5) 328, 398] 3, 259, 370] +2, 069, 028] 5, 662, 7331 2, 317, 264| +13 345° 469 
‘ Kansas_-_.-..-.--...----+..----...| 4, 734, 129 2,061, 704) +-2, 672,425) 7,726,291} 4, 704, 821) +3, 021, 470 
vey Michigan. -_..__.-.--.-.---.-.---.-| 9,819, 218] 6, 907, 824; +2, 911, 394; 10, 349,104] 7, 069, 832) +3, 279, 272 a Missouri... ---.222.222222.222-27| 6, 516, 345] 5, 029, 976| +1, 486, 369| 7, 397, 960| 3,877, 208| +3, 520, 752 - 

. Ohio_..._-.__------------.--------| 8,021, 857] 8, 455,877) — 434,020) 8, 652,196} 8, 160, 031 +492, 165 
_  Pennsylvania___..._._..-.....-...| 32, 868, 220] 10, 000, 181|-+-22, 868, 039} 33, 639, 025] 10, 157, 308|+-23, 481, 717 ae - PuertoRico __._-_.2--2-- ee 465, 158} 1, 438, 387} —968,229| — 629,358) 1, 002, 412 —373, 054 

: Tennessee_____..___...........-..| 5, 623, 800 4, 281,918] +1, 341,882) 6,407,196) 5, 282, 485) -++1, 124, 711 
Texas. .._...-.-------..-----..----| 9, 842, 260; 8, 598, 148) +1, 244, 112) 12, 139, 800| 11, 401, 189 +738, 611 
Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyo- 

; ming, and Idaho___.._._._._....| 4,024, 563! 3, 908, 147 +116, 416} 4, 588,428 5, 634, 502; —1, 046, 074 
Oregon and Washington _...._..._| 4,464,473] 4, 545, 269 —80, 796} 5, 940, 938) 5, 617, 428 +3238, 510 
Georgia, Kentucky, Virginia, 

Florida, and Louisiana_.___.___| 8, 493, 161| 16, 157, 987| —7, 664,826] 8, 074, 555) 19, 007, 986/—10, 933, 431 , 
Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
Nebraska, Oklahoma, South 
Dakota, and Arkansas____...__| 15, 500, 432] 16, 633, 830} —1, 183, 398} 18, 137, 387! 23, 462, 193] —5, 324,806 

— Maryland, New Jersey, and West — ‘ Virginia._..-._--.-.-.-.-.....--| 5, 932, 957] 10, 136, 813 —4, 203, 856} 4,822, 553; 9, 667, 789! —4, 845, 236 
a New. York and Maine___.___.___.| 12, 049, 832} 14, 719, 746) —2, 669, 914 11, 644, 827; 12, 699, 051; —1, 054, 224 

167, 489, 257144, 638, 640) +22, 800, 597/185, 300, sa 460, 96724, 839, 917 

TRANSPORTATION 

Methods and means of shipping portland cement from producing 
mills have changed considerably in recent years. Because of condi- 
tions imposed by the war, the changes from 1941 to 1942 probably 
were more marked than those between any other successive years. 
As shown in figure 3, there was a growing use of truck haulage from 
1934, the first year for which data are available, to 1941. However, 
in 1942, the percentage hauled by truck decreased from 1941, owing 

: undoubtedly to war restrictions on tires and gasoline. Rail ship- 
ments, which represent by far the major part of total cement move- 
ments, showed a small decrease in percentage from 1934 to 1941



but in 1942 regained most of the loss and returned nearly to 1934 ese 

be proportions. Shipments by boat constitute only a small part of the 

- total and have declined in percentage from 1934. ee eS 

—— 9 BYGCARRIERS = - | Poo es 
s fi} Notstated . i = ne —— | | ps 

fe . Boat \ a HG | TE 

. Truck | ae Boat, Boat is , co . oe 

a \aa oes Ci § <ax i if TS 
foe . AscOskc\ epee SoScesieiee 2) RE RRpaS pa peeeRREES | BESS aR a eS 

o a Ageecssiis\ \ Reece a3323 Truc 3:4. deere SEE fesse: Truck 335 ieeeeteeceec teen | oe 

Co | fee | ee Meee Pe eee ay 

Bo, BY BULK AND CONTAINERS — PC , ae 

Not stated Se Le lo os 

te aL. ese ae. La WS 

” S| esibaper bagsiaaemeeeey iiuPaper bagsiiviiay \ = fPaper bagsiiii? [ff = ped 
a | | NSERHIS7SSR- «-'(“s: NETH OHHESHEE \ Bless | ees 

te 1934 1941 cores yao oS 

y 100= 75,901,279 barrels 100= 164,439,237 barrels 100=185,300,884 barrels | on / : oS 

FIGURE 3.—Percentage distribution of portland-cement shipments from mills in 1934, 1941, and 1942, by - os : ; 

oe types of carriers and by bulk and types of containers. | ae aa 

i 
. = 

| Distribution of cement shipments by bulk and types of containers  —_. -# 

: in 1942 from 1941 differed considerably and differed also from the oe 

practice in 1934 and 1928. In 1928, only 2.4 percent of total ship- 4 

y ments were made in bulk, and the rest were made in containers. oS 

7 Cloth bags apparently were the most popular containers used in 1928, 3 

i although no specific data are available. After 1928 the proportions — os 

- of bulk shipments increased rapidly to 20 percent in 1934 and 31 per- a 

cent in 1941. Owing to the scarcity of packaging materials and to a 

"the fact that much of the construction in 1942 comprised large projects, 
“ requiring much cement, the proportion of bulk shipments jumped to ok 

~ 42, percent of the total in 1942. Although the percentage of total oe 

shipments in cloth bags in 1934 was slightly higher than thatin paper “ 

: bags, by 1941 paper-bag shipments represented 40 percent of the total, 8 

o compared with only 29 percent in cloth. As a result of the paper. os 

. shortage in 1942 and the greater demand for bulk cement, the pro- Oo 

portion shipped in paper declined to less than one-third of the total aa 

and was only slightly greater than the percentage shipped in cloth. ct 

: The proportion shipped in cloth declined only slightly from 1941. . oe 

5562504377 | 7 : a
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+. Shipments of portland cement from mills in the United States, 1940-42, in bulk and ~ ee . oon tn containers, by types of carriers | oo 
aN | | {Barrels of 376 pounds]. a oo oe 

Be oo 7 Se Incontainers oS oo 

Ss - 9. ype of carrier - In bulk Bags Other | | Totalshipments Seo | : ————7-——leontain-} Total OP we | oe Paper Cloth ers! - So 

Ras 19402] |] . oe : | Per- - . _ Barrels |Percent| Barrels . Barrels | Barrels|. Barrels | Barrels ‘cent. Poe — Ptuek..-----------] £3,873, 118} 11.6 | 8,325,992 | 8,095, 980 |-_____..| 16, 491, 972 | 20,205,085 | “Ine Bass _ Railroad....-.-...} 28,870,110 | 86.5 | 45,724, 386 | 32, 522, 949 |93, 527 | 78, 270, 362-|107,140,972 | go sont. | "614,471 | 1.9 | 1,819,683 | © "971,870 |-...--.| 2 291,553 | 2,908 goa | oe | by Pipeline 20-0), 708 | LL wev--------| 7705] | 
oo meat of tataj | 387 365,309 |. 100.0 | 55, 70, 061 | 41, 690, 790 | 23, 527 | 96, 964, 387 |130,349, 780 |1000 fooy  Pereent of total... 25.6 |--------| 42.5 | BLO] | 44. 100.0 |--.--2 
Bo ggg OE a sep Truck .......-----}$ 5,481,732 | 10.6-| 9,989, 551 | 9,310,908 |_-_.____] 19, 300, 549 | 24, 782, 281 | 14.8 : =. Railroad 7777-7} 44, 641936 | 86.1 | 53, 863, 493 | 30; 506,890 |31,14i"| O3 dor’ sae 138, 043, 469 | g2.4 Ges Boat... 22 222.2..| 1,559,678 | $3.0 | 2, 414, 842 496, 452 150 | 2,911,444 | 4,471,122] 2:7. . ee vee Pipe line..........| 142, 365 08 fone cicecnee}-aeen-------| 142, 365 | Lo 
Bera - . 51, 825,711 | 100.0 | 66,267,886 | 49, 314, 349 | 31, 201 |115, 613, 526 167, 439, 237 | 100.0 ee . Percent of total...) © 31.0 j..--....| 39.6 24) 4 _ 69.0) 100.0 ]----. 

Fo ppuek..-e.-----188, 925,440 11.8 8, 206,616 | 6,306, 601 |........| 14, 518,217 | 23,438,657| 12.6 -. - Balllroad......---.-] 66, 764, 363 | 85.8 | 49, 385, 586 | 42, 440, 744 | "8 666 | 91, 824° 996 {158,509,359 | 85.6 ae - _— Boat......2-2-22-- 2, 097, 849 27] 690, 341 474, 678 -+------|) 1,165, 019 3, 262, 868 : 1.8 
Foe | 77, 787, 652 | 100.0 | 58, 282, 543 | 49, 222,023 | 8, 666 {107, 513, 232 1185, 300,884 | 100.0 Veo, _ Percent of total ._.- , 42.0 |--.- 8 al. 4 26.6]. A). - 58. 0 100.0 f..-... 

nn eee ee oe | as ee 1 Includes steel drums and iron and wood barrels. oo Be Includes shipments for Puerto Rico, | oo. Be 3 Includes cement used at mills by producers as follows—1940: 118,709 barrels; 1941: 196,765 barrels; 1942: Be 181,642 barrels, : a a | “ we * Less than 0.05 percent. | . - Ce oe a ; 

io Reflecting increased costs of production, the average selling value ee of all portland cement at the mill, excluding cost of containers and oe cash discounts, advanced 6 cents over 1941 to $1.53 per barrel in 1942. —. This average value, as computed from reported data, is higher than . a an average value for general-purpose cement because it includes special S cements with relatively high prices. | 
: Average mill value per barrel, in bulk, of portland cement in the United States, 1 988-42 

© 9880 $1 45 1941 8. 47 1939_-__- eee, 47 1942... BB 1940_._-_-. eed 4G | 
1 Does not include Puerto Rico, where production began in 1939, “ 

Astudy' of wholesale and retail prices of building materialsstates that _ portland cement generally is sold under the multiple basing-point price 
system, in which basing points are usually producing centers. The average wholesale and retail prices of portland cement in September 
1939 in the 26 cities surveyed was $2.01 and $2.67 per barrel, respec- tively, an average spread of 33 percent. In general, the highest prices _ were reported in the West South Central and Rocky Mountain States, and the lowest were in the East North Central area. Both wholesale 
and retail prices showed fairly wide geographical variations, 

1 Temporary National Economic Committee ,Geographical Differentials in Prices of Building Materials. Mono. 33, 1940, pp. 89-103.



ae _ CAPACITY OF PLANTS ne 
eo Aggregate capacity of all portland cement plants increased slightly = 8 ~~ 
a ; eye: . : hag’ 

over 1941 and was utilized at 73.5 percent of the total to produce the © = 
-. record output in 1942. Capacity data for 1942 include 155 active © mene 

plants and 1 inactive plant that produced or shipped since the begin- 
—  - ning of 1935. Figures for 1 plant each in Indiana and New Jersey that oe 
7 ceased operations and were dismantled in 1942 also are included. - . ~:, 
- ‘The data were compiled from reports of producers, who were asked to— ABs 
“~ make allowances for repairs and other unavoidable shut-downs, and = ** 
7 are expressed in terms of finished portland cement so as to cover the HE 
’ Jimiting factor in production at each mill, whether it be in the raw- is 
. - grinding, burning, or finish-grinding departments. During 1942,  —= ~.. 
*. ‘ operators in the Texas, Virginia-Tennessee-Alabama-Georgia-Florida- = = — 2 
- Louisiana, California, and Puerto Rico districts used the largest ss? 
nf percentage of installed capacity. a | ad 

' Portland-cement-manufacturing capacity of the United States, 1941-42, by producing ey 
eo - districts re a ME 

: | a a oe : Percentof . oe 
Bo a oe oe ee Estimated capacity capacity =. oe 
e District : , oe! | Ubllized es 

he SO | fF 194d | 1942 | 1941 | 1942 io 

* Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland..........-.----| 45,274, 000 | 45; 554,000 68.5 | 69.2 ne 
: New York and Maine._-.__...-.....---..--.----------------+------| 17, 244, 000 | 17, 626,000 | 69.6 | 66.4 8 
t Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia..............-.--..| 26, 574,000 | 26, 243,000 | 57.0 | 59.3 © na 
ze Michigan. ___.._--.------- = --2-cg--------2nee-so-2soossas------] 14, 055, 000 | 14,055,000 | 67.5} 755 
wr Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky --.....-...----.--------| 28, 267,000 | 28, 662,000 | 57.4 | 65.0 | we 
ie Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, and Louisiana. -..} 24, 512,000 | 24,612,870 | 81.5 | 88.6 . oe 
~~. Eastern Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, and South Dakota__._........| 22,475,000 | 20, 936,622 | 52.8 | 61.3 oy 
fee Western Missourl, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas_..| 16, 598,000. | 16,915,000 | 59.7 | 81.1 _ ee 
ae TeXaS.-...---_.--..-------------------- = 2-- ee --- +--+ -------| 12,352, 000 | 13, 200, 154 | 78.4 | 91.9 a 

% _ Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho--.__.-.-.-_-.--.--] 5,815,000 | 5,925,000 | 68.0 | 73.8 ae 
: California... ace eee ene enn een-a---- =} 26, 290,000 | 27,071,302 | 75.8] 863 = . is 
fe ' Oregon and Washington__-_............--_.-.--.----.----------...]| 7,440,000 | 7,440,000 | 58.9 | 78.8 nA 
» Puerto Rico 1__...-.-----2---200sess0----svoweeeee-wensas----e=-e-| 463,000 |” 610,000 | 99.9 | 100.3 oy 
* , | _ | : 247, 359,000 |248, 850, 948 | 66.3.| 73.5 oe 

& 1 Includes 8 new plant in Puerto Rico (September 1942 first month in production). . . ws 

‘ It is noteworthy that of the 155 plants active in 1942, 83, or 54 os 
_ percent of the total, had an installed annual capacity between 1,000,000 DOS 
. and 1,999,000 barrels. _ oa 

Distribution of portland-cement planis in the United States in 1942, according to 3 
or annual capacity . ony - . Number = os 
a Estimated annual capacity, barrels: : of plants lg 
ey Less than 1,000,000___.._.------------------------------------+-- 37 — és 

Ke 1,000,000 to 1,999,000_._______------------------------------------ 
83 a 

. 2,000,000 to 2,999,000_---------.--------------------------------- 25 oe 
5 Between 2,999,000 and 10,000,000._..----------------------------. HU A 

Percentage of capacity used in each month of 1942 was well above oa 
7 that for the corresponding month of 1941. In 1942 the monthly — oe 
: percentage utilized increased steadily from the low of 57 in February 2 

to the high of 87 in September and October, from which it fell to 67 oo 
: in December. — | | | -
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5 S Percent of capacity used in the finished portland-cement industry in the United States, ee 91h er 
or . : | 12 months = | 12months a . . - Monthly endéd— oe | | ‘Monthly |. ended— 
te Month | dt Month - = | 
© : . | | 1941.| 1942 | 1941 | 1942 |] a | 1941 | 1942 |.1941 | 1942 

mS January... | 4a 50} 3 67 || July_--......-.----.....| 75] 80] eof m | 
ne February--....-..---...-| 48 57 54 | 69 || August_-----..-._2.-....] 77 85 61 73: ve March._........-.--.--.-} 501] 61 56 | 69 || September_-.__..._.....] 78 87 62 | .. 73 t, © April..--.----------------| 59 | 69] 57 | 70 |) October__.------2--.----| 79 | 87] 64] 9737 , it _May-...-------------.--.-| 69 | 77]. 57> 71 || November__............| 73 80 | 65 74 Pe June_._..---.-----------| 74 |. 79. | 58 |- 71 December--.------------ 65 67 | 65 74 | 

- Capacity of -portland-cement plants in the United States, 1940-42, . by processes — 

f a : of | Capacity P ent f capac- Percent of total Props | Frc bie: | finished cement we fe a a Thousands of barrels. Percent of total | Produced - | 

Boe 1940 | 1041 | 1942 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1940 | 1941 | 942 

Powe. _..-....---.| 122, 966 | 121, 068 | 129, 432 | 48.1 | 48.9- 49.2 | 55.4 | 70.3 | 77.7 | 5201519] 521 _ | ee Dry..-----------] 131, 879 | 126, 294 | 126,419 | 51.9 | 51.1 | 50.8 | 47.4 | 62.5 | 69.3 | 48.0 | 48.1 |. 47.9 
Be oe | 254,145 | 247, 359 | 248, 851 |100.0 [100.0 {100.0 | 51.2 | 66.3 | 73.5 [100.0 [100.0 |100.0 

Although in recent years the aggregate capacity of dry-process 
plants was slightly greater than that of wet-process plants, it seems _ 
significant that in recent years the wet-process capacity has been — 

- utilized more fully than the dry-process capacity. ._ | a | 

Be a + GLINKER PRODUCTION _ OO 

ae Production of clinker, the intermediate product of the industry, 
oe » ~ gained 11 percent over 1941. Stocks at mills on December 31, 1942, - ss Were unusually low and were 23 percent below those at the end of 
cee 1941. , | a | | | 

/ Portland-cement clinker produced and in stock at mills in the United States, 1941-42, 
: | by processes, in barrels of 876 pounds! | 

- | Plants Production Stock (Dec.31) = = ~ 
Process A 

| | | | 1941 | 1942 1941 1942 19412 19423 

| a 90 | 84,568,000 | 93,817,195 | 2,499,495 | 1, 722, 266 Ds en 65 | 79,061,000 | 87, 450,266 | 2,075,033 | 1,787,070 
| | | 155 | 155 | 163, 629,000 | 181,267,461 | 4,574,528 | 3, 509,336 

.1 Compiled from monthly estimates of the producers. oe . Fee tee -- 
2 Revised figures. 
3 Subject to revision. . 

- ~-—s , PRODUCTION ACCORDING ‘TO RAW MATERIALS © 7. 
The relationship of the percentages of total output classified accord-. 

| ing to kinds of raw materials changed little in 1942 from 1941... 
As indicated by the data ‘available, mills’ employing cement rock: 

and limestone have furnished approximately the same proportion of 
total output each year since 1912. However, in the 1900-1912



- period there was a steady decline in the annual percentages supplied ens 
. from these mills, which are mainly in eastern Pennsylvania and New 
a Jersey. ‘The decline was caused by the gradual spreading of the ee 

; industry. into all sections of the country and the concomitant erection = . ©: 
— of new plants using limestone and clay or shale as raw materials. —-* 

_.. Mills employing the latter group of raw materials supplied a generally = =—Sss.- 
. rising percentage of total production until about 1926, from which, ~ > 

- up to the present time, the annual proportion has fluctuated in a oe 
- relatively narrow range. Since 1899, the proportion of total output  . +) 
- of cement derived from marl and clay has declined more or less regu- as 
. larly to the present low percentages. Cements derived from slag = 
-.. and limestone have represented a relatively small and declining part ge 
a of total production in recent years. . - | . og 

ns Production and percent of total’ output of portland cement in the United States, | es = 
: 1898-1914, 1926, 1929, 1938, 1985, 1941, and 1942, according to raw materials Cod 

x on TO | i | Cement rock and Limestone and cla Blast-furnace sl | : | va 
a , | pure limestone | or shale v ‘Mar! and clay and limestone ~~ as 

& | | Per- Per- Per- |. Per- Se Bo / | Barrels | cong | Barrels | cont | Barrels | cong | Barrels cnt. Ae 

‘ 1898.....-.----..-.| - 2,764,694 | 74.9 " 365, 408 9.9 562,092 | 18.2 |_...--2.-.~-]------.- os 
oe . 1899_...---.-......| 4,010,132 70.9 546,200 | 9.7] 1,095, 934 19.4 Jo o-- fn e-i ne Ss 

wo 1900...-.----..----| 5,960,739 |. 70.3} 1,034,041 | 12.2) 1,454,797 | 17.1 32,444{ 04 29-00% 
t 1901_.-...-........] 8,503,500 | 66.9 2, 042, 209 16.1 | 2,001, 200 15.7 164, 316 1.3 . eS 
moot 1902_..--...-...-_.| 10, 953,178 | 63.6 3, 738, 303 21.7 | 2,220,453 12.9 318,710 | 1.8 . es 
- 1903__.......--.-._| 12, 498, 694 55.9 | 6, 383, 403 28.3 | 3,052, 946 13.7 462, 930 2.1 Co 
fo 1904__......_--_...| 15,178,391 | | 57.2 7, 526, 323 28.4.| 3,332,873 12.6 473, 294 1.8. oe 

oo 1905_..-........-.-| 18, 454, 902 52.4 11, 172, 389 31-7 | 3,884,178 11/0 | 1,735,348 |- 4.9 ne 

“ — 1906_. .------------] 28, 896, 951 51.4 16, 582, 212 35.6 | 3,958, 201 8.5 | 2,076,000 4.5 - 

&, 1907_--._--.----...| 25, 859, 095 53.0 17, 190, 697 35.2 | 3,606, 598 7.4} 2,129,000 4.4 a 
e 1908__....-..----.-| 20,678, 693 40.6 23, 047, 707 45.0 | 2,811, 212 5.5 | 4,535, 300 8.9 - 

1909._.--.---.---..| 24,274, 047°] 37.3 32, 219,365 | . 49.6} 2,711,219 4.2) 5,786,800} 8.9 ye 

1910.__....--..--..| 26,520,911 | 34.6 | 39,720,320 | 51.9 | 3,307, 220 4.3 | 7,001, 500 9.2 Do 

oe 1911___..._...--7_| 26,819;129 | 34.1 | 40,605,332 | 51.8] 3,314,176} 4.2] 7,737,000) 9.9 | 
. 1912__.__-_.---.-..| 24, 712, 780 30. 0 44, 607, 776 54.1 | 2,467, 368 “3.0 | 10,650,172 12.9 De 

" 1913._......--..---.| 29, 333, 490 31.8 47, 831, 863 51.9 | 3, 734, 778 4.1 | 11,197,000 | 12.2 . a 

. 1914___--._--._--..| 24, 907, 047 28.2 50,168,813 | 56.9 | 4,038,310 4.6 | 9,116,000 . 10.3. A 

e 1926__...-.----.--.| 44, 090, 657 26.8 | 1101, 637, 866 6L.8 | 3,324, 408 2.0 | 15, 477, 239 9. 4 Do 

. 1929...._.-....--..| 51, 077, 034 29.9 | 197, 623, 502 57.2 | 4, 832, 700 2.9 | 17,112,800 10. 0 I 

he 1933_.------------.} 14,135, 171 22.3 | 143,638,023 | 68.7) 1,402, 744 2.2; 4,297, 251 6.8 ee 

fo 1935_....-.-.--..._| 23, 811,687 | 31.0 | 145,073,144 | 58.8} 1,478, 569 1.9 | 6,378,170 83 | mee 

ehh 1941__...-.__....._| 46,534,193 | 28.4 |.1 102, 285, 699 62.3 | 3,142,021 1.9 | 12,068, 646 7.4 a aoe 

7 1942: __...._---..--| 49, 479, 304 27.0 | 1115, 948,373 | 63.4 | 3,009, 562 1.7 | 14, 348, 945 7.9 rene 

7 ee a 
ae 1 Includes output of 2 plants using oystershells and clay in 1926; 3 plants in 1929, 1933, and 1935; and 4 ra 

i plants in 1941 and 1942. . | rr: 

7 , _ - RAW MATERIALS — Be a 

e. Approximately 58,853,443 short tons of raw materials (exclusive oe 
_ of fuels and explosives) entered into the manufacture of 182,781,184 “4 
: ‘barrels (34,362,863 short tons) of portland cement in 1942, an average “ 

. of 644 pounds to a 376-pound barrel of finished cement. The totals - oy 

- . for 1942, with corresponding figures for 1941 (in parentheses), follow: PINE 
: 47,657,208 tons of limestone and cement rock (42,733,707 tons); os 

5,181,582 tons of clay and shale (4,726,192 tons) ; 809,371 tons of slag au 
(659,201 tons); 903,360 tons of mar! (1,066,635 tons); 1,248,448 tons : 

° of gypsum (1,035,179 tons); and 3,053,474 tons of other materials 
| such as oyster shells, sandstone, sand, cinders, fluorspar, iron ore, a 
| diatomaceous shale, pumicite, fuller’s earth, bentonite, silica, quartz, = 

ashes, pyrite cinder and ore, roll scale, calcium chloride, and hydrated _ : 

lime (2,534,339 tons). | | -
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Wy _ FUELS AND POWER es 

oe Fuels.—The fuel-oil shortage in the Eastern States in the latter 
«half of 1942 forced cement plants to convert from oil to coal wherever 
» possible. As a result, and because of increased production, the 

ale quantity of coal consumed by the portland-cement industry increased _ . 
“.. ‘markedly over 1941. However, total consumption of fuel oil declined : 
a only slightly owing to the greater output of cement in areas where © 
Bees oil was not restricted.. Consumption of natural gas by the industry — | 
—. “was well above 1941. At the end of 1942, greatly increased require- ~. , ments for natural gas for industrial and heating purposes caused 
~ _- local shortages in Kansas and Nebraska, and mills in that area had | 
~ > difficulty in obtaining adequate supplies. | a - pe 

ue a Finished portland cement produced and fuel consumed by the portland-cement industry | 
Be eo tn the United States, 1941-42, by processes | | | 

ha | _ Finished cement produced | | Fuel consumed 4 - : 

wale an Process | 7 fo. | Charrelal oo Bee | Oo | Plants | Bartels of | Percent | Coal (short Oi {barrels Natural gas 
m oa | ae ; 376 pounds | of total tons) | ions). (cubic feet) - 

ey ~ . Wet. .----------2---------| 90 85, 153, 919 | 51.9 | 2 3,325,823 | 2,090,700 | 34,045, 968, 833 GP D8Yeeneececeeeeeecseree-----| 65 | 78,876,640 | 48.1 | 3,506,002 | 1, 461, 330 | 20, 161, 932, 000 
te ns | __155 | 164,030, 559 | 100.0 | # 6,831,825 | 3, 552,030 | 54, 207,900,883 

eee Webel} 90 | 95,171, 022 52.1 | 43, 637,571 | 1,896,044 | 40,850, 105, 348 a ‘Dry...-2-.--2---,------------ 65 | 87,610,162) 47.9 | 3,932,516 | 1, 532,975.| 23, 689, 722,940 : 
Be ne 155 | 182,781,184] 100.0 | 57,570,087 | 3,429,019 | 64, 539, 828, 288 | 

an 1 Figures compiled from monthly estimates of the producers. . ce toe addition to the coal shown for this group, 2 plants reported the use of petroleum coke with coal and 
Be _ natural gas. a, 
ce | 3 Includes 96,768 short tons of anthracite and 6,735,057 short tons of bituminous coal. 
en | ‘en addition to the coal shown for.this group, 1 plant reported the use of petroleum coke with coal and 
woes - Maturalgas. . 
me § Includes 107,653"short tons of anthracite and 7,462,434 short tons of bituminous coal. 

Se _ Finished portland cement produced and fuel consumed by the portland-cement industry 
, un the United States, 1941-42, by kinds of fuel | 

oa . , | Finished cement produced — |- Fuelconsumed! 

~ | ‘Fuel | ao Oil (barrels . Plants | Barrels of {| Percent | Coal(short of 42 cal. | Natural gas a . 376 pounds | of total | - tons) ons) (cubic feet) | 

1941 , | 
| Coal...-.---------2-----------| 102 | 2104, 385, 531 63.6 | 6,193,207 |.._.....--__|__-------------- Oil... 11 | 211,341,543 7.0 |...-.-..--..| 2,524, 587 |_.-...-------__- 

Natural gas___-______-_-_2__- 15 | 214,933, 181 9.1 |-.---_------]--..--..-.-.] 22, 127, 284, 511 
Coaland oil___.__-._-_.._.___- 6 9, 501, 559 5.8 508, 571 567, 318 |_.-..--.-------- 
Coal and Datural gas3___ oo 15 18, 454, 345 8.2 128, 659 "955-505" 19, 666, 2B oo 

and natural gas__________- wane eee , 11, 073, : Coal, oil, and natural gas.____ t |} 10,414,400 6.8 |I--- 73a 37,902 | “17341'176' 000 
155 | 164,030,559 | 100.0 | 4 6,831,825 | 3,552,030 | 54, 207, 900, 833 

Coal.___...--2------------ 98 | 2 107, 168, 837 58.6 | 6,329,228 |_....--.--- | Oil__.-__-_- eee 12 | 212, 893, 278 7.0 |------------| 2,820,520 |.-..-------____- 
Natural gas___._..._...----_- 12 | 215, 103, 415 8.3 |--2------- lL ___ | 21, 641, 045, 940 

1 Figures compiled from monthly estimates of the producers. 
2 Average consumption of fuel per barrel of cement produced was as follows: 1941—coal, 118.7 pounds; 

oll, 0.2226 barrel; natural gas, 1,482 cubic feet. 1942—coal, 118.1 pounds; oil, 0.2188 barrel; natural gas, 1.433 
Cubic feet. 

3 In addition to the coal and natural gas included for this group, 2 plants reported the use of petroleum 
coke with coal and natural gas. 

* Includes 96,768 short tons of anthracite and 6,735,057 short tons of bituminous coal.
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a Finished portland cement produced and fuel consumed by the portland-cement industry = oS 
Bo - tn the United States, 1941-42, by kinds of fuel—Continued | es 

a | 7 oe : | Finished cement produced - Fuel consumed 1 fos | a 

ue | . Plants} ,Barrelsof | Percent | Coal (short ou {barrels Natural gas __ fg 
o : . | 376 pounds |. of total tons) — lons) (cubic feet) og 

oe ; : 1942—Continued . . - } ° 2 
a Coaland oil........--....-.--] = 9] 14,938,889; 82 971, 619 250, 711. |....----.------- reeene 
Le Coal and natural gas §___..... 13 14, 443, 714 7.9 260, 153 |.-.._..-----| 18, 585, 083, 957 2 EC 
an Oil and natural gas__---------| . 7 {| 18,269,603 7.3 |.-----.----- 304,190 | 17, 348, 363, 000 os 
eee Coal, oil, and natural gas- -.-- 4) ~~ 4,963, 448 2.7 | 9, 087 88, 598 6, 965, 335, 391 3 

me oe | 155 | 182, 781,184 | 100.0 | * 7,570,087 | 3,420,019 | 64, 539,828,288 

ms 5 In addition to the coal and natural gas included for this group, 1 plant reported the-use of petroleum ae 
a - coke with coal and natural gas. oo . ee So ore 
~ 6 Includes 107,653 short tons of anthracite and 7,462,434 short tons of bituminous coal. | — Se 

ee Electric power.—Ten percent more electric power was consumed by eee 
portland cement mills in 1942 than in 1941. However, the average  —. C8 

. quantity used per barrel of finished cement produced decreased slightly = 7, 
e from 22.2 kilowatt-hours in 1941 to 21.9 kilowatt-hoursim 1942, 

a _ Blectric.energy used at portland-cement-producing planis in the United States, — oo wt 3 
i. - Oo 1941-42, by processes, in kilowatt-hours 6A Thy 

f 7 | Electric energy used . | | laAverase ©. 
a On jelectric = °° 

re -. . } _ | Finished | energy - et 
eS lg “ ted at port oment used per es 
i a enerated at port- Jroauce arrei O : . 

i Process . _| Jand-cement plants | Purchased . Total 7 | cement _- ee: 

Bo : i: - | | ___ [Produced a 

ae - Active} Kilowatt- |Active| Kilowatt- | Kilowatt- | Per- ey 
o. . {plants} hours. |plants) hours | hours |cent| Barrels } pratt eS 

ee it | | ) fo fe oy 
Eo Wet.........----------| _ 32|. 643,610,788] 74/1, 224, 801, 790|1, 868, 412, 578/ 51.3| 85,153,919] 21.9 ag 
f Dry.........-..-......| _36{1, 076, 033, 868| 54} ” 700, 009, 7251, 776, 043, 503| 48.7] 78,876,640) 225 
Bo 7 —_——— | __ |__ __cy_ oO —_ lh ey albg 
ae 68|1, 719, 644, 656}  128/1, 924, 811, 515/3, 644, 456, 171|100. 0164, 030,550] 22.2 7 Se 

—_ Percent of total elec- _ 2G 
c tric energy used... ---|--.----]. 47, 2|__...>- 52.8 100.0 |--.--|-----------|--------- a * 
* —=—= I EE ee O —E—E—E——E—ESS ee —E—=—=—=—=—E=>E=—EO EEE de 

Be 1942 : S | | | ae 
ie Wet..-.-.------------- 31| 656, 101, 658 76|1, 370, 871, 010|2, 026, 972, 668] 50.6) 95, 171, 022 21.3 rs 
i Dry....--2-.-.--------| 351,229, 365,051]. _52| " 752, 007, 188|1, 981, 372, 230] 49.4| 87,610,162; 22.6) 

a . 66|1, 885, 466, 709|  128|2, 122, 878, 19814, 008, 344, 907|100.0/182, 781,184) 21.9 ee 
. Percent of total elec- | : . a 
me tric energy used_----}-..--.- 47.0|----.--] 53.0) ~ =: 100. 0|-----|-.---------]--------- CES 

7 tt 

a | ‘SPECIAL CEMENTS | nt 

¥ In addition to the standard or general-purpose portland cement that OS 
Y constitutes most of the total production, several special varieties are pe 
‘ made. Of these, the low- and moderate-heat and high-early-strength oe 
; types are the most important, and demand for them has increased 4 
. sharply in recent years. Demand for the other special cements was on 

considerably below that in 1941. : | oe 
; Prepared masonry mortars.—Production of these mixed materials oe 
: from 48 plants totaled 2,067,370 barrels and shipments 2,079,015 bar- 8 
7 rels, valued at $3,115,799, an average of $1.50 per barrel. These data oe 

are not included in the statistics of this chapter, but the portland ae 
cement used in their manufacture is included. a
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“> Special portland cements produced and shipped in the United States, 1988-12, by 

ae | | a of. of - _ Shipments Oo a . . ; . . - / . . 7 . . . : ” . . . . 

pe wt Active |Production|  ~ 
Bete . Kind and year - | plants (barrels) . Value Bo - : a | Barrels |————_-—__-—- 
me oo | - a of : | | Total. | Average - , 

Bre High-early-strength: - | 7 7 fp ao | 1988. _ o_o eee 72 | 3,340,582 | 3,385, 523 | $6,247,609 | $1.85 et 4939.2 79 | 3,780,716 | 3,693,460 | 6,964,608| 189 — ee (1940.02 0 eT 88 | 4,478,797 | 4,401,449 | 8243315) Ley | ee | W941. eee | 90 | 6, 068638 | 6,123, 224 | 11) 443° 792 L877. Be 19490 87 | 7, 523,647 | 7,065, 700 | 13, 683, 665 1.94 Ah _ Masonry or mortar: ro . a oO aa : 1938... __----.. 2. ee 5 84, 875 88,905} 124,239] 1,49. Be . -1939._____.----------- 5| 173,737] 155,781} 211,711 |. . 1.38 Boe 2 1940 5| 219,480} 214,303 | 308, 333 1.44 ee 1941__ 22 2 - ee eee eeen eee | eee [eee eee | ene eee fee Ss ggg TTT il. @. Qe ay Pst Low-.and moderate-heat: oo a 1938... eee eeeeeeeeceee---------| 88 | 4,181,568 | 3,808,927 | 5,710,698} 1.50 Po 1939... 22.1 43 | 5,564,921 | 5,761,840.| 8 237,440| ° 1.43 m8 ggg, TTT 55 | 8,559,487 | 7,709, 503 | 10, 307,976 1.34 | ee | 1940-00 TT 58 | 11, 290, 232 | 11,177,651 | 14,963,940 | ‘1.34 Be 19M IS] 60 | 13} 020; 467 | 13; 4047 761 | 197 136, 773 143 ae ee Portland-puzzolan: : - 7 Pile (  Y98B 9| . 198,268] 185,664] 285, 088 1.54 ee 1939...._-..-.-.-----. 9| 337,187} 321,017] 434 281 1. 35 a 19402. ee} 0} 4870 | 4123 143. | 552) 830. 1. 34 aa 1941.00 8]. 441,500} 439,354] 682, 713 1. 44 Be 1942.02 7| 324,002 329,637 | 465, 627 41 Be Whites : : a : | : poo me “1988.20 2 2c - 4! 369,390 |- 369,847 | 1,351,875| 3.66 a © nn 3 (1) (2) (yo | a Po ggg pg (1) Q (i). (1) a a | 1941.01. 4| 538,752 | 549,298 | 2,191,289] ° 3.99 | we 1940 5| 345,613} . 306,120 | 1,214, 422 3.97 eo . Oil-well: . oe . ae | 1988... eee | 8| 238,966] 232,319] 481, 401. 2.07 | Be 1939... 2. eee -| 2 | 875,866} ~~ 375,027 | 710, 032 1. 89 Be © 1940.22} a] 71848 | 7195022 | 1, 365° 840 1. 90 on | 1941.22 2] <9 | 786,167 | 806,364. | 1.550, 301 1. 92 —_ 104200 17| 537,541 552,157 | 1, 100, 296 1. 99 hope Sulfate-resisting: - ~ | 1: a 3 Q) (1) Q) (1) OS | - 1989.0. 4| . 38,279 27, 362 57, 867 2.11 os 1940.____.__.--.------.-..-- 0 e ial 193,348 | 200,090} 316, 280 1. 58 oe 1941... 0 9} 342,400]  353,885| 544, 767 1. 54 mo (1949. 8} 79,835 77,015 | 136,939] 1.78 - ' Miscellaneous: ° . ; oe 1988.0 15| 642,854 | 625, 860 | 1, 004, 393 1.60 | 1989-022 15| 755,833 | 775,179 | 1,067, 699 1. 38 a 1940. 13 | 580,502 | 577,579 | |” 755, 764 1. 31 | 1941... . 1 14| 668,655 | 667,206] 1,058, 108 1. 59 oo | 1942.00 12} 242170} 2697705 | ” 468, 083 1.74 
, . . 

: SS Pres rh rr — - 

1 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures separately. 7 . 

: : NEW DEVELOPMENTS 

To conserve power and grinding equipment and to increase pro- 
duction, emergency alternate specifications ? approved early in June, | 
reduced the types of portland cement from 5 to 3—general-purpose, 
moderate-heat, and high-early-strength. These specifications differed 
from those in effect before the emergency by limiting the maximum 

: specific surface area to not more than 2,000 square centimeters per 
gram and lowering the minimum requirement to 1,500 square centi- 

_ Meters per gram; by raising the permitted expansion in the autoclave 
to 1 percent; by eliminating the 28-day test and requiring tests only 

2 Federal Specifications Board, Emergency Alternate Federal Specification for Cement, Portland-E-SS- 
C-191b; Portland-E-SS-C-201la; and Portland~E-SS-C-—206a; June 5, 1942. 
Am. Soe. for Testing Materials, Emergency Alternate Specifications for Portland Cement, A.S. T. M.: 

Designation EA-C-150-T ype I; EA-C-150-T ype II; and EA-C-150-T ype ITI; June 6, 1942.



at 8 and 7 days; and by permitting the use of TDA in all three types i. = 
e and of vinol resin in the general-purpose and moderate-heat types. 

Results of a study * on hydrated calcium aluminates yielded funda- ~ “S 

- mental information on phase solubilities and equilibria of the CaO- 

oe NATURAL, MASONRY (NATURAL), AND PUZZOLAN CEMENTS OP 

“ ~ Production of the natural, masonry (natural), and puzzolancements) ss 

ms declined slightly from 1941. Output of these cements had advanced st 
from 1938. to 1941, in which year annual output was higher than at oe 

. any time since 1907. In 1942 producers reported consumption of © -& 

36,808 short tons of coal and of gas equivalent to 70 tons of coal. — ee 

> Shipments also declined in 1942 from 1941, and, as production a 
a exceeded shipments, stocks on December 31, 1942, were 26 percent = 
eo greater than at the end of 1941. Se ee 

ee Natural, masonry (natural), and puzzolan (slag-lime) cements produced, shipped, ns 

- | and in stock at miils in the United States, 1938-42 _ - nA 

—_ 1988... - ene nee eee eee een 12 | 1,820,795 | 1,867,949 | $2,725,776 | 373,816 a 
ee FT: 12 | 2} 439,110 | 2,405,135 | 3,361,724 | 239,938 ae 
i 1940. .._-.------2----------------- +--+ ------- 12| 2,534,566 | 2,514,597 | 3,386,801 | —_—-259, 868 re 

ce 1941____..--.----=-------------+------------- 412 | 2,875,962 | 2,926,203 | 3, 967, 567 1199, 355 ok 

he 1942... 2-2-2 en ee nee n enn eee 11 | 2,560,425 | 2,508,324 | 3,668,169] 251, 466 oo 

/ A Revised figure, | a ee a a 
oo OREIGN TRADE 

7 Because of wartime restrictions, no figures on imports 4nd exports 
i can be published. However, foreign trade of the United States in OR 

. cement has little effect on the domestic industry; consequently, it is os 

- believed that lack of these data will not detract appreciably from the sss 
' value of this chapter. Foreign-trade figures will be released at: the oy 

a termination of the-war so as to preserve the continuity of the statistical os 

. record. oo mo : : | eS 

c _ Imports —During the 1935-39 period, imports of hydraulic cement: — re 

- ranged from 619,404 barrels valued at $615,866 (c. i. f. port of ship- Ss 

3 ment) in 1935 to 1,913,853 barrels at $1,860,543 mm 1939 and had an LS 

: annual average of 1,544,700 barrels at $1,345,478. This average rep-’ 8 

= resents only 1.4 percent of the average annual consumption of 108,- oy 

© 934,353 barrels in the United States during the 1935-39 period. In Soe Tk 

e 1939, the last year with an undisturbed flow of imports, about 97 per a 

*s cent of total imports of cement originated in Europe, more than half. , 

: coming from Belgium and about a fourth from Denmark. Follow- eo 

. ing the outbreak of war in Europe in 1939, the conquering of Den- a 

; mark, Norway, Belgium, and France by Germany in the first half of 

| 1940, and the blockade of Europe by the British Navy, cement im- oS 

ports during 1940 slumped to 538,060 barrels valued at $506,191. | : 

3 Wells, Lansing S., Clarke, W. F., and McMurdie, H. F., Study of the System. Ca0-Al,03-H;0 at | - 
. Zemperatures of 21° and 90°C: National Bureau of Standards Jour. of Research, vol. 30, May 1943, pp. | 

i 
.
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- This quantity represents only 0.4 percent of the apparent consump- - 
ae tion (131,734,848 barrels) in the United States in 1940. Importation 
-_-virtually ceased in 1941, during the first 9 months of which 43,110 
-. barrels valued at $57,914 were brought into the country. The  — 
=~ monthly rate.of import in 1941 was 4,790 barrels, compared with 

44,838 barrels per month during 1940, a decline of 89 percent. It © 
"seems evident that imports in 1942 undoubtedly were insignificant, | 
ee Exports.—Exports in the 1935-39 period ranged from 334,673 bar- 
~ els valued at $886,560 in 1936 to 1,146,339 barrels at $2,352,693 in 
fa 1939 and had an annual average of 566,778 barrels at $1,318,248. | 
=. ° This average is only 0.5 percent of average annual domestic shipments _ 
~>  * of cement (107,956,430 barrels) in the United States during 1935-39. 
.. -In 1940, the last year for which complete data are available, exports  =—=_—> 
“= inereased 45 percent over 1939 to 1,667,595 barrels valued. at $3,294,- _ 
 s. 118,-a quantity representing only 1.3 percent of domestic shipments  __ J’ - (132,864,383 barrels) from mills in the United States during the same 
Soo + year. Exports in 1940 were distributed as follows: 7 3 percent — 
“~~. (1,212,909 barrels) to North American countries (ancluding the West | 
vo. -. Indies), of which more than half went to Panama (Republic and ~ 
. . Canal Zone); 26 percent (431,904 barrels) to South American .coun- 
«tries, of which three-fourths went to Venezuela; and the remaining 1 

‘percent was distributed to countries in Europe (452 barrels), Asia | 
e.-°.. (7,810. barrels), Africa (14,108 barrels), and Oceania (412 barrels). — - 
== _ Exports during the first 9 months of 1941 totaled 1,757 172 - barrels 7 
©. valued at $3,793,511;-a monthly rate of 195,241 barrels or 40 percent *- higher than the 138,966 barrels per month exported in 1940. oe 
Be Shipments of domestic hydraulic cements to noncontiguous terri- a 
a tories of the United States in 1940, the last year for which data were 
Bo _ published, were nearly double those in 1939 and totaled 1,461,940 
,~. barrels valued at $2,628,402, of which 47 percent was sent to Hawaii | 
~~~ ‘and 46 percent to Puerto Rico: These 1940 shipments represent 1.1. : 
“percent of total domestic shipments from mills in the same year. — , 
fe In 1942, both exports and shipments to noncontiguous countries 
mo undoubtedly were greater than in 1941, owing to such factors as in- | 
_. ¢reased_ construction of military and naval facilities by the United 
Z States in offshore locations and foreign countries, the accelerated con- 

ee struction of the Pan American Highway, and the continued blockade 
. of European producers from world markets for cement. Partly off- 
a setting these factors, the Army, Navy, and other governmental 

| agencies performing construction work outside the United States 
| have tended to use local or the nearest source of supply of cement 

to conserve shipping space. 

WORLD PRODUCTION | 

World production of hydraulic cements in 1942, based upon the 
meager data available, is estimated at approximately 72 million : 
metric tons. | | 

Output in most of the countries of the Western Hemisphere doubt- 
less was higher in 1942 than 1941, owing principally to the increased 
construction of war plants, military facilities, and the Pan American 
highway. However, in some countries production was below the 
1941 level, as in Brazil, where a fuel shortage reportedly curtailed 
production.
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= — In all European countries, except Spain, production probably was Le 
~  gurtailed markedly because of labor and fuel shortages. Military = = = 
Sy uses undoubtedly consumed most of the product in these countries, ns 

oo and civilian and industrial consumption was kept at a bare mimimum 
“is was indicated by the regulation in Germany requiring approvalofall ==. = 

z purchases exceeding 10 sacks. aan a ny 
~~ Tn most of the Mediterranean and Near-Eastern countries and in 
eo India and Australia production probably gained markedly over 1941, 2: 

, whereas output in the Far Eastern countries declined somewhat. Soe 
_ Production in countries in southern and eastern Africa no doubt - . .. 

increased over 1941. oe | Om — 

ee World production of hydraulic cements, 1987-42, by countries, in meiric tons! | Os 

po : [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] a 7 os 

Boo ' Country === |_—s—:1987 1938 1939 | 1940 1941 | 194. - cond 

F _.sNorth America: . | a : - | 8 os s 

& Canada....-.---.---------| 975,281 | . 876,198 | 909,875 | 1,200,143 | 1,328,587 | 1, 456,850 a 
Guba TITTY (2) (3) gy | ® 7: SEE 

Bo ~Guatemala__....---------- (3) .® (3) (3) ®t 8). ue Ds 

be Mexico___..-----------+--- 344, 693 373,712 |. 409, 784 484,992 | 537,464] .. @).. GN 

= ss United States__--_.-_-----] 20, 187, 732 | 18,279, 156 | 21, 267, 269 | 22, 640,675 | 28,465,880 | 31,609,981 
re South America: a Po ee Sea 

s  Argentina_...-------------| 1,035,495 | 1,245,458 | 1,141,865 | 1,088, 501 (3) QoS 
s Bolivia.....-....-------.-| ” 11,100 18,600 |” @) 24,985 | . (3) . ee 
. Brazil............| 871,462 | «617,806 | 697,798 | 743,634] 767,506 | (2) rn 
eo Chile....1.1-..----.--.-| 313,110 |. 363,987 | 447,902 | 885,001 | 359,720 | 4 308, 700 ee 
Bo Colombia..............-| 123,175 | ‘141,809 | ~—«-167,000 | +=: 188,000 | 210,912] @) eS 
a Eeuador....--------------| - @) - () "15, 445 16, 490 18,631} (3) 3 
na Peru............ | 83,048 | =: 101,380 | 119, 986. | += 124,480 | ~—:167,872 | 5 140, 418 | i 
a ‘Uruguay _..-..----.----| 147,773 | —-'158,350 | 173,500 | 167,880 | 179, 066 (3) , 8 
Bo ‘Venezuela...--...--.-----| 44,626 | 39,863 39,130 | 87,068 (3) - (3) LS 
t Europe: - _ . os . ee 

e Albania.._...-.-.-..------| 14,000] —_() (3) 3) (2) (3) cE 
a Belgium..-._...----------| 3,008,016 | 3,054,144 | 2,551,756 (3) (3) (3) rs 
&, Bulgaria_.....-.--.-------| - 135,000 180, 000 (3) (3) (3) ~ By Jt 

Bo Czechoslovakia...--------| 1,360, 000 (2) (3) (3) @) | (3) Sas 

co Denmark..............--.| 676,125.| 639,957 | 696,000 | 441,000 (3) -.(8) oe 
Bo Estonia.......------------| 68, 981 79,740 | 77,000 (3) (3) (3) — os 

Finland.........-....-...-| 410,371 | 475,152 | 563, 000 (3) (3) (3) gs 
: France...-----------------| _4, 254, 800 @) (3) (3) @ | @) | , 
ig _ Germany -_.--.-.----------] 12,605, 000 | 15,600, 000 (3) . (3) (3) (3) . . Ss 

% Austria.......--------] 480,000 | 650, 000 (3) (3) Gy. @) oh 
it Greece..._.--------------- 290, 000 308, 000 (3) (3) (3) 3 oe NE 

B Hungary--..--------------- 392, 000 395, 000. (3) (3) (3) (3 aa 

i; | Ireland. ..........-.-.-...|------------] _ 110,000] 261,000 | 272,000 | (8) (3) ed 
- -‘Ttaly......-2.---.--.------| 4,389,112 | 4,607, 454 | 4,800, 000 (3) (3). (3) ee: 
eo Latvia_..-....-..---------|. 117,501 | °154,621 | 164, 601 (3) (3). (3) og 
. Netherlands.........-.-..| 441,000 | 456,000 | 541, 000 (3) (3) (3) ot 
i Norway.....-.-.-..------| _ 320,481 | _ 331,600 | —_ 390,000 (3) (3) (3) 7 
: - Poland_._.---.-.---------| 1,289,108 | 1,719, 452 (3) (3) 6) (3) | oS 
: oF Portugal_...-------------- 254, 000 268, 000 297, 000 271,173 (3) ' 5 186, 967 eats 

i Rumania.................| 456,311°| 448,402 | 531,000 | _ 400, 000 (3) (3). AT 
: Spain..........-..-..-.---| 379,751 | 592,427 | 1,194,481 | 1, 557,878 (3) (3) oH 
v Sweden...................| 875,541 | 992,932 | 1,184,991 | 700,749 (3) (3) Fae 
i Switzerland......---------| _ @) 6 650, 000 (3) 650,000 | 7 700,000} 7 500,000 os: 
oe U.8.8.R...........--.-.| 5,459,000 | 5,696,000 | 5,700,000 | 5, 800, 000 (3) (3) , og 
» United Kingdom..-------| 7,300,000 | 7,900,000 (3) @ @ (3) x 
. Asi Yugoslavia.....----------- 618, 635 712, 302 663, 000 3 (3 (3) ow 

s | China..._.--.------------| _ 250,000 24,000 | 540,000) 652,500} (3) 3) oes 
“ Manchuria.--.------| *800,000 | @ @) @ " < 
; Chosen_.--..-.....----:--| 665, 000 a , ® G3 3 wh 
a Hong Kong...--.----.----- . 110, 036 8) (3 3 (3) “Ps 

- India, British....---------| 1,142,000 (2) (3) (3) 3 3 4 
Indochina...-2-22-2--2.-} "234,638 | 266,366 | 305,800) 278,500). 3 3 

- Tran _......---..---------- (?) (3) (3) (2) 3) 3 os 

i Japan and colonies..:.....| 6,034,000 | 5,519,000 | 5,074, 000 | ? 4, 250, 000 () oF 

\ 1 Data cover all hydraulic cements. : 2 
/ 3 Data not available; estimate included in total. ‘ 

3 Data not available. . | mh, 

4 January to November, inclusive. 
’ January to September, inclusive. a 

hoot 6 Shipments. 
ood 

i ? Approximate production. — ee
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World production of hydraulic cements, 1937-42, by countries, in metric - 
oe Se 7 | a tons—Continued sy So it 

a Co Country 1937 1938 1939 =| 1940 | 1941 1942 

ao - Asia—Continued. , a - de ee 
eo 7 - Netherlands Indies. -_---- @. | - @  f 17170,000 (3) (3) ¢) 
Ss - Palestine..-..--..--------| 161,000 |. 98,445 | 112, 350 148, 487 (3) Qo. 
Ce _. » Philippine Islands........} 150,374 167,448 | . (8) - 8). (3) ~ 8) a 
ee Syria and Lebanon.._----|, _ 250,000 251,000 | = 227, 285 91, 653 (3) | 250,000 — oe Thailand (Siam)._.-_-.-_- 77,000 | 82,000 | 892,000} &116,864| — (3) — QO . ne . Turkey.-.--......---..-.-| 214, 794. 267,568 | . 283,624 266, 637 (3) | @ 

co - Algeria. ...------...--..--|  . 65,000 Q) | (3). 8). QB) Q@) oo. 
nos | Belgian Congo_.----.--.--| 10, 728 16,500} © 35,000;) @) | (8) (3) 
ee Egypt_....-.--.---------- 330, 000 375, 763 371, 941 360, 832 420, 107 - (3) 
ee - Morocco, French---.---.- 156,000 ; 165,000. (3) . ~ (3) (3). .@) | 
my - .. Mozambique-_...-...----- 14, 957 24, 297 27,618 | . 27,893 (3) a | 
ah ' “DPunisia_...-..-.-.--------] 56,400 | . . .68, 700. (3) - 8). (3) @) -. 
can 6 Union of South Africa....| 839,526 | . 878, 206 948,664 | 831,018 - () @) 
os. * Oceania: a | | | oy | —_ 
fe ..,. Australia 9_.......-.----s-] 731, 650 862,539 | — 881,778.| 879, 000 Gy) - (¢) : 
pe New Zealand ®_...--.....-| 176, 000 220,000 | 235, 000 (3) Gy (3) . 

Be 82, 714,000 | 85,859,000 | (29). (10) (1) |. 72,000,000 

ear Data not available; estimate included in total. - a - 
ci .' Data notavailable. = = © Se : . | | Do ' 
ca . 7 Approximate production, §< _— ; | a | . 
Bye, _ 8 Year ended March 31 of year stated... . a 
Teg ' * Year ended June 30 of year stated. = => a . 7 
Hh Estimate not prepared. oo . oe | ne
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Bo «GENERAL CONDITIONS Bg 

Sales of crushed and dimension stone combined were 7 percent oni: 

no greater in 1942 than in 1941 and attained an all-time high record of Te 

~ —-- 195,884,490 short tons. The total value of sales (which, for the first = |. 

time in history, exceeded $200,000,000) was 5 percent greater than in ~ AT 

j 1941. The gains, however, were confined almost exclusively to a 

oo crushed and broken stone because wartime construction requires very 

- small quantities of building stone. Sales of dimension stone (exclu- 

. sive of slate) were 31 percent lower in quantity and 22 percent in a 

. value. The crushed-stone industry, on the other hand, gained 7 per- wot 

gent in quantity and 8 percent in value. The trends in these two 

; great branches of the stone industries were the same as in 1941, but 4d 

' fhe downward trend of dimension-stone sales was accelerated, whereas = © 

‘ the upward movement of crushed stone was retarded. © — ns 

- The present chapter follows the general plan inaugurated in 1938, 2 

| whereby the data on dimension stone are separated from those on of 

-_ erushed stone, except in the introductory general tables. ts 

ho The tables of this report give the quantities sold or used by pro- My 

. ducers and the values f. 0. b. quarries and mills insofar as these figures os 

‘are obtainable. Stone quarried and used by producers is considered Los 

. as sold and is included in the statistics of sales. The data, however, 8 

: do not include stone made into abrasives (such as grindstones) or that n, 

. used in making lime and cement. These. materials are reported in 8 

. terms of finished products in the Abrasive Materials, Lime, and 

| Cement chapters of this volume. The following tables show the total | 

sales of stone by kinds, uses, and States: | : : 

- , —_ 1221 we
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ann _ Stone sold or used by producers in the United States, 1938-42, by kinds si | 
Be | I CO . [Quantities approximate] | | 

Bo . . Basalt and related . i | ae | _ Granite | vocks (trap rock) _ _ Marble Limestone | 
an _ Year TT 
Me | Short Short. , Short | Short | 4. 4 ae | ‘tons Value - ‘tons. Value tons Value tons Value. — 

7 >. 1938... _.....-] 10, 432, 980'$20, 915, 609] 13, 908, 790, $12, 280,016] 219, 390] $5, 248, 290 81, 679, 690 $82,286,555 
ee 1939. ___..--.| 12,041, 360} 22, 495, 983] 16, 091, 250) 14, 164, 016 228, 080; . 6, 688, 662: 100, 846, 090: 94, 817, 481 - Me 1940._......_| 10, 880, 580} 21, 621, 943] 15,.715, 890 15, 185, 652 239, 730} 5, 196, 124/112, 658, 060 103, 007, 305 ie 1941.___.....| 14, 298, 750] 24, 968, 489) 17, 936, 950 18, 641, 852 176, 460) 4, 785, 710/133, 163, 600 '127, 585, 118 ies 1942._._._..-| 14, 064, 780] 23, 794, 514) 17, 626, 660 21,005, 943): 169, 500} 3, 910, 203/142, 487, 600|138, 578,027 

ot! fe . . Sandstone _ Other stone ! Total . 
ee a Year — oT rT oT Ro | - .: | $hort tons|> Value {Short tons| Value | Short om - Value 
Stems we 

| | | en | gp 

Seiko 1938___...--------------------=----| 6,314, 430] $8, 066, 200} 12,283, 660/$10, 458, 376} 124, 838, 940 $139, 255, 046 Re oh 1939____.--------------------------| 8,853, 680] ‘11, 745, 631} 9, 386, 670 8, 549, 742; 147, 447, 130) 158,461,515. pele 1940___.-.-.-----------2-------.---| 6, 498, 960 8, 513, 654} 7,789,820} 6, 519, 437 1538, 733, 040} 160,044,115. pe W941 -------22--| 7, 592, 820} 10, 768, 748} 9,939, 380} 8, 587, 509] 183, 107, 960] 195, 337, 426 eee 1942... -_ 2-2-2 ---$------ +--+ 6, 700, 920) 8, 620, 453) 14, 835,030) 9, 092, 879} 195, 884, 490} 205, 002, 019 © 

Re _ 'Includes mica schist, conglomerate, argillite, various light-color volcanic rocks, serpentine not -used as_ - Bee marble, soapstone sold as dimension stone, and such other stone as cannot properly be classed in any _ Mes _Imain group. - 

oe - .. Stone sold or used by producers in the United States, 1941-42, by uses oy 

Den ne a oe | 194  1e : 
eo oe | . Quantity Value Quantity | Value 

ae _ Dimension stone: 4 . 
we . Building stone: => 
Pe . Rough construction __.._.-._.__short tons__ 389,160 | $1, 706, 591 267,100 | $1, 354, 087 Ro Cut stone, slabs, and mill blocks . a Bene - cubic feet__ 5, 596, 240 8, 111, 376 2, 848, 180 4, 572, 074 ee Approximate equivalent in short tons___- 426, 850 |_..-.-.----__- 214,100 je... ee a Rubble__...._..._..-_._.._..._short tons._ 729, 490 870, 043 | 544, 450 957, 790 Spee, Monumental stone______..___-_._eubic feet_.. 2, 882, 310 9, 110, 846 2, 737, 240 8, 976, 566 oo Approximate equivalent in short tons__.._. 237,440 |------ 225,910 |..--...-_--_- ee Paving blocks_.._.......--.........number_.| 12, 384,110 | 1: 255, 276 1, 986, 910 ~ 188, 830 Approximate equivalent in short tons_____. 1 20, 850 |.-..----2_-__- 18, 540 {----.----____- Curbing_.--......._.._.........-_cubie feet__ 1 820, 470 1 896, 209 314, 830 361, 590 Approximate equivalent in short tons. ___.. 1 66, 240 |.-.-------___- 25, 380 |---.---_--_--. , Flagging.__........_..2........_.cubie feet_.| 990, 900 445, 493 679, 990 290, 646 . . Approximate equivalent in short tons._____ 76,950 |.------ 8. 51,980 |_-.-...---._- 

_ Total dimension stone (quantities ap- | . | | 
proximate, in short tons)__._.___....__. 1, 946, 980 21, 395, 834 1, 347, 460 16, 701, 583 

- Crushed and broken stone: | . Riprap_................._._....._short tons_. 5, 152, 640 5, 226, 623 8, 763, 980 9, 779, 249 Lo Crushed stone. ----.-..._-..---..--.---do_...| 120,963,910 | 1147522) 959 125, 267,650 | 116, 394, 778 — Furnace flux (limestone and marble)_..do___. 27, 436, 440 20, 069, 296 30, 262, 910 24, 152, 113 Refractory stone 3__.__._.___.._....__..do___. 2, 254, 120 3, 279, 104 2, 718, 090 3, 999, 929 Agricultural (limestone) __._......_....do____ 11, 909, 640 14, 395, 831 13, 745,400 | 16, 993, 254 Other uses #___........-.-_._._____.___-do____ 13, 444, 230 16, 448, 479 13, 779, 000 16, 981, 113 

. Total crushed and broken stone_._.do____ 181, 160, 980 173, 941, 592 194, 537, 030 188, 300, 436 

Grand total (quantities approximate, in short | | tons)..-.....--.------------------------------| 183,107,960 | 195, 337, 426 | 195, 884,490 | 205, 002, 01S 
ee 

« O To void disclosing confidential information, sandstone paving blocks in 1941 are included under urbing.”’ 
? Ganister (sandstone), mica schist, soapstone, and dolomite. 
3 Includes roofing granules as follows—1941: 177,439 tons, $715,068; 1942: 212,008 tons, $832,857. Slate granules used for roofing were produced, as follows—1941: 323,740 tons, $2,708,246; 1942: 356,510 tons, $2,955,562.
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a Stone sold or used by noncommercial producers in the United States in 1942, by uses Po 
} oO , Dos 

i . oo [Included in total production] | oo AE 

a _ Use |. Short Value ‘Use Sone. | Value ae 

-. . Dimension stone: -. - ~ |. - Crushed and broken stone: {|  .—_. a oS 
- Building stone......-----| 148, 650 | $309, 562 Riprap..........-..-..------| 2, 787, 210 | $2, 667, 495. ey 
hey Rubble._.-..-----.-.-.--| 95,940 | 241,359 Crushed stone..__.-..__-..--| 15, 449, 080 | 16, 262, 654 Lo te 
on Curbing.......--..------ 1, 470 9, 157 Agricultural Gimestone) _---- 428,180 | 375,259 2 sn 
ee ———_—__|—__—_—||_ Other uses. -___.-.-.--------- 491, 700 400, 846 A 
- Total dimension : a — | —____—_—_ oe 
a stone_____..___...__.| 246,060 | 560,078 . Total crushed and ees 
x - | OT ||] | broken_..._...-..-.---| 19,156,170 | 19,706,354. 

Bo oe ‘ rs Grand total. _._......-.---.---] 19, 402,280 | 20, 266, 332”. os 

Ro -. Stone sold or used by producers in the United States, 1941-42, by States ee 

se | 1941 | 1942 a 

— Biate ‘Short t | gnorttons | ge e . . oa ort tons — OO. ort tons le ee 
é mc ae (approximate) Value (approximate) | Value Se a 

i Alabama_..__. 2222 - ee 2, 804, 740 _ $8, 745, 651 3, 141, 300 -$3,:738,902 1 
4 Arizona... 22 eee — 455,900 | - 340, 872 -  ** 297, 220 219, 231 - ot 
L Arkansas__..-..22--- eee eee 11, 788, 470 _ 11, 763, 196 2, 033, 410 2, 152, 956 oo ae the 
7 _ California_....._._______._-.----_------ 19,139,390 | 17,535,017 112, 288, 700 111,031,326 - = =% 
a ~ GQolorado..__...------------------------ 1, 104,820} ~ 1,073,400|  1951,510| © —1785,994 oe 
ia ; Connecticut...........-.------------2:--| | 12, 244,900 - 12, 435, 841 1, 556, 350 _ 1, 692, 399 Sol Fe 

Bol Delaware. ..._-.------2----------------| «109,850 | 147, 212 go tl GD oy 
eS.) Wlorida_o cll] 14, 065, 450 13, 852, 539 1 6, 632, 680 1 5,733, 697 RE 
oO - Georgia. _-.--- eee 2, 808, 790 5, 809, 755 13, 623; 160 1 6, 620, 633 Fs 
fe Hawaii_._.._-.--.-._--------------------|.- 11,330, 170 12,149,535 | — (2) ~ 3) , TEE 
po Idaho... 222-2 eee! 767, 750 | - 644,006 | 470, 590 588, 989 Ses 
be - Illinois_________.___..----..------------| 111, 856,340 | 1.10, 706, 996 14, 056, 050 12, 686, 759 aed 
Pe Indiana. ....--..-.--:------------------| 5, 257, 580 6,742,744|  16,460,540| 17,007,241 oR 
o — - Towa._.-..------L eee 5, 790, 920 5, 657, 585 4, 474, 480 |° 4,849,803 AE gee 
eo Kansas._...:-...--...------------------ - 2, 727, 290 3,171,598 | ~ —«_:- 2, 588, 200 8, 031, 049 4 
E Kentucky_........--.....-.---.-----.-- 15, 779, 800 15,177, 170 1 §, 641, 280 1 §, 454, 914 ey 
4. _ Louisiana...2....2.----------------2---|  - fo). (2) of. (?) ne 
ae Maine. _-_..---.2--.-.-------- eee. 324, 060 ~ 1, 295, 180 | . 1196, 010 | . 1.556, 655 ne: 
a Maryland....-...- 2-2-2 ---- 1, 604, 430- 2, 218, 478 1, 220, 190 | - 1,807, 265 oy 
pe Massachusetts..._......-..---.-------- 2, 602, 120 4, 547, 808 11, 800,.600 1 3, 468, 788 ee 
me Michigan_____.___--_._---------------- 15, 161, 820 8, 349,607 | - 16,093, 050 “9, 433, 035 on 
sf ‘Minnesota__._--.-.-.------------------ 1, 002, 190 1, 811, 805 11,451,210 | 11,858, 631 ee: 
3 _.  Mississippi_--.-..-------.--------------|- 1 1750 |_._-----------+-]---------------- ae 
\ Missouri__...-_-.---------------------- 6,501,460 |  —-7, 048, 207 19, 235, 540 18, 347, 132 gs 
ie Montana._._............---------------- - 455,680] 336, 632 393, 200 303,250 j ~ ._* 
fo Nebraska... ...--...------------------] 1328, 690. | 1660, 573 . 267, 020 630, 413 mE 
S ‘Nevada___._--.----2_ 2-2 - eee 183, 170 226, 827 137,920 | - . 196, 726 at 
8 New Hampshire.......----...-.------- 1 167, 270 1 373, 157 - 237,090 440, 714 noe 
: New Jersey .-..------------------------ 8, 206, 050 3, 782, 036 3, 393, 510 3, 776, 745 ae 
: _ New Mexico_......_....._.._...____.-- . 118, 180 111, 709 515, 240 248, 895 ok 

s New York.__..._..--.----.----------- 10, 406, 740 10,806,450} —-:11, 244, 670 11, 513, 020 ross 
: North Carolina.___.....---.----2------ 3, 820, 200 4, 806, 623 | - 3, 039, 580 3, 774, 472 oe 
f _ North Dakota_._...-..---..------------ 18, 590 19, 713 (2) (2) . : As 
¢ Ohio...._._.._..._....-.-..._... | 1.18, 842, 870 1 12, 469, 498 14, 831, 660 13, 546, 490 ae 
in Oklahoma........_____.__ et 1, 876, 570 l, 945, 753 5, 946, 520 3, 172, 547 7 tt 

i Oregon.________...___.----------------- 2, 836, 380 2, 436, 783 2, 596, 030 2, 635, 086 aa 
Ni Pennsylvania___........--....---.----- 1 23, 506, 540 1 25, 013, 400 1 23, 131, 670 1 26, 892, 960 ia 
wa Puerto Rico__.........----------------- 675, 970 968, 448 (2) (3) | oe 
me Rhode Island __-___---_-----.---------- 212, 580 493, 715 191, 420 351, 664 re: 
e South Carolina.........-.-.-.---..-.--- 2, 055, 090 _ 2, 574, 797 2, 040, 610 2, 624, 284 - 

fe South Dakota_..._........--..-.------- 1 401, 550 11, 189, 564 714, 750 1, 763, 790 _ og 

it Tennesse@_..._....--------------------- 7, 896, 970 _ 9,157,673 | - 7, 716, 540 9, 018, 272 er 
a Texas. ___._..-------------------------- 3, 497, 720 2, 908, 364 3, 772, 040 3, 658, 802 ie 
| Utah...-.---.2- eee 408, 140 340, 551 285, 170 318, 261 gt 
: Vermont.......-.----------=----------- 185, 840 4, 190, 112 244, 110 3, 831, 399 we 

| Virginia____......-.-.-2-------- Lee 9, 195, 450 9, 586, 541 7, 052, 930 7, 938, 383 ask 
‘ Washington.___._.._....-...-----.----- 2, 148, 970 1, 757, 873 1, 965, 820 1, 809, 757 ON 

i West Virginia_.__.-.....--.------------| 14,547, 200 15, 988, 840 3, 223,330 | - 3, 238,008 oa 
we Wisconsin_.....____....-.-------------- 4, 376, 720 5, 666, 120 4, 492, 740 6, 309, 369 at 
fe Wyoming. _____..- 0-22 -e- 838, 050 737, 455 179, 290 207, 122 es 
: Undistributed__...............--....-.- 672, 080 563, 267 4, 129, 560 5, 786, 191 ss 

~ 183, 107, 960 195, 337, 426 195, 884, 490 205, 002, 019 oo 

1 To avoid disclosing confidential information, certain State totals are incomplete, the figures not included . is 

: being combined under “Undistributed.’’ a 
2 Included under ‘‘Undistributed.”’ oe
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ge es DIMENSION STONE oe 

Dimension stone and crushed stone are so diverse in character and | 
ce use that they are considered in separate sections of this chapter, - 
Se The term .‘‘dimension stone” is applied to blocks or slabs of natural —_- 

Stone, most of which are cut to definite shapes and sizes. The princi- 
pal uses of diménsion stone are for construction of masonry walls 
and for memorials. Crushed and broken stone, on the other hand, | 
consists of irregular fragments or grains, sized chiefly by mechanical — 

-. . ~-Sereening or air separation. The principal uses are as roadstone, con- 
~ .  erete aggregate, railroad ballast, furnace flux, and a great variety. of 7 

industrial. applications that have little or no relation to masonry 
~ construction, ; _ ,.. Dimension-stone producers may be divided into three main groups _ 
~. + upon the basis of plant operation. The first group quarries stone and — | 
Be sells it as rough blocks or slabs; the second quarries stone and also: 
Boo manufactures it into finished products; and the third buys sawed slabs | . or rough blocks of stone and manufactures them into finished products _ 
“, . but does not operate quarries. The Bureau of Mines statistical 
-; -- €anvass covers the first and second groups, but as the third group | 
eS _ comprises manufacturers rather than quarrymen it is canvassed by the — 
, .  Bureay of the Census. Bureau of Mines statistics are compiled from 
«| .- reports of quantities and values of original sales; hence they include | 
eo ‘some material sold as rough blocks and some sold as finished products. -_ | Ce |, Total sales of dimension stone in 1942 declined 32 percent in quan- oe — tity -and 24 percent in value compared with 1941. ‘These figures 
Ce include slate, but details of the slate industry are given in the separate => 
~.. Chapter on Slate. Basalt in the form of rubble and sandstone used for | 
wa Trough construction and rubble made gains in quantity, but all varieties . 
oe of stone suffered declines in value of sales that ranged from 7 percent 
ae for basalt to 43 percent for limestone. a | 
ee _ The following table presents salient statistics for 1941 and 1942. 

ee Dimension stone sold or used by producers in the United States, 1941-42, by kinds 
: / | and uses 

| eo | 1942 | | . | Kind and use . 1941 et 
‘ . ercent 0 | ae . Total change 

. Granite: 
oo . Building stone: | 

Rough construction___................._.__._..___short tons_- 167, 440 36, 380 —78.3 | Value.__._--.-2.--2 2 $298, 253 $132, 276 —55.6 
Average per ton___..-_-.-_.-.--- ee $1. 78 $3. 64 +104. 5 

Cut stone, slabs, and mill blocks. ____._____.___.__eubic feet... 736, 730 413, 180 —43.9 Value... .----.-.---.-------------22eeeenenenneee eee ne------| $1,853,203 | $1, 030, 298 —44.4 
Average per cubic foot_._._.....-..--_-_._-.---_- $2. 52 $2. 49 —1.2 Rubble--_.._--........-------.-.-.----__.---._.._short tons_- 277, 950 215, 730 —22. 4 

Value__-_- 2 ---eeeeeeeee $349, 739 $404, 460 +15. 6 
Monumental stone...._..............-._--..-.__..--eubie feet ._ 2, 576, 550 2, 442, 630 —5.2 . Value__.-..--.------_---------e eee $7, 489, 197 |" $7, 092, 572 —5.3 | Average per cubic foot. ....--...--.-_- 2-2 $2. 91 $2. 90 —.3 
Paving blocks._....................-.-...__._._._.....number._ 2, 384, 110 1, 986, 910 —16.7 

Value__...---------- eee eee $255, 276 $188, 830 —26.0 Curbing...._._..........-.-....-.-._..-----.-.___..cubie feet__ 528, 420 200, 540 —62.0 
Value___-_-.-- 2.2 $585, 808 $232, 392 —60. 3 

Total: | 
Quantity. ............_............approximate short tons... 782, 120 522, 170 —33. 2 Value._-.--.-.---------------- 2-22-22 -neeenneeeen---e------| $10,831,476 | $9, 0807753 —16.2



a Dimension stone sold or used by producers in the United States, 1941-42, by kinds — 
he | oe |  - and uses—Continued a as 

Be a - Kindanduse = | | 494. | Percent of - Here 
. ete ey ee en oo a, | Total change Ny 
mS Basalt and related rocks (trap rock): — | . Cane 

| Building stone: | _ Jobe po a ae 
. ‘Rough construction-...--.-.. ..---------.---------short tons_- 10, 170 - 4,880] —652.0 od 

4 Value._......-.------------------ 22 eee nnn $17,182 | - $12, 652 —26.4 . a 
| __ Average per ton_........---.-------------+------------=--- _ $1.69 $2. 59 +53. 3 ars 

- Rubble-.---..-...--..--..----.-------.....-.---short tons_- 130 7,870 | +5, 953.8 SE 
on Value__..... 2.2.2 eee eee $550 $3, 869 +603. 5 ving 

ue Total: : | es rs : | a 

“ Quantity...---.--..------2------------.--------short tons._|  —_ 10, 300 12,750 | © +23.8 — ages 
we | Valie__-.- 222-2. -e eee eee eee eee eee $17, 732 $16, 521 —6.8. cS 
a ‘Marbles a as as os 
oo Building stone (cut stone, slabs, and mill blocks) -.-.cubice feet __| 511, 810 278, 460 —45.6 ode 
, Walle... eee eet e eee ee nenn-| $2,748,572 | $1, 567,786 | 48.000 

ae Average per cubic foot__.-.----.------------2------------- _ $5.37 $5.63 | -+4.8— oT Boas 
m Monumental stone:._..2-.--.2-2.---.-.-....--...---cubic feet __ 305, 760 294, 610. —3.6 ES 
Bo ’ Value____.-..-.------ 24 - eee nnn eee $1, 621, 649 $1, 883, 994 +16. 2 ee 
* _ Average per cubic foot_.-.-....-..--_--.------------------ $5. 30 $6. 39 - +2060 20 et 

: Mota: es nner Ceres ree 
we -  - . Quantity......-.-..2----._........ approximate short tons_.| - 69, 300 48, 590 —29.9 a 
i ~ Waluel..2 oe ee eee --e---| $4, 370, 221 $3,451,730 |. —21.0 | a My 

po Limestone: oO rs as a Das 

ae _ . Buildingstone: . | _ oa 
Ro Rough construction_.__..-..--....-----.----._-.--short tons. - 106, 290 96, 610 ~—91 . weed 
© .. .Walue._..----.-------- ee ee eee eee eee eee] $367, 995 $209, 313 —43.1 - 
Be _ Average per ton._.....-.-.-----------------------+-------- $3. 46 $2. 17 37.3. co 
Be _ Cut stone, slabs, and mill blocks______.__.....__-.cubic feet... 3, 834, 860 1, 891, 930 — 50.7 Ba 
- Value._..----2 eee z-e_e-----| $2, 909, 728 $1, 582, 254 - —45. 6 Se 
# _ Average per cubic foot...--...---.--.--.-----------------| -—-_$0..76 $0.84 |. +10.5 tgs 
i Rubble. ...-.-.-...--_---------_-_----.------...._--short tons..| 405, 220 221, 180 —45.4 vn 

ae Value___!.....-.------------- eee eee eee nnn eee ---| $489, 479 |. $324, 097 —26.3 an ne 
ne Flagging. .......-...-.---.--..--.---.--..------..---cubice feet__ 210, 290 100, 790 52.1 SC 
mo Value____ 22. elec lee eee ete $62, 794 |. $28, 823 —54.1 oe 

a Quantity .............._...........approximate short tons_. 813, 620 462,970}. —481 = = 
os — Walue. 2 2 eee ee eeeeeeee-| $3,779,996 | $2, 144, 487 —43.3 0. “ 
me - Sandstone: er Co , LESS 4 

' Building stone: . .. —— | : ne 
bow ~. Rough construction.._.......--.---.----...----.--short tons_- 31, 850 84, 980 +166.8 © 3 
c . Walue.......--.--------2--------- +--+ +--+ $106, 426 $174,.730 +64. 2 /. : 
re -  Aoverage per tom..........-----.----.-------------ee-e-e| $3. 34 | . $2.06 —38.3 °°. 
bs Cut stone, slabs, and mill blocks................-.cubic feet__ 512, 840. 264, 610 48.4 | ns 

ae Value. _. 2-22 oe $599, 873 $391, 861 —34.7 me 
® Average per cubic foot..-.._...-.-------------------------- $1.17 $1, 48 +26. 5 a 
‘ ‘Rubble.__...-.-.-.2 22-2 eee -------.-----short tons-_| 33, 990 77, 400 +127.7 Se 
a Value_.__.---- eee $46, 253 $166, 369 +259. 7 Ce 
e . Paving blocks.......--..-....-------------------------number-- ~@) --------------} 100.0 oe 
oe Value_......------------- eee eee (1) aeua-a--------| 100.0 os 
we Curbing___.........--........--..-..---.--.-.------cubic feet_.| * 1292, 050 114, 290 1 —60.9 ae 
° Valuie_......----------------- een eee eeeeeeee----------| 1 $310,401 |. = $129,198 | 1 —58.4 tg 
- Flagging........-...-.....--..------.---------------cubie feet__ 743, 680 559, 060 —24.8 wee 
- ~Walue._..-..-.--------- eee eee eee eee eee - $366, 426 |. $251, 354 —31.4 re 

: Total: - . . woe 
° Quantity. .............../.........approximate short tons-.- 183, 040 232, 850 +27. 2 “ 
Ro Valle... 22-2 nen nent eee neeeene----| $1,429,379 | $1, 118, 512 —22.1 os 
r Miscellaneous stone: 2 — YT Ot 
se . Building stone. ._..--..-...-...-..---.--..-...-.----cubic feet _- 870, 800 - 536, 450 —38.4 oh 
* Value_..-..----------- eee eee $916, 735 $825, 116 —10.0 an 

. Average per cubic foot._....-.--..-.----------------------| _ $1. 05 $1. 54 +46. 7 ot 
. Rubble._..........-.----...-..---.--.----.---.---short tons-- 12, 200 22, 270 +82. 5 . OnE 

| Value......---.------------------------ +--+ +2 -- $34, 022 $58, 995 +73. 4 ers 
mo, Flagging-.......-...-...-..---------.------.-.------cubie feet __- 36, 930 20, 140 —45. 5 Oo 
S Value____..------ 2 ene ee $16, 273. $10, 469 —35. 7 2 oo 

~ _ Total: oh 
Quantity_............._.......-... approximate short tons-- 88, 600 68, 130 —23.1 a 

, Value__...---.- 2 ee eee $967, 030 $894, 580. —7.5 oy 

| Total dimension stone, excluding slate: | 3 
, Quantity_..................-...-.---.- approximate short tons-. 1, 946, 980 1, 347, 460 —30.8 ye 
—_ Value_.........---..--.------------ +--+ ------ == 2 -------| $21, 395, 834 | $16, 701, 583 —21.9 ee 

: Slate as dimension stone 3. .___.........-approximate short tons_- 180, 990 107, 030 —40.9 a 
Value_._....------2 2-2 eee] $4, 409, 834 $2, 955, 807 —33. 0 Wo 

Total dimension stone, including slate: ~ 
Quantity. ..............-....._.-.....-approximate short tons-- 2, 127, 970 1, 454, 490 —31. 6 - 

‘ Value_.___..-._----_------- eee ete eee ---------| $25, 805, 668 $19, 657, 390 —2.8 a 

| 1To avoid disclosing confidential information, paving blocks in 1941 are included under “‘Curbing.” : : 
2 Includes soapstone, mica schist, voleanic rocks, argillite, and other varieties that cannot be classified in | 

the principal groups. | Se 
. 3 Details of production, by uses, are given in the chapter on Slate in this volume. | 

556250—43——__78 nr
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a a a _ BUILDING STONE = © © 
Be : The use of stone as a material of construction predates the most — 
.-_ aneient historic records, and building stone is still the principal form / 
~. in which dimension stone is sold. The following table gives the ~— 
e.--- quantity and value of each kind of stone used for construction in 1942. __ 

> Building stone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1942, by kinds = 

ne i . My - Rough 

. a a Co Kind | | | Construction ' Architectural 

Be : oo a | . 7 Cubic feet Value Cubic feet | Value - . 

So @ranite. eens ee 580,610] $132,276]  —«81,680/ 2 isg86,736 Ct” 
Pog _ Basalt__....-.--.--------2------ eee} 59,150 | 2,652 Jee 
oe Marble. ...-...-2-------------2- 2 -----eee wwe enn ene nent 58, 800 oo: 111, 722 
one '- Luimestone_._....--.------------------2--------| 1,332,570 |: 209, 313 | ’- 866,.540° 257, 212 ni) Sandstone._....-_----.-.s-2-s-ses-ss-2stess-..| 1,087, 290 174,730 156,950 | 178, 073 vo Miseellaneous_2222000222IITTIITIIIIIIIIII 536,450 |. 825,116 |... | 
pee * | a a 3, 506,070 | 1,354,087 | 1,163,970] 633,743 

e a a . _ Finished _ So | | | 
poe rr rn rrr Total | 7 
Po Rind Sawedt | Cut 1. 7 ae 

i - - Loe ao Cubic feet | Value Cubic feet Value Cubic feet | Value os 

vo Granite...........|_ 287,320 | $556, 687 94,180 | $386, 800 993,790 $1, 162,499 
ceo, Basalt. ..22222---|-------2------]-e--e | eee |-----------] 89, 150 . 42,652 - ony Marble. -..-..-... 66, 650 315, 139 153,010 | 1,140,885 | 978,460 | . 1,567,736 “  Yimestone..---.- 187,370 | 132,724 . 838,020/° 1,192,318]  3,224°500| «1,791,567 
eo Sandstone.....--| 78, 940 108, 739 28, 720 105,049 | 1,351, 900 ” 566, 591 
ie or Miscellaneous... ..|___....--.--_- oo-en2--------]-------------- [+--+ +--+ ------- 536, 450 |. 825,16 = 

ae 7 | 570,280} 1,113,279 | 1, 118,930 | 2,825,052 | 6,444,250) 5, 926, 161 

Ave 1 For granite, sawed stone corresponds to dressed stone for construction work (walls, foundations, bridges) 
wl and cut stone to architectural stone for high-class buildings. 

/ a . GRANITE — SF 
| Sales of granite in the form of dimension stone declined 33 percent 

. in quantity and 16 percent in value in 1942 compared with 1941. | 
| Rough-construction building stone declined greatly, although dressed _ 

stone gained moderately. Sales of memorial granite were a little 
— lower than in 1941. The value per cubic foot of dressed building 

stone declined from $4.41 in 1941 to $2.85 in 1942, and the value of 
| dressed monumental stone increased from $6.35 to $7.22. Sales of 

| paving stones and curbing declined greatly. Building stone, paving 
stones, and curbing are all associated closely with types of construc- 
tion that receive very little encouragement in a time of war. Sales 
of monumental stone, however, depend principally on buying power, 

| which was high in 1941, and their moderate declines may be attrib- _ 
| uted to shortage of labor and materials rather than to recession in 

market demands. .
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Granite (dimension stone) sold or used by producers in the United States in 1942, by States and uses : a ao 

. ; oe Building -.. Monumental . | oe - | : 

: : Rough | a re oe Paving blocks | Curbing | Toth © 94 © 
. —————_—_—_—_—_—_—_———-|__ Dressed Rubble Rough _ _-Dressed / | : po Ps 

State Active| Construction | Architectural | | | : ee 
sO Plants |_—_ 

|. | | | fof fF P| Short gS 
Short Cubic Cubic Short |. | Cubic _ | Cubic | , | yramt me | Cubie lwo.) fone gs tons | V@!Ue| “foo¢ | Value | “foot | Value | “pong | Value! “tact Value “feet. | Value | Number) Value | ~;,,;° | Value oe Value ons 

| | | OE on _ | mate) BO 

California.........-- ie} (1) | @) [ueeef-----} @® | @ | 5, 9401842, 476} 22,920] $43,854) 10,910/ $87,470|_--.....-|.-------| @) 1) | 10,830] $268,253 lor ey 
Colorado. ....-.--_.. §|.....-.|-------|-------|-------|e------[-------| © | (1) (1) i (3 |itloln.n|--------[--------[-------] 580} 28060 
Connecticut._....... Bs YY (1) (1) (1) f 5, 220} 10,268}. (1) ~ Q) 1) 1) --+--+.--|--------| . 610] $806) 7,240} 63,914 a 
Georgia__..........-| > 20] 7, 360/$10, 651/.....--|__.-.._1 @) (1) | 20, 660| 30, 587] 628,270! 799, 869] 140, 860] 669,831] (1) (1) 35, 420] 26,575) 95, 02011, 547, 831 oS 
Maine..........-...- 10| 14, 070| 65, 756) 2, 250] $3, 700] 17, 430/$75, 450| 3, 330| 2,042) 12,270| 8, 488] 7,720} +12, 8438/1, 004, 410/$100, 182; 2,810] 1,855} 30,960| 270,316 zp Co 

| Maryland. _......-_- 4| 1,520] 7, 569|-..._..|.--.-.-|----.--|--.----| 89, 950/977, 104]-.._ |---| --|---_----|---------]--------| _ 2,050] 656} 41,630) 85,329 4g3 °C. 
Massachusetts... ._- 14]...-22[----- LO) 0 228, 740/556, 091| 14, 540| 26,253} 20,090| 58,4541 (1) (1) |. 876,950/ 24, 206] 117, 840/147, 408] 49,790] 951,430 6 © .:? 

. Minnesota.........- 19}.....-.J---.---| @ (2 (1) (1) [ewww]. --] 243, 140} 282, 415] 29, 760} 199, 262}____.__-|.-.-----|--------|-------| 24,000] 446,884 oes 
Missouri......------ 2} 700) 2, 480)..----2|. || lfc 15, 790] 81, 580 80 851|.........|-...-.-.].-------|-------| 2,080] 34,411 pg 

. » Montana_....----_.. 7|.------|---..--|-------|-------|- 200] 812}-------|-----_- 970| 1, 530 720| 5, 1602. 160} 7,502. 7 fo Rst 
. New Hampshire... _. 5| 3,080] 13,232] 200] 527] 14, 200] 43,100| 290] 1,326] 4,220] 8,160) 8,000} 43, 000/__-..-.-_|---.-__- 380]  445| 5, 630| 109, 790 me Sy 

New Jersey__..---..-- | 260} 2,080 50 205)--..---|-.--.-- |e. 2 [eee |e fee ee] eee fee] fee 260 2,285 |. 2 aE 
‘New York....-_----- 5 OQ | @ | @ | @ ESI we ey @ @® Pe  @e® ° () 8,370] 30,090 oie 
North Carolina... _- 7|...----|-------| 18, 860] 13,477] (1) (1) | 5,310] 11,315] 12,400] 25,085] (1) (3) 139, 850| 13,924) (2 (i 14,830} 221,011 oe 
Oklahoma......----- 10}. ._....|---...-| 200) 187] 100) += 200] 8, 500) 73,039) 34,200) 57, 895). 22,400} 212,316)........-|.-. 50} 200! 13,210) +343, 837 te 
Pennsylvania... ___- 13| 6,900] 13, 185|....-..|......|....._|.--.-_.| 67, 130] 99, 786] (1) (1) 30,000] 136,736} — (1) Q) | @. | @) | 77,760} 270, 628 nee 
Rhode Island........}. 3}. --.---|----.--]-------[.-.----]-------|.------} 100} 100] 9, 550] 168, 704). 2] fff Lp. 4,950] 168, 804 ES 

oo South Carolina-.___- 4|_.-....|---.---|----2--|-------|----c-cle--see[t-eeee-fe-ee--ef (1) (1) (yr) (ot @® fe: ) ok 
South Dakota._-_-_- 7|.------|-------| (Q) Qa | @) (1) fll w|.--| 98,390] 71, 427] 80,640] 705, 392|---- 2-22] ol] | 14,920] 792,419 rot 
Texas. _......------- 7|..-----|-------|-------|-------] 4, 200] 40, 860] 31, 340] 19,178] — 12,320} 24,372) 10,850)  80,629|___._____|_._..---|_.----.-|----..-| 33,640] 174, 039 Cd 
Vermont....-.-._--. 8|_......|-------| 7,840] 5, 840}..-_.-_ |... 22} |---|. 629, 22012, 051, 727). |] fe fee |-..-.-.] 51, 610/2, 057, 567 
Virginia......-222.2. 1|..---..|------.]---.---|----.--|------- |. - Lee |ee- nee [eee t | @) [epee fee------e} — G) feeyeeeeefeeee-e-f G4) PG) ue 
Washington.._.....- 3|.--.---|----.--]-------|-------]-------|.------|  @) @) | @)- Q) (i) Q@) fit ie wef ee} e- eee fee] ©) (1) be gd 

7 Wisconsin..._-..__.- 14]_------[|-------| © | @ (1) (1) ||. L_-| 17,380] 29, 674] 59, 430] 705,731) (1) () lll flow] 10,850] 795,365 
| Undistributed_......|-......| 2,490) 17,323} 52, 280} 62, 800] 66, 510 26, 974| 13, 420} 10, 986) 212,330} 421, 264} 22,760} 193,353} 465,700] 50,518} 41, 380 54,447) 29,310) 417,988 — ae 

| 190; 36, 880,132,276 81, 680| 86, 736 331, 500 943, 487/215, 730/404, 460|2, 018, 500/4, 031, 498] 424, 130/3, 061, 074/1, 986, 910] 188, 830) 200, 540/232, 392) 522, 17019, 080, 753 ges 
Average tnit value..|......-|-----..| $3.64,....-..|  $1.06].-.....]  $2.85].......| $1.87)|-...--22. $2, 00)......-. $7. 22|......---]  $0.10)..-.....| $1. 16/........] . $17.39 a: 
Short tons (approxi- . an oe 
mate). -....-.-...-|--.----| @  |-------| 6 780 ------- 27, 370|.....-.|-.-.-.-|-------| 165, 850|.-...--..] 35, 020)... 18, 540}-...-...| 16, 550)..- 222} ef pe 

" , \ Included under “‘Undistributed.” | | 580,610 cubic feet (approximate). | : No 

ESA a SE Ade ee eR ce BAAS SR bo ea Me a ee Rg Ap eA te 2 Se a ‘ap AE pfs tiaen ag Peas oe Sa PRL gee fae oe, see re tA, ee sg aha pe sl
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Bo _ The following tables show sales of monumental granite in the 
~ . Quincy (Mass.) and Barre (Vt.) centers. | oo 

oy - | - Monumental granite sold by quarrymen at Quincy, Mass., 1988-42 } a 

eT . Active Cubic | va | | Active Cubie |. - 
ats Year | plants feet Value | Year _ plants feet | Value , 

So 193g... 3} . 33,300| $73,832 || 1941} =i |. 2670 | ~—ge8,062 we 1939....------| BB 25, 620 61,955 |} 1942. 3] 16,738 46,079 9G QTT TT 3 24, 540 | 60,139 || | a op 

: mo 1 Quincy granite is sold also for construction, curbing, rubble, riprap, and crushed stone. — a 

_. .. , Monumental granite sold by quarrymen in the Barre district, Vermont, 1938-42 1 ‘ 

a Ly mo, Year | | Cubic feet | Value |} Year Cubic feet | Value. 

oe 1998.......-.--.-..-.-----:| 605,660 | $1,849,607 || 1941.......-........__] 764, 280 $2,431,152 ey 1989.2 - 222-2. ----2-| 684,310 | 2,029, 801 || 1942022222 TTTTTTTTTTTTZ] 619} 200 | 2} 0387 337 aa 1940.00 00TTTTIITTTL] 601, 190 | 2; 039, 960 oo “ oe 

Po 1 Barre granite is sold also for construction and. crushed stone. _ | ae 

eS -.s Estimated output of monumental granite in the Barre district, Vermont, 1940-42.1 | 

Bo Coo : | 10 ft 120 

4 Co . . Total quarry output, rough stock..__.-.-.-.-cubic feet. 548, 412 668, 544 | 750, 000 . 
oe Shipped out of Barre district in rough._._.._.....do.__- 109, 682 | « _ 133, 709 - 150, 000 

ete Manufactured in Barre district_._.-...-..........do___- 438, 730 _ 834, 835 - 600, 000 
toes Light stock consumed in district__.....-.........do.___| - 274, 206 334, 272. 468, 750 
ce. ~ . +. Dark stock consumed in distriet__...---..-22..---do....| 164,524 | - 200, 563 281, 250 
Pop _ Number of cutters in district_....-...--------------..-.-| 1, 295 1, 295 1, 295 

ee Average daily wage__-------.--_.---i-------- eee . $8. 50 “$9. 00 | $9.50 
ee Average number of days worked_--.-.----..----.-.---.-] | . 220 230 | . 230 

oe Total pay roll for year.....--..-.-...-.-----------------| $2, 421, 650 $3,729,600 | $2,820,575 
oo Estimated overhead _.....--.-...---------.----.-_---e- 1, 210, 825 | ~ 1, 864, 800 1,414,787, 
Do Estimated value of light stock_.....---__-__..._.._____- 1, 199, 651 1, 398, 605 1, 640, 625: 

| Estimated value of dark stock....._...-..._-_--.-_-_-_-| - 874, 033 ‘1, 097, 367 1, 265, 625 
a Estimated polishing cost__._......-.....---.---_._-.--__- 346, 980 422, 988 474, 525 

eo . Output from saws___._...----2-2-22 2-2 eee 115, 660 140, 996 158, 175 

a Total value of granite....--_--_-----.---2--2e-- 6, 168,799 | ~~ 8, 654, 356 7,783, 312 
, . . : - ~ ve —!___ OO — 

a 1 Through the kindness of the Granite Manufacturers’ Association, Barre, figures covering the entire , 
— granite industry of the Barre district are given in this table to supplement figures of sales reported by quarry- 

men. 

| | BASALT AND RELATED ROCKS (TRAP ROCK) - | 

| Because of its dark color, basalt is not used extensively for building. | 
: The tonnage sold in 1942 was somewhat higher than in 1941, but the 

value per ton declined from $1.72 to $1.30. Sales for rough construc- 
tion were less than half as great as in 1941; but rubble sales, which 
were insignificant In 1941, increased greatly. Basalt is not important 

) as a building stone, and demands for it fluctuate greatly from year 
| to year. Some of these dark rocks are used for memorials, but such 

| stones are classed commercially as black granites and are therefore 
-. -Ineluded with the figures for monumental granite.



- Basalt and related rocks: (trap rock) (dimension stone) sold or used by producers in ks 

“s ee the United States in 1942, by Siates and uses | ng 

ce BO | t — - Building stone Total Oak 

te . re State CO : Active Rough construction Rubble | 7 | oe es 

: plants. |_| Short |. . eee 

| : tons | Value AS 

ee | fans’ | Value | fons’ | Value Lg 
. Colorado. we ee eeeeenneeeeeef 0D [eeeepeeeee fener] OF Q | @o ee 

Connecticut.......-.-.--------- 1 (Q) (2) eene------|---------- (1) (1) po tet 

acl Hawaii___.......--------------- 2 GQ (1) . (1) ~ Q) (1) (1). an 
be Idaho. _.......----------------- 1 {---._-----|---------- () (4) a) (1) cog 

e Massachusetts...-------------- YLT) (1) am J @ | OnE 
why . oo Nevada.-....--.----------------| : 1 jiill ele} ieee (4) : (1) (4) , (1) ae 

Boe New Jersey....---------------- 2 |..--------|+--------- @ | @ (1) (1) Se 

- Oregon......-------------------| 38 | () 0) GQ) | 2100] $5, 512 sg 
Pennsylvania. ..---------------| 1{  @. Q) fee fee} _@) (1) Ae 

" --Undistributed __----TTTTTIIIIT)......---| 4,880 | $12,652 | 7,870 |, $3,869 | 10,650 | 11, 009 at 

, _ Average unit value_.....----~--|-------+--]----------| $2. 59. |-.-.------| $0.49 |------.--- $1300 ee 

4-5 3. | VIneluded under “Undistributed.” " _ 159,150 cubic feet (approximate). ES 

Bn - MARBIE an os 

'__.. Sales of marble blocks in 1942 declined 30 percent in quantity and 
e 21 percent in value compared with 1941. Trends in marble sales 5. 

é were similar to those in granite, in that building marble suffered serious a 

. . declines, but sales of monumental marble were sustained almost at - 

- 1941 levels. Munition factories, barracks, and defense housing—the - ok 
f types of buildings that dominated the construction field in 1942—do os 

not have marble halls. The unit value of finished monumental  ~< 

; marble made ’a decisive gain. Georgia sales. were maintained ata =. 

level comparable with that of 1941, but this condition was exceptional. us 

he Marble (dimension stone) sold by prodticers in the United States, 1941-42, by uses | | oo 
fe 7 Lo. : ; * b, 

e ag he ne 1941 | 194200 oy, 
: ee U8 oO OTD 3 
: a _ | Cubic feet Value Cubic feet. Value e 

a Building stone: OS | | | , a 
: ~. Rough: .. . | : | eg 
i _ 2°. Exterior_....-.------------------------- 31, 300 $63, 647 (1) (1) wid 

: (02 Enterior 20 DTTTTTTTTTITI 67, 500 175,729 | 58,800] - 1 $111,722 _ 
mo _ ‘Finished: ~ 7 . - 8 
‘ " Bxtépior..2 ee eel eee eee nena eee 153, 360 731, 479 66, 590 260, 768 FO 
Qs ~ 02s Interior 222i oii ieee ee-e---L-----] 259, 650 1,777, 717 153,070 | - 1,195, 246 LoS 

m .. 4 . + Motel exterior_.........--.------2----] - 184, 660. 795, 126 1 66, 590 1 260, 768 ne 
_ Potal interior... .--------------------- 327, 150 1, 953, 446 1 211, 870 11, 306, 968 wo 

So Total building stone.....-....----...-| 511,810 | _2, 748, 572 278,460 | 1, 867, 736 oy 

a Monumental stone: ° i - 

: Rough.....---.-----------neee-e-eeeee eee 61, 790 68, 165 18, 450 23, 489 oe 
- Finished -....-..--..-...-2----------------- 243,970 | 1, 553, 484 276, 160 1, 860, 505 oo 

| Total monumental stone. -.....---------- 305,760 | _1, 621, 649 294, 610 1, 883, 994 OS 

Total building and monumental. - ----.--- 817, 570 4, 370, 221 573, 070 3, 451, 730 mo 

| Approximate short tons.....--------- 69, 300 |--------------| 48, 590 |--------------. on 
, : —_—<$—<$——$$—$ nen , a " 

1A small quantity of rough exterior building marble included under rough interior building marble. | 

2 Includes onyx for the manufacture of mantels, lamp bases, desk sets, clock cases, and novelties. fe.
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“Marble (dimension stone) sold by producers in the United States in 1942, by States oe Bee | oO - and uses - | a 

ee we — Building =| Monumental . Total 

PE 7 | | fp Quantity fo feo tats | Active | | ue State td . oo. ae a Plants | Cubic Cubic | | : Short : | eg | | feet | Value | ‘fect | Value | iio | tons | Value 
Be | : a | feet | proxi- | ee 7 | fy | mate); | 

es \ ee eS Q) (1) Yo ola lomo | ~ 0 Arkansas... 000.2] 1| 8,400} $8,000] 300} $750 | 3,700] 320] $3750. Be Lo California. . 2.2.22... 1 (1) 0) ene ee cf (4) q. (1) (!) . : oS mo Georgia..---.-.---...---------] 1 | 50,960 | 236, 492 1163, 150 |" "990, 843 |214, 110 | 18,200 | 1,257,885 Po '  Maryland_____--.-_ 22 1 140 1, 732 |_2 2 te 140 10] ~. 1,732 .. Qi Massachusetts_...-__-__1 2777 1} 1,300] 3,132 | 10,340 | 67,975 | 11,640 990| 712107 wag foe Minnesota.__.._....-..--._.___ 1 | 2,980 ‘L1, 750 |-..-.._.]----...___] 2, 980 210 | . «11, 750 - ae Missouri...____-..--..---.-... 4 | 32,400 | 130,717 | 9,600 | 23,271 | 42,000| 3,480] 153998 we, North Carolina 27a Gy QO | @® | @ | a >. °° MPennessee.....-----.-. 7 |108, 030 | 675,447 | 9,960 | 83, 688 117,990 | 10,030 | 759,085 peo Utah af 400} 3,970 || Fe a00 | 200] ““3'970. Bees Vermont lI |G) a Te © 1B} Qt ® | eo Virginia. oo nS) A) jon-n-nnn=[----------| () (1) nes os Undistributed.......2. 22-22. a 76, 850 496, 496 }101, 260: | 717, 517 j178, 110 | 15,150 | 1, 214, 013 | 
ne | 27 |278, 460 |1, 567, 736 |294, 610 |1,883, 994 |573,070 | 48, 690 | 3,451,730 wou . Average unit value__......-.-_|_--- 2/2. $5. 63 |-------.] - $6.39 {0-2 _[-_ 8. $6.02 co Short tons (approximate)...___|__.._._.| 28, 550 wn~-------| 25, 040 |. 2 2 eel | 

ai ut ON 1 Included under “‘Undistributed.” : . _ ne eo. nd eaes Tepresent onyx rough blocks for the manufacture of mantels, lamp bases, desk Sets, clock cases, ce and noveities, ~ -- a ; , ee * Average value per cubic foot. : | Se : 

pie | LIMESTONE Se a 
wi - Limestone in block form is used almost exclusively for building 
pee purposes. Small quantities are employed for flagging, but employ- > 
Br ment for memorials is negligible. Limestone is used more exten- me sively than any other type of building stone, and Indiana producers 
_._. supplied about 75 percent of the rough architectural and finished 
“of (sawed and cut) limestone sold in 1942. Dimension limestone sold 

Oe in 1942 was 43 percent less both in quantity and value than in 1941. : 
oo This drastic decline is due to the fact that limestone sales depend 
7 almost exclusively on erection volume of the higher types of build- 

a Ings, such as stores, churches, schools, post offices, courthouses, 
libraries, officebuildings, and other similar edifices, the construction 
of which was virtually{iat a standstill in 1942. Unit prices of the 

| various classes. of limestone fluctuated considerably. Rough con- 
| struction stone declined from $3.46 to $2.17 a ton, whereas cut stone, 

, slabs, and mill blocks increased from 76 to 84 cents a cubic foot.



| Limestone (dimension stone) sold or used by producers in the United States in 1 942, by States and uses ae ges 

| | | SO a Building . | rs ne se me 

| | Rough - fo |. Flagging - Toth 
| ) | aotive |” Construction | arenitecurar | 7 ff | State ‘plants Construction . Architectural | — * eT - | ee SO Re 

: Short oo ‘Cubic. | oupie |, ; “short |<. | “Cuie oho He 
, ale) y uUbic.: UD1C or oe JUDIC ; ons (ap- ‘alria So ERS 8 

| . - tons | Value | “fect | Value | ‘fect | Value | ‘tons | Value”) “fogs | Value | "proxi | Value 9 8, 

Alabama.....----------e-seeeceneceneneee 2} wm | @ QM: | @ Lie ep a tm 
Oalifornia....-.--------.--.----0-0--2-2-- 5 230 $650 |.......---|--...2----|.------.-|----------| QJ @) () 400 $052 ops 
Colorado. ......-.------------.----------- 1 |.---~-----|---------- 2,570 | $4,490 |_-.-.-----|--------- |---| eee - 190 44900 te 
Georgia... ..-.-..----- eee 1 |---~.-----|-------- 2 eee fee eee eee 670 $1,070 |--..----.-|..---.-.--| 670 107 2. ts 
1115 9} @) (1) [lll |e-ie-----|----------|---------| 9,870 | 18,488 |) (1) 10,680] 18,407 -— 9 08% 
Indiana. ......------------------- nee 16 |...-.-----|----.-----] 526,620 | 160,117 | 901, 680 |$1,168,683 | 12,140] 5,803 |.......---|-...------| 115,640 | 1,834,608 
TOW8. . 2 noone eee ne eee eee eee 5} 3,700 8,265 |__...-..--|-..-------|--------4-|---.------] 1, 420 1,252} . 930| $132 5,160 | °° 4,649. | Oe 
Kansas... -neee nnn eee e ne 15| 12,500| 21,550 | 108,150 |. 20, 155 (1). () 9,730 |. 9,990] - (1). (1) 34, 820 93919 2 
Kentucky_........-.------.--.---.-----e- —  @g 9,510 | - 33, 670 (i). (GQ) feel Ri “8 wee eneenee|eeneeeee ee 9, 970 34,209 . eB eR 
Michigan_........-...-.------------------ 3 Q@) , (4) wenn nee e epee ene ee een eee eee [eee eee (i ¢ meee ew een [een eee e ne (1) (1) . ts Te 
Minnesota. ......---------.-------- nee ee 6 550 6, 600 (2) . . (1) (1) (1) . 4, 120 5, 630 () , (2) 7; 110 38, 050 : : ae us 

| Missouri. ....------------------eee--n-ee 11| 48,950 |* 87,890 |.......-.-]-..-.--.--|----..----[---..-----| 34,330 | 57,1171 4,620] ~=1,916 | 78,660] 146923 © 
, Montana.......-.-.-----.---------------- 1 |..--.-----|---------- (@) (1) penne ween | peewee eee lene eee [eee eee fee feeeee eee] (1) (t) rere 

New York........-.-------.-------------- 4 (1) (1) Jeep fee) . (0) we wenn ene [eee ee ene 8, 470 12, 310 es 
- Ohio. ..-.-...---------- eee eee eee 8} 2,760 4,084 |..----.---|-2-------.|----------|----------] 4,400 |. 4,086 2, 430 208 7,360| — 8,358 ee 

Oklahoma...-.--.------------------------ 1 |... -n--|ene-ne-e-e|-c-nonene-|-oon-nene-[-nee-cene-[eeeeeeeee-l @) | 0 @) Le) (yo 
Pennsylvania... _....--.------------------ 18 7, 660 8,614 |...--.2--|----------J--ee------|---e------| 8, 510 | 10, 402 8,310} 1,063] 16,770 20,079 Jas 
Puerto Rico__-_-.-..--------------------- 4} () (i) fll pp "@) [i er 

. South Dakota......--...-....----..------ 1 wanna enacalaaaenecces (ns aeamunee meee enewee neue seene lanes nem es weeeeenenn a wenewnsee : (1) (1) : (1) (1) . . , : ae ‘ 

. Tennessee.....------------------------2 2. 4 360 417 |_..-.-----]----------|----------|---------- 5,860 | . 6,360 |_..---_---|-..-_...-- 6, 220 6, 777 oe Re 
TOXAS - .--------------- n-nonane nen n ane =- 6 (1) @) () (1) (4) (t) 12,750 | 28, 687 (1) (1) 16,950| 108,822 .°- © -. 

Virginia......----------2------e een n nee e- 4 H (1 wenn c nen nn[eeeen nnn nn [eee eeeeeee[eneeeeeee-] (1) (Qt) fle] 4840] 7,052 ; “ 
West Virginia........---...-.-----.-.---- 2 1 f wen ennn no-one nee ee Jee eee eee [eee eee f(D QQ). Joleel fee (1) (1) ee ees 

- Wisconsin......-...------ceeceneee-ne--e-] 16 1) 1) | 204,500 | 55, 606 (1) (1) 11,050} 23,821} 50,540| 17,901} 88,520) 141181 ©... 
7 Undistributed....-..---------------------|-----<----| 15,400 | 42,573 | 24,700 | 16,844} 123,710 | 156,359 | 106,330 | 154,441 | 33,960} 7,513 | 100,640. 167,576 ° 88 

| | 153 | 96,610 | 209,313 | 866,540 | 257, 212 |1, 025,390 (1, 325,042 | 221,180 | 324,097 100,790| 28,893 | 462,970| 2,144,487 | 
Average unit value.._-___-...-.----------Jeee------ |---| $2.17.J-- | $0.30 Jee} $20 |e] $47 |2.---.----} $0.29 |.._--.-__-] | $4.68 fo ns 
Short tons (approximate)_...-...-.---.---|---.------| (2) [----------| 62, 820 |---| 74, 280 |e ee eeee---| (8, 080 Jee eee So ae 

¥ / . . | / . ( . fo cont wr 

. . 1 Included under “‘Undistributed.” BS ' 21,332,570 cubic feet (approximate). | oe NS 4 

. . ; , j . ‘ oe ' . ' : fo ap - a
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eo The following tables show detailed figures, by uses, for limestone © 
-.. produced near Bedford and Bloomington, Ind., and Carthage, Mo., _ 
oa, over a 5-year period. __ — LS, . 

~~ Ditmestone sold. by producers in the Indiana oolitic-limestone district, 1988-42, by oe —_ - | | classes a BO 

oO . ‘s Co Construction © LO | . 

Boat : ‘Year o | Rough block — |Sawed and semifinished| — - Cut : 

ae CS a : Cubic feet | Value | Cubic feet} Value | Cubicfeet| Value « 

So ggg | 2,090,110 | $019,602 | _ 914,180 | $561,767 | 1,147,620 | $2,044,216 Bo 1989. eee ne-aee-----------| 2,462,860 | 845,252 | 1,277,730 | 784,247 | 1,534,530] 2.470724 Ree 1940_..--..--------.-----------| 1,395,910 | 425,990 |, 994,370] 573,368 | 831,900 | ‘1; 195, 895 | foe 1941__.-__.-2_-----_.=------| 1,047, 000 309, 444 | 1,029,970] 567,706 | 826,510 | 1,177, 651 
gee 14D. ---anenececnnneecnnnnn| 526,620 |- 160, 117 135, 360° 98, 518 - 766, 320 1, 070, 164 

fe oe ae Cf Construction—Continued ole Lo mo ae ; : : - - 
a Other uses Total ce oe | ve Total fo mS od Oo | 

go oO _- | Short tons | de Short - Shorttons} a 
wee a - Cubic feet | (approxi- {| Value “tons Value | (approxi- | Value — 

oe ee a mate) i ff matey fo 

J gggg 4,151,910 | 310,000 | $3,225,585 41,610 | $26,505 | 351,610 | $3,252, 180 
Poe 1989.2 Lae] 5, 275, 120 383,000 | 4,100,223} 247, 680 117, 200 630,680 | 4,217,493, 
ee - 1940__......----..] 3,222,180 | 283, 600 | 2,125,183 | 79,730 | 40,676 | 313,330 | 2; 165,859 
Be 1941__._....2...._] 2, 903, 480 210,500 | 2, 054, 801 135, 610. 98,547 | 346,110 | 2,153,348. 
ee 1942...-...-......] 1,428, 300 103, 500 | 1, 328, 800 87,770 | 69, 404 191,270 | 1, 398, 204 

- | 7 ndiana limestone sold by mills in the district not operated by quarry companies and . 
=~ by mills of quarry companies from stock obtained at quarries other than their own, 
ee 1988-42, by classes . | oo Co Oe 

ar | | | Sawed and semi- | - —_ . oe : : eee finished Cut Total : 

a - | Cubiefeet | Value | Cubicfeet} Value | Cubic feet Value 

7 1938_......--...---------------| 110,670 | $69,896 | 1,136,410 | $1,703,254 |} 1,247,080 | $1,773,150 
| 1939__._....--.---..-.---------} 108,360 | . _ 50,338 | 1,839,520 | 2,966,530 | 1,947,880 | 3,016,868 

| 1940...--..--------------------| 272,510 182,239 | 1,034,100 | 1,629,273 | 1,306,610 | 1,811,512 oS © 94D 86, 690 47,502 | 690,250 | 1,043,774 776,940 | 1,091,276 

Mills not operated by | | fo 
“quarry companies. __... 54,680 | 17, 128 287,130 | 511, 021 341, 810 528, 149 

Mills of quarry companies . oy 
from stock obtained at |. SU me Pos ser a 
quarries other than |. : 
their own.._..---------- (2) (1) 1 162,820 | 1.235, 291 162,820 | 235, 201 

| 154,680} 117,128 |, 1449,950| 1.746,312 504, 630 763, 440. 

1 A small amount of sawed and semifinished stone included under cut stone. —-



- Limestone and marble sold by producers in the Carthage district, Jasper County,Mo., = 
2 | oe 1988-42, by classes Le oe ERS 

- Dimension stone (rough and dressed) | es . © 

- $$$ $ $5 Other uses _ Total oe Os 

a Building Monumental ' Total oS oa 
- Year  |——-————_- |_____-_-_——- ——— ——— — oo a 

we foe | | | Short | | _. | Short cA 

- | Cubie Value Cubic Value Cubic 7 Value Short Value : Value _ V8 

: . fe mate) | . mate) UE 

- 1938. ..___| 113, 9401300, 936| 8, 4501 $18,831| 122, 390| 10, 2201$319,767] 65, 560/$118, 349] 75, 780|$438, 116 ee 
- 1939_______| 180,040] 448,966] 8,400) 18, 603] 188, 440| 15, 730) 467, 569] 60,580) 94,215} -76,310) 561, 784 ag 

in 1940__...__| 124, 180] 248,498] 8,430) 18, 844| 132,610] 11,070) 267, 342) 90, 390] 128, 627| 101, 460} 395, 969. = uy 

e 1941_______| 50,000! 219,361] 8,680) 19,868] 58,680] — 4,900) 239, 229) 253,030; 414, 770| 257, 930] 653, 999 wo eds 

eo 1942. -..._| 22 580| 100, 581| 9, 50| 23, 271| 32,170] 2, 650| 123, 852| 436, 600) 538, 697| 439, 250| 662, 549 pane 

ho ee _** SANDSTONE i ne 

an Sales of sandstone increased 27 percent in quantity, but their value ae 

on was 22 percent less than in 1941. The gains in quantity sold were all Og 

a of relatively low-priced rough construction stone and rubble, hence the | aa 

OO low sales value. Sales of cut stone, slabs, and mill blocks declined 48 =. 

/ percent, but the value per cubic foot increased from $1.17 to $1.48. © 

t Curbing and flagging sales were far below those of 1941. The sand- reeecs 

: stone paving-block industry has almost disappeared. Thenumberof — 

= active sandstone plants declined from ‘93 to 82. __ | Se 

oa Ohio is the leading producer, its quarries supplying 44 percent of - | 

, the total value of output in 1942. The largest quarries are in the | MS 

a Amherst area in the-northern part of the State. New York, Pennsyl- 

i vania, Tennessee, and Massachusetts follow in order of sales value. eae 

- "The thin-bedded ornate sandstones of the Crab Orchard area, @umber- 
' .. land County, Tenn., have attracted -considerable attention durmg ~~ 

- recent years. ) a OO | We 

» The second table following presents a 20-year history of the blue- ue 

"stone industry. . This type of sandstone, which has remarkable split- os 

a ting properties, is used as a building stone and for curbing and flagging, 

: Sales in 1942 were down 35 percent in quantity and 34 percent in ose 

: value compared with 1941. | ee | oO |



Sandstone (dimension stone) sold or used by producers in the United States in 1942, by States and uses | , SS AS 

Building 8S “| Rubble’ Curbing ‘Flagging Total Or 

| Rough Rough archi Dressed | | py PE : ougn con- ough arene jo . . Co es, State oitave struction _ tectural | - | fe of _ | Short | , gp | | po Sawed a Out ! Short Value Cube Value Cable Value (approx. Value 

short |v. . | Cubie |: Cub Oubie | «7-1, fof - mate) | ue 
, or | Cubie ubic ubic - oe a NS tons Value feet Value feet Value feot Value |. food = a , pte a 

Arizona........-..-------------- 1] (2) (Q) ff weceeeee|soneeeee|ooeeenee|ieeee oe wneeneenfeeee----| (1) Qo 5 anes Arkansas...._..-...2.--.-------- yy @) (1) |----nn-=|----nnn-|-cee eee |e eee |e [eee eee |--e ee |---| TTT w-------] (1) A) QS California. ......---.--22- 9} 1,200) $6, 265)... 22 {2} | | 5, 150} $8, 118)_.-.---].2.....]| 18, 210]. $8, 387 7,770| $22,770 » & - ON ee Colorado.._....---2- 2-2 22 ee. 3; 11,420) 12,610]_.----.-|-..---2-].------- |u| | 20 25|-.------|--------| 2,670} 2,400} 11,650; 15, 035 # . cae Connecticut.__.-..-.-._.-.-.-_. 1} (4) @) few ee fee fee feel} wennenne| eee ene [eee cee efeueeee-} (4) (1) Pe Kansas....---...-.-------------} =, 1 60 67) --------]--------|--------|---2-n--|onen ee ee [enone ene [eee ene] nae -|enesanee[-s2---| 1,800] 1,833] “200 1, 900 aR ce Maryland.._____-_..-.-.--..... 3] (1) (QQ) fll ay (Q) IIIT (!) (1) Qo Be Massachusetts_..........-..-..- A|_----~.-|--------|--------]--------|----- |e... ---] 9, 420 $44, 825) tfc] ef: 730} 44, 325 a eres Michigan.......... 22222222777 1) 350) 1, 700] |e ago) gO occa deol 3 $8 goo Minnesota.............-----___- 1].--..-2-)---.---- Jeo | eee} fee 950) 2, 500} ------ | ef} -. 80 2, 500 SO ee New Mexico._....-..-...---.-_- 1} (2) (1) [--------|---- eee [eee eee [- eee || |oe--- | w-------| (7) ot A). mo. ee: New York 2__-...-..-----_.--_- 18} (1) @) Joelle) (1) (1) (1) | 981,370) 47,519} 51,410) $56,808] 58, 740 49,103; 42,220) 191,099 td aid 0) +} (on 7 540| 1,381) 156, 950|$178, 073} 71, 260 $87, 391] 15,420; 40,050] 310 1,400) 62,030) . 71, 855] 359, 430] 112,700} 49,070 492, 850 QO Pennsylvania 3__..-_-._.---_-e_. 16} 8,380) 17,080/_..-----]----_.--}--.-.2-- | ---ee- --------|--------| 5,950] 17,148} - 850) 445, 49,620) 37,356] 18,520) 72 029 Oy ee: South Dakota... 222222220277 i} (1) C0 frccerrecfececeecepece ee ente cee feee ence nen | gtgacdeegangc[eneeceee[eceeeceeleczereeefernercee] | Oo & Se Tennessee... .---.....---------- 8). -.-----/--------}--e flee eff de 7,260} 39, 944/_...-..-}....-.--| 381,220} 27,489] 9, 700 67,4838 + pe ON TexaS....-.------22-2--- eee 1} (4) Q@) |--------]-------- |---| eee eee fee eed (1) fine -}ee eee |----e ee] @) aS ae Vermont.......-.-..-----.------ Lj ---- 0) nnn) enn ee pee neon een n[een eee e|eeeneene[---n----| 2,820] 4 gag | TTT. 2,820) 4,220 Vitginia. | —----------2-2-nen=e- 6 200 325) --.---.-|---...-- ae aya Gyo 850) 400)----- |e. "Oe ree 1, 380 é O21 on es ashington._...-.....-.--__- weecn nnn een enone | pee eee [ene ene weec enn |ene ween [oon elon eee ee ; (¢) ee ale West Virginia.........._..._...- 2} (1) (@) [ete ee-- fee |e eft || (1) (3 wen ee nee] e eee ef e | e £3 ‘ , OE Wisconsin.....-....--.--------- B) ~~ a <= =| anna nn an] wnnwnn[onennnnn[-nennnnnfe-ee----| 2) of P|) Praca cep (1) (1) | : vi Undistributed.........._._-__.- --------| 62, 830) 135, 302;....2222|_2 2222. 7, 680) 21, 348 _ 2,930) 18,174; 24,040) 46, 836)... Jee 26,970) 7,790) 88,230) 191,871 Es 
, . 82; 84,980; 174, 730} 156,950; 178,073) 78, 940 108, 739) 28, 720) 105,049} 77,400) 166,369] 114, 290 129, 198} 559, 060) 251, 354) 232, 850/1,113,512 us Average unit value__...---.....|.....-..|-------.| $2.06|..._.__. $1.13}......--| $1.88]....._..]  $3..66].-_.._.-] $2.15]... $1. 13).----..-| $0.45]... 220. $4. 78 oe eS Short tons (approximate).......]......-.| ( |.--....- 11, 380)..-...--; 5, 790)--.---.-] 2, 180}.---_---|--2---_|-------] 8, 830 w-------|. 42, 200). - 22} cot] oo 

1 Included under “‘Undistributed.” : oo. a a | | oe ' PR 2 Includes 108,440 cubic feet of bluestone (approximately 12,800 short tons) valued at $128,169 sold for construction, curbing, and flagging. OES . 3 Includes 75,030 cubic feet of bluestone (approximately 6,340 short tons) valued at $38,618 sold for construction, curbing, and flagging. — . ee eet ‘ 1,087,290 cubic feet (approximate). oe . oo 7 - ae
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u ew _ Bluestone (dimension stone) sold or used in the United States, 1 923-42 } : / a - oA 

oo _ Year __ | Cubic feet |. Value |} Year | Cubie fect | Value oe 

oe 1993......---..............| 618,360 | $747,422 || 1993......-.--.---.-----] 16,246 | $193,867, 
2 1924__..-- eee 769, 240 875, 734 || 1934._-.-----..------------ 181,968 | 168, 720 es: 

1925__......--.-..--.------ 987, 300 910, 585 |} 1935._._..----..----------- 215,150 | 203, 537 a 
~ 1996._._._......-.--...--.| 602,640 | 885,597 || 1936............-._.-....-.] 343,040 | 333749 =. 7, 
2 gag ZTTITTTTTTTIIITITITITIT) 818) 730 | 1, 000,217 || 19872222 TTT 308, 740 | 346,349 2g 
oe 1928_ 2-2 891,190 | 1,014,843 |} 19388._.-_-_._---------------- 329, 670 | 369,857 ee 
ca 1929_.......-.-.-..-.------- 670, 020 _ 778, 5382 || 1989._-.-.-----------------} 254, 440 | 319, 405 eS 
Se RQ TL ITITTIITTIITTTITIT] ei 240 | 749,708 |] 1940.22 TTT 256,900 | 272, 501 os 

oe 1931_......2--2-.--.-2---- 356, 210 427,801 || 1941.....-..-.--...-------- 284,190 | 252, 313 oe 
oO 1932......--..-.-..-.--..{ 185,960 | 188,643 || 19497-277777TTTTTTTTTTTTTT) Ss 188}470 | 166,787, 

: : 1 New York and Pennsylvania are the only States that produce bluestone. a Co A 

Be | ‘MISCELLANEOUS STONE oo 
oo The following table gives data on certain types of dimension stone = A 
wo not included in the major groups already discussed. The principal ~ = | 3 

varieties are mica schist, argillite, various light-color volcanic rocks, a 
hs soapstone, and greenstone. The quantity sold in 1942 decreased oe 
= 23 percent and the value 8 percent compared with 1941. Coy 

: Miscellaneous varieties of stone (dimension stone) sold or used by producers in the ak 
Bo | '- Unated States in 1942, by States and uses = oe 

fe _ ee Joo _ Building oe os . eS 

Be | | Rough and Flagging «| Total = 
; : ‘houga an 2 aR 

7 | FY Spas’ | Value | Sons’ Lvalue | ‘ons’ | Value | ‘fons | Value 

alabama..------eeeeeeeee--| 0D eeeeeceefeeeeeeel @ | Of) @} mM, 
a California.....---.--------| 4 |ossscas-|---z22--| 9,370 [$28,894 |772-7777]"77"777"]) 9,370 | $28, 894 oe 
C0. Bloridas pa pep Tae cep) oe frag 
EN Georgia... .spesseseeeneees] 8 fetceece-[eseecee-foveneee-foee-ece-] @ | @ ] © f © 

Maryland. -.-....------------ -5 | 4,940 ($14,188 | 5,050 | 21,936 |- 460 | $2,315 | 10,450 | 38, 439 es 
: Michigan _...----.2--seeeee] 0D fone eeee-fenneee-] @- | QQ fee @ | “ou 
. New York.............---| 0 88| @ | @ 7 @ }  @ LENIN, 600] Beet 
fe North Carolina---_-..-.-..-- 1 j---.----}---.----) © GQ) foie t |) f? a 
§ 0 Ohio.-------nes ef LP Yee) 1) Re 

ss Pennsyivania...---..---.--| ~~ 7 | 25, 620 | 40,443 [7020-7 -/7T7L7TTT PTT] 28, b20 | 40, 443 8 
i _ Virginia....-.--------------| 2| 0 ,@ | @ QO 1 @ (1) (ly. | ae 

EB ' Washington--_.....-..----.- 1 (1) (1). [--.-----]--------]--=-----|--------}  @ Q) - ma 
: Undistributed._22-7-7-7727]._.__--.} 13, 790 |770, 485 |", 850 | 8, 165 | "1, 180 | 8, 154 | 22,170 | 784,228. 
: - 99 |144, 250 |825, 116 | 22,270 | 58,995 | 21,610 | 10, 469 | 68,130 | 894, 580 ey 
oo Average unit value___..-..-|-..-----|-------| $18.65 |--------| $2.65 |-..-----| $6.50 |--...--- $13. 13 oe 

¥ 1 Included under “Undistributed.”’ | | are 
eo + Building stone (rough and dressed), approximately 536,450.cubic feet; flagging, approximately 20,140. ae, 
ft cubic feet. Bo ot 

5 TRENDS IN USE OF DIMENSION STONE Oe 
& e e | , e eo ° e | : ‘ Bs 

® Figure 1 shows graphically the history of production of dimension ne 
: stone, by kinds, for a 27-year period. Dimension stone includes all a 
: classes of building stone, as well as memorial stone, paving blocks, Ls 
: curbing, and flagging. Limestone and granite are the leading =. =: 

varieties.- All types of stone follow closely the general trends of Ss 
national peacetime prosperity. os 

, Figure 2 traces the history of production of all building stones and " 
of the principal variety—limestone—in their relation to nonresidential ty 

- building, the class of construction using stone most extensively. LS 
Stone is a dignified, substantial, and enduring building material that __ “
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: is used chiefly in permanent and relatively costly structures. Wars | oo 

a discourage the use of dimension stone. Although military needs Ses 

_. demand enormous expansion of factory and housing facilities, natural — a 

- __ gtone finds little or no place in such types of construction. Similarly, ae 

7 Nation-wide depressions have sudden and serious effects on construc- a 

tion, upon which the prosperity of the building-stone industries = = S 
depends. As indicated in figure 2, building limestone enjoyed an 

_-- 8-year period of prosperity (1923-30) after the First World: War. © 

~The industry sank to low levels during the depression and was just ok 

‘ ~ emerging from this dark period with the prospect of another era of 3 > 

- wider sales when the Second World War wiped out the moderate 

bs - gains of 1936 to 1939 and depressed the level of activity to a point — Oe 
lower than that of 1918. Co a eae 

oo | a NEW DEVELOPMENTS : | ag 

- Dimension stone occupies a rather subordinate position in the war ae 

- program, and no new developments in use or in technique of manu- hs 

: facture are to be recorded. Stone-working activities have fallen to a. 

he low levels, and at the same time an unprecedented demand has arisen 
: for men and machines to make war equipment. This condition has ~~ | woe 

: - influenced the versatile stone industry to accommodate its facilities = Be 

a and manpower to the more urgent needs. Producers of monumental == =” 

'  - granite near Barre, Vt., have established a War Work Division having = § 

- machine shops adapted to manufacture of munitions. The marble — A 
‘industry centered near Proctor, Vt., and the granite industry at oe 

eo Cold Springs, Minn., have likewise diverted their machinery, power, ONES 
~ and. skilled personnel to making metal parts of war equipment. — ane 

He Many granite workers along the coast of Maine, skilled in woodcraft ary 

‘of the northern forests, heeded the call in 1942 for more ships and  _ 

«devoted their energies to making wooden barges. — Itis probable that = = —s.. 

f other companies are engaged in similar activities of which wehaveno 

‘ record. © -. et - , CO ts 

: Efforts were also made to expand the manufacture of useful by- = 

: products. One Barre (Vt.) memorial stone company makes chicken = =—- 

grit from-waste granite, thus aiding the expanding food program and oe 

5 simplifying the transportation of grit to New England poultry centers. - 

MO > GRUSHED AND BROKEN STONE | os 

‘ ~ Over 194,000,000 short tons of crushed and broken stone were — oo 
~ gold in 1942, exclusive of that used for making cement and lime. Sales i. 

/ increased 7 percent in quantity and 8 percent in value compared with os 

- 1941. The average value at point of origin increased 1 cent a ton. ns 

| The following table of salient statistics shows the quantity and 8 

. value of crushed and broken stone sold during 1941 and 1942 by a 

: uses. Detailed data on asphaltic stone and slate granules and flour " oe 

| - are given in the chapters on Asphalt and Slate. .
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Oe . Crushed and broken stone sold or used by producers in the United States, 1941-42, —- me oe _ by principal uses OO . 

ee : / | | 1941 | et 12 

ce Use | oo |. Valte ff | Value = = eo | a a _| Short tons |---| Short tons |———_-_______ | eG a 7 _. | Total |Average} = = | ‘Total ~|-Average 

ee Concrete and road metal......--| 110, 192, 610 |g106, 988,808 | $0.97 | 107, 701,010 |$105, 583, 801 $0.98 ge Railroad ballast._-.-....--.....] 10,771,300 | 7,536,451 |- 70 | 17, 566,640 | 10, 810, 977 62 ne _  - Metallurgical __-__.______..-_--.] | 27, 436, 440 | 20,069,296 | °73 | 30,262,910 | 24; 152° 113 . 80 ee |». Alkali works.......---...----.--| 5, 888,260 | 2,721,635 |. 146] 6,350,450 | 3,005, 483 47 fo —- Riprap-_-t_---2l 22 2--22..-.-.| 5, 152,640 | 5, 226, 623 1.01 | 8,763,980 |- 9,779,249. 1,12 | ar Agricultural .___-....-.-.-.-_--.]. 11, 909, 640 | 14, 395, 831° 1.21 | 13, 745, 400 | © 16, 993, 254 1 24 Lt Refractory (ganister, mica'schist, oe fo Pete _. dolomite, soapstone)..........} 2, 254, 120 3, 279, 104 1, 45 2, 718, 090 3, 999, 929  =147 Be Asphalt filler-_-.-...-.-..-....| 443,480 | 1,050,927 | 2°37 439, 430 | 1, 026, 138 2.34 coe. * - Caleium carbide works._...-...| 468,600 | 343/941 | “173. 430, 600 399, 169 93 eo Sugar factories_........._.__.___ 624, 450 936, 874 1.50 625, 520 986,210} 158. goo Glass factories...--2.222222.-2.] 385,680 578,226 | 1.50 434, 080 656,775 |  LSl - Pe Paper mills__.--.--....--.-.-.- 361, 830 643, 124 1.78 | — 485,200 760, 332 1. 75 en Other Uses..----------.---------| _ 5, 271,930 | 10,174,452 | 1.93 | 5,063,720 } 10, 147,006 | 2.00 | 
Be a | — | 181, 160, 980 | 173, 941, 592 - 96 | 194, 537,030 | 188,300,436 | 97 x  :  ° Portland cement (including ‘“‘ce- | oe | 
Beas, ment rock’’)t_ 2, a to ° Gee Nee cement (“cement |} 42,735,000} (2) {ie 47, 657, 000 - (3) weneeenee Po - Fock’’)t_ oe |. Of ae Lime 8.____222222222LIIIIIIIIT] 12, 159, 000 @) — fenz------] 12,208,000} = @) Ll 
Be ‘Total stone....-......--...| 236,058,000| @)  [-........| 25440200 @ Lon 
"7. Asphaltie stone......------.--.:| _ 684,692 | 2,312,227 3.53 | 935,205 |  3,450,979/ 3.69 _ “Slate granules and flour___-__-_- 437,670 | 3,105,800 | 7.10! 483,740 | 3,404, 416 7.04 

wk . 1 Value reported as cement in chapter on Cement. | Oo my . ? No value available for stone used in manufacture of cement and lime. Sa _' # Value reported as lime in chapter on Lime. ; I _ | 

fore The following tables show the tonnage and value of stone used for “ conerete aggregate, road construction, and railroad ballast for a “series of years and by States for 1942. : 7 —— 
Es Concrete and road metal and railroad ballast sold or used by producers in the United e | 7 . States, 1938-42 . 

. - : 
. . . 

. : “ 

. Concrete and road metal Railroad ballast Total - J! Year | 
oo Short tons Value | Short tons Value Short tons {| Value 

1938...............] 88,787,080 | $84, 219, 446 5,975,970 | $4,554,775 | 94, 763, 050 $88, 767, 221 | 1939........--.....} 96,894,220 | 88,988,217] 6, 996, 800 4,970,058 | 103, 891, 020 98, 958, 275 1940._.._..._....} 92,814,090 | 86, 331, 273 7, 454, 300 5, 231,815 | 100, 268,390 | —_ 91, 563, 088 1941__.............| 110, 192, 610 | 106, 985,808 | 10, 771, 300 7, 536,451 | 120,963,910 | 114, 522, 259 | 1942...........-..-| 107,701,010 | 105, 583, 801 17, 566, 640 10, 810,977 | 125, 267, 650 116, 394, 778 | tt eee ees



. Concrete and road metal and railroad ballast sold or used by producers in the United aS 
mo | : States in 1942, by States | | ~ 8 ke 

- a Concrete and road metal |— Railroad ballast Total - OO ene 

of State | — , re oe 

pe Short tons | Value =| Short tons Value Short tons “Value . oe 

ae _ Alabama-_-.....--.-| 1818, 600 1 $941, 403 - 8, 490. ~ $4,076 | 1 827, 090 1 $945,479 | ne 
is  Arizona___..-.---- 1110,750 | 1 152,647 |__..--.....-_-|..------------ 1110, 750. 1152647 70 res 
z Arkansas..-------| 1,429,950 | 1, 588, 929 436.070 | 3:12, 240 1,866,020 |. 1, 901, 169 Ss 
os California.......--| 7, 563, 300 5,074,009 | 1 274, 500 191,179 | 17,837,890 | 15, 165, 188 c+ Bosal 2 Colorado--..--.---} 247, 370 | * 194, 416 (2) (2) 1 247, 370 1 194,416 eae 

Ee Connecticut....--| 11,316, 340 11,313, 448 86, 260 77, 691 1 1, 402, 600 11, 391, 139 ee 
ue _ Delaware..-------|.. °° @ (2) wewennn-e--a--foe-e---------- | “Q@) (() ee 
fo. Florida.....-.----| 15,430,920 | 1 4,674, 967 183,960 |’ 141,665 | 15,614,880 | 14,816,632 © ne 
* Georgia......-----|. 2,091, 620 2, 406, 067 91,190 | 85,052 |. 2, 182, 810 2, 491, 119 OAS 
ee Hawaii. _......--- (4% (2) 5 ee C) (2) ~@4 (2) - eS 
me Idaho......-.----- - 458, 390 | 578, 162 .|._.....-------|--------------] _. 459, 390 573, 162 bp gs 
ae Dlinois.......-.--.- 8, 674, 670 7, 458, 575 863, 230 688, 591 9, 537,900 | — 8, 147, 166 EN 
=. _Indiana......2..-.| 14,736,890 | - 14, 197, 650 448, 400 362, 886 | -15,185,200 | 14,560,576 9 * 4 
a Towa..-.---------- 3, 031,.540 | - 3,192,268 | - 131,990 |. _ 63, 017 3, 163, 530 3, 255, 285 2 
oo Kansas__.....----| 11,891,540 | -12,184,517] 294,230 |: 227,205 | 12,185,770 |... 12,411,722 “og 
ot Kentucky.._..--.-| 14,154, 430.| 1 4,013, 844 - 601, 550 | | _ 334, 673 1 4, 655, 980 14,348,517 oS 
- Louisiana..------- @) mn) enone nena eee - [eee eo eee eee (4 Q@) - wg 
*  Maine-...--.----| 46,040 | 62,885 [010-222 46,040 | 62, 855 ang 
co Maryland. -.....-. 822,540 | 946,158 | 156, 240 176,853 |. _—-978, 780 1,123,011. Sy 
fe Massachusetts_.-.}| 1, 225, 330 1, 456, 453 236, 200 218,156 | 1,461, 530 1, 674,609 - oe 
i Michigan.......-.| 1,918, 210 1, 205, 765 141, 370 - . 112, 723 2,053, 580.)  - 1,318, 488 eer 
e _ . Minnesota_...----| 1 867, 410 1.775, 739. 347, 740 331,650 | 11,215, 150 _ 14,107,389 . yk 
- ' Missouri_...-...--| . 6, 140, 960 . 6, 932, 834 1, 594, 920 306,980 | 7, 735, 880 | 6,239,814 0 iy 
# -Montana-....---- #196, 110 122, 423 | (2) fe @) 7 1196, 110 {. 1-122, 423 co A Ea 
ee Nebraska.....----|. © 107,320] 114, 115 |..-.---1-.2---|-------------- 107,320} © 114,115 7 es 
Be Nevada...---.----| . 150,820 | 172,415 |.-..----------|--------------) . 1 60, 820 1 72, 415 ae 
i New Hampshire- - 179,150 |. —-- 267, 942 |_...-.-.----_-|-.2------=---- “179, 150 267, 942. Fo gS 
ae New Jersey...-.-- 2, 832; 850 | - 2, 892, 354 172, 570 182, 509 | 3, 005, 420 3, 074, 863 a) 
Re. New Mexico....-- _ @) @ f' @ | . @ | (2) (2) Te 
te New York.-..-..-| 17,094, 890 17,468, 341 |. 11, 276, 910 1885, 203 1 8, 371, 800 18, 353, 544 | ox 
ae North Carolina...) 12,339,210 | 1! 2,797,812. 1307, 390 1 285, 238 1 2, 646, 600 1 3, 083, 050 oo ae 
yoo North Dakota- --- @ -f - . ®. wee------+----|--------------| 2 @ (2). ey 
#2. Qhio.........---.-| 16,473,950 | 15,755,322 | 1,056,800 | 827,185 | 17,530,750 | 1 6, 582, 507 a 
, -Oklahoma.....---| 13,034,020 |. 12,148,450 | 2, 796, 180 547,078 | - 15,830,150 | 1 2, 695,528 ae 
be Oregon._..-------| . 2, 508, 870 2, 492, 564 4,290} . 3,630] 2,513,160] © 2,496,194 — a 
Re Pennsylvania-.--. 7,970, 300 | 8, 843, 516 1, 381, 540 _ 1,227,829 | . 9,351, 840 10, 071, 345 UE 
ie Puerto Rico_---.- @ |. @® 4) ~ @ (2) ~~ Q | JERS 

Be Rhode Island...-.| 181, 670 _ 166, 676 |_----.-._-----|-------------- 181,670 |  - 166,676 i 
é _ South Carolina...| 1, 483, 990 1,733,913 |  . 425,840]  — 382,875 1, 909, 830 2, 116, 788 oF 
i South Dakota- --- _ 609, 420 839, 296 .|......--------]---------+---- 609, 420 839, 296 as 

} ‘Tennessee._....--| 4, 928, 140 5,464, 542 662, 000 471, 210 5, 590, 140 5, 935, 752 ee 
4 Texas..._.--------| 2,353,420 2, 420, 909 933, 930 . 421,812 3, 287, 350 2,842,721 us 
‘ : Utah-._...-.----- . (3). . (2) weer nner ccc n- center nee (2) ' (2) “ . ” on ood 

&. . -‘Vermont_.....----| 26,310} = 44,090 |___.-....-_-.-|---.--..--..-- 26, 310 44,090 og 
yO Virginia__.-.-----| _ 3,757,900 | _ 3,818,543; 1: 900,910 | 1755,940 | 14,658,810 | . 1 4, 574, 483 > 
\ Washington_.....| 11,257,550 | 11, 100,399 191, 790 116, 171 1 1, 549, 340 11,216,570 ing 

: West Virginia_....|. 1919,870 | | 1983, 622 382, 370 321,601 | 11,302, 240 1 1, 305, 223 cet 
i Wisconsin........| 2, 445, 750 2, 062, 884. 444, 810 413, 531 2, 890, 560 2, 476, 415 OT 
n Wyoming.....---- (2) Q) —  @& (?) , @) (3) . Ns 
¢ Undistributed _-.- 3,871,700 | 5, 627, 927 832, 930 434, 528 - 4, 704, 630 6, 062,455. . a 

4 , _—]| qo! OTTO lll Tee Sd 
‘ : 107, 701,010 | 105,583,801] 17, 566, 640 10, 810,977 | 125,267,650 | . 116,394, 778 ne 2 

; ——_ TT “2 

¢ 1To avoid disclosing confidential information certain totals are somewhat incomplete, the figures not ly 
é included being combined under “‘Undistributed.” ° | | | og 

’Included under “‘Undistributed.” | : | a 

‘ | | Le 
bg , ak 

> 

wee wa eo . , ‘ : ‘i , : , : A a ye ae
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epee _-—,s COMMERCIAL AND NONCOMMERCIAL OPERATIONS = = 

, The following table shows the production of crushed stone for 
a concrete and road metal and railroad ballast: during recent years by 
oo - Government agencies of various kinds contrasted with that by com- : 
a mercial enterprises. Production by commercial companies increased _ 
We 27 percent in 1942 compared with 1941, whereas production by Gov- — 
Pe ernment agencies declined 55 percent. LEighty-eight percent of the = 
fe _ total production was made by commercial companies. The large 
a decline in noncommercial output reflects the curtailment of make- 
_..» work enterprises established to combat the depression. — Cs, | 

ae ao Concrete and road metal and railroad ballast sold or used by commercial and non= 
Hoe commercial operators in the United States, 1938-42 | Z Ms 

The es [Figures for “noncommercial operations” represent tonnages reported by States, counties, municipalities, 
ee _and other Government agencies, produced either by themselves or by contractors expressly for their 

yes -consumption, often with publicly owned equipment; they do not include purchases from commercial 
ee - - producers. Figures for ‘commercial operations” represent tonnages reported by all other producers] : - : 

. 2 . ne Commercial operations — f Noncommercial operations : Total Wo | 

Seo oS mat | op Percent, fe | | - / Percent | fp Percent. . 
me AT Ye 4 oS 1 Aver- lofchange| Per- -Aver- jofchange| Per- | ofchange 
apo Bear . - age lin quan-jcent of | age lin quan-|cent of] - in quan- : 
BO Ty Co Short tons value | tity | total.| Short tons | value} tity | total | Short tons| tity — 
bene - | per | from | quan- | per | from | quan- oo | from we 
Be a | a ton | preced-| tity | _ . |. ton | preced- | tity. oo. ..| preced- 
Bo Ftngyear] ff fingyear} " ] ing yea | 
Be 1938..__-| 60, 254,170 | $0.88 | —3.3| 63.6 | 34,508,880 | $1.04] +3211 364 | 94,763,050 | -+7.2 | 
Be 1939_.._.|.59, 516, 270 . 86 —1.2 | 57.3 | 44,374,750 | .97 |} +28.6 | 42.7 |103,.891, 020. } +9. 6 oo 1940... | 63, 203,240 | 87} 46.2] 63.0 | 37,065,150 | 1:62 | —16.5 | ~37.0.|100, 268,390 | | —3.5 , 
oo 1941___..} 86,360,120 | .91 | .+36.6 | 71.4 | 34,603,790 | 1.04 —6.6 | 28.6 1120, 963, 910 —20. 6 
eee 1942___../109, 818, 570 / 91 +27.2 | 87.7 | 15,449,080 | 1.05: —55. 4 12.3 125, 267, 650 | +3. 6 

eo SOF PLANTS) ee | 

; .._ Presented herein for the first time is an analysis of production by 
no size of plant. The determinations are. based upon 1941 figures, - 
 —-‘The largest group of plants, comprising 46 percent of the total, in- 
a cludes those ranging in output from 1,000 to 25,000 tons a year. 

_ The second-largest group includes plants that produce 25,000 to 
a 50,000 tons a year. These two groups, although comprising 61 

. percent of the total number of plants, produce less than 12 percent of 
the total output. The third group in importance, based upon the 

- number of plants, includes those producing 100,000 to 200,000 tons a, 
a year; this group is second in importance in production, for it con- — 

tributes 15 percent of total output. Plants producing 900,000 tons 
and over a year, although only 19 in number, furnish more than 23 
percent of the total production. The accompanying table gives 

- details of production by size groups. 

; t
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«Number and production of commiercial crushed-stone plants, by sizes of output, 1941 * 28 
oe cP

 a —— —— eae: 

o | SO Fa 41 Total produc- | | Cumulative a 
Number of | ;; “| Percent of - a 

ni Range of output tion of plants. total . | oe 

: . | | . 7 plants | ‘(short tons) total _ | (short tons) Cs igh 

f Less than 1,000 tons---.------------------------| MA 99,460} 0.07} ~~ 99, 460 
- 1,000 to 25,000.....----------------------------- 805 | - 7,639,860} 5.34 7, 739, 320 ee 

, 25,000 to 50,000....----------------------------- _ 254 8, 893, 690 6.22) + 16,633,010 — os 

7 50,000 to 75,000..-.---------------------------+- 141 8, 655, 220 6.05 25, 288,230. oe 

, 75,000 to 100,000_- ------------------------------| 82 7,125, 430 | 4, 98 32,413,660 8 

. 100,000 t0 200,000.-...--.-----------------------| MAT | 21, 549,800 | 15.07 53, 963, 550 es 

, 200,000 to 300,000. ..-..-----------------=-------] 58.1 . 14,235,700 | 9.95 68, 199, 250 : 2g 

7 300,000 to 400,000... -_---------------------+----- 39 13, 556, 340 9. 48 81, 755, 590 ons 

“. 400,000 to 500,000. .----.------------------------ 29 13, 139, 480 9.19 94, 895, 070 oo 

= 500,000 to 600,000....--.-.---------e-en--e------] oT 3, 850, 070 2. 69 98) 745, 140 mae 
f 600,000 to 700,000... ...-------------------------- 5 3, 243, 550 2.27 101, 988, 690. ee 

<700,000 to 800,000. .....------------------------- 6 4494440 | 3.14] 106,483,180 | os 

800,000 to 900,000. . --..---------------------+--- 7 4 3, 367, 900 2.35 | - 109, 851, 030 et 

me 900,000 tons and over_-------------------------- 19 |. 33, 186, 870 23. 20 148, 037, 900 OAS 

= | Pot... z---e------ tee eee eee eee eee 1,737 | 143, 037, 900 100.00} 143,037,900 4 

ie | 1 Exclusive of marble, which is primarily a dimension-stone industry. Se oe one 

eo = | METHODS OF TRANSPORTATION ~*~ oe 

. ‘The following table shows the quantities of concrete androadmetal = 

no conveyed during 1941 and 1942 by each of the principal methods of 

: transportation. The general trend in mode of transport for the past eee 

' 10 years has been toward wider use of trucks at the expense ofrailroads. =. ~> 

-  _In 1942, for the first time, this trend was reversed, and truck haulage -  % 

- . declined from 65 percent of the_total commercial:output im 1941 to © os 

fo only 55 percent in 1942; conversely, rail tonnage increased from 24 to es 

- 80 percent of the total. This condition doubtless reflects the restric- 9 = 

- _ tions in use of rubber and gasoline prevalent in 1942, = =. Os 

& Concrete and road metal sold or used by commercial producers in the United States, Se 

ie ae ~. 1941-42, by methods of transportation 1 OC _ oes 

* 
| . _ oo Na 

: ma os 1941 | 1942 oe ny 

e Method of transportation a . P it P it 7 . s 

. ercen ercen: Poth 

‘ oo, | Short tons of total Short tons - |. of total oe 

= Truck... .---------eeeeeeeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeee=--| 49,107, 480 65.0 50,830,270| ~~ 55.1 5 MG 

P Rail... ona eeen nen een een ne ence eee n eee 18, 047,780 23.9 27,932,080 | . 80.3 ty 

s Waterway ...-----.---------------e ee nee ee ee ee 4, 690, 770 6.2 4, 311, 930 4,7 is 

: Unspecified ......--..-------------------""---"- 3, 742, 840 4.9| 9,177,650 9.9 oe 

: , | | | 75, 588, 820 100.0 | 92,251,980] 100.0 oe 

‘ | 1 For practical purposes the entire output of noncommercial operations commonly 1s moved by truck. or 

4 Including noncommercial production, crushed stone for concrete and road metal moved as follows—1941: es 

4 Truck 76 percent, rail 16 percent, waterway 4 percent, and unspecified 4 percent; 1942: Truck 62 percent, rail os 

4 26 percent, water 4 percent, and unspecified 8 percent. 
| . 

- §56250—43-———79 | te
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| Oo GRANITE, Be a Rr Rs | | Granite (crushed and broken stone) sold or used by producers in the United States in 1942, by States and uses ic re 

- - Crushed stone oe | ee - ao 
Riprap ——_—_—_ OT] Other uses 1 Total ao oe et State Concrete and road metal) = Railroad ballast _ a ne : | a 

| _ | Shorttons} Value | Shorttons Value - Short tons | - Value Short tons | Value Shorttons| Value = oe . 

Gallfornia. -....--.---------n-----2eneenenneeeo-------| 1,040,370 | $1,389,960 | 1,238,260 | $749,924 1. _ 89,010 $43, 390 29,830 | $13,888 | 2,392,470.) $2,197,162 Colorado..._...-...-.-.2.------------a------e eee 3 & (3) - M8 flee flee ef eee 122,280 | . 79, 600 My es Connecticut.._-.....-...-..--.-------------_ 2) a) won n ence neon nee] eee eee ee eee (2) 2 sy 3 Ve MEEG Delaware... ....--2 22220 eee weecenennnee| (3) ~ (4 ween eee nn = [eon ene enn ee @ —1.. @&) 2) ) pT aN Georgia. - ..------------2------ce0ee ene eeneneeeeeeeeee 962, 930 746, 564 1, Ty 00 2, 2 60 - 91, 190 85, 052 203,050 |. 214,409 | °3, ‘ 220 8, a8, 686 a oe QNO ~~ -- oo nen ene en eee nnn ee nee eee eee ee [ene eee] eee enn n nnn |e eee fe eee nen [pec . Gl Sesh ’ Maine.._..-. 2222. eee (?) e C} . ‘ | [aeee nanan een eee ee [eee eee [eee nee 9,120} . 17,465 . a ae Maryland ...-....-.........--.-.-------------....... (2) 2) (2) — (a oo (C) Oo eee etl eee} «110, 940 | - 217,073 © Gy ere Massachusetts.................-.---------.------ 8, 210 9, 979. 334, 360 483, 615 |_-.---_.-----}.-2-2-.----] 11,370 15, 361 353, 940 508,955 eae Minnesota..-.--..-...-.-..---------------- et 94, 480 49, 240 21,400 | = =40,400 | 60, 950: 60,278 j.---- 2 eel fee Le} 176, 830 | 149,918 co a Missouri__....-..............-.--------..---.--. ee 400 500 |-----.---~--|-.-.--------|---c2e---22-| ue] . 400 ].- 500 Wd Montana. _-..--...---2 2 eee 1, 840 845 113, 020 62,058 |......-.--.-| 2-2-2 ----- |e eee weweenennnnn 114, 860 |. 62, 903 a 2 New Hampshire.___...............---.-..--------. (2) (2) (179,150 | =: 267, 942 Jee 4 1. 230, 150 819,148 oS USE New Jersey....-...---.---..------------- ~~ de owen nweeeene QA) - ft. () - (8%) OM) fee ee (?) en ) og Eas New York...---. 20-2222 - 22 e eee 12, 340 ' 9, 895 202, 850 182,328 | 44,320 35,454; . 12,810 5, 843 272,320 |: 233, 520 td DR sy OS North Carolina_...................--..--.-.-...-.... 219, 910 219, 737 | 2,011,400 | 2,357, 328 - 807, 390. 285, 238 18, 450 101,913 | 2, 557,150. 2, 964, 216 Oa Oklahoma..._.-...2222-2000 2 -------- 6, 650 6,644 | — 41, 580 |. 47,649 |_..-- 2-22 | nc eee [ene | een e ee eee ee 48, 180 54, 293 oO. Bo North Dakota..._..........-..---.-------.---- enone nnn n eee een ee (2) 8) wee een een ene eee eee nee @) (?) A 4 Pennsylvania_..-.......-..-.....--.---.-._....... 12, 360 13, 380 338,220 | © 482,740 |---| - 560 2, 444 346,140 | 498,564. ~ ae: Puerto Rico......--.......-.-..--------------... |e wan eennnenee (2) 7 wwe cane een n [ene e eee eee] eee] ee eee (2) | 3 | = SE Rhode Island..,._._--._.....---...-------------2--. |. meee eee eee (2) (2) wenn eee e- |e ee eee eee | eee eee |e eee (2) 2) © eg South Carolina.._.....2.202.2- 0-2 ee 35, 270 39, 864 | 1,353,880 | 1, 576, 955 425,840 | | 382,875] . 12, 520 5,150 | 1, 827, 510 2, 004, 844 mo South Dakota...-...-2 2222222 eee teen neen een eee 26, 380 26, 803 226, 640 298, 010 |.-.------2--|---22-- enn e fee ee eee] eee 253, 020 324, 813 bo Wa Moke . Tennessee... -.-- eee eenne nnn ee eee eee ence. wee cweeeeee (2) - @  - feeeee eee eee} ell, (?) (?) Se at : TOXas . _ ------ n-ne once enna none e eee 280 406 |....-----00-|--------- 2-2-2 eo -- [eee een nee-|ono-e es enee-| oon 280 496 2k Virginia. ..-.-.---22 o.oo een eee —.@) - ¢ 889,190 | 1,022,776}. 187,640 _ 199, 562 (2) (2) 1, 132, 170 1, 264, 735 Ss Washington__.......-....-------.----.-.-.-. ee. (?) C (2) (4) eee eee een e [ene n eee eee () (3) 24, 440 28, 090 eM Wisconsin.-.......-.-..----.-.------- 00 3, 170 2, 337 79,640 | 40, 627 Jeet e 2,180), 5, 782 84, 990 48, 596 a meee Wyoming... ---...-22n---n-neennennennennen eee nceel|ecenee- eee |eceeee 0)  @) voce epee cnn [ewe e nnn n rene [eee ence nee fence] () : oe sg Undistributed_._..................--.--...- oe 181, 580 219,786 | 465,840 | . 686,189 23, 850 32,241 | 71,050 | = 71, 849 319, 200 474, 289 ~ oe 
2, 556,170 | 2,735,030 | 9,394, 430 | 10, 418, 052 1, 230,190 | 1,124,090 | .861,820 } 436, 589 18, 542,610 | 14, 713, 761 | ong Average unit VAlUC.....---0nennnna-nnnnnnnneeeen nnn |enn ne nec nee $1.07 |-.----------| SLD | eee $0.91 |.....-.--2.. es $1.09 7d
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» Sales of crushed and broken granite were about the same in1942as © 

ee ‘in 1941, but the value was 4 percent greater owing to an increase In os 

- sales value from $1.05 to $1.09 a ton. Production of riprap was Oe 

unusually high, but on the other hand sales of concrete aggregate and = | 

A stone for highway construction dropped about 1 million tons. . - a 

ae The number of individual, operations supplying noncommercial => “og 

* crushed stone cannot be determined with any degree of accuracy from _) Tse 

“the reports submitted. Therefore, in the accompanying tables cover- ten 

se ing granite and other kinds of crushed and broken stone, the number ay 

~ of active plants is not given. For many years before 1939, when = 

e noncommercial production had less importance, such figures appeared ae 

5 inthe tables. 8 |. Oo Oo ea 

7 _ BASALT AND RELATED ROCKS (TRAP ROCK) oo os 

- - The dark igneous rocks, basalt, gabbro, and diorite, known com- =. "3 

Bo mercially as trap rock, are used widely for highway construction and See 

a ~ concrete aggregate. Sales of crushed and broken trap rock were 2 per- oe 

+ cent less in 1942 than in 1941, and the value was 13 percent higher, = 

~ The value per ton increased from $1.04 to $1.19. | } a gs 

© Sales of riprap, which had declined in 1941, gained 57 percent NM =k 

oo 1942. Stone for concrete aggregate and road metal declined moder- sg 

Fs ately, but railroad-ballast sales increased substantially. The latter = 8 

' _ eondition reflected the increasing care devoted to roadbeds at atime = oe 

- when rail traffic was exceptionally heavy. — | | nS 

t | . | | - ; _ | 7 - os



Basalt and related rocks (trap rock) (crushed and broken stone) sold or used by producers in the United States in 1942, by States.and uses — Bey OE 

. Crushed stone .. ~ ow a al i ae 
_— Riprap |---| Otherusest | Total Sek 

State | Concrete and road metal} Railroad ballast. =| fe | | Jot 

) Short tons} Value | Shorttons| Value | Shorttons} Value | Short tons Value | Shorttons; Value . Ty STE 

Aviz0n.....-----2-2--eeeeee ee eeceeeeceeeeececececenen|ceecececeeee[eseceeeee---|  Q ay fee ®t ae 
Arkansas_...-.---2-- 2-22 oo ee eee fee ee eee [eee eee ee (2) (2) | we eab---|e-----------|-------- oe |e eee eee (2). (2) ce 
California.....-.----..-------------.-----------------|  . 500,010 $615, 092 | 1, 284, 730 | $1, 264, 658 | 5, 670 + |. $5, 683 51, 510 $47, 981 1, 841, 920 | $1, 933, 414 Oe ey 
Colorado......----------------- eee eee eee eens [eee eee | eee eee ee ee 89, 210 90, 900 |.2-- eee] eee eet] eee eee 89, 210 | 90, 900 Se 
Connecticut.-...-.-----------------------------+---+- 95, 000 86,319 | 1,316,340 | 1,318, 448. 86,260 | 77,691 |....----.---|----.---.---| 1,497, 600 1, 477, 458 5 . a 
Hawaii_....--...------ 2-2 eee eee een eee (2) (2) (2) (2) || (2) weno none n| ene e ence eee mC) (2) Z eas 
Idaho...--------.------.- senses eee e eee eee eeee een 1,500 | 700 | 345,060] 437,713 |........---.|-----.---2--|_--.------.-|--.---2-----| 346, 560 438,413 fy Oy 
Maine._... 22-2. n-ne een fee ene cee een fee eee eee 33, 990 41,100 |......--2-2-}0---- eee fle eee ecee|-eea-e-eee--| 88, 990 41,100 kg oy 
Maryland.....-.-.-.--.--.-0--2.-2 seen eee (3) (2) (Q) Qo Q@) TTI] ago5o | 845072 
Massachusetts......--..------ eee eee ene eee} 2) (2) 809, 670 871, 213 236, 200 218, 156 (2) (?) 1, 091, 010 1, 168, 994 td me, 
Michigan........-.-.-.-----------------------2------- 320 , 316 98, 300 145, 002 350 -|. 350 |------------|------------ 98,970 | — 145, 668 CR Pe 
Minnesota.._....-.-..-------- eee eee (2) (2) (2) @) Q@) (2) penne enn ee nel eelneec eee n-| |. Q R a SiN 

New Jersey....-.-.---------s-s-ssssssersseseserseeee-| 147,580} 166,001 |” 2,572,700 | 2,826,272 | 151,940 | 154,506 | 84,640 | 66,626 | 2,926,860| 3,913,406 Ho |. 
New York.__....---...-2-- 2 oo eee eee eee ee |e eee 733, 580 933, 110 244, 490 306, 145 |...-.-----.-|------.----- . 978, 070 1, 239, 255 | > : 
North Carolina...-.-.----.-.---------2-.-s-s-s-ss-2--|ooeeeceeese-[ereeeneeeee- 42,120} 72, 208 |_-.-..---2.-|-2---2------|----2---0+--|-----cee neon 42, 120 72,203 ek 
OTeQON 2. none nen ne eee eee eee eee 13, 120 3,357 | 2,316,680 | 2,327,934 | 4,200 | 3, 630 |..--.-----.-|----.-------|. 2,334,090 | 2,334,921 8 
Pennsylvania.___..------------------- ee eee nee 4,690 | - 5,855 | 1,050,660 | 1, 228, 475 317, 170 236, 778 |------------|------------] 1,372, 520 | 1, 466,108 2 ae 
Puerto Rico_..-.----------------- nef ee eee eee fee eee eee ee 3 GM) Q@) | .w.---------{------------| f , bt ma LB 
Rhode Island......-..--.---. 2-2-2 ee (ee een [eee ee eee 2) 63 [eeu u eee eee eee | @) . My OY a 
TeXAS. .-.------- ene ee eee ee [ee ne eee fee ene eee (2) a tO) IM) eee fee eeeeeeeeef @) @ ae fe 
Virginia.....-...- 2-2 eee eee eee (?) (2) (2) an () ee (2) J... @) ewe wee new nn [owen eenneene 310, 920 . 835,674 iv 
Washington.....--...------------------ nee eee ee eee 214, 770 177, 463 | 1, 322, 090 1, 081, 596 | 191, 790 116,171 |......------|..--.-------| 1, 728, 650 |. 1, 375, 230 © Oo ee 
Wisconsin... 222 ee een [pee eee ee eee eee eee ee (2). (2) (2) Q) 7. .@®- © (2) a) (2) ~ 
Undistributed.........---...---.-.--------- ee neon 25, 790 23,838 | 2,873,860 } 4,908,972 280, 740 » 270, 517). 97,090 868, 651 | 2, 496, 470 5, 111, 607 nN 

972,780 | 1,078, 941 | 14,888, 990 | 17, 537,596 | 1,518,900 | 1,389,627 | 233,240 | - 983,258 | 17,613,910 |- 20, 989, 422 | es 
Average unit value. ...--------.-.-------------+-+----|-----+------ $1.11 |...--.------ $1.18 |------------| $0.91 {---2-------| $4.22 |------------] $1. 19 | Tee ns 

1 Includes stone sold for fill material, roofing granules, and unspecified uses. == = = ~~ ~—~—.-: * Included under “‘Undistributed.” oo _ - . oa



pe 0  SMONE ABs 

a SS MARBER rr. 

¢ . Waste material from most marble quarries and mills in the United SS 

-. . States consists of relatively pure calcium carbonate and therefore is = 

. interchangeable with high-calcium limestone for various uses. As _ oS 
co many blocks quarried are structurally defective and asaconsiderable a 

5 share of the good blocks is cut away in marble dressing, large quantities = . ~~ 

. of waste material accumulate. Marble producers are active, therefore, =» ~._ 
in seeking profitable outlets for such waste. Some of them manu- us 

- facture finely pulverized, relatively high-priced products, such as oe 

. whiting and fillers. Others prepare it for terrazzo, stucco, or agri- = s 

-. culturaldimestone. The rough blocks may be sold for riprap ormay - 

Be - be crushed for use as roadstone or concrete aggregate. This diversity as 

5 in preparation and use explains the great variation in price obtained oS 

c in different States as indicated in the accompanying table. — Sg 

7 _ Marble (crushed and broken stone) sold by producers in the United States in 1942, by wg 

BO a - oo tates! — mo ot 

- sie 1 sna vane || sure | Ag] at] vate * 
c ~ Alabama_......---.------| 2] @ @) {| Texas.._....------------- 2| 6,150| $41,392 . 
PO California_______.__------ 3 | 2940 | $25,950 || Utah._..-..-------------| 1 | 5,180 | 42,828 Osh 

4 Georgia.__....----------- - 1] 10,000 | 10,481 || Virginia. .-...----------- 21: 3,830 | 16,113 ee 

&: Maryland___.._...------- ' 1] 1,700} 19,349 || Washington __-.-...------ 4p QB) (2) ~ ae 

te _  _Massachusetts__-..-.----| 1 3,500 4,428 || Undistributed..._...----]--------] 42,520 | 182, 685 | - 

* Missouri-__....-.-------- id @) |. @® _ |__| a 

= New York 22277707722 1 | 21,900 | 140, 144 | ~~ 24 [120,910 | 458, 473 se 
. ‘ Tennessee. -_-.----------- 5 | 23,240 | 25,153 || Average unit value-----.|--------|-------- $3. 79 ee 

ie 1 Includes artificial stone, crushed stone, flux, mineral food, poultry grit, riprap, spalls, stucco, terrazzo, sy 

- whiting (excluding marble whiting made by companies that purchase their marble). ane 

vo 3 Included under ‘““Undistributed.”’ | oo . | a . noe. 

A | a LIMESTONE ma aN, 

be Limestone occurs in every State, and sales were reported to the = 
: Bureau of Mines from 44 of them. Because of its wide occurrence ~~ 

it is, in many areas, the most convenient kind of stone for highway or a 

; building construction and railroad ballast. The over-all cost of oo 

: quarrying and crushing limestone is generally lower than that of the © 

t harder rocks. Limestone is an essential raw material for many an 

- metallurigical, chemical, and processing industries for which no other cs 

kinds of stone can be substituted. As a result of these various favor- oe 

: able conditions, limestone is by far the most widely used type of stone ~~ 

o in the United States. In 1942 limestone constituted 73 percent of all os 

vO crushed and broken stone sold (excluding that used for making cement Ss 

. and lime). | | - oe 

: Sales in 1942 were 7 percent higher in quantity and 10 percent in os 

: value than in 1941. Riprap sales made small gains, and the value per 

: ton increased from 95 cents to $1.09. Fluxing-stone sales, which AL 

: reached. an all-time high of more than 30 million tons, reflect the | os 

- unprecedented iron-furnace activity in 1942. There was no sub- iss 

| stantial change in limestone sold for concrete aggregate and road ois 

building, but the increase in railroad-ballast sales was comparable a 

with that of basalt and for the same reason. The 15-percent increase . ar 

in sales of agricultural limestone relates directly to the stimulation of Loa 

crop growing that characterized 1942. | a.



Limestone (crushed and broken stone) sold or used by producers in the United States in 1942, by States and uses - oe S : ce 

- Crushed stone . . Se > oS 

Riprap Fluxing stone _ O bs a : 4 OO Agriculture Other — Total pba 
| oncrete and road | . | | ; oe Bes State ~ metal Railroad ballast 4 | | 7 7 

Short Short Short ~ Short | Short Short Short . oe 
: , tons Value tons Value | ‘tons Value | ‘tons | Value | ‘tons | Value | ‘tons | Value tons: Value rs 

Alabama........-.---..------ 17,080] $28, 507| 1, 912, 380/$1, 614, 240} 818,600] $941,403} . 8,490) $4,076] | 181,700| $217, 348 91, 640| $542,287} 3,029,890) $3,347,861. aS 
Arizona.........-----.-..----|----------|---------- 28, 680 14, 298 64, 190 89, 152] _......--.]------.---]----------]+---L-----] --- += |--- ee e---] 87,870) ©. 108,450 ee 
Arkansas. ......-..---------- (2) (1) (1) (2) 584,900) 564,801) (1) (1) . (ty (2) —Q) - 660, 670 718, 482 RE: 
California_........-..-------- 3 (1) 54, 560 96,207; 433,830) 320, 159 @) Q) @® | @® 278, 310| 755,556) 1,056,740] 1, 441, 253 A 
Colorado........---....------}] (I (4) (1). , i ween eee e eee nee wf ee eee | eee fae eee fee ---| 188,800) = 177,658) =: 873, 720 390,697 °° mre 
Connecticut...-.--_---------|----------|--------2-1 1) () ~Q@) (ill feel -t 36,190} 110,974.) |) 47,480 - 145,759 Po ts 
Florida...-.....-..---------- 3, 100 1, 327]_....._---|_--...----| 5, 480, 920] 4, 674,967; 183,960] 141, 665 51,720| 176,877] 893,720} 675,754] 6, 563,420) 5, 670, 590 ei RE 
Georgia..-..------.----------|----------]---------- (4) (1) 182, 570} 186, 406|......-..-]---.------ 74,070] 194,873} (@) .. (1) 333,050) 569,280 gs 
Hawali.....-........---..---|----.-----]------..--]---- a] +e QQ) QQ). Joell lle lf eee eee () . ( MBO a 
Idaho_...........-.----------]----------|----------|-.---2----|----------]s---------|----~-----| oo ----e- |---| ee] -- ees (1) Qf Q A) ge ee 
Tlinois.......-.-..-..-------- 92, 310 91,435] 498,150} 458,273] 8, 653, 740) 7,442,875) 863,230) 688, 591) 3, 268, 120) 3, 075, 835} 645,940} 886, 267| 14,021, 490) 12, 643, 276. s : Lots 
Indiana.....-...---.--------- 50, 230 38, 285 15, 530} 9, 518] 4, 736, 890) 4,197,690} 448,400} 362,886) 965,720) 948,601} 128,130) 115,658) 6,344,900) 5,672,638 cee 8G 
Towa._...-------------------- 71, 010 63, 773 25, 120 24, 038} 3, 031, 540! 3, 192, 268) 131,990)  — 63,017) 1,171,890) 1, 293, 367 37,770: 208,691) 4,460,320; 4,845, 154 mM 

. Kansas.....---.----.-------- §3, 160 60, 000 (1) () 1, 629, 760; 2,146,000; 189,500) 213, 748 67, 430 70,055 4) (1) 1,979, 180; 2, 621, 200. id NR 
Kentucky_...-.---.----.----| 307,340] 309, 859|_.....__.-|_-_.-_-.--| 4, 154, 480! 4,018, 844) . 501,550) 334,673) 655,950} 709, 423 12, 040 53, 316] 5,631, 310|' 5, 420, 615. oO ay 
Louisiana.....-.-.-..--------|----------|-------+--|----------[----------[ GQ) fill eeo olf -s.----.--|-----~----|---------- ') _ @) GQ (1) en > 
Maine.....-...--.-----------]----------]------+--- 61, 260 89, 129 340 _ 616).----..=.-]-.----.---} | 22, 960 72, 730 37, 380 65, 399 121, 940 227, 774 Ww hoe 
Maryland.........-----.----} °@ (1) () (1) 476,310] 471,171) 36,240] : 44,5741 30,110) ‘93, 474) ~~ Q) (| 610,650} = 864,408 
Massachusetts......------.--|----------]----------| 16,870} 25, 763)__...--._-|.---.-----|1----.----]----------]| 152,850] 464,075} 24,750} 97,886; 104,470} 887,224 ge 
Michigan._.........--------- 4, 730 6, 241) 9, 259, 080] 5, 299, 088] 1, 817, 530] 1,056,005) 141,020) 112,373] 240,180} 184, 824) 4, 422,390} 2, 390,657) 15,884,930) 9,049,188 ww | er 
Minnesota........-.--------- 20, 480 18, 249 (4) (1) 846,010) 735, 339 (1) 4) 131,000} 181, 155 “25, 620 61,998, 1,241,490) 1, 208, 272 i. ot 

, Missouri_.....-..---..-------| 152,180) 167, 993 11, 860 18, 038} 5, 166,300) 5, 670, 847 84, 370! 81, 362| 1,004, 370} 1,112,758] 246,680} 472,707| 6,665,760) 7, 523, 705 bo as 
: Montana.........-.--.------|----------|----------| @) (1) (1) (1) Qt GQ dle] $41,860| 66, 420]. +177, 670] ~——- 180, 082 Ce 

Nebraska.....--..----------- (1) (1) wonennaeu-{----------|  107,320| 114, 115]---_-_-.2-[----2----- (1) . Q) _ 67, 530}, 877, 963 267, 020)... 630, 413 ee 
Nevada......-.--------------|----------|----- eee (1) (1) (1) (4) wenn enn n [ene e eee n ne [e nen w een e [eee e en eee-f (A) (1) QQ) - (1) ' So 
New Jersey-......------------|----------|---------- (1) ~ (@) 14, 520 27, 053)..-.-.---.|----------|: @) () - (1) @) +1]. 197,960 487, 678 a SS 
New Merxico._...-.-.-------- (1) (1) ----------}]----------| 4) (1) (1) (4) weil a--|----------|---2- ee -|-------- ee (1) — > fo. eT 
New York...-.......--------| 371,880] 538,714} 109,130]. 98, 220) 6, 053, 390) 6, 231,115) 988,100) 543,604) 365,200} 891, 919) 1, 677, 230) 1,114,157) 9, 564,930) 9, 417,720 . - ee 
North Carolina. ._--.-..-.---|----------|----------|----------]-=------=-| _ 179,720} 284,908} @) | (1) (2) (ffi fau-------1 196, 630] 258, 761 ee 
Ohio.........---.------------| 30,040} 29,616] 5, 091, 320] 3, 562, 637| 6, 473, 450| 5, 754, 522) 1,056,800} 827,185] 1,418, 370| 1, 533,276] 453,280) 641, 454| 14, 523, 260) 12, 348, 690 7 fp ae 
Oklahoma. ..-....----------- 54, 210 56, 745 re) re) 1, 803, 390| 1, 933, 689;  402,100|' 204,415) 23, 000 42, 045 () (4) | 2, 288, 440] . 2, 251, 029 | Oe 
Oregon... 2 nnn nn | nn nnn fee ee eee [nent ne eee feeeeeeeeee| | (CY ) 0 flsselle eee feneeee eet 14, 200 49,652) () . {| -@) | — 53,900| 119028 8 ©.) ©. 4 
Pennsylvania...-...-----...- 39, 970 46, 767| 10, 472, 660/10, 517, 487; 5, 944, 580} 6,415, 878] . 823,230] 732,313) 680, 740] 1, 671, 390] 1, 062,320) 1, 862, 832] 19, 023, 500) 21, 246, 667 ~ p08 
Puerto Rico. ....-..-..-.--.-|----------]-----.----|------ ef ----------] ~ a“ Q) (1). - me) OD) () Q)) -Q) 4. Q) mo, eee 

: Rhode Island...-...-......--|-.--------]---------- Q) () | (1) + | emeeeceweefeneeeeeeee] t | (1) (1) Q@) of Q) emo 
South Carolina_......--.-.-.|----------|----------|----- eee} -- eee] @). 1) meweenncenfennneen-e-| (i). 1) wenecnneenfeeneeeee--| Q) Ga) a 
South Dakota. .........----- 200 300! _..-------!---------! 276,000! =» 399, 025! teen eee eel 15, 100 “28, 100 201,300 .. 427,425 og
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Tennegsee.......------------| 641,450] 658, 596 66,940|° 68, 251] 4,913,140) 5,447, 642] 662,000; 471,210} 988, 540; 1,050,629] 111,280) 161,871] 7,378, 350; 7,867,099 | A 
Texas........--.----.--.-----] 47, 250 46, 969 (}) (1) | 2,118,.760| 2,236,190) 789,730) 299, 937 (1) (1) 985,960! 326, 435} 3,304,440) 2,954, 244 | a: 
Utah. ...-...-..-.----------- (!) — Q 167,320, 187,171) -Q) .- (3 wen nen en ne|-e- eee] nee eee] -----] 58,870). 99, 852 272, 910 255, 559 | cs 
Vermont........---------~---|--~-------|---------- Q) (1) - @Q) 7 -~@ eonceeee ee |-e------ (2) ¢) nn ee) (1) 141,140| - 779,460 as 

; Virginia. ._...-..-----.--.--- 28, 670, «42, 194) 668, 490} 695, 303) 2, 476, 890] 2,401, 135). 646,580} 512,253; 791,350) 794,726) 756,460) 817,507) 5,368,440) 5, 263, 208 ‘ ae 
~ . Washington, --.------------- wnu-e-----|----------| 4, 720 3, 576 3,260) 4, 668) -----_---.}-.-----..- 18, 960 54,978]  133,950)- 284,733; 155,890 347, 855 _ ag 

West Virginia.....-.....-..-- (1) (1) 1, 160,060} 959, 624} 499,990} . 602,761) 382,370} 321,601; 120,030; 183,641) = (4) (?) 2, 663, 440}. 2,469,986 EAs 
| Wisconsin........-.....-.-..| - 19,620]  18,908| ” 47,570 40, 922| 2,313, 410| 1,951, 701] 439,790! 409,794] 982, 200| 1,219,917| . 52,430 71,209) 3,865,110] 3, 712, 451 OES 

Wyoming.---o0002 |) gel a ft Q) ay’ Q) Qt. (yf et aL ay dL 172760] "203, 609 vty 
. Undistributed.......-..-..--] 366,810) 372,466) 592,550; 415, 640) 1, 597,610) 1, 396,570)... 865,620) 553,948) . 298,460) 585, 712) 1, 453, 960) 2, 668, 222} 2, 709, 260) 2, 157, 568 . as 

2, 371, 720} 2, 596, 444/30, 259, 250/24, 147, 313/72, 803, 290/70, 854, 215} 9,.645, 070| 6, 923, 225/13, 745, 400) 16, 993, 254113, 199, 900} 14, 919, 089) 142, 024, 630) 136, 433, 540 — eee) 
Average unit value. --.-----.}----------] $1. 09)----------} $0, 80}----------| $0. 97] ---- $0.72|.---------] GL 24)-----2---| BL. 18) ----------- $0. 96 snes 

1 Included under “Undistributed.” | oe OS ne | gs 
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oe 1248, _ MINERALS YEARBOOK, 1942 = | 

ae a Limestone (crushed and broken stone) sold or used by producers in the United States 
a , for miscellaneous uses, 1941-42 : ey 

Be a | 1 0 
ee ~ ; Use OO OOOO ne . 
fe : oe : | -- . | Shorttons | Value Short tons’ | . Value- a 

po Algali WOrkS ___. 00. oe eee ee _ 5, 888, 260 $2, 721, 635 6,350, 450 $8, 005, 483 | - Bh Calcium carbide works_.........-....------.--- 468, 600 843, 241 430,600 | .  .399, 169 pe Coal-mine dusting. ._.--2--222-2--2l-L--lLT-] «186,180 | 388,962] «193,260 = 49,si9. 
ao Filter (not whiting substitute): — . | _ ge a ma Asphalt. 22220 en-----| 443,480] 1,050,927] 489, 480 1,026,138 oe Fertilizer 2227727777277 301, 650 548, 104 226,910}  ' 407,301 yo _ Other...2002 22 68,980 | 295, 713 107,760 |. 379,948. Po - Wilter beds.-....-......-.....--.-..ss oe so 32,950 | 41,787 66,310; ~~ 114,417 “yo oo oo Glass factories__..-._...-.-._-_-_-___ --2-_- eile 385, 680 to 578, 226 434, 080 7 | 656,.775 , ges Limestone sand.....-....-22.. 22-22-22 Lee - 877, 730 | 812,517 |  -.- 484,810 |. 369; 408 — 
Re . Limestone whiting 1__-.._2-2.2-222-2-2---2---.-|' 417, 750 2,421,609 | = 326,930 2, 277, 835 
aie Magnesia works (dolomite) ._-....-.-----.-----| - 105, 670 136, 180 ~117,650 | ss °151, 756 Se Mineral food: ........---.------.-----s--scssee| «118, 400 546, 784 - 169, 880 792) 949 | 
tae Mineral (rock) wool_.._.......-._-1_._.--.-.__- 115, 760 93, 167 119, 620 | — 106,985 - eee ge Paper mills__...-..--.---------1--- eee eee 361,830 |  —s« 643, 124 | 435,200 | ~~» - 760,332 
So Poultry grit. ooo 62, 070 351, 809 62, 620. 371, 221 . 
ent Refractory (dead-burned dolomite)......._..__- — 980, 190 729, 792 1,354,090 | — 1,197,386 
age - Road base_...--.--.-2.-_--- 2-2 eee] ~ 575, 130 441, 355 931,680 | 740, 557 
Be . . Stucco, terrazzo, and artificial stone. -__....._- _ 25,840 166,021-;  . 17,890) . 123, 643 - 
Be - Ragan factories... ---------nen--nnnve et errnenen* 624, 450 936,874 | 625, 520° | 986, 210 Wes Other uses 2...) | 16, 250. 287,933 | 213,980} 317,478 
ee Use unspecified -...._--------------------------| _ _ 159, 980 252, 972 91, 230 245, 279 

BG Se F749, 808, 880 | - 18, 788, 732 | 13, 199, 900 | 14,919,089 

oe A a = 1 Includes stone for filler for calcimine, caulking compounds, chewing gum, cosmetics, explosives, flavoring | 
oo, + extracts, imitation leather, linoleum, paint, paper, parting compounds, phonograph records, plastics, pot- 
“a... tery, printing ink, putty, regrinding, roofing, rubber, sealing wax, tile, tooth powder, wire, and unspecified © 
Be SOB So _ | , . 
rove. 8 Includes stone for acid neutralization, carbon dioxide, ceramics, chemicals (unspecified), concrete blocks 
ee and pipes, dye, foundry facings, motion-picture snow, oil-well drilling, rayon, rice milling, spalls, and spray. 

.'~. Dolomite (calctum-magnesium carbonate), which occurs extensively _ 
ae in the United States, is attaining increasing commercial importance.  — 

7 Its new use as a source of magnesium metal, plus growing demands | 
“for refractory magnesia, one of its derivatives, led the Bureau of Mines 
Bo _ to make a comprehensive survey of United States resources of this : 

- important rock.’ Data on high-grade dolomite deposits assembled — 
| _ from all available published sources were supplemented by additional 
oo information secured from State geological surveys, geologists, and 
. mining engineers. This report covers the occurrences by geographic 

- areas and by States. The extent and thickness of the deposits, 
~ altitude of beds, accessibility, workability, and composition are — 

| described. An important feature of the paper is a series of tables 
: comprising about 1,000 representative analyses of dolomites from all 

| parts of the country. A map shows the location of the deposits. = 
| The record-breaking demand for refractories to maintain maximum 
CO operation of innumerable furnaces turning out metal for war munitions 

| resulted in so many calls for information on special types of heat- 
resisting products that the Bureau prepared a report ? dealing with 
all recent developments in the refractories for which dolomite is used 
as raw material. OS | 

Sales of dolomite and its primary product of calcination—dolomitic 
lime—for certain special uses are covered in the following table: 

1940 ct John H., High-Grade Dolomite Deposits of the United States: Bureau of Mines Inf. Cire. 7226, 
al 9 pp. 

3 Schallis, Alvin, Dolomite-Base Refractories: Bureau of Mines Inf. Cire. 7227, 1942, 11 pp.



Dolomite and dolomitic lime sold or used by producers in the United States for specified = Q 
Be a oe a purposes, 1941-42 me oo. oe 

Bo | oe oo | 1941 ee 

: Dolomite for— - : . | so oC a ‘e 
. -Basic magnesium carbonate: . . . Sh 

vee ~ Short tons...-..---.---------2-------- 2 eee eee 105, 670 117,650 en 
| Value...._.-.------2---- eee » $136, 180 $151, 756 Ge 
Ba: Dead-burned dolomite or refractory stone: é | oo , Ss 

_ * Short tons_.. 2 ee eee ene ee eee - 980,190 | 1,354, 090 , we 
: ‘Wale... ..-- 1-1 --2---nesseesiseesseesesesessnesseessesseee--{ $729,792} $1,197,886 a 

 Dolomitic lime for— an | | ; wo 

Refractory (dead-burned dolomite): " . oo 
oo Short tons_....2-------------nceeeeeeceneeceeeceeeeeeeeeeneee---] 1,069,887 1, 229, 357 ee 
- Value. ....------------~----2-------- eee nn nen nen neon eee $9,111,172] $10, 817, 634 as 
" Paper mills: : oe : a . nk 

Po Short tons__....-....-...-------------------------------+-------- 78, 000 85, 000 - 
co Valio.....---------------n-eneesceeneoeeeeenenneeneeeneeee-n----| $551, 000 $604,000 ae 

otal (caleulated as raw stone)-....--...-.-----.-short tons_. 8, 382, 000 4, 100, 000. OS 

~____- Fluxing limestone has attained such importance that the Bureauof =. 
:- Mines for the first time has separated the figures by principal uses, as — ad 
' indicated in the accompanying table. | | — es 

ae Sales of fluxing limestone, 1938-42, by uses _ ERS 

be ° | Open-hearth o Other Other metal- . Oo 7 7 a e 
Bo OS Blast furnaces |. plants smelters! | lurgical? | | Total Se 

= Short _| Short _ | Short | Short Short | x. | (ee 
DO tons Value “tons ‘Value tons Value tons Value tons Value : a ‘ ’ 

o 1938_.......| 6,449, 520184, 455, 69312, 450, 820|$1, 919, 097/721, 9801$502, 6421 60, 860/$56, 189| 9,692, 130'$6,933,621 «ss itis 
_ 1939.__-~---|13, 115, 680! 9, 505, 807|3, 471, 570| 2; 638, 935| 522, 330| 331, 969|162, 080|142, 227|17, 271, 560112, 618, 938 ere 
be 1940..----.-|15, 611, 720|10, 638, 341/6, 500, 680| 4, 462, 852) 342; 240| 278, 726/402, 2701358, 968|22, 856, 910|15, 738, 887 Sy 
“4941-777 2777]20, 2447 510114, 832; 938] 6, 332; 210} 4, 469, 838/481, 100| 398, 839/374, 700|362, 544|27, 432, 520|20, 064, 159 “ons 

1942.77 2, 668, 630}18, 523, 158|6, 843, 820] 4, 886, 157/404, 720) 460, 270|257, 080|277, 728|30, 259, 250|24, 147, 313 es 

t 1 Includes flux for copper, gold, lead, zinc, and unspecified smelters. re . oy oe - : : 
be 2 Includes flux for foundries and for cupola and electric furnaces. . | e eg ; 

/ Limestone is quarried not only for use raw but also for manufacture eee 
e into cement and lime. The large and important industries manu- _ OS 

* facturing these products are covered in separate chapters of the Year- _ ug 
. book. It is of interest, however, to show in one table, as follows, the oo 
' total tonnage of limestone consumed for all purposes. _ | | cor 

i Limestone sold or used for all purposes in the United States, 1940-42, in short tons | “hag 

a Tse | 1940 1941 1942 | 8 

; Limestone (as even in this report) (approximate)... 112, 668, 000 133, 164, 000 142, 488, 000 . 
e ortland cement (including ‘‘cement rock”’) 1___...------ fe 

7 Natural cement (“cement rock’’) 1 wen ene ewe nee n nee e eee \ 34, 041, 000 42, 735, 000 47, 657, 000 . ae 

: Lime 3. ....-..-.----------------2- ona nnn 9,774,000 | 12,150,000} — 12, 208, 000 Ae 

s 156,473,000 | 188,058,000 | 202, 353, 000 een 

: 1 Reported in terms of cement in chapter on Cement. . nT 
Bo 3 Reported in terms of lime in chapter on Lime. ke 

7 a SANDSTONE | - | f 

- Sales of crushed sandstone were 13 percent lower in quantity and 23 
| 20 percent lower in value in 1942 than in 1941. Ganister, the prin- a 

cipal raw material of silica brick used extensively to line open- © 8 

hearth steel furnaces, was produced in larger quantities in 1942 than 
“in any previous year. The output was 2 percent greater than the _ - 
former high of 1917. ne | | , | oe
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_ Sandstone (crushed and broken stone) sold or used by producers in the United States: in 1942, by States and uses ee 5 oo harng 

Ret . : ! a + Crushed stone. op + a 3 a es. 
"  avelractory stone Riprap —_— Other uses? | Total | eee State (ganister) P , oe a ow! | Ca : Concrete and road _ |. Railroad ballast 7 | a . | aie 

: a Short tons Value Short tons { Value Short tons Value ‘Short tons Value Short tons { Value Short tons Value | — 

Alabama.....---------------| (2) C) a cn ee EE C) I RY.) $69,388 =. «3 Arizona.-..---.-..-.--------|------- eee [eee eee] 2) (2) |onen ne n-nn =| eee 0-2-2 - [one nee fee ene |e eee] eee (2): (2). ; oy 
Arkansas.__....-..----------|------------|---- 2-2 ek [eee eee] eee 353, 690 $382, 750 |.---.-------]-------2----|---2----a.--]- eee eee 353, 690 382, 750 Po ee ae 

- California......222.222-222 28. 16, 350 $68, 239 |: 20, 760 $24, 404 887, 870 651, 725 - 1,000 $5017} , 383, 490 | $93,186 | 1,309, 470 838, 055 | . , woes Colorado......-.--..--..-.-- 22, 980 34, 456 12, 120 28, 027 2,120 | - 2,387 |.---..------|------- nef eee en [ee eee 37, 220 59,870 2 es Idaho. .....-----------------|..----------|--- eee |---| eee eee ~~) (2) wwe see etna -| wee fee eee [eee (?) CQ) 4g ©... Tg Illinois....-..-.-------..-.--|. @ (2) @ Qype 2, 950 9,376 bea 
Kansas__.......--.-.--------]--2----.----]--- eee 2) ©) (2) 8 weno nen n nee | eee eee eee oe ne ee eee [ec eee cee 207, 490 257,056 ye Kentucky..-..---.----------]...------.--| 2-22 --ee| eee (2) 3 ween nen eee ee |e ete eee foe [eee ee oY (4) © Go. ES Maryland_.........--....---]-.-.------ | ---- eee (2) OO) Jenene nen ne [eee enn ne [eee eee ee eee ef nee nee eee eee ee ( (2) —. Os Michigan.-...----.-..-..---|-.----------|o-..-2- |e] ene eee Q |: @® wewceteneeoefeneeeeeneee-| (2) (8) 2) @) Do Minnesota....-..-----------|.-----------|----- eee 1, 400 1, 257 |---| eee eee fee [eee eee fee ee een 1, 400 1, 257: Bi fo ee 
Montana__.........-----.-.- (2) | (2) . e (2) a () (2) ween ewww enn [ eee een en [eee ee ee ene |e eee 91, 030 43, 189 mo aS Nevada. -_--.....----.-------]------------}--- ee (2 (3) ween wenn e nn [ene n nae [eee eee ed eee |e eee | eee eee (?) (2). Me weeks 
New York. _...------ 2-22 |eo- ee] |e [eee eee 105, 070 © 121, 788 j-----------.]------------] ~ 8, 500 10, 625 113, 570 132, 413 Ke ere North Carolina.__.....--..--{--.2-----2--}ee eee} (2) - 4) (Q) fone eee een fone ee eee [eel eee 6) (2). bet 5 od 
Ohio. -.-.-...---..-----.---- 96, 970 483, 765 142, 260 207, 779 .. §00 |} 800. |------------|-------2- ee] fee ----e-| | 289, 730 - 692,344 > po 
Oklahoma......----.------.-|-.----------|------------ (2) @) 0 QQ [anne ene nnn ne| eee eee e | eee eee fee eee OO (2) BP. Oregon. .-.-.----------------|_----------- ||| eee 2) QQ) ° flocs ele} (2) (2) - 128, 610 _ 128, 180 to re Pennsylvania...-...---.-.-- 770, 140 | 1,398,188 | 183, 580 185, 933. 640, 780 . 595, 075 241, 140 258, 738 - 343, 650 271,855 | 2,079, 290 2, 709, 789 on PSS South Dakota__........_.--- & (2) 22, 940 26, 833 84,950 |} 118, 664 |---.22- ee] (2). (2) 133, 480 194, 833 oO’. is Tennessee__...--.-...-...-.- (2 (2) (2) (2) wenn c ene e nnn | nee een ne |e eb eee ee eee [eee eee een [en eee nen] | QO (2) rs pee Bee TOXAS.---------2-e owen feeeeee eee [eee] UE OD VQ LL 2,190; 1,957 £* gs 
Utah... (?) () ween nnn nnn [anew - eee] ee [eee ee foe eee fee ee wwe ew ew ewe ne] ween eee (2) (2) oo - h—~ Ce of Vermont.......---.---------|----- een | eee enn [eee ee eee eee 8, 820 14, 645 |..-.-.-.~---]-------- 2-2]. --- 2 =| -e eee ee 8, 820 | 14,545 bos 
Virginia.......--.--.--..---- 25, 840 32, 303 150 | - % 55, 560 | 31, 562 66, 690 44,125 18, 060 8, 608 166, 300 116, 674 po a Fs Washington__.......-....---]...---------|------ = ee (?) (2): ween en nnn n a [ene ene e ewe [eee ee] ee een [eee cee lee | eee een eee (2) @ oy Deg OY 
West Virginia........._..2- (2) (?) 55, 860 114,718 | - 419,880 | . 380,861 |..--------..]---- eee f . (2) . 605, 090 - 673, 002 bo hs 
Wisconsin.._.........---.._- 230, 040 348, 306 (3 m=) 4 (2) - wen ce enon nnn [e eee eee. - (4%). (2). _ 895, 440 747, 821 BR Wyoming. ....-..-.---------|------------|-oee--- eee 2) QO) |e | een ne ne [line eee e|eoeeeeeeeeee[eceeeseeeeee[eeeeeeceeee-el = Od @O eS 
Undistributed__...-..----... 166, 940 259, 070 636,980 | — 527,394 331, 200 346, 634 weennnne----|-------2----| 209,840 | 436, 764 525, 680 434, 492 as 

1, 329, 260 | 2,624,327 | 1,076,000 | 1,111,421 | 2,790,440 | 2,646,791 |. 308, 830 303,364 963,540 | 821,038 | 6,468,070 | 7, 506, 941, . eS Averagé unit value__.....---]---..------- $1.97 Jow-e--eee eee] $1.08 feel] $0.95 Jeet $0.98. ].----------- Ot ed a $1.16 es 
. 1 Includes,sandstone for chemical use, fill material, filter stone, poultryfgrit, road base, rock wool, roofing granules, and stone sand. + 2Tneluded under “Undistributed.” ee : . 2 

' . MISCELLANEOUS STONE ote a 
| Crushed and broken stone, other than the five principal varieties already discussed, includes light-color volcanic oe 
rocks, schists, boulders from river beds, serpentine, and flint. The following table shows sales of stone of these types, = = =. 
by States and uses, in 1942; such sales increased 50 percent in quantity and 8 percent in value over 1941. arate
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Miscellaneous varieties of stone (crushed and broken stone) sold or used by'producers in the United States in 1942, by States and uses — oo aoe 

-  Riprap ' Crushed stone |. Other uses ! Total ere 

State Concrete androad metal} Railroad ballast -| . a | oo i 2 Cet 

} . Short tons |. Value [—#———————————- | ——— | Short tons Value. Short tons | Value ES 

Short tons Value Short tons | - Value a oe, , Cs 

Arizona......----------- 22-22 nee nn enn ne nee nnn | en eee ne ne [ener eee 46, 560 $63, 495 |..---.-----.|.----..-----]-----+------]------------ 46,560 | -° $63,495. WEEE 

Arkansas......-----------20---- nee eee n enn n ene e ee eee-| (2) (2) | (2) ~ wan ee nen lawn|oneee------- Q@)y - - (2 fe a 

California........---2--------¢---------L--i----------| 1, 681, 480 | $2, 088, 928 | 3, 723, 610 | 2, 087, 543 178,910 | ~ $41,605 |.. 122,840 $61, 552 | 5,656,790 | 4,274, 623 . - cd 

_ Colorado.....-.-----------------------+-------------- (7) @) (2) | 6 / (2) | (@) fille wee fe.--.--2e-]| «16,660 ] 65,442 ees 

| Plorida_._.-----.------------------- ene eee nnn en eee eee [eee eee (2) 2) sponecceeece[eceeeccteeee| OQ (2) _ 69, 260 63107 2 et 

Tilinois._.- 0-2 nee nnn nn eee nee [ane ee eee ene] ene e eee need 90,980 |. 15,700 |” ____..----|------------|---------ee-[------------] 20,980] - 15,7000 

Indiana.........--2------------ o-oo eee nee eee ee eee [enone eeeeee-] | (2) beeen eee enn [pene nee w ee ee [owen eee ene [eee eee e eee ee (@ | es 

Kansas §.......-.---------------g--- opener nnn nee en 261,780 | 88,517 |. =: 104,730 |. .-:18, 457 |__----------]----.------- 366, 510 “61,974 cad 

Maine.....----------- nee e ne ene eee eee fen seen ne] oe eee ne (2) 2) | @- (2) ot ole: 

Maryland....-....----------------------------------- 1,980 | 1, 823: 5, 200 9,260 |___---------|.-----------}----- eee - [ee -- eee 7, 180 "94,083 pe 

Massachusetts.....--..------------------------------- 24, 870 30, 700 81, 300 101, 625 |__....-.-.--]------------]------------|------------ 106,170 | = 132, 325 So Pe 

‘Michigan_.....-..----------------------- = ene [eee ee eo eee eee ) (2) vec eee et cee|eneenecnene- (2) (2) (Gy of - @ a arene 

Missouri §.....--..--.-.----.ncoseneseeceecceeeeeeee--|--n---en----[------------|  $974,660.] 4 261,987 | 1,510,550 | 225,618 |....--------|------------] 2, 485, 210 | ¢ 487, 605 a 

Nevada.....-..----------- nn nnn on een nn] ene nnn ee een nee eee eee 50,820 | 72,415 |... -.....--_|2----------2|.---------|---- eee 50,820 | 2 72, 418 2 0s 

New Hampshire. ...._..------------------------------ | ---- eee nfo n ee eee eee eee ne fon ten nce nn | eee ee ncn ne referee nzcnenne| 1,810 11, 781 1,310} 11,781 5 eae 

New Jersey .-.-.------------------- nnn een nn [nnn cee fen ee tec eee (2) (2) (2). (2) (2) (2) (2) a () ee OS 

. New York.......---.--------------------------+-+---- (?) @ +f mn) (2) GA (2) @). | 230,200} . 113,788 es 

North Carolina.........--.----.----2cco-cnceccceoeee-|--eeeeneeeee[eeeeee-e----] 105,970] 188, 873 |... --------|------------]------------]------------| 108,970 | 188,878 Je 

Ohio. 22 enn een nen een eee nn een ee ete [nee eeenefeweee eens] 2 @) (2) wee ee nee e en pwn een e enn ne | pene eee n ee [eee eee eee] (2)  ( eg 

Oklahoma 3.__.........------wwenennneceoeeseneeenecec|[oceneecenn--|[-ee----2----| 1, 189,100'] . 167,112 | 2,394,030 | 342, 663 |_..---------]--<---------] 3, 688,130 | 609, 775 7 od 

Oregon .....--.-2------ +o nt en ene nee | oo ee eee nn | eee eee eee 77, 330 47,500 |_.-.--------|------------|---------=--]------------f 1 77, 880] “47,500 5 os 

Pennsylvania.........---------------+---------------- 120 115 | | 101,060 | 126,848 |_.---.-_-.--|------------ 70, 470. 442, 190 171, 650 | 568,688 9 © tes 

Rhode Island.......------------------- enone en fee en nee nen efeneeeeee eee] (2) {ooo fee eee fief. . 0 , me og 

‘South Carolina......:..--.-..------------------------|--------- =] eee eee (2) (2) weno ee eee nn |enenewemen ee | anne eee neee [pee e neocons (2) me a ae 

South Dakota-..-..---------------------------+------- ~ 80 80 21, 830 93,507 |....--------|----eeennne-|--n nee ee ne ne [eee ee eee ee 21, 910° 93,677. pe 

. Tennesse0._..---------- nnn nn nnn nnn nee nn fee een ne | nee eee eee (2). (2) wenn bceeeece|pne eee e eens |aneneneeeneefeeneeeeeeee-t  @)  -() . or es 

| TOXA8.. 22 one nnnennnneenen neneeeee nn nen [nnn n ene teee Q) (?) ~Q) (?) vocenceneeeefecee--e-----|' 227, 450 174,067 re 

Utah.......2-0 2 een ee we we wee ee nw | ow ee ne eee ween eee ene ne mee een ene] we ne ee ene [ese e erence , (2) : (2) , (2) : 3 ; . ‘ 4 te 

Vermont.......-.-------------------- + -oe ene |e [ene eee (@) | weneeeneeenn|eneeecen----| (2) re _ (2) 2) rs 

Virginia._...--..-------------- 22-22 -teeeeeee eee] @ Q@) 2) (2) weneeneeeeee[-e----------]  () . €¢ _ 65, 860 153,687° Coes 

Washington..-.......---------2---------- eee eee] 12, 000 - 12,000 82,200} =: 14, 285 |_--_-.-.-.--|------------]------------f-------eeeee | 44, 200 26, 235 Os, 

West 7 wen en nee n nee [ anne enna (?) QO) |e n a fee n nee eee | ene eee [eee eee eee (2) © - ag 

Wisconsin......-.-.------ eno ee nen nn nen eee nn nee | een eee nnn n= |e eee ee (2). QQ). (2). eee --|-e------e---| (Vo moar 

Undisiributed_......------------------------+--------| » 116, 830 128,772 | 1,131,510 | 964,440} 675,430 | . 447,328) 97, 460 227,645 | 1,312,800 | 1,198, 048 en 

S 1, 787,310 | 2,257,413 | 7,828,860 | 4,127,147 | 4,863,650 | 1,070,671 292,080 | . 743,068 | 14, 766,900 | 8, 198, 299 pak 

Average unit valuo.......-...--------------+------- 2+ |e 22 --- eee $1.26 |--.---------] > $0. 6B jo--.--2-----| $0.22 |------------ $2.64 |..-.....-..-| - $0.56 a oe 

1 Includes stone used for filler (unspecified), poultry grit, refractory, road base, roofing granules, tennis courts, and terrazzo. 2 Ineluded under “‘Undistributed.” iS oo Sede 

3 Chats; figures collected by Joplin (Mo.) office of the Bureau of Mines. 4 A small quantity of stone included with chats. wt pomed eee
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Bhs 2S as ee - MARKETS a a 
As crushed stone is an important building material, sales generally - 

» are related closely to the volume of building construction. One of 
~- Its leading uses 1s as ‘aggregate in concrete, therefore sales should _ 
a normally follow the trends of cement shipments and the area of con- 
_. erete pavements that are constructed. These relationships are indi- — 
-. .eated In figure 3. Concrete aggregate failed to pace the enormous 

‘Increase in total building because concrete was employed less exten- 
~__-sively-in the temporary or semipermanent types of structures erected — 
-. In 1942 than in normal peacetime structures. Oe | | 

pee EL 250 . , A | 

pe - . FTE -h — Concrete pavements ae | 
oo re | x (square yards) vO oe oe - 

Bone —H} & 150 \ i : : 7 Weg : TQ. : , | Concrete and road metal =] , he. 
oN gf. *, Portland cement ye - (tons) (s a , 
eos ia . shipments (barrels) \ oO PT = | : 

hee J B00 , : oe 

me Total construction 

| 1932 1934 1936 | 1938 1940 - 1942 |f 

FIGURE 3.—Crushed-stone aggregates (concrete and road metal) sold or used in the United States com- 
pared with shipments of portland cement, total construction (value), and concrete pavements (contract co awards, thousands of square yards), 1932-42. Data on construction and concrete pavements from Bureau - | of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. , | 

a _Pig-iron production, which reached more than 59 million tons in 
- _ 1942, surpassed all previous records, and therefore the demands for 

limestone furnace flux were unprecedented. To produce more than 
86 million tons of steel, mills were forced to capacity. To replace 

_ burned-out furnace linings and to keep them in repair placed an 
| unusual burden on producers of dolomite for refractory use and of 

ganister for manufacture of silica brick. The relations of fluxing- 
stone output to pig-iron production and of refractory stone to steel- 
ingot manufacture over an 11-year period are indicated in figure 4. 
The demand for refractory stone in excess of normal requirements of 
the iron and steel industries, as indicated in this figure, probably was 
due to the shorter life of furnace linmgs under the stress of forced . 
output.



a a “EO — — aa aa | es 

| | 200 J rare 

na = 150 7 v | a 

8 125. — LA f ane 

a : = Steel ingot eZ f : ha 

; [| 2100 U . , Os 

: | = EL Of en \| stone | | we eal 
& BY se A Pig iron ; a | LS 

po aa 50 ED Poe 

eo | 2b Refractory stone dt ns ar 

7 | 0 | | : 
So 1932 1934 1936 "1938 a 

A FIGURE 4,—Sales (tons) of ffaxing stone and refractory stone including that used in making lime as re- ss 
fe corded in the chapter on Lime compared with production of steel ingot and pig iron, 1982-42. Statistics 9 tn? 
oak of steel-ingot production compiled by American Iron and Steel Institute. ree A A 

Be ss NEW DEVELOPMENTS ES 

» Little is to be reported for 1943 on new plant construction or plant. 
: rehabilitation because necessity had‘to be shown and priorities — os 
¢ obtained for all new equipment. Some increased facilities were oe 
: authorized where the quarry output was used in military projects. oy 
- Quarry operators had difficulty at times in obtaming necessary sup-  g 
_ plies and repairs, and their ingenuity and inventiveness were exercised a 
‘ in devising ways and means of coping with equipment difficulties. -~ 
: Used equipment was accommodated to. replacement needs in some a: 
LS instances. ; ; | CO 

: A good example of ways in which valuable materials are conserved OF 
- is a method devised for reusing drill steel that ordinarily would be . 
: unserviceable. High-carbon drill steel is in heavy demand, and to. a 
a maintain maximum supplies short lengths and broken quarry drills OT 
‘ are now reclaimed by joining them into long drills. ‘This is accom- co 
7 plished by skillful oxyacetylene welding. __ | | 2 

| FOREIGN TRADE | 

7 Exports and imports of stone are relatively small. Figures for a 8 
recent 5-year period are shown in the accompanying table. Average a 

| exports ‘for the 3-year period, 1938 to 1940, for which figures are : 
| comparable, were only 0.1 percent of average domestic sales during ~ a 

Fa the same period. Average imports for the 4 years, 1937 to 1940, | ok
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~--. Were only 0.5 percent of average domestic sales for that period. | 
ae _ Owing to wartime restrictions, no figures on foreign trade can be _—~ 

elt published, but it is apparent from the data on foreign movement of — 
Be stone recorded herein that. their absence for 1942 will not detract 

appreciably from the value of-the report, particularly in view of the 
ne recent rigid restrictions on foreign movement of commodities deemed _ 

~ ,  unessential to the war program. Foreign trade figures will be re- 
fe leased at the termination of the present war emergency to preserve 
» __ the-contimuity of the statistical record. © ae 

Be ~ Value of United States exports and imports of stone, 1987-41 | So 

nO a - | Exports { Imports B , . 

Bo | Marble |} : pf _ So ‘Year. and other | fp . So 
eo a oo qouilding Marble Granite Quartzite | Travertine} Other Total 
ee | : | umental | | , 7 Page te ae Stone . _ . a a a. 

 qgg7 | gga, ses |] g4a5,g61 | $24,819 | gaso,003} —gug.e77 | $32,560 | $981,426 
BT ~1938_.222...2-----] 141,815 || 301, 671 249, 573 224, 738 32, 313 - 80, 223 838, 518 
Bess ue — : 1989.22.22 22. 134, 416 335, 696 165, 167 . 199, 454 29, 211 83, 197 812, 725 . 
wilde, oo . 1940.2. 158, 008 209, 675 29,760 |. 190, 599 23,468 | 70,336 | ~~ 523,838 
mee 1941 #2. ....---.. 108, 706 100, 859 _ 14,786 }- - 111,055 | 3, 295 35, 527 - 265,522 

gee 1 Marble only. - : - | ee | , - OC 
Be .. 4 danuary to September, inclusive. | os 

».:  .  E&ports——Marble is the principal variety of stone exported. Nor- | 
Boe mally over 90 percent of the exports are shipped to Canada and the — 
_".  -yemainder chiefly to Cuba, Newfoundland, Mexico, and various Cen- 
poe tral and South American countries. _ Before the war small quantities. 
~.". . Were shipped to Germany, the United Kingdom, and other parts | 
~~ of Europe. : a —_ oe | 
BOE Sa Imports.—Before the war Italy, France, Belgium, and Spain were _ 

the chief sources of foreign marbles. Mexico and Argentina are the 
principal suppliers of onyx marbles. a _ | 

—_ | Moderate quantities of granite are imported from Canada, and 
- When shipping was unrestricted Finland and Sweden were the most 

important sources outside of the American continent. Red granite 
7 | from Finland is popular for polished monumental work, and gabbro 

/ (black granite) from Sweden finds a ready market, particularly in 
the New York area. Other European countries have furnished limited 

. quantities. . 
Quartzite imports originate in Canada and are used principally for 

the manufacture of ferrosilicon. Travertine has been obtained almost 
exclusively from Italy. Before 1940 it was an important foreign 
building material that was popular thoughout the United States for 
floor tile, steps, and wainscoting.
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RO pe pal et ke a 

Bo, SUMMARY BE 

Bo. Sales of slate as dimension stone were 41 percent lower in quantity == 8 = .%% 
i ~ and 33 percent lower in value in 1942 than in 1941. This drastic § = # 
i decline may be attributed chiefly to rigid curtailment of private | oS 
«residential building and small demand for slate in the types of defense- . 97 
»> housing units that were constructed in 1942. Very few homes of the 
- type.that commonly have slate roofs were erected during the year. es 
_ Unit prices were in general higher thanin 1941. = 
'.  Roofing-slate sales were little more than half as great asin 1941, 0 
| in quantity or value; the average value per square in 1942 was $8.87, © 4 
* . whereas-in 1941 it was $8.39. Sales in the Pennsylvania area were 49 
“percent lower, in both quantity and value; than in 1941. IntheNew = 
i York-Vermont area, sales declined 49 percent in quantity and 39 = -% 
' -- percent in value. Virginia sales dropped 49 percent in.quantity and = 

i Sales of mill stock declined only about 1 percent in quantity but ee 
. gained 3 percent in value. Sales of electrical slate, which made —§-% 
. phenomenal gains in 1941, made a further advance of 10 percent in 
' ° quantity and 14 percent in value in 1942, attaining the highest level Ty 
r- of production since 1930. These gains during the past 2 years un- as 
:  doubtedly reflect the great increase in utilization of electric power im. 
k connection with the enormous growth in manufacture of war muni- =. “=; 
\ tions. Although total new construction increased from 208 percent OSs 
t of the 1935-39 average in 1941 to 261 percent in 1942, sales of struc- we 
} tural and sanitary slate declined 1 percent in quantity; they gained aa 
¢ 3 percent in value. It is evident that the types of military building | es 
F that predominated in the construction field in 1942 require less slate os 
x than peace-time building. Sales of vaults and covers increased 2 ky 
fe percent in quantity and value. . a 

A decline of only 6 percent in quantity and 10 percent in value of - es 
. blackboards and bulletin boards, even though school and college con- ey 
: struction was almost negligible, indicates that blackboards found Os 
- considerable use in military instruction centers. A decline of 31 per- “ 
~ cent, in both quantity and value, in sales of billiard-table tops indi- : 
< cates that they are not essential from a military standpoint. Sales of ae 

1255 ne
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a school slates increased 8 percent in quantity and 15 percent in value. moo Sales of flagstones and stepping stones were lower than in 1941. _ - i Statistics on slate granules and flour are included in this chapter, - _. although these products have little connection with the dimension- 2 _ slate industry, except that granules are used in roofing products that *. compete in the roofing-slate market. For the most part, slate used for _ we! the manufacture of granules is unsuitable for other slate products. moe ‘Sales of granules increased 10 percent in quantity and 9 percent in cs .- -_-value and sales of flour 12 percent in quantity and 13 percent in value — compared with 1941. Granules are used chiefly in the manufacture of ee low-cost roofing, and their wide employment was to satisfy the | demands of military camps, warehouses, and other more or less tem- ss porary structures built for military needs. In 1 942, the average | ee sales value of granules f. o. b. mill was $8.29 and of flour $3.53 per : Bo _ short ton, compared with $8.37 and $3.49, respectively, in 1941. - ce... Figures for sales of granules made of rock other than slate are given _ -. in the chapter of this volume on Stone. oe —— . The following table, presenting the principal statistical data for the —- slate industry during 1941 and 1942, is arranged to permit ready | Fe comparison of the 2 years. ae re a 
i | | | _._. Salient statistics of the slate industry in the United States, 1 941-42 | 

Mee Oo a ny 1941 | a 1042 oo 
pe oo Acanert. | | tty (dO Percent of a 

: ee a Se a Approx-| - Value _ | Approx-| Value uan- : | Bob 2a | Unit of connie | - Unit of mate : we SO pom ke aan measure- Toate “ _ | measure- ote | (anit | Value- ce . - | ment short ment short . | aSre- | — a a tons | | tons ported) 

: Domestic production (sales of | oo | 7 | = by producers): - Squares Squares I. . - Roofing slate. 2... ____ 378, 980} 140, 830] $3, 180, 766 192,070] 71, 400/$1, 704,053} 49.3 —46.4 © 
oO Mill stock: Sq. ft. Sq. ft. co Electrical slate_________ 628,720} 5,870 477,047; 692,680} 6,640 543, 531; -+10.2) -+-13.9 . _ Structural and sanitary - 7 Slate.__...----- 2 oe 738, 220! 5, 740 254, 616] 727,490! 5, 880 263,390; —1.5) +3.4 Grave vaults and cov- 

: ers_--.--------..--_--_| 255,890] 2, 410 63,030; 260,230) 2,510 64,250; --1.7;) +41.9 : Blackboards and bulle- 
tin boards__..________ 857,990} 2, 230 198, 466} 804,860} 1,980 178,002; —6.2! —10.3 Billiard-table tops______ 241,620] 1,880 71,388] 166,250; 1,210 49,205} —31.2} —31.1 School Slates_..-.-2_.u.- 1 §22, 830 550 12, 267| 1 561, 900 500 14,048] +7.5) +145 
Total mill stock_____. 3, 245, 270) 18,680! 1,076, 814 3, 213,410} 18, 720] 1,112,426} —~1.0 +3.3 Flagstones, etc.2__._._____ 3, 002, 380} 21, 480 152, 254} 2, 499,870} 16,910 139, 328] —16.7/ ~—8.5 

Total slate as dimension 
stone.__--___.___2-_-___]__- 180,990! 4,409,834]... _ 107, 030] 2, 955, 807} —~—40.9} —33.0 Granules and flour_______|_......___ 437,670} 3, 105, 800 ----------| 483, 740! 3, 404, 416} 410.5} +9.6 

Grand total domestie pro- 
duction__-__..-.2..22___|-L 8 618, 660} 7, 515, 634 ----------| 590, 770) 6,360, 223} —4.5! —15.4 oH 

1 Square feet approximate. Number of pieces: 1941, 977,250; 1942, 1,050,270. 2 Includes walkways, stepping stones, and miscellaneous slate.



a gar 
/ ARES es 
: _ Dimension slate—All slate products except granules and flour are i asix. 
--._ ¢lassed_as dimension slate because they consist of blocks or slabs cut 3 
. to specified sizes and shapes. The following table shows sales of such ss. : 
~ products for a 5-year period. ee OO ne 

. Slate (other than granules and flour) sold by producers in the United States, 1988-42 = 

7 Oo 7 ‘Roofing S|. Mill stock. | Other? Total a “s 

= - Year | | - _ Approx- | Approx- | Approx: | — Approx- oe “ 
mo | Squares | equiva- | Value mate Value — “Brats Value nate Value 8 
i oe _ | lent shart | tons - | tons |. | tons | Se a8 

: - 1938.........} 322,040 | 119, 590 |$2,247,910 | 16, 310 | $853,602 | 7,790 | $63, 839 | 143, 600 /$3, 165,351 
% 1939_........} 399,320 | 149, 410 |2, 868,961 | 21, 710 |1, 168, 671 - 8,480 | 63, 493 | 179,600 | 4, 101, 125 Pa 
Be 1940_-......_] 347,130 | 127, 600 [2, 436, 123 17,070 | 935,810 |: ~~ 9, 780.|. 64, 435 | 154, 450:] 3, 436, 368 | 
oe 1941_-.._..._} 378,980 | 140, 830 /3, 180,766 | 18, 680 |1,076,814 | © 21, 480 | 152, 254 | 180,990 | 4, 409, 834. eee 
= 1942..--___| 192,070 | 71, 400 |1, 704,053 | 18, 720 |1,112, 426 | 16, 910 | 139,328 | 107,030 | 2,955,807 

: / | Includes flagstones, walkways, stepping stones, and miscellaneous slate. CO : - . eS a 

: <x ~ me, . / / | a 

i G ees oN — | | | ae 
pe = Cet Te NM stock tp | & he - om XN. . a 1° Total new construction - oN 

: TT $200 eh ———} ey 
eo LH ON | | a | . | va 
y ti A“ . a \ a 

- LE <4 New dwelling units lp a 

me He ot . , = , oy 
\ 1920 1925 7 1930 - 1935. 1940 | ~ 1945 : ca vty 

: FIGuRE 1.—Sales of roofing slate and mill stock compared with new dwelling units and total new construc- . ae 
mo tion, 1920-42. Data on new construction from Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce and on new on 
a dwelling units from Bureau of Labor Statistics. . : -_ oo 

# oo | oe —— a 
4 _ Figure 1 compares sales of roofing slate and mill stock with the Ss 
“| number of new dwelling units and total new construction from 1920 me 
4 to 1942. Roofing slate, which is used chiefly in residential construc- “4 
s - tion, failed to keep pace with new dwelling units from 1921 to 1929. ‘Y 
- From that date until 1938, residential building was at alowebb, with © 
: roofing-slate sales showing small proportional gains. From 1939 to o 

1941, new residential building made rapid strides and slate roofing - 
a made relatively small gains. In 1942, residential construction under- - 

went a decline comparable in severity with that of 1929; and roofing- of 
| slate sales, already at a low level, experienced a similar decline. _ - 

| Mill stock is used most widely in nonresidential building. As indi- ; 
cated in figure 1, mill-stock sales maintained a favorable position with “ 

| respect to total new construction from 1920 to 1937, but thereafter a 
- 556250—_48——80 a
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“they lagged. The demand for mill stock failed to respond to the up- 
.. surge of total construction in 1941 and 1942 because the predominant =—s—s—w 
-. military construction consisted largely of temporary structures, in 
~~. which little or no slate was used. SO ae 
Be Figure 2 presents graphically a statistical history of slate by uses 
"= over a 28-year period. All branches of the industry experienced a __ 
» serious decline during the depression years, and although some recovery. 
oe took place in subsequent years the upturn was reversed in 1942 because _ 
=. dimension slate is used very little in military building. Slate-granule __ 
- > sales, however, have expanded, because slate-surfaced composition 
".. roofing is in wide demand for temporary and semipermanent building. | 

. | te Teg 
eh = 8000 OV  §@ | | 

eo LY | , a\ A | 

Po —— a} 6S ee  # ES Et ge 

| : Ee ee _ | De S- wee || 
a = 1900 Perc Ree uneneeaeaee a ee Geran 

vo | 0 Eee oe ee eee errata ee 
SO IIS 1920 I925 1930 1935 1940. 1945 

a = | FIGURE 2.—Value of slate sold in the United States, 1915~42, by uses. | 

_-——”-“ Figure 3 presents the same history as figure 2, except that quantities 
. rather than values are used. Products of low unit value naturally 

assume greater prominence in this chart, whereas the higher-priced : 
products, such as blackboards, become relatively insignificant on a | 
quantity basis. | | 

Granules and flour.—Slate granules are used extensively in surfacing 
prepared roofing; and slate flour is employed as a filler in paints, road 
asphalt-surface mixtures, roofing mastic, oilcloth, linoleum, and 

: various other products. The use of these commodities showed sub- 
stantial gains in 1942 because of their application to military needs.
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ye o /: \ y | oo eh = 120 +t“ —___h op Ho 

YE IN Nea ale - 
rep . © 100 ff Pf. Oe | Lo a qd t VY" f= | | 
ae g. if fl . Building material 4 Co . , 

eh ja. 
‘ . 

, : | | | iB Vf | fe | . | , BY a 
noe : a 3 &. Mill stock | - . _ 

i } 1915, 1920 © 1925 1930 1935 — 1940 1945 | a 

es pe FIGURE 4.—Prices of slate compared with wholesale prices of building ‘materials “in general, 1915-42, oO 
yo co . Wholesale prices are from Bureau of Labor Statistics. © os wo 

Bs _ REVIEW BY STATES AND DISTRICTS a 

-*-' The following table gives sales of slate in 1942, by States and uses. 

2. Slate sold by producers in the United States in 1942, by States and uses a 

a . Oo ; _ Roofing Mill stock ' | | 
Be | : PP Other oS Me , ' State Opera- Baers 3 , cses . Total 

quare value ee square | Value feet Value . 

_ _ Arkansas....._-..-_._-0 00 2 |---.----|--------- |---| (2) (2) oe 
California._.._..__.___._________ T Jewel ef ee|eeeee (2) (2) . 

a . Georgia. ...----. 2222-2222 e ee ] |------.-|---_------|-----------]-----------| @ (7) 
Maine_-__..-- | 2] 1,130 $9, 100 604, 200 | $471,291 |.....___.._]| $480, 391 

a Maryland_..__..._.---- 2 1 ji-.---- |e fee fee. (2) (2) 
oe New York. ___-.-___.._________. * 8] 2,200 32, 518 |_..------_.|_.------...| $627, 072 659, 590 

| - - Pennsylvania 3___.___.__.-__ 22 {125,950 |1, 068, 300 | 2, 530, 900 571, 843 966, 656 | 2, 606, 799 
Vermont____.-.-..---..---22 2-2. 26 | 41,850 | 396, 601- 78, 310°} ~ “69, 292 | 1,193,896 | 1, 659, 789 
Virginia____.._-._-. 2.22. 5 | 20,940 | 197, 534 |_--.--_----_]-2--- ee. (2) (2). 
Undistributed.-_.....-....-..2.]}.-.--.--|--.._-_|..__..___|-...-----__|-_..__.__.. 756, 120 953, 654 

Total: 1942....-...---.___. 68 |192, 070 |1, 704.053 | 3, 213,410 | 1,112, 426 | 3, 548, 744 6, 360, 223 
1941... 85 |378, 980 |3, 180, 766 |43, 245, 270 |41, 076, 814 |43, 258, 054 | 7, 515, 634 

m@@ tt 

1 Flagging and similar products, granules, and flour 
- 4 Included under “Undistributed.” ; 

3 For details of production in Pennslyvania, see following table. . 
4 Small amount of mill stock from New York in 1941 included under “‘Other uses.”
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Maine —Slate produced in Maine is used chiefly for electrical panels, os 
- - for which it possesses superior qualities. Sales of this product in-— ee 

7 creased 16 percent in quantity and 14 percent in value compared er 

2 with 1941. Sales of roofing slate were approximately only one-thirdas —s, Ye 

a large in quantity and value as in 1941; such slate, however, is a small fe 

ss fraction of the Maineslateindustry. = — | | | a 

* New York-Vermont.—Continuing the decline in roofing-slate sales = ~~ + 
'-  yecorded for the 2 preceding years, sales in 1942 were little more than 2 

7 half as great as in 1941; the value of sales declined 39 percent. Mill- oe 

~ .  gtoek sales declined 44 percent in quantity and 13 percent in value; oes 

__ but the value of other products, chiefly granules and flour, dropped = “3 
oe less than 1 percent. The value of all slate products soldin Vermontin — > 

_ 1942 was 14 percent and in New York 4 percent lower than in 1941.° oe 

_  _This slate area is the outstanding source of colored roofing slates in ee 
— the United States. Their attractive green, red, purple, and mottled — os 
o colors and adaptability to architectural design, combined with ean 

. excellent enduring qualities, fit them especially for churches, libraries, 9s 

ae colleges, and Government and other public buildings, as well as for ero 

: moderate- and high-priced homes. It was because such types of © >, 

mo construction were so lacking in 1942 that the roofing-slate industry © = 

of the New York-Vermont area declined so severely. = © |... 
4 Peach Bottom district —Blue-black slates of high quality have been Oe 

ye quarried for more than 200 years on the Maryland-Pennsylvania = 

'. border near Delta, Pa. Many years ago several companies produced a 

ul roofing slate in this area, but all ceased operation because of drainage 

2 difficulties and costly slides of overburden and debris. In 1937 anew ss 

a roofing-slate operation was developed in Pennsylvania, and it has a yd 

- become a substantial producer. Granules and slate flour are oe 

i manufactured in both States. — | | et 

* . Lehigh district——The most productive slate area in the United > 

- States is in Lehigh and Northampton Counties, Pa.; all kinds of slate ae 

a products are manufactured. As separate figures cannot be shown for. 

- - York County, Pa., it is included with Northampton County inthe - = 

. accompanying table. > | a es 

i The value of total sales of slate products in the Lehigh district was oo 

' 95 percent lower in 1942 than in 1941. Sales of roofing slate were49 = 

: percent less in both quantity.and value. The following mill-stock are 

products gained in both quantity and value: Structural and sanitary == = 

- slate (8 percent in quantity and 18 percent in value), vaults and cov- Os 

> ers (2 percent in both quantity and value), and school slates (7 percent — oN 

‘ in quantity and 15 percent in value); the following declined in both 8 

3 quantity and value: Electrical slate (26 percent in quantity and 28 of 

‘ percent in value), blackboards and bulletin boards (6 percent in quan- So 

{ tity and 10 percent in value), and billiard-table tops (30 percent in ua 

s quantity and 29 percent in value). Other products, chiefly granules ue 

and flour, gained 20 percent in value compared with 1941. | SS
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ee a Slate sold by producers in: Pennsylvania in 1942, by counties and Uses. | 

ae a | | Roofingslate [> = Mill stock Oe 

ge ae pg Pe "Structural and |. Vaultsand © eo ~ ,, County. Oper. Sqmares oD Electrical | sanitary | covers - | 

Be | : - square | - Value Scuare!| souael ‘squarel eon BS : ee quare quare | Square oe | ee Pe — es feet | Value) © feet Value feet | Value | 

oe Lehigh | 6 {10,510 | 971,717 | 43,180 [$18,613 | 6190] $2,008} @ | @ ge Northampton and - oe : . i York?..-..._.._.] 16 | 118,440 | 996, 583 | 15, 700 | 6,910 | 681, 440 | 241, 910 |1251, 380 |1 $61, 057 : 
2 otal: 1942..._..] "22 | 125, 950 |, 068, 300 | 58, 880 | 25, 523 | 687, 630 | 244,008 | 251,380 | 61,057 — --WWAL...-..] 25 | 248, 980 |2, 075, 490 | 79, 260 | 35, 496 | 638, 680 | 206,881 | 246, 700 | 59,650 

pe 7 ane | aaa . Mill stock—Continued | a Cs 

Pee re pet - -Blackboards and “Riles + es | x |. . Sos | So  Gounty = f alletin | Billgrdetable | scoot states | Other | otal ee oars | crate) | value 
Se > | Square “Vatue | Square Value | Square |: vatue | ee ae Bn | feet | ae feet. | _ —_ - feet — oa a ew 

sy Vebigh...-----<<---.--| 246, 540 | $46,311 ||} set, 000 Igu4,o48| @ | 8150, 787 Bee o Northampton and York 2_-| 558, 320 131, 691:| 166, 250 |$49, 205. noa------|5-2----- 3 $966, 656 [13 2, 454, 012 

Bo Total: 1942. _.___.___] 804,860 | 178, 002 | 166, 250-| 49, 205 | 561, 900 |: 14, 048 | 966, 656 2, 606, 799. ee  1941_______._.] 857,990 | 198, 466 | 238, 850.1 69,674 | 522; 830 | 19,267 |°-806,415 | 3,464348 

Wo _} Small amount of slate for grave vaults and covers produced in Lehigh County included under Northamp- a : ton and York Counties. .: | oe Tee . ST ne ce ne - 2 York County produced roofing slate, granules, and flour only. a . 7 . - %§mall amount of flagging produced in Lehigh County included under Northampton and York Counties. 

Be NEW DEVELOPMENTS — eT 

- ‘The possibilities of using waste slate as a source of lightweight 
.. aggregates have been studied by the Bureau of Mines, and the results | 
ae appear in a recent publication.! Slates from Pennsylvania, Maine, 
- and Maryland gave a satisfactory degree of bloating upon calcinstion. 
- _  Concretes made with the resulting aggregates weighed 103 to 107 | 

_ pounds per cubic foot, whereas concretes made. with standard 
~  erushed-stone or gravel aggregates weigh about 142 pounds per 

cubic foot. Concrete made with expanded slate ageregates was 
found to possess adequate strength for general structural uses. Such | 
lightweight concretes can be used advantageously for bridge decks, 

_ arches, floors, and walls where the structural design demands a 
o minimum dead load. As enormous quantities of waste accumulate 

) in all slate-producing centers, the development of such a byproduct 
industry is highly desirable. | 
~»The results of a survey of roofing materials in the South Central 

_ States, recently published by the National Bureau of Standards,? 
bring out the interesting fact that slate covered only 0.75 percent of 
all the roofs examined. In view of the fact that one of the major 
roofing slate-producing regions of the United States—Buckingham 

1 Conley, John E., Waste Slate as a Raw-Material Source of Lightweight Aggregates: Trans. Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng., vol. 148, Industrial Minerals (Nonmetallics), 1942, pp. 161-166. 
3 Snoke, Hubert R., and Waldron, Leo J., Survey of Roofing Materials and Structures: U. S. Dept. of 

Commerce Building Materials and Structures Report, BMS 84, 1942, 19 pp.
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. County, Va.—is within easy reach of the northern part of the area — 4 

-_ govered in the survey, it is remarkable that slate, which possesses 2 

:  guperior durability and attractive appearance, should have been used - ae 
f go sparingly. The potential market for roofing slate is enormous, Lae 

-. but the industry has made little progress in developing the market. ag 

-. Considerable publicity has been given to a patent process of laying = “e 
ey roofing slate with a single lap over heavily coated asphalt roofing. . OS 

Each slate is held in place with a single nail and a metal clip. The  % 
- advantages claimed are a reduction of nearly 50 percent in the quan-_ a 

& tity of slate needed, weight of roof, and cost, compared with roofs = # 
x laid according to the American method. At the same time, the roof - oS 
= is said to equal the ordinary slate roof in appearance and durability. = 9 + 

eo Wide acceptance of this new method by architects and builders would LS 

a tend greatly to increase the use of roofing slate, particularly in the Gg 
a field of low-cost housing where slate is commonly regarded as too -— as 

costly for extensive use. OS oS 

a : | FOREIGN TRADE — } | os 

Pe Owing to wartime restrictions no figures on foreign trade can be 

eo published; they are, however, of so little significance in the slate 3 

. industry that their absence will not detract appreciably from the value eB 

{ of this report. ae a 
_ The total annual value of imports for the 10-year period 1932 to — ae 

' 1941 ranged from a high of $17,317 in 1932 to a low of $520 in 1940 | 

ra and averaged about $7,000 a year. This is only about 0.2 percent of Aa 

oo the average annual domestic sales for the period. — These small im- =: 

po ports originated in various countries, chiefly Italy, Poland, Nether- == a 

po lands, Czechoslovakia, and United Kingdom. a ne 

Be Exports of slate products (exclusive of granules and flour), as ol 

be reported by producers, are higher than imports. From 1932 to 1941 A 

i their value ranged from $26,042 in 1933 to $75,656 in 1940 and aver- oe 

. aged about $55,000 a year. This is a little more than 1 percentofthe © .; 

é average annual sales value (including granules. and flour) during the . = 

i period. Exports consist of roofing, school slates, electrical slates, ~“# 

: blackboards, billiard-table tops, and various structural slate products. ==; 

a Canada, Mexico, and South and Central America are the principal === 

. destinations. | Oo a 

: 3
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SAND AND GRAVEL - ee 
a | By G. W. JosepHson anp G. E. TuckeR - - Te nog 

a OS SUMMARY OUTLINE | | a ae 
“ - | | . Page | . Page : ae 

we . Summary....-.-.-----2---------_-----22---.. 1265] Principal trends____-...-..----.---------2---- 1278 od 
we Salient statistics....................-..--.---. 1266] Sand and gravel for construction........-.-. 1275 oe 

. Production....._--..---------..-------------- 1267 | _ Industrial sands......-_.-.----------------- 1275 es 
eo Government-and-contractor production_... 1273 Employment and productivity_.-------------” 1276 = i og 

Method of transportation..........-..-------- 12%4| New developments. ee 
Be Degree of preparation.........-.-.------------ 1274| Foreign trade_............-...----------.2--.. 1279 Tt 
c . Size of plants.......----.------------------+-- 1275 | Blast-furnace slag--..--.--------------------- 1280 Pee 

i: | SUMMARY oO 

- As an integral part of the great wave of wartime construction, the — oe 
. production of sand and gravel in 1942 exceeded 300 million tonsand = st 
t surpassed all previous records. The quantity and value of total ne 
Pe production over a period of years are indicated in figurel. = Cg 

I} 3007-—— . _— 1300 ae, 

TT 250 | — | 20 || wot 

~ fF 2200 — — v, f\ p90 |f AES 

: ce & Quantity, . f 8 | Se 
‘ 2 1 WA ! =i ad 
x | * 150 f 1500 ee 

a o , ' 7 ) | Que a 

; o ; , —_ oo Spe 

a = , | | ek 

: * ad 50 oo 

a 190519101915 ~~21920.~~«21925~—~=«d930~=~S=«*93H~SC«*KOS~S=«*N9MS Oa 

| . FIGURE 1.—Total production of sand and gravel in the United States, 1905-42. rer 

With the increase in activity came an appreciable improvement in Oe 

d production efficiency and firmer prices, counterbalanced by rising 2 
Ney e . e e s . ve: 

: operating expenses in the form of increased wage, transportation, an 8 

| material costs. The War Production Board, the Office of Price 3 
| Administration, and the Office of Defense Transportation greatly ~ \ 

influenced the practices of the industry in 1942. | oi 
A noteworthy trend is visible in the fact that whereas commercial a 

operations increased their tonnage 28 percent in 1942 compared with io 
| 1941, the output of Government-and-contractor ! operations was 33 Oo 

1 Prior to 1939 classified as “‘noncommercial’”’; details of change in designation given in Minerals Yearbook, — > 
v 1940, Review of 1939, p. 1214. . = 

| : 1265 oy 
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eS percent lower. Private building, highway construction, and many 
we: large public works. projects like those of the Work Projects Adminis-- 
“.- tration have been curtailed or eliminated to concentrate the men, 
“ . money, equipment, and materials on more critical wartime activities. 
~~ Salient statistics on sand and gravel for 1941 and 1942 are summarized | 
~ in the following table. — ee ee oo 

eo _ Sand and gravel sold or used by producers in the Untied States, 1941-42, by com- 
beer ne mercial and Government-and-contractor operations and by uses 

Be a ae - a | Percent of: _ - 
Be rr ae . - ) . . | | change in—_ 
Ba . a - Value |. Value re 

Bee ee |) Short [7 | Short | | A - 
foe Se a Oo _ . tons Le ons rapel ! Aver- a Bn ee Aver- Aver-| Ton- |* : 
co Rta ag | Total Vege | nage | ove, 
7  -GOMMERCIAL OPERATIONS fe 7 So 

fe Band: . oS - pe Oo fo 
Gee Glass........-...-----------| 8,475, 111] $6, 113, 529] $1.76] 3, 622, 487| $6, 784, 427| $1.87| ++4.2] +6.3 
Be _. Molding...-2....2.-2---.-..|,..7, 246,081) 8, 412, 725 1.16) . 8, 255,991] 10, 745, 552); 1.30) --13. 9)+4-12. 1- 

ee - Building -.--..-.-...-.---.-| 40, 164,731] 21, 698, 378} © .54| 46,035, 701| 26, 901, 356]. . 58} +14. 6} +7.4 
By - Paving__.-......_--.-.-----| 27,013, 283] 14, 834, 378] ..55] 33, 307, 106] 20,035,796] _. 60) +-23.3] 49.1, 
Bal Grinding ana polishing 1____|_ 1,001,814} 1,388,966} 1.39 806, 878} 1, 363, 168}. 1.69} —19. 5|-+21.6 

ae - Fire orfurnace-....----...-| 825, 808 357,240} 1.10; 368, 465 491,972; 1.34) +13.1)+21.8 — 
fo Wngine.. 2-2 .----.---| 2,022, 782) 1,312,433] -< 65] 2,.559, 008} 1,749,204] 681 +265] +-4.6 — 
Be Filter 222222 2-2--2222222-] 268,966] 324,107] 1.23] 176, 833| "228, 137| 1.26] —33.0| +24 | 
Bal. Railroad ballast 2.__.-..---_| 1,634,335] 445,181] .27| 1,969,758]  675,778| . 341 +-20.5|+-25.9 
Bos Otther.#. 22. 2-22----------] 2,022, 604) 1, 455, 384) .72) 1,698, 134) 1, 345, 823) 79} —16.0] +9.7 

“=. + Petal commercial sand_-.| 85, 170, 510| 56, 342, 321}. 66 98, 800, 361| 70, 316,213.71] +16.0| +7.6 ~~ 
ca oe Gravel: - : 2 en ee ee a re a 
wae Building. ._.....1..-.-....] 37, 900, 243] 26, 729, 788] . 71] 46, 389, 536| 35,827,892) .771-4+2241-+85 | | 

rae a Paving._.-..-.-.-----.-----} 88, 310, 304] 24, 624,898] 64] 60,874, 506] 43, 193, 937 71) +58. 9}-+-10. 9 
wen oS Railroad ballast 4.......--._] 16,302,175] 5,456,300) . 33! 23,110, 558| 8,377,991]  .36| +41. 8] +9.1- 
re - a ‘Other §_..-. 2 - 2-8. 3, 873, 235} 1, 553, 606) .40 8, 772,826) 1,711,310)  . 45) —2.6}-+-12. 5 

be __-_ -TotaF commercial gravel..| 96, 385, 957| 58, 364, 592]. 61/134, 147, 426] 89, 111,060] .66| +39.2) +82. - 
a Total commercial sand i oe " of 
Boo and gravel__.....--.--.- 181, 556, 467|114, 706,913]  . 63/232, 947, 787/159, 427, 273; .68] +28.3) -+-7.9 

ry pete | GOVERNMENT-AND-CONTRACTOR | . 
a ae  . OPERATIONS 6 _— ~ 
a - - Sand: . 
ae Building.-...-.-..-..--..--| 5, 789,000] 1,797,000] .31] 3,482,000] 2,018,000] .58} —39.9/++87.1 | 
- Paving. ._......-------..---| 12,876,000] 4,013,000} .31] 5,089,000] 2, 109, 000 -41} —60. 5|4-32. 3 

foo Total Government-and- | . . | 
. | contractor sand__.......] 18, 665,000] 5, 810, 900 .31| 8,571,000} 4,127,000| .48| —54.1/+54.8 

| Gravel: TO 
Building... 222-222-222... 8,779,000} 3,797,000] .43} 8,022,000) 3,942,000} .49/ —8.6|+14.0 

. Paving................-....]| 79, 715, 000) 22,893,000] .29] 54, 806, 000] 21,004,000) .38} —31.2/+31.0 

_ Total Government-and- 
| | contractor gravel____...}| 88, 494,000] 26,690,000] .30] 62,828,000] 24,946,000] .40| —29.0/-+-33.3 

Total Government-and- 
contractor sand and . 
gravel_._......_.....-..]107, 159, 000] 32, 500, 000 . 30] 71, 399, 000) 29,073,000} .41) —33. 41+36.7 

COMMERCIAL AND GOVERNMENT- 
. AND-CONTRACTOR OPERATIONS 

Sand___--.--..------_.-.-.--.-] 103, 835, 000} 62, 152,000} —. 60/107, 371, 000 74, 443,000) .69) +3. 4/+15.0 
| Gravel____-..-------.___..-.---|184, 880, 000] 85, 055,000] —. 46/196, 975, 000/114, 057,000) .58| -+6. 5/-+-26.1 

Grand total_.._--.._-_-.-|288, 715, 000|147, 207,000} . 51/304, 346, 005 188, 500,000; .62) -+5.4}-+21.6 

a a ee en eee nS Se eee ee 

1 Includes blast sand as follows—1941: 371,049 tons valued at $912,626; 1942: 422,022 tons, $1,071,018. 
2 Includes ballast sand produced by railroads for their own use as follows—1941: 37.911 tons valued at 

$5,676; 1942, 39,252 tons, 8,740. - 
Includes some sand used by railroads for fills and similar purposes as follows—1941: 351,537 tons valued 

at $36,737; 1942: 178,191 tons, $27,500. 
‘ Includes ballast gravel produced by railroads for their own use as follows—1941: 7,536,591 tons valued 

at $1,506,121; 1942: 10,243,680 tons, $2,031,339. 
5 Includes some gravel used by railroads for fills and similar purposes as follows—1941: 1,157,557 tons 

valued at $128,993; 1942: 1,294,861 tons, $141,917. 
aap proximate figures for States, counties, municipalities, and other Government agencies directly or 

under lease. |



ae Approximately 5 percent more sand and gravel was produced in ok 
* -:1942- than in 1941 and for the fourth successive year anew record was 
. attained. As stocks of sand and gravel held by producers are small igs 
S in tonnage and not subject to great variation from year to year, the 
- quantity of materials sold or used is virtually equivalent to production. ae! 
- Throughout this report, sales and production are used interchangeably. == =; 
a The following table summarizes total production of sand and gravel  —=s_— 
& during the. 5-year period 1938-42.” | | , aa, 

= Sand and gravel sold or used by commercial and Government-and-contractor producers RES 
C | . in the United States, 1938-42 | | oe, <t 

a . a " Gravel (including rail- oe - ° Wa 
Be Sand ~ road ballast) Total ©. | oS 
oe | Year | 

- oo | | Short tons Value | Short tons Value | Short tons Value Ie £ 

£ yoga zc] 57, 118, 828 | $38, 935, 725 | 124, 206, 405 | $51, 987, 122 | 181, 320, 233 | $85,922,847 = 
a 1939..............-.2....-| 72, 642,00 | 41, 608, 000 | 153, 466,000 | 64, 458, 000 | 226.008, 000 | 106, 066, 000 oe 
i 1940.............-...-...-|. 78, 674, 000 | 45, 332,000 | 159, 634,000 | 65, 356, 000 | 238, 308, 000 | 110, 688, 000 Oo 
& Ygqa TT TITTTIITTTIIIITITT 103; 885; 000 | 62; 152; 000 | 184, 880,000 | 85, 055, 060 | 288, 715, 000 | 147, 207, 006 ee 
y 1942.__72727777TTTTTTIIIT] 107, 371, 000 | 74, 443, 000 |: 196, 975, 000 | 114, 057,000 | 304, 346, 000 | 188, 500, 000 8 

eo Details of production in 1942, by States and uses, are presented in =, 
'. the following tables. California, with the greatest. tonnage ever re- ag 
Be corded from a single State, was the leading producer, and Texas, “Ss 
ee Illinois, New York, Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana followed in the a 
¢ order named. . | } OO | ge Cg 

Fo | Sand and gravel sold or used by commercial and Government-and-coniractor producers as 
i . in the United States in 1942, by States ee ca Sg 

, State | Short tons| Value - State | Short tons| Value 

b Alabama..................| 4,659,624 | $2,538, 738 || New Hampshire...........] 1, 287,304 |. $159, 058 a. 
2 Alaska.............--------} (1) (t) New Jersey.........----.--| 6,032,978 | 5,726,860 =, #2 
; Arizona.-..............-.} 1,614,353 | 1,193, 603 || New Mexico_---.---------|_ 1 261,358 | 1 146. 866 od 
i Arkansas...........-......| 5,831,867 | 3,919,212 || New York.._..-----------| 16, 285, 367 | 11, 841, 245 us 
: California ....-------------| 34,791, 974 | 22,067,004 || North Carolina............| 4,280,198 | 2, 491, 820 og 

Colorado.....-..-.--.-...| 4, 631,942 | 3,220, 706 || North Dakota..._---------| 2, 509,684 | "343, 612 a 
: Connecticut.........--...| 2,960,477 | 1, 610, 883 || Ohio_________________1__7_| 18, 753, 303 | 10, 570, 888. oe 
: Delaware__..........--..--|. 169, 267 95,298 || Oklahoma.___.._..........} 3,109,630 | 1, 946, 644 eh 
e Florida.___..---.--...-...| 1 1, 834, 863 | 1-1, 339, 361 || Oregon_....-----_-------"| 6,660,311 | 4, 497, 514 Sg 

Georgia..........-.......-|. 1969,934 | 1732, 528 || Pennsylvania_.._-__------| 10,614, 411 | 10, 700, 743 eo oe 
: Idaho. _........)--.-.-.-..] 8,118,581 | 1,983,054 || Puerto Rico.------7-------] |) (i) 2 Oe 
. Tllinois......-..-......----| 17, 720, 343 | 11, 632,848 |] Rhode Island..---.7--.222-] 872,437 861,881 
> Indiana. .._.........-.-..-] 12, 715, 469 | 6, 609,929 || South Carolina_-_..-.....-- 729, 543 355, 170 vt 
4 Iowa_..-.:----..-.--------| 8, 700,745 | 2, 190, 452 || South Dakota__.........-.| 3,577,983 | 1, 443, 908 “eo 
7 Kansas___.__............--| 5,201,000 | 2,773,283 |} Temnessee._.._..........--| 1.3, 550, 427 | 1 3, 086, 499 ae 

! Kentucky-..........-....-| 2, 403,635 | 1,743, 695 || ‘Texas__-..._._________-_] 17, 727, 971 | 11, 639, 412 7% 
q Louisiana__._.............| 4,615,418 | © 3, 651,750 jj Utah.._..._...........---.| 3,874,841 | 2,079,302) es 

. Maine.....................| 2,249,254 | "800,147 || Vermont..-...-.-----.----| 476,331 | 173, 258 ys 
, Maryland_.___......-.....| 5, 940,123 |_ 5, 647, 434 || Virginia...__-_-"-7-77_-| 5,610,753 | 8, 460, 232 ee 
y Massachusetts.......-....-| 1.5, 179, 419 | 1 3, 105, 674 || Washington_-___-_-----.--| 8, 172, 550 | 4, 094, 900 oe. 
i Michigan...........-...-.-| 15, 542,941 | 7,362,231 || West Virginia_.-__-_---__| 3,058,878 | 3, 747, 351 oy 
* Minnesota...........------| 10, 900,493 | 2, 602,324 |} Wisconsin...............--| 9, 265,512 | 3, 496, 621 oe 
: Mississippi_...........----| 3,257,551 | 1,766,367 |} Wyoming..._.......-.-.--| 3,978,673 | -1, 613, 407 ae 

: Missouri-.......-..--.....| 4, 490,650 | 2,931,924 || Undistributed 2__--"---7--] 6,949,000 | 3, 569, 000 
Montana.....-.--...--.--.| 5, 246,242 | 2, 986, 468 ——-__|_-___— a 

| Nebraska..........-...---.| 6, 827,665 | 3, 241, 622 | 304, 346, 000 |188, 500, 000 rae 
. Nevada.-.-.....-.-.---.-..-| 2, 735,859 | 1, 508, 471 : - oh 

1 Output of Government-and-contractor operations included under ‘‘Undistributed.” i 
- 2 Includes items covered by “‘t.” oe oo
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oe Sand and gravel sold or used by commercial and Government-and-contractor producers © 
By | 3 in the United States in 1942, by States and uses . So - 

po oe {Commercial unless otherwise indicated] a SO 

bol | Sand BS , re 

Pee en ’ Building ee pe 

Bree Glass ‘ Molding 7 ne 
ie . State ; : Government-and- ee | |. - oe Commercial ~ contractor - 

Ble Short Short - Short Short |. 
we a | | tons Yalue tons | Value tons | Value tons | Value 

po ~  Alabama_____..--]---.---.--]----------] 105,371 | $79,752 | 940,074 | $424,835 | 2,776 | $2, 054 a Wat Alaska _.._........|----------|----------]----------|-----------|-----------]-----------|------- eee] 
Fa Arizona. ._.._2-..-|----------|--------.-]----------]-----------] | 160,558 | 145,316 |____..___- wenn nse, eo  Arkansas.__.-.....| @) Qe (1) 709,607 | 460,977 | 306,185 | 297,317 © — 
Mo . California..........|. 157,773 | $600,190 | 155, 441 361, 900 | 5, 249,990 | 3,088, 987 11, 434.788 | 757, 797 
BN ae Colorado. ........_|-----_-_---]-----_-_-- 5, 331 5, 057 458,924 | 235,677 | 186,644 | 184, 200 
ea — Connecticut..__--- 1, 300 7, 800 (@) > (@). 873, 682 441, 653 3, 380 2, 028 . 
Ves -_  Delaware__.._....}.-.-.--_--|----------] > 4.903 |- 2, 094 32,484 | 22,334 |. ----_ Joie ee 
mA lorida.. 2 3, 300 | 1, 650 |.--..---.-]--.--------| 529, 949 335, 976 (Q)y (it) , 
Pr Georgia._.........| 17, 996 35, 991 2,034 | 3,764 |. 228,057 114,252}. @) | Q).. 
Mya se Idaho. ...2.---2-..}----------|----_- oof ef ei ee 14, 473 7, 855. .313 | 75 
mine —  -  * Tinois. 2.222. (1) (2) 1, 984, 605 | 2, 210,003 | 2, 722,051 | 1, 266, 968 20, 089 11, 893 
me Indiana. _._...222_|-----.-.--j|----------| 300,877 190, 834 | 1, 362, 693 643, 817 27, 401 2, 512 - 
ae Towa.....-..-.--.-|---.------|---------| @ |- @ 682, 292| 315, 330 95| 95 
eos Kansas .- 22222222}. ee iii e| 22 2ilo ye i..--|----..--] 1, 209,417 | 566,882 | 15,919 | 5, 504 
on Co Kentucky .-._._..- won ence nef n eee 9, 356 19, 095 595, 505 458, 161 123, 385 | - 55, 295 
oe - -. Louisiana. _..._-.-.|------.---]-----2----} (1) 861, 184 413, 288. . 61]. 50 Hee Maine_....----_-_ |e ff] 116435 |. 50,681 |... 2 | noe Maryland _7 7-77} 14,100 | 21,150 [2-22 a cece 
mi. Massachusetts.__.-}----.-----]----------| (1). 1,591,079 | 871,086 | = () a 
Lie Michigan... 2-2.) © (). (1) ~ }1,334,410 | 598, 370 | 1,433,509 | 650, 530 6,481.| 1,654 — ' 
oe . Minnesota__...-2-} = (4) ~Q) - 23,026}. 29,168 |. 784,291 |. 283,664 | 16,146 | 6,274 | 
gee _  Mississippi_..-_.-.|----..--..]----.-----|---.------|----..--...| 357, 324 177, 070 26, 655 | 1, 823 
Bee - Missouri. 22-.--.-| - (2) (1) 107, 174 111, 473 | 1,001,232 | 534,321 | . 37,044 27, 471 
a , - Montana__-..__.2|--.--2.22|-----2 |---| 121, 769 103, 842 1,341}. 2,114 
Le _Nebraska__.___.--|-.-.----.-|----...---| @ (1) | 1,183,172 | 467,517] "489 89 fo _ ‘Nevada.__..__-...|  @ (1) (1) (1) 14,563 | 20,156] 6,132} 9,146 
pe . _ New. Hampshire...|.-....._._]----------|----------|---------+- (1) 0) ane nen en nn [eee sean ee 
fo New Jersey.__....| 321,690 | 484,031 |1, 606, 571 | 2, 672, 342 |. 1,808, 279 933, 286 |--.-.-----|---------. 
ee . New Mexico--_-._|---------_]----------|----.-.-.-|--2--------|@®) (1) (1) - (1) 
Rj New York____...2.}------.2._]--.--..-..| 529, 809 851, 575 | 4, 847, 665 | 2, 852, 823 76,975 | 115,741. 
ee North Carolina_._.|------..._]---------.|.-.-------]--..-------] 1, 170, 139 472,991 ; 197, 760 46, 519 
Te North Dakota.____|-.--..-.._|----..----|--.-------|------.-.--| = @ (4) 972 65 
ae _  Ohio_-_ 2 (?) © (A) 983, 607 | 1, 785, 376 | 2, 550, 572 | 1,-663, 056 1, 321 484 
oe Oklahoma._._____- (1) (1) 4,236 | —— 6,.778 408, 244 253, 126 16, 983 36,926 
“ Oregon..___._...._|2---..----|2.--------]----_-___-|----. 8 480, 730 371, 593 6, 340 . 3, 676 

. Pennsylvania _____ (!) ¢)) 499, 665 832, 840 | 2, 244, 761 | 2,060,288 | 29,000 10, 000 - . 
Do Puerto Rico__.__._|---..---__}--.-_.---.]_---______|_-...-----|._.-. (1) (4) 

Rhode Island___.._}.-.-....-_|-.---.---- (1) (2) «69, 611 35, 474 3, 576 3, 149 - 
oo South Carolina__._|....-...._}--.--.-..-]------.--}--.-------2] 332, 128 129,666 | 44,286 |. 17,787 

So South Dakota_____|...._._.__|-.-.--_.._|--.--_2_-_]-_-_-- 100, 512 37, 973 532 285 
, Tennessee......_..| 10,380 15,570 | 111,080 204, 383 703, 800 604, 782 (1) (4 

. Texas__.. 2-2. () (2) (1) (1). | 2,176,122 | 1,466,842 | 73, 867 24, 415 
Utah.-__.-- 22} ee] (2) (1) 491,959 |. 286, 409 1, 915 719 
Vermont..___..-..|----.-----|--2-2 22 }ee- 2 e_|ee eee (1) (1) weo-------|--------- 
Virginia. __..- 2.2. (1) (1) - 85, 334 37, 434 | 1,454, 595 | 1,005, 499 ‘3, 369 505 
Washington.__..._]._.-_.-2-_}------- ee 5, 828 18, 925 | 1, 099, 649 554, 391 15, 796 6, 283 
West Virginia.____ (1) (1) (1) (1) 332, 466 323, 960 823 _ 983 
Wisconsin_--....-.|-..-.-..-.]-.....---.| 99, 448 132, 030 | 1, 087, 673 467,826 | 127,162: 42, 454 

. Wyoming__._____}_-_.2-2-__}-- 2 eee }e eee 70, 836 43, 516 376 454 
Undistributed 3_ __/3, 095, 948 [5,668,045 | 347, 885 592, 359 | 1, 431, 646 | 1, 236,780 | 666,000 | 341,000 

3, 622, 487 |6, 784, 427 8 255, 991 |10, 745, 552 (46, 035, 701 |26, 901, 356 |3, 482, 000 |2, 018, 000 
a 

See footnotes at end of table.
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ms Sand and gravel-sold or used by commercial and Government-and-coniractor producers nO 
Be : in the UnitedjStates in 1942, by States and uses—Continued oF 

a Oo . a Sand—Continued — aE 

7 a ' Paving . . | ae 

. State | Grinding and | Fire or furnace Os 
. . Government-and- | | NS a | Commercial Contractor CS 

- | Short Short . Short _ | Short ae g 
oe - | tons. | Value tons. |. Value | tons | Value tons Value OS 

ee Alabama__..--...-....-.-| 476,657 | $240,630 | 178,605} $10,134 |_.-_--.-[_-.--------| © . QQ) | ag 
me Alaska. __22 2222-2 2-2-|- 22 fee. (1) (4) w-------[ oe ef fee ok 
ee . Arizona..............--..| 39, 460 33, 083 55, 322 47, 675 275 $212 | --ee eee 
ho.  Arkansas_................] 598,136 | 309,422] 11,792] 15,668] (1) Q) fll Ss 
we California. ___._....------| 3, 868, 982 | 2,159,780] 708,515 | 466,714} () Q) 9 [TTT oS 
- «,. Colorado... 2222 22. 22, 232 9, 767 69,341.;. 27,393 |-----.-.]-.----2u 2} |e eases 
~ Connecticut_...........--| 168,359 | 94,255] 410,688] 31,279] (@ | @) |________|-.- o> co SE 

a Delaware__.......--.----- 36, 232 24, 726 |..-..-----]----=.----| 4,108 5, 961 143 $347, 
e Florida..................-] 600, 805 396,173} .. (2) — (4d) wo nneeee] eee lf eee fe ee So TEE 
i Georgia___..._..........-.| 546, 243 | . 383, 406 (1) () | 9,447} 24,747 | a 
ee. Idaho... -_--2-2--2-------} (1) | 144,808 | 76, 657 |---| ----- =} =~] e eas 
» .. TMinois...22-22. 2. _---.| 1,979, 556 | 1,041,040} 5, 285 1,924] (i) (2) 66, 837 | 77,655 ee 
& Indiana___...2......--.--] 1,638,374 | 907,244] | 15, 401 8, 247 |_.-._-._]_____2____]108, 920 | 52,068 oe 
ke lowa__.-..--2.-..---..---| 362,077 173, 335 21, 600 1,.600 (1) () wpececee|e--e eee Co Ns 
P Kansas... _..-.....--..-.--| 1, 742,606 | 899,824; 46,371 | 20,384] (2) Q)  flltii-e-|eos ee. ee 
Ke Kentucky ..-.-.-_---2-.--| 215,489 |. 176,209} | 2,744] 1,182 |... .....|_----__2l2].--_- el fll eee ode 
a Louisiana__........---.--| 498,861 |. 301, 708 - 92]. 68 (1) GQ) [eee e eee fee se 
we. -  Majine....--... 22. eee 62, 526 33, 300 | 146, 166 37,292 | - 650 250 |--------|--2---. foe 
: _  Maryland_...-_...-.--.-. OF (1) 22, 803 1,689 | = (1) @M | OM | @ aE 
vo Massachusetts....-..:-...|. 407,967 | 211, 655 (4) MH | @ | @& --------|------- - i. 
>, Michigan "2... -| 2,141,808 | 1,113, 516 | 316,322} 66,186] (2)- Q) foe ee pe | ee 
h, Minnesota_..._........-.-|  396,'525 107, 737 | 221, 083 37, 582 234 | . 585 220 220 
L Mississippi...-.........._] . 489, 316. 204, 647 12, 040 §24 |... | le eff le oo 
: Missouri_..-....--..-----| 527,168 | © 244, 197 3, 623 1, 839 (2) (2) ~-------}----- ee | : 
ve Montana___-._.--_--_-=-- 80, 364 98, 260 935 | ~ 716 |____-.--]-- 2 ee] ef Oe ns 
a Nebraska___...___....-._.| 2,106; 571 | 1, 047, 352 24,972 | 6,277 |__.__-_--|_-------_--}--- ete eee ee Sa 
a Nevada... ....-.-2-.------ 56, 576 57, 014 5, 250 3, 173 146 © 402 |__-- ef} eee + 7! 
. New Hampshire..._......| 26, 665 12, 624 | 308,086} 18,152 |__....__|.-- 2-22 2]e2222 elon 4 
oe New Jersey__.__.....-2.--| 695, 419 351, 489 815 _ 240 |110, 203 | 233, 294 | 42,659 | 57,756 = an 
se New Mexico___.__..-.----|---.-------}.--------.-| _@ G@) [eee -c ee feel el fel epee TTS 
oz New. York__.._._.....-..| 1, 867, 851 | 1,112, 547 | 407,064 | 480,464! 340 136 @ | @ a 
‘ North Carolina...........| 667,672 | 224,255! 664,761 | 130,890.|__._.-._]...-.-....|_-_..-__].-_.__- ~ 
ro North Dakota__..--.----.] 30, 943. 17, 764 8, 969 8,102 |__-__--_|----.-2-2-|--_-_oi elf. eee a “ 
i _  Qhio_....2___..._____----| 1, 854, 517 | 1,148,097 | -22, 675 6, 741 (1) (4) (4) ~ 4). oe a 
i Oklahoma.._........__...} 338, 611 145, 422 86, 245 63,189 | 4,000 2,000 |.-_.-_.-]------- ' Tut 
vo Oregon ._____-......-...-.| | 382, 052 374, 170 25,833 |} 5, 833 | ----.---]----------]--------]------- - oy 
h Pennsylvania___.___:_-.-.| 2, 181, 606 | 1, 834, 746° 185 157 (1) @) ~~ ‘| 51,118 | 86, 815 Cote 

Buerto Rico. _.__...------|-----------|-----------| © (1) ~--- 2 nnn] een a enn - |e eee epee Sst 
é Rhode Island_____._._._.- 28, 187 17, 197 25, 468 10, 764} 1,511 3, 372 |__._--__|------- ar 
Fe South Carolina__.......-.|- 182, 386 37,356 | 37,065} 32,411] (3) Q@) | --------]------- oe 
be South Dakota._..-...-..-| __ 8, 633 4,706 | 109, 410. 43, 400 |......-.]----------]---.----|------- pe ERE 
o Tennessee__._....--------| 739,358 | 706,468) - (3) (1) (1) ~@) |. 486 570 “4 
. “Texas. -...._.....-.-..---| 1,983, 210 | 1,341,602] 143,896 | 78,778} (2) (1) wennnnee|onee- ee” eh 
: Utah. _-- eee. 5, 778 3, 310 2, 025 1,142 {2.22 22 [ee eee fe} Oe 
; Vermont..-..__----------} 11, 129 6,472| 3,601} 1,775) (1) Q) 0 [lll pel Ps 
i Virginia__........---....-| 7738, 013 543, 369 36, 766 16, 300 |_-.__-..]-----.-.--]-------.|------- ane 
‘ Washington.___._........|_ 358,171 | 227,879 | 218,864 83,873 | (1) GQ) fiwtee| eee cog 
: West Virginia_........-.-| 290,705 | 264,928] 13,652] 12,873| () (1) |...-----|------- os ‘ Wisconsin......-.--------| 275,795 | 165,002] 250,405 | 62,964 | 34,496 | 67,346 |__._..__}___-_. , a \ Wyoming.______.........] » 10,140 18, 800} 10,364 6,977 |_._.__-.|------=..-|-.------]_------ nn 

‘ Undistributed 2___....._--} 1, 632, 375 | 1, 209, 313 | 289.000 | 190,000 |641, 473 |1, 024, 863 |103, 082 | 216, 541 oye 

33, 307, 106 |20, 035, 796 |5, 089, 000 \2 109, 000 |806, 878 |1, 363, 168 |368, 465 4491, 972 oe 

: See footnotes at end of table. ne 

o “
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ee Sand and gravel: sold or. used by commercial and Government-and-contractor producers 
mo : ‘ tn the United States in: 1942, by States and uses—Continued ~—_. a, 

eye a . Sand—Continued . , 

we State Engine - .. Filter _| Railroad ballast 4 - Other ! . 

Soe - | Short | . Short - Short Short © . 
ee : tons Value | ‘tons | Value | ‘tons Value tons Value 

Du Alabama...._..--..--------| . 175,655 | $39,968 |_..-.-_|-------_|----------|--------| eee fe 
ae Alaska__......-----.----_--|---------|---------- |---| ene | eee [eee ee ee] eee 
Le, Arizona__------------------| 21,995 | 20,567 |-.-._..|.-.....] 5, 269 | $4,635 | 1,260 $1,600 ~ 
em Apkansas..2.-.22-------2---] 2) (1) ()- 7 () (1) (1) 8,460 | 8, 471 
wo . California.._...---.----.---|. @ —@) 4, 283 |$22, 025 (4) ©) 105,718 | 93,088 
aa a Colorado. ..4..----..----..-| 42,099 | 37,311 |--------]--------|--------2-|-.------| | 38,333 | © 21,810. , 
Pegs ‘Connecticut ----..--1-.-----]----------]----------| 18, 681 | 7,080 |_----__-_-|--------| 14,975 | 7, 125 
WE - Delaware....-.-------------| 62,655 | 21,930}  743| 165° 995:| 1,658 | 4,351] 1,933 - 
ene Florida. _..---.--..---------| 200 160 | 2,482 | 1,241 4,900 970}. @) | @~ . 
Be Georgias 2 222-22----------| © 12,790 |. 6,010 | 3,222 | 12, 889 |.-.-_--2--|-- 22-2} (58, 71. | 87, 787 | 
fee daho._---- eee e |e fee ee [eee eee-|---ee eee [-ee-e---| 17,107 | 7, 086 
eo es) TBinois_.2.---------------] 140,298 | 80,621 | @) () - (1) @) | 126,414 | 146,960 
Be Indiang__:...-...----------} 97,644 | © 39, 706.|..-.---.}_.._..--| 188, 848 | 44,787 | ~ 31,954 13, 115 | . 
he Jowa___u-------------------| 48,880 | 35,431 | @) (1) @m t+ @ 35,723 | 14, 812 
Re _ © -Kansas.......-...----.-.-.-] 39,784 | 22, 582 (1) (1). |----2.----]---.----| 36,088 | =. 22, 215 - 
Me _Kentucky--.-.-------------]} § @ 2}. °@ wene----]--e---e-| gt. a (1) Be 
Be Louisiana. ._..-----.-------| 15,603] 6,335 {_------_[--._---_| . 101, 895 | 55,523 | = 2, 704 |. 810 
pe - Maine___......---..--------|--------se {+L ---- +2 |-------|-------- | -------- +] +--+ -- 3, 334 1, 331 . 
Soe) Maryland...---2--22-2-----|. @)- (1) @) | @ | feel el yee (4). Q) 

ae - - Massachusetts...-...-..--.-| 49,299 | 23,575 | = @) ~~ @) feet ee} L_| 58, 180°] «17, 147 
Be - Michigan_-..---.---.2--.2--] 6 Q) GQ). | 400 | 200 | . 227,855 | 44,056 | 72, 386 33,559. 
Bete . ~Minnesota--...-----...--.- GQ). “Q) (1) (4) 206, 233 | 43, 209 39,612 | 14, 543 
Bae Mississippi_..-.-.----------| | 9, 052 3,046 |... 2-2 -|.- lle fel} | 4,109 | ~—-, 918 
ee Missouri. /...-..--.-..---.-| 40,7158 | 32,091 (1) (4) A) (4) 77,198 | 111, 136 
ca Tao ' Montana... ....----_-----.- 1, 245 | 1, 300 @) EY: () ¢ QQ) | 28,985 | 3,245 - 
fo Nebraska.-..:.-..--.-------| . © Q) fete eee}ee eee () () 17,798 | . 3,705 : 
es - - .. Nevada... ----.-----------|---- | |---| |---|: 26, 270 23, 518 - 
weet New Hampshire___-___.-.._]--.---.---|---- |] 2,460 |. 4,920]. 2-2] 
pple New Jersey_.....--...------| 47,012 25, 256 | 42,082 | 55,884; (1) (1) 51, 778 48, 188 

ae New Mexico... _.-..------- ) (t) wane lene -- ee |e ee eee [eee eee] eee eee [eee eee 
mT New York....--_-.---_---_-| 45,850 | 35,682 | 367/228] St) |) ]:Ssi6, 492 | 8, 478 
Be North Carolina__....._._.-- (2) (2) wenneee-|--------| 77,875 | 22, 275 (1) QA) 
gee North Dakota___-..-2.-----|-.------2-|---1_-----]--------|]--------|----------]-------- @Q | @Q) 
Ree . Ohio_____-_..2--.2..-.....| 90,687 | - 68,997 | 6,663 | 8,938] 31,000} 9,343] (i) - Q) | 
we Oklahoma...---..----------| 64,642 | 32,679 |_.-0-2-|-o 500} 300; @) | @. 
i Oregon. ......--.---.---.---| 18,992 | 2,694 |________|______._] 22,422 | 9,796 | 24, 258 8, 509 
7 Pennsylvania_._-..--.-----| 392,418 | 499, 056 (4) (@)  f----------}----.---| 181,018 | 186, 797 
ae ‘Puerto Rico__.......------.|---.------|------...|-------2|--------|---------- |---|] 
om, _ Rhode Island_.....-.-.-----]---------1]----------| @ . () je---------}--------) (i) 

a ' .  f§outh Carolina._.......___- GG). (1) (4) mn) 12,070 | 2,473; @ © @) > 
: - South Dakota._..-.....-2.2| 22-22-22 | eee} Jee------]| 7, 000 | 1, 400 Ieee ef 
ve Tennessee............------}|. @) (1) 366 | 2,562 |---|. eee 1, 404 1,428 | 
a TexaS_...--.----.---.------ 55, 225 20,390 | 3,559 | 15,980 | 179, 366 |102, 211 30, 554 10, 996 
fs Utah 2-2] MQ Lp) (1) 

, Vermont... 22-2 eee (1) ¢3) won eee ee fee eee fee ee eee 1, 525 585 
~ Virginia_.........-......--_| 48, 260 21, 755 | 51,660 | 20,664 j__-.--__--]_.--___- 56, 535 32, 760 

pe . Washington ..........------ (2) Q) (1) (@) | 20,728 | 5,098 | 638,428 | . 24, 536 
a West Virginia_....-....--..| 381,885 | . 356, 180 |-_-..-..]---_---_]----------|-------- (1) Q) | 

Wisconsin. -._.._..---.------ (2) (4) () (2) 6,427 | 1,398 33,999 16, 803 
Wyoming. __.._....-------- 2, 109 1,470 |---| fee 4, 550 1, 700 

oo Undistributed 2............| 664,073 | 314, 562 | 44,865 | 70,361 | 926,375 |326,646 | 477,973 | 418, 209 

a 2, 559, 008 |1, 749, 204 |176, 833 |223, 137 it, 969, 758 (675, 778 |1, 698, 134 |1, 345, 823 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Sand and gravel sold or used by commercial and Government-and-contractor producers = © 
fe | in the United States in 1942, by States and uses—Continued eee 

pe | mS Gravel : oe 

| _ Building | : Paving eae? 

me State q , t-and Gq tand — ay wr 
we : . * overnment-and- ~ * overnment-and- | on gy 
a . Commercial contractor Commercial contractor | ae 

x short Value | Short Value Short Value Short Value 

a  Alabama.....---------| 1,367, 900] $995,666]. 676] | $4344 702,178] $540,699] 438,232} $25,839 Sits a 
# Alaska__.-----------2-|..--------]----------|  @) Qt) felei-----|--2--- Le Q ft ga oad 
Ay Arizona. ana aeannaweracee ‘ 201, 160 206, 109 — 1, 559 to 175 85, 054 71, 287 : 1, 020, 676 , 654, 486 : “Tas 

we Arkansas.__......-.--.}° 1, 091, 304] 1, 052, 887) 440, 758! 433,851) 699,943] 446,777) 1,216,565} 311, 783 a 
a California__......-.---] 6, 525, 459] 4, 989, 50813, 725, 767|1, 678, 241|. 6, 562, 239] 4, 594, 510| 5, 192, 752| 2, 827, 298 ie 
- Colorado.....--..-----] 749,864] 517, 273) 366,958] 341,409} 486,664) 476,479! 2, 126, 045] 1, 348, 887 SE they 

“ ~ Connecticut. .....-----] 1, 141, 738} 906, 754)_-___..--]...------ 71,631] 41,744] 102,600] 38, 000 - ay 
re Delaware.........----- 7, TAAL 7, 450|_..---.-} eee 14, 914 6, 700)... -------feeeeeeeee 
gee Florida...-..:---------], -557,263| 460,649) (1) © OQ). 72, 275 94,269}. (1) (t) we is 
en Georgia........-------] 21,848] 21, 848) (1) . (1) _ 69,586; = 91,864). (1): f(y 58 s.  «dgho._..-.-----------| @) |= 14, 261 2, 312) 1, 126, 972) 1, 274, 540).1, 050,282) 448,126 OMS 
g Tilinois___._......-----] 2, 395, 886) 1,186,085] 18,140] 8, 942] 2, 958, 191! 1, 692,061] 1,137,913] 834,510 = 8 tw 
i Indiana_......-.------| 1,227, 699} 833,182] 22,484) — 6, 508) 4, 818, 854|.2, 498, 507) 431,179] 188, 420 aay 
tr Towa_....------------| 323,631] 243,462! 75,798] 6, 546] 1,655,503] 819, 745! 3, 163,436] 381,256 === 
f°  Kamsas..........-.--.-]| 364, 267). 231, 830) 10,784) 352) += 950,610} 579,380) 741,744; 366,889 = 8s. 
eo Kentucky......-.-----]. 698,981] 566,117; 27,490! 14,803] 279,197|. 252,758] 190,446} 70, 302 | os 
b Louisiana._.......----] 1,446, 137] 1, 258,946]. 164 55) 1,174, 764| 1,217,779} 72,605] 17,362 st 
Be Maine...--------------| 65, 106] - 54, 151)--__.-...}-------| . 787, 887) 311, 154) 955, 885} = 233, 356 oe 
e Maryland..--.-.-..-.-| @) GY) fete ef) (1) 286, 560| 28, 375 BE 
us . Massachusetts.......--| 1, 354, 868] 1,143,694; (1) - (1) | 1,292,368] 610, 531 Q) of} @). LE 
ue - Michigan__.........---| 1, 942, 632} 1, 206,131] 140,907; 20, 850} 3, 927, 461] 2, 144, 707] 3,141,005] 966,640 — oN 
bo Minnesota_._...-.-.---| 569,743] 496,662} 104,989] 31,726] 892,425] 442,283! 5, 225,847| 462, 859 ne 
he _ Mississippi-........---| 707, 741] © 506,903] 144,258] 81,916] 772,097| 547,664] 370,826] 93, 268 Sa 
Bo | Missouri___-..--------| 1, 128, 152] _ 677, 162 ~ 102 62| 445, 867; 263,035} 581,161} 317,674 umye 
‘ Montana.-..-.-.------- 87, 806]. 77,137) 81,776) 44,759) 2, 062, 433) 1,590, 722] 1,191,837} 567,252. ede 
hee Nebraska...--...-.----| 598, 791] . 354,086; 10,353) 1, 885] 1.973, 104] 1,124,584} 325,011) 113,908 og 
e Nevada.....-..-.-----| 45,519} 45, 288; =: 9, 160] »= 15,3820} 3=@) | @®) 1,424,474 722,112 ~ oh 
* New Hampshire....---} @) —Q@) felete leet] --------| 86, 789], 38, 727] 899,640] 74,830 Oy 
e - New Jersey-2......----| 889,675] . 656,094|_.....-..|._.......] 372,477] 224,480! 13,963], 034 2 
. New Mexico__..------} © [| @-. () Q) fot--e--e-fe---e----ef 7 A). eg 
fe _ New York___.......---] 8,351, 941| 2, 546, 872) 204, 987} 287, 109] 2, 684, 326] 1, 897, 073] 2, 003, 942! 1, 439, 333 as 
e -North Carolina__..--..| 453,003] © 527,885} 12,735] 2,419] 896,515} 989,894]; 79,126] 32, 568 - vos 
e- North Dakofa...------ 18,184, 17,048) 1,350} " 10] 121,413] 107, 456} 1,803,314| | 65,915 - ee 
Q Ohio__.-..£--...-.---| 1, 979, 853} 1,349, 635;' 19,361} 16, 510} 3, 380, 518] 2,289,362} 406, 594 87,655 ye 
a _ Oklahoma.........----| 207,107| 120, 272 164] —§ 55] 474,799] 389, 369] 1,316,069} 643, 478 OES 
7 Oregon.._-------------| 930.233] 631,965] 116,788] 19, 837] 2, 672, 804} 1, 902, 684| 1,492,044] 905,799 “s 
é ° Pennsylvania. _.....-| 2, 143, 331} 2, 035, 193]. -..._--.].--------| 2, 075, 886} 1, 847, 594| 112,658} 23, 841 OS 
re Puerto Rico_..... ----|----------|----------|  @)_ 0} @ > |---| eee nee} ) (1). ae 
vs Rhode Island......---- 53,211). © 37,631 4,519} | 3,938] 186,975 75,015; 123, 681 25, 738 nes 
© _ South Carolina_.......]|. 65,415] 64,549] 164 55] = 22,087) 21, 044) 545 273 ee 
ee South Dakota.._.-....| 100,354] - 35,408} 13,998 7,132} 1,313,211) | 958, 687] 1, 501, 583| - 269, 544 . NR 
‘ Tennessee....---------| _ 738,063] 610,605] (1) a) | 15.075, 292| 831, 755] (4) (1) ag 
; Texas__..-.--.--------| 8, 508, 326] 2, 798, 542} 562,498] 74,927] 4, 107, 958| 3, 547, 745] 3, 255,012) 1, 350, 246 . 3 
t Utah__..-----.--------| 664,508} 379,266] 5,785] 2, 826] 1,308,266] 926,302} 853,107) 376, 669 ae 
z Vermont... .........--- 13, 570 17,000|...-...--]...-.-...] 38,806] 18,612} 359,974) 122,794 ree 3 
bo Virginia............---| 1, 754, 966) 2, 265,497) 31, 350 8, 742}, 901,719} 1,280,329; 319, 734 55, 837 = mi 
i _Washington_..........| 1, 529, 689] 893, 832] 171,826} 75, 030) 1, 244, 989] 1, 003, 672) 2,131,388] 796, 228 ee 
4 West Virginia._.......| 446,486] 422,537) 7,510] 2,920! 456,643) 421,995] 194,346] 149, 602. " at 
+ Wisconsin_.........---| 1, 288,629] 640,721} 490,705] 83,981] 1,468, 354| 647,400] 2,192,510] 779,800 , |. ss 
a _ Wyoming.............| 281,595; 162,947 736 464| 365,899] 263,220] 546,118] 422,624 SR 
4 Undistributed 2__....-| 1, 353, 178] 1, 575, 348/1, 181, 000| 672,000} 1, 836, 713] 1, 882, 734! 4, 813, 000] 2, 366, 000 ea 

| 46, 389, 536|35, 827, 82218, 022, 00/3, 942, 000/60, 874, 506/43, 193, 987/54, 806, 000/21, 004,000 oy 
NARS NTINS Me 

J See footnotes at end of table. . . oe - 4 
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wT Sand_and gravel sold or used by commercial and Government-and-contractor producers - 
ae |  — angthezUnited States in 1942, by States and uses—Continued oe 

ae . Gravel—Continued | ~  Sandand gravel — . 

aoe | Railroad ballast ¢ Other? - Total commercial - | otal Government- 
mo ‘State _ and-contractor 

ae CO Short | . Short | Short | Short 
ae ee tons Value tons Value tons Value tons Value 

a Alabama........-----| © (4) (1) 39, 975) $31, 278) 4, 039, 335] $2, 500,277] 620,289) $38 461 Soa Alaska... 2202 -2---- [oe ------ {oe eft} |e} (1) _ @) 
Le ee Arizona... ....-.----- 11,710} $5,881 7,055| = 2, 577 533, 796 491, 267| 1,077,557} 702,336 | 
co Arkansas._.......----| 525, 886] 283, 247) 12,025) 14,321] 3, 856, 567| +2, 860, 593) 1, 975, 300] 1, 058, 619 
“ -California........----| 668,224) 160,187] .316, 409} 149, 843] 23, 730, 152} 16, 336, 954/11, 061, 822) 5,730,050 
oe Colorado. ._._-.------ 79,136, 14, 987 371; ——- 456} +1, 882, 954} 1, 318, 817} 2, 748, 988! 1,901, 889 
oO -Connecticut......----|.. 26,630] 6,658] 181,613}. 25,157] 2, 443,809] -1, 539,276] | 516,668] ° 71,307 
mo, “ Delaware._.....------|_---------|---------]-~------:]-----2---| . 169, 267 95, 2908). - Jee 
ce Florida._...----------| @) |. @_— [-.-------]---------] 1, 834, 863) 1, 339, 361) (1) @ ] 
ig | Georgia____.._-----.--|_-.-------]---------|--------.]-.._-----| 969, 934 732, 528 (1) (i ae 
fe Idaho._......--.-----| 624,225) 74, 70% (1) (4) 1, 908,917} 1, 455, 884) 1, 209,664) 527,170 
Be Tllinois...2-.....-----| 2, 472, 013/1, 061, 628); 95,412! 35, 965] 16, 538, 916) 10, 675, 579] 1,181,427); 857, 269 
ho le - Indiana._......------| 1, 656, 968] 832,917| 841,173] 353,065] 12, 219,004] 6,409,242} 496,465]. 200,687 
BO Towa....2.---..------| 246,573} 93,189) 8, 567; 19, 155] 3, 439,816) 1, 800, 955) 3, 260,929) 389, 497 a 
Be -  Kamnsas___..--2-- 22. (1). (#) 23,657; 34, 583} 4, 386, 182} 2, 380,064) 814,818] 393,219 | 
ee Kentucky...<.-.-.--|| 200,162) 89, 565)___-.-...}-....-_--]. 2,059, 570] 1, 602, 163] 344,065) . 141, 532 
oo Louisiana._-..........| 429, 734| 269,569} 9,580) 9, 764} 4, 542,496], 3,534,215) 72,922} 17,535 
fone / . Maine.......---------}| 124,216) 47,237} 37,099] 31,395) 1, 147, 203 529, 499} 1,102,051} 270,648 
nee ’. Maryland-._.....----|._---.----|----=----|---------]..-------| 5, 630, 760} 5, 517,370} 309,363] 30, 064 
a Massachusetts_...-.--| . 55,880] 21,363} 281,917) 87,570) 5,179,419| 3,105,674) = (2) | (1) 
Bee - Michigan__.._......--| 551, 688} 208,777; 38,407} 12, 382/ 11,938, 226) 6, 306,901) 3, 604, 715} 1,055,330... 
Bao Minnesota__......----| 1, 864, 356} 555,991} 523,591]. 78,392! 5, 332,428] 2, 063, 883). 5, 568, 065|. 538, 441 
Pe _. Mississippi-......----| 408, 746] 144,506). 5,387] 3, 082) 2, 703,772) 1, 588,836) 553,779} 177, 531 . 
ie . Miissouri_-....-_ ---- 233, 928; 133, 630|. 3, 667 2,098] 3, 868,719] 2,584,878) 621,931] 347,046 - 
eos Montana---_-._-------.| 1, 250, 066] 383, 245] 135,080] 20,162] 3,970,353] 2, 371, 627| 1, 275,889} 614, 841 | 
no ~.  Nebraska_..._.....---| 31, 306} . 10, 906 @) |) G@) | 6,166,840! 3,119,463} 360,825) 122 159 . 

eae Nevada._....-.------| 608, 865} 176,165}. (4) @) 1, 290,843! | 758, 720| 1,445,016) 749, 751 
mo New Hampshire----.-|..--..----|---------|---------|-=.------ 79,718; - 66,076} 1, 207, 676 92, 982 
wo _- New Jersey........_-- (1) (A) 16,000} 22,167] 6,018,200) 5, 725,586 14, 778 1,274 
oe New Mexico----.-_-- (1) Q@) jet i----|--------- 261, 358 146, 866 (?) @) 
oe New York.........---| 100,836) 62,453] 114,070) 135, 723] 13, 592,399] 9, 518, 598) 2, 692,968] 2, 322, 647 
Be North Carolina... __.- 34, 420| 27,335; (4) (4) 3, 325, 816} 2,279,424) 954,382) 212, 396 
a North Dakota_.......| 425, 287| 111,523) 80,945; 13,088 695,079| 274, 520) 1, 814, 605 69, 092 
— - Ohio. _......--...----| 1,496, 896] 712,196] 197, 853) 265,048! 13, 303, 442! 10,465,498) 449,951! 105, 390 

re Oklahoma._________-- 35, 207; 10,629) 51,469} 68,469) 1, 690,169] 1,202,996] 1,419,461) - 743, 648 
Be Oregon...-....-------| 304,995] 173,164] 187,820] 87,794) 5,019,306] 3, 562, 369] 1,641,005] 935, 145 
ry . Pennsylvania-.--.-.-.}-...-.----|---------] 38,303} 23, 498} 10, 472, 568] 10,666,745) 141, 943 33, 998 
. . Puerto Rico_.__...._.|-.----..--|..2.2----]--------}--- fee |e eee Q) (1) 

-— Rhode Island___..___.{....-.-_--/-.-- 22. 2, 823 1, 045 415, 193 318,292] 157, 244 43, 589 
. South Carolina. _-_-_._. 21, 605 4, 306 289 318} 647, 483 304, 644 82, 060 50, 526 

South Dakota_-_.___.- 399, 791] 83,124; 22,959 2,249! 1,952,460; 1, 123, 547| 1,625, 523] .-320, 361 
- : Tennessee_____.._--_- ¢3) (!) 7, 213 3, 599} 3, 550,427} 3, 086, 499 (1) (1) 

Texas_.-_....._..----| 1, 567, 766] 628,429} 30,652} 33, 843] 18, 692, 698] 10, 116, 046) 4,035, 273] 1, 523, 366 
Utah._..--.-.-.-.-..-| _506,877| 87, 058 (1) (@) | 38,012,009} 1,697,946} 862,832] 381,356 

. , Vermont........_-...| | 14,021 2, 572)_..-..--.]-----_--- 112, 756 48,689} 363,575; 124,569 , 
Virginia......-..._-- 99, 227; 160,627} (1) (1) 5, 219, 534] 5, 378, 848} 391, 219 81, 384 
Washington---_...._.} 1,011, 548] 309,615) 280,996) 85,168] 5,634,676] 3, 133, 486| 2, 537, 874 961, 414 
West Virginia.-....._. 62, 230} 43, 442/________.|-.-_..-._] 2,842, 547| 3, 580,973) 216,331] 166,378 
Wisconsin...__.......| 1, 659,965} 329,399] 180,096} 33,872) 6,204,730! 2, 527, 413 3, 060, 782| 969, 208 
Wyoming. --__......._| 2, 678,682} 687, 472 7, 276 3, 763| 3,421,078} 1,182,888} 557,595) 430, 519 
_Undistributed 2?__.___| 625,943] 360,292} 43,077; 20,421/.._...___..|.._._______] 6,949, 000] 3, 569, 000 

~ 23, 110, 558)8, 377, 991 (° 772, 826/1, 711, 310/232, 947, 787/159, 427, 27371, 399, 000/29, 073, 000. 

1 Included under ‘‘Undistributed.”’ 
2 Includes items entered as (!). . 
3 Includes 422,922 tons of blast sand valued at $1,071,018. ; 
4 Includes 39,352 tons of ballast sand valued at $8,740, produced by railroads for their own use. 
§ Includes 178,191 tons of sand valued at $27,500, used by railroads for fills and similar purposes. 
6 Includes 10,243,680 tons of ballast gravel valued at $2,031,339, produced by railroads for their own use. . 
? Includes 1,294,861 tons of gravel valued at $141,917, used by railroads for fills and similar purposes.



: BAND AND GRAVEL — 8TB 

— - Government-and-contractor production.—Reflecting the changing pat- 
- tern of activity in the industry, Government-and-contractor produce = Ss 

___. tion of sand and gravel in 1942 was 33 percent lower than in 1941, 

‘ State governmental agencies reported 33 percent of the total, counties — ee 

: 26, municipalities 2, and other agencies (principally Federal organiza- ge 

Z tions) 39 percent. An outstanding development was the continued ESS 

- decrease in direct production by governmental agencies, as indicated ER 

by the fact that contractors contributed 48 percent of the total nm 

a 1942 compared with 38 percent in 1941 and 27 percent in 1940. State 9% 

- agencies reported that contractors supplied them with 52 percent of = =. 

their requirements in 1942. | os | : = os 

- Average value.per ton of contractor tonnage increased considerably, ©. ~*~ ¥: 

oO but material produced by construction and maimtenance crews was a 

: valued only slightly higher than in 1940 and 1941. Other details are a 

_.. shown in the following tables. | a : ed 

* Sand and gravel sold or used by Government-and-contractor producers in the United “3 

7 | _ States, 1988-42, by uses Se OE 

Be , Sand | Gravel | Total Government- oS 

3 7 
and contractor ner 

oo | oe ] - sand and gravel | : ee 

4 Y. Building ' Paving Building 1. Paving. |. _ a Fhe 

A | ghort | Value | Short | Short | y.1.| Short | ghort | gS 
a tons | tons Value tons Value tons | Value — tons Value se 

4938.2, 157, 501] $890, 22416, 623, 073|$1,373,556|7, 209, 822|$2,454,783 59, 480, 051|$16,188,406) 75, 560, 447|$20,906,969 a . 

_ *1939_|5, 815, 0002, 255, 000)9, 114, 000) 2, 767, 000}10,896,000/5, 586, 000:81,.790, 000/24, 275, 000/107, 615, 000/34, 883, 000 UR 

+4940. [82 149° 0001 089; 00019, 595, 000|2, 767, 0009, 866, 000|4, 922, 000 82, 442, 000|22, 690, 000/107, 052, 000)32, 418,000 ~ oe 
Bo “1941. |5, 789, 000|1, 797, 000|12,876,000|4, 013, 00018, 779, 000|3, 797, 000|79, 715, 000 22, 893, 000) 107, 159, 000/32, 500, 000 a 
- :1042_[8, 482, 000]2, 018, 000|6, 089, 000} 2, 109, 000(8, 022, 000/3, 942, 000,54, 806, 000 004, 009 71, 399, 000/29, 073,000 Woh 

a Sand and gravel sold or used by Government-and-contractor producers in the United —_ 4 

ib a os States, 1989-42, by types of producers _ oe kd s 

Oo A 
a ' 1989 1940 14 (1942 ge s 

he | , Aver- Aver- Aver-| Aver- mee 
" | ‘Type of producer age |"age | nee | ae t hg 

a ~ ‘Short tons | value | Short tons | value | Short tons | value Short tons; value , ig 

: per | per | per per > a 

‘ | ton ton ton 7 | ton os “4 

—_ Construetion and mainte- J ae 

{ SoS eo ws. \.....-...-| 71, 934,000] $0.29| 78,615,000] $0. 28| 66, 234,000] $0.27] 36,911,000, $0.20  , ..# 
4 Contractors......-.....-----| 35, 681,000} —. 30) 28, 437,000| —. 37| 40,925,000| —. 36] 34,488,000). 63. SE 

i | : | 107,615,000}. 32|107, 052,000]. . 30/107, 159,000}. 30] 71, 399, 000 41 | oo 

i States. ......................] 35,770,000. 29] 36,657,000] .26| 39,177,000]. 26| 23,334,000]. 31 4 
Contes 2777777] 16 688; 000] 21] 21,685,000] 22) 22,772,000). 20) 18,841,000). 21 “8 

4 “Municipalities _..___72.2.27] 2.093,000| —:28| 1,923,000]. 28] 1,637,000, . 201,397,000, .20 4 
yo Other agencies......---------] 53, 164, 000 . 38] 46, 787, 000 . 38) 43, 573, 000 .40|. 27,827,000; .63 ne 

- | 107,615,000]. 32|107, 052,000} —- . 30/107, 159,000]. 30} 71,309,000} 4h os 

- 556250—43——-81 | . -
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ae 7 METHOD OF TRANSPORTATION | rece 

*-_.-_ Despite adverse conditions, such as rubber and gasoline shortages, _ 
ae trucks transported the major part of all sand and gravel produced in : 
--:1942. Railroads were second in importance, handling nearly half of 
Ba the output of commercial operations. Waterways furnished minor 
po but locally important facilities. a, | 

Be ~ Sand and gravel sold or used by commercial producers in the United States, 1 941-42, Bes Se by methods of transportation 1 a 

Feo Sm : oe | o |. 194d | 1S 
S  Mfethod of transportation , | pereent| ss Percent ee - _ Short tons | of total | Short tons | of total bo _ — | | reported reported 

We TS ~ 74,452,542 | — 44.9 | 103,777,190 47.4 Bo Rail __-----..-..------2-- 2222-22 ee ee eee nnn nnn------| 69, 225, 395 41.7] 93,456,656} 42.7. wpe ae Waterway...--.--.-- 2122-222 22, 201,899 | - 13.4 21, 603, 759 - 9.9 
Re ‘Total reported_-.__---------------------eoe- ee 165, 879, 836 100.0 | 218,887,605 100.0 OPE es Percent of total commercial production covered_.......|..........____ 91.0 [.-----ee eee} 040 

f... | 1 For pra etical purposes the entire output of Government-and-contractor operations commonly is moved Bake . by truck. Including Government-and-contractor production, sand and. gravel. moved as follows—1941: Bec Track 67 percent, rail 25 percent, and waterway 8 percent; 1942: Truck 60 percent, rail 32 percent, and Be - waterway 8 percent. | 7 - | 

Reo rn | - DEGREE OF PREPARATION OO Mes oe oo Co . | OO Oo | 
~... ~ . Refinements in the technology of the various consuming industries 

have advanced to a point that preparation was required for 72 percent _ |... Of the sand and gravel used in 1942.. Part of this high percentage is - 
on due to reduced consumption in many public projects that require ) fo only bank-run material, but the proportion of prepared material has 
ee not been under 59 percent during the past 5 years. As shown in the 

ee accompanying table, most of the prepared material is supplied by 
See commercial operations, and this largely explains the fact that the «average value per ton reported by commercial producers is appreci- 
_ ably higher than that from Government-and-contractor operations. 

7 oe Sand and gravel (prepared or unprepared) sold or used by producers in the United a / _ States, 1941-42, by commercial and Government-and-contractor operations 

| | | 1941 | 1942 | 

Quantity Average Quantity “Average 
, recent = value [—_—_—___—_______ value 

Short tons | Percent | Pet ton | short tons | Percent | Per tou 

Commercial operations: oe | 
Prepared_.................-..| 159, 784, 239 88 | $0.67 | 200, 131, 369 86 $0. 73 Unprepared....___-.-..-......| 21, 772, 298 12 -33 | 32,816,418 14 38 

| 181, 556, 467 100 | .63 | 232,947,787 100 68 
_——S oes eT: ele ———————— aS ——E—T—E—E—EeeeS Oe Government-and-contractor oper- . 

ations: 

Prepared_--..................] 22,311,000 21 .49 | 20, 076, 000 28 67 Unprepared.....-..---....----| 84 848,000 79 -25 | 51, 323,000 72 30 
. 107, 159, 000 100 -30 | 71, 399, 000 100 41 

Grand total.................] 288,715,000 |........_- .51 | 304, 346, 000 [---------- 62 
ene



eo ANDO AND GRAVEL DTH 

ae SIZE. OF PLANTS | : re oe 

ee _ The average commercial sand and gravel plant is a comparatively oe 
—. small operation. Approximately half of the plants produce less than Os 
» ° 25,000 tons per year, and the average output per plant in this group 
a was about 8,100 tons in 1942. Only 23 percent of the producers = __; 
-. . reported more than 100,000 tons in 1942 but they supplied 78 percent = 
<  Of the total tonnage. Details of output, by size groups, for 1941 and = =e 
-. 1942 are given in the following table. ree 

- Comparison of number and output of commercial sand and gravel planis tn the © oes 
Ms | —  , «United States, 1941-42, by size groups) — oo, - | rd 

eo | 1941 fp 2” og 

oO ee “Plants? | Production | Plants? Production. ee 2 

De Size group in short toms © (ei 
feo | ve {| Pere f sd Pers || Pers | Pore 
Ro [Num] sent | snort tons | Sant |Num-| cant | short tons | PE 
é. Bo ot | total | total} | total) © | totah 9 

é - Less than 25,000. ..-.....-...-..-] 1,104] 48.5] 9,404,000] 5.5 | 1,258] 49.2] 10,225,000) 46 °° 8 
: 25,000 and less than 50,000...----| 390} 17.1 | 13,902,000] 81] 366] 14.3] 13,130,000} 59 | era) 
Pe 50,000.and less than 100,000_.---.| 331 | 14.6 | 23,168,000 | 13.4 336 | 13.1 | 24,591,000 11.1 - ees 
- 100,000 and less than 200,000..-.-| 227 | 10.0] 31,778,000| 18.4 | 209] 11.7]. 42,193,000} 192 9 9. > 

Lo 200,000 and less than 300,000....-[. 96) 4.2 {| 23,212,000 | 13.4 132 5.2.| 32,312,000, 14.6 | ee 
ge _ 800,000 and less than 400,000_._.- 47 2.1} 16,642,000; 9.6. 56; 2.2] 19,361,000; 8.7 Sat 
w-- 400,000. and less than 500,000_....; 29 1.3] 12,867,000}. 7.5). 34) 13] 14,981,000] 6.8. AEE 
= 500,000 and less than 600,000.----|. 16| .7| 8,880,000/ 5&1| 2] 1.0] 13,046,000; 59 = 
i 600,000 and less than 700,000...--| 8| .4| 5,106,000] 3.0.) 14] .5| 8918000] 4.0 AS 

700,000 and less than 800,000:-..:| 10| 4] 7%526,000| 44] 12) :5| 8972000] -4.1 3 
‘$00,000 and less than 900,000.....|: 6{ :2| 4,186,000; 24] 5| :2| 4112000] 1.9 a 
ie 900,000 and less than-1,000,000....} 4} .2] 3,734,000} 22 3{ .1|] 2,819,000]: 1.3 a 
©. 1,060,000 and over_.027..2--2001] 7] 2B] 12,068,000} 7.0}. 18] 7] 26,523,000} 120 © ce 
D9 97a | 100.0 | 172, 478,000 | 100.0 | 2, 557 | 100.0 | 221,192,000] 10.00 

go 1 Plants operated by or.for States, counties, and municipalities are not included; also not included are — een) 
eo approximately 187 railroad plants with an output of 9,083,000 tons of sand and gravel in 1941, and 172 plants a 
ae with an output of 11,756,000 tons in 1942. Co . a eS 

\ ay Includes a few companies operating more than 1 plant but not submitting separate returns for individual “8 
plant. : a | a - | 

ee : ee PRINCIPAL. TRENDS ; | es 

* Sand and gravel for construction.—Over 90 percent of the sand and oe 
© gravel marketed in the United States is absorbed by the construction os 
. Industries for use in building and paving and as railroad ballast. = =~ 
: Figure 2 shows the correlation between total construction activity, as 
‘ concrete-pavement contract awards, sales of sand, and sales of ey 
4 gravel. Production of these commodities has expanded greatly in oe 
‘| satisfying the demands of the tremendous military and civilian con-- toe 

struction programs of the rearmament period. During the latter = 
| part of 1942 the rate slowed down appreciably as many projects a me 

f reached completion; and with the curtailment of private building, . oud 
; highway construction and maintenance, and public works programs, 3 

all signs point to a reduced output of sand and gravel in 1943. a 
Lo Industrial sands—Sand has many. important uses in the manu- 

: facturing industries. Glass and molding sands are practically mdis- _ os 
: pensable in their fields; and others, like filter, engine, and abrasive — 3 
i sands, perform vital functions. Except for, filter and grinding and 8 
.. polishing sands, production of all the dustrial sands was greater in 8 
: 1942 than in 1941. Owing to the fact that these sands enter directly a 
_ into the manufacturing and operational processes, their volume ig
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—... undoubtedly will be better-maintained throughout the wartime _ 
. _ period than will the construction sands. Figures 3 and 4.show _ Bo graphically details of production of these sands in past yeats, and — 
wee ther correlation with indexes of industrial production. ip Se 

3909 A — |r - | 

so | oe os oo , en © 

ge 3 oo a Total construction —/ fy: TE 

eT i z | oo ]} - 
BB J | Sand 4 ' 

ran | t __Goncrete pavements | pt Ba | Be a 100 ) , VHF ae | a 

we BBO 98S gt 

uy ne FIGuRE 2.—Value of sand and gravel production. coniparea with total construction (valire) and concrete a 
hh _ pavements (contract awards, thousands of-‘square yards) in the United States, 1933-42. Data on con- Lo 
oe eo 7 _ struction and concrete pavements from Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commeree. , oS 

ms EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY an 

a - In 1941 employment in the commercial sand and gravel industry | 
moe reached the highest level since the Bureau of Mines began recording. | 

.s ... Manpower information in 1933.2 Operators who produced about | 
Boe four-fifths of the total tonnage reported employment data for 1941, 
~. and from this information it is apparent that approximately 25,000 | 

- men were employed in the industry in that year. The number and — 
Sony length of the working days increased, and average output per man- 

hour reached a record high—12 percent above the 1940 performance. 
| Employment in the commercial sand and gravel industry, sand and gravel produced - 
a | at plants included in the study, and average output per man in the United States, 

. 1936-411 | | : : 

. . Employment Production of. - 

: - Time employed | Per- 
Average per cent 

a man of 

Aver- Man-hours Com- (short tons) wer. 
Year @ _ _| mercial ‘ial 

| ne. | Aver | sand and ends: 
ber of age Total Aver- gravel tr 

: | men} perot| shifts | per: | Sn | Per_| repre: er oO S per Ons . er er 

a days man Total shift | hour | SeHted 
| per . 

| . day 

1936_.........-.-| 16,127 | 207 | 3,332,582 | 8.6 | 28,672,615 | 95,219,468 26] 3.3] 83.8 
1937___....._.__.| 16, 062 215 | 3, 458, 994 8.6 | 29, 754,746 | 97,1f3,001; 28.1) 3.3 81.8 
1938________.___-| 14,971 | 201 | 3,001,796 | 8.5 | 25,578,807 | 81,742,806 | 27.2| 3.2] 811 
1939_____.__..__-| 15,617 | 214 | 3,335,321 | 8.4 | 28,054,960 | 96,755,364| 29.0| 35] 81.7 

- 19401 TTL) 16,505 | —-217 | 3,596,886 | 8.4 | 30,263, 744 | 101,143,305 | 281; 3.3] 77.1 
| 1941_.72.2.2_.22_]-19,909 |. 228 | 4,530,488 |. 8.6 | 38, 978, 128 | 144, 594, 925 319 3.7] 79.6 

1 Excludes plants operated by or directly for States, counties, municipalities, and other Government 
AageNCcIes.- : con. one * ; : Do “ ‘os - . ro - , 

2 See Minerals Yearbook: 1935, pp. 941-943; 1936, pp. 843-845; 1940, Review of 1939, pp. 1218-1221; Review of 
1940, pp. 1191-1193; and 1941, pp. 1285-1286.
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2 Productivity data fot 1941, by: regions, are summarized in the eh 

Pe accompanying table. Outstanding is the fact that production = © = 

Pe efficiency improved in every district except one in which the samerate © | 
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FicuRE 4.—Trends in production of molding sand compared with industrial production and output of oy 

steel ingots, 1933-42, Index of industrial production from Federal Reserve Board; statistics of .steel- Oe 

: ingot production compiled by American Iron and Steel Institute. 8 

was maintained as in the previous year. Many of the increases were 

substantial, the average being 0.4 ton per man-hour for the entire S 

, country. That this improvement represents a legitimate gain in is 

| efficiency is indicated by the fact that the degree of preparation of the 4 

| material was exactly the same in both years. 25
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BS - - Employment in the commercial sand and gravel industry, sand and gravel: produced Be at plants included in the study, and average oulput per man inthe United. States 
foe tm 1941, by regions§ Bee Ee | 
- Bs a ee ee pes .° Employment =) | - Production: 02-4. os 

Be a a |. Pimeemployea - | “Average — var fe os . . eC perman |. "or | Bee ee 7 a ed — Gbort | oom. geo . - | Aver- oo ~ Man-hours Com- ‘ tons) “mere goles o Region — et, -} 7 jt omercial | cial Ratigue 7 ce ae none Aver-| . yo | sand and | - jndus: Bey ce , . ber of | 28° | Total | Aver- | gravel | - | of? try | Bee : men um. mene age |. | Ghort pp “Pea tepre- Be | a r of; s } per | ons) . er |. Per | 2° | Be - days * |man |. Total oT Shee | hour sented. 
Bete , fe Pt per d Pe pe 

fee Maine, New Hampshire,| —~ | ef if Oo 
Bie Vermont, Rhode Island,|.. .|.. |. | 2 BP 
Bien | Massachusetts, and Con- | = te - |. 
Bios. Mectiout_—___-__--___..}."871 | 195 | -170, 001 |” 8.5 | 1, 446,209 | 6, 676,116 | 39.271 4.61: 84.3 | Be New York 22202-77227 TTT7"] 3,716 | 281 | 378,749 | 8.2 | 3 119,059 | 12° 998° 933 34.14] 411° 866 ee Pennsylvania, New Jersey, |. sf cog | oe Pe a | 4 a Gere oo and Delaware__.__-.-.....| 2,652 | 253 671, 446 | 8.6 | 5, 754; 129 | 16, 236, 508 | 24.18-] 2.8 1° 98.3 oc. West Virginia, Virginia, |”. ep | | OED OE eee Maryland,and Districtof| =|. |... |=. fee ee oP | Pook ~ * Columbia___-......-...---| 1,348 | 273 | 367,427 | 8.8 |-3, 217,086 |“ 7,072,345 | 19.25] 22] 625 - ree South Carolina, Georgia, | a ce - a - oe pos ees Alabama, Florida, and | . anes aes mee a ap Co feos. ~~ Mississippi_-..-........--|| 945 | 240 | 226,510 | 9.3 | 2,103, 546 | ~6,440,520'| 98.43 | 3.1] 89.3 @ .... North Carolina, Kentucky, |: _ | pred onl ee cee bo pe. en a Sete and Tennessee___.--.____- 1,189 | .258 | 306,313 | 8.6 | 2,639, 469: 7, 088, 487 | 23.14} 271° 89.6° Yee 8 .. Arkansas, Louisiana, and |. of Pe ee (pe eeBSennnnennnn-----eo--=-| 1,561 | 241 | 376,645 | 9.5 | 3,560,274 | 9,043,365 | 24.01| 25] 59.3 8 Ohio TTT] Fo e1s-| 227 | 367,243 | 8.4 | 370007 500 |. 9,684,943] 26.371 3.1]° 81.0 oo _. _Hiinois and Indiana_.___.._| 1,859 | 211 | 301,035 | 8.5 | 3, 318, 939 |°18,193, 467 |.46.42 | 5.5 |) 83.9 Se. ~~ Michigan ‘and Wisconsin-___| 1, 288 | 203 | 261,359 | 8.7 | 2; 267,998 | 12/490, 760 | 47.52 | 5.5.|_ 16.4 — eos |. |) North Dakota, South Da-. de . fe Pe pe "Kota, and Minnesota......| 376 | 149] 56,190] 8.4 | 474,087 | 92,817,243 | 50.14| 5.91} 52.8 nu, . Nebraska and Towa_________| 698 | 176 | 123,067 9.2] 1,137,810 | 4.446 11413613| 39| s04 — wo. Kansas, Missouri, and Okia- ep eT : | 3 0. | 
ee oma... oe -2ss-..----|/ 920.| 228 | 209,452] 8.7. 1,813,125 | 7,101,317 |-33.90|-3.94. 92.4 ae Wyoming, Colorado, New _ ; oF Bo _ Mexico, Utah, and Ari- - . . bo : Bee  Q20NB..-------------------| 401 | 172] 69,004 | 83] 575,288 | 2,887,650 | 41.85/ 5.01] 77.4 California and Nevada____..| 1, 616 | 250 | 403,626 | 8.1 | 3, 256, 232 | 16, 123,634 | 30.95] &0| . 81.1 - Be _. Montana, Washington, Ore- : ~ _ So nn iG a : gon, and Idaho..........| 854 | 177 | 151,521 | 7.9 | 1,204,278 | 5,433, 523 | 35.86/ 4.5| 64.4. 
~ otal United States...|19, 909 | 228 /4, 530,488 | 8.6 laa, 978, 128 |144, 594,925 | s1.92/ 3.7|° 79.6 

Me 1 Excludes plants operated by or directly for States, counties, municipalities, and other Government & | agencies. : | | 

Se _ ~_.. PRICES - os 

BO The ton values of every class of sand and gravel were higher in 1942 

| Increases in ton value averaging 54.8 percent for sand and 33.3 _ ‘percent for gravel were registered for the output of Government-and- 
) _ contractor operations. Smaller but substantial gains, averaging 7.6 

_ percent for sand and 8.2 percent for gravel, were made by commercial 
operations. Additional statistical details covering total and ton values 
of the various classes of sand and gravel are contained in the table — 
accompanying the summary outline at the beginning of this chapter. 

Prices of sand and gravel were under the jurisdiction of the Office 
of Price Administration, and on May 11 the General Maximum Price 

| | ;
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~ Regulation froze prices at the maximum levels existing in March 1942, © 

a Subsequently the Office of Price Administration authorized upward =. 
é revision of prices in a very few individual instances, but no general ==> = 
_. imereases were approved. © - , TF oe 

: _.. NEW DEVELOPMENTS © Ce 

. Although molding-sand technology has been developing for hun- ne 

a dreds of years in the metal industries, new attention is being directed ss 
7 to the subject owing to the complex problems of handling magnesium NS 
‘» ~ in the molten condition. The great expansion of magnesium-pro- ae 

- duction facilities in 1942 stimulated interest and research, and tech- .. __ ee 

‘nical articles explaining-modern practice appeared.’ ee es 
wn ~ Before the war industrial sands from Belgium found a market inthe «4 
-... Pacific Northwest, and a substantial tonnage enters this area from — Ny 

California, Illinois, and other distant. States: In an attempt to 9 
-- determine the possibilities of-developing local supplies of glass and gs 

t molding sands, silica deposits in the State of Washington were in- ==; 
. vestigated. A report on the subject was published." . MG 

e During recent peacetime years the Work Projects Administration == 

. has been an influential factor in the sand and gravel-industry. On == a 

. December 4, 1942,-the President directed that, since increase in private | ne 

' employment had made. the work-relief program no longer necessary, — oe 
» liquidation of project operations should be completed as soon aS = as 

» feasible. By taking this action it was expected that no project funds 
«need be provided for the next fiscal year. __ Oo 7 S 
a In spite of priority restrictions, many new plants were built in 1942, os 

:. but most of them were comparatively small portable or temporary oo. ~*~ 

> operations. -Many producers whose permanent plants are well ©— % 

a located to furnish civilian requirements compensated foraseriousdrop ss. * 

te in this. volume by operating temporary plants at other locations to == 

‘serve war-construction demands” - | oe oe 

; Even in peacetime years only minor quantities of sand and gravel ens 

& were imported or exported. For example, during the period 1937 to ~ 3 

be 1939 imports averaged about 0.25 percent of domestic production and os 

exports only about 0.02 percent. Foreign, trade statistics for the 10- “So 

é year period 1932-41 are shown in the accompanying table. Owmg = %3 
' to -wartime restrictions, no figures on current foreign trade can be os 
4 published, but it is apparent from the data on sand and. gravel re- wed 

: corded herein that their absence will not detract appreciably from en 

tthe value of the report, particularly in view of the recent rigid re- gg 

| strictions on foreign movement of commodities. Foreign tradefigures ~ .-3 

j will be released at the termination of the present war emergency to = a 

: preserve the continuity of the statistical record. a | vs 

: 3 Cramer, Eugene M., Rapid Methods of Analysis for Sand Control in Magnesium Foundries: Am. | coe 

Foundryman, vol. 4, No. 12, 1942, pp. 11-12. oy 

: _ 4 Wilson, Hewitt, Skinner, Kenneth G., and Couch, Albert H., Silica Sands of Washington: University oh 

- of Washington Exp. Sta. Bull. 108, 1942, 80 pp. . ae 

‘ Pit and Quarry, Sand and Gravel: Vol. 35, No. 7, January 1943, pp. 77-83. | ot 

¢ Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the eos 

z Department of Commerce. : - -§
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2 a - Sand and gravel imported for consumption in the United States, 1982-41, by classes ~ 

Pe re | . | Glasssand! |. Other sand? Gravel ~ Total 

Fe Short | Short | short Short | yo4. yi : " , . or PHOFt - Ore . : or . 
oe Bo | tons | Value | "tons | Value | ‘tons | Value | ‘tong | Value 7 

9982 een] 26, 574 | $51,016 | 140, 793 | $04,728 | 45,091 | $18, 717 | 212, 458 $164,461 ae a 1933 _--_---------------------| 26,275 | 57,682 | 61,597 | 42,155 | 32,694 | 9, 707 | 120,566 | 109, 544 eo. 1984 ---------------| 24, 516 | 46,094 |  36,016.| 33,635 | 74,758 | 18,286 | 135,200 98015 ee 1935... 2222232222 llLi | 44,201 | 94,966 | 62; 295 |- 51,658 | 63,189 | 15,851 | 169,705 | 162.475 Be 19862 LTT LITT TIT] 52} 944 | 117, 706 | 124,013 | 62,193 | 201,398 | 38, 142 | 378,355 | 218,041 | Be | 1987.22.22 222 22222221] 51, 090 | 79, 112 | 319, 134 | 134) 430 | 163, 406 | 36,193 | 533,630 | 249,735 oan 1988-222 222 22222222. 11L} 83, 889 | 68,315 | 611,468 | 157,992 | 55,619 | 22,902 | 700,976 | 249, 209 Se Y9BQLLITIIIIIIIILIIIIITILIIIE] 28, 690 | 83, 604 | 192 108 | 79,272 | 60,147 | “8/309 | 275,943 | 121, 275 > are 194022222222 2LLL Lil | 4,887 | 8,722 | 264,170 | 90,350 | 175,558 | 25,686 | 444,065 | 194” 758 Bo W9ML LIT | ci | 166, 228 | 73,229 | 98,748 | 15,387 | 264,976 | 88,616 
aoe ; . OT I oe 

Lee . 1 Classification reads “‘Sand containing 95 percent silica and not more than 0.6 percent oxide of iron and — 
Wee - Suitable for manufacture of. glass.’’ . a os ; HT 
Weg og ', +», 2 Classification reads “Sand, n.s.p.f.? an a Beep” _ $January-September. — | " a , re 

ro eS Sand and gravel exported from the United States, 1939-41. si 

see co OS | - Year. Short “Value JP Year . Bhort Value. 

oo © 1982.2 eeeee----| 96,015] $211, 558 |] 1937. .2.2.---2 2} 67,141 |. $80,197 Bowie © .1983--------------------------| 82,453 | 54, 557 || 1988.22 t--.-----.----| 35,572. | 30, 363 BB eee eeceeee eT] 88,560] AL 649 ff ogg ITT) an 48 |B, 881 So JggRL LITT] 87,308 | 26 36 |] x940. 20) Oo 
ae 1936... --------<------------- 49,906 | 58, 453 || 1941 (January-September) -:_- (2) - @) 

1 Classification reads “Gravel and building stone.” | - Oo 
oa - 2 Not separately classified. Oo 

ee | BLAST-FURNACE SLAG | | oo 

Boo The National Slag Association, continuing a policy begun in 1938, 
ae conducted a canvass of the 31 companies in the United States that __ 

es prepare iron blast-furnace slag for commercial uses. The total out- | | 
e _. put of air-cooled screened and unscreened and water-granulated slag 
oe for 1942 was 19,122,718 short tons, compared with 14,678,266 tons 
= for 1941. Sales of air-cooled slag were 19 percent greater in 1942 

, | than in 1941, and the average value per ton was 1 cent lower. | 
| Air-cooled slag was used principally in the construction and main- 

tenance of highways, access roads, airport runways, defense plant and _ 
| housing projects, and miscellaneous structures; as railroad ballast; 

and for sewage trickle filters. Other uses.and quantities involved are 
shown in the accompanying table. : | 

Nearly all the commercial output is produced east of the Missis- 
sippi River, chiefly at steel centers in Ohio, Alabama, Pennsylvania, 

_ and Illmois. Shipments, however, are made into all States east of 
the Mississippi, except some of the New England States outside the 
economic range of sources of supply.. Shipments of slag are made by 
railroad, truck, and waterway. The following tabulation shows the 

_ pattern of distribution during the past 3 years.



a . Shipments of commercial slag in the United States, 1940-42, by methods of a M : 

- | | | transportation } | | sy 

| >. [Pereent{offtotal] | oe, eS 

2 | | _ Method of transportation 1940 1941 1942 - : 2 v 

~ Rail. oo eee eee pene bs 56 8 
we  Pruek__ 8 4 ee ee ee eee een nn ee ee eee ne ne eens 44 43 - At Sy 

- . Waterway ..------2--422-24----- se en ne ees eee ene ee 1 2 A nS 

- 1 National Slag Association. — oo | | | os 

~The average shipping range of blast-furnace slag in 1942 was 52 OS 

a miles by rail, 17 by truck, and 117 by waterway. In most instances ae 

shipments did not exceed 140 miles by railroad, 35 by truck, and 160 ae) 

by waterway. : a - | te 

a ~ During the process of crushing and screening blast-furnace slag, ~ =~. 

Lo particles of metallic iron that escape through the slag notch of the ss“ 

e blast furnace are recovered at the slag plant by hand pickmg and ee 
- magnetic pulleys. During 1942 the companies surveyed reported ag 
Ps 165,679 tons of metallic iron recovered and returned to the furnaces — oe 

: - to bolster the supply of metal so vitally needed in the prosecution of — on 

«the war. The yield slightly exceeds 1.2 percent or approximately 24 Os 

: pounds of metallic iron per short ton of slag processed. ay 

a Not including those assigned to administrative, office, and sales 
a activities, 1,629 plant and yard employees were engaged in producing ~ oe 

t commercial slag in 1942. The total number of man-hours in pro- 

_ duction was 4,168,539. | oo | 4 

7 Air-cooled blast-furnace slag sold or used by producers in the United States, 1941-42, °° 
i" | ° | by States! : So TS 

pe - oo 1941 1942 | RS 

, ) Stats Quantity - | Quantity fo 2 = 

i . Short Percent | Short Percent CE 

ae . : . tons of total tons | .of total . SE 

‘ Alabama.......-.-----------------| 8, 698, 379 28.1 |’ $2, 528, 633 | 3, 936, 500 25.1] $2,793,924 oh 
: Ohio TTT] 4 239,924 | 8212 | 4,000,074 | 4,492,497 | 28.7] 4,080,890 
‘ _ Pennsylvania...............--.---] 1,667,252 | | 12.6 | 1, 564,823 | 2, 522, 437 16.1} 2354024 «= 1.04 

: Other States 2__.....--.-------..--| 3, 564, 026 27.1 | 2,730,739 | 4, 714,073 30. 1 3, 488, 004 wt 

Be 13, 169,581 | 100.0 | 10,824, 260-| 15,665,507 | 100.0 | 12, 716,848 He 

‘ 1 National Slag Association. | | a 

é 2 Illinois, New York, Maryland, Michigan, West Virginia, Kentucky, Colorado, Tennessee, and Massa- wy 

' chusetts. | : “4
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ae _ Blast-furnace slag sold or used by producers in the United States in 1942, by uses! — 

Boe So re - Granulated 

me oo a : Sereened | Unscreened a oO 

aS Use = Value | Value Value 

oe . . Short | Aver- Short - |Aver- Short  |Aver- 
fe Oe , | age | Total | 28¢ - | Total | 22€ | 

we . _ | ton | | ton | ton 

ass. -Gonerete (pavements, | : . en a a ao 7 
wes .. -buildings, bridges, ete.) ..-| 2, 142, 379/$1, 867, 191] $0.87)......___|-.--- Jee ee | 
Be -. Roads other than conerete-_-| 6, 581, 722) 6,096,630}  .92/1, 254, 340/$626, 729) $0.50)... |e 
Bes Railroad ballast...........--] 2, 995, 045] 2,009,260] .67| 344, 244] 125,289] .36|__-.-.--|_..___--|:--__- 
fen Mineral wool...--..--------| 205,966} | 212, 547). 1.03]-...-0-2[0 00 | 
Wak . _ Roofing slag_.--.-.---.-----} 247, 736} 331, 560) 1. 34)-.---_-_ |---|], 
Bre Fill. and sub-base cushion | — . oe . 
ge - _ courses, etc_-..-----------| -_ 63,236] 45,702} . .72| 396,930] 103,016] . 26/2, 737, 469/$453, 156] $0. 17 
oo Sewage trickle filter.....---.| 128,616} ~ 147,081) 1.14]...2.----[---- te 
Bere Airport runways..-.--.-----| 995,811} 921,838; .93)-.-..-_--|------_].-2.--|_------- |---| 
Pe '- Parking lots and private 
ee © “@riveways..---:----------|. 100,286] 97,650} _.97| 78,097} 29,144) .37|_.....__|__--.-.]._--_. , 
oe Agricultural purposes__.___- 17,901; 17,971} 1.00]-------.-]----.--_ |---| 17,890} 14,046] =.79. . 
PR . Cement manufacture. ....-.|---..-..--]-------_--}-2---_|---------|------2_ |---| > 701, 852] 119, 892) 217° 
ayes + Glass manufacture__......-- 11, 716 17, 257}. 1.47).0222 |e eC - 

rn Concrete products......-.-.| 21, 285 20, 217! - .95).-.-----2|--2-----|--2---|oe--- eee} 
Hoon — . ; Other-uses....22-22222-2-222 70,197). 47, 766) =». 68)... fle] feed 

we Baye _ Total: 1942_____.____-_|18, 591, 896/11,.832, 670} . 87/2, 078, 611] 884,178]  . 43/3, 457, 211| 587,094; . 
Be - 1941____________|12, 372, 218/10, 434, 187]. 84" 797, 363} 390,082} . 49/1, 508, 685| 239, 8331 | 16 

- 1940___-____----| 8, 132, 396] 7,015,616] . 86/1, 230, 832! 507,288; .41) 989,814] 257,737] .26 . 
Wi , --1989._____.._-__| 7, 108, 061} 5, 870, 682] . .83] 812,220] 361,554} . 45/1, 188.094] 122017} . 10 : 
ee oe - 1938__......----| 6, 118, 505] 5, 600,668}. 92/1, 202, 754] 567,224) .47|  656,807| 78,723) .12 - 

2 ae _ 1 National Slag Association.. . oe | ae |
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cr a - SUMMARY OUTLINE =~ : So ae 

© Billent etotistieg =o 2-os2vossoo2220020000 2 a Me 0 dg 
‘¢.. Domestic production... ---—.---------_------ 1287 | Recent developments_..........-.------------ 1293 > eg 

th Calcined production and equipment of proc- Foreign trade_.._-.----.---------------------- 1204 (ta a 

“ essing plants.......--------------+-:------- 1287 | World production... .-.----------------------- 1295 Tne 

i. | | : a Sg | — Co ye 

ae a SUMMARY SD 
The complete swing from peacetime to wartime construction in | a 

j 1942 affected the gypsum industry adversely and general activity - =.¢ 
2 declined sharply. ‘The over-all decrease in operations from 1941 may aS 

eo be measured by the 17-percent drop in new crude supply to a total of gs 

Bo 5,099,084 short tons and the 24-percent slump in production of calcined ==: 

ro gypsum to 3,045,082 tons in 1942. Markets for gypsum products a 

* were affected in diverse ways. — Sales volumes of most products = — 

+ . declined markedly from 1941, but these declmes were compensated — 3 

‘ in part by the strong demand for cement retarder, agricultural od 

“gypsum, wallboard, and sheathing, of which sales advanced to record oe 

- volumes in 1942. In-addition, markets for laminated-board, products == © 

t expanded phenomenally after their introduction about the middle of - ©. 

- the year. Principally as a result of the brisk demand for certain of = = - = 

- the more highly processed, prefabricated products that command a = og 

*. higher price than other gypsum materials, the value of total sales-by = © 

:. the industry declined only 9 percent from the record set in 1941 to a ae 

rf total of $63,170,744 in 1942. Although labor and material costs ii 

Q increased, prices of most gypsum products in 1942 were relatively +2 

i unchanged. from the levels that have prevailed in recent years. The . og 

: General Maximum Price Regulation of the Office of Price Administra- a 

a tion, effective May 11, froze prices of gypsum products at the highest og 

‘ selling value, f. o. b. mill, obtained during March 1942. Effective . - 

4 August 1, Maximum Price Regulation 188 of the same agency re~ ey 

+ — moved gypsum products from the general regulation and continued oe 

| the March prices as maximum. . ) _ 2 

i War controls on building construction by the Federal Government _— oe 

i were the primary causes of the marked selectivity in demand for — oe 

‘ gypsum building products. The stoppage of nonessential public and —-= = 

: private building by War Production Board Conservation Order L-41 ¥ 

: of April 9 had an immediate effect upon the industry, and sales of ym 

- lath, tiles, and nearly all building plasters slumped sharply after the dk 

first quarter of the year. The more restrictive revision of this order og 

| on September 7 and the establishment of review committees in War ee 

-- Production Board on October 22 to pass on essentiality of current and Sg 

: proposed construction both had adverse effects on sales of these ik 

cet ° 1283 oe
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“o>. products. On the other hand, the joint War Housing Construction 
«Standards of National Housmg Agency and War Production Board | | 

~.... of October 28 prohibited the use of lumber for housing when suitable ~~ 
“.. _- substitutes were available and thus enlarged the markets for gypsum — 
a _ wallboard, sheathing, and laminated board. = ) — 

Hoos Oo Salient statistics of the gypsum industry in the United States, 1938-42 

ae : / | | 1988 | 1989 | 1940. J 1941 | = 1942 | 

Le Active establishments 1.2... |] 91 se 

ee ey short tons._| 2, 684,208 | 3, 296,737 | 3,609,015 | 4,788, 534 4,697,568 2 Fmported do] “789,429 | 1, 308,078 | 1,405,210 | 1,347,957 | 401516 
me arent supply_.........--..-.do....| 8,473,634 | 4,534,815-| 5, 104, 225 | 6,136,491 | - 5,099, 084 
Waa -Caleined gypsum produced: 3 . oo Of. | of . me me Short toms....._..........--.-.-.=...--..| 2, 252, 878 | 2, 881,269 | 3,307,709 | 3,980,567 | _ 3,045,082 Bh Waltue 2 22DLTTTITTITITE TTT] $10; 989, 626. |$14’ 620, 597 |$17, 254 667 |$19, 746, 914 | $16, 403,068 
ae - a "Gypsum preducts sold: fe - | 
rpgioe Oe _” Unealcined uses: . - 7 | | 2 | ee Short toms... ieee] 756,565'} 967,782 | 929,119 | 1,320,713 | 1,514,913 | 
eo Mane. 22022 ILI LITITZ] $1, 681, 871 | $1, 927, 415 | $2, 260,857 | $3, 138,958 | $3,533;607 
core - Industrial uses; __ oe : ef se oe . a ~~ Short tons_...----.------------.-------} 94,248 | 110,395 | 123,643] 151,960] | 14,705 
oe _ Value. .---.--------2---------------_--| $1, 154,517 | $1,378, 564 | $1,582, 738 | $1, 885, 313 | $1,840, 927 
aa ™ | Building uses: | — me | | 
Bes Wales 2. ------22---2-----------|$88, 420, 420, |$42, 627, 260. |$49, 709, 049 |$64, 734, 171 | $57,796,210 
mp otal value_._.__..-_--___-.___-__-. 1836, 256, 308: |$45, 928, 239 |$53, 492, 644 |$69, 758, 442 | $63,170,744. 
Pees 7 Gypsum and gypsum products— 7 a we de vo a Bret Imported for consumption.._.:._.-.___..| $1,002, 001, | $1, 368, 967 | $1, 429, 280 | $1,282,140 | $517,071 
po Exported _._-------------2222 | $282,782 | $309, 453 | $264, 198 | ” $529, 574 | $977, 863 

ee i 1 Each mine, plant, or combination mine and plant is counted as 1-establishment. . ae 
Soe. ~ 2 Excludes byproduct gypsum... - - | 
aac." 8 Made from domestic, imported, and byproduct crude gypsum. CS re 

gee _ , The outstanding feature of the industry in 1942 was the steadily _ 
*- Inereasing demand for wallboard, sheathing, and the new laminated- | | 
a _ board products. All of these are well-adapted to the current types of 
~. - * small, low-cost war and military housing which require prefabricated - 
— materials that are not high-priced and are quickly and easily erected. 
Sos with a minimum of labor. Although the advantages of these products 
- would have assured a fair share of the market, the serious shortage of 
me lumber undoubtedly helped increase demand for gypsum. boards. 
7 Moreover, sheathing and laminated boards entered new fields of 
- application, principally in nonresidential building, and were used — 

widely as exterior siding and roof decks. For exposure to weather 
these products now are available with a variety of weather-resistant 
surfacing materials ranging from granule-coated asphalt roofing to | 

. a mill-painted finish. Laminated boards reportedly were accepted 
| as satisfactory materials for farm construction work on which war 

, controls were less restrictive than on housing. The effect of these 
: factors was a 38-percent increase over 1941 in square footage of wall- 

board and a 110-percent gain in area of sheathing sold. The active 
demand for laminated products after their introduction in May 1942 
is shown by sales of 53,170 M square feet (in terms of area of compo- 
nent board and not of finished product) valued at nearly 1% million 
dollars. : 

In marked contrast to the record consumption of finished prefabri- 
| cated gypsum building products, sales of the built-in materials— 

lath, tiles, and building plasters—fell sharply. In 1942 the square 
: footage of lath sold was only half the record area sold in 1941, and the



- gypsum BH 

- long uptrend in demand for this product that started in 1934 was sis 
broken. Tile sales were more than one-fourth below and aggregate = 

tonnage sales of building plasters. (including Keene’s cement) were 

40 percent below 1941 volumes. Sales of “‘base-coat” and “gaugmg = _ 

and molding” plasters, the important tonnage groups, slumped = 
cee 45 and: 39 percent, respectively, from the quantities sold in 1941. 

Indicated consumption increased only in the “insulating and roof- — ae 

as deck” group of building plasters, and sales were more than double the =| 
a 1941 tonnage. This sharp gain reflects the high. level of industrial owe 

building in which roof-deck plasters are used for poured-roof con-) ws 

2 | ‘Th goool «= s«zLONG TERM TRENDS | i - re a 
ee ; (MOVING 4-QUARTERS TOTALS) 4 crude ay | i ts 

eo i} 4,000 ; _ PP - Sy 
Reo ; , ef i — we ae 

e fre aan Calcined production | oe dt S Bo 

eS , . be aT Co SES 

cS u. QUARTERLY TRENDS 4 a | oo 
ce 1° Kr f N New crude supply ; os sae 

i {<= i 2 : ; ae 

we io: - , f \ / mf f. . Domestic ~ ie ee 

Wess NT PANY ANY 
v ; ti : Meatci oo - eM 

a 1938 - 1939 1940 1941 \942- og 

\ FIGURE 1.—Trends of new crude supply, domestic crude mined, and production of calcined gypsum, - “sg 
4 | a, _ 1938-42, by quarters. . ee 

The source composition of the new crude supply in 1942 was changed 

4 markedly in that only 8 percent was derived from imports whereas In 8 

F 1941 imported crude gypsum represented 22 percent of the total sup- - 

_ ply. Throughout 1942 the flow of crude from quarries in Nova Scotia Ok 

| and New Brunswick, Canada, to tidewater processing plants along the ary 
| Atlantic coast was subject to Government war controls. Gypsum uo 

- imports were placed on a quota basis, which was lowered drastically on oO 

| January 21 and April 22. By August all company owned or leased - 

- gypsum boats had been requisitioned for other uses by the Federal - 

. Government or were lost at sea, and companies had great difficulty oe
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‘In obtaining shipping space because of the relatively low preference —_- 
2... rating assigned to gypsum. As a result crude imports in the last.4 — 
“+ gaonths of 1942 were a mere trickle compared with normal volumes, 
=. ‘and -the total for the year fell 70 percent below the 1941.tonnage. 
“=. -In figure 1 the long-term trends of new crude supply and domestic 
-°__ erude mined show a marked discordance between the fourth quarters 
eo ‘of 1939 and 1942. It is evident that the rate of imports advanced _ 
ai” sharply in the October-December period of 1939 and continued at a 

,  - Telatively high level through the fourth quarter of 1941. This 
» advanced rate probably represented efforts by importers to build up _ 
so .- gtocks in this country after the outbreak of war in Europein September 
fo. 1939. The marked parallelism in trends of new supply and calcined) 
~. production throughout the 1938-42 period is notable. In 1942 con- 
m-- * wergence of the new-supply and domestic-crude curves and parallelism. _ 
“~~. of the new-supply and calcined-production curves indicate that do- 
i> mestic material replaced imported. crude chiefly in the markets for 
- unealcined products, although there undoubtedly was also some ~ 
“--... replacement in the calcined-products field. == |. 
¢. The critical state of crude supplies at Atlantic tidal plants toward 
vs the end of 1942 was mitigated by the fact that the greater demand — 
“=. for gypsum products was in sections of the country not served from 
=: these plants. To help relieve the supply problem at importing plants 
moo an 1942, some. domestic crude was shipped by barge from western 
ne... New York to the New York City area, calcined gypsum from adomes- 
4s..." tie-operation was moved by rail to a southern tidal plant, and the — 
ov! . ealeined output of a byproduct-gypsum plant was utilized in the 
= New York City area. Total stocks of crude gypsum in the country | 
= on. December 31, 1942, aggregated 741,549 short tons, of which — 
re 152,581. tons were at Atlantic tidewater plants. The only other 
ez ~~: recent stock data available are those for December 31, 1935, when | 
“> there. were two less calcining plants on Atlantic tidewater. At that 
-. time, stocks in the country totaled 668,927 tons, of which 178,919 . _ 
“tons were on the Atlantic coast. oo | a 
Moe _ . The Department of Justice in September 1942 nol-prossed its crim-— 

inal suit against two gypsum companies for illegal control of perfo- 
_——s- gated-lath prices. An earlier criminal action was settled by a directed 
e verdict of acquittal in November 1941. Of the three original actions! — 
a only the civil suit charging seven gypsum companies and officials 
a with violations of sections 1, 2, and 3 of the Sherman Antitrust Act 
Oo remains unsettled. Principal objectives of the civil action are to 

: restrain these companies and individuals from violating the act and 
: to have certain patents and agreements declared void. | | 

| _ Wage increases during 1942 were reported by some gypsum opera- 
| tors in New York, Michigan, Iowa, Utah, Nevada, and California. 

| Despite the decline in demand for many products, there was a labor 
shortage in the industry in nearly all sections of the country. This 
shortage tended to increase operating costs, as producers were forced 

| to overtime rates of pay to fill orders. | 
1 United States of America v. Certain-teed Products Corporation et al., No. 66007, in the District Court of 

the United States for the District of Columbia, April term, 1940, 54 pp. 
United States of America v. United States Gypsum Co. et al., No. 66008, in the District Court of the United 

States for the District of Columbia, April term, 1940, 22 pp. 
United States of America, Plaintiff vy. United States Gypsum Co. et al., Defendants, Civil Action No. 8017, 

. in the District Court of the United States for the District of Columbia, Filed August 15, 1940, 127 pp.
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a Total output from domestic gypsum mines in 1942 showed a “8 
= smaller proportional decline than did other general measures of indus- ee 
a try activity and was only 2 percent below the 1941 tonnage owing to ok 
_ the necessity of supplanting imported supplies along the east coast SS 
- ... and a strong demand for gypsum products in far Western and some > ng 

Midwestern States. Of the 17 producing States, production was eS 
Le higher than in 1941. in 6, lower in 10, and was resumed in Arizona. |: 

after a lapse of 2 years. The ranking States were New York, Mich- ud 
a igan, lowa, and California. Active operations totaled 64, of which - <& 
= 29 were underground mines, 30 open quarries, and 5 mine-quarry oF 
“-- gombinations. a me a ed 
. The average value of run-of-mine gypsum advanced 3-cents over se x 
. the 1941 figure to $1.45 per ton in 1942. As reported by producers. --? 
- this is a “plant” value, for little crude gypsum enters the openmarket. = -=3 
Bo Data in the accompanying table relate only to natural gypsum and — oss 
te gypsite and do not include crude byproduct gypsum. ee 

- - Crude gypsum mined in the United States, 1940-42, by States | | IR 
7 $$ 
BO 1940 ; 194d | 1942 Na 

| State Tl active! short Aetive| short | wv... | Active] Short oe he ctive or ctlve 0 ctive 0 ‘7; Co 

. ‘| ‘mines |; tons | V#lU® | mines| tons | V@!U® | mines | tons | Value ee 

e ‘ - California........| 6 250, 321 | $437, 504. 7 | 381,951 | $618, 685 9 | 426,670 | $662,181 a 
- Colorado._.__.- 3| 264] 36737; ® | @® | @® | @ ] @ (re 
G°  Jowa__..--._--- 8 | 487,379 | 587,223. 8 | 630,930 | 736, 185 7| 514,587 | 688, 211 Ng 
we.” Michigan.___..-| 5 | 746,982 /|1, 017, 126 5 | 805, 861 |1, 090, 309 6 | 891,180 | 1, 286,242. - ra 
i .- Nevada._..--..-- 41 250,682 | 618, 650 4 | 284,795 | 754,294; 5 | 330,333 540,579 ; ok 

“ New York.---..-/ 9 | 798, 229 {1,037,181 |. 9 {1,080,320 |1, 500, 307 10 |1, 012, 987 | 1,605, 530 OE 
Bey Oklahoma..-..- 3 |: 176,166 | 227, 534 3 | 258,258 | 344,489 | | 3 | 248, 545 321,652 ~- | . oe 
ae Texas..._.--..--]. 7. | 328,261 | 368, 882 7 | 446,419 | 467,087 |] © 6 | 414,196 496,669 rn 
oe Utah.._____.--.- 4 45, 421 60, 055 4 61, 813 78, 147 | . 4 48, 574 | . ..60, 259: my ei 
i Other States?) ‘ 10 | 581,983 | . 837,568 | 13 | 838, 187 |1,204,720| 14. | 815,496 | 1,149,857, 

Boo 59 |3, 699,015 |5, 227,910 | 60 |4, 788, 534 |6, 794,223 | 64 4,697,568 | 6,811,180 $= 

& 1 Included under ‘Other States.” , | - ea 
* 2 By groups of States as follows—1940: Kansas (2 active mines), Montana (2), South Dakota (1), and Te ie 
tL Wyoming (1)—197,703 tons valued at $227,025; Ohio (2) and Virginia (2)—384,280 tons, $610,543. 1941: oe 
e Arkansas (1) and Kansas (2)—174,918 tons, $177,499; Colorado (2), Montana (2), South Dakota (1), and ane" 
oo Wyoming (1)—149,848 tons, $222,710; Ohio (2) and virginia (2)—513,421 tons, $804,511. 1942: Arizona (1), Las a 
e Arkansas (1), and Kansas (2)—142,731 tons, $170,403; Colorado (2), Montana (2), South Dakota (1), and oe 
t Wyoming (1)—135,588 tons, $202,612; Ohio (2) and Virginia (2)—537,177 tons, $776,842. = oe fo NG 

b. CALCINED PRODUCTION AND EQUIPMENT OF PROCESSING ~— os 

4 Production of calcined gypsum in 1942 dropped nearly one-fourth ——... 
cf below kettle-and-kiln output in 1941 because of the slump in demand ae 
j for building plasters after the first quarter of the year. In the 24 & 

: producing States 53 plants were active, of which 42 processed domestic os 
: crude, 10 imported crude, and 1 byproduct crude gypsum. Active ae 

| calcining equipment in these plants comprised 172 kettles, 8 beehive — 4 
oo kilns, 12 rotary kilns, and 4 grinding-calcining units. A canvassof  * 
: the output of calcined gypsum by States was made for the first time “3 

for 1942; it showed the followimg distribution. Oo | Ss
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Bes : | :  Calcined gypsum produced in the United States in 1942, by districts , | : 

5 | Oo -  Distriece OS | Short tons | ‘Value 

— New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, and Connecticut: __...---------- . 91,788 | — -$589, 055 . 
Bas '- Eastern New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Georgia, and Florida_...----| — 500, 011 - 8,390, 693 ne 
Be Western New York.---.------.----------"__------ 1-2 --------- 529, 616 2, 439, 984 / 
- Ohio and Virginia_.._......-.-----------------_---o- ee ee-----------------] - 286, 296 1, 661, 865 
mo Michigan and Indiana_.......-..-----------.---.-------------------------s-- _ 424, 283 2, 259, 095 
oe ToWs...--..-_-__ eee eee ee eee ee eee eee 324,387 | —s_: 1, 476, 107 
Be Kansas and Oklahoma. ..-...-..--------------------------~------2--------+-- 159, 585 853, 532 — 
a o Texas... Leelee eee eee eee eee 285,430 | ~~: 1, 202,266 
Boe _ Colorado, South Dakota, and Montana- --_-_....-------------------i---++--- - 73, 893 "446,562 — 
a Utah nen | 20, 695 122-308 - 
s. California, Nevada, and Arizona---...-------------------------------------+| 349,098 | 1,961,606 

Boe a a So | "8,045,082 | 16,403,068 

CE Reflecting rising costs of labor, fuel, and materials, the average unit — 
eo -walue of calcined gypsum, which is strictly a “transfer” value assigned | 
-. ... by producers, increased 43 cents over the 1941 figure to $5.39 per ton. | 

a Active calcining plants and-equipment in the United States, 1940-42, by States 

Be yo ft ee 
pos . | . | | Equipment - | Equipment — - Equipment — oe 

Be State Cal- |---| Cal- |- —~—-—— Cal. |- —-+—-_. 
pee cining “Bee- | Ro- | cining Bee: | Ro- | cizing Bee- | Ro- 
Wo, ; ns plants | Ket- hive | tar plants| Ket- | hi plants} Ket- | ;; : ee . — Vv ive | tary hive | tary 
She Pe . . tes _| kilns | kilns tes kilns | kilns tes kilns | kilns | 

= Gatiforniae.| 4/10 |---| 18 5]. 13 |---| 24] 8 7{ 2} ta 
en Towa......----- 5 18 |-------|----__- 5 18 |_------|o----- B{ 18 |._-----].----- 
te -Michigan......| 5 Q1 |__|. 5 21 |__..---|-------}| OB 22 |__|. eee 
Ree New York.___- 7 22 |_..__-- 6 7 Po 6 7 22 |____..- 6 
are ~ Texas..-c-----| 4 | 25 feel} 4 25 |_-----_|------- 4 26 |_.-.---|----2-, 

eo Utah 4} gl] 5 ]-.....|. 4 g|. 4 |---_- 4 8 4} oo: 
BN -- - Other States 8} 26 65 4 8 27{| 71 4} 7] 2] 69 4 6 

a Egg geo} | faz] sz] iva} 8] 8a7} 88] 172 8] 216 | 

_ 1 Includes 3 grinding-caleining units. | 
vo 2 Includes 4 grinding-calcining units. Lo . 

31940: 1 calcining plant each in Arizona, Connecticut, Georgia, Indiana, Massachusetts, Nevada, New 
a Hampshire, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Vermont, and Wyoming; 2 each in Colorado, Florida, 

_Kansas, Montana, New Jersey, Ohio, and Virginia. 1941: 1 calcining plant each in Arizona, Connecticut, 
Georgia, Indiana, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Vermont, 

. and Wyoming; 2 each in Colorado, Florida, Kansas, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, Ohio, and Virginia. 
1942: 1 calcining plant each in Arizona, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, and Vermont; 2 each in Colorado, Kansas, Montana, 

| Nevada, New Jersey, Ohio, and Virginia. a 

The active demand for gypsum board kept the 36 board machines 
im the country working at a high rate throughout 1942. Results of a 
monthly survey conducted by the Bureau of Mines for the War Pro- 
duction Board show that the over-all rate of operations of all board 
machines was 84 percent of capacity m September, 89 percent in | 
October, 80 percent in November, and 75 percent in December. 
Generally, machines in Atlantic tidewater plants were less active than 
those in plants processing domestic crude. In the latter group 
machines were operated at 93 percent of capacity in September, 97 
percent in October, 87 percent m November, and 81 percent in De- 
cember. ‘These capacity data are on a time-utilized basis in which 

| 100 percent equals full operation for 85 percent of the total number 
of hours in each month.
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a DISTRIBUTION OF SALES BY USES. a oS 

% The marked changes from: 1941 in distribution of total sales value . a. 

- - among groups of products are traceable directly to differencesin types en 

of materials required for wartime compared with peacetime building. = 

. As shown in figure 2 the percentages represented by sales values of 

- lath and building plasters (cluding Keene’s cement) declined sharply §- % 

from the 1941 distribution, whereas the value of all other boards <  .. 

oe (wallboard, sheathing, and laminated board) jumped to 50 percent ae 

of the total in 1942. Comparison of the distribution for 1928 and =. 

os 1941 shows long-term changes in composition of sales for peacetime |= 

ie building. Notable differences are the increased percentage represented ad 

_ industrial plasters "Industrial plasters Ss nddustrial plasters pe 

ve | ‘Uncaicined - Uncalcined : Uncalcined — / ia “Ay 

- A Tite / Te Lf m4 | | La ee os 

oo 1G > ge rey lf oe 
: | ee _ — te pe ee : ees 

7 . _ NAllother beard / Ge = ee eee: 

ms oe 928. i944 1942 | eS 

be 100= $42,575,000 ——«:100= $69,758,442 =————«(100= $63,170,744 | Ss 

L | FIGURE 2.—Percentage distribution of total sales. value, f. o. b.. plant, of gypsum products in 1928, 1941, and oe : es 

a _ | : 1942, by groups of products. : a oe . 3 

4 by value of lath and the decline in importance of the building-plaster > 

group. | : | ot 

“As a result of record consumption of portland-cement retarder and. ae 

* agricultural gypsum, total sales of uncalcined products advanced 15. “8 

co percent over the tonnages sold in 1941. Unprecedented activity in Ss 

P the portland-cement industry raised indicated consumption of gypsum “ 

S as retarder 8 percent over the record of 1941. Sales of agricultural LS 

‘ gypsum increased 69 percent over ‘the 1941 tonnage, a gain due to oN, 

5 increased_use in both major consuming areas—California and the SoS 

; Virginia-Carolina peanut section. In California, where “land plaster” a 

is used on a large variety of crops to correct sulfate deficiency and to ane 

; remedy black-alkali soils, consumption 2 has increased phenomenally, ae 

; from 7,914 tons in 1934 to about 186,000 tons in 1942. Inthe Virginia- a 

: North Carolina area sales totaled approximately 60,000 tons, a 20- 7 

percent inerease over 1941. A study ? of markets for agricultural ¥ 

gypsum indicated possible expansion in the “‘southeast’’ and ‘‘south- oon 

| west’? peanut-growing sections of the country. | - ay 

2 California Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry, Commercial Fertilizers—Agricultural ve 

Minerals: Spec. Pub. 188, 1941, p. 94. 
oe 

3 Moyer, Forrest T., Expanding Markets for Agricultural Gypsum: Am. Fertilizer, vol. 97, No. 9, Octo- 8 

ber 24, 1942, pp. 5-6. - - ‘ =e 

™ 5562504382 | | oad
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os. The aggregate tonnage of industrial plasters sold in 1942 declined ~-—-—s« 6 percent from 1941 because of the 62-percent slump in the plate-glass > ~~ and terra-cotta group which was only partly compensated by sharply _ aos _ Increased sales of all other types of industrial plasters. The decline . 7. in consumption of plate-glass and terra-cotta plasters resulted from Be the closing of the principal consuming market—polished plate glassfor _— a! passenger automobiles.  ~- — | | | es : 
Be - . Gypsum products (made from domestic, imported, and byproduct crude gypsum) sold co BS OC or used in the United States, 1941-42, by uses | 7 Ce 

Be ee | - 7 1941, | 1042 oe yt peu - , one erent of BE ms | | of | oe change in— : Ee a . Use Value |. Value | © . Whe . se oo | 7 < . Bee ot : Short |—-———_—____- Short nn Pee Gees pene 

Boe ed ee a ee ee 
‘eo Onealeined: Oo | fo pe - fo | Bo Portland-cement retarder_.__._._..|1, 153, 443/$2, 304, 910| $2. 00|1, 245, 277 $2, 543, 272| $2.04] -+sl- +2 . fis... = Agricultural gypsum... 2777777777] ” 149; 196| ’ 667’ 3421 <a. 47| 251,998) 823,645). 3.27] +69] —927 Re Other usest_._-__-. ll] -18,074| 166, 706| 9.22] 17/638 166,690} 9.45] —2| +2 — Bie ‘Total uncalcined uses__...__..___|1, 320, 713] 3, 138, 958|_______l1, 514, 913] 3, 533, 607 weeecee| PIB) 
me Industrial: oe oo Lo pest os Plate-glass and terra-cotta Plasters.| 48,214] 331,860] 6.88 18,096} 119,849} 6.62 62; —4 a age : Pottery plasters._.......... 26,022} 338,708]. 13.02 30, 856} 423,927] 13.74] +19)~ +6. wae Orthopedic and dental plasters__-. 11, 568] 394, 661}. 34. 12 14,319] 438, 375]° 30.61] -+-24] —10 ae Bs Other industrial uses # oe 22 eee 22 66, 156} 820,084; 12.40] 79,434 858, 776} 10.81 +20 -13 
Sant 0 ' Total industrial uses_....__..._..] 151,960] 1,885,313|...____| 142, 705 1,840,927}.2....| 6... . 
a ne " a Building ° - ; 

° Br Cementitious: ” | - fee Plasters: = —- Da , a - beac co Base-coat.................._._- 1, 532, 829/13, 505,974] 8,81 848, 280} 7, 596,058; 8.95} —45| +2 ees . Sanded__._................_._- 132,628} 774,465) 8. 84 101, 497; . 638,388} 6.29; —23} +8 ee To mixing plants____....._____ 20, 878} - 126,391] 6.05 17, 527| = 111,348] 6. 35] -~16 $5 . Bee , Gauging and molding....._...| 171,954 2, 125,:926|, 12.36] 105, 728 1, 279, 506} 12.10; —39 —2 / ee Prepared finishes... -..__.___._| 12, 882] ” 334,040] 25.93] 8.9901 ’ 348/818] 38 s0|. —30 +50 ae - Insulating and roof-deck._.___. 24,079 200,912 8.34) 48, 266] 385,102! 7.98] +100} —4 ae Oo Other Le 14,031] 520, 755] 37.11 12,107} 485, 980; 40.14) —14)° +8 were. _- Keene’s cement._......-----____-| 29, 816 464,219) 15.57/ 14,848! 238, 467/ 16.06 —50} +3 
ae _ Total cementitious... .......-|1, 989, 097/18, 052, 6821... ___]1, 157, 243111, 083, 667|__..|. aol... ————————SSS=_ SEW 

| | | _ ~ Prefabricated: . 
oo Lath foe 1, 357, 641/23, 524, 8121 § 12. 76 717, 638/12, 116, 144] 5 12. 63] 6 —4g| § —1 , Wallboard Tee ee 612, 203/16, 578, 698] § 21. 88 873, 302/23, 200, 410] § 22. 18 6 +38} §-+-1 Sheathing board 8... 179, 275| 3, 287, 699] § 18. 73 374, 550] 7, 016, 015] § 19. 00/6-+-110) 5 +1 Laminated board Moe oneness enn nde el 55, 676] 1, 464, 090] § 27.54)... fo Tile.” 198, 578] 3, 290, 280/11 39. 53] 143, 991 2, 915, 884/11 45, 81] 6 —29)11 +16 

| Total prefabricated__..._..._._|2, 347, 697146, 681, 480|_._._. 2, 164, 387/46, 712,543]... | —gl_.___- | 
: | Total building uses_.._.....}....._---|64, 734, 171|__..___|__..._.|57, 796, 210|.....| |. . 

———= _—— nee |e Ses |e ———SS=__— — TTS _————_ . Grand total value_............ | --------~~|69, 758, 442). of... 163, 170, 744]... | 

, 
e 

@e s o 2 

‘ 1 Includes uncalcined gypsum sold for use as filler and rock dust, in paint manufacturing, and for minor purposes. 
1 Includes statuary, industrial casting and molding plasters, dead-burned filler, and miscellaneous sales. ’ Includes joint filler, patching and painter’s plaster, and unclassified building plasters. 41941: 1,843,648 M square feet; 1942: 959,307 M square feet. - 5 Average value per M square feet. 
6 Percent of change in square footage. 
71941: 757,588 M square feet; 1942: 1,046,025 M square feet. $1941; 175,496 M square feet; 1942: 369,313 M square feet. . * New product first marketed in 1942, when Square footage in terms of component board and not of finished product totaled 53,170 M square feet. : . 19 Includes partition, roof, floor, soffit, shoe, and all other gypsum tiles and planks—1941: 34,877 M square feet; 1942: 24,664 M square feet. . 
11 Average value per M square feet of partition tile only.
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s In the cementitious group of building products only the insulating = 

.. and roof-deck plasters showed increased sales over 1941; volumes ofall = 72 

e other items declined sharply. Although sales of lath and tiles in the = 

e. - prefabricated group of products were markedly lower than in 1941, 
- the loss was fully compensated by the record volumes of wallboard, ——.-—- * 

a sheathing, and laminated board sold. The. decline in consumption of ak 

Be tiles was due to a decrease of nearly one-half in the square footage of = ss 

ue / dt LONG TERM TRENDS \ oo E. ag 

a | (MOVING 4-QUARTERS TOTALS) | \ : me ise 

ae | 1,000 ; CR 

. UT gg 1x0 fT oA7l ig 

BE. 7 8. . | 2 a ee 

A 1} Sq 400 cS \ fi ee 
be ; _ Q j cee 

ee . 92 | | Ee 

BO JS 300 /\\. : | (res 

“s ee ie , \ ag 
Be . __ Base-coat plasters Ctons) 4 . ES 

po : ' 8 

po - 1938 1939 1940 — 1941 1942— mo, oa 

‘ | Fiaure 3.—Trends in sales of lath and base-coat plasters, 1938-42, by quarters. a of 

I partition tile sold and of approximately one-tenth in sales of all other 3 

| tile shapes (roof, floor, soffit, plank, etc.). | : oss 

| The sharp change in trends of sales of lath and base-coat plasters ne 

f early in 1942 is shown in figure 3, which was compiled from data in s 

Bureau of Mines Quarterly Gypsum Reports. The annual volume of ee: 

* lath sold has increased each year since 1933 and after 1935 set new od 

. records each year through 1941. - After a slight recession in 1938 sales ws 

of base-coat plasters also increased through 1941. The change in © on 

types of materials required for wartime from . peacetime building ou 

: resulted in a marked decline in demand early in 1942 for these “‘built- “ 

- in” products, and sales fell rapidly to a fourth-quarter volume that os 

was well below similar data for any of the years shown. “A 

é | . 4 

ie . mee ) , . ~ , wo 4
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es . eS Gypsum board and tile sold or used in the United States; 1928-42, by types mt 

Be - ne 7 a Lath — . | Wallboardt . a 

Pos a Yer | - |... Value © ee Value oo 
be CR a 'M square feet. Tommi <1 ME square feet | 
as Oo oe . ‘Total | Average} = -. Total . | Average? 

Be ggg 405,500 | $5,775,000 | $14.04]  1605,500| 1$11,475,000| 1 $18.95 ee 7 1929... _ 412,000 | ——-5, 475, 000 13.29| 1 667,000 | 1.12, 275, 000-- 1418.40. . | He 4930007777777 341, 000 5, 625, 000 16. 50 1449500 | 1.11, 350, 000 125,95 oe fe 1931... | 206,500 | «=, 425,000 | 15.12 1366, 500 | 19,450,000 | ~- 195.78 | a 1932... 128, 000 2, 100, 600 16.41} . 1211000] 16, 050,000 128. 67 | eo 1933. 117, 000 1,675,000 | 14,32 1 208,000 | - 15,425, 000 196.08 | pee 1934... | ~——S—«Y27, 000 1,850,000 | 14.57 1212,000 | 15,675,000 | 126.77 S985 859" oon 3, 800, 000 15.08 ~-1.260,000 | 16,875,000} 126.44 so 10BB tT 479,000} 7,825,000] 15.20] 1344, 500} 85250000 |. 193,95 | pe ggg TTT 738,929} 9,604.372| - 13.00 1 385,307 | 18,349,810 | 1.21.67 oo ee 1988 TN gg) 471 10, 287,935 | 12.71 1371, 767. | 17,921, 400.| 191.31 - Bees 9989 | 4 187) 45 14, 598, 868:| 12,84 405,655 | «8.766, 184 291,61 - : we ag TT) 3 430,069 | 18, 189368 | «12 54 491,201 | 10,595,245} 7 ee gaa 1, 843,648 | 98, 524812 12.76 | 787, 588 16,578,608 | - 21.88 ee Ada ST 959,307 |. 12) 116 144 12.63 | 1,046,025]. 23200410. 218 
Be . / ~ : : — ‘ : . , oof . : , , , = | | 

whe . oO ; -. Sheathing! |; Laminated board? =| = Tile‘ no | 

ee * a . . . - Value - Value 8 Value Oo 

Bed me eee | Aver- | “doet” acy | Aver- | feet A | 
we | eet. ver- | feet. +o). | Aver- | feet | my . Aver- 

Bee 1928._-__..._____| fom] | peeeeee [ees |-...-.-| 80, 500 | $2,400,000 | $42.99. me 1929... dT ft ~22----|-------.----|----.-_-] 54,600 | 2) 400,000 | 37.74. Bes ggg ps PI)" 40; 800 | 1,780,000 |. 36°88 Se 1931...__...... | Jo |Peecce22 DDT] 277 300 | 2.160,000 | 37.74 wo ggg TT | --i----|------------|-------.| 10,100 | 550,000 | 40.79 Be -1933...--------_-|$ @ 0) Q) Tz 700 | 430,000 | 38.23 roe 1934... _.._.._|f *” | ||-------|------------|--------| 9,800 | 550,000 | 42.84 eo 1935... || | | wo----|------------[---.----| 12.200 | 740,000 | 42.38 . rn 1986... -._....- sa-n2--|------------|-------.| 22,300 | 1,380,000 | 43.19 | Pe 1937... ~------|------------|.--....| 23/820 | 1.552048 | 42/04 Be ggg a , aye [becenne-|------------[--------| 19,942 | 13300,830 | 42450 ce 1989.2] 5,221 | $105, 649 | $20. 24° | 22777] 30; 191 | 086,086 | 43.87 ae - -1940__-_________-] 89, 681 | 1,632, 688 | 18.22 [7727777 7/77TTTT7T7/777 7777} 30% 006 | 2 962% 963 | 45.58 “yes | 1941... 1175, 496 | 3, 287,699 | 18.73 [|| 34’ 927 | 3? 900/080 | 39.58 | 1942..____..__...|869, 313 | 7,016,015 | 19.00 53, 170 | $1, 464, 090 | $27.54 | 247604 | 2915384 | 45.81 

, in, Reportedly negligible square footages and values of Sheathing are included under “Wallboard,” 1928-38, ‘ : ciusive. . 
: . - 2 Per M square feet, f. 0. b. producing plant. oe , Se 3 New product first marketed in 1942. . 

‘ Includes partition, roof, floor, soffit, shoe, and all other gypsum tiles and planks. - 5 Per M square feet, f. 0. b. producing plant, of partition tile only. 
¢ Reported as area of component board and not of finished product. 

oe In the accompanying table listing annual data of the prefabricated 
—— gypsum products, average unit values are presented for the first time. 

Notable features of the series, not mentioned elsewhere in this chapter, 
| are the over-all declines in average unit value of lath from 1930 to 

_ 1942 and in unit value of wallboard from 1932 to 1938, followed by a 
slight increase to 1942. Average values of wallboard vary more 
than those for lath because of annual fluctuations in demand for 
wallboard of different thickness and finish. 'The annual average 
values of partition tile likewise vary owing to changes in demand for 
the different thicknesses available. In studying price trends of 
gypsum products, it should be remembered that the industry ex- 

| perienced a disastrous price war in 1928-29. 

. .¥



—-- Prices. of gypsum products as indicated by reported mill values EES 
- - ° showed a slight upward tendency in 1942, although no significant Oe 
oO changes. Average mill values per unit have been remarkably stable oe 
o in recent years. The decline from 1941 in average value of agricul- 
L tural gypsum was caused by the increased tonnage of low-priced - 

~~ --—s gypsite sold for such use in California. In 1942 the average mil = 
< -yvalue was $1.91 per ton for agricultural gypsum in California com- 

pared with $6.03 per ton for land plaster in the Virginia-North  — oe 
fe Carolina area where rock gypsum is used exclusively. 0  E 
me A study * of wholesale and retail prices of building materials states 

that gypsum plasters generally are marketed under.a freight equali- - | % 
- gation system. .The average wholesale and retail prices of plaster . Ay 
— in September 1939 in the 50 cities surveyed were $13.58 and $17.57. Ae 
. per ton, respectively, a spread of 29.4 percent. Wholesale prices Ss 
i showed a fairly large geographical variation and were lowest in the = 
-. ~ Middle Atlantic and highest in the East South Central States. 

e ~The most notable achievement in 1942 was the development of = => 
Be laminated gypsum-board products which are available at the mill == = ° 

with a wide variety of surfaeing materials ranging from those suitable = 
_ for exposure to weather to those for finished interiors without further == 
-. decoration. The products are made in thicknesses up to 2 inches 
oo and are composed of two, three, or four plies of gypsum boards. __ ants 
ee Use of gypsum plaster to.make molds and cores for nonferrous = = 
t ‘metal casting is developing rapidly. A description’ of the patented =~ 
be - Capaco process, which utilizes a mixture of 79 percent calcined 203 

Ee gypsum, 20 percent fibrous magnesium silicate, and 1 percent set aa 
Bo accelerator, claims marked advantages for gypsum over sand molds. 
i This process already is used in four casting plants, one of which hasa 5 

e daily capacity of 20,000 pounds of nonferrous metals. : | os 
: + . In England patterns of gypsum plaster are used more widely than. oe 
: in former. years as a means of speeding foundry work. Recent os 
fe developments in production technique and the advantages of plaster 
. patterns in foundry work have been described.° : | | ee 

- Press tools of gypsum plaster made by direct molding have Been | es 

7 investigated? in England for small-quantity production of metal | .; 
‘ pressings. | : , ee 
4 A new industrial use for gypsum is the forming of self-sealing liners =» 

4 for bulletproof gasoline tanks over molds of plaster. i. : oo 
eS Experience ® has shown that the properties of a high-strength gyp- Os 
: gum cement developed recently make it a satisfactory material for oy 

; certain uses in cementing and shooting oil wells. _ : Vo, 

| Preliminary work ° on fusion of a mixture of salt, silica, and gypsum an 
| produced a glass free of bubbles and specks. Advantages of the — ee 

a 4 Temporary National Economic Committee, Geographical Differentials in Prices of Building Materials: : ~ 
“ Mon, 33, 1940, pp. 47-63. | FO os 

§ Phair, W. A., Plaster Molds: Iron Age, vol. 148, No. 15, Oetober 9, 1941, pp. 74-78. Os, 

¢ Plucknett, Henry, Plaster Patterns: Aircraft Production, vol, 4, No. 37, November 1941, pp. 13-16; = 
2 Plaster Patterns for Foundry Use: Foundry Trade Jour., vol. 66, January 15, 1942, pp. 35-36. _ ~ 

7 Plucknett, Henry, Molded Press Tools: Aircraft Production, vol. 4, No. 39, January 1942, p.139, - -. of 

: 8 Henderson, R. K., New Fast-Setting Cement is Valuable Odd-Job Adjunct: Petrol. Eng., vol. 11, Na. : 

- %, Deter NK. Glass, Sulfuric Acid, and Hydrochloric Acid From Sodium Chloride, Silica, and Gypsum: 2 
“ Jour. App. Chem. (U.S. 8, R,), vol. 14, 1941, pp. 708-705. 7 et A
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“s - process are the volatilization of one-fourth of the iron content inthe = 
~ Charge, which permits the use of low-grade silica, and the possible __ 
=” recovery of sulfuric and hydrochloric acids as byproducts. a 
-.- In the late 1930’s, practice at the New Caledonia nickel smelter _ 
fs was changed by substitution of gypsum for sulfur in the processas = 

a economic measure. Approximately 6 tons of gypsum does the | 
Work of 1 ton of sulfur. At capacity operation monthly require- — 
‘ments ® of gypsum by the smelter are 2,500 short tons, of which | 

«nearly all is obtained from local sources. 

fe . FOREIGN TRADE" Do 

“Nearly all the foreign trade of the United States in gypsum consists 
~~ Of crude gypsum imported from Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, __ 
“. - Canada, to processing plants along the east coast as far south as 
».. Florida. Developments in 1942 in the flow of crude supplies are dis- 
_-.  eussedearlierin thischapter. 2 © ©. age 
=>. Imports and exports of gypsum products are negligible in quantity — 
“and value in contrast with the volume of domestic business. Imports _ 
_ In the classes “Alabaster manufactures” and “Other manufactures”  __ 
eo have declined sharply in recent years; they virtually ceased in 1942 | 
eo ‘because of the stoppage of trade with Italy, the principal source. In 
ss. - export trade the only significant change from 1941 was the treblng 
-.o «> in-square footage of exports of gypsum’ board owing doubtless to 
«offshore construction, activities of the Federal Government and to — 
. |... . demand for board to repair bombed buildings in England. 

ne Gypsum and gypsum products imported for consumption in the United States, 1988-42 . 

po | | Crude (including | . Keene's | Ale | ae 
re an anhydrite) e Ground (Calcined cement | baster | Other |. 
a Year 2 | ————_—— $$} |__| ______| manu- | manu-} Total 

Short Short Short ‘Short tarest| tures, | me Poe y 0 0 01 0 es ures, 
ne A tons’ | Vale | ‘tons’ | Value} ‘tons Value tons | Value n. €. 8. 7 

93g... | 789, 4291 $772, 026] 1, 486117, 674| _azal $7,640| 9o|--$azaigiso, soil $44, a7sigi, 002, 001 
. 1939_.._.....]1, 308, 078}1, 174,117] 1, 475} 17, 606 302) 6, 551 4 145} 110, 136} 55,412) 1,363,967 

1940_____..._/1, 405, 210}1, 300, 450} 1, 137) 16, 206 223) +5,087) 9 265; 71,143} 36,138} 1, 429, 289 
fee 1941______.__|1, 347, 957]1, 225, 152} 1, 631} 30, 499 242| 6, 416 34 945} 3,232] 15,896! 1, 282, 140 

: 1942___....._| 401,516} 486,894) 1,048] 20, 427 309} 8, 205 20 484 227 834| 517,071 

S . 1 Ineludes imports of jet manufactures, which are reported to be negligible. ™N | 

Oo Crude gypsum (including anhydrite) imported for consumption in the United States, | 
, 1940-42, by countries a | Oe eee 

a 1940 1941 1942 . 
Country | | 

Short tons| Value | Shorttons}| Value Short tons} Value 

Oo Canada................-..----} 1, 368, 194 | $1,260,076 | 1,345,681 | $1,220,761} 307,511 | $476, 900 
China. .....-.-22-2 2022] 2 88 |..-222 2 eee 
Dominican Republic__._......}.....-.----_]-.-_-.. 22 -}-- |e 3, 053 9, 076 
Hong Kong_-____....-...-..--.|-.-..-2...--]-------- ee 6 240 |--....--.--]-----2------ 
Italy....-.2-2-- 2 184 4,495 |-----.....-.]----.-.-----} 2 ek 
Mexico. ....-.-------.2 2 ee 32, 134. 29, 056 |... | fe . 
United Kingdom 122277777777} “4 698 6, 823 2, 268 4, 063 952 918 

_ | 1,405,210 | 1,300,450 | 1,347,957] 1,225,152] 401,516] 486,804 
ts i esse sev ss spl sesessnnunsnenstsnnsenmeennantnsgnansnsoenesumannenuaay 

1 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 

@ Baron of Bins, Mineral Tred Notes: Qonfentil Ser No. 1 Apet IMG Dp. 2-2 ray gures on Imports an comp. iy DM. b. Ce, OF. uresu 0: es, Irom reco: 0: 8 
Department of Commerce. . 

. . , - /
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ues Gypsum and gypsum products exported from the United States, 1938-42 SS 

Zz - | OM ground” | *vallboard Calcined =| Other nes 
oo | Year $$] — mane | Total 

5 . 7 hort . Square Short — ee s. value . ; og 
ae - ‘ons | Value fect | Value | ‘tons | Value | - sd 

1988. eee] 2,844 | $17,762 | 3,658,647 | $88,822] 3,833 | $71,914 | giod,og4 | gosa782 tit 
as 1939........-....--| 10,342] 41,012] 5,258,249 | 130,073 2,913 | 69,577 | 68,791} 309,453. Oe 
~ . 1940-..-.----------] 5,209 | 31, 564] 4, 152, 452 | 101, 680 2,208 | 56,419 | 74,465 | 264,128 — ES 
pe 1941............-..| 15,491 | 72,877 | 13, 560,482 | 296, 848 3, 041 90, 397 69, 452 529, 574 nS 
o o4.222ccclato1] 505 | 14, 648 | 39, 489, 186 | 772,980 | 1,850] 84,784 | 105,547 | 977,863. 8 

Bo a -. WORLD PRODUCTION 3 | a 8 

- World production of gypsum in 1942, based upon the meager data ~~ <4 
es available, is estimated at approximately 9% million metric tons. = 8 .. 7.2 
Bo Since the outbreak of war in 1939, output of gypsum in nearly all = of 
‘ European countries that are large producers—France, United King- = = 
: dom, Russia, and Germany—undoubtedly has slumped because of = ——s 
* the stoppage of residential building. The industries of those coun- 
. tries, unlike the United States, have not developed the manufacture =.’ 
: of gypsum boards for which demand in 1942 has been so large in this © eat 
a country as to cushion the decline in plaster consumption. In Euro- anc 
iE pean countries demand for gypsum as cement retarder probably is) 
ho greater because of the increased activities of the portland-cement — -: 
. industries to fill needs for fortifications and other military purposes . 

and for industrial and bombproof construction... Compensatmg in 4 
te part for the decline due to cessation of building, consumption of - .» 
‘. °- gypsum and anhydrite as raw materials for the manufacture-of sul- =~. 
» _ furie acid and sulfide and sulfate chemicals doubtless has gained — « 
e appreciably in the past-few years because of difficulties in obtaining = 8 <= 

supplies of sulfur and pyrite. After the World War of 1914-18 the | a 
. _. processes utilizing gypsum and anhydrite were developed to economic Me 
2 feasibility in the ‘a boratory, and commercial plants” employing __-..:3 

them were in operation in the United Kingdom, France,andGermany ©. 
C at the outbreak of the present war.. a a 
*-——-« In Spain, the only other European country with sizable production, = —_-* 
* output. of gypsum probably has increased in recent years because of =} 
i _ the necessary rehabilitation of buildings destroyed during the Civil 2 

War of 1936-39. ss , SS | | >. 
q Activity of the gypsum industry in Canada during 1942, in terms =» 
\ of crude output, was only about one-third that in 1941. The decline ee 
‘| | was caused by the severe curtailment of crude exports to the United ng 

| States and the halting by the Dominion Government of all building a 
| not essential to the war effort. | og 
J ——— 7 cee 
" 12 Bureau of Mines Minerals Yearbook, 1938, p. 1091; 1940, p. 1235. | oe 

te Joa
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Bo : World production of gypsum, 1987-42, by countries, in metric tons ! : 

woe {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] oy - 

bee ~~ Country ! 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 

ae ~ JAlgeria....-.-.-.--_---------- 46, 175 33, 325 (2) ,. @& ~@ (2) 
Hes Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. -__.___]_..---.-----|-.-.--------|------------| ° @ (2) a 
Lad — Argentina 3... 2.2.2. -2.--...-- 68, 220 70, 813 87,328 | 103, 157. 86, 076 4 
Te . Australia: oof Jp . 
on . - New South Wales__-.----| 9,300] = =«:12, 712 ®) @ +f & nn ) 
ae South Australia_-___ we---- 117, 985 148,943 |}/ 147,266 | 155, 901 115, 323. (3) . 
oo | Vietoria__._..__-_..._7__--- 21, 197 18, 596 11,966). © ~ f° -& 8 
po a Western Australia. ___._-- 9, 219 18,645} - 14,570 13, 020 (?) (2) os 
ge Belgian Congo._-_---.--------} ©  @ 1,000 ;° @® 500; @® . 6 
a Brazil 4_........2--.----------| . _ 2,000} 2,000 2,000 2, 000 (2). a). oo 
eo  Canada__._....___-_-_--.-_-_--} 1,044,222 |. 915,169 | 1,289,950 | 1,314,311 | 1,445, 506 526, 686 
oe Chile. __-_..-1----------------| 24, 980 24, 551. 22,209} 25,865 | 23,125] — (2) an 
eee, To China: ......-.--------------|  @ (?) — 2) _ 75, 000 © () -  %) me 

oe Cuba_...............-.----.- 15,028 | 7,257 6,270 | 12,000 12, 000 (2) 
Tne ee ’ Cyprus______--- ee 5 13,576 8 9, 729 5 5, 058° 41,400 | | (2) (2) 
Bak Egypt... -----_.--2----.------ 253, 641 212,088 ; 700, 166 169, 723 130,942 |. (2) © 
BE Hire. _____-__.._-_-_2_--------- 11,647 | = 18,364. | =—s—«-: 16, 168 21, 662 . 24, 660 mC) . 
a <1) 6) #1: 12, 748 18, 915 (2) @) (2) (2) 
ee a France_...-..._..--.-.-.------] 1,320, 400 (?) (2) (2) @) |. Q) 
ure | Germany _-._-.-..-------------| @) - (4) (2) (2) —  ) (2) 
Pages .. Austria 6___...----.-------| 47,000; @ | QD (2) () - 
eye Greece_.__-_-_._.-------------| © 17, 924 16, 609 16, 219 (2) (?) (2) 

i . India, British___-------_.----- 46, 830 70,944|. 69,786; () | @) (2) 
Re Traq._.-..-.-..---------------|-----------efeeeeee-----2] 69, 545 34,879-{ (2) 6 : 

— Ftaly_..----_------2--.---as-| 416,198 | 425,299] 2) () (2) 2) 
wpe Latvia_.__.--..-.----------.-.| $196,911 | ‘ 220,000} ~ 245,085} @). (2) (2) 
be 2 ~ Luxemburg._-.-.-.2-.--.-----} 19, 722 19901! (@ |. @ (2) (2): 
Boy New Caledonia: -_-_----------2]. 984 1,070|. _ 8,000 (2) (2) 

7 _ Palestine_...___._._--__..__-- 3, 934 8, 984 4, 524 _ 4,403 (2) - (2) 
BN Pert ee eeeeet-e--------} 12,895. 14,026|  °15,655| 21,478 | , 25,000 (2) 
we RPortugal_.._-.-.:------------- 11,390 | . 9,036 () @ |. @® (3) 
Bre JRRumania_._......--..-2---.--| - 70,620. 69, 079 @ | @Q (2) - (2) 
ce Sweden_._.._.-.--.-----.----- 108; .. 9}  .. 102 @ | @- (2) 
Be Switzerland_...-....-....-...-| 35,000 35,000 | 38, 000 |. 30, 000 (2) @) 
AE, . Tunisia_..._._......------._--| © 22,800 @ |. & (2) (2) - ~ (2) . 
as Union of South Africa___...__- 33, 186 38, 849 40, 782 | (2). - (2) . 
wi _ United Kingdom_-_-.-.-.-.-..| 1,111, 669 | 1, 109, 928 ((@) I. (@) (2) (2) 

ne United States_....----.----.--| 2,774,307 | 2,435,057 | 2,927,231 | 3,355,672 | 4,344, 062 4, 261, 540 

ae 1In addition to the countries listed gypsum is produced in Chosen, Japan, French Morocco, Mexico, _— 
fo Poland, Spain, U. S. 8. R., and Yugoslavia, but production data are not available. - 
ca 2 Data not available. ee, - 
- ' 8 Rail and river shipments. | a 
a 4 Approximate production. os . 
. § Exports of crude and calcined gypsum. . | SS 
Se 6 Estimate furnished by Bundesministerium fir Handel und Verkehr. 

oe
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~ | a SUMMARY OUTLINE re 
of | | | Page | . Page 
. Summary _...._..--------------2-----2.-._.-. 1297 | Trends in principal uses__.................... 1805. oe 

oe Salient statisties.__..-...-.-.-.--------------- 1298 ] Shipments__.........._..-..-..---.---.------- 1808 2 Be 
a -- Production._......-.------..----2-----.-----. 1300] Total shipments__............-....__....,.- . 1808 nee 
me Captive tonnage.......---.----------.------ 1801] _ Hydrated lime__....._2..-2----22---2-2222-- 1808 0 
yo Production by States....-.-.---.---.------- 1802 | Prices. .._.-..------.------------------------- WM 
‘ Production by uses--..---.-.---.-------.--- 1302 | New developments___.-.__.----..-----------. 1811 ere 
he Lime and other liming materials used in Plant capacity..-...--.----------------------- WM gh 
a _ . agriculture.._..._----------------------- 1802 | Size of plants. _...---_---.--------------------. 1818 aes 

ne Building lime-...._.----.-.--------------. . 1805 | Foreign trade_......--.---------------.------- _ 1818 2S 
yee -__Chemical and industrial lime...-......... 1805] Imports._...-...----.---------------------. 1818 a 
% Hydrated lime......-.-------2.------------ 1805 | Exports...---.-----.----------------------- IB 
ke . Uses... -- 1-2-2. ---------------------- 1808 - ae 4 

Bo —,s SUMMARY ee | os 

o The net effect of the change from peacetime to wartime economy in  .—.- 
oe 1942 benefited the lime industry, and total sales of ““open-market” —. 
mS ‘lime advanced slightly over 1941 to a new record of 6,103,791 short = ~ 
BS tons. However, not all branches of the industry shared. in the in- ys 
p creased -business. Sales of agricultural, chemical, and refractory =: 
_ (dead-burned dolomite) lime were well above the volumes sold in —.’., 

be 1941, but sales of building lime slumped sharply from the 1941 ton-° = 
. nage. The first year of war also effected a marked changein demand -—_ 
. for the two types of lime, as shown by the 7-percent gain in total - 9 
E quantity of quicklime sold and the 19-percent decrease in sales of == * 
r hydrated lime from 1941. Although labor, fuel, and material costs = 
_ rose sharply in 1942, prices of lime increased only slightly and remaimed — oe 
e in the narrow range of fluctuation that has prevailed for the past 10 og 
'  --years. - The average value, f. o. b. plant, advanced 21 cents over 1941 ny 
i to $7.27 per ton. | oo 
sO Although increases in hourly rates of pay were reported by pro- RS 
7 ducers in nearly all States, a serious labor shortage prevailed through- o 
‘out the lime industry during 1942. Also, a high turn-over rate left 8 

‘ many plants with an inefficient labor force. These factors increased ne 
e production costs markedly, as operators were forced to pay overtime ee 
. rates to meet the demand for lime. As selling prices showed little = = = 
, change from 1941, the increased costs and the short labor supply == 

é compelled many plants (mostly small producers) to close during 1942. A 
Other than price freezing, no direct war controls were imposed on = 

| the lime industry during-1942. The General Maximum Price Regu- oe 
- lation of the Office of Price Administration, effective May 11, froze = 

all lime prices at the highest selling value, f. o. b. plant, obtained dur- os 
-. ing March 1942. Effective August 1, Maximum Price Regulation a 

188 of the same agency removed lime from the general order and con- se 
| tinued the March prices as maximum. The stoppage of nonessen- be 

: : | | 1297 +) is
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_._. tial public and private construction by War Production Board Con- 
--. servation Order L-41 of April 9 and its more restrictive revision of | 
-- September 7 had direct adverse effect on sales of building lime. — 
~The demand for chemical lime increased steadily throughout 1942 __ 
ae in nearly all sections of the country, and total sales for this classifica- 

ae tion advanced 6 percent over the former record tonnage sold during 
oo 1941. At the year’s end, shortages had developed in several localities | 
oe _ in which war plants with large lime requirements had been built. or : 
~ expanded, and supplies had to be brought in from relatively distant - 
Be lime plants. Consumption of chemical lime by the various industries . 
. showed diverse effects of the war, and the quantities sold for many of - 
..° the chemical uses declined in 1942 from 1941. However, most of the 
eo decreased requirements were in industries with relatively small con- 
“..’ Sumption, whereas nearly all the large consuming industries, notably _ 
2... ~Inetallurgical, carbide, glass, and water-purification, purchased more - 
eo men 19420000 Bo TE SO 

Hee “Salient statistics of the lime industry in the United States, 1925-29 (average) , - 
ef | oo S 1935-389 (average), and 1940-42. | Bc 

Peo | | a 1925-29 | 1935-39 | — 1¢ | oo eae . oo. = a . | (average) | (average) 1940 1941 1942 | . 

Poe 3 wotive plants. eee | att aid} 309] 
ae ‘Sold or used by producers: es es 
a, +, By types: | ery oanl “4 S10: ab Bae , ~ Quicklime_-_------...--......---short tons_.| 2,871,236] 2, 488, 269] 3, 501, 104| 4, 489, 257] “4, 810, 452 
Pane . _ Hydrated__..-----.-.-.------..------d0_...} 1, 585, 631] 1, 204, 128} 1, 385, 825] 1, 590, 159) "1, 293, 339 

es  -‘Totallime: ~— — P 
ME Short tons_._....---..._......-.._...-.-| 4,456, 867| . 3, 692, 397 4, 886,929} 6,079,416] 6, 103, 791 . men © Value t__ 22 222 TDLLLITIITLII IIIT $38) 548, 498] $26, 592, 1151933, 956, 385|$42, 941, 1621$44’ 367, 441 | Be B Per ton.__..----.---2-2- 2-2 $8. 65 $7. 20 $6. 95 $7.06} = $7.27 
oh ¥ uses: - a , : . , > “Agricultural_..............--..-short tons..] _ 318,224] 350,535} + 364,823| 382, 727| 400, 631 , 
Pe 7 .. Building_--2_.-- 2-2-2222 .-...-do._._| 2,096, 744 870, 335] 1, 010, 435] 1, 065, 599 697, 677 
pee Chemical and industrial____-...._...do....] 1, 623, 885} . 1,929,947] 2, 643, 762 8, 561, 203} 3, 776, 126 
a _ Refractory (dead-burned dolomite) ._.do___. 418, 014 541,580; ~—§ 867,909] 1,069,887! 1,229, 357 
Pe Imported for consumption: — : = oT 
ee Short tons_.........--..-2--------22--- ee 18, 683 14, 108 9,205} — 29,165 (3). a Value... 222222222 IIIT] $344,887] $240,909] $81, 888] $78,860, @) 
eS - Exported: - a . 

: - Short tons__._._---...------2 2 15, 752 10, 905 31, 912 8 32, 444 (3) 
eo Value..._-.._-.------------ 2-2 eee eee $221,177} $123,167] $311,619} 2 $318,541 (3) 

: 1 Selling value, f. o. b. plant, excluding cost of containers. : 
3 Figures cover January—September, inclusive. . 
3 Data not available. - 

Oo The high rate of operations and the installation of new open-hearth 
| and electric-furnace capacities in the steel industry, the coming into © 

production of new or expanded magnesium and Bayer alumina plants, | 
and the increased quantities of metallic ores floated during 1942 
raised the total demand for metallurgical lime 15 percent above 1941. 
The only reduced market for metallurgical purposes was for cyanida- 

| tion of gold ores. The demand for lime in the Bayer alumina process 
| doubtless will increase, because lime requirements per ton of ore rise 

rapidly as lower-grade bauxites are used. Owing to greatly increased 
requirements for acetylene in welding and synthetic rubber, consump- 
tion of lime for carbide manufacture advanced 49 percent over 1941. 

| Demand for lime in glass manufacture and water purification also 
increased in 1942. The only chemical uses that annually consume 
large quantities of lime to show decreased consumption from 1941 
were in the insecticide and disinfectant, paper, and tanning industries.



a gr 99 
a Sales of refractory lime reached a new high volume in 1942 and Lg 
m surpassed. the 1941 tonnage by 15 percent—a greater proportional gain ss 
ES than was shown by output of steel. This increased demand resulted  ~« ™ 

in part from the quantities needed for bottoms in new open-hearth =. 
“furnaces and indicates continued substitution of dead-burned and = * 
oe stabilized dolomites for other higher-priced or less available refrac- = “4 
~ . ° tories as well as wider acceptance of the enriched delomitic-base = = %. 
ve materials. © © | | , a 
“2 _ War controls on the construction industry and the changes in types ss 

he of materials required in wartime compared with peacetime buildmg 
“resulted in a sharp decline in total sales of building lime from 1941. © ~& 
ee As speed of erection was the first requisite of all wartime construction, = ~ °; 
fe the automatically-reduced volume of masonry work caused a slump: 4 
no in consumption of lime for masonry purposes. Also, the demand for ~—— > 
“finishing lime declined markedly from 1941, because most of the war on 
oo and military housing in 1942 consisted of small, low-cost units designed = = = = 
; . for the use of prefabricated rather than ‘‘built-in” materials. ee 
Be Despite record farm income in 1942 and growing recognition of = 
*. the importance of calcium as a plant food, consumption of agricul-— ee 
e tural lime increased only 5 percent over 1941. This increase com- ——_ a 
& pares unfavorably with the 38-percent gain in cash farm income —___ 3 
P - from crops and Government subsidies in 1942 over 1941. 2 = 
fe A notable feature of figure 1, which shows trends in major uses of =| = '¥ 
pe lime from 1922 to 1942, is the rapid rate of recovery in salesof chemical == 
Be and refractory lime from the low volumes of 1932. Consumptionin = ‘°# 
* these uses after 1935 set new annual records in each year through =» 
be 1942, except in 1938, when sales declined. The building-lime curve “3 

a te | Building | BS 

2 oS — TNA Td 
: Fg $00) NR ee 

§ : 8 md NN a Aen re 

| @ 400 = Sy -- OE 

: a wow 6% SG 

- 1922 “1927 1932 1937 1942 . og 4 

fe FieurE 1.—Trends in major uses of lime, 1922-42. sO
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Ro shows the longest decline, extending from 1925 through 1934, with — 
*... only partial recovery since that time. The demand for agricultura) 
<;_ lime is more stable than for other—uses, and annual sales show com- 
“paratively small fluctuations as well as the lowest rates of gain or loss. 
“.. In contrast, sales of refractory lime have the greatest proportional. — 
.- fluctuation and also the most rapid rates of increase or decrease, as 
-.... shown by the slope of the curve from year to year. ee ot 

| As quicklime is a semiperishable commodity and most plants have 
s\~... only small storage facilities, stocks of lime in the hands of producers © _ 
“are never large. -Hence, in this chapter, the tonnages of “open- 
“>. Market” lime sold or used. are considered equivalent. to production _ 
=; @mdareused interchangeably, = =... CS ee 
»... Production of all classes of lime, by major uses, increased over 1941 
‘. except building lime, for which a decline of 35 percent was recorded. ~ 
~-... The largest proportional gain was shown in the output of refractory _ 
=... lime (dead-burned dolomite). It is noteworthy that the production  __ 
=<. Of hydrated lime declined in all of the major use categories and that sy 
a. the decline in total output of this type trom 1941 was 19 percent. 
-- .. The production of. quicklime increased in all principal uses except __ - 
~~. for building purposes, for which output slumped 38 percent below , 
mE oS Ce, es 
oe 3 a | Lime sold or used by producers in the United States, 1941-42, by types and major uses | 

be oO 1941 | 1942. | oe 

oe Quantity Value! | Quantity | Value —_| Pereent of _ | a oo oa | : | change in— 
a | Per-| oo Per-| — eed 7 Po . Av- * Ave Av- | Short | cent Short -} cent 1 Ton-|. mek. . ‘tons of |. Total er. tons of | Total | er- nage| erage 

Be CO | : total Be total} age “| Value 

a — types: “ | : - od. | * | a 4, 489, 257) 741830, 586, 364/86. 81/4, 810, 452| 791834, 07, 137| $7.08| +7] +4 
a ydrated lime..__.-.-.-. 1,590,159} 26) 12,354, 798) 7. 77/1, 293,339; 21] 10, 290, 304; 7.96} —19} +2 . 

. ~ ‘Total lime 2.__.______}6, 079, 416} 100 42,941, 162] 7.06 6, 103,791] 100) 44, 367,441; 7.27/_____ +3 

By uses: es ee ee ee es ee es ed ee eee ; : Agricultural: 
| Quicklime_____.........} 161,063} 3| 866,721] 5.38] 184,678! 3/  950,374/ 5.15| +45] —4 

Hydrated lime___....._| 221, 664 3} 1,520, 324) 6.86] 215, 953 4; 1, 568,579} 7.26)° —3} +46 

382, 727 6| 2,387,045) 6.24! 400, 631 7| 2, 518,953} 6.29) +5) +4 

Building: | ~ ||P Pp 
Quicklime____._....__..] 285, 271 4| 2,593, 799} 9.09] 175, 643 3} 1, 644,316] 9.36] —38} +3 
Hydrated lime_._._.._-.] 780,328} 18] 6,665, 319] 8.54] 522,034 8| 4, 528, 889] 8.68} —33} +2 

1,065,599) 17) 9, 259, 118} 8.69} 697,677} 11} 6,173,205] 8.85} —35) +2 

Chemical and industrial: . 
Quicklime____.__.___...|2,973, 036] 49] 18, 014, 672| 6.063, 220,774} 53] 20, 664,813/ 6.42/ +8] +6 
Hydrated lime____.___.| 588, 167 10 4, 169, 155} 7.09} 555, 352 9| 4,192,836] 7.551 —6| +6 

3, 561, 203 591 22, 183, 827| 6. 23 3, 776,126; 62) 24, 857,649] 6. 58) +6) +6 

Refractory (dead-burned | 
dolomite)... -.__.......-|1, 069, 887 18) 9,111, 172 8 5214, 229,857/ 20] 10,817,634) 8.80) +15, +3 

ee 
1 Selling value, f. 0. b. plant, excluding cost of containers. 
2 Includes lime used by producers (captive tonnage) as follows—1941: 499,062 short tons valued at, $2,556,- 

240; 1942: 427,635 tons, $2,239,152.



. | Lime sold.or used by producers in the United States, 1941-42, by States | oe 

oe - | So plants Short tons I : Value plants Short tons Value _ . 2 

vo ‘Alabama......------------ 9| - 306,836 | $1,705,558} 9 330,552 | . $1,916,985. 
Arizona DUTT} oT 58 146 413, 095 4] 59, 038 439) 817 os 

_ _ Arkansas__.-...---------- 2) Q) (1) | 2; @Q) | (1) aE Es 
- California_....-.-.-------| ° 9: 122,375 ]° 1, 168,767 9 $3,309 | - 905, 928 2 age 
pe Colorado_._--------..-.---- 3 Q). Q) . 3 . () oo YY net 

8 Connecticut....------.-.-|. 1 (1)  w 1}  @ (0 
eo. Blerida_..---.--22--.-----] 4 93,265 |. -. 216, 254 4] 21, 510: | 212, 291 are 
ee Georgia...-..-.-----------| ody. sid12, 515 | | 85, 825] 1 10, 824 68, 323 po RE 
us Hawaii_.-.....--.------_-|. 1 gest} 137,195 | - 31 8,868 140,762 me 
me Idaho...-.-------.-+------ 1 ; 120 ; 2, 160 |__--------|---.-..------- weno ncerecter . oo ea 

& Tilinois_....--------------- “9 “246, 574 1, 702, 129 9 314,078 | 2, 269, 743 Poo a 
Me Indiana _..---.--.----.--| . 8 106, 407 588,879 . 3] ~ 102,757| — 608,656 ee 

_  Louisiana__---..---------- 2 (1) — & 1 (1) Gy) 0 ge 
we Maine. -__.----------------| £2 © GQ) (1) . 2 (1) GQ at 
a - Maryland_.._.------------ 38 | 65,624} .-. 431, 200 11 | 62, 871 “871,189 
Se Massachusetts.........--| 6 106, 336 1, 007, 773 6 87, 537 757, 109 2 
Bo - Michigan.....--2---------| 4] 85,447] 888,104] 5 58, 283 420,523 oa 
Be Minnesota---..----------- — 2 Og @) - 2) @® ado. Noe 

o Migsouri.......-----.-----| 1]. 736,200} 4,106,468] = 10] = 853,020 | 4,915,784 ss 
o “Montana_7-222-222222---- 2} FQ 2) @ MR 
& Nevada......-2-----------| 3 (1) (Q) 2- (1) (to oath 
wo New Jersey ---------------| 4) @) — 3 (1) A 
eo New Mexico.----------| 2} ML ee eC oe ‘New York.__------------- 5 62,339 | 463, 230 4 63,443] «552,412 
he North Carolina. -..----:--| 1 . Q) - (1) ~ 1 (i) Q) a, ee RE 

ae Ohio.......-.-------------| 22 1, 549,246 { 12, 482, 106 23 1, 418, 161 11, 739, 547: jou 
S Oklahoma.._.--.--2------| 8 QM’ 1} "@ of 8B (1) Qn 
Be - Oregon..._.-.------.----- 1 8,940 21, 524 “ 1|- (1) — @) rein gs 
A Pennsylvania.__.....-----| 89 1,003,039 | 7, 263,779 62 1, 030, 156 7,708,095 
i Puerto Rico....----------| .°. 6 , 8,159 | - 114, 728 7 10,178 | - - 162,796 7 me 
re Rhode Island_...---------| 1 a) Ay. 1/. gQ OQ eo 

BS South Dakota.-_-..------| «2 © | oo fo o-@ . |) 2 -. @). |} Cn: 
fe Tennessee... -------------- 10 | 239, 528 1, 354, 642 | 10] . .. 269, 566 1, 620, 585 ee 
i Texas...-------------2----] 9 | 77, 783 632,099 | ° 8 67, 377 - §59, 279 | . oe 
So Utah 22222 eee 9| - 56,221] 352,308 6 87, 609 392, 912 age 
go Vermont... .-.----------- 8 67, 824 - 479,219 5 .. 71, 642 462,908 rn: 

Virginia___._.._--.--.--_- 25 | 224,293} 1,359,231 | 25 208,420 | _ 1,367,048 
a | Washington...-..--------| 4 62, 309 656, 363 3| — 55,864 623,766 De 
po West Virginia...---------| «10 |= 872,677 |- 2,350,362) 8 422, 481 2, 879, 509 Eg 
Be Wisconsin. ...------------|, 10 79,077 |. . 659,324 10 | 63, 801 499,279 ee 
fe Undistributed ?._...._..--]----------| 424,455 | 2, 799, 292 |_..--..--- 369, 366 2, 772, 206 | a 

\ : | 809} 6,079, 416 | 42, 941, 162 | | 270 | 6, 103, 791 | 44,367,441 ag 

- ~ 1 Included under ‘‘Undistributed.”’ ; ce ae 

ve 2 By groups of States as follows—1941: Maine, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New Jersey, 79,962 short ae 
Ro tons valued at $639,559; North Carolina, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Oklahoma, 189,053 tons, $1,086,601; nee 

pe Minnesota and South Dakota, 63,655 tons, $486,436; Colorado, New Mexico, Montana, and Nevada, 91,780 OS 

i - tons, $586,696. 1942: Maine, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New Jersey, 77,039. tons, $601,068; North eal 

mo Carolina, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Oklahoma, 102,282 tons, $802,873; Minnesota and South Dakota, 64,963 os 
: - tons, $495,562; Colorado, New Mexico, Montana, Nevada, and Oregon, 125,082 tons, $872,703, : a 

Ro a CAPTIVE TONNAGE | - 3 
4 ye 
x . . 3 | ! pA ok ° as . SE 
A The lime industry, as defined by Bureau of Mines statistics, 1s Ne 

» limited as far as possible to operators who produce lime for sale to con- as 
“f sumers. Captive tonnage of companies that produce lime for internal  =§ -% 
4 consumption is excluded with only a few exceptions. Hence the Ls 

f annual review figures are confined largely to ‘“open-market” lime = 
sold under competitive conditions. However, to obtain complete 8 

: data on quantities of lime consumed for certain uses that are not 3 

, covered by other Bureau of. Mines statistics, it is necessary to include 
| some captive tonnage.. In 1942 the captive tonnage contained in the 3 

: lime figures totaled 427,635 short tons valued at $2,239,152. This total nt 
comprised 11,429 tons of lime for making prepared masonry mortars, a 

312,557 tons for metallurgical uses (of which approximately half wasfor oo 
| steel manufacture and half for ore concentration), 16,864 tons for mis- Os 

| cellaneous chemical uses, and 86,785 tons of refractory lime. The Be
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‘<... ‘approximate total consumption of lime in alkali, carbide, glass; mag- — 
““.- nesia, (85 percent), paper, and sugar manufacture may be ascertained | 
"by combining the “open-market’’ lime figures for these uses with the _ 
-. >. statistics (after allowances for calcining loss) on similar uses for lime- - 
ee stone in the Stone chapter-of Minerals Yearbook. The figures in the 
_| Stone chapter include limestone ‘used to make captive limebutexclude ~~ 
; . the stone used to produce “open-market”’ lime. So 

Reo — * PRODUCTION BY STATES it et 

~The first year of war effected sharp changes in the location of pro- _ 
.-. -’. duetion of lime from 1941. The record output of 1942 was obtained __ 
‘from 270 plants in 37 States and 2 Territories; production increased | 

in 16 States and 2 Territories and declined in 21 States from 1941, _ 
«No production was reported for Idaho in 1942. The ranking pro- - 
us ducing States, in order of tonnage, were Ohio, Pennsylvania, Missouri, __ 
e-. and West Virginia, which together supplied 61. percent of the total. | 
Be Although the slump in building lime had a marked effect on production | 
y=. - in Ohio, the strong demand for refractory and. chemical lime offset 
2°. the loss'in part, and output declined only 8 percent from 1941. Pro- — | 
**. duction in the other 3 ranking States that are large producers of 
: . e@hemical lime was greater thanin1941.,00 OS ' 
~~. In 1942 only 270 plants were active compared with -309 in 1941. 
“\ Nearly all the plants forced to close by labor; price, or other reasons | 
_“ directly attributable to the war were small producers. The greatest 
*.-. number closed in Pennsylvania, in which 27 plants ceased operating —__ 
» -. . @ither:temporarily or permanently. — a 

— oo | | PRODUCTION BY USES | pe 

Bg a In 1942 the largest gains over 1941 in tonnages of lime consumed ° : 
* in the principal uses were recorded for metallurgical and refractory . 
EE (dead: burned dolomite) purposes and for the manufacture of calcium 
Bo _ carbide. —. ) | | 

an _ In this chapter, data on the production of lime for its many uses are © 
i. presented in one table, whereas in former annual reviews the figures 
So were listed in two tables, one for the major uses and a second for mis- 
: ~_ cellaneous uses of chemical and industrial lime. ~ | - 
a Lame dnd other liming materials used in agriculture —Although 

. production of lime for agricultural purposes gained 5 percent over 1941, 
| the increase was in much smaller proportion than that reported for 

an cash farm income. The output in Pennsylvania, the State with the 
| largest production for agriculture, declined 3 percent from 1941, owing 

= doubtless to closing of a large number of the small plants because 
of labor shortages. | 

In the markets for liming materials, lime lost further ground 
to ground limestone or “agstone,” production of which increased 15 

| percent over 1941. Of the other materials, the output in 1942 of 
| crushed oyster shells declined slightly and that of marl increased 

| somewhat compared with 1941.



2 _ Lime sold or used by producers in the United States, 1941—42, by uses — TS 

C A en . . . otis 

ee | | 1941 - 1942 : , eS 
| 

oY 
o | oe - Use oe Value .- Value 8 

a | Short Tr Short or wo 
: — . . Aver- Aver- at . ; _ Total age | | Total age oe ie 

oe Agricultural___---.---..----------.--.----------| 382,727 |$2, 887, 045 |$6.24 | 400, 631 |$2, 518, 953 | $6, 29 ht 

. Building: , . pf ee 
ae Finishing lime__...------------------.--------| 452, 522 | 4,205,669 | 9.29 | 281,227 | 2,688,734| 9.56 9 °°.8 
me _ . Mason’s lime..-.......-----.-----------------| 464, 564 | 3, 808,074 | 8.20 | 295,037 | 2,536,952] 860 | = ~~‘ 
oe Prepared ‘masonry mortars..-....-.--.....-.-.| 64,572 416,829 | 6.46 | 51,303 362, 745 | 7.07 | od 

,. Unspecified....---.-.-------------------------| 83,941 | 828, 546 | 9.87] 70,110 | 584,774) 8.34 0s 
es oes [ay errant | erence es | reece | ery et, 

eo | o . 1, 065, 599 | 9, 259, 118 | 8.69 | 697,677 | 6,173,205] 885 = = oo 
= Chemical and industrial: : . . - 8 yo: see 
- Acid neutralization. .---.-.....-..--..--.-----|. 1,739 | 14,222 | 8.18 | 5,181! 30,124] 5.81. es 
a . Alkalies (ammonium, potassium, and sodium | . a a 

_ compounds) - _..-----..------ 2-2-2 ee eee. (1) (1). () | 7,386] 63,198] 6.98 ere 
ie Asphalts and other bitumens........-....-...| 2, 748 23, 112 | 8.43 706 5,692} 7.92 © .: ae 
en . Bleach, liquid and powder ?_-...-..-.---.----| 14,687 100, 579 | 6.85 13, 161 97,810 | 7.43 - ae 
He Brick, sand-lime and slag------...-.----------]_ 21,503 | 156,081 | 7.26 | .20,550| 166,779] 8.12 © 0% 
a _ Brick, silica (refractory) -.----..:.----.-------| - 24,966 | _ 168,819 | 6.'76 | 17,507 | 135,537 | 7.74 | 2 
“ Calcium carbide and cyanamide-.-_.-.-...---| 3136, 238 | 3 705,333 |35.18°| 202,518 | 1, 114,447 | 5.50 a 
Be - Caleium carbonate, precipitated. _--.-.....--.| 35,790 | 348,071 |28.30 QQ) - @ |. 0) EN 
Be _Chromates and bichromates._._....---.--.-..| 18, 277 108, 649 |. 5.94 20, 538 130,902 | 6.37 re 
E Coke and gas (gas purification and plant by-| - : =. . ces 
we _ products) -....---2-----------------.--------| 22, O11 139, 499 | 6.34 17,629 |. 112,355 | 6.37 oS 

_ Food products: 7 os 
me Creameries and dairies....-.........-..-.--- 1,171 19,877 16.97 | . 1,427} 19,721 | 13.82  . og 
eo Gelatin -_-...-------22----------------------| 4, 846 32,718 | 6.75 7, 223 56, 083 | . 7.76 oot 
~ _ Other 4.222222 ------------| 887 | 7,658 | 8.63 | = 8, 952 80, 852 | 9.03 . So 
*. Glasswork_-.....-.....-..--------------------| 184, 589 1, 253, 700 | 6.79 | 190,580 | 1,402,674. | 7.36 oh 
ge Glue__....----2.----------------2-------------] 12, 005 83,580 | 6.96 | 7,886 52,224 | 6.62 as 
He - Grease, lubricating... __--....-.-.2.--------.. 4,001 34, 787 | 8.69 4,.996 43,309 | 8.67 aan 
a Insecticides, fungicides, and disinfectants_....; 81, 955 587, 567 | 7.17 | 66, 332 507,730 | 7.65 Ll 
es Magnesia (85 percent) _...---------------.-.--| 51, 256 373,999 | 7.30 | 24,635 166, 663. | 6.77 - oe 
“ _ Medicines and drugs-.-..---..----2-------2---| @- | @ | @ 6,021 | 35,479 | 5.89 Sd 
. Metallurgy: : : : ; SO oe 
go _ Nonferrous smelter flux__......-.--..-------| 24,998 | . 341,114 [38.23 | . 3,956} 39,842 | 10.07 - no 
i. Steel (open-hearth and electric furnace flux) -/1, 051, 851 | 6, 179, 270 | 5.87 1,171,082 | 7,508,445 | 6.41 se 
a ~ Ore concentration §...___.-_....-..-------__.| 3 230, 748 |1, 332,808 |35.78 | 318,436 | 1,942,098 | 6.10 er 
fe Wire drawing... 022222 272772T2772TTTTTT] 7 088 | 754 355 | 72741 9065 |” 70,274 | 7.75 pg 
* Other 6_- 222-22. eee] 72,277 462, 633 | 6.40 74, 058 529, 664] 7.15 o ers 
fe Paints_-_._.-.---.-----.022--22-..-------------| 45, 513 258, 298 | 5.68 14, 281 107,429 | 7.52 ea 
~ Paper mills 7_..---..-2-222222-1..2--------<---| 677,116 | 4,234,772 | 6.25 | 606,440 | 4,049,884 | 6.68 _ ait 
F ’ Petroleum refining-..-.....-......-....-...-..| 34,696 | -252,010.| 7.26 | 30,944 267,120 | 8.63 Be 
e Polishing compoundS--.._-...-..2.-.------_-- 3, 922 97, 987 .|24. 98 758 20, 836 | 27.49 2 ES 
Ba Rubber manufacture.........-...-.--2-------- 3, 058, 22, 346 | 7.31 1, 381 10,049 | 7.28 vag 
a Salt refining. -_¢.--.--..---------------.------| 1,956 12,593 | 6.44} 4,113 25,604 | 6.23 oy 
ih _ Sewage and trade-wastes treatment..___-.-__- 38, 256 245,115 | 6.41 25,758 | 177,651 | 6.90 oe 
i Soap and fat......-.------------2-- +--+ eee (1)  .@ > | @ |. 6,673 34,676 | 5.20. iat 
te Sugar refining. .............-.--2..-.--..-.--..| 28, 169 248, 602 /10. 73 27, 655 315, 127 | 11.39 ena 
be . Tanneries.........----.-----------------------] 98,157 | 649,002 | 6.97 | 78,746] 549,828] 6.98 ae 
:  °. Pextiles_.___.-_------------------..----..--| 1, 091 8, 210 | 7.53 871 7,352 | 8.44 
7 Tobacco......-..-------------------------22--1 oH | @ 6,858 | 38,865] 567 9 me 
b Varnish. _._.-.....---------------------------- 864 5,888 | 6.81 311 2,689 | 8.65 Tl 
i ~ Water purification. ---..---------------------- 319, 244 | 2,072,807 | 6.49 | 335,877 | 2,327,177 | 6.93 | oe. Sey 
4 Wood distillation.....-....-..---..-..---.----| 2557 | 24,106 | 9.43 2, 901 28,622 | 9.87 2a 
he | Undistributed §___.-..--..-.---..------.---.--| 156,119 | | 777,442 | 4.98 | 31,709 | 221,665 | 6.99 | ots 
4 Unspecified......2--22222TTZTTTTIITTTTTTTTIITT] 204; 952 | 1, 346 218 | 6.57 | 4013075 | 2,373,273 | 5.92 2 
f oo : 3, 561, 203 |22, 183, 827 | 6.23 (8, 776,126 |24, 857,649-| 6.58 ee: 
b Refractory lime (dead-burned dolomite)... ......|1, 069, 887 | 9,111, 172 | 8.52 |1, 220, 357 |10, 817,634 | . 8.80 oR 

¥ Total lime *__.._.-.--_._..--..__----_--..---..|6, 079, 416 |42, 941, 162 | 7.06 |6, 103, 791 |44, 367,441 | 7.27 ee 
t Hydrated lime included in above distribution - -|1, 590, 159 |12, 354, 798 | 7.77 |1, 293,339 |10, 290,304 | 7.96 sg 

. NL CLL LLL TC A A CE AA EC A ET LC, , "ioe mh 

1 Included under “Undistributed.” : | ot | 3 Excludes bleach used in paper mills. . i : ot 
3 Revised feures. . a 

| . “Includes chocolate, cocoa, fruit nices, phosphate baking powders, and unspecified food products. od 
‘ Includes flotation, cyanidation, bauxite purification, and magnesium manufacture. an 
6 Includes mold coating and unspecified. age 
7 Includes bleach used in paper mills. Me 
8 Includes acids (unspecified), alcohol, bromine, calcium phosphate, cement manufacture, chloropicrin, 3 

7 explosives, glycerin, nicotine, photographic Supplies, poultry feed, retarder, rock wool, Spanish whiting, 2S 
starfish control, sulfur, and wool pullers. . as 

* Includes lime used by producers (captive tonnage) as follows—1941: 499,062 tons, valued at $2,556,240; os 
1942: 427,635 tons, $2,239,152. . ns 

ay : _ . o



Lime sold or used by producers in the United States in 1942, by States and uses — | | | pet we as 

Agricultural | Building | ' Chemical and industrial Be Refractory Total = Cos 

State or Metallurgical Paper mills |. Tanneries Water puri Other — . oe a Soe 
Territory Short | vale | Short | vate |———————— |] | | Short Value | Short |: vatue. ONY 

tons tons Short | vaio | Short} vate | Short] vatue| Short | vaiue. | Short | vatue tons | tons | | 
tons | tons | . tons |:° ~~ |. tons. “7 tons - : oo . a es 

Alabama._....-.-} () (1) 41, 261| $273, 358] 175,026} $940, 521] 82,377| $488, 388} (4) (2) 6, 206; $52,469) = -(3) (1) (1): (1) 330, 552/$1, 916, 985 . oe, 
Arizona.....-..-| (@) (1) (1) (1) 50,965} 348, 618}._.....-)..----..-]------}-------| ©) (1) (1) (1) weeeene--]|-a--------| — 59,0383} 439, 817 ~ wa 
Arkansas__.._...|----.--]---------| @ (1) G7; Q (1) $3 weee--[--e----b CG) (1) (1) (1) tee -fe---------} Gyo poke 
California. _____. 526) $4,751) 20,467} 249,556} 29,941) 300,212) (') 1) (1) (1) 5, 743] 52,027} 23, 768) $267, 661)......--.|..-...----| 83,399]. 905, 928 pe Be 
Colorado........} (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (Yo fiw |eeeeeeee-feeeee-feeee---| @ | (1) (1) (4) (#) (1) (1) oe 28 
Connecticut_....| () (1) (1) (1) ---------]----------} °° @) (ly {lie |e ea] -------|--- eee] eee -- |---| eee eee (1) Qo | Se ws 
Florida__........| () (1) 4,713] 46, 734)-..-_----]----------| © (1) ------|-.-.---| 7,770] 78, 998 8,641) 88,591)_.....---].--------- 21,510] 212,291) BF rae 
Georgia.........] 3,864] 19,167] 6,960] 49, 156)...._.___|_...-2--2_|-.22--_|e-e22 fee efee le |eee eee [eee [lee] |l2e o-oo] 10,824) 68, 323 oe 
Hawaii___..___._|-.----_]--.------ 871; 14, 888|.-..--.--|.--.-.----|-------|---------|------|-------|-------|--------- 7,992) 125, 874}__........]..-------. 8,863; 140,762 p2. es 
Illinois_......22- 439 2, 877| 18,032] 124,521} 188,190) 799,665) 13,314] 76, 989/11, 700/$82, 550) 23, 894; 168, 934 (1) ° (1) > (1) (1) 314, 078] 2, 269,743 bg Oe 
Indiana._.......| () (1) 6,155} 42, 345 (1) (1) 12,782} 74,353) (4) (2) 14, 584; 89,431; 49,016} 273, 019)-.---..--|-.--------]| . 102,757] 608, 656. eS 

. Louisiana.......|-------|---------| (Q) (1) weneeeeee|--e-------| CT) (1) w-----f-------] GY)” (1) Q). (1) wee e ee ene [eeee-e-nee] (1) Gy. B Te ae 
Maine.__..-....} () (1) (1) (1) |---------]----------] (> (4) (1) () (1) (1) Om Q) feet fee-eee eee} Q - - @ OER ASS 
Maryland.......| 52,012} 299, 484} (1) (1) wneen-----|-----. ee |------- |e ee f------f-t-----| @) -  @ ~—6hA) EG) [eee eee eee ee eee 62, 871 371,189 See Be 
Massachusetts..| 7,682} 54, 787) 29,481) 291, 383 (1) () 9, 878) 78, 781| 9,670] 73, 737| 4, 233): 33, 447 (1) © (1) wieee----|----------| 87,587] 757,109 i 
Michigan. ..._.- () — Q) 1,023} 8,268) (1) | (1) (1) () | (1) | 4,868) 37,230} 13,082) 100,196|_..._.--.|.-.-------| -58, 283] 420,523 ae 
Minnesota...-..}  (! (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) @) | Q) GQ) | (@) @) | =) GA) de GY. feel eee le feeeee.----} (ly Pe 

; Missouri........|-------|---------| 41, 180] 278,498} 151,139) 793,904} (1) (1). (1) | @) | 89,488] 529, 257} 427;139/2, 264, 495] (1) (1) | 883, 020] 4,915,784 Lee 
Montana.--.....]-------|]---------| @) (1) (1) Q). [e.-4-.-[----- 2 e+e] ---- |e --- ee] fee eee} (4). GY Pele il eel fene eee eee (1) Fg. B Ss 
Nevada._.......} (1) (1) (1) £3 (1) (1) anenre- [eee ne ee |e e---fe-----} . @) (1) (1) > (yo fete eee efene-e-eee-|] CP GQ) s es 
New Jersey....-| (@) - (1) (1) GQ) - [-..--2--- |---|] ----2-- |---| ---- feof e feet) (1) weeweeeeufeeeeee-e--} G4) (3 As 
New Mexico....|-------|---------| (@ (1) [lle feel |eeee--|----- ee -f--ee--[---en--f---ae- [eo ---feeeee----feeeee--eefeeeeee-efeeeeeeeee-| @ oF 0 OA 
New York...-_.] (4) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) () (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (I) [o--------}----------] 68,443) 552,411 pes 
North Carolina.| (‘) (1) (1) (1) we-------|----------]e----- |e keene fee ee] eee] eee fee feee eee - |e eee (1) —Q): — SNe 
Ohio............| 27,416] 184, 864/291, 951/2, 548, 711) 107,677] 649, 995) 35,437] 214, 463/_..--_|--.----| @) | @) (1) (1) 691, 823|$6, 289, 116/1; 418, 161/11, 739,547 Le 
Oklahoma......- 3 (1) (1) (1) (1) (4) _ &) Q@) . feeee-fee--e--] OF @® (1) @) ftv lese--]----------]} f OR 
Oregon...._..--.| (4) (1) (1) Q) oe .--2--|----------]-------|---------|------ fae oe fee fee} QO). bo ass 
Pennsylvania. .. /184, 663/1, 242, 281} 59,918} 538,979) 415,901] 2, 908, 349) 75,277} 542,524) (1) (1) 23, 824} 189, 952 (1) (1) (1) - (1) 1, 030, 156) 7, 708, 095 Ose, 
Puerto Rico__..-|  (}) (1) 5, 284} 84, 548|_....---_}--.-------|---- ee] eee] --e---feee----] ®t 4,836} 77, 148|__.-.:_.-|--.--..---| . 10,178] 162, 796 8 
Rhode Island..-| (1) (1) (1) (1) [ieee eee [eee eee |---- ee feee ee [en eee fee ee ee fee eee PG) [IIIT ” (1) | oo 
South Dakota_._}_-..-.-]--.-.-.--|. @ (1) (2) (2) ou --|eee------|----e-Jee----- |) (1) ecb leanne ene eeeee|ennecee--fee-eeee---| (1) . oe oir s 
Tennessee.____-- {3 (1) 20, 960} 166,740; 48,750; 265, 205)110, 059) 622, 937) . ti {3 14,861; 93,814! 67,546) 423, 738)..--....-|----------|, 269, 566] 1, 620, 585 ee ES 
Texas...........} (4) (1) | 21,189} 191,958] 8,277] 58,604] 7,166) 47,531] (1) 1) | 19,955} 161,105} 10,470} 96,729) @) | (1) - | 67,377| 550,279 ae 
Utah............]-..----|---------| 6,199] 73,479) = (1) eo @)  |----------------|------|-------] 329] 4, 664) @) (1) fol |lele.l--.-| 7,609]. 392, 912 ee 
Vermont........| (1) (1) (1) (1) 1,837; ~ 18,718] 20,430} 166,623) (@) | @ | @ | a | a). Q) {cll feell..} 71, 642] 462, 908 7 nOS 
Virginia_........| 27,883} 186, 190} 19,973} 139,908) 60,861] 389, 286] 18,943) 124, 693] 1,399} 8, 812} 22,770] 167,068} 54,591) 351, 086}_......__]2......._.|. 206, 420) 1, 367, 043. / fe ISS 
Washington.._..| (4) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 21, 943] 231, 308).-.---]-------| @ GQ ot. Q) Ql) [lee ----|--2.------] 55,864) 628, 766 ee 
West Virginia...| 27,687] 114,555] 4,415} 30,067| 164, 102} 1,062,110} (1). (1) (Q) | (1) | 7,099] 44,522) (1) « “@. ft Q) 422, 481| 2,879,509 > 
Wisconsin.....--| () (1) |. 18,3721 154. 680 133] 1, 380] _— (1) Q) Q | °a@ | -@ a. (Q) of @) 0 fee l}eee.2l.---| 63,801] 499, 279 ar 
Undistributed 2_| 68, 459] 409, 997} 84,323} 870,433) 228, 798) 1, 556, 806/198, 8384/1, 381, 294/55, 977/384, 729] 90,753] 629,259) 511, 385/3, 771,900] © 537, 584] 4, 528, 518] 369, 366] 2,772,206 — as 

400, 63112, 518, 953:697, 677:6, 173, 205/1, 576, 597/10, 090, 323/606, 440/14, 049, 884178, 746|549, 828/335, 87712, 327, 177/1, 178, 466|7, 840, 437/1, 229, 357110, 817, 634 6, 108, 791/44, 367,441 

1 Included under ‘“‘Undistributed.”’ 2 Includes items entered as (!), re oe oO mo
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a . Agricultural lime and other liming materials sold or used by producers in the United 7 a 

i | | So ‘States, 1941-42, by kinds re | Ss 

oo | _ |. ghort tons =| Value = |—s Short tons Value 7 | ae 

oo re re Effective | — dag _. | Effective! = |: - ee 
| oo Gross | lime | Total. Aver- - Gross _| lime Total AY er ne: 

ee fe feontentt] | B88 | feontentt] | BPs 

os Quicklime-............-.| 161,063 | 136,900 | $866, 721 [$5.38 | 184,678 | 156,980 | $950,374 $5.15 9 
a Hydrated lime._......--| 221, 664.| 155,170 |1, 520, 324 | 6.86 | 215,953 | 151,170 [1,568,579 | 7.26 = 9. = 

me Oyster shells (crushed) 2.--| 119,079 | 55,970 | 424,096 | 3.56 | $111,350 | 352,340 |2474,119-|34.2¢. 
s Limestone........-------.-..|11,909,640 |5, 597, 580° {14,395,831 | 1.21 [13,745,400 |6, 460, 340 [16,003,254 | 1.24 2s 
|. __ Caleareous marl_272722227722] "183, 009 |’ 76,860-|" 175,393 | 796 | 194,878 |" 81,850 | 135,046 | 690 

a 1 Effective lime contents as follows: Quicklime, 85 percent; hydrated lime, 70 percent; limestone and 8 
oe oyster shells, 47 percent; calcareous mar], 42 percent. - a . oo 0 Re 
Co 2 Figures supplied by Fish and Wildlife Service. . oo an _ acs 

ae * Preliminary figure. ce | Be ans 

: Building lime.—Production of lime for all building purposes de- 
"clined sharply from 1941... The degree of slump, however, was more =. 
.. marked for finishing and mason’s lime than in lime used to make 
m prepared masonry mortars. ee 
» Chemical and industrial lime.—Of the principal chemical uses of ae 
» lime, only the paper, tannery, and insecticide, fungicide, and dism- 
. fectant uses required less lime than in 1941. In paper, the decline oe 
ee resulted from reduced activity in that industry owing primarily toa  _——~: 

- Shortage of wood for pulpmg. Pe 

 YDRATED LIME | OS 

be _ Production of. hydrated lime had increased each year from 1988 = 
: through 1941, but the output in 1942 was sharply lower thanin 1941. 
~The degree of change was much more severe than that customarily | oe. 

a = et Poa ° ° d * # Joo 
x. shown in year-to-year fluctuations in demand for hydrated lime. __ es 
-. .  - The 1942 output of hydrated lime was obtained from 165 active _—_;,, 
' plants in 35 States and 2 Territories; production increased over 1941 

In 10 States and 2 Territories, decreased in 20 States, and wasrela- 
' tively unehanged in 3 States. In 1942 no production was reported co 
* . in South Dakota, and the manufacture of the hydrate was started nm... *: 

» Louisiana and Oregon. Ranking States, in order of tonnage, were = 

% Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Missouri, which together supplied 58 per-- -* 
: cent of the total. a ae Co 
.  Uses.—Consumption of hydrated lime was lower in all its principal a] 
: uses except water purification. . oe 

! : oo . TRENDS IN PRINCIPAL USES | “ 

7 Trends in major uses of lime in the 1922-42 period are shown in oe : 

__. figure 1 and discussed earlier in this chapter. Figure 2 illustrates oe 

: clear’y the marked changes effected by the war on the percentage ~ 
. distribution of lime in its major uses in 1942 from 1941 and also the 4 

more pronounced long-term changes from the 1925-29 period. : 

556250—43——838 | co ot
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~. 1806- ss MENERALS YEARBOOK, 194200” | | 

1925-29 W984 8 

EP _ Agnicuttura} se 7 | Agricultural . a 
polos ln ia Retrctory/  ~ — Agricultural \ Building it oo 

= TR t00s4456,867 006,079,416 = st00eG 103,701 

eee wey, Agricultural ee Agricultural = 4t ae 
me FP Refractory/ = Agricultural | Buuding TR | 
me on \ a Te Mi —_ gS eS 

Pp . MUS eee Greeceneeenneseeraatteeseey §=— FSTetFTHt | terete RRR piietractonyea ese || _ 

"TL toosg3esagace = t00#$4z,94,162 > t00*$44,36744) 

“FIGURE 2.—Percentage distribution of tonnages and values of lime sold or used in 1925-29 (averages), 
me | OC 1941, and 1942, by major uses. | | 

io =, Hydrated lume sold or used by producers in the United States, 1941-42, by States. / 

a State ~ | Active! Short ~~ Tactice! Shot TO 
- a ctive; Sho ‘y ctive; Short |: .+7.4: ; Co! a | | plants} tons Value — plants | tons. Value | | 

oe Alabama_..-.--.- 7| 31,370 | $224,609} 8 | 25,575 | $300, 270 | 
=. California__.._..._-.22--- ee 7- 25, 540 | 261,622} 8 30,367 - 833, 578 

Bo  Florida..... 2222-22-22 4 _ 12,214 119, 713  4€it AL, 295 -. 120,044 
- Georgia....-.2.--22-- eee 1 9, 748 70, 755 1 ». = %,420 52; 810 

Hawali_........ 2.22222 eee 1 8, 665 136, 475 1} 8,823 138,962 
-Dinois__.... 2-2. 6 39, 496 282,634 | # £46 31, 366 234, 242 
Indiana____-__.-2 2-2-2 eee 3 24, 645 158, 618 3 21, 419 | 145, 486 

.. Maryland____...--_22 ae 5 24, 826 169, 349 — 6 28,767 | 181,602 
. _ - Massachusetts____.....-.-. 2.222222 e- 5 41, 166 321, 515 § 41, 154 “322, 626 

Michigan .__.._...-.--22 2 eee 4 14, 464 107, 493 3 7, 835 | 59, 762 
. Missouri.__..._.. 2-222 2-- eee 10 179, 425 | 1, 054, 833 9 184, 866 1, 134, 640 

New York..__.. 2-2 3 16, 784 - 112, 176 3 17, 686 132, 596 
Ohio____...-_-.-2.. +e  e-.leee 16 539, 939 | 4, 661, 687 | 16 356, 265 2,979,928 
Pennsylvania._____...------_--__-2_e- 23 250, 733 | 1, 955, 757 19 213, 475 1, 744, 061 
Puerto Rico. _--.......-..-..----...--| @ (4) (1) 4 5, 248 81, 557 
South Dakota____...-__-_._-_-----2 ee 1 698 7, 393 |_-..22 2 fe fee 
‘Tennessee______.-.. eee e- 8 45, 304 348, 539 8 42, 434 322, 088 TexaS._.......---./------------- | 6 27, 415 262, 349 6 23, 355 225, 039 

. Virginia___.....-2. 22 16 74, 810 486, 488 16 62, 453 443, 049 
Washington._.._....-.-.--.----------- 3 10, 803 96,474 | (1) (1) (1) 
West Virginia____.____....2------ 3 6 48, 028 254, 156 5 34, 473 913, 452 
Other States 2__...-...._.--.------ 0. 31 164,086 | 1, 262, 163 35 139, 063 1, 215, 512 

166 | 1, 590,159 | 12, 354, 798 165 | 1,293,339 | 10, 290, 304 SO OE EO eee 00 NY, 290, SUE 
1 Included under ‘‘Other States.” ; . | 
3 By groups of States as follows—1941: Maine (2active plants), Vermont (2), Rhode Island (1), Connecti- 

cut (1), and New Jersey (2), 57,663 short tons valued at $407,308; North Carolina, (1), Puerto Rico (1), 
Arkansas (2), and Oklahoma (3), 28,195 tons, $255,568; Wisconsin (6) and Minnesota (2), 24,912 tons, $192,551; 
and Colorado (1), Utah (2), Arizona (2), Nevada (2), and Montana (1), 53,316 tons, $406,736. 1942: Maine 
(2), Vermont (2), Rhode Island (1), Connecticut (1), and New Jersey (3), 53,086 tons, $381,529; North Car- 
olina (1), Louisiana (1), Arkansas (2), and Oklahoma (3), 31,374 tons, $294,885; Wisconsin (7) and Minne- 
sota (2), 22,776 tons, $173,587; Colorado (2), Utah (2), and Arizona (2), 12,130 tons, $157,508; and Nevada . 
(1), Montana (1), Washington (2), and Oregon (1), 19,697 tons, $208,003.



- Hydrated lime sold or used by producers in the United States, 1941-42, byuses 

By | Pa gg : - 1942 oe 

" oo - Use, of 7 : Value : |] Value ee oe 
: a BO Short tons |---| Short tons |>——]——- ns 

: - 7 7 n Total. .| Average |- Total | Average 9 = 

as Agricultural.........-..-.--------| 221, 664 | $1, 520,324 $6.86 | 215,953 | $1,568,579} $7.28 
- Building.....-72222222-22277L22---]. 780,328 | 6 665,319] 8.54 |  522034| 4,523889|. 868 33 
. CO wat : : - a , : ‘ ne 

- Chemical and industrial: - | | 
2 Brick, sand-lime and slag. -.---- (1) —() ( 4,220} 35,158 888 

be Brick, silica__...-.........-----| @ |. @) ? 9, 368 78,608 | 8.39 - ed 
wl Food products___-.-...---.-.--- <Q) | (1) Q) | + 10,138 94; 663 9. 34 og 
ey Glass_.__-..-.------------------| 2, 501 16,163}. 6.46) 3,869 27, 482 7.09 cod 
oe Insecticides..-----2-------------|  @ (1) 0 48,489 | 379,919] 7.84 3 
mS, _ Metallurgy_...-.-.-..--.------- 61,174 | 392, 203 6, 41 27,619 | ~ 250, 957 9.09 oe 
x Paints.__.....------------------| @ > -][ @ (@) 4, 369 36,857) «8.440 i 
a Paper mills_.__.-.-:------------ - 47,098 | 312,470 6. 63 26, 581 186, 012 | 7.00 Oe 
7 -Petroleum.._...2.-...-----.----) (1)  Q) (1) 25, 669 234, 865. 915 ey -.. Sewage.......----.. et) a) @) |- 9898} 70,22) 710 © ¥ 
we Sugar._......-..2--------------- 17, 611 199, 186 -11.31 15, 355 193, 740 12. 62 Pele 
oe . Yanneries.....-..-..------------| | _44, 484 324, 048 7.28 | 42,892 | 304,901 | 7110 OE ty ne Water purification.-......--.-.-| 188,560 | 1,108,885 6.99 | 170,164 | 1,267.167| 7.45 Od 
le _. Other uses.....222222-222.ILITI-] 256, 789 | 1,816,200} 7.07] 156,726 | 1,032,305] = 659 

Boe ge “| 588,167 | 4,169,155 | 7.09 | 555,352] 4,192,836 7.85 
a " ‘Total hydrated lime.....-..| 1, 590, 159 | 12,354,798 | —_7.77°| 1, 293, 339 | 10,200,304; 7.96 = ee 

e ‘1 Included under “Other uses.” Co TO | So a ee 

r . The fairly close correlation of refractory lime with steel-ingot pro- 
fo duction in the 1932-42 period is presented in figure 3. Thediscord- — -. 
a ance in recent years between the metallurgical-lime and steel-produc- 
7 _ tion curves results partly from increased consumption of limein the =..." 
© ‘Bayer alumina process and partly from increasing requirements per = * 
i ton of steel owing to the lower quality of scrap used and the wider ee 
« . . use of ore in place of scrap. a a , Doe gs 

Be 300 — — : | ns 

a Ce So ct. on Metallurgical =) ee 
Bo we lime : ae 

r - =z 200 . oh 
o gs Refractory lime Ve . . 24 
" . " a V7 oa 

\ 3 | :| | mes 
a a os 

~ i} @ Steel ingot . ee 
i 6 _J’\ 4 J~ | | og 

* i932 «1934 1936 938 1940 1942 |, ee 

FIGURE 3.—Indicated annual consumption of metallurgical and refractory lime compared with steel ek: 
production, 1932-42. (Index numbers of steel production by Federal Reserve Board.) oi
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SP MENTS 
Phaeton | | | ‘TOTAL SHIPMENTS | | - : 

‘The accompanying tables show supplies of lime available, by States __ 
veo _ and shipments, from and into groups of States that comprise approxi- 
~,- mate freight-rate zones. mL | an BC 
Be : : Ce HYDRATED LIME | 7 a | 

“Distribution of hydrated lime into groups of States from all produc- 
Po ing plants and from all Ohio plants are listed in the adjoining table. = 

Bo Lime supplies available in continental United States in 1 942, by States, in short tons. 

ee rn ep , | a Supply ae . 
en a! State oo Sales by | Shipments | Shipments }——---—-—__-—___—__——___. 

BE ae | producers | from State!) into State |- a Hydrated | : 
me . ae a | .. | Quicklime | “Sereee | Total 

oes Alabama. .22......| 330,582 | 80, 376 49,771 | 288, 388 11,564 | 299, 947 ee . Arizona_...-.----2---------- 59,033 | ©. 15,577| . 1,418 41,971 | | 2,903 | . . 44,874. | Bese Arkansas. .......-.-----2-----| @ > | = @ ~ OQ 36, 823: 5,253 +> 42076. mp California._......-..--------.-| 83,399 |. 10,781 |. 26, 854 - 66, 651 32, 821 99,472 
Chee wy Colorado_.2.-..--.---22-2- 2. (2) @) - — 40,564 4,179 |, 44,748 0 moo Gonnecticut.. 2-2... 8 @ |: & — (@) 21,347 14, 859 36,206... PE Delaware. _.-_.-_----------2-1 {2221-2 - [eee 52,887°|. 37,349) => 15,588 | 2887 eo District of Columbia. ...._..._|_....----1--|--------_--- 15, 814. 5,741| ° 10,073}. 15814 | Be Blorida.. 2229 510 |r] 86, 650 38,809} 19351| 58160 moe Georgia 2 2222"). 0) 824 1, 312 67, 256 53,880 | - 22,888 | 76, 768 | wee dhol. n-ne eee ene | eee ee [eee 2, 134 B87 41577; 2 134 | go Illinois. __.--------.------+---| 814,078 | 127, 568-| 253,011 | ~~ 361,594], 77,997 | 489, Ba | ae Indiana. ....--.---------------] 102,757 | 81,515 | «188,017, | 172,161 | 32,098 | «204, 259 | 
Tek Idaho. ..-..--.-----2- 2222-8 wonenne-----fese---------} = 54,107 | 41, 080 13, 027 |. - 54, 107 Bee a .  Kansas....-.-2------2---2--2-}222------2_]------------] 30, 733 14,499 | 16,234] 30, 733 Oe  ‘Kentucky-_--.---.--------2--|-.--2..-2---|------------| 163,391-|. 150,213 | *-18,178 | 163-391 SD - Louisiana......-.-.------.--..| @ — @. | gy 82,270] 16,801] 99, 071 core Maine...........-..-.-....-..|. @)  @  ) 64,768 10,659 | 75, 497 wee. Maryland__ 22222 62,871 | 16, 246 123, 740 117,632 | — 52,738 170, 365 ao -* ‘Massachusetts._...........---| 87, 587 56,912 | 53,626] 48, 634 35,617 | 84, 251 | wee. Michigan 222222222} 58, 283 22,632 | - 167,334 | 151,497 | . 51,488 | 202,985 | vo. Minnesota. 2222 -2-- eee} Q) 7 Qy @) | — 84,516 11, 811 96,327 Me Mississippi_-...---.--.-------|-----..---.-|-----..-----| 10, 620 | : 5,8641- 4,656] - 10,520 — : wees _ Missouri_.--..--..-.---------.| 853,020 | 562,124 | 13, 363 214, 463 89,796 | - 304, 259 
mo | Montana... ...--.--.-------2--)) QQ) ®M .} @M. |. — 26,600 2, 753 | 29, 353 ue Nebraska ..........-_..-22.2.|------------|----- ee. 8, 215 2,140 |. 6,075| 8,215 ao Nevada.__..__..-.----.------- () (?) (2) 33, 926 ~ 1,087 35, 013 
a New Hampshire-._____..-._.-]_-2-222-22_| eee 8,518 |. 6,099 - 2,419 8,518 
me New Jersey._..-_-..-.....__-- (2). (?) ?) 56, 148 92,002 | 148,150 wee ~ New Mexico..........-------.]| - (2) (2). (2) 13, 699 1,569 15,268 

_ New York__.-.2.-2---2-..---.| 68, 443 9,469 | 331,087 293, 980 96, 081 390,061 
North Carolina___..2...22 2. (7) (2) (2). 60, 657 28, 668 - 89, 325 : North Dakota. .-........-....}.----1_-----|_----..-__-- 12,878 | | 436 12, 442 12, 878 | Ohio. - | 1, 418, 161 895, 741 139, 638 567, 154 94, 904. 662, 058 
Oklahoma. _._....-.-.-..-_-_-| ©) - (2) 26, 588 17, 097 43, 685 Oregon. -...------------------ (2) (2) (2) 16; 332 5,592 |. 21, 924 | 
Pennsylvania.._..-...-.....--| 1, 030, 156 387, 904 512, 720 974, 894 180,078 |. 1,154,972 

. _  Rhede Island____-...-------.- (2) (7) - (() 6, 039 §, 323 | . 11, 362 South Carolina. __-....----_.-|..---.------|---..-----| 23, 768 14, 364 9, 399 23,763 South Dakota._......--_-___- (2) (2) (2) 3, 233 1, 723 | 4, 956 Tennessee...............-----| 269, 566 234, 058 8, 665. 23, 735 20, 438 44,173 
Texas_...----.--2---- eee 67,377 12, 836 8, 519 39, 974 23, 086 63, 060 | Utah... 2-2 eee 57, 609 940 1, 820 51, 669 6, 820 88, 489 Vermont..........---.-----__- 71, 642 40, 509 393 30, 771 785 31, 526 Virginia_.............-----...| 206, 420 141, 299 72, 048 94,.357 42, 812 137, 169 
Washington. -.-.------------- 55, 864 17, 887 2, 428 34, 509 5, 896 40, 405 a West Virginia................| 422, 481 387, 456 183, 325 202, 244 16,106 | 218, 350 7 Wisconsin..._.-..-.----..-__- 63, 801 29, 331 59, 400 67, 649 26, 221 93, 870 
Wyoming___..-.-2.-- 2222} | eee 1, 078 131. 947 1,078 | 
Undistributed 3_.........-.._.| 369, 366 95, 501 519,021 |_-----.----}oe2-- |e 

6, 084,750 | 3,227,974 | 3,199,142 | 4,788,594 | 1,267,324 | 6,055,918 
eee 

1 Includes 28,832 tons unclassified as to destination. 
2 Included under ‘‘Undistributed.” 
3 Includes items entered as ‘‘(2).”? .



Lime shipped (supply) in continental United States in 1942, by origin and destination of shipments, in short tons 7 eS ee 

. , nee | Connecticut, Maine, . CS a | - - 
Illinois; Indiana, Michi- Maryland. aw ew poeisey: Massachusetts, | Florida, Georgia, North| Alabama, Louisiana, a 

Destination , gan, Ohio | -vania, West Virginia y Rhode Island, Ver- Carolina, Virginia . "Tennessee — 2 

7 . Hy- od | Hy- TA - ‘Hy- : ‘| ay | tA ‘Hy- | Oo ps 
uick- Quick-. de Quick- | . Quick- . Quick- | Co cos drated | Total : drated |} Total drated | Total : drated | Total | %; Grated | Total re 

| “Ye lime lime |‘lime | ~ ——|_-‘Hme | ‘time lime | ‘lime ~ lime | “lime - ES 

Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio...:......--|949, 587 |200, 022 |1, 149,609 | 47,355| 6,128| 53,488! 132| 1 133 | 10,623 | 1,747 | 12,370| 704] 1,329| 2,038 Os 
Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, . : \.. foo to cree 

.- New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, fo a ws fo: a of. a eg 
West Virginia.......-..-.-..---.---.------|370, 808 |117, 141. _ 487, 949 |1, 152, 755 1301, 961 1, 454, 716 | 26,057 | 16,449 | 42, 606 | 89, 895 | 21,703 |111, 688 | 23,052 | 1,195 24, 247 co Fe 

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New | - | ee ce a a . . re ena 
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont.....-.} 9,359 | 17,742 27, 101 55,319 | 4,988 | 60,307 }112, 630 | 46, 343 |158, 973 . 350 264 614 [0-22 yee pelle So 

Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South | | | oo a ae a ty 
Carolina, Virginia..._..-.--.---22+2------- 6, 481 | 29, 661 36, 142 28,362 | 9,897 | = 38,259. . 200.) 18. 218 | 57,181 | 55, 098 1112, 279 1157, 027 | 27, 288 | 184, 315 ee ae 

Alabama, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missis- PP 1 Pe gh pe 
, sippi, Tennessee.._..-..-.---.-.-----.-----|: 61,018 | 15,626 | 76,644) 37 |. 187] 224 [ieee 7 7 {|--------|. 1,186 | 1, 186 |35I, 928 | 35, 575 | 387,503. US 

: Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, er qd Po ge . St qos . eS 
7 Texas....-..--...----.--------------------} 1,125 | 2,414 3, 5389 |-.-------- 50 - 60 Jeno feed ‘87 [ieee ned 87 Cn eas 

Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Wisconsin--_-.--| 68, 663 | 25, 184 93, 847 |---.------ 5 6 fone ---- fee] eee] es Jee 43 43} .2-----|-2-- eee fee eee errs 
Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Mon- |_ . oO : - a ‘oe Pe Oe 

tana, Nevada, New Mexico, North Da- en es oe . . a 
kota, Oregon, Sorth Dakota, Utah, | : fp . . oy Ags 
Washington, Wyoming... -7....---.) 8,659 | 8,721 | 12, 280 | on... aa|eene na oeeeecccndeeecetcefeceecceefeesecene[eeeeecee[eeeecece|oceeenee|-uceeeee[eeceeree|-ocseeee es 

| a Sn oo oo ee a OC Go |



Lime shipped (supply) in continental United Siates in 1942, by origin and destination of shipments, in short tons—Continued a 6 eae - 

| 7 Origin a oo | CSC 

, | : ee Arizona, yCilifornia, Geolo- | Fe | a 
NM ittconsamt TNT: . Yado ontana, Nevada, | . oo . ’ 7 ee 

, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas Minnesota, Missouri, Wis- | New . Mexico, Oregon, - ‘United States ap 
Destination oS - South Dakota, Utah,| ~ . ee 

a, : | Washington — oO . oo ESS 

Hy- : Hy. — | By. | : | Hy- | ; Shs, 

uick- Quick- — Quick- | uiek- LE drated Total : drated Total : drated Total : drated Total 8 
“ime lime | ime | “lime | lime | ‘lime | | ite ‘| lime ee 

Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio_.__.....-.---.-----|---------- 132) 132] 244,008| 47,058 | 292,063 |.....-....|...--.----|.---------|1, 252, 406 | 256,417 | 1, 508,823 Zz hE 
Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New . a = . PS BR ae 

Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia. -.}.......-.- 12 |, 12 25,421 | 4,060 29, 481 |...-......|-----.----]----------]} 1, 687, 988 | 462, 611 |.2, 160,509 - otk 
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hamp- | a oS a if Soe eno 

shire, Rhode Island, Vermont.....------.---------|----------|---- soe [ee een eee feee eee e ee] 295 | 295 |-..-.---.-|----------]-------4--[ 177, 658 69,632 | 247, 290 a lead 
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, a ” 7 ., oy EES 
Virginia.......---.--.-----------------+---- 22-2 - | -e eee eee 520 620] 12,816; 636 18, 452 |..2.......|--.-------]s---------| 262,067 | 128,118 385, 185 ig Tas 

Alabama, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Ten- a da, a os _ PANE 
NeESSeC_..-.------- = nnn wenn e een e eee ne---| 28, 435 5,931 } 34,366] 109,047; | 8.125) 117,172 |-..-......|.---.-----|-.-.------| 550,465 | _ 66, 637 617,102 & OS 

Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Texas.....| 83,569 | 41,403 | 124,972 35, 243 |. 23, 878 59,121 |.2.-.-2..].---------]---.------] 120,024 | 67,745 | = 187, 769 D. era 
Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Wisconsin....-...-.---- 687 662 1,349 | 338,358 } 114,961.) 453,319 |...-..-...)2.---.---.]-.--.-----] 407,708 | 140, 855 548, 563 e es 
Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, ; Poe 7 So : | OB 28 
Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, . a a. 
South Dakota, Utah, Washington, Wyoming. -... 1, 087 1, 644 2,731 |. . 5,128 8,629 |. 13, 757 | 320,504.) 61,315 | 381,819 | 380, 278 80,309'| 410,587 ¢ na



Bo Shipments of hydrated lime from plants in continental United States and ‘in Ohio cn ae 
ee tn 1942, by destinations — = a - BY 

| . | | From all plants: From Ohio plants ae 

- Destination | Distri- | pistri | Percent 99 
a a, . - _ Short | bution | Short | bution | of total. es 

2 . o tons (per- tons (per- | ship- ets 

a . 7 ° . cent) | cent) | ments a: 

be no Lllinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio.......-----------s-2----- | 256, 417 20 | 156, 412. | Ah 61 : . Oe 

““<-.. ‘Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey, | . co 
ah New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia...........-.--.| 462, 611 36 | 116,224 | - 33 25 os 

ar Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, . , . oe 

as Rhode Island, Vermont... -_..-.--------------------------| _ 69, 682 6| 17,742 5 |. BS 

aoe Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia.| 123, 118 10 | 29, 661 8 24 0°~O*” oe 

a Alabama, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee... _| - 66, 637 |. 5 | 11, 552 3 17 RS 

in Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Texas__---------| _ 67, 745 a) 2, 414 1] 4 int, 

- Towa, Minnesota, Missouri, Wisconsin... _...-....----.---| 140, 855 11| 13,464| <4]. . 10 ee 
a Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, | ~ : — ae 

F New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, . ea, i) 

i Utah, Washington, Wyoming. ..-.-.-------.-------------| 80, 309 6 8, 602 2 “WS 

be Undistributed..-.------------------------~----------------| Ti, 944. 1 6194), 2 eS 

Be . 1, 279, 268 100 |.356,265 | 100 28 To te 

© 1 Less than 0.1 percent. tg 

Ba oo _ PRICES | 8 

s Average values for total sales of building quicklime are higher than 
a for building hydrate, an anomalous condition compared with values = 

e of types of agricultural and chemical lime. This condition results 

a principally from the rather widespread use of the relatively higher- oe 
ty priced pulverized quicklime in building. It also is noteworthy that 

eo ‘some producers in nearly all sections of the country generally obtain ee 
*- a higher price for bulk quicklime than for bulk hydrate for all uses, nN 

+ although the most common practice is to set a higher value on the —— 
t hydrate. —— ee oo ST eR 

Ee | OO : - NEW DEVELOPMENTS —~— CO oo os 

be A new type! of limekiln designed to calcine small sizes of stone. x 

ib was introduced in 1942. - | a os 

C Descriptions? of the properties and methods of manufacture of 
oe dead-burned, stabilized, and enriched dolomite-base refractories oe 

( were published. = oe | . ee 
¥ . 

. : eo 

e | PLANT CAPACITY | : os 

i. In 1942 about 72 percent of total capacity (based upon a 300- ay 
Kh 4 . * o,e mp wk 

4 -operating-day year) was used in the country. Data on capacities of ~ oe 

: calcining equipment (excluding obsolete. units) are listed in the oh 

4 following table, by types and districts. | 

4 1 Ellerbeck, T. R., Vertical Kiln of New Design Calcines Smaller Sizes of Crushed Limestone: Pit and ae 

a Quarry, vol. 34, No. 11, May 1942, pp. 55-58. _ . ag 

, 2 Schallis, Alvin, Dolomite-Base Refractories: Bureau of Mines Inf. Cire. 7227, 1942, 11 pp. —



Capacities and number of kilns in active lime plants in the United States in 1 942, by types.and status of kilns and by districts ae BD 

- Pot kilns fp Shaftkiins = | © Rotarykilns ~ NO 
__ | Total capacity per . Es 

| . pa . , - - 24-hour day : ES Active Inactive .. Active '.- Inactive =|. Active Inactive oe poe SE «tet Active |____ of - —_ oe District . plants ' — | ern preemie Se 
Capac-| - Capac- Capac- -  -| Capae-| | Capac-| . -- | Capac- |. Active Inac- Total chy S 

Num-/| ity! | Num-| ity! | Num-| ity! | Num-! ity! | Num-| ity! | Num- ity } (short tive (short. ee ber | (short | ber | (short | ber | (short | ber | (short | ber | (short'| -ber | (short tons) (short » tons) . ee: 
tons) ‘| tons) . tons) a tons) | © - tons) . tons) _ tons) Be 

. Maine, Rhode Island, and Connecticut_- 4 |... 2 2|--------|--------|--- =o 18 281 10 122°) ....----|---.----|-------- fae. 2] 281 . 122) ~. 403 2 a cot Massachusetts, Vermont, and New York. 14 (2) @) | (8) (3) - 4 50 4 557 § 23 § 262 10 620 |_-2---..}.--.--..| 1,177 | —° 262 1489 EDO ee Pennsylvania and New Jersey......__._._ 65 154 687 18 76 ~ 99 | 1,156 12 ~ 127 617 | 61,817 |. 2... 2]--2._...| 3,660 : 203 3,863. IA. VE Maryland...-.-.-.--2------ ee 11 7 62 7 584 12 92; (8) (Jesse ee fleece lie] eee po fe 584 * 92 - 476 Hoe Virginia_.._.----. 22-22. ene ee 25 20 218 (3) (8) 71}. 729. 518 6301 |-_-.--2-)----- ee }e ea ee |e lec]. 947 - 801 42480 North Carolina, Georgia, and Florida._. 6 |.-------|--------]-------|-- Lie 21; . 132 Td: 64 |... -- ae ee} eee flee. | «182 | 54 186 Pe Alabama__...-..... 2-220. eno ee 9 |-.-.--.-j--------|---- 2 fee eee 956 | 91, 245 6] 10-115 (2) (2) 4 (8) 1,245 |: 115 | 1,360 fi eee Tennessee and West Virginia............| 18 23 319 @) | “67 |. -986 $13; 8179 9 982 |..--....]--------| 2,287]. 179] 24146 Mo. 4. Ohio. _..- 2-22 eee 23 |_.-.----|-. -----]--.---.-]-.-----..] 275 | 2,969] ~. 100 945 21 | 2,465 j......-_]--...._-] 5, 484 945 | 6,379 . Cs eke Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois.._.__..__ 17 |.2 |e --e fia fel eee. 41, 736]. > 16] ©. 285 | 10]. 715 Jee eel] 1, 451 285 1, 738. Hs rn Soe Wisconsin, Minnesota, and South Dakota. 14 (2) (2) ea +; @ 4932 | 4 9 554 631 )..5369) @ J. @ fee. e le 554 369; 923° & re Missouri_..._....-.-.---- 2. eee 10 j....22--}---2 eee. ee fee. 61) 1,385 105 | 410 165— 8} 1,260) ©@) — () | 2,645 | 165 | 2,810 — z tag Arkansas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and coat : ofp A oo oo Te ae es, Texas......22 22222 14 jie eee fe Spee ee 940 | 91, 108 42} 195] 8) ~@) fest }..-22---] 1, 108 195 1,303 oO! a eee Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, oo. sft - . of - a 8 sg Nevada, and Montana..___._.__._____. 18 5 36 |...2.2- 2]. 2 ee} 49; 849; . 8]. 8% 7 418 |e. cl. -]--.--.-.} 1,000 80] 1,080 bs ar California, Oregon, and Washington....| 1 18 8 64 |_--2 sz fl------.] 28 280 |. 8 132 |: 7. 436° |i 22 jee 780 132 912 Lf RE Hawaii and Puerto Rico............--...|. 8 (2) (@) ieee eee fllee-e.]| 4 16 4178 |..--- fee fee eee |e AWB joc} 7B, : 
Summary.........-..-.-------....-.-...] 4 269 280 | 1,953 60 608 902 | 11,763 | 10239 |10 2, 891 103 | 9,697 | (3) - (3) | 23,413 | 3,499 | 26,912 Cee ee 

1 Expressed as output of quicklime per 24-hour day. a a a oe - ae a 2 Included with data on active shaft kilns. oO . . a vo aS 3 Included with data on inactive shaft kilns. woo a Po oO oo ee a 4 Includes data on active pot kilns. . ou oe a ee ne ony $ Includes data on inactive pot kilns. co . So ee, SO a we os 6 Includes data on active sintering machines. oe . : So oo 7 . vo ee 7 Includes data on active shaft kilns. : . . a a So EE § Included with data on active pot kilns. . . ae . po ee § Includes data on active rotary kilns. — oe - SO Cee Sh 10 Includes data on inactive rotary kilns. a : po | To Jo . 1 A plant in California with only hydrating equipment is not included in this total _ oe . a - oO So!



os  . SIZE-OF PLANTS | Pon Co 

‘There has been a strong trend toward larger lime plants, as is «©. 
oS shown by comparison of data on size groups in 1942, the year of record 
os production, with those in 1925, the preak production year of the 1920’s. 9) - 
- In all groups under 25,000 tons, both the number of plants and the = 
oe percentage of total output from each group declined sharply. The oe 

number of plants in all groups over 25,000 tons increased, and the .—S_—- a 
~ * percentage of total output increased for each group except the group =i‘ 
a 50,000 and less than 100,000 tons. The largest gain in percentage = 
_ of total production was in the group over 100,000. The marked © 
Be decline in total number of plants from 1925 took place entirely inthe =.“ _ groups under 25,000 tons. ‘These data on size of lime plants are not _ “oe 
a comparable with those on companies and plants published in these ‘ 
_ chapters in recent years. The earlier studies are based only upon ° | ~~ 
- size ofcompanies, Te 

a Distribution of lime (including refractory) plants in 1925 and 1942, according to =». 

es | gag 19420 ap ats 

: Size group (short tons) oe _ Production to. Production - a 

ae a | | Plants TT ptantg ae 

me | Oo Oo - | Short tons Percent | Short tons | Percent Se, o 

yo | Less than 1,000.......-----------------| © 172 40, 054 1] 48 17,844 |... oe 
=. 1,000 and ess than 5,000_--7--7=7 7727 86) 246,433) iB 72| 195,265 | =3 ed 
We 5,000 and less than 10,000_..2......._-. 65) 478,336 - 10 28 | 192, 497 | Bo e 10,000 and less than 25,000_-_--_---.__-|_ 81| 1,230,411} 27} 49] 9802353; 1 © = 
i 25,000 and less than 50,000_...-.-..2-2] © 24 -, 805, 807 18}; - 39] 1,383, 782 2B - - Z f 60,000 and less than 100,000........-.--| 19 | 1,398,246 |. 31 [ 21 | 1,441,995 24 oa ¢ ~~ 100,000 and over-.....-.---22-22222.--- 3| 381, 536 8] 18} 2,070,055 | 34 re 

Be 450| 4,580,823) 100/270 | 6,103,701, = 100 

pS ee FOREIGN TRADE ag 

e ‘Because of wartime restrictions, no figures on imports and exports . = 
.. ean be published. However, foreign trade of the United Statesin «sss 
. lime has a negligible effect.on the domestic industry. SO 8 
: Imports——During the 1935-39. period, annual imports of lime (in- _ oe 
‘ cluding dead-burned dolomite) averaged 14,108 short tons valued at a 
a $240,909. ‘This represents only 0.4 percent of average annualdomestic = =.=". 
os production of 3,692,397 tons during 1935-39. In 1940, the last year va 
.~ for which data are complete, 9,205 tons of lime valued at $81,888 were e 
if imported or only 0.2 percent of domestic output. The principal vol- om 

“ ume of imports 1s from British Columbia, Canada, into the the Pacific oe 
! Coast States, a flow in 1940 that. comprised 98 percent of the total. 2 
o Imports increased in 1941 and for the January-September period oad 
- were at a monthly rate of 1,018 tons, which was 33 percent above oo 

the rate (767 tons) of 1940. Imports doubtless increased in 1942 | os 
: over 1941, owing to shortages of lime on the West Coast, which were ot 
: overcome by bringing in Canadian material. | ro 

Ezxports—Annual exports of lime in the 1935-39 period averaged oS 
3 10,905 tons valued at $123,167—a volume that represented only : 
7 0.3 percent of the average annual domestic production of 3,692,397 ond
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».. tons during the same period. -- During:1940 a new record of 31,912 tons O 
“. (Q.7 percent of domestic output of lime) was exported. The volume _ 
-.. of exports increased further in 1941 and for the January-September 
: |. period was.at a monthly rate of 3,605 tons—a 36-percent gain over the 

BB monthly rate (2,659 tons) of 1940. Exports in 1942 undoubtedly = 

>. advanced over.1941 owing to expanding markets in the Latin American 

. countries ‘and in eastern Canada. oe 

Be Se a, |



oe By G. W. Joszpuson anp A. Linn! | Be Tse 

a a SUMMARY OUTLINE. | nS: 

oo ee i I 
Be General summary... -_. 220 ee ee 1315 | Bentonite... 2..------2-2-2-2----2-.----.---. 1828 Oe ae Salient statistics... -...--.-....----.---.2------ 1816 | Fuller's earth.-..-_-__-_-.--.-....--.-.....-.- 1324 — nee - Consumption and uses_-._.....--....:......' 1317 | Miscellaneous Clays--..------222--2-0--2-2t 1826 8 China clay or Kaolin..._._.-...-..=------...- 1818 | Clay products..._....--0 02 27L(ITTTTT7772 3807 ae: 
ie Ball clay..----------.--.---.-.-.--.------..-. 1320 | Technologic developments...............-..... 1328 ay hoo Pire clay. .-.------------------------2+--22+-+, 1821 a oe 

i GENERAL SUMMARY = es 

«The reaction of the various segments of.the clay industry to war- - * 
- . tame conditions emphasizes the fact that, although thereis considerable = =. 
_.. overlapping in many fields, the physical properties of the various clays ss 
— have enabled each clay to dominate one or more specialized markets. = OL 
‘. Production of some clays increased while others decreased, depending oe 
"on the extent to which each contributed to an increasingly military oe 
s economy. Shipments of fire clay have nearly doubled since 1940, and == ss 
' even those. clays that declined from 1941 held at levels comparing — re, 
« ., favorably with recent peacetime years. Over-all, 4 percent moremer- 
; Chant clay. was shipped in 1942 than in 1941.9 oS 
be ._ As clays.are available in more than ample quantities, no restrictions =. 
. ‘In their use were imposed by the War Production Board; in fact, ther = =} 
he application as substitute materials was encouraged. Many examples ‘— se 
* of such substitute products appeared, but the total consumption of =~ oe 
a clay in them was insignificant. = | OO Sg 

_ The restrictions felt by the clay industry were those that developed oe 
2 from wartime shortages in such things as metals, equipment, and 8 
‘labor. Only fire clay was regarded as critical enough to warrant _ 8 
A ranting special priority ratings for repair and expansion programs. = — 
\ As time went on, labor became increasingly scarce. In isolated in-— x 

; stances plants reported that they could not maintain sufficient pro- i 
* _ duction to fill all orders; but, in general, reduced crews met the sales oe 

4 demand. Shortages of hardware, plumbing, and lumber led to allo- 4S 
: cations of available supplies to war construction and discouraged‘a == *, 

i general private-building program. Transportation was a problem in j= % 
_ Inany areas. Under the:stress of accumulated difficulties, a few plants pe 
- suspended operation for the duration of the war; but the great ma- os 
: jority, although granted no advantages, found ways of solving their ny 
* problems and maintained production. _ | So m4 

pes repartee emp ae Fac aren Ms, premise 
o es. ee 

, | 1315 oS
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Bee - Prices of all clays were under the jurisdiction of the Office of Price 
“Administration. The General Maximum Price Regulation froze prices 
Lo at the maximum levels of March 1942. Many producers complained 

that various expenses, such as costs of labor, transportation, and repair 

parts, had risen since their prices were established, anda few peti- 
«+ tioned the Office of Price Administration for relief. Some of the cases 

ne were under consideration at the end of the year, but none had been | 

.-. approved. og a ad Pops - on 

Foreign trade in clays was reduced materially during 1942. Imports .— 

Bee consisted principally of kaolin and ball clay from the United Kingdom, 

~.. and exports (which totaled 193,199 tons) were 61 percent fire clays. 

- . -Tnterest in clay as an ore of aluminum ‘reached a point at which 

~. Jarge sums of money were expended by ‘both private concerns and = 
Government agencies in research and exploration programs. ‘This de-_ 

“velopment. may prove to. have primary importance in the future, 

“although many obstacles must be overcome before clays will be ‘able | 

“to. compete with bauxite upon an equal basis. 
PEP Bureau of Mines statistics reported in this chapter are limited to 

—.. those tonnages of clay that are sold or shipped raw by the producer. - 

oo - Any departures from this rule are clarified in the text. The tonnages 

Be do not include the much greater quantity of clay mined by manu- > 

“- facturers of brick and other clay products at integrated plants at mine 

en eee Salient statistics of the clay industry in-the United States, 1925-42 

a Bo Oo 3925-29 | 1930-84 | 1935-20 | “aoa , 
feo . oo _ (average) | (average) | (average) (0 1941 1082 | 

a Domestic clay sold or used by pro- | en | oe ° | 
ara ; . . ucers: a : : DP ; . . . m a . 

eo Kaolin, china clay_..-short tons..| 453,618] 431,932] 654, 147| 833, 450] 1,087,848) 946, 588 
a . - Ball clay__-_-.-------------do_-..| 116,127 70, 299) =: 108, 525 140, 707} 198, 445} =: 162,293 : 

me! Fire clay 1 (including stoneware | _ a Pe aa - oo 

on clay).’.......-.---.-short tons..| 2, 898, 576| 1,487,364) 2,175,309] 2, 765,247} 4, 167, 567) 4,839,332 
we . Bentonite......-...-.--.----do-..- (?) 84,762} 188,385 251,032} 354,028 374, 967 

Pe Fuller’s earth..........-...do.-..| _ 261,640] 250,354] © 204,520] 146,568) 207,446], 204, 244 
ce _ “Miscellaneous clays 1__2.---d0_--- 2 575, 708 305, 973} ~ 360, 602 710, 515} 1,210, 168) 1, 019, 663 

oo Totaldomestic: = =| oe | : - | | 
. Quantity........-.-.---do....| 4,305, 669| 2, 639,684] 3,691, 497|_ 4,847, 519| 7, 225, 502) 7, 547, 087 : 

Value. .277}17, 568, 8121810; 977; 776]$15, 455, 392]$19, 633, 568|2$27,037,391 |$26, 662, 897 

an Imports: | | | a } | ) . 
Kaolin or china clay_-_short tons.-} ~ 339,014 140, 888} 122, 232 105, 567 85, 141 63, 278 

-. Common blue and Gross-Almer- - o . 

ode. __._......-.---.-short tons... 12, 130 11, 306 27, 108 32, 141 26, 825 19, 790 

~ Fuller’s earth..........-..-.d0---- 8,118 4, 708| 2, 256 474 342 287 

Other clay......-.----------do-...| . 61,048] 24,718 16, 922 2, 267 154 169 . 

Total imports: | | : | 
Quantity_.......-.-----d0---. 420, 310 181, 615 168, 518 140, 449 112, 462 83, 524 

Value........-..--------------} $3, 841, 462! $1, 595, 101) $1, 608, 395] $1, 159, 790 $1, 152,915} $862, 907 

Exports: . ccs pens es es as Ds 

Fire clay..............short tons..| 55,316} 39,709] —-«61,247| «== «96,501; 91, 732] :118, 101 
Other clay (including fuller’s . 
earth) _........--.--short tons-- 54,028|/> 68, 978 87, 824 87, 667 116, 120 75, 098 

Total exports: | | 
Quantity.._...-..------do---- 109, 344 108, 687 149, 071 184, 168 207, 852 193, 199 

Value. 2 | $1, 217; 760] $1, 323, 744 $1, 819, 242] $2, 071, 336| $2, 587, 763) $2, 042, 940 
a IR SO nO RO 

1 Does not include clay burned into clay products in integrated plants at mine or pit. 
2 Sales of bentonite included under “Miscellaneous clay’”’ before 1930. 

| _ * Revised figures. | | |
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RE ~< . Clay sold or used by producers inthe United States.in 1942, by kinds and uses, 
Bee | .  - "4n short tons—Continued nO ‘ 

ne re po ire clay laneous | ve 
Bes fg bee Uses 9. | Kaolin | Ball | .-and ~.|-Ben- | clay, |Fuller’s|; Total .- 
a 8 Os a. ee clay |stoneware| tonite | includ- | earth | = =~ | 
bee re eT : edlay |  —s |: ingslip | © Sf 
Re 7 ne | a | | pf aye pf 

ae Filler___...---.-----.-----------] 364,154] 1,200] 9 583 |_ozte fips ll). 365,987 
eae : oS — Coating...........--.---------.- 192, 819 won----- weewenenee= wena cen woe wee eee |e eee 192, 819 

te ee  pggea7e | 1, 200 f 8 88B pcp 8, 756 
on Rubber_.2--..-------2-----2--------| 51,384 |e. --] - 5,000 |---|) 66) 334 * 
eh -* Linoleam and oilcloth.-..-.---------| | 6,304 | 6,000} 11,434-]..--2.--|----2- 22 ].- eee ee 23,738 

Bel. s Raintss os. re a ee ee : | oe | 
Bee a Filter of extender----.---------- 15,289 | | 238 |. 122 }_--u eee -aeels---]---------}. 5, 649 
is ee cimine-:.------.------+-=---- 1,403 |--------|----------]--------|-----2--2-]---------] 1, 403 © 

Ba 16,602} 238) to2f-_-.-f |. i702 
mC - - - Cemerjt manufacture?.....-........] . 12,815 |-..-----] 2, 250 | 8, 64 | 287,680 |2----7 2") 305,827 

wo Refractories: ofp a ee 
ne ~ Fire brick and block-......--...| 149,996 | 1,000 |3, 105,621 |._......| 8,605 |_..-_.__.]'8, 265,222 

Re, ‘Bauxite, high-alumina brick_._|________}_.....-| 77,478 |--------|----------|_----.---|. | 77478 
Woovcis 0. Bige-clay mortar, including clay | pe So . ps 
Be . processed for laying fire brick__| . 2,832 |........] 309, 732 ]___..-.. 33 |..---2---]. 312,597" 
eee Clay crucibles_.__..-.-.-.--.-.--| ~~ 396 500 1,.208 |--------]----------]---2-----} 2,099 
Beg _. Glass refractories...........-----| 475 175°], 21,996 |_------_|----------|_----.---] 22, 646 . 
By Zine retorts and condensers_..__|.-._-_--.- 500 | 45,351 |... 2) 2-2 |e eee-- |) 457851. 
feo s  Foinndries and steelworks. _..__-|" 6, 187 | :100 |. 815, 026 |149, 384 | 24,847 | 207 | 995, 841 

Poss BT 459, 986 | 2,275 14,376, 407 1149, 384 | 33,485 | 297 | 4, 721, 734 

mo Retary-drilling mud ;_3-.---.-.-|-222 fete} 768 | 48,912 | 118,423 | 2,049] 170,147 
Wee Filtering and decolorizing oils | Sp pL son ata| aineen 
Eo . Gaw and activated earths) -.../.-....2.--}------2.]--1.-.22..] 116, 814. |._...____.]1 193, 846 | 320, 660 
ee Other filtering and. clarifying -.-.|.-_-...-2-|--22-_-2|--2- eel ei} el l|-.- 22 ee 7, 730 4, 730 
Pee Arfificial abrasives. ....-..---.--| “ 290 282. |. 1,377 joel 2.-}- 4, 206 Joule 6,155 a 
“as. Asbestos products..-.-------.---| ° 677| 500 | . 256 |_--22- [22 eT] aaa 
Bag : - Ghemnicals....--------cvo-2---~ : 5, 130 Senne 20, 423 | ween eee eeeedcaeee wan wenn! 25, 553 : , 

a Me a En eling-....2-- 222-222 ee wee een! 1, 000 |----------]-------- een nee nee woe nee - "1,000 : 

oe Filler (other than. paper or| = =|. | aren oe 
aan | ee 596 |...-.-.-|---.-...-.}- 3,562] 18,070] 98] 22,326 
ee Plaster and plaster products.....| 250 |----..--|----------]----.---]--+-----=-|--------- - 250 = 
mS - Concrete admixture, sealing |. | a ef pe a t 
oo _ dams, et¢___.-..--.----.----_-|----------|--------|----.-----] 3,018 |.---.-----].--------| 3,018 
wie Heavy clay products...2.-..0.0.)...--2-.2/.-----..| 287,520 |_....-._| 527,276 |__.......|. 814, 796 
fo Other uses... -.--.-..-----_--"._| "85,451 | 1,002 | 6,830 | 49,668 | 24, 617 a4 | 117,792 

. St a 42,304 | 2,784} 317,169 |221,969 | 692,592 | 203,947 | 1, 480, 855 

| Grand total: , pe fos —_ | 
: 1949 ..| 946, 588. |162, 293 |4, 839, 382 1374, 967 |1, 019, 663 | 204,244 | 7,547,087 

) | 1941_______.._.__--_-.--.-.------|1, 087, 848 |1987 445 |4, 167, 567 |354, 028 |1, 210, 168 | 207, 446 | 7, 225, 502 

| 1 Comprises following: Mineral oils, 172,518 short tons; vegetable oils, 21,328 short tons. 

: , . CHINA CLAY OR KAOLIN | | 

. Shipments of kaolin or china clay by domestic producers were 13 | 
| percent lower in both quantity and value in 1942 than in the record 

year 1941. Although this might be interpreted as indicating a 
period of recession, further comparisons show that activity was 
high. More domestic kaolin was shipped in 1942 than in any previous 
year except 1941, 14 percent more than in 1940, and 45 percent — 
more than the average in the years 1935-39. 
‘Mine shipments were reported in 14 States, but most of the tonnage 

came from Georgia and South Carolina. Georgia, furnishing 79 
percent, contributed an even greater portion of the national total 

| than usual, and South Carolina ranked second with 12 percent. |



- Outstanding changes in kaolin consumption compared with 1941 = were the 60-percent reduction in its use in rubber, 16-percent in eres. 
- ‘pottery, and 8-percent in paper and the 30-percent increase in refrac- ee 
a tories. The. drastic decline in sales:to the rubber industry. was:a = = 
S direct result of the rubber shortage, but recovery in this use is to‘be = =? 
oo expected if synthetic rubber technology does not require the use of 8s 
~ materials that will displace clay.’ Although pottery requirements = == «= 
a were not as great as in 1941, shipments in 1942’: compare favorably 
_.. with those in previous years. As paper clays. constitute apprexi- = ~~. 

oe, mately 60 percent of the total kaolin tonnage, even the 8-percent =§=»-—sw'“" = 
Le reduction resulting in part: from a paper-production. curtailment —_: 
. order by the War Production Board constituted a serious loss..:How- 
oe ever, comparisons show that kaolin sales to the paper industry were © = 
oe greater in 1942 than im any prior year except 1941. Wartime ex- | » 
- ‘pansion of the high-temperature manufacturing processes sharply = 8 == 
.. . stimulated consumption of kaolin in refractories. = = Se ay 
- _ _ In addition to shipments of raw kaolin,-producers reported to-the = 
i - Bureau of Mines that 194,234 tons were burned into clay products Se 
a at the mine or pit.  ~— | ee _ ee 
fe _ Although kaolin is not yet a commercial source of aluminum metal, - =|: 
“Many deposits were investigated as possible sources. oe oS 
bE _ Kaolin beneficiation plants equipped to recover mica as a byproduct | ae 
i. of clay production. enjoyed a very active market dur‘ng 1942. -During —- 
a the latter part of the year a shortage of ground mica developed, and a oe. 

fe movement was initiated to obtain price concessions from the Office 
ao of Price Administration to stimulate production. . a a: 
co Crude undried kaolin sold as low as $2.50 per ton for refractory. og 
2 uses, and processed grades sold all the way up to $20 for air-floated oe 
Ee enamel quality. Specialties were listed at $20:to $40 per ton. .Most = ~~ 
* paper clays ranged from $7.50 to $15 and rubber clays from $8.50 - | -. 
€ to $20 per ton. The national average value, as reported by producers oe 
» . tothe Bureau of Mines, was $8.49 per ton, or slightly higher than the egg 

te _ Kaolin sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-42, by States : “3 

. | ee | Short tons | Value | Short tons| Value | Shorttons| Value _ | 4 

‘ Alabama.........-..---------| (1) 0) O Fog ft wo few | ae 
4 California .---22222--2---72-2-] 14,407 | $118,481 | * 20,810} $164,110 | 10,287 |. $119, 004 GS 
{0 Romeo) BT. Bt OB RT BY ee i wenn nnn eee =o == eee vie - Do. it 

}— Gooreia.n coos coos coco-] | 510,010 |, 4,884,826 | 787,018 | 6,073,005 | 4408) 186.281 
Mapa ee] | BT BL 8 4 

mM North Carolina___._...2.-..-- 14, 602 202,642 | = (1). (1) @ Q) . ot NESE 
f Pennsylvania.___....-.-....-- 49, 541 169, 981 44,277 | . 172,783 | —s_:19, 862 _ 125, 774 a ‘4 
3 South Carolina...---.-----| 152,227] 1302812] 177,276 | 1,596,471 |  115,679| 974,950 | 2s 
Ree eee ee ee ge) ee oO Sewn e anne nser nner e cee enen Qs qe Ay yo 1 1 > ae cat 

Vigna TTI y > | wo |. 8 | : of 
- Undistributed 2.__........--2- 32,663 | 365, 364 58, 472 698,923 | 56,402 | 681, 274 . . 

' a 833, 450 | 6,904,106 | 1,087,848 | 9,205,802} 946,588 | 8, 037, 233 - 3 

. 1 Included under “Undistributed.” eo a ee 8 
a 2 Includes States indicated by “()” above. a : os OE 

“ | | — | : “ 4
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~s Imports of china clay in 1942 totaled 63,278 tons valued at $671,081, = 
a 26 percent léss than the 85,141 tons valued at $901,973 received in 
_- +: 4941; the United Kingdom supplied 62,774 tons, and the remainder — 
BS (504. tons) came from Canada. The English clay was valued at | 
- $10.59’ per short ton, approximately the same as in 1941, but trans- | 
Paget a portation added materially to the delivered price in this country. _ 
eos Trade journals quoted lump clay, f..o..b. American ports, c.i.f., at = 
be $19 to $28 and air-floated at $40 to $60 perlong ton, = 
» Kaolin exports are not recorded separately by the Department of 
-. Commerce, but producers reported. to the Bureau of Mines that in 
Ae, 1942: they exported a total of 2,128 tons valued at $19,216 to Canada, : 
~- Mexico, and South America, 

2 | . ° . Georgia kaolin sold or used by producers, 1988-42, byuses 

Ps, a China clay, paper clay, ete. | —-Refractory uses |}. Total kaolin ob 

We de | value . | 3 , | Value | © | | Value oe : 
Bae Year | | J a 
cae Short Short. - . Short | fos 
meee - oes tons _... | Aver-.} tons © - Aver- |: tons ; _ _ | Aver | 
wee ce of | otal ageper;| = = = Total | age per 4 Yotal jageper — 
ee oo f tome fff ton te Ps tom 

ggg | 367, 612 = $8.70} 45,020 | $115, 749 $2.57 | 412, 632 ie $3.03 
a 1939.....--| 450,121 | “3,956,344 | 8.79 | 62,003 | 179,383 | 2.89 | 512,214 | 4,135,727| 8.07 
~ ygag"77277T7} 497, 881 | 4,625,080 | 9.29-1 72,129 | 200,746 | 291 | 570,010 | 4,834,826 | 8 48 | 
oe 1941..._-__|' 669,978 | 6,216,087 | 9.28 | 117,035 | 357,518 | 3.05 | 787,013 |. 6,573,605] 835 

gaps TTTTT] 504,780 | 5, 645, 760] 9.49 | 149,628 | 490,471 | 3.28 | 744,408 | 6,136,231} 824 

pe So | -. BALL CLAY OO of 

~~. Compared with 1941, total sales of ball clay decreased 18 percent 
.. . . §n 1942 in both tonnage and value, but in spite of this reduction they 
an were the second highest on record. Approximately 49 percent of the © 

an total in 1942 was mined in Kentucky and 43 percent in Tennessee; the a 
fat remainder came principally from Maryland and New Jersey. Missis- __ 
---——s« gippi and Missouri reported minor quantities and Nevada none. 

Imports of ‘‘common blue and ball clays, unwrought and unmanu- 
factured”’ from the United Kingdom fell to 19,648 short tons in 1942, 

| or 27 percent from the 26,817-ton total for the previous year. The 
7 average value was $9.21 per ton compared with $9.06 in 1941. Thirty- 
. four tons valued at $885 were received from Brazil and 102 tons valued 

at $903 from Canada. — | | 
oe During recent years domestic producers have improved and stand- — 
, —ardized the quality of their product to a degree that has gained its 

acceptance in the field formerly held by foreign ball clays. In pre- 
war years domestic ball clay could be laid down at consumers’ plants 
at a lower price than imported; this advantage was an even greater 
factor in 1942, when ocean freight rates were excessively high. Dis- 
placement of the entire foreign tonnage is unlikely, however, as 
strenuous efforts are being made by English clay producers to retain 
their position in the American market. | 

| The average value of domestic ball clay as reported to the Bureau 
of Mines by producers was $8.49 per ton, slightly higher than the 
$8.45 of 1941 and substantially more than the $7.57 realized in 1940. 
Prices’were limited by the General Maximum Price Regulation, and



ee oe woe a TR Bo ee rr ee oe oe 

a trade-journal quotations listed bulk, shredded, at $3 to $8.25 and air-  — ee 

floated, in bags, at $10 to $18.25. 0 
aa War conditions stimulated consumption in refractories, kiln. furni- | 

- ture, and paint filler. Decreased amounts were required for products 
devoted principally to the needs of the civilian economy, such as ti 

“+ pottery, paper filler, and linoleum, but these requirements compared Ae 

pe favorably with consumption in the same categories in most pre-war | oe 

- years. LKighty-five percent of the domestic ball clay shipped in. 1942 = = 

was used in whiteware or cream-color ware and 6 percent in. high- ES 

grade tile. EE ee a ES 

a - Ball clay sold by producers in the United States, 1940-42, by States = ee 

ae Be a wo fat gg 
oo ee State . $< | Orr”. OO ree se 

Re oo | | Short tons} Value | Short tons | _ Value Short tons. | Value oo . 3 Loe 

Kentucky. ...2-----i----:--| 75,988 | $000, 264 | 105, 586 | $044, 705  g0,250 | $608,788 
me Maryland _-...---------------|  @ (1) (1) (1) A fA OE 

we, Mississippi--.----------------|------~-----|------<+---- @) (1) Md). ~ (t) ene 

% Missouri__...._2..--.---------- (1) yay ay Pe Ae ay '@)- gE 

be Nevada____--.-.--------------}  -@ =. | @ bo @)y- (QQ)  sfeceedceneatefedeeceeeeeee Sone 

fo New Jersey_------=----------- Q J - @ Po Gp Ad AM AB 

Le - Tennessee. .._..--------------] 53, 871. 414, 602 | -.~. 80,506 |. 664,906 |” 70,573 |... -606,H8 = - oe 

« - Undistributed @---_--_--.--.| 10,908 | 60,566 |__12,858 | 67,989 || 11, 461 | 5.75599 0 

po , 140,707 | 1,065,432 | .. 198,445 | 1,677,600 | 162,208 |” 1,378,505 eee: 

. 1 Ineluded under “Undistributed.”. .  _—-_-# Includes States indicated by “@. as 

peo Intense wartirhe activity in the metal-working and other high- J 

‘- temperature process industries continued to absorb increasing quanti- a 

- ties of refractories. Shipments of domestic fire clay were 16 percent 

greater in 1942 than in 1941, establishing a new record for that portion  , 

of the fire-clay tonnage that is sold or shipped raw to distant plants | os 

‘ for further processing or ultimate consumption. In addition. to this Oe 

merchant clay, producers reported that 3,457,413: tons of fire’ clay os 

“ were burned into firebrick or other clay products in integrated plants - 

. at the mine or pit, 6 percent more than the 3,275,021 tons burned in OM 

oo 1941. BF a oo | re 

e - At the beginning of the rearmament program, the fire-clay refrac- OS 

: tories producers, who for years had been operating at less than, 50 8 

. percent of capacity,? had enough active equipment to handle im- . 3 = 

4 mediate demands. In addition, obsolete and inactive plants and  — 

x facilities represented a considerable capacity. As the tremendous , | 

: construction and modernization programs in the steel, coke, magne- faa 

; sium, aluminum, power, glass, and other industries got under Way, - hs 

7 refractories were supplied as needed with few delays in delivery, = “: 

‘he War Production Board gave close attention to the situation, - 2 

. but the establishment of rigid controls did not become necessary. : 

- Virtually all that was required was an occasional meeting of a:com- | 7 

oo mittee representing members of the industry and the War Production ~— 

: Board to relieve some local shortage. As demand increased, more 7 

| and more obsolete facilities were rehabilitated and improved to meet - 

-_- yequirements without construction of new plants. It has been esti- we 

: 3 Ramsay, John D., Refractories the Backbone of Industry: Penton Press, Cleveland, Ohio, 1941, p. 78. 

. 5562504884 | y
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gee mated that, in contrast to the mushroom growth of the consuming 
~~. industries, only about 10 percent of new capacity in the form of new 
-... plants and expansion or modernization of old ones-has been added 
_--_. to'the- refractories industry.2 Although there is some minor amountof 
. unused additional facilities, the industry was considered to be operating 
co - at close-to capacity at the end of 1942. It is expected that, barring 
-, “major production interruptions, all demands can be met. _ nn 
.. . _ Shipments of fire clay were reported from 29 States mn 1942. Al; 
... though’ production is widely distributed, the major tonnageés ‘are . 
«concentrated in relatively few States owing to market and quality : 
o * .~. factors. Pennsylvania supplied 26 percent of the total, Missouri 23, 
.. Ohio 16, California 9, and Kentucky 9; thus, these five States shipped . 
“88 percent. A map showing location of fire-clay mines in the United __ 
= - States was published in the chapter on Clays in Minerals Yearbook, . _ 

OAT, Dot PR oo Oe 
wo... Fire clay has a wide variety of uses, many of which in normal times 
'. . consume substantial quantities, but in 1942 over 90 percent went into 
po Yefractoriess oe an kee &... According to the records of the Department of Commerce, 118,101 
“oo. tons of fire clay valued at $709,455 were exported in 1942, principally 
is> to Canada, England, and Mexico, compared with 91,732 tons valued — 
eat $721,627 in 1941. This 29-percent increase in fire-clay exports — | 
pots contrasts sharply with the 35-percent.reduction in exports of all other | 
» Clay. It is apparent from these figures that substantial quantities of WI oe . . e ; . e,e- . eS ae : ee : : : ‘=. American clay bolstered the munitions production of our allies. _ Se 

me | _ Fire clay, including stoneware clay, sold or used by producers in the United States, - po ns - 1940-42, by States! Oo | oO 

ree eT | Cy a 1941 2 be Bbate 

ne ae | Short tons | Value Short tons Value | Shorttons | Value — 
me oO TS hh] 
es Alabama... .._.._- - 42,843 $74, 868 |- 52, 509 $108, 703 96, 567 $158, 150 Be California._.....__ _ 193, 713 _ 459, 680 . 816, 226 714, 779 | 433, 571 | ~ 999, 901° “os  Golorado..- 2-2 2. 52, 695 89, 206 | 84, 986 | - 143, 398 92, 804 * — 195, 468 SnD Hlinois.-..-...-...| 147,148 308, 711. 201, 189 448, 002 ” 180, 994 $29, 212 - oo Indiana._...._____ - 69,144] | 82, 962 11], 551 142, 329 77, 597 95, 072 ve Kentucky...____- 269, 090 ' 728, 380 395, 524 2 1, 020, 490 416. 870 1, 165, 600 a Maryland... __-- 12, 582 67, 479 17, 790 99, 229 15, 213 75, 590 SO -  ” Missouri 3_....._- 487, 650 1, 391, 045 794, 705 1, 782, 139 1, 110, 962 _ 2,450, 752 ; oo New Jersey...._.- 91, 325 512, 546 133, 126 714, 925 112, 041 639, 794 a New Mexico.____- 3, 263 10,928] (4) (4) 4, 634 11, 349 7 Ohiio.....-..---.- 470,101 | 1, 039, 228 689,187 | 1, 689, 308 790, 489 1, 627,300 Pennsylvania_____ 794, 702 1,984, 272 1, 130, 625. 2, 848, 049 1, 242, 058 3, 082, 851 - . South Carolina-_. (4) (4) 4, 046 7, 576 (4) (4). : - ‘Tennessee. ____._- (4) (4) 38, 120 117, 168 44, 260 166, 046 - : Texas... 12, 498 22, 686 31, 646 45, 880 45, 791 61, 499 Utah. ...2..- 22 8. 20, 113 40, 107 15, 473 31, 150 16, 525 32, 667 Washington. _-___- 21, 108 36, 097 65, 521 91, 604 70, 468 108, 674 West Virginia...__ 55, 853 103, 989 70, 885 133, 300 74, 141 146, 245 Other States 5 ____ 21, 419 94, 562 14, 608 49, 704 14, 347 34, 836 

| 2,765,247 | 7,046,746 | 4, 167, 567 | 210,187,733 | 4,839,332 | 11, 381, 506 

1 Does not include clay burned into clay products in integrated plants at mine or pit. 
3 Revised figures. 

. * Includes diaspore and burley clay as follows—1940: 34,359 tons valued at $156,603; 1941: 79,897 tons, 
$405,673; 1942: 119,357 tons, $591,124. 

4 Included under “Other States.” 
§ Includes States indicated by “(4)”? above, and Arkansas, Connecticut (1940), Idaho, Iowa, Massa- Chusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi (1941), Montana (1942), Nebraska, Nevada, North Carolina (1940-41), 

North Dakota, Oregon, Vermont (1941), and Virginia. 

3 Information supplied by personnel of War Production Board. |
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Imports of fire clay have not been an important factor in recent = = 
~- years. Facing competition from American fire clays, Gross-Almerode - 
~ had even in pre-war years declined to a few hundred tons per year, j= = ~~ 
... . Kilingenberg clay was prized by American graphite crucible makers; = = °*. 
2 but it has been largely replaced by American clays.*. Obviously = | 
- neither of these German{clays. was imported in 1942, but suitable ee 
-_ domestic substitutes areavailable. Cg ea le ee 
at In 1942 the average value of merchant fire clays—$2.35. per ton— ay 

me -was¥Ysomewhat lower than.the $2.44 reported for 1941. Prices were oe 
_ frozen at March 1942 levels by the General Maximum Price Regula- Oo as 

Be SO BENTONITE Ce 

—— Bentonite enjoyed a good market in 1942; output, which increased eg 
= 6 percent. over 1941, reached a new record. Wyoming produced = _ > * 
.  glightly less than in 1941 but was still the leading producer, with 37 93 
ie percent of the total. South Dakota increased shipments by 54 per- ss 
?. cent and supplied 24 percent of the total. In 5 years South Dakota === 4 
. has.more than quadrupled its bentonite output. Reflecting the high Oe 
i quality of the bentonite from the Wyoming-South Dakota district, = 8 
"its 61 percent of the national tonnage commanded 76 percent of the 
*. . value. For the entire United States the average value in 1942 was  .- °** 
: $6.80 per'ton, which compares with $6.93 in 1941 and $7.65in 1940.0 

- Of the 1942 shipments, 40 percent. was used in foundries and steel. = 
.._ works, 31 percent for filtering and decolorizing oils, 13 percent n-oil- 
©. well drilling muds, and the remaining 16 percent in a wide variety of Dees 
"applications. Foundry consumption was higher, in line with. metal Me 
ue activity. The use of bentonite in foundries, where its bonding prop- = —: * 
i erties are valuable, increased from 53,872 tons in 1939 to 149,384 tons ons 
: in 1942. The decrease in oil-well drilling reduced that market, but > 
» requirements for oil filtering held close to the level of 1941. Oy, 
;. Some of the principal firms increased their production capacity. oe 

e -substantially over that in 1941, but this probably was not a strong Os 

e factor in-reduction of the average value, which likely resulted from, 
oe the increased proportion of material sold for foundry work—a coms — as 
be paratively low-priced grade. - ; | ee, cote be. as 
e Although some mine-run material is sold as low as about $2.per 
» ton, in general prices ranged from about $4 for unprocessed material bg 
, through various pulverized grades, mainly in the $7 to $20 span, og 
& to a maximum of about $35 per ton for extremely finely divided | gg 
\ products. -. . vo gg te td 
4 In oil refining, bentonite is directly competitive with fuller’s earth, os 

j as well as with other materials discussed in the fuller’s earth section of aes 

-4 this chapter. Usually the bentonites and sub-bentonites used for. 8 
i this purpose have little natural bleaching capacity, but when acid- he 
é treated or activated they are converted into very effective bleaching ae 
‘ agents. As it is often difficult to distinguish between these two clays os 

there has been some reclassification by producers in past years. Al- = 
though the Bureau of Mines as a rule accepts the producer’s classifica- "3 

5 tion of his commodity, this type of discrepancy is held to a minimum x 
, wherever feasible. __ : - 4 

| ‘ Information furnished by Mica-Graphite Division, War Production Board. | a 
§ Information supplied by Office of Price Administration. | vv
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oe _ ~The same is ‘often true of those clays used as rotary-drillng muds. 
~~ * For this use, clays having bentonitic characteristics have particular __ 
ee value for. suspending ‘cuttings and maintaining a desirable specific __ gravity: "The boundary: between bentonite and other clays of some- 
_.. what similar properties is sometimes hazy, and drilling muds that.are — 
-- . not- obviously bentonite are-classed among the miscellaneous clays. 
~-.s Exports, as reported by producers to the Bureau of Mines and ex- — | 

cluding foreign: shipments.made by dealers and a large tonnage of 
_. . ~ acid-treated bentonite used for oil refining, totaled over 10,000 tons. _ 
. Destinations listed’ were Australia, England, Mexico, and various —_— 
Mss South American countries. re 3 - ras : 

os Bentonite sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-42, by States = 

= a ‘ COON Rs : OT State: - ey 2 b To Sp an Cer nr re | 

oo pFgonace ee Mf tae mM fb ae 
Boo Californias 7777 TI. 7,867 | $99,840 | ~~ 6,981 | $69,776 | 4,745 | $48, 522 
me Polar -—ncenaceteecesesy TQ peepee begga beta 
Coe Névada -2.--2- eo nen ee eel | w Ph A Pp ee! : 
wees oo. OKIshomass eee seece es). GQ. (FE) Jenne ee enn [ene ee] epee eee” 
veo. South Dakota: 2. 2-.2.22.....] 40,481 | 274,714 | 57,189 | 401,758 | «881491. ~664,4490—ttiC 
oe Mexag UE SETINTST | ---agso0 | taziogg 115503 | 105,312 |. 17,651 | te7oat 
ge So Mtabessecepeecceteeeteeeeee fh @ fA fee fee} OO LO fe Wyoming 22 rf. 91714 |, 976,844 | 145, 574 | 1,369,057 | 139,410 | 1,250,863 
Be. ne oo Undistributed Mele t - 96, 571 440,114 : 132, 741 |» 505,997 | -- 125, 012: 447, 734 oem 

eS 8 ave Tg gga 11, 919, 461 | 354,028 2,451,900 | 374,967 | - 2, 548, 500 

Liou. WEtelided under “Undistributed” rn Ce 
g  -— #Ineludes.States indicated by “@)."”— Pe 

me FULLER'S EARTH ne 

ce Shipments of fuller’s earth were only 2 percent less in 1942 than . 
s - In 1941, in spite of a considerably greater reduction in oil-refining 

activity: The mineral-oil refining industry consumed 84 percent 
and the vegetable-oils 10 percent of total shipments. ae | 

/ — Although during the past 20 years fuller’s earth has depended 
a largely on the petroleum industry, it has not participated fully in 
7 that. industry’s expansion. As illustrated in figure 2, during the 
- 1920’s consumption of fuller’s earth increased in direct proportion 

| to petroleum output, but in the 1930’s.it lost ground almost con- | 
| tinuously. The decline in use of fuller’s earth was due to the increased 

| popularity of colored fuels, to improvements in refining methods, 
| and. even more directly to the fact that it was forced to meet the 

competition of materials like bauxite and synthetics that have prop- 
erties desirable in refining oils. Although the first cost of the com- 
petitive products is not low, their greater durability makes them 
economical. Activated earths have also made deep inroads into | 

| the market for natural bleaching clays. | | 
. ‘The same active competition has carried over into catalytic petro- 

| leum cracking, which developed rapidly during the 1930’s. Fuller’s 
earth has had a somewhat varied acceptance as a catalyst, but re- 
search has developed a specially treated product that is to be used in 
some of the new high-octane plants.® 

6 Information furnished by Petroleum Administration for War.



- _. The decline in consumption of fuller’s earth was arrested in, 1941 Ng 
. and, when compared with petroleum refining, relatively more was - | 
--—-_used in 1942. People in the industry .believe that although this © ~~ 
oo may have resulted from somé. tonnage being absorbed into “plants a 

under construction and not yet operating, it is more likely that in  - ; 
some ‘refineries the pressures of wartime production have led. to a: 

~ somewhat earlier rejection of fouled earth, thus increasing the clay ©, 
: used per unit of petroleum product. —s_ | Oo eS 

-. * Only part of the recovery in 1941 can be attributed to reclassifi- - = —=* -. 
o cation of borderline material ‘and no additional reclassification took es 
a place in 1942, so the evidence indicates that the long downward  —s._... 
- trend may have run its course eT 

RAAT OED ESP 
TEAL LA 
EEE eNO 

P  § |= 60 c — re Be! ae PREECE 
o 40 — . TT | TO Pa 

: - FIGURE 2.—Mine shipments of fuller’s earth compared with petroleum-refining activity (Federal Reserve sisi‘ “ 
a - _ Board Index), 1923-42. 0 ae 

Texas was the leading fuller’s earth-producing State in 1942, — od 
8 with 42 percent of the total; the Florida-Georgia district. contributed S 

4 41 and Illinois 15 percent. ‘The average value of Texas clay; how- «= 

: ever, was only $8.38 per ton as compared with $8.70 for Illinois ay 
é and $13.14 for Florida-Georgia.. Fuller’s earth has many.grades, =—e_: 
4 and some have relatively rigid specifications; thus, prices usually Ls 
f range from $5.50 to $16 per ton in most. areas, depending.‘on the Oy 

oe mesh size and degree of preparation. a LG 

- - In recent peacetime years imports of fuller’s earth have been oe 

: limited to relatively expensive materials equivalent to 1 or 2 percent 3 

| of domestic production. By 1942, imports had-shrunk to an. insig= fe 

| nificant 287 tons, all from the United Kingdom and valued at $4,716 o 

| ($16.43 per ton); in 1941, 342 tons valued at $5,042 eritered the om 

country. ee ae | oe
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. ~~ Exports reported by producers to the Bureau of Mines were more — | 
_- gubstantial—6,052 tons valued at: $50,080 in 1942. Shipping short- . 

ages took their toll, however, as these totals are much less than the | 
Been, _ 10,722. tons valued at $98,847 reported for 1941. = So 

oy Fuller’s earth sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-42, by States 

Bee 190 | tf 

Bo ss | Shorttons| Value | Shorttons| Value | Short tons| Value. 

Be ‘Florida and Georgia..........|. 79,898 | $917,365| 91,925 | $1,075,318 | 83,007 | $1,091, 062 | Se Titinoig a Q) |. 26,676 | 209,577 | = 30,421 | 284, 611 feo exag TTI] 84,039] 277,220] 77038 | 713085 | sso12 | 712° 303 <<) Other States #....--.---.--.-| 38631 | 276,480] 1812 | 118,604|, 5,804] 760k 
Be | Ber 2,111,674 | 204, 244 2,139,670. 

a os a Included under “Other States.” Co oo, oo a ee BR _ 21940: Colorado, Mlinois, Nevada, New Mexico, and Tennessee; 1941: California, Nevada, New Mexico, ; =". Denhessee, and Utah; 1942: California, Colorado, Nevada, and Utah. : a | 

Bek Bag . MISCELLANEOUS CLAYS : os | 

=~... This classification is simply a grouping of various clays that do not = =—s— 
Ba fit logically into any of the types discussed elsewhere in this ehapter. | 
"= Asis apparent from the foregoing table of uses, the clays utilized in | 
»°.. Making common brick, sewer pipe, and other heavy-clay products 
“Constitute the major part of the tonnage, followed by much the same sy 
“type of material used in cement manufacture. Third in importance. __ 
». are the finely: divided clays that are applied alone or admixed with 
- bentonite and other constituents to produce rotary-drilling mud. 
»°- Small quantities of slip clay are also included. Owing principally to 
a _ the decrease in oil-well drilling and the declining demand for heavy- _ 
‘ela products, 16 percent less miscellaneous clay was shipped in 1942 | 
> than in 1941, | : - - : - : mo Most of these clays and shales are valued at less than $1 per ton; — 
a _ but the average for the class is usually somewhat higher owing to the 

>. inelusion of drilling mud, much of which sells for around $10 per ton, 
a and other high-priced specialties like slip clay. _ 7 . SO , 

= It must be emphasized that merchant clay is only a small part of | 
- the clay and shale used in heavy-clay-products manufacture. Usually — 

| such products are made in plants at or very near the mine. Pro- 
a ducers canvassed by the Bureau of Mines reported that in 1942 they | 

burned over 8,500,000 tons into clay products at the mine or pit, but 
additional large quantities were made into heavy-clay products at the 

) mine or pit by firms not canvassed by the Bureau of Mines.. A more 
complete coverage of the industry is in prospect. The Bureau of the 

| | Census reported that 16,062,000 short tons of clay were produced in 
1939 by the common-clay and shale industry. Although only frag- 

| -Inentary information is available since that time, owing to suspension 
of the canvass by the Census of Manufactures, it is estimated that the 
quantity was about 10 percent greater in 1941. Further information | 
on this part of the industry appears in the following section on Clay 
Products. | | | | 

Similarly, clay marketed for cement manufacture is only a small 
| percentage of the total clay so used. In 1942, 287,639 tons of mis-



egg BAT 
_ . Cellaneous clay were reported sold to cement companies, but the = =. 
-. cement industry reported to the Bureau that it used 5,181,582 tons. 
S of clay and shale in 1942, nearly all of which was mined by the cement coe 
s companies on their own properties. _ : As “os 

an As most of the miscellaneous clays are cheap and abundant through- 
ve out the world, foreign trade in them is limited to. higher-priced 8-5 

specialties. Official Department of Commerce figures do not reveal 
oS the exact total for 1942, but it is known to be small, asexportsofonly =§°| 

vy a few hundred tons were reported by producers to the Bureauof Mines. 

Miscellaneous clay, including slip clay} and shale, sold or used by producers inthe = 8 
ee - oe United States, 1940-42, by States * ad 

Be - - . 1940 fp 188 1942 og 
oe State . + | SF Ce 2g 

i a | Short tons | Value | Shorttons| Value | Shorttons|* Values =. = oa 

2 Alabama... --.-------------| 100,522 | $60,583 | 198,568 $70,273 | o7,169| $55,470 
hm - Aykansas._..--.-------------| 24,421 |. 10,583]. @) |. @) 2 
i California...--.............| ‘127,539 | 48,632 |. . 186,123 | 473,846 | 130,698 | 346, 535 a a 
a a Colorado......-.-------------- 62, 803 64, 842 79, 458 83, 246 40, 954 45,356 - - i hoe 

2 Minoig TTT) Oo. 73,468 | 66, 408 60,118 | 60,468 nf 
s Indiana.......................| 20,086 | 9,750] ~ 106,362! - 34,038 | 97, 300.| -: 82, 890 ae 
®  » Towa...1_. 1 21..-------------- 9,548 | 47,566] 9,690 | ~~ 46,759 8,049 | - . 37,085 — cg 
x Louisiana.......-.------------| 10,189 |’ 96,314] @) | OO. Ot Oe ef 
o - Nebraska....................- 10, 406 5,616.} . 11,949. 5,748 | 15,953.) 18, 691 ks 
e Ohio_.....-..2---.-.--------2- 44, 156 18, 788° 52, 468 21,760 | 3=—s_:17, 416 ° 23,176 © 
ee Pennsylvania.........-.------|  54,930°} 35,256 | -50,565 | = 24,856) 17,478 |. 14547 
ib Texas........._--...-------.-| ° 68,822 | — 257, 238. 94,698 | 180, 681 139,913 | 212, 064 Oey 
: Washington........-.---.----| 14,807} 11,25; @ | @ | Oe Nae 
oo ‘Other States #..02222222222221] 165, 286.| . 270,466 | ~ 410,824]. 804,977 |. 304,525 | 386,197, 

Bo TNO, BIB 1,136,740 | 1,210,168 | 1,402,502 | 1,019,663 | . 1,177, 474 ae 

Be 1 Includes slip clay as follows—1940: 4,365 tons, valued at $29,268, from Michigan, New York, and Ohio; a oe 
ny OF 1941: 5,649 tons, $40,797, from Kentucky, Michigan, New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania; 1942: 5,164 tons, . oe BA 

ae $41,856, from Michigan and New York. ' ee eS So eB a 2 UES 
. 2 Does not include clay burned into clay products in integrated plants at mine or pit. _ a oP : OEE 
e -8Included under “Other States”. etn ea 
Be 4 Includes. States indicated by “(2)” above, and Connecticut, Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky (1941-42), Bg 
a Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nevada (1940-41), — Ws 
es New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon (1941-42), Tennessee, .Utah, and. Wisconsin. es 

Bo | (941-42). SO a 

ee ‘CLAY PRODUCTS 58 a 

Ie Although the demiand for structural clay products was active during = ==: 

'. the early part of 1942, it declined with the downward trend in building = a 
t activity. According to figures gathered from various sources and ore 

a issued by the Statistics Division, Materials Branch, War Production Eg 
4 Board, covering glazed and unglazed common and face brick, unglazed Os 
~ hollow facing tile, and unglazed structural clay tile, production of brick SN 
4 or brick equivalent was 25 percent less in 1942 than in 1941, This oH 
4 group of producers has operated at far less than capacity for years x 

é : . e e o : ome 

and operated at only 36 percent of capacity in 1942. ae Oe 
: Consumption of these materials was encouraged by the War Pro- — ok 

* duction Board for both permanent and temporary structures, because 4 
a a minimum of critical materials was involved, and production has been os 
/ mechanized so that of 33,000 men employed in the brick and tile indus- 4 
‘try, 28,000 were either unskilled or semiskilled. In addition, trans- 3 
‘ portation can be saved as the War Production Board claims there is oe 

a clay-products plant within 100 miles of every likely building-con- oS 

7 struction site in the United States. | Le
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a _ Imports are negligible. Exports are not big factors in the industry, 
--—- but-appreciable tonnages are shipped as follows: 81 percent to Canada, - 
. 11 percent to South and Central America, and 8 percent to other — 
~2 destinations, = si res ae 

po Data on building brick and clay tile in the United States, 1940-4212 
eo wa cere [Millions of brick or brick equivalent] Sana a 

Bo ea Ee BRE he ve gg pan tod 

(| Eibltstecapaeipy Wc) EL we 
Exports SAN cic gap ar] 

5. LW Abstrdeted from reports issued by Statistics Division, Materials Branch, War Production Board. 
Be as _ ..2Ipeludes glazed and unglazed common and. face brick, unglazed .hollow facing tile, and unglazed : — occ 4 struetural clay tile. .Sewer pipe and paving brick not included. — a - ee ae 
By os “SFigures not available. © SS ee oe oe re 

oe os ECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS 8s 

—. -- During the past few years there has been.a steadily increasing in- | 
ee terest in the possibility of utilizing clay as a source of aluminum. Up. » to the present the United States has depended on high-grade bauxite, "because its alumina is comparatively easily available through the “. - _. Bayer process and large reserves in Surinam bolster the limited quan- 
» . tities known, to exist in this country. By comparison, clay as a class OO 
>, has been a leaner and more refractory source of aluminum, and | 
_. although many methods of extraction have been developed none has 
=». achieved commercial success, 
Bae Into this situation the war has injected some new considerations __ | 

that are acting as a powerful stimulant. From the early days of the - 
“war it was evident that the element of airpower was to become a 
~~ erucial and possibly overwhelming factor in battles of the future. 
- As today’s combat aircraft is built principally of the light metals a 
- tremendous expansion in aluminum production has taken place, bring- 

ocr ing with it an acute realization of the slender supplies of. bauxite avail-_ 
| able within. the United States. The point became even clearer as the 

- German submarine campaign along the East coast and in the Carib- 
: pean during 1942 made delivery of Surinam bauxite more difficult and 

| costly, re | oo | 
| _ Although a large body of opinion still is doubtful of the commercial 

prospects of clay as an aluminum ore in the postwar period if it must 
meet bauxite competition on an equal basis; even the most skeptical 
are impelled to concede that in the interest of national security the 
clay processes must be developed to a point that will make the 
country independent of foreign ore if the need should arise in the 
future. As to whether this may lead to the creation of a fully devel- 
oped industry or be limited to small-scale plants sufficient to prove and 

, develop the technique, only the future can reveal. In any case, both 
private organizations and Government agencies are actively investi- 

| gating clays. During 1942 the Bureau of Mines conducted extensive 
‘clay-drilling programs. | 

| Naturally all groups active in this movement have tended to look 
first for clays containing a high available alumina content, as they |



a BAD 
o offer the most immediate promise of success. ‘The fire clays of Mis- Ose 
_ ‘souri are most attractive from that standpoimt, but they are not - oo 
S _ sufficiently extensive. The high-alumina clays of Pennsylvaniahave == 
. the advantage of location near high-calcium limestone and coal that oN 
wo would be required if they were to be treated by the lime-soda process. ©. 
a -Lower-quality clays, however, are also receiving attention, for they =} 

are much more abundant and widely distributed. = 
oe At the request of the War Production Board, a committee of the ry 

ae National Academy of Sciences surveyed domestic aluminum sources, = 
a and their findings were embodied in a report submitted June 9, 1942.’ ok 
Le Their investigations led the committee to conclude that although es 
- bauxite was the best raw material for producing aluminum, the clays, are: 
= red muds, and. alunite should not be neglected. They found thatthe — ». 
:  acid-process pilot plant operated by the Tennessee Valley Authority © = 

was not producing alumina pure enough to be used in the manufacture = .— 
' of aluminum, but they did encourage further progress by offermg oe 
te _ Suggestions as to methods of purification. The following are selected | es 

“quotations from the report pertaining to clay: => | a eee 

te As a matter of insurance in the production of alumina, the War Production = =—s_— 8 
~.°. Board should consider the construction of lime-soda sintering plants in connection — ns. 
oe with the Bayer process plants. ‘This would enable each Bayer process plant in © 4 
ie “the. United States to operate on high-silica. bauxite and it would also make. .. . *" 
-.. possible the production of a portion of the alumina, in these combination plants, — Os 
- from clay. | Ce ot | : co TE 
a The Committee considers a modified Pedersen process for the production of gs 

i. alumina from clay as the most promising process that will be independent of the _ | a 
Bayer process. This process consists essentially of sintering clay with lime and Tes 
subsequently leaching with soda. There are many ramifications in the details vos 

rm and in the treatment of the liquors which need test plant study. It is therefore SS 
* . - recommended, that the War Production Board allocate to the War Metallurgy 2 8 
Be Committee a maximum of $100,000 for the construction and operation of a test 2s 
»- plant to study the modified Pedersen process for the production of alumina from nes 

 . Clay. Itis suggested also that the War Production Board facilitate the acquisition ge 
oo of equipment for this test plant. A “Project Priority’’ is suggested. oe oS 
Bo It is recommended, that the Aluminum Co. of America be asked to prosecute =. =. 

vigorously pilot plant work ‘on the lime-soda treatment of clay. To facilitate 9. 
Be. this work, it is suggested that the War Production Board assist the Aluminum : ks 
. + Co. of America in obtaining either pilot plant equipment for work on clay or, © = += 
‘ ‘preferably, a larger pilot plant for the treatment of red mud, thus making avail- eR 

able the present pilot plant for work on clay. CS 
oo It is recommended, that the work now in progress on alumina at the College ~ ge 
28, Park Experiment Station of the Bureau of Mines be continued, and that the _ eee 
: War Production Board assist the Bureau in obtaining equipment for this work. I 

A “Project Priority” for this alumina work is suggested. | 2 ee 
‘ It is suggested that large quantities of bauxite could be conserved by restricting a 
«its use in the manufacture of aluminum sulfate. Caleined kaolin clay apparently on 
4 can be substituted for the production of aluminum sulfate. . NS 

i As a means of acquiring a fundamental understanding of the physical ma 
structures of the various cays the X-ray and electron microscope are — we 

- powerful research tools. The progress of the past 15 years 1s sum- ks 
.- Inarized in a report by Grim.® Although the electron microscope 1s RE 
: still too new to have developed a large body of information on the ars, 
. clays, micrographs have shown that: ® oo 

| The montmorillonites show structures ranging from a fluffy amorphous-appear- - 
ing material to well-defined, extremely thin plates. Nontronite has flat, frayed i 

_ tT Advisory Committee on Metals and Minerals (Zay Jeffries, chairman), National Academy of Sciences, : — . 
Alumina from Domestic Sources. : oe 
905. Grim, Ralph E., Modern Concepts of Clay Materials: Jour. Geol., vol. 50,"No. 3, April-May 1942, pp. : 

: “Shaw, B. T., and Humbert, R. P., Electron Micrographs of.Clay Minerals: Proc., Soil-Science Soc. . 7 
a America, vol. 6, 1941, pp. 146-149. | . 2
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a FO fibers; kaolinite and dickite both have hexagonal plate-shaped crystals, and halloy- > 
me _, site has long split rods. Dickite crystals are much thicker than most kaolinitic.-__ 
Lo qystal. ve 

— With a view to suggesting a series of the more important tests recog-" 
Be ‘ nized by the various industries, whereby any given clay can be classi- 
- ... fied according to its possible uses, a group in the Bureau of Mines-_ 
to working under the supervision of Oliver C. Ralston prepared a syllabus _ 
“. of clay testing that should prove to-be very useful.” 

Br - 10 Kiinefelter, Theron A., O’Meara, Robert G., Gottlieb, Sidney, and Truesdell, Glenn C., Syllabus of 
“ ee - Clay Testing, part I, Bureau of Mines Bull. 451, 1943, 35 pp. | Bg
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8 | oo, : . a ve Page} _ a. oe 7 - ee Page. : ae 
-*. > General conditions___.....-.-.--------------- 1831] Natural silicate abrasives...-.-...........-.- 1339 a. Salient statisties..............------.--------- - 1331] . Pumice and pumicite.....2_22 22-2 1889. a oe Natural silica abrasives....-..-...--.--------- 1832] Garnet. __-.---..----.2--.2--22---------.--. 1841 Se oon - Diatomite_.--...-..-----1-----------------. 1332 | Natural alumina abrasives____......__-..:2... ©1342 LO oes 
eh. Tripoli. __..-.-.-----:+----+---------------- 1833 | Corundum_.-:.2---2 222222222222 .-.2--. 13842. os Bye 
a ~  , Quartz____._-.-.-------+------------------- 1834] Emery_-_-._.--+-222-22-22222--2----2-----. 1342 os 
ee Ground sand and sandstone-__........:...-.- 1335 | Natural carbon abrasives... ......-.---2-222.2 : 1342: i 
a __ Abrasive sands-_..-.-.....---.----------,--- 1336] Abrasive or industrial diamonds_._-._.-._.. 1842 © | wos 
ne Special silica-stone products.__......-...----. 1836 | Artificial abrasives. ___--..2..-...-----.-..-.. 343. Oe 
ge 'Grindstones and pulpstones. ---.----------- 1336 | Miscellaneous mineral abrasive materials...... 1347 oe ety 
os - Qilstones and related products.............. 1337 | Foreign trade...........-........-....--..-... 1847 EN ey 
ee Millstones....---..2--------------------.--. 1388 a CO , a ce N 
aah Grinding pebbles and tube-mill_liners....:_ 1338 oe - - . a, Oe ih 

« The total-value of the products of the natural abrasives industries == * 
* rose about 9 percent in 1942 compared with 1941. All classes of 8 . . 
"abrasives shown except tripoli, millstones, garnet, and grindstones —s—sis : 
+ made sizable gains in value of products.. The value of sales of quartz = 
» and. of ground sand and’ sandstone was at a high level; in fact, the © 9 =. 
ie value of ground sand and. sandstone established a new record. The oe 
-. - value of pumice and pumicite sales also was the highest yet-recorded. 
* ‘The sales value. of tube-mill liners and grinding pebbles in 1942 in- ne 
~ .  ereased moderately over 1941. me ee nen 

ee _ Salient statistics of the abrasives industries in-the United States, 1941-4Qo oe 

fe : . . - - . : Percent of oe 

be — 1941 1942 |.changein meer 

2 | oy 4 

‘* Domestic production (sold or used by producers): __ : | - oo a 
ee . Natural silica abrasives: : oo. | , Doe; os 
be Diatomite-_.....--.------------------------+----------- (1) @) | fiste-ee--e- og 
7 Tripoli..........-.--.------------------------------- eee $421,746 | $272,428 "35 8 

- Quartz_.....-.--.---.------------------ +--+ +--+ -------- 228, 587 331,494 |  . +465 ose A 
: Ground sand and sandstone. --_--.--------.------------- 3, 073, 730 3, 646, 643 — FIO es 
‘ Special silica-stone products: | | | - ae 
te Grindstones an pulpstones..------------------------7-- 545, 556 539, 739 —1 moe 
A Oilstones and related products.......-------.----------- (1) (1) wenennnnee-- 8 

' Flint lining and giading pobbiesswwZ] oe | age wo ‘ and grinding pebbles...._.......-.-.------- , | | MS 
i _ Natural silicate abrasives: . OE 
t Pumice and pumicite__.........------------------------ . 669, 514 706, 199 +5 - oe 

YY _. Garnet_._..--..-..------- 1. nnn 371,752 | — 209,904 - 19 he 
& Natural alumina abrasives: | |. : . | ar 
3 Emery........--..--.--------------------+---------+---- 42, 484 49, 413 +6 vee 

Fe Total natural abrasives ?_.........-.---.--------------| 28,644,900 | %6,151,972| +49 cord 
: Total artificial abrasives 3__._.....-.--.---.-----------| 16, 444,319 23, 856, 488 445 a 
| Foreign trade: . ; co, ts 
- Imports___...-...-------------------------------------------| 15, 470,148 22, 696, 338 +47 ca 
: Exports_..........-..---------------------------------------| 8, 219, 642 6, 684, 352 +108 a 
“i = 

os oo 

: 1 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. Average for diatomite for 1939-41 was $1,915,405. : | 8 
li be Excludes value of diatomite and oilstones and related products, which the Bureau of Mines is not at oe 

y to publish. | s 
3 Includes material produced in Canada; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish United States data  — 

separately. Q 

a | | 1331 . oy
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». Paced by the enormously increased demand for abrasives caused = 
"by the war, the production of crude manufactured (artificial) abra- 

an gives surpassed all previous records by substantial margins for the — 

> third successive year. ‘The combined total output reached by alumi- _ 
--. num oxide, silicon carbide, and metallic abrasives in 1942 rose to 

-.-- 370,578 short tons valued at $23,856,488, 33 percent more in tonnage = 

. and 45 percent more in value than the figures reported for the former ._ 

~~. record year (1941). With aluminum oxide and silicon carbide pro- ~ | 
>» duction operating at full capacity and metallic abrasives production 

at) nearly 75 percent. of capacity, all.three classes of manufactured 

¢ abrasives for which data are shown achieved record outputs in both = 

“quantity and value. The percentages of increase in tonnage in 1942 
<- .  eompared with 1941 were: Silicon carbide, 37 percent; aluminum 

' oxide, 24 percent; dnd metallic abrasives (steel shot and grit), 450 

& pereent 
-" '. "The total value of imports of natural abrasive materials into the. 

=. United States rose to $22,696,338 in 1942, 47 percent greater thanin | 

, 1941, when the total.value reached $15,470,148. In both 1941 and 
“._-:4942, imports of smaller diamonds .(“glaziers’ and engravers’, unset, 

“and miners’ ”’) into the United States continued at a record-breaking | 

rate, increasing to 6,882,248 carats in 1941 and 11,203,704 carats m | 

toc 1942, compared with 3,809,071. carats in.1940. Imports of bort im. 
“. 1942 rose sharply compared with 1941 and were the highest reported 
*-- . gince.1937.. Imports of corundum ore, which doubled in quantity — 
_ from: 1940 to 1941, declined somewhat in 1942. Asin 1941, there were 
“- no-receipts of emery ore, and pumice imports were very small. The 

-_. . combined value of exports of domestic abrasives and,abrasive products _ 
". jn. 1942 was twice that in 1941 and higher than in any year since 1920. 

"A very large increase compared with 1941 in the export value of emery 
~~~. and. corundum abrasive wheels brought the 1942 total of these products - 

“almost to the 1918 figure of $3,862,531. .The value of exports of grind- 
Pe stones rose 20 percent, whereas the value of all other natural abrasives, 
oO _ whetstones, hones, etc., dropped slightly. - 

This chapter includes data for most of the materials used chiefly 
ao as abrasives, although certain clays, oxides, and substances mentioned 
oo later under ‘Miscellaneous mineral abrasive materials’ are not 

oe included in the statistics presented herein. On the other hand, certain 
: of the “abrasive materials’? for which figures are included also have 

| important nonabrasive uses. | | 

7 - NATURAL SILICA ABRASIVES 

Diatomite —The Bureau of Mines has not been at liberty to publish 
| annual production data for diatomite since 1926. Total output (sales) 

for 3-year periods, however, may be shown. ‘Total sales for the three 
most recent of such periods were as follows—1939-41: 360,502 short 
tons valued at $5,746,216; 1936-38: 279,645 tons valued at $4,377,358 ; 

- and 1933-35: 244,342 tons valued at $3,618,428. Sales of diatomite 
in 1942 were somewhat higher in quantity and value than for 1941. 

| As in other recent years, California and Oregon were the chief pro- 
ducing States. Other States in which diatomite was produced in 
1942 were Florida, Idaho, Nevada, and Washington.
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oo About half of the diatomaceous earth marketed in the. United eg 
States in 1942. was used in filtration, about one-quarter in various = 

oe types of insulation, another one-sixth as fillers or admixtures, and the ie 
. . Yemainder for other miscellaneous uses, including small amounts for = |= 

abrasives. - ss re | es 
oO Prices at the beginning of 1942, according to E&MJ Metal and ang 

Mineral Markets, were as follows: Crude dried diatomitef.o.b.mines == 
- (Nevada), in bulk, $7, in bags, $12; 40-mesh, $18; 200-mesh, $22.50; oe 

low-temperature insulation, $19; and high-temperature, $40..On ~~ 
April 30 and throughout the year, quotations were: Crude dried © = 

~_— diatomite f. 0, b. mines (Nevada), in bulk, $7 (nominal); 98-100 mesh, 
- - $20; low-temperature insulation, $19; high-temperature insulation, == > 
a $30; fine abrasives, 2 cents a pound (all bags are extra), AS 
mo Several applications. of diatomite were reported in the literature. 0 = © 
_. Its employment as a decolorizing filter aid,' the advantages of its use a 
.. ags.an ingredient of paint,’ and in the manufacture of paper,’ andits = ° 

utilization in the construction of small homes * were described. Soe 
= A flow sheet giving a simplified description of the mining and os 
e ‘processing of diatomite at the operations.of the Johns-Manville = = = 
_. Products Corporation, Lompoc, Calif. accompanied by photographs of =... 
. . Inines and refining plants, was published. Japanese deposits of = .*: 
» .  diatomite and their uses were described during 1942® ns 
e Tripoli—Both the quantity and value of tripoli (including Pennsyl- ea 
“Vania rottenstone) dropped sharply to 17,536 tons, worth $272,428, | 
. the lowest point in tonnage since 1932. This decline was due largely ES 
_ to the lack of output reported in 1942 for Oklahoma and Texas. = 
» . Production in 1942 was obtained from Arkansas, Illmois, Missouri, | 
“and Pennsylvania (rottenstone). - eee ee 

_. Tripoli (including Pennsylvania rottenstone) sold or used by producers in the United os 
a _ ce States, 1988-42 eS oe a | | a a 

p | |  Hinois |-- Other States? | - Tota ' “8 

i BO Short tons Value /|.Short tons Value Short tons; Value’ | oe BIN 

"493g eee} > 8,141. |. $117,107 | ~—- 14,047 | g2tt,974| 22,188 | - $320, 081 as 
1939___.....-----.2-2.c-.-2-e-] 1,134 | "148,310 22-340 | 318,070 | 33,474 | 466, 380 ee 

e 1940._..-..--.---2--.se2s-22--] «1521 | = '155,576 | 18,691 | 210, 998 30,212 | 366, 569 ies 
2 ggg TTTTTITTTITITITITITIIIIT) =. as}8a3 | 200,700 | «15,468 | 221,046 | 29,301 | 421,746 oe 

gag TIIIIIIIIIIINIT) «193575 | 208,390 | 4,961 | 69,038 | «17,536 | 272, 428 aks 

i - 11938: Arkansas, California, Missouri, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee; 1939: Arkansas, Cali- oe 
y fornia, Missouri, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Texas; 1940-41: Arkansas, California, Missouri, _ oa 

é Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and Texas; 1942: Arkansas, Missouri, .and,.Pennsylvania. — nee 

. 1 Boyd, R., and Schmidt, R. W., Decolorizing Filter Aids, Kyrite and Dicalite M-23: Ind. and Eng. vs % 
- Chem., ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 6, June 1942, pp. 744-748. . aa 
con 2 Hall, H. W., Diatomaceous Silica and Its Application in the Paint Industry: Paint, Oil and Chem. oo 
. Rev., vol. 104, No. 7, March 26, 1942, pp. 12, 14, 16, 18. - ak 

La 107 Hal, H. W., Diatoms in Paper Manufacture: Paper Trade Jour., vol. 115, No. 14, October 1, 1942. _pp. cor 

: 4 Architectural Forum, Diatalum Dwellings: Vol. 77, No. 3, September 1942, pp. 108-111. rr 
5’ Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, Mining and Refining of Diatomite—Flow Sheet: Vol. 49, oe 

No. 8, August 1942, pp. 110-113. . . a 
6 Kawasima, T., and Siraki, Y., Japanese Diatomaceous Earths and Their Industrial Application . (abst); M 

| Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc.,; vol. 25 (Ceram. Abs., vol. 21), April 1, 1942, pp. 89-90. *
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= 4 ae Tripoli (including Pennsylvania rottenstone) sold or used by producers in the United — 
fee States, 1940-42, by uses | Be - | 

ggg to 12 | 

goes | OB Short tons} Value | Short tons} Value | Short tons; Value — 

oe — Abrasives.....-.-------------| 10,279] $119,609] 13,407 | $198,252} 5,447 | $85, 018 _ 
cs | Concrete admixture....--.--| 1,683] 15,895| 1,179 15,168]  ‘754| 8805 — 
Be Filler__....--.-----.--...----- 8,451} 113,862] 10,020] 145,063 8,887 144, 055 
220°. Oibwell drilling -77--77-777-7 1,840| 16,949]. 1, 95 22,835} (ty |) 
Bo Other uses 2._..272222-2-222222] 7,959] 100,254 | 2,770 40, 428 2,448} 34, 465 
Be 80,212 | 366,569} 29,301 | 421,746 | 17,586 | 272,428 

0°. “a netuded under “Other uses.” Se a 
BB _ 21940: Filter block, foundry facing, and unspecified; 1941: Foundry facing and unspecified; 1942: Foundry  _— 
f< ' — facing, drilling mud, and unspecified. © mo Ta oe . 

Fillers and abrasives continued to be the largest markets for tripoli 
~... in 1942, as m_ 1941, absorbing. 51 and 31 percent of the total sold. 
... . Other uses in 1942 were concrete admixture, oil-well drillmg, foundry _ 

~. facing, and uses not specified. 
~~ Quotations on tripoli, as reported by E&MJ Metal and Mineral 

... . -Markets, remained unchanged during 1942, as follows (prices per ton, 
~~. f.0. b. Missouri, in paper-lined burlap bags, minimum carload, 30 tons): ~~ 
*-._ Onee-ground through 40-mesh, rose or cream colored, $14.50; double- _ 
-.. . ground through 110-mesh, rose or cream, $16; air-floated through 200- 

=. Quartz—The output of crude, crushed, and ground quartz from _ 
ee pegmatite veins or dikes and from! quartzite in 1942 rose to 65,878 _ 
on . 4 . . « ° ) . : 

short tons worth $331,494, a gain of 58 percent in quantity and 45 per- 
eo gent in value compared with 1941. This was the largest tonnage _ 
Be reported since 1918 and the highest value since 1914. Sales of ground . 
“~~ quartz in 1942 more than doubled compared with 1941, and sales of = - 
‘.._ erushed material were 90 percent more than in 1941, but quartz sold 
_._. or used without preparation decreased sharply. | | 

Be Quartz (crude, crushed, and ground) ! sold or used by producers in the United States, 
a | on 1988-42 : —— 

a oo | - | Crude Crushed | Ground Total 
- ‘Year - Short Short Short Sh 0 0 Oo ort | tons Value tons Value tons Value tons Value 

1938................-| 4,493 | $17,023 | 9,930 | $27,041 | 4,188 | $43,233 | 18,611 | $88,197 
1939.._......-...-..| 13,739 | “45,785 | 15,504] 49,186 | 5,716 | 58,067 | 34,959 | 153,038 
1940..-....-..-...-.-| 3,606] 17,099| 17,652] 58,897| 10,607] 100,394| 31,865 | 176,390 
1941.--..-..-.-..--.-| 8 977| 39,247| 24101] 94913! 8 607| 94,427| 41,685 | 228, 587 
1942-7-2277TTTTTTTT} 048 | «7,987 | 45,747 | 144,808 | 18,088 | 178,749 | 65,878 | 331, 494 

1To avoid duplication, the ground material shown here is only that ground by the original producers of 
the crude quartz or by grinders who purchase from small miners not reporting their production. 

| | In 1942, output of quartz was reported from 15 States, the same 
number that produced in 1941; however, no output was reported from 
Oregon in 1942 and none from Virginia in 1941. ) |
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~ . Quartz (cruda, crushed, and ground)! sold or used by producers in the United States, le wag = So 1946-42; by States So i 

os | | 1940 | 1941 1942 a 
2 State | —— ee 

oe / Oo Short tons} Value =| Shorttons| Value |Shorttons} Value - ~S 

no Arizona____._.______.__..-. , : oO 2) 2) ees 
a Galifornia.2222777777777772777}} 2, 141 $25, 548 3, 974 $50, 243 3 | 0 hd ms Oregon..-_--2--_------.----:-]| - 1,600 10,000 |} | wee ef eee cot 

. Maine....___........--------- 160 538 - 202 722 ~~ 364 $9220 _ Massachusetts__.-......--.--- 786 | 4,716 850) ~~ 5, 525 1,029 | 8,187 . , 3 ~..  " New Jersey_...--.2-2---2--2-| ~-@. | | od | oe SS ee Pennsylvania...-----------.-- (@) () 778,184] 7B - 8ON 
es . 10.0 ee feed: . “ pe eae 

North Carolina.-.------.-----[- ag | )y | @ 2) A & Virginia 2-7-7} 8,842 | 25, 063 KO Oe $3 a TRE ue Texas... 2. a |----en------|--c---------| 488 | «14, 345 319; 319 = 34 n Other States 3...2--22--2 2] 28,336 | «110, 525. 34,396 | 150, 571 63, 191 310,506 7 
We |» 81,865 | 176,390 |. 41,685 | «228, 587 65,878 |. 331, 494 at 

eo 1 To avoid duplication, the ground material included is only that ground by the original producersofthe = 8 = § Pe 
Us crude quartz or by grinders who purchase from small miners not reporting their production. ~ ee so cheat a 2 Included under ‘‘Other States.” . a Fe ann OE 
ee $1940: Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Wisconsin; 1941: Maryland, ee 
. New Hampshire, New York, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Wisconsin; 1942: Arizona, California, Mary- - © = ° eh 
oe _ land, New York, North Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. = et 

* . ‘The production and grinding of “‘flint’”’—apparently sugar quartzor = == 
- vem quartz—by the United Feldspar & Minerals. Corporation, . Oks 

Spruce Pine, N. C., for use in sandpaper and abrasives was described.” 
.- , Deposits of-quartz and quartzite suitable for commercial development = = ~* 
: In New Hampshire were described and analyses of quartzites given = 9°, 

oa * Ground sand and sandstone.—Sales of ground sand and sandstonein 
; 1942 rose to 527,886 short tons, only 1-percent less than the record = 4 
» — year (1917—532,454 tons) and 8 percent greater than in 1941. The ~ ee 
;. value of sales, however, reached $3,646,643, 205 percent more than 5 
:  1n. 1917 and 19 percent higher than the former record reported in 1941, | eg 
,. Output in‘all States or groups of States for which comparative totals i 
. are shown was substantially. higher in 1942 than in 1941, except for = 
;  Ohio-Virginia-West Virginia, in which production (sales) only slightly =~ a 
~ exceeded that-for 1941. States producing sizable tonnages of grounds 
* material were Illinois, New Jersey, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. = =  —_ og 

“i, Ground sand and sandstone sold-or used by producers in the United States, 1988-42 = - °° * 

4 Year =~ | Short tons} Value || Year Short tons; Value — Pane: 

‘ 1988......_.....- 237, 167 $1, 425, 445 1941.2 487, 665 ; $3, 073, 730 saat & 1989-2222 LLL} 310,612 | 1,930, 301 |] 1942.72 TTTTTTTTTTTTTT 1) bai ase | “3; 686, 643 mae 
oR YQ4QLTTITITTTIITITTTTIIT] 842} 218 | 2) 088, 314 _ a _ os 

cf 7 Engineering and Mining Journal, ‘‘F lint’? Ground for Abrasives: V ol. 143, No. 11, November 1942, p. 55, soe a 
5 . § Meyers, T. R., Some New Hampshire Quartz Deposits: New Hampshire State Planning Deveopment oe 

Bs Commission Mineral Resources Survey VI; Chem. Abs., vol. 37, No. 6, March 20, 1943, p. 1363. 7 i
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Ground sand and sandstone sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-42, 

Re a by States . on 

Bt iso 1941 — eae 

Bitte Ss nnn ey ee ee 

| ee 5,505 |. $30,080 Q) amt | | een tog 
ceo Washington... sees wove --e+--|--2----e----]--------- ot} 8, 371 $68, 324 oO 

fo Tiinois- esas ---os----2-| 108,397 |” 628, 488°] "181, 881 | $808, 402 | 158,853 | 1, 087, 481 
Ce on Lo Massachusetts__.....--------------- 1,425 | — 6,240 1, 352 | 6,327} 2,761} ~— 13,948 © 

Pet New Jersey and:Pennsylvania___--- 122,304 | 641,021 | 174,305 954,929 | 188,598°} 1,143,746. - 

.o. Ohio, Virginia, and West Virginia__-| 96,133 | 688,321. | 149, 542 | 1,092, 784 | 149, 625 | - 1, 167, 207 
Se Other States? eto] 10,454 | 85,164 | 30,885 | 211,288) 19,678 | 165,987 

Ce | | 342,218 | 2,088, 314 | 487,685 | 3,073,730 | 527,886 | 3, 646,643 

"7-4 Jneluded under.“Other States.” - ns re 

Bet 21940: Missouri, North Carolina, and Wisconsin; 1941: California, Missouri, and Wisconsin; 1942: Georgia, : 

peo cae _. Missouri, and Wisconsin. | . | Sees : aoe _ ae 

“. The three chief uses for ground sand and sandstone in 1942 were 
_ foundries (34 percent of the total); pottery, porcelain, and tile (26 per- 
Re cent); and abrasives (22 percent). Other important outlets are for — 

on - fillers and in the glass and enamel trades, - : 

eb Ground sand and sandstone sold or used-by producers in the United States in 1942, 

oe Uy gay eg rn ” ee to Value . 

mee a - , - Use - : Short tons a an — 

we ee me a oo 7 verage 

a Total | ‘per ton | 

mee Cleansing and scouting compound ..--__.-.--------------------+--|/ 87,317 | $507, 669 $5. 81 

Bye Other... 2-2-2222 ag 2-2) bate ee ee eee eee ene eect ene “28,106 | . 200,905. 715 

oO name noe caeens seeeessenceneeneeceeccecenecceeeecesese-] 22,043 | 141, 805 6. 41 
Be Filler... -----_--eieeeeeeeeeeet eo en eee e ee 25,419 |. 190,852]... 7.61 

oe Foundry cocoons nn nene den nene nese nw eesnneneeeecesenceseeneee-| 177,269 | 1,179,327 | 6.65 
. oo _ Glass. ....-.------2-------------- +--+ 15, 959 “110, 114 6. 90 

eee Pottery, porcelain, and tile: ........-.--------------------------------] 138,995 | 1,100,185 | 7.92 

o —., Other uses. ...------2---------- 22 ene oe een en nner nnn fern - 82,778 | 216, 286 6. 60 

7 - 50, 886 | 8,646,643 | SL 

Abrasive sands.—Production of natural sands with a high silica 

content, employed for sand blasting, scouring stone, grinding glass, 

, sand paper, and other abrasive uses, rose in 1941—the latest year for 

which data are at present available—to 1,001,814 short tons valued at 

| $1,388,966, compared with 856,309 tons valued at $915,925 in 1940, 

an increase of 17 percent in tonnage and 52 percent in value. The 

1941 total includes 371,049 tons of blast sand valued at $912,626— 

| 45 percent more in quantity and 53 percent more in value than that 

reported in 1940. See chapter on Sand and Gravel for 1942 figures. 

' §PECIAL SILICA-STONE PRODUCTS 

Grindstones and pulpstones.—Total sales of pulpstones and grind- 

stones in 1942 totaled 14,681 short tons valued at $539,739, a decrease 

of 6 percent in tonnage and a slight decrease in value compared with 

1941. In spite of heavy competition from manufactured stones, the 

tonnage of grindstones sold in 1942 was but 6 percent less than in 

1941, and the value only slightly less than in 1941 although consider-



ou ee es a es BESS EE SIN RIE PE ESE SOE eee eee eee a i 

: ably above that in 1940. Output of natural pulpstones in 1942 dee . ss 
oo creased about 2 percent in tonnage to 1,918 tons, although the value . ©} 
~ rose 5 percent to $116,976. Grindstones were quarried in 1942 in — ee 
. Ohio and West Virginia and pulpstones in Washington and West =. 

a '  Grindstones and pulpstones sold by producers in the United States, 1988-42 wt ie 

ae Rs ce fo. |. Pulpstones | “ ao 
aos | MeL @rindstones Se 

Be gp | ee Quantity fp ng 

pee | Valng Ma 
ie an See oe | Short ; _ Value . Pieces . r - A OM 

Pe 1998 ooo oeeeeecceceeeeeeseeeeeeseeee-| 4,653 | gia9,o10| a7 | a553| = $0,987, 
o 1939________------ eee eee] 7, 917] - 257, 350 ' 672 - 2,517}... 169,025: aR 2S  4ggg TTT TTTET 8;790.| - 284,809 901 4, 533 211, 639 . oe 
: 1941... TITIES] 13} 573 | 434, 208 685 | «1,963 | «11,348 gs 

| NOARL TTT iiiecccecceeeecceeeseeecce] 12, 768] 422,768] 528 1, 918 116,976 tog 

ie The production of grindstones by the Constitution Stone Co., — Kae 
«Constitution, Ohio, in its quarries and finishing mills in Ohio and West >= 
: Virginia was described by Random.’ The circular, rough blocks of | ee 

"stone coming from the quarry weigh up to5or6tonsandmaymeasure. 
-.° 4 feet in diameter, but grindstones completed at the company finishing. 

>. mills range from 6 to 84 inches in diameter and from 1 to 20inchesin 
- thickness... The stones produced are a medium-coarse, hard gritand - 
i are shipped largely to manufacturers of saws, millworking equipment, 
7 machine knives, and similar products. Although competition from = = 9 2 
-__ axtificial stones has been. severe in recent years, the war has aided'in Ee 
ce maintaining a fairly active market for the natural product. se 
Fo ‘The development of pulpstones during the present century;was- 
; traced by Dupuis.” ‘Different patterns of the working face ofsand- 6s 

ge. stone and artificial pulpstones were illustrated in a paper-trade 8 9 
i journal " to suggest methods of obtaining increased grinding surfaces. 
“Characteristics and structure of foreign (Finnish) artificial pulpstones == 

e were discussed.” 5 sts Da he PS aie: 
N - Oilstones and. related: products—Sales:of natural sharpening stones, =| 
i including oilstones, whetstones, scythestones, and rubbing stones, ot 
oo were somewhat higher in 1942 than in 1941. The Bureau of Mines, a 

however, is not at liberty to publish the figures. States in which 
“h production was made in 1942 and the type of stone reported fromeach === 5 «3 

4 were as follows: Arkansas, oilstones and whetstones; Indiana, scythe- OH 

i stones, whetstones, and rubbing stones; New Hampshire, scythestones; os 
‘ and Ohio, scythestones, whetstones, and: lathestones. _ | . msg 

a * Random, Bill, Grindstones Come Back: Compressed Air Mag., vol. 47, No.9, September 1942, pp. — 3 

. ot Dupuis, D. E., Forty Years Progress in Pulpstones and Burrs: Pulp and Paper of Canada, vol. 43, No. 8, a 
aly 1942, pp, 678-681. - | ——- - 

: 11 Paper Industry and Paper World, Case Studies of Various Pulpstone Dressings: Vol. 24, No. 7, October 

1 Rion He Pulpstone Structure: Finnish Timber Jour., vol. 23, No. 10, May 31, 1941 p. 192; through | | 

: Bull Inst. Paper Chem., vol. 12, 1942, p. 224; abs. Paper Ind. and Paper World, vol. 24, No. 1, April 1942, a 

5562504385 | oS
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on oo Oilstones, whetstones, scythestones, and other sharpening stones sold by producers in 
Be the United States, 1988-42 Pores 

ee = = Year " 4 Value 
egg sa gizoerz ff aoa Ot eo MBQLTTTIIIIIIIIII 620} 115,805 |] T9420 TTT aya 
be a 1940... ---------------2--} (1) poe, ©) mu os oe, oo af oo - oe 

.:. ‘Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish Aeuress 

«...- Millstones.—The value of millstones in 1942 decreased to $10,391—_ . 
..°. 88 percent less ‘than in 1941.and 6 percent less than in 1939. In 
i. _-. 1942 millstones were produced in Ulster County, N. Y.; Rowan County ~~. — 
~.  N. €.; and Montgomery County, Va. Output of chasers also was | 
“=. reported from New York State. . ee 
cn Value of millstones, chasers, and dragstones, gold by producers in the United States, 

Bt ne - New York =| OtherStatest | Total 

ro | Prodtoors | Value | Producers | Value | Producers | Value 
oe 0B eed ef 4 Mo fee ; Of. : $B 
Wes oy |, 1989... --2 + ---------- =| + 6] $2,584 70". 1. BL $8500] . 11, 084 . ” ee AMOCTTITIIIIINENINIIEI BP  @ Pat et BL Ra | 
Oe ee WOM ese sgeeeeeef oe BL 28 SRB] 8 12028} 8] 15,579 : Pe 8 WOE Bt Ot BE MB] a 

Ro EREIRHN OF Bites not at Marty €0 Dablish eure ude ee be oe 
oo Grinding-pebbles and tube-mill liners.—Total:sales of grinding pebbles | 
“<-- and tube-mill liners in: 1942. increased +0 18,063 short tons valued at — . 
<< $295,761, a gain of 6: percent in tonnage and 7 percent in value com- | 
-. .. pared with 1941. .Of the total for 1942, grinding pebbles totaled - 
~~. 15,487 tons worth $245,794 ‘and tube-mill lmers 2,576 tons valued 
Me at $49,967. Similar figures for 1941 were: Grinding pebbles, 13,561 + 
-. . tons, $221,826; tube-mill liners, 3,411 tons, $54,216. Oo 
eo _ In1942, grinding pebbles or tube-mill liners, or both, were produced » 
» . In six States—Alabama, California, Minnesota, North Carolina, 
— Texas, and Wisconsin. In Alabama, the Great Lakes Foundry Sand 
' . Co., Detroit, Mich., marketed grinding pebbles produced near 

| Elmore. John C. Momand, Carlsbad, Calif., sold small quantities 
: of beach pebbles. = = = ~~. po | Cp 

Jasper Stone Co., Sioux City, Iowa, in 1942 continued production 
and sales of both liners and mechanically rounded pebbles from its : 
Jasper (Minn.) quartzite deposits. The Southern Products & 
Silica Co., Lilesville, N. C., owned by Charlotte Chemical Laboratories 
Inc., Charlotte, N..C., and the W. R. Bonsal Co., Hamlet, N. C., 
produced silica pebbles near Lilesville, N.C. This firm also marketed | 
flint pebbles produced in Texas. Harris Granite Quarries Co., ~~ 
Salisbury, N. C., produced rounded granite cubes and granite liners. 

True flint pebbles were shipped from various points in four counties 
in south central Texas by Philip S. Hoyt, Van Horn, Tex. The 
Arley Mining Co., Pearsall, Tex., owned by the Richard L. Cawood 

_ Co., East Liverpool, Ohio, produced flint pebbles, as did also the
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~ Dezendorf.‘Marble Co., Austin, Tex. The Baraboo Quartzite Co, ss 
& Baraboo, Wis., marketed quartzite pebbles and liners.) re: 
a - Genuine nodular amorphous flint pebbles, of good shape and said —_. 
-.- to have similar wearing qualities, purity, and the appearance and © 
7 color of French pebbles, are being marketed by the Richard L.Cawood _«._—-'s 
- Co., East Liverpool, Ohio, according to the trade press." The pebbles. =. 
--- eecur in the so-called Edwards chalk in south central Texas in beds. 

ey of a red claylike matrix. Some of this matrix remains attached to | 
A the pebbles as a thin coating which, for certain uses, must beremoved = 
-.- by ball milling. All pebbles, however, are not of equal quality, and = 
- many must be-discarded. = = -——— , a 
< ——- Grinding mediums and mill liners made of Salisbury granite, . —~ #' 
— .quarried near Salisbury, Rowan County, N. C., were described.4 8 = 
‘ Sizes of liners and pebbles, with recently quoted prices for each size  . .'# 
= - and degree of preparation, are given. A domestic burrstone lining = =< 
» , material has been developed, after careful tests, to replace the produc- °*. @ 

formerly imported from Belgium. The new-type burrstone differs in  —-% 

ho ‘structure from the Belgian product, does not. have soft spots, and. es 
eo withstands impact and abrasion tests satisfactorily = == oo 
* -  Quartzite pebbles are abundant in certain areas of southwestern + 
os Saskatchewan, according to the Department of Natural Resources of . “= 

the Province. A reconnaissance survey of three areas in the Province ss © 
* has disclosed large supplies.'® Careful hand sorting would be necés-. * 
- -sary, as other rocks of similar size, shape? and color occur with the =—— 
= quartzite. Tests to determine their suitability for use as grinding oe 
* mediums have been undertaken. . | es a 

po NATURAL SILICATE ABRASIVES  _— oS 

es Pumice and pumicite—Sales of pumice and pumicite in 1942 
: . topped those in the previous record year (1941) by 8 percent m =>, 
oe ‘tonnage and 5 percent in value, rising to 126,522 short tons valued sk. 
i at $706,199, compared with 117,310 tons worth $669,514 in 1941.) os 

* Output of: pumice or pumicite in 1942 was reported from seven === ..*", 
a States—California, Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma, —s_&, 
* Oregon, and Texas. The leading producing States in 1942 were Us 
. California, Kansas, New Mexico, and Nebraska. BE 

‘ Pumice and pumicite sold or used by producers in the.United States, 1938-42 CS Ee 

: 4 Year Short tons Value Year Short tons Value - a ae 
A |_|] | dt -)—— eR 

oe == = $312, 886 | — 2 $669, 514 wa 
¥ 1939.-..-.----.-ssns-2---| 89,159 | 424, 780 || 1942-027 TTTTITTTIIIT IIT] 126, 522 706,199 a 
t Hoag 0 22TLTIITTI] 82,407 | 448, 914 | _ - 8 

be Pumice and pumicite used for abrasive purposes increased 11 8 
. percent in 1942 over 1941. Sales or use in concrete admixture and ood 

7 aggregate continued at a high level. Consumption for acoustic o 

: 18 Pit and Quarry, vol. 35, No. 1, July 1942, p. 124; Chem. and Met. Eng., vol. 49, No. 7, July 1942, p. 134; ~ 
2 Ceram. Ind., vol. 39, No. 4, October 1942, pp. 39-40. | ooo . - a, 
of 4 Engineering and Mining Journal, Grinding Media from Salisbury Granite: Vol. 143, No. 11, No- Ag 

' ver Ginaines and Mixings, Two-Year Test Proves Superiority of Domestic Burrstone Linings: March 7 of 
o 1943, p. 1; pub. by Paul O. Abbe, Little Falls, N. J. - & 

° 16 Engineering and Mining Journal, Quartz Pebbles for Ball-Mill Grinding in Saskatchewan: Vol. 144, | os 
Se _ No. 4, April 1943, p. 71; Canadian Min. and Met. Bull., No. 372, April 1943, p. 137. me
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--Reantiat Snorense in vate, he decing ju‘quantiy scld creased fer 
. acoustic purposes and for concrete may be more apparent than real, 

ae however, since two or three firms producing moderate-size tonnages __ 
~ did not report their figures broken down by uses. In the absence of - 
Be information by means of which estimates as to possible uses might be feos 2 - masde, the amounts in question necessarily were placed under “Other | | 

a co Pumice and pumicite sald or weed by producers in the United States, 1 940-42, by uses | | 
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- Although volcanic ash is cheap and. widely distributed in certain’ =” 
os areas, its iron content has greatly restricted its use in ceramic appli- = = 

cations.” Attempts to remove the iron by various means, includ-.- = 
S ing concentration, magnetic separation, and leaching, have been  — ~: 
mS unsuccessful, as the iron is in the form-of a complex silicate. Decolor-. = 
a izers, such as-selenium and selenium combined with arsenic trioxide, 8 
- gave promising results. The plasticity, dry strength, and glaze fitof = ~~: 
~. hotel chinaware' bodies are improved by substituting substantial, = = | 
mo quantities of volcanic ash for ball clay and feldspar. Potential = ..°; 
'. applications are the use of voleanic ash as a glaze component andin =. 

3 low-cost glass. Iron oxide, however, usually gives a yellow orivory — _.. 

.. The manufacture of a fire-resistant concrete masonry unit using  <“% 

.. _pumice.is described in the trade press.* Volcanic ash deposits in 
-. ‘Texas, in Grimes County,” in Polk and adjoining counties, and in =. 
oe the Rio Grande area,”! were described. In the last-named study, the  . °° * 

. chemical and physical compositions of volcanic ash in that area were 
~ analyzed. When mixed with plastic clays, the resulting brick is said. ~*~ -, 
4. ..tobefarsuperior toordmary brick, © 0 
» - _- Garnet.— Although sales of garnet reported to the Bureau of Mines sss >: 
« . in 1942 decreased 21 percent in quantity and 19 percent in ‘value, they Lo 
te were still somewhat above the levels of 1939, and-the period 1931 to 
> - 1936. (ee fig. 2.) The output of garnet produced for sale in 1942 = == 

:. 13 \\ \ I fo. go. pu Oe 

me BT ff \ / ) pec 2 eG 
me — 2 | - ~ Sales of domestic emery | 6 \4 {ft . Ss 

eo 155 1 “7930 "1935 1940 “T3451 ar 

e FIGURE 2.—Marketed production of abrasive garnet and domestic emery in the United States, 1920-42. - 4 

‘ came from New York, North Carolina, and Idaho. Mas-Celo Mines, - . “% 
o Inc., Burnsville, N. C., ceased business in June 1942, and the property ae, 
SN remained idle the rest of the year. Yancey Cyanite Co. was to reopen: ae 
a ba . a 

the plant early in 1943. Recovery of garnet concentrates of probable ~ oe 
—_—_—_—_— . 58 

ee 17 American Ceramic Society, American Ceramic Society Committee on Research Reports on Enamel, + sth 
Glass, (Letractories, Ceramics (Structural), Whiteware, Materials: Bull., vol. 21, No. 6, June 1942, pp. woah 

“ see - Pp. . , oN 
. 18 Lenhart, Walter B., Making a Porous Concrete Pipe:. Rock Products, vol. 45, No. 4, April 1942, pp. oe f 

| 10 Ramsay, George D., Report on Voleanic Ash, Building Stone, and Gravel Deposits of Grimes County of 
. as a Part of the Mineral Resource Survey of Grimes County: Univ. of Texas, Bureau of Econ. Geol., Min. ee 

- Res. Survey No. 14, 1936, 7 pp. ot - an 
2° Shafer, George H., Rice Sands in Polk and. Adjoining Counties, with Notes on Volcanic Ash and Ben- “x 

tonitic Clays: Univ. of Texas, Bureau of Econ. Geol., Min. Res. Survey 41, 1942, 5 PP. oo 
a1 Ryan, J. J., Field Findings on Rio Grande Volcanic Ash: Paper presented before Ceramic Society of the ot 

| Southwest, at Univ. of Texas, October 17, 1942; reported in abs. in Brick and Clay Record, vol. 101, No. 5, nen 
November 1942, p. 8. a | wd
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~~ eommercial value from Oregon beach sands was reported by Dasher, — 

eg ae . a Abrasive garnet sold or used by producers in the United States, 1988-42 ° : 7 oe 

cn te ; "0 Year . | : ‘Short tons Value, . i ~ Year / | Short tons | Value . 

By gggg Po goa} gt91,.658 |] toate | con | gazn 752. 
So BOTTI). 4056 | © 278,534 |} a9420 [TUTTI] gaz | “aogo0g 
Bee | WM ence ctpt enc ceeeer | ce TUB BOB re cP 

“=  ° * Garnet prices,'as quoted by E&MJ Metal and Mineral Markets, = 
* ... remained constant during 1942, as follows: New Hampshire, f.o.b. | 
*. - Maines, “per ton, concentrate, $35; grain, $80° to $140; New York | | 
,. . Adirondack garnet concentrates, grain, $85; Spanish grades, c. i. f. 

Bort of entry, $70 (nominsl), 

.. .. Corwndum.—Practically all of the: natural. corundum used in this __. 
-. . - countcy in recent years has been imported from South Africa, although 
7 small receipts from other countries have been reported occasionally. ~_ 
«~The need of using it.for war purposes.and the uncertainties of a long | 
7 ocean haul have led;to intensive investigation of known or potential = 
«,°.- - deposits, in order to develop domestic_sources of supply if possible. 
a". -In North Carolina a survey of old producing localities and existing” —__ 
i... reserves was undertaken at. the request of the War Production Board.” 
- Deposits in other regions also have been studied. 
~.  Kimery-—The sales of emery produced in the United States in 1942 
x. . rose, to 5,277 short tons worth $49,413, an increase of 8 percent in | 
~..... »tonnage and 16 percent in value compared with 1941 (see fig. 2). 
=. ~, This figure is the highest since 1918, when output (including a small 7 
“= - = amount of corundum) totaled 10,422 tons. The entire output in _ 

1942 came from the Peekskill (N. Y.) region. Producers reporting — 
me _ shipments were Joe DeLuca, Di Rubbo & Ellis, and Scalzo & Pisano. 
~~. Floors surfaced with a top coating of graded emery aggregate, port- 
- “land cement, and water are rendered nonslippery, even when wet, 
oo give good traction, and have increased load-bearing properties and 
- high resistance to wear.”* | OO } oo 

e oo Emery sold or used by producers in the United States, 1988-42 

| Year _ | Short tons Value Year Short tons Value ~ 

1938... eee eeeeee ence hag 1 4,876 | $42, 484 
1939__._.----.---.----.-- 765 $6, 828 || 1942___....2.- 2.2222 Le 5, 277 49, 413 

| 1940. 2-22 TTT 1, 046 9, 349 | 

: - NATURAL CARBON ABRASIVES 75 

Abraswe or industrial diamonds.—Given new impetus by the war, 
| the development of the harder metal alloys and the need for greater 

22 Dasher, John, Fraas, Foster, and Gabriel, Alton, Mineral Dressing of Oregon Beach Sands, 1. Con- 
centration of Chromite, Zircon, Garnet, and Imenite: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3668, 1942, 

19 pp. 
2s K merican Ceramic Society Bull., vol. 31, No. 11, November 15, 1942, p. 302; Manufacturers Record, 

vol. 112, No. 1, January 1943, p. 29. . . 
% Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, vol. 49, No. 10, October 1942, p. 148. 
35 See also chapter on Gem Stones of this volume.
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mo accuracy and higher working speeds, have enlarged the scope of — 
“ _ ygefulness of diamonds.’ For many years diamonds have been es- 
-—_- gential in glass cutting and ‘in rock drilling. Diamonds and diamiond = 
ee dust embedded in various matrices, such as powdered metal, plastics, —__ GS 
2 and ceramic bonds, uséd in almost all: manufacturing processes, =} 
e ‘are now much more important, quantitatively.- In addition to their © ><», 
"abrasive uses, diamonds are vitally needed because of their abrasion- == = 
a resistant qualities, which. make them especially suitable for use as a 
.' dies in drawing copper, tungsten, brass, and other wires or filaments = % 

ee and‘as atomizers ‘in oil-burning equipment. = = = 
a _ Although there have been'reports in the trade press of the possible = = 
ee ‘reopening of the long idle: Arkansas diamond properties, by far . = °# 
- the chief sources of abrasive or industrial diamonds now. are Brazil. sae 
~ and Belgian Congo. Other areas in Africa and South America also 
. produce significant quantities of industrial diamonds. Imports of —_ a: 
bo diamond dust into the United States in 1942 declined in value. A 
os Imports of bort increased: over fourfold but were considerably under ==. &. 
i the 1937 figure. Diamonds for industrial. use (“glaziers’ and en- | {i 
a gravers’, unset, and miners’ diamonds’’) rose to 6,882,248 carats in sy 
» . . 1941 and 11,203,704 carats in 1942 compared with 3,809,071 in 1940,- ee 

be a 194 percent, increase within only 2 years. The average value per = + 
a carat continued to decline, reflecting the greater use of smaller stones. = 

- The average values for 1942 and the 2.previous years were: 1942, 3. 

> $1.98; 1941, $2.17; and 1940, $2.89. 
eo - The world production of diamonds in 1942 probably approximated ==. 
BS that of 1941, when slightly less than 9,350,000:carats were produced. =.» 
i; “The 1941 figure was over one-third (34 percent) less than in 1940, © «Y 
; . when production reachéd- 14,250,000 carats. In normal years about = om 
ee two-thirds of the annual world production of diamonds consists of -.  *". 

‘industrial stones, although their value scarcely exceeds one-fifth of =. 3 

a the total annual diamond output. “Unlike gem diamonds, industrial = 
t diamonds are actually consumed. In normal times, over half the = *# 
i - diamonds used in industry were destroyed after 12 months’ con- 

be ‘tinuous: employment.2” Today the average life of industrial ~~ 
i diamonds should ‘be shorter, owing to the present intensity. of work “a 

©. and the-hardness' of the alloys used: for armament purposes. of 
“ The largest producing areas are in Africa—Belgian Congo, Gold = 3 
: Coast, Sierra Leone, and Angola together supplied 94 percent, by | ~ 

F weight, of the total world output in 1941; South Africa and South- at 

” West Africa only 2 percent; and South America (Brazil, Vene- “| 
“. ° guela, and British Guiana) 4 percent.” Of the 94 percent produced | ma 

* in Equatorial Africa, the output of the Gold Coast, Sierra Leone, = a 

.s and Angola represented 11, 9, and 8 percent of the world production.” PY 

oy Most of the Belgian Congo output came from the famous Beceka = §_—-_—:: 

ng mines. Sinclair *° ‘described mining and market conditions leading <5 

P to the shut-down of the large South African diamond mines and the i 
.. . possible effect' of the heavy demand for stones of industrial grade. = oa 

! 16 Engineering and Mining Journal, vol. 143, No. 11, November 1942, p. 96. | - - 7 us 

a 37 Economist, Industrial Diamonds: Vol. 143, No. 5160, July 18, 1942, pp. 88-89. ete 

a 28 Ball, Sydney H., Diamond Production, In Symposium on Diamonds: Am. Mineral., vol. 23, No. ae 

: 3, March 1943, pp. 141-150. (See esp. pp. 141-143.) | mo oe , - Ty 

os 39 National Jeweler, August 1942, pp. 92, 163. . _. 7 oo ! ot 

a 30 Sinclair, W. E., Diamond Mining in South Africa: Mining Mag. (London), vol. 66. No. 6, June 1942, 3 

a pp. 251-256. | “ eee La 

. ohne
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_ A new source of alluvial diamonds in the Ural Mountain region, __ o  ULS.8S.R., was noted ®  . oe Ee 
. Total sales of diamonds in 1942, according to market estimates, _ 
- reached nearly £10,000,000 compared with £7,000,000 in 1941 and 
«. - nearly. £4,050,000 in 1938... A considerable shift in the relative | 
-—. positions of gem. and. industrial diamonds has occurred in the last 
a year or two. Gem. sales have been smaller but prices much higher _. 
, ‘than heretofore. The prices: of ‘industrial diamonds, however, by 
» agreement, have remained unchanged since the start. of the war. — 
*-__ -[Tndications therefore point. to an appreciable advance in the sale of _ - 
- . . industrial stones.* . Factors in this increased importance of working — 
». . diamonds, as above noted, are the volume and'speed of war produc- 
-.. + tion, the greater hardness of armament alloys, with its attendant 
*. . dnerease in replacement requirements, and the rapidly expanding 
> > wange ofits usefulness | 
c< -» A’ group of papers covering changes and. progress in the diamond. 
» industry during 1942 was published in the early part of 1943.% World | 
_ output, which 1s concentrated largely in the United Nations countries, — 
... . and stocks were discussed by Ball. After the Low Countries were | 
“<= invaded, the diamond-cutting industry was widely dispersed. Cutting 
‘industries have been established in Transvaal, Palestine, Brazil, a 
-- +, Cuba, Puerto Rico, Great Britain, and the United States. Many 
<.. -gem-cutting establishments also have been producing specially shaped 
@- . diamonds for tools or other industrial. use.3” Photomicrographic 

studies. and the use of specially designed machines have resulted in : 
_. Imarked improvements in the technique and speed of making drilling — 

os dies. Although the present facilities for die drilling in the United 
States only about equal minimum requirements, expansion to provide __ 

_» for increased demand is under way.** -Wheel-dressing tools use.more 
— _ of the larger. diamonds, but diamond core drilling consumes the 
-... larger portion of the.smaller sizes, although the use of smaller stones 
- ina cast or sintered. head for dressing tools is increasing. The 

grinding of hard and brittle metals, nonmetals, and synthetics with | | 
Ba bonded diamond products has increased enormously in 1942 compared 
- with 1941. Research has resulted in improvements in the composition 
: _ of metal bonds.and in manufacturing processes and in the introduction | 

| of a new bond of the ceramic vitrified type with a high glass content.” 
- _ Excellent summaries of the many industrial applications of dia- 

| | monds and diamond tools appeared in the Mining Journal“ and in 

| 31 Averkin, A. A., and ShafranovskiJ, I. I., Diamonds from the New Diamond-Bearing Region of the 
Middle Ural Region: Mem. soc. russe minéral., vol. 68, 1939, pp. 357-369; Chem. Zentralb 1940, part II, 
PP. 2286-2287; Chem. Abs., vol. 36, No. 21, November 10, 1942, p. 6454. 

32 Economist, Diamond Supplies: Vol. 144, No. 5193, March 6, 1943, pp. 309-310. 
33 South African Mining and Engineering Journal, Diamonds in Industry—Increasing Demand for 

Stones: Vol. 53, pt. 1, No. 2586, August 22, 1942, p. 633. 
44 Economist, Control of Industrial Diamonds: Vol. 142, No. 5145, April 4, 1942, pp. 478-479. 
35 iraus, Edward H.,.and others, Symposium on Diamonds: Am. Mineral., vol. 28, No. 3, March 1943, 

Pr Ball, Sydney H., Diamond Production: See Kraus, Edward H., and others, work cited in footnote 35, 

Pe Kaplay, Lazare, Gem Diamonds and Their Present Trends: See Kraus, Edward H., and others, work 
cited in footnote 35, pp. 143-145. 

33 Shayne, Alexander, Diamond Dies: See Kraus, Edward H., and others, work cited in footnote 35, 

PE Slawsea, Chester B., Diamond-Set Tools: See Kraus, Edward H., and others, work cited in footnote 

Rice An A. Recent Development of Bonded Diamond Wheels: See Kraus, Edward H .» and others, 
work cited in footnote 35, pp. 149-150. 

41 Mining Journal, Essential Role of Industrial Diamonds in Peace and War: Vol. 220, No. 5604, January 16, 1943, pp. 35-36.



fe Foreign Commerce Weekly.” The latter also presented a brief oss 
= description of localities, production, history, and uses of South. © «=» 
- American diamonds, especially the Brazilian product. The useful-_ oe 
o ness of the diamond in the mechanical engineering field was discussed.~# sg 
_. The experience of a large manufacturing plant in standardizing - 
a its diamond tools was published.“ Information astoshapesand sizes § % 
a of diamonds suited for truing and dressing purposes and methods of  — 
ve mounting diamonds individually and:in diamond-impregnated tools) = = 
~ were presented by Larson.* In order to cope with the expanding  —._- +} 
-.. requirements for wheel-dressing tools, a more efficient method of 
a setting the cutting edge was developed, making use of a vacuum for =>. = 
. “positioning” the diamond.”@ 
eo Padowicz“’ discussed the factors affecting die requirements anddie =» 
*. performance in drawing copper wire at a large wire-drawing- mill, = 
- Diamond failure was due not so much to wear as to breakage and ss #8 
* chipping, caused by various strains having a possible correlation, n- 
oe certain cases, to the angle of the drilling axis. Preparation, drilling, = ©. % 
a polishing, and mounting of diamond dies for use:in wire drawmg © = & 
be were described by Dudding, Eden, and Leeds.“ Patent history with ~ §4 
'. -respect to the. mvention of the rock drill and notes regarding the «|... 
"early use of diamonds for drilling purposes were presented by Grod- 

a OO ARTIFICIAL ABRASIVES 

- . Stimulated by the enormous activity in the munitions, shipbuilding, 
be airplane, and other industries making war materials, the output of  =-—>—s 
. manufactured (artificial) abrasives in 1942 surpassed the former peak —__. 
/ -year (1941) by 33 percent in tonnage and 45 percent in value. Records . “3 
. also were established: individually by all three classes of abrasives = * 
*- included in the Bureau of Mines figures. As in 1941, plants making == 
- - erude aluminum oxide and silicon carbide in the United States and  ' = = 
be Canada operated at full capacity in 1942 and produced 61,681 short: =. 
«tons of silicon carbide valued at $4,904,309 and 183,683 tons of oe 
:. aluminum oxide valued at $12,719,337—an increase of 37 ‘percent m=; 
t tonnage of silicon carbide and 24 ‘percent in tonnage of aluminum’ es? = 
yr oxide. Operating at 72 percent of capacity, manufacturers of metal- | % 
ce lic abrasives (steel shot and grit) mcreased their sales in 1942 to —S.. 2 

125,264 tons valued at $6,232,842, a gain of 45 percent in quantity . 
and 54 percent in value.: — oo oO - pe Ne 

* 42 Foreign Commerce Weekly, Diamonds for Victory—South American Diamond Bullets Aid Democracy: va 
8. Vol. 6, No. 3, January 17, 1942, pp. 3-5, 35. : es 

os 48 South African Mining and Engineering Journal, Diamonds in Industry—Some Applications in the 2.8 
oP Engineering Field: Vol. 52, pt. II, No. 2557, January 31, 1942, pp. 619, 621. | . as 

y # Machinery, Buick Plant Standardizes Diamond Tools: Vol. 49, No. 8, April 1943, pp. 200-201. a 
e 48 Larson, E. 'T., Diamonds and Devices for Truing and Dressing: Grits and Grinds, vol. 33, No. 3, March 2th 

os 1942, pp. 1-7; pub. by Norton Co., Worcester, Mass. | vk 
wad 46 Jameson, R. T., Setting Diamonds in Wheel-Dressing Tools: Am. Mach., vol. 86, No. 17, August 20, - § 

- ir Padowicz, H. N., Diamond Dies for the High-Speed Drawing of Copper Wire: Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., os 
e vol. 21, No. 1, June 1942, pp. 20-36. os oe 

. 48 Dudding, B. P., Eden, C. G., and Leeds, R. E., Diamond Dies for Wire Drawing: Metal Ind., vol. aoe 
a 61, No. 21, November 6, 1942, pp. 290-293; condensed in Metals and Alloys, vol. 17, No. 2, February 1943, ce eg 

Le > a Grodainsk, P., Invention of the Rock Drill: Canadian Min. Jour., vol. 16, No. 1, January 1942, pp. o : 

a
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“- Grude artificial abrasives sold, shipped, or used, from manufacturing plants in the 
ne . United States and Canada, 1938-424 _ ON 

ye ~~ + "|". Silicon carbide? -| Aluminum oxide? | Metallicabrasives || = Total 8 -- 

EY re vanae | Shot = (| Sere vatae | Shar vane 
2. 4988.2. 25, 346°) $1, 904, 925 | 2+ 53, 200 | $3,098, 132] 25,771 | $1,234,977 | 104,337 | $6,238,034 

Loe 1939.-...-..-| 24,206 | 1,713,207 | 50,468 | 3,047,337:| 42,015.| 1,743,859 | 116,689 |. 6,504,403 . 
se gg“ TITITTT] - 337042 | 2} 359,876 | 98;531 | 5,464,986) 50,016 | 2,317,820 | 181,589 | 10,142,601, 
Spr yan TTTTTTT + aat-962 | 3,325,928 | 147,759 | 9,067,732} 86,309 | 4,050,659 | 279,030 | 16,444319° 
e ygag7TTTTTT7] 61, 681 | 4) 904, 309 | 183, 633 |: 12719, 3374, 125,264 | 6,232, 842 | 370,578 |. 23,856,488 

ao - =: 1 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish data for United States separately. 7 ek 2 | - : - | 
a Production; includes material used for refractories and other nonabrasive uses. 7 ~ “ me mo, 

“y_ Production of silicon carbide and aluminum oxide is concentrated = 
= -. Jargely.in.the Niagara Falls region of Canada and the United States;. - 
= some: output ‘of aluminum oxide comes from Quebec, Canada, and = = 
«Alabama. “‘White High Purity or Special” alumimum oxide produced | 
so. in. 1942 totaled 31,665 short tons valued at $4,509,486, compared with: 
<< ~ 22.659 tons valued at $2,676,753 m.1941, an increase of 40 percent - 
:-... im tonnage and 52 percent in dollars. Estimated percentage of'total 
=. - consumption of silicon.carbide for nonabrasive or refractory purposes. _ 
=...  n-1942 rose to 35 percent, compared with 32 percent in 1941 and 1940. 
". ‘and 29 percent in 1939. Similar percentages for aluminum oxide | 
yo. were 3 percent in 1942 and 1941, 2 percent in 1940, and 4 percent in 

“Metallic abrasives, including steel grit and shot but excluding steel oe 
“).. -wool,--are manufactured..in Michigan, New Hampshire, Ohio, and 

Pennsylvania. - An illustrated article describmg.the plant and manu- 
x. ™~ faeturmg:process of the Harrison Abrasive Corporation, Manchester, 
iN. H., appeared in 1942... A flowimg stream of molten steel is broken. 
s..’ up by jets.of steam. The resulting globules and irrregular particles 
“fall into. water, which chills and hardens them. The shot are graded 
;-. Into 16 commercial sizes, and the irregular pieces are crushed and _— 
=. gereened. into 12 sizes and marked as grit. The material is sold. | 
—-- Jargely for cleaning castings and working stone. ee 
a The properties and uses of silicon carbide, aluminum oxide, and 
~ boron carbide and particularly their application and employment in © 

the various types of grinding wheels were described in a report printed © 
- - during 1942.5 Manufactured abrasives and their utilization in grind- 

a ing wheels also were discussed by Arend.** <A description was given 
of the preparation of crude abrasive aluminum oxide ore received at 

| the manufacturing plant of the Abrasive Co., Philadelphia, Pa., from 
its electric furnaces in Canada, beginning with the crushing and 
pulverizing operations through magnetic separation and elaborate — 
grading to the manufacture of the principal end product (abrasive 

50 Park, Allen, S., Chilled Steel Shot and Grit: Compressed Air Mag., vol. 47, No.3, March 1942, pp. 

Oe Cooper, Hermon C., Modern Abrasives: Jour. Chem. Education, vol. 19, No. 3, March 1942, pp. 122-127, 
82 Arend, A. G., Grinding Wheels; Composition of Abrasives from Electric Furnaces: Electrical Rev. 

(London), vol. 131, September 25, 1942, pp. 391-392. .
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o wheels) by controlled firing schedules.“* About 75 percent of the . | 2 
firm’s business is in aluminous oxide products and the remainderin —s_: 

- - abrasives made of silicon carbide, which is received at the Philadelphia. 
“ mill in the form of grain. — Pg ) Ta 

re | MISCELLANEOUS MINERAL ABRASIVE MATERIALS ~ | ae 

ce - In addition to the natural and manufactured abrasive materials =; 

--. . discussed, many other mineral substances have abrasive uses. Various = —. 
“oxides, including tin oxide, rouge, crocus, chromium oxide, magnesium. 
ae oxide, and manganese oxide, are utilized as polishing agents. Finely § ~~ 
-. ground as well as calcined clays, high-grade lime, talc, river silt, slate «= 
Bo flour, whiting, feldspar, and other substances also are used as =< 
a - abrasives. — | a ee rr ce: 

ie oo , | : a | | ae 

a - Imports of corundum ore in 1941 reached 5,865 short tons, slightly — ae 

‘. over double the 1940 imports and the highest figure at least since = *% 
i 1924. (Before. 1924 imports of corundum and emery ore were not . — wes 
* shown separately in Mineral Resources volumes.) Imports in 1942, | *¥# 
a however, declined 19 percent to 4,739 tons. As in 1941, no emery | ae 

is ore was received, and receipts of pumice were at an extremely low ° 
i . level: Imports of “flint, flmts, and flint stones, unground,” in 1942 8 
= were about one-quarter of those received in 1941. Imports ef bort —_—«., 

- increased sharply. Imports of smaller diamonds, comprizing “gla- ~- . ~* 
i ziers’ and engravers’, unset, and miners’ diamonds,” totaled 11,203,704 oo 
; .. earats valued at $22,154,076 in 1942, compared with 6,882,248 carats — seh 
oo valued at $14,908,809 in 1941. The. imports in both -years were 
re greatly in excess of those in the industrially active years 1940 and =) 
«1939. The influence of the expanded war production, as well as the  -.- 
e - ever-widening utilization of diamonds in industry, contributed largely - ad 

a to this indicated increased consumption... a oe oak 

& ~The value of exports of natural abrasive materials in 1942 totaled 5, 
© $6,684,352, the highest year since 1920. The value of grindstones  .--..< 
oe exported. in 1942 rose 20 percent over 1941 to $224,998. The chief 2 
*. Inerease in value of exports, however, was in emery or corundum —_... °*’ 
* abrasive wheels, which were higher in 1942 than in any year since % 
i 1918. The value of exports of all other natural abrasives and abrasive og 
, products in 1942, though more than double that of 1939 and 1940, ane: 

a declined slightly from the 1941 value. 7 / oe ew 

Up 8 Ceramic Industry, Abrasive Industry Plays an Important Part in the War Program: Vol. 39, No. 4, Ce ae 
< October 1942, pp. 66, 68, 70,72. mo Feet 

o 4 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the = 
ee Department of Commerce. . ky 

: . . gh
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- Abrasive materials imported for consumption in the United States, 1940-42, by kinds 

eg 060 ft . 

ee ee _ | Quantity; Value | Quantity; Value | Quantity; Value 

ae - Millstones and burrstones: Bound up; 3) | i a 
get a __. into millstones__.....-short tons-.| . 40 $2, 167 412]. $685 | - 2 $153 
Be . QGrindstones, finished or unfinished ae a 
dec oe, short tons.-|. 634] 18,275 | 511 | 14,745 491 17,719. | . 
Sr Hones, oilstones, and whetstones | 2 } Co, 
Be short tons.-|° © 37] 42,482 22}. 41,168/; © 48 59, 196 
wo emery: ee Z od : . oO : - 
oe a Ore_....-_.--.---.--..---..do_--- , 5, 718 73, 935 |... --- won eee -- fee eee fn 

he Grains, ground, pulverized, or re-: ee ae = oo | oe 
ooo fined Tw ---pounds..| @ fF @ | @ Oo | Oo | © | 
ee - Paper and cloth of emery or corun- |- . oe a a a qe Tod 
Boe oe dum. elle] > 91,112}. (2) 165,544 ;-  @ 156, 846 
we _ Wheels, files, and other manufac- | “4 . . oo Poo Ho ne 
i . ~ - tures of emery or corundum or j - . > de o 
Ue ~s. Zarnet_..--..---..--.--pounds._| 4,348} — 2,473 |  — 786 476 5, 757 1, 329 
on Corundum (see also ““Emery”’):. es F | ae 
co Oven iee-----------Short tons-.| 2,922 | 165,270 | 5,865 | 287,102] ~~ 4,739 260,788 
Wig EE o _ Grains, ground, pulverized, or re- Sf SO 
ye ... fined..------2-.--...--pounds-_| ! 134, 606 19,262 |1102,906 | 14,021}. 1124,3624. 17,001 © . 
‘ Be Zripoli and rottenstone._-short tons.-| =. 227. 3, 767 - 6481 | 9, 116 231 4, 826 . 

Os . Crude or unmanufactured_.do_.-.} 3,758 |. -20,771/ 43. |- 987. 1,391 ; 
ga - Manufactures of, or of which pum- | — Spe ep : me 
wow «| jce is the component material of - mo 
Hoey fh | chief value_...--.-----.--..-.---|  @ Oe: Ee ee 7 
we ss Diamond: eg 8 yo. _ a pe Oo me 
a ~ Bort__2.-.--..------.--.-_carats_- 785 | 19,660 502 | 16,196 | . 2,147 26, 559. 
Wore Ss Dust. ..22222--------------d0--2- | RB 2,515. |. (8) | - =, 805 - ~ 1,050 776 
Pes - Glaziers’ and engravers’, unset, | ' fo od. | a, 
i 7 and miners’... .-.-.....-carats._|8, 809, 071 |11, 026, 563 |6, 882, 248 114, 908, 809 |11, 203, 704 | 22,154,076 . _ : 
wi... Flint, flints, and flint stones, un- | qo Poo. oe a 
See Ground... ...--.------.--short tons... 2, 840 _ 82,397 1,467 | «18,494 376 — 5,683 

oP a ip few 0s deeeeene ef, 517, 117 |o22-22----]15, 470, 148 [Loe 22, 696, 338. : 

Pek 7 1 Emery included with corundum; not separately classified. BS oo - oe 
got 21,562 reams in 1940, 2,975 reams in 1941, 1,787 reams in 1942;-weight not recorded. oe mo 

ee ' *Quantitynotrecorded. os ee a ee | 

ae _ Value of domestic abrasive materials exported from the United States, 1938-42 | 

eo Material. 1988 | 1939 1940 . | 1941 1942 | 

SO Grindstones.._.........-..--------------| $122,720 | $173,575 | $215,156,| $187, 621 $224, 998 - 
Abrasive wheels, emery and corundum_... 116, 456 125, 303° 179, 514 144, 393. 3,665,386. 
All other natural abrasives, whetstones, . 

hones, et¢...-.-------------------------- 835,894 | 1,116,711 | 1,211,291 | 2,887,628 2, 793, 968 

| 1,075,070 | 1,415,589 | 1,605,961 | 3,219,642 | 6,684,352 
irr re tn er ene
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_ SO By G. W. Joserason anp M. 8S. Jensent 2 es 

ne re SUMMARY OUTLINE | 7 Os 

ws . a Oo oS Page | sultur—Continued. Page - 8 Ry 
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Boo GENERAL SUMMARY 

. For the sulfur industry, 1942 was a year of activity and readjust- See 
oO ment to meet wartime demands. Except for Great Britain, which eg 

still depends largely on imports, the major belligerents enjoyed =—— =: 

= adequate supplies of sulfur and its primary com younds derived either ~  =* 

©... from natural deposits or recovered as industrial byproducts. Many |... 

i‘. countries, especially those in isolated or exposed ‘positions like New =. : 

i Zealand, Turkey, and Sweden, began to feel a shortage as their stock = ea 

- piles became depleted and imports: were reduced “by blockade or 2! 

«deficiency. of shipping facilities. 488 eee 

‘Almost everywhere realization of the crucial role being played by S: 

fe sulfur in industry led to the adoption of policies aimed ‘at achieving _ Ne 

v - national self-sufficiency. Production from local deposits or from ek 

a previously untapped byproduct sources was encouraged by high. 
t. | prices or subsidies. | eo a | - ong 

“ "Ag most of the output of the United States sulfur industry, is es 

ne marketed in North America, the decline in export activity was not op 

ue a serious factor. On the other hand, Italian and Spanish producers, - oa 

r being largely dependent on foreign markets, found that they had lost ans 

” free access to many of. their usual customers, and fully compensating _ ee 

‘ demand did not develop in Europe. Activity was stimulated among = =” 
3 the smaller producers, like Chile, Bolivia, Australia, and Canada, — oe 

: which are conveniently located to supply the neglected markets. — | 8 

é In the United States, as in many other countries, new production —._ © 

= > and consumption records were attained. Mine shipments were not as a. 

a high as in 1941, owing principally to completion of stock-pilnmg 
programs. Although sulfur production capacity was ample and stock os 

. piles adequate for at least 1% years’ consumption requirements were 8 

= above ground, conditions in the industry were observed closely by oo 

: various Government agencies. Transportation was an outstanding 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the Lo! 

Department of Commerce. . ye 

: . | 1349 OS



' «problem. Price structures along the East coast were ba sed uponlow- 
ann cost coastwise water delivery of crude sulfur. With the advent of 

oe os submarine attacks and requisitioning of ships for other service, sulfur | 
"+. was largely diverted to more expensive railroad and barge routes. —- 
..~ ‘Sufficient equipment was available in 1942 to carry sulfur and its 

i gv pee Pon po Pee : i} 2 Me . _ : ; _ 
PO fo - me 

Beew Tiaens foto | | | 
i oe 900 1905 IIS SO 1925 1930. 1935-940 1945 ce 

OES. euRE ‘1.—Domiestie production, shipments for domestic consumption, exports, and imports of crude . 

*: Compounds, but some concern was expressed as the tonnage of acids ;._, increased... On December 5, 1942, the War Production Board placed 
so .” sulfuric: acid ‘under allocation ‘to permit prompt action in case of »-. emergency and to. assure supplies for explosives requirements. Sulfur “=. consumers were urged to maintain large stocks as insurance against. = 
=. future transportation bottlenecks. Prices of sulfur and its compounds 
- Femained substantially stable during the year. 2 = 
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FIGURE 2.—Domestic ‘production and imports of pyrites, 1900-1942, 

On June 26, 1942, an indictment charging a violation of the anti- 
trust laws in the manufacture, distribution, and sale of sulfuric acid 
was returned against 15 companies and 37 individuals. However, 
upon the representation of the Secretaries of War and Navy that trial 
of the case would interfere with the war program, the Attorney — 

| General requested its postponement until after the war. The de- 
fendants agreed to this.? 

2 Source: Englehart, Otto T., Special Assistant to the Attorney General, U. 8. Department of Justice,
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- The story of the American sulfur industry ‘was told. by William = 
* Haynes in a. book published in 1942, entitled ‘““The Stone That Burns.” 

» Salient statistics of the sulfur industry in the United States, 1926-29 (average) and 

a aa a _ | @verage) | 1989 | 1840] MAE) 1882 

Sa Sulfur: © Oe oe | _ Po 
mo = ‘Production of crude sulfur__-long tons_.| 1, 951,034.| 2,090,979 | 2,782. 088 | 3, 189, 253 } 3,460,686 aye 

we °” Shipments'of crude sulfur: fs ps Pe pe 2s 
“7 “For domestic consumption....do....| 1,397,411 | 1,605,998 | . 1,812,274 | 2, 671,946 | 2, 560, 060 eae 
eo _ Forexport._...-------.-.-.---do.---|| 707.175 | 627,819 | -° 746,468 | © 720,464) 568,499 ‘ve 

1 - Total shipments.......-.---.do....| 2,104,586 | 2,233,817 | 2,858,742 | 3, 401,410 | 3,128, 559 ee 
ue : - Ore... .-----------------/-----d0..--} 1, 896 35 -@)- wreeennnnee-|----neneee 
Bey Other_..--.-.-----------------d0_--- "295 | 13,941]. 27,845 | 98,681 | 25,682 a 
oe Exports of treated sulfur.----.:-.-do_-.-|, 11,956 | . 25,005] 19,745) ° 31,3127] 17, 030 Re 

Be Producers’. stocks at end of year_-do_.--|. 2,413,000 | 4,000,000 | 4,200,000 | 3,900,000 | 4,300,000 °° = st 
#. Price of crude sulfur f. 0. b. mines . fe - : tite 
. petit Er per Jong ton__ $17.50] . $16 $16.) $16 { $16 

we Production_......----.--..--long tons_.| . . 273,986 | :. 519,497 | -. 626,640 2 645, 257 | 720,363 oe ae 
le ss Imports....-.------_--ss--e-e----d0-.--| 372,958 | 482,336 | 407,004 | 368,888 | 300,189 nv 
Be - "Price of imported pyrites ¢..i. f. Atlantic . Pt REP tae ns OTe 
pee - ‘ports_:.---..cents per long-ton unit: 12-13 |. «12-13 © UZ PDB AD Des eS 
we ~Sulfurie acid: Production of byproduet sul- Sle Poe oe RE Pe oo Peet 
¥ - furie acid (60° B.) at copper and zinc Pe ep pet 0 oa fh 
gE —_ plants. ..-..----------.--------short tons_-| 1, 118, 453 | 778,441 | . 840, 937 915, 989 960,764 =. pes 

- > ¢ 1 Less than 1 ton.. tRevised figures. 9 | a - ae 

i | = — SULFUR . , a a ae 

Ro, oo | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION - Bae 
whe : . ° . : . ° ° . / e oe a 

», Production of crude sulfur in the United States in 1942 attained a =? 
2 new record of 3,460,686 long tons, exceeding the previous high, = =: 
, established in 1941, by 10 percent. Mine shipments, adversely-In- Eee 

© fluenced by export’ restrictions and completion or modification of =] 
te domestic stock-piling programs, were 8 percent lower than in 1941. « & 
- Approximately 1,600 long tons of sulfur-bearing ore, containmg 10 - 

to 50 percent sulfur, mined in Colorado and Texas for agricultural 
ee purposes, are not included in the sulfur total. = 

—— ce REVIEW BY:STATES = = = = nn ae 

me “More than 83: percent of the native sulfur mined in the United oS 
a States in 1942 came from deposits: Texas and over 16 percent | 

A from Louisiana. The remaining fraction of 1 percent was supplied = = =: 
4 by mines in California and Utah. an | po es 
- mS a 7 . . " mo 

ay . . . | . 7 
“a Sulfur produced and shipped in the Untied States, 1938-42 et 

S "Produced (long tons) | Shipped Oy 

: Year | oth | Approxi 3 ° er pproxi- ta 
: | Texas Louisiana States 1 Total Long tons mate value ce 

* 1938........-.---.-----.---.-----| 2,060,845 | - 328,405 | 4,158 | 2,393,408 | 1,628,847 | $27,300, 000 re 
; 1930___....-..-..-....-...-.---.-| 1,665,400 | 422,600] 2,979 | 2,090,979 | 2, 233.817 | 35, 500, 000 od 
‘ 1940____.---.-:.-.-....-.-----| 2 212,839 | 512,935 | 6,314 | 2,732,088 | 2,558,742 | 40, 900, 000 ae 

1941_.....-.-.--.-.---.-.--.--2-.| 2,596,731 | 533,620 | 8,902 | 3,130,253 | 3,401,410 | 54, 400, 000 aS 
a 1942. 0-221 LTLITITIITIIIIIIT] 2, 885,621 | 870,345 |- 4,720 | 3, 460,686 | 3,128,559 | 50, 100, 000 7g 
es tt oe 
- -11938-40 and 1942: California and Utah; 1941: California. BS | Se
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—- .. Galifornia.—Pacific Sulphur Co. produced sulfur from the Crater 
Claims at Bigpine, nyo County. a 

_. +. Loutsvana.—Freeport Sulphur Co. supplied the entire Louisiana 

-_- output from Grande Ecaille, Plaquemines Parish. Production from 
~ this dome continued to increase steadily. == | eS 
~~ Tetas.—As indicated in the following table (compiled from informa- | 
-*. tion issued by the Texas State Comptroller’s Office), four organiza- - 

>... tions produced practically all the Texas output. Duval Texas | 
".. Sulphur Co. reported production from Orchard Dome, Fort Bend | 
».- County; Freeport Sulphur Co. from Hoskins Mound and Jefferson | 
->' Lake Sulphur Co., Inc., from Clemens Dome, both in Brazoria County; _ 
/ and Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., from Boling Dome, Wharton County. = 
- The Pecos Orla Sulphur Co. mined sulfur ore at the Michigan claims _ 
~~. 4n Culberson County. EE | 

Bye = Sulfur produced in Texas in 1942, by companies, in long tons 

Bee! — oe First Second. |. Third Fourth oo 
a To _ Company |. quarter | quarter | quarter | quarter | Total — 

Soros. Wexas Gulf Sulphur Co__............--...-| - 545,313-|’ 592,191 | 564,850 | 471,028 | 2,173,382 
ee ‘Freeport Sulphur Co..-...--.....-..------|- 118, 350 115,280; 113,815 | = 97,055 |. = 444, 500 
at “*.  S@fferson Lake Sulphur Co., Inc.._...-....| 18,096 |. _8, 575 21,695 | =: 33,218 |. 76, 584. 
fee Duval Texas Sulphur Co.-----------------] 48, 820 ~ 58, 660 | | 39, 305 - 44,088.) 190, 873. - 

oe 905,579 | 774,706 | 739,665 | 648, 389 12,885, 339 

Bee : we 1 Total differs slightly from Texas production figure in preceding table because certain reports to Texas | 
BBs ‘Comptroller are closed for year on December 25, whereas Bureau of Mines total covers calendar year. oe 

ee Uiah.—Pacific Sulphur Co. produced sulfur in Beaver County. a 

bec ne RECOVERY AS BYPRODUCT | Co 
~The treatment of copper and zinc ores yields large quantities of | 
oe sulfur, which are recovered at the mills as pyrites concentrates or at 
“the smelters as sulfuric acid or elemental sulfur. The production of 
“ss pyrites concentrate is discussed in the Pyrites section of this chapter. - 
_... In smelting copper and zinc concentrates, sulfur is driven off as a con- : 
-.-- stituent of gases, principally sulfur dioxide, which are used in the 

, manufacture of sulfuric acid at many smelters. The equivalent of ~ 
i - about 190,000 long tons of sulfur was recovered as sulfuric acid an- 
oe -nually from this source during the 5 years ended in 1942. Such 
_. sulfur is not included in the sulfur-production figures for the United 

| States, but the following table shows the output of byproduct acid 
at both copper- and zinc-smelting plants. : | 

| Byproduct sulfuric acid! (expressed as 60° B.) produced at copper and zinc plants 
| an the United States, 1988-42, in short tons 

1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 

Copper plants 1_.........-..--.------------| 220,207| 249,569 | 254,025 | 243,812 | +265, 522 
Zine plants___...-.-...----.--------.------ 466, 879 528, 872 536, 912 672, 177 695, 242 

687,176 | 778,441 | 840,937 915,989 | 960, 764 

1 Includes small quantity of sulfuric acid produced as byproduct in roasting of high-sulfide gold and silver | 
concentrates. 

The recovery of sulfur or sulfur compounds from coke-oven, refinery- 
still, natural, and other fuel gases is receiving increasing attention. 

| In many foreign countries these processes are encouraged as a step
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_ toward self-sufficiency and in the United States as a means of profit- es 
es ably utilizing a waste product or.of conserving natural resources. =. =; 
2 _Exemplifying this activity, a. description was published in 1942 of . BE 
te progress in attempts to extract elemental sulfur from the enormous =... = 
me reserves of sour natural gas available in southwest Arkansas; here, = - * 
no removal of the sulfur has the additional advantage of greatly improv- | oe 
- dng the quality and value of the fuel gasitself® 2° 2 ns 

3 ‘Most of the elemental sulfur recovered from gas purification comes oe 
-. from operations using the Thylox process; relatively small quantities ee 
a are recovered with the Ferrox and Nickel processes. Production in © .: 
a 1942 (reduced to 100 percent sulfur) totaled 5,125 long tons; 4,520 gS 
. tons valued at $168,333 were shipped. Output came from Illinois, = *) 

Maryland, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Wash-- 
ington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin; Massachusetts and New York ‘% 

- - were the largest producers. The product was marketed as a paste ESS 

~ containing 37 to 50 percent sulfur or as dried relatively pure sulfur. ee 
& The fine particle size of this material makes it valuable asa fungicide => 
a and insecticide, and these uses absorb most of it. Of the 1942-ship- =.) 
«ments (reduced to 100 percent sulfur), 37 percent wasin theformof  ~. 
Me paste, and the remainder was dried sulfur. BS 
. © Sulfur is also removed: from fuel: gases in the form of hydrogen =. —| 
=. ‘gulfide, most of which is either converted into sulfuric acid or burned = 
e as fuel. The hydrogen sulfide recovered in 1942 came from plants =. 
*. "using the phenolate, phosphate,and Girbotol processes. In 1942 the «| =~ 
* recovery of hydrogen sulfide (largely for sulfuric acid manufacture) ee 
* -was equivalent to 19,097 long tons of sulfur; the plants were in Cali- > 
: fornia, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. | Co en 

fs ~The figures covering the byproduct yield of sulfur from gas purifi- ee 
eo cation are not included in the sulfur production figures for the United ood 
be States. _ | Be one 
e as - STOCKS = oO a er 
|. Stocks of crude sulfur held at the mines increased during the year 
# _-and on December 31 amounted to 4,300,000 long tons. In addition, a 
=. the producing companies hold substantial tonnages at other locations = = % 

or in transit. The combined total of all producer-owned stocks. at | :=! 
fe the end of the year was about 5,114,000 long tons, 9 percent more =. 
» than on ‘December: 31, 1941. Although exactly comparable figures —§ 
© - are not available for past years, itis apparent that producers’ stocks ae: 
: are at or near an all-time high. — oS BO 8 

a | ; PRICE - | os 

_ Crude sulfur was quoted by trade journals at $16.00 per long ton os 
; f. o. b.: mines throughout 1942. On May 11 (announced April 28) ye 

; the Office of Price Administration froze prices at the maximum levels re 
_ of March 1942. Subsequently there were intermittent reports of es 
: efforts to both raise and lower prices, but no change was authorized. og 

Refined-sulfur prices, reflecting increased freight costs, were raised - ae 
approximately 10 percent by some manufacturers before the General et 

“ Maximum Price Regulation was established, but little or no change sont 
| took place thereafter. a | | | se 

, Sulfuric acid, 66° B., was quoted by journals at $16.50 per short ton Oy 
-  - at works in tank cars. The General Maximum Price Regulation OS 

: * -§ Lee, James A., Sulphur from Arkansas Sour Gas: Chem. and Met. Eng., vol. 49, No. 6, Jane 1942, p. 80. 4 
: - 5562504386 oO | es wt
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=. established ceiling prices; which were not disturbed. However, some -_ 
“2, » ... acid producers were able to increase their over-all realization some- __ 
“~~ what by bringing some of their lower-priced sales closer to the standard __ 
es C@lling*® ee ote Be 
Bo Demaere CONSUMPTION AND USES . CO a 

an _ The apparent domestic consumption of sulfur in 1942 increased 6 
me - percent over 1941, attaining a new record. Thisfigure may beslightly 
“low, as it: does not allow for stock piles accumulated by consumers | 

Be The following table shows the apparent domestic consumption of . 
sulfur durmg the past 5years.§ - ee 

be "Apparent consumption of sulfur in the United States, 1988-42, in long tons © po 

Shipments t__..----.---------a-+---------| 1,628, 847 | 2,933,817 | 2,558,742 | 3,076,038 | 3,032,013 co Imports. 2] "2608 | "98,976. |” 27,845 |” 28,631 |” 26,018 
we Be BO 4,681,450 | 2,247,793 | 2,586,587 | 3,104,669 | 3, 058, 061 : 
geo Exports: oe Pe - fe pee Boo Grade. eee eel} (879,107 |. 627,819 | 748,468 729,464 |S 568,400 
wos Refined _-..a-sec-sesceeseecsseseeeeee| 1,707 | 28,008 |’ 19,745 31,312}. 17,080 
Mihir oo a Re at 891,814 | 652,824 | 766,213 | 760,776 | 585,529 
oe "°°" Apparent consumption..........----| - 1, 039, 636 | 1,594, 969 | 1, 820,374 | 2,343,893 | 2,472,532 

pee a ee 1 1938-40: Mine shipments; 1941-42: Apparent shipments to consumers. - | ot - | 

«The pattern of industrial sulfur consumption has been estimated _ 
~. by Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering as follows: = = 8 = 

a ae Sulfur consumed in the United States, 1988-42, by-uses, in long tons) 

oe ge > | a93g1 | 939 | tf tog | toe 

* Ohemicals...-.---.-------c----------:-----| 484,000 | 695,000 | 800, 000 | 2 1,060,000 | #1, 570,000 
Bo - Fertilizer and insecticides__._.....-...----- 220, 000 370, 000 410, 000 450,000 | 500,000 : 

Pulp and paper__.....-.-----.-.--..----.-- 174, 000 240, 000 320, 000 360, 000 |. 365, 000 
| Explosives_......--.-------------------...-| 50, 000 64, 000 74,000 | 283,000 | 290,000 

Dyes and coal-tar products__-_.-...-.._-_- 40, 000 46, 000 51, 000 65, 000 |” 60,000 ~ 
wel Rubber___.......------.---.--------c2-2-2-] 297000 43, 000 47, 000 55, 000 35, 000 
me Paint and varnish_........---------------| _ 50,000 49, 000 54, 000 65, 000 70, 000 
: Food products_...-...-....--.-------------| 5, 500» 6, 000 6, 000 6, 000 ~ 6,000 

. Miscellaneous_.....--.--------.-----.--.- 47, 500 | 82, 000 86, 000 _ 95, 000 120, 000 

Oo | 1,100,000 | 1, 595,000-} 1,848,000 | 2, 239,000 | 2, 816, 000 
nr nee errr ene eens . 

1 Figures for 1938 not truly representative of consumption but rather of shipments to these specified indus- 
tries. Consumers carried over large stocks from 1937, therefore consumption in 1938 was larger than total 
snown. 

. ?To avoid disclosing estimated consumption of sulfur in direct defense applications, such as military 
explosives, sulfur so used in 1941 and 1942 is included under ‘‘Chemicals.” 

Under recent peacetime conditions approximately 70 percent ® of 
| the brimstone consumed in the United States was converted into | 

sulfuric acid, and the wartime demands of the explosives and petroleum 
industries have probably increased the proportion. Production of 
sulfuric acid, calculated as 50° B., is estimated to have increased to: 
12,520,000 short tons in 1942, 14 percent above the 1941 output of 
10,944,000 tons.*® ) . 

4 From information supplied by Office of Price Administration. | ; | 
’'Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., Sulphur, An Essential to Industry and Agriculture: 1940, 45 pp. 
Son emucal and Metallurgical Engineering, Sulphuric Acid and Sulphur: Vol. 50, No. 2, February 1943, 

p. 103.
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« - .. Chemical and Metallurgical-Engineering has estimated the..eon- - > oi 
“sumption of sulfuric acid, by industries, from 1938 through 1942 as 

- Sulfuric acid (expressed as 50° B.) consumed in the United States, 1988-42, by 
oo | ee - tndusirtes, in short tons | Oe | ce 

Pe Industry | 1938 | 2939 mao | tot | oem 

2 Fertilizer.....--.-----2------00---+------4 1,900,000 | 1,970,000 | 2,260, 000-| 2, 500,000'|"* 2,950,000. 
®, Petroleum refining -------------2-77_7_2:] 1 100, 000 |. 1} 210;000 | 1; 260,000] 1,400,000 | 1,650,000 - ss 
rob Chemicals__--.--:-------------------------| 300, 000 975,000 | 1,120,000 | 11,790,000 | 12,250,000 2 0 y's 
= Coal produets_22--2--22-22-222--2.-2-----| 585,000 | . 740,000 | -”900,000 | "940, 000 970,00 = 
Me Iron and steel]. _.--.-..-..-------.---------| ° 590,000] - 980,000 ; 1,300,000 | 1,500,000 | . 1,600,000 hte 
eo . Other metallurgical_.....--.-..------------ 350,000 | 570,000 | 640,000 | .. 800,000}. 840,000 oe 

«=. _ . Paints and pigments._.-.---..------.-----} 430,000 520,000 | 580,000} 700,000 | 760,000 ae 
¢. -Explosives.__.-----22020--TLTITIITITIIIIT-| 149,000 | 160,000 | 170,000 | 190,000) 1195000. ER 
Me - Rayon and cellulose film. -_.-2-.-.--------| -320,000'|. 405,000 |; © 470,000 |. 555,000 | - 625,000 a ety 
f Pextiles._.-..2---22----2---2L---------1-|. 90,000 | 116,000 | 125,000 | =: 165,000 | ==. 145,000 eg 
= Miscellaneous_.---------------------------] | _ 355,000 | _- 384,000 |" 360,000 | 500,000 | 580,000 tes 
BS 6,880, 000 8 E © 85,000 | 0% 000 12,615,000 
é - os 1.-To- avoid disclosing estimated consumption of acid in ‘direct defense applications, such as military. oes is 

4 ©xPlosives, acid so used in 1941 and 1942 is included under “Chemicals.” CT se 

7 _ It is estimated that industry as a whole used 13 percent more sul- 2 
© furic acid in 1942 than in 1941. The largest increasesin consumption © “3 
; were made in the petroleum, fertilizer, and chemical (which includes 4, 
® military explosives) industries—18, 18, and 26 percent, respectively. = 9 = = 
& With the exception of textiles, which decreased 12 percent, other = © ~* 
:- Industries enjoyed modest increases of 3 to 12 percent. ee 
\-.- -Two of the more significant applications of sulfuric acid during = = 
, . this wartime period are in the production of aviation gasoline by the . —- >: 

alkylation process and in military explosives. Large expansion pro- 
*. grams in these fields are making themselves felt both as volume con- + 
= ° sumers.of strong acids and as ‘producers of spent acids. Each local- 
¥. ity has its individual spent-acid problems, which must be solved by = 23 
« - YFegeneration, consumption in some intraplant operation in which oo ae 
« weaker acids are satisfactory, or sale to other less critical industries. = ~§ ./# 
"Whatever the solution, readjustments in the normal handling and =| ng 
= distribution of acids are required. . Local consumption or regeneration =~ =e 
* Of spent acid was advocated as a means of alleviating the steadily  - =3 
+ growing demands on railroad facilities: Rail shipments of sulfurie | = 
: acid have more than doubled during the past 2 years. | rc 
' ‘The versatility.of sulfur in war is illustrated by the practice of - eg 
-, stimulating the flow of gum from southern turpentine pines by painting - 8 
» _ the tap wounds with sulfuric acid. oe ee 
a ‘That sulfur continued to-occupy a prominent position in research =, 

_; laboratories is indicated by its use in synthetic rubber, and in less | ae 
-'- publicized discoveries, such as the compound tetraethyl thiuram ' 
= monosulfide (a preventive of a serious poultry disease).’ og 

a FOREIGN TRADE | os 
4 As a result of the stringent shipping situation, exports of crude and % 
~ treated sulfur were, respectively, 22 and 46 percent lower than in 2 
- 1941. The accompanying. table of exports by countries reveals the OE 
- changes in pattern of distribution caused by the war. | ge 

- _ 1 Science News Letter, vol. 42, No. 5, August 1, 1942, p. 72. . | a | oo 
a Es
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Bey! Imports. of elemental sulfur (principally from Canada) decreased | 
s°-'10 pereent.. Imports of sulfuric acid (also largely from Canada) 
<< totaled 13,689 short tons and exports 9,679 short tons. eS 

ee, co - ~~ Sulfur exported from the United States, 1941-42, by countries. Ps 

ee os oC ae - _ - a Noe Crushed ground, refined, sublimed 
Bene Bo Oe | co Crade an ~” “and flowers of’ ae : 

Bee Country] toet 94. 4941 1 

Len | Valine | Yon@ | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Vatue 

oo North Americas | of en he Pigs | 
oo” Ggnada._-:_____._-._._---|208, 915/$3, 880,002) 297, 955/$6; 251, 551) 8, 802, 636] $189, 291| 8,151, 119/$224, 702 
fae ~. Central America......----|. 210]  6,182| - 84). 3,204 650,309| 15, 957|. 589,188] 14,403 | 
Be _Mexico._....-.-----.-----| 5,900} 113, 274| 4,489] 87,863] 3, 259,987] 62, 9501.3, 907, 260| 73,970. 
meee  - Newfoundland... ....-..-| 11,489} 195, 573] 14,822; 311,980) 2,910) ‘116 4,500 207. 
2. West Indies. ..-77_272.77] 17,295] . 294, 052| 12,247| 212,721]. 656,784) 20,436] 370,377| 16,878 

we a than oe 243, 809| 4, 489, 083/329, 597| 6, 867, 359) 12, 872;576| 288, 750/13, 022, 444| 330,160 

wo South America: Pore fo, peo. Modo Pe cof 
LS Se _. . Argenting__............-.].------|_---------} 16, 338] 294,975] 119,205] 20,649] --145,'753| 15, 709 oe 
eo Bragdd 2 LLILLIIIITIIT"7) 10,944] 212, 668} 16, 682] 338, 984] 4,781, 876| 104, 339] 4,198,350) 92,668 
BEN Chile. -2:_--------------|-e----a{-----enn-|--neee-}_-eeece ee] 12,800]. 387] ° 268] 
me Solombia wi TTT” 230) 4 913) 878,656} 14, 139/716, 494} 19, 614 , 
mye es  MQuador.: cll pepe eee eft l ee] ele} 81,297) 1, 148 39, 580! -¥, 261: | 
Bene 0) | Perm... IELTS TTT) 137,193] 2,999] 118,120) 3,177, 
Bp oe ‘Uruguay... 2--2.---------2} 3,170. 54,340} 1, 224 39,368] 139,900} 4,136]. 693,444) 13,875 | - 

ee.) s Memezuela___o.---- 22-2 .}-ne----]----------|, 20] 501] 148, 287) 5, 330) 109,208] 2,988 
mee _ Other South America_.--"|"" 209)" 6, 950}__...-.}...-...---| 7,552] 214] 16,308) 482 

ie 94, 418] 278, 958) 34,394] 673, 741| 5,951,716] 153, 336] 6, 032, 700| 149,748 

ft Europe. i Le oe be | 
ee ~ Greece... ._...---.---.|-------|----------]-------|---------|19, 651,804) 274, 551)_..------]- 
ee aes Sweden.2..0.:.-..-222 1.]-------[_---- Lf ef] © 26, 100) 640] = 2s 2--}e- ee 
aes United. Kingdom.1_____. _|296, 498] 4, 622, 371/121, 807| 1, 888,005| 4,859, 614/ 104, 996) 3, 126, 884)" 76,624 
Sar Other Europe...-2222277-] 21)" 801-2} 2e--| 9,918] | 895] "103, 910} 2,372 
oo 096, B90] 4, 623, 172] 121, 807| 1, 888, 005/24, 547, 436] 380, 782] 3,230,794] 78,906 

fe ~ Arabia... ._-2 2-2-2] | eee] i2 |---| 2,978,210} 80, 401] 2 ee] 
es a _ British Malaya._---------|-------|----.-----|-------|-----.---.|' 701,330} 23, 093|66,352| 995 

ee Burma TTT, 080) 82, 800] 27 TT TTT") 154, 280] 2752) 2} 89 
Pos Ching TTTTTTTTETTTTTTT) eat] 14, 598/222 TT|TTT TTT 7] 1, 125, 200] 18,896} 2,500] 1,018 tt 
Pe Hong Kong..._--_---..---| . 234] 7, 162|__-__--|____---_--| 1,012,324! 21, 139|__.___--__|___ 
- India and Dependencies 2_| 28,774| 665, 135| 11,028] 273, 210/10, 051, 463| 189,970] 8, 246, 626| 223, 278 

oe . Indochina, French........|-.-----|.---------|.-.----|--2:-----_| 384, 450 9, 377|.-.--.--..|_---.-.. 
Tran___.............---.--| 2,500} 57,500] 4,281/ 86, 864/_...._____|_____.___] 3,997, 000] 36, 450 

| — Netherlands Indies.------| 1,800!  32,400|__...._|_____-.__] 362,096] 13,035! °178,350| 3,978 
| Other Asia.........2-221-] 1,271] 39, 464|""2, 300) 46, 625} 657, 164] 16, 522}. 403, 431] 10, 679 

a | 36,300 749,059! 17,609} 406, 699]17,371, 517| 325, 185|12, 894, 371| 276, 432 

Africa: | | | 
Belgian Congo___.__....__|---....|----------]-------|----------| 144,319} 2,978) 491, 312] 12, 093 

. British East Africa_._....|_--..--|..--------]-----.-|----------] 1, 508, 323) 31,998! 700,752) 17, 509 
: Egypt..............------|-------|----------| 1,450] 29, 338] 2,212,534; 52,261| 355,582| 7, 530 

Madagascar. .._........_-|--.----]_----------}--.----]----------| 440, 050 8, 658)... f ee 
Mozambique.._...._.----|---.---|--------2- 150 3, 555 99, 746 5, 432]... _-_]--- ee 
Nigeria_.......--.--.-.__|_----_-}---__-_ ee 3 a7 16, 056 474 32,535} 1,057 
Union of South Africa_---| 20,947} 380, 565] 17,992/ 318,032] 3,621,021| 88, 331| 1,103, 514| 28, 689 

7 Other Africa..........--.-| 434 14, 572)__.--__|_-...-....| 989,884] 4,475] °° 3) 7091. | 195 

| 21,381| 395,137] 19, 595] 351, 002| 8, 276, 933| 189, 607| 2, 687,404] 67, 073 

Oceania: . I NUN NN (ONE NE ee eee 

Australia..........-..----| 58,232} 925,050) 28,323, 481,010} 924,674] 18,435] 49, 239/ 1,708 
| New Zealand....---------| 63,810| 1,064, 609}«17, 174| 280,674 182,668| 4,303} 229,739] 7,416 

Other Oceania...........-}------- woveeneneefeecoe wo--- eee 11, 700 285 1, 360 70 

: 117, 042! 1,989, 659! 45,497| 761,684] 1,119,042| 23,0231 280,338] 9, 189 

729, 464/12, 520, 068 568, 499 10, 948, 490)70, 139, 20,1, 360, 683,38, 148, 051 911, 598 

| 1 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 
, 2 British India. —
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_ Sulfur imported into and exported from the United States, 1938-42 7 oe a 

- oe | | | , Imports | . | a Exports. ' - | a . 

a . | | co . 7 Crushed, ground, oe ae 
: Year Ore Inanyform,n.e.s.| | Crude | | refined,sublimed, == © 
ce — | en a | and fowersof oe 

a a Long : Long ; Long. ' ‘Long : a | . _ 
oe tons Value | tons Value | ‘tons Value ‘tons — Value os 

— 1998... si} $562] 2,882 | $71,903 | 579,107 {$10,378,991 | 12,707 | $469,773 Do : 1939-0722] 445 | 13,941 | 250,422 | 627,819 | 10,771,751 | 25,005| 909,974 == 
1040------v-------] @ |B | BE Bab) 478,052 | 746, 468 | 13,041,911 | 19,745] 780,968 = 

me 1941022 ld -----| 28; 681 | 487,758 | 729, 464 | 12 520,068 | 31,812 | 1,360,688 
7 194D ae paccccce] 25, 682] 442,811 | 568,499 | 10,048,490 | 17,030] "911,598 

\ 1 Less than 1 ton. | | Se cf So es 
“ - an - WORLD PRODUCTION : | oO a 

Censorship restrictions of the belligerent nations have for several eS 
years eliminated publication of their production statistics, making any _ or 

oe estimate.very arbitrary. Available figures are shown in the following —Ss_. 3 
- table. Judging from the meager information at hand, world produc- “se 
ye tion of elemental sulfur probably exceeded 4,300,000 long tons in ts. 
o 1942. Bn SO a 

A | | World production of native sulfur, 1937-42, by countries, in long tons! __ Roe 

- a oe (Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] 7 oe Pan 

- Country: - =| 937 «| agas | a0 1940 1o41 | 1042 os 

ve Bolivia (exports)........-...-.| 1,712 | 1, 682 2, 126 4, 065 2, 315 8, 585 NA 
” Chile2....-___..._- 16,766 | 20, 959 26, 999 28, 997 24,784} 42,600 ~ e 
oe | Eecuador..-_-----..2-...----.. . 64 68, . 72 (3) (3). - @). EEN a 
5 ‘France (content of ore).._..__- 157 140. (3) (3) (3) (®) a 
a . Greece_.._----.--- 222 eee 67 75 (3) (3) (3) (8) a og 
ee Guatemala_.___.-._...... 1 11 15 12 i} (@) f° (>: ee «Italy (crude)#_---2-22777777777| 338,101 | 374,339] 8) an) — 8 (3) ee 
& 0 Japan.) 138,288 @ |) (3) (3) (3) as 
©). Mexico ST) we 49) @ | @ Q @ | a; 
- Netherlands East Indies.....| 12,474] 15, 986 17, 293 16, 908 a) 3) oe 
i> Palestine. .......0..-.-20.-- 494| 1,196 g29; ms} (8) _ (3) ees 
r Peru._.......------------2.---|_ 1, 851 1, 944 569 610 923) (8) ee : Spain 8.277 1, 950 2, 050 (3) (3) (3) —@ | Se . ~ Turkey.-...------------------ 2,229)  — 3, 684 2, 560 (3) (3) (3) | cs 

United States__------.-"--7__] 2, 741,970 | 2,393, 408 | 2,090,979 | 2,732,088 | 3, 139,253} 3, 460, 686 oe 
b Estimated world total..| 3,400,000 | 3,100,000 | 2,900,000 | 3,500,000 | 4,000,000} 4,300,000 __ e 

. "Native sulfur believed to be produced also in Argentina, China, Cuba, India, Iran, Taiwan, and fe 
. + USS. 8. R., but quantity unknown. | a 

ms 2 In addition, 1,050 tons of sulfur rock (40-80 percent sulfur) reported for 1937. Ly 
. 3 Data not available. a 

_ _4£In addition, following quantities of sulfur rock reported-—1937: 19,793 tons; 1938: 16,545 tons. Similar mo 
, data not available for later years. . my 

oe § Estimated sulfur content of ore, excluding sulfur made from pyrites. | a 

x Boliwia.—Active demand and high prices are stimulating expansion ns 
of both Concepcién and San Pablo de Napa, the latter being the prin- of 

| cipal Bolivian producer.® © | : | = 
- Canada.—Substantial quantities of byproduct elemental sulfur 7 

| were produced for domestic consumption and export; 25,071 long tons . 
were exported to the United States. oO 

Chile.—Surface deposits of sulfur occur along the Andes from the oo 
| Peruvian frontier to about 36° south latitude. The principal mines os 
| 6 Engineering and Mining Journal, vol. 143, No. 7, July 1942, p. 100. : ok
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-.* gre around Mount Tacora in Arica and in Antofagasta Province near __ 
poe the Bolivian border.? Wartime shipping restrictions put. Chile’s 
Beto. - sulfur industry in a good competitive position in the Argentine, | 
aoe Uruguayan, and Brazilian markets, even at high prices. Old opera- _ 
“..»  tions were active, and the Corporacién de Fomento granted capital to _ 

ae open a new deposit in Arica.!° Although the present situation 1s 
“satisfactory, the industry is still not particularly profitable, and it is 
Ss. realized that. the postwar outlook depends on the development of a 
“more efficient method of treating these ores. The problem is compli- — 

“"... gated by the fact that these operations, in barren terrain 13,000 to — 
=. ° .. 19,000 feet above sea level, depend on a local resinous moss for fuel.) | 

-:... ° Destructive harvesting is seriously threatening the supply. As coal _ 
Repl ~ would have to be brought, at considerable expense, by steamer, rail, 
* - ~~. and pack horse from south central Chile, the situation is causing some 
“~~. eoncern. Chilean authorities are sponsoring less destructive methods 
-~ of harvesting and a program to determine whether or not the plant 
se. gan be domesticated.and cultivated. —__ ee Re 
a. -°. Germany.— Although Sicily’s sulfur supplies were available to — 
«= ~ Germany in 1942, the somewhat meager information obtainable 
~. . +. indicates.it was not necessary to draw heavily on the Italian deposits. _ 
=“... .. Germany’s sulfur needs were apparently satisfied by its well-developed _ 

a byproduct installations and plants using pyrites or calcium sulfate as a 
B-  raw material. The literature indicates that German technology . 
z. —~-: reported: progress in developing efficient sulfur burners and processes 
sc. . that recover sulfur from very low concentrations in coke-oven and - 
x. Goal-distillation gases.” : | | 
po Great Britain.—A committee of the Institution of Gas Engineers __ 
Be ~ recommended three processes—the active-carbon, the oil-washing, 
“oe and the eatalytic—for removing sulfur from coal gas. The active- 
““< ~." garbon and oil-washing processes are now in use at 25 plants and the - 
Be catalytic at 1 plant. Sulfur supplies were conserved by licensing 
- -- consumers.2 | a Oo | a 
=. ‘Italy. —Conflicting reports obscure the Italian sulfur situation. On ~ 
2 the one hand, it has been said that production in 1940-41 was 7 percent 

/ less than in the previous year and that labor and equipment shortages, ~ 
‘transportation problems, and loss of export markets have seriously 

- | restricted the industry. On the other hand, it is stated that the finan-- 
| cial situation of producers was satisfactory and no Government sub- 

| sidies were required; that 200,000 men are now employed compared 
| with 80,000 in 1938-40; and that all requirements were satisfied with- 
; out diminishing existing stocks.* Evidence of some difficultiesisfound _ 

, in the organization of a joint German-Italian company, Societa per 
- Incremento Produzione Zolfi, whose stated purpose is to deal with 

| the problems of high costs and lost markets by pooling inventions 
_and introducing a more efficient process. — 

| Japan.—Although exact information is lacking for 1942, it 1s known _. 
that native sulfur deposits in Japan make it self-sufficient in this 

| commodity. 
| Mexico.— At present the only sulfur produced in Mexico is a very 

- impure material from the State of San Luis Potosi. A new carbon 
disulfide plant will use it as a raw material. 

' Benitez, Fernando, Chile: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, No. 8, August 1942, p.78. . 
10 Chemical and Engineering News, vol. 20, October 25, 1942, p. 1311. 
11 Wilson, James Parker, Consular Report 290. 
13 Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, vol. 49, No. 1, January 1942, pp. 159-160. 
18 Chemical and Engineering News, vol. 20, No. 24, December 25, 1942, p. 1655. 
4 Mining Journal (London), vol. 219, No. 5588, September 26, 1942, p. 459.
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no New Zealand.—Consideration was given to opening depositsin the = .* 
. Hot Lakes district, and research agencies studied theconcentration = = = |< 
.  problemsinvolved. 2 RS 
_____Palestine.—In the Gaza Area a sulfur deposit estimated at 1 million = - 
- tons has been reported.” 
- _Spain.—The European press reported that Sociedad Espafiola de =  -* 
..  Construccion Electromecanica is to operate a new plant capable of  . ~~ 3° 
- producing 50,000 tons of sulfur and 15,000.tons of sulfuric acid annually. oa 
si |  Sweden.—Sulfur is a byproduct of the Swedish Navy’s new shale-oil 9-3 
. plant at Kinnekulle.. Sulfur supplies are under strict allocation® = = 
= U.S. S, R.—Reports continue to appear of the discovery.of huge. sy 
- supplies of native sulfur, comparable with the Sicilian deposits,in the: = 
-. ‘Turkmen 8. 8S. R. east of the Caspian Sea, 0 ng 

eo - a - PYRITES Oe | co Sk 
oes i . oO a , fo : = - oe, - Bas , ° JOSE 

Po DOMESTIC PRODUCTION a 

In 1942;-for the third successive year, a new record was attainedin 5 

' production of pyrites m the‘United States—12 percent higher than Ee 
» - the 1941 total. Ninety-eight percent of the output was classified as. > 
«fines, largely flotation concentrates, and the remainder as lump. _ cs? 

ee .  -Pyrites (ores and concentrates) produced in the United States, 1988-42. 

ae Quantity =f Quantity fp, 

i Year | Gross | Sulfur | Value |} Year | Gross | Sulfur | Value ae eae 
. | weight content | a . - weight | content nn 

i _ | @ongtons)| (percent) | | Gong tons) | (percent) RE 

po 19BB. kL. BBB, 629 39.4 | $1, 685, 766 || 19411___...__| ° 645,257] . 41.9 |. $2, 009, 000° 2 Sy 
te 1939:....-__.-| . 519, 497.| 42.3 | 1,560,000 || 1942.-.-_-----] . 720,363] © 42.6] -.2'464,000 OS ORSS 
ee 1940...--....- 626, 640 41.8 | -1, 920, 000 |. |. . pe ee ee 

e ‘In 1942, 492,720 long tons were consumed by the producing com- we eed 
* panies and 234,639 tons were sold compared with 443,983 and 207,504 9. 4 

f tons, Tesp ectively, in 1941,” OC a“ Se . 4 
Bo Oo | . REVIEW BY STATES < aa, 

b ‘California.—The Mountain Copper Co. produced pyrites in Cali- ae) 
* fornia in 1942; output came from the Hornet mine in Shasta County. es 
. Colorado.—Four companies reported a total production of 11,067 ne 
+ long’tons in 1942. ‘They were Minnesota Mines, Inc., Clear Creek 8 
~, County; Rico Argentine Mining Co., Dolores County; and John | ss 
. Hamm Mining & Milling, Ltd., and Resurrection Mining Co., Lake ee 

4 Illinois:—From its coal-cleaning plant in Henry County, the Mid-) 3 

“  Jand- Electric Coal Corporation produced 13,562 long tons of pyrite oe 
-» (coal brasses) in 1942. | | “A 

Indiana.—The Snow Hill Coal Corporation produced pyrite (coal ns 
-__ brasses) at its Talleydale mine in Vigo County in 1942. i 
: Montana.—The pyrites produced in Montana in 1942 came from | ot 
_ the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. at Anaconda, where it is recovered a 
~~ as a flotation concentrate in copper-plant operations. | oo 
: New York.—In 1942 New York produced 68,826 tons of pyrites. _ og 
S 15 Chemical Age, vol. 47, No. 1205, August 1, 1942, p. 105. 
* ‘6 Foreign Commerce Weekly, vol. 8, No. 6, August 8, 1942, p. 28. oO on ae
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—. “Pennsyluania.—The Bethlehem Steel Co. produced pyrite concen- 
"trates in Lebanon County. == =< ae eo 
Bs . Lennessee.—The Tennessee Copper Co. operations in Ducktown _ 
~~ Basin, Polk County, made Tennessee the largest producer of pyrites 
: in 1942. None of this material, a flotation concentrate, appeared on 
- the market, as all of it was consumed by the producing company. , 
~...--Warginia.—The General Chemical Co. produced a substantial ton-_ 

/ nage of pyrites at the Gossan mine in Carroll County and consumed = 
- the entire output in its own manufacturing operations. 
“Wisconsin. —The one company reporting production of pyrites in 
*» _- Wigconsin in 1942 was the Vinegar Hill Zine Co., Grant County. 

‘The company sulfuric acid plant consumed the entire output. 

poe FOREIGN TRADE . Ee 

“=~ Compared with 1941, imports of pyrites decreased 19 percent in — , 
1942, largely owing to an 87-percent drop in tonnage from Spain. = 

“~~... Tnereased Canadian shipments, which now occupy the position in the _ 
«....-United States market formerly held by Spanish, partly counteracted | 
ve the loss. Canada furnished 94 percent of the imports in 1942, - 
“Although little or none was available, Spanish pyrites, guaranteed 
_ 48 percent sulfur, was quoted nominally at 12 cents per long-ton unit 
oe of sulfur, c. i. f. United States ports. a ee 

3.” «&Pyrites, containing more than 25 percent sulfur, imported. into. the United States, 
ua Bes  , , | 1938-42, by countries a So. : 

ce ggpg F980 i400 | tes stg 

 Gomntey Teme lyse | Lome | yao | 02 | vee | Lome | yume | Lome | vane Boos Long’ | vaing | Long | y, ong | Long | vame | L208 | vane Bee a (one. Value tons | .¥2lUe |. ‘tons : Value’ tons |, ‘Value | tons : Value oe 

~. . Qanada....| 30, 0641$135, 659] 176,804! $470,336] 81,157| $560, 476| 244, 287/$1, 151, 964| 289, 896/81, 313,205. 
Be Greece.____|.-....--|.-.-----| 22,800] . 106, 271)_.__.-_-|...-..----|_----_-|---------- |---| eee ee 

an Mexico.....)..: 202) — 522)_-._-..-]---.-.--.-| . 208}. 719 . 820; «1, 500 682 2,995 
oo, o Spain -----. 308, 968 709, 983 282, 732 738, 439| 325, 644| ~— 790, 172 124, 231 326, 052] 16, 561 43, 866 

2 . a «F334, 234] 846, 164) 482, 336] 1, 315, 046 407, 004] -1, 351, 367) 368, 838| 1,479, 516] 300, 139] 1, 360, 156 

. ‘In 1942 receipts of pyrites in the Philadelphia and Baltimore 
| customs districts sank to 6 percent of the total, and none came into 
Oo New York. Seventy-five percent entered through the Buffalo district. 

| _ Pyrites, containing more than 25 percent sulfur, imported into the United States, 
| . : _ 1938-42, by customs districts, in long tons 

Customs district 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 

| Buffalo_.........---------------------2----- 5, 130 21, 940 80,076 | 227,510 225, 994 
Maryland-.--.-.-.-.----------------------- 113, 838 176, 982 19, 702 24, 231 12, 561 
Massachusetts_.......-.-.-----------------|----------.~-]-----2 +--+ - |---| == 82 
Michigan...........-----------------------|------------|------------|------------ 12, 569 29, 163 
Montana and Idaho-_-.....-.---------------|------------|------------|------------|------------ 366 
New York.......-------------------------- 55, 880 46,170 82, 292 317 |_-.-.---=--- 
Ohio__..-.---..2s--s-snesneeenenneeeneee|enence ene e 2,000 |... ----|--------- i 
Philadelphia__...........-.--------------- 130, 703 189, 727 215, 373 88, 219 6, 102 

. St. Lawrence......---.--------------------|------------|------------|------------]------------ 80 
San Diego..........---.------------------- 202 j------------ 203 320 732 
South Carolina__....-...-..--.------------- 5, 265 4,396 |..--.-.._-.-|----.-----_-|-----.------ 
Vermont.....--.-.----.s-ssssee-ae--------| 15, 718 31, 433 937 3, 889 15, 439 
Virginia...-..--..-.-.---2-2---------------| 7, 858 8, 885 8, 331 11,781 4, 000 
Washington.-.......-.---------------------|---------.-- 803 90 2 5, 689 

334,234 |. 482,336 | 407,004 | 368, 838 300,139
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~ WORLD PRODUCTION = ee 

oo Although little or no precise statistical information is availablefor = =§ ~~ 
| the wartime period, world production of pyrites in 1942 probably == «= 
, approximated 9 million metric tons containing about 3,900,000 tons of _ oy 

_ World production of pyrites (including cupreous pyrites), 1988, 1941, and 1942, by 6k 
a cr countries, in metric tons} — : nee GE 

oS ee | [Compiled by B.B.Waldbauer] ee ee 

ho Country! es es Oy eee ] lL... as 
Bg 3 Sk ‘Gross |. Sulfur ‘Gross | Sulfur Gross |. Sulfur = = «#8 
et . - 7 oe, weight . content weight | content |. weight content I Bs 

e Algeria. --invacnecnae-neenn-| 4150] 19,40] Q) QO @ es: 
oe Australia: Tasmania._....-...|° 51,084] = (4) 8). a ()) (2) ° : oe “ie 
oe . Canada..-.......-.-.-----5--- 40,464 | 20,3001  275,202!|. 135, 287 (2) 3) a es 
Be Cyprus (exports)__...--......] ° 523, 574 256, 551 - @ f° @ @® 7 @ | ee 
eo . Czechoslovakia §...........-.- (2) (2) { £22,000]. © @) 410,000; @  . . Shs 
2) Finland... TTT] 12,979] srt TD Qo | a) es 
be France... 222-222222222222.2-| . 147,208] 65,655 |) |) Qf 

oo Germany ......---------------| 465, 267 | 200,064] (|. ) (2) (2) pO agit 
vo Greece: oe 244,000; 118,605 | ~~ (2) aE. @) f° -@) US one 
a —Ttaly.J2UUTTTTTITTIIIIIIIIIT] =. 930,312} aseo79} Ud] UU (og 
“ * Norway._-_........-..------| | 1,027,776 | 446, 939 QQ Tt .@ ed @ ne ¢) 
ay Poland__-...-.-.--.----------- 92, 209 36, 883 mOF _ (@) @ of @o en 

Portugal...--.-.----.---..-...| 558,327 | 251,250 | 172,759 | € 77,740 | $112,624 | £550,680 es 
uM Rumania.-......-...--2.--..--] © 11, 205 - 7,061 () «7 | (?) — (Y Bs 
ra Southern Rhodesia..........-|. . 27,065. 10,900}. (4. » (2) (2) © yo wo 
eS Spain 6.20.2... 2222ZTT| 2, 727, 003 | 41,145,341 | 490, 096 | 205,840 | 7 241,678 | 47 101, 505 eS 
ae... Sweden... -2 22-222 186,390 | . 84,345 4). (2) @) — (2) SES 
bo Union of South Africa. -_.-.-- 31,017.} 13,947] 528,613} (2). 8 30, 264 (Qo. ols 
«United Kingdom...-2.....-..] 4,351 (2) (2). (2) _. Q) (?) os a United States.......-...22"7_] 564,547 | 222,612 | 9655,613 | -9274,702 | 731,925] 311,885 
re Uruguay. -...--.-----2---.----| 70} Qf Qf @) OG t-- Yugoslavia 227TTITTTIIITT] 150,402] 67,681 |) @& | @ Qo. oe 
bs, - Estimated world total_:| 10,000,000 | 4,300,000 } 8, 500,-000.| 3, 700,000 | 9, 000, 000 |’ 3, 900, 000 oe eS 

|: bvaddition to countries listed Belginm, Brazil, China, Chosen, Eire, India, Japan, and U.8.8.R 9 
e produced pyrites, but production data are not available. Ss res ee  E 
ee .-4Datanotavailable. - - , oy ne | aR 
wi 8 Slovakia only. : os Pe ee 
tb 4Estimated. . : . | , ae 
po & January to October, inclusive. . Lo en ot Ree 
ee “ kverage sulfur content of pyrites was 42 percent in 1931, latest year.for which such information is = « © a 
me avala die, . yo , . a 

fe January to July, inclusive. a | | . og 
8 January to September, inclusive. 7 ee an oo # 

"Revised figures. ae : . OO oo Se 

-.  Australia.—Before the war Australian sulfur demand was supplied 4 
y principally by imported elemental sulfur. As this trade dwindled ss 

under the pressure of shipping priorities, attention was given to the e 
possibility of achteving self-sufficiency through pyrite. A pyrite oe 
industry already exists on Tasmania. Deposits at Eulaminna near — oes 

: Murrin, the Great Victoria at Burbridge, the Iron King at Norseman, — a8 
| and others at Spargo’s Reward and St. Ives were explored.” During | o% 

the latter part of 1942 it was reportéd that production of pyrite had oS 
s  ~ begun. oo, oe ae 
“ Canada.—With Spanish pyrites available only intermittently _ 

during 1942, Canadian concentrates enjoyed a very good market in : 
- the United States. Aldermac was shipping at the rate of 16,000 tons = = ~——: 
: monthly (12,000 tons from production and the rest from stock). The cn 

life of this mine was estimated early in 1942 at 16 months, as the ore a 
; body is near exhaustion."* Other pyrite-producing mines active in Ms 

i 11 Mineral Trade Notes, Confidential Series 10, April 1943, p. 29. , ne 
: 18 Northern Miner, vol. 28, No. 15, July 2, 1942, p. 9. : a
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Boon 1942 were the Noranda in Quebec and the Britannia in British Colum- _ 
"pia. Prices on most..contracts were 5 cents or better per unit.!° 
=... Development of-a property in Delestre Township, Quebec, “was pro- 
=.» posed by Delandore Iron & Sulphur Mines. Open-pit methods would - 
Be ~ be used on a deposit reported in 1937 to total 13,500,000 tons, contain- . 
a... ing 12 percent pyrite, and 88 percent pyrrhotite, which would con-. | 
.. centrate to 37.5 percent sulfur and 54.5 percent iron.” A proposal — 
ee was reported to install equipment. in the Golden Manitou Mill in | 
= .. + Quebec to enable it to recover 130 tons of pyrite per day from its zinc-- 
ws _gold-silver-pyrite ore. oo | Lo a a | 
too. + .Oyprus.—Pyrite production in Cyprus has virtually ceased as the  .-” 
“island is in a eritical and exposed position in the war zone.” 
co Hire.— After years of idleness, the pyrite deposits in County Wicklow 
< ~+ are supplying sulfuric acid for the production of fertilizer from phos- 
ie phate deposits in County Clare. ‘The goal.is to supply a quarter of 
“, . Kire’s normal consumption of superphosphate? 
=." Portugal.—During the first 10 months of 1942, 112,624 metric tons _ 
ee of pyrites were produced in Portugal.” re 
“=. - + -§$pain.—In spite ‘of Spain’s enigmatic position in the war, it main- | 
~- * tained its pyrites trade with Great Britain and to some extent with the _ 
vs - ‘United States. During the first 9 months of.1942, 162,417 metric 
“tons were reported shipped to the United Kingdom through the ports _ 
ro. of Huelva and Seville. Only 16,561 tons were exported to the United 
=... States in.1942—a mere fraction. of the 1938-40 average (300,000 tons 
ot a year). American shipments were. limited to Spanish ships, and-no 
pg cargoes moved after September. In general, the evidence seems to 
- |. ‘agree that 1942 was a poor year for Spanish pyrites, and. efforts were | 
Boe made to consume greater quantities within Spain, partly to benefit 
Bo the industry but more particularly to relieve an acute shortage of | 
~-<+ arsenic and copper. Conversion of pyrites to more salable products — 
“>was encouraged, and several plants: took steps to install additional 

-. equipment for that purpose. The Seville Sulphur Copper Co. | 
‘. was ready to suspend operations owing to low quality and to trans- — 

nae portation difficulties.** _ ee 
oe - Sweden—Domestic production of pyrites increased as imports 

~ . declined; but all sulfur supplies were very low, and some industrial 
- 7 activity was curtailed by the shortage.> —_— 7 oe, | 
oo U. S. S. R.—Some reports indicate that in 1938 Russia was one of 

7 the leading pyrites producers, with an output approaching 1 million 
: tons, derived chiefly from cupriferous ore bodies in the Urals and from 

coal mines.” Details are lacking for 1942, but it is certain that vast 
quantities of sulfur were required in the development and operation 
of Russia’s large, rapidly expanding industries. oo 

1 Northern Miner, vol. 28, No. 24, September 3, 1942, p. 17. ° 
© Canadian Mining Journal, vol. 63, No. 1, January 1942, p. 62, 

31 Tron and Coal Trades Review, vol. 144, No. 3866, April 3, 1942, p. 316. 
- % Chemical Age (London), vols. 46 and 47, Nos. 1196 and 1223, May 30 and December 5, 1942. 

% Mineral Trade Notes, Confidential Series 9, March 1943, p. 33. 
*% Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2709, July 14, 1942, p. 4. 
35 Mineral Trade Notes, Confidential Series 10, April 1943, p. 38. 
% Williams, David, Mineral Resources of U.S8.S. R.: South African Min. and Eng. Jour., vol. 53, part 2, 

No. 2594, October 17, 1942.
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hs GENERAL CONDITIONS 4 ee 
«+ .  The- record for marketed production of phosphate rock made in ae 
‘; | 1941 was not quite attained in 1942,.as the quantity sold or used by as 

*_ producers was 4,644,240 long tons (see fig. 1), about 45,000 tons less 

fee — fle fe 1920 pe AB 
eC S 4 o oo - . 1930 1937 FF. tn. ES 

Be | (ee 

ee a Of .: .t 
of OP. a , oad 

~ B? ~ 1a *(fl92zr , a PS 

“$ |} 19001905” 191019151920 *1925—*:1930~=«*1935'~—=«21940 ~—~«'1945.-1950|] o e 

“g _°* Fiaurx 1.—Marketed production of domestic phosphate rock, 1900-1942. | oO ce 

than in 1941. The value, however, was about a million dollars 3 
;| greater than in 1941. Mined production—4,818,938 long tons in aa 
.  1942-——-was 2 percent less than the all-time record of 4,922,183 tons — ee 
* in 1941: Exports fell nearly one-half million tons to 528,716 tons, oe: 
' whereas imports, a few thousand tons only, were slightly less than in we 
- 1941. Stocks in producers’ hands at-the end of the year increased — ue 
-  & percent over 1941. Apparent domestic consumption of phosphate af 
- rock in 1942 was much the greatest ever recorded, exceeding 1941 oe 
: by 12 percent. | | | \ ws 

| | 1363 4
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~.> General scientific papers published recently include those by _ 
->-. Frondel,! Dietz, Emery, and Shepherd,? McConnell,’ and de Villiers * 

“A paper by Jacob® covers the phosphate-rock industry in general. 

"Salient statistics of the phosphate-rock industry in the United States, 1941-42 _ _ 

ee oe / | 194 oe 1942 

ses oe Oe oe _ | Value at mines . Value at mines 

2 e L — | - Long tons |_| Long tons |; ___. 

ok a a oe fo Total | Average | oS | Total . Average : 

Production (mined).....--------------|14,922, 183 | -@ | -@ | 4,818,988} @  |_@~ Te 

e+. gold orused by producers; |- | | a ae ae 
Mas , - . Florida: _ oe “EN, ~ ’ cep en ae ~ "Tand pebble......-.---------------| 3,279,706 | $9,890,510 |" $3.02-| 2,893, 756 |$8, 826,705 | $3.05 / 
ke ce Soft rock.2..---2-2-2--2222--eeeee--| 47,750 | 182,472 2.77" 48,470 | 155,345 3.20 | 
Beco * Hard rock. .2---------------+------} 88,116 |, 211,049 | 5.54] 70,014 | 396,527) 5.66 | 

“otal Florida.......-.-....------| 3, 365, 872 | 10,234,031 | 3.04'| 3,012,240 | 9,878,577|. 3.42 
po. pen nessee 8 4...-..----...----a2--.| 1, 120,858 | 4,590,965 |  4.10-| 1,366,335 | 6,127,792; 448 
Fere | Idaho...--....... nese} ” 97,274 | 444,154]. 4.57, | 7114079 | 511,249) 4.48 
a Montana ZTE] 108} 108. | 818,588 |" 3.03 | 150,402 | 572, 464 3.81 
eae Utah... ET) sao | 8585 | 6.87] 184 | 7,410] 626 
S 0  Virginia..---------------------------| MO O | OG |G | Oo 
now. otal United States.....-....----|1 4, 689, 652 |115, 596,278 | 13,33 4, 644; 240 |16, 597,402 | 3.57 
oS Aemports 8 _-1-------------sssseee--| 4,340 |. 82816 | 7.56 | 8,765 | 24,887} 6.1 
oo Bixports 6.2 277TTTTTIIIIIIIITII IIE] 1, 019, 960 | 5,788,859 | 6.63 | 528, 716 | 3,348, 341 | 6.88 
Ro oo woe Apparent consumption Veeco 3, 674, 032 |_--------22- poaenete 4, 119, 289 |.2-..2--22f-2--22et 2 - : 

eho. - -. Stoeks-in producers’ hands, Dec. 31: |... = oe ee ee eee a 
me “Florida #.....-..---------------------| 1, 483,000} @)_— (2) |. 1,426,000} @ | @ a 
Be | Tennessee # 8__.__-------------------| 292,000 |) (2) 437,000} @) | @ 
BP Other_.....-.------------------------ 3,000 @ | @ |. 400; @® | ® | 

“5. * Mota stocks....-...-..----------| 1, 78, 000 @) _@_|1,867,00/ @® | @®. © 
ee - 1 Revised figures. __ | | | , | > 
po 2 Figures not available. _- a | | | | 

bre ea | _ ‘Includes sintered matrix, - - ee So 
mae . 4 Virginia included with Tennessee. . Lo moe 
ae - . .§ Market value (or price) at port and time of exportation to the United States. — ‘ ne . 
a os .  §€Value at port of exportation. = — os mo a - os 

Pies ~ ¥ Quantity sold or used by producers plus imports minus exports. Bo 
-, ae _ 8Ineludes brown-rock matrix of sinter grade and sintered brown rock in 1941 and 1942 and blue rock inl942, 

eh Effects of war on world trade—Before the onset of World War II 
PE international trade in phosphate rock was well established in certain 
. definite channels; this commodity moved largely from three major 

Co producing centers—North Africa, the United States, and Oceania—to 
three principal consuming areas—Europe, Japan, and Australia and 

| New Zealand. Two of the producing areas—North Africa and 
~ Oceania—exported virtually all of their production; that from North 

| Africa went principally to Europe, but some was sent to Japan; and 
that from Oceania was split between Japan and the British Dominions 
Australia and New Zealand. The other important producing area, : 

| the United States, shipped only its surplus (about a third of its pro- 
duction). This went chiefly to Europe and Japan. Of the various 
consuming areas, Kurope depended almost entirely upon imports, as 

| did also Australia and New Zealand. Japan depended largely upon 
foreign sources, whereas the United States alone was entirely inde- 
pendent in respect to external supplies. | 

1¥Frondel, Clifford, Mineralogy of the Calcium Phosphates in Insular Phosphate Rock: Am. Mineral., 
vol. 28, No. 4, April 1943, pp. 215-232. 

. 3 Dietz, R. §., Emery, K. O., and Shepherd, F. P., Phosphorite Deposits on the Sea Floor off Southern 
California: Bull. Geol. Soc. America, vol. 53, 1942, pp. 815-848. 

3 McConnell, Duncan, Griphite, a Hydrophosphate Garnetoid: Am. Mineral., vol. 27, 1942, pp. 452-461. 
‘de Villiers, J. E., The Carbonate Apatites; Francolite from the Richtersveld, South Africa: Am. Jour. 

Sci., vol. 240, 1942, pp. 443-447. 
‘Jacob, K.D., Phosphate Rock (in 1941): Mineral Ind., vol. 50, 1942, pp. 413-433.
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- These normal world trade relations in phosphate rock have been Ee 
| almost completely upset by the war’s developments. Each major |. — :: 
. development has reacted on international trade in this commodity. es 
a The outbreak of the war between the Allied Nations England and ~~ 
. France and the German Reich on September 3, 1939, with the conse- = 3s 
~ quent British blockade of Germany, brought to a complete stop all A 

-_ exports of American and North African rock to Germany and the © oe 
_. territory it controlled in central Europe—Austria, Czechoslovakia, == 8 + 
7 Danzig, and Poland—except those that may have entered through - -» 

the neutral Mediterranean countries in southeastern Europe. | re. 
be With the invasion of Norway by Germany in April 1940, phosphate- =~ 
- rock shipments to the Scandinavian countries from the United States ER 

~  .eeased, and in May 1940 the German invasions of Netherlands and  - . | 
. . Belgium ended all possibility of further shipments to those countries. 8 
a The defeat of France in June 1940 had many repercussionsin the . =: 
_ world phosphate-rock trade. It stopped the movement to Britam = © =: 
_ ‘sand the Union of South Africa fromthe North African deposits— = 4 
% normally the principal source of supply for this material—in conse- - 2 *, 
~.. quenice; Great Britain:turned to the United States for supplies, and ae 

exports of American rock to Great Britain in 1940 exceeded even the = = = 
a large amount sent from the United States to Japan in that year, == 
. ° Large shipments were also made in 1940 from the United States to the © = 
- Union of South Africa, which normally obtained its requirements from - fe 
«.. * Morocco. Record shipments went to Canada from the United States, ts 
co and American rock was sent to Portugal for the first time im many = © 
ms years. Asa result of these new demands, exports from America were Os 

-. Maintained at about 70 percent of the pre-war volume. = | a 

>... The entrance.of Italy into the war as an Axis partner, following the = =. 
oo collapse of France, stopped the shipments of American phosphaterock == =~. 
“=: not only to Italy but also to countries such as Switzerland and Re 
: Hungary that had been receiving American phosphates through a BS 
D Italian ports. The defeat of France and the entry of Italy mto the ~——.., 
te war also had a very adverse effect on the phosphate industry of the ere 
o French possessions in North Africa—Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia— ar 
( countries that normally produce about 4 million tons of rock a year , oe 
. and export about 3% million tons to Europe. Shipméntsfrom French _ 8 
. North Africa in 1940 and exports to Europe in that year are stated to a 

have been only about 50 percent of those of 1939. Shipments were ad 
- destined chiefly to France, Italy, and Spain. North African ship- a 
" ments moved to Germany through Italian ports. All exports from 3 

Tunisia in the latter half of the year and. throughout most of 1941 — os 
went to Germany and Italy. Owing principally to the stoppage of os 

- -Ttalian commerce through the Suez Canal by the British and to a es 

| great drop in shipments to Japan, phosphate exports from Egypt, 2 
-_- which in 1938 and 1939 had amounted to over 400,000 metric tons a a 

: year, decreased to only 77,069 tons in 1940. : | : 
On September 20, 1940, Japan invaded Indochina, and 7 days a 

later (September 27, 1940) joined the Berlin-Rome Axis, resulting in : 
the cutting off of shipments of phosphate rock to Japan by Britain - 

. from Egypt, Nauru and Ocean Islands, and Christmas Island. _ : a 
In 1941 two further major interferenees in world trade in phosphate . 

rock occurred. The first was the German attack on Soviet Russia in es 
, June 1941, which cut off imports of Russian apatite into Germany and a 

initiated movement of the Kola Peninsula apatite from the port of oe
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- Murmansk to Britain and-the United States. The second was the __ 
aan surprise attack on Pearl Harbor in the Hawaiian Islandson December _ 

oe _ 4, 1941, which brought the United States into the war on the side of 
- Britain and stopped shipments from the United States to Japan. — | 

Early in 1942 Japan conquered most of the phosphate-producing - 
- «islands of Oceania (Nauru, Ocean, and Christmas Islands) and 
= .. + becante self-sufficient in this commodity, fully compensating for the 
wae loss of imports from the United States, Egypt, and French possessions. . | 
“This move by Japan also largely cut off the supplies to the British — 
~~ *- Dominions Australia and New Zealand, which had come principally 
ef _ from Nauru and Ocean Islands. = 0 
fe. ~The world phosphate-trade picture changed again in November _ 
<o, + 1942.with United Nations occupation of the phosphate-bearing areas 
=. of French North Africa in Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia, and German - 
*<" - gecupation of the former ‘‘unoceupied” portion of France. These — 

ee events stopped the-supplies of North African phosphates that had been | 
5... going to France, Italy, and Germany and cut off the entire continental 
~~... European market, except the neutral coastal countries of Spain and 
‘<. Portugal, throwing the entire North African production on the-remain- _ 
2. . ing vastly restricted world markets in Allied and neutral countries in = - 
ge... . direct competition with American phosphate rock and also raising the 
a... possibility of invasion of the American domestic market by the French — 
es. North African phosphate. The British Isles can now again get their 
%°. » supplies from French North Africa, releasing space on ships traveling — 
ss. from the United States to Britain and possibly eliminating much of 
=, the American export trade in this material. Australia and New Zea-_ 
*“. .... land—long cut off from their former sources of supply in Nauru and _ 
«~. .. Qcean Islands—and the Union of South Africa can now obtain phos- | 
se» phate rock from North African sources. oe eo 
Be Thus, at the beginning of 1943 Japan alone of the Axis Powers is 
ry’. ~- self-sufficient in phosphate rock, whereas the European members ~ 
ee _ have been cut off from the U.S. S. R. and all extra-European sources _ 
a of supply and are limited to small, controlled European deposits, 
oS apparently inadequate for their economy. The United Nations, on 
- _ the other hand, have at their disposal the great phosphate resources 

” and industries of the United States and French North Africa—a ~ 
. supply far exceeding the needs of both Allied and neutral nations of 

oe -. the world. | | 
SO PRODUCTION | 

Phosphate rock was mined in 1942 in Florida, Tennessee, Montana, 
Idaho, and Utah, and apatite was recovered from an apatite-ilmenite 

| ore in central. Virginia. Total mine production declined about 
100,000 tons from the all-time record output reached in 1941. 

. Phosphate rock mined in the United States, 1933-42, by States, in long tons 

Year Florida Tennes- a United Year Florida Tennes- on United 

1933__.....| 2,089, 581! 296, 441| 23, 663) 2,359, 635 || 1938_....--] 2,722,927] 2999, 551 137, 998} 3, 860, 476 . 
1934__.....| 2, 464,969) 394,311) 38,958) 2, 898, 238 || 1939_.__-_-| 2, 791, 360] 1, 057, 570 139, 040} 3, 987, 970 
1935_.....-| 2, 598, 337} 493,501) 67,490} 3, 159, 328 |) 1940_._____| 2, 782, 956] 1, 120, 551 164, 570) 4, 068, 077 
1936_.....-| 2,645,819) 737, 866) 79, 152) 3, 462, 837 || 1941__.____| 3,417, 900] 1, 301, 067| 2203, 216 34, 922, 183 
1937_._....| 3,179, 588) 942,158) 139, 670) 4, 261,416 || 1942__..._.] 2, 984, 503] 1, 568, 162 266, 273] 4, 818, 938 

- 1 Includes small quantity of apatite from Virginia. 
7 Includes also small quantity of phosphate rock from South Carolina. / 
2 Revised figures. “
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— For the third consecutive year in this decade the quantity of domestic = 24 
Q phosphate rock sold or used by producers exceeded 4 million tons. In = 2 > 8 

1942 the phosphate rock sold or used was about 45,000 long tonsless =i 
» than the all-time record figure of 1941. Although its value was more> + 
-. than a million dollars greater than in 1941, 1t was still far below the eee. 
“record value of the boom year 1920. a as Sa 
Pe Phosphate rock sold or used by producers in the United States, 1988-42... ee, 2 nar a cs Sanna 1 EERE een a oe : : _ Value at mines ; a Value at mines a “eg 
ec)” Year | Longtons/| : - . dP - Year . | Long tons 1 a AS ae Be | Total Average jf ge Total. | Average Ss 

eo 1988.2 -.-L-} 8, 739, 238 |$12, 952, 143 $3.46 || 1941 1___.__....| 4, 689,652 |$15, 596,273] $3. 38 ee yo °1980....... 21.) 8,757, 067 | 12, 294,042 |. 3.27.|] 1942... 77"7"7} 4} 644; 240 | 16, 597, 492 BB7 pe 1940............1 4, 002, 700 | 12, 334, 662 3.08 | __t | __ ne A 
ie 1 Revised figures. = | oo - Co _ an Oo 3 
“ ee _... DISTRIBUTION OF SALES. | ee ae 
'. Two distinct groups appear in the shipments of domestic phosph ate 
. _ Lock by grades in recent years; one contains all phosphate rock of less. ae 
__ than 60 percent B..P. L. (bone phosphate of lime) and the other all == a6 
~ grades of 68 percent B. P. L. and higher. Both groups are increasing = ~# 
~ In size, and the gap: between them is more distinct. a 
te Seventy percent of the domestic phosphate rock sold or used by ag 
». producers in 1942:is reported to have gone into the manufacture of. eh 
*  superphosphates, and the quantity so consumed was over 400,000 tons _ ae 
»  greaterthanin 1944, = = | CR 
:.. Phosphate rock sold or used by producers in the United States, 1941-42, by grades “Og 
go. Dk, a ba anduses . . nn Senge 

bo es, 194 8 1942 oo ey 
os a of Quantity of _ Quantity oT) ae 
Be es re Percent | . Value - | Dereent | Value | oe ee i Oo . Percent we Percent; | Ot Te as aa ae oe, Long tons | ortotal | Long tons | of total | re: 

e Grades—B. P. L.1 content (per- ee aoe oo pe ae | oo a ry cent): - ad. a ep ns | aS co Below 60_....-....-----.......| 498, 869 9 @ | 477,916} -10] @ © a et 60 to 66____.- 2-2. eet.) 3:10, 968 (4) ~ (4) “Lal | Y _ (8) oo re 68 basis, 66 minimum_.-____....| 232, 540 |. 5} 373,329) © 8] (2% Co EEE *. 70 minimum... 202222]. 408, 454 9 () |. 198,820] 4] emer be 72 minimum. -—--..--.---------}) 1,624,476 | -. 82] - @) | 1,686,312} 87) os pe 5. basis,.74 minimum.__....-..], 7 yl dows . . - or oa oe 
\ 76 minbinam. en -—-—---2- apes on : a ° 736, 797 6) | a my asis, 76 minimum ...________ , 480 Bro qq7 1 Do | sh - Tr main a ennnannna one nenee[eneeenee ee |} 8891 2p OD, og 
oo ‘Above 85 (apatite)_..._._______. oo ey 
y Undistributed pe} 411, 593 | | ° © ones ep OO 7 os 
Se / oo $4,689,652 | 100 ($45, 596, 273 |. 4,644,240 | 100 ($16,507,492. - oY 

& Domestic: . ae . og o Superphosphates.— _——--.-.--- 2, 825, 456 ~ 60 (2). 3, 242, 689 0; @® te Phosphates, phosphoric acid, op oO _ oe 
- phosphorus, ferrophos- | a to. Oe 
a phorus....-_---..2..........| 644, 948 14 (7) « | - 649,816 14 a) “oS - Direct application to soil___..| 143, 196 3 (?) _—- 184, 233: 4 () ae : Fertilizer filler.......:-....--.] 31,381 1 (2) 30, 116 1) @ ae Stock and poultry feed___-_-_- 3,771 | (4) (2) 8.466; (¢) | @ a 
a Undistributed €.._....-_2_ 22. 5, 492 (4) (3) 6, 146 (4) (2) 4 
: Exports ?._.......--.---..-..-.-| 1,035,408 | “22 | 4,448,208 | 529; 774 11 | 2,354,019 kg 
. 3 4, 689, 652 100 | 3 15, 596,273 | 4,644, 240 | 100 | 16, 597, 492 8 
gD 

«i 

. 1 Bone phosphate of lime. 2 Figures not available. 3 Revised figures. 4Less than 0.5 percent. cs 
; & Includes grades of B. P. L. content 65, 68/69, between 69 and 72.9, 72-78, 73, 73.2, 76, 76.9, 78, and above a 

= 85 percent; also ground phosphate rock and dust, B. P. L. content not known. CT oR 
re 6 Includes some calcined phosphate and phosphatic material used in pig-iron blast furnaces, construction ont 

work, filter bed, parting compounds, research, refractories, in manufacture of concentrated fertilizers, oe 
and in minor uses not specified. 7 As reported to Bureau of Mines by domestic producers. oe
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-  ONSUMPTION oe 

a a The annual consumption of phosphate rock in the United States. 
“from. 1867 to 1942 is shown. in figure 2. The effect of World War 
> -_TE upon the domestic consumption of phosphate rock is well-shown | 

by the abnormal extension of the line showing consumption above 

CeCe mo, oo | 20 | | 

bee os a o 5 ; --V oP 

ce St | M4 wi i, EEE Oy) 
RP) 

a : 1860 ~ 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 . 1940 1950 | | 

/ an | . FIGURE 2.—Consumption of phosphate rock in the United States, 1867-1942. 

a the logistic curve indicative of the normal average demand. The 
ss apparent consumption in 1942 was 4,119,289 long tons, -much the 

| - Iighest ever recorded. | 
_ PRICES: 

Trade-journal (Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter) quotations for the 
various grades of phosphate rock changed little during the first 10 
months of the year. Maximum prices on Florida land-pebble phos- 

_ phate rock and Tennessee brown-rock phosphate were established by 
; the Office of Price Administration in a new schedule issued October 

13, 1942, and effective October 19, 1942 (Maximum Price Regula- 
tion 240). | : :
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os | Prices per long ton of Florida and‘ Tennessee phosphate rock, bulk f. 0. b. mine, ino ale 

2 OGRE oe - aS 
o ~ OS _ / {Leaders indicate that prices are not quoted] | - Ce | - oe / - : “4 

OO ne os Jan.5- | Mar.2- | Julye@ | Oct.5- | Och 9° 
we | es Soe E Feb, 23-1} June 29 |- Sept. 28° | Oct.12 Dee: 28 co a 

- Boridas en a ee -_ | Ce 

moe High-grade hard rock: . . oe | - , ean 
Be Grades—B. .P. L.2 content (percent): | mo, - | ae Ho ae 
mt . 17-162 2.0 eee eee neeeneenee-------| $5.00 | $5.00 Jee eS 
we Land pebble: ne ” . a Se Sa 
r Grades—B. P. L.2 content (percent): |... 2... Joo... J. | sem 
. - 68-66... eee eee eee “ “ 2. 00 , a 2.20 o $2. 20 : . $2. 20 , $2. 00 ‘ os oak 

° 70-68_2-------2ss-etenceseeeeeeeeeeee| 240]. 201°. “2 70] 270] |. 240 ne: 
a 72-10_ ..-----------------------------| 8.00 | 820] 3.20} 38.20] °.:: 3.00 we 
“ 15-T4__2..----------------2----------} °. 400} . 400] - 4.00 - 400}  . 400 = 9) Ue 
oe | W116 eee ee | een feet eee {eee eee] eee f  800 eo EERE 
ie Tennessee: _. — | - . to oe Po MS 
Py Grades-—B. P. L.2-content (peréent): | . . Sf Ob - : 2G 

7 = 5.00}... fee fee BD oo - 
B 75-740 oe eee —. 6.00 - 6.50 6. 50 — 6.60 fv oe 
Be ~ 68-66. 2 ee eee eee] eee} 450 Jol 4. 50 - 4,30. - eae 

70 minimum —--____-- 222-2 peees--]---2-e-2----} «6.00 | 5.00 5.00 |o----e ‘. ~ 
ee 72 minimum... ._..__..--2---22.-----|--2.--.-----| «5. 50 5. 50. «6.50 |e. ee Co Ee 
we 60-66... 2-2 fie een] e eee eee] 4.50 |e. 22 ue ete eee ug 
ee 10-68...-.-.-------2---------222----- wanna nn ne nen] anne ene n een [eee ener nets [ieee een een! 4. 80 | ae 

” WWeekly quotations of Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. ne ip le Sb 
{» 2? Bone phosphate of lime. © Oo ee ns 
~. _ Near the close of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1942, the Office of 2 
‘Price Administration made plans for the Federal Trade Commission  - 
‘, to study costs, prices, and profits in the fertilizer and related products - © © 
- industry.::. The inquiry began with a study.of llimportant companies = 
* in the phosphate rock-mining industry® -) cs 

a REVIEW BY STATES) eng 
Be Florida.—Another set-back to the growth of the Florida phosphate- ==. * 
+. rock industry occurred.in 1942 (see fig. 3)... The quantity of phosphate ye 
~ rock sold or:used by producers in Florida—3,012,240 long tons—was 
> 853,332 tons less than the 1941 sales; and, although the average value sss 
) per ton increased from $3.04 to $3.11, the total value of the shipments = ==... 
* was $855,454 less. The decrease was due to the greatly lessened for- © *% 
' eign demand for: Florida land pebble. The average values per ton  — 
4 . . "Ln 3°. 4. a - ae + Loy . pi. 7. . rs : UNE 

' for all types were higher in 1942. Sales of hard rock nearly doubled — Sty 
| those of 1941, but the increase in sales of soft rock was slight. _ ey 

Hard-rock-phosphate mining operations were conducted jointly by oe 

.  O.&J.Camp, Inc.,and J. Buttgenbach & Co. in sec. 22, Citrus County, ye 
- 8 miles from Hernando. The other hard-rock-phosphate company— a 
_ the Dunnellon Phosphate Mining Co.—did no mining in 1942 but 8 
"shipped hard rock from stocks. ‘The Pembroke Chemical Corporation 8 

reported its sintering operations as permanently inactive, but this a 
company together with the usual land-pebble producers mined and oes 

~ shipped land pebble. | oo | as 
Stocks of Florida phosphate rock reported by producers December . 4 

- 81, 1942, were 57,000 tons less than at the end of 1941 but still totaled ~ 
1,426,000 tons. _ | 7 | oS 

a ¢ Federal Trade Commission, Annual Report for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1942: 1942, 136 pp.; see =: : 
| Pe _ | SO oe 

. §56250—48—87 se | 7 | oe
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moe sow FIGURE 3.—Rate of growth of phosphate rock sold or used by producers, by States, 1938-42... . 

isn Plorida phosphate rock sold or used by producers, 1938-42, by kinds — oe 

on oe 7 a : Hard rock + |. Soft rock ! | | 

ae ns errs ~ | Walue'at mines | | Value at mines 
fe . Year . je . le 
% A oo _ . Lo Long tons " ’ | Long tons | ~ . ft a eo 

co : Pe : - . = ' Total | Average st Potal Average 

ere 4938... el} 125,048} $601,922 $4.81 | 53,479] + $178,008 | - $3.33 
eo 989-20 2 rll 89,096 | 411,455] 4.62 41,906 | 128,485] 3.06. 
oo 1940 .-...-..- 22. -------------- 22,367 | . 100,353! . 4.49 41,845 |. 102,508 245° 

ne 19412 ee 38,116 | 211,049 5.54 47, 750 132, 472 2.77 
a ; 1942_..._...----------------------- 70, 014 396, 527 5. 66 48, 470 155, 345 3. 20 

_ OO Land pebble | Total 
oe Year | Value at mines | tong tons |__ Value at mines . 

. | Long tons . 
Total Average Total | Average 

| 1938__.._..-.--.-------------------| ? 2, 528, 808 |2$7, 993,665 | $3.16 | 2 2, 707, 335 |2$8, 773, 680 $3. 24 
1939.______.__._--...-------------=| 2 2, 547, 782 | 2 7, 358, 567 2.89 | 2 2, 678, 784 | 2 7, 893, 457 2.95 
1949__...._..--_-----2_--_--_--_-----.| ? 2, 780, 800 | 2 7, 538, 316 2.71 | 2 2, 845, 012 | 2 7, 741,177 2.72 
1941... _________-..----------.---] 3, 279, 706 | 9, 890, 510 3.02 | 3,365, 572 | 10, 234, 031 3.04 
1942.________.__.-_---..-----------| 2, 893,756 | 8, 826, 705 3.05 | 3,012,240 | 9,378,577 3.11 

1 Includes material from waste-pond operations. - 
2 Includes sintered matrix. 

| Mansfield ’ presents the results of a detailed study of the phosphate 
reserves of Florida. Total reserves are placed at 5,081,839,000 long 
tons, of which 2,058,583,000 are classified as known, 1,227,146,000 
tons as probable, and 1,796,110,000 tons as possible. Reserves _ 
better than 74 percent B. P. L. total only 130,000,000 tons. Over 
two-thirds of the reserves are in the land-pebble and nearly one-third 

7 Mansfield, G. R., Phosphate Resources of Florida: Geol. Survey Bull. 934, 1942, 82 pp.
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a in the hard-rock field. The phosphate rock resources of the Haw- = a thorn formation and the Caloosahatchee marl are not included. vty 
. _ Taylor * in the fourth article of a series describes some of the current = > 
-_——- practices in the field of land-pebble: phosphate rock. a Ea 
“ __ The International Minerals & Chemical Corporation completedin = 
oe June 1942 its new Peace Valley mine, washer, and flotation plant, Ee 
_.. about a mile from Pembroke, on land leased from the Pembroke - 3 
~ Chemical Co. . Production began July 1, 1942. The output of this = 4% 
a operation 1s sent to-International’s central drying and grinding plant = ee 
bot at Mulberry, the drying capacity of which has recently been increased - 
_. + about 60 percent by the addition of a new 7- by 80-foot oil-fired =»? >» ‘rotary drier. Detailed descriptions of the Peace Valley Plant have =i “y 
Pe been published. The International Minerals & Chemical Corpora- = 4 
CE paren Bo . os / - + e- - : e Soca 2). og a a “helt 

- tion sold to Minerals Separation North American Corporation its as 
os half interest in the Phosphate Recovery Corporation, which the two 8 
2 companies. had developed since’ 1928. It is also reported | to have ‘wy 
... bought from the Phosphate Recovery Corporation the flotation plants —_ RD 
& serving its owh phosphate mines. Sr 
-,  »| Edwards” discusses ‘in detail the electrical equipment of: the Es 
* completely electrified mines and plants. of the International “Minerals - oe = &-:Chemical Corporation in the Florida land-pebble-phosphate field  __ 1 
f . and: problems of maintenance of this equipment. ~ cS 
© ‘The process of separating phosphate by flotation on moving con- 
o veyor belts, in use in the. land-pebble field at the Hopewell washer — oun 
— (6 miles from Coronet) by the Coronet Phosphate: Co., is described 
fe in detail-in a recent article." Published descriptions also appeared - OS 
Be _of the froth-flotation and-table-concentration plant of the Phosphate © | ae Wee er - Loe, ‘7. a . ?. . ae ; ae en oe oo Raa ; . Mining ‘Co. inthe land-pebble field ® and the new drying plant‘of ’ =" 
Fe the American Cyanamid Co:". - . re aes se 
i. Lennessee.-The tonnage of phosphate rock sold or used by Ten- 8's 
;.  _Messee producers in 1942 (plus a small quantity of apatite from Vir- oe 
» ginia) continued the upward trend of recent years (see fig. 3) and oe 
a exceeded the all-time high of 1941 by 22 percent. The total value 3 
» of the shipments likewise made a new high record, exceeding’ the ag 
“* _. previous record of 1920 ($4,857,399) by over a million and a quarter ss 
* dollars. The greater part of the shipments were: of brown rock, oe 
:. although a small quantity of blue rock’ drawn from stocks was used 
i in research work by the Tennessee Valley Authority. Total stocks - og 
~ In. hands of producers—brown rock and blue. rock—at the. close. of - st 
* 1942 were 437,000 long tons, an increase of 50 percent over the “ade 
st stocks on hand December 31, 1941. | oS ee Oe 
- : " §Taylor, W. H., Land-Pebble Phosphate Deposits of Florida—IV: Pit and Quarry, vol. 35, No. 5, No a oe - vember 1942, pp. 61-65. . - | . “LS oo § Hubbell, A. H., International’s New Phosphate Mine and Recovery Plant in the Florida Pebble Field cies | Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, No. 9, September 1942, pp. 43-48. . - oN : Pit and Quarry, Phosphate, Barites, and Other Minerals Felt Stimulus of War Demand in 1942: Vol. me a 35, No. 7, January 1943, pp. 95-97, me : — | . 1¢ Edwards, J. H., Metering a Factor in International Minerals & Chemical Corporation’s Phosphate . oe _ _ Operations: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 148, No. 6, June 1942, pp. 43-46. yt 
Me 11 Hubbell, A. H., Phosphate Washer Reject Successfully Concentrated on Moving Conveyor Belt: ey “s Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, No. 12, December 1942, pp. 51-54. . ce a, 12 Pit and Quarry, Flotation Plant in Florida Recovers Phosphate from Accumulated Tailings: Vol. sg : ' 85, No. 11, May 1943, pp. 59-62. . ” * 
: 13 Pit and Quarry, Fuel, Power, and Labor Costs Decline as New Drying Plant Goes in Service: Vol. oe 35, No. 3, September 1942, pp. 53-54, 57; Phosphate, Barites, and Other Minerals Felt Stimulus of War Lae - Demand in 1942: Vol. 35, No. 7, January 1943, pp. 95-97. . —— Me
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“|. Tennessee phosphate rock. (including sintered matrix) sold or used by producers, 
Oe A9BBAR 

fo Ineludes'apatite from Virginia 

ae oe : . ok ce Valueatmines j/ ©... «| _.,. |) Valueat mines | 

mag os _— foo Total _ Average: |. oe oh . Total 4 Average. 7 

bo iggg. | ggg, 208 | $3, 725, 601 $4.14 || t94T_.-...--..| 1,120, 358 | $4, 590, : $4.10 
By agg TTT SET ~ 93g) 4as: | 3: 856,505 | >. 4.11 || 1942. 21 | 1,366,335 | 6,127,792 | 4 

AOKI] 904, B61 | 3,987,048 J. B99 Pf 
+.» "'" separate figures for brown rock and blue rock cannot be given without disclosing confidential data 
ae | regarding blue-rock production. © a 

ne" A. few private companies and the Tennessee Valley Authority 
“>... mined phosphate rock in Tennessee in 1942.. The private companies —> 
=... gnelude the Armour Fertilizer ‘Works, Charleston Mining Co., Federal 
“sy .. Chemical Co., Gilbreath & Pressnell, Harsh Phosphate Co.,. Hoover 
—... . & Mason Phosphate Co., International Minerals & Chemical Cor- 
-... poration, Monsanto Chemical Co., and: the Virginia-Carolina-Chemi- 
“-<. gal Corporation. -- The Charleston Mining. Co., in. operation during | 
.. . the first half of 1942,-was dissolved and merged June 30, 1942, with 
“es its parent company,. the: Virginia-Carolina. Chemical Corporation,  __ 
~-.  which.continued mining in Tennessee after the merger. Most of the. , 
ee... brown-rock mining in this-district is from surface operations: ©. > 
ve he. International Minerals & Chemical Corporation purchased _ 
ok _. additional phosphate-rock. reserves in the Tennessee field in: the _ 
ee - fiscal. year ended June 30, 1942, according to its annual report, and 
~~’. made further improvements in its mines and plants. Operating ~ 
“practices at this company’s plants and at the remodeled phosphate- 
“=. roek plant of. the. Virginia-Carolina Chemical Corporation were 

ee described in arecent article ©2000 
— 2 he improvements at the plant of the Hoover. & Mason Co. at 
oS Mount Pleasant have been described in recent articles.“ A phos- 
es phate-rock grinding plant erected in 1942 on Swan Creek in Hick- 
wo man County is said to have been operated only a short time. 
| In 1942 the Tennessee Valley Authority continued * its production —_ 
' of elemental phosphorus and phosphatic fertilizers. A plant for- 

| | merly used for the production of phosphorus-carrying plant foods 
was enlarged and equipped to produce elemental phosphorus for the 

- ' Chemical Warfare Service, and large quantities of that element were 
SS shipped for munitions manufacture. In June 1942 the Authority 

| had one-fourth of the Nation’s capacity for the production of muni- 
tions-grade. phosphorus. Fertilizer production was continued to the 
extent that facilities were not needed for elemental phosphorus. 
The Authority sent about four-fifths of its production of triple super- 

| phosphate and calcium metaphosphate fertilizers to United Nations 
under lend-lease arrangement. The one-fifth reserved for domestic 
consumption was used in continuing cooperation with State agricul- 

| tural extension services in a program of tests and demonstrations. 

14 Engineering and Mining Journal, Tennessee Phosphate Field Sees Changes: Vol. 144, No. 3, March 

. | MT insering and Mining Journal, Tennessee Phosphate Field Sees Changes: II. The Hoover & 
Mason Company Improves [ts Washer in Mount Pleasant District: Vol. 144, No. 4, April 1943, pp. 79-80. 
Nordberg, Bror, Eliminating Phosphate Wastes: Rock Products, vol. 46, No. 5, May 1943, pp. 48-51, 61. 
16 Office of War Information, Tennessee Valley Authority: Advance Release OWI-1043 for Friday after- 

poon, January 1, 1943, mim., 5 pp.



oo .. Construction of: the Tennessee’ Valley: Authority field:phosphate © = 
_ plant in Maury: County; ‘Tenn.,:.was completed, and the plant was = - 
Ps put into: operation during the summer of 1942: At the end:of the == = = 
-.  - year, approximately 500 tons of phosphate rock were mined*a day, = = § —; 

and the production’ of smter amounted to about: 190 tons’ daily. 8 
% _ Phosphate mining; washing, and concentrating operations are :earried le 

out on the Authority’s phosphate tract, about.5 miles from Columbia, =~ = ¥ 
.. -. Tenn., near Duck River. ‘The-plant at the phosphate tract consists = 
«of pit-mining equipment, a washer, water-pumping equipment, a hydi6- ane 

separator, and auxiliary equipment. The phosphate sands.from‘this  . ~ * 
i plant are pumped ‘approximately 3 miles to the classifying and finish- = =. > 
a ing plant adjacent to the railroad at Godwin, Tenn. The Godwm => & 
‘Plant consists of rake classifier, bowl classifier, hydroseparator, 
«= Bird classifier, Dwight-Lloyd smtermg machine, drier, and‘auxiliary ..- os 
“". equipment. © - oe ag a 
“The. Authority prospected: nine farms covering 1,827 acres in 1942 
“» . and: acquired options to purchase mineral rights on seven properties ===. 
-. containing 1,117 acres. _An option to purchase, in fee simple, a 141- =i 
ae acre tract in Williamson County was exercised. est 
a Virginia.—Mining was continued at the Piney River nelsonite ~  - ‘3 
:. deposit in 1942 by the Southern Mineral Products Corporation, sub- ~.— __ oe 
e sidiary of the. Vanadium Corporation of America. The apatite = § | 
be ilmenite ore (nelsonite) from the open pit was treated in its nearby ~. 
. mill, with separation of the apatite and ilmenite. ne ee 
‘. Western States.-Production of phosphate rock in the Western States ©. 3, 
- has-been iticreasing steadily in ‘recent: years. The quantity sold.or = 8 ~<* 
:~ used annually has about. doubled in the last 5 years, reaching a record ==. 
©. total of 265,665 longtons in" 1942 (see fig. 3), with a value exceedinga = 
? .. million dollars for the first time. The production in 1942 came from = %. 
» Idaho, Montana,-and Utah, asim 1941....0 (Ce 
*.  _Tdaho rock sold or used reached a new high in 1942 (114,079 long i, 
; tons). Two companies were active in this State in 1942... Much the. ey 
«larger was the long-established producer—the Anaconda Copper 
We Mining Co.—which operated its No. 3 mine at’Conda, Caribou =. 
be County. These operations have been described m considerable  §« 
© — detail.” The other company in Idaho, the Teton Phosphate Co, = - ~, 
_ Boise, shipped phosphate rock from Montpelier in February. 1942 — oa 
ee. from its holdings near that place. re . | 7 
ms -Montana was the largest producer of the Western States group in PO ah 
- both 1941 and 1942 (see fig. 4). Its sales have increased sharply in 
~~ recent years—from 44,384 long tons in. 1939 to a new high record of 8 
-.  . 150,402 tons in 1942. In 1942 Montana had three producers. The © oF 

largest—the Montana Phosphate: Products Co. of Trail, British Co- 4 
-.  lumbia—operated: the Anderson mine and several Federal leases in toy 
- Powell:County; it exported most of the mined. phosphate rock to ong 
- the Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co.:of Canada at Trail: The _ a 

other producers were the Mineral Hill Mining Co., Butte; Mont., — “a 
7 which mined ‘and shipped from its: mine near Avon, Powell County, OR 
: and L. H. Skeels, who shipped a small quantity from Maxville. .The a 
- Northwestern Improvement Co., St. Paul, Minn., former lessee from = § ~": 

| the United States (Great Falls Serial No. 077838), conducted no min- 
ing operations thereunder in 1942 and on July 1 of that year assigned oa. 

: _ 11 Mining World, Conda Operations of the ACM Company: Vol. 4, No. 10, October 1942, pp. 3-8. a,
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-<.- the lease to the International Minerals & Chemical Corporation. 
=. (formerly the International Agricultural:Corporation). No produc- 
= .° tion .or shipments in-1942.were made by this company from the — 
~--s. newly acquired property. © 90 

=... In Utah the Garfield Chemical & Mfg. Corporation mined and . 
». * shipped phosphate rock from Federal-leased land near Spanish Fork, 
uc) Utah County, in 1942, for use in pig-iron blast furnaces. During the 
“s —,s«syear. revised estimates-.of the phosphate reserves of Utah. were 7 
ge published.8 Pe wh LS ay no 
“> Qn August 27, 1942, all deposits of vanadium and all public lands =§_— 
© > + containing sueh deposits owned by the United States in Bannock, _ 

RB 80 oO ee 
BPO os | a |=. : . a oe me Idaho ~ p . we A . a Montana - Wo a 

Bo JE Fe oo f YfPurneE ff - TW! 

OO Ty 1933 1936 | 1939 ‘1942 | 

FicuRE 4.—Idaho and Montana phosphate rock sold or used by producers, 1933-42. 

Bear Lake, Bingham, Bonneville, and Caribou Counties, Idaho; 
Rich County, Utah; and Lincoln, Sublette, and Teton Counties, 

oo Wyo., were withdrawn (Public Land Order 35, Abe Fortas, Acting 
_ Secretary of the Interior) from all forms of appropriation under the 

public-land laws of the United States, including the mining laws, and 
from leasing under the provisions of the mineral leasing laws relating 
to phosphate deposits and were reserved under the jurisdiction of the. 

a Secretary of the Interior for use in connection with prosecution of 
the war. The total area withdrawn, including both public and non- 
public lands, aggregated approximately 332,300 acres. oS 

. 142 ae ims, J.§., and Hanson, A. M., Phosphate Reserves of Utah: Utah Agric. Exp. Sta. Bull. 304, 
» St DY.
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ae | Western States phosphate rock sold or used by producers, 1988-42 = 2 sts—=~S see 

—_ Ce a —. Idaho _ ‘Montana . ee 

: oO — Xear fot - Valueat mines {| > _ | ‘Valueat mines. _ ms 28 
eo | | _,_ | Long tons |} Long tons |———-—7————- h 

. a oe a te Total | Average . | Total ‘| Average as af 

bo 1988___._....--------------------+-|. 66,014 | $296,595 | $4.49 | - 66,401.| $155,917] $2340 pe (1989__.22 2 eet lee enw e eel 95,451] — 431,988 | 4.53 44,384:| 112,142 | © 2.53 Ea 
uy 1940... _---1-.-+----+--2-------- 99,088 | - 441,598 | - 4.46] . 64,930] 184,844] = 288 ee pos 1941-22 le-| 97,274 | 44d) 154 4.57. | 105,108 |. 318,588 | . 3.03. 2. ald 
_ 1942. __----.----ane-------------| 114,079 | 511,249 | 4.48 | 150,402 | 572,464] BBL 
oe ee : —— “8 

e a os _ — Utah ‘Total | aS 
He | a | ) = . — 7 ES : | Oo Year | oo Value at mines | - Value at mines ey 
ee sO re mo Long tons |—-- >| Long tons a aS 
ae cP "|. ‘Potal  } Average | - - Total | Average = Pe 
eM pe oR 

e988. --------- £2 ++ +2 ----- ==] += 22 eee |eeeneneeeee-[eeeee-----] 182,505 | $452,512 | $8.42 ek 
a 1939_.___.._--.----------- 2-2 +e oe |-o----e eee [een eee ee e[eee-e-----| 189,885 |. 544, 080 3.890 0 
ia 1940___.. eee eens e ee ee [eee ee --|-----2----=-|-2--------| 163,327 |. 626,442 | 3.84 ae 
Ae. 1041 ___. 2 ~~ ~~~ eee =e eee} 1,340 | $8, 635. |. $6.37 | 1208,722 | 1 771,277: 13.79 on gl 
Ben ‘1942______ 2-22-22 ------- ==> “1,184 | -° 7,410 | © 6.26 | 265,665 | 1,091, 123 4.11 J 

°°. | Revised figures. 9. | Bn i ve wo eer be | FOREIGN TRADE —. | rs 

co Imports.—Combined imports of apatite and phosphate rock in ee 
t 1942 totaled 3,765 long tons compared with 4,340 tons (phosphate. ee 
‘. rock) in 1941. Although no apatite was imported in 1941, in April = | 
. 1942 a considerable quantity, 920 long tons, was received from the = =% 
mo U.S.S. R. Apparently part of this has been included under ‘“Phos- . | ee 
» phates, crude, not elsewhere specified” in the accompanying table. © _ << 
i In May 1942 2,800 long tons of Curacao phosphate rock were imported. Satg 

oo Phosphate rock and phosphatic fertilizers imported for consumption in the United =~ oS 
EO States, 1988-42 Oe 7 ne rennrr 8: 

re | EL ggg 1939 «©=— | Ss 1940 ~ yon gee al 
os Bertitizer a 008] vate tom! ltl Il 
fe Long; , Long _| Long | Long ong| . a me hs . | tons Value tons Value. tons | Value tons Value | tons | Value st 

oe Apatite..............-..| 2 $5|..---.|---------|.-----}---------|--2---|-.-------| 1791 $1,025 oy 
~~ -  Phosphates,. crude, not ‘ yet 
oo, elsewhere specified .__.| 7,004] 80, 534) 3, 500| $23, 625} 2,953] $19, 536] 4,340] $32, 816] 3,586] . 23, 862 ee 
/ Ammonium phosphates, - ag 

- used as fertilizer-___...|29, 028|1, 286, 935|34, 995|1, 627, 608/44, 782|1, 959, 900/55, 430|2, 483, 756|25, 521|1, 150, 319 et 
to Bone dust, or animal _ oye 

an carbon, and bone ash; | . ; ty oy ._ fit only for fertilizing__|19, 581] 393, 808/40, 530/799, 179|27,676| 618, 538]27,607| 622, 731| 7,855| 213, 970 ak 
on ‘Guano.._-...-----------|15, 199| | 717,817| 5,151| 211,941| | 785]. 17, 164|15, 394] 460, 370| 3,128] 159, 799 at 
a Slag, basic, ground or | eR 
vo unground.............|. 691] 9,547} 405] 5,168] 452] 4, 766|_____|._._.. | s94] 1,011 yy 
a Precipitated bone, ferti- fo es 8 
eo lizer grade.............] 8,385] 98, 725] 2,314] 68,611] 1,141} 38,225]....__]...-.....| 23] 851 8 

Exports.—The export trade of the United States in phosphate rock ot 
- has reacted to the vicissitudes of the present World War. Not only ~*; 
- is it much smaller than normal, but the domestic rock is no longer 8 
: shipped to widely scattered parts of the world. Exports are restricted ny 
a almost entirely to Canada and the United Kingdom. © ae: 

ie 19 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M: B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of ao ot 
% the Department of Commerce. ro : : - CO eS 
_ ‘ . . . = Ga 

a . ~ 7 , . oo oa wl 

Be Soe, a mo mo . ae Loos ; cof woe was BN
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fee a -: “ Phosphate rock ! exported from the. United States, 1938-42. . Ce 

ie | | oon pValue . fp Value 

Sear | Long tons |---|]. Year —_| Long tons |__| 
oe / | a | Total | Average. : . 8 | Total Average 

7 ggg | 1,140,841 | $6, 637, 638 $5.82 || 1941.___......-| 1,019, 960 | $5, 738, 859 $5.63 
we 1989........-...] 949,006 | 5, 233, 104 | 5. 61 |) 1942... 222. 528,716 | 3,348,341 | 6.33 

a 1940.22} 751,495 | 8,845,495 | 5.12 | } oP Of | an 

gee . - 11938-40:. Excludes sintered matrix, which is included under “Other phosphate materials.” 1941-42: 
-.... Eexeludes “Phosphate rock: Florida: Other (including soft rock, colloidal and sintered matrix),”? which is — 

ee . included under “Other phosphate materials.” a ns a 

ae ee Phosphate rock } exported from the. United States, 1938-42, by countries. : 

moe Co _ HIGH-GRADE HARD ROCK. _ gee 

ee a | 1938]. 1930 1940 tf 

ye : ong 4. | Long} +723 ng | ong .| Long 4 

Be e | tons’ | Valte | tons |. Vale) tons | Value | ‘tons | Value! ‘tons | Value. 

ore Belgium.........:-.....:| 4,000] $28, 000|-..-.--|-------|---.--|--------|----es-|----ee-[--eee--[eceneeede 
ee _ ‘Brazil...2-2.--2-.---2---|_-2-. |e. ------|-------|2------|------|--------] 201 $8, 500]. 2 f-- eee 
wee a British Malaya_-...-----]|  507| 5,000] - 1, 200/$12, 000) _.-.--|._..--+_]------_|-.--.--|-------]--------- 9. 
fp Canada...2-.2.----2.-.--_| 67, 134] 406, 463] 45, 162/276, 372/64, 542/$394, 576/110, 658/667, 324/157, 135] $966, 670. 
ees Ouba.___-_--- 22-22 --- |---| 2-2 --- =| -------|-------] 5 22) 210) -------]-------|-------]--------- 
eet Germany ?_._._..2....-..| 57, 250] 369, 787] 55, 246/345, 200) --..._]_-. 22. .-|--_----]--2----|---- effete eee 
Bo —. Jtaly..22-2------------._] 3,000) 18, 750} 2,000) 12, 500)..-.-.}------ |---| ef --------- 
wer Netherlands_.__-......---] 14,450} 94, 420/14, 750} 92, 188).--.__j---.--.-|-------|-------|-------|--------- | 
Ppt ee - Panama_...-------------- 4 48)__._-i2]------.] . 678] 3, 365}. |---| +] --------- 
fro / Poland and Danzig 4._._.| 2,900} 18, 125]/--..---|--.-.--|------]-----.--|-------|-------]-------|--------- 

ee” Portugal-._-..22_----.../--.----|-------.-]--2+-:-]--~----} 8, 990] 60, 673/.-._---|-------|-------|--------- 
Re eS Sweden.._....-_._-.---.-| 32,675] 219, 425) 14, 625)102, 375/10, 365) 72, 625). _____-|_..-~--|-------]--------- 
one + United Kingdom *__._...|-------]--------=-|-------|----+--]---+--]--------| 45, 754/285, 062 80, 456; 499, 521 

“___ |181, 920]1, 160, 0181132, 983/840, 725|84, 592] 531, 449/156, 613]955, 886/237, 591]1, 466,191 

ee g988 f t939 fog 1942 | 
— oe ys - Coiintry ney Tomel  buone) bem) Item) tom! 

Boe - . | Long Long | y;, | Long | Long ong | Be Oo | ‘tons Value | ‘tons | Value | ‘tons’ Value | tons | Value | ‘tons / Value | . 

austria. een ee| 5781] $32,801] ff fff ef ee | 
vo Belgium _..___.-._.| 96,073} 588, 299] 36, 729} $221, 107)_....__|---------]-------]---------|-------]--------- ° 

vo Belgian Congo...-- ew pole. ]---------]-------]--------- 3, 500 $28, 000 wen ee funn ene eee |e eee nee e eee e eee 

SO Canada...._....-..|59, 275| 250, 465} 68, 386] 319,829] 87,112) 440, 346/103, 827} $800, 951; 97,951) $909, 986 
a Czechoslovakia ?_._| 26,238] 155,987! 2,498]  16,612/_......]_.-------|...-.--|.--------]-------]--------- 

Denmark._._.-...-| 7.495] 38, 503/.-...--|--.-.--.-|-----~-]---------|-------]---------|-------]------- 

Germany 2_________|358, 0772, 181, 869]271, 801)1, 623, 330|_._.__-|_-.-.----|----.-]------.--|-------]--------- 

Hungary 3.__.......] 10,017} 69,107} 2,500) 15,750) 5,261] 27, 884)...----]_-.-.---_]_-_--_-|--------- 
Treland__....---..--|___..--|_--_-_-_--]_-------}---------| 6,200] 34, 100].._..._|_........| 6,697] 46,879 

, Italy....--...--.-.-| 49,911] 305, 718} 86,375} 562, 533} 33,315) 210, 286)_._-.__|_-.-.----]-------|-~-----.- 
a Japan_..........--.|159, 270] 664, 392/229, 404; 888, 598/218, 456] 813,095] 72,722) 274,981}-...--.|-------.- 

Liberia_.....-..-..-].-...--]----.----|-------|-----.---|-------]--------- 28 288|_...-..}-...-.--- 
Mexico....-.--.---- 39 200|_......]--.-..-.-|-------|---------|-------}------- |---| eee 
Netherlands. _._...-/103, 666; 675, 249] 27,517| 178, 283)_..-___|----.---~-|-------]---------]----~--]--------- 

Nigeria.......--...-|----.--]------_--]-------[---------] 1,500} 12, 000}_--.- 2] eff 
Norway-._---------|-------|.....-.--|-------/---------| 2,001 15, 007|...2-22]-- 2 fee 
Poland and Dan- S 4 

zig 2_..__.._-.....| 2,993} 19,821] 2,800} 18, 814)--.-._-|--._---_-]-------]-------.-]-------]--------- 

Portugal. ...-_.----}----___]_----_-.--|-------|---..----| 24,837] 136, 593] 32,490] 187, 866]_._.--_}--------- 
Sweden____..._.--_| 66,113] 412,948] 71,479} 455,332] 11,536; 74, 290}--....-|_------._|------.|--------- 
Switzerland_._._._.| 6,620] 46, 316|--...._|_-...----|-------|----.----|--~----]---------}-------|-~------- 

Union of South 
Africa__..._._.._.]_---___]_---_----}]-------]--------<] 51,311] - 282, 211) 55,345} 314,658) 3,299} 18,969 

United Kingdom 3_| 7,353) 41, 445) 13, 531 71, 921/218, 872'1, 220, 721/598, 935/3, 204, 229}183, 178) 906, 316 
Yugoslavia.........|-------|---------| 3,003] 20, m0 3, 0 19,513|_..- | 

958, 22115, 477, 620'816, 023!4, 392, 379|666, 903'3, 314, 046/863, 347!4, 782, 973/291, 125]1, 882, 150 

11938-40: Excludes sintered matrix, which is included under “Other phosphate materials.’ 1941-42: 
Excludes “Phosphate rock: Florida: Other (including soft rock, colloidal and sintered matrix),’’ which is 
included under “Other phosphate materials.” 

2 For statistical purposes, trade with the Sudeten area, as far as ascertainable, is included with Germany 
while trade with the other Czechoslovak Provinces occupied by Germany, Hungary, and Poland has been 
included with these countries, since March 18 or 19, 1939. After November 16, 1939, trade with Danzig 
and that part of Poland occupied by Germany has been included with Germany, and trade with that part 
of Poland occupied by U.S. S. R. has been included with U. 8. 5S. R. 

3 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
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ee Other phosphate materials | exported from the United States, 1988-42, = 2 

2 1938.......---.----.----------] 32,581 | $208,550 |] 1941.........._.............| 22,988} $262,045 99° 
oe 1939_....-..-.-...------..----] 29,080 | 192,306 |] 1942...._ 22-2222. l.| 5,192 | 285,869 Eas 
: 1940.22... -------|_ 1,94 | 201,047 II | | 2 
pe _ 1 Includes bone ash, dust, and méal; animal carbon-for fertilizer; basic slag; sintered matrix, ete. ~ re og 

o High-grade hard-rock, phosphate! exported from the United States, 1941-42, by oe 

a | Be ggg age. “oop sae 
e Customs district ; a | . ok 

ee a _| Longtons |: Value. | Longtons|; Value 

He | Buffalo... ---ac---aeceeeeeqeecceceeeeeececeeneeeen ee] 255| $3,016 |.-..........|_....---- 
oo ‘Dakota. ...-2- 2 i nee eee eee een cee Ut “147 ~~ 8l “$1, 024 Os 
fe Florida___.-...2...-.2------- 2222-2 s+ - eee - 45, 754 ~ 285, 062 : 80, 278. . 497, 080: te St 

Mee Michigan . .-....-----.------------------ + --e---enee eee 306 | 2,116 815} © 9,053 > re 
ie Montana and Idaho_.-.-------.2.--.---.----.-222+----- 88, 960 534,042 | 152,224) ° 913,967 - ONS 
me 0) ee 1, 401 9, 413 fee ef oo see 
a Philadelphia. .:.-.2-.22.-2.2.22--22--------2-- eee e-| 201 ~ 8,500 Je aap 
eo, St. Lawrence... -...--.--- eee cheeeeeeeeeceeeeeeeeeeef PBB CBB YS, 44 a SSE 
ee Vermont. -.1. 222,222 ++ nnn ee eee eee ' 244 2,859 |...---- efile oe 
eo Washington_....-..-.-----p.---------------2----------- -. 19,479 | 115, 698 © 4,018] ” 43, 326. oS eee 

pe ee _ 156,613 | — 955,886 | 937,501] 1,406,101 
ee , 1 Includes Florida high-grade hard rock, Tennessee and Idaho and Montana phosphate rock. Be RE y 

yoo ORED PRODUCTION i ws 

_ Few figures are yet available on phosphate-rock production in 
eo foreign countries durmg 1942. | ee oO ae oy 

‘ - World production of phosp hate rock, 1988-42, by countries, in metric tons! ae 
a . {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] . 7 yet 

ie cope, o's, Country! 1938 1939 1940 194t | «619420 oye 

M  wigerig. 2. conaeeeeeneceeceeceeeee-ce-e----| 584,452 | 2 450,000 | —— @ (3). , @ TR 
ie Anger Island (exports) ....-.-----.-----------| 105,578 | (®) ’) ® | @O. MEE 
ee ustralia: 5 . a op Oy oe oo OS 
bes New South Wales-.........----------------| 244 | 0 — @) | @.. Q oo ee 
f.. South Australia. --.:02..---------.--------| 254 (8) - mm) 8,597] - @). . oP Sy 
Bee _i. Western Australia... .2..-...-..-----..-]--..--------|-.-- eee. 407) g a gs 
% Brazil. ..-.-----:-----c-cceeneeeeneeneeeeeeeee-| LOO @® | @ | @ 7: 
&  . Canada._...-..------------- eee eee 189 “ 142 325 | = 3256) 1,716 oes 
es _ Chile (apatite). -...........-----.-------------|------------| - 9, 014 32,000; @ |. ®.. . ae 
es China 8 sonra | yg OO] 800) | | ME 
a Christmas Island, Straits Settlements (exports).| 162, 425 177,972 | 241,826) (@) Oe. cae 
z. Egypt .--------c-------c---cenecnnecece-se----| 458,404] 547,588 | 183,182] 111,708 | @) ah 
». ©  Bstonia....2..2.2.2..-22--22---22-------------| 18, 012 oe (3) ) (a ok 
eo Germany....--....-...-----.-.---------------- 3, 221 3 3) . . ere? 
Les , India, British ..--...-.2..--..------------+---- 23 |- 185 (3) "| Go : ) iy 

- Indochina ._..._-..------4-------------------2- 37,341 | — 35,694 22,26) () Jf @) OOH 
ne Italy...-..---------------44----------522-55----|----- o-oo e+ (3) (*) Be ye TS 
oa Madagascar. ._...-..--2.-2.------------------- 6,699 | 4 6, 600 495; @) . |, . 3 rs: 

ey Makatea Island (exports) <n ccreccttoo 102, 941 160,680 | 173,177; @.: | .@ er) 
a Morocco, French (shipments) §.._......-...-..| 1,447,544 | 1, 491, 754 ‘(a (3 os ) 7 oe 
os Nauru and Ocean Islands *__.....:.----------} 1,184,816 | 1, 244,170 | 1, 263, 385 c 3 se 

| Netherlands Indies__.-......-.---------------| 83, 118 18,777 | 34, 085 3 : a es, 
: Netherlands West Indies: Curacao (exports) _-- 99, 283 64, 072. 6, 047 111, 995 sy ib 

. New Caledonia__..-....-...--.-..-------------  §,000 (3) | Q (8) 3) | ONE 

- Roane riands (xpons az) os | Bos | Bow] & | & sy | eychelles exports)..........-.-.------ QQ os 
ot South-West Africa...........-.---------------- venecennnnnn[ecetececneee 869 3) : - ml ky 
_ Spain........---------.-~.------------------- 23, 429 (3) 8 ; 3 oO . ae 

i Sweden (apatite) ._--.....-..-.-....--..-...--- 6, 192 6, 267 3) wok 
a Tanganyika Territory._.....2.-.-------.2.---- 69: 132 | 9 .Q) 3 fa 
: Tunisia_........-.-..,.-.---.-.-------.--------| 1,934, 200 | 1, 608, 045 g? 3 720, 000 3 7 
= U. 8. 8..R. (apatite)_.........-...----.---..--- ‘ (@) ‘ @) . 3) : 32, 000, 000 3) vt 

United States (sold or used by producers).....| 3,799,253 | 3,817, 368 | 4,066, 943 |74, 764,921 | 4, 718, 780 

: | | 811, 800, 000 |811, 500,000 |89,800,000 | (2) (2) ‘ 
1 In addition to the countries listed, Austria, Belgium, France, Japan, Philippine Islands, Poland, and : 

| Taiwan produce phosphate rock, but data of output are not available. 3 Estimated. - 
| 8 Data not available. Estimate included in the total for 1938-40. 4 Exports. ; Aa 

5 Including exports as follows: 1938, 1,427,643 tons; 1939, 1,465,673 tons. ” 
‘ Exports during fiscal year ended June 30 of yearstated. Revised. ‘* Partly estimated. 4
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~ IECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS -=- 

“=~ Several papers ”? on various phases of phosphate-rock technology, == _ 
“In addition to those mentioned in other parts of this chapter, have _ 

“>. appeared in recent months.-- 22 0 

Bos SUPERPHOSPHATES 
= The following table gives the outstanding features of the super- — | 
eo phosphate industry in the United States from 1940 to 1942:  —- - | 

ies ~~ Salient statistics of the superphosphate industry in the United States, 1940-42. 

eo Production 1..._2-------beJc-lec------1---ee-----------Short tons._| “3, 898; 641 | 4,326,402 |. .5,144\4ga 
gop _ Shipments,! total__.--..--22.--.---------0-+------+----1-_---do---.]. 2,984, 336'|. 38, 633,871 | 3, 961, 362, 
Sees DO mixers. il. 2 lela ee eee do__.-} 1, 580, 474" | 1, 638,026 f .. 1,916,772 
Boe '., To other acidulators (including exchange transfers)_--..-.do-..-| 471, 855°}. 650,514]. -541,:225: 
me a ~ To all others (including Government agencies). _...-.-..-do_---| | 932,007 | 1,336,331 | 1, 503,365" 
xs). Stocks in manufacturers’ hands, Dec. 31 1.__._..-.----..------do_-..| 1, 142,585 | ~ 932,683 | 973,224 © 7 
tic, * + Exports of saperphosphates ?_..-...--L....--...--------- long tons.-| 141,289 | =: 146,875 |. —-:165, 092 
ere Ty ' Imports of saperphosphates ?_-...----.--...---------------.--d0__-- 10, 017 17, 368 © 16, 659 
gow. . >» Sales of phosphate rock by producers for superphosphate. --- -- =} 
mes production. 2.22.22. --t22 02-22 e ee e----+-2-2.-Jong ‘tons:.|- 2, 564, 844 | 2, 825, 456 8, 242, 689 | . 

ohn a - _ Brean of the Census, Monthly Statistics, Superphosphate Industry, 18 percent available phosphoric 

@racee. > _. § Department of Commerce. I 

es Superphosphates (acid phosphates) exported from the United States, 1941-42, by | 
Be | countries —— TORRENTS ae EE 

Be ee a gt | 

ig eo ong tons| Value: [Long tons Value | 

ae British East Africa__....-..---.------------------------ 1, 042 $17, 292 . 2, 679 | $52, 500 
og Union of South Africa_..-.....-..-2-2---2-2-2.--------} -  662-| 25, 269°] 
Beh Argentina... -2._.2.---2-----24--.--- == fee eee ---- | 485 29, 682 |.---------}e-----ae 
be Brazil_-..._.-.-.£.-.-i------------- 2-2-2 ----2---2-e----| 28, 283 437,135 | ° 123; ~=—-11, 014 
ae British Guiana........-.-.--1------- cee eee eee eee - 203'} = 2;980. - 150} ~— = 8; 525- 
co Candda_. 22222 ee eee se--------| 48,994 550,080 | 64,626} 999,803 _ 
mos El Salvador._...._.-.--0 22-22 ee eee eee 324 16, 152 270;  —- 6, 004 
a Mexico___.-._...--..--------2--- 2 eee eee 232 |- 10,863!  £4110|- ~~ © 6,000 

oO Netherlands Indies__..--..-.-.----2------1----------------- 2,039 | 5, 782 fo pee. 
, United Kingdom-1__.-_2.-2,-.----------2------------------| 49, 578 | 1, 526, 857 80, 536 3,601,014 

West Indies: —-= So Po te 

: British: . _ . on 
’ Trinidad and Tobago. -_......-_------------------- 10 - 493 - 125} ° - 1,625 
' Other British._-.-.------.-.----.-------+----------] -- 152 2,983 |--.-------|---- 2-2 --- 

Cuba...__--.-.-------.2------ =e --------}| 17, 897 257, 344 16, 411. 196, 650 
7 Dominican Republic.--..-.-------22-----s------2------ 36 ~ 614 [eee] ele eee 

. French West Indies.._..-----------2------------------- 560 19, 930 |--.-----=-|..--..------ 
a Other countries.--...---.-------------------<------------- 1, 478 30, 176 62 3, 928 

| | 146,875 | 2,983,582 | 165,092 | 4,882,063 

| 1 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 

—— 20 Howat, D.-D., Furnace Treatment of Phosphate Ores: Mine and. Quarry Eng., vol. 7, No. 7, July 1942, - 
pp. 163-166. 

, . Jacobs, M. B., War Gases—Their Identification and Decontamination: New York Interscience Pub- 
lishers, Inc., 1942, 180 pp. 
1 opereiebel, C. P., and Lucas, J. W., Phosphorus Furnace Reactions: Trans. Electrochem. Soc., vol. 81, 

2, pp. 4389-444. . 
: Brown, B. E., and Clark, K. G., An Appraisal of Calcium and Potassium Metaphosphates as Sources of 

Phosphorus for Crop Plants: Am. Fertilizer, vol. 98, No. 5, February 27, 1948, pp. 10-11, 24, 26. 
Pole, G. R., and Beinlich, A. W., Jr., New Refractory Compositions Resistant to Molten Rock Phosphate: 

Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc., vol. 26, No. 1, January 1, 1943, pp. 21-37. 
Fraas, Foster, and Ralston, O. C., Contact Potential in Electrostatic Separation: Bureau of Mines Rept. - 

cf Investigations 3667, 1942, 17 pp. . . 
. Bridger, G. L., and Neel, R. M., Phosphatic Fertilizer and Iron from Ferrophosphorus: Paper read before 

. Am. Chem. Soc. Meeting, Buffalo, N. Y., September 7-11, 1942; abs., Chem. and Met. Eng., vol. 49, 
No. 9, September 1942, p. 213. 

Walthall, J. H., and Bridger, G. L., Fertilizer by Fusion of Rock Phosphate with Olivine: Paper read 
before Am. Chem. Soc. meeting, Buffalo, N. Y., September 7-11, 1942; abs., Chem. and Met. Eng., vol. 
49, No. 9, September 1942, pp. 209-210.
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. Superphosphates (acid phosphates) imported for consumption in the United States, ES 
oO ae — 1940-42, by classes ! | _ / | ES 

A Oo | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 nes 

mi oo . Long ng Long 1 oo Pan 
es tons | Value | ‘tons | Value | tons | Value at 

é “-. Normal (standard) (not over 25 percent P:0s| _ OO | : ms —— a 
me content). ....__-..__--..1---..----------.-----| 7,057 | $97, 682'| 12,017 | $172,990 | 5,965] $80,409 = KB 
w : Concentrated (treble) (over 25 percent. P20s ” , oe foe a 
fe content) - ------------------.----2-------------| 2, 864 39,982 | 5,333 | 133,835 | 10,694 300,342 0 

ee | Oo - | 10,017 | 139, 615 17,368 | 307,201 | 16,659 | 380,751 =.) 8 

a 1 All from Canada. Mos re po . | : a ey 

_. Several articles relating to~the superphosphate industry have - . 3 
“appeared in recent months.! 2 en 

fe i: BASIC SLAG ; . a we oa 

= No recent. figures for the production of basic slag are available. - oe 
Bo In Great Britain, however,:the production is said to have increased ©. oy 
a 12 "5 se “4s ec oe Ny a ‘substantially during the present war, and this is probably likewise oe 
wie : oo _« . . : e / . ~ . / - Se EN 

* true of some of the Axis-controlled nations. In the United States = is 
.' ° only a few thousand tons of basic slag are produced annually—in = 3 
a _ the Birmingham iron district, Alabama—and a few hundred tons = ** 
me is imported a year... Phosphatic slag is produced at the steelfurnaces = * 
i at Sydney, Nova Scotia, and the Canadian Government isinvestigating . ° 
‘. its possible agricultural utilization, = si Ct | ae ™ 

b | _ 4 Harvey, E. W., and Rohner, L. V., Chemical Properties of Various Commercial Superphosphates. =~ a 
Ros Before and After Ammoniation: Am.. Fertilizer, vol. 97, No. 8, October 10, 1942, pp. 5-6, 24, 26; paper read - Se oct 
ee before Am. Chem. Soc. meeting, Division of Fertilizer Chemistry, Buffalo, N. Y., September 7, 1942. . =. Se 
he MaciIntire, W. H., and Hardin, L. J., Stability of Admixed Rock Phosphate in Cured Concentrated 9 0 * 
we Superphosphate: Jour. Assoc. Off. Agric. Chem., vol. 25, 1942, pp. 168-176. si. pO Mae 
eo Hardesty, J. O., Adams, J. R., and Ross, W. H., Factors Affecting the Availability of Ammoniated ===. 
Be. : Superphosphates: Paper read before Am. Chem. Soc. meeting, Division of Fertilizer Chemistry, Buffalo, ay 
ae N. Y., September 7-11, 1942: abs. Am. Fertilizer, vol. 97, No. 6, September 12, 1942, p. 10. me a 
e Jacob, K. D., Marshall, H. L., Reynolds, D. S., and Tremearne, T.H., Composition and Properties of a PN 
wt -- Superphosphate, Volatilization of Fluorine in Superphosphate Manufacture: Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. oo 
Y ed., vol. 34, No. 6, June 1942, pp. 722-728. | _- oo . ; - DS Sg EE 
g Brown, B. E., Jacob, K. D., and Reid, F. R., Plant Culture and Nitrification Studies with Sludge-Acid 39. 
Ms Superphosphate: Am. Fertilizer, vol. 96, No. 7, March 28, 1942, pp. 5-6, 24,26. . . oe 
Sos Jacob, K. D., Analysis of the Production of Ordinary Superphosphate in the United States in the Calendar one 
is. Years 1940 and 1941: Am. Fertilizer, vol. 97, No. 2, July 18, 1942, pp. 5-8, 24, 26; No.3, August 1,1942,pp.. | Ose 
, : 8-11, 24, 26; No. 4, August 15, 1942, pp. 10-11, 26, 27; No. 5, August 29, 1942, pp. 9-11, 22, 24, 26. oe dl 
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‘TALC, PYROPHYLLITE, AND GROUND SOAPSTONE' 5S 
SO -. «..° By Berrranp L. Jonnson:anp K.G. WaRNERB 

HO SUMMARY OUTLINE 
e re  Pagepo page ae 
Ye General conditions._.__-___..:.-.--..------- 1881] Prices. -.._.-.-.--5--.--.--------------------- 1885 
G | - Salient statistics........-2:-.....2..-.-....-. 1882 | Developments in the industry___....2........ 1885 eS 
Bee Sales... ......-.------------------------------- 1883 | Foreign trade___..........-------------------- 88% ee te Markets.....-.-.---------------------------= 13841 World production....-....---------2--------- TBB®@ 0 

aan ot GENERAL CONDITIONS 
a ee wo eg Bee De rae ea fs . . ele. ©... (pm. ug. 2. e : a8 . . we . oe SE 

. > Declines in the demand in several industries for talc, pyrophyllite, = =» 
i and ground soapstone depressed both the mined production and the  —=% 
= quantity sold and used in 1942 to levels below those of 1941.- Sales? 

In. 1942 were 387,963 short tons, a 7-percent decrease from 1941; ~~ 

PET TTP eee ee]. 
REE EER, 

ORE ETOP yp OA boo i ee yp 
Mee : E " y ae | ee Ps. UE eer * S250 or 2509 Po 

TELL eer |e 
* He 8 - Tonn : Heo. sons 

: I Saag : oo ee UPSET rere, 0 PREP, 
- oo th 198819341935 1936 1937. 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 yok “ag 

on -FicurE 1.—Bales of domestic tale, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone, 1983-42. - oo a 

o however, the total value of sales—$4,754,076—was the highest on  $* 
- record. (See fig. 1:) Sales of crude, sawed and manufactured, and — a 

: ground all decreased in quantity, but only the crude is reported to a 
” 1ave decreased in value. All classes of imports were less in quantity a 

and, with the exception of the crude, lower in value. Exports de- oy 
: clined both in quantity andvalue. ote of 

Pyrophyllite is included with tale in this discussion because it ne 
resembles tale in certain physical properties and is interchangeable 3 

1 Soapstone sold in slabs or blocks is included in the chapter on Stone. | - 
- a | 1381 -
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-- with tale in some uses, although during recent years certain specialized — 
*... uses for pyrophyllite have been developed. Itisa hydrous aluminum - 
roe“ gilicate, Al,Si.01(OH)2, whereas talc is a hydrous magnesium silicate. _ 
«.. . Pyrophyllite sometimes is classed as one of the kaolin minerals. Pro- — 
-.' > :. duction and sales figures for pyrophyllite are available for publica- 
-. tion separately in 1942 for-the.first:time. 0 es 

a Salient statistics of the talc, pyrophyllite,t and grownd-soapstone industries in the _ 
Ree - Oo — Untied States, 1941-42 mo 

gg fg 

We | hort tons | Value | Short tons] Value. 

ee Ptah ef 444] | 03801 
eo. Used by producers 22077777 TTT | __ 370, 444 |) 858168 | 
"oe. Sold by producers—. | BT | 
es * Crude 3... 22 _-- eee nn ete -----|.. » 48,823 [$398,839 | 33, 837 |. . $303, 166 
your 7. Sawed and manufactured.....2.22-220.22LL -L2-.:] 4, 186. | ~~: 308, 467 - 1,505; 370,631 moe Ground... III 368, 360 |_ 3,909,586 | 352,621 | ~ 4,080,279 
Be Be Ee ae 416, 869" | 4, 704, 892 | __387, 963 4, 754,076 
“eo. ~ SamportSsfor consumption;# 0 PO eg EEE 
g@  »__, rude and unground steatite and French chalk...) .. 341.) 5, 780.). |. 202) 5, 5849 
Bo, Out and sawed... -+ 22-2212 -.0l 22 e eo eet ene “Tt 10,611 | (5) Ne 86 

Bie< ©.) Ground, washed, or pulverized... ---------e-o-] 5 18995] 205857 | 8487 | aE Bp 8 OS “ees [18,687 |___ 249, 248 8, 779 100,476 
ee Exports: 00 te TT ep _ 
aoc... Tale, steatite, soapstone, and-pyrophyllite, crude}... =| .. eo oo Me SS . 
Boerne. Od ground__>_._-.------- 2 ----| 10; 889. 216, 440 9,246 191, 900 : 
wives. . Powder—taleum (in packages), face,and compact_.;- _() | 1,229,280; — (@) __ 678, 313 
BS eo _|.-----------| 1,445, 720 |-------2----| 870, 213 | 

‘5 ou 1 Bureau of Mines-not at liberty to publish pyrophyllite figures separately for earlier years. In 1942: 
Bo sated 53,247 short tons. Sold—crude, 6,440 tons, $35,790; ground, 47,229 tons, $379,026; total,.53,669 tons, 

BL .. "2 Data not available. a . fe ee 
Bee . - 3 Includes pinitefrom Nevada. oo Fo i. Se 
Bee 4 Exclusive of ‘‘manufactures, n.'s. p. f., except toilet preparations,” as follows: 1941, $11,701; 1942, $2,704. 

ne Quantities not available. ° | . . | : eens 8 i | 

Bar 5 Less than 1 ton. ee, ee OS Se . 
Bey ® Quantity not recorded. _. oe a ae 7 , 

eo Thirteen States reported sales of talc, pyrophyllite, ground soap- 
Be stone, or pinite in 1942—2 more than in 1941. Alabama and New 
Sy Mexico were new producers. The Eastern States furnished 83 percent 

sof total domestic sales, the same as in 1941. - 
Descriptions have recently been published of several domestic tale 

_ deposits.” | | a : 
To provide adequate supplies of steatite talc for military use and 

- to prevent its dissipation into uses for which suitable substitutes 
were available, the War Production Board issued Conservation Order 

. M-239 October 13, 1942, forbidding the use, sale, and delivery of 
| steatite talc except for (1) insulators in communications, radio, radar, 

and underwater sound instruments; (2) spark plugs for certain war 
| industries; (3) filtering of foods, flavoring extracts, and medicines; : 

and (4) medicines and health supplies, but not including taleum powder 
or cosmetics. This order was amended February 6, 1943, and certain 
essential uses formerly forbidden were permitted. These included its 

3 McMurray, Lynn, and Bowles, Edgar, The Tale Deposits of Talladega County, Ala.: Geol. Survey 
Alabama Cire. 16, University of Alabama, 1941, 31 pp. 
Bureau of Economic Geology, Soapstone of Northeastern Gillespie County, Tex.: Mineral Resource 

Survey Circ. 55, University of Texas, Austin, Tex., 1942, 10 pp. 
Bureau of Mines, Johnny Gulch Tale Deposit, Madison, Mont.: War Minerals Report 178, 1943, 9 pp. © 
Page, B. M., and Wright, L. A., Talcin the Ganim Mine, Shasta County, Calif.: Geol. Survey, Strategic 

Minerals Investigations Preliminary Maps, 1943.
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fee . a “ Oe 

. use in electrical and heat insulating: products (not including refrac- . # 

a tories), electric light bulbs, and experimental work. Changing condi- = 

. tions in the tale industry, altering the supply and demand situation, = =§§—§s«-& 

“__ resulted'in the issuance on April 29, 1943, by the War Production = 
. Board of another amendment to M-239, which removed the existing = #3 

oe — restrictions on the delivery and use of steatite talc for other than= =<; 
L specified. uses, established. control over production and_ grading of 

i steatite talc, provided a system of inventory control based upon 
i maximum consumer stocks, and released all frozen stocks of steatite = ¢ 

_ ‘tale’ purchased before the original issuance of M~239 on October 18,. 3 

Fo 19420 pe ee 
Be Stock-piling of steatite.tale was started by Metals Reserve Co. ~ og 

- earlyin 1948. St oo ne 

e --_In 1942: producers sold or used 28,406 short tons less of talc, pyro- 

ges phyllite, and ground soapstone than in 1941, but because ofanin= 

Bp crease in average value the total value of the sales was $52,184 greater, ee 

» reaching a new all-time high recordof $4,754,076. Sales of crude, -.- 

ce sawed and manufactured, and ground materials were alllowerim 1942, 

S than in the previous year, 

ies Tale, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone sold by producers in the United States, oe 

e re - 1988-42, by classes. es gs 

a SE fe Crude | "| Sawed and manufactured she 

@ ey Year Se '. Value at shipping _ Value at.shipping - _ ae 

ke a Short | .. Point. | short | --. .. point. aay 

i 4988 sep ae eee eeentp eee |: 18,4084. $72,845 |. $5.40 [> 1,720) $70,268) 4064 
t 19802222 TIE agree] “aapiss |. 528] Lami | 7915 |, 4164 eo 
Bie 1940... eee eee ew ee ee etlla-| 217, T2A4 | $118,424 | °°26.68 | - 1,894) — 140,565 f° °74.2200 tel 

v 1941... _. nce eee nce n nena ne} 248; 823 |. 2.393; 839 |... 78.99} 4,186-| . 308, 467.1. »- 73.69 Con gy 

ue 4942. eee 2] 2338, 87 2 303, 166 | 28.96 | 1,505 370,631 | = 246.27) i, maa 

Me | | | " ° @round ie Total 

a gp . ~p  --b Walueatshipping [° = | Value at shipping - iB 

Bo | Short [°° . Point Short pint 
b a | | tens | 7]sSsiétons——i oe 

eo | | Total Average Total Average _ Pe 

ee | | P : yh 

as : 1988_...__......-.--------------------| 197, 548 | $2,159,447 | $10.93 | 212,775 | $2, 302, 560 $10. 82 A 

Bs 1939_......--.------------------5------| 236,383 | 2,540, 731 10.75 |. 253,976 | 2, 700, 834 10. 63 tee 
ee 1940.0] 261; 757 | 2):749,331 | 10.50 | 281,375 | 3, 008, 320 10. 69 oo 

uty 1941____--_- ees 2-| 368, 360 | 3, 999, 586 40.86 | 416,369 | 4, 701, 892 11.29 on Da 

he 1942.._____..-..-...-..-...-.-.-.---2-| 352,621 | 4,080,279 | 11.57 ' 387,963 | 4, 754,076 12, 25 oe 

4 1 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish pyrophyllite figures separately for earlier years. In 1942: : 4 
a Crude, 6,440 tons, $35,790; ground, 47,229 tons, $379,026: total, 53.669 tons, $414, 816. oT SR 
Se _* Includes pinite from Nevada. oo SO “e 

: Sales by States —The tonnages sold or used by producers declined Se 

mo in most of the States for which comparative figures can be shown for —— x 

| 1941 and 1942. Declines were greatest in New York (11 percent), ok 

m North Carolina: (12 percent), and California (13 percent). Georgia Ja 
- _was the only State in 1942 to attain a new all-time high record. New 48 

- York was by far the outstanding producer, and its output was double ood 

: that of any other State. North Carolina was the only State market- | aod 

. ing pytophyiite, Sales figures for this commodity are available for oy 

- publication for the first time. | - os
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ger Tale, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone sold by producers in the United States, eo 1m HR, by States 

fe a NMR 

a | Short tons] Value | short tons] Value 
ee a re : 29,208 : $811, 708 ‘ago | seo ao 

a Av@Or wa crew ele caw e eee nce ee nce leew ween eden gecnesh: oll : Wi. y,: eee yp. co Maryland 2222 ritcriciriiiicec 15,628 | 105,368] 15,204] 144,707, oo Nevada to -.- to see e ace enieee cece ctciceeccecee] 18,978 | 198,433 |. 99, 339 |! — 2387033 - woes ; New York. -. 2.22222 -- 22sec ene eee eee 153, 560 1, 917, 732 _ 186, 752 : 1, 886, 628 an North Carolina. _......---2 222.2222 ecenl- eee]. 64,7838 | 567,921 | 256,909 |  2503,082 - Vermont. ein ene eeecseceeeeeeeeecsececeessseeeee-| 67,2481 663,468] 68605 | 60314 | op a . : Washington.____..._.22. 222-2 -- eee eee / - 6 : 2, 426 : f ; 2, 864 Other States #2222205 | 14196 | 26,883} 178332 
Be a a | | 416,369 | 4,701,802 | 2387, 963 | 9 4,754,076 

fe’. . -  -EIneludes pinite. a ee ce es us 8 Ineludes pyrophyllite from North Carolina‘as follows: 53,669 tons, valued at $414,816; Bureau of Mines Meee et not at liberty to publish figures separately for earlier years. = #$= 8. | a so oaee tgs te _ _ $1941: Montana, Pennsylvania, and Virginia; 1942: Alabama, Montana, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, - 

~.. “Five industries—paint, roofing, ceramics, rubber, and paper—con- a 
~=... sumed 76 percent of the domestic sales of talc, pyrophyllite, and. - 
a ground soapstone in 1942, according to reports from producers to the _ | «.’ . - Bureau of Mines. Of these five, the paint and roofing. industries 
“alone showed increases. The paint industry consumed over 5,000 — ge tons more than in 1941, taking 32 perceht of the total compared with | 
-.- 29_-percent in 1941. Roofing was the second-largest consuming a industry, Tising from fourth to second place and consuming 20 percent ~ = More in 1942 than in 1941. The ceramic industry, in second place in — 
<--- 1941, took 39 percent less in 1942 than the previous year or alittle — Bee less than the roofing industry, thus falling into third place. The _... rubber industry also declined sharply as a market for these commodities 
“(80 percent), going from third to fourth place. Use in paper declined | 
+. 20 percent but remained in fifth place, = 

° | Tale, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone sold by producers in the United States, 
Be , 1941-42, by uses : 

| a | | | . 1941 1942 | 
| . Use - TP rns 

- Short tons Percent of Short tons Percent of 

| Paint... 22.222 eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeneee---------} 120, 819 29| 125,518 32 Ceramics_.-__-..-..2222222.2---..---.-------. 78, 990 19 48, 372 13 Rubber. ..-.__.---.-2 2222... 58, 114 14 40, 487 10 Roofing. .-...-.-2-.--2 222 -e----- 40, 605 10 | 48, 870 13 Paper. _.....-.-..-.-2. 2.22. -----_-_----- 37, 884. 9 30, 440 8 Toilet preparations._..._.._..........._........_....... 21,119 5 18, 902 5 Insecticides.._.....22220 00 IITTTTIITI e az9 2 15, 810 .4 Foundry facings._...........-.-_.__.._...---.......... 6, 705 2 7,822 2 Crayons-_..-_-._...-.- 222222 -.------- st! 3, 186 1 1, 474 (1) Other uses reported ?__._.._......---.--.--____..._.__. 24, 280 6 27, 631 7 Use not reported........-..-...--.-----.-_-__- 14, 688 3 "22, 637 6 

3-416, 369 100 | #387, 963 100 

. 1 Less than 0.5 percent. 
71941: Bleaching, insulation, lubricants, refractory, textile, and other minor uses; 1942: Refractory, chemical we service, insulation, plastics, bleaching, textile, lubricants, and other minor uses. 

@udes pinite,
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- .. The average values of sales of all grades of talc, pyrophyllite, and = § 
- ground. soapstone in the past 5.years, as reported to the Bureau of 
_ Mines by producers, are given in the table under Sales,.- 
= _ Quotations on ground domestic talc, per ton, f..o. b. works,onJune © — ~ 
: 21, 1948, according to the Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter, were..as Ad 

California: $17.50 to $48.00, ss 
Po New York: Fibrous, coarse, off-color, $13.00. Fine, 325-mesh,93:'to == 
i 94 percent, $13.00 to $18.00; 98 to 99.5 percent, $15.25 to $19.25; 99.85 oad 

to 99.95 percent, $17.00 t0 $21.00. 0 
Pennsylvania: $1140$13.50.0 

mo. Vermont: $14.00... 20.0 oe 
_:. Canadian talc, bags, carlots, per ton, $24.00 to $30.00. |... 0 ew 

.. The quoted prices on pyrophyllite in the same journal were:.Standard, ee 
..  200-mesh, carlots, paper bags, mines, per ton, $10.00; 325-mesh, same 7 8 
- . basis, ton, $13.00; No. 3, 200-mesh, carlots, mines, ton, $8.00;:825-- w= 

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE INDUSTRY = i 
Tale. —Thurnauer and Rodriguez? define “steatite”’ as a group of = 

ceramic materials that contain hydrous magnesium silicate (tale or ©. 
= soapstone) as a predominant constituent in the unfired condition. A = = 
r survey of the literature on the crystal structure of calcined tale and © © 
“  - gteatite materials is-given.. The changes in the structure of four -. 
bo typical tale and steatite bodies brought about by varying heat treat- ae 
& ment and by the ‘addition of different fluxes.were studied. Only two = 
. . erystal modifications of magnesium metasilicate were observed under -  — . 

the conditions of the investigation. One was the unstable form, = = 
. _ protoenstatite, and the other the stable modification, clinoenstatite. - == = = 

Great, differences in the rate of crystal growth and extent, of poly; 9 
A morphic transformation of one magnesium metasilicate modification = =. —-- 

"into another were observed in the different- bodies. Protoenstatite = 8 8 == 
_ was always found during the early stages of firing or when the crystals oS 
: remained small, whereas. clinoenstatite. appeared when the crystals  =——., 
P were large. Weakening of the body appeared to be caused by the EE 
" mechanical cracking of the large crystals of clinoenstatite. Provided nee 

the crystals are kept small enough (—7 microns) the body would ree =... 
~ main dense, regardless of the number of firings it received. .... OE 

| Relatively small quantities of steatitic talc porcelains were used __ a 
before the war in radio equipment; their main ingredient was hand- a 
picked talc, largely from. a single California source.* With the develop- | OB 
ment of a greatly increased war demand, the location of additional we 

: sources became imperative. Most tales are unfit for use in these highly “3 
. specialized. bodies, as they usually contain too much iron and lime as 2 

| impurities.. Some tales, however, may be beneficiated and brought up os 
~ to grade —that is, having a content of less than 1 percent each of . a 

Fe,O; and CaO. A tale giving excessive firing. shrinkage is also un- — 3 
desirable, and the final test of suitability is whether a fired ceramic oS 

’ Thurnauer, Hans, and Rodriguez, A. R., Notes on the Constitution of Steatite: Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc., e 
- vol. 25, No. 15, November 1, 1942, pp. 443-450. : rae . : aa 
: 4 Ralston, O. C., and Stern, A. G., Report of the Nonmetals Division, Fiscal Year 1942; Bureau of Mines a 

_ Rept. of Investigations 3675, 1942, p. 21. ( oS 

a 556250—43——_88 | a os
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“+. body containing the tale makes an.acceptable insulator. The Bureau. 
~ «of Mines made a Nation-wide search for tales meeting these specifica- _ 
“.. '. tions: Field engineers inspected the deposits and collected the samples, __ 
-» whieh were analyzed and evaluated at the Tuscaloosa (Ala.) laboratory. 

. .. Beneficiating tests were made on all but the most hopeless, and if the __ 
->. results were at all promising large batches were beneficiated and-pre- 
Be pared for testing:at the Norris (Tenn.) laboratory in regular bodies for : 
Bu electrical and other properties. Some promising tales were found in 
»» + California and Alabama. In the East there are large talc deposits in 
Sane Alabama, North Carolina, Virginia, and New York, which seem un- _ 
» usually good, especially if processed ‘according to. modern flotation — 
*. milling methods. The Bureau of Mines developed methods for treat- 

an ing domestic tales and processed several million radio insulators. 
po Late in 1942 Gunzenhauser® presented the third of a series of | 
co... articles on steatite and special ceramic materials used for electrical _ 
a. insulating parts; he discussed the physical properties of such materials | 
@  inthislatest paper, z= "The use ofa steatite body by the Star Porcelain Co., Trenton, | 
exe LN. J., in the manufacture of porcelain welding ferrules is described _ 
es Ina@recentarticle® Lol gta ou Se 
oe, ---,: Hendricks * discussed the lattice structure of talc and pyrophyllite. — 
s. . | Rigtermk, Grisdale, and Morgan’ prepared a number of steatite ._ 
«-.. bodies under carefully controlled conditions and measured their dielec- 
Re _ tric losses and direct-current resistances at elevated temperatures. It | 
ro +, was found that variations of the ratio of talc to kaolin within certain — 
Be. limits had little effect on the dielectric properties. These properties, 
ee however, were changed to a considerable extent by varying. the 
“amounts, proportions, and kinds of alkaline-earth oxides added as 
“fluxes. The data indicate also that the conditions in a ceramic body __ 
=. favorable to a high specific resistance are not necessarily those favor- 
- -. - @ble‘toalow dielectricloss, 9 ¢© 0 | 
Se The results of tests on the thermal-expansion characteristics of 
. - -Steatite by Rigby and Green, originally published in 1941, were re- | 
. printed im 1942.9 0 
ge Tremolitic tale dust has been classed as a silicate dust capable of __ 
x causing a disabling pneumoconiosis.” Other papers relating.to tale 
a as an occupational hazard are those by Schultz and Williams” and 
: Snyder.” | oo | | | 

- _ Pyrophyllite—The pyrophyllite-open-pit mine and mill of the - 
, Carolina Pyrophyllite Co., Randolph County, N. C., are described 

§’ Gunzenhauser, A., Physical Properties of High Frequency Electrical Ceramic Insulating Parts: Ceram. 
Ind., vol. 39, No. 5, November 1942, pp. 68, 70, 72. | 

¢ Ceramic Industry, Porcelain Welding Ferrules Made by Regular Steatite Production Methods: Vol. 
39, No. 1, July 1942, pp. 42-43. 
roa endticks, 8. B., Lattice Structure of Clay Minerals and Some Properties of Clay: Jour. Geol., vol. 50, 

» pp. . 
§ Rigterink, M. D., Grisdale, R. O., and Morgan, S. O., Relation Between Chemical Composition and 

Dielectric Properties of Ceramic Materials with Low Dielectric Losses: Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc., vol. 25, 
No. 15, November 1, 1942, pp. 439-443. 

*Rigby, G. R.,and Green, A. T., Therma]-Expansion Characteristics of Some Calcareous and Magnesium 
Minerals: Bull. British Refrac. Research Assoc., No. 58, 1941; reprinted in Trans. British Ceram. Soc., 
vol. 41, No. 5, 1942, pp. 123-143. Ceram. Abs. (Am. Ceram. Soc.), vol. 21, No. 11, November 15, 1942, p. 249. 

10 Porro, F. W., Patton, J. R., and Hobbs, A. A., Jr., Pneumoconiosis in the Tale Industry: Am. Jour. 
Roentgenol. and Radium Therapy, vol. 47, April 1942, pp. 507-524. 

Siegel, W., Smith, A. R., and Greenburg, Leonard, Dust Hazards in Tremolitic Tale Mining, Including 
Roentgenological Findings in Tale Workers: Am. Jour. Roentgenol. and Radium Therapy, vol. 49, Jan- 
uary 1943, pp. 11-29. : 

i Schultz, R. Z., and Williams, C. R., Commercial Talc. Animal and Mineralogic Studies: Jour. Ind. 
Hyg. and Toxicol., vol. 24, April 1942, pp. 75-79. 

2 Snyder, C. A., Why Industrial Dust Control is Necessary: Occupational Hazards, vol. 5, No. 2, 1942, 
' p. 9; Canadian Machinery, vol. 53, No. 11, 1942, p. 94.
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. . in @ recent article.® Air drills:are used in mining. The broken . . |. 
_- pyrophyllite, hand-loaded on 6-ton trucks, is dumped into open = 
i storage or bins atthe mill. It is crushed in a 12- by 24-inch Reliance =  °“F 
_. | Jaw crusher set to 1 inch; the crushed material is then elevated to © ©... 
- two surge bins, one for each of the two mill units. Each of these 9 

units is equipped with a Hardinge conical mill, 8 fect by 36 inchesin =, % 
_ one and 8 feet by- 80 inches in the other, each being followed by a == | 
_ 14-foot Gayco separator. Oversize from each separator is sent-back = 
‘to the corresponding mill. The finished material is delivered toa 9 © “% 
| bin, from which it is shipped in bulk or bagged. Salisbury (N.C.) 2 
'> granite blocks are used to line the’ Hardinge mills; this granite isalso © 
~__ used as the grinding medium, replacing Belgian flint pebbles. Ground’) 
*  - products shipped range from 80- to 325-mesh. .Rock.crushed to one-) 8 ge peor ae 7 es eo. 7 mo, “OE 

a half inch and three-fourths inch has also been shipped... ads 
- Hendricks’ discussion_of the lattice structure of pyrophyllite has 
8 already been mentioned. 2. A 

rr - FOREIGN TRADE®~ ©. 2 oe SRR 
le. | me pe OS oO Pe he ed ee ee 

,  -Imports.—Total tale, steatite or soapstone,and French chalk im-  .- . 3 
; - ports in 1942-dropped 53 percent in quantity and 59. pereent in value ©. et 

ae 2.) s3— ——— nn 1940 194 1942 | a a 

4 i & Bee oS RRR oe | | oo ae 
2. ff o Fae. _ _ _ — ony ae 

ee : 2) Ba fee at sees Fe a a 
a ” , << ca ieee arerete neste BEirEEEE*-°0°- ateten o ers 

.. i > ba. eae aes eit Eat | ah ey oO Cin oreeeee REIEEEI cote erSeeEET orate eeetEEEE so*n* 00) . of pe 

o : | 6 ne a SS ae Apes Seg 
P 2 bes ere Ss | : 8 

u | _—) Eee 38 I Ss oe eee | J 
oe a | ltaly  =———s«Frrance ~~ Canada China - British India = Japan oe oe - 2 

‘oe FicurE 2.—Tale, steatite or soapstone, and French chalk imported for consumption in the United States, . . oe 
oS oe pe 1940-42, by leading countries. : | ONS 

from 1941. Nearly all of the imports consisted of materials ‘ground, . oh 
» washed, powdered, or pulverized, except toilet preparations,” only a ha 
- few hundred tons being of “crude and unground” and “cut and: 4 
_ sawed” materials. India furnished 286 tons of crude block steatite, 4g 
: as well.as considerable ground steatite. Imports in 1942 came prin- se 
: cipally from Canada and British India (see fig. 2); only minor ta 

7 19nEnsineering and Mining Journal, United Feldspar’s. Pyrophyllite Enterprise: Vol. 144, No. 4, April og 
: 4 Hendricks, 8. B., Work cited in footnote 7. | om 
, 15 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the | . A 
- Department of Commerce. , ae |
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>... quantities came from Japan and United Kingdom. Imports incor= 
» -_ geetly reported.as from Kwantung (Japanese-leased territory) inthe = 
ee import tables in the Talc chapter, Minerals Yearbook 1941 (p. 1397), 

- . ,, Steatite.tale imports were placed under import control November - _ 
- 28,1942. (General ImportsjOrder.M-63, December 27,1941, Federal _ 
“Register, vol. 6,/ No, 252, December 30,°1941, pp. 6796-6797,. as 
» amended. November..20, 1942, Federal Register, vol. 7, No. 230, 

<2. Tale, steatéte or soapstone, and French chalk imported for consumption in the United 
States, 1988-42, by classes 

Bee | Ground, washed, | ©. oft. >... | Manufaetures, 
a ee Crade‘dnd ‘| powdered, orpul-}' Cutand” | -mopay | eS Pik eee 

woe a angreund . |. verized, except: |; sawed... NL cept, toilet - 
ee Se toilet preparations; Po preparations . 

pe hort | cae | Short | qroyee | Short.| yoy. | Short | | short | vaine. 
Be Le 'tong | Value | "tons |. alte: | “tons |. Vale | “tons | Value | ‘tons | Value 

Bye ogg ib 38871 $5, 956-4: 21; 568 |2$351,541 |: 129 | $7,866 | 22, 034 |.$365,363 | ° 93. | $25,885 
ee ss Jgpge T LTTIIITL] a3. | 2,892, 25,943 | 408,178 | 94 |. 14,651: |-26, 170 | 425,221 |. 98} 27,308 
Se H94QT EET ETT TT “gs: h479"1 98, 145 | 465,049 | 125°] 20, 730° | 28,363} 487,267 | (1) | 21; 568 

Re Yoda TET ee gap 8, BaP 8,487 | 94, BOL |G) P86 | 8,779 F200, 476 |G) 2, 704 

Mie 2 Ppss thant ton. oo ne, ne oo - 
Bee eg Compe gh a oe — : eS oo TR wy at ep De ns eo 2 ve Be 
. po ‘Talk, sieatite or soapstone, ‘and French chalk imported for consumption in the United 
Bi Eg States, 1941-42, by classes and by countries a: - 
a e : . Mat aos ao oo 

Bo bo. ee | Ground, Co as | | Manu- 
ee re | |. _, |._ Washed, | pag | fae 
he mnerees ee"1 Crude and | powdered, or | Cut and - Fotal tures, 
Gh ga . «| unground pulverized, oe sawed). pOates nh. §- 
a a a oe 7 cept toile a Rg ip. f. 
oo Country 2 ‘preparations ae  P except a SS a _. i Lenn res toilet 

rs —  ghort | short | «>. | Short | ~.,: | Short | \iations 
: - | | tons Value | tons | Value | ‘tons Value | ‘tons |. Value (value) | 

: : ggg fe : ) , od - 
Canada..___-_.-_---.-.----2---- 2 $14 | 7,018 |$73, 941 |2....._{.----.-_| 7,020 1$73, 955 |... 

co China. 2.222222 c...---[ 66 | = 662 | 3,810 | 39,990 |... 2|_--_____| 3,876 | 40, 552 | $11,074 
; Franee_.._.--...-.-------------]-------|-+-2-4- 250 | 6,587 j--.----|-------- 250 | 6,587 |_._..--- 

| Hong Kong-.-_.._.------------]-------|-------|-----1--]--------]-------]--.-----|--------]--------]| 48 | 
India, British.............-....| 248 | 4,397 | 5,278 | 75,532 |....._.|_-.-_.._] 5,526. | 79,929 {.....__. 

| Italy. . 2.22222 22 2 22--e----- |--e----|----e 20 519 |---|. 20| 519 |_-__ 
(  Japan_... 2-22 ----.-|-------|-------| 1,507 | 25, 515 71 |$10,611 | 1,578 | 36,126 539 

mo Kwantung........-_ 2p ----_|------}-----_- 342 | 3,773 |_--..._|.-.-.-_- 342 | 3,773 |... -2.. 
Union of South Africa_.._..__. 25 807 |--.-----].-.-----]--.----}-------- 25 807 |......-. 

. United Kingdom_............-]---.---]-------|--------|--------]-------}---- |e fee] 8 

_ sO | 341 | 5,780 | 18,225 |225, 857 71 | 10,611 | 18,637 [242,248 | 11,701 

| 1942 es es es ee ee ee ee oO 
Canada.._....-.--.------------ 6 96 | 6,296 | 62,126 |.......|...-....| 6,302 | 62, 222 7 
Ching__... 222-2 fe 510 
Hong Kong_-__._.-.-...-----.-|-------|-------|--------|--------|-------|--------]--------|--------] 2,186 
India, British.................-] 286 | 5,753 | 1,963 | 28,863 {__._.__|..._.__.] 2,249 | 34, 616 1 
Japan. ___._._-.-.-2--------|2------|------ 9 259} (4) 36 9 295 |......-- 
United Kingdom ?____.---.---|-------|-------] 219 | 3,343 {|---|} 219 | 3,343 [Ll 

292 | 5,849 | 8,487 | 94, 591 () 36 | 8,779 |100, 476 2, 704 

| 1 Less than 1 ton. . 
1 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
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7  Exports.—The quantity of “talc, steatite, soapstone, and pyro- = ae 

* phyllite, crude and ground” exported from the United States reached- 
- an all-time record of 10,889 short tons in 1941 but was 1,643 tons:less a 

in 1942. "The value of “powders—talcum (in' packages), face, and = 
compact,” exported, in 1941 was higher than.in any year since 1931, 0. 

-. but. the value of the exports in 1942 was 40 percent less thanin 1941. = = &: 

: = Faleum-and other powders exported from the United States, 1988-42. SE 

é - _ be _ 7 oe 7 eS _ cod eee op Value oe . oo a 

_ Year -} ° ,  Deseription - Sf Sans a SE Scena ly 

~ co pe . : pe | otal, | Average SN 

eo 1938 {Pale steatite, and soapstone, crude and ground---..---.------} _ 7,118 g124,194 | $1245 2g 

oe 1938_.--.-|) Powders—talcum (in packages), face, and compact......------|... ©) | | 978 100 j.z-------- ry te 

Po - 1989. fens tecale i soapstone, crude and.ground_....---.------] © 9,047 "162,426 | 17.95 fo ged 

eo _ 1999_-.----1) powders—taleum (in packages), face, and compact._----------|) - (iy (1, 118,176 [ecient Ce ae 

t 4949 Tale, steatite, and soapstone, crude and ground. -.------:--2-}. : 9,402.) 167,992 | - W8F 0 

me 1940..-.--1) Powders—talcum (in packages), face, and compact.-.-.-------| ©)... ; 945,680 |-w------25 KS 

ee 1941... Tale, steatite, soapstone, and pyrophyllite, crude and ground_| 10,889 | _216, 440 19.88 - aS 

41..-.--}) Dowders—taleum (in packages), face, and eompact.-..-2.--..-| @). (1,229, 280 |------—- ==. ae 

f 1942." i (Tale, stents soapstone, and pyrophyllite, crude and ground.| 9,246. 191, 900.) -, 20.75 Pk og a 

cae vt Powders—taloum (in packages), face, and compact...---------] .@) | 678,318, |---------- on 

po ‘A Quantity not recorded. a gig TR 

ee WORLD PRODUCTION, 

‘+ Production figures for tale, pyrophyllite, and soapstone in 1942 are 4 
© lacking for most countries. — ay eS 

World production. of tale, pyrophyllite, and soapstone, 1987-42, by countries, in 

e MEE “s°. - {Compiled by B.B. Waldbauer] Bee Ge ae oe 

a os eganteyt fg, P1988 | 1939 | 1940, | 1942 | tesa: ee 

we Argentina.....22.i2.2i.02----2-2--2--2---} 208°}: 80-} «> 808 7 - | 1, 168 ‘E95 -@) - rn 

ie "New South Wales.-....-..--2i-i.----])° 56] 58T7] A  @ | Oy Qo et 

Bo. - South Australia._...----2--2-..---cecfs 2 OL] OB 1,115 {--- 1349 |: 2972) Be eS 

& _ Masmania..___...-------------0-- eee |--ecengnen|o--- eg aa-[scaa aga] gd | @ | @) er 

Ke Canada 8...._....---------- olen eee eee] 1,308 | 9,846 |). 11,924-| 13,758 |. - 16, 484 | . ‘14, 183. SSE 

be China (Manchuria) (exports)... ..------.---|. 111, 140 81,215 | 93,772 | 472,495) @) . = e : rE ¢ 

e. Egypt....------------e----nnnneneeee-ene-| 266] L251 | 888 9912 | © 5,220) ° @) ee 

Be Finland__-...-.-...---------------+-------| |, 881 | & yo g | g dt Gate Be als 

. BIAMOG oo ~nn----a-ereennnaeenerernc nora ry 56, 300 )y @ | @ | @& Ls 

m _ Germany: ae - ce . 7 weg 

Ps Austria (exports). .......--.----------| 14,089 5, 625 3) 3 Q). | @ OT rye 

a - Bavaria-...-...-----.-----------------]| 7,700 | 6, 805 . 3 - 8 3 @ ce a 

ve Greece.-......-.--2eeceeceneeeee-e---ese---| > 1,838 1, 293 1, 003 wy G 3 . gs 

India, British_...........-.---------------| 18,249. 18,888} 22,616; . (3 ae 

‘ Indochina. -.....------------------------- 428 |.......--- 400) . 305) @ 3) aE 

vs Italy_.--.-.---s-.ccecucqeneneneee-ne----| 45,714 | 53,511] @ Q | ® | , Pe 

8 Morocco, French (exports)...-.-----------]. 841 1, 702. (3 en ()) . @  @ . «Rh 

Newfoundland_..._....-------------------} _@ 1, 605 8 284 508; . @ ee 

Re Norway -_----------2---------------------| 24,701] 23, 708 | fs | Q)° 3 ots 

Fi Rumania. -.--...-------------------------| 1,976 | 2, 256 0) @ | -@ 3 - ON 

| Spain §.__..-..---.-2c2n------e----e-------} 8, 021 8,438] (2) 8,643} (3 ¢ | oo 

- Sweden wpemitory 222 7,937 6, 797 4, 198 (*) 6 f a ASS 

a anganyika Territory. -.--.---------------|------;--- 
. - 2g oRy 

; Union of South Africa: Transvaal_-.....-- 376 1, 554 449 1, 757 41,379 € 1, 283 a 

: United States ¢.......----.-.-------------| 208,650 | 193, 025 230, 402 | 255,258 | 377,722 351, 952 at 

Uruguay (exports) ........---------------- 437 952 1,111 1, 699 1,867 72,192 a Ns 

- 1 In addition to countries listed tale or pyrophyllite is reported produced in Brazil, Bulgaria, U. 5. 8. R., | a 

and Western Australia but data on production are not available. 
are} 

2 Data not available. . ‘ ae 

$ Excludes soapstone, which is reported only by value and was as follows: 1937, $40,513; 1938, $35,088; Peg 

1039, | $41,471; 1940, $74,905; 1941, $155,925; 1942, $121,766. Soapstone is sold in the form of both blocks and ne 

January to September inclusive. 
be 

s Includes steatite, as follows—1937: 500 tons; 1938: 3,480 tons; 1940: 17,191 tons. r 
. ¢ Talc, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone sold by producers; includes also pinite in 1940, 1941,and 1942, | Oy 

o * January to June, inclusive. 
3
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-<  ~ Canadian talc and soapstone. developments in 1941. have been — | Boo described as follows:' SO ee 
— ... Aetive production of ground ‘tale in Canada was begun: in 1906 from deposits _ Bee Os in the Madoc area, Ontario, and these. deposits have since been the main source of “os supply. Canada Talc,. Limited, is. the chief producer in the area, having taken _ bye _- over the holdings of G. H. Gillespie Company, the pioneer operator, in 1937. There he have -been ‘various other. small operations in the area. - In 1941, Trent Mining | ge _ Syndicate began to develop a property adjoining that of Canada Talc, Limited, wl _ where surface showings indicate an easterly extension of the same vein system, 
se ,.~.~- and.at-the end of.the year was proceeding with the erection of a small mill, R.W. be - Bonter and associates of Trenton ground a small tonnage of slightly off-color tale | we in the mill of Canadian Slate Products, a mile and a half north of Madoc; the — eo". epude was brought in by truck from a-deposit operated by W. C. Spry near Ompah, | uo > > -Fronténae County, 65 miles distant. The tale from Ompah is finely schistose, © es -.-. .@ream-colored, and distinet in character from the white foliated tale of the Madoc . We Gigtricte 
-» . In British Columbia, the deposits ‘near McGillivray, on ‘the Pacific Great 
ei... Eastern Railway, and at Kapoor,‘near Victoria, have been idle since 1935. The av °°. exude was shipped to a grinding plant at Vancouver, forlocal roofing use. © =... oss... | Quebec has been supplying soapstone in small quantities since 1922, and the vec industry has been supplying mainly blocks and bricks for alkali recovery furnaces S. - ° > Of domestic kraft mills:, Some cut. furnace stone has been exported. In recent — ey years the sawing of crayons has been undertaken: ‘Broughton Soapstone and eB oN - Quarry Company, the principal operator, has developed -a large quarry near Leeds “2... Station on the Quebec Central Railway, in Broughton Township. * ‘Fhis company — i produces cut furnace stone-and crayons: and has.a grinding mill in which quarry foe _ and sawing waste, as well as a more highly talcose rock. occurring in a band cutting ev” its main soapstone body, are pulverized. The company took over the’Louis Cyr _ ae holdings at St. ‘Pierre de Broughton in 1940. Other operators in the same area ~*~ are Charles Fortin, of Robertson, and L. C. Pharo, of Thetford Mines.. L..C. 
We Pharo installed a small grinding unit on his property in Thetford township in 1938. foe Some of ‘the dust from these opérations is sold'to domestic roofing firms, and ‘a. 
> - @onsiderable tonnage of quarry and sawing ‘waste is shipped to the grinding plant “.. of Pulverized Products, Limited, 4820 Fourth Avenue, Rosemount, Montreal. | «<-.. Baker Mining and Milling Company, 4010 St. Catherine Street West, Montreal, | We the only other operator in Quebec, has a mine and mill near Highwater in Potton —_- 
«~~ township, Brome County, close to the Vermont line. } 
~~ Extensive studies on steatite deposits in Canada are reported, and 
pop _& steatite industry is said to have been established.” In Quebec the 
“output of tale‘and soapstone in 1942 increased over 1941.8. st. | 

In the U. S. S. R. the large agalmatolite deposits in the Ak-Tash CO _ region of Central Asia and tests of this material. for porcelain and 
- faience production were described recently by Vikhireva.® a 
Bo Steatite was produced in Western Australia in 1942.2 | / 
a 16 Canada, Department of Trade and Commerce, The Tale and Soapstone Industry, 1941: Dominion - Bureau of Statistics, Mining, Metallurgical and Chemical Branch, Ottawa, Canada, 1942. (Data abstracted - from report on Tale and Soapstone by the Bureau of M ines, Ottawa.) - . 1? Keith, G. C., Ceramic Lines Widen Rapidly in War Effort: Clay Prod. News, vol. 16, No. 1, 1943, p. 3. m 18 DeMille, J. B., Mining in Quebec in 1942: Canadian Min. Jour., vol. 64, No. 2, 1943, pp. 84-88. - 19 Vikhireva, L. A., Use of the Raw Materials of Middle Asia in Porcelain and Faience Production: Keram. . Sbornik, No. 13, 1941, pp. 29-37; Ceram. Abs. (Am. Ceram. Soc.), vol. 21, No. 3, March 1, 1942, p. 69. © #9 Chemical Engineering and Mining Review, vol. 35, No. 409, October 10, 1942, p. 13.
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eS BEUORSPAR es 
Re er SUMMARY 3 
fe The period of intense activity in fluorspar mining, which began in = 3 

ye 1940, continued: unabated throughout 1942. Despite some strikes, = = 
. manpower shortage, and other handicaps, production and shipments === 

(337,000 and 360,316 short: tons, respectively) in 1942 were 8 and 
; .. 12 percent greater than in 1941, the previous record year, and ship- “ps 

". ments were 37 percent more than in 1918 during World WarI. Attain- = = = 

» ing first place in 1942, Illinois shipments (161,949 tons) exceeded one 
i by 3.4 percent the previous high (156,676 tons) reached in 1917. =< 

"New Mexico and Utah also established new records in 1942. Ship- 
‘ ments from Kentucky in 1942 were 6 percent under the all-time, =~ % 
Fe record made in 1941. Shipments by river or river-rail (79,049 tons) Ee 

* also made a new record in 1942.. However, imports, amounting to = == 3 
f 2,151 tons, declined 71 percent from 1941 and were smaller than in oe 
. _ any year since records were first kept (1910). Exports, which are» = 
fe usually small, decreased 26 percent but for the second time exceeded: ae 

» + During 1942 much prospecting and-development work were done; "3 
“probably more shafts were sunk and.more mills were constructed 9° 
© than: in any/one previous year: However, because of a shortage of > 

* labor and the need ‘to: use ‘most of the available manpower to mine — oy 
ore, many: producers could not keep their development as far'ahead is 

ne of mining as was desirable.  _ a ee a 3 

8 ‘Notwithstanding the record production of fluorspar in 1942; the ssw & 

output of metallurgical grade did not keep pace with consumption; —s— st 
e as @ consequence, inventories at consuming plants declined sub- es 

.. stantially. ‘Vortmaately, the monthly strvey of fluorspar, inaugu- a) 

Be rated by the Bureau of Mines in January 1942, reflected the lag in oe 

= production in the early part of 1942, and the War Production Board 3 

: was able to take corrective action much sooner than would have been NE 

- possible had monthly data not been available. Among other things ees 
: this action included an extensive examination of deposits in the . at 

Illinois-Kentucky district and in the West by the Geological Survey, oS 

: a drilling and development program in these areas by the Bureau 4 

, 1 Figures on imports (unless otherwise indicated) compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureati of Mines, from ~ a 
: records of the Department of Commerce; those on exports of fluorspar supplied by the producers, | By 

m | : 1891 Oe
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of Mines, an increase in maximum price, and a change in specifica- 
tions. Based upon the field work of the Bureau’of Mines-and upon . | 

mad data made available from other sources, a number of war minerals a 
_ reports? on fluorspar have been prepared for the confidential use of | 
ee Federal war agencies. = = — ae - re 

Bo Salient statistics of the fluorspar industry in the United States, 1941-42 : 

ee NMR 

pe ye | | ek) Short tons| ‘ Value | Shorttons} Value. a 

Be Shipments from domestic mines— ee ee PO 
vee _ *" ““"To-econsumers in United States: © Se Pee 7 oo ers ee pos Ss Metallurgical-----.--.22------2.------2LL.--.-| 222,882 | $4,239,436} 240,088 |. $5,473,820 po Oe Ceramic 2.222222 IE aaloza | gazioan'} “93,196 |’ 6407515 . Se, Chemical 2222 | 5 674.| 1,350,623 | 88,086 | 2, 540° 869 Beg _ . To consumers in foreign countries....--.--.2.-.222-] 12, 184. 277,782 | . 9,016] 242,545. 

Be te, oe ETE "|", 320, 669-] 6,724,782 |. 360,316 | 8,807,749 
oe - Stocks at mines or shipping points Dec. 31: - .. = | si : ok a re } Finished --- nee ee eee ence eneececin ce) ©. 81,997 f - 19, 429 | f oc So OFM d0 awn. -e anne en ne ren nnnnnec eee eee eeeteneeeee-| 40,200) PB st |) - 

re ‘Imports for consumption— a ae ee Ce eee is : eye ' . .°* Containing ‘more than 97 percent CaFs-._-.........| 1,816 |. 29,850 | - - 41,882 |. 31,951. 
Bees 7 Containing not more than 97 percent CaF3_-.--..--}. - 6,008 |. 50,285 | 269] 8, 878. 

gee gas | tr] aso, 
Bp Consumption (by industries) : | a 
as . Metallurgical.__..- 2222 222e-e---------------------| 219,100}. 2) | 257, 200 ® —s Be © Oeramic.---- 2-2] eg 500 | a) azfo00 | a 
Foo. Chemical. ----2-22--------------2-nnween-ene-eeee-| 86,000] | 8600) te 

‘ee. Stoeks at consumers’ plants Dec. 31: 7 -_ oT pee y peal. . 
Bo “, . Metallurgical - 2-2-2222 2-_e eee ee------------| 290,800] dL, 500 | Q ca pe _ Ceramic--- 2... ieee eee ee eee eee eeneee----| 27,900 () _8, 500 No. Pe Chemical. --._.------.-2------- 2-2-2 seen eee 10,200} --  Q)- 19,0007 © Gyo. 

PB 5 F108, 9007 |. 96,000 
Ste, ms, 4 Figures not available. oo. 3 Revised figures. pe 

no Despite the fact that demand for metallurgical-grade fluorspar was — 
oo supplied with some difficulty, no prohibitions or limitations were 

placed on its use, but the War Production Board requested: steel. 
Oo manufacturers to employ fluorspar as sparingly as possible. Although 

supplies of metallurgical-grade fluorspar were not allocated. during 
1942, 1t was necessary to divert shipments to certain consumers who 
had inadequate supplies. However, beginning January 1943 ship- 

| ments of both metallurgical and ceramic grades will be controlled by 
| the War Production Board, which will forbid any supplier to ship 

fluorspar to consumers having an inventory greater than a “practicable — 
working minimum.” | 

Although consumption of acid-grade fluorspar gained remarkably 
? Mineral Ridge Fluorspar Property, Livingston County, Ky.: Bureau of Mines War Minerals Rept. 18, December 1942, 7 pp. ° 

. bee nited Btates Fluorspar Mine, Sierra County, N. Mex.: Bureau of Mines War Minerals Rept. 21, Decem- . ber pp. | Fluorspar and Zine Properties on the Babb and Commodore Faults, Crittenden County, Ky.: Bureau 
of Mines War Minerals Rept. 23, December 1942, 8 pp. 

Spar Mine, Catron County, N. Mex.: Bureau of Mines War Minerals Rept. 24, November 1942, 7 pp. Illinois-Kentucky Fluorspar District: Bureau of Mines War Minerals Rept. 35, January 1943, 32 pp. Clum Mine, Grant County, N. Mex.: Bureau of Mines War Minerals Rept. 104, March 1943, 8 pp. 
io sttrabal Fluorspar Mine, Valencia County, N. Mex.: Bureau of Mines War Minerals Rept. 214, May , 6 pp.



.-- In. 1942, production increased still more and in consequence inventories ue 
- were larger. at. the end than at the beginning of 1942. Likewise; — rs 
- production of ceramic-grade’ fluorspar was more than adequate for §—..% 
- consumption which, however, declined in-1942. 0000 
.- . Reeognizing the importance of fluorspar in the military program, = 
mo representatives of the Army Air Forces spent considerable time study- = =: 
" _ ing the fluorspar plants in southern Illinois; as a result, the Forces 8. 
ne took over the responsibility of protecting the plants at. Rosiclare os 
. against sabotage and. other malicious damage. The properties have =.= 
b been fenced, and each plant has a regular foree of guards. |. oe 
~  - At Rosiclare, Iil., a Government. housing project involving .an ex- ei 
Be, penditure of approximately $500,000 was started to provide housing =, 
- facilities for 150 families. _ gt 

Sales of fluorspar to consumers in the United States totaled 353,469. ss 
eo short tons in-1942 (351,300 tons from domestic mines and 2,169 tons §#§ || 
“from foreign sources) compared with 316,074 tons in 1941. (308,485 as 
- __ .tons from domestic mines and 7,589 tons from foreign sources). Total ss 
cS sales to steel plants in the United States advanced to 225,502 tons in cae 
a 1942 from 220,222 tons in 1941, and sales to domestic manufacturers Os 
: of hydrofluoric acid (essential in the manufacture of artificial cryolite ae 
~  . . and aluminum fluoride—aluminum raw materials) increased t0.89,983 8 = © 
 . tons from 54,092 tons, but sales to domestic makers of glassand enamel = =—_s—i‘i‘(ast 
“declined to 22,813 tons from 32,051 tons. se 
-. ‘The greatly accelerated demand for fluorspar in 1942 was accom- aE 
- panied by an advance in prices. The average composite selling price Ry 
u ($24.66) of all grades (both domestic and foreign) delivered to. con- — os 
a sumers in the United States was $3.68 more than in 1941 ($20.98). “oe 
-... The average selling price f. o. b. Illinois-Kentucky mines of fluorspar (as 
Bo shipped to domestic steel plants was $23.82 a short ton ($19.62 in 8 
" . 1941), of that shipped to -domestic manufacturers of hydrofluoric = =. 
eo acid $28.86 ($26.78 in 1941), and of that shipped to domestic makers ees 
ee of glass and enamel $29.44 ($27.39 in 1941), I 
7 Effective November 23, 1942, the Office of Price Administration .; 
. established new base ceiling prices for metallurgical-grade fluorspar = >=: 
> \ ranging from $25 to $28 a short ton according to calcium fluoride and \ = * 
»»  giliea content. These prices compared with previous prices. of $23 to vee 
. $25 a ton for standard metallurgical grade in the Illinois-Kentucky | *: 
- district. +The new prices are subject to freight adjustments. At = °§ 
: the same time, a price of $32 a short ton, subject to freight adjustments, TR 
. was established for acid-grade fluorspar (except in the: Illinois-_ . os 
- _ Kentucky district) containmg a minimum of 97% percent calcium ree 

fluoride and a maximum of 1% percent silica. | . 
| _In the trade agreement between the United States and Mexico, oF 

the duty on fluorspar containing not more than 97 percent calcium ot 
my fluoride was lowered to $5.62% a short ton from $7.50. | a4 

: _ The total quantity of fluorspar shipped in and imported into the oe 
: United States from about 1870 through 1942 was approximately ar 

6,270,000 short tons, comprising 5,209,000 tons from domestic. mines ns 
| and 1,061,000 tons from foreign sources. | | | uf 

PRODUCTION AND SHIPMENTS | : 4 

. Production of fluorspar (expressed in terms of finished product) oe 
| totaled 337,000 short tons in 1942. compared with 313,000 tons-in ae 

1941. Of the output in 1942, 10 mines producing over 10,000 tons 7
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-  . each supplied 156,000 tons or 46 percent, 12 mines producing 5,000. 
Bae to 10,000 tons each supplied 83,000 tons-or 25 percent, and 26 mines ~ 
ree producing 1,000 to 5,000 tons each supplied 65,000. tons or 19 percent; —Ss_ 
...« thus, 48 mines produced 304,000 tons or 90 percent of the total. The — 
‘ . remainder (33,000 tons or 10 percent) was produced in quantities — 
Be , ranging from a few tons to 1,000 tons from an undetermined number 
_-_. of'small mines and prospects and reclaimed from waste dumps and _ 
"old workings ofabandoned mines. 
=». Fluorspar shipments from domestic mines in 1942 aggregated 360,316 | 
=~ short tons valued at $8,897,749, increases of 12 percent in quantity . 
>. and’82 percent in total value over 1941, and were the largest on record... 
&. Of the 1942 total, 79,049 tons (an all-time high) was shipped by river _ 
“'*. . . or river-rail for delivery to consumers in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, 
=. _Qhio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. © 2 
=, 2 Tiinois (45 percent) and Kentucky (87 percent) supplied 82 percent = 
“- .. Of the fluorspar shipped in 1942 compared with 86 percent in 1941. 
"Shipments from the Ilinois-Kentucky. district in 1942 gained only 7 | 
Go a ‘Percent ‘over 1941 compared with an ‘increase of 44 percent.in the 

«. In 1942 mines operated by consumers shipped about 92,000 short 
"tons of fluorspar for use in their own plants compared with 59,644° 
@o. . > tomsm 194d. 0 a 
=... ...The average value of all grades of domestic fluorspar shipped in _ 
Bee -. 1942 was. $24.69 a short ton ($3.72 more than the 1941 average). _ . 
eo. "The following table shows shipments of fluorspar, by States, 1941° ~ 
eee and 1942. (For historic table, see Minerals Yearbook, 1941, p. 1401.) 

Fluorspar shipped from mines in the United States, 1941-42, by States oe 

a State ~ | Vatoe fate - 
Pee ae _| Short tons —_———] ————| Short tons _ — . 

e eo — Se __ - "ft 'Potal | Average | Total Average 

. ‘Colorado....-.-2..-.-.--.----| 15.566 | $225,069] $14.46 | - 31,743 | $640,938 | $2019 
—— [llinois._.-...---.------------| 133,333 | 3,047,247 | 22.85 161,949 | 4, 306, 750 26. 59 
oo Kentucky_.....-..--....-...| 142,862 | 2 957; 982 20.71 | 134,133 | 3, 266, 257 24. 35 | 
Be New Mexiéo=22122200072221} 19,089 | 355,951 18.65] 23,201 | 4530,025/ 22.76 

‘TexaS__.2-: 222-2 . . . 
‘Nevada._._.,---.-.__-.--.---- 8, 967 8, 020 , 

(Washington cc} RN aa 153,779 | 16.72 
Tennessee._._..-...-.--.-----|------------|]----L-------]------------ 114 . 

320,669 | 6, 724, 782 20.97 | 360,316 | 8,897,749| 24.69 

Ferrous and nonferrous plants are the chief purchasers of fluorspar, 
| taking 66 percent of the total shipped from domestic mines in 1942. 

Of the fluorspar shipped to these plants in 1942, 97.9 percent was 
a metallurgical grade, 0.5 percent ceramic grade, and 1.6 percent acid 

: grade. Chemical plants, which use acid-grade fluorspar, and glass 
and enamel makers, which use fluorspar varying widely in calcium 
fluoride and silica content, took 25 and 6 percent, respectively, of the 
domestic shipments 1n 1942. | | 

| The next table shows shipments of fluorspar, by grades and indus- 
tries, in 1942. |
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-<.  Fluorspar. shipped from mines in the United States in 1942,-by grades-and industries = 

a Ce EE 

oo Metallurgical: ET A 8 ee Le 
ca — Ferrous and nonferrous. ...2...--202-2---L--------2---------_| 288, 658 | $5,275,924: |° «$22.58 ee 

Oommen. <-------nnnsannnnnncnnenterecneteeneccceeecsececee| BAL BTL ry 7 BB BE ee 
- Miscellaneous_.....--..-----22------2-0 2+ eee eee -e-] 80] 1,785 | 2. 68 oan age 

mo Exported.....-.-------------2----ne ene eeee eee en cence ence eeee-| = 8,880] 88,4521 96.56 
Be OO | | | | 937,382 | 5,371,082 / 2268 “3s 

re Glass and enamel....._..-..----------------------------2-------}--1-22,818-] 638,086}. 27.75 oe 
Me Ferrous and nonférrous-.-_..-.------.--------------------------|.— 1,210} © 32,524; 26.88 . oe 
be _ Cement_._.....------------ oe ee cnn e eee en eee eee], 49 od, 558 - * 31.80 Lee 
Bey -  ‘Miscellaneous_.2....------------2+-------b----- eee eee] 1,307 |... 45,939 SBR oe 

Ee Exported.......----------2---2se-ee-eeoeeeceneneneeeeeeeeeceeeef| | 874 27,908] BB.BT 
Bo - ae FP re6tee [741300] 28.82 

es - Ohemical.__..--.----2---+-----01-------------------------------| 88,086 | 2,540,869 | = | 28.85 a ag 
we _ Ferrous and nonferrous-....-.-.-..---------------------------=-| 8, 883}. 117, 698. » 30.71 Sg 
f — Exported..000.--- Se] 4800 fF 128,00 | 5A 

‘e ne ee F968, 818 | 2,784,667] 28.76 os 

ee ~ Ferrous and nonferrous. ---.:.-.2-..------.-----2---------------}. _ 238, 708 |. 5, 426,146 | = 22.73 cot thal 
hee ~~ Q@lass and enamel.-_-.2-.-..-.2.---------------------------------|, 22,818 633,086 | - 27.75 ee 
e ‘Chemical. ....-.-----2-----es soon ene en sone nese sess eeseeeeee-} 2 88086 | 2,540,869} ==. 28-85 
eo Cement.__..-..----2- 2a beeen] 818 7,429 | 23.78 cE 
Bae .. Miscellaneous_.__----...---------2----2---2-s-2c2eees-e-n-e-=---] 18874. 47,674] —: 84.87 eee 
ae _ Exported_...-.....---------------+------+---------+-----------2-] 9,016} 242545) °° 26.90 0 ose 

:  , f Of this quantity 2,985 tons weré-unground, including 2,602 tons of a purity equivalent'to metallurgical hb 

Be grade es es 
Pe es SHIPMENTS, BY USES a et 

7 “The steel industry is the predominant purchaser of fluorspar, as Is. ® 
~~  . evident from the following table; it also consumes considerable hydro- + 4 
:.  fluoric acid and sodium fluoride, in which fluorsparis the basicmaterial. - = “3 

a _ Fluorspar shipped from mines in the United States, 1941-42, by uses = hk 

a 09090 AA 

i Use . ~ Quantity ~ Value Quantity Value oo oe 

Be | epee YOY ”.:COP rT Oe 
a | Percent} Short. |. dae Percent| Short | mm, pe ve 
oy a _ Joftotal] tons Total Average) ortotal| tons | Total |Average hg 
mf - nS 

= Steel..........--.-..----| 66.77 | 214,120 | $4,048, 454 | $18.91 | 62.51 | 225, 233 | $5,085,037 |’ $22.58 ee 
os Foundry............-.| . .85) .2,724| | 53,044] 19.47] .95| 3,408] 65,073} 19.08 =. 
Lo Glass and enamel.......| 9.99| 32,051| 839,547] 26.19] 6.33] 22,813] 633,086]. 27.75 ~ 9 _ “& 
x Hydrofluoric acid.--...| 16.43 | 52,674 | 1,359,623°| 25.81 | 24.45] 88,083 | 2,540,766 | © 28.85 7 E 
we Miscellaneous.........--| 216| 6,916}. .'146,332| 21.16 | 3.26] 11,763'| 331, 242.| . -28.16 oh eal a - . . Od : | “ — . : . & es, k 

oo F920] 808,485 | 6,447,000 | 20.90] 97.50 | 351,300] 8,655,204.) 24. 64 OOS 
“ Exported.......--.------| 380| 12184] '277,782| 2280| 250] 9,016.| 242,545.) 26.90 2 

igs - : , | erenereeninemaeeen | ences | neneeneeernseeiamneent | sexes aa —_—— | ah 

a oo {100.00 | 320,669 | 6,724,782 |. 20.97 | 100.00 | 360,316 | 8,897,749. 24.69 oe 

| ae USES oe a 
As figure 1 shows graphically, the steel industry is the chief con- i 

sumer of fluorspar in the United States. Fluorspar is used as a flux oe 
- in basic open-hearth and basic electric steel furnaces; a comparatively es 
: small amount is used in Bessemer-steel furnaces. The second-largest sg
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» -—_use.is in the manufacture of. hydrofluoric acid, which is employed.to. = 
=. make artificial cryolite and aluminum fluoride (aluminum raw mate- 
«_.~ Mals) and: refrigerating mediums; hydrofluoric acid is also used in the ~ _ 
=. electrolytic refining of metals, the pickling of metals, chromium plat- — - 
. ... ing, the processing of high-octane gasoline and synthetic rubber, and 
_.  - . the étching of. glassware, as well as for other purposes. The glass 
pe industry, which uses fluorspar as an opacifier and as a flux, ranks . 

.. third in importance. The enamel industry uses fluorspar as an imgre- 

mee ANDUSTRY. = —<—S RCE es 

& i. : . oes | ce Glass ‘and — = re : a ‘Other States . - ———— - an . o if | i 

seats . . : | aI Ei olorado 4% E aectsegen 9% oo ie we 

eS oon UL.» NE Steel 71% pe 7” Nilitiiinois 39% IN , . 

SP trig gzip 

ee | ce ee 
Been Og OO 6% ian” Ee W~ Meo se _ . 
we Ns ea - . i oe corado 9 he | — yy hCULC 

re cee! af WN ere Ihnen ENG eee po . es . a | lHydrofluoric |i Re ge bes i | (Tinea, Sess oo . a 

IP Tiga 263, Pe l i, Umma = lp 
pig DN ec casey Vittincis anni —7 Ff. 

Se pa gaa ; 

ee FIGURE 1.—Average annual fluorspar sales (domestic and foreign) to consumers in the United States, 
a 1937-41, compared with 1942, by consuming industries and by sources. . 

| dient in frit; it formerly ranked fourth but dropped to sixth place in 
| 1942. Comparatively small quantities of fluorspar are used in a num-- 

ber of miscellaneous operations, such as production of the finer grades 
. of iron castings, chilled-iron rolls, brass and bronze ingots, nickel and 

Monel metal, aluminum, magnesium, tin, cement, ferro-alloys, carbon 
| electrodes, rock wool, and calcium carbide and cyanamid; in smelting 

refractory ores of gold, silver, and copper; as a paint pigment; as a 
binder for abrasives; in a formula for coating welding rods; as a boiler- 
cleaning compound; as a flux to deslag high-pressure steam generators; 

_ for stripping anodizing racks; as an ingredient in various types of 
fluxing compounds; and in a special cement used to produce a coating 
for artificially colored roofing granules for camouflage purposes. 

| SPECIFICATIONS 

The chief commercial grades of fluorspar are metallurgical, ceramic, 
and acid. The standard chemical specification for metallurgical
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_ grade is a minimum of 85 percent: calcium fluoride and a maximum 3 
os of 5 percent silica and‘ 0.3 percent sulfur. However, under pressure 

- of increasing demand and‘as‘a result.of a change in the ceilg-price =.» 
structure, metallurgical-grade “fluorspar containing less calcium oN 

no fluoride and more silica is being accepted by many consumers. ‘The °° 
_.  gtandard chemical specification for acid-grade fluorspar isa mmimum ==.’ 
Bo of 98 percent calcium fluoride and a'maximum of 1 percent each of Re 
- silica and calcium carbonate, but.a product containing 97 % percent - 

: - calcium fluoride and 1% percent silica is now being accepted by con- 7s 

oe sumers. ‘The specifications for ceramic-grade fluorspar vary widely, == = 
* ‘but the standard specification is a minimum of 95 percent caleum  =— 
es fluoride and a maximum-of 2% percent silica. 2 aM 

7 <>. GONSUMPTION AND CONSUMERS’ STOCKS =~ © =. 2 

The ‘following tables give data on consumption and consumers’ = af 
stocks of fluorspar, 2 oe 

pe _. Fluorspar (domestic and foreign) consumed and in stock in the United States, os 

we ee 1941-42, by industries, in ‘short tons. en Os 

Be a _.. Industry a “f . , Stocksat | 2 Stocks at |Intransitt®O © «.~ 

we 7 _- . + | Consump- | consumers’ |} Consump- | consumers’ | consumers’ ee 

oo es os ae |. tion. | plants. | .: tion {| plants . plants OO oat 

eo me OT , od | Dee 8h] | Deo3i f Dew 3st 

pe _ Basic open-hearth steel_......-------2----- y30h 86 Of atzt00 fp | ae 
we Electric-furnace steel. ..----./------------- 18, 300 - 1.86, 800 35,300 | 63, 400 . 4,084 ag 

C Bessemer steel_......----------------------] >, 800 oe 20)) = gf be 
* Tron foundry......-.---2-2----5-2e22c22---]) 2,600 | © F1, 300.) 3,600 £1,100 f °° BT we 

fe - Ferro-alloys:.-...-------------------+----+})_2,500 |. 1,000}, 4,200} © 1,000 |.-.---.---3 NR 
f - ‘Hydrofiuoric acid__...-----.---------,-----| 56, 000. 10, 200 | 81,600 |. 19,000}. . = 585 orgs 

Me Primary aluminum_-_-.__--....-------------| 800 “400 2, 000 - “1,100 |- oOo #3©¢ Soe ie 

a Primary magnesium.........-...--------.- 300}: °° 100}. 0 TOO T4008 Jere ee 

fo. Glass. 2.------to2---ronnn-neooeeoeooeoo|\ - 27,600 |{ -1§,300] . 18,500; 7,200 | 596 | ~ ES 

i Fnamél..----.--.-.-.2--2e--seseeee--e---[J 789 1 2,300 3, 100 4100] — 87 oN 
we ‘Cement.....-.---------------------------- 900 | 300 - 400 200 49 eS 

be Miscellaneous.-.---..-.-....-..-----------| 500] 11,200] = 4,100]. 1,500} 128 Oe 

re a 303,600 |- 1108,900} 360,800} 96,000} 5,600 - 3 

; + Revised figures. / | | OO ek a So 

- Consumption and stocks of fluorspar (domestic and foreign) at basic open-hearth mies 
‘ : nO steel plants, 1988-42 ~— | re 

: | 7 | 1938 «| 1939 | 1940 |. 1941 |. 1942 _ oe 

Production of basic opeii-hearth steel ingots and | __ - co ohh 
castings....-.._.-..---..-.----------,-long tons. .|25, 868, 000|43, 368, 000)55, 038, 000|1 66,056, 000/67, 821, 000 oS 

., Consumption of fluorspar in basic open-hearth steel a OO” 

production. .._-....------------------short tons_. 73,600} 116,200; 143,800 191,300} 217, 100 ot 

. Consumption of fluorspar per ton of steel made oe 

| | | pounds. 5.7 5.4 5.2 5.8] 64 ot 
Stocks of fluorspar on hand at steel plants at end . oe 

of yeal..............---..--..-...-----short tons.) 55,000 69,900 70,800] 84,200} 60, 400 5 

- | Revised figures. = | | . “y 

| The quantity of fluorspar used per long ton of basic open-hearth OS 

steel varies with each plant, each operator, each furnace, and each oS. 

: heat but probably ranges from less than 1 to 80 pounds. Theaverage  ‘ ~ 

for all plants is gener. yo to 8 pounds—a relatively small proportion os 

of the furnace charge. From 1921 (the first year for which these data nt 

: were collected) to 1940 the average consumption of fluorspar,;per Os
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- long ton of steel made declined almost steadily from 8.2 to 5.2 pounds. 
=.» However,.it increased to 5.8 pounds in 1941 and further to 6.4 pounds — | 

: i 1942——the highest: since 1935. The gain in 1941 and 1942 wasdue 
partly to. the manufacture of proportionately. more armor steel;.a 

- ... poorer-quality of-scrap, higher charges of lime, and rushing of heats. _ 
=. «Although electric-furnace steel plants are small users of fluorspar 
ee ‘compared with basic open-hearth steel plants, the average consump- 

=. ‘tion (13.5 pounds in 1942). is substantially. greater. -.) 

Ro BRICKS ce 

Ge Beg 2 On January 20, 1942; the Office of Price Administration requested. 
.£.... producers of fluorspar “not to publish or quote prices on, nor sell 
= your fluorspar at prices above your prices in effect on January 2,0 | 
coo 1942.” On January 2 the general price range for standard fluxing 
=... gravel fluorspar in the Illinois-Kentucky district was $23 to $25 a 
».- short ton f. o. b. mines. Inasmuch as production of fluxing gravel 
-~. _- fluorspar did not pace consumption, the Office of Price Administration _ 
«.  ideemed. a price increase to be essential to stimulate production and to 
“>. encourage new producers to enter the fluorspar field. Consequently, — | 
“x =~. new base ceiling prices for metallurgical-grade fluorspar, which be- 
yw... came effective November 23 and ranged from $25 to $28 a ton, ac- 
gS. : cording to calcium fluoride and silica content, were established in 
»...... Maximum ‘Price Regulation 126 (Fluorspar), issued November 17, —— 
wo. 1942). At the same-time, dollar-and-cents ceiling prices were estab- 
rs dished for’ acid-grade fluorspar, except in the Illinois-Kentucky field. _ 
“The following excerpts-are quoted from Maximum Price Regulation _. 

ss (a) ‘Metallurgical grade. (1).The maximum price f.o.b. a consumer’s plant 
who .pn- any shipment shall be the price for the effective CaF, content as listed in the 
Bap following table, plus either (i) railroad freight ‘on such shipment from the pro- 
— ) ‘dueer’s shipping point to the consumer’s plant, or (ii) railroad freight on such 4 | 
ee as ‘shipment from Rosiclare, Tll., to the consumer’s plant, whichever is lower. oh 

Bo a , a CoS an a se ‘Base price per it 
hae nm Effective CaF 2 content _ oo - short ton 

pe - «, 70 percent or more.-...--.----..--+---------_----------. $28.00 | 
ae ' 65 percent but less than 70 percent-.-.-....._-..-------..-- | 27. 00 7 
7 _,., 60 percent but less than 65 percent___-.-...----.------.--- 26.00 
— Less than 60 percent._-.---_-----------------+:---------- 25. 00 : 
aa _ (2) The maximum price f.o.b. a producer’s railroad or waterway shipping 

ue point shall be his maximum delivered price as determined under subparagraph (1) 
Jess freight from such shipping point to the consumer’s plant. 

(3) The effective CaF: content shall be determined by deducting 2% times 
| the SiO, content from the CaF, content. | : 

(b) Acid-grade fluorspar produced outside the Illinois-Kentucky fluorspar | 
: district. (1) The maximum price f.o.b. a consumer’s plant for any shipment of 

acid-grade fluorspar with a minimum of 97% percent CaF, and a maximum of 
1% percent SiO, shall be $32.00 per ton, plus either (i) railroad freight on such | 
shipment from the seller’s shipping point to the consumer’s plant or (ii) railroad 
freight on such a shipment from Rosiclare, IIl., to the consumer’s plant, whichever 
is lower. , 

_ (2) The maximum price f.o.b. a producer’s railroad or waterway shipping 
point for such acid-grade fluorspar shall be his maximum delivered price as 

- determined under subparagraph (1) less freight from such shipping point to the 
consumer’s plant. _ | 

_ The Office of Price Administration on November 28, 1942, exempted 
| fluorspar ore (milling grade) from price control in Amendment No. 42 

to Supplementary Regulation No. 1 to the General Maximum Price 
- Regulation, effective November 23, 1942. Ceiling prices previously 

were the highest charged during March 1942.
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a -. = STOCKS AT MINES OR SHIPPING POINTS, . - .. > aS 

-. According to. reports of producers, the quantity of fluorspar-in = ue 
oa stock at mines or shipping points at the close of 1942 totaled 51,610 = © 

tons, or 29 percent less than in 1941. These stocks comprised: 19,429 
- tons of finished fluorspar and 32,181 tons of crude fluorspar (calculated =>? 
fe to be equivalent-to 14,000 tons of finished fluorspar). © ** 0 ee 5000 wy 

Ge Stocks of fluorspar at mines or shipping.-poinis in the United States, December 81,° ~~ ee 
a re 1941 and 1942, by States, in short tons. ee ey, oe - oN 

mo gg ggg 8 
oe | State © 0 J eee 
< CO | Grudet | Finished | Total | Crude |’ Finished | Total ~ oss 

i Arizona... _....-.------------- 39 |---| 80 0 eee) BB ser 
Pee _ California__...-..-2----------- — . 180 [iiee eee 150 150 |_.----2-----| ° . » 150 ae 
Boo Colorado.._.----------------- 666 434 1,100! ° 3,601 | © 1,067) = 4, 668. OS 
” Illinois_......-.-.------------.|.. 28,711 | - 19,966 |. 43,677. 10,521 |. .. 13;984 |. 24 505 es cat 
gi Kentucky --..----------------]° 12, 579 10, 981 23, 560 1, 774 8,970 .. 5,744 nd 
ae New Mexico_....-.-.---------| 2, 539 425 | (2,964, 15,605; — 312 15, 917 oan 
fea | Texas_.__.222-22--------e---[--n-nee-cn-]| AB] 48 | eee 22-222] -e----- pene -- eee eee a 
ets Utah. -.....--.--------------- — | 8255). 110°} 685 ~— B00} OB] 86 aR 
ie Washington - ----------------- nrncteebenee wee -88 } te 38 Hertecpisece, peereenetant ewes stage! oo - oe 

| a 40,200 81, 997 |. (72,197 |* 82,181 |S. 19,420] BL6I0 4 

i _ . 1 The greater part of this crude (ran-of-mine) fluorspar must be beneficiated before it ean be marketed. mo Ss 

Bo _  PECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS = 

ie + To meet the large and increasing demand for acid-grade fluorspar, . = * 
- several new flotation plants were completed during 1942, the.capacity = = —§ =; 
« of some existing plants was.enlarged, and two new plants were being = 
© ‘eonstructed. _New plants were completed and put into.operation ee 
+ near Jamestown, Colo., by Harry M. Williamson & Son andthe — |: 
~. .. General Chemical Co.;near Salida, Colo., by the Fluorspar Processmg = = OND 
: Co. and Kramer Mines (Inc.); and at Elizabethtown, Ill., by JamesW. 
«, . Patton.& Sons. Near Smithlend, Ky.,. Butler & Moodie added a =. - 
* . 3-cell flotation ‘machine to its milling plant. The flotation plants. _ 8 
a of the Aluminum Ore Co. and Rosiclare Lead & Fluor Spar Mining Be 3 
: : Co. at Rosiclare, Ill.; of the Indian Metals Co. at Lordsburg, N..Mex., . - oe 
ee and of P.. L. Grattan at Deming, N. Mex., were enlarged. New . 8 
» ~- plants were being constructed at. Los Lunas, N.Mex., by the Zufi |: 
fm Milling Co., and near Marion, Ky., by the Corod Minerals Co. 6 
: .  . Output of flotation concentrates gained phenomenally in 1942,  - a 
re amounting to 106,974 short. tons compared with: 64,627: tons in 1941. ) 
“ - Experimental work. was: done on the Heavy-Media Process. for = § % 
- separating fluorspar from gangue material. This work proved. en- ote 
- couraging, and the. installation will be made by the: Rosiclare Lead 4 
~.  & Fluor Spar Mining Co. in 1943. In applying this process ferrosilicon Sy 
~ igs used as the heavy medium. The Mahoning Mining Co.is adding = ~% 
o to its flotation plant, enabling the company to mill high-barite ore. _ oad 

- eo - FLUORSPAR INDUSTRY IN 1942, BY STATES co a | a 

| Arizona.—Production in Arizona came from mines and prospects 4 
in Greenlee and Pima Counties; that from Greenlee County was oN 
shipped to flotation plants at Deming and Lordsburg, N. Mex. ‘The is 

. flotation concentrates recovered from the fluorspar, rather than the ~- =: 
: run-of-mine material, have been credited in the statistics to Arizona. ~b, 

The fluorspar from Pima County was produced at the Fluxore Ss 

.
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- Claims by N. A: Gonzales and shipped to steel plants and iron found- — 
“- yies-on the West coast. The property discontinued operating in / 

. . -.California.—The Industrial Minerals & Chemical: Co. shipped a _ 
a small quantity of ground fluorspar during 1942. This.company has a 
.. plant at West Berkeley, where fluorspar from Nevada is ground. = 
- ‘The fluorspar is credited in the statistics to Nevada. = | 
~ >. Colorado.—The reopening of mines.in Boulder and Jackson:Counties _ 
“and greatly accelerated production at mines in Chaffee County are 
“-.- veflected in the shipment of 31,743 short tons of fluorspar from Colo- a 
"> rado in 1942 compared with 15,566 tons in 1941. Shipments in 1942, 
- however, were. 17 percent less than the all-time high established by 
“Colorado in 1918. Of the 1942 shipments, 56 percent went to steel 
;. - . plants, 30 percent to hydrofluoric-acid plants, 8 percent to glassand 
» enamel plants, and the remaining 6 percent to iron foundries, welding- == 

‘rod manufacturers, and aluminum, magnesium, ferro-alloy, andcement _ 
eo. plants, eee 
Boe oP Production in Colorado in 1942, which. amounted to 33,400 tons, 
«.. .  @ame from Boulder, Chaffee, Jackson, and Mineral Counties, but | 
*.. waines"in Chaffee County:supplied 47 percent of the State total. 
«he flotation mill‘of Harry.M. Williamson & Son near Jamestown 
—» made its initial production of concentrates in March 1942; the ore _ 
- treated in the mill came. from the company Emmett mine in Boulder 
* -" County. At its Brown Spar mine, also in Boulder County, the shaft 
"was sunk to 300 feet.and a heavier hoist installed. The General 
~~. Chemical :Co., which acquired the Chancellor, Yellow Girl, and Bur- 
_-. lington mines in. Boulder County in 1940, acquired the Alice mine, | 
2. also in Boulder County,: in 1942. These mines furnish ore for the 
—. eompany flotation mill near Jamestown, which began production in _ 

May 1942. This company also operates a flotation millin New Mexi- 
an co. The American Fluorspar Corporation made a substantial increase 

a in production at its mine near Salida (Chaffee County), did consider- __ 
an able development. work, electrified the mine, and began opening a | 

a _ - mine at Poncha Springs in the same county. The flotation mill of the 
_—- Fluorspar Processing Co.,-on property of the American Fluorspar 

Corporation, began operating in April 1942; the ore milled is supplied —_ 
a by the American Fluorspar Corporation. The Colorado Fluorspar 
- Corporation reported gains over 1941 of 24 and 86 percent, respectively, 

| in production of metallurgical-grade and flotation concentrates. A. 
a shaft was sunk to the 118-foot level, and a 100-foot tunnel was driven 

along a newly found ore body. The flotation mill of Kramer Mines, 
_ Inc., near Salida, began operating in October 1942. Ore for. the 

mill comes from the company mine, also near Salida. The Western 
Feldspar Milling Co., Denver, shipped 8 percent more ground fluor- 

_ spar to the glass trade in 1942 than in 1941. The ore ground by this © 
: company is supplied by the American Fluorspar Corporation. ‘The 

. Western Fluorspar Corporation spent the latter part of 1941 and the 
| first half of 1942 rehabilitating the long-idle mine near Northgate, 

Jackson County, and remodeling and enlarging the mill. Production 
. was begun on July 15, 1942, and continued until December 10, when ~~ 

a fire destroyed the mill; it is now being rebuilt. The Wagon Wheel 
: Gap mine, of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Corporation in Mineral 

County, was inactive in October because the concentrating mill was 
being remodeled; in consequence, production was 8 percent less than 
in 1941.
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s ' Illinois. —Approximately 282,000 short tons of fluorspar-bearing pls 

“material, equivalent to 145,000 tons of finished fluorspar, were mined Ss, 
a in 1942 compared with 248,000 tons, equivalent to 135,000 tons of Le 

finished fluorspar, in 1941. Of the finished fluorspar produced m 8 
"1942, it is estimated that about three-fifths was from vein deposits 8 

. and two-fifths. from bedded deposits. Of the fluorpsar produced in lag 

/  Tllinois in 1942, about 95 percent came from Hardin County and ne 

. 5 percent from Pope Gounty. __ : | | | aon 
a Fluorspat-bearing material milled: in 1942 totaled 296,000 tons, Og 
a from which about 156,000 tons of finished fluorspar were recovered— a 

- a ratio of 1.9:1. Considerable Kentucky fluorspar is milled m Ih- NS 
A, nois, and some Illinois fluorspar is milled in Kentucky; the finished = 

: fluorspar so recovered, as well as that shipped, is credited in the statis- — 
-. ties to the State of origin. » | | a 
- Shipments from Tllinois (161,949 tons) in 1942, which established a el 

me new record, were 21 percent more than in 1941 and 3.4 percent greater as 

- than in 1917, the previous record year. The 1942 shipments comprised 
77,947 tons to steel plants, 62,573 tons to hydrofluoric-acid plants, _ ee 

- 7,520 tons to glass and enamel plants, 7,155 tons to Canada and — 7 
in Peru, and 6,754 tons to iron foundries, nonferrous smelters, alu- oy 

~.. minum- and magnesium-reduction plants, and ferro-alloy,: nickel, es 

e - and welding-rod manufacturers. — Of the 1942 total, 42,250 tons ee 

'.°. were shipped by river or river-rail to consumers compared with —- 4 

' «3g g18tonsin 1941.0 | ee Be a 
Be The Air Shaft-Midway-North Boundary, Argo, Blue Diggings, aS 

a Crystal, A. L. Davis, W. L. Davis, Deardorff, W. C. Green, Hillside, oe 
/ Humm, Lead Hill, North Daisy, Roberts, Rosiclare, Stewart, and os 

Victory mines supplied about 87 percent of. the total finished fluor- Oe 
spar produced in [linois in 1942; the remainder came from many . 

- mines and prospects, including the Austin, Big Creek, Cave in Rock, = 

: Cooper, Crabb, Douglas, Du Bois, Eureka No. 4 and No. 5, Good - 
Hope, Hamp, Hanson, J. W. Hill, Last: Chance, Lost 40, Love, Pell, . 

o Red Tipple, Rose Creek, South Boundary, Wall, and Winn. : Ld 

The Fluorspar Products Co. operated the Lead Hill and Stewart <= 

- mines and also milled purchased ore from various properties. Ship-. e 
7 ments were 8 percent less than m 1941. Two shafts were sunk on lS 

2 the Stewart property. A core drill was operated about 9 months. 4s 
oo The Aluminum Ore Co. produced 95 percent more fluorspar at its 
’ flotation plant in 1942 than in 1941. The mill feed comprised ore Lo 
. - from the company Argo, Blue Diggings, Good Hope, Hamp, Hanson, oy 

and Last Chance mines and a small quantity of purchased ore. 3 

| Additional flotation cells and drying and grinding equipment were “ 

| added to the mill in 1942, doubling its capacity. The company was oo 

active sinking shafts in 1942. Its Fairview shaft, on the Argo-Blue oo 

Diggings veins, has been.sunk to the 700-foot level; it is being sunk an a 
additional 90 feet and will be the largest shaft in the fluorspar district, “ 

| being 12 by 12 feet cross section in the clear. ‘Three smaller shafts = 

have been sunk along the same veins to the 300-foot level; these shafts S 
| were required to supply the immediate demand for crude material, > 

: and each was brought into production during the latter part of 1942. 

| Production at the Crystal mine of the Crystal Fluorspar Co. was. 8 

| slightly less than in 1941. Considerable output was lost as a result os 

| of two strikes. Prospecting and development work included 17,211 _ 

feet of churn and diamond drilling at the Crystal mine and 935 feet ‘a 

of churn drilling along the Crystal-Mahoning east-west property line. os 

_ 556250—43——89 | , > 

| + |
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Be __ Hillside Fluor Spar Mines purchased the Dimick property, adjoining — __ ~. . the Hillside property on the northwest, and has rehabilitated the shaft __ 
A _ to the 200-foot level. -Workings are being carried forward on two 
=» prominent ore bodies to develop them for production. Exploration 
oo _ work is being done by drilling in cooperation with the Illinois Geolog- 
pe ical Survey, which also has been doing some geophysical work. - 

_ ». Production of gravel fluorspar and flotation concentrates by Hillside — 
ne Fluor Spar Mines was 7 and 4 percent, respectively, less than in 1941. 

.7- |. The mill feed came from the Dimick, Hillside, and Well mines: in. 
peso Illinois and the Keystone mine near Marion, Ky. © «©. © - 
-°. | The Rosiclare Lead & Fluor Spar Mining Co. operated the Daisy, 
-. Eureka No. 4 and No.:5,-Midway-North Boundary-Air Shaft, North - 
» Daisy, Rosiclare, and South Boundary mines in 1942; but-the North _ 
; Boundary and Rosiclare mines were the chief producers. . Production - 
-.+ at the gravity concentrating mill was 5 percent less than in 1941. 
_. .~ Output at the flotation plant, however, was 89 percent more than in | 
~~ 1941,. Shipments of fluorspar of all grades were 33 percent greater 
»» than in 1941. The: flotation mill was enlarged during 1942. - Experi- | 
os“ mental work was done on the Heavy-Media Process for separating 
._: fluorspar from gangue material: This work proved encouraging, and | 
:.- the installation will be made in 1943. In. applying this process ferro- 
=... silicon is used as the heavy medium.. The company pushed develop- — 
©. ment work in all its mines and did considerable surface and under- 
s-- ground drilling. Development wotk was under way on the 600- and / 
*"—-.-'700-foot levels of the Rosiclare mine, and considerable prospecting 
=. -was-done on an outlying property. ee 
pee, _ ~The Victory mine of the Victory Fluorspar Mining Co. was operated _ 
,.., at about the same rate as in 1941. A diamond-drilling program was 
so garried on during the summer and fall without any notable finds. : 
be ‘Phe Cave in Rock Spar Co. remodeled its mill and did some develop- 
Pos ~ Inent work at its mining properties. Most of the.ore milled in 1942 _ 
eo was purchased from local producers. Production of finished fluorspar, 
ei however, was substantially less than in 1941. a 
ae - The flotation mill of the Mahoning Mining Co. produced 28 percent 

nore fluorspar concentrates than in 1941. The mill feed comprised 
co _ ore from the A. L. Davis, W. L. Davis, Deardorff, and W. C. Green 

mines and a small quantity of purchased ore. Prodiuction of finished 
_._- fluorspar comprised 86.4 percent acid grade and 13.6 percent pelletized 
— gravel. During 1942 a new shaft (the East Green) was completed to 

develop an ore body, and the A. L. Davis and West Green ore bodies — ) 
were opened. At the flotation plant, improvements are in progress | 

a to enable the mill to handle high-barite ore and to increase capacity 
: _ tosome extent. The motors in the flotation mill * and the new Diesel 

| generating unit at the W. L. Davis mine* have been described by 
: Edwards. | ne 

Jas. W. ‘Patton & Sons treated tailings from the Crystal mine in 
its flotation plant near Elizabethtown. 

| The Humm mine was operated by C. C. Mackey during the first 
9 months of 1942, then it was worked by Barnett, Karber & Adams. 

| Output by all operators was at about the same rate as in 1941. , 
The Yingling Mining Co. did considerable development work and 

produced a small quantity of fluorspar at the Nicholas Hamp and 
"3 Kawards, J. H., Some Electrical Aspects of a New Fluorspar Plant: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, No. 

3, March 1942, pp. 56-58. 
4 Edwards, J. H., Mahoning’s New Diesel Unit Generates 240 Volts A. C.: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, 

No. 4, April 1942, p. 55. 7
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eos Rose Creek mines. It remodeled a mill formerly run_by the Big ee 

ve Creek ‘Fluorspar Co., which discontinued operations in March 1942. 2 

The mill includes air tables and. electrostatic. separation to produce 28 

vo fluorspar, lead, and zinc concentrates. 9 es. 

oo. A new operator, the Minerva Oil Co., is developing a mine near is 

“Cave in Rock and expects to get into production the latter part of = =— oe 

a 1943. Ashaft is being sunk to a depth of 630 feet, and a flotation plant Ag 

o to producé fluorspar. and. zinc concentrates 1s planned. ie 

so Production at the Roberts mine in Pope County, operated by oe 

:- Roberts & Frazer of Illinois (Kentucky Fluor Spar Co. affiliate) more =~ ey 

©. than tripled that in 1941.. This mine is equipped with log washer, = 

. picking belt, and screens. oe ae od 

..» Kentueky:—Production. of fluorspar (expressed in terms of finished —«_— 8 

"° product) in Kentucky was about 121,500 short tons in 1942 compared Sg 

"with 135,500 tons in 1941. Shipments were 134,133 tons in 1942,a 00 
; decline of 6 percent from the all-time record of 1941. The 1942 oR 

* - _ shipments comprised 111,370 tons to steel plants, 11,141 tons to glass ag 

“and enamel plants, 4,576 tons to hydrofluoric-acid plants, 1,750 tons 3 

a -to.Canada, and 5,296 tons to iron foundries, nonferrous smelters,.and Oe 

- cement, ferro-alloy, and aluminum-reduction plants. Of the.1942- a8 

‘total, 36,799. tons were shipped to consumers by river or river-rail + ® 

| .gofnpared with 34,698 tonsim 1941. 00 a ak 

; ++ Production. m Caldwell County came chiefly from the Hollowell & oo eS 

ue Hobby; Hughett, Marble, Senator, and Tyrie (Lester) mines. oe 

.  _ John Hughett: completed a shaft at his mine near Princeton and sie: 

f began production in 1942. 2 = ee 

eS Production at the Hollowell & Hobby mine, operated by the New oe 

a York & Kentucky Mining Co., was about 25 percentlessthanin 1941, 

bs The company did much prospecting but did- not locate any extensive 

be orebodies: =. a nr 

a * Core drilling by W. H. Crider disclosed a productive ore body atthe = - ss # 

Be Senator mine, and a shaft was sunk and machinery installed. The  ? 

* mine was sold to the Midland Minerals Corporation in December 1942, ~~. 

a Various operators produced fluorspar at the Marble mine oftheS.L. 3 

o Crook, Corporation durmg 1942, te | 

» .  :-,About 90. percent of the production in Crittenden County came os 

i from the.Bachelor, Davenport, Keystone, Pigmy, Summers, Tabb, | _ s 

:. ‘Waddell, ‘and Watson (Eagle) mines. Most of the remainder came _ _— ¥ 

|. from.many smaller mines (including the Barnes, Blue, Brown, Butler, == 

. Corn, Crystal, Dyke, Gilless, Haffaw, Hodge, Krause, Madry, Mem- — “sg 

- phis, Pogue, Redd, Reiter, Simpkins, Sullinger, and Watkms) and © & 

-.: from numerous prospects; some was reclaimed from waste dumps os % 

os and old workings of abandoned mines. | 7 oe at 

ne — The Eagle Fluor Spar Co. produced 17 percent more fluorspar at 

its: Watson mine than in 1941. The 1942 ‘production comprised 74 oe 

- percent of metallurgical grade and 26 percent of acid grade. Perry == 
; & Loyd-reworked the Watson tailings and recovered considerable od 

fluorspay. 2 a 
~The mill of R. J. Forester handled ore from his Summers mine and ne: 

. some purchased ore, recovering about the same quantity of finished = =. 

| fluorsparasin1941, 0 es 
: The Tabb mines and mill of the United States Coal & Coke Co. pro- 18 

| duced 8 percent more finished fluorspar than in 1941; shipments were 3 

40. percent -greater.. ‘The company, did considerable development Es 

work and made improvements in its mill during 1942. _ ot
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os The Kentucky Fluor Spar Co., which operates a mill a short. dis- | =... tance south of Marion, did ‘the largest volume of business in its his- / - tory; tonnage and dollar sales were 14 and 31 percent, respectively, = _... greater than in 1941. In 1942 the company, through its mining 
ee division (Roberts & Frazer), operated the C. R. Babb, Carr, and | 
..__. Ellis mines in Livingston County, Ky., and the Roberts mine in Pope ~ County, Ill; about two-thirds of the company supply came from these © -. * mines, and the remainder chiefly from the Barnes, Nancy Hanks,and = 
“~~. Waddell mines in Kentucky.'. 2 = 9 | ee Re te 
~.. At the Keystone mine of Hillside Fluor Spar Mines a new deep-well __ 
eo pump, operated by direct-connected Diesel engine and capable of ‘ | 

handling 1,000 gallons of water a minute against a 600-foot head, was Cts “~~ installed in 1942. With this equipment it is hoped to keep the lower ge levels unwatered during the heavy-rain season and to extend the work-. 
“ings at least. to the 600-foot level. A new shaft (No. 4) was sunk  t9° 300 feet and. encountered good ore. The workings of this shaft — 
“ “will ‘be connected with other mine workings to the north to give ad- .. ditional tramming and _ hoisting facilities. Production at the Key- 
.-. stone mine was considerably less than in 1941. Although the fluor- --.. spar from this mine is finished at the company mill at: Rosiclare, Ill. ; | =. production and shipments are credited in the statistics to Kentucky. ».. Production at the Pigmy mine of the Pigmy Corporation (subsidi- _ foot ary of the Rosiclare Lead & Fluor Spar Mining Co.) was 19. percent 
"Jess than in 1941. - Development work at the Pigmy mine consisted | 
"chiefly of shaft sinking, drifting, and diamond drilling, .- | 
Nae _. Development work at the Davenport mine consisted of locating an 
»» -- unknown. ore body by drilling and of driving a crosscut to it. -A new ao shaft to cut the extension of this ore body is contemplated. A new _ 
<-. - 6-eell coarse jig was added to the mill: — Production was about 21 per- “~~. gent less than in 1941. ‘The mineral right and some surface at the -.._. Davenport mine were purchased December 31, 1942, by the National 
— Fluorspar Co., which previously operated the mine under lease. . \ In 1942 the Delhi Fluorspar Corporation continued development 

- work at its Bachelor mine and plans to sink a 600-foot shaft in early © : 1943. Production was substantially less than in 1941. However, 
| the 1942 deficit in production was made up with purchased fluorspar: . oe as @ consequence, shipments from Kentucky were greater than in 1941. 7 The Howard Easley Corporation, which operates a custom mill | near Marion, worked two shifts during part of 1942 and as a result 

milled considerably more ore than in 1941. In the mill a second - crusher was added and many improvements were maile to increase 
production. — : 

In Livingston County the bulk of the fluorspar produced came from 
/ the C. R. Babb, Carr, Ellis, Nancy Hanks, and Wright mines, from 

C. R. Babb and Nancy Hanks tailings, and from the jig reclaiming 
plant working Klondike tailings. 

Output at the C. R. Babb, Carr, and Ellis mines of Roberts & 
Frazer was 31 percent greater than in 1941. Edwin W. Frazer re- 
worked the tailings at the C. R. Babb mine and recovered 380 tons 
of fluorspar. | 

The levels in the Nancy Hanks mine, operated by W. V. Haynes, 
Jr., were retimbered during 1942, causing some loss in production. 
Nevertheless, output of finished fluorspar was 7 percent more than in 
1941. Tinsley & Loyd reclaimed a substantial quantity of fluorspar from Nancy Hanks tailings. — ee
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Ba - Butler & Moodie, operating a jig plant reclaiming fluorspar from = = 
a Klondike-mine tailings, recovered about half as much fluorspar from - 
: that source as in 1941. Some ore was also milled for John Hughett. - oe 

A 3-cell flotation machine was installed during January 1943. _ res 
- _As the result of an increase in price and a change in the specification ars 
Z for metallurgical-grade fluorspar, Ralph E. Jones has reopened the |. = 
Ds Faircloth mine in Woodford County near Wilmore and hasremodeled ‘.~ 
se the mill. The ore in this mine is impregnated with considerable = ~~. 

- calcite and is difficult to mill to 85 percent calcium fluoride. How- ES 
mo ever, it is associated with but little silica and is therefore amenable SS 
t to a product containing 70 percent effective calcium fluoride. A ~~ .. 
e . small production was made in 1942. _ on TE 
a _ Nevada.—Shipments of fluorspar from Nevada.in 1942—8,020 short- sg, 
oe tons—were 11 percent less than the all-time record of 8,967 tons in ae 

oan = fev Most of the 1942 total went to steel mills and hydrofluoric-acid  —~ = 

a The chief producing mine in Nevada in 1942 was the Baxter in = 
a Mineral County, operated by V. S. Baxter; : production was. about 2 SLE 
“the. same-as in 1941. The other active mine was the Daisy in Nye OR 
- County, operated by J. Irving Crowell, Jr.; production was 25 percent == = 
~  lessthanin1941.0 > cg 

New Mexico——Production of fluorspar in New Mexico, which estab- - 
-. Jished a new record in 1942, came from Catron, Dona Ana, Grant, ©. 
. Luna, Sierra, and Valencia Counties. 
' Shipments from New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas totaled 23,291 <= 

: short tons compared with 19,089 tons in 1941. Of the 1942 ship- 
ge ments, slightly more than half was of metallurgical grade, which oe 
ae ‘moved to steel mills and iron foundries; the remainder was chiefly oes 
nO flotation concentrates, which were shipped mainly to bydrofluoric-acid ols 
. and glass plants. co - em 
- . The gravity-flotation mill of the Non-Metallic Corporation at = > 
: Silver City was operated by the Continental Chemical & Ore Co. ae 
a during part of 1942; the concentrates produced were shipped toa .. 
Ge hydrofluoric-acid plant. The mill feed comprised chiefly purchased 2 
~~ ore from the Clum mine in Grant County; a.small amount came from oo 
: the Huckleberry mine in Catron County, operated by the company. _ og 
. The Diamond mine (formerly Tortugas) near Mesilla Park, Dona st 
. Ana County, is being reopened by Jacques K. Stanland.. The shaft | 8 
: was extended 300 feet farther, about 1,500 feet of lateral work were A 
- done, a railroad connection, was built to the mine, and a gravity- ok 

concentration mill was expected to be completed in early spring. Oy 
In the course of development work, some milling-grade ore was oe 
produced and shipped to a lecal flotation plant. | ey 

- The flotation mill of the Indian Metals Co. at Lordsburg was ©. * 
operated at a substantially reduced rate in 1942. The ore milled was os 

) purchased from many properties, but the greater part came from the cy 
: Howard and Sanders mines in New Mexico and the Ellis (Fourth of oe 
- July No. 2) mine in Arizona. The Indian Metals Co. practically "g 

| rebuilt its mill, doubling capacity, in 1942, recently began development ok 
'  \ work at two mines in Hidalgo County, and plans to develop two s 

: additional mines in the same county. _ | ys 
| P. L. Grattan’s remodeled flotation mill at Deming resumed pro- ar 

duction in 1942. A new bank of cells was added, and changes and oe 
| improvements were alsomade. At the Grattan mine in Luna County oo
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... . the shaft was straightened, and a head frame, surface houses, anda  __ 
oo  poad were built. Poe Sap os Pe 

~The Lucky and Greenleaf No. 4 mines in Luna County have been 
ms _ under development since October 1942 by the Western Mining Cor- 
. .. poration. The Lucky mine made its initial production in January — 

ee I The Howard and Sadler mines in Luna County were important 
a producers during 1942, . - Be 
ae ~The flotation mill of the General Chemical Co. at Deming was oper- __ 

ee ated on a substantially larger scale than in 1941.. This company-also __ 
-- operated the Spar Group and Sadler mines in Luna County andthe 
~..  Qsmer (Shrifie) mine in Grant County; the last two mines were 
-. -s aequired in 1942. In addition to the production from its own mines, __ 
_.... considerable milling-grade ore was purchased from various producers 
ex "in Arizona, New. Mexico, and Texas. Be a E 
~-/ Since May 1942 Kinetic Chemicals, Inc. (du Pont subsidiary), has ~ 
<i. earried on development work at its Lyda K mine’near Arrey, Sierra 
use -~ County. As of December 31, a new 100-foot shaft had‘been sunk at . 
- the north end of the vein, and a.150-foot drift to the northeast and a | 
oo. 175-foot drift to the southwest had been driven at thatlevel...A‘new = 
--s- hand-sorting mill, under construction, is expected to be in operation , 
oe - by April 1943 at an.annual rate of 10,000 tons. . Production is expected 
ap to comprise about 15 percent of acid grade, 50 percent of metallurgical . - 
~..« - grade, and 35 percent of mill-feed grade, 
“2 .. “The Navajo mine in Valencia County, operated by Navajo. Fluor- 
~~ spar Mines, produced 65 percent.more finished fluorspar than in 1941. 
=. In addition, a substantial tonnage of ore was produced for.mill feed 
‘tb the flotation mill being constructed at Los Lunas’ (N. Mex.) by the 
» Gui Milling Co., affiliate of Navajo Fluorspar Mines. This mill‘is 
2.) .expected to be brought into production during 1948. = .. . : 
ye Development work was done and considerable fluorspar produced 
«.- during 1942 at the Bonita and Breece mines in Valencia County by — 
mo the Both Mining & Milling Co. nn 
Se Small outputs were made at the Mirabal and Keeney properties, 
ee also in Valencia County. | ae 7 _ | 

| _ Lennessee——The Foley mine in Smith County near Rome was re- ~ 
opened in 1942 and a small quantity of metallurgical-grade fluorspar 

| was produced and shipped by Frailey & Heap. } Bo 
Texas —A small tonnage of milling-grade ore was produced at the 

Horse Shoe prospect near Hot Wells, Hudspeth County, by U. B. 
: Melton; it was shipped to a flotation plant at Deming, N. Mex. 

Utah.—Shipments of fluorspar from Utah in 1942 were 1,018 short 
| tons (an all-time high) compared with 748 tons in 1941. | 

The Western Fluorite Co., which has done considerable develop- 
ment work at many properties in Beaver County and completed a mill 

| near Milford, was the chief producer in Utah in 1942. The Staats _ 
mine, also in Beaver County, operated by Fred Staats, produced sub- 

: stantially less fluorspar than in 1941, chiefly because of a shortage of 
abor. 
The Cougar mine near Milford in Beaver County was being devel- 

oped by the Tintic Standard Mining Co. in 1942. | 
Washington.—A small quantity of fluorspar, mined in 1941, was 

_ shipped from the Mitchem mine in Ferry County by the Mineral 
Products Co. in 1942. , a
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eo en POREIGN TRADE Be 

Be Imports.—Imports of fluorspar for consumption in the United States ee 
ee during 1942 were 2,151 short tons (1,882 tons containing more than = oes 
a 97 percent and 269 tons containing not more than 97 percent calcium a. 
co fluoride), valued® at $35,529, compared with 7,524 tons (1,516 tons si, 
ue containing more than and 6,008 tons not more than 97 percent calcium =? 

-__, fluoride), valued ° at $80,135. The value assigned to the higher-grade = 3 
oe foreign fluorspar averaged $19.69 and $16.98, respectively,in194land 3 

eS 1942, and that of the lower-grade $8.37 and $13.30, respectively. The ~*~ = 
to cost to consumers in the United States also includes duty, loading ~ °-2 
K - . ° . : - . e = _@ : , les 

L charges, insurance, consular fee, and freight to consuming plants. 2 9 °% 

Re : Fluorspar imported for consumption in the United States, 1941-42, by countries} — oe 
oe | | and customs districts = 7 ag 

Be Sts a | taining 1 Containing not po oe. 8 
ae “oe - | Containing More | . ; os ee 

B a than 97 percent | | Ore te R iam Total ad 
ee ne calcium fluoride te ide | . oe “aa 
s .._ Country and customs district | |) Muor fee Se 

t j Short Short Short cM 

ve pe - pO oO tons Value tons Value . tons» . Value I = ae 

pe ce WOM | fo ee es ey 

Be Laredo...-..-.--------1-----2--------} 68} $868 |.__.------|_-eeeeeep OB $8HB 
Maryland...._--..--....---2-seea.|--e-------|----------} 1,621 | $14,704] 1,621] 14,708 

“ . New York.......---.----.-seseeeeeee-| 1,448 J 28,987 |. | 8 | 8,987 
Ge ‘Philadelphia... _....---.-.-----+--+++-]-.-----<--]---------- 1,315 | 12,777 |. 1,815 | . 12,777 ce NS 

eo Sos LB 29; 850 2,936 | 27,481; 4,452| 67381 °° OW 
t ‘Spain: Philadelphis_.....-.....-.--------|_.--------|----------| 3,070 | 22, 772 3,070 | 22.720 ay 

i United Kingdom: Rochester_....-------+-|----------|----------|___? 82) 2] 
i ee an 1,516 | 29,850] 6,008 | 50,285| 7,624] 90,135. a 

be Canada: St. Lawrence..------------------ eee fee | Oo 0} @ | ~ -10 - oy 

© Mextcos SS 
e / BL Pas0.---2---e---e------------------| 488 | 6,860] | 44]. 6872 
yo Laredo_.-_..-------.----2-------------]. 92 605 268 3,556}  — 360 416.00 2 7 
e ‘New York....--.--2----ssseseseeesee| 1,077 | 20,541 |.----ee--| eee] 1,077 | 2,54E 
* _ Philadelphia____..-------------------- 230 | =, 945 |_-_--_----]---------- — 230] 8,945 ete 5 

a ee | 4,882 | 31,951 269| 3,568} 2151| 35,019 © & 

: te, 1,982| 31,951| 269| 3,578| 2151| 35599 © ‘t 

oe ee —--_-_-_-- en woe ~. af 

co 1 For historic table, see Minerals Yearbook, 1941, p. 1401. | Lg 

a 2 Less than 1 ton.. | : ~ hy 

The following table, compiled from data furnished to the Bureaus 3 
- of Mines by importers, shows the quantities of imported fluorspar ds 

~ delivered to consumers in the United States in 1941 and 1942 and the ak 
7 selling price at tidewater (duty paid), irrespective of the year of im- oe 

: portation into the United States; it differs from the preceding table, ane 
7 which shows the quantities received in the United States during 1941 Ly 
: and 1942. The quantities in the following table are based upon the 4 
. actual outturn weights ascertained by sworn weighers and represent the ws 

| weights on which duty was paid and entries were liquidated. OO os 

: 8 As defined in sec. 402 of the tariff act of 1930, ‘“The value of imported merchandise * * * isthe foreign 2 
value or the export value, whichever is higher—that is, the market value or the price at which the mer- os 

: chandise, at the time of exportation to the United States, is offered for sale in the principal markets of the we 

- country from which exported, including the cost of containers or coverings and all expenses (including any Po 

export tax) incident to placing the merchandise in condition ready for shipment to the United States.” | “f 

| oS
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. ae I moported fluorspar delivered to consumers in the United States, 1941-42, by uses . 

Me - - - SO fo : Selling price at tide- an Selling price at tide- 
co - -. Use... . . water, including| . | water, including -. 
Bef 4 a | Short tons duty — Short tons duty an : 

o a | Oe | oe Total | Average | | Total | Average - 

a oe Stee Ne 6,102 | $143 868 $93, 58 |. 7 269 1 $6, 700 arr | Sa Hydrofluoric acid__..-.---..-.|. | 1,418 38, 760 27. 33 1, 900 3, 500 | | 28.16 
he a Miscellaneous___-_-.--+------- 69 1, 380 | _20.00 |------------ Woon -a---e--|--------+--- 

a a a 7,589 | 184, 003 24.25] 2, 169 60,200} 27.75 . 

— oO 7 1Estimated. = a , | a ae 

Be Exports.—Producers of fluorspar reported exports of 9,016 short | - 
.. ~. tons of fluorspar valued at $242,545 in 1942 compared with 12,184 oO 

on tons valued at $277,782 in 1941. The exports in 1942 by producers » 
. comprised 1,714 tons of fluxing gravel, 557 tons of ceramic ground, 
~ . 4,899 tons of acid grade, and 1,616 tons of special-grade (96 percent 
,. | CaF)) jig concentrates, all to Canada, and 230 tons of ceramic ground _ 
“|. to Peru. In addition to the fluorspar exported by producersin 1942, 
*.. brokers reported exports of 4 tons of ceramic ground—3 to Chile and 

he - oe | Fluorspar reported by producers as exported from the United States, 1988-42 ; | 

Be * | a . Value oe : | | Value oe | 
ae . Year Short tons |}—-———_||_ Year _| Short tons __————-—_—_.__ 
os rs a - | Total Average || a | Total | Average 

ee 1938... 738| $9,061 | —° gi.0 || 19... | 1,184 | ga7z782| gonso 
ae 1939__._--.-. 2, 976 . 74, 443 25.01 || 1942... 0.22. 9, 016 242, 545 26. 90 - - foe 1940...-----7] 8,482 | 178, 467 21. 04 : to . 

oo _- ‘Tariff reduction.—The trade agreement between the United States 
. | and Mexico, signed December 23, 1942, and proclaimed by the Presi- 
| | dent December 28, provided for a duty of $6.30 a long ton ($5.625 a 

, short ton) on fluorspar containing not more than 97 percent calcium 
° fluoride imported into the United States. The former duty was $8.40 

. a long ton ($7.50 a short ton). The duty on fluorspar containing more 
than 97 percent calcium fluoride remained at $4.20 a long ton ($3.75 
a short ton). — | | 

| | WORLD PRODUCTION © | 

The following table shows world production of fluorspar by coun- 
tries from 1937 to 1942, insofar as statistics are available. Because of 
restriction on the publication of statistics by the governments of 
many countries, few figures for 1940, 1941, and 1942 are available.
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' / - . World production of fluorspar, 1937-42, by countries, an meiric tons } : oes 

co : - | [Compiled by B.B. Waldbauer] ces. 

: Country! | 1937 | 1938 | 1980 | 1990 | 1941 | 1942 2° > os 

: Argentina (shipments) .......------------- 350 1,406| 739 597 20271 @ 8 

1 . Australia:. 
| ; ere 

be - New South Wales......----.---------| . _ 55 4----.-----| @ (?) (2). (2) a 

Be Queensland..--.--.-------------------| L410] 2,479] | 20 (2) (2) () vd 

$ South Australia.........---.--.-------|----------|----------|----------|  @ (2) Q) | os 

: | Vietoria...-.-..-.---------------------|------==-- 804 |_--.------]} @ — (3) Q) a 

“ Canada.---..------------------------------ 136 | 197 218 | 4,041 5, 020 8, 624 oe 

; Ghosen.....-.---------------------=------| 11,000 | 234,207} = (2) ® | @ (3) 8 

: France.....-.-----------------------------| 51,480 | 51,920] ~~ @) - @) Q | @® Ne 

‘ Germany: oe oe ons ae 

fe YY Anhalt....----------------=-----------| 18,662 | 10,462] (2) m | @m- | @m . oe 
“ Baden... 2. sn----e-cuven------| 13,637 | 21,350] 9) (2) Qe |. & | eee 
oS oe ‘Bavaria.......------------—-----------| 62,455 | 59,919 | = (3). © (8) (2) QQ) a ak, 

vo . Prussia. ......-.----------------------| 30, 514 22, 956 (2) . 4) (2) (2) . a 

fi - Saxony------------------------------- 8,074 | 12,063 ©) (2) (2) (2) Ce ee ad 

Bo Thuringia....-:-----..-----------+---| 16,117 | 22,405}. @) (2) g QA 

oe India, British........-.-------------------|----------|---------- 20 (2) a) (2) tS 

Italy.......-..-.--------------------------| 18,385 | 12,186 | @) Q | @ (2) a a 

'< | Newfoundland (shipments)....--.--------| 8, 479 8,944] 11,227] 14,697] 11,581] 432,660 OR 
a Norway .-_-----------2-------------------| 1,692 | 1,676 | 2,367] = (4) CP A eras 
y Southern Rhodesia. ..-------.-----------]------<---] 196 |--------.- (@) . (2) > 

or South-West Africa-.....-------------------]---------- 585 | 105 (2) (2) (2) FM 

ne Spain_._......-.--------------------------| 4,250 8, 596 (3) @) @ fF Q@y On 

nes Tunisia.........--------------------------| 1,676 2, 060 2,473 | . (3) Qf @ Ce ls 

mo Union of South Africa.._._.....--...| 3,615 | 4,736 | 10,322] 7,421 | 43,900] 83,5270 
Me U.8.8. R._..-----------------+----------| £70,000] ©) (?) (?) ()°. (3) aS 

poo: United Kingdom _-.--..-.----------------| 42,837] 33,866 | 717,521] = (@)_ QM | Mo 
ee _ United States (shipments) -...-------------| 164, 408 72,940 | 165,806 | 211,917 | 290,905 | 326,871 Se 

yo | 519,000 | 456,000; @) | © ® | ® oS 

Boo ‘Tn addition to countries listed, China and Mexico produce fluorspar but data of output are not — a 
we a aoie. 

‘ - 
vo 

» SP Data not available. a | | - 8 
- . 8 Exports. | . . . (: 

“i : 4 Estimated. , f . , _ - . Se 

Be 8’ January to September, inclusive. - | SO : a 

e 6 Estimate included in total. | . 7 . . 

ae _ TJanuary to June, inclusive. . : a 

a Argentina.—Production of fluorspar in Argentina increased markedly eS 

a to 2,234 short tons in 1941 from 658 tons in 1940. a Os 
- Brazil..—The Companhia Brasileira de Alumino controls a’promis- — =: 
‘ ing, newly discovered fluorspar deposit in the southern edge of the Us 

: sulfide belt of Ribeira de Iguapa Valley. Before this discovery, only 8 8384 
, minor occurrences of fluorspar were known in the country. — “e 

. Canada.—Production of fluorspar in Canada has been relatively oS 

small in recent years but in 1941 amounted to 5,534 short tons. This ah 

. output, however, falls far short of consumption; consequently, search nk 

for deposits has been under way. The greater part of the fluorspar ok 

7 consumed in Canada is imported from Newfoundland and the United _ oo 

_ States. : oes 

Mevxico.—Production figures on fluorspar in Mexico in 1942 arenot 

oo available, but 5,914 short tons were exported in that year compared * 

| with exports of 11,597 tons in 1941 and 10,220 tons in 1940. Most of 8 

: the fluorspar exported in 1940 and 1941 went to Japan. Before the 3 

war the La Azul mine at Taxco, Guerrero, largest producer of fluorspar | " 

| in Mexico, was under Japanese control; it has since been taken over a 

| by the Enemy Property Custodian, who has called for bids to operate Fe 

: the mine. When production is resumed, a substantial increase in — 

output can be expected. us 

¢ Engineering and Mining Journal, vol. 143, No. 6, June 1942, p. 105. Os
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 *_. Newfoundland.—Production of fluorspar in Newfoundland in 1942. - 
Bs is reported to have reached 36,000 short tons.’ Effortsare being made — 
co to increase this output, and it is hoped that production in 1943 will | 
“« - veach 100,000 tons. - i ati‘istS / rn CC 
te -Fluorspar is produced in Newfoundland by the St. Lawrence | 
=~ Corporation of Newfoundland, Ltd.; and Newfoundland Fluorspar, | | 
-._ Litd., the latter a subsidiary of the Aluminum Co. of Canada, Ltd. ° 
-... Production and shipments by the St, Lawrence Corporation of New-. __ 
-.  foundland, Ltd., were 12 and 9 percent, respectively, greater in 1942 
nes » than in 1941. The 1942 shipments went to Canadian consumers and 
=. comprised 15 percent acid grade, 74 percent metallurgical grade, and 
-.. 11 percent crude (65 percent. CaF,). The St. Lawrence Corporation _ 
‘. of Newfoundland, Ltd., completed’ a. flotation plant late in 1942. — 
==". ‘Newfoundland Fluorspar, Ltd., which has been doing exploration and > 
"2 development work for several years, began producing in: 1942: After | 
«.  hand-picking and crushing at the mine the output, which contains 70 
<> to 80 percent calcium fluoride, is shipped to Arvida, Canada, where the - - 
>> Aluminum Co. of Canada, Ltd., has a flotation plant to mill the ore 
» toacid grade, 
“= > + Sweden.—For some time explorations have been made regarding 
~~. possibilities of mining fluorspar at the Branteviks mines in the | 
<... Province of Skane in south Sweden. Deposits were discovered near 
«' the surface, and. test borings have now reached a depth of 50 to 60 

‘meters (164 to 197 feet).. Machinery to permit further operations has - 
-- been ordered ® © | ee OO a 
~ Aktiebolaget Branteviks Gruvor has begun mining fluorspar on a 
. .. small scale; the material is to be used in manufacturing light metals 
~.. in a plant at Sundsvall.® | | Oe re 
Po _ Umon of South Africa.—Production of fluorspar in the Union of 
<. South Africa was 3,888 short tons during the first 9 months of 1942 
a (figures for the remaining 3 months ‘not available) compared with | 
aa about 4,300 tons in the year 1941 and 8,180 tons in 1940. | 

oo , a - CRYOLITE ae 

a Cryolite occurs in commercial quantity and is mined at only one — 
place—Ivigtut, Greenland. Gibbs’ has described the mine at 

“-__. Tvigtut, grades of ore produced, methods of processing and purifica- 
tion, and various uses of cryolite. oe | 

7 | A sizable proportion of the cryolite used in the United States is 
made from fluorspar. According to Frary:" oe 

The fluorspar is treated with sulfuric acid to produce hydrofluoric acid, and this 
is neutralized with the proper amounts of soda ash and aluminum hydrate to | 
produce the cryolite, which is a double fluoride of sodium and aluminum 

_ (NajAlF,). The artificial cryolite is quite satisfactory and, in fact, considerably | 
| lower in objectionable impurities than the natural cryolite usually used. There | 

| would be no serious difficulty in getting along with the artificial product if the sup- 
ply of natural cryolite from Greenland is shut off. 

. ___ The chief use of cryolite is in the metallurgy of aluminum; compara- 
tively small amounts are used in glass, enamels, abrasives, and 
insecticides. | a . 

"1 Oole, W. E., Jr., American vice consul, St. John’s, Newfoundland, February 9, 1943. 
8 Klath, T. O., commercial attaché, Stockholm, Sweden, March 9, 1942. - 
* Chemical and Engineering News, vol. 20, No. 13, July 10; 1942, p. 858. 
10 Gibbs, A. E. (technical director, Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Co.), Cryolite as a Chemical Raw 

Material: Chem. Ind., vol. 38, May 1936, pp. 471-476. 
1 Frary, F. C., Cryolite from Fluorspar: Steel, vol. 108, No. 26, June 30, 1941, p. 4.
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Be _- - FLUORSPAR AND CRYOLITE: — 4 - 

-. Cryolite was put under complete allocation and use control by 
*. General Preference Order M-198, issued by the War Production Board = 4 
o September 18, 1942. .Cryolite, both natural and artificial, could = % 
ha not be delivered, received, or used after October 1, 1942, except by § 
ee specific authorization of the War Production Board. The sole excep- .2 
-. . tion to the provision is receipt and use as an insecticide. © oe 
ot - g . ° . . e . .e . s 2 “og LP 

. Artificial eryolite was manufactured in the United States in 1942 == 
- .. by the Aluminum Ore Co. at East St.. Louis, Ill.; this company is 
' building a plant near Bauxite, Ark. A small quantity of artificial ~~ 
eo cryolite was made in a pilot plant by the Pennsylvania Salt Manu- =. 

facturing Co. in 1942; it has about completed a commercial plant at sy 
-. . Cornwells Heights, Pa. OO Pe pT as 
oo The following table shows imports of cryolite into the United States ~~  - 35 

»-  Cryolite (natural.and ariificial) imported for consumption in the United States, = = 4 
a a oe _ 1941-42, by countries — | , a A 

er Country» | >> — 
ee | | | SO |Longtons| Value |Longtons| Value = =  — - ae 

amanda ee eneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeteeeeeeeeeeee | AP LL cee 
a Greenland.....----.....----2-20-sssvssvsosssssse-----} 26,680 | 1,461,600 | 64,565 | $3,850,875 

a ae So 26, 684 | 1,462,725 | 64,565| 3,859,875 ss 
ee , : . - , Sah 

. Cee 

a | : AG 

ee er
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oo Oo SUMMARY OUTLINE _ - — os 

- | a Page fo. | ee Pages 
a Summary..-.--------.------------s---------- 1413 | Aplite...-.------.-+---22----------.---------- 1419 er teas 
ley Salient statistics......:....------------:-----. 1413 | Technologic developments____--.-.----------- 1419 | oe 

ee Domestic production. .........-.-.----------- 1414] _Magnesium-extinguisher__.......-.-.------- 1419. rer 

a Crude feldspar__..-..-....---------------.. 1414] Other developments._.......-.--------------- 1420 a 

Be Ground feldspar...-.-..-------------------- 1415 Imports_.....----.--------------------------- M2) 

ee Consumption and uses.....------------------ 1416] Feldspar_....------------------------------, 1421 Pe 
2  Orude feldspar. .._..-...--------=---------- 1416] _ Cornwall stone-__------------+------------- 421 me 

me | Ground feldspar..-.--------.--------------- 1417 | World production. ........-.----------------- 1422000 

Be -Nepheline syenite-..-.---.------------------- 418, , | : ak 

eo SUMMARY Oo os 
we Conversion of many enamel and porcelain plants to the heat treat- ost 
- ing of steel, to the manufacture of parts or assembliesforwarmachines, =» 

e or to other activities more closely allied to successful completion of sk 
i the war sharply reduced the consumption of feldspar in the enamel 

So and porcelain industries.in 1942. . Curtailment of plate-glass produc- =~ 

, tion also tended to reduce feldspar*sales. However, production and = == 

BS shipments of glass containers, which probably represent the most =... 
“important consumer outlet for feldspar, in 1942 broke all records by i. 

. increases of 12 and 15 percent, respectively, over 1941, the former _ i 

* record year. Sales of feldspar to glass plants in 1942 were the highest oN 

: recorded since annual statistics by uses were first compiled (1934) and 
- - undoubtedly also the highest in the history of the industry. The7- | 

“percent increase over 1941 in this category, however, was notsufficient = =. 

co to offset the decline in sales to porcelain and enamel manufacturers. _ oe 

mo _ Salient statistics of the feldspar industry in the United States, 1940-42 | : 

bo SS orn TOTO 4 

‘ Percent of 2k 

: | | 1940 1941 1942 | change in a 
a | . 1942 a 

: Crude feldspar: . os usa 

be Domestic sales: ‘ oo 

Long tons.._....----......---------------------] __ 290, 763 338, 860 307, 823 —9. 2 . oe 

Valtio..--.2w wow nnn nn ns ne ence ensecesewa2-| $1, 271,995 | $1, 519,456 | $1, 516, 791 —.2 fe 
| . Average per long ton.........-..----------- $4. 37 $4. 48 $4. 93 +10.06 oo Gs 

| Imports: e he 

Long tonS.....-.-------------------------------| 12,522} 11, 258 9, 525 —15.4 a 
| Value........-.--------------------------------| $80, 274 $73, 236 $69, 797 —4.7 ae 

Average per long ton..._...---....--------- $6. 41 $6. 51 $7. 33 +12. 6 wh 

Ground feldspar sold by merchant mills: soe 

| Short tonS.-...---.--------eec-----c---------------| 285,713 | 354,417 | 327,786 —7.5 a 
Valle... wna wenn nena aeesasu-2-----| $3; 065, 482 | $3, 782, 603 | $3, 524, 969 —6.8 oo 

, Average per short ton.......-------+----------- $10. 73 $10. 67 $10. 75 +7 os 

| Sales of crude spar in 1942 totaled 307,823 long tons, valued at a 

, $1,516,791, a decrease of 9 percent in quantity and of 0.2 percent m OR 

. value from 1941. Sales of ground spar aggregated 327,786 short tons oF 

valued at $3,524,969, a decline of about 7 percent in quantity and oak 

- value from 1941. The output of both crude and ground feldspar in a 
| 1413 oe
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" 1942, however, was considerably higher than in any year other than _ 
“: . 1941. The average value per ton-of crude spar rose 10 percent in — 
~ 1942, while the downward trend in recent. years in realization per ton — - 
=... of ground spar was checked and a.small increase recorded. : a 

oo _. Crude feldspar imported into the United States in 1942 amounted = 
“to. 9,525 long tons valued at $69,797, a decrease of 15 percent in ton- _ 
».. Mage and 5 percent in value from 11,253 tons valued at $73,236 ~ 
“> + dmported in 1941. : ee - oe 
oe _ Most States produced somewhat less crude feldspar than in 1941, 

notable exceptions being . Arizona, California, and Wyoming. In 
“-- 4942 South Dakota achieved a new high in output (sales) of ground | 
~. feldspar. Other States grinding more spar than in 1941 were Ari- - 
«zona, California, and Virginia. Somewhat smaller outputs than in | 
2: 1941 were reported by New Jersey-Connecticut, North Carolina- 
<< ‘Tennessee, Maine, and New Hampshire. a rs 

BR _ DOMESTIC PRODUCTION © oe 
.° - .. Following the usual practice in the industry, crude feldspar is 
“-reported in long tons of 2,240 pounds and ground feldspar in short 
2. Crude. feldspar —Crude feldspar sold in.1942 totaled 307,823 long _ 

;. . tons, a 9-percent decrease from the record year 1941 but 6 percent -.-. @bove. sales in the highest previous year (1940), . The total value 
n ($1,516,791). 1942 was only slightly less than in 1941. ey 

oe ; a | | Crude feldspar sold or used by producers in the United States, 1 988-42 a 
Be a _ ° [Value-at mine or nearest shipping point] _ oo 

Be fof vate ff Vane 
ie Year - | Long tons ie Year ——- | Long tons }-——__,-—___ oe 
ee ‘| Total | Average . : - | ‘Total | Average 

Bagg tg, 139 $305,081 | $4.56 || 1941.____| 338,860 | $1,519,456 | - $4.48 rn 1939.--_-1_--7_-| 253,466 | 1,112,857 | . 4.39 || 1942...--_| 307,823 | 1,516,791 4.93 ee 1940.--------.-| 290, 763 | 1, 271, 995 4.37 oe : 
_ EEE 

CB Crude feldspar sold or used by producers in the United States. 1 940-42, by States 
| oo [Value at mine or nearest shipping point] 

Oo | | 1940 1941 1942 
. State — > RL I a 

Long tons Value Long tons Value Long tons Value | 

Arizona___..........---------- () (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) - California__.._._.-.-...2 22-2. 2, 711 $18, 254 4, 464 $22, 490 5, 090 $23, 261 
Colorado__.......-_--_--_____. 34, 105 123, 514 42, 326 147, 640 33, 610 135, 569 
Connecticut_..___.___.-_..__. 24, 404 128, 348 13, 693 92, 397 12, 807 . 92, 076 . oe Maine......._-....._...--| 18,390] 84,796 22,566 | 116, 610 8, 835 53, 143 
Maryland.-_._.._..-..--.--_- (1) (4) (1) (1) woneneen eee | eee e eens 
Massachusetts___.......-.-.-.]...-.-.-----|--.--_------ () (1) a ae 
New Hampshire____.________. 38, 589 149, 031 52, 219 200, 569 46, 544 24], 990 New York__._._._._.-______-- (1) (1) (1) (1) - (1) (1) North Carolina._-------"--"--| 79,312 | 426,784 160,016 | 552,386] 93, 644 533, 448 
Pennsylvania.___.___._._____.- (1) (1). (1) (1) (1) (1) South Dakota...-.-----.--77-} 54,692 | 157, 328 59,015 | 170,723 56, 499 195, 499 
Texas.__.__...----------------}------------|-2--- eee. (1) (1) (1) (1) Virginia. = 222 oT 8 208 | 196, 531 (i) 24, 298 140, 304 Wyoming 927227 7777777777 7, 833 29, 128 11,846 | 43, 484 13, 958 50, 730 
Undistributed ?._.......-_...- | 9, 022 |: 38, 286 32, 715 173, 157 12, 543 50, 771 

290,763 | 1,271,995 | 338,860] 1,519,456 | 307,823 | 1,516,791 ~ 
et 

. 1 Included under ‘“‘Undistributed.’’ 4 Includes States indicated by ‘*(1).”



. . States producing crude feldspar in 1942 were the same as in 1941, nee 
- . except that no output in 1942 was reported from Maryland or Mas- = ss 
.  gachusetts. The four leading States in 1942, in order of production. - ... 
: ~ (North. Carolina, South Dakota, New Hampshire, and Colorado), cS 
eS reported decreases of output ranging from 4 percentforSouth Dakota =. 

7 to 21 percent for Colorado. There were substantial percentage n-  —* 
o creases, however, in California, Virginia, and Wyoming, as well as in og 
. Arizona and Texas; production data cannot be shown for the last two. oe 
ge Sales of crude feldspar in 1942 in Connecticut, Maine, and New York ~.”. 
E. | were less than in 1941. os mee, SO — OS 

. , The average sales realization per long ton for crude feldspar in- al 
# - creased 10 percent over 1941 to $4.93 in 1942 and was the highest _ Liss 
m - reported since 1937. All States for which figures can be given (except ==>: 
- California and Wyoming) show higher average valuesin 1942 than oS 
Ba in 1941. Averages per ton for selected States in both years (1941 in ee 

- parentheses) follow: North Carolina, $5.70 ($5.52); Virginia, $5.77 © -# 

So ($5.58); ‘South Dakota, $3.46 ($2.89); Maine, $6.02 ($5.17); and = s¢s 
Po Colorado, $4.03 ($3.49), 8 °°... | a, ge 
a — Ground feldspar.—Ground feldspar sold by merchant mills in 1942 = 3 
re decreased 8 percent in tonnage and 7 percent in value, compared with oe 
be the peak year 1941, and totaled 327,786 short tons valued at $3,524,969. 
. The tonnage in 1942 was 15 percent above that in 1940, the former a 
s record year. Sales. by North Carolina and Tennessee mills supplied 
- --- 26 percent of the:total ground spar sold, compared with 27 percent <4 

a in 1941 and 1940 and 32 percent in 1937. Although producmg |. 
. . slightly less ground spar in 1942 than in 1941, South Dakota and  ~=—s_* 
*. Colorado combined furnished 37 percent in 1942 compared with 34 = 
i _- percent in 1941 and 30 percent in 1937. Sales offeldspar of Canadian . =~ 
ee origin ground in United States mills amounted to 3 percent of the =~ 
- total merchant sales, in 1942 compared with 2 percent in 1941,3 © 4 
eo percent in 1940, and 6 percentin 1987. = tsss—<is—sS 
~ South Dakota sales of ground feldspar rose 14 percent in 1942 to. 4 
E 68,025 short tons (valued at $483,075)—a record tonnage—giving it = ~% 
Po first place among the. producing States. Tennessee ranked second, _ 8 
e followed by Colorado, North Carolina, and New Hampshire. States pa 
fe that produced more ground spar than in 1941, in addition to South ae 
f ‘Dakota, with percentages of increase, were: Illinois, 0.5 percent; Lae 
fo - Arizona, 24; California, 37; and Virginia, 38 percent. The output =| 
; from Tennessee and North Carolina combined decreased 10 percent |} 
t compared with 1941. All other States reported declines in output of . = 
' ground feldspar ranging from 12 percent for New Jersey and New oa 
: York and 15 percent for Colorado jto 29 percent for Maine and 34 ak, 
- percent for New Hampshire. : Sy 

mo : - Ground feldspar sold by merchant mills 1 in the United States, 1988-42 ~~ - 4 

‘ Domestic Canadian Total . “i 

Active Value | Value . 
: Year mills | ghort- |]. | Short [~~] | Short | yan, z 

| | | tons Total aor tons | Total ae _ tons | eS 

. ni a ne | en | ener neers | memeemennemernenne | ee | a | oye 

: 1938.........| 30 | 206,646 | $2,314,675 | $11.20 | 7,908 | $151,577 | $10.26 | 214,514 |g2,406,252 2 
1939_.._..-.----- 31 | 249,889 | 2,685,473 | 10.75 | 9,305 | 176,805 | 19.00 | 259,194 | 2, 862, 278 ORS 

| 1940....-..---.| 29] 277,612 | 2912,470| 10.49 | 8,101] 153,012 | 18.89 | 285,713 | 3, 065, 482 tke 
1941... 29 | 347,002] 3,646,404 | 10.51 | 7,325 | 136,199 | 18.59 | 354,417 | 3,782,603 oN 

1942. -...-------- 29 | 318,209 | 3,339,462 | 10.49 | 9,577 | 185,507 | 19.37 | 327, 786 | 3, 524, 969 ae 

: ~ Excludes potters or others who grind for consumption in their own plants. ie
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The downward trend in recent years in average realization for ground 
a feldspar marketed in the United States was checked, at least tempo- | 
Be rarily, in 1942 when the average for all ground spar sold rose to $10.75 _ 
o . per short ton compared with $10.67 in 1941 and $10.73 in 1940. The 
.. , + average value of ground spar sold was greater in all States except 
- . . .New Jersey, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia. Percentages = 
= of increase in average realization ranged from 2 percent for New York 

and 10 percent for Arizona and California to 18 percent for New | 
oe Hampshire. The range of average values for individual States in | 

1942 was $6.75 to $17.77, somewhat narrower than in 1941 when . 
-\ .. - sumilar figures ranged from $6.34 to $17.92. Average realizations per _. 
~_-* ton for selected States in 1942 follow: Colorado, $6.75; South Dakota, 
~~ $7.10; California, $13.07; North Carolina-Tennessee, $12.04; Maine, | 
-.-.. $14.70; and New Jersey (including marketed. spar ground in Connect- 
wo Nout), $17.77, 0 Oo Te | 
Py According to Engineering and Mining Journal, Metal and Mineral —s_—y 
~ Markets, quotations on ground feldspar during 1942 remained the 

Same as in 1941. Potash spar in Maine and North Carolina, 200- 
~. mesh, white, in bulk, was quoted at $17 per short ton, f. 0. b: mill; — 
-_. and soda spar, similarly prepared, at $19. North Carolina granular 

glass spar, 20-mesh, white, m bulk, f. 0. b. mill, brought $12.50 per 
ston, with semigranular spar quoted at $11.75. Virginia quotations, _ 
-. as listed mn the same journal, were: No. 1, 230-mesh, $18; 200-mesh, 
i. $17; glassmakers’ spar, No. 17, $11.75, and No. 18, $12.50. Enam- _ 
.- _ @lers’ spar, either on Spruce Pine, N. C., or Keene, N. H., basis, was 
~. --. quoted at $14 to $16 per ton. — es a 

Z Ground feldspar sold by merchant mills in the United States, 1 940-42, by States | 

got fae fa 

Aste] tert | vatue |Actize) Short | atmo |Astive) Short | vatng 
wo Arizona -....----| 1] @ | @ | 1) @ |-om | af wo | @. —— California ---------} 3] 2624] $32847] 3] 4079| 348202] 31 5§ 5781 $72,994 
Woe ~ Colorado___...._..- 3 44,260 | 282,178 | 3 61,141 | 387, 338 3 51,684 | - 349,065 
. Connecticut... ..... 1 (3) 8) 1 (3) (3). 1 (3) (8) 

Tlinois._._..----..- 1 (2) (2) 1 (?) (2) 1 () (?) Maine........-.---| 3] 19,580} 255,020| 3] 19,713| 270,432] 3{ 14.052| 206,633 
New Hampshire..| 2]  (@) @) 2} ) 2) @" | © - NewJersey.....---| 3 | 321,158 |3379,800| 3 325,67213450,974| 3 329 649| 3 402,479 
New York.._--..-- 4 (2) (2) 4 (2) (2) 4 (2) (2) 

| Mennessee 77] 3 |} 78077 | 934,702 |{ 3 |} 95,301 |, 179, 577 {2 |) 86,240 | 1,037,998 
South Dakota_----] | 2] 54,783 | 374,024] 2| 59,581] 407,454/ 2]! 68,025! 483,075 Virginia.__..- 7) 21] @ @) 2| (3) 2) @ @ Undistributed #-.-).......] 65,231 | 806,812 |.......] 88, 840 |1,029, 534 |......| 78,558 | 972,795 

| 29 | 285,713 [3,065,482 | 29 | 354,417 [3,782,603 | 29 327,786 | 3, 524, 969 

4 Excludes potters or others who grind for consumption in their own plants. 
2 Included under “Undistributed.” 
3 Connecticut included with New Jersey. 
4 Includes items indicated by “(?).”’ 

CONSUMPTION AND USES | | 

Crude feldspar——Most crude feldspar is sold to merchant mills, 
which obtain their supply from a number of mines or localities. The 
raw spar is stock-piled and sorted according to grade and source, then 
blended and ground to specified purity and fineness and sold to ulti- 
mate consumers. However, a few pottery and enamel manufacturers 
have purchased part or all of their feldspar requirements crude and
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have ground it as needed in their own mills. Makers of soap, cleans- ey 
ers, and sweeping compounds also mine or purchase crude feldspar,, oe 

~ largely from New England, Virginia, and North Carolina, and after OS 
grinding or otherwise processing it utilize the abrasive properties | Re 

. of the spar in their products. Manufacturers of artificial teeth an- ES 
: nually use a small tonnage of carefully selected crude material, which Le 
: must be free from all grit and is sold at a substantial premium over  —-_— 
--* No. 1 grade commercial feldspar. | 7 a RG 
- Ground feldspar—The ceramic industry uses well over 95-percent = .: 

of the ground feldspar sold. by merchant spar mills each year in the ae 
- ‘United States. Most of the spar, by far, is consumed in the glass, be 
. pottery, and enamel trades. The glass industry increased its share of ot 
-. feldspar used to 195,601 short tons or 60 percent of the total ground Aug 

° . gpar sold, compared with 52 percent in 1941. Sales of spar for use in ngs 
pottery and in enamel fell sharply in 1942, each outlet having dropped oaks 

a approximately 20,000 tons from 1941; pottery decreased from 36 to wo 
:: 32 percent of the total marketed spar and enamel from 10 to 4 percent. is 
an The remainder of the ground feldspar sold by merchant mills Was =| 
- utilized for various ceramic uses other than glass, pottery, and enamel; __ oe 
Bs for soaps and abrasive purposes; and for purposes not specified. © 9 3 
- Minor uses of feldspar include its employment as a welding-rod = 9 >) 
oS coating,! and as a cementing material in laying firebrick walls.. | SE 

- Ground feldspar sold by merchant mills in the United States, 1940-42, by uses ist 

ee fe gt eget | of 
: | , Use rrr oo oer 
. oo . Short tons Feteent of Short.tons ‘Peroent of Short tons Percent of an +3 

sf Ceramic: = . ° | ae ef So _ | ree 
oe “Glass.-2-.---------.------| 149,623 |. 52.4 | 182,878 516] 195,601! 89.7 — oe 
a Pottery._.----------------} 104,586). 36.6 127, 140 > «85.9 106, 081 82.4 0.02 20 2 
. Enamel.........--..--.---| 26,420 9.3 | 34,841 9.8 13, 899 "4.2 oe 
wo _ Other ceramic uses__..--.-]. 649 22]. 563 2 6, 459 — 2000 es 
Se Soaps and abrasives........---| .. 2,682 9]... 1,490 | 4{ 4,396 - L3 \ a 
mo Other uses.....:-.---2--------|. 1, 788 6] ° $7,505 | 21] 430) 2 4 

t | 988,718 | 100.0 | 354,417 | = 100.0 | 827,786 | = 100.0 ss 

ro The destinations of ground feldspar from 1939 to 1942, as reported RS 
by merchant grinders, are shown in the accompanying table. Ship- oe 
ments during 1942 to California, Illinois, and West Virginia increased __ oe 
considerably over 1941 but to New York only slightly. -Other States Oo 

| for which comparisons are possible showed smaller totals than in 1941, og 
although generally quantities compared favorably withthoseforprior = == 

| years. In 1942 the largest consuming State was Illinois, with ship- “8 
: ments amounting to 50,450 short tons or 15 percent of the total; it os 

was followed by Ohio with 43,950 tons (13 percent), New Jersey with Os 
43,029.tons (13 percent), Pennsylvania with 40,013 tons (12 percent), oS 
and Indiana with 38,998 tons (12 percent). Next in order were West . 4 

- Virginia (11 percent), New York (6 percent), and California (4 per- LS 
cent). Shipments to ‘Other destinations’ comprised 4 percent of the oe 
total in 1942, including fair-size tonnages to Arkansas, Louisiana, oh 

| Mississippi, and Texas and small amounts to some 15 or 20 other os 
| States. . | - os 

1 See Ralston, Oliver C., and von Bernewitz, M. W., Minerals Used in Welding: Bureau of Mines Inf, : x 
Circ. 7121, 1940, 56 pp. — 

| 556250—43——90 : we
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- Lo Ground feldspar shipped from merchant mills in the United States, 1989-42, by 
oe . ts _, destinations, in short tons | Be a 

a - . - "Destination lcs . 19391 |. 1940 1941 | 1942 

Ho CANORA nooo eae eee eee | 7,800] 7,897 9,444] 12,008 
fe” oe Thlinois. --:-_ 2-2 2 eee eee ee eee 15, 948 | -. 32,811 44, 573 50,450 
Bee “Indiana.__._._-.-.----1----.--------s----- eee L--------------] 38, 189 | 28,634 | =: 39,620 | = 38,998 
ee - Maryland_____-.-_----1-1----2L oe ei ee eee eee] GO (2) @) | © 8745 |. 
cv. Massachusetts... ..-..--------------------------------------+---| (?) @ |. 3,630, 
eT New Jersey --.----------------------------------. ------=------| 34,309 | = 42, 381 44,249 43, 029 oe 
Poe New York. _....--2..---ssscessseeesteeseteesisivsssess--ss----| 14,995] 13,236 | 18,326] 18,363. 

oo Ohio. TET] 53,410 | 50,885 | 52,270 | 43,950 
cn Oklahoma... -...---------------------------+------------------| _@) @). |. @) 8, 002 
Shy Se Pennsylvania....--..-...-2...-ssccslessseeeeeeessesse-s-----|.. 84,466 | 47,431 | 54,534 | 40,013 
no Tennessee... ---2ossseceesseses eee TTI] 077] sont] 9,697 | ~ 3,507 

West Virginia.-.....-0000 JJ] 19188] 21,889] 29,916 | 35, 161. 
ee ~ . ‘Wiseonsin......2.-----.2--------2----------+--------------------| - 5,184 | 6,967 | - 10,517 7,837 — 

ag a. Se Other destinations 3. -.----------------------------2-+-#2--2507- 25, 463 , 27,721 40, 271 18,87 

Be 956, 769 | 285,713 | 854,417 | 827,786 

eo ce i Data include 99 percent of total ground feldspar. ae | 
ee -IIncluded under “Other destinations”; separate figure for State not available. oy _ 
Pe Oe ’ Includes Arkansas,: Colorado, District of Columbia, Hawaii, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland (1939-41),. 
on Massaolpsetis (1939-41), Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Oklahoma (1939-41), Puerto Rico, 
eo . .-, South Carolina, and Texas, and other States (shipments to which cannot be segregated); also small ship- 

ae ments to Canada, England, and Mexico. a oe | : a ; 

eo “  NEPHELINE SYENITE OS 

eo a | Production of nepheline syenite in 1942 continued active. Inthe | 
first years 1t was used, practically all was employed in the manufacture 

<°. of glass where its high alumina content proves economical and benefi- 
:¢._ gial. In more.recent years an increasing proportion of theoutput has _ 
“~*  gone into various types of ceramic bodies. The glass-trade material — 
“\. .-- 4s of granular type, whereas nepheline for pottery use is finely ground. _ 
—-.. A-residue or dust remaining from grinding finds an outlet partly in the 
‘enamel and colored-glass trades and partly as a substitute for pumice 
uy for grinding and polishing, as a cleanser, and in the heavy-clay in- 
Pan dustriess = - os a | 
Be, _. Production in the last 2 or 3 years has come almost entirely from 
a the Methuen Township region in Peterborough County, Ontario. 

co Deposits of similar occurrence extend over into Hastings and Hali- | 
“burton Counties. The Bancroft-Gooderham district northeast of the | 

Methuen region in Hastings and Haliburton Counties has produced 
A _ intermittently since 1937. A new Canadian source of nepheline 

; syenite is the property of Port Coldwell Mines & Metals, Litd., recently 
| reported to be under development? at Port Coldwell, Ontario. 

| | The larger part of the Canadian output is shipped into the United | 
States for grinding and consumption, although some nepheline is 

, ground before importation. After considerable increase in 1941 over 
1939 and 1940, imports of crude nepheline syenite in 1942, although 

_ only slightly above 1941, reached the record figure of 35,990 short tons 
valued at $120,688. Comparable data are 35,799 tons valued at 
$112,101 in 1941 and 27,888 tons valued{at $87,162fin"1940. Ground 

, nepheline syenite imported into the United States totaled 4 short tons 
valued at $44 in 1942, which compares with 6 tons valued at $25 in 
1940; in 1941, however, 1,359 short tons of ground nepheline valued 
at $13,695 were shipped into this country. All shipments of crude 
and ground nepheline originated in Canada. | | 

Prices of nepheline syenite at the end of 1942, according to Canadian 

| : Northern Miner, vol. 28, No. 46, February 4, 1943, p. 8. , | .
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-. Chemistry and Process Industries, were the same as at the beginning ae 

~ of the year: Grade A, 20-mesh, bulk, in carlots, $11.75 per ton f.0.b. an 

*- Lakefield, Ontario; Grade A, 200-mesh, bulk, in carlots, $16.50 per ton eae 
-_. f. o. b. Kingston, Ontario; and Grade B dust, bulk, in carlots, $10.00 === 
-.-per ton, f. o. b. Lakefield, Ontario. = _ a ag cs Ba 
_ Nepheline syenite prices were included under the Office of Price = = => 
i Administration General Maximum Price Regulation (G. M.P.R.) |. os 

- of April 28, 1942, and also under Maximum Price Regulation = 

on (M. P. R.) 327, issued February 16, 1948, and effective February 22, a 

- 1943. This latter regulation established as the maximum allowable _. 2 

LO prices those prevailing in March 1942.0 00 ee 

oe ~~ The only known commercial production of nepheline syenite, other AS 

a than from Canadian deposits, is that from apatite nephelite rock on = 2 
» the Kola Peninsula in northwestern U.S. S. R.. Montana pegmatites, 2% 

', . said to resemble in part the Kola Peninsula deposits, were described | as 

» . by Pecora® 200 “3 

* Production of ground. “aplite’? by Dominion Minerals, Inc., with = .* 
a mill at Piney River, Va., continued at an actrve rate in 1942, sur- ES 
~- passing slightly shipments reported for 1941. New uses, especially for 5. 
©. the large quantities of fines produced: as a byproduct of milling opera- 

. tions, are being investigated. Among possible new uses may be . | os 
7 fillers of various types and.a quite recent application—the extinguish- 

be ing ofincendiarymagnesiumbombs. = 9. 
po The new mill of the Carolina Mineral Co., Erwin, Tenn., subsidiary © 9 ~~ 

i of the Consolidated. Feldspar Corporation, began operations during 2 

s 1942, grinding material similar to that processed by Domimion of 

i Minerals, Inc. The new plant also is located near Piney River, Va. 

- - _.  - ECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS = |. © iy 

_ Considerable data on the fluxing properties of feldspar and nephe- ss 

io line syenite were developed and published in a paper by Earhart.* -  & 

: In a study of the effect of fluxes containing mixtures of spodumene 4 

a and feldspar on semivitreous.and vitreous hotel-chinaware bodies, oe 

‘> the most effective fluxes were found to be those consisting of 30 to. =~ & 
- 40 percent spodumene, 40 to 60. percent potash feldspar, and 10-to — My 

- 20 percent soda feldspar.6 Formulas for determining the relative oF 

, amounts of microcline, albite, anorthite, kaolinite, muscovite, and | = 

| free quartz in the feldspars were published by Koenig.’ The extent nna: 

| and nature of feldspar-bearing sands in Illinois and the most econom- a 

: ical methods of separating and preparing commercial grades of feld- My 

7 spar from them were investigated by the State Geological Survey . - 2 

_ -Feldspar has been found to be effective in extinguishing magnesium = = =——* 

: 3 Pecora, William T., Nepheline Syenite Pegmatites, Rocky Boy Stock, Bearpaw. Mountains, Montana; | 4 

. Am. Mineral., vol. 27, No. 6, June 1942, pp. 398-424, nite 

« Earhart, William H., Use of Washed North Carolina Kaolin as an Ingredient of Porcelain Bodies: Ohio oh 

: State Univ. Studies, Eng. Exp. Sta. Cire. 42, November 1941,40 pp. CE OR 

| Schurecht, H. G., Shapiro, J. K., and Zabawsky, Z., Influence of Fluxes of Spodumene and Feldspar _ >} 
Mixtures on Properties of Chinaware Bodies: Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc., vol. 25, No. 11, July 1, 1942, pp. a3 

| 32t ee snig, E. W., Calculation of Mineralogical Composition of Feldspar by Chemical Analysis: Jour. a 
Am. Ceram. Boc., pol 2 No. 14, October 1, 1942, pp. 4202. | a ot 

n, H. B., Feldspar in Illinois Sands: ois State Geol. Survey, Rept. of Investigations 79. ot 
Urbana, Ill., 1942, 87pp. | a ag
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~~ incendiary bombs,’ asa result of experiments by W. W. -Rubey, — 
.. geologist, and Michael Fleischer and J. J. Fahey, chemists, Federal. 
Boe. Geological Survey. With a melting point of about 2100° F.—lower 
Bs than that of sand—feldspar quickly forms a protective coating over 
+ the molten magnesium which cuts off the supply of air from the — 
pet Magnesium and actually stops it from burning and its flame from 
+. spreading. It is superior to mixtures containing salt, pitch, ashes, _ 
+ or fine powders, as it does not burn, give off smoke, blow out, or — 
~ scatter appreciably from the intense heat of the incendiary material. 7 
- + Feldspar used for this purpose should be ground to pass a 10-mesh _ | 
“. - gereen and be retained by a 200-mesh screen. Finer material tends __ 
Ree to clog interstices and prevent the ready escape of gases, which 8 
.... otherwise would erupt with sufficient force to form miniature craters __ 
>>. in the feldspar cover and destroy its effectiveness. Bee 
«Costly equipment or a trained crew is not needed to apply the — 
«extinguisher. Feldspar also is relatively inexpensive. Indeed; the 
s "waste material produced in grinding commercial grades of sparcould 
—-..° readily be screened to suitable size and marketed for this purpose at = 
“comparatively low cost, according to the Geological Survey, . | 
.. . . In most of the Survey experiments, the rock used consisted largely > 

Of soda-lime feldspar: ‘This rock, locally called ‘aplite,” is quarried —- 
~ In Amherst and Nelson Counties, Va., where there is an abundant 
=. supply. Potash feldspar, either orthoclase or microcline, is equally 
»  effective.. Rocks consisting largely. of feldspar also give practically 
7. as: good results as pure feldspar. In the East such materials as —_ 
...” ‘syenites, nepheline syenites, or screenings from granite quarrying 
“...  might-be used. Granite, monzonite, rhyolite, and latite are available 

and’ quarried for crushed stone in the Pacific Coast area. Screenings 
ee from these crushed rocks, although perhaps not as effective as feld- 
ae spar, could be utilized as magnesium extinguishers. = a | 
oO | The United States Department of the Interior, by arrangement 
-.. _ with the inventors acting through the Department of Justice, already — | 
eo - has taken steps to obtain Government-controlled patent protection 
= for the invention and method of use. Under the patent,? commercial 

: _ development of the material under free licenses will be encouraged 
ae by the Department. Consumer prices for material used in extin- 
oe guishing incendiary magnesium to be sold under the above-noted 

ss patent, were established by the Office of Price Administration.” 
| Up to February 1943, sales of extinguishers manufactured by license 

: had been made in Baltimore and Philadelphia. Applications for 
licenses also had been received from potential manufacturers else- 

. where in the East, on the West coast, and in the Gulf of Mexico area. 
Interest in the extinguisher has been shown by airfields and by fac- 

; : tories using magnesium in their products. | 

| OTHER DEVELOPMENTS | | 

The property of the Seaboard Feldspar Corporation in Cheshire 
County, N. H., was acquired in July 1942 by the General Minerals 
Corporation, 52 William Street, New York City, and operation con- 

< 8 Department of the Interior Information Service, Press Release, June 14, 1942, 3 pp. 
§ Fahey, Joseph J., Fleischer, Michael, and Rubey, William W. (assigned to U. 8. Government), Method 

and Means for Extinguishing Burning Molten Magnesium and the Like: U. 8. Patent 2,294,532, September 

4 10 Office of Price Administration, Feldspar Fire Extinguishers: OPA Maximum Price Regulation 321 
| (effective February 24, 1943), reported in OPA Press Release, February 19, 1943.
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a tinued during the year. In August 1942, the F. E. Schundler Feld- = 
ce spar-Co., Inc., Custer, S..Dak., discontinued business, and thecom- > __. ° 

pany was dissolved. ‘The Consolidated Feldspar Corporation, Tren- © 
a ton, N. J., also operating a mill at Keystone, S. Dak., acquired the . .- = 
_.. - mines and mill of the Schundler firm and operated the plant for the 
- rest of the year. The Bureau of. Mines has been informed that a ge 
so feldspar mill is to be erected in the Llano area at Kingsland, Tex. ©. °°" 
-- to process a low-iron spar recently discovered in the Packsaddle paar 
- Mounfain district. ee oe eS 
a Brief descriptions of feldspar deposits are given and the relative OSES 
ce importance of the New York feldspar industry is discussed by Otte™ 2. 2+ 
-. . The feldspar occurrences in the Llano County region in Texas were = 
’. described by Chelf. Two plants of the-Consolidated Feldspar Cor- 
- poration, whose main offices are in Trenton, N. J., were described in — OSS 
, the trade press. Hubbell presented a detailed account of the equip- si 
"ment, products, and methods of operation of the corporation plant at ee 
a Erwin, Tenn., which processes feldspar from the Spruce Pine area of > % 
-. North Carolina; and Moore “ described operation of the mines and 
< mill near Bedford, Westchester County, N.Y. | OO a 

IMPORTS ee 

o Feldspar <Crude feldspar imported into the United Statesin 1942. 
» aggregated 9,525 long tons valued at $69,797—a decrease of 15 per- 
oO cent in tonnage and 5 percent in value compared. with 11,253 tons =. 
e valued at $73,236.imported in 1941; the average value per ton ($6.51 == 
' 4n. 1941) increased 13 percent to $7.33 in 1942. Allimports originated =| 3 

» in Canada. In 1942, as in 1940 and 1941, there were no imports of => 
* ground feldspar. oe | | a re rae 

fo Feldspar imported for consumption in the United States, 1988-42. ° vas ee 

cae | roma || = | cae | Grom 
tga, | ove pos : teas | vane | at | vane || | eae | vam | Seat | vame 

: a | ne 

: 4938.._..-| 7,651 | $56,126 |...-..--.-].-.-.-.-.-|] 1941--.--] 11,258 |. $78, 236 |-_--------]---- 4 
1939_.__-- 7,460 | 52,141 2 $54 || 1942... 9, 525 69, 797 |..--------|--------2- a 

3 1940.....-| 12,522] 80,274 |.......---]--.------- > | eg 
. ees 

. “ 8 
Cornwall stone—Both “‘unmanufactured” and “crushed or ground” es 

Cornwall stone from the United Kingdom (only source of supply for uae 
| this material) were actively imported into the United States durmg ok 

: 1941; in 1942, however, shipments virtually ceased. The average Tes 
values (foreign market value) per long ton for unmanufactured material od 

. in 1940, 1941, and 1942 were, respectively, $9.20, $11.38, and $13.80 © |: 
) and for crushed or ground Cornwall stone, $12.10, $14.60, and $18.40. Le 

11 Otte, Herman F., The Expanding Mineral Industry of the Adirondacks: State of New York, Executive oe : 
Department, Division of Commerce, Pub. i0, Albany, N.Y February 1943, 102 PP. (Feldspar, pp. 89-95.) _ | : "3 

elf, Car], ew Feldspar Deposit in Llano County, Tex.: Univ. of Texas, Bureau of Economic 2m 
Geology, Mineral Resources Survey Cire. 45, May 1942, 5. pp. nen 

‘ 13 Hubbell, ‘ Ha As Feldspar Grinding Plant in Tennessee: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, No. 12, De- ~ Bs e 

| et Moore, R. Carl, Mining and Grinding Feldspar: Rock Products, vol. 45, No. 9, September 1942, pp. OS 
| oe icures on imports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the Department oe 

a of Commerce, ye
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< a - |» - «Cornwall stone imported for consumption in the United Siaies, 1988-42. - a. 

eT Upmanufactured | Ground =f], —Ss«d|sUmmannfactured | = Ground’ 

Be ear i fp. oy > Year tone | L ] Te 

Bs A toms | VO] tons: | Vale. | toms | YAM | tons | Value 

ete - 1938...-.-| ... 518 |. $4,976 |. . 283} . $1,797 || 1941--.--|. 2,736 | $31,138] - 182] $2,658 
ah 1939._2.-2]~- 1,684} 17,288} >  348-) 3,965 || 1942..-..| 74 1,021 | - 5 92 
Ree 1940.__--.|° 2,261 | 20,812] - 2281  _2,758 eds oo } OO 

“WORLD PRODUCTION - Loe 
<<. ~~~ World ‘output of feldspar from’ 1937 to 1942, insofar as data are _ 
~~. - available, appears in the following table. - nnn 

“U0. World. production of feldspar, 1987-42, by countries, in metric tonst 

Be, fCompiledbyB.B.Waldbauer} 

ee Qountryt 1937' | ..1938 | 1939. |. 1940.°| - 1941 142° 

ee oe Argentina (shipments)... ---.| 1,346] 20/1, 081 | 1, 220 |. 2,981 | (a) a 
me Australias | - ee 
Betis _,, New South Wales#..-...-). 162} - - 17)  -@ | ..@. |... .@ Oe 
wis South Australia 200-2). 669} OZ GIB 1072] 4,081] 
Seey coo. Western. Australia (ex- | fe " Poe 
eho OE orgs) 3,081} 2,919] ~ 3,883 35661|. @ “| @& 9. 
ae “. Brazil_. 2-2-2. -----+-.----- 8400}. @ - | ° @. f° ®- rn) — @) . . 
Bey Canada (shipments). -_-_._--- 19, 365 12,753 |. 11,306| 19, 464 23,623 |. 21,245 
tee Egypt: _--<.0 22 -e---eee| i158 | 99 Th 138 52) @) ae 
pot Finland ‘(exports).-.--.-- ---- -3,282]; + 5,046) 5,506} — @). (?) OQ, 
wo “France_.2..-----------12----- 8,900; = | @) (2) (2) (2) a 

Coe “Germany: Bavaria...-...----| 9, 986|° 10,419] @) | a @) 
“India, British___.-22222.-2-7-] 495 m2} sory @) Qo 
Page Pe Italy___-.---.---.----=---+---- 13, 437 13, 391. ®@ () ee  ) @) . 
pee Norway (exports)....---------| 32,555 | ~~ 21, 761 21,282 | @) (2) — Q) 
aoe.) Rumania... 2]. 3587] 690] (2) (2) (2) : 
oS Sweden_.......---.--.-.------| 49, 140: 45,111 |-. 40,792. QF a (@) | 
UPR - United States (sold or used). -- 272, 842 199, 267° 257, 534 - 295, 430 344,299 | 312,764 

~.< 1 fn addition to countries listed, feldspar is produced in China (Manchuria) and Czechoslovakia. Official 
ae figures of Czechoslovak-output are not available, but it is estimated that the annual production is approxi- 
° - mately 30,000 metric tons (Stat. Comm. Czechoslovak Ceram, Soe.), - 

oo 2 Data not available. . =. . . 
. | 3 Includes some china stone. | Co,
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SUMMARY 
e ~~ Sales of domestic asbestos in 1942—15,481 short tons—were 37 percent | og 

» _. less than. those in 1941. The. decline’ was confined to the chrysotile = “a 

a variety, sales of which were smaller both in Vermont and Arizona. cone 

' The value of total sales was 31 percent lower: Salesoftheamphibole . «= 

variety were slightly higher in both quantity and value than in 1941. — 8 

eo Most of the United States production is of the shorter. grades of . Oe 

« chrysotile. During 1942 domestic production furnished less than 4 “od 

- percent of domestic requirements. Ml at 

: "As in the past, Canada supplied most of the United States needs of os 

a unmanufactured asbestos. Canadian chrysotile is of excellent quality wa 

ee and is suitable for most asbestos products, although a few specialties Os 

_ require asbestos from other sources. . African chrysotile, which. is im- a 

& ported in substantial quantities, is an important supplement to Ca- ass 

- radian fibers of spinning grade. India and Soviet Russia are other oe 

i. sources of chrysotile for general use. a a 

. - Asbestos combines noninflammability with a fibrous structure that 3: 

_ makes it the unique source of unburnable fabrics. Because of this  “% 

peculiar combination of properties it is an irreplaceable material for oe 

certain important military uses, although for some common uses sub- aS 

s stitution is possible. The most important. application in the former oak 

: category is for brake linings and clutch facings on automobile trans- ok 

port equipment. No satisfactory substitute has been found for these oe 

ts uses. As all types of automotive transport must have brakes and oe 

7 clutch facings, it is apparent that the military needs are extensive and oy 

- of primary importance. Fortunately, any strong, flexible chrysotile ane 

: of spinnable length is satisfactory for such use, and the extensive UF 

: asbestos-producing industry of Canada can supply large quantities of — 8 

satisfactory material. The demands for spinnin fibers in this field SS 

are relieved to some extent by the substitution of molded for woven ~ * 

| brake bands. The molded bands employ shorter grades of fiber, but oe 

: they can be used only on certain types of brakes. Other important oy 

: ‘asbestos products are gaskets and packings around steam and com- ok 

. ; + 1423 | ey
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» ..° pressed-air machinery. These products are also of great military | 
wo \importance because they are used on warships, by the merchant marine, 
“and in even larger quantities at power plants and innumerable munition 
a factories. | LO : oo | So 
ee _ Still another important field of usefulness for asbestos is heat insula- 

a tion. Asbestos is a popular insulating medium; but other materials 
eo _ are substituted for it to some extent, and further substitution in the | 
ghee _ general insulation field is possible. There are, however, certain types —_— 

on of insulation for which special grades of asbestos are essential-if weight 
ee is to be-conserved and efficiency maintained. 

The most widespread occurrences of asbestos in the United States _ 
= are those of the amphibole type—anthophyllite and tremolite. Hun- . 
*——s dreds of deposits are known, but production never exceeds-a few 
Bes -hundred tons a year because the uses are quite limited. Its resistance _ 
. to acids renders tremolite useful for making chemical filters; the | 
» amphibole varieties are employed also in arc welding and in making 
-.--: Insulation products, but the uses are so restricted and relatively so - 
=, unimportant that they are not classed as critical © - . 

Chrysotile asbestos is the principal variety of commerce and occupies _ 
. an important place in the war program. The principal world produc- | 
.-. tion centers are Quebec (Canada), Rhodesia, Union of South Africa, 
* . Swaziland, and Soviet Russia. ‘The Canadian mines and mills supply 
a >. most of the United States needs, and the quality of the product is satis- | 
“y——- factory for most of the important uses. African chrysotile is superior 
Woo. for electric-insulation products that must be low in iron and therefore - 
a - Isregarded as essential tothe military program. 2 —«tw 
-,. >. Amosite, a variety of asbestos mined only in Africa, consists of , 
_ long, strong fibers that are superior for making lightweight insula- _ 

tion to be used around steam machinery on warships. Amosite also 
‘ss: as-preferred for making 85-percent magnesia pipe covering and a - 
. block insulation of similar type that contains no magnesia. This 

variety is therefore regarded as essential to the highest naval effi- | 
7 ciency. In June 1942 the War Production Board promulgated Con- 

servation Order M-79 restricting the use of amosite in 85-percent 
| _ magnesia to certain military applications. 
oO _ Crocidolite or blue asbestos is regarded as essential because it is 

| _ superior to other varieties in making asbestos-cement pressure pipes, 
chemical filters, and acid-resistant packings. Long blue fiber is used 

| also in making gas masks. Blue asbestos is mined chiefly in Africa, 
but small quantities are obtained in Australia. | 

Beginning January 1943, fiber obtainable from the two leading 
producing companies in Africa was purchased on United States 
Government account by the Metals Reserve Co. and allocated to the 

“ various asbestos-products manufacturers. This plan offered certain 
advantages in control of shipping routes, stimulation of production, 
and allocation according to the most urgent needs. 

| Throughout 1942 the Bureau of Mines conducted a monthly can- 
vass for the War Production Board, covering receipts, stocks, and 
consumption. Stocks of critical grades of African fibers in the hands 
of consumers at the end of 1942 were adequate for 6 to 8 months’ use 
at the average rate of consumption during the year. 

Salient statistics on asbestos for 1941 and 1942 are summarized in 
the following table.



Be | ves ASBESTOS = _«-—=™ 4250 
— _ Salient statistics of the asbestos industry in the United States, 19}1-J2 = = “= 

= a a |. | 12 ces 
~ - ae | _ Short tons Value Short tons |~ Value ce » : : 

: Domestic asbestos— a Co oe i ne oy 
f: Produced: a | fe | an ene? 2 . Chrysotile -~_-------------- eee nee 20, 144 (1) 13, 109 (1) ay 
A Amphibole__-.--..------------2-222---- 2-8. 2, 252 @) 2, 208 (1) aan 

me Total produced._....-.---.-.....--.------| 22,396 GQ) 15,317/° ops 

a Sold or used by producers: . : a | | oe oe; “Chrysotile. o-oo eee 22,439} $707, 580 18,378 $480, 245 os —. Amphibole_2272-272 27272777 1,952 | - 18,164 2) 108 9,612 = = © 
e -. Total sold or used by producers____.-__-- 24, 391 725, 753 15, 481 498, 857 . ne 
we Imports (unmanufactured)_.-...........----._- 419,196 | 17, 909, 077 419,414 | 21, 235, 266 Bo 
qo Exports (unmanufactured)-__---...-.-_._..-__-- 4, 846 325, 825 774 134, 083 . i 
Ee Apparent consumption ?._---22222222..-1.-1_|  3.438)741 | 218,300,005 | 434,121 | 21, 600,040 a 
be Exports of asbestos products......-------------|  @) 4, 835, 194 a)” "5114, 496 8 

Bet 1 Figures not available. si; | | | yO | . gE 
te . 4 Quantity sold or used by producers, plus imports, minus exports. oo De oe 
te  § Revised figures. . as 

._. The following table shows domestic production of asbestos during == — 
~ recent years according to varieties. aoe | - ees 

Asbestos sold or used by producers in the United States, 1938-42, by varieties . oo 

be | Chrysotile Amphibole’ Moth 
i Yer | ph ee 
4 : Short tons | Value Short tons | . Value Short tons Value — | - Gt 

opp a @M | a. 10,440 | «$247, 264 Rg . © $939.22 TTT 15,043 | $503, 097 416 $9, 691 15,459] BI 78BO 
Mo 1940...........-___} 18, 672. | 664,520 | . 1,288. 9,988 | . 20,060 674, 508 Ss ape S 1941... 22,430} 707,589 | 1,952 | «18, 164 24,301 | 725, 753 oe 
. 1942._.-...------- 13, 373 480, 245 2, 108 18, 612 . 15, 481 - 498,857 o oo 

e 1 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures separately for chrysotile and amphibole. : ny 

- - 7 DOMESTIC INDUSTRY oe | . ay 

. ) REVIEW BY STATES | os 

7 _ Arizona.—Production of asbestos in Arizona was less than half as ES 
7 great in 1942 as in 1941, according to reports of producers submitted oy 

‘ to the Bureau of Mines. Sales, which were about two-thirds those in we 
| 1941, were made by the following companies: Arizona Chrysotile _ vt 

| Asbestos Co., Arthur Enders, Guy G. Phillips, and Pine Top Asbes- os 
_ tos Mines, all of Globe, Ariz.; E. E. Prochnow, Winslow, Ariz.; Fiber as 
- & Metal Products Co., Downey, Calif.; Gladding, McBean & Co. a 
5 2901 Los Feliz Boulevard,*Los Angeles, Calif.; and Johns-Manville Sf 

Products Corporation, 22 East Fortieth Street, New York, N. Y. ee: 
| The Johns-Manville Products Corporation completed its new mill ae 

at Chrysotile, Ariz., but the output in 1942 was quite limited. When . on 
it attains normal operation the-mill will afford a means of grading 8 

_ and classifying Arizona asbestos more accurately than has been pos- . 
| sible in the past. | ‘; 

* 
a 74 . “ ns
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a __ Pine Top Asbestos Mines began development of a property in the . 
San Carlos Indian Reservation in May 1942, and shipments of fiber __ 

7 were made later in the year. Plans are under way for systematic 
_. , development of the property and for erection of a mill. | os 
be - California.—Kohler & Chase, 26 O’Farrell St., San Francisco, 

coe produced short-fiber chrysotile from its property near Monticello, 
a Napa County. This was the only asbestos-mining activity noted ‘in 
oe . California during 1942. a OC 
mo . Georgia.—The only activity reported from Georgia was that-of the 
oe - Powhatan Mining Co., which continued operation of its amphibole’ 
“+ +. asbestos property near Dillard, Rabun County. —. mo , - 
a _ North Carolina.—Sales of North Carolina amphibole asbestos, only — 
BE variety mined in the State, were 20 percent greater in 1942 than in 
cos 1941. W. T. Hippey and the Powhatan Mining Co. continued io — 
Bd operate their mines in the Micaville area of Yancey County. The _ 
ye Industrial Minerals Corporation (Asheville) began production from 
-* . @ new property near Newdale, Yancey County, early in 1942 and - _ 
a marketed substantial quantities before the end of the year. Accord- 
-- ing to report, the asbestos-bearing rock mass is at least 200 feet wide 
sand 400 feet long. It gives promise of production on a larger scale _ 
~.- than is possible at most amphibole deposits. == ks 
he Oregon.—A. small quantity of tremolite asbestos was produced 
<~- “from a property owned by Mrs. Flora Winsenberg (Azalea, Oreg.) | 
*--  -. near Rogue River, Jackson County. - - OS es 

2. Vermont—The Vermont Asbestos Mines Division of the Ruberoid - 
Bees Co. (500 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.), largest producer of asbestos — 
- ~ . inthe United States, continued to operate its open-pit mine and well- _ 
- "equipped mill near Eden,-Lamoille County. Shingle stock and =~ 
tne - molded brake-lining fiber are important products, but several shorter 
“. *  grades are produced in large quantities. The volume of output was 

>» somewhat lower than in 1941. : So 

oe _-—--s PRENDS IN CONSUMPTION a 

a Trends in the asbestos-products industries during recent years are | 
_ . -- 4ndicated in the following table. : | 

- . Raw asbestos consumed in the United States and asbestos products manufactured 
os in and exported from the United States, 1937-42 

Raw as- Asbestos products— . Raw as- Asbestos products— 

apparent terme | y apparent. [TT 
Year consump- ; ear. consump- - 

(hore tons) “tured © Exported? (shove tons) “tured = ° 

1937.......-| 316, 263 |$96, 347,570 | $3,047,078 || 1940.........| _ 262199] (1) $3,473,248 
1938_._.-._.- 187, 150 () 2, 533,916 |} 1941____--__- 3 438, 741 (4) 4, 835, 194 

. , 1939___..--- 255, 547 | 97, 944, 735 3, 354, 920 || 1942....-__-- 434, 121 () 5, 114, 496 

. 1 Figures of Bureau of the Census (collected biennially for odd years) include value of certain gaskets, 
packing, and similar products in which little asbestos was employed. 

2 Compiled from records of the Department of Commerce. . 
3 Revised figures. , . 
4 Data not available. . 

Under normal conditions the consumption of asbestos is governed 
to quite an extent by the number of automobiles manufactured, be-



gpg AT 
-~ -gause all kinds of automotive transport equipment require asbestos _ a 
a brake bands and clutch facings. During 1942 the manufacture of _ ore 
Bo automobiles was virtually suspended and therefore ceased to be a =. % 
. market indicator. Activity in building construction also influences = = 

a asbestos sales, because asbestos heat-insulation and fireproofing mate- §§_# 
m rials as well as asbestos-cement building materials (such as shingles, .°. = 
-.. siding, and wallboard) are used extensively. Private building de- ~~ 
1 clined greatly in -1942, but military construction (including defense = 
- housing) was very active and was responsible for large sales of . Ea 

.. asbestos products. Industrial activity, which maintained a very high gS 
r level, involved extensive power-plant construction. Large quantities = °% 
eo of packings, gaskets, boiler lagging, and pipe covering were con- 
ee sumed in these” plants and in multitudes of munition factories. = = = 
e _ Asbestos isan, essential raw material for ship construction, and the ES 

rapid expansion of the Navy and Merchant Marine accounted fora = = 4 
"large proportion of. the sales of high-grade fibers during 1942. Fig-. os 
. ure 1 shows the relationship of asbestos consumption to building con- © °° -# 
» struction and industrial activity for a period of years. It isevident  - — A 
* __ that asbestos consumption is related more closely to industrial. activ- 
. - ity than to building construction. = Sa 

—fePrtpr?tLi 
a AG Pr CO . . (Sy 

We . QD fh - Total new construction [| eS ae 

» | fig too fF om rw |. N eit potion ZA oy oe | | as 
oe fw ' Wo VYosece: es 
iL oS sol’ ~ we ” a as 

1 | 1820 1925 . 1930 885 1940 1945. | ag 

| Co Ficurp 1.—Consumption of asbestos compared with total new construction and industrial . . a : 
_ _ production, 1920-42. Units are reduced to percentages of the 1935-39 average. Statistics By 
m on the’ value of construction from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce and on oo 
- industrial production from the Federal Reserve Board. | 8 

o oe Oo MARKET CONDITIONS - | 4 

° - Over-all market demands for asbestos, which surpassed in 1941 all 1 
7 previous records, declined slightly in 1942. Needs in the automobile we 

| industry were confined largely to replacements, but loss of market _ 4 
: in this field was compensated by the growing demands of the war “3 
- .- program. Civilian uses of the more critical grades were restricted os 
~. to insure adequate supplies for war needs. The demand for spin- "3 

| ning fibers was very strong and threatened to outstrip the supply a 
during the latter part of the year. , | ce
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Boe | SNe PRICES a ee 

es - Prices for asbestos are quoted upon a short-ton basis from Metal — 
soe and Mineral Markets, published by the McGraw-Hill Publishing 
a ~ Co., Inc., New York City. Canadian prices are f. 0. b. Quebec — 

...., mnines, ‘tax and bags included; Vermont prices are f. 0. b. mines, = 

os - . Prices. of all Canadian fibers remained at the levels of 1941, as | 
"quoted in Minerals Yearbook for that year, until April 1942, when a 
=~. all grades except Crude No. 1 were advanced as follows and remained 
=... eonstant thereafter: Crude No. 1, $650-$750; Crude No.2.and sundry sy 
eh crudes, $165-$385; spinning fibers, $124-$233; magnesia, and.com- > 
.7~ pressed sheet fibers, $124-$146.50; shingle stock, $62.50-$85; paper 
— .. -.gtock, $44-$49; cement stock, $28.50-$33; floats, $19.50-$21; and 

< °- shorts, $14.50-$26.50. Canadian prices are in United States dollars, 
"African and Russian fibers were not quoted during 1942... = — 
“0s. In April 1942 prices of all grades of Vermont fibers were advanced 
i ‘substantially from 1941 figures. Quotations from April to the end =~ 
2° of the year were as follows: Shingle stock, $62.50-$65.50; paper 
-.. . stock, $44-$53; waste, $33; shorts, $14.50-$28.50; and floats, $19.50. 

=. A new type of block insulation has been developed for uses simi-'. — 
:..., . Jar to those of 85-percent magnesia. It consists of amosite asbestos 
Be with a binder but contains no magnesia—an advantage under pres-- __ 
“sent. conditions, when there is an abnormally high demand for mag- 
ce nesia to be used in making refractories and metallic magnesium. — 

ae . The new product compares favorably with 85-percent magnesia in’ 
©. +. thermal conductivity, shrinkage, and strength. Se 
oe ~ --Wenezuela’s new asbestos mill near Tinaquillo was under construc-. 
a tion in 1942 but owing to difficulties in securing equipment was not. 
oe completed. - - re 8 

| Blue asbestos is now mined in a small way in the Hammersley | 
sd Ranges of Western Australia. Hand-cobbed fiber is of excellent qual- __ 
ity, commanding about $300 a ton at American ports. Supplies from — 

- this source are not great because the deposits are in very rough country 
_ where transportation facilities are inadequate. a 

| It is reported that Germany is obtaining small quantities of asbestos 
in Norway. The small pre-war output of Finland, Italy, and Czecho- = 
slovakia would be entirely inadequate for German war needs. No 

| data are available on the increased output from the small known 
| sources of asbestos in Central Europe or the extent of reserve stocks 

~ held by Germany, and only meager information is at hand on substi- 
tute materials. 
‘An asbestos-graphite lightweight molded product has been devel- _ 

oped recently-and sold under the trade name “seybolite.” It is highly 
resistant to moisture, acids, alkalies, and fire. Suggested uses include 

| molded seamless conduits, chemical containers, and fireproof panels 
for ships, trucks, and airplanes. . 

A new lightweight asbestos fabric sold under the trade name “asbes- 
ton” is taking the place of critical metals in aircraft fittings, such as 
carburetor-intake attachments, heater-hose nozzles, and defrosters.
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ao The following table shows imports of unmanufactured asbestos into on 

. the United States in 1941 and 1942. The volume of imports in 1942 = «© 
was virtually unchanged from 1941. Imports from Africa were only Stell 

. _ slightly lower than in 1941 even though ship sinkings caused several _ ee 

- _ gerious losses. As most of the African fibers are of strategic grades, eee 
e it is highly desirable to maintain imports at. undiminished levels. oe 

— Canadian imports fell a little below those of 1941, but the value of =) 
mo imports was more than 3 million dollars higher, due chiefly toadvance- 
Pe in prices; larger purchases of the better grades of fibers probably = >» © 
<... accounted for'some of the increase... oe es ie 

Asbestos (wnmanufgactured) imported for consumption in the United States, = —° . 
ei oe a oo 1941-42, by countries .and classes. a Oo _ oes a 

7 7 | | a, crises ben) _ Mill fibers | Short fibers 1 Total - ee 4 

Bo | Short Short ghort | <.,.. | Short | way Lo 
fo | | “tons Value | ‘tons Value tons Value’ | ‘tons | Value | oo 

Bh ee 
me , 41 T oY. | | : | os eee 

fo Union of South Africa.._...|. 21, 4471$2, 075, 360|........|........--|--------|-.-.------{ 21, 447/$2,078,360 
pe “Other British”..........-|- 8, 234| 1,273, 203|_.--_...|-.-------|--------|-----.----| 8, 284] 1, 278, 203 Tony 
ae + Australia...--.2-2---2------- 62] =: 12, 769]..__..._|----------]-..----_|-----2---- 62| 12,769 | OES 
‘ Bolivie....._..........-.-.-| - 22| 2)504)--0000-|- 2 TDTTTTTT aa] 2, 504 ad 
eo Brazil? ...-.-------2.------ 8. wwe ewmwnn |e ween fees ewe fee ee eee oy 4 $142 4) oo 142 / Lo vee 

8 Ganada. 7777777777777} -"3) 368" “889, 291)” 163, 631/99, 401, 893] 222, 398) 4, 240, 759] 389, 301114, 531,943 he 
Be India, British.....-...-.-...|  85{ —- 12, 646|_--.-._]------.---|--------]----------] 35], «12, 646 OE dg 

‘United Kingdom..-..-------|) 1 510|--------]---+------|--------|---------- 1 B10 Oa NE 

: | oe | ne 33, 163] 4, 266, 283] 163, 631} 9, 401, 893] 222, 402) 4, 240, 901| 419, 196 17,909,077. - ns Ge 

tae Africa: ce | oe | ef 
& Union of South Africa.-...| 20, 424] 1,940, 143]... _|--------- fee -ee fee] 20,4241 1,940,148 
eT - “Other British”’..........-| 8, 665] 1, 386, 782)......._]-2=----.--]--.-----|----------] 8, 665] 1, 386, 782 oe 
“  .  Australia_.......--..-.------ 35 6, 879|.------:]--.-------|-------]----------] 85] | 6,879 oe 

ee Bolivia.....-.----.----------] . 16] — 2,098).._..___]----------|-2------]---------- 16} 2,098 Seas 
Canada__.-.-...-.-.-.---...-| 2, 959] 1, 146, 778| 165, 088111, 407, 510| 218, 600| 5, 063, 349| 386, 647|17, 617, 637 as 

, India and Dependencies oo 7 oe saan | A 

be (British India)............| 17] 9, 258|--..----|--2-.-----[o--te fe], 17] 9, 8B oe 
E U.8.8. Bu....--------------| | 673) 56, 552) 2,937) 215, 995)_---- |---|. 8,610) 272, 477 Voy 

fe ee 32, 789| 4, 548, 482| 168, 025/11, 623, 435] 218, 600] 5,063, 349 419, 414/21, 235,266 = 

re 1 Asbestos, n. e. 8., containing not over 15 percent foreign matter. - : os 

a The following table shows imports and exports of unmanufactured | _ 
- asbestos for the 5-year period 1938-42... : TS 

~ Asbestos (unmanafactured) imported for consumption in and exported from the oh 
/ - United States, 1938-42 | | ok 

’ | | _  _ Imports Exports - By, 

Year ee ner 
. oy 

| | | Short tons Value Short tons | Value. od 

| 1938. _..-------eeeeeeeeneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 179,490 | $6, 160, 602 2,780 |. $288, 617 Ta 
| 1930__.__....-.---- 2 nse sseeeseeesesessse-------] 242,561 | 9, 094, 538 2, 473 218, 830 os 

| 1940__---.--------20-2eseenenenenneneeenene eee 246,613 | 10, 034, 433 4, 474 449, 105 ce: 
1941__-.\.------2e2-.c2s-nenenenerenenceeeeeeees 419,196 | 17,909,077 | . 4, 846 325, 825 28 
1942.___.-.-------22noneneneneneneneeneeeeeneee 419,414 | 21, 235, 266 774 134, 083 oe 

nn ee 
, 1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from oe 

records of the Department of Commerce. i
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~  — The following table shows. exports of asbestos products in 1941 > 
oe and 1942, ee poe Oe 

fo: ‘Manufactured asbestos products exported from the United States, 1941-42; by = 

a : - Cte Product I 
tee BC ST Quantity | Value | Quantity | . Value, 

Be 'Brakelining: oe pe a rs en 
rar . . -". Molded and semimolded._.....:.-...-.-short tons_-| . () — | $1,150,386 | —- 1,810 | $1,.706,624 ~~ 

oe me - Not molded.__..-.....-.....---.-.-_---limear feet..] 1,277,562] | 285,192] © 749,449 283,900 
wee Clutch facing..........-.-_........--..-.-.---number__] 1, 006, 371 364,420 | 1,431,512 | ° 558,199. 
i Paper, millboard, and roll board _._.----..-short tons_- ‘1, 540 212, 157 679 102,660 
Bae Pipe covering and.cement. __._----------,-------do_..-| > 1, 187 136,501 |. 1,063 135,158 |. 

ae Textiles, yarn, and packing._....-....-.----.--..do__.- 1,556 | 1,356,793. | 1,017 |... 1,164,241) 
Bo Asbestos roofing._._.___..__..___---_-...----squares__ 82,149 | 334, 246 97, 668 169,331 
woo Other asbestos manufactures, except roofing ~~ : 
oe mes short tons_- «4,431 679, 466° 3, 000 778, 5AT7 
ee ‘. Magnesia and manufactures. _....-...-.---------d0-.-- 2,155 316, 033 1, 305 225, 845 

OM SO _ fll}: 4,888,194 |e}, 114, 4968, 

me, : - — ' Quantity not recorded. a 7 a rn oe — | | 

at ORLD PRODUCTION =i ae 

~~. The following table shows production of asbestos throughout the 
eet ‘world, by countries, from 1937 to 1942, insofar as figures are available. 

é Be . ... World production of asbestos, 1937-42, by countries, in metric.tons.*. . ce 

Fe we {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] ee POH 

Be Country t 1937. | 1988 | 1939 1940 | 1941 | 1942 — 

SU Apgentina. 0. eee eee eee eeeeee|eeeeeeeee-f---------f = oto | so tO. 
Po Australia: . . oo . poe op 

ae . South Australia______-....--2--------- 123 - 49 |. 46 119 1521. ()_ 
ane Tasmania_.........---...--.---------- 2 4}_------_--_}eeeee eet GQ. (2) . 
mo . — Western Australia. ...-.....----------| - 43; 123 279 364 @) of. -@- 
wn Bolivia. _.......------------- 22 -- ete 21 21 39 371 3211} - 358 : 
: Brazil__....-..--.-----------_-------------]---:------| 120 45 500 813, (2%) 
Sg Canada 4_____».___..._.--_--_----...--.-.-| 371,967 | 262,894 | 330,642 313,504 | 433,492 | 398, 669 
ne China__......---------------------------- (2) (2) (2) wor. @. te .-@.: 
: - Chosen. __...-..----.1-------------------- 70 (2) (2) (3) » 4%). (2) 
oe Cyprus (exports) ._....--....-.-----------| 11, 892 5,668 | - 9,970 9, 652 (3) (2). 
. Finland §___..._..------------------------| 7, 260 (2) (2) (2) (2) — @) 

France__..-------------------------------- 250 (2) (2) (2) (2) OM . 
. Greece:___-----..-.----------------------- 2 85 (2) (2) (2) - |. -@- 

India, British_............-...--.-------.-| . 102 | -- 90 266 6] 6.32 | 615 
Indochina. ._.__.--.-.-------------------- i (2) (2) (2) 2 
Italy_....._-.--.---~---------------------- 6, 393 6, 860 (2) - . % (2) 7G 
Japan (approximate)_....______-.._.__---_- 1, 000 1, 000 1, 000 1, 000 (?) (2) 
Kenya Colony__.._..._..._.--___--.-.---_]----__--- 5 @) (2) (3). - (3) 
New Zealand -_--_-.--.-.----------------- (2) (2) (2) wane nnnee 54 (@) 
Southern Rhodesia_-_.--.----------------| 51, 722 53, 352 52,900 | 7 22, 127 (2) (2) 
Swaziland ____._.._.._--_.-__.------------|----------|---------- 7,233 | 18,873 (3) (2) 
Turkey.....-.---------.------------------ 157 668 88 (2) (2) (2) - 
Uganda___.........-..----_---_----.------|---------- 53 (?) _ (2) (?) (2) 
Union of South Africa___._...__.....--.-- 25, 975 21, 025 20, 003 24.849 | 8 25, 400 8 31, 000 
U.8.8. R_.-._.--------------------------| 125, 000 86, 000 (2) (2) (2) (2) 
United States (sold or used by producers).} 10,958 9, 471 14, 024 18, 198 22, 127 14, 044 
Venezuela... ...---------------------------| @ (2) 4 20 (2) (2) 

1In addition to countries listed, asbestos is produced in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and ‘Madagascar. ~ 
4 Data not available. mote 
3 Exports. ‘ oo 
4 Exclusive of sand, gravel, and stone (waste rock only), production of which is reported as follows: 1937, 

3,611 tons; 1938, 2,975 tons; 1939, 3,535 tons; 1940-42, data not available. 
§ Includes asbestos flour. — 
6 Imports into United States. —_ 
7 January to May, inclusive. OS 
8 Preliminary.
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. . Canadian mines and mills were operating virtually at capacity dur-— oe 
i ing 1942. Supplies of mill fibers were ample for United States require- ar 
e ments, but a possible shortage of No. 2 crude was threatened during = 

the latter part of the year. It is claimed that the percentage of crude Coe 
oe fibers recovered in the Quebec mines is declining, and the cause of the  ——-- " 
be decline is attributed to the method of mining. Several of the larger Te 
oo mines now employ the block-caving method, which involves undermin-- ae 
/ . ing great masses of asbestos-bearing rock and removing the broken | oS 
, stone from tunnels underneath the rock mass. The block of stone is == © 
2 shattered under the stress of forces set up as it settles unevenly; and ogy 
«as the fiber veins are planes of weakness, shatter cracks tend to follow: - la 
: the veins, breaking them up in such a manner that much of the fiber— ae 
“formerly hand-cobbed as crudes—is mixed with the rock and recovered oe 
, later as mill fiber. The United States is so dependent on Canada for — 
: its high-grade fibers that all such trends must be followed closely. no 
*_ _ The following figures have been réleased by the Department of 4 
=e Mines, Province of Quebec, for strictly confidential usw : SS 

i an 7 Sales of asbestos in Canada, 1941-42, by grades Ho | Ss 

ae Co | 194 fgg ae 

re _— - os . Value . . - Value’ . 

Bo SO | Short |————7~———_|_ Short |-—-——_,_-___—— es 
. a en “ons | Total ene ~ Yons Total Average oO 2 
hoe | | rn . & 

. Grade: | | ee a fp es 
i Crudes....-.-------------]/ __ 2,845 | $980,217 | $344.54 2,890 | $1, 233, 184 $426. 71 nc 
+ “Fibers........--.../.-....] 228, 767 | 14, 812, 871 66. 20 199, 829 | 15, 339,128 |. 76. 76 oe 
E -  Shorts..------------------] 251, 284 | 5, 675, 752 22.59 | 236,741 | 6,090,971 25.78 8 s 
f | | | | 477,846 | 21,468,840 | 44.03 | 439,460 | 22,603,283 | 51.57 Ce < -- Rock mined...-.......--....-} 7,712,367 |---2-.-2 |---| 8,983,516 | ee rae i Roek milled------22=2-2222272] 6, 866,670 {2222-22 2222I)TLIITTTIIITT) 6 795, 459 [| oa 

: SO AFRICA | | <8 

e Southern Rhodesia.—The Shabani mine has been an important pro- te 
' . ducer for many years and is ‘probably producing at near maximum ~~ x 
b capacity. Other smaller mines add to the supply. Because of war no 
a restrictions, no figures of output have been released since May 1940. es 
. Onion of South Africa—The Union of South Africa is unique in ee 

that it produces five kinds of asbestos—chrysotile, crocidolite, amosite, 8 
anthophyllite, and tremolite. The last two varieties are produced ini (asi 

. small amounts, for local use only. Some years ago there was a large. 3 
production of chrysotile from the Amianthus and Munnik Myburgh 8 

. mines in the Kaapsche Hoop district of eastern Transvaal. The mines og 
| are now virtually worked out, but. the loss from these sources is more a4 
- than compensated by production from the recently developed Have- ON 

| lock mine in Swaziland, which has an annual output exceeding 24,000 f 
: tons of high-grade fiber. _ | : : 

| | Although exports of amosite and blue asbestos were considerably | 
higher in 1942 than in 1941, stocks at the mills were maintained at 2 

| normal levels. Added equipment has increased mill capacity. ne
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oe The best blue fiber (crocidolite) occurs in the Prieska and Kuruman © — 
ae districts of Cape Province, where the largest production is centered. | 

oe A small output is obtained in the Pietersburg district of Transvaal. =| 
co The workings are shallow, and the product is less desirable than the 
Ale Capeblue = 7 re 
-” . The following table shows production during recent years. Pro--— 

duction in 1942 exceeded all previous records. Oo | 

es Asbestos produced in the Union of South Africa, 1988-42, by sources 

ee 0 Ee | Total 
ee veer | | Cape | more | Valet a . | | . | a Transvaal | province Natal | Total Pr, | 

hes 1988. cececeeeceeeeeeeeeeeee-ee----| 16, 505| 6,484] 2.187] 2 93,176 | £416, 401 | 
a (1989._ 1.20 2s seen eee] 5, 827 6,144. 79} 22,080] 517,535. 
we 4949 21, 011 6, 381 (3) 3 97, 392 492, 125 
a 1941. _ 0 .22--s ese sese-se eens -seee--| £18,028 | 45,408 | (8) 528,000, (). 
yoo © 1942 TTI] r20,440.} 75,281} | 84000) 8) 

m +. = 1 Value of focal sales plus value of exports. i . oo | | _ 
we 2 Small production in Natal in December 1936 and in 1937 included in 1938 figures. . 
Mo _ 3 Data for Natalnotavailable. =. oo a 
Be 4 January to October, inclusive. | ae . 
ee 5 Preliminary. : SO -- a 
Pe . 6 Data not available. - 
Bee 7 January to September, inclusive. ee a 

i The following table shows the tonnage of each variety produced 
Po from 1938 to 1942, insofar as data are available. | a | 

: aan oe Asbestos produced in the Union of South Africa, 1938-42, by varieties and | 
a : | sources, in short tons ff | Oo 

oa : Variety and source. 1938 1 1939 2 1940 2 1941 1942 

eo Amosite (Transvaal) ____...--.------------ 8, 793 11, 299 17, 767 315,886 | 418,675 
a 7 Chrysotile (Transvaal) .....-.-..-----.--_- § 5, 573 5 612 646 31, 408 41,469 
a Blue (Transvaal)_.......-.._...-.---.-__- 2; 326 3, 983 2, 520 3 675 4931 
/ -.+ Blue (Cape)......-.-..--.------------- 6, 484 6, 144 6,381] / 25,408| 45,281 

. Anthophyllite (Transvaal) __...-.---------|------------ 12 ~ 7 «3&9 465 ; 

/ 23, 176 22, 050 27,392 | / 628,000] 634,000 

3 Data from Union of South Africa, Department of Mines, Quarterly Reports. ; 
3January to October, inclusive. 
«January to September, inclusive. 
5 Includes 187 tons in 1938 and 79 tons in 1939 produced in Natal. 
6 Preliminary. | 

| SOVIET RUSSIA. a : 

Nearly all the Russian asbestos produced originates in the Bajenova 
district of the Urals, where there are both mines and mills. No 
production statistics are available since 1938, when an output of 
86,000 metric tons was reported. Under the third Five-Year-Plan, 
an expansion of production capacity to 220,000 metric tons a year 
was contemplated. Such an objective was expected to be attained 

- in 1942. The bulk of the output would, as heretofore, be used in 
domestic asbestos-products plants. Among world producers the 
Soviet Union stands next to Canada on a tonnage basis, but, like 
Canada, a large share of the output consists of the shorter grades.
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mo Canada’s shorter grades find ready market in nearby United States, = > 
7 but in Soviet Russia the short fibers are consumed by large domestic ee 
“ asbestos-products manufacturing industries. The Russian industry _ is 
a probably has expanded greatly to provide brake bands and clutch — fo ME 
7 facings for the Union’s growing automotive transport system and ek 

to furnish gaskets, packings, and heat insulation for its numerous = 
— immense munition factories. Russian reserves are estimated at ~~ 
ee 18,000,000 tons of fiber. ' - a | a 

en | Oo OTHER COUNTRIES : oe eae: 

: In addition to the blue asbestos in Western Australia, mentioned = = « 
Co under New Developments, other deposits have been discovered on ss 
-.° the Australian Continent. A deposit of asbestos—probably chryso- =~. 
» tile as it occurs in serpentine rock—has been found on the western te 
pe shore of Macquarie Harbor about 18 miles from Strahan, Tasmania. ae 

The occurrences are conveniently situated for transport, being 4 miles od 
-. from the Gordon River, which is navigable. Preliminary prospect- se 
"sing and testing have been conducted over an area of 300 acres. _ ONS 

Extensive occurrences of high-grade asbestos are reported on South = 
oa Island, New Zealand, but are too inaccessible for development at — 
a present. Presumably, the necessary fiber will be obtained from oe 
7 Australian mines. One asbestos-cement-products plant is operated 
» in New Zealand, and a second plant is contemplated because of a 
oo shortage of roofing and other building materials. ny. no 
c Considerable interest has centered recently on asbestos occurrences = = 
: in Latin America. Reference has been made under New Develop- a 
: ments to a large deposit of chrysotile in Venezuela. A deposit of  . -* 
i blue asbestos has been known for many years in Bolivia and has been | ao 
: worked in a small way at intervals, but the quality is inferior to that OY 
my of African blue. Small tonnages of asbestos are produced N =: 
: _ Argentina for local use. oe oo OS 
oO According to recent reports an asbestos-cement-products industry - a 
“will soon be established in the State of Minas Gerais, Brazil. The —.. 
2 factory presumably will be located at an asbestos mine that is about oy 
7 to be developed, but information regarding a more exact location 
7 is not yet available. A sample of the asbestos submitted to the 4 

Bureau of Mines appeared to consist of strong, flexible fibers of | oS 
7 tremolite, but they were positively identified by the Geological Sur- er 
7 vey as anthophyllite. The occurrence of this variety of asbestos 8 

: in fibers comparable in strength with chrysotile or high-grade tremo- os 
. lite is very unusual. Asbestos-cement board will be one of the chief ae 

products of the new factory; and, although anthophyllite found in oN 
| the United States is unsuitable for such use, the Brazilian product oe 

| seems to have suitable qualities. ‘The entire output of the mine prob- oe 
ably will be used in the local plant. | Toy 

: . Samples of chrysotile of good strength and flexibility were received - 
by the Bureau of Mines in 1942 from a deposit reported to be in the a 
Department of Junin, Peru, on the eastern slope of the Andes. Lo 

During 1942 the Bureau of Mines received samples of fair-quality | 
chrysotile asbestos from deposits in Mexico, somewhere in the vicinity On 
of the Laredo-Mexico City highway. The asbestos-bearing rock 1s we 
said to be an outcrop of serpentine 10 kilometers long and 1.5 kilometers oo 

_ wide, in which more than 20 fiber veins occur. Some of the samples we 
556250—43——91 | | a
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examined by the Bureau of Mines consisted of cross-fiber veins of 
".- Spinning fiber comparable in quality with Canadian asbestos, except _ 
. that they were stained and discolored. This condition probably was | 
mo due to surface alteration. | a ° a — 

ye _ Chrysotile asbestos was discovered in Turkey in 19384. According 
ee -to Turkish authorities, the deposit is between Karakose and Kogizman - 
.__. in the vilayet of Agri. Because of remoteness and technical difficul- 
“>. ties, it has not been developed. Short-fiber asbestos suitable only for 
-°. asbestos-cement products and insulation is produced in small quanti- 
~ ties in the Eskisehir region. It-is reported that small shipments were - 

made to Germany and Hungary in 1942. | oe ee , So A small output of asbestos was reported from the Macheria deposit, 
-.. Algeria, in 1942. No information is available on the variety or quality _ 
Boe of the fiber. — ee | | BC oe 
_., Cyprus normally produces several thousand tons of short-fiber chrys- 
~~ -°. otile a year, and as there is virtually no local market the entire output 
"is exported... Shipping conditions were quite difficult in the Mediter- _ 
“+ ranean Sea during 1942; and presumably the Cyprus industry hasbeen 
... relatively inactive. As no new data have been obtained, the table that. 
=. appeared in Minerals Yearbook, 1941, has not been repeated in this . 
-. Chapter. Oo / —— a
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” : By Cuarizs L. Harness anp K. G. Warner! 7 — a 

eo ae - SUMMARY OUTLINE eg 

f Summary-.._.-.....-.----..--.-------------- 1435 | Witherite_.___-..-.--.---------+------------- 1442 a Use 
a Salient statistics___............--..-..--.... 1436] Production_......--....-------------------. | 442 oo 
Bo Barite.....-2.--....--..---------------------. 1436] Prices_...2.-.-----.---------------+-----+-- 1448 , ak 
mM Crude__._-...2...-..----.---------------- 1436] Imports. -...._----------------------------- 1443 os ns 
i Production.............-..-.-.----------- 1436] Barium chemicals. -_-....-.------------------ 1443. _ oak 

ce Prices. .....-...-------------------------- 1488]  Sales...-._.....--------.------------------ 1448 eens 

- ° Consumption_.......-......--.-..--...-. 1488] Prices......-..-.---------------:----------- | 1446 ee 

a - World production._..........------------ 1439] Foreign trade_-.-...-.-.-------------------- 1446 tat 

th. Ground (and crushed).._.......-.---------- - - us * 

a Sales. .......--------------+-------------- 140} a oo 7 Cue 
ee - Prices. .....-.-----.----2----------------- M2 . . . hae 

Be | Foreign trade... ......--------------:---- 142 : | oo os 

ee oo -« SUMMARY | | ES 

— The war and other factors caused substantial declines in the useof =. 
:  barite in certain industries but fostered expansion in other ways, so OTAgs 
mo that the net demand remained high. More crude barite was produced oe 
» in 1942 (449,873 short tons) than during any previous year except 1941 ar: 
eo (483,391 tons). The quantity of crude barite sold or used by pro- a 

i ducers in 1942—429,484 tons valued at $2,673,002—was exceeded © “i 
be only by 1941 sales—503,156 tons valued at $3,134,234. — Ce 

« The largest single loss in markets for ground barite was in rotary oes 

s oil-well drilling muds, reflecting a general decline in well-drilling | = ~ 5 

we activity in-the United States. Demand for drilling muds in Trinidad oe 

Fe and Venezuela was active, but sufficient shipping space was not avail- 3 

a able to meet requirements. Consumption of barite for lithopone —% 
. . and blanc fixe manufacture also decreased, owing to the curtailed =; 
i use of the finished products in paints and civilian white goods, such | “ae 

; a8 linoleum, oilcloth, and rubber goods. —_ : 3 

e The quantity of crude barite consumed in making barium chemicals (“3 

. reached an all-time high in 1942. However, the tonnage of chemicals | =. 3 

- produced declined slightly owing to the reduced output of lithopone, —_..? 
which requires less barite per unit weight than other barium chemicals. | ‘% 

Sales of barium carbonate, principally for use in case-hardening Ms 
; steel and in preventing efflorescence in structural brick, increase 8 
- substantially, as did sales of barium nitrate for flares and barium eee 

peroxide for hydrogen peroxide manufacture. , ae 

| Imports of crude barite in 1942 wete 4,680 short tons from Canada og 
and Cuba compared with 456 in 1941, all from Cuba. Imports of SS 

m witherite (from Great Britain) were 3,066 tons in 1942 compared with eae 

. 4,790 in 1941. Exports of barite from the United States are not as 
reported separately. oe 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the ve 

| Department of Commerce. : a 

ee 1485 gg
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oe we Salient statistics of the barite, witherite, and barium chemical industries in the United ee rn - ‘States, 1988-42 * ns 

Be | 1988 =| 1989 _ 1940 | 1941 1942 | 

8 Bariter a ef ep fe | eee Crude: ee oo of | 
eo Produced...._........-.---Short tons..| 335,438 | 368,870 | 390,462 | 483,301| 449, 873 res '. . §old or used by producers: = oo . nO - ee Short tons....-.--.-..---------------| 309,663 | 383,609 | 409,853} 503, 156 429,484 

ne Value: ; Poo Se Total_._.._......-.-..-------------} $2, 004, 521 | $2, 344, 103 | $2, 596, 743 | $3, 134,234 | $2,673,002 me . Average__.-...2--22 2 ee $6.47 | | $6. 11 $6. 34 $6. 23  —- $6. 22 
ne - Imports for consumption: — | . | ' Bee Short tOMS...---aeeeeneeenene-nn-| 24,845 11, 588. 7,301} .~ 456 4, 680 

Bees ee ‘Value: — 
- Bo Bota ece-| $151,288 | $55,985 | $41, 342 $2, 518 $34, 756 ee _. Average................0 7 “$6. 09 - $4. 83 $5. 59 $5. 52 $7.43 we _Apparent new supply *__.-short tons_- 334, 508 | - 395, 197 416,744]. — 508,612 434, 164 Bare -. — Domestic. ....--..--..--..-percent._|- 92.6 97.1 98. 2 . 99.9 98. 9 - oe “Reported consumption (total) ~ | a oo, Bg | short tons-.| 364,985 | 391,683 | 404,388 | 490, 833 449, 494 go. * Ground (and crushed): So _ oO ee - Sold or used by producers: : ee oe peo Short tons_..._.....-.....-----------| 161,422 | 170,695 | 184,390 | 284,877 | 178, 765 he _ . Value. ....-...----------------------| $2, 786, 823 | $2, 902, 973 | $3, 697,806 | $4,606,832 | $3, 611,745 | ae Imports for consumption: - od. . Be - $hort toms_..-...... 22-222 1, 700 1, 590 - 844 fete eee eee na Value...........--.------.----------| $15,466 | $14,999 $3,209 |... .._.-__|__....._..7> 

Be ' _- ‘Witherite: . . } 7 poe Imports for consumption: a om _ Short tons_...0----------e--- ee}, 18 3,819 | 3, 584 4, 790 3, 066 _ , Value... ..---..22-------------------| $43,568 | $64,106. | $70,126 | $107, 238 $60,824 vo Do . Barium chemicals: Oo . . . pee Sold or used by producers: 4 . _ OO _ Short tons____-_-........-.----------|___ 165,680 | 183,748 }- 198,201 | 245,952 | —-207, 434 Bo / .,Walue.._.-.-------.---=-------------|$12, 085, 012 |$12, 791, 269 |$12, 868, 417 |¢16, 949, 120 | $17, 678, 769 ms Imports for consumption: : i id | Short tons_.......-.----------------- 4,519 3, 205-| 191 - B17] 868 | oe | Value... -------222-etu-----------| $254,874 | $172,490 | $0,045 | 15,944 | $108, 156 O a . . Exports oflithopone: . SO . oO Pe Short tons..._-....-.----.---.---.--. 1, 734 4, 845 14, 298. 21, 527 - 17,036 ge Value. ...-----------2.-22-----------| $153, 567 | $302,798 | $1, 112, 362 | $2,079,290 | $1, 732, 898 | 

Mir 1 F, 0. b. mine shipping point. ee a . ae 3 Declared value f. o. b. foreign market. a 
fee . § Barite sold or used by producers plusimports. 
an 4 1938-41: To avoid duplication, the barium chemicals reported here do not include the output of firms oe that make these chemicals from such products as barium chemicals and imported barite and: witherite 7 . purchased in the open market. 1942: Includes barium chemicals made from barium chemicals and im- . Ported barite and witherite purchased in the open market. The data have been adjusted to remove dupli- oo . ation, . _ me , a 

- | | 7 |  BARITE | - 

. | : CRUDE | | 

| oo PRODUCTION | , 
a _ Total mine output of crude barite in 1942—449,873 short tons—was 

greater than in any previous year except 1941, when a record quan- 
tity—483,391 tons—was mined. Excellent demand maintained 
mining activity at high levels in the Southern, Midwestern, and West- 
ern barite-mining districts throughout the year. 7 
When imports of German barite began to decline in 1938, production 

in the Southern district (Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina, Tennes- 
see, and Virginia) expanded to meet requirements on the East coast. | 
These requirements totaled about 220,000 tons annually, including 
about 180,000 tons of domestic origin, chiefly from the Southern 
district, and about 40,000 tons of crude imported barite, mostly from 
Germany. The German barite found a ready market on the East 
coast despite an import duty of $4 a ton. In meeting wartime 
demands, production of crude barite in the Southern district in 1942 
exceeded all previous years except 1941. In the Midwestern district
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_. (Missouri and Arkansas) production increased slightly, as losses in eS 

___ well-drilling-mud markets were compensated by increased demands of as 

. lithopone and barium chemical plants in Illinois and Missouri. In the og 

-. Western district barite output declined slightly, owing to decreased oe 

a use of barite in California well drilling, but requirements for the 

. manufacture of barium chemicals at Modesto, Calit., remained sub- Oe 

5 stantial. Barite was produced in Nevada and New Mexico; the 

“_-_ output-in the latter State was held in stock. _ | | ner. 

: Crude barite sold or used by producers infthe United States, 1 941-42, by States ens 

. - es gpg fe 198 ee 

—_ / _ State fy 
es . | Short tons | Value. | Shorttons:; Value ae oy 

o leon tth ceeeccccceeceeeeceeeeeecececececececeeeesesees| 104,446 | $553,445 | 86, 636  guggog) 

a Missouri. ..--._----------------
------------ 2 enn] 212, 718:| 1,337, 756: 146, 270 943, 131 a as 

a - Tennessee..---~----------------- 2-22-22 rene 104, 511 779, 565 83, 291 624, 584 ya 

7 _ Other States !____...---------------------2--- 2202 r on 81, 481 463, 468 113,287 | 622,028 

f re 503, 156 | 3,134,234 | 429,484 | 2, 673, 002 cee 

ie | 11941: Arkansas, California, Colorado, Nevada, South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia; 1942: Alabama, — - oe 

oe Arkansas, California, Nevada, South Carolina, and Virginia. a . PS F 

Be Hubbell? prepared interesting articles on two of the largest pro- Yat 

: ducers of barite in the United States—L. A. Wood Co., Sweetwater, = ae 

~-'‘Tenn., arid New Riverside Ochre Co., Cartersville, Ga. The L. AJ, 

- Wood Co. operates seven open-pit mines in the Sweetwater district— 

: the Stephens, Harmon, Garrison, Pond Creek, Fork Creek, Roy, and > ou 

‘- Calhoun. Each of the mines has its own washing plant, includmglog 4 

7 washers and jigs. The output of the mines is accumulated ata © 

. railroad yard for loading. The yard is equipped with a kilnfordecrepi- = “ag 

7 tating some of the material to facilitate screening out iron oxide, thus _ oe 

: ~ yielding a purer product for glass use. Thefirm, underthenameofthe — wa 

mS Barytes Mining Co. (Cartersville, Ga.), also mines barite from an oN 

a open pit in north Georgia. ‘Two orades of barite are produced at the oe 

i Georgia, mine—one about 96 percent barium sulfate, the other about vg 

( 92 percent. : | | | org 

OO New Riverside Ochre Co. mines barite from five open pitsin the > "3 

Cartersville (Ga.) area. The crude material is dug with five cater- ms 

- - pillar-mounted shovels and moved from the pits to the plant in trucks. _ 7" 

| Overburden ranges from a film to over 60 feet. Working benches are AS 

operated at about 15 feet. Approximately 8 tons of barite-bearing | ae 

material are needed to produce 1 ton of washed barite. Treatment at: . 

the washing plant includes log washing, screening, crushing, jigging, = —> “a 

: and tabling. ‘Three grades are produced: (1) A low-grade product nek 

containing about 92 percent barium sulfate and 5 percent iron oxide = =— 

: for use in oil-well drilling muds; (2) a 96-percent grade, maximum 1.0 oe 

| percent iron oxide, for lithopone manufacture; and (3) glass grade, 98 kt 

percent barium sulfate, maximum 0.3 percent iron oxide. In making HE 

the glass grade, iron oxide is removed by magnetic separation. _ aN 

Zapp * examined barite occurrences in the Llano (Tex.) area and ot 

2 Hubbell, A. H., Barytes—Nonmetallic Product of Eastern Tennessee: Eng. and_ Min. Jour., vol. 144, * 

No. 1, January 1943, pp. 63-65. New Riverside—Producer of Barytes in Georgia: Eng. and Min. Jour., oy 

vol. 143, No. 10, October 1942, pp. 62-65. . . ok 

3 Zapp, Alfred, Barite in Northern Llano County: University of Texas Mineral Resource Survey Circe. os 

35, September 25, 1941, 6 pp. . 
a
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oe found that, although barite did not appear to occur commercially in -. ‘the locality, core drilling might reveal larger deposits. an co 
Bo a oe > PRICES : ST 
-.» The opening 1942 quotation for crude barite from Georgia was $8 a _ @ long ton, f. o. b. mine, mising to $9 in April 1942, according to ~ H&M S Metal and Mineral Markets. From 1935 to 1940 the price. « was $7 a long ton. Missouri crude barite, 93 percent BaSO,, was peo quoted at $6 to $6.35 a long ton, f. o. b. mine, in January 1942, rising we to $6.75 to $7.25 a long ton in April. Missouri crude, 95 percent eo _ BaSO,, maximum 1 percent iron oxide, was quoted at $6.25 to $7.00 — r __ & long ton in January but rose to $7 to $7.50 in April. _ a -» .. _ The average value, f. o. b. mine shipping point, of crude barite for — | we the entire United States, as shown by compilations from reports to the — , Bureau of Mines, was $6.22 in 1942 compared with $6.93 in 1941. | 
Bee -.. CONSUMPTION ee 
x Opude barite (domestic and imported) used in the manufacture of ground. barite and ei barium chemicals in the United States, 1988-42, in short tons oe | 
Bove - In manufacture of— th In manufacture of— _ - 

Be Year =| . Bari Total Year - Rari Total . Bo " [Ground | Litho- | Barium | Ground | Litho- | Barium ope , . _ | barite 1. pone cals / . barite pone | “cals . 

yeas 1988_..._.....| 193,728 | 117,007 | 54,250 | 364,985 |] 1941... 248, 846 | 153,982 | 93,005 | 490, 833 Be 1999------~---| 192, 112 | 141, 556 | 58,015 | 391, 683 || 1942.---"-777"| 200,443 | 144° 821 | 104, 160 | 449, 404 “1940... 200,899 | 136,885 | 66, 604 | 404° 388 . | a 
Boe i Includes some crushed barite. : | a 

os Crude barite (domestic and imported) used in the manufacture of ground barite and te barium chemicals in the United States in 1942, by States | oe 

oe | State | Product manufactured Plants! norco, 

: Missouri_._.-....-..----.---. Ground barite and chemicals........____ 3 68, 529 | . California___.¢........2_____- Ground barite, lithopone, and chemi- 8 39, 207 Cals. Delaware and New Jersey_.____.._____. a---- O22 oe 6 60, 939 Minois.__-....... 022.2 .__-. -----0._ 2 oe” 6 §1, 777 | Colorado_______..__....--.____...- Chemicals______...-.....-.-...... 1 Ohio..-_-22 a | (: 1 . West Virginia.._........... ~-~--d0_ 22 3 Kansas. _..-... 0022. --------. Lithopone.__..-..._.._............._... 1 Maryland. ___._...........-._-_-....... -----d0-- 22 oe! 1 Pennsylvania__._..............._..._._. woo --GO_- 1 Georgia.__..--.... 2... .-.__----. Ground barite and chemicals._.___.____. 228, 972 New York_____._.........--__..... Ground barite._...-...._..... 1 Arkansas__.............-.__...-....... -----d0.2 2! 2 South Carolina___..__....._____....._. -----d0.2 22 1 Tennessee. __-....-.......--------.-... -----G0.. 2228 2 Texas_..--...............-_............. -----G0.2 2-2 ews 1 Louisiana__......-....0.-_____......-. ~----GO_ 2 1 

. 41 449, 494 

1 A plant producing more than 1 product is counted but once in arriving at State totals. 2 Includes some crushed barite. . .
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eo ee WORLD PRODUCTION mo ee: 

fe  Canada.—Barite output more than doubled in 1942 over 1941.* ae 

mS Of the total production, 16,667 short tons, Nova Scotia produced = oe 

i 14,849 and British Columbia 1,818. The Nova Scotia mine, at Wal- ts 

_ ton, Hants County, is comparatively new, having begun shipments = - 

~ in 1941. It is operated. by Canadian Industrial Minerals, Ltd.,a «= 

So subsidiary of Springer Sturgeon Gold Mines, Ltd. According to The of 

. Northern Miner,® the firm ships most of its output to Trinidad for ak 

:  oil-well drilling mud. About two-thirds of the Nova Scotia sales is | 

ae ground barite and the remainder crude barite. The British Columbia oS 

7 deposit is 23 miles ‘southeast of Golden; most of the output is shipped =. 

to a grinding plant at Montreal. The deposit has been known fora = # 

a number of years, but until recent road construction was undertaken = ee 

'. - by the British Columbia Government it was inaccessible to trucks. . 8 

- Trenching indicates a large tonnage of a pure white barite, analyzing =» i 

"about 98 percent barium sulfate. | | on oy 

eee Cuba.—Shipments of barite from Cuba, going mainly to Trinidad = 

and the United States, declined somewhat in 1942 compared with oe 

e 1941,° probably owing to lack of shipping space. Cuban barite is eo 

t produced in the Provinces of Oriente and Pinar del Rio. The latter — oe 

e area is the chief source, as the Oriente deposits aresomewhat inacces- 

fp sible. The Cuban output is.ground at Regla near Habana. a FES 

=  _Kire-—Barite is mined in western Ireland from a vertical fissure . ave 

OO vein about 7 feet wide that cuts Carboniferous limestone, itisreported.” a 

Lo Benbulben Barytes, Ltd., operating the mine, ships crude, ground, os 

fo and micronized barite, principally to Great Britain for use in lithopone oe 

: manufacture and as a paint extender. The material analyzes about = 

E 96 to 98 percent barium sulfate, the impurities being chiefly silica. — HY 

po Germany.—Before 1939 Germany was the chief producer of barite, —.. : 

. | supplying nearly half the world output. German production in 1937 eae 
F was 452,388 and in 1938, 480,877 metric tons. Subsequent data are igh 

not available, but loss of export markets for crude and ground barite . 
L | and barium chemicals has probably curtailed current output. Prussia. 
. is the chief producing State, followed by Baden. The barite occurs sk 
‘ chiefly in veins and is recovered by underground mining. Los oa 

f Italy. Annual production, which comes from about 40 deposits,is ‘#% 

said to exceed 50,000 tons. The principal workings are near Trent, “a 

- on the Island of Sardinia, in the Val D’Aosta, in Valassina, and in sah 

Tuscany. oo | “i 
~ United Kingdom.—Production of barite in the United Kingdom has oe 

increased greatly since 1939, owing mainly to cessation of imports =, 

from Germany. Large deposits of barite are available in Ayrshire, a 

- Devonshire, Shropshire, and Derbyshire, but it is said that production os 

| cannot meet demand.®. — : F 
| Much witherite is substituted for barite in England (see Witherite ey 

section of this chapter). a 

4 Canadian Mining Journal, vol. 64, No. 2, February 1943, pp. 60-61. oe 
5 Northern Miner, vol. 29, No. 6, April 29, 1943, p. 17. po 

¢ Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes, Confidential Series 7, January 1943, p. 17. \ 

7 Bureau of Mines’ Mineral Trade Notes, Confidential Series 2, August 1942, pp. 23-24. Confidential - 

Series 4, October 1942, p. 24. : 8 
8 Chemical and Engineering News, vol. 20, No. 7, April 10, 1942, p. 467. . on
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ae World production of barite, 1987-42, by countries, in metric tons! - 
Se | ne 7 [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] Oo ae 

Been | — Country! 1987 | 1938 1939 | 1940 1941 | 1942 

So Algeria. eects] 231871 3,001 @ | @ ©’ @) me _ ° Argentina.__--- eee] .768 | . 2,680 4,174 (?) 
my _ Australia: | . 
CR New South Wales... _..-.--.------.--- 268 - 322 (2) (2) (?) (2) . fo South Australia.._......-.--..-.----.| 2,736 2,909} 3,886] 3,672 3,681) (@) | | me Tasmania____.-_-- © FT def (2) (?) (2) Be Victoria 7 | (2) () Bee _ Brazil (exports)__..-_..-.--.--22s--- eee 600 (2) (2) (2) @) | @) | . ” Canada_____..-_- 22-2 2---------------o--|e---------|---------| 307 | 6,043 15, 120 | ae Chosen... 00 PG] aw (2) (ay. fe Cuba___...-.--------------------2--------] 8,849 |-22- | 12,000] 16,105 | 13,228 | eo Egypt. ._2......--...-_----------... 51 20 31. 61 30.| (2) | bee France 19,850} @ | @ | @® (2) (2) pose _ > Germany: . Sf - ee Austria... 22-2 e ee 855 . 873 (?) (2) . (2) (2) ee .  Baden.-.222 222222277] at 653 | 36,308 | 2)” (2) ee | & | eo, - Bavaria__...-.-- 11, 832 26,748 | - (2) | (2) (2) (2) bo _ Prussia 3___.---22.22-2--------------| 410,634 | 401,906] @) |. @) (ee ie Saxony-..-.--.--------- 2 |: 432 | - 230 (2). (2) () () | me : . Thuringia_.-...----- 6, 790 15, 315 (2) (2) (2) (2) . o - ” ‘Wiirttemburg.._...._-.--.......... 192}. |G). (2) (2) (2). ooo Greece... ee 39, 343 | 34, 700 24, 055 | (2) () | (2) . a India, British._......-._.-.--_.----------| 15, 941 8,205 | 9,404 Qe} @y - (ay : eS Indochina.._.._-_--_-----. 45 . 50 - 155 185 (2) . (2) nee — Ttaly.e eed 45, 202 48, 169 (2) (?) (2) ©) . Pe Norway..-----2- 22 ee 70 [owe fee (2) - (2) . -() Portugal.._.__.__._...-.--.---.-.-- ss 113 24 25 20} (% (2) - | . _ Southern Rhodesia__..-_------ | 91 50 ‘(?) (2) A Woy . Spain.___--- ee . 600 8, 6U6 9, 936 (2) (2) Bets Union of South Africa... 2.2 0 570 491 439 691 | 41,326 5 448 me ‘United Kingdom...2.0 22222 2e eee -__| 74, 485 77, 543 (2) ~ (8 - (2) (2) : o. me United States_____...-2--.------ a2 eee _ 827,380 | 304, 298 331, 910 | 354,219 | 438, 523 408, 116 mS 

ee 1In addition to the countries listed, barite is produced in China, Czechoslovakia, Eire, Japan, and Oe ': %U.8.S. R., but data on production are not available. - . , : we 2 Data not available. — oe a 
oye 7 * Official figures which, it is reported, cover only output of mines included under the mining law. ne ' £January to October, inclusive. = = 
pea o 5 January to September, inclusive. . i 

ae a GROUND (AND CRUSHED: a | 

Be saps So 
a __ All principal uses of ground (and crushed) barite sold or used by 

so producers declined in 1942, and the total, though comparing favor- - _ 
a ably with pre-1940 output, was 24 percent less than the record 1941 
_ sales. . In its individual consumption outlets, demand for use in well 
: drilling dropped 24 percent, in paint 40 percent, in glass 3 percent, 

a _ and in rubber 35 percent. , | 
Ground (and crushed) barite sold or used by producers in the United States, 1938-42 

, | | | 19388 {| 1939 1940 1941 1942 

Plants.....---------------ee-eeeeeeeee eee 14] 13 16 16 19 | Short tons__._----......--.......---------| 161, 422 170, 695 184, 390 234, 877 178,765 Value. _...-....-...----------.------------| $2, 786, 823 | $2,902,973 | $3, 697,806 | $4,606,832 | $3,611,745 |
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Ground (and crushed) barite sold or used by producers, 1940-42, by consuming is 

. = industries - a oe , : : fee 

ee | oo | 1940 1941 = =9| 1942 : oy 

7 | “Industry: a a 
- : | ~. | Short | Percent | Short | Percent | Short | Percent © YS 

: - ae | tons | oftotal | tons | of total tons - | of total. rr, 

a Well drilling...........-...---------------] 188, 055 75 | 154,760| ° 66| -117,380] 66 eee 
ae Paint....---.--.-------------+------------| 1,056] © 6° 31,009 138) 18,484] ~~ 10 ce 

oe Glass. .....--.------------------------+---| 12, 697 7 22, 615 10 21, 895 12 OS 
we Rubber_..-----.--------------------+------ 4, 283 2 9, 800 4]. 6,334 |. 4 ae 

: Undistributed .-.....---------------------| 18, 299 10| 16,693. 7| 14,672 gS 8 

Be - ee eve 00 tk 1 OS 

a Virtually all barite is ground or crushed before use, but “ground | *: 
(and crushed) barite’’. is generally held to mean barite ground for ca 

b use other than in barium chemicals or lithopone, and such meaning Gk 
is adhered to in this chapter. Nearly all ground barite is used for ss = 

a its physical rather than its chemical properties, except for the quantity = = => 
'. | consumed in glass batches. ee ye 
: _ As in years past, rotary oil-well drilling muds absorbed the greater =, 
be. part of the ground-barite output in 1942, although the number of « 
me wells drilled was considerably less than in 1941. The following table | oe 
. shows the relation between wells drilled, and ground barite consumed oS 
Pe in drilling muds. © EE Oo , ans 

Ground barite consumed in drilling wells in the United States, 1988-42 © ES 

Se - de . Ground barite used | Ground barite used" 7 - : 
. oe (short tons) | | _ (short tons) CE 

bo) Year = arilled Year aritied Te ee 

. | | Total Yea || |. Total Porwal 2 gt 

a 1988.....-.-.-} 26,712 | 126, 697 | 4.74 || 1941.........|. 29,070} 154,700]. 5.820, 
ep 1939_...-.-.-- 25, 987 125, 560 4.83 |) 1942__.._.-...- 17, 934 117, 380 . 655 aut 

1940.----.-22-] 28,124] 188, 055 AOL . Eg 

oo _. 1 Oil, gas, and dry wells drilled in United States, as recorded in chapters of this series on Crude Petroleum - te 
f and Petroleum Products, - . 8g 

- Barite has several functions in drilling muds, the principal one being os 
: - to confine gas and oil to their respective formations during drilling. oe 
| Barite drilling muds also seal the walls of the hole and lubricate the 4 

drilling mechanism. | - en 
Foreign demand for barite drilling muds has expanded considerably . op 

since 1938, particularly in Trinidad and Venezuela. American, os 
Cuban, and Canadian producers competed in these markets in 1942. oe 
The Southern and Midwestern districts generally supply most of the oe 
ground barite exported from the United States for well drilling, ship- of 
ping 10,000 to over 20,000 tons annually, depending on foreign de- os 
mand, through Mobile, Ala., New Orleans, La., and other Gulf ports. 

One of the newer uses for crushed barite is in glassmaking, where ae 
it acts as a flux in the glass batch, permitting lower furnace tempera- te 
ture or increased output at the usual temperature. Barium com- a 
pounds, particularly precipitated barium carbonate, are used in tae 
optical, bottle, and flat glasses, not only as fluxes but to impart density mS 
and brilliance to the finished product. As barium glasses corrode ae
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woe ordinary glass pots, special types of pots are generally required. Ac- 
~_» cording to a communication received by the Bureau of Mines froma 
~~. Jarge glass producer, the specifications of glass-grade barite are some- ss” 

~- what as follows: Barium sulfate, not less than 96 percent; moisture, — 
eo not over 3 percent; iron oxide, not over 0.4 percent; titanium oxide, -_ 
“7 not over a trace; no particles coarser than 16-mesh; not over 3 per- a 

ae cent plus 20-mesh; not over 40 percent minus 100-mesh; not less than __ 
eo 15 percent minus 100-mesh. | re | 
-.. .. Ground barite has certain advantages as a paint extender. Ithas 
-. - . lowoilabsorption and fair sanding propertiesand contributestoadense, 
.-.. nonporous film. Barite is added to inside paints to aid easy working __ 
"with the brush; owing to the low oil absorption, considerable quanti- .. 
«'-. ties can be incorporated without bodying. Its low tinting strength 
=... makes it a good base for colored as well as white pigments. = 
.-... Ground barite is also used as a filler for paper, paper board, wall- 
‘paper, rubber goods, linoleum, and oilcloth. A recent novel use isin. _ 
“= ‘weighting concrete ballast for drydock caissons. Barium cements _ 
~ containing as much as 50 percent barium oxide have high specific . 
me gravity. This suggests their possible use, in conjunction with such - - | 

 . heavy. aggregates as barite, in making heavy concrete blocks to be 
-~ . substituted for pig iron in ships’ ballast. | 

Be RTOS — 

‘*» The price quoted in Chemical Industries for ground barite, carlots, oe 
~*~" 350-pound barrels, works, was $27.65 a short ton in 1942, the same 
—— asin 1941. co | - | 
a | | | FOREIGN TRADE - : 

Bo There were no imports of ground barite in 1941 and 1942. Im- : 
mo ports for 1938-40 are shown in the salient statistics table of this 
--.. Chapter.. Exports of ground barite are not reported separately. — 

es WITHERITE | | | 
| a -- PRODUCTION . | oo 

| The Baroid Sales Division of the National Lead.Co., which operates 
* a mine near El Portal, Calif., is the only producer of witherite in the 

_ United States. Figures on output are not available for separate 
_ publication but are combined with those of barite. 

Deposits of witherite in North America were reviewed in the 
chapter of this series in Minerals Yearbook, 1941. 

Nearly the entire world production of witherite is centered. in . 
northern England. Sources, preparation, and uses of witherite have ~ 
been reviewed by Muddiman ® and Michell.” Jameson ! reviewed 
methods of analyzing witherite. | 

| In British paint formulas, ground witherite has been substituted 
for ground barite for mixing with ultramarine blue to make a green | 
pigment, and it is claimed that such substitution improves the 
product.” | 
" ¢ Muddiman, E. W., Witherite: Jour. Oil Col. Chem. Assoc., vol. 25, 1942, pp. 127-142; British Chem. 
and Physiol. Abs., B, I, III, October 1942, p. 416. 

3¢ Michell, F. B., Barite and Witherite: Mine and Quarry Eng., vol. 7, 1942, pp. 37-40, 44; Chem. Abs., 
vol. 36, No. 11, June 10, 1942, p. 3123. 

1! Jameson, F. L., Examination of Natural White Pigments: Paint Mfr., vol. 12, 1942, pp. 145-146, 153; 
Chem. Abs., vol. 36, No. 21, November 10, 1942, p. 6817. 
6, 19 6 Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Foreign Commerce Weekly, vol. 9, No. 10, December
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me PRICES 

oo According to Chemical Industries, the price of ground witherite in oe 
ee 1942 remained constant at $43 a short ton in carlots, bags, works, = = © 
~ for the 90-percent grade, the same price as in 1941. I OS 

oo | _ IMPORTS — | ye 

oe Receipts of. witherite were 3,066 short tons valued at $60,824 no. 
2 1942, all from Great Britain, compared with 4,790 tons valued at =. ~% 

—- $107,238 in 1941. Exports of witherite, if any, are not reported — ... 
eo separately. ee : oe RS 

Be -- Witherite, crude, unground, imported for consumption in the United States, 1988-42. ke 

a . oe oe (Value at port of shipment] Lo . oe ok 

Ee | Year _. | Short tons}. Value Year ‘Short tons |’ Value | ae 

es - -1988__..-22.---------2-----] 2, 115 $43,568 || 1941... .---.--------------] 4,790 | $107, 288 ae 
" 1 3,819 | 64,106 |] 1942...) 8, 066 60,824 oe 
4, 1940. 22-22. ------------e 3, 584 70, 126 oe : a ae 

pe so  BARTUM CHEMICALS 7 : ES 

CO oe oe SALES _ SS 

; War conditions increased the demand for certain barium chemicals = ———t 
>. in 1942 but curtailed the production of others, particularly those ES 
;. whose principal uses were closely connected with civilian consumption.  ——: 

wr All’ barium chemicals in the United States are derived from barite, | wk 
. except a small quantity obtained from witherite. Barite is crushed and gs 
i. roasted with coal, coke, or petroleum-coke breeze in arotary kiln for = 

eo Barium chemicals sold or used by producers in the United States, 1938-42 } es 

EO Chemical | 1938 | 1989 1940 wo | we 
(EE : : | a 
« Lithopone:# | of oud 
fe Plants........------------------------- i iil - V1}. 9 9° ae 
f ‘Short tonS...--.-------.-..-----0------| _ 125,746 | 142,759} 151,802 | —_—-176, 642 187, 320 ek: 
i Value._.........-.-..-.2.2-.2..--=----| $9,975, 012 |$10, 461, 102 |$10, 197,897 |$12, 550, 193 | $10, 828, 924 ab 
re Blanc fixe (precipitated barium sulfate) : . : | | ee cont 
7 Plants.......------------------.-------| 7 6 6 7 5 og 
Po Short tons.....2..-........----...1----- 19, 428 18, 653 22, 247 29, 352 21, 278 we 

Valule._......-.------...2.2--2-2.--.---| $921,203 | $898,198 | $1, 250, 303 | $1, 806,882 | $1, 403, 689 ag 
: Artificial barium carbonate (chemically |; | oo am 
ee precipitated): - | : | | 8 
: -Plants__....-.--.---------------------- 4 5 5 5 7 ag 
mo Short tons__.....-.---.---------------- 9, 543 12, 478 |. 13,3389.] (17,477 18, 174 ee 

Value_.....--.-.-..--..-2-.--2-2..-----| $459,901 | $617,799 | $616,331 | $785,486 | $1,012, 522 - Sg 
‘Other barium chemicals: 2 " 7 

| Plants.........------------------------ 5 7 7 7 1 oo 
m Short tons..-...-----.-----------------| 10, 963 9, 858 10, 813 22, 481 30, 662 oS 

| Value._.....--..-.---..----2-----------| $728,896 | $814,170 | $803,886 | $1,806, 559 | $4, 433, 634 og 

| Total barium chemicals: 7 
| Short tons_....... ...------------------ 165, 680 183, 748 198, 201. 245, 952 207, 434 a 

| Value_...........-.-.-.--------------==|$12, 085, 012 |$12, 791, 269 |$12, 868, 417 |$16, 949, 120 | $17, 678, 769 ar 

-11938-41: To avoid duplication; the barium chemicals reported here do not include the output of firms . t 
that make these chemicals from such products as barium chemicals and imported barite and witherite wh 

. purchased in the open market. 1942: Includes barium chemicals made from barium chemicals and imported oe 
barite and witherite purchased in the open market. The data have been adjusted to remove duplication. ans 

: 2 Does not include cadmium lithopone. . F 
3 Figures cover chemicals, in order of value, as follows: 1938: Chloride, dioxide, sulfide, hydroxide, and ad 

oxide; 1939: Chloride, dioxide, hydroxide, sulfide, and oxide; 1940: Chloride, dioxide, hydroxide, sulfide, “font 
oxide, and nitrate; 1941: Chloside, sulfide, dioxide, hydroxide, nitrate, oxide, and tribarium aluminate, we 
1942: Nitrate, 11,489 tons, $2,483,115; chloride, 13,414 tons, $960,376; dioxide, 2,844 tons, $666,232; hydroxide, Se 

; 2,335 tons, $267,572; sulfide and oxide, 580 tons, $55,839. . ues
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about 4 hours, yielding black ash, which contains about 80 percent . 
oe barium ‘sulfide. The black ash is leached with hot water to give — 
~—- bartum sulfide liquor.. There were 21 producers of black ash in 1942, 

an compared with 18 in 1941. The Bureau of Mines does not report the. 
..- output of black ash, as this is regarded as an intermediate barium 
~~. @hemical. Where possible only finished barium chemicals not used in 
. the manufacture of other barium chemicals are reported. > 
~~, Production of lithopone, long a major outlet for barite, declined in : 
----- 1942 to 137,320 short tons, the lowest figure since 1938. There 
~ were nine producers in 1942, as in 1941. Paint remained the largest _ . 
“use of lithopone, but increasing military uses of paint did not com- ~~ 
-°.. pensate for losses in civilian paint markets caused by reduced construc- ~ 
. tion of civilian dwellings and the shortage of painters for general 
“ss maintenance work. Lithopone paint markets were also said to have a 
-. been adversely affected by a growing use of titanium pigments in the  —_— 
- -- white-pigment field. Shortages of linseed and other drying oils. 
~~ used with lithopone in the manufacture of linoleum and oilcloth held 
. down production of these two commodities, which ordinarily consume _ 
Be en 17,000 to 20,000 tons of lithopone annually. Thedeclining production 
“_. * of rubber white goods has forced a corresponding decrease in the 
a amount of lithopone needed for this purpose. OO | | 

ae — .  Lathopone' sold or used by producers, 1940-42, by consuming industries : 

we 1940 ME 1942000 
Bo Industry OTTO 

= . Short | Percent | Short | Percent | Short | Percent. : 
Pe eo | tons of total tons | oftotal | tons of total — 

yo - Paints, enamels, and lacquers..-.-.....-..| 117,075 | 77 | 182,691 75] 109,216| 80 
me ~ Floor coverings.and textiles...............| 18, 738 13 | 21,114 12] 45,775  hH. Po Bubber.. eo ieee teeeeeeen--e---| 8,387 2] 3,547 2} 1,047 1 

Other... 222222222. .22_2---------------| 12, 602 8 | 19,290 | 11| 11282) 8 
ee Oo - | 151, 802 100 |° 176, 642 ~—- 100 | 187, 320 100 

oo 2 Does not include cadmium lithopone. . | : - 

- Manufacturers of lithopone generally purchase washed and jigged 
-_ barite analyzing about 96 percent barium sulfate, 1 to 2 percent 
/ Fe,O;, less than 1.75 percent: silica, and no more than traces of zinc, 

-- Jead, and fluorides. The barite is crushed and roasted with coal to 
form black ash as described above. The solution of barium sulfide 

| obtained from black ash is reacted with a solution of zinc sulfate, 
_ whereby lithopone (barium sulfate intimately mixed with zinc sulfide) 

| is precipitated; it is then dried, roasted, quenched in water, ground, 
bagged, and sold. | 

Lithopone has been suggested as a carrier pigment for luminous 
aints. | 

Pe The demand for blanc fixe declined owing to curtailment in use of 
white paint, rubber goods, linoleum, and oilcloth, its major outlets. 
Blanc fixe is made by reacting a solution of sodium sulfate with a 

| solution of barium sulfide, precipitating barium sulfate (blanc fixe) 
and leaving a valuable byproduct—sodium sulfide—in solution. 
Blanc fixe is also a byproduct of the manufacture of hydrogen peroxide 
by the barium peroxide-sulfuric acid process. - Five producers of 

18 Chemical and Engineering News, vol. 20, No. 8, April 25, 1942, p. 529.
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wo blanc fixe reported to the Bureau of Mines in 1942 compared with = = 
Be ‘six in 1941. - | Se Es 
7 Barium carbonate production expanded to meet added demands in | wens 
-.  geveral- fields, There were seven producers in 1942, five in 1941. od 

This barium chemical is generally made by adding a solution of soda — Og 
a ash to one of barium sulfide, thereby precipitating insoluble barium as 
- _ carbonate, leaving byproduct sodium sulfide in solution. Probably oe 

_ the most important direct wartime use of barium carbonate is in salt 8 
= baths for. case-bardening bomb shells, tools, and other steel parts: = |= = 
bos Before the war witherite, being less costly, was employed for this co 
Re purpose rather than precipitated barium carbonate; however, re-- ~ = 

duced imports of witherite have broadened, at least temporarily, the = § © 
e demand for the synthetic material. The action of barium carbonate © 
an as a carbon carrier in steel hardening is not precisely known, but © © = 
~. when it is mixed with powdered coke and heated with iron parts at Rh 

1,700° F., the coke is gradually oxidized and the carbon content of | aoe 
-. the surface grains of the iron is increased, thus case-hardening the ~- = =; 
“product. Other barium compounds, notably barium peroxide, are oe 
~ said to be capable of similar use. Barium carbonate is an interme- —»' 
* diate in the manufacture of certain other barium chemicals, particu- =. 
V larly barium peroxide and barium nitrate. In making the peroxide, Ne 
’ barium carbonate is calcined with coke, yielding the oxide, whichis == —-— 
m then heated with air or oxygen under pressure, yielding a mixed =~ 
. barium peroxide-oxide. The percentage of peroxide obtained de- es 
e pends on the efficiency of the process used. Although most hydrogen =—: 
i peroxide is today made by electrolytic oxidation methods, substantial = —s—_ 
5 quantities of barium peroxide are still used to make hydrogen peroxide. __ oF 
= There were three producers of barium peroxide in 1942, twoin 1941, 
eo Barium carbonate can be used in glassmaking, as previously men- - © 

_ tioned. The carbonate and other barium compounds are used in ~~. 
- brickmaking to prevent formation of scum. a RE 
7 Barium nitrate is generally obtained by treating the carbonate with = ©. 

nitric acid. The nitrate is used in green signal flares and in explo- © ae 
- sives. In 1942, five firms reported production of barium nitrate ae 
. compared with three in 1941. | : os 

Barium chloride, which may be crystallized from a solution of — oe 
barium sulfide and calcium chloride, is used to purify salt brines for “a 

_. - chlorine and sodium hydroxide manufacture, in making coatings for © oy 
| photographic paper, in the manufacture of extended titanium pig- ey 

: ments, in color lakes, in finishing white leather, and in purifying beet- —e_- 
sugar juice. Three firms produced barium chloride in 1942, asin oS 
1941. os 
Barium hydroxide was produced by four companies in 1942 (four sg 

in 1941), principally for use in beet-sugar purification and for refining ue 
_ » animal and vegetable oils. : | | 4
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co oo Oo - PRICES = | 

- a : - Range of quotations on barium chemicals, 1940-421 _ ee 

SO BS se | 1940 1941 | 1942 ; 

ceo Lithopone: = _ . ae : oe - Domestic, ordinary, delivered, bags.....pound__| $0. 0334} $0. 0385-$0. 0474 $0. 0434 
en — Do......--.-------..-..---barrels__...do_--_| 0334; © .041 - 0414! | 04% 
a High strength, bags..-....................do___- 005 fi2e ef eee 

heh ‘Do.....---barrels__......-..-----.----do_._.|. - 0534) 2-2 e eee 
Bee _ ~~ Yitanated, bags.-........2...-------.----.do___. 0544, .0544f- .056 | © ° 056 | 
we Do...-barrels-__......-.--.-.--.------do0._..}- 0544) = .0534- ..0585 0585 
ona Barium carbonate, precipitated, 200-pound bags, _ . 
get *  WorkS........--...--.....----..-.------.Short ton__| $45.00 -62. 50 45.00 . -65.00-° | $55. 00° -65. 00 
a Barium chlorate, 112-pound kegs, New York. pound_- -20 — .45 45 - 60 — 
Be Barium chloride, barrels, delivered zone 1.short ton-.| 77.00 -92.00 77.00 -92.00 77.00 -92.00 — . 
“oe «=. Barium dioxide (binoxide or peroxide), 88 percent, : 7 
OE drums____.-..-..----.----.---.------------pound..|  .10 - .12 OS .10 410 
Te ' Barium hydrate, 500-pound barrels....._......-do....|  .05%- .07 .05144- .07 .06 - .07- 
ee Barium nitrate, barrels_._.__-..-....----------do_..-| .0934- .1014).. .0844- .12% .10144- .124% - 

wa Barium sulfate, precipitated (blanc fixe), 400-pound | © fo. - - 
es. Darrels, works 3.__._2_....--.-----------Short ton_:| 50.00 -80:00 | 35.00- -46.50 | 40.00 ~46.50 | 

[1+ = 4 Chemical Industries (formerly Chemical Markets), New York (monthly). BT 
Be _ .  & Lowest price fcr pulp grade, highest for high-grade precipitated. = SO Ss 

at Sete FOREIGN TRADE sis. | Pe 

Po Barium | chemicals imported for consumption in the United States, 1988-42. 

Aes oo oe, a - - [Value at port ofshipment] =~ - ye Se 

Oe oS | - | - Blanc fixe (pre-. Bari og 7 woe a og: : ° 2g: ss a rium carbonate Be Lithepone | Barium dioxide |" eipitated barium | Greatpitated) 
5 ee Year ee a Sn ( 

ae Oo Short Short |- Short oa pe | ‘tons Value | Pounds | Value tons Value tons Value | 

oe ggg | 8,982 | $207,121} 100 $13 106 | $5,102} @ | — g32- 
Be! 1099. ----------2----- 2,641 | 130,893 | ° 350 Sl]. = 38 1, 891 |----- ee fee 
us wa 1 w+ ------ +--+ + --|--- 5 --- ++ |---| |e eee fee eee 

BPs 1941......--...------|  @ a 4,032 | 208 15 865 |.---------|------2 
me 1942... 22-2 ---------|----------|---------- |---| eee 28 1,357 |_--------.-]------._.- | 

os - _f . a . Barium com- 
Barium chlo- Barium nitrate | 3 anturn by- Barium oxide boss . 

ae . oe Nn. e. Ss. 
. - Year a (A (nan (ce (OO . 

~ | | Short Value Short Value Short Value | Pounds} Value Short Value 

1938..........-.-.-- 69 | $2,351 126 |$12, 061 236 |$16, 874 }|__-_.-. |... -___- 50 | $11,320 
1939_.._-.-.--------|] 39 | 1,329 100 | 11,094 360 | 19,975 22 $13 27 7, 244 
1940___.-_-...-.-.-.]--------|-------- 18 | 1,427 151 | 3,382 |----2 2 fee 22 4, 286 
1941_.__-_.-.---.--|--------|--------]-------- |e. .e 292 | 10,791 j--..-.__].-----_- 8 4,071 
1942... 2... 36 | 15,770 (3) 1 147 | 9,361 |-.-----.]-------- 154 | 76,667 

1110 pounds. . 3112 pounds. . $53 pounds. 

Lithopone exported from the United States, 1938-42 | ” 

| Short Value short Value 
or —_—— 0 ——— Year tons Year tons 

_ Total Average Total | Average | 

1938__......-..- 1, 734 | $153, 567 $88. 56 || 1941__..__._.-..] 21,527 | $2.079, 229 $96. 59 
1939........-.-- 4, 845 392, 798 81.07 |} 1942_...-...-__- 17,036 | 1, 732, 898 101. 72 
1940_......-...-] 14,298 | 1, 112, 362 77. 80
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a | - GENERAL CONDITIONS | : a 

Be Production and sales of domestic potassium salts continued to OR 
a increase in 1942, with a record output of over a million and a quarter =, 
ne short tons of marketable potassium salts (1,267,455 short tons) = °- 
Be containing 679,206 tons of equivalent K,O.. (See fig..1.) The still 9% 

e FP ge - . | | TE 

ak : 3S oe 
a = 7 “h 
a a woe ae pe 

- d pe ia . = : ace 
or oO 6 : . Be 
he +r ae 
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. : G og 
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: sl 

4 ss . tt 

: FiGuRE 1.—Production of marketable potassium salts in the United States, 1933-42. | | a 

larger quantity sold (1,277,317 tons) carried 680,831 tons of equiva- a 
| lent potash (K,O). Stocks in producers’ hands at the close of the a, 

year continued to decline. Exports considerably exceeded imports. a 
Domestic consumption was the highest on record—about 628,000 8 

- tons of K,0. For the second year the United States has proved os 
itself to be self-sufficient as to potash. 7 o 

American potash producers are reported to have sold virtually oe 
their entire output to March 1943 early in 1942. Late in 1942,
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». according to trade journals, efforts of consumers, who had not ade- _ 
~ quately covered their requirements in the preceding spring, to obtain: _ 

additional supplies created a tight market, which was alleviated 
-.. irregularly by imports of muriate of potash from the U. S. S. R. on 
.. @lend-lease assignment to the Defense Supplies Corporation. — | | 
woe - To assure equitable distribution of available domestic potash from | 
.-—s producers to their immediate customers, largely the fertilizer com- —_ 
pe panies, the War Production Board, on February 27, 1943, placed _ 
, .. the distribution of domestic potash salts (muriate of potash, sulfate _ 
_ Of potash, sulfate of potash-magnesia, and run-of-mine potash) | 
--- . under allocation control (General: Preference Order M~291). -This oo 
"+ order was based upon the claim that the requirements for the defense 
~. ss OF the United States had created a shortage in the supply of potash _ 
... for defense, for private account, and for export. The order, effective 
Bele April 1, 1943, covers three allocation periods: (1) April and May 1943, _ 
vs -€2) the following 10 months, and (3) April and May 1944. | | 
eo German control of a considerable part of the domestic potash 
“..-.- production was exposed late in 1942. Oo oo 
“~~. General discussions of the domestic potash industry by Turrentine!  _ 
- and Kieffer ? appeared in 1942. In 1943, a new book by Turrentine > 
-.. described the development of the American potash industry since | 

a 1926 and supplemented his earlier book.* Domestic reserves of _ 
~~ > potash were described by Mansfield.’ a oe : 

mo os Salient. statistics of the potash industry in the United States, 1940-42 | . 

Oh ce . | ce 140 | | 1941 1942 | 

cess production: | | | | OC 
re Potassium salts (marketable) -___........._..-.short. tons_. 658,249 |. «986,458 | —s_:1, 267, 455 
me . Approximate equivalent, K20_..._........-_...do..__] 379, 679 524,875 |  —s-_ .679, 206 . 
ae _ Sales by producers: oo, a on | 
ee Potassium salts_.........-..-..------.2--.--..------d0_..-_ 677, 892 994, 843 1, 277, 317 
Be Approximate equivalent, K,;0.._.........._-._.do___- 393, 058 531, 346 - 680, 831 
Pt Value at plant__..-....-....-------...---------.------| $12, 562,050 | $17, 368,237 | $22, 962, 518 
HG I t Average per ton.__........-------------------------- $18. 53 $17. 46 $17.98 
my Mports: . 

Prertilizer materials_-_--.-.-._.-.-....-.-...--short tons__ 274, 473 49, 337 15, 895 
Approximate equivalent, K;0__....._.__.......do__.- 115, 241 -18, 185 “2,915 . | Vale... _--_----------en nnn n oe eee eeneennnue-| $8, 148,852 | $1,023; 997 $418, 787 

Chemical materials. -_.._......._.........____short tons_- «14, 564 12, 918 5, 433 
a Approximate equivalent, K20__.......__....._.do__.- 3, 449 2, 633 1, 444 = , Value......-------------------n------o---enne-n----} $2,417,919 | $4,702,971 | $1, 784° 674 

- Exports: 
Fertilizer materials...-.....-..-.---.....-..-.short tons..| , 93,060 91, 950 84, 402 

Approximate equivalent, K3;0_...__-...___.-...do____ 55, 836 50, 573 50,641. 
| Value_._....-.------------------------- =, s--n ee} $3,141,170 | $2, 592,697 | $2, 184° 044 

, Chemical materials_-___-.........-..-..--....-short tons. 14, 180 12, 883 13,306 
Approximate equivalent, KeO___..._...__......do____ 7, 000 6, 300 6, 500 Value_.....----2---------2-----2---eno-enese-sn--ee.| $8,096,909 | $2,972137| $3, 611, 294 

Consumption: 
Apparent consumption: ! 

Potassium salts.............._.........._-short tons__ 859, 689 952, 265 1, 200, 937 
Approximate equivalent, K2O___.....__..__..do___- 448, 912 490, 291 628, 049 

Actual sales for consumption: 
Approximate equivalent, K20__......._....-..-do___- 449, 376 490, 531. 627, 294 

1 Quantity sold by producers, plus imports, minus exports. 

1 Turrentine, J. W., Wartime Contribution of the American Potash Industry: Ind. and Eng. Chem., 
ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 12, December 1942, pp. 1422-1426. 

* Kieffer, D. C., Potash {in 1941): Mineral Ind., vol. 50, 1942, pp. 445-461. 
* Turrentine, J. W., Potash in North America: Am. Chem. Soc. Mono. Ser., Reinhold Publishing Cor- 

poration, New York, 1943, 186 pp. 
: 88 Turrentine, J. W., Potash: A Review, Estimate, and Forecast: John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1926, 

pp. 
5 Mansfield, G. R., American Potash Reserves: Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 12, Decem- 

ber 1942, pp. 1417-1421. |
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— | PRODUCTION AND SALES | (eg 

; Domestic production of marketable potassium salts has increased =—™ 

each year since 1934, recent annual increments being much larger ae 

-. than those in the earlier years (see figure 1); in 1941 a 50-percent as 

5 Increase is shown over 1940, and in 1942 a 28-percent increase oe 

over 1941. Production im 1942 was 1,267,455 short tons, withan . |= -: 

- average KO content of 55.59 percent, compared with 53.21 percent = os 

- - KO reported for 1941. . Production of equivalent potash (K,0)  — -~ S 

“in 1942 exceeded that of 1941 by 154,331 tons. Sales of potassium a 

7 salts were over a million and a quarter tons in 1942 and contained NSS 

ee 680,831 tons of equivalent potash (K,0)—also a 28-percent increase icy 

Be over 1941. Sales exceeded production in 1942, and producers’ stocks = s._ 

-—s were drawn upon to meet the demand. The average value pertonof =. 

- sales increased to $33.73 in 1942 from $32.69 in 1941. Production of og 

' | §0_percent muriate was only a little larger than in 1941, but there was oe 

. > a 465-percent increase in the quantity of sulfate of potash and sulfate = a 

an of potash-magnesia produced, as shown in the accompanying table of og 

: production by grades. . a re ee 

eo Potassium salts produced in the United States, 1941-42, by grades, in short tons | oS 

S : | oy - 1941 1942 | sl 

te '~  ‘Muriate of potash: 60 percent K,0 minimum.........-..------------------+----- 663, 608 878, 997 

if . 50 percent K2:0 minimum.-.......--.------------------------| | 85, 398 - 85,680 oo 

i Manure salts, run-of-mine_....-...--.-----------=----------------------------4-- 154,979 | 183, 404 os 

a . Sulfate of potash and sulfate of potash-magnesia......---------------------------} 82, 473 119, 374 ee 

fe a . - pe OO | 986,458 | 1, 267, 455 as 

'. . . The potash industry of the United States is overwhelmingly a | 

.. western one, more than 99% percent of the 1942 output in terms of ~~. 

»  K,0O having come from California, New Mexico, and Utah. Nearly —... 

: 81 percent of the equivalent potash (K.O) production came fromthe 

: deeply buried Permian saline sedimentary deposits of New Mexico = 

' and 19 percent from the saline lake brines of California and Utah, ~ os 

. whereas less than 0.5 percent was recovered as a byproduct of manu- Sry 

facturing processes (cement and distillery operations in Maryland). og 

: The, potash salts sold in 1942 were largely refined or processed 8 

roducts. ) ) : | ee 

° The potash-producing companies in the United States in 1942 were: 8 

- The American Potash & Chemical Corporation, 122 East 42d Street, E 

New York City (plant at Trona, on Searles Lake, Calif.); United a: 

| States Potash do. Inc., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City (mine os 

and plant near Carlsbad, N. Mex.); Potash Company of America, 3 

| Carlsbad, N. Mex. (mine and plant near Carlsbad, N. Mex.); Inter- . 

national Minerals & Chemical Corporation, 20 North Wacker Drive, a 

Chicago, Ill. (mine and plant near Carlsbad, N. Mex.); Bonneville, - 

Ltd., 540 West Seventh South, Salt Lake City, Utah (plant near 

Wendover, Utah); North American Cement Corporation, 41 Kast 42d 

Street, New York City (plant at Security, Md.); and U.S. Industrial . 

Chemicals, Inc., 60 East 42d Street, New York City (plant at | 

Baltimore, Md.). | | | 

5562504892 : ) | a
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ee | Potassium salts produced, sold, and in producers’ stocks in the United States, 1938-42 | 

oe a ; _ Production = BS Sales | Producers’ stocks 

- ; . : | . , / “Equiv. 5 Equiv- r ; Equiv. : Be Foon | Potas- 1 Potas- len . | Potas- : 
pO Year Opera- alts votes: Opera- calts votashe . alue Opera- Salts ment as ie | tors | _ | (K20) | tors | & (K20) | &0.D. | “tors (K:0) oe . . (short |. (short (short (short plant (short hort 
eo St tons) ‘tons) tons) | tons) | «| tons) fons) 

793g |g | 534,045 | 316,951 | 9 | 498,180 | 236, 437 | $9, 748, 290 6 |158, 540 | 87, 440 | mos 989-7] 6 | 546; 757°]. 312% 201 6 | 634,014 | 366,287 | 12,028,195.| -5 | 54,233 | 29,440 ae 1940.---| 7 | “658,249 | 379,679 7 | 677,892 | 393,058} 12,5620501 . 7 | 35,060{ 16.370 ae 1941.22. 7 | 986,458] 524, 875 ~ 71 994,843 | 531, 346 | 17, 368, 237 7 | 26, 374 9, 712 os 59942077) 7 1, 267; 455 | 679; 206 7 {1,277,317 | 680, 831 | 22; 962, 518 7| 14,158 | 6,041 | 

De aa PRICES. Be 
ee _ The General Maximum Price Regulation (Federal Register, April ~ 
aa _ 80, 1942, pp. 3153-3158), issued April 28, 1942, under authority 
Pon vested in the Price Administrator by the Emergency Price Control 
oe Act of 1942 and effective May 11, 1942, fixed potash prices at their 
Ph oe March 1942 maximum. | . | | | | - 
- Price lists for the 1942-43 fertilizer season were released by the 
“..- major potash companies on dates ranging from May 29 to June 15, |. 
=... 1942. Most of the new schedules applied to the 12 months from — 
- June 1, 1942, to May 31, 1943. The Potash Company of America,. 
=... however, released a schedule for the 10 months June 1, 1942, to March 
«81, 1948. The following base prices were reported by various pro- 

ducing companies. OS ? ; 
“=~ Muriate of potash (62 to 63 percent), 62 percent K,0 53% cents per unit K,0. | . Me “minimum, | : ; oo . mo Muriate of potash, 60 percent minimum._.___.__... 53% cents per unit K,0. yor Fa Muriate of potash, granular (50 to 52 percent), 50 56 cents per unit K,0. TO 
Bos - percent minimum. ‘: | | , 
— Manute salts: ee | . : , . 
- 22 percent K2O0 minimum_.__________ ---------.-- 20 cents per unit K,0. | _ ee 25 percent K,O minimum____.._-_--.--_--_-_..1- 21 cents per unit K,O. 
- Sulfate of potash, 90 to 95 percent K:SO,—basis 90 $36.25 per short ton. 

oo percent K.SOQ,. pe | : | 
: | Sulfate of potash-magnesia, 40 percent K,SO, mini- $26.00 per short ton.- - | mum, 18.50 percent MgO. | 

2 - Basing points for the New Mexico companies for muriate of potash 
were designated to be ex-vessel Atlantic and Gulf ports within the 

_ United States, and for the American Potash & Chemical Corporation 
Oe ex-vessel principal continental United States ports. Prices for manure 

| salts, where stated, were based upon Carlsbad, N. Mex., only. Sulfate 
of potash and sulfate of potash-magnesia prices quoted by the Inter- 
national Minerals & Chemical Corporation were ex-vessel Atlantic 
and Gulf ports within the United States. At buyers’ option, muriate 
of potash could be purchased f. o. b. Carlsbad, N. Mex., at 11.2 cents | 

, per unit K,O below ex-vessel price, and tf. o. b. Trona, Calif., for 8 
cents per unit K,O below net ex-vessel price at Pacific coast ports. 

Seasonal discounts offered by the Potash Company of America, the 
American Potash & Chemical Corporation, and the International 
Minerals & Chemical Corporation were 8 percent on orders accepted 
through June 30, 1942, for delivery in equal monthly installments 
from June 1, 1942, through March 1943, and 4 percent additional upon
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o completion of contracted deliveries; no discounts were allowed on =) 
. orders placed after June 30, 1942: The United States Potash Co. = = = 
- allowed 8 percent discount from ex-vessel prices on orders placed for sss 
» June delivery and on those placed before July 1, 1942, for equal  =§s_-- © 
o monthly tonnage deliveries from June 1, 1942, to March 31,1948,and  —= 
2 4. percent additional credit upon completion of contracted deliveries; © =} 
-. on orders placed after June 30, 1942, but before October 1,1942, for == = % 

eo equal monthly tonnage deliveries from October 1, 1942, to March 31, «3 
oe 1943, it allowed 4 percent from ex-vessel prices and 2 percent additional an: 

a credit upon completion of delivery of the contracted tonnage; no diss? 
“ _ egunts were allowed on orders placed after September 30,1942. 9.2 
ee _A 6-percent increase in freight rates went into effect in March 1942. 2. ## 
& The Office of Price Administration requested potash producers to st 
-- absorb that part of the increase necessary to maintain ex-vessel prices Sosa 
o at the established level. Later, a 3-percent tax on the transportation. 

of property was imposed by section 620 of the Revenue Act of 1942, © e 
a and the potash companies were also required to absorb this increase —_—- 3 
'. in a similar manner. In both instances, however, the buyer was +f 
a required to pay the increased charges on potash sold atf.o.b.Carlsbad = 
‘: prices. Be oe ae ONE 
eS In February 1942, the Office of Price Administration issued a og 

a temporary order freezing retail prices of certain potash saltsatlevels == 

po prevailing from February 16 to February 20,1942. These temporary = 
: -- price maximums were made permanent by Maximum Price Regulation _ oe 
te 135 —Mixed Fertilizers, Superphosphate, and Potash (Federal Regis- oe 

ter, April 30, 1942, pp. 3187-3189), issued and effective April 28, 1942. ed 
The prices of muriate of potash, sulfate of potash, manure salts, or _ oe 

Ko any Other substance containing K,O0 when marketed or sold _to con- ae 
- ‘sumers for use in growing crops and plants, and not for resale, were ~~. 
‘fixed at the above-mentioned February 1942 prices. | | AE 

e CONSUMPTION os 

c In 1942 the United States and its possessions consumed potash 48 
i salts containing approximately 628,000 short tons of K,0, which | 8 
: were largely, though not entirely, of domestic origin. The following = a 
B table, in which information from various sources has been combined, Oo 
-. . indicates a domestic consumption of 627,294 short tons. __ . ey 
e Apparent consumption, calculated by subtracting exports (57,141 _ oe 

tons) from the sum of imports (4,359 tons) and producers’ sales 3 

2 (680,831 tons), was 628,049 tons of K,O in 1942. The difference in ae 

-. consumption figures obtained by these two methods is almost “ae 
o negligible. | | | Os 
. Apparent domestic consumption of potassium salts, in terms of 4 
| equivalent potash (K,O), and its relationship to sales of domestic we 

producers for a period of years are shown in figure 2. _ Te 
. A break-down of domestic deliveries of American potash by the eee 
: major domestic producers according to use, as shown in the accom- oe 

panying table, indicates that 90 percent in 1942 went to the fertilizer os 
industry and 10 percent for chemicals, The picture is not quite le 
complete, however, because no comparable break-down is available for ae 
imports or for sales of the minor domestic producers. | 4
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2 bof oe a : | Haws | r | 7 
Be Ha oo t mo o | | / / . - 
Ft = y 

ee Apparent consumption \ 

Tn = 
: > . , ys 54 — 4 Ts 0 yj O 1 : 

rie oe = : I ? | 4 . Jf, 

| 5 | d | SQ! Sales of domestic a 

ir Tay ky ee t . | 
ne — x2 iy. . oe 

feo 1925 1929 1933 1937 19411945 | eS 

Ly : - 7 FicurE 2,—Comparison of apparent domestic consumption of potash (K:0) and sales of domestic pro- . | 
Ba , _ ducers of potash in the United States, 1925-42. . a 

: oe Sales of primary potash in the United States for consumption and export, 1940-42, 
| | | in short tons of K20 | | 

a ) : | Se 1940 1941 1942 

| Deliveries of potash of domestic origin by major companies, as from | . 
reports of American Potash Institute— - 

- In United States and possessions: 
Agricultural. _--._._--.2 2-2. 0---2------eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-----| 321,414 | 485, 940 558, 356 

| | Chemical... 02222 TTTITTTTTTTTT TTT) “77 gs 51, 531 63,844 
a For export. ..-..222 2 ee eee eee eee eee 23, 707 24, 807 37, 955 

| | 382,936 | 512, 278 660, 155 
Imports for consumption plus sales of minor domestic producers. . __ 129, 276 35,126 | = 24, 280 

| : | 512,212 | 547, 404 684, 435 
. Total exports........---..---.------ 2-2 eon eee eee 62, 836 56, 873 57, 141 

. _ Actual sales for consumption in the United States.............| 449,376 | 490, 531 627, 294 
eee 

REVIEW BY STATES . 

California.—In 1942 the American Potash & Chemical Corpora- 
tion (122 Hast 42d Street, New York City), only producer of potash 
in California, used the highly complex brine of Searles Lake, in the 
southeastern part of the State, as its raw material and produced both 
agricultural and chemical grades of potassium chloride, as well as 
potassium sulfate and potassium bromide, in its plant at Trona. Its 
total output of marketable potash salts was greater in 1942 than in 
1941, when a long strike seriously affected production. Recent tech- 

: nical developments at the Trona plant are described by Robertson. 
German ownership of most of the capital stock and control of this 

company was disclosed by the Alien Property Custodian when he 
* Robertson, G. R., Expansion of the Trona Enterprise. Plant of the American Potash and Chemical 

Corporation: Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 2, February 1942, pp. 133-137.
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‘announced, on October 20, 1942, the vesting in him of 90.79 percent mag 
bes of the capital stock of the company owned by German nationals. ~~: 

- The property vested consisted principally of 474,726 shares, regis- — ae 

A tered in the names of Consolidated Gold Fields of South Africa, Ltd., oe 

- Gold Fields American Development Co., Ltd., New Consolidated _-. 
. Gold Fields, Ltd:, and Administratickantoor Diligentia, all of which |. 

are beneficially owned by Wintershall A. G., Germany (dominant = A 

i factor in the German potash industry) and Salzdetfurth A. G., Ger- os 
oO many (second-largest potash company in Germany). Ba ase 

ee Maryland.—In Maryland, two companies have for several years = =: 

a produced a few thousand tons of byproduct potash annually for eee 

Bo agricultural use. One of these, the North American Cement Corpo- “Us 

' vation (41 East 42d Street, New York City), recovered a few thou- =» 

—_ sand tons of impure sulfate of potash from cement-kiln flue dustin 

» --: 1942 at its Security plant near Hagerstown, Md. U.S. Industrial a 

- Chemicals, Inc. (60 East 42d Street, New York City), continued to a 

-. manufacture a byproduct potash-bearing material by incinerating  ._:. 
waste residue from distillation of industrial alcohol from fermented os 

ee molasses at its Fairfield plant, Baltimore. Blackstrap molasses has oS 

O been used as raw material for several years but is no longer available; Cp 

a therefore, it has become necessary to use grain as a substitute source ts a 

2 of alcohol. All grain residues will be recovered as distillers’ dried = - 

. grains and sold as such; consequently, no potash will be recovered. | on 

we New Mexico.—Mine production of the Carlsbad potash district has  . 

po been climbing steadily. In 1940 it passed 1,200,000 short tons of | S 

: ore, in 1941 it reached 2,270,000 tons, and in 1942 the three com- cs 

ho panies operating in the area mined 3,035,549 tons of sylvinite and — - 

» _ langbeinite with an average ‘equivalent K,O content of 21.52 percent. oats 

* All the companies mined sylvite (potassium chloride), and one—the ne 

bo International Minerals & Chemical Corporation— also mined lang- =; 

. .  beinite (a potassium-magnesium sulfate). The greater part of the _ oe 

i production was sylvite, most of which was processed to yield 60 per- Sg 

' cent or higher-grade K,O muriate. Potassium sulfate and potassium- == 

: magnesium sulfate were produced from langbeinite by the Inter- o¥ 

“national Minerals & Chemical Corporation in the refinery at its mine ae 

y near Carlsbad. Potassium sulfate also was produced by the Potash - od 

: Company of America at plants in Oklahoma and Texas; thiscompany 

; also produced potassium hydroxide and potassium chlorate from syl- | of 

vite at a plant at its mine near Carlsbad. — ae Se ee 

: The Union Potash & Chemical Co., the most recent company to Os 

; undertake potash mining in the Carlsbad area, merged with its parent Pe 

company, the International Minerals & Chemical Corporation (for- ao 

merly the.International Agricultural Corporation), March 31, 1942. os 

On October 31, 1941, a contract was completed with the Defense Plant os 

| Corporation whereby magnesium chloride cell feed would be produced = 

| from a waste potassium-magnesium-bearing brine, containing about © 

| 16 percent magnesium chloride, by a process developed by the Inter- oe 

national Minerals & Chemical Corporation. The magnesium chloride a 

| will be obtained by evaporation and selective crystallization, and the in 

dried product will be shipped to a magnesium-metal plant at Austin, oe 

Tex., operated by the International concern. The potash-bearing © me 

| solution remaining after removal of the magnesium chloride will be og 

returned to the potash refinery, and the potassium salts previously | 

wasted will be recovered. 'The magnesium chloride plant was under 8 

| construction in 1942, . | 3
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At the Potash Company of America plant an additional 2,400- 
_....- horsepower Diesel engine was recently installed. Late in 1942 a 
-- - S-year contract was reported to have been concluded between the _ 
-- -. company and the City of Carlsbad, whereby the city would drill a __ 
“.- well and supply water to a point near the Bataan Bridge over Pecos - 

. River.. The company will pump the water to its mine for domestic 
Be and industrial uses formerly supplied by tank haulage. a oe 
~~ One effect. of the war is the loss to the company of cocoanut-oil_ - - 
be | soap, its principal. flotation agent and previously Imported, but. 
- Satisfactory substitutes are said to have been developed: The.com- __ 
eo pany electrolytic plant was inactive for part of the year. a 
—= .  _ Utah.—In Utah three types of potash occurrences are being ex- ss 
-...__ ploited—potassium-bearing brines, hydrothermal deposits of the 
=: potassium sulfate alunite, and bedded deposits of. the potassium 
“chlorides carnallite and sylvite. Only the first type isin commercial —_ 
co production, but the alunite deposits are being developed intensively, — 

and the bedded chloride deposits are being tested. a | oe 
~ .. ° Bonneville, Ltd. (540 West Seventh South, Salt Lake City), only 
Pal potash producer in Utah in 1942, is obtaining potassium chloride from 

the potassium-bearing brine that saturates the thin, crystalline salt _ ~~... mass of Salduro Marsh, near the western edge of former Lake Bonne- ~~ _— 
*:~-ville in the Great Salt Lake Desert in northwestern Utah. The | 
* ss company output has increased each year since it began operating in - 

1938. Production was nearly 25 percent greater in 1942 than in 1941. 
~» Interest in the alunite (a hydrous basic potassium aluminum ~—| 
= sulfate) deposits of the Marysvale district, Piute County, has re- | 
Re vived, particularly with regard to the aluminum content rather than 
wo the potassium content, which was considered more Important during 
De the First World War. Both vein and replacement alunite deposits — 
~. geeur, The vein deposits lie in Alunite Ridge between the forks of 
a Cottonwood Creek. The replacement deposits are more numerous and | 
a are distributed much more widely. Total reserves of both types ex-. | 
i _ ceed 11 million tons of pure alunite, of which the vein deposits account 
, for only 1,336,600 tons.’? Mining operations in the Marysvale district 

a in 1942 were concentrated at the White Horse mine (a replacement- 
_ _ type deposit) northeast of Marysvale, where an open-pit mine is 

| being developed by Kalunite, Inc., Marysvale. Operations in 1942 
: _ comprised development work, preparation of the mine and crushing 

plant for production, road construction, completion of a bridge over | 
; Sevier River, and erection of buildings at the mine. The alunite 

ore will be sent to Salt Lake City for processing. None was treated 
in 1942, except in the laboratory. A plant to obtain alumina and 

_ potassium sulfate from alunite was being erected in 1942 in Salt Lake 
_ City. The Kalunite process to be used in this plant consists in (1) 

dehydrating the alunite, driving off the water of crystallization and 
then dissolving the product in dilute cyclic sulfuric acid and potassium 
sulfate solutions to form potash alum; (2) autoclaying the potash alum 
to a hydrous basic potassium aluminum sulfate; (3) calcining this 
sulfate to drive off sulfur oxides, thereby producing a mechanical 
mixture of alumina and potassium sulfate; and (4) leaching this 
soluble potassium sulfate from the insoluble alumina. 
_ The Bureau of Mines carried out exploratory work (diamond drill- 
ing, trenching, test pitting, and sampling) on alunite deposits in the ; 

: 194 Leo J.R., Alunite Resources of the United States: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3561,
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-—-vieinity of Marysvale in 1942 and early in 1943 but temporarily § ~% 
«suspended it February 25, 1943. The work, which was done on the Lg 
-.° Mineral Products, Yellow Jacket, Close In, White Horse, and Winkle-| ad 

ce man claims, indicated a large tonnage of alunite. Tr 

- A study of the beneficiation of the replacement (disseminated) © ee 
me alunites from this region is included in a report by Gabrieland Dasher. =, 
as In the Grand County potash field of eastern Utah in 1942 a well— ag 
be known as Defense Plant Corporation-Utah Magnesium Corporation == 

Reeder No. 1—was core-drilled by the Bureau of Mines with the ee 
“cooperation of the Geological Survey, as agents for the financing Of 

. ” Defense Plant Corporation, in the SE¥SWYSE sec. 4, T. 22 S., ea 
© | R.19E., about 7% miles west-southwest of Thompson on the Denver & ee 
Bo Rio Grande Railroad and about 1% miles south of Crescent Junction, = © %& 
. Material was moved on location May 1, 1942, : and the well was sis a 
: spudded in on May 6 and completed August 3, 1942, at 4,207 feet. ae 

mo The well is within the narrow, complexly strike-faulted zone along - “4, 
be the crest of the long northwest-trending Salt Valley anticline, here = «© % 
f | plunging northwestward under Cretaceous cover. It started? in the Oak 
po Cretaceous Mancos shale and bottomed in the Paradox formation of OE 
ag the Pennsylvanian (Carboniferous). The well shows an abnormal = - > 
* geologic section, possibly due to an upthrust of the plastic salt-bearing od 
« Paradox formation into the fault zone. About 3,000 feet of sediments. 
be of Jurassic, Triassic, Permian, and Pennsylvanian age, normally Oe 
te expected to be present in this well, are missing. The Paradox forma- eg 
i tion extended from 2,091 feet to the bottom of the well. Thesection | Tg 
' __- between 3,318 and 3,588 feet contained 91.6 feet of carnallite with an oe 
* average assay of 39.5 percent carnallite. Individual carnallite beds _ ek 
"were 1 foot to 13.5 feet thick and assayed 10 to 80 percent carnallite. a 

«There were two sylvite sections, the first extending from 3,419 to 3,518 4 
. feet, with 42 feet of sylvite averaging 24 percent sylvite,andthesecond oe, 

. from 4,152 to 4,157.5 feet and containing 5.5 feet of sylvite with an. ar 

_ average of 41.3 percent of the mineral. _ Be : | ee 
po The normal thickess of neither the salt series nor the potash beds = sy 
' . in this region is known. The salt core shows folding, flowage, and 1s 
' widely varying abnormal dips of the salt, as would be expected in. od 
p squeezed and upthrust plastic salt beds. The wells of the district a 
'- give no definite proof of the thickness or potassium content ofthe un- =—=—_sit- 7 
' disturbed saline beds of the region and little information as to their ia 

-. extent and distribution within the fault zone. - se 
- Late in 1942 the Potash Company of America (Carlsbad, N. Mex.) oe 
. entered into a prospecting agreement with the Utah Magnesium Cor- _ ee 

; poration, whereby the former is to drill a number of deep wells and to mt 

- prospect the holdings of the latter company near Crescent J unction on 4 

which the above Defense Plant Corporation well was drilled. : OH 

FOREIGN TRADE” . ae 

| The latest published information regarding United States exports —s_. “o 

-- and imports of potash salts in 1941 (chapter of Minerals Yearbook, Ce 
1941) covered only the period from January to September. In this i 

| chapter, figures for the full year 1941 as well as for the year 1942 are 4 
| iven. | tS 
San and Dasher, John, Beneficiation of Alunite: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations “ & 

. at) ‘suresh of Mines, Thompson Magnesium Well, Grand County, Utah: War Minerals Report 12, 1942, ne 

3 Bienres on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the | - y 

_° . Department of Commerce. | si
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_..- Imports. —The United States, formerly a large potash-mporting ~ 
a ‘pation, now imports only a few thousand tons of potash salts annually ~ 
“under World War conditions. In 1941—the first year in which - 
-. domestic production of potash exceeded national demand—imports 
an had fallen to 62,255 short tons. In 1942 they dropped to 21,328 tons. 
~.. Late in February 1943 the Alien Property Custodian announced —_— 
- .. + the vesting in him (Vesting Order 929, February 22, 1943) of all out- | 
.-° . standing capital stock of the German-owned Pioneer Potash Co. _ 

. .. This company had been incorporated in the United States to import : 
Pe and sell potash of German origin following the dissolution and liqui- = __ 
-..+ .. dation of the N. V. Potash Export My., Inc., at the outbreak of war =~ 
i... between France and Germany. The stock of the Pioneer Potash Co.. 
“-was registered in the name of and was owned by N. V. tot Financiering ~— 
“.-van Industrieele Ondernemeingen Finindo, a corporation organized 
» ~ . under the laws of the Netherlands, all of whose issued and outstanding 7 
ee _ capital stock is owned by ‘Verrekeningskantoor (‘“Leata”), a Nether- | 

lands corporation of Amsterdam, Holland.- All the issued and out- 
po - standing capital stock of this company is owned by the Deutsches _ 
te - Kalisyndicat G. b. m. H. (German potash trust), = + - 
ae _ Details as to the quantity, average grade, and declared value of the . 
-.- Various potash salts imported into the United States in 1941 and 1942, 
ae and the approximate K,O equivalent of the imports, are shown in the — , 
eo following tables. oe a | | 

= Pa Potash materials imported for consumption in the United States, 1941-42 : : 

ee . [ 1941 ts “1942 | 
se Ap. |__| 
re . oo vate. Approximate Approximate | - : , 
pe . uiv- equivalent | — equivalent 
_ : | | “cient | as potash | | as potash | 

oo | Material oes (K20) - » (20) : 
—— | ee potash Short —_——————| Value Short ——————| Value 

oo a “Der. short | cout | | gore | 2% me or cent |. or cen 

a oe | cent) tons | of | tons | of 
a | ; | total total 

. ‘Used chiefly in fertilizers: | : - 
— Muriate (chloride).....] 56.4 | 14,671 | 8,274 | 52.3] $296,367] 1,564|  882| 20.2] $40,195 

Potassium-sodium ni- / 
trate mixtures,crude-| 14.0 | 34,541 | 4,836 | 30.6| 725,846 | 14,272| 1,998 | 45.9| 377, 703 

Other potash fertilizer 
- '  material!_..-...__-- 60. 0 125 75 5 1,-714 59 35 8 889 

| Total fertilizer-_...-_|._...-..| 49,387 | 13,185 | 88.4 | 1,023,927 | 15,805 | 2,915 | 66.9 | 418, 787 
Used chiefly in chemical | 

industries: 
Bicarbonate._.-....-_. 46.0 |.-.-----]_-__.--- ----------| 1,309 602 52, 794 
Bitartrate: 

Argols.........-..| 20.0 | 12,680 | 2, 536 4,606,751 | 4,051] 810 1, 701, 901 
‘Cream of tartar__._]| 25.0 22 6 14, 427 (2) (2) 1 
Carbonate__..._...-.--| 61.0 5 3 | 1,235 |---___--]_--_...- a 
Caustic__-._..--......-] 80.0 12 10 4, 284 (?) (?) 1 
Chlorate and perchlo- 16.6 33.1 

| tate.._............| 360] 139] 50 |(26 46,232] 35] — 13 |{?% 8,733 
Ferricyanide (red prus- 
Siate)......-........| 42.0] @ | @ 3600} @) | @ 158 

Iodide.._..--..........| 280] @ | @ 4] fp pe 
Nitrate, refined........| 46.0 (2) (2) 130 (?) (2) 1 
Permanganate.........| 29.0 13 4 4,352 |_.--..-_|--._---- weeweneuee 
Allother...............| 50.0] 47| 24]) - 25,186 | 38 i9 21, 085 

| Total chemical.......|........| 12,918 | 2,633 | 16.6 | 4,702,971 | 5,433 | 1,444 | 33.1 | 1,784,674 
Grand total..........|........| 62, 255 | 15, 818 100.0 5, 726,898 | 21,328 | 4,359 {100.0 | 2, 203, 461 

1 Chiefly wood ashes from Canada. - 
2 Less than 1 ton. |



oe Potash materials imported for consumption in the United States, 1941-42, by - on aon - ee countries, in short tons — | . ES 

s [Figures in parentheses in column headings indicate, in percent, approximate equivalent as potash (K30)] ae a 

_ | 7 Bitartrate . Potas- | : Total - SS 
| Muri- |——--——_—_- _ . . | Sin | Chlorate| © [|—=——————- se | ate Caus-}| Car- | Sedum) “ang |. " | mere ne Country (chlo- Argols Cream| tic | bonate nitrate per- othe | | rk : | ride) | wine | , Ff | (0) | (61) | tures, | Chlorate | °°" | Short | vane OSE 

i , |@ [| | 8 
eo 1941 fe : fe | cen Maer a Algeria.....---------]-------| 816 {---.----]-22-22_{_-2222-- |e |__e---- |. | 816 $329, 200 re le Argentina....-.-----|-------| 8, 747 |--------|-------|--------]------~-|----------|_.----_| 8, 747 | 1,154,142) Berane 
be Brazil__....---------]-.-----| 186 |-..---__]-22-2_|_---- ee}. |__|] 186 56, 264 wo atte me Canada...-.----.---] , 16 15 |._--..___]-.-----|.-..----].-- eee 2 125 158 11563 8— oO 2 Chile. 07a} } aa a a a 14 |....-_.|34,913 | 845, 011 A as China...___-..-----}_-- ee} |e] 3 j_-_-----}-- ue 5 8 2, 183 a e - Franece....-..------.|-..----]_------}-------_]_ ee ]ee | 5) i 31 2,870 © 
nt Germany -----------|-2-----|----2-.|---2--_-]-------]------ | 2 fie 2 704 SS 
* Hong Kong..._.-..-|---.--_}.---2-_}_-- tee 2 | --------]----------]------- 2 503 es ve © Japan......_-------- |---| | eel] fee eee} 62 13 75 38,001 - ner. 4 
& _ Mexieo__-...-__.-_-_]______- 35 |-------.|----_-|------.-]-------_}---------- |e 35 336 Ci Oe g a Morocco...---------|-------| 815 |2.---2--}-2.--_ |e ee} ff} 818 400, 877 ye Be Palestine........----| 1,000 |----_..]--------]-------]--------|-22--- 2} ee. ]L-___-} 1,000 28,058 
me Peru..___--.--.-._--|_------- 18 |_-..---.|_------]-------- |e fee 18 3, 226 ees i Portugal. .......-.--|_.-._--] 8, 264 |-.-.--__|_..-._.]-------.|_-...__]-..-.-----]_---___| 8, 264 | 1, 468, 069 Oe - Spain. .._.____.____-|13, 655 | 3,493 Boo | p97) 153 | 2 3s700 a8 
: Sweden.........--_.]--2----Jo4o-2-_|.2----. 12 |--.--- 22} a 18} 5,123 BS koe Switzerland.__..-___|--.-22-]- 2 feed 22 |___--_- 22 4, 887 oe me United Kingdom. __|..-.---|-------|--------|-------]--------]--------|----------| 42 421. 23,870 Lhe 
a : i942 14, 671 |12, 680 221 . 12 5 | 34, 541 |. 139 | 185 62,255 | 5,726,808 ve 
f | Algeria...---_......[.---..] 4,408 |_..-....|--.|--...-.-|._......|__.......|....| 1,403 | 830,716 Oe e Argentina... -......-}..-..-| 1,042 |----.2--]_22-._-}--.-----}_--_---]|--.-------|_---_---| 1, 042 195, 521 a 
a Brazil___..-....2..-- meen e 247, eee mew fee ene] ee ee ee aonnnnee www ewe wn en | nnn we 247 156, 435 , v ge Canada.._......._.- 7; 297) (() ns ee 2 63 101] 18,463 : oe eo © Chile... ef] 242 [ef 14,272 |u| @))«14,514 | 487,475 a we Mexieo_____-...--._} 22 |--..----|--..---} 2-2-8 |--e {epee fe] 22 1,471 ES ee. ' Morocco (French)___{_......}| 626 |.....-_.|_....__|_...._-_|_.__._._]_..._.--__|_....__| 626 224,382 mood ® >. Netherlands-.-.-....|-.. 22 [0222 -_|--- 2-2 2_|e.2.-_| 0 |---| L 1 3350 re) 
b. Peru.__-.------- te 3 fou fee fe eee 3 ' 1,491 , ae Be - Portugal.._._---2222]_.22-.-}] 249 |---.____|-__..-_|___-____|_-.-_..-|.--...----|-------| 249 | - 119, 701 , 0 EE Be Spain. ...--2------22{.----2-] 188 |-2-2-_.}--2_2__}o.__._-|_..--.--]_._-_._-_-|---..-.| 188} 96, 561 og Te 
Ro Switzerland..._...._|..._.__|--.----|_. |u| ° 33 |i2-_- 33 |. 7, 722 ns USS. Ro, 857 [| 557 | 89, 816 ee eo United Kingdom 3__}__-____|---_.-2]_..222--|---.---]-----2-|--------|-----=----| 1,342 | 1,342] 78,872 wes 
Be 1,564 | 4,051 | (2) | @) |i ..--_| 14,272 | 35 | 1, 406 |21, 328 | 2, 208, 461. og 

bs 1 Approximate equivalent as potash (K30)—1941: 55 percent; 1942: 47 percent. oe 
y 2 Less than 1 ton. - ve y 3 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.” ond 

‘ Hzports.—Substantial quantities of potash-bearing materials were og 
exported from the United States even in former years when this we 

: country was a large importer of potash. Japan was the principal og 
| buyer in 1939 but was exceeded by Canada in 1940 and 1941: In a 

1942, 81 percent of the total exports of potash-bearing materials oe 
went to Canada. : a 

| Reinstated in this chapter is a table of exports by countries, omitted = 
. from the 1941 chapter for reasons of censorship. _ oe 

Details regarding the exports of certain potassium-bearing fertilizer . 
materials, by countries and by four subclasses, became available in the 8 
latter half of 1941. Such figures for 1942 are shown in a succeeding oe
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oe Potash materials exported from the United States, 1988-42 oe 

Bertilizer Chemical |] _ Fertilizer Chemical 

a Year | hort “short | Year | short | Short oo - - or xTat or ort. ; Shor 
ce : tons Value tons Value tons Value. | “tons Value 

Be 1938-.....| 84,137 | $2,599,772 | 2,616] $485,672 || 1941-_-._| 91,950 | $2,592, 697 | 12,883 | $2,972,137 
ee 1939___..}136, 750 | 4,446,853 | 3,579 807, 987 |} 1942.....| 84,402 | 2,184,044 | 13,306 | 3,611,294 — 
fol 1940_--__| 93,060 | 3,141,170 | 14,180] 3,096, 909 | - | 7 

ole - Potash materials exported from the United States in 1942, by countries, in short tons 

ae ° , a | _ Fertilizers oe _ | 

ee oo . - Country. | Potassic f 4 - —— 
whole | wt : otassic ferti- Bee Co a . Chloride Sulfate lizer materials! Other ‘Total 

feos Argentina...........--| ss -268|——s«d) veeeeenceee enone 1} 60 
Be Australia_...__..-__----}. (2) 28 |__-__-_-_--------|_----------- eee 98 

ae -, Bahamas.._....--....--| 2-2 ee] eee} eee : 15 15 
BEE Barbados..-..----.-----| 1,331 |-.--------------]-------- 2 - =| ------2--------- 1,331 
ee ‘Brazil......------------ (2) } 1|___.----..----- 224 | 225 
yee oS . Canada... .-_2....-..--- 32, 795 5, 475 15, 478 22, 414 | - ' 76, 162 
ae Colombia__.-_.......--|.---12--2_------ B44 [oe eee 6440 
Si - — Cuba..... 222 ee 1, 942 1, 396 1, 859° 114 5,311. 
BPR So ~ “Mexico.--.-.------2----] 46 os 25 |-----2---------- 106 ‘177 
- Mozambique-_---.-...-- 45 |...--------.--+-|---------+------|--------------- 45 
Be Panama_-_.._.........._|__..------- 1} eee fee 100 100 . 
me Union of South Africa. _ 2 23 [lee] e eee eee [eee eee eee eee ef 23 . 
en U.S8.8. R...---.----- oe |---ee eee ee “""487 |_.-------------|----------2e ee 17 

nS Other countries_-..._.._- ee 7 |--------2----- 2} 2]. «i 

Be . otal: Short tons...|__ 36, 456 7,633| ° 17,3871 22,976; 84,402 ~~ 
a . . . VWalue__.-._- $1, 189, 979 $349, 468 | $344, 683 $299, 914 $2, 184, 044 . 

See se a . . Chemicals a - 

oe ne -. Country P tahro. | . HY- ‘Bicar- | Bitar- orate Pte . otas- | Bichro- : Acetate Carbon- Chlorate 
ae - _sium mate and one and mix- eas ate and ante. and mix- 
pe - lodides | chromate potash) | ‘ures tures | Mixtures | “tres tures 

oe Argentina..__..._..--_- 4 253} 408 |_2 | 147 21 4 
_ Australia......_--..-..- 1 50 650 |---._-.---- 1. 662 |-__...--- 114 | 

, Bragil_..-...-..---.---- 14 | 137 -— 102 fe (2) 15 1 59 
mo Canada. -_....-....-___- 2 208 ‘Y, 305 j--.----_--- 10 207 47 1 
a mo Chile.........---.------ (?) 55 35 |-._-..-._-- (2) 25 j-.------- 11 

. Colombia_-~-.-.....-...- 8 17 3 }----------.| @ 26 4 55 
Cuba........----------- 5 1 7 1| 1 3 82 | 
Egypt......--..--..---- (2) 111 83 |--.---._---_}----- eee 8 2. 76 
India ?__._.__---..__-- 3 64 121 |_-.-_.___._|. (2) 3 499 

. Mexico-.....--...------- .9 190 247 j-.------.--| 2 78 1 423 
, Netherlands Indies-.-_- (2) 43 (?) ween ne te fee eee ee 9 (2) 1 

New Zealand_---..____- (2) 22 18 |_.--22-Le 1 3 (2) 71 
Union of South Africa_- 4 63 34 |__--.2.___.]--_------ 4{/ -(@) (2) 
U.S. 8. BR... |---| _- eee 42 1 [-.-------]-- fee ef-s 
United Kingdom ¢...___j__-._..-__|--.-._---. 129 |___-_-______]--__---.- 932 |_--_._.--]_.--_----- 
‘Uruguay.........-...-- 2 36 40 |_.---.----]------- 3 (?) (?) 

- Venezuela.-._..-.....__- 5 11 19 |-__---_----}--------- 1 5 2 
. Other countries...____._ 19 31 211 |---...----- 4 49 15 89 

Total: Short tons--_- 76 1, 292 3, 454 2 18 2,170 102 1, 487 
Value__._.._/$222, 362 | $317, 799 |$546, 202 $1,644 | $7,343 | $313, 889 |$120, 884 | $920, 405 

See footnotes at end of table.
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e . Potash materials exported from the United States in 1 942, by countries, in short es “8 
i | | | | tons—Continued — - | og 
os ee _ — ct 

* | fo . - Chemicais—Continued a - os 

we | Country ] um sul- | Cyanide | Nitrate | Perchlo- Perman- Rochelle |... | | Rg 
eo - | fate | and mix-jand mix-| rate and and mix-| salts Other | Total . ONY 
: (chrome } tures | tures | mixtures [throes |. | | SS 
me alum) ee, 

mo Argentina.-..2....-----| 6 19 110 {-..----..-- 1 1 56 |. 1,030 | os 8 
e Australia___....-------- 2 od 2 6 |..-------- 9 1, 498 ass 
eo Brazil. _..-------------| 2 22 . 880 J___--.-----} 6] 2) °> 88! ° 1,278 — oy ag 
x. Canada....---2-.------- 4 4 987 (2) 63 50 433 3, 321 oe 
bee _ Chile.__..----------2--- 10 21 @ | feu-------- 2 1} 94 235 ees 
ee Colombia. __--...--.--- 61. @) 82 |-..--------| . 1 2; 4{ 208 . oe 
be Cuba_._-....2---.------ 2° (2) . 10 |-.-.-.-----] - 2 8 20 142... lia 
t Egypt-_.._..---.--...--- 1; Oo) (2) wan--------| eee eee 2 2 285 ne “ae 
fo — India 3... eye] a (?) ween enn-e- fee eee} ee oe 82 733. le AS 
Ho Mexico_..--.--.---..-- 3° 8} 206 |-..-..--.-- 3 . 8 40 1, 218 EG 
ue Netherlands Indies___--|. - 1 ji vee elf fee 1 BB ety 
. New Zealand... __-...-.|---.-----]----------]---------]-2---------|--------- (2) 1 — 116 no eis 
a Union of South Africa._| —_() ()_ () wen een neee ys ne 47 154 ee 
Bee U.8.8. R.----------e-|  @) sf e-------- 959 |__---..----]-----2.--].---.----- 111 1,113 OE 
i _ United Kingdom #.___-.|.---....-|--.-------} @ _ |-----------]--------- 25 9/ .1,095 at 
Fe Uruguay__..-..-------- 7 2) Tf-uu---.----| @ [|  @ ; 4; ~" 101. ° | NOY 
ae Venezuela.-........---.] © (?)~ 55 |----2..-.-- 1 2 5 106 Pe EE 
Be Other countries__-..._-- 10}; - 2 AM jie elle 16 2 59 ~ - 618. coe 

B Total: Short tons_-. 54 71 | 3,409 (2) 103 103| 965] 13,306 ae 
fe a Value.......| $16, 767 | $42, 454 |$511, 892 $567 | $64,820 | $96,138 |$428, 128 /$3, 611, 294 Re 

Fees 1 Containing 27 percent or more potassium oxide (K20) equivalent, n. e. s., (25 percent K;O content. ose 
ih equivalent basis). . - | a, . oY 
e 2 Lessthaniton. . . So aM 
me 3 India and Dependencies (British India). NY 

,° 4 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. _ | Lg 

be _ Potash materials exported from the United States, 1941-42, by couniries | | oe 

7 | | ‘Fertilizers - : Chemicals a 

- Country. 194 1942 | 1041 1942 ay 

i | | Short Short | Short Short , oR, te tors Value. | ‘tons Value | tons Value - tons Value ; os 

a Argentina........-...-- 172 | $10, 292 269 (1) 815 | $183,724} 1,030} () oy 
\ Australia. .....-...-----|---------|------=--- 28 (. 1,198 | 194,354) 1,498/ () ah 
: Barbados.......----.---| 3,970 | 151,695] 1,331) (@) = |.---...-[.-...-.---| @ C | : a 

Brazil...........-.-.---| 2,693 | 115, 038 225 ® 909 | 271,434} 1,278] - (2 OY 
" Canada.........--...--| 48,721 [1,203,628 | 76,162 1) 3,688 | 617,350 3, 321 (1) at 

Chile.__._....--...----- 2 136 1 (ly 220: 77, 515 235 & ees 
-. °» Colombia. .......-..--].....2..-[..-.....-- 544 (1) 230 | 96,761 08 {| (i). She 

Cuba../.........--..---| 4,047 | 125,309] 5,311 (1) 87 | 45,621 142 (1) | hg 
Egypt......---..-------|---------|---------- (a) (1) 443 | 102,877 285 (2) oad 
India 3... 2... 150} 10,410 |_-..-.-}_- 474} 160,969 733} = (2). St 

: Japan.......-.......---| 25,075 | 673,028 |_.....-.-|---..--..-- 1 250 |_-.-....-]-..._..--- oo nf 
Mexico. .........------- 73 2, 998 177 () 588 | 169,651 1, 218 (1) a.) 

_ Netherlands Indies. -_- 821} 31,176 |.........].---._--..- 261 | 108,119 55 ei Se 
_ New Zealand_._.....---| 1,458 75, 749 (3) am ¢)) 60 19, 532 116 J) tae 
| Philippine Islands..-_.-| 1,806} 64,395 |.-...._._}--.--.--..- 166 | 84,537 |_-.--___-]..--..---- ee 

~ Union of South Africa_- 790 | 39,946 23 (t) 433 | 114,610 154 m oa 
: U.8.8. Ro... | eee} 157 Q) fife .-| 1,118 1 a: 

United Kingdom #..___- 594 | 23,961 |...-...._]_-.-.------| 1,810] 319,406 | 1,095 a oo 
| Uruguay. ...------..-.- 3 227 2 & 42; 11,273 101 1) cae 

Venezuela._...........- 10} — 669 [-- pel 61 20, 381 106 , * 
: Other countries.........| 1, 565 64, 040 172 (1) 1,397 | 473, 773 618 1 Ee 

91, 950 |2, 592,697 | 84, 402 |$2, 184,044 | 12, 883. /2, 972,137 | 13,306 |$3,611,204 = ORs 

1 Data not yet compiled on annua! basis. a8 
| ? Less than 1 ton. | or 

2 India and Dependencies (British India). ca 
4 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. as
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2 WORLD PRODUCTION BC | 

a _ _Lattle information is available regarding the production of potash 
.... in foreign countries during recent years—for 1942, only figures for _ 
s+ .:-.° the United States, and for 1941, only those for the United States __ 

and Palestine. Since publication of the world-production table in - 
Pe - Minerals Yearbook, 1941, a few additional figures for earlier years 
~<. hawe become available; they are shown in the accompanying table. | 
Be Four nations dominate the world potash industry—Germany, 
~.—-: United States, Soviet Russia, and Spain. Germany, now as here- 
~. - tofore, the dominant producer of western Europe as well as of the | 

world, has bettered its position by the acquisition of the French and. 
~-- Polish potash industries and now holds all the important potash 
“deposits of the western part of Europe except those of Spain. Soviet 
ae Russia, with its large reserves in the Solikamsk region, controls the. | 

~ potash industry of eastern Europe. In the Western Hemisphere — 
~ the United States is by far the largest and almost the only potash 
~~. producer. Its annual production, in terms of equivalent potash 
ce (KO), m 1942 exceeded the latest known K,O output (1938) of 
-. France, at that time probably the second-largest producer in the | 
= . world. The United States probably was the second-largest world 
va = producer in 1942; however, the relative position of the U. S. S..R. | 
=. @annot be determined as statistics of its production are not available. —



| World production of potash ininerals and equivalent K,0, 1988-42, by countries, in metric tons} es : 

[Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] . a - . | rok 

, 1938 | | 1939 1940 1941 - 1942 oe 

| Country and mineral ! maui 1 — Bauivale Trout lent Sauivalent|. Ps - 

| Output [URS ent Output 0 ent Output peo ent Output | 0 ent) Output Baquivavent _ a 

. North America: United States, potassium salts _. ---- 485, 291 287, 532 496, 007 283, 223° 597, 150 344, 437 | 804, 895 476, 156 1, 149, 810 616, 162 . . 

Fouth America: Chile, crude potassium nitrate - - ---- (?) (?) (?) (?) 62, 208 8, 585° (?) (2) (2) (2) . 

: - Burope: : : co 
France (Alsace), crude potassium salts......------| 3,374, 811 581, 790 (?) ©? (?) (?) . @). 7 Q) © (a (2) 7 

Germany, crude potassium salts: 1 874, 375 
. 7 aS 

arnallite 3..............-.---.-.-.-----------| 1,874, ; ; y : : 

. Kainite, sylvinite, and hartsalz._....-_-.----- 14, 667, 896 \ 1, 861, 000 . (?) ° (?) @) () () (?) (2) (*) yo : - 

Italy, alunite.......--..---_---------------------- 2,778 333 (?) (?) (?) (?) -() (?) (?) (2) . 

Poland, crude potassium salts: . . po, oo 

Kainite._..........--------------------------- 120, 100 12, 010 (2) (2) - (2) (2) 2) f 8 f be ne 

a Sylvite....-.--.--.--------------------------- 427, 200 93, 984 (2) 2 (2) * Q) ® - 2) 2 — © a 

Langbeinite.......--..----------------------- 19, 644 2, 358 (?) (4) (?) (2) . ? (2) ©) .() J Be 

‘ epain, crude potassium salts_.......-------------- 4 49, 572 (?) 143, 393 — 291,373 | = (4) (2 . (8) (2) - od ed Ce 

Atos” 8. 8. R., crude potassium salts. _....--.------- (2) _ 8 192,000 (2) (2) — 2% (2) . (2) (2) - (2) 2) - ie OS nar? 

sia: ! do ae 

China, potash .__......--.------------------------ 6 14 2) 64 (2) 3, 317 (2) (2) “(2 (2). mr) a 

Chosen, alunite.........---.---------------------- (2) 6 -() (2) 7 () (2) (3) (2) (2) ao es 

India (British), nitrate of potash-.---.----------- § 8, 200 5 4,000 8, 697 4,175 (2) -(@) (2) () (2) 2) . a 

Palestine, crude potassium salts ?__-..---...--.---- 68, 118 29,059 | 8 63, 527 31, 764 88, 961 (?) ' 401, 681 3) 8) — BS 

Africa: Eritrea, niccoli salts °.........-----.---------- (2) — () (2) (?) — (2) (2) (2) (2) a Ee ae 

Australia, alunite............-..----------------------| 445 (2) (2) @) (2) (2) (2) (3) Q) (2) / . 

, — fo 
a — , , : Lf 

- 1In addition to countries listed Iran is reported to produce a small quantity of potash salts, but statistics of production are not available. . . oe ee 

2 Data not available. , : | a, 

3 Includes some natural kieserite. - . . . oo 

4 Salable. ’ L | . So : 

’ Estimated production (Imperial Institute, London). ~ . a | a cee 

6 Exports of potassium carbonate. — | _ 

7 Extracted from waters of Dead Sea. Oo | vel 

8 Exports. 4 a es 

® Extracted from waters of Red Sea. ‘ a . . a Se
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s ; | MICA od, an 
oe | 7 - By G. Ricnarps Gwinn and K. G. Warner oo Sas 
po 7 ~ - : : ot 

eo oo SUMMARY OUTLINE © | ee: 
ie | oo — - Pageyp 7 | Page. eee 
we. Summary. 22-2222. s..--------- . 1463 | Built-up mica_.....--.-- 70 “oe 
«__. Salient statisties_.-.-.-.-.-----.-----.------.. 1464 e substitutes. ............2--.--------. 1470 mg 
&, . Domestic production_.-....--_.._----...-.... 1464 Prices. ._...--.2----.--.-2--------------------. 1470. a eo Sheet mica_--..-...--.---.----------------- .1464| Foreign trade_......__..._-_.._-.-...-.-..... 1472 | ey 
eS, ~  Serap mica-_-.-....-.-.-------------------. 1465] Imports.__........-_.----._..--..-.........: 1472 eee) 
m.° Ground mica..-.--------------.------.----- 1465] | Exports...__....-_......-.----------...... -472- Se eS ‘Total consumption of block and sheet mica... 1467 | World production._..-___._.._..---..----..... 1474 me ag fi Mica splittings. ..--..-.-------.---.---------- 1468 . pos “4 

| _._ Production of all kinds of mica except splittings increased in 1942. = _. - 
_ Although the over-all increase of sheet and punch (4 percent over SS 
» 1941) was not as great as expected in view of the intense stimulation - ee. 

exercised to supply growing war needs, the quantity of the better ss 
/ grades increased substantially. a oj 
© In dune 1942, the Colonial Mica Corporation, a nonprofit organiza- 8  ~= 
| tion, was designated by the Metals Reserve Co. as its agent. to OS 

. purchase strategic mica for the war industries, and in December 1942. OTs 
,. this corporation was designated as the sole buyer of domestic strategic  § <. 

1 Splittings, which are used in a great variety of built-up mica prod- __ ovEe 
‘  uets, are imported chiefly from India, although small quantities have ae 
+ been split mechanically in the United States, and an increasing quan- = — a 
;* tity has been imported from Mexico. The Mexican splittings consist 38 
;. Chiefly of Indian block mica re-exported to Mexico, where cheap labor a 
| is available for the manufacturing process. og 
_-. The accompanying table of salient statistics gives the outstanding | ab 
. features of the mica industry during the past 5 years. _ | ag 
uo Approximately 65 percent of the total quantity of good-stained and - ee 

better grades, sizes 5, 54, and 6, are used for military radio condensers oe 
and magnetos, and up to the present time it has not been shown that _ 0g 
lower than good-stained can be used in these products. Oe 

___- Stocks of good-stained and better mica on hand December 31, 1942, oe 
were sufficient for 8 months at the average rate of consumption dur- os 
ing 1942. A break-down by sizes and qualities, however, shows that oe 
although the supply of grades poorer than good-stained is ample, the AG 
supply of good-stained and better grade of sizes 5, 5%, and 6 is not ae 
keeping pace with consumption. However, in the event of a critical _ he 

’ situation it would be possible, though uneconomical, to use the larger. oe 
sizes instead of the smaller to relieve the shortage. | ks 

| | 1463 4
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© "Salient statistics of the mica industry in the United States, 1938-42 | 

ea oo | | 1938 1939 1940 | 1941 1420 

: my ‘Domestic mica sold or used by producers: an | 
Be Total uncut sheet and punch: So = a 
gery , Pounds......-...-.----------------| 939,507 | 818,708 | 1, 625,437 | 2,666,453 | 2, 761, 844 , 
oe a Value.-....--------.--------------| $139,383 | - $138,963 | $201,685 | “$566,858 | $725, 030 - 
ae Average per pound._._....-_-_-- . $0. 15 _ $0.17 $0. 18 $0. 21 $0.26 — - 

cp Serap:! Do - . an Short tons......--.-...............| 20,287 |  ~ 24,672 22, 386 32, 500 43,262 
ve Value_....---.--------------------| $256,382 | $311,805 | $314,565 | $442,789| $e7L,165 
Ba Average per ton__--.---.-------- $12.66 | - $12.64) $14.05 $13.62 | = $15.51 | 

_ otalsheet and scrap!) = — oo S | 
es | Short tons...........-.-........---| 20,727 | __25,079 23,199 | 33, 833 44,643 
wpe - Value___-.--.--.:-.--..-..------.| $395,715 | $450,858 | $606, 250 | $1,009,647 | $1,396,195 | - 
BOP Total ground:! — 7 fo . . - 
eh ‘Short tons_.....-.......--...-.----| 27,086 30,92 | 27,984 | 43,419] «46,979 
Be - | Walue__-222-22- 2 TTTITTTITITT] $924) 554 | $1, 156, 333 | $1, 016, 628 | $1, 532,351 | $1, 653, 358 
Mae oe Consumption of splittings:?2 . | oe - : 
eye | Pounds.......---.---------------------| 1,667,806 | 3,423,044 | 4,918,861 | -7, 297,628 | 6,636,689 
ee Value. ook $612, 465 | $1, 089, 683. | $1,725, 522 | $2,832,939 | $2,835,421 —_ . 

Boo Imports for consumption: | fo . fo: of a | 
cele... * Total uncut sheet and punch: . . - 7 nae 
po | “Pounds..__...--------------------|, 301,125] 902,598 | 1,534,188 | 2,016,852 | 3, 244, 857 
Bg Wallies 2o2o ei eocociciiaccaio] "$118 408 | $271,072 |” $576, 565 | $1,119, 584 | $2,136,707 
pe oe crap: a ee oe 

Short tons... --o eee eee ee ene ee 4,450|  4,979/ - 3,061] 1,251] 2179 
Value... 0222ILLIIIIIIIIa 2] $28,590 | $29,493 | $22,611 | $12,701] $25,879. 

“otal sheet and scrap: - - | | ep fo | 
Se . Short tons......-.-.------.---.----| 4,646 | . 4, 730 3, 828 2,259 3, 801 
an Value. 200 DTTTTTTTTTITTTIT] + g1aii 993 | $300,565 | $590,176 | $1,132,375 | $2,162,676 

ee '... Manufactured: . | . | - a 
meds Short tons!....-----------ua-------| 5 | 1,850 3, 860 60411 7,479 
po _ Values. 2222L2LIILIIIIIILIIIIII] $522) 426 |. $758,745 | $1, 884, 952 | $3, 282, 656 | $6, 882, 199 
Hee Total imports: OE | - | ~ poo | ME eg Short tons___............--.------. 5, 761 6,280] . 7,688 8, 300 11, 280 

a Value__....---..-.----------------| . $664, 419 | $1, 059, 310°| $2, 484 128 | $4,415,031 | $9, 044, 875 
wae Exports (all classes of mica): — oo 

ae Short tons....._.-...------------2-- 1,772| _ 1,827 903/ 1,168]. 1, 001 
Me © Value. 2.222222 2L2IIIL LiL] $183,889 | $226, 364 | $191,550 | $280,810 | $303, 526 

. - Soe : -1Ineludes mica recovered from kaolin and mica schists, as follows: 1938, 6,550 tons, $86,602; 1939, 10,011 
Bae tons, $108,899; 1940, 9,674 tons, $138,148; 1941, 15,583 tons, $185,486; 1942, 20,481 tons, $315,807. 

| 4 Exclusive of a nominal quantity of splittings produced in the United States and South America. 

- | | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

a Sheet mica.—Production in the United States increased to 2,761,844 ° 
7 _ pounds in 1942, valued at $725,030, compared with 2,666,453 pounds, 

valued at $566,858 in 1941. Eighty-eight percent of this, or 2,425,645 
| pounds, valued at $282,900, consisted of punch mica. : 

North Carolina, the largest producer in the United States, supplied 
60 percent of the total punch and 61 percent of the larger sheet in 

. 1942, compared with 61 and 54 percent, respectively, in 1941; and 
although this represents an advance in production, it failed to meet 

| - .expectations. | 
South Dakota, which produced a large quantity of sheet and punch 

‘Inica in 1941, increased its output in 1942 and became the second-largest 
producing State with an output of 399,224 pounds, valued at $75,687. 
Production in both Connecticut and New Hampshire declined in 
1942. 

The change in preparation from half-trim to three-quarter or full- 
trim of a large part of the mica produced had an important bearing 
on the increase in output. Because of better preparation, the yield 
per pound to the consumer was higher in 1942 than in any previous 
year. ‘The increase in amount of usable mica per pound received was 
large enough so that although the quantity produced in New Hamp-



_. shire and Connecticut decreased, the value of the material was greater _ ee 
than in any previous year. a 

ae - Mica sold or used by producers in the United States, 1980-42 =. ee 

es rr Sheet mica - ke J a og 

be . ~ i Scrap mica oo a oo NRE 

a Hs | Uncut mi and mica | Total ee. 

1 Fe ot ‘y;  Uneut mica . , recovere LO matey 

a po Uneut punch larger than | Totaluncut |. from kaolin - | von dea 

Re - -. Year mi re | punch and sheet mica and schists | — mo (BER 

co : oy a | eirele oe fo | eg 

Os o | Poa Value | Pounds| Value | Pounds | Value Short Value | Short) Value | wi ye 

m 1980-24 (average)..| 589, 668| $25, 764| 153, 433| $69, 930] 743,101] $95, 694] 10, 86018145, 097| 11, 241| $240,701 
PB 1935-39 (average) ..| 888,313| 46,408| 252, 411| 139, 306|1, 140, 724| 185, 714| 21, 986] 285, 512| 22, 557| 471,226 89 

be 1987... |1, 312, 900| 70,493] 381, 638| 214, 751|1, 694, 538| 285, 244|. 25, 196| 354, 737| 26,043| 630,981. 
me 1938-72222 27] ’ 774" 121] 45, 866] 165, 386| 93, 767| ' 939, 507| 139, 333| 20,.257| 256, 382) 20, 727|. 395, 715 2S 

49397 27277277777 77] 665; 755] 39, 207] 147,953] 99, 756| 813, 708| 138, 963| 24, 672| 311,895] 25,079| 450,858 le 
19407 TTITITITIIIE]1, 405, 305] 116, 087| 220, 132] 175, 508]1, 625, 487| 291, 685) 22, 386) 314, 565| 23,199, 606,250 a 

“- "“Gonneeticut.....| 157,816] 11, 135|° 95,009) 118, 761] 252, 825] 129,806} 201 3,983) 327] 133,879 
“-  New.Hampshire.| 368,794| .36,172| 26,113] 28,932] 394,907/ 65,104) 171/ | 3,700), 369} 68, 804 eee 
© -North Carolina. |1, 440, 349| 124,355] 174, 514) 194, 428|1, 614, 863| 318, 783| 18, 234] 268, 596| 19,041) 587, 379 eS 
.. . +. South Dakota...) ’ 285,888] 28,589) 12,805] 9,386] 298, 693) 37,925) -1,611/ 27,616] 1,.760| 65, 541 TR 

. Other States #._| 89,300] 6,696] 15,775| 8,454 105,165] 15, 150] 12, 283/ 138,804) 12, 336) 154,044 

Ba | 9.'349, 237] 206, 947] 324, 216] 359, 911|2, 666, 453] 566, 858| 32, 500| 442, 780] 33, 833]1, 009,647 os 

i 1942; fe a 
Be Connecticut.::.-| 196,377| 14,231| 25,106| 16,570) 221,483) 30,801] 200) 4,443) 311) 35,2440 

be New Hampshire.| 290, 288| 26,320 -52,651| 31,675| 342,939| 57,995] 303) 7,234)" 474] 65,220 cos 
on Notth Carolina. |1, 451,340] 180, 904] 203, 555| 324, 730|1, 654, 895| 505, 634| 24,145] 485, 560| 24,972| 991,194 = 

South Dakota...| ’363;909| 39,845] 35,315] 35,842| "399, 224) 75,687) 2,545| 44,570| 2,745) 120,266 = 
ae Other States 2..-| 123,731] 21,600| 19,572| 33,313] 143,303/ 54, 913| 16,069] 129, 349] 16, 141) 184,262 _ ce age 

be ee ~ |2, 425, 645| 282, 900] 336, 199/ 442, 130/2, 761, 84 725,030) 43, 262| 671, 165| 44,643|1,806,195 == 

ic 1 Includes small quantities of splittings in certain years. _ : a : Ee 

me 21941: Alabama, Arizona, California, Colorado, Georgia, Maine, New Mexico, New York, Pennsylvania, _ oo aes 

"South Carolina, Vermont, Virginia, and Wyoming. 1942: Alabama, California, Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, re 

i Maine, Massachusetts, New Mexico, South Carolina, Texas, Vermont, and Virginia. 7 _ - ee 

co Scrap mica.—Production of scrap mica increased to 43,262 short tons pe 
f valued at $671,165, compared with 32,500 tons valued at $442,789 in = 

. 1941. Besides mine scrap, this tonnage included mica recovered from Se 

& washing kaolin or kyanite or by milling schist, which amounted to wy 

2 20,481 short tons valued at $315,807, compared with 15,583 tons os 

me valued at $185,486 in 1941. - _ 7 3 

co Ground mica.—Production of ground mica in 1942 reached 46,979 ts 

- short tons valued at $1,653,358, compared with 43,419 tons valued at : “4 

Production of wet-ground mica decreased. Most of this is used in og 

| war materials, such as paints, protective coatings on tents and © og 

tarpaulins, plastics, and welding rods. oe , os 

. Dry-ground mica, which constitutes about 77 percent of all ground OY 

mica, is used chiefly in the roofing trade as a backing for rolled asphalt ae 

| roofing and shingles to prevent sticking and, often, as a decorative © ye 

surfacing for these materials. A small proportion of the finely ground NS 
| material may be incorporated into the body of the roofing itself. 3 

Ground phlogopite mica is used as an ingredient in certain types of oe 

molded electrical insulation, in which it is bonded with natural or o 

synthetic resins, gums, asphalts, rubber, silicate cements, or lead os 

- borate. — | | on 

" | 556250—43——93 : | - Ss
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-. >... The history of the:scrap- and ground-mica: industries over a.series 
~ Of years is indicated in figured. | —— | fee 

eo - of a 

Be RR [_] bry-ground oe Oe, , t f - | _ 

eB Beer AWM WN Po 
Ber ee | EQ Foe ok. -_ Seraped . sti din ted | So Zak = Serap-domestic and imported ag | 

Be Ab Scrap-domestic x Og - a Be as 2 0 OU et ode Bee BR Quy — eel | ne 

be oe  ' i a | ' | myo 

mel AL. 8 ga3-Gq25 1927 “ig29° 9311633 71935 ~1937,—=«W1980,ssda 

ea Pe ee _ FiGurE 1.—Scrap and ground mica sold in the United States, 192342, 

a a Ground mica sold by producers in the United States, 1938-42, by methods of grinding - 

oie . Fo SI od ‘Dry-ground! =| Wet-ground =| ~~ = Totali- | 

Pde . ‘Short tons| Value | Shorttons| Value | Shorttons| Value © 

“ 1988 | 19,757 | $466, 959 7,329 | $457, 595 27,086 | $024, 554. : | 1989_._._._..._--_--.......... 23,222 |. 547, 539 7,702 | 608, 794 30,924 | 1, 156, 333 - » 1940.2] | 21, 809 515, 930 — 6,175 500, 698 27,984: 1,016, 628 1941_._ 2 31, 914 733, 559 111, 505 1 798, 792 43, 419 1, 532, 351 . . 1942... le 386, 369 805, 163 10, 610 848, 195 46, 979 1, 653, 358 | oo . 
. - rr ner ereey . 

: : 

. 1 Includes mica from kaolin and schists; some from sericite schist included in wet-ground in 1941, 

Ground mica sold by producers in the United States to various indusiries, 1941-42 : 
eee ie 

| 1941 1942 . meee 
Industry Quantity Quantity 

, P tot Value P tof Value . ercent o ercent 0 Short tons total : | Short tons total 

Roofing 1. -..__..- 2-22. 25, 178 58. | $498, 946 28, 342 60 | $561, 205 Wallpaper_._-........_---.-_- 3, 219 8 256, 067 2, 168 5 168, 178 . Rubber......-...-..------_.-- 3, 476 8 223, 182 1, 754 4 115, 563 Paint__-_....._-.222----- 4,020 9 253, 294 6,819 | - 14 418, 548 Miscellaneous 3. ._.._._.__.._- 7, 526 17 300, 862 7, 896 17 389, 864 

43, 419 100 | 1, 532, 351 46, 979 100 1, 653, 358 
eeeeeeeeSFFE I 

1 Includes mica from kaolin and schist. _ 
? Includes mica used for molded electric insulation, house insulation, Christmas-tree snow, manufacture of axle greases and oil, annealing, pipe-line enamel, plastic Specialties, textiles, and other purposes.
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mo Government stimulation of domestic production and imports | 3 

“began to function efficiently in 1942. Monthly statistics of consump- oe 

, tion and stocks of specific grades of block mica were first collected by aE 

the Bureau of Mines for July 1940. | ee _ ey 

a Almost all strategic mica is consumed in the production of aircraft «= 

Bo and tank magnetos, spark-plugs, military radios, and sound-detection os 

‘e equipment. =. —s. ~ : CP 

fs “Urgently needed strategic grades of Indian mica have been im- =— 
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o FiaurE 2.—Block and sheet mica (cut) and splittings imported for consumption in the United States, and mo * 

sales of domestic sheet and punch mica, 1924-42. a 

- ported by air since September 1942. Conservation orders and short- ox 

- ages of materials for commodities that were manufactured chiefly for uy 

7 civilian consumption curtailed the demand for splittings and enabled ee 

industry and the Government to accumulate adequate stock piles cM 

- of muscovite and phlogopite splittings. | og 

, In 1942, as in 1941, condenser mica was in greatest demand; and ae 

as demand outgrew production and import of the better grades, the of 

quality of the mica allocated for this use was lowered to include ae 

good-stained material. OS - a 

| Figure 2 summarizes. graphically the situation with respect to og 

imports and domestic production. As reported by the Mica-Graphite a
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... Division of the War Production Board, good-stained and better com- _ 
°--prise-about 60 percent of all imports, and sizes 5, 5%, and 6 of both => 
--. Imported and domestic material are in greatest demand. — Stocks = 

+. of good-stained and better at the end of the year were sufficient for 
8% months at the average rate of consumption in 1942, although =~ ~~ 

_.. . stocks of specific size groups. ranged from 11 to only 2.8 months’ 
.°. supply. . Domestic production furnished approximately one-tenth of | 
“- the ‘total new supply for the year of good-stained and better and 4 
-.. one-eighth of all qualities. However, with the improvement: in — / 
.. trimming, as well as increase in production, it is expected that the 
““ ~-- percentage of the total supply furnished by domestic production will _ 

a MICA SPLITTINGS. Dg 
“. °_-Consumption of splittings fell below the record high of 1941, and 
~..- Government stocks increased from 4,928,000 pounds on January 1, 

1942, to 11,374,000 pounds by the end of the year. Industrial 
>. stoeks remained relatively constant although slightly below the 1941 | 
—~_ Jevel. . The decline in total consumption of splittings, which began 
~. in the third quarter of 1941, continued through the first quarter of sy. 

1942. However, beginning with the second quarter of 1942 and = 
-. . throughout the rest of the year the consumption of splittings, mus- _ 
os. covite and amber combined, increased. Consumption of amber 
«=. splittings: alone reached a peak in the second quarter of the year and 7 
;. then declined gradually throughout the rest of the year, whereas the _ 
-..  eonsumption of muscovite splittings increased in each quarter. | a 
“- Grade 6 loose splittings, which are produced in three qualities— 
Boas first, second, and third—constituted 81 percent of the total consump- a 

tion of muscovite splittings during the fourth quarter of 1942. In the 
/ Corresponding quarter of 1941 this size made up 80 percent of the, 
~ = . total. Nearly equal amounts of first- and. third-quality splittings | 
>. Were consumed, but consumption of No. 2 quality was greater than 
a that of Nos. 1 and 3. — a ) | 

a _ Consumption and stocks of mica splittings in the United States, 1 938-42, by sources, 
oe ” , a as reported by the consumers 
ee 

a | a India Canada Madagascar Total oo 
a Year | 

Pounds Value | Pounds! Value | Pounds | Value Pounds | Value 

- Consumption: 1 
1938_.......-.| 1,446,349 | $511,674 | 41,100 | $20, 401 180, 357 | $80, 390 | 1,667,806 | $612, 465 

-  1939..._._--.._| 2, 995, 626 905, 763 | 107,101 44,065 | 320,317 | 139,855 | 3, 423, 044 | 1, 689, 683 
1940.__.___.._| 4, 252,120 | 1, 358, 534 54, 044 28, 491 612, 697 | 338,497 | 4,918, 861 | 1, 725, 522 ‘ 
1941. .-_......| 6, 473, 459 | 2,334,432 | 179,783 | 131,350 | 644, 386 367, 157 | 7, 297,628 | 2, 832, 939 

; 1942._____.___| 5, 998, 614 | 2, 415,709 | 117,295 79,752 | 520,730 | 339, 960 | 6, 636, 439 | 2, 835, 421 
- Stocks in con- 

sumers’ hands 

oe 4, 057, 681 | 1, 128, 075 55, 827 24,378 | 631,119 | 273,926 | 4,744, 627 1, 426, 379 
1939._._..._._| 2, 754, 748 857, 656 52, 523 17,697 | 673,354 | 273,465 | 3, 480,625 | 1, 148, 818 

. 1940_._...-.-.| 4, 620, 934 | 1,776,974 | 53,378 35, 581 738, 489 | 410, 068 | 5, 412,801 | 2, 222, 623 
1941___...._..| 9, 212, 891 | 3, 434,336 | 115, 529 81,988 | 223,235 | 134,143 | 9, 551,655 | 3, 650, 467 1942_°______2-] 8, 202, 240 | 3, 367,788 | 257,591 | -178,082 | 321,529 | 201,274 | 8,781” 360 | 3, 747° 144 

1 Exclusive of a nominal quantity of splittings produced in the United States and South America. 

_ Before 1942,-production of splittings in the Western Hemisphere 
was confined largely to phlogopite splittings produced by hand in 
Canada and small! quantities of phlogopite imported from Canada and
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a 2 BUTE T- UP MICA | AL 
~~ Curtailment in the manufacture of electrical appliances and other _ an _ consumers’ durable goods, together with restrictions imposed on mica. -s ._ through conservation orders, caused the demand for built-up products . o> to decline in the latter half of 1941 and the first quarter of 1942. How-  - Bo _ ever, as production of military equipment increased, demand for this . material rose, particularly for making certain electric-generator and <>”. motor parts in which it is the standard irreplaceable insulating material... ~. Consumption of built-up mica, therefore, began to mcrease after the SO eo first quarter and continued to do so during the remainder of the year, 
bes, ee Built-up mica produit, the United States, 1941-42, by kinds of product: : 

ee : a re a - Pounds Value Pounds Value 

“ols Molding plate... ed 1,874,000] $1,854,000} 1,599,000 $1,582,000 CS Be . Segment Dlate.---- 222 22 e eee 2,317,000 | 2,599,000 |. 2, 045, 000 2, 367, 000 oe sos”. Heater Plate... _--22--- 2-2 - 639,000 | - -- 789,000: | 212, 000 - 303, 000. <5 Flexible (cold) 22-007 "TTT 706000 | 754° 000 649,000} 743, 000 , ye All other (tape, ete.)--__------ 2-22 1, 199, 000 | 2,089, 000 | 1, 628, 000 | 2,794,000 ee es Ce 6, 635,000 | 8,085,000} 6,133,000] 7,759,000 

oOo. we! 1 Partly estimated. ne Ht . - ne a Bees - POSSIBLE SUBSTITUTES  _—{j a Fo 
“Every effort is being made to conserve our supplies of high-grade - - -- sheet mica by stipulating use of the smallest possible sizes, by requiring - . use of lower qualities wherever possible, by minimizing spoilage and . -.. . wastage, and by finding substitutes. _ | foo Under rules established by the American Institute of Electrical . -.. Engineers, mica is not required in class ‘‘A’’ insulation but has been used to a considerable extent because of a greater margin of safety | a with particular reference to heat and fire resistance. In induction _. * motors, varnished cloth has been substituted for mica, and a cloth- oe base, phenolic, laminated compound has been substituted as insulation m between the decks of strip-wound commutating field coils. Such sub- | _ stitutes may serve in particular applications as indicated, but a sub- a stitute for the high-grade mica now required in certain types of mili- _ —._—s tary equipment has not been found. Several promising new materials are in process of development, and although each has characteristics __ " similar to those of mica, none possesses the particular combination of | characteristics enjoyed by mica. The War Production Board esti- mates that substitutes, when and if they are fully developed and - approved by the Armed Services, may replace 10 to 15 percent of the mica now required in certain fields. However, none of the substitutes for high-grade mica have yet passed the laboratory stage. | 

PRICES 

_ Mica is marketed in a confusing variety of sizes (grades) and classes (qualities) ranging in value from a fraction of a cent a pound for small, stained, imperfect flakes or scrap to over $20 a pound for exceptionally large, flat, clear, crystal sheets. Not only does marketable mica vary greatly in size, from small punch to 8 by 10 inches and larger, but for each grade there are at least nine different qualities, ranging from clear to black-stained. | | ;



oo Prices for Indian mica were raised because of increasing cost of Ae 
Ye insurance and. ocean transportation.. Prices for domestic punch and og 
- = gircle mica were increased in an effort to stimulate domestic produc- oe 

tion. ~These two classes were chosen on the theory that since they = = 
be represented the bulk-line product, an increase in the price of these 3 

~ classes would afford the maximum encouragement to miners How- = 

ever, this was not satisfactory because the value of the other sizes = 8 
. increased and that of punch and circle mica remained stationary. 
L: The Colonial Mica Corporation, agent for the Metals Reserve Co., as 

- then set up a schedule of prices they would pay miners for strategic ee 

“grades of mica. Mica thus purchased was allocated to processors = = = = 
‘and manufacturers at the current market price. Togetthemaximum  —; 

Ge amount of strategic material, this corporation also bought non- = ol 

> strategic mica or assisted miners in marketing this low-grade material =. 4% 

eo The price scale on which Colonial Mica purchased strategic mica ae 

fe was a base price only. Mica poorer than No. 1 grade wassubject toa . ~~ # 

. . discount from this scale, the exact amount of which depended on the PAG 
». judgment of Colonial Mica Corporation buyers. The base price was ae 
so revised several times during the year. 7 ee | oe 
a - It was hoped that production of nonstrategic grades of mica would | oa 
- increase with increase in strategic grades, but most miners brought in we 
»- only the highest-price material, leaying the lower-grade sheet, punch, ves 

. |. and scrap onthe minedumps. Therefore,on November 19,1942,new => oe 

eo maximum prices for nonstrategic punch and sheet mica were issued by = 
a the Office of Price Administration under Order No. 141, section 3 (b), | 3 

_. of the General Maximum Price Regulation. They ranged from 12 LG 
u cents a pound for punch to $2 per pound for sheet mica 6 by 8 inches. 2S 

|. This step failed to remedy matters, which became so acute by January ns 
fo 1943 that several mica grinders were forced to close their plants = = ~* 
Ro temporarily. A meeting of industrialists and representatives. from rs 

© the Office of Price Administration was called by the War Production - —_- 

» Board, and the scale of prices for nonstrategic grades of mica was kg 

Be revised in an effort to relieve the fast-developing shortage. Thenew = 3s 

Ee scale was released on March 20, 1943, by the Office of Price Adminis- — os 

‘ tration. Nonstrategic punch and sheet mica, scrap mica, and crude 3 

"mica schist were removed from price control. The maximum priceof. 3% 

- domestic ground mica, mica schist, water-washed mica, and micronized — 

i mica was raised $5 per short ton. | | On | He 

. Trade-journal quotations and average sales value of domestic uncut sheet mica per oe 

7 | — pound in 1942 | | oe 

- | - | -| Trade-journal quotations ! Average value 3 a 2 

a Size | | ay 
a a Dee. 18, Dec. 3, 1942} Clear | Staines oF ae 

0 Puneh__ one cen ene ee eee ee eeeee-| $0: 10-$0.15 | $0. 15-$0. 20 $0. 141 $0. 091 “se 
° ag by Pinehes.-22222LTITTTTIIIIIIIII | 4565 |. 75 1.00 1.044| =. 885 OS 

® by 2 inches._..------.-.2..s.--se-sseesen--------| 60 185]  1.50- 1.75 1.615 514 ag 
2 by 3 inches...-..-...-.-.2-2--.s-2ae------------| 130-150 | 2.50- 2.75 2. 445 767 ot 

. 3 by 3inches_..----....--...--.-----2--------------| 1.90- 2.05] 2.75- 3.50 2.978 922 st 
_ Bby 4 inches..--.----..----2---.s---ae-e----e-----| 215 2.25 | 8. 75- 4.25 3.575| «1.196 oe 

3 by 5 inches___.._..-...---------------------------] 2.60- 2.75 4.75- 5.00 4.180 1. 611 ae 

4 by 6 inches_.-.--...-.-.---..2.--s.---------------]  3.60-3.70| 5.75 6.25 5. 205 L688 “5 
- 6 by 8 inches.._..----..--..--------2--22--2--------| 525-600] 650-800] 7.119 2. 891 eo 

8 by 10 inches_..----.--.-.--.-.--.--...-----------| 8.50 9.50 | 9.50-10.50| 13. 466 4.757 
RR we 

| 1 Engineering and Mining Journal (Metal and Mineral Markets) quotations for No. 1 or No. 2 quality, . . af 

f. o. b. North Carolina; stained qualities take 25 to 35 percent discount. Ss 

- ? Calculated from reports of 1942 sales by domestic producers to the Bureau of Mines. a S



_ 1472, NmRALS YHARBOOK, 1942000 
we Recommended selling prices of domestic uncut sheet mica per pound by the Colonial . pe 7 Mica Corporation, 1942) — oe 
BS pe -*__ fPrices per pound, packed, ex warehouses] oF ee 

ee ' A en Pe No.1 7 Now 2 ~ |No. 3.(BS) — 

Po —. fPull kt.) 94 kt. | kt. |Full kt.) 9¢kt. | 1gkt. | 34kt 

Poe Punch._._ 2-22. ee voveeeeceeees- wa neeee-|--------f-- nee ee fee] eee} $0.12 be .  Tby D4 inches. 22___ 22} ee] .---|--------| $0.80 |__.____. w-.-----| $0.45 | .18 . Po 1% by 24 inches. _-_.-.._| No. 6_.----.-| $0.80 | $0.65 |....-...| $0.55 | $0.40 |_.......|... Be a a No. 54.-----|: 180] 1.45 359° 90 . 70 green pec fannennnngs | , . by. 2 inches. -.-___..__1): p od. | ) i .o +40 . eo 2 by 2inches....._.___.. }No. 5. 2.40 _ 1.90 |{ 200 |S 1.50 1.15 |{ 1.50 45 Phe 2 by 3 inches..........-.. No. 4..-:...| 4.30] 3.20], 2. 50 | 2.75 | 2.05 1.35 os 60. o | fa S by 3 inches__. 22 __-_- 2 y ee mo 2, ae | 2. 275. , oS by 4 inches___.--... \No. g--------| 5.00 3.75 |{ 3 38 |} 3.15 2. 50 |{ 250|/. Lo. foosess + 3 by Bimches___-- No. 2: --- 5.80 4.60 4-00 4.00 3.25 3.00 1.30 ae ew ae ~ — IfNo. 1. 7.50. 00; 5. 4.80}. 4,  &lgteo wo _ Aby 6 inches. --_-_---..-. {No A-1__--.; 9.00} 7.50 ]------..]) 6.00] 5.00 |-....-_-[|_00 . gi 6 by 8 inches__....-._-.--| Special__..._| 12.00; 9.00} 7.00] 7.75] 6.00] 5.25]. 2.00 | 

Oe - ! Data from War Production Board, Mica-Graphite Division, Mica Release 5, November 14, 1942, . 

ee OREIGN TRADE! we / 
Bo Imports.—In 1942, total imports of all kinds of mica increased to. 
“.---: 11,280 short tons valued at $9,044,875, compared with 8,300 tons | 
Ree valued at $4,415,031 in 1941. This was spread over all grades of mica. __ 
peo Waste and scrap phlogopite imports nearly doubled, and those of = 
_.- °» - untrimmed phlogopite increased 41 percent. The higher grades of — 
~~. sheet. mica also increased substantially. Further details on imports, 
-._. _by_kinds and sources of origin, may be found in the following tables. a - .  .  Heports—Exports of both unmanufactured and manufactured — 
Bebe mica were lower in 1942 than 1941, owing to greater requirements of | 
a _ our war Industries and the shortage of shipping space. Oe 
we oo . ee . _ ’ / . . . " : ~ Lie i . . a a. . won Mica imported for consumption in the United States in 1 942, by kinds and by countries 

a | ood. | -.- -Unmanufactured — —_ SO | 

3 “ oo Waste and scrap, valued not Untrimmed | Other. | a So more than 5 cents per pound | phlogopite . . CO ce oe . 2 |---| «Cmca from f{ Be via CO 
- - rectan: ar ' | — Country a 7 Diece exceed- abe ty cents MB omits oor | So Phlogopite Other ing in size 1 r pound ound (aut 

(duty, 15 per- | (duty, 25per-| inch by 2 pe P S - cents ys . cent) cent) inches may be (duty 4 cents ound os 
. cut (duty, 10 ys Dp ; | . percent) per pound) |. percent) | 

| Pounds | Value | Pounds| Value! Pounds! Value | Pounds! Value} Pounds| Value 

Africa: Madagascar__|.........|.....--|_.-..--.|_.-.--|... -------]--------]------.| 230, 030] $148, 575 Argentina.._....--__}...---.._|_.2---|___-_---]__-..-|__ | 242, 688/$26, 180) 359, 646} 212, 323 Bolivia_..--.-..---.-|---------]-------|----222-[22 |e giol 32 245 Brazil. ..--_-.-....---|.-...-.--|_-----.]--------|------|-_.-----|_-.-...| 237, 221| 20,749] 966,502! 627,101 Canada____.._.__.__.}4, 357, 536/$25, 879] ________]______] 282, 431|$32, 799| 72, 521| 9,229| 118°302| 86, 629 Chile_____...- 22222}. 2- 2 |--2 2 |_-------|------|- 516} 1, 158 . Guatemala_._______._|_.2_2 2} 222} | 233 33 809 418 India and Dependen- 
Cies--.----..--...-|-.-------|-------]--------]------|--------|-.-....| 25,982] 3,473] 720,024} 945, 116 Mexico. -_._.--.....2_|--....---|--..---|_-----_-|_-----|._... | 4, 515 666 5, 564 1, 804 Peru... ---..------.-|---------|-------|--------|------|---_---|-------| 12}157] 1,292] 2497/1367 “United Kingdom 1___}_.._-.___|----___|-- 8 fo ------2]--------]--.---.] 10, 309 5, 717 

Total: 1942.____|4, 357, 536] 25,879|________|__.__.| 282, 4311 39, 799| 595, 317 70, 545|2, 417, 10912, 033, 453 1941___._|2, 434, 080] 12,452) 67, 383} $339) 164, 870] 21,904] 473, 749] 60, 363/1, 378, 233|1, 037, 317 

1 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 
1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 

Department of Commerce. .



be + Mica.imported for consumption in the United States in 1942, by kinds and by = Tos oS 

co oO .. countries—Continued . LS me os 
be 

rnc . cos ae 

oe : - _ Manufactured—Films and splittings — oe 

cane oe | Not cut ot stamped to dimensions a | re on 

See | 7 Not above 12 ten- Over 12ten- | | Svamped to ‘Total films and — EME 
ts Country — thousandths of | .thousandths of . (duty tb per. ‘| splittings ~~ St ES 
Ee an inch in thick- | an inch in thick- ent) pe AE 
ee | oo ness (duty, 25. ness (duty,40 | | . | Oe 
me | percent). | percent) be So SPE 

Bo | pounds| value | Pounds | Value | Pounds} Value | Pounds| Value == ©, 
fern eee 
Poe . : aa Re Sn . ~ . : Pe a 

Oi ‘Africa: 0 os of Js 2S | Joe OTS ag 
Be _ Gold Coast_...-.-|---------.|--.-------|----------|-+--------] 11,825) $29,445) 11, 825) $29, 445 eye 
Me Madagascar-.-.--| 601, 764} $192, 640|.-.-.--___|-----..--|------2-.|.---------| 651, 764} 192, 540 oes 
Sos Bolivia. -----e fee 119 $127|_. | of 287 SS 
Be Brazil.._.--.---------|----------|----------|. 71,629] - 38, 184] 389, 587] 1, 015, 236] — 461, 216) 1, 048, 420 meets 

oe > Canada_...-.---------| 114, 574 82, 318 300} . 170 117 _ 478) 114,991 . 966 oe ey 

oS _ Chile__....--.------+-]--.-------|---------- -, 79) - 206)... -2-}---e-euleef 78}. 206 rear). 
pod Guatemala_-_..---.-- 228; -s«154)_.--------|----------|---------|---------- 228] UA 
Bee _ India-and Dependen- ef os, i . aa } TP pe ON ERE 

uo Gies.....--.---=-----|10, 228, 470] 2, 995, 872} 1, 884, 105] 1, 208, 737/ 110, 236| 286, 234/12, 222, 811/ 4,490,848 
Re Japan... 2-2. ---------]----------]---------- 6, 720 2, 225}.-.------|--L--.---- 6, 720) - 2225 20 0 
ie Mexico.....----------| 121, 117| 71,345] 11,073) 21, 391|.-._--_]-.____-_--] 182,190] 92,736 oS 
ko) Nigeria....--..-.------]-----.----]----------|. 1, 600 ~~ 60} feel ele-]) «i, 600) | rr 

ge - United Kingdom !....; 5,480) . 6,941). 500 788) ..-2-----|-s.-2-----| 5,930) 7, 729 eRe 

"  mogals 1942.__.-|11, 121, 588] 3, 349, 1701 1, 976, 125| 1,266, 878; 511, 265] 1, 381, 393/13, 608, 973| 5,947,441 ae 
we a! - 1941_____111, 140, 588! 2, 681, 563|- 584,0691 432,141] 14,8101 _ 39, 272/11, 689, 4671. 3, 152, 976 , os 

eS | ee eee Manufactured—Other = ss 

Fo, | Manufaetured— © |--——>- ser 
_. OR 

el “Cut or stamped to - All manufactures a are: 

we. ' i i : 1¢. 1¢ca 1S ee 

Bo ae | shape or form | Mica plates and | ‘the component - Ground or pul- ES 
hey _ oo Country (duty, 40 percent) built-up mica _ | material of chief verized (duty, et 
fe OS : ee ~” | (duty, 40 percent) | value -(duty, 40 -15 percent) oe 

t : | Pounds | Value Pounds | Value Pounds| Value | Pounds | Value 7 ; Lo mas ; 

‘Brant... 39,631] $99,902] assl gona] 
i Canada......--------- 4, 355 8, 797|_..----.--]----------].-285 $556} 934,645} . $7, 598 a 

Be, Guatemala_.-.---..-- ~ -621 494|______.- |i. ----|---2-----]----------|----------]-----+---=. ae 

a . India and Dependen- - _ - ia 

oo ~ *@les...2------------- 355, 8384) 809, 912 - §2 879 2, 400 898]_...---.--]---------- ons 

i, United Kingdom !....|...--.----|---------- 8, 604 5, 118]_....----|]----------]----------]---------- OS 

‘ Total: 1942._...]. 400, 441) 919,195} 10,174 6,511) 2, 685 1,454] 934,645 7,598 6 
i 1941____. 161, 751} 106, 164 27, 874 13, 866 4, 850 7,0251 197, 750 2, 625 Ol 

go 1 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. : | ee 

“. Mica and manufactures of mica exported from the United States in 1942, by countries ag 

: | | | Manufactured So ey 

Unmanufacturea | -—— SO oO 

, : Country Ground or pulverized Other | a 

| ' | Pounds Value Pounds | Value Pounds Value - < 

North America: . . , “ 

Canada__._......--------- 400, 268 $4, 270 737, 675 $29; 064 99, 956 $184, 210 a 

Cuba........._...---- ee |-nee ne n-ee-|-neee- ne =o 17, 148 861 2, 973 1, 199 SS 
| Mexico...-......-.-.-....|-----2---s--J------------| 15, 025 913 28, 979 9, 856 4 

Other North America...._|...--.------|------------ 152 23 1, 724 4, 879 ey 

South America: a 

Argentina. .-..........--.-]------------]------------ 31, 598 1, 233. 837 3, 997 2 

Brazil. ...........-----.--]------------|------+----- 400 21 5, 978 9, 417 cas 

Chile__._._._..._...--..-|_-2---..----|------------|----.-------]------------ 2, 881 5, 633 ek 

Venezuela-_-.....-.-------|------------]------------ 350, 000 8, 997 232 299 * ak 

Other South America_....|..-.--------]------------ "” 6, 000 282 750 1, 770 cae 

Europe: . . ea 

U8. 8. Re cenc ene ence eneeceee|-ceeenceceee[ecneceneeceefeneeeececee-| 3416 | 926 | 
. United Kingdom a wwe ewe enw ne bn ene ee ene 198, 360 6, 520 wececen nents seeusece--—= : SS 

} United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. - ae.
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Mica and manufactures of mica exported from the United States in 1942, by countries— 
oe , ete Continued : Pe 

oe a . a ee {Manufactured yee 
ee See PO nmanufaetared A 
fee _ Country sy oo | -| Ground or pulverized _ Other oe 

ne i ae / Pounds | Value - Pounds |. Value | Pounds | Value | 

mo oo Asia oo jo . a oo a | / : : 7 . 
er , ~. China... 2.2.2 fe woceee cence | -e eee ee 3,006} .. $9, 839 od Dee India and Dependencies-.-|_._.--------|----1--.2--- 40, 000 _ $900 1,540] = 1,827 - 
Bee _ - Netherlands Indies____...|------------|-2.-.---.---] 24,200] ©. 1,160 1,030} 1,891 oo Be _ Other Asia......-...-22.-.|---2----.--.]---.2-----2 |---| 2) Wa... Be Africas lle [ene eee fie-----u---| 24, 500 7361 1,876; 2877. 
eco O@eanial... 2-2. |e eee ee won n ne nnnne-|--~o-------]---------- 2, 224 3,812° 0 

5 Motel: 1942............]7 400,268 | $4,270 | 1,445,058 |  60,710| 10,0 | ogee oe Se Wil. 482,775 | 5 141 |, 759,176 1 56, 207 134,932 | 919, 462. ~. | 

poo WORLD PRODUCTION a | 
~~. Aside from India, where the military situation and transport aré 
.. .... the chief problems and their future status is unpredictable, our foreign _ ~.. . ». supplies have come largely from Brazil. New sources are being de- 
A veloped, and particular efforts are being made to expedite production - 
sin. India:and Brazil. The Board of Economic Warfare has sent spe- ~ 
i. @lalists-and. engineers to the other Americas in search of new deposits = 

ee and to advise local producers on mining and preparation of mica for ~ 
“>. tarketing. The following table shows world production by countries 
~~. from:1937 to 1942 so far as statistics are available, 

fee 2s World production of mica, 1937-42, in metric tons } Te | 

Pogo a - - [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] ee - 
BO Country! | 1937 1938 | 1939 1940 1941 1942 

North ‘America: . oe Oo ae | : | 
Be . Canada (sales)_.--..--.-2-22-2-22. eee (857 470! . 969} 819] 1,582 1, 857 _ cea Mexico (exports)._-......-.-.--------- (2) @) @). | 39; + 36 4b ya _ United States (sold or used by pro- | - me 
i ducers) 3... 2-2 eel} (28, 626 18, 803 22,751 | — 21, 046 -80, 693 40, 499 age ‘South America: 
woe, Argentina. -_...-..----------------- 2s 4 225 4250]. 4298 4442 5 550 6 444 

- Bolivia (exports).......------2.--2L__- . 9 4 [2-2 eee 1 3 3 . -. Brazil (exports)__...-....-.-.-.-.--_- 330 521 435 1, 117. 867 866 . Peru... eee eee 5 24 9 4 8 - 10 
a Europe: 
os Italy__.._.-.----.- ee 24 122 (2) (2) (8) Q) 

. Norway (exports)_....-.-..---------_- 42 104 25 (2) (2) (2) 
. Rumania. -_..-_.2------------ 2. 27 22 18 (2) (2) (2) 

-  Sweden_-._-------- el 68 131 - 12; -. @ (2) (2) . 
- - Asia: . 

| _ Ceylon (exports)__--.-------..-.------ 1 (7) (”) 2 (2) (2) 
Chosen _-..--..----------------2------ 5 70 (2) (2) (2) —— &) (2) 

At India, British (exports)_-----........_| 15, 106 8, 896 10, 104 87,067 | 811,521 14, 398 rica: | | 
Madagascar-__._.------.------------2- 583 677 (2) 531 479 (3) 
Nigeria___...-....--_--------2------ | eee 3 (2) (2) (2) (2) 
Portuguese East Africa__...----..---.|--.....2..|--------_- 17 (2) (2) (2) 
Rhodesia: 

Northern. _...-----2----2-------_- 4 4 2 (2) (2) (2) 
Southern_-_-.---------2---------- 17 13 6 (2) (2) (2) 

Tanganyika Territory__...-_---.-.--- 71 37]. 36 10 (2) (3) 
Union of South Africa: Transvaal____ 1, 740 1,116 972 1, 252 § 920 9 1, 062 

Oceania: | 
' Australia: 

Northern Territory.-...........-- 42 52 32 35 26 (2) 
South Australia__._..........-...- 43 17 56 70 (2) (2) 
Western Australia............-.._|.--.----__}-..---- 8. (7) 1 (2) (2) 

New Zealand.._-._......-----.-----.-|  @ (3) 1 jee. |) (2) 
1 In addition to the countries listed, mica is also produced in Australia (Queensland and New South 

Wales), Eritrea, Kenya, and U.S. 8. R., but data on production are not available. 
3 Data not available. 
3 Includes following quantities recovered from kaolin and schists: 1937, 9,558 tons; 1938, 5,942 tons; 1939, 

9,082 tons; 1940, 8,776 tons; 1941, 14,137 tons; 1942, 18,580 tons. 
4 Rail and river shipments. 5 Official estimate. 6 Exports. 7 Less than 1 ton. 
§ Fiscal year ended March 81 of year following year stated. ° January to October, inclusive.



~ -_. Argentina.—All of the mica produced is muscovite and is classified == = 
eo as 80 percent stained and 20 percent clear. However, only about — _ fits 

5 percent is clear mica by Indian standards of.grading. The United wae 
.. States and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland Ng 

© received all exports of mica from Argentina in 1942. In 1940.and © % 
»- 1941, Japan, Germany, and Italy imported large amounts of Argentina = 4 

»  Inica. Japan took all classes and grades, but Germany and Italy = °% 

e imported only the stained and better grades. A large proportion of =. 

Po the Italian quota in -1941-was sent to that country by airplane; it . § = 
ee has been reported that the ship carrying most of the German imports .. 
* ‘for 1941 was intercepted by the British. - Pe ES i a 

*.  Australia.—Production has been limited almost entirely to musco- _- es 

*--vite from deposits in Northern Territory. Small quantities for. 4 
ro - grinding have been produced in Queensland, New. South W ales, 
oo South Australia, and Western Australia. Most of the splittings =. “4 
=. eome from India, although there is a small domestic splittingsindustry. =.=? 

e Jn 1941 the Minister of Trade and Customs acquired all mica pro-... 

# duced in. Northern Territory, and in 1942.control and distribution =~ "4 

C -of mica passed to the Comptroller of Mineral Products. Prices are = 

«fixed by the Commonwealth Price Commission. Consumption of = 
is clear and slightly stained mica increased in 1942, and it:was necessary i i (te 

=~ to import miéa to satisfy domestic demands. ss ae 

* . Brazil—-Mica comes chiefly from eastern Minas Gerais, althougha = = 
b small quantity of good-quality material also is mined in Bafa and 

' Sao Paulo. Mining ‘methods are primitive, and considerable effort = «= 
- has been made to increase production by applying more efficient = = =: 

_.— methods of mining and transportation. In 1942 Brazil exported 866 Oo 

,  ‘Inetric tons of mica, of which the United States received 776 tonsand == 
>. the United Kingdom the remainder. re, 

Ee _ Canada.—Canada, which has been one of the two important ae 

: world sources of phlogopite mica, entered the field of muscovite = 9 .-. 

* producers in 1942. Exténsive deposits of white mica have been es 

‘ -° found near Eau Claire, Nipissing County, Ontario. eS 

no Arrangements have been completed between the United States and = a 

' Canada for the Colonial Mica Corporation of New York to act.as 

te sole buyer of the strategic grades of mica from these properties. The — . :.8 

production of phlogopite mica was essentially the same as in. 1941,: aoa 

: “Ceylon.—Here the right to mine mica is sold by authorized Govern-> 

: ment agents, and the areas must be approved by the Government _- oe 

mineralogist. Charges for mining are to be 5 percent of the value of Be 

= the mica removed. The entire output for 1942 was bought by the «48 

: British Ministry of Supply for use by the United Nations Jomt = §% 

i Mica Commission. oO, - . 4 

| India.—India is the most important producer of strategic mica oye 

_. (muscovite sheet and splittings), supplying about 75 percent of total ee 
world production of this grade. .The producing areas are concen- = =} 

. trated chiefly in the eastern part of the country, although afew small = ~; 
phlogopite deposits in the Travancore district of southwestern India uy 

are being developed. | | - Se Ce 
Indian block mica has been shipped chiefly to the United Kingoom “4 

| and the United States, the two countries at times having taken three- ‘es 

| fourths of the total of such exports even before the war. Japan 
bought heavily from India up to 1940, when an unofficial but effec- Oe 

tive embargo was placed against such shipments. It is believed that 2



os a large portion of Japanese purchases was for reshipment to Italy = and Germany. | During the first quarter of 1941 only enough low-. . “grade mica was shipped to Japan to prevent official protests, and in +. July 1941 the embargo, still not. announced, again went into effect. — - ~ At the same time restrictions on shipments of mica to the United ---- States were relaxed to the extent of omitting inspection of shipments . at the mine, which simplified procedure and provided for quicker and --. | ‘nore efficient handling. gS 
_: .. * Exports of mica from India in 1942: (which are the only available —-. measure of production), -as_reported by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, were 14,398 metric tons, of which 13,155 tons were block and splittings and the remaining 1,243 tons consisted of “ -... ground, scrap, or waste. The United States received 5,451 metric 
-... tons of the Indian production, the United Kingdom of Great Britain ...* and Northern Ireland 8,809 tons, and Australia and the other Allied | | | ss Nations the remaining 138 tons. © = st—~=«~S S ne a -. .. Madagascar—Madagascar continued as the largest source of 

strategic phlogopite mica, but the United States received imports — ~.. enly in March and April. The principal deposits are in the extreme ” ’. > south end of the island. However, because of adequate stocks and “restricted use, there was mica enough of this type to satisfy present - ';.. requirements and to maintain an adequate stock pile. = | ©... Mewxico.—Mica has been produced in Mexico for only. a relatively - short. time, although the existence of deposits has been known fora —S_— ~~ long time. Most of the deposits are of the phlogopite variety, "although some biotite ‘and muscovite also have been found. Produc- | / tion for the latter half of 1942, the only period for which statistics are we _ available, was 44 metric tons of phlogopite, all of which was exported | a to the United States. oo re _ wo New Zealand.—Muscovite-mica deposits of considerable size were “._ diseovered*in south Westland (west coast of the South Island) at an - altitude of 4,000 to 5,000 feet. Samples were of excellent quality, | and _aecess roads are being constructed, as there is an assured though oe small domestic market for the finished product. _ a oo Peru.—Mica is the youngest mining enterprise in Peru, where ss deposits have been found along the Pacific coast and have been o _ developed in an area 14 miles Jong by 7 miles wide. It has been | estimated that with present mining equipment, plus access roads and - trucks, 20 tons of’ trimmed mica can be produced monthly. | a Portugal—Production in Portugal is mainly scrap mica from humerous small deposits and a small amount of good-quality amber sheet mica in small sizes. The estimated annual production is 350 short tons of scrap and 40 tons of amber sheet. | . 
U. S. S. R.—Information on production of mica in the U.S. S. R. is very meager. Production statistics have not been available since 1935. Deposits are widely distributed and have been found in _ Archangel (Karelia), on the Kola Peninsula, in the Volyn provinces on the Black Sea coast, in the Urals, and in Siberia. The Siberian deposits in the Mama River district, the northern Baikal region, and Transbaikalia are said to furnish the major portion of the muscovite production. It is estimated that the Soviet Republic produces enough mica to meet its requirements,
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: oe : es - ae | ° Pagey ss - SC - _ Pago is a 

a Summary. _-.----------.------------1-+------ 1477 | Stocks, seasonal ‘demands, and capacity for | ess 

ay Salient statistics..........-.------------------ 1477] _ production of commercial salt_...-.-------- 1480 een 

Be Production...-.--.----.--------1----------++- 1478} Resources--.--------------.------------------ 1481 __ OT 

ae States_.....-------------------------------. 1478 | Distribution and consumption --------------. 1482 2 

Eo Methods of manufacture___.....-.--------. 1479 ] Uses_-.--..-.-----.--------------------------- 1483 OM a 

fe ‘Rock salt__.......--.-------------------+--- 1479 | Changes in the industry_-.-.----------------- 1486 | es 

be Evaporated salt_.......-..-----------------' 1479.| Imports and exports_.....------------=-------- | 1486 ees 
et Pressed blocks....----------------2--------- 1480 | World production: .-.....-.------------------ 1488 SS 

=. Salt content of brine.--2222222-222--.------ 1480 : vere ee ES 

eo _ Salt has contributed substantially to the war program; and, as -- 

= might be expected with intensification of the war, a high record of = «= = 

i production was attained in 1942, although the increase over 1941 was is 

not nearly so great as that of 1941 over 1940. Gains occurred inall  ._—. 

:  . three types of salt output, the greatest being in salt of brime—9 per- aot 

Be ‘cent; output of rock salt gained 7 percent and evaporated salt 6 per- » = 

a cent. The increase in total saltwas8 percent. Demandsofthechem- 

= ical industry and for the manufacture of magnesium metal caused 
RO the largest increases in output of saltin 1942.0 eg 

a Salient statistics of the salt industry in the United States, 1986-89 (average) and o ek 

pe oe 1940-420 — es 

i oo | 1985-89. | | fos ny 

a . . oe . | ’ (average) 1940 | 1941 1942 a 

® Sold or used by producers: . ne 

a Manufactured (evaporated).-..--short tons..| 2, 507, 374 2, 782, 741 3, 330, 106 3,517,882  —.. mand 

= , In brine... ...---.----------------------0----| 4, 205, 587 5, 311, 671 6, 771, 436 7, 373, 165 8 

yo Rock salt........---------s----------d0.---| 1,947,254 | 2,265,548 | 2,619,087 | 2,802, 287 ee 

me Total: | - | | | cad 

: Short tons--------------------------------- 8, 660, 215 10, 359, 960 | — 12, 720, 629 13, 693, 284 as 

Value too oon en een eretee les. | $23; 405,612 | $26, 474,619 | $33, 620,376 | $38, 144, 234 a ttle 

2 _ Average per ton !_----.-------------+---- $2. 70 "$2.56 | | $2.64 $2.79 ae 

Imports for consumption: . : _ | ot 

: For curing fish_.-....------------short tons-- 2 21, 250 _ 212,965 7, 426 26, 434 of 

- Value......-.--------------ee---o--=-------| 2 $48,722 | 2 $25,174 $30, 058 2 $17, 667 oN 
In bags, barrels, etc_..-----------short tons..| — 1, 385 1,024 - 1,110} | 367 ANS 

Value.....----------------------0--2->----- $1,813 | $6, 601 $12, 156 " $4, 138 ue 
In bulk__.2.-...-----------------short tons-- 24,131 |. 16, 413 6, 896 | 953 oh 

Value_...----------------------------+-----| $55, 876 $59, 020 $17,021; $7, 496 oo 
a . . | eh 

7 Total: . oe | _ ne ae 
Short tons.....----------------------------- 46, 766 30, 402 |. 15, 432 7, 754 oe 

| Value. .......-. ss eececeececesee-------| $411,411 | - $90,804 | $59, 285 $29; 301 oh 
Exports: 

. ae 

, Short tons.....-----------------------+-+-++- 90, 214 147, 044 123, 195 118, 494 ee 
Valle. ---oonn wn eeeeseccccceeessusse------| $521,652 | $699,340 | ——_-$807, 925 $892, 160 ae 

. Apparent consumption ?..........-short tons..| 8, 616,767 | 10, 243,318 | 12, 612, 866 | 13, 582, 614 oe 

1 Values are f. o..b. mine or refinery and do not include cost of cooperage or containers. a 

1 9» Includes galt in bags, sacks, barrels, or other packages—1938: 93 tons valued at $673; 1940: 6 tons, $12; 1942; on 

, ons ° 
; rae 

3 Quantity sold or used by producers plus imports minus exports. 

| 1477 .
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mo _ _- Of the dry salt produced in the decade 1932-42, evaporated salt 
~. has averaged 56 percent and rock salt 44 percent of the annual totals, 
“the proportions having been maintained rather consistently through- 
=... outbthe period. ne 
oe _-_. Increased demand was experienced not only by the largest producers __ 
. but also by many of the smaller operators, who reported active —- 
» demand throughout the year. Wage increases ranged from 10 to 50 
~ percent. No strikes were reported, but labor was scarce, particularly - _ “in the less-populated areas. Cost.of material was reported to be high; “ 
-~ in one locality the price of bags increased 300 percent. Many oper-. 
.... ators, particularly the smaller, stated that rising wages and costs of _ 
-. vaterials handicapped their business, inasmuch as the selling price 
Bo was unchanged. Several plants closed, temporarily at least, the time = 
=x. Of reopening to depend on the ability to obtain labor and on the selling — | 

":... Salt was produced in 86 plants of 64 companies in 1942, operating — 
zo. |. In 14 States and Puerto Rico, compared with 83 plants of 65 com- 
ko ~ panies in 1941. Of these plants, 66° produced evaporated salt and __ + 20-rock salt; 11 of the plants in 7 States produced all the brine, 
oo... The International Salt Co. leads in rock-salt production as wellas = 
~. In total dry salt output. Morton Salt Co. leads in output of evapo- | “.. Yated salt and is second in total dry salt production. Leslie Salt Co. -~ -» 1s the largest. producer of solar salt. Morton Salt Co. has some tock- -- > galt interests, and International Salt Co. also produces some evapo-  _ re.) pated salt. oe - a 
“~ »  States.—Michigan again led in total production of salt as well as in. | Po output of the evaporated type, and New York led in rock-salt pro- 
< duction; together, these States supplied 49 percent of the Nation’s 
s-.. output of commercial salt. Grouped as a section, the Middle West 
» . .-. (Kansas, Michigan, and Ohio) supplied 55 percent. | 

_ : Salt sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-42, by States | 
- - —s : 7 7 

: . . oo - | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 

State Quantity Quantity Quantity 
: | |] vatue [J] svatue Ss vate Short | Percent Short | Percent | Short {Percent . tons | of total tons | of total tons | of total 

| . California.......| 469, 354 4/$2, 200, 640] 484, 632 | 4/$2, 290,265} 546, 320 4'$2, 494, 485 . Kansas._..._...| 684, 053 7| 2,710, 847} 781,014 6] 3, 254, 828] 860, 083 _ 6} 3, 809, 321 Louisiana__.....| 1, 132, 594 AL) 2, 804, 406} 1, 242, 242 10) 3, 251, 492) 1, 332, 129 10] 3, 381, 856 Michigan.______| 2, 863, 035 28] 7, 479, 905) 3, 620, 649 29)10, 975, 872] 3, 946, 591 29) 12, 583, 964 New Mexico__-_- 13,915; = (4) 41, 573 16,641; (2) 51, 514 13, 956} = (1) 47, 265 New York._._._| 2, 117, 671 - 20! 6, 523, 775] 2, 719, 586 21| 7, 416, 734! 2, 722, 670 20] 8, 158, 147 Ohio__.._...____} 2, 080, 133 20} 2, 781, 599) 2, 510, 096 20} 3, 367, 544) 2, 711, 188 20; 3, 864, 588 . Oklahoma..__.. (2) (?) (2) 10, 743} =) 42, 737 8,305} (4) 35, 132 Puerto Rico. --_- 11, 724; (1) 62, 645 14,444; (1) 72, 220 18,198] (1) 103, 071 TexaS._..__..__- 402, 165 41 792,214) 656, 569 5] 1, 718, 508) 821, 111 6} 2, 202, 527 Utah__... 2 __ 71,472) 1} 191,263) 107,079 1; 196,413) 110, 871 1{ 290,040 West Virginia___ 144, 312 1{ 701, 953 143, 780 1} 792,104! 140,216 1} 822, 794 Other States 3.__| 369, 532 4; 183,799! 413, 154 3} 195,145] 461, 646 3; 351, 044 

10, 359, 960 100/26, 474, 619} 12, 720, 629 100/33, 620, 376/13, 693, 284 100/38, 144, 234 tn 
1 Less than 0.5 percent. . | : 2 Included under ‘‘Other States.” ; | y 31940: Colorado, Oklahoma, and Virginia; 1941: Colorado and Virginia; 1942: Colorado, N evada, and irginia. .



ga AT 
o _ Methods of manufacture.—As in the past, the salt was obtamed from 
.. natural-brine of wells and ponds, by forcing water into salt beds and es, 
oo withdrawing it as brine, from sea water, and from bedded deposits . .* 

- that are mined. Salt is evaporated by several methods, as given im st 
2 the accompanying table. — - oe eS oe 

Bo Salt sold or used by producers in the United States, 1941-42, by methods of 0 
ae . me Os manufacture _ 4 DS ae 

e Me | Method of manufacture SRC PS Meee Parana ag 
te Se Short tons Value Short tons Value Sg 

Evaporated: fe oS - ee oO Loe oe 

Co ‘Buk: . | Co | Z — Oo 
oo 7 Open pans or grainers...........----.------ 501, 236 | $4, 100, 293 500, 758 $4, 607, 104 Cn scales 

ca __- ‘Waeuum pans......-.--.-..----2-----------] 2,192,142 | _ 12, 596, 983 2, 234, 633 18, 916, 501: ee 
Be “ Golar.....--....wo ene eeeee| 454,397 | 1,877,740 |” 542,087] 2,238,608 a 
bpp Pressed blocks. =o ------ eee eceseceeeee 182,331 | 1,505,040} 240,354) . 2, 228, 062 eo 
ie ock: = |. oo ne: 
Be Bulk. ee eeeeeee--.| 2,562,386 | 8,300,562 | 2,734,707| 9,054,447 
Pe Pressed blocks.........-------=----2--------- 56, 701 | 461,265 | - — 67,490] ~~ 569,014 ad 

eo Salt in brine. (sold or used as such) .-..--------- 6, 771, 436 5, 078, 493 7, 373, 165 5, 530, 502 ey Eas 

Bo ne 49,720,629 | 83, 620,876 | 18, 693,284 | 38, 144, 234 | ce od 

Rock salt-—The output of rock salt came from 20 plantsin 8 States, ~~ 

bo chiefly New York, Louisiana, Kansas, Michigan, and Texas, in order ER 

fr of output; California, New Mexico, and Utah also produced. = = 

co a Rock salt sold by producers in the United States, 1988-42 | : 2 eS 

yo . Year ' + Short tons| ‘Value - Year Short tons Value are 

io 1938.................-.----|. 1,901,861 | $6,252,081 |) 1941..................--.] 2,619,087 | $8,761,827 cee 
bo 4939. - 2 TITTTTTT | 035,157 | “6, 496,807 |] 1942-2222 222222T22L 22] 2,802, 287 |” 9,623, 461. ote ES 
i> 1940...---------2----------} 2, 265, 548 | 7, 384, 839 |} : nes een mean oe 

ro Evaporated salt.—Sixty-six plants in 13 States and Puerto Rico =. 
: ° supplied evaporated salt, as given in the accompanying. table, com- eg 

eo pared with 61 plants in 12 States and Puerto Ricom1941.0 2 © 

f. Evaporated salt sold or used by producers in the United States, 1941-42, by States gh 
_ : } : : ese SE es 

- - | 4 1941 0 

- State: ooo 
m | oe Short tons | Value | Short tons Value od “S 

ee eee og 
. California.......--.---------2---+-------------- 455,038 | $2, 171, 889 463,357 | $2, 286, 815 Sh 
-—s Ransas......-...------------2-2--neneeeenene nee 279,115 | 2,119, 917 335, 188 2, 628, 892 ae 

Louisiana..........---.-.-.-.------------------ 38, 138 294, 558 62, 825 460, 919 “ie 

| Michigan1....-....-........-.-------.-.2.2.---| 1,129,714 | 6,027,100 | -1, 154,732.| 6, 846, 862 1 
_ ‘New York._._..--.-.-------------------------- 438,451] 4, 006, 454 425,216 | 4,355,825 7 

| Ohio_........-1.-.222--n-e22--n-neeneneneenee 481,364 | 2,817, 183 464, 841 34154160 ag 
Oklahoma____.-.-------------------2000eee===-- 10, 743 42, 737 $305 | "35, 132 s 

| Puerto Rico__.............------------------+-- 14, 444 72, 220 18, 198 103, 071 “ge 

OXOS._.-.-...--.-.------2-------nenennenenen ee 232,643 | 1, 190, 684 304, 403 1, 584, 008 Be 
Utah.....-..---....--------------~-------------- 99, 426 172, 954 103, 334 256, 124 te 

| West Virginia !.........-..-..------------------ 143, 780 792, 104 140, 216 822, 794 ae 
| Other States 2_.....-..------------------------- 7, 250 72, 256 37, 217 196, 413 . & 

: 3,330,106 | 19,780,056 | 3,517,832 | 22, 990, 271 #y 

. oth 

: 1 Includes a quantity of salt contained in brine for chemical use reported as evaporated salt with value as 4 

evaporated salt. 
ae 

21941: Colorado and New Mexico; 1942: Colorado, Nevada, and New Mexico. ~ | a
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ce _ .. Pressed blocks —Hydraulically compressed blocks from both evapo- = ——s 
—,_- rated and rock salt totaled 307,844 short tons valued at $2,797,076 = 
Bg in 1942. They were produced: by 8 rock-salt and 20 evaporated-salt. 
a plants. et OS 7 J TR 
poe ° Some of the blocks for domestic consumption contain small amounts 

Of chemicals for their medicinal value. Blocks of iodized salt are 
.> produced for conditioning cattle, although the demand for salt of 

this type is not nearly so great as for those to which sulfur and other 
+ chemicals have been added. Some of the blocks contain potassium. _ 7 

. At one of the potash mines where salt is a byproduct sold to another = 
> company for distribution, some of the salt, which contains about 20 ae 
--* percent potash, is made into blocks simply by pouring a strong brine 
-.. over a boxful of the salt, which has been ground to ¥-inch mesh and | we 
... under. When dry the blocks are too hard to be broken by hand, — 
- although they will disintegrate when out of the boxes and.exposed to 
“. weathering and must be sold in the containers. oe ne, 

a a | ‘Pressed-salt blocks sold by original producers of the salt in the United States, 1938-42. - 

he ee re | From evaporated salt From rock salt _ Total 

ul : ee | Short : Value Short tons Value Short ; ‘Value 

PO 1988 ee] 186,699 | $1,116,272} 36,288 | $281,109 | 142,987 | $1,307,381. Bo Jggg TTT] 162) 191 | 1) 136, 527 39,242 | 263,300} 191,363] 1,399827. pho or AMMO TTITIIIIIIIIIIIIIII] 152) 967 | 131937237 | 40,171 | -982)435 | 1997498 | Vazste72 
Foe 1941.2] | 182,331 4 1,505, 040. 56, 701 © 461, 265 239, 032 1, 966, 305 mo 8 Y9da TT TITTTIIT]| 240, 354 | 2228062} 67,490 | 569,014 | 307,844] 2 797/076 | 

Salt content of brine.—Salt in brine produced at 11 plantsin various _ 
wees . parts of the country increased from 6,771,436 short tons in 1941 to — 

4,878,165 tons in 1942. Most of the brine was used as the source of 
=... basie chemicals. The Federal Reserve Board index for chemicals rose | 

from 187 in 1941 t0 173 in 1942, st— Ce 

-. STOCKS, SEASONAL DEMANDS, AND CAPACITY FOR PRODUCTION 
os — | ss OF COMMERCIAL SALT = a 

| In general practice, salt producers do not attempt to keep large 
- stocks on hand. However, the practice varies somewhat according | 

_ _to the types of salt sold. | | 
Most evaporated salt is shipped as rapidly as it is refined and packed. 

The plants have bins only to accommodate near-future requirements 
to guard against temporary delays from interruptions in their plants. 
At those evaporated-salt plants where storage is provided, it is 

| reported that the bins have a capacity of only 1,000 to 6,000 tons, 
_ which may represent requirements for only 4 or 5 days, or at the most | 

a month’s supply. | 
| _ A notable exception is the storehouses on the shore of Lake Michi- 

| gan, where several plants stock their salt in the winter awaiting water 
transportation. Here the supply may total 10,000 to 40,000 tons of | 
evaporated salt stored during the off-peak shipping season. 

Solar salt presents a somewhat different problem. Here the salt 
necessarily must be stored in great piles in the open. For climatic 
reasons, solar salt is harvested from ponds chiefly in the last 3 months
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ee of the year. The salt, stacked in huge piles, the steep sides of which > ae 
oe become crusted and impervious to rain, represent 9 to 11 months’ =| 
~ supply, ae es: 
a Rock-salt producers find that the best and cheapest way to store es 

salt is in the ground, and surface stocks are virtually nonexistent. = = = =, 
.- . Therefore; at most mines the salt either is shipped out as rapidly as © O38 
»- . sit is mined, crushed, and screened, or ‘finished,’ or it is blasted = = 

down in a room in the mine and left there until needed above ground. 8 
» - Such underground piles may be enough for 6 to 8 months’ supply.  «.»—: 
» One of the mines that normally in the past had about. 35,000 tons =. 
». Of various grades shipped the salt in 1942 as mined. Surface bins =» 
o are merely for loading, and the salt may be in them only 4or5 days =.= 
-  or-less. One operator that “stores” in the mine has loading bins of == > 
L about 1,000 tons, which is less than a day’s production. -Exception- © = © 
- > ally small bins of 100 to 250 tons capacity are maintained to store © = 
.. . various sizes of the screened rock salt to ‘satisfy demands for sizes = = -% 
». not being made currently, 22 8 2 2 on 
a In the matter of seasonal demands, most salt producers say that oe 
Ba in the second half of the year the demand for both evaporated and © ©. 
; rock salt is heavier than in the first half. Some have slightly higher = ss - © 
«. - demands in the spring and fall but not enough to affect their sup-. ES 

plies appreciably. = _ | os eS 
“A Bureatt of Mines study reveals that plant. capacity for rock- = = * 
. . . galt production totals about 5,200,000 tons and for evaporated salt = | © 
*» about 4,400,000 tons. .Therefore, it is evident that in 1942 the = = 
eS rock-salt. facilities operated at 54 percent and evaporated salt at oe 
> 80 percent of capacity. (These capacities are predicated on well- — - 
e ordered production systems and do not make allowance for idleness = 3 }§ = 
/ during break-downs, delays in obtaining critical materials for repairs, § =~ 
. or other causes.) = | ee ca 
- Theoretically it is easier to expand the capacity for rock salt than. = 
~~ that for evaporated salt, asit becomes chiefly a matter of howspeedily = —.-.. 
- the loose material can be hoisted to the surface. | Se ee 
he In some solar salt playas and marshes there is an unlimited sup-. ss > 
. ply of crude salt that requires only loading. Most of these, however, | 
. are not near marketing centers or shipping points, and the transpor- = 4 
r tation makes a commodity costly that is very cheap at the source. = = 

me oo a _--- RESOURCES / - _ 

f Fortunately for the United States, when it is involved in a war ae 
: that depends so much on chemicals in one form or another, the ae 
7 country has an inexhaustible supply of salt and a well-established Oy 

chemical industry. : Aes 
The Middle West has huge underground stores of salt within ae 

| three of its States. Kansas has many millions of tons in reserve. oe 
: Michigan has deposits in three separate sections; wells annually | 3 

| supply thousands of tons of strong salt brine, and in addition there 8 
: are rock-salt mines. Ohio has no rock-salt mines, but it apparently . ce 

has a plentiful salt supply although the brine raised is not as strong oe 
as that of Michigan. | | . ot 

: The Pacific coast depends largely on the ocean, and therefore its ce 
supplies of solar salt are unlimited. Additional resources in Cali- | oe 

| fornia are the desert playas and rock-salt deposits, | . 

556250—43——94 | 4 

a | , : Oo | : ae
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aa __ In the South the huge domes of almost pure salt in Louisiana and 
_.. Texas can supply requirements for a long time. The domes usually = - .. range from 1.2 to more than 2 miles in diameter and are thousands Of feet in thickness, wo Se ee BS <The East, although not destitute of salt, is the least. fortunate of ~~ ~ all sections of the United States. New York, the leading source, a —. ._ has large ‘deposits of rock salt that. yield mined salt and brine for. | - ~~ making chemicals and evaporated salt after recrystallization.. How- _ . ° ever, these sources are about 200 miles inland. In the past the | | -. eastern seaboard has obtained salt from Canada and the West Indies; ~ 
.. but, with difficulties in shipping because of the. war, imports from _. «these former sources have dwindled in the past few years. The west- 
Bes _ ern part of Virginia has supplies of natural brine,. which is used solely “ ... for the manufacture of chemicals. West Virginia has resources of .-.. brine from which it produces evaporated: salt. er ee 8 y-- Some States have large deposits of good salt, but economic condi- ._. tions do not favor their development. For instance, New Mexico . > has numerous salt deposits but only a few small, scattered plants to . supply local demands. Enormous reserves are present, but no — . large-scale consuming | industries are near enough to encourage = .development. a ae Ce a 

eH DISTRIBUTION AND CONSUMPTION ne 
» ~~ Although the figures in the accompanying table cover original ship-. ae - ments from the producers and do not show reshipments, they indicate  —_—- --, approximate salt consumption in the various States. | 

ze _ Distribution (shipments) of evaporated and rock salt in the United States, 1941-42, = Be | by States of destination, in short tons — oo | a , 

oe a en _ 194 fe 1942 Sa - po - Destination 
TT SF 

. Be | - — - | Evaporated Rock | Evaporated Rock , 

a Alabama_._._..........------------------- | 7,613 "32, 790 8, 432 58, 885 ° : © Arizona... aso | “8 08t 11,814 2, 673, a -Arkansas___--_-2 22222222122 -s_-.--- 9, 262 26, 968 8, 011 28,144 > California................._._._................ - 275, 417 29, 594 277, 696 -  §4, 578 . Colorado_-- 2222227 29, 086 12774 39, 535 23, 349 a Connecticut._.....-....2..-..--__.-.-- 16, 574 6,796 | — 16, 020 7, 239 a Delaware__._-.._......._-.._--.----........ |) 4, 599 23, 655 3, 921 11, 361 District of Columbia_.._..-......_.........____ 5, 517 1,511 | 5, 361 2,060 - Floridg___...............__......_-.-...-...._.. 6, 243 24, 389 7,618 | 25, 601 Georgia. --2222 2222 2UTTTTT 19, 145 50, 647 17, 766 55, 541 Idaho....--..-....-....__------------. 11, 181 1, 398 13, 949 1,653 Mlinois_-- 2222222 259, 413 163,994 | 257,710 | «184 305 | Indiana.._-........2.-._._....._-..---.-.._.... 80, 798 58, 066 90, 534 61, 002 Towa_-_-...----.--..2--.---.-._--- 98, 653 88, 771 116, 022 99, 564 Kansas__.._-._-.._....._-..---.-2-__.-----... 39, 225 211, 447 51, 543 175, 486 Kentueky.---2 2270222077777 38, 195 17, 654 38, 036 29, 673 Louisiana__-...._.........-.._.._.............. 4, 833 71, 012 5, 670 76, 972 Maine____---........-._...--.-.____.-_--..._.. 10, 212 31, 476 11, 484 40, 123 7 Maryland.._--.............-._-__...-.__..-.__. 29, 977 26, 277 29, 399 28, 795 Massachusetts..._........-....-..-_-_-.__.___. ; 64, 006 43, 266 58, 101 52, 712 Michigan-__..-._._.... 2. -.._.---_-- 356, 194 60, 201 384, 960 54, 219 Minnesota___..._._....___.._.___._.__..._.__.. 114, 029 66, 290 120, 752 66, 255 Mississippi-............-..-...-..--__--.._._.__ 2, 624 31, 493 3, 559 32, 447 Missouri.............------.-...-....-...... 76, 748 51, 991 79, 429 65, 553 Montana._........_.._._._.__..__...-..--...__. 17, 537 6, 494 20, 608 6, 692 Nebraska_.........__......__----_-...-... se 30, 112 46, 171 45, 832 51, 129 Nevada_._-_-.-...----.--------- ee 3, 948 316 43, 569 ~ 29, 000 New Hampshire____.__-.__._.._._..._..._____. 8, 544 34, 330 9, 260 41, 273 New Jersey_..-...-..-.-------------__ 83, 200 161, 044 84, 366 153, 887 New Mexico._..........-.-.-.------.---._-__- 7, 974 17, 548 9, 746 14, 146 New York. _----20 220777777 228) 127 449, 549 204, 361 429, 375 North Carolina. .__....-.-.--___-_.-______. -._- 49, 257 55, 740 53, 326 53, 561



aan Distribution (shipments) of evaporated and rock salt in thé United States, 1941-42, = = > .& 
a , we by Staies of destination, in short tons—Continued | ne: 

eo | _-Destination TTT p> foc _ - | _ | Evaporated | Rock Evaporated | — Rock 3 

 . North Dakota.._.-.-..-..----------------- ee 18, 225 4,116 | 11,508) 50 oo Ohio. 2222 201,234} - 82,393 | 216,808} 172 fe) Oklahoma.___---_--2- 2-2 -------ee-eee--------| 85,080 | 83671] = 33, 312 36,422 ge a Oregon....-----------s-220s-se eee oe seen 29,354 | ” 193 29, 684 120” eee 
sae Pennsylvania. -----.-.-.--2---22-222222---- eee , 156,657 |. —--:« 111, 306 150, 806 101,980 0 BO Ss, Rhode Island__.222.-.-.---------2-.-.----.----| . 11,760 10,789 10,071 "10, 472- eggs Be South Carolina__....-....--22222.2222----------| 8, 584 17, 673 8,513 | 22,519 a BY }- South Dakota__.020 2277S 36! 209 - 11,483 | . 19/688 12,480 ty fo Tennessee -.------------eeeeeeenenneneneenee-| 22,558 | 47,547 | 8,681 | 49,086 eo. Texas....------------2---s-----e-sseesseseen}. 244085 | 1667452 315,777 | 189,750 = 07; 14, 902 3,218] . 92133} 33816 2S ee  Vermont.200 TTT 8,722| 7668. “4, 982 BO fo Virginia..- 92000007 TTT 57,585] 50,120} 52,544 | 63,790 pe Washington.__._._____-.----..-._--.-.--.-.....| 116, 187 -  588.[. 125, 528 "QAL “Ae We West Virginia. .-.222-22222- STII} samtize7|- 60,980 | 167,864 75,171 a i. Wisconsin... -.--_---_ 22-12 --ssesssesseeseee| 182, 958. 25,743 |  129°307 96558 gl & 0 Wyoming. 20000 6, 763 14,768 . 7,755 | - 2078 eo Other 1.22 TTI 86,953} 76.881} 56,353] 81,355. aM 
x 8,830,306 | 2, 619,087] - 3,517,832 | 2, 802, 287 aed 

e . 1 Includes production of Puerto Rico (evaporated salt); exports to Africa, Asia, Canada, Central America, 8 =. 
gS Mexico, Newfoundland, South America, West Indies, and other countries; shipments to Alaska, Hawaii, . = = eS 4 Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands; and some shipments to unspecified destinations. re Ns 

Re SC Salt shipped to noncontiguous Territories of the United States, 1941-42 es Rp 

c So | Territory | mm | : Oe 
e | os | ; Short tons Value Short tons Value | aS 

Oo Alaska 8 929 $108, 455 4,829 go4es6 Bo Hawaii_____.....--s.....---..--s--s sl 2909] 78,996 2, 668 109, 222 os e  Puerto Rico 22ST Lea 50,046 | ~ —*1, 004 34, 100 Us pe Virgin Islands....---.-------------~-----------{) 32 1, 775 53, 8,562 ose 

B. Consumption trends have changed in the last few years, owing in 
i part to. the shift of consumers from one center to another and in part — a 
o to the establishment of entirely new centers of consumption. The = =§ 7} 
_ . average annual shipments for 1931-36 show that New York received 4 
- the largest total of dry salt of the two types; Illinois was next in receipts, © 8 
; followed by California, Michigan, Texas, and Kansas. Inthe evapo-  _— a8 
i. rated-salt market, Illinois received the largest average annual total in aS 
* 1931-86, followed by California, Michigan, New York, Texas, and eee 
: Kansas. In rock-salt receipts, New. York led, followed by Illinois, Joe 
: Kansas, Texas, Michigan, and California. oo 4 
Ro . oo ; : eis oe 

. : , ‘ me we : : : : “ eae : | USES : | rr: 
= Our first full year of war witnessed an increased use of salt for all 
» . the war purposes discussed in the chapter on Salt in Minerals Year- st 8 

book, 1941; and in addition there were a few new and modified uses, ~ FS 
both military and civilian. | 3 

mo Less salt was used for industrial meat packing in 1942 than in 1941, og 
chiefly because of greater demand for canned instead of salt-treated a 

- meat for camps at home and overseas. Also, more meat was packed “a 
| and canned on the farms in 1942. Although canning requires less © ee 
| salt than packing, about 10,000 tons more salt were used in industrial _ a
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a canning. Home canning of various products made greater demands 
_... also, as evidenced by the large increase in table salt and other house- __ | 
mane ~~ hold uses. a - a , oO ee _ Chemicals were made not only from brine but from thousands of = =—- 
_. tons of “dry” salt as well. Chemicals from salt have long been used 
.. In many medicines, and recent uses include the groups of sulfa and | mo, vitamin drugs. ss . BF ee 
~ Both elements of salt-are used in many of our war materials, as 
. exemplified by the following: Both sodium and chlorine are needed in 
«making tetra-ethyl lead for high-octane gasoline, production of which — 
"+ ~ inereased enormously in 1942. Sodium and chlorine are being used increasingly for synthetic-rubber manufacture. Many dyestuffs re- 
“quire both. Cotton linters for smokeless: powder are treated with = 
“~~ ehlorine for bleaching and sodium for purifymg. The cleaning and =~ 
.. degreasing of metal tools, parts, and shelts require both elements. = 
... Fighting in the hot jungles has created a new application for salt | -- . and derivatives thereof. Chlorine is an effective spray for eliminating 
-. "© mosquitoes and other jungle insects. The men fighting in the tropics ___-are supplied with salt tablets to combat heat cramps caused by loss 

Of salt through perspiration. Also, Navy regulations provide for salt == 
‘to be supplied to the men on ships, needed by men not only when in » tropical waters but when working below decks in the hot engine rooms, “a>. As a result of wartime requirements, chlorine output in 1942 wast 

foe - greater than it has ever been; even with the curtailment of civilian — 7 
“supplies, it exceeded the 1941 output by more than 30 percent. - Be- _ 
i _ cause of lack of steel containers in which chlorine is “packaged” and > ~ + tank cars to transport it, the chemical cannot be stocked ahead of the 
—.. demand, and the suppliers must keep a watchful eye on requirements 
s-. - .and prompt return of the containers. | ee 

ee _ Salt sold or used by producers in the United States, 1941-42, by classes and uses, a a | in Short tons | — 

, | | 1941 | 1942 | 
* . — Use | I I | 

- . | Evapo “| Rock | Brine Evapo “| Rock | Brine 

. . ‘Chlorine, bleaches, chlorates, etc...____._- 1710, 013 | 619,489 | 496,128 | 843 970 704, 227 654,686 Soda ash... ---.-.----..-..| 1,500 |... ___|6, 296 8a 218 20 | 6, 670, 621 Dyes and organic chemicals____...___.__--]| 1 91, 052 37,798 j..-.....-.] 78, 752 44,485 |___-_-_-___ _ Soap (precipitant).._.......... 35, 196 17,086 j.-..-__-..] 28, 118 13, 360 |_-.______. Other chemicals__._.-......._........___. 61,924 | 218, 570 (?) 60,849 | 254, 198 (?) Textile processing._..___._....__....____. 63, 523 75, 744 |----_.-.--]| 41, 585 77,189 |_.--_-.___e Hides and leather...____....__..._.._____ 3 79, 063 | 3 139,041 |_.__.._._.] 118, 976 182, 650 |__-.-.-.___ Meat packing..___._._._____._......_____ 8 422,017 | 3 409,241 |._..______| 426 976 . 822,938 |_-----_. Fish curing. -.........---.------_--..._.--| 34,939 | 6,363 |---| 98/908 | 32/007 |7227777777 - Butter, cheese, and other dairy products_.| 105, 179 4,664 |_..._._.__| 94,050 6, 642 }.________. Canning and preserving__.__..._.....____ 128, 143 16,356 |___....._.| 135, 358 19, 223 |___..____. Other food processing..__............____. 172, 068 14, 827 |.._-___...| 194, 714 17, 857 }...-..___- Refrigeration. .......-..--.-. 30, 489 94,790 |._-________ 32, 536 | 153,010 |__..______ Livestock__......--.-.-_....._....- 519,027 | 254,031 |.-.._._.._| 556, 885 | 246,340 j.-..______ Highways, railroads, dust and ice control_. 26, 382 | 167,126 |_-.-..-....| 18,414 | 197, 751 (2) Table and other household..__._.._______ 420, 532 79, 289 |.-.._.---_| 460,020 | 224,764]... Water softening. .__...--- 71.277] 165,610 | 187, 445 | @ 171, 433 | 203,757 | @) Agriculture....._-__--- 50, 523 21, 261 |... 2 __- 81, 700 16, 968 |__.- 2 Metallurgy. _....-.-_--. 2 25, 690 41,288 |.._.____._] 31,990 33, 347 |_-__._____ Other uses... 22 TT} 187,236 | 218, 678 | 48, 487} 117,430 | 51 354 | 47,858 
| 8, 330, 106 |2, 619, 087 |6, 71, 436 |3, 517, 832 |2, 802, 287 | 7,373,165 

eee 
1 Some salt used for dyes and organic chemicals included under “Chlorine.” 
2 Included under ‘Other uses.’’ 
3 Some salt used for hides and leather included under “Meat packing.’’ °
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For many years most of the chlorine produced in the United States 
‘has ofigirrated in New York State. Little more than a decade ago 

~~ New York still produced about half of the national output, and = 
ee Michigan and Ohio were large producers also. The trend has changed, 

and in recent years the Midwest has become the largest chlorine- 48 
i : producing center, and new plants are to be found in the South and © - 
a Test. To the many uses for chlorine mentioned in the Salt chapter CS 
~ for 1941 s oF be added smoke screens and smoke bombs. Additional Sat 
ji quantities of chlorine compourids were used in plastics, special water- == 
co and mildew-proofing waxes, fire extinguishers, and disinfectants. = | ~* 
>. With a view to utilizing some of the vast salt deposits in Kansas ss. 
. . for chlorine and the petroleum from nearby oil fields for cheap power ae 
.. for steam generators, investigators (George W. Stratton and Delos E. os 
* . Winkler) at the University of Kansas developed. a method of making = = 
* -_— cat'bon black from natural gas and chlorine.’ From 1,000 cubic feet ng 

of the mixture, it is said, 30 pounds of carbon black are produced. 
.... The process is not yet commercial, Oo ee! Og 
a Sodium compounds derived from salt have many important usesin = 
. ~ the form of soda ash and caustic soda; the largest use for soda ash is i 
» ih glassmaking, and for caustic soda in rayon-fabric manufacture. = =. * 
» Sodium compounds will also assist in the removal of unwanted sulfur) 
Re compounds from petroletim products and are essential raw materials cE 
.. for phenolic resins. They assist not only in making rayon cord for 
Bee rubber tires but are used also to dissolve the cord fabric in the tires = 
eS when the rubber is to be reclaimed. © OO ss 
“. - Increases in output of magnesium metal made by methods that ve 
- - Fequire large tonnages of salt led to corresponding increases in salt ag —-productionin 1942. = Be rn 
~~ ‘The use of common salt for glazing ceramics has increased in the = >. 
oo last year or two, because of the increased use of such ware for cooking ss 
». utensils, structural building units, and other purposes, and because = 
. _ salt is said to be the simplest and cheapest of all glazes. | es gE 
mo Statistics show that the use of salt on roads is continuing. Itis = .* 
e applied mainly to secondary roads where the salt is bladed into the ese 
» __ elay or gravel of the top layer. Emphasis has been placed upon the ea 
. . - advantage of such roads in cold weather or during seasonal changes in FE 
_ temperature. In Cuba in 1942 salt was used on runways of airfields, 839 = 
' _-_It was added to the layer of clay and gravel under the top dressing ae 

| of asphalt to-make it more elastic and thus obviate cracking. Usually = 9 i 
_ In the United States salt-treated roads have no top dressing, although —_— 78 

= a successful long-used road in Virginia was made by finishing witha  °4 
thin layer of asphalt over the salt-treated layer. ° 8 

: Further interest in salt as a fertilizer for beets and mangolds was et 
| created by articles in the press? which advised all growers of beets — “ 

on muck soil to make every acre produce its best in 1942 by applying oe 
| 1,000 pounds of salt an acre in addition to the regular fertilizer used. “8 

It is claimed that 500 to 1,000 pounds of salt so applied may increase ane 
the yield from 13 tons to 21.tons an acre. Salt has also. been utilized an 
instead of potash on mangolds, sugar beets, and cabbage at the rate od 

| of 500 pounds an acre. Moreover, when employed in conjunction a 
with a good dressing of sulfate of ammonia, salt is said to act as well a 

1 Chemical and Engineering News (Am. Chem. Soc.), vol. 20, No. 20, October 25, 1942, p. 1317. | oe 
? Sugar Beet Journal, March 1942, p. 116; Chemical and Engineering News (Am. Chem. Soc.), vol. 20, = 

No. 20, October 25, 1942, p. 1308, | , 7
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ag muriate of potash. Sandy soils (often deficient in potash) aresaid 

- to be improved by its application; salt has also proved most effective  —= 
-.-.. on light and medium soils. | ey ae 

“CHANGES IN THE INDUSTRY stit«—ts ee 
on - - The plant of Oklahoma Salt Industries, Inc., which began prodiic- Leg 
.7 Ing In 1941 at Sayre, Okla., suffered heavy loss by fire and was out - 

Of operation after September 26, 1942; it is being rebuilt. The bes 
>... Stauffer Chemical Co., which sold its solar salt works’ at, Redwood, 

.~ «  Calif., to the Leslie Salt Co. the latter part of 1940. but continued to  _ 
oc»... operate in 1941, did not produce in 1942. The Leslie Salt Co.; San 
i Francisco, has enlarged its solar-salt fields on the Pacific coast and. - 
“~~. in 1942 also produced from a deposit of rock salt at Fallon, Nev: 
‘Lhe Mullet Island Salt Co., Niland, Calif., began producing in 1942;. 
eo and the Defense Plant Corporation, at Death Valley Junction; | 
« --- Calif., produced solar salt for 3 months of 1942. The Puerto Rico = 
~ «Balt Works, Inc., Mayaguez, P. R., reported in detail its three plants _ 
~.. In Guaypao, Boqueron, and Llanos Costa, Counties, instead of in- - | 
“~~ —s ¢luding them in a consolidated report: as formerly. Works of Mar- . 
. °.  c¢elmo Ramos, Ensenada, P. R., made no sales in 1942. In March 
mo -:1948, the Morton Salt Co., Chicago, bought the Worcester Salt Co., . 
s. which operated. an evaporated-salt plant at Silver Springs, N.Y. 

= IMPORTS AND EXPORTS? 
oe From 1988 to 1942 imports averaged about 0.25 percent and ex- 

ports a little more than 1 percent of production. Most of the im- 
">. ports are received on the Atlantic coast, where no salt plants operate. ~_ 

+ In normal times pressed blocks have not been-exported, but since 
~__. -Jend-lease has been in effect some shipments of blocks have been 
..,.. Inade overseas. This is not apparent, however, in the accompanying 
oe table, as the exports are not shown by classes. oo | 

: a a _Salt imported for consumption in the United States, 1988-42, by classes” 

. — : ) park ) | 
- ‘In bags, sacks, barrels, ee 

_ or other packages }. 
° Year _ (dutiable) Dutiable | Free (used in curing . 

| . fish) | 

oO | ; i Value - : Value Short : Value _ : 

1938__.----..---- 22 e 654 $8, 228 17, 849 $45, 897 121, 010 | 1$47, 800 
1939___--- 2, 121 14, 977 28, 451 58, 540 15, 461 27, 700 
1940... 1, 024 6, 601 16, 413 59, 029 112, 965 125, 174 
1941___- ee 1,110 12, 156 6, 896 17, 021 7,426 | 30, 058 — 
1942__-.----------------------- 2367 24,138 953 7, 496 16, 434 117, 667 

1 Includes salt in bags, sacks, barrels, or other packages as follows—19388: 93 tons valued at $673; 1940: 
6 tons, $12; 1942: 122 tons, $1,200; 1939 and 1941: None reported. 

3 Includes 98 pounds valued at $3 imported into Alaska free for the U.S. Government. 

3 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. a
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ee Salt imported for consumption in the United States, 1941-42, by countries — he ag 

Bo ee - a 20 
oe | Country UTE LP SNNEN COUN nn 
om a oo - | Short tons:| Value Short tons | Value - es 

2 : - North America: ~ ae | . an oe os Bh 

ee | Canada. .....,------------------------------- 695 $6,334) 1,858] ©. $12,430 ne 

pe uo - Mevxico.__--.-...---------------- ot een ener en ereeccerere ne: occ er err sernn| 28 . ot . 144 , we . i ae Mexico ies : merce : wer Pa 

e _ Jamaica__--.-----------------------------| «1,248 7, 276 - 4,142) 14, 767, oo Seg 
re . Other British. _.-..-..------------------- 7, 276 29,287 |/-.-----------|---ee eee 

te _°. Netherlands: Cura¢ao._-.------------------ . ' 85 . 194 SBT. 260 2 onal 

ke Kurope: 3 yO pe | ef eet 
a : -France._-..-.--------------.--+----------------- 6, 027 14,018 |_-_-..-.--.---|------...--.-- von OR 

He United. Kingdom 1___..--.-2----------------} 101 2,126 |...-...---2-2-|--------.---- eg 
Bo Africa: Egypt_.--..-------------+--------------|--------------|----+--------- 2,170 |  -1,700 oe 

i | | re . 15,432 |. ~ 50,235 7, 754 20, 301 — a 

eo 1 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. — . ee a 

i | Salt exported fromthe United States, 1941-42, by countries — ee ek 

% | SF re ~ 4941 1942.00 oe 

“ ) Country [To 
Bo | Shorttons | Value =| Shorttons | Value fey, 

=. North America: | | Oo |. | ce | aS 

3 Bermuda... -..-..-------------------------- 21 $582 141 $6,205 = ak 
oe . Canada.-...--.--.-----------+--------------| (68, 288 |. 287, 411 72,617} ~~ . ° 321,907 ~ ae 

eo -. . Central America:, = |. Ope ; Tf ag 

Bee ' British Honduras. -....--.------------- 5,548 | = 5,435 673 7, 718 ee 

cee Guatemala__-...-.-.------------------- 19 | ; 382 25 | 629. ee 

honduras. ___------------------------—-] 128.| 3,642 | m9} 8898 ae 
Re -Nicaragua__-..----------------+-------- 362 «6,654 190 | . _ 8,617 gy 

Be . Panama: : . a ee 

Be ' Republic of_....------------------- 148 8,111 27 1,917 Fat 

Bo  * Oanal Zone__----.-----------+----- 887 27, 225 _ 933 93,794 

io Greenland. ....:-----------2--------------- 5 107 2, 513 35,88 00~C 
me Iceland... _....----------------------------- 8 483 34 (2,008 NR 

Me _ Mexico... /:.-.-----.----------------------- 4,742 67, 700 5,686} = (88,154 Be 
=. Newfoundland and Labrador--...----.---- . 408 6, 719 21,899 | 106,216 = 

b West Indies: -_ — | | Zz | - a en 
re | British__.._...-------------------------] 114 1,695 8 iw“ 8802 

he Cuba. -_..------------------------------ 12, 950. 143, 491 9, 437 191,725. aes 
7 Dominican Republic_-.-....----------- 322 - 6, 848 ill 2, 229. oe 

ae Haiti_._.......-..---------------------- 12| | 476 15 945 oe 
te Netherlands: Curagao--.--.------------ 116 5, 349 132 7,002 ss 

ie Other North America -..-.-.--------------- 18 437 ‘ 174 |. 2,820 | oe 

. South America: - . | OS eh 

: Argentina._._.-..----..-------------------- “AT 4, 485 332 3, 409 ge 
ae Brazil_._...-..----------------------------- 157 3, 124 26 668 <x 

: Colombia____..-....------------------------ 14 864 Q) | ~ . 118 “ee 

me . Other South America..-.-.-..-------------- 455 7, 796 819 27, 547 ou 

7 Europe: | | | : | oy 
U.S. 8. Ri ------ +--+ +--+ --------- -- | 2] eee 1, 402 95,951. ae 

7 Other Europe---_-.--.----------------------- 1 61 |--------------]---. --------- Ne 

: Asia: , 
“% 

China.......-_..----.----------------------- 7 969 |..-.--.----...]-------------- ae 

. Hong Kong. .-_.-----2---------------------- 61 1, 442 |..----.---_-__]-------------- aos 

: Japan......-.------------------------------ 26, 301 179, 543 |.-------------|-------------- «ag he 

: Philippine Islands- -._---------------------| . 353 11,169 |..----.-.---.-]-------------- at 

Other Asia......--------------------------- 68 1, 840 . 9 RC . oy 

Africa: — et 

Liberia_.......-.--------------------------- 774 18, 623 548 12, 790 gk 

: Other Africa... -.....------------------------ 118 6, 285 92 3, 701 _ oe 

. Oceania: aa 

| British: as 
Australia__......-.-.------------------- ¢)) 34 |_------ fee ‘ 

- New Zealand. .---..--.-.-------------- 158 2, 570 42 3, 182 St 

, Other_._....---.-....--.-.-.----.---+--| 0+ --- e+] 2+ - + - ------ 4 425 a 

: French-_....-..-...------------------------- 160 2, 888 258 5, 040 a 

| | 123, 195 807, 925 118, 424 801600 

1 Less than 1 ton. | 7 . oe 

a . a 7 ge
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ce WORLD PRODUCTION eee 

°: "Salt production in the United States represents roughly about one- 
~ third. of the global production. It does not figure largely in interna- 

tional trade until converted into products. In the last decade the 
_ ». United States has doubled its output. The war has haditseffectona = 
-.. ™ number of other countries. Salt production in Canada increased 17 
“-.. percent in 1942 compared with 1941, part of the increase being at- 
- "tributed to greater demand for chemicals, especially chlorine. Free 
. ... : China produced 800,000 metric tons of salt during the first 9 months 
- of 1942 and 1,152,000 tons in the year 1941. Statistics for occupied = 
...~ China have not been available for the last 2 years, but the salt fields-. 
"have been worked actively. In 1941 Germany established a com-° 
.<  pulsory national salt cartel comprised of. one rock-salt and two = 
“oor... evaporated-salt associations. The Italian Empire has suffered 
-.,. Important salt losses through the war, first, by the loss of its Kast = 
~ African colonies, later by the loss of Libya, and more recently through 
-- damage done by bombings of the salt. works near Trapani, Sicily. In 
“. '- accordance with an agreement made in September 1942, Spain is to 
.-... gupply French Morocco with salt in exchange for phosphates fromthe —_. 
ic latter country.*- Additional details regarding the salt industry in these ss 

. +» and other countries have been recorded in various issues‘of Bureau of 
k~ Mines Mineral Trade Notes—Confidential Series, between July 1942. 
es and May 1948. - NS eg 

a . - 7 ~ a World production of salé, 1987-42, by countries, in metric tons 1 | 7 oe 

ms OO Y ee! / {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] SO a 

= ce Country! | 1987 1938 | 1939 1040 | 1941 | 1942 

oe oS North America: SO | 7 — ae 7 os 
fo ~  - * Qanada__.-..22----+----------------| 415, 994 398,013 | 38865, 550 420, 974 608, 787 | 597, 340 - 

- Costa Rica___..-.-.---------.------- 4, 287 4,740; (6,822;  ©@ 6, 000 (3) | : 
ee Dominican Republic--.____._..-.-- (?) 9, 286 9, 536 7, 500 14, 700 (2) mo 

co Guatemala__.............-.-.-.---.| 13610] 10,465] (@&% @ (3) (2) : 
Mexico. ITT IITITTITIT) 82876 | = 107,701| (2) (2) (2) 

oe Panama_._..-.--...----------------| 6,898] 3332] 4,536] 5,199]. () (2) 
oo United States: vo . . 
° Oo Rock salt........------------.----| 1,841, 967 | 1, 725, 330 | 1, 846, 254 | 2,055, 260 | 2, 375,983 |2, 542, 179 

- . Other salt_..-...----------.-_----! 6, 541, 795 | 5, 555, 486 | 6,570,481 | 7,343,089 | 9, 163,917 |9, 880, 094 
West Indies: ° , . 
British: . 

oo - ‘Bahamas._...----------------- 2,000} 17,900] — 11,600 27,000} 25,400] (2) 
Turks and Caicos Islands . 

: (exports) _-...----------------- 50, 833 35, 578 47, 389 | 67, 028 48, 179 (?). 
Cuba_-_._-_-------------..--------}] 36, 806 57, 970 113,398 | 113, 398 41,909 (2) . 

. Netherlands (exports) -_.--------- 2, 337 2, 013 247 37 3, 226 (2) 
‘South America: 

Argentina (railway shipments)_----} 290, 084 264, 150 303, 321 292, 307 372, 689 (7) 
. Brazil. _.____-_.-.------------------ 770, 403 788, 218 502, 203 (2) 550, 000 (?) 

Chile. .........--------------------- 36, 697 27, 772 39, 593 44, 317 57, 185 (2) 
Colombia: | 
Rock salt.._...------------------- 4, 211 4,010 3, 950 4, 703 4, 530 (?) 
Other salt._.....-----------------| 184, 609 199, 022 218, 134 228, 750 192, 249 (?) 

Ecuador: . 
Rock salt ___...-..--..-.---------- 138 |__--------_|_.---...---- (2) waeeenennee (?) 
Other salt ___-..-.-----.---------- 13, 800 13, 800 16, 145 29, 900 20, 207 (2) 

Peru__..__.-..---------------------- 39, 010 38, 451 39, 669 41, 326 46, 707 (2) 
- Venezuela. ._..-.------------------- 26, 298 22, 658 20, 473 52, 540 (?) (2) 

Europe: . 
Bulgaria: 

, Rock salt _...-...----.------------ 9, 745 10, 242 13, 168 15, 000 (?) (2) 
Other salt_.......-...-.-.-.-..---| 43,602] 66,258] (2) 65,000 | (2) Q) 

Czechoslovakia............------.--| 165,898] 174,0001 (@) (33 @) 0) 
See footnotes at end of table. 

4 Department of Commerce, Foreign Commerce Weekly: November 14, 1942, p. 11.
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be World production of salt, 1987-42, by countries, in metric tons—Continued ee 

ae Country = {1987} 1988 | 1989" 1940 | 1941 942000 fe 

& - - KEurope—Continued. | to. , res 
a - France: ee ani . _ Mg ag 
a _ Rock salt and salt from springs-._} 1,847,179 | 1,264, 230 (2) . (?) ® jf. @ 6 a ot 
Ben _ Other salt__......-..-.-.-.-..----| 490,906 | 346,046 |) Q ® | ®@ Es 
Ee Germany: — - | | | oo Ne - “ 

S a Rock salt_.....----..-----.------- 2, 757, 242 , 2, 694, 984 (?) yo, (2) i 4 — (2), , : Cn sy 

me Other salt__-.-..----------,-------| 608, 046 585, 326 (?) @ | @® — &) err 
a __ Austria: i pe eat 

ea Rock salt_.....-----------------]| — 908 786 - (?) (?) | (2) Eee 
Res, Other salt_..-.--.-----------.--| . 169,883 | 98, 576 (2) (a) (3) (2) oe 
ee 6 - 102,285 | 102,057). © () @® |. @® EE 
lew y: | a | | —— | Doge 
ue Rock salt__.--2...2.....---2.-.---] - 603,798 | 613,870 (2) |. | (2). oh 
Be Other salt-_._...---..--.---------| 952,655. | 885,205 |. @) @) | (2) | ©) cree 
He -  Malta_.___---.-----..-------------.| 1, 829 1,523] — 1,753 (2) (2) (@) - oa 
eo Netherlands: Rock salt..........-.-] 182, 430 164, 266 (?) (?) (8) (2) ES 
ye Poland___......--.-.-..---------.--| 602; 746 | 642,875 Om (2). @) yo @Q- | Ty 
wi Portugal (exports)..-------.--------| 4, 638 6, 096 9,289 ; 11,955 () (2) . gs 
b - ‘Rumania: a | a oo Ne 

ae -_-Roek salt_..-.-------------------. 308,882 | 350,618}  () ?) (?) (2) ee 
oe * Other salt__..-----------------.--| 2,077 1, 140 @) (2) 8 (2) CF e 
e Spain: “ po - 1 re os 
eo Roek salt_._.--..----------------5 29, 673 150,878 | 157, 784 206, 650 (2) (2) eS 
ys . Other salt. ..-...-----------------| 120, 175 102,671 —(). 463, 795 (3) (2) oe 
oS _Switzerland.._........--....--.--.-.| 81,969 84, 049 90, 000 77, 000 (2) © @) oar as 
ba United Kingdom: lt : of a . te 
be Great Britain: _ | | : BS fo 
\e ~ Rock salt_....-.------2----.----|'_ 18,666 | __19, 974 (2) (2) (2) (?) Oy 
Bio Other salt__....2......-.-------| 3,101, 511 | 2, 651, 939 Q@) | (2) QQ) (2) : oS 
gee Ireland, Northern: . . 2 de | a tN 
a " Roek salt_.....-.---2.-----------]| 4, 254 2, 362 (2) -@ }; @ @y) ey 
yo _ Other salt_...-..--.------..---- 8, 818 5, 757 (2) (3) ” (2) (2) ae 
Se Aa UBOslavia. -------n--nn-nn2nn2o--+ 46, 323 52, 634 54,218} © — (2) 3 28, 000 wae 

Bo “Aden. .....----2---.----------------| 360,866 | 282,510 | 294,077 | 258,714). (2) Qe 
Roy Burma. -_-.------------------------| 54, 677 39, 319 (?) @) tf @ (2) ee 
Me _ Ceylon....-..-------+-------------- 38, 815 36, 490 37, 556 29, 973 (?) (?) Cs Bae 

eo China (including Manchuria) -.-----| 43,000, 000 | 43,000, 000 43,000, 000 | 43,000, 000 | 51,152, 000 56800, 000 Sk 
e. . Chosen 4___...----------------------| 188, 000 138, 000-| 138, 000 138,000 | = (2) ©. @) mr, ae 
i . Cyprus 4._.........------------.-.-- 38, 000 - 8,000; = 3, 000. _ 8, 000 (?) (?) a, oo 
« India: - . | Oe 

wo British: . - _ . . aE 
be o Rock salt.......-..-------------| 190, 103 191, 395 196, 503 (?) Cy FO 
Po Other salt__._-..-......-._..-.-.] 1, 516, 984 | 1,372,979 | 1, 326, 544 @) (2) @): Oe 
ho Portuguese.....---2--------------] 26, 095 -29, 527 27, 979 38, 564 -() (2) I 

3 - _Indochina._...-..-..--...----------] 198, 558 193,050 | 213,526 | 166,000 | (2) Q | ee 
Pe Traq-~.-------------------.---------] 1, 810 7, 907 9, 107 _ 8,779 (?) (2) - Sy 

ae - Japan proper 7__._---------------- , | ‘y eR 
Taiwan..-..-..-------------------|. 210, 471 (2) (3) (2) (2) (2) oe 

Ie Netherlands Indies__.....----.-----|. 75, 780 90,909 | 8141, 208 | ° 388, 837 (?) (2) 
i Palestine: _ do. et ee 
we Rock salt.-.---------------------- 727 | 444 645 - 599 (?) (?) ene! 
be - Other salt_.....-..---------------| 11,717 8, 065 8, 736 9,944); © (@) ae dE 
a Philippine Islands. ..........-..---- 48, 905 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) a 
ae Syria 4_...........--..-..---.-.-.---] . 10, 000 10, 000 10,000 | 10, 000 ?) (2) anh 
. Thailand (exports)..........-.-.----| 107, 731 156, 268 95,170.) 112, 197 (?) Om oad 
. Turkey..-...-----------------------| . 262,226 | 247,293 (2) an) (2) (?) ee: 
a Africa: | | | oid 
“ Algeria__.......-..--.---.-.-.------| 63, 767 74, 630 (2) (2) (2) an) ee 
= Belgian Congo.............--------- 1, 004 1013| @ 1, 038 (@) | @) : ae 

-_ ° Canary Islands 4........-.--.. -.-.-- 2, 000 2, 000 2,000} ~—-- 2, 000 (?) (?) LS 
Egypt (exports)_-.-.--.---------=2-| 276,735 | 284,949 | 442,532 | 9168,501 | (2) (2) uN 
Ethiopia: Rock salt #...........----] 10, 000 10,000.) 10,000 10, 000 (?) (?) | oR 
French West Africa (exports) - ...--.- 643 51 (4) (?) (2) (2) ee 
Kenya Colony.-.-.-.---------------]-----------], 3, 250 Q) | 9, 425 (2) (?) Pat 

. ' Libya (Italian Africa): oe 
Cyrenaica 4_...........-------..-- 10, 000 10, 000 10, 000 10, 000 (2) (2) Cae 
Tripolitania 4...........-.-.-.----| 20,000 20, 000 20, 000 20, 000 (3) (2) ry 

. Mauritius #._...............-.------ 1, 500 1, 500 1, 500 1, 500 (2) (*) — cra 
Morocco, French --_-__....-..-------- 11, 207 909 (2) (?) (2) 455,000. nn’: 
Nigeria 4__.._.----.-.--------------- 400 400 400 400 () (?) me 

“ Portuguese East Africa_-_......----- 2, 605 6, 448 6, 628 251 (?) (2) ; ey 
| Portuguese West Africa (Angola) ¢_- 25, 000 25, 000 25, 000 25, 000 (2) (?) 2 

Somaliland: it 
British (exports).........-..------ 950 353 6 (?) (2) (?) ° 
French (exports)_.......-.-------- 85, 273 (2) G (2) (3) @) | oan 

South-West Africa: .- | 
Rock salt_.........-...-....--..-- 669 641 751 1, 125 10 671 (?) ‘ 
Other salt__...-.--.-.---.-------- 3, 443 |{ 4, 431 4, 704 5, 364 10 3, 445 (?) - 

See footnotes at end of table.
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World production of sali, 1937-42, by countries, in. metric.tons—Continued = == 

pe ey - Country... po 1987 - 1938. 1939 - 1940 |. 1941 ~ 1942" oe 

veo.“ Africa—Continued. =~ “|. ate . 
pee Se ‘Sudan, Anglo-Egyptian_.......-...- 34, 553 37, 532 40, 633 40,471! @ | @ | - 
Per ou“. Panganyika Territory-...---------- 8, 723. 9,678 | 9,472] 9505} @ |.-@ © 9. 
Es, .> | Tunisia._.------------.-------------| 129, 708 129, 287 - (2) (3). A. FP Re. 
er Uganda. -_- 2 2--------t eee 8, 133 3,169 | 2,626 3,374 | (2) () 
Pee Union of South Africa_.-.......----| 106,338 | 117,717 (?) -(2). (2) a _ 
ease oo Oeeanias De an fe 
Bae Lo Australia: . . . : . ° : Ses 2 

Bo . South Australia_.........-2.-_122. 74,739 | 76,013) 80,759 | 146,991.| 178,431 | - () Co 
Bre _ Western Australia_.....-.---.----]} 3, 729 3, 850 (2) .. €) (2) @ | a 

Bo ey _ . 1In addition to the countries listed, salt is produced in Albania, Bolivia, Eritrea, Gold Coast, Leeward = = - 
cape Islands, Madagascar, Southern Rhodesia, U. 5.8. R., and Victoria (Australia), but figures of production. are’ = ts 
oe sl.) Motavailable: ' ee oS a _ 
Tae Fee 2 Data not available. re an re BS Pe 
Be ye 8 January to June, inclusive (Croatia only). _ . Co oo . SC , 
Pg 4 Estimated annual production. Ds oe me, Be, 
fe  . * - § Unoeeupied China. So SO ee : Bs 
perv...” 6 January to September, inclusive. He OO Pe te 
a. Year ended, March 31 of year following that stated. Figures do not include output from salt beds which, ~ —_ 
Pagid _::. although situated on government beach lands, have no fixed areas; . So ou 
soc’... 8 Incomplete data. Se ee oe ns 
aos. § January to July, inclusive. oe So | . 7 oO 
Beer ~~ ~~ 30 January to June, inclusive. a co / ee . | ne 

Pe ae cs : | | °



MAGNESIUM COMPOUNDS AND MISCELLANEOUS SALINES  . ~ 
eo oe -. By Cuartmus L. Harness anp Nan C. Jensent © 0 

a Oo SO SUMMARY OUTLINE | | - - a 8 

BO oo Page, Page 
e Summary ._....-----------.2----------------- 1491 | ‘Part I1.—Miscellaneous salines......-.-.----- 1501 rar 
eo ve Part I.—Magnesium compounds. ......------ 1491 Calcium chloride--.-....------------------- 1501 | ee: 

Bee _- Magnesite__.....-..---.------..-.--.------- 1491] Bromine_._.......-..----.------------------ 1503 Cte 

a Salient statistics........-..----=-.-------- 1492] Todine_.-.-.-_-..--.------------------------ | 1504 - ot ee 
BA _ Prices_..---.--------------+-------------- | 1494 | Sodium sulfates and carbonates.........---. 1505 - Oe Si 

Dae Review by States_.....-.--...------------ 1494] Borates_......-.---------------------------- _ 1507 a 
Bee Foreign couritries.........-.-------------- 1496]. a . 2 . 7 ~ ae 

a - Refractory magnesia from sources other po ae ta 

Ke. than magnesite......2-------------------- M497; | | ee 
be * Dolomite.._.....-2.22----2----------------- 1497 | ce | ae 
he Other magnesium compounds......-.------ 1499 | oe oo, re. 

; - War and essential civilian requirements absorbed nearly the entire = 
+ output of the magnesia and natural-salines industries during 1942. — ke 
i Magnesia refractories were derived from magnesite, brucite, dolomite, == == 
f sea water, and well brines principally to satisfy the increasing demands 
‘: . of open-hearth and electric steel furnaces. Caustic-calcined magnesite =~ =| 
; was. used for flooring war plants and cargo ships. The total output <_. 

, .. Of magnesium chloride from well brines, sea water, dolomite, and _ os 
Lo magnesite increased tremendously over production: in previous years se, 

ae to meet magnesium-metal requirements. Consumption of calclum = 
© Chloride grew in nearly all its customary uses, but particularly m——___—~} 
a freezeproofing coal and ores to facilitate unloading and release of cars. ee 

-. Bromine was valuable as a raw material in compounding antiknock) =. 
eS fluids needed in mechanized warfare, and the production of iodine 38 

Le expanded. Sodium sulfates, carbonates, and borates were used in- oe 
a creasingly to make ‘glass containers, glass instruments, and struc- 8 
' tural glass—replacing metals needed for more vital war purposes. | | WB 

. | _ Part 1.—MAGNESIUM COMPOUNDS | oe 8 
; : a | MAGNESITE oo | a8 

he ° ° .- ° a ae 

: The expansion in output of basic open-hearth and electric furnace ae 
_. steel was probably the chief single factor in the record production of eg 
. raw magnesite in 1942. Magnesite and magnesia from other sources fe 
, as a whole did not become critical during 1942, although shortages oe 

| developed in certain of the purer grades. On their own initiative, 4 
_ * producers undertook allocation of the scarcer grades of calcined mag- oe 
| nesite and magnesia from sea water. oS 

| 1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the-Bureau of Mines, from records of the | a8 
Department of Commerce, ‘fe 

- | 1491 ‘ 
: / ' oe 5
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Be Salient statistics of the magnesite industry in the United States, 1988-42 

as a Pe F988 1939 |  1940- | 941 1942 

So rade: es ee er fe 
eo i Mined: oe Sf _ ob pe oe waa | °. gee wy __ Short tons.....--..-----------.-----.--| 197,000 | .1198,980 | 1.333, 166 374, 799 | .1497,3868 
te * | Value !_...----------------------------|. $725, 000 | $1, 465, 190 | $2,.487, 969. | $2, 655, 547 | $3,874, 334 . oe, 

Bho -. Sold by producers: — me oo een eee oo, eo oe ee _ Short toms_..--<. 2-2-2 919} 1,123]; 2,133 4,536 |. — 6,835 = 
ee 0 Walue lec) $12, 332 $15, 752 |. $82, 810 $54,045 | $57,350 
Beto | _.. Average per ton 2.222.222 22 $13. 42 — $14.03-] $15. 38 $11.91 $8.39 °°. . 
Rg : ' Imports for consumption: pu oe . | Oo fp 
Bt AT Short tons._-_»-----------------.---.- BE. 569. — 22 fee ---fe-eee eee 

eo Vane. II] srr | 88456 | ren 
so Apparent new supply.-..-.-short tons_- 955 | seo2 | 55 | 486 | 88S 
Bee _. Percent domestic.2.------------2:----| 962). 66-4) 99.0] 100.0 |. 100.0 cee 

Stes fos’ > Sold by producers:? =~ ‘ ee Ps : we EP | 
oe Short tons__--- 2-22-2222 e2-eeee---| 7,400} 10,157 | 16,261 | 30,228 | 85,485. 
foe alae. i. eee s--seee-e---Ls--2-----] $228, 498 | $310,102 |. $512, 607 | $1,052,077.| $1,540,573 ss 
Bop ” Average per ton ?__---2-22-22---.--| . . $30.88 | = $30.53 |. $31.52 |. $34.81 $43.41 .. oo 
eke OS - Imports for consumption: a 7 ee Pe Pa 
Boa Short tons...--.------------22---2---- “1, 452 2,218.) 928 | 865, BIT 
os cee Watue._...---------- + +--+ $39, 551.) $51,884 |. $21,301). $23,972) $19,105 st 

“2. Apparent new supply.-....:short tons..| 8, 852| 12,375 | -17,189| 31,090. = 34,082—i—i(‘i«‘CS 
ehh Lo ... Percent domestic-.--------------------| 83. 6. 82. 1 94.6 97. 2 98.4. . 

vove) Refractory magnesia: © co fe SS oe 
BAT ' Sold by producers: 4 we : oe : . ee ce . on 
ies ei _. Short tons_..2--2-------------..----1-- 38, 738 86, 077 140,668 | _ 201,481 273,661 © | 
Bete Ss Value... ....-------------------------| $730, 978.| $1, 699, 723 | $2,802, 537 | $5,052,879 | $7,823,968  .- — 
Bee ee Average per ton 2____--..-2.--2----- $18.87 |. $19.75 |. = $19. 92 $25.08 | $28.59.  — 
pooSs. o. : Imports for consumption: re a | oo oe, a 
Pe Ops Short tons__..--..--.-..------2---2--._|'. 24, 990 44, 420 80,951 | — 36,792} 7,728 - 
Bee Te ‘Value-...-.----------------------------| $371, 669 | $800, 664 $551, 536 $824,068 | $280,342, 

<i... Apparent new supply......-short tons_.| 63, 728 130,497 | 171,619 | 288,273 | 281, 389 | 
eo : Percent domestic__.........-.-...----- 60.8 ~ 66.0 82.0 - 846 97.3 

an - = ; 1 Partly estimated; most of the crude is processed by the mining companies, and very little enters open 7 

poe ln. 2 Average receipts f. o. b. mine shipping point. . Bes OO | 
Bee $ 1938-41: Includes caustic-calcined magnesite and caustic-calcined. magnesia from sea-water bitterns; 1942: . 
ee _ Includes canstic-calcined magnesite and caustic-calcined magnesia from sea-water bitterns, well brines, and 
a raw sea water. oe 7 - oe CO 

4 1938-40: Includes dead-burned magnesite and refractory magnesia from sea-water bitterns;1941:Includes  __ 
ee, - dead-burned magnesite and refractory magnesia from brucite, dolomite, and sea-water bitterns; 1942: In- 
ee cludes dead-burned magnesite and refractory. magnesia from brudcite, dolomite, sea-water bitterns, well 

Lo brines, and raw sea water. a . | - eo, -
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be a Magnesium compounds sold or used by producers in the United States in 1942, se o 

te SS by kinds and sources : | rs 

ie ee aL [Quantities and values reported apply to finished products, not raw materials] — a, oe 

ee oO Sr | . From brucite, dolo- From -well brines, ae 8 

. os . From magnesite mite, and sea-| dry-lake brines, Oa lg 

we me : . a 7 oo - water bitterns_ andrawsea water 2 # 

me Finished products. | . . a _ ae Lo ime 

ae os | ‘Short | | Short | Short | _ eee 
Be ey lt tie eee ae en genni _tons..|. Value.| tons |. Value. | tons |. Values 00 

ee Magnesia: leiied - 49 351 | $798, 019 eee fe Ms cen OS 

Bo austic-caleined . .......----------------- , 8, | “ea 1 ee 

Be _ Refractory...--....----------------------| 189, 218 |4, 397, 766 }! 98, 521 |? $3, 007, 396 | 27, 467 | > $497, 484 

aan Total magnesia.....-....------------| 208, 769 |5, 195, 785 | 193, 521 | 13,907,396 | 27,467 | 2497, 434 ONES 

Bee Other magnesium compounds: : - oo, Ee 

e Precipitated magnesium carbonate_..-.--| (@) (3) 59, 666 | 5, 096, 231 (3) (3) rene 

a - Magnesium chloride....-.---------...| .@ | @ — | 10,847] - 262,297 | 238,499 | 7,087,917) > g 
es: Caleium-magnesium chloride. -.----.----.]---------|----------|---------|------------ (4) AQ ea 

a Magnesium sulfate.......-...-.-.--------|---------|----------|---------|--------+---] 40,265 | 1, 029, 662 gS 

Bees Magnesium hydroxide......---.-------=-|---------|----------|------+--|------------]| »§ © 8). OE 

 Undistributed #2. --T2TTTTTIILa-] 9,796 387, 504 | ----a-|-a----------| 3,819 | 464758 are 

eo ' otal other magnesium compounds..| 9,796 | 337,504 | 70,513 | 5,358,528 | 282,583 | 8,542,332 ee 

we _.. "Total all magnesium compounds.} 218, 565 [5, 533, 289 | 164, 034 9, 265, 924 | 290,050 | 9, 039,766 ge 

Se 1 Includes caustic-calcined and refractory magnesia and magnesia from precipitated carbonate. . ee eet 

fre 2 Includes caustic-calcined and refractory magnesia and magnesia from precipitated carbonate and from. ee 

te ~ magnesium hydroxide. a a . oo TS 

8 Included under “Undistributed.” = -. | oo . Co a oy ss 

f _ 4 Reported in Calcium Chloride section of this chapter. — oe eS So 

oo 5 Includes items entered as “‘(@)” above. . a . foe | LE 

- Sales of dead-burned magnesite increased in 1942, exceeding the - 
i 1941 record. Most of the output was consumed in construction and a 

r repair of basic open-hearth steel furnaces, though some of the purer = 
;. - material was used in brickmaking. Imports of dead-burned magnesite, / hos 

; normally totaling about 35,000 tons a year, mainly from Austria, OEE 

a Greece, and Manchuria, declined heavily in 1942. The foreign sup-- i ssi ss tt 

.__ply pattern changed considerably, the principal source being the ©) %' 
te : ' 2 ® : : , . _——_ : ne 

E U.S. S. R. An impending shortage of magnesite brick was avoide og 

|. by inereasing the use of periclase.with chromite to form the ‘‘kromag” 

| type of ‘brick, said to be interchangeable with or even preferable to =, "3, 

~  all-magnesite brick in certain parts of open-hearth steel furnaces.” ~ ee 

_ . Caustic-calcined magnesite showed widely diverse adaptability to a, 

| the war program. It was used chiefly in oxychloride cements for LE 

. sparkproof flooring for industrial plants and interior decking of ships. Le 

7 Fortunately, the lower and moré abundant grades of caustic-calemed == 

” magnesite (82 to 84 percent MgO before ignition) were suitable for == 

| this purpose. Oxychloride floors are particularly valuable in explosive og 

_ plants and aluminum-powder plants, as their electrical conductivity Oe 

prevents accumulation of electrical charges in objects being moved ee 
over the floor, thus reducing the danger of static sparking. The Os 

| floors are also resistant to abrasive sparking.” | SA 

, 2 Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, vol. 50, No. 1, January 1948, p. 83. | 8 ce 

| ,
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. Magnesium metal was the next-largest direct outlet for caustic- © ~ 
~ .  ealeined magnesite. Permanente Metals Corporation, Permanente, 
~  .._-Calif., reduces its sea-water magnesia by the Hansgirg carbothermic — 
~ .. . process, whereas Basic Magnesium, Inc., chlorinates the calcined ore 
=. to anhydrous magnesium chloride for electrolytic reduction at Royson  - 

near Las Vegas, Nev. Substantial quantities of caustic-calcined mag- - _ 
~~ nesia were used as fertilizer, particularly in Florida. The synthetic-: 
“... . rubber industry employed high-grade magnesia derived from sea water 
“as a catalyst and lower grades, including those obtained from mag-  s-— 
“- nesite, as fillers. Sea-water magnesia was also consumed in making  —_— 
<=. Fayon-coagulating solution. Other important uses of caustic-cal-  — 
-.. eined:_ magnesia; were’ in fused. refractory cements, glass insulators, = 
<_ boiler-water treatment,’ chemical reagents, andglue. © = 

pS ee ae 

vo he maximum price of $22 a short ton for maintenance grade of —_— 
domestic grain magnesite in bulk (add $4 a ton for bags or sacks, — 

~  earlots), f..0. b. Chewelah, Wash., established by Order 75 of the, . 
-. Office of Price Administration on January 28, 1942, continued in effect 
= throughout the year. Owing to shortages of this grade of magnesite,  —- 
s+. however, the Westvaco Chlorine Products Corporation was permitted 
=: ° ., by the Office of Price Administration to sell dead-burned grain mag- 
te nesite from its stocks at Patterson and Permanente, Calif., at $32.a . 
f"  ton, f. o: b. Chewelah, Wash., to steel producers on the West coast, | 
... » an equivalent of $40.50 a ton f. o. b. Patterson and Permanente. 
= The shortage was relieved early in the year, but the $32 ceilingremained __ 
ae in nomial effect. From its Patterson (Calif.) plant, Westvaco- 
«-.. Chlorme Products Corporation was permitted to sell dead-burned _ 
~~ grain to the Vanadium Corporation of America and to the Mathieson 
~~ Alkali Works (Inc.) at $40.50 a ton. Early in 1943 the Westvaco 
~~ Chlorme Products Corporation was permitted an increase of $2.24 a 
... short ton in brickmaking grades of magnesia shipped from Livermore, 
a Calif. The 85-percent magnesia grade ceiling price, f. 0. b. Liver- 

‘more, was raised to $38.24 a short‘ton and the 90-percent grade to - 
ee $38.74. oe | | _ - DS 

' . The following prices per ton were quoted for magnesia by the West- 
| vaco Chlorine Products Corporation, in carlots f.-o. b. California, ~ 

. during 1942: Caustic-calcined magnesite, bulk, $52.75; powdered, 
: $58.75; calcined (sea-water) magnesia, bulk, $54; powdered, $60; 

mined periclase, bulk, 85 percent, $38.24; 90 percent, $38.74; sea- 
_ water periclase, bulk, 85 percent, $36.00; 90 percent, $36.50. 

| | REVIEW BY STATES ' oe 

, California.—Johns-Manville Products Corporation, Redwood City, | 
prepared 85-percent: magnesia insulation for steam pipes and boilers, 
using crude magnesite as a raw material. The Marine Magnesium 
Corporation continued to extract high-quality magnesia for medicinal 
and other purposes from raw sea water at San Francisco, using the 

3 Tiger, H. L., Silica Removal [from boiler feed water] by Improved Magnesia Process: Trans. Am. Soc. 
Mech. Eng., vol. 64, 1942, pp. 49-63; Brit. Chem. and Phys. Abs., B, I, 1, November 1942, p. 442.
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ae Chesny process. The Permanente Metals Corporation began pro- = = = 9% 
;. . duction of calcined magnesia from sea water at Moss Landing, Calif., es 
Bee for use in its carbothermic magnesium retorts; and:it@ affiliate, the = <.% 

Permanente Cement Co., shipped magnesite from Luning, Nev., for = 
fo _ calcining at its San Jose (Calif.) kin. Plant Rubber & Asbestos oe 
' . Works, San Francisco, erected a new plant at Emeryville, Calif, to = = =~ & 
© - make 85-percent magnesia insulation from a sea-water-bittern deriva- = = =>: - 
“_..... tive and continued production of magnesia insulation at its Redwood... 
=... City (Calif.) plant, using sea-water bitterns. Westvaco Chlorine =. % 
* Products Corporation mined magnesite at its Bald Eagle mine near 
eo Gustine, Calif., and at its Western mine near Livermore, Calif. This . 4 
% . magnesite, together with that purchased from the properties of the = = 

Sierra Magnesite Co., Luning, Nev., was calcined in seven rotary. oe 
: kilns at Gustine, Livermore, Patterson, and Newark, Calif. Two of o> cna 
7». the Newark kilns also calcined magnesia derived from sea-water — a 

g- Netada.—Basic Magnesium, Inc., producing magnesium metal at* = a 
© _Royson, Nev., near Las Vegas, mitted, concentrated, and calcined 

i magnesite in 1942 at Toiyabe, Nev., north of the Luning magnesite >.» 
’ area. The calcined material was shipped to Royson by truck and ==, 
» . rail for chlorination and conversion to metal. The truck haulis 3500s: 
«miles, but the rail route, which is ‘quite indirect, is over 1,000 miles. 

Seeking to eliminate this costly rail haul and to assure an almost = = 
E - inexhaustible supply of magnesia, the Bureau of Mines conducted = = |": 
*. research on the recovery of magnesia from a 400,000,000-ton dolomite Sy 
: "deposit at Sloan, 19 miles southwest of Las Vegas. The Bureau - ae 
3 '. developed a process of leaching partly hydrated dolomite with mag- 
. nesium chloride solution, whereby the calcium hydroxide is dissolved, es 
+ leaving a magnesium hydroxide precipitate, which is filtered and cal- 
,_ cined to magnesium oxide. The magnesium chloride needed for =, 
;_ leaching is regenerated in a carbonation step, which simultaneously  —- 9 
“produces calcium carbonate. The two end products of the process eet 
~~" are magnesium oxide and calcium carbonate. Bureau engineers have === = 
:  earried the project further by developing a method whereby the mag- oo 
" nesia can be fed directly into the electrolyticcell) 9° , 4 
e Basic Magnesium, Inc., which is scheduled to produce eventually ge 
~. 112,000,000 pounds of magnesium metal annually, will require about ao 
: 300 tons of magnesia daily when it attains full capacity. — Ts. ee 

‘Basie Refractories, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, continued shipping brucite = = - & 
from the Luning area. The mineral is calcined at Maple Grove,Ohio, <3 

- and is combined with stabilized dolomite to produce a grain-magnesia a 
- refractory containing about 65 percent MgO. | a ct 

a The Sierra Magnesite Co., owned jointly by Westvaco Chlorine ks 
- Products Corporation (Newark, Calif.) and Henry J. Kaiser and his up 

associates (Oakland, Calif.), mined magnesite from the rich Seger- | ar 
strom property and other claims near Luning, the crude mineral being oe 
shipped to Newark and San Jose, Calif., for calcining. | ae 

. The Bureau of Mines has published data on occurrences of mag- oA 
-_ nesite and dolomite near Boulder Dam, Nev.* Oo | a 

¢ Schlocker, J., Magnesium-Bearing Minerals in the Boulder Dam Area for the Production of Magnesium | he 
Metal: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7216, 1942, 16 pp. : ut i
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~ | Tezas.—Meramec Minerals Co., Hanna Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio, 
.. . ‘and C. E. Heinz of Liano, Tex., continued to produce magnesite in the __ 
~~ Gano County arene 
“= Washington —The Northwest: Magnesite Co., Farmers Bank _ 
~~... Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., by far the largest producer of magnesite . - 
«in 1942, operated: the seven rotary kilns of its Chewelah (Wash.). ©. _ 
“plant at capacity during the year, producing mostly maintenance- ==> 
“. ~ grade magnesite for open-hearth furnaces but also shipping consider-  -— 
* able brickmaking magnesite derived from the firm’s new flotation —— 
— © plant. ‘The Washington State Department of Geology reported:that 
“~~. the.Turk mine in southwestern Stevens County contains two bodies — 
“oof: magnesite about 500:feet apart and estimated that the two bodies - 
--.. contain 500,000 tons of metallic magnesium.®- 

Bo RORBIGN COUNTRIES) 

»- . « . Information on foreign developments in magnesite has been meager = -— 
—.._-gince the outbreak of the war. « The latest Minerals Yearbook table = 
-<.. . ghowing world production by countries appeared’in the volume. 
f. -. . reviewing.1939, During the 5-year period 1934-38, the U.58.8.R. | 
“+ produced about 534,000 short tons of crude magnesite annually, 
- +... followed by Austria with 403,000 tons, Manchuria 233,000 tons, ~~ 
- --s “United States 157,000 tons, Greece 134,000 tons, and Czechoslovakia = — 
~~ 88000 tons, 
- 0 Australia—Magnesite obtained near Port Augusta,South Australia, . 
so... . is used in the new magnesium. metal plant of the Broken Hill Pro- — 
~~ s prietary Co. at Newcastle.” | Oo oo 
2. Bahamas.—The sea-water magnesia plant under construction at 
te -. Inagua by’ West India Chemicals, Ltd., was not completed in 1942 _ 
~ © owing to difficulty in obtaining equipment. —_ | re ” 
Be _ Brazid.—aA large deposit of magnesite in Ceara, already producing | 
-. ona small scale, is said to be capable of supplying 150 metric tons of = 
-.- @aleined magnesite monthly for export. = = = © |... | 
~  Canada.—The Aluminum Co. of Canada, Ltd., erected a plant at 
| | Wakefield, Quebec, for the extraction of magnesia from brucitic lime-— 

| stone found in the area. Employing the process developed by Goudge,? © 
| the company calcines the rock and adds enough water to hydrate the . 

, lime, which is then removed from the magnesia granules by air separa- 
‘tion, washing, and screening. The magnesia is delivered to Canadian _ 

Refractories, Ltd., at Kilmer, Quebec, where it is made into refrac- 
tories and other products. In past years, Canadian Refractories, Ltd., 
and the International Magnesite Co., Ltd., have used as raw material 
for their basic refractories a magnesitic dolomite from Argenteuil 

§ Chelf, Carl, Magnesite Mining in Llano County, Tex.: Mineral Resource Survey Cire. 40, University 
of Texas, Austin, Tex., 1941,6 pp. See also McCammon, J. H., Report on Tin and Magnesite Deposits in 
Mason County, Tex.: Mineral Resource Survey Circ. 32, University of Texas, Austin, Tex., 1941, pp. 4-6. 

® Engineering and Mining Journal, vol. 144, No. 4, April 1943, p. 101. 
7 Engineering and Mining Journal, vol. 143, No. 5, May 1942, p. 99. 
8 Rock Products, vol. 45, No. 5, May 1942, p. 94. 
Tyler, P. M., Industrial Minerals: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 144,-No. 2, February 1943, p. 110. .- 
Refractories Journal, vol. 19, No.1, January 1943, p. 18. ; 
9 Goudge, M. F., A Preliminary Report on Brucite Deposits in Ontario and Quebec and Their Commer- | 

cial Possibilities: Canadian Bureau of Mines Memorandum Ser. 75, 1939, 57 pp. Magnesia from Canadian 
Brucite: Trans. Canadian Inst. Min. and Met., vol. 43, 1940, pp. 481-505. Sources of Magnesia and Mag- 

, nesium in Canada: Trans. Canadian Inst. Min. and Met., vol. 45, 1942, pp. 191-207.
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i — County, Quebec. It is reported that the former firm acquired the ae 
~~ holdings of the latter in 1942 and will continue to produce refractory = 
.  .  vand reactive magnesias. = «s_—© : Be oo a 
- .. Cuba.—Magnesite was mined by numerous small farmers near Santa ee 

Clara, where it- was caustic-calcmed for export, principally to the ode 
ia United States. | i Loe ys : ee 
Be Germany.—According to Mineral Trade Notes,” the Austrianand =. 
.... . Bavarian magnesite companies have joined to form one large mag- 
Co nesite trust with headquarters in Berlin. The new company isstyled - .. 3 
*..  Stidost-Magnesit Ges. and has a capital of 1,000,000 marks. —-_— ee 
eo Union of South Africa.—Deposits and production were reviewed in... 
; The South African Mining and Engineering Journal." Reserves, 
"are estimated at not over 260,000 tons of minable material, found —: 
aa mostly at Burgersfort, Kaapmuiden, and in the Sutherland Range. ag 

Production is limited to a few thousand tons a year. ne oe 
©. Venezguela.—The deposits on the Island of Margarita are said to 
-- contain over 6,000,000 tons of silica-free magnesite, and plans are === 
«under way to reopen the mines.” _ | a 

»  ~ REFRACTORY MAGNESIA FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN MAGNESITE - 

oe Particular shortages were felt in high-quality periclase for brick-- = 

;. making, but production of periclase by new plants in 1943 .from sea ae 

.- ‘water, well brines, and:dolomite is expected to relieve the deficit. = 8 =. 
» Greater use of rammed dolomite-base furnace linings elimmated ore 
©. gonsiderable basic brick corbeling along the front, back, and end walls 2 
; of the furnaces. It is claimed that dolomite-base linings, if over 15 © =, 
;. inehes thick, can safely be rammed directly on fireclay brick and  ..% 
‘ that such a bottom can be installed in less than half the time required | ere 
». to burn in an all-magnesite bottom, thus cutting fuel costs. ee 8 

a - Recent developments in basic refractories were reviewed at the 25th = 
a conference of the Open-Hearth and Blast Furnace and Raw Materials sis “a 
___Committees-of the Iron and Steel Section of the American Institute of ——____-" 
: Mining and Metallurgical Engineers in April 1942 at Cincinnati. ue 
a Rammed bottoms, in contradistinction to the older permanent hearth SR 
'- “of bricks and working surface of magnesite, were shown to rebuild = = # 
: much faster. Bottoms of the stabilized dolomite-clinker or magnesia- ey: 

chromite types are rammed a section at a time to predetermined = > 
' dimensions. A: layer of grain magnesite or grain dolomite may be © 4 

| burned in on top of the permanent hearth to serve as the working _ Oy 
| hearth, though this addition is said to be unnecessary. _ - 3 

| The Bureau of Mines published asummary of methods for producing = # 
) stabilized dolomite refractories.* — , 8 

- DOLOMITE | | 8 
| Shipments of dead-burned dolomite, stimulated by requirements of - = 
-. the steel industry, were 15 percent greater in quantity in 1942 than ey 

in 1941. : , } ES 

10 Bureau of Mines, Mineral Trade Notes: Confidential Series 3, September 1942, p. 26. , 4 . 
11 South African Mining and Engineering Journal, vol. 53, pt. 2, No. 2595, October 24, 1942, pp. 167, 169, ae 

My Engineering and Mining Journal, vol. 148, No. 6, June 1942, p. 104; vol. 143, No. 8, August 1942, pp. | : : 

80 Schallis, Alvin, Dolomite-Base Refractories: Bureau of Mines Inf. Cire. 7227, 1942, 11 pp. | oy 

, -556250-—483-_95 | oo
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: oe - - Dead-burned dolomite sold in and imported into the. United States, 1 988-42 gs BS 

BR er ‘Sales =| Imports! jf | Salles | Importst 
rea vcr — To 

Se oo . ot Short | Value : Value mY Tons - : Value Short z | 

 g938._:} 366,626 | $3, 005,355 | 2,875 | $07,340 |! s041.....| 1,000,887 | gayi | ft 
ote i 1939_....| 671,561 | 5,447,554 | 186 | 4,260 || 1942. ____| 1,229, 357 | 10, 817, 634 449 | $11,260 — Pees —-1940_----| 867,909 | 6, 925, 328 |... |. 2 oe fo. - po 

: eo 1 Reported as‘ ‘dead-burned basic refractory material.” a Sy Eg | 

Bo “Dolomite has long been used as a basic refractory for open-hearth- 
_>  _Mamtenance and repair, averaging five to eight times the quantity = 
_. Of magnesite used for refractory purposes. Only recently, however, = 
‘has dolomite invaded the metal field, competing with and supplement- 
“Ing magnesite and brines as a source of magnesium metal and com- =~” 
ee pounds. 
ss. ‘The following outline covers methods of recovering magnesium from __- 
Bo dolomite which were either in commercial use during 1942 or to be 
~~. used in plants under construction in that year.© = 
Baye 1. Direct reduction with ferrosilicon to magnesium metal. This process is used’© | 

by New England Lime Co., Canaan, Conn.; Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich.;° 
#2. ~ , Electro-Metallurgical Co., Spokane, Wash.; Amco Magnesium Co., Wingdale, - > 
wee. Y.3; Magnesium Reduction Co., Luckey, Ohio;-and Permanente Metals Cor- = 
ve > poration, Manteca, Calif. 2 BS ee 
=~... .:2, Processes based upon the reaction Ca(OH).-+ Mg(OH),.+ MgCl, —>CaCh+° = > 
Bele 2Mg(OH)2. The calcium and magnesium hydroxides are obtained by slaking — 
aus. ¢alemed dolomite, and the magnesium chloride is.a constituent of sea water and 

nd well brines. Calcium chloride may be-added to well brines and sea-water bitterns 
Oe before the milk of dolomite is added, in order to precipitate sulfate ions as syn- > 
so. thetic gypsum (calcium sulfate), which is sold as a byproduct. If this preliminary | 

°° step is not used, synthetic gypsum is precipitated to some extent with the mag- _ 
-. *-- nesium- hydroxide. The precaution is unnecessary with raw sea water, as the solu- _ 
~. tion of salts is so dilute that any gypsum. formed is redissolved. Permanente _ 
ce Metals Corporation (plant at Moss Landing, Calif.) and Northwest Magnesite | 

ee Co. (plant at Cape May, N. J.) use the process to recover magnesia from raw : 
me sea water, the former for conversion to metal and the latter for refractory use; 

| _ and The Dow Chemical Co. at Ludington, Mich. (plant not completed in 1942), . 
aoe and the Michigan Chemical Corporation, St. Louis, Mich., use (or will use) the 

| _ method with well brines as the raw material, the former for metal use and the - 
| latter for refractory purposes. : 7 : | | 

| | 3. Processes based upon the reaction, Ca(OH).+ Mg(OH).+CaCh+2CQ, > 
: MgCl, +2CaCO3+2H20. The calcium and magnesium hydroxides are obtained 

| by hydrating calcined dolomite, and in present practice the calcium chloride 
used is a byproduct of the Solvay soda ash process. Carbon dioxide is available 
from the dolomite kiln gases. There are several possible variations in the process, 
depending on whether the end product desired is magnesium chloride or mag- 
nesium hydroxide and also on the purity and grain size of the dolomite. If the 

| dolomite is too fine-grained it may be impracticable to recover the magnesium 
content as magnesium hydroxide, for the latter becomes more gelatinous and 

i progressively harder to filter with decreasing dolomite grain size. The process 
is employed by the Diamond Alkali Co., Painesville, Ohio; Mathieson Alkali 
Works (Inc.), Lake Charles, La.; and in a pilot plant of the Bureau of Mines at 
Boulder City, Nev., all for conversion to metal.
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" . . 4, Dolomite is calcined and washed with carbon dioxide-free water, which Eas 

Bore dissolves most of the lime, leaving magnesia undissolved. The Standard Lime .— ~- 

fe - & Stone Co. uses the process at its Millville, W. Va., plant, making “Sta-set” ee 
Be magnesia-grain refractories. Bo | ge a 

yor | 5. Milk of dolomite is carbonated, precipitating calcium carbonate, which’ is (Eg 

Bo removed, leaving magnesium bicarbonate in solution. — 7 oo J eg 
Boo (a). The solution is then heated, precipitating a basic magnesium carbonate. a Eg 
». ‘This is the Pattinson process used by Philip Carey at Plymouth Meeting, Pa.; ERS 
» - Ehret. Magnesia Manufacturing Co., Valley Forge, Pa.; Johns-Manville Products 
& ‘Corporation, Manville, N. J., and Waukegan, Ill.; Keasbey & Mattison Co., 0 =. 

~~ Ambler, ~Pa:;-and Standard--Lime- &-Stone- Co.,. Millville,-W.- Va. -.-Basie-mag-"......--- 

z.. nesium carbonate is used. in making ‘‘85-percent magnesia’ insulation for steam 

z (0) The solution is neutralized with hydrochloric acid, yielding magnesium +g 
uo chloride. This process is to be used by the International Minerals & Chemical © - ¥ 
We . Corporation, Austin, Tex., supplementing its supply of byproduct magnesium i 

* chloride from Carlsbad (N. Mex.) potash: brines for conversion to metal... ~ 2 

eo 6B Milk of dolomite is reacted with hydrogen sulfide, thereby dissolving the - oe 

ee - calcium as calcium bisulfide and leaving a precipitate of magnesium hydroxide,; =~. t. 

ee which may be filtered and calcined. The method is used by the Warner Co., 9 
on _Devault, Pa., for making refractory magnesia. ee Coss 

. °°], Milk of dolomite is used instead of lime inthe ammonia kilns in the — * .% 
- - -- ammonia-soda process; ammonia is driven off, leaving magnesium hydroxide and 8, 

--. - magnesium oxide in a solution of, calcium chloride. - The insoluble magnesium —— oe 

ce compounds are filtered off and reacted with hydrochloric acid to yield magnesium. . oe, 

ee chloride for conversion to metal. The hydrochloric acid is.a byproduct of the = -~ we 

oO magnesium metal cell. This so-called “acid process” is one used by the Diamond 

«- . Tn 1942 the Bureau of Mines compiled a list of occurrences and = ==. 
. . analyses of domestic high-grade dolomite." —— So 
: - Other aspects of the dolomite industry are reviewed in the Stone © 

; chapter of this volume. a 
/ OTHER MAGNESIUM COMPOUNDS « 

"~The production of precipitated magnesium carbonate, magnesium ss? 
moe chloride, magnesium sulfate, and magnesium hydroxide from mag- 

me nesite, dolomite, sea-water bitterns, raw sea water, well brines, and = 
© dry-lake brines in 1942 was reported to the Bureau of Mines as 362,892 = 
Re short tons valued at $14,238,364, compared with 103,906 tons valued sf 

* at $3,288,687 in 1941. Part of the increase in the 1942 figure is due 8 

_ . to general expansion in output of virtually all magnesium compounds, es 

* especially magnesium chloride, and part to the inclusion in 1942 data 

' of precipitated magnesium carbonate from dolomite, which was not =; 

“© included in the 1941 figures. In neither year do the figures include te 
ES the magnesium sulfate derived from magnesite. | eh 

son yeite, J. H., High-Grade Dolomite Deposits in the United States: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7226, A
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~ "The production of all natural magnesium compounds, including 
“those obtained from saline deposits or derived from natural brines, 

and including brucite but not including magnesite or dolomite or their =~ 
derivatives; amounted to 369,257 short tons in 1942, valued at — | 

.. +. $10,727,560. The figures (187,357 tons valued at $3,587,784) given 
“for 1941 in Minerals Yearbook, 1941, are not strictly comparable — 
_- with those for 1942, as they do not include the production of mag- 
-.. - ° -nesiafrom'sea-water bitterns. ee 
’.... “- Expansion in magnesium chloride production for reduction tomag-° 
“<'s - nestum metal was the chief feature of the magnesium salines industry — 
--. in. 1942... The Dow Magnesium Corporation produced magnesium 

hydroxide from sea water at its new Velasco (Tex.) plant, finished in 
».- 1942... The magnesium hydroxide is converted to chloride and electro: = 
.- lyzed to magnesium metal. The same process is used in the nearby =~ 
- Freeport (Tex.) plant of The Dow Chemical Co. At Midland, Mich. 
“» .. -. The Dow Chemical Co. recovered magnesium chloride from well . _ 
“|. prines for-usein making metal Pee 
2 The Arizona,Chemical Co. extracted magnesium sulfate (calcined) 
_- +. from well brines at O’Donnell, Tex. The C.. A. Kearney Co. pumped  ~ | 
><’. Inagnesium sulfate-bearing brines from Epso Lake near Tonasket; 
»  ‘Wash., and crystallized Epsom salt from the liquors. The Morton 
po _.. Salt Co. precipitated magnesium carbonate from well brines at its ~ 
x Manistee (Mich.) plant. The Ozark Chemical Co., of Tulsa, Okla, = 
a0. drilled wells into a magnesium chloride deposit near Gail, Borden —_—- 
» ~~ County,-Tex., and investigated methods of recovering commercial = __ 
“se  prodictsfrom the’brinee = = a 
"=. Research into the extraction of magnesium salts from readily avail- 

able magnesium silicate rocks continued in 1942. Olivine Products, 
~ . Ine., Sylva, N. C., for several years a producer of Epsom salt from __ 
.* Olivine and sulfuric acid, was inactive during the year, but the Inter- | 
~~ natiqgnal Minerals & Chemical Corporation erected a plant at Augusta, ~ 
~. Ga., to recover Epsom salt from serpentine. According to reports  __ 
_., .. received by.the Bureau of Mines, production was to begin early in 1943. 
~ "The Bureau of Mines, cooperating with the Geological Survey as 
: agents for the Defense Plant Corporation, core-drilléd into magnesium- _ | 
a bearing strata on the lease of the Utah Magnesium Corporation near | 
_. ‘Thompson, Grand County, Utah, in 1942. A very rich section of | _ 
- : carnallite (KMgCl;.6H:O) and sylvite (KCl), 220 feet thick, was 

—_ _ cored at a depth of about 3,500 feet—the only magnesium-bearing , 
a section in the well. The lateral extent of the deposit is unknown, but - 

| it was estimated that the well cores prove 20 acres, with possibilities’ 
: of a much larger area. , ae 

18 Bureau of Mines, Thompson Magnesium Well, Utah: War Minerals Report 12, 1942, 39 pp.
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a "Magnesium compounds imported for consumption in the United States, 1988-42 oe 

Re oF | Magnestum chlo- | 7 Caleined magnesi- | ___ | / | os 
fk : ride (anhydrous’| Magnesium sulfate |. . um sulfate or cal- | Oxide or calcined a 
noe . and n.s. p. f.) (Epsom salts). cined _ kieserite - Magnesia © OS 
ey Year _“ Pp. ae . (not fertilizer) | oo, - nee 

oe oe ‘\Shorttons|, Value |Shorttons Value » Short tons ‘Value _|Shorttons Value - - Lee 

P1988. eeeeeeeeeee| . 42 | $1,572 |. 709 | g12,298 | 3,193 | -ge6,470| 4a. | 947 
Po 493920 TTITTTT TTT 28 960 198 |  3,641| 2,472| 43,435; 38| 1475 © °% 
eee MOLLE wm ct tT 898 Jee eee | °° 6672 00g 
Be 1941_____.o2--- neo |. 1,89) Lilo 179 }2WW | lll 12 4202 . a 
a . 1942... 2._-2-------- 186 | 115,025 |.....--..-|----------|----------|-.--------| 16 5,487 a. 

be | Magnesium carbonate, | Manufactures of car-. | Magnesium salts and te 
nn Oo . precipitated. bonate of magnesia compounds, n. s. p. f.? Ee 

be Year i a aS 

E 8 : a | Short tons| Value | Short tons} Value |Shorttons}| Value =. es 

roe NBR eee eel} > 470 $53, 151 8]. $209| . . 48 $17,146 0 
Be AMBIT) 7768 | 68, 984 Jef 8D 26,788 
wee : 1940___ 2222-22 --- eee] 754). 82,764 |---| -- 92 44, 492 wo whe be 
oo 1941..._.--...----------------- 1,106 |. 113,286 |--.-2 2-200 1|272 TTT) - 93} 11,488 ey 
Be —-1942_... ee ------- | - 640. 70,756 |.-----------|------------| . 18 6,701 — oe 

k-1409 pounds. —_ - Oo bo me ad 
en . | Magnesium silicofluoride or fluosilicate included under ‘‘Magnesium salts and compounds, n. Spf FE 

- Part IL—MISCELLANEOUS SALINES ~ ae 

be oe _ CALCIUM CHLORIDE | . CO be 

(°°. Shipments of calcium chloride and calcium-magnesium : chloride og 
« . from natural sources were 35 percent greater in quantity in 1942 than ss 
» . in 1941. However, total consumption of natural and synthetic cal- 
‘cium chloride is not believed to have increased significantly in 1942. 9. 4 
be The increased shipments of the natural material are said to have re- OS 

o chloride. There were 13 producers of natural calcium and calcium- Me 
se magnesium chlorides in 1942, compared with°10 in 1941. , ey 

Calcium chloride and calctum-magnesium chloride from natural brines sold by 0: we 
eo : , producers in the United States, 1938-42 _ | tk 

7 | | [In terms of 75 percent (Ca, Mg) Cli] ; a 8 

Year | Short tons] Value Year Short tons| Value e 

| 1938_......:...------------| 96,470 | $1, 218,938 |} 1941_.............--.....-| 165,932 | $1, 383, 370 SS 
1939_...-..--.-------------| 108,441 | 1,307,717 || 1942._----7777-7T"TTTTTT") 294, 597 | 1, 733, 169 oe 
1940._..-.-----------------| 99, 836 998, 241 oe 

. . an a
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2 Caleium chloride imported for consumption a exported: from the United States, 

aos we oe a . eceree Oe Imports §-| - ~~ Exports)© s+ 

a rn re Oo | Short 5 Value | Short tons ‘Value 

oe gpg. ee] gaia | 28 |. $306,981 
Ber 1! “996| 12,314| ~=—-:19,382| 318,199. 
Sih ee 1940.0 eee | eee ef 8, 907 194, 738 ; 
Se Qa TTI eg] 20,777 | 51 3866 
Pn 1942... 2-2-2 2+ ----+ ----- = --------- . 1, 443 18,926 8, 336 223,184 

“.. ~ -Caletum chloride and calcium-magnesium chloride recovered from 
2. natural brines are largely byproducts of the manufacture of bromine, = __ 
» - . . godium. chloride, magnesium chloride, and certain other salts.. Most: 
_-. of the calcium chloride produced. in the United States is a byproduct = 

of soda ash manufactured by the ammonia-soda process, and its cost 
~~... 4s borne by the soda ash; in this synthetic calcium chloride, the cal- 
“=... @ium comes from limestone and the chlorine from salt. The output — | 
hig not canvassed by the Bureau of Mines, but it is estimated that 
*. 4,000,000 tons of synthetic calcium chloride in solution were available 
eas a byproduct of the ammonia-soda process in 1942, of which it is) | 
ee .*" estimated 175,000 tons (185,000 tons in 1941) were recovered and sold, 
“=” competing directly with calcium chloride from natural brines. Pro- _—j 
a.» - ducers estimate that approximately 90 percent of the total natural — . 
e and synthetic calcium chloride available from all sources is thrown —— 
eo away. So ae CO a 
pe "The following firms reported production of calcium chloride and ©. 
~~. - .- caletum-magnesium chloride from natural ‘brines in 1942: California. ~ 
~. Rock Salt Co., 2486 Hunter Street, Los Angeles, Calif., plant at Am- 
“boy, Calif.; J. Q. Dickinson & Co., Malden, W. Va.;The Dow Chemical 
“  -Co., Midland, Mich.; Great Lakes Chemical Corporation, Filer City, 
eo Mich.; Hill Brothers Chemical Co., 2159 Bay Street, Los Angeles, — 
. *... Calif., plant at Amboy, Calif.; Liverpool Salt Co., Hartford, W. Va.; - 

— -. Michigan Chemical Corporation, St. Louis, Mich.; Mullet Island 
| Salt Works, Niland, Calif.; Ohio River Salt Corporation, Mason 

- W. Va.; Pomeroy Salt Corporation, Pomeroy, Ohio, plant at Miners- 
ville, Ohio; Rademaker Chemical Corporation, Eastlake, Mich.; 
and Westvaco Chlorine Products Corporation, 405 Lexington Ave- 

- ~ nue, New York, N. Y., plants at Chula Vista, Calif., and South 
Charleston, W. Va. | 

Calcium chloride is used chiefly in road stabilization, which accounts | 
- for nearly half the consumption. It is used also in the treatment of 

; coal, air conditioning, preventing evaporation and freezing of water 
in fire buckets, and as a desiccator in oil pipe lines. A new commer- 

| cial use is in the recovery of lithium chloride from spodumene con- 
centrates. The process, which was developed by the Bureau of 
Mines,'* involves heating spodumene with calcium chloride at high 

16 Fraas, F., and Ralston, O. C., Chloride Volatilization of Lithium from Spodumene: Bureau of Mines 
Rept. of Investigations 3344, 1937, 11 pp. . .
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eo temperature, whereby the lithium is volatilized as the chloride and Oe 

Boe recovered. Other important outlets for solid calcium chloride or its — ey 

KR - solutions are in freezeproofing coal and various ores, in removing ice as 

wo on streets and highways, in brines at refrigerating plants, in curing. Ey 

a - eoncrete, and in calcium-soap lubricants. A comparatively new ere 

“=. household use is in dehumidification of basements and cellars; kitsfor = 

.~ this purpose are available in many department stores. = og 

Pe Prices of calcium chloride, flake, 77 to 80 percent, carlots, delivered, oy 

< ranged from $18.50 to $35.00 a_ton throughout, 1942, according to. 
be Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. Solid calcium chloride, 73 to 75 per- Sy 

* cent, was quoted at $18.00 to $34.50 a ton, carlots, delivered ; and 40- ass 

ea percent solutions, $7.50 a ton, tanks, works: - - | eS 2S “4 

Bo BROMINE a TR 

if Shortage of gasoline for civilian use in 1942 was largely responsible =. _ eS 
bo for a 4-percent. decrease from 1941 in‘output of bromine and its com- oe 

; pounds, as bromine is a constituent of ethylene dibromide used in ly 

‘ . . antiknock fluids. Nevertheless, heavy requirements for antiknock | OS 

~ _ fluids for mechanized warfare maintained the total output of bromine isis 

E ata relatively high level. | | ° ee Es 

«. Bromine and bromine in compounds sold or used by producers in the United States, =~ ve 

Bo Oe — 1988-42 © oo | 5 ES 
Be, a nn 

ae 

E . Year Pounds ‘Value | Year | Pounds: ‘Value : *, 

fe Y98BLw-----------------| 33, 324,116 | $6, 610, 056 1041..................--.-] 68,317,019 | $11,506,213 
e - 1939__....------.----------] 37, 882, 005 7, 611, 400 |] 1942._......--------------] 65, 880,935 | 13,729,388 cate 

eo 940. LTTITITITIIIIIL] 9, 286, 275 | 11, 77%, 515 — anne o Oe 
feo 

at . 3 

yo Fourteen plants produced bromine and its compounds in 1942, as os 

= follows: American Potash & Chemical Corporation, Trona, Calif.; oe 

bo _ Dickinson & Co., Malden, W. Va.; The Dow Chemical Co., 
* Midland, Mich.; Ethyl-Dow Chemical Co., Wilmington, N. C., and — et 

ho Freeport, Tex.; Great Lakes Chemical Corporation, Filer City, Mich; . ot 

‘Liverpool Salt Co., Hartford, W. Va.; Michigan Chemical Corporation, ne 
ie St. Louis, Mich.; Morton Salt Co., Manistee, Mich.; Pomeroy Salt. ae 

« Corporation, Minersville, Ohio; Rademaker Chemical Corporation, — af 

» . Eastlake, Mich.; and Westvaco Chlorine Products Corporation, South ne 

e Charleston, W. Va., and Chula Vista and Newark, Calif. Most of it i. 
- - was produced by the Ethyl-Dow Chemical Co. at Wilmington, N. C., ee 

7 and Freeport, Tex., from raw sea water, and by The Dow Chemical hs. 

i Co. from well brines at Midland, Mich. Other raw materials used es 

_. -were sea-water bitterns and dry-lake brines. a ae 

- An increasingly important use of bromine is in the preparation of Fe 

7 methyl bromide, a fumigant for growing plants and stored grains. at 

- Bromine and bromides are also used in making tear gases, dyes, Oe 

| medicinals, photographic reagents, and certain kinds of’ synthetic a 

rubber. | oo
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~._.. Most bromine enters the market as ethylene dibromide, which was 
~ ..-*. quoted over a range of 65 to 70 cents a pound in 60-pound drums - 

during 1942, f.0.b. plant. Sodium and potassium bromides, U. SP.) 
‘granular, were quoted at 27 to 31 cents in 500-pound barrels, works; 
. animonium bromide at 31 to 35 cents; and bottled elemental bromine — . _.  incases at 25 to 80 centsa pound. = 

a _ IODINE | Eee 
-< » here was no problem in iodine procurement in 1942,duetoample | 
-. domestic production and to large stocks of Chilean iodine—estimated 

at a year’s supply—held in the United States by the Chilean Nitrate -~ 
... Sales Corporation, “New York City. Although some iodine was 
= recovered on the West coast from kelp during the first World War, > 
-, . the American iodine industry really was born in 1928, when The Dow 
~~. Chemical Co. undertook to recover iodine from oil-well waste waters —_—j. 

near Shreveport, La. Dow later transferred its operations to Venice = 
and Seal-Beach, Calif., again using oil-well brines, and the Louisiana 

> plant was shut down. The Deepwater Chemical Co., Ltd.;Compton, 
1... .°  Calif., also produces iodine from oil-well wastes. As there have been 
++» ‘only two producers since 1937, the Bureau of Mines is not at liberty  __ 
“to reveal domestic- output. In 1937, domestic producers shipped —- | 
5 299,286 pounds valued at $242,422. Production has been considera- 
-= bly higher in recent years. | Co 
«¢-..-. Jodine is used in medicinals, photegraphy, stock feed and human 
» ... food, in organic syntheses, analytical reagents, leather manufacture, | 
*- and special soaps. . a oe Le 
>. American output is very effective in keeping the price of Chilean _ 

“~~ jodine low. As late as 1931, Chilean crude iodine sold in the United 
Oo States at $4 a pound; in 1936 the price dropped to $0.90 but has 
"gradually risen since then to $1.35 a pound less 5 percent, in 150- a 

pound kegs, which price was constant throughout 1942. Resublimed Oo todine in 5-pound bottles, 50-pound lots, sold at $2 a pound during 
~. theyear, oe 7 a —— 

po Imports of crude iodine, all from Chile, were 951,243 pounds valued 
at $1,051,482 in 1942, compared with 1,010,039 pounds valued at 

. $1,121,513 m 1941. War Production Board General Import Order 
of December 17, 1942, prohibited import and export of iodine except 

eo by authorized persons. 7 | 

— Crude iodine imported for consumption in the United States, 1988-42 
TN ee eee 

Year Pounds Value — Year Pounds Value 

1988__. 2-2 570, 532 $464, 303 |) 1941_._.---.- ee. 1,010,039 | $1,121, 513 1939__.-- ee 200, 000 168, 238 |] 1942_......---_- ee 951, 243 1, 051, 432 1940__._--2-- el. | 1, 244, 146 1, 296, 181
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SODIUM SULFATES AND CABBONATES = i 

“Sales of natural sodium sulfates and carbonates increased 11 and Eg 
8 percent, respectively, in quantity in 1942 compared with 1941. © 9 = 

fo Nine producers reported sales of natural sodium sulfate in 1942; oN Ms 
~ eight reported for 1941. Natural sodium sulfate production rivals 
oe the output of salt cake and chemical sodium sulfates in the United * 
wo States. Production of natural sodium carbonates, however, is small =§=-—=——s—is 
;* as compared with the quantity manufactured by the Solvay process, 
‘- which yielded.3,944,000 short tons in 1942, according to Chemical = = * 
* and Metallurgical Engineering (vol. 50, No. 2, February 1943, p. Od 
* - 105). As in past years, nearly all the output of natural sodium oa 
« carbonate was produced by four firms from Searles and.Owens Lakes) 
me / ey e e . _ye,e . og? . eat 

- in California. In addition, a small quantity of soda ash wasrecovered ss, 
oo from well brines in the vicinity of Green River, Wyo., which area is_ - ee 
«underlain by extensive strata of trona.!’ | | - | Oo ee 
Be: ; 4 / Soo b, ° - Eg 

« _ It has been proposed for several years to recover potassium car- 
/.  bonate by reacting Green River trona with potassium-bearing wyo- 
.  _. mingite, also. found near Green River, and in 1942 the Bureau of ==: 
* . Mines erected a pilot plant to study the reaction.” Potassum © | 
i. -  earbonate is used in the glass, ceramics, and chemical industries. gs 

Q Natural sodium sulfates‘and sodium carbonates sold or used by producers in the Se a 
Bo ~ | United States, 1985-42 oe : — Be 

e an oo a ne Sodium sulfates!’ | Sodium carbonates? ~ oR 

Pe a ee _| Short tons| Value ‘| Shorttons| Value | a gs 

ie -:1985.._-.--- eee eee eee es-] 88, 706 | $275, 943 93,230 | $1,173,003 ee 
i 1936... eee neeeeseeeeeeeeeeeeeewe--| BL, 608 | 336,559 | 102,866 | 1,106,364. | 
eo 1987___._.._-___-----u- eee eee e------| 80,058 _§99, 266 | 104, 711 1,191,485". Dong 
wo YQgg 80,210'| © 596,812 100,010 | 1,235,328 eS 
6 QQ, TTT ETI) 137,479 | 1,027,876 | 124, 743 | 1, 528, 810 re 
Po gggg* TUTTE 187} 933 | 1) 528,633 | 130,084 | 1,620,288, 
om 1949......_.-__.-------------- sss se sesseeeeeeses.--) 178,033 | 1,669,983 | 150,619 | 2,145,280 ~S 

a 1 1935-38: Salt cake and Glauber’s salt; 1939-42: Salt cake, Glauber’s salt, and burkeite. , os A 
A . 2 1935-41: Soda ash, bicarbonate, and trona; 1942: Soda ash and trona. | . eh 

‘ The American Potash & Chemical Corporation (plant at Trona,, 9 «3 
_ Calif., on Searles Lake) rushed the expansion of its Soda Products es 

Plant during 1942; the new units were expected to be in operation early ae 
» in 1948. - As a raw material for some of its soda ash and-salt cake,the = = = 

: expanded plant will use burkeite, a sodium carbonate-sulfate hitherto oy 
.. sold to the kraft-paper industry as a substitute for salt cake. The  - 

American Sulphates Co., Meeca, Calif., a new producer, extracted aon 
sodium sulfate from magnesium-sodium salts mined near Bertram, og 

| Imperial County, Calif. The deposit has been described by Sampson ~- Og 

17 For a description of the deposit, see Smith, H. I., Trona in Wyoming: Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng. | Q 
_ Tech. Pub. 1489, July 1942, 3 pp. . - Ao 

: 18 Ralston, O. C., and Stern, A. George, Annual Report of the Nonmetals Division, Fiscal Year 1942: ne 
Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3675, November 1942, p. 11. OE
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-.... and Tucker.” The Arizona Chemical Co., 30- Rockefeller Plaza, -— 
~. New York City,. increased its output of sodium sulfate from. well | 
=... ‘brines near O’Donnell and Brownfield, Tex. The Desert. Chemical — . 
+. Co., 4031 Goodwin Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif., extracted sodium | | 

sulfate and sodium chloride from well brines at its Dale Lake plant 
cee near Twentynine Palms, Calif. The company enlarged its facilities __ 
» and drilled additional wells in 1942 with the intent of increasing its 
ss eapacity to 50,000 tons of sodium sulfate and 80,000 tons of sodium 
«chloride annually. The Iowa Soda Products Co., Council Bluffs, 
-- Towa, mined sodium sulfate from an open pit near Rawlins, Wyo.,  ~ 

and. operated the Rawlins refinery at. capacity during the year, 
-«... produemg Glauber’s salt for mineral feed and veterinarian require- | 
“-. ments. The Natural Soda Products Co., 405 Montgomery Street, ~._ 
~~ San Francisco, recovered sodium carbonate at Keeler, Calif. from —> 
-- ‘Owens Lake, Inyo County, for use mainly in glass, sodium chemicals, . 
“7~ paper, and nonferrous metallurgy. The Ozark Chemical Co., Mid- 
« Continent Building, Tulsa, Okla., operated its Monahans (Tex.) plant =~ 
~ at full capacity during 1942, recovering sodium sulfate from well _- 
a... brines. , The major portion of the output was of “salt-cake” grade and — 
=~. was shipped to kraft pulp mills; the remainder was consumed by the 
~- > glass and chemical-industries. The Pacific Alkali Co.; 523 West 
~ > ~~ Sixth Street, Los Angeles (plant. at Bartlett, Calif.), extracted soda. 
y  <  ashand trona from Owens Lake brines for use in mining and metallurgy, 
s.. cleansers, and glass. W. E..Pratt, Casper, Wyo., mined sodium sul- 
<- __ fate near Casper and converted it to Glauber’s salt. The Washington . - 
~... Chemical & Salt Corporation, Brewster, Wash., in a test run extracted _ 
~-.- about. 20 tons of sodium sulfate from a dry lake near Monse, Wash. | 
» "The West End Chemical Co., 608 Latham Square Building, Oakland, - 
nA -Calif., increased its production of sodium carbonate from Searles 
~._. Lake and began the construction of additions to its plant, including 7 
oe carbonating towers, tanks, and other facilities, the cost of which is 
- estimated at $300,000. | : : 7 Br 
oo _ The uses of natural and synthetic sodium sulfate are approximately _- 

the same; both are used in the manufacture of kraft pulp; flat, pressed, 
a fiber, and optical glass; antimony recovery; stock feeds; dye standard- | 

- ization; and control of caustic embrittlement of boilers. The use of 
- sodium sulfate in glassmaking was reviewed by Weyl.” } 

| _ The chief use of natural sodium carbonates 1s in glass (mostly con- 
| tainer), which takes nearly half the output. Large quantities of trona, — 

Na,CO;.NaHCO;.2H,0, and hydrated sodium carbonate are consumed © 
| in cleansers. Increasing quantities of natural sodium carbonate are 

being used in the metallurgy of tungsten, molybdenum, vanadium, and _ 
antimony. | | oe 

| In 1942 the Bureau of Mines published a brief analysis of the pro- 
- duction and uses of sodium carbonate. The second edition of 
Manufacture of Soda, by T. P. Hou, was published by the Reinhold 
Publishing Corporation, New York City, in 1942. : 

19 Sampson, R. J., and Tucker, W. B., Mineral Resources of Imperial County: California Jour. Mines 
+ and Geol., vol. 38, No. 2, April 1942, pp. 140-143. 

20 Weyl, W. A., The Role of Sodium Sulfate in Glass Manufacture: Glass Ind., vol. 24, No. 1, January 

On Hachows, a and Coons, A. T., Sodium Carbonate: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7212, 1942, 35 pp.
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Ae. - Domestic salt cake was quoted. at $15 a short. ton, bulk, works;. =.= 
Bee anhydrous sodium sulfate at $1.70 to $1.90 per hundredweight, works; = —- 
“and Glauber’s salt at $1.05 to $1.28 per hundredweight throughout <7 °% 
* 1942, according to Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. Soda ash, calcined — 2 
; ~ sodium carbonate, was sold in 1942 at $0.90 to $3.25 a hundred- «<> 4 
=. weight, depending on grade and other factors. = 8 8 8 © 

e oo BORATES Tes GE 

.- > Boron-mineral production in 1942 slumped from lack of shipping =~ .3 
he ‘space for exports and from shifts.in the domestic consumption pattern. =. S 

= Shipments of boron minerals and boron derivatives made by the |. -°# 
‘+ producers of- boron minerals were 25. percent below those of 1941 
_. In quantity. Five producers—all in California. and same five that | —% 
* . produced in 1941—reported shipments. == = ©. | | as 
et | : : | ” : - . : | - o : - : . | wo ~ we ae 

a Salient statistics of the boron-mineral industry in the United States, 1988-42 = = ' 
Mey : ; i ee : - oe _ a, eae 

ee 1988 1939 | 1940 1941 4S 

a - Sold or used by producers: ! Pe ee | , ae eT a Ly 
© "Short tons_....------------------------| _ 215,662 | 245,284 | 243,355 | 301,282) 9,798. 
# . Walue_ 20 2TLTITTTITIL] $4,739, 201 | $5, 689,797 | $5, 643, 390 |? $6, 785, 662'| $5,733,648 = 
on _. Imports for consumption. (refined): 3 Pe poo: rn RS 
wen Pounds. -...-...--.---s----.-----------]. ° . 631 | 3-774 752 1° 2,025 [---- ok NS 
Bo Value. 222---2e eee eeeneen ene neeeneee $131 3$170| $185} SOR PLT 
E - Exports: 7 . oe J . . Po a 
a ~ . Short tons__-.-..2 2222-222 ee 77, 519 91,139 | 64,318 | 41,793 | 36,542 Cy 
ee | Value.....-.-.-------------------+---+| $2, 642, 446 | $3, 230, 304 | $2, 456, 523 | $1,893, 500 |. $1,562,794 2 

' Apparent consumption: = | en ee eee Gee ot 
a ©” Short tOnS....---------eeeenen-eeceenee] 188,143] 154,145 | 179,042 | - 250,400} 190, 181 ee 

{.. 11988: Borax, kernite, and boric acid; 1939: Borax, colemanite, kernite, ulexite, and boric acid; 1940-41: 
eo Borax, kernite, boric acid, and colemanite; 1942: Borax, anhydrous sodium tetraborate, kernite, boric acid, Coot it 
yp. andeolemanite. _ - So co a wg — ge 
ee - 2 Revised figures. | Jot | _ ; : Oe 
‘: . 8 Also 348: pounds of crude valued at $7 in 1939. . : ae et 
a . Quantity sold or used: by producers plus imports minus exports. - a rs ae 

ae - es ° co D _ a eh 
* “Phe American Fotas nemical Corporation, ; ast HOrty- 0 ke 
: second Street, New York City, extracted borax from the brines of = = 4 
& Searles Lake at its Trona, Calif., plant: and sold borax, dehydrated 2 
io borax, and boric acid for domestic and foreign consumption in a wide Rk 
~ variety of uses, but particularly in special glassware. The Pacifi© | «4 
: Alkali Co., 523 West Sixth Street, Los Angeles, recovered borax from a. 
.. Owens Lake, at Bartlett, Calif., chiefly for export. The Pacific 3 4 
° Coast Borax Co., 510 West Sixth Street, Los Angeles, oldest and one E 
’ . of the largest producers, operated its kernite mines at Boron, Calif., - Ss 
> and its Wilmington (Calif.) refinery: (making kernite concentrates, 4% 
: borax, boric acid, and other boron derivatives) at near-capacity levels Se 
/ in 1942 for domestic and export trade. The United States Borax _: 
- Co., 510 West Sixth Street, Los Angeles, mined colemanite (crude § 

| calcium borate) near Shoshone, Inyo County, Calif., for conversion a 
: into borax at a nearby refinery. The West End Chemical Co., 608 a 

Latham Square Building, Oakland, Calif., recovered borax from os 
. Searles Lake at its Westend (Calif.) plant and sold both borax and a) 

| dehydrated borax. oe cee!
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» ... . Before the war, borax was. used chiefly in porcelain enameling.  - 
» +. Owing to the lack of steel for making stoves, refrigerators, and similar = 
~~ articles, the amount of borax consumed in the enameling industry. . 
- was small in 1942. .The major wartime use is in glass, principally -—> -- 
«. container and bottle glass, and kitchen utensils (replacing aluminum,  _—~ 
—. . . gtailess. steel, and enamelware).. Borax in the glass batch enables”  .> 
©. glass to withstand, with minimum breakage, such treatments as 
“.-.- washing and pasteurizing; borax improves the tensile strength, -_—© 
“.;  . .elasticity, and_hardness of glass, thus facilitating handling and ship- ss 
--, . ping. The salt is used in many types of optical glass, in heat-resistant © 
‘""_. ~ Jaboratory ware, in reflectors and beacons for airports, in-water-gage 

‘glasses, in the bulbs of electron tubes, and in “foamglas’” insulation. == 
Boron minerals and ‘their derivatives are also used in the manu- 

". °- .. facture of pharmaceuticals, in water treatment (pH control), in making: 
detergents, in textile treatment, in alloy steels,22 as a preservative in° 

. adhesives, ‘in rust inhibitors, and in abrasives. A molding sand for 
, -° Tnagnesium castings, containing boric acid to prevent reaction of mag- 
“ . nestum with the moisture in the sand, has been described.22 The use  — 

_. of borax in -fire-retardant paints is discussed in Technical Notes = 
- 249 of the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison,* Wis. Borax con- 
«stents of 32 to 50 percent of the total paint are typical. A steel pro- 
-.. ducer reported that kernite (crude Na,B,0;-4H,O) ‘could. be substi- = 
“< .. tuted for aluminum as a scavenger in the ladle, on open-pour steels 
2 containing 0.10 percent. carbon and under, accomplishing a saving = — 
f°. ef about 2.5 ounces of aluminum per ton of ingots without sacrificing  ~ 
- 7... quality.4 The use of borax as a plant food is growing. Application 
'-: of 10 to 20 pounds of borax per acre to boron-deficient soils is said to. a 
-. Stimulate the growth of alfalfa, vetch, turnips, beets, and other 
- +“. plants. -Many of the more important articles dealing with this use are 
. reprinted in ““Boron-O-Gram,”’ a bimonthly published by the Pacific _ 

Coast Borax Co., 510 West Sixth Street, Los Angeles, Calif. = oo 
«The price of technical borax, granular, bulk, works, remained - 
—. at $41.50.a short ton throughout 1942, according to Engineering and > 
- > Mining Journal Metal and Mineral Markets. ns fos | 

a | “® Tisdale, N. F., The Use of Boron in Steel and Iron: The Frontier, vol. 5, No. 4, December 1942, pp. 6-7, 
- published by Armour Research Foundation, Chicago, II. 
a % Metal Progress, vol. 4, No. 4, April 1942, p. 493. - 
: | 24Tron Age, vol. 149, No. 17, April 3, 1942, p. 53. °
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oo OO _ . JEWELRY INDUSTRY IN 1942 | eo CRS 

» Retail sales by jewelry stores in the United States totaled $699,- 
=» 000,000 in 1942—an all-time record and a 32.9 percent increase over sis 
re - 1941. Gains were particularly large in Washington and Oregon and | ee 
i in other areas where there are big war plants. As in the past 2 years, LE 
© the increase was due to a large turn-over of relatively inexpensive == 
* items, although a few high-priced items were sold. Even the New = 
». York Fifth Avenue shops are showing more reasonably priced articles. ok 
; The Christmas trade reached an all-time record, many believing it to - = —*« 
» be the last Christmas until the war is over when one could buy what nod 
EO LT ES << 
». . *  Inereased sales were due to the marked rise in income of a large ok 
oe number of Americans (national -income: 1939, 70 billion dollars; tat 
7 1942, 119.8 billion dollars—thanks, unfortunately, to the war), to | 
-—-- gome investment buying, and to an all-time high in-number of wed- 2s 
S dings (about. 1,800,000 marriages, an 11-percent increase over 1941). sy 
: Women war workers form a new class of jewelry-store customers,and = =— 
a some new fortunes are being made which will mean new purchasers. Ss 
. of gems. So Oo | og 
: _ National income in 1943 will be even greater than that in 1942; || 

and, notwithstanding the markedly higher taxes, the public will be ee 
. ready to buy jewelry, particularly that moderately priced. Retailers — ee 
: will have difficulty in keeping their showcases filled, even though their. © 
+ business, as is likely, may average less than that of 1942. However, _ i 

they can get diamond-set palladium jewelry and other gem stones, oo, 
probably set in gold, and will find dealing in old jewelry profitable: ee 

| As retailers face a shortage in help and higher operating costs and : 
taxes, as well as ceiling prices on their wares, their 1943 profits are not ae 

| likely to be as large as those of 1942. | 
, Sales by wholesalers showed smaller gains (9 percent), and yet their oR 

_ stocks decreased (10 percent). Retailers’ stocks decreased during the a 

. . 1509 
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_.. year, and certain lines (watches, alarm clocks, etc.) were sold out © | 
>... during the Christmas season; they are begging wholesalers for goods, _~ 
- and of course, owing to Government regulations, the situation will 
~~»... become more acute. Late in 1942 the War Production Board limited 
ae the size of inventories that might be carried by the large and financially — 
--. more stable companies in the hope that stocks might be distributed 
Bo more evenly among retailers. Inventories in 1942 shrank only slightly. 
ve As far as selective service is concerned, the jewelry trade is to 
~~... receive few favors; jewelry artisans, lapidaries, and salesmen (both | 
~_ yetail and wholesale) are nondeferrable. — _ oo So ee 
o»... Canadian retail sales. were excellent before the new 25-percent ~~ 
- excise tax was effective; June 23, 1942. OS 

So BASHIONS IN JEWELS 
“, .. +The rather severe modern gown requires the gaiety of jewels. => 
“- ,s Utilitarian, though smart, jewelry characterized the mode in 1942, 
~. ~* and hence multiple-use clips and other double-duty jewelry were. . 
&~.. popular. The vogue for gold continued to grow at the expense of 
ee platinum, which cannot be used hereafter for jewelry. Regimental © | 
“= + jewelry, ‘‘V for Victory,” and floral designs were popular, although 
ce. geometric; Hindu, and Latin American motifs also were used. En- = 
%° .  -gsembles set with similar stones were much worn. Clips and brooches ~~ 

were especially popular; bracelets (identification and charm bracelets — 
=... + largely), earrings, and rings were also in demand. we 
“Owing to. the shortage of melee, pavé mountings are becoming rare. 
“\. ‘Topaz, amber, and aquamarine barbaric in size were used in bracelets | 

and rings. Diamond (including some yellow stones), ruby, and 
ee sapphire (largely blue, but also yellow and pink) were the most popu- _ 
ae lar gems, followed by topaz, aquamarine, amethyst, and amber. The | 

- -- Insistent demand for diamonds and the patriotic motif in jewelry 
oo caused colorless stones to be dominant, followed by blue and red 

| stones, then yellow and brown, and then green, purple, and black. 
_. The wide knowledge of gem stones, because of lectures by jewelers’ 

oe and courses in some colleges, is causing the American. public to use a — 
_ wider range of gem stones than ever before:. Fine examples of certain © 

| of these stones are not too expensive, and some of them may be as’ | 
| beautiful as some of the noble gems. = | : | 

| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | / 

| _ The production of gem stones in the United States in 1942 did not 
escape the blight of war, because producers sought minerals of greater 
strategic importance. Further, gas rationing in 1942 reduced not only 

_ collecting by amateurs but cut down the number of tourist customers 
- who passed the lapidary’s door. On the other hand, the shortage of 

foreign-cut stones improved the market for stones of American origin 
and cut. Intensified mining of pegmatitic ore bodies for block mica, 
beryl, and tantalite should have increased the production of aqua- 
marine and other pegmatitic gem stones; but, if so, the miners appear 
to have high-graded the gem byproduct. Government-aided crystal 

| mining (for radio plates) m Arkansas and California also probably 
increased the production of crystal suitable only for objets d’art. 
Makers of meerschaum pipes were short of the Turkish raw material, 
and satin spar was not available to the cutters of beads at Niagara



ee Falls. Restrictions on the use of silver in jewelry are said to_ have s- =. >: 
"reduced the manufacture of turquoise-set jewelry by the Navajos. oye 
Bo - Tt is believed that the net result of these various factors was a _ oe 

na markedly smaller production of gem stones in 1942. A rough esti- Es 

Re “mate of the value of uncut stones used in jewelry and related indus- = 3 
fo tries is $150,000 with a total value after cutting of $400,000; corre- oh 

» sponding estimates in 1941 were, respectively, $240,000 and. $770,000. ogee 

<7. Of the total value in 1942, sapphires (largely used industrially) repre- ~~. 

i... sented -81-percent,.turquoise 21 percent,.and the quartz minerals 20 — » 

eso percent. The chief producing States in approximate order of output == 

* were Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Wyoming; ss oa 

* Two corporations in Montana in 1942 produced sapphires weighing #3 

*. - about 50,000 ounces (1.71 short tons) worth $47,000; most of these ss. 

stones were stock-piled for possible use as instrument jewels, although ee. 

i a few were cut for gems. -American Gem.Mines (Charles H. Carpp, od 

wee manager) at Philipsburg was the principal producer; this company Se 

gold its product to the Government. The Perry-Schroeder Mining 
- . Co. & gold-dredging company operating near Helena, was permitted, = ¥ 

= __-after the orders closing gold mines were issued, to continue dredging (aw 

~ because of its sapphire byproduct. The New Mine Sapphire Co. at 5 ~~ os 

+ Utica and the Simon property near Butte did not operate. Sea 

» ' .. The Smith mine near Beowawe, Nev. (product sold in California); = ~*~ % 

fs was the principal turquoise producer; it yielded 13,033 pounds valued 

= at $32,000. B. F. Couch reports that other Nevada turquoise miners) ss 

* produced about 350 pounds worth $4,000." The King property, at == 

; Manassa, Colo., also produced considerable turquoise, and a small  §._ 

i. quantity is said to have been mined near Kingman, Ariz. The Los .——s_ = s 

» Cerrillos mine, near Santa Fe, N. Mex., was not operated. 2 es 

oo Dr. H. C. Dake reports that in 1942 gem mining in the Pacifi¢ = = © 

r:» Northwest (Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming) © 

' s- was only about half as active as in 1941, although cutting of agate @ 

Bo cabochons increased. Part of the lapidary industry was converted | | 

i __to the cutting of radio quartz plates. Fine moss agate was discovered ay 

» . about 8 miles southeast of Willowdale, central Oregon; the agate Is ss 

* > reported to occur as @ thick vein in rhyolite, and about 4,000:pounds se 

* worth $4,000 is said to have been mimed. Re od 
. . _ Fine moss agates continue to be recovered from the gravels of — a 

a Yellowstone River in: southeastern Montana, but in diminishing == .” 

quantities. R. L. Harris, of Miles City, Mont., a jeweler and moss- — oth 

/ agate enthusiast, found on the banks of the Yellowstone a moss agate —s- 3 

: with a natural “V” for Victory on it. He had it cut and mounted in =“: 
-- a ring of Montana silver and requested a national news weekly to Re 

present it to Winston Churchill; this was done, and the last leg of . “4 

he the journey was made in a ferry bomber. The Prime Minister was ee 

pleased to accept it. <A little agatized wood, “rambow” agate, and~ 

_ other forms of quartz are produced in Wyoming. - as 

MS New occurrences of both green and black jade (nephrite) have been _ SR 

discovered in the general vicinity of Lander, Wyo. (personal communi- as 

| cations of Fred Abernathy, Lloyd B. Curtis, H. C. Dake, and O. W. ee 

Plaga). Some of the green is of fine quality and worth $5 a pound. = * 

| Boulders of jade, one of which is said to weigh almost 2,000 pounds, ee 
: occur in an area 20 miles long and 3 miles wide paralleling Sweetwater as 

River. Black nephrite is reported to occur in place in granite, but _ a
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. . . the lighter green is known only as boulders. It is by no means.impos- __ 

... _° sible that after the war American jade will be exported to Chma. © 
A, M. Buranek reports that several hundred pounds of variscite = _ “+. were mined from the Clay Canyon deposit near Fairfield, Utah, and > 

* .. golléectors obtained some variscite from Grantsville (Tooele County) 
_» and Lucin (Box Elder County). Fine agates and jaspers were ob- 
-. ~ tained in eastern Utah. Considerable jet was collected from the 
. Henry Mountains in southeastern Utah. Black obsidian with white § — 
-__ christobalite inclusions, attractive when polished, has been found in = 
“Millard County, and some has been sold. Good topaz crystals were 
». ,.. eollected on Topaz Mountain, and pyrope garnet was obtained near — - 
-- s 'Mexican Hat, San Juan County. Oe 
» PC, Leggett reports that several hundred carats of fine amethyst =» 
~ were produced in 1942 from two New Hampshire localities—Stark and 
- Milan. The Stark locality; on Lone Mountain, is almost exhausted, __ 
acne _ but smoky quartz crystals oceur rather abundantly in other __ 
ee “pockets” on the mountain. After heat treatment, the gem turns 

pale yellow. The Milan amethyst from Greens Ledge is not as fine  s-_—> 
as that from Stark, but the crystals are larger and less flawed. Gems _ | 

“of almost 30 carats have been obtained. -Y ellow, wine, blue, and ~= 
*~ --_ @olorless topazes also are found on Greens Ledge. Several good aqua- 
» Taarine crystals were found during the year in two mines in North 
~~ *... Groton.- Deeply colored, asteriated rose quartz was produced near —s—tS 
~~ + *the French mine in Gilsum. | Be 
-... Hugh D. Miser (see Bibliography) considers the veins from which — 
~~ the Hot Springs (Ark.) quartz crystals are obtained to be hydrother-- > 
_.. mal deposits of probable magmatic origin of mid-Pennsylvanian age. _ 
=... Although some of the finer crystals are sold for j ewelry under the trade 
=. name “Hot Springs diamonds,” most are sold to collectors or to 
“-—_-gonstructors of water fountains. and~religious and memorial shrines. _- »- ._He estimates the value of crystals sold in 1941 at $12,000. Someare __ --  eut into radio oscillators. Crystals weigh from a small fraction of an ; 
~ “ounce to.330 pounds. Certain localities furnish beautiful crystals of 

smoky quartz. | | Oo a 
Other gems produced in the United States in 1942 included ala- - 

|. baster (South Dakota); albite (Maine); amazonstone (near Bar 
co Harbor, Maine); amethyst (Maine); aquamarine (Amelia, Va.; Avon, 

a Idaho); asteriated quartz (Wyoming): caesium beryl (Maine); lepid- 
s olite (Maine); moss agate (Siskiyou and San Bernardino Counties, | 

_ Calif.); pipestone (Minnesota); rock crystal (Arkansas) ; rose quartz 
| ' (Maine and South Dakota): greenish spodumene (Maine); topaz | 

. (Maine) ; tourmaline (Maine); and californite, a variety of vesuvianite, 
| - (Siskiyou County, Calif.). | | 

| CANADA GEM STONES : 

Dr. A. L. Parsons reports that a little rock crystal was discovered | 
in 1942 in Leeds County, Ontario; otherwise, the industry, never 
important, was dead. 

' _ The Royal Ontario Museum at Toronto has a fine collection of 
| Canadian gem and decorative stones, notably agate (Bay of Fundy 

and Thunder Bay district, Ontario); amethyst (Nova Scotia and 
Thunder Bay district, Ontario); and rose quartz (Lyndock Township, 
Ontario, and Manitoba). The rose quartz is deep in color and has
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= been used commercially to some extent. Included, also, are peris- 
> terite, an iridescent feldspar (Monteagle Township, Ontario) ; sodalite OR 

(Bancroft, Ontario, and Ice River, British Columbia); aquamarine = = 
Bo (rare, Lyndock Township, Ontario, and southeastern Manitoba); «=~ 
Co golden beryl (rare, Manitoba); yellow scapolite (Grenville Township, (Bs 
i Quebec); and amber (Cedar Lake, Manitoba). — | ee 

=... Imports of-precious-and. semiprecious: (real. and-imitation) stones. . — —-—= 
bee (exclusive of industrial diamonds) totaled $28,449,422 in 1942,a16- 
Be percent decrease from 1941. Details are as follows: | | ra 

| Precious and semiprecious stones (exclusive of industrial diamonds) tmported for ng 
Be consumption in the United States, 1941-42 | a 

Be a | a 7° | Carats Value | Carats Value | OE 

ea OO : , ‘ . : o a a me 

eo - Diamonds: | | | Oe 2a 
B - Rough or uncut (suitable for cutting into gem stones), | — oo, fo - ory 
Bo duty-free. _.----------.---_-------_-------------------| 215,026 $10, 301, 371 | 277,826 | $11,618,085 = 
e. . Er Cnt but unset, suitable for jewelry, dutiable....:......| 229, 582 | 18,346,415 | 125,806 | 14, 599,770 oe 
ee meralds:. | oo ~ _ : Co noe 
bo _ Rough or uncut, free .__..--2.----------2-----1--------| 10, 295 25, 739 6, 506 676 ope 
e _ Cut but not set, dutiable__.--....-.2..--2----2--.------| 22,160 313, 185 21, 209 205,717 RT 
«| Pearls and parts, not strung or set, dutiable: | — = ; - CS 
eo Natural 2: - 20 -0c ese eee eee e eee eee cece ee eee-|-ceeeeee--| 387,058 [------2-- 179,169 me 
ee: _ Cultured or cultivated. -...-.:.-.-.----22-.-------g----}---------- 469, 676 |...----.--|------------ Oh 
1 _ Other precious and semiprecious stones: — op oe a as 
i : _ Rough or uncut, free-.........-2..-2.---------2--------|----------| 107, 610 [2.-2------| 72,387 os, 
eo Cut but not set, dutiable....-....-.-.-.-...s.2ss--2-2--[sec2.2-2-] 2,968,129 |722277772-) 1,580, 705° - 
Be Imitation, except opaque, dutiable: / oO ee es 
aa Not cut or faceted____..._.2-_...---------2-----2 --- |e eee]. 10, 962. |__..2-----] . 195 an SS 
En | Cut or faceted: i oo ~ Pe 
fe — Synthetic. ___.---.------------ 2 ee |__e------} >) (244, 264 fL.---.----] 86,829 TO Boag 
i : Other.._.....-.---22-22 22 - eee wee e eee , 534, 070 |__-.------ 97, 573 | See 

. . . Imitation, opaque, including imitation pearls, dutiable_|.___.._--- 33, 877 |_.---/---- 2,622 oS 
a Marcasites, dutiable: ~ : _ ot oo a 
fo Real. 0 oe ---eeevece cece cece cecee cece eeeeeeeeeeeeeeefeceeeecee-| 28,228 fof 104180 
ee Imitation. ..2.....----.-.---- eee fee e------} 7, 186 [---e eee], 1, 544 © et 

me . PR | 88,777,215 |-------] 28,449,422 

ae METAL SHORTAGES IN AMERICAN JEWELRY TRADE = «.'& 
' Most of the common metals normally utilized in costume jewelry 
~ _- were diverted to national defense in 1941; and in 1942 use of most of oe 
o the other metals in jewelry was prohibited. Limited amounts of = % 
i domestic silver are still available, as, of course, is gold. Small | Fe 
a amounts of the copper necessary to harden these metals can be used | oR 
: until June 30, 1943. The use of platinum, iridium, and rhodium og 
, in jewelry is forbidden. However, palladium alloyed with ruthenium a 
| is an acceptable substitute for platinum. Incidentally, should the oe 
~ + need for it arise, the diamond-set platinum jewelry of United States at 

citizens constitutes a considerable reserve of two critical materials oe 
- for war purposes—platinum and diamonds... The Canadian manu- ae 

 facturer of jewelry is restricted even further, because the use of pal- oy 
| ladium is forbidden. . | ee 

, PRICE CEILINGS | | oe 

| Jewelry prices were frozen in June 1942 to the level effective during S 
| March 1942, although this did not affect ‘‘precious stones” as define * 

1 Figures on imports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the Departments, me 
Commerce. . a 

_ .556250—48—-—96 : | | os



~~. by the.Office of Price Administration. A precious stone, according 
=. to the OPA, is “any ruby, sapphire, emerald, natural pearl or any = 
: diamond weighing more than 1 carat or any semiprecious stone, after 
- --_- gale by the cutter, when the cutter has received more than $100 for 
~ sale of the stone.” In addition; when ‘two or more diamonds with — 

an ageregate weight of 1.5 carats are set in one mounting,’ the = 
- - diamonds shall be deemed precious. According to this definition a __ 

-.... faded ruby, a watery sapphire,.or a badly flawed emerald weighing a- . 
“1 .¢arat is precious, but.a half-carat, flawless, well-cut diamond is not.  —— 

-.- .GONVERSION OF THE JEWELRY INDUSTRY | 

eo. The jewelry industry—as it produces in part. articles of no value =_—~ 
~. ..- to the war effort and as it has been shorn of many of its raw materiala— ==» 
-~..* has been converted to war work to the greatest possible extent. Some - 
«=. of the larger units are wholly converted, the smaller less completely = 

‘so, although some of the smaller shops, by pooling, have obtained:». 
ee valuable subcontracts. Silverware plants are making munitions; a = 
-« - firm formerly manufacturing expensive jewelry is now cutting quartz 
Beg plates for radio work; and watch factories are turning out instrument __ 
me Jewels, OB a ree a 

ee GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS = = 

=. . Every government, from the smallest to the largest, since the war 
*.. began has had to formulate a host of-regulations for the jewelry trade. 
~The principal objects were to divert funds‘normally spent on jewelry = 
‘=. . t8 government securities, to discourage exportation of easily con-  —-- 
=... verted wealth, and to prevent critical material and needed skilled 
-.: labor from being used to produce unessential merchandise..§ = = = © 

~. -. .. . EFFECT OF WAR ON THE GEM-STONE TRADE = = 

In 1942, the United Nations lést Burma and thereby an important. , 
--. . source of ruby, sapphire, spinel, jade, and tourmaline. On the other 
boy hand, when Dakar sided with the Fighting French, the Axis Powers 
re lost the most important source of industrial diamonds remaining to | 

-~ . There is no shortage of gem diamond, ruby, emerald, and sapphire 
_ in America, nor of most of the less expensive precious stones, with the _ 
. - possible exception of zircon. The “good-neighbor policy” is making 
oe Americans more fdmiliar with the lovely tourmaline, aquamarine, - 

and topaz of South America. The lapidaries of the Northwestern 
States are cutting many agate and jasper cabochons for mountings 

| of inexpensive jewelry. Supplies of synthetic stones and imitations 
| are inadequate. | 

Owing to the war, Indian and Ceylonese stones (especially sapphire 
and star sapphire) arrive in New York direct instead of via Paris and | 
London, as formerly. By air mail, elapsed time is 3 or 4 weeks. _ 

Nazi puppets in the Netherlands, Croatia, and other dependencies 
| continue to rob Jews of their jewelry, in instances having the effrontery _ 

to pretend that the funds which the jewels represent will be adminis- 
tered in favor of the victims. | 

Americans in India are buying jewels for souvenirs on an extensive 
scale. Jaipur, the principal Indian cutting center, has never been 
busier. As the business ethics of the average Hindu jeweler are low,
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oo some American soldiers will find themselves possessing fine bits of = 
.- glass; others will acquire jewels that will serve as heirlooms for genera- <<; 
.. tions tocome. Algerian goldsmiths look upon the arrival of Americans _ wae 

"as a reasonable excuse to quadruple prices, = oe ae 

«.. .. The diamond industry had its most prosperous year in-over a “> 
: decade, owing to unprecedented sales of industrial diamonds....Rough, — .. =: 
».. guitable for gem cutting, also was sold in considerable quantity... . ._ ed 
y ~ | Production continued in 1942 at about the 1941 rate, although it = = 4 
©. was only 69 percent of that in 1940. A large part of the product of = 9 -# 
* the mines of central and northwest central Africa—only African mines Ss 
i: now operating—is of industrial grades, but the gem stones recovered “= 
¢  - are sufficiently valuable to keep industrial prices reasonable. Prices = 4 
‘of rough and fine large cut continued to advance; those of small cut. =e 
+- - declined somewhat. In fear of inflation, “investment” buying in- -° 
i - @reased in-the black markets of Europe and the free market here. Oe a 
*. .. Share dealings.—The shares of diamond-mining companies, virtually =~. = 
» "all of which are listed on the London Stock Exchange, gained over 
= one-third in value in 1942. Their record was much better than that .  -.. = 
© of the British industrials or American stocks in general. Frequently  -:.% 
©. they were market leaders. = 
eo Stocks were hesitant for the first quarter, then advanced sharply; =. - > 
a fell, owing to the British set-back in Libya, but from mid-July to the | my 
; year end gained markedly. At the close of the year stocks stood at 2 = 
© §60 percent of the all-time low (1932) and at 52 percent of the all-time os 
» ~  bigh (1927). Nearly all the companies paid dividends in 1942, several = = ¢ 
fe at. increased rates. — oo re 
eo Market —In 1942, the Diamond Trading Co., which in normaltimes . . 3! 
. controls the sale of about 95 percent of the world output, sold rough“, 
; to the value of well over £10,500,000. ‘‘American qualities” (large — . a 
_ fine rough)-and_fine-small_goods_enjoyed_a satisfactory market, but . 
«. “probably over 40 percent of the sales were of industrials." Inmid 1942 (“ws SG 
5 the British Government appointed C. H. Rodwell diamond controller. Ph 
* .. The Trading Co. branch office at Hamilton, Bermuda, is said to have oe 
* been closed recently, all stocks on hand having been sold. Sn Rs 
: In 1942 America bought large quantities of medium-size cut, par- og 
= ticularly in the second half of the year. The other warring nations | % 
Eo bought what they could, usually in ‘black’ markets at fantastic prices. 7 4 
- In time of war diamonds are natural “investments” to the enslaved © °° % 
. people of a conquered country and to citizens of a belligerent country =. **% 

whose war future is dismal. | EE eh 
af _ Prices of rough diamonds early in the year advanced 5 to 20 per- ey 
. cent, according to qualities. Fine cut advanced 10 to 15 percent; | og 

melee slumped 30 percent in the first half of the year but rallied and - Ss 
| was off but 10 percent at the year end. _ , OS 

| Stocks of rough decreased markedly in 1942, as consumption ex- eo 
ceeded production. Stocks in the hands of American cutters are °S, 

| probably adequate, as. are those of fine large cut; the supply of small ou 
cut is abnormally low. : oe os 

| Imports.—As the following table shows, 1942 imports of gem is 
diamonds were 91 percent of those of 1941, a small gain in rough oe 
‘imported bemg offset by a larger loss in cut. The quality of cut a 
imported was excellent; that of rough was mediocre. | Oo ES
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-' Diamonds imported into the United States, 1941-42, by countries 

5 oe [Exclusive of industrial diamonds] . ~ ee - 

a | - Rough orunent fo Cut but unsét ee 

po oe Country poy ) Value__ _ Value 
ff oe | — | Carats |__| Carats |__| -——-_. 
Bo ao no ee Do mo Total Average} ‘Total Average oe - . 

peg, Argentina_...-...--- 2-2-2 |---| ee feed 146; $8, 607 $58.95 = 
Pe Belgium .....2.2.2.2..-------=----2---|-.-----2--}-----,------]----------| 145,504 | 8,298,551 | =. 57.08 arn 
CS Bpagiy TTT TTT IIIT) “6, 710 | $2, 280, 628 | $35.80] 7,434 |” 678, 099 9122-2 

ie 0. ©. British Malaya_-..-270 00200021 l fees ee 936| 19,873}. 69.50 -. 
Be Cuba..-...---.2 eee) ee] ee [eee] 2085-17, 808 | BB 
cee rance TT EEE EET] 4950 1- 726665 | 146.80 
OO Germany _.s see 539] aa3a7 | 7855 
css. Afong Kong... --- |e 2 -e eee - | -- eee  fe eee ee 9 596 | 66. 22. . eo 
Pope ee Mexico. ...-..22222--. 2-6 eee |e ee | ---e-- [ee -- = eet 443 {.  ~—- 35, 930 81.11 |. . 
one ‘Netherlands. - .._..-.-----u----+------]--2-------|--- 2-22-25 |- eee ee 1, 521 | - 76, 565 50.34 = | 
meow“... ‘Netherlands Indies. --...-.----2-----]----------]------------]----------] 104 6,339} 5134.00. ~ 
“so Palestine. _..-:-.-.-.._---.----- 20. s| os se a| lle ee sees fll | 5,523 | 703,208 | 198784. 
<0  Sywituerland....-.-..._.=..-.02...----|_...--.-.-|ose--ssese--)---2o-| 680 | «08,796 | 172, 69 a 
yo. <.-‘Gpnion of South Africa__..--..---.-...| 150, 324 |" 7,986,039 | 53.13 | 42,326 | 5,450923/ 12878 
Ce OO BSR elec ee ee eefeeeeee cel B80] 22501. 7500 
©. *- * nited"Kingdom..._.... -..-...--.-.|.-._.---.-|-2.-.-2--.--}-o--------| 19,982 | 2,170,778 | 108.91 
— ~ ‘Venezuela. -_..---.----..-------------- - _ 992 84, 704 34, 98. |...------- wren ennccnen [een inne , 

Bo Te - 215,026 | 40, 301,371 | 47.91 | 229,582 | 18,346,415] 79.91 
ee ggg ft Sf a 
Wes Aypentina....-..00----------oeeee eee e| ee eee ee eeefeeeeceeeeeeefeucee---c-| 86 | 82,013 | 980.25 
atc Belgian Congo._.....--.--------------|. . 205 | 4, 878. 22.31 |--.------2|--.-1-------|---------- | - 
feo. Belgium and Luxembourg __-.--...--.|--.-------|------------|----------| 26, 75 | 2, 042, 757 76.35 
Bae - ‘Bragil......---....-----..------------| 6, 320 477,812 | 75.60 | 28,842 | 2, 686,071 112.66 
foc 0... British Guiana... -------ss-e| | 59L| 19,775 | 88.46 7 85 5,810 | 105.64 
foo. British Malaya._-_---.-_--- 00 feeeeee-eee|eeeenenee-e-[-e-e--e---| 278 19,628| 70.60 
wr - Canada......-..----2 oe e |---|} -- +] -- eee] 1}. 395 395.00 
BB Colombia._..-.-....--.---------------|----------}--4-- =| -- eee} 18 2,666} 148.11 | 
ees ee Cuba... ...- 2-2-2 eee eee we wenn wee ee mw ww men | eee ewe nnn 2, 746 , 321, 863 117. 21 : 

woe - France_.....---------- eee ef 1, 327 184, 250 | 138.85 - . , 
eo Germany .......-._..---..-.--2------.|----------|---- eee [ee 162: 7, 520. " 46. 42 
poe _ India and Dependencies (British In- ep 

So Gig) eee epee eee eee | eee 1  -50T ~~ -50.00 | 
pe - Mexico. :.----.-.--- 20-2 2- eee] fee |e -8- 365 | 41,211 112.91 

| - Netherlands. --__-.-..------.----.~_--|----------]----------+-|---------- 960 83,341) = 86.81 a 
aan. Netherlands Indies_-...--_._--.-..----|----------|------------|---------- 147. 13, 579 116.06 - 

: ‘ Palestine and Trans-Jordan (Pales- : | 
a time) ee fee eee 20, 502 |. 2, 989, 910 145. 84 . 

- ‘Switzerland...-_-.-.-__._..---..-----.|--..-.--.-|-22-2-00----}oo---e ose 175 19,346 | 110.55 
oe Union of South Africa_....-..........| 252, 580 | 10,524,425 | 41.67] 935,153 | 4,738,062] 13478 

United Kingdom 1!......_-.......-....| 1,683 | 102154] 60.70] 13,307] 1,410,598] 106.00 
— Venezuela.-...---22------------------| 16,447 | 389,346 | 23.67 |. 6 700 | 116,67 | 

. 277, 826 | 11, 518, 085 41. 46 125, 806 | 14, 599, 770 116. 05 

a 1 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. | . | 

Cutting —In 1942 diamond cutting ceased its recent rapid growth, 
: due partly to a slightly smaller demand for large cut but mostly to 

the diversion of artisans from gem to industrial cutting. } 
Now that the Low Countries are no longer factors in the cutting 

industry, the United States (750 cutters and 750 apprentices) and 
Palestine (reported as 2,500 cutters) are the largest cutting centers, 
followed by South Africa (400 cutters), Great Britain (800), Puerto 
Rico (75), and Cuba (66). Java, Borneo, and Brazil cut some 
diamonds for their local trade, but the cutting is not done well enough 
to satisfy the American trade. 

Several of the belligerents propose to train their wounded as 
cutters, notwithstanding the unfortunate outcome of similar experi- 
ments after the First World War. 

World production.—For the third year, due to the war, accurate | 
diamond-production statistics are not available, but the estimates in 

. “
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the following table are believed to be fairly accurate. World pro- ae 
. duction (gems and industrials) in 1942 is estimated to have been © =» 

9,254,200 carats (1.851 metric tons) valued at $28,000,000. Com- 
* pared with 1941, the weight increased somewhat more than 1 percent, - +. 

» and the value did not change. : The quality was similar to that of 2 ..2 

aoe 1941, bort representing about 79 percent of the total and gem stones 

_ 21 percent. Belgian Congo was the leading producing country, both = = 
~-  In-weight (65 percent of the total) and in value (29 percent). The = = * 

f  British Empire’ produced 22 percent of the total by weight and 33° eit 

percent by value... As the South African pipe mines were not oper- = 8 

* ated, all production was from alluvial mines, 
The following table shows, as accurately as available statistics =» « 

=: permit, world production for the past 5 years. _ a BE 

[ +, World production of diamonds, 1988-42, by countries, in metric carats eS 
Be ne " fimcinding industrial diamonds) = 

i | Country, 1988 | 1989 |] 1940 - 194b | 1842 ee 

" Africa: - | , / . . | : OO - — a a 

ye - Angola. ...-.----------------------------} 651, 265") _ 690,353 | 784, 270 787,000 | - 1,791,850 -~ poet 
* -. . Belgian Congo.-_---..------------------ 7,205, 620 | 8, 360,000 | 9,603,000 | 5,866,000 | 6, 018, 000 re 
Tee French Equatorial Africa.....--.-------- 16, 013 1.16, 000 116, 000. 20, 000 -* 20,000. eB 

Re. _ + French West Africa. ...:----------------| -_ 61, 928 56,314 | 175,000}: 35,000; — _ 36,.000 co Eg Re 

nh Gold Coast 2........-.-------------------| 1,296, 763 | 1, 087,652 | 1 825,000 | 1, 000, 000 | * 1, 000, 000 ati 
a . Sierra Leone.....--.---.-----------------| . 689,621 | 600,000 | | 750,000 850,000 |  1850,000 = eg 

es South-West Africa.....-------.-.-----| 154.856 | 35,470 |,» 30f017 |. 46,578 | 00,000 = 
{ -—- Panganyika (exports)-..----------------|____3, 576 |_-_8, 445 2,250 | 11,750 | 1,000 ie 

a - Union of South Africa: — / : | : {oo | a oe a os 

bo Mines......-- = -----ee-n-eecnee--e-ee] 979, 460 | 1,089,144 | 1.871, 447 |--....------|---t------55 ol ES 
vo Alluvial.22207 7 22TTITTTITIIIIIITIT |. 259,147 | 160, 684 | 1172,027 | 142,300 | 106,000 ss 

Bo otal Union of South Africa.........| 1,238, 607 | 1,249,828 | 1543,474| 112,300 #106000, 

. - Brazil_...--------------------------------- 
235,000 | 1 350,000 | . 1325,000 | 325, 000 300,000. SR 

| British Guiana. 12--------------------| 33522] 82,491 | 126,764 | = 27,000 | 27,000 ss 
A Other countries 4. ....------------------+-- 34, 200 19,000 | . 31,750] . 34,350| 44,350 | ee 

- Grand total....-.-.-----------------| 11,619, 971 | 12, 500, 553 | 13, 012,525 | 9,104,978 | 9, 254,200 ee 

te _ 2 1938-40: Exports; 1941-42: Production. _ | : on ee a8 
. - 8South African production without Namaqualand was about 76,505 carats. , suse 

we 41938: U. §. S. R., India, Borneo, New South Wales, and Venezuela; 1939: Venezuela, India, Borneo, | coe 

“ New South Wales, and U.S. 8. R.; 1940 and 1941: Borneo, India, New South Wales, U.8.8.R.andVene- = 
Yr zuela (Venezuela produced 29,399.carats); 1942: Borneo, India, New South Wales, Rhodesia, U.S. 8. R., ak 

and Venezuela (Venezuela produced 34,084 carats). : : oe 

bo ‘Both Angola and Belgian Congo showed slightly greater produc- 3 

tion; but the decrease in South Africa was rather marked, indicating © og 

y near exhaustion of its alluvial diggings. © = ~~.  , wg 

, In 1942 some of the companies attempted to increase production ©. --#:; 

of the industrial stones so necessary today and succeeded in a small us 

way. If the war continues, however, the long-term outlook is for a cee 

drying up of production, as certain essential supplies will be lacking  _—_ .. =} 

: owing to the isolation of the mines now producing. _ | ak 

: Industrial diamonds.—In ‘these days industrial diamonds steal. the ae 

. limelight from the gem variety, not only as to sales but as to romance. oe 

Concerning the latter, we may cite the recovery of several shipments or 

| snatched by the Allies from under the eyes of the Axis Powers. . ane 

. The use-of industrial--diamonds, particularly of crushing ‘bort, a 

. continues to ‘increase beyond the expectations of anyone’ in the ~ os 

industry. Part of this expansion, of course, is due to the war program; Be 

but after the war is over, industrial diamonds will retain much of ne 

their gain in use. Consumption greatly exceeds production. The -.-.:
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-,-... finer grades continue to be scarce, but users are schooling themselves 
_ +. .. to-utilize advantageously the grades that are available. 
">... Germany and Italy are already feeling a shortage. of industrial = 

<2 diamonds. Germany’s shortage is dramatically indicated by the 
2. fantastic prices charged in the Swiss “black” market. Japan isin s.-~-m-even less enviable position, as it has not a store of gem stones =. 
Y-. . to. which it can resort. ee OT SR RED a oy 
*---_. Wholesale prices of industrials in 1942 remained firm; retail prices =< *- . ~. strengthened... During the year the War Production Board tightened =. 
= +. its.regulations as to transactions in industrial diamonds. 
_...., In pre-war days the percentages, by~value, of the chief uses for ” 
“industrial diamonds were as follows; © Bln ee se Percent © Diamond drilling... 22222222222 BO 
ee Diamond-set tools__...._...--------22---- 2 eee 30-35 
a ae -Diamond dies. __-.--_------- eee 10-7. at “' Crushing bort (bonded wheels and tools) -..---2------- eee 10 7 poe ee Miscellaneous__._..--------------2---2------------ eee BL . 
“4 -  Poday the: use of crushing bort is much greater, and the use of 
- ..  diamond-set tools and of dies is relatively greater, largely at. the = | 
Page expense of diamond consumption in drilling. ne 
gers Imports of industrial diamonds into the United States during 
g. the past 5 years were.as follows: _ SE a 

ms Iedustrial diamonds (glaziers? , engravers’,..and miners’) imported into.the United fo te . Ps : a | . - - - . - : States, 1988-42 | | . Se | o3 a | “ . 

eo oe oe = er Ce 

be es ne 2 Value =|} of Value | - 
ae Year. | Carats . |—————_-______ Year Carats ——————_____- 

re - Total c 7 Total Average 

Bo 1988............| 1,396, 247'| $4,213,412 | $3.02 || 1941.__..____| 6,982, 248 $14,908,809 | $2.17. Hee — 1989... .2.-..--] 3, 568, 730 | 9, 725, 683 2.73 || 1942.__.__.____] 11, 208, 704 | 22, 154, 076 1.98. . . Poo 1940-...2.--.-..| 3,809, 071 11, 026, 563 2. 89 a ; 

oe ee _ RUBY, SAPPHIRE, EMERALD ~ ee 
| In Indian Precious Stones, by L. A. N. Iyer (Bull. 6, Records of: 

- the Geological Survey of India, Calcutta, New Delhi, 1942, pp. 
oo 17-23), the Indian sapphire localities of Afghanistan, Burma, and 
> Ceylon are described. In its 40-year life (1885-1925), the average 

annual gross of the Burma Ruby Mines Co. was only about $300,000, 
sufficient reason why the company expired some years ago. The © 
local natives carry on mining in a crude way, either by shallow 
shafts from which the “‘byon” is removed and robbed laterally as | 
far as safety permits; by terracing the sides of a hill, somewhat : 

ae alter the Colombian mining practice; or by collecting gravels from — 
| limestone caves. The gravels are treated in an open, slightly slop- 

ing pond, in which the valuable gems sink and the valueless sands | 
are washed away. | | 
Edward Giibelin (see Bibliography) described the rather distinctly 

differing microscopic and other characteristics of sapphires from the 
major fields (Kashmir, Burma, Thailand, and Ceylon). ;
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— _ Jade (nephrite) occurs in Burma in place in a dike, in a Tertiary © oe 
~~ conglomerate derived from it, and in modern stream gravels (Indian © 
a Precious Stones, by L. A. N. Iyer, pp. 38-41). Mining is confined to) = 
~ the dry months, March to.May. Although the finer cutting is done —~-* 
ee in China (75 percent of the product is exported to that country), some = ©: 

stones are cut in-Mandalay. The market depends on the prosperity ==... 
«-. . of China; hence, at present it is depressed. 7 nas 
—  -_-In 1940, Madagascar produced 4,400 pounds of agate, 1,004 pounds = + 
=> of rock crystal, and 28,508 troy ounces of precious stones of various) ss | 
oe classes. Its beryl, amethyst, and particularly its amber are fine, © 9 = 2%: 
eo Brazil is rich in precious stones. Its diamond and quartz crystal = ..4 
= are mentioned elsewhere; one report states that in the frst 9 months . ~~. 
- of 1941 Brazil exported the following additional gem stones to the ==. 

' _ United States: a a : aR 
ff S | Kind Oo Quantity ‘Value, milreis eg 
be _ Aquamarine. -_-..----.-----------2----------grams_. 26,080 1, 912,092 | oe 

py Amethyst__.-.-..----------------------------do---- 45,286 666, 886 
. ~  Tourmaline.._--...------------+-------------do-.-. 3,412 238,027 | rae 
&  . Topaz__..-.--------+------------+------------do--.. 16, 561 175,821 2 es 
% |. Agate.....-2.2-.--.-.-----------------=_----kilos._. 5,410 | 83,076 ~—= -% 
¢ Other gem stones_..------_--~----------------grams__ 371,129 —. 1, 431, 107 a “ow 

4° About 63 percent of these exports reached the United States. Total So 
... . exports of aquamarine in 1940 were reported to have been 1,169,084 ~~ ©. 
‘grams, worth about $667,000, and in 1941, 524,651 grams, worthabout ~= . 
s $550,000. Brazil’s cutting industry employs about 2,500 artisans. = = 
“An aquamarine weighing 109 kilos was found early in the summer 4 
- of 1942 at Ariranho in the State of Minas Gerais. i he owners were =. 
» at once offered 800 contos for the stone, or about $40,000. Ashort = 
«time before, a fine block of rock crystal weighing 480 kilos had- been oS 
:  foundinthesaméregion. _ . - A 
: __ South-Wést Africa formerly sold its precious stones to the-Germans; 
‘in consequence, since the war began very little if any mming has been oR 
* done: In 1939, however, 4,075,031 grams of precious stones were-  .. 
' produced, and 9,226,269 grams, worth £1,132, were exported to Ger- SS 
* many. The principal stones were aquamarine, heliodor (golden yellow — oS 
i beryl) , tourmaline (blue, through green, to a pale yellow-green), rose = = “4 
- quartz, and chalcedony. A few colorless or light-blue topazes arealso ==> 
: _ produced around Leideritz Bay in the diamondiferous gravels, and oe 
-  gome agate. Apparently, so far as aquamarine, tourmaline, and topaz i 
“ are concerned, the pegmatite druses at the surface are more or less = 33 
- exhausted. The unweathered rock is hard, requiring the use of Se 
- . dynamite in mining, and any gem stones recovered from such rock _—_:, 

| are likely to be flawed. oo, | — | , ae 

INSTRUMENT AND CHRONOMETER JEWELS | | os 

Before the war, the United States imported virtually all its mstru- ts 
ment and watch jewels from Europe, particularly from Switzerland: RE 
Without such jewel bearings, high-grade instruments and chronom- as 

| eters to guide our aviators and to assist our bombardiers and Navy Ce 
| officers cannot be made. When war came, plants were created in this . ost 

country to produce synthetic sapphire, and stocks of Montana sapphire a 
- were set aside as a reserve. Simultaneously, mechanical means of Re
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"fabrication were introduced. The program is apparently approaching 
___. guecessful completion. In addition, certain hard-glass bearings are 

being’ made, which will alleviate the situation. Importsforconsump- 
ae tion of jewels for any movement, mechanism, device, or instrument 
~~» or for any meter.or compass numbered 92,547 ,236, valued at $2,007,012, = 

in: 1941 and 36,649,359, valued at $1,015,788, in 1942. In.November > 
-. -:1942 the use of instrument jewels was confined to.essential war work’. 
~  (WPB. M-50, amended Nov. 2, effective Nov. 2, 1942) 
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Boo oo : . Oo , ot 

«Nitrogen, in various compounds, is an essential element in the =.=. 
b domestic economy of the United Statés. About 500,000 short tons - oe 
*.. | were consumed in this country yearly in normal pre-war times— =~ :. 
»- nearly 400,000 tons in agriculture and the remainder in industry. as 
‘The current war increased the domestic need for nitrogen for both oe 
'  . .agricultural and industrial purposes far beyond productive capacity = | « 
‘sor importation possibilities available at its start. The result was a eee. 
» .. shortage in nitrogen. In the recent past the demand for this element os 
= > was met largely from domestic sources, but an important part of the  —... 
» supply has necessarily come from foreign countries, as the United  .~-» 
he States in the past was never self-sufficient in nitrogen supply.2. ss 
bo _ The war cut off some imports, hindered the importation of other =. 
» . commodities, and seriously disturbed the domestic nitrogen economy. og 
7 Munitions factories had first call on the lessened nitrogen supply, and og 

he enough for agricultural needs. Restrictions were placed on the use 3 
=, of nitrogen in fertilizers, and one after another of the nitrogen com-  —s—_—e_ i; 
«pounds .was placed under allocation. Consumption. in 1942 was ee: 
» exceedingly heavy, and the supply did not equal the demand ¢ither  $ °*: 
a for munitions or agricultural use. Agriculture attempted to turn to ete 
A organic nitrogenous materials for fertilizer use, and new synthetic oO 

nitrogen plants were started to satisfy the demand for explosives. 8 
: On January 1, 1948, there had been built or were in process of con- - es 

: struction in the United States synthetic and byproduct nitrogen plants ne 
with the huge capacity of at least 1,725,000 tons of nitrogen, a quantity es 

- nearly three times as great as the maximum pre-war consumption OO 
7 of nitrogen for all purposes. Development of this great productive et 

capacity will release the United States from dependence upon foreign =~: 
| countries for supplies of this vital material, but it will introduce a Pe 

; hazard in the post-war economy because it exceeds any peacetime se 
requirements that can now be foreseen. | ao 

a 1 Latest previous chapter on this subject: Mansfield, G. R., Nitrates: Geol. Survey Mineral Resources, ae 
1922, part IT, 1923, pp. 39-40. : 

2 Johnson, Bertrand L., Nonmetallic Minerals Needed for National Defense. 1. Fertilizer Materials: oy 
Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7159, 1941, 6 pp. ; | a 
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Bor ET a - INORGANIC NITROGEN COMPOUNDS — eae - 

Pee NATURAL NITRATES > ee 

"Domestic nitrate deposits—Deposits of soluble nitrate minerals are. | 
«widely distributed in small quantities in the United States. Nitrate 
. deposits have been found in 23 States, including the humid States ~ 
a Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Alabama, but occurrences are much =~ 
"-”s more numerous in the arid and semiarid parts of the West. Three ~ - | 
—. types of nitrate deposits are known—cave, caliche, and playa. The 

cave nitrates are most widely distributed; the caliche and playa. | 
, types occur only in the arid regions. The cave deposits contain the ~ , 
- .. widest variety ‘of nitrate-salts, including potassium, sodium, calcium; 
~'.» ..* and (more rarely) magnesium and ammonium nitrate. The caliche  __ 
. ». and* playa deposits are chiefly sodium nitrate. The deposits are. 

discussed in detail in various Geological Survey reports* eo, 
The known natural nitrate deposits in the United States are toosmall = 

oe and too low-grade to serve as a basis for a domestic nitrate industry. 
..°. Furthermore, the general conditions under which nitrates occur in 
7 = nature are quite well known, and this knowledge affords little hope _ 
=... that deposits of commercial size or quality will ever be found. . - .. | 
*. ‘The United States has no domestic production of natural nitrates, = 

so far as known. Cave nitrates were used occasionally in the past. = 
bere The domestic caliche and playa nitrate deposits have never been _ 
fe  worked. a ao ot ce 

mo Ohilean mitrates.—Natural sodium nitrate and smaller quantities of = 
s.. potassium-sodium nitrate are imported from Chile. All Chilean _ 
“nitrate of soda imported from July 1, 1942, to the end of the year was ~ 
ee _ for the account of the Defense Supplies Corporation, a subsidiary of 
oo the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. | | | ees 

we Sodium nitrate imported into'the United States, 1938-42 - So 

hie Total | Chile Total 

Kaa Short |- Short | Year Short Short | | - ‘ 0 - or Ort 0 : | oe tons | Value | tons Value tons . Value tons - Value . 

| 1938....| 644,942 |$10, 689, 289 | 646, 386 ($10, 731, 678 || 1941...-| 610, 561 |$10, 868, 222 | 610, 569 |$10, 868, 568 
oO 1939. _--| 676,409 | 11,199,895 | 676,917 | 11,213, 445 || 1942.__-| 899, 785 | 17, 213. 549 | 899, 845 | 17, 216, 194 

. 1940.:..| 744,145 | 12,451,179 | 744,145_| 12, 451, 179 |: 

ss Potassium-sodium nitrate (all from Chile) imported into United States, 1988-42 

Year Short tons Value Year Short tons Value 

1938.......----------------| 44,493 | $971,646 |] 1941... | 84,541 | $725, 846 
1939__.. 2 55, 164 | 1, 235,078 || 1942__._-_.----- ~~~ 14, 272 377, 703 
1940._-...--.....---.------| 55,016 | 1,366, 131 

Imported and synthetically produced domestic sodium nitrates are 
under allocation—approximately 80 percent for agricultural and the _ 

938 Mansfeld, G. R., and Boardman, Leona, Nitrate Deposits of the United States: Geol. Survey Bull. 
2 ’ p. 

Noble, L. F. Mansfield, G. R., and others, Nitrate Deposits in the Amargosa Region, Southeastern 
California: Geol. Survey Bull. 724, 1922,99 pp. . 

Noble, L. F., Nitrate Deposits in Southeastern California, with Notes on Deposits in Southeastern Ari- 
zona and Southwestern New Mexico: Geol. Survey Bull. 820, 1931, 108 pp. 

= Gale, H. S., Nitrate Deposits: Geol. Survey Bull. 523, 1912, 36 pp. | 

_
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“remaining 20 percent for industrial uses. Control of allocation is — eee 
bo under General Preference Order M-62 of January 15,1942, effective oe 
is February 1, 1942. | a ee es 

*~ A stock pile of Chilean nitrate was started in Chile in 1941 by the Se 
be United States Government. a re es 

fk oo, SYNTHETIC NITROGEN COMPOUNDS we: 

a .......General.—The.general situation. with respect. to. chemical nitrogen... SS 

~ _ up to the entrance of the United States into World War Il is well- i) 
«. covered by recent publications* ay 

e -. The following summary presents the major developments in the _ “4 
: leading chemical nitrogen products in 1942. a eg 
bo Ammonia and its compounds.—In the United States ammonia oe 
“.. (NHs) is made principally by the high-temperature reaction of pure = & 
+ nitrogen and hydrogen under pressure in the presence of a catalyst. ogee 
;  A-relatively smaller quantity is recovered as a byproduct of the coking = 
j of coal. Ammonia is now used principally in maulitary explosives,and, ss Ja 

«to a slightly smaller extent, in the manufacture of nitrogenous fer- © 9° 7% 
“ _ tilizers. Smaller quantities are used in industrial explosives, chemi- -  ~ 

‘cals, and in various minor ways. Agricultural consumption in 1941 3 

* - has been estimated at about 65,200 short tons of nitrogen in theform = = = "" 

* of anhydrous ammonia and ammonia liquors; consumption in 1942 is = © ~* 
© - believed to have decreased because during part of the year the useof 2°. | 

. these: commodities for the direct ammoniation of superphosphate was ~ iS 

ve prohibited. | : | ES 

» Although the production of synthetic ammonia at privately owned — oe 
~ and Government plants made an all-time record in 1942, the supply > 
te was still short because of the greatly increased demand forits useim = & 
* making munitions and in other war industries. = __ eR 

i - The United States capacity for the production ofsyntheticammonia —.-— 
‘. . is being vastly increased. Several new plants have been erected, and «4  °% 
-__ others are in process of erection. It is reported that eventually there 
: . will be synthetic-ammonia plants in 10 or more States. ED 

eo General Preference Orders M-163 and M-164, effective June 1, _ rae 

* * 1942, placed both byproduct ammonia and synthetic ammonia under 
~ complete allocation by the War Production Board. There was no a 
.. Government stock piling in 1942. as 

™ Ammonium sulfate is one of the most important agricultural fer- ak 
| __ tilizers and one of the principal sources of nitrogen in mixed fertilizers. oa 

Production increased in 1942 over 1941, but sales declined from ae 
756,569 short tons in 1941 to 751,914 tons in 1942. In 1941, agri 

- cultural consumption of this commodity in the United States totaled = =. 
| 138,248 short tons of contained nitrogen, or 30.6 percent of the total = 

nitrogen consumed in agriculture.® —— a eS 
-.. _-Byproduct ammonium sulfate was placed under allocation by the’ =) =: 
- War Production Board in General Preference Order M-163 of May 30, SN 

| 1942, effective June 1, 1942. Allocation did not change the use | 8 
‘pattern, and most of the ammonium sulfate is stated by the War ey 

4U. 8. Tariff Commission, Chemical Nitrogen: Rept. 114, 2d ser., 1937, 300 pp. ° | Bh 

Johnson, Bertrand L., Work cited in footnote 2. cS - ne 

| Schallis, A. H., Nonmetallic Minerals Needed for National Defense. 3. Nitrates: Bureau of Mines Inf. oe 

OT hreheng, AAT Consumption of Commercial Nitrogen as Fertilizer in 1941: Fertilizer Review, vol. 17, | eS 

No. 3, 1942, pp. 2-8, 11-13. | | &
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- Production Board to have gone to the fertilizer industry, but smaller — 
~*.. quantities were allocated than before. = © ee 

Ammonium nitrate, hitherto used chiefly in the manufacture of — ee 
~-. - explosives, is being utilized to a considerable extent as a nitrogenous 

fertilizer. ‘Tennessee Valley Authority Nitrate Plant No.2 at Muscle 
~ Shoals, Ala.,-was modernized and rehabilitated in 1942 and began to. 
“~~ - produce and ship ammonia nitrate for explosives and later for ferti- 
pee aw lizers, Imports of a mixture of ammonium nitrate and limestone, 
_..... produced in Ontario, Canada, were released by the War Production ‘ | 
~-. Board early in 1943 for direct application to the soil. Be 
=... Sodium nitrate.—When the United States entered World War II, - | 
~~. only one domestic establishment was producing synthetic sodium. 
’. * nitrate—the Hopewell (Va.). plant of the Allied Chemical &. Dye 
“.. Corporation. Several new domestic plants were erected and bégan 
- operations in 1942.. The production capacity of synthetic sodium. 

nitrate plants in the United States at the end of 1942 has been esti- 
~... mated at about a million tons annually, but this capacity could be 
- attained only at the expense of reducing supplies of ammonia avail, 

able for other’ purposes. Most of the domestic synthetic nitrate:of 
~~ soda produced in 1942 is reported to have gone to munitions plants, . 
-~ and the remainder to fertilizer consumers. The allocation of syn- 
*-— thetic nitrate of soda is covered by the same order (General Preference _ | 
go Order M-62) asis Chilean nitrate. = © Be 
Be Cyanamid.—Imported Canadian calcium cyanamid, a synthetic 
~ =." fertilizer, has contributed materially to meeting United States needs.  —>” Be It has been produced since about 1910 at the plant of the American. __ 
Ba Cyanamid Co., of New York, at Niagara Falls, Canada. Domestic 
2. production has been limited to a single venture of the United States | 
“>. Government. Nitrate Plant No. 2 at Muscle Shoals; Ala., was 

originally erected as a cyanamid plant, but except for a 2-week trial 
Oy run in 1919 it was never operated. Calcium cyanamid is, like other _ 
ae Most nitrogen fertilizers, under allocation (Conservation Order 

, = M-231). | s | : 
| | ORGANIC NITROGEN COMPOUNDS | Se | 

7 Organic nitrogenous materials of vegetable or animal origin, such 
as tankage, fish scrap, cottonseed meal, castor pomace, dried blood, 

oe guano, bones, sewage sludge, and tobacco stems, are utilized entirely — 
in the fertilizer and feed industries and compete with chemical . 

| _° nitrogen products. The best grades, however, contain an average of -~ 
only 5 to 12 percent nitrogen. The demand for some of these materials _ 
for animal feed is increasing. | | | 

Restriction in the use of chemical nitrogen in fertilizers after 
) September 1942 resulted in an increased demand for organic nitrogen 

compounds, and competitive bidding by feed makers and fertilizer | 
interests led to shortages and unequal distribution.
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PG ARBON DIOXIDE es 
- Carbon dioxide, widely known as a means of supplying sparkleand 
{palatability to carbonated beverages and in its solid formas ahighly = 
.  . efficient refriggrant, has constantly increasing utility in warequipment. =." 
4 In this field it is used as a fire extinguisher m tanks, trucks, and air- a 
be planes and as an inflatine agent for life preservers and rafts. | hae 
i | Prdduction of commercial carbon dioxide in the last 6 months of oN 
i 1942, as compiled by the Chemical Branch of the War Production - «=: 
«Board, was 146,173 short tons of dry ice valued at $7,308,650 and 
».. 76,981 short tons of liquid and gas. The value of carbon dioxide m 
©. liquid or gaseous form ranges from 1 cent.to 8 cents per pound, de- 
«pending on the purity of the product; as the total for liquid and gas is Oe 

--given-as one, no-attempt-has _been-made by the Bureau-of Mines to————__5 es- +8 

-. compute an average or total value. | SS eS 

poe GRAPHITE LS 
7 _Demand for all qualities of graphite, except natural amorphous, = 
A was greater in 1942 than in 1941; demand for crucible-grade material. sf 

s-was greatest. Aided by conservation orders and restrictions, stocks ee 
of both Madagascar flake and Ceylon lump were at higher levels than eM 
in 1941. | Te | ge 

; Graphite has been placed on the critical materials list, but only ag 
- about 10 percent of the graphite employed in the United States has OG 

| critical importance. This is principally flake graphite from Mad- Ok 
| agascar, used in crucibles. Although the advent of electric furnaces oe 
- - for manufacturing high-grade steel reduced the demand for graphite ok 

| crucibles, fairly large numbers are still used in melting nonferrous | oe 
' metals and some steels. Flake graphite is used also in retorts for ate, 

- smelting and refining zinc and brass. | aS 
On December 28, 1941, graphite was included under General Imports ee 

Order M-63,. which placed imports of critical materials under Govern- we 
1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the | is 

Department of Commerce. ote 

: | 1825 |



- ment _control. On February 17, 1942, the War Production Board 
- issued Order M-61, restricting the use of plus-35-mesh Madagascar = 
--. flake graphite to the manufacture of crucibles, and named the Metals 

_. Reserve Co. as sole importer of graphite of this quality. On December 
~..... 4, 1942, the order was amended to include all crystalline graphite (nm ~ 
.. flake, lump, or chip form) that will stand on a No. 50 mesh screen, ae 
» | = U.S. Sieve Series. The United States depends principally on Mada-~ _ 
=... gascar and Ceylon for its supplies of strategic-grade graphite; therefore, _~ 
-... mports i the following table are of primary importance. == ss no 

oe a Graphite (natural and, artificial) imported into the: United States for consumption, re 
Pe a BN Tae 

ee eon oe f° Amorphous fe HB 

og Flake cares rae _, Nataral | “Artificial {000 

Be | Short. - | Short |.- -| Short |. | Short | Short es Bee * 7 | ‘tons Value “tons | Value | “tong | Value. | ‘tons | Value} tons Value To, 

ih 1988. e--222.-] 1, 620} $90, 663} 209) "$13, 717] 14, 676] $247, 789] 500/819, 870| 17,005] $372,080. 
Ber 1939.___----.-----------| 2, 260) 110, 476 602] 30, 421] 18, 675] 269,046] 413] 15, 383] 21,950). 425,326 be A989 TTT TL] 6,551] 340,396} 752] 54,027| 23,766) 487,675] 260, 9, 187] 31,320] 301,285 

Ao PO - Australia. ..22.-.-)2------[-e------|  @. _ 16)-----2-|---.--..-|-------|--=--.-] @} = 16 
fee ., Canada. -.-.-2-----|-2-2---}-2----2-|----.-e}e-2 oe 839| 53, 762 38 1384 S77] 55,146. oe ‘Ceylon... ----2-----=|7----2_|"77_7=_-] 2,705] 363, 705] 10, 343]1, 072, 940|__._._.|__ © | 13, 4811, 436° 645 | oo. Japan TTT) a 353)” 16; 439-22 TTT) gat? te 430. | ges... Madagascar_.....-.| 4, 877| 289,322} 194)” 6,492)... |.) om] 295,814. re Mexico._......-----|.--..-.|-.------|----..-|--------| 20, 347] 220, 268|7177777|"77""7"] 207347] 220/008 
ee United Kingdom___|_-_____]-_.--.-- Ly] | 200)-.-----}---------]------- |---| 200 

ee re 4, 877| 289, 322) 2,900) 370, 413] 83, 382/1, 363,434] 38} 1, 384] 41, 197/2,024,553 
ee) ae yy {| —. | — ||} 

me Canada. .....----| 7] 2, 376|-._-__-|_..-._.-| 629] 36,193] 169] 4,730| 805 43,048 a — Ceylon_._----.---._] 280] 19, 098| 3, 922) 582,938) 8, 951)1, 157, 969|_._.___|__.__.| 13, 15311, 759,905 
an China.-_.---------|-. 2 -fL---e} 68]. «9, 680]_-- fee 68) 9,680 - 
a! * India #2222222} fee 56; 3, 820]__---__} |e} 56}- 3,820 — . _., Madagascar_-------|""5.744| 301, 445] 106| 4, 722|. 7 |77777 77/7777" 77777) 5 850) 306/167 . | - Mexico-2 222 oo of] || ef 28, 988) 974) 476) 22-77] 772TT] 23° 938] 274’ 476. 
bie Union of South - _ a os so | , Africa. _| fe] fee] Yo pt ap a Co | United Kingdom 8_)-02222j-2222222]ITTPITTT] 6] 1, 800) TTI] 56} 11, 500 

el | 6, a 412,919] 4,152] 601, 150] 33, 569|1, 480,079| 169] 4, 739] 43, 921/2, 498, 887 

a 1 Less than 1 ton. a . : | : 2 India and Dependencies (British India). . 
| 3 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. - 

| _ The Madagascar total of 5,850 short tons represents shipments _ 
| received in March and April 1942, the only months of that year during 

which graphite arrived from the island. As a result of the allocation 
order of the War Production Board and its subsequent revision, the 
existing industrial and Government stocks of crucible flake on hand 
at the end’ of the year were adequate for current needs plus a 9- 
month reserve (3,600 short tons). The supply of Ceylon lump 
material was in an even more favorable condition. Based on the 

oe quantity consumed during 1942 (800 short tons) and requirements 
estimated by the War Production Board for 1943 (900 short tons), the 
stock of 1,300 short tons at the end of 1942 represents a reserve of | 
approximately 15 months’ supply. Stocks of graphite fines represent 
a 2 years’ supply. | | 

‘ ®
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7 Exports of natural graphite, 1938-42, were—1938: 983 short tons, — ee 

oe valued at $112,443; 1939: 976 tons, $109,715; 1940: 1,632 toms, = {* 

yee $148,639; 1941: 1,723 tons, $166,612; and 1942: 4,420 tons, $448,141. ee 

ee Exports of natural graphite represent, for the most part, reexports. De 

fe of Madagascar flake; the export market includes U. S. S. R., England, eee 

Ba Canada, Mexico, and several South American countries. Lo ee. 

f ‘As foreign shipments are uncertain, efforts were continued to pro- SS 

2... mote a larger domestic output.. The Bureau of Mines continued its ys: 

investigation of possible domestic sources. Graphite samples from = 
eo Alabama, Georgia, Pennsylvania, New York, Texas, and California = oe 

ie were collected and analyzed. Various flow sheets. were used ‘in an Os 

. - attempt to determine the best method of recovery with minimum ea 

* _. degradation of the coarse flake. The data from these tests were used 3s 
{as a guide in designing plants to produce crucible-grade flake graphite oy 

* - approved by.-the War Production Board.  — ee 

« _. Five plants have been built with the assistance of loans from the ==» =: 

“| Reconstruction Finance Corporation—three in Alabama and one ~- .% 

~ each in Texas and Pennsylvania. They have a combined capacity = at 

«of 4,300 short tons of crucible-grade graphite a year. Only one of -  .® 

; the new plants was in.operation during 1942, but all of them were A 

* producing by the end of the first quarter of 1948. The combined = 

: ° total of crystalline and amorphous graphite produced by domestic 

A mines in 1942 was 7,070 short tons; except for part of the Ceylon’ . 9. 

- . Graphite Co. output, which sold as crucible flake, domestic graphite =... 

¢- was used chiefly in foundry fatings and paint. Artificial graphite was og 

. . manufactured and sold by the Acheson Graphite Co., 30 East Forty- aly 

; _. second Street, New York, N. Y., from a plant operated at Niagara 

r Falls, N.Y. . o : | Pe _ 8 

* The Canadian graphite industry is again becoming active as the = = 

“* yegult of a diamond-drill program by Ventures, Ltd., on the old Black = a 
. » Donald graphite property in eastern Ontario.. Drilling has disclosed = = 4% 

:___reserves of 40,000 tons of commercial-grade ore to a depth of 300 feet. 
‘ The mill has been rehabilitated to treat 50 to 75 tons of ore daily. © ae 

-  ” Some impetus will be given to Mexican trade because of a trade =? 

. treaty, signed December 23, 1942, which reduces the ad valorem duty — “ 

-. on graphite from 10 percent to 5 percent. | The treaty is effective for ee 

"3 years and thereafter until 6 months after either Government serves Jog 

& notice of termination. : oe | gs 

a Prices for Madagascar and Ceylon graphite in carlots, f. 0. b. New ae 

< York City, duty paid, in 1942 were as follows, in cents per pound: AG 

. Madagascar, No. 1 Flake; 9 to 16; No. 2 Flake, 7; Fines (ground), 55 Ge 

to 70 percent carbon, 3; Ceylon Lump, 10 to 12; Carbon Lump, 9 to ae 

. 10; Chip, 7; and Dust, 4 to 5. ge 

: Figures for total world production of graphite are not available. A as 

table covering the period 1915-39 appeared in Minerals, Yearbook, . “ae 

-- Review of 1940 (p. 1414), and the foHowing table includes all produc- ae 

| tion figures from 1937 through 1942 that can be obtained. oe
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pd World production of natural graphite, 1937-42, by countries, in metric tons! — ao 

2 - - Sa ere! a _. [Compiled by B. B.Waldbauer] = t™S oo oe . - a - 

i : ee Country! | 1937 19388 | 1939 | ° 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 

pe ‘Argentina___......_.__-----s..---- OE BLL 00; 235 @ 
be — Australia: * SO 7 ‘ re 
Bo New South Wales_.._._--_-_-222_2 |e pec | 64): 391 Ba —Queensland________-_------ 222} 120 AO [eee] 63 320 Q@)" ce ition oF oe South Australia. _____-__2 2-2. | 2 foie - ele] lee fee ~—b0] 428 
bag” — Tasmania._-..-....2-.--- 22 eee. wee eee e nel eee eee fee eed 5 5]. @). Pe 
We _ Brazil (exports) -..----- 2-2 et @)  - (2) 60} §@) .; L oan Bulgaria. __.-_.--.-.2..---222----------2--|e.-- 22. | 2-2 ee 23 507- @ fo Geo Co Canada (exports)_..................-----| 2,675 | 1,044.| —-1, 199 1, 381 @ {|  @y oa 

el ~  Oeylon. = 22 2] 8 17, 660 | 511,972 | 522,756 | 5 24,414 (2) 6-10, 800 
2 oe ~ Chosen (exports)..........----2222-2.----} 48,569 50,348 | 78, 501 72,591 |. (2) Cy 
Los. Czechoslovakia-.........-2..2---...-.----| 5, 144. yo pee AY 8). (2) &@. : 
ae Germany: =~ fe a fo ee ' Be —, Austria. --_----2-22222-2222222--2-2---} 18,158 | 16,852 | aes Of COU] oe ee _ Bavaria... --.-.---2..-222.-2.....-.] 23,544] 28106 | 2) @ | @ Foca 
ct Greenland .--- 22 2-2 eee OOP UG CCR (?) _A2) — @®.-- a ee India, British__.-._..-..2.2.2222222222-22-2_} 567 465 951 ~ () (7) | 
my Indochina (exports)_....2.2--2-.-2--22-2-.4-,.----.--], °- 1 — 2 (2) () f°. 
Bees : Italy. .-.----.----------------------------|. 5,411] 5,488 | |) Ay . Be Madagascar: _......--------2-------------| 512,387 | S18 4:00" 20] 15,311] 13,018; ~ @) -- Me Mexico. __2..---------222--------2--2----} 0,210 |. 9611 | 9038 | 12,327 | 16, 998 20,816 Br -Moroceo: | a | . Sf . oo | ° | ee _ French (exports) _...-.-2--2.--2--.2.-_| = s«152 369 48g {oy MQ. bt Q). a Ber Spanish-.-_____--.--.----------------4----------| 7B} @ |. 885] F408 
oe Norway -.-.----------- 2d 3, 638 3,802); 4,333 (2) (2) — 3 ne Be . . South-West Africa_...-_...2222 222-2 oe | eee eee women anf 71h 188}; () | . eer Bweden.s eg eed 25]... 48) 205 (?) (2). i () 

-- Union of South Africa--__.2.22 22222-22222] 63 a4 SD 78 $62 |. 8656 
wee 7 United States: —_ : eet Mo | @ | (9) | mM |  Orystalline DIT) e & 2. (9) b 640 

ae . 1In addition to countries listed graphite is produced in France, Japan, N yasaland, Portuguese East. « _ 
pe Africa, Spain, and U. 8. 8. R., but production data are not available. nn - - hae - 4Data not available. De, fo 
Sus fe 3 January to July, inclusive. 4 . oo a Be 4 January to June, inclusive. - Le | | é eo .5 Exports. . ce 

: So ¢ Estimated production. oe a é wo . ? April to December, inclusive. . | . , woe - §8January to October, inclusive. ae . . § Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. : . oe 

eo | KYANITE, ANDALUSITE, AND DUMORTIERITE a 

Lo _ . Production of the sillimanite-group minerals increased in 1942 but 
_. not enough to keep pace with demand. The supply situation was 

ae ageravated by curtailment of shipments from India, occasioned partly 
- by the threat of Japanese invasion of that country during the early 

| months of 1942 and partly by lack of shipping facilities. | | 

Domestic production, imports, and stocks of kyanite in the United States, 1940-42 

| Domestic produc- Imports from 
tion British India Total uew supply Stocks ! 

Year TT I | 

Short Short Shore Short tons Value tons Value tons. Value tons ; Value 

1940_..2 4, 241 $93, 716 7, 658 $92, 159 11, 899 | $185, 875 (2) (2) 
1941.00 Lee 8, 335 175, 581 14, 285 175, 218 22, 620 350, 799 (2) (?) 
1942... 2. ee 8, 708 190, 750 6, 524 93, 743 15, 232 | 284, 493 318,970 | 3$449, 317 ao 

1 Industry stocks of Indian kyanite as of Dec. 31. 
2 Figures not available. 
3 War Production Board Miscellaneous Minerals Division.
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Bee ‘Imports of Indian kyanite were received every month of 1942 but | aS 

oo July and August. Although the proposed 1,500-ton Government ey 

= - . stock pile. had not materialized, industry stocks were still a year ee 

*— ghead of the current.requirement rate. ==, De og 

o Domestic production of: kyanite failed to attain. expected propor- ee 

* tions, chiefly because of dffiiculties in two eastern locations. Celo oe 

pO Mines, Inc., at Burnsville, N. C., pioneer producer in the east (which? 

~~ in 1941 became Mas-CeloMinnes, Inc., subsidiary of Munn & Steel =_—™ ee 

= of Newark, N. J-), ceased operation in June 1942; it was later reor- ee 

« . ganized as the Yancey Cyanite Co. and financed by the Reconstruc- “Se 

* =~ tion Finance Corporation. Mining and milling were resumed in” ee 

* February 1943 on a schedule of 12 tons of kyanite concentrate a day, oe 

: or 300 tons a month. Half of,this production will be low-iron glass- | ye 

i. grade kyanite (Fe,O, eantent, not-over 0.20 percent) and the re- a 

«mainder refractory grade. This company will do no calcining. > ee 

ws The Kyanite Prodycts Corporation near Farmville, Va.—largest ote 

~~. individual domestic producer—hampered by bad weather during the 4. 

k _- Jast quarter of the yearsandliby loss of employees to the armed forces ss 

“produced several thctisand tons less in 1942 than capacity output. — et 

é With an enlarged pitnt: ‘and stabilization of manpower, increased g's 

# - production is expected during 1943. | a ge 

ue _” Experimental workjis still in progress to improve the grade of —t oe 

Be domestic kyanite, so that 1t may be used as a substitute for Indian oe 

7 kyanite. It makes an excellent mortar and may also be used iM 

«plastics, but at present it is not regarded as a satisfactory substitute = <> 

~ in superrefractories for the Indian material. DS oS 

« .. 4 The cost of Indian kyanite delivered at Atlantic seaports rose from 

* alittle over $30 per short ton *n 1941 to $54in 1942. Pricesfordomes- ss 

i tie kyanite have been set by the Office of Price Administration under 

: Order MPR 327 released February 17, 1943. . On and after that date 8 

, domestic kyanite cannot be sold, delivered, or bought at a price above oe 

- the highest net charged by the operator for the same product:on a et 

__Gelivery made during March 1942. 

o Under this order specific prices were set for the Yancey Cyanite Co. 4 

» (Asheville, N. C.) at $22 per short ton f. 0. b. plant for refractory- oa 

a grade and $40 for glass-grade material. Prices set for the Kyanite = § 

t Products Corporation (11 Broadway, New York, N: Y.) were $19 per e 

j short ton for raw kyanite, 35-mesh in carlots, to $37.50 for 325-mesh is s 

" material, less than carlots in 100-pound bags; for calcmed kyanite in es 

: - 100-pound bags, the range was $26.50 per short ton, 35-mesh incar- °° 3 

: lots, to $42.50 for 325-mesh material, less than carlots, f. o. b. Cullen | og 

. or Pamplin, Va. =. | - oo | oe 

BS Production of andalusite on White Mountain, Mono County, Calif, . 

; ‘and dumortierite at ‘Oreana, Pershing County, Nev., by Champion a 

- Sillimanite, Inc., Merced, Calif—only domestic producer of either — + 

mineral in 1942—incréased sharply over the 1941 total. This mate- = * 

: rial was shipped to the parent firm—Champion Spark Plug Co., oa 

. Detroit, Mich—for use in spark-plug cores and other electrical OS 

| porcelains. : | me 

Experimental work on sillimanite from a deposit near Troy, Latah Bo 

| County, Idaho, indicates that the crude material must be beneficiated = == >? 

by flotation or a similar process of concentration to be marketable.” oe 

A large deposit of sillimanite in the Broken Hill district, New South ¥e 

: y Fonester, J. D., A Sillimanite Deposit Near Troy, Latah Co., Idaho: Idaho Bureau of Mines Pamph. 8 

59, November 1942, 10 pp. | , . 
. : 

. 556250 —_43——97 

4
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_. Wales, Australia, has been investigated by.the Board of Economic  —S -.: Warfare through the War Supplies Procurement Mission of the Com- 
ss monwealth of Australia. In January 1943 a 200-ton sample of this. )- - . Inaterial was received in the United States by Charles F. Taylor &- | | ‘Sons Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, for use in experimental work in the manu- ~. facture of high-temperature refractories. If the tests are successful 
and shipping space is available a definite market can be developed for  —s_—> -...... this material. a 

So HTUM MINERAIS 
BY een Shipments. of lithium minerals and compounds reached 5405 short - tons valued at $243,516 in 1942 compared with 3,832 tons valued at =~ $115,718 in 1941; they originated in four States—South Dakota, N orth .° «Carolina, California, and Maine. Lithium used as a scavenger in | metal refining and as an alloy, the stearate in greases, the chloridein- 

air-conditioning industrial plants and in dehydrating air in blast 
~~ furnaces, and the hydride as a transporter of hydrogen ‘have increased - “2. in. importance during the war. Available production facilities were Oo -. inadequate to meet these increasing demands. On December 5,1942, -.....- the War Production Board promulgated Order M-253, placing all | | Bad lithium ores under control of the Director General for Operations. This - Bs order includes not only ore produced on that date and thereafter but = » also stocks held within the continental limits of the United States as => “. of that. date, whether in private or Government hands. A much more  _— me -- favorable supply situation will be created in 1943 by the completion - » . of the new plant of the Solvay Process Co. at Kings Mountain, N. C. , aaa and the rebuilding of the Black Hills Tin Co. mill at Tinton, 8. Dak. -. (destroyed by fire January 5, 1943), and the entrance of several new  ~— “ss producers into this field. oe oo a . a | co Under supervision of the War Production Board all new plants set a _ up to produce and concentrate lithium ores were constructed to mill — ~ oe spodumene because of its relative abundance and ease of separation. _.. Production is also confined to extraction of the chloride, to the exclu- 

. sion of other compounds which are used in ceramics. | - . The United States is the leading producer and consumer of lithium ~— a _ ores and compounds and apparently has the largest known ore reserves. | South-West Africa, Australia, and Sweden produce the remainder | of the world total, except for a small output from Canada, Portugal, _ Southern Rhodesia, Spain, and Germany. | | | _ | Information on world production of lithium ores has been meager | | since 1937, when the United States produced 52 percent of the world total, South-West Africa 42.5 percent, Portugal 4 percent, and other - | countries 1.5 percent. In pre-war times Germany produced about 
the same amount of lithium compounds as the United States; however, 
these were derived largely from ores imported, chiefly from the United. : States and South-West Africa. The present German position is there- __ fore unfavorable, as the only sources of imports available to Germany _ are Sweden, Spain, and Portugal, which are minor producers. Stocks are not known but are probably small or nonexistent, as this mineral is usually mined as needed. 

Prices for lithium ores produced in the United States for sale on the open market, as quoted by Engineering and Mining Journal Metal 
and Mineral Markets, were constant during 1942 as follows: $5 per 20 pounds of contained lithia (Li,O), 6 percent minimum, relatively free. 
of iron, quartz, and tourmaline, $30 per short ton in carlots; amblyg-
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~ _- onite, 8 to 9 percent Li,O, $40 per short ton f. o. b. mine; and lepido- j 
Tite, 3 percent (Li,O), $24 to $25 per short ton f.o.b. mine. od 

eo MINERAL EARTH PIGMENTS AND MANUFACTURED IRON OXIDE 8 

ee en . OO [Prepared by Charles L. Harness] : - a 4 

Be World War II hastened domination of American markets by “% 

---.  domestie- pigments and. encouraged local manufacture of many — ...... 

'-. . foreign-type pigments, thus accelerating trends-in the earth-pigments sy a 

_ industry that had been discernible for several years before 1939. Im- 
Be provements in processing domestic pigments have offset without. .- + 

~. great difficulty the curtailment in imports of French yellow ochers, og 

‘Spanish and Persian Gulf red iron oxides, Italian siennas, Turkish ©. # 
f - umbers, and German Vandyke and sap browns. Althoughthe Bureau 

«of Mines has no complete sales figures for mineral pigments in 1941 = 4 

Be comparable with those for 1942, it estimates that total production was 4 

"80 percent greater in 1942 thanin 1941. — ed 
* _.. Many producers geared their operations more. closely to war needs 2 og 
© in 1942. The Clinton Metallic Paint Co., Clinton, N. Y., formerly +) 
* . -  gpecializing in natural red iron oxide (Clinton hematite and blended =—-— =} 

'-- colors based on it) for use in brick and mortar colors, installed equip- aa 

» ment to prepare the pigments for paint use.. To meet increased aos 

*. demands for earth pigments, the Geo. 8. Mepham Corporation |: 

f | erected a new plant at East St. Louis, Ill. The Mineral Pigments 

©. Corporation, Muirkirk, Md., announced completion of new improved === 

* . methods for synthesizing red iron oxides, Vandyke brown, and os 

* _—_ siennas; the siennas, which are made from scrap iron, are said to be | ook 
Ay a. 3 * ° e e . + ee - / na 

© considerably superior to Italian siennas. Reichard-Coulston, Inc., a8 

»  . Bethlehem, Pa., built a plant for manufacturing synthetic yellow iron oe 

»-. oxide for olive drab and camouflage paints. The Tamms Silica Co., — % 

‘- Chicago, Ill., improved red iron oxides for use in rust-inhibiting =» 

“_____primers and expanded its plant capacity for this and other products. ese 

-  _ C.K. Williams & Co., Easton, Pa., was active in camouflage-pigment.__ 8 

; ‘research and was particularly successful in developing infrared- of 
¥ reflecting pigments. , | | | 8g 

ro Natural mineral pigments and manufactured tron oxide pigments sold by processors “oe 

_ = inthe United States in 1942, by kinds | | Ss 

be So Pigment Short tons Value ° 

a Mineral blacks. .......--------------------------n ee ne cee een ce en eee eeeeee eee 2, 229. - $83, 558 re 
Precipitated magnetic blacks_--.--..-.-.-------------------------------------- 2, 244 378, 395 rt 

| Natural brown oxides (metallic browns) ------.------------------------------ 7, 839 834,445 a 

: Vandyke brown (finished pigment) and sap brown-_-.-----.----------------- 208 27, 915 Oo 

Pure browns (96 percent or better iron oxides) ...-.-------------------------- 1, 085 191, 248 we 

. Natural red oxides._........--.---------------------------------------------- (17, 452 ‘863, 424 ee 

Pure red oxides (98 percent or better Fe20s) --------------------------------- 9, 160 1, 551, 209 a 

Venetian reds__..._-.------.------------------------------------------------] 8, 507 557, 576 oe 

Other red iron oxides_-_....._.--..------------------------------------------- 5, 996 518, 084 ee 

Natural yellow oxides (high Fe2Os) ---...------------------------------------ 8, 223 228, 197 Oa 

Pure yellows (85 percent or bétter Fe2Os) -.....------------------------------ 14, 426 1, 963, 519 is 

Ochers (low Fe2OQ3)....-.--------------------------------- 2 +--+ 2-2-2 ene 12, 537 398, 820 oe 

Siennas: _ mo 8 
Burnt__..__.......---------------------------------------- +--+ 2-2 887 101, 608 oe 

RaW... nee ene een nnn nnn nn nnn enn enn nn ne eens 2, 358 309, 699 rier 

Umbers: 
; - 

Burnt. _-.-----------------ne ene nee een eee ene eeee 2, 335 140, 934 : 
RAW oon noon sn wean nee a ne nesneoeneenne ence cee neeeeeeneenee 1, 146 71, 189 ~ 

Other__.....-.-_-------------------------------- +--+ ---- +--+ 695 44,412 - 

| o7,327 | 7,764,232 2 

| | oo "a
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*~ | OR ~ Natural ‘mineral pigments and manufactured iron oxide pigments sold by processors | 
HEB ae in the United States in 1942, by States where processed 

State where processed ea Shorttons | Value 

oe Georgia. __.----- 2-22 eene enn -7,067| $1331. 
bo Maryland _ 2. -_---22------eeneeeeee] 2, 220 147, 600 
moors ay. Pennsylwania._..-.---.-- 2 eee 21, 815 3, 142, 177. . (Other States 1-2. ob) 25 | 4) 8484 

<a.) > 1 Arkansas, California, Iinois, New J ersey, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Tennessee, Virginia, and. an 

~ | Dry ocher, sienna, umber, and other forms of iron oxide for paint exported from the 
pee United States, 1939-42, by countries of destination - , pe 

pe 1939 1940. | tan 9 
oe Country of destina- ——p [EL oe | 
Bo, : Short |. _ Short Short Short ; oe ee A | “tons Value tons Value — “tons Value | ‘tons. Value. a 

Sa Repemtine “oc 316 | $36,377] 462 | $57,348. 325 |. $44, 906 50| $8998 Coe Bragih | - 26 | 3,693 | =—-s« 142 | 23°307| = 24 | 85, 39. 108} 2188 es Canada....-......-..| 2,029 | 104,519 | 2,691 | 133,693 | 3,006 | 200,427| 2,364| 151,109 So Colombia. 2227 14| 2,537 22) 4,275 | 1k | 24751 | 97 |. 26,857 a Cuba...----22-2---} 87 |) zat] 45 | 6340 172-| 21,872| 359 | ° 33, 681 — 
He . France...-..--_.___ 101 6, 163 |: / 24 8, 258 want eee ne fe ee - Mexico] 69 | 9, 987 122 | 24, 319 “210 |" -39,411 | 153 | 32,902. 
“oo. + Netherlands ..-._..- 1Ol.| . 5,554 |... ef] eee | eee fe ae 
mo ~ Netherlands Indiés__| . 84], 3;9741- ©. 82|- 10,182 "137 | 725, 099 "37 4330. 
os. * * United Kingdom-.--| 2,328 |“ 77,596| 1,166) 33,427; © 20| °8.696| 1 24 
ero, >. Venemela._.....--.- — 380} 3,624) - -89) 11,563 ~ 161 19, 264 100 |. 16,112 wo Others... 2222222222 820} 40,594 |- 352 | 39, 308 542| 72,061] 372] 65,761 ° 

Be | 5,455 | 299,289] 5,197 | 347,110} 4,940} 491,806] 3,631] 362,657 

t co Selected mineral ‘pigments imported into the United States for consumption, | 
Be a : an ‘1989-42, by kinds  ——— . ne ge, 

Ba _ | 1989 | 1940 | 1941 | . 1942 7 | 

a Pigment Short short |v... | short Short | oS a ; os ‘ 0. o> or Ort | or , | | — | tons | Value | ‘tons | Value | ‘tons Value | ‘tons | Value 

_ Natural iron oxide___...........] 5,439 | $171,649 | 7,451 $248, 200 | 6, 196 | $232,924 | 1,936 | $60, 697 Synthetic iron oxide-_........._] 3,018 | 305,485 | 2,213 | 246,898 | 2321 | 290,162 | 1,978 | 250, 650 - 
an Ocher, crude and refined_..--._| 3, 465 83,560 | 2,099 | 52,2571 380 11, 717 477 | 12,036 

Sienna, crude and refined__...-_| 1, 386 74, 100: 815 | 39,740 j___---_-}----- ee] : . Umber, crude and refined------| 4,727 | 57,555 | 2,826 | 43, 580 31 | 1,579 5 159 
Vandyke brown_.---.------..-. 453 30, 555 7 722 3 185 (4) 43 

—— 18,488 | 722,904 | 15,411 | 631,487 | 8,931 | 536,567| 4,396 | 323, 585 
} | 

oe 1 Less than }4 ton. — | 

Prices of finished earth pigments, which are quoted in cents per 
pound, were generally unchanged during the year, according to Oil, | 
Paint and Drug Reporter. Precipitated magnetic blacks, in barrels, 
less carlots, works, were quoted at 8.5; metallic browns declined from 
2.6 to 2.35; and Vandyke brown sold at 9, sap brown crystals at 12, 
synthetic browns at 12, natural red iron oxides at 2, synthetic red 
iron oxides at 9, Venetian reds at 2.2 to 4 (depending on iron oxide 
content), and natural yellow oxides, high iron, at 5. Synthetic iron : 

_ oxide yellows declined from 7.25 to 7.1 during the year as produc- 
tion increased; domestic French-type ochers declined from 3.65 to
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3.45; burnt siennas were quoted. over a.range of 3.5 to 6 (depending : 
on quality), the prices declining slightly toward the end of the year; 

-—s- raw siennas ranged from 3.25 to 10, depending on quality, the quo-— - 
- tations rising later in the year; and- umbers were quoted 4t 3.375. 

..Raw, untreated earth pigments are purchased by processors over @ a 
/ wide range of prices, from less than $1 to as high as $10 a ton at the 

ee oe MINERAL WOOL er 

The necessity of saving fuel for military uses, increasing the efi- 
- ciency of industrial plants, and maintaining temperatures at normals 

 -Jevels in homes with less fuel during the war has hastened realization 
of the true economy of insulation. =~ Cc mo . 

--  -Tt is estimated that production of mineral wool in 1942 reached = __ 
- . 600,000 short tons valued at $22,500,000,* representing production - 
-. _ from 58 companies operating 70 plants. To meet the unusual —_ 

~ . demands, the industry operated virtually at capacity, and this ——. 
- capacity was enlarged substantially by improvement in melting 

technique, which increased the output of mineral wool per ton of = 
| fuel from 2 to 1 to about 4 to 1 as an average, with a maximum of 6 

. to 1 in several plants. Efforts are being made to stabilize employ- - -__ 
- mentin the industry by encouraging dealers to purchase ona monthly = 

basis rather than seasonally and thus keep production and employ- 
. ment in constant balance. OO e : Se 

-. . Through the efforts of the National Bureau of Standards and the 
- _Industrial Mineral Wool Institute, commercial specifications for the 

~~ use of mineral wool in loose, granulated, or felted form in low- | 
- temperature installations were established in December 1942, to be 

effective on and after March 1, 1943. Tests at the National Bureau of 
_ Standards in Washington, D. C., the Engineering Experiment Station 

: of the University of Illinois, and the National Research Council of 
-. Canada, as described in a recent Bureau of Mines information circular,* : 

show that complete insulation of homes results in a 30-percent —— 
saving in fuel consumption. —s—=» | | es 
This fuel saving is particularly important to the eastern region, 

: which contains 65 percent of the total oil burners installed in the — 
United States. The Office of Price Administration estimates that ; 
51 percent of. the houses having oil burners are insulated. . 
- Mineral-wool insulation has been specified for use in military . 
equipment by the War and Navy Departments for tanks, airplanes, © | 
and bulkhead insulation in ships. The loss of life by fire and suffoca- 
tion from fumes of burning-cork insulation in sinking ships during the | 
Pearl Harbor attack was responsible in large measure for the change . 

| in specifications for ship insulation. Prices in 1942, per short ton in 
—_ earlots, f. o. b. plant, were $30 for loose mineral wool and $45.for - 

granulated wool. 7 | 
—_ | MONAZITE , | - 

| _ Monazite sand is the only commercial source of cerium, other rare- _ 
| earth oxides, and thorium which, although used in rather small 

: quantities, are essential to many industries. The United States 

: 3 Estimate by Bureau of Mines, based on figures obtained from War Production Board covering first 

nai bowles: Oliver, Home Insulation with Mineral Products—Conservation of Fuel for War: Bureau of 
Mines Inf. Circ. 7220, 1942, 15 pp. - ° .
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depends entirely upon British India and Brazil for its supplies. = 
-.. «Imports of monazite sands in 1942 increased 950 short tons over 1941, _ 
, ° and the tonnage received from Brazil represented 31 percent of the —- 
‘ . . total m* 1942 as against 21 percent in 1941. If need be, Brazilian... 

production can be expanded to supply all our essential requirements. . __ 
. .,. The stock pile of these sands—entirely in the hands of industry—is in 

excellent condition, containing 2% years’ supply at the current rate of = > 
~~. eonsumption as of March 19438. NV 

“8... Monazite sand and other thorium ore imported into the United States for consumption, an 
Pe 1988-42, by countries of origin 1 aoe ee, 

SL agpg agg Fogo tee ftom 

os | Valine | oe | Value | Sone | Vale | Sor" |) Value | Shoe | Value 

wo Bragil. ss -__-...-_.-| 110 [83,421 | ‘54 |g, 516 | _ 201 [37,440 | -734 1925, 240 | 1,346 | $62,555 
fo et _ India and.-Dependencies?_-.| 339. |14, 402.| 1,336 |46, 753 | 2,766 192,387 | 2,714-| 82,068 | 3, 052 - 112,928. . 
Behe Netherlands Indies____...-.|--2-=.-|-----.-| | 170 | 8, 747 |.-----.|--2-L_-]_------|--------|e-ee-ee| eee 
so United Kingdom 3_.._._.2_- Ty 887 |-------]-----2-|------- ~~---+-]--4--2-]--<-2---]--22--- -------- Oo 

Be | 456 [18,210 | 1, 560 [52,016 | 2, 967 |99, 827 | 3, 448 [107,308 | 4,308 | 175,483 

Bee, - | 1 Quantities are gross weight; monazite content not reported. / oo Be 
ve 8 British India. we es re 
Foe oT. 8 Great Britain and Northern Ireland. - | | . Be | 

-.. . Commercial utilization of the various elements in monazite sand 
Ue has expanded considerably in the past few years.. The original,basis — _ 

. of value of 6 to 8 percent thoria content has been superseded by the 
~. ceria and other rare-earth oxides content, and requirements are now | 
~».. based on a 57- to 60-percent minimum of rare-earth oxides. Con--  - 

siderable technical skill is required to extract the rare-earth metals = - 
-...  from'these sands, and for many purposes the rare earths are used asa 
a _ group. Cerium and the cerium group—the most important rare-earth 

elements—are used principally as arc stabilizers in carbon arc lamps, 
o _ as mildew-proofing agents, and in the manufacture of pyrophoric  — 
a alloys. Thorium is used principally in electron-emissive elements, _ 

praseodymium and neodymium are used in the manufacture of special 
optical glasses, and lanthanum and erbium in beauty preparations. 

- The market for these sands is variable and sporadic; therefore, | 
| _. buyers’ specifications are elastic. Indian sands are finer-grained and — 

_ have a higher thoria content than those of Brazil. The following 
| _ quoted prices are nominal: $42.50 per long ton f. o. b. India plus $24 

| ocean freight to Baltimore; and $64 per metric ton f. o. b. Brazil plus 
| $17 ocean freight to Baltimore. | | 

OLIVINE | 

Shipments of olivine reached 5,739 short tons valued at $45,201 in 
1942 and were consumed entirely in refractories. This tonnage is the 
largest ever produced and shipped in the United States. Olivine 
occurs in commercial quantities only in the rock dunite and in its 
alteration products, serpentine and steatite. These rocks, in lump 
or ground form, make up the material produced and sold as olivine. 

Olivine deposits are found chiefly in Washington, California, North 
Carolina, and Georgia. A review of these deposits, which includes an 

_ estimate of their reserves and a description of their development in the |
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_. past few years, has recently been published.’ Of particular interest a 
is the experimental work now in progress to determine the potentiali- __ 
ties of olivine asanoreofmagnesium. = = |. |. |. oS 

Prices for crude olivine, f: 0. b. North Carolina, were quoted at — - 
$7 to $9 per short ton, and for ground olivine, 8- to 200-mesh, at — 

$12 to $20 per short ton. © = | | es 

_ Piezoelectric-grade quartz crystals, which are required for radio  — 
oscillators and filters, telephone resonators, and other sound equip-. 

_ ment, head the list of strategic and critical minerals published by the oo 
' War Production Board. Although several domestic sources of supply = 

_ bear some. promise, we still depend upon Brazil for quartz of this =. 
grade, and the question as to whether our supply from Brazil will be — _ 
adequate to meet the present requirement rate depends upon the  ... - 
extent. to which small crystalscan be used. 

- Imports of quartz pebbles reached 1,305 short tons valued at 
$8,941,965 in 1942. Except for imports of 1,024 pounds from Gua- © 
temala anid 61 pounds from Colombia, which were sample shipments, —_~ 
the entire quantity was received from Brazil. This tonnage supplied 

| 5,202,808 small ® oscillators, 1,576,782 large ® oscillators, 91,173 tele- . | 
-. phone resonators, and 17,050 units for detection equipment. ==> oy 

_ However, much of the quartz received did not meet specifications, —. __ 
_ and more thorough, systematic check of the material in Brazil was oo 
-. begun. American engineers were sent to visit the various producing | : 

- areas, and inspection laboratories were set up in Rio de Janeiro. -—— 
' ‘Toward the close of 1942 production increased, and quality improved. = 

On May 18, 1942, the War Production Board under Order'M-146  —_ 
assumed control over the products for which quartz crystals may be 

| used; and on August 4, 1942, under General Imports Order M-63, <= | 
- ” importers were required to obtain War Production Board authoriza- = 
~tion for disposal of-quartz—erystalsin—this_country._ Beginning in” 

: January 1943 most of the crystals imported into the United States | 
were air-borne, arriving at New York City, Washington, D. C., and - 

| Miami, Fla.; the largest portion entered at the Florida port. Only | 
the low-grade material (of which about 10 percent will be usable) | 
will be brought in by ships, and it will be purchased entirely by the 

_° Metals Reserve Co. | oe 
Arkansas, California, and certain other areas in. the United States | 

offer possibilities for developmg domestic quartz-crystal production. _ 
The Hot Springs area in Arkansas offers two good possibilities, each 

. of which (it is believed) will yield about 50 tons a year of 30-percent- — 
usable material. Samples of Arkansas quartz when tested show a | 
higher piezoelectric activity than Brazilian material. | 

Complete: specifications and prices for piezoelectric-grade quartz —_ 
have not been formulated, chiefly because of the lack of a systematic : 

- and consistent method of mining and gradimg the material at the | 
| source. The orginal specifications called for quartz, each piece 

weighing not less than 200 grams, 30 percent or more of which must 

5 Gwinn, G. Richards, Olivine: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7239, 1943, 11 pp. - | 
6 “‘Small’’ defined as one-half inch or smaller in January-April and October-December 1942; as five-eighths 

inch or smaller in May-September. _ . 
‘“‘Large’’ defined as sizes above these in same periods. .
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. °* be free from inclusions, cracks, needles, bubbles, ortwinning. Because —_- _ of improved technique developed under the urge of necessity, smaller. 
_. .- erystals were subsequently accepted. The minimum size has been CO =... -yeduced in several stages until in March 1943 it stood at 50 grams. = it 

fe oe STRONTIUM MINERAIS ge-= = |. 
oe 2 . Lo [Prepared by Charles L. Harness] _ | Oo | ey 

~ =. Sales of celestite (crude strontium sulfate) by domestic producers . vy declined somewhat, amounting to 4,041 short fons valued at $55,529 
“.. jn 1942, compared with 4,724 tons valued at $69,054 in 1941. Despite ... an active market for use in tracer bullets and flares, no new deposits -~= 
..~ of chemical-grade celestite were worked commercially in 1942. Pro-- ~-- > °. duction of the abundant subchemical-grade celestite in Texas, formerly 

used entirely for oil-well drilling muds, declined with curtailment in coo... drilling activity, although some of the higher-grade rock was sold for = 
_°... purifying caustic soda and for conversion to strontium chemicals, both — : “with and without beneficiation. Research by the Bureau of Mines =~ 
“- 7". and by. the Foote Mineral Co. on methods of beneficiating crude 
—.._. @elestite found in Brown and N olan Counties, Tex., indicated that the = - 

impure celestite can be beneficiated to a plus-92-percent content of 
-.-+ ° Strontium sulfate. 2 co ee rs »~-. » . . Imports of celestite into the United States amounted to 10,387 
ke .. short tons valued at $144,848 in 1942, mostly from Mexico, compared. 
; with 4,294 tons valued at $66,271 in 1941, mostly from the United - 

'. Prices for chemical-grade celestite, lump, ranged from $30 to $35 | 
-.. a short ton laid down in the Philadelphia area. ™” oe 

re | TOPAZ | oe a 

pe __ The United Feldspar & Minerals Corporation, of Spruce Pine, N.C., 
shipped 583 short tons of topaz valued at $8,807 from the Brewer 

Oo mine near Kershaw, S. C., in 1942; it was used entirely in refractories. 
oe _ Experiments are still being made by the Bureau of Mines regarding 

+. the substitution of properly calcined topaz or a product composed of 
domestic kyanite and topaz for Indian kyanite in refractories. co 

VERMICULITE , | : 

| Sales of crude and exfoliated vermiculite, which originated in seven 
: States, totaled 57,848 short tons valued at $319,931 in 1942. Produc- 
: tion was more than twice that in 1941, when 23,438 tons valued at | . $125,444 were sold. Although the Universal Zonolite Insulation Co. 

(2601 West One Hundred and Seventh Street, Chicago, IIl.), operating a properties at Libby, Mont., remained the predominant producer and 
_ processor, the number of smaller producers increased during 1942. 

The increased production of this material is directly associated with 
wartime industries. Under normal trade conditions the principal] use 
for expanded vermiculite has been in home insulation, a minor portion 
being employed in acoustical installation, lightweight plaster, cements, 
and coatings. However, during the war major uses of expanded 
vermiculite have been as an aggregate in lightweight and insulating 
concretes—principally in poured concrete for structural roof deck—
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| and in insulating roof and floor fills in temporary and permanent 

. buildings. Vermiculite is also employed in deck coverings and fire- : 

walls of tankers that may be exposed to bombing attacks and by the eS 

~ - petroleum industry for lining cracking units in refineries where vermic- >—i(w® 

| ulite blocks or bricks serve both as refractories and insulators. — Ss 

Virtually all vermiculite that enters the domestic market is cleaned 

and screened at the mine; some is exfoliated by the producers, or it oe 

- may be sold to a processor for exfoliation. Screened vermiculite was 
___ sold to processors at $8 to $12 a short tonf.o.b.mine. Theexfoliated 

material was quoted at 70 cents to $1.25 a bag—each bag containing a 
4 cubic feet weighing 25 pounds—or $56 to $100 a short tonf.o.b. 

_ works. | oo —_ 7
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- EMPLOYMENT AND ACCIDENTS IN THE MINERAL 
- INDUSTRIES — 

SUMMARY OUTLINE ns 
en —— Pee age 8 

Introduction. _.-----.------------------------ ‘1539 | Employment and accidents—Continued. = ne 

- Employment and accidents_._-..-..--------.- 1542} Traprock quarries_--.---.----.-------------- 146 —~=O«s . 

Bituminous-coal mines--_---.-------------- 1542 Granite quarries__....-..------------------- 1546 . : 

. Anthracite mines.......--.-.----.--.------- 1543] Sandstone quarries.......------------------ UAT 0 

- Iron-ore mines____....---------------------- 1544] Limestone quarries. -.--.-.----.------------ 1547 | 2 

_. Copper mines_.-.--.-.---------------.----- 1544] Limekilns and associated quarries_.---.--.. 1547. eS, 

a Lead and zine mines (Mississippi Valley States). 1544] Byproduct coke ovens_...-..--------------- 1547 © 

oo. Gold and silver mines (lode and placer)...... 1544| Beehive coke ovens..__.--.-.-..------------ 1547 

Miscellaneous metal mines......---.-------. 1545 Ore-dressing plants_.....-.---.------------- 1548» a 

Nonmetallic-mineral mines..........-.----- 1545 | ' Smelters_...-.----.------------------------. 1548 . oo 

Cement mills and quarries._......---.------ 1545] Auxiliary works at ore-dressing plants and - ca 

- Marble quarries._.....---------------------. 1546 | smelters. _....-.----------+--------------- 1548 Coos 

Se Slate quarries... ---------~a---7----22--0-- 1546 | Summary, 1982-42.__-.---.-.------------=---- 1548 P88 

on, INTRODUCTION, see 

The war year 1942 witnessed the operation of the mining industry 

--. of the United States with somewhat fewer men employed but witha =~ 
large increase in number of man-hours of work performed. Copper, = 

-. iron, lead, zine, and other metals were in great demand by the Army.” 
and Navy; they were needed also for the manufacture of tools and a 

other working equipment by civilian industrial plants engaged no. 

______ producing airplanes, guns, tanks, and ships for the armed forces... 

_ Thus, the metal-mining industry was the original source of supply = 

of raw materials of war. Back of the industries whose raw materials ss 

were of metal stood the coal-mining industry, without whose product 

the metal-using industries could not operate and the transportation 

systems of the Nation could not function. Faced with such conditions i 
in 1942, the metal-mining industry and the coal-mming industry : 

‘measured up to their wartime responsibilities. The difficult situation 7 

was met, so far as the mining and allied industries are concerned, a 

| by extension of the period of operation over a larger number of days | 

during the year rather than by an attempt to increase the number of | 
employees in the face of ever-increasing calls for men by the armed 

forces. Oo ; 

Reports thus far received (many companies not having yet reported) - 

| indicate that the mines, quarries, coke ovens, ore-dressing plants, 

and smelters in the United States employed approximately 812,600 7 

_men in 1942, or about 23,000 less than in 1941. However, operations : 

during 1942, expressed in man-days of labor performed, reached 

nearly 211 million, a gain of 15 million man-days over the previous : 

year. Expressed in another way, the volume of work performed 

was about 1.6 billion man-hours, compared with approximately 1.4 

billion during 1941. 
1539 :
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. Accidents to the employees caused 1,878 deaths and 97,232 nonfatal = 
~~ lost-time injuries, such an injury meaning one that disables anem- i 
--. ployee longer than the remainder of ‘the day on which he is hurt. 
-.°. Based upon reports received by the Bureau, the mineral industries _ oo 
_- . Inay be grouped into 22.classes, as shown in the accompanying table. 
o— Of these classes, 14 were operated with fewer employees than in 1941 | 
oe and 8 with more. As the number of employees, however, does not. 
- >.» necessarily indicate the extent of operations, the numberof man-hours 
coe of work by the employees must be considered; on this basis, 15 classes. —- : 
_/* showed gains and 7 showed losses. Of special note among the branches _ - 
--.»- Of the mineral industry that increased the number of man-hours = 
"of work during 1942 were mines and quarries or other plants that a 
- «~~ produced coal, iron, copper, lead and zinc, cement, limestone, coke, Oo 
~~. and such metals as mercury, manganese, and tungsten (included - _ 
~. under Miscellaneous” metals in the table). Gold mining experienced  _ 
~«.. @ loss in both number of employees and of man-hours worked, owing | 
.s.. to the order of the War Production Board, which stopped or greatly 
_ "reduced operations at mines whose principal output was gold-bearing 
fe OTE re Ba : 

ae". Number of men employed! in the mineral industries of the United States, 1940-42 a 

ge : ee | 1940 1941 |) (19422 a 

a Goatminess | ee foe Se0 Bituminous... ---..------2---.-2--eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee | 440,847 | 457,737| 9,000” me a __ Pennsylvania anthracite..-..--.-...--------------+-----+------- 92, 420 88, 948 83,500 = 

bh oo Oo - |__ 533,267 | 546,685 | 532,500 
ss Metal mines: | a So ae rr op se Tron... ---.-+,--------------------------- 2-2-2 eee eee een ned 23, 250 | 25, 870 28,100 . - ae _  Lead-zine (Mississippi Valley) -.--...----.------------2---2.---|~ 7, 644 8, 634 8,800 ae — - Copper_..._ 2-22 ene eee eee 19, 498 21, 576 - 22,600 = mo --. Gold and silver lode mines (including lead, zine, and copper, | - : St a Bm, except as listed above) __..._.-.-------:--2---------- eee ee 39, 128 _ 88, 235 | . 29, 900 ts . Gold placer mines_.___......-. 2.222.022 eee 15, 701. - 13, 368 12, 700 ee Miscellaneous (tungsten, manganese, ete.) --------s-2-----------] — §,119 - 6,614 7,000 | . 

ee | - | 110,340] . 114,297] 109,100 it =". “"Nonmetallic-mineral mines____...---.-.------2----------------..---] 9, 780 | 11, 088 10, 900. | | 

Quarries: | | | Ce 
 Cement___..--_----- 2-2 eee eee 26,695 | . 28,859 30, 200 PS | Marble_._-.---------2- nee eee 3, 240 | 2, 693. |: 2, 400 on Slate._...------------------- eee en enn 2, 800 2, 845 | 2400 7 Traprock_-._..-.--.--------------------------- een 2, 951 3, 029 2,900 - | Granite. 2222222222222 7, 162 7,830} 6,500 

Sandstone. __.-..----------------------- =e 3, 078 3, 180 3, 100 
. Limestone-_-...---------------------------+.-2-2222 2-2 eee 23, 251 26,395 |  —--:25, 900 , Lime... .---------222--2222 ee eeteceeeneeeeneneeeeeeeseeeeee--| 10,382] 292 {> 10500 

| 79, 509 86, 123 _ 83, 900 
Coke ovens: { 

Byproduct_....-------.-----------------------------------------| - 17, 469 18, 633 | . 19,500’ 
Beehive..___..-..---------2------- eee nee 2, 493 4,008 4, 300 

| | 19, 962 22, 641 23, 800 
. Metallurgical plants: . | Mills. ___-_ 22-22 enee eee ee eee eeee eee eee eeeeeeeeee-| 18,990 | 14,807 14, 900 

Smelters__..-_---------------------------------eee 20, 120 22, 003 20, 700 
Auxiliary works._.-_.-.--------.----2------------ eee ee 14, 958 17, 539 16, 800 

49,068 | 4,349 52, 400 
Grand total__.__._-_-__...--..---------------- eee 801, 926 835, 1838 - 812, 600 

1 Figures represent summation of reports for individual mines showing daily average number of employees 
at each mine on days when mine was in operation 

4 Subject to revision.
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An 11-year (1932 to 1942) review of accidents and employment in : 
-. the 22 classes of the mineral industries of the United States is pre- | 

sented in the following table. Trend lines based upon the figures in 
the table are given in figure 1. As is evident from the table, the 
volume of employment, as measured by number of man-hours worked, | 

a 1,000 — i = 2,000 oo i 
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| 8 Sih | - 

OO 3 400 ) —— - —— ae _ 

3 215 oT IN — f7\|  ™ iseZell = 
2°) A — A as 00 

ae | s _ a my gr Se 

oo a 0 era tae te ee lone | : 
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. = 75 bie SF . } —— 75 Ze “ 

= ~ an a os = al}: po 

| . S Injury rate ed - a 

| 19331934 193819361937 1938 ~—~C*39 ~~~ s 

: | Freure 1.—Trend of employment and fatal and nonfatal accidents.in the mineral industries of the United a 
— “States, 1933-42, : } : 

reached its maximum in 1942. Maximum employment, as measured = 
by the number of men working without regard to the number of days . 

| or hours available, was reached in 1937. - he frequency of accidents 
in relation to the volume of employment in 1942, though not at the 
 Jowest point during the 11-year period, compared favorably with all 
other years except 1941. | |
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- Employment and accident record of mineral industries of the United States, 1982-42 ce 

Aer | Sy CS re oe . | Rate per million - 
f : ; To Year. Men em-| Man-days of Man-hours of Number ‘man-hours Oe aE ployed | employment employment rs Oren nes een - 
ee ce qe pe Killed | Injured | Killed | Injured. 

S 4988.0} 671,343 | 110,658,616} 900,211, 723 683,717{ 152} 76.38 ~ 1933__.-_....-------------] 677,722 | 122, 787, 658 984, 570,160 | 1, 242 72, 342 1. 26 | TBAB 0 MBA Lilli] 739,817 | 144, 566, 133 | 1,081,694,716 | 1,499] sieco| 1.32] . 7549 | 7 ee 1935....----.-.-----.-.-.-| 783,139 | 152,354,170 | 1,128,808, 465 | 17495| saoi9! 1:32| ee 0 Bot 1936_..-----_---.---------| 824,514 | 177,920, 334 |. 1, 326, 347,029 | 1,686] 92,644 1, 27 69. 85 ae 19872] 859, 951'| 186, 790, 283 | 1,381, 261,415 | 1.759| 96484} La7| e985 eae 1938__...-.-.-----------.-| 774,894 | 145, 056, 875 1,069, 729,725 | 1,369] 71,618! 1228}; 6695 . — . ce ws BGI ate ---------| 788,925 | 159, 388, 490 | 1, 169,351,497 | 1,334 75,495 |; 114} 6456 ©. co A940] 801,926 | 178, 663, 792 | 1 293,131,603 | 1716] szser] 133| 6403  W9MT Ti i] 885,183 | 195, 425, 298 | 1) 440,988,174 | 1,622 | 90,334] 113] 6269 HMB] 812,600 | 210,78, 000 | 1, 550,206,000 | 1,878] 97,282] 1:20) 6272 

ee ~.. . I Subject torevision. = . oe on | en oe 

ens EMPLOYMENT AND ACCIDENTS oe ee) 

ee —- -. BITUMINOUS-COAL MINES sits ae 
.  Employment—More than 775 million man-hours of labor and a 
ne - working force of about 449,000 men were required to operate the — 

re bituminous-coal mines of the United States during 1942. Production oe 
‘Of coal reached 579 million short tons, or 12 percent more than in - 
“s+. 1941; it exceeded the production of each year in the history of coal = 
Be mining in the United States with the possible exception of 1918, the wy 
_"..- previous record year. About 2 percent fewer men worked in 1942 — 7 
--... than in 1941, but the number of man-hours worked increased 12 per- 
"gent. The large increase in production was the direct result of the 
“heavy demand for coal for the industries of a nation at war, as 
?. bituminous coal is predominantly an industrial fuel and is the chief po 

source of power on which other industries depend. The ereater 
‘demand for coal was met with a smaller working force than in 1941 

owing to the transfer of many coal-mine workers to the armed forces —  - 
: and, perhaps to a less extent, to the attraction of some employees to  =—s_— 
ae nonmining industries. | a | 
 .  Aceidents—Accidents at the mines during 1942, according to present | 

reports, killed 1,254 employees. This number, if confirmed by final 
reports, will indicate an increase of 182 over the number of miners _ 

| killed in 1941. Nonfatal injuries increased by more than 7,400 and 
- reached a total estimated at 54,125. The accident rate per million 

| man-hours of employment during 1942 now stands at 1.62 for fatalities . 
a (slightly above 1941) and at 69.84 for nonfatal injuries, the latter rate 

| being comparable with the previous year’s rate of 67.49. ) 
| The year was marked by 6 major disasters in which 127 men were 

killed, as compared with 8 such disasters in 1941 when 73 men lost 
their lives. The six major disasters of 1942 were chargeable to four | 

- States—one each to Arkansas, Colorado, and Kentucky and three to | 
West Virginia—and all were explosions. 
Detailed information as to the causes of the more than 55,000 

injuries and deaths in 1942 are not yet available and will not be known 
| for several months, when reports from all mines in the United States 

shall have been received. However, a review of accident records over 
a period of years affords a typical picture of the cause-distribution of 
fatal and nonfatal injuries at bituminous-coal mines. For example,
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during the 5-year period 1936 to 1940 accidents caused 5,247 deaths © 

and 222,693 nonfatal lost-time injuries among the employees, a total ws 

of 227,940 personal injuries. Following are the percentages of the me 

total number of accidents due to each main cause. = = ae 

Underground accidents: a a |  Pereent 

Falls of roof or face_._.----------------------<----------------- 247.8 nn 

_ Mine cars and locomotives____---------------------------------- 22. 1. en 

..... Handling materials. ...---------------------------------------- 13. 5. las 

“"Fland tools... .._.... sneer eee eee EB 
| - Machinery (cutters, loaders, etc.)_.------------------------------ © Te Sf ne es 

. Falls of’ persons.__.------------------------------------------- 3 6 os 

-.. Explosions of gas or coal dust_._....-_-------------------------- 6. °°.005 

Explosives_.-------------------+--------------- 2-2-0 -- noon a Ae 

| Electricity__..._.----_---------------------------------------- 
1.5 Pe 

| MiscellaneouS.....__.._..----- 2--- nee ee eee nee eee eee ee nee BS 

| Shaft accidents____.-..._--------------+------------+--------+----- 20 

- Open-pit-mine accidents_-_-------------------------+----------------- 2. 6 eS 

_. Surface accidents--.----------------------------------------------- 62 °° | 

A similar distribution of fatal accidents alone, which comprise only 2 
or 3 percent of the large number of accidents, would show a different == 

percentage distribution. The main causes of fatal accidents, inorder. | 

of their numerical importance, are falls of roof or face, haulage acci- | oy 

dents, gas and dust explosions, electricity, and machinery, these five a 

classes covering about 88 percent of the total number of fatal accidents =. . 

_ during any representative period in recent years. Ser 

Se ANTHRACITE MINES | eg 

| _Employment.—The output from mines of eastern Pennsylvania con- 

_ stitutes the product known as “anthracite” or ‘hard coal.” Although ~~ 

a few other localities of the United States also produce hard coal,  —is(gw 

anthracite is usually identified with the coal-mining industry ofeastern  =s___—iy 

Pennsylvania. During 1942 the mines of this region produced-and 
prepared for market approximately 58 million short tons of coal. This 

does not include several million tons from illegitimate or so-called — : 

bootleg mines, as reports of accidents or employment from such mines 7 

are not available. The regular or legitimate anthracite industry : oo 

employed 83,500 men in 1942, according to reports available at present. — . 

These men worked approximately 144 million hours in and about the | 

mines, breakers, preparation plants, washeries, and strip pits. Seven. 

hours was the standard shift. Preliminary returns indicate that the 7 

 eollieries were operated about 246 days during the year, or 39 days | 

more than in 1941. | | 

Accidents.—Fatal accidents occurred to 228 men, an increase of 34 =... 

| over the number reported for 1941. The number of nonfatal injuries | 

) increased also, the estimate for 1942 bemg 17,500, compared with | 

- 16,828 reported for.the previous year. In relation to the increased - 

man-hours of work, the record for 1942 was favorable, as the injury 

rate was 121.53, a decrease from 129.34 for 1941. The fatality rate . 

for 1942 stands at 1.58, compared with 1.49 for 1941. 

No major disasters have occurred in the anthracite mines of Penn- | 

sylvania since June 2, 1938, when an explosion of gas in a mime in - | 

Luzerne County caused the loss of 10 lives. This disaster-free record 

represents a period of 1,673 days to December 31, 1942. 7
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PE ee Be TRON-ORE MINES 0 

> Employment—Men employed and man-hours worked increased . . 
bee sharply in 1942. Incomplete returns indicate a total of 28,100 em-- 
. ..|.  ployees, a gain of nearly 9 percent over the year 1941. The total man- _ ee 
_.~ hours worked during the year was nearly 65 million, an increase of 
-.. approximately 18 percent over 1941 when 54.9 million man-hours of ae 
_-2 -work was performed. | : a 

Accidents —N otwithstanding an increase in menemployedandman-  — 
~~. hours worked, continued progress was made in accident prevention. = = — 
-.. - The accident-frequency rate was 22.69 per million man-hours in 1942, 
-.-..- which compares favorably with the rate of 23.07 for 1941. Theesti- 
“s+. mated number of injuries during 1942 is 1,466, including 51 fatalities. == 

oO re _ COPPER MINES aE ages = 
“i... Eimployment—The demand for copper; due to the war, caused ans 
--.° Inerease in employment beyond that recorded in 1941, which was ale 
ao ready substantially above the volume of employment in 1940. The. - “2° number of mine workers reached approximately 22,600, an increase 
--.. Of 5 percent over 1941 and of 16 percent over 1940. Similarly, the - 
=. number of man-hours of labor worked at the mines rose to about 58.8 ~~ - 
> million in 1942, from 55.1 million in 1941 and 48.7 million in 1940. ~~ 
7. Accidents —With increased employment and, hence, greater expo- - > 
1. sure to mining hazards, accidents in 1942 might also be expected to 
<>. ° increase in number. However, present reports indicate no increase “in the number for that year and an actual reduction in the accident  _ 
a. rate per million man-hours worked. Both the fatality rate and the 
“-.- ‘Injury rate appear to have declined in 1942. Present information . 
~ . Indicates a fatality rate of 0.83 and an injury rate of 49.99, compared 

With 1.14 and 53.71, respectively,in 1941. © ce oe 
“ss CEAD AND:ZINC MINES (MISSISSIPPI VALLEY STATES) ==—t—«ts 

oe - Classification.—This group covers mines producing lead and zinc 
In the Mississippi Valley States, chiefly Oklahoma, Missouri, and 

mn Kansas, and those producing fluorspar in Kentucky and Illinois, 
| where somewhat comparable conditions prevail. | | | 

Employment.—The number of men working increased slightly in , 
. 1942, and the number of man-hours showed a decided gain. “The _ 

number of employees was approximately 8,800, a gain of 2 percent. , 
| The aggregate man-hours worked increased about 13 percent, as pre- 

liminary reports for the year indicated 19.2 million man-hours worked | 
compared with 16.9 million in 1941. 

| Accidents.—Tentative figures now available reveal that accidents 
| increased in 1942 and resulted in a higher accident-frequency rate 

than in 1941. The accident rate increased from 59.35 per million 
man-hours in 1941 to approximately 65.81 in 1942. The safety rec- 
ord, therefore, was less favorable than in 1941. Accidents during 
1942 caused 17 deaths and 1,247 injuries. 

GOLD AND SILVER MINES (LODE AND PLACER) 

Classification —This group includes mines operated chiefly for the 
gold or silver content of their ores; it also includes mines outside the 
Mississippi Valley region whose ores were valuable mainly for the lead 
or zinc they contained, as well as mines that produced some copper |
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but whose ores were chiefly valuable for metals other than copper. we 

Both placer mines and lode mines are included in the group... __ oe 

~ Employment—Employment diminished in volume in 1942, particu- 

larly during the latter part of the year, following the order of the War 

Production Board requiring the closing of many mines engaged chiefly a 

in the production of gold. From a total of 51,603 employees in 1941, mo 

reports thus far received (for. 1942) indicate about 42,600 men em- tis 

_ ployed. Man-hours of work dropped from 90 million in 1941-to ap- vimately 69 milionin 1942. °° =~S~C~S~<;S7C;«SSS*S 

| Accidents.—According to present reports, accidents caused 85 

deaths and 6,464 nonfatal injuries during 1942, representing a fatality - = 

rate of 1.24 and an injury rate of 94.33 per million man-hours worked, §~ 

as compared with a fatality rate of 0.81 and an injury rate of 92.00in 

- 1941. Eight deaths were caused by a single disaster ata mine in 

Colorado, | =... a 
- 7 MISCELLANEOUS METAL MINES . . 

-- Classification —This group includes all mines engaged in produc- 

-. tion of metallic ores exclusive of gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, and = 

fron. It therefore includes mines that produced such critical and =. 

_ strategic metallic ores (ores declared essential to the national defense) mos 

as bauxite, chromite, manganese, mercury, molybdenum, and tung- ae 

_ sten, as well as various other minerals. — a a Se 

_. _Employment-—Preliminary figures now available reveal that the 

production demands of a war economy have been partly responsiblefor = 

_- raising employment in 1942 to approximately 7,000 men, or 6 percent 2 

| over 1941. Man-hours of employment rose to over 15.1 millionin 

~ 1942, compared with 13.8 million in 1941, or approximately 10 per- 
: cent. — eo, a 

. Accidents—As estimated for 1942, the safety record was more fa- 

- -yorable than that of 1941. The accident-frequency rate per million = =~ 

man-hours of employment was 81.30, compared with 85.03 for 1941. > 

____ Present. reports indicate that 17 men were killed and 1,213 injured by an 

- accidentsin 1942. | Se | oe a 
: an - NONMETALLIC-MINERAL MINES re 

Classification.—Included in this group are mines that yield any me 

kind of nonmetallic mineral except coal, stone, sand, gravel, and clay. Oe 

| Hence; it includes all those. that produce barite, feldspar, gypsum, Ct 

: sulfur, rock salt, mica, phosphate rock, and many other minerals. , 

: - Employment—Employment in 1941 numbered 11,088 men, and in 7 

1942, according to preliminary figures, the group as a whole employed “ 

approximately 10,900 men. The man-hours of employment, how- So 

ever, rose to 24.1 million, compared with 23.2 in 1941, or about 4 | 

percent. : : | | 7 

Accidents.—From reports. now available for 1942, the accident- 

frequency rate was about 50.55 per million man-hours, which represents 

progress when compared with the 1941 rate of 51.62. Accidents dur- | 

ing 1942 resulted in 19 deaths and 1,196 injuries among the workers. 7 

| — CEMENT MILLS AND QUARRIES a 

 _Employment.—Approximately 30,200 men were employed in the ) 

cement industry (quarrying and manufacturing) during 1942, an in- a 

crease of 5 percent over 1941.. These men worked about 72 million : 

man-hours, which was 11 percent more thanin 1941, oe 

- 556250—43——_98 | SC
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—- . -. Accidents—Increased employment in 1942 was accompanied by an 
>. Inerease in the number of fatal and nonfatal accidents. . It is esti- a 
oe mated that 46 men lost their lives during the year, including 28 who 
~~. were killed in a single disaster caused by an explosion of dynamite; . - 
... nonfatal injuries are estimated at 797. The fatality rate was 0.64 and = ts” 
» the nonfatal-injury rate 11.10, compared with final rates of 0.22 and. 
—-- 10.98, respectively,im 1941.0 5 a ae 
ee ‘MARBLE QUARRIES ae | OS 

Em ployment.—Employment at marble quarries and related plants 
in the United States continued to decrease in 1942. Employment is 
estimated at 2,400 men and 4.9 million man-hours, a decline from 2,693 
men and 5.2 million man-hours for 1941. _ The proportionate decrease 

-s-. in number of man-hours of employment during 1942 was not as creat . 
/~ "ag that in number of employees, hence an increase in number of days 
co. Ofemploymentperman. © = - re 
oss. Aeeidents—Two men were killed by accidents, whereas no deaths | 
“Were reported in 1941. The fatality rate for 1942 is estimated at 0.41 

per million man-hours of exposure. Nonfatal injuries, estimated at —_ 
212, give a rate of 42.95, compared with a final rate of 46.33 for 1941. 

SAE QUARRIES | 

Em ployment.—Preliminary estimates indicate a decrease of Qapproxi- 
-. mately 16 percent in number of men employed in 1942. Employment _ 
“—<. expressed in man-hours was 4.8 million for the 2,400 ‘men employed. = 
ae Accidents.—Two men were killed and 439 injured by accidents. —_— 
Pe The number of injuries was much larger than for-1941, when only 323: 
--. -. oceurred. Based on these estimates, the fatality rate for 1942 was 
“(0.42 and_ the nonfatal-injury rate was 91.14 per million man-hours, 

compared with 0.18 and 57.21, respectively, based on final figures for 
ee ‘1941, | , | | Oo 
- pen : | | ._ TRAPROCK QUARRIES _ | , 
— .-- Employment.—Preliminary reports indicate about 2,900 employees — 
a and 5.3 million man-hours worked in 1942. Employment in 1941 | 

a covered 3,029 men and slightly less than 5.3 million man-hours. _ 
Oo Accidents.—Accidents resulted in 5 fatalities and 256 nonfatal in- 

oe juries, according to incomplete reports. These figures represent a 
— fatality rate of 0.94 and an injury rate of 48.07 per million man-hours 

| of employment and indicate a relatively large reduction in accident 
frequency. | | 

| | GRANITE QUARRIES : 

oe Employment.—The estimated number of employees was 6,500, a 
decrease of 17 percent from the 1941 total. These men worked 1.5 
million man-shifts or 12.7 million man-hours during the year. The 
decline in employment was due chiefly to the shut-down or curtailment 
of operations at dimension-stone plants and quarries. - 

7 ___ Accidents.—Estimates indicate that 15 men were killed by accidents. 
: This record compares unfavorably with that of 1941, which showed 

only 8 fatalities. Nonfatal injuries declined along with the decrease : 
in employment, the number of such injuries having been 610, according 
to available data. Accidents in 1942 gave a fatality rate of 1.18 and 
a nonfatal-injury rate of 47.84 per million man-hours of employment; 
the rates for 1941 were 0.55 and 49.40, respectively. .
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SANDSTONE QUARRIES 2 - 

 Employment:—Employment changed very little in 1942 from 1941; me 

estimates place the number of workers at. 3,100, with a total of 5.7) 

million man-hours worked. As the number of man-hours decreased Ss 

- 3 percent, compared with the 1941 total, and the number of men. - 

employed was virtually unchanged, the working time per man declined _ es 

m 1942. — _ oo = _ Oo a re 

- Accidents —Accidents in. and- about quarries and related plants. _- 
resulted in death to 2 men and in lost-time injuries to an additional  —_ 
336 men. Neither the fatality nor injury rate changed materially Oo 

from 1941, when the record showed 0.34 and 59.76, respectively. Oo 

So _  EYMESTONE QUARRIES. yg 

— Employment.—Incomplete reports indicate that the number of men. 

employed was about 25,900, a decline of 2 percent from 1941. How- 

ever, the number of man-hours of employment increased 4 percent; = — 

Final returns for 1942 are expected to show a total of 48.7 million - ~ - 

 ynan-hours of work performed during the year. OS - 

Accidents —Thirty men were killed and 2,540 men injured in accil- 

- dents during the year. This is a decrease in nonfatal accidents from — os 

1941, when 2,622 men were injured; however, the number of fatalities = 

‘remained the same as in 1941. Thus, the fatality rate for 1942 was 

- 0.62 compared with 0.64 for 1941, and the nonfatal-injury rate was’ 

- §2.16 compared with 55.96. | a ae a ms 

Se _ LIMEKILNS AND ASSOCIATED QUARRIES ns 

-- Employment.—The number of men employed, estimated at 10,500, 

was 7 percent less than the number employed in 1941. Despite this _ : 

decrease, the number of man-hours of employment «was 25.2 million, = 

-_-virtyally the same as in 1941. Thus, the average employee had a = 

- longer work year—304 days or 2,400 hours; comparable figures for > 

—T941 are 296 and 2.241, respectively. $5 
Accidents —Fortunately, the number of both fatal and nonfatal  —- 

~ accidents declined substantially in 1942. Estimates indicate that 10 Oo 

men were killed and 1,460 injured, compared with 17 and 1,551, 

respectively, in 1941. The 1942 fatality rate was 0.40 and the non- 

fatal-injury rate was 57.94, compared with a fatality rate of 0.67 and | 

ga nonfatal-injury rate of 61.30 m 1941. | - | 

| | BYPRODUCT COKE OVENS | So 

Employment.—Final figures on employment during 1942 show 19,551 

men employed, or 5 percent more than in 1941. They worked | 

56,771,172 man-hours, or 2,904 hours per man, during the year; man- | 

hours of employment also increased 5 percent over 1941. | 

Accidents-—Accidents occurring among the employees killed 9 men — 

and injured 545 during 1942. These accidents represent a fatality | 

pate of 0.16 and a nonfatal-injury rate of 9.60 per million man-hours , 

of employment, compared-with 0.22 and 8.07, respectively, in 1941. | 

BEEHIVE COKE OVENS 

Employment.—Present estimates indicate that employment in 1942 

reached a new high level for recent years. Final returns are expected
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{oe fo show that 4,300 men were employed for a total of 8.5 million man- 
ee ours. rr | | a 

7." Accidents —-Three men were killed and 375 men met with lost-time 
-... injuries from accidents during the year. These accidents indicate a 
ok fatality rate of 0.35 and a nonfatal-injury rate of 44.04 per million 
“7 man-hours of employment. If these rates are unchanged by final 
2a returns they will be lower than the fatality rate of 0.43 and nonfatal- - oo . .° Injury: rate of 52.71 for the beehive-coke industry in 1941. rere 

PE a ' » QORE-DRESSING PLANTS = : 
ss Etmployment.—Gains in the number of workers and the man-hours 

< ™- worked in 1942, compared with 1941, were reported by ore-dressing 
-.. .. and beneficiating plants. Men employed numbered ‘about. 14,900 
Bee and approximately 36 million man-hours of work was performed. __ a 
o> Aecidents—Incomplete data indicate. an’ accident-frequency rate 
mas Of 27.09 per million man-hours in 1942. As this rate is lower than the © es “1... rate.of 28.42 in 1941, the safety record for 1942 appears slightly more 

favorable than that of the previous year. — ge 

3 Employment.—Included in the term “smelters,” as used herein, are 
».--.. operations employed in the smelting and refining of all metallic ores oo 
<<. other than iron ore. The smelting of iron ore and manufacture of , 
ee steel are not included in the accident and employment statistics col- 
—-. lected by the Bureau of Mines, as such statistics are collected and __ 
“> "tabulated by the Department of Labor. Reports for the smelting . 

os _ Industry indicate that 20,700 men were employed in 1942. This _ - 
ee represents a loss of 6 percent in number of employees from. 1941 but... 
“=. @ gain: of 3 percent over 1940. The man-hours of employment - 
-... inereased 3 percent, however, being 56 million in 1942. _ ee 
Mee i Accidents—The intense production effort occasioned by war de- — 
Ce mands resulted in a setback to accident prevention for the third 

: . Successive year. The accident-frequency rate rose in 1942 to 30.49, . 
from 27.05 in 1941, 19.70 in 1940, and 16.35 in 1939. - 

* | AUXILIARY WORKS AT ORE-DRESSING PLANTS AND SMELTERS 

: _. Employment.—All operations at mills and smelters not directly — 
| _ connected with milling and smelting processes are included in the : 

term “auxiliary works.” About 16,800 men were employed in such 
works in 1942, a decrease of 4 percent from 1941. Despite this loss 

. in number of employees, man-hours worked increased about 4 percent, 
reaching 44.8 million. | 

Accidents.—The accident-frequency rate for 1942 increased slightly, 
being 20.65 per million man-hours compared with 20.06 in 1941. 

SUMMARY, 1932-42 | 

Absenteeism has become widely recognized as a factor in the slowing 
down of production of war materials. Also widely recognized are 
certain contributions to absenteeism. Among these are insufficiency 

- of supplies when needed, inadequacy of transportation facilities, 
strikes, lock-outs, sickness, and accidents. Perhaps accidents are 

least widely recognized as contributors; and perhaps even less appre- 
| ciated, not only by the public but by many production experts, is _
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that. saboteur of war energy, the preventable accident. Although | 
all-will agree that some risk of personal injury is inherent, or seemingly | coed 
inherent, in industry, there can be no justification or excuse, even el 
in wartime; for most of the accidents that occur. | ns | 

On several recent occasions the attention of the public and of — 
industry has been called by the President of the United States to the = 

‘importance of conserving manpower through the prevention of acci- _ > 
dents in factories, on farms, in mines, and on the highways and - 
railways of the country: It has become conventional to recite some ~~ ~~~ 

. of the leading causes of these accidents. The public has'to some © - 
extent become familiar with such recitals. To safety engineers they = 

are an old story. But perhaps it may justly be said that the chief oe 
cause of all accidents in the mineral and other industries is the small. ae 

- amount or complete absence of thought. given to the importance of oe 
- accident prevention by those who do not have safety thrust upon —s—=™ 

_ their attention every day. To such persons, in many instances, the 
safety engineer must look for the approval and support of his safety =~ 
programs. . Until the safety engineer occupies a position in hisorgan- 
-jzation equal to and’not under that of the production engineer, indus- st 
trial workers will continue to be killed and injured by preventable 
accidents, and the rehabilitation of needlessly injured. persons will | 
remain a major and serious. problem demanding the attention of —— 
governmental and other agencies. ~= ae a 

_ In 1942; a year in which the Nation could ill afford aloss of man- sit 
power from any cause, between 3 and 4 million man-days were lost a 
because of accidents in the mineral industries alone. This loss was oe 

- from injuries classed as ‘temporary’, so called because in each 
- instance the injured employee was ultimately able to return to work ee 
without having lost a leg, foot, arm, or other part of his body. A — oe 
loss of manpower nearly as great arose from injuries classed as “‘perma- a 
nent injuries”, as the accident caused the loss of some. part of the 

body or of its use. ‘Such cases are considered equivalent to the loss 

? . : 

-anemployee.  . | a oe | re 
Applying this. thought to the coal-mining industry alone it may be Sts 

observed that as the over-all average of production of coal in the — 
United States is about 4.9 tons per man per day, the loss of time from = > 

- “temporary” injuries alone represented a production loss of 15 or 20 | 
-. million tons of coal during 1942. An additional and even larger = 

loss, not confined to 1942, must be charged for deaths and permanent- 
total and permanent-partial disabilities caused by accidents. Such | 
losses are continuing, owing to the permanent impairment of the 
miner’s ability to work and, in the case of deaths or permanent-total , 

. disability, owing to the absolute cessation of the miner’s ability to ' 
produce coal. 

In the face of such losses, which are but a repetition of a record —=—™ 
that has continued for many years, there can be little doubt that one | ; 
of the most important problems facing the Nation is the prevention 
of industrial accidents. It is to be hoped that when the war is won, | 
the safeguarding of the lives and limbs of industrial workers will be | 
advanced to the front ranks among subjects universally recognized as 
meriting first consideration of production engineers and executives . 
of industry. ,
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